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.
A—.

,,, indecl., first letter of the Gr. alphabet

:

as Numeral, a'= efs and, but ,a— iooo.

Changes of : 1. Aeol., for e, for

:—for , for

:

—reversely for a, v.

sub o. 2. Dor., d for e, for -re:—in the

body of words, lap6s for. 3. Ion., for ,-
0os for :—reversely e for , v. sub e. b. be-

comes in the num. forms,, for, . c. in some words, a repre-

sents 77, as for,- for-. d. for , as for />-
5eco. II. changes of : 1. rj Ion. becomes
Aeol. and Dor. in the 1st decl., as, for, : also when is the vowel of the root, as

for] (); but for e or is often

retained in Aeol. and Dor., as (), but(). b. reversely, in Dor., and
in inflexions of Verbs in are contr. into , as for

-, 75 for- :—so in crasis, for , for

^. c. in Dor., ao and are contracted not

into , but into , v. . 2. in Ion., for is charac-

teristic, as in 1st decl.,, -,, -

:

if the nom. ends in a, the change only takes place in

gen. and dat., -, -, -.
-, insep. Prefix in compos. : I. alpha privativum,
expressing want or absence, like Lat. in—, Engl, un-,

wise,- unwise : v. av-. This a rarely

precedes a vowel, as in -,- : more often

before the spir. asper, as-,-,- :

sometimes coalesces with the foil, vowel, as (a-), () : before a vowel av- is more com-
mon. Regularly, it is only compounded with nouns

;

for exceptions, v.,,. II.

alpha copulativum, expressing union, likeness, properly

with spir. asper, as in-,-, but with spir. lenis,-,-,-,-,-. It

is prob. akin to the Adv.. III. alpha inten-

sivum, said to answer to the Adv., very. The
existence of this a is doubtful : some words referred to

it belong to a privativum, as-,-,- (v. sub voce.) ; in others, as^,-, a-

7€«,-, the may be a copulativum. IV.
aeuphonicum, as-,-',-,--

for,,,). [ in all

these cases, except by position. But Adjs. which begin
with three short syllables have in dactylic metres, as-, -,-,- : one Adj.

Ji-, with its derivs., has in all metres.]
a, exclamation, like Lat. and Engl, ah ! , ,, Horn. ; doubled, a. a. Aesch.
a a or a, to express laughter, ha, ha, Eur., Ar.

, Dor. for Artie, . II. a, Dor. for relat. Pron.
H\. _

III. a, Dor. for f, dat. of U.-, ov, in II. with penult, long, (a privat.,) not
to be injured, inviolable, 3,Tvybs, because the gods swore their most binding oaths
thereby. II. &, ov, in Od. with penult, short,

(a copulat., ) hurtful, perilous, aweful ;.-, ,() unbroken, not to be broken, hard,
strong, Od., Theocr.-, ov, () not to be touched, resistless,

invincible, Horn., Hes.
adcra, contr., aor. 1 of : med.&, -

: pass,.€05,, .,.&,. med. from (c). II., from.-,, contr., , ( c) insatiate, c. gen.,"
II.

(Root Af, cf., -^, used by Horn, in aor. 1

act. contr., med., contr., pass.

: pres. only in 3 sing, of Med.

:

—properly
to hurt, damage ; then to mislead, infatuate, of the
effects of wine, sleep, divine judgments, Od. :—so in

Med.,* II. II. aor. I med. and
pass., to act recklessly or foolishly, I was in-
fatuated II. ; lb. [The quantities vary

:

,, part, :, :,.'], , Dor. for.,, f., to be speechless, . Verb only used in

aor. I, 01 ' Od. From-, is, () speechless, infantine, Sappho.-€-, ov,() uninitiated in the Bacchic
orgies, generally, joyless, Eur.-& [/3], properly , expressing a wish,

that . . / Lat. titinam, c. inf., Anth.-,, , () without weight : not burdensome,
of persons, . T.-,, ov,() not examined by torture,

untortured ; of things, unexamined, Plut. :—Adv.
-, without examination, Thuc.-, ov, () not nded by a king,

Thuc, Xen.-, ov,() not subject to enchant-
ment :—Adv. -, Anth.-, ov,() not to be carried, Plut.-&, ov, also , ov, () untrodden, impassable,

inaccessible, of mountains, Hdt., Soph., etc. ; of a

river, not fordable, Xen. 2. of holy places, not to

be trodden, like, Soph. : metaph. pure, chaste,

Plat. 3. of horses, not ridden, Luc. II.



2
—

act., '. a plague that hinders walking, i.e.

gout, Luc.', Hebr., father, N.T.
[t], , , a man of Abdcra in Thrace,

proverb, of simpletons, Dem. :—Adj., r),

, like an Abderite, i. e. stupid, Luc.-', ov, uncertain, unsteady; rb =-, Luc. 2. of persons, unstable, Dem., etc.-', ov, not profane, inviolable, Plut.€€, , silliness, stupidity, fatuity , Plat. From-', a, ov, good for nothing, silly, stupid,

fatuous, At., etc. ;—Sup.-, Id.-, ov,() unforced, -without violence, Plat,-, ov, =, Anth. II. without a living,

starving, Luc. III. of the, simple in

life, II.-, ov,=, Eur.-, ov, not to be lived, insupportable,.·€e

rbv At. ;
Eur. ;[] life is intolerable, Eur., Plat. :—Adv.,

to find life intolerable, Plut., , freedom from harm, Plut. II. act.

harmlessness, Lat. innocentia, Cic. From-, is, [) without harm, i. e., I. pass.

tmharmed, unhurt, secure, Aesch., etc. II. act.

not harming, harmless, innocent, Aesch., Plat. 2.

averting or preventing harm, Theocr. 3. Adv. in

Att. formularies, without
doing harm, Thuc. ; so the themselves are

entitled , Id., , . for, h. Horn,-', ov, [4) without eye-lids, Anth.-,, , , () not thrown or shot, ibv

an arrow not yet used, II.-, ov, not hit by darts, II.-, 4, [)) without Heatings, Anth., , , {a euphon.,) weak, feeble, II. ;. an easy death in ripe old age, opp. to a
violent one, Od., es, =, of sheep, Babr.,-, Dor. for, -7}tos.-6, ov, {4) helpless, Plut.-, Dor.-, ov,() not loudly lamented,
^Anth. :—Adv., without summons, Pind., Dor. for.-, ov, [) ungrazed, Babr.-, ov, (4) untended by herdsmen :

metaph. unheeded, Aesch.', (a privat.,) to be zcnwilling, Plat.( is an exception to the rule that a privat. can-
not be comp. directly with Verbs; v. a-. I.), , want of counsel, thoughtlessness, Hdt.,
Soph., etc. From-, ov,( inconsiderate, ill-advised, Soph.,
etc.;4 taking no thought for them,
Id.

: Comp. -or epos, Thuc. :—Adv. -cos, inconsiderately,
Hdt. ; Sup., Id.-, , , <) without oxen, i. e. poor, Hes.-, 4s, () of no weight, Eur.- [], , ,() softly or delicately step-
ping, Aesch.-?, ov, living delicately, effeminate, Plut.

.-, ov, wailing womanishly, Aesch.-, ov,() living delicately, Aesch. ;

effeminacy, Thuc.-, , , () with delicate or luxuriant
leaves, Eur.-, ov,() without Bacchus, Anth.-, ov, either, 1. (a copul.,4) very noisy,

boisterous, or, 2. (o priv.) noiseless

:

—epith. of the

Trojans in II., v..-', ov,(4) with soft scandals, Anth.-, ov, () of delicate texture, Aesch.-, ov, richly luxuriant, Eur.

[ by nature], , , and 0s,, (perh. from same
root as) :

—

delicate, graceful, beauteous, pretty,

Anacr., etc. : of things, splendid, Pind.—Very early

the word took the notion of over-delicate, dainty, luxu-
rious ; hence neut. as Adv. to live deli-

cately, Solon; ' = ', Eur.;
and to step delicately, Id., , =, Sappho, Eur., to miss, c. gen., only in aor. subj.,

(Ep. for -) that we may not
miss one another, II. (From same Root with --€, -eiv, being rejected.), 5, , () delicacy, luxury, Pind. ;

iv thou art not in a position to be

fastidious, Eur.-, ov, () delicate and costly, Aesch.-, ov and , ov, immortal, divine, holy,, either holy Night, as a divinity, (like Upbv4, Upbv -), or never failing (like ),
II. ; holy hymns, Soph. II. without
men, solitary, Aesch.-, , , =, Anacreont.- [t],, , , in soft tunic, softly clad,

Anth.:— beds with soft coverings,

Aesch.-, ov,() unwetted,unmoistened, Aeschin.:

wanting rain, waterless, Eur., () to make delicate, treat delicately,

Aesch. : to deck or trick out, els-
Anth. :—Med. or Pass, to live delicately ; then to wax
wanton, give oneself airs, Aesch. ; c. dat. rei, to pride

or plume oneself on a thing, Eur.', , Abydos, the town on the Asiatic side of the

Hellespont :—, Adv. from Abydos,,
at Abydos, II.-, ov, with no bottom, bottomless, unfathomed,
Hdt.; generally, unfathomable, enormotis,Aesch. II., the great deep, the abyss, bottomless pit,

N.T. (For the Root, v. .), apocop. form of before , y, ; v. init., Dor. for £1777., Ep. for, inf. of :—-,
for, 2 pi., Dor. for TiyaOeos.-, es,() seeming good, Plat,, contr.-, to do good, N.T. : and, Ion. -, contr.-, , a good deed,

service rendered, Lat. beneficium, Hdt. From-, contr.-,, ^^) doing good :

—

01 'Ayadospyoi, at Sparta, the five oldest and most



—
approved knights, who went on foreign missions for the

state, Hdt., f . ], to do good, . T. :

—

. to do

good to, lb. II. to do well, act rightly, lb. : and, , well doing, . T. From-, , {) doing good, beneficent.

[pry], ", . (deriv. uncertain):

—

good, Lat.

bonus: I. of persons, 1. in early times, good,

gentle, noble, in reference to birth, opp. to,
' , II. ;, Lat. boni bonis prognati, Plat. :—with this

early sense was associated that of wealth and power, like

Lat. optimus quisque in Sallust and Cicero; esp. in

the phrase (v.^. 2. good,
brave, since these qualities were attributed to the

Chiefs, II. :

—

, , -, etc., Horn. ; ay. , , Hdt.,

etc. ;—also c. dat., ay. Xen. ;—and, 07. ,
, Plat., etc. ; lastly, c. inf., ay.,, good at fighting, etc., Hdt. 3. good, in

moral sense, Plat., etc. 4. , as a
toast, 'to the good Genius,' Ar. II. of things, 1.

good, serviceable, Od. ; ay.

Tots, ) Xen. ; c. gen., )
ay. good for fever, Id. :

—

[eVri], c. inf., it is

good to do so and so, Horn., etc. 2., , a

good, of persons,, ay. Xen.

;

' Ar. :— or, the

good, summum bonum, Plat., etc. :— in pi.,, ,
the goods of fortune, "wealth, Hdt., etc.; also good
qualities, of a horse, Xen. III. instead of the regu-

lar degrees of comparison, many forms are used,—Comp.,,,,' {), .,,;—Sup.,,, {), .,,,. IV. the Adv. is usually :

in late writers.',-,-, contr. from-., ,{) goodness, kindness, . ., . and Ion. for, only in pres. and in

bad sense (cf. II) : 1. c. acc. rei, to be indig-
nant at, Od. 2. c. dat. pers. to be indignant with,

Hdt.-, , voc.- : Ep. gen., nom.
pi. :—shortened acc. sing,; dat.-, pi. : cf . : {) :

—

very glori-

ous, famous, Lat. inclytus, II., Pind.-, ,, = foreg., Horn., etc. 2. of things,

Od.-, , =, Lat. inclytus, of men,

s

Hom., Hes. 2. of things, Od.-, {) poet. fern. =-, well-built
or placed, Pind.- [], ov, {) without milk, getting no
milk, i. e. takenfrom the mothers breast, Horace's jam
lacte depulsus, Aesch.,, , great joy, exultation, . T. From,^ form of, to rejoice exceedingly,
. T. ; aor. I, lb. : also as Dep.-

or- : fut.- : aor. 1 med.-
and pass,--, . .,, , the iris or flag, h. Horn.

.
^' [], f., aor. I, subj., inf.

:—Pass., mostly in pres. and impf. :

—

to make
glorious, glorify, exalt, c. acc. : esp. to pay honour to

a god, . Ar. :

—

to adorn, deck,

Eur. :—Pass, to glory, take delight, exult in a
thing, c. dat., Horn., Att. ; absol., Hdt., etc.,, , {) a glory, delight, honour,
II., Att. ; mere ornaments of the
agora, Eur. 2. a pleasing gift, esp. for the gods,
Od. 3. a statue in honour of a god, Hdt., Att. ; an
image, as an object of worship, etc., Aesch. :—then
generally, =, any statue, Plat. : also a portrait,

picture,* Eur.-, ,{) a maker of statues, a sculp-

tor, statuary, Hdt., Plat., etc. ," [], 2 pi. ., . inf. -
: impf. :—fut. . :—aor. I, . 3 s^ng- or, also

in pass, form : I. absol. to wonder, be

astonished, Horn. 2. c. acc. to admire a person or

thing, Id., Hdt.; so in Att., Xen.;
c. acc. pers. et gen. rei, to admire one for a. thing, Plat.,

Xen. 3. c. gen. rei only, often in Com., to wonder at,

Ar. 4. c. acc. rei et gen. pers.,

I admire not this in a man, Eur. 5. c.

gen. pers., foil, by a part., to wonder at one's doing,. Plat. 6. c. dat. to be delighted
with a person or thing, Hdt., Eur., etc. II. in

bad sense, to feel envy, bear a grudge against a per-

son, c. dat., Horn. 2. c. acc. to be jealous or angry
at a thing, Od. Cf..-, ovos, , {,, from) :

—

the

very steadfast, name of the leader of the Greeks against

Troy, Horn. :—Adj., ,, Horn. ; also-, a, ov, or-, a, ov, Pind., Aesch. : Patron,-, , , Agamemnon''s son, Orestes, Od., Adv. part. pres. of, with admiration,
respect or deference, Plat., ,{) celibacy, Plut. :— , ,
an action against one for not marrying, Plut.-, ov, unmarried, tmwedded, single, Lat. caelebs,

II., Trag. II. , a marriage that is

no marriage, a fatal marriage, Soph., Eur.", Adv. very, much, very much, Theogn., Att., the

word being its equiv. in Ep. and Ion. : in bad sense,

too, too much, Lat. nimis, as in the famous ,
ne quid nimis, not too much of any thing, Theogn.,

etc. [ properly, but in Anth.]', f. ],{) to feel irritation : metaph. to

be vexed, annoyed, angry ,
discontented, Ar., Plat. :

—

c. dat. rei, to be vexed at a thing, Id. ; Isocr.,, Plat. 2. to be vexed at or with a

person, Xen. ;
Plut. ; Luc. :

c. acc. pers., . to be angry at

their dying, Plat., , ,{) irritation, of the

irritation caused by teething, Plat. : metaph.,-
the thing gives ground for annoyance or dis-

pleasure, Thuc., , ,{) irritable, Plat,» , , verb. Adj. of, irritating*



\

4, ·{], , = , Luc.-, ,{) much snowed on, snow-capt, .-, , mild-eyed, Anth.,, Dor. for-., , , mild, gentle, kindly, of words, Horn.,

Pind. :—in Horn, of the shafts of Apollo and Artemis, as

bringing an easy death

:

—Sup., Hes. :

Adv. -, Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), , gentleness, kindliness, Horn. From-, , gen. ovos, (<) poet. Adj. gentle of

mood, Horn,

[], Dor. for., Ep. form of, only in part,,
admiring, Hes., JEp. form of, Dor. 3 ph—:—also

in Med., Dor. impf.' :—only in pres. and
impf . :

—

to treat with affection, shew affection to a

person, caress, c. ace, Horn. :—so in Med., Od., , Dor. for., f . : pf . : Ep. aor. I

:

() : I. of persons, to treat with affection, to

caress, love, befond of, c. ace, Att. for, Plat.,

etc. :—Pass, to be beloved, Id., Dem. 2. in . T. to

regard with brotherly love, v.. II. of things,

to be well pleased or contented at or with a thing, c.

dat., Dem., etc. :—also c. acc. rei, Id. :—absol. to be

content, Luc. :—. ' . . ., 4 . ., to be well

pleased that . . Thuc, etc., -, love : esp. brotherly love, charity / the love

of God for man and of man for God, . . II. in

pi. a love-feast, lb. (Deriv. uncertain.), aros, ,() a delight, darling, Anth.-, opos, , — , loving manliness,
manly, II.', , , verb. Adj. of, to be loved,

desired, Plat.» ?, ,() affectionate, Plut., , , Dor.-, ,, verb. Adj. of,
beloved, of an only son, Horn., Dem. II. of things,

worthy of love, loveable, dear, Plat., etc. 2. to be
acquiesced in (as the least in a choice of evils),[] one must be content, el . . , . . , Id., Xen.,
etc. III. Adv. -*, cheerfully, contentedly, Plat.,
Dem., etc. 2. just enough to content one, only just,
barely, scarcely, Plat.

-poos, ov, contr.-, ovv, (,) strong-
flowing, swift-flowing, II., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. of.-, , () much groaning, howling, of
waves, Od. : loud-wailing, Aesch., -, , verb. Adj. of, deserving admira-
tion, later form of the Horn,*, admirable, Eur.,
Xen. :—Adv. -*, Id., , , poet, for*, as for -, h. Horn.-, , , (a euphon.,) illustrious, noble,
Horn. :—Sup. -*, Od.-, , , (a euphon.,) stately, proud,
Hes. : superl. Adv., Hdt., f . , () to press one to serve as a
courier, to press into service, . T., , Ion. form of&, Hdt. II. neut.

— ayglpw,, post-riding, thePersian system ofmounted
couriers, Id., , Persian word, a mounted courier, such as
were kept ready at regular stages throughout Persia for

carrying the royal despatches ; cf. *, and v.

Xen. Cyr. 8. 6, 17. II. as Adj., the
courier flame, said of beacon fires used for telegraph-
ing, Aesch., Ion. -, , =*, Hdt., Att., Ion. -, , (*) a message, tidings,
news, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; a report of me,
concerning me, II. ;

he brings news of or about thy father's coming, Od. :—, to go a message, i. e. on a message,
like Lat. legationem obire, II.;—so also Ep. in gen.,

went on account of a message, lb.

;

' (i. e. ) lb.,

Hes. 2. a proclamation, command, h. Horn., etc.-, , =*, Anth.-, Ion.-, ,() a messenger,
Hdt. : title of the Persian minister who introduced
people to the king, Id., , , =*, h. Horn.', (*) : Ep. and Ion. f., Att.

: aor. I^ : pf .^ :—Med., aor. I:—Pass., f.\) : aor. I:
pf . : aor. 2 pass, only in late Greek :

-

—

to bear a message, to a person, Horn. ; c. acc. et

inf. to make proclamation that, II. 2. c. acc. rei, to

announce, proclaim, report, Horn., Att. 3. c. acc.

pers. to bring news of, Od. ; tivos Soph. II.

Med. to announce oneself, Id. III. Pass, to be

reported of, Id., etc. ; the reports, Thuc.
Hence, *, , a message, tidings, news, Eur.,

Thuc, etc.", , , a messenger, envoy, Horn., Hdt.,

Att. 2. generally, one that announces, of birds of

augury, II. ; *, of a poet, Theogn. ; Aibs

., of the nightingale, Soph. ; c. gen. rei, &.
Id. 3. a divine messenger, an angel, . T., , Ion. for.", eo*, , a vessel of various kinds, a jar to hold

milk, etc., Horn. : a vat for the vintage, Hes. ; a vase,

pitcher, pail, Hdt., Att. II. a coffer or ark, in

which children were laid, Hdt., Eur. : a chest for clothes,

Soph.: a cinerary urn, Id. III. the cell of a honey-

comb, Anth.-, poet, for-.
aye,, properly imperat. of, used as Adv. come I

come on! well! Lat. age! Horn., Att.

(Root) : impf. : aor. I Ep.
:—Med., aor. I :—Pass., aor. 1-

: pf. : Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. :—Horn,

uses a shortd. aor. 2 of med. form, but pass, sense,, inf., part, :

—

to bring

together, gather together, c. acc, Horn., Att. :—Pass.

to come together, gather, assemble, Horn.;
herded swine, Od. ; ev\ , is

II. II. of things, to get together,

collect, gather, Od.; so in Med., Ib. 2. to collect by

begging, lb. 3. els tofrown, Anth.



—'.-, ov, gen. ovos, without neighbour, neighbour-
less, Aesch. ; . with no friends as neighbours,
Eur., Dor. for., a, ov,() belonging to a herd,feeding at
large, Horn., Att. II. in herds or shoals, grega-
rious, Hdt. ;, , gregarious animals,
Plat. 2. of the herd or multitude, i. e. common,
Id., etc

%',.<, to lead a company,c. gen., Plut. From-, , , (,) the leader of a com-
pany, captain, Plut., Luc., Adv. without laughter, Plut. From-, ov, () not laughing, grave, gloomy,
sullen, h. Horn., Aesch. II. pass, not to be laughed
at, not trifling, Id., , (,) . epith. of Athena, driver of
spoil, forager, II., , () a herd, of horses, of oxen and kine, cf.

; of swine, Hes. II. any herd or company,
Soph., Eur. ; metaph., Id., Adv.() in herds or companies, II., Hdt. :

—Dor., Theocr.', Ep. dat. of,', Ep. for, inf. of ^.,,, Dor. for-., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of. 2.

Ep. for ^^, 3 sing-

, impf. of.-, ov, of xinrecorded descent, N.T.-, op, (/) beardless ;

to speak like a boy, Luc.-, ov,() unborn, uncreated, unorigin-
ated, Plat. II. of things, not done, not having
happened, , Lat. infectum reddere, Soph,-, 4s,() of nofamily , low-born, Hdt., Plat.,

etc. II. low-minded, Hdt., Ar., etc. 2. of

things, much like, illiberal, sordid, Plat. :

—

Adv. -vSos, Eur.-, ov,() unbegotten, unborn, ay. or

' Soph. II. like, low-born, Id.', Dor. for.-', ov, () without a gift of honour, un-
recompensed, unrewarded, II., Eur.', Ep. aor. 2 med. inf. of., Dor. and Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of.,, ,() a gathering, mustering, Hdt.' [], ov, poet. Adj. high-minded, lordly

,

Horn.,

etc. ; in Pind. of noble actions. II. in bad sense,

hatighty, arrogant, insolent, Archil., Luc. : so Adv.-, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), v.-.-, 6, , host-leading, Hes.',, Dor. for -.-, ov,() without taste of,
fastingfrom,

c. gen. ; metaph., Soph.;
Xen., Dor. aya [], ,() wonder, awe, amaze-

ment, Worn. II. envy, malice, Hdt.; and of the
gods, jealousy, Aesch., Dor. [], ,() a fragment, piece, splin-
ter, Aesch., Eur.

, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of.', Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.', f. \, (,) to drive out a curse,

i. e. an accursed or polluted person, Lat. piaculum
exigere, Hdt., Soph,,, , () anything led, a division of an
army, corps, Xen., Dor.,-, , , =\, Aesch. : and

[] ,, manliness, manhood, courage, II. From- [], opos, , , (, avi\p) poet. Adj., manly,
courageous, heroic, II. ; in bad sense, headstrong,
arrogant, Horn., Hes., pf. of.-, ov,() = sq., Simon., Eur.-, ov, Att. contr.,, acc. sing,,
and : dual : plur., nom., acc., dat. : () i

— not waxing old,

undecaying, 1. of persons, Horn., Hes.; so,

Soph. 2. of things, II., Att.-, , = Eur., Xen., , contr. for.- []> , , leader of people, conductor of
men, Aesch.; so,, and, , Anth.-, ov,(, Dor. for ~) leading the

chorus, Pind., rjpos, , Dor. for., , 6v, () admirable, wondrous, c. acc.

rei, admirable in form, II. ;

wonderful in form only, as a reproach, lb. ; c. dat. rei,

. Solon,, later form of, . . Hence, , , consecration, sanctification, N.T., f. Att. , () to hallow, dedicate, Soph,, lengthd. Ep. and Ion. for , only in pres.

and impf. : Ep. inf. : impf., Ep.

and Ion. or : f . : — to

lead, bring, carry, II., Hdt. :—Med. to cause to be

brought, Id.

[], a, ov, () devoted to the gods, sacred, holy,

Lat. sacer : 1. of things, esp. temples, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. : the Temple, , the Holy

of Holies, . T. 2. of persons, holy, pure, Ar. :

—

Adv., Isocr., . T.—The word never occurs in

Horn, or Trag., being used instead. Hence,, , =, N.T., , mostly in pi. holy rites, temple-worship,

Isocr., f. , () to perform sacred rites,

Plat. 2. to live piously or chastely, Eur., , () holiness, sanctity, . ., () Dep. to lift up in the arms, II., Adv. like, in the arms, Aesch. II.

with bent arm, resting on the arm, Id. :—not for-, since- stands for-, never for -.
[],,() the bent arm, Hdt., etc. ; mostly

in pi., in the arms, Aesch., Eur. ;. Xen. ;—in sing., Hdt.^ II·

metaph. anything closely enfolding,-
Aesch. ; bights or arms of the sea, Id.

;

Ar., Dep., =, toembrace, Anth. II.

in pass, sense, Aesop.



6 ayicaXls -, , in pi. —, arms, Ep. dat. pi.-
II., aros, ,() that which is em-

braced or carried in the arms, Luc., , () ? armful, bundle, h. Horn.

[cis], Adv. /« or into the arms, Horn., Theocr.-, poet, for-.-, poet, for-., , Dim. of, Theocr.-^ ov, with a hook, Anth.,, (&) a fish-hook, Od., Hdt., etc. 2.

the hook of a spindle, Plat., Pass,() to be furnished with
barbs, Plut.-, poet, for-., , () poet, for or, the bent
arm, only in pi., Horn.-£, poet, for-.*, ,, a bend : hence a mountain glen, dell,

valley, Horn., Hdt., Eur.-,-,-, poet, for--.
[], , (&) a loop or noose in a cord, Eur.,

Xen. 2. the thong of a javelin, by which it was
hurled: the javelin itself, Eur. 3. a bow-string,

Soph.', , Dim. of :— , the Roman
ancilia, Plut.-, Ivos, of a cock, with hooked spurs, Babr.-, ovtos, , , crook-toothed : barbed, Anth.-,, , ,() crooked of counsel, wily,

epith. of, Horn.; of Prometheus, Hes.-, , , gen., with bent legs, ay. -, Rom. sella curulis, Plut.

[], , ov, (&) crooked, curved, of a bow, II.:

beaked, of the eag-le, Pind. : of greedy fingers, hooked,

Ar. II. metaph., of style, crooked, intricate, Luc.-, ov, (^ with curved bow, II., etc.-, , ,() with hooked beak,

Od. ; II.-, , 6, () with crooked claws, Batr., f. ,() to crook, bend, :—Pass., with crooked claws, Ar., , , verb. Adj. of, of javelins,

furnished with a thong() for throwing, Eur., , () Lat. ancdra, an anchor, first in

Alcae. and Theogn., for in Horn, we hear only of,
i.e. stones used as anchors; , -,, to cast anchor, Pind., Hdt., etc.;

so, , i. e. 'to have two strings
to one's bow,' Dem. ; cf. ; (sc.) , i.e. 'to be in the same
boat ' with the many, Id. Hence, f. Att. , to throw by the hook-trick, i. e. by
hookingyour leg behind the other's knee, in wrestling, Ar., , Dim. of, Luc.,, , () the bend of the arm, the elbow,
Horn. 2. generally the arm, like, Pind.,
Soph. II. any bend, as the jutting angle of a wall,
II. : the bend or reach of a river, Hdt. ; ,
in Soph., seem to be the angle of the bay of Rhoeteium.-, ov, () bright-haired, h. Horn., Ion. -, ,() splendour, beauty, adorn-

— ayvoeco.

ment ; (Ep. dat.) II. : in bad sense,

pomp, show, vanity, and in pi. vanities, Od., Eur. 2.

triumph, glory , Pind., Soph. : in pi., festivities, merri-

ment, Hes., f. Att. : aor. I : () :

—

to

make bright or splendid, Plut. II. Med. and Pass.

to adorn oneself or be adorned with a thing, take

delight in, , I say that thou wilt

take delight in them (sc. ), II. Hence,,, an ornament, honour, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, () with beauteous limbs, Pind.-, ov,() with beautiful trees, Pind.-, ov,() giving splendid gifts, h.Hom.-, ov, noble-hearted, Anth.-, ov, bearing beautiful or goodly fruit
. Od. : in h. Horn, of Demeter, giver of the fruits of the

earth

.

-, ov, () of beauteousform, Anth., , and , , splendid, shining, bright,

beautiful, Horn., Hes. II. of men, either beautiful
or famous, II.; c. dat. rei, famousfor a thing, lb.-, , , Dor. acc. —, () god of
the bright trident, Pind.-,, , , bright-eyed, beaming, Soph., gen., :—only in pi., a head ofgarlic,
made up of several cloves, Ar.-, Att. —, ov,() without tongue,
of the crocodile, Arist. II. tongueless, ineloquent,

Lat. elinguis, Pind., Ar. : then =, Soph.,, ,() a fragment, Plut., ,() a broken cliff, crag, Eur.-, ov, unbending, inflexible, Plut.-&, ov,() uncarded, . T., ,() purity, chastity, Soph., . T. : in

pi. purifications, Isocr., ,() chastity, Eur. From, f . : pf . : () :

—

to consider as
part of purity, make it a point of religion, c. inf.,

Hdt. : absol. to be

pure, Aesch. ; is clean in hands, Eur. :

to keep oneselfpurefrom a thing, c. gen., Dem., f. Att. , () to cleanse away, esp. by
water, Soph. 2. to cleanse, purify , from a thing, c.

gen., Eur. II. . to hallow the dead
by fire, so that he may be received by the gods below,

Soph. :—Pass.,' Eur. Hence,,, a purification, expiation, Aesch. ; and', , ov, verb. Adj., to be purified, Eur., Ep., 3 sing. subj.} : impf.-
: f . : aor. I, Ep.,

also Ep. contr. 3 sing, : pf. :—Pass.,

fut. (of med. form) : aor. I : pf.

: (from* — ) :

—

not to perceive

or know,'~' from not recognising him,

Od. : mostly with negat., , i. e. he per-

ceived or knew well, II. ; learn all, Eur.

:

—c. acc. to be igftovrrrrfafi, Mdt., Att. ; .
Plat. :—dependent clauses are added in part.,; Dem. ; or with a Conjunct.,' . . , Id. :—Pass, not to be known, Plat.,

etc. II. absol. togo wrong, make a false step, etc.

;

ignorantly , by mistake, Xen.



-,,() a fault of ignorance, error, .., , () -want of perception, ignorance,
Aesch., Thuc, etc. ;

' ayvoias opas, i. e. whom
seeing- you pretend not to know, Soph. II. = ay,
a mistake, Dem. [In Poets sometimes ayvoia.~], Ep. for :

—, v..-, ov, (pew) pure-flowing, Aesch., , , (ayos) full of religious awe : I. of

places and things dedicated to gods, hallowed, holy,

sacred, Od., Att. 2. of divine persons, chaste, pure,
Od. II. of persons, undefiled, chaste, pure, Aesch.,

Eur.: c. gen. purefrom a thing, Eur. 2. purefrom
blood, guiltless, Soph. ; ayvbs Eur. 3. in

moral sense, pure, upright, Xen. :—Adv., ayv&s
to be pure, Id., , Att. , =, a willow-like tree, vitex agnus
castus, h. Horn.,, , () purity, chastity, . T., 3 dual : f. & : aor. ea|a, ^£a,

imper. : part. a£as :—Pass., : aor. 2

[a mostly] :—pf. act. (in pass, sense) iaya, Ion. eVya :

—

to break, shiver, Horn. :—Pass, to be broken or shivered,

&yy| II. ; lb. ; ayev (for) the barbs were broken backwards, lb. ;,, of a river, with abroken,i.e. winding,
course, Hdt.; ^%c0the sound spread around,Hes., f.,() to act without rightfeel-

ing, act unfairly, Xen., Dem. :—Pass, to be unfairly
treated, Plut.,, (avv)want of sense,folly,Theogn.

:

senseless pride, arrogance, Hdt., Eur. 2. want of
feeling, unkindness, unfairness, Dem. 3. in pi.

misunderstandings, Xen.-, ov, gen. ovos,() ill-judging, senseless,

Pind., Plat., etc. :—Adv.-, senselessly, Xen. 2.

headstrong, reckless, arrogant, (in Comp.-)
Hdt. ; in Sup., Xen. 3. unfeeling, unkind, hard-
hearted, Soph., Xen. II. of things, senseless, brute,

Soph., Aeschin.-,, , ,(-) : I. pass, unknown,
of persons, Aesch. ; clam patre, Eur. : of

things, unknown, obscure, unintelligible, Aesch., Soph.;

ayv. a dark suspicion, Id. 2. not known,
obscure, ignoble, Eur. II. act. not knowing, igno-

rant, Soph. III. c. gen., where the sense fluctuates

between pass, and act., Thuc., ,() ignorance, Eur. ; .
ayv. from not knowing one another, Thuc.- or-, ov, unknown, ;&
is yrjv Eur. ; yv Soph. 2. not to

be known,^. Od. ;

most unintelligible in tongue, Thuc.-£, poet, for-'., , unfruitfulness, Plut. From-, ov, (-) : I. pass, unborn, II. : not
yet born, Eur. II. act. not producing, unfruitful,
barren ; travail without issue, bring-
ing no children to the birth, Soph., etc. 2. c. gen.
not productive of, barren in a thing, Plat. III.
childless, Eur.-, ov, unmourned, Aesch.

[ay], as, Ion., , : () :

—

an

- ayopevco.

Assembly of the People, opp. to the Council of Chiefs{), Horn. :

—

to hold an assembly,
opp. to ay. to dissolve it; ,, Horn. ; so, ,
Xen. II. the place of Assembly, Horn. ; used not
only for debating, trials, and other public purposes,
but also as a market-place, like the Roman Forum,
Att.j but to lounge in the market was held to be
disreputable, cf .. III. the business of the, public speaking, gift of speaking, mostly in pi.,

Horn. IV. things sold in the ayopa, the market,
Lat. annona ; ayopav to hold a market,
Thuc. V. as a mark of time, ayopa or, the forenoon, when the market-place
was full, Hdt. ; opp. to ayoprjs, the time
just after mid-day, when they went home, Id.

[ay-], Ep. for 2 pi. of.
[ay], f . : aor. I : pf. :

—

Med., aor. I:—Pass., aor. I: pf.

(also in med. sense) :

—

to be in the ayopa,
frequent it, Hdt.: to occupy the market-place, Thuc. 2.

to buy in the market, buy
,
purchase, Ar., Xen. :—Med.

to buy for oneself, Id., etc. 3. as a mark of idle

fellows, to lounge in the ayopa, Thuc. ; cf ..
[ay], ov, in, of, or belonging to the ayopa,

Hdt., Att. ; 'Ay. as patron of traffick, Ar. II.

frequenting the market, etc. ;, ol, loungers in
the market, Lat. circumforanei, subrostrani, Hdt. :

—

hence generally, the common sort, lowfellows, Ar.,Plat.,

etc. 2. of things, low, mean, vulgar, Ar. III.
generally, proper to the ayopa, skilled in, suited to

forensic speaking, Plut. 2. ayopaios (sc. ), a
court-day, Strab., . T. 3. Adv. -, in forensic
style, Plut., , , of or for the or his

office, Plat. :—used to translate Lat. aedilicius, Plut.-, b, () a clerk of the market, who
regulated buying and selling there, Ar. :—used to trans-

late Lat. Aedilis, Plut., almost wholly used in the Ep. forms, pres.

[a. metri gr.] ; impf ., ;

aor. I, 2 sing., 3 ay : {ayopa) :
—to meet

in assembly , sit in debate : then, like, to speak

in the assembly, harangue, Horn. 2. to speak,

utter, II. 3. to talk with, Soph.-, ov, crasis for , will

lounge in the ayopa without a beard, Ar., Dor. for.-,, , {) that which is bought :

in pi. goods, wares, merchandise, Dem., etc.-, , ,() the slave who bought pro-

visions for the house, the purveyor, Xen., (ayopa) impf. Ep. : f.- : aor. I, Ep. ay- : pf . : in cor-

rect Att. writers, this Verb (and its compds.) is for the

most part confined to pres. and impf. ; the other tenses

being borrowed (fut., pf., aor. 2) :

—

to speak in the assembly ,
harangue, speak , Horn . ;

to speak ill of one, Od. :— of the

in the Ecclesia, tis ; who wishes

address the people? Ar., Dem., etc. 2. '
counsel me not to flight, II. 3. to proclaim,



8 —
declare, mention, Horn. :— in aor. med.,

. . to have it proclaimed thai . . ,
Hdt.,etc. : metaph.,

ay. tells a tale of . . ,

Theocr. 4. Pass., of a speech, to be spoken, Thuc., Ep. and Ion. for., Adv. from the Assembly or market, II., etc., Adv. to the Assembly or market, II., , ,() a speaker, orator, II., vos, ,() the gift of speaking,

eloquence, Od., Adv. in the Assembly, Hes., , =, Eur.

[], , , () a leader, chief, II, etc." or [], , , (v.) any matter of

religious awe : 1. like Lat. piaculum, that which

requires expiation, a curse, pollution, guilt, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. 2. the person or thing accursed, an
abomination, Soph., Thuc. 3. an expiation,

Soph. II. in good sense, =, awe, h. Horn., , the flat of the hand, II. II. the arm,
-, Theocr., Anth., Ion., , () a catching, hunting,

to follow the chase, Od. ; is Eur. :

also offishing, Soph. 2. a way of catching, Hes.,

Hdt. II. that which is taken in hunting, the booty,

prey, Hes., rag. : game, Hdt. : of fish, a draught,
haul, . T.-, ov, without learning (), un-
lettered, Xen., Anth.-, ov, () unwritten, Soph.', f.,() to dwell in the field,. T.-, ov, {,) dwelling in the field, of

shepherds, II., Hes. ; . a boor, Anth. 2. of

oxen, Horn., etc. 3. of things, rural, rustic, Eur.-, ov, () unwritten, Thuc. :

—

unwritten laws, i. e. 1. the laws of nature,

moral law, Dem. 2. laws of custom, common law,

Thuc. II. not registered, Id.,, v. II., a, ov,() of or in the country, Anth. 2.

clownish, boorish, Ar.-, ,() clownishness, a rude, vagrant
life, Anth., , a harrow, rake, Anth.', , = 1 1, Anth., Ion. -, , = I, Anth., aros,,() that which is taken in hunt-
ing, booty, prey, spoil, Eur. II. a means of catch-
ing, Aesch. ; of the net thrown over Agamemnon, Id.,, ,() a hunter, Pind., Eur. II. of

an arrow, Anth., rjpos, , = sq., Theocr., Anth., , , a hunter, like, Soph. II. as
Adj.,. hounds, Solon; . a trap of
reeds, Anth. From, f . : aor. I : () :

—

to take by
hunting or fishing, to catch, take, Hdt., Eur. :—also in

Med., ' ye caught or chose your vic-
tim, Eur. :—Pass, to be taken in the chase, Xen. 2.
metaph. to hunt after, thirst for, Eur. ; but

to catch him in or by his words, N.T.', poet, form of foreg., only in pres., to capture,

'.
seize, Sappho, Aesch. II. imperat. ^, —,
come! come on ! II.; Od., -, Ion. for., f. : aor. I· : () : I. intr.

to be angered, provoked, chafed, Plat. ; ' with one,

Id. :—metaph. of rivers, Plut. II. Causal, to make
angry : Pass, to be angered, Id., ciSos, ·, =, pecul. fern, of, wild,

Anth.-', ov, () of a wild olive, Anth. II.

as Subst. a wild olive, Lat. oleaster, Theocr., . T.-, , () writing wild poetry, Ar., a, ov and os, ov. Comp.-; Sup.- :

(aryp0s)

:

—living in the fields, Lat. agrestis : I. of

animals, wild, savage, , ads II. ; , Hdt.,

etc.; of men, Id.; of a countryman, as opp. to a citizen,

Mosch. 2. of trees, wild, Hdt., etc. ; wypias

made from the wild vine, Aesch. ; .,
Soph. 3, of countries, wild, uncultivated, Plat. II.

of men and animals, having qualities incident to a wild
state: 1. in moral sense, savage, fierce, Lat. ferus,

ferox, Horn., etc. 2. wild, brutal, coarse, boorish, rude,

Horn., etc. ; Hdt. ; is to

harsher measures, Thuc. 3. of things and circum-

stances, cruel, harsh, Aesch., etc.; more
wild, stormy, Hdt. :

—

. a malignant disease,

Soph. III. Adv. -$, savagely, Aesch., etc. : also

aypta as neut. pi., Hes., Mosch.,, , () wildness, savageness,Xen.,
etc. II. in moral sense, savageness, fierceness,

cruelty, Plat., etc.-, ov, () with wild rough voice, Od., aor. I: {):—to make wild or

savage; ' against one, Eur. II. Pass.,impf.-, aor. I : pf. :

—

to grow wild
or savage, and in pf . to be so, Eur. 2. in moral sense,

to be savage, fierce, Soph., etc./--, , () wild-looking, Eur.-, , Dor. -, , ,() feeding in the

field, dwelling in the country, Soph., Eur.-,, , a country neighbour, Plut.-8, , , a giver of booty or prey, Anth., Adv. () from the country, Od., Eur., etc.,, rusticity,boorishness, coarseness, Y'Xa.t. ; and, Dep. to be rude and boorish, Plat. From-, ov, of or in the country, Ar., etc. 2. of

men, dwelling in the country, a countryman, rustic,

Id. :—then, opp. to, clownish, boorish, rude,

Id. :— the character of the is described by
Theophr. II. Adv. -, Ar. ; Comp. -,
Plat., Xen. ; but-, Plat. 2. of land, rough,
uncultivated, Thuc., , , — I, a countryman, Horn.,

Hes., etc. II. as Adj. rustic, Anth., Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of., Adv. () to the country, Od.
or-, ov,() haunting the country,

rural, wild, Od., Aesch.:—of places, Soph. II. as

Subst., overseer ofpublic lands, a magistrate at Athens,

^
Plat.' [ by nature], , , Lat. AGER, a field, in pi.

fields, lands, Horn., etc. : in sing, a farm, Od. 2.



—
the country, opp. to the town, lb. : or eV
in the country, lb. ; lb. ; Soph., ct,oi/,poet. for, wild, of animals, Horn.,

etc. 2. oi coimtrymen, Anth. 3. of plants, wild,

Id. II. {) fond of the chase :
—, the

Huntress, i. e. Artemis, II., Xen.

[], rjpos, , —, Eur. :—fern,,
as Adj. rustic, Id., ou,<5,() acountry-man,rustic,Eur. II.

() =aypevT7]s a hunter, Od. :—fem., i.e.

Artemis, Anth.- [], , a watcher of the country , Anth., f., (^/) lie awake, be wakeful,
Theogn. ; to pass a sleepless night,

Xen. 2. metaph. to be watchful, . T.-, , ,() wakeful, Plut., Ion. -, ,() sleeplessness, waking,
watching, Plat. ; Hdt.-, ov, () hunting after sleep, i. e. sleep-

less, wakeful, Plat., etc. : metaph., 2n\vbs .
Aesch. :

—

=, Plat. II. act.

keeping awake, Anth., only in pres., Ep. for, to catch fish, Od.,, , = ayporrjs, Subst. and Adj., Soph., Eur., iSos and ecas, , a grass that mules fed on,

Od., Theocr.,,, = aypor^s Adj., wild, Eur. : rustic, Anth., , a street, highway, Horn., etc. (A quasi-par-

ticipial form from, cf. .)
[],, voc.-, , =a, Aesch. Hence, ibOs, , fem. Adj.,5 the

worship of Apollo Agyieus, Eur.,, , () name of Apollo, guardian of
the streets, Eur. 2. a pillar set up at the street

door, Ar.-, ,() want of training, Ar.-, ov, {) unexercised, untrained,

Xen. 2. unpractised, in a thing, Eur., Xen.,

etc.; also eft, irpos or , Plat., etc. 3. un-
harrassed, Soph. II. Adv.,

to be unpractised in a thing, Xen.

[], ios, , Aeol. form of ay, a gathering,

crowd, Horn., , — &7upts, Babr., only in pres., to collect by begging, Od. From, , , () a collector : esp. a begging

priest of Cybele, Anth. : then, 2. a beggar\ mounte-
bank, vagabond, juggler, Soph., Eur.» "h, , fit for an, vagabond, Plut., , fem. of (=^, Aesch.°·-> ov> {, fighting hand to hand,
II., Hes. ; .' arms for close fight, Xen.

*>> {) —, Adv. of Place, near, nigh, close

by, absol. or c. gen., Horn. ; Comp., : Sup.

(v.,).-, ov and , ov, () near the sea, of cities,

II. ; of islands, sea-girt, Aesch., Soph,-, ,{) deep near shore, of the sea, Od.-, ov, gen. ovos, neighbouring, Aesch.-, ov, near the gods, i. e. like the gods or

dwelling with them, Od. ; later, a demigod, Luc.-, ov, () next door, Theogn., Theocr.

. g-, ov,() coming near, c. gen., Theocr. :—in Horn, only in neut. as Adv. near, close at hand ;

so II.-, , {) near the clouds, Anth., , readiness of mind, ready wit, sagacity,

Plat., etc. From-, ov, contr.-,, ready of wit, sagacious,
shrewd, Od., Plat., etc.-, ov, contr.-,, near by sea, ay.

a short voyage, Eur.-, ov, passing near, always near, Anth.-, , , , poet, for, near the

city, dwelling hard by, Aesch., Soph,, ,[) nearness of kin, Plat. 2.

rights of kin, right of inheritance, Ar., , = foreg., Soph., ews, , mostly in pi. ayxicrreTs,()
closely akin, of nations, Hdt. : next of kin, Luc., f. ,() to be next or near, c. dat.,

Eur. II. to be next of kin, Isae., rjpos, , one who brings near, the immediate
author, Soph. ; and, , ov, close together, crowded, in heaps,

Horn. From, ov, Sup. Adj., () nearest, Pind., Trag.

;

nearest of kin to him, Eur. II.

in Horn, only neut. as Adv., or, most
nearly like, c. gen., Aibs oryx- next to Zeus, Aesch.

;

. Hdt. 2. of Time, most lately, but

now, most recently, II., Hdt.-, ov, () tu*rning closely, quick-

wheeling, of a hawk, Theogn. 2. quick-changing,

sudden, Thuc. ; neut. pi. as Adv. suddenly, Hdt.-, ov, gen. ovos, {) near the borders,

neighbouring, Soph.

, poet, for before y, Aesch.-, ov, () in the pangs of child-birth,

Anth., Adv. () from nigh at hand, Hdt., Adv. —, near, c. gen., Horn.; absol.,

Theocr., rj, (^ a throttling, strangling, hanging,

Trag., etc. ; ipya deeds beyond (i.e.

too bad for) hanging, Soph. ; ' TreXas 'tis

nigh as bad as hanging, Eur. :—in pi., iv

to die by hanging, Id., a, ov, {) fitfor strangling, fipoxos Eur., Adv., Sup. of, like, nearest,

next, c.gen., Hdt. ;. very near, i. e. very like,

some one, Id. ; also Id. :

—

oi

the nearest of kin, Id. :—so, to

be most like one, Id., a, ov, Comp. of, nearer, c. gen., Hdt., —, near, nigh, V Horn. ; c.

gen., Id., Hdt.-, ov, Ion. for -opos, neighbouring, Anth.", f . : aor. I ) : cf. :—to com-

press, press tight, esp. the throat, to strangle, throttle,

choke, - II. ;

Ar. : metaph. of creditors, Id., .. ;
of

a guilty conscience, & Dem.
s /-, ov, (,) nearly equal,,.



—
Thuc; . a doubtful battle, Id.

:

—neut. pi. as Adv., , Lat. aequo

Marte pugnare, Id. Adv. -\cos, Luc." [], impf ., Ep., 3 dual, Dor.,
Ion. :—fut. &£, Ep. inf.,- :

—

aor. 2 ; aor. I £ is rare:—pf. , redupl.

:—Pass., fut., also med. in

pass, sense : aor. 1 ^, Ion. : pf .

:

I. zto /ead or carry, to convey, bring, with living- crea-

tures as the object, being used of things, ', II. (v. infr. 3);. els or ; poet, also c. acc. loci, ay -
povTOS Soph. b. intr. of soldiers, to march,
Xen., etc.; so, let us go, . T. c. part.

is used in gen. sense, taking, ',
where we should use two Verbs, took and placed,

Horn. 2. to take with one, kTa'ipovs Id. 3. to

carry off as captives or booty, Id., etc. :—mostly in

phrase to sweep a country of all its

plunder (where refers to things, to men and
cattle) ; then c. acc. loci,

plundering all Bithynia,Xen. :—in Pass. , 07',-
Eur. 4. eis or, .

tovs to carry one before a court of justice,

Lat. rapere in jus, Att. ; so, simply, Plat. 5.

to fetch, a£e0' Od. : of things, to bring
in, import, oJvov Hjes II. 6. to draw on,

bring on, ' lb. ; -
Aesch. 7. to bear up, ' &s,

Id. II. to lead towards a point, lead on,
' aye II. ; also, c.

inf., leads to death, Eur. :—$ the

road leads, els or , Soph., Plat. 2. metaph.
to lead, as a general, II. j ., vavs, etc., Thuc;. to conduct the government, Id. 3.

to bring up, train, educate, Plat. III. to draw out
in length,* to draw a line of wall, Lat.

ducere, Thuc. :—Pass., Hdt. ;

a bay beingformed, Id. IV. to keep in
memory, /cAeos- Od. 2. like

agere, to hold, celebrate,, " Hdt.,
etc. 3. also to hold, keep, observe, ay. Trpos

Tivas Thuc. ; Plat.: often c. acc, as periphrasis
for a Verb, —, Eur. ;

&y. =-, Xen. 4. to keep, maintain,-
Dem. 5. of Time, to pass,

Trotas5 /ceis
5

; Soph. V. like,
Lat. ducere, to hold, account, reckon, ,
-fj, Hdt.;

to believe in gods, Aesch.; ay. Thuc:
—so with Adverbs,5 ay. to think insufferable,

Soph. ;5 Plat. VI. to weigh so much,, 5 to weigh a mina, 300
darics, Dem., \vhere the acc is the weight which the
thing weighs or draws down : cf.. VII. on
&,, v. sub voce
B. Med., to carry away for oneself, take with

one
> ' Od. 2., Lat. uxorem ducere, to take to oneself

a wife, lb. ; in full, . is Hdt. ; and
simply, to marry, II., etc. ;—also of the father,
to bring home a wife for his son, Od. 3.

to let pass through the mouth, i. e. to

utter, II. 4. is 'ias to take a thing

into one's hands, and so to undertake, Hdt.

[], crasis for ., ov, fit for leading by, of a dog's leash, Anth.;

and, ea>s, 6, one that draws or drags, Hdt. II. a
leading-rein, leash, Soph., Xen. From, , () a carrying away, carriage, Hdt., etc.;

Tas Plat. b. intr.,

pursued his voyage, Thuc. : move-
ment, Plat. 2. a bringing to or in,

is . your bringing us before the

council, Thuc. 3. a carrying off, abduction, Aesch.,

Soph. II. a leading towards a.Y>omt,git,iding,

Xen. 2. the leading of an army, Plat.; iv reus .
on marches, Xen. 3. a training, education, Plat.,

etc. :—of plants, culture, Theophr., ov, () easy to be led or carried,

fiapos weight enough to load three

wains, Eur.; things portable, wares, Xen.,

etc. II. of persons, to be carried off, delivered into

bondage, Dem. 2. easily led, complaisant, Plut., , () the load of a wagon, Xen.,, () leading, and as Subst. a guide, Hdt.,

etc. : c gen., 5 power ofleading
men, Plut. II. leading towards a point, efo,

or Plat., etc. III. drawingforth, eliciting,

Eur.; . Id. 2. absol.

attractive, Plut.

[], crasis for .
[], &vos, ,() a number ofpeople brought

together, a gathering, assembly, like,',', .: esp.aw assembly
met to see games, Id., etc 2. a place of contest,

the arena, Id., etc. ; is II. II.

an assembly of the Greeks at their great national
games, iv Hdt. ; ^
Ar. 2. the contest for a prize at the games,5,05 Hdt., etc. ; , in which
the chorus was composed of men, opp. to ,
Dem., etc :—hence, ,,,,, to hold or propose a contest ; or, to win one or at one. III. generally,

any struggle, trial, or danger, 5,
of Hercules, Soph. ; , c. inf., it is hard
or dangerous to do a thing, Hdt. :—also, Trjs, a struggle for life and death,

for one's highest interests, Eur. 2. a battle, action,

Thuc. 3. an action at law, trial, Plat., etc. 4.

metaph., ' now is not the time for
speaking, etc., Eur. ; . 'tis no time for
sitting still, Id.-, , , () judge of a contest, Soph., Ion. -, , () a contest, struggle for vic-

tory, 55 to embrace every kind of
contest, Hdt. ; Eur. ; .
Xen. 2. gymnastic exercise, wrestling, Plat., etc.:

generally, exercise, Id. 3. of the mind, agony,

anguish, Dem., f . [] : aor. 1 : pf . :()

:

—like, to contendeagerly , struggle,
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Dem., etc. II. to be distressed, be hi an agony,
Plat. ; Arist. ; Plut., v. ., fut. (in pass, sense, v. infr. b) : aor.

: pf. (in act. sense) : aor. -
:
—() :

A. as Dep. to contendfor a prize, esp. in the public

games, Hdt. ; Plat. ; Id., etc. ;

about a thing, Hdt., etc. : c. acc. cogn., ay.

Id. ; . Dem. 2. to fight,
Hdt., Thuc. ; ay. Id. ; Id. :

c. acc. cogn., [_\ Eur. 3. to

contend for the prize on the stage, both of the poet,

Hdt., etc., and of the actor, Dem. : generally to contend
for victory, Plat. 4. of public
speaking, Xen. II. to contend against, as law-term,
Antipho; c. acc. cogn., ay., to fight a
cause to the last, Dem. ; ay. (sc. -) Id. ; ay. Andoc, etc. ; but ay. to

fight against a charge of murder, Eur. III. gene-
rally, to struggle, to exert oneself, c. inf., Thuc; c.

acc. cogn., Dem.
. as Pass, to be -won by a contest, to be brought to

issue, mostly in pf., (Ion. for) Hdt. ; the contested
points, Eur., etc. ; the law under
debate, Dem. ; fut. med. in pass, sense,

it shall be brought to issue, Id., ov,() of or belonging to the contest,. its prize, Pind. ; of Hermes, as president ofgames,
Id. j of Zeus as decider of the contest, Soph. ;—the-, in Aesch., etc., are prob. the gods who pre-
sided over the great games (Zeus, Poseidon, Apollo,

Hermes). 2.' in Soph. Aj. 195 is prob.

an oxymoron, rest full of conflict, uneasy rest., ,() contest for a prize, Thuc.,, ,{) a contest, in pi. deeds
done in battle, brave deeds, feats, Hdt. 2. in sing.,. a feat for him to be proud of, Thuc;. a fine stroke of wit, Id. ; . the issue of the

curse, Eur. II. . to make it an ob-

ject to strive for, Hdt. ; .
Luc III. that with which one contends, a prize-

essay, declamation, . is Thuc., ,{) rivalry, Thuc.', verb. Adj. of, one must contend,
Xen., etc., , ,() a rival at the games,
competitor, Hdt., etc :—as Adj., .' race-horses,

Plut. 2. a debater, opponent, Plat. II. c. gen.
one who struggles for a thing, Aeschin., ,,{) fitfor contest or debate,
Arist. II. of persons, contentious, eagerfor applause,
Plat. :—Adv. -, contentiously , . to be dis-
posed to fight, Plut., , the office of, direction of
games, Plut., f ., to direct the games, exhibit them,
Thuc; . Anth. 2. c. acc, .
to stir up sedition, Plut. II. generally, to act as
judge, decide, Dem. From-', ov, , (-) judge of the contests,

—. \ j

director of the games, or (later) an exhibitor of games,
Hdt., Att. 2. generally, a judge, Xen., etc, , ignorance or unskilfulness in doing, c
inf., Od. From-, ov, (*>) unknowing, ignorant of a thing,

c. gen., II. ; ^ Od.
-,€5,(*) =foreg., c gen. pers., Hdt.; cgen. rei,

Id.; c. inf. unknowing how to do, Soph. : absol., Xen.-, ov, (*) unknown, Hes.-, ov,() of which none might eat, Aesch.-, , gen., = I, Pind., Eur. II. ==

II, Id., Adv. without tears, Isocr., Plut.-, ov,{) without tears, i. e. I. act.

tearless, . II. ; Od. :— to lull the desire

of her eyes so that they weep no more, Soph. ; cf.. II. pass, unwept, unmourned, Id. 2.

costing no tears, Plut., , ov,() adamantine, Aesch., etc.:

—metaph. hard as adamant,
Plat. ; . , of a girl, Theocr. :—Adv.-, Plat,-, ov, iron-bound, Aesch.-,, ,{) properly the untamed, un-

conquerable : I. as Subst. adamant, i.e. the hardest

metal, prob. steel : metaph. of any thing unalterable,

having fixed it firm

as adamant, Orac. ap. Hdt. 2. the diamond,
Theophr. II. as Adj., metaph., the inflexible, of

Hades, Theocr.-, ov, () epith. of Hades, inflexible,

II. :—later in the proper sense, untamed, unbroken,
Xen.-, ov, =, unconquered, Aesch., etc.;

of females, unwedded, Soph. : of beasts, untamed, v.

sub. [ in Theocr.]-&, ov,[) without expense, costing no-

thing, (crasis for ) Ar. :—

·

Adv., Eur.,", Dor. for,'.-, ov,() undivided, Soph., v..,,., .,,., 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Dor. for, and also for : v..-, Ep., 4s : Ep. voc.^ : () :
—with-

out fear, fearless, , of Hector, II.;

lb. 2. fearless, secure (v. ),, security, Thuc. ;
without fear

of death, Plat.; to fear'"where no

fear is, Id. II. causing no fear, not formidable

,

Thuc. III. Adv., without fear,

confidently, Hdt., etc. 2. without stint, freely,

Thuc., , () freedom from fear, to

grant an amnesty, indemnity, Hdt. ; Id.;

Thuc. ;
-, Dem. ; . to to

receive indemnity, Id. ;
Id., , Ep. for ).-, ov,() fearless, dauntless, Pind.,
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-Adv.-, Aesch. 2. where no fear is,etc

Luc., aor. 2 inf. of.-, ov,{) supperless, Xen., etc.-', ov,\) unbribed, Arist. :—Comp. Adv.— Luc.-, ov,() not tithed, tithe-free, Ar.', -,, -, v.,.-, ov, Ion. for., , fern, of, a sister, rag., etc. ; Ion., Hdt. ; Ep., Anth. ; Dor.,
Soph. 2. a sister (as a fellow Christian), . T., contr. -, b, a brother's or sister's son,

a nephew, Hdt., , Att. contr. for, a brother's or

sister's daughter, a niece, Ar., etc., , Dim. of, Ar.-, ov, {) murdering a brother or

sister, Hdt. ^in Ion. form-^, Plut.

[], \a copul., ; cf. Lat. co-uterinus) , so

that are properly sons of the same mother ; I.

as Subst.,, , voc. (not -), Ion.-, Ep.- :

—

a brother, or generally, a near kins-
man, brother and sister, like Lat. fratres,
Eur.; brothers by both parents,

i.e. not half-brothers, Hdt. 2. a brother (as a fellow

Christian), . . II. Adj.,, , , brotherly

or sisterly, rag., Plat. 2. like Lat. geminus, ge-
mellus, of anything in pairs, twin, Xen. :—then, just
like, c. gen. or dat., ,
Soph., crasis for 6.,, ,{) the brotherhood, . .-', , {) left-handed, awkward, Luc.-, , ') unseen, invisible, Anth.-,, [) not seeing,

reft of thine eyes so that they see not, Soph.;
cf. :—Adv. -, without looking, Id.-, ov, unfettered, unbound, ., Lat.

libera custodia, our *parole,' Thuc, etc. ;
-^ bond that is no bond, of a wreath, Eur.-, ov,{) without master, Plat., etc.-, ov, unbound, free, Dem.-, , a word used by Horn, only in Od. as epith.

of,,, commonly expl. not sweet,
bitter , cruel (from an old word sweet) ; but more
^prob. it means unexpected, sudden (from -).-', ov, (') untanned, of a raw hide, Od.' [], { satio) to be sated (only found in two
Homeric

%
forms, aor. 1 opt. and pf. part.,

lest he should be sated with the repast,
feel loathing at it;

sated with toil and sleep., 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.-, contr. -, ov, unassailed, unravaged,
Soph.-, ov, {) unbitten, not gnawed or worm-
eaten, Hes. (in Sup. :—Adv. -, Plut., to be in the dark about a thing, Soph. ; and, , uncertainty, Anth. From-, ov, not seen or known, unknown, obscure, Hes.,
Soph., Plat. II. of things, . death by an

unknown hand, Soph. ; . secret enmity, Thuc;
melts all to nothing, Soph. ; .

unseen, unobserved by him, Xen. b. neut.

['] 6 . . , ' . . , it is uncertain whether . . , un-
known that . . , Plat., etc. ; so, . . , Id. :

—

absol., it being uncertain, Thuc. ; so,

Xen. c. often agrees with

the subject (like et/u),

— ' Lys., etc. III.

Adv. -, secretly, Thuc, etc ; Sup.-, Id., [-], aor. 1 inf. :

—

to be sorely

troubled, Plat. ; Xen. i^Deriv.

uncertain.) Hence, , trouble, distress, Anth., Plut.

or [], { satio) Adv., Lat. satis, to one's

fill, to eat their fill, II. 2. c. gen.,

o'l who may drive him to

satiety of war, lb. ; licked his fill

of blood, Aesch. ; enough of this,

Plat.; c part., Hdt. [, except

in first place cited from II., where it is commonly written.], ov, contr. for.-, , , , without strife, Anth.-, ov, {) without strife or battle,

II. II. unconquerable, Aesch.^, , ; in Horn, also, ao, and >

;

Dor., : there is also a gen. $, dat. (as

if from "Ms) : (from a privat.,) :

—

Hades or Pluto
(cf.), the god of the nether world, son of Kronus
and Rhea, brother to Zeus, , '
". II.; called Zeus lb.; etV or'
(sc.,) in, into the nether world, Horn.;* II.; ',' (sc.,) Att. :

—

also'' Adv., II. II. as appellative, Hades, the

world below, lb. ;

Luc; Anth.; . . 2. the

grave, death, death by sea, Aesch., etc[ in Horn., Att. ; but in Trag. also :

—

gen. as an anapaest in Horn. ; gen. Id. ;

gen. before a vowel, II.],, v. '., fut. of.-, ov, \,) eating one's fill, glut-

tonous, ., of an athlete, Theocr. ; .
this devouring sore, Soph.-, ov, not ravaged, Xen.-, qv, not to be passed,, Xen.-, ov,{) not listening to slander,

Plut.-, ov,() intestate, Plut.-, , undecided, Luc-, ov,^) unintermitting, incessant

,

. T. ; Adv. -, Polyb., . T.-, ov,{) undissolved, indissoluble, Plat,-, ov, {^ unwetted, Simon. II.-, , a plant, maiden-hair, Theocr.-, ov, with no way back, of Hades, Eur.-, ov,\) — I, Plat,-, , incorruption, uprightness, . T. From-, ov,{) uncorrupted, Plat., etc :

—

Adv. -, Aeschin. 2. of judges and witnesses,
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incorruptible, Plat., etc. : Sup. Adv.-, Id. II.
imperishable, Id.- [], ov, untaught, ignorant, c. gen., .

Anth. 2. untrained, of a chorus, Dem. II.
of thing-s, untaught, Plut., Luc.-£, ov, act. unable to get out, Anth.-, ov,() unquestioned, Plut.-, ov,() indescribable, Xen., Dem.-, ov,() undecided, Luc., Boeot. for, pi. part. pass, of.

: Ion. impf. or - :—Pass., fut., in

med. form or pass, : () :—to do wrong, Hdt., etc. ; wrong-doing,
Soph. ; rb righteous dealing, Aesch. ; but,

rb will restrain wrong-doing, Id. :—in

legal phrase the particular case of wrong is added in

part., Plat., Xen. :—c. acc.
cogn.,,, Plat., or a neut. Adj.,,, Id. ; , ., Id. :—also, .

Dem. II. trans, c. acc. pers. to

do one wrong, to wrong, injure, Hdt., etc. :—c. dupl.

acc. to wrong one in a thing, Ar., etc. ; .
Dem. ; . rivos Plat. :—Pass, to be

wronged, Soph. ;

Eur. 2. to spoil, damage, . yrjv Thuc., , , () a wrong done, a wrong,
Lat. injuria, Hdt., etc. :—c. gen. a wrong done to one,

Dem. II. that which is got by wrong, ill-gotten

goods, Plat.', Verb. Adj. of, one must do wrong, Plat,. Ion. -, , wrong-doing, injustice, Hdt.,

etc. II. like, a wrong, injury, Id., Plat.

;

and, , a wrong, wrong-dealing, Hdt. II., an action against public wrong-doers,
Plut. From-, ov, [) of persons, wrong-doing, unright-
eous, unjust, Hes., Hdt., etc. ; Soph. :

—

. unjust in a thing, towards a person,

Hdt. ; Xen. ; c. inf. so unjust as to . .

. T. 2. . obstinate, unmanageable,
Xen. II. of things, wrongly done, wrong, unjust,

Theogn., Hdt., etc. ; rb .,
right and wrong, Plat. III. Adv.

-, Solon, etc. ; . Soph. ;. jure an injuria, Hdt. ; . not

without reason, Plat.''.,, [_~\, close-packed : (v.):—hence, 1.

crowded, thronging, of bees, flies, sheep, Horn. ;

thick-falling tears, Soph. 2. vehement, loud,

of sounds, II. ; the loud-voiced Sirens,

Od. :—Adv.-,frequently or loudly , vehemently , II.

;

so and as Adv.,^,,
Horn. : Comp. Od.-, ov,() not corrected, not set right,

Dem. :—of books, unrevised, Cic. ; cf..-, ov, () not doubted ;—Adv. -tws,
Anth.-, ov, () not sufferingfrom thirst, Eur., etc.,, 6, , poet, for, untamed, of cattle,

Od. 2. of maidens, unwedded, lb.

—$. j ^-,, ov, poet, for, in Horn, only in fern,
and of cattle, unbroken, ,^ riyayev II. ;'' lb. 2.
like, unwedded, of maidens, h. Horn., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of.-, ov,() unexpected, Hes., Soph., etc. ; >. the unexpectedness, Thuc. II. Adv. -, Id.

;

^so as Adv., Eur.; b Thuc.-, ov, () untried, unproved, in
^ regard to civic rights, Lys., etc.-, ov, not standing the test, spurious, properly
of coin, Plat. II. metaph. of persons, rejected as
false, disreputable, reprobate, Eur., Xen., etc.

[], f., to talk idly, prate, Plat., Xen.
From-' [], , , a garrulous fellow, idle talker,
kx., Plat. (Prob. from , talking to satiety.)

[], , garrulity, idle talk, Ar., Plat., etc.;
Theophr. wrote\. From- [], ov =, Anth.-, ov, without fraud, guileless, of treaties,-. Thuc. :—Adv., often in the phrase, Lat. sine dolo malo, Id. II. of
liquids, ttnadulterated, genuine, Aesch. ; metaph.
guileless, pure, Eur., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.-, ov, () unshaken, Anth.

[], , poet, for, Mosch.-, ov, () not matter of opinion, i. e.

certain, Plat.', f., to be held in no esteem, to stand in ill

repute, Eur., Dem. II. trans, to hold in no esteem,
Plut. : and, , ill-repute, disgrace, Thuc, Plat. ; obscurity,

Plut. From-, ov, ) inglorious, disreputable, Xen., Dem.:
—of persons, obscure, ignoble, Xen., etc. :—Adv.-,

^Plut.

[], , , ( satio) satiety, loathing, II.,, Dor. for,.-, ov, without gifts, h. Horn.-, ov, unattended by slaves, Eur.-» ov,() noiseless, Anth.-&, , () inactive, powerless, Babr.,

Anth. II. intractable, of iron, Plut., Ion., , a. name of Nemesis,

Aesch. (Perhaps from privat.,, the In-

evitable.)-, Ion.-, ov,() not running
away, not inclined to do so, of slaves, Hdt., , Ion.-, , 6, the Adriatic, Hdt., etc. :—

·

Adj., old Att., , , Adriatic,

Eur. :—also, , i.e. a cask of Italian

wine, Anth., Pass,() to come to one's strength, Plat.', , , in the primary sense it seems to mean

thick : (akin to -, as to) :
-

things, falling thick, Hdt. :

strong, great in any way, pb Ar. II· ot

persons, large,fine, well-grown, Hdt., Plat.; of animals,

Xen., Babr.; of fruit or corn, full-grown, ripe, Hdt., , () =, of ears of corn, Hes.
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" strength, II. II. abundance,

. ., ..-, 5, , ( copul.,^ =', Anth.

[], f.,{) to make ripe, ripen, Xen. :

—

Pass, to grow ripe, ripen, of fruit or corn, Hdt., etc.-, -€, Dor. for-,-.-, Ion. -, ,{) want of strength or

power, inability, incapacity, Hdt., etc. ; c. gen., .
for wrong-doing, Plat. 2. poverty, Xen.,

Dem., etc., , =, Hdt., etc.; c. gen., .
Thuc. : and, f. : I. of persons, to want strength,

Plat., etc. ; c. inf. to be unable to do, Xen. II, of

things, to be impossible, N.T. From- [], ov, I, of persons, unable to do a

thing, c. inf., Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. absol. without

stre?tgth, powerless, Hdt., Eur., etc.; 01 men
disabledfor service, incapable, Aeschin., etc. ;-

poor, Thuc. ; e?s Plat. :—of ships, dis-

abled, Hdt. :— . want of strength, Plat. ; .
disabilities, Dem. II. of things, that cannot be

done, impossible, Eur., Plat., etc. ; or

[], it is impossible, Hdt., etc. : . impossibility,

Id. ; , epav Eur.-,-, Dor. for —,, Dor. for.-, ov, {) not to be entered

:

—hence as Subst., , the innermost sanctuary , II., etc., Att. contr. for.
[], 6vos, , Dor. for.
[],, ,^, Anth.,, the mourning for Adonis, celebrated yearly

by Greek matrons :—hence, at, {a.s if

from, to keep the Adonia) title of the 15th

Id. of Theocr." [], fos, 6, Adonis, favourite of Aphrodite,
Sappho ;, crasis for 6 ., Theocr. :—generally,

an Adonis, a darling, Luc. 2. ,
quick-growing herbs grown in potsfor the Adonia, Plat.-, ov, =, h. Horn., Eur.-, ov, =, Aeschin. : Adv. -,
Dem.-, ov, incorruptible, Anth.-, ov,{) without gifts, taking none, incor-
ruptible, c. gen., Thuc. II.
giving no gifts, by hunting/row*
which no gifts were offered, Soph. III.
pits that are no gifts, like , Id.-, , , one who gives nothing, Hes.,,-, Ep. and Ion. for -., Ep. and Ion. for, the prize of contest,
^Hom. II. for, the contest, Od.&€, ov, also , ov, {) gaining the prize, or
running for it, a racehorse, Theogn. ;^. the apple of discord, Anth., ,, , Ep. and Ion. for,., , {) a contest, a struggle, Anth., ov, Ep. and Ion. for.

aei [a], Ep. diet, alev (v. sub fin.\ Adv. always, for
ever, Horn., etc. ; often with other words of time,-

— .€.
ireoes aiet, at'ei, ', Id. ; *, ' , \ ',, , etc., Plat., etc. ; v.

:

—
eternity, Hdt., Plat. ; 01 the immortals,

Xen., etc. :—but, the king for the time
being, Hdt. ; eKyovoiai to their de-

scendants for ever, Id. (The Root is Alf ; cf. Lat.

aev-um, aetas, i. e. aev-itas.)-, ov,[) continually thrown, Anth.

.€-·€€, only in Ep. form-, , : (yi-'

:

—epith.of thegods,like , everlasting,

immortal , ,? II.-€, , (yi-yi/) everlasting, Plat., Xen.-, , {) withoutform, incorporeal, Plat.aei- [t], ov, [) ever-revolving, Anth., Ion. and poet. Verb (cf. ), Att. :

—

impf ., Ep., Att. :—fut., Att.

: rarely in act. form ; still more rarely ;

Dor.,

:

—aor. I, Ep. [] imper., Att..—Pass., Att. aor. 1, pi.

:

—
to sing, II., etc. :—then of any sound, to twang, of the

bowstring, Od. ; to whistle, of the wind, Mosch. ; to

ring,oi a stone struck, Theocr. II. trans., 1. c.

acc. rei, to sing, chant,,],
Horn. :—absol., tosing in one's praise,

Od. :—Pass., of songs, to be sung, Hdt. ;

Xen. 2. c. acc. pers. to sing, praise, Att.-,, ov, \) ever-living, Anth.-, es,{) ever-green, Anth.

-€€§, , ov, or os, =€, Horn., Hdt.; contr.' Theogn., Eur. Adv. -, Od.-, es, {€) unseemly, shameful,
II. ; aeiKea[] Od.; , Aesch.;- Soph. ; eVea Hdt. ; € irapi-

to cause no inconvenience, Id. :—Adv. ;

Ion. -ecos, Simon. ;, as Adv., Od. 2. unseemly

,

shabby,,' II. 3.\ ~, c.

inf., it is nothing strange that . . , Hdt., Aesch. Cf.

Att..€, Ion. - [], , (^) unseemly treatment,

outrage, Horn., Hdt.—Cf. Att.., f. Att. : Ep. aor. I :—Med., Ep,

aor. 1. :—Pass., Ep. aor. 1 inf.,-
:

—

to treat unseemly, injure, abuse, Horn. ; oh

yap iy0 ^ayov I will do thee no great dis-

honour, II. :—Med. in act. sense, lb.—Cf. Att..-, , {^) a continual talking :—as Att. law-

term, . or to court con-

tinual inquiry into one's conduct, Dem.
aei-, ov,) ever to be remembered, Trag.,

Thuc. Adv. -tws, Aeschin.-, ov, — aevaos, q. v.-, tos, , , ever-fasting, Anth.-, , Att. contr. for aeivaos, v..-, , ever a virgin, Sapph.

aei-, ov, ever-flowing, Soph.

(Root AEP), Ion. and poet. Verb (cf., Att.

(q.v.),Aeol. : impf., Ep.aeipov :—fut.

[a], contr. from (not in use) :—aor. 1,.:—Med. , fut. []:—aor. 1 inf

.

,
part,- :—Pass., aor. 1, Ep., 3 pi.

:—pf. : plqpf. Ep. 3 sing,, Ion.
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—.. heave, raise up, Horn., etc.;

furled the sails by trailing them up,

Od. :—esp. to lift for the purpose of carrying, to bear

away, carry, II.; , of ships of burden, Od.;

offer me not wine, II. 2. to raise,

levy, / Aesch. II. Med. to

lift up for oneself, i.e. bear off, c. acc. rei, II. 2.

to raise or stir up, to undertake a

long- war, Hdt. ; slow to ttndertake,

Id. 3. to hoist sail, or without, Id. III. Pass, to be lifted or carried up,

Od. ; els . . to rise up and go to a place,

Hdt. ;—mostly of seamen, but also of land-journeys,

Id. 2. to be suspended,
[the dagger] hung always by the sword-sheath, II. 3.

metaph. to be lifted up, excited, Soph.

aeis, part, of., Ep. for, aor. of., , poet, and Ion. for, Hdt., etc.-, fut. of.-, is,() ever-burning, Anth.-, ov, ever-watching, i. e. ever-lasting,-., of the grave, Soph,-, ,\ )
perpetual exile, Plat,-, ov, everlasting, Anth., , ov, particip. form =/, Od. ;', Virgil's multa reluctans, lb., ov, =, II.-, Epic Adv. against one's will, Horn. ; c. gen.,, , Lat. te invito, and, , Id.-, ov and a, ov ; Att. contr. [], ov :

—

against one's will, involuntary, of acts, Hdt., etc. II.

of persons, only in Adv., involuntarily, Thuc.
-', Att. contr. [],, ov, against one's

will, unwilling, of persons, II. ;", Virgil's multa reluctans, lb. ; ,
invitoJove, Aesch., Xen. :—Adv., unwillingly

,

Plat. II. like, of acts, involuntary, epya

Soph., 6, Dor. for,, [a, but made short

by Soph, and Eur.], Ep. ', , , () a stormy wind, whirl-

wind, eddy , Horn. ; Id. 2. metaph.

of any whirling motion, , of an

animal, Eur. ;
' Id., , ov, (' storm-swift, Soph., ados, , = foreg., Soph., , {) eddying, II.-, ov, struggling with the storm, Anth.-,, 6, , poet, for- (cf.,) :

—

storm-footed, storm-swift, II., etc., contr. , , () Storm, a Harpy,
Hes.,() to have no hope, only in part.,-

II. ; . Hdt.-, ,{) unhoped for, unexpected, Od., ,^) an unlooked for event, -
unexpectedly , Archil.-, ov, —, h. Horn.; unex-

pectedly, Hdt.; so, Soph. 2. beyond
hope, despaired of, Solon. II. act. hopeless,

15
desperate, h. Horn., Aesch. III. Adv.-, beyond
all hope, Lat. insperato, Id. :—neut. pi. as Adv., Eur.- [-], ov, [yaw a) also -vaos, contr.' is a corrupt form) :

—

ever-flowing, Hes., Hdt.,
Trag. 2. generally, everlasting,

Simon. ;—rare in Att. Prose, Xen., Plat.,, ov, — foreg., Od., Hes.-, ov, \) nourishing leaves, leafy,
Aesch.-, ov, ) nourishing plants, Anth.
AE, poet, form of {^, mostly in pres. and
impf. without augm.: later poets have fut. 4\, aor.

1, fut. med., aor. 1 pass,. To
increase, enlarge, foster, strengthen,

II. ; lb. ; . to cherish woe,
Od. ; ' a. to rear him to man's estate, lb.;

they bless the work, lb. 2. to exalt by

one's deeds, to magnify, Hdt. ; to

magnify, exaggerate,\_] Soph. 3.

Eur. II. Pass, to increase, grow,
he was waxing tall, Od. ; no wave
rose high, lb. ; rises high,

II. ; . it prospers, Od. ; *
was getting on to noon, II.; so, Aesch.-, Ion. - [t], , a not working, idleness, Od.,
Hes.—Cf. Att.. From--, 6v, **) not-working, idle, Horn., Hes.,

etc.;

—

idle houses, i.e. where people are

idle, Theocr.—Cf. Att..', Adv. () lifting up, Aesch.—Cf . Att..', see under Ion. form -., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of

;

', 3 sing. ; part.

[], ov, also a, ov : Ion., , ov : {) :

—

in the mist or thick air of morning, Eur. II. in

the air, high in air, Id.', f., to walk the air, Ar., Plat. From- [], , ,) one who walks the air,

Plut.-, es, Ion. -} {) wheeling in air, Anth.-, ov, air-tossed, soaring, Ar.', f. ], to traverse the air, Luc.-,, , an air-raven, Luc.-,, an air-gnat, Luc.-, , {) an air-battle, Luc.-', f ., to measure the air : to lose one-

self in vague speculation, Xen.-, ,(^ floating in air, of clouds, Ar.-, ov, 1) roaming in air, Aesch. ap. Ar., Aeol. for.-,, ,^) high-soaring, Hes., Anth.-, ov, — foreg., Hes.-, , -, lifting thefeet, brisk-trotting, II.,, lengthd. Ep. form of, to lift up :—impf.

Anth., = foreg., aor. 1, pf. pass,, Anth., contr.,, inf., aor. 1

(from a form ', not in use) to sleep, Od. (Akin to, , .)--, , silliness, folly , Od., Hes. From
^-, ov, gen.,) damaged in mind, wit-

less, silly, Hem., Hes. (For-, from,.)



1 6 '' -' [], . and Ion., , , an eagle,

Horn., etc. :—proverb., aerbs , of a thing

quite out of reach, Ar. 2. an eagle as a standard,

of the Persians, Xen. ; of the Romans, Plut. II. in

architecture, the pediment of a temple, Ar.-, , () a standard-bearer, Plut.

[], , () eagle-like, Luc.
*€>, v.., , (&) drought : in Od. an old shield is said to

be coated with dry dirt or mould.', , ov, () dry, parched, Horn. ;

the dry bull's-hide, II. 2. metaph. dry, harsh,

Anth. II. act. parching, scorching, Hes., () to dry, parch up, h. Horn., , freedomfrom jealousy , Plut. From-, ov, not subject to envy, unenviable, dreary,

Simon., Aesch., etc. 2. generally, sorry, inconsider-

able, Plut.-, ov,freefrom jealousy, envy, Plut.-, ov, not to be envied, Plat.-, ov,{) freefromfurtherpayment : with-
out loss, scot-free, Lat. immunis, Hdt., etc. :

—

un-
punished, not deserving punishment, Soph., Eur. II.

act. harmless, of sour looks, Thuc.-, , unceasing, excessive, II. ; neut. as Adv.,
Od. ; oi'es . II.

(Ep. word, perhaps an old dialectic form for-
( copulat.,), v. sub -.)

JRoot, v. ayos^, Dep. only in pres. and impf. ;

act. only in part,' :

—

to stand in awe of, dread,

esp. the gods and one's parents, Horn. ; followed by
inf., to shrink from doing, Id. ; also . . ,

II. 2. absol. in part, awe-struck, Od., Soph.
-, ov, =, unwedded, Luc.-, ov, (^ of bread, unleavened,

or the feast of unle.avened bread,

. T.-, vyos, , ,,() unyoked, unpaired, un-
married, Eur. ; of Pallas the virgin goddess, Id. : with
a gen. added, ,-,, Lat. nupti-
arum expers, Id., v. sub.
"", to dry up, parch, Hes. :—Pass., cu-? the poplar lies drying, II.-, /,() ungirt, from hurry, Hes.-, es, (Jjdos) unpleasant to the taste, distasteful,
of food, Plat. 2. generally, unpleasant,

Hdt. : in Plat, of talk, or. II. of persons, disagreeable, odious,
Id. III. Adv.-, unpleasantly, Id. ;' to be on bad terms with one, Dem. 2. without
pleasure to oneself, unwillingly, Plat., , {) unpleasantness, nauseousness, of
drugs, Hipp. II. of persons, odiousness, Dem.,

^etc. 2. a being ill-pleased, disgust, dislike, Plat., , , () a young nightingale,
^Theocr., in Ep. pi.., ov, of a nightingale, -, a. the
^nightingale's dirge, Aesch.,, , =, a nightingale, Eur. , Theocr.

;

, of a poet, Anth., = 7?/, gen. Soph., voc. Ar.

-.,, ,{) the songstress, i. e. the nightin-
gale, Hes., etc. ; of the daughter of Pandareus, who
was changed into a nightingale, Horn., Ion.- [],,() unaccustomedness, Batr.

;

. inexperience of a. thing, Thuc., poet, for, Ep. impf., to be

unaccustomed to a thing, c. gen., II.-, , () unwonted, unusual, Aesch. :—Adv.
-, unexpectedly , Thuc. II. of persons, unused
to a thing, c. gen., Id., Dem., , —, Eur., , a blast, gale, Aesch., Soph. From

i^Root FA, cf. -), 3 sing, , 2 dual,
3 pi. ; inf., Ep.; part, : 3 sing,

impf. :—Pass., 3 sing,, impf., part, -. Ep. Verb, =, to breathe hard, blow, of winds,

Horn. :—Pass, to be beaten by the wind,
Od. : metaph., to toss or wave about, as if by

the wind, , i.e. was in doubt or fear, 11.

[],, in Horn, ,, and , {)> :
—

the lower air, the air that surrounds the earth, opp. to

the upper air (v. II. 14. 288, where a tall pine") ; hence mist,

gloom, ° II. ;
-

lb. ; cf.,. 2. generally, air,

Soph., etc.; {ci. Virg. verberat auras), N.T., ecus, , () a blowing, Eur.-, later Att. -5, ov, () tin-

conquered, Thuc, Dem. 2. unconquerable, Plat.(5, for', wicked, II., ov, [) light as air, small, little, Aesch., 3 sing. pres. pass, of., , =, Hes., , , {) a blast, gale, Horn., etc., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. pass, of., ov,{ ?) stormy , furiozis, II.-, ov, later Att. for.-, Att.-, ov,\\) unused to

the sea, a land-lubber, Ar.-, es, () not verdant, withered, Plut.-, ,() without warmth, Anth.-, ,() fearless, Ibyc, Plut.,,, Dor. for- ; v.., , immortality, Plat., etc.; and, to make immortal, to hold oneself immortal

,

Hdt. From-&, ov, Ep. also , ov :

—

undying, immortal,
Horn., etc. :

—

, , the Immortals, Horn., etc.

;

, i.e. the sea goddesses, Od. : Comp.--, Plat. 2. of immortalfame, Tyrtae. II. of

things, everlasting, Od., Hdt., etc. 2. . the

hair on which life depended, Aesch. III. 01

the immortals, a body of Persian troops in which every

vacancy was at once filled up, Hdt. IV. Adv.,-
Anth. [- always in the Adj. and all

derivs., v. A a, fin.]-, ov, () unburied, II., etc. II. un-
worthy of burial, Anth.' [], v, groats or meal, porridge, Ar., etc.-, ,{) discouraged, downhearted, Plut. :

want of courage, Id. Adv. -, Id.-, ov, unseen, invisible, Plut., Luc. 2. that



—
may not be seen, secret, Plut. II. act. not seeing,

blind to a thing-, c. gen., Xen.-, Adv. () without the aid of God, ,
Horace's non sine Dis, Od.-, ov,() uninspired, Plut.-, ov, (4\·) implacable, Aesch.-, itos, 6, , lawless, Pind., Eur.-, ov,() lawless, godless,

versed in wickedness, Od.-' or-', ov, (the first form prevailing

in Poetry, the latter in Prose) :

—

lawless, without law
or government, of the Cyclopes, Od. ;

Xen. II. of things, lawless, unlawful,
epya, Hdt. ; ., Xen.-, ov, without God, denying the gods, Plat. 2.

godless, ungodly, Trag. :—Comp.- Lys. ; Sup.
—. 3. abandoned of the gods, Soph. II.

Adv. ~, impiously
, Id.; Sup.-, in most un-

holy wise, Id. Hence,, , ungodliness, Plat., , neglect of, Plat. From-, ov, uncared for, of animals, Xen. :. neglect of one's appearance, Luc. II. tin-

healed, incurable, Id.

or- : aor. Ep. 3 sing. med. -
:

—

to slight, make light of, Lat. nihil curare,

c. acc. pers., Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.)-', ov, not heated by strife ox passion, Aesch.-, ov, without heat : want of heat,

Plat.-, ov, =, Plut.-'-, ov, beyond even a god's power to express :

ineffable, aweful,,, Horn. ; also

marvellous in quantity, . olvos,, Od., f ., to set aside : . to deny one, re-

fuse his request, . T. From-, ov, () set aside :—Adv.-,-,
lawlessly, despotically, Aesch.-, ov, () without observation :—Adv.-, Plut.-, , unfeminine, Plut., Att. for,. Hence, Dor., , at, the city of Athens, used
in pi., because it consisted of several parts (cf.,^, Horn., etc. ; the sing, (like) Od. II.

Adverbs,, to Athens, Thuc, Xen. :—-
QeVyfrom Athens, Lys., etc.; poet., Anth. :—, at Athens, Dem., ,() the temple of Athena, Hdt., a, ov, Athenian, of oxfrom Athens, II., etc.', , Athene, goddess of wisdom, warlike prowess,
and skill in the arts, often called , also

or .—The latter name (in Att.) was contr. into, the Att. form : Dor.
and Theocr. : Aeol. [],

Alcae., Theocr. II. Cf. . (Deriv. uncertain.), (') to long to be at Athens, Luc.',, , an ear of corn, Hes. 2. husks, chaff,

Luc. II. the point of a weapon, Aesch., etc.-5, ov,() not hunted, Xen.-, , () consumer of ears of corn, of a
winnowing fan, Od.

•. j j-, ov, () without wild beasts or game, Hdt. :6 absence ofgame, Plut.-$, is, (--) untouched, of a virgin, Anth.-, ov,() untouched : c. gen. untouched
by a thing, Soph.; un-
touched by gain, i. e. incorruptible, Aesch.; also c. dat.,

&. Id. 2. not to be touched, holy, sacred,
of, Delphi, Soph.;& holy things, Aesch., Ep. and Ion., f. -, () to con-
tend for a prize, combat, wrestle, II. ;

struggling or suffering for him, lb., Ion. impf . : f .- : aor. 1 pf

.

: () :—commoner form of, -
having contended with him, II. ;

having gone through many
struggles, lb. : to contend in battle, Hdt.,, , (*) a contest, Plat., etc. II.
an imple?ne7it of labour, Theocr., , () a contest, struggle, . T.

,, , older form of, Od., contr. from, ov, , () a prize-

fighter, Lat. athleta : as Adj.,. a race-hoxse,

Lys. II. c. gen. rei, practised in a thing, Plat., a, ov and , ov, Att. contr. from Ep. :(,) :
—gaining the prize (this sense only

in Ep. form). II. metaph. struggling, wretched,
miserable (this sense only in Att. form), of persons,
Aesch., etc. : Comp.- Soph. : Sup.-
Eur. :—also of states of life, ^,, Trag. :

—Adv. —, miserably, Soph. 2. in moral sense,

pitiful, wretched, Dem. 3. without any moral sense,

wretched, sorry, Eur. :—Adv.,
with wretched success, Dem. Hence,, , suffering, wretchedness, Plat., etc.-, , , (-) one who awards the prize,

the judge in the games, Plat., etc., , Att. contr. from Ep. and Ion., the

prize of contest, Horn., etc. ; or

prizes axe proposed, Hdt. ; ,,
to propose prizes, Xen. ; or

to win prizes, Plat. ; ,
Dem. II. =, contest, Od. :—metaph. con-

flict, struggle, Aesch., Soph., , contr. from Ep. and Ion., contest for
prize, Horn., etc. ; task is set

one, Hdt. ; to set it, Id. ;—metaph. a
conflict, struggle, Aesch., , =, Anth.-, ov, () bearing away the prize, vic-

torious, II. ; in Ion. form -, lb., Hdt.-, ov, not turbid, clear, Luc.-, ov, () tintroubled, of water, Hes.-, ov,() undisturbed : . tran-

quillity, Xen.-, ov, without tiproar, Plat. :—Adv.-, Eur., Dor. for.-, ov, () tmbroken, unhurt, Eur., etc^' or' : f. : aor. 1 opt.~, inf.-
:

—

to look at, gaze at, observe, perceive, Horn.,

etc. 2. absol. or with a Prep., to look, gaze, II.

;

Eur. ;
by observing,

Soph. II. of the mind, to look into a thing, con-
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sider, Id., Eur., etc. :—foil, by an interrog. or rel.

clause,', . . consider this also, whether

. . ,
Soph.; Plat. Hence, verb. Adj., one must consider, Eur., Xen.

or : f . : aor. :—Pass.,

aor. : pf . :( or) :

—

to gather together, to muster forces, Soph., Xen.

;

. to gather the Trojans together, Eur.;

collect breath, Id. :—Med. to gatherfor oneself,

collect round one, Id., Xen. :—Pass, to be gathered

together, ayop- Hdt. ;
having

rallied, Thuc. ; the whole

amounted collectively to 2000, Id. 2. in Pass, also

of the mind, els to collect oneself,

Plat. ;
fear has gathered strength,

arisen, Xen. Hence,, , a gathering, mustering, Eur.;

Thuc. ; and, , a gathering, Eur.', verb. Adj. of, one must collect, Xen.- or-, a, ov, Att., ovv : (a copulat.,

Opoos) :

—

in crowds or masses, crowded together, mostly

in pi. ; Od., etc. ;, of soldiers, in
close order, Lat. conferto agmine, Hdt., Xen., etc.

;

also, close together, Id. II.

taken together, he paid for all at
once, Od. ; the citizens as a whole, Thuc.

;

their assembled force, Xen. ;

with one voice, Eur. ; to condemn all

by a single vote, Plat. ; he fell all at

once, Theocr. III. multitudinous, Eur.,

Plat. IV. Comp. Thuc, etc.; later

Plut.-, ov, () not broken, not enervated,

Plut.; els never breaking into laughter,

Id. Adv. -, Id., f. ],() to be disheartened, lose heart,

Aesch., etc. ; at orfor a thing, Soph. ; ,
, , Att. Prose :—foil, by a relat. word, to be

sore afraid,, ' et Soph. ;

Id. Hence, verb. Adj. one must lose heart, Xen.; and, Ion. -, , want of heart, faintheartedness,
Hdt., Soph., etc. ; els Plat. ;

Xen. ; 4 Id. ;

Id.d-, ov, without heart, fainthearted, Od., Hdt.,
etc. ; . to have no heart for a thing,
Xen.; so Adv., Id. 2. without
passion, Plat., , () a plaything, toy : a delight, joy,
Horn., etc.-, ov, (,) one that cannot

^
keep his mouth shut, a ceaseless babbler, Eur.-, ov, () without door, Plut., , =*/, Anth. Fromd-, ov, (,)=~, ever-
babbling, Soph.-, ov, without thyrsus, Eur.' [], only in pres. and impf., to play, sport,
of children, II., Eur. ; c. acc. cogn.,
singing sportive songs, h. Horn. :—Med., simply, to

— acyeio?.

sing, lb. II. c. acc, . to play the

deeds of men, of an actor, Anth.- [], ov, () =, never closed, Ar.-, ov, () not offered, i. e. neglected,. &.,

Lat. sacra inauspicata, Aeschin. II. act. without

sacrificing, Xen., ov, (-)) unpunished, scot-free, Eur., etc. ; -
to secure their immunity, Dem.

;

Id. ;
or- to get

off scot-free, Plat. 2. free from a thing, c. gen.,

Ar. 3. unharmed by a thing, c. gen., Dem. II.

not deserving punishment, without fault, Id.', , ov, of mount Athos, Aesch.

-€,/,(076) notflattered, withoutflattery,<\ from my tongue, Eur. II. act.

not flattering, discourteous, Anth.-, ov,() without breastplate, Xen." [], , , acc."" : Ep. nom.>
:

—

mount Athos, II., etc.

, Dor. and Ep. for et, if:— or , if only, so

that, Lat. dummodo, with subj., Horn.; so Dor.,
Theocr. II. at- (with accent), Ep. for ei, to

express a wish, that I would that I Lat. utinam !

with optat., Horn. ; cf ..
, Exclam. of astonishment, ha ! at Ar., , Ep. form used for metri grat., Horn., Trag. :

never in pi.,, , a wail, Eur. From, f . aor. 1 part,

:

—to cry alai, to wail,

Trag. ; c. acc. to bewail, Aesch., Eur., exclam. of grief, ah I Lat. vae I c. gen., atat

Eur. ; and repeated, atat

Aesch. :—later c. acc, Bion., , , son of Aeacus, II., , , verb. Adj. of ', bewailed, lament-
able, Aesch., Ar. II. wailing, miserable, Aesch., Ion., , old word, dreary, dismal, dire-

ful, horrid, , ,
Aesch., Soph., etc. II. of Time, els

Aesch. ; and so in Adv. for ever,

Id. (The prob. deriv. is from, everlasting, whence
may come the notion of never-ending, wearisome,
dreary.)

Aids,, , Ajax, masc. pr. n., borne by two heroes,

the Greater son of Telamon,the Less son of Oi'leus,Hom.;

voc. ATay (metri grat.) Soph., elsewh. in Trag.., bah ! exclam. of disgust or astonishment ; but,, of laughter, Ar.-, and , (,) the wild goat, Babr., , ov, Aegaean, Aesch. ; Aly.

mount Ida, Hes. II.- (sc.), , the

Aegaean, Plat., etc.,, , Aegaeon, the name given by men to

the hundred-armed son of Uranus and Gaia, called by
gods, II. II. the Aegaean sea, Eur., , a hunting-spear, javelin, Horn., Anth.
(Perh. from , a goat-spear.)', v.., , Ion. , ov, Ep. for, () of a goat or

goats, Lat. caprinus,- goats-milk cheese,

II. ; - in a goafs skin, lb. ; '
a helmet ofgoatskin.



, a, ov, of Aegeus, Aesch.,, the poplar (cf.), Od. (Deriv. uncertain.)- [it], ov, ,() a goatherd, Plut., Anth., a, ov, =-, Od. II. as Subst. (sc.

), , a goafs skin, Hdt., , , fem. -,, one who haunts the

shore, Anth. From, ,( II) the sea-shore, beach, strand, Horn.,

Hdt. ; alyiahhv , i. e. he has a whole sea-

beach (i. e. quantities of voting-pebbles,) in his

house, Ar.-,, , (,) a goat-pasture, Anth.-, , , (,) feeding goats, Anth.-, ov, (,) browsed by goats, Od.
or,,^ titmouse, La.t. parus, Ar.-, ov, (,) goat-shanked, Anth.--, 4, ol, goatherds; name of one of the four

old Attic Tribes, Hdt., Eur. (If from ,,
the literal sense would be goat-feeders.)- [yt],, , , (,) destitute even of
goats, hence steep, sheer, II., , () a herb of which goats arefond, Theocr., , , Aegina, II., etc. ; also (sc.) Hdt. :—hence,, , , fem. -,, an Aeginetan, Id., etc. :—Adj., a, ov,

of Aegina, Thuc, etc.-,, , (,) a goatherd, Anth.

ai-yi-, ov, (,) feeding goats : as Subst. a
goatherd, Anth. II. ah/ (proparox.), pass.

browsed by goats, Id.-, ov, () Aegis-bearing, of Zeus, Horn.-, , , (,) goat-footed, h. Horn.-,, , , — ioreg., Hdt.-, , or-,, a plant of which goats
were fond, perh. buckwheat, Theocr.,, , () : I. the aegis or shield of Zeus,
described in II. 5. 738 sqq. The aegis on statues of

Athena is a short cloak of goat-skin, covered with

scales, set with the Gorgon's head, and fringed with

snakes, v. Hdt. 4. 189. 2. a goatskin coat, Eur. II.( il) a rushing storm, hurricane, Aesch., contr., Dor. for, Pind.

AITAH, , the light of the suit, radiance, Od. :—then

simply daylight, lb. ; ' ,
i.e. to be born, Pind. 2. any dazzling light,

lustre, gleam, II. Hence,, , dazzling, radiant, lustrous, Horn.-, is,() radiant, Anth.-, gen. -, acc.- : (,) :

—

goat-horned, Anth., Plut. II. as Subst. Capricorn
in the Zodiac, Luc.-, ov, (,) =, Anth.-,, , , (,) —, Anth.-, , , =, Anth.-, , (,) goat-faced, Hdt., , a vulture, Horn., etc. :

—

is the
vulture which preys on live animals, the carrion-
vulture., to speak Egyptian, Luc., , , of or for the Egyptians, Plut., etc., a, ov, Egyptian, Horn., etc. [,, etc., are trisyll. in Horn.]

—8. j g, Adv. (as if from *), in the
Egyptian tongue, Hdt. II. in Egyptian fashior.,
craftily, Theocr.-, is, (yivos) of Egyptian race, Aesch., , the river Nile, Od. ; called first in

Hes. II. , Egypt, Od. ,· to Egypt, lb.-,, , , (,) goat-hoofed, Anth.', Dor. for '',., poet, also, part, ,· imper.
:—impf., . 3 sing"-, pi. Att.

: f., . : aor. 1 med., . imper. : aor. I pass,,. 3 1· : pf . : Dep. :

—

to be ashamed,
to do a thing, c. inf., Horn., etc. ; rarely c. part.,

feel ashamed of deserting him,
Soph. :—absol., from a sense of shame,
II. 2. c. acc. pers. to stand in awe of,fear, respect,

lb., Horn., etc.; and of things,

respect the house, II. ;

Soph. II. to feel regard for a person,\
1

Od. Hence, ov, exciting shame, venerable, Luc., ,() respect, Dem.- [], Dor. -,, , (*) making unseen,
annihilating, destroying, II. :—Adv. -, —,
lb. II. pass, unseen, obscure, Hes., ov, gen.,() bashful, modest, Xen.:
Sup.', Id. : Adv.-, Id.-, , (*) unseen, annihilated, Hes., , poet, for" ; v..

[], ov, also , ov, () everlasting, eternal,

Hes. and Att. :

—

' for ever, Thuc.-, ,, (*) zmseen, dark, Hes. :—so-,
Poeta ap. Plut.

, , mostly in pi. , , () the

genitals, pudenda, II. , etc., a, ov, {) of persons, regarded with
reverence, august, venerable, and of women, deserving

respect, tender, Worn. II. act. shamefaced, reverent,

Od. :—Adv. -, reverently, lb. III. Comp.-, Od. ; Sup., Pind., poet, for.", . gen. of an obsol. nom/, v..-, ov, gen.,(,) respectful in

mind, compassionate, Soph. ;
Eur.

or- [~], , want of knowledge, ignorance,

Od., Hdt. From-, , gen. and , (*) poet. Adj. unknow-
ing, ignorant, II. ; c. gen., Od., etc.- or-, ov, () tmsettled, vaga-

bond, Ar. ; . in vagabond courses, Eur., , later , ="
: poets used the obi.

cases, rj'C, , with a, metri grat.', , contr. , , () a sense of shame,

shame, modesty, self-respect, Horn., etc. :—personif.,

Shame that shares his

throne with Zeus, Soph. 2. regard for others, re-

spect, reverence, Theogn.; respect for me,

Aesch. II. that which causes shame, and so, 1·

a shame, II.; as an exclam., shame! ,-,
44\ lb. ; , ;

Ib. 2.=, lb.



ai€L —, Ion. and poet, for.-€€5 , poet, for aeiyeve^s., v. sub aiKovpos.

aU'v, poet, for aei.-, oy, hilling in eternal sleep, of Deaths Soph,, Ep. and Ion. for aeros., lengthd., , strong, lusty, vigorous,

Horn. ^Deriv. uncertain.), Ion. for aldviis., in II. Vulcan is4, =, terrible,

mighty monster,, , {) = aidakos, soot, Luc., cavos, (affla\os) epith. of the4, swarthy,
dusky, Theocr.

10€§,, oev, contr.,, ovv,() smoky, sooty, II., Theocr. ; kovis . black

ashes that are burnt out, Horn. II. burning,
Hes., Aesch., ,{ ?) soot, Eur., f., to soil with soot or smoke, Eur.

cu9e, Ep. for eWe," 6(pe\es would that ! Horn.; cf. ., Dor. for TjiOeos.-, f .,() to walk in ether, Anth.
alGepios, a, ov, also os, ov, () of or in the upper
air, high in air, on high, Aesch., Soph., etc.; aWepia4 flew up into the air, Eur.-, ov,() ether-skimming, Anth.,, epos, in Horn. ; in Hes., Aesch., and Att. Prose

; in Soph, and Eur. or : {) :
—ether, the brighter

purer air, the sky, above the (q. v.) ; Zeus4' II. II. a clime, region, Eur., ottos, , Ep. pi. AWioTrrjes, fern., i5os

:

(,) :—properlyBurnt-face, i.e. anEthiop, negro,
Horn., etc. II. Adj. Ethiopian, Hdt., etc. :

—

, ], , and as Subst., ), Id. 2.

in literal sense, sun-burnt, Anth.
aI9os, , {) a burning heat, fire, Eur.

(sc. , being- partic. of ), , in the
Homeric house, the corridor, open in front like a veran-
dah, looking E. or S. to catch the sun, whence the
name; the sleeping place of travellers, Od.-, ottos, {,) fiery-looking, of metal,flashing,
II. s etc.; of wine, sparkling, lb.; of smoke, mixed
with flame, Od. 2. swart, dark, Anth. II.
met^h. fiery, keen, eager, Lat. ardens, Hes., Soph.

(not even in Att.), ),() clear sky, fair
weather, Lat. sudum, Horn.-, 4s, (yi-yj/) epith. of Boreas, born in
ether, sprungfrom ether, II. ; so-, Od., Ion. -, ), later form of, Solon, etc.;, Att. -ias, in clear weather, Hdt., Ar. ; tt\s

aWpias in the open air, Lat. sub dio, Xen. 2. the
clear cold air of night, Hdt. [t in dactylics and ana-
paestics.], to be clear, of the sky, ias ' Babr.-',.-,() to sleep in open air, Theocr., ov, () clear, bright, fair, of weather, h.

Horn., Hdt. ; epith. of Zevs, Theocr.
a!0pos, , the clear chill air of morn, Od. ; cf ..
-uia, ), a sea-bird, a gull or diver, Od. (Deriv. un-
known.), Tjpos, , one that darts swiftly, Anth. From

., poet. aor. l, () to put in rapid
motion, stir up, kindle, Soph. :—Pass, to quiver, of

leaves, Sappho.
| , only in pres. and impf., to light up, kindle,

Hdt., Trag. 2. intr. to bum or blaze, Soph. :—in

this sense the Pass, is used by Horn, in part.,

TTupbs yiieVos4 II., Od., etc. ; so metaph.,

Xen., coj/os, , ), () fiery, burning, blazing : of

metal, flashing, glittering, Horn., etc. II. in Horn,

of the horse, lion, bull, eagle,—where it is either fiery,

fierce, or tawny. 2. metaph. ablaze, fiery , Aesch.,

Soph. [The penult, of the obi. cases may be shortd.

in Poets, metri grat., ai0ovos Soph.; Hes.]

\_], Dor. for et /ce or iav, Theocr., only in pres. and impf., (aluaXos) to flatter,

wheedle, fondle, c. ace, Soph., Eur. 2. absol., of

a dog, to wag the tail fawningly, Babr. : (this is prob.

the orig. sense).

€,, poet, and Dor. for lav.§, ov, poet, for aeitceXios.

[at], ), (') rapid flight, rush, impetus, II.

[], 4s, poet, for, Adv. aiKo>s, II. :—in Trag.,, alu&s.

[t], ), Att. for the Ion. (q. v.), injurious

treatment, an affront, outrage, Aesch., etc. 2. in

Prose mostly as law-phrase, aiKias an action for
assault, less serious than that for 5, Plat., etc., Att. for Ep. : I. Act. only in pres.,

to treat injuriously, to plague, torment, Soph. ;

of a storm, uAtjs Id. :—Pass, to be tor-

mented, Aesch. II. Dep.£ : f.,
Att.- : aor. I med., pass, : pf

.:

—in same sense as Act., c. ace, Soph., etc.

;

c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei, Xen.
Hence, aTos, , an outrage, torture, Aesch. :—in pL
mutilated corpses, Eur., , = foreg., Dem.§,, Adv. of aiKTjs.-, , a plaintive dirge, Trag. ; (said to be from
at Aivov, ah mefor Linus I -v. Aivos II.) 2. Adj.

aiXivos, ov, mournful, plaintive, Eur. :—neut.pl.

as Adv., Mosch.
or, , ), a cat, Hdt., Att. (Deriv.

uncertain.), aTos,, blood, Horn., etc. ; in pi. streams of blood,
Trag. II. bloodshed, murder, Aesch., etc. :

—

i<p'

(pevytiv to avoid trial for murder by going into exile,

Dem.; so, (pevyeiv Eur. III. like Lat. sanguis,

blood-relationship, kin, Soph., Horn., etc. ; irpbs-
tos one of the blood or race, Soph. ;5 tt]s e^s iv

akin to her by blood, Aesch. (^Deriv. uncertain.), ), , verb. Adj. of, mingled with
blood, of blood, Eur., a, ov, () bloody, blood-red, Anth., ados, ), () a gush or stream of blood, Soph., , a wall of dry stones, Lat. maceria, Od.,
etc. (Deriv. uncertain.), Att.- : f. - : aor. I:—Pass.,

aor. ' or : () :

—

to make bloody,

stain with blood, Aesch, ;—hence to smite so as to
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make bloody, Soph., Eur. ; so in Med., Anth. :—Pass.

to welter in blood, be slain, Soph,-, , (4) shedding of blood, N.T., , , also 6s, , () bloody, blood-

stained, murderoils, rag-. II. of blood, consisting
thereof, Aesch., Eur.-, ov,() bringing blood, bloody, Aesch.,, oev, contr.,, ,=, II. 2. blood-red or of blood, lb. 3.

bloody, murderous, lb.-, , () licking blood, eptas .
thirst for blood, Aesch.-, , , () a blood-drinker, Ar.-, ov,() blood-drinking, Aesch.-, ov, (pew) blood-streaming, . paviSes

a shower of blood, Eur.-, es,() blood-dripping, Aesch.-, ov, () blood-stained, Anth.-, , () delighting in blood, Anth., £. , () to make bloody, stain with
blood, Aesch., Eur.-, es, (eTSos) blood-red, Thuc.-, , (£) bloody to behold, Eur.,-,, , , =, Eur.-, es,() bathed in blood, Soph,-, ov, () blood-sucking, greedy of blood,

Theocr.-,, ov, bloodthirsty, Luc.-, is,() bleeding violently, Soph,-, ov, () blood-sprinkled, Eur.-, () to have ., -, a discharge of blood.-, ov, (pea) blood-streaming, Aesch.:—poet.-, Anth.-, es, =-, Eur.-, ov,() defiled with blood, KpeaOd., ,() winning, wily ways, Plut., ov, =, Od., Hes.-, , ,() of winning wiles, h. Horn.
[~\,], and os, ov, flattering, wheedling, wily,

Hes., Aesch.; Soph. (Deriv. unknown.)-, es, (eldos) bloody, blood-red, Luc., ovos, , —, skilful in a. thing-, c. gen.,' -ns . II. () bloody, Aesch., Eur.-, , —5, Anth.-, , , {alvos,) terribly brave, ., eccs, , () praise, . .,,, verb. Adj . of sq.

,

praiseworthy, Arist., Anth., impf., Ion. atveov : £., Att. :

aor. , Att., Ion.: pi.rjveita:—Med.,
f.

:

—Pass., aor. I : pf.. Poet,
and Ion. Verb, being- used in Att. Prose :

—

properly, to tell or speak of (cf. alvos), Aesch. II.
commonly, to speak in praise of, praise, Lat. laudo, c.

ace, Horn., Hdt. 2. to allow, recommend, Od. : c.inf.

to recommend to do a thing, Aesch. ; also c. part., alvelv

to commend one's going-, Id. 3. like,
to be content, acquiesce, Eur. :—c. acc. rei, to be content
with, acquiesce in, Pind., etc. ;

Eur. 4. to decline courteously, Hes. III. to

Promise or vow, or Soph., Eur., , — alvos, praise, fame, ev' 4 Hdt.

AioXeJ?. 2 I, Aeol. for, Hes., , , = alveTos, Pind., aTos, ,() a dark saying, riddle,

Aesch., etc. ; e| riddles, Id. ;
5

Aeschin. ; , to propose a
riddle, Plat. ; opp. to , to solve

it, Soph., etc.-, es, (eWos) riddling, dark, Aesch., , =, a riddle, epetV Ar.

;

ev Eur.£, Dep., — atVe'co, Horn. :—Act., in Anth., ov, known from the Adv. -icos, in riddles,

Aesch. ; and, , , expressed in riddles, riddling, Soph.
From, Att.- : f . : aor. :

—

Dep., but also as Pass., v. infr. n : (alvos) :—to speak in
riddles, Soph., Eur.;5 I will speak in
riddles but so as to be understood, Soph.;
eirea to speak riddling verses, Hdt. :—c. acc. rei, to hint
a thing-, intimate, shadowforth, Plat. II. as Pass.

to be wrapt up in riddles, only in aor. , pf., Theogn., Plat., etc.-, Ion. -, , , [) awefully strong,
Anth.-, ov, fatally wedded, Eur., (alvos) Adv. only in phrase alvoQev alv&s from
horror to horror, right horribly, II.-, ov,() sadly enervated, Theocr.-, es,() horrid-gleaming, Aesch.-, ov,() fatally wedded, Aesch.-', ovtos, , a dreadful lion, Theocr.-, ov, (Kivov) unfortunate in life's thread, in

allusion to the Parcae, Anth.-, , a horrible wolf, Anth.-, ov, doomed to a sad end, Horn.-, es, \) suffering dire ills, Od., Anth.

-irapis, i5os, , like, unlucky Paris, Eur.-, epos, , unhappy father, Aesch., , poet, and Ion. word (cf.) : I.—5,
a tale, story, Od.; alvelv alvov to tell a tale, Aesch.,

Soph. : generally, a saying, proverb, Theocr. II. =
Att. waivos, praise, Horn., Trag., , , poet, and Ion. word = Seiv0s, dread, dire,

grim, terrible, Horn. ; most dread son

of Cronus, . II. Adv. -vu>s, terribly, i.e. strangely,

exceedingly, Horn., Hdt.; also as Adv., Ihj Sup.-, lb.-, , () unhappy in being a mother,

Mosch.-, , a dreadful tyrant, Anth., Dep., only in pres. and impf. without augm.

:

—to take, take off, take hold of, Horn. ; c. gen. partit.,

atVu/ieVofs taking of the cheeses, Od.,, , : dat. pi. :

—

a goat, Lat. caper,

capra, Horn. 2. £ orypios the wild goat, the ibex,

Id. II. aTyes, old name for waves. (,Prob. not

from, of which the root is AIK.), Ion. and Ep. aor. of.
', f. of., ea>s, , an Aeolian ; pi. AloXees, Att. AloXeTs or

-i)s, Hdt., Thuc. :—Adj., ], , of or like the
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Aeolians, Theocr. ;—fern.,, Hes., etc; poet.

fem., Pind., f. ,() to speak Aeolian, Plut., () only in pres., to shift rapidly to and
fro, Od. :—Pass, to shift colour, of grapes, Hes.-, , , {) wielder of lightning,

Pind.-, rjicos, o, -with glancing breastplate, II.-, ios, , ,full of various wiles, Hes., Aesch.-,, ,[) withglancing or glittering

girdle (for it was plated with metal), II. II. with
variegated turban, Theocr.-, ov, with quick-moving steeds, II., Theocr., ?7, ov, quick-moving, II. ; wriggling
worms, lb. ; so of wasps and serpents, lb. II.

changeful of hue, gleaming, glancing, of arms and
armour, lb.; (but here also it may be explained moving
with the body, ma?iageable, Lat. habilis) ;—also,

star-spangled night, Soph.; Aesch. calls smoke
flushed by fire-light irvpbs; dis-

coloured from disease, Soph. III. metaph., 1.

changeful, shifting, varied, Aesch. ; of sounds,

Eur. 2. shifty, wily, slippery, Pind.

(Deriv. uncertain.)

B. as prop, n., proparox., , , lord of the

winds, properly the Rapid or the Changeable, Od.
[The penult, is lengthd. in the gen. ,
metri grat., Od.]-, ov, () shifting in speech, of an
oracle, Aesch., r\, , () high, lofty, Horn. II.

metaph., 1. precipitate, hasty, Pind. 2. hard
to win, difficult, Pind., Eur., Dor. for.,, ,=, II., only in pres. and impf ., to tend goats, Theocr.

:

—Pass., of the flock, Aesch., , ,() of orfor goatherds, Anth., ', a herd ofgoats, II., etc. II. a goat-
pasture, Anth. From-, o, a goatherd, Od., etc. (- is for alyo-

from ot|,.)
aiiros,, , () a height, a steep, Aesch. :

—

, metaph. of a difficult task, Eur., , , Ep. for, high, lofty, of cities, II.

;

streams falling sheer down, lb.-, , ,{) with high thougiits,

Aesch.-, ov, high-backed, on a high mountain-ridge,
of Dodona, Aesch.', eta, , high and steep, lofty, of cities on heights,
as Troy, Od. ; of hills, II. ; . a noose hang-
ing straight down, Od. II. metaph. sheer, utter,

Horn, (death being regarded as the phinge
over a precipice) ; so, Od.; also

towering wrath, II. 2. arduous, difficult, lb.', ov, (/») that can be taken, Xen.,, -, [) a taking, esp. of a town, Hdt.,
etc. ; 77 '. the taking by the king, Id. 2.

means for taking a place, Thuc. II. {) a
taking for oneself, a choosing, choice,,-, to give or offer choice, Hdt., Att.; a'ip.

—.
yiyverai a choice is allowed one, Thuc;

to have choice given, Dem. 2. choice or

election of magistrates, Thuc, etc. 3. a choice,

deliberate plan, purpose, Plat., etc. 4. a sect,

school, etc : esp. a religious sect, such as the Sad-
ducees and Pharisees, N.T. 5. a heresy, Eccl., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be taken, desirable,

Xen. II., one must choose, Plat., f.,() to choose, select, Babr., . T., ), ,() able to choose, Plat. 2.

heretical, . T., ),, verb. Adj. of, that may be taken or

conquered, Hdt.; that may be understood, Plat. II.() to be chosen, eligible, Id., Hdt., etc;
Menand. 2. chosen,

elected, Plat., etc.

: impf., Ion.' : f. : pf.,
Ion. or' : plqpf. :—Med., f.

: pf.in med. sense- : 3 pi. plqpf. rjp-:
—Pass., f., rarely : aor. 1:
pf.. : 3 sing, plqpf., Ion..—From
Root EAcome f., aor. 1 ei\cc,only in latewriters: aor.

2, Ion.:—Med.,f.: aor. 2:
A. Act. to take with the hand, grasp, alp.', ' to take a thing in hand, Od. ; alp.

II. ; alp. to take one by the hand,
lb. :—part, is sometimes used as Adv., by force,
Soph. 2. to take away, Horn. II. to take by
force, to take a city, II., etc. ; to overpower, kill, Horn.,

etc. :—often of passions, etc, to seize, Id., etc :

—

to

conquer (in a race), II. 2. to take, catch, as in

hunting, in good sense, to win over, Xen., etc. :—c.

part, to catch or detect one doing a thing, Soph. 3.

to win, gain, II. ; of the public games, Simon.,
etc. 4. as Att. law-term, to convict a person of a
thing, ., etc. : also c. part., .-

to convict of theft, Id. ; [sc. &v)

Soph.;' t Plat. 5., Lat. ratio evincit, reason proves, Hdt.
B. Med. to take for oneself, Horn., etc.; alp.-

irov, to take o?ie's supper, Id. :—so in most
senses of Act. II. to choose, Id. : to take in pre-

ference, prefer one thing to another, Hdt.

;

Xen.; also, tivos Soph.; $
. . , or tivos Att. :—c. inf. to prefer to do, Hdt.,

etc. 2. or to take another's

part, join his party, Id., etc 3. to choose by vote,

elect to an office, Plat., etc.

C. Pass, to be taken, Hdt. ; but is used

in Att. for Pass. II. as Pass, to the med. sense, to

be chosen, in pf .- (which is also med.), Hdt., Att.- [t], 0, Od. iS. j^lpos, Irus unhappy Irus,

—a play upon his name, like .
(Ep. and poet, q.v.) : f. [], which must

be distinguished from [], contr. from, f. of

:—aor. I -, imper., subj. &pr)S, opt.,
part, [] :—pf. : 3 pi. plqpf.:—Med.,

impf. )] : f . [], poet, :—aor. 1

:—in Ep. poets also aor. 2 [] ; Ep. subj.,; opt. ; inf. ; part, -:—pf. (in med. sense)\

:

—Pass., f.:
aor. 1 : pi. -, but in med. sense, Soph. :
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. Act. to take up, raise, lift tip, II., etc. ;

to step, walk, Eur. ; alp. to hoist a signal,

Xen. :—Pass, to mount up, ascend, Id. 2. often of

armies and ships, . as vavs to get the fleet under
sail, Thuc. :—also intr. to get under way, start, set

out, Id.;—so in Med. and Pass., Hdt.,

etc. II. to bear, sustain, Aesch. ; ,
Soph. III. to raise up, exalt, Aesch. :—of passion,

to exalt, excite, to grow excited, Soph.;
to pluck up courage, Eur., etc. : Pass.,

is Simon. 2. to raise bywords,
to extol, exaggerate, Eur., Dem. IV. to lift and take

away, to remove, Aesch., etc. :

—

to take off, kill, N.T.
B. Med., with pf. pass, (v. supr.), to take up

for oneself : to carry off, win, gain, kX4os II.;

(of horses) lb.; Horn. :—hence simply to receive,

get, %Xkos II. ; also, wilt incur a
charge of cowardice, Soph. II. to take upon one-

self, undergo, carry, bear, II., etc. 2. to undertake,
begin, Thuc, etc. ; , Lat. fugam
capere, Aesch. III. to raise up, Soph.

:

of sound, to raise, lift up one's voice, Ar.
*', obsol. nominat., v. aSr)s., , like, the goddess of destiny, Lat. area,

II. II. as appellat., 1. the decree, dispensation

of a god, Albs, Aibs lb. ;

Eur. :

—

fitly, duly, II., etc. ; , '
lb. 2. one's appointed lot, destiny,

Horn., etc. 3. one's share in a thing, Od. ; Xrfidos

lb., etc., Ion. 3 pi. opt.' : impf.-
: f . : aor. 2 : Dep. : () :

—

to perceive, apprehend by the senses, to see, hear, feel,

Hdt., Att. 2. to perceive by the mind, understand,
hear, learn, often in Att. : absol.,, Lat. tenes,

you are right, Eur. :—Construct., c. gen. to have per-

ception of, Id., etc. ; also c. ace, Soph.,

etc.:— dependent clauses are mostly added in part,

agreeing with subject, Thuc. ; or

agreeing with object, Tvpdvvovs5
Aesch. Hence, aTos, , perception of'a thing, Eur., ecos, ,{) perception by the senses,. perception, sense of calamities, Eur.

—

The phrase is used 1. of persons,. tivos, = tivos or , to have a
perception of a. thing, perceive it, Plat. 2. of things,

to give perception, i.e. to become perceptible, serving

as a Pass, to, Thuc. ; more freq.

Id., Xen. II. one of the senses, Plat. :

and in pi. the senses, Id. III. perception,-
visions of the gods, Id. 2. in hunting,

the scent, Xen.,,() an organ of sense, Arist.,

etc. ; . the senses, faculties, . T., , ,() of or for perception by
the senses, perceptive, Plat., etc. :—Adv.

to be quick of perception, Arist. II. of things,
perceptible, Plut., , , and 0s, , verb. Adj. of,
Perceptible by the senses, Plat., only in pres. and impf.() to breathe out, like

23
he was giving up the ghost,,

II., , happiness,5 Aesch. From, ov and , ov, () Lat. fatalis, appointed by
the will of the gods, destined, the fatal
day, day of death, II., etc. ; 'tis fated,
lb. II. agreeable tofate, meet, right, ,

Od., ov and , ov, () boding well, auspicious,
II., etc. :—Adv. -ioos, Eur.-, ov, = &vtfos, unlike, unequal, Pind., (Root AIK), contr., in later Att. or

: impf., Ep., Ion. : f.

: aor. 1 rf£a; Ion. ',

:

—Med., aor.

: — Pass., aor. 1 -, Ep.. [- in

Horn.] To move with a quick shooting motion, to

shoot, dart, glance, Lat. impetu ferri, II., etc. ; so in

aor. med.,, and aor. pass, lb. ;

avpas floats on the breeze, Soph. 2. to

turn eagerly, be eager, eft Eur. II. trans, to put
in motion, Eur.-, ov, contr., (a pHvat., *) not to be

seen, unseen. II. act. unconscious of, c. gen.,

Eur. Hence, contr.* : f. : aor. I, contr.- :—Pass., aor. 1, Ep. :

—

to make
unseen, to annihilate, Horn., etc.-, opos, 6, , (a privat.,) tmknowing, un-
conscious, Plat.; tivos of a. thing, Eur., ov, unseemly, evil, II. (Deriv. uncertain.), to rule over, c. gen., Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), , an elective monarchy, Arist., rjpos, ,() a prince, II., ov, ,() a regulator of games,
a judge or umpire, Od. : a president, manager,
Theocr. II. an elective prince, Arist.,, Comp. and Sup. of5., eos, , shame, disgrace, Horn., etc. :—in pi.

shameful deeds, Od. II. ugliness or deformity, of

mind or body, Plat., Xen., ov, gen. ovos, (atVxpo's) shameful, Anth.-, , (/cepSos) base covetousness, Soph.-, is, (/cep5os) sordidly greedy of gain,
Hdt., Eur—Adv. -5<Ss, N.T.-, f .),() =, Plat. Hence, , foul language, abuse, Xen.-, ios, , , forming base designs, Aesch.-, , () doingfotilly, Eur.-, f .,() =-, Arist., , and os, , (-) causing shame,

abusive, II. ; so in Adv.,$
lb. II. opp. to KaXos : 1. of outward appear-

ance, ugly, ill-favoured, of Thersites, lb. 2. in moral

sense, shameful, disgraceful, base, infamous, Hdt.,

etc.; [_], c. inf., II. :— , as Subst.,

dishonour, disgrace, Soph., etc. ;, Lat. honestum et turpe, virtue and vice,

Arist. :—Adv. shamefully, Sup., Trag. 3.

awkward, Xen. III. instead of the regul. ^Comp.

and Sup.5, -oTaTos, the forms [t],5 (formed from) are used. Hence, tjtos, , ugliness, deformity, Plat.



24 —, . inf. of.-, , \ *%) shameless conduct, Eur.

[], , () shame done one, disgrace,

dishonour, Hdt., Att. 2. a disgrace, of a person,

Aesch. II. shame for an ill deed, personified in

Aesch. 2. generally, like, shame, the sense

of shame, Soph.j etc., verb. Adj. of, one must be

ashamed, Xen., ", ,() bashful, modest, Plat.,, ,() a dishonourer, Aesch., , , =, Plat., , ,[] shameful, Arist.

[] : Ion. impf. : f.-, Ion. -uvea?

:

aor. :—Pass., with f. med. : aor., inf., poet.-^ev: pf.

:

—to make ugly, disfigure, mar,,
II. 2. in moral sense, to dishonour, tarnish, yevos

lb., etc. 3. to dishonour a woman, Aesch.,

etc. B. Pass, to be dishonoiired, ,
of Patroclus, II. II. to be ashamed, feel shame,
absol., Od., Hdt., etc. 2. to be ashamed at a thing-,

c. acc. rei, Od., etc. ; also c. dat. rei, Ar., etc. ; and
with Preps.,. Xen. ; Thuc. ;

rivos Dem. :—c. part, to be ashamed at doing a thing,

Aesch., Soph., etc. :—but c. inf. to be ashamed to do a
thing, Hdt., etc. 3. c. acc. pers. to feel shame be-

fore one, Eur., etc.

aiTas [], , () Dor. word for a beloved youth,
favourite, Theocr. : generally a lover, Anth.
aire, Dor. for.

: Ion. impf. : f. : aor. : pf.

; pf. pass,- :

—

to ask, beg, Od., etc. 2.

c. acc. rei, to ask for, crave, demand, Horn., etc. ;

ah. to beg one's departure, i. e. ask leave to depart,
Od. :—c. acc. pers. et rei, to ask a person for a thing,
Horn., etc. ; air. to demand satisfac-

tion from one for murder, Hdt. 3. c. acc pers. et
inf. to ask one to do, Od., etc. II. Med. to ask for
oneself, to claim, Aesch., etc. :—but often used just
like Act. III. Pass. : 1. of persons, to have a
thing begged of one, Hdt., Thuc. 2. of things, to
be asked, rb Hdt., etc. Hence,, , a request, demand, Plat., . T., Ion. for.,, , () a request, demand, Hdt., verb. Adj. of alrita, one must ask, Xen., , , () fond of asking, c. gen., Arist., , verb. Adj. of, asked for, Soph., ,() a charge, accusation, Lat. crimen, and
then the guilt or fault implied in such accusation,
Pind., Hdt. :—Phrases : airiav to be accused,
of a thing, Id., etc. ;—reversely, Id. ;, or yiyveadai Xen., etc. ; to
lie under a charge, Plat.; Thuc;

Plat. :—opp. to these are , or
Si aWias to hold one guilty, accuse, Hdt., Thuc, etc.

;

, Soph. ; Id.,

etc. 2. in good sense, et ,
the credit is his, Aesch. ; ot

who have this as their characteristic, Plat. 3. ex-
postulation, eV, 3) Thuc. II.

.
a cause, Lat. causa, Plat., etc. ; dat., like Lat.

causa, for the sake of, ayaOod Thuc. III.

an occasion, opportunity , Luc IV.
the head under which a thing comes, Dem., Ep. inf. of., {) Pass, to be accused, Xen., aros, , a charge, guilt imputed, eV

Aesch. ; ' on such
charges, Id. From, Ep. 3 pi., opt. 2 and 3 sing., -, inf., impf.,- :

—f.- : aor. , Ion. part,·
vos : pf. : ()

:

— to charge, accuse, censure,

blame, c. acc. pers., II.;. tivos to accuse of a thing, Hdt., etc. ;—c. inf.,

atr. to accuse one of doing, Id. :—in this

signf., certain tenses are used in pass, sense, to be

accused, aor. 1 Thuc, Xen. ; pf .

Thuc 2. c acc. rei, to lay to one's charge, impute,. Xen. ; Dem. ; c. dupl. acc,
toxjs ; Ar. II. to allege as the

cause,. Plat. ;. Id. ; he alleged that

it was part of the sacred territory, Dem., verb. Adj. of, one must accuse,

Xen. II. one must allege as the cause, Plat., Ep. form of, only in pres. to ask, beg, c.

acc. rei, Od. 2. c acc. pers. to beg of,-
lb. 3. absol., yaa to

fill one's belly by begging, lb.-05, , , inquiring into causes : -,
investigation of causes, Strab., a, ov, more rarely os, ov,() to blame, blame-

worthy, culpable, II., etc. : Ccmp., more
culpable, Thuc; Sup., the mostguilty

,

Hdt.; for a thing, Id. 2. as Subst.,, ,
the accused, culprit, Lat. reus, Aesch., etc. ; 01

they who have sinned against my father,

Id. :—c. gen. rei, . those guilty of

murder, Id. II. being the cause, responsible for,

c. gen. rei, Hdt., etc. ; c. inf., Soph. : Sup.,

mainly instrumental in causing the sea-

fight, Thuc. 2., , a cause, Plat., etc., 0, ov, of or belonging to Etna(), Pind.,

Aesch., etc 2. metaph. like Etna, enormous, Eur.;

some explain it so when used of horses, but better

Etnean, i. e. Sicilian (for the Sicilian horses were
famous), Soph.

or, ov, () unforeseen, sudden,
Aesch., Thuc. :—Adv. —, Id. ; also -, Plut.,, Dor. for,., f., (]) to throw the spear, II. ;

to play the warrior at home, Aesch. II.

to arm with the spear, Soph., ,() captivity : a body of cap-

tives, Diod., N.T., to take prisoner, N.T. ; and, , , of or for a prisoner, Eur.; and,, , fern, of, Soph. From-, ov, taken by the spear, captive to one's

spear, taken prisoner, Hdt., etc. ;
-, to take prisoner, Xen. ; . yiy



—
to be taken, Id. ', booty, Id. II. =, . such as awaits a cap-

tive, Hdt., Aesch., ,( I, or) the point of a spear, Lat.

cuspis, II., etc. II. a spear, lb., etc. ;", of an arrow, Aesch. 2. a body of spearmen,
Pind., Eur. ; cf.. 3. war, battle," the war went ill, Hdt. III. warlike
spirit, mettle, Pind. ; so, in Aesch., or •-

seems to be a woman's spirit. IV. a

sceptre, Id. Hence
is, Dor. -,, , armed with the spear,

Aesch.

[], , Ep. form of, II., , Dor. -,, , , {) a spearman,
Horn. II. In Pind. as Adj., 1. pointed,-
v6s. 2. warlike,.-, ov,() one who trails a pike, a spear-

man, Hdt. :—esp. like, of body-guards, Id., Adv. quick, with speed, on a sudden, Horn.-, ov, swift-speeding, of Boreas, Hes., , , () quick, speedy, in haste, Horn.^ [], only in pres. and impf. aiov [] :

—

to perceive

by the ear, to hear, c. acc. rei, II. ; c. gen., rag. :—also

to perceive by the eye, to see, Od. 2. to listen to,

give ear to, Hes. : to obey, Aesch. ; cf..
[Horn, has ; but, Soph.]

[], =, to breathe, only in impf., en-el- when / was breathing out my life, II.

[], Dor. for.,, , poet, : apocop. acc. (properly,
aevum, v. aWi) :

—

a period of existence : 1. one's

lifetime, life, Horn, and Att. Poets. 2. an age,

generation, Aesch. ; posterity, Dem. 3.

a long space of time, an age, of old, for
ages, Hes., . .; for ever, Aesch.;

. Lycurg. 4. a definite space of time,

an era, epoch, age, period, this present

world, opp. to , . . :—hence its usage in

pi., for ever, lb., ov and a, ov, lastingfor an age( 3), Plat.

:

ever-lasting, eternal, Id., , () a machine for suspending bodies : a
noose for hanging, a halter, Soph, (in the form). II. suspension in the air, oscillation,

Plat.', f . : aor. 1 pass, : () :

—

to lift

up, raise, iiyphv , of the eagle raising his

feathers, Pind. ;

Dem. :—cf.. 2. to hang, Plut., Luc. II.

Pass, to be hung, hang, Hdt. ;

being raised, lifted, Plat. ; ' spouted up,
Bion. 2. to hang suspended, float in air, hover,
oscillate, Soph., Plat. 3. metaph. to be in suspense,
Thuc. ; to depend upon others,
Plat. ; ^* playing for a high stake,
Hdt. Hence,, , that which is hung up : a hanging
cord, a halter, Eur., , verb. Adj. of, a hovering, Anth., Dor. Adv. =~, softly, gently, Pind., or- [r], , the Academy, a gymnasium

. 2 5
near Athens, where Plato taught : hence Platonic philo-
sophers were called, Academics., , uncleanness, impurity, Dem. From-, ov,() uncleansed, unclean, impure,
Plat. :—Adv., Id. II. of things,

not purged away, Soph., , , {) a thorn, goad, Anth., ,() unfitness of times : unseasonable-
ness, Plat. 2. want of opportunity, ,

Dem.-, ov, ill-timed, unseasonable, inopportune,, Lat. operam perdere, Theogn. ;^^ Aesch. ; ..

:

—Adv. -,
Aesch., etc. ; neut. pi. as Adv., Eur. II. of
persons, importunate, Lat. molestus, Theophr.-, Dor., , poet, for, Aesch.

[], Ep. form of, guileless, gracious,
epith. of Hermes, Horn., Hes., , guilelessness, Dem., etc. From-&, ov, unknowing of ill, guileless, Aesch.,
Plat. 2. imtocent, simple, Dem. :—Adv. -, Id.,,, , =, Ar.&-, , , (, ) soft-flowing, of

Ocean, Horn.&, , a nettle, Lat. zcrtica, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ,() without charms, Luc.-, ov, ill-omened, Aeschin.-, ov, unadorned, Luc.-, ov, uncovered, unveiled, Soph,-, , =, Soph.-, , , {) unwearied at the
spear, Pind.-, , , () unwearied in fight,
Pind.-, , , untiring offoot, unwearied, Pind.- [],, , () untiring, unresting,
II., etc.- [], ov and , ov, without sense of toil

:

hence — untiring, unresting, Horn.; . yrj earth

that never rests from tillage, Soph. :—neut.,
as Adv., Id. [, Soph. ; but first syll. long

in dactylics.]-, ov,() unbent, that will not bend,

rigid, Plat. :—metaph. unbending, unflinching, in-

exorable, Pind. ; Id. ;

Aesch. ;
Plut.

[], , ,( ) a thorn, prickle, Theocr.,

etc. 2. a prickly plant, thistle ; in pi. thistle-

down, Od. :—also a kind of acacia, Hdt. 3. the

backbone or spine of animals, Id., etc. 4. metaph.,, thorny questions, Luc., , ov,() of thorns, . . II. of
acacia wood, Hdt., , , a bird, the goldfinch, or the linnet,

Arist., Theocr. II. as fem. Adj. prickly, Anth.- [], , , () walking among
thorns, nickname of grammarians, Anth. :—fem.-,, Id.-, ov, () gathering thorns, nickname

of quibblers, Anth., , (? ) Lat. acanthus, brank-ursine, a plant

imitated in Corinthian capitals, Theocr.



26 —.-, ,()full of thorns, thorny,Hdt. 2.

metaph., . thorny arguments, Luc.-, ov, withotit smoke, an offering

but no burnt offering, Luc. ; a poem is called -
Anth.-, ov,() wanting the heart, Plut.-, ov,() headless, Anth.-, 4s, () of hair, too short to be cut, 'very

short: mostly in neut., 1. of Time, a moment,
Ar. ; (sc.)

having waited a moment, Id. ; a moment,
Plut. 2. the acc. is used adverbially without

reference to Time, or' not a bit, Ar., a, ov,{) momentary, brief, Dem., etc., , () tinfruitfulness, barrenness,

Aesch.-, ov, () inhere nothing is to be

reaped, unfruitful, of the sea, like*, Eur.-, ov, withoutfruit, barre7t, Eur. 2. metaph.
fruitless, unprofitable, Id. :—Adv.-, Soph. II.

act. making barren, blasting, Aesch.-, ov,() not made fruitful, without
fruit: of an oracle,fruitless, unfulfilled, Aesch.;

because of victory which yielded no
fruit, Soph., a, ov, (* n) gentle, Aesch.-, ov,() not to be overthrown,
irrefragable, Ar.-, ov,() not to be con-
demned, . T.-, ov,() uncovered, . T.-, ov,() uncondemned, . T.-, ov,) irreconcileable :

—
Adv. -, . Dem.-, ov,() indissoluble, . .-, ov,[) that ca?mot cease

from, . T.-,/,(^ unstable, unsettled, Dem.--, ov,() not to be checked

:

—Adv.-, Plut.-, ov,() not to be despised,

important, Lat. haud spernendus, Xen., Plut., etc.-, ov, () not fabulous, Hdt.
[], , Dim. of, a light boat, Thuc.,

etc. II. a small sail, perh. a top-sail, Xen., Luc.

[], , rarely , a light vessel, Lat. actuaria,
Hdt., etc.; cf.. 2. generally, a ship, Eur.--, ov, [) unburnt, Xen.& or-, Ep. for-, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., Ep. fut. of :—, Ep. aor. I., [], (4^ only in pres. to trouble, grieve,

Od. :—Pass., be not troubled
in mind, II. ; be not grieved at

death, Od.', , ov, a part, (as if from a Verb *, v.

), sharpened, of axes and swords, Horn,, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 med. opt. of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 med. of., Ep. part, of.--, Dor. -as, , =, Pind., Anth.

-', ov, unbidden, Trag., Plat.-', ov,() needing no goad or spur, Pind.-, ov,{) without sting, stingless, Plat.' [], Ion. imper. /ceo (for), Ep. part,-
: f., Ep., Att. : aor., Ep. imper.: () : Dep. : I.

trans, to heal, cure, heal the sore, II.; or

of part healed, Eur. ; also to heal a
person, II. 2. to stanch, quench, lb. 3.

generally, to mend, repair, vrjas Od.; applied to a tailor

or cobbler, like Lat. resarcire, Luc. 4. metaph.

to repair, make amends for, Hdt. ;

Soph. :—absol. to make amends,','
Horn.-', ov, = the poet,, unmixed, pure in

blood, Eur. II. e?itire, unharmed, unravaged, of

cities or countries, Hdt., Thuc. ; . an army
in full force, Id. ; . inviolate, Eur. ; of per-

sons, uncontaminated, guileless, Id. : c. gen.,

unco?itaminated by bad habits, Plat.-,,\) lightning-struck , Luc.', , want of gain, loss, Pind. From-, , () without gain, bringing loss?

Soph., Plat. II. not greedy of gain, Plut.', ov,() unwoven, Anth.-, ov, without a tail, Arist.-, , () want of money, Ar.--, , , (,) with unshorn hair
(the Greek youths wore their hair long till they reached

manhood', epith. of Phoebus, II., etc. ; cf..', ov, () not horned, Anth.,, ,{) a healing, cure, Hdt., ,() a remedy, cure, Pind., Aesch.,, ,{) a healer : metaph. as Adj.,.* the rein that tames the steed, Soph., , , = ; ·
menders of torn clothes, Xen., ,{) the healing art, Anth., ,, verb. Adj. of, curable:—metaph.,

easily revived, II.', ,() a darning-needle, Luc.', ,(^ a sempstress, Luc.,, ,() a healer, saviour, Eur.*-, ov, {,) bringing a cure, healing,

Eur.-, ov,{}) allaying pain, Anth.-, ov, \) without head, Hdt. 2.

without beginning,* Plat.',, (v.) ll) a participial form, used as Adv.
like, softly, silently, Horn.; also dual Od.
—Though occurs in Horn., yet stands

with fem., * II. ; and though he has
dual, yet occurs with plur. Verbs.
'', , a Subst. cited in two senses, I. a point,

(whence ,,,,,;
cf. Lat. acus, acuo, acies). II. silence, calm,

(whence,,,) : a lulling, heal-

ing (whence.-, ov, {) uncared for, unburied, II. :

Adv., -tcos, without due rites of burial, or (perh.)

without care for others, recklessly, remorselessly , lb.-, ov,() unburied, Plut.



', f. : . aor. : () :

—

to take

no care for, no heed of, c. gen., II., Aesch.-, , () : I. pass, uncared for, un-
buried, Horn. II. act. without care or sorrow,
careless, heedless, Id., pf. of.-, ov, () to be won by no charms, proof
against enchantment, inexorable, Od., Soph., , =, a cure, relief, for pains, II.,( ) Adv. softly, silently, II.-, ov, Ep. form of, unmixed,
Od. II. untouched, Lat. integer, .
meadows not yet grazed or mown, h. Horn.; & .
fresh, Anth.-, ov,() unmixed, uncontaminated,
undefiled, II. ; Aesch. ; Soph.; .

pure gold, Hdt. II. metaph., 1. of

things, untouched, unhurt, undamaged, Lat. integer,

Horn. ; . unshorn hair, Eur. ; . an
unmown meadow, Id., etc. 2. of persons, zcnde-

filed, Id. ; c. dat., " untouched by woes,
Id.; c. gen., . without taint of ill, Id.- (A), ov, unharmed by the, unharmed,
Od. II. act. unharming, harmless, h. Horn., Hes.- (), ov, () without heart, i. e., I.

lifeless, II. II. heartless, spiritless, lb., a poet. Sup. of, Anth.- and -, Adv. without needing a flag of
truce, Thuc. From-, ov, {) unannounced, unpro-
claimed, . a sudden war, Hdt. ; but also a
war in which no herald was admitted, implacable,

Xen. , Dem. :—Adv.-, withoutneedingaflagoftruce,
Thuc. II. not proclaimed by heralds, inglorious,

Eur. III. with no tidings, not heard of, Soph.-, ov, () unwaxed, Luc.' or -', Ep. for, 3 pi. pf. pass,

of4 :—, for, Ep. part.

.- , , unadulterated,genuine, Plat
. , Luc . 2

.

metaph. of men, guileless, honest, Hdt.

[], , 6v, weak, feeble, faint, Horn, always in

the Comp.j Od. (Deriv. unknown.)-,, , , powerless, feeble, Od.

[], , Persian word, a short straight sword,

Hdt., who declines it -, -et, -; but Xen. has, as acc. sing, and pi.-, ov, without danger,freefrom danger, Eur.,

Thuc, etc. II. Adv. -, Eur., etc. : Comp.,
with less danger, Plat. ; Sup.,-

mostfreefrom danger, Xen.-, ov and , ov, () tinmoved, motionless,

of Delos, Orac. ap. Hdt. ; without
stirring a step, Soph. 2. idle, sluggish, At. 3.

unmoved, tinaltered, of laws, Thuc, etc II. im-
movable, hard to move, Plat., Luc. :—Adv.,

to be immovable, Plat., etc 2. not to be

stirred or touched, inviolate, Lat. non viovendus,
Hdt. : proverb, of sacred things, .

Id. ; also Soph. 3. of persons, not
to be shaken, steadfast, stubborn, Id.

-Kios, ov, () not worm-eaten : Sup. Hes., ov, prob. =, Theocr.

—. 2 J,, ,( ) a point, the barb of an arrow or
hook, Plut., Anth. :

—

an arrow, dart, Ar. 2.

metaph., the stings of desire, Anth.- [t], ov, {) not to be reached, unat-
tainable, II. II. of persons, not to be reached by

prayer, inexorable, Aesch., Dep. {) to affect indifference or coy-

ness, dissemble, Plat., , a bugbear or a silly woman. (Deriv. unknown.), Dor. for.-, ov, () unbroken, Anth.- or-, ov, unlamented, Horn. :(): I. pass, unwept, by friends, Soph.;, i. e. children not liable to death,
Eur. II. act. not weeping, tearless, Od. 2.

Soph. =, with impunity.-, : gen. : acc., Ion., Ep.
:—Ep. or, pi. or() :
—without fame, inglorious, unsung, Horn.,

etc. Adv., Hdt., Ep., 11., etc. : also

neut. as Adv., Ib., Ion. -, ,() ingloriousness, Anth.-, , Ep. for.-, ov, Ion., Att. :() :

—

not closed or fastened, Eur., Thuc., Adv. of, q. v., Ep. for.-, ov, without lot or portion, poor, needy, Od.,
Xen., etc. : c. gen. without lot or share in a thing,

Aesch., etc. II. unallotted, without an owner, Eur.-, ov,() without lot or portion in a
thing, c. gen., Pind., Att. for.-, ov, uncalled, unbidden, Aesch., etc-, , () bending to neither side, un-
swerving, Plat. : steadfast, regular, Anth., etc. :

—

Adv. ~, Ion. -, Id.-> ov,() tmwashed by waves, Plut., etc.;

as fem., Eur., f., {) to be in full bloom, be at one's

prime or perfection, I. of persons, cities and
states, Hdt., etc 2. c dat. to flourish or abound
in a thing, Id.; Thuc. 3. c.

inf. to be strong enough to do, Xen. II. of things,, the war, the plague is at its

height, Thuc. ; mid-summer, Id. ; of

corn, to bejust ripe, Id. 2. impers., c. inf.,

it is high time to do, Aesch., a, ov, () in full bloom, at the prime,

blooming, vigorous, Aesch.; the prime

of strength, Id. II. in time, in season, Lat. op-

portunus, Soph., , ( i) a point, edge : proverb.,

on the rasor's edge (v.) ;

the fingers of both hands, Soph.; the toes,

Id. II. the highest point of anything, the bloom,

flower, prime, of man's age, Lat. flos aetatis,

Id. ;
Xen. ; =,

Plat. ; , of corn, to be ripe, Thuc. ; also of

time, .* the s^rmg-prime, Pind. ; . mid-

summer, Xen. ; . Thuc ;
periphr. like ,

Soph. III. like, the best,
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most fitting time, Trag. ;, the time

for doing-, speaking-, Soph. ; , c. inf., 'tis high

time to do, Aesch. ; ' elvai, c. inf., to be on

the point of doing, Eur. ; "€ 'tis

come to the critical time, Dem., acc. of, used as Adv., just, Xen. II.

yet, still, Theocr., . T., , , () full-grown, Od., ov,fasting, II. ; c. gen., fasting

from food, lb. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , , , () — , untiring, un-

wearied, ., Soph.-, ov,() =, h. Horn.-,,(,-) the anvil-block, stithy,

Horn., , Dim. of sq., Aesop., ovos, , orig. prob. a thunderbolt, -
6ev Hes. II» an anvil, Horn.., etc. : metaph.,

very anvils to bear blows, Aesch.,,,, =, etc., ios, , the spine or backbone, Od.-, ov,() without thefat of sacrifices, Anth., , Ep., () a hearing, the sound
heard, II. 2. the thing heard, hearsay, report,

news, tidings, in quest of tidings

of his father, Od.; a.Kofj, to know
by hearsay, Hdt.; so, Plat. II.

the sense of hearing, Hdt., etc. 2. the act of hear-

ing, hearing, }, , els

Soph., Eur. ;

Plat. III. the ear, Sappho, Aesch.-, ov,() sleepless, of the sea, Aesch.-, ov,() not shared with another,

c. dat., Eur. II. act. having no share of ox in,

c. gen., Plat. : absol. unsocial, inhuman, Id.-, , , (a copul.,, cf.) a bedfellow,

spouse, husband ; and fern,, ios, , a spouse,

wife, Horn., etc., ,() licentiousness, intemperance,

Thuc, etc., f.,() to be licentious, in-

temperate, Ar., Plat., etc.,,, an act of, Plut.-, ov,() Lat. non castigatus, unchas-
tised, undisciplined, unbridled, Hdt., Att., etc. 2.

licentious, intemperate, opp. to, Soph., etc. :-

—

so in Adv., Plat.; Comp.,·
to be too intemperate in a thing, Xen., , , a bit, morsel, Od. (Deriv. uncertain.)', f .,() to follow one, go after

or with him, c. dat. pers., Ar., etc. ; also, .
Plat.; Xen.; Ar. :—absol., Plat.,

etc. II. metaph. to follow, obey, Thuc, etc.;.7 to follow circumstances, Dem. 2.

to follow the thread of a discourse, Plat. 3. of

things, to follow upon, be consequent upon, -
Id.', verb. Adj. of, one must follow,

Xen., etc., ,() a following, train, Soph.,
Plat. II. a following upon, conformity with,

Id.

€<,-, ov, ( copul.,) following, attend-

ing on ; as Subst. a follower, attendant, Lat. pedise-

quus, Ar., Thuc, etc. ; oi the camp-followers,

Xen. 2. following after, c. gen.,- .
Soph. 3. following or consequent upon, in con-

formity with, c. gen., Ar. ; also c. dat., Plat. :—absol.

agreeing with one another, Xen., etc. :—Adv.-, in

accordance with, Dem.-, ov, unable to swim, Batr., Plut., Ep.- [], , want of tending or care, Od.

From-, ov,() untended.-, ov, () without hair, bald, Luc-, ov,() not boastful, Aesch.-, ov, not boasting, Aesch.-, ov, unadorned, boorish, iycb ' (rude

I am in speech? Eur., f.,() to sharpen, whet, Ar.

;

Xen. :—Med., to sharpen
their swords, Id.-, ov,() without knuckles :

—without
blows, Luc

[], ,( l) a whetstone, hone, Pind., etc.

[], Adv. of, without the dust of the

arena, i. e. without a struggle, without effort, Lat.

sine pulvere, Thuc, Xen., , , made of aconite, Xen. From, , aconite, a poisonous plant, Theophr.
(Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, () without dust.

[t], Adv. of, contr. for, Plut., f. Att. , () to hurl a javelin, at

one, II. ; lb. :—the weapon is put in dat.,

darted with his spear, lb. ; also in acc,
darted their spears, Od. 2. c.

acc. pers. to hit with a javelin, Hdt., etc. ; Pass, to be

so hit or wounded, Eur., Xen. 3. to shoot forth
rays, of the moon, Eur. II. intr. to pierce,'

Id., , Dim. of, h. Horn., Hdt., etc.,, ,() javelin-throwing, Xen., , , () a javelin's throw,

Xen. II. the thing thrown, a dart, javelin,

Plut. III. in pi. =, Id., , -, Xen.,, o, = sq., Eur., , , () a darter, javelin-man,
Horn., Hdt., etc., , ,() skilled in throwing the

javelin, Xen., , , Ion. for, the game of
throwing the javelin, II.-, ov, without weariness, and so, I. pass.

untired, Plat. II. act. not wearying, of a horse,

easy, Xen. 2. removing weariness, refreshing, Plat,-, ov,[) Att. for, insatiate,

Trag. ; c. gen. insatiate in a thing, Aesch. :—in Soph.(, most insatiate, most shameless),

the word is either sync, for, or Sup. of

=. 2. of things, insatiate, un-
ceasing, Lat. improbus, Trag. II. act. not

satiating, Aesch. 2. not liable to surfeit, Xen.



-, , (poet.) for, Aesch., Soph,-, ,() insatiate, unsated in or with

a thing-, c. gen., II. II. () unswept, un-
trimmed, ungarnished, Ar.-, , — : untiring, ceaseless, Lat. im-
probus, Pind.', eos, , a cure, relief, remedy for a thing-, c.

gen., Od., etc. :—absol., II., Soph.;,,, Hdt., etc. :—by a medical metaph.,,, c£. . 2. a means
of obtaining a thing, c. gen., Eur., f.,() to be disorderly , to offend,

Soph., Dem., etc.-, , () tmarranged, zmorganised,
Plat.:—Adv. -, Id. 2. unfivtrnished with, c.

dat., Xen., , disorder, Plat. : extravagance, Eur. :—in

moral sense, disorderliness, disorderly conduct, Soph.

From-, , without order, disorderly, Aesch. :—in

Horn, of Thersites' words, disorderly:— Adv. -,
Hdt., etc' II. , a world that is no
world, Anth. ; also of an inappropriate ornament, Id.

or-,() only in aor. part., -
a horse corn-fed at manger, a stalled

horse, II., , barley. (Deriv. unknown.)
[owe], Dep., only in pres.,, to hearken

or listen to, c. gen., Od. ; Sanbs ye are

bidden to the feast, II., , Ep. for., Lacon. pf. of.-, ,( Ion. for) without male heir,

Od. II. () unshaven, unshorn, Ar., Ep. for, aor. I of.- [], , heard of God, Anth., , Att. contr. for., , , () a thing heard, such as

music, Xen. 2. a rumour, tale, Soph., f. of.€, verb. Adj . of, one must hear or hearken
to, c. gen. pers., Hdt., etc.; c. acc. rei, Plat. 2., a, ov, to be hearkened to, Soph,, , , verb. Adj. of, heard, audible, h.

Horn., Plat., etc. II. that should be heard, Soph.,

Eur.

(Root AKOf) [] : Ep. impf. : f.

(act. form only in late authors) : aor. ,
Ep. : pf ., Lacon. : plqpf . -

; old Att., Ion. :—Med., Ep. impf.

: aor. I :—Pass., f . :

aor. : pf .. To hear, Horn., etc.

—Construct., properly, c. acc. of thing heard, gen. of

pers. from whom it is heard,
Od. ; the gen. pers. may be omitted, \0yov
Soph., or the acc. rei, Id. :—often

however c. gen. rei, to have hearing of a thing. 2.

c. gen. objecti, to hear of, hear tell of, . Od.

;

so c. acc, lb.—so,. . 3. the pers. fro?n
whom the thing is heard takes a Prep., ,
e/c,, , II., Att. II. to know by hear-
say, et Od.; so Plat., etc. III. absol.

-. 2Q
to hearken, give ear, to begin a proclamation,\ hear, people. IV. to listen to, give ear

to, II. 2. to obey, c. gen., or more rarely c. dat.,

Ib. 3. to hear and understand,
Aesch. "V. in pass, sense, with an Adv., to hear
oneself called, be called so and so, like Lat. audire,. to be ill spoken of by one, Hdt.

;

e3,, ., Lat. bene, male audire, Id.,

Att. 2. with a Noun, , Soph.,

Plat.; Dem. 3. c. acc. rei, .
to have evil spoken of one, Ar. ;

Eur., Ion., , () : 1. a headland, fore-
land, cape, Horn., etc. 2. a mountain-top, summit:
used by Horn, only in the phrase from top

to bottom, i. e. utterly, Hdt.

;

so in Att., utterly, Trag., Plat. 3. the

citadel of a city, Lat. arx, Xen.- [], ov, Ep. form of, unfulfilled,

fruitless, Lat. irritus, Horn.-&, , () not barking, Aesch.-, ,(,) blowing strongly , fresh-blow-

ing, of the north and west wind, Od. ; si erit,

if it shall be clear weather, Cic., a, ov, () dwelling on the heights, Eur., , syncop. form of-(,), unmixed, pure, Eur., Ar. : metaph.,. utter poverty, Anth. II. tmharmed, entire,

Lat. integer, Eur., Thuc. 2. c. gen. untouched by

a thing, Soph.-, ov, () like Ep., unfulfilled

,

fruitless, Pind., Aesch. :—neut. pi. as Adv., in vain,

Id., Eur., , () bad mixture, ill temperature,

Theophr.€, , () incontinence, want of self-

control, Plat. :—the later form is.-, , (a priv.,) powerless, impotent,

Soph. II. c. gen. rei, not having power or com-
mand over a thing, Lat. impotens,y Aesch.

;

opyijsThuc. :—also, intemperate in the tise of a. thing,

Xen., Arist.; Id. 2. absol. with-

out command over oneself, incontinent, Lat. impotens
sui, Id. 3. of things, immoderate, Anth., f. : Dep. : () '.—to drink
wine unmixed with water: hence, to breakfast, because

this meal consisted of bread dipped in wine, Ar. Hence

[],, , a breakfast, Arist.

[], ov,() having breakfasted

,

Theocr., Ion.|, , a drinking of
sheer wine, Hdt. From-, , Ion., , , (,) a drinker of sheer wine, Hdt.-, Ion. -, ov : () : 1. of

liquids, unmixed, sheer, of wine, Od. :—esp., olvos

wine without water, Lat. merum, Hdt.; and

(without), Ar., etc 2. metaph.,.
pure black, Theophr. ;

sheer night,

Aesch. ; . pure intellect, Xen. 3. of con-

ditions or states, pure, untempered, absolute,,
Plat. ; . a sheer lie, Id. :—Adv.-
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absolutely, Luc 4. of persons, intemperate, ex-

cessive, violent, ^ Aesch. : so of things we
feel,. opy-f],., etc. II. Comp.-, Sup.— (as if from).

[], opos, 6, = I, Soph. II. =-
, Plat.

[], Adv. of. II. Adv.

of.- [], ,(,) quick to anger, pas-

sionate, Ar. II. in passionate distress, Theocr., , or,, , {) a branch,

twig, spray, Eur., Theocr.-, ,[ ,) at eventide, Anth.:

neut. as Adv., Theocr.-,, ,{,) ayouth in his prime, Anth.-, , {, ") in earliest youth, Theocr.,-,-, v. sub—.
[], ,{) exactness, minute accuracy,

precision, Thuc, etc. ; with Preps, in adv. sense,, =, with minuteness or precision,

Plat. ; so, ., . Id. :

—

.
its perfect condition, Thuc. 2. parsi-

mony·, frugality , Plut., , exact, accurate, precise, made or done to a
nicety, Eur., etc. II. of persons, exact, precise,

strict, consummate,Thuc, etc. :—esp. painfully exact,

over-nice, precise, curious, Plat.:

—

--, Thuc. :—Adv.-, to a nicety, precisely, Hdt.,

etc. 2. parsimonious, frugal, Menand. (Deriv.

uncertain.), Dep. to be exact or precise in language

or thought, Plat. ; c. acc. rei, to weigh accurately, Id.

From-, , precise in argument., f.,() to make exact or accurate,

Eur. j . to be perfect in bearing these hardships,

Xen. :—Pass, to be or become perfect, Ar. 2. to in-

vestigate accurately, to understand thoroughly, oi' Eur.; ; are

you sure of my name ? Plat., Adv. of, q. v.-, , {) a locust-cage, Theocr., , , () a hill-top, Od.,, , a locust, II., ,() want of distinctness, Xen.-, , shedding foods of tears, Anth.-, , recklessly or confusedly babbling,

II. II. hard of interpretation, Od.-, , undistingnishable, unarranged, dis-

orderly, Horn. ; one common undis-
tinguished grave, II. 2. continual, unceasing,
lb.; neut. as Adv., aUi Od.:

—

opos. a continuous mountain-range, Anth., Babr. II.

undecided, doubtful,, II. ;

while the issue was doubtful, Thuc. :—Adv.,
without decisive issue, Id. 2. unjudged, un-
tried, of persons and things, to

put to death without trial, Lat. indicia causa, Hdt.,

etc. III. act. not giving a judgment, Id. : with-
out judgment, ill-judged, rash, Eur.-, ,() of undistinguishable,'i.e.

closely blending, leafage, II.

.-, , () undistinguishably mixed,
Aesch., , ,() anything heard with
pleasure, as a play or musical piece, Xen., , ,{) designed for hearing
only, Plut., f .- [] : aor. I : pf.

: Dep. :

—

to hearken to, listen to, c. gen. pers.,

acc. rei, Thuc, etc. ; c. gen. rei, Id. 2. absol. to

listen, a hearer, disciple, Plat. , Xen. II.

to attend to, obey, Thuc, etc. (Deriv. uncertain.)

Hence,, , a hearing or listening,Thuc, etc. 2.

obedience to another, c. gen., Id. ; and, verb. Adj., one must listen to, Ar., , () a place of audience,
. . II. an audience, Plut., , ,() a hearer, Lat. auditor,

Thuc, etc : a disciple, Arist. II. a lecturer, Plut., , ,() of orfor hearing,. a lecturer's fee, Luc.-, *, () tinged at the point, Anth.-, 4s, () with a point at the end, Anth.,() to sling, Anth., 4s, =, Anth.,),() a slinging, skirmishing, App.
: aor. : () :

Dep. :

—

to throw from afar, to fight with missiles, to

skirmish, or absol., Thuc, Xen. :—metaph.,. Hdt.—The Act. in Anth. Hence,, , a skirmishing, Xen., etc. ; and, , , =, Thuc, Xen. ; and, , , = sq., Xen.-, , () pass, struck from afar,

Aesch. II. act., (parox.) , a slinger,

skirmisher.-, , the foreskin, N.T. II. circum-
cision, lb. ;—and as collect, the uncircumcision, i. e.

the uncircumcised, lb. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , , (") at the extreme angle,.
the corner foundation-stone, . T.-, , bound at the end or top, Anth.-,,() fruit-trees, Xen. II. fruits,

Arist. The sing, occurs in Anth.-, , () touching on the surface,
touching the lips, Anth., , =, Pind., Dep.() to take of the best,

pick out for oneself, Eur.- [], , mostly in pi. : (,) :

—

the topmost part of a heap, the choice part,

firstfruits, taken as an offering to the gods, Hdt., etc.-,() only in Ep. part,-, growing black on the surface, of a swollen stream,

II.-,,() at the beginning of night,

in twilight, Hes. :—so,-, , Luc.-, , () with hair on the crown, of the

Thracians, who seem to have shaved all the head except

the croAvn, II. II. with leaves at the top, Eur.,

Theocr.-, , the citadel of Corinth, Eur., Xen.



-, ov, with the ends made ofstone; .
a statue with the head, arms, and legs marble, the

rest wood, Anth.-, () to gather at top, Anth.

[f], , , a mountaineer, Anth. From-, ov, high-crested, peaked, Anth. II. as

Subst. a mountain crest, Plut.-, f., {) to untie at the ends, Anth.-, es,{) on the verge of madness, Hdt.-, ov, leaded at the edge, of a net, Anth., , , (neut. of) the highest or furthest

point : 1. a mountain-top, peak, Horn., etc. 2.

a headland, foreland, cape, Od. 3. an end, ex-

tremity, Plat. ; the hands, Luc. II.

metaph. the highest pitch, height, Pind. ; els ex-

ceedingly, Theocr. ; $ the

highest place to the highest men, Plat. ;

to win the prize, Theocr. 2. of persons, "Apyeos

the oldest rulers of Arg-os, Id.- [], Adv. with the tip of the nail, Anth. From-, ov, {) =, Anth.-, ov, {) at night-fall, at even, Theocr.,etc.-, 4s,{) exceeding sad, Aesch.- or -, Adv. {) on tiptoe, Luc.-, poet,-,, , the upper city,

i. e. the citadel, Lat. arx, Od., Hdt. :—esp. the Acro-

polis of Athens, which served as the treasury, Thuc. II.

metaph. of men, a tower of defence, Theogn.-, ov, {4) high-ranging, lofty, Horn.-, ov, {) piercing with the point, Od.-,,{) the end ofa ship'sprow, Strab.-, , the tip of the wing, Anth.-, , poet, for., a, ov, { i) at the furthest point, and so

either topmost = Lat. summus, or outermost = Lat.

extremus : 1. highest, topmost, iv — 4v, II. ;4 at its surface, lb.,

etc. 2. outermost, , ,
the end of the hand, ends of the feet, tip of the

shoulder, lb., Thuc. ;
4' [] on tiptoe,

Soph. ; ~4 with the outermost
edges of the sail, i. e. under close-reefed sails, Eur. II.

of Time, it denotes completeness, 4 when
eve was fully come, Pind. ; at dead of

night, Soph. III. of Degree, the highest in its

kind, exceeding good, consummate, excellent : of per-

sons, Hdt., etc. ; Soph. :—often with an
acc. modi added, not strong in mind,
Hdt. ; .4, skilful in war, Id., etc.; also

c. gen. modi, oi Plat. ; also, eh
or Id. IV. as Subst., v.,. V.
neut. as Adv. on the top or surface, just, 4
p7j7jtui/os on the very edge of the surf, II. 2. ex-
ceedingly, Theocr. 3. utterly, completely, Plat.-, ov, pointed or shod with iron, Anth.-, ov, high in wisdom, Pind.-, , () the gunwale of a ship, Plut.-, 4s,{) apt to trip, unsteady, pre-
carious, Plat.-, , the fag-end of a verse, Thuc.', to lop off, shave the surface, Xen. From, ov,{) cut off sharp, abrupt, Polyb.

—. 3

1

--., , {) the snout or pipe of a pair of
bellows, Thuc.-, 4,{) yawning at top, Anth.-, Med. to struggle at arm's length, of

a kind of wrestling, in which they grasped one another's
hands, without clasping the body, Plat., etc.',-,-, v. sub-,-, ,() a wart with a thin neck, Plut.-, ov,{) unhidden, Eur.-, ov, freefrom ice, Hdt.-, , {) the point of the shoulder ; in a

horse, the withers, Xen., , a dub. word in Aesch., perh. =-, mutilation., , the tip of the nail : metaph. the ridge

of a mountain, Xen. From-, ov, {,) with nails at the extre-

mities, the tips of the fingers, Anth.-, , {) a mountain-ridge, Xen., Theocr., f ., to cut off the extremities, mutilate,, cut the beaks off the prows,

Hdt. :—so in Med., Xen.;
pf. pass, in med. sense,4 ,
having mutilated their countries, Dem. From, , {) any prominent part,.

a mountain-^>£Y?:£, Hdt. 2. a cape, promon-
tory, Id., Thuc. II. the extremity of anything,. a ship's beak, Hdt. 2. in pi. the extre-

mities of the body, hands and feet, fingers and toes,

Thuc, etc. ; . her wings, Dem., only in pres. to lift up, raise,

to raise oneself so as to stand, to stand upright, Aesch.

:

—so in the form, Plat. (Deriv. uncertain.), a, ov, () on the coast, of Ionian cities,

Thuc. : so, (sc. yrj), , coast-land, an old name
of Attica, Id. 2. haunting the coast, Babr.,, , the elder-tree, Luc. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov, {4) without property, poor,

in a thing, Anth.-, ov,{) uncombed, unkempt, Soph., verb. Adj. of , one must lead, Plat., etc.;\4 one must keep peace, Dem. II.

one must go or march, Xen.-, ov, = sq., Anth.-, ov,{) unhallowed by funeral rites,

Soph.

(), , a headland, foreland, promontory, shore,

Od., etc. : of the banks of rivers, ^,
Aesch. ;4 Soph. 2. generally, coast-land,

of the N. and S. coasts of Asia Minor,

Hdt. ; of Attica (cf .), Soph. II. generally,

any edge or strand, like the sea-coast, Lat. ora,-
of a sepulchral mound, Aesch. ;

.
of an altar, Soph. (Perh. from^, cf. *.)

(), , old word for corn or meal,

II. ; Od. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, gen. ovos,{) without property, poor,

in gold, II. : absol.,. Theocr.-, ov,{) not worth getting, Plat., {) Adv. like a ray, Luc., ov, {) haunting the shore, of Pan, Theoa\

[],, , a ray, beam, of the sun, Horn. ;



32 , i. e. from the south, Soph. ; -
sunset, Eur. 2. metaph. brightness, splen-

dour, glory, Pind. II. like Lat. radius, the spoke

of a wheel, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], , , () a dweller on the coast, Anth.-, ov, [) untilled, h. Horn., opos, , [) a leader, Aesch.-, ov,[) without steersman, Plut., 6, an acorn, the fruit of the ilex, Od.- [], ov,() not washed by the waves,
' on sands washed by no waves,

i. e. on the sands of the stadium, Eur. II. wave-

less, calm,* Luc.-, ov, [] =, Arist., Plut., etc. :

metaph. tranquil, . Eur.- [], ov, gen. ovos, () =, Aesch.- [], ov, gen.,() withoutfruit, barren,

of women, Eur.

a-tdJpos, ov, () without authority : I. of laws

and contracts, invalid, , Lat. irritum

facere, to set aside, and yi-, to become of
no force, to be set aside, Plat. ; ,
i.e. having laws, but not enforcing them, Thuc. II.

of persons, having no right or power, .
Xen. ; c. gen., ' Dem.-, ov, verb. Adj. of, unconfirmed, Eur.

[], ,( ) a point, Horn., etc.-, ov,() unhindered, Luc. : Adv. -,
Plat.

f-, ov,() not ridiculed : Adv.-,
Luc.

[],, ,( ) a javelin, dart, Horn., etc.

[],,, Att. contr. for.-, ov, [) without oars, Anth., v..
[], , the office of, in Egypt,' [], Anth.-,, a casefor alabaster ornaments, Dem.
[-], , a box or casket of alabaster, Hdt.,

Ar., etc. : is a later form in Lxx, . T.,
Plut. : a neut. in . T., pi. or- in Theocr. and Anth. (Prob. a foreign word.)

[], Adv. of , to or into the sea, II., etc.;
also, Od.- [], , in Ar.. 1359,—either from-, the bounding race; or from, a race over the sea., , () false pretension, imposture,
quackery, Ar., Plat., etc.,, , an imposture, piece of quackery,
Ar., etc. From, f . : Dep. : () -.—to make
false pretensions, of the Sophists, Xen., , , () boastful, braggart, Xen.
Adv. -, Plut.

[],, , , () properly a vagabond:
then, a false pretender, impostor, quack, of Sophists,
Ar., Plat., etc. II. as Adj. swaggering, boastful,
braggart, Lat. gloriosus, Hdt., Plat,,, Dor. for-., Dor. for, aor. 1 part, of.

[],~, to wander about, Aesch., Eur.;. to wander on foot, Id.

—., , Dor. for., Dor. for.,&, , a shouting, Soph. ; and,,, = sq., Plut.; and, , =, Hdt. II. a loud noise,, Eur. From, f. -: aor. 1, poet, :

(formed from the cry as, from
similar sounds) :

—

to raise the war-cry, Xen. ; c. acc.

cogn., to shout the shout of victory,

Soph. 2. generally, to cry or shout aloud, of Bacchus
and the Bacchae, Eur. 3. rarely of a cry of pain,

Id. II. rarely also of other

sounds than the voice, to sound loudly, clang, . T.

[], exclam. of joy, Ar., , Dor. for.
[], Dor., , a loud cry, Eur. :

—

esp. the cry with which battle was begun, hence the

battle-cry, Pind. (Formed from the sound, cf..)
[], pf . of, only used in pres. sense

(part.) takes the accent of pres.), to wander
or roam about, like a beggar, Od. ; of seamen, lb.-, ov,() unutterable, Anth., . T., Dor. -, , , () the shout of vic-

tory, II. : war-cry, lb., Hes. 2. rarely, a cry of woe
or wailing, II. II. a loud noise, Anth.

[], 3 sing. aor. 2 (also 2 imper.) ; Ep. 3 sing,

subj.: opt., -,- ; inf .-,.,- ; part, :
—to ward

or keep off, ' something from a person, II., etc.

;

more rarely lb. (From come,,,, : identical with (v.

, ), whence, Lat. arceo, arx, area.), ', name of Athena, prob. from-
?, the Protectress, Hi, , a Boeot. month, answering to Att.-, Plut.-, ov, speechless, . T.

[], a pf. formed by redupl. from*-, to be sore distressed, II. ; cf..-, ov, (a priv.,) without light, dark-

some, h. Horn. ; of the nether world, Soph.-, , = foreg., . out of the sun's light,

Soph. 2. metaph. obscure, Plut.

[], Ep. 3 pi., Ep. imper. :

impf., Ep. 3 sing, : f. : Ep.

aor. 1, Dor. part, : cf . : Pass.

:

() :
—to wander, stray or roam about, Horn., etc.

:

to wanderfrom home, be banished, Soph. ; c. acc. loci,

.~ to wander over the land, Id. 2. c. gen. to

wander away from, cease to enjoy, Pind.

;

* Eur. II. metaph. to wander
in mind, be distraught, Soph., , not seeing, blind, Od., Trag., etc. ;

a blinding wound, i.e. blindness, Id. (Commonly
regarded as a compd. of privat. and video.)-, Ion. -, ,() a blind, i. e. useless,

careless, watch, Horn., Hes., f .,() to blind, of an eye, Od., , , () exhausted, powerless,

feeble, Horn., Hes.; Comp. Hi

[], Ep. impf. : f. : Ep. aor. 1



—
:

—

to empty, drain, exhaust, Od. ; .
to plunder it, II. ; and of men, to destroy, lb. (From
Root with prefixed, cf..),, , () salt, . ., Plut., aor. part,, () to be full

of "wrath, II., ov, under the inflttence of an :

suffering cruelly, Soph.-» Ion.-, ov,() not to be for-
gotten, insufferable, tinceasing,, Horn. :

neut. as Adv., incessantly, Od. 2. of persons,& accursed wretch ! II., Soph., , , the Avenging Deity, destroying

angel, Trag\ ; . Soph. ; the

herdsmen's plague, of the Nemean lion, Id. II.

pass, he who suffersfrom such vengeance, an accursed

wretch, Aesch., Dem. (Either from, or from, he that makes to wander.),, Dor. for*,., , Dim. of, Aesop., Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. of. II.&, 3 sing-, impf. of.,, -, () a blinding, Od., , , (yo) Att. for Ep., giving
pain, painful, grievotts, rag., Thuc. :—Adv. -,
Soph., Plat. II. rare in pass, sense, feeling pain,

grievously suffering, suffering, Soph.— Cf. aXy'mv,-.', f., (a\yos) to feel bodily pain, suffer, II.,

Hdt., etc.; the suffering part in ace, ahy. f]irap Aesch.;, Plat. 2. to suffer hard-
ship, Od. II. to feel pain of mind, to grieve,

be troubled or distressed, , Hdt.,

Eur., etc. ; . ' to be pained at a thing, Hdt.,

Soph. ; Id. ; Hdt. ; or tivos

Thuc; c. gen., Aesch.; c. ace, epya Id.;

. c. part., riKy- Hdt.,, -,() a sense of pain, pain, suffer-

ing, Hdt., Eur., etc. II. of mind, pain, grief,

Soph., Eur., etc., aros, , aAyeoo) pain, suffering, Soph.,

Eur.,, ], () sense ofpain, Soph.,, , (^) painful, grievous, Hes.

[], ov,, t), ov, irreg. Comp. and Sup.
of ~, formed from &\yos (as,-
from,',- from) :

—

more or

most painful
,
grievous ox distressing :—of the Comp.,

Horn, has only neut.-, so much the worse, all the

harder ; (of a mule\ II. [In Horn.
fayXov, but always in Att.]", , , pain of body, II., Soph. 2. pain
of mind, grief, distress, Horn. II. anything that
causes pain, Bion., Anth.

[], Ion. 3 sing. impf. : f. : aor.

1 -:—Pass., with f. med.- (in pass,
sense) : aor. 1 }*] : {&yo) :

—

to pain, grieve,
distress, Aesch., etc. :—Pass, to be grieved at a
thing, Soph.; Eur.; Soph. : c. part.,'/ Aesch.

(Root ), only in pres. and impf., except
Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 :—Causal of\, to make
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to grow,' she filled out his limbs, Od. : to

increase, multiply, Aesch., to grow, wax, II. II. trans. =,
Theocr.

(a), Ion. ', ,() an escape, II.; c. gen.
shelterfrom, Hes.

(), Ion.', , warmth, heat, Od., Ar. (Deriv.

uncertain.), aor. 1 ,( ) to warm, make warm,
Arist. II. intr. to grow warm, be warm, Ar.',', Ep. aor. 1 inf. and 2 pi. of :, 3 sing. opt., , , Ep. for, Horn. ; c. inf.,

hard to break, II., Ep. Verb, only in pres. and impf.,() to

trouble oneself about a thing, to care for, in Horn,
always with negat., c. gen. rei, '/] II. : absol. to take heed, lb.

[], aor. 2-,() to care for, fur-
nish, c. ace,

5

find your meals
elsewhere ;

5, of invited guests ; but, Sources' . to prepare a meal for guests, all in Od.', only in pres., to trouble oneself, have a care,

mostly with negat. : 1. absol., . to have no
care, heed not, Lat. negligo, Horn. ; -

careless, reckless dogs, Od.; without negat., '-yo are heedful in their course. II. with
a case, 1. c. gen. to care for, Od., Aesch. 2. c.

acc. to heed, regard, respect, II. :—without a negat.,- take care of, Od. (Prob. from Root
AET^LIG in Lat. re-ligio, a being euphonic.), , ,( ) open to the sun, warm, hot,

Hdt., Xen.

[], Ep. Verb, only in pres. and impf. :( ) :—to avoid, shun, c. acc, Od. ; c. inf.,

he avoided killing him, II.

', Ep. for., is, like, in the sun, Soph., , () wheaten fiour, Od. ; cf..,, ,{) anything used for anoint-
ing, unguent, fat, oil, Plat., , , () an anointer, a teacher of
gymnastics, Arist. :—metaph. a teacher, Plut.,, , aor. 2 pass. part, of : v. .

[], , a cup, goblet, Horn. (Deriv.

unknown.), , , {) one who flees from punish-
ment, a culprit, a sinner, Horn., , collat. form of sq., Hes., Aesch., etc.,,,[) anointing-oil, unguent, oil,

Horn. II. generally, anything usedfor smearing,
pitch or resin, to seal wine-jars, Theocr., f .- : aor. 1, Ep. : pf. :

—Med., aor. 1, Ep.- :—Pass., f.-
: aor. 1 : pf.. (From Root

with prefixed, v. .) To anoint with oil,

oil the skin, as was done after bathing, or before gym-
nastic exercises, the Act. referring to the act of another,

Med. to oneself, II.; often with added (v.):—
metaph. to prepare as iffor gymnastics, to stimulate,

Plat., etc. II. like, to plaster,

to stop up the ears, Od.



34 "·9 -,, , an anointing

:

—a method or custom

of anointing, Hdt., , Dim. of, a cockerel, Babr.-, ,{, )) cock-crow, i.e. the

third watch of the nig-ht, Aesop., . T.-, ov,\) imbedded, tmwedded, Soph.,

etc. ; ', -, much like--, i. e. a lawless, unhallowed marriage, Id.;, as Adv., Id., , a hen, Ar. From
[], 6vos, , a cock, Theogn., etc. II.

, —, a hen, Ar. From' [], opos, , = , a cock, Aesch., etc.

(Deriv. uncertain.)' [], to ward off, Anth. ; v..',, Dor. for—,, aor. 2 pass. part. neut. of.
5|5, , , a partisan of Alexander, Plut.

'-avSpos, ov, {) defending men, Inscr.

ap. Diod. II. the usual name of Paris in II., cf.

Aesch. Ag. 61, 363.-, , () Alexander-like, Menand.-, ov, (') keeping off the wind, Od.,, , {^ a defence, remedy, Aesch.',, , (') a keeping off, defence, Hdt., , fern, of sq., Anth., rjpos, ,() one who keeps off, .
a stemmer of battle, a champion, II., a, ov, (') able to keep off, of the gods,

Lat. Averrunci, Aesch. ; . a club for defence,
Eur. 2. (sc.), , a remedy :

protection, Xen., opos, , —, Soph.- [], , either (from) she that keeps off a
curse, or (from

v
Ap?js) she that guardsfrom death and

ruin, Hes.,-', ov,() keeping off darts, Anth.-, ov, keeping off evil or mischief, II, : c. gen.,. Anth.

--ros, ov, protecting mortals, Pind.-§, ov, warding off death, Soph.,-,, an antidote, remedy, Plat. :

—

against a thing, Id.' [], Ep. inf.,- : f. : aor.

1 opt. :—Med., f ..—Besides these
tenses (formed from ), we find others formed
from, f., med.; aor. 1 inf.-. (From Root, v..) To ward or
keep off, turn away or aside ; c. acc. rei, y

Od.j c. acc. rei et dat. pers., -- will ward it offfrom them, II., etc.:

—then c. dat. pers. only, to assist, defend, lb., Xen.

;

absol. to lend aid, II. :—Med. to keep offfrom oneself,
defend oneself against, c. acc, lb. : absol. to defend
oneself, lb., Soph. 2. Med., also, to recompense,
requite, Xen.' [], contr., . : impf.

; aor. 1, inf.,,
part,. (Prob. from same Root as :

cf.) :—Dep. to avoid, shun, c. acc. rei,-,- -, , ,,—all in II. ; rarely c. acc. pers.,

-\., lb. :—c. inf. to avoid doing; (Ep.

3 sing. subj. for -) Od. 2. absol.

to flee for one's life, flee,

II. ; lb., Ep. for, aor. 1 of.', , , () a grinder, . II. 2.

<55 } , ) a grinding, Plut.; cf.., f ., {) to grind, Od.- [, ], , [,) that which
grinds or pounds, a pestle, Ar.,, -,{) a female slave who grinds corn,

-- Od., poet, for, imp. of., Ep. aor. 1 imper. of :, Ep. 3
sing, indie.

[], , mostly in pi., ('^ wheaten
flour, distinguished from {barley-meal), Hdt.,

etc., to remove, keep away ; aor. 1 imper.,

Aesch. ; Id. : absol. in pres., for, avert the evil, Id. :—Med.,, v..
[] : impf. : aor. 1 7?, Ep. : pf.

:—Pass., pf. or-

:

—to grind,
bruise, pound, Od. (.From Root came also,,,, ].)
*', only used in Med.., Att. -, -, {) avoidance, escape, II.,

Hdt. 2. c. gen. a means of avoiding, a defence or

shelter from, '' II. : absol. a defence, lb.,

Hdt.^ [], , ceaseless wandering, Od., etc. 2. wan-
dering of mind, distraction, Eur. II. act.,, of storms such as keep men wander-
ing without haven and rest, Aesch. ; cf..

[], -, Dor. ; Ep. also : (-) : I. truth : 1. truth, as opp. to a lie,. to tell the whole truth about the

lad, Od. ; so, } . Hdt.; .
Thuc. 2. truth, reality, opp. to appearance,- . Id. 3. adverb, usages, ry in
very truth, Id. ; rarely Plat. ; '
in truth and reality, Dem. ; Xen. ;

Arist. II. the character of the,
truthfulness, sincerity , frankness, candour, Hdt., etc., f. , {) to speak truth, Aesch., etc.;

he was right about the 10 days,

Xen. ; . to prove their praises true,

Luc. II. Pass, to come true, of predictions, Xen.- [], Dor.-, , {apriv., —) :—unconcealed, true: I. true, opp. to,
Horn. ; , by crasis, Ion., and, by crasis the truth, Hdt., Att. 2.

of persons, truthful, II., Att. 3. of oracles and the

like, true, coming true, Aesch., etc. II. Adv., Ion. -, truly, Hdt., etc. 2. really,

actually, in reality, Aesch., Thuc, etc. ; so, -
Eur., Plat., etc III. neut. as Adv., proparox.; itane? indeed? really? in sooth? ironically,

Soph., Eur., etc 2. really and truly,

Lat. revera, Plat., etc ; so, in very

truth, Thuc Hence



—., Dep. =, Hdt., , ,() agreeable to truth : 1. of

persons, truthful, trusty, Xen., Dem. 2. of things,

true, real, Plat. ; is .' to turn out a

true man, Theocr. :—Adv.-, truly, really, Plat., etc.-, , , prophet of truth, Aesch., , poet, for, Theogn.

[], —, Anth., , (&) the plain of wandering (over

which Bellerophon wandered), in Lycia or Cilicia, II.-, ov, []) poor in lands, II.,- or-, pf. act. and pass, of.,, pf. act. and pass, of.
[],, , () fine meal : metaph. of a

wily knave, such as Ulysses, Soph., Ep. for.
[], ovos, , ,() a wanderer, rover, Od.,

Anth., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, ov, not to be laid hold of, hard to catch,

Plut.; Comp. less amenable, Thuc. II.

incomprehensible, Plut.

[], 4s, (, cf.) Ion. word equiv. to Att., assembled, thro?iged, in a mass, all at once,

Lat. confertus, Hes., Hdt. ; either in pi., cos

oi", or with collective nouns, -
Id.-, ov, Ion. for., Dor., , a wandering, roaming,

Aesch., Eur. From, f., to wander, roam about, of beggars, Od.;
of exiles, Eur. From

[], ov, Dor., , ; voc., Dor.
: [) :—a wanderer, stroller, rover, vaga-

bond, of beggars, Horn.; of exiles, Trag. ;

one who has wandered in long labours,

Soph. 2. as Adj. vagrant, roving, Hdt., <5, poet, for, Babr."01, Pass, to become whole and sound,
(Ep. 3 sing, impf.) II., Ion. -,() an assembly of the people, in Dor.

states, answering to Att., Hdt., etc.

[], , , () a seaman, Soph.-, poet,, , the sea-eagle, osprey, Ar.-, es, () blowing seaward, Od.-, , (,) properly sea-blooming : then
—, purple, Anth.-, ov,() unshrinking, unabating, II.

;

neut. as.,' nor mourn incessant,
lb. ; so, Eur. II. of per-

sons, tmdaunted, Id.

[-],, , a dead body, corpse, Plat. (Deriv.
unknown.), ov, Dor. for.-§, ov, (5,) washed by the sea, Anth.

[], ov, resembling, like, Horn.: — cf. the
^compd. iva^iyKios. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, [,) sea-tost, Aesch., ,) fishing, Arist.-, es, (,) sea-fenced, sea-girt, Pind., : gen. <fo>s, Ion. and contr. : ():—
one who has to do with the sea, and so, 1. a fisher,
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Horn., etc. 2. a seaman, sailor, Od. ; with another

Subst., sea-faring rowers, lb., , ,() of orforfishing, Xen., Arist.;

— -ktj (with or without) the art of fishing,

Plat., f., () to be a fisher, Plut., Luc, etc. 2.

to fish, go fishing, . T.

() [] : aor. 1\ :—Pass., aor. 1 :

Ion. part, pf . : {) :
—to gather together,

to muster, military forces, Hdt. :—Pass, to meet to-

gether, assemble, Id.

() [], f. , () to salt, and Pass, to be

salted, Arist., . T.-, ov, (,) sea-girt, Anth.-, ov, living on or in the sea, Anth., , Ion. for.-, es,() sweeping the sea, Eur., Dor. for.-, ov, without stones, not stony, of land, Xen., Ion.-, , a Doric city of Caria,

Hdt., etc. :, , Ion.-, , ,
a Halicarnassian, Id. :—, Adv.,from
Halicarnassus, Luc., , Dor. for.-, ov, (,) sea-washed, Soph,, a, ov, Dor. for.-, ov, groaning at sea, of ships in bad weather,

Soph. 2. of waves, roaring on the sea, Eur.- [], ov, (,) surrounded by waves,
Anth.- [], ov, () without harbour, harbour-
less, Aesch., Thuc, etc. 2. metaph. withotit shelter,

inhospitable, Eur. Hence, , want of harbours, Xen.,, , (,) flowing into the sea,

of rivers, Horn.-, , (,) sea-flowing, of the sea,

Anth.' or [], to make to roll (but Act. only

occurs in compos, with ) :—Pass, to roll in the dust
(cf.) :—metaph. to roam about, Anth. Hence, , a sandy place for horses to roll in, Lat.

volutabrum : metaph., , i.e. words big

enough for rolling places, Ar.-, , (,)) fem. as if from*,
swimming in the sea, Anth.-, es, (,) swimming in the sea, Anth., , ov, () of salt, Hdt.-, ov, () without a net, . a chase in
which no net is used, Anth., Dor. for.-, ov, [,) worn by the sea, Anth., , Dor. for ^\ios.

(a), a, or and os, ov, () of the sea, Lat. marinus?
of sea-gods and nymphs, Horn., etc.; . the

s^a-sand, Od.

(), , ov, (cf.) of things, fruitless, un-

profitable, vain, idle, Horn. : neut. as Adv., in

vain, II. ; regul. Adv. -ia;s, Soph.-, , () sea-bred, Od., f . : aor. 1, Ep. : [
) :

—

to make fruitless, frustrate, disappoint, Aibs

D 2
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Od. ; ' nor did he hurl the spear

in vain, II.-, 4s, not fit for a suppliant, Soph.-€, , a plain by the sea :—as the plain near

Piraeeus was called, Xen.-, ov, {aXs,) roaming the sea,

Soph., Anth.-, 4s, aXs,) sea-wandering, Anth., , a wandering voyage, Anth.-, Dor.-, ov, {aXs, )) sea-

beaten, Pind.-·, vyos, 6, , = foreg., Anth.-, ov, contr.-,, {aXs, 4) covered

with water, II. II. sailing on the sea, vavs Arion.

oAi-iropos, ov, (aXs,) through which the sea flows,
Luc.-, ov, (aXs,) of sea-purple, of true

purple dye, Od.,, 4s, {aXs,) against which the sea

breaks, Anth.-, ov, [aXs,) sea-surging, Anth.-, ov, — aXippayt]s, Anth.-, ov and a, ov, (aXs, poQos^ dashed over by
the sea, Anth.-, ov, = foreg. . the pathways of the

raging sea, Aesch.-, ov, (aXs, pew) washed by the sea, Anth.

[], Adv. : {aXi)s) :

—

in heaps, crowds, swarms,
in abundance,inplenty ; andthen, sufficiently, enough,
Lat. satis ; 1. with Verbs, aXis- \_4-] II.

; aXis fly in swarms,
lb.:—also just enough, in moderation, like 5,
Eur. 2. attached to a Noun,
aXis gold and silver enough, Od. 3. aXis (sc.)
'tis enough, II. ; 7) aXis, oos . . ; is it not enough
that . . ? Horn. 4. like an Adj., aXis

{sc.) Eur. :—also, aXis (sc.) with a part, added,
aXis eyco enough that I suffer, Soph. 5. c.

g"en. rei, enough of a. thing, aXis rives Hdt., Att., to pollute : whence,, pollution,

. . (Deriv. unknown.)
(Root ), a defect. Pass., the Act. being

supplied by4 : impf . : f . : aor.

2, Att. [], subj., $s, [], Ion.,) [], opt. ,, . ; inf. ,, .; part. aXovs :—pf ., Att., plqpf

.

). To be taken, conquered, of persons and
places, Horn., etc. ;, els5 to fall
into the hands of the enemy, Plat. 2. to be caught,
seized, , or without, to die, Horn.;

els -ffvas letters were seized and
taken to Athens, Xen. 3. in good sense, to be won,
achieved, attained, Soph., etc. II. with part, to

be caught or detected doing a thing, Hdt. ; lav aXys
Plat.; also with a Subst. or Adj., the

part. &v being omitted, ov yap Soph.,
Ar. 2. as Att. law-term, to be convicted and con-
demned, Plat., Dem. :—c. gen. criminis, to be convicted

of,,, etc.-, ov, (, 4) sea-resounding, Aesch.

[], i), , () salted, pickled, Anth.-€5, ov, (aXs,4) sea-tost, Anth.

\>$€.
(Root : aor. 2 tfXirov, subj. ,, opt., part. :—Med., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2,

subj., inf.4 : part..5 (formed
as if from, cf. 5, Ep. for 4-5) : 1. c. acc. pers. to sin or offend against a
god, Horn., Aesch. 2. c. acc. rei, to transgress,

Albs5 II. 3. the part.5 is used as

an Adj., sinful, Od., aor. 2 inf. of.-, 4s, (aXs,) stretching along the sea,

level, flat, Plut.-, ov, (aXs, 4) bounded by the sea, Anth., aros, ,{) a sin, offence, Anth., ov, = sq., II., ov,() sinning or offending against,

a god, c. gen., Ar., Thuc. 2. absol. sinful, guilty,

Lys., etc.-, es, (eTSos) abominable, accursed, Plat,, ov, = aXiT^pios : in Soph., 05
should prob. be ^ or aXnpias.-, ov, sinning against one's friend, Pind.-(, , () a wicked mind, Anth., Ep. for,, to sin, offend, Hes., Anth., (aXiTp0s) =,, Aesch. Hence, , sinfulness, mischief, Soph,, , syncop. for aXirripis, sinful, sinning ; and
as Subst., aXnp0s a sinner against the gods,

Horn. : in milder sense, a knave, rogue, Od., , =, Anth., etc.-, ov, (aXs,) sea-beaten, sea-worn, ^4
Theocr. ; Anth.-, ov, (aXs,) sea-beaten, . griefs

for sea-tost corpses, Aesch. 2. as Subst. a seaman,
fisherman, Eur.-, 6, {aXs) a sort of salt-cheese, Anth., , a disaster at sea, shipwreck, Anth. From-, ov, (aXs,) destroying on the sea : as

Subst. a pirate, Anth., a, ov, () strong, mighty, Eur., , () only in nom. and acc, a safeguard,
defence, c. dat., II. ; c. gen.& defence of the Achaeans, lb.; but, yrjpaos

a defence against old age, h. Horn,, Dor. for., -,() strength displayed in action, prowess,

courage, boldness,45 clad in prowess, II.;

lb. : in pi.feats of strength, Pind. II.

strength to avert danger, a defence, succour, Horn.

;

/07 tivos defence or aid against a thing, Hes., Pind.,

etc. ; is or 7rpbs,4 to turn and resist,

stand on one''s guard, Hdt., etc.; so, /ojs
Id. III. battle, fight, Aesch., Eur. Hence,, , valiant, warlike, h. Horn., Anth.

[], heterocl. dat. of /07 (as if from &Xi-) might,

strength, 5, of wild beasts, Horn.-, , ov,{) bravely fighting, Anth., ov and 77, ov, strong, stout, of men and weapons,

Horn. ; &5 , Hdt.-, ov, gen. ovos, (-) stout-hearted, Aesch., vpos, 0, (/ce) a protector from a thing, c.

gen., Horn., at, (with or without )4) the 14 winter
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days during -which the halcyon builds its nest, and
the sea is calm, the halcyon days, proverb, of undis-

turbed tranquillity, Ar.'', 6vos, , the kingfisher, Lat. alcedo, Horn.,

etc. {halcyon with is a wrong form.)*, = : v.., Conjunct., properly neut. pi. of (with

changed accent), otherwise, but, stronger than : I.

to oppose single clauses, but, Lat. autem, the preceding

clause being negat., , Plat.;

so, (or) ', (or ), are followed by
or . . , not only . . , but ... 2.

after a negative sometimes =' , except, but,' iyct> Soph. II. to oppose whole
sentences, but, yet, Lat. at ;—used by Horn., with im-

perat. or subj., to remonstrate, encourage, persuade,

like Lat. tandem, ' , ' aye, ,
Horn. III. joined with other Particles,',
or,' ovv, but then, however, Hdt.,etc. 2.

yp, Lat. enimvero, but really, certainly, Att. 3.' in questions, Lat. an vero ? ergo ? Plat. : cf

.

' (suo loco)., ,() a change, Aesch., etc. II.

exchange, barter, whether in buying or selling, Plat., aros, ,() that which is given or

taken in exchange : the price of a thing, Anth., f. \, to deal in sausages, Ar. From-, , 6,() a sausage-dealer, Ar.,, 6, a sausage, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.), later Att. -, f . : aor. 7?£ : pf

.

:—Med., f . : aor. :

—

Pass., f., f. 2 : aor. -, aor. 2' [] : pf.aya : 3 sing, plqpf.

: () :

—

to make other than it is, to change,
alter, Eur., Plat., etc. II. . rivos to give
in exchange for, barter one thing for another, Aesch.

;

rivos Eur. : so in Med., Thuc. 2. to repay,

requite, Eur. 3. to give up, leave,

quit, Soph. III. to take one thing for
another, Theogn.; . to

assume mortal form, Eur. :—Med., rivos

one thing for another, Hdt., etc. :—hence, to

buy, ' ypo Plat. IV. to interchange, alter-

nate,' to enjoy power in turn,
Eur. :—Pass., in turns, Pind., Adv.() elsewhere, in another place,

one here, another there, Xen. ;

now here, now there, Id., Adv. from another place, Antipho., Adv. elsewhere, Xen. : —, Adv.
elsewhither, to another place, Id. :—, Adv.
elsewhere, Soph., Xen.€·,, poet, for,, impf.
and aor. 1 inf. of., Adv., properly dat. fem. of : I. of
Place, 1. in another place, elsewhere, Horn., etc. :

—c. gen. loci, one in one part
of the city, one in another, Thuc. 2. to another
place, elsewhither, Horn., etc. II. of Manner,
in another way, somehow else, otherwise, Id., etc.

;

7e Plat. ; ? Xen.' (for ) other than, except, but, only after
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negat. words, '

$j no one but she, Hdt.;~ ' ) Xen.-€, f., (,) to speak so as to

imply something other than what is said, to interpret

allegorically, Plut. :—Pass, to be spoken allegorically

,

N.T. Hence, , an allegory, i. e. description of one
thing under the image of another, Cic.-, ov, poet, for-, () unceasing,

ceaseless, Od., Soph. II. implacable, II., , an eating one another, Hdt. From-,{) eating each other, Arist., Dor.-, , mutual slaughter , Pind.

From-, Dor.-, a, murdering one another,

Aesch., Xen., gen. pi., (a nom. being impossible) ; dat., , : acc., , : dual gen. and
dat.], Ep., redupl. from, of
one another, to one another, one another, Horn., etc., acc. fem. of, as Adv.,

again and again, Plat.-, ov, Ep. for-,() inexorable,

Anth.-, Ep. for-, () inex-

orable, Anth.-, ,(') ofanother race, a stranger, N.T.-, ov,) using a strange tongue,

Hdt.-, ^-^) to take one for another, not
know,^ (Jon. for^) Hdt.-, ov, mis-known, unknown, Od.-, , , (, .) belonging to

another people or land, foreign, strange, Horn., etc.-, is,() or-, is, [] of strange
appearance, neut. pi. (which must be ), or

which must be - -, Od.', by elision from., Adv. from another place, one

from one place, anotherfrom another, II., etc. ;

from abroad, Od. ; lb., Adv. elsewhere, in another place, in a strange
ox foreign land, Od. : c. gen., in another
or strange land, lb. ; but, elsewhere than
in one's native land, i. e. away from home, lb. II.

in other ways, from other causes, Thuc, Plat.-, ov, Att. contr. -, , speaking a
strange tongue, Od. ; generally, foreign, strange,

alien, Hdt., Trag., , ov, () of another sort or kind, dif-

ferent, Horn. ; , euphem. for , other

than good, Hdt. :—from its comparative force, it may
be foil, by . . , Id., Plat., etc. : — but an actual

Comp. occurs in Hdt., Thuc, etc. II.

Adv. -, otherwise, Plat. : Comp.- Xen., f.,() to make different, to change,

alter, Plat., etc. II. Pass, with f. med.-
and pass,- :

—

to become different, be changed,

Thuc, Xen. 2. to be changed for the worse, Id.

Hence,, , a change, alteration, Plat., etc., Aeol. and Dor. for.



38-, , of unusual nature or form, strange,

monstrous, Ar., Plat., etc. ; . an unwelcome
business, Thuc. : c. gen., ,
with purpose utterly differentfrom . . , Soph. Adv.
-twj, Plat. (From, the termin. -kotos being- un-

certain.)

(Root , Lat. SAL-z'o) : impf . : f., Dor. : aor. 1, part.

[1st syll. long] : aor. 2, 3 sing. subj. [],
Ep.; opt. ; inf. ; part.

[] : also Ep. 2 and 3 sing. aor. 2,, part.

v
which have a smooth breathing). To spring,

leap, bound, of living beings, Horn., etc. :—metaph. of

things, . ; the eye, z'o throb, Theocr.

-77peer-, , i.e. 7rpbs, leaning

first to one side, then to the other, of Ares, II.;

Anth.", ?7, , Lat. alius, another, one besides,

. , . , one . , another . , II. ;

or , any other, some other ; no
other; , Lat. si quis alius, any one
else. 2. repeated, one man says

one thing, one another, i.e. different men say different

things ; Xen. ;

Id. ;—.. 3. ,
one or two ; one thing after another,

Id. 4. joined with the Art., , the other

;

in pi., 01 (Ion. ), all the others, the rest

;

Lat. ceteri ; , contr. or, Lat.

cetera, reliqua, not alia

;

—
. . both

all the others and . . , i. e. especially . . 5. with

Numerals, yet, still, yet a fifth

river, Hdt. : with a Sup., most
wretched of all besides, Od. II. rarely like, of other sort, different, II. : hence 2. some-
times like a Comp., c. gen., other

than just, Xen. ; followed by . . , when a negat. goes

before, , . . , nothing else than . . , Hdt., etc.-e, Adv.() to another place, elsewhither, Od.;
one one way, one another, Aesch.-, {,) at another time, at other times,

. . , . . , at one time . . , at another . . ,

Horn.; so, at one time one way, at another
another, Aesch. ; ,,, etc.

; anything else ? Lat. numquid aliud ? when
foil, by , the sentence is interrog.,

;

i.e. ; will they suffer

aught else but hunger ? will they not be starved ? Hdt.;
—also without , ; did you say anything
else ? did you not say ? Plat.--, b, a busy-body in other men's
matters, . T.-, f. , () to speak of things

foreign to the matter, Strab.-, ,{) a meddling with
other people''s business, Plat., , ,[) : I. opp. to, of or be-

longing to another, Lat. alienus, Horn., etc. ; .
•yvvi] another man's wife, Aesch. ;-"

, of the suitors, laughed with a face unlike

one's own, of a forced, unnatural laugh, Od. (^Horace's

malis ridere alienis is different) ; . by the

— oKoyew.

help of another's eyes, Soph. ;

to deal with one's body as if it abso-

lutely belonged to another, Thuc. II. opp. to,foreign, strange, Lat. peregrinus, Horn.; often

with the notion of hostile, II. III. Adv.,
or to be unfavourably dis-

posed towards one, Lys. : Comp.- less favour-
ably, Dem. Hence, -, , alienation, estrangement, opp.
to, Plat., etc.-,, , , changing colour, Anth., f.,{) : 1. c. gen. pers. to

estrange from, Thuc. 2.

c. dat. pers. to make hostile to another, ?
Xen. :—Pass, to be made an enemy,

Thuc. 3. in Pass, of things, to be alienated, fall
into other hands, Hdt. Hence-,, , estrangement,. its estrangement, its loss, Thuc., Adv. =., , Ep. for.-, f., to think of other things, to give
no heed, Od. ; of one in a swoon, to be senseless, II.,

Theocr. : to be seized with frenzy, Hdt. II. to

be of another mind, have other views, Id.-, , [) of another tribe, foreign, Lat.

alienigena, Aesch., Thuc. ; . war with
foreigners, Plut.-, , contr.-,, () changed in
colour, Eur. : — so,-,, , , looking

strange ox foreign, Id., Adv.) Ep. for, elsewhither,

one hither, another thither, Horn. ; -
changes now one way, now another, II., [], Ep. for,., Adv. of, in another way or manner, other-

wise, Horn., etc. : in Att., in some other

way ; in no other wise ; and
besides ; Plat. 2.

. . , both otherwise and so, . . , i.e.

especially, Att., etc. II. otherwise, differently

,

to say otherwise, i. e. to deny, Hdt. 2.

in far other manner, i.e. better, Horn., etc. 3.

otherwise than should be, i. e. without aim or purpose,

without reason, Od., Hdt., etc. :—also fruitlessly, in

vain, II.,,, ,() a spring, leap, bound, Od.

;

a leap or fall from the rock, Eur. ;

the leap of the lot from the helmet, Soph.,, Ep. aor. 2 part, of., , () sea-water, brine, Od., etc. : spray that

has dried on the skin, lb. : a salt incrustation on soil,

Hdt. 2. the brine, i. e. the sea, Pind., Aesch., , , ,) salt, briny, Od. 2. of taste,

salt, brackish, Thuc, Xen. 3. metaph. bitter, dis-

tasteful, Lat. amarus, Plat., etc. ; to

weep bitterly, Theocr., Ep. : Ep. 3 sing. impf. : f.- :

aor. 1, Ep. : () :
—to thresh, thresh

out, Plat. 2. to thresh, cudgel, beat, II., Ar.-, , with a lobe wanting, of victims' livers, Xen.-, f.,() to pay no regard to a thing,
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Lat. rationem non habere rei, c. dat., II. ; c. gen. to

be disregardful of, Hdt. 2. to be out of one's

senses, Luc. Hence, Ion. -, , want of respect or regard, hXoy'it\v4 took no heed of it, Hdt. ; so, iv

aKoyirj 4 or Id. 2. in Att. want
of reason, tcnreaso?table conduct, absurdity, Thuc,
Plat., , thoughtlessness, rashness, Polyb., Plut.,

etc.-, ov,{) unreasoning, inconsiderate,

thoughtless, heedless, Thuc, etc. : a\6yiffTov un-
reason, Id. :—Adv. -T(»s, Id., Plat., etc. II. not
to be reckoned, Soph. : not to be taken into account,

vile, Eur.-, ov, without \6yos, i.e., I. without speech,

speechless, infans, Plat. :—Adv. \6*$, Soph. 2.

unutterable, Lat. infandus, Plat. II. without
reason, irrational, Id., etc. : &\oya brutes, animals,
Id., Xen.; (in modern Greek is ahorse). III.

not reckoned upon, unexpected, Thuc., 6,() a threshing, Xen.. Adv. (aXs) from the sea, e£ (showing
that it is an old genit.) II., Ep. for.-, ov, not reviling or railing, Aesch., rjpos, , () a thresher, grinder, .

the grinders, Anth., , () anything used for anointing,
hog's-lard, grease, unguent, Horn. II. laying
on of unguents or paint, . Plat,, f .,() to tracefurrows in waxen tablets,

to write, draw (cf. Lat. ex-arare), Ar.

[], aor. 2 part, dual of., okos, , =, afurrow : v.., gen. of.
oAos, Dor. for, a nail.-, , (,4 () to nourish) Sea-born,

a name of Amphitrite, Od.-,, , (,) a pestle to pound salt,

Anth.-, 4s, (, *epy) wrought in the sea, sea-

purple, i. e. genviine purple, Plat. ;^ purple
cloths, Aesch. Hence., idos, , a purple robe, Ar. : as Adj.,

ovpys Luc., 6v, = ^ovpyt)s, Plat.-, , a being unwashen, want of the bath, Hdt.,
Eur. From-, ov,() unwashen, not using the bath,
Hdt., Eur., etc.-, Ep.-, ov, without crest, II.- [], , , ( coptd., 4, cf.) a bed-
fellow, spouse, wife, Horn., Trag., Ep. for,, imperat. of., Ep. 3 pi. of., , ov, Sup. Adj. (cf. -), sweetest,
loveliest, Pind." (), [], ; dat. pi.' : Lat. SAL, a
lump of salt, Hdt. : generally, salt, oft. in plur., Horn.,
etc. ; 4 a salt-mine, Hdt., Od., etc.

(), [], , the sea, Horn.

. 39, ecos, ,() a leaping, Arist., 2 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., eos, , a glade or grove, Lat. saltus, Horn.

;

grove, Od., Hdt., etc. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, es, (elSos) like a grove, Eur., , 6v,() good at leaping, Xen. ; ., of the Salii, Plut., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., iSos, , () a salt spring, Strab.,() only in impf., to be in distress, Hdt.*€, = foreg. ; v..-, at,(, 4) galling bonds, Hes.

;

in sing., Anth., Ep. aor. 1 of., ea>s, ,() an escape, Aesch.-, ov, (4) not pained or grieved,

Soph. II. act. not causing pain, Id.-, ov, () without pain, Soph., etc. ; c. gen.,. yps without the pains of age, Id.; —, Plat.—Adv., to live freefrom pain,
Id. II. act. not paining, causing no pain, Id.-, ov, () without the lyre, , i. e.

wild dirges accompanied by the flute, not the lyre, (cf.), Eur., etc., vos, , () listlessness, ennui, Plut., ews, Ion. dat., , a chain, Hdt., Eur.
(Deriv. uncertain.)-, 4s, unprofitable, Xen. Adv. -, Id., —, only in pres. and impf., to shim,
shirk, avoid, Horn,, =, Od., f., med. : aor. 1, Ep.

: () :

—

to fleefrom, shun, avoid, forsake, c.

ace, Horn., etc. : rarely c. gen. to fleefrom, Soph. :

—

absol. to escape, Horn., () to be tineasy, be in distress, II.-, ov, () not to be loosed, indissoluble, Horn.,

etc. :

—

continuous, ceaseless, Pind.

or\, (akin to) only in pres. and impf.,

to wander in mind : 1. from grief, to be ill at

ease, be distraught, II. : to be beside oneself, Horn.,

Soph. 2. from perplexity, to be at a loss, not know
what to do, ' 4 Id.; ., iv,
Id. 3. from joy or exultation, to be beside oneself,

Od., Aesch. II. to wander or roam about, Luc,
Babr. [y in Horn., once in Od. and in Trag.]

(Root) : aor. 2 *, opt.

:

—to

bring in, yield, earn, Horn. :—metaph., -
to incur envy, Eur.-, , ov,(,) bringing in oxen,4 maidens whose parents receive

many oxen as presents from their suitors, i. e. much-
courted, II., , ; Ep. gen. pi. :() :

—
workingfor one's daily bread, laborious, enterprising,

Od. ; esp. of trading, seafaring people, lb., , poet, abbrev. form of, h. Horn. : so

for.-, , a dealer in barley-meal, Ar., , () peeled or pearl-barley ; sing, only

in phrase , barley-meal, Lat. polenta,

Horn. : in pi., barley-groats, barley-meal, opp.
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to, Horn., Att. II. metaph. one's daily

bread, Ar. ; . one's patrimony , Id.-, ,() a making ofbarley-meal, Xen.-', f., () to eat barley-bread, Xen., 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of.'', , -whiteness : white leprosy, Hes., Plat., etc.

(From same Root comes Lat. albus, and also,
because of the whiteness of meal.), Dor. for., ados, , () goddess of the threshing-floor

,

Theocr.,, , (>?) of'or for the threshing-floor, Anth.

[], Dor.,,{) Ep. for, threshing-

floor, ' II. ;
' ),-. Ib. II. a garden, orchard, vine-

yard, v. yovvos., 3 sing-, aor. 2 subj. of. II. but, optat., ', —, Theocr.
[t], , , a thresher, husbandman, Anth., Ep., aor. 2 inf. of.,, , =, found in the obi. cases, Arist.', a, ov, Ion. -, , ov,() of a fox :

—, Att.- (sub. ), a fox-skin, Hdt., Plut., , ,() branded with a fox, Luc.,, ,[) a yotingfox, Ar., f. ,() to play the fox, Ar.', , Dim. of, a littlefox, Ar., , , =, Xen. II. a fox-
skin cap, Id.

[],, ; dat. pi., a fox, Solon,

Hdt., etc. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], , gen. and ; dat.; acc.,,:—pi., nom. and acc. : () :—like

Ep., a threshing-floor, Xen., etc. :—then, from
its round shape, II. the disk of the sun or moon,
or of a shield, Aesch., etc., ov,(,) easy to take, win, or

conquer, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. of the mind, easy to

apprehend, Soph. II. () of orfor capture,. a song of triumph on taking a city, Aesch.

;

. tidings of the capture, Id.-,, Ion. los, ,(,) a taking,
capture, conquestdestruction, Y\nd., Aesch., etc.;'. conquest by the enemy, Id. : means of conquest,
Soph. : to be taken without
power to escape, Plut. II. as law-term, convic-
tion, Plat., tj, , verb. Adj. of, to be taken or
conquered, Thuc. II. attainable, Soph.-, ov,() zmremitting, Plut., Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of., poet, for , before a word beginning with the

labials , , , , e.g. , , ,."" [], Adv., at once, at the same time, Horn.,

etc. II. Prep. c. dat. at the same time with,

together with, at dawn, II. ; %,•- Thuc. (Cf. -, Lat. sim-ul.)

or, Dor. for., 6vos, , mostly in pl.
y, , the Ama-

zons, a warlike race of women in Scythia, II., Hdt., etc.

—.
(Commonly derived from apriv.,, from the fable

that they got rid of the right breast, that it might not
interfere with the use of the bow.), ), , of or like the Amazons, Plut., to be untaught, stupid, Plat. From-, 4s, () ttnlearned, ignorant, stupid,

boorish (v.), Hdt., etc. ; -
stupid with their stupidity, Plat.;

to be educated with too

little learning to despise the laws, Thuc. :—Adv.,-
to err through ignorance, Eur. 2. c.

gen. rei, without knowledge of a thing, Id. ; tivos,

Plat. II. not heard of, ztnknown, .
Eur. :—Adv., of events, to take an

unforeseen course, Thuc., , () ignorance, Soph., etc.; . tivos

ignorant of a thing, Xen.; Id.

[], , sandy soil, opp. to sea-sand(\
II. ; in pl. the links or dunes by the sea, h. Horn. : cf..

[],() only in pres. and impf. to level

with the sand, utterly destroy, II., Aesch. 2. to

spread smooth, level, h. Horn,,, , ov and os, ov, Ep. form of,
irresistible, Horn., Soph. 2. strong, stubborn, of a
mast, Od.

[], () to soften : then to destroy,

efface, II. : to use rip, squander, Theocr. :—
Pass., 8>s II. ;

Ar. 2. metaph. to conceal, disguise, h. Horn.-, ov,() =, Anth.

[], , () cut corn, a sheaf, Soph., Plut.-,, ,( A) a binder of sheaves, II.-', , , = foreg., Theocr.

[], ,, soft, weak,feeble, Horn., Eur. (From
Root,-, with a euphon.)

[], , gen. or, a vine trained on
two poles, Sappho, etc. (Deriv. unknown.), Dor. poet, for, part. dat. pl. of.- [], Att.-, , (, ·) a wagon, wain,
opp. to the war-chariot (), Lat. plaustrum,
Horn. 2. c. gen. a wagon-load of,,
Xen. II. the carriage of'the plough, Lat. currus,

Hes. :

—

Charles' wain in the heavens, the Great Bear
(), Horn. III. =, Anth.,, ,()for a wagon: . a draught-

ox, Plut., f. , to traverse with a wagon : Pass, to be

traversed by wagon-roads, of a country, Hdt. 2.

metaph., to drag on a weary life,

Anth. II. intr. to be a wagoner, Plut., Anth.-, , (v. ~]) of or on a carriage, Aesch.;

. a high-road, Eur., , ov,() large enough to load a wagon,

Xen., etc., , , Dim. of, a little wagon, Lat.

plostellum, Hdt., Ar.

[t], , , () of or for a wagon, Anth.-, ov, Ep. and Lyr. -, (, ibo) tra-

versed by wagons,. a carriage-road, high-road,

Pind., Xen.; and without, as Subst., II.-, ov, dwelling in wagon, Strab.



--, ,() a cart-wright, Plut.-, 4s, () large enough to fill a
wagon, like, Eur.-, , (, *e/ryco) =, e£ -
\ovpyov Xeyeip to talk cart-wrights' slang-, Ar., Dor. for *.

[], Ion., , a trench, conduit, channel,

for watering- meadows, Il.,Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.)

[], , and, , Lat. amaracum,
amaracus, Anth., , ov, of amaranth :—metaph. unfading,
imperishable, N.T. From- [/ta-], ov, () unfading, undecay-
ing, . . II. as Subst. amaranth, an unfading

flower, Diosc.

Root AMAPT), f. : aor. 2 '-, Ep. : pf .
:—Pass., aor. 1-

: pf . : 3 sing, plqpf .. To
miss, miss the mark, c. gen., he
missed the man on purpose, II. ; . to miss
the road, Ar. ; Antipho. 2. generally, to

fail of doing, fail of one's purpose, to miss one 's point ,

fail, go wrong, Od., etc. ; c. gen.,

failed in hitting upon the thought, lb., etc. ; .
to mistake it, Hdt. 3. to fail of having,

i. e. to be deprived of, lose, c. gen., -
that I should lose my sight, Od.; .

Eur. II. to fail, do -wrong, err, sin, Horn., etc.;

c. dat. modi,- . to err in judgment, Hdt. ; or

iv X0yois Id., Plat. ; with a neut. Adj., y
I erred in this, Od. ; in Prose,. or to do
wrong in a matter, Plat., etc. 2. Pass.,

a sin is committed, Thuc. :—impers.,

Plat.,, , Ion. for, Hdt., etc., aor. 2 inf. of.- or -, (,-) [], Adv. together, at
once, Horn.,, ,() a failure, fault, sin,

Soph., Plat. 2. a bodily defect, malady, Id., , ,() prone to error, Arist., ,() a failure, fault, sin, Aesch.,

etc. ; . a fault committed by one, Id. ; .
fault of judgment, Thuc. 2. generally, guilt,

sin, Plat., Arist., N.T.-, ov, () erring in mind, dis-

traught, Hes., etc., , —, Aesch.-6, es,(, ) erring in words,
speaking at random, II.-, ov,() needing no witness, Eur.-, ov,() without witness, unattested,
Thuc, etc. :—Adv. -, Dem., , poet, for, Theogn., etc., , sinful :—as Subst. a sinner, N.T.

[Att. , Ep. ], , =, a sparkling,
glancing, of the eye, h. Horn. ; of horses' feet, Ar. ; and,,, a sparkle, twinkle, changing colour
^and light, Anth. ; quivering, of the lip, Theocr. From

(Root), only in pres. and impf., like, to sparkle, glance, of the eye, Hes. :—Med.
of light, colour, Anth.

-''. 4i-, (4) to run together, in Ep. part,-, Od.-, ,() ajostling or clashing of wheels,
II.-, ov, living in darkness, Ar.

[], , , 1. dimly seen, dim, faint,

baffling sight, . a shadowy spectre, Od. 2.

having no light, darksome, Luc. :

—

blind, sightless,

Soph. ; so, \ with blind foot, said of a
blind man, Id. II. metaph., 1. dim, obscure,

uncertain, Aesch. ; Plut. 2. obscure,

unknown, Hes., Soph., Eur. 3. gloomy, troubled,

Aesch. III. act. enfeebling, Anth.
(Deriv. uncertain; cf..) Hence

[], .- : aor. 1:—Pass., pf.; Ion. aor. 1 : () : — to

make dim, faint, or obscure, Xen. ; metaph. to impair,
Eur., etc. :—Pass, to become dim, stiffer eclipse, of the

sun, Hdt. ; to disappear, Hes. Hence,, ,[] obscuration, Plut.,, Dor. for-.- or-, Adv. of, without resistance, Thuc.-, ov, poet, for, Aesch., Adv. of sq., without battle, II., Hdt.-, ov,[) not to be fought with, un-
conquerable, Soph. II. not havingfought, not
having been in battle, Xen., v..-, ov,() without battle : I. of a person,

with whom no one fights, unconquered, unconquer-
able, inviyicible, Hdt., etc. ; of places, impregnable,

Id.; of things, irresistible, Pind., Aesch. II. act.

not having fought, taking no part in the battle,

Xen. 2. disinclined tofight, peaceful, Aesch. : not

contentious, . T.

[- in Horn., in later Poets] : impf. : f.

: aor. 1, Ep. :—Med., f . :

Ep. aor. 1 :—Pass., pf.. To reap

corn, absol., II., Hes. ; metaph., they

reaped abundantly, Aesch. :—so c. acc. to reap,

Od.; Hdt. 2. generally, to cut reeds, etc.,

U.,Theocr. II. in Med. to gather together, collect,

as reapers gather in corn, [] having
collected milk :—so in Act., , having scraped

together earth over a corpse, Anth. (From Root MA
with euphon., cf. Lat. MET-O, to mow.), poet, for, aor. 2 opt. of.
-6, Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.-, [],, poet, for,,., Dor. -for, 2 pi. aor. 2 imp. of.-, Adv., poet, for,()
with sudden bursts,. II.

and : f . : aor. 1 :

pf . : () :
—to cause to miscarry, Soph.,

Plat. 2. of the woman, to miscarry, Plut.

[], f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., f. --
: aor. 1 :

—to blunt, take the edge off

a sharp instrument, and metaph. to make dull,

Anth. :—Pass, to become dull, lose its edge or

force, Aesch., Thuc. From'', eta, , blunt, dulled, with the edge taken off,
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of a sharp instrument, Plat., etc. :—metaph. dull, dim,
of sight, , Id. ; of the feelings, -

]? opyrj with anger less keen, Thuc. ;-
less vigorous, Id. 2. in Aesch. Eum.

of Orestes, having lost the edge of guilt : but of per-

sons, generally, dull, spiritless, having lost the keen-

ness of one's feelings, Thuc. II. act. darkening,
of a cloud, Anth. Hence,, , bluntness : metaph. dullness, Plut.-, f., to be dim-sighted, Xen., , dim-sightedness, Plat., Att. -, only in pres., () to be

dim-sighted, Plat., etc. ;. 7rpbs to be blind

to it, Luc.-, ,(, bedimmed, dark, Aesch.-,, , , =, Eur.-,-, poet, for-,-.-, , poet, for.
[], Adv., poet, for,()

bubbling up, II. : metaph. by jets, capriciously

,

Anth. II. like a prelude, h. Horn., Pind., ados,, for, thrown up, of earth, Xen.-, , poet, for-( II,) putting off a work, dilatory, Hes., Plut., Ion. -, , () ambrosia (i. e. im-
mortality) the food of the gods, Horn., etc.-, , ov and os, ov, lengthd. form of,
immortal, h. Horn. :—in Horn, night and sleep are

called ambrosial, divine, as gifts of the gods ; so of

everything belonging to the gods, as their hair, robes,

sandals, the fodder and the mangers of their horses.-, ov, with coursers of immortal strain,

Eur.-, oz/ and , ov.(., with inserted)

:

—like lengthd. form, immortal, divine, Horn.,

Aesch. 2. , like , Od. ;

—

then of all things belong-ing to the gods, Horn., Ion. for, aor. 1 part, of.
or, Dor. for.-', ov,() unenviable : 1. melan-

choly
, direfid, Horn., Eur. 2. of persons, unhappy ,

miserable, Od.-, , ov, of amethyst, Luc. From-', ov, () not drunken, Plut. II.

as Subst.,, , amethyst, the precious stone,

supposed to be a remedy against drunkenness> . T., , v. . II.

[] : . impf . : f . -> : aor. 1.
(From Root or with prefixed, cf.,
Lat. MOV-eo.)
. Act. to change, exchange, II. ; ., as changing one knee for

the other, i.e. walking slowly, II. :—and so, either 1.

to give in exchange,
exchanged golden armour for brasen, lb.; or 2. to

take in exchange, , to re-

deem him at the price of thine own life, Eur. 3. of

place, to change it, and so to pass, cross, Aesch., Eur. :

—then, either to pass out of a place, leave it, or to pass
into, enter it, Hdt., Att. 4. simply, to change, alter,

one's colour, Aesch. 5. Causal, to make others

change,' II. : to pass on, hand on from

—.
one to another, Eur. 6. like Med. 1. 3, to repay,
return, . Aesch. II. intr. in part.,-, , interchangers, Le. the rafters that meet
and cross each other, II. ; =,
Pind. 2. one new thing
comes on after others, Eur.

B. Med. to change one with another,
by turns, alternately, Horn. : to come in turn,
Eur. 2. often of dialogue, to answer one another,
Od. ; often in part,, answering, in answer,
Horn. ; c. ace,. ,, Id. ; even,

Hdt. 3. to repay, re-

quite,- . Od. ;- Hdt. ; also c.

acc. et dat. rei, . Xen. II.

to get in exchange,
Soph. 2. like Act. to change a place, to pass either

out of or into, Horn., etc.-, ov, () unsoftened, cruel, Horn.,
Hes.-, ov, () implacable, relentless,

II. II. of things, unmitigated, Aesch., ov, gen. ovos, irreg. Comp. of ·, better,

abler, stronger, braver, Horn., etc.; v.-. II.

of things, better, fitter, Id. 2. [] 'tis

better, c. inf., II., etc. ; with
negat., yap 'twere better not, Hdt. 3.

to choose the better part, Id., =, to bereave of a thing, c. gen., Pind., , , () exchange, interchange,
Plut. 2. change, succession, Id.' [], f ., to milk sheep and goats ; Theocr.

:

—Med., in metaph. sense, to

milk them dry, Ar. II. to draw milk from the

animals, . Hdt. ; Pass., 6'ies

having milk drawn from them, milch-ewes, II. 2.

metaph. to squeeze out like milk, to press out,

Anth. III. to drink, Theocr.
(From Root, with a prefixed, comes also--; cf. Lat. MULG-eo.), imperat. of, never mind, Ar., Xen. ;

aor. 1 Luc. II. as Adv. by all means,
of course, Ar., Plat., etc.',),() indifference, negligence,.Thuc., etc.;

towards a person, about a thing, Plat., , want of practice, Plat. From-, ov,() unpractised, Plat., etc.

[], f. : aor. 1, . - : pf.-- : (-) :
—to have no care for, be neglectftd

of, c. gen., Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. absol. to be careless,

heedless, negligent, Hes., etc. ; (crasis for) carefulness, Aesch. 3. c. acc. et part, to

overlook, and so to let, allow, suffer,

he lets them die, Eur. :—Xen. has gen. in same
sense. 4. c. inf. to neglect to do, Hdt., Plat. II.

Pass, to beslighted, overlooked, Soph., etc.;

Thuc. :—Adv. , carelessly, Xen.

[], , (a priv.,) careless, heedless, neg-

ligent, Ar., Xen., etc. :—Adv.-, carelessly , Thuc.

;

Comp.-, Id. 2. c. gen. careless of a thing,

Plat., etc. ; Isocr. :—Adv., to

be careless, or Xen. II. pass.

uncared for, unheeded, Id.



—)., verb. Adj. of, one must neglect,

Isocr. II., a, ov, to be neglected, Luc., ov,() not to be cared for, Theogn.,, , poet, for, Eur.-', ov,() not to be put off, Luc.-, ov,() not to be blamed, blameless,

Eur., Dem. ; in regard of time,

Aesch. 2. of things, perfect in its kind, Xen. ; &.
-without blame to her, Plut. : Comp.-

pos, less blameworthy, Id. :—Adv. -twj, so as to merit

no blame, right "well, Soph., Xen. II. act. not
blaming, content, Xen. :—so

Adv., without censure, Id.-, is, = I, Aesch. II. act.,=
II, Plut. Hence, , freedomfrom blame, Aesch., Soph.

[], Ep. for, pres. inf. of , to satisfy.- [], , () powerless, fleeting, feeble, of

ghosts, Od., etc. ; of dreams, lb. ; of one wounded,
II. 2. of mortal men generally, h. Horn., Ar. Hence, f., to deaden theforce of a thing, II., , =, Eur., Dor. for.' [], f. , to pluck or pull, Lat. decerpo,

Sappho, Eur. :—Med. to pluck for oneself, Theocr.' [], f. ~ : aor. , Ep.:—Med.,
aor. part, :—Pass., aor. : (a

euphon.,) :
—to deprive of, bereave of, a thing,

c. gen., Hes., Od. :—Pass, to be bereft of a. thing,,5 Horn. 2. c. acc. pers. only, to bereave of his

rights, to rob, II. ; ' the glare be-

reft the eyes of power, blinded them, lb.; Kairvbs

the smoke robs the arms of lustre, tarnishes

them, Od.-, , () without parts, indivisible, Plat,-, ov,() freefrom care, unconcerned,
Anth. II. pass. uncaredfor, unheeded, Soph. III.

driving away care, Anth.', Dor. for.
-KoiTOS, Dor. for., Dor. for.-, Ep. for, aor. of.? or , Dor. for.-, ov, immovable : Adv. -, Arist.-', ov,() not to be repented of,

Plat. II. of persons, unrepentant, Arist.-$, ov, not to be repented of, Luc. II.

act. unrepentant, . T.-§, ov, () not to be transposed,

unchangeable, unchanging, Plat. 2. not to be got
rid of or put away, Id.-, ov,() without turning
about

:

—Adv. [] or -, without turn-
ing, straight forward,, Plat.-, ov,() unalterable, Plat.-, oj/, = foreg., Plut.', Dor. for.-, ov,() having no share of a thing, c.

gen., Thuc.-', ov and , ov, unmeasured, immeasurable,
immense, Od., etc. 2. unnumbered, countless,
Eur.

43, ,() excess, disproportion, Plat., etc.-, ov, of immensely long life, Anth.-, , () unmeasured in words, II.-7>, , , () drinking to excess, Anth.-, ov,() without measure, immense, ex-

cessive, boundless, Plat. :—Adv. -, Id. ; neut. pi.& as Adv., Babr. 2. immoderate, in moral
sense, Plat. :—Adv. -, Xen., etc., Aeol. for, to conquer, Pind.-, ov, with interchanging paths, Pind.

"AMH, , a shovel or mattock, Ar., Xen., Adv. (for, dat. fern, of = \), in a certain

way : -- or -rj, in some way or other, Plat., Hebr. Adv. verily, of a truth, so be it, . T. :

—

, certainty, lb.-, ov,() not angry or wrathful, Hdt. ;? sent not but by the special

wrath of heaven, Aesch. :—Adv. -, Id.,, , a kind of milk-cake, Ar., Ep. for, aor. of.
[],, , () a reaper, II.

or [], ,() a reaping, harvesting,
II. (metaph. of slaughter). 2. harvest, harvest-

time, Hes., Hdt. II. the crop or harvest reaped,
Lat. seges, Anth.-,, , ,() without mother, motherless,

Hdt., Eur. II. , unmotherly,
Soph., = sq., Anth., in Ep. forms, -6.', f. : impf. : () :

—

to

be at a loss for, or in want of a thing, c. gen., Hdt.

;

about a thing, Eur. ; which
way to turn, Aesch. 2. absol., I

live without the necessaries of life, Xen. Hence-&, , =, h. Horn, (in gen. pi. -4)., Ion. -, , want of means, helplessness, im-
potence, Od., etc. ;

3

Ar. II. of

things, hardship, trouble, Hes. From-, Dor., ov,() without means
or resource, at a loss, about one, Od. ; .
awkward at a thing, Eur. :—Adv., =, Aesch., Eur. 2. c. inf. at a loss how to

do, tenable to do, Soph., Dem., etc. II. in pass,

sense, 1. impracticable, difficult, c. inf.,

II.; . a road hard to enter

on, Xen.; , c. inf. 'tis impossible, Hdt.,

etc. :—absol., impossibilities, Aesch., etc. 2.

against whom nothing can be done, irresistible, of

gods, II. :—of things, mischief without
resource or remedy, lb., Hes., Trag. ; of dreams, inex-

plicable, Od. 3. extraordinary, immense, Plat.

;

an extraordinary amount of

happiness, Id. :—often c. acc, , 5, , . e. inconceivable in point of size,

etc., Id., Xen. :—Plat, often adds the relatives,,
and , as, ' an inconceivable

length of time, extraordinarily well.-, ov,() undefiled, Theogn. ; Aesch. calls

the sea simply .-, ,() unmixed, pure, Arist., Dor. for., by Ep. metath. for, Theocr.
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-, , unmingled, that will not mingle or blend,

Aesch. II. unmixed, pure, Plat. III. of

persons, not mingling with others (cf.- to have
intercourse), unsociable, of Centaurs and Cyclopes,

Soph., Eur. :

—

. having no intercourse with
others, Id. ; so of laws and customs, .

Thuc. 2. of places, inhospitable, Eur., , , () a contest for superiority, a con-

flict, Hdt., etc. 2. c. gen. rei, . a trial

of strength, Pind.;, . Eur. ; Plat.;

c. gen. objecti,. a contestfor marriage, Eur.;

so with an Adj., ., a striving

after wealth or children, Id., f.- : aor. , later-
: pf . : {) :—Dep. to compete,

vie, contend with another, Lat. aemulari, c. dat. pers.,

Hdt., etc. ; Eur. ; c. dat. rei, to contend
in or with a thing, Hdt. ; 7rept rivos about a thing,

Luc. 2. in pass, sense, 7re(iy -
being matched one against another, Thuc. II.

of a single person, to strive, struggle, to a point,

Xen.; to obtain a thing, Plat. Hence, aros, , a conflict, v..,, ,() a competitor in the

race, v. .-, ov, inimitable in one's life, Plut.- [t], ov,() inimitable, Anth. ; in
a thing, Plut. :—Adv. -, Id., Ion.-, ,() of persons, want of inter-

course, with one another, Thuc. ;

Luc. ; want of money dealings, Hdt.-, ov, keeping up with horses, i. e. fleet as a
horse, Soph. II., , infantry mixed
with cavalry, Thuc, Xen.,, , a chamber-pot, Ar.

[t], Adv. of, Eur., Dem. ; .
without reward of money, Plut.-, ov, without hire or pay, unhired, Aesch.-, ov,() bringing in no rent, Dem.--,, epith. of Lycian, wearing no girdle() with their coat of mail (), II.-,, ev, (-) epith. of Lemnos, in-

accessible, inhospitable, II.,, , () anything tied or made to tie,

and so, 1. a knot, Hdt. 2. a noose, halter,

Eur. 3. a band, Id.; .- the maiden girdle,

Anth. 4. in pi. the wrestler's arms or hug, Plut., Aeol. for, acc. pi. of iyci.-,-', poet, for,., Aeol. for, nom. pi. of.-', poet, for .,, Aeol. and Dor. for, dat. pi. of.-,-, poet, for,"., Ion. -, , poet, for,{) what is

not one's fate, bad fortune, Od.-, ov, poet, for-,-, without share

of a thing, c. gen., II., Soph. :

—

-free from, without,
Anth. II. absol. unhappy, II.

or, , sand (v.), Plat., etc. II.

sandy ground, a racecourse, Xen.-, ov, () growing in sand, Anth.",, , the Libyan Zeus-Ammon, Hdt., Pind.,

.
etc. :—fern. Adj.,. the seat ofAmnion,
i.e. Libya, Eur.-, Dor. for.,, , fern, of, a lamb, Theocr.-,-, Dor. 3 sing. fut. and aor. 1 opt. of.',, Dor. for-,-., , , () of a lamb,. a lamb-
skin cloak, Theocr.-, , tmmentioned, unheeded, Eur.', f . : aor. 1 : () '.—to

be unmindfid, absol., Aesch., Eur. 2. c. gen. to

make no mention of, not speak of, Id., etc. ; so,.
Thuc., , forgetftdness, Eur. From-, Dor., ov, gen. ovos : {) :

—un-
mindful, forgetful, Soph., Plat. ; of a thing,

Aesch., etc. 2. pass,forgotten, not mentioned, Eur.', Dor.', =, Soph. :—Pass.

to be forgotten, Thuc. Hence, ,forgetftdness ofwrong : an amnesty, Plut.-, ov,() unremembered, Theocr., , a bowl in which the blood of victims was
caught, Od. (Deriv. uncertain.), 5, , a ewe-lamb, Theocr.-, , () sheep-minded, \. e. a simpleton, Ar.", , , a lamb, Soph., Ar. ;

lambs in temper, Id. :—for the oblique cases,,, are used ; v.., Adv. without toil or effort, II. From-, ov,() unwearied, untiring, h. Horn,-, Adv. (from a privat.,) without quarrel,

Lacon. word in Thuc., Ion., Adv., () from some place or

other, from what source soever, Od. ; ye

,

Plat*,, a, ov, —, Anth., Adv. () by turns, alternately, .
one after another, Theocr., ov and (), ov, () giving like for

like, retributive, Pind., Anth. :—Adv. —, in requital,

Luc. II. interchanged, alternate, Hdt. ; -, alternating verses, sung by two persons one in

answer to the other, Plat.; Theocr.,, fern, of ioreg.,for a change of raiment,

,

0d -, ,() a requital, recompense, compensa-
tion, return, payment, Od. ; for the heca-

tomb, lb. 2. an answer, Hdt. II. change,

exchange, of money, Plut. III. alternation,

Eur., Adv. () alternately , in succession,

Horn., ,() one who exchanges, soldiers

that relieve others, II. II. as Adj. in return or

in exchangefor a thing, c. gen., Soph,', to have no share in a thing, c. gen., Plut. From-, ov, () without share in a thing, c. gen.,

Aesch., etc. 2. absol. =, unfortunate, Eur., a, ov,{) of milk, made with milk, or

(from an old word for ), of the best flour,

Hes.



-,, ,() a milk-pail, Lat. mulctra,

Theocr., Anth., , Dim. of, a milk-pail, Theocr., , a word of uncertain sense :—Horn, always

joins , in the hours before daybreak, or

the hours after sunset, i.e. generally, at night-time, II.

(The supposition that meant milking-time
(from) will not suit the sense. It is said that

was an old word for, so that .
means the dead of night.)-,,~, Aesch.-, ov, () blameless, Aesch., ov, made of Amorgian flax, Ar. From, , fine flaxfrom the isle of Amorgos, Ar., , poet,, q. v.-, ov, poet., —, c. gen., Eur. II.

absol. unlucky, wretched, Soph., , unshapeliness, unsightliness, Eur. From-, ov,() misshapen, unsightly,Hdt. , Eur .

:

—Sup. (as if from), Hdt. ; but
regul. form-,-, Xen., Plut.

or [], , , —, ozir, ours, Horn.,

etc. II. Att. =, when along penult, is required.

[], an old word equiv. to or, only found in

the Adv. forms,,,,., Dor. for *, as, when, Theocr., ov, raging, savage, Theocr. II. in Horn,

as Adv., insatiably, ., striving inces-

santly ; . I weep continually ; they

struggled restlessly forwards. (Deriv. unknown.), Att., Adv. of ( —), some-
where or other, Lys. : cf .,,., , want of refinement, rudeness, grossness,

Eur., Plat. II. want of harmony, Eur. From--, ov,() without the Muses, without taste,

unrefined, inelegant, rude, gross, Eur., Ar. :—Adv.-, Plat. II. unmusical, Eur. ;

Id.- or- [], Adv. of, Aesch., Eur., crasis for .-, ov, = sq. :—Adv. -, Babr.-, ov, free from toil and trouble, Soph. :

—

shrinkingfrom toil, Pind. 2. not tired, Xen.-, poet, for, Pind. II. -,
ov, Dor. for, Theocr.-, -7,-,-, v.-,-,, should be written (i.e.), (i. e. ).-, . for.-, , =, Luc.,, , poet, for, Theocr., ov and , ov,() of the vine, Hdt. II.
of persons, given to wine, Anth.', , Dim. of, Ar.,,, Dim. of, a vine-plant, Ar. II.
the bird, Id.,, ,() rich in vines, II., etc., , =, Anth., , a vine,^ Lat. vitis, Od., etc. (Perh. from
(Aeol. for), -, from its clasping tendrils.)', to dress vines, Theophr., Luc.

—. 45-, , (*) a vine-dresser,, Ar., etc.- [],, , () a vine-planter, Anth.,, ,() a vineyard, Aeschin., etc.-', poet, for.-, . for, redupl. aor. 2 part,

of.-,-, poet, for,-., ,() a fine robe : generally, clothing,

clothes, Plat., Xen., , =, Ar., Theocr.-' and-- : . impf . : f. -
: aor. 2 :—Med. and-, with 3 1· : impf. :

f . : aor. 2, part, :[ Aeol. for) : I. to surround, cover,

Lat. cingere, c. ace, Od., Soph., etc. :—absol.,

surrounding darkness, Eur. 2. to em-
brace, Id. II. to put round, Lat. circumdare, esp.

to put on another, c. dupl. ace, Ar., etc. 2. Med. to

put round oneself, to wear,

Id. ; with your cloak round you, Id.-, for.-, poet, for.-,--, v..& or (metri grat.) [], inf. of aor. 2, part, : from the same Root we
have pf.,.

:

—the pres. in use

is =. I. c. gen. to come
short of, Pind., Soph. 2. to lose, be bereft of,

Id. ; Eur. II. absol. to sin, err, do
wrong, Id., etc.; ' when / committed
these sins, Aesch. (Deriv. unknown.) Hence,, , an error, fault, offence, Aesch.,

etc. :—also, metri grat.,, Id., v.., , —, Theogn., etc., , =, Pind., ..-, . for.-,-, poet, for,.-,-,-, v. sub.,,, v. sub.-, poet, for.,{) to bind the hair with a band, Anth.,, ,() a horse's head-band, Aesch., , =, Soph,,, or , (, Aeol. for) a woman's
head-band, snood, II., etc. II. anything circular,

a wheel, Soph,-, gen. , Ion. 10s, for,()
a being sucked back, the ebb-tide, Hdt., etc., , ov, of almonds, Xen. From, , an almond-tree, Luc., , , (~) a scratching, tearing,

Soph., Eur., , , = foreg., Aesch.

[],=: I. of Time, together, at the

same time, Od. II. of Place, together, all to-

gether, II., , , like, indistinct, dim, ob-

scure : 1. . scarce legible letters,
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Thuc. 2. . npbs faint in comparison
with truth, Id.; . Plut. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, {4) uninitiated, Plat., etc. II. in

Plat. Gorg. as if from, — , unable
to keep close, leaky.- [], ov,{) unspeakable, unspeakably
many ox great, Dem.- [], ov,{) where no herds low, of

places, Anth., , , a Lacon. city, famous for the worship

of Apollo, II., etc. :—, , the temple of
Amyclaean Apollo, Thuc.—Adv., from
Amyclae, Pind., at, a sort of shoes, made at Amyclae, Theocr., f., to speak in the Amyclean (i. e. Laco-
nian) dialect, Theocr.-, ov, {) not ground at the mill, i.e. ground
by hand :—as Subst. a cake offine meal, Ar., etc.- [], ov, gen. ovos, {) : blameless, noble,

excellent, used by Horn, as an honorary epithet, like

our honourable, excellency, not implying virtue ; never

used of gods. II. of things, Horn., Ep. aor. 1 of.
[], = : but the forms assigned to it

belong to an aor. 2-, (cf.,,
ipya6e?v,) : the inf. therefore is (not

-), imper. med. (not -) :
—to defend,

assist, c. dat., Eur., Ar. :—Med. to ward offfrom one-

self, repel, \p6yov Aesch. : to take vengeance on, riva.

[], , , {) masc. pr. n. II. as

appellat., was on its guard, Ar., Ep. for, impf. of. II. aor. 1

imper., verb. Adj. of, one must assist, c. dat.

pers., Xen.; so pi., Soph., ov,{) defensive, Plat., etc. II.

as Subst.,, , a means of defence, Id., opos, 6, a defender, helper, Horn. 2. an
avenger, Eur. From

[] : Ep. impf. : f., Ion.- :

aor. I, Ep. [] : for aor. 2, v. :

—Med.,Ep. impf. : f. : aor. 1-. (.From Root MYN with a prefixed, cf . Lat. munio,
moenia.) To keep off, ward off, Horn. : 1. c. acc.

of the person or thing to be kept off, c. dat. of pers.

for or from whom the danger is kept off,

Xoiybv to ward off ruin from the Danai, II. :

—

the dat. is often omitted, Xoiybv lb. 2. c. dat.

pers. to defend, assist, aid, succour, Horn., etc. 3.

c. gen. from whom danger is kept off,

he kept the Trojans off from the ships, II., etc. 4.

absol. to repel assaults, to aid, lb. ; means
of defence, Hdt. II. rarely c. acc, like Med. II,

to requite, repay, Soph.
B. Med. to ward off from oneself, defend oneself

against : 1. c. acc, II. 2. c. gen. of that from
which danger is warded off, to fight for or in defence

of, lb. : so, \ lb. ; tivos

Xen. II. absol. to defend oneself, II. III.

also to avenge oneself on an enemy, to

requite, repay, punish, Soph., Thuc, etc. ; also,-
tivos or tivos to punish for a thing, Id.

'., Att.- : Ep. impf.& : f . £ : aor. 1

:—Med., aor. 1 part, :— Pass., aor. 1

part.4. (^From Root YK, with a prefixed, cf . Lat.
muc-ro.) To scratch, tear, wound, lacerate, mangle,
II., Hdt. ; also to prick, sting, Luc, scratch with both
hands. II. metaph.,^ . to tear the heart,

II., Aesch.; Id.- [], Adv. {) without closing the mouth, i.e.

at one draught, Luc, to drink deep, pf . Eur. From, ios and tdos, tj, {) a long draught,
Anacr., Eur., etc. 2. deep drinking, tippling,

Id. II. a large cup, used by the Thracians, Ar., ,{) a scratch, skin-wound, Dem. ; in

sign of sorrow, Plut., , =, Theocr.
-·y7r,onlyin rjres.a.nd\mOi.,toembracewarmly,
treat kindly, greet warmly, Od., etc. ; so in Med., II.-, = foreg., Hes.; aor. 1 ayah.Hom.-, Med. to gather round, Oeal Se -
yepovTo (aor. 2) II. : hence pres. ay4oa, Theocr.-8 [], , ov, poet, for,{)
public, yos Od. II. acc. fern,- as

Adv., —, II.-, Adv. poet, for,{) publicly,

openly, without disguise, Horn,-&, ov,{) discovered, known, Od.-, poet, for.-, Pass, to rush on from all sides,\
II. ; Se floated

around his shoulders, lb.- [], es, Dor. for.-, Adv., poet, for, Pind.-, poet, for, fut. inf. of.-, f. -}\, to rattle or ring around, II. :—so, Hes.-, , Ep. for-, speechlessness, Horn.-, f., to ring around, II.-, Ep. part,,- : impf.-
: Med., Ep. 3 pi., inf.

:

—to touch or feel all round, to handle, Horn. ; so in

Med., Od. 2. easier to

deal with, manage, II.-, aor. 2 of., ov, poet, for -, coiled round, Eur.-, poet, for-, to wrap or twine round>

Xepas Eur. :—Med., Pind.-', poet, for.-, to cover up, Anth.-', Dep. with aor. 2 -, to come
round one, surround , Od.-', poet, for.-',-,3 pi. aor. 2 and pf. of.-&, aor. 2 of.- [], aor. 1 pass, of.-', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-', Ep. for ayelpoa, Od.-, es, {) two-edged, II., Aesch. II.

metaph., . a tongue that will cut both

ways, i. e. maintain either right or wrong, Ar. ; of an
oracle, ambiguous, Luc.-,-, aor. 2 of-4.



--, , {) covered on both sides, close-

covered, epith. of Apollo's quiver, II.-, es, (v. ~]) fitted on both sides, -well-fitted,, of the double rudder used in Greek ships

(v.), Eur. Hence-, , , rowed on both sides, worked by

sculls, of a boat, Thuc.

-, ov,{) contested on both sides, ]-, i. e. made it a ' drawn ' race, II.', Prep, with g"en., dat., and acc.—Radic. sense, on
both sides (cf.', Lat. ambo), whereas properly

means all round.
A. c. GEN. : I. Causal, about, for, for the sake

of a thing, - Aesch. 2. about, i. e.

concerning or of a thing-, to sing

about or of love, Od. II. of Place, about, around,
Hdt. B. c. DAT. : I. of Place,

on both sides of, about, , Horn.

;

likewise, ^ Od.:—then, just like,
all round, they fixed the meat
round, i.e. upon, the spits, Id. 2. generally, about,

near, at, \ II. II. about, regarding,
Hdt. ; for the sake of,for,'

II., etc. 2. like Lat. prae, ,, praepavore, for very fear, Aesch., Eur. C. c.

ACC. : I. of Place, about, around, mostly with a sense

of motion, II. 2. about, near,

somewhere by the banks, lb. 3. of per-

sons who are about one, oi Priam and his

train, lb. ; ol his army, Hdt. ; in Att., oi- the school of Protagoras or Protagoras
himself, Plat. 4. to weep about or

for one, II. 5. , to be en-

gaged about it, Xen. II. as a loose definition of

Time, about, Pind. ; Aesch. :—so of

Number, Lat. circiter, ras about

120,000, Xen. D. Without case, as Adv., on
both sides, about, around. 2. = . II, apart, h.

Horn. E. In Compos. : I. about, on both

sides, 2JS>,—. 2. all round, on
all sides, as,. II. Causal,

for, for the sake of, as.
or, aor. 1, () to clothe,

Plut. : metaph. of a grave, Anth.-, ov,() sea-girt, of islands, Od., Soph. 2.

of Corinth, between two seas, Horace's bimaris, Xen., , Att., , (a choriambus in

rag.) Amphiaraiis, the Theban seer, Aesch., etc.-,, ,() a garment, Ctes., Luc.-, of a bird, to fly shrieking about, in irreg.

part. pf., II.-,.-, to go about or around, II. 2.

to bestride, Od. :—esp. to bestride a fallen friend, so as
to protect him, II. ; hence of tutelary deities, to protect,
lb. II. to encompass, wrap round, c. acc,

Od. : also c. dat., -
II. :—metaph., -

lb., etc.-, f .- :—Med., . fut.

:

—to throw or put round : of clothes, to put them on
a person, Lat. circumdare, 0 dupl. acc. pers. et rei,

Od. ; also c. dat. pers.,

-, 47
II. :—Med. to put round oneself,

put round one, put on, C»d. 2.

having thrown a chamber over him, lb. ; -yhv. Aesch. :—Med., I put
on, get white hair, Soph. 3. for the Med. the Act. is

sometimes used, [^
II. II. to throw the arms round, to embrace, c.

dat. pers., Od. III. also, c. acc. pers. to embrace,

Eur.,, ,() a going round, encom-
passing, —, II., ov, living a double life, i.e. both on land and
in water, amphibious, Batr., Anth.,, ,{) something thrown
round : I. an enclosure, Eur. II. a gar-
ment, cloak, Id., , () anything thrown
round : I. a casting-net, Hes., Hdt. :—metaph.
of the garment thrown like a net over Agamemnon,
Aesch. II. a fetter, bond, Id. III. of walls,

encompassment of city-walls, Eur.-, noised abroad, Anth., Ion. -, , the state of being attacked on
both sides, Hdt. From, ov,() put round, encompassing,
Eur. II. attacked on both or all sides, Aesch.

;

. to be between two fires, Thuc. 2. act.

hitting at both ends, double-pointed, Anth. III.

doubtful, ambiguous, Plat., Xen., etc.; -yaQa is ·
accounted their good fortune as doubt-

ful, Thuc. ; in doubt, Luc. :—Adv.,

Aesch.-, Dep. to eat all about, Luc.-, ov,() half-minded to do a thing, c.

inf., Aesch.-, -, ov and , ov, covering the whole man,
of a large shield, II.-, ov, () thoroughly soaked, Anth.-, ov, () round the altar, Eur.-, to rejoice around or exceedingly , h. Horn.- : impf. and aor. 1 with double augm., ·^, : {'-') :

—

to be doubtful
about a thing, not know or understand, c. acc, Plat.

;

, Id., etc.;

they knew not what they were about, Xen. :—Pass.,

iy being unknown, Id.-, ov, [~) bewailed all round, Anth.'-, 6, (yoios) of Hephaestus, he that halts in

both feet, the lame one, II.-, ov, pointed at each end, double-pointed,

Horn. ; in Soph., of persons, armed at all points, prac-

tised combatants. (The termin.-, as in -^,
is of uncertain sense.)-, used in intr. pf . and plqpf .,-,
to burn or blaze arovmd, II.-, to bite all round : to grip close, Anth.-, ov, all-tearful, Eur.-&, , , fringed all round, of the Aegis, II.

-Seai, at,( a) things bound round, bracelets or

anklets, Hdt.-, pf. of.-|, ov, with two right hands, very dextrous,
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Lat. ambidexter, Arist. 2. like, two-edged,

Eur. 3. metaph. double-meaning, ambiguous, Lat.

anceps, Hdt. 4. =,.
with both hands. Soph. ; . each side, Id.-, Dep. to look round about one, Anth.-, ov, bound or set all round, Anth.-, ov,() disputed, Thuc.-, to moisten all around, Anth.-, pf.-, Pass, to be put round,

fitted closely round, Horn.-, to lie in wait for, Bion.-, f., to agitate violently, Theocr., Anth.£, to be doubtful :-—Pass, to be matter for
doubt, Plut. From-|, ov, () with doubtful mind or of double
sense, doubtful, Polyb., etc.-, ov, () quite flayed, Anth.-, ov, () as large as can be grasped,

Xen. ; cf..-» ov, <?) running round, encompass-
ing, inclosing, Soph.-, ov, =, Anth.-, 4s,() having torn both cheeks, in

grief, II., ov,[) torn on both sides, II.-, ov, two-fold, double, . Od. (The
term,- recurs in-,-.)-, to put on another :—Med. to put on oneself,

Soph,, =.-, , () only in this fern, form, of

ships, rowed on both sides ; or, rather, swaying to and
fro, rolling.- or - : f., Att. : aor. 1:—Med., aor., Ep. 3 pi.:
—Pass., aor. 1 part, : pf. :—to put
round or on, like Lat. circumdare, II. : but mostly, c.

dupl. acc. pers. et rei, Od. :

—

Pass., clothed in, wearing, Ar.,etc. 2.

c. dat. rei,. to clothe one in or with a
thing-, Plat. II. Med. to put round one, put on
oneself, Horn.-, poet, also- : poet. impf. or aor. 2

and :
—to go about, be all round,

encompass, Horn. II. like, to be busy
about, look after, Id.:— to do honour or reverence
to, Pind. 2. to tend, Id. ; to guard, protect,

Soph., Eur. 3. . to court an alliance, Lat.

ambire, Id. 4. absol. in partic. with good heed,

heedfully, carefully, Horn. III. in Med. tofollow
and crowd round, II., , ,,) a garment : in pi.

clothes, Plat.-, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 act. of

:

—-, 3 pi. aor. 1 med.-, to sit on, settle upon, c. dat., 11.-, ov, () joined from both sides,

Aesch.-, Att. -, ov,{) with sea on
both sides, sea-girt, Pind., Xen.-, , () blooming on both sides, of

children who have both parents alive, II. 2. all-

-.
abounding, of the gods, Aesch., Ar. :—metaph. abound-
ing in, c. dat., Aesch.-, pf., to be in full bloom, Anth.-, to warm on both sides or thoroughly

,

Eur.-, , a double theatre, amphitheatre.-, ov, of a cup, either that will stand on both

ends, or, with handles on both sides, II.-, f.-, to run round about, c. acc, Od.-, ov, sharpened on both sides, two-edged,
Soph. :—so,-, , (-'/) Anth.-, ov,() clotted rounds, wound, Soph..-,,{ with double e?ztra?ice, Soph. II.

as Subst.,, , a hall, Theocr.-, f . : I. c. acc. to cover all round,
enwrap, enfold, of garments, II.; of a coffin, lb. ; .' to receive within the walls, Od.; of death, sleep,

lb. II. . to put a thing round any
one as a cover or shelter,. ,
lb. III. after Horn.,. to surround
one with a thing, Batr. :—Pass.,

he had his head covered, Eur.-, to cleave asunder, Ep. aor. 1-, Od.,-, Pass, to lie round, )-
locked in each other's arms, Soph. ; he

that one murder lies close upon
another, Id.-, f. -, to shear all round, Anth.- [], ov, with pillars all round, Soph,-, ov, () broken all round, Anth.-, ov, () washed on both sides by the

waves, Soph.-, f. ), to tend on all sides or carefully,

Anth.-, ov,() with hair all round, Anth. 2.

thick-leafed, II.-, Ion. -, ov, () two headed,

Eur. II. surrounding the head, Anth.-, Pass, to hang round, Pind.-, , \) hanging round or over,

Anth.-, ov, with cliffs all round, Eur.-, ov, Ion. for.-, f., to cover or hide on every side,

Eur.-, , , [) they that dwell round,
next neighbours, Hdt., Pind., , , the Amphictyons, a Council com-
posed of deputies chosen by the States of Greece, the

Amphictyonic League, which met at Delphi and Anthela,

Hdt., etc. (.The word was orig. the same as.)
or -eia, , theAmphictyonic League, Dem., , , Amphictyonic, of the Amphic-

tyons, Dem.,, , fern, of foreg. ;. (sc.\
a state in the Amphictyonic League, Aeschin. II.

a name of Demeter at Anthela, a meeting-place of the

Amphictyonic Council, Hdt.-, Pass, to encircle, surround, Aesch.-, aor. 1 -, to roll around, to be

pierced by a sword, Pind.-, ov, in Horn, , a



double cup, i. e. One that forms a cup both at top and
bottom, II., etc. ; cf ..-, ov, of double speech '.Greek and Thraciarr,

Ar.-, es,() taking- in on all sides, wide-
spreading, of large trees, Hdt. 2. generally, abundant,
excessive, enormous, Id., etc. ; 7005. a universal
wail, Aesch. :—Adv. -, copiously, Plut. 3. of

size, bulky, huge, Hdt.-, only in impf. to dig round, c. ace, Od.-, f. , to dispute about, Xen. ; .
. . , to dispute, question that a thing is, Id.-, ov, discussed on all hands, doubtful,

Aesch. : so Adv. -twj, Id. II. act. disputatious,

Eur. ; . zivai to quarrel for a thing, Aesch., Dep. to dispute, tlvos Plut. ; and, , dispute, debate, Hes., Plut. From-, ov, disputed, disputable, Xen.; -
Xoya disputed points, Thuc. ; yiyverai

a dispute on a point takes place with some
one, Xen. ; neut. pi.'/ as Adv., Eur. II.

act. disputatious, contentious, Soph., Eur.-, ov, encompassing the neck, Soph.- [],, , (.*) the morning-twilight

,

gray of morning, II.-, to wipe all round, assumed as pres. of

an Ep. aor. 1, Od.-, ov, round both arms, two-sleeved, Ar.-, Dor. for.-, ov, fought for, Anth.- [d], Dep., only in pres. and impf., to fight
round: 1. c. acc. to besiege, II. 2. c. gen. to

fight for, lb.-,-,-, black all round :, prob. referring to the or midriff

being wrapped in darkness, dark-seated.-, Pass, to be completely parted, Anth.-, ol, at,() brothers or sisters by dif-

ferent mothers, Eur.-, Dep. to bellow around : metaph.,-
(pf. 2) the floor echoed all round, Od.-, 4s,[ contested on all sides, eagerly

wooed, Aesch., Soph,-, ov, (
=, Soph,-', Med., of cattle, to feed around : then,

of men, to dwell round, c. acc. loci, II.-, f., to nod this way and that way, Anth.-', f ., to think both ways, be in dottbt, Soph,-', aor. 1, to smooth all round with an
axe or plane, Od. Hence, ov, contr. -|ovs, polishing all round, Anth.-, ov,() tossed about, reechoing, Anth.•-&, f. , to strike on both sides, Anth.-, ov, [) surrounded by a plain, Pind.-, Dep. to float around, of music, Od.-, Dep. to be busied about, take charge of,
c. acc, Horn. ; the dogs made a.

meal of him, II.--, Adv. twined round, Anth.--, Pass, to be put round as a crown,
Od.«-,-, to keep turning about all ways, II.

. 49--, to chirp or twitter round about, Anth.-- [], to decay all round, h. Horn,-, Dor. for-^, to squeeze all round, hug
closely, Theocr.-, f.-, aor. 2-, to fall

around, i. e. to embrace, c. acc, Od. ; c. dat.,-
embracing so as to kiss, Soph,- (), poet, for foreg., Eur.-, ov, intertwined, Soph. ; cf ..-, ov, beaten on both sides. II. act.

dashing on both sides, Soph.-, riyos, , , () striking with both

sides, double-edged, Soph,-, f. -,() to be busied about,

take care of, c. acc, Od., Hdt. ; absol.,

to give one over to another, to take care

of, Od.-',() : I. c. acc. to attend con-

stantly, to attend on, watch, guard, Pind. 2. to

tend, treat gently, Lat. fovere, Id. II. c dat. to

minister to, deals Soph. III. c. gen. rei, to be

ministers of, Pind.-, poet,-, , , encompassing a

city, of a city taken by blockade, Aesch. II. as

fern. Subst. a city between two seas or rivers, Thuc.-, ov, () busied about, busy, epith. of, Soph. :—as fern. Subst. a handmaid, Od. :

—

sometimes joined with another Subst.,.,.
ypavs the housekeeper, the old woman in waiting,

Horn. 2. as masc. an attendant, follower, Pind.:

—also a priest, Plut. II. in pass, sense, as Adj.

much-frequented, Pind.-, Dep. () to attend to a thing, c
acc, II.-, Dep. to fly round and round, II.-, ov,() double-faced, Plut.

J

-, poet, for.
j

-, , a folding round, embrace, Eur.

j

-, ov, () with two entrances, Eur.-, ov, () with fire at each end, of the

thunder-bolt, Eur. ; of Artemis as bearing a torch in

either hand, Soph. II. with fire all round, Id.-, , ov, () flowed around, sea-girt, of

islands, Od., Soph. ; so, ov, Hes., etc., I. as Adv. () : 1. ? or at both sides,

II. ; with both hands at once, lb. 2. generally,

around, round about, lb. II. apart, asunder,

ya?av ovpavhv to keep heaven and earth

asunder, Od. ; ayrjvat to snap in twain, II.

;

or to think separately, i. e. to

be divided, take opposite parts, lb.

B. as Prep., like, I. c gen. around,
all round his chariot, II. 2. apart

from, lb. ;
out of the road,

lb. II. c acc. about, around, always following

its case, lb.--, Pass, to toss about, as on the sea, Anth.-,, ,() a kind of serpent, that ca?i

go eitherforwards or backwards, Aesch., , Ion. for-], Hdt.-', Ion. -', f . \ : impf. and aor. 1

(with double augm.), :—

-



5o
Pass., f. of med. form- : aor.^
or- : () :—literally, to stand apart, and
so to disagree with an argument, c. dat., Hdt. :—c.

dat. pers. to dispute or argue with, Plat. 2.

absol. to dispute, wrangle, argue, Id., etc. :

—

ol-
the opponents, in a lawsuit, Dem. 3.

c. gen. rei, to dispute for or about a thing, Id.; also

Tivos Plat. :

—

to lay claim to the property of a
deceased person, Dem. 4. c. acc. rei,

to dispute a point, Plat. 5. c. acc. et inf. to argue
that, Id. II. Pass, to be the subject of dispute,

Id. ; or impers., or tivos Id.

;

it is disputed, Id. Hence,, , a point in dispute, Plat., etc., ,() disputed, disput-

able, Plat., etc.; . debatable ground, Xen.

;

4 iv no longer in doubt, Dem.,, ,(») a dispute, contro-

versy, debate,. yiyveTai (or) tivos Plat.

;

it admits of question, Arist., ,() debatable, 777 Thuc.-', Med. to fold round oneself, c. acc,
Theocr.-, Pass, to stand all round like a
crown, h. Horn.-, f.-, to place round ; only used in

Pass,, with intr. aor. 2 act., Ep.

3 pi. ; syncop. 3 pi. pf. (for--) :

—

to stand around, Horn.; c. dat., Soph.-, , () with double mouth, of a
tunnel, Hdt. ; handles on both sides

of the bowl, Soph.-,, Dep. to beleaguer, besiege, Ep. 3 pi.

impf. 11.-, 4s, () turning all ways, of a
dragon's heads, 11.-, , quite round, Luc.-, Ion. for.-, to stretch all round, h. Horn.-, 4s,() encompassing the walls, Aesch.-', Ion.-, to cut off on all sides, inter-

cept, II.- [rt], imper. : aor. 1,
the other moods being supplied by aor. 2 :

—

to put
round, Lat. circumdo, (in tmesi),

Horn. ; . Eur. ; also,

Id. :—Med. to put round oneself, Od. :—Pass.

to be put on, II. 2. to cover with a thing,

Eur.-, f. , to swing round, Anth.-, f. , to twitter or chirp around, Ar.-, , () cutting with both sides, two-
edged, Aesch., Eur.-, , well-rou7ided, Eur.-', to tremble round one, in tmesi, II..-4,.-,7^,5^,'.-,, , , (*) piercedfrom end to end,

[sc.], i. e. a cave with double entrance,
Eur. ; with a neut. noun, Soph.-, , (*) pierced through, Anth.-', f., to tremble for, c. gen., Od.-, to beam around, c. acc, h. Horn.

— "AN,-, , with double crest (v. ), II.-, 4s,() visible all round, known to

all, Eur.-', Pass, to tremble all round,-
(Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1) II.-, gen.4 Ep. rjos, : (4) :

—a large jar
with two handles, Lat. amphora, Horn. ; cf..-, f.-, Med. to consider on all sides,

consider well, II.-, aor. 2-4 (no pres.-
occurs), to gape round, gape for, c. acc, II. ; of a
child,. Aesch. ; of an army surrounding a
city, Soph.-', .-, topour around, topour or spread over,

Od. II. Pass, to be poured or shed around, II. ; c.

acc, Horn. 2. of persons, to embrace, c acc, Od.-, f. , to dance around, Eur., Anth.-, Med. to anoint oneself all over, Od.-, , gilded all over, Eur., ,() poured around ; thrown up
around, of an earthen wall, II.-, , lame in both feet, Anth.-,, (ooos) a road roundhouses, a street,. T.,, :3.. ; pi.:—shortened

for, an amphora,jar, urn, Hdt., etc. II.

a liquid measure, = = \ amphorae, or nearly

9 gallons, Id., , Dim. of, Dem.', Adv. in both ways, Hdt.-, , contr.-, , sailing both

ways :— (sc.), money lent on
bottomry, when the lender bore the risk both of the out-

ward and homeward voyage, Dem., , ,() each both of two,ha.t.uter-

que, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 2. neut. as Adv.,
'-

both good king and stout warrior, II. ; so in neut. pi.,

Aesch. 3.'
on both sides, utrinque, Hdt. ; eV, both ways,

in utramquepartem, Id. ; ^ both sides,

ex utraque parte, Id.;, Ep.- (sc.),
Od. ; eV 5 (sc.) Theocr.', Adv.from or on both sides, utrinque, II.,

Hdt., etc. 2. at both ends, Od.', Adv. on both sides, Xen.', Adv. in both ways, Plat.', Adv. to both sides, II.-,( ?) Adv., seems to mean off or from
the ground, Od., 3 sing. poet. aor. 1 opt. of.,, ,, dual, also ol, at, a, gen. and dat.

: () :—Lat. ambo, both, Horn., etc.-, ,() a javelin or spit with double

point, Eur.-, , () ='-, Theocr.-, , () two-eared, two-handled, Od.-, ,() unblamed, blameless, IL,

etc. :—Adv. -, Hdt.-, , without blame, blameless, Hdt., Aesch.

or , Adv. from obsol. =, only in

compd. -'/-, in some way or other, Ar., Plat.

"AN [], Ep. and Lyr. or, Dor. (), conditional



"AN—
Particle. In Att., it is not joined with pres. or pf.

indie., nor with imper. of any tense.

Three uses of &v must be distinguished in practice

:

A. in combination with Conjunctions and Relatives.

B. in Apodosis. C. in Iterative sentences.

A. in combinations with Conjunctions and Rela-

tives : I. such words are regularly foil, by the

subj., viz. ( = ei dv),,, ( = dv),] ;

fas dv quicunque, dv, etc. ;,,

:

the protasis generally has a fut. in apodosis, ei 54

&s, if perchance thou do thus, thou shalt

know, II. II. in Ep. sometimes with Opt., &s5 4 that he might give her to whomsoever
he might please, Od. : in such cases or dv does not

affect the Verb. III. in Ep., sometimes with

and Indie, 4 II. IV. in late

Greek, , etc., take Indie, 4av' . .
. combined in Apodosis with the Verb, denoting

that the assertion is dependent on some condition ;
*

he came, he would have come ; may he
come, dv he would come : I. with Indie. : 1.

with impf. and aor., the protasis implies non-fulfilment

of a condition, and the apod, expresses what would be

or would have been the case if the condition were or had
been fulfilled. The impf. with dv refers to continued

action in present or past time, the aor. generally to action

in past time; , ei

he would not have been master of islands if he

had not had a fleet, Thuc.; ei ,
if he had come to this opinion, he

would have accomplished nothing, Dem. :—the protasis

is often understood, yap for there

was nothing which you could have done (i.e. if you
had tried), Id. :—hence the Indie, with dv represents a
potential mood ; - dv this re-

proach might perhaps have come, Soph. 2. in Ep.,

with fut. indie., so as to modify the simple fut. ; 4
tls ' and some one will perchance speak thus,

II. II. with Subj., in Ep., much like fut. indie,

54 77, 54 , i.e. / will

take her myself, lb. III. with Opt. : 1. after

protasis in opt. with et or some relative word, ei, 45 if he should obey me, it

would be much better, lb. ; sometimes with ind. in pro-

tasis, vv ', ei he would
have perished, had she not perceived, lb. :—sometimes
the tense in protasis is pres. or fut., and the opt. with

dv in apodosi = fut., ,
dv if they shall build a fort, they might perhaps damage,
Thuc. 2. the protasis is often understood: 5'4 two men could not heave the

stone (i. e. if they should try), II. :—hence the opt. with
dv becomes a potential mood, dv I should
like, Lat. velim (but dv I should wish, if it

were of any avail, vellem). 3. the opt. with dv
comes to have the force of a mild command or entreaty,

you may go in, Soph.;
hear me now, Id. IV. with inf. and part. :—the

pres. inf. or part, represents impf. ind.,, he says they would
(now) be free, if they had done this, Dem. ;\\ when you would have been

'ANA'. 51
unable to assist, Thuc;— or represents pres. opt.,4 , he
says they would (hereafter) be free, if they should do
this, Xen. ;—the aor. inf. or part, represents aor. indie,

or opt.,
1

; do you
not think he would even have run thither ? Dem. ; '- I think they would
not even be masters of the land, Thuc. ;, i.e. things which are not and never could
happen, Id. :—so the pf . (or plqpf.) inf. or partic,' 4[ dv\ he
would say that all these would have been destroyed by
the barbarians, Dem.

C. with impf. and aor. indie, in the Iterative con-

struction, to express a condition fulfilled whenever an
opportunity offered ; dv then there

would be no fire at hand, i. e. there never was, Soph.

;

'4 Plat.

D. General Remarks : I. Position of dv, 1.

dv may be separated from its inf. by such verbs as,4, so that dv has the appearance of belonging to

the pres. indie, dv I

think that I should, Xen. :—in the peculiar case of' , dv belongs not to but to the Verb which
follows, ' = dv,

Eur. 2. dv never begins a sentence. II. Re-
petition of dv :—in apodosis dv may be repeated with the

same verb, &' dv, ei , dv Soph.

[], Att. Conj., = ea^,, often in Plat., etc. ; cf.., crasis for dv, quaecunque, Soph,, poet, for before , etc., v. A ; cf . ., apocop. for dva, v. F. 2.- or -, the negat. Prefix (of which priv. is a
shortened form) before vowels,-, dv- (but

see ·4, d-,-) : the complete form re-

mains in-,-\.
'ANA' [?/], Prep, governing gen., dat., and ace Radie
sense up, upon, opp. to.

A. WITH GEN., on board ship, Od.
B. WITH DAT., on, upon, dvd upon the

sceptre, II. ; upon the shoulder, Od.
C. WITH acc, the comm. usage, implying motion

tipwards : I. of Place, tip to, up along, dvd

Hdt. ; dvd up and down the house,

throughout it, II.; so, dvd,,' Horn.;

dvd to have continually in the mouth,

Id. II. of Time, throughout, dvd II. ; dvd

Hdt. ; dvd in course of time, Id.

;

dvd 4 Id. ; but, dvd , dis-

tributively, day by day, Id. III. distributively

also with Numerals, dvd

[they marched] at the rate of 5 parasangs a day, Xen.;

dvd companies at the rate of 50 in

each, N.T. ; dvd a denarius apiece,

lb. IV. dvd up to the full strength, with

all might, dvd , Xen. ; dvd

Xoyov in proportion, Plat.

D. without case as Adv. thereupon,^ Horn.,

etc. 2. all over, ' dvd all

over there were clusters, II.

E. IN COMPOS., 1. upwards, tip, as,. 2. with a sense of increase or complete-

E 2



a.
uess, as. 3. again, as,-. 4. back, backwards,.

F. aya by anastr. for, up ! arise ! '
Hom. 2. av apocop. for, he stood up, II.

ova [], voc. of, king, aVa Hom.
[&], Adv.{) going up, mounting

:

—in Ar., aloft, upstairs.-, f .- : (for aor. v. infr. b) : aor. 2 av-: pf.--:—Med., aor. --, Ep. 3 sing.-\, v. infr. :

—

to go up, mount, to go up to, c.

acc. loci, Hom. ; (pans a report

goes tip among men, Od. ; with a Prep., av. is

II. ; . Hdt. :—c. dat. to trample on, II. :

—

c. acc. cogn., . to go tip on an expedition,

Pind. II. Special usages : 1. to mount a ship,

go on board, embark, Hom. ; Is av. to embark
for Troy, Od., etc. 2. to mount on horseback, av.', ' Xen. ; absol., mounted,
Id. 3. of land-journeys, to go up from the coast into

Central Asia, Hdt., Xen. ; cf. . 2. 4. of

rivers, to rise, Hdt. ; av. is ras to overflow the

fields, Id. 5. in Att., av. rb, or

alone, to mount the tribune, Dem. ; . or els, rb to come before the people, before

the court, Plat. III. of things and events, to

come to an end, turn out, like,, Hdt.,
etc. 2. to come to, pass over to, Id.

B. aor. 1 is used as aor. to in

causal sense, to make to go tip, esp. to put on ship-

board, II., Pind. ; so med.- Od.-, f., to rouse to Bacchic frenzy, Eur.

;

cf. sq. II. intr. to break into Bacchicfrenzy , Id.-, = foreg., Eur.-, f .- : aor. 2· :

—

to throw or
toss up, Thuc, Xen. II. to put back, put off, Od.

;

. to put him off with excuses, Dem. :—Pass, to

be adjourned, Thuc. III. to run a risk, iyoo,~, Aesch.
. Med. to strike up, begin to play or sing (cf.-f) 11), Od., Ar. II. to put off, delay, II.,

Ar., etc. 2. to throw back or refer a thing to another,
Luc. III. to throw one's cloak back, throw it

over the shoulder, Ar., Plat.; with one's
cloak thrown up or back, Dem. ; cf.- . 2.-, f. , to dip repeatedly , Plut., poet,, ecus, -, () a going
up, mounting on horseback, Xen.:

—

=, all the horsemen, Soph. 2. an
expedition up from the coast into Central Asia, as that

of the younger Cyrus, Xen. II. a way up, ascent
of a tower or mountain, Hdt., Thuc.-, f. , to raise or lift up, carry, Luc.

[/3], , 6, poet,, () one
mounted, of Pentheus in the tree, Eur. : a horseman,
rider, Xen., , 6v,(^ skilled in mounting,

Xen., Ep., ,() to be mounted
or scaled, easy to be scaled, Hom.-', pf. with no pres.· in use, ava-

the water gushed or bubbled up, II.-, aor. 1- :—Med., f. Att.- :

—Causal of, to make go up, cause to mount,
Hdt., Xen. II. Special usages : 1.

. * to mount one on horseback, Id. ; eir
3

Hdt. 2. . to draw a ship up on land,.

Xen. 3. Med., rivas ras vais to

have them put on board ship, Thuc. ; absol.,-
Id. 4. at Athens, to bring up to the bar

as a witness, Plat., etc. : Med., of a culprit, to bring
up his wife and children to raise compassion, Id. 5.

Pass., to ascend to honour,

Plut. 6. av. robs, to moderate them, Id.

Hence, verb. Adj. one must cause to mount, Plat.-, =, f .- : aor. 2

or- : pf.-:— to come to life again, re-

turn to life, Ar., Plat. Hence-,, 7), a reviving, Plut.-, as Pass. =, Plat. II. as

Dep., Causal of, to bring back to life, Id.

;

aor. 1 Id.- [], f .- : aor. 2- :
—

to shoot up, grow up again, of Plants, Plat. ; of a

city, Hdt. ; of misfortunes, to spring up, be rank, Id.-, f .- or- : aor. 1- :

—

to look up, Ar., Plat., etc.; . to look him in

the face, Xen. 2. to look up at, c. acc, Eur.; also

c. dat., Id. 3. c. acc. cogn.,. to cast up a
glance of fire, Id. II. to recover one's sight, Hdt.,

Plat. ; . Ar. Hence, , , a looking up, Arist. II. re-

covery of sight, . T.,, -,() a putting off, delay, II.-, poet,- : aor. I, inf. ava-

:

—to spout up, c. acc, Anth. 2. intr. to

gush forth, Theocr., poet,-,,, a loud cry, Aesch. From-, f .-, Dor.- :( is aor. 1

subj.) : aor. 1, Ion., part, :—to shont aloud, utter a loud cry, Hdt., Eur. ; of a

war-cry, Xen. ; c inf. to call out that . . , Id. 2.

c. acc rei, to cry out something, Eur. ; also to wail

aloud over a misfortune, Aesch., Eur. 3. c. acc.

pers. to call on, Id.,, -, v.., , ,() a groom who helps one

to mount, Plut., poet,, -,() : I. of the

thing, 1. that which is thrown up, a mound,
Xen. 2. that which is thrown back over the shoulder,

a mantle, cloak, Plat. :—also the fashion of wearing it,

Luc; cf. . in. II. as an action, 1.

a prelude on the lyre, Pind.; a dithyrambic ode, Ar.;

v. . I. 2. a putting off, delay ing, Hdt.,

Thuc ; is without delay, Eur. ; v.-
. II. 3. intr. a burstingforth, Arist.-, Att.-, mostly in pres., to boil well,

seethe, c. acc, Ar. ; absol., , Id.<, ov,() boiled, Ar.*, v..€€,, v..-, f. , to neigh aloud, of horses, Ar.*£, v..



-, Dep. to roar aloud, Plat.-, f .
- € : aor. - : pf .- :

—to carry back tidings of, report, Aesch., Eur. ;

Thuc. :—Pass., c. part.,-
was reported dead, Plut.-€, ov,from which no messenger returns, Anth.-, f .-, to laugh loud, Xen.-€, f., to beget anew, regenerate, . T.-, Dor. for.-€, f. , to give one a taste, c. acc. pers., Ar.aya-, Ion. and later- : I. Ep. usage,

esp. in aor. 2-, to know well, know certainly

,

Horn., Hdt. 2. to know again, recognise : to acknow-
ledge, own, Lat. agnoscere, Horn., Hdt. II. Att.

usage, f . : aor. 2 : pf . :

—

Pass.,.- : aor. 1: pf.-, etc. :—of written characters, to know them again,
and so to read, Ar., etc. ; (sc. b-),, Dem. :

—

ol students,
Plut. III. Ion. usage, aor. 1, to persuade
or induce one to do a thing, c. acc. et inf., Hdt. : the

inf. is sometimes omitted, when he had per-

suaded him, Id. ;—the pres. is once so used,-
Id. : — so in aor. 1 pass., to be persuaded to do a thing, c. inf., Id., f . ~ : pf . : plqpf. ~eiv : (-) :

—

to force, compel, mostly c. acc. pers. et inf.,

. ,, etc., Hdt., etc. :—so Pass.,

Id. ;—without the inf.,-
to be forced to do a thing, Plat., etc. :—also,

Thuc. 2. c. acc. pers. only,

to constrain by argument, Plat. : Pass., I
was constrained, tortured, Soph. ; , -

under compulsion, Thuc. 3. c. acc. rei

only, to carry through by force, Eur. 4. c. acc. rei

et inf. to prove that a thing is necessarily so and so, Plat., , Ep. and Ion. for, Horn., etc.

,,() a place of constraint, a prison,

Xen. :—others read., , ov, and os, ov, () with or by

force : I. act. constraining, applying force, II. ;. the day of constraint, i. e. slavery, lb. ; so,

the lot of slavery, or a violent death,

Soph. ; ) by the compulsory nature
of our rule, Thuc. ; under compulsion,
Id. 2. of arguments, forcible, cogent, Id. II.

pass, constrained, forced, . soldiers per-

force, whether they will or no, Od. 2. necessary,

[], like , c. inf., it is necessary
to do a thing, Hdt., etc. ; but,

necessarily requiring to be made,
Plat. 3. necessary things, needs, as
food, sleep, Id., Xen. ; . the appointed
order of things, laws of nature, Id. 4. absolutely
necessary, indispensable, barely sufficient ; .
— 1, Thuc; > the least

height that was absolutely necessary, Id. ; -
the least that could be called a city,

Plat. 5. of persons, connected by necessary ties,

i. e. related by blood, Id., etc. :

—

ol, Lat.

necessarii, kinsfolk, Xen., etc. III. Adv. -,
necessarily , of necessity, perforce, it
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must be so, Hdt. ; . to bear as best one can,
opp. to, Thuc. 2. . only so far
as is necessary, Plat., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be com-
pelled, Plat. II. neut.- one must compel, Id., , , () forced, constrained,

Hdt. ; . pressed into the service, Thuc., Ion. and Ep., , () force, con-

straint, necessity, Horn., etc. ; perforce, of
necessity, or in act. sense, forcibly , by force, Id.; so,', e£, , ,, Att. :

—

, c. inf., it is matter of
necessity to do a thing, Horn., etc. ; c. dat. pers., .

Aesch. :—in Trag., ',
'' or , with which an inf.

must be supplied. 2. actualforce, violence, torture,

Hdt., etc. ; metaph., ., i. e. the stratagem

of Nessus, Soph. 3. bodily pain, anguish, dis-

tress, painfully, Id. ; '
Id. II. like Lat. necessitudo, the tie of

blood, relationship, kindred, Lys., etc.-, f. , to bend back : Pass., -
the spear-point was bent back, II. 2. to

undo, loose, Od.-, aor. 2 opt. of.-, ov, impure, unclean, unholy, defiled, Aesch.,

etc., aor. 2 inf. of.,, , recognition, Plat. ; in a tragedy,

recognition, Arist., &, = I, Arist.,, , recognition, Hdt. 2. reading,

s

Plat., , ,^) a passage read
aloud, a lecture, Luc., , ,() a reader, a slave

trained to read, Plut., , ,() suitable for read-

ing, opp. to, Arist.,, , a public proclamation, Decret. ap.

Dem. From-€, impf.- : f.- : aor. 1 --:—Pass., aor. 1- : pf.-

:

—
(but fut. and aor. are mostly supplied by-, -) :

—

to proclaim publicly, Aeschin. :—Pass, to be

proclaimed, Plat., verb. Adj. of, one must register,

. Luc.,',( ) inscribed, registered, Thuc.,, ,() a registrar, Lysias., ,() a registering, of treaties and

the like, Arist. II. a register, Plat.-, f. , to engrave and set up, of treaties,

laws, etc., to inscribe, register, . or 4, Thuc, Dem. 2. of persons, to register

his name, Isocr. :—Pass., to be

registered with his father's name, Hdt. ;^
to be registered as a benefactor, Id. H.

to describe mathematically, Plat, (in Med.). HI.

to entitle, Plut.-£, only in pres., to keep muttering, Ar.-, f., to strip naked, unveil, Plut.
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—

-, f .- : aor. 2 avr,yayov : I. to lead up from

a lower place to a higher, Theogn., etc. 2. to lead

up to the high sea, to carry by sea, Horn., etc. ; .
to put a ship to sea, Hdt.; absol. in the same sense, Id.;

—this is more common in Med. 3. to take up from

the coast into the interior, Od., Hdt. ; esp. from Asia

Minor into Central Asia, Xen. 4. to bring up from

the dead, Hes., Aesch. 5. . to conduct the

choir, Hes., Eur., etc. ; also, . to celebrate a

festival, Hdt. 6. to lift up, raise,,
Soph., etc. 7. . to lift up the paean,

Id. 8. in various senses, . to bring up
blood, Plut. ; . to bring a river up [over its

banks], Luc. ; av. (paXayya, like, Plut.; to

bring up a prisoner for examination, Xen., etc. II.

to bring back, Horn., etc. 2. to refer a matter to

another, Dem. 3. to rebuild, Plut. 4. to reckon

or calculate, Id. 5. intr. (sub.) to draw back,

withdraw, retreat, Xen.; hr\ . to retreat facing

the enemy. 6. to reduce in amount, contract, Dem.
B. Aled. and Pass, to put out to sea, set sail, II.,

etc.; Hdt. ; Aesch. 2. metaph.

to make ready, prepare oneself, wj Plat., , () a leading up, esp. taking a ship

into the high sea, aputting to sea, Thuc, etc. EE.

a bringing back : restitution by law, Plat.-, ov, [ ayatyr]) ill-trained, of horses, ill-broken,

unmanageable, Xen., etc.-, ov,() without conflict, Thuc. :

never having contended for a prize, Xen.-., v..-, poet,-, only in pres., to light up, Aesch.-., aor. 1 inf. of.-, aor. 1 inf. pass, of., , re-distribution or partition of land,

among colonists, Hdt., Plat., etc. ; and, ov, divided anew, re-distributed, av. yrjv

(cf.) Plat. II. . to

rescind, Luc. From-,' : aor.- :

—

to divide anew, re-

distribute, Thuc. :—Pass,, to be distributed,

Orac. ap. Hdt.-', aor. 2 of.-', pf. of., aTos,, a mouthpiece used by public criers,

Anth. From- and -, f. -, Ion.- :
— to lift

up and shew, to display by opening
the gates, i.e. throw wide the gates, Soph. ; (so in Pass.,

Ar. ; to

hold up a shield as signal, Hdt. ; to?s^ made signal for them to put to sea,

Id. II. to consecrate, Anth. Hence, ecus, , a proclamation of an election, an ap-
pointment, Lat. designatio, Plut. II. (from Pass.)
a manifestation, . T.-, Ion. for.-, ov, without brother or sister, Eur., poet,, aTos, , =, Anth.-', Ion. for-, aor. 1 inf. of.-', Dep. with aor. 2 act.-, to look
up, II.

.
-', poet, dv--, f .- : aor. 1- :

—

to strip

the skin off : metaph. to lay bare, Luc. :—so in Med.,
Ar., , -, () a binding on,

Plut. 2. a binding up, Luc.-, , a band for the hair, a head-band, II.,

Eur. :—so,-, , {), Anth., ov, bi?iding tip the hair, Eur.-, f. , to moisten : metaph. to i??ibue, Plut.-'., f.- : aor. 1, Ep. aor. 2
: pf . vaya : Dep. :

—

to take up, catch,

receive, II. II. to take upo7i oneself, submit to,

Od. ; . ' Dem. 2. to undertake,
promise to do, c. fut. inf., Hdt., Xen. :—so, av. tovs

to undertake to satisfy them, Plut. :

—

to be

surety to one, Thuc.-', Att. part, : f.- : aor. 1

:

—Med. and Pass., Att. contr., :

pf. pass,- :

—

to bind or tie tip, Pind. : Med.,
tcis to bind their heads, Hdt. ;

to bind one's hair into

a knot, Thuc. 2. c. acc. pers. to crown, Pind.,

Thuc. ; ayya to crown him for good
tidings, Ar. :—metaph. in Pass.,- are
well furnished with food, Plat. II.

es to attach one's family to a founder,

trace it back, Hdt. III. Med., of a ship, ,-
to take in tow, Thuc. IV. metaph.

in Pass., tivos or efr to be dependent
upon, Plut. Hence, poet,, , —, Pind., Eur.-, f.-, to teach otherwise or better,

Lat. dedocere, Hdt. :—Pass, to be better instructed,

change one^s mind, Id. II. to shew clearly,

Thuc. : to expound, interpret, Xoyia . to ex-

pound them to one, Ar.-, poet,-, f. -, etc., to hold up
and give, Pind., Xen. II. to give forth, send up,

yield, Hdt., etc. : of a river, to yield,

Id. 2. intr., of springs and fire, to

burst forth, Id. III. to deal round, spread,

Plut. IV. intr. to retrograde, Arist.-, ov, () tried over agai?i, Andoc, Plat.-, Pass, to be made double, Xen.,,, ,^ a distribution : digestion,

Polyb. : metaph. of knowledge, Plut., ov,) to be given up, Thuc., ,() a taking up, undertaking,
Soph.-,, aor. 2 inf. of.-- [], to come to the top of water, Batr.-, Ep. 3 sing, [] : f.- [] :

aor., Ep. 3 sing,- or- : Dep. with

aor. 2 act., 3 sing. subj. or opt.

[], inf. : pf. :
—to cojne up, rise

from the sea, c. gen., Horn. ; so c. acc,

II. II. to draw back, retire, Horn. :

to shrink back, hesitate, Ar. :—of springs, to fail,

Plut. 2. c. acc. to draw back from, shun,
Ih Hence, ecus, , a drawing back, retreat, Plat. : a

holding back from service, Plut.



-, , () without bridal gifts, II.-, only in pres. and impf. to lift up, of a wrestler,

II. j to carry off, lb.-^ ov, (.) tinlooked for, Hes.-, lengthd. for-, Anth.-, inf.-, to return to life, be alive again,N.T., Ep. for.-· and -, f.-, to yoke again,-
to move off the army, Hdt. ; .

to break up the camp, Id. ; . ras

to move them back, Id. 2. absol. to break up, shift

one's quarters, Thuc, Xen. Hence,, , a marchvng off, return home, Plut.-', f. -, to boil tip or bubble up, Soph. 2.. to swarm with worms, a kind of disease,

Plut. ; also, Id.-£, f ., to examine into, investigate,

yys Plat. : Pass., Hdt., etc.-, f. -, to recall to life, Anth.- or -, f.-, to gird up :—Med., .
Tas to gird up one's loins, . T.-£', f., to rekindle, Eur. :—Pass, to gain
fresh life and courage, Plat., Xen. ; so, intr. in Act.,

Plut.^-, aor. -, to shoot up again : so in f.

med., Anth.-, Att. -', f., to regain courage,

Ar., Thuc. ; at a thing-

, Thuc. ; irpos tl Plut.- [], Att.-, f. , to fill with

fresh courage, Xen. 2. intr. =foreg\, Plut., poet,,, , (^ =,
Theocr., Anth. 2. esp. anything devoted to evil, an
accursed thing, . . II. a curse, lb. Hence, f. , to devote, . to

bind themselvesby a curse, . . II. intr. swear, lb.-, f ., to warm up, heat again, Anth.', verb. Adj. of, one must attribute,

Plat.-', f., () to sprout afresh, II., aros, ,() a votive offering set up
in a temple, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. a delight, orna-
ment, Od.- [], f. , to press hard, Anth.-, ov, without contest, not warlike, Luc.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-', f., to cry out loudly, shout in ap-

plause, Plat., Xen. II. c. acc. to applaud, Plat,, aros, ,() a nursling, Theocr.-', f., to look up at, observe closely, Eur.,

Plat. :—Pass., their

deeds compared with their words, Thuc.-, poet, and Ion.- : aor. 2— :—to spring up, bound up, rebound, II., Hdt., etc. ;\ ' springs upon it, Hdt.-, f . [], to make to rise in vapour

:

—
Pass, to rise in vapour, Arist., Luc., Ep. and Ion.-, Att. also- : () :

—
shamelessness, impudence, effrontery, Horn., Plat., etc., Dep. to behave impudently, Ar. From-, , {) shameless, Horn., Soph. 2. c.

gen., insatiate of strife, II. II.

of things, the reckless stone, of Sisyphus,

-. ^5
Od. ;

ep-y' Soph.:

—

, contr.-, =, Eur. j

Hdt.
f

HI. Adv. -$, Soph., etc.-, f. , to stir up, rouse, Soph., Eur.-, only in pres. and impf., to light up, set on fire,

Eur. : to inflame to love, Mosch. II. intr. to

blaze up, Aesch.-, ov, () unstained with blood,

Aesch., Eur.-, , =$, drained of blood, Aesch.-, ov, () without blood, bloodless, Plat., etc.-, ov, =, of the gods, II.-, {) Adv., without shedding blood, II.- : impf., Ep. : aor., 3 sing. subj., inf. : Dep.

:

—(- privat., alvos) : 1. c. acc. to reject with
contempt, turn one's back on, spurn, Horn. : also

simply to refuse, decline, Od., Xen. 2. to renounce,

disown, Aesch., Eur. II. c. inf. to refuse, decline

to do, II. j and with pleon. negat.,

he said no, he had received nothing, lb. III.

absol. to refuse, deny, Horn.-', aor. part, of., ecos, , a taking up of dead bodies for

burial, Eur., Thuc. :—so, in a sea-fight, .
Thuc. II. destruction, Xen., Dem. : abrogation

of laws, Plut. From-', f . : pf .- : aor. 2- :
—to take

up, raise, Lat. tollere. 2. to take up and carry off,

bear away, II., Hdt. 3. to take up bodies for burial,

Ar., Xen. ; this is more common in Med. II. to

make away with, to destroy, kill, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2.

of things, to abolish, annul, Xen., etc. 3. to de-

stroy an argument, confute, Plat. III. to appoint,

order, of an oracle, c. inf., Thuc.

;

also c. acc. et inf., Hdt. 2.

absol. to answer, give a response, Id., Att.

B. Med. to take up for oneself, take up ; and then

to gain, win, get, achieve, Horn., etc.; tivos .
to exact penalty from one, Hdt. 2. to take up and
carry off, snatch away, Od. 3. to take up dead

bodies for burial, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 4. to take up
in one's arms, II. : hence, to take up new-born children,

own them, Lat. tollere, suscipere, Plut. 5. to con-

ceive in the womb, like, Hdt. II. to

take upon oneself, tcndertake, Id. ;

war against one, Id. ; . to under-

take, contract for the execution of a. work, Plat. 2.

to accept as one's own, Hdt. ; .
to entertain a love for life, Id. III. to take back

to oneself, cancel, Dem.-, f . -, to lift up : in Med., Eur. ; in Pass.,

carried up, Anth., , want offeeling or perception ; insensi-

bility to pleasure or pain, Arist. ; and', f. -, to want perception, Dem. From-, ov, insensate, unfeeling, Xen., etc.
:

-

Adv., to be indifferent, Isocr. 2.

senseless, wanting tact, stupid, Thuc, Dem. :

insensibility , Thuc H- pass. unfeltt

Id.
, s-, impf.: 3 pi. aor. subj.-



:—Pass., aor. , pf.

:

( ?) :— Ion. Verb = Att., to use up, use,

consume, Hdt. :—Pass., to be used

for a purpose, or spent upon a thing-, Id. ;; where (i.e. how) have these been dis-

posed of ? Id. Hence, aros, , consumption, expenditure, Hdt.- [-~], contr.- : f .-,- : aor.

-, -?| :

—

to start up, rise quickly, II. ; of thought,

lb.; of a spring, to gash forth, lb. 2. c. acc. to

leap up into, lb.', f. , to he shameless, behave impu-
dently9 Thuc. ; Xen. ; and, , shamelessness, Ar., Plat. From-, ov,() shameless, impudent, Eur.,

Ar., etc. :

—

-, =, Eur. :—Adv.
-, Plat. II. of things, abominable, Eur.

av-airios, ov and a, ov, of persons, not being the cause

of a thing, guiltless, Horn., etc. 2. c. gen. rei,

guiltless of a thing, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :

—

, c. inf. it is blamable to do, Xen.-, f. , to burst out laughing, Plat.-, f . -, to clear completely

:

—Pass., of the

air, to become quite clear, Plut. II. Med. to clear

or sweep away, Plat.-, Pass, to sit upright, Luc.-, f . Att. , to set up : Med. to sit tip,

Plat. II. intr. to sit up, Xen.-, f. , —, Plut.-, f. \, =, Anth.-, f., to renew, restore :—Pass, to be re-

newed, . T. Hence,, , renewal, . T.-, Att.- : aor. :

—

to light up,

Od., Hdt., etc. :—Med. to light oneself'a fire, Hdt. 2.

Pass., metaph. to fire up, with anger, Id.-', poet,-, f.- : pf . :

—

to

call up the dead, Aesch. ; so in Med., Eur. II.

to call again and again : 1. to invoke, appeal to,

Hdt., etc.;—so in Med., Soph., Eur. 2. to

summon, cite, Hdt. :—Med. to call to oneself, send
for, summon, Id., Thuc. 3. to call by a name,. Eur. ; Thuc. :—Pass., 'Apye?os-

Soph. 4. to call on, so as to encourage,
Thuc. ; Med., to cheer on the

hounds, Xen. III. to call back, recall, mostly in

Med., Aesch.; esp.fro7n exile, Plat.; )
to sound a retreat, Xen., , presents made by the bridegroom,

when the bride first took off her veil, Lys. From-, f. >, to uncover, . to use open
speech, Eur. :—Med. to ttnveil oneself, unveil, Xen. :

—Pass., of a veil, to be uplifted, . T.-, f. , to bend back : mostly intr. to bend
one's steps back, return, Hdt.-, ov,{) without spine, of certain fish,

Hdt.-, f . , to gulp down, Hdt., Ion. for, 3 pi. of sq.-, poet,-,.-», serving as Pass,
to, to be laid up as a votive offering, to be
devoted or dedicated, Hdt., etc. 2. to be set up as

—).
a statue, Dem., Theocr. 3. to be ascribed or offered?

Plut. II. to be referred to a person, depend
on his will, Hdt.; tois is

Tas vads since they had their whole fortunes dependant
on their ships, Thuc; eVi ' Ar.;\ Eur., , ("AvaKes) the temple of the Dioscuri r

Andoc, etc. ; cf ..-, , a loud shout or din, Eur.- and -, f.- [] : to mix up or

again, Od. ; olvov Ar. :—Pass., aor. -e/cepct-- Plat. ;- [] Plut."&,, , old form of, the Dioscuri, Castor
and Pollux, Plut.- , f., to sum up the argument

:

—
Pass, to be summed up, . T.-, only in pres. and impf., to spout up, gush
forth, .-, Att.-, f. , to proclaim by voice of
herald, publish abroad, Soph., Xen. 2. c. acc. pers^

to proclaim as conqueror, Ar. :—Pass., aor. inf. ava-

Hdt. II. to put up to auction, Id.-, f., to run into danger again, to run
a fresh risk, Hdt.-', f. ], to sway or swing to and fror

Hdt. II. to stir up, awaken, Soph. ; -
Plut. Hence

[t],, , a swinging to and fro : metaph. t

excite?nent, emotion, Soph,-, Dep. to mix well : metaph., <pt\ias ava~

to join in closest friendship, Eur.-, f. -- : aor. 2 :— to cry

aloud, scream out, Eur. ; of a dog, to bark, bay r

Xen.-, Att.-, f.-, to weep aloud,

burst into tears, Hdt. 2. c. acc. to weep for, Id. -

r

so in Med., Soph.-, f.- [], to bend back, Eur. 2.

to break short off, Thuc., ,() a calling on, invocation r

Thuc. II. a recalling : retreat, Plut., 77, 6v, () fit for exhorting,

Plut. II. fit for recalling, --
to sound a retreat, Anth.- [t], poet,-, f.-, to lean one

thing upon another,[]\ yair)/ having
laid it on the ground, II. :—Pass, to lean back, to lie

on one's back, recline, Lat. resupinari, Od. II. to

push back a trap-door, to open it, Horn., Hdt. Hence, ov, leaning back : . a seat with a

back, Plut.-, f. , of the Fates, to undo the thread of

one's life, to change one's destiny, Luc.-, f. ,{) to open and counter-

feit a seal, Ar.-, f., to communicate a thing to another,

Plat. 2. c. dat. pers. to communicate with,,

take counsel with,. « Xen. II.

Med., with pf. pass,, properly, to com-
municate what is one's own to another," mingles its water with the Ister,

Hdt. 2. much like Act., either



to impart a thing1 to one ; or . to consult one,

Xen. : absol. to hold communication, Ar.-, f. <, to rule or command in a place,

Anth., , a carrying away again, recovery,

Decret. ap. Dem. From-, poet, --, £. Att.-, to carry up,

Xen. :—Pass, to be carried up stream, or up the

country, Hdt. II. to bring back, recover, Xen. :

—Med. (with pf . pass.) to take back with one, Hdt. :

—

Pass, to be brought back, and of persons, to return,

Id., Thuc. 2. Med. also, to bring to pass, Pind.:

—

to bring back upon oneself, Eur.-, f. , intr. to dart or shoot up, II., Hdt., -, a beating back : the recoil of the waves,
and the water left after flood-tide, Plut. From-, f. , to drive back, Od. 2. to beat

back an assailant, Thuc. II. to stop .—Pass, to

be stopped, stop short, from a thing-, Luc.-, f . Att. -, to lift up, Eur. ; of a ship, av.

Soph. :—Pass, to be lifted up or lightened, aor., Eur. : to rise in spirits, Xen. Hence~, ecus, , relief from a thing, c. gen., Soph.-, aor. 2, to cry out, lift up the

voice, Od., Att., ecus, ,{) a mixing with others,

Plut.-, Med. to tune up, Anth.-, poet, -- : f.-, Att. --
:—Pass,-

:

—to hang up on a thing, c. dat.,

Od. ; is . . or Trpbs . . , Hdt. :—Pass, to be hung up,
Id. II. to make dependent, Plat.- [], f.-, to examine closely, to question,
interrogate, Thuc, Plat. 2. to inquire into a
fact, Antipho :—Med., Pind. II. used at Athens in

technical sense : 1. to examine magistrates as to then-

qualification, Dem. 2. of the magistrates, to examine
persons concerned in a suit, so as to prepare the matter
for trial, Id. III. Med., irpbs

to dispute one with another, Hdt. Hence, poet, -, e«s, , examination ofparties
concerned in a suit, a preparation of the matter for

trial^Xen. ; ' els-, i.e. not even to

begin proceedings, Aesch.-, f. -\, to lift up and strike together,

Ar. ; ras Aeschin. : absol. to applaud
vehemently, Ar., ews, , a pushing back : of a ship, backing
water, Thuc. ; and, verb. Adj. of, one must check,
Xen. From-, poet, --, f ., to push back, stop short,
check,' Xen. II. Med.,, to put one's ship astern, by backing water, Ar.

;

so alone, Thuc. j also, .,
Hdt. :—metaph. to put back, Plat. 2. in Music, to
strike up, Theocr.-, f. -^ : pf .- : Dep. :—to
regain for oneself, get back again, recover, Hdt.,
Aesch. II. c. acc. pers. to win a person over,
gain his favour or friendship, Hdt., Xen., ,(,) management of horses, h. Horn.

—^., , ov, (,) belonging to a lord or

king, royal, Od.,, a palace ; of gods, a temple, Hdt., Eur.
From, opos, , —, Aesch., Eur.-, f., to stir up and mix, mix Hp, Ar.-', f . -, to turn round again, Eur. : metaph.
to revolve in one's mind, Luc., Pass, to revolve, Anth.-, f. ,() to fall rattling

over, of chariots, II.-, f .- or - : aor. 1 : pf

.

:
—to lift up the head, Hdt. ;

with the head high, of a horse, Xen. II. to

come up out of the water, pop up, Ar., Plat. : metaph.
to emerge, Plat,- [], f., to wail aloud, Aesch.;
<pd6yyov utters a loud wail, Soph,&, Adv.( a manager), carefully,

to look well to a thing, give good heed to it,

Hdt., Thuc.,, v..-, Dep. only in pres. to take again, Mosch.-, f. , to raise a war-cry, cry aloud, Eur.,
Xen.-, f.-, to take up, take into one's
hands, Hdt. : to take on board ship, Id., Thuc. : gene-
rally, to take with one, Thuc. 2. to take up, for the
purpose of examining or considering, Plat. 3. to take
upon oneself, assume, -)] Thuc, etc. 4.
Med. to take upon oneself, itndertake, engage in,-, Hdt. 5. to learn by rote, Plut. II.

to get back, regain, recover, ttjv} Hdt., Xen. 2.

to retrieve, make good, )\ Hdt. ;

Soph. 3. to restore, repair, Hdt. ; . to

regain strength, revive, Thuc. 4. to take up
again, resume, Xoyov Hdt., Plat. : to recollect,

Plut. III. to pull short up, to check a horse,
Xen. : . tcis to call them back, Id. IV.
to gain quite over, win over, Ar.-, f.-, tofame up, takefire, Xen. II.

metaph. to break out anew, as war, Plut. 2. to come
to oneself again, revive, Id.-, —, painless, Plut.,, want offeeling, insensibility , Dem. From-, ov, () without pain, and so : I.

of persons, insensible to pain, Arist. 2. unfeeling,
hard-hearted, ruthless, Soph. ; avayos to

feel less grieved, Thuc. : c. gen., . to

be insensible to, Plut.: — Adv. -, unfeelingly,
Soph. II. of things, not painful, Id. 2.

cruel, Eur.-, ,{) not thriving, feeble, Ar.-, Ep. impf. : f . : Ep. aor. 1

inf.

:

—to pick up, gather up, II. :—Med.
to pick up for oneself, Hdt. ; . to collect one's

breath, Anth. II. to reckon up, Plut. :

—Pass., va.yvov being recounted, Xen.-, f. , to lick up, Hdt., ,() a taking up of a child, to

acknowledge it, Luc. 2. pass, a being taken up, the

Ascension, . . II. a taking back, a means
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of regaining, Plut. 2. a making good, making
amends for a fault, Thuc. : a refreshing, Luc.-, is,() powerless to heal, Bion.-, ov, Dor. for av-r}Xios.- [], ov, Dor. for av-T)Xiiros.

and : impf. and :

f. : aor. 1, and [] : pf.

and [] :—Pass., f. :

aor. 1 and : pi. and-. (The quantity of 2nd syll. and the act. form
make it doubtful whether this Verb is a compd. of,,.) To use up, to spend, lavish or squander
money, Thuc. ; eis upon a thing, Plat., etc. ;

Dem. ; tlvos Id. :—Pass., the monies
expended, Id. 2. metaph., Xoyov hast

wasted words, Soph. ; . Thuc. II.

of persons, to kill, destroy, rag. :—Med. to kill one-

self, Thuc., , want of strength, feebleness, Ep. dat. pi.

II. ; sing. [with i] Theogn. From-, idos, , : acc. -iSa or— : (/07) :

—

without
strength, impotent,feeble, of unwarlike persons, Horn.,

Aesch., etc.-, f.-, aor. 1-, Dep. to leap

or spring up, Ar., Xen.-, ov, () not salted, Xen., -, [avaXoyos) proportion, Plat., etc.-,, f. Att.-, Dep. to reckon up,
sum up, Plat., Xen. 2. to calculate, consider,

Thuc. 3. foil, by a Conj.,. &s, , to recol-

lect that, Id., Xen. Hence, 6, reconsideration, Thuc. :

—

a course or

line of reasoning, Xen. 2. '/
according to proportionate calculation, ap. Dem.-, ov, proportionate, Plat. : neut. as Adv. in
proportion, analogously , Arist., old form of.-, ov, {,) not to be filled, insatiate, Od.,, ,() a loosing, releasing,

from evils, Soph. II. (from Pass.) retirement,
departure, death, . T., rjpos, 6, a deliverer, Aesch. From-, Ep.- : Ep. 3 sing. impf. : Ep.
part. fern.: f.- :

—

to unloose, undo, of

Penelope's web, Od. 2. to unloose, set free, release,

lb. II. after Horn.,.,,
i. e. to restore to a dead man the use of his eyes and
voice, Pind. 2. to analyse, Arist. 3. to put an
end to a thing, Xen. :

—

to abolish, cancel, Dem. :—Med.
to cancel faults, Xen., Dem. III. intr. to loose a
ship from its moorings, weigh anchor, depart, Polyb. :

—metaph., of death, N.T. 2. to return, lb.,, , (') expenditure, cost, in pi.

expenses, Thuc, etc., , (') outlay, expenditure, Theogn.,
Thuc., ov, ,() a spender, waster, Plat., , o'v, (') expensive, Plat.- [], ov,() not to be taken, in-

vincible, impregnable, Hdt. : also, not taken, still

holding out, Thuc. 2. of persons, . -
incorruptible, Xen.

'.-, only in pres. to rage through, c. acc, U.-, f.-, to inquire closely, Hdt.-) ov,() impassableforwagons, Hdt.-, ov, {) without missing, un-
failing, unerring, Xen. 2. in moral sense, with-
out fault, blameless, Plat., etc. ; . or

having done no wrong to a person, Hdt. ; = tivSs

guiltless of a thing, Id. ; innocence,
Xen. :—Adv. -*, without fail, unerringly , Id.-&, v.-,-~, Dep. to chew over again, ruminate, Ar.-, Att. -, f. , to wipe off, ipyov
-rj a deed which thou wilt wipe off on
thine own head (as if it were a stain), Od. ; so,}- Hdt. :—Med.,

to have [some of] the blood
wiped on one''s face, Plut.- [], f.-, Att.-, Dep.
to renew the fight, retrieve a defeat, Hdt., Thuc ; .

Xoyov to fight the argument over again, Plat.-&, ov, of a horse, that one cannot mount, Xen.-, f. , to begin to sing, Theocr.-, Ion. for , 3 pi. pf. of.-, poet, -', f.-, to wait for, await,

c. acc, Od., Hdt., etc. :—c acc. et inf., . 7
to await one's doing, Hdt. ; . yiv^dai a thing

happening, Id. :—absol. to wait, stay, Soph., etc. 2.

to await, endure, Xen. 3. to put off, delay, Id.-5, ov, in the midland or interior, Lat. medi-
terraneus, Hdt.-, ov, filled full, tivos of a. thing, Dem.-, f ., to fill up, fill full, Ar., in Pass.-', f. ], to re-measure the road one came
by, retrace one's steps to a place,

Od. 2. to recapitulate, Eur., in Med. II.

to measure over again, to measure carefully, take the

measure of, Hdt. ; . Ar. :—Med.,-
Tas took the measure of thy mind,

Eur. 2. efo to measure
out (i. e. pay) to him the tribute of a tear, Id.', ecos, -,{) a measurement, tivos

of one thing by another, Plut.- or-, Dep. to chew the cud, Luc., poet,, Adv., =, promiscuously,

Soph., Anth. ; and, =, Soph. From- and -, poet,-, f.- : Ep.

aor. 1 part, : cf. :

—

to mix up, mix
together, Od., Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to be mixed with

others, Hdt., Att. : to have intercourse, Plut.-, f .-, poet,, to remind one

of a thing, c. dupl. acc, Od. ; c.

gen. rei, . tivos Eur. :—c. acc pers. et inf. to

remind one to do, Pind. 2. c. acc rei, to recall to

memory, make mention of, Dem. II. in Pass.

to remember, tivos Hdt., etc. ; more rarely Ar.,

Plat. ; Plat.-, poet, for-, II., ('^) Adv. promiscuously, Hdt., Thuc,, , ('^) intercourse, Plut.-, poet, and Ion. for, only in pres.
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and impf., to mix one thing- with another, Od.

:

—Pass, to have intercourse, Hdt.-', f., to serve again for pay, Plut., aor. pass. part, of., $, (]) a calling to mind,
recollection, Plat., etc., ,() that which one can re-

collect, Plat.-, inf. of-', aor. 2 of, to

go through, c. ace, Eur.-, to roar loudly, boil up, -
(Ion. impf.) of Charybdis, Od.-, f . , to raise by a lever, to force open,

Eur.- or-, ov, unerring, un-
failing, Soph. 2. of a man, without error or crime,
Aesch., Soph.-, Dep. only in pres. to moan loudly,

Aesch.-, ov, unambiguozis : Adv. -, Luc.-, ov, = sq., Luc.-, ov, undisputed, undoubted, Xen. Adv.-, indisputably, Id.-,;/, undisputed, indisputable, Thuc.;. a place about which there is no dispute, i. e.

well-known, Xen., , want of manhood, Eur., Plat., etc. 2.

unmanliness, cowardice, Aesch., etc. From,-, ov, () : I. — , husband-
less, rag. 2. = &vev, without men, lb. II.

wanting in manhood, unmanly, Hdt., Plat. ; avav-
=, Thuc.-, ov,() widowed, eiivai Soph,-, in pres. to renew one's youth, Ar.-', poet, -', f. -, to divide anew :

Med. to count up, Hdt. (in Ion. fut.-). 2.

to rehearse, read, Theocr.-', Dep. only in pres. to mount up,
(Ep. for,) Od.-, aor. 1,, to renew, Thuc, etc.-, f .— or— : aor. 1 avevevaa

:

—
to throw the head back, in token of denial (which we
express by shaking the head), Horn., Hdt., etc. 2.

c. acc. rei, to deny, refuse, II.,, ,() a renewal, Thuc.-, only in pres. to return to sobriety of mind,
. T. 2. trans, to make sober again, Luc.-, 4s,() without bloom, past its bloom, Plat,, Adv. of, up-hill, II.--Tos, ov,() without a rival,
without a struggle, Thuc. : uncontested, tmalloyed,
Id. :—Adv. -. II. irresistible, Plut.-, €s, (,) up-hill, steep, Hdt., Plat.,
^Xen. ^ to the highest point, Plat.-§, ov, incontestable, Luc.• [],, : voc. : () :—a lord,
master, being applied to the gods, esp. to Apollo and
Zeus, Horn. ; to the latter in voc, Zew' II. II.
among the Homeric heroes Agamemnon is';
but' is a title given to all men of rank and note, as to
Teiresias, Od. ; lord king, lb. III.
the master of the house, esp. as denoting the relation
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of master to slave, lb. IV. metaph.,,

lords of the oar, of ships, Aesch. ; .
Eur.-, f. -, to tear open, a wound, Babr.-, f. : aor. 1, Ep. 3 sing, subj-

ayfypavri :

—

to dry up things, of the wind, II. ; to dry
up a stream, Hdt., ,() a command, behest, Pind.-, ov and a, ov : I. of persons, unworthy, not
dee?ned or held worthy of, c. gen., Hdt. ;

too good for thee, Soph. ; c. inf., un~
deserving to suffer, Id. :

—

.,. 2.

absol. tmworthy, worthless, Id., Soph. :—Adv. -,
Soph. 3. undeserving of evil, Id., Eur. II.

of things, undeserved, Eur., etc.-, tyyos, , , ruled by the lyre, Pind.,,, the trousers worn by eastern nations,

Hdt., Xen. ; by the Scythians, Hdt. (A Persian word.)- [], f.-, to scrape up or off:—Pass., ava-

(aor. 1 part.) having the surface scraped off,

Plut.-, f. , Ep. for, II.-, f. , to educate afresh, Ar., ov, struck back, rebounding : as Subst. an
anapaest (i. e. a dactyl reversed), an anapaestic verse,

Ar. ;, , anapaestics, satire, Plut. From-, f. , to strike back.-, Adv. back again, Plat., etc II. over
again, Id. III. contrariwise, reversely, Id.-, poet,- : Ep. aor. 2 part,-

:

—

to swing to and fro, - having
poised and drawn back the spear before throwing it,

II. : to set in motion, urge on, Eur. ;

Ar. :—Pass, to spring up,, (3 sing. Ep. aor. 2) as
when a fish springs up, so he smitten sprang up, II.-, f .- [], to sprinkle upon, Pind., , , () repose, rest, Soph. ;

to be divided into reliefs, of work-
men, Thuc. 2. c. gen. rei, restfrom a thing, Soph.,
Thuc, etc. II. a resting-place, an inn, Lat.

deversorium, Eur., Ar., poet, -,, , () a repose,

rest, Hes. ; from cares, Theogn. 2. a
resting-place, Anth., poet, -, ecus, ,() repose, rest,

Pind., Xen. : relaxation, recreation, Xen. 2. rest

from a thing, c gen., Thuc.
or-, Ion. -, ov, (-) of or for resting, Hdt. II. as Subst.-, , a time of rest, Xen. 2. a place

of rest, Luc.-, poet, and Ion.-, f., to make to cease,

to stop or hinder from a thing, c. gen., II. ; .
to give him rest or relief from a thing, Soph.,

Dem. 2. c. acc. only, to stop, put an end to,

Soph. :— more commonly, to rest, halt, ,
Xen. 3. rarely intr. in sense of Med. to

take rest, Thuc. ;£ Xen. II.

Med. and Pass, to desist from a thing, -
Thuc. 2. absol. to take one's rest, sleep,

Lat. pernoctare, Hdt., Eur., etc ; of the dead, Theocr.

:
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—of soldiers, to halt, rest, Xen. 3. to regain

strength, Id.-, f.-, to bring over, convince, Xen.:

—

Pass., Thuc. 2. to persuade, move to do a thing-

,

c acc. pers. et inf., Hdt., Att. ; . to persuade

one of a thing, Ar. 3. to seduce, mislead,

Hdt., etc.-, Dep. to try or attempt again : as a

military and naval term, to renew or continue their

exercises, Hdt., Thuc.-, poet,-, to pierce through, fix on a spit,

H., Ar. II. to impale, Hdt. :

Pass., (aor. 2 part.) Id., a, ov,() persuasive, Ar.-, Dep. to count again, count over, Plat.-, poet, -, f . , A? s^Wfi Zi/> from below,

Aesch. : to send forth, Pind. :—Med. to send upfrom
oneself, Xen. 2. to send up, from the coast inland,

esp. into Central Asia, Thuc, Xen. II. to send
back, Pind.', pf. part. pass, of., aor. 2 inf. of.- or -, later- : f . -7*
[], Att.- :—poet,- :

—

to spread out, unfold,

unfurl sails, II. ; . to let the hair flow
loose, Eur. ; <paos having shed light abroad,

Id. ; »>. to throw wide the gates, Hdt. :
—

Pass., thrown open, II. ;
-

a fox lying on its back, Pind. :—the part,

pf. pass,, , ov, is often a mere Adj.

open, of the sea, Hdt. ; of eyes, Xen. ; . life

in the open air, Plut.-^, f .- : aor. 2- or -, also in act. form- :—to fly up, fly
away, Hdt., etc. 2. metaph. to be on the wing,

Soph. ; Id.-, f. -, to transfix, impale, Plut.-, poet, -, f.-, to leap tip, start

up, II., Hdt., etc. II. to leap back, from fear,

Ar. ; , for protection, Xen.-, ov, much maimed, crippled, Plat., etc., of ground, to send forth water, Plut.-, f. -, to fill up, Lat. explere,

Epigr. ap. Luc. 2. metaph.,
having filled up the full measure of misery, II. ; so,, ,, Horn., Hdt.,

etc. II. c. gen. rei, to fill full of a thing, Ar.,

etc. 2. with a notion of defiling, infecting, &s^ Plat. ; so Pass, to be in-

fected with disease, Thuc, Plat.-', poet,- : f .- : aor. 2- :—to fall back, Aesch. 2. to fall back, give ground,
Thuc : to flag, lose heart, Lat. concidere animo,
Dem. 3. of a plan, to be given up, Id. 4. to

recline at table, like, ..-, poet, for-, Pind.-, ov, =, q. v.-, Att. -, f.— [], to form anew,
remodel, Ar. :—Med., to rebuild

one's house, Hdt. 2. metaph. to invent, in Med.,
Anth. II. to plaster up : Pass., -4 having wax plastered, Ar.

-, f. , to enwreath, Pind. :—Med. to braid
one's hair, Luc. 2. metaph. of writing verses,

Anth. 3. Pass., closely engaged, Plut.-, , ov, Att. masc and neut.-,, also

fern,-: pi., nom. -7<£>, neut.- ; acc. masc.-* :

—

quitefull of a. thing, c. gen., Hdt., Plat. II.

infected with or by a thing, c. gen., Plat.-, Ion.-, Ep.- : f.-

:

—to

sail up, to go tip stream, c. acc, Od. 2. to put out to

sea, II., Dem. II. to sail the same way back again,

sail back, Hdt., Xen. :—of fish, to swim back, Hdt.-, v..-, f., to fill up a void, Plat. 2. to

make up, supply, Id. :—Med.,' . to fill their

houses full, Eur. 3. to fill up the numbers of a
body,^ Plut. ; . cvvtvyop'iav to fill the

place of advocate, Id. 4. to pay in full, in Med.,
Dem. II. Pass, to be restored to itsformer size,

of the sun, after an eclipse, Thuc. Hence,, , a filling up, Arist., Plut. ; and, Verb. Adj. one must fill up, Plut.-, aor. inf. of- :-, fut., contr.-, ,() a sailing up-

stream, Hdt. 2. a putting out to sea, Polyb.-, f., to unfold, open, Mosch., Babr., Ion. for., poet,-, aTos, ,() a resting-

place, Pind., ecos, ,() recovery of breath, re-

spitefrom a thing, c. gen., II.-, ov, without breath, breathless, Hes.-, f .- : aor. - : besides the

common tenses (v.), we have three Homeric forms

(as if from ·), aor. 2 imper., aor. pass., and aor. 2 with form of plqpf .'

:

—to

breathe again, take breath, II., etc. : to recover from
a thing, c. gen., Ib., Soph., etc. ; so, /c tivos Hdt. :

—

absol. to revive, Xen. ; and in this sense Horn, uses,. II. to draw breath, breathe,

Pind., Plat. III. to breathe forth, send forth,

Pind. Hence, poet, -, , recovery of breath, revival,

Pind., Plat.; rest from toils, Pind.,

Eur. II. a drawing breath, respiration, Ar.,

Plat.; =, to breathe, Soph. ;. tivos to strangle him. III. a breath-

ing organ, of the mouth, Luc. ; an air-hole, Plut.-, f. , () to make to step back, call

back, cross-examine, Hdt., Aeschin. ; . to

correct himself, Hdt.
-cLiroiyos, ov,() without ransom, only in neut.

as Adv., II.-', poet,-', f. <, properly to turn

up the ground again : hence to go over again, repeat,

reconsider, Pind., Soph., =, of a field, Pind.,.,{) a sending up : .
a digging up of treasures, Luc., ov,() sent back, Luc, ,() one that sends up or back,

of Hades, sending tip the shade of Darius, Aesch.-/, ov,() unwashcn, Ar.,
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money or debts, Ar., Thuc. ; .~< to exact

thefulfilment of a promise, Thuc.-,.-, to blow forth, to let bxirst forth,^ with tears burstingforth, Horn.- or-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , properly of a bird, to raise its

feathers : hence, . Eur. 2. metaph. to set

on the wing, excite vehemently , Hdt., Eur., etc. :

—

Pass, to be in a state of excitement, Aesch., Xen., etc.

ava-irroew, poet, —, f., to scare exceedingly,

Mosch. :—Pass, to be scared, Plut.-, f.-, to unfold the rolls on which

books were written ; and so, to unrol, openfor reading,

. Hdt. :

—

to tindo, open, Eur. ; -
with arms outspread, Id. 2. to unfold,

disclose, reveal, Lat. explicare,Trag. II. as military

term, (pahayya. to fold back the phalanx, i.e.

deepen it by wheeling men from both flanks to rear,

French replier, Xen. ; but conversely, to .
to open out the wing, i. e. extend the line by wheeling

men from rear to front, French diployer, Id. Hence, poet., , the ex-

panse of heaven, Eur. ; the sun's

expanse, Id.-, f. [], to spit up, sputter, Soph.-, f. -, to make fast on or to a thing, e|

made fast the rope to the mast,

Od. :—Med., ' to him will we
make fast our cable, i. e. he shall be our protector,

Eur. :—Pass, to fasten oneself on to, cling to a thing,

c. gen., Id. ; Id. ; to have a thing

fastened on one, Id. 2. to hang up in a temple,

offer up,- Od. 3. metaph. to attach to,

lb. ; . a charge of bloodshed,

Eur. II. to light up, light, Hdt. ;

Eur. ; also, . Id. :—metaph., -
77js Id.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to

inquire closely into, ascertain, Hdt. ;

Id. 2. to learn by inquiry, Id., Xen. Hence, ov, ascertained, notorious, Od., Hdt.-, Ion. for-, pf. of.-, ov,{ without joints, not articulated,

Plat., etc. 2. without strength, nerveless,

Soph. II. of sound, inarticulate, Plut.-, f., Med. to emimerate, Dem.-, ov, not to be counted, countless, Hdt., Att.

:

of time, immeasurable, Soph. 2. tinregarded, Eur.- [], poet,-, ov, without number,
countless, numberless, Sappho, Trag. : c. gen., -

without measure in lamentations, Soph.

;

without count of months, Id. ;

=?, Id.-, ov, {) not governed or subject, Thuc. :

not submitting to be governed, Aesch.-, ov,() unequipped, Anth., f . ,[ not to fit or suit,
or Plat.«,, , discord, of musical sounds, Plat. From-5> ov, () unsuitable, incongruous,

disproportionate, Hdt., Xen. :—of sound, out of tune,

—. 6

1

Plat. :—Adv. -?, Id. II. of persons, impertinent,
absurd, Ar. 2. unfitted, unprepared, Thuc., poet, for.&, , re-capture, Eur. From-, f . and, also in med. form-

:

aor. 1- and :
—to snatch up, II., Xen. II.

to snatch away, carry off, Horn., etc. ; of slave-dealers,

to kidnap, Od. :—Pass., Soph. : in Prose also, to be

dragged before a magistrate, carried off to prison,

Lat. rapi in jus, Dem. 2. in good sense, to rescue,

Plut. III. to take by storm, plunder, Eur.; of

persons, to take them by

storm or at once, Hdt. IV. to carry off, steal,

Xen., Dem. Hence, ov, and , ov, snatched up, carried off,

Eur., Plat. 2. carried up the country, i. e. into

Central Asia, Xen.-- or-, ,-, to break up the ground,

11., Hdt. 2. to break through a wall, II., Eur. :—Pass.,$, the ship has its

bow broken through, Thuc. 3. to tear open a. car-

case, of lions, II. ; of Ajax, - was cleaving

them asunder, Soph. II. to make to break forth,
utter, like Lat. rumpere voces, Ar., Theocr. ; .
to make it break out, excite greatly, Plut. :—Pass, to

burst forth ; metaph. of persons,- 7rpbs

Id. III. intr. to break forth, Soph., aor. 1 pass. inf. of, q. v., ecus, ,(') breakage, Plut.-, f. of-^., ea>s, , a proclamation, Dem.; cf..- and —piirTeo), f.-

:

—to throw up, .
to throw up the sea with the oar, i. e. row

with might and main, Od. ; also without, ol
1

lb. II. ., a phrase

from the game of dice, to run the hazard of a thing,

run a risk, Hdt., Thuc. ; or tivos Plut. ;

—

also without, is

to throw for one's all, stake one's all, Thuc. ; with a
second acc. . to hazard a battle, Plut.-, impf., to clamber up with
the hands andfeet, scramble zip, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, poet,', f. \, to suck down
again, of Charybdis, Od. Hence-,, ,() rescue : name of the second

day of the festival, Ar.-, aor. 1-, to strengthen afresh .—
Pass, to regain strength, Thuc. 2.

intr. in aor. 1 act. to recover, Plut.-, ov, and a, ov, not fitting, incongruous :

hence, I. of persons, hostile, unpropitious, im-

placable, Horn., Trag. II. of events, untoward,
strange, monstrous, Hdt.-, f . : Pass., pf . :

—to hang to

or upon, to attach to, make depende?it upon, is

. to leave it depending upon them, Eur. ; .
Dem. II. Pass, to be hung up,

Plat. 2. metaph. to hang or depend upon, tivos

Id., Dem. :

—

. . to be referred or refer-

able to . . , Plat. ;

hanging on one with their eyes, Plut. III. Med. to

attach to oneself, make dependent upon one, Xen.
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-', Ion. Verb, only used in pf . pass,,
to be ready, prepared to do, c. inf., Hdt. : cf..-, ov, uneven, odd, opp. to (even), Plat.-, f . ,() to make old again, Anth., ,() lack of a leader, Hdt. II.

the state of a people without government, anarchy,

Aesch., Thuc, etc. :—at Athens this name was given to

the year of the thirty tyrants (b. c. 404), when there

was no archon, Xen.-, ov, (") without head or chief, II., Eur. :

—, Aesch.-, f. , to shake tip, stir up, Luc.-, f. , () to draw back with a rein,

to hold in check, Anth. II. to draw aside from
the road, Eur.-, poet,- : 3 sing. Ion. impf.-

: f.— :

—

to shake back, swing to and fro,

move up and down, Hes. : esp. as a signal, Thuc. II.

to stir up, . T.-, Pass., only in syncop.„aor. 2,

the blood sprangforth, spouted up, II.- or-, , bristling hair, Plut.-, f. , to dig tip, to dig up ground, Plut.-, f.- [], to scatter abroad,Plut.-, f.- : Pass., pf.

:

—to pack
up the baggage ( ), Lat. vasa colligere : to

carry away, Xen. :—Med. to break up one's camp,
march away, Thuc, Xen. 2. to disfurnish, dis-

mantle a place, Thuc. : Med. to dismantle one's house
or city, Id. 3. to waste, ravage, destroy , Xen. 4.

Pass, to be bankrupt, break, of bankers, Dem. ; metaph.,

we are ruined, Eur.-, ov,() unpractised, unexercised, Xen.-, f. : Pass, with fut. med.--
: aor. 1- : pf .- :

—

to

fix on a pole or stake, impale, Hdt.-', f.-, aor. 1 -^:—to look

at narrowly, examine well, Ar., Thuc.-', f., to scare and make to start up, to

rouse, Plat. :—Pass., with
hair on end through fright , Luc.-, f . , to tear up, Eur., , drawn up, Ar. II. dragged up
the country, of tribes compelled to emigrate into
Central Asia, Hdt. 2. of a door or gate, drawn
back, opened, Soph. From-, poet,-, f.- [], to draw up,

Pull up, Solon, Hdt. :—Med.,
he drew his spearforth again, II. 2. to draw a ship up
on land, Hdt., Thuc. 3. to draw or suck up greedily

',

Aesch. : but, . to draw water, Thuc. 4.

to tear up, Hdt., Att. 5. metaph.,
to draw forth words, to utter violent, offensive words,

Soph. 6. , to draw up the eye-

brows, and so put on a grave important air, Ar. ; so,

. Id. II. to draw back,

Id. III. to carry away from home, Luc., , fern, of, a queen, lady, mistress, ad-

dressed to goddesses, Od., Aesch. ; also to a mortal,

Od., Trag. II. generally, like IV,

Ar.-, Dor. for.

-., Ion. impf. of., impf., Ep.: f. : Ep. aor. 1

:
—to be lord, master, owner, to rule, in a place,

c. dat.,",\ . ; or c. gen. to be lord of,

rule over,, Horn. : also,*'
. to be first among the immortals, II. :—Med.,\, to have been king for three

generations, Od. :—Pass, to be ruled, lb. II. in

Trag. metaph. of things, , etc., Eur.,

cf. IV :—Pass., ' by
whom the sceptre is held as lord, Soph.-, Att. for., for, aor. 2 imp. of., Adv.{) standing up, upright, II., gen. , Ion. 10s, : I. act.()
a raising up of the dead, Aesch. 2. a making men
rise and leave their place, removal, as of suppliants,

Thuc. ; . the removal of all the Greeks
from Ionia, Hdt. :

—

an overthrow, destructio?i, ruin,

Aesch., Eur. 3. a setting tip, restoration,

Dem. II.() a standing or rising up,

in token of respect, Plat. 2. a rising and moving
off, removal, Thuc. 3. a rising tip, e|

Soph. 4. a rising again, the Resurrection, N.T.
and -, ,() a destroyer, Aesch., ov,() made to rise up and depart,

driven from one's home, Hdt. 2. of cities and
countries, ruined, laid waste, Id., Soph., etc., f.,() to unsettle, upset, N.T.-, f. , to impale, Hdt. : — Pass.,

Thuc. II. in the Rom. times, to affix to a cross,

crucify, Plut. 2. to crucify afresh, . T.-, f. , strengthd. for, Anth.-', f .-, to raise up :—Med. to gird up
one's clothes, Eur., Ar. II. to keep back, repulse

an attack, Eur., Thuc. :—Pass, to retire, Thuc.-, f. , =, Hdt.;'-
such hateful words didst thou groanforth,

Soph. II. c. acc. pers. to groan for, lament,
Aesch., Eur.-, f., to groan aloud, II.- [a], c. acc. pers. to groan aloud over, be-

moan, c. acc, II.; so in Med., Ib.-', only in pres. to groan aloud, Aesch. II.

like, c. acc, Eur.-', f ., to crown, wreath, Eur. :—Pass.,

I have my head wreathed, Id.-, f. , to set up firmly, Anth.,,() aputting back, Plut., f ., tofurnish with a mouth,.
to clear out a trench, Xen. :—Med.,

open the lips of your gullet wide, Eur.-', poet, -', f. >, to turn upside

down, upset, II., Eur., etc. ; . to upset the

stomach, i. e. cause sickness, Thuc. :—Pass., ~
Trj turned up by digging,

Hdt. II. to turn back, bring back, £"
Soph.; . to roll one's eye about, Eur.: to

rally soldiers, Xen. 2. intr. to turn back, return,

retire, Hdt., Att. III. Pass, to be or dwell in a

place, Lat. versari, . to go to a place

and dwell there, Od. ; .' Eur. :

—

to conduct



.
oneself, Xen. 2. to revolve, of the sun,

Id. 3. of soldiers, to face about, rally, Id.-, ov, ignorant of astrology, Strab., ,() a turning upside down,
upsetting, Eur. ; —,
Id. 2. a turning back, return, Soph. : a wheeling
about, of soldiers, whether to flee or rally, Xen. ; of a
ship, Thuc. II. (from Pass.) a dwelling in a place,

Plut. : a mode of life, conversation, . T. 2. the

place where one tarries, an abode, haunt, Aesch., only in pres., Frequentat. of

(intr.), to keep turning about, Od.- [], to pull up one's clothes, Hdt. ; pf

.

part, obscene, Theophr.-, f .-, intr. to rise from a fall or

illness, to recover, Babr.-', contr. -, poet. aor. 2 inf. of.--,--, aor. 2 inf. act. and med. of.-,, ,() a taking on oneself, en-

durance, Plut.-, .-, ,() to be borne,

sufferable, endurable, Theogn., Soph. ; mostly with

negat., insufferable, Od. ;

Aesch. :

—

\_\, c. inf., Hdt.,

Soph.-, f. , to rip tip, Hdt. : to

rend, Theocr.-, f., to recover what is lost, rescue, Soph. :

Med., to recover one from fear,

Id. :—Med. in proper sense, . to recover

the g-overnment for oneself, Hdt. :—Pass, to return

safe, of exiles, Xen. 2. in Med. also to preserve in

mind, remember, Hdt.-, Att. -, f. £, to disturb greatly,

rouse to frenzy, confound, Soph., Plat. :—Pass., ava-- in disorder, Xen.', pf. pass, of., v..-, poet,-, f.-, to stretch up, hold

up, . to lift up the hand in adjuration or in

prayer, Pind. ; or as token of ascent in voting, Xen. 2.

to stretch forth, with his

sword stretched out, Id. ;

. to hold out no alarming threat, Dem. 3. to hold up
as a prize, Pind. 4. to lift up, exalt, Id. II.

to stretch out, extend, e. g. a line of battle, Xen. ;

a spread eagle, Id. III. intr. to

reach up, is* Hdt. : to extend
out, av. is ' Id.-, f. Att. -, to rebuild, Xen. Hence, b, a rebuilding of the walls, Xen.-, poet,-' : aor. - :

—

to make
to rise up or to grow up, II. :—Pass., -

a flame mounting up, Pind. 2. to give birth to,

bring to light, Id. : of events, Soph. II. intr. to

rise, of the sun and moon, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. of a
river, to take its rise, Hdt. 3 . to grow, of hair, Aesch.-', f.-, to cut open, Hdt., Luc.

[t], Adv. of, without harm, with im-
punity, Trag. : also written.-, f. -, to lay upon (as a burden), II.,

,Ar. 2. to refer, attribute, ascribe a thing to a per-

son, Hdt., etc. ; yap av oi ·
would not have attributed to him the erection of

the pyramid, Id.; will give me the credit

of it, Thuc. :—also, .\ to lay them upon
him, entrust them to him, Ar., Thuc. II. to set

up as a votive gift, dedicate, ' Hes., Hdt., etc.

;

hence the votive gift itself was —Pass., aor.

inf. Ar. ; but is more freq. as the

Pass. 2. metaph., . . to commit a song to

the lyre, Pind. 3. to set up and leave in a place,

Ar. III. to put back, remove,
' by adding or putting ^somewhat of

the necessity of death, Soph.
B. Med. to put upon for oneself, \ .

Xen. 2. to impart something of one's

own, ' . . II. to place differently, change
about, Orac. ap. Hdt., Plat. 2. metaph. to retract

one's opinion, Xen.-, f. <, to raise in price, Hdt.-, f. |o>, to shake up and down, brandish,
Eur. ; of the wind shaking about a sail, Id.-, inf. of-, part,, aor. 2 with

no pres. in use : f. :

—

to bear up against,

endure, Od., Att. ; resisted the strength

of the magic drink, Od., poet,,() a rising, rise, of

the sun, often in pi., Od. ; of the stars, Aesch. 2.

the quarter of sunrise, East, Lat. Oriens, Hdt.-, f., to regain courage, Plut.-, ov, () unharmed, Aesch. ; c. gen.,

harmed by no ills, Soph., verb. Adj., one must overthrow, Luc. ; and, , , likely to upset a thing, c. gen.,

Plat. From-', poet,-', f.-^ : pf .- :
—

aor. 2 med. in pass, sense :

—

to turn tip or

over, overturn, upset, Archil., etc. :—Pass.,

= , II. ; of ships, Plat., etc. 2. to over-

throw, Lat. evertere, Hdt., Att. 3. to upset in argu-

ment, refute, Ar. :—Pass, to be upset, disheartened,

Theocr. II. to stir up,

awaken, Soph,-', f.-, to feed up, nurse up, educate,

Aesch., Ar., Xen.-', f.- and-, to run back,

II. 2. c. acc. to retrace, Lat. repetere, Pind. II.

to jump up and run, start up, of men, Hdt.,

Thuc. 2. of things, e£

the brains spurted up from the wound, II. ; -^
weals started up under the blow, lb. 3.

to run up, shoot up, of plants, lb. ; then of cities and

peoples, to shoot up, rise quickly, Hdt. 4.-
the rock ran sheer up, Od.,, , (,) a trepanning, Plut.- [], f. , to rub well, rub clean,

Xen. 2. Pass, to be worn away, Hdt., , () an upsetting, overthrow,

Aesch., Plat.-, Att.-, f. , to unroll, Luc.-, f., to impress again, Luc.

aya-, f . , to stir up, confound, Ar.-, ov, () rayless, sunless, Aesch..
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unutterable, ineffable,\^2X.infandus, Aesch., Eur. 2.

unspoken, impossible, Soph. II. speechless, Id.-, , () speechless, silent, Od., Aesch.,

etc. 2. preventing speech, silencing, Aesch. II.

like,, tinutterable, Soph.-,, without theflute, i.e. joyless, melancholy,

Eur. : neut. pi. as Adv., Babr. II. un-
skilled in flute-playing, Luc., , a river in Thessaly, Hes. II. as

appellat., , a torrent, Mosch.-, gen., , , without ships, ships

that are ships no more, Aesch.-, Ep. aor. -, () to cry aloud, Theocr.-, poet,- : f . -, but- in

Eur. : aor. or- :

—

to make to give
light, make to blaze up, Od. 2. to bring to

light, shew forth, display, Horn., Att. ; .
Ar. 3. to proclaim, declare, .

Pind. ; . to proclaim it victor in the games,
Id. :—c. inf., ere rode I proclaim
that they call thee by this name, i. e. order that thou

be so named, Eur. 4. of thing-s, to appoint,

Ar. 5. having opened,
come in sight of, Cyprus, N.T. II. Pass., with

f. med. or- : pf.,
or in med. form-:—to be shewn forth , come to

light or into sight, appear plainly, Horn., etc. 2.

to reappear, Hdt. 3. to be

declared king-, Id. ; to be

plainly in safety, Xen.-, , ,() bald in front, Luc., Adv.() visibly, openly, Od., Adv. — foreg., II., Hdt., etc.-', poet,- : .-: aor. -,
Ion., also : I. to bring or carry up,

Od., etc. ; . . els' Xen. :

—

to carry up
the country, esp. into Central Asia, Hdt. :—Med. to

carry up to a place of safety, take with one, Id. 2.

to bring up, pour forth, tears, Aesch. :—Med.,-, absol. to fetch up a deep-drawn breath, heave
a deep sigh, II., Hdt. :—c. acc. rei, to titter,, Theocr. 3. to tiphold, take upon one,

Aesch. ; Thuc. 4. to offer, contribute,

els Dem. :

—

to offer in sacrifice, N.T. 5.

intr. to lead up, of a road, Xen. II. to bring or

carry back, Eur., etc. ; . , to recover the

oars, at the end of the stroke, Thuc. 2. to bring
back tidings, report, Hdt., etc. 3. to bring back

from exile, Thuc. 4. to carry back, trace up one's

family to an ancestor, Plat. 5. to refer a matter to

another, Hdt., etc. : to ascribe, Eur., etc. :—without
acc, . to appeal to another, make reference
to him, Hdt., Plat. :—of things, . to have refer-

ence to a thing, Plat. 6. to bring back, restore,

recover, Thuc. :—Pass, to recover oneself, come to one-

self, Hdt. :—so also intr. in Act. to come to oneself,

recover, Id., etc. 7. to return, yield, as revenue,

Xen. 8. to recall a likeness, Plut.-, f.-, to flee up, Xen. 2. to escape,

Id. 3. of a report, to disappear gradually, Plut.-, ey, ()) not to be touched, impalpable, Plat.
|

-.-, f.-, Dep. to call out aloud, Plut.-, aor. 2- [a], Pass, to be undone,
'' ; by what ill luck came you

hither? Ar.-, f.-, to inflame and swell up, Plut.--,., to light up, rekindle,Eur. : metaph.^v.
epcoraPlut. :—Pass, to be inflamed, excited, Anth. Hence, ecos, , a lighting up, Plut.-, =, Anth.-, only in impf. to bubble or boil up, II.-, f., to frighten away, Ar., , ,{) a carrying back, reference,

Theophr., Plut. 2. recourse to another [in difficulty],

Dem. 3. a means of repairing a fault or loss, a
means of recovery, Eur., Plut.-', Frequent, of I, Hdt., Thuc., , a pole or yoke for carrying things, Ar.-, Ep. aor. -, Med. to be ware
of a thing, perceive, Od.-, ,() without the favour of
Venus, Plut., Luc. 2. Lat. invenustus, without
charms, Plut.-, f., to come back to one's senses, Xen.-, f. Att. , c. inf., to meditate how to do
a thing, Pind., ,[) escape from a thing, c. gen.,

Aesch. II. a retreat, Plut.- [], f.-, to mix up, confound :—Pass.,

- Hdt. 2. to defile,

Id.-, f., to blow up or forth, eject, of vol-

canoes, Plat. II. metaph. in Pass, to be puffed up,

Xen.-, Ep. part,-, to blow upwards^ of a
dolphin, Hes.-, f.- [], to produce again, to let grow,

Theocr. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-,
pf. -, to grow up, Hdt., etc. 2. to grenst

again, of the hair, Id.-', f. >, to call aloud, declaim, Plut. 2.

to proclaim, Id. Hence,, , a proclamation, Plut.; and,, , an outcry, ejaculation, Plut.-, to make to recoil, force back, only 3 pi. poet,

aor. 1, Pind. II. Med.,
Ep. aor. 1 :

—

to draw back, retirey Horn.

;

to retire slowly, of soldiers, Xen.
(who also uses Act. in same sense),-, v..-, f .,() of a horse, to throw back the

mane, rear up, Eur. : metaph. of men, to become restive,

Plut. 2. c. acc. to rear tip and throw the rider,

Eur. :—metaph. to upset, Id., Dem. 3. c. gen.,.
to shake off the yoke of business, Plut.-, only in pres. and impf., the other tenses

being formed from*, f.- : aor. 2-
: pf.- :

—

to open the mouth, gape wide,

Ar., Luc.-', f. -, to pour forth.-, Pass, to get the first down ^), Ar.-, f. , to begin a choral dance, .
I

Eur. 2. to celebrate in the chorus, Id. 3.
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'/ -would not scare me away

by a band of Furies, Id. II. intr. to dance for

J°y>ld -, eocs, , () effusion : metaph. excess,

. T.-, f. , to fuse again, Strab.-, f.-, to heap up into a mound, Anth.-, f. -, to go back, Horn. : esp. to retire or

withdraw from battle, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. to re-

tirefrom a place, c. gen., Od. II. to come back or

revert to the rightful owner, is Hdt. III.

to withdraw from the world, Ar., Plat. Hence, ea>s, Ion. 10s, r), a drawing back, retiring,

retreating, Hdt., Thuc. II. a means ox place of
retreat, refuge, Thuc. ; and, verb. Adj. one must withdraw, retreat,

Plat.-, f. , to make to go back or retire, Xen.-, f. -, to wipe up :—Med. to wipe up for
oneself, Plut.-, f . Att. , to put to the vote again, Thuc., -, a cooling, refreshing : relief, recovery,

respite, Plat. : from a thing, c. gen., Eur. From- [], f. -£, to cool, to revive by fresh air,

to refresh, Horn., Eur. :—Pass, to be revived, refreshed,

II. 2. vavs . to let the ships rest and get dry,

relieve them, Hdt., Xen. ; so, . rbv to let it

dry off, Plut. 3. metaph. c. gen., . riva to

give him relief from toil, Eur. II. intr. in Act.

to recover oneself, revive, Anth., Babr.-, poet, for-.
[], impf., Ep., Ion.

:

f., pf. or : aor. 2, Ep.

and []. (From Root, whence also,,.) To please, delight, gratify, c. dat. pers.,

Horn., etc. :—absol., a pleasiTig speech,

Id. II., Lat. placet, expressing opinion,

Hdt.; c. inf., '
it was their pleasure to assist, Id. :—impers., eVei

(sc.) Horn.-, -',-, poet, for-, etc., 6, a raised border, flower-bed, Theocr.,

Anth. :

—

any raised bank, a dyke, Mosch. (Perh. akin

to avOos.)-, poet, for.-, Adv. {,) asunder, in twain, II.-', f. , =-. :—Pass.,-- brave deeds, Plut.,, , a brave deed, Plut. ; and, Ion. -, , {, ayados) bravery, manly
virtue, the character of a brave honest man, Hdt., Ar.-,-, {, ayados) Dep. to act bravely,
honestly, play the honest man, Thuc.-, , , {, aypa) the spoils of a slain
enemy, II., Adv. {) man by man, = , Od., Ep. dat. pi. of., f. Att. : aor. : Ion. f.

med. in pass, sense, Att.-
: aor. pass,- : pf . :

,{) :

—

to reduce to slavery, enslave, esp. to

. sell thefree menoi a conquered place into slavery, Hdt.,
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Thuc, etc. :—-Pass, to be sold into slavery, Hdt., Xen.,
etc. :—the Med. was also used in act. sense, Hdt. Hence-, €, , = sq., Xen.; and, 6, a sellingfree men into slavery, en-
slaving, Thuc, etc. ; and, , , a slave-dealer, kidnapper, Ar.,

Plat.
;. one who sells his own independence,

Xen.-, , a slave-dealer, Luc.

[], , Ep. dat. pi., one
taken in war and sold as a slave, a captive, II., Hdt.,

Att. II. generally, a slave, a slavish low fellow,
Plat., Xen. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, es, ($) slavish, servile, abject, Plat.,

Xen. Adv. -, Plat., , Dim. of, a manikin, Ar.-, 4s, {,) loading a man, as much
as a man can carry, Od., Ion. -, ,( is a doubtful form), man-
liness, manhood, manly spirit, Lat. virtus, Trag., etc.-, , {,) an image of a man,
Plat. II. a flesh-coloured pigment, Id.-, ov, {,^) like a man, Plut., a, ov, Ion. -, , ov, Comp. and Sup. -,-, even in Hdt. : {) :

—

of orfor a

man, Aesch., etc. ; for , v.. II.

manly, masculine, Hdt., Att. ; in bad sense, stubborn,

Luc. :—neut. ?, by crasis, = -, Eur., Thuc. 2. of things, strong, vigorous,

Ar. III., , the public meals of the

Cretans, also the older name for the Spartan,
Alcman, Plut.,, , —, Xen.-, , , {, *<') man-slaying, ., , poet, for,., Ep. dat. pi. of., -, ov, Ion. for, part. pass, of.,',, Ion. for,,., f., to banish from house and home,
Aesch., Soph. From- [], , , {,') he that drives

onefrom home, the avenger of blood, Aesch., v.., , Dim. of, a puppet, Plut.', f., to make statues, Xen. ; and', , the sculptor's art, statuary, Plat.,

Xen. From-, , ,{,) a statue-maker,

statuary, sculptor, Pind., Plat,, , gen., () the image of a man, a

statue, Hdt., Att.,,,{) to make a man of: Pass, or Med. to

come tomanhood, behave like a man, play the man, Plat,, , , {) of or for a man, masculine,

manly, Lat. virilis, Plat. ; . the sweat of

manly toil, Ar.:—Adv.-, likeaman, Comp.-,
Sup.-, Id. II. composed of men, Xen:

, , Dim. of, a manikin, Ar., Theocr.', verb. Adj. of, one must play the

man, Plat.
F
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[], Adv. () like a man, like wen, .,
Theocr.-,^/'/,-) man-devouring',Anth.-,, (,) ofmanly counsel, man-
minded, Aesch.-,, 6, i), (,-) man-eating;

Eur.-, , \],-) begetting males, Hes.-, , {,) a man-woman, hermaphro-
dite, Plat. 2. a womanish man, effeminate person,

Hdt. II. as Adj. common to men and women,
Anth.-, , (,) man-slaying, Aesch.-§ [], avros, , i), (',) man-
taming, Pind.-', i), the man-goddess, i.e. Athena, Anth., Adv. () from a man or men, Anth.-, t}tos, , ), {),) murderous, Aesch.-, rjros, , ), (),) man-wearying;
Aesch. : man-slaying, Id.-,,{) wrought by men's hands, II.-, i), (),) slaughter of men in

battle, II., Aesch., to slay men, Aesch. From-, , (),) man-slaying, mur-
dering, Hdt., Eur.-', ), {),) a murderess, Aesch., i), and -, , (,)
seizure of men guilty of murdering- a citizen abroad,

Lex. ap. Dem.- [], , (,) fighting with
men, Anth. ; fern, Id.', , , () of man or men, human,
Horn.; ,. goblets of man's fiesh, Od.-, , (),) of a man's height, Xen.-,, , () a man-boy, i. e. a youth
near manhood, Aesch.-, , (), a multitude of men,
Aesch.-,, , i), (,) hurtful to men,
Anth.-, , (,) a slaughter-house

of men, Aesch.-, iyyos, , ( a man-sphinx, sphinx
with the bust ofa man, not (as usually) of a woman, Hdt., t]tos, i), = : cf..-, , (,) getting a husband,. wedded life, Aesch., f. ), to eat men, Hdt. From-, , (-) eating men, Od., Hdt.-,,() man-destroying, murderous,
Soph. II. proparox., the blood

of a slain man, Id., , slaughter of men, Arist., Plut. From-,,(,*) man-slaying, II. 2. of

women, murdering husbands, Pind. II. as law-term,

one convicted ofmanslaughter, a homicide, Plat., Dem., , , =, Aesch.&, f., ()) to rear tip in to manhood, Anth. :

—Pass, to become a man, reach manhood, Hdt.,
Eur. II. in Pass, also of a woman, to be of
marriageable age, Eur.

-, , \ avi\p,) like a man, manly, Isocr.

Adv., -, Sup.-, Xen.,, , () the men's apartment in a house,

the banqueting hall, etc., Hdt., Aesch., etc.; Ion., Hdt. ; Ep. -, Anth. :—also,, i), Xen.-, poet, for-.-, poet, for, fut. inf. of-.-', aor. 2 of.-'&, (*) 3 sing. aor. 2, with no pres. in

use, clashed or rung loudly, of armour, II. ; creaked

or grated loudly, of a door, Od..-', Ion. for, aor. of.-', , () not accredited, Plat. ; of a

woman, unwedded, Plut.-, f., to wake up, rouse, , ·
Horn. :—Pass., Eur., Xen. 2. metaph. to wake

up, raise, Pind. 3. metaph. also to rouse, en-

courage, Od. II. of buildings, to raise, Anth.-, ,() wakeful, Anth.-, ,() not accused, without re-

proach, void of offence, Xen., etc. :—Adv. -, Dem.-, aor. pass, of.-, aor. 2 of.-, Ep. aor. 2 of.-, aor. of.', Adv.() let loose,freely , without restraint

,

Plat., Dem. :

—

remissly, carelessly, Soph. II.

without more ado, absolutely, Plat.-&, aor. 2 of.-', impf.', old Ep. forms of-.-', aor. of.-',,() unwishedfor, unwelcome, Hdt.-', -', aor. and 2 of.-, aor. 2 opt. of.-, ), without the aid of Eileithyia, Eur.-, f., to roll up together ;—Pass, to crowd
or throng together, Thuc.-,-, pf. act. and pass, of-.-, poet, for-.-, aor. 2 of-.-, = :—Pass, to shrink up or back, Plat.-', , , part. pf. pass, of-, used as Adj.

let go free, releasedfrom labour, of animals dedicated

to the gods, Soph.: metaph., av. is devoted to a
thing, Hdt. II. remiss, slack, unconstrained,
Thuc. ; when their minds
are unstrung, Id. :—Adv., at ease, care-

lessly, without restraint, Thuc, Xen.-, ( ibo) in Att. serving as f . to

:

impf., Ep. and Ion. :
—to go up, Horn.,

etc. ;
') at sun-rise, II. 2. to sail up,

i. e. out to sea, Od. 3. to go up inland, esp. into

Central Asia, Plat. II. to approach, esp. as a sup-

pliant, II. III. to go back, go home, return, Od.,

Hdt., etc.-, , () without clothing, unclad, Od.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, being

used instead : aor. pass,- (as if from *-) :
—to say aloud, ayinounce, proclaim, Pind., Xen.

:

—c. acc. et inf. to make proclamation that . . , Ar.,

Thuc. :—in the Athen. assemblies, Thuc,
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-

etc. :—Pass, to be proclaimed, -
when the crown was proclaimed, Dem. II. to

call upon, invoke, Plut.-, Ep. impf. :

—

to keep hack, restrain,

Horn., Xen.-, Ep. for-.-, poet, and Ion. for-.-, aor. , to fasten on or to, to string,

Hdt. ; . to twine or wreathe them, Ar.-, aor. 2 part, of-.-, ov, without entrance or access, Plut.-, , exemptionfrom the, Plut. From-, ov, exemptfrom the, Plut.', () Adv. of Place, from above, Hdt.,

Aesch. II. of Time, from the first, by origin,

Hdt. ; so with Art., Id.-, Adv. upwards, Lat. sursum, Pind., Att.-, ov,() without outlet, Thuc.-, ov,() ineffable, N.T.-', ov, not given in marriage, Dem., etc.-, ov, inevitable, Anth.-, ov,() unspeakable, N.T.-[],-, aor. 1 pass, and act. of-.-, f.-, to fill up or again, Xen.-, ov,() undaunted, intrepid,

Plat. :—rb intrepidity , Xen.-, aor. 2 of., ov, verb. Adj. of, to be borne, Soph.» , verb. Adj. of, bearable, sufferable,

tolerable, mostly with a negat., II., Att. 2. without a
negat. that can be endured, Od., Thuc. II. Adv. -tcos,

Horn.; it is not to be borne, Xen.-, ov, () not cross-questioned, safe

from being questioned, Thuc. : unconvicted, Id. 2.

not refuted, irrefutable, Plat. :—Adv. -, without
refutation, Plut.-,-, aor. 2 inf. act. and med. of.-', f ., to convince or convict utterly, Eur.-, ov, ovos, merciless, without mercy, N.T.-, ov, tmmerciful, . T., r), illiberality , Plat. From-, ov, not fit for a free man, Aesch.,

Arist. 2. illiberal, servile, Plat., etc. 3. in

money matters, niggardly, stingy, Ar. II. Adv.
-pws, meanly, Xen.-, aor. 1 pass, of-.', , , anything rolled up, a ringlet,

Anth. ; and,, ), an unfolding, Plut. From-, Att. -, f. , Ep. and Ion. --

:

—to

unroll a book written on a roll, i. e. to unfold, read,
interpret, Xen. ; . to pass one's whole life,

Plut. 2. to cause to move backward,. II.
to cause to revolve :—Pass, to revolve, move glibly, Ar.-, f. Att.-, aor. 1- : pf. pass, --, Ion.- :

—

to draw up,
holds them up (in weighing), II.; to haul
them up high and dry, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to drag up,
drag into open court or into the witness-box, Ar. :

—

Med., to tear one's own hair, II. II.

todraw a bow, in act to shoot, Horn. :—Med., -
drawing back his spear [out of the corpse], Od.

. 67-, i5os, 6, , without hope, hopeless, Eur.-^, ov,() unhoped for, unlooked for,
Trag., etc. ; the hopelessness

of security, Thuc. II. act., 1. of persons,

having no hope, hopeless, Theocr. ; c. inf. having no
hope or not expecting that . . , Thuc. 2. of things

or conditions, leaving no hope, hopeless, desperate,

Soph., Thuc. ; despair, Thuc. :—Comp.~5 more desperate, Id.-, ov,() inaccessible, Babr., Plut. 2.

act. not going to or visiting, Anth.-, ov, free from blame, without offence,

Plat.-', ov,() not distributed, Dem. 2. act.

having no share, Plut.,() Pass, to be driven with the wind,
N.T.-, aor. 1 pass, of-.-, ov, running with the wind, Luc., Dor. for.

[], , (Root AN, cf.) wind, Horn., etc.

;

a squall having come on, Thuc. ; &v.

the wind being settled in the

north, Id. ; to cast a

thing to the winds, Lat. ventis tradere, Eur. :—Horn,

and Hes. mention only four winds, Boreas, Eurus,

Notus (or Argestes), Zephyrus ; Arist. gives twelve,

which served as points of the compass.-, es,() shelteringfrom the wind, II.-&, ov, echoing to the wind, Pind.-, es, () fed by the wind, of a wave,

II. ; 65. a spearfrom a tree reared by the wind,
i.e. made tough by battling with the wind, lb., f .,() to expose to the wind

:

—Pass.,

of the sea, to be raised by the wind, Anth.-', ov, intrepid : in Adv. -, Plut.-, ov,() unembarrassed, Arist.-, , () swift as the wind, Eur., Ar., ov, () windy : metaph., -
to talk words of wind, Horn. ; oi '

are like the winds, i. e. good for naught, II. ;

; why bear thy bow in vain?
Ib.; empty fool ! Anth., , () the wind-flower, anemone, Bion.-, , in want of naught, Anth.-', ov,() impossible, N.T.-, ov,() indubitable, Luc.-',-,-, Ion. aor. 1 act., med.
and pass, of-.-, v..-, ov,() indelible, Isocr., Piut.-', ov,() unquestioned, impossible

to be questioned or refuted, of statements or argu-

ments, Thuc. ; . > leaves their courage

without Proof, Id. 2. of persons, not to be con-

victed, irreproachable, Xen., etc.-', ov,() unfinished, Luc.-|, ov>() not inquired into or ex-

amined, Dem. II. uninquiring, Plat.-, ov,() not to befound out, Thuc.-, ev,(,) enduring evil, for-

bearing, long-suffering, . T., Luc.

F 2



68-, ov, (,) not to be traced, un-
searchable, inscrutable, . T.-', ov, with no outlet, allowing no return, Lat.

irremeabilis, Theocr.
or aveoi, v..

-eopTOs, ov,() withoutfestival, c. gen., av.

without share in festal rites, Eur.-, ov,() unperceived, imper-

ceptible, Plut., Luc.--, ov, J-) having no cause

for shame, . T.-, 3 sing-. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, ov,() untouched, . rem
integram praestare, Dem.-, ov, —, Xen.-, , not burdensome, without offence, Plut.,

Luc. :—Adv. -, Thuc.-, ov,() without plots,

the absence of intrigue, Thuc.-, ov,() without title or inscrip-

tion : metaph. without noticeable features, Luc.-, ov, (,) not disputed by legal pro-
cess, undisputed, Dem., , unfairness, unkindness, Dem. From-, , unreasonable, unfair, Thuc.-, ov, () unaccused, unblamed,
Xen. II. without preferring any charge :—Adv.
-, Thuc.--, ov, not open to attack, not censured,
blameless, Eur., Thuc. : Adv. -, Xen.-, ov,() not mixing with others,

unsocial, Plut.-, ov, (, ) not polished or finished,

,

HeS -,-, ov, (,) without connexion with
others, isolated, Strab.-, ov,[) not dedicated.-, ov,() inattentive, incon-
siderate : Adv.-, Hdt. II. pass, not examined,
unregarded, Xen., , want of knowledge, ignorance,
unskitfulness, Thuc. From-, ov, gen. ovos, not knowing, ignorant,
unskilful, Hdt., Thuc. ; vavs" ships with
unskilful crews, Thuc. ;—c. gen. rei, unskilled in a
thing-, Plat.; c. inf. not knowing how to do a thing-,

Xen. II. without knowledge, unintelligent

:

Comp. less intelligent, Hdt.-, ov, subject to no control, Thuc.-, ov, Ion.-, , ov, unservice-
able, unfit, Xen., Plat., etc. :

—

mischievous, prejudicial,
hurtful, Hdt., Thuc. 2. unkind, unfriendly,
Thuc, Xen.-, ov,) made without care or
design, simple, artless, Luc. II. unpractised,
untried, Plut.- [], ov,() not to be censured,

for a thing, Dem.-, ov, without reproach, Soph. ; .
'tis no reproach to any one, Thuc. ;-
least invidious, Dem. Adv.- so as not to

create odium, Thuc.

— avevOe.-' or- : aor. 1 : () :

—

to love again, love anew, c. gen., Andoc, Xen.-', ov, not loved, Luc. II. act. not loving,

Anth.-', ov,() unwrought, untilled, Luc.-, ov, (*) not done, Eur.-, old poet, form of.-, f. , to stir up, excite, Plut. :—Pass, to

be in a state of excitement, Thuc, Xen.*-7, Dep., only used in aor. 1, to snatch up
and carry off, Horn. ; Hes.-,., to examine closely, investigate, Plat.-, ov,() not investigated, Plat. 2.

that cannot befound out, inscrutable, Eur.-, Ep.- : aor. 2—, inf.— :

f.- : 1. c. acc. pers. to enquire of, ques-

tion, Od., Soph. 2. c. acc. rei, to ask about, Od.,
Plat. 3. c. dupl. acc. to ask a person about a thing,

II., Soph.-', with aor. 1, to creep up or upwards,
., Luc.-', to go quite away : away with you, Lat.

abi in malam rem, Eur.-, f . [], to begin to blush, blush up, Xen.-, Ion. and Dor.- : f . [] :

—

to draw
up, haid up sails, Od. : to haul ships up on land, Hdt. :

—Med. to deliver, Anth.-' (cf.) : aor. 2- or- :—to
go up, Od., Att. : absol. to mount the tribune, Plut. :

—

to go up from the coast inland, Od. :

—

to come tip from
the nether world, Theogn., Soph. 2. of trees, to grow
up, shoot up, Od. : of the sun, to rise, Aesch. :—me-
taph., av. Eur. II. to go or come back, go
or come home again, return, Horn. 2 . to come back

to a point, recur, Eur., Plat. 3.

a law brought home or having relation to you, Eur.-, f ., like : 1. c. acc. pers.

to ask or inquire of, question, Od., Plat. 2. c. acc
rei, to ask about, inquire into, Plat. ; so, .
Hdt. 3. c. dupl. acc to question a person about a
thing-, ask it of him, Eur., Ar., Ep. aor. 1 of ;, 3 pi. ;

',
part., gen. , Ion. 10s, , () a loosening, re-

laxing of strings, Plat., etc. 2. metaph. remission,

abatement, Hdt. ; ., remission of

tribute, taxes, Plut. 3. relaxation, recreation, Plat.,

Arist. II. a letting loose, indidgence, license,

Plat., Arist.-', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-', ov,() withozit hearth and home, home-
less, II., Ar.-'(, poet, for, aor. 2 of.-, f. , to examine closely, . T.', verb. Adj. of, one must dismiss, Plat., ov, () relaxed, slack, loose, Luc, [ava-) Prep. c. gen. without, , Lat.

-non sine Diis, not without divine aid, Od. ;

without my knowledge, II. ; without their

consent, Aesch. II. awayfrom,farfrom,
II. III. in Prose, except, besides, like, Xen., before a vowel-,() : 1. Prep, c gen.,
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without, Horn. 2. awayfrom, II. II. Adv.far
away, distant, Horn.-, ov, inconvenient, . T.-«, ov,() not having to render an ac-

count, irresponsible, Hdt., Thuc. 2. guiltless,

because such a one is not liable to trial, Luc. ; c. gen.

guiltless of . . , Id.-, ov, not wishing, not praying, Anth.,, , a discovery, Eur., Plut. From-, f. -\, aor. 2- :—Pass., aor. 1- :

—

to find out, make out, discover, Hdt., Att. :

—Pass, to befound out or discovered, Thuc. ; c. part.

to be discovered to be . . , Hdt.-, f. \, to shout] or : as

this was mainly done on sorrowful occasions, to cry

aloud, shriek, Eur., etc.; Soph.-, ov, () unclouded, cloudless, Od. :

metaph. not to be veiled or concealed, Soph.-, ov, not giving surety or confidence, Thuc.
ay-, Ep. 3 sing-, subj. : impf. :—also, impf. :—f . or :—aor. 2, poet,, Ep. inf. : — pf.

:—Med., : impf. (with

double augm.) : f. or : Ep. inf.

: aor. 2, with double augm., sync,, poet, imper. aVo-%eo.

A. trans, ft? / one's hands in fight, Od.

;

also in token of defeat, Theocr. :

—

to lift up the hands
in prayer, II., etc. 2. . to hold up a torch

at weddings, Eur. ; hence, (sc. ),
i. e. make ready, go on, Id. ; also, . $ to

hold up a signal fire, Thuc. 3. to lift up, exalt,

Pind. 4. metaph. to uphold, maintain, Od.,

Thuc. ; remaining constant to the bed,

Eur. ; so, . Soph. 5. to put forth,-
Eur. II. to hold back, II. ; .^

to keep it from being subject, Thuc.
B. intr. to rise up, rise, emerge from water, Od.,

Hdt. :—esp. in form, of the sun, Hdt., Xen. 2.

of events, to arise, happen, Hdt. 3. to appear, shew
oneself, Soph. 4. to project, II. ; of a headland,

to jut out, Hdt., Thuc. 5. to hold on, keep doing,
c. part., Thuc. ; is constant in his

love, Soph. ; c. acc. et inf. to aver constantly that . . ,

Id. 6. to hold up, cease, Theogn. :—generally, to

wait, delay, Thuc. 7. c. gen. to ceasefrom suffer-

ing, get restfrom pain, Soph.
C. Med. to hold up what is one's own, iyxos,

. ; hence absol. (sub.~ etc.),

Ib. II. to hold oneself up, bear up, hold out,

II.; aor. 2 imper., Ep., be of good
courage, Ib. :—in part., with patience,
Hdt. 2. c. acc. to bear up against, II., Hdt., Att. :

—

so, c. gen., Od., Plat. 3. the dependent clause is

added in part., ^' I will not

suffer thee to have . . , II., etc. ; 7· (sc.

&v) ; Soph. 4. c. inf. to suffer, Aesch., as, , fern, of, Xen., , , a first-cousin's son, or second cousin,
Dem., , a first-cousin, cousin, II., Hdt., Att. 2. a
nephew, Hdt. [When the ult. is long, Horn, lengthens

-. 6g
also the penult., .] (From a euphon.
or copul., and, whence also Lat. nepos, neptis.), Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of.-,(- priv., to cry) without a sound, in silence,

in Od. certainly an Adv. ; in other places it may be nom.
pi., from- = &v-avos.

-'·,-, Att. pf. and impf. of·'.-, =, 3 pi. pf. pass, of, as if from*·.-, aor. 1 of-^.-, aor. 1 pass, of-^.
OLV-, , {) fulfilment, Aesch.-,., to growyoung again, Theogn., Eur., etc.-, a, ov, ',) returning as in youth,
Eur.-, ov, () not yet come to man's estate, beard-

less, Plat., Theocr.-, ov, (~/) without leader, Luc.-', f., Dep. to tell as in a narrative,

relate, recotint, Pind., Hdt. 2. intr. to advance, Pind., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.-, ov, not sweetened or seasoned, Arist. : un-
pleasant, Plut., , ov, (,) made of anise or dill, Theocr.

or, , anise, dill, Ar., Theocr. ; Ion.

or, Hdt. ; Aeol. or,
Sappho. (Deriv. unknown.)-, impf. of -:.-|, aor. 1 of-.-, Ep. and Ion. impf. of- ().-, ov,() not to be healed, incurable,

irreparable, fatal, II., Hdt., Att. ;]
to do one irreparable injuries, Xen. ;

Thuc. 2. of persons, implacable, Xen. II. act.

damaging beyond remedy, deadly, Soph. :—Adv.,-
to treat with barbarous cruelty, Hdt.-, ov, () without hearing, of the dead,

Mosch. 2. c. gen. not hearing a thing, never having
heard it, ignorant of it, Xen., etc. :—absol.,

. ignorant, Dem., f., to be unwilling to hear, to disobey,

c. gen., II., Aesch.,Thuc; c. dat.,Hdt.; absol., Id. From-, ov, () unheard of, Lat. inauditus,

Soph. II. act. not willing to

hear : rb) disobedience, Xen.-, f. , to have come up to a point, reach tip to,

of persons, ] is a

wall reaching up to a man's middle, Hdt. ; . is

to reach up to the highest point, Id. 2. of

things, is . amounts to nothing, Id.

;

[] is . havegone asfar as

death, Thuc. ; . h it has come to you to have,

has become yours to have, Hdt. II. to appertain, be

fit ox proper, N.T. ; what isfit andproper, Ib.- [], aor. 1 of.-, 4s,() without pity, unmerciful

:

—Adv.

-, Andoc.-', ov, = foreg., Aeschin.-, Dor.-, ov, without sun, sunless, Trag.-, Dor. --, ov, (^ a kind of shoe) un-

shod, barefoot, Theocr., aor. 1 of.
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--, , (-) unmilked, Od.-, , not tame, wild, savage, of persons and

countries, Aesch., aor. I inf. of: 3 sing. subj., ], =, Anth. From-, , () without wind, -
without the blast of storms, Soph., Ep. pf. with aor. signf., e£-

\rjs blood gushed forth from the wound, II. ;

the savour mounted up, Od. ( Formed as if

from* {ava) to rise up ; cf ..)-, , () ineffectual, Od.-, , —, Soph., Plat. 2. endless,

.Plat.-, opos, , ] unmanly, Od., Hes.-, 3 sing. pf. pass, of-.-, f. , to cry aloud, roar, Mosch. [v. ].~\
(Root ANEP),, , Att.,,,

voc. : pi., -,- [], -Spas : [ :

but in Ep.,,, a] :

—

a man, Lat. vir

(not homo) : I. a man, opp. to a woman, Horn.,

etc. II. a man, opp. to a god, re

re Id. III. a man, opp. to a youth, a man
in the prime of life, Id., etc. ; els iyypd-

to be enrolled among the men, Dem. IV. a

man emphatically, a man indeed, , II.

;

, many human
beings, but few men, Hdt. V. a man, opp. to his

wife, a husband, Horn., etc. ; , Virgil's vir

gregis, Theocr.

[], Att. crasis for .-, poet, for-.-,,() unploughed, untilled, Od., Aesch.-, pf. pass, of-.
or, v..-, Dor.-, , =, Theocr.-, , without real fire, ,

i. e. the fire of discord, Eur.-, aor. pass, of.-, 3 sing. pf. pass, imper. of.-', f .- : aor. 2 -- : Dep. :

—

to

choose one person or thing instead of another, (or

rt) tivos Eur. ; to prefer, choose rather, Id. II. to

dispute, lay claim to, Id.-, 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of-.-, f.-, Pass, to be captured in
turn, &v Aesch.-, f.-, Dep. to vie one with an-
other, to race one another, Xen.- [],,() vying with, rivalling, Eur.-, Ion. -, f., Dep. to lay hold of in
turn, c. gen., Hdt., Eur. II. simply to lay hold of,

grapple with, engage in, c. gen., Hdt., Thuc.: generally,

to reach, attain, Eur. 2. to lay hold of,

attack,,, Soph., Eur., ,() a flower, blossom, Ar.-, verb. Adj. of-, one must cleave to,

c. gen., Plat. ; so in pi., Thuc.-, f.- or- [], to draw or pull
against, Thuc. ; . to pull against one
another, Plat.,, , poet, for.

-.',, =, tattooed with

flowers, Xen.,, , =, Anth.,, and -, , flowery, of meadows,
II. II. of works in metal, bright, burnished, or

wrought with flowers, Horn. ; of tapestry, flowered,
Anth. From, , () =, Sappho, Ar. ; -, i. e. the costliest gold, Pind.-, , ()flowingfromflowers, of honey,

Eur.-, , (*e/rya>) working in flowers, of bees,

Aesch.-, , () flowery, blooming, Aesch., Eur.-, Ep. aor. 2 med. imper. of-.,, , () the chin or part on which
the beard grew, Lat. mentum, II.

[t], -, =, Anth., ikos, , () =, the beard of an ear of

corn, the ear itself, Lat. spica, II. 11 = the stalk of
asphodel, Hdt., Theocr.-, Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 2 of., , , () the Feast of Flowers, i.e.

the three days' festival of Dionysus at Athens, in the

month Anthesterion.,, , the month Anthesterion, eighth

of the Attic year, answering to the end of February and
the beginning of March.-, f. [], (,) to entertain in

return or mutually , Plut.-, , [,) bearing flowers, flower-

ing, Eur.-, Ep. for-, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of.
,', f . \,() to blossom, bloom, of the youthful

beard, Od. ; of flowers and plants, Hes., etc. II.

metaph., 1. to be bright with colour, -
Xen. 2. to be in bloom, Pind. ; , '

to be in the bloom of youth, Plat. 3. to

flourish in wealth and prosperity, Hes., Hdt., Att. ; c.

dat.,. to abound in men, Hdt. 4. to be

at the height or pitch, Aesch., Soph., ?), () fidl bloom, Plat., , ,() flowering, blooming, Ar. II.

metaph. blooming, fresh, Eur., Xen. 2.-
rage bursting into flower, i. e. at its height,

Soph. 3. bright-coloured, bright, Eur. ; .
brightness, Luc.-, Pass, to give way in turn, Thuc., f. [, () to strew or deck with flowers,

Eur. 2. to dye with bright colour: Pass., Hdt.;
metaph., dyed, disguised, Soph., , , () like flowers, blooming, fresh, -, of the lotus, Od. II. bright-coloured,

Lat. floridus, of women's dress, Plut.-, , a sham-fight of horse, Xen.-, f. , to ride against,^ Xen.-, f.-, to set against, Ar., Thuc. :

to set up in opposition, Thuc. 2. to match with,

compare, Plut. II. Pass., with intr. aor. 2 act.--, pf., Att. contr. part, : fut.

med.·\, aor. and pass,-
[] :

—

to stand against, esp. in battle, to with-
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stand, oppose, II., Hdt., Att.; also, Thuc,
etc. : rarely c. gen., (al.)
Aesch. 2. absol. to make a stand, II., Hdt., f. , to bestrew with flowers, Anth. :

—
Pass, to have flowers showered upon one, Plut. From-, ov,() garlanded with flowers, Anth.-, ov,() living on flowers, Anth.-, ov,() holding flowers, Mosch.,, f., to produce flowers, Anth. From-, ov,() decked withflowers,flowery, Anth.-, f., to govern flowers, Luc.-, ov,() worked with flowers ov bright-

coloured, Eur., ,() a pulling in the contrary direc-

tion, resistance, Plut., , a flower-gathering, Luc. :

were collections of small Greek poems and epigrams by
several authors, which the editor made up into a posy
or nosegay.-, ov,() flower-gathering, Anth.; c. gen.

culling the flower of . . , Id.-', f., Med. to make a mutual
agreement, Dem. II. to confess freely
and openly, Plut. III. to return thanks, . T.-, f ., to arm against : Pass, to be arrayed
against,' Eur. :—Med. to arm oneself, Xen.- for-, aor. 2 inf. of.-', f. , to lie at anchor opposite to, '
Thuc. ; Id.", , : gen. pi. even in Att.:

—

a
blossom, flower, Horn., etc. 2. generally, anything
thrown out upon the surface, froth, scum. II.

metaph. the bloom or flower of life, II.;

Xen. ; the bloom of complexion,

Aesch. :—also, theflower of an army and the like, Aesch.,

Thuc. ; thy pride or honour, Aesch. 2.

the height or highest pitch of anything, bad as well as

good, Id.; Soph. III. brightness,

briIlia ncy, Theogn. ; in pi. bright colours, Plat.;, i. e. purple, Anth.-, , , (,) redolent of flowers, of

wine, . with aflue ' bouquet,' Ar.; so

alone, Xen., Luc.-, , () bloom, luxuriant growth, Anth.', f., to bear flowers, Anth. From-, ov, '^) bearing flowers, flowery, Ar.,

Anth.-, , () party-coloured, Anth., , Ep. -,, ,() a heap of charcoal,
hot embers, II. ; hot from the embers,
Eur. 2. black sooty ashes, Anth.,, , ,() a man black as a collier, Luc., f.,() to make charcoal of, to roast
or toast, Ar., pf., Pass,() to be burnt
to cinders, Aesch.",, , charcoal, coal, Ar., Thuc., , a hornet, wasp, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.), ,() a wasp's nest, Ar.-, , , a man-pleaser, . ., , Dim. of, a manikin, Ar., contr.- (sub.), , a man's skin, Hdt.

-. J 1, a, ov, Ion. -, , ov, of or belonging to

man, human, Hdt., etc. ; such as
man is subject to, Aesch. ; human
affairs, man's estate, Hdt. ; either man-
kind orhuman nature,Thuc. 2. human , ofwhich man
is capable, Hdt., Plat. 3. human, as opp. to mythical,

Hdt. II. Adv. -, humanly, in all human proba-
bility , Thuc. ;. to speak as befits a man, Ar.,, Dep. to be or act as a human being, Arist.8]5, , ov, Ion. for., f., to be or act like a man, Luc., , ,() of or for a man, human,
Plat. Adv.-, Luc., , ov, and , ov,() of, from or

belonging to man, human, Hdt., etc. ; -
all mankind, Id. ; . Plat. ; .

or human affairs, man's estate,

Id. 2. human, suited to man, Id., Arist. II.

Adv., to commit hum zn, i. e.

venial, errors, Thuc. 2. humanely, gentl , Dem., , Dim. of, a manikin, Lat. ho-

muncio, Eur., Xen. : a paltry fellow, Xen., , —, Eur., Plat.-,, , , a man-god, \. e. a deified

man, Eur.-, ,() like a man, in human form,
Hdt.-, , a human sacrifice, Strab.-, ov,() murdering men, a homi-
cide, Eur. II. proparox.furnished by slaughtered
men, Id.-, ov, () speaking of man, Arist., , a making of man or men, Luc. From--, , () making men, Luc.-, , (prob. from,, man-faced) :

—

man,
Lat. homo (not vir), opp. to gods, ,

II. 2. with or with-

out the Art. to denote man generally, Plat., etc. 3.

in pi. mankind,, II.

;

the best quail in the world,

Plat. ;, most, least of all,

Hdt., etc. 4. with another Subst., to give it a con-

temptuous sense, .,,
Oratt. ; so homo histrio Cic. :—so, or -

was used alone, the man, the fellow, Plat.

also in vocat. it was addressed contemptuously to

slaves, or', sirrah! you sir ! Hdt.,

Plat. II. fern, (as homo also is fern.), a woman,
Hdt., etc. ; with a sense of pity, Dem., crasis for .--,() to slay men, Eur., f., to eat men or man's flesh, Hdt., , an eating of men, Arist. From-, ov,() man-eating, Arist.-, , () of man's nature, Hdt.-~, poet, for-.-, f., to abuse one another, abuse in turn,

Eur., Plut.- [], f . , to bring to trial in turn, Thuc., to be proconsul, Plut. ; and, , , proconsular. From-,, proconsul, \j3X.pr0 consule, Polyb.,etc.



72 --, f. £, to yield in turn, Plut. From,, , a mutual yielding, Plut.-', f., to serve in turn, Arist.- [t], Ion.-, Med. to answer in

return, Hdt. II. to put on in turn, opyftv Luc-, Med. to make a counter-affidavit, Dem.-, f., to suspect mutually

:

—Pass.,-
he is met by the suspicion that . . , Thuc.--', f. , to return a kindness,

Hdt., Eur.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act. :
—

(sc. xopriybs yeveaOai) to undertake to

serve as choragus instead of another, Dem., Ion., Aeol. , , grief, sorrow, distress,

trouble, Od., Hes., etc. 2. actively, the

bane of our feast, Od. [In Horn, and Soph. : in

other Poets t.] (Deriv. uncertain.), Dor. for -, a rein.

[f] : aor. 1, to grieve, distress, c. acc.

pers., Horn. II. intr. to be grieved or distressed,

feel grief, Id. ; c. dat. at ox for a thing, II.-, Dep. to cure again, repair, Hdt., , , Ion., , , () grievous,

troublesome, a?inoying, of persons, Od.;
Ar., of animals, Hdt. :—Adv. Soph. 2. of

things, painful, grievous, distressing, Theogn., etc.

;

irreg. Comp. Od. II. pass, grieved,

distressed, Xen. :—-Adv. -pu>s wretchedly, Id. [In

Horn, and Soph, always -, in other Poets -.~\-, Ion.-, ov, (- priv.,) incurable,

Plat., etc. 2. of persons, incorrigible, Id.;

to be incurable, Id.- [], to cry aloud : c. acc. to praise loudly, Anth.
: 3 sing. impf.: f. [], Ep. :

aor. 1, Dor. :—Pass.,, Ion. 3 pi.

opt. : 3 pi. impf. : f. in med. form, Ep. 2 sing, : aor. 1, Ion.- : pf. : () : [ in Horn, and Soph. ;

f in other Poets]. Like, to grieve, distress, c.

acc, Od., etc.; c. dupl. acc, 6

Soph. :—Pass, to be grieved, distressed, Od., etc.; with

neut. Adj.,' I am vexed at this, Soph. ;

aor. 1 part, as Adj., a sorrowful man, Horn.-, aor. 2 inf. of, to look up, Aesch.-, ov, =.-, Adv.() without sweat: metaph. without
toil, II. : lastly, slowly, Xen.-, ov,() without having sweated or exer-

cised oneself, Xen.-, -let, 2 and 3 sing, of : -, -,
2 and 3 sing. impf. (as if from ).-, ov, unholy, unhallowed, Aesch. ;

-
unhallowed because of unoffered sacrifices,

Eur. II. unconsecrated, Plat.-, f., to dedicate, devote, Plut.-, Ion. 3 pi. of-.-, , (also, - as if from ), :

impf. ', 2 and 3 sing, eis, , Ion. 3 sing,,
also : f. : pf. : aor. 1 , Ion.

:—Horn, also has a 3 sing. fut., 3 pi. aor.&, opt., part, (as if from·) :—3 pi. aor. 2, imper., Ep. 3 sing.

—.
subj. ; inf. ; part. $ :—Pass., ~

: pf., Ion. 3 pi. pf. (as if from-) : aor. 1 part, ; f.. [-
Ep., - Att.; but Horn, has,.] To
send up or forth, Horn., etc.; of the earth, to make
spring up, h. Horn. ; of females, to produce, Soph. :

—

Pass, to be sent up, produced, Aesch., etc; to send up
from the grave or nether world, Id., etc. II.

to send back, put back, open, Horn., Eur. III. to

let go, leave, Horn., etc. ; c. gen. rei,

loosed them from bonds, Od. : to let go unpunished,
Xen. 2. . to let loose at one, . Kvvas, Lat.

canes immittere, Xen. ; hence,

II. : c. inf. to set on or urge to do a thing, Horn. 3.

. to let go for any purpose, Hdt. ; .
to set free from madness, Eur. 4. to

let, allow one to do a thing, c. acc. et inf., Hdt., etc. :

—so, . to let it hang, loosen, Eur. 5. Med.,
c. acc, baring her breast, II. ; alyas

flaying goats, Od. 6. to let go free, leave

untilled, of ground dedicated to a god, Thuc. :—Pass.

to devote otieself, give oneself up, Hdt. ; of animals

dedicated to a god, which are let range at large, Id.

;

esp. in pf. pass. part.$, Soph., etc 7. to

slacken, relax, let down, unstring, Hdt., Plat. :—then,

to remit, neglect, give up, Soph., Thuc, etc. :— Pass.

to be treated remissly, Thuc. 8. so intr. in Act. to

slacken, abate, of the wind, Soph., etc. ;

not to give way at all, Xen. :—c. part, to give up or

cease doing, [] Hdt. :—c. gen. ta

ceasefrom a thing, Eur., Thuc., , , Ion. for.
[], Dor. for.-& [], ov, insufficient, incapable, Babr.-', ov,() without prayer, not entreat-

ing, Eur.- [], Dor.-, ov,() tinconquered, un-
conquerable, Hes., etc.- [], , unmerciful, . .-, f., (,) only in pres. and impf., to

draw up water, by means of leather straps : generally,

to draw out or up, Xen. : also Med., Luc,
etc. II. intr. (sub.), to mount up, Xen., ov, () =, Aesch., Dor. for.-, ov, without horse, not serving on horseback,

Hdt., Soph. : without a horse to ride on, Ar. 2. of

countries, unsuited for horses, Hdt., Dep. —.-, , , gen., with uuwashen feet, II.-, ov,() unwashen,\\. 2. not to be washed
out, Aesch., Megarean for, Ar.-, ov, (icros) unequal, uneven, Plat., etc. :—Adv.,, unfairly, Dem. Hence,, , () inequality, Plat., etc.-, f., (,) to make equal, equalise,

Xen. :—Pass, to be made equal, Hdt.-, A. Causal in pres., impf., f.-, poet,, aor. 1, Ep.; also

in aor. 1 med. : I. to make to stand
up, raise up, by his hand, II. :

—

to raise from



sleep, wake up, II. : metaph., . Soph. :—to raise

from the dead, II., Aesch.j from misery, Soph. 2. of

things, to set up, build, Hdt., etc. ; so, .,-
to set tip a bronze statue of him, Plut. ;—aor.

med., to build oneself a city,

Hdt. 3. to build tip again, restore, Eur., Dem. 4.

to put upfor sale, Hdt. II. to rouse to action,

stir up, II. :

—

to rouse to arms, raise troops, Thuc. ; av.4 Plut. III. to make people rise,

break up an assembly, II., Xen. 2. to make people

rise from their home, make them emigrate, transplant,

Od., Hdt., etc. 3. to make suppliants rise and leave

sanctuary , Hdt., Thuc. 4. of sportsmen, to put up
game, spring it, Xen.

B. Intr. in pres. and impf., -, lTi f-, in aor. 2, pf., Att.

plqpf . ; also in aor. pass, [] :

—

to

stand up, rise, to speak, Horn., etc. :

—

to risefrom one's

seat as a mark of respect, Lat. assurgere, II. :

—

to rise

from bed, lb., etc. :

—

to rise from the dead, lb. :

—

to

rise from an illness, recover, Hdt. 2. to rise as a
champion, II., Soph.: c. dat. to stand up to fight against,

II. ; os 0€o7s Aesch. 3. of buildings

and statues, to be set up, to rise up, rear itself, Eur.,

Plut., etc. 4. of a river, to rise, Plut. II. to

rise to go, set out, go away, Eur., Thuc, etc. 2.

to be compelled to migrate, Thuc. ; of a country, to be

depopulated, Hdt., Eur. ; no longer

subject to migration, Thuc. 3. of a law-court, to

rise, Dem. 4. of game, to be put up, Xen.-, f. , to make inquiry into, ask about,

Soph. : c. acc. pers. et rei, to ask a person about a
thing, Aesch., Soph. ; so, .. rivos Eur.-, ov, (av- priv.,) ignorant of
history.—Adv., ' rivos to be unin-
formed about a thing, Plut.-, contr. from-, imper. pass, of .-, v. -.

[], ea>s, , (,) equalisation, Thuc.-, f ., (,) to trace back, as a hound,
II. : generally, to trace out, Plut.-, Ion. 3 pi. opt. of.-, poet, for-, aor. 1 inf. of.-, Ep. for-, 3 sing, of,.-, Ep. for-., f. ,) to side with Hannibal, Plut.-', f . , to guide back, Babr.-, ov, (av- priv., boos) having no road, impass-

able, Eur., Xen.-, , (,) a way up, as to the Acropolis,

Hdt. :

—

ajourney inland,es^.'mto Central Asia,Id., Xen.- [], f.-, Dep. to set tip a wailing,
Xen.-, ov, () without understanding, Od.-, ov, not thought on, unheard of, h. Horn. 2.

not within the province of thought, unintelligent,
Plat. II. act. not understanding, unintelligent,
\jdX.ineptus, Hdt., Att.; ohyoufool, Ar. ;

follies, Id. :—Adv. -tcos, Plat., etc., old Att., Ep., , (tivoos) want of
understanding, folly, Hdt., etc.; ' avoias Aesch.;

[eVrt] Thuc.

. J ^- and -£, Ep.- II. :— impf. -
-yov, Ep. also av-yyov, rarely, Ion. and Ep.- : f.- : aor. 1- or, Ion., poet, : pf.- or -ecpya :—Pass,, f.- : pf.-,-~ : 3
sing, plqpf.-: aor. 1-, subj.-,
opt.-,- : aor. 2 :—in late

Gr., irreg. forms occur,,, :— -

to open doors, etc., they tried to put
back the bolt so as to open the door, II. ;,
av., Aesch., Ar. 2. to undo, open,

took off the cover and opened it, II.; metaph.,
Eur. ; av. olvov to tap it, Theocr. 3.

to lay open, unfold, disclose, Soph. 4. as nautical

term, absol. to get into the open sea, get clear of land,
Xen. II. Pass, to be open, stand open, of doors,

Hdt., Plat.; ' opening
one into another, Plut.-', f. : aor. 1:— to swell up, of a
wave, Eur. 2. metaph. of passion, Hdt.-£, f. Att. , to remove up the country :—Pass,

and Med. to shift one's dwelling up the country, to

migrate inland, Ar. ; and of cities, to be built up the

country, away from the coast, Thuc. :—generally, to

migrate, Ar., Thuc. II. to re-

settle :—Pass, to be re-peopled, Plut.-', f., to build up, Hdt. 2. to wall
tip, Ar. II. to build again, rebuild, Thuc, Xen.
-oiKos, ov, — &-oikos, houseless, homeless, Hdt.', verb. Adj. of, one must open, Eur.-, ov, pitiless, merciless, Soph., Anth.-, ov, unpitied, unmourned, Anth., , ,() opened, Babr., Luc.-, ov, pitiless, ruthless, Eur. :—Adv .—tws, with-

out pity, without being pitied, Soph., Eur.-, fut., to wail aloud, Aesch., Thuc.-, ov, ' av- priv.,) unlamented,
Aesch. :—Adv. [], without need to wail,

with impunity
, Soph., ews, ,() an opening, Thuc.',. Adj. of, one must report, Soph.,

Eur. :

—

one must refer, Plut., Ion., , ov, (, f.)
referred, es to some one for decision, Hdt.-', f . ), to goad to madness, Eur., f. of., 3 sing. opt. pass, of., f. , to hold back, av. Tas vias to keep

them at anchor, Hdt. : of a chariot, to hold it in, keep it

back, Soph. 2. . to keep up
the tension of the ropes, keep them taut, Hdt. II.

intr. to keep back, keep still, Id. From-, , formed by redupl. from- (cf.

pf. of ), a stay, cessation, Thuc. : absol. a

cessation of arms, truce, yiyv^dai to

be at truce with one, Id. 2. a hindrance, Id.

(The forms, are late and corrupt.), ,() misery, Hes. [t],, ov, = sq., Hdt.-, ov, unblest, wretched, luckless,,Theogn.,,1'rag.-, Ep. for., ,() a hauling up, Thuc.



74 —-, f. , to cry aloud, shout {with joy),

Trag. 2. c. acc. to bewail loudly, Soph. II. in

a causal sense, to excite by Bacchic cries, Eur.- [], Dep. to break into lojid wailing,

Thuc., Xen., v..-, f . , to restore to equality, equalise, pf.

pass. inf. Arist.-, f. ,—ioreg.-, ov, without rain, of countries, Hdt. ; . poa'i

streams notfed by showers, Eur., f.,{) to act lawlessly, nrepl Hdt., Ion. -, , {) lawlessness, Hdt., Eur.,

etc.- [t], ov, having no communion with others,

unsociable, Plat. 2. c. gen., . un-
acquainted with education, Luc.-, ov, {) eyeless, sightless, Soph.--, 4s, (eldos) of unlike kind, hetero-

geneous, Arist.-, ov and a, ov, unlike, dissimilar, Pind., Plat, ;

hy. unlike it, Plat. :—Adv. -, Thuc. ; .'
to be unlike, Xen. Hence

s,, ,{) dissimilarity , Plat.; and, f., to make unlike or dissimilar, Plat. :

—Pass, to be or become so, Id.-, f . : pf . : Dep. :

—

to agree upon a thing-, come to an understanding,
rivos Plat. ; irp6s with one, Id. 2. to sum ttp

one's conclusions, Id. II. pf. in pass.

sense, I am allowed, to be doing,

Dem. Hence, verb. Adj. one must admit, Plat,, , disagreement, Plut. From-, ov, not agreeing.-, , ov, not agreeing, inconsistent,

Plat.-, ov, without law, lawless, Hdt., Trag., etc. :

—

Adv. -, Eur., etc. ; Comp.-, Plat. II.{ II) musical, Aesch.-, Dor. arcs,,() unprofitable, useless,

Soph., Eur., etc. ; neut. pi. as Adv. in vain,
Eur. II. c. gen. making no profitfrom a thing, Dem.-, ov, contr. -,, without understanding,
foolish, -szY/y, Il.,Soph., etc. :—Comp., epos,Aesch., Adv., either (from av- priv.,*6) she flew

away unseen ; or =, up into the air ; or '
{ = ) up by the smoke-vent, Od. :—others write, , a kind of eagle.-, ov, without the or large shield, Hdt.,

Plat.-, ov, {opyavov) without instruments, Plut., ], Dor. for., f . : aor.

:

—to set up again,
restore, rebuild, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to restore to health

or well-being, Soph. 3. to set straight again,
set right, correct, Eur.-, ov, without harbour : metaph., .

to sail into a marriage that was no haven for
thee, Soph.-, f. -, to rouse, stir up, Pind. :—Pass.,

Ep. aor. 2, to start up, Horn.

, Ep. aor. , to start up, leap up,
Horn.; of the sun,^ is went swiftly

up the sky, Od. ; (Dor. part. aor. i) Pind.-, ov, roofless, Eur.-&, f. ,{) to clap the wings and
crow, like a cockrel, Ar.-, Att.- : f . : pf. pass,/—to dig up what has been buried, Hdt., Ar. 2. ay.

to dig it up, break open, Hdt.-',.-, Dep. to leap up and dance, Eur.--, ov and a, ov, unholy , profane, Lat. profanus,
of persons and things, Hdt., Att.;5 veicvs a corpse

with all the rites unpaid, Soph.:—Adv.-, in unholy
wise, Id. : without funeral rites, Eur. Hence, tjtos, tj,{) profaneness, Plat.-, Ion. and Ep.-, ov, without sickness,

healthy, sou?id, Od., Hdt., Att. 2. c. gen.,

untouched by ill, Eur. 3. of a season, free
from sickness, Thuc. II. of things, not causing
disease, harmless, Eur.-, ov, (oVreov) boneless, of the polypus, Hes.-9> ov, {4) whence none return, Anth.-, ov, not returning, . cut off

his return, Od. 2. not to be retraced, Eur.-, ov, xinreturning, without return, Od.; Sup.,- never, never to return, Anth.-, f ., to break out into wailing, Aesch., Eur.

.-<5,,{) without ear: withouthandle,Theocr.,, contr. for.
a-yovaos, ov, Ion. for-.-, ov, {) unwounded by sword, 11.- [f], Adv. {) without wound, II., , {) a holding back, stopping, esp. of

hostilities : pi., like Lat. induciae, an armistice, truce,

Xen. II. {) forbearance, . T.-, f., to hoist, lift up, Anth.-, Ep. for -,-, aor. 2 imp. of-

:

—-, part.--, Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ep. for -<), 3 dual aor. 2 of.-, poet, for-.-', Ep. for-, aor. 2 of : --, for-, imperat.-, v.-^. ~--, Ep. for-,*, {) Adv. over against, face to face, ~
to fight man to man ; ISeiv to look before

one ;7 4 was like the gods to look at, Horn.;€ to aim straight at them, Od. II. as

Prep, with gen., over against, Horn. ; be-

fore her cheeks ; Od. ; ^ before

thee, lb. 2. in hostile sense, against, Aibs II.-, f., to buy with money received in pay-
ment for something else, Xen. :—Pass., aor. part,-^ Dem.-, f., to speak against, reply, Pind. :

—

to

gainsay, contradict, Ar.-, f. Att.-

:

—as Dep. to struggle

against, prove a match for, Hdt., Thuc. :—gener-

ally, to struggle or dispute with, Thuc. :

—

ol-- the parties in a lawsuit, Xen.', f . «, to oppose, be a rival, Arist. From



•, , ,{) an opponent, com-
petitor, rival, Xen., etc. ;. a rival in love, Eur.-, =- : Med.,
to raise one's hands against one, Hdt., Dor. for.-, ov, contending against, rivalling, ivos Anth.-, Med. to respect in return, Xen., a, ov, (aura) set over against, right opposite,- a wound infront, Soph., Eur. 2. opposed

to, hostile, hateful, Eur.; to one, Aesch. ;

their hostile ptirposes, Id.-, f .-, aor. - :

—

to raise against,

Anth.; so in Med., Thuc. II. intr. to rise up
against, Plat., Dem.; irp6s or, Dem., etc. 2.

of a cliff, to rise opposite to, Plut.-*, f., to demand in return, Thuc., , a sort of sturgeon, Hdt. (Deriv. unknown.)-, f.-, to hear in turn, tivos

Soph.: absol. to hear in return, Aesch., Xen.-, f. £, to return a shout, Aesch., ottos,,() that which isgiven
or taken in exchange, for a friend, Eur. ;

for one's soul, . T., verb. Adj. one must give in exchange,
tiv6sfor a thing-, Dem. From-, Att. -, f. £, to exchange one thing

with another, Eur. ;. to change the signification of the names, Thuc. II.

Med. to take in exchange, tivos one thing for
another, Eur., Dem. ; tivos Dem. ; -

shall receive death in exchange, i. e. as a
punishment, Eur.:—Pass.,

having made an interchange of each other's

custom, i. e. having- each adopted the other's way, Thuc.-, f.-, Med. to exchange one thing

with another, Archil. II. c. acc. pers. to

repay, requite, punish, Id., Aesch., etc. III. to

answer again, Hdt. ; . Soph.- [], f.-, Med. to defend oneself
against, resist, Thuc. II. to requite,.
Soph.-, f.-, to make go up in turn, Xen.-, f. , to lead up against,. to put
ships to sea against, Hdt. ; but also,. with
ships, Thuc. ;—so,~/ or· alone,

Id., Xen. II. to bring up or out instead, Anth.-, f. , to take away from the opposite

sides of an account, to cancel, Dem.-, f.-, to destroy in return, Eur.-', f. -, to wait instead of taking active

measures, Thuc.-, f.-, to fill up in return, Xen.-, f. , to plait in rivalry with, Anth.--, f., to supply as a substitute or
balance, Dem.-,,{) instead of a man, as a substitute,
Luc.-,( ibo) to rise so as to balance, Thuc.-, f. -, to set up against,
Plut. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act., to rise up against,

Soph.-, a, ov, worth just as much as, c. g-en., II.,

—. J 5

Hdt., Att. 2. absol. worth as much, worth no less,

II. Hence, f., to demand as equivalent, or in turn,

Thuc.-', f., to demand in return, Thuc. :—
Pass, to be called on for a thing in turn, Plut.-, f., Med. to obey in turn,

Tyrtae.- \\, f . , to keep off in turn, Anth.- or -to, f. -, to prove in return

or answer, Xen.-, f.-, to give back, repay, tender in

repayment or requital, Batr., Hdt., Att. :—absol. to

make a return, Thuc. II. to make correspondent,

Plat. 2. intr. to answer to, correspond with,

Id. 3. to give back words, answer,

Id. III. to deliver in turn,

Xen. IV. to give back a sound, Plut., , , ( ) repayment, re-

quital, . .,, ,() a giving back in

turn, Thuc. : a. rendering, requiting, repayment, re-

ward, . T.- [t], Med. to answer again, . T. : to

argue against, lb.-, f.-, to kill in return, Hdt., Att.-, f.-, to receive or accept in

return, Plat., Dem.-, f.-, to destroy in return, Eur.,

Plat. II. Pass, and Med., with pf. 2 act.-,
to perish in turn, Eur. ;

-
that ten be put to death in revenge for each

man, Hdt.-, f.- [t], to requite, repay, Anth.-,-, to shew on the other hand,Thuc.-, Ion. for-.-', f . -, to hold out against, Thuc.

;

Plut. II. absol. to hold out, persist, Ar.-, f., Dep. to welcome ov greet in

turn, Xen. ; to receive kindly, Id., , reflexion of light, Xen. From-', f. , (abyi]) to reflect light,

flashes back murder, Eur.-, f ., to speak against, answer, Soph,-, f . : Dor. aor. 1- [], to sound in turn,

answer, Pind.-, f.-, to let go or let fall in turn, Eur., poet. 3 sing. opt. : Ion. impf.: f.: Dor. aor. 1: pf.: () : .
c. dat. pers. to come opposite to, meet face to face, meet
with, II., Trag-. II. c. gen., either 1. gen. pers.

to meet in battle, Horn. ; or 2. gen. rei, to take

part in, partake in or of, Id. ; -
how thou hast sped in getting sight of him, Od.;

so,. Hdt. ; Soph. ; so, -
partook of their blood, Id., aor. 1 of.-, f. >, to insert one name instead of

another, Dem.-, f., to accuse in turn, Dem.-, f. : aor. 1- :

—

to compare in

return, Ar. : absol., Plat.



J6
-

-£, poet, for-.-, aor. 2 with no pres.(-- being- used

instead, cf.-) :

—

to speak against or in answer,

gainsay, c. dat., . Aesch., etc.:—absol. to

speak in answer, Thuc., etc. ; . to utter a word

of contradiction, Eur. 2. . to set one
thing- against another, Plat. 3. . to

speak ill of him in turn, Soph.-, Ion. for-.-, f. , to introduce instead, substitute,

Dem. II. to bring into office in turn, Plut.-, f. >, to steal away in return, Ar.-, f. , to knock out in return, Dem.-'', f. , to send out in return, Xen.-€\,{.-€, to sail out against,TiviThuc.-, f . -, to stretch out in opposition, av.

to match oneself with another, Ar.-,

.

-, to setforth or state instead, Plut.', f.-, to sally out against, Xen.-, f. -, intr. to sail against, Plut.-, f. , to hope instead or in turn, Thuc.-, f

.

-, intr. to make an inroad in turn,

Xen. : to attack in turn, Plut.-, f.-, to put on board instead, Thuc.-, aor.-^ [], Pass, to stick right

in, Ar.-, f.-, to fill in turn, Xen. : to fill

in return, by way of compensation, tivos Id., f.-, to set on fire in return, Hdt.-', ecus, ,() difference of appearance,
Strab.-£,.-, togiveway iji turn, ofsawyers,Ar.-|·, f. , to export in turn or instead, Xen.-', f., to demand in return, Plut.-',( ibo) to go out against, Xen.-, f. -, to drive, ride, sail out against,

^Plut.-', =,''.-, f., to try one by the standard of an-
other, Aeschin. ; Plut. :—Med. to measure
oneself against another, Luc. :

—

to dispute with

him at law, Id.-, f. , to ride out against, Plut.-, ecus, , () a sailing against,
Thuc. : a mode of attack, Plut.-<·, f. , to lead against : intr. to advance
against, Thuc.-', f. , to praise in return, Xen. II.

Pass.,. to be extolled in comparison with, Luc.-, Pass, to put to sea against,
Thuc.- [t],f .-, to let slip against, Luc.-',( ibo) to rush upon, meet an advancing
enemy, c. dat. or absol., Thuc.-, f . , intr., to go out against, Thuc.-',( ibo) to march out to meet an enemy,
irp0s Thuc. ; absol., Xen.-, f. -, = foreg., Thuc.-', =, Thuc.-', f., to clamour against one, Luc.-, f. , to form counter-designs, Thuc.-, f., to write something instead, Dem.

•€·.-, f . -, to exhibit in turn, Xen.

;

so Med., Plut.-', f. ], to desire a thing in rivalry with
another, c. gen. rei, Andoc. :—Pass.,

to have one's company desired in turn, Xen„-, f., to help in return, Xen.- or-', Dep. to attend or give
heed in turn, tivos to one, Xen.-', f.-, to write an answer, Luc.-7, f., to take the field agai?ist, Xen.-, ., to order in turn,Tivl Thuc.-, f. Att.-, Dep. with pf. pass.

to build a fort in retaliation, Thuc.-., f. -, to entrust a letter in answer,
np6s Thuc.', f. ,, to attack in turn, Plut.-', aor. 1- : Dep. to rival another in

love for a person, tivos Luc.-, to contribute in turn ; Pass, to be repaid,

Anth.-, , 6, a rival in love, tivos for another,
Ar. : a rival, Plat.-, to love in return, Aesch. ;

Luc. II. . tivos to rival one in love for an-
other, Eur. : absol., jealous love, Plut.-, f. , to set firmly against, ' Eur.

;

. [] to set wooden props against it,

Xen. ; . to plant it firm, Soph. II. intr.

to stand firm, resist pressure, Xen. From', 5, , resistance, Plut.-, Ion.-, aor. 2-, Dep. to ask-

in turn, Hdt., Xen.-, aor. 1 inf.- [], Dep. to make
equal in weight with, to value equally with, c. gen.,

Theogn.-, f . with no pres. in use : pf . (cf.-) :
—to speak against, gainsay, Soph. ;

Ar. ; c. inf. to refuse, Aesch. :—Pass., -, no denial shall be given, Soph.-',, 6, return-love, Plat.-, f. -, to question in turn,

Plat.-', f . -, to return a kindness, Xen.-', f., to wish well in return, Xen.-' or- : f.- : aor. 2- :
—

to hold against, c. acc. et gen., . ta

hold one's hand against one's head, so as to shade the

eyes, Soph. ; c. dat., ' ' aiyXav
may'st thou keep this sunlight upon his eyes (al. off

his eyes), Id. II. to hold out against, withstand,

c. dat., Hdt., Thuc; Thuc; c. acc. to endure,
Anth. 2. absol. to hold out, stand one's ground,
Hdt., Att. : to hold out, endure, last, Hdt., etc. ; of the

rivers drunk by the Persian army, to hold out, suffice,

Id. III. Med. to hold before one against something,

c. acc. et gen., Od. 2. c. gen. to hold on by, cling

to, Hdt., Att. :—metaph.,. to cli>ig to

the banks, keep close to them, Hdt. ; .,
Id. ; Thuc. 3. absol. to hold

out, Soph. 4. c. dupl. gen. pers. et rei,

will lay claim to the property from
you, dispute it with you, Ar.



, Dor. -,, ev, {aura) hostile, Find.-05 (not -), , opposite the sun, i. e.

facing east, Soph. ; statues of gods
which stood in the sun before the door, Aesch. II.

like the sun, formed like, Eur., {) Adv. against, over against, -
I will confront him, II. ; to

match himself against me, Horn. ; to go
straight forwards, lh; to be struck in

front, lb. ;- etVtSeW to look him in the face, lb.

;

to bathe before all, Od. ; 0e£ iva\iymos
like a god in presence, lb.-, opos, 6, , {) instead of a man,. dust for men, Aesch.-, , , (eperijs) properly, one who rows

against another : generally an adversary, Aesch.-, es, {, v.-) set over against, opposite,

face toface, Eur. :—c. gen. over against, facing, Id.

;

aimed straight at the breast,

Soph. :—c. dat.,. opposite to a thing, Eur.,-, , , {,) a prop, stay, support,

Eur., Xen. ; in Thuc, are stay-beams, fixed

so as to strengthen the timbers of the bow.,, , {) a meeting, Od.-, Dor. -', f. , to sound or sing in
answer, Eur. II. of a musical string, to sound re-

sponsively , Plut., Luc., Prep. c. gen.:—orig. sense over against, oppo-

site.

A. Usage, 1. of Place, instead, in the place of

,

Horn., etc. 2. as good as, equal to,4 he is as good as many men, II. ; -
Od. 3. at the price of, for,

for money paid, Hdt., etc. 4. for the sake of,

Soph. 5. to mark comparison, %v ' evos one set

against the other, compared with it, Plat. : so, after

Comparatives, \ Soph. ; also (esp. after a
negative^, 4 Aesch.
. Position : rarely follows its case, and then

does not suffer anastrophe.

C. in Compos., 1. over against, opposite, as. 2. against, in opposition to, as -. 3. in return, as. 4. instead,

as. 5. equal to, like, as. 6.

counter, as., as Adv., v. 1 1., impf., ion. : f.,
Dor.- : aor. : {) :

—to meet face to

face, I. c. acc. pers. to encounter, whether as friend

or foe, Hdt., Aesch. : absol. to meet, answer, Pind. 2.

to approach as suppliants, to entreat, supplicate, Hdt.,
Soph. II. c. dat. pers. to meet in fight, Pind.-, , {,) fern. Adj., a match for men,
of the Amazons, II. II. avTiaveipa faction
wherein man is set against man, Pind., used by Horn, in Ep. forms, inf.,
3 pi. imp., part,,,

:

—
f. [] ; aor. :—Med., Ep. 2 pi.

: () : I. to go for the purpose of
.
meeting : 1. c. gen. rei, to go in quest of, Horn. ; of
an arrow, to hit, II. ; of the gods, to come (as it were) to

meet an offering, to accept it, or to partake of it, Horn.

;.
then, generally, to partake of, enjoy, obtain, Od.,
Soph.; so in Med., II. 2. c. gen. pers. to match or
measure oneself with, lb., Theogn. II. c. dat. pers.

to meet with, encounter, Horn. III. c. acc. rei, to

come to, visit, share,£ II.-, f. --, to go against, withstand, re-

sist, c. dat., Hdt., Aesch. ; having
set herfoot against, Eur.; also absol., Hdt., etc. ; -$ reluctant, Soph. ; but, to pull stoutly

against the oar, going well back, Ar.-, f. -, to throw against or in turn,
return the shots, Thuc. II. to put one against the

other, Aoyovs. 7rpi>s to exchange words in

conversation, . T., ews, ,{) resistance, Plut., ,,{) contrary, opposite, Plut.-, Dep. to use force against, Anth.-, Adv. {) against, face to face, II.-5, a, ov and os, , {) opposingforce to force,44 with wrangling words, Horn. :—neut.

as Adv. =, II.-, f.- or -, to look straight at,

look in the face, c. dat. pers., Xen. Hence€€, verb. Adj. one must look in theface, Luc., ecos, , a looking in the face, a look, Xen.-, f., to return a cry, Bion.-, f., to help in turn, Thuc, Xen.
: impf. : f .- : aor. €-, with double augm. : {-) :—to meet by chance, esp. in battle, c. dat. pers. or

absol., Horn. 2. c. dat. rei, to be present at,, Od. 3. c. gen. rei, to par-
take of, have one's share of, II. ; Od. 4.

to fall to one's lot, c. gen. pers., yos44 lb. 5. c. acc. pers. to meet as a suppliant,

entreat, supplicate, Ar. ; c. acc. et inf., Id. :—absol.

to supplicate, entreat, Id. Hence, eo>s, , =, Plat., ,() entreaty, prayer, Thuc., f., to rival in thundering, Luc.-, pf. in pres. sense, to return a cry, Anth.-, Ion. form, to rival in pedigree, Hdt.-', f. , {y) to be of a different

opinion : . eJvai to think that a thing is

otherwise, Xen.-,,, , ='^, Luc.-, 4, , a check-clerk, controller, Aeschin.;. ^ one who keeps a check upon
their accounts, Dem.-, , a reply in writing, such as Caesar's

Anticato in reply to Cicero's Cato, Plut. II. as

law-term, a plea, indictment, Plat., Dem.-, ov, copied, Dem.:—as Subst.,,
, a transcript, copy, counterpart, Id. From- [], f. , to write against or in answer,

write back, Thuc, Plut. II. Med., with pf. pass.,

as law-term, to put in as a plea, to plead against, Dem.-, f.-, to bite in turn, Hdt.-5, ov, {) taking another's place at

dinner, Luc.-, Dep. to salute in return, Xen.-', f., Dep. to entreat in retiirn>P\sit.



J 8 ^-, Dep. —, c. ace, Eur.-', f.-, Dep. to receive or accept in
return, Aesch., Eur.-, £. ^, to rival as a demagogue, Plut.-, f .-}, to cross over in turn, Xen.-, f.-, to attack in return, Arist.-, f. , to retort, Aeschin.-, Med. to offer resistance, tovs ·

opponents, . .-, f. , to teach in turn or on the other

side, Anth. :—of poets, to contend for the prize, Ar.-, f .-, to give in return, repay,

Hdt., Att. 2. to give for or instead of, tivos

Eur. ; tivos Ar. II. at Athens,.[] to offer to change fortunes -with one (cf.-
docris), Dem., etc.-, to go through in turn, Aeschin., f . : impf ., or with double
augrn. : aor. :() :

—

to

dispute, go to law, tivos Xen. ; 5
the parties to a suit, Plat. ; absol. of the defendant, Ar.;. irpos or irpds, to urge one's suit against . . ,

Dem. From-, ov, () an opponent in a suit, defendant
or plaintiff, Plat., etc. : g-enerally an opponent, Aesch.-|5, ov, () of a different opinion or sect, Luc.-<5, ov, () clothed with something- instead

of a skin, Anth., ecos, ,() a giving in return, ex-

change, Arist., Luc. II. at Athens, aform by which
a citizen charged with a or public charge
might call upon any other citizen, whom he thoug-ht

richer than himself, either to exchange properties, or to

take the charge upon himself, Xen., Dem., etc., ov, () given in lieu of, irvpos

Anth. II. given as a remedy for, Id. :—as

Subst.,5, , an antidote, Id.-, f . , to serve in place of, tivos Eur.-, ov, treated as a slave, Aesch.-, ov, re-echoing, Aesch.; Id.-, f.-, to act against, retaliate, Soph.,

Eur. II. c. acc. pers. to repay, requite, Soph., Eur.-, f., Dep. to present in return,. one with a thing, Hdt., Plat., etc. ; also,.
to present a thing in turn to one, Eur.,-, f., to seek one who is seeking us, Xen..-', f., to save alive in turn, Babr.-, f ., to bury opposite : Pass., aor. 2-
[], Anth.-, , ov, equal to the gods, godlike, Horn.-, f. , to take care of in return, Xen.«,, ea>s, ,() opposition, resistance,

Plat., Anth. 2. antithesis, Isocr.-', f.-, to run against another, compete
in a race, Hdt. II. to run contrary ways, Anth.-, f. , to whet against another, eVi

Luc.-, ov, echoing, Anth.-,,() opposite the door : as neut. Subst.,, , the part facing the door, the vestibule,

Od., Soph. 2. the side of a room facing the door,

Luc.

—.-, f. -, to sleep again or instead^
Anth.-, Ion.--, pf. of, used
as pres., to be set over against ; of armies or fleets, t&
lie over against, so as to watch each other, Hdt., Thuc.-£., Ion. --, f.-, aor. 2-- :—Med. to sit or lie over against, of

armies or fleets watching one another, Hdt., Thuc.-, Ion.-- : f.- :
—to

lay down or establish instead, substitute, replace,

Hdt., Thuc. 2. to set against, oppose,

Thuc; Plat. 3. to bring back again,
restore, Thuc. II. Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act.,,

and aor. 1 pass, [], to be put in another's

place, reign in his stead, Hdt., Xen. 2. to stand
against, resist, Xen.; absol., Thuc.-, f. -\, to damage in turn, Plat.-, f. 4, to invite in turn, Xen.-, f.- : aor. 2 -iQavov :

—to

die or be slain in turn, Aesch.-, f. , to leave in one's stead, Plat.-,, Att. -,, f.- :

Med. :

—

to .exchange one thing for another : 1. to

give one thing/or another, tivos Dem. ; or

tivos Oratt. 2. to receive one thing in ex~
change for another, tivos Isocr.-, f. -, to stretch out or set directly

in contrast, Plat.-, f ., to accuse in turn, recriminate-

upon, tivos Aeschin.-,-,,-, Ion. for-
-.,- [], 5, , Anticato, name of a book
written by Caesar in reply to the Cato of Cicero, Plut.-, f.-, used as Pass, of,
to be set over against, lie opposite, Plat.: Adv.. part.€45, by way of opposition, Arist.-, f. , to command in turn, Thuc. :

—

Pass, to be bidden to do a thing in turn, Id.-, , something acting as a goad, Aesch.-, f ., to tend instead of^ another, tivos Eur.-, f. , to proclaim in answer, Eur.-, f .--, to sound against, to be echoed
by a thing, Eur. :

—

. /ueAos to sing against
one another, Id.-, Att. -, f.—, to weep in
return, Hdt.-,, the part of the leg opposite the,
the shin, Ar.-, Pass, to be punished in return, Luc-, f. , to flatter in turn, Plut.-, f. , to bring back as an answer, Plut.-, f., to boast in opposition, Plut.-, f., to beat back, resist, oppose, Xen. 2.

impers., ^ if there be any hindrance, Id.-, Med. to take arms against, Anth.-, f ., to hold instead of another, Anth., cws, , a striking against, hindrance : a
repartee, Aeschin. From-, f. , to strike against, to be a hindrance,.

counteract, Thuc. ; irp0s Plut. ; absol., Dem., Adv., =, over against, right opposite, c.



—
dat., deoTs II. ; c. gen., "Enropos-

lb. II. =, straight on, right on, Horn.

;

followed by a Prep., ,
Id. ; , right in the middle,

II. 2. outright, utterly, ' lb., Adv. straight on, right on, Thuc, etc. 2.

outright, openly, without disguise, Aesch.,Thuc, etc.;. downright slavery, Thuc. ;

not at all, Ar. II. later, =, opposite, Arist.,Plut.-, ov,() in requitalfor murder, Aesch.
avTi-KTvirew, f. >, to ring, clash against,' Anth.

[], aor. , to hit upon, meet,'
Pind., Soph.-, f., to ridicule in turn, Plut., -,() a thing to hold by, a
handle, Lat. ansa, Thuc. :—metaph., . .

gives many handles against one, points of
attack, Plat.-, f .- : pf.- :—as law-term,. to have a new arbitration granted, i. e. to

get the old one set aside, Dem.; . (sc. )) to get it set aside by default, Id.-,-, Dep. to take hold of, hold by, c.

gen., Eur. : to partake in, Id. 2. c. acc. to

receive in turn, Id.-£, f . , to kick against,' Ar.-,.-: aor. 2-: .-:—to receive instead of, tivos Eur. : to receive in turn
or as a return, Id., etc. II. Med., with pf. pass.-, like, c. gen. to lay hold of,

Theogn.,etc; . to gain or reach it, Thuc. 2.

to help, take part with, assist, Eur.; c. gen. rei, to help

towards a thing, Thuc. ; c. gen. pers., . T. 3.

to lay claim to, Ar. 4. to take part,

or share in a thing, take in hand, Lat. capessere,

Xen., etc. 5. to take hold of for
the purpose of finding fault, to reprehend,
Plat. 6. to takefast hold of, to captivate, Xoyos

Id. III. in Med. also, to hold
against, hold back, Xen.-,.,&? kindle a light in turn, Aesch. II.

intr. to reflect light, shine, Xen. 2. to shine oppo-

site to or in theface of, 6%. Plut.-, f. —, but the common fut. is :

aor. - (but the aor. commonly used is) :

so the pf. is, the fut. pass,(] :
—

to speak against, gainsay , contradict, Thuc, etc.;

tivos Xen.; tivos Id.; 5 Ar. :

—

. &s . . to declare in opposition or answer that . . ,

Hdt., etc; c. inf. to reply that . . , Thuc;. ))
to speak against doing, Id. 2. c. acc. rei, to allege

in answer, Soph., Thuc:—Pass, to be disputed, Xen.

;

of a place, to be counter-claimed, Id. 3. absol. to

speak one against the other, speak in opposition, Hdt.,
etc. ; 5 Thuc. Hence, verb. Adj. one must gainsay, Eur., ov,{) disputably, Thuc.-, , lion-like, formed like '5, Ar.-,, ,() a motion for a new
arbitration, Dem.,, verb. Adj. of, one must take
part in a matter, Ar.; . Dem.

•. jg, ecos, ,() a receiving in turn or
exchange, Thuc. : a counter-claim, Xen. II. (from
Med.), a hold, support, defence, succour, Id. 2.

a claim to a thing, Id. 3. an objection, Plat. III.

(from Pass.) a being seized, a seizure, attack of sick-

ness, Thuc., f. ·\, —, to d,eny, Soph. 2.=. 3, Ar., ,() contradiction, controversy,

disputation, Hdt., Thuc; in pi. opposing arguments,
answering speeches, Ar., Thuc.-, f. Att. -, Dep. to count up or

calculate on the other hand, Xen., ], ,() given to contradiction,

contradictory, disputatious, Ar., etc :

—

- - (sc.) the art of contradiction or of arguing from
contradictories, Plat,, ov,() contradictory, reverse, Eur.-, to rail at or abuse in turn, . T.; Med.,
c. acc. rei, Luc.-, f., to vex in return, Plut.-, ov, () responsive to the lyre, Soph,-, , , a ransom, . .-, pf. -, Pass, to rage or bluster

against, Anth.-, f.-^, to learn instead, Ar.-, f. >, to appear as witness against,

to contradict solemnly, Plut.- [], f. -, Dep. to protest on
the other hand, Luc-, f .-, Dep. tofight against one,

Thuc.-, f. £, to drag different ways, Anth.-, f.- :

—

to move from one side to

the other, to revolutionise, Ar. II. Pass., with aor.

2 and pf. act., to pass over to the other side, Luc.-, Dep. to behave petulantly in re-

turn, Plut.-, f.-), to wait and watch against

one, aor. inf., Thuc-, f., Dep. to blame in turn, Hdt.-, Dep. to impart in turn, Anth.-€, to compete : oi competitors,

Plut.-, f ., to measure out in turn, to give in

compensation, Luc. : Pass, to be measured in turn,N .T--, ov,() front to front, Xen.-,, f .-, Dep. to contrive against

or in opposition, Hdt., Thuc.- [], ecos, , close imitation of a person

in a thing, c. dupl. gen., Thuc., rj, a requital, recompense, . T. From-, ov, as a reward, Aesch.-,() Adv. by way of compensation, Dem.-, ov,() sounding instead of, differing

in sound from, c. gen., Eur.; &
song, sleep's substitute, Aesch.-, ov, corresponding to,' Luc.-, f., to build ships against, Thuc.-, f., to conquer in turn, Aesch.-, ,() ambiguity in the law, iv

to be in a strait between two laws, PluL



—8', f., to Set oneself against, Pind. From-, ov, contr.-,,( ?) opposed, adverse,

Hdt. :

—

/ opposition, Id., as Adv. =, v.., f. : aor. , Ion.- : Dep. :() :

—

to resist, oppose, Hdt., Aesch. :—ol -
= oi, Hdt. :—c. ace, once in Hdt., ,, () set against, and so I. in local

sense, face to face, opposite, esp. in battle, Horn., etc.

;

went to meet him, II. ; c. gen.,-
lb.; usually c. dat., Od., Hdt., Att. 2.

opposite, contrary, Aesch., Eur. : — ,
Find., Hdt. : ttjs contrariwise, Hdt. II.

as Adv. in neut. and, against, straight at,

right against, Od., etc. ; c. gen.,

II. ; so, in thy presence, Hdt.; '
opposite it, Id. 2. against, tivos Od.

;

c. dat., Hdt. 3.
55 =, answered, Od., Att.-', f ., —, to be contrary, of a

wind, Soph.-, Pass, to drive against, Anth.,,, Ep. forms : v..-, ,() in return for suffering, Aesch. :

felt mutually , Luc. II. as Subst.,, ,
a remedy for suffering, Plut.-, f.-, to play one with another, Xen.-, 6, , like a boy or child, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, () properly wrestling against :

then, generally, struggling against, antagonistic, rival,

Aesch. ; c. dat. rivalling, a matchfor another, Eur. ; c.

gen., Id.:—as Subst.,-, , an antagonist, rival, adversary , mostly in pi.,

Hdt., Att. ; the rival party, Thuc. 2.

of things, like, nearly balanced, Id. ; .
equally large, Id. ; . fear equal on

both sides, mutual fear, Id. ; []
habits corresponding to the constitution, Id. :

—

the equal balance, undecided
state of the action, Id. :—Adv. -, and in neut. pi., Id. II. . him who fights for

me, my champion, Aesch.-, f.-, to hold side by side, to com-
pare or contrast, or Plat., etc. Hence, , close comparison or contrast, Arist.-, , competitionfor apublic q^c^Plut.-, f. -, to command in turn or

also, Xen. II. to compete for a public office,

with one, Plut.-, f . , intr. (sub. to lead the
ar?ny against, advance to meet the enemy, Xen.-, f.-, to outflank, Xen.-, f., to summon in turn or con-
trariwise, Thuc, etc.-, f., Dep. to exhort in turn
or contrariwise, Thuc, etc-, f., to annoy in turn, Thuc.-, f.-, to sail along on the
other side, Thuc-, Med. to prepare oneself in
turn, arm on both sides, Thuc. ; . es

Id.

).--, , mutual preparation, Thuc-., Att.-,, f., Med. and
Pass, to stand in array against, Thuc. ; 7rpos

Aeschin. :-—absol. to stand in hostile array, Thuc.

;

in hostile array, Id.-, f.-, to stretch side by side, so as

to compare, Plat,-, f. -, to contrast and compare,
Plat.-, ( ibo), to march so as to meet, of

!
armies on opposite sides of a river or the like, Xen.-, f . , to lead on against, Plut. II.

(sub.) to march against, Philipp. ap. Dem. 2.

to march parallel with, Plut.-, aor. 2-, Dep. to pass by on
the opposite side, . T.-, f . -e|co, to supply in turn, Thuc. :—Med.,
Xen. ; . to cause trouble in return, Dem.-, f.- : aor. 2 -4 :

—to suffer

in turn, I receive good for good
done, Soph. ; . tivos Thuc. : absol. to suffer

for one's acts, Xen. 2. absol., re-

ciprocity, Arist.-&, f. ,, to clatter so as to drown other

sounds, Thuc.-, f. >, to se?zd back an answer, Hdt. 2.

to send in repayment, Soph. II. to send against,

Thuc. III. to send in the place of
another, Id.-, es,() causing grief in turn, Aesch.-, Ep. -, the opposite coast, Mosch.
-Trepaios, a, ov, lying over against : the

lands just opposite, II.

aVTt-irepdv, Ion. -, Adv., —, Xen.-, Adv. over against, on the other side, c.

g*en., Thuc. ; absol., . Id.-', Adv.from the opposite side, c. gen., Anth.-,.-, to embrace in turn, Xen.-7', f.-, to sail round on the

other side, Strab.-', f., to move round in turn or in

opposition, Plut.-, ov, like stone, rocky, Soph,-,, ,() a kind of cradle for infants,

on wheels, Eur.-, f.-, tofall against, resist,..-',.-, to sail against an enemy,Thuc.-,5, ,, beaten by the opposing waves, Soph,-, f ., to man ships against the enemy,
Thuc. II. to fill up by new members, Xen.-, f. , to strike in turn, Arist.-', f .-, of winds, to be contrary, Plut.,

Luc. Hence, ov, contr.-, , caused by adverse

winds, Aesch. : adverse, hostile, Id.-, f., to longfor in turn, Xen.
ttVTi-', f. ), to do in return, Plat. : absol. to

retaliate, Xen. II. Med. to exert oneself about a
thing, seek after, lay claim to, c. gen., Thuc, Plat.,

etc. ; c. inf.,. to lay claim to know-
ing, Plat. 2. to contend with one for a thing,.

Xen. ; Id.



—-, ,() requital, retribution,^-, to atone for, c. ace, Aesch.; -
tivos to exact retribution for a thing,

Id. ; 4? to suffer retribution for the

wrong done me, Soph.-, f. , to urge war against others,

Thuc, etc.; c. dat., Xen.-, ov, warring against, oi

enemies, Thuc.-, ov, = foreg., Hdt.-6, f., to besiege in turn, Thuc.-, cws, , a rival city, Strab.-, f., Dep. to be a political op-

ponent, Arist. ; . to oppose his policy, Plut.

-iropeiv, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, to give instead,

Anth.-, f .-, aor. 1-, Pass, to

march to meet another, Xen.-, f . ], to ravage in return, Eur.-, ov, over the straits, on the opposite side

of the straits, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, on the opposite coast, Aesch. ;, i. e. her temple at Aulis over against
Chalcis, Id.:—simply,over against, opposite to, Xen., ecos, , counteraction, resistance, Plut.

From-, Att.-, Ion.- : f. :

—

to act

against, seek to counteract, Xen. :—absol. to act

in opposition, Hdt., etc. ; so in Med., Xen.-, f., Med. to send counter-am-
bassadors, Thuc.-, (, ibo) to come forward against or to

meet, Thuc.-, Adv. for next to nothing, cheap, Xen.-, f., Med. to retort a legal

challenge(), Dem.-€, f . , to salute in turn, Plut.-, (< ibo) to go against, Xen., serving as aor. 2 to-,
Theophr. : aor. 1 pass,-, Xen.-, ., to summon in turn, Dem.-, to bring near in turn, Xen.-, ov,{) with the face towards,

facing, iv 1 Xen. : face to face, Id.-, f . -^, to offer in turn, Xen.-, ov,() with the prow towards, Hdt.,

Thuc. : prow to prow, Thuc. 2. like,
face to face, Soph.-, ov, {) with gates opposite,

Hdt.-, ov, like a tower, Eur.-, f ., to build a tower over against,-' reared up this rival city, Aesch.-,.,? counterpoise, balance,Aesch. Hence, ov, counterpoising
, compensatingfor; tivos

Dem. ; . the counterpoising weight of

sorrow, Soph.:—Adv., so as
to balance his power, Xen.

[], f. -, Med. to meet pride
with pride, Arist.-, f., to counterbalance

, compensate for,
c. dat., Aesch. ; c. gen., Eur. Hence

. 5i, ea>s, Ion. , , equipoise, compensation,
Hdt.-, f.-, Med. to furnish for one-

self in turn, Xen.-, f., to mock in return, Plut.- (iVow),Pass. to oppose on equal terms,Thuc., ov, drawn in the contrary direction :

spasmodic, convulsive, Soph. From-, f. [], to draw the contrary way, hold
back, Aesch., Ar. : Pass, to suffer a check, Arist. 2.

to draw to itself, Xen.-, ov, () counterpoising : in com-
pensation for, c. gen., Soph.-, f. , to form a party against,
Xen.; 01 =, Id.-, ecus, , an opposite party, Plat. II. a
standing against, resistance, Plut.-, ov, 6, one of the opposite faction or
party, Hdt., Xen.,, f., to resist, oppose, Plat. ; absol.,

Hdt. From
[], , ,() an opponent, ad-

versary, Aesch.-, Ion. for-., f ., to stand opposite in rows or pairs,

Xen. : to stand vis-a-vis in a dance, Id. From-, ov, ranged opposite in rows or pairs,

Arist. : standing over against, Eur.-€, f.-, Dep. to make war against,
Xen., f., to be Propraetor, Plut. From, , the enemy''s general, Thuc. II.

the Propraetor or Pro-consul, Polyb., , an encamping opposite, Polyb.
From-, f . , to encamp over against,

Isocr., Polyb. ; mostly in Med. with pf. pass., Hdt., Att.-, f . : pf.- :

—

to turn to the oppo-

site side : intr. to wheel about,face about, Xen. Hence, , a turning about : the antistrophe or re-

turning of the chorus, answering to a previous,
except that they now moved from left to right instead

of from right to left., ov,() turned so as to face one
another : correlative, coordinate, counterpart, to

a thing, Plat. : also tivos, as if . were

a Subst., the correlative or counterpart of, Id. ; Adv.
-, coordinately , Id.-, , a counter-senate, Plut.-, f. Att.-, Dep. to answer by

syllogism, Arist.-, f., to meet face to face, Anth.-, f. , to play at ball against, oi-
the parties in a game at ball, Xen.-,-, aor. 2 act. and med. inf. of-.-, collat. form of, Soph., etc.,,,() an opposingforce, Plut.-, f . , =, Anth., ews, ,() counter-array , Thuc.-, Att.-, f. -, to set opposite to,

range in battle against, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ;
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irpos Aeschin. :—so in Med., Thuc. II. Med. also

to set oneself against, meetface toface, meet in battle,

Eur., etc. ; Dem. :—Pass, to be drawn out against,

Hdt., Xen.; irpos Hdt., Xen.; Xen.-, f .- :

—

to stretch out in return, to offer

in return, to repay, tivos Eur. II. intr. to

strive against, counteract, resist,, or absol., Hdt.,

Att. 2. of places, to lie over against, Plut.-, aTos, , a counter-fortification, Thuc.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to cut against,

i.e. to provide a remedy or antidote, Eur.-,. to contrive in opposition, counter-

plan, c. ace, Hdt. Hence5> ews, , counter-manoeuvring, emulation,
Thuc.-, ov, () rivalling in an art or craft,

Ar., Plat. ; c. dat., Plat.-, f. -, to set against, oppose, c. dat.,

Simon. : to contrast, compare, Hdt., Eur. ; also

tivos, Thuc. ; irpos Dem. 2. . to

match one against the other in battle, Lat. committere,
iffovs' Eur. :—Pass, to be matched one
against another, Hdt. 3. to retort, rejoin, Eur.,

Thuc. II. to deposit in return, Eur., Xen. :

—

to

give in return or as a recompense, tivos one thing

for another, Eur.-, f. '(\, to honour in return, Xen. :

—

f. med. in pass, sense, Id. II. Med. as law-term, to

fix a counter-estimate of damages, c. gen. pretii, Plat.-, f., Dep. to avenge oneself on,

Eur., Thuc; absol. to take vengeance, Ar.- [t], f.- [], to pay or suffer punishment
for a. thing, Theogn. ; absol., Soph. II. Med. to

exact or inflict in turn, tivos one thing for another,

Aesch., Eur. 2. to avenge, punish, Eur.-, f ., to dare to stand against another,

irpos Thuc.-, ov, () boldly attacking, Aesch., ov,() cut as a remedy for an evil

:

—,, , a remedy, antidote, Horn.; tivos for
a thing, Pind., ov,() strained against, resisting

:

as Subst.,, , cords for a ballista, Plut.-, f. , to shoot arrows in turn, Xen.-, f ., to bore right through, c. gen., II.

;

c. acc. to break open, lb .-, ov, poet, for-, paid back, requited,

avenged : '4pya the work of revenge or retribu-

tion, Od. ; iraifios for her son, II.-, f. -0pe\J/co, to maintain in turn, Xen.-, aor. 2-, to meet with in return,
tiv0s Theogn., Thuc.-, ov, rarely i), ov,() repelled by a hard
body, Tviros . blow and counter-blow, of hammer
and anvil, Orac. ap. Hdt. :—of sound, echoed, echoing,

Soph. ; . by repercussion, of an echo,

Luc. 2. corresponding, as the stamp to the die,. figuring or representing the true,

N.T. II. act., of a hard body, repellent, rigid,

Xen. ,· of hard ground, ya Soph. 2.

metaph. of men, shibborn, obstinate, Xen. 3. opposed
to, tivos Aesch. : adverse, of events, Xen.

-, f., to express as by a figure, Anth.-, f. , to beat in turn, Ar., Plat,, f. ,() to set oneself against,
measure oneself with, II., Ar. ; Pind.-, ov,() instead of a dower, Aesch.-, to set against, iiri Anth. :—Med. or

Pass, to set oneself against, fight against, Horn,-, f .-, to go into exile in turn, Eur.-,-, to speak against, to contradict, Plat,-, f.-, Dep. to return a sound, echo,

Pind., Eur. II. to speak against, Luc. Hence5, ov, of answering sound, imitative, Anth.-, f ., to love in return, Plat., Xen. Hence, ecus, , return of affection, Arist.-, f., to hold contrary tenets, Luc.-, Pass, to be moved by jealousy
against, irpos Plut.-, Dep. to receive kindly in turn,

Plut.£-9, ov, in return for slaughter, in revenge for
blood, Aesch., Soph. II. . deaths by

mutual slaughter, Aesch.-, f. Att.-, Med. to take in a
return cargo, Dem. II. to import in exchange

for exports, Xen. : also as Pass., to be received in
exchangefor the cargo, Id.-, Att.-, f. , to barricade, block

up, Xen.-, , a watching one against another, Thuc.- [], , one posted to watch another, Luc.-, Att. -, f. , to watch in turn,

Plat. :—Med. to be on one's guard against, Xen.-, ., to sound in answer, reply, Trag. 2.

c. acc. rei, to utter in reply, Soph. :—c. acc. pers. to

reply to, answer, Id.-, ov,() sounding in answer, responsive

to, c. gen., Eur.-, to rejoice in answer to, Soph, (in aor. 2

pass. part,).-, f. med.-, Dep. to shew kindness
in turn, Hdt., Xen.-€€, f., to vote against doing a thing,. Ar. ; absol., Thuc., f., to be a rival choragus, to

another, Dem. From-, 6, a rival choragus, Dem., etc.-,( ) to be sufficient, like, only

in aor. , Hdt.-, , Antichrist, N.T.-, to play a lyre in accompaniment to,

Ar. Hence, ov, responsive, harmonious, Eur.-, f. Att.-, Dep. to vote against,

irpos Plut., f. 7),() to bale out bilge-water, bale

the ship, Theogn., Eur. 2. generally, to draw water,

Hdt. II. metaph. of toil or suffering, to exhaust,

come to the end of, like Lat. exantlare or exhaurire
labores, Aesch., Eur. 2. to squander, Soph. Hence,, , a bucket for drawing water, . T., , —, the hold of a ship, Soph., Ar. 2.

bilge-water, filth, Ar.



, , (perh. for-, the Root of- being,) :
—the hold of a ship, where the bilge-

water settles, Lat. sentina, Od. 2. the bilge-water

in the hold, Eur. ; let in no bilge-

water, metaph. for 'let no enemy come in,' Aesch.; els, metaph. for getting into a diffi-

culty, Eur.-, f . , to pity in return, Eur.-, — foreg-., Thuc.-, , poet, for-.-, , poet, form of -'t],, Anth., Dep. only in pres. and impf., {) =, to

meet, in battle, c. dat., II. :—absol.,

the breastplate doubled (by the belt) met or

stopped (the dart), lb. II. = . 2, c. acc.

pers. to approach with prayers, entreat, Soph., Eur.-, f .-, to swear in turn,c. fut . inf ., Xen.-, f. , to name instead, call by a new
name, Thuc.-, f. -, to owe one a good turn, Thuc.-, f.,() to meet face to face,
to face, Polyb., . T.-', Pass, to drive or ride against, Mosch.-', poet, for-.,, , fern. Adj. of a grotto, Anth.,, Lat. antrum, a cave, grot, cavern, Od.,Trag.-§, es, () full of caves, Xen., vyos, , like Xtvs, the edge or rim of anything
round or curved : 1. the rim of the round shield,

II. 2. the rail round the front of the chariot, the

chariot-rail, lb. ; sometimes double, and therefore '-
Tvyes in pi., Ib., Soph. II. post-Horn., 1. in pi.

the chariot itself, Soph., Eur. 2. theframe of the

lyre, Eur. 3. the orbit of a planet, h. Horn. ; the

disk of the moon, Mosch.-,-', Ion. for --.-, , () singing in answer, responsive, Ar.,

Anth., ,(-) an oath or affidavit made
one against the other, i. e. by plaintiff and defendant,
Plat., etc.-, impf.-, Dep. to buy instead,

Xen. 2. to bid against, Lys. ; -% a rival bidder, Dem.-, , () with the eyes opposite, facing,
fronting, Luc, Anth.-', f., to assist or benefit in turn,
Xen. :—Pass, to derive profit in turn, Id.av-, ov, () not insulted, Plut. II.

act. not insolent, decorous, Id.-, ov, () wanting water, waterless, of arid

countries, Hdt. :—of a corpse, deprived of funeral
lustrations, Eur.-', ov, without the nuptial song, unwedded,
^Soph., Eur. : neut. pi. as Adv., Soph., Eur., Dor. for, pi. of.ay-, f ., to praise in song, c. acc, Eur.-, ov,() tinwedded, Soph.; av. yovi]

birth from an ill-starred marriage, Id.-, ov, () not bridal, unwedded, Soph.;
a bride that is no bride, unhappy bride,

Eur. II. without bride or mistress, Id.

—. 83-', ov,() not to be surpassed or
outdone, Xen., etc. :—Adv. -toos, Arist.-, ov,() not liable to give account,
irresponsible, Ar., Plat,, , a going barefoot, Plat., Xen. ; and', f ., to go barefoot, Luc From-, ov, () unshod, barefoot, Plat,-, ov, not liable to action, Plut.-, ov,() without dissimulation,
. T.-, ov,() unsuspected, Dem.-, ov, without suspicion, unsuspected, Thuc,
Xen. :—Adv. ~, unsuspectedly, Thuc-, ov,() not to be withstood, irre-

sistible, Xen., etc.-, ov,() not made subject,

. . II. unruly, refractory, of persons, Ib.

--yos, , (epyov) finishing work, industrious,
Theocr. [d metri grat.].

[], ov, () efficacious, effectual, eis

Xen. : Adv. -, Sup.-, Plat,, eo>s, -, () accomplishment, Horn,, , () to be accomplished, practicable,

Eur. ; «s, like , ) ws . as

silently as possible, Xen., , , =, Xen., Dor. for -, 3 sing. impf. pass, of.
or, Att. form of.-, f., to weave anew, renew, Plat.-, f., to raise up, exalt, Anth., in Med., Att., or : impf. : f.

[>-] : aor. 1, Ep. : pf. :—Pass.,

pf . : aor. 1. (From the Verb ') :—to effect, achieve, accomplish, complete, Lat. con-

ficere, c. acc. rei, Horn., etc. ; absol., he did
no good, Hdt. ; c. acc. et inf. to bring to pass that

. . , Soph.:—Med. to accomplish for one's own advan-
tage, Od., Plat., etc. 2. to make an end of, destroy,

Horn., etc. 3. to finish a journey,'
much as a ship can do, Od. ; so, .

to make its way over the sea water, Ib. 4.

in Att. absol. to make one's way,$ Soph. ;

Eur. ; also, to reach the bridal

chamber, Soph. ; with inf., succeeded in

crossing, Aesch. ; and with an Adj., being omitted,

will come to be happy, Soph. 5.

Pass, of Time, to come to an end, Theocr. 6. in

Pass, also of persons, to grow up, Aesch. 7. to get,

procure, Soph., etc. II. with a partic,

Igain nothing by grudging, 11. III.

to do quickly, make haste, Ar. ; then, like,
make haste about it, Id.;

make haste and get your shoes on, Id. ; also with

an imper., fo/oiy
5

,
<xvoiy make haste and open

the door, Id. ; , xiy* Id., etc."" [d generally], inf., part,, impf. fivov :

—

radic. form of, to accomplish, achieve, finish,

Od. ; Eur. II. Pass., of the close of a

period of time, night is drawing to a close,

II. ; eTos the waning year, Hdt. :—generally

to be finished, II. ;
kpyov Hdt., Adv. : () : I. implying Motion, up, upwards,

G2
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Horn., etc.; going- up the country,(i.e. inland),

Hdt. II. implying Rest, up, aloft, on high, Soph.,

Plat., etc. 2. on earth, as opp. to the world below,

Soph. ; ol the living, opp. to ol the dead,

Id. 3. in heaven, as opp. to earth, ol

the gods above, Lat. superi, Id. 4. generally of

position, to sit in the upper quarter of the

city, i. e. the Pnyx, Dem. ; , i. e. the Areo-

pagus, Plut. 5. geographically, on the north, north-

ward, Hdt. 6. inward from the coast, Id., Xen.;
the king of Persia, Hdt. 7. of Time,

formerly, of old, Plat., etc. 8. above, like Lat. supra,

in referring to a passage, Id. 9. of tones in the voice,

Plut. III. , up and down, to andfro,
Eur., Ar., etc. 2. upside down, topsy-turvy , Lat.

susque deque, ,
Hdt. ; Aesch., etc.

. as Prep, with gen. above, Hdt.

C. Comp., absol. higher, Aesch. ; further,

Hdt. II. Sup.

imper.*
2 pi.

2. c. gen. above, beyond, Id.

highest, Id., etc.- [], aor. 2 subj. of., pf. with pres. sense, pi.

or, , sing, or
\

or ; 3 sing. subj. ; inf. :—plqpf.

with impf. sense, and without augm.,
Ion. :—but the form in most places of

Horn, is present, from, from which also come 2

dual, also impf. or, fut.,
aor. , subj., Ep. ior-:—lastly the

impf. implies another pres.. To com-
mand, order, also to advise, desire, urge:—c. acc. pers.

et inf., bade the people keep silence,

II.; alsoc. dat. pers.,Od.; c. acc. pers. ,without inf.,

my spirit bids me, Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.)- or-,, {, ya?a) anything raised

from the ground ; the upper floor of a house, used as a

granary, Xen.; as a dining-room, Lat. coenaculum,
N.T., 3 sing. impf. of ; but II.,
of., pi. of., v..-, ov, () free from pain, Soph. II.

act. allaying pain, Anth., -, () Adv. of Place, from above, from on
high, Hdt., Trag., etc.; , i. e.

rain, Thuc. : from the upper country, from inland,
Id. 2. —, above, on high, Trag.; . the
living, opp. to ol, Aesch. :—c. gen., Hdt. II.

of Time,from the beginning, Plat., Dem.:

—

by descent,

Theocr. ; . first principles, Plat. 2. over again,
anew, . T.-',., to push up, push offfrom shore, Od. 2.

Med. to push back from oneself, to repel, repulse, Hdt.- [t], Adv. of sq., unlooked for, Od.-, ov, () unlooked for, unexpected, II.,

Mosch.-, ov, Ion. for-, referred to a person,

Hdt.-, ov, () indestructible, Plat. ; Ep.- having escaped ruin, II.

, , unevenness, Plat., etc. 2. of persons,

irregularity, Aeschin. From-, ov, () uneven, irregular, Plat. :. itnevenness of ground, Thuc. 2. of fortune, Id., Adv. without oath, Hdt. From-, ov, () unsworn, not bound by oath,

Eur. ; without swearing by the gods ;

Id. II. not sworn to, Dem.-, ov, () nameless, indescribable,

ineffable, Eur., Ar.-, ov, (, Aeol. for) without name,
nameless, Od., Hdt., etc. II. nameless, inglorious,

Pind., Eur., Plat,-, aor. of., aor. inf. of ^
: v.., f. of : v.., Ion. -, , untimeliness, . the bad

season of the year, Hdt. From-, ov, —, Hdt.- [], Dep. to howl aloud, Anth.-, aor. of., Ion. for —, aor. inf. of -., , ov, Sup. Adj. formed from , topmost,

Hdt. :—Adv., v.., , , upper, inland, . . From, a, ov, Comp. Adj. formed from , higher,

Arist. :—Adv., v..-» ,() unprofitable, useless, Aesch. r

Soph., etc. 2. hurtful, prejudicial , Thuc. ; to

one, Plat. : Adv. —, Arist.-', ov,() unprofitable, useless, Soph.;.

to one, Aesch.,, 2 and 3 sing, imper. of :—, 2 pi.-, ov,() not fortified, Xen.,, aor. 1 inf. act. and med. of,, aor. 1 part, of.-, ov, Ion. for-.', |', Ep. fut. inf. of.-, Ion. and poet, -, ov, inhospitable, of

persons, Hes., Plat.; of places, Soph., Eur.:—Comp. and
Sup.-,-, Eur. . ^
(sc.), the Axine, afterwards called the Euxine
(Euxeinus qui nunc Axenus illefuit .), Pind., Eur.-", ov, () u?ihewn, unwrought, Soph., Anth., Ion. -, , () the worth or value of a thing,

c. gen., Hdt., Eur.; money-value, price, amount, Hdt.;

to estimate the penalty at the real

amount, Plat.; Xen. 2. of

persons, worth, reputation, rank, Thuc, etc. 3-

generally, a man's due, his deserts, ,
to get one's deserts, Hdt., Ar.

;

according to desert, duly, Eur., Plat. ;, Thuc, Dem.-, ov, worth admiring, admirable, Xen.-, ov, worth hearing, Xen.-, ov,() worth listening to, Xen.-, Ion. --, ov,() worth

telling, Hdt.-', ov, praiseworthy, Xen.-, ov, worthy of love, Xen.
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[f], , an axe-head, II. : battle-axe, lb. : generally,

an axe, Xen., . T. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov, worth livingfor, Xen.-€, , {) capable of work, Xen.-, ov, enviable, Plut.-, ov, wonder-worthy, Xen.-^, Ion.-, ov, well worth seeing, Hdt ., Xen.-, ov, worthy of lamentation, Eur.-, ov,{) worthy of one's society

,

Plat.-, ov,{) worth getting, Xen.-, ov,{) worthy of mention, noteworthy

,

Hdt., Plat., etc. ; Thuc. :

—

Adv. -, Xen. 2. of persons, of note, important,
Thuc.- [, ov, worthy to be deemed happy,
Xen.-, ov,{) a match for another in battle

or war, Hdt., Thuc. ; Plut. : absol.,

Hdt., etc. 2. c. inf. sufficient in strength or number
to do a thing-, Id. Adv. -, Plut.-, ov,{) worthy of mentiou

}

Plat., Xen. ; shapely, beautiful, Manetho.-, ov, {) worthy of victory, Xen.; c. inf.,

more worthy to

hold this power, Hdt.-, 4s, {) lamentable, Eur.-, ov, trustworthy, Plat., Dem. ; in a
thing, Xen.-, is, {) becoming, goodly, Xen.-, ov, worth seeing, Luc., ,,{ IV, and so properly) weighing as much,
of like value, worth as much as, c. gen., II., Hdt.; '
kvbs "EKTopos we are not worth one Hector,

II. ; ", Lat. instar omnium, lb. ;

worth much, Xen. ; , quan-
tivis pretii, Thuc. ; so,, Plat.

;

, =, Hdt., etc. :—opp. to these are

. Theogn.;, . Plat., etc. 2.

c. dat. pers.,\ ' 'tis worth a return

to thee, i. e. will bring thee a return, Od. ; or

Xen., etc. 3. absol. worthy,
goodly, of persons and things, Od., etc.; in Att. it some-
times has an opposite sense, of a proper value, cheap,

Ar. b. of things, deserved, meet, due, Soph.;
Xen. 4. sufficientfor, c. gen., Dem. II.

worthy of, deserving, meet for, c. gen. rei, $117775, 7c-

Eur. ; c. gen. pers.,). :—c. gen. rei et dat. pers.,
5-

is worthy of honour at our hands, Eur.

;

Ar. 2. c. inf.,

worthy to be killed, II. ;

I deserve a flogging, Ar. 3. [eVrt] 'tis meet,

ft, due, II., Hdt.; c. dat. pers. et inf., )
'tis meet for the city, is her duty,

to arrest the man, Ar. :—the inf. is sometimes omitted,
yap 'tis meet in the eyes of Hellas [so to

do], Id. III. Adv., c. gen., worthily of,

Hdt. :—absol., Soph.-, ov,{) worth considering, Xen.-, ov,{) worthy of zealous
endeavours, Xen.

$. 85-, ov, worthy of being general, Xen.-6, ov, {) worthy of being
brought in evidence, credible, Xen.- [t], ov, {) worth loving, Xen.-,, gen. : Ion., ov, neut. pi.: {):—worthy of a thing, and so, I.

absol., like, note-worthy, considerable, nota-
ble, Hdt., Thuc. 2. serviceable, sufficient, Hdt.;

. trustworthy, substantial, Plat. II.

c. inf. able, sufficient to do, Hdt., Eur., etc. III.
c. gen. rei, worthy, deserving of, Hdt., Dem., f. : pf.:—Pass., f.) and
in med. form : aor. 1 : pf. :{) :

—

to think or deem worthy of a, thing, whether of

reward, Eur., Xen. ; or of ptmishment, Hdt., Plat. :

—

Pass, to be thought worthy, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2.

c. acc. pers. to esteem, honour, Trag. II. c. acc. pers.

et inf. to think one worthy todo orbe, Eur., etc.:—Pass.,

Aesch., etc. 2. to thinkfit, expect, require, demand
that, Lat. postulare, . Hdt., etc. III.

c. inf. only, ., to think one has a
right to receive, expect to receive, Thuc. :—Pass, to be

required todo, Dem. 2. to think fit, expect, consent,

resolve, Soph.; ei tis if he
deigns to learn, Aesch.:—so in Med., to

deign to care for, Id., etc.; also as a real Med.,5 not deeming himself worthy, Hdt. IV. to

claim, claimed the victory, Thuc. : absol.

to make a claim, Id. V. to hold an opinion, Dem.;
in such a state of opinion, Thuc.,, , {) that of which one is thought

worthy, an honour, Eur. ; . honour of marriage,

Id. 2. honour, reputation, Lat. dignitas, Eur.,

Thuc. 3. rank, position, Thuc:—of things, worth,

quality, Id. II. that which is thoughtfit, a decision,

purpose, Soph., Dem. 2. in Mathematics, a self-

evident theorem, an axiom, Arist., gen., Ion. , -,{) a thinking worthy,

Hdt. 2. a being thought worthy, reputation,

Thuc. II. a demand or claim, Id. III. a
thinking fit, an opinion, principle, maxim, Id. IV.
. the meaning of words, Id.-, ov,{) without carved images, Luc., a, ov, {) belonging to the axle, Anth.-, ov,() not welded together by

the hammer :—metaph. of rowers, not trained to keep

time, Thuc.-, ov, {) with no timber, timberless,

a coppice, brushwood, II. :—others take it to be a

wood from which -no timber has been cut, a thick

wood. II. without wood, Hdt.

--, ---, v. --, --.-, ov, .-., ovos, , {) an axle, Lat. axis, II., etc. II.

5, the wooden tablets of Solon's laws, made to

turn tipon an axis, Plut., , a servant, attendant, Aesch. (Perh. from a

copul.,; cf. -5.), Att. contr. , , {) song, a singing,

whether the art of song, Horn. ; or the act of singing,

song, II. 2. the thing sung, a song, Horn., etc. 3.

the subject of song, Od.



86 $ —, =, sing, Od., ,() sung of,famous in song, Hdt. : in

bad sense, notorious, infamous, II.-, , , () a lyric poet, Anth.- [], , {) fighting with verses,

Anth.-, , () one busied "with song, a poet,

Anth., , () a singer, minstrel, bard, Lat. vates,

Horn., Hdt. ; c. gen., Eur. ; of the cock,

Theocr. 2. as fern, songstress, of the nightingale,

Hes.; of the Sphinx, Soph. 3. an enchanter, Lat.

incantator, Id. II. as Adj. tuneful, musical,

opvis Eur.-, , () inspiring song, Anth.d-, ,() uninhabited, Hdt. II. house-

less, Dem.-, , houseless, homeless, Hes., Soph., etc. II.

&oiKos5 a homeless, i. e. miserable, home,
Soph.-,, without wine, , such as were offered

to the Erinyes, Aesch. ; hence Soph, calls the Erinyes

',—aoivois frantic with sober,

deliberate rage, Soph. 2. of men, drinking no wine,
sober, Xen. ; of a place, having none, Id.-, , without hesitation, untiring, Hes., Soph.,

Thuc.-, is, (a copul.,, cf. a\r,s) all together, in
throngs, shoals or crowds, Horn., Soph., etc., f . : Ep. aor. :—Pass., Ep. aor.

inf. : (-ijs) :

—

to gather together,

II. :—Pass, to come together, assemble, lb. II. of

things, to gather together, heap up, Anth.-, , without shields (), without heavy
armour, Thuc, etc. : generally, unarmed, Plat. ;&. a chariot without scythes, Xen., aopos, , () a sword hung in a belt (cf.-
), a hanger, sword, Horn. : he also uses a masc. acc.

pi., &opas. [a in aop ; but in trisyll. cases also .]-, , unseen, not to be seen, invisible, Plat.,

etc. II. act. without sight, Luc., , a defect in the passion of anger, 'lack of
gall,' Arist. From-, , () incapable of anger, Arist.-, ,() without boundaries, Thuc. II,

undefined, indefinite, Dem., etc.-,, (opvis) without birds, Soph. II. "Kopvos,

, lake Avernus, Strab., lengthd. form of, only in aor. pass. part., suspended, Anth., rjpos, , (aeipco) a strap to hang anything to, a
sword-belt, Horn. : a knapsack-strap, Od., Ion. for, , sing, plqpf. pass, of., aor. inf.,() to help,' Mosch.
Hence, rjpos, , an assistant, helper, aider, Horn,-, , () unwounded, unhurt, II.-, ,() undisturbed, calm, Luc., r), a report, as of an ambassador, Dem. 2.
a narrative, recital, Thuc, Plat. From-, f. —ayye\u>, Ion. : aor. -i)yy :

—
Pass., pf.-- : aor. -4, later -77776-

|

—.
: 1. of a messenger, to bring tidings, report, an-*

nounce, II., Hdt., etc ; irpos Aesch., etc.

;

. ' to carry a report home, Plat. :—absol.,. to bring back tidings, report in answer,

Od. :—Pass., e| awriyyeWeTO as he was reported,

Dem. ; c. part., anr\yye\eri£€€5 was reported

to have been stolen away, Hdt. 2. of a speaker or

writer, to relate, narrate, Id., Att. Hence, rjpos, , a messenger, Anth., Adv. (prop, imper. of^, in intr. sense) away!
begone ! hands off! Lat. apage ! Eur., Ar.-, 4s, ('^/) not firm or stiff, of Persian caps,

Hdt.-, Ion. for ay, only in pres. and impf., esp.

of paying tribute, Hdt.
aircryopewis, ea>s, r), failure of strength, exhaustion,,

Plut., Luc. : and&, verb. Adj. one must give up, Luc. From-, mostly in pres. and impf.,( is used as

fut.,, as aor., as pf., and--,, as pass, fut., aor. and pf.) :—to forbid, . Hdt., Att. ;

Xen. 2. to dissuade, Hdt. II. intr. to bid fare-
well to, c. dat., <. 3 to give up, renounce
Avar, Plat. ; c. part, to give up doing, Xen.:—absol.

to give up, fail, sink, Id. ; of things, wayopev-
worn out and tiseless, Id.-, pf. -ypa, Pass, to become wild or

savage, Soph,-, f. ,() to strangle, Anth.-, f.-, to strangle, throttle, Od., Ar. ; to

choke with anger, Ar. :—Med. and Pass, to hang one-

self, to be hanged, Hdt., Att. : to be ready to choke, Ar.-, f. -|>, to lead away, carry off, Od., Trag. :

—

Med. to take away for or with oneself, Hdt., Trag. :

—

Pass., is 45 brought to a point, tapering

off, Hdt. 2. intr. (sub.) to retire, withdraw,
march away, Id., Xen. ; cf.. II. to bring
back, bring home, Horn., Att. III. to return what
one owes, render, pay, Ar., Thuc. IV. to

arrest and carry off, Hdt. :—esp. as Att. law-
term, to bring before a magistrate and accuse, Dem. :

—
then, to carry off to prison, Plat., etc. V. to lead
away from the subject, Id., etc. Hence&, , a leading away, Xen. II. payment of

tribute, Hdt. III. as Att. law-term, a process by
which a person caught in the act (eV) plight

be arrested and brought before the Magistrates, Oratt. :—the written complaint laid before the Court, Lysias_-, Ion. -eeiv, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f .-, to sing out of tune, be out of tune,
Plat. II. metaph. to dissent,' Id. 2.

to wander away, 5 Id.-,, aor. 1 -, poet, for, to depart,
Eur. :—Med. to departfrom, c. gen., II.-,, f ., to aim at immortality

, Plat., Arist., , want of sensation, insensibility , Arist.

From-, es, (5) not suffering or having suffered,

without experience of a thing, c. gen., Theogn., Hdt.,

Att. :—absol., Ib. II. without passion or feeling :

J

—Adv.,5 to be without feeling, Plut.



—, poet, for, Hes.-, Pass, to be changed into apoplar, Strab.-, ov, without teacher or guide, Arist. :

tineducated, untaught, tivos in a thing, Id., -, want of education, Thuc., Plat. 2.

ignorance, boorishness, coarseness, Plat., etc. II.

c. gen., opyrjs from want of control over

passion, Thuc. From-, ov,() uneducated, Eur., Plat. :

—

c. gen. uninstructed in a thing, Xen. 2. ignorant,

boorish, coarse, Eur., Plat. II. Adv.,

to be without education, Eur., , (aircus) childlessness, Hdt., Soph,-, f. , () to clear away clouds from
the sky, Ar.- and-, Dep. to take away, with-

draw, tiuos Od. : to pluck off, Mosch., f . ,, to perplex, confound, Eur. From-, ,() cheating,fraud, personified in Ar.,, ,—foreg., Aesch., Ar.-, Ion. for·, aor. pass. subj. of
:—-, Ion. pf. part.-, Ion. impf. : f. : aor. :

pf ., :

—

to lift off, carry off, take away, to re-

movefrom, tivos Eur.: absol., Hdt. II. to lead

away a sea or land force, Id.:—intr. (sub. vaiis,-, etc.), to sail or march away, depart, Id., Att.

;

c. gen., to departfrom the land, Eur. :

c. acc. cogn., . to set out on an embassy,
Dem.-,, , , childless, Hdt.; ,
her childless estate, Soph. :—c. gen., .
without male heirs, Hdt.; ' Eur.; etc. II.

Nukt&s children of Night, yet children

none, Aesch.-, Att.-, f. , to spring from a height,

c. gen., II. II. to dart away, Soph, [- Horn.]- [], f.-, Dep. to refuse through
shame, Plat.-, f . \, to demand back, demand, Hdt. :

—

.
to demand something of one, Id., Att. ; .

Soph. ; also, . Plat. II.

Pass., of things, to be demanded in payment, Hdt. 2.

of persons, to have demanded of one, -
Xen. Hence,, , a demanding back, Hdt. ; .-

to make a.formal demand, Dem., only in pres. part., =, to demand back,

Od.-, Pass, to hang down from above, hang
suspended, hover about, Hes.-, Pass, to befinished off, highlyfinished,
Plat., Isocr. II. as Med. to finish off, Anth., Luc.-,/,() not trained in thepalaes-
tra, unskilled in wrestling, Anth. : awkward, Cic.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt., (with no pres.

in use, v.) :

—

to ward off something from one,
tivos Horn. ; Ep. inf., Theocr.-, ov, poet, for-, without hands,

helpless, good for naught, II. II. impracticable,
reckless, lawless, '4py Solon. ;-

Eur.

. 8/-, ov,() like, helpless, Hes.,
Pind. [- metri grat.]-, Pass, to go astray, wander, Hes.-, f., to feel no more pain at a thing,

Thuc. ; . to put away sorrow, Plut.-, f. : pf.- :— to wipe off, expunge
from a register, Dem. ; . to cancel it, Aeschin.-', f.--, to ward something off from a
person, tivos II. 2. reversely to keep a person from
suffering something, tivos Od. II. Med. to

defend oneself, [] Soph.-, to speak the whole truth, Xen., in Med.-, f.-^, Dep. to heal thoroughly, II., ,() deliverance, release, relief

from a thing, riddance of it,,\ Aesch.,

Soph., etc. 2. absol. a divorce, Eur. II. (from
Pass.) a going away, a means of getting away, an
escape, departure, Hdt. ; . separation
from one another, of combatants, Thuc. 2. .

departure from life, Xen. ; ?5
Plat.', verb. Adj. of, one must re-

leasefrom, tivos Plut. II. (from Pass.) one
must withdraw from, get rid of, Plat., Desiderat. of, to wish to be

deliveredfrom or get rid of, Thuc., ea>s, -, = , Hdt. From-, Att.- : f . : pf. : aor. 1

:—Pass., pf .-, Ion. :

aor. 1, Ion.- : aor. 2

[a] : f. 1-, f. 2 :
—

Med., fut. (in pass, sense) : aor. 1-
:

A. Act. to set free, release, deliver a person from a
thing, Hdt., Att. 2. to put away or remove
a thingfrom a person, Eur., etc. 3. c. acc.

only, to put away, remove, dismiss, or Id.,

Thuc, etc. : to destroy, Plut. II. intr. to

get off, come off, end so and so, Hdt. ;. Plat. ; Hdt. :—c. gen. to departfrom,
Eur.

B. Pass, and Med. to be set free or releasedfrom a

thing, get rid of it, c. gen., Hdt., Att. 2. to get off,

Eur.; a^Mios Ar. 3. absol. to be acquitted,

Dem. II. to remove, depart from, ^ Hdt.,

etc.; yrjs Eur. 2. to de-

part from life, Id. ; and without , to depart,

die, Id., Thuc, etc 3. .^ to be divorced,

Eur. 4. . to leave school, Plat. 5.

. to become a man, Aeschin. 6.5 tivos far inferior to him,

Hdt. III. to leave off or cease from,
Soph.; Ar. :—absol. to have done,

give over, cease, Soph., Plat. :—c. part., -
speak and be done with it, Plat. ; also in part, with

a Verb, 5 ; have done and be-

gone, Soph. 2. to departfrom enmity, i. e. to be

reconciled, Plat.'-, f . : pf .- :

—

to estrange,

alienate, Aeschin., Arist. Hence, 5, , alienation, Arist.-, poet,-, f. ), to thresh out, 75 --
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(pf. pass, part.) Dem. :—metaph. to bruise,

crush, II.-,, , , soft-hatred, Eur., , , Aeol. -, soft to the touch, tender, of

the body, Horn., Soph. ; of fresh fruit, Hdt. ; of tender

meat, Xen. II. metaph. soft, gentle, -
to laugh gently, Od. ; . soft, delicate,

Plat. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence,, , softness, tenderness, Xen., etc.-, es,() well-fed, plump, II.-, ov, () soft-hearted, Anth.-, ov, contr.-,, with heterocl.

gen., dat.-, acc.-: () :

—

soft-

skinned, h. Horn., Hes., etc., f.,() to soften, Xen. 2. to make
tender, Id.-, to bring to naught, Anth.-, f., to cut off, Od., Soph, [- Horn.,- Soph.]-, f.- : aor. - :

—

to

make abortive, Plut. II. intr. to miscarry, Id.-, f . , to blunt the edge of a sword :

metaph.,^ '
Aesch. :— Pass, to be blunted, lose its edge, Id.,

Plat.-, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f . : aor. 1 : 3 sing.

plqpf. : Dep. :

—

to reply, answer, Horn,-, to deprive one of share in a thing :—Pass.

to be bereft, tiv6s of a thing, Hes.-',() Pass, to be neglected utterly,

pf. part, Hdt., Soph,-') Ion. for -, part. pf. pass, of.-, inf. (with no pres. in use), =
(aor. 2 of), to fail utterly, Soph,-, f ., to keep off, ward off, something

for (i. e. from) another, II. ,· ' tivos Luc. : c. acc. to

ward off, Hdt. ; . to repulse him,
Id. II. Med. to keep off from oneself, to drive
back, repel, Od., Hdt. 2. absol. to defend or

protect oneself, Horn.-, aor. 1-, Dor.-: Dep. :

—

to disown, reject, Horn., Aesch.-', f. ,() to have the

effrontery to do or say a thing, Plat. II. to deny
shamelessly , Dem.-,.-:.:—Pass., aor.

1- :

—

to use quite up, tttterly consume, Thuc.-, Pass, to become manly,come to maturity,
Eur., Luc.- and -, Adv. afar off, far away, II. II.

Prep. c. gen. far away from, aloof from,
lb.; . without their knowledge, lb. 2.

outfrom, issuingfrom, lb.-', f ., to leave off blooming, fade, wither,
Plat., Luc.-, f. , to pluck off flowers, Lat. decerpere :

metaph., to cull the flowers

of idle talk, i. e. talk at random, Aesch. :—Med. to

gather honey from flowers, to cull the best of, Luc.«,-, f . , to broil on the coals, Ar.

.-, f ., to burn to a cinder, Luc.-, ov,farfrom man: I. of places, desert,

desolate, Aesch. II. of men, inhuman, Plut.--, f . -- : aor. 1-

:

—to make
rise up and depart, send away, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., and
fut. med., to arise and go away, depart, leave one's

country, emigrate, Hdt., Thuc., Adv. (anas) everywhere, Eur. :—-
QeVyfrom all sides, Luc:—, —,
Id. :—, to every place, Plut. :—-, everywhere, Eur.- : impf., Dor. 3 sing, : f. -

: aor. 1 : pf . : I. to

movefrom a place to meet a person ; then, generally, to

meet, encounter,' Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—absol.,

anyone that meets you, any chance person,
Plat. :—often with a Prep.,. els to come or

go to a place to meet him, meet him at a place, Hdt. :

—without a dat. pers., to present oneself at a place,

Xen. 2. often in hostile sense, to meet in battle, Eur.

;

.' is Thuc. : to oppose in any way,
Plat. :—absol. to present oneself in arms, Eur. 3.

as a law term, to meet in open court, Plat., Dem. :

—

absol. to appear in court, Dem. 4. . els or

to enter upon a thing, attempt or approach it, Plat.,

Aeschin. ; to have recourse to . . , Dem. II. of

things, to come upon one, happen to one,Eur., Plat., etc., Adv. () everywhere, Horn.,, ,() a meeting, Eur., Adv., strengthd. for, right opposite,

Xen. ; c. gen., Dem.-, Adv., right opposite, is . Hdt.
air-', f . ], to draw off water from a ship's

hold : metaph., . Eur. :—c acc.

only, to draw off, Aesch. : to lighten, lessen,

Id. ; Eur.-, —, Eur.-, f. [C], to finish entirely, vrjes^
(sc.) the ships performed the voyage, Od.-, Adv. (a copul., and Root,, cf. Lat.

sim-plex) once, once only, once for all, like Lat. semel,

Od., Hdt., Att. 2. c. gen., . once in

the year, Hdt. II. without any notion of number,
after, ,, &s, ', like Lat. ut semel,

y if once you have made a treaty, Ar. ;

once he had begun, Xen.-,, , all at once, mostly in pi., Ar.-, Adv. in general, Luc.-, f., to disclaim as unworthy
, disown,

or Thuc. II. . ' to deem a thing

unworthy of one, Luc. :—Med. to banish from one's

house, Aesch., airairirairai, =, Soph., Ar.-, ov, with no grandfather: metaph. tin-

fathered by a thing, Aesch.-, Ion. for-.-, ov,() not passing over to an-

other, not passing away, unchangeable, . T.-, Ion. for-4, part. pf. pass, of.-, ov,() : I. of persons, not to



air

be moved by prayer, inexorable, Plat., etc. :—Adv.
-, Thuc. II. of punishments, not to be averted

by prayers, inevitable, unmerciful, Dinarch.-, ov,() uncovered : Adv.

-, undisguisedly, Plat,-, ov, unsummoned, volunteering, Thuc.-, ov, () unchanged, un-
changeable, Plut.-, ov,() not to be persuaded,

inconsolable, Plut.-, ov, = foreg., inexorable, Aesch.-, ov,() = sq., N.T.-^, ov, () without preparation,

unprepared, Thuc, Xen.-, Att. -, f. , to strike off, cut off, II.,

Hdt. : to sweep offfrom the deck of a ship, anb

Hdt. ; ^ Thuc.,, , =, mostly in pi., Ar.-, f .- : Ep. aor. inf. med.-
:

—

to be disagreeable to, Thuc. II. Med.
to shew displeasure, II.-·,/,() inconsolable, Plut. II.

not to be advised or controlled, Id.-, ov,() unmaidenly, unfitting

a maiden, Eur., in neut. pi. as Adv.-, ov, no more a maid, Theocr. ;, ' virgin wife and widow'd
maid,' Eur.-, f., to count over, reckon up, Xen. II.

to reckon or pay back, repay, Id. Hence,, , a counting over,
recounting

}
Thuc.-€, f ., to suffice, be sufficient, rag. II.

to be contented, acquiesce, Aesch.-, f. : aor. med.-, pass.-: Dep.:

—

to deny utterly, deny, Hdt. ; followed

by and inf., Eur., etc. : to refuse,

reject, Thuc. II. f. in pass, sense,

shall be denied or refused, Soph., . T.

-apvos, ov,() denying utterly,

he denies that he is ill, Hdt. : c. gen.,-
vos denying nothing, Soph,-, ov,() not speaking

freely, Luc.-, f ., to hang upfront,. to strangle,

Eur. :—Pass, to hang loose, Xen. 2. metaph. to

make dependent upon, Luc. II. to detach,

separate, twos Dem. :—Pass., detached,

disunited, Id. III. intr. in Act. to remove one-

self, go away, Thuc.- [t], Adv. completely, of numbers, exactly , just,

Hdt. II. of Time,from now,from this time, hence-

forth, Ar., N.T. 2. just now, even now, . T.-, f. , to make even, move regularly,

Aesch. II. to get ready, complete, Arist. 2.

intr. to be even or exact, Id.-, Ion. -, , () an even number or

stem, Hdt., , a sale of goods by auction, Plut.-, ,() completion, . .- or- [], f., to draw off, skim off
cream, Hdt. : metaph. to draw off the force of a. thing,

in verb. Adj., Ar.

, , mostly in pi., the beginning of
sacrifice, the primal offering (of hairs cut from the fore-

head), Eur. 2. thefirstlings for sacrifice,first-fruits,

Hdt., Att. :—metaph., Plat. From-, f ., Dep. to make a beginning, esp. in

sacrifice, to begin the sacrifice with
the hair, i. e. by cutting off the hair from the forehead
and throwing it into the fire, II. : to begin the sacrificial

rites, Od. II. c. gen. to cut offpart of a thing, to

offer it, to offer part of a thing, Hdt., Eur. III.

to offer the firstlings or first-fruits, Hdt., Ar. 2.

metaph. to take as the first-fruits, as the choice or

best, Theocr.5, , —, Aesch.-, f. , to be the first, be leader, dance, Anth.
a-irds, -, -, (a copul., ) quite all, the

whole, and in pi. all together, Horn., etc. 2. with

an Adj., all silver, i. e. of massive silver,

Od. ; altogether evil, Ar. II. in sing.,

like, everyone, Lat. unusquisque, everything,
unumquodque, Hdt., Att.-, to gasp away life, Eur., , an abstainingfromfood, afast, Ar. From-, ov,() not having eaten,fasting, II.

:

c. gen.,& without having
tasted meat or drink, Od.,-, f. , to flash forth, Luc.-, f.,() to leave one no leisure,

Luc. :—Pass, to be wholly occupied, Id. Hence, -, detention by btisiness, Strab., Ion.- : impf. : f. : aor. \-, Ep.- : pf . :—Pass., f .,
and in med. form] : aor. : pf

.

: () :
—to cheat, trick, outwit, beguile,

Horn., etc. : Pass, to be deceived, Soph. ;,
. . , to be deceived into thinking that . . , Plat.- and -0cv, Adv. apart, aloof, II. II.

Prep. c. gen. far away from, lb.&€, , , a cheat, rogue, quack, Plat., Xen.
From

[-], , (prob. from-, cf.)
a trick, fraud,, deceit, II. : a stratagem, Thuc. : in pi.

wiles, Horn. 2. guile, fraud, deceit, treachery,

Hdt., Att. Hence, ov, guileful, wily, skilled in

wiles, Od. ; . lb., , 6v or os, , — ioxeg., II., Plat,, ], ov,() fraudulent, Xen.-, ov,() untrodden, Anth.-, = sq.: part. pf. pass, , Aesch.-, aor. -, to dishonour greatly, II., , , the Apaturia, a festival at Athens

in the month Pyanepsion, at which the grown-up youths() were enrolled in the, Oratt. (Prob.

from, =, \vith euphon.)-,, , ,() without father,
fatherless,

Soph., Eur. : c. gen., . not having me for a

father, Soph.-, f., to beamforth, Call, (in Med.) Hence,, , efflux of light, effulgence, . T.-, f. ], to forbid, Soph.; . ) c. inf. to

prohibit from doing a thing, Id., Eur. II. to de-



go *
cline, shun, Eur. : to deny, renounce,

Theocr. III. to be wanting towards, fail ,

Eur. ; . Luc.-, f., Dep. to speak or act boldly,

speak out, Plat,-, f . ,() to return the same
day, Xen.-, only used in impf., as, a, with a part,

of aor. form (as if from), and aor.

med. part, : (the simple Verb,
which is not in use, meant to take) :

—

to take away or

wrestfrom, rob of, c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei,

II. ; tovs lb. 2. c. g"en.

pers., airovpas lb. 3. c. dat. pers.,

lb. 4. Med.,
having lost their lives, Hes. II. to receive

good or ill, to enjoy or suffer, Id., Eur. Cf.-·.-, ov, () unceasing, never-ending,
Aesch., Soph. 2. not to be stopped or assuaged,
insatiable, Thuc. II. c. gen. never ceasing

from, yooov Eur.-', f., to go of one's own accord, desert,

Thuc.-, f. -: aor. 2- : (,
palpare,) :—like, to cheat, beguile, Od.-, Dep. to be grievous, Sappho,-', aor. 2 of.-, pf. of-.-', ov,() unshod, Aesch.-', f. of-.-, ov, (a copul.,) even, level, flat, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. :

—

, , a plain, flat surface, Hdt.-', Ep. for -ij, 3 sing. pres. subj. of( sum).-', Ep. for -7.-', Ep. for -eipyov, impf. of-.-', aor. 2 of-.-, f. , to disaccustom, . .
Aeschin.; part. pf., Plut.-, inf. -WeTv, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,

being used instead :

—

to look awayfrom other things at

a thing, and so simply to look at, or 05 Thuc.
Aire, ,() disobedience, Xen., .., f., to be disobedient, refuse compliance,
Aesch. ; c. dat. to disobey, Eur., Plat,-, Ion. for-, aor. pass, of.-7, 4s,[) disobedient, Plat.;

of ships, to7s less obedient to

them, Thuc. II. act. not persuasive, incredible,

Theogn.-, f. :— Pass., aor. or-: pf. or- :

—

to form from a
model, to express, copy, of painters, Xen., etc. :—Pass.
to become like, resemble, in a god's like-

ness, Eur. 2. to express by a comparison, Plat. :

—

Pass, to be copied or expressed by likeness, Id. 3. to

liken, compare with, Eur., Plat. II. -
as one may guess, to conjecture, Soph. Hence, verb. Adj. one must represent, Xen.-, .,(') to represent in a statue,\\.-,-, v.-.

.
-', f . , to force back ; mostly in Pass., es

forced into great difficulties, Hdt.', f.: () :

—

to hold out either jn the

way of promise or threat : I. in good sense, to

promise, II. j -
didst profess that they \vere best,

Od. II. commonly in bad sense, to threaten, Lat.

minari, absol. or c. dat. pers., Horn., etc. ; c. acc. cogn.,

spake a threatening speech, II. :—also

in Med., . T. 2. c. acc. of the thing threatened,-. Hdt. 3. dependent clauses added in inf.

fut., yipas 5 II., etc.; Att. also in

inf. aor. :—also . . . , . . , Att. III. Pass., of persons, to be terrified by threats, Xen., , mostly in pi., baastfid promises, boasts,

II. II. in bad sense, threats, Horn., etc. :—in sing.

a threatofpunishment, Soph.,Thuc. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, aor. pass. part, of- :—but -, of.,, , —, in pi., Soph.
onr-', pf. pass. part, of : but-

of.-, pf. pass, of., Ep. for -, , dual impf. of.,, ,() a threatener, boaster, II., , ,() of or for threatening,

yo Hdt.-, pf. of.- or-, =, to bar the way, Lys.- ( sujn) : impf., 2 sing,; Ep., 3 pi. : f., Ep.,
3 sing. :

—

to be away ovfarfrom, Od.,

etc. ; tivos Thuc. : c. dat. to be wanting,
Eur., etc. 2. absol. to be away or absent, and of

things, to be wanting, Soph., etc.; of the dead, Eur.- ( ibo), serving as fut. of : inf., poet, :

—

to go away, depart, Od., etc.

;

; =, be gone, Soph. ; . to return,

Xen. ; return to your homes, Hdt.

;

Ar. ; eV Thuc. :—of the Nile, to

recede, Hdt. ; . to go in quest of a thing, Xen.-, inf.-?, Ep.-,-, part.- (for orig. had a digamma^?) : aor., med. : fut. in use is -, pf. -; and in Pass., pf., . : aor..

:—pres. and impf. are supplied by,, ayop :
—to speak out, tell out, declare,, etc., Horn.

;
Hdt. II. to deny, refuse,.

II., Plat. III. toforbid, . toforbid
one to do, tell him not to do, Hdt., Att.:—Pass.,-

it is forbidden him to do, Hdt. ;

aforbidden thing, Id. IV. to renounce,

disown, give up, II.; Hdt.; .
to resign it, Xen. :—Pass.,

had not been renounced, Thuc. :—so in

Med., to avert a vision (by sacrifice),

Hdt. 2. intr. to give up, to be worn out, fail, sink

from exhaustion, Soph., etc. ; 5 the \vord

failed, was unfulfilled, Aesch.:—c. dat. pers. to fail cr

be wanting to one, Eur.:—c. dat.

rei, , i.e. when they were bankrupt,

Dem.; also, ., ay to give way to, sink



-

under them, Eur. ; they ivill be

tired of paying-, Thuc, Plat., a, ov, Apiraean, and, Adv. from
Apeire, Od. (Apeire = Limitless-land (from-
b), an imaginary place.)--, ov,() incapable of being tempted
by a thing-, c. gen., . T.-, ov, Dor. and Att. for.-, Ep.-, Ep. aor. 2 of,
to keep away, keep offfrom, II. ;

-
epyaOe pushed back the rags from the scar, Od.

;

yrjs Soph.-, Ion. -', in Horn, also o-py : f.

: aor. Soph.; cf. foreg.:

—

to keep

awayfrom, debarfrom, rivos Horn., Att. ;

Hdt. 2. to keep from doing, prevent, hinder,

c. acc. et inf., . or Soph.,

Eur. 3. c. acc. to keep back, keep off, ward off, Od.,

Soph., etc.; absol.,'pyo heaven f rf'end !

Soph. : . no law debars, Thuc. : of the

Nile,py barred or shut offfrom its old channel,

Hdt. II. to part, divide, separate, '' opy
II. :—and so to bound, Hdt. 2.

of persons travelling, eV 7'
keeping Rhoeteium on the left, Id. III. to shut
up, confine, Id.', a, ov, lengthd. form of (), bound-
less, immense, countless, Horn., Od., v..-,-, pf. act. and pass, of.-, Dor. and Att.-, ov,() : I.

act. without making trial of'a thing, without making
an attempt upon, c. gen., II. 2. without trial or

experience of a thing, h. Horn., Pind. :—absol. inex-

perienced, Od. II. pass, untried, unattempted,
II., Hdt., Dem., ,( A) want of skill, inexperience,

Plat. ; of or in a thing, Eur.( ), , infinity, Plat.-, ov, —, Od., Hes.-, ov, unused to dew, unbedewed, Eur.-,, ov, () without experience of evil,

unused to evil, Eur. : . ignorance of evil, Thuc., , ignorance of the beautiful, want of
taste, Plat. : in pi. vulgarities, Xen. From-, ov, () ignorant of the beautiful

,

without taste, tasteless, vulgar, Plat. : ., =·', Xen. Adv. -, Plat.-,/, (7rAoos) ignorant of navigation, Luc., Dor. for.
(a), ov, () without trial or experience of

a thing, unused to, tcnacquainted with, Lat. expers,

c. gen., Theogn. ; Hdt., etc. 2.

absol. inexperienced, ignorant, Pind., Aesch., etc. II.

Adv., to be ignorant of a thing, Hdt.

(), ov, (,) boundless, infinite,
countless, Hdt., Plat. 2. in Trag., of gar-
ments, endless, i. e. without end or outlet, inextricable,
Aesch., Eur., , =, inexperience, Eur.-, ov, () not having brought forth,
virgin, Anth.

-. g-, ov, (?) = A, without experience,
ignorant, Soph,-, ov, (,) — , boundless,

endless, countless, Horn. 2. = . 2, without
end, inextricable, Od.-, Ion. for-, aor. 2 part, of.
-', Prep, with gen., away out of, h. Horn,-', f. -, Dep. to expect anxiously, to

look for, await, N.T.-, to strip offfrom, Babr.-, f.- [] : aor. - :
—to

strip off oneself, to put off, as in preparing for single

combat, . . II. to strip off for oneself, to

despoil, iva lb. Hence'-,, , a putting off (like clothes), . T.-', v. sub *.-, Med. to forget entirely, c. gen., only

in imperat. of Ep. aor. 2, Od.-, ov,() uncombed, — sq., Anth.- (also-, in imper.) : f.-,
Att.-: pf.-:—Pass., aor. - [] :

—

to drive away, expelfrom a place, ,,
Eur., etc.; Xen. : . to drive away,
banish, expel, Soph., Xen. 2. . to lead

away an army, Hdt. : then absol. to march or go away,
depart, Id. ; (sub. ') to ride away, Xen. II.

Pass, to be driven away, Hdt., Att. :

—

to be excluded
from a thing, Hdt., etc., «5, refutation : disrepute, . T. From-, f. , to refute thoroughly, Antipho.-', ov,() irnmeasurable, Horn. : neut.

as Adv. immeasurably far, II.-, Ion. for -, aor. 2 inf. med. of.-,, the enfranchisement of a slave',Aeschin., , , in the condition of a freedman

,

Plut. From-, 6, an emancipated slave, a freedman?
Lat. libertus, Plat., Xen. Hence, f ., to emancipate a slave, Plat. Hence',, ), emancipation, Dem.-, aor. 2 inf. of-., Ion. for., Lacon. for, Plut.-, f., Att. : pf.— :

—

to give tip in

despair, to despair, . T. ; (others to hope to receive

from another) ; to drive to despair, Anth.-', f ., to spit up, vomitforth, Lat. evomere, II.-, f .\ : impf . :
—to sell, Eur. ;. or to sell for a. thing, Xen., Eur.

;

. to smuggle one out of the country,

Eur. :—Pass., ' bought and sold,' Ar.-', Adv.() opposite, against, c. gen., N.T.-, Adv. = foreg., . (sc.) the opposite

shore, Hdt.-, f.,() to strip one of arms, despoil

one of a. thing, c. dupl. acc, II.-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.-, Ion. for -r
i
vy, aor. 1 of :

-, aor. pass,-, v. sub.-, ,() freefrom grief, Aesch.-', ov,() = foreg., Aesch.



92 airevLavTeoo—-' or -, f. Att. ,() to go into

banishment for a year, Xen.
air-ewe'iru), rarely-, toforbid, Aesch. ; . to

forbid it, Soph. ; c. acc. et inf., . or

Eur. :

—

. to order him from
the chamber, Id. II. to deprecate, Aesch.

-', =, before a vowel.-', f., to take out, remove, tivos Eur.-, Att.-,, 6s, part, of, used

as Adj., unreasonable, Antipho :—Adv.- or-, unreasonably , Thuc.-, ov,() not ripened, unripe, Anth.-, ov, unripe, untimely.
a-ireirXos, ov, unrobed, clad in the tunic only, Pind. :

not clad in white robes, i. e. in

black, Eur.-, aor. 1 of-.- [], aor. 2 of : also-,
in act. form.-, neut. pi. of '-, used as Adv., =, as, so

as, Att., , =, Luc. From-, ov, () talking without end.-', ov,() boundless, infinite, of space,

Pind., Eur., etc. :—of Time, endless, Ar.;—of Number,
countless, Plat. ; generally of events, there

was no end to it, Thuc. II. allowing no escape,

Aesch.-, f. : aor. 1- : pf.- (which is sometimes act., sometimes pass.,

aor. 1- always pass.) :

—

to finish off, turn
out complete, Ar., Plat. 2. of a painter, to fill up
with colour, express perfectly , Plat. 3. to finish a
contract, Xen. II. c. dupl. acc. to make so and so,. Id. :—so pf. in pass, sense,-

a finished tyrant, Plat. Hence«, , a finishing off, completing, of painters,

Plat. II. a making, producing, Id. III. a
business, trade, Id.-, , ,() fit for finishing,
causing, c. gen., Plat.--', Ion. pf. pass. part, of-.
-'-, Ion. for.-', f. , to bring to an end, finish, Hdt.-, Adv., (, ) —, Soph.-, f. , to rest, fix, settle,

Luc. 2. intr. = Pass, to rest upon, Id. II. mostly
as Pass., With. fut. and aor. 1 med., to support oneself
upon, rest upon a thing-, c. dat., Xen., etc. ; Plat,, ov, another Ep. form of, in Horn.
always countless ransom,-, ov,[) not to be out-talked, Ar.-, ov

,{) zmcircumscribed,Plut.-7'5, ov, () free from care :—Adv.-, unthinkingly , Ar.-, ov,(, f. of nnregard-
ing, reckless of, Thuc.-, ov, () inconsiderate,
thoughtless, Thuc. Adv.- ; Comp.-, Id.-, ov,() uncircumcised, . T.-, ov,() not returning or taking
heed, Soph.

.
-', f . -\, to go away, be gone, Eur. :

away, begone, Lat. abi in malam rem, Ar.-, f. [], to put away blushes, to be

past blushing, Ar.- [], f. , to keep off or away, c. acc, Horn.

;

c. acc. et g-en. to keep away from, Theogn. ; c. acc. et

inf. to prevent one from doing, -
Id. ; also, .' to keep offfrom, Hdt. ;

tivos Xen. :—Med., (sc.) abstain

from speech, Soph.-, f.- [if), to tear offfrom, pivbv '-
Od. :—Med., Anth.-, f.- (but the Att. fut. is) :

pf .- : aor.- : Dep. :

—

to go away, depart

from, c. gen., Horn., Att. ; or Thuc. 2.

when used with , departure from one place and
arrival at another is implied, . is Hdt.,

etc. 3. absol. to depart, Id., Thuc, etc : to

departfrom life, Anth.-, Ion. -', fut. with no pres. in use : v.., ewy, 6, a thwarter, II. From-,., to retire or withdrawfrom, II.-', ov, \) loveless, unloving, ,
like-, Aesch.-, Ion. for -, aor. 2 imper. of.-, f.- : pf.- :

—

to eat or

gnaw off, Ar., Dem.-'&, aor. 1 of-.-',-, v.-.-, Ep. for·, 3 sing. fut. of-( sum).-', he is gone off, Lacon. for- or -, 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, of-, Xen.---,-, pi. and 3 sing, of Ep. aor. 2 pass,

of-.-', aor. 2 of-., , , (, cf.) a being away,
absence, Hdt.-, ov,() leafless, Anth.-', aor. 2 of-.-, ,() not inquired into, unknown,
Od. II. act. not inquiring, ignorant, lb.-- [], f. -, to make straight again, Plat. ;. to bind his arms straight, i. e. behind

him, Soph. 2. to guide aright, to direct, govern,

Id. ; to correct, chastise, Eur.: c inf. to direct one to

do a thing, Aesch.-, ), , to be deprecated, abominable, Aesch.-, f. , to lull to sleep, Soph.-, ov, =, Aesch.-, f., Dep. to wish a thing away, wish it

may not happen, deprecate, c. acc. rei, Eur., Dem. ; c
inf., . or to pray that it may
not happen, Dem. II. to reject, despise, Aesch.-', for-, pi. Ep. aor. 1 of.-', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of-.-, ov, softened form of-, (-') boiled

down, . refitted gold, Hdt., Thuc-, f .- : aor^i :

—

to hate utterly,

detest, II. II. to make utterly hateful, Od.--, impf.- : f . : pf.

: aor. 2,, subj.-



.' -, inf. : Pass. :

—

to be hated, incur
hatred, be roused to hatred, Od. ; c. dat. pers. to be or

become hateful to one, II., Hdt.; . to be

hateful in his eyes, Eur. :—c. dat. rei, to be hated for a

thing, Plat. II. Dep., in causal sense,'-
language that causes hatred, Xen., ,[) hatred, 1. felt towards an-

other, Eur., etc. 2. felt by others towards

one, enmity, odium, opp. to (popularity), and in

pi. enmities, Plat., Dem.; to

be hated by him, Aesch., aros,,() an object ofhate, Eur.-, , () hateful, hostile, Soph., Theocr.,

etc. : Adv., to be at enmity with
him, Dem.-, later form of, Theocr., etc. :

the inf. in Horn., etc. is now written-, inf. of, aor. 2 of.-, f . and, : aor. 2 :

—

to

keep off or away from, or tivos II. : absol. to

keep off, Eur. 2. to keep apart, part,
5

the collar-bones part the neck
from the shoulders, II. II. Med., -

tivos (in tmesi) to hold one's hands off or away
from, Od. : also, tivos to hold oneself off a

thing, abstain or desistfrom it, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2.

c. inf., or to abstain from
doing a thing, Thuc, etc. III. intr. in Act. to be

away or far from, c. gen. loci, Id.; also, . -, etc., Hdt. : absol. to be distant, Xen. 2.

of actions, to be far from, were

far from the discovery, Hdt. ; .
to be asfar as possible from doing, Xen. IV. to

have or receive in full, . ., Plut. V.
impers., it sufficeth, it is enough, . T.-, Ion. for-.-, aor. of.-,-,-, Ion. for -.-^, f . ,, to strain off, filter, Ar.-€, Adv. formed from an Adj.*-
(, *) without caring for anything, reckless

of consequences, bluntly,

Horn.-, , , one who keeps away from the, i.e. an enemy to law, with a play on,
notfond of basking in the sun, Ar.-, Ion. for-.-,, ,() the wind that comesfrom the

rising sun, the east wind, Lat. subsolanus, Hdt.,Thuc.-, ov, () unharmed, unhurt, Od. :

5

be misery far away, Aesch.-, Ep. aor. 2 of-., ,() freedomfrom harm, Theogn.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 ; v.-?.-, ov, gen. ovos, () unharmed, unhurt, of

persons, Horn. ; . a safe, prosperous return,

Od. : c. gen., free from distress,

Aesch. II. act. doing no harm, harmless, and so
kindly, propitious, of a fair wind, of sleep, Horn. ; c.

gen., . freefrom harm to them, Eur., , a four-wheeled wagon, Horn. : any car or
chariot, Aesch., Soph. :—metaph., . a ship, Eur.;

—. 95, of the Trojan horse, Id. 2. metaph.
also, like -yos, a pair, e. g. of brothers, Id. (Deriv.^.)-, is, rmgentle, harsh, rough, hard, of persons,

Horn. (Deriv. of-, as in-, uncertain.)-, Dor. for-, acr. 2 of-.-, Dor",-, ov,() hanging on high,

high in air : also, Anth. : cf. -,.-, ov, unmaimed, Hdt.-, as, a, impf. of-.-, , () discordant, ill-sounding, Luc.-€, 3 sing. aor. 2 of-.-, ov, =--, high in air, Od.
yrj, v..-, Laconic word for, Thuc.-,, ov, of things, not winning belief, incredible,

tmlikely, improbable, Plat. :—of arguments, not per-
suasive, tinconvincing, Id. 2. of persons, not to be

trusted, Aeschin. II. not having confidence to do
a thing, c. inf., Plut. Hence,, r\, improbability , Aeschin., Ep. form of, only in aor. 1, c. dat.,

he disobeyed not the words, II.-, , Ep. for, Anth.-, =, Anth.-, ( privat.,) only in pres. to lack

understandi",tg, be senseless, Horn., , -, Ion. for., ,() a pear, Lat. pirum, Plat.

[], , a pear-tree, Lat. pirus, Arist., , ov, () far away, far off, distant, e|* Horn. II., a, ov, Apian, i. e. Pelopon-
nesian (said to be derived from ^Attis, a king of Argos),

yrj, , or alone, the Pelopon?iese,

esp. Argolis, Aesch., Soph.; so,, , Theocr.
[The former sense has a, the latter .]-, f., to press the juice from anything, Hdt.',, , and Ion., , Apis, a bull worshipped

in Egypt, Hdt. II. , = 777, cf. II,-, f., to make equal, Plut. :— Pass.

to be made equal, to a thing, Hdt., f.\ : pf.:— Pass., f.-, and in med. form- :—to be, and
so, I. to disbelieve, distrust, mistrust, c. 3.CC · y Od.,

Eur. :—Pass, to be distrusted, Thuc, Xen. 2. c.

dat. pers., Hdt., Att. ; . to disbelieve one in

a thing, Hdt. ; Id. :—absol. to be distrust-

ful, incredulous, Id. 3. c. inf. to doubt that . . ,

Soph. ; . to doubt that it could be,

Thuc. II. =, to disobey, Hdt., Att. :

—absol. to be disobedient, refuse to comply, Soph.,

Eur. III. , i. e. / will

not hesitate to commit it to the earth, Eur., Ion. -, ,() disbelief, distrust, mis-

trust, Hes., Hdt., etc. ; -
from disbeliefthat it had happened, Hdt.;

to be in doubt, Plat. 2. of things,

to have become discredited, Hdt.

;

it admits of many doubts, Plat.

;

els . Id. II. want offaith, faith-

lessness, unbelief, Soph. : treachery, Xen.-, ov, I. pass, not to be trusted, and so, 1.
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of persons and their acts, not trusty, distrusted,

faithless, II. , etc. ; . groundless confidence,

Thuc. 2. of reports and the like, incredible, Hdt.,

Aesch. ; rb what one cannot believe

even in hope, Soph. II. act. not believing or

trusting, mistrustful, incredulous, suspicious, Od.

;

less credulous, Hdt. ; irpbs-
distrustful towards him, Dem. ; not

believing what you say yourself, Plat.; rb. —,
Thug. :—in . T., unbelieving, an unbeliever. 2.

not obeying, disobeying, c. gen., Aesch. III. Adv., 1. pass, beyond belief, Thuc. 2. act.

distrustfully, suspiciously, Id., , —, Eur.-, f. Att.-, Dep. to set oneself to

oppose firmly, give a flat denial, Thuc.--, —, to keep off, hold off, Od., verb. Adj. of ( ibo), one must go
away, Xen.€,, v.,.-, , not wandering, steady

, fixed, Plat. :—of

stars, fixed, opp. to, Id., Anth. II. of a
line, straight, Anth.-, ov, that cannot go astray, Babr.-, ov, not moulded, i. e. in its natural state,

natural, unaffected, Plut.-, Dor. and Att. for Ep.-, ov,()
for-, unapproachable, terrible, Hes., rag.-, ov,() unplaited, Anth.-, ov, boundless, immense, Hdt., Att. (Prob.

from,, not to befilled, beyond measure.)-, ov, () not navigated : rb. a part

of the sea not yet navigated, Xen.-9, ov,() unstricken, of a horse needing
no whip or spur, Plat. :

—

unwounded, Eur.-, ov, insatiable, Luc, Anth., , insatiate desire, greediness, Plat.;

of or for a thing-, Eur., Plat. From-, ov,() not to be filled, insatiate,

Soph., etc. 2. c. gen., '. insatiate of
money, Hdt., etc. II. Adv., to be
insatiate, Plat.; . or Xen., poet,', ,() impossibility of sail-

ing, detention in port, esp. from stress of weather,
Aesch., Thuc. ;

' avTbv Hdt., Dep.() to deal openly or frankly,
tovs Xen.

a-irXoi's, , , () simple, single, of a cloak,

Horn.-, ov, with unbraided hair, Anth.'-, , nickname of a Cynic who wore his coat
single instead of double, Plut., , ov, contr., , (from , as
Lat. simplex from simul, opp. to, duplex, two-

fold). I. single, Soph., Thuc. II. simple,
natural, plain, sincere,frank, Trag., Plat., etc. : in bad
sense, simple, Isocr. III. simple, opp. to compound,
Plat.; sheer democracy, Id. 2.

simple, absolutely true, Id. IV. Adv., v. sub
voc. V. Comp. and Sup.,,
-, ov, contr.-, : () : I. act.,

—''.
of ship's, not sailing, unfit for sea, not sea-worthy

,

Thuc. :—Comp., less fit for sea,

Id. II. pass., of the sea, not navigable, Dem., , , () singleness : simplicity,

frankness, Xen., etc. II. liberality, . T., , , contr. for, q. v.-,, contr. for-, q. v., —, v. signf. v.-, ov, without riches, Soph., Plut., f. , () to make single, to tenfold,

stretch out, Batr., Anth. :—Pass., [the fish]

lay stretched out, Babr.-, Comp. of-., , filthiness, filth, Anth. From-, ov,() unwashen, unwashed, Ar., Adv. of, Lat. simpliciter, singly, in one
way, Plat. II. simply

,
plainly, openly, frankly

,

Aesch., etc. 2. simply, absolutely ,

Thuc. ; none at all, Id. ;
'

simply all there are, Ar. 3. in a word, Lat.

denique, Eur., Xen., Adv. of, . to hold one^s
breath, Plat.; without drawing breath, Dem.-, ov,() breathless, Od.-, ov, contr.-,,() without breath,

lifeless, Anth.', poet, oiirai, Prep. c. gen. = Lat. ab,from.
I. Of Place : 1. of Motion, from, away from,

Horn., etc.; of warriors fighting/r<??;z chariots, Horn. 2.

of Position, away from, farfrom, apart from,
II. ; ' far from sight, lb. ; ^
Thuc, etc. 3. of the mind, anrb

away from, i. e. alien from, my heart, II. ;

not without reason, Plat. ; wb
Dem. 4. in partitive sense, ' ' a part

from the booty, a share of it, Od. II. Of Time,
from, after, b^b after supper, II. ; 2>

to have done supper, Hdt., etc. ;
" (sc.), Lat. ex quo, Id., etc. III. Of Origin,

Cause, etc : 1. of that from \vhich one is born,

·7> pb'^ not sprungfrom oak or rock,

Od. ; 5 third in descent from Zeus, Plat.;^ the men from Sparta, Hdt. :—metaph.
of things, > beauty born of the

Graces, such as they give, Od. ; ) Aesch. :

—of connexion with the leader of a sect, fab-, Plato's disciples ; ol fab , b
'., the Academics, the Stoics, Plut., etc 2. of the

Material from or of which a thing is made, fab

Hdt.; fab Theocr. 3. of the Instrument

from or by which a thing is done, ' by
[arrow shot from~\ silver bow, II. 4. of the Person

from whom an act comes, i. e. by whom it is done,' Hdt. ;
'

Thuc ;—so that came to be used like, but

implying a less direct agency. 5. of the Source from
which life or power is sustained, b Hdt.

;

b Xen. 6. of the

Cause, Means, or Occasion/rc^, by, or because ofwhich

a thing is done, b by reason of justice,

Hdt.; b moved by, for the same
profits, Dem. :—hence in many adverbial usages, b



—
in earnest, eagerly, II. ; ,, or , equally, Thuc., etc. ; by

•word of mouth, Hdt. ;
' from or of oneself,

Thuc.
B. as Adverb, far away, Horn., Hdt.
C. in Compos. : 1. from, asunder, as in -

: away, off, as in. 2. finishing off,

completing, as in. 3. ceasing from,
leaving off, as in,. 4. back

again, as in, : also, in full, or

what is one's own, as. 5. by way of abuse,

as in. 6. almost — a priv. ; sometimes with

Verbs, as, ; with Adjectives, as,.
D. , by anastrophe* for , when it follows its

Noun, as Soph.-, Ep. for.-, Ep. for.- )
=-, aor. 2 imp. of.-, Ion.-, , a ladderfor disembarking,

a gangway, Hdt., Thuc.-, f.-, 3 sing-

. Ep. aor. - :

aor. 2- : pf.-:—to step off from a
place, to alight or disembark from a ship, Horn., etc.

;

absol. to disembark, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :

—

to dismotmt
from a chariot, or II. 2. to go away,
depart, lb., Att.;—c. gen.,. Eur.; of hopes, to

come to naught, Id. II. of events, to issue or result

from, " Hdt. ;, contr., the issue, event, and, the results, Id., Thuc. ;

the probable results, Thuc. 2. to turn
out so and so, Hdt. ; Eur. ; -

Thuc:—absol. to turn out well, succeed, Id. 3.

of persons, to end by being,. to prove impartial,

Id. j so, is ' . Theocr. ; is-
things ended in a monarchy, Hdt.

B. Causal in aor. , to make to dismount,
disembark, land, (in which sense serves as

pres.), . Hdt.-, f. -, to throw off, II. ; c. gen. to

throw offfrom, . Eur. 2. to throw
away, Ar. ; . to reject him,
Eur.:—Med. to cast from one, reject, Theocr. 3.

to lose, , Hdt. ; Ar.

;

Thuc.,-, f. , to dip quite or entirely,

Hdt. ; Id.-, aor. 2 part, of-.,, ,() a stepping off, disembark-
ing, )) Thuc. ;

' -
landing from ships in the face of an enemy, Id.

;

absol., to disembark, land, Id. 2.

a landing, landing-place, does not
admit of landing, or has no landing-place, Id.; pi.,

Id. II. a way off, escape, Plut.

[], , ,() one who rode several
horses leapingfrom one to the other, L&t. desuItor, Plut.-, f.-, Dep. to force away:—Pass.
to be forced away or back, Xen. II. absol. to use
force, Id.-, Causal of, to make to get off, esp.

''. Q§
from a ship, to disembark, put on shore, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. :—Med., Tivas to cause them to be

put on shore, Hdt.-, f. >, to ruin utterly

:

—Pass.,·
to be robbed of a. friend, Soph,-, aor. 2-, to shoot forth from,

springfrom, c. gen., Soph. Hence-,, , a shoot, scion, Plat,, ov, gazed on by all, admired, Eur. From-, f.-

:

—to look away from all other

objects at one, to look or gaze steadfastly , or

Hdt., Eur. ; or Hdt., Plat. 2. to look

to, pay attention or regard, Eur., etc. ;

Plat. 3. to look upon with love or admiration, Lat.

observare, suspicere, c. ace, Soph. ; with a Prep., or

Eur., Xen., a. ov, verb. Adj. of, to be thrown
away, rejected, Plat,, ov", verb. Adj. of, to be thrown
away as worthless, II.-, f.- [], to cut out the comb from
the hive : hence to steal, Ar.-, f., to spirt out, c. gen. partit., .
to spirt out some wine, II.,, ,() a throwing away, Plat. 2.

a losing, loss, Lat. jactura, Id.,, ov,() apt to throw away a
thing, c gen., Ar.-|, Dep. to feed upon, Ar.-, f., to let cattle stray : to lose (as a

bad shepherd does his sheep), et )
if I were to lose my daughter her son,

Xen. :—Pass, to lose one's way, Luc.-, f . , to go off to sleep, go sound asleep, Od.-, f. ,() to strangle, Anth.-, ov,()farfrom an altar, godless,Eur.- or -yeios, ov, (yrj) from land :- or

-yaiov, , a morning cable, Luc.-, f., to make to jut out like a cornice

(), . Xen.-, f. , to give one a taste of a. thing, c. gen.,

Anth. :—Med. to take a taste of a. thing, c. gen., Plat.,

Xen.-, f., to bank off, fence with dykes,

Hdt.--, f.- [], to grow old, Theogn.-, Ion. and late Att.- : f.--:—to be awayfrom, have no part in a thing, c. gen.,

Hdt., Thuc. II. absol. to be taken away, opp. to, Thuc. : generally, to be away, absent,

Plat., etc. 2. of death, . to depart

from the house, die out of it, Hdt. ;
alone,

to be dead, the dead, Thuc. ;. he who died last, Hdt. ; 6 one who
is dying, Id., Thuc 3. to be lost, .

Thuc-, Ion. and late Att.-, f.--

:

—to departfrom a judgment, give up a design or

intention of doing, . Xen. ; . -
to resolve not to help, Dem. II. c. gen. rei, to

despair of a thing, c. gen., Lys. :—absol. to despair,

Dem. 2. c. acc to give up as hopeless, Id. :—Pass.



to be so given up, Dem. III. as law-term, to refuse

to receive an accusation, reject, Id.:—. rivos (sc.

vel) to reject the charge brought against a man,
i. e. acquit him, opp. to , Id. : also,. (sc. vel) to judge one free

from the accusation, to acquit him, Id. Hence, , despair of a. thing-, c. gen., Thuc., ov,[) born or descended from,
Lat. oriundus, Hdt. : in pi. descendants, Id., Thuc.

;

recti thy offspring, Soph., , a writing off : a register, list, of lands

or property, Plat., etc. : a register ofpersons liable to

taxation, Lat. census, N.T. II. as Att. law-term,

the copy of a, a deposition, Oratt. From- [], f., to write off, copy : to enter in a
list, register, Hdt., Plat.:—Med. to have names regis-

tered by others, or to registerfor one's own use, Hdt.,

Plat. 2. Med. also to give in one's name, register,

or enlist oneself, Xen. II. as Att. law-term, 1.

to enter a person's name as accused,

give in a copy of the charge against him, to inform
against, denounce, Id. 2. to give in a list of

property alleged to belong to the state, but held by a
private person, Oratt. :—also, .

gave a written acknowledgment that he was in

possession of this property, Dem.-, f. , to deprive one of the use of his

limbs, to enfeeble, II.-, f., to bring into hard exercise, to

ply hard, Aesch.-, f ., to strip quite bare of arms : Pass.

to be so stripped, Od. :—Med. to strip oneself, Xen., f.-, to bite off a piece of a. thing, c.

gen. :—Pass., with pieces bitten

out, Luc. 2. absol. to bite hard, gnaw, Xen.-- [], f. ~, to weep much for, lament
loudly, Plat. 2. . is to weep away
one's judgment, Ar.-, aor. 2-, to sleep a little, Plut., ov, partedfrom the rest, Hdt. From, , a division, part of a whole, Thuc. From-, f .-, Ep.- :

—

to portion

out to others, to apportion, II. II. to part

off, separate, Hdt.'-, pf. of. II. Ion. for-, pf. pass, of.-5, es, () wanting much, not fully manned,
Plut.-, Ep. 3 sing. impf.-, Dep.
to frighten away, II.-- and- : f.-, Ion.- : Pass., pf.-, Ion.- :

—

to point away from other

objects at one, and so, I. to point out, shew forth,

exhibit, make known, by deed or word, Hdt. ;

Aesch. 2. to bring forward, shew, produce, Lat.

praestare, Hdt. ; Soph. ;. to produce him safe and sound, Hdt. 3.

toproduce or deliver in accounts, \0yov Id., Thuc. 4.

topublish a law, Lat. promulgare,Xen. 5. to appoint,

assign,, . Hdt.:—Pass.,

an appointed place, Id. 6. to shew by

argument, prove, demonstrate , Ar., Plat., etc.;..

to make it evident that he says nothing,

Hdt. II. to appoint, name, create,.
Id., Xen. 2. to make, render, . to

make him a rascal, Ar. ; . Xen. 3.

to represent as, . Hdt. :—Pass.,

(Ion. 3 pi. pf.) have not been con-
sidered, admitted among, Id.

B. Med. to shew forth, exhibit something of one''s

own, to deliver one''s opinion,

Hdt. ; . memorials of oneself, Id. :—Pass.,

Id. 2. just like Act.,.. . . , to declare that . . , Xen. Hence, verb. Adj. one must prove, Plat. 2. c.

dupl. acc. one must make one so and so, Luc.~,, , great cowardice, Plut. ; and', verb. Adj. one must flinch, Plat. From-, f. [a], to play the coward, to flinch
from danger or toil, Xen., Plat., Ion. -,, ,() a shewing
forth, exhibiting, Eur. 2. a settingforth, exposition,

publication, Hdt., Thuc. 3. a shewing, proving,
proof, Hdt., Att. ; pi. proofs, arguments in proof of,

tivos Dem. II. (from Med.) . a
display, performance of mighty works, Hdt.-, ov,() of orfrom supper, Anth.-, f ., to slaughter by cutting off the

head or cutting the throat, Horn.-, Ion. for-.&, f. , to tithe, pay tithes of,. . ; . to take tithe of him, lb.-, Ion. for-., verb. Adj. of, one must receive

from others, Xen. 2. one must accept, allow, ad-
mit, Plat.; c.gen.pers. et part.,. ivbs Id.

,, ,{-) a receiver, Xen.', , , a receiver, name of a magistrate at

Athens who paid the dicasts, Dem.,,(-) acceptable, . .-, () Pass, to be turned into a
tree, Luc.-', aor. 1 inf. of. II. Ion.

for a7ro5ei£acr0a{, aor. 1 of.,, , Ion. for.,, ,() a hide stripped off, Hdt.-', Ion. -, f. -, to flay or skin com-
pletely, Hdt. ; . to take off the

scalp, Id. :—Pass., Xen. II.. to strip off the skin, Hdt.-, , a breastbaud, girdle, Luc. II. a
bundle, bunch, Plut., Ion. for.-, Ion. : f.-, aor. 1--

: pf .- :

—

to acceptfrom another, to accept,

II., Att. 2. to accept as a teacher, follow, Xen. 3.

to admit to one's presence, Plat. 4. to receivefavour-
ably, approve, allow, accept, admit, Thuc, etc.; .
not to accept, reject, Hdt.:—the person from whom one
accepts in gen., . Thuc, etc. ; but acc. being

omitted, gen. pers. becomes dependent on the Verb, with

a partic. added, . to accept [a state-

ment] from him, i. e. to accept his statements, Plat. :

—absol. to accept a statement, be satisfied, Dem. 5.



curoSea) —
to take a thing- in a certain way, with an Adv., Xen.

;

. Thuc. ; Plat. II. to re-

ceive back, recover, Hdt., Thuc.-', f. -, to bind fast, Plat.-', f.-, to be in want of, lack,, lacking 300, Thuc: to fall
short of, be inferior to, rivos Luc.-', Dor.-', f .,() to be away
from home, be abroad or on one's travels, Hdt., Att. 2.

to go abroad, . to visit him, Hdt. ; . is

Klyivav to go abroad to Aegina to fetch a thing,

Id.- Hence, , , one who goes abroad, Thuc. ; and, , , fond of travelling :. banishment to foreign parts, i. e. ostracism, Arist., Ion. -, , a being from home, a going or

being abroad, Hdt., Att. ; . a.s to my
life in that foreign land, i. e. beyond the grave, Plat.

From-, Dor.-,, ov, awayfrom one's country,

from home, abroad, Pind., Plut.-, f. \, to decide for one in an arbitra-

tion, opp. to {to decide against), Dem.- [t], f. , to wear quite away, to waste
utterly, Aeschin.-, Ion.-: f.-,.--

: aor. 2-, Ion.-, imperat.,
inf., Ion. —, part, :

—

to run
away or off, escape, ox flee from, esp. by stealth, Od.,
Hdt., Att. ; of runaway slaves, Xen.; of soldiers, to

desert, Id. 2. c. acc. to flee, shun, Hdt., Thuc.- [t], f.-, to give up or back, restore,

return, Horn., Att. : esp. to render what is due,
to pay, as debts, penalties, submission, II. ; .\-

to give him back his insult, i. e. make atonementfor
it, lb. ; . Theogn., etc. 2. to return,
render, yield, of land, (sc.-) to yield fruit two hundred-fold, Hdt. 3. c. inf.

to suffer or allow a person to do a thing,. -
Thuc, etc :—so in Pass., \6yos

avTols right of speech was allowed them, Aeschin. 4. to

render so and so,. Isocr. 5.

to deliver over, give up, as a slave, Eur. ; .
to deliver a letter, Thuc. 6. Aoyov . to render or

give in an account, Lat. rationes referre, Dem. : to

give an account of a. thing, Eur. 7. . ', v.. II. intr. to increase, much like ill,

$v is is

Hdt.;—unless here it means the contrary, if the land in-

crease in height and decrease in productiveness. III.
Med. to give away of one's own will, to sell, Hdt., Att.;. is to take to Greece and sell it there,

Hdt. ; . to sell for what it will fetch,

Aeschin. : at Athens, tofarm out the public taxes, Dem./-, inf. of-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,
to throw off or away, Aesch., Eur.-', () to defend oneself on trial, Xen.-, f., to thresh corn (v. 11), Hdt.-, Dep. =, only in pres., II.-, f., Dep. (, Aios,)
to avert threatened evils by offerings to Zeus, to con-
jure away, Plat.

. qj-, f. Att. , to mark off by dividing, to

separate, . T.-, f.-, to chase away, Thuc. ;

; i. e. take yourself off, Ar.-, impers. () it seems good not to do a
thing, c. inf., or Hdt.,

Xen. ; sometimes with the inf. omitted, cis '
when they resolved not (to go on), Hdt.-, f ., to reject on scrutiny, to rejectfor
want of qualification, Hdt., Att. :—generally, to reject

as unworthy or unfit, Plat., Xen. Hence', verb. Adj. one must reject, Xen. II.

-', ', eov, to be rejected, Arist., Luc., =, to reject, Hdt.-, , Ion. for &</>-., >$, ,() a giving back, restitution,

return, tivos of a thing, Hdt., Att. 2. payment,
Thuc., verb. Adj. of, one must give back,

refer, assign, Plat. 2. one must describe, Id.-, aor. 2 inf. of., ,() a receiving back, having re-

stored to one, Thuc., aor. 2 inf. of.-, aor. 2 part, of., Ion.-, >5, ,() a run-
ning away, escape, Hdt. : c. gen. escape from,-
Teias Dem.-', f., Dep., = sq., Anth.-', f . \, to pluck off, Pind. ;5 pluck and take them home, Hes.-, Ion. for—, aor. 2 inf. of., Ion. for.-, f . >, aor. 1 : aor. 2 :—to tear off the skin, lacerate, Horn. :—Pass., of the

skin, to be torn off, Od.- [], —, to strip off, Od.- [],.-, to lament bitterly,Hdt.,Att.-, aor. 2 part, of., verb. Adj. of, one must strip,

Luc. II. from Pass., . reus they must
strip off their clothes, Plat..,, an undressing room, Plat., Xen. From-, f.-, aor. 1- :

—to strip off clothes or

armour, II.:—Pass.,.- : aor. 1- []: pf.-. 2. to strip a person of clothes,

yuva?Kas Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to be stripped of one's

clothes, Ar. II. Med., f.- [] : aor. 1 --
; also intr. aor. 2 act., pf .

:

—

to

strip off oneself, take off,' Od. :—absol.,-
having stripped, lb. ; stripped naked,

Thuc; its or to strip for gymnastic

exercises, Plut. :—metaph., let us

strip and attack, Ar.-, f. , to withdraw from the path, c gen., II.

airo-eiirciv, Ep. inf. of-.-,-, Ep. for-, -^.-, old Ep. aor. 1 only found in 3 pers.,
swept away, subj., opt., all in II.

(Deriv. uncertain.)-, f . -, to live off, enough to

live off, Thuc. II. to live poorly, Luc.



98 ' ·-, aor. 1- : aor. 2- [] :

Pass. :

—

to be parted from, Eur. ; ei'
if / were free from wedlock, Id. ;^

I started on foot, Aesch.-, f. --, to smell of something, Ibyc. :

—

impers.,^ there comes an odour from
Arabia, Hdt., f. -, to lose the bloom, Anth.- and-, to have full confidence, Xen.-, Ion.- or -£, f. , to

marvel much at a thing-, c. acc., Od.:—absol. to wonder
much, Hdt., Aesch.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 subj. med. of-.-, poet, for., Adv. (6) from afar, Thuc., Xenj IT. afar

off, Thuc, Xen.-, f., to deify:—Pass., Ep. aor. 1 part,·€€ Anth.-, , regular worship, Arist.-, poet. aor. 1 -4, to cut off,

Eur./, ews, , (-) a laying up in store,

Plat. II. a putting aside, getting rid of a thing,

c. gen., . . III. =, Luc.-, ov,() despised, Od., , ,() place in Lacedaemon,
into which misshapen children were thrown, Plut., ov, () laid by, stored up, Plut.,

Luc. 2. hidden, secret, mysterious, % Plat. 3.

reserved for occasions, special, Dem.-', f.-, to run away, Hdt., Xen.-, ews, , serious contemplation, Plut., ea>s, ,() deification, Strab., ,(-) any place wherein to lay up a
thing, a barn, magazine, storehouse, Thuc. II.

anything laid by, a store, Is

to lay up store of favour with him, Hdt.- [], f., to make effeminate, enervate,
Plut.-, f. , to store, hoard up, Luc.- [], f . >, to press tipon, press, squeeze out,

Eur. II. of a crowd, . T. Hence, ews, , a squeezing out of one's place, Luc.-, f. -, Ion.- or- :

aor. 2 -4 : pf. ~4, Ep. part,- :

—

to

die off, die, Horn., Att.:

—

to be ready to die of laughter,

Ar. II. serving as Pass, of, to be put to

death, to be slain, rivos Hdt., Plat.

airo-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, [], f.-, Dep. to be very bold,

dare all things, Dem.-, f. , to break off, Aesch. :— Pass, to be
broken off : metaph., eu/cAeias to be
broken offfrom one's fair fame, make shipwreck of\t, Ar.-', f., to lament much, Babr., Plut.-, () properly, to cut off fig-leaves : to

cut off, curtail, Ar.-, f. , to crush in pieces :—metaph. in

Pass.,4 broken, enervated, Plat,-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to leap

offfrom, II. ; ', veos Hdt. II. to

—.
leap up from, rise from, *
Od. :—absol. to rise sheer up, of rocks, Hes.- [], ov, (*) not according to the mind,
unpleasant, hateful, to do one a
disfavour, II. ; Hdt.-, f .- [], to offer as a votive sacrifice, Xen.-, ecos, , abatement of a swelling, Strab.-, ov, not done, undone, Pind. : not to be done,
impossible, Plut.-', f., to go away from home, to settle in a
foreign country, emigrate, is Plat. II. to

dwell afar off, to live or be far away, Eur., Thuc. :

Pass., e|4 Corinth was
inhabited far away from me, i. e. I settled far from
Corinth, Soph., Ion. -, ,() a settlement far from
home, a colony, settlement, Hdt., etc. ; eis.4
to send away so as to form a settlement, Id. j . 4-

Thuc.-, f . Att. :

—

to send away from home, Od.,

Soph., etc. :—Pass, to be settled in a far land, to emi-
grate, Plat. II. to colonise a place, send a colony

to it, c. acc, Hdt., Thuc., , , fern, of, . a colony,

Hdt., 6, the settlement of a colony, Arist.--, f., to cut off by building, wall up,

barricade, , Thuc.-, ov, away from home, . 4. -
to send away from one's country, Soph. II. as

Subst., 1. a settler, colonist, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2.

(sub. ), , a colony, Xen.-, f. Att., Dep. to complain loudly

of thing, c. acc, Hdt.-, ov,() unfed, untended, Anth.-, f., to bewail loudly, c. acc, Trag.-, , , (a copul. or euphon.,) : I. a
ransom or price paid, whether to recover freedom or to

save one's life or to redeem the corpse of a. friend, II.

;

c. gen., , ransom for them, lb. II.

generally, compensation, requital, recompense for a
thing, c. gen., Aesch., Eur. Hence, f., to demand the fine due from the mur-
derer, Lex ap. Dem. :—Med. to hold to ransom, Eur.-, ov, exacting penalty, Eur.-, f. , to kill with arrows, Anth.-, fut. of.-, impf.- : f.- : Dep. :

—

to

be gone away, to be far from, c. gen., II., Att. 2.

absol. to be gone, to have departed, to be absent, Od. :

hence, to be gone, to have perished,

Eur. : of persons, to be dead and gone, Pind., Ar.-, f.-, to cleanse or clean quite, .
els upon the towels, Xen. 2.

to refinefrom dross, Strab. : metaph. in Pass.,-
to be pure in dialect, Luc. II. to

clear away, Ar. :—Med.,
to rid oneself of'a thing, Xen. Hence, ecus,, a clearing off',

purging.Thuc. II·

lustration, Plut.-, Pass, to sit apart,

(Ion. for-) Hdt.



/-, f .- : aor. - :

—

to re-establish, restore, reinstate, Xen.--, Pass, to surpass ox vanquish, c. ace, Od.-, ov, —, tinseasonable, Soph.-, Att. -, f.- : aor. and- :

—

to burn off, of cautery, Xen. : of intense

cold (like Virgil's frigus adurit), to shrivel up, Id. :

—

Pass., at their noses werefrozen off, Id.-, f ., to call back, recall, from exile, Hdt.,

Xen. 2. to call away or aside, Xen. II. to

call by a name, esp. by way of disparagement, to

stigmatise as,

Soph, ; . Xen.-, f. >, to uncover, Hdt.,

etc. 2. to disclose, reveal, Plat.:—-Med. to reveal

one's whole mind, Plut., . T. :—Pass, to be disclosed,

made known, . . Hence,, , an uncovering, a revelation, . T.

:

—the Apocalypse, lb.-, f.-, to grow quite weary, fail or

flag utterly , Soph., Plat.; c. part.,. to be quite

weary of seeking, Plat. 2. c. inf. to cease to do, Eur.,

Plat. 3. c. ace, . to flinch from toil, Xen.-, f. , intr. to turn off or aside, Xen.
Hence, , , a turning off the road, Theophr.-, to breathe away,
(Ep. aor. in tmesi) she gasped forth her life, II.-,,() earnest expectation,^ .T'.-€€, f ., to kill oneself by absti7ience,P\ut.-, f. , to reconcile again, . T.-, Ion. for-.-, f. Att. ,() to break off by the

stalk : to break short off, Eur., Thuc. Hence,, , a breaking short off, snapping,

Luc.-, Att. for-.-€., f.-, used as Pass, of, to

be laid away, absol. to be laid tip in store, Soph., Xen. ;

[^] you have great

store of laughter in reserve, Xen.-, f . -, Ep.- : aor. -, Ep.-:—Pass., aor. 2- [], pf.-:—
to clip or cut o^hair, mostly in Med.,
cut off his hair, II. ; to have
their hair shorn close, Hdt. ; and absol., to

cut off one's hair, Ar. :—Pass., pf. part,

with one's hair cut short, Id. 2. metaph. to cheat,

Luc. II. generally, to cut through,
sever, . III. to cut off, slay, Aesch.-€, f .- or- : aor.-
or- :

—

to have benefit, enjoyment from or of
a thing, c. gen., Eur. ; absol., Luc.,, f. Att. , to change for small coin :

metaph.,. to dissipate one's substance,Anth.-, f. , to cease to mourn for, Hdt., f ., to put away care, be careless, II., ov, disinherited, Luc. : and/,, , public renunciation of a son, dis-

inheriting, Plut., Luc. From-, Att. -, f. , to sell by auction,
Hdt. II. to renounce publicly, to disinherit,

—. qq
Plat. III. to forbid by proclamation : impers. in

pf. pass., Xen.',,, venturous attempt,Thuc. From, f ., to make a bold attempt or venttire,

try a forlorn hope, against another, Thuc.

;

c. inf., Aeyeti/ Ar. :—Pass.,

to be put to the uttermost hazard, Thuc.-, f . : 3 sing. Ion. aor. :—to remove or put away from, c. gen., Horn,-, , () a comic dance:— metaph., ·
find some way to dance off, Ar.-, f. -·, to ring or shout forth, Aesch.-, Att.- [] : f.- :

—

to weep
aloud, Hdt.; c. acc. cogn., . Soph. 2. .

or to bewail much, mourn deeply for, Aesch.,

Plat. ; so in Med., Soph. ;

Ar. II. Med., also, to cease to wail, Luc.-, Dor. for -, fut. of :-, for-, aor. imper., ov, Dor. for.-, f.- [], to break off

:

—Med., Anth. :

—Pass., aor. part. Theocr.-, Att. for-.
or-,, ,() a shutting

up,. a shutting the gates against
me, Thuc. II. a shutting out, yiy-

(sc.) there would be a complete stoppage
to their works, Id.-, f.—' : Ion.-, fut.— :

Att.], f. —-:—Dor. f. —; aor.

imper.- :
— to shzit off from or out of, debar,

Hdt. ; Aesch. ; . to shut
him out, Ar. :—Med., . to get
him debarred from passing, Thuc. 2. to shut
out or exclude from a thing-, tivos Hdt., etc. ;

tivos Ar. II. to shut up a gate and the like, to bar,

close, Hdt. :—Pass, to be closed, Id. III. to shut
up one in prison, Soph., Ar., etc. IV. to shut out,

intercept, bar, Hdt., Ar.:—Pass-,. ' Hdt.-, Ion. for.-, Dor.-, ov, without lot or share of
a thing, c. gen., Pind.-, f., to choose by lot from a number,
Hdt., Thuc. : to choose or elect by lot, Thuc. 2. to

allot, assign by lot, Plut. Hence7- [t], f. :— Pass., aor. - [] or- :

—

to turn off or aside, Od. : to turn back,

h. Horn. :—Pass., of the day, to decline, get towards
evening, Hdt. II. Pass, to be upset, Dem. III.

intr. in Act. to turn aside or off the road, Xen. ;

as one turns to go Eastward,

Hdt. 2. often in bad sense, to fall away, decline,

degenerate, Soph. ; Dem. :—and with-

out bad sense, to have a leaning, be favourably dis-

posed, Id. Hence,, , a turning off, declension, sinking,

Plut.-, f. , to wash away : metaph. in Med.
to purge, Plat. : to avert by purifications, Ar.-, Att.-, inf.- : aor. -:—
to wear one out, worry to death, Plat., etc. :—Pass, to

be worn out, Id., Xen.
2



IOO uiroKveu)—-, f ., to shrink from danger, c. ace, Thuc:
—c. inf. to shrink from doing, Id., Plat. 2. absol.

to shrink back, hesitate, Thuc, Plat., etc. Hence, ews, , a shrinkingfrom, c. g"en., Thuc., verb. Adj. of-, Plat.-, f. , to nip off. Hence-, aros, , that which is nipt off, a little

bit, Ar.-, Pass, with f . med., to sleep away
from home, Plat. II. to get a little sleep, Hdt., Ar.', f., to sleep awayfrom one's post, Decret.

ap. Dem. From-, ov, () sleeping away from others, c.

gen., Aeschin.-, f ., to dive and swim away, Thuc., ,() a getting away, getting
back, Thuc.-, f. Att. , to carry away, escort, Xen. : to

carry away captive, Thuc. :— Pass, to take oneself off,

get away, Id. : to return, Hdt., aros, ,() a splinter, chip, shred,

Theocr., Luc.-, lyre strings, to break with a snap, Knih., ,() a cutting off, Aesch.; ., = the Rom. tabulae novae, a cancelling of ail

debts, Plat. II. in Gramm. apocope, the cutting

off lettersfrom a word.-, f . >, to cut off, hew off, of men's limbs, II.,

Hdt. ; also, he cut loose the trace-

horse, II. :—Pass., to have it cut

off, Hdt. II. ., to beat offfrom
a strong place, Xen. III. Med. to smite the breast

in mourning : c. acc. to mourn for, Eur.-, f., to bring to a point

:

—metaph.,
gave them this short answer, Hdt.-', f . ,, to restore order by clearing away,

to clear away, Od.-.£, f . Att. , to dash out the last drops of
wine, as in playing at the cottabus, Xen.-, f. Att. , to lighten, set free from, re-

lieve, Eur.-, ov,() pluckedfrom thefig-tree,Anth.-, f., to sleep off a debauch, Plut.-,,() to strike offfrom the head, Anth.-',., to exceed all others,ha.t.superare,Hdt.-, f.-, Att.-:—Pass. aor.- :
—to let hang down, II. ;

the plectrum broke the string so that it hung
down, Anth. II. to hang up, suspend, Hdt.-, ov, broken sheer off, precipitous, Hdt.,
Thuc, etc. :—metaph. full of difficulties, Dem., aros, , a judicial sentence, N.T. From- [t], f.-, to separate, set apart, Plat. :

—

Pass., partedfrom the throng, of twoheroes
coming forward as champions, II. ; els

to be separated and brought under one name,
Thuc 2. to mark by a distinctive form, distin-

guish, Hdt.; pf. pass, part, distinct,

Plat. II. to choose out, choose, Hdt., Plat. III.

Med., f.- : pf .- both in

med. and pass, sense :

—

to give answer to, reply, Eur.,

etc. ; .$ or to reply to a questioner

or question, Thuc, etc. :— c. acc, -
to answer the question, Id. : so in Pass.,

let this be my answer, Plat. 2. to

answer charges, defend oneself', Ar. 3. aor. pass.,—, he answered, first in . T., , ,() a separating. II.

(from Med.) an answer, Thuc, Xen.
airoKpiTeoy, verb. Adj. of, one must reject,

Plat. II. one must answer, Id.-, ov,() beaten or trodden hard, of

ground, Thuc.-, f ., to beat offfrom a place, Xen. :—Med.
to beat offfrom oneself, beat off an attack, Hdt., Thuc.

:

—Pass, to be beaten off, Thuc, Xen., etc. II. Pass.,.

xe?Aos a cup with the

lip knocked off, Ar.-, 3 sing. Ep. impf . : f. :

—

Pass., aor. 2- [] :

—

to hidefrom, keep hidden
from, c. acc. et gen., . II. ; c dupl.

acc, like Lat. celare aliquem aliquid, to keep backfrom
one, Hdt. ; so in Med., Xen.,

etc. 2. to hide from sight, keep hidden, conceal,

Od., Att.:—Med., to conceal

one's doing, Thuc. 3. to obscure, throw into the

shade, Plat. II. . yrjv to lose from sight, of

ships running out to sea, like Virgil's Phaeacum ab-
scondimus arces, Id., Luc., ov,() hidden, concealed, Eur.

;

eV in secret, Hdt. 2. c. gen. concealed

from, unknown to one, Xen. II. obscure, hard to-

understand, Id.-, f.-, Ion.— : aor. 1

II.:—pf. : 3 pi. plqpf.-, Ion. 3 sing.- : aor. 2-, Ep. 1 pi., inf.,- :—Pass, rare( being

used as Pass.) : med. forms (in pass, sense) 3 sing. Ep.

aor. 2 ; part, ; cf.-

:

—to kill, slay, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. of judges,

to condemn to death, Plat., Xen., etc. 3. metaph.,

like Lat. enecare, to weary to death, Eur.-€, late form for, Anth.-,, =, Plat., Xen.-, f., to bear young, bring forth, c. acc,
Plut., Luc. :—metaph., . N.T., f. [], to roll away, . . :—Pass., Luc.-, . [], to mourn loudly over, Aesch.-,, , a hindrance, Xen. From-, . [], to hinder or preventfrom a thing,

tivos Xen. ; c. inf.,. to preventfrom
doing, forbid to do, Eur., Xen. II.

c. acc. only, to keep off, hinder, Orac. ap. Hdt., Thuc. :

—absol. to stop the way, Thuc :—impers., -
there is no hindrance, Plat.-, f.-, to obtain a portion of'a thing

by lot, . Hdt. ; generally to

obtain, Eur. II. to fail in drawing lots, Plut. :

generally to be left destitute, Eur.-, poet, for, only in pres. and
impf., Eur., f. Att. , to kick off or away, shake off,

Aesch. 2. to spurn, Id.-, f., to speak out heedlessly, Luc.



-, f . -, Ion.- : pf . Att.- : aor. 2- :—Pass., pf. -,
Ion.- : aor. 1 ~], Ion.- :

—
to take or receive from another,- tivos Thuc. :

—

to receive what is one's due, Hdt., Xen. ; .
opKovs to accept oaths tendered, Dem. 2. c. gen.

to take of, take part of a thing-, Thuc. 3. to hear or

learn, Lat. accipio, Plat. II. to take back, get back,

regain, recover, Hdt. 2. to have an
account rendered one, . Xoyov Aeschin. III.

to take apart or aside,. Hdt. ;

consider it separately , Plat. IV. to cut off,

intercept, arrest, Hdt. ; .' to intercept by a
wall, Thuc. :—Pass, to be arrested or stopped by con-

trary winds, Hdt.- [], f., to makefamous :—Pass, to

become so, Hdt.-, f . , to shine or beam from a thing, of

light, II. ; so in Med., grace beamed
from her, Horn., f . >, to lap zip like a dog, swallow greedily,

At., eo>s, , {) enjoyment, fruition,
Thuc, Arist. 2. c. gen. advantage got from a
thing, Xen. ; etnovs (acc. absol.) as a reward
for your resemblance, Eur.-, aros, , enjoyment, Aeschin. ; and, , , devoted to enjoyment, Arist.; pro-

ducing enjoyment, Id. :—Adv., to

live a life ofpleasure, Id. ; and, , enjoyed, enjoyable, Plut. From, f . : aor. 1— : pf . —-. (The simple is not found, but prob. it

"was= A<xo> or, to enjoy.) To have enjoyment of
a thing, to have the benefit of'it, to enjoy, c. gen., Hdt.,

Att. :—with acc. added, rivos to enjoy an
advantage from some source, Ar., Thuc. 2. iron-

ically, to have the benefit of, Eur. :

—absol. to have a benefit, come finely off, Ar.-, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f. |, to pick outfrom a number, to pick out,

choose, Hdt.:—Med. to pick out for oneself, Id.,

Thuc;^, Att. -€€*4, picked men,
Hdt., Xen. II. like, to decline, refuse :

—Med. to decline something offered to one, renotmce,
Plut. :—absol. to give in, Id.-, f. , to let drop off, to pour a libation,

Hes. :—Pass, to drop or run down from, tivos Od.-, f. : aor. 2 :

—

to leave over or

behind, of meats not wholly eaten, Od. :—Med. to leave
behind one, after death, Hdt. 2. to leave hold of,

lose, Soph. ; also, Id. 3. to

leave behind, as in the race, to distance, and generally
to surpass, Xen.; v. infr. II. to leave quite,forsake,
abandon, of places one ought to defend, II., Hdt., etc. :

to leave one in the lurch, Hdt., Ar. 2. of things, tjo

leave alone, leave undone or unsaid, Hdt., Att. III.
to leave open, leave a space, Hdt., Xen. IV. intr.

tofail, to be wanting, Od.; of rivers, tofall, sink, Hdt.

;

of flowers, to begin to wither, Xen.;—also, like,
to fail,flag, lose heart, Hdt., Xen. 2. to be wanting
of ox in a thing, c. gen., Thuc. ; of measures, -

—-.
. TpeTs* wanting 3 fingers of

4 cubits, Hdt. : c. inf.,

wanted but little of coming, Id. 3. c. part*, to leave

off doing, Plat. 4. to depart from, -
Thuc, Plat.

. Pass, to be left behind, stay behind, Thuc,
Xen. 2. to be distanced by, inferior to, tivos

Dem. II. to be parted from, be absent or far
from, c gen., Hdt. : to be deprived of, Soph. ;

Eur. 2. to be wanting in, fall short of,-
Seias Dem. ; without our cognisance,
Id. ; . to be bereft of, Eur.-, f. £, to lick clean, N.T., ecos, ,() a forsaking, abandon-
ment, of a thing, Thuc. : desertion of a husband by his

wife, Dem. ; of their post by soldiers, Xen., etc II.

intr. a falling short, deficiency , Thuc., ov,{) chosen out, picked,Thuc, Xen.-» Ep.-, ov, unwarlike, unfit for
war, II., Eur. 2. peaceful, Eur. II. not to be

warred on, invincible, Aesch. III. -$ a war that is no war, a hopeless struggle, Id., Eur.-, f. >, to peel off, flay, Eur., Ar.-, aor. 2 med. inf. of. II.-
€-€, Ep. for, 3 sing. ind., Ep.-, f. £co, to leave off, desist

from a thing-, c. gen., II., Plat. 2. c. part, to leave

off doing, Horn. :—absol. to cease, desist, Id.-, f., to chatter at random, Dem., ews, ,( iv) an intercepting,

cutting off, Thuc.,-, f . |co, to drop off, vanish, Ar.- [], only in pres. to scream aloud, be ob-

streperous, Ar.-, () Pass, to become stone, Strab., late form of, Plut., Luc-, neut. t: gen. idos or ecos, Ion. 10s : Ion. dat.:—one without city, state or country, an outlaw,

Hdt., Soph., etc. II. a city that is

110 city, 2l ruined city, Aesch.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to slip

off or away, Thuc 2. c. gen. to slip away from,
tivos Ar.-, f. Att. , to pack oneself off, Ar.-, ov,() taking no part in public

matters, living as a private person, Plut.-, Dep. to lick off, II.- or -, impf. or : f.-
4, Ep., Att., Ion. aor. 1, Ep. : pf . :

—to destroy

utterly, kill, slay, and of things, to destroy, demolish,

waste, Horn., Att. ; in pregnant sense, yas 5. to drive me ruined from my fatherland, Eur.;''. Soph.:

—

to talk or bore one to death, Ar. II.

to lose utterly,, - Horn.

. Med., f. -, Ion.-
with part, : aor. 2- : pf.-' :

plqpf. :

—

to perish utterly, die, II. ; c. acc
cogn., . , Od. ; to be un-

done, lb.;5you are donefor, lost, ruined, Ar.;

as an imprecation, Id. ; in fut. part.,

cD oh destined to a miserable end !
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i. e. oh villain, scoundrel ! Ar. II. to be lost, slip

away, vanish, of the water eluding Tantalus, Od. ; of

sleep, II.
5An-, , gen., acc., apoc.,.' [first syll. long in Horn., metri grat.] :

—

Apollo, son of Zeus and Latona, brother of Artemis,

Horn., etc. : in Horn, men who die suddenly are said to

be slain by his aryava; cf.. Hence, , ov, of or belonging to Apollo,

Pind. II., , the temple of Apollo,

Thuc., f. : aor. med.-~, and
pass,- : pf .-* : (,) : Dep. :—to speak in defence, defend oneself, about

a thing-, or in answer to . . , Thuc, Plat.

;

. tivos to speak in another's behalf, Hdt.:—absol.,

Id.; the defendant, Ar. 2. c.

acc. criminis, to defend oneselfagainst a thing, explain,

excuse, Thuc, Aeschin. 3. . to allege in

one's defence against a charge, Thuc, Plat. 4. .
to speak against sentence of death being

passed on one, Thuc. Hence,, , a plea alleged in defence, Plut.

;

and, verb. Adj. one must defend, Plat.; and, , a speech in defence, defence, Thuc.-£, f. Att. : aor.- : pf.-- : Dep. :

—

to reckon up, give in an account,

Lat. rationes reddere, Xen. : c. acc. rei, to give in an
account of the receipts, Aeschin. II. to reckon on
a thing, calculate that it will be, c. acc et inf., Dem.
Hence, , a giving account, statement, Ae-

schin. 2. an account kept, record, Luc.-, , a story, tale, fable, apologue, Plat.-, fut. med. inf. of- :—-,
Ion. for-, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. opt.:—-,
part.-, Ion. for-, pres. med. subj. of sq.-, poet. 3 sing, impf . : f .- : aor. 1-: I. c. acc. rei, to wash off dirt, II. : Med.

to wash the brine from off my
shoulders, Od. 2. c. acc. pers. to wash clean, Ar. :

—

Med. to wash oneself, II. 3. c. acc. pers. et rei, -
to wash the gore off him, lb.- [], f.-, Dep. to bewail loudly,

Xen. 2. in past tenses, to leave off wailing, Thuc-, Med. () to wash dirt off oneself,

cleanse oneself by bathing, II.-, , () a destroyer: . one
who destroys the pleasure of dinner, a kill-joy,—or, acc.

to others, a devourer offeasts, lick-plate, Od.,, ,() release, deliverancefrom a
thing, c. gen., Plut. ; so

far as acquittalfrom a capital charge went, Hdt., , ,() disposed to acquit:—Adv.,
tivos to be minded to acquit one,

^Xen.-, f ., to release on payment of ransom,
c. gen. pretii, Philipp. ap. Dem. Hence, ecus, , a ransoming, Plut. : redemption
by payment of ransom, . T.

.-, f.— [], etc. : fut. 3 pass, :—to loose from, tlvos Od. : to undo, lb. 2. to set

free from, release or relieve from, ,
Hdt., Xen. ; tivos Plat. :—Pass.

to be set free from, Thuc. 3. in legal sense, .
to acquit of the charge, Hdt., Xen. :—c.

inf.,. to acquit one of being a thief,

Hdt. : then absol. to acqtiit, Ar. II. to let gofree on
receipt of ransom, hold to ransom, II. :—Med. to ran-
som, redeem, by payment of gold, lb. III.

to discharge or disband an army, Xen. :—generally, to

dismiss, Ar. 2. to divorce a wife, . T.
B. Med. to redeem, v. supr. . II. to do away

with charges against one, Lat. diluere, Thuc, Plat. :

—

absol., in defence, Hdt. III. like Pass,

(c. 11), to depart, Soph.
C. Pass, to be released, let off, ' from

military service, Hdt. ;
to befreed

from their rule, Thuc. :—absol. to be acquitted, dis-

charged, Id., Plat. II. of combatants, to be

separated, part, Thuc. 2. to depart, Soph.,, Pass, to be grievously insulted, Soph,-, pf. med. of.-, f . , to pluck off flowers : generally, to

pluck off, cut off, Eur.& or -, ,() the crumb or inside

of the loaf, on which the Greeks wiped their hands at

dinner, and then threw it to the dogs, dog's meat, Ar., Pass, to rave, rage to the uttermost, Luc, ,(-) a strickle, Ar.-, Pass, to shew weakness, Plut.-,, Pass., = foreg., Plut.-, .-, to unlearn, Lat. dediscere,

^Plat., Xen.-, Dep. to announce as a prophet,

Plat.,, ,() a wiping off, Plut.-, Pass, to waste or wither away, die
away, of a tranquil death, Xen.-, Att. -, f. , to wipe clean, Dem. :

—

Med., ^ wipeyour hands on the

finest bread, Ar. II. to wipe off'or level corn with
a strickle{) : . to give scant

measure, as was done in giving slaves their allowance,

Luc. ; (sc.) to level an empty
measure, i. e. to labour in vain, Theocr. III. to

take an impression : metaph. to take impression, Ar.-, f., to scourge severely, Hdt.-,., to behave in unseemlyfashion,Hdt.- [], f.-, contr.—, to

fightfrom the \valls, Thuc. ;

high enough tofightfrom,Xen.

:

— absol. tofight desper-

ately, Id. II. . to fight off a. thing, decline it,

Hdt. ; absol., Id. III. . to drive him off in

battle, Xen.-, ov,() past fighting, past service, Xen.-, Dep. to distribute, Hes. 2. Pass, to

be partedfrom, Id.-, f. Att. , to part or distinguish from a
number, Plat. 2. . or to detach on
some service, Polyb. : to impart, Id.-, f. , to sleep off care, Ar.



-, Pass, to be filled to the brim, Plat.

a.iro-jJi€Tpeto, f. , to measure out, Luc:—Med.,
Xen.- [], f. , to prolong, draw out, Xoyov
Plat. : absol. to be prolix, Id. :—Pass, to be extended,
Luc.- [t], f. , to be very wroth, to persevere in
wrath, Horn.-, f., Dep. to express by imitating
or copying, representfaithfully , Xen.-, f. -, aor. - :

Dep. :

—

to remember fully , . to recognise, re-

pay a favour, feel gratitude, II., Thuc.-, ov, away from (i. e. without) pay, unpaid,
ill-paid, Xen., Dem. II. paid off, Dem.-, f ., to let out for hire, Thuc;—c inf.,. to contract for the doing of a thing, Lex
ap. Dem., , to, a memorial, Plut. :—in pi.

memoirs, Lat. commentarii, as those of Socrates by
Xen. From-, f . , to relate from memory, relate,

recount, Plat. 2. to remember, call to mind, Id.;

gave his son the

name in memory of a thing, Hdt. 3. . to

bear something in mind against another, Xen.-, f. of.-, f. ], to bear a grudge against,
tlvl Hdt.- or-, 3 sing, impf . : f.-

:

—to take an oath away from a thing, i. e. swear that
one will not do it, Od. 2. to swear one has not done
or that it is not so, to deny on oath, Hdt., Att. ; with

added, . Xen. ; .
(sc.) Id. 3. c. acc. to disown on oath: Med.,

renounced it, Plut. II. to

take a solemn oath, -f\ . . Thuc., ,() a portion, Anth.-, () Pass, to be excluded from a
thing, c. gen., Thuc. 2. to be left alone, Plut.-, f.- :

—

to wipe off or away from,
tivos II. :—Med. to wipe offfrom oneself, lb. ; -

wiped away his tears, Od.; absol. in

same sense, Ar. ; and in Pass., opyrjv

having my anger wiped off, Id. 2. to

wipe the face clean, II. :—Med.,
she wiped her cheeks, Od.-, aor. inf. of.-, ov, awayfrom the Muses, unaccomplished,
rude, Eur. :—Adv., unfavourably, Aesch.-€, f., Dep. to dissuade, 11.-, f., Dep. to bellow loudly, Anth., verb. Adj. one must wipe one's nose, Eur.
From-, Att.-, f. , to wipe the nose, Anth. :

—
Med. to blow one's nose, Ar., Xen. II. metaph. to

make him sharp, sharpen his wits, Plat. ; cf . Horace's
vir emunctae naris.-, 2 sing. opt. of :—-, 3 pl.-, Ep. aor. :—to remove, to send
away, II.:—Med. to wend one's way back,
Horn. II. aor. med. in trans, sense,

—. 103
sent away her child, Eur. ; also,, to

be taken away, departfrom a place, c. gen., Id.-, () Pass, to become quite torpid,

insensible, Plat., verb. Adj. one must assign, Arist. From-, f . -, to portion out, impart, assign,

Hdt., Att.:—Med. to assign or take to oneself,

Plat.; to feed on, Ar. : c. gen. partit.

to help oneself to a share of a thing, Plat., Adv. part. pf. pass, of, des-

perately, Xen.-€, Dep. to go away, depart, Horn, [a metri

^grat.]
f-, f . , to bend away from other objects to-

wards one, turn towards, Plat.--, f . -, to unload :—Med. to throw off a
loadfrom, Eur.-, aor. 2 part, of.-, ( priv.,) Adv. without fatigue, Hdt.-, Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, ov,() without toil

:

—Adv. Sup.-
with least trouble, Hdt. 2. without suffer-

ing, Soph.-, f., Dep. to escape by swimming, to

swim away, Luc., , () non-exertion, laziness, Xen. : ex-

emption from toil, Plut.-, later- : f .- : aor. 1- :
—to

wash off, Od. :—Med.
to wash off from oneself,

II. II. to wash clean, properly of the hands and
feet, as I was washing his feet, Od. ;' Ar. :—Med. to wash one's

hands and feet, Od. : absol. to wash
one's hands, Ar. ; pf. pass, Id. Hence,, , =, Plut.-&, Med. (), f.-: Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 2; 2 sing. opt., 3 pl. ;

part, :
—to have the use or enjoyment of a

thing, c. gen., Horn., Soph. ; but the gen. is often

omitted, ^76 ' married her but had no

joy [of it], Od. ; (sc. ) Hdt.

airoViirrpov, ,() water in which the hands
have been washed, dirty water, Ar. From, later form of.-,, Dep. to go away, Theogn. : Ep. aor. 1

part,, Anth.-, f . : aor. 1- : pf .- :

—Dep. : () :

—

to have lost all sense, 1. of fear,

to be desperate, Xen. ; desper-

ate men, Lat. perditi, Thuc. 2. of shame,-
an abandoned fellow, Theophr. Hence, , loss of all sense, 1. of fear, desper-

ation, . to make one desperate,

Thuc. 2. of right perception, madness, Lat. de-

mentia, Dem.
a-7rovos, ov, without toil or trouble, untroubled,

quiet,

Aesch., etc. 2. of persons, not toiling, lazy, Xen. II.

Adv. -, without trouble, Hdt., Xen. III. irreg.

Comp., Pind., but-, Thuc.-, f . ], to return, come home, -
II. ; . Hdt.



I04 —-, before a vowel-, Adv.far apart or aloof,

Horn. II. Prep, with gen. far away from, Id.-, f. Att. , to put asunder, keep aloof

from, h. Horn. 2. to bereave or rob of,' Soph. :—Pass, to be robbed of, h.

Horn. II. c. acc. loci, to flee from, shun, Soph.-, to pass a night away from, Plut.-, f . Att. , to pare the nails : Pass, to

have them pared, Babr. 2. metaph. to pare down,
retrench, Ar. II. = III, to try by

the nail, , Horace's ad unguem
factus, Theophr.-, f., to make one turn his back and flee,

Eur.-, ov, alien to guests, inhospitable, Soph. :—c.

gen. loci, farfrom a country, Aesch. ; banished

from, Id. Hence£, £. , to drive from house and home,
banish, Plut. :—Pass., 777s Eur. Hence», , a living abroad, Plut.-', f. -, to shave off, to cut off, airh '

II. 2. metaph. to strip off, Luc.-, f., to dry up a river, Hdt. :— Pass.

to be dried up, run dry, of rivers, Id. 2. generally

to dry completely, Thuc.-, f . : aor. 1 inf.- :

—

to bring to a
point, make taper, Od. II. to make sharp and
piercing, Plut.- or -, f., to shave clean, c. dupl. acc,

Hdt.-, , () cut sharp off, abrupt, Luc.- [], = :—Med. to have oneself clean
shaved, Plut.- [], f.- : aor. 1 inf.- :

—

to strip off

as it were a skin, II.-, to hurl, Luc. :—Pass, to rebound, Plut.-, to look about one, as if to flee, Ion.

3 pi. fut. II.', f. : aor. 1 subj.- :

—

to retire

from the way, to go aside to ease oneself, Ar. From-, , also , a place out of the way : a privy,

Ar.-, f . , to stop or hinderfrom, make to cease

from a thing, c. gen., II. ; Hdt., etc. :

c. inf. to hinder from doing, Od. :—Med. and Pass, to

leave off or cease from, c. gen., Horn. ;

Soph. : absol. to leave off, Theogn. 2. c. acc. only,

to stop, check, II., Eur.-, , a trial, essay, Hdt., Thuc.-, f . [] ; aor. 1 pass,

[], Ion.- : Dep. :

—

to ?nake trial, essay, or proof
of a thing or person, c. gen., Hdt., Att. :—so also in

Act., to make an attempt on
the Peiraeeus, Thuc.-, f., to hew or trim with an axe, Ar.-', f. , to send off or away, to dismiss,
Horn., Hdt., etc. :—Med. to send away from oneself,

Hdt. ; . to put away, divorce her, Id. :. to get rid of it, Id. II. to send back,

Od. 2. to dispatch, Hdt., Ar.',, , a sending off, dispatching, Hdt. 2.

a divorcing, Dem.

airoTTviyw.

/-', f., to mourn for, Plut., f., Ion., to carry over, Plut.-, f.- : Dep., with aor. 2 act.- :

—

to break wind, Lat. pedo, Ar.-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.--, f .- : aor. 2-, part.- : (cf.) :

—

to fly off or away, Horn.,
Ar., Adv. pf. pass. part, of,
openly, plainly, Dem.-, f. -, to make to freeze, to freeze,

Ar. :—Pass., f.-, to be frozen, Xen. : of

blood, to curdle, Id.-, f. -, to leap off from,
Plut. 2. to start off from, turn away from, tiv6s

Xen. 3. absol. to leap off, start off, Plat,-, poet,-, f.-, to fill up a
number, Hdt. II. to satisfy ,fulfil,. 2.

to satisfy, appease,, Id., Plat,- [], f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to drink up,
drink off, Hdt.--, f .- : aor. 2- :

—to fall off

from, or tivos Od., Hdt. ; tivos Hdt. ; absol. to

fall off, II.-, f., to trust fully, rely on,' Polyb.-, f.-, to lead astray from, tiv6s Ap.
Rh. :—Pass., aor. 1--, to stray away from,, Od. ;

having glanced off from the breastplate, of an arrow,

lb.; absol. - a helm struck off

or fallingfrom the head, lb.-, f., = foreg., to lead astray, Aeschin.

;

metaph. to seduce, beguile, . . Hence, , , a wanderer, fugitive, Anth.-, .-, Ion.-7 : f.- or-, Ion.- :

—

to sail away, sail off,

II., Hdt., etc., ov,() disabled by a stroke, 1.

in mind, struck dumb, astounded, senseless, stupid,

Hdt., Dem. 2. in body, crippled, palsied, Lat.

sideratus, Hdt. ; . struck dumb, Ar.-, f., =, to fill up, satisfy,

Lat. explere, Plat. ; -
make this complete for me, satisfy me in this,

Id. Hence,, , a filling up, satisfying, Plut.-, Att. -, f. , to strike to earth, dis-

able in body or mind

:

—Pass, to lose one's senses,

become dizzy or astounded, Soph.-, Dep. to trot off, Ar. ; v..-, contr. —, , () a sailing

away, Hdt. 2. a voyage home or back, Xen.- [], f. : Ion. impf.- :

—

to

wash away, Od.-, Ion. for-.-, Ep.- : f.- : aor. 1- :—to breathe forth fire, etc., Horn.; . to give

up the ghost, II. ; . to get rid of it,

Plut. II. to blow from a particular quarter, of

winds, Hdt. III. to smell of a thing, c. gen., Plut.- [t], f .- : aor. 1- :
—to choke,

throttle, Hdt.; Ar.; of plants, N.T.:—Pass.,



—

.-- : aor. 2- [t] : £. part. —€·-
:

—

to be choked, suffocated, drowned, Dem. :

metaph. to be choked with rage, Id.-, £., to fight off from, from
ass-back, Plat,-, poet,-, t : gen. idos and ews :

—

farfrom the city, banished, Aesch., Soph., ,() a sending away : getting rid

of an illness, Luc.--, f., Pass, to depart, go away, Xen.- [], f., to soften matters down, Plut., aor. 2 inf. with no pres. in use, to buy

off or up, Ar.-, aor., late form for-, Anth.-, contr. for, v..- [], f., to saw off, Hdt.
airo-Trpd, Adv. far away, afar off, II. 2. Prep. c.

gen. far away from, lb., Eur.-, f ., aor. 2- :

—

to take away
from, having taken some of the

bread, Od., before vowels-, Adv.() from afar,

afar off, far away, Horn,,, Adv. {,) far away, Horn,--, f.- : Ep. aor. 1- :

—

to

send away forward, send on, Od. : to send forth,

shoot forth, lb. : to let fall, lb.-, f.— : aor. 2— :

—

to cut

offfrom, after he had cut a slice

from the chine, Od.-, f.-, to flee away from, Anth.
-·7.€, aor. 2 part, of., poet, for., ov,(, f. of) out of sight of,

far away from, c. gen., Soph. :—absol. out of sight,

Id. ; e£ from a distance, Id.«,, ov, spat out : hence loathed, abominated,
Trag\ From- [y], f . ~ : aor. 1- :

—

to spit out,

II. ; . to vomit forth foam, lb. ; absol. to spit,

Xen. 2. to abominate, loathe, spurn, Aesch., Eur. :

aor. 1, = Lat. omen absit, Eur.-, f.-, Dep. to inquire or ask

of, . [] et . . asked of him whether . . , Hdt.-, Ion. for-.-, f. -peyfa, to snore to the end, Anth.-, f., to slink away, Anth.
a-iropevros, ov, not to be travelled, Plut.-, Ion. for-., f. : impf. : () —to be with-
out means or resource ; and so, 1. to be at a loss,

be in doubt, be puzzled, mostly followed by a relative

clause,. to be at a loss how he shall

cross, Hdt.j. o€?vX.en.·, with an acc. added,. tt]v, to be at a loss about his

march, how he shall cross, Hdt. ; and with an acc. only,

to be at a loss about it, Id. ; c. inf. to be at a loss how
to do, Ar., Plat. ; . tivos Plat. :—also absol.,, without hesitation, Hdt., etc. :—Med. in

same sense, Id., Plat. 2. in Pass., of things, to

be left wanting, left unprovided for, Xen. II.

c. gen. rei, to be at a loss for, in want of, Soph., Thuc,

•<. 105
etc. III. . to be at a loss by reason of, by
means of something, Xen. IV. absol. to be in
want, be poor, Plat. Hence, r), ov, inclined to doubt, Plat.-, ov, rarely , ov,() not sacked, un-
ravaged, II., Hdt., Att.-, f., to make straight, guide aright, Soph., Ion. -, , (-) of places, difficulty of
passing, Xen. II. of things, difficulty, straits, is

6/$,^-, iv] or iv,- Hdt. ; . $-
impossibility of keeping quiet, Thuc. III. of

persons, difficulty of dealing with, tivos Hdt. 2.

want of means or resource, embarrassment, difficulty,

hesitation, perplexity, Plat., etc. 3. . tivos want
of a person or thing, Ar., etc. 4. absol. poverty,

Thuc.-,, Pass, to startfrom a place,- II.

-iropos, ov, without passage, and so: I. of places,

impassable, pathless, trackless, Xen., etc. II. of

circumstances, hard to see one's way through, imprac-
ticable, very difficult, Hdt., Att. : , , straits,

difficulties, Hdt., Xen. ; so, et's ^,€
Eur., Ar. ; iv elvai at a loss, Thuc. :— Comp.,

more difficult, Id. 2. hard to get, scarce,

Plat. III. of persons, hard to deal with, imprac-
ticable, unmanageable, Hdt., Plat. : c. inf., .-^,4€ impossible to have any dealings

with, Hdt. : so, absol., a^e/xos . Id. 2. without
means or resources, at a loss, helpless, Soph., etc. ;4, eV ovSev Id. ; of soldiers, -

the most helpless, worst equipt, Thuc. 3.

poor, needy, Lat. inops, Id., Plat. IV. Adv.-, . e%ei I am at a loss, Eur. : Comp.-,
Thuc.-, Ep. aor. 1—, to dart away, Horn.-, is regularly doubled in all compds. after;
but in Poets it sometimes remains single.-.€, f. \, to neglect a thing from faint-
heartedness or laziness, c. gen., Xen. ; absol., Plat.-, f. -, to spirt out, shed about, Hdt.-, f. , to bereave one of a thing, c. dupl.

acc, Od. Hence, ,(') a vesselfor sprinkling

with holy water, Eur.-, f. , to sew up again, Hdt., Aeschin.-, f., to speak in fragments of Epic
poetry, Xen.-', f. -pe£w, to offer some of a thing, c. gen.

partit., Theocr.- : fut. and aor. 2 in pass, forms,, part, :
—to flow or run off, stream

forth, Hdt., Aesch.; tivos Hdt.; e/c tivos Plat. II.

tofall off, as fruit, feathers, leaves, etc., Hdt., Att. 2.

to die away , fadefrom remembrance, Soph., aTos, , a fragment, Plut. From- or -, f. -|, to break off, snap

asunder, Horn., etc. ;
to snap

the thread of life, Aesch. ; . Eur. II. Pass.,

aor. 2 [], to be broken off, severed, Hdt.,

Thuc; tivos Hdt. HI. intr. in pf.^,
to be broken, Archil.



--, aor. pass. inf. of-, cf.., ecos, , () a forbidding, prohibition,

Plat. II. a giving up a point, refusal, Id., ov, () forbidden,
though it was forbidden to the citizens, Soph. ;

prohibited exports, contraband articles,

Ar. II. not to be spoken, that should not be spoken,

Lat. tacendus, . to keep secret, Hdt. ; -
pios , of Philip, like dicenda

tacenda, Dem. :,, a state-secret, Ar. 2.

of sacred things, ineffable, Eur. 3. unfit to be

spoken, abominable, Plat.-, f. rjerco : pf . 2 -ya :
—to shrink shiver-

ingfrom a thing-, shrink from doing it, c. inf., Od.-, f., to file off, Strab.-, poet.-, f.- : aor. 1-:
—Pass., f. : aor. 1- : pf

.

-4 :

—

to throw away, put away, II. II. to

cast forth from one's country, Aesch., Soph. ;-
outcasts, Dem. 2. to disown, renounce.

Soph. 3. to throw aside, set at naught, Aesch. :

Pass., is $4 Hdt. III. of words,

to shoot forth bold, keen words, es at one, Id. :

—

also, . eVos to let fall a word, Id.

and, , (-pioo) a flowing off,

stream, Eur., Xen. II. an efflux, emanation, Plat.-, f. ], to shriek forth, Soph.- or-, f., to swallow some of a. thing,

c. gen. partit., Xen.-, f . , to cleanse thoroughly , Luc. : Med.
to cleanse oneself, Plut.5, ov, (-4) running, Hes. : .
stables with drains, Xen., Soyos, , ,[-) broken off, abrupt,

sheer, precipitous, Lat. praeruptus, Od., Xen. II.

as fern. Subst. a piece broken off, ^Tvybs a
branch or off-stream of the Styx, II. 2. .
an efflux, distillation of nectar, Od.-, Pass, to be orphaned or bereaved,

Aesch. ; tlvos . to be torn away from one, N.T.-5, ov,() without purple border, Plut.-., f., Dep. to dance a thing away,
i. e. lose by dancing, " Hdt., f. , to lie in the open sea, to ride at

anchor, Thuc, Dem.-, f. -\,() to make clear, Plat.- or-,.-4, to put out, extinguish,
quench, Ar., Plat., etc. II. Pass., with fut. med.-, aor. 2 and pf. act. intr.,4,,
and aor. 1 pass, :

—to be extinguished, go
out, cease to exist, Eur., Xen.-, f. , to shake off

:

—Med. to shake offfrom
oneself, Theogn. j of a horse, to throw his rider, Hdt.,
Xen. ; metaph., Ar.- [], f. , to make august, glorify,
Plat. II. Pass., with fut. med., to give oneself airs,

Ar. ; about a thing, Id.--, to chase away, Anth.:—Pass., with 3 sing. Ep.
aor. 2, aor. 1 [], to dart away, II.--,., to give notice by signs, give notice,

7repi tivos Hdt. : absol. to give a sign, Plat. 2. c.

acc. to indicate by signs, betoken, Plut.:—Med. to show

—.7(.
by signs or proofs, Hdt. II. . ets to allude
to him, Thuc. III. Med. to seal up as confiscated,

to confiscate, Xen. : of persons, to proscribe, Id.-, Pass., f.-, aor. 2- [a],

with intr. pf . act.—4 :—to lose by mortification,
or frost-bite, tovs Xen./--, f., to make fiat-nosed : Pass.,-

piva we have snub noses, Luc. II.-
Tas vavs to turn the ships aside, make a sideward

movement, so as to avoid the direct shock, Thuc.-, Ion. for-.-» ov, abstainingfrom food, Luc.-, f. ), to cease speaking, maintain
silence, Isocr., Plut. II. trans, to keep secret, Luc.
Hence, ecos, , a becoming silent, Plut. 2. a
rhetorical figure, when the sentence is broken off, as

in II. 1. 342, Virg. Aen. 1. 135.-, f. &>, to intercept by trenches, Xen.'- or- : f .-, contr.- :—
to scatter abroad, disperse, Horn., Soph. :—Pass, to

stragglefrom the ranks, of soldiers, Xen.€€, verb. Adj. one must look steadily, Arist.-, f., to pull off

:

—Med. to pack up
and carry off, to make away with, Luc.-, f. of-., f. \, to encamp apart from, Xen.
From-, ov, () encamping apart, messing
alone, Xen. Hence, f., to keep apart from, Plut. II. =, Id.-, f., to hurl from above,. es

to hurl thunderbolts upon, Hdt. II. intr. to fall
suddenly, like a thunderbolt, is Eur., Aeschin. ;. is to come to a sorry ending, Hdt.-, f., to cast a shadow, Plat. Hence, , the casting a shadow, .
measures of time by the shadow on the sun-dial, Plut.-, Pass, to be dispersed, II. ; of soldiers,. es to disperse for a purpose, Hdt.-, aor. 2 inf., as if from* (cf.), to be dried up, to wither, Ar. ; so pf . oW-

Luc. ; f. Anth.-, f.-, to look away from other

objects at one, to look steadily, or Soph.,

Plat.; e'is Soph. 2. c. acc. to look to, regard,

Eur. j so in Med., Plut.-, ov,() farfrom the mark, Anth.--, f. , to strip off the scalp in Scythian

fashion : metaph. in Pass, to be shaved bare,
3

Eur.-'', to carry off as spoilfrom, ?Theocr.-(, f.-, to banter, rally, Plat.;. e'ls to jeer at one, Luc.-, to wipe off dirt, Luc. : Pass, to be wiped
clean, Id.--, f . , =, Luc.- [], to diminish, Luc.- [], aor. 2 -^ [], Pass, to be

consumed by a slow fire, to pine away, Luc.-, f., to scare away, as one does birds or



^ -

flies, Ar.; meta.ph., rbvyeXcavld. II. intr.

to be off in hurry, ; i. e. be offI Id.

[], , ov,() torn off or away,, to, =, Anth., aros, ,—, Anth. From-, f. , to tear off, Eur., aSos, , a slip torn from a tree, a vine-

branch or bunch ofgrapes, Anth. : and, aros, , that which is torn off, a piece,

rag, shred, Plat. From-, f.- [], to tear or drag away from,
tivos Soph., Plat., etc.; . yvvaiK0s Hdt.;

Eur. ; also c. dupl. acc. to tear a
thing- from one, Soph. :

—

. to tear him away,
Hdt. :—Med. to drag away for oneself, Plut.:—Pass.

to be dragged away, detached, separated from, tivos

Pind., Eur. ; ipov Hdt. ; Thuc. 2.. to tear off the gates, Hdt. 3. . -
to draw off the army, Xen.; absol.,

having drawn off, Id. :—Pass., of troops, to be sepa-

rated or broken, Thuc.-', f .-, to pour out wine as a drink-

offering, Od., Eur.-, f . -, to be zealous in preventing a
thing, Hdt. ; c. acc. et inf.,. Id.-, f. \, to wear quite off,. tovs

to walk one's toes off, Ar.-, Ep. for-.-, for-, aor. 2 imper. of.
and-, Adv.() standing

aloof, Horn.-, f. , to let fall drop by drop, distil,

Theocr. II. intr. to fall in drops, distil, Soph,, = I, Anth., , late form of, defection, Plut., , an action against a freedman for
havingforsaken or slighted his, Dem. : -, , a writing or bill of divorce, . T.,, ,() a standing awayfrom,
and so, 1. a defection, revolt, tivos or tivos

Hdt., Thuc. ; pos Thuc. 2. departure from,
Eur. 3. distance, interval, Plat,, verb. Adj. of, one must stand

offfrom or give up a thing, c. gen., Thuc, Dem.', f.,() to stand aloof from,
departfrom, befarfrom, c. gen., Aesch., Soph. ; .

to fall offfrom one's friends, Ar. II. absol.

to stand aloof or afar off, Aesch.&, ,() one who has power to dissolve

an assembly, Lycurg. ap. Plut., , ,() a runaway slave : a
deserter, rebel, Plut. Hence, , , of orfor rebels, Plut. :—Adv.,-(/ e'xetz/ to be ready for revolt, Id.-, f., tofence off with a palisade, Thuc.-, f . , to uncover : to take off a roof,N.T.-€*, f. , to keep out water : metaph. to keep
out or off, yos Aesch. II. to

keep in water, confine it, check its outflow, Plat,, poet, for.-, aor. 2-, to go away, to go home,
Od., Hdt.; imper. II., Hdt.

-. jqj-,.-: aor. 1-:.-:—
to send off or away from, yrjs, x6ov0s Soph., Eur. ;

xOovos Eur. ; e/c tt?s Plat. : absol. to send away,
banish, Soph., Eur.:—Pass, to go away, depart, set out,
Soph., Eur. II. to send off, despatch, on some service,
Soph. ; of troops and ships, Hdt., Thuc. III. intr.

to go back, retire, of the sea, Thuc. ; of seamen, Dem.-€, poet, -, to straiten, block up:
Pass., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, Theocr.-, f., to love no more, Theocr.:—hence to
put away from one, reject, Lat. abominari, Aesch.-, f. :—Pass., f.-, also in

med. forms- and-:—to rob, de-
spoil, bereave or defraud one of a thing, c. acc. pers.
et gen. rei, Hdt., Ar.; also, c. acc. pers. et rei, ' ,--ns Soph., etc. : absol. to defraud, cheat,
Ar. :—Pass, to be robbed or deprived of, c. gen.,-
5os5 Hdt., Att.; also c. acc, '/-

Xen. 2. . tivos to detach, with-
draw oneselffrom . . , Soph., Thuc. 3. c. acc. pers.

to deprive, rob, Hdt., Att.;

—

5 '
certainty fails me, Eur. 4. c. acc. rei only, to filch
away, withhold, Aesch., etc. Hence, ews, , deprivation, Trjs cocoas Thuc; and, , , a depriver, robber, Plat.; and, , , of or for cheating,^ .

a. device for cheating one of his interest, Ar. ; so

fem., /Sos, Id.7-€, =, Soph.,,,() distance, interval, to?s.5 toos yov?s in point of intervals, in relation

to one's parents, Arist.-, Med. to fix firmly, Anth.-, to make to shine, Anth.-, f . >, to be bright from or with oil, c
gen., .5 Od.-, f . , (yys) to scrape with a stri-

gil

:

—Med. to scrape oneself clean, Xen.; pf. pass.

part, yyvo, scraped clean, fresh from the

bath, Ar., ^s, ,() at Athens, a magis-
trate who had to fit out a squadron for service, Dem.,
Aeschin., ,() a sending off or away,
despatching, Eur., Thuc II. (from Pass.) a going
away, an expedition, Thuc. 2. the office of an
apostle, apostleship, . T., ,() a messenger, ambassador,

envoy, Hdt. 2. a sacred messenger, an Apostle,

. . II. =, a naval squadron or expedition,

Dem., etc-, f. , () to dictate by word of

mouth, teach by dictation, y Plat. 2. to

question sharply or to provoke one to speak, . T. 3.

to recite, repeat by heart, Plut.-, , a retired general, Dem.-, f .-, Dep. to encamp away

from, tivos Xen.;. to encamp at a distance, Id.-, aor. 2 pass. subj. of sq.-, f . : 3 sing. Ion. aor. 1 :

—Pass, and Med., f.- : aor. 2- [] :

pf.-, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf-- :—to turn
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one back, i.e. either to turn to flight, put to flight,

Horn.; or to turn him back from flight, Xen.;
to twist back the hands and feet so as to bind

them, Od. ; so Hdt. :

—

to turn back, avert

one's face, Od., Eur. : to bring back, recall, Xen. 2.

to turn away, to divert the course of a river, Hdt. : to

avert z. danger, Aesch., Thuc. II. intr. (sub.,",, etc.), to turn back, Hdt., Soph.

B. Pass., , of ships, to

have their beaks bent back, Hdt. ;

to have one's feet twisted, Ar. II. to turn away

from, in abhorrence, Lat. aversari, c. ace, Soph., Eur.;

absol., hostile words, Hdt. 2.

to turn oneself about, turn back, Xen.; to turn and
flee, Id. 3. to fall offfrom
one, desert him, Id., ,() a turning back, Xen.

;

to have one's course turned,

Plut. II. a turning away from, an escapefrom a
thing, c. gen., Aesch., Eur. 2. a resort, resource,

Hdt.:— c. gen. objecti, . a resource or means
for getting water, Id. ; . Thuc., ov,(-) turned away, Soph.-, f .- : aor, - : aor. 2

: pf.- :— to hate violently, abhor,

loathe, Hdt., Soph. ; c. inf. to be disgusted that . . , Hdt.-, f. £, to drive away by force from,
II.- [], f. >, to draw up, contract, of astrin-

gents, to dull the sense of taste, Anth.-, f. , to squeeze figs, to try whether they
are ripe, Ar.-, f. \, to strip off spoilsfrom a person, to

rob or defraud one of a thing, Soph. ;

Eur., Xen. :—Pass., to be robbed of
a thing, Aesch.-, ov,() put out of the syna-
gogue, . T.-, f . |co, to whistle aloud for want of thought,
h. Horn. :—Pass, to sound like whistling, Luc.- [], f.- :

—

to tear away, Thuc. II.

to lay bare, Theocr.--, Att.-, f.- :—Pass., aor. 2- [] : f.- :—to cut the throat of
a person, Lat. jugulo,. , so that
the blood runs into a pail, Hdt. : generally, to slay,
Ar., Thuc, etc. :—Med. to cut one's own throat, Xen.-, f. , to have the limbs frost-bitten,
Hdt. II. to fall into convulsions, Plut.-, f.- : aor. - :

—to lead
astray, drive away, Od. ; . to baulk them
of the fruits of toil, II. II. Pass., aor. 2-
[], to be baulked or disappointed of a thing, c. gen.,
Hdt. : to be deprived of, Aesch. : to fail in reaching,

Plut. : absol. to be missing or lost, Dem.-, Att. for.--, 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. of : -, subj.-, f. |, to compress, Luc. : Pass.,

a close-packed style, Id.«.-, Ion.- : f. Att. :

—

to seal
tip, Plut. :—so in Med., Eur.

— airore .--,,,,() a forked piece of
woodfor propping hunting-nets, Xen.-,-', aor. 2 inf. act. and med. of.-, f. of.-, f., to split or cleave off, Od., Eur. 2.

to sever or detach from, Hdt. :—Pass.,, to be separated from . . , Id. ; of

a river, to be parted from the main stream, Id. ; of a
tribe, to be detached from its parent stock, Id. 3.

metaph., . to cut him off from his

speech, interrupt him in it, Ar.-~, f . , to separate by a cord : generally,

to separate, Dem.-, f . , to preserve from, heal from or of a
thing, Soph. ; . to bri?ig safe home,
Xen. :—Pass., or to get safe

to a place, Hdt., Xen. : absol. to get off safe, Hdt., ov, or, 6v,() set apart

for a special use, Hdt., Ion. for.-, Att. -, f. , to set apart, assign
specially, ' Plat. :—Pass.,

had his appointed post on the right, Xen. II.

Med., to bid farewell to a person or

thing, . T.-, Pass, to be like a bull : -
to cast savage glances at . . , Eur.-, f. , to fence off with a ditch, Xen.-'-, Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of.-, Ep. for-,-, pf. part, of.-, f .- : pf .- : 3 pi. pf . pass,-

:

—to stretch out, extend :—Pass., Xen. 2.

to lengthen, extend, prolong, of the line of an army,
Id. ; of speeches, . * Plat,-, f . Att. , to wall off, 1. so as tofortify,

Hdt. 2. so as to blockade, Ar.,

Thuc, etc. Hence,, , the walling off a town, blockading,

Thuc ; and,, , a wall built to blockade, lines

of blockade, Thuc, Xen., , —, Plut.-, f. \, intr. to end, in a thing,

Plat.-', f.-, Att.-, to bring quite to an
end, complete a work, Hdt., Xen., etc.:—Pass., pf. part., perfect, Xen. 2. to pay ox perform
what one is bound to pay or perform, as vows to a
god, Hdt., Xen. : generally, to accomplish, perform,
Xen. 3. to render or make of a certain kind,. to make the state quite happy,
Plat. ; and Med., to

make him without blame towards himself, Xen.-', Ion.- : f .— : aor. 2 —,- :
—to cut off, sever, II., Hdt., Att. :—Pass.,

tt}v having his tongue cut out,

Aeschin. 2. to sever, divide, in a geographical sense,

Hdt. :—Pass., of troops, to be cut off from the main
body, Xen. II. Med. to cut offfor oneself, II. ; c
gen. to cut off a bit of a thing, Hdt. 2. to cut off,

so as to appropriate, h. Horn., Hdt. ; .



—
to have a slice or portion of Phoenicia, Theocr. ; air.

to cut off power from the Athenians,

Thuc., ews, ,(-) a failure, Plut.-€, Adv. farfrom, c. gen., Anth.-, Adv. far away, Od.-, Dor. for-, Soph.·7-, f .-, to put away, stow away, II. II.

Med. to put awayfrom oneself, lay aside, of arms and
clothes, lb., Hdt. ; . rbv to put aside, i. e. dis-

regard, the law, Thuc. 2. to avoid, escape, of some-
thing odious, II. 3. to put byfor oneself, stow away,
Ar., Xen. 4. els to put off, defer,

Eur., Xen., etc.-, f .- : aor. - :

—

to pluck or pull
out, tcls Hdt.; without pulling

off any of the fur, Id. Hence, aTos, , a piece plucked off, Theocr.-, f. ), to put away from honour, to dis-

honour, slight, h. Horn. II. Med. to fix a price

by valuation, havingfixed their

price at two minae a head, Hdt. III. as Att. law-

term, Act. to borrow money on mortgage ; Med. to lend
on mortgage ; Pass, of the property, to be mortgaged,
Dem. Hence,, , a mortgage, security, Dem. ; and, ea>s, , a mortgaging, Dem. II. the

Rom. census, Plut.-, ov, () put away from honour, dis-

honoured, Hdt., Soph.-, f . , to shake off, Eur.

.

-, poet, for ; v. II.- [ Ep., Att.], Ep. inf.- : f.—
[] :

—

to pay back, repay, return, II. 2. to

pay for a thing-, Horn., Aesch., etc. : absol. to make
atonement, II. 3. to pay in full, Hdt., Att. II.

Med. and : f.— :

—

to get

paid one, to exact or require a penalty from a man,
II.; Eur. 2. c. acc. pers.,

to avenge oneself on another, punish him, Od.,

Xen. 3. c. acc. rei, to take vengeance for a thing,

punish it, Od. ; so, c. gen. rei, Hdt. :—absol. to take

vengeance, Theogn. Hence, verb. Adj. one mustJ>ay, Xen.-, f. , Ep. for-, to cut off from,
tivos II. 2. to cut off, sever, lb.; .

to cut up or plough the hill-sides, lb., verb. Adj. of,, one must cut off,

a portion of it, Plat.-, ov, unhappy, ill-starred, Horn., Aesch., Eur. :

—Comp.- ; Sup.-, Od.-, f., to make a bold venture,' upon
one, Thuc. : c. inf., Aeschin. : Pass., -

what has been hazarded, Plat., ,(,) a cutting off, Xen., ov, (,) cut off, abrupt, precipitous,
Hdt. ; els·, metaph. from one
who comes suddenly to the edge of a cliff, Soph. 2.

metaph. severe, relentless, Eur.-, f . , to shoot off arrows, Luc. II. to

shoot a person, Id.

-iroTos, ov, not drinkable, Hdt. II. act. never
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drinking, Id., Plat. :

—

not drinking, without drink,
Soph., Xen.-, aor. 2 inf. of^.-, f ., to turn one awayfrom a thing, c. gen.,

II. :

—

to turn away, deter or dissuade from, Thuc.

;

also, c. inf.,. Aesch., Dem. 2. c. acc.

pers. only, to turn away, turn back, II. 3. c. acc.

rei, to turn aside, avert,
prevent

, Hdt., Plat.; cf.-,. 4. to titrnfrom others against one,

Soph.:—Med., turn-
ing away from other objects to this one, Plut. II.

Med. and Pass, to turn from, to desist from doing a
thing, c. part., II., c. inf., Eur., etc. :—absol. to stop,

desist, Thuc. 2. to turn away, turn a deaf ear,

II. 3. c. acc. rei, to turn away from, like Lat. aver-
sari, Aesch., Eur. 4. to turn back, r^zi7-«,Thuc.,Xen.-, f.- and- : aor. 2 -45pa-

:
—to rim off or away, Hdt., Att. II. to run

hard, of one training for a race, Ar.- [], f., to wear out, Od. II. to rub
clean, to rub down a horse, Xen. III. to rub off,

Theocr. :—Med. to get rid of, Dem., Aeschin. : to

decline, reject, Plut., ov,() averting evil, of Apollo,

Lat. averruncus, Ar., etc. II. pass, that ought to

be averted, ill-omened, Luc., ,() a turning away, averting,

Aesch., Eur. 2. a hindering, prevention,
Thuc. II. (from Med.) desertion of one's party, Id., ov, () turned away, banished

,

Od. 2. from which one turns away, direful, grim,
Aesch., Soph. II. act. turning away, averting, a

thing, c. gen., Aesch., Eur.7-, ov,() reared away from home, Hdt .- [], f. |, = sq., Plut.- [], f., to rub away, wear out, Soph. :

—

Med., yrjv to vex constantly the earth, by
working it, Soph,---, f .- : aor. 2 --yov

:

—to bite or

nibble off, Ar. 2. c. gen. to nibble at, tcls, i. e. you don't get on with your swathe,

in reaping, Theocr.-, Frequentat. of, only in pres.,

Horn.-,.-,fail in hitting ovgaining,

to miss, lose, c. gen., Xen., etc. 2. Pass., -€ things not come to pass, Luc. II.

absol. to miss one's object, to be unlucky , fail , Xen. :

to miss the truth, err, Id. :—c. inf. to fail to do, Id.-&, f. Att. , to cudgel to death, basti-

nado, Dem.-, Med. to stamp an impression as on

wax, eft Tt Plat. II. Act. .- to impress

a seal, Luc.-, Med. to cease to beat oneself, to cease

mourning, Hdt.-,-, aor. 1 part. act. and med. of-.
/-, Ep. for- : Ep. fut., oi-

others will mark off, i. e. contract, the

boundaries of his fields, II. : others read-,,
=-\ (from-) will take away.



I-, , (, Ion.) farfrom the boundaries

o/one's country, c. gen., Soph.

a-irous, , ),-, , without foot or feet, Plat. 2.

without the use of one's feet, halt, lame, Soph., ,( absum) a being away, absence,

Aesch., Eur., etc.-, aor. 2 inf. of, to eat off, eat up, Ar.- [], f., to cleanse off : Med., Anth.,7-, f .- :

—

to shewforth, display, produce,

Hdt., Ar. II. to make known, declare, Hdt. : to give

evidence of'a thing-, Id. 2. to shew by reasoning, shew,

represent as doing or being, c. part., Id. ; and with

part, omitted, . (sc.) Id. ; so, .
Dem. 3. c. acc. et inf. to represent that,

Plat.; so, air. wj . . , on . . , Hdt., Thuc. III. to

give an account of, ttjv' Dem. : to pay in mojiey

to the treasury, Id. IV. to render or make so and
so, Ar. 2. to appoint to an office, Plat.

B. Med. to display something of one's own, Aesch.,

Plat. : absol. to make a display of oneself, shew off,

Xen. 2. to produce evidence, Hdt. 3.-
to declare one's opinion, Id., Att. :

—

absol. to give an opinion, Hdt., Att. Hence II.

used like Act., Plat., Xen., ecus, , a declaration, statement, Arist.

(a), ecus, ,() a denial, negation,
opp. to, Plat.

(), ecus, -,() a sentence, decision
of a court, Dem. II. a list, inventory, Id.-, =, only in pres. and impf., to deny,

neither in assent nor
denial, Soph.-', Dep. to feed on, Eur.-, f . -, Dor.- : aor. -\,
Ion.-) : aor. 2 -)*/ : pf.-):—to carry

off or away, Lat. auferre, Horn., etc. :—Pass, to be
carried from one's course, Hdt., Thuc. II. to

carry or bring back, II., Att. : Pass., of persons, to

return, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to pay back, return, Hdt. :

hence to pay what is due, Id. III. as Att. law-
term, to give in an accusation, accounts, etc., Dem.,
etc. IV. intr. to be off,' is Ar.

B. Med. to take away with one, Hdt., etc. : to

carry off a prize, Theocr. 2. to take for oneself,
gain, obtain, Eur. II. to bring back for oneself,
Hdt. ; . , i. e. to return to her alive, Eur.-, f .- and- : pf .- :—
to fleefrom, escape, c. acc, Hdt., etc. :—absol. to get
safe away, escape, Id. II. as law-term, to escape
from, tovs Id., Att.; also,. Ar., Dem.:
^—absol. to get clear off, be acquitted, Hdt. Hence, -, 6v, useful in escaping : . means
of acquittal, Xen.; and

or,, , an escaping, means of
getting off, . acquittal, Ar.-, f . -) : aor. - : aor. 2 -4 :

—

to speak out, declare flatly or plainly, II. ; so in Med.,
Ib. II. to say No, Soph. 2. c. acc. to refuse,
deny, Xen., Plat,-, f.-, Dep. to speak one's
opinion plainly, Luc. :—metaph. to ring, Id.-, , =-, Eur.

terse pointed

7·€., aTos, ,() c

saying, an apophthegm, Xen. Hence, i), 6v, dealing in apophthegms, sen-
tentious, Plut.-, f.-, to destroy utterly, ruin, Aesch.,

Eur. II. Pass., with fut. med., to be lost, perish,

Eur., Thuc. : esp. as interrog. used in an imperat.

sense, yrjs' ; i. e. let him begone
with a plague to him, Eur. ; so, eh -

; Lat. pasce corvos, Ar.- [], only in pres. to perish, II. II.

trans, to lose, Ib.- [i] : I. intr. in pres. to perish utterly, die

away, Aesch., Soph. II. Causal in f. -, aor.- [ Ep., t Trag.] to make to perish, waste away,
destroy, Hes., Soph. : to lose, Aesch. 2. Pass.,

= Act. intr., to perish, die, esp. in Ep. aor. 2-
[t], imperat.-,- [], part,- [],
also in 3 pi. Ep. aor. 1., -,(-) utter destruction, Aesch., f . tVco and, to treat slightingly, make
no account of, Hdt.--, Med.() to strip off oneself, Anth.-, f., to cease to go to school, Plat,-,',(^) . unnatural murder,Eur., ,() payment of what is due, tax,

tribute, Hdt., Att. 2. also, return for money spent,

Profit, Xen., etc.-, or -, to fence off, block up, Thuc.

:

metaph., Soph. Hence, ecos, 7),() a blocking up, Xen.-,, ),() not to be mentioned : -, Lat. dies nefasti, days on which no
business was done, Plat,-, Att. -, f. ^, =·, Plat.,

Dem. :—Med., to bar their pas-
sage, Thuc.-, =, Dem.-, aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , an escape or place of refuge,

Thuc. ; . escapefrom ills, Plat,, v.., f . ), to blow away, Ar. II. to breathe
out life, Luc.-, , empty, vain, idle, useless, fruitless,
Lat. irritus, Od. (Deriv. unknown.)-, Dep., only in pres., to withdraw from a
place, c. gen., Od.-, f. [], to slack away a rope : metaph.,

ttjv Ar.-&, f., to unbridle, Xen.-, f. , to forge of copper, Xen.-, to strip of brass, i.e. money, Anth.-, f., —, Plut.--, , (,) living by the work
of one's hands, Hdt., Xen.-', f . \, to vote a charge awayfrom one,

acquit him, c. gen., Dem. II. c. acc, . \
to depose him from the command, Plut. 2. of

things, to vote against, reject, annul, Ar., Dem. III.. ] to vote that a thing is not, Dem. Hence, , rejection by show of hands, Dem.



—
-, f.- : aor. -',.-' :

—

to pour out

or off, shed, letfall, Od.:—poet. Med.-, Eur., ,() abstinence, Plut. II. a receipt,

quittance, Anth.-, Pass, to be bereft of, tlvos Ar.-, to soften away the colour, shade off, Plat.-, Ion. -, inf. -, Ion.- : part.-,- : impf., Ion.- : f.- :

aor. - :

—

to suffice, be sufficient, be enough :

absol., in persons other than 3 sing.,

Ar. ; c. inf., vees -
are sufficient to subdue, Hdt. II. mostly

in 3 sing-. : 1. to suffice, rfj

was not enough to supply the army
with drink, Id. ; Id., Att. 2.

impers., c. inf., 'tis sufficient for me
to do, Hdt. ; c. part., 'tis

sufficient for me to have a part, Aesch. ;—and without

inf., it is enough for him, Dem. III.

Pass, to be contented with a thing-, c. dat., Hdt. 2.

impers., Id. ;, c. inf., Id.

B. Dep., Ion.-, to use to the

full, c. dat. rei or absol., Thuc. 2. to abuse, mis-

use, Lat. abuti, c. dat., Dem. II. c. acc. to use

up, destroy, Thuc., ov, =, . a penalty

but not of money, Aesch., Adv. part. pres. of, enough, suf-

ficiently, Thuc.-, f., to secure byfortifications : metaph.
in pf. pass, part., secure against

a thing, Plat,-, f. , to make quite lame, Xen./-, Pass, to be made quite lame, Thuc.-, f. -, to bank up the mouth of a
river, Xen.-', f. and

:

—to go from or away
from a place, c. gen., Ar. 2. absol. to go away,
depart, Eur. : to retire, retreat, Thuc, Xen. :

—

. els

to have recourse to a thing, Dem. 3. . . . ,

to withdraw from a thing, i. e. give it up, Xen. II.

to pass off from the bowels, Id. : also,

excrements, Id. Hence, ecos, , a going off, retreat, Hdt., Thuc. :

a place or means of safety, Hdt.-, f. Att. , to part or separate from,
tivos Plat., ecos, ,() the damming up of a

river, Plut.-, f . : impf . : aor. : I.

c. acc. rei, to wipe off, Eur. :—Med. to wipe or rub off
from oneself, Ar. II. c. acc. pers. to wipe clean :—Med. to wipe oneself, wipe ones nose, Id. ; also,. Xen.-, Pass, to be quite cheated of a thing, c.

gen., Plut.-, f . Att. : Dep. :

—

to vote away
from, . tivos to vote death away from him,
refuse to condemn him to death, opp. to-, Lycurg. :—hence . tivos to vote a charge
awayfrom one, i. e. to acquit him, Dem., etc. :—absol.
to vote an acquittal, Plat. 2. to vote the franchise

. ill

away from one, i. e. to disfranchise by vote, Dem. :
—

Pass, to be disfranchised, Id. II. c. acc. rei, of

judges, . to vote against receiving the in-

dictment, Aeschin. III. . to vote

against doing, Xen.-, f ., to strip bare, Hdt. II. c. gen.

to strip bare of a. thing, c. gen., Aesch., , ,{, f. of) an outlook,

view, prospect, Hdt. 2. a lofty spot or tower which
commands a view, Plut.- [], f .

:—Pass., aor. 1 and 2

and [] :

—

to leave off breathing, to faint,
swoon, Od., . T. 2. c. acc, ' breathed

out life, Soph. : absol., like, Lat. exspiro, to

expire, die, Thuc. II. to cool

:

—Pass., -
they got the sweat dried off their

tunics, II. ; lb. ; metaph.,

cold, indifferent, Arist. 2. impers., it

grows cool, the air cools, Plat., an exclamation, Ar. : cf.,.-, Ep. contr. for-.-, ,() idleness, want of energy, Plut., , freedom from politics and business(·), love of a quiet life, love of ease, supine-

ness, Lat. otium, Ar., Xen.; of states that keep clear

offoreign politics, Thuc. From-, ov, freefrom business(), keeping
clear ofpolitics, a good easy quiet man, opp. to-^ (a restless meddlesome man), Ar., Thuc,
etc. ; 7$. a country that keeps clear offoreign
politics, Thuc ; ^ — Lat. otium, Id.;. a place freefrom law and strife, Ar. II. of

things, not troublesome or painful, Xen. ; so Adv.
—5, without trouble, Thuc., f. ], to do nothing, Arist. II. to gain
nothing, tivos Xen. From

-TrpaKTos, Ion.-, ov : I. act. doing no-
thing, ineffectual, unprofitable, II., Dem. 2. of

persons, without success, unsuccessful,5 -, Lat. re infecta, II.; and in Prose,.,, Thuc. ; . -- to gain

nothing, Id.; Id.:—Adv.
-rws, unsuccessfully , Id. II. pass, against which
nothing can be done, impracticable, Od. 2. not

to be done, impossible, Theogn. 3. not done, left

undone, Xen. 4. c. gen., 5
unassailed by your divining arts, Soph. Hence, , a not acting, inaction, Eur., Plat. 2.

restfrom business, in pi. holidays, Plut. II. want
of success, Aeschin.-, , want ofpurchasers, no sale, Dem. From-, ov,() unsold, unsaleable, Dem.

cLirpeTreia,^, unseemly conduct, indecency^impropriety ,

Plat. From ·-, es,() unseemly, unbecoming, indecent,

indecorous, Thuc, etc. ; = , Id. :

—

Adv. -7rcDs, poet. -7rews, h. Horn., Plat. II. of

persons, disreputable, Theocr., , poet, for, ugliness, Anth.-, ov, Att.-,) implacable, Anth.- [] ,() Adv. without purchase-money

or ransom, Horn. (In form like.)



112 --, =£, Aesch.-, ov, struck unceasingly , Aesch.-, Adv. ( copulat., ') with closed teeth, Lat.

mordicus : hence fast, tight, Soph.-, ov, without set purpose, not deliberate,

of actions, Arist.-7€, ov,() not planned before-

hand, unpremeditated, Arist. 2. not submitted to

the, Dem. II. act. without forethought,
Arist. :—Adv. -, Plat.-, ov, without premeditation :—Adv.-,
recklessly, Aesch.-, ov, not eager or ready, unready, back-

ward, Hdt., Thuc.-, is,() unforeseen, Anth.-, ov,() without portion or dowry,-
kov to give her in marriage without
dowry, Isae.-, , want offorethought, Plat. From-, , without forethought.-, ov,() unpremeditated,

Arist. II. act. improvident, Xen. :—Adv.-, Id.-, ov,() without preface, Luc.-, ov,(, f. of) unforeseen,
Aesch.-, Dor.-, ov, unapproachable

,

Soph.-, is, without want of more, Luc.--, ov, uncongenial to Bacchus: hence,

not to the point, out of place, Cic, Luc.-, ov, unexpected, unlooked for, Aesch.,

etc. ; e|, Lat. necopinato, Hdt. ; so Adv.
-, Thuc. II. act. not expecting, unaware, Id.-, , want of intercourse by speech, Arist.-, ov, not to be accosted, savage, Soph,-, ov, not to be attained, Pind.-, ov, unapproachable, Plut.-, ov,(-) unforeseen, Xen. II.

act. improvident, Dem.-, ov,{) of a trial in support of
which no summons has been issued, Dem.-, ov,() not stumbling, void of
offence, . . II. giving no offence, lb.--, ov, =, Aesch.-, ov,() irresistible, Soph,-, ov,() holding no communion
with others, c. dat., Hdt.-, ov,(, f. of) not to be

withstood, irresistible, Aesch.--, ov, unsociable, Soph.-, ov,() unapproachable,
Strab., Plut.-7, ,() at Athens, an in-

dictment of for not having chosen a patron
from among the citizens, Dem.-, ov, ttnsuitable, dangerous, Eur.-, ov,() not respecting

persons. Adv. -, without respect ofpersons, . T.-, ov,() without a face, i. e. with-

out beauty offace, Plat.-, ov, Dor. for-,()
untouched, undefled, II.

- [], ov,() offering no*

excuse, unhesitating, Thuc, Xen. Adv.-, without
disguise, without evasion, honestly, Thuc.-, ov,() not guarded
against, unforeseen, Thuc.-, ov, () not stumbling,
less apt to stumble, Xen.
-7£, ov, () without wings, tcnwinged, in

phrase rfj ' , the speech was to her
without wings, i.e. did not fly away, sank into her heart,

Od. ; wingless flight, Aesch. II..

unfeathered, of the Harpies, Id. ; of arrows, Hdt. 2.

of young birds, tinfiedged, callow, Eur. :—metaph.,.. an unfledged, i. e. unconfirmed, report,

Aesch.-,, , ,() unfledged, callow, of young
birds, II. II. zmwinged, Ar.

-7-67, , ( priv.,,) undaunted in

speech, II.-, ov, poet, for., , , subject to the sense of touch, Plat. From
(Root and) : f .> : aor. :—Pass., pf .., Ion. (v.) :—Med., f., with pf.

pass, :

—

tofasten, bindfast, Od., Eur. : Med. to

fastenfor oneself, Od.,Eur. 2. to join, Aesch.;

tofasten a contest in wrestling on one,,

engage with one, Id. II. Med. tofasten oneself to,

cling to, hang on by, lay hold of, grasp, touch, c. gen.,, as a suppliant, Od. ; so, .
lb. ; II., etc. :—absol. to reach the mark,
lb. 2. to engage in, takepart in, c. gen.,

Soph. ; Thuc. ; engaged in . . ,

Plat. ;—but, to lay hold of, dispute

the argument of another, Id. ; ^ touched on
these points, Thuc. 3. to set upon, attack, assail,.

Hdt., Aesch., etc. 4. to touch, affect,

Aesch., etc. 5. to grasp with the

senses) apprehend, perceive, Soph., Plat. 6. to come
up to, reach, gain, Plat., Xen.

B. Act., also, to kindle, set on fire, Hdt., Thuc. :

—

Pass., with fut. med. to be set on fire, catch fire, Od. v

Hdt. 2. to light a fire, Eur. :—Pass.,

red-hot embers, Thuc.-,, ,,(-) not liable tofall orfail, Plat.-, ov,() not secured by gates, Xen.-, ov,[) not girt with towers, Od.-, , () without fire, of pans and tripods, that

have not yet been on the fire, fire-new, brand-new, II. :.

—without fire, \. e. cold, cheerless, Hes. :

—

.
unsmelted, Hdt. :

—

sacrifices in

which no fire was used, Pind. ; but in Aesch. sacrifices

without fire, i. e. that will not bxtrn, or tinoffered,

neglected :
—. an arrow-point not forged in

fire, i.e. the sting of the gad-fly, Aesch.-, ov,() not yet exposed to fire, II.-, ov,() not heard of, Od. :

speaking what none can hear, Soph. II. act-

without hearing or learning a thing, Od. ; c. gen., Ib., Dor. for.,, , a term of endearment used by children to
their father, papa, Theocr.-, , () out of tune, Eur., Luc.



—, Adv. from afar, Soph., Eur. 2. c. gen. far
from, Eur., Thuc.
<-', f.- : aor. - :

—

to thrust away, push
back, II. ; to push off, Thuc. : Med. to push awayfrom
oneself, Horn.:—c. gen. to drive awayfrom 3. place;

and in Med. to drive away from oneself, to expel,

banish, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. of the wind, to beat

from one's course, Od. ; so in Med., Ib. 3. in Med.,
also, to reject, decline, refuse to accept, Hdt., Att.

;

. to shake off slavery, Hdt., ,() destruction, ..,-, , () without a lid, Babr.,, ,() abjured, declared impossible

on oath, Soph. II.

of persons, under oath not to do a thing, Id.

«7-, aor. inf. of.,, ,() a driving- away, Thuc., verb. Adj. of, one must reject, Eur., V, ,() thrust or driven away from
a place, c. gen., Hdt., Soph. II. that can be driven
away, Hdt.,, Sup. Adv. of, furthest from,
Uem., Comp. Adv. of, further off, Soph.,

etc. : proverb., . 7) yovv Theocr.
"APA", Ep. pa (enclitic) and before a consonant :

Inferential Particle:

A. Epic usage : I. then, straightway , at once,

&s, ' ap' II. : next in order, ol ' ap'

Ib. 2. where attention is called to

something startling, rbv, 5

three men
of the common sort were required to do it, but Achilles,

mark ye ! did it single-handed, Ib. 3. in explanation
of a thing going before, ,

had he not let fall an impious
word,

—

for he said . . , Ib. :—so, makes relat. Pron.

more precise, ' , just
.the one, the very one which . . , Ib.

B. Attic usage, much like , then, therefore :

—-less strongly, ' !) so then we have come
in vain, Soph. ; ** Xen. :

—

hi
questions, to express the anxiety of the questioner, as; oh ! who is there to save ? Aesch.

C. Position : never begins a sentence, cf .,
Lat. igitur.• ; interrog. Particle, in accent and sense a stronger
form of : 1. when it stands alone it usually

expects a negative answer, like Lat. num ? Att. ; so apa
; num vero ? Aesch.:—for an affirmative answer, ap; ap; nonne vero ? is used, Soph., etc. 2.

^
in prose, apa almost always stands first in the sentence.

:APA', Ion., , a prayer, II., Hdt. II. esp. a
prayer for evil, a curse, imprecation, mostly in pi., II.,

rag. 2. the effect of the curse, bane, ruin,
Xoiybv II. III. personified as the

goddess of destruction and revenge, Lat. Dira, Soph.

^
[op- ^mostly in Ep. : in Att. always -.]', f. , () to rattle, ring, clash, of

^
armour, II. ; of the teeth, to gnash, Theocr.', , Arabia, Hdt., poet.' Theocr. :—', a, ov, Arabian, Hdt. ; also-, , , Plut.

. 1 1

3

, , a gnashing or chattering of teeth, II.

(Formed from the sound.),, ,() = sq., . Eur., ,[) a clashing, clattering, rattling,

Aesch. ; . a crashing shower of stones, Eur.

;

ap. beating of the breast, Lat. planctus, Soph,, aor. inf. of., aor. med. opt. of., , ov and , , () : I. pass, prayed to

or entreated, , —, Soph. 2 . prayed
against, accursed, laden with a curse or curses,

Aesch.; you adjured me under a
curse, Soph. II. act. cvtrsing, bringing mischief
upon a house or person, c. dat., Aesch., Soph., , , thin, narrow, slight, slender, Lat. tenuis,

Horn. (Deriv. unknown.), redupl. form of, pf. of :—-, pass. :, 3 sing, plqpf. pass., aor. med. part, of.-, ov,() beaten with the hand,-
Anth., Ion. : f. [], Ion. :

aor. : Dep. : () :

—

to pray to a god, c.

dat., II. :—c. acc. to invoke, Od. 2. c. acc. et inf. to

pray that, II., Hdt., Soph. :—c. inf. only, to pray to

be so and so, Od. 3. to pray something for one,

; sometimes in good sense, . Hdt. ;

but usually in bad, to imprecate tipon one, ap.

Soph., etc. ; without an acc, to curse

one, Eur. 4. c. inf. fut. to vow that one will or

would, II., 3 sing. intr. pf. of., 3 sing. poet. aor. 2 of., (redupl. form of *), impf. :
—

the other tenses are formed from, viz.,

A. trans. :—aor. , Ep. aptro : aor. 2,
Ion., inf., part, :—Pass., aor., Ep. 3 pi. :

—

to join, join together, fasten,

II. ;- pack up everything in the

vessels, Od. II. to fit together, construct,

II. 2. to prepare, contrive, -
Od. III. to fit, equip,

furnish with a thing, Ib. 2. to

please, gratify, favour, Pind., Soph. IV. to make

fitting or pleasing, II.

B. intr. :—pf. in pres. sense, Ion.,
Ep. part,, with fern, and (metri grat.)

: Ep. plqpf.,,, with impf. sense :

—of the Pass, we only find Ep. aor. 2 part,, ,
ov :

—

to be joined closely together, to be in close order,

close-packed, Horn. 2. to be fixed, of oaths and faith,

Trag. :—absoh, His fixed, Eur. II. to fit well

or closely, Horn. : to fit or be fitted to a thing, c. dat.,

Id. III. to befitted,furnished with a thing, c. dat. ,11.;

endowed with beauty, Eur. IV. to befit-

ting,meet or suitable,agreeable orpleasing, like,
Od., Hes.:—so in Ep. aor. 2 pass. part,, , ov,

fitting, fitted or suited to, c.dat., Od.; absol. meet, con-

venient, Lat. habilis,\\. 2. prepared, ready, Hes. 3.

agreeable, welcome, = , Pind., Adv. of, pf. part, of, com-

pactly, closely, strongly, Aesch., Eur.



114 —, Att.- : poet. impf.^ : f.,
Dor. : aor. , . :—Pass., aor., . : ( euphon.,, akin to) :

—

to strike hard, smite, (Horn, only has it in

the compds. -,-) ; of horses, ap.

Pind. ; dvpas ap. to knock furiously at the door,

Eur. ; apaccreiu, to beat the breasts, the

head, in mourning, Lat. plangere, Aesch., Eur.

;

apaffffe strike harder, Aesch. ; ap. oipeis,

Soph. 2. c. dat. modi, ove'i5eo~i to

throw with reproaches or threats, i. e. fling them wildly

about, Id. II. Pass, to be dashed against, irpbs

ras Hdt. ; Aesch., Ion., , ,() accursed, unblest,

II., Soph. II. prayed for : hence",,
(with changed accent"), as prop, n., the Prayed-for, like

the Hebrew Samuel, Horn, [ap- Ep., ap- Att.], , ov, of or belonging to a spider, Anth. From, -, fern, of, Lat. aranea, Aesch.,

Anth. II. a spider's web, Id., c, a spider, Lat. araneus, Hes. (Deriv. un-

certain.) Hence, , a spider's web, Lat. aranea, Od., Att.

A, —, only in Ep. inf., to pray,
Od.

, f . , an old Verb, =, to damage,, Dor. for, Inscr. : pf. pass. part,-,, distressed
, afflicted, Horn.

[], , a strong shoe or half-boot, used by
country-people, hunters, travellers, Aesch., Eur. (Deriv.

unknown.), idos, , = foreg., Theocr., Anth.', , ^-) name of one of the four old Attic

tribes, the Workmen, Labourers, Eur., eacra, ev, Dor. for apyyeis-',,,(*, as if^)painful, troublous,

grievous, Lat. gravis, II., Ar. :

—

, c. dat.

et inf., 'tis difficult to do a thing, Horn. ; rarely c. acc.

et inf., II. 2. of persons, troublesome, Theogn., Ar., contr. from apyaeis., a, ov, of or from Argos, Argive : 'ApyeToi in
,

Horn., like, for the Greeks in general : 'Apyeia

(sc. yy), Argolis, Thuc.-, , , ("Apyos, *) slayer of Argus,
i.e. Hermes, Horn.', , , the feet of a sheep-skin, and so, gen-
erally, offal, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), ], , Aeol. for apy6s, white, of sheep, II. ; of

woollen cloths, lb., Anth., , (apySs) of the South wind, clearing, bright-

ening, like Horace's detergens nubila caelo, II. II.
,

apy4aT7}s (parox.^), the North-west wind, Hes.,', Ep. for apy^Ti, apyrjTa, dat. and acc. of

apyfjs.', f. <, (apy0s - aepyos^ to lie idle, be unem-
ployed, do nothing, Eur., Xen. ; yr\ apyovffa land lying
fallow, Id. ', apyei ipyacrT^piov the shop is out of
work, Dem. II. Pass, to be left undone, to be

fruitless, Xen.
e is, e<r<ra, ev, Dor. apyaeis, contr. apyas, {apy6s »

shining, white, Pind., Aesch., rjTOS, , ; Ep. dat. and acc.^, apyeTa: ap-

.
y6s) :

—bright, glancing, of vivid lightning, Horn. 2.

shining, white, of fat, II. ; of a robe, lb., ov, , = apy-fjs, Aesch., , — aepyia, idleness, laziness, Eur., Dem. 2.

in good, sense, rest, leisure, from work, Plat,-', , wielder of bright lightning, II.

or, , an underground dwelling,
Ephorus ap. Strab. : perh. from

or, , {apySs) white clay, potter's

earth, Arist. Hence- or -, es, (elSos) like clay,

clayey, Hdt., effcra, ev, Ep. form of apy6s, white, epith. of

Rhodian cities, from their chalky hills, II.-,, , , white-toothed, white-tusked

Horn.-, , , = sq., Anth.-, , -, -, , {apy0s) swift-footed, II.,

Soph.,, aTos, , () only in pi. pyaa, = apy-,, the firstlings at a sacrifice, Od., Adv. from Argos, Soph., Eur., f. Att. , to take part with the Argives, Xen.
(sub. yrj), iSos, , a district in Peloponnesus,

Hdt., etc. 2. as Adj., , , of Argolis, Argolic,

Aesch. j also, , , Plut.-, , {) making idle, Plut., eos, , name of several Greek cities, of which
the Peloponnesian is the best known, called by Horn.

., to distinguish it from ..
The former name comprehends all Argolis ; the latter,

all Thessaly.', , , shining, bright, glistening, Lat.

nitidus, II.: white, Arist. (Hence come yvpo$,
apyiAos.) II. apyoi, as epith. of hounds,
swift-footed, because all swift motion causes a kind of
glancing or flickering light, Horn.,, (contr. from a-epy0s) not working the ground,
living without labour, Hdt.; then, generally, inactive,

slothful, idle, lazy, Soph., etc. :—c. gen. rei, idle at a
thing, free from it, Eur., Plat. ;—also, apy0Tepai is

Spav Thuc. 2. of land, lying fallow or untitled,

Xen. ; of money, unemployed, yielding no return,

Dem.—Adv. apyu>s Xen. II. pass, not done, left

undone, Lat. infecUis, Soph., Eur. ; iv apyo?s not

among things neglected, Soph.-, , ^pyvpos,) silver-quinsy, which
Demosthenes was said to have, when he abstained from
speaking on the plea of quinsy, but really (it was
alleged) because he was bribed, Plut., , , of or for a money-changer

,

money-changing, Luc. :—Adv. -k5>s, Id. From-, , {€} a money-changer, banker,

Lat. argentarius, Plat., Theocr., etc.

[tf], ov, =· apyvpeos, apyipeia silver-

mines, Thuc. ; or apyipeia alone, Xen., , ov, contr., a, ovv, (^apyvpos 1

silver, of silver, Lat. argenteus, Horn., etc., f. , to digfor silver, Strab.-, ov,[) of wrought silver, Eur.

],, = apyvpiov,'m contemptuous sense, Ar., , , pypos) of, for or in silver, Plut.



apyupiov

[], , a piece of silver, a silver coin, Ar.,

etc. 2. collectively, money, a sum of money, cash,

as we also say 'silver,' Id., Thuc. II. = apyvpos,

silver, Id., Plat., ioos, , (apyvpos) silver-ore, Xen. «-,, ovos, , , an assayer of silver, Plat.- [], , , () silver-eddying, of rivers,

.-, 4s, () like silver, silvery, Eur.-, ov, silver-studded, Horn,-, , a money-chest, Theophr.-, 6,() a silver-smith, . T.', f. "\, to levy money, Xen. 2. c.

acc. pers. to levy money upon, lay under contribution

,

Thuc. ; and, , a levying of money, Xen. From-, ov, () levying money, Ar., Thuc.-, , silver-footed, Homeric epith. of Thetis,-, , (4) a worker in silver, Anth.-, , , with silver feet or legs, Xen.- [], , , (pew) silver-flowing, Eur., , (apyos white) white metal, i.e. silver, Horn.,

etc. II. silver-money, money, like apyipiov, Soph,-, 4s,() robbing of silver, apy.

a robber's life, Aesch.-, ov, with silver sides, Aesch.-|, ov, () with silver bow, Horn,-, 4s, (<f>4yyos) silver-shining, Anth.-, es, (eldos) rich in silver, Xen.-, ov, (4) bought with silver, Hdt.,

Aesch.

[C], -, ov, (frpyupos) silver-white, Horn,, ov, = apyicpeos, Horn., 60s, contr. ovs, , (apy6s swift) the Argo or

Swift, the ship in which Jason sailed to Colchis, Od. :

—

Adj., a, ov, of the Argo, Eur., , () a watering of fields, Strab. From, f. , =&, to water, Lat. irrigare, Aesch., Adv. contr. for4 (as for aetpco) lifted

up, on high, Soph., Eur. II. taken away utterly,

wholly, Lat. raptim, Aesch., Eur., etc., , acc. &, Ion. pi. &pSis [t], gen.4 :

—

the
point of an arrow, Hdt., Aesch., , a watering-place, Horn. From", impf., Ion. 3 sing-.: aor. 1- :—

-

to water, and so, 1. of men, to water cattle, h. Horn.,

Hdt. :—Pass, to drink, h. Horn. 2. of

rivers, to water land, Lat. irrigare, Hdt., Aesch. :

—

Pass, to be watered, of countries or crops, Hdt. II.

metaph. to refresh, cherish, Lat. fovere, Ar., Xen., , ( ?) name of several fountains, the
earliest known in Ithaca, Od. :—the most famous at

Syracuse, Strab.

[op], Ion., , () collective noun, menaces,
threats, II.^-, 4s,() full of warlikefrenzy , Anth.

[], ov and o, ov, Ion., , ov, (

y
Apr?s)

devoted to Ares, warlike, martial, Lat. Mavortius, II.,

Hdt. II. "Apeios ndyos, , the hill of Ares, Mars-
hill, over against the West side of the Acropolis at
Athens, . Hdt.; also'Apeos irayos (where "Apeos
is gen. of "Apr}s), Soph., Eur. On it was held tjie highest
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judicial court, which took cognisance of murder and other

capital crimes, Dem., , ov, —, Theogn.-, ov, () warlike, bold, Anth.-& [.], Ep.-, ov, (*4) slain by
Ares, i.e. slain in war, II., Eur. II. ="Apeios, Aesch.

[], , , -ov, , gen. ovos, as Comp. to aya90s,

cf. apio~Tos: (*):—better, stouter, stronger, braver,

more excellent, Horn., Aesch.-, ov, Ep. for &ppeKT0s.', Ion. for.-, , , {Apeios, Kayos) a member of the

Areopagus, Aeschin.',', aor. inf. act. and med. of4., , the character of an, complaisance,
obsequiousness, Arist.', otos, , an act of obsequiousness, Plut., Adv. part. pres. act. of 4, agreeably,

Eur., Plat., , ov, pleasing, but mostly in bad sense, obse-

quious, cringing, Arist., Theophr. From'- [], impf . : f .4 : aor. tfpeaa

:

Med., f.4, Ep.4 : aor. , Ep.
part./ : aor. pass, in med. sense ]4:
(*&) : I. to makegood, make up, 4 to make
amends, II. :—Med., this will we
make up among ourselves, Horn. 2. Med. to appease,

conciliate, 4 Od. 3. after

Horn., c. dat. pers. to please, satisfy , flatter, Hdt., Att.;4 Hdt. ;—so, in Med., Id. II. in

Att. also c. acc. pers., oh yap 4
Soph, j . Ar. : hence,in Pass., to be pleased,

satisfied with a thing, c. dat. rei, Hdt., Thuc. III.4 is used, like Lat. placet, to express the resolution

of a public body, 4 4 Hdt. :—so in

Med., Thuc. IV. part.4,, ov, grateful,
acceptable, Soph., Thuc., -, , verb. Adj. of4, acceptable, pleas-

ing, Hdt., Soph. Adv., quite to his own
satisfaction, Hdt., f. ), to be fit or proper, to thrive, prosper, Od.

[], -, ("Ap^s) goodness, excellence, of any kind,

esp. of manly qualities, manhood, valour, prowess,

Horn., Hdt. (like Lat. vir-tus, from vir). 2. rank,

nobility , Theogn., ULur. 3. in Prose, generally, good-

ness, excellence in any art, Plat., etc. ; of animals

or things, Hdt., Att. 4. in moral sense, goodness,

virtue, Plat., etc. :—also character for virtue, merit,

Eur., etc. 5. . els service done him, Thuc.

;

. Xen.

[], crasis for ., Ep. for &prj, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of., , help, aid, Anth. From
[], f. , (akin to 4) to help, aid, succour,

esp. in battle, c. dat., II., Hdt. 2. impers., c. inf., like

Lat.juvat, it is good or fit, apr,yei Aesch. IX_

c. acc. rei, to ward off, prevent, Aesch. ; also, .
Ttvi to ward offfrom one, Eur. Hence, 0vos, , , a helper, II.- [], ov, swift as Ares, swift in battle, II.'- [-], -, ov,() slain by Ares or

in battle, II.

I 2
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[], , , also , , Ion. £or

v
Ap€tos.

[], , Ion. for'.- [], , , dear to Ares, favoured of the

god. of war, II., Ep. inf. of A.', , , Ep. part. pass, of .,, ,() help, succour, from a per-

son, Aesch., Soph. II. c. gen. rei, help against a
thing, means of averting it, Soph., pf. med. of :—, plqpf.', , , Ion. for, pf. pass. part, of.", : gen. ", poet." : dat. "Ape'i, contr.

"Apei : acc., contr.: voc.
v
Apes, Ep. "^Apes:

—

Ion. and Ep. declens.",, , :
—Ares, called

by the Latins Mars, son of Zeus and Hera, god of

war and slaughter, also of strife and pestilence, Horn.,

Trag. II. in Poets, as appellat., war, battle, discord,

slaughter, " II. ; ", V
A.

civil war, Aesch. 2. warlike spirit, Trag-
.

v
The Root AP appears also in ], the first notion of

goodness (vir-tus) being that of manhood, bravery in

war.) [ in Horn., except in voc.
TApes : in Aesch. long

or short.], [],, ,() one thatprays, a priest, II.

[], ,() a placefor prayer, Plut., , , Ion. for., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. of.', f., intr. to be united, II. ; and, a, ov, united, friends with us, in
league with us, Od. ;, , peaceful relations,

friendship, Hdt. From, , (*) a bond, league, friendship, Horn.,

Aesch.,, {*) a joint, Soph. : esp. the socket of the

ankle-joint, Hdt., Soph. :—in pi. joined with some other

word, the ankles, Id.; the

legs, Eur.; the eyes, Soph.;
the mouth, Eur.-, , a band for the limbs, fetter, Anth., f.,() tofasten by a joint

:

—of words,

the tongue produces articu-

late sounds, Xen. ; but, to

nerve the tongue and mind, Theogn.-, , () well-jointed, well-knit, Xen.- [], insep. Prefix, like -, strengthening the notion

conveyed by its compd. : of same Root with
v
Ap7/s,.- [], ov, or , , easy to be known, Horn. :

well-known, far-famed, Id. ; and in bad sense, in-

famous, Lat. nimium notus, Od.-, , gen. vos, () much weeping, very
tearful, Aesch.-, ov, Dor. for'-.-, ov,() much shewn,hence like Lat.

digito monstratus, Od. ; as. Sup. c. gen.,

most renowned of men, II.-, Dor. -, ov, very distinct, far seen,

Simon. II. quite clear, manifest, Hdt., ov and , ov, Ep. for (v. . n), con-

spicuous, very distinct, of a star, II.; of a voice, lb.; of

persons, conspicuous, remarkable, lb. :—Adv.,

a. plain tale, Od.

.-, ov, much to be envied, Ar., Dor. for.', Ep. impf. as trisyll., f., etc. :

—

Pass., f . med. in pass, sense : Ep. aor. inf.

(for —) : () :— to number,
count or reckon up, Od., etc. :—Med., they

got them counted, Thuc. 2. to count out, to pay,
Xen., Dem. 3. to reckon, count as, *

Id. :—Pass, to be reckoned, iv Eur. ; -
to be counted as one of one's

dearest friends, Id. Hence, *, , a reckoning, number, Aesch. ; and,, , a counting, reckoning up, Hdt.; and, , , of or for reckoning, arithmetical

,

Plat. : (sc.) arithmetic, Id., ,, Dor.-,() easily numbered,
few in number, Theocr. : held in no ac-

count, nullo numero habitus, Id.

[], , (*) number, Lat. numerics, Od.,
etc. ; in number, Hdt., Att. ; Hdt.

;

* . Id. ; also, Id. ; so in

Att. " 2. amount, sum, extent, .
Aeschin. ; . a sum of money, Xen. 3.

as a mark of station, worth, rank,'
among men, Od. ; have no ac-

count made of them, Eur. ; ' els "
you come not into my account, Id. 4. mere

number, quantity, opp. to quality, worth,
a mere set of words, Soph. ; so of men, .
not a mere lot, Eur. ; so alone, like

Horace's nos numerus sumus, Ar. II. a number-
ing, counting, to hold

a muster of the army, Hdt. ; .
Xen. III. the science of numbers, numeration,
arithmetic, Aesch., Plat.", oi, the Arians or Aryans, old name of the Medes,
Hdt. II. ", , ov, as Adj. Median, Aesch.-, , [) very distinguished, stately,

Horn. 2. of things, very bright, splendid, Id.,, , a carpenter 's tool, an auger or drill, Anth.-, Dor. -, ov, () very notable, h.

Horn., Tyrtae. II. very plain, visible, Theocr.-, ov, victorious in the contest, Anth.-, , () best-ruling, epith. of Zeus,

Simon.-, ov,() rich in grapes, Anth.

[- J, f. : aor. : pf.,
pass,

:

—to take breakfast or luncheon, Lat.

prandere, Ar., Xen. :—pf. pass, impers.,

Ar., , excellence, prowess, Soph. : II. 5, in which

the prowess of Diomede is described, is called., Ion.-,, theprize of the best and bravest,

the meed of valour, Hdt., Soph., Plat. :—rarely so in

sing., Hdt. 2. in sing, a ?nonument of valour, me-
morial, Dem., , , left, on the left, Lat. sinister, -

towards, i. e. on, the left, II. ; eV
on the left hand, Od. ;

on the left

hand, Hdt.; or simply, Soph.; ,
pf} Hdt. 2. metaph. bodirigill, ominous, be-



—
cause to a Greek augur, looking- northward, the unlucky

signs came from the left, Od. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ep. gen. of, II.,, , dual,{) the best man :

used by Horn, mostly in Ep. pi., the best or

noblest, chiefs, princes ; so Hdt., etc. Hence, f. , to be best or bravest, Horn. :

—

to gain
the prize for valour, gain the highest distinction,

Hdt. 2. c. gen., he -was the

best of the Trojans, II. ;

lb. ; c. inf., was best at fighting,

lb. ; . to be best in a thing, Theocr., Ion. for.
[op-], f. ,{) to give one breakfast,

c. acc. pers., Ar.-, , ov,() best-advising, Plut.-·\>,(€) producing the best,Anth.-, ov, (yov-) bearing the best children, Pind.-', () Pass, to be governed by

the best-born, to live under an aristocraticalform of
government, Ar., Plat. Hence, , the rule of the best, an aristocracy,

Thuc., Plat., etc. ; and, , , aristocratical, Plat.-,, , best of prophets, Soph.-, ov, = sq., Anth.-, ov,() best at fighting, Pind.

[ Ep., Att.], , the morning meal, break-

fast, taken at sunrise, Horn., Hdt.;,,
' Aesch. :—later, was

the mid-day meal, Roman prandium, Thuc. (Perh.

akin to, early.)-, ov, of the best disposition, Anth.-', f ., to prepare breakfast, .·
things prepared for breakfast, Xen. :—mostly

in Med. to get one's breakfast, Thuc, Xen., , ov, (") best in its kind, serving as Sup.
to- (cf.) : I. best, noblest, bravest, II. ;, Horn. ,· II. :—c.

inf., Xen. ; .
readiest to give ear to calumnies, Hdt. ; .
best, i.e. easiest, to cheat, Thuc. 2. best, most vir-

tuous, Eur. II. of animals and things, best, finest,

Horn. III. neut. pi. as Adv., best, most ex-

cellently, Id., Hdt.-, ov,() bearing the best children :
—

fern,, Theocr. II. pass,

(proparox.), ov, born of the best parents, Eur.-, , , won by the stoutest hand, Soph.-,, , , bearing the best children, Anth.-, , () very slippery or treacher-
ous, Od.-, , () easy to be known, very
distinct, manifest, II. : poet. Adv. -, plainly,

^
Theocr. II. very thoughtful, wise, Soph,, Att. contr., Adv. part. pres. of, enough, abundantly3 'tis enough,
Aesch., Thuc.,, rj, () help, aid, service, Soph,, , 6v, sufficient, . ., Anth., 3 sing, impf . : f . : aor. :

(akin to) :—to ward off, keep off, a thing from a

. 1 1

person, II. ; to keep off
death, Soph. 2. c. dat. only, to defend, assist, suc-

cour, Horn., Soph. II. to be strong enough, to be

sufficient, to suffice, c. inf., Aesch., Soph. ; c. part.,

my death will suffice, Id. ;\ Thuc. 2. c. dat. to

suffice, be enough for, satisfy, Hdt., Soph. : to be a
match for, Thuc. 3. absol. to be enough,
be strong enough, avail, hold out, Aesch., etc. :—part.,,, , sufficient, enough, Hdt., Att. 4.

impers., 'tis enough for me, I am content, c.

inf., Soph., etc. :—absol.,' there is no help,

Id. j it seems enough, seems good,
Id. III. in Pass, to be satisfied with, c. dat. rei,

Hdt., , ov and , ov,{) sufficient, sure, certain,

one of these is cer-

tain, either to perish or be saved, II. ; a
sure reward, Horn. ; to have enough,
Theocr. ; a match for them, Id., contr. for.', verb. Adj., I. of, one must begin,

Soph. II. of, one must govern ; and in pass,

sense, one must be ruled, i. e. obey, Id.", , a bear, Od., etc. II., , the

constellation Ursa Major, also called, the Wain,
(the star just behind is called the Bear-
ward, or the Wagoner), Horn., etc. 2. the
region of the bear, the North, sing., Hdt., Eur.-, , {, guard), Arcturus (v. n),
Hes. II. the time of his rising, the middle of Sep-
tember, Soph., , ov,[ ) northern, Luc."", , - : pi., nom. and acc., -, Att.

contr. :

—

a net, hunter's net, Lat. cassis, Aesch.

;

oft. in pi., Id., Eur. :—metaph., the toils,

i. e. perils, of the sword, Eur.-,, , or-, , a line of nets, Xen.-, t], ov,() beset with nets,-
the hunter's toils, Eur. II.,, a place beset with nets, a snare, Aesch., Soph.-, , () a watcher of nets, Xen.,, , (*) a chariot, esp. a war-chariot,

with two wheels, Horn. ; often in pi. for sing., II.,

Trag. 2. chariot and horses, the yoked chariot,

lb. : also the team, the horses, Eur., Ar., , {*) fitting sustenance, allowance, food,
Hes., Theocr.-, \, , a covered carriage, borrowed from the

Persians, Hdt., Ar. ; used by women, Xen., ov,() of or belonging to a chariot, Xen.

;

. a kind of dirge, Eur., f .,() to drive or go in a chariot, Eur., , chariot-driving, Xen. ; and', f ., to go in a chariot, drive it, Hdt.,

Xen. From-, , ,() a charioteer, Soph., Xen.-,, ov,() driven rou?id by a wheel,

of Ixion, Eur.-, ,() a chariot race, Strab.-, the rattling din of chariots,

Aesch.



1 1 8-, , () building chariots : .] a wheelwright, chariot-maker, II.-', f., to keep chariot-horses, esp. for

racing-, Xen. Hence, rh a keeping of chariot-horses, Xen.-, ,() the wheel-track of a chariot,

Luc. :—Horn, uses poet, form, II., , =, Ar., , the tackling or rigging of a ship, Hes.,

Theocr. 2. like, any tools, Anth. (Properly

neut. of, v. . IV.), ,,( )fitting together,Theogn. II.

well-fitting, accordant, agreeable, Id. :—Adv. -cos,

Plut., Att. (except inTrag.), Dor. :

—impf .], Dor.- : f. : aor. ,
Dor. : pi.^ :—Med., Ep. imper. :

aor. , Dor. :—Pass., pf. \-, Ion. : aor. , Dor. :

f . : (*) :—£o 7?^ together, join, esp. of

joiners work, Od. ; so in Med. to join for oneself,
put

together, lb. 2. generally, to fit, adapt, prepare,

make ready, Soph. :—Med. to suit oneself,

Luc. 3. of marriage, to

betroth one's daughter to any one, Hdt. ; also, .
Eur. :—Med. to betroth to oneself, take to

wife, Hdt. ; (so in Med., . T.) :

—

Pass., to have her

betrothed or married to one, Hdt. 4. to set in

order, regulate, govern, Eur. : Pass., Soph. ; -\ I was ruled or drilled with cuffs,

Ar. :—among the Lacedaemonians, to act as harmostes,

iv Xen. 5. to arrange according to

the laws of harmony, to tune instruments, Plat.:

—

Pass., in tune, Id. II. intr. to fit, fit

well, of clothes or armour, c. dat. pers., II. 2. to fit,

suit, be adapted, fit for, Soph. 3. impers. -, it is fitting, Lat. decet, c. acc. et inf., Id. 4.

part.,, , ov, fitting, suitable, Plat.

;

Xen., Adv. =&,, just, newly, lately, Aesch.,

Theocr. (In fact, an old dat. of ; cf.,.

)

-', f., () to join, pile together, Anth., , () a fastening to keep ship-planks

together, a clamp, Od. 2. a joining, joint, between
a ship's planks, . caulked
the joints with byblus, Hdt. 3. aframe : metaph.,.women's perverse temperament,
Eur. II. a covenant, agreement, in pi., II.:

—

settled

government, order, Aesch. III. harmony, as a con-
cord ofsounds, first as a mythical personage, Harmonia,
Music, companion of Hebe, the Graces and the Hours

;

child of the Muses, h. Horn., Eur. 2. metaph., har-
mony, concord, Plat., , ,() skilled in music, Plat. :

—

, music, Id., , (*&) in pi. the fastenings of a door, Eur.

;

a fissure in the tomb made
by tearing away the stones at their joinings, Soph.-,, , = sq., Xen., , ,() one who arranges or governs,
esp. a harmost or governor of the islands and towns of

—.
Asia Minor, sent out by the Lacedaemonians during
their supremacy, Thuc, Xen.,, ,() a commander, Aesch., Att. for., v..,, , () a sheep's skin, Ar., Plat,,, apve, ..

apveios, a, ov,() of a lamb or sheep, Orac. ap.

Hdt. ; &. slaughtered sheep, Soph., , () a young ram or wether, just full

grown, II. ; joined, like , Od.-, , ,() feasting on lambs, Anth., f.] : aor. 1 med. and pass.• : pf.' : Dep. :—opp. to, to deny,
disown, Horn., etc. 2. opp. to, to decline to

give, refuse, Od., etc. 3. absol. to say No, decline,

refuse, II. 4. dependent clauses are put in inf., with or

without 4), to deny that, Hdt., Att. (Deriv. unknown.)
apves, v..,, ,() a diver, tumbler, Horn,, () to butt like a ram, to dive, Lycophr.-, ov,() to be denied, Soph,, ecus, ,() denial, Aesch., Soph. ; foil.

by ) c. inf., Dem., v.., , () a sheep-skin, Luc., , , gen. without any nom. in use,

being used instead : dat. and acc.,: dual apve:

pi., gen. ; dat., Ep.; acc.

:
—a la,mb, Lat. agnus, agna, II. II. a sheep,

whether ram or ewe, Horn. (Prob. akin to -,-,
wool.), Dep., used only in pres. and impf., lengthd.

form of, to receive for oneself, reap, win, gain,
earn, esp. of honour or reward, Horn., Att. :—rarely in

bad sense, , perh. taking vengeancefor
my injuries, Eur., Dor. for, f. of., aor. 1 imper. of., ov, () arable, fruitful : metaph. fit for
engendering children, Soph., in poet, form., ecos, , () arable land, corn-land, Lat.

arvum, Horn.,, , () a plougher, husbandman, II.,

Eur.;^, opp. to, Hdt. :—Adj.,

a steerforploughing, Hes. II. metaph.

a father, Eur., ov, , = foreg., Hdt., Pind., , () a corn-field, Od. 2. a crop, fruit

of the field, Soph. ; metaph., Eur. 3.

tillage, ploughing, Hes. ; to live by
husbandry , Hdt. II. the season of tillage, seed-

time, Hes. : hence a season, year, Soph., , ov,() of corn-land, rustic, Anth.,, ,() a ploughman, = sq., Theocr., , —, Anth.,,,() belonging to theplough, Anth., f . [], =, Babr.-, , a plougher, who goes backwards and
forwards like a runner in the, Anth., , () a plough, Lat. aratrum, Horn., etc.-, ov, working with the plough, Anth.



--, £., {) to draw the plough,
Anth.

[], f. med. of : [] of., ,{) tilled or arable land, seed-land, corn-

land, Lat. arvum, and in pi. corn-lands, fields, II. :

then, generally, land, earth, lb. ; father-

land, Od. 2. metaph. of a woman as bearing chil-

dren, Aesch., Soph. II. a measure of land in

Egypt, nearly = the Roman jugerum, Hdt. Hence, a, ov, of orfrom the country, rural, rustic,

. a field-mouse, Hdt. ; S> apovpaias 0eoD,

of Euripides as the reputed son of a herb-seller, Ar.; ap., of Aeschines who played the part of Oenomaus
in the country, Dem.

(or —), , — foreg., Babr., , Dim. of, Anth.-, ov, 'working in the field, Anth., Ep. inf. pres. : f., Ep. —~ :

aor. :—Pass., aor. : Ion. part, pf .-
/os :

—

to plough, Lat. arare, ovre,
(Ep. for) Od. : Pass.,

Aesch. II. to sow, els Plat. 2.

metaph. of the husband, Theogn., Soph. :—Pass., of the

child, to be begotten, id. (The Root is APOf, cf.-, Lat. arv-um.), , {) seiztire, rapine, robbery, rape,

Solon, Hdt., Att. 2. the thing seized, booty, prey,

Aesch., Eur. ;^ to make booty of

a thing, Thuc. ; cf. . II. greediness, ra-

pacity, Xen.

[], ,{) a rake, Lat. harpago, Eur., , ov,{) ravished, stolen, Anth., ,{) a seizing, booty, a prize, . T., f . -£co, Att.- and (in med. form) :

—aor. , Att. : pf.' :—Pass., pf., later'' : aor. and- :—to snatch away, carry off, Horn., Hdt., etc. :—absol.

to steal, be a thief, Ar. 2. to seize hastily, snatch
up, Xaav II. ; Aesch. ; . to seize

him by the waist, Hdt. ; c. gen. part.,.
by the foot, Eur. 3. to seize, overpower, Aesch. :

also to seize a post, Xen. II. to plunder,
Thuc, etc. (From Root come also,',
cf. Lat. rap-io.), , fern, of sq., Anth., ,{) a robber, II., ??, ,{) rapacious, Luc., tj, , {) gotten by rapine, stolen,

Hes. 2. to be caught, i.e. to be got by chance,
hazardous, Id., a, ov, {) greedy : Adv.,
greedily, eagerly, Od., Theogn. II. attractive,
alluring, Od., Pind., f . ,{) to catch up, be eager to re-

ceive, Aesch. 2. to exact greedily, Id., ayos, , ,{) rapacious, Lat. rapax, Ar.,
Xen. II. as Subst., 1. , , rapine,
Hes. 2., , a robber, plunderer, Ar.-, , ov, (/) snatching away men,
Aesch.,, , robbery, Plat., , ,() carried away, Anth.

-. 119, , a cord, for binding or for snaring game,
Xen. : a bowstring, Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), , (v.) a bird of prey, a kite, II. II. a
sickle, =4, Hes.", at,{) the Snatchers, a personification

of whirlwinds or hurricanes, Od. The Harpies, as

described by Virgil, belong to later mythology.,, , earnest-money , caution-money , de-

posited by the purchaser and forfeited if the purchase is

not completed, Lat. arrhabo, arrha, Isae., . T. (A
Hebr. word.)-, ov,{ ?) firm, hard, solid, Plat.-, ov,{) withotit seam, . T.-, ov, (4) undone, poet,, II., ], , () male, Luc.-,, , , of male children, Anth., , a manly look, manliness, Plat. From-, and , , () masculine-looking, mas-
culine, manly, Plat., Luc.-, ov, {) unbroken, not to be broken,

Horn., Hdt., Aesch., etc. : unwearied, II., later Att. for '., 4s, fierce, savage, Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov and , ov, unspoken, unsaid, Lat. indictus,

Od., etc. ; eV X0yois not without warning
spoken, Soph. II. not to be spoken, not to be

divulged, of sacred mysteries, Hdt., Eur., etc. ;

6 , i.e. things profane and sacred, Soph. 2.

unutterable, inexpressible, horrible, Lat. nefandus,
Id., Eur.; 'deeds without a name,'
Soph. 3. shameful to be spoken, Id. ;, ' dicenda tacenda,' Dem. III. in Mathem.,, irrational quantities, surds, Plat.-, at,{) at Athens two maidens of noble

birth, chosen in their seventh year, who carried the

peplos and other holy things of Athena Polias ; hence', to serve5*, Ar. ,· the procession

being called, , Lysias ; the festival-, . (The meaning of- is uncertain.)-, ov, (-) not shivering, daring, Anth.-, ivos, , , without power of scenting, Xen., or , a wicker basket, Ar., Anth.', f ., not to be in rhythm with, Plat. ; and, , want of rhythm or proportion, Plat. From-, ov, of sounds, not in rhythm or time, un-
rhythmical, opp. to5, Plat. :—metaph. in un-
due measvire, Eur. : ill-proportioned, Xen.-, ov, (pirns) unwrinkled, Anth.',, Ion. for,.
-|, (ayos, , ,{, -ya) without cleft or

breach, unbroken, yrj Soph., f.,() to be weak and sickly,

Xen., Dem. Hence,,, an illness, a sickness, Dem. 2.

a moral infirmity , Plut., , weakness, sickness, Thuc, etc. ; .
inability to serve, Id. From-", ov,() weak, sickly :—Adv.,

exeiv to be ill, Aeschin. 2. in moral sense, weak,

feeble, Xen. :

—

remiss, ets in a thing, Thuc.-, aor. 1 inf. of. II. also, v..--, {) lying with men, N.T.
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, , ,, , gen. ; older form of

: Ion. :

—

male, Lat. mas, II., etc.;,
6, or, , the male, Aesch. ; 01 the male
sex, Thuc. 2. masculine, strong, Eur. : metaph.
mighty, Soph. 3. of the gender
of nouns, masculine, Ar.-, , , contr. for, raising the foot,

active, h. Horn., Anth.,, -, () a raising of the foot in walking-,

Arist. II. in Prosody, arsis, opp. to thesis., f. of. II. Aeol. for, f. of.
[], , a Persian measure, artaba, medimnus

+ 3 choenices, Hdt.,', f., to cut in pieces, rend asunder, Eur.
From, , a butcher, cook, Xen. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], ,() that by which something is hung
up, a rope, noose, halter, Aesch., Soph., f .\ : aor. 2 : Pass., pf ., Ion.

3 pi.: (*>):

—

to fasten to or hang one thing

iipon another, Thuc. : to fasten in a noose,

Eur. :—Med., fastenirig
halters to one^s neck, Id. II. Pass, to be hung
tipon, hang upon, Id. : hence to de-

pend upon, Lat. pendere ab aliquo, Hdt. Cf.., es, () safe and sound, Horn. Hence, , soundness, recovery, Anth.", : gen. : acc. iv or :

—

Artemis, the

Roman Diana, goddess of the chase, daughter of Zeus
and Latona, sister of Apollo : in Horn., women who die

suddenly are said to be slain by her ayava: cf.. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence', , a temple of Artemis, Hdt.', ovos, , () prob. a foresail, N.T.', Ion. Verb, I. as Pass, to be prepared,
get ready, make ready, c. inf., , -

is Hdt. ; also, II. as Med., c. acc,
to prepare a sea-fight, Id. (Akin

to, not to.),,,{) hanging ornament, earring,
Hdt.; cf.. II. any hanging weight, Plut., , Ion. -, the wind-pipe or trachea, Plat.,

etc. ; the vessels of the lungs,

Soph. II. an artery, only in late writers. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

[], (*) Adv. just, exactly, 1. of the present,

just now, even now, with pres. and pf., Theogn.,
Aesch., etc. 2. of the past, just now, just, with
impf. and aor., Eur., etc. 3. in late writers of the

future, just now, presently
, Luc, etc., f., ^) to play at odd and even, Lat.

par impar ludere, Ar. II. to count, Anth. Hence, , the game of odd and even, Arist.-, es,[) just steeped, Anth.-,, ov, just married, Anth.-', ov, [) with beard just sprouting,
Anth.-', ov, just born, Luc.-, es,() newly carved, Theocr.-, ov, just born, Anth.-, , '^ just taught, Anth.-, ,)just weep: ng, ready to weep, Eur.

.-, ov, {) just stript off or peeled, Anth.-, ov, {,) ready for plucking, of
tender age, Aesch. : others-, ov, (,) just of age, marriageable.', , pecul. fern, of sq., Hes.-, es, (,) ready of speech, glib or

ready of tongue, II., Pind., , () a recent union, ., i.e.

newly-married husbands, Aesch., f. [*) to get ready, prepare, Anth. : so

in Med., Theocr.-,', (
> just budding or blooming, Anth.-, es, []) just dead, Eur.-, ov,{^ close-glued, clinging close to,

—, Soph. II. metaph. fitting well

together,. turns out exactly right, Aesch.;

to hear it in the nick of time, op-

portunely, Id.-, ov,(^ just born, Anth.-, es,) having just learnt a thing, c
gen., Eur.-, es, [) sound of limb, Plat., , ov, () complete, perfect of its kind, suit-

able, exactly fitted ; to speak to the

purpose (cf.\ Horn.; thought things

agreeable, was of the same mind, Id. :

—

meet, right,

proper, Solon, Theogn. 2. c. inf. prepared, ready,

to do a thing, Hdt. II. of numbers, perfect, i. e.

even, opp. to (odd >, Plat., etc. III. Adv., jtist, now first, like, used by Soph, both of

present time with pres. and pf.; and of past with impf.

and aor., es, ,) just put together or made,
Theocr., Anth. II. freshly coagulated, Id.-, ov, newly gotten, Eur.-, , , gen.; Ep. nom. : {-,) sound offoot, Od., Hdt. :—generally, strong
or swift offoot, II. II. {,) coining just
in time, Soph.,, ,() equipment, Hdt.-, ov,() just dug, Anth.-, ov, () speaking in good idiom, or

with precision, Plut.-, es, {) newly initiated, Plat.-, ov,) new-born, Anth., Luc. II.

paroxyt., ov, having just given birth, Anth.-, , () just nursed,

the wailings ofyoung children, Aesch.-, ov, gen. ovos, I,) sound of mind,
sensible, Od., Eur. : c. gen., Jhilly conscious of a

thing, Aesch.-, es, and-, ov,(^ just born,

fresh, Anth.-, , () just opening, Anth.-,, gen. , with the first bloom on, Anth.-, ov, fresh-spread, Soph,, Adv., v. ill.-, , , a baker, Hdt., Xen. (Prob. for-, from-, cf. Lat. coq-uus.)-, , with bread and bottle in it,) Anth., , a baking, Xen. From



-, 6, () a bread-maker, baker, Xen., , a baker's shop, bakery, Ar. From-,, ,() a bread-woman, Ar., , a cake or loaf of wheat-bread (barley-bread is

), mostly in pi., Od. ; soft bread, lb.

vDeriv. uncertain.)-,.',() to eat wheaten bread, Xen.', f. 4\, to eat bread, Hdt. From-, ov, (·7) a bread-eater, Batr., , () seasoning, sauce, spice, Batr.

[y], , a magistrate at Argos and Epidaurus,

Thuc.; cf.. From
[], f., Ion. : aor. act., pass.- : (*) :—. form of, to arrange, pre-

pare, devise, , Lat. insidias struere,

Od. ; . Ib. :—Med. to prepare

for oneself, Ib., impf . : f . \y\ : aor. :

—

pf.:—Pass., pf. : (*&) :—like,
to arrange, devise, prepare, ,,·
Horn. ; so Hdt., Att.

[t>], , a bag ov purse, Stesich. II. a
bucket shaped like a purse, i. e. narrow at top, Ar.

(^Deriv. unknown.),, () Med. to draw for oneself, Hdt.,, , () a cup or ladle, Hdt., , Dim. of, Ar.,, , =, Anth.

[], , , {) a small pail, Ar.-, ov, () ft to drink, Anth., Att. [], impf. : aor. »:—
Med., f. [y~] : aor. , Ep. part,-

:—Pass., aor. [] :

—

to draw water or

any liquor for others, Hes., Xen. :—Med. to draw
water for oneself, & having
drawn water from the rivers, Hes. ;

Xen. ; c. ace, Eur. ; c.

gen. partit., to draw of the

waters of the Nile, Ar.; es \
having (as it were) draw?i the rays of the

sun into his bosom, Hdt.-, ov, an archangel, N.T.-',-, Dor. and Att. for ·—.} , ,() old-fashioned, antiquated

,

primitive, Ar.-, ov, of ancient race, of old descent,

Soph., f., to discuss antiquities or things
out of date, Thuc. From-, , (^ an antiquary.----, ov, .^, ,,,) dear honey-sweet old
songs from Phrynichus' Phoenissae, Ar., , v. IV.-, ov, rich from olden time, of old here-
ditary wealth, Aesch., Soph.,-, ,() distinguished from olden
time, time-honoured, Aesch., a, ov,( i) from the beginning : I. of
things, ancient, primeval, olden, Hdt., Att. 2. like, old-fashioned, antiqtiated, primitive, Aesch.,
Ar. 3. ancient, former, . Hdt.,

-. 2 I

etc. II. of persons, ancient, old, Aesch., Thuc,
etc. : oi the Ancients, the old Fathers, Pro-
phets, . . III. Adv., anciently , Dem.

;

so, , Ion. contr. Hdt., Att.

Aesch. 2. in olden style, Plat., Aeschin. IV.
as Subst., , the original sum, the principal

,

Lat. sors, Ar., Oratt., , old fashions or customs, Plut. From-, ov, old-fashioned, Thuc.-, , (') an election of magistrates,

Hdt. ; mostly in pi., Xen., etc. Hence, f. , to hold the assembly for the

election of magistrates, Plut. : to elect, Id. 2. to

canvassfor election, Id.-, insep. Prefix (from ^, implying superiority., Ion., , (\ ) the senate-house,

town-hall, residence of the chief magistrates, Lat.

curia, Hdt., Xen. II. the magistracy, Arist.'-, ov, () beginning mischief, II.'-, ov, leading the people, a chief, Aesch. ;

contr.' Ar.'-, ov, =, Soph.-,, , gen. , ruling a city, Pind., , Dor. for, a leader, prince, Eur. :

as Adj.,. a princely throne, Id.'-, , an archetype, pattern, model, Anth. :

the figure on a seal, Luc., only in pres. {) to command, c. dat., II.'-, ov, leading the chorus or dance, Eur., , '^) a beginning, origin, first cause, Horn.,

etc. :—with Preps. =, from the be-

ginning,from of old, Od., Att. ; e| anew,
afresh, Ar. :—so, ' Hdt., Trag. :

—

in the beginning, at first, Hdt. :—absol. in acc.-,
to begin with, first, Id.;- absolutely not, not

at all, Lat. omnino non, Id., Att. ; with numerals,

in all, Hdt. 2. the end, corner,

of a bandage, rope, sheet, Id., Eur., . . II.

the first place or power, sovereignty
, dominion, com-

mand, Hdt., Att. ; c. gen. rei, ,
Thuc, etc 2. a sovereignty , empire,

realm, Hdt., Thuc. 3. in Prose, a magistracy,

office, Hdt., Att. :—also a term of office,

Thuc :—these offices were commonly obtained

in two ways,-] by election, by lot,

Aeschin. 4. in pi., ! (as we say)
( the au-

thorHies, 1
i.e. the magistrates, Thuc, etc.-, , -) causing the first beginning

of'a thing, c. gen., Aesch., f. , to be chief leader, Hdt.', f ., to make a beginning, Soph.-, , , fem.-, idos : Dor. -' : {') :

—

a first leader, the founder of a
city or family, Hdt., etc 2. generally, a leader,

prince, chief, Aesch., Soph. 3. a first cause, author,,* Eur.-, Dor. -, , (^ beginning,

originating a thing, c gen., Eur. II. as Subst.,

like^,founder , of a tutelary hero, Soph. 2.

a prince, chief, Aesch., Simon., Thuc. 3. a first

cause, originator, ' Xen., Dor. -, () Kdy.from the beginning,
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from of old, from olden time, Hdt. :—with a neg.,

\ not at all, Id., Ion. for., Adv., v. I.-, insep. Prefix, like -,-,, , a chief clerk, Plut., , Dim. of (n. 3), a petty office, petty

officer, Ar., Dem., -, , of the high-priest, . T. From-,, : Ion.', , acc. pi.

s
from^ :

—

an arch-priest, chief-priest, Hdt. :

—

at Rome, the Pontifex Maximns, Plut. :—at Jerusalem,

the High-priest, . T.-, , the high-priesthood, Plut.-, ov,^ ruling the sea, Anth., f., to be, Dem. From-, ," the chief of or sacred

embassy, Andoc, Arist., ], ,, ) of or for rule, royal, Aesch.,

Thuc. 2. of persons, fit for rule, skilled in go-

vernment or command, Xen., Plat. : c. gen. having
command of, Arist.-, , , a chief pilot, Plut.-, , a chief comedian, Plut.-, , , a pirate-chief, Plut.-, , a Nomad chieftain, Luc.-, , a chief shepherd, . T.-, , Ion. for.-, , ^") the ruler of a syna-
gogue, . T.', f., to be the architect, Plut. 2.

generally, to construct, contrive, Ar. From-', ovos, , a chief-artificer, master-builder,

director of works, architect, engineer, Hdt. 2.

generally, a constructor, author, Eur., Dem. II. at

Athens, the manager of the state theatre and of the

Dionysia, Id.-, , , a chief toll-collector, chief-pub-

lican, . T.-, , the president of a banquet {tricli-

nium), . T.--,, , chief of the men at arms, Plut., , ,{) of an archon, Anth., , a leader, chief, commander, II.", Ep. inf. : impf., Dor. :

f . : aor. 1 : pf .
:—Med., f .

;

Dor. :—Pass., pf. ^only in med. sensed
aor. 1, inf.: f.; also

in pass, sense :

—

to be first, I. of Time, to begin,

make a beginning, both in Act. and Med. : 1. c. gen.

to make a beginning of,,, etc., Horn.

;

so Hdt. and Att. :— Med. also in a religious sense,

like, beginning the sa-

crifice with the limbs, Od.j Thuc. 2.

c. gen. also to begin from or with, \
5

II. ; so, rivos Od. ;

even from boyhood, Hdt. 3. c. gen. rei et

dat. pers.,. to ?nake preparationsfor a
banquet to the gods, II. ; lb.,

etc. 4. c. acc, tlvl, like Lat. praeire

viam alicui, to shew him the way, Od. ; absol. (sub.

), to lead the way, Horn. ; then generally

Aesch., Soph. 5. c. inf. to begin to do a thing,

Horn., etc. ; c. part, of continued action or condition,

II.;. Xen. 6. absol.,

begin ! Horn.; Thuc. ;, Id. II. of Authority,

to lead, rule, govern, only in Act. : 1. c. gen. to

rule, be leader of . . , Horn., Att. 2. c. dat.

to rule over, Horn., Aesch. 3. absol. to rule,

govern, Id. : esp. to hold a subordinate office,

] Hdt. :—at Athens, to be

archon, Dem.; cf.. 4. Pass, to be ruled,

governed, Hdt., Att. ; oi subjects, Xen.-, , a precentor, Byz.,, , part, of^ a ruler, commander,
chief, captain, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 2.", ,
the chief magistrates at Athens, nine in number, the

first being " or * , the second, the third, the remaining six oi. 3. title of the chief magistrates in

other places, as the Ephors at Sparta, Hdt.^, radical form of, whence come,,,,, etc.

[], f. of : but II. [], of., , {-) help, aid, succour, protection,] aid given by Zeus, II. ; in anyone's

favour, lb. ; ., help against . . , Plat. II.

of persons, an aid, succour, Aesch., Soph,-, , , helper of sailors, Anth., , ) aiding, succouring, propitious,

serviceable, Aesch. ; absol., Id., Soph. 2. c.

gen. serviceable towards a thing, Aesch., Soph. ;

Thuc. II. as Subst. a helper, aid, esp. in

battle, II. : a defender before a tribunal, advocate, lb.,, , any spice or sweet herb, Xen.,, , [) arable land, corn-land, Lat.

arvum, Ar., Ep. for, inf. of., Dor. for., ov, poet, for., ov, poet, for, Anth., also and , Aeol. and Dor. for. II. ,
Dor. for -, gen. fern, of os, H], 0., contr. for, aor. 1 inf. of, to hurt., aor. 1 inf. of , to satiate :—, opt., aor. 1 inf. of.-, ov,\ not trodden down, Xen.- [_ ', ov, not having been at Salamis,

Ar.-, ov, {) not agitated, tranquil, of

the sea :—metaph. of the mind, Eur., pi. aor. 1 of , to sleep.-, , a bathing-tub, Od. vDeriv. unknown.)-, Dor. for-.-, ov,[ unsa7idalled, unshod, Bion.-, ov,{) not to be soothed, ungentle, Aesch., Pass, imper. , part, : aor. 1

: {) :

—

to feel loathing or nausea, to be dis-

gusted or vexed at a thing, c. dat., Theogn. ;

Hdt.
; Theocr.-, , ,^ ?iot fleshly, i.e. spiritual, Anth.-, ov, {' without flesh, lean, Xen., aor. 1 med. inf. of , to satiate.



—

, contr. for, 3 sing. aor. med. of, to

hurt., , indistinctness, obscurity, Plat. From,-, 4s, indistinct to the senses, dim, faint, Thuc;
or to the mind, dim, obscure, Soph., Thuc. ;

-
by night one sees less distinctly, Xen. :

—Adv. -, obscurely,

without knowing which began, Thuc., only in Pass. : v..-, ov and , ov, tmquenchable, inextinguish-
able, of fire, II. ; of laughter, etc., Horn. ; .

ocean's ceaseless flow, Aesch. II. as Subst.,

(sc.), , unslaked lime, Plut.

acre, contr. for acure, , sing. aor. of, to hurt., , ungodliness, impiety, profaneness, Eur.,

Xen., etc. ; and', f. , to be impious, to act profanely, sin

against the gods ; or Hdt., Eur.;
or Hdt., Xen. 2. c. acc. pers. to sin against him,

Aesch. ; hence in Pass., no sin has
been committed, Andoc. ; and,, , an impious or profane act, Thuc,
Dem. From-, , () ungodly , godless, unholy , profane,
Soph. : =, Xen.-, ov, {) not drawn by traces (but by
the yoke), Eur.,, impf.)· : f. :—pL pass,-
y- :

—to behave licentiously, Plat. :—Pass., of acts,

outrageous acts, Dem. ; and', , licentiousness, Plat., Dem. From-, , licentious, wanton, brutal, Dem. :—Adv.,* extravagantly fat, Ar. ; . Dem.
(The origin of-^ is uncertain.)-, ov,() moonless, Thuc., =, Soph. From-, ov, () unholy, Soph., Eur., 2 pi. f. med. of , to satiate., Dor. for, f. of '.

[_~], , ( to satiate) nausea, distress, vexation,

Hdt., Eur., aor. inf. of.-, ov,() without leader or shepherd,

. II. unsealed, unmarked, Hdt.-, Dor.-, ov,() without mark or sign,

&. uncoined gold, Hdt. ; . apyvpiov Thuc. ;

&.' arms without device, Eur. II. of sacri-

fices or oracles, giving no sign, unintelligible, Hdt.,

Trag. III. leaving no mark, indistinct, Soph.

;

of sounds, inarticulate, unintelligible, Hdt. ;

= , Soph. :—generally, unperceived, un-
noticed, Aesch., Soph. IV. of persons, cities,

etc., of no mark, zmknown, obscure, Eur.-, ov, gen., = ill, Soph.
', gen. as, Ion. 77s, , want of strength, weakness,

feebleness, sickliness, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ;

poverty, Hdt. 2. sickness, a disease, Thuc. ; and, f., to be weak, feeble, sickly, Eur., Thuc,
etc. ; he fell sick, Dem. From-, ,() without strength, weak, feeble,
weakly, Hdt., etc. ; ·7 too

weak to bear labour, Dem.:— =,

. 123
Thuc. 2. of property, weak, poor, Hdt., Eur.; 01

the weaker sort, i. e. the poor, Xen. 3.

insignificant, Hdt. ; of

streams, petty, small, Id. II. Adv.,
feebly, slightly, Plat. : Comp.- or-
Id., Thuc Hence, f., to weaken, Xen.,, , (, to blow) short breath, panting,
from toil, II., Aesch. II. generally, a breath, breath-

ing, Mosch. : a blast, Anth., () to breathe hard, gasp for breath,

of one out of breath or dying, mostly in pres. part.,

II.

[], Ion. -, , Asia, Hdt., Att. :—Adj.',
, , Asiatic, Thuc, etc. ; fern.', , ',

[the latter with ], Aesch., Eur. ; (sc.)
the lyre as improved in Lesbos :—also, fern,-, Ion. -], -, Aesch., Eur.'-, , , () an Asiarch, the highest re-

ligious official under the Romans in the province of

Asia, N.T.,, v.. -, , (yiyvo-) of Asian birth, Aesch.- [], ov, not of iron, Eur. : not made by iron,

Anth. II. without sword, unarmed, Eur., Ion. for, v..-, ov, not nice as to food,, Plut. (Deriv. un-

certain.)-, , () unhurt, unharmed, of persons,

Od., Hdt. : secure, happy of life and fortune, Aesch. 2.

of things, undamaged, Hdt. II. act. not harming,
Id.: harmless, Xen. 2. protecting from harm,
Aesch. III. Adv., innocently , Sup.-

„
Xen '" [], , ov, Asian, II.

[], , , slime, mud, such as a river brings

down, II.' [], v..', f. , to abstain from food, fast, Eur.,

Plat.; and, Ion. -, , want offood, Hdt., Eur. From-, ov, without food, fasting, Od., Att., , , the spotted lizard, Lat. stellio,

Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov,() unhoed, Theocr., , , a poor bed, pallet, Ar. II. a bier,

Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), Adv., without winking, with uncha?iged
look, Xen. From-.<, ov

t() not blinking or

winking, Ar., , Ep. for, Od.-, , (a euphon.,) dried up, withered,

Od. 2. neut. as Adv. toughly, obstinately

,

stubbornly , lb. ; so, II.-, ov, {) without the axe, un-

hewn, Soph.-, ov, () inconsiderate, unreflecting,

Plat. :—Adv. -, inconsiderately, Thuc, etc II.

unconsidered, unobserved, Xen.-, , () without the implements of his

art, Hdt.
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—

-, ,() unfurnished, unprepared, Soph. :

c. gen. unfurnished with a thing-

, Id., f . : aor. : pf . :
—to work

curiously , form by art, fashion, Horn.; with

skilful art, Id. 2. of adornment, to dress out, trick

out, decorate, adorn, deck, Hdt. : Pass.,44 Aesch. :—Med.,
adorned his own person, Eur. II. in Prose, to prac-

tise, exercise, train, Lat. exercere, properly of athletic

exercise : 1. of the person trained, Ar. ; rb
' or irp6s for an object or purpose, Xen.,

etc. 2. of the thing- practised, /c. Hdt.;
metaph., . Id. ; Aesch.

;

4 Eur. 3. c. inf., 4 en-

deavour to remain such, Soph. ; .- to

make a practice of doing good, Xen. 4. absol. to

practise, go into training, oi those who
Practise gymnastics, Id.-, 4s, unhurt, unharmed, unscathed, Horn.

(Deriv. uncertain.), aros, , (4) an exercise, practice, Xen.-, , () without tents, Plut., ews, , (4) exercise, practice, training,

Thuc, Xen., etc. ; in pi. exercises, Plat. :-—c. gen.,

&. tivos practice of or in a thing, Id. II. gener-

ally, a mode of life, profession, art, Luc.', , , verb. Adj. of 4, to be practised,

Xen. II.4, one must practise, Plat., , , (4) one who practises any art or

trade,. Xen. : esp. an athlete, one
trained for the arena, Ar., Plat.,,,(4) curiously wrought, Od.: adorned,4 with a robe, Theocr. 2. to be acquired by

practice, Plat., Xen. II. of persons, practised in a
thing, c. dat., Plut.-, , () unshaded, Pind., , Asclepius, Lat. Aesculapius, a.Thessa\\a.n

prince, famous as a physician, II. :—later, son of Apollo,

tutelary god of medicine :

—

or -, , a
name for physicians, Theogn., Soph. :—,, the temple of Asclepius, Luc. :—, a,

, of, belonging to Asclephis, (sc.)
his festival, Plat.-, , (4) inconsiderate, heedless, II. :

unregardful of a. thing, c. gen., Aesch. II. pass.

unseen, invisible, Soph. 2. not to be seen, unin-
telligible, obscure, Aesch., Soph. : inconceivable, incal-

culable, Id.-, ,() aimless, random, Luc.', , a leathern-bag, a wine-skin, Horn. ; /cbs
the bag of ox-skin in which Aeolus bottled up the

winds, Od. ; /cbs4 a bag made of the skin of

Marsyas, Hdt. :

—

a bladder, Eur. 2. proverb, usage,
to flay one alive, maltreat wantonly

,

Ar. ; Solon.,,() the 2nd day of the rural Dionysia,
when they danced upon greased wine-skins, * unctos
saluere per utres.' Hence, f . , to dance as at the, Ar., aTos, , () the leather padding of the

hole which served for the row-lock, put there to make
the oar move easily, Ar.

-''., aTos, , [) a song, a lyric ode or lay, Plat.-, , ,() twister of song, Ar., f. , to be well-pleased, Polyb. From, , : (, the pf. part, of which would be):—well-pleased, glad, always with a Verb,-•' he escaped gladly or he was glad to have
escaped, Horn., etc. ; 4\ 4 4' glad would
it make me ! II. ; 4
glad wilt thou be when night shuts out the light, Aesch.

:

—Adv. 4, gladly, readily, Id., Eur. : Sup., ~4, Plat., f. of., , unwisdom, stupidity, Plut., Luc. From-, , unwise, foolish, silly, Theogn.', f. : Dep. :

—

to welcome kindly,
bid welcome, greet, Lat. salutare, Horn., etc. ; as

the common form on meeting, or-
alone, Ar. ; . I salute her at

a respectful distance, i.e. keep away from her, Eur. :

—

also to take leave of, Id., Xen. 2. to embrace,
kiss, caress, Ar. ; of dogs, Lat. blandiri, Xen. 3.

of things, to follow eagerly, cleave to, Lat. amplector,. olvov Plat. 4.. to beglad that, Ar.-, (a enphon.,) to pant, gasp, struggle
convulsively, of the dying, Horn., Hdt. ; but,

he was the only one who still made a struggle,

Hdt., or , aspalathus, a prickly shrub, yielding

a fragrant oil, Theogn. ; used as an instrument of tor-

ture, Plat. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , {) of land, unsown, untitled,

Od. 2. of plants, not sown, growing wild, lb., ,, and os,,() welcome, gladly
welcomed, Horn. II. well-pleased, glad, Id. :

—

Adv. -tecs, gladly, Id., Hdt., aros, ,() a greeting, esp. in pL
embraces, Eur., ,() a greeting, embrace, saluta-

tion, Theogn., . T., , , —, welcome, Od., Hdt. Adv.
-, Id.-, , (4) to be appeased by no libations,

implacable, Dem.-, , {4) without seed or posterity, II.-', (a euphon.,4) a neut. form used as

Adv. hastily, hotly, vehemently, Horn.-, , () unspeakable, unutterable, un-
speakably great, Horn. :—neut. as Adv. unspeakably , II.-, ,() one that throws away
his shield, a runaway, Ar.-, , (4) shield-bearing, Aesch., Eur., , () shield-bearing, a warrior, II.-, , clattering with shields, Pind.-,,() the workshop of a shield-

maker, Dem.-, , () a shield-bearer, Eur.-', , (4) living by the shield, i.e.

by war, Eur.-,,() without spot, spotless, Anth.,N.T.',, , a found shield, Lat. clipeus, of bull's

hide, overlaid with metal plates, with a boss()
in the middle, and fringed with tassels () t



different from the oblong shield {, Lat. scutum)
used by the. 2. in Prose, used for a body

of soldiers, 8,ooo men-at-arms,
Hdt. 3. military phrases : eV

to be drawn up 25 deep, Thuc. ; so,' Id. ; ', '
(opp. to ) on the left, towards or to the

left, because the shield was on the left arm, Xen.

;

". to stand in battle-array, Eur. II.

an asp, an Egyptian snake, Hdt. Hence,, 6, = sq., Soph., Eur.; and, , , one armed with a shield, a warrior,

gen. pi., II. :—as Adj., -, i. e. the shield of Achilles, Eur. ; and, opos, 6, = foreg., turmoil

of shielded warriors, Aesch.-, ov,{) without bowels : metaph.
heartless, spiritless, Soph.-, ov, {) without drink-offering, of a
god, to whom no drink-offering is poured,.
i. e. death, Eur. II. without a regular truce

(which was ratified by), Thuc. ; Tobs

to take up their dead without leave

asked, Id. ; rb a keeping out of treaty or

covenant with others, neutrality , Id. 2. admitting

of no truce, implacable, deadly, Lat. internecinus,

of war, Aesch., Dem.-, ov,{) —, Dem.-, ov,{) not to be zealously pur-
sued, not worth pursuing, Eur.- [] or -ei,{) Adv. without zeal, with-
out a struggle, ignobly, II., Ion. for, neut. pl. of, which, which-
soever, what, whatever, II., Hdt. II., Ion. for, some, what sort ? Od.;'; Ar., , Dim. of Lat. as, a farthing, . T., Plut., Adv. Comp. of, nearer, very near, Horn. :

c. gen., nearer to me, II. ; with a double
Comp., Soph. :—hence, as a new Comp.,, with or without gen., Od. ; Sup.,
Anth.; whence Adj. Id.

[], , the Assyrians, Hdt. :—,
Ion. - (sc. 7), , their country, Id., Att. contr. for.-, es, {') unsteady, unstable, Anth.-, 01/,{) unsteady , unstable,-

Xen. ; Dem. : un-
certain of life, Eur.; Tb uncertainty, Thuc., Adv. not in drops, i. e. in floods, Soph., Plat.

From-, ov, {) not in drops, gushing, Eur.-, ov,() not dripping, Plut., , a courier, Persian word, Plut.-, ov,[) not disturbed byfaction,
Thuc. : of persons, free from party-spirit, not fac-
tious, Plat., f., to be unstable, . T. From-, ov, {') unstable, Plut.

[t], , , fern, -ins, , of raisins,
Anth.-£,, , {a euphon.,) as collect, noun,
dried grapes, raisins, Lat. tiva passa, Hdt,

.—. 125-,, , ( euphon.,) an ear of corn,

II., Hdt.-» ov, {) uncovered : Tb-
from their having no shelter, Thuc., Dep. to talk cleverly, Plut. From, a, ov, {) of the town : hence, like Lat.

urbanus, town-bred, polite, courteous, opp. to-
kos, Plat. :

—

refined, elegant, pretty, witty, clever,

Ar., Plat. :—ironically, . a pretty piece of

luck, Ar.-, es, {) unmoved, unshaken, II. ;

[rb\ he held it stiff, lb. :

—

Adv., to hold fast, Od. : also neut., as Adv. stiff, stark, Mosch. 2. of persons,

stiff, unflinching, Theocr.-, ov, {) without sigh or groan,
Soph., Eur., verb. Adj. of, one must sing, Ar., Plat.-€5, ov, [) uncrowned, Eur.-- \_av~],, , , {,) without
love of man, shunning wedlock, Aesch.-, is,{) without love, implacable, hate-

fid, Soph.,, , {) starred, starry, II. II.

like a star, glittering, lb.-, , {a euphon.,) lightning, II. Hence, , , the tightener, of Zeus, II.-»,{, ah//) star-faced, bright-shining,

Eur. II. starry, Id.-, ov, without crown, ungarlanded, Eur.-, ov,{) tmcrowned, not to be

crowned, Plat., etc., , fern, of, Hdt., etc.-, ov, {) without tombstone, Anth., , gen., dat. pl. (not), a
star, II., etc. ; cf.. 2. a flame, light, fire,

Eur. (The Root is, a being euphon., cf. Lat.

stella, i.e. ster-ula.)-, ov,{) not steady, unstable, Anth.,

. T.-, ,[) untrodden, Aesch. : desert, path-

less, Soph. 2. not to be trodden, holy, Id.-, ov, = foreg., Anth., , , {) of a city or town, opp. to country,

Aesch. ; (also called ,

Thuc. II. like, polite, neat, nice,

(as Adv.) Theocr.-, ov, {) not marked with, not

tattooed, Hdt.-, ov,{) not scraped clean, Anth.-., ov,{) unequipped, of Charon's boat,

used in the same way as , Aesch.-, ov,{) without mouth : of horses, hard-

mouthed, restive, Soph. II. of dogs, soft-mouthed,

unable to hold with the teeth, Xen. III. of metal,

soft, incapable of a fine edge, Plut.-, ov,{) without sighs, Anth.-, ov, {) without natural affection,

Aeschin. ;
(i.e. .) the heartless one,

Theocr., , {) a townsman, citizen, Horn., Att., Att. contr. for.
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', f., to miss the mark, to miss, fail, rivos

or tivos Polyb. ; . . From-, ov, missing the mark, aiming badly at,

rivos Plat., Anth., , a mule's saddle, an easy padded saddle,

Dem. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, is, —-, not twisted, straight, Plat., f. ,{) to play with-, Plat. Hence,, ecos, , a playing with, Arist.

[], , one of the neck-vertebrae,

Horn. II. the ball of the ankle joint, Lat. talus,

Hdt., Theocr. III. pi. dice or a game
played with dice, II., Hdt. :—they were at first made of

knuckle-bones, and never had more than four flat sides,

whereas the had six. They played with four : the

best throw (^, when each die came differently, was
called

3, Lat. jactus Veneris ; the worst, when
all came alike,, Lat. cants. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], , =,, a fash of light-

ning, lightning, Hdt., Att. ; in pi. lightnings, Aesch.,

Soph. 2. any bright light, . T.', f., to carry lightnings, Ar. From-, ov, () lightning-bearing, flash-
ing, Eur.

( euphon.,, cf. -^, impf., Ion. : aor. 1:

—

to

lighten, hurl lightnings, of omens sent by Zeus, 11.,

Ar. 2. impers., it lightens, ^/e it

lightened, Att. II. to flash like lightning, Soph.,

Eur., etc. :—c. acc. cogn., e|
5

(sc.) he flashed flame from his eyes, Aesch., (not) dat. of.-, , exemption from service, Ar. 2. a

shunning of service, which at Athens was a heavy
offence, to be accused of it,

Id. ; ,? to be convicted of it,

Oratt.- [], ov,(^ without service, never
having seen service, Ar.-, is,{) = sq., Soph,-, ov, —&, Theocr. :— Adv. -,
Anth. 2. unbending, inflexible, Id.-, ov, gen. ovos, near the stars, Aesch.-, ov, astronomical, Anth., , astronomy, Xen. From-, ov, [) =, Xen.,, mostly in pi. the stars, Horn., Att. ; in sing-

.,

mostly of Sirius, Xen., etc. ; cf.,', f., to study astronomy , Ar. ; and, , astronomy
, Ar., Plat., etc. ; and, , , skilled in astronomy, pertaining

to astronomy , Plat. From-, 6, () an astronomer, Plat., etc.-, ov,() without turning away, un-
turning, Lat. irretortus, Aesch. ;. to gO away without turning back, Soph,, , ov, () starry, Anth. ; .
the law of the stars, Id.-, , =-, Eur.-, ov, without bed or bedding, Plat. : metaph.
unsmoothed, rugged, Eur.

.
",

; Ep. gen. eos, Att. ecus : Att. pi. :

—

a
city, town, Horn., etc. ; . the town of Susa,
Aesch. ; a. 0^/3tjs Soph. II. the Athenians called

Athens, as the Romans called Rome Urbs, mostly
without the Art. (as we speak of 'being in town,' 'going-

to town ')> Ar.-, aKTos, 0, lord of the city, epith. of certain

gods, Aesch. : in Horn, only as prop. n.-, , , () crying through the city, of

a herald, II.-, ov, gen. ovos, near or bordering on a city,

Hdt., Aesch. 2. as Subst. a neighbour to the city,

a borderer, Hdt., Thuc.-, Adv. into, to, or towards the city, Horn.-', Pass, to have the streets filled with
fugitives, Aesch.-, ov, without pillar or prop, Anth.-, () , Athens the victorious city,

Aesch.', f., to be5, Dem., , the office of5, Arist., , , of or for an5 or his office,

^Plat.-,, , () protecting the city, Aesch.

;

. the feelings of social life, Soph. II. as

Subst. a magistrate at Athens, who had the care of
the police, streets, and public buildings, five for the

city and five for Peirffieus, Plat., etc.-, ov,) protecting the city, Anth.-', ov,() unshaken, undisturbed,
Xen.-, , ov, and os, ov, not rugged, Theogn., Anth.-, ov, gen. ovos, not pardoning, relentlessr
Dem.-', ov,() unmixed, Anth.-, ov,() not gathered in, Xen.-, ov,() not to be compared, u?ilike,

Plut.-, ov,() not plagued by in-

formers, not calumniated, Aeschin., Luc., , ov, (#-$) of an asylum, Plut.-, ov,[) not inviolate, Eur., ,() inviolability , of suppliants, Aesch.-, ov,() not reasoningjustly r

—Adv., -tcos,5 tivos to be unable to

reason about a thing, Plut.-, , () safe from violence, inviolate, of

persons seeking protection, Eur. :— c. gen.,

safefrom marriage, Id. ' II. of places,- to make the land a refuge, Id.-, old Att.-, ov,() not
coming to terms, Thuc. :—Adv., -* to be irre-

concilable, Plut.-, old Att.-, ov,()
not to be guessed, unintelligible, Soph.-, ov, not paying one's scot or share (-), Lat. immunis, Aeschin., , want of proportion or harmony, Plat.

From-, old Att. -, ov, having no
common measure, with a thing, Plat. ;

Plut. II. nonsymmetrical,
disproportionate, Xen.



'--, is,() not compact, Luc.-, is, without sympathy with, Plut.-, old Att.-, ov, inconvenient, in-

expedient, useless, Hes. : c. dat. inexpedient for,
prejudicial to, Eur., Thuc. ; also is or irpos Id. :—
Adv. -pus, Xen.-, old Att.-5, ov, not agreeing in

sound, Plat. :—metaph. discordant, at variance,

with another, Id. ; wpds . T.-, ov, not agreeing with, tivos Plut.-, ov, unconnected, Xen.-, ov, not manifest, Plut., old Att., , want of understanding,
stupidity, Eur., Thuc. From-, old Att. -, ov, void of under-

standing, stupid, Hdt., Att.; not to be understood,

unintelligible, Eur., , want of experience in a thing-

, c. gen.,

Arist. From-, es, gen. eos, unaccustomed, inexperienced,

unacquainted with others, Arist.-, old Att.-, ov, = aavveros, Aesch.-, old Att.-, ov, () un-
compounded, Plat. II.() bound by no
covenant, faithless, Dem., . T.-, ov, not easily perceived, Aeschin.-, old Att. -, ov, not ranged
together ; of soldiers, not in battle-order, Xen. 2.

undisciplined, disorderly , Thuc, Xen. 3. not
,

combined in society, Id. 4. not put on the tax-

roll, freefrom public burdens, Dem.-, ov, not strained, slack :— Adv. —vws,

lazily, Sup.—, Xen.-, ov, not arranged, not ready, Xen.-, old Att. -, ov, ()
having no cohesion or consistency , Plat. 2. metaph.
incoherent, irregular, Lat. dispar sibi, Ar. ; o£. -yos
fitful, ever-recurring pain, Aesch.

[], ov, insolent, degrading, II. ^Deriv.

uncertain.)-,, Dor. for,5.- [], ov,() without convulsion
or struggle, of one dying-

, Aesch., Soph.-, ov, {) unslaughtered, Eur., anos, , (a euphon.,) a mole, Babr., gen. as, Ion. 77s, , () security

against stumbling or falling, . rrpbs

Thuc. : stability, Soph. 2. assurancefrom danger,
personal safety, security, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; ., Xen. 3. assurance, certainty,. avrovs certainty that they would not
come, Thuc. ; the certainty of an ar-

gument, Xen., . T., ov, of Poseidon, the Securer, Ar. From-,,() not liable tofall ,immoveable

,

steadfast, firm, 'idos Od., etc. 2. of friends

and the like, unfailing, trusty, Soph., etc : c. inf.,

yap ot the hasty in council
are not safe, Id. : so of things, sure, certain, Thuc,
etc 3. assured from danger, safe, secure, Soph.,
etc; iv in safety, Thuc; 5 =-, Id. ; aais [eVrt], c inf., it is safe to . . ,

—. 12 J
Ar. 4.. a convincing speaker, Id. II,

Ep. Adv.5 or to be, remain fast,

firm, steady, Horn.; so neut. .5 as Adv., Id.;.· without faltering, Od. ;
-5 without fail for ever, Horn. ; still further

strengthd., II. III. Att.

Adv. in all senses of the Adj., in safety,

with certainty, Soph. :—Comp.-, Hdt., Plat. ;

Sup.—, Id., Med., f. Att.- :

—

to make safe, se-

cure, . T., , asphalt, bitumen, forming in lumps,^) on the surface of the river Is near Babylon
and at Ardericca near Susa, Hdt. (Seems to be a
foreign word.")-', f., (a euphon.,- to resound,

clang, of armed men, Theocr.

\_], , =, the throat, gullet, II.

--yos, 0, {a euphon.,*) asparagus, Anth,', , ov, of asphodel, Luc. From, , asphodel, king 's-spear, a plant of the

lily kind, Hes., Theocr. II. oxyt., as Adj.,-
the asphodel mead, which the shades of

heroes haunted, Od. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov, [) without pulse, lifeless, Anth., used by Horn, in Ep. forms, 3 sing,,
3 pi., inf., part, :

—to be

distressed, grieved, Horn. : to be vexed at a thing, c
gen., Od. (Deriv. uncertain.^, f.-, =, Od., Hdt.; at a thing,

Aesch., Eur. ; Id.-, Ep. also-, ov,() not to be held

in or checked, irrepressible, ungovernable, Horn,-, ov,\) withoutform orfigure,
Plat.', f., to behave unseemly, disgrace one-

self, to be put to shame, Eur., Plat. ; and, , want ofform, ungracefulness, Plat. :

in moral sense, indecorum, Id. From-, ov, gen. ovos,() misshapen, tmseemly,

shameful, Lat. turpis, Eur. 2. of persons, .
to be indecorous, Hdt.', f., to engage, occupy, Luc., , an occupation, business, want of leisure,

Thuc. ; . 5 to have no leisure

for pursuing it, Plat. ; . · to be engaged or

occupied, Id. ; . to cause one trouble,

Id.-, ov, () of persons, without leisure, en-

gaged, occupied, busy, Plat., Dem. ; . is with na
leisure for a thing-, Hdt. ; . busy about . . ,

Plut. :—Adv.,^ to be busy, Eur. II.

of actions, allowing no leisure, Id.,, the inspissated juice of a Scythian tree, Hdt.-, ov, () uneinbodied, incorporeal, Plat., Dep. to lead a profligate, wasteful life,

Arist. : and, , prodigality ,
wastefulness, Plat. From-, ov, () having no hope of safety, aban-

doned, profligate, Lat. perditus, Soph., Arist. II.

act.,5- bringing ruin on the race, fatal to

it, Aesch.



128', f., of a soldier, to be undisciplined, dis-

orderly, Xen., Dem. 2. generally, to lead a dis-

orderly life, Xen. From-, ov, not in battle-order, of troops, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 2. undisciplined, disorderly, irregular, law-

less, Id., etc. II. Adv. -tws, in an irregular,

disorderly manner, of troops, Id. : Comp.-, Id.-, ov, without pains or patience, indiffer-

ent, careless, Thuc.-, ov, (a copul.,) equal in weight,

equivalent or equal to, Horn.-, ov, gen. ovos, () tender-minded, of a

^ child, II.

[], only in pres. and impf. to skip in childish

glee, gambol, II. II. Act. to bring up a child, rear,

foster, like, Soph. :—Pass, to grow vip, wax,
h. Horn. ; the Act. is so used by Hes. From

[], , , (akin to tender, delicate,

of young creatures, Horn.; 4 ofyoung,
gay spirit, II.-, ov, {) soft-hearted, Anth., Ion. -, ,{) want of discipline, dis-

orderliness, properly among soldiers, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 2. generally disorder, irregularity , Plat., etc.

[], Pass. {) to suffer greatly, be in dire

distress, Soph., Eur.', Ep., Conjunct, but, yet, Lat. at, to

introduce an objection or correction, II., Att. ; it always

begins a sentence or clause, but is placed after the voc,", still thou didst say, II. :

—

sometimes answers to 4, more emphatic than Se,

Horn., Att. 2. in Att. to mark a rapid transition to

another thought, Aesch., etc. ; so Eur.-, ov,{) not disturbed, without con-

fusion, steady, of soldiers, Xen.-, ov, —, Arist.-, 4s,{) unfearing, fearless, II. ; . tt}s

04as having no fear about the sight, Soph. 2.

causing no fear, Aesch. ?-, ov, [4) fearless, undaunted, Soph.
a-rap\i.vK.To<s i ov,unwincing, unflinching, Pind. (Deriv.

unknown.),, Ion. for,., , Ep. for, mischievous, baneful,
Horn., Ion. -, ,,) presumptuous sin,

recklessness, arrogance, Horn, always in pi. ; in sing.,

Hes., Hdt., only in pres. part, acting presumptuously

,

in arrogance, Od. From
[], ov, (, though a does not agree in

quantity^ presumptuous, reckless, arrogant, Horn., Hdt.-, ov,() unwedded, virgin, Aesch., , want of burial, Luc. From-, ov, unburied, Hdt., Att., v.., properly acc. pi. neut. of ', used as Adv., just
as, so as, II., Hdt., Soph. II. in causal sense, in-

asmuch as, seeing that, Lat. quippe, with part.,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; with gen. absol.,

quippe viae custodirentur, Hdt. ; with

—.
the part, omitted, dobs [£], are} []
Jd.-, ov,() not to be wetted : metaph. not
to be softened, relentless, Soph., Eur.-, es, {) not to be worn away, indestruc-

tible, of iron, Horn. : metaph. stubborn, unyielding, II.-, ov, () unwalled, unfortified,

Thuc. 2. not walled in, not blockaded, Id.-', ov,{) not to be guessed, ob-

scure, baffling, Hdt., Thuc :—Adv., 4
to be in the dark about a thing, Xen. 2. of persons,

uncertain, inconsistent, Ar., -, childlessness, Arist. From-, ov, (4) without children, childless, Hes.,

Trag. II. in causal sense, destroying children,

Aesch., f . , to make childless :—Pass, to be de-

prived of children, Anth., Ion. -, , () exemption from public
burdens (), Lat. immunitas, granted to those who
deserved well of the state, Att. ; c gen., .-' exemption from service, Hdt.-', ov, (4) without end or issue, to no
purpose, without effect, unaccomplished, Horn. II.

uninitiated in mysteries, c. gen., Eur. ; absol., Plat.-, ov,{) not brought to an end or

issue, unacco?nplished, II. II. of a person, im-
practicable, Soph.-', ov, {)) endless, eternal, Aesch.-, 4s, (' ! without end, i.e., 1. not

brought to an end or issue, unaccomplished, Od.,

Xen. :

—

incomplete, Soph., Thuc, Plat. 2. act.

not bringing to an end, not accomplishing one*s pur-
pose, Pind., Plat., etc. II. (' ) at Athens,

free from tax or tribute, scot-free, Lat. immunis,
absol., or c. gen., . free from all other

taxes, Hdt., Att. 2. of sums, without deduction,

nett, clear, . an obol clear gain, Xen.,

Dem. III. {4 ) uninitiated in mysteries,

c. gen., h. Horn.' [], only in pres. to maltreat, to afflict, per-

plex, Od. : Pass., c. gen., to be bereft or cheated of
a thing, Horn. (Deriv. unknown.)-, 4s, (a copul.,) strained tight, clinging,

of ivy, Soph. : metaph. II. of men's minds and
speech, intent, earnest, Hes., Plat. ; also stiff, stub-

born, inexorable, Aesch., Ar. :—Adv., earnestly,

.4 Plut., f .,{) to look intently, gaze earnestly,

efr Arist. ; ' upon one, . T." [], Prep, with gen. without, Horn. ;

without his will, II. II. aloof or apartfrom, lb.,

Trag.-', ov, (4) unsoftened : metaph. stubborn,

unfeeling, merciless, Od., Aesch.- [], ov, Att. for4 Ar., Plat,, before a vowel -, =, Trag.; c. gen.,

Soph.-', ov, gen. ovos, (4) without bounds ; .4 having no end or issue, inextricable, Aesch.

;

4 ahyai the countless rays of the mirror, Eur.

[], Dor. for, Ar. 2. [ , Att.
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crasis for , neut. [], gen. 4,
etc.-, 4, [) unpleasing, joyless, melancholy,
Horn., Aesch. ;4 els less attractive

to the ear, Thuc.-, ov, =-, II. Hence-, , unpleasantness, Luc.-', £., to fail in gaining a thing-, c. gen.,

Babr. From-, ov,{) not gaining.-, 4, {) unequipped, unarmed, Eur.,

Anth. : so-, ov, Id.-, 4s, =, Babr., , want of art or skill, unskilfulness, Plat.

From-, ov, {4) without art, ignorant of the rides

of art, unskilled, empirical, Plat.', Adv. of, without rules of art, empiri-

cally, Xen., Plat. II. (with penult, short),

Adv. of, simply, i. e. really, absolutely, Lat.

plane, omnino, Ar., Plat., etc. ; . simply
beautiful, Ar. :—in comparisons, ' just as,

Plat. :—with negat., just not, Ar. ;

simply no one, Id.' [], in part, 4, fool-hardy ,
reckless, II., Hdt.

[], , {, for) bewilderment, infatuation,
reckless impulse, caused by judicial blindness sent by
the gods, Horn. :—hence" is personified as the god-
dess of mischief or reckless conduct, ",

II. : the come slowly after her, undoing the

evil she has worked, lb. II. as a consequence, 1.

reckless guilt or sin, as that of Paris, lb. 2. bane,

ruin, Horn., Trag. :—of persons, a bane, pest, Aesch.,

Soph.-, ov, not melted or to be melted, Plat,-, es, neglected, Plut. II. careless :
—

Adv., Id.-', ov, {4) unheeded, tmcared for,
Xen. 2. baffled, disappointed, Aesch. II.

taking no heed, slovenly, Alciphro :—Adv.,-
to take no heed of a thing, c. gen., Xen.

[], , , blinded by , hurried to ruin,
Theogn. II. baneful, ruinous, mischievous, Aesch.,

Soph. : bane, ruin, Aesch. ;

Ar.,, , Attic :—as Subst. (sub. 777), Attica, Eur.-, ov, {) unhonoured, Aesch. II. act.

not honouring or regarding, tlvos Eur.-, {, v. a privat.) not to honour, to hold in
no hanour, Aesch. : absol. in part., un-
heeding, II.-, ov,{) untamable, wild, Plut.', f., to forsake the herd, Theocr. From--', , , () despising the herd, i. e.

straying, feeding alone, Theocr., Anth., f . : aor. 1 : pf . :—Pass.,

pf . : aor. 1 : f . :{) :

—

to hold in no honour, to esteem lightly,

dishonour, slight, c. ace, Horn., Att. : so in Med.,
Soph. :—c. acc. cogn., thou speakest
words in dishonour of the city, Id. :—Pass, to suffer
dishonour, Hdt., Att. 2. c. gen. rei, or. to treat
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as unworthy of speech, Aesch. ; . &=. a,

Soph.:—also,^ deem me not

unworthy to die, Id. ; will not
disdain to . . , Eur. II. = in legal sense, to

deprive of civil rights, Xen. Hence, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be despised, Plat. ; and,, , a dishonourer, Aesch., Ep. impf. : f . : aor. 1 :{) :

—

to dishonour, treat lightly, Horn.-, ov,{) unhonoured, despised,, II. II.{ ) not valued or estimated, . a cause in

which the penalty is not assessed in court, but fixed

by law beforehand, Dem., Ion. - [- Ep.], , dishonour , disgrace, Od.,

Soph., etc. ; iv , 4' Hdt. ; . dishonour done to one, Eur. 2.

at Athens, the loss of civil rights, Lat. deminutio ca-

pitis, Aesch., Oratt. II. ., i. e. ragged
garments, Aesch.-, 4, {4) sorrowing for dishonour
incurred, Aesch.-, ov, { i) unhonoured, dishonoured, II.,

Trag.; Comp.- less honourable, Xen.; c.

gen. without the honour of . . , not deemed worthy of
. . , Aesch. ; also, no unworthy
return for . . , Id. 2. at Athens, deprived of privi-

leges, Lat. capite deminutus, opp. to, Ar.,

etc. ; also c. gen., . deprived of privileges,

Thuc. ; . deprived of the right of

advising, Dem. II. { ) without price or

value, thou devourest his sub-

stance withoutpayment made, Od. 2. unrevenged,
Aesch. III. Adv. -, dishonourably, igno-

miniously , Id., Soph., f. : aor. 1: pf. :—Pass.,

pf.: aor.:—to dishonour, Aesch. :

—

Pass, to suffer dishonour or indignity, Hdt., Aesch.,

Eur. II. at Athens, to punish with (2),

Lat. aerarium facere, Ar., Oratt.-, ov, unavenged, i. e., I. tmpunished,
. to escape punishment, Hdt., Thuc. :

—

Adv. -, with impunity, Plat. II. for which

no revenge has been taken,

Aeschin. III. undefended, unprotected, Thuc.

[],, , a dishonouring, dishonour done
to, c. gen.,4, Aesch.

[], 2 sing. aor. 1 subj. of-., redupl. form of, to rear tip a child,

foster, cherish, tend, Horn. ; of horses, Pass.,4 \ Od.- [], , ,{) unpunished, Aesch. II.

{) unhonoured, Id., ov, {) unhonoured, unavenged, II. II.

unpaid, lb. [where t].- [], =-, Theogn.-, 4,{) sprung from Atlas, of the

Pleiads, Hes., "h, , of Atlas, Atlantic,4.
the pillars of Hercules, Eur. :—fern., ,

.4 Hdt.",, : acc. also
v
ATAaz/ Aesch. : (a euphon.,, v.*) :

—Atlas, one of the elder gods, who
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bore up the pillars of heaven, Od. :—later, one of the

Titans, Hes., Aesch. II. in hist, writers, Mount
Atlas in Africa, regarded as the pillar of heaven, Hdt.', f. ), to be unable to bear a. thing, to be

impatient, Soph. From-, Dor. -, ov, not to be borne, in-

sufferable, II., Orac. ap. Hdt., Soph. 2. not to be

dared, Aesch. II. act. incapable of
bearing a thing, c. gen., Anth., -, ()) slavery, servitude, Anth., , —, Hes.,, , a slave, servant. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, not cut up, unravaged, Thuc, Plut. : of

mines, not yet opened, Xen. II. undivided, in-

divisible, Plat., f. : pf. : () —to smoke, Soph. :

of water, to steam, Xen.,, , —, Hdt., , ( to blow) steam, vapour, Aesch.-, ov, unwalled, Eur.

-TOKos, ov, having never yet brought forth, never
having had a child, Hdt., Eur. II. not bearing
interest, Plat.-, Dor.-, , =, not to be en-

dured, insufferable, Pind. : of wicked men, Aesch., , want of daring, cowardice, backwardness,
Thuc, Dem. From-, ov, () daring nothing, wanting
courage, spiritless, cowardly, Ar., Thuc. :—of women,
unenterprising, retiring, Aesch. :—c. inf. not having
the heart to do a thing, Id.-, ov, () uncut, unmown, Soph. II.

that cannot be cut, indivisible, Plat. ; iv in a
moment, . T.', f. ), to be relaxed-, exhausted, Plut. From-, ov, () not stretched, relaxed, Arist.

a-To|os, ov, () without bow or arrow, Luc., r), a being out of the way, and so : 1. extra-

ordinary nature of a thing, Thuc. 2. strangeness,

oddness, eccentricity , Ar., Plat.-, ov, out of place, and so, 1. strange, un-
wonted, extraordinary

, Eur., etc. 2. strange, odd,

eccentric, slaves to every new
paradox, Thuc; eYrj Dem. 3.

iLnnatural, disgusting, foul, Thuc. II.

Adv. -, marvellously or absurdly, Id., Plat., ov, contr. for.
a-Tpa.yuhT\TO$,ov,\Tpayy§w)nottreatedtragically,L\ic., , a spindle, Hdt., Ar., etc. II. an arrow,
Soph. ; cf.. (Deriv. uncertain.)

or,, , a thistle-like plant,

used for making spindles, Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.)
and, r), =sq., Od.-, Ep.-, , () properly a path

with no turnings, generally a path-way, road, Horn.,

Hdt., Thuc, etc., vos, , the herb orach. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov, without neck, Anth.', -, Ion. gen. -, reality, strict truth, cer-

tainty, Hdt. II. personified, severity,

Pind. From-, , real, genuine, II. 2. strict, precise,

•.
exact, Hdt. :— —, Id.;

greater exactness, Id. ;

Id. 3. sure, certain, Eur. II. used by Horn,
mostly in Adv., with ay,, to tell

truly, exactly ; so also Hdt. 2. also neut. as Adv.,
just ten of them, Od. ; so,

Theogn. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, used by Poets for before a conson., II., a, ov, poet, for-, Eur.

-',, () Adv. without trembling, without
motion, Horn. ; Id. ; } sit

still, II. ; to keep quiet, Hdt. ; .
gently, softly, Eur. ; . to

go softly, Xen.
or -i, Adv. of-, Ar.', f .- : aor. 1 :

—

not to tremble, to

keep still or quiet, Hes. ; , of a
restless people, Hdt. From-, , () not trembling, unmoved, Plat.,

Xen. Adv. Theogn., v.., ,() a keeping still, or

Xen., f. Att. ~, Ion. inf.- :

—

to keep quiet,

Theogn., Hdt. ; . to be restless, Id.-,,() unmoved, immutable, Plut., Luc-, ov, () not trembling, unfearing, fear-
less, Lat. intrepidus, Trag. : c. gen., . fear-
less of fight, Aesch. ; so,. Soph. ; .

securely,Id.:—also neut. pi., Adv., Eur.-, ov,() unconquered, Aesch.-, is,) not rubbed : of places, not tra-

versed, pathless, Thuc. : of roads, not worn or used,

Xen. : generally, fresh, new, Lat. integer, Id., , Dor. for.-, ov, () of hands, not worn by work,

Od. ; of corn, not threshed, Xen. ; . thorns

on which one cannot tread, or untraversed thorns,

Theocr.-, ov,() = sq., Anth.-, ov,() intrepid, dauntless, II., , inflexibility , Theogn. From-,,() unchangeable, eternal,Theocr. 2.

inflexible, unbending, Anth. :—hence ", rj,

name of one of the or Parcae, Hes. ; v..', f. \, to pine away, suffer from atrophy,

Plut. From-, ov, () not fed, ill-fed, Xen.-, ), ov, (-) yielding no harvest, un-
fruitful, of the sea, Horn. ; of the air, Id.- [], , —, c. gen., . not
worn out by ills, Aesch.-, ov, () not worn away, untiring, un-
wearied, Aesch. : indefatigable, Plut. 2. of things,

unabating, Soph., Mosch.; of a road, wearisome,Theocr.-, ), the Unwearied, a name of Pallas, Horn.

(Lengthd. form of-, as '.)-, ov, tcnwounded, Aesch., Soph. II in-

vulnerable, Eur., Att. for =, some, Plat., a salutation used to elders, father, Horn., «, , a bird, prob. a kind of partridge ; or, as
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others think, the god-wit or redshank, Ar. (Deriv.

unknown.), rjvos, , a bird, prob. a kind of grouse, attagen
Ionicus, Horat., a cry ofpain or grief',

Trag\, Ar., Ion. -» 6, a kind of locust without
wings, Hdt. (Deriv. unknown.)"", a form of exorcism, used by the priests of

Cybele, Dem., f. Att. ,() to side with the Athe-
nians, Thuc., Xen. Hence, , a siding with Athens, attachment to

her, Thuc., Adv.,() in the Attic dialect, Dem., a comic Dim., my little Athenian, Ar. From, , , () Attic, Athenian, Solon, etc.;

) (sc. 777), Attica, Hdt., etc. ; cf .. II.

Adv.- in Attic style, Dem., , , a comic alteration of, after

the form of, Ar., Att. for,., in pres., and in aor. 2 part, : Pass.

:

—to be distraught from fear, mazed, bewildered,

Horn. ; fleeing bewildered o'er the

plain, II. : also to be distraught with grief,-
Soph., Eur. : c. ace, amazed at

the sight, II. II. in late Ep. we find the Act.,
with 3 sing. aor. 1 opt., to strike with terror,

Theocr.-, ov,() without burial, Anth.-, ov, without a tomb, Luc.-, ov,() not ruled by tyrants,

Thuc.-, ov, without pride or arrogance, modest, Plat.€, f . : aor. 1 : pf . : (-) :

—

to be unlucky or unfortunate, fail, miscarry,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. c. gen., to fail of a. thing, fail
in getting or gaining it, Xen. ; so, c.

part., Thuc. 3. . to fail with another,

i. e. to fail in one's request, Xen. :—Pass., -
mischances, failures, Dem. Hence,, , a misfortune, mishap, Oratt.-, ,() luckless, unfortunate, Dem., etc., , ill-hick :

—a misfortune, miscarriage, mis-
hap, Xen., v..
AYT

, Adv., again, anew, afresh, once more, Horn., etc.

;

after numerals, , , etc., Id. II.

generally, again, i. e. further, moreover, besides, Lat.

porro, Od., Att. 2. in turn, on the other hand,
following , II., Att. III. the pleon. phrases,

, , , , ,
are only Att., mostly Trag., , bow wow, of a dog, Ar., Att. - : f . : aor. 1 or av- :

—
Pass., aor. 1 or av- : f. med. in pass.

sense: ( to dry) :

—

to dry, Od., Hdt., Xen. 2.

to dry or parch up, I shall waste life away,
Soph. : Pass., withered, Aesch. ; so in f . med.,

I shall wither away, Soph., a, ov, (avos) dry, parched, Hes. ; of eyes, dry,
sleepless, Anth.

131, i. e. ^, Aeol. for, Pind., f., aor. 1 : (avyr)) :

—

to view in the

clearest light, see distinctly , discern, Soph. ; so in

Med., II., Hes. II. of the sun, to beam upon,
illumine, Eur.', , the light of the sun, stmlight, and in pi.

his rays or beams, Horn. ;
' avyas, i. e.

still alive, Od. ,· so, auyas,,
Theogn., Aesch., Eur. ; but, ' ^ or

to hold up to the light and look at, Id.

;

to rise surging towards the sun,
Aesch. :—metaph., avyai e

life's setting

sun,' Id. :

—

-avyr) the dawn, day-break, . T. 2.

generally, any bright light, as of fire, Horn. ; of light-

ning, II. ; of the eyes, Soph. ; hence avyai, like Lat.

lumina, the eyes, Eur. 3. any gleam on the sur-

face of bright objects, sheen, avyr] II. ; avya
Eur., f.-, Dep. () to cry oiit, speak,

Hdt. : an aor. 1 act. occurs in Anth., impf. : f . ), Dor. [], Dor.

3 pi. : aor. 1, Dor., Ion.

3 sing, :—also as Dep. : impf.

: f. : aor. 1 (pass, only) :() : I. c. acc. rei, 1. to utter sounds,
speak, II., Eur. 2. c. acc. rei, to speak or say

something, II., Soph. : so as Dep., Id. :—Pass.,-
yap so 'twas said, Id. 3. of oracles,

to utter, proclaim, tell of, Id. ; to speak out con-

cerning a thing, Aesch. II. c. acc. pers., 1.

to speak to, address, accost, Horn. : to invoke a god,

Eur. 2. c. acc. et inf. to tell, bid, order one to

do, Soph. ; . to forbid one to do,

Aesch. ; Soph. : so as Dep., Id. 3.

to call by name, call so and so, Eur. : Pass.,

Soph. ; most ill re-

ported of, Aesch. 4. like ^, to mean such an
one, Eur.'', Dor. -, , the human voice, speech, opp. to

(a divine voice), II. 2. the sound or twang
of the bowstring, Od. ; of a trumpet, Eur.; of the, Hes. II. =, a report, account, Soph.,

Eur. 2. an oracle, Id. Hence,, , speaking with human voice, Od.

;

when is applied to Calypso and Circe,

it means a goddess who used the speech of mortals, lb.-€, Ep. aor. 1, to draw back or backwards,

II. ; to draw the bow, lb. : absol., in a sacrifice, to

draw the victim's head back, so as to cut its throat, lb.

(It can hardly be a compd. of , for av is never

elsewh. used in the local sense of back : perh. for av-, i. e. -^.), poet, -, , self-will, wilftdness, stubborn-

ness, contumacy ,
presumption, Aesch., etc. From- [], , []) self-willed, wilfid, dogged,

stubborn, contumacious, presumptuous, Hdt., etc. :

—

metaph. of things, remorseless, unfeeling, Aesch. :

—

Adv. -, Ar. ; Comp.-, Plat. Hence, Dep. to be self-willed, Plat. Hence- [],,, act cf self-will, wilftdness,

Aesch.-, ov, () self-willed in speech, Ar.

2



132 —-, ov, gen. ovos, () of the same blood, a
brother, sister, kinsman, Soph.; so,, ov, Id.-£€, ov, self-chosen, self-elected, Xen. II.

byfree choice,of oneself",Eur.: independent',Thuc. III.

of things taken upon oneself, self-incurred, 'voluntary

,

Soph., Thuc, etc.-€, ov, one 'who calls each thing by its name,
Arist., f. -, to havefull power over, . T.-€, ov, 0, contr. for, one who does

anything with his own hand, an actual murderer,
Hdt., Eur., etc. :—more loosely, one of a murderer's

family, Id. 2. an absolute master, autocrat,

Id. II. as Adj., ,
murder by one of the same family, Aesch. (The part- is of uncertain deriv.)-, ov, () made or done on the very day,

Aeschin. II. Adv. (oxyt.), on the very

day, on the same day, immediately, Aesch., etc.

;

Ion., Hdt., Adv. shortened for, of Place, on the spot,

here, there, Horn. ; to keep him there, as he
is, Od. 2. of Time, forthwith, straightway, II.-, Ion. -, es, (~/·) born on the

spot, bom in the country, native, Lat. indigena,
Hdt. ; . rivers that rise in the country,

Id. ; . a natural spring, Id. :

—

genuine, sin-

cere, Eur., Ion., Adv., a lengthd. form of : I.

of Place, back, back again, II. ; & lb. ; this sense

rare in Att. II. of 1'ime, again, afresh, anew, Horn.,

Att. ; strengthd., , , II.,

etc.; to cry encore ! Xen. 2. of future

Time, again, hereafter,\\., Aesch. III. of Sequence,
moreover, in turn, on the other hand, Id., Soph.-, strengthd. for', Soph.-, ov, (i. e. -^), epith. of the Trojans in

II., either, 1. (a copal.,-) loud-shouting, noisy

,

or, 2. (from aprivat.) noiseless, silent.-€ [], , , tracingfurrows, Anth.£, , , also £, okos with Ep. acc. ,
:

—

a furrow made in ploughing, Lat. sulcus,

Horn., etc. ; to draw afurrow, Hes. 2.

metaph. of a wife as the bearer of children, Soph.,

Eur. 3. metaph. also, a furrow in the skin, a
gash, wound, Aesch., Eur. 4. =$, a swathe,
Theocr. (Prob. from same Root as, Lat. sulcus,

from .), a, ov and os, ov, of or belonging to the-
or court, '- at the door of the court,

i.e. the outer door, house-, Od. ; so in Hdt. and
Att., f. ], () to play on the flute, Hdt., Plat.,

etc. ; . to play a finale, Ar. II. Pass.,

of tunes, to be played on the flute, Xen. ; but,

is filled with music, Eur. 2. in Pass,

also of persons, to be played to, hear music, Xen.,, (prob. from () to blow,ior the '] was
open to the air) :—in Horn, the court-yard, surrounded
with out-buildings, and having the altar of

in the middle, so that it was at once the meeting-place

of the family, and the cattle-yard, II. : it had two doors,

',
viz. the house-door (cf.^, and another leading

through the into the, Od. 2. the

wall of the court-yard, II. II. after Horn., the- was the court or quadrangle, round which the

house itself was built, having a corridor(),
from which were doors leading into the men's apart-

ments; opposite the house-door (cf.) was the

or (q.v.), leading into the women's
part of the house, Hdt., Att. III. generally, any
court or hall, Horn., Trag.,,,() a piece of musicfor the flute,

Ar., Plat.,, -, () flute-playing, Plat.,, , =, Hes., etc., , , {) a flute-player, Lat. tibicen,

Theogn., Hdt., etc. Hence, y, , () of or for the flute, Plat. ;
-

~) (sc.) flute-playing, Id.-, ', , () a flute-girl, Lat. tibicina,

Ar., Xen., etc., () Nymphs protecting cattle-

folds, Anth., , Dim. of ), Theophr.
: aor. 1 med., pass, :() :

—

to lie in the court-yard, of cattle, Od. ; to

pass the night, lodge, Eur. ; of soldiers, to bivouac,

Hdt., , ()) a country house, cottage, h. Horn. :

a fold, stable, Eur., Xen. II. a chamber, cave,

grotto, Soph.-, a, ov,() of orforfarm-yards, rustic, Eur.,, , () a place for passing the night in,

a tent, roosting-place, Horn., Eur., , Dim. of, a small reed, pipe, Theogn.,, ,() a house-mate, Theocr.-, ,[) a flute-case, Anth.-,{) to make flutes ox pipes, Anth.-, (sc.), , flute-making, Plat. From-, , () a flute-maker, Plat.

a-, ,( to blow) a flute or rather clarionet (for it

was played by a mouthpiece,^', Aeschin.), II., etc.;- and-, Lat. tibiae dextrae and
sinistrae, bass and treble, Hdt.; sometimes one person

played two at once, Theocr.; , i. e.

a trumpet, Anth. :

—

' to the sound of the flute,

Hdt. ; so, , Xen. 2. any
tube or pipe, as the socket of a spear-head, the groove
into which the tongue of a buckle fitted, Horn. ; the

pipe of bellows, Thuc. :

—

, in Od., seems
to mean a jet of blood through the tube of the nostril., , , poet, also 7], () a hollow way,

defile, glen, h. Horn., Hdt., Ar. 2. a canal, aque-

duct, trench, Hdt. 3. a channel, strait, Aesch.

;

the sea straits, i.e. the Archipelago,

Soph.-,, , () of a helmet, with a tube in front,

to hold the, II.

AY 5HA'NnandAYJ/

Hn,(poet.ae£co, q.v.): f.,: aor. 1: pf.:—Pass., pf.: aor. 1:
f. and in med. form :

—

to make
large, increase, augment, Hdt., etc. (Horn, only uses

). 2. to increase in power, strengthen, exalt,



—
aggrandise, Hdt., Att. : also to promote to honour,

glorify, magnify, rag., Plat. II. Pass, to grow,
wax, increase, Hes., Hdt., etc. ; . , is vtyos

Id. ; of a child, to grow up, Id. ; I grew
taller, Ar. ; so with an Adj., * to wax
great, Eur. Hence, , —, Plat., , () the Goddess of growth, Hdt., , , growth, increase, Thuc; of crops, Hdt., ov, () promoting growth, Xen.-', ,() the waxing moon, Anth., to increase, v.., , () dryness, withering, Aesch., , ov, Att. avos, a, ov, () dry, of timber, Od.

:

dried, of fruit, Hdt.: withered, of leaves, Ar. :—neut. as

Adv., avov or to ring dry and harsh, of

metal, II. 2. dried up, exhausted, Theocr., , sleeplessness, Plat. From-, ov, [], sleepless, wakeful, of persons, Od.,
Att. : metaph. sleepless, never-resting, Aesch.;

Soph. 2. of sleepless nights, Horn. 3.

a sleep that is no sleep, from which one
easily awakes, Soph.·, Ion., , (') air in motion, a breeze, esp.

a cool breeze, the fresh air of morning, Lat. aura, Od.,
Hdt., Att. Poets; rare in Prose:—metaph. steam,
Ar. 2. metaph. also, of changeful events, Eur., Ar.;

of anything thrilling, Eur., Adv., (akin to ) to-morrow, Lat. eras,

Horn., etc. ; is on the morrow or till morning,
Id. II. as Subst., the morrow, II. ; in Att.,

(sc.) the morrow, Eur. ; .
Xen. ; is.. Soph. ; Eur., aor. inf. of, to shout., v.., a, ov, Ep.', ( to dry) sun-
burnt, squalid, Lat. siccus, Od., Hes., , ,( to dry) making the tongue dry
and rough, harsh, rough, bitter, Plat. :—metaph.
austere, harsh, Id., N.T. Hence,, , harshness, roughness, Xen.

:

metaph. austerity, harshness, Plat,-, , carrying one's own message, bringing
news of what oneself has seen, Soph., Thuc. ; c. gen.

rei, */. Soph,-, ov, () self-chosen, left to one's

choice, Od., h. Horn,-, ov, related as brother or sister, Aesch.,

Soph. II. as Subst. one's own brother or sister,

Id.-, ov,() together with the men, men and
all, Polyb.-', , an own cousin, cousin-german, Aesch.,
Eur., Ep. form of arap, Horn., , sufficiency in oneself, independence, Plat.

From-, , () sufficient in oneself, having
enough, independent of others, Hdt., Plat. ;

acting of itself, Aesch. ; . a country
that supplies itself, independent of imports, Thuc.

;

. strong enough for a thing, Id., Xen. ;
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c. inf. able of oneself to do a thing, Dem. ; . a
sufficient, vigorous shout, Soph., Adv. (ad, re,—where re is otiose, as in) : I.

of Time, again, II. II. to mark Sequence, again,
furthermore, next, lb., Soph. 2. on the other hand,
on the contrary, following like, Horn., Att. Poets.-, ov,() in one's own power ; 5 -

free power, Babr.-, ov,() offering of oneself,

offree will, Hdt., Eur., Thuc, etc.-,, ov, of the same surname with, tivos

Eur.-',, , one who rows himself, i.e. rower and
soldier at once, Thuc.' [], only in pres. and impf. : ( to cry) :

—to

cry, shout, II., Aesch. :—c. acc. cogn., Eur.;
' Aesch. 2. c. acc. pers. to call to, II.,

Eur. :—c. acc. pers. et inf., Eur. From
[], ,( to cry) a cry, shout, esp. battle-shout,

war-cry, Horn. : generally a sound, Aesch.-5> ov, () one who has himself heard, an
ear-witness, Thuc, Plat,-, Adv., =, on the self-same day, II.-, Ion. for-.-, Ion. for-.

[t], Adv.()forthwith, straightway , at once,

Horn., etc.; which notion is strengthened in ,' Od. ; c. partic, immediately on
his going, lb.; so, ^ as soon as born, Hdt.

;

now and hereafter, Od. ; so,

and , Thuc. :—with a Subst.,

Soph. ; momentary fear,

Thuc. 2. also in a slightly future sense, presently,

Lat. mox, Soph., etc. II. for example, to begin
with, Ar., Plat., etc.; Dem., , () breath, II. ;

the fiery
breath of Hephaestus, lb. ;

Od. ; of

bellows, II. ; of wind, Od. 2. odour, scent, fra-
grance, Horn.,, , =, Horn.--, , the ideal man, the Form of man,
Arist.-, () Adv. by a mere shout, at the first

shout,. to take without a blow, Thuc.-, ov, self-willing, self-purposing, Aesch.-, ov, self-produced :--
a mother's intercourse with her own child,

Soph.', f., to act of one's own judgment,
Xen. From-, ov, gen. ovos, on one's own judgment,
at one's own discretion, Arist. : Adv. -, Plut.-, ov, (yv&vai) self-determined, self-willed,

Soph.-, ov, () of a plough, having the share-

beam of one piece with the pole, Hes.-, , (*) self-taught, zmpremeditated,

Soph.--, ov, () self-slain or mutually slain,

Aesch.-, Adv. with the very teeth,

yourferocious temper, Ar.



I 34 —-, just ten, Thuc.-, ov, self-evident, Aesch.-, ov, self-taught, Od., Aesch.-, ov, () with independent jurisdiction,

with one's own law-courts, Thuc., Adv. straightway, Od. (It seems to be
lengthd. from, as from ,
from.)-', ov, — : rb . the ideal or

form of each object, Arist.-, , ,=, a murderer, Soph,-, Adv. in the same year, Theocr. From-, is, (4tos) in or of the same year : Adv.
ai>ToeTes, in the same year, within the year, Od.-, , Thai's herself, Luc., v.., Adv. voluntarily , Anth. From-, is, () of one's own will, Anth., before a conson. -, Adv. : ():—of Place,

from the very spot, Lat. Mine, Horn., Att. ; . 4
e'Sp^s straight from his seat, without rising, II. ; . e/c

~2,\75 Hdt., etc.; from where thou standest,

Soph. ; . to find a living' from the place,

Thuc. :

—

oi . the natives, Id. II. of Time,
on the spot, at once, Lat. illico, II., Hdt., Att., Adv. for, on the spot, II., Hdt., Att.-,,, wrought or done carelessly , slovenly ,

random, Arist. :—Adv. -\ws, Id. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , an own sister, Od., Eur.-, , an own brother, II., etc.-, ov,() self-condemned, N.T.-', ov, going one's own road, Anth.-', ov, self-bidden, i.e. tmbidden, of one's

own accord, Xen., Anth.-, 4s, (4) = foreg., Hdt.-, ov, branches and all, Luc.-, ov, self-called, i. e. uncalled, unbidden,
Aesch., Soph.-, ov, () with natural hair, shaggy,
Ar. II. hair or leaves and all, Luc.-,, 4s, (4) ruling by oneself, absolute,

autocratic, Eur., Plat., , , of or for an autocrat : Adv.
-K00S, despotically, Plut. From-, opos, , ,(4) one's own master : 1.

of persons or states, free and independent, Lat. sui
juris, Thuc, Xen. 2. of ambassadors, possessing

full powers, plenipotentiary
, Ar., Thuc, etc. 3. of

rulers, absohite, arbitrary, despotic, Id., etc. 4.

of reasoning-, peremptory, Id. II. c. gen. com-
plete master of, Id. ; tt\s iiriopKias . at
liberty to swear falsely, Dem.-, ov, () self-produced, i. e. natural,

Aesch.', f. , to slay one another, Soph.
From-, ov, () self-slaying; Adv. -5,
with one's own hand, Aesch. :—so ., of Medea,
who slew her own children, Eur. 2. slaying one
another, Aesch. ; BavaTos . death by each other's

hand, Id.-, , , one who steers himself, Anth.

.-, ov, () together with the hilt, up to

the hilt, Aesch.-, , one who carries his own oil-flask, a
shabby fellow, Dem.-,, 4s,() having learnt of oneself, self-

taught, Anth.-, bpos, , , oneself the witness, an eye-

witness, Aesch., f., to act of oneself, act unadvisedly,
Xen. From, , ov, and os, ov : 1. of persons, acting

of one's own will, of oneself, II., etc. 2. of things,

self-moving, self-acting, spontaneotis, of the gates of

Olympus, the tripods of Hephaestus, II. :—of plants,

growing of themselves, Hdt. 3. without apparent
cause, accidental, Id. ; . QavaTos a natural death,

Dem. II., , mere chance,

or , Lat. sponte, by chance,

naturally, Hdt., Thuc. III. Adv. -5 =, Hdt.-', ovtos, , Self-ruler, name of Achilles'

charioteer, II.-', , Melinna herself, Anth.', f . , to desert, Hdt., Att. ; . trpbs

Tobs Tl4ptfas Hdt. ; is 'AO-rjvas e/c14 Id. ; and, , desertion, Thuc. From-, ov, () going of oneself, without
bidding : as Subst. a deserter, Hdt., Att.', f., Dep. to live by one's own laws,

be independent, Thuc, Dem.; and, , freedom to use one's own laws, inde-

pendence, Thuc, etc.-, ov,(4) living zinder one's own laws,

independent, Hdt., Att. 2. generally, of one's

own free will, Soph. 3. of animals, feeding and
ranging at will, Anth.-, ov, contr. —, , self-willed, Aesch.- [], Adv. () that very night, II.-, ov, () of mere wood, Soph.-, is,[) self-joined, self-built, Anth., , one's own feeling or experience, Polyb.

From--, is, speaking from one's own feeling or

experience :—Adv. -0o>s, Polyb.-,, , , an own child, Soph,-, ov, () for one's own woes, Aesch.-, ov, (4) self-produced, as the Athenian

olive, Soph.-, , free as a state, independent, Thuc.-7, , , citizen of a free state, Xen.-, ov, (4) self-wrought, Anth.-, , , -, , on one's own feet,

Luc.-, ov, (4) together with the root,

root and branch, Soph., Ar. ; . to give in

absolute possession, Aesch.-, ov,() in one's own person,

without a mask, Luc-, , , (,, f. of) seeing oneself, an
eyewitness, Hdt.-, , , (4) selling one's own goods or

products, Plat. Hence



, ], oV, =foreg. : - (sc. ), the

trade of an, Plat,-, ov, {) roots and all ; poet,,
Babr. II. self-rooted, self-founded, Eur.-, ov, (pew) self-flowing, flowing unbidden,
Anth.'',,, reflexive Pron., self, Lat. ipse :

—
in the oblique cases simply for the personal Pron., him,
her, it ;—with the Artie, , , (or), etc., the very one, the same.

I. self, myself, thyself, etc., acc. to the person of the

Verb., Horn., etc. : 1. oneself, one''s true self', the soul

,

not the body, Od. ; or opp. to others, as king- to sub-

jects, parent to children, man to wife, etc., Horn. ; hence
absol. for the Master,

;

—Autos, i.e. Socrates,

Ar. ; similarly in neut. the result will

shew, Eur. 2. of oneself, of one's own accord, Lat.

sponte, Horn., Soph. 3. by oneself, alone,

although alone, II. ; we are by

ourselves, i.e. among friends, Ar. 4. in Plat.,

right in itself, the idea of right, etc. ; cf.. 5. in dat. with Subst., together

with, } he sprang up lyre

in hand, II. ,· } helmet and all, lb. ;

and without , men and all, Hdt.,

etc. 6. added to ordinal Numbers, e.g.

himself the fifth, i.e. himself with four others,

Thuc. 7. in connexion with the person. Pron., iyoo, , , etc., Horn. ; in Hdt.
and Att. it coalesces with oblique cases of Pron., -, -,- :—it is joined with these

reflexive Pronouns to add force, cxutos',' Aesch., etc. 8. gen. is used with

the possessive Pron., '
II. 9. is also used with Comp. and Sup.
Adj. to express something unusual, auTos

Hdt.
II. he, she, it, for the simple Pron. of 3 person,

only in oblique cases, and never at the beginning of a
sentence, Horn., Att. : cf..

III. with Article , , ', and
Att. contr. , , and, gen., dat. , pi. neut. : Ion. ,

-.—the very one, the same, Lat. idem, Horn.,

Hdt., Att. :—it freq. takes a dat., like, to denote

sameness, we should fare

the same as you, Hdt.; also, /cot, cf. Lat.

simul ac, Id.

IV.- in Compos. : 1. of itself, i. e. natural,
native, not made, as in. 2. of mere . . ,

of nothing but . . , as in. 3. of oneself,

self-, as in, : and so inde-
pendently, as in. 4. just, exactly, as in. 5. with reflex, sense of and-
\, as-,. 6. together with, as

in,., v. sub ., Adv. () thither, to the very place, Lat.

illuc, Hdt., Thuc.- [], ov, of sheer iron, with stroke ofsword,
Eur.-, ov,() self-sped, Aesch.

—. 135-, () a stand-up fight, close fight,

y- II.-, ov, () self-sent, going or acting

of oneself, Soph., Anth.-, ov, () lamenting by or for oneself,

Aesch.-, is,() slain by oneself or by kins-

men, Soph., Eur.-€, =, II., f. , to act or speak off-hand,

Xen. 2. c. acc. to devise off-hand, extemporise,

Thuc, Xen. II. in bad sense, to act, speak, or

think unadvisedly, try rash experiments, Plat. ; and,, , an impromptu, Arist. ; and, , , one who acts or speaks off-

hand : a raw hand, bungler, Lat. tiro, Xen. From-, a, ov and , ov, hand to hand,-') (sc.) in close fight, in thefray, II. : -
as Adv., =, Horn. II. off-hand,

of an improvisatore, h. Horn.-, Adv. near at hand, hand to hand, Lat.

cominus, of close fight, Horn.-', ov, () self-accomplished, spon-

taneous, Anth.-, , () ending in itself, complete in

itself, supporting oneself, Luc. II.(
iv) taxing oneself, self-taxed, Thuc.-, ov, () young and all, Aesch.--, , , arrant tragic, Dem.-, aor. 1 part, (as if from-), to

turn straightway, h. Horn., Adv., properly gen. of, at the very place,

just here, just there, Lat. illico, Horn., Hdt., Att. ;

with the place added, \ Tpoir) II. ; *
ivl Od. ; exactly here, Hdt., etc., Att. contr. for., f., (^) to work with one's own
hand, Luc. Hence, ov, self-wrought, rudely wrought, Anth., , a working on oneself, i. e. self-murder

or the murder of one's own kin, Aesch. II. per-

sonal labour, opp. to slave-labour, Plut. From-*, , ^^) self-working, Soph. 2. as

Subst., one who works his land himself (not by slaves),

ahusbandman,poorfarmer,Eur.; of thePeloponnesians,

Thuc. :—metaph.,' one that

has worked at philosophy by himself, without a teacher,

Xen. II. pass, self-wrought, simple, native, Anth., -, Ep. gen. and dat. sing, and pi. of,
Horn. ; ., or -, from the very

spot, II. ; eV on the spot, lb.-, ov, with the bark on, Theocr.-, ov, (*) self-murdering, murdering
those of one's own family, Aesch.-, , , =foreg., a murderer, Eur.-, ov, bearing one's own baggage, Aesch. II.

cargo and all, Plut.-, is, () self-grown, Plat. :

—

of home

growth, Xen. 2. natural, opp. to artificial, Hes.,

Thuc. ;
rough as it came from the

tree, Theocr. 3. , one's own nature,

Plat.



Ij6-,, self-caused,\ Pind. 2. natural,., =, i.e. agriculture, Arist.-, , () self-sounding, .
an oracle delivered by the god himself, Luc.-, , () self-detected, caught in the act

of theft, Soph. ; to catch in

the act, Eur., Dem.; 4 Hdt : in a
more general sense,, to detect him point blank of igno-

rance, Plat. ; e7r'. Xen.-, pos, , , with one's own hand, Aesch.,

Soph., etc. : c. gen. the very doer or author of a
thing, Id., Dem. II. absol., like, one
who kills himself or one of his kin, Soph. : then,

simply, a murderer, homicide, Id., Dem. ; in full,. the perpetrator of . . , Soph. III. as

Adj. murderous, Eur.;
of brothers smitten by mutual slaughter, Soph. Hence, , murder perpetrated by one's own hand,
Plat. : da*t., Ion. -, with one's own hand,. Hdt., etc.-, , () country and all, Aesch.-, , gen. ovos, sprung from the land itself,

Lat. terrigena:, ol, like Lat. Indigenae, abo-

rigines, natives, Hdt., Thuc. ; of the Athenians, Eur.,

Ar., etc. II. as Adj. indigenous, Hdt.-, ,() angry at oneself, Anth.-, , Ep. for,-, ()
rudely cast, massive, of a lump of iron used as a
quoit, II.-, Adv. in very deed, really and truly,

Ar. II. just, exactly, Luc.-, , {, f. of) a seeing with one's

own eyes, Luc., Dor. for, there., Adv. of : I. in this very manner,
even so, just so, as it is, , —, unarmed just as I am—like a woman, II. 2.

in a contemptuous sense, just so, no better, -
deai

; why take you no better care ? Ib. ;

a mere child, lb. ;

Od. II. in reference to the past, still so, just as

before, as it was, Horn. ; still white
as when new, II. III. in vain, without effect,

Od., f. Att. , ) to cut the throat of a
person, behead, c. ace, Soph.', , , {) of the neck, Od.', f . : aor. : () :—like-, to boast, plume oneself, Hdt., Eur. ; tlvi or

tivl on a thing, Id., Anth. II. c. acc. et inf. to

boast or declare loudly that, protest that, Hdt., Thuc,
Eur. :—c. inf. only, Aesch. ; yap -

I never thought that . . , Id. Hence,, , braggart, proud, Anth. ; and,, , a thing boasted of, a pride, boast,

Soph. : cause for boasting, glory, Id., Thuc. II.

boasting, self-co?tfidence, Id., , , the neck, throat, of men and beasts,

Horn., etc. II. metaph. any narrow passage, a
neck of land, isthmus, Hdt., Xen. 2. a narrow
sea, strait, Hdt., Aesch. ; of the point at which the

—.
Danube spreads into several branches, Hdt. 3. a
narrow mountain-pass, defile, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.), ea>s, , {) boasting, exultation, Thuc., =, Luc., f. 4\, () to be squalid or unwashed,
Lat. squaleo, Od., Ar., Plat., , ,() dry, dusty, rough, squalid,

Eur., Plat. ; esp. of hair, Eur., ,( to burn) drought, Hdt., Thuc. 2.

the effects of drought, squalor, Plat.-, es, () looking dry, squalid, Eur. :

drought, Hdt.', Att., to burn, light a fire, get a light, Od.
(Akin to : hence,.)', f. [] : aor. :—to shout out, shout, call

aloud*, Horn. ;
', , etc., Id. :

—also in Trag. ; c. acc. cogn. to utter,, -
Eur. 2. c. acc. pers. to call upon, Horn. 3.

rarely of things, to ring,\ II. ; cf .. (The
Root is Af, akin to& : hence *.), Att. f. :—Med., aor. - :

—to

purify :—Med. to purify oneself by offerings,

to the gods, Eur., eo>.y, ,() a taking away, carrying

off, Plat.; and,. Adj. one must take away, Plat. II., , , to be taken away, Id. ; and, , to be taken away, separable, Plat. From-, Ion.- : f. ) : pf. -, Ion.

: aor. 2 :
—to takefrom, take away

from a person, Od., etc. ; also , Ar.,

Xen. ; and Aesch., Soph. :—c. acc. solo,

having taken them off, Hdt. ;
opyrjv. to re-

move it, Eur. ; . separate, set aside, Plat. II.

Med., f., and later : aor. 2-
:—to take away for oneself, take away, in sense

and construction much like Act., Horn., etc. 2. fol-

lowed by c.inf. to prevent, hinderfrom doing, Soph.,

Eur. 3 . , Lat. vindicare

in libertatem, to set a man free, Plat., Dem. III.

Pass., f.- : aor. - : pi.,
Ion.

:

—to be robbed or deprived of a thing,

to have it takenfrom one, Hdt., Att. 2. c. inf.,

was hindered,from seeing them, Eur.", Dor. for".-, f.- : aor. -\ : Ep. aor. 2

part, :
—to spring off or from,

Aesch.; jumped off, Ar. II. to reboitnd,

glance off, Anth.-, , without the or boss, in which the

plume was fixed, II.-, f.- : aor. 2-, Ep.-:—to miss one's mark, c. gen., II., Xen. II.

to be deprived of what one has, II.-, , () random-talking, II.-, f.- : Ion. aor. 2 inf. :
—to

displease, not to please, Od., Hdt., Soph,, , obscurity, . want of illustrious

birth, Thuc. II. disappearance, utter destruction,

Aesch. From-, ,[^ unseen, invisible, viewless, of

the nether world, Aesch. ; . a blind pit, Hdt. ;
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. , of Proserpine, Soph. 2. . yiyyeaOai

=, to disappear, be missing, Hdt., Eur. :

—

of soldiers missing after a battle, Thuc. : cf. -. 3. unseen, unnoticed, secret, Solon, Thuc. :

—c. part., . - I do it without being
noticed, Xen. 4. unknown, uncertain, obscure,

Hdt., Att. : of future events, uncertainty

,

Hdt :—Adv., Thuc. ; so as Adv.,

Id.; and neut. pi. , Eur. 5. of persons,

unnoticed, obscure, Id., Thuc. 6.

personal property, as money, which can be made away
with, opp. to {real), as land, Oratt., f. Att. : pf . : () :

—to make
unseen, hidefrom sight, Xen., Thuc, etc. 2. to do
away with, remove, & Soph. ; . , to

carry off one from the city, Eur. ; . els

to disappear into the temple, Ar. :—of state

criminals, to remove from sight, make away with,

Hdt., Xen. : Pass, to be concealed or suppressed,

Thuc. 3. to destroy utterly, rase to the ground,

erase writing-

, Id., Dem. : to obliterate traces,

Xen. 4. to obliterate, tarnish one's good name,
Thuc, Plat. :—but in good sense, .- to

wipe out ill deeds by good, Thuc; Id. 5.

to disfigure, . , of hypocritical sadness,

. T. 6. to make away with property, Aeschin.,

Dem. II. Pass, to become unseen, to disappear,

Hdt., Soph. ; of persons buried by a sand-storm, Hdt.;

or, lost at sea, Thuc, Xen. Hence,, , a getting rid of, Ar. II.

(from Pass.) disappearance, Hdt., , , verb. Adj. of, to be sup-

pressed, Isocr.-, ov,() made invisible, blotted out,

forgotten, II. : hidden, Aesch., Soph. ; ., -,,—, to disappear, Trag. 2.

in secret, Pind. 3. obscure, Id.-, f. , to fasten from or upon, . to

tie knots on a string, Hdt. :—Pass, to be hung on,

hang on, pf. part, (Ion. for),
Hdt. ; Theocr.

[y w], poet. Adv. straightway, forthwith, at
once, quickly, presently, Horn., Trag. 2. there-

upon, after that, Horn. II. in Theogn. as Adj.

swift, fleet (cf.).-<, —-, Trag.-, f. Ep. , Att.

:

—Pass., pf. ~-; aor. - :

—

to tear off or from, c.

gen., II.; to snatch away, steal from, ' Ar. : c.

acc. only, to snatch eagerly, Soph., Eur., a, ov, Comp. Adj. (v. ), more fleet, II., , (·) speechlessness, Eur., Plat,

: aor. : (,) :

—

to handle,
feel, c. acc, Hdt.-, ov, not uttered, nameless, Hes. 2. untold,
unutterable, ineffable, extraordinary, Hdt., Soph.

;

there's no saying how, i. e. marvellously

,

immensely , Ar., a, ov, feeble, powerless, II.

;

mostly in Comp. and Sup., Horn., Hes. :—Adv. -,
Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, (, Att.) to dry zip, parch, Ar.

-. 137, Ep. part,, (,) to handle, rub,
polish, II.-, , () without light, . a light

that is no light (i. e. to the blind}, Soph. ;

tyeyyhs, of the moon, as opp. to the sun,

Eur. 2. obscure, dim, faint, Aesch. 3. metaph.,
ill-starred, unhicky, Soph.-,, , () a privy, . T.-', Ep. for-, aor. 1 of-.', f., to be unsparing or lavish of,

Soph. ; Thuc. :—absol. (sub.

)

recklessly, Eur.; but 2. to be care-

less of it, i. e. neglect, avoid, labour, Soph. From-, ,() unsparing or lavish of a. thing,

c. gen., Aesch. 2. of actions^ done without regard
to cost or risk, Thuc. II. Adv. -, Ion. -,
freely, lavishly Hdt., Dem. :—also sparing no pains,
with all zeal, Id. 2. unsparingly, without
mercy, Hdt. ; Comp. -, Sup. -, Xen.
Hence, , profuseness, Plat. 2. harsh treatment,
neglect, . T.-, aor. 1 pass, of.-, pf. of.-, aor. 2 of.-€,-, and 2 pi. aor. 2 of-.-,-', aor. 2 inf. act. and med. cf,.', verb. Adj. of, one must abstain

from, Xen.-, ,( ?) without a stone, even, smooth,
Ar. : metaph. of persons, simple, plain, blunt, Dem.,
Luc. :—Adv., simply, roughly, Theogn.-', Ion.-' : f.- : but aor. 1- :—to drag away suppliants, Hdt., etc. ; to

drag or tow ships away, Thuc. :

—

to draw aside,

Xen. II. to draw off liquor, drink up,
Aesch. 2. Med. to draw offfor oneself, Ar.,, ,() simplicity, . .-, aor. 2 part, of-.", to, riches, wealth, plenty, II., Theogn.
(From same Root as Lat. op-es.), ov, (-) shut outfrom a place, Aesch.-, f. , to interpret, expound, Plat,-, aor. 1 -. :

—

to creep off, steal away,
retire, Soph.-, ov, () insufferable, intolerable, Aesch.-, aor. 2 imper. of-.,, ,() a lettinggo, dismissal, Philipp.

ap. Dem. :

—

a qidttance or discharge from a bond,

Id. : exemption from service, Plut. : a divorce,

Id. 2. a letting go (Lat. missio) of horses from

the starting-post, and then the starting-post itself,

having made the winning-

post one with the starting-post, i. e. having come back

to the starting-post, Soph.-, 3 sing. pf. opt. of-.-|, old Att. fut. formed from- (pf. of) I shall be absent, away from, Plat.,

Xen.-', verb. Adj. of, one mtist dismiss,

Plat. 2., , , to be let go, Id., a, ov, () for letting go or starting
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for a race: . whose statues stood at the

starting place, Anth., ov, () let loose, at large, ranging at

•will, of sacred flocks that were free from work, Aesch.,

Plat. : metaph. of persons, dedicated to a god, Eur. :

rb, freedom from restraint, Luc.-, late form of.-, aor. 1 &-, to singe off, Ar. 2. to fry,
toast, Id.-', Ion. -', f. -, to refine by boiling

off the refuse, to boil down, Hdt. :—esp. to boil free

of dirt and dross, to refine, Id. : to boil young
again, Ar. :—Pass., Hdt.-', later form of-, 3 pi. pf. pass, of, . .; cf.- from-., , () a lighting, kindling, ,
about lamp-lighting time, Hdt. II. ()
touching, touch, Aesch. : the sense of touch, Plat., etc.-', Ion. --, f., Dep. to lead

from a point, and so, generally, to lead the way,
go first, 01 the van, Xen. II. to tell

or relate in full, explain, Hdt. : pf. in pass, sense,

rb what has been told, Id. Hence, Ion.-,, a tale, narrative, Hdt.; and, Ion. -, ecos, Ion. 10s, , a telling,

narrating, worth telling, Hdt. ; and,, 0, a guide, Anth.-, f., to sweeten, Plut., Luc.-, aor. 1 of.-, to arrive at, Plat.-, Ion.-, ikos, , , beyond youth, elderly,

mostly in Comp.5, Hdt.-, Pass, to sit apart, part, II., opos, , (-) the archer, of Apollo, II., , incorruption, . . From-, ov, () uncorrupted, incorruptible,

Arist., etc.-, ov,() voiceless, Aesch., Anth. II.

of places, where none may speak, Soph. III. pass.

unspeakable, Plat.-, ov and , ov,() not liable to perish, im-
perishable, Horn., Trag. : of persons, immortal, h.

Horn.-, ov, voiceless, speechless, Hdt., Aesch., etc.-, ov,() unenvied, Aesch., , freedom from envy or grudging, readiness,
Plat. II. of things, plenty, abundance, Pind.,

Plat. From-, ov, without envy: I. act. freefrom envy

,

Hdt., Plat. 2. ungrudging, bounteous, Lat. be-

nignus, Trag. II. pass, not grudged, bounteously
given, plentiful, abundant, Hdt., Att.; -

to live in plenty, Xen. 2. unenvied, pro-
voking no envy, Aesch. III. irreg. Comp.-5, Sup. -eararos, Plat. ; but-,-,
Xen. IV. Adv. in abundance, .
to have enough of it, Plat., , incorruption, . . From-, ov, uncorrupt, of young persons, Anth.-, pf. of.-, f . [y], to remove to another settlement

:

Med. to cause to be transported, Eur.

.-, f., to purify, hallow : Pass., pf.

I have had these expiatory rites performed,
Aesch.-, and (as if from-) 3 sing,, Ion.,
imperat.:—impf.,, with double augm.,
3 sing,, Ion., also,, 3 pi.,, :—f ., Ion. — :—pf . :

—aor. , Ion. air-, Ep., only in indie. :

—aor. 2 ,, indie, only in dual and pi.,,-,, or,; imper., subj., opt., inf., part, ,:—Med., impf., 3 sing, : f .) : aor. 2

;

imper. ,, ; inf. -, part,- :

—

Pass., pf. '.—aor. 1, Ion. : f.. [t Ep., except in augm. tenses : I Att.]

To send forth, discharge, Lat. emittere, of missiles,

Horn., etc. :—hence to let loose, utter, give vent to

words, Hdt., Trag. 2. to let fall, II. 3. to send
forth an expedition, dispatch it, Hdt. : Pass., of troops,

Id. 4. to give up or hand over to, Id.,

Att. :—Pass., Hdt. II. to

send away, let go, loose, set free, II., Att. :—c. acc.

pers. et gen. rei, to set freefrom a thing, let offfrom,
Hdt. : in legal sense to release from an engage-
ment, accusation, etc., .. Dem. 2. to

dissolve, disband, break up an army, Hdt. :

—

to dis-

miss the council or law-courts, Ar. 3. to put away,
divorce, Hdt. 4. to let go as an, consecrate,

Xen. 5. of things, to get rid of, II. ; to shed
its blossoms, of plants, Od. ; to slacken its force, of a
dart, II. 6. . is . . to loose ship for a
place, Hdt. 7. in legal sense, c. dat. pers. et acc.

rei, . to remit him a charge or a fine,

Hdt., Dem. III. to leave alone, give up, let pass,

neglect, Hdt., Att. ; foil, by a predicate,. to leave unguarded. 2. c. acc. et inf., .
to give up to be public property, Thuc.

;

. Tb to let the boat be carried away,
Hdt. 3. c. acc. pers. et inf. to let, stiffer, permit
one to do a thing, Id., Plat., etc. IV. seemingly

intr. (sub., vads, etc.), to break up, march,
sail, etc., Hdt.

B. Med. to send forth from oneself, send forth,

Att. 2. she loosed her arms
from off my neck. 3. c. gen. only, let

go hold of the children, Soph., Thuc.- [], only in pres. and impf. to arrive at, to

have come to, c. acc, Horn.-', Ion.- : f., Ion. 2 sing,

:

pf., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf'.
: aor. 2

II., Ion. 3 pi. :
—to come to one place from

another, to arrive at, reach : c. acc. loci, Horn. ; or. is . . , . . , . . , . . , Id., Att. (in

Prose the Prep, is seldom omitted) ; absol. to arrive,

Od. :—Horn, also puts the person reached in acc,. came up to them, Od. ; so, to come up
to a throw (of the quoit), lb. :

—

. or els

to try every means, Soph., Eur. 2. to come into a

certain condition,. is or, is,
etc., Hdt., Att. 3. . is to hold converse

with one, Hdt. ; so, is , is . Id. ;

7?5, . to come to battle, or into



enmity with one, Id. ; Eur. 4. is. to come within shot, Xen.--, ov, not loving the good, . T.--, ov, not loving money, . T.- [t], ov,() unloved, Soph,-, ov, of persons, without friends, friendless,

Trag. II. tmfriendly, hateful, lb.—Adv. -
in unfriendly manner, Aesch.-(, ov, ttnphilosophic, Plat,--, ov, without ears of corn, starving,

Anth., , want of due ambition, Arist. From-, ov, without due ambition, Isae., Arist.-, , contempt for riches, Plut.,, Ion., ios, ,() an arrival,

Hdt., Dem. II. departure, . T.-, Dep. to ride off ov away, Plut.-7€, f. ~, to ride off, away, or back, Xen., rj, awkwardness in riding, Xen. From, ov, unsuited for cavalry,. Xen. II.

of persons, unused to riding, Plat.- : A. Causal in pres. and impf., in f .-, aor. , as also in aor. med. :

—

to

put away, remove, c. ace, Aesch., etc. ; .
to hinderfrom speech, Eur. ; .

to frustrate it, Thuc. ; . to depose him,

Xen. ; so in aor. med., re-

moved warfrom your own gates, Eur. 2. to make
to revolt, move to revolt, Hdt., Thuc. II. to weigh
out, Xen. :—aor. med., to weigh
out or pay the debt in full, II. ;

to have the money weighed out to one, Dem.
B. intr., in Pass., as also in aor. 2 act.,

imperat.~,, pf. in pres. sense,

syncop. pi.,—,—, inf.,
part., -, -6s or -cos : fut. med.-

: aor. 1 [] :—to stand away or aloof

from, keep far from, c. gen., Horn., Att.; -
itois xpovois . Diod. ; to lose

one's wits, Soph. ; . to withdraw from
business, Dem., etc. 2. in Prose, to revoltfrom,-
vos or rivos, Hdt., Att. : absol. to revolt, Hdt. 3.. 6s tivl to give up a thing to another, Dem

. ; hence,. tlvi to make way for him, give way to him, Eur.

;

c. inf. to shrink from doing, Id. 4. absol. to stand
aloof, II., Att.-, pf. inf. of-., , Lat. aplustre, the curved stern of a
ship with its ornaments, II., Hdt.-, ov,() unbumt, unconsumed by fire,

Eur.-, ov, without bark, Epigr. ap. Plut., 6, of an angry man, spluttering or perh.

foaming, II., and , ,() rich, wealthy, II. j c.

gen., rich in substance, Horn. ; c. ace,
Hes. ; c. dat., Theocr., ct, , =£, Theogn., Aesch., Soph.", Adv. unawares, of a sudden, Eur., Thuc. ; cf.-.-, ov,() without fear of, Soph.:
absol. fearless, Anth.

—. 39, -, fearlessness, Plat. From-, ov, without fear : 1. fearless, intrepid,

dauntless, Pind., Soph. :—Adv. -, Xen. 2.

causing no fear, freefrom fear, Aesch. 3.

beasts which no one fears, i. e. cattle, Soph.-, ov,()f
'earless of heart,Ar.-, , a going away, departure, Hdt., Xen. 2.

a going or coming back, return, lb.-, ov,{ —) tincleansed, un-
clean, Aesch.-, f., to make like, Plat. : to com-
pare, ri Id. :—Pass, to be or become like, tlvi Id. II.

c. acc. rei only, to pourtray, copy, Id., Xen. Hence, aros, to, a resemblance, copy, Plat.--, f. , to strip of arms, rivos Luc. :

to disarm, Anth. :—Med., to

put off one's armour, II.-, Ion.- : f.- : aor. 2 -7 : pf.-

:

—to look away from all others at one, to

have in fttll view, to look at, or 05 Thuc.

;

also in Med., Ar. 2. to view from a place,

Hdt. II. to look away, have the back

turned, Xen.-, ov, intolerable, insufferable, Hdt., Thuc., , {) a not bearing : 1. non-pro-

duction, dearth, Xen. 2. barrenness,- ste-

rility of land : metaph., . Id.-, f. Att. , to mark off by boundaries, Dem. :

—Med. to mark offfor oneself, appropriate, Eur. 2.

to distinguish, determine, define, Plat. II. c.

acc. pers., 1. to banish, Eur. 2. to set apart,

separate, . . : then, 3. to cast out, excommuni-
cate, lb. b. to set apart for some office, to appoint,

ordain, lb. Hence, verb. Adj. one must put aside, Arist.-, f. ">, to make to start from a place :

—

Pass, to go forth, start, depart from a place, c. gen.,

Horn., Att. II. intr. in same sense as Pass., Eur.,

Thuc: of lightning, to break forth, Soph.; c. acc.

cogn., to begin an enterprise, Id.-, -, a starting-point, esp. in war, a base of
operations, Thuc. :—also a place of safety, Eur. 2.

generally, a starting-point, the origin, occasion or

pretext of a thing, Id. ;-,
to give occasion, Dem. 3. the means with which

one begins a thing, resources, Xen., Dem. ; .
means for undertaking works, Xen. 4. the capital

of a banker, Id., Dem.-, ov, (') without the lyre, Aesch.-, ov, () departing from a place, c. gen.,

Soph.->/,() not bearing, barren, Hdt.,Xen. 2.

causing barrenness, blighting, Aesch.-, ov,() unspotted, unstained, Anth.-, Ion.-, f ., to purify from guilt or

pollution, Plat. II. Med. to purify

oneself from sins of negligence, Id. ;

to make expiatory offerings to the goddess,

Hdt. 2. c. acc. rei, to acquit oneself of an obliga-

tion, to quit oneself of one's

oath, Id. ; . quitting oneself of the orders

of an oracle, Id. Hence
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form's sake, Plut., Ep. for, part, of.', only in pres. to be senseless, act thoughtlessly

,

Horn. From-,, is, () insensate, reckless, Od. ; of

the dead, senseless, lifeless, lb. Adv.,, sense-

lessly, recklessly, II. Hence, Ion. -, , folly, thoughtlessness, mostly in

Ep. dat. pi., Horn. ; Od.-, ov, gen. ovos, =, without sense, h.

Horn.,() to be silly, senseless, Horn.-, ov, old Att.,() unfenced,
unfortified, unguarded, Thuc. ; c. gen., .
by friends, Soph. ; c. dat.,. Eur. 2. not
to be kept in, irrepressible, Aesch. II. unguarded,
off one's guard, Thuc., ov, Att. for, Aesch. Adv.-, Id.el-, ov, () unutterable, inexpressible, h.

Horn., Aesch., Soph. II. () not perceived
or thought of, Aesch. ; the

place least likely to be thought of, Hdt. :—Adv. —,
beyond thought, Soph.', f. , ) to befoam, cover with foam,

II.-, ov, , *) gathering froth, skim-
ming, 6s Anth.,, ,^) thefoamer, of a dolphin, Anth.-, , Ion. for-, without brotherhood( , i. e. bound by no social tie, II., f. , ^) to foam, Soph.,, , \) foamy , Anth.-, is, ^) foam-born, of Aphrodite,

Hes. : fern. -yiveia, Mosch., , , v.., f., to indulge lust, Plat., Xen., , sacred to Aphrodite, name of an island,

Hdt.

[St], a, ov and os, ov, belonging to Aphro-
dite, Plat. II., , sexual pleasures,

Xen. 2. a festival of Aphrodite, Id. III., , the temple of Aphrodite, Id. From
[], , () Aphrodite, Lat. Venus, god-

dess of love, said to be born from the sea-foam, h.

Horn., Hes. II. as appellat. love, pleasure, Od. :—. enjoyment, Eur. 2. attractive beauty,
grace, Lat. venustas, Aesch., Luc. ; cf. Lat. venus.', f., ,) to be silly, act foolishly, only
in part., II., Anth., f ., to have no care of, pay no heed
to a thing, c. gen., Xen. From-, ov, () thoughtless, heedless,

taking no care, Lat. securus, Xen., Theocr. :—Adv.
-Teas, inconsiderately

, Soph. ; . to be heed-
less, Xen. ; also to be senseless, demented, Soph. II.

pass, unthought of, tmexpected, Aesch., Adv., v..', ,foam, of the sea, II. : of an angry lion,foam,
froth, lb. ;

' frothy blood, Aesch., , [ folly , thoughtlessness, senseless-

ness, in sing, and pi., Horn., Soph., Thuc.

-, ov,() unguarded, unwatched, Plat,-, is, () foam-producing, Anth.-, es, () foamy , Eur.-, ov, gen. ovos, (~) without sense, of statues,

Xen. :

—

crazed, frantic, or silly , foolish, Horn., Att. :

—, Thuc. Adv., senselessly,

Soph.-, f. Att. , to give loose to passion, Plut.-, to wash clean from dirt :—Med., aor. 1-, to wash oneself clean, bathe, Eur., , in gen. pi. (not), a sort of anchovy
or sardine, Ar.-, is, acc., () without natural talent,

witless, dull, Plat. ; naturally unsuited
to a thing, Id., Xen. 2. simple, unschooled, Soph.-, ov, ^) not to be shunned, from which
none escape, Aesch., Soph. ; of an arrow, unerring,
Id., Eur.; of a question, admitting no escape, in-

evitable, Plat. II. act. unable to escape, Ar.', f. , to be off one's guard, Xen. : c.

gen. to be careless about, Id. From-, ov, () unguarded, unwatched,
Hdt., Thuc. II.\ unguarded, off one's

guard, Id.; to sleep securely, Aesch.

;

. to catch one off his guard, Xen.

;

. want of precaution, Thuc. :—Adv. -rws,
Xen. III. not to be guarded against, inevitable,

Arist.-, f. , to strain off, Anth.-, ov,{) leafless, of dry wood, II. ; .
words not seconded by the suppliant's olive-

branch, Eur. II. act. stripping off the leaves,

blighting, Aesch., Dor. f. of., f. Att. , to wake one from sleep, Eur., Plut., f., to wakefrom sleep, Anth. II. to

fall asleep, . T., , the mud and filth which a stream carries

with it, rubbish, II. (Deriv. unknown.), f . , Dor. also [] : aor. 1,
Ep., imper. :—Med., aor, 1,
Ep. 3 sing, :

—to draw liquids, esp. from a
larger vessel with a smaller, oivov iv -

Od. :—Pass., oivos was drawn
from the wine-jars, lb. :—metaph., to

draw full draughts of wealth, i.e. heap it up,' for

another, II. II. Med. to draw for oneself, oivov

lb. ;
poas Eur. :—metaph., I heaped

me up a bed of leaves, Od.-, ov,() voiceless, speechless, Soph.-, ov, \) voiceless, speechless, dumb, silent,

Theogn., Hdt., Dem. : c. gen., tinable to

utter a curse, Soph. :—Adv. -vws, without speaking,

Id. ', neut. pi. as Adv., Aesch. 2. (sc.-), consonants, opp. to or

(vowels), Eur., Plat., Dor. for ), )., Ion., , name of Demeter in Attica,

Hdt. (Deriv. unknown."), , , () of or for the Achaians,
Achaian, Aesch., Eur., , , the Achaian land, with or without
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ycua, II. 2. (sub.) an Achaian -woman, lb.;

also, ados, lb.

[t], , {) with single points to his horns, a
young deer, Babr., , , Achaian, Lat. Achivus, Horn. :

—

',
, the Achaians or Greeks generally, Id. :—,
, Achaia in Peloponnese, Thuc.-, ov, unbridled, Eur., Ar., etc.- [], ov, without bridle, Xen.-, ov,{) penniless, Anth.-, ov,{) not forged of metal, Aesch., f., to be penniless, Anth. From-, ov, without brass, , i. e., Soph,-, ov, (^ not brasened ; without
money, Anth.

[], i), a Persian measure, = 45, Ar.-, , (, aor. 2 inf. of) not opening
the mouth, Luc. II. (a euphon.) yawning, wide,

Plut., Anth.-, ov,() not palisaded, Plut.-, , ,, , g"en. , without grace or

charms, graceless, Theogn. 2. unpleasant, dis-

agreeable, Hdt. ; as euphem. for

grievous, . Id. II. ungracious,

thankless, Id. ; a graceless grace, thank-

less favour, Aesch., Eur., f. ), to be thankless, shew ingratitude,

Xen. 2.=, to discourage, Plat.;

and, , thanklessness, ingratitude, Xen.,

Dem. 2. ungraciousness, Plat. From-, ov,{) ungracious, unpleasant,
unpleasing, Od. ; irreg\ Comp.,
(for -) lb. : without grace or charms,
Xen. II. of persons, tingracious, unfavourable,
Theogn. 2. ungrateful, thankless, Hdt., Att. ;

Eur. ;
Xen. III. Adv. -, with

an ill-will, Id. ; thanks are

wanting to me, Id.-, ov, = or, Hdt. 2. tin-

grateful, thankless, Id. ; ., like ,
Eur., , at, Acharnae, a demos of Attica, Thuc. :—',, , an inhabitant of Acharnae, pi., poet.' Ar. :—Adj., ),

, Id.

[], Dor. for.-, ov,() not vexed by storms, Alcae.-, ov, not wrought by hands, . T.-€, ov, {) without hands : , of the

hinder parts of the body, Xen.-, ov, () untamed, unconquered,
Thuc. II. not planted by man's hand, Soph.

(sc. ^, al, islands at the mouth of the

Achelous, Aesch., poet., , Achelous, name of several

rivers ; the best known ran through Aetolia and Acar-
nania, II., Hes. II. any stream, or, generally,

water, Eur., , a wild prickly shrub, a wild pear, Od.,
Soph. ; masc. in Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.)

., a, ov, of Acheron, Eur.» ov, = foreg., Aesch.: fern.,, Plat., Xen.', ', , the white poplar, said to have been
brought by Hercules from the banks of Acheron, II.,, , () Acheron, River of Woe (cf.), one of the rivers of the world below, Od.

or, Dor. and Att. for.
and [], () only in pres. part.

grieving, sorrowing, mourning, Horn. II. from
the same Root AX came also 1. aor. 2, inf., in Causal sense, to grieve, vex, annoy, dis-

tress, Horn. : so also, redupl. f., Ep. aor. 1, Id. ; and a pres., Od. 2. pass,

forms,, : imper.,— :—pf., 3 sing,, Ep. 3 1· --, plqpf .; inf.
; part,-

(accent, as a pres.), Ep. also : aor. 2

Ep. 3 pi. :

—

to be grieved, distressed, Horn.

;

c. gen. causae, to grieve for a person, Id. ; rarely c.

dat. to grieve at a person's death, Od. ; the cause of

grief also in partic, lb. 3.

later c. acc. to lament, Soph.

[], old form for, h. Horn., Eur.' [], Dor. for.
[], , , poor, needy , Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.', -, need, want, Aesch. ; -
in the eyes blank gaze, Id., , , {) burdensome, oppressive, weari-

some, Lat. molestus, of persons, Eur., Xen. :—Adv.
-, tinwillingly , Id., aor. 1 pass. part, of ·., , , a weight, burden, Aesch. 2.

metaph. grievance, distress, vexation, annoyance,
Thuc, Plat. ; ' for the sake of teasing,

Thuc. (From, as- from '.), f. , to load, Babr.", Pass. : f. or (in med. form^

: aor. 1 :— to be loaded,

Od. II. of mental oppression, to be

weighed down, vexed, annoyed, grieved, Horn. ;

at a thing, or with a person, Hdt., etc. ; so,

Xen. ; Hdt.; Plat. :—also c. acc,

II. ;—also c. part., either of subject, as

Soph. ; or of object,

at their being conquered, II. ; but the object is also in

gen., he had no ob-

jection to going to war, Xen., ,,() a weight, burden, load, Horn.;

a dead weight on earth, cumberers of

the ground, Id. II. a load of grief, grief,

trouble, distress, sorrow, Trag., f. , to bear burdens, Plut. 2. to

bear as a burden, Anth. From-<5, ov, () bearing burdens, Hdt., a, ov, Ion. -, , ov, of Achilles, Hdt.,

Eur. II. Achilles-barley, a fine

kind: hence {) cakes of fine barley,

Ar., gen., Ep., acc., voc.

: Ep. nom. also : (from, the

grief of the hero being the subject of the II., cf .-
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aevs) :

—

Achilles, son of Peleus and Thetis, prince of

the Myrmidons.- [], ov, gen. /os, "without tunic, i. e. wearing
the only, of Socrates, Xen., , want of a cloak or mantle, Eur. From-, ov,() without cloak or mantle, Simon.-, ov, contr., , () without her-

bage, Eur.,, ev, gloomy, Simon, ap. Hdt. From'' [], vos, , a mist, Lat. caligo, Od. ; a mist
over the eyes of one dying, II. ; or of a person deprived

of the power of knowing others, lb. :—metaph. gloom,
trouble, Aesch. Hence, aor. 1, to be or grow dark, Od.

yAXNH, Dor., , anything that comes off the

surface : I. foam, froth, of the sea, Od. ; of

wine, Eur. ; the dew of heaven, Soph.

;

dewy tears, Id. II. of solids, the

chaff that flies off in winnowing, in pi., II. ; the down
on fruits, Anth. III. in acc. as Adv., a
morsel, the least bit, Ar.-, ov, contr.-,, without down, Anth., v.,4 II. 2.-, ov, allaying bile or anger, Od., v.,4 . 2., ov,{) not attended with the dance,
joyless, melancholy

, Soph., Eur.-, ov, without the dance, of death, Soph. : melan-
choly, Eur.", eos, , pain, distress, Horn., Pind., Att. Poets., Dor. for.-, 4s, gen. eos, = sq., Anth.-, ov,() undefiled, immaculate, Plat.-, Ion., ov, useless, tinprofitable, good
for nothing, Hes., Soph., etc. 2. esp. ztnserviceable,

tinfit for war, Hdt. ; . the unser-

viceable part of an army, Id., Thuc, etc. II. in Horn,

neut. as Adv., giving a helpless

look, looking foolish, of Thersites after being beaten,

II.
; eyehaffffe laughing without cause or mean-

ing, laughed with a forced laugh, Od. ; so,

to bark without cause, Theocr., , want of money, Thuc. From-, ov,() without money or means,
Hdt., Aesch., , want of money, Od., Theogn. From-, ov, gen. ovos, () without money,
poor, needy, Solon, Eur., , uselessness, Plat. II. the non-usance
of a thing, Id. From-, ov,() useless, tinprofitable, tinser-

viceable, Hdt., Thuc. : of an oracle, without effect,

Eur. :

—

. es or irp6s unfit for a thing, Hdt. ;. useless to a person, Id., Eur. 2. like

axptios, of useless, do-nothing persons, Oratt. 3.

act. making no use of, c. dat., Eur. II. (*)
unkind, cruel, Hdt.", Ep. also : I. Adv. to the uttermost,
utterly, II. 2. after Horn., before Preps., els . .

Trpbs . . , Lat. usque ad . . , Xen., Luc. II.

Prep, with gen. even to, as far as : 1. of Time,
until, nv4<paos until deep in the night, Od.;

^.
Trjs45 Dem. 2. of Space, as far as, even

to, 45 Hdt. 3. of Degree,
up to this point, Dem. ; Xen. III.

as Conj., or alone: 1. of Time, Lat.

donee, until, so long as, #5e Aoyos 4ypa<ptT0

Id.; with Subj., till he
should be at leisure, Id. 2. of Space, so far as,

Id., Luc.-, ov,() colourless, Plat.-, , gen. , colourless, Plat.-, ov,() untouched, 4 by my
hands, Eur., ioos, , fern. Noun, = sq., Anth., ,() a heap of chaff, II., Anth., , , v..

[], , mostly in pi., husks, chaff, bran,

Hdt. ; metaph., Ar.

or, , a chaff-heap, Ar. ; but is

prob. the true form,-, ijSos, , ,() threshing out the husks,

Anth., , Dor. for., ov, () not parted, not divided,

Plat. II. () with no place assigned one, Xen., () Adv. of Place, backwards, back, back again,

Horn. 2. of actions, again, in return, Id. ; so,

a\)Tis, , yet again, II.-, ov, () tmtouched, not to be touched,

sacred, Thuc. II. act. not touching a. thing, c.

gen., Soph.-, 4s, (4) tmblamed, blameless, Soph.-, ov, =, Theogn., , truthfulness, Plat. ; and', f. ), not to lie, to speak truth, irpos

Soph., Plat. From
-\|/, 4s,() without lie and deceit, truthful,

sincere, trusty, Hes., Hdt., etc. :—Adv. -5e«s, Att.

-5<Ss, really and truly, Id.-, ov, —, Plut., Anth.-, ov,() not having voted, Ar.,, pf., () Pass, to be encircled,

Anth.-, ov,(, Kopos) satisfied with toicching,

i. e. fastidious, dainty, Plat. :— . fastidiousness,

Plut., Luc., f ., to skirmish with an enemy, lead on
to fight, Plut. ; and, , a skirmishing, Aeschin. From-, ov,(,) skirmishing., , wormwood, Xen. From, , . . (Deriv. unknown.), Ion., 7Sos, , () a juncture, loop, mesh,

such as form a net, II. 2. the felloe or felly of a
wheel, the wheel itself, Hes., Hdt., Eur. 3. any
circle or disk, of the sun, Id. 4. an arch or vault,

Plat., Luc.-, ov, contr. -, , (, 4) back-

flowing, refluent, of Ocean, regarded as a stream en-

circling the earth and flowing back into itself, Horn.-, ov, poet, form of foreg., going back, back-

wards, II., Soph. :—neut. as Adv., backward,

back again, II., Aesch., Soph.



··?—., eos, , () a joint, Od.-, , () noiseless; c. gen., .-
without sound of wailings, Soph,-, , =, Soph., Eur.-, , () not capable of being cooled, Plat,, , want of life: want of spirit, faint-hearted-

ness, Aesch., Eur. From-, , () lifeless, inanimate, Simon., Eur.,

Plat. 2. non-animal food, Eur. II.

spiritless, faint-hearted, Aesch.

(a), =&, to blow. 1. =, to sleep, used

only in aor. , Ep. Od. ; also pi. contr., lb.* (), to hurt, contr. from." (c), Ep. inf. (contr. for) : f. :

aor. subj., inf. :—Med., Ep. 3 sing, : f.: aor. 1 : I. trans, to satiate," to give him his fill of blood, II. II. intr.

to take one's fill of a thing-, c. gen., xpobs, xpobs
lb. ; so in Med., affecrOe,

lb., Dor. for.,, -, Dor. for., Adv. of, at an untimely hour, too early,

Luc, Anth. ; rrjs at dead of night,

Antipho, Theocr., -,( a) a wrong time : acc. as Adv.,

to have come too late, Ar. ; , at an
unseasonable time, so late, Luc., , , —, Anth.-, , () at midnight, Aesch.- (), , () untimely, unseasonable, Lat. in-

tempestivus, Aesch., Eur. :—c. gen.,<
things unbecoming old age, Plut. 2. unripe,- Id. II. without youthful freshness,

ugly, Xen., Plat,

(), ,(, cf.-) pendulous, waving
about, of the or polypus-like legs of Scylla,

Od., Eq. plqpf. pass, of., r), Dor. for','., , Dor. for., ( to sleep) only in pres., to sleep well, Horn., , and, , fine wool, flock, otbs, or

without , the sheep's finest wool, Horn. ; Xivoio

the delicate flock of flax, i. e. the finest

linen, II. II. metaph. the finest, best of its kind,

the flower of a thing, the flower of life,

Pind. ; their choisest gift, Id. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

B.

, ,, indecl., second letter of the Gr. alphabet

:

hence as numeral, '=, SeuTepos, ^ — 2000.

I. is the medial labial mute, between tenuis and
asp. . The dialectic variations of seem to be mostly

due to uncertainties of pronunciation : 1. for 7, as, Dor. ·€,"' for, for (mort-
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alis). 2. is sometimes inserted between, to

give a fuller sound, as in,,",4\., shortd. form of voc., King ! Aesch., Lat. papae ! exclamation of surprise, bless me !

Eur., Ar., strengthd. for, Ar., , Lacon. for-, Arist. ap. Plut.

/,,, , () a speech, Aesch.

[], Adv. () step by step, Lat. pedetentim,
II. ; in marching step, Hdt. ; . at quick step,

Xen. 2. gradually, more and more, Ar. II.

walking, marching, opp. to riding, driving, sailing,

Aesch., f. Att.: aor. 1: pf.:(,) :

—

to go slowly, to walk, Lat. ambulare,
h. Horn., Xen. : to go, march, of horsemen, Id. :

to go by land, Dem. :—c. acc. cogn.,, .
Ar., Xen. 2. generally, eV . to enter

houses, Dem. : toproceed (in argument), Id. :—of things,

at\ '\ prices were getting lower,

Id. Hence, ecus, , a walking, going, Ar. ; of hares, Xen.;

and,, , walk, gait, Xen., Dem. ; and, ,=, Plat., verb. Adj. of, one must walk or go,

Soph. :—so pi., Ar., , , () a goer, . a quick

runner, Eur., , ,() good at walking, Ar., , () a walk, Ar.', chiefly in pres. and impf., 3 sing. pf. pass, -
:
—to speak, say, Horn. ; to say

somewhat to a man, II. ,· also, Aesch. ; c. dat.

modi, 4€ to address with sharp

words, Hes. :—Pass., tiros a word has been

spoken, Od., Adv., v. 1 1,,, Comp. and Sup. of., , gen. and, a step, Anth.

or, , () a step : metaph. a step,

degree, . T., eos,,() depth or height, acc. as measured
up or down, Lat. altitudo, Aesch.

;

Eur. : in military sense, the depth of a
line of battle, Thuc, Xen. :

—

. depth, i.e.

thickness or length, of hair, Hdt. :—in N.T.,

the deep water. 2. metaph., Aesch.

;

Soph., , shortd. from -, () that on
which anything stands : 1. a base, pedestal, Hdt.,

Aesch. 2. a stage or scaffold, Hdt. 3. generally

solid ground, . Soph. ; &
i.e. house of my father, Id. :—in pi. found-

ations, Eur. ; iv elvai to stand firm, Id. 4.

a step, Soph. : the round of a ladder, Eur. 5. a

bench, seat, Soph., Dem. 6. metaph.,

the verge of danger, Eur.-, 4, (^y/cos) with deep dells, Anth.-, , (\1)) deep-counselling, Aesch.-, , (yala) with deep soil, prodtictive, Hdt.



144 --, , gen. , (yrjpas) in great old age, de-

crepit, Anth.- [], , , () deep-eddying, II., Hes. :

—

so also-,, , II.,-, ov, {) deep-girded, i.e. girded not

close under the breast, but over the hips, so that the

gown fell over the girdle in folds vcf.\$), Horn,-,-, , , of sheep, with thick "wool, h.

Horn.-, es,() strongly curved, Anth.-, es, < ) deep yawning, of the sea,

Theogn.-, is, () illustrious, Anth.&-, ov, with dress falling in deep folds (cf.5), of Trojan women, II. II. with deep,

full breasts, deep-bosomed, Aesch. ; of the earth,

Pind. : cf.5.,-, ov, with high cliffs, a\s Pind. ; .
deep and rugged headlands, Id.-',» ov, () with great possessions,

plenteous, Anth.-, ov,() with deep, rich meadows, II.:

—so,-, ovos, , , Pind.-, ov,() with deep crop, very fruitful, II.-, contr. -, ovv, of deep mind, Anth.

[],, () to deepen, hollow out, of a
torrent, II.: to dig deep, . T. 2. as military term,

to deepen, (paXayya Xen.-, ov, () with deep wood, Eur.-, ov, ("; thick-soled, Anth.-, ov, exceeding rich, Aesch.-, ov, plunged deep in war, Pind.,-, , , (pew) =, Ep. gen.-
II., Hes.-, ov,( : with thick wool, Anth.-, ov, () deep-rooted, Soph.-, ov, contr. -, , (pew) deep-flowing

,

brimming, II., Soph.', Ion. 4, : gen.,5
Ion.5 : dat. ', Ion. :—Comp., poet, [], Dor. : Sup.-
TaTos, poet.5 :

—

deep or high, acc. to one's

position, like Lat. alius, Horn., etc. ; 5
from high-fenced court, II. ; rfiovos

the deep, i. e. wide, shore, lb. ; in Prose, of a line of

battle, Xen. 2. deep or thick in substance, of a

mist, Horn. ; of ploughed land, opp. to stony ground,
II., Eur. :

—

deep, thick, of woods, corn, clouds, II.,

Hdt., etc. ; of hair, Xen. 3. violent, of a storm,

II. 4. generally, large, copious, abundant, itXeos,

K\rjpos Pind. ; Tep^is Soph. ; fia0bs a rich

man, Xen. ; . favos deep sleep, Theocr. 5. of the

mind, deep, II., Aesch. ; Hdt. 6. of

Time, far-advanced, late, fia0bs 6p0pos (v.)

;

Ar. ; . yrjpas Anth. II. Adv.5, Theocr.-, es,() deep-dug, Soph.-, ov, deep-shaded, h. Horn., Theocr.&--, ov,\) deep-sown, fruitful, Eur.-, ov, () deep-chested, Pind.,

cf.5.--, ov, with deep, full robe, Anth.

-.-, ov, deep-strewn, well-covered, Babr.-, ov, deep-grown with rushes, II., tjtos, —5, depth, Luc.-, ov, () =5, Solon, Pind.-, ov,() thick-leafed, Mosch.-, , , [) with deep, thick hair, Hes.-, ov, gen. ovos, — fiaObyaios, Aesch.

^Root BA) : f., Dor., Ep.
or : pf., Dor., with Ep. syncop. 3
pi., contr.; inf. [], Ep.

[]; part.5, -, Att. /3e/3a>s: plqpf.,
Ep., sync. 3 pi. :—aor. 2, Dor., Ep. 3 sing, , 3 dual [], 3 pi.

;

imper., Dor., 2 pi.; subj., Ep.,
3 sing,, Dor.$ (for) ; opt. ; inf., Ep. ; part. /3c£s :—Med., Ep.

3 sing. aor. 1.
A. in the above tenses, I. intr. to walk, step,

properly of motion on foot, or Horn.,

etc. ; c. inf. in Horn., , set out to go,

went his way, II. ; started to run, lb. ;
'

,, lb., etc.:—c. acc. loci, Soph.; and with all Preps,

implying motion, as, 5 was going on
board ship, Od. ;

' 5 having mounted
the chariot, lb. ; ' to wade through
blood, Eur., etc. 2. in pf. to stand or be in a place,

Soph. ; often almost = (sum),

on a good footing, well established, pros-

perous, Hdt., etc. ; so, oi they who
are in office, Id., Soph. ; cf.. 3. to go, go
away, depart, II., Soph. ; euphem. for -, Aesch., Soph. :—of things,

nine years have come and gone, II. 4. to come,; Ib.: to arrive, Soph. 5. to go
on, advance, is *, is

Id. II. c. acc. to mount, Horn, only in aor. 1

med., :—Pass., brood

mares, Hdt. 2. xpios debts came on me,
Ar. 3. in Poets, with acc. of the instrument of

motion, which is simply pleonastic, to ad-

vance the foot, step on, Eur., etc.

B. Causal, in f., aor. 1 :
—-to make to

go, ', e| brought them down
from the chariot, II. The pres. in this sense is., , — /8cus, . T.', , 6v, little, small, scanty, and of number,/*?™,

Pind., Aesch., Soph. ; fiaios he \vas going with
scanty escort, i. e. alone, Id. : of condition, low,

mean, humble, Id. : of time, short, Solon, Soph. :

—

neut., as Adv. a little, Id. ; so pi. , Ar.

Cf. 05., , a palm-branch, . . (Coptic word.), , a shepherd's or peasant's coat of skins, Hdt.,

Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.), , an eunuch in the service of Cybele, Anth.,

Luc., to prophesy like Bacis, Ar. From, , an old Boeotian prophet, Hdt., , Lat. baculum, a stick, Aesop., , =, a staff, cane, Ar., Thuc: borne

as a badge of office by the, Dem., , Dim. of, Ar.



, aros,, a staff, support
lent to one's foot, Eur. From, to lean on a staff., , (-) Lat. haculus, a staff, stick,

cudgel, Aesch., Eur.-, , , going about begging with a
staff, of a Cynic, Anth., ,= : pi. = Lat. fasces, Plut., () to be in Bacchic frenzy, to rave,

Aesch.', to sing the song ! Ar., , the feast of Bacchus, Bacchic frenzy,
revelry, Aesch., Eur. : generally,/^??^, Plat. :—in pi.

Bacchic orgies, Eur., , the temple of Bacchus, Ar. II.

Bacchic revelry, Eur. :—in pi. Bacchic orgies, Ar. ;

also, Eur.

or, in poets also, , ov,() Bacchic, of or belonging to Bacchus and his

rites, Eur., Xen. ; frenzied, frenzy-stricken, Hdt.,

Soph. ; ., of Aeschylus, Ar. II. as

Subst.,, , =, Soph., Eur. 2. =,
Id. 3. (sc. ), , a foot of three

syllables, — w, opp. to antibaccKlus.,, ,() in pi. Bacchic revelries,

Eur., Plut.,, , =, Soph., Eur.-, ov, Bacchanalian, frenzied, Eur.; and,, , Bacchic revelry, Eur., ov, , a Bacchanal : as Adj. Bacchanalian,
Anth. Hence, , , disposed to Bacchic revels, Arist.,, , =. From, f. ,() to keep the feast of Bacchus,
celebrate his mysteries, Hdt. 2. to speak or act

like one frantic, Lat. bacchari, Soph., Eur. II.

Causal, to inspire with frenzy, Id. :—Pass., Id., , a Bacchante, Aesch., Soph., etc. :—generally," frantic handmaid of Hades, Eur. ; .
Id., =, Eur.,, , poet. fern, of, Anth., , ov, =, q. v.,, , =, Soph., , , =, Soph., , Bacchus, a later name of Dionysus, Soph.,

etc. : called and in

Hdt. II. as appellat. wine, Eur., etc. III.

a Bacchanal, any one inspired, frantic, Id., Plat.

(The Root seems to be fAX, so that represents; and" is for; prob. from, =, to shout.)-, , a key or hook for pulling out the door-

pin( ), Hdt., Xen., , Lat. balineum, balneum, a bath or

bathing-room, Ar. ; in pi., Id. From, , , a bath-man, Lat. balnealor, Ar.

(Deriv. uncertain.), f . ,() to wait upon a person at
the bath, . to be one's own bath-man, Ar.-, ov,(-) acorn-eating, Orac. ap. Hdt.-, ov, () bearing dates, Hdt.

—., to shake acorns from the oak : as a
proverb, answer to beggars, Anth., , fern, of, a bathing-woman,
Anth.-, ,() the socket in a door-post to

receive the (n).

\_], , an acorn, Lat. glans, the fruit of the, given to swine, Od. :

—

any similar frtiit, the

date, Hdt., Xen. II. from similarity of shape,

an iron peg, a bolt-pin, Lat. pessulus, passed through
the wooden bar() into the door-post, so that the

bar could not be removed till the pin was taken out
with a hook (-ypa), Ar., Thuc. (Deriv. uncer-

tain.), f., to fasten with a bolt-pin(
II), Ar. :—Pass.,,
, ov, shut close, secured, Id.,',-, , v.-, , , properly, the rope drawn across the

race-course : mostly in pi., Lat. carceres, the posts

marking the line whence the racers started, and to

which they returned, Ar. :—then, any starting point,

Eur., Ar. ; metaph., Eur. II.

also any point to be gained, as the battlements (by
one scaling a wall), Soph, (Deriv. uncertain.), , v.., , , spotted, dappled, Eur. II. parox., one of the horses of Achilles, Dapple, II. (Deriv.

uncertain.), less correctly, , a bag, pouch,
purse, Simon., Ar.', f. , to cut purses, Plat., Xen.
From-, , () a cut-purse, Ar., Plat., , a king, Aesch. (Prob. from Baal, Bel.), a pun between and the

Attic deme, Ar., Ep. for, imper. med. of.
(Root):., Ion., rarely:

aor. 2, Ion. inf. : pf. : plqpf., Ep. :—Med., 3 sing. Ion. impf.

: f. : aor. 2, Ion. imper.
:—Pass., f. and : aor. 1

:

—Horn, also has an Ep. 3 sing, syncop. aor.

2 pass., ; subj. (for ^, opt. 2

sing, or; inf. ; part,: pf., Ion. 3 pi., plqpf..
A. Act. to throw : I. with acc. of person or

thing aimed at, to throw so as to hit, to hit one with a

missile, opp. to striking (, ), rjh

II. ; c. dupl. acc. pers. et partis,

lb. : c. acc. cogn. added,, the

wound which he gave him, lb. :—also,

smote upon it, lb. 2. of things, /
lb. ; of the Sun, [] Od.:

to strike the senses, of sound,

II. 3. metaph., . to smite with re-

proaches, Soph., etc.; Aesch. II.

with acc. of the weapon thrown, to throw, cast, hurl,

II. ;
lb. :—with

dat. of the weapon, to throw or shoot with a thing,
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lb.; . Horn.; . to

throw at one, Thuc. ; or) Xen. 2.

generally of anything thrown, els

H.j etc. :—of persons, . «/ iv, iv

Horn., etc. ; metaph., is . Od. ; . is

Eur. ; also, iv alriq or. . Soph. 3.

to let fall, . ; . -
Od. 4. of the eyes, ' cast

them the other way, lb., etc. 5. in a loose sense,

to throw, to put, place, iv yueVos II.
;

otcds may put
friendship between them, lb. ; . ri iv Od. ;

is . to lay to heart, Soph. 6. to put round,' II. ; and of clothes or arms,
°- &5 '- lb. 7. is

sometimes added, like or, at the end of a

sentence, almost as an expletive, with, Soph. III.

intr.,5 els falling, II. ; iv

v
sc. 4\) Aesch. 2. so in familiar lan-

guage,' is KopaKas away with you ! be hanged !

Lat. pasce corvos I abi in malam rem I Ar.

B. Med. to putfor oneself, ivl lay it

to heart, Od. ; is Hdt. ;
'5 on one's ownjudgment, of oneself, Id. 2.

or |i<£os ' ^ to throw about
one's shoulder, II. 3. is y , of a
woman, to conceive, Hdt. 4. to lay the foundations

of, begin to form,,, Plat., etc.

;

£5.- to cast anchor, Hdt. II. rarely,

to dash one's flesh with water,

bathe, h. Horn., , Dor. for., f. ind. and aor. 2 subj. of., , Dor. for., only in pres. to chatter with the teeth, II. :

to stammer, Bion. (Formed from the sound.), Dor. for, pi. aor. 2 subj. of., aros, , {) that hi which a thing is

dipped, dye, Plat., v. I. 3.

[], Ep. for,, 3 pi. aor. 2 of., , handicraft, the practice of a rnere me-
chanical art, Hdt. ; and, , , of or for mechanics : . a
mere mechanical art, Lat. ars sellularia, Xen. From, ov, mechanical, and as Subst. a mecha?iic,
Arist. II. 5 a mere mechanical
art, a base, ignoble art, Soph., Plat. ^Deriv. uncer-
tain.)-, , {*) handicraft, Plut., ecus, -, ) a saying, esp. an oracular saying,
like --, Aesch., Soph. 2. a report, rumour,
Theogn., Soph., Eur. ;5 . tidings of the
capture, Aesch., f . Att. , to dip in or under water; metaph.,

soaked in wine, Plat. ;- .
over head and ears in debt, Plut. 2. to baptize,

. . :—Pass., els, els

lb. :—Med. to get oneself baptized,
lb. Hence, , baptism, . . ; and, , a dipping in water, ablution, . T. j

and

, , , one that dips : a baptizer, . the

baptist, . T., -, , dipped, dyed, bright-coloured, Ar. 2.

for dyeing, Plat. II. of water, drawn
by dipping vessels ;(cf. . 3", Eur. From

^Root , f .: aor. 1: Pass., f. -
: aor. 1 : aor. 2 [] : pf. -

: I. trans, to dip in water, Lat. im-
mergere, Od., Plat. :— of slaughter, iv^

05 Aesch. ; -^as eyxos Soph. ;

Eur. 2. to dip in poison,,
Soph. 3. to dip in dye, to dye, Hdt.,

Aesch. :—Comic, to

dye one in the [red] dye of Sardis, i. e. give him a
bloody coxcomb, Ar. 4. to draw water by dipping
a vessel, Theocr. ; [sc. ) having
dipped it so as to draw water from the sea, Eur. II.

intr., vavs the ship dipped, sank, Id., Ion.', , a gulf, pit

:

—at Athens
a cleft behind the Acropolis, into which criminals were
thrown, Hdt., Ar. 2. metaph. ruin, perdition,

Dem. (Deriv. uncertain.), f. Att. , {5) to behave like a bar-

barian, speak like one, Hdt. : to speak broken Greek,

speak gibberish, Plat. II. to hold with the bar-

barians, i. e. the Persians, Xen., , , barbaric, foreign, like a foreigner,

opp. to ".05 >
Simon.; , = -, Thuc.

;
esp. of the Persians, Xen. :—Adv.,-* \ ^* i.e. both in Persian and

Greek, Id. Hence, ,[) barbarism, Arist., Pass, to become barbarous, Eur. ; j8e-5 of barbarous or outlandish sound, Soph., ov, barbarous, i. e. not Greek, foreign,
known to Horn., as appears from the word-$ in II. :—as Subst., , originally all that

were not Greeks, specially the Medes and Persians,

Hdt., Att. : so the Hebrews called the rest of mankind
Gentiles. From the Augustan age however the name
was given by the Romans to all tribes which had no
Greek or Roman accomplishments. II. after the Per-

sian war the word took the sense of outlandish,^5 Ar.
;
apapaos Id., Thuc. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, ov,{) speaking a foreign tongue,
Kupes II., v.., - or 0, a musical instrument of many
strings(^ Theocr.), like the lyre, and often

used for the lyre itself, Anacr., Eur., etc.
;Prob. an

Oriental word.), -, ov, by Ep. metath. for, Sup.

of, II. :, for -, Theocr., f. \: pf.: {):—to weigh down,
depress, Luc. II. intr. in Ep. pf. part,,
weighed down, heavy, 5 Od. : later in

part. pass.·5, Theocr., Anth., etc., Adv. of5., Ion. 10s, : pi., Ion.5 ; poet. dat.

pi. :

—

a fat-bottomed boat, used in Egypt,

Hdt., Aesch.
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[], cws, ,() weight, Hdt., etc. II. a

weight, burden, load, Aesch., etc. III. metaph. a

heavy weight,, . Soph. ; then alone

for grief, misery, Aesch. ; Arist. IV.
abundance,, Eur.,-, is, (aAryos) = sq., Anth.-, ov,() very grievous, Soph.-, 4s, (&xos) heavy with woe, Soph.-, 4s, Dor. for -fjs, Ar.-, , , (4) loud-thundering, Soph.:

so,- (4), Anth.-, ov, (4) loud-roaring, loud-sounding,

Eur.-, , , (-) gnawing, corroding,

Soph.-, ov, (y6vu) heavy-kneed, lazy, Call. ; and-, Theocr.-, ov, () weighing down the limbs,

wearisome, Anth., f . -, to be grievously unlucky, Ar.-, ov, gen. ovos, pressed by a heavy fate,

luckless, Eur.-, , () weeping grievously, Anth.-, ov, () taking heavy vengeance, Aesch.-, , giver of ill gifts, Aesch.-, ov, loud-sounding, Mosch.-, ov, exceeding jealous, Anth.-, ov, deep or loud-sounding, Mosch., f., to be weighed down : to be heavy

at heart : in Med., Plut. ; and, , sullenness, Plut. From-, ov, heavy in spirit : indignant, sullen,

Eur.

[], (/Sccpus) only in pres. and impf. to be

weighed down, II., Hes. 2. to be heavy, Anth.-, ov, heavy in wrath, Aesch.-, ov, heavy-sounding, loud-thundering, h.

Horn., Hes.-, ov, = sq., Theocr.-, t, heavy in wrath, exceeding wrathful,
Aesch.-, ov, largely paid, Anth.-, ov, very toilsome, painful, Anth.

[], f . : aor. :—Pass., aor.

: (jSapvs) :— to weigh down, oppress by

weight, depress, Horn. :—Pass., *< he is

heavy, i. e. weary, in limb, II. ; '^ dis-

abled in hand, lb. ; Ar.
;

., of one dying-

, Eur. 2. metaph. to oppress,

weary, /s/ Xen. :—Pass, to be oppressed,

distressed, Lat. gravari, Aesch., Soph.-, ov, (bpy) exceeding angry, Anth.-, ov,() heavy-handed, Pind.-, 4s, (4) causing grievous woe, Anth.-€, ov, (4) mourning heavily, Anth.-, 4s,() heavy-falling, Aesch.-, ov, —, of persons, Soph. ; of

sufferings, grievous, Id. : irreg. Sup.
(metri grat.) Eur.-, , ,, , heavy at the end, Anth.
3"', e?a, ; poet. gen. pl. fern, (for -)
Aesch. : Comp., Sup.5 :

—

heavy in
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weight, opp. to Kox)<pos, Hdt., etc. : in Horn, mostly

with a notion of strength and force, II.,

etc. : also, heavy with age or suffering, yhpa,
Soph. 2. heavy to bear, grievous, Horn. ; or4 to sob heavily, Id. :—in Att., burden-
some, grievous, oppressive :—Adv.,45 <4 to

take a thing ill, Lat. graviter ferre, Hdt., etc. ; jSapews

to hear with disgust, Xen. 3. violent,

Theocr., Plat., etc. 4. weighty, impressive,

. . II. of persons, severe, stern, Aesch.,

Soph. :—also, wearisome, oppressive, Eur., Dem. : in

good sense, grave, dignified, Arist. 2. of soldiers,

heavy-armed, Xen. III. of impressions on the

senses, 1. of sound, strong, deep, bass, Od., Aesch.,

Soph. 2. of smell, strong, offensive, Hdt., Soph.- [t], ov, heavy with iron, Plut.-, ov, weighing heavy, Ar.-, ov, (4) groaning heavily, bellowing,

Dem. :—Adv. -vws, Aesch. II. of things, heavily

lamented, grievous, Soph.- [], ov, loud-thundering, Pind.

[ii], tjtos, , (/Sapus) weight, heaviness,

Thuc. II. of men, importunity, disagreeable-

ness, Dem., Plut. 2. in good sense, gravity, dig-

nity, Arist., Plut. III. of sound, strength,

depth, Plat.-, ov, () very costly, . T.-, ov, bearing a heavy weight, Anth. II.

pass, ill to bear, Id.-, ov, deep-sounding, Xen.-, ov, loud-sounding, roaring, h. Horn.
[C], , gloominess, indignation, Plut.-, ov, gen. ovos, (<pp"i]v) weighty of purpose,

grave-minded, Theocr.-, ov, thick-lipped, Anth.-, ov, () deep-toned, Anth.-, ov, () heavy of soul, dejected, Soph.,,, aor. 2 part, of., f . Att. tcD : aor. , :

pf. :

—

to rub gold upon the touch-stone

(5), Plat. : hence, to try the genuineness of a
thing, to put to the test, make proof of, Id. II.

of persons, to examine closely, cross-question, Hdt.,

Ar. 2. to question by applying torture, to torture,

Id. :—Pass, to be put to the torture, for the purpose

of extorting confession, Thuc: to be tormented by
disease or storm, . T. Hence,', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be put to the proof,

Plat. II.4 one must put to the tor-

ture, Id., Dem., , , () questioner, torturer,

tormentor, Dem., . T. :—fern,, an ex-

aminer, Ar.

[-~], , the touch-stone, Lat. lapis Lydius,

a dark-coloured stone on which pure gold, when rubbed,

leaves a peculiar mark, Theogn. : hence. II.

generally, a test, trial whether a thing be genuine or

real, Hdt., Soph. III. inquiry by torture, the

'question,'' torture, used to extort evidence from

slaves, Oratt. 2. torture of disease, N.T. (Deriv.

uncertain.), Dor. for, f. of.
L 2



148, ,() a queen, princess, Od., Aesch., Ion. -, , [) a kingdom, do-

minion, Hdt. : hereditary monarchy , opp. to,
Thuc, etc., , Dim. of, a petty king, Plut., Ion.-,, [) a kingly dwelling,

palace, Xen. ; mostly in pi., Hdt., etc. 2. the royal

treasury, Id., ov, or a, ov, Ion. -, , ov, of the king,

kingly, royal, Hdt., etc. From, , gen. , Ion., acc., :

nom. pi., Ion. -, old Att. ; acc. pi., old Att.

:

—a king, chief, Horn. :

later it was an hereditary king, opp. to,
Hdt., Att. ; ava\ &· lord king, Aesch. : c. gen., .

Id. ; ., of the eagle, Id. :—Horn, has a
Comp. more of a king, more kingly, Sup.

most kingly. 2. of the king's son,

prince, or any one sharing in the government,
Od. 3. generally, a lord, master, householder, II.,

Pind. II. at Athens, the second of the nine
Archons was called ; he had charge of the

public worship, and the conduct of criminal processes,

Plat., etc. III. after the Persian war, the king

of Persia was called (without the Art.), Hdt.,

Att. ,· more rarely , or - . Hdt.
(Deriv. uncertain.), f. ,{) to be king, to rule, reign,

Horn., etc.; of a woman, to be queen, Id.; c. gen. to

be king of, Od. ; also, -
lb. ; in aor. to have become king, Hdt. ; c. dat.

to be king among others, Od. :—Pass, to be governed
by a king, Plat. : to submit to the king, Plut. 2.

to be master of a thing, c. gen., Theocr.,, Ion. for,.,, , poet. fern, of, royal, II., Eur., f . ,() to be of the king's party,
Plut., ], ov, like, royal, kingly, Hdt.,

Att. 2. like a king, kingly, princely,-
Xen. :—Adv., as a king, with kingly

authority, Id. II. as Subst., 1. (sub.*, , a colonnade at Athens, Plat.; v.. 2., , king's officer, . ., barbarism for, Ar., , =, Dem.,, , —, a queen, princess, Soph.,
Eur., etc. 2. as Adj. royal, Id., , later for, a queen, Xen., Theocr.

[], ov, {) passable, accessible, Dem., Plut.

[],, , () a stepping, step, and col-

lectively steps, Aesch., Soph., etc. ;

power to step, Id. ; the rolling of

the wheels, Id. II. that with which one steps, a
foot, Eur., . . III. that whereon one sta?ids,

a base, Plat., f. : aor. 1,- :—Pass., aor.

I : 1. c. acc. to slander, malign, belie,

disparage, Dem. 2. c. dat. to envy, grudge,
Id. II. to bewitch, by means of spells : Pass.,

(aor. 1 subj.) that / be not bewitched,

Theocr.

., , slander, envy, malice, Plat., Dem. From, ov, slanderous, envious, malignant, Ar.,

Dem. II. as Subst. a slanderer, Id. 2. a
sorcerer, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.)

(or -), , a kind of duck, Ar.

(akin to, cf.,), only used in

imper., , speed thee I away I II. ; also come I

Aesch., another form of., , Dor. for.
[], , —, a fox. II. a Thracian

bacchanal, Anth. (Prob. a foreign word.), j), , —, Anth., , Dim. of I, a little fox, Hdt., ov, gen., Dor. Comp. of.,, that which is borne, a burden, Eur. From
: f . : aor. 1, later

:

—
to lift, lift up, raise, Od., Soph., Eur. : to bear, carry,

support, Aesch., Soph. 2. to hold in one's hands,
Id. 3. " to bear in mind, consider,

weigh, make proof of, Aesch. II. to co,rry off, take

away, N.T. III. Att. also =, to touchy

Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, , , verb. Adj. to be borne, Anth., ,[ a nickname given to Demosthenes,
from his stuttering, Aeschin., Dor. for, aor. 2 imper. of.',) to tread, cover, of animals, Theocr.

[], Ep. for, 3 dual aor. 2 of.,, , () . a mounting ladder,

Anth.-, ov, looking after skates, Ar.,, , a flat fish, perhaps the skate, Ar.-, ov, () pulling berries off, h. Horn.' [], -, a bramble-btish or wild raspberry , Od.,, the Hebrew measure bath, = Att. , N.T., , , () passable, Xen., ov,() of or belonging to a frog

:

(sc. frog-colour ,
pale-green, Ar.,, , a frog-green coat, Ar. ; and--, , (,) the battle of the

frogs and mice. From
[-'], , afrog, Batr., Hdt., etc. (Deriv.

uncertain.),() to stutter, Luc.-', f. ^) to speak stammeringly

,

say the same thing over a?id over again, N.T. From, , Stammerer, name of a king of Cyrene, Hdt.

(Formed from the sound.), Dor.', only in pres. to cry , to

bark, Theocr. : of angry persons, to snarl, yelp, Aesch.

;

trans, to shriek aloudfor, Id. (Formed from the

sound.), , a wine-cooler, Anth.-, , a paltry braggart, Arist.', , , prudish., Dor. for., , [ a dipping of red-hot iron in water,

the temper produced thereby, Arist. II. a dipping

in dye, dyeing, dye, Aesch., Plat., etc.; the

saffron-if>'^ robe, Aesch. ;
the robe dipped

in the hydra's blood, Eur. III. , in



-

Aesch., is prob. the art of tempering brass, to express

something which no woman could know. IV. in

Soph. Aj., must be construed not

with, but with the preceding words, for iron becomes harder, not softer, by being
dipped. Hence, , 6v,fit for dyeing, Luc.

(Root) : aor. , to milk cows,

Plat. : to suck, Arist. Hence, , a leech, Hdt., Theocr.'-, ,() an abomination, i. e. an
idol, . T., ,() nausea, disgust, Xen., , ,() disgusting, abomin-
able, . .-, , = foreg., Aesch., Dep. to behave in a brutal manner,
Dem. ; and, , brutal conduct, want of shame and de-

cency, brutality, Oratt., , , () loathsome, disgusting, brutal,

., Oratt. ; Sup.-, Dem., Att.- : f.- : aor. -
: () :

—

to feel nausea, to be sick, Ar. 2.

c. acc. to feel a loathing at, to loath, Id. II. to be

loathsome : the abominable (in ref. to), . ., to break wind, Ar. Hence, Lat. oppedere, to insult grossly, Ar. 2.

to be afraid of, Id., os, ov and ,,{) firm, steady, steadfast,

sure, certain, Aesch., etc. ; a
surer game, Thuc. 2. of persons, steadfast, steady,

sure, constant, Aesch., etc. ; c. inf.,

more certain to make no change, Thuc. 3.

certainty, firmness, resolution, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. Adv. -, Aesch., etc. ; Comp.-,
Thuc. ,· Sup.-, Id. Hence,, , firmness, steadfastness, stability,

assurance, certainty, Thuc, Plat. ; and, f., to make firm, confirm, establish, se-

cure, warrant, make good, Plat., Xen. ; -
things warranted by fact, opp. to ,

Thuc. 2. . to secure one the possession of
a thing, Id. :—Med. to establish for oneself, to con-

firm, secure, Id. II. Med. also to secure one's

ground in argument, to asseverate, maintain, make
good, Plat. 2. to guarantee a title, Isaeus. Hence,, , confirmation, Thuc, Aeschin.

[], sync, for -], pi. pf . of :

so, for, for.', sync, for, 3 pi. plqpf. of.', , (, with j8e- as a redupl.) allowable
to be trodden, permitted to human use, Lat. profanus,
Soph., Eur. ; Thuc. II. of persons, un-
hallowed, impure, Id., Plat. : e. gen. uninitiated in
rites, Anth. Hence, f ., to profane, . T., pf. of.', pf. pass, of., -, Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. of.', -, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of.

-. 1 49,', v.*.', Adv. part. pf. pass, of, ad-
visedly, designedly, Dem., pf. of., pf. of.', v.., v. :— pf. of same : -, f. pass,, pf. pass, of., Ep. for,, pf. part, of.
', v.., ..-, , () superannuated, doting,
Ar. (A word coined from the story about in

Hdt. 2. 2, and the Arcadian claim of being-.)
or', , bread, a Phrygian word, Hdt.-, , () bearing darts, Anth.', , poet, for, a dart, javelin, II., Aesch.-, is, (,) in darts, Anth., -, () any sharp point, a needle, Batr.,

Aeschin.-, , ,() a needle-seller, Ar., , ,(, as Lat. jaculum from jacio) a
missile, esp. an arrow, dart, bolt, Horn. ; of the rock

hurled by the Cyclops, Od. ; of the ox's leg thrown at

Ulysses, lb. ; out of the reach of darts,

out of shot, II.; so Xen. 2. like,
used of any weapon, as a sword, Ar. : an axe,

Eur. 3. the ar/ava of Apollo and Artemis in

Horn, always denote the sudden, easy death of men
and women respectively. 4. after Horn, of anything
swift-darting, the bolts of Zeus, thunder-

bolts, Aesch. ; . Id. ; - the

piercing frosts, Soph. :—metaph., the

glance of the eye, Aesch. ; the shaft of

love, Id. ; of arguments, Id.-, , a dart wrapped with pitch and tow,

and thrown while on fire, Plut.', a, ov, poet. Comp. of, better, more
excellent, [] it is better, c. inf., Horn.

;

in Theogn., Aesch., etc. :— hence Sup.', , ov,

Id. (Prob. from same Root as-.)', , ov, Dor. '-, Sup. of, best, Ar.,

Plat., etc. :— or, a common mode
of address, my good friend, Ar., etc. :—
the best, what is best, Aesch., Plat. :

—

oi or

the aristocracy, Lat. optimates, Xen.

(Cf..)
[], ov, gen., Att. Comp. of, better,

to improve, advance, Thuc (Cf..), only in pres.,() to spin like a top, Ar., f. Att. ,() to set a spinning, Ar.',, , Lat. turbo, a top spun by whipping, Ar.,, , v.., 7, , acc., the Thracian Artemis,

. Luc :—hence,, her temple, Xen. :-, , , her festival, Plat,',, , poet, for, as for, the

depth of the sea, Horn. ; also in pi., ,
II., Horn. :—also of a wood,

Od.



i5°, , , Dor. for.
and, 2 sing-,, Homeric fut. with no

pres. in use, I shall live (akin to) :—others regard

it Ep. fut. of., , a booby, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)

, Ep. for, 3 sing-, aor. 2 of.,, the cry of sheep, Cratin.,, aor. 2 imp. and inf. of., Dor., ,() that on which one treads,

the threshold, Lat. limen, II., Aesch.,, , () a step, pace, stride, h. Horn.,

Aesch., Eur. ; under the kindly

guidance of Zeus, Soph. II. =, a step, seat,

Id. :

—

a raised place or tribune to speak from in a
public assembly or law-court, Thuc, Oratt., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 of., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.>', and ,() a cough, Thuc., Ep. for, aor. med. of., Dor., , a wooded comb or glen, Horn.,

Soph. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence<€,, , of or like a glen, wooded, Hes.', Att.-: f. Hipp. : aor. :—to

cough, Hdt. (Formed from the sound.)-, ovos, , a dancer, Od. (Perh. from,.), Ion. , : Ep. dat. :—bodily strength,

force, power, might, Horn., etc.; periphr. -
the strength of Hercules, i. e. the strong Her-

cules, II. ; lb. ; ,
. Aesch., etc. 2. of the mind, II. II. force,

an act of violence, Od. ; in pi., Ib. ; in Att.,

against one's will, in spite of him, Aesch., Thuc, etc. ;

Aesch. ; also. alone as an Adv., perforce,

Od., etc. ; so, and alone,

Aesch. Hence, f. , —, to constrain, Od. :—Pass., aor., pf. —to be hard pressed or over-

powered, II. - I suffer violence herein,

Soph. ; Id. ; Thuc. ;

forcibly made slaves, Xen. :—of things, -
forced from one, Soph. II. Dep.,

with aor. med., pf. :

—

to over-

Power by force, press hard, Horn. ; to

do them violence, Thuc. ;

—

. to lay violent
hands on oneself, Plat. :

—

., c. inf., to force one
to do, Xen. ; and inf. omitted, . . to force
the victims [to be favourable^, Hdt. 2. c. acc. rei,

to force the entrance, Thuc. 3.

absol. to use force, struggle, Aesch., Soph., etc. : to

force one's way, Thuc, Xen.; c. inf., .
Thuc. : of a famine, to increase in violence,

Hdt.-, ,() fighting violently, Anth., , ov and , , () forcible, violent,

Od. ; . a violent death, Hdt., Plat.,

etc. ; . is a teacher of violence,

Thuc. :—Adv., by force, perforce, Od., Aesch.,
etc. ; so, Id. II. pass, constrained,
compulsory, Plat.-, , (,) supplying the necessaries

of life, Anth.

—., verb. Adj. of, one must do violence

to, Eur., , , () one who uses force, a violent
man, . T., f., pf. a, =, to constrain, II. :

—

Pass, to be forcibly driven, of fire, Hdt. ; -
overpowered, Id. II. as Dep. in act. sense,

to constrain, press hard, overpower, Horn. ;

it forced me upon land, Od. ; -
he did us wrong in respect of our wages,

II. :

—

to force or urge on, Aesch.: f., Att. : aor. :—Med.,
f., Att. : aor. I :

—

Causal of, to make to mount, to lift up, exalt>

Soph.9, = /3/3,,, long strid-

ing, II., poet, form of, to stride, he
takes huge strides, h. Horn. ;, 3 sing. Ion.

impf., Id. ; elsewhere in part., ,
Horn., poet, for, to stride, only in part.,

II.,,. of, Anth. :,..
[], , Dim. of, Dem., Anth., , Biblian wine, from Biblis in Thrace,

Hes., Theocr. : in Eur.- [], , a dealer in books, Luc., , Dim. of, a paper, scroll, letter,

Hdt., Ar., etc. ; often written., , the inner bark of the papyrus () :

generally, bark, Plat. II. a book, of which the

leaves were made of this bark, Dem. (Prob. a foreign

word.),.: aor. : Ep. aor. 2:
pf.; syncop. part,, : an opt., as if from a pf., occurs in II. :

—

Pass., f. : aor. : pf..
(The Root is BOP, v. -, Lat. vor-o.) To eat,

eat tip, II. : c. gen. to eat of a

thing, Od. :—Pass, to be eaten, -
will be devoured, Ib.-, ov, =-, Anth., Ep. for, Ion. dat. of., , Oriental word for a wine-jar, Hdt., Xen., co'ire, of illicit intercourse, Ar.-, , giver of life orfood, Plat.-, ov, life-giving, Poeta ap. Plat., Soph.-, , ,=, Anth.-, ,() lively, strong, hale, h. Horn.-, ov,() supporting the life, Ar., , life, i. e. not animal life (), but a course

of life, manner of living, Lat. vita, Od., etc.; in pi.,; Plat. 2. in Poets —,
Aesch. ; Soph. 3. life-time,

Hdt., Plat. II. a living, livelihood, means of living,

substance, Lat. victus, Hes., Soph., etc.;

to make one's living of a thing,

Thuc, etc. III. a life, biography, as those of Plut.', , a bow, II.-, ,{) reft of the means of life, Soph,, ,() a way of life, Xen.



—, f. , to live, Eur. 2. to get food, Thuc. :

to live by or off a thing, airb Xen. From, , =,, Od., Att. Poets. II. a
living, sustenance, Soph., Ar., t]tos, , = foreg., h. Horn., , Dim. of, a scant living, Ar., ,() = , life, II., Trag. II. = ,
means of living, substance, Lat. victus, Horn. III.

the world, mankind, Anth.-, ,() penurious, Anth., f. : aor. : aor. 2 ,
3 sing-, imper., subj. (, opt., inf.,
part. yQiovs : pf. : {) :

—to live, pass one's

life (whereas properly means to live, exist), II.,

etc. ; Z>v from the very

actions of his own life, Dem. ; hence in Pass.,, the actions of our life, Id. ; impers.,

I have lived, Lat. vixi, Id. :—Med. in

act. sense, Hdt., Ep. for, 3 pi. med. of.,,,, .., Ep. for, 3 pi. opt. of., , () to be lived, worth living, Eur.

;

'tis not meet for him to live,

Hdt., Soph.,, , () manner of life, . ., aor. 1, Dep. :—Causal of,
to quicken, make or keep alive, Od., verb. Adj. of, one must live, Plat., , , () of or pertaining to life, . T., , () to be lived, worth living, Soph.,
Ar., etc., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of., , , () hurtful, noxious, disad-
vantageous, Hes., Xen. From

[], ,() hurt, harm, damage, opp. to

wilful wrong-(), Aesch., etc. :

—

. damage
to a person or thing, Ar. ; but,

mischieffrom a god, Eur. :—of a person,

who is naught but mischief, Soph. 2.

an action for damage done, Dem., etc., =, II., gen. contr.,, =, Hdt., Eur., etc., 4), , having the knees bent inwards, bandy-
legged, Lat. valgus, Batr., Xen. :—generally, twisted,

crooked, Anth.,, , (as if from) distortion, re-

tortion, Arist., , laziness, stupidity, Xen., Plat. ; and, only in pres., to be slack, lazy, Xen. II.

c. acc. to lose or waste through laziness, Luc. ; and, , , lazy, stupid, Plat. : Adv.-, Ar. ; and-, , () lazy-like, lazy, Xen. From,, , ,() slack in body and mind,
stupid, a dolt, Plat., Xen. :—Sup..

(Root, v.) : f. : aor. 1,
Ep. : pf . :—Pass., f . and
in med. form : aor. 1 : aor. 2

[], Ep. 3 pi., : pf .-
:

—

to disable, hinder, stop, Horn. ; . to dis-

able the feet, to lame them, Od. :—Pass., -
[the horses] caught in a branch, 11. ;

. i5i

were stopped, lb. ;

stopped, madefrustrate by Zeus, lb. 2. c. gen. to

hinder from, Od. :—Pass., ~
arrested in its last course,

Aesch. II. of the mind, to distract, delude, de-

ceive, mislead, of the Gods, Horn. ;, Lat.

mente captus, II. III. after Horn, to damage,
hurt, mar, opp. to wilful wrong (), Aesch., etc., f. : aor. 2 : pf.-

or : plqpf . :
—to bud,

sprout, grow, of plants, Aesch., etc. 2. metaph.
to shoot forth, come to light, of men ;

born in man's nature, Soph. ;

Id. (The Root is, f.,.), late form of, often introduced by
Copyists for the aor. 2 forms,., , =, Plat., etc.; . the

growing rock, Soph. II. of children,

birth from a father, Id. ; its

growth, Id.,, , = I, Eur. II. metaph.
offspring, an offshoot, Aesch., Eur. III. an
eruption on the skin, Aretae., , = I, Aesch., ,() a sprout, shoot, sucker, Lat.

germen, Hdt.
: pf. : () :

—

to

drop evil or profane words, speak lightly or amiss of
sacred things, . Plat. : to utter ominous
words, Aeschin. 2. to speak ill or to the prejudice

of one, to speak slander, Dem. ;

Id. :—also,. Babr., . . :—Pass, to have evil

spoken of one, lb. 3. to speak impiously or

irreverently of God, to blaspheme, lb., , a profane speech, opp. to,
Eur., Plat. 2. defamation, evil-speaking, slander,

Dem. 3. impious and irreverent speech against

God, blasphemy , . . ; against the

Spirit, lb. ; lb. From-, ov, evil-speaking : of words, slanderous,

Dem. 2. speaking blasphemy, blasphemous, and
as Subst. a blasphemer, . T. (The origin of-
is uncertain : and are both suggested.), , a kind of slipper worn by fops, Plat. (De-

riv. unknown.), , Dim. of, Ar., Dor. for].,, ,() a harming, damage, Plat.-, , (\) =, mad, Aesch., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 2 pass. opt. of., only in pres. part., to look fiercely, glare

around, II. (Deriv. uncertain.),, , () a look, glance, Eur., Ar.', , =, a look, Ar.', verb. Adj. of, one must look, Plat., , , of or for sight, Anth., , , to be seen, worth seeing, Soph. From1, f. : aor. 1 :—to see, have the

power of sight, Soph. ;
lest he see

too clearly, Id. II. to look, or , Aesch.,

etc.; ; with what face ? Soph. ;—with an

Adv., . Xen. :—foil, by a noun,
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—

. to look terror, i. e. to look terrible, Aesch.

;

looked mustard, Ar. ;

looking like a war-dancer, Id. ;
to

look thoughtful, Eur. 2. to look to some one from

whom help is expected, Soph. ; Id., etc. :

—

of places, looking to-

wards the south, Xen. 3. to look longingly, expect

eagerly, c. inf., Ar. 4. to look to, . T. ;

also, . rivos to beware of . . , lb. ; . . . to

see that . . , lb. III. trans, to see, behold, c. ace,

Trag. : ., (puis to see the light of day, to

live, Aesch., Eur. ; and, without cpdos, to be alive, live,

Aesch., etc. ; of thing's, actually existing, Id.,, , an eyelash, in pi. eyelashes, Lat. cilia,

Ar., Xen., etc.', Dor., , () mostly in pi.

the eyelids, Horn. II. the eyes, Trag. :,-, , i. e. the sun, the moon, Soph.,

Eur.',, ,() sight, Plut., for, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 pass. part, of., ,() a throw, cast, of dice, Eur. 2.

a shot, wound, Hdt. 3. a coverlet, Anth., Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of., Ep. aor. 2 pass. inf. of.', verb. Adj. of, one must put, . T., ,( ?) a fastening, a band or rivet, II., aor. 1, Dep. to bleat, of

sheep and goats, Ar. ; of infants, Id. From', Dor., , a bleating, Od. : the

wailing of children, Eur. (Formed from the sound.), , , () weak, faint, slight, Plut. : cf.-.-, , () bleating, sheepish, Babr., , gen., or, gen., Ion.,
Dor. and ~, pennyroyal, Ar., Theocr.

(Deriv. unknown.) Hence, , , prepared with pennyroyal, Ar.,, ,() honey-taking, Anth.-, , , a booby, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)
: aor. 1 ~, to cut out the comb of bees,

take the honey, Plat. :—metaph., . to rob

the people of their honey, Ar. :—Pass.,

Plat. (The Root is BAIT, of -os, gen. of,
being in place of , cf. for)., , , and 0s, , grim, fierce, II. : ter-

rible, Aesch. : bluff, burly, valiant, Plat. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-,, , () grim-looking, Topyd) II.', f. [], aor. 1; poet. opt.-
:
—to bubble or gush forth ; c. dat., .

with wine, Anth. Hence
[C],, , a bubbling up, Anth., , , tall, stately, of trees, Horn. (Deriv.

uncertain.), f. : aor. 2 : pf.

(for) :

—

to go or come, Horn., Trag. (The
Root is OA, so that is for, -; cf. from OOP.), , a shield of wild bull's hide, II. From-, , () a wild bull.

.,, , () a shriek, cry, Aesch., Dor. fern, of.-, , (,) an ox-stall, Theocr., Ep. 3 sing,, 3 pi., part,

:

Att. f .^, Dor. ; later,(
in Eur. is aor. 1 subj.) : aor. 1, Ep.,
Ion.

:

—Pass., Ion. aor. 1 : pf. /8e-, Ion. part.€ : (-i)) :
—to cry aloud,

to shout, Horn., Aesch. ; men ready to

shout (in the ), Dem. 2. of things, to

sound, resound, roar, howl, as the wind and waves,
II., Aesch. ; it proclaims itself, Ar. II.

c. acc. pers. to call to one, call on, Eur., Xen. 2. to

call for, shout out for, Soph. 3. c. acc. cogn., ., 5, etc., Ar., Soph. 4. to noise abroad,

Hdt. ; .
Id. 5. c. inf. to cry aloud or command in

a loud voice to do a thing, Soph., Eur., Xen., , , (jSous) =, of orfor oxen, "/ .
wagons drawn by oxen, Thuc, Xen., Ion., a, ov, () of an ox or oxen, esp.

of ox-hide, Horn. ; Hdt. ; cows-
milk, Eur. ; metaph., great bull-words (cf., etc.), Ar. II. or' (sc. ),
, an ox-hide, ox-hide shield, Horn. ; gen. pi. ,
contr. for, II., , , () a rope of ox-hide, Od.
BOH', Dor., , a loud cry, shout, Horn., etc. :

—

a
battle-cry, ayaOos good at the battle-cry, II. ;'' let there be not even the name of
war, Theocr. :—also of the roar of the sea, Od. ; of the

sound of musical instruments, II., Pind. ; the cry of birds

or beasts, Soph., Eur. ;

—

as far
as sound went, only in appearance, Thuc, Xen. II.

=, aid called for, succour, Aesch., Soph.-, , (^) born of an ox, of bees, Anth.', f.,() to run to a cry for aid,

haste to help, Eur., , ,() games in memory of

the succour given by Theseus against the Amazons,
Dem., Plut.,, , the third Attic month, in which
the were celebrated, answering nearly to our
September, Dem.-, ov, (,) running to a cry for
aid, giving succour, a helper, Eur. : cf .-., , help, aid, rescue, support, Thuc, etc. 2.

medical aid, cure, Plut. II. an auxiliary force,

Thuc, Xen. From', Ion. ', f. -, () :

—

to come to

aid, to succour, assist, aid, c. dat. pers., Hdt., Eur.,

etc. ;
Xen. 2. absol. to give aid, come to

the rescue, Hdt., Thuc, etc. Hence', verb. Adj. one must help, Xen., Dem.-, Dor. -, ov, (, ) hasting to the

battle-shout, hasting to battle, II. ; cf .. II.

aiding, helping, Pind. ; and as Subst. an assistant,

Theocr.-, , shortened form of-, assisting, auxi-
liary, Thuc. ; and as Subst. an assistant, Hdt., Plat., , a driving of oxen, cattle-lifting, II. II.

a cattle-run, Anth. From
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one that drives away oxen, a cattle-lifter, Anth. II.

ox-driving, Id. Hence, }, , of or for cattle-driving :
— -

(sc.) the herdsman''s art, Plat.-, 6, =-, Theocr., , , () clamorous ;—Dor. fem.

Aesch., vos, , () a shouting, clamour, Od., , any hole or pit dug in the ground, Lat.

puteus, Horn. : a natural trough for washing- clothes

in, Od. :

—

a hole, such as a fire makes in the snow,

Xen. (Prob. from the same Root as : cp. also

Lat. fod-io.), , =, Xen., like, exclam. of disgust, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar.-, , , () a Boeotarch, one of the

chief magistrates at Thebes, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; -, Xen.—Hence', f ., to be a Boeo-

tarch, Thuc. ; and, , the office of Boeo-

tarch, Plut., f. , () to play the Boeotian,
speak Boeotian, side 'with the Boeotians, Xen.

[], , Dim. of, Ar.-, 4s, (*) of Boeotian work, Xen., , a Boeotian, II., etc. :—, , ()
Boeotia, so called from its cattle-pastures, Hes. :

—

Adj., , ov, Boeotian : the Boeotians were
proverbially clownish, whence the saying Is :

—fem., , Xen., a, ov, () violent, Trag. ap. Plut., , the Lat. vulva, Anth., , Dim. of, Anth., , a bulb : in Theocr. a truffle ?*', pres. only found in pf. pass. part.,
to be stricken with grief, Horn. ; Ep. 3 pi.

plqpf.^, ,() a throw, the stroke or wound of a
missile, opp. to (stroke of sword or pike), Od.,
Eur., Thuc. : ^ by its

stroke or touch, Aesch. 2. metaph., like, a
glance from the eyes, Od. 3.

thunder-bolts, Aesch. ; sun-beams, Soph.

;

a snow-shower, Eur., to heave the lead, take soundings, . T.
From,, ,() a javelin, Plut. 2. a cast of
the dice, a die, Anth., , ov, of cow-dung, Ar. From, , or, ,( ?) cow-dung, mostly
in pi., Ar.-, ,() the rattling of the dice, Anth., Ep. form of, Horn. : an impf.-

in Theocr., ,() a throw with a casting-net, a cast,

Orac. ap. Hdt., Theocr. : metaph., \ -
to fall within the cast of the net, Eur. 2. the

thing caught, a draft of fish, Aesch., Id.-, , (,) a bagpiper, with a
play on, Ar.

, f . ],() to make a booming, humming
noise, to sound deep or hollow, Horn. ;

the oars fell with a loud, noise down into

the tide, Od. ; the stone few hum-
ming through the air, lb. :—of bees, to hum, Theocr.;

of mosquitoes, to buzz, Ar.,, ev,() humming, buzzing, Anth., , ,() a hummer, buzzer, Anth.

BO, , a booming, humming, Plat. (Formed
from the sound.) Hence

or-, , an insect that hums or buzzes,

a humble-bee, Ar.-&, , (^)) slaughter of oxen, Anth., , (v. -) eatage, meat, properly of

carnivorous beasts, Trag. ; of cannibal-like feasts,

Hdt., Trag. :—rarely of simple food, Aesch., Soph.-, ov, muddy-minded, Ar.-, , , () Mudcoucher, name of a
frog, Batr., , mud, mire, Lat. coenum, Aesch., Ar., etc.-, , () a mud-stirrer, mtid-

lark, Ar.-, es, (e?Sos) muddy, miry, Plat., , ; Ion.' or, 4 ; Att.,
:

—

the North wind, Lat. Aquilo, Od. ; -
towards the North, Hdt. ;

northward of a place, Thuc. (Prob. from,,
windfrom the mountains?) Hence, Ion., poet.,, , a Boread,
daughter of Boreas, Soph.; and, a, ov and os, ov, Ion., , ov :

—

from
the quarter of the North wind, northern, Hdt. ;

. exposed to the north, Soph.,, Ion. for,., , , Ion. contr. for., , ,(-) devouring, gluttonous, Ar., a, ov and , ov, —, Aesch., , , Att. contr. for., oi, unknown Libyan animals, Hdt. ; cf..',, , the Borysthenes or Dnieper, a river

of Scythia, Hdt. :—, , Ion. -',
, , an inhabitant of its banks, Id.,, ,() food, II., ,() fodder, food, Aesch., Eur.,, ,() that which isfed ovfatted :

in pi. fatted beasts, cattle, Soph., etc. ; of sheep, Eur.

;

of horses, Id. ; of pigs, Ar. II. food, Aesch.', verb. Adj. of, one must feed, Ar., , a herdsman, Anth. From, impf., Ep. : f.- :—Pass.,

Ion. impf. : f., Dor.-
: I. of the herdsman, to feed, tend, Lat. pasco,

Od. 2. generally, to feed, nourish, support, of

earth, lb. ; of the Sun, Soph. ; of soldiers, to maintain,

Hdt., Thuc. : metaph., . Soph. ; .
to feed up troubles, i. e. children, Ar. II. Pass.,

of cattle, to feed, graze, Lat. pascor, Horn., c. acc. :

—

to feed on, Aesch. 2. metaph. to be fed or nur-

tured, Trag. ; . or to run riot in a thing,

Anth. (The Root appears to be BOT, cf.,,.)-, , Ox-ford, name of several straits, of which
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the Thracian and Cimmerian are best known, Hdt.

;

also of the Hellespont, Aesch., Soph,,[) Adv. like curls, Luc., , pi., () a curl or lock of
hair, Aesch., etc. 2. anything twisted or wreathed,

., of a flash of lightning, Id., , {" pastures, meadows, Thuc.

[], , ) grass, fodder, II., Plat. ;

from feeding, from pasture, Theocr.,, 6,[ a herdsman, herd, Od. ; -
. a soothsayer, Aesch. ; a herdsma?t's

dog, Soph. Hence, , , of oxfor a herdsman, Plut., Anth., , [] a beast, Aesch., Soph. : mostly in

pi. grazing beasts, II., Trag\, etc. ; but of birds, Ar., Adv. () like a bunch of grapes, in
clusters, II., , ov, () of grapes, Anth.-, ov,) grape-producing, Ar.,, ,) clustering, Anth.-,, , -, grape-born, child of the

grape, Anth. 2. act. bearing grapes, Theocr.-,, ,[] with clustering hair, Anth.', , , a cluster or bunch of grapes, II.,

Att. 2. =, Anth. (From same Root as.), , =. Hence-, , ) like curls, curly, Eur.-, , ) like a bunch of grapes, Eur.-, often used in compos, to express something huge
and monstrous, e. g.,. vFrom,
cf. IV.),, , , an African species of antelope, prob.

the hartbeeste, Hdt.-, ov, grazed by cattle, Od.-, , ,- eating enormously :

metaph. grinding poverty or misery, II.',, , the groin, Lat. inguen, II. Hence, to sufferfrom swellings in the groin, Ar.- [d], , () a great bully or braggart,

voc.^ Horn,-, ov, ) flaying oxen, Hes. II. as

Subst. a knife for flaying, Babr.-, ,() affording summer-pasture, Soph.-, , , () beef-eater, Anth., , a sacrifice of oxen, Anth. ; and', f. , to slay or sacrifice oxen, Soph.,
Eur. : generally to sacrifice any animals, Ar. From-, ov, (] of or belonging to sacrifices, esp.

of oxen, Aesch., Eur. 2. on which oxen are of-

fered, sacrificial, Trag., Ar., , Theocr.-, , gen. , () horned like an ox or

cow, Hdt., Aesch.-', ov,() bull-headed, epith. of Thes-
salian horses, Ar. :—, gen. -a, the horse
of Alexander the Great, Plut.', Dor. -, f. : Ion. impf. :) :

—

to tend cattle, II. :—Pass, of cattle, to

range the fields, graze, lb. 2. of persons, to tend,
serve, worship, Ar. : Med.,

j

being constantly engaged in this toil, Aesch. II. !

metaph. to delude, beguile, Id. ; Med., -. I feed myself on hopes, cheat myself with

them, Eur. Hence,, , a beguilement, Babr. ;

and, , a herd of cattle, h. Horn., Hes. II-

a byre, ox-stall, Hdt., Dor. -, Dor. f.: Dep. :() :
—to sing or write pastorals, Theocr.

Hence, Dor. -, , a pastoral poet, Theocr., Dor. -, , , pastoral, Theocr. ; and, Dor. -, , a herd of cattle, Hdt.,

Theocr. II. a means of beguiling, Anth. From-, Dor. -, , a cowherd, herdsman, Horn.,

Plat, (- is prob. an altered form of-, cf.-.), Dor., , =, Theocr.-, ov,[ )=., , ,() of the council :, a name
of Vesta, as having a statue in the SenateHouse, Aeschin.', f., to be , Arist.-, , chief of the senate. II. adviser of
a plan, Lat. auctor consilii, Aesch.-, Dor. for-.,, , () a deliberate resolution,

Purpose, design, plan, Hdt., Att., , Dim. of foreg., Ar., , , deliberation, Arist. II. the

wrongful enrolment of a person among the public

debtors, Dem.', verb. Adj. of, one must take

counsel, Aesch., Soph., Thuc.,,() a council-chamber, senate-

house, Lat. curia, Hdt., Att. II. the council or

senate itself : and poet, a counsellor, Eur., ov,) advising, Aesch., , ,() a councillor, senator, II.,

Hdt., etc. j—at Athens, one of the 500, Oratt., , ,() of or for the council or

the councillors, Xen., Dem. 2. able to advise or de-

liberate, Plat., etc. II. as Subst.,, ,
in the Athen. theatre, the seats next the orchestra, re-

servedfor the Council, Ar. 2. the senatorial order

,

Plut., , , devised, plotted, Aesch. From, f. : aor. 1, Ep. : pf-

: () :
—to take counsel, deliberate,

concert measures, and in past tenses to have consi-

dered and so to determine, resolve : 1. absol.,

such as he was in council

and in battle, Od. ; [sc.]
we shall agree to one plan, lb. :—in Prose, this sense be-

longs chiefly to the Med. 2. c. acc. rei, to deliberate

on, plan, devise, Od., Hdt., Att. :—Pass, with f. med.,

aor. 1 : pf. :
—to be determined

or resolved on, Aesch., etc.; =, Hdt. 3. c. inf. to resolve to do, Od.,

Hdt. II. to give counsel, . Aesch. ; c.

dat. pers. to advise, II., Aesch. III. in polit.

writers, to be a member of Council, Hdt. ; esp. of the

Council 0/500 at Athens, Plat., Xen., etc.
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in pass, form : pf. : 1.

absol. to take counsel -with oneself, deliberate, Hdt.,

Att. 2. c. acc. rei, to determine -with oneself,

resolve on, II., Hdt. 3. c. inf. to resolve to do,

Id., Plat. ; . . . , Xen., 7}, Dor. : () :
—will, determi-

nation, Lat. consilium, esp. of the gods, II., etc. 2.

a counsel, piece of advice, plan, design, lb., Hdt.,

Att. :—in pi. counsels, Aesch. II. a Council of
the elders, or chiefs, a Senate, Horn., Aesch. :—at

Athens, the Council of 500 created by Cleisthenes,

Hdt., Ar., etc. :

—

to be of the Council, a
member of it, Thuc.,, ,() ofgood counsel, Solon., , ,() a 'willing; one's will,

intention, purpose, Eur., Thuc, etc. II. the

purpose or meaning of a poem, Plat., },,() that is or should be willed :— . the object of the will, Plat., Arist.-, ov, () counselling, advising, II. ; c.

gen. a counsellor, lb.-, , (-,) ravenous hunger, a disease,

Arist. Hence, to sufferfrom, Ar., Xen., ov,() = 2, sage, Aesch., Ion. 2 sing, : impf.-, Att.

also, Ion. 3 pi. : f . :

aor. 1, Att. also- : pf. : Dep.
(The Root is BOA, which appears in ., Lat.

volo : hence .) To will, wish, be willing,

Horn., etc. :—mostly c. inf. or c. acc. et inf., Id.,

etc. : when is foil, by acc. only, an inf. may
be supplied, he willed victory

to the Trojans, or ,—both

in II. II. Att. usages : 1. or

foil, by subj., adds force to the demand, ·
would you have me take hold, Soph. 2. et, a courteous phrase, like Lat. sis (si vis), if

you please, Id. 3. , Lat. quivis, the

first that offers, Hdt., Att. 4. ,
nobis volentibus est, c. inf., it is according to my
wish that . . , Thuc. 5. to mean so and so, -

; quid sibi vult haec res ? Plat. :—hence,

professes or pretends to be, would fain
be, Id. III. followed by 77, to prefer, for -, iyw , -

1 had rather the people were saved than lost, II.-&, ov, () strife-desiring, Ar.-, , () the time for unyoking oxen, even-

ing, Ar. :—in Horn, as Adv., towards
even, at eventide.-, 6, ('/) cow-milking, Anth.

[t], , 6,() a dweller on the hills, Anth.-,', f., () to walk the hills, Anth.-, , (e?5os) Plut.-, ov,() grazed by cattle, Soph. 2.- (parox.) herds of oxen at pasture, Id.', , a hill, mound, Hdt.-, aiSos, , (-, 7) a big boy, Ar. II.(,) child of the ox, of bees, in allusion to their

fabulous origin, Anth.

155, ov, like Btipalus, i. e. stupid, Anth.-,, 6, -, () wrestling like a bull, i. e.

hard-struggling, Anth.- [], ov,() rich in cattle, Anth.--, , , () cow-modeller, of the

sculptor Myron, Anth.-, ov,() goading oxen, Anth.-, riyos, , () an ox-goad, Lat. stimu-
lus, II. 2. an axe for felling an ox, Anth.-, ov, = II, Anth.-,, , a herdsman, Anth.-, ov, (') ox-piercing,. a spit

large enough to spit an ox, Hdt., Eur.-, ov, () with theface of an ox, Soph., and tj, gen., acc., . , poet,

also :—Dual :—PL, nom. , rarely :

gen., .: dat.,.: acc.,
Att. :—Lat. bos (bov-is), a bullock, bull, ox, or a
cow, in pi. oxen or kine, cattle, Horn., etc. II.

— or (always fern.), an ox-hide shield,

II. III. proverb., ),y7), of people who keep silence from
some weighty reason, from the notion of a heavy body
keeping down the tongue, Theogn., Aesch.-,, and-, , an ox-stall, Eur.-,, , = foreg., Aesch.-, ov,() ox-guiding, and as Subst.

an ox-goad, Anth.-', f.,() to slaughter oxen, Eur., , Dor. or, , , () a herds-

man, Aesch., Eur., Theocr. II. as Adj.,.
the slaughter of kine, Eur.-, , or-, , () butomus, the

flowering rush, Ar., Theocr.- [], ov, (ayv) ox-eating, Anth.', f ., to slaughter oxen, II. ; and
(sc. ), , a festival with sacrifices of

oxen, Ar. From-, ov, (*) ox-slaying, ox-offering, h.

Horn. II. at orfor which steers are slain, Aesch.', to tend cattle, Eur. ; and, , , a herd of oxen, Eur. From-, , () ox-feeding, and as Subst. a
herdsman, Eur., Plat.-, ov, (-,) =, Anth.-, ,() holding a whole ox, Anth.-, , , () at Athens, an officer who
bought oxen for the sacrifices, Dem.-,, , (<5>) ox-eyed, i. e. having large, full
eyes, mostly of Hera, Horn.', to plough, Hes. From, , , () a ploughman, Babr. II. the

name given to the constellation Arcturus, Od. ; v.

II., -,() arbitration, judgment, Eur., , a prize in the games, . T. From, , , acc., Att. pi., the judge
who assigned the prizes at the games, Lat. arbiter^

Soph., Plat. 2. generally, an arbitrator, umpire,

judge, Eur. : then a chief, leader, Aesch. : an author,.

Eur. (Deriv. unknown.), , <5, = foreg., Plat. From



156, f . ,() to act as a judge or umpire,
Isocr. II. c. acc. to arbitrate, decide on,

Dem. :

—

to direct, arrange, control, Anth., , a wild plum, Theocr., -, =, Anth., , hoarseness, or sore throat causing hoarse-

ness, Thuc. From', j), , hoarse, Anth. (Prob. formed from

the sound.), Adv. of, q. v., eos, , =-, Xen.

[], f . : aor. 1 : () :

—

trans, to make slow, delay

:

—Pass, to be delayed,

Soph. II. intr. to be long, to loiter, delay, Id. : so

in Med., Aesch.-, e's,() slow to believe, Anth.-', f. \,() to sail slowly, . T.-, , , -, , slow offoot, slow, Eur.^', em, : Comp., by metath.-, Ep. and : Sup.,
also, by metath. :

—

slow, Horn.,

etc. :—c. inf., slowest at running-,

II. ; .' Eur. :—Adv., Thuc. 2.

of the mind, like Lat. tardus, II. ; c. inf.,

y8pa5e?sThuc. ; slowness, Id. :—Adv.,

Id. II. of Time, tardy, late, Soph.,

Thuc.-, ,() slow of leg, Anth.,, , () slowness, II., Att. 2.

of the mind, Plat., , a rich woman's-garment, Theocr.', Att.- : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1

: pf . :

—

to shake violently, throw
up, of the sea, Anth. 2. to winnow grain, Plat., ov, Ep. Comp. of., , as if from a nom., , or,
neut. pi. of, shallows, Lat. brevia, Hdt., Thuc., aor. 2 part. pass, of.,, , an armlet, Plut. From

[], , , the arm, Lat. brachium, II. ;

the shoulder, lb. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[Ion. X, Att. ],, Comp. and Sup. of., , , ..--, ov, short-lived, Plat,-, ov, with small orfew clods, Anth.-, ov, of small understanding, Xen.-,, ov,(, v.) running a short

way, Xen.-, ov, () with short limbs or ends,

Strab. II. consisting of short clauses,

Arist., , brevity in speech or writing, Plat. From-, ov, {-) short in speech, offew words,
Plat,

[], f. , to shorten, to use as a short
syllable, Plut.-, ov, with a short passage, Plat. 2.

with narrow passage, Plut.'', , Ion. , : Comp., :

Sup., :
—short, Lat. brevis : 1.

of Space and Time, Hdt., Att. ; (Ion.-

—.
) in a short time, briefly, Hdt., etc. ;

Thuc. :—Adv., scantily, seldom, Id. 2.

of Size, short, small, little, Pind., Soph. ; .
a low wall, Thuc; little by little,

Id. 3. of Quantity, few, in few
words, Plat. ; , Dem. :—Adv.,,
briefly, infew words, Xen. 4. of quality, humble,
insignificant, Soph.:—of things, small, petty , trifling,

Id., etc. :—neut. as Adv., to

think lightly of, Dem.-, ov, () bringing a small
contribution, Anth., , , () shortness, Thuc. 2.

narrowness, deficiency, Id.-, ov,() reaching but a short way , Plut.-, ov, short-necked, Plat.-, ov,() withfew leaves, Anth.', a Root only found in 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2

or, to rattle, clash, ring, of arms ; of a torrent,

to roar ; of an axle, to creak ; of one wounded, to

shriek or roar,—all in II.,,, , thefront part of the head, Lat. sin-

ciput, Batr. (Deriv. uncertain.)', formed to imitate the croaking offrogs, Ar.', only in pres. and impf., Lat. FREMO, to

roar, of a wave, II. ; so also in Med., Ib., Soph. II.

in later Poets, of arms, to clash, ring, Eur. ; of men, to

shout, rage, Aesch., Eur.

[], Dep., only in pres. and impf. to bear

oneself haughtily , to hold one's head high, swagger,
Ar., Plat.,, ,() a wetting, Xen.', , gen. : pi., nom. and acc.,
contr. ; gen. :

—a wooden image of a
god, Aesch., Eur., Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.)', eos, , the babe in the womb, Lat. foetus:

of an tmborn foal, II. II. the new-born babe,

Aesch., Eur. :—of beasts, a foal, whelp, cub, Hdt. :

—

from babyhood, Anth., , Dim. of, Luc., , —-, the top of the head, Lat. sinci-

put, II.', f. £o> : aor. 1 : Pass., aor. 1 :

pf.-

:

—Lat. RIGO, to wet, *, of

men walking through water, Hdt. :—Pass, to be

wetted, get wet, Xen.

;

' to bathe in water, Hdt. : of hard
drinkers, soaked, Eur. II. to rain, send
rain, . T. ; c. acc. cogn., . to rain fire,

Ib. 2. impers., like , Lat. pluit, it

rains, Ib., apocop. for, Hes., , a hundred-handed giant, so called by the

gods, but by men Aegaeon, II. From, , , Ion., , , strong, stout, II.

(From same Root as,,.), to make or to be strong and mighty, Hes. (v..), aor. 1 : () :
—to be sleepy, to

slumber, nod, II., Aesch.-, ov, () loud-shouting, of Ares, II., eos, , () weight, Eur.



, , weight, heaviness, II.

-voos, , grave-minded, thoughtful, Anth., , , weighty, heavy, II. ; Comp.
Aesch. (Cf..)

[], Ep. subj.: Ep. impf.: f., Ep. inf. -4 : aor. : pf .4

:

3 sing-, plqpf.. (From same Root as -
p6s.) To be heavy or weighed down with a. thing,

c. dat., of fruit-trees, Horn. ; metaph.,

Eur. j . to visit heavily with the sword,

Id. 2. c. gen. to groan with weight of a thing,, Od. 3. absol. to be heavy, II.; rare in

Att.,, sinks, Plat. II. of men, to

outweigh, prevail,4 by gifts, Od. : absol. to

have the preponderance in fight, to be master, prevail,

II. III. trans, to weigh down, Aesch. :—Pass, to

be laden, 4 laden with fruit, II. :—c.

gen., Hes., Dep. to snort with anger, to be indignant,
Ar. From, , strength, bulk, h. Horn. (From same Root

as.), =, Xen.-,, , {) chariot-loading, Hes.

or, , poet, for, Theogn.', =4, only in pres. and impf., of flies, to

buzz, II., Dep., —, Anth. From, , , () sounding, boisterous : whence, , as a name of Bacchus, Aesch., Eur. ; -, i. e. wine, Id. 2. as Adj., a, ov,

Bacchic, Id., Ar. :—so-, , () Anth., , (4) Lat. fremitus, any loud noise, as

the crackling of fire, II.; roaring of a storm, Aesch. ;

neighing of horses, Id. 2. rage, fury, Eur., f.] : Ep. aor. :

—

to thunder,
Od. ; metaph. of Pericles, Ar. 2. impers.,

it thunders, Id. From, , thunder, Horn., etc. II. the state of
one struck with thunder, astonishment, Hdt. (Akin

to4,.),, ,() a thunder-clap, Aesch., , () Thunderer, one of the three

Cyclopes, Hes.-', ov, sending thunder and light-

ning, Ar., v.*., ov, or a, ov, () mortal, human, of
mortal mould, Trag., 77, ov, poet, for, Od., Aesch.-, , ov, =, Hes., Eur.- [a], ov,() trampling on men, Anth.-, , with human voice, Anth.,, ,() gory, blood-boltered, II., f., to murder men, Aesch. From-, ov, () man-slaying, homicidal,
Eur.-, , plague of man, bane of men, of Ares,

Horn., Pass,() to be stained with gore, Od., , a mortal man, Horn., Att. Poets. (The
orig. form seems to have been, cf..)

—., , blood that has runfrom a wound, gore, Horn.
(Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, (4) taking note of man, Aesch.-, 4s, () hated by men or man-
hating, Aesch.-, 4s, (cp4yyos) giving light to men, Anth.-, ov,() mail-destroying, Aesch., v.., , (4) a wetting, rain, Anth., r), (4) rain, . ., , the throat, Theocr., Anth. (Deriv. un-

certain.), , Dim. of sq., Anth. II. () an ink-

horn, Id.', , a 7toose or slip-knot, for hanging or

strangling, Od., Hdt., Soph. :

—

a snare for birds,

Ar. :

—

the mesh of a net ; metaph.,4 iv

Aesch.*', to gulp down, a Root only found in aor., Anth. :—used by Horn, only in compds., 1., to swallow again, suck down again, ''-, of Charybdis, Od. ; and in aor. 2 part,

pass., 4 lb. 2., to gulp
down, bs whoever swallowed the

potion, lb.' or [] : f. : aor. : (for4, v.) :

—

to eat with much noise, to

eat greedily, Eur., Ar. :—metaph. to tear in pieces,

devour, of a gnawing disease, Soph. ; so in Pass.,, Id., Anth., to cry for drink, of children, Ar. From, in Ar. to say bryn, cry for drink.

(Formed from the sound.), , () a kind of mossy sea-weed, Theocr., f.- : aor. or in pass,

form- : Dep. with Ep. pf. act.4 (cf

.

,4) :

—

to roar, bellow, Lat. rugire, of a
bull, Soph., Ar. ; of elephants, Plut. :-—in II. mostly of

the death-cry of wounded men, ; so,, of Hercules, Soph. ; -
Id. :—in Od. of the roaring of waves. (Formed

from the sound.) Hence, Adv.() with gnashing of teeth, Anth.,, , bellowing, roaring, of men, Plut. :

and, , , a bellower, roarer, Anth.

\y\ a, ov and os, ov, from the depths of the

sea, Aesch. ; of thunder from the deep, Id. (From*, of which an acc. occurs in late poets; cf..), v. :—for4, v.., mostly in pres. :

—

to be full to bursting : 1.

c. dat. to swell or teem with, teems with

bloom, II. :—metaph.,

Ar. ; of men, Aesch. 2. c. gen. to be

full of, ,,4 Soph. : metaph.,

. Aesch. 3. absol. to abound, grow luxu-

riantly, Soph. : of the earth, to teem with produce,

Xen. 4. c. acc. cogn. to send forth water, . T.

(Akin to,, and perh. to.),, ,(-) that which is eaten, food,

meat, Thuc, Plat., etc.
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Ar. (Formed from the sound.)--/, , the false pleasure of eating

made dishes, Anth., ,(-) =, food, Od., ov,(-) eatable, Aesch., ews, ,{-) meat, Od., Thuc, etc. II.

eating, Plat. 2. corrosion, rust, . T., ripos, ,(-) eating, Aesch., , , verb. Adj. of-, to be eaten:—, , meat, Eur., Xen.

[], , Ion. for5, Horn., , Dim. of, Anth., , ov,() made of byblus, Od., Hdt., , theEgyptian papyrus, the root and triangular

stalk of which were eaten by the poor, Hdt. 2.

its fibrous coats, as prepared for ropes, Id. ; cf.. 3. the outer coat of the papyrus, used for

writing on, hence in pi. leaves of byblus, Id. 4. a
paper, book, Id. ; in this sense more commonly written

(q. v.) :—pi., , Anth., () Adv. close pressed, closely, Thuc., f. , () to sink a ship : metaph. to sink

or ruin men, . T., a, ov, in the deep, sunken, Luc, Anth. II.

in or of the sea, (sc. ), water-animals,
Anth. III. metaph. of sound, deep, Plut. ; and, ioos, pecul. fern, of, Anth. From, , the depth, esp. of the sea, the deep, Aesch.,

Soph. (Akin to.), , , () swelling, blustering, -
(. gen.) Od., =, to stuff, Ar., , the skin stripped off, a hide, Batr., Hdt.

;

to smell of leather, Ar. : a drum, Eur. 2.

the skin of a live animal, Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , leather-eagle, nickname of Cleon the

tanner, Ar., ecos, ,() a tanner, . T.- [], r), () a leathern thong, Ar., to dress or tan hides, Ar. From-, , , (4) a tanner, Ar.-, is, (^) made of hides, Plut.-, , leather-Paphlagonian, nickname
of Cleon, Ar.-, , , (4) a leather-seller, Ar.-, 4s, and-, ov, () with
skin stretched over it, of a drum, Eur., , ov, made of /3iWos, . a fine linen
bandage, used for mummy-cloths, Hdt.; for wounds,
Id.; .4 Aesch.-, only in pres. part., (4) to build in
the deep : metaph. to brood over a thing in the depth
of one^s sold, ponder deeply, Od.€,(>^ Adv.from the bottom of the sea,Soph.-', , (4) measuring the deeps,

epith. of a fisherman, Anth., , = /3v0o's, the depth of the sea, the bottom,
II., Hdt., r), a fine flax, and the linen made from it,

Theocr. (A foreign word; cf. Hebr. butz.)-, ov, () deep-thinking, Aesch.

, aros, 6, —, of nets, which stopped the
passage of a shoal of tunnies, Anth.

: f . [] : aor.

:

—Pass., aor. 4-
: pf .

:

—to stuff, 1. c. gen. rei, to

stufffull of, only in Pass., v^aros45 stuffed

full of spun-work or yarn, Od. ; rb
[sc.] Hdt. 2. c. dat. rei, to stop or bung up
with, plug: Pass.,' Ar. 3.

absol.,. & deaf, Luc., aor. 2 subj. of., Ion. contr. for., -$, Dor. for, --fjs.,, Dor. for-., , Dor. for., Dor. for]., aKos, , —5, Theocr., , Dim. of \05, Ar.~, , a lump of earth, a clod, Lat. gleba, Od.,
Soph., Xen. 2. like Lat. gleba, land, ground, soil,

Mosch., Anth. 3. generally, a lump of anything, a
mass, of the sun, Eur.-', ov,() clod-breaking, Anth., ov, and , ov, (05) of an altar, Soph.,
Eur. 2. of a suppliant, at the altar, Id., iSos, , Dim. of5, a step, Hdt.-, 4s, (eTSos) like an altar, Plut., aTos, , a piece of low flattery, in pi.

base flatteries, ribald jests, Ar. From, Dep. to use low flattery, indulge in
ribaldry, Ar., Isocr. ; and, , buffoonery, ribaldry, Plat. ; and, , , inclined to ribaldry, Luc. From-, ,() properly one that lurked about
the altars for the scraps that could be got there, a
half-starved beggar, Luc. 2. metaph. one who
would do any dirty work to get a meal, a lick-spittle,

low jester, buffoon, Ar. :—as Adj., e|eu-

pe7v to invent some ribald trick, Id. ; of vulgar music,
Id., , () any raised platform, a stand, Lat.
suggestus, for chariots, II. : of a statue, a base, ped-
estal, Od. 2. a raised place for sacrificing, an
altar, Horn., Trag., etc. 3. a tomb, cairn, Anth., Dor. for /s, fioas.,, Ion. aor. part, and imp. of., 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of., () to call on, esp. to call to aid, Od., Ar., Dor. for fiovT-qs.-, , (, -) man-feeding, nurse of
heroes, 11., opos, ,—-, Horn.

, ,, indecl., third letter in Gr. alphabet ; as

Numeral y = three, third : but ,7= 3000.
I. is the medial palatal mute, between tenuis

and asp. . Before the palatals 7, , and before ,
pronounced like n in ng, as in ayyos, &yKos, ,

: before the same letters 4v- in compos, becomes



iy-, II. changes of 7, etc. : 1. 7 is sometimes

prefixed, ala ya?a, lac yXayos, yaXaKTOS,4,
v4<pos yv6(pos. 2. sometimes interchanged with , v.

. 1 ; sometimes with , ., Dor. for ye., Dor. and Aeol. for 777, earth., , a small round net : metaph. a net,

ZovXtias 7. Aesch. (Deriv. unknown.), Ion., , , Lat. Gades, Cadiz,

Hdt. :—Adj. the Straits of Gib-

raltar, Plut. :—Adv., Anth., , Lat. gaza, treastire, Theophr. (A Persian

word.) Hence-; [], &kos, , a treasurer, whence-, , a treasury, . T.,, Dor. for4, yf]0w., , gen. yairjs Att. yaias, dat. yaia, acc. yatav :
—

poet, for yrj, a land, country, Horn., Trag. ; is

yaiav to one's dear father/and, Horn. 2.

earth, soil, II. II., as prop, n., Gaia, Tellus,

Earth, spouse of Uranus, mother of the Titans, Hes., , ov, (YaXa) sprungfrom Gaia or Earth, Od.-, Dor.-, ov, («) poet, for,
earth-upholding, of Poseidon, Horn., Trag. II.

protecting the country, Soph., ov, Dor. for yh'ios, on land, Aesch., to exult, only in part. tcvSe'i yalwv II. (The
Root was or Vkf, cf. yadpos, Lat. gaudium.)

[ww], to: gen. yaXaKros, rarely yaXaros :

—

milk,

Horn., etc. ; yaXa, proverb, of rare and dainty

things, Ar. (The Root seems to be or,
cf. gen. yaXaa-ros, yXayos, and (with 7 dropt) Lat.

lac, lactis.)-, r], ov, (yaXa,) sucking, young, tender,

Od., Theocr. ; (sc.), Hdt., f], ov, (yaXa) milky, milk-white, Anth.-, 4s,() like curdled milk, Anth.-, , , () a milk-drinker, Hdt.-, ov, (cpayeiv) milk-fed, Strab.&,, Dor. for yaX-, yaXrjvSs., contr., rjs, , a weasel, marten-cat or

polecat, Lat. mustela, Hdt., Ar., , ,( ?) cheerful : Adv. -pais, Anth., , , (yaXe-) a spotted lizard, Lat. stellio,

Ar., , contr. for yaXer]., a, ov,=yaXf)v0s, Anth., Dor., 7], = yaXr}vq, Eur., , stillness of the sea, calm, Od. ; Aev/ci? 7.
Ib.;4 yaXi]V7]v will sail the calm sea, i.e. over

it, lb. :—metaph., yaXavas spirit

of serenest calm, Aesch. ; iv yaX-) in calm, Soph.
(Deriv. uncertain : perh. akin to yeX.), to be calm, Ep. part. Anth., , (yaX-) calm, yaX-f)v (neut. pi.) I see
a calm, Eur. ; of persons, gentle, Id., , gen. yXo, dat. and nom. pi. yaXocp : Att., gen. yX

:

—a husband's sister or brother's

wife, a sister-in-law, Lat. glos, II., etc. (Deriv. un-
certain.), , (4) any one connected by marriage,
Lat. affinis, Aesch. : 1. a son-in-law, Lat. gener,
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Horn., Hdt., Eur. 2. a brother-in-law, a sister's

husband, II., Hdt. ; or, a wife's brother* Soph. 3.

=, a father-in-law , Eur. 4. Dor. and
Aeol. a bridegroom, wooer, suitor, Pind., Theocr., Dor. poet, for, aor. of4., , fern, of sq., a married woman, wife,^
ya. a wedded wife, Hes., , , (4) a husband, spouse, Aesch.,

Eur. ; Dor. gen. 4, Id. :—Fern,, idos,

a wife, Anth.' : f. *4, Att. contr., aor. : pf.: plqpf. 4'^'^ :—Med. f., Ep.

3 sing.4 : aor. 4· :—Pass., aor.4\\ ; poet. part. : pf. :

(7ciyuos) :

—

to marry, i. e. to take to wife, Lat. ducere,

of the man, Horn., etc. ; married one

of his daughters, II. :—c. acc. cogn., ,
Aesch., Eur. :

—

4, 4 to marry
a wife of mean or noble stock, Theogn. II. Med.
to give oneself or one's child in marriage : 1. of

the woman, to give herself in marriage, i. e. to get
married, to wed, Lat. nubere, c. dat., Od., Hdt.

;

^ els . . to marry into a family, Eur. :—ironi-

cally of a henpecked husband, /ceiVos ,'4) Anacr. ; (cf . Martial, uxori nubere nolo meae)

;

so Medea speaks contemptuously of Jason, as if she

were the husband, <re Eur. 2. of the

parents, to get their children married, or betroth

them, to get a wife for the son,4~€ ., aros, , (4) —5, Aesch., , (4) belonging to a wedding, bridal,

Aesch., Eur. 2.- (sc. ), a wedding-
feast, Dem., cavos, , the seventh month of the Attic

year, from -4, because it was the fashionable
time for weddings ;—the last half of January and first

of February, Arist., (5) to give in marriage, . T., ], , {) of or for marriage, Plat. ;

*. a bridal, wedding, Thuc., , , = )5, Mosch.-, ov, (4) adulterous, Anth., , Dor. for*5.', , a wedding, wedding-feast, Horn., etc. II.

marriage, wedlock, Id., etc. ; Oiv4ws y. mar-
riage with him, Soph. ; mostly in pi., like Lat. nuptiae,

nuptials, Aesch., etc.-, ov, (4) preparing a wedding, Lat.

pronuba, epith. of Hera and Aphrodite, Anth., , at, the jaws of animals; of the lion, II.

;

of the horse, lb. ; of Typhon, Aesch. : the bill or beak

of birds, Eur. (Akin to 5.), , , () curved : of birds of prey, =, Ar.-, $, , , () with crooked talons, of

birds of prey, Horn., Aesch., etc., Dor. for 717^., Ep. 3 pi., part,, -, (yavos)

to shine, glitter, gleam, of metals, Horn. : then, like

Lat. nitere, to look bright, of garden-beds, Od.' [], eos, , brightness, sheen: gladness, joy

,
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pride, Aesch. ; of water , of refreshing

rain, Id. ; ./ of wine, Id. Hence, f., to make bright

:

—Pass, to be made glad,

exidt, Ar. ; part. pf. pass, y, like Lat.

nitidus, glad-looking, joyous, Plat.; and,-, Ep. part, of :, 3 plur.

[], Ep. f . II. : Dep. :

—

to brighten

up, he is glad at heart, II. ; c. dat.,

to be glad at a thing-, Horn.; c. gen., Aesch., , Dor. for., -, v.,.-, ov [], to be drunk up by Earth, of libations,

Aesch.' [], Conjunct, for, Lat. enim, and like it, regu-

larly placed after the first word of a sentence : to

introduce the reason : I. Argumentative, to in-

troduce the reasoji for a statement, which usually

precedes :—when it precedes the statement, it may be
rendered since, as,, yap, II. 2. the statement

of -which yap gives the reason may be omitted, ov yap
Zeus [yes], for it was not

Zeus, etc., Soph. ; yap [yes], for so it is,

i. e. yes certainly, Plat. ; '' · yap
[I say this], for it will sting thee, Eur. :

—in Conditional Propositions, where the Condition
is omitted, it may be transl. for otherwise, else,

yap , (sc. ^,
Xen. II. Epexegetic, where yap is used to begin

a promised narration, yyv' yap
I must relate what I know; now,

the country has most beautiful plains, Xen. ; so, after

the introductory forms, , , ]-
, , , Plat., etc. ;' . . , Hdt. :—in yp, a

clause must be supplied between and yp, as,

yap but [say no more], for I heard,

Aesch. III. Strengthening, 1. a question,

like Lat. nam, Engl, why, what, t'is yp \ ;

why who hath sent thee ? II. ; yp ; quid enim ?
i. e. it must be so, Soph. 2. a wish, with the opt.,

yap that you might perish ! Eur. ; in

Horn, mostly at y, Att. or yp, Lat. ittinam,
that I so also yp would that., f ., to tickle, Lat. titillare, Plat. :—Pass.,

generally, to feel tickling or irritation, Id., , heaps, lots, plenty ; cf .--
yapa. [Deriv. unknown.), f. ', Dor. for., : gen. , sync, yaps : dat. pi. -

:

—the paunch, belly, Lat. venter, Horn., etc. :

hence, 7. the hollow of a shield, Tyrtae. :—often

to express greed or gluttony, oTov mere
bellies, Hes.

; yapbs master of his belly,

yapbs a slave to it, Xen. 2. the paunch
stuffed with mince-meat, a black-pudding, sausage,
Od., Ar. II. the womb, Lat. titerus,

to be with child, II. ; so, yaps from the womb,
from infancy, Theogn. ; Hdt. (Deriv.

uncertain.), Ion.-, , the lower part of a vessel bulging
out like a paunch (), Horn.

ykyy]Qa., , Dim. of, Ar., f. , () to punch a man in the
belly, Ar., , gluttony, Plat. From- [], ovj gluttonous (cf.), Pind.,, , a glutton, Ar.--, , () heavy with child, Anth.-, is, {) paunchlike, round,, Plut.-', f ., {) to bear in the belly, of a
bottle, Anth.-, , =, pot-bellied, Ar.,, , —, '

fat-gutsj Ar.-, ov, Dor. for-, () cleaving the

ground, Anth., , , of ov for a merchant vessel, Xen., , a ?nilk-pail, Od. : a water-bucket, Hdt.

;

any round vessel, a bee-hive, Anth. ; a drinking-
bowl, Theocr. II.5 (properisp.), a round-
built Phoenician merchant vessel, opp. to the

vavs used for war, Hdt. (Deriv. uncertain.),, , arrogance, exultation, Plut. From, mostly in pres. act. and med. :

—

to bear one-

self proudly, prance, of horses, Plut. ; and in Med.,
Xen. :—metaph. to pride oneself on a thing, c. dat.,

Dem. ; Theocr. From
Yavpoojxat, Pass., like, to exult, Batr. : to pride

oneself on a thing, c. dat., Eur. ; and, ov, () exulting in a thing, c. dat., Eur. :

absol. haughty, disdainful, Ar. ; of a calf, skittish,

Theocr. :—rb y. =, Eur. Hence,, ,() exultation, ferocity , Plut., ,() a subject for boasting, Eur.

or-, , rough cloth, like freeze, Strab.

(A foreign word.), f., poet, form for, '-
II.

$ Dor., Enclitic Particle, serving to call attention to

the word or words which it follows, by limiting the

sense (cf. yovv), at least, at any rate, Lat. quidem,
saltern, so at least, i. e. so and not otherwise,

II. ; y at any rate the people here,

Soph. : with negatives, , Lat. ne duo quidem,
not even two, II. ; not the least sound,

Eur. 2. with Pronouns :—with Pron. of 1st Pers.

so closely joined, that the accent is changed,,
Lat. equidem ; also , , , ,
etc. ; in Att. after relat. Pronouns, os , ', etc.,

much like Lat. quippe qui, o'l

Soph. 3. after Conjunctions of all kinds, ,
before at least ; , , , Lat. siquidem, if

that is to say, if really ; etc. II. exercising an in-

fluence over the whole clause : 1. namely, that is,

that is if God grant it, Od. ;,
any man,

—

at least any wise man, lb. 2.

in Att. dialogue, where something is added to the state-

ment of the previous speaker, as, ; Answ.
yes and quite right too, Ar.; so, 7raVu,

etc., Plat. 3. implying concession, well then

I will go, Eur., Ep. for, pf. of :—pi.,, ; part,., pf . of.
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', pf. of yiyvo^ai.', Ep. pf. with pres. signf., used by Horn, in 3

sing-, and part. ^^$, 3 sing-, plqpf. (with

impf. signf.) ;—imperat. '/, subj. -/, part. /cos :—absol. to call out so as to

be heard, as far as a man can
make himself heard by shouting, Od. :—c. dat. pers.

to cry out to, lb. (Deriv. uncertain.), inf. yeyccveiv, Ep. impf. iyeycavevp, yzycvvevp,

aor. 1 inf. yeycovrjarai, formed from yiyoiva, and used

in same sense, Horn. 2. c. acc. rei, to tell out, pro-

claim, Aesch., Soph.
v!c,lengthd.for yzyo>viui,to cry alotid,Thuc. 2.

c. acc. rei, to tell out, proclaim, Aesch., Eur., , Adj. (from yeycavcas, part, of)
loud-sounding, Aesch. : loud of voice, Anth. :—Comp.
yeywvoTepos, Id., = ytyatviu, in Ep. inf. yayuiv^tv, II.,, cos, Att. for yeyacbs, yeyovcos, pf. part, of

yiy.'-, tjs, , = Hebr. ge-hinnom, i.e. the valley of
Hinnom, which represented the place of future pun-
ishment, . T.-, o,=yair}6xos, Hes.-, ov, — ysoo-ir0vos, Babr.-,, , , a plougher of earth, Anth., (from an obsol. act. *yeivco = yevva<v) : I.

as Pass., only in pres. and impf., to be born, like yiy-,' at one's birth, Horn. ; 1 pi. Ep. impf.

II. II. Causal in aor. 1 med.,
Ep. 2 sing, (for ye'ivy), of the father, to beget,

lb., rag. ; of the mother, to bring forth, Horn.;
the mother, Hdt., Eur. ; and ol

the parents, Hdt., Xen. 2. of Zeus, to bring men
into being, Od.-, ov, (777,) earth-bearing, Anth.

or, , the projecting part of the roof,

the eaves, cornice, coping, Eur. (Deriv. unknown.), r], = yeiTovia, neighbourhood: the neigh-

bours, Plut. From, mostly in pres., to be a neighbour, to border
on, c. dat., Ar., Dem.', =', Aesch., Soph. Hence, aros, , neighbourhood : a neighbouring
place, Plat. ; and, $, , =sq., Luc., , neighbourhood, Plat. ; and, ov, neighbouring, Anth. From, ovos, 6, , (yij) one of the same land, a, neigh-
bour, Lat. vicinus (from vicus), Od. ; rivos

or one's neighbour, Eur., Xen. :

—

yeiTovuiv

or e/c yeirovwv from or in the neighbourhood, Ar.,

Plat.; as Adj. neighbouring, Aesch., Soph., Desiderat. of, to be like to laugh,
ready to laugh, Plat., =, Anth., aros,,() a laugh,

' the many-twinkling smile of Ocean/ Aesch., , , a laugher, sneerer, Soph. ; and, , , inclined to laugh, Luc. ; and, , ov, laughable, Od. From, Ep., Ep. part. pi.,,

— yeved. 1 6 r- or- : Ep. impf. y or-: Dor.

3 pi. yeAavTi, part. fern.:—f. [&],

later, :—aor. 1', Ep.'', Dor.-|:—Pass., aor. 1 : I. absol. to laugh,
Horn., etc.; , of feigned laughter,

II. :—Pass., for the sake of a
laugh being raised, Dem. II. to laugh at a
person, Lat. irrideo, II., Aesch. ; also at a
thing, Xen. ; so c. dat., Soph., etc. ; rarely, like-, c. gen. pers., Id. 2. c. acc. to deride,

or Theocr., Ar. :—Pass, to be derided, Aesch.,

Soph.', , gen.', a clove of garlic, Anth.', ol, =$, q. v., Ep. for, h. Horn,, Ep. for yeXoios.-, f. , ($) to write comic songs,

Anth.

or, Ep., , ov, ()
causing laughter, laughable, II., Hdt., etc.

;

jests, Theogn. II. of persons, causing laughter,

ridicidous, Plat., etc.,,,, Ep. forms ; v.

sub.-, ,() fellowship in laughing, Anth.', Aeol.', : gen.', Att.' : dat.-, Ep.' or (apocop.)' : acc., poet,'^ : () :

—

laughter,' they were
like to die with laughing, Od.; ,,
etc., Xen.;

—

to restrain one's laughter,

Id. ; ' to incur laughter, Eur. ;' to provoke laughter, Hdt., Ar. ;' £
ridiculous, Eur. II. occasion of laughter,

matter for laughter, y. yyvoa Soph.-', to create, make laughter, esp. by buf-

foonery, Plat., Xen. ; and', , buffoonery , Xen. From-,, ,() exciting laughter ; as Subst.

a jester, buffoon, Xen.,, Ep. forms: v. sub., f. Att. , (') to fill fillI of, to load or

freight with, a cargo of a ship, c. gen., Thuc, etc. ;

. charging the urns with ashes,

Aesch. :—Pass, to be laden or freighted, Dem. II.

later in Pass., c. acc, olvov yees Anth..', , a load, freight, Aesch. From', only in pres. and impf. to be full, of a ship,

Hdt., Xen. 2. c. gen. rei, to be full of a thing,

Thuc, etc. ; metaph., Trag., as, Ion., , , Ep. dat. yever/(pi : (-
yvoa) : I. of the persons in a family, 1. race,

stock, family, Horn., etc. ; y. II. ; yeveys

according to his family, lb. ;
by birth-right,

Od. ;
'' by descent, II. :—of horses, a

breed, lb. :—generally, yeve-ftv in kind, Hdt. :—also a

tribe, nation, y. Aesch. 2. a race, gener-

ation,' \ II. ;

lb. 3. offspring, Orac ap. Hdt.;

and of a single person, Soph. II. of time or place

in reference to birth : 1. a birth-place, iirl' II. ; of an eagle's eyrie, Od. 2. age,

time of life, esp. in phrases ytvefi,-
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youngest, eldest, in age, or by birth, Horn. 3.

time of birth, Hdt. ; . Xen., £. ], to trace by way of pedigree,.
Hdt. ; yev. to draw out his pedigree, Id. :

—Pass., yey Id. ;-
. . ; and, , the making a pedigree, Plat. From-, 6, () a genealogist., () Adv. from birth, by descent, Anth.', Dor. -, , I. of persons, race, stock,

family, Horn.; of horses, a breed, stock, II. 2.

race, offspring, Soph. II. of place or time,

birth-place : metaph., y. a silver-win^, II., r
/j, 6v,() of'orfor a birthday , Anth., ov,=, Anth.', ov, of or belonging to one's birth, Lat.

natalis, y. a birthday gift, Aesch. ;

(with or without -) one's birth-day, Inscrr. ; so

a birthday feast, birthday offerings,

Eur. II. of one's race or family, esp. of tutelary

gods (dii gentiles), y. Pind. ; y. Aesch. :

—

kindred blood, Eur. ; 7. a parent's

curse, Aesch. III. giving birth, yev. thy

natal stream, Id. ;
yev. Soph.',,=, race, descent, Aesch. 2.=, offspring, Id., Soph., Dor.-, =, Theocr.,, ,() a beard, Od., Trag. 2. in

pi. the sides of the face, cheeks, Eur. Hence, =, to begin to get a beard, Plat.

[], , , bearded, Theocr. From, f .,() to grow a beard, get a beard,

Od., Xen., etc., , 6, Ion. for., , (), the part covered by the beard, the

chin, Horn., Trag. :—proverb, of a lean animal,

nothing but chin and
horns, Ar. 2. =, the beard, Hdt. 3. the

cheek, Anth., Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 of.', ov, = :—but,, a day kept in
memory of the dead, Hdt. ; to be distinguished from

a birthday-feast, thoug-h used for it in . T.'-,, ,() an origin, source, produc-
tive cause, II. :

—

a beginning, in dual, ,
Plat. II. manner of birth, Hdt. : race, descent,

Id. ; by descent, Soph. III. production,
generation, opp. to, Plat., etc. IV. creation,

created things, Id. V. a race, kind, family,
Id. VI. a generation, age, Id.,,= II. 3, from the hour of
birth, Horn., , 6,() the begetter, father, ancestor,

Eur., and in pi. parents, Id. 2. () the

begotten, the son, Soph., Eur. II. as Adj.,=, Aesch., Eur., iSos, -,() goddess of one's birth-

hour, Ar., opos, ,—, Hdt., Eur., -riioos, Att. )5, i)Sos,,— II, a pickaxe,
mattock, Soph,

and, as, , descent, birth, Aesch. II.

—'.
offspring, Id. : a generation, Id. 2, a race, family

,

Id., Eur. Hence

[], , , noble, Lat. generosus, Ar., Plat,-, , () befitting a noble : Adv.-, Ar., a, ov and os, ov, () suitable to one's

birth or descent, it fits not my nobility,

II. I. of persons, high-born, noble by birth, Lat.

generosus, Hdt., Trag. ; so of animals, well-bred,

Plat., Xen. 2. noble in mind, high-minded, Hdt.,

Att. : .—, Soph. :—also of actions, noble,

Hdt., Trag. II. of things, good of their kind,

excellent, notable, Xen. : genuine, intense,

Soph. III. Adv. -, nobly, Hdt., etc. : Comp.-, Plat. : Sup.-, Eur.,, () nobleness of character,

nobility, Eur., Thuc. : of land, fertility , Xen., f ., () Causal of (cf.,
n), of the father, to beget, engender, Aesch., Soph. ;

rarely of the mother, to bringforth, Aesch. ; 01}·
the parents, Xen. ; > the child,

Hdt. :—like . 2, as even
if he grow, get a large body, i.e. if he be of giant

frame, Soph. 2. metaph. to produce, Plat. Hence',, 6, that which is produced or born, a
child, Soph. :—any product or work, Plat. 2.

breeding, nature, Soph. II. act. a begetting,

Aesch. ; and, Dor. -<4,,€&>$, tj,() an engendering,
producing, Eur., Plat. : birth, . T., , 6,() a parent, Soph., Plat. II.

7evv7jTc«, 01,() at Athens, heads offamilies, Plat., , , () begotten, Plat. ;

bom of women, . ., Dor.-,, , —, Eur., Plat., , , =, noble, Ar., Plat.', , , (-) race, stock, family, Horn.,

etc. ; absol. in ace, from Ithaca I

am by race, Od. ; in Att. with the Art., >
; Ar. ; so in dat., Dem. ; 01

=, Soph.; opp. to 01 , Id.;

to be of his race, Id. II. off-

spring, even a single descendant, a child, Lat. genus,
II. ; , lb. ; so in Trag. 2. collect-

ively, offspring, posterity, Thuc, Dem. III. a

race, in regard to number, 7. mankind, II. ;-, . Horn., etc. :

—

a clan or house, Lat. gens,
Hdt. ; at Athens as a subdivision of the, Plat. :—a tribe, as a subdivision of, Hdt. :

—

a caste,

Id., Plat. : of animals, a breed, Hdt. 2. a race in

regard to time, an age, generation, Od. ; 7.,
Hes. :—hence age, time of life, II. IV.
sex, Plat. : gender, in grammar, Arist. V. a class,

sort, kind, Xen. 2. in Logic, genus, opp. to

(species), Plat.', he grasped, =, found only in this form,

II. :—said to be Aeol. for () like\
for-. II. syncop. for, v..'", , : dat. :—pi., gen., contr., dat., Ep., acc., contr.

:

—

the under jaw, Od. ; in pi. the jaws, the

mouth, 11., Trag. ; so in sing., Theogn., Eur. :—gen-
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erally, the side of the face, cheek, Id. II. the

edge of an axe, a biting axe, Soph. (Cf. yeveiov,

yvaOos, Lat. gena.), a, 6v, (yepwv) =, old, in Horn, and
Trag-. ; of men, with notion of dignity, like signor,

Id. ; yepaios that reverend sire, II. :—Comp. yepai-

Tepos, Horn.; oi yepaiTepoi the elders, senators, Aesch.,

Xen. ; cf. yipuiv:— Sup. yepaWaTOS, Ar.; rarely =, eldest, Theocr. II. of things, ancient,

Trag-.-, ov, with old, wrinkled skin, Anth.
: Ep. impf . yepaipov : f. yepapa> : aor. eyeprjpa :

(yepas) :

—

to honour or reward with a gift,

Horn., etc. :—Pass, to be so honoured, Eur. 2. re-

versely, y. to present as an honorary gift, ap.

Dem. II. to celebrate, with dances, Hdt.,, Comp. and Sup. of yepaios.'^, / and , a crane, Lat. grus, II., i), 6v,= yepaios, Soph., , ov, (yepa'ipoo) of reverend bearing, majestic,

II. 2. — yepaios, Aesch. II. yepapo'i, , priests,

Id. ; yepapai, priestesses, Dem.'", aos, cos, to; nom. pi. yepa, apoc. for yepaa;
Att. yepa, Ion. yepea:—a gift of honour, Horn.;
yap yepas 4 this is the last honour of the

dead, II. :—any privilege or prerogative conferred on
kings or nobles, Horn., Hdt., etc. Hence, ov, honouring, h. Horn. II. = yepapos,

honoured, Eur., Ion. nom. pi. of yepas.-, f., (aycayos) to guide an old man,
Soph., , Lacon. form of yepovc'ia, Xen.,, Dim. oiyepwv, a little old man, Ar., Xen.-, , , an old man's master, Plat., -, (yepuiv) a Council of Elders, Senate,

Eur. II. =, Id., a, ov, (yepo)v) for or befitting the seniors or

chiefs, II. ; 7. opKos an oath taken by them, lb.,, (elpw) anything made of wicker-work : I.

an oblong shield, covered with ox-hide, such as the

Persians used, Hdt., Xen. II. yeppa, , wattled
huts or booths, used in the Athen. market-place,

Dem. III. the wicker body of a car, Strab.-, , (4) a kind of troops that used
wicker shields, Xen.', ovtos, , an old man, Horn., etc. 2. in

political sense, yepovTes the Elders, Seniors, or Chiefs,

who formed the King-'s Council, Horn. :—then, like

Lat. Patres, the Senators, esp. at Sparta, Hdt. II.

as Adj. old, mostly with a masc. Noun, Theogn.,
Aesch., etc. ; but yepov cranos occurs in Od., aros, ,() a taste, smack of a thing-

, Eur.,

Ar., pi. poet, for yeea, pf. med. of yevcti.', verb. Adj. of yevw, one must make to taste,

tivos Plat., f. yevaoo : aor. 1 eyevcra :—Med., f. yevoa

:

aor. 1 eyev, subj. yevcreTai, -cofxeQa, Ep. for-,- : pf . yeyea

:

—to give a taste of, Hdt. ;

rarely Eur. ; or tivos Plat. : cf. yevc-
4. II. Med. yevoa, with pf. pass., to taste of
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a thing-, c. g-en., Od., Thuc. 2. metaph. to taste,

feel, Sovpbs /cijs, yevaaaQai Horn. ; yevo^e'
eyxeiais let us try one another with the spear,

II. : to taste the sweets of, apxrjs, Hdt. ; to

have experience of',, irevOovs Soph., Eur. (The
Root was prob., cf. Lat. gus-tare.)', -, a dyke, dam or mound to bar a stream, in

pi., II. ; the phrase yecpvpai seems to mean
the ground between two lines of battle, —eaov,
lb. II. a bridge, to cross a stream, Hdt., Att.

;

Horn, also seems to recognise this sense in the Verb€. (Deriv. unknown.), f . , to abuse from the bridge : there was
a bridge between Athens and Eleusis, and as the people

passed it in procession, they had a custom of abusing
whom they would : hence to abuse freely, Plut. : hence
also, ov, , a reviler, Id.-, , bridge-maker, Lat. Pontifex, Plut., f., (yecpvpa) to bridge over, make passable
by a bridge, ye(pvpe he (sc. )
the fallen tree made a bridge over the river, II. ; 7.

to throw a bridge over it, Hdt. ; eyep
Tr0pos Id. 2. to make [a passage] like a bridge,

ye<ppe he made a bridge-way, II., , geography , Plut. From- [], , {yy\, yp) a geographer.-, es, (777, eldos) earth-like, earthy, Plat. ; with
deep soil, Xen., , a hill of earth, Strab., Anth. From-, ov, crested with earth : as Subst., a hill,

hillock, Xen. : so yeoov, , Theocr.', f. , to measure the earth, to practise

or profess geometry, Plat. II. to measure, c.

ace, Xen. From-, , ,(^) a land-measurer, geometer,
Plat. Hence, , geometry, Hdt., Plat. ; and, i), , of or for geometry, geometrical

,

Plat. : yee :

] (sc. 4), geometry, Id. II.

skilled in geometry, a geometrician, Id.-, -, (yv,) a portion of land. II.

= yepya, Anth.-, T0,=yr)-irehov, Hdt.-, », , (yr), irevqs) poor in land, Hdt.-', to till the ground ; ydwoveTv Eur. From-, , a husbandman, Anth. ; in Babr. -
7rovo9 : Dor. form§ in Eur.', f., (yepys) to be a husbandman, far-
mer, Plat., Xen., etc. II. c. acc. to till, plough,
cultivate, Thuc, Dem. 2. metaph. to work at a
thing-, practise it, Lat. agitare, Id. ; 7. e/c tivos to

draw profit from it, live by it, Id. Hence, , tillage, agriculture, farming, Thuc,
Plat. 2. in pi. farms, tilled land, Id. ; and, r), , of or for tillage, agricultural, Ar.

;

6 7. Aecos the country folk, Id. :

—

y. (sc. ),
agriculture, farming, Plat. II. skilled in farm-
ing ; and as Subst. a good farmer, Id. From-, , (77), *7) tilling the ground, Ar. :—as

Subst., yepys, , a husbandman, Hdt., Ar., Plat.', f., to dig in the earth, dig a mine,

Hdt. From
2
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Strab.-, ov,{) cutting the ground, ploughing,
Anth.
", 77, contr. for yia : dual gen. and dat. yaw : pi.

ycu, yeai, Ion. gen. yecov, acc. 7as :

—

earth opp. to

heaven, or land opp. to sea, Horn., etc. ; yrjv

on land, by land, Thuc. ; yrjs Xen. :

—

4 yrjs on

earth, Soph. ; yrjs belo\v the earth, Trag. :—the
gen. with local adverbs, yrjs, yrjs, ubi terrarum,
where in {in what quarter of) the world, where o?t

earth, Soph., etc. 2. earth, as an element, opp. to

air, water, fire, Plat. II. a land, country, Aesch.,

etc. ; yrjv yrjs from land to land, Id. III. the

earth or ground as tilled, Soph., Plat. IV. a lump
of earth, in the phrase yrjv , yrjv, in token of submission, Hdt.-, es, {yi-yj/) like-, earthborn, of

the primeval men, Hdt., Plat. II. born of Gaia
or Tellus, of the Titans and Giants, Aesch., Soph.

;

—so of things, portentous, furious, Ar., , Dim. of 777, a piece of land, Ar., Xen.«, Adv. out of orfrom the earth, Aesch., Soph.', Dor. 7<z0e<w : f. -i\c<a : aor. 1 kyrjQ-, Ep.y- : pf. yiy-, Dor. yeydda (in pres. sense) :

plqpf. iyeyrjdeiv, Ep. yey^deiv : {yaiui) :

—

to rejoice,

Horn. ; c. acc. rei, t'is y-, ; II. ; c. part.,

7?j07}<ret (dual acc.) will rejoice at our ap-

pearing, lb.; y£yr\Qas thou rejoicest in living, Soph.;
ytyrjdevai. Id. : part. yeyr)90s, like, Lat.

impune, Id., eos, , =sq., {y-) Plut., ), joy, {y-) delight, II., ), and os, , {y-) joyful, glad at a
thing, c. dat., II. ; absol., lb., , , {yr)) of earth, Xen., Plat. :—also,
Anth., contr., , 6, {yr)) a husbandman, Soph.-, , =yzu)\o(pos, a hill, Xen.-, 6, Dor. and Trag.-, Att.-:,) :

—

one who has a share of land, a layid-

owner : 01 7. the landowners, landlords, Lat. opti-

mates, Hdt.-', {) to possess land, Hdt.-, Dor. and Trag.-, , a plot of
ground, Aesch. ; cf. y^-rr^ov.-, es, {-) falling or fallen to earth, Eur.-, =ye-vos.-, , v.-., , , {yrjpas) longer form of yepalSs, aged, in
old age, Hes., Hdt., Aesch.', a, ov, =foreg., Aesch.

[], aor. 2 inf. ofy-, as if from ^).,, , =yrjpaios, Anth., aor. 2 part, of y-, as if from *·., : gen. yijpaos, contr. yps : dat. yr)pai, contr.

yr)pa : {) :

—

old age, Lat. senectus, Horn., etc., f. y- andy- [] : aor. 1 4yr)-

: pf. yey :—there is also a pres. :

there are also some aor. 2 forms, as if from a pres.y- or y-, 3 sing, iy-, inf.y- [], part.

yvpds, Ep. dat. pi. y- : {yrjpas) :

—

to grow

-''.
old, become old, and in aor. and pf. to be so, Horn., etc.;y- grew old in his office of herald, 11.

;

of things, xpovosy- Aesch. ; c. acc. cogn.,y- Soph. II. Causal in aor. 1 iy-, to

bring to old age, Aesch., Anth.', f. ', to feed or tend in old age, Eur. :

—Pass, to be so cherished, Ar. From-, ,{) feeding or tending in old

age, Soph., Eur.-, —y-, Plut. From-, , {) tending old age, Hes.-', f. -, =-, Plat. :—f. med. in

pass, sense, Dem. From-, ,{) =-, Eur.-, -,{) born of sound, of echo, Theocr., aTOS, , {y-) a voice, sound, tone, Aesch.,, , {y-) the three-bodied Giant Geryon,

i. e. the Shouter, Pind. ;, Ep. ijos, Hes.

;

, 0vos, Aesch.,, , voice, speech, II., Soph., Eur. Hence, Dor. [] : f. [] : aor. 1

Ar. :—Med., f.- : aor. 1 -- and in

pass, form :

—

to sing ox say , speak, cry, Trag.

;

c. acc. cogn. to utter, Eur. II. the Med. is used

in the same way, to sing, h. Horn. : c. acc." cogn., Hes.,

Eur. ; toI yapavo let the owls sing
against the nightingales, Theocr. (Cf. Lat. garrio,

garrulus.), contr. gen. of yrjpas., , Att. for y-, a leek, Ar.', , contr. for 777/7-775., , ov, {yiyas) gigantic, Luc.-', ,{) giantkiller, Anth. ; -'-, opos, , Luc.-, ov, {*) giant-killing, Eur.

[], a grape-stone, Simon. : in pi. grapes, Ar.

[t],, : pi., dat.', Ep.

:

{yr), yaXa ?) :—mostly in pi. TiyavTes, the Giants, a
savage race destroyed by the gods, Od. ; the sons of
Gaia, Hes. II. as Adj. mighty, yiyas Aesch.

or, , a hinge joint : a joint in
a coat of mail, Xen.-, Ion. and in late Gr.- [], f. 761/77-

:—aor. 2, Ion. 2 sing, yeveu, 3 sing.

yev&KSTO, syncop. eyevTO :—pf. yiyova : plqpf. 67-
y0veiv, Ion. €7€7oVea :—for the Ep. forms yiyaa, 7-y, etc., v. yiyaa :—besides these we have some
pass, forms, aor. 1 iyevrjOr^v, pf. ytyh^ai : 3 sing,

plqpf. iyeyev- or yzy. ^^ is syncopated

from y-yivoa, the Root being ; cf. aor. 2 yev-, yivos, etc. ; so Lat. gi-gno for gi-geno.)

Radical sense, to come into being, Lat. gigni : 1.

of persons, to be born, viov yey ad>s new born, Od. ;

yeyovevai tivos Hdt. ; more rarely tivos Id.

;

tivos Eur. :—with Numerals, '/ca 7-
yov<is, Lat. natus annos tredecim, Hdt., etc. 2. of

things, to be produced, Plat., Xen., etc. :—of sums,
yeyov&s the result or amount, Plat. 3. of

events, to take place, come to pass, come on, happen,
and in past tenses to be, Horn., etc. :

—

- yivoiTO,

Lat. quod dii prohibeant, Dem. :—c. dat. et part., 71-

yveTai , I am glad at its being
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so, Thuc., etc. :—of sacrifices, omens, etc., to be

favourable, Id., Xen. :—in neut. part.,

the event, the fact, Thuc; . thefacts, Xen.;

former events, the past, Id. ; -
the future, Thuc. :—of Time,- arrived, Hdt. II. followed by a Predi-

cate, to come into a certain state, to become, hat. fieri,

and (in past tenses), to be so and so, Horn., etc. ;

turning every way, Od. ; so, 7.

Hdt. ; ; what am I to become ? i. e. what is

to become of me ? Aesch. ; 0 tl

Thuc. 2. with Adverbs, it -went ill

with me, Hdt.; ,,~· it goes well, etc.,

Xen. 3. followed by oblique cases of Nouns, a. c.

gen.,y.TS>v$iKa<TT4u)vto become one of thejurymen, Hdt.,

etc. :

—

tofall to the share of, belong to, yiyverai

tivos Xen. :

—

to be master of, y. Soph., etc. ; y.

ivrbs Hdt. :—of things, to be at, i. e. to cost, so

much, c. gen. pretii, Ar. b. with Preps., y. or

1 to be done supper, Hdt. ; y. els to be

at . . , Id. :-

—

y. eij to be out of sight, Id.;

y. kv to be in a place, Id. ; also, 7. ey to

be engaged in poetry, Id., etc. ; 7. ', Si.
1

7. to be at enmity with, Ar., etc. :—7. eiri to

fall into or be in one's power, Xen. :—7. tivos to

be on his side, Id. :—7. to come to one,

Hdt. :—7. to be at or near . . , Plat. : 7.

irpos to be engaged in . . , Dem. ; Plat. :

—

7. to be forward on the way, II.-, Ion. and in late Gr. *y, f . : pf

.

eyvwKa

:

—aor. 2 (as if from a Verb in -), Ep.-; sub].,.,,;'.,
Ep.~:— >$$.,^'}: aor. 1:
pf. :

—

to learn toknow, to perceive, mark, learn,

and in past tenses, to know, c. ace, Horn., etc. :—also

to discern, distinguish, yiyv(*>o~Kr)s

that thou mayst discern between gods
and men, II. : c. gen., yvv were aware
of each other, Od. ; " was aware of his

being angry, II. :—c. part., o'wvbv per-

ceived that he was a bird of omen, Od. ; -
I felt that I was beaten, Ar. :—but c. inf.,

yvy that he may learn how to keep,

Soph. II. to observe, to form a judgment on a
matter, to judge or think so and so, Hdt., Att. : in

dialogue, I understand, Soph. :—Pass, to be

pronounced, of a sentence or judgment, Thuc, etc. :—
also, to judge, determine, decree that . . , c. acc. et inf.,

Hdt., etc. (- is redupl. from Root,
cf., yvs, etc. : so Lat. gnosco.),, v. yyvoa,., [y) to be milky, juicy, Anth., a, 6v,() full of milk, Anth. : so-
yoeis,, , Id.-, riyos, , , (,) curdling milk, Anth.

[, , 6, poet, for ya, milk, II.- [], ov, () syncop. for yaao-,
living on milk, II., ov, blear-eyed, Ar., only in Ep. part,yav, glaring fiercely

,

of a lion, II.-, ov, () gray-eyed, Plat.

. 165', , 6v, in Horn., prob. without any notion of

colour, gleaming, silvery, of the sea, II., Trag. II.

later, certainly, with a notion of colour, bluish green,
gray, Lat. glaucus, of the olive, Soph., Eur. :—esp. of

the eyes light blue or gray, Lat. caesius, Hdt., Eur..-, : gen. : acc. or : () :—in

Horn, as epith. of Athena, with gleaming eyes, bright-

eyed ; v. yas.
-\|/,, , , =, Pind.·, Att. ·|, ya6s, , the owl, so called from
its glaring eyes (v. ya6s, and cf.) ;, = ' carry coals to Newcastle,'

Ar. : Athen. silver coins were called yas, because
they were stamped with an owl, Id., , smoothness, polish, Plut. From, , , () hollow, hollowed, of ships,

Horn. ; of caves, Id. ; of the lyre, Od. ; 7. a

deep harbour or cove, lb. II. polished, finished :

of persons, subtle, critical, nice, exact, Ar. :—Adv.
-, and neut. as Adv., Luc. Hence,,,—, Luc.' [], to scrape up the ground, of a lion, Hes.

and [], Dor.oyv, -: v..•-, , drinker of new wine, Anth.,,,) Lat. mustum, new wine, Arist.', , Aeol. for., , the pupil of the eye, eyeball, Horn.,

Soph. II. because figures are reflected small in

the pupil, a puppet, doll ; as a taunt,, yv
away, slight girl, II. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, , , in pi. things to stare at, shows, won-
ders, II.-, Dor., v..--€|-€75, ov, greedy-pettifog-

ging-barefaced-knavish, Ar.-, , ov,() glutinous, sticky, clammy,
Plat. :—metaph., 1. sticking close, importunate,
Ar.

; . 2. greedy , grasping,
niggardly, Arist. :—Adv., Plat., Xen. ; hence, with

difficulty, hardly, Dem. 3. of

things, mean, shabby, meagre, Id., Plut. Hence", ovos, , a niggard, Ar.' [t], only in pres. and impf. :

—

to cling to,

strive after, long for, a thing, c. gen., Hdt., Plat. ;

art anxious how to become
general, Hdt. :—c. inf. to be eager to do, Plat., Dem.--,, , sucking up grease, Anth.', , any glutinous substance, gluten, gum,
y. airb tree-gum, Hdt. II. as Adj.,, , , slippery, knavish, Ar.', , the rump, II. :—pi. the buttocks, Lat.

nates, lb., Hdt., f., to sweeten :—Pass, to be sweetened,

to turn sweet, Mosch.•, , , —, Od., Eur.•-,, , , with sweet skin, Anth.-, , () causing sweet tears, Anth.•-, ov, () with sweet gifts, Anth.•-, , () sweet-sounding, Anth., , sweetness of mind : benevolence, Plut.-, ov, sweet-minded, sweet ofmood, II. II.

act. charming the mind, delightful, Ar.
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apple, as a term of endearment, Theocr.-, ov, sweetly winning, h. Horn., f. , to speak sweetly :—from-, ov, sweet-speaking, Anth.-, , , having a fair offspring, Anth.-, , a sweet maid, Anth."', ?, v, sweet, II., etc. :—metaph. sweet,

delightful, Horn., etc. :

—

c. inf., Aesch.,

etc. 2. of water, sweet, fresh, opp. to,
Hdt. 3. after Horn., of persons, sweet, dear, Soph.;

my dear fellow, Ar. :—sometimes in bad
sense, simple, silly, ef! Plat. II. Comp.
and Sup. [t Att., Ep.], ; also-, -raros, Pind., Att.,, ,() sweetness, Hdt.

p,, ,() a graving tool, chisel, Anth., , ,() a carver, sculptor, Anth., ], ,() carved, Anth.,, ,() a tool for carving, knife, chisel,

h. Horn., Theocr. ; . a pen-knife, Anth., , —, Luc.,, , mostly in pi., the notched end
of the arrow, Horn., Hdt. ; the

arrow itself, Eur. From' [] : f. : aor. :—Pass., aor.

part., aor. 2 [u] : pf. : (akin

to) :

—

to carve, cut out with a knife, Ar.

;

. to engrave them, Hdt. ; of sculptors,

Id. II. to note down [on tablets], Anth., , only in pi., the beard of corn, Hes.

(Akin to.), Att.,, , the tongue, Horn., etc. 2.

the tongue, as the organ of speech,

through love of talking, Hes., Aesch. ;

by word of mouth, Hdt., Thuc. ; not

by word of mouth, not from mere hearsay, Aesch.

;

so, */ Soph. ; to let loose

one's tongue, speak without restraint, Id. ; pi.,-, i. e. with blasphemies, Id. :—for, v. . II. a tongue, language,
Horn., Hdt., etc. III. the tongue or mouthpiece
of a pipe, Aeschin. (Deriv. unknown.), , endless talking, wordiness, Eur.-, ov, () talking till one's tongue
aches., ='5, Luc.-, ,( ,) a case for the

mouthpiece of a pipe : generally, a case, casket, . T., , Att. for.,, , = , Luc.
or, , gen., any projecting point,

hence, 1. the end of the yoke-strap, II. 2. the

point of an arrow, Soph., Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), , the jaw, poet, form of, Horn. ; also

in pi., Od. : metaph., the gnawing
of poison, Eur. ; for , v..' [, , (akin to) the jaw, properly the

lower jaw, yv. Hdt. ; take your
teeth to it ! Ar. ; oft. in pi., Plat., etc. 2. metaph.
of fire, Aesch. 3. metaph. also, like Lat.fauces, of a

—.
narrow strait, Id., Xen. 4. the point or edge,

as of a wedge, Aesch., ", ,() curved, bent, Horn. 2.

supple, pliant, of the limbs of living men, Id. II.

metaph. to be bent, \
(of Achilles), II., f . : aor. Ep. :—poet,

form of used by Horn, when a short vowel is to

be made long before it, to bend ; yv. to bend his

will, Aesch.,, v.,., , ov, () of or belonging to the race, i. e.

lawfully begotten, legitimate, opp. to, Horn. ;

to have a noble mind, Eur.; yv.

lawful wives, opp. to, Xen. ; yv. -
true sons of Greece, Dem. :·—Adv. -, lawfully,

really, truly, Eur., aor. 2 opt. of :, part., , —, Luc., Adv. () with bent knee : to fall

on the knee, II., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of :—but, 3 sing. subj., aor. 2 imper. of-.,, ,(-) a mark, token, like-, Hdt., Soph. II. an opinion, judgment, —, Aesch., Eur., f. , {) to form a judgment of,

discern, Plat., ,(-) a means of knowing, a mark,
token, Theogn. II. the organ by which one
knows, the mind : hence, 1. thought, judgment,
intelligence, Soph. : acc. absol., intelli-

gent, Hdt. ; . Soph. ; to under-

stand, Id. ; to give heed, be on
one's guard :

—

with a good conscience,

Aesch. ; but, . not without judgment, with

good sense, Soph. 2. one's mind, will, purpose,

Aesch., etc. ; ' to stand high in

his favour, Hdt. ; . or to have

a mind, be inclined towards . . , Thuc. ;
'

of his own accord, Id. ; . of one

accord, Dem. ; so, Thuc. :—in pi.,

friendly sentiments, Hdt. III. a judg-
ment, opinion, I incline mostly

to the opinion that . . , Hdt. ; so,

. or . Id. ; , like/ ., to be right, Ar. ; . mea
sententia, Hdt. ; absol., Ar. ;

contrary to general opinion , Thuc. :—of orators,, to deliver an opinion, Hdt.

;

Soph. ; Thuc. 2. like Lat. sententia,

a proposition, motion, ' Hdt. ;,
Thuc. ; to carry a motion,

Ar. 3. the opinions of wise men, maxims,
Lat. sententiae. 4. a purpose, resolve, intent,

Thuc:

—

; with what purpose?
Hdt. ; . the general pur-
port . . , Thuc., , Dim. of III, a fancy, Ar., f.,[) to speak in maxims, Arist.-, , () a speaking in maxims, Plat.



, ), ,( ) fit to give judgment,
Xen. : experienced in a thing-, c. gen., Plat. II.( II) of orfor sun-dials, Anth., ,() prudence, judgment, Solon., ], , clever at coining maxims, Ar.- [], ov,() maxim-coining, senten-
tious, Ar., ovos, 6, (-) one that knows or ex-

amines, a judge, interpreter, Aesch., Thuc., Xen. II.

the gnomon or index of the sundial, Hdt. III.

ol ", the teeth that mark a horse's age,

Xen. IV. a carpenter's rule : metaph. a rule of

life, Theogn., aor. 2 inf. of-.€, Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 subj. of-., f. Att. : pf. : (-) ——to

make known, point out, explain, Aesch. :—Pass, to

become known, Plat. 2. c. acc. pers. to make known,. Plut. II. to gain knowledge of, discover

that a thing is, c. part., Soph., Thuc. 2. to be ac-

quainted with, make acquaintance with, Plat.,

Dem., ov, rarely 77, ov, (-) well-known,
familiar, of persons and things, Plat., etc. :—as Subst.

an acquaintance, Od.,Xen., etc. II. known to all,

notable, distinguished, oi the notables or

wealthy class, opp. to, Id. :—Sup., oi-
Dem. III. Adv. -, intelligibly , Eur.,, ,() acquaintance, tivos with

another, Plat. : knowledge, Id.,, ,() that by which a thing is

made known, a mark, token, Xen. ; tokens

by which a. lost child is recognised, Plut.', verb. Adj. of, one must know,
Arist.,, 2 and 3 sing. aor. 2 of-,-,() Ion. Verb, to fight with one's

own opinion, i. e. to change one's mind, to recognise
one's own fighting power (as compared with the

enemy) : hence to give way, submit, Hdt., Eur., Ar.

;

. to give way and confess that they

are not equal, Hdt., , , (-) a judicial inquiry
Dem. II. a knowing, knowledge, Plat., . T. 2.

acquaintance with a person, ap. Aeschin. 3.

a knowing, recognising, Thuc. III. a being
known, fame, credit, Luc., verb. Adj. of-, one must know, Plat,

p, rjpos, , (·) one that knows : a
surety, Lat. cognitor, Xen., , ,(-) one that knows, N.T. II.

a surety, Plut., 4), ,(-) good at knowing : -
(sc.) thefaculty of knowing, Plat,, i\, ov, later form of, known, to be

known, Aesch., Soph., Xen., , 6v, older form of : I. of things,

perceived, understood, known, Horn. ;

Soph. II. of persons, well-known,
Od. :—as Subst. a kinsman, brother, re

brothers and sisters, II., Dor. for).

— yovog. 167, inf., Ep. -', Ep. part,,- :

Ep. impf., Ion. : Ep. aor. 2 : f.\, later] : aor. 1 : () :

—

to

wail, groan, weep, Horn. :—c. acc. to bewail, mourn,
lament, weep for, II.; 4 tivos Mosch. :—so also in

Med., Aesch., Soph. :—Pass., Aesch., f. , to mutter, murmur, . T. (Formed
from the sound.)

[], , ov, =, round, Ar. (Deriv.

uncertain.), ,() a murmuring, . ., , ,() a murmurer, . ., , , = sq., Aesch.€, , , () of things, mournful, lamentable,
Aesch., Eur. II. of persons, lamenting, Eur., Ep. for, inf. of., ov, gen. ovos, =, Anth.,, ,() one who howls out enchantments,
a sorcerer, enchanter, Hdt., Eur. ;-
charming by means of sorcerers, Hdt. 2. a juggler,
cheat, Plat., Dem., ,() juggling, cheatery, Plat., f. , (yoTjs) to bewitch, beguile, Plat., , Dor., , , () a waller ; or, in

Adv. sense, of lamentation, Aesch., , ,() bewitching : fern,, Anth.,, to imitate the sound of pigs grunting, Anth., , () a ship's freight, burden, tonnage,
Hdt., Dem. 2. a beast's load, Babr., f., () to load, Babr.-, ov, rattling between the teeth, Anth.

(sc. ), ,() a grinder-tooth, Lat.

molaris, Hdt., Ar., etc.-&, 4s,() fastened with bolts, well-

bolted, Ar.', , a bolt, for ship-building, Od. ; and for

other uses, Hes., Aesch. :—generally, any bond or

fastening, of the cross-ribs of canoes, Hdt. (^Prob.

akin to.) Hence, f . , to fasten with bolts, of ships :—in

Pass., the ship's hull is ready
built, Aesch. Hence, , , that which is fastened by bolts,

frame-work, Plut., rjpos, ,() a ship-builder, Anth., ecos, ,( ) a begetter, father : in pi.,, ol, the parents, Hes., Att. : also, a pro-

genitor, ancestor, Hdt., , [-) produce, offspring, Horn., etc. ; so

in pi., Soph. 2. like,, a race, stock,

family, Trag. 3. a generation, Aesch. II.

that which engenders, the seed, Hes., Hdt., etc. 2.

the womb, Eur. III. of the mother, child-birth,

Id., Theocr. 2. of the child, birth, Soph., perhaps a violent storm, Aesch., ov, ()) productive, fruitful : . a

parent's limbs, Eur. 2. metaph. of persons, genuine,

Ar. ; 7. Anth., and ,(-) like, that which is be-

gotten, offspring, a child, II., Hdt. ; . his

son, Soph. 2. any product, of the silver mines at

Laureion, Aesch.; of tribute, Ar. 3. is
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II. like,to any of the male sex, Hdt.

one's race, stock, descent, Od.'", to: gen. yovaros, Ion. ; Ep. also,

; dat., pi. 7oDva,, :—the

Ion. forms, -an in rag., but never youi/os,

700^1 :

—

the knee, Lat. genu, Horn., etc. 2.-
crflcu to clasp iA<? knees as a suppliant, 11. ;

so,, lb. ;

FIdt. ; or <: rivos Od.

;

Eur. ; to sup-

plicate by [clasping] the knees, Horn. ; or

Eur. 3. of a sitting-

posture, yow bend the knee so as to sit down,
II. :

—

on one's knees, of a child, lb. ; -
to lay it on her lap

(as an offering-), lb. ; metaph., iv ,
i. e. rests on their will and pleasure, Horn. 4. the

knees are in Horn, the seat of strength; hence,

tivos to weaken, lame, kill him, II.: also, metaph.,

to bring- down upon the knee, i.e. to

humble, conquer, Hdt. 5. proverb., 7?

yovv 'Charity begins at home,' Theocr. II.

the knee or joint of grasses, such as the cane, Lat.

geniculuni, Hdt., Xen.', f., to fall on the knee, to fall down
before one, or . . From-, , (-) falling on the knee,' yov.

a kneeling posture, Eur., Ep. aor. 2 or impf. of.', , weeping, wailing, groaning, howling,
mourning, lamentation, Horn., Trag\, a, ov,() of the Gorgon, Horn., ov, of Gorgias, Gorgias-like, Xen.-, , , (,) lie of the Gorgon-
crest, Ar. ; fern., , , Id., ov, = Topye7os, Aesch.-, ov, [,) with the Gorgon on
it, of a shield, Ar., Pass, to be hot or spirited, of a horse, Xen.', , , grim, fierce, terrible, Aesch., Eur. ;

70070s terrible to behold, Xen. ; of horses, hot,

spirited, Id.-, ov, (*) Gorgon-killing : fern. 0070-, as a name of Athena, Eur., ,[) the Gorgon, i.e. the Grim One (cf.

70070's), Horn. : Hes. speaks of three Gorgons, Euryale,

Stheino, Medusa,—the last being the Gorgon ; her

snaky head was fixed on the aegis of Athena, and all

who looked on it became stone, Eur.—The regular sing,

is 7<, gen. Topyovs, dat. 07 : later, cases were
formed as if from a nom., sc. gen. rop7oVos;
dat. rop7oVi :—in pi.,, acc. -as are the only
forms.-, , (| fierce-eyed, Aesch., Eur. :—also,, , , Eur. ; fern,, , of

Athena, Soph.

yovv, Ion. and Dor., (7 ) a stronger form of, at least then, at any rate, any way,
Aesch.; used in quoting an example,

Thuc, Xen.; also in answers, yes certainly,

Soph.,, poet. pi. of 70V0.

, f. , Dep. () to clasp another's

knees (v. I. 2), and so to implore, entreat, sup-

plicate, II. ; c. inf. to implore one to do a thing, lb.

;

rtvos in behalf of another, lb. ; tivos by

another, Od.,, Ep., Ep. pl. forms of.-, contr.-, Dep. only in pres. and impf.,

=, Horn,-, 4s,() thick-kneed, or (better)-, (,) cramping the knees, Hes.

yovvos, a doubtful word, prob. = (v. . ill),

hill, 7. the hill or citadel of Athens, Od. ;

. ^ the hill of Sunium, Hdt. ;

up the slope of the threshing floor, Od., Ion., , an old woman, fern, of,
(v.), Od., Soph., Eur. ; ,

of the Eumenides, Aesch. 2. as Adj. in the obi.

cases, old, withered, Id., Eur. II., at,

daughters of Phorcys and Ceto, with fair faces, but
hair gray from their birth, Hes., , Dim. of, an old hag, old woman,
Ar., Xen. : contr., Ar., Dem., (7) Pass, to become an old woman,
Anth., , ov, contr. for 7epatos, raisins,

Anth.,, , () that which is drawn, in pl.

the lines of a drawing or picture, Eur., Theocr. : in

sing, a drawing, picture, Plat. II. that which is

written, a written character, letter, Lat. litera, Hdt.,

etc. ; and in pl. letters, Aesch. ; hence, the alphabet,

Hdt., Plat. ; 7p. to have learnt to read, Id. ;
'-, ' you kept school,—

I

went there, Dem. 2. a note in music, Anth. III.

in pl. also, a piece of writing, and, like Lat. literae, a

letter, Hdt., Eur. : an inscription, epitaph, Hdt. 2.

papers or documents of any kind, records, accounts,

Ar., Oratt. :—in sing, a bill, account, . T. 3. a

man's writings, i. e. a book, treatise, Xen. :—also,

letters, learning, Plat., , the office of the, Plut.& or-,, Dim. of, small
tablets, Dem., Plut., ,() that on which one writes,

tablets, Plat., etc. 2. an account-book, register,

Dem., , , () a secretary, clerk, Lat.

scriba, Thuc, etc. Hence, f . <, to be secretary, Thuc, etc. ; c. gen.,-

7p. Epigr.-, , () a letter-carrier, Plut.,, v..&, Dep. to be a grammarian, Anth., rj, ,() knowing one's letters,

well grounded in the rudiments, a grammarian,
Xen., etc :—Adv.-, Plat. :

—

—) (with or without) grammar, Id., , Dim. of, Luc, ov, ,—, Hdt., Plat. II.

one who teaches, a schoolmaster, Xen., Plat,,-, ov, () rnother of letters, epith. of

ink, Anth.



*- [],, 6, nickname of^,
a porer over records, Dem.-, , , a puzzle-headed gram-
marian, Anth., f. , to carry or deliver letters,

Strab. From-, ov, () letter-carrying, Polyb.-, , () a box for keeping
records, Plut., , () the stroke of a pen, a line,

Plat. II. =, the line across the course, to

mark the starting- or winning post, Ar. : metaph. of

life, Horace's ultima linea rerum, Eur. III. the

middle line on a board (like our draught-board^, also

called , proverb., or '.
to move one's man from this line, i. e. try

one's last chance, Theocr. IV. (sc.), the long line, i. e. the line of condemnation
drawn by the dicast, Ar.-,, ,(,) scaring old women, Ar., verb. Adj. of, one must describe,

Xen. 2., , ov, to be described, Luc., rjpos, ,() a writer, Anth., , , () marked as with letters, a

Theocr.,, ,() a scratching, tearing, Od., gen., : Ion.,, voc. :

poet, also, voc. :—pi., nom., acc.

: (from same Root as) :

—

an old woman,
Horn., Aesch.; . Od. ; Eur. II.

scum, as of boiled milk, Ar»,, , {) a painter, Eur. II. =, Xen.,,() representationby meansof lines : I.

drawing or delineation, Hdt. ; of paititing, Id.,

Plat. 2. a drawing, painting, picture,'
only in a picture, Hdt. ;

Aesch. II. writing, the art of writing, Plat. 2.

a writing, Soph. : a letter, Thuc. ; so in pi., like-, Eur. : . false statements, Id. III.{) as Att. law-term, an indictment in a public

prosecution, a criminal prosecution undertaken by the

state, opp. to (a private action), Plat., etc., , ,{) capable of drawing or paint-
ing, Plat. :

—

- (sc.), the art of painting,
Id. 2. of things, as if painted, as in painting,
Plut. II. of orfor writing, suited for writing,
Arist. : . a subject for description, Plut. :

Adv. -, Id.,, ,() a stile for writing on waxen
tablets, Plat., etc. : a needle for embroidering,
Anth. II. embroidery , Id.' [], f . : aor. , Ep. : pi.

:—Pass., f. and : aor.

2 [], later, aor. : pf..
Orig. sense, to scratch, scrape, graze,

II. ; having scratched
marks as tokens on a tablet, lb. :—then, to represent by
lines drawn, to delineate, draw, paint, Hdt., Aesch.

;

Ar. : also in Med., =, Hdt. II. to express by written char-
acters, to write, Id. ; . to write a person's
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name, Xen. ; ., etc., Id. ; . -

Hdt. 2. to inscribe, like, .
Eur., Dem. 3. to write down, .

to set him down as the cause, Hdt. 4. to

register, enrol, . among the

cavalry, Xen. ; , as a
dependent of Creon, Soph. 5. to write down a law

to be proposed ; hence to propose, move,,
Xen. : so, absol., (sub. ), Dem. ; .,, etc., Id. ; c. inf. to move that . . ;

Id.

. Med. to write for oneself or for oiie's own use,

note down, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 2. as Att. law-term,

to indict one, for some public

offence, Plat., etc. ; c. acc. et inf.,. Id. :

absol., the prosecutors, Id. :—also,-
denovtnce as criminal, Dem. :—Pass, to be

indicted, Id., etc. ; the articles of
the indictment, Id. ; the penalty
named in the indictmen t, Id. :—but usually

takes the sense of the Med., to i?idict, Id.-, , () like an old woman, Strab., . T.', late pres., formed from pf., to be

awake or wakeful, . T.,, Ion. for^., , , =, Theocr., Mosch., , the art offishing, Anth. From,,=, Anth., , {) a fisherman, Anth., , like, a fishing-basket, creel, made ct

rushes, Plut. 2. metaph. anything intricate, a

dark saying, riddle, Ar. (Perh. akin to ', .", a grunt, as of swine ; hence -
to answer not even with a grunt, Ar. ;

Dem. (Formed from the sound.), f. and : aor. 1 :

—

to say, to grunt, grumble, mutter, Ar.

or, Dor. 2 pi. iut. , to grunt,

of s\vine, Ar. From, or, , a pig, porker, Plut.-, , a kind of griffin or dragon, Ar.'', , , hook-nosed, with aquiline nose, opp.

to, Xen., Plat. 2. generally, curved,

a round paunch, Xen. Hence,, , hookedness, of the nose, opp. to -, Xen.', gen., , () a griffin or dragon,

Hdt., Aesch., , a cavern, a hollow vessel, kneading-trough

,

Anth, i

v
Deriv„ unknown.), , — II., ,{ )=, Anth.,, a hollow, as of the cuirass {), which was

composed of a back-piece and breast-piece, called,
joined at the sides by clasps or buckles (, -

, II. 2. the hollow of a vessel or a hollow

vessel, Eur. 3. the hollow of a rock, Soph. : a

cavern, grotto, Eur. 4. in pi., vales, dales, dells,

Hes., Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), , , the piece of wood in a plough, to which

the share was fitted, the plough-tree, Lat. buris,^ Hes., , or, , a piece of land (cf. Lat. juger),
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Eur. : mostly in pi. lands, fields, Aesch., Soph. :

—

metaph. of a wife, Id. (Prob. akin to yea, .)-,',{) weighing down the limbs, Aesch.

10-, ov,[-) gnawing the limbs, Hes., , a limb, Horn., in pi., 4,
or , so rag-. ; the feet,

II. ; yma the hands, Theocr. ; and ymov in sing, the

hand, Id.-, 4s,() stiffening the limbs, Anth.-, , a fetter, Aesch.', , , lame, Anth.-, 4s,() wasting the limbs, Anth. II.

pass, with pining limbs, Id.-, ov, of brasen limb, Anth., f., () to lame, II. ; lame, Hes.-, , 6, , long-necked, scraggy-necked,

Ar. From, 6, a long-shaped wallet, Ar., f . : aor. 1 : pf .
:

—

Pass.,aor. 1: pf . : ):—
to train naked, train in gymnastic exercise : gen-

erally, to train, exercise, Xen. : c. inf. to train or

accustom persons to do a thing, Id. ; so also, 7.

to accustom him to it, Id. :—Med. to exercise for
oneself, practise, y.4 Plat. :—Pass, to practise

gymnastic exercises, Hdt., etc. : generally, to practise,

exercise oneself, Thuc, Xen. ; to

be trained for a thing, Plat. ; in a thing,

Xen. II. metaph. to wear out, harass, distress,

Aesch. :—Pass., Id., , fern, of yvs, naked, Eur. II.

trained, Id.,,=, exercise, . T.', f., to be gymnasiarch, at Athens,

Oratt. : Med., Xen. :—Pass, to be supplied with gym-
nasiarchs, Id.- or -, , a gymnasiarch, who
superintended the palaestrae, and paid the training-

masters, Dem., etc., , the office of a gymnasiarch, Xen., ), 6v, of or for a gymnasiarch, Plut.

[], , [), I. in pi. bodily exer-

cises, Hdt., etc. II. in sing, the public place

where athletic exercises were practised, the gymnastic
school, Eur., etc. ; 44 yvao from our
school, Ar. : pi., y. the hippodrome, Eur.', verb. Adj. ofyv, one must practise,

Xen., , ,{) a trainer of professional

Athletes, Xen., Plat., ], ,() fond of athletic exer-

cises, skilled in them, Plat. : ~) (with or without

4), gymnastics, Id. :—Adv. -, Ar.,, ,) a light-armed foot-soldier,

slinger, Hdt., Eur., Xen. Hence, to be light-armed, Plut., , ,—, Xen. :—as Adj. naked, Luc., ,) the light-armed troops, Thuc., , , of or for a light-armed soldier,), Xen., , ,() of or for gymnastic exercises,

Hdt., Thuc.

, = : to be naked, . T.-, at, a festival in honour of those who fell

at Thyrea, at which boys went through gymnastic ex-

ercises, Hdt., Thuc, Xen.', , , naked, unclad, Od., etc. 2. un-
armed, II., etc. :— yv the parts not covered by

armour, the exposed parts, Thuc, Xen. : esp. the

right side (the left being covered by the shields),

Thuc 3. of things, yvbv an uncovered
bow, i. e. taken out of the case, Od. 4. c. gen.

stripped of a thing, Hdt., Aesch. 5. in common
language yvs meant lightly clad, i. e. in the tunic
only (), without the mantle(), Lat. nudus,
Hes., Xen. 6. bare, mere, . T.-, , , the naked philosophers of

India, Plut,,, , () nakedness, . ., f. , {) to strip naked, Soph. ;4 y. to strip the bones of their flesh,

Hdt. :—in Pass., of warriors, to be left naked or ex-

posed, Horn. ; so, the wall was left

bare, i. e. defenceless, II. : but also to strip oneself

naked or to be stript naked, Od. ; c. gen.,4 he stript himself of his rags, lb. ; so later,-
Hdt. Hence, , , a stripping. II. nakedness :4 y. his defenceless side (cf.

2 ), Thuc.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be stript of,

Plat., a, ov or , ov : Ion., , ov :() :

—

of or belonging to women, like women, be-

fitting them, feminine, Lat. muliebris, Od., etc. :—
y., the Roman bona dea, Plut. : y. war

with women, Anth. 2. in bad sense, womanish,
effeminate, Plat., etc II. as Subst.,

=, the women's apartments, harem, Hdt., , ,=, a weakling, Luc-, ov,() devised by a woman, Aesch.-, ov, {) proclaimed by a woman,
Aesch.-, , () a woman's nature, Plut.-, , (4) the dominion of women,
Arist., Plut.-, ov, aping women, Aesch., Eur.-, ov,[ in woman's shape, Eur., , the office of', Arist. From-, b, (4) one of a board of magistrates,

appointed to maintain good manners among the

women, Arist.-, 4s, () full of women, Aesch.,

Eur.-, ov,( woman-avenging, Aesch.- [], , Dor. -, , , <4) woman-
loving, Theocr.,,,—7, Xen., , , the women's apartments in a

house, opp. to (cf. ), Lys. :

—

the

women of the harem, Plut.-, 4s,) mad for women, II., a, ov,—, presents made
to a woman, Od. II. as Subst., ,.,



—
little woman, wifey, as a term of endearment, Ar. :

—

in a contemptuous sense, a -weak woman, Dem., etc., Dor. , gen., acc., voc.

yvvai : pi., etc. (as if from ) :

—

a
woman, Lat. femina, opp. to man, Horn., etc.; with

a second Subst., housekeeper, .,, etc., Id. :—in voc. often as a term of

respect, mistress, lady, Theocr. :

—

like a

woman, Aesch. II. a wife, spouse, opp. to,
Horn., Xen. III. a mortal woman, opp. to a
goddess, Horn. (Prob. from same Root as-.),, , () a womanish man, Theocr.-, to, Dim. of, a nest, cranny, Ar., , (yv\p) a vulture's nest : a hole.

[\, , ov, (yv\p) of a vulture, Luc., f., (yvpos) to run round in a circle, Strab.,

Babr.-, ov, () tracing a circle, Anth.
or» , (yvpos) a tadpole, Plat,-, ov, running round in a circle, Anth.

~',,/, round, yvpos iv razm^-shouldered,

Od., , a ring, circle, Polyb.', yvTros, , a vulture, II. ; cf..', , chalk, Hdt., Plat. Hence, f., to rub with chalk, chalk over, Hdt., Ion. for yovv., , (yovv) a corner, angle, Hdt. II. a
joiner's square, Plat. Hence, , a squaring the angles : yvao
the finishing of verses by square and rule, Ar., , Dim. of, Luc., , (,) angular, Thuc., , a bow-case, quiver, Od. ; as fern., Anth.

(Deriv. uncertain.)

, €, indecl., fourth letter of the Gr. alph.:

as numeral, '= and, but ^ = 4000.
I. is the medial dental mute, between the tenuis

and the aspirate 0. II. changes of in the

dialects : 1. Aeol. into , as for -
:—reversely, becomes in Dor. 2.

Aeol. or Dor. into , or into and , v. .
II. 2. 3. into , as . 4. into , as

-, Lat. levir, lacryma, . 5.

into , as , . 6. sometimes
.is inserted to give a fuller sound, () -. 7. is sometimes lost, cf.,
with. 8. it sometimes represents / (y), as in

or , Lat. jam.
-, intensive Prefix, — -, as in-,-., explained by the Scholl. as Dor. for yrj, in the

phrases , Aesch., Eur. ; ov no by

earth, Theocr. But it is prob. that or is a Dor.

voc. of — (i. e. Z-fjv —), and Aav acc. =
(i. e. Zijva).,, , a wax doll, puppet, Theocr., , Dim. of ',, used of firewood, Ar.

$.,, , a torch-feast, Luc., f. \, to hold the office of, to

carry a torch, esp. in pageants, Eur.-, , (, ) a torch-bearer, an officer at

the mysteries of Eleusinian Demeter, Arist.-, f . \, (,) to carry torches, Luc., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj. of *>.,, Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. inf. of *., ov, gen. , {*,) knowing, ex-

perienced in a thing, II. ; c. gen., Od. :—-
Xen., aor. 2 pass. inf. of *."',, , voc., a husband's brother, brother-

in-law, Lat. levir, answering to the fern., II., f. of *., colloquial form of , used after interrogatives,

; Ar. ; ; what ? how ? Id., Plat,

[i], Ep. for, dat. of., a, ov, cunningly or curiously wrought, of

work in metal or wood, Horn. ; of embroidery, Hes.,

Eur. II. cunning, of the artificer's skill, Anth., mostly in pres. and impf.:[) : to work
cunningly, deck or inlay with curious arts, to em-
bellish, Horn. :—Pass., pf. part,, Pind.,, , a work of art, Theocr.,, , =, Anth.-, ov, (redupl. from Root) cunningly or

curiously wrought, Aesch. : in Horn, only in neut.

as Subst.,' all cunning works, II. ; so in

sing., Od. II. as prop, n.,, , Daedahis,
i. e. the Cunning Worker, the Artist, from Cnosus in

Crete, contemporary with Minos, mentioned in II. as

maker of a for Ariadne.-, , , cunning of hand, Anth., f . : aor. 1 : ( ) :

—

to cleave

asunder, cleave, Horn., Aesch. 2. to slay, smite,

II., Aesch. 3. to rend, tear,

II. :—Pass., lb. ;

through the heart, lb. ; a heart

torn by misery, Od. ; Pind., Eur. 4.

simply, to divide,' his soul

was divided within him, i. e. was in doubt, II. ; -. divided or doubting
between two opinions, lb., , , a slayer:—as Adj. heart-rending,

Aesch., to be under the power of , to suffer

by a divine visitation, KaKoiis to be plunged
in heaven-sent woes, Aesch. ; so, . . Id. :

—

absol. to be possessed, to be mad, Eur., Xen., Med. to be possessed by a demon or evil

spirit, . T., , () the Deity, Lat. numen, or

divine operation, Hdt., Eur., etc. : a fatality,

Dem. II. an inferior divine being, a demon,

Xen., Plat. 2. a demon, evil spirit, . T., a, ov and , ov, of or belonging to a

: I. voc.,, mostly in the

way of reproach, thou luckless wight ! thou wretch !

sirrah ! madam ! II.
;—more rarely by way of ad-

miration, noble sir ! excellent man I lb., Hes. ; also

by way of pity, poor wretch ! so in Hdt.,



I y 2; also in an iron, sense, my good fellow! good-

sir! , , *
Ar., Plat. II. anything proceeding from the

Deity, heaven-sent, divine, miraculous, Hdt., Att.

;

) were it not a divine intervention,

Xen.; visitations of Heaven, Thuc. 2.

of persons, divine, excellent, Plat. III. Adv. -,
by Divine power, marvellously, Ar. :—so neut. pi.

Id., Xen. ; most clearly by the

hand of the gods, Id.|-}5, es, (eTSos) demoniacal, devilish, . T., ovos, , , a god, goddess, like,, Horn.,

Trag., etc. :—in Horn, also Deity or Divine power (0eo's

denotes a God in person), Lat. numen ;

against the Divine power ; with it, by its

favour, II.:—so, , nearly =, by
chance, Hdt.; iv . — yovvaai, Soph. 2.

one's daemon or genius, one's lot or fortune,
Od. ; ] lb. : absol. good or

ill fortune, Trag. ; esp. of the evil genius of a family,

Aesch. II., in Hes., are the souls of men
of the golden age, forming the link between gods
and men :—later, of any departed souls, Lat. manes,
lemures, Luc. III. in . T. an evil spirit, a
demon, devil. (Perh. from , to divide or dis-

tribute destinies.), imper. : Ep. 3 sing. impf. : f. :

aor. 1: Med., 2 sing. subj. ; Ep. 3 sing,

opt. (for -^, 3 pi. : 2 sing. impf., i. e. — :[ , to divide) :
—to give a ban-

quet or feast, yepovai II. ; . */ to give

a marriage-feast, Horn. ; . to give a funeral

feast, Id. 2. c. acc. pers. to feast one, Hdt.;
thou shalt be my living feast, Aesch. II.

Med. to have a feast given one, to feast, Horn.,

Hdt. 2. c. acc. to feast on, consume, eat, Id.

;

. to eat at a common table, Theocr. :

—

also of poison, to consume, Soph.
Soios [a], contr., a, ov, Ep., contr. Sfjcs, ,
ov

:

—hostile, destructive, dreadful, epith. of ,
burning, consuming, II., Trag. :

—

, enemies,

Aesch., Soph. ; in sing, an enemy, Ar. ; hence as Adj.

hostile, Id. 2. unhappy, wretched, Trag. II.

knowing, cunning, Anth. (In signf. 11 from *,
: in signf. I perh. from battle.)-, ovos, , , {}) unhappy in mind, miser-

able, Aesch., —, q. v.

Bat's, ', Att. contr. ,, : ( , to

kindle) :
— a fire-brand, pine-torch, Lat. taeda,

Horn. 2. as collective noun, pine-wood, such as

torches were made of, Thuc, Xen.{ A), war, battle, mostly in apoc. dat. ,
Horn., Aesch.,, ,{ , to divide^, a meal, feast, ban-
quet, often in Horn., who calls the usual meal ,
equally divided ; the

feast of Thyestes on the flesh of his children, Aesch.

;

in pi., Od. 2. of the meat or food itself, Eur., aor. 1 pass. part, of A., ecus, , {) a banqueter, feaster,

Aesch., Ar.

, , poet, for, a feast, banquet, II., {) Adv. from a feast, Od., Theocr., f. , {) to cut up meat, cut into

joints or to carve, Od. : to cut up for distribution

among the people, II., ,{ ) one's portion, II., ,{ ) one that carves meat, a carver, Od., , the art of carving meat, a helping at

table, Od., ovos, 0, (pais) one that is entertained, an
invited guest, in pi., Horn., Hdt. :—in sing., Plat.

;

b who makes his meal on strangers, Eur., ios, -, Ep. for 5ots, a meal, II.-, ov, gen. ovos, in 11., mostly, of warriors ; in

Od., of Ulysses. In the first case (from 5cu's battle,

-) of warlike mind, warlike;—in the second (from

*,) wise of mind, prudent. Others take*
as the Root in all cases, and translate skilful, proved.

(a\ Act. only in pres. and impf. :—Pass. ,3 sing. aor.

2 subj. : so also pf. 2 act.
v
used as pres.',

plqpf.- (as impf.) :—aor. 1 part.5. To
light up, make to burn, kindle, Lat. accendo, II.,

Aesch. :—Pass, to blaze, burn fiercely, II. ; \- blazed with fire, Od. ; metaph.,5,
war blazes forth, II. ; - the report

spread like wild-fire, Lat. flagrat rumor, lb. II.

to burn, burn up, Lat. uro :—Pass.,' Eur.

(The Root is/7
, which appears in the pf. pass. part.-5, Simon. Amorg.)

(b), to divide ; for the Act.,' is used:

—

Pass., Od. ; Ep. 3 pi. pf.,

are divided in two, lb. :—Med. to distribute,

lb.—The aor. 1, belong to.

;

f., aor. 1 to.
€-0., ov, heart-eating, heart-vexing, Soph.,, , = I, Ar.., Dep. = : metaph. to be afflicted,

mournful, imper. Aesch.

^Root) : f. : pf. : aor. 2-, Ep., redupl. ; Ep. inf. :—Pass.,

f .- : aor. 1 : pf .

:

—to bite,

of dogs, II. ; . to champ the bit, Aesch. ;, as a mark of determination, Tyrtae. ; .
to bite one's lips for fear of laughing, Ar. II.

metaph. of pungent smoke and dust, to sting or prick

the eyes, Ar. III. of the mind, to bite or sting,5 II. ; Hdt. ; so in Trag.

:

—Pass., of love,. Eur. ; I
was stung, vexed at heart, Ar., eos, , [) an animal of which the bite is

dangerous, a noxious beast, Aesch. ; raven-

ous beasts, Eur.', , poet, for, dat. pi., a tear,

Lat. lacruma (v. . . 4 ), Horn., Trag. II. like, any drop, . Eur.,, ,{) that which is wept for, a
subject for tears, Orac. ap. Hdt. II. that which
is wept, a tear, Aesch., Eur.,, ,{ : 1. of persons, tear-

ful, much-weeping, Horn. ; -, as Adv.,

to smile through tears, II. 2. of things, tearful,

causing tears,5, lb.



—, , . gen. pi. (-), ()
tear, Horn., Hdt., Att., etc. 2. anything like

tears, gum, Hdt. II. = I, Anth.-,() to swim with tears, of a drunkard,
Od.', f. , to melt into tears, shed tears,

Soph. ; 4 at a thing-

, Eur. : of the eyes, to run
with tears, Id.-, ov, () flowing with tears, Eur.-, ov,() dropping tears, Aesch., ,{) wept over, tearful, Aesch., Anth.-, is, [) delighting in tears, Anth.-',, a participial form, shedding tears,

Horn., Aesch. ; for a person, Od., f. [] : aor. , . : pf.

:—Pass., pf . : I. intr. to weep,
shed tears, Horn., etc. ; c. acc. cogn., . to

lament with tears, Soph. : c. gen. causae, to weep for
a thing, Eur. :—also, . to flood them with
tears, Id. :—so pf . pass, to be tearftd, be all in tears,

II. 2. of trees (cf.), Luc. II. c. acc. to

weep for, lament, Aesch., Soph., etc. :—Pass, to be

wept for, Aesch., Eur.-, , {) tearful, lamentable, Luc., ,{) a finger-sheath, Xen., , 6v,() set in a ring, Anth.-, , the art of cutting gems (for

rings), Plat. From-, ,() engraver ofgems, Critias.

[], 6,() a ring, seal-ring, Hdt., Ar.-', f. ], to point at with the finger,
Dem. From-, ov, () pointed at with the

finger, Lat. digito monstratus, Aesch.--, ov, (,) wearying
the fingers by keeping them bent, Anth., : poet. pi., a finger, Lat. digitus,

4\ to reckon on the fingers,

Hdt. ; . the thumb, Id. 2. .
the toes, Xen. ; and alone, like Lat. digitus,

a toe, Ar. II. the shortest Greek measure of length,

a finger's breadth, — about of an inch, Hdt. III.

a metrical foot, dactyl, - w \j, Plat. (Deriv. un-

certain : perh. from-.)-, ov, () worn by fingers, Anth., Dor. for., , Dim. of, Ar., Dor. for :, for\., ,{ a) a fire-brand, piece of blazing wood,
Horn., Aesch. 2. a thunderbolt, II. II. a
burnt-out torch : metaph. of an old man, Anth.

(Root) : f., . 3 sing,,
also,, 3 pi. : aor. 4, .,; imper. -; 3sing.subj.),-;.,-:—Med., f.. -, 3 sing. aor. 4, part, :

—Pass., f.-: the aor. has three forms, (i)4, . ; (2) 4], imper. 3 sin g"-, part,, Dor.; (3)4 [_&},., 3 1· ; . subj., 2 and 3
sing, -}, 2 ., opt., inf., ., part, :—pf.

:

. 173
. 3 1· plqpf .. To overpower : I. of

animals, to tame, break in, to bring tinder the yoke

:

Med. to do so for oneself, Horn., Xen. II. of

maidens, to make subject to a husband, II. : Pass, to

be forced or seduced, Horn. III. to subdue or

conquer, Id. : Pass, to be subject to another, Id. :

(hence , ). 2. to strike dead, kill,

Od. 3. of wine and the like, to overcome, over-

power, Horn. : Pass, to be overcome,
II. ; the dead, Eur., , =, Eur., Theocr.-, ov,() browsed by heifers, Anth., , ,{) a young steer, Anth.- [], ov,{) beef-eating, Anth., poet, form of, to subdue, break in:

Med., Eur., ecus, , {) a heifer, Lat. juvenca,
Aesch. II. a girl, Anth.

[],, ,{) a wife, spouse, Il.,Trag.-, ov, taming mortals, man-slaying,
Simon.-,, , , =, Simon,, ,{) one who tames, Anth., Dor. voc. of., a form assumed as the 1st pers. of,,

: but these are Ep. forms of the f . of., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj. of., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., Dor. for ; , Dor. for., for, 2 sing. pres. med. of :

—

also 3 sing, of., =, Horn, only in 3 sing. pres. and impf., or; Ion., h. Horn.; 2

sing. pres., Theogn., =, II. :—Med., Horn. :—Pass.,"-
II.,,, Dor. for -.,, 3 1 · . f. act. and med. of., , = , songs sung in

public, Ar., v. sub .,, Dor. for,., , the Danadns, subjects of, king of

Argos; in II., for the Greeks generally:—,
, , the sons or descendants of Danal'is, Eur. :—, at, his daughters., f. : aor. 1 : pf .

:—Med.,

pf. in med. sense:—Pass., aor. 1 :

pf. : {) :—to put out money at usury,

to lend, Plat., etc. 2. Med. to have lent to one, to

borrow, Ar. ; 4 at high interest,

Dem. 3. Pass., of the money, to be lent out, Ar.,

Xen., , {) a loan, Dem.,,,{) a loan, . —-
(in med. sense), Thuc., , {) money-lending, Plat., etc. :

metaph., Eur., , ,{) a money-lender, Plut., ..



I 74 $€<, , ,[) of or for money-lending,
Plut., , ,( a) burnt, dry, parched, Od. ; Sup.,^, Ar.' [], eos, , money lent, a loan, debt, Anth.

[a], eos,,( a) a firebrand, torch, Horn., f., etc. :—Pass., aor. : pf.

:—some pass, tenses are also used in

depon. sense, pres., impf., aor. : () :

—

to spend,

Thuc, etc. ; air. eft to spend upon a thing-, Id.,

Xen. ; so also as Dep. to spend, Hdt. ; '-
els Dem. 2. to expend, con-

sume, use up, Arist. :—metaph. of persons,

Plut. II. Causal,

to put it to expense, Thuc.

[], , () outgoing; cost, expense, ex-

penditure, Hes. ; Thuc. ; . the cost

is little, Eur. :—also in pi., Thuc. II. money spent,

on horses, Pind. ;
money for

spending, Hdt. III. extravagance, Aeschin., aros, ,() money spent, Arist. : in

pi. costs, expenses, Xen., , ,() of men, lavish, extrava-

gant, Plat., Xen. II. of things, expensive, Dem.,
Arist. :—Adv. -puis, Xen., ov, —, Thuc.

[], , (prob. for £-7, i. e., v.

-) any level surface : the floor of a chamber, II.,

Hdt., Xen. ; also, yr\s Ar. ; and absol. the

ground, Od. : pi. plains, Pind., Eur.

[],, , =, a carpet, rug, Ar., Xen.
(Root ), Ep. inf. : f. , to

devour, as wild beasts, II. ; of fire, lb. ; of a spear, to

rend, lb. : metaph., ' injustice

gnaws the heart, Soph. ; neap Aesch.&, , Dardanus, son of Zeus, founder of Troy,

II. :—as Adj., a Trojan, lb. :—Adj., a, ov, Trojan, lb. : fern., ,
a Trojan woman, lb. :—, , , a son or

descendant of Dardanus,, ol, lb.-, redupl. form of, II. : -
they devour one's patrimony, Od.

or alone, , a Persian gold

coin, a Daric, Hdt., etc. These are said to have been
first coined by Darius Hystaspes.-, 4s, (yi-y) born from Darius, Aesch., , Darius, name of several kings of Persia;

being a Greek form of Persian dara, a king

:

—also, in Xen. ; in Aesch.

(Root), aor. z, to sleep, Od.,-, Dor. for 5, -05., gen. ,, , Att. contr. for '$ (a)., aor. 1 inf. of :—Ion. 3 sing, -, pi. opt..-, ov, (-, ) thick-shaded, bushy, Od.,
Eur. ; of a beard, Aesch., Soph,, eccs, ,() a distributing, Xen., f., to collect as tribute, tivos

Dem. :—c. acc. pers. exact tributefrom him, Isocr., , collection of tribute, Plut. From-, , () a tax-gatherer, Strabo., ,() a division, distribution, sharhig

of spoil, II., h. Horn. II. in Att. an impost,
tribute, . tribute paid to her, Soph. ;' Id. ; (pepeiv,, Xen.', f., to be subject to tribute, Aesch. :

—Pass., tribute is paid one, Xen.-, ov, () paying tribute, tributary,

Hdt., Xen., f. of.-, , horrid, frightful, Od. ; of

Hecate, Theocr. ; so also, tjtos, , , Simon.
(Perh. from ,, being inserted.), Ep. for.-, , , thick-haired, hairy, Anth.-, ov, bushy-tailed, Theocr.-, ov,() shaggy-legged, of Pan, Anth.-, ov, gen. ovos, — foreg., Anth.-, ov, thick-fleeced, "woolly, Od., Eur.-, ^, , rough-foot, i. e. a hare, Arist. ;

Xayubs . Babr.^', , , Ion. fern,, opp. to -tyiXos in all

senses : 1. thick with hair, hairy, shaggy, rough,
Od. ; of young hares, downy, Hdt. 2. thick with
leaves, Od. ;7 a lettuce with all the leaves

on, Hdt. :—of places, thick with bushes or wood, Id. ;

through the copses, Ar. ; . thick with

copse-Avood, Hdt., etc. ; rarely c. gen., /s
Xen. :—) bushy country, Id.-, ov,() shaggy-breasted, Hes.-, , , () shaggy-haired, Anth., f. : aor. 1 (cf.,) ; Ion. 3 sing,, Ep. 3 pi.,
part.5 : pf ., in pass, sense : (
) :

—

to divide among themselves,. II. ; Horn. ;5"5 they share, i. e. are alike filled with,

the spirit of Ares, II. ; of persons at a banquet,

Od. ; : to tear in

pieces, II. 2. []] ) mea-
sured the ground with their feet, Lat. carpebant viam
pedibus, lb. 3. to cut in two, lb. II. simply,

to divide, to divide or give to others, PIdt. :—pf. in

pass, sense, to be divided, II., Hdt., Eur. Hence, a, ov, dividing, distributing, Aesch. ; and, , , a distributer, Aesch., , a woman of Daulis, epith. of Philomela,

who was changed into the nightingale, Thuc. From, iBos, , Daulis, a city of Phocis, Horn., etc. :

—

, , a Daidian, Hdt.,, e'cos, Aesch. :

— (sc. ), , Phocis, Soph., , the laurel, or rather the bay-tree, Lat. laurus,

Od., Hes., etc. ; sacred to Apollo, who delivered his

oracles 5, h. Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.)', f., to bear a lavtrel crown, Plut.-, ov, () laurel-bearing, .
laurel branches borne in worship of Apollo, Eur., ?j, ,() belonging to a laurel, Anth.-, is, ^) delighting in laurel, Anth.-, ov, () laurel-crowned, Anth.-, es, (^) like laurel : laurelled, Eur., , v.5.-, , of savage animals, blood-red, tawny,

II.; \ 5 lb.

:



the form bears the same sense,' red with blood, lb. ;
Aesch.,

etc. 2. metaph. savage, cruel, h. Horn., Aesch., 4s, () abundant, plentiful, Hdt. :—
Adv. -, in abundance, Theocr. II. of persons,

liberal, profuse, Plut. :—Sup. Adv.,

Xen.*, an old Root, to learn, Lat. disco, which becomes
Causal, to teach, Lat. doceo, in redupl. aor. 2 '
and in : I. intr. in aor. 2 as if from, subj. Ep., inf. Ep.,
part,* :—later regul. aor. 2 :—f. (as if from) : pf.,' and in pass, form

:
—to learn, and in pf., to know ; c. gen. pers.

to learn from one, Od. ; c. gen. rei, to hear tidings of a
thing, II. From again is formed a pres. med. inf., to search out, c. ace, Od.—The pres. in

this sense is. II. Causal, in redupl. aor.

2, c. dupl. acc. to teach a person a thing, Od.

;

c. inf. to teach one to do a thing, lb.—The pres. in this

sense is.
', but: conjunctive Particle, with adversative force:

it commonly answers to, and may often be rendered

by "while, whereas, on the other hand, v. :—but
is often omitted, being used merely to pass on

from one thing to another ; &s$,-
II. ; etc. ,·

Eur. II. is often redundant, 1. to

introduce the apodosis, where it may be rendered by
then, yet, el , avrbs'
if they will not give it, then I will take it, II. ; so at in

Lat., si tu oblitus es, at Dii meminerint Catull. 2.

to resume after interruption caused by a parenthesis,

where it may be rendered by I say, now, so then, Hdt.
B. Position of : properly second, being often

put between the Art. and Subst., the Prep, and case.

-, enclitic Particle, joined, I. to names of Places

in the acc, to denote motion towards that place, 0?-

(Att.) home-wards, sea-wards,

to Olympus, (for) to the

door, Horn. ; sometimes repeated with the possess.

Pron.,' ; and sometimes even after ets, as

Od. ; in it follows the gen., =
(sc. ). In Att. joined to the names of cities,,, (for ), -). 2. sometimes it denotes purpose only,' speak not aught tending to fear,

II. II. - is also used to strengthen certain Pro-

nouns, -,, etc., a word of doubtful origin, expl. by,-5 he seemed, methought he was, a pitiful

fellow, Od. : cf..', Ep. aor. 2 part, of., Ep. pres. med. of* :—', pf., Ep. 3 pi. pf. pass, of , to divide.', pf. pass, of., pf. part, of.7, irr. pf. inf. of.', pf. of' A, to bind., Ion. 3 pi. pf. of.', pf. pass, of.',, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of A, to burn.

- $€$.
', pf. of' A, to bind.', poet,, pf. with pres. signf. of.,-, pf. act. and pass, of., =, to greet, Od., v.., pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. of :—', 3
sing.', pf. pass, both of and.'-, pf. pass, of.', pf. of., Dor. pres., =,, Theocr.', irreg. part, of (Ion.), in

act. sense, waiting, lying in wait, II., Hes. ;—not to

be confounded with Att. from., Dor. for -, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-', pf. pass. part, of., pf. of., pf. of : also'., pf. of., pf. part, of.
[], Dor. for, pf. inf. of., , ov, resolved form of, II.', aros, , {) an entreaty, Ar.', $, , () an entreating, asking : a

prayer, entreaty, Dem., . T., , , [) suppliant, Plut.

: subj. '?7, contr. ?7 ; opt. ; inf. ; part,,
contr. : impf. , Ion. : f.: aor.

:—impers. (from A, to bind) : I. c. acc.

pers. et inf., it is binding on one to do
a thing, one must, one ought, Lat. oportet, Horn.,

etc. :—rarely, oVcos£$ = |:, Soph.:

—rarely also c. dat. pers. et inf., there is need for one
to do, Eur., Xen. 2. c. acc. rei et

inf., Thuc, etc. :—for the phrase', v. :—when used absol., an inf. may be sup-

plied, ' (sc.) Soph., etc. II.

(from , to want), c. gen. rei, there is need of, there

is wanting, Lat. opus est re, tiv6s Hdt.,

Att. :—phrases, there wants much, far
from it ; there wants little, all but

:

—in

answers, , far from it,

Ar., Dem.;$ it is still further from it,

Hdt :

—

absol., in same sense, Plat. ;

Dem. 2. with a dat. pers. added, ; tivos,

hat. opus est mihi re, Aesch., Thuc, etc 3. with

acc pers. added, Aesch. III.

neut. part, ', contr., absol., like,, it

being needful, quum oporteret, Plat. ; ,, he did not appear in court, though he ought to

have done so, Dem. ; so, there being no

need, Hdt. 2. for ', , as Subst., v. sub voce., aros, , () a sample, pattern, proof,

specimen, Lat. documentum, Eur., Ar., etc. ;

by way of sample, Dem. 2. a place in the

Peiraeeus, where merchants set out their wares for sale,

a bazaar, Xen., Dem., f. ,() to make a show of, . T., 3 sing, plqpf. of (signf. 11) :—'-,,, Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf., ov, gen. ovos, () fearful, cowardly, II.
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inf., (with diff. accent)., Dep., only in pres. and impf.,(
il) to meet with outstretched hand, to greet, wel-

come,- Od. ;

pledged him in a cup, lb. ; also, lb. 2.

= I, to shew, h. Horn.~, Att. : f.- : aor. 1 '-
: Dep. :—Causal of, to frighten, alarm,

Xabv II. ;
" ) -

to scare himfrom the corpse, lb. ; ere

it beseems not to attempt to frighten thee,

lb. :—c. inf.,^ Theocr. :—in Att.

form, Plat., Dem., Ep. pf. of., pres. only in first pers., or being

always used as pres. in Att. :—f.: aor. 1,
Ep.:—pf. in pres. sense, Ep.

;

also, Ep. I, imper. '0, Ep., inf., Ep. (to be distinguished from 1 pi.

indie,) ; part,, Ep. pi. :—plqpf.

(in impf. sense), also, Ep. pi.,,. ( For the Root, v. .) To fear,
absol., Horn., etc. ; foil, by a Prep., . to be

alarmed, anxious about . . , II., Att. ; ,
rivos, tivos Id. :—followed by a relat. clause

with . . , Lat. vereor ne . . , / fear it is . . , fol-

lowed by subj. ; rarely by indie,

Od. ; . )) . . , Lat. vereor tit . . , Ifear it is

not . . , foil, by subj., Hdt., etc. 2. c. inf. to fear
to do, II., Thuc. 3. c. acc. to fear, dread, Horn.,

etc. 4. , one's fearing, —, Thuc., f. ),() to wait till evening,
3

Od., , , =, at evening, Theocr., , {) of or belonging to evening,* eventide, Od., Theocr. II. as Subst. (sub.), late evening, II., =, to point out, shew, in Ion. impf.

Theocr. II. Horn, uses it only in

Med. =, to salute, greet, -
Od. ; pledged him, II., , Lacon. for, Lat. mimus, a

burlesque actor, Plut. From, , a representation, exhibition, Hdt. : also, Anth. Fromvand- (Root ), imper.,:
—impf. and- : f., Ion. : aor. 1, Ion. : pf.:—Med., with pf. pass. (v.

inf. Il):—Pass., f. and : aor. 1, Ion.

:

—to bring to light, display,

exhibit, Od., etc. :—Med. to set before one, II. 2.

to shew, point out, lb., Soph. :—absol., | ex-

periment will shew, Plat. ; so, alone, Ar. 3.

to point out by words, to tell, explain, teach, Lat.

indicare, Od., etc. :

—

to shew, prove, with part.,

shewed that they were ready,

Thuc. 4. of accusers, to inform against,

Ar. 5. to offer, proffer, . Aesch. : to cause,

Id. II. in Med., like,,
to welcome, greet, Horn. :

—so also in pf. and plqpf. pass.,'' he

-.
pledged him, drank to him, II. ;

lb. ;' Od.', , , verb. Adj. of, to be shewn,
Xen. II. it is my duty to shew, Dem., () to be a coward or cowardly, Arist., , , lengthd. form of, wretched, sorry,

paltry, mostly of persons, Trag. ; also, . a sorry
kindness, Aesch. ; . paltry dust, Soph., etc.

[Penult, is often made short in Att. Poets.],, ,() a coward : commonly with
a coaxing sense, poor fellow ! Ar.-, a, ov, very pitiable, Ar., , afternoon, % '
II. ; divided into early and late( and ),', or Hdt. ; in the

course of the afternoon, Xen. 2. the late after-

noon, evening, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ion. -, , () cowardice, Hdt., Soph.

;

to be charged with cowardice, Hdt.,, ,fright, faintheartedness, Plut. From, to be afraid., 4), ,[) contr. for, Luc., Dep. () to verge towards afternoon,
" Od., , , () : I. of persons, cowardly,

craven, II. ; hence, vile, worthless, lb. :

—

afraid of . . , Anth. 2. miserable, luckless,

wretched, Horn. ; with a compassionate sense, like

Lat. miser, poor mortals ! poor
wretch ! poor wretches I Id. II. of

things, miserable, wretched, Hes., Soph., , , () fear, affright, II., Hdt.,

Att. II. an object offear, a terror, horror, <2>

. Soph. : esp. in pi., fear-

ful plagues or monsters, Aesch. ; Eur., f., () only in pres. and impf., to be

afraid, in a fright, h. Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. c. acc.

to fear a thing, Id., Aesch.', , , () timid, Mosch. II. horrible,

fearful, Batr., Theogn.,, , () frightened, scared, Anth., f. , () to frighten, Hdt., Ar. :

—

Pass, to be frightened, Aesch., Eur., Ep. for, pi. aor. 1 subj. of., , ( ) fear, terror :—personified, II., inf. of, .. 2. contr. for neut. part.,

v. ill., , , , gen., dat., acc.; pl., : but sometimes indecl. :

—

such an
one, a certain one, whom one cannot or will not name,

Ar., etc. ; '/'-
Dem. II. in Com. as an interjection, Lat.

malum! plague on''t ! Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.)-', , , () a knave, Mosch.-', () Dep. to complain loudly, Hdt.-, f. \, () to complain loudly of
sufferings, Dem.-, , , -, , terrible of foot,. . (as

if she was a hound upon the track), Soph., \, , (from, properly, cf.,, from) :

—

fearful, terrible, dread, dire,

Horn., etc.;^, to shout, thunder
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terribly, II. ; Stivbv,, to look

terrible, Horn. ; but, Seivbs fearful to be-

hold, Od. ; deivbs , dzivbs Soph. :

—

rb danger, suffering, awe, terror, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. ; so, Soph., etc. :

—

, -< no fear of their revolting", Hdt. :

—

deivbu-
to take ill, co?nplain of, be indignant at a thing",

Lat. aegre ferre, Id., etc. ; to suffer

dreadful, illegal, arbitrary treatment, Att. ; so in

Adv., Hdt. ; . to be in straits,

Xen. II. with a notion of Force or Power, mighty,
powerful, Zeivbv the mighty shield, II. 2.

simply, wondrous, marvellous, strange, rb

toi kin has a strange power, Aesch. ; .,, Hdt. ; Seivbv , . . , it were strange
that . . , Eur. :—Adv.-, marvellously, exceedingly,

S., Hdt. III. the sense of powerful,
-wondrous passed into that of able, clever, skilful,

Id., Att. ; esp. of practical ability, opp. to,
Plat. : c. inf.,^ clever at inventing, Aesch.

;

Soph. ;^ Dem. :

also c. ace, Setrbs Plat. ; . or

Id., gen. of, q. v.,, , () terribleness, Thuc. : harsh-

ness, sternness, severity, Id. II. natural
ability, cleverness, shrewdness, Dem. ; esp. in an
orator, Thuc, Dem., f ., to make terrible : to exaggerate, Thuc.•-, , =^, Hes.,, , () exaggeration, Plat.

Seiv-,, , , fierce-eyed, of the Erinyes, Soph.,, Ep. for, II., f. -7) : aor. , Ep. : pf., syncop. inf. : Ep. plqpf.-—to make a meal, Horn. : in Att. to take the

chief meal, to dine, . Tb to make breakfast

serve as dinner, Xen. 2. c. ace, . to make
a meal on bread, Hes. ; also, . Ar., ,() meal-time, Od., ,() a dining-room, Plut., , ,() of or for cookery : Adv.-, like a cook, artistically, Ar., Att. f. - : aor. , Ep. part, -

:

—

to entertain at dinner, Od., Hdt.-, , ov, fishingfor invitations to dinner,
parasitic, Hes., , () in Horn, the principal meal of

the day,—sometimes the noonday meal, sometimes =, the morning meal, sometimes =, the

evening meal. In old Att. the midday or afternoon
meal, dinner or supper

:

—b straightway

after the meal, II. ; ; .,
etc. 2. generally, fodder, provender, II., Aesch.-, f ., to give a dinner :—Med. to dine,

Thuc, Xen.-, ov,() carrying meat-offerings, Plut.,, , () the ridge of a chain of hills,

Horn., Soph. :—in pi., Id., Eur.-, , () heavy on the neck, Anth.', , the neck, throat, II., Hdt.; Att. -',
(not) Aesch. (Perh. akin to Lat. dors-um.)

(Ware/a. IJJ-', f. , {) to cut the throat of a
person, behead, ' Horn,, Ion. for.-,, , ,(,) fearing man, Aesch., , fear of the gods, religious feeling,
Polyb. : in bad sense, superstition, Theophr. From-, ov, () fearing the gods : 1. in

good sense, like, pious, religious, Xen. 2.

in bad sense, superstitious, bigoted, Theophr.—Comp.-, somewhat superstitious, . T.'", , al, , indecl., ten, Lat. decern, Horn., etc. :

-

—

the Ten, Oratt. : [] '
those who are ten years past 20 (the age of military

service), Xen. (Some connect it with-, from
the number of the fingers.)-, ov, () worth ten oxen, 6 a
coin attributed to Theseus, Plut.-, , () the tenth generation, Luc-, , the government of the ten, Isocr.-, , a commander of ten, Lat. decurio, Xen.,, , () one of a decury, Xen.-, , at, , late form for, . .-, ov,( n) ten palms long or broad,

Hes.-, ov, () ten-yearly, Plat,-, , or -', , {) ten years old,

Hdt. II. of ox lasting ten years, Thuc., f.,[ 1.2) to bribe or corrupt judges,

Isocr., Aeschin. :—Pass, to be bribed, Plut., () Adv. ten-times, II.-, ov, () holding ten dinner-couches,

Xen.-, , () the tenth (i. e. an overwhelming)
wave, Lat. fluctus decumanus, Luc. : cf ..-, ov, () ten months old, Xen. 2. in

the tenth month, Hdt.-,, () weighing or worth ten minae,
Ar',-, ov, () holding ten

(about 90 gallons), Eur.-, Adv. very long ago, like, Ar.-, , ten cubits long, Hdt.- [], ov, tenfold, Lat. decuplus, Plat. :

—

(sc.) a fine of ten times the amount,
Dem.-, ov, enclosing ten, Thuc.-, ov, contr.-,, =, Dem.-, , a ten-city land, Decapolis, . T.-, , , —, Hdt. Hence, , the government of ten, Xen.,, , () a decad : a company of ten, Lat.

decuria, II., Hdt. 2. a bribed company often. II.

the number ten, Arist., ,[) bribery, Plut.-, , a lapse of ten seed-times, i. e.

ten years, Eur., a, ov,() on the tenth day, Plat. II.

' ten days old, Luc.-, ov,() worth ten talents :

I
. an action in which the damages were laid at ten

talents, Aeschin., , =, Plut.



1 78 $€, , the tenths-office, custom-house,
Xen. From, f. ,() to exact the tenth part from
a. man, to make him pay tithe,

to make them pay a tithe to the god, Hdt. :

—

also of things, . &ypov to tithe them (as

an offering), Xen. : and so, Pass., Art

Hdt. : hence proverb., -, i. e. that it would be made to pay tithe, Xen., , v. II.-, , () a tithe-collector, Dem.', , , {) tenth, Horn., etc. II.

i^SC. ), , the tenth part, tithe, Hdt., etc. 2.

(sc. \7],the tenth day, Horn.; at Athens,
the tenth day after birth, when the child has a name
given it, . to give a naming-day feast, Ar. ;

. Dem.-, , in the tenth generation, Anth., f ., like, to take tithe of a person,

. T. : Pass, to pay tithe, lb.-, , () consisting of ten tribes, Hdt.-, , the denarius, = ten, Plut.-, a*? , () ten thousand, II. ; cf.-.
^ ^, Ion. -, , a place in Attica, Hdt., Thuc,

etc.:—, , 6, a Decelean, Id.:— Adv.,,/7'? D., Id.-', , = sq., Anth.-, , , () lasting ten years, Soph.,

Plat. II. ten years old, Eur. : fern,,,
Plat.', Ion. for., a, , verb. Adj. of, to be received, Luc., , ,( a receiver : a beggar, Od., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., , , verb. Adj. of, acceptable, . .', opos, , poet, for, one who takes upon
himself or on his own head,' . Aesch.-, , (opyvia) ten fathoms long, Xen., f.,[) to entice or catch by a bait

:

—Pass., Xen., Dem. II. c. acc. cogn., vhs- . to put it on the hook as a bait, Hdt.,, , (v. ) a bait, Xen. : metaph., .
tivos bait for a person, Eur.-, , , snapping at the bait, Anth.,, , —, Ar., , indecl., delta, . . II. anything
shaped like , a name for islands formed by the

mouths of large rivers, as the Nile, Hdt., , Dim. of, Hdt.- [], , (ypa<pu) writing on a tablet, re-

cording, Aesch.

',.;, a writing-tablet, from the letter (the old

shape of tablets), Hdt., Trag. : metaph., -
on the tablets of the heart, Aesch;, Pass, to grow up to pighood, Ar. From',, , a young pig, porker, Hdt., etc. (Deriv.

uncertain.), 7vos, , later form of, Mosch.

[</>], , a temple of Apollo at Athens,
the law-ccnirt there, Plut.', ikos, , a tripod, Plut. v

Perh. from .))

, 7vos, , the dolphin, Horn., etc. II. a
mass of lead, prob. shaped like a dolphin, hung
at the yard-arm, and suddenly let down on the decks
of the enemy's ships, Ar. :—hence, -
beams with pulleys to let down the, Thuc.
(Deriv. uncertain.), , ol, Delphi, a famous oracle of Apollo in

Phacis at the foot of Parnassus (called Pytho by
Horn, and Hdt.), h. Horn., Soph. II. the Del-
phians, Hdt. : in sing., king of Delphi,

Aesch.:—Adj., , , Delphic, Id.; fern., Soph,, , , the womb, Arist. (Deriv. uncertain :

hence·.)', , ' the frame of man, the body, Horn. ;

rarely of other animals, Od. ; properly the living body.

—Horn, uses it only in acc. sing., absol.,

small in stature; , ,
etc. 2. in Trag. as a periphrasis, like,

. Aesch. ; . Eur.; Aaapb.
., i. e. bread, Id. II. as Adv., -

inform fashion like burning fire, Lat. instar

ignis, II.', , \) mostly in pi., the bedstead or

matrass, Horn. 2. generally, a bed, bedding, Od.,

etc.-, ,) keeping one to one's bed,

. a lingering fate, Aesch.', Ep. impf.: aor. , Ep. I pi. subj.:—Pass., pf.: 3 sing, plqpf.'.—to build, II., etc. :
—-Med., he built

him houses, Od. :—generally, to construct, . h.

Horn. ; .,, Lat. munire viam, Hdt., to turn the eyes or glance quickly,

II. (Deriv. uncertain.)', , Ion. for, a tree, mostly in pi.,

Horn., Hes., Hdt.,, ,) woody, Od., , ,) of a tree, Anth.

[], , , of a tree .—fern,, Strab.-', f., () to cli?nb trees, Anth.-, , ,^) of a woodman, Anth.-, , () grown with wood, Eur., Ar.-7', f., () to cut down trees, esp.

vines and fruit-trees, Xen.; . to waste a
country by cutting down the trees, ap. Dem.', , also ', , , rare in nom. and
acc, but freq. in dat. sing, ; nom. and acc. pL, contr. : cf. : gen.

;

dat. :^—a tree, Ar. ; fruit-trees ^opp.

to timber), Thuc, etc. (Perh. akin to .)-, , () blasting trees, Aesch.', , , .., f. ^ —4, to lay waste a
country, Thuc. : metaph., . Ar.-, , ) bearing trees ; Sup.-,
Plut.-, , planted with trees, Plut.-, , () tree-like : .~ wood-
nymphs, Anth.,, fern. Adj. wooded, Eur., f., to abuse, revile, Theogn., Soph.

;
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c. acc cogn., to utter words of
foul reproach, Id. From', 6, a reproach, disgrace, Hdt.', aor. imper. of., , (aor. part. fern, of, with changed
accent) a reservoir, tank, cistern, Hdt., Plat,, Ion. -, (fem. of), , the right hand, opp.

to, II. ; on the right, Ar. ;

to keep them on the right, as you go,

Hdt. ; ev . ~2, Id. ; so, iv .-
on your right as you sail in, Id. ; used in wel-

coming-

,
to salute by offering" the right

hand, Ar. 2. the right hand given as a pledge or

assurance, yfs II. ; 5e£tas* /cot

having exchanged assurances, made a treaty,

Xen. ; . . to bring

pledges that he would not . . , Id.—Though is

manifestly fem. of, it is always used as a Subst.

without; but . occurs in Soph., Eur., Ar.-, ov, {) receiving sheep, i. e. rich in

sacrifices, Eur.-, ,{) a spearman : in pi. guards,
. T. : others-, javelin-men., Ep. 3 pi. as if from :

f.- : aor. 1 : Dep. : () :

—

to

greet with the right hand, welcome, greet (cf. -
ii), c. acc. pers., Ar., Xen.; c. dat. pers., -

to raise one's right hand to the gods,
pay honour to them, Aesch. ; c. acc. rei,'

pledging one in a bumper, Eur. :—Plat,

has aor. 1 in pass, sense., , ,{) on the right hand or side, Lat.

dexter, opp. to, Horn., etc. ; . (sc.)
the right of an army, Xen. :—adverb, usages,

on the right, II. ; (Ep. gen.) towards the

right, lb. ; Hdt. II. fortunate, boding
good, of the flight of birds, , =, Horn.

—This sense came from the Greek augurs looking to

the North, so that lucky omens, which came from the

East, were on the right, while the unlucky ones from
the West were on the left. III. metaph. dex-
terous, ready, opp. to (sinister, French gauche);
and of the mind, sharp, shrewd, clever, Ar., Thuc,
etc. :—Adv., ; Sup., Ar.-, , harnessed by a trace on the right side,

of a third horse which was outside the regular pair :

—

hence, generally, spirited, impetuous, Soph.,, , () dexterity, cleverness, Hdt., 1

Ar. ; opp. to, Thuc., Ep. gen. of., only used as Dep., q. v.-, ov, () receiving fire, Eur., , , poet, form of, right, Hie right,

Horn. :, like (sub.), the right hand,
II. ; Ep. dat. lb., , , () =, a pledge of
friendship, Soph., , , () a greeting, canvassing,
Lat. ambitus, Plut.

8, Ep. aor. 2 imper. of.,, , neut. part, of the impers. , made
into a Noun, that which is binding, needful, right,

proper, Soph., Xen.; things needful orproper,

advantages or duties, Thuc, etc. ; (sc.), in good time, Lat. opportune, Eur. ;

Hdt.; for a needful purpose, Id.;

hence (at Athens) the phrase for secret service,

Ar., gen., ; rare in pi. : fear, alarm,
affright, Horn., etc.; to be dead
afraid of a person, Dem. II. awe, reverence,

Aesch. III. reason for fear, II. : a means of
inspiringfear, Thuc.1, , : pi., nom.; Ep. dat.

and :

—

a beaker, goblet, chalice, Horn.-, , () a collar, Anth. :—-, 4s,

(') throttling, Id., , () a necklace, Eur. : a collar, Xen.-', , a collar, Anth.',, , =, Eur.

§,, , =, Soph.',,,{) a look, glance, Aesch., Eur.' (not ), , Att. for, the neck, throat, Trag., poet, for, Hes.', Ion. 3 sing. impf. : pf. in pres^

sense : aor. 2 : also aor. 1 in pass,

form, poet, : Dep. :

—

to see clearly,

see, Horn. ; having sight, opp. to,
Soph. :—hence to be alive, living, Horn., Trag. :—like

with a neut. Adj.,, . to look

terrible, Horn., etc. ; c. acc. cogn.,

flashing fire from the eyes, Od. ; "
Aesch. ; . blind, Eur. 2. c. acc. to look

on or at, Horn., Aesch. :—so, . Eur. ;

Aesch. : generally, to perceive, Id.',, , {) the skin, hide, of beasts, Lat.

pellis, Horn., etc. ; , of a shield, II. :—also

of skins preparedfor bags or bottles, Od. ; of a man's
skin stript off, II., Hdt. 2. later, one's skin, Lat.

cutis, Ar. : the shell of a
tortoise, Id., , ov, () of skin, leathern, Od., Hdt., Ep. for, impf. of.* and ', , poet, for, but only in nom.
and acc, Eur.', , , () a leathern covering : in pi.

screens of hide, Thuc : cf..', , () the membrane which contains the

bowels, Lat. omentum, even to

the bowels, Od.', Ion., Att. also (metri gra't.) : impf., ,. f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., f

.

: aor. [_] : pf. :

—

to skin,

flay, of animals, Horn., etc. :

—

to have

one's skin flayed off, Sokm ; so, I will

make a purse ofyour skin, Ar. II. also (like the

slang words to tan or hide) to cudgel, thrash, Id., $, , () poet, for, a bond, fetter,

Od. II. a head-band, II.-, f. , () to fetter, put in chains, h.

Horn., Eur. : to tie together, as corn in the sheaf, Hes.', f., =, . ., ,=^$, Anth., ov and ,,() binding: metaph. binding
2
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as with a spell, enchaining, c. gen., .
Aesch. II. pass, bound, in bonds, captive, Soph.,

Eur., etc., , pi. as well as, [) anything

for binding, a band, bond, Horn., etc. : a halter, II. :

a mooring-cable, Od. : a door-latch, lb. ; a yoke-

strap, Xen. 2. in pi. bonds, fetters, Aesch., Thuc. :

in sing., collectively, bonds, imprisonment, Hdt., etc.- [],, , , a gaoler, Luc., f., =. Hence', euros, , a bond, fetter, Aesch., ,() a prison, Hdt., Thuc., , , [) a prisoner, captive, Hdt.,

Att. II. as Adj. in chains, fettered, Aesch. : fem.

Soph., f . - : aor. inf. : 1. absol.

to be lord or master, gain the mastery, Aesch.,

Plat. 2. c. gen. to be lord or master of, h. Horn.,

Hdt., etc.
;

to own the lock of hair,

Aesch. ; metaph. to master, . » Id. 3.

c. acc. to lord it over, Eur.'-, , fem. of, the mistress, lady of
the house, Lat. hera, of Penelope, Od. 2. in Att.

of goddesses, as Artemis, Soph. ; Persephone, Plat., ,() —, Hdt., ov and , ov,() of or belonging
to the master or lord, h. Horn., Aesch. ; .-
arbitrary rule, Id. II. Subst. =, Tyrtae., ,() the power of a master over

slaves, or the relation of master to slaves, Arist. 2.

absolute sway, despotism, Isocr.', f., =, c. gen., Plat. :—Pass, to

be despotically ruled, Aesch., Eur.-, , , voc., a master, lord, the

master of the house, Lat. herus, dominus, Aesch.,

etc. ; properly in respect of slaves, so that the address
of a slave to his master was & or

Ar. 2. of Oriental rulers, a despot, abso-

lute ruler, whose subjects are slaves, Hdt., Thuc.

;

the pi. is used by Poets of single persons, like,
Aesch. 3. of the gods, Eur., Xen. II. generally, an
owner, master, lord,, Aesch., Soph. (The latter

part- is prob. from same Root as, and
Lat. pot-is, pot-ior : the syll.- is uncertain.), , ,() of orfor a master,-

misfortunes that befall one's master,
Xen. II. of persons, inclined to tyranny,
despotic, Plat., , —, acc., Soph., Eur.;
dat., Anth., , Dim. of, Eur., , (properly fem. of, sub.) sticks

bound up, a fagot, torch, II., Ar., Ep. f. med. inf. of, to want., , , () that which is wet,
boiled flesh, Pind., Ep. for; v. ., strengthd. in Att. : Adv. : I. of Place,

hither, Lat. hue, with Verbs of motion, Horn., etc. ; in

a pregn. sense with Verbs of Rest, to {have come hither
and) be here, Soph. 2. used in calling

to one, here ! on ! come on ! Lat. adesdum, &~/,

..' &,' 1,' always with a Verb sing.[ being used with pi.), Horn. ; but with a pi. in

Trag. 3. in arguments, . up to

this point of the argument, Plat. II. of Time,
until now, up to this time, hitherto, Trag., Plat. :

also,' Eur. (Deriv. unknown.), Aeol. for Zeus.-, , (,) deeply dyed, ingrained,

fast, of colours, Plat., Luc., , ov, Sup. of, the last, II., Adv., as pi. of, hither! come on! come
here! just like, with pi. imperat.,'' II.;

lb. ;

5, Od.-, , , the actor who takes second-

class parts : metaph. one who seconds a speaker,

Dem., , ov,() on the second day, agree-

ing with the subject of the Verb,, Hdt. ; but also, Trj [sc.] Id.

(sc. ), , the second prize in a contest

;

hence the second place or rank, . Hdt., f . ,() to be second : . to

play second to . . , Plut.-, , the first sabbath after

the second day of the feast of unleavened bread, or

the first sabbath of the second year (i. e. of the year

after the sabbatical year), . T., a, ov, second, being Comp. of : I. in

point of Order, of one who comes in second in a race,

II. : in Att. with Art., Soph., etc. ; -
second thoughts, Eur. ; proverb.,

. to try the next best way, Plat. 2. of Time,
on the next day, Hdt. : c. gen.,

after my time, II. ; in

the year after this, Hdt. : in neut. as Adv., ,
secondly, next, afterwards, a second

time, Horn., Att.; in Prose also:—with Art.,

Hdt., Aesch., etc.; Thuc;
for the second time, . . II. in point of

Rank, second, . ,' Hdt. ; c. gen.,

second to none, Id. ; to think

quite secondary, Soph. 2. the second of two,-
herself with another, Hdt. III. as

Subst.,, , —, the second prize or

place, II., Hdt.
(a) : impf., Ep. , Ion. :

f . : aor. :—Pass., aor. : pf.

:

—

to wet, drench, II. :—Med.,
wets his wings in the brine, Od. 2. to mix a

dry mass with liquid, so as to make it fit to knead, .
Xen. II. Causal, to make to flow,

shed, Soph.

(), f., Aeol. and Ep. for >, to miss, want,
he missed,failed in reaching, Od. II.

as Dep., f., = Att., to feel

the want or loss of, be without a. thing, c. gen., II. :

to stand in need of, Eur. 2. to be wanting,
deficient in a thing, c. gen., II. : absol., in

need, lb. 3. c. gen. pers. to be inferior to, Horn.', f. &>, to soften by working with the hand, Ar., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-, ov,() for ten days, lasting ten days,



. a truce terminable on giving ten days'
notice, Thuc. ; . Id., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., poet, for, Anth.', Ion. and Aeol.' : f., Ep.

: aor. 1 and : pf .,
Ep. 3 pi., plqpf.- : plqpf. :

—there are also several forms of an Ep. aor. 2-, viz. 3 sing", or, 3 pi., im-

perat. £, inf., part, : I. of thing's

as the object, £0 accept, receive what is offered,

Lat. accipere, Horn., etc. :—. to receive some-
thing at the hand of another, II. ; also vivos lb.

;

Horn. ; Soph. :—but also,

. rivos to receive in exchange for . . ,

Od. :—also, ., c. inf., to

take rather, to choose to do or be, Xen. ; and without, <pvyvT\\\lc. 2. to accept

graciously, II. ; . to accept, hail the

omen, Hdt., etc. :

—

to accept or approve, robs,
Id., Thuc. 3. simply to give ear to,

hear, Lat. accipere, Eur., Thuc. 4. to take or
regard as so and so,

Soph. II. of persons, to receive hospitably, en-

tertain, Horn., Att. 2. to greet, worship, II.; .
to accept as an ally, Thuc. 3. to

receive as an enemy, to await the attack of, Lat. ex-

cipere, II. ; of a hunter waitingfor game or a wild boar
waiting for the hunters, lb. ; . Hdt.,

etc. 4. to expect, c. acc. et inf. fut., Od. : or c.

acc. to wait for, lb. ,·

do not expect him to be . . , Soph. III. absol. to

succeed, come next, II. ;

' Hes. ; of places,

Hdt., aor. 1, as if from, () to work
or knead a thing till it is soft, Od.

;

' Hdt.
(a), imper. 3 pi. : f. : aor. 1,

Ep. : pf. or :—Med., aor. 1 -, Ep. 3 sing, :—Pass., f., and
: aor. 1 : pf. : plqpf. -, Ep. 3 sing,, Ion. 3 pi. :

—

to

bind, tie, fetter, II., etc. :—c. acc.

only, to bind, put in bonds, Od., Att. 2. metaph.
to bind, enchain, Theogn. ;

Eur. 3. c. gen. to let or stop onefrom
a thing, Od. II. Med. to bind, tie,

put on oneself (cf.^, '
tied them on his feet, II. ; and in Pass., -7 he had greaves bound round his legs, Od.

(b), f. : aor. 1, Ep. or :

pf.:—Med., f. and: aor.

I : pf. :—to lack, miss, stand in
need of a person or thing, c. gen., II., Xen. :

—

I want much, i. e. am far from, c. inf.,

I am far from defending myself,

Plat. ; Xen. ; and absol.,

far from it, Plat. ; Aesch. ; v.

:—so in partic, forty

lacking two, thirty-eight, Hdt. ; ez/bs

the 20th year save one, the 19th, Thuc. II.

-. l8l

as Dep. : f . : aor. 1 : 1. to

be in want or need, Hdt. :

—

to stand
in need of a person or thing, c. gen., Id., Soph.;

I have no need of him, Thuc. : c. inf.,

Plat. 2. to ask for a thingfrom a
person, c. dupl. gen. rei et pers., Hdt., Thuc. ; also,

Plat. ; and c. acc. cogn.,

or At., etc., rarely with gen.

pers. only, having begged a favour of

you, Dem. :—c. gen. pers. et inf. to beg a person to

do, Hdt., Plat. (The Aeol. form (v. ) shews
that the Root of this word was ^.), Particle used to give greater exactness, to the word
or words which it influences (prob. a shortened form of, Lat. jam) now, in truth, indeed, surely, really.

I. Usage of with single words : 1. after

Adjectives, ], , all alone, Od., etc. ; esp.

such as imply magnitude, , , etc. ;

often with Superlatives, ], quite

the greatest, confessedly the best, Thuc. ; so with

Numerals, I have shot full
eight arrows, II.; one only, Eur., etc. 2.

after Adverbs, many times and oft, often

ere now, Lat. jam saepe, U. ; quite late,

lb. ; even now, now first, now at length, Xen.,

etc. :

—

at that very time, Thuc. ;

on the very spot, Plat. ; also, yea verily,

II. ; surely not, Soph. 3. with Verbs,' for verily I saw him, II. 4. with

Substantives, " . . well to this .
they came, Hdt. ; its complete end, Aesch.

;

ironically, Lat. scilicet, the

pretended courtesans, Xen. 5. with Pronouns, to

mark strongly, ' a man like me, Hdt. ;

you of all persons, Id. ; this and no other,

Id. ; who plainly, II. :—with indef. Pronouns,
others be they who they may, lb. ;

some one or other, Lat. nescio quis, Plat. ; in

any way, whatever it be, II., Hdt.
II. in reference to whole clauses : 1. to con-

tinue a narrative, so then, so,

Hdt. ; in summing up, , Lat.

haec hactenus, Aesch. 2. in inferences, Hdt., etc.

;

esp. to express what is unexpected, so then

you too ! Aesch. 3. with Imper. and Subj., -
for do but consider, Xen. ; so, ,

, , , etc. 4. to express

what follows a fortiori, above all

with arms, Thuc; not to mention that,

Dem. 5. and what is more, II. : so, is, ' he came to

Egypt, and what is more to Sardis also, Hdt. ;

and above all riches,

Plat. b. is also in answers, .
Answ. , well, I am looking, Ar. c. in

assumptions, and now suppose I have

accepted, Aesch., ov, contr. for.,,,() a bite, sting, Xen.: metaph., .
Aesch., ,{) the act of biting : in pi. caustics, Plut., Ep. Adv., = ^',/<?r a long time, Lat. diu, Horn.
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truth, ' ; what then

will they do when they are really grown up ? Hdt. :

—

also epexegetic, Lat. videlicet, that is to say, Aesch.,

Eur. :—ironically, Lat. scilicet, to imply that a state-

ment is not true, o'l as he

pretended, Hdt. ; & Id.

[], f., () to tarry, be long, delay, II.-, ov, {,) taken by the enemy,
captive, Eur. ; contr. Aesch.-, , {,) destroying her spouse, the

wife of Hercules,—her name expressing the legend of

his death, Soph., , ov, Ep. and Ion. for. Hence,, 77, battle-strife, battle, death, Horn., Ep. 3 pi. opt., part, ; Att. pres.,, - : impf., Ion. or, Ep. : f . : aor. 1- :—Pass.,

aor. 1 : pf . : {) :

—

to cut down,
slay, II. : to cleave asunder, lb. ; savage beast, to

rend, tear, lb. ; having had
his beard cut off, Luc. II. to waste or ravage a
country, Hdt., Thuc. ; Soph., ov, {) biting, torturing, c. gen., Eur., , , () a biter, Anth.,,,{) able to bite, biting,stinging, Luc.

or , Adv. quite clearly, manifestly

,

Soph., Eur., etc. :—also iron.,

on this pretext forsooth, Hdt. :—in answers, yes of
course, Ar., Dor.- : f . : aor. 1 :

pf . both in act. and pass, sense : Dep. : I.

of persons, to hurt, do a ?nischief to, Horn. ; ^77

(Ep. for -) Od. ; so in Hdt. ; to hurt
by magic potions, Theocr. II. of things, to dam-
age, spoil, waste, II.;

Hdt. :—esp. in phrase,' to violate a
truce, II. 2. absol. to do mischief, be hurtful,
Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence,, to, a mischief, bane, Od., Soph. ; and, ov, gen. ovos, baneful, noxious, -

baneful to them, Od. ;

doing men no hurt, Hdt.€, Ep. for-, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.,, 77,{) mischief, ruin, bane, Hdt.,, ,{) a destroyer, Ep. Horn., a, ov and 05, ov, () Delian, rag., etc. :— ., name of Apollo, Soph., etc. :—, , a
Delian, Hdt., etc. : fern.,, , a Delian
woman, h. Horn., Eur. II. (sc. ),
the Delian ship, sent from Athens every fourth year in

memory of Theseus, Plat. III. (sc.)
the quinquennialfestival of Apollo at Delos, Thuc.-, 4s, {yi-) Delos-born, Simon., Dor. for, Theocr.-, i. e. [~\ ', used parenthetically,

quite clearly, manifestly , plainly, Plat., etc. II.

epexegetically, that is to sav, namely, Lat. scilicet,

Id., Xen.-, f., to make clear, Plut., 77, Delos, one of the Cyclades, birthplace of

Apollo and Artemis, Od. ; called also. (Prob.
[

.
from, because of the legend that it became visible

by rising from the sea.), 77, ov and os, ov : Ep. : I. properly,

visible, conspicuous, II. II. clear to the mind,
manifest, evident, Od. :

—

6 \ with partic,

i. e. it is clear that he
takes it ill, Soph. ; it is

clear that they will not permit, Thuc. ; also, acc. to our
idiom, [eVTtv] ' . . , v.. 3.

itself is used like, as ',
all by himself, 'tis manifest, Soph. :—also, to

introduce a proof, Thuc. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, f. :—Pass., f. and in med. form

:

—to make visible or manifest, to shew,
exhibit, Soph. :—Pass, to be or become manifest,
Id. 2. to make known, disclose, reveal, Aesch.,

Soph. 3. to prove, Id., Thuc. 4. to declare,

explain, set forth, indicate, signify, Id. ; c. part.,

[_] Soph. ; the partic, if it refers to

the nom. of the Verb, is itself in nom., -
Thuc. II. intr. to be clear ov plain, Hdt.,

Plat. 2. impers.,= , Hdt.; f. 877-

Plat. ; aor. 1 Xen. Hence, , , a pointing out, manifestation, ex-

plaining, shewing, Thuc. ; . =!^, Thuc.,, f. , to lead the people, in bad sense,

Ar. 2. c. acc. pers. to win by popular arts, Xen., 77, leadership of the people, Ar. ; and, , , ft for or like a demagogue, Ar.

From-, , a popular leader, of Pericles, Isocr. :

commonly in bad sense, a leader of the mob, a dema-
gogue, such as Cleon, Thuc, Xen.

[/ft], , Comic Dim. of, Ar.-, ov, () prayed for by the people :

as prop. n. of a king of Sparta, Hdt., f., to be demarch, Dem., , the office or rank of, Dem. : the

tribunate, Plut., , , tribunician, Plut. From-, , a governor of the people : 1. at

Athens, a demarch, the president of , who
managed its affairs, Ar., Dem. 2. at Rome, a tri-

bune of the plebs, Plut.-, , , a friend of the people, Plat.,, , confiscation of one's property, Plat., f. , {) to declare public property, to

confiscate, Lat. publicare, Thuc., etc. II. gene-

rally, to make public, the power is

in the hands of the people, Eur.', f., (*) to speak in the assem-

bly, Lat. concionari, Ar., etc. : Pass., -
public speeches, Dem. II. to make popular

speeches, to speak rhetorically , use clap-trap, Plat., etc., 77, a speech in the public assembly,

Aeschin. II. popular oratory, clap-trap, Plat., , , of or for public speaking, qualified

for it, Xen.: 77 -K77 (sc. ), =, Plat.

From-, ,{) a popular orator, mostly in a

bad sense, Plat. :

—

. a speaker's honours, Eur., gen. and, , Demeter, Lat. Ceres,



$$ —
goddess of agriculture, mother of Persephone, Horn.

(The Deriv. from —, quasi- is improb-

able, v. .)
[], , Comic Dim. of, Ar., f. , () to affect popularity , cheat the

people, Ar.-, , poet, for.-, ,{) abounding in public,

. cattle of -which the people have large store, Aesch.-, , {) goods sold by public au-
thority : confiscated goods, Ar., ov, and a, ov, Dor.: {) :

—

belonging
to the people, public, Od. ; . judges elected

by the people, lb. ; neut. pi. as Adv., at

the public cost, II. II. (sc.), the

public executioner, Plat., etc., f.,{) to practise a trade,

do work, Plat. 2. c. acc. rei, to work at, fabricate,

Id. II. to be one of the (il), Id., , a making, creating, Plat. 2. work-
manship, handicraft, Id. ; . practising
them, Id., , , of or for or handi-
craftsman, Plat. From-, Ep.-, : (^) :

—

one who
works for the people, a skilled workman, handicrafts-
man, Od., etc. ; of medical practitioners, Plat. ; of

sculptors, Id. :—generally, a framer, maker ;

Aeschin. ; Plat. : metaph.,

morn that calls man to work, h.

Horn. 2. the Maker of the world, Xen., Plat. II.

in some Peloponnesian states, the name of a magis-
trate, Thuc, Dem.-, ov, {-) devourer of the people,

II.-',, , an elder of the people, chief, II. :., = Lat. deus minorum gentium, Anth.,() Adv. at the public cost, Od. II.

an Eupyrian by deme, i. e. by birth,

place, Anth.-, , {) a public feast, Luc.-, oov, contr. -, , uttered by the

people, Aesch. ; . lawlessness of popular
clamour, Id.-, , () friend of the people, Lat. popli-

cola, Plut.-, , a mob-flatterer, Luc., f., to curry mob-favour, Plut. ; and, , , of for a demagogue, Plat. From-, , a demagogue.-, ov,{) ratified by the people, Aesch.-, Pass, with f. med.- or

pass,- : pf. : {,) :
—to have a democratical constitution, live

in a democracy, Hdt., Ar., Thuc. Hence, , democracy , popxdar government, Hdt.,
Thuc. ; and, , , of or for a democracy, Ar.,

Plat. II. of persons, favouring democracy , Plat.-, ov, ') publicly stoned, .
death by public stoning, Soph.-, f. 4\, ()^, Anth.

8. 183, Dor. -, {) Pass, to talk popularly,

Pind., Plat.- [t], , a mob-monkey, charlatan, Ar.-, ov, made a citizen, not one by birth, Plut.-, , {) hurled by the people, Aesch., , a country-district, country, land, Horn. II.

the people of a country, the commons, Lat. plebs,, opp. to, II., etc. ; of a single

person, being a commoner, II. :—in his-

torians, the commons, commonalty, opp. to oi-, , oi, Hdt., Thuc. ; of soldiers,

opp. to officers, Xen. 2. like, the commons,
the democracy, opp. to oi, Hdt., Ar., etc. III.

in Attica,, oi, townships or hundreds, — Dor., Lat. pagi, ancient divisions of the county, being

(in the time of Hdt.) 100 in number, 10 in each.
(Deriv. uncertain.), , fat, II., Ar., etc. ; (of sacrificial

meatJ with fat above and fat below, II. (Deriv. un-

known.), f. , to imitate Demosthenes, Plut., Adv., v.., f. , to confiscate, like, Xen. :

Pass., popular sayings, Arist. II.

intr. to be in the public service, of physicians, Ar.,

Plat. : generally, to be a public man, opp. to,
Id. From, Dor. -, a, ov, belonging to the people or

state, Lat. publicus, opp. to, Hdt., Att. :

—

-, to be confiscated, Thuc,
Plat. II. as Subst., (sc. ),
a public servant, as the public crier, Hdt. ; a public

notary, Dem. III. as neut.,,, the state,

Lat. respublica, Hdt., Att. 2. any public building,

a public hall, Hdt. 3. the treasury, elsewhere to, Dem. 4. the public prison, Thuc. 5.

(sc.) state-property , Ar. IV. as

fem., (sc.) the tent of the Spartan
kings, Xen. V. as Adv. : 1. dat.,
Ion. -irj, at the public expense, Hdt.; by public con-

sent, Dem. ; . to die by the executioner,

Id. 2. neut. pi., at the public cost, Ar., f. , to confiscate, like,
Thuc. II. Pass, to be published, Plat.-, , ,{) a farmer of the revenue,

Lat. publicanus, Strab.-, , () at the public cost, public,

national, Hdt., Thuc., , ov, —, common, vulgar, Anth., , , {) one of the people, a commoner,
plebeian, Hdt., Att. II. one of the same people, a

fellow-citizen, Eur. III. at Athens, one of the

same deme, Soph. :—fem.,, Theocr., , , {) of orfor the people, in com-

mon use, common, . in Egypt, opp. to the

hieroglyphics, Hdt. II. of the populace, one of

them, Lat. plebeius, Xen., Dem. 2. on the popular

or democratic side, Lat. popularis, Ar., Thuc, etc. :

Adv. -, affably, kindly, Dem.-, ov, {) protecting the people, of guardian

deities, Soph. ;
ruling the people of the

land, Id.



1 84 3 ,- [], , () =, Theogn.-.§, , ,() a mob-courtier, Eur., ..-, , () of the people, popular, Plat,, aros,,() a popular pastime,
odes for public performance, Stesich. ap. Ar.-, es,() of public use, Plat.', Dor., Adv. long, for a long 'while, Lat. diu,

II. ; he was not long-lived, lb. 2. long

ago, Od. II. of Place, far, much, II., , , Dor., , : () :

—

long-lived,

II., Theocr. 2. old, aged, ancient, Aesch., , a Roman coin, a denary, nearly = Gr., . ., , () only in pi. counsels, plaits, arts,

whether good or bad, Horn., Hes.-, , —-, of love, Aesch.,, ,() a bite, biting : metaph. of biting

jokes, Plut., f. of., Att. crasis for apa., contr. for.- or , indef. Adv., from any quarter,

Lat. undecunque, Aesch.- or ttotc, Dor. -, indef. Adv. at

some time, once upon a time, Od., Aesch., etc. 2.

el , Lat. si quando, II. ; from
some quarter or other, Dem. 3. as interrog.,

; -what in the "world? quid tandem? Id.;

; how many do you suppose ? Id.- or , indef. Adv. perhaps, it may be, II. ;

in Kit. doubtless, I suppose, I presume, of course, Lat.

scilicet, Aesch., etc. : often in

phrases, yap , yap Dem.

;

so, as interrog. implying- an affirm. ansAver, -
; Ipresume you know, Soph,-, indef. Adv., much like, Ar., Plat,, Ep. 3 dual, imper. 3 pi.-,

inf. -, 3 pi. impf., Dep. () to

contend, wrangle, Horn,

[], f. : Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 ',
3 dual pass, : Dep., = foreg., Horn. From, ios, acc. -, , a fight, battle, contest, II.,

Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , () =, Anth., =, aor. 1, Theogn., Theocr.-, Dor. -, , long-lived, Aesch. From, , , Dor., () long, too long,

II.; so, [sxxh.) as Adv. all too

long, lb. ; \ lb. ; Soph,, Ep. for4, aor. 1 med. of (a).«, Ep. aor. 1 of4 (a). II. for eSeTj^e, aor. 1

of Sea; (b)., Adv., more emphatic form of , certainly, to be

sure, of course : 1. in answers, added to a word
which echoes the question, ; do they know ?

Answ. aye they know, Eur. ; often with a
negat., eyye faith not I, Ar. 2. in ques-
tions, mostly to mark an inference or consequence,; what then ? ; apa, etc. Trag. :

—

sometimes it expresses indignation, * ;

and so thou hast dared ? Soph. ; ;

— '.
Id.; ironical, ; your principle of
justice forsooth, Id. 3. in prayers or wishes,

now a murrain take thee ! Ar. ; only
look, Plat., etc., aor. 1 pass. part, of., to find, meet with, in pres. with fut. sense, Horn.

vProb. akin to *>.), oos, contr. ods, , =, Demeter, h. Horn.,.

Soph., etc. :—Adj., , , sacred to her, Anth.,, aor. 1 act. and pass. part, of '., poet, for, dat. of Zeus :—, acc.', poet,, Prep, governing gen. and acc.—Radic.

sense, through.
A. With gen. : I. of Place or Space : 1.

of motion in a line, through, right through,\ tyxos II. ; r/epos "navev

quite through the lower air even to the ether, lb. ;

eA0eiV to go through all hi succession,

Xen. 2. of motion through a space, but not in a
line, all through, over, II. ;

'
Od. 3. of Intervals of Space, at
every 10th battlement, Thuc. ; at a
distance of 5 stades, Hdt. II. of Time : 1,

throughout, during, Hdt. ;
5

all day long, Id. ; contin-

ually, Aesch. ; for a short time, Thuc. 2.

of the interval between two points of Time,
or . after a long time, Hdt. ;

after a time, Soph. ; time

after time, Id. 3. of successive Intervals,

every other day, Hdt. ;
' every year,

Xen. III. Causal, through, by, 1. of the Agent,
5

by the mouth of messengers, Hdt. ; *
Xen. 2. of the Instrument or

Means, Soph. ; in hand,

Id. 3. of the Manner or Way,
through passion, in passion, Soph.; . in
haste, hastily, Eur. IV. to express conditions or

states, ' to be in a state of quiet, to be
tranquil, Hdt. ; to be at war
with one, Xen. ; ' to be hated
by him, Aesch. ;

' to feel pity for

one, Eur., etc.

B. With acc. : I. of Place, in same sense as

c. gen. : 1. through,

II. 2. throughout, over, ' Od. ; '
Soph. II. of Time, II. ;

during sleep, Mosch. III. Causal : 1.

of Persons, through, by aid of, by means of,

Od. ; by thy fault or service, Soph. :

through, by reason of, for his own sake,

Plat.; Thuc. 2. of things,

which express the Cause, Reason, or Purpose, '
because of my will, II. ; 'vafor the sake

of vexing, Thuc. ; , therefore ; etc.

C. Without case as Adv. throughout, Horn.

D. In compos. : I. through, right through,
as in. II. in different directions, as in

:—Of separation, asunder, as in Lat. dis-, as

in :

—

at variance, as in ; or of

mutual relation, one with another, as in,. III. of preeminence, as in,-



$—3 <\. 8 5. IV. completion, to the end, utterly, as in

(cf. Lat. decertare) . V. to add strength,

throughly, out and out, as in. VI.
of mixture, between, partly, as in., , fern, of. II. , acc. of.-, f.-, to go across, Thuc. 2. walk
to and fro, Luc.-, , {) a ship's ladder, Luc.-, f.-: aar. 2-: pf.-: I.

? 7«a£<? a stride, walk or stand with the legs apart,

of a man planting himselffirmly for fight-

ing-, II. II. c. acc. to step across, pass over a
ditch or river, lb. 2. absol.{ or

being omitted), to cross over, Lat. trajicere,

Od. ; Hdt., etc.-, f .- : pf .- :

—

to throw over or

across, to carry over or across, vias Hdt. : hence, 2.

seemingly intr., like Lat. trajicere, to pass over, cross,

ftass, Id.: also c. acc, . Eur.;

Thuc. II. to set at variance, make a quarrel be-

tween, Plat. :—Pass, to be at vari-

ance with, Id. III. to traduce, slander,

calumniate, Hdt., etc. ; ' . . tra-

duced them saying that . . , Id. :—Pass.,

tivl to be filled with suspicion against another, Id.;

Id.; Thuc. 2. c. acc. rei, to mis-
represent a thing, to state slanderously, Hdt., Dem. : to

give hostile information, without insinuation of false-

hood, Thuc. IV. to deceive byfalse accounts, impose
upon, Hdt. :—so in Med., Id. :—Pass.,-

&s . . to be slanderously told that . . , Plat.

8-, f ., Dep. to dive for a match :

metaph. to contend in foul language with, nvi Dem.-, aor. 2 part, of.-,, ,{) a crossing over, passage,

. Hdt. 2. a means or place of crossing,

Id. : . a ford, Thuc. : a bridge, Xen.-, =, to strut about, Ar.-, to weigh in the hand, estimate, Plut., , op, verb. Adj. of, that can be

crossed or passed through, Xen.
^sc. ), , offerings before crossing the

border, ., . they were
favourable, Thuc, Xen., , , verb. Adj. of, to be crossed or

passed, fordable, Hdt., etc.; . easily

got at from the main land, Id.-, Dep. to maintain strongly, Dem.-€, Ep. for, aor. 2 of., , ,() the compass, so called from
its outstretched legs, Lat. circinus} Ar., strengthd. for, Eur.-, f. Att. -, Causal of, to carry
over or across, to transport, . -

Hdt. ; is Thuc.-, f.- : pf . pass,- :

—

to

eat up, Plat. :—Pass., pf. inf. Luc.-, f . : aor. 2 -, inf.- :

—

to

live through, pass,, Plat., etc. :—absol. to

spend one's whole life, Id., Xen.-, f. , to look straight before one, Plat.-, f. ), (- is aor. 1 subj.) :

—

to

shout out, proclaim, publish, Aesch. :—Pass, to be the
common talk, Luc. II. to cry out, Thuc. III.
Med. to contend in shouting, Dem. Hence, ov, noised abroad, famous, Plut., , {) false accusation, slander,

calumny, \ Hdt. ;

to give ear to false accusations, Id. ; l . the

slanders against me, Plat. II. a quarrel, enmity,
Thuc., , poet,, —, Theogn., Pind., ov, slanderous, backbiting, Sup. ;-
TaTos Ar. 2. as Subst. a slanderer, Arist. : the

Slanderer, the Devil, . T. 3. Adv. -, inju-
riously, invidiously, Thuc.,/,(-) eating through , devouring

,

Soph. II. proparox., ov, pass, eaten
through, consumed, Id.-, f., to cheat with false hopes, Luc-, Dep. to discuss pro and con, discuss
thoroughly , Thuc., , counsel, deliberation, Polyb.-, f. , to wet through, soak, Aesch. Hence, ov, very wet, moist, Eur. : . ships with
their timbers soaked and rotten, Thuc. :—metaph.,, . Luc.- or-, only in pres. to thrust through so

as to stop tip :—Med.,
they pass arrows through their left hand,

Hdt. :—Pass., is

passed through the keel, Id.-, f. icrco,() to make quite calm, Ar.-, f. ), to be full of indignation, Dem.-,, , great indignation, Plut.--, f . : aor. 1 :
—to give notice

by a messenger, to send as a message, Xen. :—gen-

erally, to noise abroad, proclaim, Eur., Plat. ; c. inf.

to order to do, Eur. :—Med. to pass the word of com-
mand from man to man, inform one another, Xen.-, , a messenger, Lat. internuncius, esp. a
secret informant, go-between, spy, Thuc-, f. [], to laugh at, Eur., Xen.-, Ion. and in late Gr.- : f. --

: Dep. :

—

to go through, pass, Plat.
;

Xen. : absol. to go through life, survive,

live, Ar., etc. ; c. part., to contimte
in the government, Xen. ; -

he never did anything else, Id. II. to be

between, intervene, ap. Dem.-, Ion. and in late Gr.- : f. -y -
: aor. 2- :

—to distinguish, discern, Lat.

dignoscere, II. ; .
whether they are equals or no, Hdt. ; .

Aeschin. :—. Tivas ovtos, i. e. . o'Itivss,
Ar. 2. to discern exactly, Soph. II. to

resolve, vote to do so and so, c. inf., Hdt. :—Pass.,

impers. it had been resolved, Thuc. 2.

as Athen. law-term, to decide a suit, Lat. dijudicare,

Aesch. :

—

to give judgment, tivos Thuc-, Dep.() to hold a javelin by the

thong .—Pass., pf. part. pass, , of a

man, ready to shoot, Xen. :—so (from-),
Id.
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discernment, Eur., Dem. 2. power of discernment,

Eur. II. a resolving, deciding, . to

decide a matter, Thuc. ; 5. Dem., verb. Adj. of, one must dis-

tinguish, Luc., , ,() able to distinguish,

Luc.-, to murmur among themselves, . T.-, f., to speak plainly , declare, Hdt. II.

to speak of, . Luc., arros, ,() that which is marked
out by lines, a figure, plan, Plat. 2. a geometrical

figure, diagram, Xen., Plat. II. a written list,

register, Dem. III. a decree, edict, Plut., , a marking off by lines, Plat. : a geo-

metrical figure, diagram, outline, Plut. From-, f. , to mark out by lines, delineate,

Plat. II. to draw a line through, cross out, strike

off the list, Id. ; .' to strike a cause out of the

list, cancel, quash it, Ar.-£, strengthd. for, Plut.-*, f., to lie awake, Ar.-, f. --, strengthd. for, Luc.-, f. -, to carry over or across, Od., Thuc,
etc. II. of Time, to go through, pass, spend,', Aesch., etc. 2. intr. (without) to

pass life, live, like Lat. degere, Hdt., etc. :

—

to delay,
put off time, Thuc. :

—

to continue, Xen. : c. part, to

continue doing so and so, . Id. ; also with

Adv., Id. III. to make to continue or keep

in a certain state, . Aesch. ;

Dem. IV. to entertain a person, Xen., ,( Ii) a passing of life, a way or

course of life, Lat. ratio vitae, Plat., etc. ;

public pastimes, Arist. Hence, ,, of orfor apassage : . a transit
duty, Strab.-, f . Att., Dep. to contend, struggle
or fight against, and Xen. II. to

fight desperately , contend earnestly, Thuc, Xen.-, f. , to tear asunder, rend, II.- : aor. - : Dep. : 1. in re-

ciprocal sense, to divide among themselves,
II., Hes. 2. in act. sense, to divide, dis-

tribute, . (Ion. for), . ;

rfyp Hdt. ; is dis-

tributed them among- the tribes, Id.-, f.-, Ion.- :

—

to shew clearly,

shew plainly, Hdt. ; c. part., let

him shew that he cares, Id. :—Pass., 4
let him be declared the king's enemy, Id. II.

intr. in forms, , it was clear, mani-
fest, Id., opos, ,{) as Adj., . in-

herited wealth, Eur.-, ov, ofgood omen, Hdt.

-', aor. 2- : Dep. :

—

to see through,' would not see us through (tire

cloud), II., ov, () bound fast,' bits firm bound through the horse's

mouth, Aesch.-', f ., Dep. to receive onefrom another,

Lat. excipere, .- to take up the word, i. e. to

speak next, Plat. ; so alone, Hdt. II.

to succeed one, Xen. 2. absol. to

relieve one another, with fresh horses,

Id. :—part. pf. pass,, , ov, in suc-

cession, in turns, Soph. ; so, Hdt.-', f. -, to bifid round, Hdt. :—
Pass., fast-bound, Plat.-', f ., Dep. to do great harm to, tear

to pieces, Od., Theocr.-, ov, distinguishable among others, Thuc.-, f., to make manifest, Plut.,, , () a band or fillet : esp. the

band rou?id the of the Persian king-, Xen.-, ov, () wearing a diadem, Plut.-<, f.- : Ion., -}-
: aor. 2- : pf.- :

—

to run off, get

away, escape, Hdt.
;

shirkers, Ar. 2.

c. acc. to run away from, escape from, Hdt.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to give from
hand to hand, to pass on, hand over, Lat. tradere,

Plat. :—Pass., of re-

ports, to be spread abroad, Xen. 2. to distribute,

Id. 3. . to cast one's eyes around,
Eur.-, f., to givejudgment in a case, Plat. :

c. acc. rei, to decide, Xen. II. Med. to go to law,

with another, Plat. ; $ to

have a matter settled by arbitration, Dem. 2. to

submit oneself to trial, Plat., Xen.-, f., to hold a thing to be right, Thuc., ,() a suit brought to decide

who (of several persons) was entitled to any right or

privilege, Oratt. :—metaph., .
a dispute between the orators and the war-

office, Aeschin.,,, the object of litigation in -, Lys.-, f. , to drive horses as in a chariot-

race, Eur.-, f., to test closely, Xen.-, aor. 2 imper. of'., , -, (') a distribution, largess,

Dem., etc.-, aor. 2 inf. of'., , () a taking from another,

Dem. 2. succession,

by successions or reliefs, Aesch. ,· -
in turns, Lat. vicissim, Dem. ;

Thuc. II. in military sense, a relief, relay, Xen., , ,() succeeding a person in a
thing: 1. c. dat. pers. et gen. rei, .' his successor in the command, Hdt. ;

succeeding them in, i. e.

relieving them from, toils, Aesch. 2. c. gen. rei
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only, . succeeding to the command,
Thuc. 3. c. gen. pers. only, <p4yyos . sleep's

successor, light, Soph. 4. c. dat. pers. only, .
Xen. ; so, . Eur. ; and in a

quasi-act. sense, bringing a

succession of evils after evils, Id. 5. absol., -4 they went to work in relays or gangs,
Hdt., Thuc. : neut. pi. as Adv. in succession, Eur.- [a], aor. 2 opt. of-4.-, aor. 2 inf. of-4.-, Ion.-, aor. 2 inf. of.- [], , a citizen who shirks all state

burdens, Ar.-, to run off, go over to, Hdt. :—a cor-

rection for--, which has no meaning., ,() a running about through a
city, Aesch. 2. a foray, Plut. II. a passage
through, Xen. : an aqueduct, Plut., ov, [) running through or about,

wandering, Aesch. ;5 . stray, lawless love, Eur.- [] or- : more commonly as Dep. -, f .- : aor. 24 :

—

to slip through a
hole or gap, Thuc, Xen. : absol. to slip through, slip

away, Hdt., Ar. 2. c. acc. to evade, shirk, Dem., ea>s, , a passage through : in pi. evasions,

rivos from a thing, Dem.-', Dep. to distribute in presents, Xen.- (i. e. ^), f.-, to discern, distin-

guish, will discern, test his man-
hood, II. :—Pass, to be discerned, II.-, f .- : Att. -,- :

—

to con-

tend in singing, with one, Theocr.-, pf. pass. part, of.-, Ep. for·*, aor. 2 inf. of.-', ov, Ion. for, high in air, tran-

scendental, Luc.-, Ion. -, inf. : f. :

—

to live

through, pass, Eur. :—then, absol., like Lat.

degere, Ar., Xen. 2. c. part., like, to live

by doing so and so,·4^4 they sup-

ported life by eating grass, Hdt. ; also, . tivos

to live off or by a thing, Soph.-, aor. -, Pass, to be disjoined,

separated, parted, rivosfrom one, Aeschin. ; rivos

Xen. Hence, ews, , a disjoining, parting, Plat., aros, r6, a girdle, drawers, Lat. subligacu-

lum, Thuc. 2. an isthmus, Plut. From- or -, f. -, to gird round the

middle :—Med. to gird oneself with,4, Luc. :

—

Pass., wearing drawers, Thuc. II.

metaph. to engirdle, encompass, Plut.-, Ion. for-.-, impf., to blow through trees, etc., c.

acc, Od., Hes.-, f. [], Dep. to look through, ex-

amine, Plat., Xen. :—verb. Adj.,', Plat.-, f., tofumigate thoroughly, Od.-, f., to warm through, Plat., etc :

—

Pass, to be heated, by drinking, Dem.-, ov, heated through : of a hot tempera-
ment, Arist.

— Sialpw, 187, ecas, ,() a disposition, arrange-
ment, Plat. 2. the composition in a work of art,

as opp. to, Id. 3. a disposition of property,
=, Id. 4. a disposing of, selling, sale,

Plut. II. a man's disposition, Plat., ov, 6,{) an arranger, Hdt.-', f.-, to run about, Thuc, etc. ; of

reports, of panic fear, Xen. II. to run a race,

with or against another, Plat. :—c acc. cogn., .
to run the torch-race, Plut., , () a disposition of property by

will, a will, testament, Ar., Oratt. II. an arrange-
ment between two parties, covenant, Ar., . T.-, f., to confound utterly, riva Thuc :

absol. to make a great noise, Plut.-', f., to look closely into, examine closely, Ar.-', f. 4\, to spread a report, give out, Thuc.-, f. 4], —4 :—mostly in Pass, to be

commonly reported, $ . . Xen. II.

to be talked deaf, Id.-, f. > :—Pass., aor. 2 [] :

—

to

break in sunder, break in pieces, shiver, Luc. :—Pass.,

re\ [^ II.;€04.^. II. metaph., like Lat.frangere,
to break down by profligate living and indulgence, to en-

ervate, pamper, make weak and womanish, Plat., Xen.

:

—Pass, to be enervated, pampered, Aesch., Xen. 2.

Med. to give oneself airs, of a prude, Theocr. ; of a
singer, is beginning her airs, Id.,, poet, for,.-, f. , to become quite clear and fine,

it seemed likely to be fine, Xen.-, ov, [) quite clear and fine, Plut.-, ov, {) blood-stained, Eur. ; ava-

to spit blood, Plut., f . : aor. 14 :

—

to wet, moisten, II. :

—

Med., ccrore to wet one's eyes, Aesch. ; absol.

to weep, Id., ecos, , (4) a dividing, division, of

money, Hdt. ; of spoil, Xen. ; iv4 [] in
the reckoning of the votes on either side, Aesch.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of 4, to be divided,

Plat. II. €4, one must divide, Id., , , (4) divisible, Plat., ,,{4 ) divided, separated, Xen. : dis-

tributed, Soph. II. distinguishable, Thuc. From-', f . : aor. 2 -etXoj/ : aor. 1 pass.—4 :

—

to take one from another, to cleave in twain, to

divide into parts, II., Hdt. ; .- to cut it open,

Id. ; . to break it open, Thuc. ; .
to tear it away, Id. ; . Tei%ous to take

down part of the wall, make a breach in it, Id. ; 64 the breach, Id. II. to divide,5 the Lydians into two parts, Hdt. ; so, .
Plat. ; els Dem. :—Med. to divide for them-

selves, vads Thuc. : but also to divide among them-

selves, Hes., Hdt. :—Pass.,)4'
divided into relays, Thuc. 2. to divide into com-

ponent parts, Plat. III. to distinguish, Ar. 2.

to determine, decide, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 3. to say

distinctly, to define, interpret, Hdt., Att.

Si-, f. -, to raise up, lift up, 4
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Xen. II. to separate, remove, Plut. :—Med.,
(sc. ) taking long strides,

Theophr. 2. . to open one's mouth, Dem.-, f. -, Dep. to perceive distinctly,

distinguish perfectly, Plat,-,.-' : Att.- or- : f. ->: aor.

-} :

—

to rush or dart through or across, Hdt. : c.

ace, Soph. ; of sound,

Aesch. ; and c. gen., } Soph,-, f . : aor. ' :

—

to make an
end of, Soph,-, streng'thd. for, Luc., , (prob. from, v. . II. 2) a -way of living,

mode of life, Hdt., Soph., etc.; . to pass one's

life, Hdt. 2. a dwelling, abode, room, Ar. II.

at Athens, arbitration, Soph., Ar., Oratt. Hence, f . : aor. - : pf .
:—Med.

and^Pass., Ion. impf. : f.- ; and
in pass, forms, aor. , Ion. : pf.

:

—

to feed in a certain way, to diet, .
Plut. 2. Med. and Pass, to lead a certain

course of life, to live, Hdt., Soph. ; . to live

in the observance of laws, Thuc. II. to be arbiter

or umpire\^, Dem., etc. 2. c. acc. rei, to

determine, decide, Theocr. Hence, aTos,, mostly in pi. rules of life, a mode or

course of life, esp. in regard of diet, Xen. : generally,

institutions, customs, Thuc, Xen., ,^ I. 2) in pi. the dwelling rooms
of a house, Xen., , ,{ II.) an arbitrator, umpire,
Lat. arbiter, Hdt., Plat., etc., ,[) burnt through, very hot, Luc.-, f. , to cleanse or purge thoroughly

,

Plat. Hence-&, f. , = foreg., . T. ; and,, -, a thorough cleansing, Plat,-' and-, Med. to sit each in his

own seat, Plut.-, to make to sit apart, set apart, Xen.-, f.-, to burn through, heat to excess,

Hdt. :—metaph. to inflame, excite, Plut.-, f. , to reveal to view, Dem.-, only in aor. 1,; has aught run gurgling through thy throat? Eur.-', f. ,, to expect anxiously , Plut.-', f., to endure to the end, last out,

Hdt., Xen.-', f ., Med. to confute thoroughly,
. T.-,(, lot) to determine by lot, Ar.-, f., to cleave asunder, Od.-, inf.- : f.- :—serving as

Pass, to, to be in a certain state, to be dis-

posed or affected so and so, Hdt., etc. : often, like,
with an Adv., . how / am
affected by the disease, Thuc. ;,,-

. to be in sorry plight, Plat. : or .
to be well or ill disposed towards him, Oratt. ; -

. to be envied by him, . to

be suspected by him, Thuc. II. of things, to be

settled, fixed, or ordered, ot so was it

—.
ordered him, Hes. ; certain conditions,

settled terms, Hdt.j of a gift, it

will be better disposed of, Xen.-, f .- and- : pf .- :
—to cut

in pieces : metaph., to make it

null, frustrate it, II. :—Pass.,

shorn of his trappings, Ar.

or-, , , an exhortation,

command, Plat. From, Dep. to exhort, give orders, direct, .
etc., Hdt., etc. ; also, . (sc.

, Plat.; . alone, Id. 2. to encourage
one another, Hdt.; . Xen.; . Id. Hence, , an exhortation, cheering on, Thuc.

or , Adv. for , in
vain, idly, to no purpose, Eur., Ar. From-, ov, quite empty or hollow ; . the gap,
vacuum, Thuc. II. thin, lank, Plut., Luc.-, f. , to change into small coin, Ar.-'<, aor. 1 inf. of.-, Dep. to negotiate by herald,

Thuc.-, f. £, to proclaim by herald, ·
pyvo in declared war, Plut. 2. to sell by
auction, Id.-, f. , to run all risks, make a desperate
attempt, hazard all, Thuc. ; Id. ; or

7rpo's Lysias, Xen.; Dem.:—Pass, of

the attempt, to be risked, hazarded, Id.-', f. , to move thoroughly :—Pass, to be

put in motion, Hdt. 2. to throw into disorder,

confound, Thuc. 11= to sift tho-

roughly, scrutinise, Ar.-, to lend to various persons :—Pass., ·
Dem.-, aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, f. [] : Ep. aor. 1 part, :

—

to

break in twain, II. II. in Pass., = :

pf. pass, enervated, Luc.-', f. >, to steal at different times, Dem.;
the quantity stolen [by the soldiers] and

dispersed, Thuc. II. to keep alive by stealth,

Hdt. III. to keep back by stealth, -
Dem.-, f., to assign by lot, allot, Aesch. 2.

to choose by lot, Xen. :—Med. to cast lots, Thuc, Xen.- [], f. -. to turn away, retreat, Polyb.,, , a retreat, Plut.-, f., to wash, wash out, Eur.-, f. , to scrape to nothing,^ . to grind
out his eye, Eur. :— Pass, to be shivered, Aesch. 2.

to wear out, wear away, Eur. :—Pass, to be worn out,

destroyed, Aesch., Eur.;

having lost all one's colour, Ar.-, f. , to pull to pieces, Anth.-, f., to glue together, Luc., , a carrying over, Thuc.-, f. Att. ", to carry over or across, Hdt.,

Thuc. :—Med. to carry over what is one's own, Hdt. :

—Pass, to be carried over, to pass over, cross, Thuc.', Ion.- : impf., later :

f. —: aor. 1: pf.:—Pass.,
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aor. : pf . : () '.—to

minister, serve, do service, absol., Eur. ; to a
person, Dem. ; . to be serviceable towards,

Plat. :—Med. to minister to one's own needs, Soph.

;

Ar. 2. to be a deacon, .. II.

c. acc. rei, to furnish, supply , Lat. ministrare,

Hdt. :—Pass, to be supplied, Dem. Hence, aros, to, servants' business, service, Plat., , the office of , service, Thuc,
Plat. 2. attendance on a duty, ministration,

Dem. ; . ministering to daily wants,

. . ; . the ministry of the word, lb., , , serviceable, Ar., etc. ; Comp.-,
Plat. From

[d], Ion., , a servant, waiting-
man, Lat. minister, Hdt., etc. : a messenger, Aesch.,

Soph.:—as fern., Dem. II. a minister of the church,
a deacon, . T. : as fern, a deaconess, lb. (Akin to

: both perh. from.)-, Med. to contend with others at throw-
ing the javelin, Xen., , a gash, cleft, Plut. ; from-, f., to cut in two, cut through, Thuc. 2.

to break through the enemy's line, Xen. :

then, to break through the line, Id., , =, Plat.--, to rumble through, Ar.-, ov, satiated, glutted, with a thing-, Hdt., Ion. -, , , (,) two hundred,
Lat. ducenti : sing-, with n. of multitude, -

two hundred horse, Thuc.-, f., to divide and marshal, muster in
array, II., Thuc. :—Pass., is -' (Ep. for-, pi. aor. opt.) II. 2.

generally, to regulate, set in order, Hdt., etc. : Med.,
got it set in order, Od. Hence,,, a setting in order, regulating, Plat., , =, battle-order, Thuc.-, f .- :.- :

—

to hear through,
hear out or to the end, Xen. :

—

to hear or learn
from another, Plat. II. c. g-en. pers. to be

a hearer of, Plut.-, f. , to scream continually, Ar. II.

. to match another at screaming, Id.-€, f., to holdfast, hold one's own, Plut.-, f. , to strike the strings of the lyre, Anth.-, Dor.-, to make to flow, Theocr.-, f., to examine or discuss mintctely or

with precision, Xen. :—Pass, to be brought to per-

fection, Arist. Hence', verb. Adj. one
must discuss minutely, Plut., Adv. () eminently, above all, Lat.

eximie, II., Hdt.-€, f. med. inf. (in pass, sense) of.-€,.-, aor. pass. inf. of.- [t], f. -, to separate one from an-
other, U. : to part combatants, and in Pass, to be

parted, Horn. ; so in f . med., Od. ; also,* Thuc. ; . .

to part and join different parties, Id. 2. Pass.
to be dissolved into elemental parts, Plat. II.

to distinguish, Lat. discernere, Od. ; -

&\. lSg

making no distinction of persons, Hdt. :

—Pass., no distinction was made,
Thuc. III. to settle, decide, of judges, Hdt.,

Theocr. :—Med., . to get it decided, Hes. :

—Pass, to come to a decision, II. ; Plat. :—to contend with one, . .;
Hdt. IV. Pass, to doubt, hesitate, . .-, , () the Mountaineers, one of the

three Attic parties after Solon, Ar., , , () separation, dissolution,

Emped. II. a decision, judgment, Xen.
or -ea, verb. Adj. of, one must

decide, Thuc., ov,() separated : choice, excellent,

Theocr.,, , a putting off, Dem. From-, f. , to prove by knocking or ringing, as

one does an earthen vessel, Plat. II. in Med. to

drivefrom oneself, get rid of, elude, or Hdt.,

Dem. : to evade his creditor by delays, of a debtor,

Id. : absol. to practise evasicms, Id. :—Pass., -
to escapefrom punishment, Id., the office of, service, Anth., 6, epith. of Hermes, the Messenger or

Minister of Zeus, Horn. (Perh. akin to.),, , =foreg., Anth.-, f . , to play at dice with, Plut.-, to mix one with another
,
jumble, Dem.-, to raise into waves, Luc.-, f. >, to stoop and creep throtigh a narrow

place, Hdt. 2. to stoop so as to peep in, Ar., Xen.-, f. , strengthd. for, Dem.,, , a hindering, Plat. ; and, verb. Adj. one must hinder, Plat.; and, , , a hinderer, Hdt., Plat. From- [], f. , to hinder, prevent,

Hdt. ; or without , Eur., Plat. ; .
Thuc. ; . Soph. :—Pass., (sc.) which he was prevented from doing, Dem., f., to satirise, Plat,, v. sub.-, f. -, to divide or part by lot,

Hdt., Aesch., Xen. ; . Eur. :

—

to tear in
pieces, Id.-, f., to crack asunder, burst, Ar.-, f. , to kick away, spurn, Theocr.-, f., to talk over a thing with another,

Eur. :—Pass, to be much talked of, . T.-, f . --^ : aor. 2 : pf. -
: pf . pass,- or-, Ion. -Ae-

:

—to take or receive severally, i. e. each for
himself, each his share, Xen., etc. II. to grasp
or lay hold of separately,

Hdt. :—generally, to seize, arrest,

Id. 2. as a gymnastic term, to seize by the middle,

Ar. : metaph. of the soul, -
Plat. III. to divide,

. Hdt. :—Pass., -
divided into five channels, Id.

;

breast-plates having
their weight distributed, Xen. 2. to mark at

intervals, Decret. ap. Dem. 3. to cut off, inter-
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cept, Thuc. 4. to mark off, distinguish :—Pass.,, marked with various colours,

Plat. 5. to distinguish in thought, Id. : to state

distinctly , ap. Dem.-, f. >, to shine through, to dawn, Ar.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to escape

notice, Thuc. : c. acc. pers. to

escape the notice of, Xen.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Is,[) grievous, Aesch. II. suffering

great pain, Plut.-, f. , to pick otit one from another, to pick

out, Hdt., Xen.
B. Dep.-: f.- and- :

aor. 1- and : pf.: 3 sing-,

plqpf ./ :— converse -with, hold converse with,

II., etc. ; 7ro(k Ttvo Plat. ; . or to

discuss a question with another, Xen. ; . )]
to argue with one against doing-, Thuc. :—absol. to

discourse, argue, Plat., Xen. II. to use a dialect or

language, Hdt., aros, , an interval, Plat. ;

at intervals, Plut. From-, f . : aor. 2- :— /£·7;<? <zw zVz-

terval between :—Pass., a gap had been

left, Hdt. 2. of Time, having
left an interval of a day, Hdt. ;

having waited an instant, Ar. ; absol. after

a time, Thuc. II. intr. to stand at intervals,

. Thuc. 2. c. part, to cease

doing a thing, Xen. 3. of Time,
after an interval of three years, Thuc.-, f. |co, to lick clean, Ar.', verb. Adj. of, one must dis-

course, Plat., , ,{) skilled in logical argu-
ment, Plat. :

—

(sc.) the art of
discussion, dialectic, Id. : Adv. -, logically, Id., ,{) discourse: discussion, debate,

arguing, Plat. II. language : the language of a
country, dialect : a local word or phrase, Plut. III.

a way of speaking, enunciation, Dem.,, ,{) discourse, arguing, Ar.-, {-) Dep. to discourse
subtly, chop logic, with one, Ar., verb. Adj. of, one must dis-

tinguish, Plat., , {) interchange, exchange,
Eur. II. a change from enmity to friendship, a
reconciliation, truce, Hdt., Ar. ; in pi., Eur. ; -

Dem.,,, a substitute, changeling, Eur.; and, , a mediator, Hdt., Aesch. ; and, , , —, Eur., Thuc. From-, Att.- : f . : pf.- :—Pass.,

f.- and- : aor. 1 --
and- [] : pf.- : I.

Med. to change one with another, interchange, Hdt. :

absol. to make an exchange, Xen. II. Act. to

exchange, i.e., 1. to give in exchange,
Eur.; tivos Plat. 2. to take in exchange,
Id. ; . to change one land for another,

.
i. e. to pass through a land, Xen. 3. simply, ta
change, Id. III. to change
enmity for friendship, to reconcile one to another,

Ttvo Tivt Thuc. ; Ar. ; or c. acc. pi.

only, Eur., etc. : absol. to make friends, Plat. :—Pass.

to be reconciled, to be madefriends, Aesch., etc. IV.
intr., c. dat. pers. et acc. rei, to differ from one in a
thing, Hdt. : absol. r

the difference, Thuc. V. Pass, to be

different, Lat. distare, Id.-, aor. 1 -, Dep. to leap across, -
<ppov Xen.-, f. Att., Dep. to balance accounts,

Dem. 2. to takefull account of, to stop to

consider, Id.: to distinguish between, Aeschin. II.

to converse, debate, argue, tivos Xen. Hence, , a balancing of accounts, Dem., , () a conversation, dialogue, Plat.-', f., Dep. to rail furiously at,

Hdt. ; Dem.-, Dep. to maltreat shamefully, undo
utterly, Hdt., Eur. 2. to cheat grossly, Ar. 3.

to falsify, corrupt, Id. II. no Act. occurs, but
pf. part, is used in pass, sense, Hdt.

;

aor. 1 Eur.

[], , , {) a loosing one front
another, separating, parting, -

Plat ; . its dissolution, Id. ; .
the breaking down the bridge, Thuc. : the

disbanding of troops, Xen. ; . the time

of its breaking up, Hdt. ; . broke off
the action, Thuc. ; . a divorce, Plut. II. aft

ending, cessation, Eur. ; Thuc. : absol.

a cessation of hostilities, peace, Dem., verb. Adj. one must dissolve, Arist., , , a dissoher, breaker-up, Thuc. ; and, , capable of dissolution, Plat. From-, f .- [] : pf .- : Pass., aor. 1 --
[] : pf .— :

—

to loose one from another, to

part asimder, undo, Hdt. : to dissolve an assembly,

Id., Thuc, etc. ;
' . to break up

the party and go to bed, Xen. ; . to dis-

band it, Thuc. :—Pass., of an assembly, to break up,

Hdt., etc. : of a man, to die, Xen. 2. to dissolve

into its elements, to break up, Plat. 3. to put an
end to friendship, break off a truce, Thuc, etc. :—so

in Med., Hdt. 4. to put an
end to enmity, Thuc.; and in Med., Dem., etc. b.

c. acc. pers. to reconcile, Id. ;

Thuc :—Pass, and Med.,
to be parted from quarrel, i. e. to be reconciled,

Eur., Xen., etc. 5. generally, to put an end to y

do away with, Thuc. ; so in Med., Id.,

etc. 6. to solve a difficulty, Plat. 7. . to

pay the full value, discharge a debt, Hdt., etc. : c.

acc. pers. to pay him off, Dem. II. absol. to

slacken one's hold, undo, Theocr.-, f. , () to fill full of barley

meal, Ar., Dep. strengthd. for, Plut.-, aor. 1 -, to grind t& powder^
Utterly destroy, Aesch.



-, f. , strengthd. for, Luc5-£, Dep. to determine by an oracle, Plat.-, f.-- : aor. 2- :

—

to

go astray from, Thuc. : to fail of obtaining,

Id., Dem. 2. absol. to fail utterly, Plat.-, , a total mistake, Plut. ; . - a

•wrong reckoning of the days, Thuc.-, f., as Att. law-term, to use -
(q. v.), Dem. 2. c. inf. to affirm by a

that a thing" is, c. acc. et inf., Id. : Pass.,

things so affirmed, Isocr.-, , as Att. law-term, evidence given to

prevent a case from coming- to trial, Dem., etc.- [], Dep. to protest solemnly, Lat.

obtestari, Dem. ; . . . , c. inf., Id. :—. )]
to protest against his doing, Aeschin. 2.

generally, to protest, asseverate, Plat. 3. absol. to

beg earnestly, conjure, Xen.-, Att. -, f. -|, to knead thoroughly

,

knead well, Ar.--, f ., to scourge severely, Plat.-, f. , to pander, . -
to bargain away the empire by a marriage, Plut.' or-, verb. Adj. one must deny abso-

lutely, Plat. From- [], f .-, Dep. to fight or strive

with, struggle against, or Hdt., etc.;

Dem. ; . - I resist to the

uttermost your change of opinion, Thuc. ; .
Eur. 2. to fight one with another, Id. 3.

to fight it out, contend obstinately , Lat. depugnare,
Ar. 4. to exert oneself greatly, -
Plat. 5. in argument, to contend or maintain that

. . , . - Thuc. ; or without, Plat.-, f. , to cut through, II., Eur. 2. to

scrape away, Id. ; Med., to get

the gravel scraped away, Thuc.-,{.-, to let go, give up, leave off, Eur.-, f. , to exchange, one thing

with another, Plat. ; so in Med., '
or tivos, Solon, Plat. :

—

to take Asia in exchange for Europe, i.e. to pass into '

Asia, Eur. 2. . to finish a journey, Aesch.

;

so in Med., Id. 3. in Med., also, to alter, Hdt.-, Dep. to strive hotly with, Plut.
,,, ,() an exchange, Plut.-, f., to make quite black, Plut..-, Adv. limb by limb, limb-meal, Od.,, , a being on the point to do,

. long postponement of precautionary mea-
sures, Thuc. From-, f.-, to be always going to do, i. e.

to delay continually , Thuc.-, f .-, Dep. to blame greatly, Thuc.-, f .- : pf.- '.—to remain by,

stand by, Xen. :

—

to persevere, Plat. ;

Xen. :—absol. to stand firm, Dem. :—c. part., .- to continue speaking, Id.-, f. Att. , to distribute, Plat. II. to

divide : Med. to divide or part among themselves,
N.T. Hence*> b, division? dissension, . T.'

—. 1 9 I

-', f. , to measure through, out or off,

. to measure lists for combat, II.:—Pass.,

measured by the clepsydra,

Dem. 2. to measure out in portions, distribute,

Xen., etc. :—Med. to have measured out to one, re-

ceive as one's share, Orac. ap. Hdt., Xen. Hence, , , measured out or off, II.-, , a measured allowance, rations, Plut.

(sc. -), , the diameter or diagonal of

a parallelogram, Plat. ; diametrically

,

Id. ; so, Luc. II. a rule for drawing
the diameter, Ar.-, f., Dep. to bring about, con-

trive, Ar., Plat.-, f ., Dep. to deal meanly, trpos

Plut.-, f. : aor.- : Dep.:

—

to

contend hotly, strive earnestly, or Plat. ;

76 tivos Id.-, pf. -, Dep. to keep in

memory, Xen.--, f., to hate bitterly, Arist., Plut.^. -, cut tip pieceineal, Hdt.,-, f . , to call to mind, remember, Hdt.

;

c. gen., Plat. ; c. acc, Xen., etc. 2. to record,

mention, Thuc. : Pass., he is

mentioned as having, Xen.-, f., to divide, rend asunder, Eur. ; so

in Med., Id. II. in Med., also, to portion out, dis-

tribute, Od., Adv. strengthd. for, right through, through

and through, c. gen., Aesch., Eur. ; also c. acc, Xen.-,(- —-) Adv., 1. of Place,

through and through, right through, clean through,

c. gen., II., Soph. :—c. acc, II., Aesch. II. absol.

without break, continuously, Horn. 2. of Time,
throughout, for ever, Id. ; for ever

and aye, II.-', a, ov, drenching, Aesch.-', f. , to commu?iicate by word, to

express in speech, Aesch. : to converse, Plat.-, f., to make mouths (in scorn), Ar.-, [], ov, () utterly different, Aesch.--', f. , to dispute or disagree, $
Dem. :—Pass., the

points at issue, Id. Hence,, , a disputing, dispute, Plut.-, f.-·, to read through, Isocr.-, Med. to rest awhile, Plat.-, f. |o>, to stop chinks .- to caulk ships, Strab.-, f., to maintain a sea-fight, Hdt.-, to flow through, percolate, Plut.-, Adv. two ways, to halt

between two opinions, II. ; gave one of
two things, lb. ; . broke it in twain, Theocr., , Dor. and Att. for.-,, ,() a distribution, Plut., verb. Adj. of, one must dis-

tribute, Xen., , ,() distributive, Plat.-, Pass, to flutter in the wind, Luc, Anth., f .- : pf.^- :
—to distribute, qj>-
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portion, Ar., Plat. :—Med. to divide among them-

selves, Plat., Arist. :—Pass., aor. 1 inf.

to be spread abroad, . T.-', Pass, to go through, Anth.-, f. -, to swim across, 4s

Hdt. II. c. acc. to swim through, Plat.-, f., Dep. =4, Plut.-, f. , to adorn with flowers, Luc. :—Pass.

to be variegated, Plut.-, Pass, with aor. 2 and pf. act. to stand

alooffrom, depart from, Thuc.-', f .— : aor. 1 : pf . -
: Dep. : (4) :

—

to be minded, intend, pur-
pose to do, c. inf., Hdt., etc. II. to think over or

• of, Lat. meditari, Id. : c. acc. et inf. to think or

suppose that, Plat. III. with Adv. to be minded
or disposed so and so,, . Id. Hence,, to, a thought, notion, Plat. ; and» , , of or for thinking, intellectual,

Plat., Arist. ; and, , a thought, intention, purpose, Hdt., Att.

;

—, c. inf., Thuc. 2. a

thought, notion, opinion, Lat. cogitatum, Hdt.,

Plat. II. intelligence, understanding, Id. III.

the thought or meaning of a word or passage, Id.

;

rrj as regards the sense, Dem.-, f. , to open, Plat. II. to open and
explain, ypoupas . T., 4, ,() a distributer, Plut., ,() Aesch., Plat.-, a, ov, extending throughout, right through,

a home-thrust, Aesch. ; so,

Id. ; .4 Id. ; Eur. :—metaph.,

. destiny that strikes home, Aesch.-, f. , to drain out, exhaust : metaph.,

like Lat. exhaurire, to drink even to the dregs, endtire

to the end, Eur.-, f. , to pass the night, Xen.-, later- [£»] : f.- [] :

—

to bring
quite to an end, accomplish, finish, 4,
h. Horn., etc. ;—hence ( omitted),

having finished one's course over the sea,

Hes. :—c. part, to finish doing a thing-, Od., Eur.-, () Dep. to fight to the death, Ar.-', f ., to attend children : generally,

to entertain, amuse, Plut. ; . rbv, Lat. fallere

tempus, Id.-, Pass, to go through a course of educa-
tion, Xen.-, f. , to continue wrestling, go on
wrestling, Ar.- [], , a hard struggle, Plut.-, aor. 1 -4, to distribute by lot, Aesch.- [], f., to shiver, shatter, Eur., Ar.

or , throughout.-, to look timidly round, Plut.--, , violent contention, . T.-, f. , to deflower a maiden, Hdt.-, Att.-, f. , to stretch out
by nailing the extremities, as in crucifixion, Hdt. : to

stretch out a hide for tanning, Ar.-, Att.- : f.- [] : aor. 1 -4 :

—to sprinkle, . is ras to sprinkle

some dust on the hair, Hdt.-, f . , to make to cease

:

—Med. to rest

between times,pause, Plat.:—Pass, to cease to exist,Xen.-, f. -, to threaten violently, Hdt. :—so in

Med., Aeschin.-, inf. -ireivrjv, to hunger one against the

other, to have a starving-match, (Dor.

1 pi.), with a play on, Ar.-, , an experiment, trial, Hdt.-, f . : aor. 1- [] : pf.- : Dep. :

—

to make trial or proof of', to have
experience of a thing, c. gen., Hdt. ; c. acc, Thuc.-, f. -, to drive through, tivos

Eur.-', f. >, to send off in different directions,

send to andfro,send about or round, Hdt.,Thuc. II.

to send over or across, Ar., Thuc. : to transmit, -
Id. ; so in Med., Id.-', f. ,, to mourn through, Plut.-, f., to bring to a conclusion, discuss

thoroughly , Eur. ; 44 tell me all, Id. :

—

Med., to get a question decided, Id.-, f ., to take across, ferry over, Plut. :

—Pass, to go across, Thuc. :

—

swords
were tmsheathed, Soph.-, f. [], to go over or across, pods,

Eur. ; . to pass through it, Ar. ; also,

to reign through all Molossia, Eur. 2.

to pass through, pierce, Id. II. trans, to carry

over, Luc.-, aor. 2 —4, Ep. inf.-4 : aor. 2

med.- in pass, sense :

—

to destroy utterly,

sack, lay waste, of cities, Horn.-', Dep. to slip away one by one, Dem.-'& or -', f.-: aor. 2 --
and-, and in act. form -4

:

—to fly
through, II., Eur. : c. acc, Id., Ar. ; ttjs

Id. II. to fly away, vanish, Eur., Plat.-, poet, for, Aesch.-, f. -, to fix thoroughly

:

—Med., .
to get rafts put together, Luc.-, f.-, to leap across, Ar.,

Xen. :—absol. to take a leap, Id.-, f., to make very fat, Theocr.-, Pass, to be quite full of, Thuc.- [], f.- : aor. -4

:

—to drink one
against another, challenge at drinking, Hdt., Plat.-, to sell off, Plut.-, f. -, to fall away, slip away,
escape, Xen. 2. of reports and rumours, to spread
abroad, Id. II. tofall asunder, crumble in pieces,

Plat. 2. tofail utterly, go quite wrong, Ar., Aeschin.-, f. , to entrust to one in confidence,

Aeschin. : Pass, to have a thing entrusted to

one, Dem.-', f., to distrust utterly, Dem.--, Att. -, f.- [], to form com-
pletely , mould, Plut., etc.- [], f.-, to make very wide

, dilate,"Ken.-, f. , to interweave, to weave together,

plait, Hdt. II. metaph., . , Lat. per-
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texere vitam, to finish the web of one's life, Id. : then,

simply, to pass life, live, Ar.-, f .- :

—

to sail across, Thuc. ; els

Myivav Ar. : metaph., . to make life's voyage,

Plat.-, Dep. to spar with, skirmish with,

Plut., Luc.-, Att. -, f. , to break or cleave in

pieces, II.-, ov, contr. -, : 1. as Adj.

sailing continually, they

kept them at the oar, Aesch. II. as Subst.,, , a voyage across, passage, irpbs

Thuc. 2. room for sailing through, passage,

for two ships abreast, Id.-, Ep.-, f.-, to blow through :

—Pass., avpais Xen. II. to breathe

between times, get breath, Plut. III. intr. to

disperse in vapour, Plat.-, f. -, to variegate, adorn, Plut.-, f., to carry the war through, end
the war, Lat. debellare, Hdt. ; . to fight it out

with one, Xen. :—Pass., the

war will be at an end, Thuc. II. to carry on the

war, continue it, Id. III. to spend some time at

war, Plut. Hence,, , a finishing of the war, Thuc.-, f ., to besiege continually , to block-

ade, Thuc.-, Dep. to be a political rival, Aeschin.-^,., to carry the.procession to anend,huc., ,() a sending to and fro, inter-

change of messages, negotiation, Thuc.-, f. \, to work out with labour, Lat. ela-

boro, Plat., etc. :—Med. to get worked out, Id., Xen. :

—Pass, to be managed, governed, Aesch. 2. Pass,

also, to be much grieved, . . II. intr. to work
hard, toil constantly , Xen., Arist. ; ol

the hardworking, hardy, Xen. Hence, oltos, to, hard labour, exercise, Plat.-, ov, of persons, exercised, Plut. ; Id. II.

of things, toilsome

:

—Adv. -, with toil, Id.-, ov, beyond sea, Lat. transmarinus, Aesch.,

Thuc.--, f . , to carry over, set across, Xen. II.

Pass., with f. med. and aor. pass., to

pass across, is Hdt. : c. acc. cogn. to go
through, Plat.-, f. ], to be quite at a loss, Plat. :—so in

Med., with aor. and pf. pass., Id. II. to raise an, start a difficulty, Arist. :—so in Med., Plat. :

—Pass, to be matter of doubt or question, Id., Arist.-, f . , =, II., Thuc. :—Pass, to

be utterly ruined, Tragv-, f. , to carry over or across a river or

strait, Hdt. : to carry a messagefrom one to another,

Id. 2. metaph. to translate, interpret, Plat. II.

., of ferry-boats, to ply across a river, Hdt.-, f .-, to send off in different direc-

tions, dispatch, Dem.--, f. -, Dep. to examine
thoroughly, Plat. II. to gain by trading, . T.

. 193,, , dispatch of business, Plat. From-, Att. -, Ion. : f. -:—to pass over, c. gen., they made
their way over the plain, II. ; also, . to

finish a journey, Od. :—also of Time, c. part.,

went through days in fight-

ing, II. ; \4ya>v should finish speaking,

Od. II. to bring about, accomplish, effect, settle,

Hdt. ; . to get a thing done for a man, Id.

:

—so in Med., Id. ; pf. pass, in med. sense. Plat.,

etc. :—strictly in sense of Med., to effect for oneself,

gain one's point, Hdt., Xen. : c. inf. to manage that,

Id. III. to make an end of, destroy, slay, Lat.

conficere, in part, pf . pass,, Trag.-, is, () eminent, distinguished, il-

lustrious, Thuc. ; or in a thing, Eur. ; .
magnificence, Thuc.-, f., to appear prominent or conspicuous,

to strike the eye, h. Horn. ; Aesch. 2.

to be eminent above others, c. gen., Eur.--, Dep. to send embassies to different

places, Xen.-, v..- [too], f.-, to saw quite through, saw
asunder, Ar. :—metaph., tcus were
cut to the heart, . . II. . tovs to

gnash the teeth, Luc.

or,, right through, c. gen., Horn.

[], , ov, () going through,

piercing: neut. as Adv., -
a hill runningfar into the plain, II. 2. of

sound, piercing, thrilling, he gave a
piercing cry, lb. II. later as Adj., of sound, .

Soph.; Eur. 2. metaph., .-
a manifest thief, h. Horn.-, f. , to sttitter much, Luc.-7" or-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , : Ep. aor.

:

—to scare

away, startle and strike with panic, fear, Od., Eur.--, Att.-, f. , to open and spread out,

to unfold, disclose, Soph., Eur. Hence- [], , a fold, folding leaf, Eur.-, f. [i5], to spit upon, Dem.-, f. , to spar, fight with, Xen.-, f .- : pf .- : aor. 2

[] : Dep. :

—

to search out by questioning, to

find out, Plat. ; tivos somethingfrom one, Plut.-, ov, (, ) red-hot, Anaxag. ap. Xen.,

Eur. 2. metaph. hot, fiery, Plat. Hence-, f., to set on fire, Eur., in Med.-, f., to throw a light over, c. acc, Plut.-, f., to sell publicly, Xen.--, f. , to strike through, Hes.-, ov, fieckt with white, Babr.-, f ., to divide by joints, to artictdate,

Plat. :—Pass., pf. part,- well-jointed,

well-knit, Id. 2. to endue with articulate speech,

Luc. j Med., invented articulate

speech, Plat. 3. to complete in detail, Arist.-', f . tjctoj, to reckon up one by one, enumerate,

Eur, 2. to draw distinctions, distinguish, Plat. :

—Pass, to be distinguished, Aeschin.



194 SiapKeco— St-,,, to havefull strength, be quite sufficient,

Xen., etc. ; . to be a match for, Luc. 2.

in point of Time, to hold out, endure, last, Aesch. ;

c. part., . Xen. II. to supply

nourishment, Plut. Hence, 4s, quite sufficient, Thuc. 2. lasting,

Dem. :—Adv. -, Sup. in complete com-
petence, Xen.-£ or -, f. , to distribute in various

places, dispose, Eur.-, f., to tear in pieces, II. : to efface,

Xen. II. to spoil, plunder,. 2.

to seize as phinder, Id.-, Pass, to flow all ways, Soph.-, f. , to dash in pieces, destroy, Horn. :

—

Pass., c. f. med., to be destroyed, perish, II. ;-
Aesch.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf. -

:

—

to flow through, Hdt. 2. to slip through,

Luc. 3. of a vessel, to leak, Id. 4.

of a report, to spread abroad, Plut. 5. -
gaping lips, Ar. II. to fall away like

water, die or waste away, Soph. ; of one
diseased, Ar. ; of money, Dem.-, f.- :—Pass., f. 2-}] : aor. 2-- [] :

—

to break through, cleave asunder,
II. (in Med.), Hdt., Soph. :—Pass, to burst, with eating,

Xen. j with passion, Ar. ;*, as a curse, ' split

you ! ' Id. :—pf ., in same sense, Plat., Adv. (v.) expressly, distinctly, ex-

plicitly, Lat. nominatim, h. Horn., Att.,, , a casting about, Xen. From-, poet,- : Ion. impf. --
: f . : in Att. also a pres. :

—

to

cast or shoot through, Od. 2. to cast or throw
about, a dog-

, to wag the tail, Xen. 3. to throw
about, as nuts or money among a crowd, Ar. II.

intr. to plunge, Xen. Hence,, , a scattering, Xen., , () that through which something
flows, a pipe, the w'md-pipe, Eur.-, f., to roar through,

to inspire fear by clamour, Aesch., ,{) diarrhoea, Thuc.-, f., to whizz through, c. gen., Soph.-, Dor. for-, Adv. flowing away, van-
ishing, Trag.-, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., ov, intersected by streams, Strab., tiyos, , ,() rent asunder, Eur.-, f., to cut limb from limb, Aesch.-, f ., to suspend, interrupt, Plut. II.

to separate, Id.-, strengthd. for ', to fawn upon, Xen.-, strengthd. for' : part. pf.,
grinning like a dog, sneering, Plut.-, f. , strengthd. for,
Ar.-, f . , to shake violently : to reduce to

anarchy, Luc. ,· unsteady, Id.-, f., {) to make quite clear, shew
plainly, Eur., Plat.

.-, f., to make quite clear, Xen.-€5, ov, shaken about, Aeschin. From-, f. , to shake violently, Plat., .
to wag with the tail, i. e. to keep wagging the

tail, Xen. 2. to confound, throw into confusion,
Hdt. 3. to extort moneyfrom a person, . T.
-<7£., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, : Pass.

to dart through, rush across, c. gen., II. ,· c. ace, .
Xabv lb.-, f ., to mark out, point out clearly,

Hdt., Xen. 2. absol. to beckon, Arist.-., ov, () clear, distinct : neut. pi. as

Adv., Soph. II. conspicuous, Plut.-, Pass, with pf. -, to putrefy,
decay, Luc., , the festival of Zeus, Ar.-, to hiss or whistle violently, Arist.-, f. , to remain silent, Eur.,

Xen. II. trans, to pass over in silence, Eur.-~, properly, to dose with chervil (-) : in Com. for, to come Euripides over
one (his mother was a herb-seller), Ar.-, f . &>, to dig through, c. gen., Plut.-,, f. Att.- : aor. 1 -, 3
sing. opt.-

:

—to scatter abroad, scatter to

the winds, disperse, Lat. dissipare, Od., Soph. 2.

to disband an army, Hdt. : Pass, to be dispersed, aor.

1 and pf. part,, Id.-, late form of, Luc.-, f. , to get quite ready, equip,

Luc. :—Pass., pf. part, dressed, Plut. :

—Med. to prepare for oneself, provide, Thuc. : to

equip oneself, Xen. II. Med.,
having disposed of one's property, Dem., Med. to set all in order, Plat.-, f., to deck out, Luc.- or -«, f ., to disperse and retire each

to his quarters (), to take zip one's quarters,

Xen. II. to leave a comrade's tent, Id. Hence, verb. Adj. one must take up one's

quarters, Xen.-, f., = I, Xen.-, to prop on each side, to prop up, Anth.-, =, II., Hdt. :—Pass., Luc.-, f., to leap about or away, Plut.--, f. -^ : pf.- :

—

to look

at in different ways, to examine or consider well,

Hdt., Eur., etc. ; also in Med., Trpos

Thuc. II. absol. to keep watching, Xen.-, Dep. to watch as from , to

spy out, II. :

—

to discern, distinguish, lb.--, f. , to scatter abroad, . T.-, f., Med. to jest one with an-
other, pass jokes to andfro, Xen.-, Ion. -co>, to wipe or rinse out, Hdt.--, to rub well : aor. 1 pass,-, Ar.-, f. , to polish off with the chisel :

metaph., Anth.-, f .-, Dep. to quibble like a sophist,

Ar.-, f., to squander away, Plut., , , torn to pieces, Eur. From



8<7-(-, Att. -, f. , to rend in sunder or

in pieces, Aesch., aros, , a gap, Plut. From-, f.-, Att.- : aor. - :

—Pass., aor. -, pf.- :

—

to tear

asunder, part forcibly, Lat. divellere, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. ; . rb to tear down the palisade, Xen. :

—Pass., pf. part, torn asunder, Hdt.,

Dem. 2. in military sense, to separate part of an
army from the rest, Xen. :—Pass., -

scattered and in disorder, Thuc. ;—of soldiers,

also, to be distributed in quarters, Xen. 3. metaph.
to distract, throw into disorder, Id.-, f. - :

—

to scatter abroad, throw
about, of money, Hdt. ; .'/ Xen. : to sqttander,

Soph. :—Pass, to be scattered abroad, aor. 2

[], Id. j of soldiers, Thuc. Hence, -,{) dispersion; collectively, =, . .-, f. , to do zealously : Pass, to be

anxiously done or looked to, ' ;

Dem., who also uses in act. sense., Att., contr. for., Dep. to order by rule, regulate, Eur.-, toform into separate factions, Arist.,, ,() a standing aloof, separ-

ation, Hdt. 2. difference, Plat. :—in Thuc. it has

a causal sense, an attempt to set some against
others. 3. divorce, Plut., , , (-) separative, causing
discord, Plut.-, f ., to fortify with a palisade : Med.

to have it fortified, Thuc.-, aor. 2- :

—

to go through or across,

c. ace, Eur. 2. to go one's way , Theocr.-, f. -, to put asunder, tear open,
• Plut. 2. to distinguish, define, . Plat.

;

so to determine, Id. 3. to give express orders,

in Med., N.T., ov, very narrow, Galen,-, ov, starred, . Luc.,, ,(-) an interval, Plat,-, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f. , to make firm, Anth.-, Ep. for-, 3 dual aor. 2 of -.-, f . >, to gleam through, Ar., Anth.-, f ., to stuff in between, Hdt.-, Med. to arrange for oneself regu-
larly, regvtlate exactly, Aesch., -,() a notch or nick, Plut.-, f., to serve as a general, assume
his ditties, Plut. II. trans, to conduct a war to

its close, Id.-, strengthd. for, Aeschin.-, f. , to turn different ways, to twist

about, distort, Xen. :—Pass, to be distorted, Plat. : of

persons, to have one's eyes distorted, to get a squint,
Ar. 2. metaph. to distort, pervert, Dem. Hence, , distortion, Arist.; and, ov, twisted, distorted, Hdt., Trag.- [], f.- : pf.- :

—

to tear in
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to pull to pieces, i. e. to disparage,

to throw about like a ball,

pieces : metaph
ridicule, Dem.-, f. Att

Eur., rjpos, ,{) murderous, Anth.-, f.-, to overturn tdterly, Luc. :

—

Pass, to be disappointed of, tivos Aeschin.-, ayos, , (-) any opening made by
violence, a cleft, rocky gorge, Hdt.-, f . , to scatter as by a sling

:

—
Pass, to fly in pieces, Xen.

: pf. part,- : Pass. : (-) to be made like a wasp, be pinched in at the

waist, Ar.-, f. , toform completely : Pass, to be

soformed, Plat,-, f., to cleave or rend asunder, Od., Plat.,

etc. :—Pass, to be cloven asunder, II. ; of soldiers, to

be separated, Xen.-, f. -, to preserve through a danger,
Hdt., Eur. :—Pass, to come safe through, arrive in
safety, Thuc, Xen. : to recover from illness, Id. II.

of things, to preserve, maintain, Eur., Xen. : to keep

in mind, Id. :—Med. to retain, Thuc.-&, f. , to arrange, Xen., rjs, ,() an ordinance, . T.-, f. -, Ion. for-, f..|, ecus, ,() disposition, arrangement,
of troops, Hdt., Dem. ; of topics, Luc.-, Att. -, f. , to throw into great
confusion, confound utterly, Xen.,, ,() tension, Plat., etc.-, Att.- : f. :—Pass., aor. - :

pf.-/ :

—

to appoint or ordain severally, dis-

pose, Hes., Hdt. :—absol. to make arrangements,
Xen. :—Med. to arrange for oneself, get things
arranged, Plat. :—Pass, to be appointed, c. inf.,

Hdt. 2. to draw up an army, set in array, Id. :

also to draw up separately, Id. :—Med.,
posted in battle-order, Ar., Xen. ; so in pf. pass, -, Hdt. II. Med. to order by will, Anth.-, f. , to fortify by a ditch, Polyb.-, f . - : pf .- :

—

to stretch to the

tittermost, Hdt. : to stretch out, Tas

Xen. II. intr. to extend, continue, Arist.

B. Med. and Pass, to exert oneself, Xen., etc. ;

at full speed, Id. ; with all one's force,

Theocr. ; to exert oneself for a
purpose, Xen. 2. to manntain earnestly, contend

for, Dem. II. in strict sense of Med. to stretch

out for oneself, . to have their lances poised,

Hdt. ; . to have one's bow strung, Id.-, f . Att. , to cut off and fortify by a 'mall,

Ar. 2. to divide as by a wall, Xen. Hence, aros,, a place walled off and fortified,

Thuc.-, Dep. to mark out, Lat. designare, Hes.-, f ., to bring to ftdfilment, II.-', f. -, Att. -, to bring quite to

an end, accomplish, Eur., Xen. II. absol., mostly

with a part, added, to continue being or doing so and

so, Hdt., Plat. :—but the part, is sometimes omitted,

2
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.- to continue zealous, Thuc. : also simply to

continue, go on, persevere, Plat. : to live on, Id.-, , [) continuous, incessant, Soph.,

Plat.-, Ion.-, f. -, to cut through, cut

in twain, dissever, II., Hdt.; . Plat. :—metaph.

to disunite, Aeschin. 2. to cut up, Hdt. :—Pass.,

to be cut into strips, Ar.- : f .-, Att.-, or- :

—

to

bore through, make a hole hi, Hdt.-, f. , to melt, soften by heat, Ar. II.

Pass., with pf. -, to melt away, thaw, Xen.

.-\4,.-, towatch closely , observe, Plat., etc. 2.

to keep faithfully, maintain, Dem., Arist. 3. .
kavrbv £/c to keep oneself from . . , . T.

; better written ; Lat. quamobrem ? where-

fore ?-, f . -, to place separately, arrange each

in their own places, dispose, rb\ 4\, rb ' 4'
Hdt. ; so Xen., etc. II. to manage well

or ill, with an Adv., 4
Thuc. ; of persons, .,4' to treat him bar-

barously, Hdt, :—Pass., 4 he was not

very gently treated or handled, Thuc. 2. -. to dispose one so or so, Plat., etc. III.

to recite, Id.

B. Med. to arrange as one likes, to dispose of,

Xen., etc. 2. to dispose of one''s pro-

perty, devise it by will, Plat. : the devisor,

testator, . T. 3. to set out for sale, dispose of
merchandise, Hdt., Xen. 4. to arrange mutually

,

. ' to make a covenant with one, Ar.,

. T. ; lb. ; . to settle a quarrel

with one, Xen.-,,,() a portion plucked off, Anth.-, f., to continue to dishonour, Aesch.-, f . £co, to shake asunder, shake to pieces,

Od., Eur :—f. med. in pass, sense, Id. II. to

shake violently, Id.-, a, , =, Ar.-, aor. - : aor. 2 -, pass.- :—Ep. for, to cut in twain,

having cut [the Trojan host] in twain, II. ;

I clove the wave, Od. ; & ., of ploughing,

Mosch. :—Pass.,- (3 pi. aor. 2 for-)
they parted, Horn. : they were scattered abroad, II., ,) a severance, Aesch.-, ov,[) that can be shot across,

. a place within arrow-shot, Plut.-, f. , to shoot through.-, ov, () piercing, galling, Aesch. ; .
thrilling fear, Id. ; of a trumpet, Id. II.

pass, pierced, bored through, Soph.
-yeiv, aor. 2 inf. of-.-€, f. , to turn away from a thing:—Pass,

with f med., aor. 2 med.— and pass, —-
[], to be turned from one's purpose, to be per-

plexed, Dem.-, f .-, to sustain continually
, Thuc, etc.-, f .- : aor. 2- : pf . --

:
—to run across or over the sea, Od. 2.

metaph. to run through, , rbv X0yov

- SicKpalvo).

Plat. II. absol. to run about, Lat. discurrere, Ar.,

Theocr. 2. . to penetrate to, Plut.-, f.-, to flee all ways, II., , a way of spending time : hence, a pas-
time (pass-time), amusement, Ar., Dem. 2. serious

employment, study, Ar., Plat., 3. a way of life,

living, . iv ayopa Ar. II. in bad sense, a waste
of time, delay, Eur. ; in pi., Thuc. From- [], f. :—Pass., aor. 2- [t] : pf.— :

—

to rub between, rub hard, rub away,
consume, waste, Horn. :—Pass., to perish

utterly, Hdt. II. ., Lat. terere tem-
pus, to spend time, Id., Xen. : Pass., iviauTbs -

Thuc. 2. absol. (without ), to waste
time, pass it away, - ; i.e. make no
more delay, Ar. ; . 4v-' to pass all one's

time there, Id. ; . to go on talking, Id.

:

—hence, to employ oneself on or in a thing, or 4
Plat. ; Id. ; c. part., . Xen. b.

also absol. to lose time, delay, II., Ar., etc. : c. gen.,

. to lose time on the way, Od. III. to

put off by delay, to thwart, hinder a thing, Horn.

;

. bv put them off in the matter of her

wedding, Od. Hence, verb. Adj. one must spend time, Arist.- or , Adv., =, in three di-

visions, three ways, II.-, ov, various in dispositions, Eur., ,() sustenance, support, Xen.-, f., of a horse, to trot, Xen.- [], ov,() bearing grapes in succes-

sion, Od., aor. 2 pass. part. neut. of.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to gnaw
through, Tb Ar.

or-, Att. contr. for-.-, f ., to form perfectly ; . to give
them a lastingform, Luc. : metaph. to imagine, Id.

[], ecus, , configuration, Plut.-, f. , to shine through—
day dawns, . T.-, 4s, { avyi]) transparent, Anth.-, ov, ,[) a runner in the,
Pind.-, , () a double pipe :—in the race, a double
course, in which the runner ran to the furthest point

of the, turned the post(), and ran back
by the other side, Pind., Soph., Eur. :—metaph.,

to run the backward course, re-

trace one's steps, Aesch. ; also, ebb

and flow, Eur. ; they would
twice return, Id. II. a strait, Id., aor. 2 inf. of, to eat through, Hdt.-, f .— :

—

to shew through, let a thing be

seen through, Theocr. II. Pass., aor. 2-
[], to appear or shew through, . shewed
clear of dead bodies, II. ; of things seen through a trans-

parent substance, Hdt. 2. to glow, to be red-hot,

Od. 3. metaph. to be proved, shew itself, Thuc:
to be conspicuous among others, Id. III. absol.

in Act. to shew light through, to dawn,,4 Hdt. : metaph. to shine through, Xen.



—., , =, transparency , Plat. From, ,^) seen throttgh, transparent,
Ar., Plat. 2. red-hot, Hdt. II. metaph. trans-

parent, manifest, distinct, Soph., Plat. :—Adv. -,
Thuc, etc. 2. famous, illustrious, Plat.-, Ion.-, \, ) only in pres.,

to skew light through, to dawn, Hdt., Adv. part. pres. act. of, differ-

ently from, at odds with, . . , Plat. ; c.

gen., above all others, Id. II.

absol. eminently, especially , Thuc, etc.-', f.- and -' : aor. -rjveyica, Ion.- : aor. 2 -rjveyKov : pf. -- :

—

to carry

over or across, 5. vavs rbv Thuc. : to carry

from one to another,- Eur. :—metaph.,· will put the tongue in motion, will

speak, Soph. 2. of Time, . , rbv' to

go through life, Hdt., Eur. ; absol., Id. :

—in Med., will pass his life, Soph. ;-
Xen. 3. to bear through, bear to the

end, Eur., etc. 4. to bear to the end, go
through with, Hdt., Thuc. :

—

to endure, sup-
port, stistain, Lat. perferre, Soph., Eur. II. to

carry different ways, to toss or cast about, Id. 2.

to spread abroad, Dem. 3. to tear asunder, Lat.

differre, Aesch., Eur. 4. . \\^\ to give one's

vote a different way, i. e. against another, Hdt. : also

simply, to give each man his vote, Eur., Thuc. III.

intr. to differ, make a difference, Pind., Eur. : c. gen.

to be different from, Id., Ar. 2. impers. -, it makes a difference, ., Lat. multum
interest, . it makes little difference, Eur.

;

Plat. ;—c. dat. pers., it

makes a difference to me, Id. ; . he
has some private interest at stake, Thuc. 3.

., , the difference, the odds, Id., etc.

;

but . also simply points of difference, Id. 4. to

be differentfrom a man, i. e. to surpass, excel him, c.

gen., Id., Plat. :—in a compar. sense, -
. . it was better to defend oneself than . . ,

Xen. 5. to prevail, of a belief, Thuc. IV. Pass.

to differ, be at variance, tivos Hdt. ;

tivos Thuc. : , — , Dem.-, f.-, to flee through, get awayfrom,
escape, or Hdt., Plat. :—absol. to escape, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; it is not now too late,

Dem. 2. to escape one, escape one's notice or

memory, Plat, etc. Hence,, -, an escaping, means of escape, Thuc.-, f., to spread abroad, . T.-, f.- Ep.- : pf.- and
:—Pass., f .-, Ion.- : Ion.

3 pi. plqpf. :

—

to destroy utterly, II., Hdt.,
Att. : to make away with, kill, destroy, ruin, Soph.,
etc. ; . to weaken, slacken one's hand, Eur. : to

disable a ship, Hdt. :—absol. to forget, Eur. 2. in

moral sense, to corrupt, ruin, Aesch., Plat., etc. :

—

esp._ to corrupt by bribes, Hdt., Dem. : to seduce,
Lysias. 3. having
changed nothing of his colour, Plat. II. Pass, to

be destroyed, crippled, disabled, Hdt. ; ,-
deaf, Id. : . with their legs
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broken, Id.; . blind, Plat.;

Eur. ; loss of one's mind,
Id. III. pf. is intr. in Horn., to have
lost one's wits ;—but in Att. trans., Soph., Eur. Hence, Ion. -, rj, destruction, ruin, blight, death,

Hdt., Att. 2. in moral sense, corruption,

Xen. H. in pass, sense, . a prey for

fishes, Soph. ; . Eur. ; and,, , a corrupter, Plat. :—as

fern, in Eur.-, f.-, to disjniss, disband, Xen.-', f. ], to dispute earnestly, Plut.-', Dep. to strive emulously , Plut.-', f. , to burn through, Plut. :—metaph. to

inflame, Id.-, to drive mad : Pass., pf . inf.-
Soph.-, Ion. -, f., to wander or roam con-

tinually, Hdt., Ar. :—of reports, to get abroad, Plut.,,[ difference , distinction,
(
Thuc. II.

variance, disagreement, Hdt., Eur.-, f. -, —, to spread abroad, Od. 2.

to carry away, carry off, Thuc. ; esp. as plunder,

Hdt. 3. to plunder,, Hdt. :—Pass.,

Dem. 4. to tear in pieces,

Eur. :—Pass., Hdt. II. to carry acrossfrom one
place to another, Thuc. Hence-,, , a plundering, Plut., ov, ') different, unlike, Hdt., Rat.,

etc. 2. differing or disagreeing with another, c.

dat., Eur. ; in hostile sense, at variance with, Hdt.,

Plat. ; c. gen., . tivos one's adversary , Dem. 3.

distinguished, remarkable, Plut. 4. making a dif-

ference to one, advantageous, profitable, Thuc. II.

as Subst.,,, 1. a difference, Hdt., Eur.,

Dem. 2. what concerns one, a matter of import-

ance, Thuc, Dem. 3. a difference, disagreement,
Id. 4. in reference to money-matters, one's balance,

expenditure, Id. III. Adv. -, with a dif-

ference, variously, Thuc. :—. to differ, Plat. 2.

excellently , Dem. Hence,, , difference, Plat., , , a partition-wall, barrier,

Thuc. II. the midriff, diaphragm (Homer's), Plat. From-, f. ,) to barricade, Plut.-, f . : Ep. aor . 2— :

—

to speak dis-

tinctly, tell plainly, Horn.-',, to let through, let pass, Ar., Thuc-, —-·^, Thuc, Aeschin.

,·^,{) a refuge, means of escape,

from a thing, Plat., -, () any natural break, a joint,

suture, division, Plat., Xen.', , ov, verb. Adj. to be watched, preserved,

Xen. From--, Att.-, f . , to watch closely, guard
carefully, Hdt., etc.; Med. to guard for oneself,

Eur. 2. to observe closely, Hdt. 3. to

observe, maintain, Plat. ; . , c. inf.,

to guard against being . . , Id.-, Pass, with aor. 2 act., pf. :
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—of time, to intervene, Hdt. II. to be closely

connected with, Plut.-, f., to blow in different directions, dis-

perse, Plat. II. to blow through, Luc.-, f. ; aor. 1 —":—to draw off liquids

continually: Pass., of wine, Od. II. to draw
away, tear away, lb., f. ], to be dissonant, Plat :—generally, to

disagree, Id. ; with one, Id.-, ov, () discordant, Luc.-, Ion. for-.-, f. Att. , to clear completely , Plut.-, Dep. to withdraw, Xen.-, f., to loosen, unbar, Eur. II. to

make supple by exercise, Xen.-, aor. 2,-, to gape wide, yawn, Ar.-, aor. I inf. of.-, f ., to pass the winter, Thuc, Xen.-, f. Att. , to have in hand, conduct,
manage, administer, Oratt. :—Pass., Xen. Hence, , , management, administration,
Thuc.-, f. ,, to choose between two persons

or things by show of hands, to elect, Dem. ; so in Med.,
Xen. Hence, , election, Dem., Aeschin.-', f .- : aor. 1 -, Ep.- :

—

to pour
different ways, to disperse, Hdt. :

—

to cut up a victim,

Horn. 2. to dissolve, break up, destroy, Xen. 3.

metaph. to confound, Hdt. II.

Pass, to be poured from one vessel into another,

Id. 2. to run through, spread about, Thuc. 3.

to be dissolved, fall away, of a corpse, Hdt. : to dis-

perse, of soldiers, Xen. 4. metaph. to be or become
diffuse or dissipated, Plat.-, strengthd. for, Dem.-, old form for, 'to

complete the mound, Hdt.-, Ion.- : f., Dor. 3 sing-.- : I. Dep., c. dat. rei, to use con-

stantly or habitually , Hdt. ; rfj . to speak
the truth, Id. ; S. to practise virtue, Id. b.

like Lat. utor, of passive states, to meet with, suffer
under,, Id. 2. 0 acc. pers. to use
up, consume, destroy, Id., Thuc. II. Pass., pf.-, to be lent out to different persons, Dem.-, ov, interwoven with gold, Dem.,, 77, () diffusion, Plat.; .-

to be spread out, Plut. II. merriment, Id.-, =, Strab.-', f ., togo through, pass through : impers.,

they were suffering from diar-
rhoea, Xen. 2. of coins, to be current, Luc.-, f. Att. , to separate, Xen. Hence, aros, , a cleft, division, Luc.-, mostly in pres., to brush or blow away, Ar.-, f.-, to deceive zitterly, Dem. :

—

Pass, : pf.- : aor. 1- :

—

to be deceived, mistaken, Id. ; . tivos to be cheated

of, deceived in a person or thing, Xen., Dem. ;

or Arist.-, f. Att., Dep. to vote in order

—· SiSacrKco.

J

with ballots (, calatli), Thuc. II. to de-

cide by vote, Dem. Hence, ecos, , a voting by ballot, Xen.-, to cattse to crumble away, Plut.-, f ., to whisper among themselves, Luc.- [], f ., to cool, refresh :
—to dry and clean,

vavs Thuc. ; of misers bringing out their hoards, Xen., =.-, ov, () on two legs, Eur.-, , a double-edged lance, halbert, Plut. From-, ov, (,) two-pointed, Eur., Anth.-·5, ov, () with two eye-balls, Theocr.-*", Att. -TT05, ov, (") speaking two
languages, Lat. bilinguis, Thuc. II. as Subst.,'/, , an interpreter, Plut.

-·5, ov, (*-) twice-born, of Bacchus,
Anth. 2. twin : double, Eur., aTos, ,() a lesson, Ar., verb. Adj. of, one must teach, Plat., , ,() apt at teaching, . ., , ,() I. of things, taught,
learnt, Soph. 2. that can or ought to be taught
or learnt, Pind., Soph., etc. II. of persons,

taught, instructed, tivos in a thing, . T.,, ,() teaching, instruction, Eur., f. of.,,() a teaching-place, school,

Thuc, Plat., etc., ,() teaching, instruction, edu-
cation, Lat. disciplina, Xen., Plat., etc. ;

or to serve as a lesson to one,

Thuc. II. the rehearsing of a dramatic chorus,

Plat. : also, the drama itself, Plut., rj, ,() fit for teaching, capable

of giving instruction, instructive, Plat., Xen.,,() a thing taught, a science,

art, lesson, Hdt., Xen. II. in pi. a teacher's fee,
Plut., and 77,() a teacher, master, h.

Horn., Aesch., etc. : (sc.)
to go to school, Plat. ; or,- to leave school, Id. ; at

school, Id. II. a dramatic poet was called-
because he tavight the actors, Ar.-, Ep. inf. -,- : f.£ : aor. 1, poet, : pf. :—Med., f.-

: aor. 1 :—Pass., f .- : aor.

1 : pf.· : (redupl. form of , in

causal sense.) To teach (i.e. instruct) a person, or teach

a thing, Horn., etc. : c. dupl. acc, . . '-
they taught thee riding, II. ; to teach one a thing,

Horn., etc. ; also, . tivos Ar. :—c. acc. pers.

et inf. to teach one to be so and so, Od. ; c. inf. only,

taught him how to shoot, II. ;—also with

inf. omitted, [sc.] to train one
as a horseman, Plat. ; so, . , Eur. :

—

Med. to teach oneself, learn, Soph. : but the usual
sense of the Med. is to have another taught, of a
father, to have his son taught, Plat., etc :—Pass, to

be taught, to learn, c. gen.,

trained in war, II. ; also c. acc, lb., etc. ; c inf.,- Hdt. ;
'
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Eur. II. is used of dramatic Poets, who
originally taught the actors their parts, Hdt., Att., , =, teaching, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-, 3 pi. : Ep. 3 sing-, impf. : 3 pi.

imper. :—Ep. redupl. form of (^as

of *0eo>\ to bind, fetter, Horn,,, or, Ion. 2 and 3 sing, of.-, to run away : (redupl. from, whence
the compds.-, etc.)- [t], ov, (,) worth two drachms :

withpay of two drachms a day,Thuc. II. asSubst.-, , a double-drachm or half-shekel, paid

to the temple-treasury at Jerusalem, . T.-<« [], , ,,() touching both the men,
Aesch.,-, ov, Dor. for, () bearing

twins, Theocr., Anth.

[], ovos, 6, ,() only in dual nom. and
pi. dat. twin-brothers, twins, II.-, 4s, (yi-) twin-born, Eur.

[t], , ov and os, ov, redupl. from , double,

twofold, twain, Horn., Att. ; a\s, i. e. the Pontus
and Bosporus, Soph. II. twin, Id., Eur. :—as

Subst., twins, II., Hdt. ; also, , Id.- : 3 sing. impf., Ep., 3 pi. :

(but the more usual forms of the pres. and impf. are

from *, viz. or,,

:

—
imper., Ep. ; inf., Ep. ; Dor.

:—impf., Ep. 3 sing,, also,
; Ep. also) :—f., Ep. : aor. 1, Ep. : aor. 2, Ep. aor. 2 subj., 3 sing.,,, pi., 3 1·, inf.,
: pf . : plqpf .

:—Pass., f .--
: aor. 1 : pf. : 3 s in&* plqpf..

(Redupl. from Root, Lat. do, dare.)

Orig. sense, to give, Horn., etc. ; in pres. and
impf. to be ready to give, to offer, Id. 2. of the

gods, to grant,,, and of evils, .,
&Tas,- Id.; later, to provide well for

. . , Soph., Eur. 3. to offer to the gods, Horn.,

etc. 4. with an inf. added,
gave him the arms to carry, II. ;

gives to drink, Hdt., etc. 5. Prose phrases, .',
opp. to, to tender an oath; ., =-, as opyrj- having indulged his anger,

Soph. ;

—

Xoyov . to give one leave to speak, Xen.

;

but, . Koyov to deliberate, Hdt. II. c.

acc. pers. to give over, deliver tip, Horn., etc. 2.

of parents, to give their daughter to wife, Id. 3. in

Att., to grant any one to entreaties,

pardon him, Xen. :

—

to forgive one a
thing, remit its punishment, Eur., Dem. 4.

to give oneself up, Hdt., etc. 5. .,
v. . 3. III. in vows and prayers, c. acc.

pers. et inf. to grant, allow, bring about that, Horn.,
Trag. IV. seemingly intr. to give oneself up,
devote oneself, Eur.
€, voc. of $. . II. , Ep. for, 3 sing. impf.
of.-, f. 4\ :—of persons, in Act. to give bail for
another, and in Med. to take bail for him, Isocr. :

—

Pass, to be bailed by any one, Thuc. Hence

SieXavvco. 199, ecos, ), a giving of bail, Dem.
-€|, Ion. for-, aor. 1 of.-,, aor. 2 of.-', Ep. for-.-, aor. 1 of-.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of-.-, inf. -, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,

being used instead (cf.) :

—

to see thoroughly,

discern, Ar., Plat. ; tivos Id. II.

pf., inf. to know the difference between,

to distinguish, Eur., etc. : to decide, Soph., Adv.{) distinctly, Xen.-, pf. of-.-, serving as f. to, impf., to go to

and fro, roam about, Ar. ; of a report, to spread,

Plut. 2. c. acc. to go through, go through a thing,

to narrate, describe, discuss, Plat.

-€7, in Horn, also-, serving as aor. 2 to, to say through, tell fully or distinctly,

Horn., Soph. : to interpret a riddle, Id. 2. to'

speak one with another, converse, -
Od. (The f. is -, aor. 1 pass, --.)-, Ep. and Ion. -€, Ep. also -€, to

keep asunder, separate, II., Hdt., Thuc. II.

seemingly intr., to lie between, Xen.-, serving as pf. to -,-.-, aor. 2 inf. -, to question closely,

Horn., Plat.-, Ion. for·, to draw across, Tas vias

Hdt.-, pf., to pass or draw through, Xen.-€-|, ov, dissembling with one's guests, Ar.-, aor. 2 part, of -'.-, Prep, through and out of, c. gen., Horn.-, aor. 2, to slip out through, c.

acc, Plut. Hence, etas, , an evasion, Plut.-€, f.-, to run through, Plut.-, f. , to break or burst through, Luc.-, f ., to go through with, Xen.--^, f. 4\ and , to pass out through,

pass quite through, c. acc, Hdt. :

—

to cross over,

Aesch. II. to pass by , overlook, Ar.-€, f.-, aor. 1-,.-,
aor. 1-

:

—to sail out through, c. acc, Hdt. :

absol. to sail out, Id. II. in naval tactics, to

break the enemy's line by sailing through it, Id.,

Thuc Hence, contr., , a sailing across or

through, passing across or throtigh, Hdt. II. a
breaking the enemy's line in a sea-fight, Id., Thuc.-€, Ion. for-.
-eKpoos, , a passagefor the stream to escape, Hdt.-€, f.-, to escape completely , Plut., strengthd. for, Aretae. Cur. M. Ac. 2. 5.,, e&>s, , a driving through : a charge or exer-

cise of cavalry, Xen. From-,, aor. 2 of-.-, f., Att. : aor. 1 :
—to

drive through or across, c. gen.,

II. 2. to thrust through, ^
eyxos lb. 3. . '} to thrust one through
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with a lance, Plut., Luc. II. intr. (sub.)
to ride through, charge through, Xen.-, f. , to refute utterly, Plat.-, f.- : aor. - :

—to draw asun-

der, widen, Plat. II. to pull through a thing,

c. gen., Ar. III. to keep on drinking, Id., Pass, (as if from an Act. =), to flee,

speed, over the plain, II.; to hasten

away, lb. II. to fear, c. inf., Aesch.-', aor. 2 med. part, of.--, f., to sell to different buyers, or sell

in lots, Lat. divendere, Eur., Ar. :—metaph. to sell,

betray, Soph.-, f.-, to shew through, Luc.-, Ion. —, aor. 1 inf. of.', verb. Adj. of, one must excel, Luc.-, f. , ^) to live out the year,

Hdt.-', aros, ,{) a looking through en-

trails, Comic word for sharp-sightedness, Ar.-, Att.-, f. , to rush forth, Theocr.-', inf.-, Ep.- : { ibo) :

—

to go
out through, pass through, II., Hdt. II. to go
through in detail, recount in full, relate circum-
stantially, Id., Plat., etc.; . tivos to go through
by way of examining, Eur.', ecos, , —, Plut. From-, f.-, Att.-, to drive, ride, march
through, absol., Hdt. ; c. acc. loci, . Id.-, f. , to refute utterly, Luc.-, Att. -, f. , to unroll, untie, Hdt.-£·', to learn by close questioning a. person,

II.-, f.-, =, to go through,
pass through, Hdt. 2. to go through, go
completely through, Eur., etc. : c. part.,

. to be done selling, Hdt. 3. to go through
in succession, . , i.e. killing

them one after another, Id. ; . ,
i. e. trying one after another, Thuc. 4. to go
through in detail, recount in full, Hdt., etc. II.

intr. to be past, gone by, of time, Id. 2. to be

gone through, relatedfidly , Dem.-, f.], strengthd. for, Xen.-, aor. 1-, to let pass through, Hdt. II.

intr. (sub. ), of a river, to empty itself, Thuc., , , detailed, Plut. From-, , a way out through, an outlet, passage,
channel, Hdt. ; passage-ways, Id. 2.

a pathway, orbit, of the sun, Id., etc. 3. an
issue, event, Id. II. a detailed narrative, de-
scription, Plat.-, f., to finish the web, Plut.-, f. , to keep the feast throughout, Thuc.-',, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of.-', -, aor. 2 act. and med. of.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-', f . >, to manage an affair, order, arrange, II. ;

. Hdt.-, f., Dep. to make an end of, kill,

destroy, Lat. conficere, Hdt., Soph. :—plqpf. in pass.

-.
sense, , actum erat de rebus,

Hdt. ; so in aor. 1 &v Eur.', Ion. for., f.-, Med. to lean upon, Eur.-, f.- : aor. 1 -, poet,- :
—

to row about, . to swim, Od. 2. c. acc, .
to swing them about, Eur.-, f . 4), to search through, examine closely,

Plat. : also in Med., Id. Hence, , 0, a scout or vidette, Xen., f. , to strive with one another :—Med. to

contend with, Plut., , , an interpreter, . . From-, f. , to interpret, expound, N.T.', , , fresh, active, nimble, of men, Od.;
with nimble foot, lb. II. after Horn.

= liquidus, wet, liquid, Aesch.; of birds, which float
through the air, Ar. ; . of the nightingale's

notes, Lat. liquidae voces, Id. ; . of one
drowned in the sea, Anth. i^The sense of liquid is not

in Horn. : his usage seems to connect it with '·, to

run, flee.)-, f.- [], to creep or pass through,
., of the ordeal of fire, Soph.-', pf. intr. of.- [], to keep off, to hinder, Plut.-, f. ,but is Att. f., and
impf.), aor. 2 : Dep.:

—

to go through, pass
through, absol. or c. gen., II., Soph. :—c. acc, also,

II., Thuc, etc. 2. to pass through, complete, Hdt.,
Plat., etc. 3. of reports, ' Soph.

;

absol., went abroad, spread, Thuc,
Xen. 4. of pain, to shoot through one, Soph. ; of

passion, Id. ; a thought shot through me,
Eur. 5. to go through in detail, tell all through,
Aesch., Thuc. II. intr. of Time, to pass, elapse,

Hdt., Dem. ; so, Thuc. ; but,-
is having waited, Eur.- serving as f., as pf., of*, cf.

:
—to say fully, distinctly , expressly, Plat.,

Dem. :— Pass., aor. 1, pf., Plat.-, f . ), to cross-question, Plat. II.

to ask constantly or continually , Dem., inf. of. II. also of.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to eat through,

. , of young vipers, Hdt.-', Adv. of, prudently, Xen.- [], aor. 2 pass, of.-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.-', aor. 1 of.-', aor. 2 of

:

—-, Ion.-,
pf. part,-', aor. 2 of.-, 4s, or -', , () of or lasting two
years, Hdt. :

—

, , Lat. biennium,
to be two years past puberty, Aeschin.-, ov, lasting through the year, Lat. perennis,

Thuc., , {) a space of two years, N.T.-', Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of) : '&, aor. 2 act.- [], f., to set right, amend, Luc.
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-', f. , to separate accurately, arrange
carefully, Xen.-, aor. -, Dep. to take good
heed to, beware of, be on one's guard against, c. acc.

or gen., Plat. Hence, verb. Adj. one must take heed to, Plat.-, f., to lay asleep, Eur.-', f ., to preserve decorum, Plut.-'', f., to continue prosperous, Dem.-,, Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.
-', £.- : aor. 2 : I. trans, to keep

apart or separate, Lat. distinere, Hdt., Plut. 2.

to keep off, Id. II. intr. to go through, hold its

way, of arrows and lances, II. :

—

to extend or reach,

Hdt. 2. to stand apart, be separated or distant,

Theogn., Thuc. ; they marched with
spaces between man and man, Id. ; -

is about 50 stades wide, Xen. 3. of

Time, to intervene, Soph. 4. to differ, Arist.-. Adv. altogether falsely, Strab., Ep. 2 sing,, part, : 3 sing,

impf. : f. : Dep. :

—

to seek out, look

for, . II. II. to seek for, seek after a thing,

Od. ; seeking to win her by gifts,

lb. ; . to seek out, seek the meaning of,

Hdt. ; ayyiXovs . . . to inquire of them whether

. . , Id. :—c. inf. to seek, desire to do, Id. ; c. acc. et

inf. to demand or require that, Id. (Prob. redupl.

from the same Root as -.)
-|, (vyos, , , () double-yoked, . :

double, Anth., Ep. impf., to be in doubt, at a loss, II.,

Orac. ap. Hdt. (Prob. from the same Root as ;
—

but) II. Med., =, Theocr., Bion.-, ov, () with two lives, Sisyphus, who re-

turned from Hades, Anth.-/, aor. 2 of.-', f., Dep. to set out in detail, de-

scribe in full, Thuc, etc. Hence,, , narrative, statement, Plat.-, f., to strain through,filter, Lat. percolare,

Plat. 2. to wash out, cleanse, purge, Hdt. II.

intr., of the liquid, to percolate, Id.,, Ion. for -.-, Ion. for ·-.-, f. £co, to extend or reach from one place to

another, Hdt., Thuc. II. c. acc. to go through,
pervade, Aesch., Soph. 2. to pass over, Aesch.-, aor. 1 of.-, aor. 2 of.-, f. , to stay through the day, pass the
day, Plat., Xen.-, Ion.-, aor. 1 of.-, Att. also-, es,(-) :

—

contin-
uous, unbroken, Lat. continuus, Od. ,· -

with slices cut the whole length of the chine,
II. :—Adv., continuously, from beginning
to end, Lat. uno tenore, Od. : also distinctly, posi-
tively, lb., Hes.-, ov, (&) blown through, wind-swept,
Soph.-, aor. 1 of.

$·. 201
-|, contr. aor. 1 of.-, f., to make dry land of, Anth.-, aor. 1 of.-, pf. pass, of.-, es, (*) double, an upper
story, upper room, Eur., 3 sing. subj. med. of.--, aor. 1 of.-', f ., to transmit the sound of, Plut.-, Att. -ttos, ov,() between two
seas, where two seas meet, . T.-, ov, two-edged, Aesch.-, ov, two-throned, . the two-
throned might of the Achaeans, i. e. the brother-kings,
Aesch.-, , (-) Bacchus-bom, Anth.-, , the dithyrambic poet who
taught his own chorus, Ar.

[], , the dithyramb ; a kind of lyric

poetry, Hdt., Ar., etc. : its proper subject was the

birth of Bacchus, Plat. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, () with two doors, Plut. : with two
leaves, of tablets, Luc.-, , y60paos) a double thyrsus, Anth.

[w J], , dat. of Zeus,-, inf. of.-, f .-, aor. 1 -, to drive or thrust through
a thing, c. gen., Od., Eur. ; also c. dupl. acc,
. Id. 2. to let people go through a
country, give them a passage through, Xen., Dem. :

—

c. gen., didst let

them pass through thy mouth, gavest utterance to

them, Soph. II. to send apart, to dismiss, disband,
Xen. 2. to dissolve : in Med., having
diluted it with vinegar, Ar.- [], to direct by steering, Anth.-', f . -, aor. 2- : Dep. :

—

to go
through, penetrate, Plut. :

—

to reach, with missiles,

Thuc. 2. in speaking, to go through, recount, II., ov,( =) of Zeus, Plat.-, is, (-) fallen from Zeus, i. e. from
heaven, of streams,/^ or swollen by rain, Horn. 2.

generally, divine, bright, pure, Eur.-, es,() hovering in air, h. Horn.-, verb. Adj. of, one must learn, Eur.-, f .-, to set apart, to place separately,

separate, Thuc, Dem. 2. to set one at variance

with another, Ar., Thuc. ; . to

divide it into fractions, Hdt. II. Med. and Pass.,

with aor. 2, pf., and plqpf. act., to stand apart, to be

divided, II. ; the sea ?nade way,
opened, lb. ; chasms, Hdt. 2. of

persons, to stand apart, be at variance, II., Thuc. ;

is sided with one or the

other party, Id. :—simply to differ, be different,

Xen. 3. to part after fighting, Hdt. 4. to stand

at certain distances or intervals, Id. ; r*£ soldiers, .
Thuc. III. aor- med. is trans.

to separate, Plat., Theocr.-, f. Att.-, Dep. to lean upon, rely

on, Aeschin. II. to affirm confidently, Plat.

;

. Id.
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-, verbal of, one must go through, Plat.-, es, later form of, Ar., f. , Ion. : aor. Ep., -

:—Pass., f. and : aor.

: pf. : (): 1. to judge,

to give judgment on a thing, cfeci'ife or determine a

point, II., etc. 2. c. acc. cogn., SiW .,

adjudge a penalty, Hdt. ; . to decree it as

his punishment, Aesch. ; . to ordain

her slaughter, Eur. ; . iyaos [sc. /]
Xen. :—Pass, to be decided, Thuc. 3. to pass

judgment on, condemn, Soph. 4. . to plead

in a case of murder, Eur. 5. c. dat. pers. to decide

between persons, judge their cause, re Aava-4 II. ; is 4 lb.

:

—Pass, to be judged or accused, Xen. 6. absol. to

be judge, give judgment, II. :

—

to sit as judges or

jurymen, Dem. II. Med. of the culprit, to plead
one's own case, defend one's right, have one's case

tried, go to law, Od., etc. :

—

to

go to law with one, Plat. ; ps Thuc. ; or

for a thing, Dem., Ion. for, inf. of :—,
3 pi- ·

'-, , () righteous judgment, . .-, f.- : aor.4
or aoXoyv : (yo) : Dep. :

—

to plead one's

cause before the judge, Aeschin. II. in Act., ol65 advocates, Luc.-, ecus, , , strict in public faith, Pind.-, f., to act honestly, Arist. Hence,,,just or honest act, Arist.; and, , just or honest dealing, Arist.

[t], a, ov, and os, ov : () : A. in Horn,
and early writers, I. of persons, observant of
custom and social rule, well-ordered, civilised, Od.

;

so, a regular way of living, Hdt. :—Adv.,
to woo in dueform, decently, Od. 2.

observant of right, righteous, Horn., etc. :—so of

actions, in accordance with right, righteous, Id.

B. later usage: I. of things, even, well-

balanced, Xen.:

—

regular, exact, rigid.,

opyvial Hdt. ; to

speak quite exactly, Id. ;

Dem. 2. right, lawful, just, right,

opp. to , Hdt., etc. ; also, a right, a law-
fid claim, Thuc, etc.:—Adv. -cos, rightly, justly,
Hdt., etc. II. of persons, as well as things, like

Lat. justus, meet, right, fitting, Aesch. ; .
to make a horse fit for another's use,

Xen. 2. real, gemiine, true, Dem.,
Luc. :—Adv. -cos, really and truly, Soph. 3. fair,
moderate, like 4, Thuc. :

—

with reason,
Soph., Thuc.

C. in Prose, with inf., Uvai
you are bound to come, Hdt.; . \* I have
a right to punish, Ar. ; eiVt
they have reason to be most distrustful, Thuc; .4 \\4 dignus est qui pereat, Dem. :—we
should say 4, which also occurs., , righteousness, justice, Theogn., Hdt.,
etc. ; and

,, , =, Xen., Plat., etc., Ion. impf. : f . and : aor.4:—Pass., aor.4 : ) : I.

to set right : Pass., proved, tested,

Aesch. II. to hold or deem right, think fit,

demand, c. inf., Hdt., etc. ; inf. omitted, as

(sc. €4) Id. :—to consent, Id.

;

. to refuse, Thuc. :—c. acc. pers. et inf. to desire

one to do, Hdt. III. to do a man right or

justice, to judge, i.e., 1. to condemn, Thuc. : to

chastise, punish, Hdt. 2. to deem righteous, jus-

tify, . T. Hence,,, an act by which wrong is set right

:

—a judgment, punishment, penalty , Plat. 2. a
plea of right, Thuc. : justificatioit, . T. : and 3.

an ordinance, decree, lb., ecos, , a setting right, doing justice to :

punishment, Thuc 2. a deeming righteous, jus-

tification, . . II. a demand of right or as of
right, a just claim, Thuc III. judgment of -what

is right, Id., ,() a house of correction, Plat,, , , I. of persons, skilled in law,

versed in pleading, lawyer-like, Plat., Xen., etc. II.

of things, belonging to trials, judicial, Ar., Plat.,

etc. : like a lawyer's speech, tedious, Id.-, ov, two-headed, (,) Batr., Anth.-, , (\4) one who administers law, a
judge, Horn.,,,=, Babr.

[], , Dim. of, Ar., ,() a court ofjustice, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. :

—

inro . &yeiv, Hdt. ; ets . ayeiv

Plat. 2. the court, i. e. the judges, Ar., Dem., , , () a judge, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. 2. at Athens, the, like the Roman
judices, were more like our jurymen (the presiding
judge being KpiTr\s), Soph., etc II. .
an avenger, Eur. Hence, , 6v, of or for law or trials, practised in
them, Xen. II. as Subst., . the juror's fee,

at first one obol, then three obols, Ar., ,() a she-judge, Luc., inf. of 4, slot. 2, with no pres. in use, to

throw, cast, Aesch., Eur. 2. to strike, Pind., Eur.- [], , , (, 4\\) a mattock, a two-

pronged hoe, Soph., Eur. Hence

[], , , a digger, Luc-€, ov, (4) two-horned, two-pointed, Anth.-, cotos, , , (4) two-horned, h. Horn.

[t], , custom, usage, 4 this

is the custom of mortals, Od. ; yap 4 yepov-

lb. :—acc. as Adv., after the manner of, c
gen., Aesch., Plat. II. right as de-

pendent on custom, law, right, Horn., etc 2.

4, like 4, Aesch. :

—

duly, rightly, II.,

Trag. ; . Hdt. ; Plat. ; 7rp£>s

Soph. III. a judgment, eiVeiV to give

judgment, II. : pi. righteousjudgments, Horn. IV.
after Horn., a lawsuit, properly, a private suit or

action, opp. to (a public suit or indictment),

Plat., etc. 2. the trial of the case, 7rpb



Thuc. 3. the penalty awarded by the judge,, Hdt., Soph. ; or /cas
to make amends, suffer punishment, Lat. poenas
dare, Hdt., Att. ; hiKas, also, to submit to

trial, Thuc:

—

Sltcas- is sometimes = . -, Lat. dare poenas, Hdt., Dem.j but also like

Lat. sumere poenas, to inflict punishment, take ven-
geance, rivos Id. :—also, /cas or

to stand trial, Hdt., Soph. ;

Eur. :

—

rivos to incur penalty, Plat. ;

to be the defendant in the trial (opp. to

to prosecute), Dem. :—/cas to demand
satisfaction, rivos for a thing-, Hdt. ; ,
v. II :—/cas
to have their causes tried, of subject-states whose
causes were tried in the courts of the ruling state,

Id. ; . to submit differences to a

peaceful settlement, Thuc.-, ov, () bringing justice, avenging,
Zeus Aesch. ; . the day of vengeance, Id. :—as

Subst. an avenger, Id.

[], , Dim. of, a little trial, Ar., 5, , {) double-folding, of doors or

gates, in pi., Od. ; rarely in sing., Theocr., Anth.-, , () the co?nposition of law-
speeches, Isocr.-, , 6, =, Anth.-, , () a pleader, advocate, Plut., f., to get up a lawsuit, Ar. From- [], ,{) a pettifogger.-, ov, two-pointed, two-peaked, Luc.-, ov,() two-peaked, of Parnassus, Eur.-, , (pis,) a pitch-fork, Luc.-,, es, (Kparos) co-mate in power, Soph.

;

double-slaying spears, Id.-, contr., , ; or, contr., , , forked, cloven, bifurcate, Xen.-, ov, double-beating, Eur. 2. of

ships, double-oared or with two banks of oars,

Xen. II. . a road for two cars, Eur.

[], opos or pS, , the Roman dictator,

Polyb. Hence
or -, , the dictatorship, Plut., f., to cast the net, Anth. From-, ov,() a fisherman, Anth., ,() Artemis as goddess of the chase,

Hdt., Eur.-, ov,() woven in meshes,
. the net's meshy coils, Soph,,,() a casting-net, a net, Od., Aesch. : a

hunting-net, Hdt., Ar. :—metaph., . ar^s,' Aesch., Pass, to be caught in a net, Babr., uos, , an unknown Libyan animal, Hdt.*, v.., , a pair of sculls, Luc. From-, ov, (pis,) two-oared,5 Eur., f., to say again, repeat, Xen. ; and, , repetition, Xen. From-, ov, (Sis) double-tongued, doubtful, . T.-, ov, (,) double-pointed, two-fold,
Aesch.-, ov, double-crested, of Parnassus, Soph.

-, , ov, or-, , (, ) worth or
costing two minae, to value
at two minae, Hdt., , a double share, Xen. : double pay , Id. From-, ov, {Jbis,) divided in two, double, Aesch.-§, ov, — foreg., Aesch.

[], , a whirling round, in dancing, Xen., Ion. impf. : f. :—also ',
impf ., Ep. : f . : aor. :—
Pass.,aor.: pf. : ():—to whirl or
twirl round, or spin round, Horn. : to drive round a
circle, II. :—Pass, to whirl or roll about, Horn. : of a
river, to eddy, Eur. : to whirl round in the dance,
Xen. 2. Pass., also, to roam about, Lat. versari,
Od. II. intr. in Act., just like Pass, to whirl
about, of dancers or tumblers, II. ; of a pigeon circling
in its flight, lb. ; generally, to roam about, Horn.

;

to look wildly about, Eur.

[], , a whirlpool, eddy, Lat. vortex, II., etc. 2.

a whirlwind, Ar. 3. generally, a whirling, rota-

tion, Id., Plat. : metaph., Aesch. Hence, Dor. -, , , whirling, eddying,
Horn. II. rounded, Mosch., , ov, () whirled round, Anth., , a whirling, rotation, Ar. II. a round
area, where oxen trod out the corn, a threshing-floor

,

Xen. III. a large round goblet, Ar., only in pres. to thresh out on the (n),

Hes.-, es, (^) eddying ; eddies, Plut., , , (as if from) turned, rounded,
Horn. ; ) [sc.] covered all

round with brazen plates, II., Conjunct., for
5 , wherefore, on which account,

Lat. quapropter, quocirca, quare, Thuc, Plat., etc-, ov, () hurled by Zeus, Soph., Eur.-', opos, , giving birth to Zeus, Eur.- [ in Horn.], es, (-) sprung from
Zeus, of kings and princes, ordained and upheld by

Zeus, Horn. ; of gods, Trag.-, ov, contr. for, =5, Hes.-, ov, =, Eur. [with t].-, f . , to travel through, c ace, Plut.-', f., =, Hdt.-, , a way through, thoroughfare, passage,

Hdt., etc.; their pathways, Aesch.; ., to demand a passport or safe-conduct, Ar.-, ov, =, Aesch., (Alos, gen. of Zeus) Adv. sent from Zeus, by

his will oxfavour, II., Trag.-, f ., to open, Ar. :—also, Soph., Eur., pf. : v..-', f. ·\, strengthd. for, Luc.-', impf.: f .- : aor. : pf.

:—Pass., aor. : pf .· pro-

perly to manage a house : then generally, -° manage,

control, govern, administer, <- Thuc, etc ;

esp. of financial matters, Dem. --Med. to manage

after one's own will and pleasure, Id.

;

pf. pass, (in same sense), Id. 2. to provide fur-

nish, Id. II. to inhabit distinct places, Plat. :

—

Med. to live apart, Xen. Hence
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;

ttjs the controller, treasurer, ap.

Dem. II. one of the lesser Roman provinces,

Cic. 2. as an Eccles. division, a diocese.-£, f. Att. , to cause to live apart, Dem. :

—Pass., Xen. Hence, , a dispersion, Plut.-, f . \, to build across, wall off, Thuc.-, verb. Adj. of (, f. of)
one must move round, Eur.-, f. , to shoot an arrow through, c. gen.,

Od. II. absol., thou mightest

reach it with an arrow, i. e. but a bow-shot off, lb.-,-, f. act. and med. of., 3 sing. opt. med. of '.-', f., to go through, c. ace, Aesch. II.

absol. to wander about, h. Horn.-, f .- : pf.-' : Dep. :

—

to be

quite gone by, of time, Hdt. : of persons, to be clean

gone, to have perished, Lat. periisse, Soph., Eur. II.

to be gone through, ended, Soph., Eur., , () a cessation, Thuc.-, f .-, to slip through, to give one
the slip, c. ace, Ar. : absol. to slip away, Luc.- or - : f. -, Att.- :

—to destroy

utterly, bring to naught, Soph., Plat., etc. :—Pass.,

with fut.-, pf .-, to perish titterly, come
to naught, Trag., Thuc. II. to blot out of one's

mind, forget, Soph.-, f. , to be always evenminded, Plut.-, 6, a braggart of the deme Diomeia, Ar., a, ov, of or like Diomedes,, i. e. absolute, fatal necessity, Plat.- (), , , Jove-counselled ; in Horn,

as prop. n. Diomedes.-, f .- : aor. - : pf .- :

—to swear solemnly, to declare on oath that . . , c.

inf. fut., Soph. :—Med., f. -, Id.,

Plat., etc. ; on oath, Dem.-', f. ), to make an agreement, under-
take, Xen. :—Pass, to be agreed on, Plat. :—Med. to

agree mutually, to agree upon certain points, take as
granted, concede, . Id. ; Id., ecus, , a convention, Polyb.', verb. Adj. one must concede, Plat., , =, Isaeus., acc. of ; but II. , Ep. impf. of.-, f ., to distinguish by a name, Plat. II.

Pass, to be widely known, Isocr.

[], (sc. ), , the feast of Dionysus
or Bacchus at Athens, of which there were four

:

viz. 1. or , in Poseideon
(December). 2. or (in the
suburb, where the stood), in Gamelion
(January;. 3. in Anthesterion
(February). 4. or , also
called or simply , in Elaphebolion
(March), when Athens was full of strangers, and new
Dramas were performed. Hence, f. , to keep the Dionysia : hence to live
extravagantly, Luc.

., tj, , belonging to Dionysus, Thuc,
Arist.,, , fern, of, Eur., Ep. also, , Dionysus, Od., etc. :

v.. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, TratSos, , son of Zeus, Anth.

or ' Sirep, =, Thuc.-£5, 4s, ('-) that fellfrom Zeus, Eur., to be in charge of a ship, ap. Dem. From, , () a ruler, commander, Aesch., Eur.€, f . , to watch accurately , spy about, II. :

to look into, -yos Soph. From-, ijpos, , (, f. of) a spy, scout, II.-, , , (, f. of) a looker through,

& Zeu ! says Dicaeopolis, holding up a ragged
garment to the light, Ar. II. =foreg., Eur.-, , (, f. of) an instrument for
measuring heights, a Jacob's staff, Polyb. Hence, , 6v, of, belonging to the use of the, Strab.-, f.-, to see through, see clearly, Xen.-, ov, (opyvia) two fathoms long, high, Hdt.-, f. , to judge rightly, Eur.-, f. , to make quite straight, set right,

amend, . epiv to make tip a quarrel, Eur. :—Med. to

amend for oneself, tivos to take full
security for . . , Dem. Hence,, making straight, amendment, Plut.; and, eo>s, , a making straight, restoration, re-

form, Arist. ; and, , , a corrector, reformer, Plut.-, Ion. -, f. Att. -, to draw a
boundary through, divide by limits, separate, Hdt.,

Plat. 2. to distinguish, determine, define, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. 3. to determine, declare, Soph.; c. inf.&?

determine one to be so and so, Dem. ; with inf. omitted,~ Soph. :—Med., with pf.

pass, in med. sense, Dem. 4. absol. to draw dis-

tinction, lay down definitions, Id. :—so in Med.,
Ar., etc. II. to remove across the frontier, to

banish, Eur., Plat. : generally, to carry abroad, Eur.

;

. to depart, Id. Hence, ews, rj, and, , distinction, Plat.,,, a through-cut, canal, Thuc. From-, Att. -, f. , to dig through or across,

Od. ; . =, Hdt., Ar.-, f., Dep. to dance a match with
one, Ar., , (fern. 5?os and in Eur.), contr. for

: (Ai0s, gen. of Ais) :
—god-like, divine, II. ;

noblest of women, Od. :—also worthy, trusty,

the swineherd, lb. ; of whole nations or cities, Horn.

;

of a noble horse, II. 2. of things, like 0e?os,-,, divine, wondrous, Horn. II. in literal

sense, of orfrom Zeus, Aesch.

[t], gen. of, from *Ais.-, ov, (-) given by Zeus, Aesch.-, }}, () a signfrom Zeus, an omenfrom
the sky, of a sudden storm, Ar.,, the temple of the Dioscuri,Thuc. From-, Ion. -, , the sons of Zeus and
Leda, Castor and Pollux, h. Horn. II. the con-
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stellation named from them, the Twins, Lat. Gemini,

Luc.-, Conjunct, for ,/or the reason that,

since, Hdt., etc. 2. indirect, wherefore, for what
reason, Id. II. = ', that, Id., Dem.-, 4s, () cherished by Zeus, of kings

and nobles, Horn., Ion. for.-€€, Pass, to be watered by canals (),
Strab.-, f.\, to trouble or annoy exceedingly, Dem.-, f. of.-,, , , with two children, Aesch. 2.

. a dirge chanted by one's two children, Id.-, ov,() two palms broad, Xen.-, ov, () brandished with both hands,
two-handed, Eur. :

—

would kill

me each with two spears, Soph,-, , two cubits long, broad, etc., Hdt., etc.

[], ov, double, poet, for, Anth., =, to double, Eur. II. intr.,

the twofold evil, Soph.-£,, , , twofold, double, in double folds,

II. II. as Subst.,, , a double-folded

mantle, Horn. 2. in pi. ship-planks (doubled one
over the one below), Aesch., f., to double, Xen.; and, Pass, to become twofold, Thuc. From- [], a, ov, Ion.-, t], ov, (),
twofold, double, twice as much as, twice as many
as, as long as, etc., Hdt., etc. ; as Comp. foil, by

. . , Id. ; or c. gen. twice the size of, Id. 2. as

Subst.,, , as much again, Lat. duplum,
Id. 3. (sc.), ap. Dem. 4. Adv.
-, doubly, Thuc, Aeschin. (The deriv. of-
is uncertain.)-, ov, two long or broad, Luc., Adv. twice, twice over, Soph., Eur., Ion. for., =, Aesch.; and,', , a double cloak, like, Anth. From-, r], ov, contr. -, , ovv : (, cf

.

) :

—

twofold, double, Lat. duplex, of a cloak,

Horn.; \vhere the cuirass met
[the buckle] so as to be double, II. :

—

(sc.), Soph.; spine bent double by age,
Eur. ; by mutual slaughter, Soph. II.

in pi., =, Aesch., Soph. III. double-minded,
treacherous, Plat., Xen., , , poet, for, Anth., . ., f., () to double, Xen. :—Pass., of
a sword, to be bent double, Plut. II. to repay
twofold, . T. Hence,, , a doubled or folded paper, a letter

of recommendation, diploma, Cic, Plut.; and,, r), a compounding of words, Arist.-, , () two feet long, broad, etc., Xen.- or-, , contr. from --, (*^
an ancient festival of Zeus at Athens, Ar. Hence-, , () like the, i. e. obsolete,
out of date, Ar.-, ov, with two roads or openings, Eur.

•$. 2c>5-, ov, between two rivers, Eur.-,, , , two-footed, Lat. bipes, Aesch.,
Plat., etc. 2., , the jerboa, which springs

from its two hind feet, like the kangaroo, Hdt. II.

two feet long, Lat. bipedalis, Plat,-, ov, () double-folded, doubled, Od.

;

. a pair of tablets, Hdt. :—neut. pi. as Adv.,,[ 1\ having doubled the

fat, i. e. putting one layer of fat under the thighs() and another over them, II. II. twofold,
Lat. geminus, Eur. : and in \. —, two, Id.-, ov, () double-gated, with two entrances,
Soph. II., , a gate at Athens, Plut.-, ov, () with double flame, Ar.-, ov, with two poles, i. e. three horses, Aesch.

(for , from ), Adv. twice, doubly, Lat. bis,

Od., Hdt., Att.

-, inseparable Suffix, signifying motion to a place,

like -, as in,,.*, an old nom. for Zeus, which appears in the oblique

cases, Ait,, and Lat. Dis, Dies-piter, Djovis.- [], ov, Dor. for, twice young, Anth.-6, ov, () with two wives, Anth.-, 4s, (,) twice dead, Od., f. , = : Pass, to be pitched, Eur., f. , to pitch the quoit (), play at
quoits, Od. :—Pass, to be pitched, Anth. Hence,, , a thing thrown, Eur.-, ov, () two-sceptred, Aesch.-, ,() the quoit-thrower, a famous
statue by Myron, Luc., , {) a sort of quoit, made of stone,

Od. II. anything quoit-shaped, a trencher,

Anth. :

—

a mirror, Id.-, ,() a quoit's cast, as a measure of

distance, II.-, ov, () bringing the discus, Luc.- [], , , twenty thousand, Hdt., etc.-, , , () joint-ruling, Soph,, Att., Ion. |, ], , () two-fold,

double, Hdt. II. in pi. two, Id., Trag., etc. III.

metaph. double, divided, doubtful, Aesch., Soph,, f., {) to be in doubt, hesitate, Plat,-, ov, of two verses, Anth. II. as Subst.,, , a distich, Id.-, ov,{ ) in pairs, two together, Soph,-, ov, () double-mouthed, with two
entrances, Soph. ;

branching roads,

Id. II. of a weapon, two-edged, Eur.-!, ov,() of two syllables, Luc.- [], , a, two thousand, Hdt. :—sing, with

collective nouns, 2000 horse, Id.-, ov, () worth or weighing two
talents, Hdt. : costing two talents, Dem., Att. for.-, f. , to strain off, . .-, f. , () to awakefrom sleep, Luc.-, f., to fill up by weaving, Luc.- [], a, ov, =, two-fold, double, Lat.

bifarius, Hdt. II. in pi. =, Id., only in pres., to search after, II., Hes. :—Ion., Anth. Hence
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of leather, Hdt.; opp. to (an undressed hide),

Thuc. :

—

were used for writing-material in

ancient times, before papyrus came in, Hdt. II.

a leathern garment such as peasants wore, Ar.,

Plat. 2. a wallet, bag, Xen. 3. in pi. skins

tised as tents, Id. Hence, , , one clad in leather, Luc. ; and', , ov, of tanned leather, Xen.,, , =, Anth.|,, , poet, for, a seat, chair, Theocr., ,() chariot-driving, Xen.-, , poet. fern, of, Anth., , , a charioteer, Soph. From, f . , () to drive a chariot, Eur.

;

aiyXav drove his beaming car, Id.', f. , to drive a chariot through,, of the Sun, Soph. From- [], , ,() a charioteer, Trag., , ov, of a chariot : neut. pi. as Adv.,

dragged at the chariot wheels, Anth.", , Dim. of, Ar.-, , , , divided in mind, distraught,

Aesch., , (syncop. for) the chariot-board, on
which two could stand, the driver () and the

combatant(),

.

Horn. 2. the war-chariot-

itself, II. :—in Od. a travelling-chariot. II. a
seat, chair, stool, Horn., Att.-', f., () to draw a chariot, Anth.-, f., to carry in a chair or litter :

—

Pass, to travel in one, Hdt. II. to carry a, camp-
stool, Ar. From-, ov, () carrying a camp-stool ; of the

female, who carried seats for the,
Ar. II. carrying another zipon , Plut.-, 4s, () of doubleform, Hdt., Soph.- [], ov, = : also =, Aesch.

[t], {Sis), I. Adv. in two, asunder, Od.,
etc. :—generally, apart, aloof, Hdt., etc. 2.

metaph. in two ways, at variance or in doubt, Horn.,

etc. II. Prep, with gen. apart from, Aesch.,

Soph. :

—

differently from, ttnlike, Id. ; from
the other, Thuc. 2. S. against the will of,

Soph. 3. besides, except, like, Aesch., Dor. for., Adv., =, Plat., f., {) to divide in two, Plat. : .
tivos to divide one against another, . T.-, , a doitble chalcos, — \ of an obol, Anth., Dor. for5., ov, , () a divider, Arist., Adv. =, in two, asunder, Aesch., Plat.,

etc. 2. in two ways, Id., Dem.-, ov, Dor.,() cloven-hoofed, Hdt.,
Eur. II., , a forceps, pincers, Anth.-, , (*&) dividing the month in twain, c.

gen., of the moon, Eur., Adv., Ep. for, . they are parted

in twain, Od. ; . my heart is divided, II., , ov, twofold, double, divided, II.

— SicoQew.-', f., to differ in opinion, Xen. From-, , , (-) divided between
opinions, Plut., () Adv.from both sides, both ways, Aesch.,

Thuc, etc.-, ov, holding 2, near 3 pints, Ar., , the fullness of the moon, Plut.; and-,,, , , — sq., Eur. From-, ov, () dividing the month, i. e. at or of
the full moon, h. Horn., Plut.-, ov, double-speaking, \4yeiv to

speak ambiguously, Eur., , discord, disagreement, Plat. From-, ov, contr. -,, double-minded.-, ,() broken in twain, Eur.-, ov,~ () oscillating: Adv. -,
waveringly, doubtfully, Aesch.-, , a standing apart, dissension, Hdt. :

sedition, Solon, Theogn. From-, f .,() to stand apart, disagree,

Aesch. ; Eur., f., to cut in two, cut in twain, Plat.,

N.T. From-, ov, () cut in half, divided equally,

Arist., Adv., =, Hdt.-, ov, gen., ()) at variance, discord-

ant, Aesch.-, ov, () two-coloured, Luc., () Adv. doubly, in two ways, Aesch.' [], , , thirst, II., etc.; for drink, Plat., , ov, ='^, thirsty, Batr.,, fem. of, Anth.

(forms in ae contr. into not a, as in *",
3 sing. ?7, inf. : 3 sing, impf . : f.- :

aor. 1 : pf . : () :

—

to thirst,

[] Od. ; of the ground, to be thirsty, parched,

Hdt. 2. metaph. to thirst after a thing, c. gen.,

Plat. : later c. ace, Anth., . T. ; c. inf. to long to

do, Xen., , ov, and , ov, () thirsty, athirst, and of

things, thirsty, dry, parched, Trag., , , =, Thuc, etc.-, ov, () —, double-minded,^.'.

[t], only in pres. and Ep. impf., (for, etc.,

v.) : 1. to run away, take to flight, flee,

like II. 2. to be afraid,

lb. II. Causal in Med., subj.,,, opt., inf., to drive away,
chase, put to flight, Horn., Aesch. :—simply to drive

horses, II. 2. to pursue, give chase,

Aesch. : . to pursue, discharge an office, Id.-, , (,) at Athens, the allowance of
two obols to each citizen during the festivals, to pay for

their seats in the theatre, Xen., , , () a pursuit, chase, Aesch.,

Eur. II. that which is chased, ( the chase,'' Xen., , () the chase, Xen. II. pursuit,

persecution, harassing, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, {) with thrilling anguish, Soph.-', f.- and -, to push asunder, tear

away, II., Eur. 2. to thrust through, Plut. II.
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Med. to push asunder for oneself, force one's way
through, break through, c. ace, Hdt., Xen. 2.

to push from oneself, push one another away, of sea-

men keeping ships from collision, Thuc. :

—

to drive

back, repel, repidse, Hdt., Eur. :—absol. to get rid of
danger, Hdt. 3. to reject, Lat. respuere, Id.,

Thuc. :—absol. to refuse, Hdt.-, , a pushing about, a scuffle, Plat.

[, aor. 2 inf. of, cf.., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be pursued,
Hdt., Ar. II., one must pursue, Plat., r)pos, ,() a pursuer, Babr. :—,
, , .., . inf.,— : f. and- :

aor. 1 : aor. 2, inf. :—Pass.,

f. and in med. form : aor. 1

: pf.- : ( 11) :

—

to pursue a per-

son, to chase, hunt, II., etc. :—so in Med.,
to chase one over or across the plain, Horn.

:

—to be a follower of a person, attach oneself to him,

Xen. 2. to pursue an object, seek after, Od., etc.

;

. to follow or wait for the event,

Dem. II. to drive or chase away, banish, Od.,
Hdt. III. of the wind, to drive a ship, of rowers,

to impel, speed on her way, Od. ; of a chariot, to drive,

Orac. ap. Hdt. ; . to urge on, Aesch. :—then,

intr. to drive, drive on, II. : to gallop, speed, run,
Aesch. IV. as law-term, to prosecute, bring an
action against a man, the prosecutor (°·
to ^ the defendant), Hdt., etc. ;

he who impeaches the words of the

decree, Dem. ; c. gen. poenae, or\
., Lat. capitis accusare, Xen. : but c. gen. crimi-

nis, to accuse of, to prosecute for, . .
Hdt. ; Ar. ; Plat. ; but, Tivbs . to

avenge another's murder, Eur.-, ov, () with out-stretched arms, Anth.-, a, ov, far-sounding, enormous, immense,
Plat. i^Deriv. unknown.)-, aor. 1 of., ), an oath taken by both parties before the

trial came on, Oratt., ov,^) bound by oath, Lat. juratus,
c. inf., Soph.-, ov, (, —) with two names, or,

of two persons, named together, Eur. II. ()
far-famed, Plut., etc., Ep. for.-, ov, urging on the way, Anth.-, ov, horse-driving, Anth., , 7),

>) chase, pursuit, of persons,
Thuc. 2. pursuit of an object, Plat. II. as
law-term, prosecution, Dem., etc., ov, =, Xen.,, -,\) a trench, conduit, canal,
Hdt, Thuc. ; . an underground passage, Hdt., ,() a digging through, Dem.-, aor. 1 of.,, -, a pushing off, delaying, Arist.-, ov, (Sis, ous) two-eared : two-handled, Plat,, aor. 1 pass. inf. of.
,-is, ews, 7),() a taming, breaking, II.

-. 2o7, ripos, ,() a tamer, h. Horn. :

—

fern., II., , [^) a female slave taken in war, II. :—
then, generally, a female slave, serving-woman, Lat.

ancilla, Horn., Trag., ov, in servile condition, Anth. ; and,, 7), =], Aesch., Eur. From,, , () a slave taken in war, Od. :—
then, generally, a slave, lb., Soph., Eur. ; Ep. dat.

pi. Od., f. , to shake violently , fling down, II. ;
s wrap thy old cloak about thee,"

1

Od. (Deriv. unknown.), , ov, dark, dusk, murky, Horn., Trag. From, , darkness, dusk, gloom, Simon., Aesch.
(Akin to.)-, es, =, Eur., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 med., = Att., it seemed,
Horn. ; &s ^ . subj.

for-) till the nave appear to graze, II. : cf. ..,, , () that which seems to one, an
opinion, dogma, Plat. 2. a public decree, ordinance,

Xen., Dem. Hence, f. , to decree, . \) to declare

her beautiful, Anth. 2. in Pass., of persons, to sub-

mit to ordinances, . T., f. pass, of.,, 2 sing. aor. 2 imper. of., rjvos, , a small abscess, boil, Ar. ^Deriv. un-

known.)-, , () a pestle-make , Plut. From,, , a pestle, Ar., etc. Deriv. unknown.), , () doubt, perplexity , ) II., at, , Ep. for , two, both, II., Hes., etc. :

neut. as Adv. in two ways, in two points,

Od. II. two-fold, double, Anth. Hence-, ov, () bearing twins, Anth., = (of which it is properly the dual), =,
indecl., Horn.*, assumed as pres. of : v.., f. , () to keep an eye upon, watch
narrowly, II., Pind., Eur., impf. : f. and other tenses are two-

fold, 1. from *, f. , aor. 1 , pass.

;
pf. pass, '/. 2. from, f.-, Dor. or— : aor. 1, Ep., pass, ; pf., pass,.

I. =videor mihi, to think, suppose, imagine, ex-

pect, c. acc. et inf., II. ;

Hdt. ; she thought a

serpent bare young ones, Aesch. ; , Lat. visus

sum videre, methought I saw, Eur. ; I
think to sing, Aesch. 2. absol. to have orform an
opinion, tivos Hdt. j in parenthetic phrases, $

Trag. ; ; how think you ? Eur. 3.

in Att., just like? , as Lat. videor

mihi for videtur mihi, I seem to myself, methinks,

c. inf., Hdt., etc. ; also, / am determined, resolved,

c. inf., Ar. 4. c. inf., also, to seem or pretend to

be doing, Lat. simulo, or with a negat. to seem or

pretend not to be doing, Lat. dissimulo ;, Eur. U..=videor, to
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seem to one, Od.,

etc. 2. absol. to seem, as opp. to reality, ,' Aesch. 3. to seem good, Lat.

placere, croi Id. 4. impers.,

much in the same sense as (supr. I. 3), it

seems to me, meseems, methinks,

II., etc. :—in decrees and the like, )), placuit senatui, Ar., Thuc, etc. ;

the decree, Hdt. ; Soph. ; . Tb

Thuc. :—so in Pass.,, Lat. visum est,

Hdt., Trag., etc. b. acc. absol., when it

was decreed or resolved, -
(i.e. ' ) Thuc; so,

Id. 5. to be thought or reputed so and
so, Id. ; oi men
who are held to be something, men of repute, Plat.

;

so oi alone, Eur. ; ,, opp. to, Id. ; also in Pass., 01

those who have been found guilty of homicide, Dem., , () —, a vision, fancy , Aesch., , , [) a vision, fancy, Eur. ; oi

the wise in appearance, Id. 2.

opinion, expectation, Id.-, ecus, , () an opinion, belief, conceit,

fancy, Hdt., Soph. ; .- a vague
suspicion was thrown out, Id. 2. an apparition,

phantom, Eur. II. good report, credit, Id., Thuc.---, ov, wise in one's own conceit, Ar., f.,() to assay or test metals, to

see if they be pure, Isocr., etc. II. of persons, toput
to the test, make trial of, scrutinise, Hdt., Thuc. :

—then, to approve, Id., Plat., etc. ; c. inf.,

he approved of their working, Xen. III.

at Athens, to approve as fit for an office, and in Pass.

to be approved as fit, Plat., etc. ; c. inf., -
Xen. 2. to examine and admit boys

to the class of or to the rights of man-
hood ; and in Pass, to be so admittd, Ar., etc. ;

Dem. IV. c. inf. to think

fit to do, or with negat. to refuse to do, . T. Hence, , an assay, examination, scrutiny : 1.

of magistrates, to see if they fulfil the legal require-

ments, Plat., etc. 2. . , before ad-
mission to the rights of manhood, Dem. 3. ., a process to determine the right to speak in

the or law-courts, Aeschin., , ,{) an assayer, scrutineer,
Plat., Dem. II. an approver, panegyrist, Id.

or, ,() a test, means of
testing, Plat., . T. From, , a proof, test : tried character, N.T. From, ov,() assayed, examined, tested, pro-
perly of metals, Dem. II. generally, 1. of

persons, approved, esteemed, notable, Lat. probus,
Hdt. ; most approved by Hellas,

Eur. 2. of things, excellent, notable, considerable,
Hdt. 3. Adv. -, really, truly, Aesch., Xen.,, , Dim. of, Xen., , later ,() a bearing-beam, in the roof

or floor of a house, Od. : generally, a balk or beam,
II., Thuc. : the bar of a gate or door, Ar., oos, contr. ods, , =, Eur.

, , ,() deceitful, deceptive, treacherous,

Hdt., Soph., etc.-, , ,, , stealthy offoot, Soph,, , ov, and os, ov, crafty, deceitful, treacherous,

Od., Trag.-, , , () crafty of mind, Aesch., Eur., f., to deal treacherously with one, . T.-, ov, with a long tube or socket, Od.-, is, () with tall spear, II., f. , =, Anth.-,, ov,() long-oared, of a ship, Od.;
of men, using long oars, lb.-&, ,() prolix writing, Anth.-, Ep. -, ov, () long-necked, II.,., run the, Aeschin. From-, ov,(, ,) running the

long course, Plat., Xen.,, , Ion. -, =, Anth.', ), , long, Horn. : neut. as Adv.,
II., Plat. Hence, , the long course, opp. to, Plat., Xen.-, ov, (, ) epith. of -,
casting a long shadow ; or for- ()
long-shafted, II.,, , () subtle, wily, Od. II. of

things, craftily contrived, Eur.-,, , and-, , crafty of counsel,

wily, Horn.-, ov, subtle-speaking, or conveyed in crafty
speech, Soph,, , subtlety, craft, Theogn. From-, ov, () weaving wiles, Sappho,
Arist.-, , () treacherous, ensnaring, Soph.- [], ov, () contriving wiles., , (from Root, v.-) properly, a bait

for fish, Od. : then, any cunning contrivancefor de-

ceiving or catching, as the Trojan horse, the robe of

Penelope, lb. :—generally, any trick or stratagem,
II. ; in pi., wiles, lb. 2. guile, craft, cunning,
treachery , Lat. dolus, Horn., Trag., f ., to murder by treachery, Dem. From-, ov, (*) slaying by treachery, Aesch.-, , () wily-minded, h. Horn.-, , ov, only as a partic, planning
craft, wily-minded, Horn.-, , craft, subtlety, wiliness, II. From-, ov, (])^·\, Aesch., Anth., f. , () to begztile, ensnare, take by

craft, Hes., Hdt., Att. II. to disguise, Soph. Hence,, , a trick, deceit, Aesch., , , () a secret weapon, poniard,
stiletto, Plut.-,,,() artful-looking, treacherous, Soph,,, , () a tricking, Xen., , ov, ()) for building, Anth.,, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of'., , () a building., Adv. home, homeward, Horn. ; '
to his own house, Od., , {) Lat. domus : 1. a house, Horn.,

etc. : also part of a house, a room, chamber, Od. :

—
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hence in pi. for a house, Horn., rag. 2. the house
of a god, a temple, Horn., rag. 3. of animals, a
sheep-fold, II. : a wasps' or bees' nest, lb. 4.

a closet or chest of cedar, Eur. II.

the house, i. e. the household, family, rag. :—also

one's father's house, Aesch. III. a layer or

course of stone or bricks in a building,

at every thirtieth layer of brick, Hdt.-, 4s,() shaking the house, Aesch., Dep. to fowl with reed and birdlime,

Anth. From, 4, , () a thicket of reeds, II. II.

=, Anth.,, , () of reed, Anth.- [], ov, () reed-cutting, pen-
making, Anth.,, ev, () reedy, Eur. ; ., of a
reed covered with birdlime, Anth.-, ov, () prodticing reeds, Theogn.-, ov, contr. -, , () green
with reeds, Eur.,, , Ion., Dor. : (from 4,
f a reed shaken by the wind,' cf . from) :

—

a
reed, Horn. ; reed-stalks, h. Horn. II.

anything made of reed, 1. the shaft of an arrow,
II. 2. a shepherd's pipe, Aesch., Theocr. 3. a

fishing-rod or limed twig (cf.), Anth. 4.

the bridge of the lyre, Ar., f.] :—Pass., Dor. 3 sing, plqpf. :
—

to shake, of wind, II. ; . to shake it, as to make
butter, Hdt. 2. to drive about, Lat. agitare, Od.,
Pind. :—Pass., 44 Asia was in com-
motion, Hdt. ; Ar. Hence,, , an agitation, waving, Luc., , (4) a notion, true or false : and so, 1.

expectation, otherwise than one expects,

Horn. ; . . . Hdt. ; opp. to .,
Plat., etc. ; , Lat. spe excidere, Hdt.

;

4 ' to make one expect that, c. inf.,

Xen. 2. an opinion, judgment, Pind., Att. 3.

like, a mere opinion, conjecture, Aesch., etc.

;

to imagine, suppose (but wrongly"),

Hdt. :—also, a fancy, vision, dream, Aesch.,

Eur. II. the opinion which others have of one,

estimation, reputation, credit, honour, glory, Lat.

existimatio, Solon, Aesch., etc. ; 4,4
Thuc, etc. ; for a thing, Eur. :—rarely of ill

repute, Dem. 2. -the estimate popularly formed of
a thing, Id. III. of external appearance, glory,
splendour, effulgence, . T. Hence, f. , to think, imagine, suppose, fancy,
conjecture, c. acc. et inf., Aesch., etc. ; inf. omitted,

; how can I suppose this to be
true ? Id. :—Pass., (sc. etvai) is supposed to

be, Plat. 2. c. acc. cogn., to enter-
tain an opinion, Id. 3. absol. to hold an opinion,
Soph., Thuc. II. to magnify, extol, Id. Hence, , , an opinion, notion, conjecture,
Thuc, etc. :

—

a fancy, Eur. ; and, \, , matter of opinion, conjectural, Plat., f . ", to court popularity, Plut. ; and, , thirst for popularity, Plut. From

209-, ov,() thirsting for popularity

.

-, is,() mad afterfame. Hence, , mad desire forfame, Plut.--, ov, a would-be philosopher, Anth., pf . : Pass. :

—

to have the character
or credit of being, c. inf., Hdt., , conceit of wisdom, Plat. From-, ov, wise in one's own conceit, Plat,, , () a skin, hide, Theogn., Hdt., , Dim. of, Hdt., Thuc.~, , a fighting with spears, Plut.-, 4,() of a spear's thickness, Xen., gen. of., a, ov, () wooden, Anth.-, ov,() captive of the spear, taken
in war, Hdt., Eur. ; Ion. , of

Tecmessa, Soph,- [], ov, bride of battles, i. e. causing
war by marriage, or wooed by battle, of Helen, Aesch.-, ov,() taken by the spear, Eur.-, 4s, () slain by the spear, Aesch. :

—

so-,, , , Ion. -, Id.-, ov, () spear-headed, Aesch.-, ov, won by the spear, Eur. : Horn, has

Ion. fem.".-, ov,() won by the spear, Soph.,

Eur. ; Ion.-, Soph,-, 4,() raging with the spear, Eur.--, ov, raging with the spear, Aesch.-,, , master of the spear, Eur.-, ov,() wielding the spear, 4, i. e. on the right hand, Aesch.-, 4, (-) fallen by the spear, Eur.-, ov, toiling with the spear, Aesch., Eur.-, ov,(4) scattered by the spear, Anth., 4s, (4) mighty with the spear, Aesch.-, ov, crowned for bravery, Anth.- [], ov, () shaken by battle,

Aesch.-, ov, (4) pierced by the spear, Aesch.-, ov,() bold in war, Anth.

[], , ov,() of an antelope, Theophr.,, , =, Anth.: -yvia
dice made of the vertebrae of an antelope, Id., [], , (4-) a kind of deer (so called

from its large bright eyes), in Greece, the roe-deer,

Eur., Xen. ; in Syria and Africa, the gazelle, Hdt. ;

—

so,, , Eur., etc. ;, Hdt., , (4) a leathern bag or wallet, Od., f.,() to take supper, Horn., , supper-time, evening, Ar., Xen., , the eve of a festival, Hdt., , in Horn, the evening meal, whether called

dinner or supper, Lat. coena :—later, generally, a

meal, h. Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.), = foreg., Anth.,, gen.:—Ep. decl., gen.,.-, pi.,; also,, dual,
pi.,, :—in Att. Poets, gen.,
dat. or, pi. nom. : (from same Root as) : I. a stem, tree, Od. :—commonly a plank

or beam, Horn. ; vifiov a. ship's plank, Id. :

—
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hence, 2. a ship is called , like Lat. trabs,

Aesch., Eur. II. the shaft of a spear, II. : then,

generally, a spear, pike, Horn., etc. ; ets -
to come within a spear's throw, Xen. ; iirl to

the spear-side, i. e. the right hand, opp. to eV,
Id. :—also, the pole of a standard, Id. 2. metaph.,\ to win wealth by the spear, II. ; \

Thuc. ; in Trag. to express an armed force.-, , a kind of halbert, Plat.-, 4s,() =, Anth.-,-,-,-,
less correct forms for -.-, , , a spear-friend, i. e., properly, one 'who

having been captive to one's spear becomes one's

friend ; then generally, a firm friend, Aesch., Soph.:
as Adj., € Aesch. ; Soph.-, contr. -, , («) a maker of spears,

Plut. : also,, , Ar.-, , —, Aesch.-,, , =,
of the toils of battle, Soph.-, ov, () charging with the lance,

Hes., Theogn. ;, Soph.', f. ),() to attend as a body-

guard, Hdt., Thuc. : generally, to keep guard
over, Dem. :—Pass, to be guarded, Id. II. .
to serve as guard, Xen. Hence,, , a body of guards, Luc., , guard kept over, Xen. From-, ov, () spear-bearing, Aesch. II.

as Subst. a spearman, pikeman, Xen. 2.,
, the body-guard, of kings and tyrants, Lat. satellites,

Hdt., etc. :—metaph., . satellite pleasures, Plat., ecus, , {-) a giving, Hdt., etc. II. a

gift, Horn., etc., Ion. aor. 2 of., , fem. of, Hes.', , ov, verb. Adj. of , to be given,
Hdt. II., one must give, Id., rjpos, , {-) a giver, dispenser, II., Aesch., , , late form of, . .-/', f., (--) to make a slave, treat

as such : metaph. to bring into subjection, . T., , Ion.,() servitude, slavery,

bondage, Hdt., etc. II. in collect, sense, the slaves,

slave-class, lb., a, ov and os, ov,() slavish, servile, Od.,
Theogn., Att., aros, , a service, Eur. II. a slave,

Soph. ; and, verb. Adj. one must be a slave, Eur. From, f. ,() to be a slave,' to one, Plat.,

etc. ; Dem. ; c. acc. cogn.,' .
Xen. 2. to serve or be subject to, opp. to,
Hdt., etc. ; . to be a slave to one's land, i. e.

submit to indignities that one may keep it,Thuc., , v.., , ,() of or for a slave, servile, Xen.,
Plat. : Adv. -, Xen., , ov, () slavish, servile,

the day of slavery, II. : . a slave's mind, Aesch.,, , =, Anth.

SopvSpeiravov—'.-, ov, Ion. for-., Ion. for.-', , a slavish spirit, Plat. From-, es, () befitting a slave, servile,

Hdt., Xen., etc., , properly, a born bondman or slave, opp. to

one made a slave(,), Thuc. ; then, generally,

a bondman, slave, Hdt. : Horn, has only the fem., -, a bondwoman :
— . slave to money,

Eur. II. as Adj.,, , ov, slavish, servile,

subject, Soph., etc. III. — , Eur.

:

also =, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, , slavery, slavish work, Od., Aesch., Eur., ov, II, enslaved, Eur., f.,() to make a slave of, enslave,

Hdt., Att. :—Pass, to be enslaved, Hdt., Thuc. :—Med.,
with pf. pass, to make one's slave, make subject to

oneself, enslave, Thuc, etc. Hence~, , enslaving, subjugation, Thuc., aor. 2 inf. of.|,, Ion. for -,', f. : Ep. aor. , also~ (as

if from 7o"ou7re'co) : pf . : () :
—to sound

heavy or dead, with a thud he fell,

II. ; falls with heavy sound upon
their breasts, Eur. Hence,, , a clatterer, Anth., , any dead, heavy sound, a thud, II.; of

the distant din of battle, the sound of footsteps, of the

measured tread of infantry, the hum of a multitude,

the roar of the sea, Horn. : rare in Trag. (The form-€, connects the word with -.),, formed from Homeric pi., Anth., , ov, () of planks or beams of wood,
. the wooden horse, Od., ,,—, Eur., Plat.-, 4, (iveyneTv) a spear's throw off or dis-

tant, only in neut. as Adv., II.-, ov, Ion. for-.- and-, , famed for the

spear, Horn.-,-,-,-, Ion. for -., , , =<-, Ar.-, ov, fixed on spears, Aesch.-, e's, () wood-cutting, Anth.-, ,() a case or stand for spears, Od.-, e's, Ion. for, Anth.-, Ion. for, cutting wood, Anth., ,() a receptacle, Eur. II. a re-

ception, entertainment, . T., , Ion. for, a holder : . an
ink-horn, Anth.

or, ,() the space contained in a
hand's breadth, the same as], Ar., a, ov, () across, athwart, aslant, like, Lat. obliquus, II., Eur.-, ov, with slanting, noddingplume, Aesch., Pass, to turn sideways,, of a
boar turning to rip up his enemy, Hes. ; so of Hermes
turning to dart through the key-hole, h. Horn.', , Lat. obliquus, * rushing

on slantwise, II. (Deriv. uncertain.)



Spay, aros,,() as much as one can grasp,

a handful, truss of corn, Lat. manipulus, II. :—also a

sheaf, =, Xen. II. tmcut corn, Anth.,

Luc.-, ov, () carrying sheaves, Babr., f. , (·) to collect the corn into

sheaves, II.

3<5, ,() a grasping, Eur., aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 imper. of :— opt.§, much like, to be ready to do, II., , , fern, of (cf. ), a she-

dragon, h. Horn., Aesch., Eur.,, aor. 2 inf. act. and pass, of-
:—, Ep. aor. 2 of act. form., ov,() of a dragon, Eur., Anth.-, , ,() serpent-slayer, Anth.-, ov, with snaky locks, Aesch.8-, , () snake-like, Eur., aor. 2 part, of.

[], ovtos, ,() a dragon, or serpent of

huge size, a python, Horn., etc., aros,,() a deed, act, Aesch., Plat. II.

an action represented on the stage, a drama, Ar. ; .
to bring out a play, v. :—metaph.

stage-effect, Plat,, , Dim. of, Plut., , dramatic work, a drama, Luc. From-, 6v, (*) a dramatist., inf. aor. 2 of.
or, aTOS, , () a running,

course, a race, Hdt., Trag., f. of :, aor. 2 part., aor. 2 inf. of-.,, , —^, Batr., f. , to run away, Xen. ; from one,

Plat. ; will sktdk be-

hind their shields, Xen. From, , Ion., , , (-) a run-
away, Lat. fugitivus, from the king, Hdt. :

—

a runaway slave, Id. 2. as Adj., runaway, fugi-
tive, a lot of fugitive kind, i.e.

crumbling clod of earth, which could not be drawn out of

the urn, Soph. Hence, , , = foreg., Mosch., , ov, of or for , . a
triumph over a runaway slave, Plut.,, , fern, of, Anth., d, Dim. of, Luc., Desiderat. of, to have a mind to do, to

be going to do, Soph., Eur.

[], ov, = : . activity, Aesch.->, Ion., ,() a running away,
flight, Hdt., Aesch. ; in pi., Eur.

[], f. of.', Att. : f. : aor. 1

: pf .- or, 2 pers. :

Dep. :

—

to grasp, 0 gen. rei, - clutch-
ing a handsful of dust, II. ; so,

Soph. 2. tolayholdof,oapa; Eur.; -
having seized [them] by the throat,

Theocr. II. c. acc. rei, to take by handsful, Hdt.

Sp. 21 I, a, ov, verb. Adj. of , to be done,
Soph. II., one must do, Id., Eur., ov, () vigorous, active, efficacious,

Aesch., Eur. : . activity, energy, Thuc. 2. in

bad sense, audacious, Eur., , , =, Plat., , , metath. for, verb. Adj. of,
skinned, flayed, II., , () properly, a handful, like- :—an Attic weight, a drachm, weighing about
66-g- grains, the Aeginetan being= i| Attic. 2. an
Att. silver coin, a drachma, worth 6 obols, i. e. 9-Jd.,

nearly = Roman denarius and Fr. franc, Hdt., etc.

Hence, a, ov, worth a drachma, to the amount of
a drachma, Arist., subj.,, ; opt., Ep.
impf. : f.: aor. 1, Ion.: pf.

:—Pass., aor. : pf. :

—

to

do, esp. to do some great thing, good or bad, cf. Lat.

facinus, Att. ; often opp. to,
Aesch. ; -

Id.; proverb.,' ' doers must suffer.,

Id. ; things of suffering

rather than of doing, Soph. ; so, the doing of

a thing, Id. :

—

or to do one a good
or ill turn, Theogn., Soph.

[], , [) =, a sickle, reaping-
hook, II. : a pruning-hook, Hes.-, ov, () bearing a scythe, . a

scythed car, Xen.-, , () sickle-shaped, Thuc., , () —, Od., Hdt., Att. : a
scythe, Xen. 2. a curved sword, scimitar, Hdt.--, , (*ep7<w) a sword-maker, armoitrer,

Ar.', poet, for, to pluck, Ep. impf.,
Mosch. : so in Med., Anth.', Ep. impf. : aor. 1 : aor. 2-

:—Med., Dor. f . :

—

to pluck, cull, Lat.

carpo, Hdt., Eur., etc. :—metaph. to cull flowers from
a field, . , of a poet, Ar. II.

Med. to pluck for oneself, cull, Od. : metaph.,-
Plat. ; even, to shed it,

Aesch.,, Ion. for,., , =, Lat. cultus, h. Horn., , , () a labourer, working man,
Od. : fern,, a workwoman, lb. II. (-) a runaway, Babr. : fern,, Anth., , Ion. for-, () service, Od.

[p], ov, —, piercing, Mosch.', , , piercing, sharp, keen, Lat. acer, of a
dart, II. : metaph., , lb. ;

Od. II. of things \vhich affect the

eyes or taste, pungent, acrid, as smoke, Ar. ; herbs,

Xen. ; smell, Ar. III. metaph. of persons, keen,

bitter, Aesch., Ar. ; also keen, shrewd, Eur. :

—

to look bitter, Ar. Hence,, , pungency : metaph. keenness, ve-

hemence, Plat., , a copse, wood, thicket, copse-wood,

2
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Od. ; Anth. :—in pi. , , (as if from), Hes., Soph., Eur. (From same Root as .), , a bath, Aesch. (Deriv. unknown.), a, ov and os, ov, () running at full
speed, swift, fleet, Soph., Eur. ; . a drome-
dary, Plut.,, , ,() running, Eur. ; dp.

the whirling wheel, Soph. ; also with a neut. Noun,
Eur. 2. like, wildly roaming, frantic, Id., Frequent, of, to run, only in pf.-, Aeol. -, Sapph., Babr.,, ,() a runner, Eur., Ar., , v.., , ,() good at running, swift, fleet,

Plat. ; the race, Xen.-,, , a runner, postman, Aeschin., ,() a course, running, race, Horn. (v.) ; in straight course, Soph. :—of any
quick movement, e. g. flight, Aesch. :—of time,

. a day's running, i. e. the distance one can go in a
day, Hdt.:

—

at a run, Id., Att. 2. the foot-
race :—proverb., 7repi to run for

one's all, Hdt. ; Ar. 3.

the length of the stadiuvi, a course or heat in a race,

Soph. II. a placefor running, a run for cattle,

Od. 2. a race-course, Hdt. : a public walk, Lat.

ambulatio, Eur., Plat. :—proverb., or, Lat. extra oleas vagari, to get off the

course, i. e. wander from the point, Aesch., Plat. ; e/c

Aesch., , ,() dewy, watery, Eur., Ar., f. ,() to bedew, besprinkle, Ar., , , =, Anth.,,,=, Eur.', , dew, Lat. ros, Hdt. ; in pi., Aesch.,

etc. 2. pure water, Aesch., Eur. 3. of other

liquids, ., of blood, Aesch. II. any thing
tender, like , the young of animals, Id.-, , () like dew, moist, Eur.,, , () a Dryad, nymph whose life was
bound up with that of her tree, Plut. ; cf.., , ov, () oaken, Od., Eur. ; . 7rDp a wood
fire of oak-wood, Theocr. ; . honey from the

hollow of an oak, Anth.-, , —, Ar., , heterog. pi., () an oak-coppice

;

and, generally, a coppice, wood, only in pi.,
Horn.; in Soph., Eur. Hence,, , —, Babr.-, , , () dweller on the oak,

Anth.-,, ,) the woodpecker, Arist.;

in Ar., , (,) the props or trestles upon which
was laid the keel() of a new ship, Od. : metaph.,

to lay the keel of a new
play, Ar. ; from the beginning, Plat. II.

—, woods, Anth. ; so heterog. pi. Eur.,, , a kind of woodpecker, Ar., , Lat. druppa, an over-ripe olive, Anth.

(Root) : f. : aor. , Ep.
:—Pass., aor. Babr. :

—

to tear, strip,

11. :—Med., tearing each others
cheeks, Od.; in sign of mourning,
to tear one''s cheek, Eur.~, , gen., acc. : pi., nom. and acc.

or, ; gen. :—originally a tree (which

indeed comes from the same Root), commonly the oak,

Lat. quercus, Horn., etc. ; sacred to Zeus, who gave
his oracles from the oaks of Dodona, Od. ;—hence, cu

Aesch. :—proverb., yap ^
5

thou art no foundling from tree or

rock, i. e. thou hast parents and a country, Od. ; ov

2> ' 'tis no time

now to talk at ease from tree or rock, II. II. of

other trees, the resinous wood (of the pine),

Soph. ; of the olive, Eur. III. metaph. a worn-
out old man, Anth.-, , () a wood-cutter, II.-, , for·, (,) afence or

railing, serving as the bar of the law-courts or council-

chamber, Ar. ; in pi., like Lat. cancelli, Id., Ep. for, aor. of., ,() parings, Anth., Ep. for, opt. of.&, f . , to get rid of hair by pitch-plasters.

Luc. From,, , () a pitch-plaster., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Dor. for.,, , () the number two, Plat., () to plunge in misery, Ep. 3 pi. Od-, Dor. , , woe, misery
·,
anguish, pain, Od.<

Trag. ;, , misery, Anth., Ep. aor. 2 opt. of.-, ov, [) much-suffering, h. Horn., aor. 2 imper. of.
[], Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.'^, Dep., decl. in pres. and impf. like';

2 sing,, Att., Ion., Ion. 3 pi.-
rai; subj., Ep. 2 sing,, Att. :—
impf. 2 sing,, Ion. 3 pi. :—f. -:—aor. 1, Ep. ; also -, Ep., in Att. :—pf..
The aor. 1 also has double augm.,,.

I. to be able, capable, strong enough to do, c. inf.,

Horn., etc. ; but the inf. is often omitted,

[sc.] Od. ; so also,^ very

powerful, mighty, lb.; men of power,
Eur., Thuc. ; having influence

with him, Hdt., etc. 2. to be able, i.e. to dare or
bear to do a thing, ^ Od. ;

Thuc. 3. with and a Sup., &s
as secretly as they could, Id.

;

as much as / possibly can, Plat. ;

or simply in the best way he could,

Xen. II. to pass for, i. e. 1. of money, to be

worth so much, c. acc, ~
the shekel is worth 20 obols, Id. · 2. of number,
to be equivalent to, - ,

Hdt. 3. of words, to signify, mean, Lat.

valere, Id., etc. ; , Lat. idem valet, Id.

;

to mean the same slavery,

Thuc. :—also to avail, avails to



—
no good purpose, Eur. III. impers., ,
c. inf., it cannot be, is not to be, Hdt. Hence

[], , gen., Ion. 10s, Ion. dat., power,

might, strength, Horn. : then, generally, strength,

power, ability to do a thing, Id. ; . beyond
one's strength, Thuc. ; . Dem. ; . as

far as lies in one, Lat. pro virili, Hdt. 2. power,

might, authority, Aesch., etc. 3. a force for war,

forces, Xen. 4. a quantity, Lat. vis, .
Hdt., etc. II. a power, faculty, capacity, at

Plat., etc. ; also of plants, etc.,

Xen. III. theforce or meaning of a word, Plat.,

etc. 2. the worth or value of money, Thuc. Hence, f., to strengthen : Pass., . T.

[],, , poet, for, Soph., Eur., , power, lordship, sovereignty, Soph.,

Thuc, etc. II. an oligarchy, Id., Xen. From, f. , to hold power or lordship, be power-

ful, Hdt., Thuc, etc. From, , , () a lord, master, ruler, of

Zeus, Soph. ; oi ., Lat. optimates, Hdt. : in Aesch.,

the stars are . Hence, , 6v, arbitrary, Arist.-, f.,() to be powerful, mighty, N.T.

[], , , poet, for, Aesch., ,, and,,() strong, mighty, able,

esp. in body, the ablest-bodied men,
Hdt. :—of ships, fit for service, Thuc 2. c. inf.

able to do, Hdt., etc. 3. powerful, Id. ; oi

the chief men of rank and influence, Thuc. II.

pass., of things, possible, Lat. quod fieri possit, Hdt.,

etc. :

—

[Jerri], c. inf., Id., Aesch., etc. ;7' practicable, Xen. :— }), quantum fieri possit, Plat., etc ;

so, es . Hdt. ; Eur., etc. III.

Adv. -, strongly, powerfully , Aeschin. ; . it

is possible, Hdt., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.', Ion. for, 3 pi. of., Ep. for, 2 sing. subj. of., v. sub.', Ep. : gen. and dat. :—Ion. also gen. pi., dat., and in later Att. :—and indecl.,

like &, by Horn., , II. ;

so in Hdt. and Att. Prose ; but declined in Trag. :

—

two,
II., etc j—in Poets or may be joined with pi.

Nouns,
5

lb. :

—

two and two, Xen. ;

two together, II., Hdt.--, , at, , twelve, II.-, ov, () =, Soph.

[], poet, for., Ep. for, 3 pl. of.,,, aor. 2 part, of.-, insepar. Prefix, like un- or mis- (in un-lucky,
mis-chance), destroying the good sense of a word, or
increasing its bad sense.-, poet, for-.-, ov, unchaste, Luc., f., to have bad sport in fishing, Plut.-, is, (·) unlucky in fishing.-,, , , having seen hard service, Plut.-, ov, unhappy in one's brothers, Aesch.

$\. 2 1

3

-, , () ill-blowing, stormy, of winds,
Horn. ; Ep. gen. pl.- for-, Od.-, ov, most miserable, Soph.-, is, most melancholy, Aesch.-, ov, not clear, murky, Eur.-,, , , living a hard life, most miser-

able, Aesch., Soph. ; a life that is no
life, Eur.-, is, () very painful, Aesch.-, ov,() hard-hearted, Soph,-, ov, Dor. for-.-, ov,() hard to catch or take,

Plat. 2. hard to conquer, Aesch. ; c. gen., .
beyond reach of ills, Soph,, Dor. for.-, ov, most miserable, II.-, ov,() hard to call back, Plut., ov,() hard to bring back

or recal, Plut. ; poet,, Aesch.-,,() hard to sail up, Strab.-, ov, = foreg., Strab.', f. , to bear ill, Lat. aegre ferre,
Thuc : to be greatly vexed, Plut. From-, ov, hard to bear., ov,() hard to overthrow, Plut.-, ov, =, Xen.- [], ov, Dor. for-, Soph,-, ov,() disagreeable to meet, boding
of ill, Luc.-, ov,() hard to look in the

face, Plut., Ep. for, 3 pl. aor. med. of.-, ov,() hard to get rid of,

Soph.- , ov, very disobedient, Anth.-, ov, () hard to demon-
strate, Plat.-, ov,() hard to answer, Luc-7, ov,() hard to dissuade, Xen.-, ov, hard to appease, implacable, Aesch.

:

—ill to please, peevish, morose, Eur., Xen. 2. ill-

pleased, with one, Eur. : dis-

pleasure, Plut.--, , () unhappy mother of the

noblest son, II.-, ov, () hard to govern, Aesch., Plut., , disagreement, Plut. From-, ov,() ill-united, Plut., , ill or hard lodging, Aesch. From-, ov, () inhospitable, Soph,- , an unhappy contest with the flute

(), Anth.-, ov,() hard to take away, Arist.-, is, () most painful, Aesch.-, ov,() grievous to bear, . T.-, Med. to make impassable, Xen.-, ov, inaccessible, impassable, Xen. II.

trodden in sorrow, Aesch.-, ov,() sadly wailing, Aesch.-, ov, making life wretched, Anth., , ill counsel, Aesch., Soph. From-, ov, () ill-advised.



214-, ov, of ill soil, unfruitful, Anth.-, ov, ill-wedded, Eur.-, t,() very ticklish, skittish, Xen., , low birth s Soph., etc. II. meanness,
Eur. From-, 4s, (y4vos) low-born, Eur., etc. II. low-

minded, low, mean, Id.-, ov, hard to bridge over, Strab.-, , (yi-yvcoffKw) ignorance, doubt, Eur.-, , (yi-yvdt>crKa> ) difficidty of knowing, Eur.-, ov, () hard to seduce by en-

chantments, Plat., , misery, Eur. From-, ov, of ill fortune, ill-fated, Trag\, etc.-, ov, sorely wept, Aesch. II. act.

sorely weeping, Anth.-, apros, , , ill-wived, ill-wedded, Aesch.-, ov,() hard to settle, Plut.-, ov,() hard to decide, Plut.-, ov, hard to reconcile, Arist.-,',() hard to search through,
Plat.-, ov, hard to pass through, Polyb.-, ov, () bringing evil by one's abode,

Aesch.*-, 4s, () unshapely, tigly, Hdt., Plat,-,, ov, () meanly clad, Eur.-, ov, (-) hard to enter: Sup.-, ov, least accessible, Thuc.-,, hard to sail into, Strab.-', ov, (4-) hard to avert by sacrifice,

Plut.-', ov, () hard to tmdo : Adv. -rcas,

indissolubly, Aesch.-, ov, (4) hard to wash out, Plat,-', ov, hard to pass outfrom, Eur.-', ov, < <py) hard to escape from

:

Adv. -, Anth.-', ov,() hard to refute, Luc.-, , ill-starred Helen, Eur.-,, tSos, b, , hardly hoping, desponding,

Aesch., Xen.-', ov, =5, Plut. II. unhoped
for, 4, unexpectedly, Xen.-', ov, hard to walk on, Thuc.~-', ov, hard to enter, inaccessible, Xen.-, ,() dysentery, Hdt., Plat,-', ov, hard to speak with, Theophr.-, ov, hard to deceive, Plat., Xen.·-, ov, hard to loosefrom bonds, Plut.-, ov, hard to enumerate, Polyb.-', ov,() hard to refute, Plat,-, ov,{) hard to unfold, Plut.-|, ov, hard to investigate, Arist.-, ov,() hard to tame, Plut.-, ov, (ij-) indissoluble, Eur.-', ov, hard to get out of, Arist., Ep. aor. med. imper. of.-, ov, hard to attack secretly, Xen.-', ov,() unfavourable to love, Anth., , difficidty in acting, Plut. From-, ov, (*) unfit for work, Plut.

$<\—.-, ov, very lonely, desolate, Anth.-, , gen. idos, very quarrelsome, contentious.

Plat. II. act. producing unhappy strife, Plut.-, ov, shed in unholy strife, Soph,-, ov,() hard to interpret, N.T.-, $, 6, , sick in love with, tivos Eur.,

Thuc. II. hardly loving, stony-hearted, Theocr.-, Dor.-, opos, , () an ill bed-

fellow, Aesch.-, ov, hard to find out, Aesch. 2. hard
to find or get, Xen. 3. hard to find one's way
through, impenetrable, Eur.-, ov, exceeding jealous, Od., Plut. :—Adv.,^* Plut.-, ov, hard to seek or track, Xen.-, ov, () wretched, Anth.-, ov, hard to heal or cure, Anth.-, ov, {) hard of hearing, Anth.-, 4s : ( to lay asleep, cf.-)—laying one on a hard bed, of death, Horn., Hes.-, Dor.-, ov, sunless, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, (4) ungovernable, Luc.-, idos, 6, -, poet, for^ I, Pind.-, Dor. -], 4s, () ill-sounding,

hateful, II.-, 4s, () hard to warm : chilly, II.-', f. ,, to die hard, die a lingering
death, Hdt. : to struggle against death, Plat. From-, ov, bringing a hard death, Eur.-, 4s,() having died a hard death, Anth.-, ov, ill to look on, Aesch., Soph,-, ov, godless, tmgodly, Aesch. ; hateful to the
gods, Soph.-, ov,() hard to cure, Soph,', Dep. to be much vexed, Xen. From-, ov,() in bad case.-, ov, () hard to catch, Plut.-, =4, only in part., Eur.-, ov, (4) loud-wailing, most mourn'
fid, Soph., Eur.-, ov, ill-sounding, Aesch.-, to be dispirited, to despond, h. Horn., f., = foreg-

., Hdt., Plut.:—Med. to be

melancholy, angry, Eur. ; and, , despondency, despair, Eur., Plat., etc.

From-, ov, desponding, melancholy, repentant,
Soph., etc. : =, Plut. Adv.,-,
Comp.-, Plat.- [t], ov, hard to heal, incurable, Aesch., Eur.~-', f. \, (, ) to have bad omens in a
sacrifice, Plut.-, Att.-, ov, (,) dipped
in the sea, Anth.
-nnros, ov, hard to ride in ; . parts unfit for
cavalry-service, Xen., Plut.

[], 5, , {) a setting of the sun or stars,

Aesch., etc. 2. the quarter in which the sun
sets, the west, Thuc, etc.-, ov,() hard to satisfy by purifi-
cation or atonement, Soph., Ar.-, ov,() hard to hold in, Xen.



-, , noisomefrom smoke, smoky, Aesch.-', ,() hard to endure, Plut.-, ,() hard to learn or

understand, Isocr. Adv., -tws Id.-, ,{) hard to check, rest-

less, Aesch., Eur.--,,() hard to effect, Xen.-, , (--) hard to restore or

rally, Xen.-, , not to be despised, Xen.-',, =, Xen., Ion. for £, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-',, , ill-sounding, shrieking, discordant,

II., Aesch., Eur.-, 4s, () full of misery, Od.-, , (4) past remedy, Aesch.-, ,() hard to move, Plat. :

—

immov-
able, resolute, Plut. : inexorable, Anth.-, is, (4) poet. acc. for/ :—infamous, shameful, II., Aesch., Xen. Adv. -$,
Soph., Eur. Hence, -, ill-fame, an ill name, infamy, Eur.,

Thuc. ; 4 tending to disgrace him, Soph.-, poet, for-, Anth.-, ,() unsocial, Plat., f .,() to be peevish or discon-

tented, Ar. : to shew displeasure, Xen., ,() discontent, peevishness, Ar.,

Plat. II. of things, difficulty, Dem.-, , () ill-glued or fastened,
loose, Luc.-, , () hard to bend : 5.

an intricate flourish in singing, Ar.-, , () making bed uneasy, Ar.-, , opp. to ei/zcoAos, I. of persons,

properly, hard to satisfy with food ; then, generally,

hard to please, discontented, fretful, peevish, Eur.,

Ar., etc. :—Adv., , to be

peevish, Plat. II. of things, troublesome, haras-
sing, Id. ; generally, unpleasant, Dem. :

—

4 it is difficult, . T. :—Adv. -, hardly, with
difficulty, lb. (Deriv. of- uncertain.)-, , with ill-formed womb, Anth.-, ,() hard to bear, intolerable,

Soph., Eur., , bad temperament, Lat. intemperies, of

the air, Plut. From, ,() of bad temperament, Strab.-, , hard to discern or interpret, Aesch.,
Soph. : 4, c. inf., Plat. Adv. -toos,

doubtfully, darkly, Aesch. ; . to be in doubt, Ar.-, , arisingfrom the stormy sea, Aesch.', f.\ to be stone-deaf, Anth. From-, , stone-deaf.-, , hard to tell, Lat. infandus, Aesch.-, ,() hard to catch, Luc.-, ,(·) ill-calculating, Soph,-, , hard for the neck, hard to bear,
Theogn., Aesch. II. impatient of theyoke : Adv.,
impatiently , Eur.-, , () indissoluble, Aesch., Eur., to be slow at recognising, Aesch. From

-,, is, () hard to learn, Aesch. ; .
hard to know at sight, Eur. : rb4 diffi-

culty of knowing Id. II. act. slow at learning,

Plat. :—Adv., to be so, Id. Hence, -, slowness at learning, Plat.,, f ., to fight in vain against, or, tofight
an unholy fight with, Soph. : so verb. Adj.', one must fight desperately with, Id.-,, ,() hard to fight with, uncon-
querable, Aesch., Eur., etc. : generally, difficult, Aesch., to bear ill-will, against another, Eur.,

Dem. ; and, rj, ill-will, enmity, Soph., Eur., etc. ; and', a participial form only in masc, bearing ill-

will, hostile, Od. From-, is, (yuei/os) full of ill-will, hostile, II., Hdt.,

Trag. ; rarely c. gen., . xdovos an enemy of
the land, Soph. II. rarely of things, Id., Xen.-, ,() hard to manage :

hard to attack, Hdt., -, () = ($, mostly in pi., Soph., etc. ; 4
at the point of setting, Hdt. II. the

quarter of sunset, the west, Id., Aesch.-, , wrathful, Anth.-, , () visited by heavy wrath, Anth.-, epos, , not a mother, Od.', f., to be at loss how to do, c. inf.,

Aesch. From-&, , (-]) hard to effect.-, ,() hard to imitate, Luc.-, , () =, Soph,, , a hard fate, Anth. From-, , =-, ill-fated, ill-starred, 11.,

Soph. :—Adv. -, with ill fortune, Aesch., , badness ofform, ugliness, Hdt. From-, , () misshapen, ill-favoured,4- Eur.-, ,() =, unmusical, Anth.-, , () hard to conquer, Plut.-, , () hard to wash out, Soph,, f., (5) to be ill-affected, Plut., ,() disaffection, ill-will, malevolence,

Soph., Eur., , lawlessness, a bad constitution, Solon,-, , lawless, unrighteous, Anth.

-voos, , contr.-,, ill-affected, disaffected,

Soph., Eur., etc.- joVtos, a return that is no return, Eur.-, , () unpleasing to marry,
Anth.-,/, (vv^)ill-weddedorill-betrothed, Eur.-, , () hard to deal with,

driving a hard bargain, Plat., Xen., ,( n) hard to understand, unin-
telligible, Eur., Xen.-, , over heavy, burdensome, Plut.-', f., to make bad way, get on slowly,Plut., Ion. for.--, , (,) difficult and
rugged, Aesch.-, , hard to pass, scarce passable, Thuc.-, to be distressed, to fear, Eur.:

—
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to tremble with fear at a thing-, c. ace, Aesch. ( is

formed from oh ! as from .)-, ov, bad to dwell in, Xen.-, ov, =, Aesch.-, ov, hard to bear, insufferable, Aesch., Soph., f. med. of.-, ov, stormy, wintry, Soph.-, ov, hard to live with, bringing evil in

one's company, Aesch.-, ov,() scarce-seeing, purblind, Aesch.-, ov, hard .to see, Xen.
--ros, ov,~5vaopyos, Babr.-, ov, [opyn) qicick to anger, Soph.-, ov, with bad anchorage, Aesch. :—

rough ground, where one can scarce getfoot-
ing, Xen. II. act., . that detained the

fleet in harbour, Aesch.

-opvis, iQos, , , ill-omened, boding ill, Aesch.,

Eur. :

—

with ill auspices, Plut.-, , ov, () dusky, Eur., , an ill smell, ill savour, Soph. From-, Ion.-, ov, ()) ill-smelling, stink-

ing, Hdt. II. bad for scent, in hunting, Xen.-, ov,() driven by a too favourable
wind, fatally favourable, Soph.-, , firmness in resisting, Plut. From,, f., to suffer a hard fate, Mosch. II.

to be impatient, , Plut. From-, 4s,() impatient of suffering, Plut. :

hardly feeling, impassive, Luc.-, ov, () hard to wrestle with,

Aesch., Eur., Xen.--, ov,() hard to conquer, Aesch.-, 4s, {) hard to wrestle with, Aesch.-, ov,() incomparable, Plut.-, ov, {4) hard to move by
prayer, inexorable, Aesch., Plut.-, ov, () hard to carry
along, difficult, Polyb.-, ov, hard to appease, Plut.-, ov, ill-mated, Soph.
--yopos, ov, hard to appease, Aesch.-, ov, unhappy maiden, Anth.
-irapis, ibos, , unhappy Paris, ill-starred Paris,

II. ; cf .4.-, ov, {4) hard to pass, Xen.-, 4s,[] hardly obeying, self-willed,

intractable, Xen. :—Adv.,5 Plut.-, ov, = foreg., Xen.-, ov,() hard to send away, Aesch.-', ov, (perh. from same Root as-) :

—of the sea, rough and stormy, II., Hes. :—metaph.
rude, uncourteous, Hes.-, 4s, bringing sore affliction, direful, Pind.-, ov, hard to get through, Eur.-, ov, hard to encompass, Arist.-, 4s, (·) falling out ill, most difficult,

Soph. Adv., Ion. -ecus, Aesch.-, ov,() full of grievous evil,

disastrous, Aesch.=§, 4s, (5) squalid, Soph,-, ov,() wandering in misery, Aesch.

, Ion. -', , difficulty of sailing, Anth.-,',.-,, badfor sailing, Anth.-, , =5, Anth.--, , difficulty of breathing, Xen. From-, ov, contr. -ttvovs, , scant of breath,

Soph. II. . contrary winds, Id.-', ov,() hard to war with, Dem.-, ov, unlucky in war, Aesch., ov, hard to take by siege, Xen.-, es, (4) toilsome, Od.-, ov, (4) bringing toil and trouble,

Aesch. 2. laborious, Soph,-, ov, toilsome, Soph,-, ov,() hard to pass, Xen., , (5) difficulty of passing, Xen.-, ov,() gotten with much labour

:

. difficulty of getting, Plut.-, ov, hard to pass, scarce passable, Xen.-, ov, unlucky, ill-starred, unhappy,
wretched, Trag. ; . i. e. curses, Aesch. ; Comp.5 Eur. Adv. -5, Aesch.
-iroTOS, ov, unpalatable, Aesch.-/',.>, ^payos) to be unlucky , Aesch., Plut.-, , () ill success, ill luck, Aesch.,

Soph.--, 4s, (4) base, undignified, Eur.-, ov, hard to approach, Thuc.-, ov, difficult of access, Eur.-, ov,( ) hard to attack, Plut.-, ov, hard to get at, difficult of access,

Thuc. ; of men, unsocial, Id., Xen.-, ov,(, f. med. of -
4) hard to approach, Soph.-, 0v,(, f. of-) hard
to look on, horrid to behold, Soph.-', ov, hard to get at, Plut.-, ov,() of ill aspect, Plut.-&, 4s, [^) hard to break, Luc.-, ov, impatient of cold, Hdt.', , impiety, ungodliness, Trag. 2. a
charge of impiety, Soph. ; and', f ., to think or act ungodly, Trag. From-, 4s, (4) ungodly, impious, prof'ane,Tra.g., , poet, for4, Aesch.-, ov, hard to save, ruined, Theocr.-, Att. for·5.-, ov, hard to get a view of, Polyb.-,, av, most miserable, Soph., Eur.-', ov,() hard to make out

from thegiven signs, hard to trace, inexplicable,Tra.g.-, ov,() unfortunate in children, Soph.-, 4s,() ill-pleasing, Aesch., Dor., ov, wretched, unhappy, tin-

fortunate, disastrous, mostly of persons, Horn., Trag. ;

4 7rat5es 4 unhappy
are they whose sons encounter me, II. 2. of

things, Trag., Ar. : Sup. Adv.,5 Eur. II.

after Horn., in moral sense, wretched, like Lat. miser
(a wretch), Soph. (Prob. for·5 ; but the

origin of-5 is uncertain.)-, ov, (4) hard to keep, Plut.-, ov, suffering hard things, h. Horn.



-, , hard to bear, Aesch.-, eoos, , an unhappy parent, Anth.', f., to be in sore travail, of women :

—

metaph., Ar. From-, , {) bringing-forth with pain.', to speak evil of, Soph. From$-, , (>-,) bad of mouth : hard-
?nouthed, Anth.-, , for-, lamentable, Aesch.-, ,{) hard to guess, Eur.-, , \~,) hard to hit,

Plut.-} ov,fed on horridfood, Eur.-, , {) hard to deal with, intract-

able, stubborn, Soph. :—Adv. -, awkwardly, Xen.-, , {) hard to turn, intractable,

Eur., Dem., Ion. impf. : f. : aor. -
: pf. : [) :

—

to be un-
lucky, unhappy, unfortunate, Hdt., Att. ; in a
thing, Eur. ; tivos Id. ; iv Ar.

; also,

Eur. Hence

[], , a piece of ill luck, a failure, Plat.-, is, {) unlucky, unfortunate, Trag.,

etc.; =, Aesch.:—Adv. —$,
Id. 2. ill-starred, harbinger of ill, Id. Hence, , ill luck, ill fortune, Eur., Thuc, etc.-5> , hard to withstand, Plut.- or -, is, {(paos or) scarce

visible, Plut.-, , hard to speak, unutterable, Lat. ne-

fandtis, Aesch.', f. ,{) to use ill words, esp.

words of ill omen, Trag". II. trans, to speak ill of,

Soph., Eur. Hence, , ill language, words of ill omen, Soph.-, Dor. -, , {) of ill omen,
boding, Hes., Eur. II. slanderous, Theogn.-, is, {) hateful, Aesch., Soph., f., impf.4 : {) :

—

to

bear with pain, bear ill, Lat. aegre ferre : intr. to be

impatient, angry, vexed, Hdt., Soph. ; at a thing,

Aesch., Eur. ; Aesch. Hence, , hard to bear, Eur.-, lyyos, , , unsuited to the lyre, Eur.-,,{) hard to bear, heavy, Xen. 2.

mostly of sufferings, hard to bear, grievous, Trag.

;

false, blinding fancies, Soph. ;

our troubles, sorrows, Id. :

—

[]
Xen. :—Adv., to be hard to bear,
Soph. 3. of food, oppressive, Xen. II. (from
Pass." moving with difficulty, slow of motion, Id., , = : in pi. troubles, Hes., Adv. of, rashly, Aesch., , anxiety, care, Hes., in Ep. gen. pi.. From-, , gen. ovos,{) sad at heart, sorrowful,
melancholy, Trag. II. ill-disposed, malignant,
Aesch., Eur. III. =, insensate, Aesch., Soph.-, , hard to keep off or prevent, Eur.-, ,{) sufferingfrom hard winters,
very wintry, freezing, II., Hdt., Aesch.

217
subdued, a-,, , a thing hard to

hard conquest, Soph.-, ,{) hard to subdue, Hdt., Dem., f. -: aor. 1 : [^) :

—

to be unable to endure a thing, bear with an ill grace,
Lat. aegre ferre, c. ace, Plat. ; c. acc. et part, to be

annoyed at his doing, Aeschin. 2. intr. to feel
annoyance, to be discontented, displeased, vexed, tivos

for or because of a thing, Plat., etc. ; at a thing,

Dem. :—Pass, to be hateful, Plut. 3. c. inf. to

scorn to do a thing, Plat. II. Causal, to cause
vexation, ^ Soph. III.

. iv Toiis Xoyois to make difficulties in argument, to be

captious, Plat.', , of things, annoyance or disgust caused
by a thing, Soph. 2. difficulty in doing a thing,

Plat. II. of persons, peevishness, ill temper :

loathing, nausea, Id., Theophr. From-, is, () hard to take in hand or manage,
of things, annoying, vexatious, discomfortable, Trag.

:

, =, Eur.; ,
Lat. aegre ferre, Thuc. ; difficulties,

Dem. 2. of arguments, contradictory
, captious,

Plat., etc. II. of persons, ill tempered, unfriendly

,

hateful, to one, Soph., Eur., etc. ; . fas-
tidious, Plat. III. Adv., to be

annoyed, Id.-, , (, cf.^^· wintry, trouble-

some, dangerous, fearful, Lat. horridus, Trag.-, ,{) mean clothing, Eur.-, , with little grass, ill offfor food, Eur.', f. , to be in difficulty or distress,

Polyb. From-, ,() hard to tise, nearly tise-

less, Xen. ; intractable, Id. :—Adv. -to>s to be

in distress, Plut.-, , {" difficult, rough ground, Xen.-, , \6) ill-smelling, Hdt., Soph., Thuc.-, , {) causing grievous pangs, Anth.', to beat down the price, cheapen, Anth.-, , , {} one who beats down the

price.-, , [, Aeol. for) bearing an
ill name, ill-omened, Horn., Soph., etc.

; esp. bearing
a name of ill omen, such as Aias, Id.-', f., () toput out of countenance, put
to shame, Luc. : absol. to be importunate,
Plut. II. in good authors only Pass, to be put out

of countenance, to be troubled, Plat. ; of animals, to

be shy, timid, Xen. 2. to be ashamed of, Plut.-', f. : {&pos = odpos a watcher) :

—

to

keep painful watch, II.

[], , , {) a diver, Hdt., Ep. for., [] : . Causal in f. and aor. 1, to strip

off clothes, etc., Od. (in compd. -).
. Non-causal, pres. [], or [] : Ep. impf.

: Med., impf., Ep. 3 pi. :

—f. [] :—aor. 1 : Ep. 2 and 3 sing.,, imperat. : aor. 2 v
as if from* , : 3 dual [], pi.,,

Ep. ; Ion. 3 s in»- ; imperat. ,

;
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subj. [~], Ep. opt. [] (for^, inf.,
Ep. [], part. , : pf. '/ca, Ep. inf.

: I. of Places or Countries, to enter, make
one's way into, (aor. 2 subj.) II. ; vecpea

plunged into the clouds, of a star, lb. ;

plunge into the lap of Ocean, lb. ; -
go in to them, Od. : also with a Prep.,

eh' lb. ; ' a\bs . II. ;

lb.;€ eh Maura he got himselfunto Ajax,

i.e. got behind his shield, lb. 2. of the sun and
stars, to sink into [the sea, v. supr.], to set, \% lb. ; late-setting Bootes, Od.

;

rrpb Hdt. :—metaph., abyai

Aesch. ; the house sank, Id. II. of

clothes and armour, to get into, put on, II. ; metaph., el

'/e ea if thou wilt not put on strength

(cf.44) :

—

' eea
lb. ; eea lb. III. of sufferings,

passions, and the like, to enter, come over or upon,
-?ee lb. ; &uvev, etc., Ib. ;' the spirit of war filled him, Ib.-, poet, for-{ ), twelve, in all

genders, Lat. duo-decim, Horn., etc.-, ov, {) worth twelve beeves, II.-, ov, {) twelve months old, Hes.-, ov, divided into twelve parts, Anth.-,-, -', Ep. for e-.---, ov,() holding 22 mea-
sures, II.---, , 22 cubits long, II., , shortd. Ep. nom. and acc. for, a house,

dwelling, Horn,, sing. aor. 2 subj. of :— 3 sing,-, , at, , {, '/ca) twelve, Horn., etc. : v.

/ca.-, ov, (~/) bent twelve times,

/c. the post (in the race-course) that has
been doubled twelve times, Pind.-, 6, a leader of twelve, Xen.-, ov, {) sold at 12 drachmae,
Dem.-, ov,{ n) twelve palms long, Anth.-, ov, {&€) conqueror in 12 contests,

Anth.-, 4, or-, e, (tros) 12 years old, Plut., {ea) Adv. twelve times, Ar.-, ov, () of twelve threads, Xen.-,, ov,{) knowing twelve arts or

tricks, Ar.-, , , with twelve children, Anth.-, Adv. twelve times long ago, ever so

long ago, Ar.-, , twelve cubits long, Hdt.-,, formed of twelve united states, Hdt.-, , , =€, Xen.,, , the number twelve, Anth.-, ov, twelve-oared, Plut.-, ov, of twelve pieces of leather, Plat,, , ov, on the twelfth day, Plat. II.

twelve days old, Hes. (in Ep. form -)., , ov, the twelfth, Horn., etc. : Ep.-, Id.-, ov, bearing twelve times a year, Luc.

SwpoSoKea).-, ov, () of twelve tribes, . the

twelve tribes of Israel, . T.-' or-, , twelve years old, Plut. :—fern,-,, Anth., , Dodona, in Epirus, the seat of the most
ancient oracle of Zeus, Horn., etc. :—Soph, uses the

heterocl. forms,-,~ (as if from^).
—Adj., , ov, II., Aesch.,, Ep. for , 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of =, aor. 2 opt. of

.

, Ep. for /ca, aor. 1 of.,, Dor. for,.,,, (,) a house, Horn., Trag. : part of a
house, the chief room, hall, Horn. :—hence in pL for

a single house, Od., Trag. II. a house, house-
hold, family , Aesch., Soph., , Dim. of, Ar. II. a chamber,
bed-chamber, Plat.,, fern. Adj. of the house, Aesch.-', f. 4\, {) to ruin the house,

Aesch., f., to build: Med. to cause to be built, Anth., , Dor. for., Ep. for€, pi. aor. 2 subj. of., Ion. -, , a gift, present, esp. a free gift,

bounty, Lat. beneficium, Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. acc.

as Adv., as a free gift, freely, Lat. gratis,

Hdt. 2. to no purpose, in vain, N.T., f.<{) to give, present, Hes., Pind. :

—

Pass., aor. 1, to be given or presented, Hdt.;
of persons, to be presented with a thing, Soph. II.

also as Dep., II. ;& to present a thing*

to one, Lat. donare aliquid alicui, Hdt., Aesch., etc.

;

also, . to present one with a thing, Lat.

donare aliquem aliquo, Id. ; . to make him
presents, Hdt. Hence,, , that which is given, a gift, present,

Hdt., Trag. ; and,, , a giver, Anth. ; and, 6v, of persons, open to gifts or presents,

II. II. of things, freely given, Soph., Plut., =, Anacreont., eois, , a Dorian, descendant of Dorus : pi., Att. -rjs, 01, the Dorians, Od., Hdt., etc., Dor.-, f. , to imitate the Dorians in

life, dialect, or music, to speak Doric Greek, Theocr., , , Doric, Hdt., Trag., etc., a, ov, and os, ov, Dorian, Pind., Arist., , , fern. Adj. Dorian, Hdt., Thuc. :

hence, 1. , the Dorian island, i. e.

Peloponnesus, Pind., Soph. 2. (with or without 777)

Doris, in Northern Greece, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 3. .
a, Dorian damsel, Eur., Dor. for.

[t], Adv. in Dorian fashion : . the

Dorian mode or measure in music, Plat., etc., f. ",{) to accept as a present,.

esp. to take as a bribe,-, Hdt., Plat. 2.

absol. to take bribes, Hdt., Ar. II. Pass., 1. of

persons, to have a bribe given one, epova
Dem. 2. of the bribe, the bribes

received, Aeschin. Hence



<0>$ — ''., aros, , acceptance of a bribe, corrup-

tion, Dem. ; and, , a taking of bribes, openness to bribery,

Oratt., Adv. in bribe-fashion, Ar., with a play

on. From-, ov, () taking presents or bribes,

Plat., Dem.-,, , a giver of presents, a giver, Anth., , (-) « gtft> Present, Horn. : a votive

gift, II. :— the gifts of, i. e. given by, him,

Horn. ; ', i. e. personal

charms, II. ; c. gen. rei, . the blessing of sleep,

lb. 2., presents given by way of bribe, Dem.,
etc. ; to convict him of receiving

presents, Ar. II. the breadth of the hand, the

palm, as a measure of length ; v..- [], ov, (*) greedy ofpresents, Hes., f. <>, to bring presents, Plat. : to

give as presents or bribes, Ar. From-, ov, () bringing presents, Pind., Anth., Dor. for, Theocr., , Lat. 5, =, only in nom., Hes.-, ov, () giving oneself up to justice,

abiding by the law, Hdt., ovtos, , f. part, of, always going to give :

as a name of Antigonus , Promiser, Plut., rjpos, ,(-) a giver, Od., Hes. :—so,
, , Hes., to receive or collect presents, Hdt. From

[], , (-) a gift, present, Horn., Hdt.,, , (-) Giver, a Nereid, II., Hes., opos, , =), Od., h. Horn.

E.

e, fifth letter of the Gr. alphabet : as numeral e'=
and, but ,e = 5000. The ancients called

this vowel e? (as they called , ). When in the

archonship of Euclides (b. c. 403) the Athenians

adopted long e ( ) from the Samian alphabet, the

Gramm. gave to short e the name of e, i. e. e

without the aspirate, because had been used for the

aspirate.

In Ion., e sometimes stood for ,
for , and in contr.

Verbs in -, as .
I , or t i , an exclamation, woe ! woe ! Aesch., etc.

e, Lat. se, v. sub , sui.

cd, exclam. of surprise or displeasure, ha I oho ! Lat.
vah I esp. before a question, , ; Aesch.;
ea, . . ; Eur.

ea, Ion. for *, impf. of (sum).
la, Ion. for , 3 sing. impf. of. II. ea, Ep.
eda, 3 sing. pres.

[], pf. (with pres. signf.) of :— [],
aor. 2 pass.

*, part,, pf. of :—, aor. 2.

or [], aor. 2 pass, of.
[], pf. of :—, aor. 2.

eav [o], Conjunct, compounded of ei &v, also contracted
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into and av, if haply, if, followed by subj. (whereas
el is foil, by indie, or opt.), Ep. et kc, at . II.

in . . eav is used just like the adverb &v after rela-

tive Pronouns and Conjunctions, as os whosoever,' idv, £,' idv, etc., Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. of.
edvos, , , () ft for wearing, with

linen good for wear, i. e. fine and white, II. ;

a fine, light veil, lb. ; edvod tin beat

out and so made fit for wear, lb. II. as Subst.,, , a fine robe, fit for the wear of goddesses and
great ladies, Horn., Ep. for, aor. 1 of &·.",,, later Ep. etap, ; contr.,) :

—

Lat. ver, spring, in time of early

spring, Od. ; at the beginning of spring,

Hdt. ; e'| Soph. :—metaph. of the

prime or flower of anything, Hdt., etc. j to

look fresh and bright, Theocr. ;^ , i. e. the

first down on a youth's face, Anth. Hence, f. Att. , to pass the spring, Xen., , , Ep. ; in other Poets, :

—

Lat. vernus, of spring, spring-time, II.,

etc. :—neut., -, as Adv., in spring-time,
Eur. ; ,, of the swallow, Ar.-, is,() flourishing in spring, Mosch., Ion. 2 sing. impf. of (sum). II. las,

2 sing, of., Ep. for, 3 pi. of (sum)., Ion. and Ep. impf. of., Dor. part. fern, of (sum).,, Ion. for,, 3 pi. pres. and impf.

of $., Ion. 2 pi. impf. of (sum).', , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be suffered, Hdt.,
Eur. 2., one must stiffer, Id., Plat.e-, , , dat., fj, , acc., , : pi.,, - : Ion., etc. : Att.

contr., etc. :—reflex. Pron. of 3rd pers., Lat.

sui, sibi, se, of himself, herself, itself, etc. ; first in

Hdt. and Att.; Horn, has , , I— ' itself by itself, absolutely, Plat. ; so' Thuc. ;
' Plat. ;

—

'
of himself, Thuc, etc. ; , , Lat.

sui compos

:

— 5

at his own house, Xen. ;

often with Comp. and Sup.,^
they surpassed themselves, Hdt. ;, i. e. continually richer, Thuc. II. in Att., sometimes for 1st or 2nd pers., Aesch., Soph., prob. Ep. for, aor. 1 pass, of, eV\ upon him his shield was fastened

upon or clung to him, i. e. they fell together, II., Ep. , Ep. 2 and 3 sing,, , inf. :

—impf.,, a, Ion. and Ep., or:
—f . [d] :—aor. 1 , Ep. :—pf.' :

—Pass., f. in pass, sense, aor. 1

:

pf. , :
—to let, suffer, allow, permit, Lat.

sinere, c. acc. pers. et inf., Horn., Att. :—Pass, to be

given up, Soph. 2. not to stiffer, and

then to forbid, hinder, prevent, c. acc. et inf., Horn.,

etc. : often an inf. may be supplied,

will not allow thee [to do] this, Soph. II. to let
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alone, let be, c. ace, Horn., etc. ;—absol., let

be, Aesch. :—Pass., ' Soph. 2. in

same sense, c. inf., we will have
done with stealing-, II. ; 6ebs rb , rb

5
ecure:

[sc.] he will give one thing, the other he will let

alone, Od. ; v. fin.( [d], Ep. for, gen. pi. of ivs.,, aor. 2 of., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-, , , ) name of Apollo, to whom
the Spartans sacrificed onthe jth ofevery month, Aesch., a, ov, on the seventh day, Thuc, Xen., ados, , the number seven or a number of
seven, Anth. II. a period of seven days, a week,
Arist. : also of seven years, a septenary, Id., ov, —, the seventh, II., , at, , ^) indecl. seventy,

Hdt., etc.-, , 6, Jtos) seventy years old:

fern,-, Luc., , ov, () seventh, Lat. septimus, Horn.,

etc. ; the seventh day, Hdt.", , the ebony-tree, ebony, Hdt., Theocr., aor. 2 of., aor. 1 (in causal sense) of., Ep. for -aro, 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of., aor. 2 of., Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 1 of., Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of.-,, aor. 1 and 2 of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 pass, of.', , a Hebrew, . . :—Adj., , ov,

with fern. ',, Hebrew, lb. :—Adv.,
in the Hebrew tongue, lb.,, 3 sing. aor. 2 of*.
, for in compos, before .-, , ov, and -, /»··, \., in or of
the land, native, La*, i.iatgena, Aesch. II. of

property,/;: Ir.::?
1
consisting ofland, Dem., etc. III.

in or of the earth, Plat,-', Ep. pf. of·.-, 3 pi. aor. 1 subj. in causal sense (no

pres.- being found , ,-
lest the flies breed maggots in [the wounds],

II.-, ov, {, ) v.., , , a mocker, scorner, Eur. From-, f. [], to laugh at, mock, Lat. irri-

dere, Soph., Eur. ; tivos Soph,-, , (yi-) inborn, native, Lat. indigena,
Hdt., Att. ; gods of the race or country,

Aesch. 2. born of the same race, kindred, Soph. :

—Adv. -, like kinsmen, Id. II. of qualities,

inborn, innate, Trag., 6, a comfort for old age, Plut. From-, f. [d], to grow old in one, decay,

Thuc.-, Ion. and later- [r] : f. --
: 3 pi. Ep. pf. : Dep. :

—

to be bom or

bred in a place, c. dat., Horn., Hdt. 2. of quali-

ties, to be inborn, innate, Id., Eur. 3. of events

.
and the like, to happen in or among, Hdt. II.

to come in, intervene, pass, of Time, Id., Thuc. III., impers., it is allowed or possible, c inf.,

Hdt., Att.

[], ov,,,,. and Sup. Adj., from
Adv., nearer, nearest : neut.,,
as Adv., Dem., etc.-, only in pres. () to have a sweet
taste, Hdt.- [], f. , to cut in, carve, Hdt.--, opos, , , one who lives by his

tongue, Ar.--', to talk loudly of, Ar.-, , , a grandson, granddaughter, Plut., , a registering, registration, Dem. From- [d], f. , to mark in or on, to paint on,

Hdt. II. to inscribe, write in or on, Id. :—Pass.,^^ having something written on it,

Soph. ; so Virg. fores inscripti nomina. 2. to

enter in the public register,. Tbv '
Dem. :—Pass., Id. 3.

to enter on the jtedge' s list, to indict, Ar., Dem.-, f. , {) properly, to put into the

palm of the hand, put into one's hand, Horn,, f. : aor. 1 :—Med., f.- :

—the forms-,·,- (as if the

Verb were a compd. with Prep, or ) are erroneous :()

:

—to give or hand over as a pledge, Lat.

spondere, and in Med. to have a thing pledged to

one, accept as a surety, Od., Plat. 2. of a father

to give his daughter in marriage, to plight, betroth,

Hdt., Eur. :—Med. to have a woman betrothed to one,

Dem. II. Med. also to pledge oneself, give security,

Plat., etc. : c. acc. et inf. f. to promise or engage that

. . , Ar., Xen. 2. c. acc. rei, to answer for, Dem.-, not, , Jv,-) a pledge put into

the hand: surety, security, Lat. vadimonium, Od., Att., , ,() betrothed, Isaeus., , , () one who gives security

a

surety, Hdt., Att., , ov,() of a wife, wedded, Dem.
[], Adv. () from nigh at hand, II.,

Att. 2. with Verbs of rest, hard by, nigh at hand,
Horn. 3. c. dat., hard by him, II.

;

also c. gen., Ib.

[], Adv. hard by, near, c. gen., II. ; also c.

dat., Ib. II. of Time, nigh at hand, Ib.-, f., to exercise a person in a thing, c.

dat., Luc:—Med. to practise oneself in, Plut.', ov, () giving security, Theogn., Xen.

[], Adv. : Comp., Sup. or- ; also, : I. of Place, near,

nigh, at hand, Horn. ; c. gen. hard by, near to, Id.,

Soph. ; also c. dat., Eur. II. of Time, nigh at

hand, Horn., Xen. III. of Numbers, etc., nearly,

Thuc, Xen. ; ohV i. e. not by a great deal,

nothing like it, Plat., Dem. ; very
nearly dead, Plat. IV. of Relationship, akin to,

Aesch., Plat. i^From the same Root as, cf. &y~,.), , ov, Sup. Adj., — iyy ,
Thuc.
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4-, ,() forming an angle, esp. a right

angle, iyydvioi cut square, Thuc., Ep. for, aor. of.
(Root): Ep. impf.:—f.: aor., Ep. : pf . :—Pass., f . --
: aor. , Ep. 3 pi. :—pf .-

:—Ep. aor. 2, 3 sing-

,, imper.,
inf.:—intr. pf

.

(as pres.): plqpf.-- (as impf.), Ep.3., 2 pi. imper., inf. : I. Act. awaken,
wake up, rouse, II., Trag. 2. rouse, stir up,"- to stir the fight, II., etc. 3. to raise

from the dead, N.T.; or from a sick bed, lb. 4.

to raise or erect a building, lb. II. Pass., with

pf. act., to awake, Od., Hdt., etc. : in aor. 2

also to keep watch or -vigil, II. :—in pf. to be awake,
Horn., Att. 2. to rouse or stir oneself, be excited

by passion, Hes., Thuc., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-,, , , laughter-stirring, Anth.-'9, , exciting the theatre, Anth.-, , 6, fern,-, battle-stirring, Anth., , from which one wakes, iy., opp.

to the sleep of death, Theocr. From, ews, , a waking from sleep, Plat. :

—

awaking
from death, . T.-, is, () light-stirring, iy. the

flint, Anth., verb. Adj. of, ow£ must raise, Eur.

[],() Adv. eagerly, busily, Soph. : wake-
fully, Eur., ·?}, oV, () waking, stirring, tivos Plat., pf. pass, of,, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-', f.-, Dep. szi or settle oneself
in a place, ds Ar. :

—

to encamp in a place, Thuc.-, f., to pass one's youth in, Eur.-, Dep. to sit in or on, Xen. : /iV in
ambush, Ar.-, f. < [], to erect or set up in, Eur.-, Ion.-, f. Att. , to seat in or upon,
Plat. :—so in aor. 1 med., vabv founded
a temple there, Eur. II. Med. to take one's seat
on, Hdt.-, f.-, to let down : to send in as a
garrison, Plut.-, f.-, to place or establish in
a place, as king or chief, Eur., Thuc. : to place as a
garrison in a place, Dem. II. Pass., with aor. 2,

pf . and plqpf. act., to be established in a place, Thuc.-, to look closely into, Plut. II. to re-

mark something in a person or thing, Id.-, f. Att., Med. to run into har-
bour, come to anchor, Thuc.-, f. , to riot or revel in a thing, Eur., , () a feast of renovation, esp. that
established by Judas Mace, at the re-consecration of
the Temple, . T.-, f., to renovate, consecrate:—Pass., . T.

I-, f.-, to burn or heat in fire, Eur. II.
to make a fire in a place, Plut.-, f.,() to lose heart, grow weary, N.T.

. 22 1

-,', f .- : pf .- :

—

to call in a debt,.

Xen., etc. II. to bring a charge against a person,

to bring a charge of murder
against one, Soph., Plat. :

—

to accuse, Thuc.,.

etc. :

—

. to bring as a charge, Soph., Thuc.-, Pass, to take pride or pleasure in a
thing, c. dat., Plut. Hence, , an ornament, decoration, Thuc., , a covering, wrapping up, Ar. From--, f ., to veil hi a thing, to wrap up, Ar. :

—Pass, to be veiled or enwrapt, Id., Xen. II.

Med. to hide oneself, hide one's face, Ar., etc.; of

persons at the point of death, Xen., Plat. ; as a mark
of shame, Id., f. , to bend in, bend, Xen.-, f . , to pour in wine, Eur., Ar.-, Dep. to make a sound in a thing, iyK.

to blow on a conch, Theocr.-, f. : pf .- :

—

to gulp in greedily,.

snap up, Ar.-, , (,) the brain, Anth.-, , containingfruit, Soph,-,,,(\.·) athwart , oblique,Thuc.-, f. <, to persevere or persist in a thing,

c. dat., Thuc, Xen. 2. c. acc. to await stedfastlyy
Eur. 3. absol. to hold out, remain firm, Plut., , dat., (iv) the inwards, entrails,

bowels, Lat. intestina, Horn,-, f., to grow old in, iv:
Plut.-, f.-, to bind fast in, Plat,-, aor. 2-, sink beneath,voaaiv Anth..-, f.-, to adapt to, Soph,-, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of.-, f.-, to burn in, Luc.-, Pass, to lie in, c. dat., Theogn. 2.

to lie in bed, sleep, Ar.- [], f.-, to put to bed in a place,.

Ar. :—Pass, to lie down in, Id.-, Pass, to lie down to sleep in a

place, Hdt.-, f. *, to hammer in : iyK. rots

to tread a measure among the mystae, Ar.-, f.-, to catch in a place, to

hem in, Thuc. ; iyK. opKois to trammel by oaths,

Aeschin.-, f. , to build in : Pass., 3 pi. aor. 2

were built into the wall, Thuc. II.

to count among, Luc. : to enlist soldiers, Anth.-, f. , to leave behind, Hes., Thuc.,.

etc. 2. to leave in the lurch, Id., etc. 3. to

leave out, omit, Hdt. II. Pass, to be left behind
in a race, Id.-, , , a being caught in a place, a

being hemmed in, interception, Thuc.
1-, Dep. to reckon in or among, Isae.-, Pass, to be mixed in or with, c. dat.,

Isocr.-, f . -, to thrust firmly in or intot
c. dat., Od.-, poet. aor. 2, to fall in or

upon, c. dat., Anth.



222 €7\€-', f.-, to interweave, entwine, Xen.-, f. >, to sew in, Xen.-, f . , to fall upon, like lightning-

: of

epidemics, to break out among, Thuc. II. trans.

to hurl down among or upon, properly of a thunder-

bolt, Aesch., Soph.--, f .-, to disperse in or among,Plut.-, f., to implant as a principle

in, Plut.-, f. , to slaughter in a place, Plut.-,.-, to cut up among a. number, Plat.-, Med., (Ep.

aor. 2 imper.) put the band upon or round thy waist,

II. ; & stored up, devised mis-

chief in his heart, Od. ; krj

designed the belt by his art, lb.-, f. -, to pour in besides, Anth.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 imper. of-
:—, 3 sing, indie.-, f. , to scoff at,' Aesch.-, f., to dwell in a place, Hdt.-', f ., to build in a place, Thuc. II.

to immure, Aeschin., v..,,,() a sorefrom burning, Luc.-, f .- : used as Pass, of : I.

to lie in, be wrapped in clothes, II., Hdt. 2. -
to be involved in a thing, Eur. II.

to press upon, of troops pressing upon the enemy,
Thuc. :—with an Adj. or Adv., was
very urgent, Hdt. ; he insists much
upon a thing, c. dat., Dem. 2. to be devoted to one,

Theocr.-, only in pf. pass, part., with
shorn head, Eur.-', pf. pass, of.-, pf. pass, of.

or-,, an encouragement, Xen. ; and', ov, urged on, bidden, commanded, Xen.
From-, f. , to urge on, cheer on, Aesch. ; c. dat.,

Xen. ; to sound a charge, Plut.-,, ,() a sting, Ar. : a goad, Xen.- or -, f.- [], to mix in, mix,
esp. wine, II. :—Med. to mix for oneself ; metaph. to

concoct, Hdt.-', f., to abuse, mock at, Eur.-'5> ,{) that which is within the head,
the brain, Horn., etc. II. the edible pith of

young palm-shoots, Xen.-', pf. part. pass, of.-, f. , to play the harp among, h. Horn.-, Ion. -, Att. -' : f. -, Ion.- :
—to shut in, close gates, Hdt., Plat. II.

to shut or confine within : Pass., /
(for ), Soph. ;*-

Id. 2. generally to confine, -
Id. III. Med. to shut oneself tip in, Xen., , ,() an accusation, charge,
complaint, Soph., etc.; tivos =-, Thuc. ; Id. Hence, , , litigious, Arist.

—€<€.-, ov, having a lot or share in a thing, c. gen.,

Soph. ; to have an equal share
with another, Id. 2. having a share of an in-

heritance, an heir, heiress, Eur. 3. -qpos a
marriage which brings wealth, Id. ; . land

possessed as an inheritance, Id., Att. for., Adv. leaning, bent down, h. Horn. From- [] : f.- : pf. pass,- :
—to bend

in or inwards, Xen. 2. Pass, to lean on, rest or

weigh upon one, Id. ; metaph.,

labour lies upon you, II. 3. to

turn one's back towards another, Eur. II. intr.

to give way, flee, Lat. inclinari, Xen., etc. 2.

to decline, become worse, Plut.-, f., to hollow or scoop out, Hdt.-, ov, sinking in hollows, hollow, Plat.-, f. , to lull to sleep in a place, Anth.--, Pass, to be luxurious as Coesyra (a

woman of the Alcmaeonid family), Ar.-, aoos, , () servingfor a bed, Anth.-, f. , to cut or carve upon stone, Hdt.-, to fall heavily upon, or to gulp down,
swallow up, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, f. , to form a bay, Strab.-, Med. to bind a thing on oneself, gird
oneself, . T.-', f., to be quick and active, make haste,

hasten, Horn., Soph., etc.-, Med. () to sprinkle sand over one-

self before wrestling, Xen.,, , a tool for cutting stone, chisel, Luc.

;

and, , a hindrance, . T. ; and, ov, wearied, Anth. From-, f. >, to hinder, thwart, . T.-', f .,() to wrap up in coverlets :

Pass., Ar.-', f., to arrange in a place, c. dat., Od.-', f., to be indignant at, Aesch.-, ov, bearing a grudge,, spiteful, malignant,
Aesch. II. as Subst., a grudge,

to bear a grudge against one, Hdt.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to cry aloud
at one, Ar. ; eVt Thuc., , mastery over a person or thing, .

self-control, Plat. II. absol. self-control,

Lat. continentia, Xen. From-, es, ^) in possession of power,
Soph. II. holding fast, stout, strong, Aesch.,

Soph. III. c. gen. rei, having possession of a
thing, master of it, Lat. compos rei, Hdt., Soph. ; vabs

the sheet that controls the ship, Id.

;

master of oneself, Plat. IV. Adv.
-, with a strong hand, by force, Thuc.- [t], f. -, to reckon in or among,
Eur. II. to admit as elected,

Dem. : generally, to admit, accept, Plat. Hence,, , admission to the contest, Luc. ; and', verb. Adj. one must admit, Plat.-', f., to strike on the ground, to beat time,

Theocr. :—Med. to dash one against the other, Eur.



-, f ., to knock or hammer in, Ar. : to strike,

Anth. II. to dance, Ar.-, f. : aor. -:

—

to hide or conceal

in a place, c. dat., Od. 2. to keep concealed, Ar.-,() intr. jfo oneself hidden, act

underhand, Ar.-, , () a loaf baked in the

ashes, Luc.-, f., Dep. ft? acquire possessions in a

foreign country, Hdt., Dem. Hence,, , land held in a district by a person

not belonging to it, Dem. ; and-, Dor., ews, , tenure of land in a
place by a stranger, Xen. :

—

the right of holding such
land, granted to foreigners, Decret. ap. Dem.-, f. 4], to mix up in, Ar.-, Pass, to rotate in the sockets : metaph.
to turn in, Ar.

«-, ov,() circular, rounded, round, Eur.,

Aeschin. II. revolving in a cycle, periodical,

Dem. :

—

ordinary, Lat. quotidianus, Isocr., etc.-, f. , to move round in a circle,

Eur. II. Pass, to encircle,) 4 tis-
a voice has echoed around me, Ar. III.

Med. to roam about a place, c. ace, Plut. Hence«,, , a surrounding, Strab.«-, f.- [], to roll up in: metaph. in

Pass, to be involved in, Xen.-, ov, gen. ovos,( II) pregnant, Xen.; iy-4 big with arms, of the Trojan horse,

Eur.-, ov, (wa))=ioreg., Hdt.«-, f., to stoop down and peep in, Plat. ; ey/c.

to look closely into, Hdt. :—absol.,

stooping to the ground, Ar., Thuc.-', f. -], — iyp, Hdt.- [y], f .- : aor. -4 :

—

to fall in
with, light upon, meet with, c. dat., II., Hes., Hdt., impf .- : f .- and- :

pf. : (the augmented tenses are formed as

if the Verb were a compound of iv and, not a
deriv. from i'/) :— praise, laud, extol one,

/t for a thing, Plat. :—Pass, to be praised, Hdt.-, ov,() in or of the same village, native,

Hes. II. () of or belonging to a Bacchic
revel, in which the victor was led home in procession

with music and dancing :—hence 2. i-, ,
a song in honour of a conqueror, a#i eulogy, Ar., Plat.,, pf. act. and pass, of^-^., aor. 2 of '-'.

[], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 act. of.-, ov, rousing the din of war, Hes.-, , , () rousing the fight, Soph.,, 2 and 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, ov, stirring up to revelry, Anth.,, -,-, pf. forms of., Ep. part., as if from a pres.,
(=^), watching, waking, Od.

[],() Adv. awake, watching, II.-,() to be awake or watchful, Horn., later form of
; imper..

— eyxog. 223, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass. opt. of :—-
part.*, v. sub.-,, f., to put a bit in the mouth of a

horse, c. ace, Babr. :—Pass, of horses, to have the bit

in their mouths, Hdt., Xen.-, ov, in or with brass : moneyed, rich, Anth.-), 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of iy- :—--, fut.-, f. -, to engrave upon a thing, Plut.-, f.- : aor. 2 inf. (as if from*) :

—

to gape, Luc. II. to grin or scoff

at one, c. dat., Ar.-, f.-4 or- : pf.4:—Lat. in-

cacare, Ar. : c. acc. to be in a horrid fright at one,

,

Id
'

,, , Ep. form of, a spear, lance, Horn. ;

gen. pi., dat..
-€), Ep. for-, 3 sing. pres. subj. of -4.-, f. ], () to put one's hand in or to a
thing, to attempt it, c. dat. rei, Eur., Thuc. ; c. inf.,

Xen., etc. : absol. to make an attempt or beginning,
Soph., Thuc. 2. to lay hands on, attack, assail,

Id., Xen. Hence,, , an undertaking, attempt, Soph.,

Plat., etc. ; and, , , a taking in hand, undertaking,
Thuc, Plut. ; and', verb. Adj. one must undertake, Xen.; and

^YX€lPTriis> °v> °} an undertaker, an adventurer, Ar. ;

and, , , enterprising, adventurous, Xen.-, ov, (iv,) in the hand, Aesch. II.

as Subst.,,, a hand-knife, dagger, Hdt.-, f . Att. - : pf.- :

—

to put into

one's hands, entrust, or Hdt., Thuc, etc.

:

—Pass., to be entrusted with a thing,

Luc. II. Med. to take in hand, encounter,-
Thuc.--, ov, put into one's hands, Hdt.', a, ov, of an eel, ^sub. 4) eel's

flesh, Ar.

or', , rarely , gen. or : pi.4,- or -, gen. -4 or -, dat.- or- : (v. 4) :

—

an eel, Lat. anguilla, II., Ar., etc.-, , () eel-faced, Luc.-, ov, eager with the spear, Horn. (The
deriv. of- is uncertain, cf. -,-.)-, ov, () wielding the spear, II.-' : f .- : aor. 1 ^-, Ep. 4-4, Ep. 3 sing,

subj. 4"4, Ep. iyxeirj : pf. pass.-4 :

—

to pour
in,4 iyx. Od. ; divov is Hdt. ; iy-

alone, to pour in wine, to fill the cup, Xen., etc. :

—Med. to fill one's cup, Ar. 2. of dry things, to

pour in, shoot in, Od. II. with acc of the cup,

to fill by pouring in, Xen. III. iyx<eiv ,
i. e. to fill the (q. v.), Dem.-, ov, in or of the country, Anth.', , a spear, lance, often in Horn., consisting of

two parts, and, head and shaft, II. II.

any weapon, a sword, Soph., Eur. :—metaph.,

lyxos Soph. (Prob. akin to Root AK, in, .^



2 24 €*, , the plant alkanet, the root of which yields

a red dye, Xen. (Deriv. unknown.)- and-, like-, to dash against,

Lat. impingere, Hdt. :—pf. part, pass., -
(sc.) there were wars urged on, Id.-, Dep. to expectorate, Luc.-, to have need : necessaries, Luc.- or- : aor.- :—Pass., aor.

:

—

to bring near to, [re] iy-

so as almost to touch the post, II. ; iyxp-

rfi yrj to bring the boat close to land, Hdt. II.

intr. to come near, approach, Soph. :—so in Pass.,

II. ; the

point driven to the very bone, lb. ;' {i.e. ,)
dashed against his shield, lb., ov, rubbed in as an ointment, Theocr. From- [t], f. , to rub, anoint, with a thing-,

Anth. II. to sting, prick, Plat.-, f. Att. , to be long about a thing, to

delay, Thuc. :—Pass, to beco?ne chronic, Plat.-, pf ., Pass, to be engrained :

—metaph. to be amalgamated with, c. dat., Arist.-, late form of^, Luc.-, f. , to expose children in an earthen-

ware vessel : hence, to make an end of, Ar.-', f., to give room for doing- a thing-

, to

allow, permit, Hdt., Xen. :

—

, impers. it is

possible or allowable, c. dat. pers. et inf., Plat., Xen.,

etc. : absol., iy there is yet time, Plat.-, ov, and , ov, () in or of the country,

Hdt., Att. 2. as Subst. a dweller in the land,

inhabitant, Soph., Eur. 3. - as Adv.
according to the custom of the country, Thuc.-, ov, () — foreg., Soph.', Ep. before vowels, pron. of the first person;

Lat. ego, I

:

—strengthd., Lat. equidem, I at

least, for my part,for myself, Horn., Att.; Dor.,
Ar. : Boeot., Id. II. a Root ME

appears in the oblique cases, viz. Gen., enclit.,
Ion. and Ep.,,, Ep. also:—Dat.,
enclit. , Dor. ', Acc. , enclit. . III.

Dual, nom. and acc. ', Ion. and Ep. (cf. Lat.

nos), gen. and dat., Ep.. IV. PI., nom.

; Aeol. ', Dor. :—Gen.,, Ion.-, Ep. ', Dor. :—Dat. , in Att.

Poets also () or; Aeol. and Dor.,
&, Dor. also :—Acc. ", Ion. ]$ ; Aeol., Dor. .,, crasis for , .,,, dialectic forms of ',., aor. 2 of *.', aor. of., aor. 2 of.

[], Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.,, \, , () eatable :, T0,food, Aesch., , , (prob. from,-) sweet, delicious,11.

[], aor. 2 pass, of., metath. form of, aor. 2 of., aor. med. of., f. Att. , to dash to the groimd, N.T. From, eos, , (prob. from same Root as o5os,)
the bottom, foundation, base of anything-, Thuc.

;

— eSpa.

the bottom, hold of a ship, Od. ; .-
Xen. 2. the ground-floor, pavement,

Hdt. ; els to rase to the ground,
Thuc. 3. ground, soil, land, Aeschin., Dem., Ep. for, aor. of.', Ep. sync. aor. 2 of.', Ion. for-, 3 pi. plqpf . pass, of to bind., Ion. for, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., aor. of to want.', aor. pass, of to bind., , () a seat, abode, Aesch., aor. of.,-, Ep. and 3 pi. plqpf. of., 3 sing. Ep. sync. aor. 2 of.,, , () meat: pi. meats, Batr., Plat.', verb. Adj. of, one must eat, Plat., ov, , () an eater, Hdt., , , () eatable : eaten, consumed, Soph., pf. pass, of :, pf. act., 3 sing-, pf. pass, of., pf. part, of., vos, , meat, food, () Horn., aor. 1 pass, of., pf. of., Ep. for, inf. of., aor. 1 pass, of., =, Eur., , (prob. from , -) mostly in pi., Ep., a wedding-gift, presented by the

suitor to the bride or her parents () being- the

bride's portion), Horn., Aesch. II. of wedding-
gifts made to the bride by those of her own household,

Od., Eur., f.,() to promise for wedding-presents r

to betroth one's daughter, Theocr. :—so in Med.,
Od. II. in Med. also, to marry, Anth. Hence, Ep. -, ov, 6, a betrother, II., Dor. for, pi. impf. of., f . of and., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., aor. 1 of., eos, ,() a sitting-place : 1. a seat,

chair, stool, bench, II. 2. a seat, abode, dwelling-

place, Horn., etc. :

—

a temple, Plat., Xen., etc. 3.

a foundation, base, Hes., Anth. II. the act of
sitting, 'tis no time to sit still, II., f. of., Ep. and Ion., : () : I. a sitting-

place : 1. a seat, chair, stool, bench, Horn.:

a seat of honour, II., Xen. 2. a seat, of the

gods, a sanctuary, temple, Pind., Trag. 3.

the seat or place of anything, Hdt. ; /jas out of

its right place, Eur. :

—

a foundation, base, Plut. 4.' the back of the horse, on which the

rider sits, Xen. 5. are the quarters of the

sky in which omens appear, Aesch., Eur. II. a

sitting, Aesch., Soph. : of a position,-
kneeling, Eur. 2. a sitting still, inactivity, delay,

Hdt., Thuc. ; - 'tis not the season for
sitting still, Soph. 3. the sitting of a council,

Id. III. the seat, breech, fundament, Hdt.

Hence



eOev. 22, f., to make to sit, place, Anth., poet, for, aor. 2 of., a, ov, and os, ov, () sitting, sedentary

,

Xen., Plat. 2. the horse's back on which
the rider sits, Eur. II. sitting fast, steady,

steadfast, Id., Plat. Hence, aros, , a foundation, base, . T., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of :—e'Spdv, 3 pi.', , poet, form of, a seat, abode, Aesch.,

Soph. II. a stay, support, of an anchor, Anth., , Ep. and Ion. for.', Ion. for, aor. 1 of., to seat or set

:

—Pass, to sit, in Ep. forms 3 pi.

pres. and impf.,, Horn., Hes. ;

inf., Id. II. intr. in Act. to sit, Theocr.-, , (,) a wrestler who throws
his adversary by a cross-buttock, Theocr., aor. 2 of :·—also Ep. 3 pi. for., Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. of.", old Ep. pres. for Att.- (q. v.), Ep. inf.-

: impf. , Ion. 3 sing-, : f. : pf.

part, :—Pass.', pf. —to eat, Horn.:
of beasts, to eat, devour, Id. ; of worms, to gnaw,
Id. II. to eat up, devour, consume,,

Od. : also,< lb. Hence, , food, meat, victuals, Horn., Plat. 2.

fodder for cattle, II. 3. a bait for fish, Theocr., ov, in Hdt. , ov, eatable, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :, , eatables, provisions, Thuc., aor. 1 of., , () a seat, mostly in pi., abodes, Aesch.,

Soph. II. in a ship, are the rowing-
benches, or rather a half-deck, Hdt., Soph., Eur.

, poet, for e, him, acc. of ov., Ep. for :,-, Ep. for -.,,,, Ep. for-., Ep. for', impf. of.,, Ep. for,, qq. ., Ep. for ., -, Ep. aor. of (.* ) :—part,., 3 sing-

- Ep. aor. of {ibo) :,
2 dual.,, Ep. for,., Ep. 1 pi. pf. pass, of : part,'., Ep. for., Ep. aor. 1 inf. of.,,', ', ', Ep. for

dpy-.', Ep. pf. pass. part, of.
'-,, Ep. for,., Ep. 3. sing-, plqpf. pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of '.', Ep. 3 sing. aor. med. of., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. pass, of*., aor. 1 pass, of*.

(Root ) : impf. and aor. 2 : aor. 1

pass, :
—to seat oneself, sit, ,, Horn. ; eVt they

sank to the earth, of a pair of scales, II. :—cf-. II. there is no act. pres.,, to set, place ;

though, as if from it, we have trans, tenses, med., f. med., pf. pass,; v.., pf. pass, of., fern, of kos, his.

, exclam., like or .
, Ion. for rj, 3 sing. subj. of (sum)., Ep. for i)v, 3 sing. impf. of (sum)., Ep. for, impf. of., gen. masc. of ivs., Ep. for t)s, gen. fem. of '6s, who ;—but, gen. of

os, his., 2 sing. Ep. for i)s, 2 sing. impf. of (sum)., Ep. for , 3 sing. pres. subj. of (sum).,, aor. 2 of., aSos, 6, , () customary, accustomed to a
thing, c. gen., Thuc, Plut.', , hair, used by Horn, in pi., either of a horse's

mane, or of the horsehair crest on helmets :—later in

sing, and pi. of the hair of the head, Aesch., Eur.,

etc. ; of a lion's mane, Theocr. Hence, f ., to have long hair, Theocr., once in Horn., to tend, take care of a field.

(Deriv. unkno\vn.), , () willing, voluntary, Hes.', Ep. for, 2 sing. subj. of., i), willing slavery, Plat. From-, ov, a willing slave, Plat.-~, r), will-worship, . T., f . ), to be slack in duty, play the coward
Purposely, Hdt. From-, ov, wilfully bad or coviardly., () Adv. voluntarily, Thuc.,() Adv. voluntarily , Hdt., rjpos, , () a volunteer, Od., ov, 6, later form of foreg., Hdt., Thuc, etc, Adv., =, Thuc-, ov, willing to work, Xen.-|, ov, one who voluntarily charges him-
self with the office of (q. v.), Thuc.-, , (*) willing to work, Xen., , ov, () voluntary, Xen. II.

of things, optional, matter offree choice, Id.'' or, Ep. subj . :—impf., Ep.

also, Ion. :—f.) and :

aor. 1, Ep. :—pf .
:

—

to will,

wish, purpose ; c. acc. et inf. to wish that . . , c. inf.

to wish to do, Horn., Att. ; c. acc, inf. being omitted,

(sc.) Aesch. 2. with a negat.,

almost =, they cared not

to make a stand, i. e. they were unable, II. II.

of things, 1. much like, merely to express

a future event, el Tvpavvis if the

monarchy will revert, Hdt. 2. to be wont or

accustomed, c. inf., Id., Thuc. 3. to mean, pur-

port, > eVos; Lat. quid sibi vult ? French

que veut-il dire ? Hdt., etc', aor. 1 pass, of., poet. gen. for , , his, her, of him, of her.

Q



2 20 eOevro, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of-.,,, Ion. for,,, 3 sing. , 1 and 3 pi. of., Ion. for, 3 pi. aor. I of., aor. 1 of-.-', (e0os,) to gather customarily, Anth., aor. 1 pass, of' :—but II. , aor. 2 act.

of., aor. 2 of., f. Att. : aor. 1 : pf. : Pass.,

aor. 1 : pf . : {):—to accustom, use,

. Plat., Xen. :—Pass, to be or become
accustomed or used to do, c. inf., Thuc. Hence-', verb. Adj. one must accustom, Xen.; and, t], , to be acquired by habit, Arist.-, ov, , {· an ethnarch, N.T., Luc., ), ,[) foreign, heathen, gentile, . T. :

Adv.-, lb., , , {) a number ofpeople accustomed to

live together, a company, body of men, II., etc. ;

a host of men, lb. ; also of animals, swarms,

flocks, lb., Soph. 2. after Horn., a nation,

people, Hdt., etc. :—in . . the nations,

Gewtiles, i. e. all but Jews and Christians. 3. a
special class of men, a caste, tribe, Plat., Xen. 4.

sex, Id., aor. 2 of., , , () czistom, habit, Aesch., etc. ;

to be in the habit, Thuc. ; habitually, Arist.', aor. 1 pass, of :—, aor. 1 act., poet, for, aor. 1 of.", to be accustomed : the pres. only in partic,

much ill he wrought by custom,

i. e. was accustomed to work, II. ; otherwise, pf.,
Ion. is used as a pres., and plqpf., Ion.

ea>0ea, as impf .
:

—

to be wont or accustomed, be in the

habit, c. inf., II., Hdt., etc. :—in part, absol. accus-

tomed, customary, usual, II., Soph., etc.; in neut.,

according to custom, '
contrary to custom, Thuc. :—Adv., more
solito, Soph., Ep. and Dor. also at, a Conditional Conjunction,

Lat. si, if; and in indirect questions, whether.

A. with a verb in protasis, answered by a similar

tense in apodosis : 1. with pres. and fut. indie, to

express mere Possibility, et (or),
(or) if he is doing (or shall do^

this, he is (or will be) wrong. 2. with impf. and
aor. indie, to express Impossibility, et ,

if he was doing this, he would be wrong

;

el ,/ if he did (or had done)
this, he would be wrong. 3. with optat. to

express a mere Assumption, et 7,
&v if he were to do this, he would be wrong. 4.

with Subjunctive, to express Possibility with some
degree of Probability : in this case oV is always added,
and et av becomes eaV, , av, (Ep. ,-
),- ifhe do this, he will be wrong. II.

sometimes the apodosis is omitted, so that et expresses
a wish, - <f>00yyos if I had a voice, [I

would . .], i. e. Oh that I had a voice ! so el yap, ,
Ep. al yap, . 2. sometimes the protasis is

omitted, et ' aye come on, = et [], aye, Od.

;

, II. 3. = L·a.t. sin

minus, otherwise, for el )[ eo-], Hdt., etc.

. In Indirect Questions, whether, Lat. an, fol-

lowed by the indie, subj., or opt., according to the

principles of oratio obliqua : 1. with Indic. or Subj.
after primary tenses, ', et whether he

is a god, II. ; ' et 8 whether I shall give,

Xen. 2. with Optat. after past tenses, eif tis

he asked whether any one was
wiser than I, Plat. II. after Verbs expressive of

wonder, indignation, etc., et5,
where et nearly =, Dem. ; et -, Aeschin., poet, trisyll. , Lat. eia, Interj. on! up! away

!

with imper., Trag. ; come then ! Aesch. ; eia

well now ! Ar., etc., 3 sing. impf. of., , a river-side pasture, meadow,
eAeos in a marshy meadow, II. i^Deriv. uncertain.)&, , , Ep. for kavos, II.,,, Ep. for, iapivos.-, ov, with youthful breasts, Anth., 2 sing. impf. of eaa>., Ion. impf. of.,, Ep. for, *, 3 pi. pres. and impf.

of ·., Ep. for, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.', Ep. form of, to drop, let fall in drops,

Horn. :—Pass, to trickle down, Hes., in wishes, v. et A. 11. 1.
5, v. et A. 1 1. 2., , ov, ^) shapely, comely, Od. II.

like, looking like, Anth.,, , (£) food, and of horses, fodder, Horn,, opt. of,', inf. : v. *€> .
ei , v. el . II. 3., Ep. for ', 2 pi. subj. of : v.* ., ov, gen. ovos, [*1 ) knowi?ig or expert in

a thing, tivos Anth.'', Ep. f. inf., v.*, , ai, the Roman Idus, Plut.,, v. sub* A., Ep. for, pi. subj. of : v.* B.-', f., to make an image of a thing, to

mould, Plut. ; and, , the specific nature of a. thing, Strab. From-, ,() forming , species, specific, Arist., eos, to, (*eft5a> a) that which is seen,form, shape,

figure, Lat. species, forma, Horn. ; absol. in ace,*, etc. II. a form, sort, particular kind or

nature, Hdt., etc. 2. a particular state of things

or course of action, Thuc. III. a class, kind, sort,

whether genus or species, Plat., etc., Adv. of $, knowingly, Aeschin., ', Dim. of : a short descriptive poem,
mostly on pastoral subjects, an idyll, Theocr., etc.* vPvQot, f\A, Lat. vid-eo) to see : not used in

act. pres., being used instead; but pres. is used

in Med., v. infr. :—aor. 2 retains the proper

sense of to see : but pf. (/ have seen) means /
know, and is used as a pres.
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A. aor. 2, Ep. without augm., Ion. 3 sing.

; imper. tSe (as Adv. tie, ecce); subj. >, Ep.; opt. ; inf., Ep. ; part.:—
hence is formed a f ut. :—aor. 2 med. is used in

same sense,, Ep.; imper. (as Adv., ecce); subj. ; opt.; inf.; part.

:— is used as fut., or as

pf. : 1. s^, perceive, behold, Horn., etc. ; after

a Noun, a marvel to behold, II. ;

Aesch. 2. /oo£ at, to look

him in the face, II., etc. 3. to look so and so,

looking helpless, lb. 4. to see mentally ,' * to see in his mind's eye,' Horn. II.

Med., pres., Ep. 3 sing.; aor. 1, Ep. 2 and 3 pers., aro, Lat. videor, to

be seen, appear, they are visible, appear,

II. 2. c. inf. to appear or seem to be,

Od. ; also with inf. omitted,

Toye lb. ; also, " he made a
show of going, lb. 3. in strictly middle sense, c.

dat., cpQoyyrjv she made herself like

Polites in voice, II. :—also to be like, lb.

B. pf. I have seen, i.e. / know, as pres.;

plqpf .,, Att. ), I knew, as impf. ; 2 sing., rarely, ; pi. (Ep. and Dor. ,, , rarely , -are, - :—imperat., ^Boeot.) :—subj. , Ep.; pi.,

Ep. for, for :—optat.

; inf., Ep., :—part,,
elSvta, Ep. :—Plqpf. 77577, (rarely 776775 ,; Att. also, Ion., ; Ep. also,, Att. 1 pi.,, 2 pi., 3 1·; also shortened,,, Ep. 3

1
··.—The fut., in this sense, is or, Ep.

inf.. To know, / know well; et5 ftr9i

0£ asstired : often c. acc. rei, ,
he is versed in counsels, Horn. ; with neut. Adjs.,-,, Id. ; also c. gen.,

cunning in the use of the bow;
Od. :

—

to acknowledge a debt to

another, thank him, II., etc. :—the Imperat. in protes-

tations, be Zeus my witness, lb. ; Dor., Ar. :

—

absol. one who knows,
II. ; with know-

ing mind, lb. 2. c. inf. know how to do, lb.,

Att. 3. with the part- to know that so and so is

the case, know that thou wilt give,

Aesch. ; Thuc. 4.
5

, I know not whether, expresses disbelief, like Lat.

nescio an non, ' Eur. 5.

or are often parenthetic,
5

Id. ; ' ,*, * , Soph. ; so,
5 Dem. :

—in Trag. also,' ; equivalent to—' 0 ; do—know'st thou what ? i. e. make haste
and do ;

3 , etc., ,() an idol's temple, . .-, , () sacrificed to idols :,, meats offered to idols, . ., , idolatry, . . From-, , , , () an idol-worshipper,
idolater, . .«,,() an image, a phantom, Horn., Hdt.;

€. 22 J
phantoms cf dead men, Od. ;

of any unsubstantial form, Aesch.

;

Soph. II. an image in
the mind, idea, Xen. :—also a fancy, Plat. III.

an image, likeness, Hdt. IV. an image, idol,

N.T., f., to form an image in the mind,
Plat.; and, , formation of images, as in a mirror,

Plat. From-, , {) an image-maker, Plat,, part, of : v.* .
elev, Particle, only used in Att. dialogue, well! Lat.

esto! be it so!''; Soph.; ' ?
Eur., opt. of {sum) :—elev 3 pi., for.
€, aor. 2 opt. of., Adv. () at once, forthwith , II., Theocr.
€i0e, Ep. and Dor., interj. would that? Lat. uti-

na.m : v. . II. 1

.

€£, f. , poet, for.
€, Att. for, but, II. , pf. of '-., impf., Ion.:—f .- :—aor. 1, Ion. :—Pass., f ., : aor. 1

: pf ., Ion.

:

—to make like

to, represent by a likeness, portray, Xen. ; ypacprj

a figure painted to the life, Hdt. ;

a figure like an eagle, Id. II. to liken,

compare, Aesch., Ar. ; . Hdt. : to de-

scribe by a comparison, Id. :—Pass, to resemble,

Eur. III. to infer from comparison, form a
conjecture, Hdt., Soph. ; , so far as one can
guess, Hdt. :—c. acc. et inf. to guess that it is so, guess
it to be, Id., Thuc. :

—

. Aesch., Thuc.

;

Id. ; . to make a guess about it, Aesch., inf. of ei/cafloj^poet.aor^ of to yield, Soph.
cIkcuos, , , () random, purposeless, Luc.,, -, () the twentieth day of the month
(sub.), Hes. : the days from 21 to 30 were called

ai Ar. II. the sixth day of the Eleusinian

mysteries, Eur., Aeol. and Dor. for., 77, () a likeness, image, Xen. II. a
comparison, a conjecture, Plat.,, ,) a likeness, image, Aesch., 6,() a conjecturing, Plut., Luc., , , {) one who conjectures, a di-

viner, Thuc., rj, , able to represent or conjecture :

the facility of conjecturing, Luc., ?, ,() comparable, similar, Soph., Dor. for.
, , . . I. 4·-, , dream-like, Ar., ?, , () like, Lat. similis, Horn., Hdt.-» , []) of like voice, Anth., Att. for, inf. of.-, Adv. withoutplan orpurpose, heedlessly , rashly,

at random, at a venture, Lat. temere, Aesch., etc., , ,() counterfeited, pretended, Anth., Ion. oikoSj, , neut. partic. of or,
like truth, 1. e. likely, probable, reasonable, Lat. veri-

Q2
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simile, Trag. 2. as Subst.,, a likelihood or

probability , likelihoods, Hdt. ;

in all likelihood, Thuc. ; Id. ; \ *y -, Eur. II. reasonable,fair,

equitable, Thuc.-, Ep. -, ov, () worth twenty oxen,

Od.-, 4s, or-,,() of twentyyears, Hdt., () twenty times, II.-, ov, () twenty months old, Anth.-, , —-, Luc.,, , =, Luc.-', , =, Anth. ; fem.-,, lb., indecl., twenty, Lat. viginti, II., etc. ; also in

Ep. form, before a vowel, lb.-, es, ei/co-), Plat,-, ov, twenty-fold without dispute, II.-, , of twenty cubits, Hdt.-, poet, -, ov, (, -) with
twenty oars, Od., , v. II.-, , , () £>w£ Wzo collects the twen-
tieth, a tax or ?// collector, Ar., , oV, () zfA^ twentieth, Od. ; Ep. also, II. II., , a tax of a twentieth,

Lat. vicesima, levied by the Athenians on imports and
exports from the allies in lieu of tribute, Thuc.-, ov, (dpyvia) of 20 fathoms, Xen., Adv. of, Att. pf. part, of, in all

likelihood, suitably, fairly, reasonably ,
naturally

,

Aesch., etc. ; 'tis reasonable, Eur. ;

unreasonably, Thuc., ', 3 dual pf . and impf . of :—,
,
3 sing, plqpf

.

*, to be like, seem likely, v..
(Root /, cf. Lat. vi-to for vic-to): .: aor. 1, Ion. 3 sing-, ; cf. :

—to yield, give
way, draw back, retire, II. 2. c. dat. pers. et gen.

loci,' - shrink not from the

fight for them, lb. ; \ , Lat. concedere

alicui de via, Hdt. 3. with dat. pers. only, to

yield to, give way to, either in battle or a mark of

honour, Horn. :—then, to give way to any passion or

impulse, II.; Od. :—also of circum-

stances,) lb. ;, Aesch. 4.

, where the acc. is adverbial,

yielding to none in force, Horn. ; c. acc. cogn.,

yielding in . . , Soph. II. trans, to

yield up, give up, give the horse the

rein, II. :

—

to grant, allow, Lat. concedere,) Soph. III. impers., like-, it is allowable or possible, II., , gen., acc. , etc. : poet, and Ion. forms
( as if from) gen., acc., pi. : (*,)

:

—a likeness, image, portrait, Hdt., Aesch. 2.

an image in a mirror, Eur., Plat. II. a semblance,
phantom, Eur., Plat., etc. : an image in the mind,
Id. III. a similitude, simile, Ar., Plat., part, of : cf.,., Adv. () =, Hdt., only in pres., to revel in a large companv,
Od.; and

, , , afeasier, guest, boon-companion,
II. From

[], , afeast or banquet, given by a single host,

opp. to (q. v.), Horn., Eur. (Deriv. uncertain. ), , only in nom. and acc. sing., () a close

covering, shelter, defence, \
shelter for ship and crew, II. ; a fence
against the waves, Od.-, , , (,) a commander of a troop

of horse, esp. at Thebes, Plut., Ep. for., for, pf. pass, of., r), Ilithyia, the goddess who comes to aid
women in child-birth, Lat. Lucina, II. :

Theocr. (A quasi-participial form, as if, the

Ready-comer.), , (') a lurking-place, den, hole, Theocr., Ion. for, 3 pi. impf. pass, of.', Att. ', lengthd. form of., ),=], Hdt. ; in troops, Id.", , the sun's heat or warmth, Ar., pf. pass, of., -, Adv. (') by twisting round, Anth., Med. to bask in the sun, Luc.-, , () warmed by the sun.,, Ep. for, -, pf.

and plqpf. of :—, Ep. 1 pi. pf.,, i), ) sun-heat, heat, Plat,,, pf. act. and pass, of., pf. of.-, , unmixed, without alloy, pure, Lat. sin-

cerus, Xen., Plat.; Trj using
^r^intellect, Id.; £i^\..a5i/a'asAe,i'7'injustice,Xen. II.

Adv. -, without mixture, of itself, simply, abso-

lutely, Plat. (The origin of- is uncertain.),, ), Ion. and poet, for.- [], , ,, : gen. : (,) :—rolling in their gait, with rolling walk, Horn., poet, and Ion. for.-, , epith. of the plant, Theocr.,
prob. (from,) spreading through marshes., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., aor. 1 of., v..,, aor. 2 act. and med. of :

—,
Ion. 2 sing. aor. 2 med.&, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.,, , a wrapper, Od., , (/) a lurking place, den, Xen., =., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., =, only in pres. and impf., to roll

along (trans.), II. II. intr. to roll or whirl about,
of a torch, Hes., = foreg., Ep. part,, II., Hes., f. [] :—Pass., pf. Ep. 3 pi.-

[] ; plqpf. : ()—to enfold, enwrap,
II. :—Pass, to be wrapt or covered,-, etc., Horn. II. Pass., also, =, to

crawl or wriggle along, of a lame man, Soph. 2.

in Theocr. means rolled up, crouching., also ', or : Ep. aor. 1 *,



? —
inf. , :—Pass., aor. 2 [], inf., Ep., part. ctAeis : Ep. pf. : 3
sing. Ep. plqpf..— From ', come f .,
aor. 1 ;—Med., Ep. 3 pi. impf. ; part.5 ;—Pass., pf.. To roll up, pack
close, Lat. conglobare, Xabv to roll

up the host and force it back to the walls, II. ;\)' lb. ; eV to coop

up or "» « on all sides, lb. ; to

drive game together, Od. :—Pass, to be cooped or

huddled tip, els & (for) lb. ;

y\a(pvprjffiv lb. :—metaph., Albs}5 straitened, held in check by the counsels of

Zeus, lb. 2. to smite, vr)a Zeus eA<ras

having smitten the ship with lightning, lb. II.

to collect : Pass., water collected, ponded,
II. III. Pass., also, to draw oneself up, shrink
up,, ' lb ; aKels collecting

himself he waited the attack of Achilles, lb. IV.
Pass, also, to go to and fro, like Lat. versari,

Hdt. V. to wind, turn round :—Pass, to turn
round, revolve, moving to and
fro, Soph. ; is twined round, Theocr., wtos, and, , , a Helot, name of the

Spartan serfs, Hdt., Thuc, etc. (Deriv. uncertain.), , the condition of a Helot, Plat. ; and, f. , to be a Helot or serf, Isocr. ; and, , , of Helots, Plut., aros,,() a garment, in pi. clothes, clothing,

Horn., etc. II.· a cover, rug, carpet, Aesch., Soph., pf. pass, of . II. pf. pass, of

'. III. pf. pass, of, rarer form of \.,, 3 sing, pf . and plqpf. of :

—', part.', Ep. and Ion. for, pi. of {sum). II.,, Dor. inf. of same., pf. pass. part, of., Dor. for, pi. of (sum).
eijJLt {sum), Aeol. (the orig. form being -MI);
2nd pers. e?, Ion. els, Dor. ; 3rd, Dor.

;

3 dual ; pi. 1 iff, Ion., Dor. ; 3rd

{-), Ep. {-), Dor. :—Imper., Ep.
also in med. form ; 3 sing, ( in . .);
3 pi. or, Att. :—Subj. , rfs, rj,

Ep. , ir}s, iy or, Ep. also, -ps, etc. :—Opt., ~r]s or -, Ep. eots, lot ; 2 dual for- ; pi.,, or :—Inf., Ep.,,, , Dor., :

—

Part. , .,, ; Dor. neut. pi. :

—

Impf. ) or, in old Att. also contr. from the Ion.

, Ep. also erjj/, 77771/; 2 sing. ), Ep. ; 3
sing, }>, Ep. ,,, Dor. tfs ; 3 dual 77T77V or

; 3 pi., Ion. and poet. eVav : a med. form
occurs in N.T.; Ep. 3 pi. for ; Ion.

and Ep. also :—Fut., , Ep. also,,; Dor. 2 and 3 sing, -fj,
(as if from).—The whole of the pres.

indie, (except 2 sing, el) may be enclitic when ' is

the Copula; but the 3 sing, is written in certain
cases of emphasis, e. g. , I have : when used as
Verb Subst., it retains the accent in all persons. To
be : A. as Substantive Verb, to be, to exist,

€\. 22Q' ovtos,' Od. ;,' '
iovTOS lb. ; he is no more, Eur. ;5 II. ; posterity, lb. ;

Dem. :—so of cities, etc.,, ' '
(cf. Troja fuit), Eur. II. of things, to

be, exist, ]5 [?] Hdt. ; ecos ^\5 y so long as it last, Thuc. III. to be, opp.

to appearing to be, as esse to videri, Xoyov
the true story, Hdt. ; airayyeWeiv Thuc. ;, Lat. revera, in reality, in fact, Plat. IV. foil,

by the Relative, '6s, no one, II., etc. ; ',

Lat. sunt qui, Thuc, etc. ; a some things, Id. ;

also ', for ', Hdt., etc. :—so with relat.

Particles, , Lat. est ubi, Xen., etc. ;, & ', somewhere, or somehow, Plat., etc.

;

ottcos in some manner, Hdt., etc. ; ',' ', sometimes, Soph., etc. V. impers.,

c. inf., like, it is possible, Horn., Att.

B. to be, Copula connecting predicate with subject,

both being in the same case, Horn., etc. 2. some-
times with Part, represents finite Verb, ) -
vqtccos, for ), Aesch.; 05 =,
Ar. II. the Inf. is redundant in some phrases,

(v. II) ; & eV quantum in illis

esset, Thuc; Hdt.; Plat., etc., {ibo, Root I), 2 sing, , Ep. and Ion. els,, 3
sing,; pi., ",, or

:

—imper. , 3
pi.,,:—subj. , . 2 and 3 sing-., ;. . ( for-) :—opt., ;.- :—inf., .,,' :—part.,, .—Impf., i?eis or, or-

;

. and Ion. 774, 3 sing. ], contr. rje; dual

;

pi. and 2 ), ), 3 pi. Ep. and Ion.,,
Att. :—also 3 sing,, Horn. ; Ep. 1 pi.,
3 dual ; 3 pi..—There is also an Ep. fut. med., aor. 1, 3 sing,,, 3 dual-
-.—In Prose serves as fut. to, I shall

go, shall come. To come or go, Horn., etc. ; c.

acc. cogn., odbv to go a road, Od. :—in Horn., c.

gen., going across the plain ; xpobs
went through the skin. 2. to go in a ship, Od. ; of

birds, to fly, lb. : of things, TTeAe/cus Soupos the

axe goes through the beam, II. ; (paTis the report

goes, Od. ; metaph. usages, is X0yoos to

enter on a conference with one, Thuc, etc. ; is

to come to blows, Id. ; 5 to

contest the point with him, Soph. ; .^,
<pi\ias to live in conflict, in friendship with others,

etc II. the Imper. is used like 6, Lat.

age, come, come now, mostly followed by 2 sing, imper.,

At., etc; with 1 pi.. 2.

let it pass, well then, Soph., Eur. III. the

part, is added by Trag. to Verbs, let him
go and think, Soph.

civ, Ep. and Lyric for , in, Horn.-, is, or-, es, (eros) of nine years : neut.

etVaeres, as Adv. nine years long, Od., inf. of {sum). II. in Hes., for, inf.

of (ibo)., aor. 2 inf. of to send.,,-,, v. sub ivaKis., 77, ov, poet, for ivaKios.



— EL'230-, ov, roaming the sea, of nets, Anth.- [], as Adv. nine nights long, II.,, ados, , (ivvea) the ninth day of the month, Hes.

[], at, sisters-in-law, II.,, , ov, Ion. for, ninth, II., Hdt.,, Ion. and poet, for., Ep. and Lyr. for , in.', Ep. and Lyr. for.-, ov,[) with quiveringfoliage, II., Att. for, 3 pi. of., Ion. 3 sing-, aor. 1 of., Ep. for , of him., Ep. for, part of., old Ep. form of, until, Horn.
elira, aor. =?: imper., part,., -', Ep. for, inf. of., streng-thd. for el, if really, if indeed, Horn.,

etc. ; also, even if, even though, lb. II. in Att.

if that is to say, implying doubt of the fact,

if I had been (but I was not), Soph.-, aor. 2 of* (pres. in use being,,
f.,, pf. ); Ep. ; imper. 2 pi. Ep., subj. , Ep. , , -)0 : opt.

: inf. 7?, Ep. -,- :

—

to speak,

say, Horn., etc. ; in parenthesis, so to

say, Lat. ut ita dicam, Thuc, etc. ; so, &s,
Id. II. c. acc. pers. to speak to, ad-

dress, accost one, II. 2. to name, mention, lb. 3.

to call one so and so,

Od. 4. c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei, to say or tell of
one, lb. ;

Ar. III. at Athens, to propose or move a measure
in the, Thuc, etc., impf. med. of.-, if ever, Lat. si-quando, Horn. II. indirect,

if or whether ever, lb.-, if anywhere, if at all, Lat. si-cubi, Horn.,

etc. ; , if it is any way possible, Od., poet. aor. 2 inf. of., pf. of '/.
or, , () a cage, prison, Plat,- [],, , rj, a gaoler, Xen., =, -, to shut in or up, Ep. impf., Od.

or, Att. for the earlier form, q. v.', Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. pass, of., , () bondage, slavery, Od., Ion. -, ,() rowing, Od., Hdt., etc. :

—metaph., '. Luc. II. in collective sense,

the rowers, oarsmen, Lat. remigium, Eur., Thuc. 2.

a boat-song, Plut., Luc., , (e?pos) a harvest-wreath of olive .or laurel

wound romid with wool, borne about by singing boys
at the and and then hung up at

the house door, Ar., Ion. for, to say, Ep. part. fern, Hes., ,( ) Ion. for, a place of assembly,
Ep. gen. pi. II., /os or, ivos, , a Lacedaemonian youth
who had completed his 20th year, when he was en-
trusted with authority over his juniors, Plut. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

, , ov, peaceful, peaceable, Hdt. :

the fruits ofpeace, Id. : Adv. -, Id. ; and, f . , to bring topeace, reconcile, Babr. II.

intr. to keep peace, live peaceably, Plat., . T. From, -, peace, time of peace, Horn., etc. ; eV
in peace, II.; ." peace is made, Hdt.; -

or to make a peace ; ." to

keep peace, Ar. ; to break it, Dem. (Deriv. un-

certain.)» , , of or for peace, peaceful, Plat., etc. :

Adv. -ku>s, peaceably, Xen.-, , {) a peace-maker, Xen.- [], olkos, , , a guardian ofpeace, Xen.,, Ion. for,.', verb. Adj. of, one must prevent, Soph,, Ion., , ('/) an inclosure, prison,

Hdt. :—also the inner part of the house, the women's
apartments, Xen.-, ov, (^< dressing wool, II., Ion. for, to ask; v. ().-, ov, wool-fleeced, woolly, Horn,, , wool, Od. (From Root EP, cf. .)-, ,[) delighting hi wool, Anth., Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. of.,, Ep. for,.

(a) : aor. 1 or:—Pass., pf. part,,
Ep. :

—to fasten together in rows, to string,

a necklace strung with pieces of

electron, Od. t^The Root is prob., cf. Lat. ser-o,

serui, .)
^ : to say, speak, tell, Od. : so in Med., Horn.

:

but in Ion. Prose, the Med. means to cause to be told

one, i. e. to ask, like Att.. (The Root is ^EP,
cf. Lat. verbum, our word.),, , a dissembler, one who says less than he
thinks, Lat. dissimidator, Arist., etc. Hence, , dissimulation, i. e. assumed ignorance,
irony, Plat, etc. ; and, Dep. to dissemble, \. e. feign ignorance,

Plat., etc. : generally, to dissemble, shuffle, Ar., ", , () dissembling, putting on a

feigned ignorance, Plat. : Adv. -, Ar.

Ep., and' Ion., for.
or ', Prep, with acc. only. Radical sense,

into, and then to : I. OF Place, the commonest
usage, into or to the sea, Horn., etc. :—properly

opposed to , is from head to foot,

II. ; from year to year, Theocr. :—then,

with all Verbs implying motion or direction, els ·
II. ; to look in the face, lb. :—in

Horn, and Hdt. also c. acc. pers., where the Att. use &s,,. 2. with Verbs which express rest in a
place, when a previous motion into or to it is implied,

-yapov, i. e. he brought it into the house,

and put it there, Od. ; to go to a

place and be there, Hdt. 3. with Verbs of saying

or speaking, 6 to come
before the people and speak, Id., etc. 4. elliptical

usage ''', Att. " \_~\, '[] to the temple of Athena, etc. ; as in Lat. ad
Apollinis, ad Castoris (sc. aede?n); so with appellatives,

<xj/5pbs is to a rich man's, II. II. OF



Time, 1. to denote a certain point or limit of time,

to, up to, until, is (Att. et's ) Od. ; is

till sun-set, lb. ; is up to my time,

Hdt. :—so with Advs., els ' (cf. es re) against the

time when, Od. ; so, els; until when ? how long-?

Soph. ; is '6 until, Hdt. 2. to determine a period,

et's for a year, i. e. a whole year, Horn. ; is

Bepos f) is for the summer, Od. ; et's

to come at even, Ar. ; et's or et's

alone, on the third day, in three days, Plat. ; is

at last, Hdt. ; is avafioAas with no delay,

Id. ;—so with Advs., is II. ; is avOis or

Thuc. ; et's Soph., etc. ; cf. , -. III. to express Measure or Limit, is

was left behind as far as a quoit's

throw, II. ; is paid them as much as

a drachma, Thuc. 2. with Numerals, vavs is ras-
to the number of 400, Id. ; ets , eis,

one, two deep, etc., Xen. IV. to express Relation,
to or towards, ets Aesch. ; es

Hdt. 2. m regard to, like Lat. ^moc? attinet ad,

is Eur. ; is Thuc. ; y et's, et's Soph., Eur. 3. periphr. for Advs.,

es —, Aesch. ; is =, Id. ; et's

=, Ar. V. of an End,, ·
is . . , to end in . . , Hdt., etc. ;

is to cut into red rag's, Ar. :—also, of a
Purpose, et's for good, for his good^ II. ; ets\ to live /"or show, Xen.,, ; gen. ei^s, ,uias, :—Ep. lengthd. eeis :

—Ep. fern, la, gen. iris; dat. t'f?; a neut. dat. ( /aW) also occurs in II. (The orig. form was prob.-, cf. Lat. un-us. The fern, points to a
second Root, cf. olos with 5.) 1. ow^, Horn., etc.

;

eTs o?os, ofy a single one, one alone, Id. ; efs

Hdt. 2. with a Sup., like Lat. unus omnium max-
ime, efs Aesch. ; -' ets Soph. ; eTs

Dem. 3. in oppos., made emphatic by
the Art., ets, Horn., Att. 4. with a negat.,

efs nullus unus, no single man, Hdt., Thuc.

;

ets, i. e. more than one, Aesch. ; and more em-
phatic,^ efs, efs, v.,. 5. efs

each one, each by himself, Lat. unusquisque,
Hdt., Plat. 6. often with, * ev

each singly, piece by piece, Hdt., etc. ; so, ' ,' ev one by one, Plat. 7. with other Preps., ev' above all, Id. :

—

ev ev, in comparisons,
Hdt., Plat. ; efs eva Dem. :

—

' eva alter-

nately, Luc. II. one, i. e. the same, efs

Plat. : c. dat. one with . . , Eur. III. one,
as opp. to another ; so, b . . , efs . . , efs

5

. . , Od. ; efs . . , Se' . . , Xen. IV. in-

definitely, efs Tts, some one, Lat. unus aliquis, Soph.,
Plat. ;—then alone, like our indef. Art. a, an, (asfaber
unus Horat.), Eur. V. efs not one
or two only, Dem., 2 sing, of (sum). II. of (ibo)., aot. 1 of ', to place., e'cos, o, one who announces, a gentleman-
usher at the Persian court, Hdt. ; and, , at Athens, an impeachment, brought
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before the Senate of 500, or (sometimes) the,
Xen. From-', f ., to go in and announce a person

(cf. etVa77eAei;s), Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. to announce,
report a thing, Thuc. :—Pass., ' . .

information having been given that . . , Id. II.

to impeach, Dem., etc. ; cf. etVa77eAta. Hence, , , of or for impeachment, ap. Dem.-, f. , to collect into a place, Horn. :

—

Med.,
5 he gathered fresh

courage, II. : but also in pass, sense, flows '
[ets tcls ~\ Od.- [a], f. £ : pf.~] '.—to lead in or into,

to introduce, c. dupl. ace, Od.

;

also, e^dyeiv is . . , Hdt. ; or c. dat., .
Eur. :—Med. to admit forces into a city, Thuc.

:

also to introduce into a league, Hdt. 2.

or yvvalKa to lead a wife into one's house,

ducere uxorem, Id. 3. import foreign wares,

Id., Att. ; so in Med., Hdt., etc. 4. eWayeiv

to call in a physician, Xen. 5. to introduce

new customs, Hdt., Eur. II. to bring in, bring

forward, esp. on the stage, Ar., Plat. 2. etcra^eii'

rt is -fjv to bring before the Council, Xen. 3.

as law-term, elyev or ypacp^v to bring a cause

into court, Lat. litem intendere, Aesch., Dem. : etV.

to bring into court, prosecute, Plat. Hence, e'eos, 6, one who brings cases into court,

Dem. ; and, , importation of goods, Plat. II. as

law-term, a bringing causes into court, Id. ; and, ov, that can or may be imported,

Plat. II. as law-term, within the jurisdiction of
the court, Dem.-, for et's aei,for ever, Aesch., Soph,-, Med. to take to oneself, Theogn.-, f., to discern, descry, II.

eicr-, f. -, to bring or carry in, Ar., contr.-, Att.-, f. -, to dart

in or into, Ar., aor. 1 opt. med. of*.-, to listen or hearken to, c. gen., Theocr.-, f. Att. , to throw or hurl javelins at,

TtyciHdt.; et's 7^/ Thuc. 2. absol. to dart or

spout, of blood, Eur.-, f ., to hearken or give ear to one, II.

;

c. acc. rei, h. Horn.; c. gen. pers., Soph., Eur., etc. 2.

in Poets, simply, to hear, Soph., Eur. II. c.

dat. pers. to hearken to, give heed to, Hdt.'', verb. Adj. one must bring into court (v.

II. 3), Ar., Xen.-, f .- : Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 :

aor. 1 med.- : Dep. :

—

to spring or rush into,

c. acc, II. ;. is to leap into it, Hdt.-, f. >, to go into, enter, Aesch., Ep. aor. 1 of (ibo). II. of *et5a> 11., aor. 1 med. of '.-, to go up to or into, c. acc, Horn,-, f. , to force into a thing, to con-

strain, Aesch.-, f. , to lead up into, c. acc, Od.-, aor. 2 (v.) to look up to, c. acc, 11,



232 €<€—-, to go up into, c. ace, IL, part, of.€, part, of.-, Ep. -, Adv. right opposite, ecr.

to look in the face, Horn.-, for eis ,, at once, once for all, Hdt., Att.-, Att. -, f. , to drive or force in

upon, Hdt., Att. for&.-, f. , to look at, view, Anth.,-, ets avdis, hereafter, afterwards, Eur., Plat.€-, for ets, on the morrow, Ar.-, Dor. and Ion. for^.-, f.-, to let in, admit, Xen.- [], to come to, Od.-, Ion.-, f.-: aor.

2- : Dep. :

—

to come into or to, reach or

arrive at a place, c. ace, Od., Eur, ; 4. is

Hdt. ; also c. dat., Id.-, f. -, to go into a ship, to go on
board ship, embark, Od. ; . is Hdt. 2.

generally, to go into, enter,^ Eur. ; '.
to come into miseries, Soph. II. Causal in aor. 1, to make to go into, put on board, IL'-, f.-, to throw into, put into, foil, by
els, Hdt., Att. :—Med. to put on board one's ship,

Hdt. II. intr. to throw oneself into, make an in-

road into, els Id., Att. ; irpbs . to

fall upon it, Thuc. :—poet., c. ace, to come upon, fall

in with, Eur. 2. of rivers* to empty themselves

into, fall into, Hdt., eccs, , {^ an entrance, means of
entrance, Eur. : embarkation, Thuc., 77, ,() accessible, Thuc.-, Dep. to force one's way into, els

Plut. 2. to force oneself into the citizens^//*, Ar.-, Att. f. -, Causal of, to put
on board ship, is Tas veas Hdt» 2.

generally, to make togo into, is Id., f. >, to look at, look upon, mostly with els,

Hdt. ; but c. ace, Eur., -,( ) an inroad, invasion, attack,

Hdt., Eur. 2. an entrance, pass, . -- the pass of Mount Olympus, Hdt. : a strait,

Eur. :—so in pi., of Thermopylae, Hdt. :—in pi.

also, the mouth of a river, Id. 3. an entering
into a thing, a beginning, Eur., Ar.- [ctj, f. ·, to write in, inscribe

:

—Med., is

Tas to have oneself written or

received into the league, Thuc.-', Dep., with aor. 2 act. -, pf.

:

—

to look at or upon, Horn., Eur.'-', Ion.-' : f.- : Dep. :

—

to

take into, admit, is Hdt. ; c. ace, Eur. ; c.

dat., avTpois to receive him in the

cave, Id. ; . Soph.-, used intr. like . 2, of rivers, to

flow into, Hdt., ,() reception, a
hospitable house, Eur., aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , an inroad, onslaught, Eur., Thuc.

-^.- [], and as Dep.- (v.) : f. --, with aor. 2 act. -, pf.- :

—

to get or

go into, with ets, Od., Hdt., etc. 2. c. ace to enter,

Lat. subire, II., Hdt. :—of feelings, etWSu
Soph. ; also e dat.,

great fear came upon them, Hdt., Ep. 2 sing. fut. of *etSo> 1 1.', aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 of.-, Ep.-, serving as aor. 2 to.-, inf. -, serving as fut. to :

impf. elaijeiv :

—

to go into, 5 -
yaoi/s I will not come before Achilles' eyes,

II. :—more commonly with a Prep., etV. avepas

Od. ; Hdt. ; ets . . or 05 . . , Id., Att.

;

etV. ets5 to enter into a treaty, Thuc. II.

of the Chorus or of actors, to come upon the stage, to

enter, Plat. 2. as Att. law-term, to come into

court, Dem. 3. to enter on an office, 6 the

new king, Hdt. III. metaph. to come into one's

mind, c. ace, Id., Att., Eur. ; also c. dat., Id. :

—

impers., /s oVws . . , it came into their

minds that . . , Xen. IV. of things,

what enters into one, food, Id.-, Ep.- : f.- [], Att.- :

—

to

drive in, of a shepherd driving in his flock, Od. II.

intr> to row or sail in, lb. : to ride in, Xen. :

—

to

enter in triumphal procession, Plut., aor. 2 inf. of.-', to draw, haul, drag in or into : aor. 1 -~, Hdt., Af.-, to go on board, Anth.-, aor. 2 inf. of.',., pi. aor. 2 of.-', Adv. for hereafter, Soph.---, 3 sing. aor. 2 of' :—-,
act. form of same,-, to shut up in (a mummy-case), Hdt.-, aor. 1', to go into, Plut.-', to go into, get in ; aor. 1 '-, Ar.-, f» , to draw into, Od.-, f.- : aor. 2 -,- :

but Att. fut. is supplied by, and impf. by etV-

rjeiv : Dep. :

—

to go in or into, enter, c. ace, II., etc.

;

in Prose, etV. eis . > , Xen., etc. ; etV. ets Tas

to come into the treaty, Thuc. ; etV. els tovs

to enter the Ephebi, Xen. : of money, to come in,

Id. II. of the Chorus or of actors, to come upon
the stage, to enter, Plat., Xen. :

—

to enter the lists,

Soph. 2. as Att. law-term, of the accuser, to come
into court, Plat., Dem. III. metaph., [jiieVos]

courage enters into the men, II. ;

:—also c. dat., 5e'os etV. Plat. :—also

to coi?ie into one's mind, Hdt. ; so, impers.,, c. inf., it comes into one's head that . . , Id.-', aor. 2 med. inf. of.-', Adv., still yet, Theocr.-', f. , intr. to stretch into, reach, extend, \5 towards Ethiopia, Hdt. ; is

a chamber opening into the men's apart-

ment, Id.-, Dor.- : f . : Dep. :

—

to bring
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in, introduce a practice, Hdt. 2. to propose, Thuc.,

etc.; tivos o?z his motion, Id. 3. --' to represent a matter to a person, Id. 4.

to relate, narrate, explain, Plat. Hence, a-ros,, a proposition, motion, Aeschin.; and, ews, , proposing, moving, Thuc. ; and', verb. Adj. one must move, Thuc. ; and, , , one who brings in, a mover, author,

Thuc.-', £., to inject by a syringe, Hdt.-, f. , to have come in, Ar. :—in fut. to be

about to come in, Aesch.-,-, aor. 2 of-. Hence, , a coming in, entra?ice, Anth., Aeol. and Ep. for els, 2 sing-

, of (ibo)., pf. pass. inf. of '.-, f.-, to run into, run up to him, Ar.-, aor. 2-, to leap into or in, II. ; c.

ace, Aesch.,, 3 pi. of (sum).,, 3 sing-

, of {ibo).-, Ep.-, aor. 2 inf. of : v.., pf. pass,, to build in, Hdt.-, Med. to sit down in, c. ace, II.-, f., to send into, is [] ., of rivers, Hdt. ; . robs Tlepcas is rb^ to

let them in, Id. :—Med. to let in, Xen. II. in

Med. also, to betake oneself into, enter, c. ace, Od.', ,() an entrance, Od.-, f.-, Dep. togo into, penetrate, Hdt., ov, () belonging to entrance

:

—
(sc. ), , a sacrifice at entrance on an

office, Dem., verb. Adj. of, one must go in, Luc.-{5 II. 2} Dep. to haul in as an
angler the fish which he has hooked, Ar.'-', f., to call in, Ar., Xen.
'-, to go down into, c. ace, Od.-, as Pass, of, to be put on board
ship, Thuc.-, Att. -, f. , to summon by public
crier, Soph., Ar., , importation of supplies, Thuc. From-, f. Att. , to carry into the house, carry in,

Hes., Aesch., etc. :—Med. to bring in for oneself,

import, Thuc. :—Pass., els to get
into a place for shelter, Id.-', f. , in a theatre, to turn a thing

inwards by machinery, of changing scenes in a theatre :

•—metaph., els

some spirit has brought scenes of trouble into

the house, Ar., Ep. Verb, only in pres. and impf., to make like

(cf. ), Od. II. to deem like, liken, compare,
or Horn. 2. c. ace et inf. to deem,

suppose, Id. 3. absol., ifffKeis as thou
deemest, Od. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, to look into, Soph.-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1, :

—to touch
to the quick, affect greatly, II. II. to put in the
hand to feel, xeipas (Dor. form) Theocr.-', Pass, to go into, Anth.

€€. 233-, f.-, to swim into, Thuc.-', f . ,, to perceive, remark, Horn.

-oSos or <, \, a way in, entrance, i. e., place

of entrance, entry^ Od., Hdt., etc. II. entrance,

a right or privilege of entrance, Id., Xen.-, f., to bring in as a friend, Plut. :

—

Pass, to become intimate with another, Xen.-', f . -, to settle in, Anth. Hence
5,65,,« placefor dwelling in, a ho7ne,Soph.-, f. Att. , to bring in as a settler ;—Med.
and Pass, to establish oneself in, settle in, els

Hdt. ; c. ace, Plut.<-, f., to build into, els Thuc., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be brought
in, Dem.-', Aeol. 3 pi.-, to go into, enter, c.

ace, Od.<-, before a vowel, -, Dor.-, (els )
until, with subj., II., (in 3. 409, is Ep. for)). II. so long as, II., f. of {v. * "). II. Ep. f. of

[ibo)., imperat. of (v. ').- [t], Adv. in time to come, hereafter, h.

Horn., Soph., ov,(, f. of) visible, Hdt., t5os, -, =, Anth.-, always in the form-,,(,
f. of) a mirror, Pind.~-, Ep. part,, inf. med. : f.- : aor. 2 -, Ep. inf.- :

—to look into,

look upon, view, behold, c. ace, Horn., etc. :—so in

Med., II. 2. to look upon with admiration, Lat.8^^,5 &s\\).:—hence to pay regard
to, respect, Soph., Eur. ; so, iff. es Hdt. ; elffop.

7r/?os 1 to look at, eye eagerly, Soph. 3. to look

on with the mind's eye, perceive, Id. 4. of angry
gods, to visit, punish, Id. 5. followed by, to

take care lest . . , Id.<-, f. , to bring forcibly into, Anth. :

—

Pass, to force one's way into, c. ace, Soph.<-, f. Att. , to bring into port .—Pass, and
Med. to run into port, Xen., Plut., , ov [t], Ep. form of, alike, equal : 1.

of a feast, equal, i. e. equally shared, of which each

partakes alike, II. 2. of ships, even or well-

balanced, Horn. 3. of a shield, equal all ways,

i. e. perfectly round, II. 4. of the mind_, even,

well-balanced, Lat. aequus, Od.- or , against the time when, Od., ,() a hollow, recess, Strab., eo>s, , a spectacle, Eur. From-, f. of : v..-, aor. 1-, to burst or rush in, Soph. ;

c. ace loci, Eur.-, f. , to send in, bring in, let in, Eur.,

Thuc. : to prompt or suborn agents, Soph.-, f. [], Ion., to pass over into, c.

ace, Hes.-, f .- : acr. 2- (as if

from -'), also in act. form- :

—

to fly
into, c. ace, II. ; metaph. of reports, Hdt.



2 34 €8-, f . --, to leap into, c. ace, Hdt.

;

els Xen. 2. to burst in upon,
Dem.

elcr-iriiTTG), f.— : aor. 2— :

—

to fall into,

but generally with a notion of violence, to rush or

burst in, is Hdt. ; is Thuc. :—poet. c.

dat., Eur. 2. simply to fall into,

is xapadpas Thuc. ; . ets / thrown into

prison, Id. ; in Poets, c. ace, Eur. 3. to fall

into a certain condition, Id. II. to

fall upon, attack, Hdt., Soph.-, poet, form of- (v. '), Eur.«-, f.-, to sail into, enter els

Thuc. : poet. c. ace, Soph., Eur. :—absol., '
on the left as one sails in, Hdt. ;^ nothing- comes into port, Thuc. : of corn, to be

imported, Dem. Hence, contr.-, b, a sailing in of ships, Thuc,
Xen. II. the entrance of a harbour, Thuc.€-, f. -, to breathe upon, Ar.

Hence, b, one who inspires love, a lover, Theocr.€-€, f., to give in adoption,

Plat. ; . to make himself son to

Ammon, Plut. :— Med. to adopt as one's son,

Dem. 2. generally,. Tivas ets KeiTOvpyiav to

introduce new persons into the public service, Dem., , ov, adopted, Dem.€-, f. , to lead into, Eur. :—Pass, with f.

med. to go into, enter, Xen., ews, , a getting in or collection of dues,

Thuc, Dem. From-, Att. -, f. , to get in or exact debts,

taxes, dues, Dem. ; from a person, Id. :—Med. to

exact for oneself, have paid one, Eur. :— Pass., of the

money, to be exacted, Dem.-, f.- : aor. 2 pass, (in same sense)- :

—

to stream in or into, Eur., Plat.€-, f. -, to put into, place in, or

els Hdt., Thuc. ; ^ is Hdt. 2.. is vavv to put on board ship, Lat. navi imponere,

Id.; (aor. 2 inf.) to put their children

on board, Id.-, f. , to shoot arrows at, Hdt.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to run in,

Thuc. ; c. acc. to run into, Theocr.

€-€, f . - ; aor. 1 —- ; pf .- :

plqpf .- :

—

to carry into or to, Od., Hdt. 2.

to bring in, contribute, Plat., Xen., etc. :—at Athens,

to pay the property-tax (v. n), Thuc. 3.

to bring (suffering) in or upon, .*
Eur., etc. 4. to introduce, bringforward, pro-

pose, Hdt. ; . is Thuc. ; ., Lat. legemrogare,Oem.

:

—absol., like Lat. referre

ad senatum, Thuc. II. Med. with pf . pass,--^, to carry with one, sweep along, II. 2. to

bring in for oneself, to i?nport, Hdt., Thuc 3.

to bring in with one, introduce^ Hdt., Eur. III.

Pass, to be brought in, introduced, Hdt. 2. to

rush in, Thuc.-, f. \, to go often to or into, Eur., Ar., ,{) a gathering in, Xen. II.

—.
at Athens, a property-tax levied to supply a deficit in

the revenue, to meet the exigencies of war, Thuc, etc.-, =, Od., Thuc-, impf .- : f .- and-
:

impf. med.- :

—

to let in, admit, Lat. ad-
mittere, Ar., Dem. :—Med. to bring in with one, Eur.

(The Root, prob. akin to, is only found in

compos, with -, ei's-, e7rets-, -.)-, f. Att. , ='/, to put into one's

hands, entrust, Soph.€-, f. -, to pour in or into, Hdt., Eur. :

—

Pass, with Ep. syncop. aor. 2 [], to stream
in, is 11., ', Adv. of ets, is to within, into, absol.,

tis\ \ lest some one may carry

the news into the house t Od. ; ' he

brake it even to the inside, II. 2. c. acc,
y
At5os II., etc.;" (sc.)

lb. II. =, inside, within, Od., etc. 2. c.

gen., Aesch. ; ' within
the heavy-armed troops, i. e. encircled by them, Xen.-, f .- and-, to thrust into :—Med.
to press in, Xen.-, , () in sight of, '
[the Greeks] stood facing the ships, II., Adv. I. to denote Sequence of Time, then,

next, Lat. deinde, . . , . . , Soph.,

Plat., etc.: soon, presently , Soph. II. to denote

Consequence, and so, then, therefore, accordingly

,

esp. in questions or exclamations to express surprise

or sarcasm, and then . . ? and so . . ?

XiTas Soph.; ; Dem., 3 sing. pf. pass, of'.
€t-T€, Dor. -€, (, ) generally doubled, . . ,

. . , Lat. sive . . , sive, either . . , or . . , whether
. . , or . . :—the first is sometimes omitted in

Poets :—the first is sometimes replaced by el, as

ei . . , . . , Hdt., Trag. II. also used, like el,

in indirect questions, Od., etc.

€tT€, for 66, 2 pi. pres. opt. of {sum)., Ep. for , cD, pres. subj. of {sum).€, pf. 2 (in pres. signf.) of.€, Adv. of, in customary wise, as iisual,

Soph., Plat,, Ep. for, 3 pi. of.
€, Ep. for ews., before a vowel , and before y :

—

Prep, governing Gen. only, Lat. e, ex :—Radical sense,

from out of, opp. to e/s : I. of Place : 1.

of Motion, out of, forth from, Horn., etc. :

I loved herfrom my heart, with all my heart,

II. 2. to denote changefrom one place or condition

to another, one evil from (or after)

another, lb. ; Xoyov yv Dem. 3. to

express distinction from a number,
four out of many, II. 4. of Position, like \,
outside of, beyond, out of shot, lb. ;

out of the smoke, Od. 5. with Verbs of Rest,

washed his body with water

from the river, lb.:— with Verbs signifying to

hang or fasten, he

hung his lyre from (i. e. on) the peg, lb. ;



leading it [by a rein] upon her

arm, Hdt. :·— also, sitting or standing, , e|

from Olympus where she stood, II. ; -
to sit on the heights and look from them,

Soph. II. of Time, e| ov or [],
Lat. ex quo, since, Horn., Att. ; e/c or e/c tolofrom
that time, II. ; e'/c (sc.) for a long time,

Thuc. 2. of particular points of time, e/c veou or

e/c ircttSo'sfrom boyhood ; e£, etc. ; so, e/c

to have finished sacrifice, Hdt. ; e/c

after breakfast, Xen. 3. when we say in

or by, e/c Od. ; e/c Xen., etc. III.

of Origin, 1. of the Material, out of or of
which things are made, e'/c .
Hdt. 2. of the Father, e/c tivos ,,, etc., II. ; Plat. 3. of

the Author or Occasion of a thing, ovap e/c ^
II. j e/c death 3y £/z<? hand of the

suitors, Od. j e£ walls «7^ £y
them, Hdt. 4. with the agent after Pass. Verbs,

where is more common, e/c they were
beloved of (i. e. £y) Zeus, II. 5. of the Cause, In-

strument or Means by which a thing is done, e'/c-
in consequence of our father's friendship,

Od. ; so, e/c ; e/c ; wherefore ? Eur. ;

e/c make yourselves

friends of (i.e. by means of), . T. 6. from,
i. e. according to, e/c according to the

oracles, Hdt. ; e/c Aesch. 7. periphr. for

an Adv., (as in Lat. ex consulto, ex composito), e'/c

by force, =, Soph. ; e'/c =-, Thuc, etc. 8. with numerals, e'/c in

the third place, Eur.-, , (ejects,*) thefar-working : of Apollo,

the far-shooting, far-darting, like, Horn., aor. 2 pass, of., Adv. () from afar, II. ; c. gen.,

lb. II. = e/ccts, /ar off, far away, Od., aor. of., poet, for-, aor. of-.', aor. 2 of.' [],.,.far, afar,far off, Lat.procul,

Horn., Trag. ; Thuc. :—c. gen. far from,far
away from, II. ; also, lb. 2.

Comp., farther, Od., etc. :·—c. gen., Hdt.

;

also Theocr. :—Sup., farthest,

II., Hdt. ; farthestfro fit . . , Id. II.

of Time, xpoVou in no long time, Id., Sup. of, q. v., () Adv.from each side,Thuc, Xen.,() Adv. on each side, Plut.,() Adv. to each side, every way, Plut., (e/cao-TOs) Adv. to each side, Thuc.,() Adv. everywhere, Thuc, etc.', Comp. of, q. v., Adv. for each or every one, Od. From', , ov, every, every one, each y each one,

Lat. quisque, Horn., etc. ; the sing, is often joined

with a pi. Verb, they went home
every one of them, II. ; Xen. :—the

sing, is also put in apposition with a pi. Noun,
i^for ) fear seized
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them every one, II. II. in pi. all and each one,

Horn. III. more definitely, , Lat. unus-
quisque, every single one, Hdt., etc. :

—

'
singly, by itself, Lat. singulatim, Plat., etc. 2.

each by himself, Hdt., etc.,() Adv. each time, on each occasion,

Hdt., etc. ; Ar., Adv., like, v. sub., a, ov, of Hecate :' or,,
a statue or chapel of Hecate, Ar.

[], Adv.() at each time, Xen.

[], before a vowel -, Adv. for,
on each side, on either hand, Lat. utrinque, Horn. :

—c. gen. on each side of, Id.' [], , ov, each of two, either, each

singly, Hdt., etc. :—in sing., with a pi. noun, like

Lat. uterque, Xen.

;

except when each party is a plur., Plat. Hence', Adv. on each side, on either hand, like the

poet,, Hdt.,Thuc. ; c. gen., e/c. Id.&', Adv. on each side, Hdt. ; and€, Adv. to each side, each way, both ways,

t

Plat., Xen
%, ,() Hecate, the Far-darter, Hes. ; later,

identified with Artemis. II.

Hecate's dinner, a meal set out by rich persons at the

foot of her statue on the 30th of each month for

beggars and paupers, Ar.-, , , = sq., II.-, ov, (,) far-shooting, epith. of

Apollo, Horn., Hes. ; as Subst. the Far-darter, II., Dor. and Att. for.-, ov,() = sq., Aesch.-, gen. , ,() hundred-headed,
Pind. : so-', ov, Eur., Ar.-, ov,() hundred-handed, of Briareus,

II. :—-, , , Plut.-, ov,() with 100 benches for rowers, II.,, , the month Hecatombaeon, the

first of the Att. year, answering to the last half of July
and the first half of August, Att. From-, ,[,) properly an offering of a
hundred oxen,—but generally, a great public sacri-

fice :—thus, in II. we find a hecatomb of twelve oxen,

in Od. of eighty-one.-, ov, () worth a hundred beeves, II.'-, ov,() measuring a hundred feet, II.-, , with a hundred cities. II.-, , , hundred-footed, Soph,-, ov, () hundred-gated, II.', ol, at, , indecl. a hundred, Lat. centum,
II., etc-,,, (eTos) a term of 100 years, Plat,-, ov, rated at 100 talents, Ar.-, ov, gen. ovos, a hundred times as

much or many, Xen.-, ov, () =, Anth.-,, ,() leader of a hundred, Hdt.!-9, , —, Xen., ctSos, , the number a hundred, Hdt.-, ov, of 100 fathoms, Ar.-, , , contr. for, Luc.



236 —, , (e/ccis) far-shooting, epith. of Apollo, II.-, ov, {) hundred-mouthed, Eur., , 6v, the hundredth, Lat. centesimus,

Hdt., etc.; eV a hundred-fold, Id. II., , the hundredth part, a tax or duty at

Athens, Ar., Xen., vos, , =, Xen.-£, f. , to speak out, declare, Aesch.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to step out of
or off from a place, c. gen., II., etc. ; e/c/3. e/c . . ,

Thuc. :—absol. to disembark, dismount, II., etc. 2.

to go out of a place, c. gen. or . 4 . . , Eur.,

etc. 3. c. acc. to outstep, overstep, Id., Plat. 4.

in Poets, the instrument of motion is added in acc,,
Eur. ; cf. . . 3. II. metaph., 1.

to come out so and so, come to pass, turn out, Hdt.,

Thuc. :

—

to be fulfilled, of prophecies, Dem. ;

e/c/3. to prove a villain, Eur. :

—

things

likely to happen, Hdt., etc. 2. to go out of due
bounds, to go far, is Eur.
. Causal, in aor. 1 -, to make to go out, to

put out of a. ship, Horn., Eur.-, f . , to excite to Bacchic frenzy, to make
frantic, Eur., Plat. :—Pass, to be frenzied, Id. ; so in

Med., Eur.-, f. -, pf.-: aor. 2 :

—

to throw or cast out of a place, c. gen., II., etc. ; or

absol. to throw out, throw overboard, Od. : also, like

Lat. ejicere, to throw ashore, lb., Hdt. ; but, e/c/3. is- carry out to sea, Id. :—Med. to put
ashore, Id. 2. to cast out of a place, banish, Id.,

etc. 3. to expose on a desert island, Soph.; to

expose a dead body, Id. 4. to divorce a wife,

Dem. 5. to cast out of his seat, depose a king,

Aesch., etc. II. to strike out of, Lat. excu-
tere, Od. ;—absol., .
to fell trees (properly, to cut them out of the forest),

lb. 2. to strike open, break in, Eur. III.

to let fall, eyxos II. :—metaph.,. to let fall a word, Horn., etc. ; so, .
Od.; . to cast one's teeth, Eur. IV.
to throw away, reject, Soph., etc. :

—

to reject a candi-

date for office, Dem. ; to drive an actorfrom the stage,

Lat. explodere, Id. V. to lose, properly by one's

own fault, Soph., etc. VI. to produce, of women,
Plut. ; so, of wheat,. Eur. VII. intr.

(sub.) to go out, depart, Id. ; of a river, to

empty, discharge itself, Plat., aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 part, of., , , () a way out, egress, Od.,
Xen. 2. a going out of, escapefrom, c. gen., Eur.-, Dor. for, Foed. in Thuc.-, f., to establish, Plut. ; in Med., Id.-, to force out

:

—Pass., -
the bow forcedfrom mine hands, Soph.-, f. Att. -, Causal of, to ?nake

to step out, Ar. ; . to turn a river out of

its channel, Hdt. :—metaph.,.
to stop one from discussing the question of justice,

Thuc. 2. to land onefrom a ship, disembark, Id.-, pf.-, to devour, Soph.

-.-, aor. 2-, to sprout out, Plat,, Verbal of, one must cast out,

Plat., ov,() thrown out or away, Eur.-, to gush out, Plut.-, to call out, cry aloud, Xen., Plat., , a going out to aid, a sally of the be-

sieged, Thuc. From-, f ., to march out to aid, Hdt. : to make
a sally, Thuc.-, f. Att. ,() to peel, as one does an
onion of its outer coats, Ar., ,() a throwing out, . turn-

ing the votes out of the urn, Aesch. 2. a throwing
the cargo overboard, Id. II. ejectment, banish-

ment, Id., Plat. III. a letting fall,

Eur. IV. a bringing forth :—. the

time when the corn comes into ear, Thuc. V.
(from intr. signf. of) a going out, outlet, Lat.

exitus, . the discharge of a river from
between mountains, Hdt. : a mountain-pass, Id. : the

mouth of a river, Thuc. 2. . a digression,

Id. VI. (from Pass.), that which is cast

out,. earth cast or scraped up by a hoe
or mattock, Soph.; children exposed on
the mountains, Eur. 2. a cargo cast overboard

,

wrecked seamen, Id., ov, () cast out of a place, c. gen.,

Eur. :—as Subst.,, , an outcast, Id. :—but,

vabs rags cast outfrom the ship, Id.- or-, f. -, to throw out foam,
of the sea :—Pass., of ships, to be cast ashore, Hdt.-, f. , to strike out by lightning, -

he had strength struck ovit of him by

lightning, Aesch.-, Dep. to bellow forth or aloud, Eur.,, ,() anything eaten out,. sa.w-dust, Soph.-, f. , to give in marriage, and Pass, to be

given in marriage, N.T. :— so,, lb.--, Pass, to exult greatly in, c. acc, Eur.

-'&, poet. pf. of--.-, f., to laugh out, laugh loud, Od.,

Xen.: metaph. of a liquid, to rush gurgling out, Eur.', aor. 2 inf. of-.', , , =, Eur.-, later and Ion. -- [] : f.- :

Ep. pf. iKy^yaa, 3 dual ^·^\ [], part,^^ :

Dep. :

—

to be born of a. father, c. gen., -·~ II. 2. c. dat. to be bom to,'/ lb. II. in aor. 2 to have gone
by, * time having gone by, Hdt. :

c. gen., to have departed this life,

Xen. III. impers.,^^, like, it is

allowed, it is granted, c. dat. pers. et inf., mostly with

a neg-at., i£ey it was not granted
him to do, Hdt. : absol., ^ it was not in

his power, Id.- [], f . , to scoop out : irr. pf . pass, e^e'-

Plat. II. to hatch, Plut., ov, (-**/) born of, sprung fro7n,

Horn. II. as Subst. a child, whether son or



daughter, Id. ; and in pi. etcyovoi, descendants, Hdt.,

etc.; neut.,^. tivos one's offspring, Aesch.- [], f. , to write out

:

—Med. to write out

or copy for oneself, Ar., Dem.-, Pass, to be stript titterly, Babr.-, f. , to burst into tears, weep aloud,

Soph., Eur., pf. pass. part, of 44., 3 pi. pf. of4.-, 4s, () defective. Hence, , a falling short, being in arrear, Thuc.-, f.-, to shew forth, exhibit, display,

Soph., Eur.-, f., strengthd. for, Plat,, Ion. for44.
-,, €, , (44) a receiving from another :

succession, Hdt., Ion.- : f.- :

—

to strip off the skinfrom
a person, c. ace, Hdt. : also c. acc. rei, to strip off,-

4. Eur. II. to cudgel soundly, to ' hide,' Ar., ov, (44) fastened to, Anth.-', Ion.- : f.- : Dep. : I.

mostly of persons, 1. to take or receive from
another, II., Aesch. 2. to take up, of a suc-

cessor, tivos Hdt., etc. ; often also

with the acc. omitted,'^, (sc.) he succeeded, Id. 3. to take up the

argument,& 4. K0yov Plat. 4.

to wait for, expect, Soph. II. of events, to await,

Lat. excipere, Hdt. III. of contiguous countries, to

come next, Id.

-', f. --', to bind so as to hangfrom, to fasten
to or on, c. g"en., II. : absol., 4 to bind
planks (to his back), Od. :—Med. to bind a thing to

oneself, hang it round one, Hdt.-, ov, conspicuous, II. :—quite plain, Dem.-, f., to be abroad, to be on one's travels,

Hdt., Soph. ; and, , a being abroad, exile, Plat. From-, ov,from home, gone on a journey , Xen.; 4.
service in foreign lands, Thuc. ; . (pvy-rj

Eur. II. c. gen. departedfrom, Id.-, aor. 2 -4, to pass quite over, c.

acc, II.-, f., Pass, to depart from one's

accustomed mode of life, change one's habits, Thuc., ecos, , change of habits, Plut.-, aros, , prentice-work, a sampler, Eur.- : f. £ :

—

to teach thoroughly, Lat. edocere,

Aesch., etc.; 4. Soph.:—Med. to have an-
other taught, of the parents, Hdt., Eur. :—Pass.,4 is taught disgraceful things, Soph. ; 4-0 having learnt of things at home,
Id. 2. c. acc. pers. et inf. to teach one to be so

and so, Id. ; inf. omitted, ysvvatov 4. Ar.-~, Ion.- : f.- [] : aor.

2 4-4, part.4 :

—

to run out from, run away,
escape, 4 Hdt. ; absol., Ar.-, 3. sing.' (as if from-) : f.- :—to give up, surrender, esp. something seized unlaw-
fully, Lat. reddere, II., Hdt. :

—

4. to give up
a slave to be examined by torture, Dem. 2. 4.

—,. 2 3 7
OvyaTtpa to give one's daughter in marriage, Lat.

nuptum dare, Hdt., Att. ; so in Med.,4
OvyaTepa Hdt., Eur. 3. to give out for money,
let outfor hire, Hdt.:—c. inf., like Lat. locare aliquid

faciendum, Dem. 4. to lend out money on security,

such as the cargo of a ship, ap. Dem. II. intr.

(sub.£ or -ovs) of rivers, to empty themselves, Hdt.-, f., to decide finally, settle, of a judge,

Ar. II. to avenge, Eur. Hence, ov, 6, an avenger, Eur.', f., () to avenge, punish a. crime,

. T. : also to exact vengeance for a crime, lb. II.

to avenge a person, lb. ; 4. tivos to avenge
one on another, lb. Hence, ecus, , an avenging,4 to

avenge him, . T.-, ov, () without law, lawless, unjust, Lat.

exlex, Aesch., etc. :—Adv. -/ccos, Id. II. main-
taining the right, avenging, Anth.-, f. , to throw from a chariot, Luc., f.-, to chase away, banish, Thuc.-', f., to shake utterly, confound, Anth., , , (4) a giving out or up, sur-

rendering, Hdt., Plat. 2. a giving in marriage,
portioning out, Id. 3. a lending money on ships

or exported goods, bottomry, Dem., verb. Adj. of 4', one must give up,
Plut. 2. one must give in marriage, Ar., ov, (4) given up, delivered over, sur-
rendered, Hdt., Att., , (44) a receivingfrom another, suc-

cession, Aesch., Eur. 11. =, . ., , (44) a reservoir, Anth.-,() Pass, to become a very ser-

pent, Aesch., aor. 2 inf. of 44. Hence, , a running out, sally, charge, Xen. 2.

a party of skirmishers, Thuc; and, , one that sallies out from the ranks, a
skirmisher, Thuc, Xen., aTos, , that which is stript off, a skin, gar-
ment, Anth. ; and, Ep. for4, aor. 2 inf. of 4.

[], v.4 II.

-is, ews, , a getting out, way out, Hdt. From- and- [] : I. Causal in pres.,.
44, f . 4, aor. 1 44 :

—

to take off, strip

off, Lat. exuere, c. dupl. acc pers. et rei, 4 4
they stripped me of my cloke, Od. : c

acc. pers. only, to strip him, Xen., etc 2. Med.4, aor. 14 : — to strip oneself of a
thing, put off, II., etc. : absol. to put off one's clothes,

strip, Ar., Xen. II. in pres., impf. 44-, aor. 2 44, pf.44, in same sense as Med.4, to put off, Od., Hdt. 2. in aor. 2 44,
pf. 44, to go or get out of, c. gen.,4
Od. ; . to emerge from the sea,

Plat. b. c acc. to escape,4 II.-, () Pass, to become a thorough

Dorian, Hdt.', Ep. aor. 1 of.', Ion. for/, 3 pi. impf. of.



238 etcei €€., Dor., Adv. there, in that place, Lat. illic,

Att. 2. euphem. for ", in another world,

Aesch., etc. ; 01, i. e. the dead, Id. II. with

Verbs of motion, for, as we say there for thither,

Hdt., etc. Hence, poet., Dor. :—Adv. from that

place, thence, Lat. illinc, opp. to , Soph.,

etc. 2. = e/cer, Aesch., Thuc. :—c. gen.,

on side of the grove, Soph. II. thence,

from that fact, Isocr., Dem. III. of Time, there-

after, next, II., poet, : Dor. =, Horn., v. sub in., poet., , °> Aeol., Dor. :

—

in Att. strengthd. : Demonstr. Pron. : () :—the person there, that person or thing, Horn., etc.:

when and refer to two things before men-
tioned,, ille, belongs to the more remote, i. e.

theformer, ovtos, hie, to the nearer, i. e. the latter. 2.

like ille, to denote well-known persons, -
Ar. 3. with demonstr. force, ^Ipos

Irus sits there, Od. 4. in Att. the Subst.

with properly has the Article, and may
precede or follow the Subst., ri), rfj

: when the Art. is omitted in Prose,

follows the Subst., Thuc. II. Adv., in that way, in that case, Id. III. dat.

fern, as Adv., 1. of Place (sub. ), there,

at that place, on that road, Hdt., Thuc. 2. of

Manner, in that manner, Plat., etc. IV. with
Preps., from that time, Xen. ; so, air

Luc. : in that place, there, Xen. :

afterwards, Thuc., poet,, Adv. thither, to that place, Lat.

illuc, opp. to, Horn., etc. 2. to the other
world, Eur., Plat. ; cf. I. 2. 3. c. gen., .

from that part of the story, Hdt.', 3 sing, plqpf. of., 3 sing, plqpf. of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., 3 sing, plqpf. of.', Ion. for, 3 pi. plqpf. of., Dor. for, 2 sing. impf. of., pi. aor. of.-, , (,) a holding of hands, a. cessa-

tion of hostilities, armistice, truce, Thuc, Xen. 2.

generally, restfrom work, vacation, holiday, Luc.
-', f. -, to boil out or over, break out, of

curses, Aesch. 2. c. gen., boiled

over with worms, i. e. bred worms, Hdt.-', f. ", to seek out, enquire, . . II.

to demand an account of'a thing, c. ace, lb.-', f., to rekindle, Ar., Plut., Ep. aor. of., , skill in archery, II. From-, Dor. -, ov, (,) far-
darting, far-shooting, epith. of Apollo, II., Dor. ', ,^, at rest, at one's

ease, Lat. securus, of persons enjoying themselves,

Horn. ;' ye will plunder them at your
ease, i. e. without let or hindrance, II. ; .
Soph. ; neut. as Adv., Id.

"EKHTI, Dor. and Att., by means of, by virtue

of, by the aid of, Aibs Od., etc. II. =,
on account of, for the sake of, Trag. : also, as to, Lat.

quod attinet ad, Aesch., Eur.', Pass, to be amazed, . T. From-, ov, amazed, astounded, . T.-,() to root out, extirpate, Aesch.&, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , strengthd. for, to have full
confidence in a person, c. dat., Plut.-6, Dep. to see out, see to the end, Soph,-, f . , to make a public show of, to expose
to public shame, . T.-, f. , to make a god of, deify, Luc. : to

worship as a god, Plut. II. of things, to make
matter of religion, Id., aor. 2 part, of.-' or -, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , strengthd. for, to gain
over entirely, Aeschin., Plut.-, f. Att. , to reap or mow completely, Dem.', aor. 2 inf. med. of., ecus, ,() a putting out, exposing, of

a child, Hdt., Eur.-, ov, out of law, lawless : horrible, Plut., ov,() exposed, Eur.
-', f.-, to run out, make a sally, Xen.-, Dep. to hunt out, catch, Xen., Plut.-, f. , = oeg., Hdt.-, Pass, to become quite savage, Lat. effe-

rari, Eur.-6 [], f. , to squeeze much : to distress

greatly, Xen.- : f.- : aor. 2 :
—to die

away, (for) were like to die with

laughing, Od. 2. to be in a death-like swoon, be at

the point of death
,
Soph.-, f., Dep. to feast on, c. ace,

Aesch.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 of.-, f., to lameyit aloud, Luc.-, f .- : aor. 2 :

—

to leap out

of, c. gen., II. ;

of the violent beating of the heart, lb. :—
rarely c. ace, Anth.-, f., to burn as incense, Eur.-, ov, out of oite's mind, senseless, Lat. demens,
Aesch. II. very spirited, ardent, Plut.

-is,, , atonement, Lat. expiatio, Plut. From-, f. [], to offer up, sacrifice, slay, Soph.,

Eur. 2. Med. to atone for, expiate by offerings,

Lat. lustrare, expiare, c. acc. rei, Hdt.; but c. ace
pers. to propitiate, appease, Eur., aor. 2 of.-, f., to burst into loud laughter, Xen.-, f.-, to cleanse out : 1. with acc.

of the thing cleansed, to clear out ditches, etc., II.

;

he clears this land of mon-
sters, Aesch. :— Pass, to be purified, Xen. 2. with

acc. of the dirt removed, to clear away, Plat.-, f .-, to sleep outofone's quarters,Xen.
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--, indecl. sixteen, Lat. sedecim, Hdt., etc.-, ov, (p&pov) sixteen palms long, II.-, ov, (xivov) consisting of sixteen

threads, Xen.-, Dor.-, , gen. eos, contr. ovs,

sixteen cubits long or high, Decret. ap. Dem.--, , ov, sixteenth, Hdt., etc.-, , , fem.-, i5os, 16 years old, Anth.-, ov, out of date, antiquated, Anth.
etc-, Att.-:.- : aor. part, iiaceas:—to

burn out, Hdt., Eur. II. to light up, kindle, Hdt., Ar., £. ^, to be faint-hearted, N.T.-,( II. 2) Dep. to pull out with a

fishing-rod, Ar.-', f., to call out or forth, summon forth,
Horn., Hdt., Eur. II. Med. to call out to oneself,

Od., Hdt. 2. to call forth, elicit, Aesch.,etc. 3.

c. inf. to call on one to do, Soph,-, f. >, to uncover, Hdt. : to disclose,

Aesch., Soph. :—Med. to uncover one's head, unveil

oneself, Od., Plat,-, f .-, to grow quite weary of a thing,

c. ace, Thuc. ; c. part., 44 Plut. ;. irKriyais to yield to blows, Id.-, Med. to yield as produce, Aesch.-, f., Med. to enjoy the frtiit of,}$ yvvaiKbs iraidas 4. to have children by another

wife, Eur. II. to derive advantage from being, c.

part., Thuc.-, aor. 2 with no pres.4 in use, to

look down from a place, c. gen., II.--, Ep. 3 sing. aor.-, Pass.

to leap down from a place, c. gen., II.-, f. , to pull out the stalk : metaph. to

pull up root and branch, Ar.-, f., to boast loudly, c. inf., Eur., Att. for4.-, serving as Pass, of 4, to be cast out
or exposed, Hdt. 2. of public notices, to be set up
in public, posted up, Dem. II. c. gen. to fall from
out, be left bare of, Soph.-, poet,-, f., to empty out, leave

desolate, Aesch. ; iiacevovv is ytpovTos

to pour out one's spirit into Charon's boat, i. e. give

up the ghost, Theocr. ; '. lovs to shoot all one's

arrows, Anth. :—Pass, to be left desolate, Aesch.-', f . , to cut off root and branch, Anth.-, pf. pass, of ''. Hence', Adv. part. pf. pass, profusely, Plat.-, to enfeeble, exhaust, Aesch.
-, Att. -, f. , to proclaim by voice

of herald, Soph. II. to banish by proclamation,
Hdt. :—Pass., <pvyas Soph.-', f., to move out of his lair, to put up,

Soph. : metaph. to stir up, rouse, excite, Plut.-, to go out, Od.-, f.-, to cry aloud, Eur.-, Ion. -, Att. -' : f. Att.- :—to shut out from a place, c. gen., Eur. 2.

metaph. to exclude from a thing, Hdt., Aeschin. :

—

Pass., ry &pr) being hindered by [want of]

time, Hdt.
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!-, f. , to steal and bring off secretly, to

purloin, II., Hdt., etc. ; 4. to steal away, Eur. :—. Id. II. e/c/. rivet \0yots to

deceive him, Soph. ; } intcKtyris \6yov disguise not

the matter, speak not falsely, Id., Ion. for., , (-) an assembly of the citizens

regularly summoned, the legislative assembly , Thuc,
etc. :-—at Athens, the ordinary Assemblies were called, the extraordinary beingyo, ap. Dem. ;. vayepeLv, ovvaytiv, avWiytiv, to

call an assembly, Hdt., etc. ; . ' to make
a house,' Ar. ; . yiyverai, an assembly
is held, Thuc. ; ., to dissolve

it, Id., etc. ; to adjourn it, Id. II. in

. T. the Church, either the body, or the place. Hence
: f. -, impf.4, aor. 1-, but also in irr. form,4^-,4€- :

(cf .4y) :
—to hold an assembly, debate therein,

Ar., Thuc, etc. 2. to be a member of the Assembly,'. ·5 ovOevos Arist. Hence, ov, 6, a member of the4, Plat., ], 6v, of or for the4, Dem. :—4 [apyvpiov^ the public pay received

by each citizen who sat in the, Luc.-, f. , to summon into court, Aeschin., ov,() selected to judge or arbitrate

on a point,. ttoKis an umpire city, Aeschin. :—01, in Sparta, a committee of citizens chosen for

special business, Xen., f., old Att. for'.-, f. , to bend out of the regular line : intr.

(sub. 46) to turn away, give ground, retire,

Thuc, Xen. :—also c. acc to avoid, shun, Plat. 2.

to turn aside towards, Xen.-, f., to wash out stains, Plat.-, to wear out ; metaph. of troublesome lo-

quacity, like Lat. enecare, Theocr., in Dor. fut. 3 pi.4.-, f. ), to scrape offfrom, c gen., Hdt.-, Dep. to cheat by juggling tricks,

cajole, Ar.-, f. Att. , to take out the kernel : metaph.,. to put out one's ankle, Ar. ; . Tas
to sack, gut the cities, Id.-, f. , to scrape out, obliterate, Thuc.-, f., to swim out of, c. gen., Eur., , a carrying out, Hdt. : of a corpse, burial,

Anth. From-, f. Att. , to carry out, esp. to a place of

safety, Hdt. ; .. 4 to keep him out
of trouble, Id. : so in Med., Id., Thuc. 2. to carry

out a corpse, bury, Lat. efferre, Plut. II. to

endure to the end, Eur., f. , to boast loudly, Soph.-, Med. to set forth in fair terms, Eur., , a cutting out of an arrow-point from the

body, Plut. From-, f. : pf.- : aor. 2 pass.4- :

—to cut out, knock out

:

—Pass., he

had both his eyes knocked out, Ar. 2. to cut [trees]

out of wood, to fell (cf. 4\), Hdt., Xen. ; .
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cut down all the trees in the park,

Xen. 3. metaph. to cut off, make an end of, Hdt.,

etc. 4. as military term, to beat off, repulse,

Xen. 5. to cut off, . T.-, f. ], to sweep out, to sweep clean, Ar.-, f . , () to clear of bugs, Anth.-, to tell summarily, sum up, Hes.-, f. Att. , to raise up, exalt, Plut. II.

to relieve, Id., to cry out, Plut.-, Pass, to hangfrom, depend upon, c. gen.,

Plut.-, f.-, to hang from or upon a
thing- ; ivos Ar. II. Pass, to hang on by,

cling to, c. gen., Thuc. :—metaph. to be devoted to,

Eur. Hence, 4s, hangingfrom or upon, Anth.-, =, c. gen., Eur.;
we hang on to the door-handle

by the hands, Id.- [f], f., to choose or pick out, to single out, I

Thuc. :—Pass., aor. 1 part, Soph. 2. to
j

single out for disgrace, expel, like Lat. tribu movere, I

Xen. 3. to secrete, separate, b

Id. Hence, ov, picked out, select, Aesch., Soph. :—neut.', as Adv. above all, eminently , Eur.,, , a beating out, driving away, Xen., ov, beaten out, embossed, Aesch.-, f. , to knock out, Xen. 2.

to drive back, reptdse, Thuc, Xen. : metaph. to frus-
trate one of a thing, c. gen., Plut. 3. to hiss an
actor off the stage, explodere, Dem. 4. to put off,

adjourn by evasions, Id. ; . robs to baffle

by putting off, elude, Plat.-, Pass, to lose at play, c. ace, Plut.-, f. -\, to tumble headlong out of a
chariot, c. gen., Eur. ; . to throw a
somersault over a thing, Xen.-', f., to put forth as leaves, Anth.-', f. ,, to wheel out, esp. by means of the

(q. v.) : ' come, wheel
yourself out ! i.e. shew yourself, Ar. Hence, aros,, a theatrical machine, which served

the purpose of drawing back the scenes, and disclosing

the interior to the spectators.-, f.- [t] : aor. 1 pass, :—to roll out, Ar. :—to overthrow, Anth. :—Pass.,

rolled headlong from the chariot,

II. 2. to extricate :—Pass, to be extricated from,* Aesch. ; els

to plunge headlong into intrigues, Xen.-, f., to wavefrom the straight line, of

a line of soldiers, Xen.-, f.,{) to keep questing about, of

hounds, Xen.-, f. 4\, to pursue in the chase, hunt
down, Eur.-, ov, () of a hound, guesting about, not
keeping on one scent, Xen.-, f. >, to peep out of a. place, c. gen., Babr.-, f. , to rush wildly out, Eur.

€\€.
-', f. , to make quite deaf, Ar. :—Pass.,

metaph., swords are blunted, Eur.-, f., to make quite deaf, Plat. :—Pass, to

become so, Luc.-, f.-, to obtain by lot or destiny,

Soph.-, f. , to kick out, fling out behind, Ar.-&, f., to speak out, blab, divulge, Dem.-, f.-, to receivefrom others, receive

in full, Soph., etc. II. ipya. —, to

contract to do work, opp. to (to let it out),

Hdt. III. to take in a certain sense, to under-
stand, Lat. accipere, Plat. ; . \ Arist.

esc-, f .>, to shine or beamforth, Hdt., Aesch., etc.-, aor. 2-:—to escape notice utterly

;

—Med., with pf . pass,, to forget utterly,

c. gen. rei, Soph. II. Causal in pres.,
with aor. 1, Dor.; Ep. redupl. aor. 2

:-

—

to make one quite forgetful of a thing,

c. gen. rei, Od. : c. acc. rei, made
him quite forget his harping, II.-, to cast outfrom a place, c. gen., Aesch.-, f.-, to drink off, Ar.-, f . £co : pf . pass, and

:

—to pick or single out, Thuc, Xen. :—Med. to pick

outfor oneself, choose out, Hdt., Plat., etc. 2. Med.
also,\* to pull out one's

gray hairs, Ar. II. to levy taxes or tribute, Thuc.

;

c. acc pers., . to levy tolls on them,
Aeschin. ; so c gen. pers., Xen.-, f. >, to leave out, omit, pass over, Hdt.,
Aesch., etc. :—Pass., fails not

to appear, Aesch. 2. to forsake, desert, abandon,
Hdt., Aesch., etc. 3. in elliptic phrases,

.& to abandon the city and go to

the heights, Hdt. ; (of the

Persian immortals) if any one left the number in-

complete, Id. II. intr., of the sun or moon, to

suffer an eclipse, Thuc. ;—in full, 6

Hdt. ; cf.. 2. to die,

01 the deceased, Plat. ; in full,.
Soph. 3. generally, to leave off, cease, stop, Hdt.,

etc. 4. to fail, be wanting, Eur.',, , abandonment, Hdt. II.

(from intr.) of sun or moon, an eclipse, Thuc., , , () picked out, select, Thuc,
Plat., etc. II. 01, the elect, . T.,, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of.-', pf. pass, of. Hence', Adv. loosely, carelessly, Plut., Ep. for, 2 sing. impf. of.-, f. >, to bring the young brood out of the

shell, to hatch, Hdt., Ar.-, to make quite white, Eur.-, f. , to cease utterly, Soph.-, v. II., aor. 1 pass, of., , , () a forgetting and for-
giving, Od.-, =, to abandon, Eur. 2. intr.

to cease, Id., Dor. for-, pi. aor. 1 pass, of.



-, to fatten :—Pass, to grow fat, Plut.-, aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, 4s, failing, deficient, 4\4$ iyevero
= €€£5·, Thuc. II. omitted, overlooked, Id., , () a picking out, choice, election,

Plat. II. that which is chosen out, an extract,

choice collection of passages, Horat.-, f. Att.-, Dep. to compute, calcu-

late, Plut. 2. to consider, reflect on, Hdt., Eur.;

tivos Thuc. 3. to reckon on, ovhzls4\^ Eur. Hence, , a computation, calculation, Plut., sync, for4, aor. 2 of4.-, f., to bringforth, Eur., in Med. :—Pass.

to be born, Id., zoos, , (4) release or deliverance from a
thing-, c. gen., Aesch., etc. II. feebleness, faint-
ness, Dem., ov, () of or for release :

—4,, a release, Soph. : an expiatory offering, Eur., ov, () easy to let go, light, buoyant,
of missiles, Eur. II. Adv., remissly, Plut.-, f. [] : pf . pass.44 : aor. 1 4.-

[] :

—

to loose, release, set free, from a thing, c.

gen., Aesch., Soph. :—Pass, to be set free, Plat. :

—

Med. to get one set free, to releasefrom, c. gen., Od.,

etc. II. to unloose, unstring z. bow, Hdt. ;4., likely to let loose the tongue, Soph. 2. to

put an end to, Id., Eur. 3. to relax, enfeeble :

—

Pass, to be faint, fail, give way , Dem. 4. to pay
in full, Plut.-^. 4, Pass.tosustaingrievous
injuries, Soph.-, f. , () to lay bare, Soph.,,() that on or in which an impres-

sion is made : also the impression made, an impress,

mould, Plat. :·—metaph.,'/4 counterfeit

of rock, of a fisherman who is always on them, Anth.-, f. , to drive mad with passion, Eur.,

Theocr. ;4 to drive one raving
from the house, Eur. :—Pass., \vith pf. 2 act.44,
to go mad with passion, be furious, Hdt. 2. c. acc.

rei,4 to kindle mad desire, Soph., ,{) an impress, Eur., aor. 2 inf. pass, of4.-, f. -^, to learn thoroughly, and,

in past tenses, to have learnt thoroughly , to know
full well, Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. to examine closely,

search out, Hdt., Eur., etc., aor. 1 inf. of4.-, f., to make to wither away, Anth. :—
Pass, to wither away, Theocr.-, Pass, to go raving mad, Eur.', f., to bear witness to a thing, c. acc,
Aesch. Hence, , the deposition of a witness, Dem.-<, 3 sing. aor. 1, he devised or invented, tl

h. Horn. ; v..--, Att. -, f. £, to wipe off, wipe away,
Soph., Eur. :—Med. to wipe away one's tears,

Anth. II. of an artist, to mould or model in wax or

plaster, La.t. exprimere, Plat.:

—

.,44
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1

he impresses anew the footsteps of his fathers,

i. e. walks in their steps, Theocr.-, f. [], to make quite drunk, to saturate

with a thing, c. gen., Anth.-, in pf. 2 44 obtained a chief
share of honour, Od.
!-€€, f., to train carefully, Plat. 2.

to learn perfectly, con over, practise, Id.-, 4s, (jx4hos) out of tune, dissonant, Plut.

!-€, f. , to measure out, measure,
Eur. :—Med. to measure for oneself, take measure of,

Xen. ; 4€5 calculating its

position by the stars, Soph.'-, ov, (e|,) of six months, half-yearly, Soph.-, f. [], to inform of, betray, Plut.-, Dep. to wind out like a ball of thread

:

of an army, to make it defile out of a place, c. gen.,

Polyb., Plut. II. intr., of the army, to defile, Xen.€-€, f. -\, Dep. to imitate faithfully,
represent exactly, Eur., Xen.€-, f. \, to hate much, Plut.€-6, f., to let outfor hire, Xen.-, inf. of aor. 2 44, Ep. 3 sing.4 :

—

to go out, go forth, II.—For the pres., v..-, f., to teach fully , Eur.«-, f., to work out with toil, Lat. elabo-

rare, Eur. 2. to struggle through, ttovovs Id. 3.

to win by labour, achieve, Id. 4. to struggle out

of danger, c. acc, Id.-, f. -, to squeeze out, II.-, f., to turn up one's nose at, mock at,

. T.ex-, f. ,, to become quite torpid, Plut.-, Med. with aor. 1 pass. 4€€-, to go
forth tofeed : metaph.,44 to turn away
one's foot, Soph., to hatch, Arist.-€, f. , (vevpov) to cut the sinews :— Pass.,4€4 unnerved, Dem.
€-€, f. ,. aor. 1 44 (cf. 44) :

—

to turn
the head aside, Xen. 2. c. acc. to shun, avoid,

Orph. II. to fall headlong, Eur. III. to give
one a sign to move away, c. inf., Id.-, f.- : aor. 1 44 :

—

to swim out,

swim to land, escape by swimming, Eur., Thuc. :

generally, to escape, Eur.-, f . >, to sleep off a drunken fit, become sober

again, Anth.-, f . : Dep. = 44, to swim out or
away, Luc.-, f.- (formed from -), to wash out,

purge away, Eur.:—Med. to wash off from oneself,

Lat. diluere,44) "4 Dem. II.

to wash clean, purify, Anth.-, f .,, to achieve byforce, Eur. : to carry one's

point, Plut. II. intr. to win a complete victory ;

metaph. to gain the upper hand, prevail, Thuc., fut. of 4.-, ov,() unusual, marvellous : Adv.-,
Ar. ; Sup.4 Id.'-, ov, outlawed, Lat. exlex, Aesch. :—Adv.

-$, out of tune, discordantly, Id.
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eK-,, contr.-vovs,, senseless, Lat. aniens, Plut.-, Dep. to take for one's own, Anth., Adv. willingly, Plut., a, ov and os, ov, () of actions, volun-

tary, Soph., Eur., etc. ; voluntary acts,

opp. to , Xen. 2. rarely, like , of

persons, willing, acting offree will, Soph.,Thuc. II.

Adv. -, Eur., etc.; so, (sc.)
Soph. ; Kaff Thuc.., Pass, to be struck with amazement, to

wonder greatly, only in part., Hdt. II. to wonder
at, admire exceedingly, c. ace, Aesch., Eur. From, ov, metath. for* (from)
terrible, fearful, of persons ; Superl.

II. :—of thing's, Od. 2. as Adv. terribly, vehe-

mently, exceedingly, Horn.:— also neut. as Adv.,

and -, II. II. in later Poets,

marvellous, wondrous, Aesch., Soph. ; Adv.
marvellously, Id., aros, , a mirsling, a child, Eur. From-, f., to bring upfrom childhood, educate
completely , Eur., Plat.-, to rush madly to the fray, II.-, f .- : aor. 1 -:—like,
to throw out of a thing-, dash one from it, c. gen.,

Eur. II. Med. to dash out, escape, Plut.-, to shake out:—Pass, to spurt out from, c.

gen., (syncop. Ep. aor. 2 med. as pass.) II.--, f. , to strike, afflict, Eur. :—Pass.,- stricken in mind, Od.- [], a, ov, () out of the common path :

excessive, vehement, Aesch.-/, f . , to set quite at rest, put an end to,

Eur. :—Med. to take one's rest, Thuc.-, f. , to over-persuade, Soph., Eur.-, f., to tempt, c. ace, . T.-, f. [], aor. 1 [] :

—

to make trial of, prove, tempt, c. gen. pers., Hdt.

;

c. inf., ; art thou tempting me to

speak ? Soph. 2. to inquire of another, Ar.-', impers., =, 'tis permitted, Soph.-', f. > : I. of persons, to send out or

forthfrom a place, c. gen., Horn., Aesch., etc. :—Med.,
Od., Soph., etc. 2. to bring out by calling, call or

fetch out, Id.j so in Med., Id.:—Pass, to go forth,
depart, Id. 3. to send forth, dispatch, Thuc. 4.

to send away, cast out, Hdt., Aesch. ; to divorce a
wife, Hdt. :—so in Med., Soph. II. of things, to

send out, send abroad, II., Hdt. 2. to send forth,
give out, Aesch. Hence,, , a sending out or forth, Thuc.-, to make quite ripe or mellow, Theophr.€-, pf. pass, of., Adv. pf. pass, of, in panic
fear, Dem., 3 sing. pf. pass, of', Od., Adv. pf. pass, of, extrava-
gantly, Xen.-, later form of-., pf. of.-, f. , to finish off, Eur. :—Pass, to be

accomplished, Id., Xen.

- 6K7r\eog.', , a coming out of, Aesch. From-, f. [], Ion., to go out over, pass
beyond, Od., Aesch. ; . to go through life,

Eur. 2. absol. of an arrow, to pass through, pierce,

II. 3. to go or come out of a. place, c. gen., Eur.-, f. , () to escape like a par-
tridge, Ar.-, f.-, to destroy utterly, II., Aesch.-, to go out and round, go all round, Xen.-', f.-, to sail out round, so as to

attack in flank, Plut.-9, Adv. more exceedingly, N.T.-', Adv. more than a year ago, Luc.-, f.- : aor. 1 pass,

:

pf . :

—

to spread out, of a sail, Eur. ; of

wings, Anth.; of a net, Orac.ap. Hdt. 2. metaph.,
67 ' wholly given up to revel, Eur., ov, ready to fly out, just fledged, Ar.-' or-' : f .-- : aor. 2

or -, and in act. form

:

—to fly out or

away, Hes., Eur.,, =, Aesch., pf. part. pi. fern, of.-, f.— :

—

to leap out, Hdt. 2. to

make a sally, Xen. 3. to leap up, start up, Soph.,, , a leap out, -^ -
a height too great for out-leap, Aesch.-, f. Att. -, to spin out:—metaph.,

of an advocate, will wind
these things out of him, Ar.- [], Dep. to gush forth, Aesch.-. $ f.-, to fill up a bowl, Eur.; .

to fill them full of liquid, Id. 2. to

satiate, Id., Thuc. II. to fulfil, Hdt.;
paid the full penalty of sin, Id. III.

to accomplish, complete, Trag.- [] : f .- : aor. 2, Ep. :

—

to

drink out or off, quaff liquor, Od. : so, in pf. pass.,

lb., Hdt. ;
' &'

Aesch. 2. to drain a cup dry, .
Soph. : metaph.,. Eur.-, to sell out, sell off, Dem.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf .- :—to fall out of a. chariot, c. gen., Horn., etc. ; c. dat.

pers., II. 2. of seafar-

ing men, to be thrown ashore, Lat. ejici, Od., Hdt.,

etc. : of things, to suffer shipwreck, Xen. 3. to

fallfrom a thing, i. e. be deprived of it, Lat. excidere,

or Aesch., etc. 4. to be driven out,

of persons banished, Hdt., etc. 5. to go out or

forth, sally out, Id., Xen. 6. to come out, of

votes, Id. 7. to escape, Thuc. 8. of oracles,

to issuefrom the sanctuary, be imparted, Luc. 9.

to depart fro'm, digress, Xen., Aeschin. 10. to fall

off, come to naught, . T. 11. of actors, to be

hissed off the stage, Lat. explodi, Dem., =, Aesch., aor. 2 pass. part, of.-75, ov, [ ,) six plethra long, Eur.-, poet, -, a, ov, Att. -, :

—

quite full of a thing, c. gen., Eur. 2. complete,

of a body of soldiers, Xen. : abundant, Id.



€7€—€7€.-, f.- : Ion.-, aor. - :—to sail out, sail away, weigh anchor, Hdt., etc. :

c. gen. to sail away from, Soph. 2. metaph.,, to go out of one's mind,

lose one's senses, Hdt. II.. ras vavs to

outsail the ships, Thuc.«, , Att. for : nom. pi..6€, Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of.-, =, Thuc., , , () striking with con-

sternation, astounding, Thuc., ov, terror-stricken, amazed, Luc.€|, ecus, , () consternation, Thuc,
etc. ; . terror caused by misfortunes, Aesch.-, f. , —, to fill quite up,

Eur. 2. to make up to a certain number, Hdt.,

Soph. 3. to man completely , vavs Hdt. 4.

to fulfil, Id. II. . to make one's

way over the harbour, Lat. emetiri, Eur.€-·, Att.- : f . £ :

—

to strike out of, drive

awayfrom, Aesch. :—absol. todriveaway

,

Thuc. II.

to drive out of one's senses, to amaze, astound, Od.,

Eur. :—often in aor. 2 pass., Ep., Att.

[a] ; aor. 1 ;
pi. :

-

—

to be panic-struck, amazed, astonied, II., Soph.,

etc. ;- to be astonished at a thing-, Hdt.,

so , , etc. ;- to be struck

with panic fear of . . , Soph., Thuc. 2. generally,

of sudden passion, to be stricken, Aesch., etc.', contr. -, , () a sailing out,

leaving port, Aesch., Thuc, etc. II. a passage
out, entrance of a harbour, Aesch., Xen.- [], aor. 1 :

—

to wash out, esp. to

wash out colours from cloths, Plat. :—Pass, to be

washed out, Hdt. II. to wash clean, Ar. Hence, ov, to be washed out, of colours, Plat. :

—

metaph. washed out, Aesch., Ion. for.-', Ep.- : f.- or- :

—

to

breathe out or forth, Plat. ; Kepavvhs

Aesch. 2. . to breathe one's last, expire,

Id., Eur. ; also,., Id. II. absol.

to cease blowing, to become calm, Id. 2. to blow
outwards, of \vind, Hdt., Thuc. : to burst out, Soph., -, a breathing out, expiring, Plat.-, Adv. () opp. to, awayfrom
the feet, i. e. out of the way, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—
c. dat.,. to get out of his way, Eur. :— to put out of the way, Xen. : c.

gen.,. farfrom it, Eur.-', f. , to put out : I. to put out a

child, i. e.give him in adoption, Isae. II. Med.
to produce, bring forth, Ar. III. to make com-
plete, finish, finish off, Hdt. :— c. g-en. materiae,

. they made all

the front of Parian marble, Id. Hence,, , a puttingforth, emission, Hdt., ov, given in adoption, Aeschin.-,', f ., to excite to war, make hostile, Xen.-, f ., to make hostile, to involve in war,
Hdt., Thuc. :—Pass, to become an enemy to, be atfeud
with, Hdt. Hence

243,, , a making hostile, Plut.-', f., to force a besieged town to sur-
render, Thuc, Xen. :—Pass, to beforced to surrender,
Thuc.-, f. , to walk in state, to strut, Luc., ,{) a sending out or forth, Thuc-', f., to work out, finish off, Lat. elaborare,

Ar. ; wrought me
soft-hearted from iron-hearted, Theocr. ; . to

deck him out, Eur. :—Pass, to be brought to perfection,

Thuc; ? comfullypreparedfor use,

Xen. ; . to be in good training
or practice, Id. 2. to execute, Eur. ; so in Med.,
Id. 3. to provide by labour, earn, Id. :—c. acc et

inf., tovs$ . to prevail on the g-ods to

tell, Id. 4. absol. to work hard, Id., Xen. 5. to

work out by searching, to search out, Eur. 6. of
food, to digest it by labour, Xen. 7. to work at,

work well, Theocr. 8. in Pass, to be worn out, Lat.

confici, Plut.-, f. , to make to go out, fetch out, Eur. :

—Med., with fut. med. and aor. 1 pass., to go out or

forth, march out, Xen.-', f., to pillage, Eur., etc. :—Pass., of a
person, to be undone, Soph., Eur. II. to carry

off as plunder, Thuc. Hence, opos, 6, a waster, destroyer, Eur.-, f. , to carry away by sea :—Eur. has
pf. pass, in both pass, and med. sense,-, f. Att. , to invent, contrive, Eur. II.

to provide, furnish, Soph., Ar., etc :—Med. to provide

for oneself, procure, Thuc.-, f. , to commit fornication, . T.-, Ion. -', Dep. to fly out or forth, of

snow-flakes, II. : metaph., tols

(2 sing. Dor. pf.); — quae te dementia cepit ? Theocr.-, Att. -, f. |, to do completely, to

bring about, achieve, Lat. ejficere, Aesch., etc. ;

is yoov ye have made the hymn
of triumph end in wailing, Eur. II. to make an
end of, kill, destroy, Lat. conficere, Trag. III.

to exact, levy, Eur. ; c. dupl. acc, .
to exact money from a person, Thuc. 2. to exact

punishment for a thing, to avenge, Soph., Eur. :—so

in Med., Hdt., 5,() distinguished out of all, pre-

eminent, remarkable, II. ;

Aesch.; Eur. II. =£ toD5, unseemly, monstrous, Thuc. : so Adv. -$,
without reasonable grounds, Id.-', to be excellent in a thing, Eur.

-is, 5, , (,) a setting on fire, in-

flaming, Plut.-, Ion. for.-, aor. 2 (v. *'), to buy off, Oratt.-, f.-, to saw out, Thuc.-, ov, beyond the appointed day, too late

for a thing, c. gen., Luc-', to be very zealous, Eur.-, f.-, to send forth, Eur.-, Med. to call to oneself or summon
out of, Od.
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244-- [f], f. -, to choose out, ttSXsos -
Eur.-, f . >, to forsake, abandon, Od.-', f.-, to flow forth from, Anth.-, f., to honour above all, Soph,-, f .-, to flee away from, Anth.-, f. -, to pour forth, Anth.-, Dep. to spread the wings, Luc.-, f. , to scare out of, ,

(Dor.) Eur.6-, f., = foreg., Tzetz. :—Pass, to be struck

with admiration, Eur.-, f. , also- [if], to spit out of, c.

gen., Od. II. to spit in token of disgust, Ar. :

—

to spit at, abominate, . T.-', aor. 2 inf. of sq.-, f .- : aor. 2 : Dep.:
— search out, make enquiry, II., Eur. 2. c.

acc. enquire about, hear of, learn, Soph. ; .
tlvos to make inquiry of him, Ar.-, f., burn to ashes, consume utterly,

Eur. : Pass, to catch fire, be burnt up, Id. Hence
[if], ecos, 97, a conflagration, Luc.', o?/,() discovered, Thuc., <rros, , () a drinking-cup, beaker,

Hdt., Soph., etc., poet, for, Babr., Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., aor. 2 pass. inf. of^., fut. 2 pass, of., for, Ep. aor. 1 of.
[], aor. 1 pass, of.-, f. , to scatter out of, make to fall in

dropsfrom, Soph,', for, 2 sing, of.-', f.- : pf. : aor. 2 pass.

in act. sense :

—

to flow out or forth, II., Hdt.,

Plat. 2. of feathers, to fall off, Ar. 3.

metaph. to fall away, disappear, Lat. ejfluere,

Plat. II. c. acc. cogn. to shed, let fall, Anth.-, f. -, to break off, snap asunder, II.;

c. gen., the water broke off a
piece of the road, lb. :—Pass, to break or snap asunder,
Hdt. II. c. acc. cogn. to let break forth, break

out with, Plut., Luc. :—Pass, to break out, of an ulcer,

Hdt., Aesch. ; of a quarrel, is it broke

out in public, Hdt. ; of persons, to break out into

passionate words, Id. III. sometimes also intr.

in Act., ov - Soph,-, f., to root out, . T.-, f. , tofan the flame, stir up, Plut.-, f. , to cast forth, Aesch., Soph,, ,()=$, Plat. II. an issue, Id., contr. -, b,() a flowing out, outflow,
outfall, Hdt.-, f. r/, to drink out, gulp down, Ar.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.-, f.- [], to deliver, Eur., aor. 1 pass, of.-, to shake violently, Anth.-, aor. 1, Ep. for, Horn.
eic-, f . , to shake out of, tivos Hdt. :—Pass., Ar.

—.-- : pf . : 3 pi. plqpf . : aor.

1 [] :

—

to rush out or burst forth from a
place, c. gen., Horn. : absol. to rush out, Id.-, f. -, to disclose, indicate, Soph,-, Pass, to be put to utter silence, Anth.-, f.-, to scatter to the wind, Ar.-, f. , to disfurnish of tools and imple-
ments, Dem.-~, to wipe out, wipe clean, Hdt.-', f. ·\, to scare away, Anth.-, f., to draw out, II. ; so in Med.,-

having drawn out their spears, lb.-, f . —, to pour out as a libation, Eur.'-, ov, {]) =
>
, out of the

treaty, excludedfrom it, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, (|,) six stades long, Luc., $, tj, (.) any displacement : en-

trancement, astonishment, . T. ; a trance, lb., , , inclined to departfrom,c. gen., Arist.', f.-, to fit out, equip, Soph,-', f . , to deck with garlands, Eur. ; of

suppliants, Id. ; but,

with garlands on the suppliant

olive-branches, Soph,, , a going out on service, Luc. From-&, f. , to march out, Thuc, Xen. II.

in Med., absol. to take the field, Hdt., Thuc. 2.

to have ended the campaign, Id.-, f.-, Dep. with pf. pass.

to encamp outside, Thuc, Xen.-', f. ?, to turn out of, root upfrom a place,

c. gen., II. II. to turn inside out, Ar. : metaph.
to alter entirely, Id.-, Att. -, f. -, to hiss off the stage, Lat.

explodere, Dem.- [], to drag out, Anth., in aor. 2 pass, -
[].£, f. Att. -, Pass, to be shut out

from, Eur.-, f.-, to preservefrom danger, keep safe,

Hdt., Soph., etc. ; . tlvos to save one from
another, Eur. ; .. is to bring one safe to

light, Id. :—Med. to save oneself, Hdt. ; or to save for
oneself, Aesch. :—Pass, to flee for safety, Id.-, f . , to heap or pile up, Eur., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of

:

—',,
and 3 pi.

[], Adv.() outstretched, Eur.

[], , ov,() outstretched, outspread, II., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., fut. pass, of., a, ov, () on the sixth day, Xen. II.—/, sixth, Anth., Ep. aor. 2 med. of., Ion. for., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of.-, f . : Ep. aor. 1, =, to

stretch out (on the ground), lay low, II. :—Pass, to

lie outstretched, lb. 2. to stretch

tight, Od.



€<-, Att. -, f. , to throw into great

trouble, to agitate, Plut., ea>s, , (46) extension, Plat.-, Att.-, f. , to draw out in battle-order,

of the officers :—Med. to draw themselves out, of the

soldiers, Xen., Ion. for, 3 pi. plqpf. of.-, f.- : pf . —4, pass. -4 :

—

to

stretch out, Hdt., Att.: 4. to straighten the

knees, Ar. : 4.4 to lay one dead, Eur. :—Pass.

to be outstretched, lie at length, Soph. 2. to

stretch or spread out a. net, Aesch. : to extend the line

of an army, Eur. II. to stretch out, prolong,

Koyov Hdt., Att. III. to put to the full stretch,

of a horse put to full speed, Xen. ;

4. to put forth all one's zeal, Hdt. :—metaph. in

Pass, to be on the rack, Soph.-, f. Att. , to fortify completely, Thuc,
Xen. ; iter, to build it from the ground, Ar.-, f., to generate, Eur., in Med.-, f ., to bring quite to an end, accom-
plish, Aesch. :—Pass, to be quite the end of, twos
Soph.-', Ep. impf .44 : f.- :

—

to bring
quite to an end, to accomplish, achieve, Horn., Hdt. :

—Pass., f. inf.44, to be accomplished, II., etc.-, 4s, (t4\os) brought to an end, perfect, Aesch.

;

of corn, ripe, Hes. ; of persons, Eur.£-, Ep. and Ion.- : f.- :

—

to cut out,

II., Hdt. ; 4 to cut an zxxowfrom
the thigh, II. 2. to cut trees out of a wood, cut

down, lb. ; of planks, to hew out, hew into shape, os4 (Ep. for -4) lb. 3. to cut
away, sever, Pind., Plat. II. to castrate, Hdt., , intensity, zeal, earnestness, . T. From, 4s, (4) intense, zealous, instant, N.T., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be held, Ar. II., one must have, Xen., f., to burn to ashes, calcine, Strab.-, f. : aor. 244

:

—to melt out, destroy

by melting, Eur., Ar. 2. metaph. to let melt away,
let pine or waste away, Eur. II. Pass., \vith pf.44, aor. 24 [], to melt, pine or waste
away, Id. ; ' may it never melt
from my remembrance, Aesch., for4, pf. of.-, ol, those who paid %th of the produce, Plut., aor. of.-, f. -, to set out, place outside, Od. : to

expose on a desert island or to expose a new-born child,

Hdt., Att. :—Med. to export, Plut. II. to set up in
public, exhibit publicly, Dem.-, f. -, to pluck out hair :—Pass.,4 having one's hair plucked out, Anacr.-, f., to honour highly, Soph.-, ov, () not shewing honour, Soph.-, f . , to shake out

:

—Pass., 4 '4
(Ep. for-) II. 2. to shake off dust from
one's feet, . T. : so in Med., Ib.- [t], f.- [f] : aor. 44 :

—

to pay off,

pay in full, Hdt., Att. ;

—

' 4. to pay full
penalty, Eur. ; tivos for a thing, Hdt. II. Med.

—. 245
to exact full payment for a thing, avenge, c. acc. rei,

Soph., Eur. ; to take vengeance on, Id.-, f.-, to bring forth untimely : to

miscarry, Hdt., poet. Adv. (4kt6s) —, from without,

outside, c. gen., outside

their circle, apart from them, Od. ; V %.
having struck them from the wall, Aesch. 2.

absol. outside, Trag. ; '4." to marry from an
alien house, Eur.-, for , v.., Ep. Adv. (4kt6s) out of, outside, c. gen., II.-, f. , to wind a ball of wool quite off

:

metaph. to bring quite to an end, Hes., Aesch., , (4€) a cutting out, Plut. 2. cas-

tration, Hdt., etc. II. a segment, piece, Plut., , , (44) a eunuch, Hdt., iSos, {44) fern. Adj. cutting down, Anth.-, f. , to shoot out, shoot away, Hdt. :

—

metaph.,4 has shot away all its arrows,
i. e. has no resource left, Eur. II. absol. to shoot

from a place, shoot arrows, Xen.-, f. , to take oneself from a place, go
abroad, like4, Arist. :—metaph. of a speaker,

to wanderfrom the point, Id., , ov, = 4ktottos, Soph.; 4
ye have put away the fire, Id.-, ov, away from a place, away from, c. gen.,

Soph. 2. absol. distant, Id. ; zktottos let him
leave the place, Eur. II. foreign, strange, obZsvbs

by no strange hand, Soph. 2. out of
the way, strange, extraordinary, Ar.-', f. -, to kill by piercing, h. Horn., , ov, (e'|) sixth, Lat. sextus, Horn., etc., Adv., (e/c) outside, opp. to 4vt6s : 1. as

Prep, with gen. outside, out of, far from, c. gen.,

Horn.: outside of, free from, Hdt., Att. ; 4ktos 4-
beyond hope, Lat. praeter spem, Soph. 2. of

Time, beyond, Hdt. 3. except, 4ktos

Xen. II. absol., 4ktos external things,

Eur. III. with Verbs of motion, 4kt6s to

throw out, Soph., etc. Hence, Adv. outwards : c. gen. out of, Od.
and before vowels -, Adv., =, out-

side, c. gen., Horn. :—absol., Od.-', f. , to deck out in tragic phrase,

exaggerate, Luc.-,/,() banishedfrom the table, Luc.

[], ov,(44) turningfrom the com-
mon course, devious, strange, Theogn., Ion. for 44.-&, f. Att. , of a horse, to throw the rider

over its head, Xen. :—Pass, to break one's neck, Ar. :

metaph. to plunge headlong into destruction, Dem.
[], f ., to make rough, Luc. :—metaph.

to exasperate, Plut.-', Ion. -, f. , to turn out of the

course, to turn aside, c. acc, Hdt., Att. :—Pass, and
Med., c. gen. to turn aside from, Soph. : absol. to

turn aside, Hdt., Xen. 2. to turn a person off

the road, order him out of the way, Soph. :—Pass,

and Med.,44 to get out of one's way,
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avoid him, Dem. 3. to pre-

vent her from acting-

, Soph. 4.. to turn shields and flee before the thyrsus, Eur.-', f.-, to bring tip from childhood, rear

up, Hdt., Att. :—Med. for oneself, h. Horn., Soph.-', £.- and- :

—

to run out or

forth, make a sally, II., Thuc. 2. to run off or away,

Ar. 3. to run beyond bounds, exceed bounds, Soph.- [], £. : f. 2 pass,- : pf. -re-

:

—

to rub out, . to produce fire by

rubbing, Xen. :

—

to rub hard, Soph. II. to rub out,
'

i. e. to destroy root and branch, Hdt., Eur. : '.
to bring life to a wretched end, Soph. :—Pass.,-

Hdt. III. to rub constantly

,

•wear out, Eur.,,() a turning off or aside,Thuc. II.

(from Med.) a turning aside, escape, from
labours, Aesch. 2.. a place to -which one
turns from the road, a resting-place, Lat. diver-

ticulum, Ar.-, f., to -wear out, exhaust, Thuc.<-, f .-, to eat tip, devour, Ar.,, a child untimely bo r n, an abortion, . T., Ep. aor. 2 of.-, ov, -worked in high relief:, , a

figure -worked in relief, a cameo, Inscr. Hence-, f., to model or -work in relief, Xen.-, f. , to make quite blind, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. Hence», , a making blind, Hdt., , a mother-in-law, step-mother , —, II., , a father-in-law, step-father^, II., aor. 1 of :—but, aor. 1 of., used as aor. 2 of.- [], to make quite bright, clear away, Eur.-, f . —, Ion.- : aor. 1 :

—

to

shew forth, bring to light, disclose, reveal, make
manifest, II., Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to shew oneself,

shine forth, come forth to view, II. 2. to exhibit,

Hdt. 3. . to declare war,

Xen. Hence, is, shewing itself, manifest, Aesch., Plat., inf. med. of., ecos, Ion. 10s, , () a declaration, Hdt.-, ov, beyond power of speech : Adv. —, in-

effably, impiously , Aesch.-, f. Att. , to depreciate, Luc.-', f . : f ut. med. in pass, sense :

—

to carry out of a place, c. gen., or , II.,

Hdt. 2. to carry out a corpse for burial, Lat.

efferre, II., etc. 3. to carry off as prize or re-

ward, lb. : so in Med., Hdt., Att. 4. to carry out

of the sea, to throw ashore, Hdt., Eur. :—Pass.,

with fut. med., to come to land, be cast ashore,

Hdt. II. to bringforth, 1. of women, of the

earth, to bring forth, produce, Id. 2. to bring
about, accomplish, II. 3. to bring out, publish,

Ar. : . to deliver an oracle, Hdt. :—of

public measures, to bring forward,. is

Id., Dem. 4. generally to disclose, tell, betray,

Hdt. :—Med., '/ to declare one's

opinion, Id. 5. to put forth, exert, Eur.;

\·.
I and in Med., Soph. 6. \, Lat. in-

ferre bellum, to begin war, Hdt., Xen. 7. to bear the

marks of a thing, Eur. III. Pass, to be carried be-

yond bounds, be carried away
, Soph., Thuc, etc. IV.

to carry to a certain point, Soph., Plat. V. intr.

(sub.) to shoot forth ^before the rest), II. : to

run away, Xen. 2. to come to fulfilment, come to

an end, Soph,-, f. and, to flee out or away, es-

cape, Od., Aesch., etc. :-

—

to be acquitted, Ar. 2.

c. gen. to escape out of, flee from, Horn. 3. c. acc.

to escape, II., Hdt., etc. b. of things,

something escapes me, Soph., Eur.-, to speak out or forth, speak loudly : Med.,
,aor. 2 inf.) Od.-, f.- : aor. 2 pass, [] :

—

to

destroy utterly :—Pass,, to be undone,
ruined, Eur. : to vanish, pack off, Ar.- [], in 3 plqpf . pass., olvos the wine

had all been consumed out of the ships, had vanished

from the ships, Od. ; 3 pi. pf. pass, they

have utterly perished, Aesch.-', f., to kiss heartily, Anth., Att. for, Plut.-', f. , to set on fire, Ar.-', f., to frighten away, affright, Aesch.,

Plat., etc. ; so as to cause alarm, Thuc.

;

. Eur. :—Pass, to be much afraid,

to fear greatly , c. acc, Soph,-, ov, affrighted, . T.-, f. £, to make all red or bloody, Eur.-, Ion. -', f ., to go out constantly , be in

the habit of going out, Hdt., Eur. 2. of things, to

be spread abroad, Plut., -, () a carrying out of a corpse to

burial, Aesch., Ar. II. (from Pass.) of horses, a
running away, Xen.-', f. , =, to carry out a corpse for

burial, Od. :—generally to carry out, Hdt. :—Med.
to take out with one, Eur., etc. :—Pass, to move forth,

II. 2. to carry quite out, leave none behind, of

earth dug from a trench, Hdt. 3. Pass, to be cast

on shore, Id., ',() payment on produce, rent., tithe,

Hdt., ov, () to be carried out, exportable,

Ar. 2. to be made known or divulged, Eur. II.

act. prepared to weed out, as a gardener does noxious

plants, Aesch.-, Pass, to be sold for exportation, to be

kidnapped, betrayed, Soph,-, f. , to tell over, recount, Aesch., Eur., ecus, , a description, Luc.-' (v.) : poet. 1 pi. impf. : f.- : aor. 1- :

—

to let out, bring out, Eur., Ar.-, f. Att. , to think out, discover, Lat.

excogitare, Eur., Ar., etc.-, ov, gen. ovos,() out of one's mind, sense-

less, Dem. : also, frenzied, enthusiastic, of poets, Plat,, =, Aesch., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.-, f. , to watch carefully, Soph., Eur.



--', f. , to condemn by leaves, used

of the Athen., which gave their votes written on
olive-leaves, Aeschin.-, ov, () out of the tribe, alien :—metaph.
strange, unnatural, Plut., aor. 2 inf. of 4.-, f., to blow out, 4
poursforth its strength, Aesch. : metaph.,.
to blow up a war from a spark, Ar. II. to breathe

out, . i. e. to snore, Theocr.-, poet, for4, Aesch.-, f. [], to generatefrom another, to beget,

of the male, Soph., etc. 2. of the female, to bear,

Id. : also, to produce aplant, Dem. II. Pass., with

pf. and aor. 2 act., to be born from another, c. gen., II.,

Soph., etc. ; 4 a tattler by nature, Id.-, f., to cry out, Plut.-, f . [], to let gofrom, Anth.-, f., to unbridle, Plut.-, f ., to stuff out, to make vain and ar-

rogant, Eur.-, f.- : aor. 1 4, Ep., med. 4-
:

—

to pour out, properly of liquids, II., Aesch.,
|

etc. : metaph., (in Med.)4 he poured
forth his arrows, Od. 2. of words, Aesch., etc. 3.

to pour out like water, squander, waste, one's sub-
|

stance, Id., etc. II. Pass., 3 pi. plqpf. e£e/ee-, Ep. syncop. aor. 24 or, part.

[] :

—

to pour out, stream out or forth,
properly of liquids, Horn. :—metaph. of persons, Id. :

—g-enerally, to be spread out, Od. 2. to be poured
out like water,forgotten, Theogn., Plat. 3. to give
oneself up to joy, to be overjoyed, Ar. ; 4." to

burst out laughing", Anth. 4. to lie languidly, Id.-, f. , to break out of the chorus : Med. to

drive out of the chorus, Eur.-, f .- : aor. 24 :

—

to declare as an
oracle, tell out, Soph. II. to suffice, Hdt. :

—

impers., like, c. inf., 4 ; how
will it suffice him ? how will he be content to . . ? Id.-, Dep. to squeeze money from, levy

contributions on, Thuc., [u], Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of 4.
[], , , (4) a spendthrift, Luc., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of4., ov, (4) poured forth, unconfined, out-

stretched, Anth.-,, pf .- : aor. 14 :—Pass.

to be raised on a bank or mound, Hdt.-, f. , to go out and away, depart, emi-
grate, Hdt. 2. to slip out of,4- 4
was dislocated, Id. 3. to give way, Soph., Eur.- [], f. , to give up the ghost, expire, . T.',,, willing, of free will, readily,

Horn., etc. 2. wittingly , purposely ,

II., Att. 3. in Prose, or, as

far as depends on my will, as far as concerns me,
mostly with a negat., Hdt., Plat., Att. for., Ep. for, inf. pres. of ; also Ep. fut. inf.

!

of., Att. [], , the olive-tree, Lat. olea,
\
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oliva, Horn., etc. ; said to have been produced by
Athena in her contest with Poseidon, Hdt., Soph.

;

to run beyond the olives,

which stood at the end of the Athenian race-course, i.e.

to go too far, Ar. II. thefruit of the olive-tree,

an olive, Id. Hence,, , planted with olives, Anth., , , oily, of oil, Anth.
eXaiveos, a, ov,=sq., Od., ], ov, () of olive-wood, Horn,-, Att.-, ov,() an olive-gatherer, Ar.', , () olive-oil, Lat. oleum, olivum, Horn.-,, ,() an oil-merchant, Dem., , {) the wild olive, Lat. oleaster, Soph,-, Att.-, ov, olive-bearing, Eur.-, is, () olive-planted, Eur.-» ov, olive-planted, Aesch.

IXdts, tSos, ,() an olive-tree : Att. pi. eAaSes Ar.,, , () an olive-yard, Lat. olivetum .-

the Mount of Olives, Olivet, . T.-, ov,() man-destroying, of Helen, Aesch.,, v. sub -,
'&, Ep. for, aor. 1 of : Ion. 3 sing.

:—Ion. 3 pi. opt.., , an unknown bird, Ar.&,() Desiderat. to wish to march, Luc., -, — : riding, Xen.-, ov,(,) hurled like thun-
der, Ar., eo>s, , () a driving away, banishing,

Thuc. 2. (sub. ), a march, expedition,

Hdt. : a procession, Xen. :—(sub. '-) a riding, Id.', Ep. for, aor. 1 of., Att.- : aor. 1 :—Pass., f., so in med. form : aor. 1,- :

—

to make less or s?naller, to

lessen, diminish, lower, Oratt. : c. gen. to detract

from, Thuc. II. Pass., 1. absol. to become
smaller, be lessened, suffer loss, be depreciated, Id.

:

—also to take less than one's due, waive one's rights

or privileges, Id. 2. c. dat. rei, to have the worst

of it, to be inferior, in a thing, Id., Xen. 3.

c. gen. pers. to be at disadvantage with a person, Dem., Att. —, ov, gen. ovos :

—

smaller, less,

formed from (with Sup., q. v.), but

serving as Comp. to, II. : to have

the worse, be worse off, in a thing, Hdt., Dem. ; so,^- Ar. 2. c. gen. pers. worse than,

inferior to, Thuc, etc. ; but c. gen. rei, like,
subservient to, Xen. 3. in neut. with Preps.,

to consider of less account, Hdt.

;

' */7 Plat. ; at less dis-

tance, Thuc. II. of Number, fewer, 01

the smaller number, Hdt., Thuc. HI. neut., as Adv. less, Aesch., etc.', Ep. and Ion. for, to drive, II.; .
to drive about, of the Furies, Eur. :—Pass., of

ships, to be rowed, Hdt.

[], f. of.&', verb. Adj. of,4, one must ride, Xen.' [], , the silver fir, pinus picea, II. II.

an oar, Horn. : also a ship or boat, like Lat. abies, Eur.



248 —, rjpos, , (', 4) a driver of horses, a
charioteer, II., Aesch. II. a sort of broad, flat
cake, Ar., ov, (4) driving away, c. gen., Aesch.

[], Ep., , ov,() of thefir, Lat.

abiegnus, II., Eur. :

—

offir or pine-wood, Od., Eur.,, ,(4) a disadvantage, Dem.,, Att. for4,4.'' (' q. v.), f.4 [], .4 and
>, Att. ' :—aor. 1, .' and,
Ion. 3 sing,4 :—pf . : plqpf. 4-

:—Pass., aor. 1 [], later- :—pf

.

4 : 3 sing-, plqpf.], .4 ; 3 1·, . '''. Radic. sense : To drive,

drive on, set in motion, of driving- flocks, Horn. ; so

aor. med. II. : often of chariots, to drive,

lb., Hdt. ; also, 4.' to ride it, Id. ; . to

row it, Od. :—in this sense the acc. was omitted, and
the Verb became intr., to go in a chariot, to drive,

'4 (sc.) he whipped them on, II.

;

'4 4 he drove on over the waves,

lb. ; 4 to travel the night through, Od.

;

—to ride, Hdt., etc. ; to march, Id. ; to row, Od. b.

in this intr. sense, it sometimes took an acc. loci, ya-4 to sail the calm sea, i. e. over it, lb.

;

4 to run a course, Ar. 2. to drive
away, like, of stolen cattle, Horn., Xen. :

—so in Med., Horn. 3. to drive away, expel,

II., Trag. 4. to drive to extremities, 4
will harass him till he has had enough of

war, II. ; 4 shall persecute him
till he has had enough, Od. :—then in Att. to per-

secute, attack, harass, Soph., etc. 5. intr. in ex-

pressions like 4s , they drove it so far

(where must be supplied), Hdt. :—hence, to

push on, go on, Eur., Plat. II. to strike,44, cf. Lat. remis impellere, II. 2.

to strike with a weapon, but never with a missile, lb. :

—

c. dupl. acc, \' him he struck on the

shoulder, lb. ; struck earth with

his forehead, Od. 3. to drive or thrust through,

II. ; and in Pass, to go
through, lb. III. in metaph. senses : 1. to

beat with a hammer, Lat. ducere, to beat out metal, II.

;

irepl ' epKos around he made a fence

of beaten tin, lb. 2. to draw a line of wall or a
trench, Lat. ducere murum, Horn., etc. ; 7? is

ayKwvas4, the wall has its angles

carried down to the river, Hdt. ; 4 to work
one's way down a ridge or swathe in reaping or mowing,
II. ; . to draw a line of vines, i. e.

plant them in line, Ar. 3. KoXybv 4\ to

prolong the brawl, II.-, ov, Dor. for4-., ov,() of a stag, '.4 venison, Xen.&-, , a shooting of deer, Soph.; and, , , the ninth month of the Attic

year, in which the Elaphebolia were held, answering to

the last half of March and first of April, Thuc. From&-, ov, (J\a<pos,) shooting deer,\\.,Soph.-, ov,() deer-killing, Eur.", and -, a deer, whether male, a hart or

stag, or female, a hind, II. :

—

4 [/]
with heart of deer, i. e. a coward, lb.--, ·, () deer-hunting, Anth., -, lightness : levity, .. From', , , (4--5 = Lat. lev-is) light in
weight, II., Hdt., Att. : — Adv. lightly, buoyantly,

Od. 2. light to bear, not burdensome, easy, II.

;

4 ['] 'tis light, easy, Aesch., etc. ; 4v4
to make light of a thing, Hdt. II.

light in moving, nimble, Lat. agilis, Horn., Aesch.

;

4 the age of active youth, Xen. ; 014
light troops, Lat. levis armatura, Id. III. light-

minded, thoughtless, Eur. Hence

[], to make light, lighten, Babr.

[], , ov, Sup. of 4, Comp.4,
the smallest, least, . h. Horn., Hdt., etc.; 4-» of least account, Id. ; 4

Plat. 2. of Time, shortest, 4
[sc.~\ Thuc. ;

54 with shortest

deliberation, Id. 3. of Number,fewest, Plat. II.4,, at the least, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. ; also4, Thuc, Plat. III. there is also

a new Comp.4, less than the least, . T.',4 (not -), , small, short, little,

old Ep. Positive, whence 4,4 are

formed, h. Horn. : cf.., old form of 4, Ep. inf.4 (which is

also fut.) Horn.; 3 pi. impf.^ Od.", Ep. ', only in pres. and impf. to

wish, long to do a thing, c. inf., Horn. :—c. gen. to

long for, Id. : c. acc to desire, Id :—as Pass.,' '/ios be war now welcome, II. Hence, only found in Ep. form ', , a wish,

longing, desire, II., Hes., =', to take pity on, Horn., Ar., , a kind of owl, Ar. ., , an elegy, Plut.,,() a distich consisting of hexameter
and pentameter, the metre of the elegy, Thuc. II.

in pi.,', , an elegiac poem, Plat., etc :—so in

sing., Plut.', Dor. for', 2 sing. impf. pass, of.,, or, , , one who convicts

or detects, Antipho., , , (') of persons, fond of cross-

questioning or examining :—Adv. -, Xen.,, , =£5, . .-, ov, proving a wife's fidelity, Anth.,, , =, , a conviction, . .", , a song of mourning, a lament : at first

without reference to metrical form, later always in

alternate hexameters and pentameters, Eur., etc, , reproach, disgrace, II. ; and, is, worthy of reproof; of men, cowardly, II. :

—Irreg. Sup.', lb. From,,() a reproach, disgrace, dishonour,
Horn. : of men, '' base reproaches to your
name, II., , (') a cross-examining, testing, for

purposes of disproof or refutation, '«/ to

admit of disproof, Hdt., Thuc. ; . to

give an account of one's life, Plat. ; els . to
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be convicted, Eur. ; ol . the evidence

on which he was convicted, Thuc.,. : aor. -:—Pass.,f.-4\-: aor. : pf.:—to disgrace,put to

shame, . to treat a speech with contempt, II.

;

'. to put one shame, Od. II. ft? cross-

examine, question, for the purpose of disproving or re-

proving, to censure, accuse, Hdt., Att. ; c. acc. et inf.

to accuse one of doing-, Eur. :—Pass, to be convicted,

Hdt., Xen., etc. 2. of arguments, to bring to the

proof, to disprove, confute, Aesch., Dem. :—absol. to

bring convincing proof, Hdt. : then generally to prove,

Lat. arguere, Thuc.
eAeeiv, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., ,, in Att. Poets : () -.-—finding

pity, pitied or moving pity, pitiable, piteous, Horn.,

etc. ; piteous to behold, Aesch. ;

thou lookest piteous, Soph. ;' Ar.

;

• wj Dem. 2. shewing
pity, pitying, . a tear of pity, Od. ;

nofeeling ofpity , Plat. II. Adv.,
in Att. Poets

,
pitiably

, Soph. ; neut. pi.

as Adv., II., impf . : f. - : aor. 1 : () :

—like, to have pity on, shew mercy upon,
c. acc, Od., Att. :—Pass, to be pitied, have pity or

mercy shewn one, Plat. 2. absol. to feel pity, Ar., , pity, mercy : a charity, alms (which

is a corruption of the word), N.T., etc. From, ov, gen. ovos, () pitiful, merciful, com-
passionate, Od., Dem.,, , Ion. for, pity, mercy, Od., , poet, for., aor. 2 inf. of., , , in Att. Poets for.- [], , , {) walking the marsh,
marsh-dwelling, Aesch., ov or a, ov, () of the marsh or meadow,
. the surface of the meads, Ar. 2. grow-
ing or dwelling in the marsh, Aesch., Thuc., Ep. syncop. aor. 2 pass, of, he lay down., or doubled , a war-cry, Ar. :

generally any cry, Aesch., Ion. for], Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. of.
(a), Ep. lengthd. form of : aor. 1 -

:—sync. aor. 2 pass. :— to whirl round,
Od. 2. to rally soldiers, II.: Pass., ol '
lb. 3. generally, to make to tremble or quake,
lb. :—Pass, to tremble, quiver, lb. II. Med.
and Pass, to move in coils or spires, of a serpent, lb.

() : aor. 1 : () :

—

to raise the

battle-cry, Xen. : generally, to raise a loud cry, Eur. :

—in Med., of the nightingale, to trill her sad lay, Id. ; c.

acc,' trilling her lament for Itys,

Ar.', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of4€ (a)., aor. 1 pass, of (a).-, ov,{ A) shaking the earth, Soph,, plqpf. of'.-, -, (eAetv) ship-destroying, of Helen, Aesch.-, ov, (eAos,) marsh-bred, II., Adv., like, piteously, Hes.
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'', , a kitchen-table, a board on which meat
was cut up, a dresser, Horn. :—also, , Ar.', , pity, mercy, compassion, II., Att. ; . rivos

pity for . . , Eur. :—in . T. also eAeos, . II.

an object of compassion, a piteous thing, Eur.-, poet.'-, , eo>s,() city-destroy-

ing, of Helen, Aesch., Eur.', aor. 2 med. inf. of., , , () that can be taken or caught, II., Ion. -, -, {) freedom, liberty,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. ;
1 , i. e., Soph. 2. licence, Plat.', or, a, ov, speaking or acting like afree-

man, free-spirited, frank, related to, as Lat.

liberalis to liber, Plat., Xen. b. freely giving,
bountiful, liberal, Id. 2. of pursuits, fit for a
freeman, liberal ; =,
Id. 3. of appearance, free, noble, Id. II.' Jove the Deliverer, Hdt.,, , the character of an,
liberality, Plat.-, , , having free children, i.e. a free
man, Anth.-,',() worthy of afreeman, Plat.', , ov, or , ov : (-- — Lat.

liber) :
—free, opp. to : the day

of freedom, i.e. freedom, II.; the

cup drunk to freedom, lb. :—of persons, Hdt., Att. :— . freedom, Hdt. :—c. gen. free or freedfrom a
thing, Trag. 2. of things, free, open to all,

Xen. II. like, fit for a freeman, free,

frank, Hdt., Att. :—Adv., Hdt., Soph.-', f., () to be free of speech,

Aesch., Eur.-, , (*e/rya)) bearing himself freely or

nobly, of the horse, Xen., f. ,() to free, set free, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. ; . to set the entrance free,
clear it, Thuc. ; he keeps his tongue

free, i. e. does not commit himself by speech, Soph. :

to free from blame, acquit, Xen. :—Pass, to be

set free, Hdt. 2. c gen. to set free, loose or release

from, Eur. ; so, , i. e.

ceasing to flee, Id. Hence',, , a setting free, Hdt., Thuc; and, , , a liberator, Luc., , ov, of Eleusis, h. Horn., Hdt., etc. From', ?vos, , Eleusis, an old city of Attica, sacred

to Demeter and Proserpine, h. Horn., etc. :—Advs.,

at Eleusis, Andoc, Xen., etc. :',
Adv. to Eleusis, Id. :, from Eleusis,

Lys., etc.,, , a coming :
—the Advent of our LORD,

N.T., fut. of., aor. 1 part, :—Ep. Dep. to

cheat with empty hopes, said of the false dreams that

come through the ivory gate(), Od. : generally,

to cheat, overreach, II. II. to destroy, Hes.-, , , the commander of a squadron

of elephants, Plut., a, ov, = sq., Anth.
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—"., , ov, (') of ivory, ivory, Lat. ebur-

nens, Ar.-, ov, inlaid with ivory, Ar.-, ov, () ivory-hilted, Luc.-, , () a battle of elephants, Plut.-, , ), ivory-footed, Luc.', avros, , the elephant, Hdt. II. the

elephant's tusk, ivory, II., Hes., 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of :—but also, with Ep.

form, 2 sing. aor. 2 med. subj.,,, pf. act. and pass, of iXavva., pf. pass, of.', Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of'., pf. pass, of.
Ep., pf. of., aor. 1 pass, of., Ep.,,, aor. 2 inf. of., Adv. (^ whirling, rolling, Aesch., aros, ,() a curl, lock of hair, Anth., , () a winding, convolution, as of the

Labyrinth, Hdt., Xen.-', ov,() with ever-moving eye-

lids, quick-glancing, h. Horn.-, ov, running in curves, circular, Eur.-, poet, -, is, (elSos) of winding or

spiral form, Plut., , , () curved, twisted, wreathed,
h. Horn., Soph. ; . a wheeled ark, Eur. ; avpiy£

moving quickly, Theocr. II.

metaph. tortuous, Eur., a>vos, , Helicon, a hill in Boeotia, Hes. Hence
(sc.) ,

at, the dwellers on Helicon,
the Muses, Hes. : so, Soph.-, -KOS, , -, fem., iSos,- with rolling

eyes, quick-glancing, II.: f.- []: aor. 1 e\ivvcra:—to keep holiday

,

to take rest, be at rest, keep quiet, stand idle, Hdt.,

Aesch. 2. c. part, to rest or ceasefrom doing, Id., Xkos, , ,() Adj. twisted, curved, of oxen,

either with twisted, crumpled horns, or rolling as they

walk, Horn., etc. :—later, ava on the

tangled grass, Eur., poet, , Xkos, , () anything which
assumes a spiral shape : 1. an armlet ox earring,

II. 2. a twist, whirl, convolution, hhiKes

flashes of forked lightning, Aesch. 3. the tendril

of the vine, Eur. : of ivy, Id. 4. a curl or lock of
hair, Anth. 5. the coil or spire of a serpent, Eur.-, -ros, , -, with crumpled horns, Anth., aor. 2 of., Ep. inf. -/ ; Ion. : f.| : aor.

I | :—Pass., aor. 1 : pf. -, Ion.

3 pi. : 3 sing, plqpf.:( ):

—

to turn
round, to turn a chariot round the doubling-post, H. ;

so of the chariot of Day, Aesch., Eur. ; . to

roll the eddying dust, Aesch. ; . 5'ivas of the Euripus,
Eur. ; . Id. 2. of any rapid motion,
esp. of a circular kind, . to ply the oar

swiftly, Soph. ; . to move the swift foot,

Eur. : absol. to dance, Id. 3. to roll or wind
round, as the wool round the distaff, Hdt., Eur. 4.

metaph. to turn in one's mind, revolve, Soph. ; .

Xoyovs to speak wily words, Eur. II. Pass, and
Med. to turn oneself round, turn quick round, turn
to bay, II. j of a serpent, to coil himself, lb. j of a
missile, to spin through the air, lb. 2. to turn
hither and thither, go about, lb. :—also, like Lat.

versari, to be busy about a thing, lb. 3. to whirl
in the dance, Eur. 4. Med. in Act. sense, with a
whirl, like a sling, II. 5. ras

have their heads rolled roundwxth. turbans, Hdt.-, ov,) whirling the wheel, Aesch., Aeol. for, 3 pl. aor. 1 pass, of.-, , a creeping plant with yellow flower or

fruit, Theocr., (/cos) to fester, Aesch.-,^, trailing the robe, with long train, II.-, ov, drawing the hand after it, Anth.- [],, , trailing the tunic, with long
tunic, II.', f. ,, strengthd. for, to drag about, tear

asunder, II. : to attempt violence to one, Od., Adv. by dragging or pulling, Hes., , (') a being carried off, violence suf-

fered, II., aros, , () that which is torn in pieces,

a Prey , Eur., ijpos, , one that drags, Anth., 3 dual subj. of.-', f., to make wounds or sores : metaph.
to rip up old sores, Aeschin.-, ,) having power to wound, Aesch., eos,, ) a wound, II., Att. 2. a fester-

ing wound, vZpov the festering bite of a serpent,

II. : of plague-ulcers, Thuc. II. metaph. a

wound, loss, Aesch., Soph., f. , () to wound sorely, lacerate,

Eur. :—metaph.,. Id.', verb. Adj. of, one must drag, Plat., , , () fitfor drawing, attractive, Plat., , Dim. of, a slight sore, Ar., Frequentat. of ', to drag about, II.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be dragged,
Xen.

: impf., Ep. :—f. | :—aor. 2

!as if from ); later, poet. :

—

pf.' :—Pass., f. : aor. 1-
: pf., Ion.. To draw, drag,

Lat. traho, with a notion of force, began
to drag [the dead body] by the foot, . ; to draw
ships down to the sea, Od. ; of mules, to draw a
chariot, lb. ; to draw the plough through the field,

lb. 2. to draw after one, II. ; . to trail

fetters after one, Hdt. 3. to tear in pieces, Id.,

Eur. :— Med., ' to tear one's hair,

II. 4. to draw a bow, Horn., etc. 5. to draw
2l sword, Soph. ; and in Med., to draw one's sword,

II. 6. . to hoist or haul up the sails,

Od. 7. to hold up scales, so as to poise or balance

them, II. II. after Horn., in many ways : 1.

to pull an oar, Hdt. 2. to drag into court, Ar. :

to drag about, esp. with lewd violence, Dem., etc. 3.

to draw or suck up, Hdt. : of persons drinking, to

drink in long draughts, quaff, Eur., etc. ; .
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to suck the breast, Id. 4. .,
to drag out a weary life, Id. : to drag on, prolong

tediously, Hdt. : to dance in long,

measured steps, Ar. 5. to draw to oneself, attract,

Hdt., etc. 6. /c. to draw down the

balance, i. e. to weigh so much, Id. ; absol., °
whatever it weigh, Id. 7. ,

like Lat. ducere, to make bricks, Id. 8. Med. to

draw to oneself, amass riches, Theogn., , () like a sore, ulcerated, Eur.,, , () ulceration, Thuc., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.--, (eV,) Pass, to gain distinc-

tion, Thuc.-, f., (iv) to shine upon, to illuminate .—
metaph. in Med. to distinguish oneself

,
gain glory in

or with a thing, Hdt., Dor. for.-, , ol, the chiefjudges at the Olympic
games, Pind. II. at Sparta, a court-martial to

try disputes among the allied troops, Xen.',, , Hellas, a city of Thessaly, founded

by Hellen, II. 2. that part of Thessaly in which
the Myrmidons dwelt, also called Phthiotis, Horn. 3.

Northern Greece, as opp. to Peloponnesus, Od. 4.

later, the name for Greece, from the South to Epirus

and Thessaly inclusively, Hes., Hdt., etc. II. as Adj.

with a fern. Subst. Hellenic, Greek, Id., etc., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.', , hellebore, Lat. veratrum, a plant used as

a specific for madness,' drink hellebore,

i. e. you are mad, Ar. (.Deriv. unknown.), , (') the band for binding corn-sheaves,

II.-, f. , (eV) to leave in, leave behind,

Eur. 2. to leave out, leave undone, Lat. omitto,

Soph., etc. II. intr. to fall short, fail, h. Horn.,

Soph. ; deficiency of know-
ledge, Thuc. 2. c. gen. rei, like, to be in want
of, fall short of, lack, Aesch.,Thuc. ;

I am far from it, Aesch. 3. c. gen. pers. to be in-

ferior to, Plat. 4. foil, by c. inf., yap .
; in what does he fall short of madness ?

Aesch. 5. with a part., he

fails not to give thanks, ap. Dem. 6. of things, to

be wanting or lacking to . . , c. dat., Xen. III.

Pass, to be left behind in a race, Soph. : to be sur-

passed, Xen. 2. to be left wanting, to fail, Id.-, ov, (,) commonly talked of, Hdt.,, , Hellen, son of Deucalion, Hes. 2.

the" of Horn, are the Thessalian tribe of which
Hellen was the reputed chief (cf. ), II. 3.

later," was the regul. name for Greeks, opp. to, Hdt., etc. 4. later still, of Gentiles, opp.

to Jews, . . II. as Adj. =, Thuc,
etc. :—even with a fern. Subst., Aesch., Eur. Hence*, f. : Pass. aor. without augm. :

—

to

speak Greek, Plat. :—Pass., -
to be made Greeks in language by another, Thuc., ], 6v, (') Hellenic, Greek, Hdt.,

Att. 2. rb the Greeks collectively, Hdt.

;

the Greek soldiery, Xen^ 3. the
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history of Grecian affairs, Thuc. II. like the
Greeks, Eur., Ar. :—Adv. -, in Greek fashion, Hdt., a, ov, = foreg., Hdt., etc. II.,, the temple of the Hellenes in Egypt, Id. III., }

=, Eur., Dor., , , fern, of ",
Att. II. (sub.~) a Grecian woman,
Eur.,, , (') one who uses the Greek
language ; i. e., in . T., a Hellenist, a Greek-Jew., Adv. in Greek fashion, Luc. ; .-

to understand Greek, Xen.'-, , ol, the stewards of Greece, i. e.

officers appointed by Athens B. C. 477 to levy the con-

tributions paid by the Greek states towards the Per-
sian war, Thuc., , , of the Hellespont, Xen. :—so, a, ov, Hdt., Xen. ; and, Ion.- (sc.), a wind blowing
from the Hellespont, i. e. from the . ., Hdt. From-, , the Hellespont or sea of Helle
(daughter of Athamas, who was drowned therein), now
the Dardanelles, Horn., Hdt., etc.-, (,) to collect harbour-dues. Hence, , , a collector of harbour-dues, Dem.€, aor. 2 inf. of., ,() pass, wanting, lacking, defec-

tive, Thuc, etc. ; also c. dat. ;

- whatever was not attempted
was so much lost of their reckoning, Thuc ; Tb

defect, failure, Id., Ep. for, aor. 1 of., Ep. for -, impf. of., , (eV,) that which is in the lobe of
the ear, an earring, Lat. inauris, Luc.--, (,) to reckon in, to impute, . T.-, ov, held in account ( -), notable,

famous, Hdt., Plat., () to fish, Theocr.'' or, , a young deer
, fawn, Od., ,, =, Soph.-, () to lie in ambush, Eur. : c. acc. to lie

in wait for, Plut.",, mute, of fish, Hes.-, , (iv,) a lamp-wick, Hdt.,, , () a drawing, dragging, trailing,

Plat., aor. 2 med. opt. of., aor. 2 opt. of.',, Ep. for-, aor. 2 act. and med. of.", ,, low ground by rivers, a marsh-meadow,

Horn., Hdt., etc., aor. 2 part. fern, of :—but II.,
aor. 1 of., Ep. for, 3 pi. fut. of.-, , , giver of hope, Anth., f . Att. : aor. 1 : pf . :—Pass.,

aor. 1 : () :

—

to hope for, look for, ex-

pect, Aesch., etc. : c. inf. fut. or aor. to hope or

expect that, Hdt., Att. 2. of evils, to look for,fear,

Soph., etc. 3. with inf. pres. it means little more
than to think, deem, suppose, believe that, Hdt.,
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Att. 4. c. dat. to hope in . . , 777- Thuc. ; efr, . ., , , () hope, expectation, Od. ; in pi.,- after the wreck of many
hopes, Aesch. ;—with gen. both of subject and object,] the hope of the

P. in their navy, Thuc. 2. the object of hope, a
hope,, Aesch. II. appre-

hension, fear, Id.", only in pres. to make to hope,

feeds all with hope, Od. II. Med., Ep.

: 3 sing-, impf., Ep. also and- : pf . ; 3 sing, plqpf . :—to hope or

expect, indulge hope, Horn., Hdt. ; like Att. -. 2. to expect anxiously, to fear, Horn.,

Hdt. 3. generally, to think, deem, suppose, II., , Ep. form of, Od., aor. 1 inf. of :—', part,, aTOs, , () the tree or stock of the plough,
on which the share was fixed, Lat. dentate, Hes., ,( ) the case of a spear, Ar. 2.

the body as the case of the soul, Plat. ap. Luc. II.

a placefor holding water, a reservoir, Hdt., Att., to roll round (cf.) :—only in

aor. 1 pass. yalav rolled to the ground, II.

;

rolled up, crouch-

ing before Achilles' feet, lb. ; -'
huddled under [the ram's] belly, Od. II. ==,
to wrap up, cover, Ap. Rh., , only in nom. and acc. sing, and pi. :() :

—

booty, spoil, prey, of unburied corpses,

Horn. II. in pi., penalty for
the slaughter of Patroclus, II., , = foreg., II., aor. 2 of.

[], aor. 2 of., 3 sing. impf. of., aor. 1 of.·,, Ion. (or ), :
—

Reflexive Pronoun of first person, of me, of myself

:

only used in gen., dat., and acc. sing., Horn., etc., Att. for, aor. 2 imperat. of.
[], , Dim. of, Ar., Adv.() on foot, by land, II.-, f.- : pf. -, Homeric part.- : aor. 2, Ep. 3 sing, ,, dual-

: () :

—

to step in,] tis, let none step in (to

interfere), II. 2. to go on, go quickly,,
says Antilochus to his horses, lb. ; advance,
Eur. 3. to step into a ship, embark, go on board,
Horn., etc. : — pf. to be mounted on,' II.; also c. acc, "l\iov Eur. 4. to

step upon, c. dat., Od., Aesch. 5. to enter upon,
*is Xen. ; c. acc, . Eur.,
Plat. 6. rarely c. gen. to step upon, yrjs

Soph. 7. in Poets, with acc. of the instrument
of motion (cf. II. 3), (2 sing.)

Eur. II. Causal in aor. 1, to make to

step in, put in, Od., Eur. ·, els

to make him anxious, Hdt.-, f .- : pf .-- : aor. 2 :

() :
—to throw in, put in, II., etc. ; . eis

e.
to throw one into prison, Dem. ;

,3.5 a pledge of good faith, Soph. 2..
to put it into his mind, Horn. ; so, '.', Id. ; . tivos to

give one counsel about a thing, Xen. 3. to throw
at, upon or against, ' Od. ; .
to inflict stripes, Xen. ; . to apply it, Thuc. :

—

metaph.,. to strike fear into him, Lat.

incutere timorem, Hdt. II. intr. (sub.)
to make an inroad or invasion, Id. b. generally

to break, burst, rush in, Aeschin. ; els

Eur. 2. to strike a ship with the ram,
to charge or ram it, c dat., Hdt., Thuc. 3.

(sub.) to lay oneself'to the oar, Lat.

incumbere remis, Od. ; and alone, to lay to,

pull hard, Ar. 4. of a river, to empty itself,

Plat. III. Med. to throw in what is one's own,
Dem. 2. metaph., to lay it to

heart, consider it, II. 3. c. gen.,-fall upon the hare's flesh, Ar. IV. Pass,

of ships, to charge, Thuc,, ,() sauce, soup, Xen., — sq., Plut.-, f. , () to dip in, Ar.,, ,() a felt-shoe, Hdt., Ar., aor. 2 part, of.-, f. , () to be king in ox among others,

c. dat., Horn.

-iSj ews, , {) that on which one goes or

steps, , i. e. a shoe, Aesch. 2. the

foot, hoof, Eur. 3. a bath, Anth.-, , pot-visiter, name of a mouse in Batr.-&, f. ,() to step in or on, to fre-

quent, haunt a place, c. acc, of tutelary gods, Aesch.,

etc. :—c. gen., simply, to set foot upon, Soph. II.. to enter on, come into possession of,

Eur. ; so,. Dem., ov,[) of or for marching in,.
a march, Plut.

[], , ,() a half-boot offelt, Xen., ,{) aflat vessel for sauces, Hdt.'&, Ep. pf. of :—', 3 pi. plqpf., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of :
—-, 3 dual:—], for -fj, 3 sing. subj., Att. f . -, Causal of, to set in or

on, Plat. :

—

to put on board ship, cause to embark,
Thuc, Xen. 2. to lead to a thing, Eur., Dem.,, , a looking straight at, Xen. From-, f. , () to look in the face, look at,

or Plat.; absol., Xen.,, ,{) an insertion,. the shaftfitted into the spear-head, Plut.-, f., () to call upon, shout to,

Xen. ; absol., Thuc.,, ,() anything put in : a dibble

for setting plants, Anth., ,{) a putting into its place, inser-

tion of a letter, Plat. II. intr. a breaking in,

inroad into an enemy's country , foray , Xen. 2.

an assault, attack, charge, Eur. :—esp. the charge

made by one ship upon another, Aesch., Thuc ;

with shocks of brasen beaks,
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Aesch. 3. the stroke of a missile, Eur. 4. a
way into, entrance, pass, Hdt., Xen. III. the

head of a battering-ram, Thuc., ov,() inserted, intercalated, Hdt., 6, or',,() anythingpointed
so as to be easily thrust in : rrjs a
tongtce of land, Hdt. 2. in ships of war, the beak

or ram of a ship of war, masc. in Hdt. ; neut. in

Thuc. b. oi the rostra of the Roman forum,

Plut. 3. the wedge-shaped order of battle, Lat.

cuneus, neut. in Xen. 4. a bolt, bar, neut., Eur.-, [], f., (iv) to dwell on, Luc.-, (ev) Adv. in brief, shortly, Ar., Plat.-, ov, (iv) boy-like, Anth., is, (iv,) weighty, Hdt., Plat. 2.

metaph., like Lat. gravis, weighty, grave, dignified,

Plut. 3. in bad sense, heavy, grievous, Aesch.-, (iv) Dep. c. aor. med. et pass., to snort

in, of horses, Aesch. 2. of persons, to be deeply

moved, . . II. c. dat. pers. to admonish
urgently , rebuke, lb.-, (iv,) Pass, to be stricken by

lightning, Xen. Hence, ov, thunderstruck, stupefied, stupid, Lat.

attonitus, Xen., Dem.-- \y\ ov, (iv,,) dwelling in
sea-weed, Anth., , (iv,) a young one, Od. II.

an embryo, Lat. foetus, Aesch., a, ov, or os, ov, (iv,) at the bottom of

the sea, Anth.- [], f., (iv) to stuff in, stop with a thing,

Ar., aor. of., aor. of.',, Ep. genitive of., aor. of., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
', poet, for, pi. of (sum).,, Ep. for thai, inf. of (sum).,, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of' :—,
part. med., Ep. gen. of.', aor. of., , , one who uses emetics, like the Roman
gourmands, Plut. From, , () vomiting, Lat. vomitus, Hdt., Ep. gen. of :, Dor., impf., Ion. : f., Att. ,
med. : aor. \, Ep. : pf . :—to vomit, throw tip, II., Hdt., etc. : absol. to vomit,
to be sick, Hdt., Att. ; . to make oneself sick

with a feather, Ar., Ion. for., aor. in causal sense, of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.,, Dor. for,, dat. of iyw.-, (iv) Dep. to be mad at a thing, c. dat., N.T.-, ov, (iv) woolly, fleecy , Luc.-, is, (iv,) in madness, frantic, raving,
Hdt., Aesch., etc.

-', Adv. quickly, readily, hastily, Horn.
(Perh. from,, to seize eagerly.)-, Dep. to knead bread in, Ar.- [], (ev) Dep. to fight a battle in, Hdt.-, f. [], () to smile or be glad at, Xen., , () harmony : a stately Tragic
dance, Plat. : the tune of this dance, Hdt.-, f., (iv) to exercise or train in a thing,

Plat. Hence', aros, , an exercise, a practice, Anth.-, is, (,) sounding in unison, in tune
or time, harmoniovis, Plut. II. metaph., of per-

sons, in tune or harmony, orderly, suitable, proper,

Plat, -.—graceful, elegant, Id. III. Adv. -\u>s,

Ion.—, har?noniously, suitably, decorously, Simon.,
Plat.-,, os, (iv, *) in eager haste, eager, of

persons, II.-', (') to be lost in passion, Soph,',, Ep. for, inf. of (su?n)., is, abiding in : neut. as Adv.,
tmceasing ever, Horn. so, Hes. From-, f.-, () to abide in a place, Thuc. 2.

to abide by, stand by, cleave to, be true to one's word,
oath, etc., c. dat., Hdt., Att. : also, . iv

Thuc. :—absol. to stand fast, be faithful, Eur. 3.

of things, to stand fast, hold good, befixed, Aesch., etc., , fit measure, proportion, Plat. From-, ov, (,) in measure, proportioned,
suitable, moderate, Plat. II. in metre, metrical, Id., t)tos, , proportion, fitness, Aristaen.'-, ov, (iv,) in a month, done or paid every

month, monthly, Soph., Theocr.-, ov, (,) with pith in it, Theocr., Aeol. for (sum).-, (') Pass, to be mixed or mingled in,

Aesch. II. intr. in Act. to encounter, c. dat., Soph,-, ov, (iv) in pay, in receipt ofpay , hired, Thuc., ,() an abiding by, cleaving to, tivos

^Plat., ov,() abiding by , steadfast, Xen.; .
abiding by a thing, Id., pf. 2 of.-, ov, (,) partaking in, endued with

a thing, c. gen., Od. II. ($) fortunate, Anth.-, ov, (,) in bodily form, Plut.-, ov, (, 05) needing to be stopped with

lint : metaph., ' &kos a cure to heal these

wounds, Aesch.-, ov, (iv) toilsome, Eur.-, f ., (iv) to initiate in : Pass.,' iv .; what, were you initiated at

the great mysteries in that shabby coat ? Ar.-, aor. of : aor. pass., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of., dat. of., aor. 2 of., , , possess. Pron. of first pers., (', iov) mine,

Lat. mens, Horn., etc.; by crasis with the Art.,,,,, :—to strengthen the posses-

sive notion, mine own, II. ;

Ar. 2. objectively, to tne, relating to me, against
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me, ^ Horn. ; respect for me,
Aesch. ; at slanders against me, Thuc.

;

his blood shed by me, Soph. 3., my property, Ar., etc. :—but also,

or , my part, my affairs, my interest,

things stand thus with me, Hdt. ; *pp*i

Xen. ;—hence periphr. fory or, Soph. ; or

absol., ye, , for my part, as far as

concerns me, Hdt., etc. 4. (sub. yrj) my
country, Thuc., f. med. of., Adv. , v.., aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, (perh. from) Dep. only in pres. to

busy oneself about, take heed of, care for a thing, c.

gen., Horn. ; once c. acc. pers., II.-, , () in a state of emotion, much
affected by or at a thing, Plut.-,, and, , mockery, . . From-, f., () to mock at, mock, Lat. illudere,

Hdt. : absol., Soph. II. to sport in or on a
place, c. dat., Eur. Hence, , , a mocker, deceiver, N.T.., aor. inf. of., ov (a), possessed of or practised in a thing, c.

gen., Od. (Perh. from ,.)-, ov (), () bursting in, sudden, Aesch., f.- or -, to strike in, stamp,
emboss, Ath. II. intr. to burst in upon, c. dat.,

Soph.-, f ., () to close by stuffing in or caulk-

ing, Hdt.-, Pass, to be entangled in, Hdt. : absol.,

entangled one "with another, Thuc., poet, for sq., Anth.-, (eV) Adv., in Att. and Prose often with the

Art., or, or:—backwards, back, h. Horn., Hes., etc. II. con-

trariwise, the opposite way, from the

opposite side, Thuc. 2. c. gen. contrary to, Hdt.;. Xen.-, f., () to hold assemblies in, Plut.-', f . |, (eV) to give into another's hands, put
into his power to do, c. inf., Thuc.-', () to behave like one drunken, Luc.", Ep., poet, also, Adv. notwith-
standing, nevertheless, Horn. ; with a negat., not at

all, Id. ; after a part, with, like,, busy though he was with drinking, II. :—so in

Trag., at any rate, yet.-, Att. -: f.- [], () to sprinkle
in or on, Plat. : metaph. to wea.ve as patterns in a
web of cloth, II.--, f ., () to walk in or into a place, enter,

c. acc, Aesch., Adv., v..-', f ., to abide by one's oath, Hdt., Xen.-, ov, (,) in the ground, firm-set, stead-

fast, Horn. ; of events, sure and certain, Od. 2.

of Time, lasting, continual, Horn. II. neut.

as Adv., standfast, II. ;

to run on and on, run without resting, lb. ;

£ itlitpt].
strengthd., lb. :—so in pi., '5

the flocks bring forth without fail, Od. :—also in

Att. Poets, of a surety, Soph. ; but more often,
Aesch., Soph. Hence, impf., f., to fix in the earth :

generally, to makefirm andfast, establish, Eur., Xen.&, ov, poet, for., , experience, Eur., Thuc, etc. 2. c. gen.

rei, experience in, acquaintance with, Thuc, etc.

;

also,. Xen. From-, ov, (,) experienced or practised in a
thing, acquainted with it, c. gen., Hdt., Att. :—absol.,

the experienced, Soph., Plat., etc. ;

with ships proved by use, Thuc. :— -
their greater experience, Id. II. Adv.,

Tivbs to know a thing by experience, by

its issue, Xen.&, Adv. near, hard by, c. dat., Hes. From-, f. , () to bring near, Hes. :—Pass, to

come near, approach, c. gen., Soph. II. intr. in

Act., like Pass, to approach, c. dat., h. Horn., Soph.'5, pf. pass. part, of.', ov, =, skilled in the use of a. thing,

c. gen., Anth. ; also,, Id.--', f., () to walk about in, Luc. :

—

absol. to walk about, Id.--, Dor. -, , , () a garment
fastened with a brooch on the shoulder, Theocr., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., f. of.- or -, f .-, () :

—

to unfold and
spread in or on, Xen.', Dor. for , 2 sing. aor. 2 of.-- and - : f. -, () to fix or plant
in, c. dat., II. :—Pass., with pf. and plqpf. act. to be

fixed or stuck in, to stick in, or Ar.-, f., () to jump upon a person, c
dat., Hdt. 2. to leap in or into, absol. in aor. part., eagerly, greedily, Luc.-, ov, () crippled, maimed, Hdt.', Ep. for.-, (eV,) Med. or Pass, to be bitter

against a person, c. dat., Hdt.-',-, v.-, --.- [], f.- : aor. 2 : pf. :

() : — to drink in, drink greedily, Eur., etc. ;. to drink greedily of the blood,

Hdt. 2. absol. to drink one's fill, Theogn., Xen.-, not- but impf. med.-
; imper., Att. : f. : pf.

:—Pass., aor. : Ep. aor. 2 -
: ():—to fill quite full, Od., Xen. 2.

c. gen. to fill full of a. thing, Horn., etc. II. Med.
to fill for oneself or what is one's own,,

Od. ; he filled his heart

with rage, II. III. Pass, to be filled full of a

thing, c. gen., Horn. :—metaph., to

take my fill of my son, i.e. to sate myself with looking

on him, Od. ; so c. part, to be satiated with doing, Eur.,

Xen. 2. c. dat., . to be filled with . . ,

Hdt. 3. absol. to eat one's fill, Id., etc.-, not : also (as if from-
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irpa&>)inf.:.,,\.-:
. : aor. :—Pass., f .4
or (in med. form) : aor. 4 : pf

.

: (eV) :

—

to kindle, burn, set on fire, II.,

Hdt., Soph. ; alsoc. gen., 4 to burn
them by force of fire, II. :—Pass, to be on fire, Hdt.-, f.- : aor. 2 44, Ep. :—to fall in or upon or into, c. dat., Horn., etc. 2.

to fall upon, attack, Id. ; also 4. els . . , Hdt., etc.

;

rarely c. ace, Soph., Eur. 3. to light or chance
upon a thing-, to fall in with, Hdt., etc. ; more
commonly 4. els . . , Lat. incidere in . . , Soph.,

etc. 4. to break in, burst in or into, c. dat., Id.,

etc. j aor. 2 part, violently, Hdt.,, 6, a mosquito, gnat, Lat. cidex, Ar.-, f., (ev) to entrust, Plut. :—Pass.

to be entrusted with, Luc., poet, for, to fall upon, Aesch.,

Soph.-, f .- [], to plaster up, Hdt., , ov, Ep. for.-, Ep.-, f. £ :—Pass., aor. 2·, part.: (iv) :

—

to plait or weave in, Lat.

implicare, . to entwine one's hand w an-

other's clothes, so as to hold him, Eur. :—Pass. fo>

entangled in a thing-, c. dat., Soph., Eur., a, ov : Att. -, / : Ep., -, , ov :
—quite full of a. thing, Od., Hdt., etc.-', f.-, () to sail in, Hdt. :

absol., ol the crews, Thuc., Adv.() madly, rashly, Od., , ,() easily scared, Plut., ov,() stunned, amazed, stupe-

fied, Lat. attonitus, Xen., Plut. 2. unstable,

capricious, Soph., Eur. II. Adv. -, rashly ;

startling rapidity of action, Thuc.
it , Ep. aor. 2 part. 2 pass, of^.-, Adv. near, next, close by, c. gen., II. (Prob.

from.), Adv. strengthd. for, besides, except, c.

gen., Archil., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of., , amazement, stupidity , Aeschin.,--, aor. 1 part. act. and med. of -
:—, Ep. for.-, Att.-,-, f ., to strike against,

fall tipon or into, c. dat., Horn.-', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be filled

with, Plat,, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.-, poet,- : f .- : aor. 1 :—to blow or breathe upon, c. dat., II., Eur. 2.

absol. to breathe, live, be alive, Aesch., Soph., Plat.,

etc. ; Eur. 3. c. gen. to

breathe of,., Lat. caedem spirare, N.T. II.

trans, to blow into, . to swell the sail, h.

Horn. 2. to breathe into, inspire, or

Horn. Hence, , inbreathing, inspiration, Luc. ,· and, ov, contr.-, ovv, with the breath in one,

breathing, alive, Hdt., Att.-, f. Att. : Pass., pf. -, : (,

•, 255
[

) :— to put the feet in bonds, to fetter, Hdt. :— Pass., Id. II.

generally, to hinder, thwart, impede, Lat. impedire,

Ar., Xen. ; in a thing, Isocr. :—Pass.,

Soph. III. 'ep like one
stringing figs or treading figs fiat for packing, Ar., ov, at one'sfeet, coming in the way, meeting,
ap. Plut. 2. in the way, impeding, c. dat. pers.,

Eur.:—c. gen. rei, 4. elvai Thuc.-, Adv. = , but formed by anal, to
:

—

at the feet, in the way, in one's path,
Hdt., etc. 2. in one's way, i. e. presenting an
hindrance,. elvai to be in the way, Aesch. ; .

Id. ; Eur. :—c. inf., £. elvai

Xen. ; . elvai or ylyveaOai pev
to prevent a person's doing, Thuc, etc. :—&. the

hindrance, obstacle, Hdt.-', f. , (ev) to make in, II. :—Pass.,-
introduced by the poet's art,

Ar. 2. to foist in, interpolate, Hdt. II. to

produce or create in, of states of mind, ?. Thuc. ; .
Plat. 2. of conditions, to introduce, prodzice, cause,, Thuc., , ov, concerned in traffic, Ar. From: impf.: f.: aor. 1: pf.:—Pass., aor. 1--: pf ., Ion.— : (') :

—

to get by barter or traffic, earn,

Soph., Xen. :—Med., they were
getting much substance by traffic, Od. 2. to deal

or traffic in a thing, to purchase, buy, Soph. :—metaph.,. (ppeva to make profit of my mind, by

dealing with me, Id. II. absol. to deal as a mer-
chant, traffic, Ar. :—metaph., e^^a havingdealtin most things Avith success, Aesch.-', ov, (ev) pertaining to war, Hdt., ews, 6, a merchant, trafficker, Anth. From-, , (iv,) merchandise, Ar., Xen. II.

traffic, purchase, Eur., Xen., , , () matter of traffic,

the freight of a ship, merchandise, Soph, (metaph.),

Eur. II. gain made by traffic, Theophr.,, ,() bought,

Aaep the son of Sisyphus bought by or palmed off

upon Laertes, Soph.-, ecos, , , (ev) in the city or state : %.
one's fellow-citizen, Soph.-, f. , (ev) to be one of a, state, to be a

citizen, hold civil rights, Thuc., Ep. for-, 3 pi. pres. med. of.-, f ., (ev) to swagger in procession, Luc.,, , merchandise, Xen. From-, f. -opeoa : aor. 1 iveopevv :

(ev) : Dep. :

—

to travel, Soph. II. to travel for

traffic, to be a merchant, to trade, traffic, Thuc. 2.

c. acc. rei, to import, Luc. 3. c. acc. pers. to make
gain of, to overreach, . T. Hence-', verb. Adj. one must go or tramp, Ar., Ion. -, ,() commerce, trade, traffic,

Hes., etc. 2. a trade or business, N.T., Anth. II.

merchandise, Xen., Dem., , , cowimercial, mercantile, Stesich.

;
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. —, Plat. ; . mercantile !

actions, Dem. ; . money to be used
in trade, Id. 2. imported,foreign, Ar. ; and, , Lat. emporium, a trading-place, mart,

factory, such as were formed by the Phoenicians and
Carthaginians, Hdt., etc. 2. ., at Athens, the

Exchange, where the merchants resorted, Dem. II., , merchandise, Xen. From-, ov, (,, cf.) one who goes on
shipboard as a passenger, Lat. vector, Od. II.

= 0 iv , any one on a journey, a traveller,

wanderer, Trag\ III. a merchant, trader, Lat.

mercator, Hdt., etc. :—metaph., a traf-

ficker in life, Eur.-, Ion. -', f. , (iv) to fasten with a
brooch :—Pass.,' (Ion. for -)
they wore garments fastened with a brooch, Hdt.",-, , Empusa, a hobgoblin assuming- various

shapes, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)

€|=3, ov, () practicable :—Adv. -, Plut.-, () to be conspicuous in, c. dat., Aesch.

;

among them, Ar. 2. to be conspicuous

orfamous for a thing, Trag. 3. to suit, Plut.-, f. , () to blow up, inflate, II. :—Pass.,

vs a bloated sow, Ar. II. =,
to bum, II. Hence,, Ion. , , a conflagration, Hdt.- [r], f. () to saw into, to gnash the teeth

together, Luc., poet, for, Theocr.-, ov, () within the stated time, Luc.-, poet, - : I. Adv. : 1. of Place,

before, in front, Hdt., Xen. : and
the front, fore-side, Hdt., etc. ; . forwards,
Id.; . opposite, Xen. 2. of Time, before,

earlier, of old, Plat. II. as Prep, with gen. before,

in front of: 1. of Place,. (sc. )
Hdt. 2. of Time,. (sc. ) Id.

Hence, ov, fore,front, of an animal's feet, Hdt., Xen.-~, f., () to spit into, is Hdt. II.

to spit upon, . T.-, () to wrap tip in :—Pass., ol -
his mind is veiled, dark, Mosch.-, ov, (,) suppurating, Soph.-, () to roast in or on the fire, Ar.--, , , (iv, , ) made for

standing on the fire, of a tripod, II.-, ov, (, ) in the fire, . the

work of the fire, the forge, Plat. ; also the art of di-

vining by fire, Eur. II. exposed to fire or sun,
scorched, burnt, Id. 2. burning, fiery, of the

sun, Anth. 3. lighted, of a lamp, Id. III.

of or for a burnt-offering, Eur. 2. as Subst., -
(sc. ), , burnt sacrifices, Soph., Eur.-,, inf. of aor. 2 -, no pres.-

being in use :

—

to eat hastily, Xen. II. to eat

in or upon, Luc.-, f. —, () to let a thing be seen in 3.

mirror, Plat. :

—

to exhibit, display, Plut., etc. II.

Pass., with fut. med. to be seen in a mirror, to be

reflected, Plat., Xen. 2. to become visible, Id.

—.
I

, , shewing in itself, reflecting, of mirrors,

i Plat. II. visible to the eye, manifest, esp. of the

gods appearing bodily among men, Soph., etc. ; so,

to see him bodily, Id. :—of things,

Id. ; . visible proofs,

Id. ; . the actual property, Xen. 2.

to do it in public, Lat. in propatulo,
Hdt. ; . opp. to , Thuc. ;

to come into light, Xen. 3. open, actual,

palpable, Ar., Thuc, etc. 4. manifest, well-known,
Hdt. III. Adv. -voos, Ion. -,

visibly, openly, Lat. palam, Id., Aesch., etc.; openly,

i. e. not secretly or treacherously, Soph. ; oh Xoyois,
3

but really, Ar. 2. so in neut. Adj.,

or ., Hdt. ; Thuc., f. Att. , to make manifest, exhibit, ., to represent him as . . , Xen. :

—

Pass, to become visible, . T. 2. to make clear or

plain, Xen., poet. -, Pass, to feed in a place, c.

dat., Mosch., , likeness, Plut. From, es,{ * answering to, resembling,,
Hdt., Att. : cf..-', f .-, to bear or bring in, cf .. II.

an account was given, Not. ad Polyb.-, f.-, () to fly in or into, Luc.-', f . ,, () to be fond of dwelling in,

to dwell in, ttj Luc.

-'-, f . , () to kindle in, Anth.-, 070s, , , (iv) with fire in it, Anth.-, ov, (iv) terrible, Lat. formidolosus, Soph,-, (,) Pass, to have the mouth-
band on, Ar.-, — :—Pass, to be borne about in or

on, c. dat., Od. II. to pour in, Diod. :

—

Med. and Pass, to take one's fill or make much use of
a thing, c. gen., Hdt., Plut. III. metaph. to

put upon, inflict on, -- Id. 2.

to object to. throw in one's teeth, Soph,-, Att. -, f. , (iv) to block up, Thuc.-', f ., (iv) to keepguard in a place, Thuc.-, ov, (iv) on guard in a place; ol

the garrison, Xen. II. pass, garrisoned, Dem.-, ov, gen. ovos, (iv,) in one's mind or

senses, Aesch., Soph. 2. alive, Id. II. rational,

intelligent, Xen., Plat. 2. sensible, shrewd, pru-
dent, Theogn., Soph., etc., ov, — sq., kinsfolk, Soph.;

Id.; yrj one's native land, Id. II.

in one's tribe," Aesch. ; Theocr.-, ov, (,) of the same tribe or race,

Od. II. in one's tribe,. civil strife, Hdt.-, f., (iv) to blow in : to play the fltite, Ar.-, (iv,) to implant, instil into, Xen.-, ov, implanted, innate, natural, Hdt., Att.-,.-, (iv) to implant, Od., Xen. II.

Pass., with pf. and aor. 2 : 1. to

grow in or on, c. dat.,

(Ep. for) II. :—of qualities, -
is implanted in him, Hdt. ;

no mark is set by nature
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on the body, Eur. 2. to be rooted in, cling closely,

&s
1

(Ep. for £€<7) she hung on

clinging, II. ; iv clung to his hand, Od.

;

€ clinging like a leech, Theocr.-, ov, (iv,) loud of voice, Xen.-, ov, (iv) sounding, Anth.-, ov, (iv,) having life in one, alive,

living, Hdt., Att. 2. of a speech, animated, Luc., to animate, Anth.

, Aeol. and Dor. for els into, v. els sub init., poet. Ep. and poet, evi, civ,, Lat. in.

Prep, with Dat. : I. of place, 1. in,

iv , iv Tpo'ip, etc., Horn., etc. :—elliptic, iv

(sc. ) Od. ; elv' II. ; iv·
at the school of the training- master, Ar. 2.

in, upon, iv ovpevi Horn., etc. 3. in the num-
ber of, amongst, iv Aavaols, etc., Horn. ; and with

Verbs of ruling, dpxeiv,^ iv to be
first or lord among many, i.e. over them, Id.; cf.

b, , B. ill. 3· 4. in one's hands, within
one's reach or power, Lat. penes, Horn., etc. ; iv

ydp Soph.; iv Dem. 5.

in respect of, iv yhpa in point of age, Soph. 6.

when iv is used with Verbs of motion, where we
use the Prep, into, the construction is called pregnant,

iv to fall [to the dust and lie] in

it; iv Od., etc. II. OF THE
state, condition, position, in which one is : 1.

of outward circumstances, iv, etc., Horn.;

iv \6yois etvai to be engaged in oratory, Plat.

;

oi iv " ministers of state, Thuc. ; oi iv

the magistrates, Id. 2. of inward states, of

feeling, etc., iv II. ; iv etvai to be in

fear, iv, etc. ; also, iv opyp exeiv to make
him the object of one's anger, Thuc. ; iv

to blame him, Hdt. 3. often with a neut. Adj.,

iv—, Soph. ; iv€ =, Id. ; iv

Hdt. ; iv =, Thuc. III.

OF THE INSTRUMENT, MEANS MANNER, in OX With,

iv II. ; iv or iv

have the object in one's eye, Lat. in oculis, Horn. ;

iv by prayers, iv by deceit, Aesch.,

etc. IV. of time, in, in the course of, iv

elapivrj II.; iv -, iv Hdt., Att.; iv (sc.), while, Hdt. :

—

iv? in the time of
the truce, Xen. 2. in, within, iv

Thuc. ; iv - Xen.
. without case, AS adverb, in the phrase iv

. . : 1. and therein, Horn. 2. and among
them, II. 3. and besides, moreover, Horn., Soph.

C. in compos. : 1. with Verbs, the Prep,

retains its sense of being in or at a place, etc., c. dat.,

or foil, by els or iv. 2. with Adjs., it qualifies,

as in, rather better; or expresses the possession

of a quality, as in, with blood in it,

with a voice. II. iv becomes i- before the

labials ; iy— before the gutturals y ;- before ; and in a few words ep— before p., neut. of els.

IvaPpvvo^aijPass. to beconceited in orofa. thing, Luc.

4-$> es, = iv ayei , (dyos) under a curse, excom-
municate, accurst, Lat. piacularis, Hdt., etc.

257-, f. , to offer sacrifice to the dead or manes,
Lat. parentare,' Hdt., etc. Hence-,,, an offering to the manes, Luc. ; and,, , an offering to the manes, Plut.-£, Med. to take in one's arms, Anth.ev-, f., to fit thongs() to javelins,

for throwing them by, Xen., V, ov, Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of ivaye'^.-, Adv. () just now, lately, Ar., Plat.-, f. |&>, to lead in or on, Lat. indueere, Hdt.,
Thuc, etc. ; mostly c. inf.,€ ivayei

(sc. Bacchus) Hdt. 2. c. acc. rei, to urge on, pro-
mote, € Thuc.-, Ion. f. -^, Dep. to contend or fight
among others, c. dat., Hdt. II. yr\ ?5
ivayvea favourable to fight in, Thuc.-, ov, of or for a contest, Plut., Luc. :—of

gods who presided over games, Simon., etc.

J

sy-de'pios, ov, in the air, Luc.
1 -', = iv : absol. in Med., Anth.-, eaaa, ev,=sq., Anth.

I

-, ov, () with blood in one, Hdt.

J
, Ep., Ep. inf. ivaip^ev : aor. 2,

I inf. ivapelv :—Med., aor. 1 3 sing.& : (evapa) :
—

poet, to slay in battle, generally, to kill, slay, II., Soph.

;

of things, to destroy, Od.-, ov, ominous, boding, fateful, Lat. fatalis,
Od. ; neut.€ and- as Adv. ominously, Horn.

:

— in good sense, seasonable, Lat. opportunus, of

omens, II. II. of persons, righteous, Horn. 2.

of things, fit, proper, II. :—Adv. -, fitly, becomingly,
Aesch., Eur., ov, =foreg. II, Soph.-, f. , to fight in, Anth.-', Pass, to float or drift about in the sea,

c. dat., Eur.

[], Ep., (ivvea) Adv. nine times, Od.,
Plat. Hence-, , a, nine thousand, Ion. elv ,
Hdt., Ion. -, at, a, (ivvea, ') nine hun-
dred, Hdt., Thuc.-, f., to listen to a thing, c. gen., Soph.-, f. : pf. pass.- :— to anoint
with ointment, c. dat., Plat. :—Med. to anoint oneself,

Anth.-, es, in accordance with truth : Adv. -,
probably, Luc.-, ov, like, resembling, c. dat., Horn.; 9eo?s

ivaXiyKios like the gods in voice, Od.- [], a, ov or os, ov, poet,, : (aKs) :

—

in, on, of the sea, Lat. marinus, Od., Aesch., etc.;

iv. Xeoos seamen, Soph. ; elvaXia, i. e.

fish, Id., aor. 2 pass. inf. of &\\., Adv. crosswise, Ar. 2. alternately, Lat.

vicissim, pev iv. to have alternations of fortune,

Hdt. From-, Att.- : f . : pf.-, pass, --
aya : aor. 2 -T)\\ayT)v [a] :

—

to exchange,

iv., i. e. to pay for murder by death, Eur.

;

£ ttjv diverted his assault, Soph. II.

S
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Pass, to be changed, °-' ; what heavy change from the day hath this

night suffered? Soph. 2. to have dealings with,

Thuc.iv-, f .- : aor. 1-, aor. 2- :

Dep. :— zf<? /·^ t« or upon, c. dat., Aesch., Soph. 2.

zfo rw^A against, Id. 3. absol. ifo dance, Ar.

ev-, , changed, contrary, Theocr., Anth.

ev-, ov, —, h. Horn., Eur.- [], deaden or discourage besides, Plut.€-, f. |co, i<? ?wi7£ into, yavKois Od.- [], ov,{) engaged in equal contest

with, a match for, Plat.

cv-, Adv. opposite, over against, face to face, c.

gen., II. ; IV. Soph. ; .
Eur.

«-, Adv., in the presence of, c. gen.. . T.-, ov, set against, hostile, Anth. :—as Adv.
face to face, against,, II.«, Adv., v.., f .- : aor. 1 : pf .

: Dep. :

—

to set oneself against, oppose, with-

stand, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ;

yzyoiveiv I will not refuse to speak, Aesch.;

this prevents me from doing,

Plat. 2. to contradict, gaitisay, Eur., Thuc,
etc. 3. of the wind, to be adverse, Soph., Thuc.

iv-avrios, a, ov, opposite, Lat. adversus : 1. of

Place, over against, opposite, c. dat., Horn. : fronting,
face to face, Od., Eur. :—with Verbs of motion, in
opposite directions, meeting, II. 2. in hostile sense,

opposing, facing in fight, lb., etc.; c. gen., -
lb., etc. : also c. dat., Ib. :

—

ol iv. one's

adversaries, Aesch., etc. :—generally, opposed to,

Soph., Xen. 3. of qualities, acts, etc., the opposite,

contrary, reverse, Aesch., Soph. ; mostly c gen., iv.

the very reverse of these things, Hdt., etc. ; also

c. dat., Aesch. II. in Adv. usages : 1. neut., opposite, face to face, Od., Att. :—as Prep,

c. gen. in the presence of, before, Lat. coram, c. gen.,

Soph., Thuc, etc. b. in hostile sense, against, c.

gen., II. ; also c. dat., Ib., Eur. c. contrariwise,

in Att., on the other hand : so also neut.

pi. Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. ,
over against, opposite, Lat. ex adverse, e regione,

Xen., etc. : so, , Ion. -, Hdt., Thuc 3.

regul. Adv., contrariwise, c. dat., Aesch. :

—also c. gen., Plat. :

—

. to be exactly opposed,

Dem. Hence,, , contrariety, opposition, Plat.«, not used in Act. ; v..,,,() an obstacle, hindrance,
Thuc, Dem. 2. a contradiction, discrepancy, Plat., ews, ,() a contradiction, Thuc., aor. 1 of.€6, Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.€€, Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. of.-, Med. or Pass, to gain distinction
among others, (Ion. 3 pi. impf.) Hdt.

ev-, to die in a place, Hdt., Thuc.-, f ., to break off in a wound, c. dat., Plut.€-€, Pass, to be stored up in, c. dat., Plut.

-.
ev-, f . , to break off short in a shield, Thuc.-, f.-, Pass, to perish in a place,

c. dat., Xen.6-€, Dep. to defend oneself in, Aeschin.-, f . -'^, to wash clean in a thing :—Med.,
tovs TroSas to wash

one's feet in the foot-pan, Hdt.--, f .-, to expire in the act of doing
a thing, c. dat., Plut.ev-, Pass, to be suffocated in, Luc.-, f. , to indicate or point out in,

Plut.«-, f .- [], to spend on law in a place, Ar.- [], f. , to give up the ghost in a place,

Hes., Anth.
ev-, f. , to bind on or to a person, Eur. :

—

Pass., pf., of persons, to be fitted with, clad
in, c. acc, (Ion. for-) Hdt.,

Ar. II. to kindle, set on fire, Id.
VENAV

PA, , , only in pi., the arms and trappiyigs

of a slain foe, spoils, booty, Lat. spolia, II.- : aor. 1 , to fit or fasten in,

Od. II., intr., to befitted in, Ib.

evapyet, Dor. for, impf. of.-, es, (apyos) visible, palpable, in bodily shape,

properly of gods appearing in their own forms, Horn.

;

so of a dream or vision, Od., Hdt., etc. ; ivapy^s

Tavpos in visibleform a bull, a very bull, Soph. 2.

manifest to the mind's eye, distinct, Id., Dem. :

—

Adv. -yeas, manifestly, Aesch., etc 3. of words,

etc., distinct, manifest, Id., Plat., etc. :—Adv., ivap-

7«?^ Hdt.

'Evapccs or -ies, 01, prob. a Scythian word, answering
to the Greek avdpoyvvoi, a band who plundered the

temple of Aphrodite at Ascalon, Hdt.
iv&peiv, aor. 2 inf. of., pf. 2 part, of.-, ov, () wearing the spoils, Anth., .~: aor. 1, Ep.:—Pass.,

aor. 1, pf. :

—

to strip a slain foe
of his arms (), Lat. spoliare, . II. :

—

hence, to slay in fight, and, generally, to slay, Ib.,

Aesch. :— Pass., night when dying, i. e.

when yielding to day, Soph.-,, f., to reckon in or among : to reckon,

account, as nothing, Soph. :—Med., = iv, to make account of, Eur.-, ov,() in the number, to make up
the number, Od. : counted among, i. e. among, c.

dat., Theocr. II. taken into account, Lat. in
numero habitus, II.ev- and -, f. , to fit or fix in a thing, c.

dat., Eur. 2. metaph. to fit, adapt, efo Plat. ;. to make himself popular, Plut. :—Med.,
(sc.) to have

it tuned to the Dorian mode, Ar. II. intr. to fit,

suit, be convenient, Id. :—c. dat. pers. to please, Plut.-, ov,() in accord or harmony, Luc., v..', , sing, of, but not in use.-, ov, syncop. for, Hes.ev-, f., Dep. in sacrifices, to begin the
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offering, by taking the barley () from the

basket (), Eur. :—pf. in pass, sense, Id.

cv-, f., to train or practise in a thing, Plut. :

Pass, with f ut. med., to be so practised, Luc.-, {) Pass, to fit oneself with a

shield, Ar.€, aor. of II.--, to behave oneself unseemly in, Plut., a, ov, () on the ninth day, Thuc., Ion. and Ep., , ov, () ninth, Lat.

nonus, II., Hes. II. in p\. =, Anth.•---, \, (,) wandering in

the fields, Anth., , = (a). 1 1.

cv-, f. , intr. to dwell or abide in a place,

Soph. II. Dep., to take up one's

quarters in a place during night, to take tip night-

quarters, bivouac, Hdt., Thuc, Xen., etc. Hence, ov, habitable, Anth.«-, , () an abode, Anth.
c, , (a) Subst. : I. () the bed of a

stream, a torrent, mountain-stream, II. II. (/)
in pl. the haunts of the country-gods, Hes., Eur., ov, (b) Adj. : I. () on or to the flute :

metaph.,: . words ringing in one's ears, Plat. :

hence fresh in memory, Aeschin. II. (),
dwelling in dens, Eur. : in one's den, Soph.-, f.-, to increase, enlarge, Xen.', ov, () exposed to the air, Theophr., , a kindling, Plut.,, , () a spark, remnant, Plut.-', ov, or t], ov, () on the neck, Anth.-, impf. : aor. :

—

to kindle, iv.

to light one a fire, give him a light, Xen. :

—

Med., to get a light, Plut., Luc.iv-, Ion. -, to fasten up in a thing, Hdt.-, f.-, to let drop into, v. 1., Hdt.-,, or-, ,, , , with lighted torch,

Aesch.-, to kindle in : Med. to burn or glow in, Od.-, f. : aor. 2 [] :

—

to bite into,. yvadois to take the bit between the teeth,

of runaway horses, Eur.ev-, f. , to weep in : .' to suffuse
them with tears, Aesch.',, Dor. for-., a, ov, () native of the country, Mosch.-, Dep. to divide, His

dividing the name of Polynices (into ),
Aesch. ; . to distribute ox fling
about reproaches, Eur. 2. c. acc. objecti, to speak

of in detail, i. e., in bad sense, to reproach, revile, or,

in good sense, to tell of, celebrate, Soph., pf. pass, of., 4s: neut. pl.. : () :

—

in need of'a thing,

c. gen., Hdt., Att. 2. absol. in need, indigent,
Xen., Plat., etc. b. lacking, deficient, mostly in

Comp., Hdt., Thuc. ; in a thing, Id. :— -
lack, want, defect, deficiency, Id. 3. inferior

to, c. gen., Xen. ; rrjs ez/Sea to act

short of your real power, Thuc. ; e^Sea

(sc. ') their power was unequal to the
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purpose, Id. 4. insufficient, Id. :—Adv.,,
defectively , insufficiently , Plat. ; eVSecos yvoovai to

judge not insufficiently, Thuc., , (evSe^s) want, need, lack, Thuc, etc. 2.

defect, deficiency , Plat. 3. want of means, need,
poverty, Lat. egestas, Id., Dem.',, , a proof,

token, Dem. From
or -, -, to mark, point out, Lat.

indicare, Soph., etc. 2. as Att. law-term, to in-

form against one, Plat. ; so in Med., Plut. :—in Pass.,

Plat. ; being in-

formed against for bribing, Dem. II. Med. to

shew forth oneself or what is one's own,)
J will declare myself to Achilles, II. ; iv-) Hdt. 2. with a part, to

shew, give proof of doing, Eur., etc. 3. c. acc. rei,

to display, exhibit, Lat. prae se ferre, Aesch.,

Thuc. 4. to display oneself to

one, make a set at him, court him, Dem., Aeschin.,, , a pointing out

:

—as Attic law-term, a
laying information against one who discharged public

functions for which he was legally disqualified, Dem.,
etc. II. a display ofgood will, Aeschin.-, , at, , indecl. eleven, Lat. undecim, Horn.,

etc. II. at Athens, 01, the Eleven, the

Police-Commissioners, who had charge of the prisons,

and the punishment of criminals, Ar., etc. Hence-, , gen. eos, eleven cubits long, II.,, , the number Eleven, Plat., , ov, on the eleventh day, Thuc; and'&, , ov, the eleventh, Horn., etc', Ion. for., , continuous, perpetual, Plat., etc. Adv.
-, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.)-', f., to wall up, Hdt. II. to birild in

a. place, Theocr.-, Dep. to grasp with the right hand, Eur.', a, ov, towards the right hand, from left to

right : neut. pl. as Adv., he filled

for the gods from left to right, II. :—contrary pro-

cedure was avoided as unlucky, hence,

propitious omens, lb. 2. —, on the right,

Eur. II. clever, expert, h. Horn.'-, ov, bound to, entangled in, Anth.-', Ion.-' : f.- : pf.- :

Dep. :

—

to take upon oneself, Lat. suscipere, Hdt. II.

to accept, admit, approve of, Lat. accipere, Id.,

Thuc 2. to give ear to, believe, Hdt. : absol. to give

ear, attend, Eur. III. of things, to admit, allow

of, Thuc, Plat. :—c inf.,

does not admit of being practised, Thuc. 2. absol.

to be possible, Id. : esp. in part,,
), ov, possible, by all possible

means, Xen. :— impers., it admits of being,

it is possible that, c. acc. et inf., Thuc, etc., Adv. of foreg., as far as possible, ap.

Dem.- (a), f. --, to bind in, on or to, Od. ;

., etc. ; so in Med., bound
them fast, Theocr. ;- having packed it up,

Ar. :—Pass., ) Hdt. ;

els or Plat. II. metaph.,

S 2



200 * entangled me in it, II. :—Pass., ev5e-, etc., Hdt. ; to have
the government secured, Id. :—Med. to bind to oneself

Eur.

ev- (), f.-, to be in want of thing-, c. gen.,

Eur., Plat. ; c. inf., ; what
do we lack of going-? Eur. :—so in Med., Xen. ; and in

Pass., Id. 2. of things, to

be wanting or lacking, Hdt. :—impers., there is

need or want, c. gen. rei, Plat., Xen., Adv. of, q. v.-, ov, =, visible, manifest, clear, Soph.,

Thuc. 2. of persons, manifest, discovered, known,
Ar., Thuc. II. Adv. -, Sup.-, Id., Dor. -', to live in a place, Lys. From-, ov, dwelling in a place, a native, Hes., etc. ;

the greatest ' stay-at-home,' Thuc. II.

of or belonging to a people, national, Id., Ep. impf. of.-, to calumniate in a matter, Luc.,( i) to pass the noon, Plut.-, Pass, to play the prude towards,

trifle with, tivl Theocr.-, Ion.-, Dep. to live or dwell in a
place, Hdt., Thuc, etc.ev-, f. , to draw an army up in, Hdt.- [t], f. , to spend or consume in doing,

Ar., Thuc. II. absol. (sub. ), to

spend time in a place, Dem. 2. to waste time by

staying in a place, linger there, Thuc, Plat. 3.

to continue in the practice of a thing Xen. :

absol. to dwell upon a point (in speaking), Aeschin.', Verbal, one must dwell upon,
Luc., Ep. impf., () to stay in the

open air ; generally, to linger in or haunt a place, c.

dat., Anth. :—in Med., h. Horn. II. trans.,-
shepherds were driving their

sheep afield, Theocr.-, to put on another, . . :— Med.
to put on oneself, lb.-, f.-, to give in : I. to give into

one's hands, give up to, or ' Eur., etc. ; a
city, esp. by treachery, Thuc, Xen. II. like Lat.

praebere, to give, lend, afford, to

lend him a hand, Eur. ; . to give one a
handle, Ar. :

—

to cause, excite, Thuc. III. to

shew, exhibit, Hdt., Eur., etc. IV. to allow,

grant, concede, Eur., Thuc. V. intr. to give in,

allow, permit, Hdt. : to give in, give way, Thuc. :

—

. to yield to, Id.€-.€ ; to pass the day in, Theophr., to chase, pursue, 3 pi. impf., Ep. for, II.-, ov, () : I. of things, according to

right, right, just, legitimate, Trag. :

—

'
= , Soph. ; \4y y not speaking
truth, Id. II. of persons, righteous, just, upright,
Aesch., etc ; ; who has better right or

more reason ? Id. III. Adv. -, right, with
justice, fairly , Id. 2. truly, indeed, Eur. 3.

justly, naturally , as one has a right to expect, Trag.
J

, , () the entrails, or rather the body en-
closed in armour, II.-', f ., to revolve, go about,, Dor.
for, Theocr.-, ov, (,, cf. Lat. sub divo) :

—at midday,
at noon, Horn., Theocr. II., in the open
air, Anth. : neut., an abode, Id.-, ov, () sitting on the same seat with
another, c. dat., Xen., () Adv. from within, Lat. intrinsecus,

Od., Trag., etc. :—c. gen., from inside
the tent, Soph. 2. like, of oneself, by one's

own doing, Aesch. II. within, c. gen. ,l\.,Hes. 2.

absol., Hdt. ; oi the domestics, Ar. ; or the
people inside the city, Thuc, () Adv. within, at home, Lat. intus,

Horn. 2. c. gen., II.', Aeol. and Dor. for, Theocr., — , to be in doubt, at a loss how to

do a thing, c. inf., Thuc. : absol., the

waverers, Id. :—Pass, to be matter of doubt,-
Id. Hence-, ov, doubtful, Luc. ; and, , , doubtful, ambiguous : Adv. ~$,

doubtfully , Hdt., Thuc.,, , (,) structure, . .-, ov, in the inmost part of a dwelling,

lurking within, Soph., Adv. () in, within, in the house, at home,
Lat. intus, Horn., etc. ; as Adv. in one's heart>

Eur. :

—

ol those of the house, the family, Soph. :

family matters, Id. 2. c. gen.,

in the house of Zeus, II. ; Soph. ',

in one's senses, Eur.-, ov, () held in esteem or honour, of high

repute, Xen., Plat. 2. of things, notable, Aeschin. :

—Adv. -, hence Sup., Dem., Adv. Comp. of, quite within, Plut.-', f., to fall in with a heavy sound, Od.-, , , () a high shoe, worn by'

Artemis, Anth. II. a thick wrapper worn by

runners, after exercise, Juven.-, ov, bedewed, Aesch.-, , () the oaken peg or pin by which the

yoke is fixed to the pole(), Hes.-', (,) Adv. thoughtfully, carefully,

sedulously, Horn,,, , () a garment, . ., Plut.,, f.,() to strengthen, . .-, f., to exercise dominion in or among
people, c. dat., Aesch. II. to procure by one's

atithority, Xen.

[], v..,, ,() a putting on, . .-, f., to be unlucky in or with, c. dat.,

Eur.,, , for putting on, Soph. ; and, , put on, Aesch., Eur. 2. (sc.), , a garment, dress, Id. :—metaph., ., i. e. one's skin, Id. II. clad in, covered

with, Id. From- and- [], with Med., f.-,



€£\
aor. - and aor. 2 act. -e§w : I. c. ace,
/£ into, 1. of clothes, put on, Lat. induere
sibi, Ii. ; Soph. :—so in Med.,
II., etc. :—pf., to wear Hdt. :—metaph.
to put on, assume the person of . . , . T. 2. to

enter, to press into, c. ace, II., etc. :—also, . els

. . , Thuc, etc. :—also c. dat., Xen. :—absol. to enter,

Hdt. II. Causal in pres., f.-, aor. 1- :—Lat. induere alicui, to put on another, to

clothe in, c. dupl. ace, Xen. 2. to clothe,

Hdt.', aor. 2 of.',, aor. 1 and 2 inf. of., irreg". aor. of., , a sitting in : a lying in wait, ambush,
Thuc, Xen. 2. the men laid in ambush, Id.-, impf . : f . : aor. 1 -

:

—

to lie in wait for, Lat. insidiari, Dem. :

—Pass, to be caught in an ambush, to be ensnared,
Xen. 2. absol. to lay or set an ambush, Thuc,
Xen. ; so in Med., Id. :—Pass, to lie in ambush, Id.-, ov, () an inmate, inhabitant, Soph., aor. 2 of.-', f.-, Dep. to have one's abode in a
place, c. ace, Aesch.', Ep. for, aor. 1 of.', Ep. for, impf. of ( sum)., aor. 2 with no pres. in use, being used

instead, to observe something in a person,

Thuc. ', Xen. : absol. to observe, Soph,--, of a sculptor, to work into shape,

Anth.£, Ep. for, Ep. imper., inf. -,
aor. 1 of., Ion. impf. of.-', f. , =, to wrap in: metaph. in

Pass, to be engaged in or with, tois Plut., Ion. for.-, to wrap up in a thing, c. dat., Thuc., Ep. for, pi. of {, sum) :

but II., 3 sing. aor. 1 of.-{ sum), f.-, to be in a place, c. dat.,

Horn., etc. : c. dat. pi. to be among, Hdt. 2.

absol. to be there, be in abundance, Od., etc. ;

as there was no corn there, Thuc ;

of the temples that were in the place,

Id. II. to be possible, Trag., etc. 2. impers.

c. dat. pers. et inf. it is in one's power, one may or

can, Soph., etc. 3. part. neut. absol. since it

was in them, was possible, Luc 4. all

things possible, Dem.-, to string on a thing, Pass., Hdt.-, aor. 2 part, of.
or -, Ion. and poet, or- :—Prep,

with gen., mostly after its case, II., etc. : on account
of, for the sake of, because of, for, Lat. gratia, lb.,

etc. 2. as far as regards, as for, as

far as depends on me, Ar. ;' Hdt.,
etc. 3. pleon.,, Soph. ;

as far as shouting went, Thuc. II. as
Conjunct., for, because, h. Horn.', aor. 1 of.

— eveaav. 2 6

1

-, f.-, Att. -, to drive in or into, c.

dat., II.-, Ion. -, f. , to roll zip in :—Med. to

wrap oneself in, Hdt.-, f. , to vomit in or into, Hdt., , at, , () indecl. ninety, II., etc.-, es, ninety years old, Luc', 3 sing. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of., Ion. for, pf. of.', Ion. for, 3 sing, plqpf. of.-, f. , to keep holiday in, Plut.

or, a, ov,dumb, deaf and dumb, Xen.
ev-eir-dyoiiaiyMed. to make an irruption among, Aesop,-, aor. 1 pass, of.-', to forswear oneself by a god, Aeschin.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.', aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of.', aor. 1 of.', aor. 1 of.', lengthd.' : aor. 2, imperat.

and : fut.- and :—a lengthd.

form of *,, to tell, tell of, relate, describe,

Horn., Trag-

.
:—absol. to tell news or tales, Od. 2.

simply to speak, Hes., Trag. 3. c. acc. et inf. to

bid one do so and so, Soph. 4. to call so and so,. Eur. 5. =, to address,

Soph.-, f., Dep. to make or produce in, c.

dat., Xen., etc. :—aor. 1 in pass, sense, to

be placed in, Id. 2. to work for hire in a place,

Hdt. ;· to trade with the property, Dem.', , action, operation, energy, Arist. ; and', f., to be in action, to operate, Arist. ; so

in Med., N.T. From, 4s, = : of land, productive, Plut.-&', f., to make profit of a. thing, Aeschin.-, , {) at work, working, active, busy,

Hdt., etc. : of soldiers, ships, effective, fit for service,

Thuc, Xen. II. of land, in work, productive,

opp. to, Id. ; . capital which brings

in a return, Dem. III. Adv. with
activity, Xen.-, f. , to thrust in, fix in, Od. :

—

Med., , having planted his own
knee on the rock, Theocr.-, Dep. with aor. 2 act.-], to belch on
one, c. dat., Ar.-, , somewhat ruddy, Luc', before a vowel -8, poet, also ', - :

(from , -, cf. ,) : I. Adv.,

from beneath, zipfrom below, II., Aesch., Eur. 2.

without sense of motion, beneath, below, · Horn. ; 01

the gods below, Lat. dii inferi, II. II.

as Prep, with gen. beneath, below, Horn., Trag. 2.

szibject to, in the power of, Soph., , , () Lat. inferi, those below, those be-

neath the earth, II., Hes., Aesch.,, -, () a fitting in, fastening, Thuc', a, ov, Comp. of, lower, of the world

below, II., Aesch. : c. gen. below, II. Cf.., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of (, sum).



202 eveala — evOeros., Ep., , () a suggestion,
(Ep. dat. pi.) at her suggestion, II.', pf. of.', 3 sing. pf. pass, of., Ion. for, pf. part, of., 3 sing-, plqpf. pass, of.', aor. of., , {) a pin, brooch, II., aor. of.', aor. 2 of^.-', f ., to be happy in one's life, Thuc.-', f., to gain glory in another's ill for-

tune, Dem.-, f.—, to sleep in or on a thing-

, c. dat., Od.iv-', Pass, to be blessed in one, c. dat., N.T.-, ov, {) on which one sleeps, for sleeping

on, Od. ;, bed-furniture, lb.', aor. of :-, Ep. aor. med., aor. pass. inf. of :—' imper.

;

opt. ; ^x0fa>,subj., f. pass, of.-, f.,() to take a pledge fro?n
one, Lex ap. Dem. 2. c. acc. rei, to take in
pledge, Dem., Aeschin. :—Pass, to have one's goods
seized for debt, Ar. :—Med. to have security given
one, take it for oneself, Id., , a taking in pledge, a security, pledge,

Plat., , —, Plut. From-',,() a pledge, surety , security , Hdt.,

Xen. ; iv. to make a thing a pledge, put it

in pawn, Ar.-, f.- or-, to hold within,

to lay up, cherish inward wrath at one, Hdt. II.

Pass., with f. and aor. med., to be held, caught, en-

tangled in a thing, c. dat., Id., Xen. : metaph.,

Hdt. ; Id. ; -
was seized with wonder, Id. 2. to be obnoxi-

ous, liable or subject to,, Plat., etc. III.

intr. to enter in, pierce, ri Xen. 2. to press

upon, be urgent against, . .-·, f. -, to yoke in, bind, involve in
misfortune, Aesch. II. to bindfast, Soph., via, v., , ov.-, , () a place of amusement, Hdt., , {) kindness, gentleness, II., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of (, sum)., , gen., kind, gentle, Horn. (Perh. akin

to-,-.)&, , () anything driven in : as

Subst., [sc. ), , the rounds of a ladder,

which are fixed in the sides, Eur. II.

iv- the pins driven into the axle, linchpins, Id., ov, of age, in the prime of manhood, Plut., pf. pass, of., 2 sing. pres. imper. of., properly pf. of, to be seated in, Od., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., 3 sing. pf. without any pres. in use : only

found in compds. : I., of Thersites'

head, . a thin coat of downy hair grew

thereon, II. ; of a cloak, a thick

pile was on it, lb. ; c. acc, of ambrosial unguent,
such as is on the gods, Od. II»-, to be over, lie upon, Hes., Horn., pf. of., aor. 1 med. of.-, es, (*) with oars, Plut., (iv) Adv. : I. Demonstr., 1. of Place,

there, Lat. ibi, Horn., etc. :—also with Verbs of motion,
thither, Lat. illuc, Id. ; here and there,

hither and thither, Lat. hie illic, hue illuc, Id. 2.

of Time, thereupon, then, just then, Id., etc. II.

Relat., 1. of Place, where, Lat. ubi, II., etc. ; c.

gen., yaias in that spot of earth in which, Soph.;

at what point of misery I am, Eur.:

—with Verbs of motion, whither, Lat. quo, Soph. 2.

of Time, when, Xen. ; , Lat. est ubi, some-
times, Soph., Adv. : I. of Place, thither, hither, Lat.

illuc, hue, Od., etc. 2. in Att. like , here or

there, Lat. hie, Ar., etc. ; 01 those here, opp. to

01, Soph. ; also the people of this country,
Id. II. of circumstances, in this case or state,

Xen.; so, ' having come to this point,

Soph. ; c. gen., at this stage of my
suffering, Id. 2. of Time, here, now, Id., Xen., Att. strengthd. for foreg., Ar.-', f., to sit in or on a thing, c. dat., Soph.

[],, , a sitting in, . a seat in

the sun, Soph.-, Adv. there where, where, stronger form of, II., etc. : whither, Soph.-, f. , to bury in a place : aor. 2 pass,-
Aeschin.,, Ion. for,.-, f. , to be inspired, Hdt.',-', Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., {iv) Adv. : I. Demonstr., 1. of Place,

Lat. inde, thence, Horn. ; . . , . . ,

on the one side and the other, Od. ; on
this side and on that, Lat. hinc Mine, Hdt., etc. :

—

c. gen., on both sides of the

wheels, Xen. 2. of Time, thereupon, there-

after, II., Aesch. 3. of occasion, thence, from that

point, Od. II. Relat., for ', 1. of Place,

Lat. unde, whence, from which, lb., Soph. 2. of

occasion, whence, like Lat. unde, Aesch., Eur. Hence', Adv. hence,from this qttarter, Lat. hinc, Horn.,

Att.;' from this very city, Ar. 2.

of Time or Consequence, from that time, Thuc; iv-

or, thereafter, Soph., Eur. ;

what followed, the event, Id.-, ov,full of the god, inspired, possessed, Trag.,

Xen. :—c. gen. rei, gifted of heaven with

prophetic art, Aesch. II. of divine frenzy, in-

spired by the god, Id.-, to heat

:

—Pass., is

heated by passion, Soph,, , , () a putting in ; also a piece

put in, a mouthful, Ar.-, ov, lawful, like, Plut., ov,^) put in, implanted, Theogn.



evdevrev -, Ion. for.
€'/-$, ov, () full of wild beasts, infested by them,

Eur. II. metaph. savage, wild, rough, Aesch.

:

tmtended, undressed, Soph.-, f. -, to die in a place, Soph.,

Eur. 2. of the hand, to grow torpid in, Id.

and, (evfleos) to be inspired or

possessed by the god, be rapt, be in ecstasy, Xen.,

Plat. :—c. dat., Kanols Eur. Hence, , , inspired, Plat., etc., v.., es,(, e?5os) possessed, Plut.', aor. med. inf. of., ov,() crumbled and put into liquid :

sops, Dem. From-, f.- : aor. 2, Ep. :—to leap in, on, or among, c. dat., II., Eur.:

—

~ leapt with his feet against his, Od.-', f .- : aor. 1 : pf .-
: () :

—

to lay to heart, consider well, reflect

on, ponder, Aesch., Thuc, etc. b. c. gen., -
tivos to think much or deeply of a thing", Id.,

Xen. e. foil, by a relative, as by ', to con-

sider that, Ar., etc. d. with part., -5 was not conscious that he was be-

coming excited, Thuc. 2. to take to heart, be

hurt or angry at, Aesch., Dem. 3. to think out
a thing, form a plan, Thuc. 4. to infer, con-

clude, Dem. Hence,, a thought, piece of reasoning, argument,
Soph., Aeschin. II. an invention, device, Xen.

[], tws, , consideration, esteem, Thuc; and', verb. Adj. one must consider, Dem.; and, , a scruple, misgiving, Thuc.- [], ov, () taken to heart, - -
take not much thought for him, Od. ; -

oi he had trouble of heart, Hdt. ;
'

; what is 't that weighs upon
thy heart ? Soph. ; to have a
scruple about it, Thuc.-, S), 6v, =, taken to heart, Hdt., Dor. for, aor. 2 subj. of.-, f. Att. , to arm, equip with armour :

part. pf. pass, mailed, Xen.
Iv£, poet, for iv. II. , dat. of els., for or, 3 sing, and pi. of ( sum)., a, ov, or os, ov, of a year, one year old,

Od., Dem., etc. II. yearly, annual, year by

year, Hdt. :—neut. pi. as Adv., Hes. III. for a
year, lasting a year, Eur., Thuc. ,·

gone, absent for a year, Soph. From, 6,( = annus) any long period of time, a
cycle, period, as times rolled on,

Od. ; Ar. II. =, a year, Horn.,

etc. ; during a year, Od. ; every
year, Xen. ; els for a year, II. ;

—

for a year, Thuc. ; or every year, Att.-, f.-, to sleep among others, c. dat., Od., Adv. () in some places, Hdt. ; c. gen. loci, Id., Adv. () in some places, here and there,

now and then, Plat.,, poet, for,.

- €>1(. 203, inf. of.-, f., to sweat in, labour hard in, Xen.-, f. [y], to set in a place :—Med. to found
or build for oneself, Hdt. :—Pass, to be placed or

settled in a place, Id.-, poet, for-^.-, to sit in or on a seat, c. ace, Eur. ; c. dat., Plat.

ev- [], f .- : aor. 1 -, Ep.-

:

—to send
in or into, Horn. 2. to put in, implant, inspire,

c. acc. rei et dat. pers., -
II.; Eur. 3. reversely, c. acc.

pers. et dat. rei, to plunge into, Zevs ·
II. 4. generally, to throw in or upon, c. dat.,

Horn. :—of ships, to launch them into the sea, Od. :

—

metaph. to incite one to do a thing, c. inf., Mosch. 5.

to send into the assembly, employ, Thuc. 6. to

inject poison, Xen. II. intr. to press on, Id.-,-, Ep. for-,-., Ep. for~, aor. 2 of-., Ep. for, aor. 2 of-.,. for, aor. 2 of.,, Ep. for,
and 2 sing. aor. 2 med. of.-, poet, for 4jk-, to break in, break off : me-
taph., '\ to frustrate what I devise, II.-, Ep. for iy-.-, poet, for iy-.-, Ep. impf. of-., , a, some, Lat. aliqui, = o'l, Hdt., Xen., etc., Adv. for '— ', sometimes, Eur., etc., ,() a rebuke, reproof ; also abuse, con-

tumely, Horn.-, ov, Ep. for-.,-, aor. 1 med. and pass. inf. of.-, Ep. for-.-, Dep. = sq., Plut.-, f. , to ride in, Hdt., Ep. aor. 1 inf. of., f. : Ep. aor. 2 [], and also

:

—

to reprove, upbraid, Lat. objurgo, Horn.-', -, -, Ep. for -, etc., aor. 2 inf. of., fut. of :—aor. 2., collat. form of, to attack, reproach,

Horn. ; Ep. inf. II. :—Pass., mis-

used, lb.-, Causal in pres., fut. and aor. 1 act., and in

aor. 1 med. :

—

to put, set, place in, Xen. ,·

is Tas xebpas Hdt. 2. aor. 1 med. to begin, Dem.
B. Pass., with aor. 2 pf., and plqpf. act. :

—

to be

set in, to stand in a place, c. dat., Eur. ;

Hdt. II. to be appointed,

Id. III. to be upon, to threaten, Lat. imminere,

c. dat. pers., Id. :—absol. to be at hand, begin, arise,

Ar., Dem. :—of time, 6 the present

war, Aeschin. ; present cir-

cumstances, Xen. IV. to stand in the way, resist,

Thuc. :—absol. to stand in the way, Id.
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ev-, = : Med., to keep

in one's voice, Plut. :—Pass, to be heldfast, Hdt., Xen.-',-, Ep. for -4, iv-.-', Ep. for-4.-,-, Ep. for iy-, iy-., fut. both of4 and., ijpos, , also,() an inmate,

inhabitant, Anth.-, idos, , (eros) a period of nine years, Plat,-, ov, (eros) = sq., nine years old, Hes.-, 4s, (tVos) nine years old, Theocr. :—neut., as Adv. for nine years, Hes. :—fem. evvaens,, Anth.
svvae-rqs, , , () an inhabitant, Anth., Ep. for, Batr.-, to dwell in a place, c. dat., Eur. ; ivv.

Soph. :—c. acc. loci, to inhabit, Mosch.

[], Adv., =, nine times, Anth.-, Pass, to have ships built in it, of a
place, Thuc.

"ENNE'A", indecl. nine, Lat. novem, Horn., etc.-, ov, () worth nine beeves, II.--, indecl. nineteen, 11., etc.-5,/,(;/) nineteen months old,Anth.---, 4s, {eros) eleven years old, Anth.-, ov, with nine springs, name of a well at

Athens, also called, Hdt., Thuc.-, ov, () of nine threads, Xen.-, ov, () of or in nine months, Hdt.-, , nine cubits broad or long, II., ados, , (4) a body of nine, Theocr.-, ov, () =, Theocr.-,, , a, Ep. for , nine thousand, II.-, Ion. for-, 3 pi. pf. of4., Ep. for, impf. of4 to swim.-, ov, (opyvia) ninefathoms long, Od.--, Att.-, f., to hatch young
in a. place, Ar. II. c. acc. to hatch as in a nest, Plat., lengthd. for 4., , Ep. for'.-, f. , to make signs to, to ask by signs, . T.'-, ov, (&pa) of or for nine years, Hom. 2.

nine years old, Od., Ep. for., Ep. Adv. for nine days, II., v. sub evos.-, f.: Ion. aor. part,, pf.44:—
in Att. also as Dep., with aor. pass. 4vevor\-

: Ion. 3 sing, plqpf. 44 :
—to have in one's

thoughts, to think, consider, reflect, Hdt., Plat. ; ivv.

4) . . , to be anxious lest . . , Xen. 2. c. acc. to

think or reflect upon, consider, Hdt., Soph. ; ivvoeiv

rivos Eur. 3. c. gen. to have thought of a
thing, Id., Xen. II. to understand, Trag. III.

to intend to do, c. inf., Hdt., Soph. IV. to think

of, invent, Lat. excogitare, Id., Xen. V. to

have in one's mind, to conceive, form a notion of,

Plat., Xen. Hence, , a thought in the mind, notion, conception,

Plat. 2.* a thought, intent, design, Eur., Xen.-, ov, within the law, lawful, legal, Trag., etc.

;

to suffer lawfulpunishment, Thuc. 2.

— evoirrj.

of persons, keeping within the law, upright, Aesch,
etc. :

—

stibject to law, . T.-, ov, contr.-,, thoughtful, intelligent,

sensible, Aesch., etc. ; tvvovs I come to my
senses, Eur., v. sub 4vos.-, , Ep. for -yaios, (evoffis, ya?a) the

Earth-shaker, name of Poseidon, Hom.-, poet, for 44.
or, Ion., : f. '4, Ep. '4 :

Ep. aor. 2 eWa :—Med., Ep. fut. 3 sing. '4, Ep., :—Pass., pf.,, Ep. 2 sing.\ 2 and 3 sing, plqpf.,, Ep., 3 dual, 3 pi. '. (The Root was ^, cf. Lat.

vestio). ' To put clothes on another, c. dupl. acc,$ he will clothe

thee in cloak and frock, Od. II. Med. and Pass.,

c. acc. rei, to clothe oneself in, to be clad in, put on.

to wear, Hom. ; , of tall shields which
covered the whole person, II. ; []4
shafts clad with brass, lb. ; and by a strong metaph.,

thou hadst been clad in coat of

stone, i. e. stoned by the people, lb. :—metaph. also,4 lb.-, f. , to sleep in or on a place, Soph.

[p], a, ov, or os, ov, () in the flight, by

night, nightly, Lat. nocturnus, Horn., Soph. :

—

dwellers in the realms of Night, the dead, Id.-, ov, = foreg., II., Aesch.:—Adv. or

-, . . II. epith. of Hades, Soph.,-, Ion. for,-, aor. I inf.

and part, of4.-, , ov, Ep. ,-, , ov, in or on the

way, by the way-side, II., Aesch. :—epith. of gods, who
had their statues by the way-side, Lat. triviales, as of

Hecate, Soph., Eur.;, = Lat. Trivia, Id.-', f ., to dwell in a place, c. dat., Eur. ;

Xen. ; [®4] gave it them to dwell

in, Thuc. II. c. acc. loci, to inhabit, Hdt., Soph.,

etc. ; the inhabitants, Hdt., Thuc, etc.,, , a dwelling in a place, Thuc.-, f. Att. , to settle in a place :—Pass, to be

settled in a place, to take up one's abode there, Hdt.

;

so in Med., Thuc.-, ov, {oXkos) in the house, keeping at home, .
opvis a dunghill cock, Aesch. II. as Subst.,, , house-rent, Dem., Anth.-', f., to build in a place, Thuc. :—Med.,
. to build themselves a fort there, Id. II.

to build up, block tip, Id.

-oiKos, ov, in-dwelling : an inhabitant, Trag., Thuc,
etc. 2. pass, dwelt in, Eur.-', f ., to keep house, dwell in a place, Luc.-', f., to pour in wine, Hom.- or-, f .-, aor. 2-, to

fall in, of the ground, Plut. : to slip and fall, Id.', =4 , to be well acquainted with a

thing, c. dat., Plut.-, Med. to impress, Plut., , {4) a crying, screaming, as of birds, II. :

a war-cry, lb. 2. generally, a voice, Od., Eur. 3.

of things, a sound, II., Eur.



—, , = sq. :

—

(sc. ), , a war-
tune, march, Ar., Xen.-, ov,() in arms, armed, Soph., Eur. II.

with armed men within, of the Trojan horse, Id.-, 6, (, f. of) a mirror, Eur.-, Ion.- : f .- : slot. 2- :

—

to see,

remark, observe something in a person or thing-

, ri

Thuc, etc. ; Hdt., etc. ; c. acc. et part,

fut., he saw that vengeance
would come, Id. II. to look at or upon, Xen.'-, ov, bound by oath, Lat. juratus, Soph.,

Thuc. : c. dat. pers., Lat. addictus, Soph. II.

that whereto one is sworn, Id., etc.-, f . Att. , to bring a ship to harbour:—Pass.

to come to anchor, Theogn. Hence

[], , , in harbotir, Anth.-, aor. - : Ep. aor. 2 pass, :

—

to

arouse, stir up in a person, II. :—Pass, to arise in or

among, lb.

ev-, f., to leap in or upon another, c. dat., II., , , =, Ar. :

—

a he-goat, Theocr., 10s, , , Ion. for, Hdt.-, ov, (opxis) uncastrated, entire,

rams, II.

*, , — the Lat. annus, a year, hence,
cf. '-, Lat. bi-ennis, etc.", , ov, the day after to-morrow, Lat. perendie,
only in oblique cases of fern., gen. Ep.
(sub.) Hes. ; Dor. Theocr. ; Ar.', , ov, belonging to the former of two periods,

last year's, last year's magistrates, Dem. :

—

dat. as Adv., long ago, Ar. 2. via (sc.), the old and new day, i. e. the last day of
the month, which consisted of two halves, one belong-
ing to the old, the other to the new moon, Id., gen. of and , one.,, , a shaking, quake, Hes., Eur. (From an
obsol. Root* to shake.)-, ovos, , Earth-shaker, of Poseidon, Horn,-, ov, in heaven, heavenly, Anth.', poet. 2 sing, : impf. with double
augm. : f. : aor. 1: pf.:— to trouble, disquiet, annoy, Plat.,

Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be troubled or annoyed, Id. 2.

c. dat. to give trouble or annoyance to, Id., Dem.,
etc. 3. absol. to be a nuisance, Ar.«, ov, () held in, i. e. liable to, subject to,

c. dat., Plat. ; . (sc. ) liable to the
penalty of death, . T.-, f. >, to sew up in, els; so Med., Hdt. :

—Pass, to be sewed up in, c. dat., Eur.-, f., to shiver oxfreeze in a garment, Ar.-, f. , to shake in or at, Soph. ; .
to drive a sound into their ears, Id. 2. c.

acc. pers. to drive into,.. aypiais? Id.-,.-, Med. to intimate, Xen.-', pf., to be dry, withered, Anth.-, f., to get ready, prepare, Ar. 2.

to dress in a garment, Plut. ; '
dressed you tip as Hercules, Ar. :—Med. to dress one-
self zip in other clothes, Id. : to arm oneself, Xen. :

—Pass, to be equipped, Hdt.

-. 265-, f. >, to hurl, dart in or upon,
Hdt. II. intr. to fall in or on, Id., Soph.-, poet, --, Ep. form of foreg., to letfall
ztpon, , of horses hanging
their heads in griefTor their master's loss, II. :—Pass.

to stick in the ground, lb.ev-, f., to harden :—Pass, to become in-

veterate, of diseases, Xen.-, ov, wise in a thing, Anth.--, ov,() included in a truce or treaty,

Thuc. ; €/(7.' in alliance with one, Eur., Thuc. ;

and as Subst. an ally, Id. II. under truce or

safe-conduct, Eur.-, f. , to drop in or into a thing, c. dat., Ar.

:

—Pass, to be instilled into, Od., Hdt.-, f . , =, Ar.', , , () a beginning, plan,
management, Aeschin.

[], , ,() an adversary, Soph.-', f .-, to dress in

:

—Pass., -
clad in a dress, Hdt.-, f. , to fix in :—Pass., yaiy it

stuck fast in earth, II.-, Dep. to encamp in, Hdt. ;—so in

^Act., Thuc.-, f . , to turn in :—Pass, to tvirn or move
in a place, c. dat., II. 2. c. acc. loci, -

to visit them, Eur.ev-, Ion.-, to impress on a thing,

c. dat., Anth.,, , =, . .-, Ion. for-.-&, f., poet, and Ion. for, to stretch or

strain tight with cords or straps, Horn. ;[ ,] to cover it with stretched straps,

Hdt. 2. to stretch a cord tight, of the bow-string,

Od. : also to stretch a bow tight, i.e. to string it, lb.

:

—Med., to string one's bow, lb.,, ,() tension : limitation, Plat.-, Att.-, f . , to place or post in :—Pass.,

posted to use the sling, Xen., Ion., Adv., () : I. of Place,

here, there, Lat. hie, illic, Hdt., etc.;

here-abouts, Ar. 2. like, with sense of

motion towards, hither, thither, Lat. hue, illuc, II.,

Att. 3. c. gen., eVr. Thuc. ; .
in that department of government,

Dem. II. of Time, at the very time, then, Aesch.,

etc. 2. c. gen., ., Lat. ad hoc aetatis,

Plat. III. of Sequence, — Lat. deinde, thereupon,

then, Hdt. IV. g-enerally, herein, Soph., Plat.,

etc. : in this state of things, in this position, Dem.

[], Att. strengthd. form of foreg., Ar., Adv. () hither, here, Horn., to prepare for burial, . T. ; and, , burial, . . From- [], , () of or used in burial

:

hence as Subst.,, , a shroud, winding-

sheet, Simon., Anth. \ 2., , offerings

to the dead, obsequies, Soph.

"ENTEA, , , fighting gear, ar40%?~ armour,

Horn. II. furniture, appliances, Od.

;
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rigging, tackle, h. Horn. ; the

harness, Aesch.-, f.- : pf. -, pass,- :

—

to

stretch orstrain tight

:

—Pass., is

hung on tigh t-stretched straps, II. j

a bridge with the mooring-cablcs made taught, Hdt.

;

being braced up, Plat. 2.

to stretch a bow tight, i.e. string \t for shooting (cf. eV-), Eur.; so in Med. tostringone'show , Id. :—Pass.,

bows ready strung, Hdt. 3. eV-

to keep a ship's sail taught by the

sheet, Eur. 4. to tie tight, Id. II. metaph.
to strain, exert

:

—so in Med.,
Aeschin. ; pitching the tune

high, Ar. :—and in Pass.,, on the stretch,

eager, Xen. 2. to carry on vigorously , Plut. 3.

so intr. in Act. to exert oneself, be vehement,
Eur. III. to stretch out at or against,, Lat. plagam intendere, to lay a blow on
him, Xen. IV. to put into verse, Plat.-, f. Att. , to build or fortify in a place,

Xen. II. in Med. to wall in, i. e. blockade, Thuc., Dep. to beget children in, Plut. From-, ov, () having children, Luc.-, f. \, to end one's life in a place, Thuc.-, , () complete, full, Ar., Thuc. 2.

of victims, perfect, unblemished, Soph. 3. of soldiers

and their equipments, in good condition, effective,

Thuc. 4. of men, full-grown, Aesch.-, mostly in Med., f.-, to enjoin, com-
mand, Hdt., etc. ; to

command by word of mouth, Id. :—Pass., -
commands, Id., Xen.-, Ion. -, f. -, to cut in, engrave

tipon, ? ypaa Hdt. II. to cut
zip, 1. to cut up the victim, sacrifice, Thuc. 2.

to cut in, shred in, as herbs in a medical mixture,&. Aesch. 3. to cut in two, Luc., , () an intestine, piece of gut,
a string of sheep's gut, Od. :—mostly in pi.,

the guts, bowels, II., Att. Hence, , the timber of a ship, belly-timber, Ar.-, , () working in harness,. draught-mules, II., pf. pass, of. Hence', Adv. vehemently, vigorously, Hdt., Ion., Adv. () : I. of Place,

hence or thence, Lat. hinc or illinc, Od., etc. II.

of Time, henceforth, thenceforth, thereupon, Hdt.,

etc. ; Eur. ; what remains,
Aesch. III. Causal,from that source, Thuc.

[], streng-thd. form of foreg., Ar., , , affable, Plut. From,, ,() a lighting upon, meeting
with, converse, intercourse, with a person,

Aeschin. 2. a petition, Plut. : intercession for a
person, . T.-, Pass.zO be stewed in beet(),Ar.-, ov, () within the province of art, arti-

ficial, artistic, Plat.-, f. , to pour in while molten,
Plut. II. Pass., with pf. act., 1. of

• evrpe'-.

feelings, to sink deep in, Soph. 2. of persons, to be

absorbed by a thing, Id., Dor. for or, 3 sing, and pi. of (sum).-, f.- : poet. aor. inf. :

—

to put
in or into a ship, Od., Att. ; so in Med., Od. :—then,

generally, to put in or into, Hes., Hdt., etc. 2.

metaph. to put into a person, inspire, Theogn., Xen. ;

—

Med., thou didst store up wrath in
thy heart, II. ; } hold our fathers in
honour, lb. 3. to put in the mouth, Ar. y

and in Med.,, put in, i. e. eat, Id.-, f.-, to bear ox produce in a place, c.

dat., Eur. ; . to drop eggs into the

mud, Hdt. 2. to create or cause in a person,

Eur. II. pf. part, intr., inborn,
innate, Ar., f ., Lat. incacare, to squirt upon, Ar.-, f. ]~, to value in or among, Dem.-,/, (^), 1. oipevsons,inho?iour, honoured,
prized, Soph., etc. :—c. dat. rei, honoured with or in a
thing, Eur. :

—

men in office, men of rank,
Xen. 2. of things, honoured, held in honour,
Soph. 3. Adv., to be in honour, Xen.,, ,() an incision, notch, Xen.

evTo, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of '., ,() an injunction, order, command,
behest, Hdt., etc., ov,() cut in pieces, cut up : neut. pi.,

victims, Hdt., ov,() of persons, well-strung, sinewy :

metaph. intense, earnest, eager, vehement, Hdt., Att.

:

—Adv., eagerly, violently, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, in or of a place, Soph.
cvTopcvw, f., to carve in relief on a thing, Plut., , v., ., Adv. () within, inside, Lat. intus, opp. to

: I. as Prep, with gen., II. ;

Hes., etc. ; in my senses,

Hdt. ; so absol., Dem. :—also with Verbs of

motion, II. 2. within, i. e. on
this side, Lat. citra, " Hdt.,

etc. 3. of Time, within, .

;

short of, i.e. before, evening, Xen. II.

absol. within, Horn. ; Thuc.

;

the inner parts, inwards, Id.', before a vowel -0ev, Adv. from within, Od. :

—also =, within, absol. or c. gen., II.,, aor. 2 inf. of.-,, f. ), to strut among, Luc.

€-€, f.-, to turn about, . Hdt. : to

alter, Luc. II. Med. or Pass., aor. 2

[], to turn about, linger, hesitate, Soph. 2. c.

gen. pers. to turn towards, give heed to, pay regard
to, to respect or reverence, Horn., Trag. 3. c. inf.

to take care that, Theogn. 4. absol. to feel shame
ovfear, . T.

ev-, f.-, to bring up in the house, Eur. :

—

so in Med., Hes. :—Pass, to be reared in a place, c.

dat., Eur.-', f.-, to run in, el

if his limbs movedfreely in [the armour], II. II.

to slip in, enter, Anth.



—'. 26/, , metaph. from the touchstone, proved by

rubbing, versed in a thing-

, c. dat., Soph. From- [t], f. , to rub in or into a thing-

, c. dat.,

Luc. 2. metaph., ivrp./ to give him a

drubbing, Plut. ; so in Med., Luc. II. c. acc.

pers. to rub one with cosmetics, Xen. :—Pass, to have
cosmetics rubbed in, to be anointed, painted,

Id. III. to wear away by rubbing, Ar. Hence, aros, to, a cosmetic, Plut., (,) to third with water, i. e. to

mix three parts of water with two of wine,—with a pun
on TpiToyevrjs, Ar.-, ov, () hairy, Anth., ecus, ,() a rubbing in, Xen.-, ov, () trembling, Plut., . T.--, Pass., Frequent, of, to keep

turning round, of men retreating, II., , () a turning towards,

tivos respect or reverencefor one, Soph. : shame,
reproach, . T. Hence, , a trick, dodge, h. Horn,, ov,() living in or acquainted with
a thing, c. dat., Soph. 2. as Subst., nursling, Anth.-, f. ), to revel in a thing, c. dat., Menand.

:

—absol. to be luxurious, Xen. II. to mock at,

Eur.-, f . : aor. 2 iverpayov :

—

to eat greedily,

to gobble up, Ar. :—c. gen. to eat greedily of, Luc.-, f .- : aor. 2 : pf. ·
: aor. pass. part, in act. sense :

—

to light upon, fall in with, meet with a person or

thing, c. dat., Hdt., etc. :—absol., the first

who meets us, any chance person, Thuc. ; of thunder,

to fall upon, c. dat., Xen. ; so of misfortunes,

Aesch. 2. rarely, like, c. gen.,

tt}s ye<pvpr)s having found the bridge

broken up, Hdt. ;
havingfallen

in with them, Soph. II. to converse with, talk to,

rivi Plat. 2. to intercede with, intreat,Tivi . T.,

Plut. :—c. inf. to intreat one to do, Id. III. of

books, to meet with, Plat. : hence, to read, Luc.-, f. , to wrap up, Ar.- [], impf . : f . : aor.

:

—also [], impf. :

—

to equip, deck out,

get ready, Horn.; Senas ' (aor. imperat.^

prepare the cup, i. e. mix the wine, II. ;) having decked herself well out, lb. :—Med.,
(Ep. for)) may'st get thee

ready, Od. :—Med., c. acc, to prepare for oneself,, Horn.-, () Adv., )-
(of Priam in his grief), wrapt up in his mantle so

closely as to shew his limbs, II.-, f., to cut in intaglio, Plut.- [], f . -, to smoke as one does wasps, Ar., v..
[], , the Warlike, name of Ares (Mars), II.,

Soph., etc. 2. as appellat. war, battle, Eur. II.

as Adj. warlike, furious, Theocr.-, f. Att. , to insult or mock one in a thing,

c. dat., Soph. ; , iv Eur.

ev-, , gen. ios, () an otter, Hdt.

-, ov, living in the water, Anth.
ev-, ov, () with water in it, holding water,
IV., i. e. a bath, Aesch. ; of countries, well-

watered, Hdt. ; . provided with water,
Xen. 2. of water, watery, Eur. 3. living in
or by water, of Nymphs, Soph. ; of plants, Ar.

evvija, aor. of.
ev-v7rviov, , () a thing seen in sleep,65 a dream or vision in sleep came to me,
Od. :—hence as Adv., ' to feast with

the Barmecide,' Ar. 2. simply a dream, Hdt., Att.-, ov, () in dreams appearing, Aesch.
evvoraija, aor. of.cv-, f ., to weave in as a pattern :—Pass, to

be inwoven, Hdt. Hence, , inwoven, Theocr., gen. contr. , , Enyo, goddess of war,
answering to the Roman Bellona, II., Aesch.!-, aor. -, to thrust in or upon, Plut., Luc.- or-, , , leader of an,
Thuc, Xen., , a band of sworn soldiers, a company in
the Spartan army, the contained 4,
each 4, and each 2,2 men,
Thuc, Xen. From-, ov, () bound by oath, Soph. :—Adv.-, on oath, Plut. II. a conspirator, Id.&, Adv. in one^s face, to one'sface, Od. From-, , () the face, countenance, dat. as

Adv., before theface, openly, II., , the inner wall fronting those who enter a
building or the side-walls of the entrance, Horn. From--, ov, () face to face, Theocr. II. neut., Prep, with gen., like Lat. coram, . T., aor. 1 of

:

—-, 3 sing. Ep. aor.

2 pass., Ion. contr. for, aor. 1 of.-, Dep. (ods) to hearken to a thing, . .
, Lat. ex, the form of the Prep, , before a vowel

and before some consonants, as .
", ol, at, , indecl. six, Horn., etc.—In composition,

before , it becomes , as,,
; or has inserted, as, etc, , information sent out to the enemy, Xen.-', f., to send out tidings, report, of trai-

tors and the like, II., Att. :—Med. to cause to be pro-

claimed, Hdt., Soph.; c. inf . to promise to do, Eur.:

—Pass, to be reported, Hdt. ; impers., ayya
it is reported, Id.-, , , a messenger who brings out news
from within, an informer, Thuc, etc. II. on the

Greek stage, &yyo told newsfrom a distance, |-
yo what was a-doing behind the scenes, as in Soph.

Hence, ov, told of, denounced, Thuc.-, to drive out as accursed

:

—Pass., aor. 1 part.ay, Aesch.', Ion. for, to leadforth, Hdt.··, ov, (^ayi(w) devoted to evil, accursed*

abominable, Dem., Aeschin. II. holy

things, matters of religion, Soph,-, f . -, to break and tear away, to rend, IL



2 68 '--, f . , to buy up, Plut. II. to redeem,

. T.; so in Med., Ib., -, 6v, fit to explain, tivos Luc. From
e|. (the aor. is supplied by, the fut. and
pf. by, ), to tell out, make known, de-

clare, Od. : to betray a secret or mystery, Hdt.

!|-·, f., to make savage, Plat. :—Pass, to

be or become savage, Id.-, f ., to make wild or waste :—Pass, to be

or be made so, Aeschin. II. like foreg. to make
savage, exasperate, Hdt., Eur.

eSj-/, f . |co : aor. 2 -^yayov :

—

to lead out ; I.

of persons, to lead or carry out from a place, Horn.,

etc. : to bringforth into the world, II. : to lead out
to execution, Hdt. b. to march out (sub.),
Xen. : generally, to go out, Id. 2. to eject a. claimant

from property, Dem., etc. II. of merchandise, to

carry out, export, Ar., etc. :—Pass.,

exports, Xen. 2. to draw off water, Id. 3. of

building, to carry further out, Thuc. III. to call

forth, excite, Eur. :—Med.,
Xen. IV. to lead on, carry away, excite,

Eur., Thuc. ; and in bad sense, to lead on, tempt,
Id. :—Pass, to be led on, c. inf., Xen. Hence, , a leading out of soldiers, Xen. 2.

drawing out of a ship to sea, Hdt. 3. a carrying
out, exportation, Id., Att.-£, f . Att., Dep. to struggle hard, Eur.-, ov, beside the mark, irrelevant, Luc.-, ov, () leader of a body of six, Xen.-, f.-, to sing out, sing one's last song, of

the swan, Plat. II. trans, to sing of, laud, Eur., Ion. for.-, f., () to make into air, volatilise, Luc.-, , or -', , () six years old : fern,', iSos, Theocr. II. of six years,
Plut. :—Adv.,, for six years, Od.-, Med. to seek out and collect, Eur.-', f., to be quite disheartened, Plut.-£, to wail loudly, Eur.-,.-, f. , to make quite bloody, Xen.-, Ep. Dep. to carry off, Od. ; c. dupl. ace,

took away life from both, II., ecos, , a taking out, Hdt. :

—

away of taking
out, Id. j and', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be taken out or re-

moved, Xen. II., one must take out :

one must pick out, select, Id. ; and, -, , that can be taken out, removable,
Hdt. II., ov, taken out, picked out,
chosen, Lat. eximius, Horn., etc. 2. excepted, Eur.,
Thuc, etc. : special, remarkable, Dem. From-', f. -: aor. 2, Ep., inf. :

—Pass., pf., Ion.- Hdt. :

—

to take
out of a thing, ri tivos Horn., etc.; Hdt.,
etc. :— simply to take out, Id. :—Med. to take
out for oneself, II. ; . to discharge their

cargoes, Hdt. II. to takefrom among others, to

pick out, choose, Horn., etc. :—Med. to choosefor one-

self, carry off as booty, Id. :—Pass, to be given as a
special honour, to one, Thuc. ;

dedicated to him, Hdt. 2. to take out

—.
of a. number, to except, Id., Att. III. to expel

people from their seats, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to take

out, remove, Hdt., Att. 3. in Med. to bereave a
person of life, c. dupl. ace, ,,
Att. ; or c. gen. pers., II. ; rarely

c. dat. pers., Ib. :—Med. to take away from one,

Soph. :—Pass., having
had him taken out of their hands, Hdt. IV.
in Med. to set free, deliver, Aesch., Dem. V. to

make away with, annul, Soph. : to demolish a city,

Hdt., etc. 2. to bring to an end, accomplish, Eur.-, f. -, contr. from Ion., to lift up,

lift off the earth, Horn., Hdt. ; having bade
me rise (from suppliant posture), Soph. 2. to raise

in dignity, exalt, Hdt., Aeschin. 3. to raise, arouse,

stir tip, Theogn., Soph. ; . excites thy wish

to die, Eur. II. Med., 3 sing. aor. 1 -, to

carry offfor oneself, earn, win, gain, Od. 2. to take

on oneself, Soph. III. Pass, to be raised, Hdt. : to

rise up, rise, Eur. :

—

to be excited, agitated, Soph.-~, ov, or a, ov, beyond what is ordained or

fated : hence, 1. lawless, Od. 2. extraordi-

nary, violent, Hdt., Xen. ; e|. headlong flight, Id.£-, Att.- and-, f. , to rush forth,

start out from, c. gen., II. ; '/c ved> Ar. :—so in

Pass., II.|-, f., to utterly destroy , Aesch.-', f., to demand or ask forfrom another,

c. dupl. ace, T7]v5e |? Soph. ; e|.- to ask her in marriage from . . , Id. :—e|.

to demand the surrender of a person, Hdt., Dem. ;

—

. to beg for little, Soph. II. Med. to

ask for oneself, demand, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. in

Med. also, =, to beg off,
gain his pardon

or release, Lat. exorare, Aesch., Xen. ; c. inf. to beg

that one may obtain, Eur. :—c. acc. rei, to avert by

begging, Lat. deprecari, Id. Hence|, $, rj, a demanding one for punishment,
Dem. II. intercession, Id.-, ov, () much asked for, much desired,

choice, excellent, Horn.-, () Adv. on a sudden, II., Att. ; .-
the moment he is dead, Plat.-', f., Dep. to heal completely, heal

the wound, make amends, II. II. c. acc. to ap-

pease, Horn. ; to make up for, Xen. 2. to mend
clothes, Plat. Hence

[], ecos, f), a thorough cure, Ar.| [], Adv. () six tunes, Lat.sexies, Plat., etc.:

poet,, Anth.|-- [], sixty thousand, Hdt., Xen.- [t], ai, a, six thousand, Hdt., Thuc,
etc.-£, f. Att. , to dart or hurl forth, Xen.

;

-yavov . to strike it home, Eur. 2.

metaph., e£. yrjs i.e. to flee precipitately,

Id. j . to proclaim loudly, Id., , , () six hundred, Hdt.-, f.-, to hear a sound, esp. from a
distance, Aesch., Soph. ; c. gen. pers., Xen. ; rei, Plut.-, f., to make exact, . Koyov to make a
distinct or precise statement, Soph.



269-, f . , to reach the top of, e£. to skim
the upper air, Eur.', Verbal, {i^dyco 1. 1 . b) one must march out, Xen.-, f ., to blind utterly, Od. IX. toput
an eye quite out, lb.-, f. \, to sack a city, II., etc. :—also, to

empty a city of its inhabitants, clear it out, so as to

plant new settlers in it, £<|$ Od. :

generally, to destroy utterly, II., , an unguent-box, Ar. From-, f. : Pass. pf.4-, Att.- :

—2fo plaster or swasA ci^r, Hdt., Thuc. II. to

wipe out, obliterate, Eur. :—e|./ to strike his name
the roll, Ar., etc. 2. metaph., like Lat. delere,

to -wipe out, destroy utterly, Aesch., Eur. :—Med.,'£ (pptvos to blot it out of one's mind, Id.-, Dep. to beware of, avoid, escape, II. j Ep.
aor. 1 inf.4, Hes., Ar., = foreg., Soph.-, only in aor. 1 part.4 [f], pf .- :—to roll out or thoroughly, forays 4
take him away when you have given him a good roll

on the, Ar. ; |«:as 44 y 4 4 you
have rolled me out of house and home, Id., , a complete change, alteration, Plat. From|-, Att. -, f. , to change utterly or

cojnpletely , Eur. :—Med., 4 he sees

no change take place, Soph. 2. to withdraw from
a place, c. ace, Eur. II.4\ to

remove from, c. gen., Thuc. 2. intr. to change,
turn another way, move back andforward , Eur. ;4 which other way shall I take? Id.; 4-

unusual grace, Id.-, f .- : Ep. aor. 2 part. 4$ :

Dep. :

—

to leap out of or forth from a place, c. gen.,

II. ; 4<· springing out from the

front rank, lb. ; vans (Dor. for4)
Theocr. :—absol. to jump off, hop off, Ar. ; Iv 4· ;

to what point didst thou leap forth, i. e. to what
misery hast thou come ? Soph. ; of wheels, to start

from the axle, Xen. II. to leap up, Id. : of

horses, to rear, Id.-, f . : aor. 1 ££ :—like 44, to

fleefrom, c. ace, Eur. ; absol. to escape, Aesch., Eur., =4\, h. Horn.-, f . : aor. 2- :

—

to errfrom
the mark, fail, Xen. : to miss one's aim, Soph. 2.

to err, do wrong, sin, Hdt., Att. ; c. acc. cogn., e£.

to commit a fault, Hdt., Soph., etc. II. in Pass.

to be mismanaged, Plat. Hence, , an error, transgression, Soph.-, f., to mow or reap out, to finish mowing
or reaping, Trag. :—metaph. to cut out, in Med.,
Eur. :—Pass., yevovs (part, pf.)

having the race cut off root and branch, Soph.-, f. , to make to miscarry, Eur. 2.

to make abortive, Ar.- [], to blunt, weaken, Plut.-, f., to exchange, alter,4'
having put away fearfrom one, Eur. :—Med. to take
the place of, c. gen., Id. ; so intr. in Act., c. dat.,

cpovos4 murder following after murder,

-.
II. of Place, to change onefor another, pass

acc, Aesch., Eur. : absol. to withdraw, depart,

Id.

over,

c

Id. III. in Med. also to requite, repay, Aesch-', f. £, to milk out, suck out, Aesch. II.

to press out, Eur.-', be titterly careless of a. thing, c. gen., Hdt.- [], ov, of six metres, hexameter, Hdt., etc.- [], ov, of, lasting six months : 4. (sc.

Xpovos), 0, a half-year, Xen.; 4. (sc. ), Hdt.|-,., togetout ofa difficulty ,c. gen., Eur.£-, f . : aor. 1 part.4
and -7]9eis : Dep. :

—

to struggle vehemently, c. acc.

cogn., to.s 4 having
contested the chariot-race, Eur. II. to drive out

of a place, c. gen., Id. : to drive out of his wits,

Id. III. aor. 1 in pass, sense, to be forced out, of

the Cyclops' eye, Id.- [], f.-, Med. to ward offfrom
oneself, drive away, Aesch., Eur.-, to gush or cause to gush forth, Aesch.-, f.-~, to read through, Plut.|-, f . , to force or compel utterly,,

Soph., Eur., etc. ; c. acc. only, Soph. II.

to drive away, Xen.-, f . , to bring out of or up from, c. gen.,

Eur. :—Pass, to put out to sea, set sail, Hdt., etc.|-, Dep. with aor. 2 act. 44, to rise

out of, emerge from water, c. gen., Od. 2. to

escape from, c. gen., Theogn., Plut.|-', f. -, to boil up with, c. acc. cogn.,4 will let fury boil forth, Aesch.', to take out of, c. gen., h. Horn. ; Med., Eur,-, f ., Med. to retreat out of a. place

by backing water, Hdt.-, f.- : pf. pass,-

:

—to

spend entirely, Dem. :

—

to exhaust, Plut. 2. to

destroy utterly, Aesch. :—Pass., Dem.-, f. [], to set quitefreefrom, c. gen., IL, eois, , (4') entire consumption,
Plut.-, f. >, to hangfrom or by a thing, c. gen.,

Eur. :—Med. to attach to otteself, Id. II. to

rekindle, Anth.|-, f. or , to snatch away, Eur.-, f . [], to tear awayfrom, Hdt., Eur. :

to tear up from, Id.|, ea>s, ,(4) a rising up from,
resurrection from the dead, . T.-', f. , to crown with wreaths, Eur.-', f ., to hurl headlongfrom a place, c.

gen., Aesch.|-', f. -, intr. to spring lipfrom a place,

c. gen., Mosch.-, Adv. all openly, Od.-', f. -', to bear tip out of the water,

Plut. II. intr. to recoverfrom an illness, Id.-', f . -, to go otit of the way, withdraw,

retreat, Hdt. II. c. acc. to evade, Thuc.--, and in Med.|, f.

Att.-, to reduce to utter slavery, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. II. also as Pass., Hdt., Dem. Hence, ecus, , a sellingfor slaves, Hdt.



270-, pf. -], Pass, to come to man's
years, Hdt., Eur. II.

having grown to men from serpent's teeth, Id.-, f.-, to excite, Eur.-, to risefrom the horizon, of stars, Theocr. II.

to come back from, h. Horn,-, f., to blow out with wind, inflate, Eur. :

—metaph., I was puffed up, Id.-, to come forth from, c. gen., Eur.£-, to find out, invent, Soph.-', f .- : to hold up from : but mostly intr.

to jut out from, c. gen., Theocr. II. Med., impf.

andaor. 2 with double^.,,
to bear up against, endure, with part.,

Soph. ; Eur.

;

endured that these things

should be decreed, Id.|-, f ., toput outflowers, Xen. 2. metaph.
to burst forth, like an efflorescence, bloom forth,
Aesch., Eur. :—of ulcers, to break out, Thuc, Luc.-, f.- or -, to send forth, let

loose, II., Soph. :—c. gen. to sendforthfrom, Eur. 2.

to let go, Id. 3. to slacken, undo, Id. :—and intr. to

slacken, relax, Soph. ,· c. gen., opyrjs Eur.-, I. Causal in pres., impf., fut. and
aor 1 : 1. to raise up : to make one rise from his

seat, bid one rise from suppliant posture, Eur. ; .
to order the men in ambush to rise,

Xen. 2. to make a tribe emigrate, to remove or

expel, Hdt., Soph. 3. to depopulate, destroy,

Hdt., Eur., etc. 4. e|. to rouse them from
their lair, Xen. II. intr. in Pass., with aor. 2,

pf. and plqpf. act. : 1. to stand up from one's

seat, Hdt., etc. ; to rise to speak, Soph. ; from ambush,
Eur., Thuc. ; from bed, Eur. 2. c.gen. to arise and
departfrom, emigratefrom, Hdt. :—absolve break up,

depart, Thuc, etc. 3. to be driven out from one's

home, to be forced to emigrate, Hdt., Aesch. 4. of

places, to be depopulated, Hdt., Eur.

1 -, f. , to lay open, Ar.-', f . , to draw out water :—metaph. to

endure to the end, see out, Lat. exantlare, exhaurire,
Eur. 2. metaph. also to rob, plunder, Luc.-, Att.- [] : f. [] :

—

to accomplish,

fulfil, make effectual, II., Soph. :—Med. to accomplish
'

'or finish for oneself, Eur. 2. to finish or dispatch,

i. e. kill, Lat. conficere, II. 3. of Time and Distance,

to bring to an end, finish, accomplish, Soph.;
Eur. :—absol. to finish one's way to a place,

arrive at it, is or eirl Hdt. ; also c. acc. loci,

Soph., Eur. 4. c. inf. to manage to do, Id. 5.

Med. to obtain, tivos Id.-,,[) of'sixhands-breadth,Hdt.-, Att. -, f. , to set free from,
remove from, Eur. :—Pass, to ged rid of, escape

from, Hdt., Thuc.-, Pass, to hangfrom or on, c. gen., Luc.-, Ion. impf. : f. :—Pass.,

fut.- or in med. form- :

—

to

deceive or beguile thoroughly, Horn., Hdt., etc. :

—

also, . in a thing, Xen.-, , gross deceit, Hes., Xen.

, Verbal of, one must deceive, Plat,, , , calculated to deceive, Xen., Comic Dim. of, to cheat a little,

humbug, Ar., Ep. form of, Hes. : aor. 2 -
: subj., part,, Od., etc.:

3 sing. aor. 2 med. opt. in act. sense, II.-, ov, () six feet long, Hdt.-, inf.-, aor. 2 without any pres. -
in use, to observefrom afar, Soph,-, , six cubits long, Hdt., Xen., later form of, . ., a, ov, or os, ov, —, Xen. Adv.

—»s, Thuc. From
[], Adv., =, II., Hdt., Thuc.-, a, ov, Ion.-, , ov, six times as

large as, tivos Hdt.-, ov,() six long, i. e. about
1200 feet, Hdt.5, , ov, Ion. for.-, f.-, to step out of, Od.- [], to put off,' Od.-, eccs, , a League of six cities, of the Asiatic

Dorians, Hdt.-, f.-, Att. -, to destroy utterly,

Trag., etc. II. Med., with pf. 2, aor. 2
:

—

to perish utterly out of a place, c. gen.,

Horn., Aesch. :—absol. to perish utterly, Hdt.-, Pass, to return out of, II.-, f. -, to wash thoroughly, Od.- [], to sharpen well, Eur.-, to be in great doubt or difficulty : so in

Med. and Pass., N.T., Plut.-', f.-, to send quite away :—Pass.

to be dispatched, Philipp. ap. Dem.- [t], to satisfy in full, II.-, , ,, , =$, Plut.-, strengthd. for, Luc.-, f .-, to destroy utterly, Aesch., Soph.|-, f. >, to fasten from, i. e. to, a thing, c. gen.,

Horn., Eur. ; tivos Hdt. 2. metaph., .
to let prayers fall from one's mouth,

Eur. 3. . ' to place upon, Id. II. Med.
to hang on, II. 2. to hang a thing to oneself, carry

it about one, wear, Eur.-', f.- and-, to thrust away, Eur., pf. pass, of.-, Dep. to utter curses, Soph.-, Att. -, f. , to dash out, shatter, Od.,

Ar. II. c. acc. pers. to assail furiously, Id.-', f . >, to be quite torpid :—Pass, to be quite

neglected, Soph.--, f. , to turn into money, Thuc, Dem.-, f., = foreg., Hdt.|-', f., Dep. to make oneself accept-

able, Xen. 2. c. acc. pers. to win over, Dem.-', f. ), to count throughout, number, Lat.

enumerare, Hdt., Att. II. to count out, pay in
ready money, Lat. numeratim solvere, Dem.-', f . : I. of objects, to be quite enough
for, suffice for, Soph., Plat., etc. ; Xen. :

absol. to suffice, be sufficient, Eur., Dem. 2. impers.,



·

it is enough for, suffices for, c. dat. pers., Hdt.,

Att. II. of persons, to be satisfied with, to be

a match for, c. dat., Eur. :—c. part, to be content

with having-, Id. Hence, , enough, sufficient, Aesch., Soph., Adv. part. pres. of, enough,

sufficiently, Ar.«-, f., aor. and-
: Dep. :

—

to deny utterly, Hdt., Eur. Hence, ecus, , a denying, denial, Plat. ; and, , , apt at denying, negative, Ar.-, ov,() denying ; or 717-
—, Ar., etc.; foil, by c. inf., .

denied that he had killed, Hdt., etc.-, f . and , also- : aor. 1,
or- :

—

to snatch away from a place, c. gen., Od.

;

Hdt.; tivos Eur.:

—

to

rescue, II. :—Pass., 01 the captured ones,

Soph. II. to tear out, Ar.-, f., to hang upon, to make dependent
upon, c. gen., Plut. : also in Med., Eur. II.

Pass., f . in med. form-, pf.- :

—

to

be hung upon, hang upon, Id. 2. to de-

pend upon, be dependent upon, be attached to,

yap Id. 3. of countries, to border
upon, rivos Plut. 4. to be hung up or exposed to

view, Thuc. 5. pf. pass, part., c. acc. rei, having
a thing hung on one, be furnished with, Ar., Aeschin.-, f. Att. , to complete, finish,

. . :—Pass, to be thoroughly prepared orfurnished,
lb. :—Med. to provide oneself with, Luc.« [], f. , to get ready, equip thoroughly

,

fit out, Eur., Thuc. :—Med. to get ready for oneself,

fit out, Id. : c. inf., <€7 Aesch. :
—

Pass, to be got ready, Hdt. :—in

pf . pass, part., equipt, harnessed, Eur. ; c. dat. rei,

furnished ox provided with, Hdt., Aesch., etc.-, 6, , a leader, beginner, Lat. auctor, II. 2.

the leader of a chorus, Lat. coryphaeus, Dem.-, f. , to begin with, make a beginning of,

Lat. auctor esse, c. gen., yooio II., etc. :—so in

Med., Od. 2. c. acc,
II. ;—also or

to begin a hymn to one, address it to him, Xen., ados, , () the number six, Plut., etc.-', f ., to adorn, deck out, equip, Soph. ; c.

dupl. acc, with which / equipped
him, Eur. II. to train or teach thoroughly,

Plat. 2. to practise, Plut.-, f. , to flash as with lightning, . T.-, f. , to dishonour utterly, Soph.-, Att. contr. for.-, f., to dry quite up, Hdt.-, is, (avyff) dazzling white, Eur.-, f., to speak out, II., Soph. :—so in Med.,
Aesch.-, f., Dep. to leave one's quarters,
to go out of camp into villages, Xen.-, Adv., for [ ~], at the very
point of time, at once, Theogn.-, Adv. over again, once more, anew, II. II.

of place, back again, backwards, lb.

-', f. ), to desertfrom a place, Ar.-, f ., aor. 1-, to boast loudly, pro-

fess, Trag.-, f. , to cry out, Soph.-', f., to take right away : in Med., aor.

2- Od.-,.-, to sendforth, discharge,iXen. II.

to set free from labour, c. gen., Soph,-, Pass., with aor. 2, pf., and plqpf. act.,

to depart or withdraw from, tivos Soph., Eur.-, Med. to throw off byfoaming

:

—metaph.
from a horse, Aesch.-,() to draw forth liquor, Od.-,, , , six-handed, Luc.-, oov, contr.-,, holding six, Plut.', aor. 2 of.-', Aeol. of-, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-, f. -, to free a person by giving bail,

Dem. :—Pass, to be bailed, Id. Hence,, , a giving of bail, Dem.--, f. , to awaken, Soph. :—Pass, to be

awaked, wake up, Hdt., etc. ; syncop. aor. 2

Ar. ; Ep. 3 pi. Theocr. ; pf . 2

Ar. 2. to raisefrom the dead, Aesch. 3. metaph.
to awake, arouse, bring on, Eur., pf. pass, of-^., fut. of.-', , Lat. exhedra, a hall or arcade in the gym-
nasia, a sort of cloister, Eur.-, ov, {) awayfrom home, Soph. 2. c. gen.

out of, away from, Eur. : metaph.,

\6yoi insensate words, Id. II. of birds of omen,

. to be in an unlucky quarter, Ar.', aor. 2 med. of., aor. 2 of., for, imperat. of ( ibo).-, inf. -, aor. 2 in use of the pres., to

look out, see far, II. : also imperat. med., see

well to it, Soph., Adv., poet, for.-, f ., to make like, to adapt, Xen. :—Pass.,

was like it, Id. ; part, pf., ·
not mere semblances, but the things themselves,

Aesch. ;
portrayed, Eur. ; -

not represented by a portrait-mask, Ar.-', f., —, to unfold, Luc., to disentangle, Xen. II. to keep forcibly

from, debarfrom, Dem., aor. 2 of.-, to unwrap

:

—Pass, to glide along, aor. 1, Theocr.- ( ibo) Ep. 2 sing,: Att. imper.,
for : serving as Att. fut. of, but with

impf ., Ion.

:

—to go out, come out of the

house, Horn. ; c. gen. loci, Od., Soph. ; .
to leave the knights, Hdt. ; ^yxov -

to come forth to the trial, Soph. 2. to march
out with an army, Thuc, Xen. :—c. acc. cogn. to go
out on an expedition or enterprise, Soph., Eur., etc. 3.

to comeforward on the stage, Ar. II. of Time or

incidents, to come to an end, expire, Hdt., Soph.-( sum), only used in impers. forms, v..



272-, inf. -, aor. 2 in use of, -
epeco (q. v.) being- the fut. : also 2 sing-, aor. 1

Soph. :

—

to s^eak out, tell out, declare, Lat. effari,

Horn., Thuc. 2. c. dupl. acc. to tell something of
a person, Soph., Eur.-', Adv. part. pf. pass, of,
carefully, accurately , fully, Plut.-, Att. for., Ion. for.£, Ion. for.-, aor. 1 -, to putforth, Lat. exsero,

Hdt.; Ar. II. to pull out, ' Id., Ep. for, 2 sing, of'( ibo).', 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., Ep. pres. inf. of e'|eAaww :—, Att. fut.

inf. of same.',, , a driving oiLt, expulsion, Hdt. II.

intr. a marching out, expedition, Id., Xen. From-, f.-, contr.- : pf .- :—an
Ep. part,, inf., occurs in Horn. :

—

to

drive out from, Od. ; absol. to

drive afield, of a shepherd, lb. :—esp. to drive out or

expel from a place, lb., Aesch., etc. 2. to drive

out horses or chariots, II. : Med. to drive out one's

horses, Theocr. ; so, to lead out
an army, Hdt. : hence 3. intr. to march out,

Hdt. : to drive or ride out, Thuc. II. to knock
out, Od. III. to beat out metals, Hdt.', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be refuted, Plat. From-', f. , to convict, confute, refute, Soph.,

Ar., etc. 2. c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei, to convict

one of a thing, Plat. : Pass, to be so convicted of,

Dem. 3. with predicate added in part, to convict

one of being . . , Plat. :—Pass.,-
&v Eur. II. to search out,put to the proof, Aesch :

—Pass.,' all had had their senti-

ments well ascertained, Dem. ; is &
was fully proved to be true, Thuc., aor. 2 inf. of., , of the class offreedmen or their off-

spring, Lat. libertinus, Plut. From-, , , set at liberty, a freedman, Lat.

libertus, libertinus, Cic.-',., to be veryfree ofspeech, Soph.|·, fut. of., aor. 2 inf. of.-, Att. -, f. , to unroll, Eur. : metaph.

to unfold, Lat. explicare, Id. 2. of any rapid

motion, . to evolve the mazy dance,

Id. :—hence intr. to wheel about, Plut. II. as

military term, =, Lat. explicare, to extend
the front by bringing up the rear men, to deploy,

Xen. 2. to draw off, Plut.|', verb. Adj. one must drag along, Eur. From-' : aor. 1-, and 3 sing. pass. subj.-}
(formed from) :

—

to draw or drag out, II. 2.

to drag outfrom a place, c. gen., Od., Eur. II. to

drag along, Soph., Eur.!§-, f. , to turn into Greek, to trace to a
Greek origin, Plut., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.', Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.

, Ep. for, fut. inf. of.-', f ., to vomit forth, disgorge, Od. :—metaph.
to disgorge ill-gotten gear, Ar. 2. absol. to vomit,
be sick, Id.', 3 sing. pf. of.-, to keep quite firm, strictly observe, Xen.-, Ion. -, f., to traffic, . to

drive a gainful trade, Soph. ; I am bought
and sold, betrayed, Id. II. to sell off, Hdt.-, to kill outright, aor. 2 inf. Hes.|-, f. , to strip or spoil a foe slain in fight,

II. j . to strip off his arms, lb. 2. to kill,

slay, Horn., Ion. for--, aor. 1 inf. of., aor. 1 of.
|-'5, -, Dor. for --, aor. 2 opt. and
part, of.-, f.-, to charm away, Plat. :—Pass., -

to be charmed out of their nature, Soph,-, Dep. to boast loudly that, c. inf., Soph,---, , ov, =, Anth.-, Dep. to know thoroughly, know well,

Hdt., Att. ; c. inf. to know well how to do, Soph,-, Adv. of set purpose, Ar., Plat. : with malice

prepense, Dem,
[], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 of., Dor. for-, aor. 1 of., aor. 2 of.', Dor. for -, aor. 1 of^.|', aor. 2 act. of.',,, a vomit, thing vomited, . T. From-, aor. 1 :

—

to disgorge, Ar. ; ' -, let me disgorge the ballots from the

urn (in order to count them), Id.; pour
it out, Dem.-, f .- : pf. -*/, Ion. -·• (.both in act. and pass, sense) :

—

to work out,

make completely , finish off, bring to perfection, Hdt.,

Att. 2. to accomplish, perform, achieve a. work,

Soph, j . to work him mischief, Hdt. :—as

Pass., Zpyov Aesch. ; eV --
after the deed had been done, Hdt. 3. to

work at : as Pass., aypol well cidtivated

lands, Id.; [fi yrf] Thuc. II. to undo,

destroy, overwhelm, ruin, Hdt., Eur:—as Pass.,-> we are zmdone, Id. Hence, , , able to accomplish, Xen.

£-', Att.-, to shut outfrom a place, debar,

Hdt., etc. ;
Eur. ;

Dem. :—Pass., Thuc. 2. to de-

bar, hinder, prevent, preclude, Soph., Eur. 3. to

force :—Pass, to be constrained, Hdt., Thuc.-, Ep. Verb, 1. c. acc. rei, to inquire into,

Od. 2. c. acc. pers. to inquire after, lb. : absol.

to make inquiry, II. ; so in Med., Ib. II. to

search thoroughly , Od.-, to irritate greatly, Anth.|-, to strike off : intr. in aor. 2-, inf. -, to fall to earth, II. ;

the mane streaming downwardsfrom the yoke, Ib.-, Pass., of rivers, to empty themselves, Hdt.



—
·-, f ., to search out, examine, Soph., Eur.

cfj- (a), Att. contr. -€, fut. of 4, I will

speak out, tell out, utter aloud, Horn., Soph. : so in

pf. act. Id. ; 3 sing-, plqpf. pass,4
Id.; fut. pass. Id.-' (), — (of which it is the Ep. form) : 1.

to inquire into a thing-, Od. ; so in Med., Ib. 2. to

inquire of a person, Ib. ; and in Med., Ib. II. to

search through, Ib.-, f., to make quite desolate, leave desti-

tute, abandon, Soph., Eur. ; e£. -yivvv

making it destitute of teeth, Id. :—Pass, to be left

destitute, Ar.£-, f. , to be contumacious, Plut. Hence, , , a stubborn disputant, Eur.|-, f. , to interpret accurately, Luc.-', Ion.- : f.- : aor. 2-,
inf.- : Dep. : 1. to inquire into a thing,

Od., Soph. 2. to inquire of a. person, II., Soph.-' : aor. 1 -:—to creep out of,

Ar. 2. absol. to creep out or forth, Soph., Ar. ; of

an army, Xen.', only in imperat., yaias away out of the

land ! Eur.- [], f. , to ward off, repel, Soph.-, Ion.- : aor. 1 -, Ep.- and-, Ion. 3 sing. aor. 1- :

—

to draw
out of, c. gen., II. ; 4
Od. :—also, to snatch out of,4
II. : to tear out, Od.
-, ·- (but in Att. supplies

the fut., as also the impf.4) : aor. 24: Dep. :

—

to go or come out of, c. gen. loci, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; of

an actor, to come out on the stage, Ar. :—also c. ace,
. Hdt. :—absol. to go away, march off,

II. : also, to march out, go forth, 4 Hdt. :—c.

acc. cogn. to go out on an expedition, Xen. : to go
through a work, Soph. 2. . / stand
forth and come to the trial, Eur. : to turn out so and
so, Soph. 3. c. acc. rei, to execute, Thuc. II.

of Time, to come to an end, expire, Hdt., Soph. III.

of prophecies, dreams, events, to be accomplished,
come true, Hdt. ; bpQbv . to come out right, Soph.

;

4 lest he turn out a true prophet, Id., v.' .-', f., to swerve from the course, II., aor. 1 of4.-, f .- : pf .- : aor. 2 —/yov

:

—
to eat away, eat up, Ar.-, = foreg., Aesch., Ion. -, -, (4) a sending out, mission,
embassy, Horn.,, , (') a dismissal, divorce, Hdt.', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of4.

[], for4, pf. inf. of4.-, imper. 4, subj. ££77, opt. 4, inf. ^,
part.4 : impf.4 : f . 44, opt. : im-
pers. (the only forms in use of-) :

—

it is allowed,
it is in one's power, is possible, c. inf., Hdt. : c. dat.

pers. et inf., Id., Att. ; . Xen. :

—

c. acc. pers. et inf., Ar. :—part. neut. absol.,/ since

it was possible, Hdt., Aesch., etc.
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|-£ : f.- : aor. 1 -, Dor.- :

pi.- :—Pass., f .- : aor. 1- :

pf.- :

—

to examine well or closely, inquire
into, scrutinise, review, Theogn., Att. 2. of troops,

to inspect, review, Thuc, etc. :—generally, to pass in
review, enumerate, Dem. II. to examine or
question a person closely, Hdt., Soph., etc. III.

to estimate, compare, irp6s one thing by or with

another, Id. IV. to prove by testing, of gold, Id. :

—in Pass, with part.,4 he is proved to

have been present, Plat. ;4 (sc. )
Eur. ; c. gen., 44 to be found
in the number of the enemies, Dem. 2. to present
oneself, appear, Id. Hence

[], aor. 2 pass, of'.', aor. 2 of 44.',, , (4) a close examination, scru-
tiny, review, Thuc, Plat., etc. 2. a military
inspection or review, Thuc, Xen., , =foreg., Dem.', Verbal, one must scrutinise, Plat., , , () an examiner, inquirer,

Plut. : at Athens, a paymaster, Aeschin., , , (4) capable of examining
into, Xen. :—absol. inquiring, Id. :—Adv.-,
Dem. II. . (sc. apyvpiov), , the salary of an, Id.', Ep. for-, impf. of., Ep. for-, 3 pi. impf. pass, of4., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-', , () six years old, II., Ar.

-', Prep, with gen., even from,' even
from the fathers' time, Od.|-', f., to guard carefully against,
: Eur., Plat.-, f., to make light or easy, Eur. II.

Med. to prepare, Lat. expedire, Id.-,() to propitiate :—Med., Plut.,, , a searching out, search, Hdt. 2.

a finding out, invention, Id. ; and', , ov, verb. Adj. to be discovered, Ar. II.4, one must find out, Plat. ; and,, , a thing found out, an invention,
Hdt., Aesch. From-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to find out,

discover, II., Thuc, etc 2. to invent, Hdt.,

Aesch. 3. simply to find, Soph. 4. to seek out,

search after, Hdt. 5. to find out, win, get, pro-
cure, Soph.--, f.,() to disparage greatly, Plut., to make quite ready, Eur.-, f. -/xat, Dep. to boast aloud, proclaim,

Aesch. II. to pray earnestly, Id., Eur., Ep. for-, aor. 2 pass, of4 :

Ep. 3 pi.—.
[], aor. 2 pass, of4.|, pf. pass, of4.', Ep. 3 pi. pf. pass, of4.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of4.-, strengthd. for4

:

—Med. 4, to

enjoin, command, Soph., Eur., poet, for-, pi. impf. of4.



274 €€< -, aor. of.', aor. of4 :— [], aor. pass.',', aor. and 2 of.-, f. -', to stand out or project from,
Ar. 2. absol. to stand out, appear, Id.

-', f.-, to boil thoroughly , Hdt.

'-, ov, \^ past one's youth, Aesch., aor. 2 of.-', f., Dep. to be leader of others,

c. gen., II. :—also c. acc. pers. to lead, direct, govern,

Thuc. II. to go first, lead the 'way, h. Horn.,

Hdt. 2. c. dat. pers. to shew one the way, go
before, lead, Id., Soph., etc. 3. c. gen. rei, to

conduct a business, Xen. 4. '. els to

lead an army into Greece, Id. III. like Lat.

praeire verbis, to prescribe or dictate a form of

words, Eur., Dem.:—generally to prescribe, order, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. :

—

to prescribe or expound the form to

be observed in religious ceremonies, Hdt., Att. IV.
to tell at length, relate in full, Hdt., Att. Hence,, , a statement, narrative, Thuc. II.

explanation, interpretation, Plat. ; and, , 6, one who leads on, an adviser, Lat.

auctor, Hdt., Dem. II. an expounder, inter-

preter, of oracles, dreams, omens, and sacred customs,

Hdt., Plat., etc.; and, , , of or for interpretation, Plut., aor. 2 med. of., , at, , () indecl. sixty, Horn., etc.-', , () sixty years old, Mimnerm.-, , a time of sixty years, Plut.-, , () a company con-

tributing a sum of 60 talents to the state, Dem., , ,{) sixtieth, Hdt., etc.-, f. >, to have reached a certain point, Soph.,

Plat. II. of Time, to have run out or expired, to

be over, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. of prophecies, dreams,

etc. to turn out true, Id., Hdt., Ep. for, aor. 1 of., ov,() beaten out, of metal, II., aor. 2 of.·,, ,( aor. 2 of) a way
out, outlet, Hdt.-, Adv. for six days, six days long, Od.-, f. , to tame or reclaim quite, Hdt.,

Eur. :—metaph. to soften, humanise, Plut. Hence|',, , a reclaiming, humanising, Plut.', pf. pass. part, of., ,,) serving for change,'
5

changes of raiment, Od.
and, aor. 1 and 2 of., aor. 2 of.,, pf. and aor. 1 pass, of., 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.-, ov,() of six banks of oars, Anth.-, , (*) with six banks of oars, vavs,

Plut.~, aor. 1 of., Ep. also, Adv. : (, fut. of ) :
—one

after another, in order, in a row, Horn. : in order,

in a regular manner, Plat. 2. of Time, there-

after, next, Aesch., etc. ; the next day,

-.
. . II. c. gen. next to, Ar. ; next
after this, Dem. ; c. dat. next to, Plat,, aor. 1 of., strengthd. for, Plut., aor. 1 of., Ep. for-, aor. 1 of.-', f. , to sound forth :—Pass, to be made
known, . T.-, f. -, Ion. -, Dep. to cure
thoroughly, Hdt., Plat,, inf. of.-, to appropriate, Xen.-, f. [], to exsude, Ar.-, f. [y], to make to sit down, Soph,', inf. of ( ibo).-, f. -, Ep. aor. 2 inf. -,- :

—to

send out, let one go out, Od. ; 70 ' had
dismissed, satisfied the desire of lamentation, II. ;

(v. sub) :

—

to take out, Hdt. 2.

intr. of rivers, to discharge themselves, Id.,

Thuc. II. Med. to put offfrom oneself, get rid

of, ttSctios Horn. 2. to send
from oneself, divorce, yvva?Ka Hdt.- [], f., to make straight, II.-, f. , to intreat earnestly, Soph.-', f.- : aor. 2- [] : Dep. :

—

to

reach, arrive at a place, c. acc, Horn., Trag. II.

c. acc. pers. to come to as a suppliant, Od. 2.

c. acc. rei, to arrive at or reach an object, to complete,

accomplish, Thuc. ; so c. gen., Eur. 3. absol. to

reach, Hdt., Xen. :—of mental operations,

so far as / can get by inquiry, Hdt. b.

of things, to be sufficient, Plat.-, f. [], Ep., Dep. to pro-

pitiate, Orac. ap. Hdt., Xen.«, Ep. for, inf. of ( ibo).-7, f., Dep. to ride out or away, Plut.,, , (, fut. of) : I. (trans.) a having,
possession, Plat. II. (intr.) a habit of body, esp.

a good habit, Xen., Plat. 2. a habit of mind, Id.-, f ., to make equal or even, bring to a level

with, Lat. exaequare, or Soph., Thuc. :

—

Med. to make oneself equal, Babr. :—Pass, to be or

become equal, Plat., etc.; to be a match for, to

rival, Thuc. 2. to put on a level,

Ar. II. intr. to be equal or like,
5

acts in no way like a mother, Soph. ; . to7s

Thuc. : so in Pass., Soph., later form of, . .-, . Causal in pres., impf., fut., aor. 1 :—to put out of its place, to change or alter utterly,

Arist., Plut. 2. metaph., to

drive one out of his senses, Eur. ; Xen.

;

absol. to derange, Dem.
B. intr. in Pass, and Med., with aor. 2, pf.,

and plqpf. act. : 1. of Place, to stand aside

from, out of the way, Hdt. ;

so, Soph., etc. :—metaph., -
is displaced, disordered, Eur. 2. c. acc. to

shrink from, shun, Soph., Dem. II. c. gen. to

retirefrom, give up possession of, Thuc. :—to cease from, abandon, Xen. 2.



—
to lose one's father, give him tip,

Ar. 3. to lose one's senses, Eur.

:

-—then, absol. to be out of one's wits, to be astonished,

amazed, . T. 4. to degenerate, olvos

changed, sour wine, Dem. ;
dis-

figured faces, Xen. 5. absol. to change one's

position, one's opinion, Thuc.-', f. , to search out, inquire into,

Aesch. 2. to inquire of, Hdt., Eur.- [], f. , to have strength enough, to be

quite able to do, c. inf., . T.

!£-, =, to put forth, Od.,, , () equalisation, Plut. Hence', verb. Adj. one must make equal, Soph.

[], ov, () going out, losing colour,

fading, evanescent, Xen. :—metaph., .-, of

a family, to become extinct, Hdt. ; of things, lost to

memory
, forgotten, Id.', verb. Adj. of ( ibo) one must go

forth, Xen.
|05, , , verb. Adj. of ( ibo), to be come
out of, for whom there is no coming
out, Hes., verb. Adj. one must trace out, Luc. From-, f. , to trace out, Aesch., Eur.-', f. ,, to seek by tracking, Soph. ; so

in Med., Id.-, ov, of, holding six medimni, Ar.-, f ., to make to swell : metaph.,

to honour her by raising a tomb, Eur.

:

Pass, to be swelled out, ' he had all his

garments stuffed out, Hdt. :—metaph. to be puffed tip,

elated, Id., Eur. ; ^ full-sailed pros-

perity, Id. ; so in fut. med., Id. Hence, aTOS, to, anything swollen, .' a
mound of stones, Eur., f . (, to sell, Eur., Ion. -, , = I. 2, Hdt., ov, () of or belonging to an exit

:

—as

Subst., (sc.), , the finale of a tragedy,
Plut. : metaph. a catastrophe, Id.-, f. -, to get out of, c. gen., Soph.-, }, a going out, Hdt., Att. 2. a marching
out, military expedition, Hdt., Att. 3. a solemn pro-
cession, Hdt., Dem. II. a way out, outlet, Lat.

exitus, Hdt., Aesch., etc. III. like Lat. exitus, an
end, close, Thuc, Xen. : the end or issue of an argument,
Plat. : absol. departure, death, . T. 2. the end
of a tragedy, or music played at its close, Ar.-, f . ], to pain greatly, Eur.

-£, intr. to smell, (Dor.) to smell
foully, Theocr.-,-, pf . in pres. sense, plqpf .- as impf.,

2 sing,- : (v. *) :

—

to know thoroughly

,

know well, II., Soph., etc.£-, f. , to swell or be swollen up, Eur.,
Luc.-, f. -\, to emigrate, Dem. II. Pass, to

be completely inhabited, Thuc. Hence, ov, habitable, inhabited, Soph,-, f . Att. , to remove one from his home,
eject, banish, Eur., Thuc. :—Pass, and Med. to go

.
from home, remove, emigrate, Ar., Aeschin. II.

to dispeople, empty, Eur.-, f. , to build completely , finish a
building, Hdt., Ar.-, f.-, to wail aloud, Soph,-, Pass, to be drunk, pf. part,

drunken, Eur.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of (fut. of ),
to be brought out:, one must bring out,

Eur.- or -, f ., to make wild, madden, Luc.-, fut. of.-', togo out orforth, (Ion.ior-), II.-, to have gone out, to be quitegone, II., Soph.£-, Dep. to avoid as ill-omened, Plut.-', aor. -, intr., of a ship, to run
aground or ashore, Hdt., Aesch. II. trans, to run
(a ship) aground :—metaph. to drive headlong, Eur.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—to glide

off, slip away, II. : to glance off, as a spear from a
hard substance, Eur. : to slip out, escape, Ar. :—c. acc.

to elude, Id.ef- and - : f. -, Att. - : aor.- : pf.- :

—

to destroy utterly, Od.,
Eur., etc. II. Med., with pf . 2, to perish

utterly, Soph., etc.|-, f. , to destroy utterly, . T.-, f. , to howl aloud, Batr.-, f. , to smooth away, Babr., , a demand of hostages, Plut. From|-, Med. to take as hostages, Plut.|', f., to have intercourse, live with,

Xen. : to bear one company, Eur. II. Med. to be

away from one's friends, be alone in the crowd, Id.-, ov, out of one's own society, alien, Soph.-, f., to open the eyes of : Pass, to be

restored to sight, Soph. ap. Ar. II. metaph. to

make clear or plain, Aesch.£- and - : f . : aor.

:

—
to swear in excuse, Dem. : to swear in the negative,

. } Soph. :—mostly in Med., to deny
or disown upon oath, swear formally that one does

not know a thing, Dem., etc. 2. to decline an
office by oath that one cannot perform it, Aeschin., etc.-, f., to make quite like, to assimilate,

Hdt., Plat. :—Pass, to become or be like, Soph., Eur.<,, , a becoming like, Plut.', f ., Dep. to confess in full, Plut.,

. T. 2. to make full acknowledgments, give

thanks, lb. II. in Act. to agree, promise, lb.-, f.- :
—to wipe offfrom, Eur. :

—

Med. to wipe off from oneself, purge away a pol-

lution, Id. II. metaph.,

to wipe off one's folly on another, i. e. give him part of

it, Id. 2. to stamp or imprint upon, Plat.£-, f. Att. , 1. c. acc. rei, to cast in one's

teeth, Soph., Eur.; having foul re-

proaches cast upon one, Soph. :—simply, to bring

forward, Lat. objicere, Eur. 2. c. acc. pers. to

reproach, Soph,-, f ., to utter aloud, announce, Horn. II.

to call by name, Plut.

2
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-

-, f. ,, to name, speak of by name, Horn.el--, Adv. () by name, calling by

name, Horn.

and -, Adv., Ep. for, behind, in

rear, II. 2. as Prep, with gen. behind, . lb., Adv., = foreg. 1, Aesch., poet, -, Adv., Att. for, Ar. 2.

as Prep, with gen., Id.

[], Adv., I. of Place, backwards, back
again, II. 2. as Prep, with gen. behind, lb. II.

of Time, hereafter, Od.-, f . >,/ arm completely, accoutre, Hdt., Xen.

:

—Med. and Pass, to arm or accoutre oneself, Eur. : to

get under arms, stand in armed array, Id., Xen. :

—

generally, fully prepared, all ready, Ar., , a being under arms, Xen. ; and,, , a getting under arms, Xen.-, f. ), to bake thoroughly , Hdt., Eur. 2.

to heat violently, Hdt.-, to seefrom afar : Pass., Eur. :—cf..-, f. Att. , to enrage, Xen., Aeschin. :—Pass.

to befurious, Batr.-£, to lift up the voice, to cry aloud, Aesch.-, f., to set tcpright : metaph. to set right,

secure, restore, Soph. : Pass., Eur.-, f . Att. , to send beyond thefrontier, banish,

Lat. exterminare, Eur., etc. 2. to expose a child,

Id. 3. to get rid of a. thing, Plat. II. c. acc.

loci only, . to pass from one
to another, Eur. III. in Pass, to come forth
from, rivos Id.- [], to exasperate, Aesch., ov,() expelled, banished, Dem.-, f. Att. , =, to adjure,. T. Hence«, , , an exorcist, . .-, f., to swear a person, administer an
oath to one, c. acc. pers., or absol., ol

Foed. ap. Thuc, Dem. ; followed by
(Ion. ) c. inf. fut., Hdt., etc. : c. acc. rei, to make
one swear by a thing, Id. Hence,, , a binding by oath, Hdt.-, f. ), to send forth, send to war, Aesch.,

Eur. ; . to start the ship, set it agoing,
Thuc. :—Pass, to set out, start, Hdt., Eur., etc. ; of

arrows, to springfrom the bow, Id. 2. to excite to

action, urge on, Id., Thuc. II. intr., like Pass.,

to set out, start, of a ship, Od., Xen. : c. gen. to set

out from, Eur. :—metaph. to break out, of a disease,

Soph. ;
' ' eager in all that he

attempted, Plat. ' ,-', f. ), to be out of harbour, run out, Aeschin.-£,. Att., to bring out ofharbour, Otm. 2.

to let down, Eur. : pf. pass, in med. sense,

thou hast come forth, Id.-, ov, sailingfrom a harbour, c. gen., Eur.-, f. , to leap forth, Horn.-, Att. -, f. , to dig out the earth from
a trench, Hdt. II. to dig out of the ground, dig
up, Id., Ar. : metaph., . Hdt.-, f., Dep. to dance away, hop off,

Dem. II. c. acc. rei, to dance out, i. e. to let

out, betray secrets, Luc.

—., Dor. for.-, f., to dedicate, devote, Plut.-£, f. , to banish by ostracism, Hdt.,

Plat. Hence, , banishment by ostracism, Plut.-, Adv., () — ,from the time when, Ar.- [uj, f., to stir up, tirge on, excite,.
Aesch., Eur. ; Thuc.-, f., () to set at naught, . .-', f. ), () =, . .

| , ,() an action against exclusion,

brought by one who was exchided from property by the

defendant in a suit, Dem., , () power or authority to do a thing,

c. inf., Thuc, Xen. ; c. gen. power over, licence in a
thing, Thuc, Plat. II. absol. power, authority

,

might,2JS> opp.to right, Thuc : also licence, Dem. 2.

an office, magistracy , Lat. potestas, Plat. 3. as

concrete, also like Lat. potestas, the body of the magis-
trates, in pi., the authorities, . . III. abund-
ance of means, resources, Thuc. IV. pomp, Plut., f. , to exercise over, c. gen., N.T.-, to increase exceedingly ,

offered still higher dowry, Od.-, ov, with prominent eyes, Xen., Adv., v. sub., , () prominence : the chief

men, . ., ov, () standing out : metaph. eminent,
excellent, Horn. 2. c. gen, standing out from,
most eminent, greatest, mightiest, used like a
Super!., , . II. ; but a real

Sup. Aesch., Eur. :—also c. dat.,· -
eminent among the herds, Od. ; so,

II. II. neut. pi.£ as Adv., especially, above others, Horn. ;

gave me as a high honour, Od. ;

beyond compare the best, Horn. 2. c. gen.,

e|o%a far above all, Id.-, f., to fortify strongly, Plut.-£, f. Att. , to break out into insolence, to

run riot, wax wanton, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; .
to come to this pitch of insolence, Id. : with an Adj.

neut., . to commit all kinds of violence, Hdt.,, for, poet. aor. 1 with double

augm. of.-, only in intr. aor. 2,

a weal started up from under the skin of

the back, II.-, = u7rei7reiV, to advise, Eur.- [], Adv., —, from above, Soph.-', f., to assist to the titmost, Soph.-, f. , (^ to awakenfrom sleep, . T. :

—Pass, to wake up, Plut.-, ov, awakened out of sleep, . T.-, f. , to turn upside down, Lat. resupi-

nare, Aesch. ; . throwing back his head
haughtily, Luc., aor. 1 med. of :—, pf. pass., pf. pass, of.-, f., to finish weaving, Hdt. Hence

[],, , a finished web, Eur.



277-', f., to lead the way, Soph., Adv. of , as of : I. of Place, 1.

with Verbs of motion, out, Od. ;

Hdt., etc. :—c. gen. out of, Horn., etc. :—c. ace,

outside the H., Hdt. 2. without

any sense of motion, like , outside, without,

Od. : to the outside, Thuc. ; things out-

side the walls, Id. ; foreign affairs,

Id.;

—

01 those outside, Id. (in . T. the heathen) ;— , the Ocean, opp. to (the Medi-
terranean sea), Hdt. :—c. gen., ol yevovs Soph.

;

, out of shot, Thuc, Xen.

;

Tivhs to have nothing to do with it, Thuc.

;

out of one's senses, Eur. :—proverb.,

to keep clear of difficulties,

Aesch. ; Id. II. of Time,
beyond, over, Xen. III. without,

but, except, c. gen., Hdt., Thuc., fut. of., Adv. () from without, Trag., Plat., etc. :—
c. gen., . from without the house, Eur. II.

—, Hdt., Plat., etc.; ot foreigners, Hdt.;
matters outside the house, Aesch., etc. :—c.

gen. without, free from, Soph., Eur.-', f.- and - : aor. 1 :

—

to

thrust out, force out, wrench out, II. : to expel, eject,

banish, Soph. :

—

to thrust back, Id., Thuc. :—Pass.,

Hdt. ;

Soph. 2. ." to put forth painful

words, to break forth into cruel words, Id. II.

to drive out of the sea, drive on shore, Lat. ejicere,

Thuc. : metaph., is Id., , utter destruction, to

swear with deadly imprecations against oneself, Dem.

;

Id. From, ,() utterly destroyed, Hdt., Dem. :

in imprecations, . Ar. ; cf ..-, ov, , () one with arms bare to the
shoulder, Luc.-, ,() the making of an,.-,, , () a man's vest without sleeves,

leaving both shoulders bare, or with one sleeve, leav-

ing one shoulder bare, Ar., Xen., ,() denial on oath that one knows
any'thing of a matter, Ar., Dem. II. a declining
an office on oath, in case of ill health, Id.-, f., Dep. to buy off, redeem

:

—
generally, to buy, Hdt., Aeschin.-, pf. pass. part, of.-, ov, () out of sight of, c. gen., Eur.-, {) to leave out of thought, Aesch.-, ov, () untimely, out of season, unfitting,
Soph. :

—

superannuated, Aeschin., aor. 1 inf. of., ov, 6, () one who drives out, Eur. :

—

. violent winds which drive ships ashore, Hdt., Adv., Sup. of, outermost, Plat., Adv., Comp. of , more outside, c. gen.,

Aesch. :—hence Adj., outer, ritter, N.T.
eo, Ep. for ov, Lat. sui

:

—, Ep. for of, Lat. sibi.

eoi, Ep. for, 3 sing. pres. opt. of (sum).
"EOIKA, , , pf. with pres. sense, to be like, (from

, of which we have 3 sing. impf. , it seemed
good, II. ; fut. ', will be like, Ar.) :—besides the

common forms, , , we have Ep. 3 dual

for, pi., 3 pi. ; inf.;
part, :—Ion., oiita, part, :—plqpf.,, ; 3 pi., Ep. ; Ep. 3 dual '-, for ; plqpf. ; : I. to

be like, look like, Horn., etc. :—with the part.,

where we use the inf., yap -
seemed always just about to set foot

upon the chariot, II. ; seems anxious,

Plat. II. to seem likely, c. inf., in phrases

which we render by making the Verb impersonal, as

in the Lat. videor videre, methinks I see,

methinks thou art delicate, Aesch. ;

Soph. 2. impers., it seems ;

as it seems, Id., etc. ; used to modify a state-

ment, probably, I believe, Plat. :—so also personal,

Soph. III. to beseem, befit, c. dat. pers.,

Xen. 2. impers., it is fitting, right, seemly,
reasonable, mostly with a negat. and foil, by inf.,, , it is not possible, nor is it

seemly, to deny, Horn. IV. part,,, Ion., , , 1. seeming like, like, Id., etc. 2.

fitting, seemly, meet, Id. 3. likely, probable,, for, Soph. ; also , Ion. , for, Hdt., etc., Att., Ion., Adv. of part., similarly, like, Aesch. 2. reasonably,

fairly, naturally , Hdt. ; unfairly, Thuc., Ep. for, gen. of :—, dat. pi., Ep. for, 2 sing. opt. of (sum)., Dor. for,, part. fern, of (sum)., Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., Ep. pf., with pres. sense, of., Ep. for -f\v, 1 sing. impf. of (sum)., Ion. for ov, part. neut.-, Ep. pf. of : Ion. 3 sing, plqpf.., Ion. : impf. (with

augm. in second syll.) : f. : aor. 1 (with

irreg. augm.), inf. : () :

—

to keepfestival
or holiday, Hdt., Eur. II. to celebrate as or by
a festival, Plut., ov, of ox for a festival, Luc., Ion., , a feast or festival, holiday, Od.,
Hdt., etc. ; or to keep a feast, Id.,

Thuc; Xen. 2. generally, holiday-
making, amusement, pastime, Aesch., Thuc., , , Ep. for , ", ' : (, , =) :—possessive

Adj. of 3 pers. sing, his, her own, Lat. suus, Horn.,

etc. ; never in Att. Prose,, Ion. and Ep. for, part. fern, of (sum).-, Pass, to glory in, exult in a. thing, c.

dat., II. ; Xen.-, f ., to be indignant at, Plut., , a public denunciation of one who, being

subject to, yet takes partin public affairs, Aeschin.,

Dem. 2. an offer, promise, profession, Id. From-, f .- ; aor. 1- : pf .- :—to tell, proclaim, announce, Od., Hdt., etc. :

—

Med. to let proclamation be made, Id. 2. to

give orders, command, Id., Thuc. ; c. acc,

II.

irreg.
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£., like Lat. milites imperare, to order an army to be
furnished, Thuc. :—also in Med., Hdt. 3. as Att.

law-term, to denounce one who, having- incurred,
yet takes part in public affairs, Aeschin., etc. 4. to

promise,^ Aesch. :—so in Med., Hdt., Att. :—absol.

to make offers, Hdt. 5. to profess, make profession

of, Dem. :—so in Med., like Lat. profiteri, Xen.,

Plat. 6. to demand, require, Foed. ap. Thuc. ; so

in Med., Dem. Hence, aros, , a promise, profession, Dem. :

—

one's profession, Plat.-, f. -ayepoi, to gather together, collect, of

things, II. :—Pass., of men, to assemble, Od. Hence-, ews, , a mustering of forces, Hdt.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.-', Ion. for, to bring to, Hdt.-, f. Att. , to honour still more:—Pass.

to pride oneself on a thing, glory or exult in it, II.-, to break : pf. iireaya intr., Hes.-', f., to keep awake and brood over,

Plut., Luc.- [], f. : aor. 2 iirrtyayov :

—

to bring on, Od.,
Aesch. : to bring upon, Hes., Att. 2. to set

on, urge on, as hunters do dogs, Od., Xen. b. to

lead on an army against the enemy, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 3. to lead on by persuasion, influence, Od.,
Eur. ; c. inf. to induce him to do, Id. 4. to bring
in, invite as aiders or allies, Hdt., Dem. 5. to

bring to a place, bring in, Hdt., etc. :

—

to bring
in, supply, Thuc. 6. to lay on or apply to one,

eir. , of a charioteer, Eur. ;
eiraye yvaQov

lay your jaws to it, Ar. 7. to bring forward,
propose a measure, Thuc, Xen.; so, eV., ypa<pi\v

nvi, Lat. intendere litem alicui, Plat., etc. 8. to

bring in over and above, to add, Aesch., Ar. :

—

to

intercalate days in the year, Hdt. II. Med. to

procure or providefor oneself, Thuc. :—metaph./'AtSa
iv. to devise, invent a means of shunning death,

Soph. 2. of persons, to bring into one's country,

bring in or introduce as allies, Hdt., Thuc 3. to

call in as witnesses, adduce, Plat., etc. 4. to bring
upon oneself, Xen. ; Dem. 5. to

bring with one, Xen. 6. to bring over to oneself,

win over, Thuc Hence, -, a bringing in, supplying, Thuc 2. a
bringing in to one's aid, introduction, Id. 3. a
drawing on, alluring, Dem., ov, (Jirayw) imported, Plut., 6v, {iirayui) attractive, tempting, alluring,
seductive, Hdt., Thuc. :

—

eTraycayov £, c. inf., it is

a temptation, Xen., Dep. to contend with, Plut. 2.

c. dat. rei, to contendfor a thing, . T.-, ov, {ay) helping in the contest, Aesch.-, contr. Att.- : f .- :

—

to sing to or

in accompaniment
, Hdt., Eur. 2. to sing as an

incantation, Xen., Plat. ;—absol.,£ by means
of charms, Aesch.-, poet, for£.-', to make to grow or prosper, Od.-, , the prize of a contest, Plut., aor. 2 of-.

-.-, Pass, to assemble besides, N.T., Plut.-, f. , to cry aiai over, mourn over,

Luc II. to join in wailing, Bion.-, $, , (aiyia\0s; on the beach, Anth.-, f. , (alyis 11) to rush furiously upon, of

a stormy wind, Horn.-, f .-€ : aor. 1- : Dep. :—to be ashamed, c. inf., Eur. ; ' , el . . ,

te non pudet, si . . , Soph.-, to kindle, set on fire, Anth., ea>s, -, praise, Eur. ; and', verb. Adj. one must praise, Plat. ; and, , , a commender, admirer, Thuc. ; and, 77, 6v, to be praised, laudable, Plat. From
€ir-aiveco,Ep.impf. eiryveov. f . -eVco or-, poet, (but

not Att.) : aor. 1 ', poet, (but not Att.)

eVr// : pf . :—Pass., fut.-- : aor.

1 4)4

:

—to approve, applaud, commend, Lat.

laudare, Horn., etc. ; eV. to commend one for a
thing, Aesch. 2. to complimentpublicly , panegyrize

,

Thuc. 3. to undertake to do, c inf., Eur. 4.

the aor.4€ is in Att. used in a pres. sense,

tpyov I commend it, Soph.: and absol., well done!
Ar. II. to recommend, exhort, advise, c inf.,

Soph. III. as a civil form of declining an offer,

/ thank you, I am much obliged, ,£
Ar. ; so, iw. to decline it, Xen. IV.
of Rhapsodists, to declaim, Plat.

eir-cuvos, b, approval, praise, commendation, Hdt., Att.

eir-aivos, only found in fern. £), dread, Horn.-, Ion. and poet. : f.- : aor. 1 -rjpa

Hdt. :—Pass., aor. 1 -:—to lift up and set on a
car or stand, c. gen., II. 2. to lift, raise, lb., Soph.,

etc. : Med., '£ Eur. 3. to exalt,

magnify, Xen. 4. intr. to lift up one's leg or rise

up, Hdt. II. to stir up, excite, Id., Soph., etc. :—to induce or persuade one to do, c. inf., Hdt., Ar. :

—Pass, to be led on, excited, Hdt., etc. 2. Pass.,

also, to be elated at a thing, Id., Thuc, etc. :—absol.

to be conceited or proud, Ar., Dor. for, impf. of 7£.-, f .— : aor. 2- : Dep.

:

—to have a perception orfeeling of, c. gen., Soph. 2

.

c. acc. to perceive, hear, Aesch., Soph.-, f. ' : contr. Att.- or-, f. -| :—to rush at or upon, c. gen., II. 2. c. dat. pers.

to rush upon her, Od. 3. c. acc. to assail, assault," II. :—Med.,£ to rush at (i. e.

seize upon) the prize, lb. 4. absol., of a hawk," makes frequent swoops, lb.; of the wind,

lb., Att. II. later, £. to move with hasty step,

Eur. :—Pass., Xe7pes£ they move lightly, II., ov, () heard of, detected, Hdt.-, f . ^, Dep. :
·— to be

ashamed at or of, Hdt. ; or Xen. :—c. inf.

to be ashamed to do, Aesch. ; c. part, to be ashamed

of doing or having done a thing, Hdt., Soph., etc.-, f. , to ask besides, II., Soph. :—so in

Med., Id.-, f.- [], Ion.- : Dep. :

—

to

bring a charge against, accuse, Hdt., Att. ; eV.

/os to accuse one of a thing, Thuc, Dem. ; c
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inf. to accuse one of doing a things Soph., etc. :—c.

acc. rei, to lay the blame upon, Thuc., Plat.

eir-aiTios, ov, () blamed for a thing, blameable,

blameworthy , II., Aesch., etc.-, contr. ^, to give ear to, c. gen., Aesch.,

Eur. 2. to perceive, feel, c. gen., Hdt. 3. to

understand, c. acc, Soph., Ar. 4. to profess know-
ledge, to be a professor in any subject, Plat.-', f ., to keep hovering over, keep in sus-

pense, Anth. II. Pass, to hover over, to buoy tip,

Luc. 2. to overhang, threaten, Plut.-, f ., to come to its, bloom, Luc.-', f. \, to follow close upon, follow

after, Ar., Plat.;—absol., Thuc, etc. 2. to

pursue as an enemy, Id., etc. 3. to follow men-
tally, X0ycp Plat. 4. to follow, i. e. comply
with, ro?s Dem. Hence, aros, , a consequence, Plut., , attentive to, c. gen., Hes. From€-, f.-, to listen or hearken to, to

hear, c. acc, Horn., Att. : also c. gen., Hdt., Eur. :

—

c. acc. rei et gen. pers. to hear a thing from a person,

Od. 2. absol. to give ear, hearken, Aesch., etc. II.

to obey, tivos II., Soph.
eir-, f. , to reach the top of a thing,

he reached the highest point in deeds of

blood, Aesch., verb. Adj. of iirayw, one must apply, Luc., rjpos, , — itvvas^, a hunter, Horn.

€05, ov, and a, ov,() on the shore, Soph., Eur., , (^) brought in, imported, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. 2, of persons, alien, Eur.;—of foreign

allies or mercenaries, Aesch., Soph. ;—also,, i. e. an adulterer, Id. ; . a false father,

Eur. II., brought upon oneself, Soph., Eur., idos, , (^) a light vessel, skiff, Xen.:

—

so,-, , a light piratical skiff, Aeschin.-, f. , to raise the war-cry, Aesch., Xen., Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf. of.(-, Dep. with aor. pass, to wander abotit or

over,' Od.
eir-', f.,() to be full of wrath at a
thing, Od.
Iir-', f., to grieve over, c. gen., Eur.
eir-, f. , to smear over, plaster up, Od.-, f. -, to defend, aid, help,

II. II. to ward off, keep off, c. acc, lb., aor. part, of : -, 3 sing.

subj.-, f . , to prove true, verify, Thuc.-, 4s, () open to the sun, sunny, Hes.-, is, () strong, Aesch.€&, ,() an interchange, Hdt.-, Adv., =, Xen.-, Att. -, f. : pf. —, pass.- : aor. and 2 pass,-,-
[] : — to interchange,
making the rope-end of wax go now this way, now that,

i. e. fighting with doubtful victory, (metaph. from a
game like ' soldiers and sailors '), II. :—Pass, to cross

one another, Xen. ; closely

joined, Eur. : to be entangled, perplexed, Xen.

eira ew. 279, ov,() one after another,-
by one another 's hands, Soph.

eira\(JL€vos, Ep. aor. 2 part, of4.
eiraXfjis, ews, ,() a means of defence : in pl.

battlements, II., Hdt., etc. :— in sing, the battlements,

parapet, II., Thuc. 2. generally, a defence, pro-

tection, Aesch., Eur.-,, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of4- : but',
aor. 2 pass, of., f. , Ion. for -, to traverse with
cars, yri- marked with the tracks

of wheels, Soph.-, f., Med. to scrape together for
oneself, - heaped him up a bed (of

leaves), Od.; yrjv having heaped tip a
grave, Hdt.-,, %>os, 0, poet, for-, one who
mounts upon, an assailant, Aesch.

eiT-, f. &>, to exchange, barter, U. :—Med. to

come one after another, come in turn to, lb.€5 ) Ion. for, pf. pass. part, of., poet, for , Aesch., Adv.() interchangeably , Od., ov,() in exchange, h. Horn.-, f .- : aor. 2-, inf. --
:

—

to put on over, Eur.,, opos, 0, a helper, defender, Od. From-, f. -, to come to aid, defend, assist,

II., Thuc, etc :— absol., II., Hdt., etc.-, poet, for.€-€£, f. Att. ,() of words, to

admit a double sense, Plat.; of persons, to play a
double, game, Thuc

eirav, Conjunct., later form of.-, f .-, to get up on, mount, Ar.

;

mounted on horseback, Hdt. II.

to go up inland, Thuc. :

—

to go up, ascend, Xen.-, f.-, to throw back over: in Med.
to throw back, defer, Hdt.-, Causal of, to make to mount
upon, Thuc, Adv. thrown over, Hdt.-, f.-, to cry out, Ar.-, f., to compel by force, constrain to

do a thing, c. inf., Aesch., Ar.-, (^) only in neut. : vays [eVri]

it is necessary, c. inf., etc : as Adv. by compulsion,

Hdt.
eir-,, to proclaim publicly

:

—impers. in Pass.,

avayopa proclamation is made, Ar.-, f . -, to bring up : to stir up, excite,

Hdt. II. to draw back an army, Thuc. 2.

to bring back to the point, Xen., Dem. 3. intr. to

withdraw, retreat, Xen. III. to put out to sea,

vavs Id.; and without vavs, . T. : so in Pass, to put
to sea against, Hdt. ; absol., Id., Thuc.-, Dep. to contemplate again, Xen.-, Med. to take upon one, enter into, Lat.

suscipere, Plat. 2. to withdraw, Plut., to lift up, Xen. :—Med. to raise one against

another, Soph., Thuc. :—Pass, to rise up, Ar.-&, f., to invoke besides, Aesch.
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€-€, Pass, to be imposed ttpon as punish-

ment, Xen.Iir--, to give tongue again and again, Xen.-, f . >, to have an upward tendency, Xen.cir-, £.-, to take up again, resume,

repeat, Plat. II. to revise, correct, Id.-, to consume still more, Dem.-, poet,-, to wait longer, Hdt. II.

to wait for one, Ar. :—impers.,

; what is there in store for me to suffer ? Aesch.67-.", f.-), to remind one q/
7

,

Plat.-, Med. to renew, revive, Plat.eir-, Med. to rest ttpon, depend ttpon,

and . .-, f . -, to leap upon, Ar.-, Ion.- : f.- :

—

to put to

sea against, Hdt. ; for a purpose,

Xen. 2. to sail back again, Id. II. metaph.,' ill language floats upwards,
rises, to your tongue, Hdt.-, f. -, to tear open again, Plut.€7-, f. xj/, to throw up hi the air : intr. (sub.) to spring high in the air, Xen., ecos,, a brandishing against,Thuc. From-, ft? /z/^ up and shake.-, f.-, to consider yet again,
Plat.-, ews, , rising up against, an insur-

rection, Hdt., Thuc. ; rebellions

(i. e. rebels) against the throne, Soph.--, fut. med. of-.-, f. , intr. to turn back upon one,

wheel round and return to the charge, Ar., Thuc. :

—

so in Pass., Ar.-, f.-, to stretch out and hold up,
Xen. ; iir. to hold out hopes, Id. II.

Med. to hold over as a threat, Luc.€-€, poet. -, aor. -, to lift

up, raise, Eur. II. intr. to rise, of the sun, Hdt.

;

to rise from bed, Aesch. :

—

to appear, Id., Eur.

e-ir-, f.-, to lay upon, Ar.

eir-, =, to recur, Luc.-, poet,-, f.-, to throw back
upon, ascribe, refer, ' or ' Solon, Ar.,

etc. 2. to put into the account, Dem. 3. to

bring back a message, in Med., Xen. II. intr.

to come back, return, Plat. III. Pass, to

rise, as an exhalation, Xen.-€, f ., to go back again, to retreat, re-

turn, Hdt., Att. Hence,, , a return, Thuc.-, poet, for-, to reiterate

questions, Aesch.

4-€, {, ibo) used as fut. of iir-, to go
back, return, Thuc. :—in writing or speaking, to return
to a point, Hdt., etc. 2. c. acc. rei, to recapitulate,

Plat.

eflr-avetirov, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, to offer by public
proclamation, Thuc.-, Ion.-, Med., to question again
and again, Hdt. :—Att. aor. 2 Aesch.,

: .
Ar. ; el . . Thuc. 2. to ask
again, iir. Plat.€-, f.- (but v.) : Dep.
with aor. 2 and pf . act. :

—

to go back, return, e/c

Thuc. :—in writing or speaking, to rettirn to a point,

Eur., Xen., Dem. 2. c. acc. rei, to recapitulate,

Xen. II. to go up, ascend, Id. : to go up or

pass from one place to another, Hdt.6-€, f. , of persons, to question again,
Xen. 2. of things, to ask over again, Plat.-, f.-, to hold up, support, Plut.

Iir, to have come back, to return, Dem.€-€, aor. 4*, to recount, recapitu-

late, Hdt. : but perh. t-nahih\6'yv\o~a is the true form

:

v.-^.-, f ., to bloom, be in flower, Theocr. II.

metaph. of any thing that forms on the surface, as a
salt crust, Hdt. ; the down on fruit, Ar., etc. : generally,

to be upon the surface, shew itself, appear plainly,
Id. III. to be bright, Babr.-, f. , to deck as with flowers, to make
bright-coloured, Luc. :—metaph. to decorate, Aesch.€7-€, to plait of or with flowers, Anth.-&, , at,() small fish for frying,
small fry, Ar.-, f .- : aor. - :

—to let loose at,. II. to let go back, relax, Dem. 2.

intr. to relax, leave off doing, c. part., Plat. : absol.,

alTos corn fell in price, Dem.
eir-, f. , to make quite equal, to balance
evenly, equalise, irpos Thuc. : absol. to pro-
vide compensation, Plat.-, f .- : aor. - :

—to set

up again, Plat. 2. to make to rise against,

Plut. II. Pass., with fut. med., aor. 2 and pf.

act. to stand up after another or at his word, II. : to

risefrom bed, Ar. : to rise to speak, Dem. :—of build-

ings, to be raised, Ar. 2. to rise up against, rise

in insurrection against, Hdt., Thuc. : absol. to

rise in insurrection, Id., verb. Adj. of one must return to a
point, Plat.-, , a rising up, Plat. II. in speaking,

recapitulation, Id.-, f ., impf . and aor. 1 with double augm.,,4 :—Med., f .- : impf.

: aor. 1 :—Pass., f. -avop-

: aor. 1 : pf.4

:

—to

set up again, restore, Thuc, etc. 2. to correct,

amend, revise, Plat. ; so in Med., Id. Hence, aros, to, a correction, Plat., Dem. ; and, ecos, , a correcting, revisal, Dem.-, poet, and Ion. fori--.
67-5, es, () =, steep, Thuc., f., to fall in with others, h. Horn., f., to pump over or upon, pour over,

Plat. :—Pass, to be filled, Id.-, f.- [], to complete, accomplish, Hes. :

—

Med. to procure, Soph.
eir- [], Adv. () above, atop, on the upper side

or part, Plat. ; the upper tower,

Hdt. 2. c. gen. above, Id., Plat. II. above,
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in a book, Lat. supra, Xen. III. of Number,
above, more than, . T.-, before a vowel Adv. from above, above,

Eur., Thuc. 2. ol . me'w offormer time, Theocr.

€7-£, , or, "worthy, deserving of, tivos Aesch.,

Eur. :—c. inf., Soph. II. of things, deserved,

meet, Aesch., Soph., etc. ; to meet
with one's deserts, Aesch. :—so, Adv. —, Soph. 2.

worth mentioning, Hdt.' Hence
€7-, f., to think right, deem right to do a

thing, c. inf., Soph. 2. to expect, believe, c. acc. et

inf., Id.; .. to deem one worthy of honour, Id.-, ov, () upon an axle, Theocr., Dor. for-, 2 sing. aor. med. of^., , Ion. and poet, for.
eir-aTreiXew, f., to hold out as a threat to one,

Horn., Hdt., Soph. :—c. dat. only, to threaten,

II. :—c. inf. to threaten to do, Hdt., Soph. ; inf.

omitted, &s as he threatened, II. :—Pass.

to be threatened, Soph,, Med. to strip and set tipon, Plut.-, f.-, to die after, Plat.6- [t], to choke besides :—Pass. aor. 2 opt.,~'}, may you be choked besides, Ar., Ion. for., Dor. for.-, Ion.- [], , an imprecation, II.- : f. -, Ion.— : pf. —· :

Dep. :

—

to imprecate curses upon, Hdt.; . \6yov
to utter an imprecation, Soph.€7-<, f.- : aor.-

:

— to ft to or

ttpon, fasten to, II. II. intr. in Ion. pf., plqpf., to fit tight or exactly, to be

fitted therein, lb. :, t], ov, Ep. aor. 2 pass,

part, prepared, Hes.-, Att. -, f. , to dash to, Plat., ov,{) accursed, laid tinder a curse,

Thuc; there was an imprecation
against inhabiting it, Id.

eir-ap-yejAos, ov, having a film over the eye : metaph.
dim, obscure, Aesch.-, ov, overlaid with silver, Hdt.
€7-, f. , to irrigate, refresh, Luc.
lir-, f. , to come to aid, help, Horn., Eur. :

absol., aor. imper. Aesch.€7 [], aor. 2 pass, of., Ion. pf. of -.—- plqpf.-€, ov, towards the left, on the left hand,
as Adv., Hdt. II. metaph. left-

handed, awkward, French gauche, Plut.

eirapKeais, ews, , aid, succour, Soph., Eur. From
€--€, f., to ward off a. thing from a person,

II. 2. c. acc. rei only, to ward off, prevent,
Od. ; . , prohibere quominus, Aesch. 3.

c. dat. pers. only, to help, assist, Hdt., Ar. :—rarely c.

acc. pers., like, Eur. :—absol., t'is -; who will aid? Aesch. II. to stipply, fur-
nish, Id. ; . tivos to impart to him a
share of, Xen.; c. dat. rei, to supply with a thing,

Eur. III. absol. to be sufficient, to prevail,

Soph.-, ov, sufficient, Anth.

1, Adv. part, of, sufficiently, Soph.-, ov, () attached to the soil as a serf,

ascriptus glebae, Od.-, to hang on or over, . Aeschin.:

—Pass, to hang over, impend, Lat. imminere, Dem.€-, is, () ready for work, equipt, Od.- and- [], to fit on, Od. II. to

prepare, lb. :—Med. to prepare for oneself, h. Horn., , the government of a province, Plut. ; and, , 6v, provincial, Plut. From'-, ov, {) a commander, Aesch. 2. the

Roman praefectus, Plut.

€7-, f. , to be governor of, tt\s Xen. ; of

consular authority, Plut. 2. to rule in addition to

one's own dominions, Xen. II. Med. in the

phrase , to begin with the cups,

i. e. by offering libations to the gods before the wine
was served, Horn. 2. generally, to offer, h. Horn., , help, aid, against a thing, Luc.-·, , a helper, aider, Od., Eur.-, f ., to labour or toil at, finish carefully,

Od., etc. II. to practise, Hdt., Ar.- [u], a, ov, (,) one upon
another, one after another, mostly in pi., Horn. ; in

sing., wave upon wave, II.

€7)£-<5, es, {) following close one
upon another, Aesch., verb. Adj. of, one must enchant, Plat.-, f. , to lighten upon, Anth. ; .
to flash fire, Id.

eir-, Att. for-.€-., Med. to look at by the light, Anth.-, Med. to call tipon, invoke, Soph.

or, aor. pass, of.-, f., to accompany on the flute, c. dat.,

Luc. 2. Pass, to be played on the flute, Eur.-^, Dep. with aor. med., to encamp on the

field, Thuc. 2. to encamp near, Plut.'-,, r],=sq., Hdt.; a fold, Id.'-, 6, () a fold for cattle at night,

Od. ; heterog. pi. Soph. 2. generally, a
dwelling, home, Aesch., Soph.

or- : f .- :
—to increase, enlarge,

augment, Thuc, Dem. :—Pass, to grow, increase, Xen.-, ea>s, fj, increase, increment, Plat.,,, , fruition, Hdt., Thuc. From- and-, aor. 2 -, poet, -,
Ep. inf.— :—Med.,- : f. --

: aor. - : aor. 2-, Ep. 2 sing,

subj.-. (For the Root, v. -.) I.

Act. to partake of, share, c. gen. rei, II. 2. of

physical contact, to touch, graze, c. acc, esp. of slight

wounds, lb. ; also c. gen. to touch, lb. II. Med.
to reap thefruits of a thing, whether good or bad : 1.

c. gen., in good sense, lb., Eur. b. in bad sense,

that all may enjoy their

king, i. e. feel what it is to have such a king, II.; c.

acc. et gen.,

such profit didst thou gain from . . , Aesch. ; and

absol., ' I doubt not he will feel

the consequences, II.

iirawas [u], aor. part, of.
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in applause, Theocr.-, ov, () on or for the neck, Anth.-', aor. 1-, to exult in or at a thing-, c.

dat., Soph. 2. c. inf. to be confident that, Id.--, to shout over a thing, c. dat., Aesch.-, Pass, to be withered,

I -was quite spent with laughing, Ar.- (v. ), to touch on the surface, stroke,

Aesch. :—Med., c. gen., Mosch. Hence, , touch, touching, handling, Aesch.-, f.-, to discharge at, c. dat., Xen.-, f., tofoam up or on the surface, Mosch.-, ov,() lovely, charming, Lat.

venustus, of persons, Hdt., etc. II. used to

translate Sulla's epithet Felix, favoured by Venus,
i. e. fortune's favourite, Plut.-, aor. 1-, to pour over, Od.-, is, () heavy, ponderous, Ar. II.

metaph. burdenso?ne, annoying, grievous, Aesch.,

Plat. 2. of persons, Thuc, Dem.-, Pass, to be annoyed at a thing, c. dat., Eur.-, a, ov, () lying like dust upon, Anth., i. e. , Ion. for.-, aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 of : Ep. 3 sing.

aor. 1 med.', v. sub.-, f. , to laugh at, exult over a
person, c. dat., Soph., Xen. ; tlvos Soph.-, f. -'/, to awaken, rouse up, Od.,
Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to be roused, wake up, Horn., in

forms -,~ (which are from an Ep.
aor. --). II. metaph. to awaken, excite,

Solon, Soph.;— Pass., Hdt.-, 3 sing. impf. of-.-, f. , to snap up besides, Ar.-, f . , to give an order to others, Eur.', aor. 2 of--.
€7€€, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of., Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of.7-', f. -, to pour in besides, Aesch., Eur.', aor. 2 of.', , Ion. for., aor. 2 of., aor. 1 of.', Ep. 3 sing. impf. of ( stun)., aor. 1 of., Ion., also, conjunct., temporal and
causal, like Lat. quum :

A. of time, after that, after (postquam), since,

when (quum), with aor. to express a complete action,

or impf. to express one not yet complete,- - after the phalanx
began to advance and the trumpet had sounded,
Xen. 2. = , from the time when, ever since,

since I came to the throne,

Hdt. II. with Subjunct., or being added, so

that becomes,, Ion., or :

—referring to future time, when we shall

have taken the city, II. :—also whenever, )
Od. III. with Opt. without , re-

€7€.
ferring to future time, after he
had come into the light, Plat. :—also whenever, -

Xen. 2. in oratione obi. after past tenses, repre-

senting a subj. in orat. rect., , the direct

form being , Id. IV. with other

words, , as soon as, Lat. quum primum,
Id. ; Id. ; Plat. ;

Dem.
. causal, since, seeing that, with Indie, or Opt.

with , Horn., etc. ; with Imp., for teach

me, Soph.; ; for how would
you call him ? Ar. :—sometimes it may be rendered

by although, or by else, otherwise. 2. with other

Particles, , since then, Od. ;

ye, Lat. quandoquidem, since indeed, Hdt. ;

seeing that, Aesch., etc. ; since surely, Soph., impf.·, Ep.'/ : aor. 1

:

—

-

Med. and Pass., f . : aor. 1 : pf.- :—to press down, weigh down, II. 2. to

press in pursuit, to press hard, press zipon, absol.

and c. ace, Horn. II. to drive on, urge for-
ward, -yov Od. ; of a fair wind, lb.,

Soph. 2. to urge on, hurry on a thing, Od., Soph. :

—Pass., of a ship, II. :—Med. to urge on for oneself,~ Od. ; Thuc. :— absol.,

by theforce of winds, II.; '/- the fig-juice by its force curdled

the milk, lb. 3. Pass, to hurry oneself, haste to

do, c. inf., Ib. :—absol. to hasten, hurry, speed, make
haste, lb., etc. : part.,- in eager haste,

eagerly, Ib. ; c. inf., - eager for its

setting, Od. ; c. gen., longing
for the journey, Ib. III. intr. in Act., = Pass, to

hasten to a place, Soph., Eur. :

—

* neces-

sary matters, Plut.-, i. e. , =,, whenever.- or , a stronger form of.-, inf. -, aor. 2 with no pres. in use,

being used instead :

—

to look itpon, behold, II.

;

also in Med., Eur., Ar. :—of the gods, to look upon
human affairs, Aesch. 2. to continue to see, i. e.

to live to see, Hdt. : to experience, Xen.

, not, ( in Horn.) since in truth, Horn., 3 sing. opt. of ( sum).-, f. , to make like or liken, '
; am I right in identifying her with

his wife, i.e. in conjecturing that she is so? Soph. II.

to conjecture, as far as one may guess,

Hdt., Soph.
^-,-, or rather , , Ep. for,., Att. part, of.- or'-, pf. act. and pass, of-.- ( sum), inf.- : f.-, Ep. --

:
—to be upon, c. dat., II., Aesch. ; but in Prose

with Prep., Hdt. ;

Xen. 2. to be set upon, Hdt. :—of rewards

and penalties, to be affixed or attached, Aesch.,

etc. II. of Time, to be hereafter, remain, Od.

;

generations to come, Orac. ap.

Hdt. :—also to be at hand, Soph., Xen. III.
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to be set over, Lat. praeesse, Hdt. IV.
to be added, be over and above, of numbers, Id.- ( ibo), inf. -, serving in Att. as fut. of

:—Ep. 3 sing-, impf., pi.] and, Att., 3 pi. : f.', part,

fem. aor. 1 med. :—ft? coroi w^im : 1.

come near, approach, Od. b. mostly in hostile sense,

to come or go against, attack, assault, c. ace, II. ;

c. dat., Ib., Hdt., Att. ; absol., Horn. ; ol the

invaders, assailants, Hdt.; but — ,
the first comer, Soph. c. to get on the to

speak, Thuc. : to come on the stage, Xen. 2. of

events, etc., to come upon one, overtake, c. ace, II.,

Aesch. : c. dat. to come near, threaten, II., etc. b.

c. dat. pers. to come into one's head, occur to one,

Plat., Xen. ;—absol., what occurs to one,

Plat. II. of Time, to come on or after : mostly in

part,,, 6v, following, succeeding, instant,

the coming day, Hdt. ; 6

Eur. ; the consequences, Dem. ; the

successor, Soph. III. to go over a space, to

traverse, visit, c. ace, Od., Hdt., etc. 2. to go
over, i. e. count over, Od., Ion. for, inf. med. of.
'€|, ecus, , ('^) haste, hurry, Plut.

€€-7€ or 67€ irep, Conj. seeing that, Aesch., etc.

€ir-€iirov, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, to say besides,

Hdt., Thuc.-, Ion. for-., Ion. for.€-€,-, Ion. for -,-6, f. , to bring in besides, to bring in

something- new, Aeschin. :—Med. to introduce besides,

Plat. Hence€€·, , a bringing in besides, a means of
bringing or letting in, Thuc. Hence€-€·,, ov, brought in besides the products of

the country;. imported wares, Plat.

eir-eio-aKTOS, ov, brought in besides : brought in from
abroad, imported, alien, foreign, Eur., Dem.€-€, f. -, to go into upon,

Xen. ; . to go into the

sea so as to board ships, Thuc.€7-€, f.-, to throw into besides,

Eur. II. intr. to invade again, Thuc.€7€5 [], , , () an additional
passenger, supernumerary on board ship, Eur.-{ ibo), to come in or besides, in battle,

Hdt. : to come next upon the stage, Aeschin.-, Dep. with aor. and pf. act. :

—

to come
in besides, Thuc. ; as stepmother, Hdt. 2. to come
in after, Id. 3. to come into besides, c. ace, or dat.,

Eur. : of things, to be imported, Thuc. II. to

come into one's head, occur to one, Luc.
!-€-€, f. , to roll or bring in one upon
another, Luc. :—Pass, to come in one upon another, Id.-, f. , to rush in like revellers, Plat.-, ov, coming in besides, adventitious,
Plut. II. as Subst.,€, , an addition,
episode, Anth. From€-€, , a coming in besides, entrance, Soph.€-€, f. , to burst in, Ar.

7€, f.-, to leap in upon, Xen. ;

absol., Ar.-, f. -, to fall in upon, c. dat.,

Eur., Xen.; e ace, Eur.:—absol. to burst in,

Soph. 2. to fall upon, of lightning, Hdt.-, f.-, to sail in after, Thuc,
Xen. II. to sail against, attack, Thuc.--, f.-, to flow in tipon or besides,

Plut., Luc.-, f. -, to bring in besides or next,

Aesch., Ar. :—Med. to bring in for oneself, Thuc. :

—

Pass., whatever comes upon
us, occurs, Hdt.-, aor. 1-, to introduce besides, Eur.
'-€, Ion. -, Adv. : {, ) :—marks
sequence, thereupon, Lat. deinde, when strongly

opposed to the former act or state, with past tenses,

thereafter, afterwards, with future, hereafter, Horn.,

etc. ; in narrative, . . , followed by
. . , Lat. primum . . , deinde . . , Thuc, etc.;

. . , . . . Soph. :—with the Article, .
what follows, Id. ; . future generations,

Aesch. ; . Plat. ; . (sc.)
Id. 2. like, with a Verb after a part.,-
' . she smiled and then placed

it in her bosom, II. ; often to mark surprise or the like,

and then, and yet, )$ .'; after shedding thy mother's blood,

wilt thou_y^i dwell in thy father's house ? Aesch. 3.

after a Temporal Conjunct, then, thereafter,, . when they had
done playing at ball, then they danced, Od. 4.

after et or , then surely, ' erebv, '
. if thou speakest sooth,

then of a surety have the gods infatuated thee, II. ; so

when the apodosis is a question, et,
; how can I in such a case ?

Ib. II. of Consequence or Inference, why then,

therefore, · $ itcyovos Ib. 2.

to begin a story, well then, Od. 3. in Att. to intro-

duce emphatic questions, why then . . ?. ; Ar.;

to express surprise, and so forsooth ? and so really ?

[/s ^ ;

Xen. ; & ; .
eirei-T€ or etrei tc, Ion. for.
eiT€iT€v, Ion. for.-€, f. --}], aor. 2-, to go out

upon, disembark, Thuc.
€-6€, f., to rush out to aid, Thuc., f. -, to teach or explain besides, Plat.€-€€, f., Dep. to explain besides,

Plat.-€, , an excursion, expedition, Thuc.

eir-eKeiva, Adv., for eV, on yonder side, beyond,

Lat. ultra, c. gen., Plat., Xen. :—with Article, to, Att. ., or ., Att. ., the part

beyond, the far side, , . Hdt. ; .
beyond it, Eur. : absol., . on the

far side, Thuc. ; . Plat., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.
!-€, f.-, =, Thuc, Xen.€-€ [], f .-, to drink off after, Eur.
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an attack by sea, Thuc.-6€ [f], f .-, to extend

:

—Pass, to be ex-

tended, reach out towards, . .-, £.-, : aor. 2— :
—to

sally out upon or against, Xen.-, f.-, to carry out far, Plut.-, f. --, to advance next or after, Aesch., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 of., , , a charge, of cavalry, Plut. From7-, f.- [a], Att. — : pf.- :—to drive upon, ,, i.e. upon
the ice, Hdt. 2. to lay metal beaten out into

plates over a surface (cf. . 1), ' oySoov

II. 3. metaph.,

to force an oath upon one, Hdt. II. to ride or lead

against,' Xen., Hdt. 2. intr. to

march against, Id. ; to charge, Id. : of ships, to

drive upon a rock, Id. Hence
€€€, impf. of.--, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. of., aor. 1 of., aor. 2 inf. of.-,-, Ion. for -.', Ep. for , 3 sing. aor. 2 of., f. ~, to buoy up with hope, to cheat with

false hopes, Thuc. II. intr. =, Eur.-'7, Ep. --',() to have hopes of,

to hope that . . , c. inf. fut., Horn., Aesch., aor. 1 of.-, Adv. step upon step, ascending, Anth.-, f.-, aor. 2 -, to step or

tread upon, and in pf. to stand upon, c. gen., II.,

Soph. : also c. dat., Aesch., etc. ; sometimes c. ace,

Eur. 2. to embark on ship-board, Dem. II. c.

dat. pers. to trample upon, Lat. insultare, Soph.,

Eur. 2. . to take advantage of the

opportunity, Dem.-, f . -, to put on, Eur. : to

throw down upon, Id. 2. to throw against,

c. ace, Id. 3. to put in besides, insert, Hdt. :

—

metaph., thou intrudest
thyself as saviour, Soph. II. intr. to flow in
besides, of rivers, Xen.- [], , , one mounted, c. gen., Eur., pf. part, of., aor. 1 of.-, f.-, to trample upon, Ar.-, f .-, tofall upon besides, attack

furiously, Soph. 2. to fall to, set to work,
Lat. incumbere, Ar.!6, f. , to kill one over another, Soph.€-8, f . -, to give over and above, Aesch.€, aTOS, to, an upper garment, Plut. From- [] or-, to put on one garment over
another, Hdt. :—Pass, to have on over, Plut., Ion. for-, aor. 1 inf. of.
€7€6, impf. of.-, pf. with no pres. in use, v..-, f.— : aor. 2- :— to

eireiTTapov.

leap upon a thing, c. dat., Aesch. ; . to

leap upon one, as an enemy, Soph., Dor. for, aor. 2 part, of.!-€ : f. [], Ep. -, to make fast, Od.
.-..<,.-, to stretch tight upon: Pass.,-

stretched upon his sword, Soph. II. intr.

to press on amain, Ar.-, f. -, to command besides, Soph.- [] and-, to set right, get ready, II.

;

to arm it for the fight, Soph. :

—Med. to prepare or train oneselffor, Od.- [], f. , to lead out an army against the

enemy, Thuc. 2. intr. (sub.) to extend the

line of battle (by taking ground to right or left), Id. ;

so of ships, to extend their line, Id. Hence, , extension of a line of battle, Thuc.-, f., to err yet more, one must
err yet more, Dem.- \\ ibo), serving as Att. fut. to :

impf. -, Ion. 3 pi.-

:

—to go out against an
enemy, c. dat., Hdt., Thuc. II. to proceed
against, take vengeance on, Hdt. : in legal sense, to

prosecute, Dem. :—also c. acc. pers., Eur.,

Dem. III. to go over, traverse, go through in

detail, c. acc, Hdt., Ar. 2. to go through with,

execute,, Thuc.-, f. Att.-, to send on to the attack,

Xen.-., f.-, Dep. to effect besides,

Dem. 2. to slay over again, Soph.-, (v.), to go out against, make a
sally against, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; of a message, .

to reach him, Hdt. 2. to proceed against, prose-

cute, Thuc, etc. :—c. acc. pers. topunish, Eur. 3.

to proceed to an extremity , Soph., Eur. II. c. acc.

loci, to go through or over, traverse, Hdt. 2. to

carry out, accomplish, execute, Thuc. ; . to

try every course. 3. to discuss, relate or examine
accurately or fully, Aesch., Thuc. ;. Id.-,, , afresh review or muster, Thuc.-, f.-, to invent besides, Hdt.-, Dep. to recount in detail, Plut., Ion. for.

eir-ef, to shout in triumph over another, Aesch., ov, of a march : (sc. ), ,
sacrifices before the march of an army, Xen. From
6-|, -, a march out against an enemy, Thuc.
€ir-€oiK€, pf. with no pres. in use, to be like, to suit, c.

dat. pers., ' II. II. mostly impers.

it is fit, proper, c. dat. pers. et inf., Ib. ;

'tis a seemly thing for a young man to lie

dead, Ib. :—c. acc. pers. et inf.,
5

Ib. :—c. inf. alone,[] Ib. :—part. pi., seemly, fit, Aesch., aor. 2 of.-, plqpf. of/., Ep. for, pi. pf. of., 2 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.
eireiroi6eiv, plqpf. of,, plqpf. of., aor. 2 of.
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, plqpf. of.-', Ion. for-.-', , () lovely, amiable, Luc.-, f. -, Dep. to cultivate besides,

encroach upon ground consecrated to a god, Aeschin., , cultivation ofanother''s land, encroach-

ment upon sacred ground, Thuc. II. the right

of mutual tillage on each other's ground, Xen.-, f. , to stimulate, urge on, Plut.-, f. -, to drive against, drive home,
eyxos II. ; put vast strength

to it, Horn. :—eV. (paAayyd to bring the -whole

force of the phalanx against, Plut. :—Med.,
stayi?ig their sails on ropes,

Eur. :—Pass, to lean or bear upon, Ar. : absol. to

resist with all one's force, Id.-, f . >, to put a cover upon, deck, II.-', Ion.-; f .- :—aor. 2-,
inf.- :

—

to ask besides or again, Xen. II.

to question a person besides about a thing, considt him
about, Hdt. ; to enquire of'a god, Id., Thuc., 3 pi. aor. 1 of., aor. 1 pass, of.-, Ion.- : f. [] : aor. 1 -, Ep.- :

—to pull to a door, Od. : to drag to a place,

lb. :—Med. to draw on one's clothes, Hdt.-', impf., but the Att. impf. is, and the fut. : { ibo) : Dep., with act.

aor. 2, Ep.-, pf.-: I. to

come upon, come near, come suddenly upon,
Horn., Hdt.:

—

to come to for advice, Lat. adire ali-

qziem, Eur. b. in hostile sense, to go or come
against, to attack, assault, absol. or c. dat., II., Eur.,

etc. ; c. ace, . to invade it, Thuc;
hence, to visit, reprove, Eur. e. to come
forward to speak, Id., Thuc. ; also, eir. Tbv
Hdt. 2. of conditions, events, etc., to come sud-
denly tipon, vttvos or Od. b. c.

dat. pers. to come into one's head, occur to one,

Hdt. ; or impers. c. inf.,

it happened to him to sneeze, Id. II.

of Time, to come on, return, of the seasons, Od. ;

so, lb. 2. to come in after or over
another, of a second wife, Hdt. III. to go over
or on a space, to traverse, Lat. obire, c. ace, Od. :

—

of water, to overflow, Hdt. :—so in Att. to go the
round of, visit, Soph., Eur. 2. to go through,
treat of, recount, Id., Ar. 3. to go through,
execute, Thuc., Ion. etreip—, f. ", to inquire of, question,
considt, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; , tivos
Hdt. :—Pass, to be questioned, asked a question,
Thuc 2. c. acc. rei, to ask a thing or about a
thing, Hdt.:—c. acc. pers. et rei, . tovs]$

Id. :—absol. to put the question, Dem. Hence,.-,, question, Hdt., Thuc. ; and, Ion. -, , , a questioning, con-
stilting, Hdt., Thuc., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of { sum)., =., , hasty speech, scurrility, Od. From
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rash-talking, abzisive, scurrilous, II.-, f.- : aor. 2 -· :

—to eat after

or with other food, Xen. II. to eat up, Ar., aor. 1 med. of.', aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 of., Ep. for, 3 sing. fut. of {
sum)., impf. of : 3 pi. med..,, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of., Ion. part. pf. of.', aor. 2 of.', =.-, ,{) on the hearth, Anth.',-, aor. 2 act. and med. of :7', poet.-§, , or a, , Ion.-^ :

—

annual, yearly

,

Hdt. : changeftil as the seasons,

Ar. 2. annual, lastingfor a year, Hdt., Dem., , =,fromyear toyear, yearly , Od.', aor. 2 of :, aor. 2

med. :, aor. 2 pass,, Ion. for, imperat. of.- [], to guide to a point : to administer, Aesch.-, f. , to make illustrious, Simon.
!ir-, Ion. for-.-', f., to shout assent, II. 2. c. acc
rei, to sing over or with a thing, c. dat., Aesch.,

Eur. 3. c. dupl. acc, . ' to sing
a paean in praise of her, Id.-, f ., Dep. to pray or make a vow to a
deity, c dat., Horn., Hdt., etc :—c. inf. to pray to one
that . . , Od., etc. :—c. acc. rei, to pray for, Aesch. :

also, c. acc. cogn., . AiTcisSoph. II. to impre-
cate a curse upon, Aesch. ; c. inf.,[] Soph. : absol. to utter imprecations,

Id. III. to glory over, II. IV. to boast

that, c inf., h. Horn., Aesch., etc.-, f. , to lower the price of a. thing, Dem.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of*., plqpf. of.', Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of.', Ep. for, 3 pi. plqpf. of., Ep. aor. 1 med. of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.', aor. 1 pass, of.
-', f.- : slot,-, imperat., inf.

;
poet,- :

—to have or hold upon,^ II. II. to hold out to, present, offer,

lb., Eur. ; so c. inf., Ar. :

—

Med., {sc. ) having put it to

his lips, Plat. III. to direct towards, .
Eur. :—intr. to aim at, attack, Od. ;

Hdt. ; Thuc. :—aor. 2 med. part,-
having aimed at him, Od. 2. (sc. Tbv

vovv^, to interid, purpose, c. inf., Hdt. 3. to stand

facing, to face in a line of battle, Id. IV.

to keep in, hold back, check, Lat. inhibere, II., Soph.,

etc. 2. tivos to stop him, hinder him

from it, Id., Eur. : so c. inf., ..
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Soph. :—absol. to stay proceedings, Thuc. 2. absol.

also to stay, stop, wait, pause, Od., Hdt.;/ Aesch. ; . ecos . . Dem. b. c. gen. rei,

to stop or cease from, Ar. ;

Xen. :—so c. inf. to leave c^doing, Id. V.
to reach or extend over a space,

5

II. ; - so far as the fire reached, lb.

;

aor. 2 med., he lay outstretched, Hes. VI.
to occupy a country, Hdt., etc. :—of things,

occupied or engaged them,

Id. 2. absol. to prevail, predominate, of a wind,

Id. ; of an earthquake, Thuc.-, Ion. for-.-, ov, poet, for-,() having
achieved or gained a thing, c. gen., Od., Hdt., Aesch.

;

. compos mentis, Id. 2. of things,

pertaining to, befitting, c. dat., Theocr.

[], ai, the long side-planks bolted to the

ribs() of the ship, Od. (Prob. from.

)

-, to state objections against, Hdt.
]€, impf. of ( ibo)., Ep. 3 sing. impf. of ( sum)., , also ), , abundant, ample, sufficient,

Od.; . troughs alwaysfull, lb.; yap
for they had great store, lb. ;

thick,full fleeces, Hes.; \\.:
—neut. as Adv. abundantly , Od. (Deriv. uncertain :

that from, sufficient the whole year through, will

not suit all passages and is not necessary in any.), -, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. impf. of( ibo)., Ion. for, aor. 1 of., Dor., ov, () listening or

giving ear to a thing, c. gen., Aesch., Plat. ; also c.

dat., Id. II. within hearing, within ear-shot,

Xen.', aor. 1 of., aor. 2 of.err-,() to overshadow :—Med.,
to throw a shade

over (i. e. conceal) one's own fear by that of others,

Thuc. ; to put him as a screen

before one, Plat., Ep. aor. 2 of., vyos, , , overshadowing, sheltering, Eur., , , ,, , () one who
comes to a place, coming back to me,
Soph. II. an incomer, stranger, foreigner, Lat.

advena, opp. to, Hdt., Aesch., ,() a coming over one by spells, a
bewitching, h. Horn.,, ),() an approach, assault, Anth.

[], , , — II, Thuc.--, , () alternating, crossing, of

door-bolts, II. 2. servingfor change, Od.- [], to bend or bow down, of a corn-field, II., Conj. = eVel &v, v. . II.

eirrfvcov, impf. of :—!€ and-, aor. 1.', aor. 1 of^.
€7-), ov, () on the beach or shore, Anth.-, to shout in applause, II.-, ov, () lovely, charming, Horn.

-'., aor. 1 of., to threaten abusively, Hdt. II. to

deal despitefully with, act despitefully towards,'
Xen., Dem. :—absol. to be insolent, Xen. From€, i), despiteful treatment, spiteful abuse, Lat.

contumelia, Dem., etc.; by way of in-
sult, Thuc; Dem. (^Deriv. uncertain.)!-€, ov,() at the oar, Od. 2. equipt
with oars, lb.

€7-, , () overhanging, beetling, of cliffs,

Horn. II. pass, covered, sheltered, Hes.
a, aor. 1 of :, pass., Ep. aor. 1 of., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of ( ibo)., Ion. 3 pi. opt. aor. 1 of., aor. 2 of., pf. pass, of., , , () affable, gentle, Od.6),, aor. 1 of.-, ov,() properly, woven upon, closely

woven : then, close-thronged, one upon another, II.

[p], , i),() courtesy, kindness, Od.',-, aor. 2 act. and med. of., f. ), to resound, re-echo, Eur., aor. 1 of.
, Prep, with gen., dat., and acc. : Radic. signf . upon.
A. with gen. : I. of Place, 1. with

Verbs of Rest, upon or on, II. ;
*

on horse-back, etc. ; y upon earth, Soph.

;

eV aypou in the country, Od. ; also at or near,

off Lemnos, Hdt., etc. :—with Verbs of motion,

the sense is pregnant, eV drew the

ship upon the land and left it there, II., etc. ; ava-

pyv Xen. 2. not strictly of

Place, to remain in the command,
Id. ; payv engaged in business, Dem. :

—of ships, eV to ride at (i. e. in de-

pendence on an) anchor, Hdt. 3. with the person,

and reflex. Pron., ' by yourselves, II.; '
by himself, Thuc. ; ' Xen. 4.

with numerals, to denote the depth of a body of soldiers,

four deep, Id. ; eV i. e. in a long

thin file, Id.; ' in single file, Id. 5. c. gen.

pers. before, in presence of, Lat. coram,
Dem. 6. with Verbs of observing, in,

Xen. 7. of motion towards,

II. ; 7?^ to sail for Chios, Hdt. ;

the road leading to ., Xen. II.

of Time, in the time of, II.

;

Hdt. ; eV in my time, Id. III. in

various Causal senses : 1. over, of persons in au-

thority, , Dem. ;

the paymaster, Id. 2.-
to be called after him, Hdt. ;

'
Xen. 3. of occasions,

and the like, on all occasions, Dem.; so in

phrases which became adverbial, eV (sc.)
equally, Soph.

B. with DAT. : I. of Place, upon,
II. :—with Verbs of Motion, lb. ; in preg-

nant construction, '' fly on to the

flowers and settle there, lb. :

—

at or near,



lb. :

—

on or over, 4' over the body of Iphi-

damas, lb. 2. in hostile sense, against, Hdt. 3.

towards, in reference to, 4\ II. ;4 to make a law for his case, whether for or

against, Plat. 4. of accumulation, upon, after,

oyxvy 4'} one pear offer another, Od. 5. in

addition to, 4\ besides, 4 Att. 6.

of position, after, behind, of soldiers, Xen. 7. in
dependence upon, in the power of, Lat. penes,4 'tis in his power to do, c. inf., Hdt.; eir'

e'juoi as far as is in my power, Xen. 8. of condition

or circumstances, II., etc. ; iirl Thuc. II.

of Time, 4 by nigbt, II. ; 4' every

day, Od. 2. after, iir\ or rrj

4\ , on the i6th of the month, ap. Dem.;4 tovtois, Lat. quod superest, Thuc. ;

Eur. III. in various Causal senses : 1. of the

occasion or cause, 4 for thee, II. ; -
to be proud at or of'a thing, Plat. ;4 Xen. 2. an end or purpose, 4\

for supper, Od. ; 4 for mischief, Hdt. ;

hr\ Id., Xen. ; eV i^aywyrj for exportation,

Hdt. 3. of the condition upon which a thing is

done, 4\ tovtois on these terms, Id. ; * or 4'
on condition that, Id. ; 4\ on no account,

Id. ; eV on fair and equal terms,

Thuc. 4. of price, epyov - 4\
II. ; iir\ ; Plat.; 4' Dem.; of

the interest payable on money, 4 to?s

Id. 5. 4 to

be called after, Plat. 6. of persons in authority,4 over the kine, Od. ; 4\ Xen.

;

4\ " Dem.
C. with acc. : I. of Place, upon or on to a

height, 4~ II.
; 4

Thuc. ; 4 Xen. : simply to,

4\ II., etc. :—metaph., 4 k'pya -
lb. ; 4\ to owe to the

bank, Dem. 2. up to, as far as, 4\
Thuc. :—in measurements, ) 4
Xen.; with a neut. Adj., as far as, II.;

4\ 47 Xen. ; 4\, a little way, a
little, Soph.; he, 4'4 Plat., etc. 3.

4\ still more, Hdt. ; before, Lat. coram, fjyov

4\ Id. 4. in Military phrases,
4' , i. e. 25 in file,

Thuc. 5. towards, to, 4, eV Horn.,
etc. :—also in Military phrases, 4 ,4 , to the spear or shield side,

i. e. to right or left, Xen. ; 4 to
retire on the foot, i. e. facing the enemy, Id. ; 4 2>, with exaggeration, Thuc. ; 4\ yoa so
as to provoke laughter, Plat. 6. in hostile sense,
against, II., etc. 7. of extension over a space, 4*4 over nine acres he lay stretched,
lb. ; 4\ over a large space, Thuc. :—so in many
cases, where we say on, rather than over, 4

II.; lb. II. of Time,
for or during a certain time, lb. ; 4

Thuc. 2. tip to or till a certain time, 4'
Od. III. in various Causal senses: 1.

of the object or purpose for which one goes,4 for

—. 2&J
(i. e. to bring) tidings of Tydeus, II.;4 ' pypov
Xen. :—with neut. Pron., 4\ 47 for this pur-
pose, Id.; 4 ; to what end? Lat. quorstim ?
Ar. ; 4 for (i. e. to gain) interest, Dem. 2.

as regards,' 4, Eur. 3. of persons

set over others, 4\ Tobs5
Xen. 4. according to, by, 4 by the rule, Od.

D. Position :

—

4 may follow its case, when it

becomes by anastrophe.

E. Absol., without anastrophe', esp. en-i , and
besides, Hdt. II. , for, 'tis here, Horn.

F. in Compos. : I. of Place, denoting Rest
tipon, as in 4, or Motion, upon or over, as in; to or towards, as in4,;
against, as in 4',4 ; up to a point,

as in4 ; over or beyond boundaries, as in 4-, 4pyaa. 2. Extension over a surface, as

in4, 4pypos,4. 3. Accumulation
or addition, as in4,4. 4. Accom-
paniment, to, with, as in, 4. 5. In-

terest,4 one and -| more, Lat. sesqui-

tertius ; so4, etc. II. of Time and
Sequence, after, as in 4^'^. III. in Causal
senses, of Superiority felt over or at, as in 4,4 ; of Authority, over, as in 4, 4·

; of Motive, for, as in4,

;

to give force or intensity to the Verb, as in 4,
4.-, . for 4·, of which Horn, has
Ep. aor. 2 part.4.-, f .- : aor. 1- [with ] :

—to send
upon, lay tipon, 4\ ' laid hands
upon them, Od. ;4. epya brought these deeds
to pass, lb. ;4 (sc. ) I will lay it on, Ar., Ep. for4.-, to sleep among, c. dat., Od. 2. to sleep

upon, Anth.- [], to shout out, to shout applause after a
speech, II. : also simply to shout aloud, lb., for4, aor. 2 imper. of4., -,() a ladder or steps : metaph. a
means of approach, towards . . , Plut.€, , {) a passenger's fare, Lat.

naulum, Od. II. a roosting-place, perch, Anth.-, f .-, : pf .- : aor. 2—, im-
per.4 or : aor. 1 med., (of

which Horn, always uses the Ion. form,
imper. 4]) : A. in these tenses, intr., to go
upon : I. c. gen. to set foot on, tread or walk
upon, Horn., Att. :—also, 4. 4 Hdt. 2. to

get upon, mount on,, Horn., Hdt. ;—also,

4. 4\ Id. 3. of Time, to arrive at, Plat. 4.

metaph., eV 4. to indulge in impudence,
Od. ; . to observe piety, Soph. II.

c. dat. to mount tipon, get upon, Thuc. :—also,

67. 4 Hdt. 2. c. dat. pers. to set upon,
attack, assault, Xen. III. c. acc. loci, to

light upon, Horn. : simply, to go on to a place, to

enter it, Hdt. 2. c. acc. to attack, like -, Soph. 3. to mount,' Hes. ;

Hdt. IV. absol. to get a footing, Od. 2. to

step onwards, advance, Hes., Soph. 3. to mount
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on a chariot or on horseback, be mounted, II., Hdt. :

to go or be on board ship, II., Soph., etc.

B. Causal in aor. act.{ serves as pres.),

to make one mount, set him upon, II.

;

€~€ lb. 2. metaph.,

bring to great glory, lb. ; they

bring him to sobriety, Od.
ciri-, f.-; aor. 2 : I. trans, to

throw or cast upon, Lat. injicere, . (sc.)
II. ; . is rb Hdt. 2. to lay on, Lat.

applicare, \~\ Od. ; eVtj3.

Ti^t Xen. :— /ay on as a tax, tribute, fine or

penalty, Hdt., Att. 3. . to

affix a seal, Hdt. 4. to add,. (sc.) to throw
on more and more earth, Thuc. :—metaph. to mention,
Lat. mentionem injicere rei, Soph. II. intr.

(sub. ), to throw oneself upon, go straight to-

wards, c. ace, Od. 2. to fall upon or against,

Plat. 3. (sub. ) to apply oneself to

a thing, devote oneself to it, c. dat., Plut. : to give
one's attention to, think on, N.T. 4. to follow,

come next, Plut. 5. to belong to, fall to,

Hdt., Dem. :—also impers. c. acc. et inf. it falls to

one's very lot, it concerns one to do a thing, Hdt. :

—

(sc.) the portion that falls to one,

Id., . . III. Med., c. gen., to throw oneself

upon, desire eagerly, II. 2. c. acc. to put upon
oneself, Eur. : metaph. to take possession of, take

upon oneself, Thuc. IV. in Pass, to be put upon,
archers with their arrows on

the string, Xen., aor. 2 part, of., €$, , {) a stepping upon, ap-
proaching : a means of approach, access, Plat. ; els. to find a means of attacking one, Hdt.-, Causal of, c. gen., -

to lead them into misery, II.-, f . , to weigh in the hand, Eur., f. ,() to set one foot upon a
place, c. gen., Plut. :—metaph. to take one's stand
xipon, . to usurp a name, Hdt.;. to rely upon a. word, Id. II. to be soldier

on board ship, Id.

[], , , () one who mounts or

embarks; 1., , the soldiers on board
ship, the fighting men, as opp. to the rowers and sea-

men, Hdt. b. a merchant on board ship, super-
cargo, Dem. 2. the fighting man in a chariot, Plat., -, ,() that can be climbed, acces-

sible, Hdt.; . accessible to a bribe, Plut., Ep. for -, aor. 2 subj. of:, Ep. for-, inf., to cough after or besides, Hipp., opos, , () one who mounts, .
a mounted horseman, Od. 2. of male animals,

e. g. a boar, lb. ; a bull, Theocr.-, Causal of, to put one upon,, Thuc.-, f .- : aor. 2— :

—

to live over or

after, survive, Thuc.-, f., to look upon, look attentively

,

% Plat. ; Luc. 2. c. acc. to look well at,

—€7.
observe, Plat. II. to eye with envy, Lat. invidere,
c. dat., Soph. Hence,, , a looking at, gazing, Plut.,, ,() that which is thrown
over, tapestry, hangings, Plut. II. that which is

put on, a patch, . T.,, ,() a barfitting into a socket, II.-, to well ox gush forth, Anth.- : f.-, Ion.- :
—to call upon

or to, cry out to, .\ . . , or c. inf., Thuc. 2.

to utter or sing aloud over, Ar. :— so in

Med., Id. 3. to cry out against,: Pass.

cried out against, Id. TL. to in-

voke, call upon, Od.; so in Med., &
Eur. :

—

to call to aid, Hdt., , a coming to aid, succour, Thuc, Xen.-, Ion. -, f. , to come to aid, to

succour, Hdt., Thuc.,,,() a call or cry to one, Thuc., Ion. -, ov, () cried out
against, ill spoken of, Thuc., , () a throwing or laying on,

Thuc. ; of grappling-irons,

Id. 2. a hostile attempt, Plut. II. that which
is laid on, layers or courses of

bricks, Thuc. 2. a penalty, fine, Ar., Xen. :

—

an
impost, public burden, Plut.-', ., to roar in answer to or after, Luc.-, Med., of cattle, tograze oxfeed upon,
Batr. II. tofeed among the herd, c. dat., Mosch.-, , an over-herdsman, Od.,, , a plot, attempt, scheme, Thuc.

;

and, , , one who plots against, c. gen.,

Soph. From-, f . , to plan or contrive against,

Tyrtae. ; Hdt. :—c. dat. pers. only,

to plot against, lay snares for, Aesch. ;

Ar.;—absol., the conspirer, Soph.

:

—c. acc. rei only, to plan secretly, scheme, plot,

Thuc. 2. c. dat. rei, to form designs

tipon, aim at,- Hdt. ;

Plat. 3. c. inf. to purpose or design to do, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. Pass., with f. med.- : aor.- \—to have plots formed against one, to

be the object of plots, Id. 2. of things, to be

designed against,, h ?
At.; plots, Xen.
ciri-, , a plan against another,^ plot, Hdt., Thuc.-, ov, (,) plotting against,

Plat. : treacherous, Xen.€-, to make to roar, II. :—Med. to roar, Ar. II.

c. acc. cogn. to roar out, Eur.€, , falling heavy upon, Aesch. From- [t], f. , to fall heavy upon, fall heavily,

of rain, II. ; in good sense, -
when the seasons produce heavy crops, Od. :

—metaph., of war, II. ; of persons, ,
pressed closely round him, lb.!7-,., to thunder in response, Plut. Hence, ov, =, frantic, Soph.- [], f. |co, to gnash, Anth.



—
eiri-, f. [], to burst forth, of flowers, Theocr.-, f. [], to stop up, Ar. :

—

Med., . £> to stop one's ears, Luc.', Ion. for.-, ov, () on or at the altar, Eur. ; -
Theocr.', (as if from a Subst.-)

to stand suppliant at the altar, Eur., Ion. for^, fut. of.-', Ion. and Dor. for, to shout to,

call upon, Theocr., ov, Ion. for.-, opos, ,() an over-shepherd, Od.-, ov, (,) upon the earth,

the parts on or near the ground, Hdt.-, f. ,() to marry as the next

of kin,- . .-', f.-, Att.- :

—

to marry besides,. to wed one husband after another, Eur.;. tzkvois to marry and set a step-mother
over one's children, Id.-, , = Lat. connubium, the right of inter-

marriage between states, Xen. :—generally, inter-

marriage, Hdt., Xen.-, ov, () marriageable, Hdt., Dem., Pass, to exidt in, Xen.-, Ep. for-, to shout in applause, II.-, ov, (,=) terrestrial, Plat.-, f. [], to laugh approvingly, Lat.

arrideo, II., Att. II. —, Luc.-, to give honour to, Xen.-, f. 4}0~, to rejoice or triumph over, '
Aesch.-·,, Ion. and later- [t] : f. --

: aor.— : pf .- : I. of Time,
to be born after, come into being after,

1 4-
&pr\ other [leaves] come on in spring- time, II.

;

posterity, Hdt. ; 01-
who came after him, Id. ; Trj

the following day, Thuc. ;

as time went on, Hdt., Thuc. II.

of events, to come upon, be incident to, Lat. super-
venire,, Hdt. ;

-fj seconded the flame, Thuc. ;

each in succession, Id. 2. to come in after,

-fj Hdt. : to come upon, assaidt, attack,

Thuc. 3. to befall, come to pass, Id.-, Ion. and later- : f .- :

aor. 2 -, Ep. 3 pi. subj. : pf. eVe-:—to look upon, witness, observe, Od., Xen. II.

to recognise, know again, Od., Soph. : to acknowledge
or approve a thing-, . T. 2. of things, also to find
out, discover, detect, Aesch., Thuc. III. to come
to a decision, to resolve, decide, tivos Id.--, Att.-, Dep., () to

throw forth ill language, utter abuse, Aesch. : c. gen.
to vent reproaches against a person, Id.€705, , , curved, twisted, h. Horn. From-, f., to bend towards one, II. :—metaph.
to bow or bend to one's purpose, lb.-, f . , to clean clothes : to vamp up, Luc.-, ovos, , , an arbiter, umpire, judge, c.
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gen. rei, Plat. ; . an appraiser, Dem. II.
=, pardoning,' Mosch.-, f. Att. , to make known, announce,
Xen.,, ,()full knowledge, . .-, Ep. 3 1· subj. aor. 2 of.
eiri-, , increase, growth, produce, Plut., Luc., ov,() born besides:—as Subst.,-, oi, offspring, posterity , Aesch. : a breed [of bees],

Xen. II. 01 the Afterborn, sons of the

chiefs who fell in the first war against Thebes, Hdt. 2.

the Successors to Alexander's dominions.-, iBos, , () the part above the knee, the

great muscle of the thigh,

he would grow a stout thigh-muscle, Od., Adv. () scraping the surface,
grazing, Lat. strictim, II.,, ,{) an inscription, Hdt.,

Thuc. :-—esp. in verse, an epigram, commonly in Ele-

giacs. II. a written estimate of damages, Dem., , Dim. of, Plut., , an inscription, on stones, Thuc.em- [], f. >, to mark the surface, just pierce,

graze, . 2. to mark, put a
mark on the lot, lb.—In Horn, the word has not any
notion of writing. II. to write upon, inscribe,

Hdt. :—Pass., of the inscription, to be inscribed upon,
Id. ; also, hadst the Gorgon
painted on thy shield, Ar. III. in Att. law

phrases : 1. to set down the penalty or damages
in the title of an indictment, Id. ;

the damages claimed, Dem. :—so in Med.,Aeschin. 2.

to register, Oratt. :—Med. to have one's name regis-

tered, Thuc. ; also, had them
registered as citizens, Id. 3. -

to choose a patron, and have his name entered

in the public register, as all at Athens were
obliged to do, Ar. ;— so,\
Dem. IV. to lend one's

name to a thing, to endorse it, Aeschin. ;—so in Pass,

and Med., to inscribe one's name on, Id. V. Med.
to assume a name, Plut.-, ov, somewhat hooked, of the beak of the

ibis, Hdt. ; of men, Plat.-, Dep.( ) to distribute, h. Horn. :

—

Pass., pf., Hes.-, f . [], to weep over, absol., Ar--, Med. to subdue, Anth., ov, Dor. for.-, f. , to lend money on property already

mortgaged, Dem. :—Med. to borrow on such pro-

perty, Id.-, Dep. to lavish upon a person, bestow

freely, Hdt. ; . tivos to give him freely

of it, Xen. :—metaph. to illustrate more richly, Luc.', pf. 2 of., 4s,{) in want of, tivos Plat., Xen. :

—

Comp., inferior to them, Plat. :

Sup.- Id., impers., v. .,, ,() a specimen, pattern,

Xen., Plat.
·""·
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as Adv., Hes.- and- : f.- : aor. 1 -, Ion.- :

—

to exhibit as a specimen, Ar. : generally, to

shew forth, display, exhibit, Plat., Xen., etc. 2.

Med. to shew off or display for oneself or what is

one's own, Hdt., Plat., etc. ; Xoyov to

exhibit one's eloquence, Id. :—absol. to shew off,

make a display of one's powers, Ar., Plat., etc. II.

to shew, point out, ' Id. :—c. part, to shew
that a thing- is, Hdt., etc.; also in Med., Xen.; .. to prove that one took bribes,

Ar. 2. absol. to lay informations, Id. Hence', verb. Adj. one must display, Xen., etc., , , fit for displaying, c. gen., Luc;
7] display, Lat. ostentatio, Plat. 2.. speeches for display, declamations, Dem.,
etc. :—Adv. -k&s, Plut.-, inf. of 4-., Ion., , ,(-) a shew-
ingforth, making known, is

became notorious, Hdt. 2. an exhibition, display,

Thuc. ; . to make a demonstration, in

military sense, Id. ; els to come to

display oneself to one, Ar. 3. a show-off speech,

declamation, Thuc, Plat., etc. II. an example,
Lat. specimen, Eur., Aeschin.-', f., to eat at second course, eat as a
dainty, Ar.-', , ov, one in ten : the

tenth, tithe, Xen., Dem., etc.-', ov,[) on the bed or bed-clothes, Eur.-', ov, towards the right, i. e. from left to

right : I. neut. pi. as Adv.,'
rise in order beginning with the left hand man, Od.

:

—hence auspicious, lucky,, II. 2.

after Horn., on the right hand, Xen. ;

the right side, Ar. II. as Adj., of persons, dexter-

ous, capable, clever, Aeschin., etc. Hence,, , dexterity, cleverness, Aeschin., , Ion. for.-', Dep. to look upon, behold, riva Hes.
cm-, f. , to bind up, Anth.-, 6, an upper or outer bandage, Ar.-, f. , to be lord over, Aesch., eV, poet, and Ion. for, in need or

want of, c. gen., Horn., Hdt. : absol. in want,
II, II. lacking, failing in a thing, c. gen., Od.

;

inferior to U. in strength, lb.

;

absol., too weak were we, lb.-, f.-, Ep. for, to be in
want of, to lack a thing, c. gen., Horn., Hdt. : to need
the help of, c. gen. pers., II. II. to be lacking in,

fall short of a thing, c. gen., Ib. : also c. gen. pers.,

fallest short of them, Ib. ; or

both together, Ib.-, to moisten, Anth.-, Ion. -', f., Dep. to admit
besides or in addition, Hdt. : to allow of, admit of,

Lat. recipere, Dem.7-' (a), f. -, to bind or fasten on,

Ar. ; and in Med., to have crests

— €7riSivea).

fastened on, Hdt. II. to bind up, bandage r

—Pass., , with one's wounds
bound up, Xen. ; Id.

(), f.-, to want or lack of a. number,-, 4>ooo,ooo
lacking 7000, Hdt. II. Med., like Ep.,
to be in want of, tivos Id., Xen.-, ov,{) seen clearly, manifest, Hdt. 2.

distinguished, remarkable, Xen. II. like, re-

sembling, Ar., f. ,() to live among the people,

live in the throng, opp. to living in the country, Od., f. , () to be at home, live at

home, opp. to ,, Thuc, Xen. II. to

come home from foreign parts, Id., Aeschin. III.

of foreigners, to stay in a place, Xen. ; .
toTs to attend them, Dem. :—absol. to be

in town, Plat. Hence, -, a stay hi a place, Plat., Xen.-9, ov, () among the people,

plunderers of one's own countrymen, II.

;

. civil war, Ib. ; ,
to be at

home, Od. ; . resident merchants, Hdt.-, , magistrates sent annually by Doric

states to their colonies, Thuc.-, ov, =, Ar. ; (Dor.l

popular, current report, Soph.-, f.^, to cross over after another,

Hdt. ; . Thuc. ; Xen.-*, Ion.-, to consider anew,
Hdt.-', f. , to divide anew :—Med. to dis-

tribute among themselves, Hdt.-, f.-, to decide as umpire, Plat.--, aor. 2— [], Pass, to burst

at or becattse of a thing, Ar.

77 l-, Med. to add an order, . T.-, Med. to deposit as security, Dem.-', Pass, to go across after, Thuc.-, f. , to teach besides, Xen.-, f.—, to give besides, II., Hdt.,

Att. 2. to give in dowry, II., Xen. 3. to give
freely, Thuc, Ar. :—esp. to contribute as a ' benevo-

lence,' for state necessities, opp. to (which was
compulsory), Xen., Dem. ; cf.. II. Med. to

take as witness, II. ; (others take it to

be- let us look to the gods). III. intr.

to increase, advance, is Hdt. ; Thuc,
etc. ; absol. to grow, wax, advance, improve, Id.-, Dep. to inquire besides, to go on to in-

quire, Hdt. 2. to seek for or demand besides, Id.

;

so,£ Mosch.-, f., to adjudge property to one, of the

judge, Dem. :—Pass., having
had it adjudged to one, Id. II. Med., of the

claimant, togo to law to establish one's claim, Plat. 2.

c. gen. to sue for, claim at law, Dem., etc.-, ov, () disputed at law :
—, , an

heiress, whose hand is claimed by her next of kin,

Oratt. 2. generally, disputed, Plut.-', f. , to whirl or swing round before

throwing, Horn. :—Med. to turn over in one's mind.
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revolve, Od. :—Pass., aor., to wheel about,

as birds in the air, lb.-, Med. to set in order also, N.T.-, to redouble, Aesch.-, ados, ,() the rail upon the car, II.-, ov,() on the car, Od.-, f . , to pursue after, Hdt.-, pi. nom. aor. 2 part, of-' : but 2.-, of-.-, ov, () of persons, likely or expected to

do or be so and so, c. inf., likely to

suffer, Hdt. 2. of things, likely, probable, c. inf.,

. Id. : absol., such as might
be expected, Id.-, ov, =, Anth.-, ov,() for use after dinner, Theocr.,, ,() a giving over and above,

a voluntary contribution to the state, a ' benevolence,'

Dem. II.( intr.) increase, growth,
advance, progress, Plat., etc.-, f., to make a noise or clashing,

with a thing-, Plut., ,() the reception of something
new, Thuc.-, aor. 2 inf. of : -', 3 dual,-, Att.- : Dep. to lay hold of,

tivos Plut., , () a sudden inroad, a raid,

attack, Thuc. ; plundering- by
means of an inroad, i. e. a plundering inroad,

Hdt. ; hence, on the sudden, off-hand,

Dem. II. a place to which ships run in, a
landing-place, Eur., ov, () that may be overrun,

. a wall that may be scaled, II. ;.-
overrun by the W. winds, Anth. II. '-, , a cord which runs along the upper edge of

a net, Xen.-, aor. 2, to set upon an action, so as to

interrupt it, II., N.T., v. II., ,() reasonableness, fairness, equity,

Thuc, Plat., etc. : clemency, goodness, Dem.-, ov, =', like, resembling, Horn.-, , () fitting, meet, suitable,

meet in size, II. ; a. fair recom-
pence, Od. ; as is meet, Horn. ; c. inf.,

ov which word it is meet to

hear, II. II. after Horn., 1. of statements,

rights, etc., a. reasonable, specious, plausible,

Hdt., Thuc. b. fair, equitable,

Hdt.; . = -
2» Thuc. 2. of persons, able, capable,

Hdt., Xen. b. in moral sense, reasonable, fair,
kind, gentle, good, Thuc, Plat., etc. :

goodness, Soph. III. Adv. -, Ion. -,
fairly, tolerably, moderately, Lat. satis, Hdt., Ar. ;. for some little time, Plat. 2. probably,
reasonably , Id. 3. with moderation, kindly, Plut.-, , , () yielding: with negat. un-
yielding, unflinching, Horn.; not
yielding, harsh, Od.

-, Ion. for-, pf . pass. part, of e7rteV. *-, fut. of (\ ibo) :—,
aor. 1 part.-', Ep. for-.-, Ep. for- : aor. 1- :—Med.,
Ion. pres. inf.- : aor. 1-

:

—
Pass., 3 sing, pf .- ; part,- :

—to

put on besides or over, Od. : Pass., pf. part.

metaph., clad in strength, II., etc. ;

has brass upon or over it, Orac ap.

Hdt. :—Med. to put on oneself besides, put on as an
upper garment or covering, II., Hdt., Ion. for.-', =-, Eur. : v. .- [], ov, vehement, violent, II. :—Adv.

(as if from ), vehemently,
furiously, Horn. (The simple never occurs :

it is connected with the Prefix -.)-, Ion. -, f . -, Ion.- :
—to overlive,

survive, Hdt., Plat.-- and -, f.-, to join at top, Hdt.,

Plut.: simply to bind fast, Theocr. 2. to join to,

Lat. adjungere, Aesch. :—metaph. in Pass.,' -
nor let thy mouth be

given to evil sayings, Id.-,, towards the west

:

—the Italian Locrians

were called, Hdt.-', f ,-, to boil over :—metaph., -
my youthful spirit boiled over, Hdt. ;

-, of the poison working out of the skin, Soph.;

Eur. II. Causal, to make
to boil, heat, c. ace, Id.

€-£9, Dor.-, ov, enviable, happy, Aesch.-, Dor. -, ov, () bringing loss

upon, hurtful, prejudicial, Thuc, Xen. 2. penal:—, , penalties, Dem. II. liable to

punishment , Aeschin.-, f., to mulct,

every man a stater, Xen.-', f., to seek after, wish for, miss, Lat.

desiderare, Hdt. ; . to make further search

for him, Dem. :—absol., 01 the beaters

for game, Xen.-, f .-, to gird on :—Pass.,

with their clothes girt on so as to leave the breast bare,

Hdt. ; * girt with a dagger, Xen., Ion. for.
[f], aor. 1 of.-, Ion. for-.,, Ep. for, impf. of.-, , () acceptable gifts, Soph., Anth.-, ov, {) pleasing, acceptable, Od. II.

assisting against, c. gen., Anth. : defending, govern-

ing, alsOjC. gen., Id., ov, v. sub '.-, ov,() nuptial, Luc. : as Subst.,, or (sub. or), the bridal song,

Theocr., Luc.-05, Att.-, ov, ^ sq., Thuc, Xen.-&, Att. -ttios, a, ov, or os, ov, lying or

dwelling on the coast, Lat. maritimus, Hdt., Thuc.
U 2



292-, , sick to death, at death's door, Dem.-', Att. -', to put trust in, Plut.- [], Att.-, to cheer on, encourage,
II., Plut.-, f . , to pay honour to, Ar.-, = sq., with imprecations, Plat,-, f . >, ca// w^ow m M# name of thegods,

to adjure, conjure, Lat. obtestariper deos, Thuc. II.

to lend inspiration, Plut. Hence, , an appeal to the gods, Thuc., aor. 2 opt. of

:

—, inf., Ep. for, 2 pi. aor. 2 opt. of.-, f . , to serve diligently, work zealously

for, 1 Thuc., aor. 2 imper. of.,, ,() a laying on,

. . II. (from Med.) a setting upon, attack, Xen.
Iiri-, f . , of the Pythian Priestess, to prophesy
or divine tipon, Hdt., verb. Adj. of, one must impose,

Plat. II. one must set to work at, Id., , ,{) ready to attack,

Xen. : enterprising, Id., ,{) added, assumed, Plut.-', f.-, to run at or after, Hdt., Xen., ,() an addition, increase, Hes. :

acc. as Adv., and 4 drachmas zVzfo> bargain, Ar.,, , something put on, a lid, cover, II.,

Hdt. 2. « sepulchral figure, Plut.-, aor. 2, to touch on the surface,
touch lightly, c. gen., Plut.-, only in pres., to sit as a suppliant at an
altar, Aesch., Eur.-', f. , to shout to, Lat. acclamare, in
token either of approval or of displeasure, Xen.-, f. , to break besides, Anth.', aor. 1 part, of.-', f. -, to lament over, c. acc, Babr.- : f.· : aor. 2- :—to leap
upon a ship, c. gen., II. : also c. dat. to leap (con-

temptuously) upon, Lat. insultare,

lb. II. to leap over, -
so far do [the horses] spring at a bound, lb.-, f., () to set one's heart upon a

thing, lust after, long for, covet, desire, c. gen., Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. ; also c. gen. pers., Xen. :—c. inf. to desire

to do, Hdt., Soph. :—absol. to desire, covet, Thuc,
etc.; =, eagerness for

it, Id. Hence

[],,, an object of desire, Xen. ; and, , , one who longs for or desires a thing,

c. gen., Hdt., etc. 2. absol. a lover, Xen. ; and, V, , desiring, coveting, lusting after

a thing, c. gen., Plat., etc. :—Adv.,
=, Id., Ion. -, , () desire, yearning,

longing, Hdt., Plat., etc. ; by passion, opp.

to, Thuc. 2. c. gen. a longing after a
thing, desire of or for it, Id., etc ; so, . Id., aros,, an incense-offering, Soph. From-, f., to offer incense, Plut.

—.- [], to guide straight, direct, Soph,-,( A. I. 3) f. [], to sacrifice besides or

after, Aesch., Eur. :—so in Med., Plut. II. to

offer incense on the altar ; generally to offer, Ar.-, ( ) only in pres., to rush eagerly at,

Od. 2. c. inf. to strive vehemently to do a thing,

II., h. Horn. \£- in Horn.]-, , a tunic worn over the.-, Med. to put on one's armour, Xen.-, f . £a>, to shout aloud, give loud commands,
Aesch. ; didst urge this upon us, Id.-, , gen. ovos, —, tiv0s Anth.-, Ion. for-, Anth.-, opos, , , privy to a thing, c gen., Od. 2.

acquainted with, practised in a thing, c. gen., Anth.-, f., to pull down or destroy besides,

Thuc.', 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.-, f.--, to sleep upon, Luc.-, Ion.-, Pass, to sit upon, rivi

Hdt., Ar. : to press upon, be heavy tipon,

Id. 2. . to sit at his counter,

of a money-changer, Dem. II. to sit down
against a place, besiege it, Thuc., to set upon,. Hipp. :—Med., aor.

2-, had a guard set,

Thuc. II. intr. to sit upon, light upon, Plut.-, f., to innovate upon, Aesch.-, pf.-, Dep. to surpass, excel, c
acc, II. II. as Pass, to be adorned orfurnished
with a thing, c. dat., Ib.-, , —, Xen. 2. important, ol

the most important officers, Id. ; c.

inf., ol those whose cure is all-

important, Id.-, , in fit time ox place, in season, season-

able, opportune, convenient, Soph., Thuc. ; of places,

most convenient to

use, Id. ; Dem. :—also c
gen., convenient for . . , Soph. 2.

of parts of the body, vital, Xen.-, Att. -, f. -, to light up a place,

h. Horn. : to burn on an altar, Horn.-, () Dep. to glean after the

reapers, Luc.-', f. , to call upon a god, invoke, appeal

to, Hdt., Dem. ; e7r. to invoke a god, to watch
over him, Hdt. :—so in Med., Id., Xen. 2. to in-

vite, Od. ; in Med., Hdt. 3. Med. to call in as a
helper or ally, Id., Thuc. 4. Med. to call before

one, summon, of the Ephors, Hdt. 5. Med. to

challenge, Id. II. Pass, to be called by surname,
Id. : to be nicknamed, Xen. III. to bring as an
accusation against, Thuc. ;

3

; is

this your charge ? Ar. :—Pass., -
the money he was charged with having, Hdt.-, f. , to cover over, cover up, shroud,

Hes., Plat. II. to put as a covering over,-. Eur., ,[) the bend, return or angle of

a building, Hdt. ; . to draw up their army
angular-wise, i. e. with the wings advanced at angles



with the centre, so as to take the enemy in flank,

Xen.-, 4, curved, curling, Plut., Luc. From-, f. , to bend into an angle :—Pass, to

move the wings of an army forward, so as to form
angles with the centre and take the enemy in flank, Xen.
em- [], ov, crooked, curved, h. Horn.

em-, Adv. head-foremost, v. II.-,() the usufruct of a property, reve-

nue, profit, opp. to the principal (), Dem.-, ov,() on fruit, Anth.em-, a, ov, — iy-napaios, athwart, cross-wise,

at an angle, esp. at a right angle, Od., Hdt. ;

the country measured along the coast, opp.

to (at right angles to the coast), Id. :—c. g"en.,4 forming an angle with

the current of the Pontus, Id. (Deriv. of-
uncertain.)em-, f.-, to go down to a place,

Hdt., Thuc. 2. to go down against an enemy, Id.em-, f.-, to let fall down at a
thing-, 3> Xen.Em-, Pass, to come to land along with or

afterwards, Thuc.-, aor. 2 -4, to fall asleep after-

wards, Thuc, Plat.em-, intr. to sink down upon, Plut.em-, to overflow besides, Hdt.em-, Dep. to sleep upon, Hdt.
en-i-, f.-, to catch up, overtake,

Thuc, Plat.em--, , money paidfor exchange, discount,

Theophr.em-', f.-, to tarry longer, Xen.-,.-, to throw oneselfUpon, Luc.em-, ov, yet more accursed, . T.-, f .-, tofall down upon, Plut.em--, Pass, to fall violently down, Plut.-, to throw down after, Xen.
em-, Att.-, f . , to slay upon or over,, Hdt.-, f.-, to carry the workings of a
mine beyond one's boundaries, Dem.--, Dep. to tell lies besides, Hdt., Thuc.em-, (eT«t ibo) to go down into, Thuc-, to detain still, Luc., ov,(4) burnt at the end, Lat. praeus-
tus> Hdt.

[], Att. for4.-, inf.-, Ion. -4*, serving* as Pass,
to4, to be laid upon : I. of doors, to be

put to or closed, Od., Theogn. 2. to be placed
in or on, c. dat., Hes., Theocr. 3. of islands,4 4 lying off Lemnos, Hdt. ;

so, dir. ttj) Id. ; at ai the islands

off the coast, Thuc. II. to press upon, be urgent
in intreaty, Hdt. : to press upon a retreating enemy, c.

dat., Id., Ar., etc. 2. to hang over, Lat. imminere,
c. dat., Xen.; of penalties, 44
the penalty imposed is death, Hdt.; 44

Thuc. III. c. acc. rei,44 having their heads covered with helmets, Eur.

;
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under an assumed character,

Plut.-, Ep. aor. 1, to ctit off, cut down,
II. II. metaph. to cut short, Lat. praecidere, lb.', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of44.', pf. pass, of4.-', f . ], to shout to, shovit in applause, II.

€7riKe\€v<ris, ews, r\, a cheering on, exhortation, Thuc.-, f. , to encourage besides, to cheer on
again, absol. or c dat., Eur. ; also c. acc. pers., Thuc.-, f. -4, aor. 1 -4, to bring to shore,

Lat. appellere, Od. 2. absol. to run ashore, lb.-',, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 44\ : Dep. to

call upon, II.-, f. , to apply the spur, Anth.-, f.- : aor. 1 inf.- (Ep. for-) :

—

to mix in addition, Od.-, to gain in addition, Plut.-',, (/cepSos) profit on traffic or business, Hdt.-, f. ,, to mock,44 in mockery,
Horn. ; in milder sense, laughingly, II. II. c.

acc. to reproach one, Hdt. :

—

to teaze, plague, Theocr.-, f. , to conceal, hide, Horn.-,,() ofor at a burial
,
funeral, Eur.

;

4)€, , a dirge, elegy, Plut., ov, = sq., Heraclit. ap. Luc., ov, () subject to death, perishable, Arist., , the sending an embassy to treat for
peace, entering into negotiation, Dem. ; and, otos,, a demand by herald, Eur. From-,() Dep. to send, a message
by a herald, or Hdt. ; &s Thuc. :

—

c. dat. et inf. to send a message calling on them to do
a thing, Id. ; 4€4 messages being sent,

Id. 2. to send a?nbassadors to treat for peace, to

makeproposalsfor a treaty ofpeace, Hdt., Thuc. 3.

of private affairs, to negociate, with one, Dem.-, Att. -, f. , to announce by pro-

clamation, Aesch., in Pass. 2. of penalties, 4.
to proclaim death as the penalty,

Xen. ; 4. apyvpiov 4 to set a price on his head,

Hdt. 3. to offer as a reward, Plut. II. to

Put up to public sale, Id.-, to spread over, Orac. ap. Hdt. :—Pass.,4 alav is spread over the earth, II.

;

' 4 far as the morning light is

spread, lb.-, Pass, to be risked, Dem.-, ov, in danger, dangerous, insecure, pre-

carious, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; of a person,

was in danger of being taken, Hdt. :—

·

Adv. -, in a precarious or critical state, Soph. : at

one's risk, Thuc.-, Ion. for4 :—Pass., 4·'
Hdt.-, aor. 1 4-4, to lend, Plut., Dor. for4.-, ov, tearful, Ar.-, f. [], to bend to or besides :—Pass, to

be bent double, Luc. II. metaph. to bow down,
Plut. :—Pass.,4 to be broken

in spirit,Thuc; but also, to be bent or turned to pity, Id.



294 €7€-, Att. -, f. -,- :

—

to shut

to, close, as a door, Ar. :—Med., Luc.-, to extol or praise the more, Od., aros, ,() an accusation, charge,

Soph., Eur., Adv.() by surname, by name, Plat.-, Dor.-, , an heiress, Ar., etc.-, Dor.-, f. , to assign by lot,

-rt Dem., etc.,, ,() a surname or additional

name ; the acc. being- used absol. as Adv., by surname,, hv Astyanax, as

they call him by surname (his name being Scamandrius),

II., etc. 2. generally, a name, Thuc. 3. an
imputation, Id. II. a calling upon, invocation,

appeal, Plut., Luc., ov, () called upon, called in as

allies, Hdt., Thuc. 2. specially summoned, Hdt. ;

privy-councillors, among the Persians,

Id. 3. a supernumerary guest, Lat. umbra, Ar., 4s, (-) sloping, Thuc, Plut.-, f .-, to put a door to : Pass., pf. part.

closed doors, II. II. to

bend towards, Sita . to prick the ears, Xen. :

—

Pass., spars inclined at an angle
to the wall, Thuc. 2. intr. to incline towards,

Dem. III. Pass, to lie over against a place,

c. dat., Eur. IV. in Pass., also, to lie down at

table, Anth.-,?/,() thievish, wily,Od., Aesch. 2.

c. gen., cunning in speech, Horn,-, f., overflow, II., Thuc. 2. metaph.
to deluge, swamp, Eur. ; . Luc. 3.

metaph., also, to sweep away, liquidate the expenses,

Aeschin. Hence,, , an overflow, flood, Thuc.-, =, c acc, II. ; c. gen., Od.-, f .-, to spin to one, of the Fates who
spun the thread of destiny : then, generally, to assign

as one's lot or destiny, Od., Aesch. :—so in Med.,
Horn. :—Pass., aor. part., . one's

destinies, Plat,-, Ep. 3 sing, impf . (for, to scrape

or grate over, II., Ar.

e-, Ion. for-.-, f. , to cut on the surface, Anth.-, f., Pass, to fall asleep over a
thing, c. dat., Plat., Luc

€TTi-KOiv(JO(Aai,Med.ii? consult with,Tivi twos Plat,-, ov, common to many, promiscuous, Hdt. :—sharing equally in a thing, c. gen., Eur. :—neut. pi.

as Adv. in common, Hdt.-', f. \, to communicate with a person,

c. dat., Plat., etc. 2. to have a share of a thing in
common with another, tivi Id.-, f. , to add boastingly , Eur., Plut.-, f., =foreg. i,Thuc. 2. to boast of

,

Id., ov, fit for cutting : as Subst.,, ,
a chopping-block, Luc. From-, f. «, to strike upon (i. e. from above), to

fell, Od. 2. metaph. to cut short, reprove,

€7<.
Plut. 3. in Med. to smite one's breast, mourn for
another, c. acc, Eur.em-, Med. to arm oneselfagainst, Luc., f., to add ornaments to, to decorate

after or besides, Hdt. ; iir. to honour, celebrate,

Ar., Xen.
em-KOTOs, ov, wrathful, vengeful, Aesch. ;

Tpo<pas in wrath at the sons he had bred, Id.—Adv.
-to>s, wrathfully, Id., ov, Epicurean, Anth. ; . the Epicu-
reans, Luc., f.,() to act as an ally, II.,

Hdt., etc.; to one, Thuc, etc. II. generally,

to aid or help at need, Eur., Ar. : c dat. rei,4 to aid one against them, Xen. ; eV07?s e7rt-

does him good service, Id. ; iir. to

make provision for it, Aeschin. 2. c. acc. rei, £-
to keep it off from one, Lat.

defendere, Xen. Hence, aTOS, , protection, against snow,
Xen. ; and, ecus, ,protection, against evils, Eur., Ion. -, ,() aid, succour, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. II. an auxiliary or mercenary
force, Hdt., Thuc., -, , {) serving for help,

assistant, Plat. 2. of troops, auxiliary, allied,

Thuc. : , — II, Id.-, , an assister, ally, II., Hdt. ; of the allies

of Troy, r/S' II. 2. in Att.,

were mercenary troops, opp. to the citizen-soldiers(), Thuc, Xen. 3. =, the body-

guards of kings, Hdt. II. as Adj. assist ing,
aiding, c. dat. pers., II., Ar., etc. 2. c. gen. rei,

defending or protecting against, Soph., Eur., Xen.-, f. Att. , to lighten a ship by throwing

out part of its cargo, Hdt. : metaph., . Tobs

to lighten one's labours, Xen. :—c gen. rei, to relieve

of a. burden, Eur. II. to lift up, support, Soph. :

metaph. to lift up, encourage, Xen.-, pf .-, to shout to or at, Luc.-, Ep.-: .-&: aor. 1-, Ep.- and--- :

—

to bring to pass, accomplish,

fulfil, II. ;
' grant me

now this prayer, fulfil it, lb. :—Pass., °
were finished off with gold, Od.-, , () that which is put on the head,

a head-dress, cap, Eur. II. the capital of a
column, Id., ,() mastery, dominion, posses-

sion, Xen. II. of a country, a realm, dominion, Id.-', f., to rule over, c. dat., Horn. : absol.

to have or hold power, Od. II. to prevail in

battle, be victorious, conquer, II., Hdt. 2. c. g-en.

to prevail over, get the mastery of an enemy, Id.,

Att. :—also to become master of, Lat. potiri, ttjs-, Hdt., etc. 3. generally, to be

superior, Thuc. ; . Xen.-, , () master of a thing : only in

Comp., superior, Thuc:—Adv.,-, with overwhelming might, impetuously, II., Hes.,, , victory over, Thuc.



€7€«- and- : f .- [], Att.- :

aor. -, Ep. inf.- :

—

to hang over,

Theogn. II. Pass,, aor.— :

—

to overhang, of a rock, h. Horn., Plut. :

—metaph. to hang over, Lat. imminere, Thuc., Ep. aor. imper. of —-
3 sing. opt.-, Ep. for-, aor. inf. of.- [], f.-, to decide, determine, Plat., etc.€-, , the yard-arm of a ship, Od.€-, f. ,, to rattle over the ground, Hes.€-, ov, trodden hard, of ground, Xen.

iiri-, f. -, to strike upon, .
to strike the earth with staffs, Aesch.€7-, f. : aor. 2 :

—to throw a
cloak over, conceal, Aesch., Plat.:—Med. to disguise,

Id., Dem. :

—

to disguise oneself, conceal one's pur-
pose, Thuc, Plut. ; with concealment
or secrecy, Xen. Hence, ov, unknown, inglorious, Plut. ; and,, , concealment, Plut.

ciri-, to caw or croak at, Ar.-, f.-, Dep. to gain or win besides,

Hdt., Aesch., etc.€-€, f.-, to kill besides or again, Soph,-, Ion. for—.
€5,&>5,, further acquisition,fresh gain, Soph.-, ov, gained besides or in addition, newly
acquired, Hdt., Att.; . yrj, of the Delta of Egypt, Hdt.

€-»€, f., to make a noise after, re-echo, Ar.

€,-5, €S, () glorious, brilliant, successful

,

Xen.,-', Pass, to become doubly pregnant, Hdt.-', intr. to come round in turn upon, Soph,-, f., to flow in waves over, Plut.-, f., to bend oneself or stoop over, hr.

to stoop down to get something, Xen. :

—

to lean
upon,' Luc.€7-, f., to confirm, sanction, ratify, Thuc,
Xen., etc.; c. inf., Eur.
eiri-, f., to bend forward, Hes.- [], Ep. impf ., Ep. aor. 1 or:—to light upon, fall in with, c. dat., II.,

Hes. II. c. gen. to have a share of, Aesch.-, ,{) a guard of beehives, Anth.-, f. [], to lament over a person or thing,

c. acc, Soph.€-, f. [], to hinder, check, Soph., Thuc«-, f. , to rush in like revellers, to make
a riotous assault, Ar. ; ets Plat. :—Pass.
to be grossly maltreated, Plut.-, f. ], to satirize in comedy, Plat.-, ov, {) up to the hilt, through and
through, Ar., aor. 2 inf. of.€-, f.-, to obtain the lot, to succeed
another, Aeschin. II. pf.-^, to fall to
one's lot next, Soph,--, Dep. to hold tight, close, Eur.«,-, aor. 2 inf. act. and med. of-.« [], Dor. for -\\.

— 67\€. 295-, f.-: aor. 2-: .-,
pass,- :

—

to lay hold of, seize, attack, as a
disease, Hdt., Thuc. :—Pass.,

Lat. sensibus captus, Plut. b. of events, to over-

take, surprise, interrupt, Thuc. 2. to attain to,

reach, Xen. ; . to live over eight years,

Thuc. 3. to seize, stop, esp. by pressure, Ar., etc. ;

€7. ttjs to stop him from getting back,

Hdt. 4. metaph., . to get overmuch
ground, traverse it rapidly, as in Virgil corripere cam-
pum, Theocr. II. Med., with pf. pass.,^<? hold
oneself on by, lay hold of, catch, c. gen., Hdt.,

Thuc. 2. to attack, tivos Xen. 3. to make a
seizure of

,

tivos Dem. 4. to lay hold of, get, obtain,

a chief, a pretext, Hdt. 5. of

place, to gain, reach, Plut. 6. to attempt
a thing, c. gen., Id. 7. to take up, interrupt in
speaking (cf.) , Plat. : to object to, Xen.
eiri-/, f., to make splendid, adorn, Plut., ov, Ion. for.-, f. , to shine after or thereupon, U., etc.

;

when day had fully come,
Hdt. 2. to shine tipon, c. dat., Plut., Anth., to forget, v. sub).-, aor. 1 -, to smoothe over,^*, i. e. making it plausible, Hdt.-, f. , to choose, pick out, select, Hdt. :

—

Med., he chose him certain

of the Babylonians, Id. ; so in Att. :—Pass., -y-. or" chosen men, Xen. II. to

say in addition, add further, Hdt. 2. to call by

name, Id. III. in Ion. Gr. also, in Med. 1.

to think upon, think over, Hdt. ; ., nihil

curare, Id. ; c. inf. to deem or expect that, Id. ; so

also in Aesch. 2. to con over, read, Hdt.-, to pour wine over a thing, II. ; to pour a
libation, Od.-, f. , to leave behind, Od., Xen. 2. to

leave untouched, Plat. II. of things, to fail
one, Lat. deficere, c. acc. pers., the

water failed him, Hdt. ; '
Dem. 2. in Hdt., often of rivers, .
to leave their stream empty, run dry, Hdt. ; and so

without, to fail, run dry, Id. 3. generally,

to fail, be wanting, Id., Xen., etc Hence
eiri\ei\|/is, ews, , a deficiency , lack, Thuc., ov,{) chosen, picked, of soldiers, Xen.
iiri-Xcirfc), f., to strip of bark, h. Horn.-, to look towards or at, t'is -

one can only see so far before one, II., ov, causing to forget, tivos Od. From-, f. , to cause to forget a thing, c. gen., Od.:

—Pass, to be forgotten, pf. part,

. . II. Med.-] and-,
f.-] : aor. 2- : with pf. act.-
and pass,- : plqpf.-

:

—to let a
thing escape one, to forget, lose thought of, c. gen.,' (Ep. for -) Od. ; so

Hdt., Att. :—also c. acc, Hdt., Eur., etc. :—c. inf.,

Ar., Plat. 2. toforget wilfully, Hdt.-', tdos, , {) obtained as booty, Xen.

€-€, to beat time to dancers, Od.
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muse, the hombastical, Anth., Ion.,',() caught or

detected in anything, Soph. ; c. part., 45
caught in the act of feeling, Hdt. II.

suffering, Dem., opos, 0, a censurer, Timo ap. Plut., , forgetfulness, . . From, , gen. ovos, (4) apt to forget,

forgetful, Ar., Plat., etc.; c. gen. rei, Xen., in Comp.44, whereas Ar. has (as

if from4)./, f. med. of4., €ws, , a seizing, seizure, Plat. II.

epilepsy, Lat. morbus comitialis.-, Adv. grazing, II.-, () Pass, to be overflowed, Plut.-, to makefat or sleek, Plut.75, 4s,\4 1 1) =, Plut.-,() —4, Babr.-, only in pres., to make signs to one by wink-
ing, Od. : to -wink roguishly, h. Horn.-, f. Att.- : aor. 1-
and- : Dep. :

—

to reckon over, conclude,

on . . Hdt. ; 4. to take account of a thing, Xen., 6,() a conclusion, inference, Hdt.--, ov, () barbed, Eur.

eVi-Xoifros, ov, still left, remaining, Hdt., Att. 2.

of Time, to come, future, Hdt., Plat., etc.--, f., to annoy ov offend besides, Hdt.
eiriXwis, ecos, , release from a thing, c. gen., Aesch.-, f .- [], to loose, untie, Theocr. : to setfree,
release, Luc. : so in Med., Plat. ;4
to open letters, Hdt.-, to mock at a thing, Od.-, ov, () =, Anth.-, Pass., with aor. 2- [], but also

med.- : pf. -4:—to be mad after,

dote upon, c. dat., II., Ar. :—absol. to be mad, to rage,

Aesch. II. to attack furiously, Anth.- : Ep. f . -, aor. 1- :

Dep. :

—

to strive after, seek to obtain, aim at, c. gen.,4 make for (i. e. steer for) the rock,

Od. ; metaph.,4 strive after a return,

lb. II. c. acc. to lay hold of, grasp,
he clutched his sword-hilt, lb. ; ^' (i. e.

*\) havi?ig chitched [the sword] with
my hand, lb. 2. to handle, feel, lb.; /cos4 will probe the wound, II.-, f.-, to learn besides or after,
Hdt., Thuc.-', f. ,, to bear witness to a thing, to

depose, Plat., etc. II. in Med. to adjure, rivl

Hdt. Hence, , a witness, testimony , Thuc.- \y\ f .-, Dep. to call to witness,
appeal to, Tobs Xen. :—also, to call a person as
one's witness, Lat. antestari, Ar. 2. to call on
earnestly, to conjure, Lat. obtestari, Hdt. ; 4.

to call on one not to do, Id. 3. to

affirm or declare before witnesses that . . , Dem.-, , a witness to one's word, Horn.

, \ipos, <5, =foreg., Ar. ; acc.-, Anth., Ep. fut. of4.€7--, Med. to knead again, stroke, Anth.-, ov, () at the breast, not yet
weaned^ Trag.€75,,(4) seekingforhelp ,begging , Od., f. >, to help one in war, Trj4 to make a leaguefor the mutual defence of

their countries, Thuc. ; and, , a defensive alliance, Thuc, Dem. From-, ov, () easily attacked, assailable,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. : of a country, open to attack, Id.

eiri-, f., to smile at, 4
addressed him with a smile, II.-, f. [], to smile upon, Xen.-, ov, gen. ovos, strengthd. for, still

larger or greater, Democr.-, ,=, II., , [) care, attention, Att. Prose ;:

also in Hdt. ; pi. cares, pains, Xen., etc. :—c. gen.
care for a thing, attention paid to it, Hdt., Thuc,
etc.; also, tivos Id.; 7rpos or Dem. II.

a public charge or commission, Lat. procuratio,

Aeschin. : any pursziit, Lat. studium, Xen., etc.- and -' :—f .- : aor. 1- : pf.- : Dep. :-

—

to take care

of, have charge of, have the management of a thing,

c. gen., Hdt., Att.; tivos, tivos Xen.:—

c

acc. et inf. to take care that . . , Thuc, etc. ; so, .
07rws Plat. :—absol. to give heed, attend, Hdt. II.

in public offices, to be curator of, Xen., Plat. Hence', aTos, , a care, anxiety, Xen.-, 4s,^) careful or anxious about, put
in charge of a thing, c. gen., Plat., Xen. :

—

4·* tivos —44, Thuc. 2. absol. careful,

attentive, Ar., Xen. II. Pass, cared for, an object

of care, Hdt. ;^ it was my business,

Id., Att., verb. Adj. of, one must take

care, pay attention, Plat., Xen., , 6,() one who has charge of
a thing, a governor, majiager, curator, superinten-

dent, Ar., Xen., etc. Hence, ),, able to take charge, managing, Xen.', v.44.-', f. , to sing to, Aesch.-, poet. pf. 2 with pres. sense, to desire to do
a thing, Soph.-', f., Dep. to cast blame upon a

person, c. dat., Od., Hdt., etc. ; rarely c. acc. pers.,

Soph. :—c. gen. rei, to find fault for or because of a
thing, complain of it, complains
of the vow [neglected], II. :—absol. to find fault,
complain, Hdt., etc. 2. to impute as matter of
blame, Id.-', f .- : aor. 1 -4 :

—

to stay on, tarry

or abide still, Horn., Att.; wait, II. 2.

absol. to remain in place, continue as they are, of

things, Thuc, Plat. :

—

to keep his seat, of a horseman,

Xen. 3. to continue in a pursuit, 4 Plat.,,

etc. 4. to abide by, tcus '^ Xen. II.

c acc. to await, Eur., Plat.; so c. inf., Thuc.



Thuc.
e-rrL-, f. £ .to murmur at one's words,-, Dep. to say besides, II.

eiri-, ov, () coming after the fable :

the moral, Luc., ov,() scoffed at, Theogri.
e—-, f. [], to wink in token of assent,€-§, , , blameworthy, Hes., Theocr

€€6.7
€-€€, Med. to send for a reinforcement,

Thuc.
€,-6€, f., to measure out besides, Hes. :

—

Pass., the corn paid by measure
to the Persians, Hdt. II. to add to the measure,
give over and above, Plut., Luc.-, , over-measure, excess, Theocr.€7-, Dep. to contrive against one, Od.-€5,, ,() Epi-metheus, After-thought

,

brother of Pro-metheus, Fore-thought, Hes.€-, , () thoughtful, Theocr., Adv. like Epimetheus, Eust.-, es, () longish, oblong, Luc.-, at, () Flock-protectors, Nymphs,
Theocr.€-§, ov, () monthly : as Subst.,, ,
(sub. ), monthly offerings, Hdt.
ciri-,, to be angry with, II.-, Dep. to devise plans against, take

precautions, Hdt., Luc. II. to devise besides, Xen.€-5, ov, () craftily devising,~ contriver of ill deeds, Orac. ap. Hdt.
and — : f.- :

—to add to by mixing,
mix with, Plat. II. intr. to mingle with
others, to have intercourse or dealings with them,'
Thuc. ; Xen. :—so also in Pass., -y-, Id. ;

5

Thuc.eiri-, Ion. also-,- : .--
or- : aor. or-

: pf . : Pass. :

—

to bethink oneself of,

to remember, think of a person or thing-, c. gen.,

Horn. 2. to make mention of, tivos Od., Hdt.,

etc.; tivos Id., Xen.€-, poet, for -, to continue in a work,

c. dat., Od., Ep. Adv. (-) confusedly , promiscu-
ously, pele-mele, Horn,, Ion. -, ,(-) a mixing with others,

intercourse, dealings, Lat. commercium, Tivas

Hdt., Xen. ; ' Thuc., ecus, , = foreg., Theogn., Babr.
eiri-, older form of-, intr. to have inter-

course, Thuc. :—so Pass, in same sense,

c. dat. pers., Od., Hdt., etc. ; alel

I have always to be dealing with the Trojans, am
always clashing with them, II. : absol. to associate

together, Hdt., Thuc.
eiri-, ov, () fated, Anth.€€, inf. aor. 2 of, to come zipon,

befall, Soph.
eiri-, , () an invader, Aesch.-, ov,() inclined to blame, Eur. II.
blameable, unlucky, Aesch., , () a staying on, tarrying, delay,
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Ar.

, Dor. for 1 1., Dor. for.
iiri-v€iov, , () the sea-port where the navy lies,

the state harbour, Hdt., Thuc.€€§,, ,() a spreading, Plut., f .- and- : aor. 1 :

—

to

allot, distribute, Horn. II. to turyi one's cattle

to graze over the boundaries, Plat. :— in Med., of

cattle, to feed over the boundaries, trespass on one's

neighbour's lands : metaph., of fire, to spread over a
place, Hdt. :—so of an infectious disease, Thuc; in

Pass.,' the boundary is exposed to en-
croachment, Aesch. : cf..-, f. -, to nod, in token of approval, to

nod assent, II. ; . to approve, sanction, pro?nise,

Eur. ; he nodded in sign that
it was true, Aeschin. 2. to make a sign to another
to do a thing, to order him to do, Horn. 3. to nod
forwards, he nodded with his helmet,

i. e. it nodded, II. 4. to incline towards, Ar.-, ov,() clouded, overcast,

(gen. absol.) the weather being cloudy, Hdt.-, ov,{) upon the kidneys, II.

em-veto (\{.-, to allot by spinning, oi theFates,Il.

eiri-ve'io (b), to heap up or load with a thing, c. gen., Hdt.-, ov, (,) on board ship, Anth.-, only in impf., to heap or pile vipon a thing,

c. g-ert., II.-, f. , Dep. to swim upon, Batr. ;

the voice came up to earth, Theocr.
cTTiviKeios, ov, = sq., Soph.

[], ov, () of victory, triumphal, Pind.,

etc. II. as Subst., (sc. ), ', a
song of victory, triumphal ode, Aesch. 2.

(sc. ), , a sacrifice for a victory or feast in
honour of it, Plat., etc. b. (sc.) the prize of
victory, Soph.
eiri-, Dep. to go over, c. gen., Soph. 2. to

visit, Theocr.

eiri- [t], to snow tipon : impers., fresh
snow falls, or it keeps snowing, Xen.

eiu-voew, f ., to think on or of, contrive, Hdt., Att. :

—c. inf., Ar. :—absol. toform plans, toplan, invent,
Thuc. 2. to have in one's mind, intend, purpose,

Id., etc. : c. inf., Hdt., Xen. II. aor. 1 pass.

is used like Act., Hdt. Hence, , a thinking on or of a thing, a thought,,\\. 2. power of thought, inventiveness,

invention, Ar. 3. a purpose, design, Eur. II.

after-thought, second thoughts, Soph., ,() a grazing over the boundaries

:

—metaph., . the spreading of fire, Plut.,,() a grazing over the boitndaries

:

a mutual right of pasture, vested in the citizens of two
neighbouring states, Xen.

eiri-vvKTios, ov, () by night, nightly, Anth.

eiri-, ov, = sq., Soph.€-5» ov, of or for a bride, bridal, Anth.-, f. and , to drop asleep over, c. dat.,

Plut., Luc.-, f. , to bring or apply to, Soph.,

Eur. II. to distribute, apportion, Aesch., Soph.



2Q& €718-, ,{ on the back, Anth.-, f . , to set on the back, Eur.«-, ov, {) on the back, Batr.-,, inclining toyellow, tawny, of hares,Xen.
iiri-|ev0o{Acu, pf., Pass, to have hospitable

relations with, be intimate with, Dem. II. as

Med. to claim friendly services, Aesch.-, to,{) a chopping-block : the executioner's

block, Aesch., Ar.

eiri-ijwos, , poet, for '$, a common, II.

em-oivios, ov, ^olvos) at or over wine, Theogn.-, to pour out wine for others, h. Horn.-, f. : aor. 1- : pf.- :{) :

—

to swear falsely , forswear oneself,

by a deity, II. ; c. ace, robs by the gods,

Ar., Xen. ; and, i], a false oath, Lat. perjuria, Xen., Plat.-, ov, sworn falsely, of oaths, II. : as Subst.,

to take a false oath, swear falsely, II.,

Hes. : but also, . he swore a bootless oath,

II. II. of persons,forsworn, perjured, Hes., Eur.,

etc., , =, Anth.-, Dep. to have before one's eyes, II.-, v. ovpov.

eiri-, 0, an over-keeper, a guardian, watcher,

ward, c. gen., Od., etc. ; c. dat.,]. guardian over Crete, of Minos, II., ov, for the coming day, sufficient for the

day, . T. i^From [] the coming
day.)

eiri-, poet, for-, fut. of.67-, Adv. altogether, Theocr.-, f . , to sing a paean over, Plut.em-, to brandish at or against, Aesch.

or eirl, Adv. upon the whole, in general,

on the average, Hdt., Thuc. ; &s, also .
and . Hdt. 2. altogether, Aesch.-, to heap up still more, to heap 7ip, Thuc.-, Med. to provide oneself with
besides, Xen.-, ( sum) to be present besides or in
addition, Thuc.-., ibo^ to march on high ground
parallel with one below, Xen., etc. :

—

to assail in

flank, c. dat., Thuc. 2. to come to one's assist-

ance, Id., Xen. " 3. to come to thefront of an army,
so as to address it, Thuc.-, Att. -, f.— [], to sprinkle upon
or over, Hdt. Hence, ov, sprinkled over :—as Subst.,, a kind of cake with comfits (or the like) upon it,

Ar. 2. a plaster, Theocr.
ciriireSos, ov, {) to the level of the ground, level,

Xen., etc. :—irreg. Comp.-, Id.-, f. : Pass., f. med.-, to be

persuaded to a certain end, Horn. 2. to trust to,

put faith in, c. dat., Aesch. 3. to comply with,
obey, Hes., Soph.-, f. , to bring near to, Eur.«-, Dep.,() to come to or upon a person, c.

dat., Od. ; Ep. syncop. part. aor. 2, coming

— 67/7.
on, approaching, the coming year,

lb. ; of a storm, like Lat. ingruens, Soph.€7, f ., to send besides or again, of messages,
Hdt. 2. of the gods, to sendupon or to, Id. ; esp. by
way of punishment, to send upon or against, let loose

upon, Eur., Plat. Hence, $, , a sending to a place, Thuc., pf. of., pf. of.-, to turn dark, of grapes ripening; eVi-

to begin to get a dark beard, Anth.
eiri-TrepKVo?, ov, somewhat dark, of the colour of

certain hares, Xen.-, fut. of:—, aor. 2 part.-, f.- [], to spread over, Xen.-, f.— : aor. 2 or—,
also in act. form, part, : Dep. :

—

to

fly to or towards, Horn., etc. 2. c. acc. to fly over,

Eur., Ar.--, f. -, to freeze at top, Xen.-, f., to leap upon, assault, Ar., Plat.-, to press upon, press down, Od.-, Dep. only in pres. and impf., to come
near, Od., to fillfull of, tivos Ar.

eiri- [i], f.- : aor. 2 : pf.- :—to drink afterwards or besides, esp. to drink after

eating, Od., Att.-, f .-, to fall upon or over another,

c. dat., Thuc. II. to fall upon, attack, assail,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; of storms, Hdt., Plat. : of

disease and accidents, Thuc, Eur.

eiTLTrXa, , (from , as from ) implements,
utensils, furniture, moveable property , Hdt., Att.--, f .-- : aor. 1· :

Pass. :

—

to wander about over, Od.--, Att. -, f. [], to spread as a

plaster over, Hdt. Hence, ov, plastered over :—metaph. feigned,
false, Luc-, f ., to applaud loudly, Theocr.-, f . , to wreathe into a chaplet, Anth. II.

Pass, to be interwoven with, Luc.--, ealon. \,, quitefull o/athing,c.gen.,Hdt.^, , , a sailing against, . to

have the power of attacking, Thuc. From-, Ion.- : f.- : Ep. 2 sing. aor.

2, part, : aor. 1 part, :
— to

sail upon or over, Horn. II. to sail against,

to attack by sea, c. dat., Hdt., Thuc. III. to sail

on board, Id. IV. to float on the surface, Hdt.--, , Att. for, Plut.-, ,{) Anth.,, ,{-) rebuke, reproof, Aeschin.€7-, f., to fill up again :—Med.,-, vavs we shall man our ships afresh, Thuc
eirt-, Att. -, f. , to strike at, strike

smartly, II. II. to chastise with words, to rebuke,

reprove, c. acc, lb., Plat. ; also c. dat., II. 2. .
to cast a. thing in one's teeth, Hdt., Aesch.

c. acc. rei only, Soph.-, , longer form of, Hdt.



«, . sync. part. aor. 2 of.
eiriirXov,, , .,.
€iriir\oos, , () the membrane enclosing the entrails,

the caul, Lat. omentum, Hdt.

eiriirXoos, contr. iiriirXovs, , () a sailing

against, bearing down upon, Thuc., Xen. II. of

friends, a sailing towards, approach, Thuc., Ep. aor. 2 part, of., Ep. for-, aor. 1 part, of.-', Ion. for.-, Ep. -irveiio : f.- : aor. 1 -
:

—

to breathe upon, to blow freshly upon, II.

;

' on one, Ar. :

—

to blow fairly for one, Od. 2.

to blow furiously upon, Hdt., Aesch. 3. c. acc.

to blow over, Hes. II. metaph. to excite, inflame,. one against another, Eur. ; . one to

slaughter, Id. 2. to inspire into, Anth. Hence
ciriirvoia, , a breathing upon, inspiration, Lat.

afflatus, Aesch., Plat. ; and
liriirvoos, ov, contr.-, ovv, breathed tipon, in-

spired, Plat.

em-iroSios, a, ov, (novs) upon the feet, Soph.-, f., to yearn after, Hdt., Plat. Hence, ecus, -, a longing after, . T. ; and
€··5, ov, longed for, desired, . T.,,^, . .
lirt-, evos, , , a chief shepherd, Od., f. , () to come to the surface,

float, Xen. 2. to be uppermost, to be prevalent,

Id. 3. to be forward ; c. dat. pers. to behave in-

solently to, Luc. II. to be engaged upon a
thing, c. dat., Id.

eiriiroXaios, ov, on the surface, superficial, Luc. :

—

metaph. superficial, common-place, Dem. 2. promi-
nent, Xen. From, ],() a surface : mostly in gen.$ as Adv. on the surface, -top, Hdt., Xen. 2.

also as Prep. c. gen. on the top of, above,

Hdt., Ar. II., ai, an eminence near
Syracuse, with a flat surface, Thuc.

eiriiroXos, ov,() —, a companion, Soph., Adv. for , to a great extent, generally,
Hdt., etc.€7-€, f. , to triumph over, Plut.

€iri-irove(o, f., to toil on, persevere, Xen.-, ov, painful, toilsome, laborious, Soph., Thuc,
etc. :— rarely in good sense, Xen. :

—

[]
'tis a hard task, Thuc. 2. of persons, laborious,

patient of toil, Ar. 3. of omens, portending dis-

tress, Xen. II. Adv. -, Lat. aegre, Thuc,
Xen. :—Sup.-, Id.-, f. : aor. 1 : Dep. :{) :

—to travel, march to, march over, Plut.-, Dor.-, <xtos,, any garment buckled
over the shoulders, a mantle, Plut.«-, pf .-, Dep., lengthd. for-, to fly or hover over, Aesch./, is, becoming:— , propriety,
Luc. From

iiri-irpeiroi), to be manifest on the surface, to be con-
spicuous, Od., Theocr. II. to beseem, fit, suit,

Xen.

—. 2QQ-, Dep. to send an embassy, Plut.

€-7, to grind the teeth with rage at a thing, Anth.-, to throw forward, ap. Plut.€€, Ep. for-, aor. 1 of'., Ep. for—, aor. 2 inf. of'.-, to set out or place before one, '
II. II. to send on one after another, h. Horn.-', to send forth, II. ;

to shoot an arrow at him, lb. II.

(sc. ) he steered straight

for them, Od.-, poet,- : Adv. : I. of Place,

before, Eur., Xen. ; . to make
the hills cover one, Id. II. of Degree, .
tivos to be better than another, Eur. Hence, to be before,. to?s -yois to be in a line

with them, so as to cover one with the other, Polyb.7-€, f. -, to pourforth, h. Horn.-, aor. 2-, to sneeze at,

he sneezed as I spoke the words, a good omen,
Od. :— metaph. of the gods, to be gracious to,

Theocr.

eiriirTeVGat, aor. 2 inf. of.-, , an over-fold, a flap, Plut., Luc.-, Dep. to go about, go through, Lat. obire,

c. acc, , of the general in-

specting his troops, II.;—but also to reconnoitre an
enemy, lb. Hence,, , a going round, inspection, name
given to the latter half of II. 4.-, lengthd. form of, Anth.eirip-, f ., to urgea. horse by the whip, Xen.-, f. ], to be careless about a thing, Luc.-, to sprinkle tipon or over, ' Theocr.-, f. , to sew or stitch on, . T.-, f . |>, —-, to dash to, slam to,-

Soph. II. intr. to break or burst upon one, Id.-, f., to recite in accompaniment, Luc-, Ep. impf .- : to offer sacrifices at a
place, Od. 2. to sacrifice besides, Theocr., es, leaning towards, Lat. proclivis, Luc-, f. >, to lean towards, fall to one's lot, II.

j

c. inf., Aesch. II. trans.,

. to force down one scale, Theogn. : metaph.

to weigh out to one, allot, Aesch.

eiup-pew, f.- and in pass, form- :

aor. 2 pass, also in act. sense

:

—to flow upon
the surface, float -top, like oil on water, II. 2. to

flow in besides, flow fresh and fresh, Ar. :—metaph.

of large bodies of men, to stream on and on, II., Hdt.

;

also, xpovos onward-streaming time, i. e. the

future, Aesch. ; 5 if wealth flows on

and on, increases continually , Eur.€-,.-£: aor. 1:—to rend, Aesch.-, f. : Ep. impf.-

:

—Ion. for, to dash to, shut violently, II.

eirip-, f. , to declaim over, ' Luc.-, ov, exclaimed against, infamous, Xen.€-, ov, shrunk vip, Xen.-, = sq., only in pres. and impf., Xen. 2.

intr. to throw oneself upon the track, Id.-, f., to cast at another, c. dat., Od. ;
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. to lay hand upon, Anth. :—metaph. to throw upon
one, Aesch., ,() afflux, influx, Aesch. :—metaph.,

. Eur.-', f., to shout in answer or in approval

(cf .), rag. ; . to answer to, ring
with the sound, Aesch. 2. c. ace, \oyois

to inveigh against him, Soph.-, */, hasting to the rescue, a helper, II., Hes.

:

—c. gen. giving aid against, Aesch. II. .
reproaches bandied backwards and forwards,

abusive language, Soph. Cf..-,[) Adv. with noisy fury, Eur.-', f., to shriek at one, c. acc. cogn., en-.

(pvyas to shriek or forebode flight at him, Aesch.-', f. ), to swallow besides, Plut.-, to set a dog on one, Ar., aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, f., to bring into form, arrange, Luc.-, Dep. to save, preserve, Aesch., ov,{) flowing in or to : metaph. over-

flowing, Aesch. II. pass, overflowed, Xen.- and - : aor. 1'':— to add
strength to, strengthen or encourage for an enterprise,

Hdt.,Thuc. II. Pass., pf., plqpf. e7rep-

used as pres. and impf. : fut. :

aor. 1 :— to recover strength, pluck up
courage, Thuc., Xen. ; ^ (im-

pers.) they took courage to speak, Soph.- : aor. 1- :—Med. to flow or

stream upon, his locks

flowed waving from his head, II. 2. to move nimbly,
Hes. : c. acc. cogn., urge the rapid
dance, Anth. II. to apply one's strength to a
thing, work lustily at it, c. dat., Od., aros,, a load on a beast's back :—metaph.,^ the burden of the disease,

Soph. From, aor. 1 of.-, f. : pf. pass,- :

—

to pile a load
ttpon a beast's back, Hdt. ; . to saddle it, Xen., ov, waving over the forehead, Luc. From-, Ep.-, f. , to shake at or against,

with the view of scaring, II., Eur. ; iir.

to hold them out as a threat, Plut.; but,. ,
in token of assent, Luc. 2. to set upon one, c. dat., Eur.-, Ep.-, to put in motion against, set

upon one, c. dat., Od. II. Pass, to hurry or hasten
to or towards, Horn. ; in hostile sense, to rush upon or

at, c. dat., II. 2. part. pf. pass,, with

3 sing. pf. and plqpf. ,- :—mostly in hostile
'

sense, to rush on, lb. ; c. dat., lb.

;

c. acc. to assault, lb. ; c. gen.,

rushing, hurrying over the plain, lb. :—also, without
hostile sense, to express rapid motion,

swept over the clothes, Od. ; c. inf.,

he hasted on to follow, II. :—metaph. to be excited,

eager, lb.

eiri-,,, =, Aesch., Eur.-, f., to set a mark upon a person, of

a disease, Thuc, Xen. : Pass, to have a mark set on
one, Eur. II. to indicate, Plut. III. Med.

.
to mark for oneself, signify, indicate, Plat. 2. to

set one's seal to a thing, approve it, Dem., Aeschin.-, , =, any distinguishing mark, a
device or badge, the bearing on a shield, the ensign of

a ship, Hdt. From€-5, ov, () having a mark on it, of money,
stamped, coined, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; .
offerings with no inscription on them, Hdt. 2.

notable, remarkable, Lat. insignis, Id., Att. : in bad
sense, notorious, Eur.

€-5, for eV' (sc. , v. sub.-, to set on a dog, Ar.-, f. , to bend inwards : intr. to turn
aside one's course, Xen.
eiri-, f. Att. -, Ion.- : Med. :—
to furnish oneself with food ox provender, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 2. c. acc. rei, . to provide oneself

with breakfast, Id. ; . apyupiov Xen. 3. c.

acc. pers. to supply with provisions, Id. Hence, , a furnishing oneself with provisions,

foraging, Xen. 2. a stock or store ofprovisions, Id.-, f. , to dig superficially, Anth.€-€, f .- [], to scatter or sprinkle

over :—Pass, to be sprinkled over, Plut.-, , , () the first bound, in a
horse's gallop, Xen.€€€, , ov, verb. Adj. to be considered or ex-

amined,, Thuc., Plat. II. neut., one mzist

consider, Id. From, a pres., which furnishes its tenses to

; v..-, to cover over, Anth.!-€·, f. , to ~get ready, to equip, fit out,

Thuc, Xen. :—Med., vavv to have a

ship equipped, Thuc. 2. *
to pack them upon wagons, Xen. II.

to make afresh, to repair, Lat. reficere, Thuc, Xen., , , one who equips or repairs, Dem., , ov, repaired, restored, Plat., -, repair, restoration, Hdt., Dem. II.

materialsfor repair ox equipment, stores, Thuc, Dem.,, ,() inspection, visita-

tion, Xen., Plut. 2. investigation, inquiry , Xen.-, ov, {) at or before the tent, i. e.

public, Soph.-, f ., to be quartered in a place : metaph.

to dwell upon, . T.-, f., to make to lean upon, make to fall

upon, Aesch. : impose on, Soph. 2. intr. to

fall upon, like lightning: metaph.,' it

came to this point, Aesch. II. to lay it upon
one to do a thing, to enjoin, lay a strict charge

upon, c. dat. pers. et inf., Id., Soph. ; c. acc. et inf.,

Hdt., Eur. III. as Att. law-term, generally in

Med. to denounce a person, so as to begin a prosecu-

tion, Plut., etc :—Pass, to be denounced as guilty of
a crime, c. gen., Soph.,, , an injunction, Plut. II. as

law-term, a denunciation, Dem.-, f ., to throw a shade upon, overshadow,

Hdt., . T. :—Pass., keep-

ing a hidden watch, Soph.
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«-,, \^) shaded, dark, obscure, Plat. II.

act. shading, c. gen., itriffKios Soph.€-<€ : f. -, later- : aor.- : pf . 44 :

—

to look upon or at,

inspect, observe, examine, regard, Hdt., Eur. : to

match over, of tutelary gods, Soph., Eur. 2. to

visit, Soph., Xen., etc. :—Pass.,44 visited not by dreams, i. e. sleepless,

Aesch. 3. of a general, to inspect, review,

Xen. 4. to consider, reflect, Soph., Xen. :—Med.
to examine with oneself, meditate, Plat., , a watching over, visitation, .. II.

the office of, lb. : generally, an office, lb., , (44) a looking at, Anth.-, 6, one who watches over, an overseer,

guardian, Horn., Soph.: — of tutelary gods, Solon,

etc. 2. c. dat., eV. one set to watch them,
II. 3. a public officer, intendaut, sent to the subject

states, Ar. 4. a bishop, N.T.
ciri-, ov, hitting the mark : metaph. reaching,
touching a point, c. gen., Aesch., Soph. :—neut. pi.4, as Adv. successfully, with good aim, Hdt.-, f. ·\,() to throw a shadow over,

c. dat., Dem. ; 4. 4 to be in the way of one's

seeing, Plat. Hence,, ecus, , a darkening, obscurity, of the

sun or moon in eclipse, Plut.

eiri-, ov, in the dark, darkened, Plut.-, Dep. to be indignant at a thing, II.

;

4 (Ep. aor. opt.) Od.-, f. , to ply with' drink in Scythian
fashion, i. e. with unmixed wine, Hdt.-, f. , to look gloomy or stern, Xen.

[], , the skin of the brows which is

knitted in frowning, II., Ar. 2. superciliousness,

Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, f. , to laugh at, quiz, make game of,

Plat., Xen. :—absol. to joke, make fun, Ar.

;

4 jestingly, Xen.,, , mocking, raillery, Plut.-, , , gloomy, Hes. :—Adv.,4
sadly did he pay for it, Od. ; 4*' to his cost doth he sail, lb.«,, 6, (4) the latch or handle by

which a door is pulled to, Hdt. II. the angler's

rod or line, Anth. ; and
CTtwiracTos, ], , drawn tipon oneself, Od. II.

tight-drawn, of a noose, Eur. From-, f.- [], to draw or drag after one,

Hdt. ; and in Med., Xen. ;4 by the
hair, having dragged her by the hair, Eur. :—metaph.
to bring on, cause, Aesch. 2. to
pull to, Xen. ;44 the
noose being drawn tight, Dem. 3. to attract,
gain, win, Soph. :—so in Med.,4<
Hdt. 4. in Med. to draw on, allure, persuade, Thuc.

:

—c. inf.,4 [.~] ^
he thought it would induce them to make the venture,
Id. :—Pass., 4-

Dem. 5. Pass., of the sea,44 return-
ing with a rush, Thuc. II. in Med. to become
uncircumcised, . T.

. 30

1

,, aor. 2 inf. and part, of 44.-, f.-, to sow with seed, Hdt.
€·-€,, , a libation over a sacrifice, Hdt., f.-, to pour upon or over the head
of a victim, at a sacrifice, Hdt., Aesch. :—absol. to make
a libation, Hdt. :—metaph., 4. Theocr. II.

in Med. to make a fresh treaty, Thuc.€€, 4s, hasty, hurried: Adv.-, Xen. From-, to urge on horses, II. ; generally, to zirge

on, press forward, Aesch., Thuc. II. intr. to

rage furiously , of storms, Od., aor. 2 med. inf. of 4<4).-, f. , to urge on, further or promote an
object, Hdt., Soph. : of persons, to urge on, Xen. II.

intr. to hasten onward, Eur. ; 4. efr to be

zealous for, aim at an object, Xen., aor. 2 med. part, of 44., , (44) a renewed or renewable
truce, Thuc., , =foreg., Hes., ov, (4) sown afterwards, oi 4.
posterity, Aesch.--, f., intr. to make haste in a thing, Luc.,-, aor. 2 subj. and opt. of 44 :

—
part.-,-, Ep. for4,4.4, , (44, pf. of 4) rushing,

gushing, of tears, Aesch. : violent, sudden, of mis-

fortunes, Id. : c. acc. rushing upon, 4 Eur., , Ep. for4., for4, 2 sing, of4., Adv. (4) standing over each in

turn, i. e. one after another, successively, Od.-, Dep. to weigh well, ponder, Aesch.6-€, f. , () to be quartered tipoil

others, Plut. II. Pass, to be assigned as quarters,

Id., , a liability to have persons quartered
on one, Plut.-, ov, at the door, Anth.-, f. , to drop over, Luc.6-, to fall in drops over, c. acc, Anth.,,,(44) a commission,Theophr.€-, 2 pers.-, also4, 4, Ion. eVi-: imperat.4, Ion.4, contr. 4:
subj.4,.-4 :—impf .,,,
Ion.4, Ion. 3 pi.4 or44 :—fut.4 :—aor. 1: (prob. =4-) :

Dep. : I. c. inf. to know how to do, to be able to do,

capable of doing, Horn., Att. 2. to be assured or be-

lieve that a thing is, Hdt. II. c. acc. to understand
a matter, know, be versed in or acquainted with, Horn.,

etc. -.—after Horn, to know as a fact, know for certain,

know well, Hdt., Att. 2. rarely, to know a person,

Eur. III. c. part., to know that one is, has, etc.,

Hdt., Att. IV. part. pres.4, , ov, is

often also used as an Adj. knowing, tinderstanding,

skilful, Horn. :—c. gen. skilled or versed in a thing,

Id. :—Adv.44, skilfully, expertly, Id., Hes.-, aor. 2 pass, of4., Ion. -, , (4) authority, do-

minion, Plut.
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Zeus, , Jupiter Stator, Plut. (From ·, he that makes to stand firm,,), ecos, ,() a stopping, halting, a
halt, Xen. ; haltings of thought,

Soph. 2. attention, care, anxiety, . T. 3.

superintendence of works, Xen.', f. \,() to be set over, c. dat.,

Soph., Plat. : also to stand by, to stipport, second,

Aesch. 2. c. gen. to be in charge of, have the care

of, Hdt., Xen. II. at Athens, to be or

President of the and, Thuc, etc., , ,() one who stands near or

by, a suppliant, Od. 2. in battle-order, one's rear-

rank man (as is the right- or left-hand
man, thefront-rank man), Xen. II. one
who stands or is mounted upon a chariot, c. gen., Soph.,

Eur. 2. one who is set over, a commander, 'rag.

;

., of a tutelary god, Soph. ; .
president, steward of the games, a training-master,

Xen. III. at Athens the President of the

and, Aeschin., Dem. 2. an overseer, super-

intendent, in charge of any public works, Id. IV.
the caldron for the hot bath which stood over the fire,

Ar.', verb. Adj. of, one must super-

intend, c. dat., Plat. ; c. gen., Xen.', Ion. for, 3 pi. of.-, f. >, to tread upon, stand upon a place,

c. ace, Soph.-, f. , to approach, c. ace, Aesch.-', f.-, to send to, send as a message
or letter, Hdt., Att. :—absol. to send a message, write
word, Eur., Thuc. 2. to enjoin, command,
Id. ; Xen. ; also, . or ,
Soph., Xen. :— so, in Pass., . . c. inf., he

had received orders to do, Hdt. ; ' a
matter has been committed to one, Aesch. ; -

orders given, Id. 3. to order by will, Xen.-, f . , to groan over, Aesch.-, = foreg., Aesch. :—absol., Soph. 2.

Med. to groan in answer, II.-, to groan or sigh in answer, II. 2. to

lament over, Eur. 3. c. acc. to lament, Soph., , of bowls, ' crowned (i. e.

brimming high) with wine, Horn. From-', f. , to surround with or as with a
chaplet : metaph. in Med., ·

crowned them to the brim, filled them brimming
high, with wine, Horn. II. to

offer libations as an honour to the dead, Soph.', Ion. for, 3 pi. of., for, 2 sing, of.-,() Pass, to be set up as a column
upon, Anth., ,() acquaintance with a matter,

skill, experience, as in archery, Soph. ; in war, Thuc,
etc. II. generally, knowledge, Soph. : esp. scien-

tific knowledge, science, Plat., etc., ov, gen. ,() knowing, wise,

prudent, . Od. 2. acquainted
with a thing, skilled or versed in, c. gen., Thuc,
etc. 3. c. inf. knowing how to do, Plat., etc.—

-.
Adv., with knowledge : Comp.-,
Xen.; Sup. -, Plat. II. possessed of
perfect knowledge, Id.-£, f. , to make to lean on

:

—Pass, to-

lean upon, Luc.-, to glisten on the surface, Plut., , in Od. means a shed in which a ship is

laid up. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, Ion. for.
[], Adv.( u),girt up, neatly,

of dress, Hes.,, , secretary : also a courier, Xen. II.

among the Spartans, a vice-admiral, Id. From, ,() a message, command, com-
mission, whether verbal or in writing, Hdt., Att. ; iff

by com?na7id, Hdt. 2. a letter, Lat.

epistola, Thuc, etc. Hence, ov, commanded

:

— . forces

decreed, but never sent, paper-armies, Dem., , Dim. of, Plut.-, f. Att. , () to curb in a horse :

metaph. to curb, bridle, Ar., Dem. II. to put
on the mouth-piece of a flute; and of a flute, to stop

the voice, Plut. III. to throw on his face, Luc, =, of waves, II. :—so-, Hes.- : f .- : aor. - or- :

—

to strew or spread upon, Od. 2. to

saddle, Luc.-&, Ion. -> , a march or expedition

against, Hdt. ; c. gen., Thuc.,, , =foreg., Hdt.-, f. , to march against, make war
upon, Eur., etc. :

—

to make an expedition, eh
Aesch. ; c. acc, Soph. :—absol., Aesch. :—so

in Med., with pf. pass., '
Hdt. ; c. dat., Eur., etc.-, ov,() to be turned towards, to

be looked at, conspicuovLS, Aesch., , turning one's eyes or mind to a thing,

attentive, Xen. 2. earnest, vehement: Adv. -,
Ion. -, earnestly, sharply, Hdt., Aeschin. From-, f. , to turn about, turn round, Eur.

;

. to make a sudden tack, Thuc. ; but also

to put an enemy to flight, Xen. b. intr. to turn
about, turn round, II., Hdt., Att. :

—

to return,

. T. 2. to turn towards, Theogn. ;

, ' Plut. :

—

. to press a pledge

upon one, Soph. b. intr. to turn towards,

Xen. 3. to turn from an error, to correct, make
to repent, Luc. b. intr. to repent, . T. 4. to

curve, twist, torment, Ar. II. Med. and Pass.,

esp. in aor. 2 pass, [] :

—

to ttirn oneself

round, turn about, constantly turn-

ing, to look behind one, Hdt. ; with acc,

turned to gaze on it, Eur. ;

turned about, changed, Soph. 2. to go back- and
for-wards, wander over the earth, Hes. :—c. acc loci,

to turn to a place, Eur. 3. to turn the mind
towards, to pay attention to, c. gen., Theogn., Soph. :

—absol. to recover oneself, pay attention, Hdt.,

Dem. 4. c acc. to visit, Eur. 5. part. pf.
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pass, , =, earnest, vehement,
Hdt. Hence

[], Adv. turning this way and that

•way, right and left, Horn. : also, . back-

and for-wards, h. Horn., ,() a turning about, twisting,

Plat. II. intr. a turning or wheeling about, of

men turning to bay, Soph. ; re-

newed assaults of ills, Id. :—of ships, a putting abovit,

tacking, Thuc. 2. a turn of affairs, reaction,

Id. 3. attention paid to a person or thing-,

regard, Soph., etc. 4. a moving up and down in

a place, occupation of them,

Aesch. ; ., of the duties of hos-

pitality, Id., ov,() having dealings with,

conversant with, c. gen., Od., Aesch.

or —, v..-, Frequentat. of, to visit orfre-

quent a place, c. acc. loci, Od. :—Med. to go in and
out of, frequent, visit, occupy, Aesch., Eur.-,,() the lintel on the top of pillars,
the epistyle, architrave, Plut., for, 2 sing, imper. of.-', f. ], to harass yet more with frivo-

lous accusations.-, f. , to collect and bring to a place,

to gather together, . T. Hence,, , a gathering or being gathered to-

gether, . T.€-7, f. , to renew a war, Plut.-,, to push forward together, Plut.-, to run together to a place, . T.,, <ztos, to, the trail or track made by dragging
a thing, Xen. From- [], to drag or trail after one, in Med., Luc. :

—Pass, to crawl along, Xen. II. to do anything
in a slovenly way, to slur over, Lys.; con-

fusedly, Dem. ; often in part. pf. pass, slovenly, care-

less, Luc.-,, , a gathering together against, a
riotous meeting, . T.-, later-, f. , to slaughter over or

upon, of sacrifices offered at a tomb, Eur., Xen. II.

to kill after or besides, Id.€-3, , () prone to fall, unstable,
precarious, Plat., Dem. :—Adv.,
to be in danger, Plut.-, later form of-.-, f. £, to bind, clasp tight, Anth.-, f. Att. , to put a seal on, to confirm,
ratify, Anth. II. as Dep., to

put as a seal upon, impress upon, Plat. ; also as Pass.
to be impressed, marked, Anth. Hence, , 6, one who seals or signs, Luc.

[],,() bands, clasps or hooks, which
fastened the greaves() over the ankle, II. II.

the ankle, Anth.- and-, ov, on the ankle, Anth.-, Adv. near at hand, hard by, h. Horn,, poet, for, aor. 2 of, to hold
in, check, Aesch.

303-, Adv. () in a row, one after another,
II. II. of Time, by degrees, Theocr., Ion. -, , () a thing held out, a
pretext, Od.,, ,() a checking, hindrance, de-

lay, reluctance, lingering, Od., Thuc.-, f. [], to 7nake strong or powerful,
Xen. II. intr. to prevail, be tirgent, N.T.-, strengthd. for -, to hold or direct to-

wards, II.; ' against one, Hes. II. to restrain,

withhold, check, Id., Att. :—c. gen. to restrain from
a thing-, Od. 2. intr. to leave off, stop, wait, Thuc;
imper., hold, Eur., aor. 2 part, of.-, Ep.-, , the metal hoop
round the felloe (), the tire of a wheel, U.,,,(j an injunction, command,
Plat., Aeschin. II. a reserve force, Plut., rjpos, ,() a commander, Xen., ov, {) drawn up behind, 01 '-

the reserve of an army, Thuc.-, f., to labour yet more, Thuc., Ion. for.-, =, to push home a bolt, Od.
eiriTafis,, ,() an injunction, .

the assessment of the tribute, Hdt.,, , disturbance, confusion, Plat. From-, Att. -, f. , to trouble or disquiet
yet more, Hdt., Luc.--, , , Ep. for, a helper, defender,
ally, Horn. ; . in fight, II. 2. a master,,

lord, Orac. ap. Hdt.-, , , () a stretching of strings,

Plat.

eiri-, Att.-, f., to put ttpon one as a duty,
to enjoin, Hdt., etc. :—c. dat. pers. et inf. to

order one to do, Id., Att. :— absol. to impose com-
mands, Thuc. ; on one, Soph. :—Pass, with f. med.-, aor. 1—, pf.- :

—

to accept

orders, submit to commands, Eur., Ar. ; c. acc. rei,

Thuc. :—of things, to be ordered, -
Hdt. ; orders given,

Id. II. to place next or beside, Id., Xen. :

—

Med., tovs they had the cavalry

placed next, Thuc. 2. to place behind, c. gen., Hdt.

:

absol. to place in reserve, Plut. :—Med., Xen. 3.

to set in command over, 01 set as guards
over the waggons, Thuc.- [], ov, () over a tomb, . a
funeral oration, spoken over citizens who had fallen

in battle, such as that of Pericles in Thuc.- [], f. , to hasten on, urge forward,
Thuc., aor. 1 inf. of.-, f .- : Ion. impf .

:

—

to stretch

upon or over a place, Hdt. :—Pass., in tmesi,

Od. 2. to stretch as on a frame,
tighten, of musical strings, Plat. : metaph. to increase

in intensity, to increase ,
augment, Id. 3. to urge on,

incite, Xen. ; . to exert himself,

Plut. II. Pass, to be stretched as on the rack,

Plat. 2. to be on the stretch, to be strained or con-
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traded, Id.; eV. to devote oneself to books,

Luc. 3. to hold out, endure, Xen.-€, f. Att. , to build a fort on the frontier

as a basis of operations against the enemy, Thuc,
Xen. :—metaph., or. to plant them like such

forts, Dem. Hence, ewj, , the bitilding a fort on the enemy*s
frontier, the occupation of it, Thuc; and7€, aros,, afort placed on the enemy'sfron-
tier, Thuc, Xen., etc. ; c. g'en.,

fortresses which command his country, Dem. 2.

metaph., . a barrier or obstacle to a thing-

,
|

Id.; and!6,., , =, Thuc, Xen.-,, £., to complete a sacrifice, Plut. Hence, ecus, , accomplishment, completion, Plut.

e-jri-TeXeoj, f. eW, to complete, finish, accomplish, Hdt.,

Thuc : esp. of the fulfilment of oracles, visions, vows
or promises, Id. II. to discharge a religious

service, Hdt. III. to pay in full, Id. :—metaph.
in Med., rod to have to pay, be

subject to, the burdens of old ag-e, Xen. ; iir.

to have to pay the debt of death, Id.-, es, (reAos) brought to an end, completed,
accomplished, Hdt., etc.-^ : aor. 1 -4\ : pf. -4, pass, -re-

:

—

to lay upon, enjoin, prescribe, ordain, com-
mand, or Horn. :—c. dat. pers. only, to give
orders to, II. :—c. dat. pers. et inf. to order him to

do, lb. :—also in Med., just like the Act., Ib. II.

Pass, to rise, of stars, Hes.:—metaph., of love, Theogn.€-€, Ion.- : f.- : aor. 2:—
to cut on the surface, make a?i incision into, gash,
Lat. incidere, Hdt., Aeschin. : — Med.,

to gash their arms, Hdt. II. to

cut short, to abridge, Plut.-,, , () at the birth, about to bring
forth, Hdt., Luc.--, es, 4 pleasing, delightful, h. Horn.,

Plut. :—Adv. -, Id. II. devoted to plea-

sure, Id.-., Pass, to rejoice or delight in a thing, c.

dat., Od., Hes.!€&, pf. pass, of.«, pf. pass, of :,
Ion. 3 pi.€-€, f.-, Dep. to contrive for a pur-

pose or to meet an emergency, to invent, Hdt. 2.

to contrive against, Luc. Hence, ecus, , contrivance for a purpose, inven-
tion, Thuc. ; and, , artificially made, Luc., a, ov, Ion. -€, 4, € : regul. Comp. and
Sup.—, Ion.—,- :

.) :
—

made for an end or purpose, fit or adapted for it,

statable, convenient, 4s , Hdt., Plat. ; c. inf.,

. fit to ride in, Hdt. ; .-
convenient to be put out of the way, Thuc. ; Iir.

a pleasant person to live with, Eur. ; «.
deserving to suffer, Dem., also, [], c
inf., Hdt. II. usefid, serviceable, necessary , 1.

of things, fit or serviceable for, c dat., Thuc; is

—.
j

. to their advantage, Id. ; of treaties, omens, favour-
\

able, Hdt. :—esp. as Subst., necessaries,

provisions, Lat. commeatus, Id., Thuc, etc 2. of

persons, serviceable, friendly , Hdt., Thuc;
conformable to his will, Hdt. : as Subst., c. gen., a
close friend, Lat. necessarius, Thuc. III. Adv.-, Ion. —4, studiously, carefully, Hdt. 2.

suitably, conveniently, fitly, Id.;—Comp.-,
Id. Hence,, , fitness, suitableness, Plat.', Adv. such as may serve the purpose, enough,
or of set purpose, advisedly , studiously , Lat. consulto,

de industria, Horn. ;—in Hdt. and Att. written proparox.,

Hdt. ; Dor. Theocr. :—also de-

signedly, deceitfidly , Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.)€€,,, a pursuit, busi?iess, practice, Lat.
studium, Thuc, Plat.; and-, ,, devotion or attention to a pursuit,

Thuc, Plat., etc. ; refinements of

life, Eur. From, impf. : aor. 1- : pf.-, pass,-, (as if it were a compd.
of,, but there is no such Verb ; and
must be formed directly from) :

—

to pursue or

practise a thing, make a practice of, make it one's

business, Lat. studere rei, c. ace, Hdt., Att. :—also,

eV. to invent for a purpose, Hdt. :—Pass, to

be done with pains and practice, to be made so and so

by art, Id. ; of dogs, to be trained, Xen. 2. c. inf.

to take care to do, use to do, Hdt., Plat., Adv. of, Ion. for., ov, overlaid with gold : metaph. counterfeit,

Anth. From
eiri-, f. £, to melt tipon, pour when melted over
a thing, Hdt., Plut.-, f., to look out for, Ar., Thuc, etc.-., f. -- : pf.-: the Pass, is mostly
furnished by : A. Act. to lay, put or

place iipon, of offerings laid on the altar, meats on
the table, etc, c. dat., Od., Att.; also c. gen., II.,

Hdt. :—c. acc. only, eV. to apply salves, II. ; ., to set it up, Hdt. II. to put on a coverin^-

or lid, Od. ; 4, i. e. put a stone as

a door to the cave, put it before the door, Ib. : to. put
a door to, shut it, II., Horn. III. to put to,

grant or give besides, II. 2. of Time, to add, bring
on, Od. IV. or to put
an end to them, II. 2. to put on as a finish,-

Ib. ; . (v. sub)
Dem. V. to impose or inflict a penalty,

Od. ; , . Hdt. VI.
like4, to dispatch a letter, Id., Dem. VII.
to give a name, Hdt., Plat.

B. Med. to put on oneself or for oneself, II.,

Eur. II. to set oneself'to, apply oneself to, employ
oneself on or in, c. dat., Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. to

make an attempt upon, attack, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. 3. absol.,

he practised justice with assiduity, Hdt. IV.
to bring on oneself, Aesch. : also to cause a
penalty to be imposed, Thuc. V. to lay com-
mands on, Hdt. VI. to give a name, Od.
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-,, £., to lay a value upon, Lat. aestimare :

hence, 1. to shew honour to, Hdt. 2. to

raise in price :—Pass, to rise in price, Dem. II.

of judges, to lay a penalty on a person, Hdt. 2. c.

acc. to censure, Dem. ; also c. dat., Id. : absol., Thuc.
Hence,, , censure, criticism, Thuc. ; and,, , a chastiser, censurer, Aesch., Eur., opos, , an avenger, Od.€., , the condition of an, the enjoy-

ment of civil rights, opp. to, Aeschin., Dem.,, mostly in pi.,, the value, price,

or estimate of a thing, i. e., 1. the honours paid to

a person, Soph. 2. assessment of damages or

penalties, Hdt., Eur. ; for these things, Aesch.

;

. the wages of ungodliness, Soph.; in

sing., to exact the penalty, Aesch.-, ov, {) of a citizen, in possession of his

rights and franchises (), opp. to, Ar.,

Thuc.-, ov, at the breast, a suckling, Theocr.-, f.-, to wound on the surface, Anth.*-, only in aor. 2 -,, inf.-

:

—to

bear patiently, be patient, II.,,,( n) the rising ofa star, Eur., Thuc.--, f. -, to sztbmit or endure to do, c. inf.,

Od. : absol., he stood firm, lb., ,() a cutting on the surface, in-

cision, Aeschin. II. an epitome, abridgment, Cic.

eirirovos, ov,() on the stretch, strained:—-
tovos (sc. ), , a rope for stretching or tightening,

the back-stay of a mast (opp. to), Od. 2., , the sinews of the shoulder and arm, Plat.-, Dep. to shoot at, c. dat., II., Luc., Dor. part, of, q. v.-8€, f ., to make into a tragic story, ex-

aggerate, Luc. : to add in exaggeration, Plut.-, ov,() on or at table, Luc.
eiriTp&ireowi, Ep. for.
eiriTpeirTeov, verb. Adj. one must permit, Xen.; so in

pi. Hdt. From
eTri-Tperrw, Ion. — : f.- : aor. —,
Ion.-: aor. 2- :—Pass, and Med., Ion.

aor. - : aor. 2 pass,-, med. --
:—properly to turn towards, in aor. 2 med.,

bs thy mind inclined itself to

ask, Od. 2. to ttirn over to, to commit or entrust to

another as trustee, guardian, or vicegerent, Horn., Hdt.,

Att. ; c. inf., crol he left it to you
to work, II. 3. c. dat. only, to trust to, rely upon,
Horn., Hdt. : to refer the matter to a person, leave it

to his judgment, Ar., Thuc. :—so in Med. to entrust
oneself, leave one's case to, Hdt. 4. Pass, to

be entmsted, (3 pi. pf. for) . ; (sc.')
heaven's gate is committed to them (to open

and to shut), lb. ;—also c. acc. rei,

I am entrusted with a thing, Hdt., Thuc. II.

to give up, yield, II. ; .
c. inf. to permit, suffer, Hdt., Att. 2. intr. to

yield, give way, II., Hdt. III. to command,
Xen.

€71^, 305-, f.- : pf .- : aor. 2 pass. e-7re-- [] :

—

to rear upon :—generally, to support,

maintain, Hdt. II. Pass, to grow up after, as
posterity, Lat. succrescere, Id. ; to grow up as a
successor, Id.- : f .— : aor. 2- : rarely aor.

I -: pf.- Xen.; poet, :—
to run upon or at, for the purpose of attack, II. ; of

dogs, Od. ; so in Att. to make an assault upon,
Thuc, Xen. 2. to run after, in haste,

eagerly, Hdt., Plat. II. to run over a space, II. :

to run over or graze the surface, lb. 2. to be

spread over, of a mist, Od. :—c. acc,
when the billow runs over the deep, Soph. 3.

to overrun, as an army does a country, Hdt.,
Thuc. 4. to run over, to treat lightly of, Lat.

percurrere, Xen. III. to run close after, II.

eiri- [t], f. : aor. 2 pass, [t] :

—

to

rub on the surface, to crush, Ar. :—Pass, to be galled,
Id. 2. metaph. to afflict, distress, destroy, ruin,
Hdt., Ar. ; of an actor, to murder a character, Dem. :

—Pass, to be utterly destroyed or undone, Solon, Ar. ;

be hung I Ar.€-€, f. -, to be trierarch beyond the

legal time, Dem. Hence,, , the burden of a trierarchy

continued beyond the legal term, Dem.,, ov,() rubbed down, well worn :

metaph. of persons, practised, cunning, Soph. ; -
the rogue, Ar.-, ov, one and a third, i.e. 1 + \ or -f,

Plat. II. (sc. ), , a loan of
which \ is paid as interest, i. e. 33^-^. cent., Xen., a, ov,() delegated, Hdt.,() to be a trustee, administrator,
guardian, governor, Hdt., Xen. 2. c. acc. to

govern, administer, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; .
to be his guardian, Thuc :—Pass., -

to be ill treated by one's guardians, Dem., ,() a reference to an arbiter, Thuc,
Dem. II. an action against a guardian, Id.«, ov, () one to whom a charge is

entrusted, a trustee, administrator, Hdt. : a governor,
viceroy, Id., Dem. 2. a guardian, Hdt., Thuc.

[],() Adv. trippingly, fluently

,

glibly, Horn., ov,(^ voluble, glib, Luc.
eiri-, to murmur beside or over, Babr.-, f.- : aor. 2 --yov

:

—to eat

with or after, Luc.-, f.- : aor. 2:—properly,

to hit the mark : hence to light or fall upon, meet
with, 1. c. dat., Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. c. gen.,

Ar.,Thuc. 3. absol., , like <5, the

first person one meets, any one, Hdt., Plat. II.

to attain to, reach, gain one's end, c. gen. rei, Xen.,

Dem. 2. c. part, to succeed in doing, Hdt. 3.

c. dat. modi, to be successful in a thing, Aeschin. :

absol. to succeed, be successful, Plat., Xen. III.

eV. to read it, Luc-, , ov, () at or over a tomb,

Aesch. II. crested, a name given to larks, Theocr.
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36 -, , = foreg., Aesch., Soph,

[], Pass, to be inflamed ;

furious, rabid, Plat., aor. 2 inf. of4/., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.- : aor. 1 -, later- :

—

to shew forth, display, shew off, Theogn. :—Pass, to

come into light, come suddenly into view, II., Hdt. :

—to present oneself, shew oneself, appear, Id. II.

intr. to shew light, shine upon, c. dat., . T.

[], , manifestation, Plut. II. visible

surface : outward show, distinction, Plat., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., 4s, coming to light, appearing, of gods, Hdt.,

etc. 2. in full view, in., of a place

commanded by another, Thuc. 3. manifest, evi-

dent, of proofs, Id. II. of men, conspicuous,

famous, distinguished by rank, Hdt. ; notable, for

well or ill, Thuc, Xen. 2. of things, remarkable,

Hdt. III. Adv. -v&s, openly, Thuc. : Sup. --, Id., ,() in the light, alive, Soph.-, , {) at the manger, Xen.-, () to shine upon, . .-, f . : aor. 1- : aor. 2 iir-fjvey-

:

—

to bring, put or lay upon, II., etc. ; im-, Lat. bellum inferre, to make war
upon him, Hdt., Att. ; so, in. Aesch., etc. :

—

absol. to attack, assail, Ar. 2. to bring offer-

ings to the grave, Thuc. 3. to bring as a charge

against, Hdt., Att. ; so, in. ', to

impute it to him, Hdt., etc. 4. to confer or impose
upon, in good or bad sense, Thuc. 5. to add to,

increase, Id. II. Med. to bring with or upon
oneself, bring as dowry, Dem. III. Pass, to

rush upon or after, attack, assault, II., Hdt., Att. 2.

to be borne onwards, Hdt. 3. to come after or

next, ensue, , coming events, Id.-, f ., to utter words ominous of the event,

in Med., Hdt. 2. topromise according to an omen,
c. inf., Eur. II. to assign as authority to a
thing, tovs Dem. 2. c. acc. et inf. to allege

that, Plut. III. to dedicate or devote to a god,
Luc. Hence,,, a word of ominous import, Thuc.- [], to reach first, part. aor. 2, Batr.-, f. ^\, Dep. to utter after or in
accordance, Lat. accinere, Aesch., Plat. 2. to utter,

pronounce, Id. II. to call to, Luc.-',. 7?<r&>, tobeargrudge against,Tivi Od.,Hdt.-,, liable to envy orjealousy
,
regarded with

jealousy, odious, Hdt., Att. :

—

, c. inf.

'tis invidious, hateful to . . , Hdt., Ar. :

—

'-
vov jealousy, odium, Thuc. 2. act. bearing a
grudge against, Aesch. : absol. injurious, Id. II.

Adv., to be liable to his hatred,

Thuc. ; in. np0s Xen. ; in.

in an odious manner, Thuc.-, =, to spit at, so as to avert a spell,

(Dor. part.) Theocr. :—also to mutter, Id.-, Dep. to labour earnestly at,

Xen.

-', f . £, to burn up, consume, II., Hdt. ; in.

to set fire to it, Thuc. 2. metaph. to

inflame, excite, Aesch., Plut. II. intr. to be

scorching hot, Luc.-, , frightful, terrible, Aesch.-, f., to come habitually to, visit again
and again, Tb or 01 the

visitors, Hdt. ; the wine-jars which
are regularly imported, Id. ; in. is . . to go about to

different places, Thuc. 2. c. dat., anavios in.

visits them rarely, of the Phoenix, Hdt. 3. c. acc.

pers., of visions, to haunt, Id., , () a bringing to or besides : a
donative, addition made to one's pay, Thuc.-, f . -\, =44, to put upon, lay over,

Hdt., Ar., etc. Hence,, , in pi. dishes served up besides or

after, dessert, Hdt., etc., , () carrying towards, Thuc. :

favourable, Aesch. II. of ground, sloping,

Plut. III. near the time of bringingforth, Xen.-, f. , to say besides, Hdt. II. Med.,
with aor. 1 med. and pass,-

: 1. c. inf. to think of doing, take into one's

head to do, Horn. 2. c. acc. to think on, devise,

contrive, Od., Hdt. :—absol., a>5e inrfpao~6eis having
come to this conclusion, Id. ;- by

her own mother wit, Id. 3. to notice, observe,

Horn. :

—

to recognise, Od. :

—

to acquaint oneself with,

take cognisance of, II.

Iiri-, Att. -, f. , to block up, Theophr. :

—Med., in. .> to stop one's ears, Luc., Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 med.
opt. of foreg.

im-', to be shrewd, prudent ; in part. fern. eVt-, carefully, Od., ,() thoughtfulness, Od.-, , keeping watch over, Eur.

eiri-, , () thoughtful, sage, Od.6-5, , ' (/>) distributed to the tribes, Eur.-, t5os, -,{) the small grapes leftfor
gleaners, Anth. : hence, Ar. calls poetasters-
5ey, mere gleanings., f . , to plant over or upon a thing, Ar.-, f. [], to produce on or besides,

Theophr. II. Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act.,, to grow upon, c. dat., Hdt. :
—

of dogs, to stick close to, Plut. 2. to be bom after, Id.

eirt-, f. , to mention by name, tell of,

Soph. 2. to say upon or with respect to, or els

Plut. 3. to call out or address to, Id. Hence, utos, , a witty saying, Plut. ; and, ecos, , acclamation, a cry, Plut.-, (, $) to draw towards dawn, . T.,-, later form of, Luc.-, to rejoice over, exult over, mostly of malig-

nant joy, c. dat., Soph., Dem. ; absol., Ar., etc. 2.

rarely in good sense, to rejoice in another's joy, c. acc,
<re ed Soph.-, to shower hail upon, Luc.-, f. [], to loosen, slacken, Luc. II.

intr. to give way, relax, Aesch.



--, f. , to forge upon an anvil : metaph.,
iir. to forge or mould to one's purpose, Ar.-, ov, covered with copper or brass, Hdt., Ar.--, Att.-, to engrave upon, Plut.-, 4s, () gratifying, agreeable, Aesch.-, Dep. to quote as a good joke, Luc.-, f. Att., Dep. to make a present

of a thing-, c. ace, Xen. 2. intr.,e- (Boeot.

fore-, aor. imper.) 4 be civil to him,

Ar.-, , , neut. -, pleasing, agreeable,

charming, Aesch., Xen. :— 4- pleasantness of
manner, Id.—The Comp. and Sup. are 4-*-
pos,- (as if from 4), Id. : Adv. is also, Id., Boeot. Adv. of4.,, aros, ,() an object of malignant
joy, Eur., Theocr. II. malignant joy, Eur., ov,) wherein one feels joy,

delightsome, Aesch., Soph. 2. wherein one feels
malignant joy , sufferings that afford
triumph to my enemies, Aesch. ; ol -4 to see people justly punished is a satis-

faction, Thuc.-, 4s,() full to the brim, brim-full, Ar.-, f., to pass the winter at a place, Thuc.-, f .,() to put one's hand on a thing,

c. dat., Od., Ar. 2. to put one's hand to a work,
set to work at, attempt, c. dat., Hdt., Att. :—rarely

c. ace, Theogn., Plat. :—Pass, to be attempted,
Thuc. 3. c. inf. to endeavour or attempt to do,

Hdt., Att. II. to make an attempt on, to set

upon, attack, Hdt., Att.; rivaThuc. ;—absol.,

Hdt., etc. Hence, aros,, an attempt, enterprise, Thuc, Xen., ecus, , an attempt, attack, Hdt., Thuc.

;

€7. tivos to attempt a thing, Id.

or -', verb. Adj. of 44, one must
attempt or attack, Thuc, Plat., ov, , an enterprising person, Thuc.-, , () only in pi., , wages
of manual labour : generally wages, pay, guerdon,
reward, Ar., Plat. :—also in bad sense, v\pyy

4. rewards for proud speech, Aesch. ;4
67. the wages of the sword, i. e. slaughter by it, Soph.-', f., to vote in favour ofa proposed
decree, to sanction by vote, Dem. 2. of magistrates,

to admit one elected to office, ap. Dem. Hence, , a voting by show of hands, Dem.- : f.- (v. 4), 2 pers.4 : aor. 44-
:—Ep. pres., aor. 44, inf. :—to pour water over the hands, Horn., Att. :—metaph.

to pour or shed over, , etc, Horn. 2. of

solids, like, Id.

B. Med. to pour or throw over oneself orfor him-
self, Od. II. to have poured out for one to drink,
4ir. tivos to drink it to any one's health, Theocr.

C. Pass, to be poured over, Xen. : aor. 4-
[tJ], pf.-4 :—metaph., of a crowd of persons, to

stream to a. place,44 (Ep. aor. 2 pass.), II. :

—

to come like stream over, Hdt.-, ov, and later a, ov, upon the earth, earthly,

-^. 307
as epith. of mortals, Horn. ; absol., earthly
ones, men on earth, II.-, f., to make a mock of, Plut. : to say
scornfully , Babr.-, f., to warm slightly, Luc.-, ov, () act. producing bile, 4-] Hdt., f . , to dance to or in honour of a thing,

Ar. II. to come dancing on, Xen.-', f. >, to supply besides, . . :

—Pass., Ib. Hence, -, additional help, . .-( ), only in impf. or aor. 2 44, to

attack, assault, c. dat., II. ;4 44-
beset her, Od.*-, to lend besides, cf.-. II., Dep. to make use of besides, c. dat.,

Eur. 2. c. dat. pers., Lat. uti, to have dealings
with, befriends with, Hdt., Thuc.-',, Dep. to spit upon, Luc.-, ov, smeared over

:

—metaph. spurious,

Lat. fucatus, Luc.-, f. [t], to anoint, besmear, Od. :—Med.
to anoint oneself, Ib. 2. to plaster over, 4
. . ; with a thing, Luc.-, ov, overlaid with gold, Hdt., Xen.-, f. , to lay on like colour, Plat.- and-, f .-, to smear over, colour

on the surface, tinge, with a thing, Luc.,-', f. , to give way, yield, to one,

Soph. 2. to forgive, Plut. II. to come to-

wards, join as an ally, Lat. accedere alicui, Thuc,
Xen. III. to go against the enemy, Id., to be in the habit of visiting, Plat.; .· to be occupied with, Luc. From-5, , ov, or , ov, () in or of the

country : 1. of persons, 01 4. the people of the

country, natives, Hdt., al.; ol Soph.,

Eur. 2. of things, of or used in the country, Hdt.,

Ar. ;—often, 4, the custom of
the country, custom, fashion, Id., Thuc, etc. ; 4-

ov, c. inf., as is the custom of our country,

Thuc. II. Adv. -, Ar.-, old Att. for4-.-, f., to touch on the surface, touch lightly,

handle, c. gen., Hes., Hdt., Att. ; bxiyov4, i. e. if one gets ever so little of the

night, i. e. sleeps ever so little, Theocr. :—metaph. to

touch lightly upon, Lat. strictim attingere, Hdt. II.

intr.,' bhiyov irep 4\\) who can reach

ever so little way by his wits, Od.-, old Att.-, to keep dropping,4, of small rain, 'tis drizzling, Ar.-', , a curb-chain, Anth.-, Dep. to lie still more, Xen. II. to

attribute falsehood to, Luc. HI. to

falsify a number, Plut.-, to feel by passing the hand over the

surface, Plat.; 4. to feel for it, Id.-, f. Att. , to put a question to the vote

(the office of the President) in the Athenian Senate or

Assembly, 4. , yva Aeschin., Dem. ; c. inf. to
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put it to the vote that . . , Thuc. 2. absol. to put
the question, Id., Xen. 3. . toput the question

for or at the instance of any one, Hdt. 4. .
tovs to put the question to them, take their

votes, Plat. II. Pass, to be put to the vote,

Aeschin. III. Med., of the voters, to vote, Luc.-, op, exposed to blame, blameworthy , Xen. :

—Adv. -yctis, Plut. II. act. censorious, Aesch.- [], to cool, Plut.-,, at, places of shelter for ships, roadsteads,

Od.-, part, of- {el ibo)., aor. pass, of.
[], aor. pass, of., aor. of., syncop. for, aor. 2 act. of :— or,, sync, for,,, 2

and 3 sing. aor. 2 med.|, aor. 1 of., aor. 2 pass, of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. pass, of., Ion. impf. of.,, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.-, ov,{) presiding over thefurrows, Anth.,, Ion. for —.- [], Dep. to lament over a thing, Anth., v.., aor. 1 pass, of.', f .,{) to go as settler or colonist to

a place, to settle in a place, c. ace, Eur. ;

Xen. II. to be settled with hostile views against,
Thuc. : Pass., rtf De-

celeia is occupied as a base of operations against the

country, Id.-', f. , to build up, Thuc. 2. to

build upon, Xen. II. to rebuild, Id., Dem.-, b, one who has settled among strangers, a
settler, alien, Soph., Plat. 2. a colonist, Ar.,

Thuc. II. as Adj. neighbouring, Aesch. : hence
again as Subst. a neighbour, one near, Soph.-, to have compassion on, Soph. ; absol.,

Aesch.-, f. , to compassionate, c. ace, Soph,
e-rroi, ov, pitiable, piteous, Aesch.-, ov, piteous, Aesch.4-, f.-, to lament over, Aesch., fut. of.-', = sq., Anth.-, Dep. to go towards, approach, c. ace, Od.,
Theogn. 2. to approach with hostile purpose, set on,
attack, c. ace, II. II. to go over, traverse, lb. 2.

to go round, visit in succession (cf. { ibo)

III), of one who hands round,
Od. ; of a general, to go round, inspect, Horn.

;

and absol. to go the rounds, II. 3. of Apollo and
Artemis to visit with death, Horn. 4. to go over or

ply one's work, Id. ; iffrbv £. to ply the loom, Lat.

percurrere telam, Id. :—absol. in partie, busily, II.-', —, to run a ship ashore, Hdt.,
Thuc. 2. of the ship, to run aground, Id.-, <, ev, uneven, projecting, Anth.-, f .-, to slip or glide upon, Anth.

.-, f . |, to shout for joy, at or to one,

Aesch.; over or at a thing, Id. ;—also in Med., Id., to follow : v..-', f ., to pour rain upon, Anth., , heavy rain, abundance of wet, wet
weather, Ar. From-, ov, very rainy, Arist.- and -vu : f.— : aor. 1- :

—

to

swear after, swear accordingly, Od. : to take an oath

besides, Thuc. 2. c. ace pers., to swear by, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. : so in Med., ap. Dem. 3. c. ace rei, to

swear to a thing, Xen. 4. e inf. to swear that,

Hdt., Eur.; so in Med., Dem. 5. absol. in aor. 1

part., zipon oath, Hdt., Xen.-, a, ov,{) on the navel or central

point, on the boss of the shield (Lat. timbo), II.

eirovdcra, Dor. for-, aor. 1 of.-, ov,{) to be reproached, shameful,
ignominious, Eur., Plat. ;££ is matter

of reproach, Dem.-, f ., to give a surname : to name or call

so and so, Thuc, Plat. :—Pass, to be named, tivos

or tivos after one, Thuc, Eur. :

—

to be surnamed,
Thuc. II. to pronounce a name, Hdt.-, Dep., only in pres. and impf. to regard
with awe, to reverence, Od., Theogn., a cry to mimic that of the hoopoe ), Ar., , epic poetry or an epic poem, Hdt. From-, b, {) an epic poet, Hdt.-, f., to roast besides or after, Od., f.,(^) to look over, overlook, watch,

of an overseer, Od., Aesch., etc. :—also, to visit, punish,
Id., Plat. II. to become an, be ad-

mitted to the highest mysteries, Ep. Plat. ; proverb.

to attain to the highest earthly happiness, Ar., rjpos, 6, — sq., of tutelary gods, Aesch., ov, , {4, f. of £) an overseer,

watcher, £. a spectator, Aesch. ; . -
T-qy Dem. II. one admitted to the

highest mysteries, Plut. Hence, -,, of or for an, ' .
the highest mysteries, Plat., Ion. for.-', f . , to hold out to, give yet more, II. ; so

in Med., Solon. II. Med. to stretch oneself to-

wards, reachingforward to strike, II. 2

.

metaph. to rise in one's demands, Hdt.', Ion. for.-, to set upright, of the voice, to lift up,

Aesch. ; absol., . y0ois to lift up the voice in

wailing, Id.--, to utter aloud, Eur.-,-', Ion. for -.- and- : f .- : aor. 1- :
—to stir up,

arouse, excite, II. 2. to rouse and send against,

c. dat., sent sleep tipon her, Od. II.

Pass,, with pf. 2 act., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2

pass, :

—

to rise against, assault, fly upon one,

c. dat., II. ; absol., Ib. :—of things, c. inf., Od.-, f. , to rush violently at or upon, c. dat.,

II. ; absol., Ib. : to rush after, i. e. to seek him, Ib. ; of

sleep, to overtake, Od.



eiropcrov', aor. imper. of.-', Dep. to dance to the tune of, c. gen., Dem., cos, ,( a) : I. word, Od., etc. :—
tale, story, lay, lb. 2. a pledged word, promise,

II., etc. 3. a word of advice, cotmsel, lb. 4.

ifAe wore? o/ a deity, a prophecy, oracle, Od., Hdt.,

Trag. :—later also, a saying, saw, proverb, Hdt. 5.

the meaning, substance, subject of a speech, a thing or

matter, II. II. Phrases :

—

%pyov

sooner said than done,' Hdt. 2.

word by word, exactly, Ar. 3.

nothing- to the purpose, Plat. 4. &s or

&>s , so to say, as the saying is, Eur., etc. 5.

in one word, briefly, Hdt. III. in pi.

poetry in heroic verse, epic poetry, opp. to (lyric

poetry), etc., Id., Att. : also, generally, poetry, Pind. 2.

in sing, a verse or line of poetry, Hdt., Ar.-, f. , to yell out, utter lamentably, Eur.- [], f., to stir up, excite, urge on, Horn.,

Hdt., etc. ; c. inf., II., etc. ; c. dat. et inf.,

to urge them to burn, Od. 2. c.

acc. rei, to stir zip against, lb. ; asyyeXias . sends

urgent messages, lb. ;

gave the signal for engagement to the men-at-arms,

Thuc. :—Med., let us %irge on
our escort, Od. :—Pass, to press on, hasten, Aesch.-, , ov, (.) on the tail, Anth.

Iir-oupeivios, ov, in heaven, heavenly, Horn. 2.

the gods above, Theocr. :

—

. the

phenomena of the heavens, Plat.-, — sq., to waft onwards, Luc.-, f. , to blow favourably upon, of a fair

wind (), . to fill the sail, Luc. :—
metaph., . to turn one's mind successfully

to a thing, Eur. : c. acc. cogn.,-, .
(of the Erinyes) to send after him a gale of mur-

derous breath, Aesch.

eir-ovpos, ov, blowing favourably ,
Soph.-, to owe besides or still, Thuc.-, to cast longing glances at, c. dat., or

TTpOS Plut.-, Pass, with fut. med., to be carried upon,

ride upon, c. dat., II. ; absol., &
a camel to ride on, Xen.-, f . , to carry water by sluices or courses,

Lat. derivare, Plat., , () a check, cessation : the epoch of a

star, i. e. the point at which it seems to halt after

reaching the zenith, Plut.-9, a, ov, () on ox of the mountains, Anth., , the saddle-cloth, housing, Xen. From, ov, () mounted upon a horse, chariot,

ship, c. gen. vel dat., ,
Aesch. : metaph., . words borne on
madness, i. e. frantic words, Eur. 2. absol. having
a good seat on horseback, Xen. II. pass.,. navigable by ships, Plut.", ottos, 6, the hoopoe, Lat. upupa, Ar.-, ov, () for eating with bread, Anth., ov,() that can be looked on, Soph., ov, (otyis)full in view, conspicuous, Soph. II.

act. overlooking all things, of gods, Id.

39-,, , a view over, ' .
so far as the view from the temple reached, Hdt. ;

to view the sea-fight, Thuc., fut. of, with no pres. in use.

[], aor. pass, of., aor. 2 of.', Ep. for, aor. of, Hes., Ion. for, aor. pass, of., Ion. for, aor. of.-, aor. of.
[], aor. 2 of.', ol, at,, indecl. seven, Lat. septem, Horn., etc.-, ov, of seven bulls'

1

-hides, II.-, , — ioreg., Soph.-,, ov, worth seven, Theocr.-, , —, seven years old, Plat. :—fern.

—, idos, Anth. II. parox., , of
sevenyears: neut. 3.S Adv.for sevenyears, Od.--, , , , indecl. seventeen, Hdt., etc.-, , , neut.-, ij feet long, Plat.', , ov, seventeenth, Thuc.--, ol, at, , seven and twenty. Hence-, , 2 years old, Anth., poet,- [], Adv. seven times, La.t.septies,Ar.,

etc.-- [], , a, seventy-thousand, Hdt., etc.- [], , a, seven-thousand, Hdt., etc.-, ov, with seven couches or beds, Xen., , a, seven hundred, Hdt., etc.-, ov, () of seven lances, i. e. seven

bodies of spearmen, Soph,-, ov, on seven hills, of Rome, Anth.-, ov, (-fjv) born in the seventh month, Hdt.-, ov, seven-stringed, Luc, Anth.- or-,, the seven districts, Plut., Dor. for, 3 pi. aor. of.-, , gen. , seven cubits long, Hdt., etc.-, , , () seven feet long, II., Hes.

-iropos, ov, with seven paths, of the Pleiads, Eur.

£-7), ov, () with seven gates, epith. of

Boeotian Thebes, Horn., etc. ;—Egyptian Thebes being.-, ov, seven-towered, of Thebes, Eur., etc., aor. 2 of, Od.-, ov, () seven-mouthed, with seven

portals, of Thebes, Eur.-, , with seven walls, of Thebes, Aesch.&, 3 sing. aor. 2 of or.-, ov, seven-toned, Eur.4-9, ov, seven-toned, Eur.-, ov, () seven-voiced, Luc., () Adv. in seven parts, Od.-', =, seven years old, Ar. ; nom. pi.

Plat,, aor. of.-, aor. of., aor. pass, of ()., aor. 2 of., ov, Ion. for.,, Dim. of eVos, a versicle, scrap ofpoetry, Ar., aor. 2 of." (a), to say ; v..
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—

(), to be about, be busy with,' busy

with his armour, II. : cf .-, -,-,-,·.
. Med. :—impf., Ep.:—fut.:—aor. 2 with aspirate, 2 sing. eWeo, inf., part,, imper. ', :

—

to fol-

low, whether after or in company with, Horn. ; c. dat.

pers., Id. :—also ' II., etc. j or

lb., etc. 2. to follow, as attendants, Od. :

—

also to escort, attend, by way of honour, Lat. prosequi,

II. 3. in hostile sense, to pursue, lb. 4. to

keep pace with,' Horn. : metaph. of a man's
limbs, they do his bidding, Id. 5. to follow the

motions of another, the helm
went with his hand, i. e. came off'm his hand, II. 6.

to follow, obey, submit to, Hdt., Att. 7.

simply, to come near, approach, only in imper.,

come on nearer, Horn. 8. to follow up, esp.

in mind, to understand, Plat. II. of Things,

as of honour, glory, etc., II.,

etc. 2. to follow tipon, rjj i). Xen.-, ), () an assessment of an obol in
the drachma, to be paid by the plaintiff, in case he

failed to gain ^ of the votes, Dem.
eir-, Ion. and poet., i), a song sung to or

over : an enchantment, charm, spell, Od., Hdt.,

Att. : c. gen. objecti, a charm for or against a thing,

Aesch., , () singing to or over : as Subst. an
enchanter, Eur. : c. gen. acting as a charm for or

against, Aesch., Plat. 2. pass, sung or said after,

called after this form, Eur. II. in

metre,, , a verse or passage returning at

intervals, a chorus, burden, refrain, as in Theocr. 1

.

-, to cluck, like a sitting bird, Ar.-', f . ), to push on, thrust in, Plut., aor. 1 of-.-, ov, () upon the arm, h. Horn.-, ov, (3>) on the shoulders, Theocr. 1.-, Adv. on the shoulder, Anth.-, , i), () the point of the shoulder,
where it joins the collar-bone, the acromion, Xen. :

—

the shoulder, Anth. 2. thefront or the uppermost
Part of a ship, Id. II. the shoulder-strap of a
tunic, Eur., aor. 1 of., ov,{) on oath, sworn, Soph. II.

pass, witness of oaths, Id., Ion.-,,() a surname, namegiven
after some person or thing, Lat. cognomen, as Polynices,

(from,), Aesch. ; ., to

take a surname, Hdt. ; tivos

after some one, Id.
; e%eti/ . tivos Id., Thuc.

;

. to have the naming of it, i. e. have it

named after one, Id. ; with inf. added, .
he has a name for being, may be said to be,

Plat. 2. generally, a name, Hdt. ; and, , = foreg., Plut.; and, a, ov, poet, for sq., called by the name of,

tivos Hdt. From-, ov,(, Aeol. for) given as a name,

•.~$ Odysseus is the name
given him, Od. ; Al-

cyone they called her by name, II. ; - '
Arete (the Desired) is the name given

her, Od. 2. named besides, surnamed, Hdt. 3.

named after a person or thing, c. gen., Id., rag.

;

also, . tivos Hdt. II. act. giving one's name
to a thing or person, (sc. ), which
gives thee thy name (of Eurysaces), Soph. 2. at

Athens, 01 (sc.), the heroes after whom
the Attic\ had their names, Dem. b.

. the first Archon, who gave his name to the current

year.-,() to observe, watch, Aesch., impf. of.
e7r<A>pcra,aor. 1 of;€,3 sing. Ep.aor. 2 pass,- [], to howl at, Anth., at, () beams projecting like ears on each
side of a ship's bows, whence the anchors were let

down, cat-heads, Eur., Thuc.€-, f., to aid or succour one in a thing,

Soph., etc. ; . to aid or succour, Id. ;

also Id., Eur. II., -
a gift, which would that I never had re-

ceived, Id. Hence,, , a help, store, Soph. ; and, i), help, succour, Anth.-, Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of -, yap[] all the gates were kept shut, II.-, impf. of·'.
*VEPA, 7), the Lat. terra, earth :—hence Adv., to

earth, to the ground, Horn.; Dor. Theocr.&, 2 sing,, Ep. : 2 pi. (like-) ; 3 sing. subj. , Dor. ; opt.

: impf. [a] : fut.) : aor. 1

; also in med. form, Ep. 3 sing., :
—to love, to be in love with, c.

gen. pers., Horn., Eur. II. of things, to love

passionately , longfor, lust after, II., Hdt., Att. 2.

c. inf. to desire eagerly, Theogn., Soph., etc., f. , () lay under contribution,

Dem. 2. c. acc. rei, to collect by contributions, to

beg, borrow, Aeschin. : metaph. to combine, Anth. :

—

Med. to collectfor oneself, borrow, Luc. II. to

assist by contribution, Dem., , , () lovely, of places, Horn., Theocr., b, a meal to which each contributed his share,

Lat. coena collaticia, a pic-nic, Od., Eur. 2.

any contribution, Lat. symbola, such as Athenians

paid to pay for the support of the poor or state-

necessities, Ar. ; 5 he has left his sub-

scriptions unpaid, Dem. ; , simply, to

contribute freely, Id. 3. a kindness, service, favour,
Eur., Thuc, etc. II. a society of subscribers to

a common fund, a club, Dem. (Perh. from .), Dor. for.-, ov,() loving money, Xen.-, ov, lovely, Xen. :

—

beloved, desired, Aesch.,

Xen. : neut. as Adv., Anth., =, to long for, c. gen., Aesch. From, , , () a lover, properly of persons,

Ar., etc. :—metaph. of things, Hdt. ;-



Eur. ; ip. =, Ar. ; ip.

fond of work, Id. ; ip. Xen., 77, ,— ipar6s, beloved, lovely, Plat,, 3 sing, of; but, pass, indie, of., ], , lovely, charming, Horn. ; of a man,
welcome to his comrades, Od., Ep. form of, greedy after

meat, Horn., , , () lovely, charming, II., Hes., etc. :

—neut. as Adv., h. Horn. 2. be-

loved, Tyrtae.-, ov, () fair offace, Anth., Dor. for.', ovs, , Erato, the Lovely, one of the Muses,
Hes. 2. one of the Oceanides, Id.

(a), used in Act. only in pres. and impf. (which in

Poetry are,) : impf. :—Pass., 2 sing-,

opt. , inf., part, :—but
also as Dep., 3 sing-, :

—

to love, to be in
love with, c. gen. pers., Xen., etc. : c. acc. cogn.,

ipav Eur. :—absol., a lover, opp. to -
the beloved one, Hdt. II. of things, to love

or desire passionately , Archil. ;

Aesch. ; and c. inf. to desire to do, Soph., Eur.
(b), to pour out, vomit forth, Aesch., f ., Dor. : aor. 1 -

: pf ., Ion.- :—these tenses are all

depon. ; but some tenses take a pass, sense, v. infr.

Ill : () :

—

to work, labour, properly of husbandry,
Hes., Thuc., etc. ; but also of all manual labour, Od.,

Hdt. :—also of things, as Vulcan's bellows, II. II.

trans, to work at, make, build, Od., Att. 2. to do,

perform, accomplish, Horn., Att. :—c. dupl. acc. to do
something to another, Hdt., etc. ;

Soph., Thuc. 3. to work a material,

Od. ; . to work the land, Hdt. 4.

to earn by working, Id., Att. 5. to work
at, practise, Lat. exercere, Plat. 6. absol.

to work at a trade or business, to traffic, trade,

Dem. III. the pf. pass, is used in act.

sense, as Hdt., Soph.; but also in pass, sense, 1.

to be made or built, Hdt. ;

pas Aesch., etc. 2. to be done, Id.

—The fut. always in pass, sense, Soph.,etc., Ep., Att., poet. aor. 2 inf.

of ', to sever, cut off, II. II. to hold back,

check, Soph., Eur., Ion. -, , {) a tool, instrument,
Hdt., Thuc, etc., Desiderat. of ipyoa, to be about to do, Soph., Ion. -, ,() work, daily labour,

business, Lat. labor, h. Horn., Att. ; ,
c. inf., Lat. da operant tit . . , . . II. a working
at, making, building, Thuc. ;,-

Plat., etc. 2. a working of a material,

Hdt. ; ' Thuc, Ar.,

etc. 3. generally, trade, commerce, Xen., Dem. 4.

a practising, exercising, Plat. 5. a
work of art, production, ipy., of the

Hermae, Thuc
[], ov,() of land, arable, Xen., etc.', verb. Adj. of, one must work the

— epyov. 3 1 1

land, Xen. II. ipy. it must be done
or one must do it, Aesch., Eur.,, ,() a workman, husband-
man, Xen., , any place in which work is done : a
workshop, manufactory , Hdt., Att. : a mine, quarry,
Dem. :

—

a butcher's shop, Ar., , ,() able to work, working,
industriotis, Plat., Xen.

[], , , a workman : esp. one who works
the soil, a husbandman, Hdt., Att. ;

the country-io\k, Ar. 2. as Adj. hard-working,
strenuous, Xen. II. one who practises an art,

c. gen., Id. III. a doer, worker, Soph., Xen., a, ov, producing an income, Plut. ; and, , 6v, given to labour, diligent, active,

Plat. ; of the Nile, from its activity in depositing silt,

Hdt. : Adv.- advantageously, Plut.

[t], , , —, a husbandman,
Theocr. 2. as Adj., active, laborious, Anth. II.

c. gen. 7naking a thing ox practising an art, Id.

[], iSos, fern, of, a workwoman : as

Adj. laborious, industrious, active, Hdt., Soph. II.

c gen. working at or producing a thing, Aesch. ; -
Tapos ipy., of bees, Anth., aTos,, (*) a work, deed, business, Theogn.,

Aesch., etc., =, to confine, Ep. impf., Od.-, , , one who lets out work, opp. to-, Xen., f. &, to contract for the execution of
work, ipy., Lat. statuas conducere facien-
das, Xen. :—absol. to work for hire, ply a trade, Dem.-, ,() one who contracts for the exe-

cution of work, a contractor, Lat. conductor, redemptor

,

opp. to, Plat., , (*>) :

—

work, Horn., etc.;

mind your own business, Horn. : 1. in II.

mostly of deeds of war, II., etc. ; so, iv

epyy during the action, Thuc ; to

engage in battle, Id. 2. of works of indttstry,

tilled lands, fields, farms, Horn. ;
'

(cf. Virgil's hominumque boumque la-

bores), II. ; the tilled lands of Ithaca,

Od. ; so in Att., , etc. :—then,

generally, property, wealth, possessions,

Od. b. of women's work, weaving, Horn. c.

of other occupations, fishing, as a way
of life, Od. ; periphr., works of feasting,

II. ; so, , etc., Xen., etc :—in Att. also of

all kinds of works, such as mines, iron-works, Id.,

Dem. 3. a hard piece of work, a hard task, II. :

also, a shocking deed or act, Lat. facinus, Od. :

—

also, , tpyov a huge

mass, II. 4. a deed, action, often, as opp. to,
deed, not word, Horn. II. a thing, matter,

in every point, II. ; Soph.,

etc III. pass, that which is wrought, a work, of

the arms of Achilles, II. ; metal-work is called

Od., etc. 2. the result of work,

profit on money, Dem. IV. the fol-

lowing pecul. Att. phrases arise from signf. I : 1.
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, a. c. gen. pers. his business, his proper

work, k'pyov Plat. ; so,

it is your business, Aesch. b. c. gen. rei, there is

need of, use of a thing, Eur. c. c. inf. it is hard
work, difficult to do, av '
Xen., etc. ; 'tis no use to lament,

Soph. 2. to give one trouble,

Ar. ; 'ipyov to take trouble, Xen.

-Trwos, b, a husbandman, Anth.", ', Ep. form for the Att.6 or€ :

—fut. , Att. or ', aor. ep|a, Att.

efp|a :—aor. 2, (v. sub) :—cf . Med. and
Pass., f., Att. :—aor. 1, Att.^' :—pf., Ep. 3 pi., Att. €pya ;

Ep.part. :—plqpf., Ep.3 pi.,:—to bar one's way either by shutting in or shutting
out ; I. to shut in, shut up, Lat. includere,

Horn. ; to enclose, bound, 11. ; & 4
vrjas drove them to the ships and shut them up
there, lb. :—of things, to shut it up, Od. :

—Pass., werefenced in, II. ;

well-secured, strong-built, lb. II. to shut out,

Lat. excludere, Horn. ; Od. 2. e.

gen. to shut out or keep away from, II., Hdt., Att.

;

and with Preps., . tivos II. ; c. dat. pers.,' to keep it off from her, Aesch. :

—

Pass., short of death, Aeschin. :

—

Med. to keep oneself ox abstain from, Hdt., Soph. 3.

to hinder, preventfrom doing, Theogn. :—Pass.,

nothing is barred, i. e. all things are permitted,

Soph. :—c. inf., mostly with added ; '
Eur. ; c. inf. only,

Soph.
*', to do work, obsol. Root, for which ,,
ipyoai are used in the pres. : for the fut., aor. 1

and pf., v. '.-, , () irksome, troublesome, Xen., etc.", impf., Ion. :—fut.£ :—aor. 1

:—pf. :—plqpf., Ion. 3 sing. : -
: (v. *) :—to do, Horn., etc.; often c. dupl.

ace, to do something to a person,

II. ; also, or Theogn., etc.;

simply, . to do one harm, Soph. ; .
to work mischief, Aesch. ; 4' tis %v- let each man practise the art he knows, Ar. 2.

to make or offer a sacrifice (v. ), Horn., Hdt. :

—

absol., like Lat. facere, operari, Hes., , , (") dark, gloomy, II., Hes.', Ep. gen. of".
€€5, , a kind of pulse, chick-pea, Lat. cicer, II.,

Ar. Cf..-, to grope about in darkness, Ar., from nether gloom, Eur. From', ·. Att. gen., Ion., Ep.
:
—Erebus, a place of nether darkness, above

Hades, Horn., etc. :—metaph., the dark-
ness of the deep, Soph., Adv. to or into Erebus, Od.

Ipeeivto,() like, to ask, c. acc. pers. to ask

of one, Od. ; c. acc . rei, to ask a thing, Horn.; c.

dupl. acc, ep. to ask one a thing, Od. :—so in

Med., Ib.

-', Dor. -«8, Ep. inf.- : impf.,
Ep. ep- : aor. 1, poet, ep- :—pf. -:—
Pass., aor. 1 ; pf. : () :

—to

rouse to anger, rouse to fight, irritate, Horn., Hdt.,

etc. : toprovoke to curiosity, Od. ; metaph., ep.

to stir them, Eur. :—Pass, to be provoked, excited,

Hdt., Ar. ; of fire, a spark
kindled by the bellows, Id. ;

Aesch. ; of one who is out of breath, Eur. Hence',, , a stirring up, exciting, Ar.', impf., Ion., to stir to anger,
provoke, irritate, Horn. : c. acc. rei, they

raised a song, Theocr.

: Ep. impf. : f. : aor. 1,
Ep. :—Pass., Ep. aor. 1 :—pf.-, Ep. 3 pi. : 3 sing, plqpf.-, Ep.

3 pi. :

—

to make one thing lean against
another, or Horn. ; of Atlas sup-

porting heaven, Aesch., Eur., etc. :—generally, to fix

firmly, ep., Lat. figere oculos, ' Id. 2.

to prop, stay, support, ap *,, 5 , of close ranks of men-at-arms,
II. 3. to hurl forth, Ar. ; and in Med., Id. 4.

to infix, plant in, Soph. ; ep.^ to inflict

a blow, Eur. 5. of wagers or matches, to set one
pledge against another, Theocr. II. intr. to lean

against, jostle, c. dat., Od. 2. to set upon, press

hard, c. dat., II. ; ets Ar. ; absol., of an illness,

Aesch. 3. generally, to go to work, fall to, of

eating, Ar. III. Med. and Pass, to lean

upon, c. dat., II. ; tivos and, Ib. : absol.

to plant oneself firmly, take a firm stand, Ib. ;

their hair rests on the ground,

Ib. 2. to be fixed firm, planted, Zyxos
had been fixed, Ib., etc. ; the

stones are firmly set, Ib. IV. Med., 1. in

recipr. sense, to strive one with another, contend,
Ib. 2. c. acc. to supportfor oneself,

Eur. ; ep. Theocr.', , heath, heather, Lat. erica, Aesch., Theocr., aor. 1 :
—to rend, Hes., Aesch. : Pass.,

II. 2. to bruise, pound,
shatter, Aesch. II. intr. only in aor. 2, to

be rent, to shiver, II.

epeio, Ep. for, imperat. of.
epeioi, 01, a term of insult to Egyptians, Theocr., Ep. for, pi. subj. of.
tpeiiriov, , () a fallen ruin, wreck, mostly in

pi., . pieces of wreck, Aesch., Eur.; also,

. ruins of houses, Hdt. ; ep. frag-
ments, Eur. ; cf..': Ep. impf.: .:—aor. 1

:

—intr. in aor. 2, and pf. :—Pass., aor.

1: aor. 2 [] : pf. pass.,. 3
sing, plqpf. :

—to throw or dash down, tear

down, II., Hdt. : metaph., yivos some
god the family toruin, Soph.

:

—Pass, to be thrown
down, fall in ruins, II. ;

a ruin amid the ruins of the dead, Soph. ; -
the thunder comes crashing down,

Id. II. intr., in aor. 2, Ep., to fall

down, tumble, fall headlong, Horn.



epeiaa —, Ep. for, aor. of., euros, , () a prop, stay, support, Lat.

columen, Soph., Eur. :—in pi. the props to keep a
boat on shore upright, Theocr., ov,() thrown down, in ruins, Eur.-, ov, overthrowing walls, c. gen., Aesch., ), , syncop. from (cf. "),
black, swart, dark, Horn., Aesch., etc. :—metaph.,

(pans a dark, obscure rumour, Soph., aor. of.', Ep. for,, to ask.7, Dep. tofeed on, c. ace,, ,• Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ep. for, 3 sing, plqpf. of.', inf. aor. 2 of the Ion. pres., to ask,

which Att. writers use only in aor. 2, inf.,
with for its pres. ( Distinguished by the accent

from the pres. inf., to say.)'' : Ep. inf., impf. : aor. 1

:

—

to row, Horn., Soph. ; of birds flying,

. Eur. II. trans, to speed by rowing; metaph.,

ply the measured stroke of

lamentation, Aesch. :—Pass, to be rowed, Id. ; of birds,

with the oarage of

wings (cf. Virgil's remigio alarum), Id. 2. gene-

rally, to put in quick motion, ply, Eur. :

—metaph., . to set threats in motion, Soph. ;

. Id. :—Pass., of a bow, to be plied, handled,
Id. III. to row through the sea, Anth.', only in pres. to talk lightly, to be jocular,

Plat. II. trans, to jest upon, quiz, banter,

Id.', ov, ,() a rower, Od., Hdt., Att. II.

in pi., also, oars, Anth. Hence, , , of or for rowers, '. crews

of rowers, Plut., , () Lat. remus, an oar, Od., Eur. :

—of wings, v. . . Hence, f., to furnish with oars, set to row, Eur., , an Eretrian, Hdt., etc.', late Att. for, Luc., to spit or spew out, to disgorge, Lat.

eructare, c. ace, II. :—absol. to belch, Lat. ructare,

Od. 2. metaph. of the sea, to surge, break infoam
against the land, Horn. II. in aor. 2 act. tfpvyov,

inf., part,, to bellow, roar, properly of

oxen (cf. ~), ' II.', , madder, Hdt. From, to be red, Luc.', aor. 1 inf., to make red, stain red,

II. :—Pass, to be or become red, Theocr., rjs, ,() inquiry, search, .
to make search for one, Soph. ; Eur., f ., to seek or searchfor, search after, track,

Horn., Att. ; the things whereof he
seeks after the use, i. e. whatever things he finds
serviceable, Soph. 2. to search a place, Hdt.,
Theocr. 3. to enquire after, examine, Eur.,
Plat. 4. c. inf. to seek to do, Theocr. Hence', verb. Adj. one must seek out, Xen., aor. 1 inf. of.

: f.' : aor. 1 ^^ Ep. :

—

to cover
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with a roof, ' made a roof, II. :

. Od. 2. to cover with a, crown, to crown, Soph.

:

—Med. to crown oneself, Eur., eois, Ep. rjos, 6, an ancient hero of Attica,

the Render (from) : hence, oi, as

a name of the Athenians, Trag.', to rend, break, Od. :—Pass., of a ship, to

be shattered by the winds, II.,, -, () a roofing, roof, Plut.' (a), Ep. Verb, =,, (not to be
confounded with ()) :

—

to ask, enquire, about
a thing, Horn. 2. c. acc. pers. to question,

(Ep. for) II. ; Od.' (), Ion. for, / will say : v. Att.., () to be left lonely, go alone,-
(Ion. impf.) Theocr.

.105, a, ov, poet, for, desolate, solitary,

Mosch. : c. gen. bereft of, Anth.
(sc. ), , v. II., , I. of places, a solitude, desert, wilder-

ness, Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. as a state or condition,

solitude, loneliness, , to keep alone,

Eur. ; of persons, isolation, desolation, Soph. ;

from being left alone, Thuc. 2. c. gen.

want of, absence, Eur., Thuc, etc. ; .
seeing that there would be none to hinder

him, Dem.; . freedomfrom evil, Eur.,, ,() a solitary devotee, Theocr.-, $, gen. , () void of hair, Anth.- [], ov, chattering in the desert, Anth.- or-, ov, haunting the wilds, Anth.-) , gen., reft of one's city, Eur.", ov, or , ov, desolate, lone, lonely, lone-

some, solitary : 1. of places, Hdt., Att. ; .
desert parts, Hdt., etc. ; (sc. ), Id. 2.

of persons or animals, II., Aesch., etc. : desolate,

helpless, Soph., Dem. :—neut. pi. as Adv.,

I weep in solitude, Eur. 3. of conditions,

Soph. II. c. gen. reft of, void or destitute of,

Hdt., Att. 2. of persons, with no bad sense, want-
ing, without, ' Hdt. III. -^,
, an undefended action, in which one party does not

appear, and judgment goes against him by default,

Thuc, etc : so or (without ),
I got judgment by default, Dem.;

he let it go by default, Id. ; to

accuse in a case where there was no defence, Plat., , solitude, Anth.- [], , , () loving solitude, Anth., f.,() to strip bare, to desolate, lay

waste, Thuc. :—Pass., Hdt., etc. II· to

bereave one of a thing, c. gen., .
to leave the oars without men, Eur. :—Pass, to be

bereft of, c. gen., Hdt., Aesch. 2. to set free or

deliverfrom, c. gen., Eur. III. to abandon, de-

sert, c. acc, Aesch., Eur. ; .' to evacuate

it, Thuc IV. to keep in solitude, isolate, Eur.

:

—Pass, to be isolatedfrom, c. gen., Hdt., ov, ,() a desolator, Anth.',-, Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass, of'., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.
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, plqpf. pass, of.-, Dor. : imp£.- : f. [] : aor. 1, Ion.

:

—Pass., aor. I,
Ep. 3 pi.- :

—

to keep back, restrain, check, Horn. ;

let a long distance bar thy

approach, Soph. 2. c. gen. to keep awayfrom, Eur.

-, insepar. prefix, like -, to strengthen the sense

of a word, very, much.-, epos, , i), with high-arching neck, of

horses, II.-, , , () loud-shouting, Anth.-', , , of Zeus, loud-thundering, II. :

loiLd-sounding, Anth.-, es, =, Anth.-, ov, () lotid-shouting, h. Hom.- [], gen. , Ep. -, o, = sq., Hes.-, ov, () loud-bellowing, h. Hom. :

loud-braying, of the trumpet, Anth.-,, , rj, with large clods, very fertile,

Od. :—so,-, ov, Hom.-, ov, =, loud-thundering, Hom., Ep. aor. 1 :—Med., Ep. aor. 1 inf.) : () :

—

to wrangle, quarrel, dispute,

Horn. ; c. dat., II. ; and in Med.,
to contend with them in

the foot-race, lb., =, to provoke to strife, irritate,

II. II. intr. =, to contend, Theocr., Mosch.-, ov, () strongly-built, i. e. unconquer-
able, or (from) all-subduing.-, ov, =·, Hom., Ep. inf. -, Dor. : impf

.

, Ep., Ion. : fut. :—Ep. aor.

1, Ep. opt. :—pf. Polyb. :—Med.,
Ep. aor. 1 subj. (for) : pf. :

() :

—

to strive, wrangle, quarrel, with one,

Horn., Att. ; Hdt., Plat. 2. to rival, vie

with, be a match for, Hom. :—c. acc. rei, to con-

tend with one in a thing, Id. ;—also, c. dat. rei, Od.,
Att. 3. absol. to engage in a contest, keep the

contest up, II. II. Hom. sometimes uses the

Med., like the Act.-, ov, (*, cf.) fitting exactly : as epith.

of, faithful, trusty, II. ; pi. in heterocl. form,, Hom.,, , fern, of, Theocr.-, is, () very flourishing, luxuriant, of
plants, IL, Hes., , a day-labourer, hired servant of any sort

;

in II., are mowers or reapers : later,, ai,

spinsters, workers in wool, Dem., Theocr. (Deriv.
uncertain.), aor. 2 inf. of.- and-, ov, much-weeping, Anth.-, ov, loud-sounding, Hes.-, is, {) very famous, glorious, splendid,
Hom.- [], ov, {) big with young, Aesch.-, ov,() loud-bellowing, Horn., Hes.', , the wild fig-tree, II., Theocr.

[t], a, ov, Ion., , ov, () of wool,
woollen, Hdt.

.
(not), gen. , : pi., Att.

: Att. gen. :

—

the Erinys or Fury, an
avenging deity, in sing, and pi., Horn., Trag. :—the

number Three first in Eur. ; the names Tisiphone, Me-
gaera, Alecto only in late writers. At Athens they
were called, ,. ' II. as appellat.,

curses from one's mother, Horn.; but- the blood-guiltiness of his sire, Hes. ;

distraction, Soph. :—in Trag. persons

sent to be curses to men are called.,, Ion., (,) wool, in sing, and pi.,

Horn., Att. :

—

cotton (Germ. Baum-
wolle, tree-wool), Hdt.-> {) Adv. like a wool-dealer, ro-

guishly, Ar.- and-, , Homeric epith. of Hermes
(prob. from -, ), the ready helper, luck-

bringer, II.', f. ), to work in wool, Xen. From-, ov, (, *'/) working in wool.

or, , () a broken cliff, crag,

scattr, Eur. : a steep side, sheer ascent, Id.-, Ep. for, aor. 2 of : inf.., aor. 2 part, of., , i) : acc. and : pl., later

:

—

strife, quarrel, debate, contention : I. in

II. mostly of battle-strife, or

;

to meet in battle ;

to set them -fighting, etc. II. in Od. mostly

of contention, rivalry, Zpyoio in work ; for
prizes, etc. :—later much like -, a contest,

Hdt. ; / zeal for good,
Aesch. III. after Hom. of political or domestic

strife, discord, quarrel, wra?tgling, disputation, Hdt.,

Att. IV. as pr. nom. Eris, a goddess who excites

to Avar, sister and companion of Ares, II., Dor. for

:

— for.-, , very mighty, of Zeus, Horn., Hes. :

of the Furies, Orph.,, , () a cause of quarrel, II.-, ov, loud-thundering, of Zeus, Hes.lpL-, ov, ()) of wine, made of fine
grapes, Od. II. rich in grapes, of Bacchus, Anth., ), , () matterfor contest, Soph.

-/yos, ov, loud-roaring, h. Hom.-, ov, (\) highly-prized, precious, II., Ar., ov, () of a kid, Xen., , Dim. of, a kid, . T.", o, a young goat, kid, Hom. II.,
oi, Lat. hoedi, a constellation (rising in Oct.) which

brought storms, Theocr.-, ov, rich in gold, Anth., i), a hurricane, applied to Cleon by Ar. :

—

deriv. uncertain ; for the deriv. in Ar. from, wool-consumption, is a mere pun., ov, or a, ov, of or in the or front court,, the household god, because his statue

stood in the, Od., Hdt., etc. 2.,. the gates, door of the court, Aesch. ;\ the court itself, Soph., , () a fence, inclosure, Hom., , , (, '*) a fence, hedge, wall,



-

Horn.; esp. round the court-yards of houses, Od. :

—

also the place enclosed, the court-yard, Horn. ; -
crivov, i. e. Susa, Aesch. ; yaias a fenced

city, Eur.; , i.e. the altar, Soph.;
the ring or wall which the teeth make round

the gums, i. e. the teeth, Horn. ;-, i. e. a
seal, Soph. 2. metaph. any fence,

a defence against javelins, II. ; epicos lb. :—of

persons, , of Ajax, ·, of Achilles, lb. 3. a net, toils, snare for

birds, Od. ; mostly in pi., Ar. :—metaph.,

iv Aesch.-, ov, watching an enclosure, Anth., , Ion. for]., aros, , a prop, support, used to keep ships

upright when ashore, II. : metaph. of men,
prop or stay of the city, Lat. cohimen, Horn.

;

, of a sharp arrow, the found-
ation, i. e. the cause, of pangs, II. II. a sunken
rock, reef, on which a vessel may strike, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. III. a mound, cairn, barrow, Soph. IV.
that which keeps a ship steady, ballast, Plut. (Deriv.

uncertain.), aros, ,( a) in pi., earrings, Horn.-, , a herd of Hermae, Anth., , a god-send, wind-fall, reputed to be a
gift of the god Hermes, as in Latin of Hercules, Soph.,

Plat.; ", (sc. ), , a feast of Hermes,
Aeschin., a, ov, called after Hermes, Od., Aesch. 2.

of orfrom Hermes, gainful, Id.-, , an Hermaphrodite, a person par-
taking of the attributes of both sexes, so called from
Hermaphroditus, son of Hermes and Aphrodite, Luc., Ep. for :—also, ao., —, Luc., , () interpretation, explanation,
Plat., Xen., aros, ,() an interpretation, ex-

planation, Eur. II. a symbol, monument, Id.,, b, (, the messenger of the gods),

an interpreter, esp. of foreign tongues, a dragoman,
Hdt., Xen. II. an interpreter, expounder, Aesch., , , of ov for interpreting, Luc. From, f . ,() to interpret foreign tongues,

Xen. II. to interpret, put into words, give titter-

ance to, Thuc, etc. 2. to explain, Soph., Plat., , , acc., dat. }, voc. : Ep.
gen., :

—

Hermes, the Lat. Mercurius, son
of Maia and Zeus ; messenger of the gods() ;

giver of good luck (ipiovvios,) ; god of all

secret dealings, cunning, and stratagem () ;

bearing a golden rod() ; conductor of de-

funct spirits(,) ; tutelary god of

all arts, of traffic, markets, roads (-,,',), and of heralds. His bust, mounted on
a four-cornered pillar, was used to mark boundaries.

—Proverb., shares inyour luck I Theophr.

:

cf..
[], , Dim. of, a little Hermes, Ar.

or -,, , dat. pi., a bed-post, Od., , a statuary's shop, Plat. From

—". 3.15-,, , a carver of Hermae : generally,
a statuary, Luc. Hence, , , of or for a statuary : - (sc.), the art of statuary, Luc.-, , =, Luc.-,, ,() a Hermes-mutilator, Plut.", , , a young sprout, shoot, scion, Horn. ;

shot up like a young plant,
II. II. metaph. of a child, a scion, Trag., Ep. for, aor. of,- :—also of.

or, , in Hdt., as a translation of the

Persian name Darius : (either from *>, the
worker, doer ; or from, ', Lat. coercitor).',, fut. of, '/ :—also, fut. of.,,, (epos) poet., lovely, charming, Hes., etc., 2 sing, epeai; Ion. and Ep., = :

impf. : f., Ion. : aor. 2, imper., inf.( (not):—also Ep.
pres.', subj., inf., impf.:
— to ask, enquire, Od., Thuc. 2. c. acc. objecti,

to learn by enquiry, Od. : to ask after orfor, II. 3.

c. acc. pers. to enquire of, question, lb., Hdt. 4.

c. dupl. acc. to ask one about a thing, Od.
', , acc. , dat. , poet, form of (cf.), love, desire, Horn., etc. II. as nom. pr.

Eros, the god of love, Hes., , wool, only occurs in the Ion. for., , Aeol. for, Eur., , () a walking animal, quadruped,
Od. ;, opp. to ireTetva, Hdt. II. a creeping
thing, reptile, Eur., etc., , , =, of a mouse, Anth. 2.

Adj. creeping, Id., used by Horn, in pres. (cf.) :

—

to creep,

crawl, of persons weighed down by age or distress,, , and , creeping thyme, Lat. serpyllum,
Ar., Theocr., , ,() a crawling child, Anth.", impf. : Dor. f. : Att. f. aor., inf. (supplied by) :

—to creep,

crawl, Lat. serpo, repo, and generally to move slowly,

walk, Horn., Trag. :—also simply, to go or come,

Id. II. variously, of a tear, to steal from the eye,

Soph. ; of reports, to creep on, spread, like Lat. serpit

rumor, Id. ; let it take its course,

Ar. ; of calamities, Soph.

[], aor. 2 pass, of -^.&, -, Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass, of., pf. pass, of., aor. 1 of., aor. 1 pass, of epcD., aor. 1 of^., pf. with pres. signf. of· :
—, aor. I., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of :—, aor. 1., pf. of peco :—, aor. 2 pass.", f. : aor. 1: pf.:—to go

slowly, wander about, Od. ; of slow, halting gait,

whence Hephaestus is called, liinping, II. II.

to go or come to one's own loss or harm, lb. ; eppcov

gone, fallen from a ship, Aesch. 2. imperat., Lat. abi in malam rem, away ! begone I II.,



eppwya

etc. ; so, Eur. ; in pi. II. ; and in 3 sing-., away -with him, Horn. ;
" perish

Troy ! Soph. ; , Lat. pasce corvos, be

thou hung, Ar. ; so, ; is

; Id. 3. in Att. of persons and thing's, to

be clean gone, to be lost, perish, disappear, Trag.

;

' from what fortunes hast thou

fallen, Eur. ; , Lat. actum est

de me ! Xen.', pf. intr. of.', , ov, part. pf. pass, of, used as

Adj. in good health, stout, vigorous, opp. to,
Plat., Dem.; irreg. Comp.,, Hdt., Xen.:

—Sup. -, Plat. :—Adv., stoutly,

manfully, -vigorously, Aesch., Ar., etc., v. sub., 3 pi. impf. of :—, aor. 1 ;, aor. 1 of pass. form., pf. pass. inf. of :—,,
2 sing, and pi. imperat.", Ep. ', Dor. ', , dew, Lat. ros, Horn.,

etc. :—in pi. rain-drops, 11. II. metaph. ofyoung
and tender animals, Od. ; cf .. Hence, Ep. -,, , dewy, dew-besprent, II. :

metaph. of a corpse, fresh, lb.,, 6, Ion. for,., =, eructare, olvov epu-yy. Eur., aor. 2 inf. of., , ov,() loud-bellowing, II., Pass, to become red with blood, II. Hence, aTos, , a redness on the skin, Thuc. ; ep.

a blush, Eur. :—absol. redness, Xen., Pass, to become red, to blush, Xen., impf. : aor. 1 : pf .-
:
—to be apt to blush, to colour up, Ar., etc.-, b, , neut.-, red-footed :—name of a

bird, the redshank, Ar., , : [ by nature, so that the correct

forms of the Comp. and Sup. are-,-] :
—

red, Lat. ruber, of the colour of nectar and wine, Horn. ;

of copper, II. ; of gold, Theogn. ; of minium, Hdt. ; of

blood, Aesch. II. in Hdt. the
Erythraean sea, including not only the Red Sea or
Arabian Gulf, but also the Indian Ocean :—later

also of the Persian Gulf, Xen., to restrain, withhold, Ep. part. fern, -* Od. ; impf. (from, lb.

[], Ep. inf. :—f. : aor. 1,
Ep.: Ep. aor. 2 or, inf. -

: (akin to) :

—

to keep in, hold back, keep
in check, curb, restrain, Horn. :—c. gen., -}]

keep me not from fight, II. :—c. inf. to hinder
from doing, Eur. :—absol. to hinder, II. 2. to

detain a guest, Horn. :—but also, to detain by force,

to withhold, confine, Id. 3. to ward off, Lat. arcere,, Id. 4. to keep apart, separate,
II. II. Pass, to be held back, detained, Od. :

—

to hold back, keep back, lb. 2. to be kept away,
Hdt. 3. the place is remissly
guarded, i. e. is open to all, Soph., aTos, ,[) a fence, guard, ,
of defensive armour, II., Xen. ; -rb ep. the

".
defence given by it, Hdt. : absol. a bulwark, breast-

work, Thuc. 2. a safeguard, of the Areopagus,
Aesch. ; ep. Eur.-, ov, with fenced back, of a crab, Anth., , , () fenced, fortified, b} art or
nature, Eur., Thuc. ; strong positions, Xen.,, , strength or security of a plac, Ion. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 med. opt. of ipico.-, acc. -, (,) no sing, in use,

chariot-drawing, of horses, II.

[t], ],{) red blight, Lat. robigo, \"u

pwi-0pi|, a comb for drawing through the

hair, a. small-tooth comb, Anth.-', '', , (,) preserving ships, Anth.-, , ,() protecting the city, II., , a safeguard against witchcraft, h. Horn,, , , drawn, Soph. From, Ion. ; Ep. inf. [] : impf. ',
Ep. : . : aor. 1 ', Ep. and

:

—

to drag along the ground, drag, draw, a
ship in to the sea or on to land, Horn. ; ip.,

to drag a body away, rescue, II. ; or to drag off for
plunder, lb. ; of dogs and birds of prey, to drag and
tear, lb. :—also, to tear away battlements, lb. 2.

without any sense of violence, '
drew it over his head, Od. ; plucking
him by the cloak, II. ; Hdt. ; ,
Lat. ducere lateres, Id.

B. Med., Ion. : Ep. f.

and or :—aor. 1-, Ep. 3
sing, : Ep. pf. 3 pi., inf.

:

plqpf. 2 and 3 sing,, or', 3 pi.,- :

—

to draw for oneself, Horn. ; to

launch us ships, II. ; to draw one's

sword, lb. ; to prepare to draw one's

bow, i.e. to string it, Od. 2. to draw towards
oneself, lb. II. to draw out of the press,

II. ,· hence, to rescue, deliver, of captives,

to redeem, ransom, lb. 2. simply to protect,

guard, of armour, lb. III. c. acc. rei, to keep off,

ward off, lb. 2. to thwart, check, curb, lb. 3.

to keep guard upon, watch over, , Od.

;

'' lie in wait for me, lb. j

to keep in one's heart, to conceal, lb. 4.

to support, hold in honour, with notion of obedience, lb.

C. Pass, to be drawn ashore, drawn zip in line, of

ships, II. ;
' are drawn tip along

the road, Od.,,, Ion. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass, of -., (,) Pass, to be kept or shut up,

Ep. 3 pi. Od., impf.: fut.(as if from)-

:

—act. forms, aor. 2, ; Ep. inf.-,- ; Dor. :—pf ., Ep.,
pi. :—plqpf., Ion. 3 sing,-, Ep. :

—to come or go, Horn., etc. 2. to

come or go back, return, Od. ; in full,, ,
lb. 3. c. acc. cogn., or

to go a journey, Horn., Aesch. ; *~ to

go a message, II. 4. c. gen. loci,

over or across the plain, lb. 5. c. part, fut., to

denote the object, I go to fetch, lb.

;



€\1/ -- Aesch., etc. :—like an auxiliary Verb,
I am going to tell, / intend to say (as

in French je vais dire), Hdt. 6. the aor. part.

is often added to another Verb,

come and cleanse, II., etc. II. Post-Homeric
phrases : 1. e:s to come to

speech with, Hdt., Soph. 2. , so, Is

to come to blows with one, Aesch., Hdt. 3.. to increase, Soph. ; to try

everything", Xen. 4. is , is ,
to come into danger, etc., Thuc, etc. 5., c. inf. to come within a little of,

be near a thing, Eur. ; so

narrow was her escape, Thuc. 6. with and gen.,

periphr. for a Verb, , for -, Eur., etc., Dor. fut. of., dat. of., Ion. and Ep. ', fut. of () ; pf.,
pass,, Ion. 3 pi. : 3 pi. plqpf. :

—Pass., aor. 1, Ion. : fut. -,
rarely :—the place of the pres. (rare

even in Ep. and never in Att.) is supplied by,
or ; and serves as the aor. : I. /
will say or speak, Att. : c. acc. pers. to speak of,

Theogn., Eur. ; c. dupl. acc,
Id., etc. II. / will tell, proclaim, II.,

etc. ; to announce the dawn, lb. ;

upon clear right, Od. 2.

promised, Hes., Hdt.
;, absol., when

it had been agreed, Thuc. 3. to tell, order one to

do, c. dat. et inf., Xen. ; c. acc. et inf., Id. :—so in

Pass., , c. inf., orders had been given him to

do, Hdt. III. in Pass, to be mentioned, Id., 6, the heron or hern, Lat. ardea, II., Ar., f . : aor. 1- :
— to rush, rush forth,

Horn. ; , of horses, they started back,

II. 2. c. gen. rei, to draw back or rest from,-, lb. ; the cloud never

fails from (the rock), Od. :—c. acc. to leave, quit,

Theocr. II. trans, to drive orforce back, II. From, , any quick motion, rush, force, II. ; mostly of

things,, ip. Ib. ; dovpbs

war left a spear's throw behind, Ib. ;

theforce or swing of the winnower's (shovel), Ib. II.

c. gen. rei, a drawing back from, restfrom, Ib.

4.€, , a little love, darling, Anth. From, 6,, , one's love : v..,, : for dat. =, v. epos: () :

—love, Trag. :

—

love of a thing, desire for it, tivos

Hdt., Aesch., etc.:—in pi. loves, amours, Eur.; in

Soph., of passionate joy, cf. 1 1. 3. II.

as prop. n. the god of love, Eros, Amor, Id., Eur., , Dim. of, a little Cupid, Anth., Ep., Ion. - : impf., Ion.

or- : f. : ):—to ask,

something of one, Od., Soph., etc. :—Pass, to be asked,

Xen. 2. ip. to ask about a thing, Aesch. :

—

Pass., , the question, Thuc,
Xen. II. to enqidre of a person, question him,

Od., Eur., etc :—Pass, to be questioned, Id. III.
=, to ask, i. e. to beg, solicit, . T.

--. 317, Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of, Ar., cctos, , () that which is asked, a
qttestion, Thuc. ; ip. askingfor the

watchword, Id., , ,(^ a questioning, Plat., Xen.,, , special fern, of, Anth., , , () amatory, Thuc, etc. II. of

persons, amorous, Plat., Xen. :—Adv. -, Thuc. ; ep.

to be eager for, Xen.,,, ) a loved one, darling, Theocr. II.

as Adj., of love, Anth.-, ov, * for writing of love, Anth.- [], ov, beguiling love, Anth.

[y~\, 0, Dor. word, a darling, sweetheart,

Theocr. II. as Adj., to sing

love-songs, Bion.

Is, Ion. and old Att. form of els : compounds must be
sought under —,
ecr-,-, v. eicr—

.

-, for ever, v. aet.-',-, etc., v. eiff—

.

-,, v.., Ep. and Ion. for -, 3 pi. impf. of (sum).-,-, v. -.-', Ion. for-., aor. part, of' ,signf. 1).-, v.-., aor. 1 pass, of :—, aor. 1 act., aor. 2 opt. of.-,-, etc., v. -,, aor. 2 part, of., aor. 2 of.-,-,-',-, . -., Dor. for.-, . -.,. 2 pers. fut. of (sum) :—, for.'&, aor. 2 of.
-., . -., fut. of.<-', . -., ..', .., Ion. for-, shut in, enclose, Hdt., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.', 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
Icr-', --', -',-, . -,, .., , =, Anth., aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of., aor. 2 med. inf. of. 2. pf. pass,.', () to clothe

:

—only used in pf . and plqpf.

pass.,, Ion., clothed or clad, in a

thing, Hdt. ;
Id.

;

Eur.,, , a garment, in pi., clothes, raiment,

Trag., Thuc, etc., 3 dual plqpf. pass, of., , Dor. , , -, () dress,

clothing, raiment, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; in pi., of the

clothes of several persons, Aesch. II. collectively,

clothes, Od., Hdt.



€<<—.',, 77, (44) clothing, raiment, . .
: impf. :—fut. from :—pf. -,. part, :—plqpf .4€ Luc:—Pass.,

pf., . 3 sing- :—the aor. 2 is

supplied by <pay<uv, q. v. :

—

to eat, Lat. edo (cf. ),
Horn., etc. ; . to eat of a thing ^partitive gen.),

Xen. :—Pass., the house is eaten up, we
are eaten out of house and home, Od. 2. metaph.,

the fire devours all, II. ; .
to vex oneself (like Homer's bp ), Ar.

;

. to bite the lip, Id.', , , Dor., , , much like ayados,

good of his kind, good, brave, Horn., esp. in II. ; —also,

rich, 'wealthy, Hes. : noble, opp. to (v.* i),

evyevfys Soph. 2. of

things, Horn., etc. 3. good, fortunate, lucky, Od.,
Trag. 4. as Subst.,, , goods, Od. :—but, , good luck, Horn. 5. [], c.

inf. it is good, expedient to do, II., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.', , , =, II., Ar.', for , Lat. est qnum, there is a time
when, i. e. now and then, sometimes, Soph., Xen.-, v. etV-., Ep. inf. : impf.^ :—poet, form of, to eat, Horn. : to eat up, consume one's sub-

stance, Id.

[], Dor. for-, aor. pass, of (., aor. 2 inf. of :—', 2 dual
aor. 2 med.', pres. med. part, of., 3 sing. subj. of.',, v. et<T—

.

, ecus, 77, (') a sending forth. 2. (^) im
impulse, tendency, only in Plat. : but the compd.

is found. II. (£>) sitting.-, v. elff—

.

, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., Adv. pf. pass. part, deliberately, Dem., 3 pi. impf. pass, of., intr. pf. of.-,-, v. eiff-.', Ep. and Ion. impf. of [sum)., Dor. for., impf. of., , (^) anything let out, Lat. scaturigo: esp. a
swarm of bees or wasps, Hdt., Ar. :—of things,

yaKaKTOS streams of milk, Eur.-,,() producing swarms of bees, Anth., Ep. for, imper. of (stem).-, -', v. ~.-,, . -., Dor. for, fut. of {sum)., fut. of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of :—-, pf., aor. 1 of.', Ion. -, , Lat. vespera, properly fem. of

: I. (sub. ), evening, eventide, eve,

Hdt. ; at eve, Plat., etc. ;

just at nightfall, Thuc. ; . Ar. ;

Xen. ; yyvov Plat. II.

(sub. ), the west, Lat. occidens, Eur. ; 77

the country to the west, Hdt. ;

Id. ; Thuc., , , — sq., Xen.', , , and , : () : I. of Time,
at even, at eventide, Horn. ; Od.,
etc. II. of Place, western, Lat. occidentalis,

lb., Eur. ; . the western parts, Thuc.,, in nom. pr.,, at, the Hesperides,

daughters of Night, who dwelt in an island in the west,

and guarded a garden with golden apples, Hes.', , of or at evening, e. the evening-
star, II. ; as Subst., without, Hesperus, esp.

of the planet Venus, Eur., Bion ; but, .
the god of darkness, i. e. Hades, death, Soph. 2.

as Subst. evening (v.), Od. ;

74 at eventide, Hes. ; also heterog. pi.,

Od. II. western, Aesch., Soph., Ep. form of, Od., inf. ', part,, aor. 2 of., an aor. 2 used by Horn, only in 2 pi.,, tell me now, ye Muses, 11., aor. 1 of : inf. :, part,

aor. 1 med., 3 sing, of, Dor. fut. of (sum)., Ep. for, fut. inf. of (sum)., Ep. aor. 1 of., Dor. 2 sing, of, Dor. for (sum).,, 2 and sing, plqpf. pass, of., Ep. for, fut. of (sum)., Ion. for., pf. pass, of., 77, , part. pf. pass, of, hurrying,
vehement, eager, impetuous, II. :

—

eager, yearning
for a thing, c. gen., Horn. ; also c. inf., Id. II.

Adv., htirriedly , furiously, Id., -, 2, 3 sing, plqpf., or Ep. aor. 2 pass, of cre0a>., , Ion. for\., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of.,- [], . for, syncop. pf. inf.

of' : but, II., pi. indie., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of'., poet, for, pf. inf. of'., Adv. on one's feet, II., 3 pi. syncop. plqpf- of', they stood. II., for, 3 pi. aor. 1, they set or placed., for, dual pf. of' :
—,,, pi. of same,, pf. pass, of., pi. -, poet, for, -, pf.

part, of'.
ear-re (-) : I. CONJUNCTION, = : 1.

up to the time that, until, with indie, or optat., etc.

;

, with subj., Aesch., etc. 2. so long as, while,

with same tenses, etc. II. Adverb, even to, up to,, Lat. usque ad, Xen. :—also of Time, \
Id., aor. 1 of., pf. pass, of.', pf. pass, of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.



—, -civ, intr. pf. and plqpf. of

:

—
aor. 2 :—,-, fut., -, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. pass, of.,-, aor. act. and med. of'., Ep. for-, pf. part, of'., Ion.,, the hearth of ahouse, firesidejHom.,
Aesch., etc. ; the shrine of the household gods, and a
sanctuary for suppliants (),

Thuc. 2. the house itself, a dwelling,

home (as we say fireside), Hdt., rag. : metaph. of the

last home, thegrave, Soph. 3. a household,family,
Hdt. 4. an altar, shrine, Trag. ; yas

. , of the Delphic shrine, Eur. II. as nom.
pr., Ion., Vesta, daughter of Kronos and
Rhea, guardian of the hearth, h. Horn., Hdt., etc.

(Deriv. uncertain.),, to,() an entertainment, banquet,

Eur., ados, ,() a Vestal virgin, Plut.,, , a feasting, banqueting, entertain-

ment, Thuc, Plat. ; and

[], opos, , one -who gives a banquet, a host,
\

Plat. :—at Athens, the citizen "whose turn it was to !

give a dinner to his tribe, Dem. From, Ion. : impf., Ion. 3 sing, :

—f . [] : aor. 1 :—pf . :() :

—

to receive at one's hearth or in one's house :
j

to entertain, feast, regale, Hdt., Att. :—absol. to give
\

a feast, Plat. 2. c. acc. cogn.,- to

give a marriage feast, Eur., Ar. ; .
j

Xen. II. Pass., with fut. med., aor. 1
j

: pf ., Ion. inf. :

—

to be c.

guest, be feasted, feast, Hdt., Plat. ; . to

have a visionary feast, * feast with the Barmecide,' Ar., Pass, () to be founded or established.

(by children), Eur.-, ov, () guarding the house, a guardian,
Eur. 2. having an altar or hearth, Trag., 3 pi. Ep. impf. med. of., 3 sing, plqpf. of., pf. of., aor. 1 of., pf. pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of.

[], aor. 2 pass, of., pf . pass, of :, aor. 1 act., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., aor. 2 of., opos, , a peg at the end of the pole, passing

through the yoke and having a ring () affixed,

II. (Deriv. uncertain.), aor. 1 with double augm. of.-, Adv. for , hereafter, Od., Hdt., pf. pass, of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., Dor. for, aor. 1 of, Pind., Adv. part, pf . pass, erringly, amiss, Anth.,, v. -., 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.-', v. -,, pf. pass, of., Ion.- [], : Ep. gen. and dat.-
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:
—the hearth, fire-place, Horn. ; the sanctuary of

suppliants, Od. :

—

a
pan of coals, a brasier, Ar. 2. the

watch-fires of the camp, II. II. an altar for
burnt-offerings, Od., Soph.,, , = I, Theocr., ov,() of or on the hearth, Anth., i5os, ,() a pan of coals, Plut.&, Ep. gen. and dat. sing, of.,() to be at the edge, on the border,

II. ; Ep. part, straying about the edge of

the camp, lb., Ion. -, ,() thefurthest part, edge,

border, verge, Horn., Hdt., Att. : in pi. the borders,

Hdt. ; the extremities of the world, Id., ov, poet, for, Anth.,,, , —, Theocr.', , ov, (prob. from , , as if, outer-

most) : I. of Space, as always in Horn, the

furthest, uttermost, extreme, Id., Hdt., Att. ; -, of the Thracians who were the last in the

Trojan lines, II. ; , of the Aethiopians,

Od. :, , extremities, . Hes. ;. Thuc. II. the furthest
in each direction. 2. the uppermost, Soph. 3.

lowest, deepest, Lat. imus, Theocr. 4. inner-

most, Lat. intimus, Soph. 5. the last, hindmost,
Id. III. of Degree, the zcttermost, utmost, last,

worst,, Plat. :—as Subst., ,
,, the zitmost, Hdt. ; of suffering, pain, etc.,

Id., Att. j eV Soph. ;

worst of possible evils, Id. ; so in Sup.,

the extremest of all, Xen. IV.
of Time, last, . to the end, Hdt., Thuc.

;

'5 over the last scion of the race, Soph.

:

—neut. as Adv.,for the last time, Id. V.
Adv. -, to the uttermost, exceedingly, Xen. :—so,. Hdt., Xen.,, Ep. part, of., poet, for, aor. 2 of.-, v. -.,-, pf. act. and pass, of., aor. 1 pass, of :—, pf.,, aor. 2 act. and med. of., impf. of *>, =., older form of , cf. , els

:

—Comp., -
to the interior of Greece, Hdt., poet, -, Adv. from within, Hdt., Att. 2.

within, Hdt., Aesch. :—c. gen., Eur., , ov, Sup. of, innermost, Lat. intimus

:

—, a, ov, interior, . T., Comp. of.
[], aor. 2 pass, of., to examine, test, Anth.

[], aor. 1 pass, of., Ion. -, , v. II.

or, Ion. -, , (/Jos) companion-

ship, association, brotherhood, Hdt., Att. 2. at

Athens, a political club or union for party purposes,

Thuc, etc. II. generally, friendly connexion,

friendship, Dem., , ov, Ion. -, , ov, of or belonging to
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companions, . presiding overfellowship, Hdt.

;

. the murder of a comrade, Anth.', £.,() to keep company, of courtesans,

Aeschin., etc.,, Ion. for,.,, ,() unchastity, Aeschin., , v.., f. ,() to be a comrade to any one,

c. dat., II. 2. trans, in Med. to associate with

oneself, choose for one's comrade,

(Ep. for) lb., , , of or befitting a companion : -, = 2, Thuc. : hence the ties of party,

Id. II. of or like an, meretricious Plut. :

—

Adv. -, Id., Luc.

eraiptg, ibOs, , =, Xen., Ep. and Ion., . () a comrade,
companion, mate, Horn. ; a common way of addressing-

people, ' my good friend, Ar. ; '
Theogn. ; pupils or disciples were the of their

masters, as those of Socrates, Xen. :—c. gen., SaiTbs

partner of my feast, h. Horn. ; -
messmates, Theogn. 2. metaph. of

things, , of a fair wind, Od. ; c. dat.,

Anth. : as Adj. associate in a
thing, c. gen., Plat. : Sup., Id. II., Ion., Ep. [], , a companion,
II. ;, %v Od. ;

Theocr. 2. . to a lawful wife, a
concubine, a courtesan, Hdt., Att. Hence, , ov, friendly , a friend, Anth., Dor. for, 2 sing. impf. of.-, Ep. aor. of*., Ion. and Dor. aor. 2 of.-as,, Ep. aor. part, and opt.

med. of II.?,, Ep., and Ion. for*,., acc. pi. of., Dor. for.
[], aor. 2 pass, of.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.

'8, aor. I pass, of., Ep. for, plqpf. of., , ov, (iVos) yearly, from year to year, Lat.

annuus, Aesch.,Eur. II. ofoneyear,yea?-li?2g,'K.en.', aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 sing-, impf. pass, of.', aor. 1 pass, of.', aor. 2 of.-, ov, , a genuine son of Butes (one of

the hereditary priests of Athena Polias), Dem.-§, ol, true Cretans, of the old stock, Od.', , , true, real, genuine, Horn. ; -
prophesies truth, II. ; as the

truth is, Horn. II. as Adv., in truth,

really, verily, Lat. revera, Id.; rightly, Theocr. :—Att.

as an interrog., often in iron, sense, really ? indeed ?

so ? Lat. itane ? Ar.-§, , () giving strength to one of two,

to give victory in

battle inclining to the side of the Danai, . ; .
a sign that victory was changing sides, lb. ; so without

-., ? Horn. 2. act.,

It. a body of men which decides the victory, . II.

inclining first to one side then to the other, doubtful,
Lat. anceps, Hdt. ; so in Adv., ,
ancipiti arte pugnare, Id.

!-.9, ov, {) on alternate days, day and
day about, of the Dioscuri, Od.
')., Ep. dat. fern, of.--, Att. -ttos, ov, (' of other

tongue,^ by men. offoreign tongue, N.T.-&5, , with one side of the mouth harder
than the other, Xen.', to teach differently, to teach errors,

N.T. From-, , one who teaches error.-, ov, zealous for one side, leaning to one
side, of the balance :—Adv.-, unfairly, Hes. II.

zealous in another pursuit, Anth.', to be yoked in unequal partnership with
another, . T. From-5 5 ov, (Qoyov) coupled with an animal of
diverse kind, Lxx.-|, vyos, , ,() yoked singly, without
its yokefellow, metaph., Ion ap. Plut., , ov, of a different kind, Hdt. Hence, f., to make of different kind:—Pass, to

be changed or altered, to alter, Hdt.-,,^) leaningto oneside, sloping,X.eT\.-, es, () with sides of uneven length,

i. e. oblong, rectangular, Xen.-, ov, contr. —, ovv, of money lent on
a ship and cargo with the risk of the outward, but
not of the home\vard, voyage, Dem.
'5, , ov : Dor. [] : but [], Att.

crasis for , Ion., Dor. ; neut.

Att., Ion. : pi.,, for ol, : gen. : dat.: fern,

nom., dat. : I. Lat. alter, the other,

one of two, ^ erepjj Horn., v. infr. iv ; \, etc. :—then of all persons or things of

which there are two, Lat. alteruter, II. ; .
one of the two gates, Hdt. ; a-

. Thuc, etc. :—in pi. one of two parties, each of

\vhich is plur., Lat. alterutri, Horn. 2. in double

clauses, (in Prose ) is repeated,, ' II., etc. 3. often re-

peated in the same clause, ' one

depends upon the other, Od. ;

the one rule the other, Thuc. 4. like Lat. alter,

=, second, . . ,
'

. . ,

. . , Od., etc. j (sc.), the second

day, i. e. day after to-morrow, Xen. :—so with Pro-

nouns of quantity, another of the same
size, Hdt. II. put loosely for aXXos, Lat. alius,

another, Horn., Att. III. other than usual , differ-

ent, Od., etc. ; . Dem. :—c. gen.

other than, different from,
Thuc. ; so, . . , Eur. 2. other than
should be, other than good, euphem. for, as

Lat. sequior for malus, · Dem.

;

and alone, . Aesch., etc. IV. Special

Phrases : 1. elliptical, (sc. ^), Ep.



ereporpc

or with one hand, II. ; esp. with the

left hand, Horn. b. (sub.) on the next day,
Soph., Xen. c. (sub.) in another or a different
•way, Soph., Ar. 2. Adverbial with Preps., a.

to or on the other side, Thuc., etc. b.

on the one or other side, Dem. V.
Adv. ', in one or the other -way, Plat. 2.

differently , Ar., Dem.-, ov, of different sort orfashion, Ar. II.

turning the other way, uncertain, Anth.-, ov, one-eyed, Lat. unoculus, luscus,Oem.-, ov, () of other mind, raving, Anth.-, ov, () of different voice : foreign,
Aesch.', 3 sing", aor. 2 med. of.,() Adv. from the other side, II. 2.

in pregnant sense with Verbs of rest, as if for,
on the other side, opposite, lb.',() Adv. on the other side, Od., Hdt. II.

=, elsewhere, Horn., etc.:—c. gen., .
in another part of my story, Hdt. III. at

another time, Id., v. V.', () Adv. to the other side, Horn. :

—

on
one side, Id. 2. in pregnant sense with Verbs of

Rest, as if for, on the other side, II., Dem. II.

=, elsewhither, II., Horn., Aeol. for.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., 3 sing. aor. 2 ; v..,-, 2 and 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., aor. 1 pass, of.', ov, , mostly in pi. , ol :—the were
clansmen, i. e. the kinsmen of a great house, cousins,

re Horn. ;

11. II. later, =, a townsman, neighbour,
Thuc. :—in sing, a private citizen, Aesch. III.

for or < ", v. sub., ol, () with or without, periodic

winds : of the Egyptian monsoons, which blow from
the North-west during the summer, Hdt. ; of northerly

winds, which blow in the Aegean for 40 days from the

rising of the dog-star, Id., Dem., ov, (eros) lasting a year, a year long,

Eur., Thuc. 2. every year, annual, Id., , truth, Anth. From, ov, lengthd. poet, for, true, Horn.

;

tout' tell me this true, Od. ; el

Soph. 2. of persons, truthful,
Eur. 3. true, genuine, real, Lat. sincerus,
' . for him there remains no true,

real return, Od. ; . Aibs Aesch. ; 7
Theocr. II. as Adv., in neut., truly,

really, in truth and in deed, Horn. :—regul. Adv.-, Aesch., Soph.
"", Adv. : I. of Time, 1. of the Present, yet,

as yet, still, Lat. adhuc, II., Att. ; cf.. 2.

of the Past, mostly with impf., yap
they were yet unaccustomed, II. ;

Thuc. 3. of the Future, yet, further,',' II. :—also hereafter, Aesch., Soph. II. of

— ei). 32 I

Degree, yet, still, besides, further, moreover, Lat.

praeterea, insuper, Horn., etc. ; and besides,

nay more, Thuc. 2. often to strengthen a Comp.,
yet more, II. ; Od. ;

Hdt., etc. 3. with the posit., yet higher up, Xen., , , aor. 2 of*., Aeol. for^, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of., $, , () a soup-ladle, Ar.

-Sovos, ov, () soup-stirring, Anth.",,, thick soup ofpulse, pea-soup, At., Plat,, f. , etc. :—Med., Ep. aor. 1-
:—Pass., pf. : () :

—

to make
or get ready , prepare, provide, II., Hdt., Att.; c. inf.,

II. II. Med. to cause
to be prepared, lb. 2. with pf. pass,,
to prepare for oneself, made his

other arrangements, Thuc. ; Xen. 3.

to prepare oneself, c. inf., Id., ov, or , ov, in Att. also:

—

at hand,
ready, prepared, of food, Od., Hdt. ,· . ready
money, money in hand, Id.; . to make ready,

Id.; off-hand, forthwith, Xen. :

—

what comes to hand, Thuc. 2. of the future, sure
to come, certain, II. :—also easy to be done, feasible,

lb. 3. of the past, carried into effect, made good,
Horn. II. of persons or the will, ready, active,

zealous, Lat. paratus, promptus, Hdt., Aesch. ; or

Hdt., Xen. :—c. inf. ready to do, Hdt., Att. :

readiness, Eur. III. Adv.-, readily,

Thuc, etc. Hence,,, state ofpreparation, readiness, Plut.-, ov, () ready for cutting, Anth.
J,,, a year, Horn., etc. ;

in bygone years, II.; every year, Plat.

;

Anth. ; every five years,

Hdt. ; ' every fifth year, Ar. ;

every year, Thuc. ; year after year,

Soph. ; in ace, ' now for these

ten years, Id., Adv., =, without reason, for nothing, only

with negat. , Lat. non temere, Ar., Plat.;

' it was not for nothing then that he came ?

Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), aor. 2 of.,, aor. 2 act. and pass, of.
[], aor. 2 pass.- of :—act. in

same sense,, aor. 1 of.
j

[], aor. 1 pass, of.', ov, like,, true, real, actual,·
; shall I lie or speak truth ? Horn.;

' those [dreams] have true issues,

Od.; ., Aesch., Eur. 2. neut.

as Adv., like, tridy, really, Horn. ; also pi.,

Anth. ; the regular Adv.-, Aesch., etc.

[],, aor. 2 and 1 pass, of.,, aor. 1 and 2 of.-, , (*1) workingfruitlessly, Hes., ov,( Adv.),fruitless, tiseless, unprofitable,

Lat. irritus, II., etc.

, Ep. , Adv. (neut. of ), well, Lat. bene, opp. to, Horn., etc. ; with another Adv., -
1
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well and workmanlike, Horn. ; so, et5

-well and in order, II. :—also, luckily, happily, well off,

Od. :—in Prose, eu to be well off, Att.; c. gen.,

eu tficeiv to be well off for livelihood, Hdt. 2.

eu", oft. in answers, v.. 3. with Adjectives

or Adverbs, to add to their force, eu", like

Travres, Od. ; eu lb. ; eu- Ar. ; eu

Aesch. II. as Subst., eu £Ae right, the good
cause, ' eu" Id. III. as the Predi-

cate of a propos., ' eu; which of these things is

well ? Id. ; eu er>j may it be well, Id. IV. in

Compos., it has all the senses of the Adv., but com-
monly implies greatness, abundance, prosperity, easi-

ness, opp. to -. (Like a- privat., Lat. in-, -,
it is properly compounded with Nouns only, Verbs
beginning with eu being derived from a compd. Noun,
as,4 from. ·4 is an exception.)

, Ion. for, Lat. sui, gen. of reflexive Pron. of 3d pers., (eitdyyeXos) , Dep. to bring good news,
announce them, Ar., Dem., etc. II. to proclaivi

as glad tidings, . . 2.

absol. fc> preach the gospel, lb. :—c. acc. pers. to preach
the gospel to persons, lb. ;—so also in Act., Ib. :

—

Pass, to have the gospel preached to one, Ib. ; of the

gospel, to be preached, Ib., to, the reward ofgood tidings, given to the

messenger, Od.j inpl., euay7e
/

Aia00efi'tomake a thank-

offering for good tidings, Xen., etc. ; ebayyeXiwv
Aeschin. ; eiayyeXia to crown one for

good news, Ar. II. in Christian sense, the Glad
Tidings, i. e. the Gospel (Saxon gode-spell) , N.T. ; and-, , , the bringer of good tidings, an
evangelist, preacher of the gospel, . T. From-, ov, bringing good news, Aesch.', to be pure, holy, Theocr. From- (a), 4s, (ayos) free from pollution, guiltless,

pure, undefiled,' \ ehayi]s Lex Solonis ; of snow,
Eur. 2. of actions, holy, righteous, Soph., Dem. ;

—so Ep. Adv.4, h. Horn. 3. in act. sense,

purificatory , Soph.- (), is, {/) moving well, nimble, Anth.- (c), 4s, () bright, far-seen, conspicuous,
ebayrj a seat in full view of the army,

Aesch. ; irvpyov ay : a lofty town, Eur.-, ov, — (c), bright, of clouds, Ar.-, ov,() easy to bear in the arms, Aesch.,, Dor. for €?-.-, 7}, — ehaypia, Theocr., f ., to have good sport, Anth. ; and, f), good sport, Anth. From-, ov, () lucky in the chase, blessed with
success, Soph., Anth., -, good education, Aeschin. From-, ov,() easy to lead, easily led, ductile,

, els , irpos Plat., Xen., Aeol. for, aor. 2 of., () to cry evoe to Bacchus, Soph., Eur.-, 4s,() well ventilated,fresh, airy, Hes. II.

act., of a wind, favourably blowing, fair, Hdt., Eur. :

—metaph. favourable, Soph,-, ov, happily won, Anth.-, ov, (\4) easy to be taken, Hdt.

-,, 6, , happy in life, Eur. ; of life itself,

happy, fortunate, blessed, Aesch., Soph.; eu.

blessed sleep, Soph., 4s, Dor. for^.',, ov, Dor. for -., ov, Dor. for-.-, 4s, (') well-grown, luxuriant, Anth., ov, Dor. for.-, ov,() ofgood meal, Anth.-, ov, easy to be taken or caught, Xen., etc.,, Dor. for-.-, ov, with fine vines, Anth.

[], evan, a cry of the Bacchanals, like euo?, Eur.-, ov, easy to call out, of the names of

dogs, Xen. II. easy to recall, Plut. :—Adv.,
eu Id.', f., to abound in men, Plut. II. to

be in full vigour, Id. ; and, , abundance of men, store of goodly men,
Xen. ; in pi., sbavopiais by the crews being
able-bodied men, Plut. II. manhood, manliness,
manly spirit, Eur. From-, ov, () abounding in good men, Tyrtae.,

Eur., etc. II. prosperous to men, Aesch., Dor. for.-, ov,() flowery, blooming, Anth.', to be flowery or blooming, Luc. From-, 4s, (avdos) blooming, budding, Od. II.

rich in flowers, flowery , Theogn., Ar. 2. flowered,
gay-coloured,gay, bright, Plat., Anth. III. metaph.
blooming, fresh, goodly, Ar., , Dor. for.-, ov, () accessible, gracious, Anth.-, vyos, , -, finely vaulted, Anth.

[], opos, , , Dor. for.-, ov, easy to part with, Xen.-, ov,() easy to cheat, Plat., ov, Ion. for <7?.-, ov, () easy to disembark on,

convenient for landing, Thuc.-, ov, (ooy4oa) easy to excuse, Plut.-, ov,() easy to wall off, easy

to blockade by circumvallation, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, —, Xen.-, ov, (4) well -pleasing, acceptable,

N.T. :—Adv.,4 to be more
popular with one, Xen.-,/,£,5)/ to count, i.e.few in number, Plat,-, ov, () easy to govern, manageable, of

a horse's mouth, Aesch.-, ov, () with beauteous car, Soph,, , easiness of temper, Plat., Dem.--, ov, () well-joined, harmonious,
Eur., Plat. II. of men, accommodating, Plat,-, ov, rich in sheep or lambs, Anth.-, ov, () well-ploughed or easy to be

ploughed, Anth.-, ov, () beginning well, making a good
beginning, Anth., , the Roman ovatio, Plut.-,, , () a Bacchanalian shout, Eur., , () a shout of revelry, Plut.



€,, <5, =sq., Anth., , or parox., , , () a
Bacchanal, Anth.

[], ov, Dor. for.-, Ion. -, ov, easy to describe, Hdt.-,, es, () touching gently : metaph., . -
an easy, unforced transition, Luc. :

—

rb
delicate touch, Id. :—Adv. -, Id.,, Dor. for -.--, ov, easy to carry or move, Hdt.-, ov, () accessible, passable, Aesch.

;

Comp.-, Xen.-',, ov,() with beautiful eyes, Anth., gen. as Ion. 77s, , Euboea, now Negropont (i. e.

Egripo or Evripo, from Euripus), an island lying along
the coast of Boeotia and Attica, Horn., etc. :—,, , acc., pi. -oas, an Euboean, Hdt., etc. :

—

Adj.,,, , , Id., etc.; fem., Id. ; lengthd., Soph.-, ov, throwing luckily (with the dice) : Adv.,
yap he was in luck, Aesch.-, ov,() with good pasture, Od. II.

well-fed, thriving, Theocr.-, , gen. vos, rich in grapes, Soph., , good counsel, prudence, Aesch., Soph., etc.-, ov,() well-advised, prudent,Theogn.,
Hdt., Aesch.-, , , rich in cattle, h. Horn.-, ov, well-noosed, well-knit, Anth.,, Dor. for /—.

or , Adv. well, rightly, to confirm or approve
what has been said, Ar., Plat.:— ironically, Eur.,

Ar. 2. without a Verb, good I well said! well

done I bravo ! Lat. euge I Id., , (evyevfjs) nobility of birth, high descent,

Aesch., Eur.; — , Id.-, Ep. -, ov, (yeveiov) of a lion, well-

maned, Horn. ; of men, well-bearded, Plat., , , =sq., Eur. : fem.', Anth.-, es, (7eVos) well-born, of noble race, of high
descent, Lat. generosus, Trag. ; [eV-ri] is a
mark of nobility, Hdt. 2. noble-minded, generous,
Soph., Plat. 3. of animals, high-bred, noble,

generous, Theogn., Aesch., etc.; of a country, fertile,

Plut. 4. of outward form, noble, Eur. II.

Adv. -, nobly, bravely, Id., , =, Eur., Anth.-, es, (-) joyous, cheerful, Eur.-, Dor. --, ov, = foreg., Eur.-, , sweet-sounding, Ar.-, es, (ya\a) abounding in milk :—a metapl.
dat., as if from|, Anth.-, ov, and -, es, () well-

carved, well-engraved, Anth., Att. -, , glibness of tongue, Ar., Att. -^ttos, ov, good of tongue, eloquent,
Aesch. : glib of tongue, voluble, Ar. 2. sweet-
sounding, Anth. II. act. loosing the tongue,
making eloquent, Id.,, ,() like, a boast, vaunt,
Od. II. like, but always in pi. prayers,
wishes, Aesch., Soph.

— euSiog. 323, Ep. '-, ov, well-bent, Od.', to befair and honest, shew good feeling,
Plut.; and, , kindness of heart, considerateness,
indulgence, Aeschin. 2. prudence, Plut. From-, ov, gen. ovos,() ofgood feeling, kind-
hearted, considerate, reasonable, indulgent, Xen.,

etc. 2. wise, prudent, thoughtful, Anth. II.

Adv.—, indulgently
,
fairly, candidly, Luc. 2.

Prudently, Xen.-, ov, well-known,familiar, Soph., Eur. 2.

easy to discern, Dem.-, ov, well-nailed, well-fastened, Eur., , fruitfidness, Xen. From-, ov, productive.-> ov,() well-drawn, Luc. ;

their fine lines, Id.-&, es, (-) well-painted, Anth. II.

act. writing well, Id.-, ov, well-circling, Anth., , regularity of angles, Eur. From-, ov, () with regular angles, Xen.-, ov, beautifully wrought, Anth., f.,() to be prosperous, well

off, happy, Hdt., Att. :

—

, as a form of

blessing, Eur. Hence, Ion. -, , prosperity, good fortune,
wealth, weal, happiness, h. Horn., Hdt., Att., f. Att. ,() to call or account
happy, Eur., Xen., etc. ; c. gen., for his fortune,

Soph. ; U7re'p tivos Xen. ; Dem., , , conducive to happiness, Plat. ;. the constituents thereof, Xen. From-, ov, blessed with a good genius ; hence for-
tunate, happy, blest, Lat. felix, Hes., Theogn., Trag.,

etc. :

—

Tb =, Thuc. :—Adv.-,
Eur., etc. 2. of outward prosperity, well off,

wealthy, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-, ov,() tearfid, lamentable, Aesch.-, ov,() of much expense, liberal, Plut.-, ov, (\ =,) very clear, dis-

tinct, far-seen, epith. of Ithaca and other islands, Od.---, ov,() with goodlyfeasts, Eur.-, ov, () well-wooded, abounding in

fair trees, Pind., Eur.-, ov, quite clear, manifest, Aesch., etc. : -
[eVn] all may see him doing, Ar., Ep. for, 2 sing. subj. of €'., ,()fair weather, Xen. 2. metaph. tran-

quillity, calm, Aesch., Xen.-, ov, easy to cross, Xen.-, ov, easy to misrepresent, Plat., a, ov, irreg. Comp. of.-, ov, () living temperately, Xen., ov, easy to reconcile, placable: Adv.-

-, Plut.-,, , rider of the calm, Luc., , ov, =, Plat. ; 5 in sheltered

spots, Xen.-, Ion. -, , () righteous dealing, Od.- [t], ov, easily-turning, Anth.-, ov, (5?os) calm, fine, clear, of weather, sea,

2
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etc., Xen., Theocr. :—neut. , , as Adv.,

Anth. :—irreg. Comp., Xen.-, Ep.'-, ov, () well-built, Hom.-, impf. or : f . ] :

—

to be

-well pleased, with a person or thing, . T. 2.

c. inf. to consent to do, be glad to do, lb. Hence, , satisfaction, approval, . T.' : impf. : aor. 1 : pf

.

: the augra. is omitted in Ion. : (-) :

—

to be of good repute, to be held in esteem,

honoured, famous, popular, Theogn., Eur., Ar., etc. :—. to be distinguished in a thing, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; Plat. :

—

.. to have
influence with him, Hdt. Hence,, , good repute, credit, Plat.-, ov, in good repute, honoured, famous,
glorious, Aesch., Eur. ; in a thing, Plat.', f., to be in good repute, to be honoured,

famous, Eur., Xen. ; and, , good repute, credit, honour, glory, Simon.,

Dem. 2. approval, Plat. II.

good judgment, Id. From-, ov, () of good repute, honoured, famous,
glorious, Theogn., Thuc, etc. ; vies ships

of best repute, Hdt.-, ,() sharp-sighted, Soph,-, ov,[) running well, swift of foot,

Anth. 2.. a city withfair race-courses, Id.ev-, ov, with plenteous dew, abounding in water,

Eur., Ar." : impf., Ep., Ion. 3 sing, :

—

f. Aesch. :

—

to sleep, lie down to sleep, Horn.,

etc. ; c. acc. cogn., Od., Eur., Theocr. ;

also, eu5eiz/Soph. ; , i. e. sleep detains

him, Id. 2. of the sleep of death, II., Soph. II.

metaph. to be still, be hushed, of wind, sea, etc., II.,

Aesch. ; of the mind, to be at ease, content, Plat., Theocr.-, ov, richly-robed, Mosch.-, ov, {) with beautiful seat, on stately

throne, of gods, Aesch. 2. of a ship, =,
Theocr. II. pass, easy to sit, Xen.-, es, () well-shaped, goodly, beautiful,

beauteous, II., Hdt., Att.-, ov, () sunny, warm, Lat. apricus, Eur.-, ov, () well-robed, Aesch.-, ov, {,) with or of good wool, fleecy,

Anth. :—Att., Soph.-', ov, easy to refute : easy to test, Plat.-, , , neut., of good hope, hopeful,

cheerful, sanguine, Thuc, Xen., etc. :—c. inf. fut.,

Aesch. ; in good
hope to be saved, Thuc.-, ov,() easy to wipe out, Xen.-, ov,() easily deceived, Plat.,

Xen.-, -, () a good habit of body, good state of
health, high health, Plat. :—generally, vigour, Id.-, ov, easy to get out of or escape from,
Aesch.', , beauty of language, eloquence, Plat. II.

kind words, Soph. From-, , () well-speaking, eloquent, melodious,

3fY- eu^wvog.

Xen. 2. making eloquent, of Helicon, Anth. II.

pass, well-spoken, acceptable, Hdt.-&, ov, easy of attack, Luc.-, ov,() exposed to treachery

or stratagem, Xen., , Ion. for, Anth.-, ov, easy to set upon or attack, Thuc.

;

easy for them to make an
attack, Xen.-, ov, easily put in order, docile, Anth., Ion. -, , = I, Anth., Ion. -, , well-doing, Od., Theogn.,
etc. II. good service, a good deed, kindness,

bounty, benefit, Od., Hdt. ; .
Thuc. ; . Id., etc.

: impf. : f. >- : aor. 1-
: pf .

:—-Pass., aor. 1 part,-
: pf . : () \—to do well, do

good, Soph. II. c. acc. pers. to do good services

or shew kindness to one, Aesch., Eur. ;. to do one a kindness, Plat. :—Pass, to have
a kindness done one, Id.,, , a service done, kindness, Xen.-, , 6, (*) a well-doer, benefactor,

Soph.; to one, Hdt., Eur.; more commonly,
Id., etc. 2. a title of honour of such persons as

had ( done the state some service,' . -
was registered as the King's benefactor, Id.

;

so Xen., etc.', verb. Adj. of, one must shew
kindness to, Xen.,, fern, of, Eur.-, es, (*) well-wrought, well-made, of

chariots, ships, etc., Horn.; of gold, wrought,. 2.

well-done : pi. =, benefits, services,

lb.-, , (*) doing good or well, upright,

Od. II. pass, well-wrought, well-tilled, The-
ocr. 2. easy to work, Hdt.-, , () well-fenced, well-walled, Horn.,

Aesch. II. act. fencing well, well-closed, of

doors, Od.-', , , poet, for, Anth.-, , () sprouting well, flourishing, Eur., ov, Att. for.-*,, ,( being, from sum) well-being,

tranquillity
,
prosperity, Hdt., Aesch.-, , () goodness of season, a good season

(for the fruits of the earth), Xen., etc.-, , =foreg., Anth.-, ov,() easy to find, a
place in which it will be easy to find things, Xen.-', ov, easy to come at, assailable, accessible,

of places, Xen.-, ov, emulous in good : Adv. -Aces, Anth.-, Ep. -, ov, ( III) of ships, well-

benched, Od.-, Ep. -, ov, () well-girdled, of women,
II. 2. of men, girt upfor exercise, dressedfor walk-
ing, active, Horace's altepraecinctus, Hdt., Thuc. ; of

light troops, unincumbered, Lat. expeditus, Xen. 3.

metaph. unincumbered, Plut.
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-, ov, quite pure, unmixed, of wine, Eur.

;

Comp.- and-.-, , Ep. for, II., Theocr.-, , (*·) good government, Od.
and, Ion. -, , goodness of heart,

good nature, guilelessness, simplicity, honesty, Hdt.,

Att. 2. in bad sense, simplicity
,
silliness, Hdt., Att.-, , {) good-hearted, open-hearted, simple-

minded, guileless, Plat. ; rb =,
Thuc. 2. in bad sense, simple, silly, Hdt., Att. :

—as Subst. a simpleton, Xen. II. Adv. -,
Plat. :—Comp.-, Id. ; Sup.-, Eur., Ion. -, =., Pass, () to play the fool, Plat,, , , () good-natured, Plat. :—Adv.
-, Ar.-, es, () well-pointed, II.-, oj/,() inclined to give ear, of gods, Anth.-, Dor.-, /, spinning well, Theocr.-, op, () easy to drive or rz'cfe over,

. a plain ft for cavalry, Xen.-, Dor. -- [], ov, well-sunned, sunny,
genial, Lat. apricus, Eur., Ar. ; the sun's

heat, Eur. :—Adv. -iws, with bright sunshine, Aesch.', f.,() to spend the day cheer-

fully, live happily from day to day, Soph. ;

irpbs 'tis fair weather for

Thebes in relation to thee, Id. 2. to be success-

ful in a thing, gain one's point, Aeschin., Dor.- [], , fineness of the day, good
weather, Xen. II. good times,

health and happiness, health and wealth, Eur. From-, Dor. -- [], ov, {) of a fine day,

. a happy day, Soph. 2. enjoying a lucky

day, cheerful, happy, Ar., Plat.-, Dor.-, ov, well as to the winds,
i.e., I. shelteredfrom the wind, calm, Eur. II.

open to the wind, Soph.-, ov,() obedient to the rein, tractable, Plat., , manliness, manly virtue, Eur. From-, Dor.- [], opos, , , man-exalting,
glorious, Od.-, ov, () well fitted to the oar,

Aesch. 2. well-rowed, Soph., Eur.-, , (*) well-fitted, of the oar, well-poised,

easy to handle, Od., Eur.-, ov, () easy to draw out, h. Horn,-, Dor.-— \a\,ov,{piov)withgoodthread

,

well-woven, Plat. II. act. well-weaving, Anth.-, Dor.-- [], ov, () well-sounding,

tuneful, Eur. : loud-sounding, Id.-<, ov,() prosperous by sea,. the gift of seamanship, Soph,-, ,() blooming, flourishing, Mosch., is, Dor. for.-, is,() ofgood courage, h. Horn.,Aesch.,

etc. 2. giving courage, secure, Xen., , v..-, ov, () easily won by kindness
or attention, Xen., f., =sq., Luc., f ., to set in order, arrange well, Hes., Luc.

- evOvva. 325-, ov, well-arranged or easily stowed, Aesch.

;

. well-fitting, ready for use, Lat. habilis, Id., Adv. of, q. v.-, is, () sharpening well, Anth.-, ov, rare form for sq., Anth.-, Dor. -, is, (,) well-nurtured,
thriving, goodly, Eur., Ar.-, ov, () with distended udder, Eur., , good management, Hes. 2. a habit

ofgood order, tidiness, Xen. From-, ov, gen. , () setting in order, c.

gen., . Aesch., Att., only in pres., to thrive, flourish,

prosper, Lat. fiorere, vigere, Hdt., Aesch., Dem. :—c.

dat. to abound in a thing, h. Horn. II. Pass.

in same sense, ol Hdt. ;

Dem. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, easy to catch or win, Anth.-, ov, () lucky or successful in the chase,

Eur. ; . successful sport, Anth. ; .
unerring arrows, Id. II. () abounding in

game, good for hunting, Id.-, ov, well-stored, precious, Anth.-, ov, (?) touching the point, clever, Anth.-, ov, () in or with easy death, Aesch.-, ov, with rich banquet : sumptuous, Aesch.-, ov, well-coped, of high walls, Eur.-, Ep. --,-, , , with beautiful hair :

in II. always of horses, with flowing mane ; of dogs,

Xen.; of birds, well-plumed, Theocr. II. made
of good hair, of a fishing line, Anth.-, Ep. --, ov, with beautiful throne, Horn,-, Ep. --, ov, loud-sounding, Anth.-, ov,() easily broken, crumbling, Plut., neut. of, used as Adv. : v. ., , a direct throw, Plut. From-, ov, () throwing straight.-, ov, =, Aesch., , an open, direct trial, on the merits of

the case, Dem. From-, ov, () righteous-judgi?ig, Aesch., Anth.-, is, (*) accurately wrought, Luc.-, ov, quick-killing, mortal, Plut.-, , , fighting openly , Pind., , a fair fight, Plut. From- [], ov, =, A.nth., f. , () to be of good cheer, Eur.,

Anth. :

—

to be gracious, Theocr. II. trans, to

7iiake cheerful, cheer, delight, Aesch. :—Pass, to

be cheerful, Xen., verb. Adj. one must be cheerfid, Xen., , cheerfulness, tranquillity, Xen. From-, ov, bountiful, generous, Od. II. ofgood
cheer, cheerfid, in good spirits, Xen. :—of horses,

spirited, Id. ;—Adv.-, cheerftdly, Aesch., Xen., , gen. -, acc. -: () .—a setting

straight, correction, chastisement, Plat. II. at

Athens, an examination of accounts, audit, Ar., etc.

;

in pi., Id., etc. ; an account of

one's embassage, Dem. ; to call for

one's accounts, Id. ; to give them in,

Ar. ; Lys., etc.



3 2 6 —, , {) a corrector, chastiser, judge,
Aesch. II. at Athens, an examiner, auditor, Plat., 7700s, ,{) a corrector, chastiser, Theogn., a, ov, {) directing, ruling,

Aesch. II., -, the part of a ship

-wherein the rudder was fixed, Eur., , ,{) a ruler, Eur.

[], impf.: f.: {):—like Homeric, to guide straight, direct, Aesch., Ar. ; .
to steer the bark straight, Eur. ; .

Id. ; . to manage or guide him, Soph. 2.

metaph. to direct, govern, Trag. II. to make or

put straight, Plat. ; . to make crooked
judgments straight, Solon. III. at Athens, to

audit the accounts (cf.) of a magistrate, call

him to account, Plat. 2. c. gen. to call to account
for an offence, . , Plut. :—Pass.,

Thuc.', to go straight forward,
(metaph. from a ship), unswerving destiny, Aesch. From-, ov, going straight : metaph. straight-

forward, Plat., to speak in a straightforward manner,
Cic. : to speak off-hand, Plut. From-, ov, {) plain-spoken, Cic.-, ov, with beautiful shaft, Eur.'',,, Ion. and Ep. (q. v.), straight, direct,

Thuc, etc. :— (sc. ) by the straight road,

Plat. ; so, Eur. 2. in moral sense,

straightforward, open, frank, Tyrtae., Aesch., etc.

;

, openly, without reserve,

Thuc.
. as Adv., and, the former properly

of Time, the latter of Place : I., of Place,

straight, straight to P., h. Horn. ;

irpbs , Soph. ; straight to-

wards ., Xen. ; so c. gen., Ar., etc. II., 1. of Time, straightway, forthwith, at
once, Aesch., etc. ; iic Xen. ; with a part.,

Thuc. ;

just at the beginning of summer, Id. 2. rarely,

like, of Place, just above
the city, Id.; '' the road leading
straight to Argos, Eur. 3. of Manner, directly,

simply, Plat.

C. ', Adv., is used just as the Adv.,
Soph., etc. ; as soon as, Xen.- [], ov, well-fringed, Anth.-, ov, {) right-minded, Aesch.-, ov, in a straight direction : in neut.

as Adv. —, Xen. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , , well-mailed, Anth., =, Eur., , , Bacchic, Anth. : fem.,, Id.-, ov, () easy to heal, Xen.-, ov, very holy, Lat. sacrosanctus, Anth., , Euios, Evius, name of Bacchus, from the cry,, Soph., Eur.: —, Id. II. ,
ov, as Adj. Bacchic, Soph., Eur.-, ov, of persons, well-horsed, delighting in
horses, h. Horn. : Sup., Xen. 2. of places, famed
for horses, Soph.

— 6JK0\09.-, , () for good knowledge, Anth.-, ov, easy to conquer, Thuc.-, ov,{) easy to keep under, Xen.', f., to devote one's leisure, .., Ion. -, , good season, opportunity, Plat,-, ov, well-timed, in season, seasonable, Soph.

:

neut. in season, Anth. :—Adv. -, season-

ably, opportunely,-, Plat,,, Dor. for—.-, ov, of easy labour, easy, Eur. ; .
well-wrought works, Anth. ; . a crown
won by noble toils, Id.-, , {) well-curved, curved, Od.,
Mosch., etc. II. easy to bend, flexible, Plut.-, ov,{) good of heart, stout-hearted,

Lat. egregie cordatus, Soph., etc. ; of a horse, spirited,

Xen. :—Adv. -, with stout heart, Eur.-, ov, rich in fruit, fruitful, h. Horn.,
Soph. ; of Demeter, Anth.-, ov,{) easy to overthrow, Xen.-, ov,{) easy to be despised,

contemptible, despicable, Xen., Dem.-', ov,{) easy to work : of

food, easy of digestion, Xen. 2. easy of accom-
plishment, Id. 3. easy to subdue, Plut.-, ov,{) easy to blame, open
to accusation, Thuc.-, ov,{) easy to cleave or split, Od.-', ov, well-sounding, melodious, Eur., Ar.-, ov,() pointed, Anth.-', ov, {) with beautiful horns, Mosch.

:

—contr., , Soph,-, ,{) she that lulls or soothes, Hes., Dor., ov, (lengthd. from) free
from care, at one's ease, Lat. securus, Horn., Soph.

;

were fighting undisturbed, II. 2.

of night, still, silent, Theocr.-, ov, {) easily moved, Anth.-, ov, ivied, Anth.- [t], ov, with beautiful pillars, Eur., Anth.-, Ep. --, : poet. acc. sing,, for

or-, pi., for or-, Ep. also

: {) :

—

ofgood report, famous, glorious,

Horn., etc.; Eur. Adv. -, Ep.-, II. ; Aesch. ; Sup., Xen., , Ep., good repute, glory, Hom.,Trag.', Ion. -, contr. -, f. , to praise,

laud, Tyrtae., Adv., Ep. for,.-, ov, much-famed, Anth.', f., to have a good lot, Anth. From-, ov, fortunate, happy, Anth.-, ov, well-spun, h. Horn., Anth.-, , , well-equipped with greaves, well-

greaved, Ep. nom. and acc. pi.,-, Horn,-, ov, {) with beautiful legs, Anth.-, ov,{) easy to deal with, Arist., ,{) contentedness, good temper, Plat.,

etc. 2. of the body, agility
, facility , Plut.-, ov,{) gluing well, sticky, Anth.-, ov, () : I. of persons, easily satis-

fied, contented with one's food, Anth., Plut. 2.
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easily satisfied, contented, good-natured, peaceable,

Lat. facilis, comis, Ar. ; c. dat.,

friendly to them, at peace with them, Id. :—Adv.
-Acos, tranquilly , calmly, Plat., Xen. 3. willing,

agile, Anth. 4. in bad sense, easily led, prone,
irpbs Luc. II. of things, easy, Plat,-, ov, with fair bosom, Anth. 2. in goodly
folds, of a net, Id.-, is,() well cared for, Hdt.-, Ep. '--, ov, () fair-haired, Horn.,

Hes. : of sheep, well-fleeced, Anth.-, ov, loud-sounding, Eur.-, ov, with easy labour, easy,

[eVrt], c. inf., . T.--, ov,() well-adorned, h. Horn., , orderly behaviour, good conduct, decency,
Eur., Xen., etc. From-, ov, behaving well, orderly, decorous, Solon,

Att.,Thuc; —, Thuc. 2. well-

adorned, graceful, Eur. II. Adv. -$, in good
order, Od. ; Sup.-, Xen. 2. gracefully, Plut.-, Ep. -, , ov,() with fine horns,

esp. of oxen, h. Horn.-, euros, 6, , =, Plat. 2. of persons,

mixing readily with others, Anth. Hence, rj, a good temperature, mildness, Plat.-, Ion.-, ov,() well-mixed,

temperate, Plat.-, ov, () well-struck, well-woven, of the

threads of the warp, Anth.-, ov, () well-watered, Anth., ov, Ion. for eijKparos.-, ov, () rich in barley, Theocr., Anth., f., to keep distinct, keep in order, Xen.-, is, () well-separated, Xen. II.

well-arranged, in good order, Hdt., Xen. :

—

regular,

steady, of winds, Hes.-, Ep. --, ov, accompanied by castanets,

Anth. : rattling,- Id.-, ov, well-hammered, well-wrotight, of

metal, Soph., Eur.-, ov, easy to hide, Aesch., , ov,() of orforprayer, votive, Aesch.,

Ar. : devoted, Eur. :

—

,, votive offerings, vows,

prayers, Aesch., Soph. 2. of gods, invoked by

prayer, Aesch., Eur. 3. prayed for, Anth.-',, ov,() wealthy, Aesch., Anth.-, ov, (ktcis) with straight fibres, slender,

tall, Plut.-, ov,() wealthy, Pind.-, ov, easily gotten, Anth., , , () expressing a wish, votive,

Anth.'-, , ov, () well-built, II. ; -4 furnished with goodly buildings, Od. ; . iv

on well-made threshing-floor, II. ; of a garden,
well-wrought, Od.-, ov, —, II., h. Horn., , ,() wished for, ''.^
that what they wish for may happen, II. 2. to be

wished for, evKTbv Eur. :

—

, c.

inf., Id., Xen. II. vowed, dedicated, Anth.

— euXoyog, 327-, ov, well-rounded, round, of a shield, II.,

Aesch. ; of a chariot, well-wheeled, Id., Od.-, , ov,() suited to the wine-cup, Anth., Ion. -, , () discretion, caution,

circumspection, Theogn., Soph., etc.;

. . = . . , Plat.;

it requires caution, Dem. ; , by way of

caution, Plat. 2. c. gen. caution or discretion in
a thing, Soph. 3. reverence, piety,

Plut. : absol. godly fear, . T. 4. in bad sense,

over-caution, timidity, Plut.' : impf . : f .- : aor. 1

or- :
—to behave like the, have

a care, to be discreet, cautious, circumspect, to beware,
Lat. cavere, foil, by or' with subj., Soph.,

Eur., etc. ; c. inf., with or without , Soph., Eur. :

—

absol., Soph. ; without
reserve, Dem. II. c. acc. to have a care of,

beware of, Aesch., Plat., etc. 2. to reverence, pay
honour to, Id. 3. to watch for, await quietly , Eur.-,, is, () taking hold well, holdingfast

:

—then metaph. undertaking prudently, discreet,

cautious, circumspect, Plat. 2. in bad sense,

over-cautious, timid, Plut. :—Adv., Comp.-, Eur. 3. reverent, pious, religious,

devout, . . II. pass, easy to get hold of, Luc.', verb. Adj. of, one must beware,

c. inf., Plat. II. one must beware of, c. acc, Id., Ion. for.
-,-, 6, , poet, for-, Anth., f . , to plough, Orac. ap. Thuc. ; and, , a ploughshare, Orac. ap.Thuc.—(Old Lacon.
forms, prob. akin to.)-, ov, sweetly-speaking, Anth. II. =

II, Id.-, ov,() fruitful in herbs, Anth.-, ov, = sq., Eur.-, ov, with goodly meadows, Od., h. Horn,-, ov,{) bringing wedded happiness,

blessing marriage, Soph,-, is, =5, Anth.'', , a worm or maggot, II., Hdt.-, ov, easily taken hold of: Adv.- so

that one can easily take hold, Sup.
Xen. 2. easy to be taken or reduced, Thuc. :

—

easy

to gain or obtain, Luc., , , old word for, reins, II. (Deriv.

unknown.)-, ov,() with good harbours, Eur., Plat.

: impf. or - : f. - : aor. 1

or- :

—

to speak well of, praise, honour,

Trag.; . to praise him justly, Ar. :—Pass.

to be honoured, Soph. II. to bless, . T., , , blessed, . ., , good or fine language, Plat. : a fair speech,

specious talk, . . II. eulogy, panegyric,

Pind.; blessing (as an act) or a blessing (as an

effect) Id. :

—

of the alms collected for poor brethren, Id.--, ov, rightly reckoning, thoughtful, Arist.'-, ov, having good reason, reasonable, sensible,

Aesch.; \_~], c. inf., it is reasonable that,

Ar. 2. reasonable, fair, Thuc, etc :· & . a
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fair reason, Id. II. Adv. -yws, with good rea-

son, reasonably, Aesch., Thuc. ; . to be

reasonable, Plat.--, ov, (-) propitious, Plut.-', ,() with fine baths, Anth.-, ov, well-plumed, Soph.-, ov,() helping in childbirth, Eur.- \y\ o, = sq., name of Apollo, Eur.-, ov, () playing well on the lyre, skilled

in the lyre, An, Anth.-§, ov, () easy to untie or loose, Xen. ; .
easily breakingintoabuse, Theophr. 2.

metaph. easily dissolved or broken, Eur., Xen.
and -, Ion. -£, , readiness in learning,

docility, Plat., Anth. From-, 4s,() ready or quick at learning, Lat.

docilis, Plat., Dem. :—Adv. -, Aeschin. II.

pass, easy to learn or discern, intelligible, Aesch. :

well-known, Soph.,, Ion. -, =, Plat., 4s, Dor. for.-, ov, offine wool, Pind., Dor. for.-,, ov, abounding in fennel, Anth., , Ion. -, easiness, ease, opportunity,

for doing a thing-, Soph. 2. ease of movement,
dexterity, Eur. 3. of condition, ease, comfort,

to be at ease, in comfort, Soph. ; but

also, euphem. for alvum exonerare, to

ease oneself, Hdt. ; . provision for, pro-

tection against, Plat. From-, 4s,( obsol. word for) easy, conve-

nient, without trouble, Theogn. ; . an
easy prey, Aesch. :

—

4 [eV-rt], c. inf., His easy,

Pind., Eur. ; so, iv [] Id. II. Adv.

-, Ep. -4, mildly, Theogn. 2. easily, Plat,, Ion. for.,, , acc. iv, an Asiatic shoe or slipper,

Aesch., Eur. (A foreign word.)

[], ov, Dor. for.-', , (4yo) of good size, very large, Ar.-, ov, (4) well-blackened, inky, Anth.-, 4s, (4) musical, rhythmical, Arist., , poet, —,() the character of the, goodwill, favour, grace, Hdt., Soph., etc.', , , Ep. for, a well-wisher,4-
(Ep. dat. pi.) Od.', to be gracious, Theocr. II. c. acc. to

deal kindly with, Pind. From-,,(4) well-disposed, favourable,gracious,
kindly, h. Horn., Att. 2. of places, yrj . --

favourable to fight in, Thuc. ; of a river,

kindly , bounteous, Aesch.; of a road, <?«5y, Xen. II.

Adv.-, Ion. -4, Aesch., Plat., etc. :—Comp. -4-
pov, Eur., , poet, form of4, Pind.

(sc. ), , at, () the gracious
goddesses, euphem. name of the or Furies,

Aesch., etc.,() Med. to propitiate, Xen.-, ov,() easily changed, Arist.-, ov, = foreg., changeable, Plat., Xen., etc.

—.-, ov, () readily imparting,
generous, . T.-'-,',() easy to persuade, Arist.-, ov,() easy to handle or

manage, manageable, Plat., Xen. 2. easy to deal
with or master, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, (4) well-measured, well-calculated,

Aesch. : well-proportioned, Theocr.-, Dor.- [], ,() ofa good length

,

tall, Plat., Theocr.-, Dor.-, ov, rich in sheep, Od., Pind.-, ov, () easy to spin out, Luc.'-,, , , of good counsel, prudent, Anth.,, Dor. -, , inventive skill, Pind.,

Plut. From-, Dor.-- [], ov, I. of persons,

skilful in contriving, ingenious, inventive, Aesch.,

Plat. II. pass., of things, skilfully contrived,

ingenious, Ar., Plat.- [t], ov, easily imitated, Plat.- [], ov, exposed to hatred, Xen., ov, with fine threads, =4, Eur.- [], ov, with beautiful, Mosch.'-, , (, ), Ep. for -, armed
with good ashen spear, Horn. ; Ep. gen., II.-, Dor. for-., ov, easy to remember, Dem. ; Comp.-, Arist.-, ov, easy to remember :—Comp. Adv.-4 to be easier to remember, Xen.-§, Dor. -?, ov, well-remembering

,

mindful of a thing, c. gen., Soph,, , happy possession of a thing, wealth or

weal, Luc. From, ov, () blest with possessions, Plat,, to sing well, h. Horn. From-, ov,() sweetly singing, Anth., , beauty of form, symmetry, Eur., Plat.,

etc. ; symmetry in the, which was required

for good omens, Aesch. From-, ov, () fair of form, comely, goodly,

Hdt., Aesch.-, ov,() skilled hi the arts, esp. in poetry
and music : hence musical, melodious, Eur., Anth.-, ov, laborious, Anth.-, ov, eloquent, Anth.-, ov,() loud-bellowing, Anth., f. [] : aor, 1 or:—Pass.,

aor. 1 or -, Ep. 3 pi.

:

() : 1. to lay or place in ambush, Od. 2.

to put to bed : of animals, to lay their young in a
form, Xen. : metaph. of death, to lay asleep, Soph. :

—Pass, to go to bed, sleep, Od., Att. ; of fowls, Od. :

—of pain,4 Soph. II. intr.,

like Pass., to sleep, Id.-,, ov,() well-situated, of cities

and houses, Horn. :—so also-, , ov, II., , ov, () in one's bed, . a hare in

its form, Xen. 2. wedded, Aesch., Eur. 3.. making one keep one's bed (cf. ,

Id. ; . 4· brooding, of a bird on the nest,



Anth. II. ( II) of or for anchorage : gene-

rally, steadying, guiding a ship, of the rudder, Eur., ov,[) good for sleeping in :,, convenient sleeping places, Xen.,,, v. sub-.,, , a sleeping-place, bed-chamber, Trag"., f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. :

pf. : () :—poet, for : 1. to lay

ov place in ambush, Od. 2. to lay asleep, lull to

sleep, metaph., yoov lb. :—Pass, to lie asleep,

of a dog-

, to lie kennelled, Soph. : of the winds, Od., , , () = , Eur., Anth., , () wellfurnished with ships, Max.'', : Ep. gen. sing, and pi., - :

—

a
bed, Horn. ; II. ;

lb., etc. 2. the bedding, as opp. to (the

bedstead), Od. 3. . their abode, II. :

—of animals, the lair of a deer, Horn. ; the seat of a

hare, Xen. ; the nest of a bird, Soph. 4. the mar-
riage-bed, Horn., etc. 5. one's last bed, the grave,
Aesch., Soph. II. pi. ', stones used as anchors
in the times of Horn, and Hes., and thrown out from the

prow, \vhile the stern was made fast to land, '
Horn. Hence, Adv. from or out of bed, Od., aor. pass. inf. of., aros, , {) marriage, Eur., Dor. -, rjpos, , () a bedfellow,

hicsband, Aesch. :—Dor. fern,, .
partner of his bed, Id.; . Albs Id., , , = foreg., Eur. :—fern,, Soph., Dor.-, opos, , =, Aesch., Eur., -, Ep. gen. sing, and pi. of.
evvis, , , acc. : pi. :

—reft of, bereaved

of, c. gen., Horn., Aesch. :—absol. bereaved of chil-

dren, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.^,, , =, a bedfellow, wife, Soph., Eur.-, ov, Ep. for-, () well-spun, Horn.', f., () to be well-inclined, Hdt., Att., , poet, sometimes, Ion., poet,

: {) :

—

good-will, favour, kindness,
out of kindness or good-will, Hdt.; '

Thuc. ; Plat. ; Dem. ; ' or

Id.; - for love of fatherland,

Aesch.; ap. Dem. :—in pi feelings

of kindness, favours, Aesch. II. a gift in token

of good-will, esp. of presents to the Athenian com-
manders from the subject states, Dem. Hence, ,, well-disposed, kindly ,favourable, Dem.

:

—Adv., ' or riva to be kindly
disposed to . . , Xen., f .- : aor. : Dep. :

—

to

have good laws, to be orderly, Hdt., Thuc, etc., Ion. -, , good order, order, Od., Hdt.,
Att. 2. personified by Hes. as daughter of Themis.-, ov, tender good laws, well-ordered, Pind., Plat.

-voos, ov, Att. contr. evvovs, : gen. pi.

:

—
well-minded, well-disposed, kindly, friendly, Hdt.,
Att.; to one, Hdt., etc. ; oi my well-

wishers, Xen. ; rb —, Soph., etc.—Comp.
Id., Ion. Hdt.; Sup.-

Ar.

—€. 329-, , a eunuch, employed to take charge of

the women and act as chamberlains (whence the

name, oi ), Hdt., Ar., etc., Dor. for, neut. pi. of part. &v.-, , , () moving well or regularly,

by the steady march of time, Soph.-, ov, () well-carded, of wool, Anth., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 1 subj. of.-, Ion. -|, ov, kind to strangers, hospit-

able, the ^^si-chambers,
Aesch. ; Eur. II.

the Euxine, now the Black sea, Hdt.,

etc. :—anciently called, the inhospitable {dictus

ab antiquis Axenus ille fuit, Ovid.).-, Ep. -, , ov, or , ov : () :
—

well-planed, well-polished, of carpenters' work, Horn.

--oos, Ep. lv'-|oos, ov : contr. gen., II. : (' :

—just like, often in Horn.;
an axe with polished haft, Od.-,-,-, Att. for--, etc.', f., () to have a free course or pas-
sage, of running water, Dem., ,() a good journey, wishes for a good
journey, Aesch. ap. Ar., v..-, ov, easy to pass, of mountains, Xen. ; of a

road, easy to travel, Id.-, f. , to help on the way, c. dat. pers.,

Soph. 2. Pass, to have a prosperous journey,
. T. :—metaph. to prosper, be successful, Hdt., N.T., Bacchanalian exclamation, Lat. evoe, Soph., etc.

-oivos, ov, producing good wine, Anth.-, ov, wealthy, prosperous, Eur.-, ov, easy to concede, indisputable, Plat.', to be well-equipt, Anth. ; and, -, a good state of arms and eqtiipments, Xen.-,/,() well-armed, well-equipt, Ar., Xen., gentleness of temper, Eur. From--, ov, () good-tempered

:

—Adv. -,
with good temper, Thuc.', f ., to be faithful to one's oath, Eur., Thuc., , fidelity to one's oath, Pind. From·-, ov, keeping one's oath,faithfid to one's oath,

Hes., Att. II. of oaths, to swear

faithfully , Att. ;
\_~\ it is in accordance

with one's oath, no breach of oath, Thuc. ;' Dem. ; so in Adv.,'
Aesch.-,, , a faithful oath, Aesch.-, ov, with good mooring - places, Horn.,

Soph. 2. well-moored, of ships, Anth.-,, , , abounding in birds, Anth.-, ov, well-roofed, Anth.-- or-, ov, (, -f}) sweet-smelling,

fragrant, Theocr.-, ov, with beautiful eyes, Xen. : keen-

eyed, Id.

-·?, , with fine eyebrows, Anth.', f ., to be in good case, Hes. From--, ov, with goodly banks, fertile, Ep. Horn. :

—

generally abundant, rich, Eur.



330 evTrayrjs —-, 4s, () of the body, compact, firm,
strong, Xen., Theocr., Ion. -, , the enjoyment of good things,

comfort, ease, Xen. :-—esp. in pi. enjoyments, lux-

uries, to enjoy oneself, Hdt.; also

delicacies, dainties, Xen. ; and', f., to be well off, enjoy oneself, make
7nerry, Hdt., Plat. From-,, 4s, (7*) enjoyinggood things, easy. II.

easily affected, Plut., Ion. for., , a goodly race of children, Eur. ;

blest in his children, Id. From-,, , , blest in one's children, i. e. with
many or good children, h. Horn., Hdt., Att. ; y6vos5 noble offspring-, Eur.€5, Dor. for.-, ov, () handy, skilful, ingenious,
inventive, Aesch., Anth.-, Kayos, , , Dor. for-, =, Eur.-, ov,() easy to lead astray, Ar.-, ov,() placable, Plut.-, ov,() easy to follow,
of an argument, Arist.-, ov,() easy to convey, Plut.-, ov, Dor. for5 (), with beau-
teous cheeks, Pind.-, ov, easily led away, Xen.-, ov, constantly attending, .

constant waiting on the Lord, . T.-, ov, = , Eur.-, ov,() rendered irritable, Plut.-, ov,() easily excited, Arist.-, ov, () with fine purple border,

Plut. 2. of persons, wearing such a garment,
Lat. praetextatus, a grandee, Luc.-', , () daughter of a noble sire,

Horn. 2. of places, of a noble father, Eur.-, , Dor. -, , , () of good or

noble sire, of noble family, of persons, Soph., Eur.,

etc. ; Eur. II. at Athens in the

old time, the formed the first class (the

Nobles), the the second, the the

third, Xen. 2. at Rome, the Patricians, Id., tSos, , () born of a noble sire, Eur. ;

t'is ; who could be born so

worthy of a noble sire ? Soph. ; of

hopes derivedfrom those of noble birth, Id.- [], opos, , , () born of a noble sire,

Aesch.-, 4s,() ready to obey, obedient, Aesch.,

Plat. ; also tivos, Id. II. act. persuasive, Aesch., ov,() easily persuaded, Arist.-', ov, a word of uncertain meaning in Aesch.,

either tranquil, placable, as if it were (cf

.

4), or easy to be sent away (cf.).-', ov, with a good father-in-law, Theocr.-, ov, beautifully robed, Horn.-» ov,[) easy of digestion, Arist.-, ov,() easily turned round, Luc.-, ov, () easy to sketch out,

with a good outline, Luc.

- eviropeu).-, ov,() easy to pull away, Xen.-, ov,() easily besetting, . T.-', ov,[) with beautiful leaves, Anth.', , ease, 5 easily, Eur. :—pi., -5 to give facilities, Plat. 2. easiness

ofgetting or having a thing, c. gen., Hdt., Xen. From-, 4s, () of the dice, falling well ; me-
taph. favourable, Aesch. ; so in Adv.,^
Id. 2. easy, without trouble, Lat. facilis, Hdt.,

Att. :—Adv., Ion. -ews, easily, Hdt., Att. ;

with numerals,55. it easily

holds 6oo amphorae, i. e. full 6oo, Hdt. :—Comp.
-etTTepcos Id. II. of persons, easy-tempered, ac-

commodating, Eur.-, ov, of good hard stone, Anth.-, 4s, —, well-built, stout, Od.-, ov,() well-built, Horn.-, , , with beautiful helmet, Anth.-, ov, () offine texture, Eur.-, , with beautiful arms, Eur.-|, o.kos, , , abounding in fountains, Anth.-9, 4$, =5 I, Aesch.-, ov, trustworthy, trusty, Xen. ;

things easy to believe, Soph. II. act. easily be-

lieving, credulous, Arist.- [t], ov, gen. ovos, very fat : very rich, Anth.-, 4s,() of a good breadth, Xen.'-, a, ov, well filled, Od.-, 4s, () =sq., II.-, Ep. --, ov,() well-plaited, well-

twisted, of wicker-work and ropes, II. ; of nets, Eur., poet.-', , (*) afair voyage, II., Soph.-, t5os, Ep. fern, of sq., Od.-, Ep. -7-, ov, with goodly locks, fair-
haired, Horn. ; . goodly tresses, Eur.-, ov,() —5, Anth.-, ov, () good for sailing,

may he reach a friendly port, Theocr.-, 4s,() well-washed, well-cleansed, Od.
e-u-, ov, favourable to sailing, Anth., poet, -', , easiness of breathing. 2.

fragrance, Anth. From
-irvoos, ov, contr. -, ; Ep. '-irvoos

:

(4) :

—

breathing well, breathing a sweet smell,

sweet-smelling, Mosch., Anth. II. affording a

free passage to the air, Lat. perfiabilis, Xen., , () goodness offoot, Xen.-, , , beneficent, Arist.-, ov, well-made, well-wrought, Od., Hes.-, , (4) beneficence, Luc.-, ov, much varied, variegated, Anth.-, ov, rich in wool, fleecy, Aesch.-, ov, good at war, successful in war, h.

Horn., Xen.--, ov, conducting to a happy issue, Aesch.,

Soph.', f . : aor. : pf . : (-) :

—

to prosper, thrive, be well off, Xen. ; '
from which sources war is successfully

maintained, Thuc. b. c. gen. rei, to have plenty

of, to have store of, to abound in a thing, c. gen.,

Xen., etc. 2. to find a way, find means, Thuc- ·*



—
c. inf. to be able to do, Plat. II. c. acc. rei, to

supply , furnish, Thuc., Dem., etc.

etnropia, , () an easy way of doing a thing,

facility or faculty for doing-, c. inf., Thuc. ; absol.,

Xen. :—c. gen. rei, easy means of providing, Thuc,
etc. 2. plenty, store, abundance, wealth, Xen. :

—

in pi. advantages, Isocr., Dem. II. the solution

of doubts or difficulties, Xen., etc.-, ov, () easy to procure ;
—

(sc.), , common medicines, Plut.

-iropos, ov, easy to pass or travel through, Aesch.

;

open ground, Xen. ;

Thuc. 2. easily gotten, easily done, easy, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc:

—

=, Id. ;

it is easy, c. inf., Id. II. going easily, ready,
glib, Ar. 2. of persons, full of resources

or devices, ingenious, inventive, ready, opp. to,
Ar., Plat. III.. well-provided with, rich in a
thing, Thuc. :—absol. well off, wealthy, Dem. IV.
Adv. -, easily, Xen. ; Comp.-, Plat. 2.

in abundance, . Thuc., f., to be lucky , fortunate, Plut.; and, , goodfortune, Plut., Luc. From-, ov, happy, prosperous, Aesch.-, ov, easy to drink, pleasant to the taste, Aesch.--, , ,, , with good feet, Xen. II.

of verses, with good feet, flowing, Anth., = , to do well, be well off, flourish,
Thuc, Xen., etc. Hence, , =, well-doing, well-being, welfare,
success, Thuc, etc.-, ov, easy to be done, Xen., Ion.,, =/, Hdt.,Trag. II.

good conduct, Xen., , poet, for, Aesch.-, ov,() with good stem, Anth., , goodly appearance, dignity, comeliness,

Thuc II. colourable appearance, speciousness,

plausibility, Id., Plat. From-, 4s, () well-looking, goodly, comely,

of outward appearance, Hdt., Att. ; . fair to

look on, Xen. ; Eur. 2. decent,

seemly, fitting, becoming, Hdt., Aesch., Eur. ;

a most glorious end, Thuc. 3. specious,

plausible, Hdt., Thuc. ; in pretence,

Id. II. Adv. -, Ion. -, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc ; Comp.-, Eur. ; Sup.-, Thuc., Ion. for.-,',() well-blowing, strong-blowing,\\.-, ov,() acceptable.

e{)7r pocreSpos, ov, —, . .-, ov, easy of address, i. e. affable, cour-
teous, Eur. ; . miseries that forbid my
being spoken to, Id.-, ov, easy of access, of places, Luc.-, ov, of persons, accessible, affable, Lat.

qui faciles aditus habet, Thuc, Xen. 2. of places,

easily accessible, Id.-,, easy of'approach: generally, easy,Eur., f., to make a fair show, . T.-, 6, {) lying so as to present a
fair face, Aesch.

'. 33
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-, ov,() fair of face, Ar., Xen. :

with glad countenance, Soph. 2. metaph. fair in
outward show, specious, Hdt., Eur., etc.-, ov, with good pretext, platisible,Thuc.-,, ov,() with goodly stern, II., Eur.-, ov, {) with goodly prow, Eur.

e-u-irTcpos, ov, {) well-winged, well-plumed,
Soph., Eur. ; metaph., of high-plumed dames, Ar.

e-u-irTepiyos, ov, {) =foreg., of ships, Anth.€-7, ov, finely branching, of horns, Anth.-, ov, well-towered, cf fortified towns, II.-, , well-bearded, Anth.-,, abounding infoals ov horses, II. : breeding
noble horses, Soph,-, v.., aor. med. of., Adv. {) on one side, sideways, II. II., an exclamation to frighten away birds, Ar.', aor. pass, of

:

—, Ep. '-, aor. 2 inf.,, , {) a finding, discovery, Plat,', , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be discovered

,

found out, Thuc., , , (?) an inventor, discoverer, Plat., , , {) inventive, ingenious, Plat., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., ?j, , verb. Adj. of, discoverable, Xen., -,, pf. act. and pass, of.,,,{) an invention, discovery, Eur.,

Ar., etc. 2. c gen. an invention for or against a
thing, a remedy, Eur., Dem. II. that which
is found unexpectedly, i. e., much like", a
piece of good luck, godsend, windfall, prize, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. III. of a child, a foundling, Soph., Eur., Dor. for.-, , {) inventive of words, fluent,
Pind. : wordy, sophistical, Ar., fut. of., opos, , —, Anth.

-plvos, Ep. '--, ov, () =, Babr., etc-, Ep. --, ov, () ofgood leather, Anth., a, ov, of or like Euripides, Plat.,, little Euripides, term of endearment, Ar.-, ,() a place where the flux and reflux

is strong, esp. the strait which separates Euboeafrom
Boeotia, where the current was said to change seven

times a day, Xen. :—proverb of an unstable man,
Aeschin. II. generally, a canal, ditch, Anth.

-pls, , , , () with a good nose, i. e. keen-

scented, Aesch., Soph.' : impf. or -'. f.: aor. 2

or, Ep. inf. :— pf. :—Med.,

f.: aor. 2 or Att.-: aor. :

—Pass., f . : also med. (in pass, sense)-
:—aor. : pf . or -. To

find, Horn., etc :—c. part, to find that, Hdt. ; and in

Pass., fjv &v Soph. 2. c. inf.,

found that the thing for him was,

Hdt. II. to find, out, discover, Horn., etc. ; cf.

II. :—so in Med. to find out for oneself,

Od. III. to devise, invent, Aesch., etc :—Med.,
5

epya '/ deeds make them-
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selves words, . e. speak for themselves, Soph. IV.
to find, get, gain, procure, Pind., Soph., etc. :—Med.
to get for oneself, bring on oneself, Od.;
avrbs Aesch. V. of merchandise,

to find a purchaser, to fetch, ewn,
having fetched a large sum, Hdt. ;

sells for -what it will fetch, Xen.', f . , () to fiow well or abundantly

;

metaph. to go on well, be favourable, Eur. II. to

be fluent, speak successfully , Plut. Hence, , a good flow, free passage, Plat. II.

fluency, Id. III. successful progress, Id.-, ov, () loud-whizzing, Anth.,-, aor. 2 act. and med. opt. of.-,, 6, in Act. ., probably a storm
from the East ; but the prob. reading is-,
Euro-aquilo, . . wind., aor. 2 of :—, Dor. 1 pi.-, Ep. -poos, ov, contr.-,, flowing
well orplentifully ,fair-flowing, II., Soph., Eur. II.

of words, flowing, fluent, glib, Id.-, ov,() easily inclining, easy-sliding, Anth., 6, the East wind, or more exactly E. S. E., Lat.

Eurus, II. (Probably akin to,, the morning-
wind, as is to, the evening-wind.)', , breadth, width, absol., in breadth,

Od., Hdt., etc.; so, Xen.; Eur.-, , () well-stitched, Od.-, , () fair-flowing, Ep. gen. -, contr. for, II.-, , , () —, Horn., Eur.-, ov, () of a good sheep, Anth.'-, -poos, Ep. for -, -.-, fern. Adj. used only in nom. and ace, with
wide streets, in epith. of great cities, Horn.-, ov, () with wide threshing-floor, gene-
rally, broad, Anth.-, Ion. -, , , =, Hes., Pind., , rhythmical order or movement, Plat., etc.-, ov, rhythmical, of musical time or cadence,
Ar., etc. 2. well-proportioned, Xen. ; of armour,
fitting well, Id.-, ov, =, Pind.-, ovtos, 6, wide-ruling, of Agamemnon, Horn,-, ov, with broad meadows, Pind.-,, , —, Pind.-', ov, broad-fronted, of oxen, Horn,

[], f. () to broaden, to

clear the arena (for dancing), Od. ; rb
to leave a wide space in the middle, Hdt. 2. metaph.
to extend, Anth. :—Pass, to be spread abroad, Luc.-, ov, () broad-backed, Soph,-, , () fern. Adj. with broad, open ways,
only used in gen. fern., ovb Horn,-, Ep. for-, ,() the far-seeing, of

Zeus, Horn. ; also in voc,
II. ;—in II. there is also an acc. (as if from a nom.) .-, ov, () with broad surface, Anth.-, , with broad ways, of the sea, where all

may roam at will, Horn., etc., , lewdness, Ar.

-, ov, lewd, filthy , Ar.-, es, () with broad gates, Horn,-', ov,() with broad channel, broad-

flowing, II.-',, ov, () broad-flowing, II.—There is

no such Verb as, v. fin.'',,: Ion. fern,: gen.,, eos : acc. sing, and.

:

—wide, broad,

Horn., etc. 2. far-reaching, far-spread,

Od. ; Anth. II. as Adv. the neut. is

mostly used, II., etc.- [], , () with broad shield, name of

Ajax' son, Soph.-§, ,() offar-extended might, mighty,
Horn., Pind.

-cropos, ov, with wide bier or tomb, Anth.-, ov,() broad-breasted, Hes.-5, ov, () wide-mouthed, Xen., etc.-, ov, () wide, far-honoured, Pind.-&',, ,() with wide quiver, Pind.-, ,() broad-growing, of the manner
in which the grains of barley are set on the stalk, Od., , () wide-mouthed, of cups, Anth.-, , , with wide-streaming hair, Pind.-, ov, Ep. for-, with broad places,

spacious, of cities, Horn., etc. : cf.., Ion. -, , open space, free room, Hdt.,

Dem. 2. of an open field for battle, Xen. ; -
to fight with plenty of sea-room, Hdt.-, ov, () roomy, wide, Arist.-,, , ), ..-, () abounding in grapes, Anth.-, , () poet, for, Soph,,, , () mouldy, dank,.

(Virgil's loca senta situ), of the world below, Horn.

;

Soph,,, , aor. 2 act. part, of., , Europa, Europe, as a geograph. name, first

in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo,-, , , (, ) poet, for, Eur.'', , , mould, dank decay, Lat. situs,

squalor, Theogn., Eur., etc., -, stoutness, strength, Plut. From-, ov, () stout, strong, Xen. Adv.

-, Id.,() to be or become mouldy,
the life of the unwashed, Ar.', , acc. ; Ep. neut. ' ( being used only as

Adv.) : Ep. gen., pi. : (v. ) :
—good, brave,

noble, Horn. :—Ep. gen. pi., ofgood things, good
fortune, Id., Dor. fern. part, of (stem)., aor. 1 of., ov, (|) fleshy, in good case, plump, Xen.', poet,, , reverence towards the gods,

piety, religion, Trag. ; . towards him, Soph.

;

—, Id.:—also, like Lat. pietas,

reverence towards parents, filial respect, Plat. 2.

credit or character for piety, Soph.; and', f., to live or act piously and religiously

,

Theogn., Soph., etc. ; efr towards one, Id. ;. in matters that respect the gods,



—
Id. :—also, ever. to reverence them, Aesch.

From-, , () Lat. phis, pious, religious,

Theogn., Hdt., Att. ; righteous in act,

Aesch. II. of acts, things, etc., holy, hallowed,

held sacred, Id., Eur. :

—

\\, c. inf.,

Anth. ; so, [_\ Eur. :

—

. =,
Soph., etc. III. Adv., Att. -, Pind.,

etc.; , for , Soph.:— Comp.-, Xen. : Sup.-, Isocr., , poet, for, Theogn., Soph., etc.-, Ep.-, ov, () well-benched,

with good banks of oars, Horn., Eur.-, ov, () much reverenced, holy, Soph.-, ov,() ofgood signs or omens, Eur. II.

easily known by signs, clear to be seen, Aesch. 2.

clear to understand, distinct, Soph., to be strong, healthy, Eur. From-, Ep. --, is,() stout, lively, Anth.-, ov, () with full bread-basket, Anth.-, Ikos, , -, abounding in chervil, Anth.-, ov,() swift-springing, bounding, II.-, ov,() well-protected, Thuc., (as if from-) to be well equipt, Soph.-, ov,() well-shaded, shadowy, Soph.-, ov, () =foreg., Pind., Xen.-, Ep. '--, ov,() sharp-seeing, keen-

sighted, watchful, Horn. 2. far-seen or command-
ing a wide view, Xen. II. () shooting well,

of unerring aim, Orac. ap. Hdt., Aesch.-, rj, happiness, prosperity, Soph. From-, ov, safe and well, happy, Theocr.-, , and-, ov, () well-

turned, wreathing, winding, Anth., , good heart, firmness, Eur. From-, ov, with healthy bowels, Medic. II.

metaph. compassionate, . T.-, Ep. '--, ov, well-sown, Ar., Anth.-,-, Ep. for-,-., Ion. -, , stability : good health, vigour,

Anth. ; and, to be steady, favourable, Eur. :

—

to be calm,
tranquil, of the sea, Luc. From
-,9, , Ep. --,() well-based, well-

built, Horn., , Ion. for., , light equipment, Plut. From-, , () well-equipt, Aesch. ; of

troops, light-armed, Lat. expeditus, Thuc, Xen. 2.

well-conducted, favourable, Soph. 3. well-packed,

compact, Plut. 4. well-behaved, mannerly, Plat. :

—in dress, neat, trim, Luc.-, , rich in corn, Anth. : metaph. blooming,
fruitful, Anth.-', Ep. '--, ov, well-crowned or well-

girdled, Horn., Hes. II. crowned with walls and
towers, Od., Pind.-, is, () well-trodden, Anth., ov, () =, Soph., ov, with good stomach : Adv.,-, Anth., to sing sweetly, Soph. 2. generally, =, to refrain from speech, Aesch., Ar. From

. 333-, ov, () with mouth of good size, of

dogs, Xen. II. speaking well, eloquent, Anth.

;

of the cup, making eloquent, Id. 2. like,
avoiding words of ill omen,

on these things let me keep a religious silence,

Hdt.; peace, be still! Soph.-, ov, () with goodly colonnades, Anth.-9|, Ep. --, , T),from a good trunk, Anth., , skill in shooting at a mark, good aim,
Eur. ; ., periphr. for a bow, Id. II.

metaph. quickness in guessing, sagacity, Arist.-, ov, well-aimed, Eur., Xen. II. aiming
well, Id. :—Adv., Id. 2. metaph.
guessing well, sagacious, Arist.

or, () the place for singeing slaugh-
tered swine, Ar.-, Ep. --, ov, () well-twisted,

of ropes, Od. II. well-plied, nimble, Anth.-, ,() well-twisted, of cords, Horn.-; [], , , curly, of hair, Anth.-, Ep. --, ov, () well-twisted,

II. II. easily turning, active, nimble, Eur.-, ov, well spread with clothes, h. Horn.-, ov, with goodly pillars, Eur.-, old Att.--, ov, = sq., Hdt., Aesch.-, old Att. --, ov, easy to divine or

understand (cf. ), Aesch. II. easy

to deal with, honest, upright, Xen. III. (·) affording a good omen, auspicious, Plut., , shrewdness, Arist. From-, old Att. --, ov, quick of apprehen-
sion, Arist. :—Adv. -, with intelligence, Comp.-, Thuc. II. easily xinderstood, Eur.-, ov, well-compounded, Arist.-, ov,() easily taken in at a

glance, seen at once, Aeschin., etc.-, Ep. --, ov, () with beautiful
ankles, Hes., Eur.-, ov, — : Adv. -, with decency,

Eur., , gracefulness, decorum, Xen., Plat.-, ov, gen., () elegant in figure,
mien and bearing, graceful, Plat.; Comp.-

;

Sup.-, Id., Xen. 2. in bad sense, with an
outside show of goodness, specious, Eur. II. of

things, decent, becoming, Id., etc. ; , Lat.

decorum, Plat. :

—

Adv.-, with grace and dignity,

like a gentleman, Ar., Xen. III. noble,

honourable, in rank, . T.-, ,— sq., Anth.-, ov, easily split, Anth., (as if from-) to be well-grown,

to be strong and lusty, Eur., Ar.-9, Ep. --, ov, with good felloes (),
i. e. with good wheels, Hes.-, , () easy to soften by heat, Luc., f. , to be orderly, behave well, Thuc,
Xen., etc : of soldiers, to obey discipline, Id. From-, ov, well-ordered, orderly, Ar. 2. of

soldiers, orderly,
well-disciplined, Id., Thuc, etc II.

Adv. -, in order, Aesch., Ar. : Comp.-
Dem.,- Xen. Hence
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-, , good arrangement, good condition,

Xen. 2. good order, discipline, Thuc.-, ov, delicate-footed, Anth., relat. Adv. : I. of Time, poet, for, -when,

at the time when : 2. with Opt., whenever, refer-

ring- to instances in past time, Hes., Aesch. 3. with

Subj., ' &v, like , whenever, so often as,

Od. II. Causal, since, seeing that, Soph. III.

as Adv. of Comparison, for, as, even as, twice in

Horn.-, ov, (t€?%os) well-walled, II., is, = foreg\, Pind., Eur.; but in II. the acc. is, not.-, ov, —, h. Horn., , the blessing of children, a breed of goodly
children, Eur.-, ov,() blest with children, Eur., etc.

;

. an oracle that gives promise of fair
children, Id. ; . a pair offair children, Id.

:

—Sup.- Id.', Ion. -, , cheapness, Hdt. ; els

cheaply, i. e. vilely, Ar. II. thrift, economy,
4 economically, Id. ; Thuc.

;

els . to cut down to an economical
standard, Id. From-, is, () easilypaid for, cheap, Hdt., Plat.,

etc. ; . the danger would be more
cheaply met, Thuc. :—Adv. -, at a cheap rate,

Xen. 2. mean, paltry, worthless, Aesch. ; -
paltry, requiring no exertion,

Xen. II. thrifty, frugal, Id.-, is,() delightful, Pind., Anth.-', ov,() artificially wrought, Anth., , skill in art, Luc, Anth. From-, ov, () ingenious, Anth.-, Dor.- [], ov, gen. ovos, ()
much-enduring, steadfast, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, () well-cut, of leatherwork, II., , happy child-birth, Anth. From-, ov, () bringingforth easily, Arist., , courage, boldness, Eur. From-, ov, () brave-spirited, courageous,

Aesch., Xen. Adv. -fias, Tyrtae., Aesch.
-Tovos, ov,() well-strung,vigorous, Plat. :—Adv.
-, vigorously, Ar.-, ov, =sq., Anth.-, ov, well-turned, rounded, circular, Eur.-, ov,() hospitable, Aesch., , wit, liveliness, Lat. xtrbanitas, Arist.,

Plut. 2. in bad sense, jesting, ribaldry, . T.-, ov, () easily turning or changing,5. a dexterous, ready plea, Ar. :—Adv. —,
dexterously, without awkwardness, Thuc. 2. ready
with an answer, witty, Lat. lepidus, Arist. b. in

bad sense, jesting, ribald, Isocr. 3. tricky, dis-

honest, Pind.-, es, () well-fed, well-grown, thriving,

fat, Eur., etc. II. act. nourishing, Aesch.-, is, () readily turning : generally,

ready, Eur. ; Id. :—Adv.,-
to be in a state of preparation, Dem., f. Att. , to make ready, get ready,

-.
Aesch., Eur., etc. ; . to restore them,
Xen. :—Pass, to be made ready, Eur. :—Med. to get
readyfor oneself, or something of one's own, Thuc. II.

to win over, conciliate, Xen. ; so in Med., Id.;

in pf. pass., Dem.-, ov, () easily changing, Plut.-§, Ep. --, is, () well-fed, Od., Eur.-, Ep. --, ov, () well-pierced, of

ears for earrings, II. : porous, Anth.-, , Aeol. for -, with goodly trident, Pind.-, , =, Eur. From-§, ov,() versatile, Arist., , good nurture, thriving condition, Plat,-, ov, () well-nourished.-, Ep. --, ov, () running well,

quick-moving, Anth. II. well-rounded, Hes.-, Ep.'--, ov, well-wheeled, Horn., Eur. 2.

quick-running, running easily, of a running cord,

Xen. ;5 - a ready, glib tongue,
Eur. II. well-rounded, round, Anth., Dep. to make ready, Aesch. From, ov, rare form for sq., ready, Aesch., Theocr.-, ov, () well-made, well-wrought,
Horn. 2. ready, Hdt.' : impf. or- : f., : aor. -

or - : pf. or - : 3 pi. plqpf.

: () :

—

to be well, off, successful,

prosperous, Hdt., etc. ; c. part, to succeed in doing,

Eur., etc. :

—

, like Lat. vale, at the close of

letters, etc. ; so, '5 Trag. :—Pass.,

toIs (impers.) theyhave had success

enough, Thuc. 2. of things, to turn out well,

prosper, Aesch., Soph., etc. Hence, otos, to, a piece of good luck, a happy issue,

a success, Eur., Xen., etc.-, es,() well off, successful, lucky, for-
tunate, prosperous, Hdt., Att. ; . to

come with blessings to him, Soph. :

—

5, =, Thuc. II. Adv. -, Pind., Trag.,

etc.; Ion. --, Hdt. : Comp. -, Eur., etc.;

Sup.-, Hdt. Hence, , good luck, success, prosperity, Hdt., Trag.,

etc. ; Plat. :—in pi. successes, Thuc.-, ov, () well-watered, abounding in water,

Pind., Hdt. 2. of a river, with beautiful water, Eur.-, ov, celebrated in hymns, h. Horn,-', ov,() easily overcome, Arist.-§, es, () well-woven, Anth.,, Dor. for-,-', , , Dor. -as, ,() with beau-

tiful quiver, Soph,-, is,() bright, brilliant, Aesch., Dor., f . ],() to use words

°fg°°d omen, opp. to : I. to avoid all

unlucky words, Horace's male ominatis parcere verbis:

hence, to keep a religious silence, II., Hdt., etc. ; Im-
per.,, hush ! be still ! Lat. favete
Unguis, Ar., Plat. II. to shout in praise ox honour
of any one, or in triumph, Aesch., Ar. 2. c. acc. to

honour by praise, speak well of, Xen. III. to

sound triumphantly, Aesch., , the use of words of good omen, opp. to



: I. abstinence from inauspicious
language, religious silence, rag. ;

=, Soph. ;
', a proclamation of

silence before a prayer, Ar. II. in positive sense,

auspiciousness, fairness, Aeschin. :—esp. a fair name
for a bad thing, euphemism, Id. III. prayer
and praise, -worship, honour, Eur. ; in pi. songs of
praise, lauds, Pind.-, Dor.-, ov, () uttering sounds

ofgood omen, or abstainingfrom inauspicious words,

i. e. religiously silent, opp. to, Aesch.,

etc. ; uttering- words of

religious thought, i. e. keeping a holy silence, Soph.

;

so,' , i. e. in silence, Id. ; ,
like, Id. II. in positive sense, auspicious,

Aesch., Eur., etc. :—so Adv. -, with or in words

of good omen, h. Horn., Aesch.-, ov, well-sounding, cheerful, Theogn.,
Aesch.-, is, () well-loved, Aesch. II. act.

loving well, c. gen., Id.-, , ov, () well-beloved, Aesch.

--irais, 6, , the children's darling, of a lion's

whelp, Aesch.-, ov, ambitious, Arist.-, ov, \·) easily set on fire, Xen.-, ov, easily borne, endurable', tlvl Aesch.-, iyyos, , , with beautiful lyre or playing
beautifidly on it, Anth.-, ov,() well ox patiently borne, Pind. 2.

easy to bear or wear, manageable, light,

Xen. 3. spreading rapidly , of diseases, Luc. II.

act. bearing well ; of a breeze, favourable, Xen. 2.

of the body, active, vigorous, Id. 3. able to en-

dure, patient ; Adv., Soph.-, ov, well-freighted, well-ballasted, Anth.-,, is,() well-expressed : Adv.,- to speak in set terms, eloquently , Od.,, , Ion. and poet, for, Anth.-, Ep. '-- : f. Att., Ion. and Ep., : aor. or —, Ep.
:—Pass., with fut. med., Ion. 2

sing,, pass, : aor. 1

or- : {) :
—to cheer, delight, gladden, Horn.,

Trag., etc. II. Pass, to make merry, e?ijoy one-

self, be happy, Od., Hdt. ; Ar. ; ,
rivos, tlvos Xen. ; c. part., was re-

joiced at seeing, Pind.-, ov, () easy to speak or utter, Arist.-, Ep. '--, well-meaning, well-judging,
Horn. No Verb occurs,, ,() the kindly time, euphem. for,
night, Hes., Hdt., etc., Adv. of., Ep. -, ,(^ mirth, merriment,
Od. :—of a banquet, good cheer, festivity , lb. :—in pi.

glad thoughts, lb. ; festivities, Aesch., etc., , ov, also os, ov, poet, for :—Adv.~, in good cheer, Theogn.-, Ep. '--, ov, () cheerful, gladsome,
merry, of persons making merry, Horn., etc. : Adv., with good cheer, Pind., etc. 2. act. cheer-
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ing, making glad or merry, II., Aesch., etc. II.

later, well-minded,favourable,
gracious, Pind., Aesch.,

etc. :—Adv., in this sense, Id. III. —, Id.-, is, (\) well-grown, shapely, goodly, II.,

Eur. II. of good natural disposition, Xen. ; of

horses and dogs, Id. 2. naturally suited or adapted,

efc or irpos Plat. ; c. inf.,- \~ Aeschin. :—
Adv. Dem. III. of good natural parts,

clever, Arist. :—Adv., Plat. Hence, , natural goodness of shape, shapeliness,

Plut. II. good natural parts, cleverness, genius,
and morally, goodness of disposition, Arist.-, ov, () easy to keep or guard,
Aesch. :

—

to be on one's guard,
Eur. j */· it was easier for

them to keep a look-out, Thuc.-, ov, [^ well-leafed, Pind., Eur., Adv. of., , goodness of voice, Xen. From-} ov, ) sweet-voiced, musical, Pind.,

Aesch. 2. loud-voiced, of a herald, Xen., Dem.-, , ,() with beautiftd hair : of trees.

with beautiful leaves, Anth.-, ov, wrought of fine brass or well-wrought
in brass, Horn., Aesch.-, ov, a)=oreg., Anth.-&, neut., gen. itos, pleasing, engaging,
winning, gracious, popular, Eur., Plat. :

—

popidarity, urbanity, Xen.', f., to be thankfid, return thanks,

ap. Dem. ; and, , thankfulness., gratitude, Decret. ap.

Dem. 2. a giving of thanks. From-, ov,(—, winning, Xen.

:

of things, agreeable, pleasant, elegant, Id. :—Adv.,

to die happily, Hdt. II.

grateful, thankfid, Lat. grains, Id., Xen.-,, , , quick or ready of hand, expert,

dexterous, Pind., Soph,-, ov, '^) easy to master or overcome,

Aesch., Xen.', , dexterity, Plat., etc. II. readiness,

proneness, . proclivity to evil, Id. 2.

licentiousness, recklessness, Aesch.-, is, [) easily handled,, easy to deal with,

easy, , c. inf., Batr. ;

didst make light of them, Soph. :—Adv. -,
Id. 2. of persons, manageable, accommodating,
kind, yielding, Soph. :—Adv., Plat.,

etc. ; Comp.—, Xen. 3. in bad sense, un-
scrupulous, reckless, Dem. :—Adv. -puis, Id.,, Dep., only in Ep. pres. and impf. -, -, inf.- : () :

—

to pray,

II.; to make vows, Horn. II. to boast oneself

,

profess, brag, boast, c. inf.,

;

Od., etc. ; eV . to glory over them, lb., ,) a prayer, vow, Od., etc. : (but the

com.mon Homeric words are and]) ;, Lat. vota persolvere, Hdt. ;

Xen. ; . to make
a vow of a thousand goats, Ar. 2. a mere wish, an
aspiration, as opp. to reality, -/ to
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—

build castles in the air, Plat. 3. a prayer for evil,

i.e. an iinprecation, Aesch., Eur.-» ov, of a horse, feeding well, Xen.- [t], ov, rich in goats, Anth.-, ov, contr.-, ovv, () verdant, Soph.

EVXOMAI, Ep. 2 sing". : impf. or - :

f. : aor. or - : pf., plqpf.- (v. sub fin.) : Dep. :

—

to pray, offer prayers,

pay one's vows, make a vow, Lat. precari, vota facere,

or 6eo?s Horn., etc. ; irpbs robs Xen., etc. :—c.

dat. commodi, to pray for one, II. 2. c. inf. to pray
that, Horn., etc.; also,. robs to pray
them to give, Xen. 3. c. acc. objecti, to pray for a
thing, long or wish for, Pind., Att. ; . to

pray for something- for a person, as Soph. II. to

vow or promise to do, c. inf., Horn., Att. 2. c. acc.

rei, like Lat. vovere, to vow a. thing-, Aesch., Ar. III.

to profess loudly, to boast, vaunt, II. ; mostly of some-
thing of which one has a right to be proud, -warpbs

hyadov yevos lb. 2. simply to profess
or declare, Od. IV. as a Pass.,

I have prayed sufficiently, Plat. :— but Soph,

uses plqpf.'/ in act. sense.-, ov, ) well-strung, Pind., , , [) the thing prayed for, object of
prayer, , to grant one's prayer,

Horn. ; to obtain it, . II. a boast,

vaunt, lb., Pind. III. avow, votive offering, Anth.-, ov,) easy to make use of, useful,

serviceable, Xen., etc.-, , Ep. for, Od.-, ov, contr. -, , Ion. -, ov :

(') :

—

well-coloured, of good complexion, fresh-
looking, healthy, Xen., etc. :—Comp.-, Id.-, ov, rich in gold, of the Pactolus, Soph.-, , =, Ar., , Ep. form of, a prayer, vow,
Horn. II. a boast, vaunt, II. : a shout of triumph

,

lb. 2. an object of boasting, a boast, glory,

lb. Hence, , ov, bound by a vow, Hdt.-, ov, sandy, Anth.', f. ,, to be ofgood courage, . . II.

imper. farewell, Inscr. on tombs, Anth., , good courage, high spirit, Aesch., etc. From-, ov, () of good courage, stout of heart,

courageous, Lat. animosus, Aesch., etc. ; .
Thuc. ; Id.:

—

Adv. -, Xen.", f . : aor. :
—to singe, of singeing off

swine's bristles, Horn,-, , () sweet-smelling
, fragrant, Horn.,

etc. ;* Hdt. Hence, Ion. -, , a sweet smell, Hdt., Xen.-,, , , happy as a parent, fruitful, Anth.-, ov, ) fair-armed, Pind., Eur.-, ov, of fair price, cheap
v
Fr. a bon marche),

Xen., Dem., etc.-, ov, , Aeol. for" of good name,
honoured, Hes., Pind., etc. 2. of good omen,
prosperous, fortunate

,
Id., Plat. II. euphemistic

for (which was a word of ill omen), left, on

.
the left hand, Hdt., Soph., etc.; e'| or, on the left, Hdt.-,, ), () fair to look on, Od., Pind.-, , =, Eur. : . friendly g-ates, Id., to be negligent, Aesch. From-, ov, i&pot) careless, about a thing-.-', f.- :—Med., f.-- : aor.,
also in pass, form- : , ) :

—

to treat

or feed well, entertain sumptuoxisly, Hdt., Att. :

—Med. to fare sumptuously, feast, Hdt. ; .
to feast upon, enjoy, Xen. ; of animals, to eat their

fill, Ar., Xen. II. metaph., -
to entertain him with novelties, Theophr. :

—Med. to relish, enjoy, c. g-en., Plat.

Hence, , good cheer, feasting, Ar., etc. :—metaph.,- feasts of reason, Anth.-,, 6, ?/, fair to look on, Soph,, Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ep. for, 3 sing-, aor. of.',, Dor. for-.-, f ., to perform obsequies over the grave,

Soph.-, f ., = foreg., - to perform
all the obsequies, Soph,, aor. 2 of., Pass, to be chosen to succeed another, Thuc.- : 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2- (cf.^*,
with part,-,- : Dep. :

—

to spring
upon, assail, c. dat., II. :—also,

without hostile sense, c. gen., " having
leaped upon the chariot, lb.-, ov, {\) on the sea, of seaports, II., Soph.-, Dor. for-.

[], Dor. for, aor. 2 med. of.-,-', Dor. for --.- [], ov, ." a match for, equal to,

rivalling, .^'^ Xen. II. pass, regarded
as an object of rivalry or contentioji, Dem., Aeol. and Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-, f.—, : Ep.- :

—

to please, be

grateful to, c. dat., ° . ;

° Od.-, Adv. once for all, . ., etc. II. at

once, at the same time, lb.-, f., to spread or fold over, Babr.-, Ion.- : f. :

—

to bind on or to,

)' undoing or making fast, Soph.;
Todpyov that she had made fast (i. e.

perpetrated) the deed, Id. :—Pass., 3 sing-, pf. and
plqpf., -, is or 7L<as hung over one, impends
over, isfixed as one's doom, c. dat., '-

II. II. Med. to lay hold of, grasp, reach, c.

g-en., Od., Theogri., Soph. 2. to lay hold cf with.

the mind, attain to, Lat. asseqiii, c. gen., Plat. 3.

in Pind. also c. dat. (like yyv, ), to apply 07ie-

self to. 4. Hdt. uses part. pf. pass, with g-en.,

possessed of a certain degree of

beauty. 5. to follow, come next, Theocr.-, Att.-, Dor.- : f.- : I.

intr. to fit on or to, to fit one, c. dat., II. 2. to be

adapted to, Arist. II. trans, to fit one thing
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to another, fit on, put on, Hes., Theocr. :

—

Med. to put on oneself, Anth. 2. to suit, accom-
modate, Xen.; to add fitting assur-

ance, Soph. Hence,-', verb. Adj. one must adapt, Luc.-', Ion.-', , a sitting by or before a place :

a siege, blockade, Lat. obsessio, Hdt., , a sitting upon. II. a sitting by,

waitingfor one's turn, of pugilists, Plat. : a lying i?i

wait, Plut. From, f. , () to srt upon, rest tipon,

Eur. II. to lie by or near, lie in wait, of an
enemy waiting to attack, Thuc. ; . to keep watch
over, Eur.: generally, to watch for, Dem. III. to

halt, Plut., poet, for foreg., to sit by, Anth.'-, ov, () sitting or seated upon, c. gen.,, of Cybele, Soph.; . Eur. II.

sitting by, at, or near, , of a pilot, Plat.

;

also c. dat., Eur. : absol. close at hand, Soph. 2.

posted in support or reserve, Eur. 3. lying by, of

a third combatant (pugilist or wrestler), who sits by to

fight the conqueror, Pind., Ar., Xen. :

—

-, i. e. one against two, with no one to take

his place if beaten, Aesch. 4. a successor, Hdt.-', Dep., chiefly used in part, and 3 sing, impf.;

inf. :

—

to sit upon, c. dat., Horn., Ar. ;—also

c. gen., Pind. ; and c. ace, Aesch., Eur. 2. to sit

by or near, Od., Aesch.', Ep. for, aor. 1 of., aor. 2 opt. of :—, Ep. subj., aor. 2 inf. of., aor. 2 part, of., Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of.-, ov, containing 1+^·: tokos . when §· of
the principal was paid as interest, = i6f p. cent.,

Dem.-', Ion. Iir- : f. : but the aor. 1 in use is

(cf.) :

—

to draw on, drag or trail after

one, . , of long-tailed sheep, Hdt. ;. to lead a horse by a rein upon
the arm, Id. ; will take in tow,

Eur. 2. to bring on, bring in its train, Id. 3.

to drink off, Id. II. Pass.,

With, feet trailing after him, of one who is dragged
lifeless away, II. ; , i. e. sticking in his

hand, lb. ; trailing behind, of a boat,

Hdt. ; 01 the stragglers of an army,
Id. 2. to be attracted, h. Horn., Thuc. III.

Med. to draw to oneself, attract, yap
the very sight of arms attracts men, i. e.

tempts them to use it, Od. 2. to draw or pull over,

Plut. ; . to frown, Anth. 3. to bring on
consequences, Eur., Xen. 4. to assume, Plat., Theocr.', Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.-., v..
-|, Ion.- : Adv. in order, in a row, one
after another, Hdt., Eur., Xen. 2. 0 dat. next
to, Plat. II. in succession, without exception,

yy\v . Xen. ; .
Dem. 2. of Time, Hdt. ; -. Ar. 3. thereupon, after, . Dem.

337,, , () an excuse, pretext,

;

= ; .- : impf. Ep., Ion. : f. :

aor. 2, inf., part, : — to

go after, follow, pursue, c. ace, II. II. to

drive on, urge on, \~\ lb. ; and
c. dat. pers., drove them
against him, lb. III. to follow a pursuit, busy
oneself about it, c. ace, Horn. ; .- to ad-

minister, govern it, Aesch. 2. c. acc. loci, to

search, explore, traverse, Lat. obire, Horn., Hes. IV.
to come suddenly upon, encoimter, incur,

Horn. ; . II.

. Med. : impf.- : f.- :

aor. 2—, imper.-, inf.- :

—

to

follow, pursue, c. dat., Od., Hdt., etc. II. tofollow,
accompany, attend, II., Hdt. ; to

follow on foot, i. e. keep up with, Hdt. ; oi -
if fortune attend him, Id. :—absol., Thuc. 2.

to obey, attend to, } Od. ;
'

giving the reins to their passion, lb. ;

Aesch., etc. :—absol.,,
opp. to 6, Thuc. :—also to agree, approve, in

tmesi, ' Od. 3. to follow
an argument, Plat.-, later pres. for sq., Anth.-' : f . , but the aor. 1 in use is :

—

to creep upon, Ar. II. poet, to come on or over,

come gradually or stealthily upon, Aesch. ; eV
Eur. 2. absol. to go forth,

proceed, Aesch.; in part, advancing, future, Pind., aor. 2 imper. of.,, , the feast of Ephesian Artemis, Thuc.', , a suit in which there was the right

of appeal, Dem. From,, , () a throwing or hurling at, a
shooting, Plat. 2. as Att. law-term, an appeal to

another court, Dem. II.() appetite, desire,

Arist.-', ov, {) western, Soph.', -, Ep. aor. 1 act. and med. inf. of

:—, imper. med. :—', fut. inf.

med.-, Ep. for-, pf. part. pi. of :

—-', for-, 3 pi. plqpf. :—-, for-), 3 pi. pf.-, Ion.-, ov, () at one's own
fireside, at home, Od. ; as many
as have a home of their own, II. ;

(i. e. }) Soph. :—of suppliants

who claim protection by sitting by the fireside, Hdt.

;

. an inmate of the temple, Aesch.; also

merely of guests, Soph. II. generally, of or in

the house or family, Lat. domesticus,

Aesch. ; . the chambers of the house,

Id. :—Ion., , a household, family, Hdt. :

— . the household gods, Lat. Lares or Penates,,, as presiding over hospitality,

Id., Soph., , Dim. of sq., Luc.,, ,() an upper garment, wrap-
per, Xen., Plut.
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—, , , () a commander, Aesch. II., , at Athens, the Ephetae, a court of Eupa-

tridae, created by Draco to try cases of homicide, Plut., ,() a command, behest, Horn., etc., , 6, an inventor, contriver, . T. From-, Ion. - : f .) : aor. 2 or— :

—

to light upon, discover, Od. ; with a partic.

to find one doing so and so, Horn., Soph. :—so in

Pass., - Hdt. II. to invent

or bring in besides, generally to invent, Pind., Eur.-, Dep. to mock or scoff at,, Lat. Hin-

dere, Ep. 3 pi. Od., impf. of.-, Ion. err-, f., to come to man's estate,

grow up to manhood, Hdt., Aesch., Xen., ,() puberty, man's estate, Anth., , ov,() youthful, Anth.,() to arrive at man's estate., ], , Dor.-, , , of or for an,
Theocr. From-, Dor. -, , one arrived at puberty

() a youth of 18 years when the Athen. youth
underwent his and was registered as a citi-

zen, Xen., etc. II. a throw on the dice, Anth., , the age of an, puberty, Anth.-', f.-, Dep. to lead to a place : esp. to

lead the magistrate to a house where a criminal lay
concealed, Dem.-, Pass, to exult over a person, Xen., aor. 1 of.-, f . , to have arrived, Soph., Thuc. 2.

so far as the division reaches, so much
space as it occupies, Xen.-,, , , =, Anth.-, pf. pass, used as a pres., (cf.) to be set

or seated on, to sit on, Od. ; also c. gen.,

Soph. :

—

to be seated at or in, Aesch.

:

—also c. ace, Id. II. to act as
assessor (cf.), ' Id., , (3) a division (of the priests)

for the daily service of the te?nple, . T.-', Dor. --, ov and a, ov, () on,

for or during the day, the day through, Od. ; by
day, Pind. 2. for a day only, for the day, -

taking thought for the day only,
Od. :—often of men, creatures of a day,
Aesch., etc. 3. hired for the day, Theogn.-, , , () a diary, journal, such as
Caesar's Commentarii, Plut.-, ov, Dor. --, Aeol. --, ()
living but a day, short-lived, Pind., Eur., etc. 2.

of men, creatures ofa day, Pind., Aesch. II.

for the day, daily, Plut., etc. III. .
killing on the same day, Id., ,() = -fj, Pind., Soph., aor. 1 of.,-, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of., Ep. and Aeol. for., fut. of.

[], aor. 2 pass, of :, pf.

pass., Ion. 3 pi.., Dor., aor. 1 of.

., aor. 1 of^.-, containing seven halves, i. e. 3^-, of the

first 3-5- feet of a Hexameter or Iambic Trimeter,, aor. 2 of., Ep.-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of, :

—, 3 sing. pf. pass. :—, -, 2 and

3 sing, plqpf. pass. :—, Ion. for, 3 pi.

^
plqpf., , , verb. Adj. of , boiled, dressed, Hdt.,
Eur., etc. 2. refined gold, Simon.,,,() superficial perspiration, Plut.-, only in pres. and impf., to sit at or in a
place, c. dat., II. ;

sleep sate upon, lb.-, Dor.- : I. Causal, in Ep. aor. 1,

to set upon, to set me ashore, Od. :—Med.,• having set [me] on his

knees, lb. ; imperat., set me on board
the ship, lb. II. intr. in pres. and impf., Ion., to sit at or by, lb., Pind., etc.-, Ion. -, f., aor. 1 ind., Ep., aor. 2 imperat. , subj. , , Att.,, part,

:

—Med., part,, f. -
:—3 sing. impf. , as if from

:

—to

send to one, II. 2. c. inf. to set on or incite to do,

Od. ; . , etc., II. 3.

of things, to throw or launch at one, os

lb., etc. j . Eur. ; .
to lay hands on him, Od. 4. of events,

destinies, etc., to send upon one,

II., etc. 5. to send against, in hostile sense,

Hdt., etc. :

—

. Id. ; -
did'st let loose, Eur. 6. to throw

into, is Id. II. to let go,

loosen, esp. the rein, Plat. :—hence to give up, yield,

Lat. concedere, ^ Thuc. :—c. inf. to

permit, allow,\ Hdt., Soph., etc. 2.

to give up, leave as a prey, Soph. :—then, seemingly
intr. (sub.), to give oneself up to, a fair

wind, Plat. III. to put the male to the female,

Hdt. IV. as law-term, to leave to another

to decide, . Dem. :—and absol. to

appeal, Id.

. Med. to lay one's command or behest tipon,

Horn., Aesch., etc. :—c. inf., e</>. Soph.,

Ar. ; is to send orders to L., Thuc. 2.

to allow or permit one to do, Soph., etc. II. c.

gen. to aim at, Arist. :

—

to long after, desire, Soph.,

Eur., etc. ; c. inf. to desire to do, Eur.,). for.-, = sq., Od.-', Ion. - : f. : aor. 2,
Ion. iir— : Dep.:

—

to reach at, aim at, c. gen., II.,

Plat., etc. 2. to reach or extend, ' ') . Xen., etc. 3. metaph. to hit or touch

the right points, Lat. rem acu tangere, .
Dem. ;—so, Hdt. 4.

to reach, gain, attain to, Aeschin.,

etc. II. c. acc. to come upon, '
Pind. ; dupl. acc, ,
to visit it with blows, Hdt. Hence, , , easy to reach, accessible, Plut.



—, Dor. and poet, for, 3 pi. aor.

pass, of., Dor. for, aor. of.
[], irreg. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.-, strengthd. for, c. gen., Anth.- [], ov, longed for, desired, charming,

Hes., Aesch. ; c. inf., . Soph,, aor. 1 pass, of.-, Dep. to ride upon, Luc.-, to ride upon, Babr.

-iinrios, ov, (') for putting on a horse, Xen. :

—

(sc.) , a saddle-cloth, Id.-, ov, on horseback, riding : . an
equestrian statue, Plut. II. a
rushing wave of horses, Soph.-, late pres. of, Mosch., Dor. for.-, Ion.- : A. Causal in pres., impf.,

fut., and aor. 1 : I. to set or place upon,
Thuc. ; rt Xen. : metaph., .
Plat. II. to set over, Lat. praeficere, .

Hdt., etc. III. to set tip, establish,

institute games, Id. IV. to set by or near to,

( = .)
Id. V. to stop, make halt, Lat. inhibere, Xen. :

—absol.,\ (sc., ') having
halted, Id. VI. - to

fix one's mind upon it, attend to it, and then absol.

to give attention, Arist. 2. c. acc. pers. to arrest

the attention of, Plut.

B. intr. in Med. and Pass.,, aor. 1 eVe-, with pf., plqpf. and aor. 2 act. :

—

to stand
upon,,, II. 2. to be imposed
lipon, Soph. 3. to stand on the top ov surface,, . e. cream, Hdt. II.

to be set over, Lat. praeesse, c. dat., Aesch., etc. ; also

c. gen., Hdt., Eur. :—absol. to be in authority , Hdt.,

etc. III. to stand by or near, II.,

etc. : of dreams or visions, to appear to,

Hdt. 2. in hostile sense, to stand against,

oppose, Horn. : to come upon by surprise, Thuc. 3.

of events, to impend, be at hand, Lat. instare,

II. ;

Soph. IV. to halt, stop, as in a march, Xen. :

—

c. gen.,. Thuc. V. to fix one's mind
on, give one's attention to, Eur., Dem.

C. the aor. 1 med. is used in causal sense, to set

up, Tas Xen. : to set, post, Id.', aor. 2 of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., f . ,() to visit, go the rounds, patrol,

Xen. :—Pass., the rounds are made,. II.

c. dat. to watch over,/ Aesch., Ion. -, f. , () to furnish
with supplies for a journey, Lat. viaticum dare,

Hdt. II. Med., -
having seen that five drachms were paid to

each, Xen. :—metaph. to maintain, apyiav Plut.-, , mostly in pi., Ion., ,
(e</>

5) like Lat. viaticum, supplies for travelling,

money and provisions, Hdt., Dem. :—of an ambassa-
dor's travelling-allowance, Ar. ; sometimes in sing.,
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Thuc, Xen. 2. generally, ways and means, main-
tenance, support, yipa Dem. ; of public

money, ~ Id.-, ov, accessible, Thuc.-, , one who goes the rounds, Xen.-, , a way towards, approach, Thuc, Xen. :

—

access for traffic and intercourse, communication,
3

Thuc. 2. importation, Xen. II.

an onset, attack, assault, Aesch., Thuc, etc., Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of., ,() a rudder, Od., , () a tow-boat : metaph an
appendage, Anth., Plut., , =foreg., a burdensome appendage, Eur.,,() drawing on or towards, enticing,

alluring, Thuc. II. requiring to be drawn on,

a laggard, Ar.-', f., to follow close after, II.-, f . : Ep. aor. 1 inf. :

—

to

equip, get ready, prepare, Horn. ; so in Med.,
we will get ready our suppers, II. 2.

to arm against, , so in Med., Anth., , ,fitfor overlooking, Xen. From-, Ion. 3 sing, ; 3 pi., inf.

:—impf. , Ion. 3 sing, :—f., Ep. also ; the aor. is (q.v.) :

—to oversee, observe, survey, of the sun, Horn. :—then

of the gods, to watch over, observe, take notice oft
Od., Hdt., etc ; of a general going his rounds, Thuc.

;

to visit the sick, Xen. 2. simply, to look upon,
view, behold, Od., etc. :—Pass.,

as much of it as was in view, Thuc. II.

to look out, choose, ) Od., etc, ,() the ephoralty, Xen., ,() the court of the ephors, Xen., —, c. acc, Aesch.; c. gen., Id. II.() to be ephor, Thuc, Xen., , , () of or for the ephori, Xen.
-opios, a, ov, (ttpos) on the border orfrontier, ap. Dem.-, to rush on, Aesch.-, Ion. -, f., to stir tip, rovise against
one, Horn.; to set them on, Hdt.;7 having urged them on to

sail, Soph. II. intr. to rush upon, attack,

Eur. III. Pass, and Med. to be stirred up ; c.

inf. to be eager or desire to do, Horn. :—absol. to rush
furiously on, - II. ; lb. ;

and, without hostile sense, to springforward, Od. :

—

c. acc. to rush upon, make a dash at, II.-', Ion. -, f., to lie moored at or over

against a place, to blockade it,

having escaped the blockading fleet, Hdt. ; .
Thuc 2. generally, to lie by and watch,

Soph., Dem.-, , a way of attack,
5 '

only room for one to attack, Od. 2. an assault,

attack, Thuc.-,, ,() a lying at anchor so as

to watch an enemy, blockading, Thuc : a means of so

doing, Id.-, Att. , to bring a ship to its moorings() :—Med. and Pass, to come to anchor,
2
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Thuc. II. intr. in Act. to seek refuge in a place,

c. dat., Anth.-, ov, at anchor, Thuc.-, , =, Thuc.', , () an overseer, guardian, ruler,

Aesch., Soph. II. at Sparta, €, oi, the

Ephors, a body of five magistrates, who controlled

even the kings, Hdt., etc., aor. med. of., aor. of., aor. of.
|., f ., to insult over one, II. ; c. dat., Soph.

;

c. ace, in Med., ' Eur. ; -
they used insulting language,

asking especially whether, Thuc. II. to exult

maliciously over, Soph., aor. 2 of., ados, , of the water, Anth. From-, Ion. -, ov, () wet, moist, rainy, of the

west wind, Od. 2. well-watered, Hdt.-, f ., to sing or chant after or over, ri

Aesch., Soph. II. to sing a dirge besides,

Soph. III. to sing of, descant on, c. ace, Id.- [], before a vowel -, Adv. above, atop,

above, Horn. :

—

from above, Od. :—c. gen., Theocr.-, to sleep meantime, Aesop.

[], Ion.-, , Ephyra, old name of Corinth, II.

[], Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of.-, f. , to come later,

— at , Thuc.-, to rain upon :—pf. pass. part, rained
upon, exposed to the rain, Xen.-, ov, {) mature, Anth., aor. 2 of.

[], aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 of.-', ov, () having given or able to give
security, trust-worthy, secure, Eur. ; . a

penalty to be relied on (for the prevention of crime),

Thuc. : ixiyyvov security, Hdt. : c. inf. sufficiently

strong to do, Plut. II. pass, having received a
pledge, secured agai?ist danger, Soph.-, ov, master of one''s passion, Od.', poet. 2 sing, of.', f., to hold one's peace, Luc; and, , silence, reserve, Plut. From-, ov, restraining speech, taciturn.-', ', contr. -vy}s, rjSos, , () ship-detain-

ing, Aesch., Anth.-, ,() Homeric epith. of a dart, bitter,

or rather sharp-pointed, piercing, II., Ion. impf. of.-, ov, bringing sorrows, Theocr.', , , — , a man of substance, Pind.', , () a plough-handle, Lat. stiva, Hes., , , of or belonging to a plough-
handle, Anth., Ep. for, aor. 1 of : med..', to be prudent, Anth.; and, , prudence, good sense, Anth. From-, ov, gen. ovos, () sensible, prudent, dis-

creet, Horn.

—., Ep. 2 sing. subj. of., Dor. 3 pi. - : impf. : aor. 1, Dor. : () :
—to hate, detest, Horn.,

Trag. ; c. acc. cogn., -- hating with
great hatred, Soph. :—Pass, to be hated, hateful,
Trag. ; so in fut. med., Soph. Hence', , ov, verb. Adj. to be hated, Soph.', Adv. (v. ), yesterday, Ar. ; Anth. ;

to-day or yesterday, Soph.; cf.., , , —, yesterday's, Anth.', = : imper. Theogn., , ov, irreg. Sup. of, most hated, most
hateful, II., Trag. 2. most hostile, Thuc. ; c.

gen., as if a Subst., oi . his bitterest enemies,
Xen., ov, gen. ovos, irreg. Comp. of, more
hated, more hateful, Trag. Adv., to

be more hostile, Xen.', f ., in hostility with another, c. dat., II., , lengthd. form of, hateful, detest-

able, Soph., Ar., Plat.", eos, , hate, hatred, Horn., etc.;

hatred for one, Hdt., Thuc. ;

to incur his hatred or enmity, Hdt. ; \
Eur. II. of persons, object

of direst hate, Aesch., Ion., , () hatred, enmity, Hdt.,

Att. ; hatred for, enmity to one, Thuc.

;

3

Ar. ; Hdt. ;

Aesch. ; , to be at

feud with one, Eur., etc. ; ,-
to engage in hostility with . . , Id. ;, Id., Thuc., impf.,() later form of -, to hate, Xen., Plut.-, ov, hated of the gods, Soph.-|5> ov, hostile to guests, inhospitable, Aesch. T

Eur., , , () hated, hatefid, Horn., etc.

;

, c. inf., 'tis hateful to me to . . ,

II. II. act. hostile, at enmity with, Thuc,
etc. III. as Subst.,, , one's enemy,
Hes., etc. ; Aesch. ; 01

Thuc. IV. the regul. Comp. and Sup.-
pos,- are rare : the irreg., being

more used. V. Adv., Plat., etc. ; Comp., Dem.,() to hate, Soph., Eur. :—Pass, to be hated,

detested, Horn., Aesch., , () an adder, viper, Hdt., Trag., etc. ;

metaph. of a treacherous wife or friend, Aesch., Soph., a, ov, of or like a viper, Anth.', , , the islands in the Ionian sea, II., Eur.,

etc. ; commonly called, at, Hdt., etc.' or, oi, a kind of mouse with bristly hair,

in Libya, Hdt., , the urchin, hedgehog, Ar., etc. 2. the

sea-urchin, Plat. II. the shell of the sea-urchin,

often used as a cup : then like Lat. testa, a pot, jug,
pitcher, Lat. echinus, Ar., etc. :

—

the vase in which

the notes of evidence were deposited, Dem. III.

in pi. sharp points at each end of a bit, Xen.
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"EXIT,, , gen. pi., an adder, viper, Plat.

;

metaph., Dem.,,, {) that which holds ; and so, I.

a hindrance, obstacle, II. 2. c. gen. a bulwark,
defence against a thing, c. gen., h. Horn. II. a
hold-fast, stay, bands of rock, II ; -

stays of the towers, lb. ;

props for the ships, to keep them upright, lb., } £V} () strong, secure, of Places, Thuc,
etc. ; iv to be in safety, Id. ; ^

Xen. 2. of reasons, etc., trustworthy,

Thuc. II. Adv. -, Id. ; Comp.~, Id.", impf., Ep., Ion. : f ut. or\ : aor. 2 /; imperat. ; inf.

:

(for the poet, form v. *·€0>) : pf.;
Ep.' :—Med., fut. or : aor. 2, Ep. 3 sing.

; imper. ,
; inf. :—Pass., aor. 1 :—the

aor. 2 med. is also used in pass, sense.

A. Trans., in two senses, to have or to hold : I.

to have, possess, Horn., etc. ; a wealthy
man, Soph. ; 01 the poor, Eur. :—c. gen.

partit., . Soph. :—Pass, to be pos-

sessed by, belong to, II. 2. to have charge of,

keep, lb.; kept watch, lb., etc. 3.

c. acc. loci, to dwell in, inhabit, haunt, Horn., etc. 4.

to have to wife, Id., etc. 5. to have in one's

house, to entertain, Od. 6. the pres. part, is joined

with a Verb, kept and made much of,

i. e. kept with special care, II. ; %
whoever may have come with an army, Hdt. 7.

of Habits or Conditions, ., periphr. for-, Od. 8. like Lat. teneo, to know, under-
stand, II., Aesch. ; ; tenes ? d' ye under-
stand ? Ar. 9. to involve, imply, give cause for,, Thuc. 10. to weigh so

much, Hdt. II. to hold, Horn., etc. ; . iv

Hdt. ; II. ; Soph.,

etc. 2. to hold fast, ., to

hold him by the hand, by the foot, II. ,· .
to grip one by the middle, of wrestlers, Ar. 3. of

a woman, to be pregnant, Lat. utero gestare, Hdt.

;

iv Id. 4. to hold out, bear up against,
support, sustain an attack, Lat. sustinere ; in which
sense Horn, uses fut.,. 5. to

hold fast, keep close, as bars do a gate, II. : to en-
close, Horn. 6. to hold or keep in a certain direc-

tion, like, he aimed it, II. ; of horses
or ships, to guide, drive, steer, lb. ; then absol., Ttj

that way he held his course, lb. :—also to put in,

land, els or Hdt. ; attend to

this, Eur. ; . Thuc. 7. to hold
in, stay, keep back, II., etc. ;

will not withhold his hands, Od. ; . to allay,
assuage them, II., etc. 8. to keep away from, c.

gen. rei, , lb. :—in Att. to stop or
hinderfrom doing, Xen. ;

Eur. 9. to keep back, withhold a thing,

Od., etc. 10. to hold in guard, keep safe,
protect, II. III. c. inf. to have means or power
to do, to be able, c. inf., Horn., etc. :—with inf. omitted,

he could not, II. 2. after Horn.,

e-^. 341' I know not how, etc., Soph., etc. ;

Xen.
. intrans. to hold oneself, to keep so and so,,' . . I will hold fast, as a stone . . , Od.

;

el keep where thou art, Soph. ;

to keep in one's place, Ar., etc. j

to keep on one's guard, Thuc. 2. c. gen. to

keep from, Id. 3. c. gen., also, to take

part in, have to do with, Soph. : to be engaged
or busy,' Aesch. j Xen. II. simply

to be, often with Advs. of manner, e«5 Od. ;, , Lat. bene habet, male habet, it is

going on well, Att. ; so the case stands,

Ar., etc. :—a gen. modi is often added,
to be well off for a thing, abound in it, Hdt.;

as fast as they could go, Id. ;

as each man felt disposed or remem-
bered, Thuc. III. to lead towards,

Hdt. ; . , to point towards, tend
towards, Id. ; is what concerns them,
Id. ; also, IV' so far as the view ex-

tended, Id. 2. to have hostile feel-

ings towards . . , Id., Soph. IV. after Horn.,

is joined with aor. part, of another Verb,
for, Hes. ; for, Hdt. ;—sometimes it gives a pres. sense

to the aor., as, I am in a state of won-
derment, Soph. ; ' who now
treats her with dishonour, Eur. 2. the part,,
with the pres., adds a notion of duration, as, -

; why do you keep poking- about there ?

Ar. ;, you keep chattering, trifling,

Plat. 3. pleonast., =, Hdt.;
= , Aesch.

C. Med. to hold on by, cling to, c. gen., Horn.,

etc. 2. metaph. to cleave or cling to, Hdt. ;

Eur. ; Thuc. : to lay claim
to a thing, Hdt. ; to be zealous for, Soph. 3.

to come next to, follow closely, Xen. ;

follows up the blow, Dem. :—of peoples or places,

to be close, touch, border on, Hdt., etc. ; oi

the neighbouring people, Id. : of Time,
the next year, Thuc. 4. to depend

on, or Horn. 5. to pertain to,

Hdt. II. to bear or holdfor oneself', Horn. III.

to maintain oneself, hold one's ground, II. 2. c.

acc. to keep off from oneself, repel, lb. IV.
to stop oneself, stop, lb. :

—

to keep oneself back, abstain

or refrain from, Horn., etc.', Dor. for, 3 pi. subj. of.
Ixj/, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.-, , () cooking men, of Medea, Anth., pf. of :—, 2 sing. aor. 1., v. sub.,, , anything boiled: pi. vegetables for
kitchen use, Plat,,, , () a boiling, Hdt.,, , () a pan for boiling, Anth., , , () boiled, Xen. :, , , boiled

fish, Ar., Ion. -, , a game played with pebbles. Hence, Dep. to play with pebbles, generally, to amuse
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oneself, (. 3 dual imper.), Od. ;

(pop/xiyyi (. inf.) Ib., 3 sing, impf . 7/ :—the other tenses are formed
from, f. : aor. :—Med., f.-

:

—Pass., aor. 7) :

—

to boil, seethe, Hdt.,

Att. : proverb, of useless labour, Ar. ; c.

gen. partit., we boiled some pim-

pernel, Id. :—Pass, to be boiled, Hdt. 2. of metals,

to smelt, refine, Pind. 3. metaph., yrjpas

to cherish an inglorious age, Id.

, Ion. for 3>, pres. subj. of {sum);., contr. for.
', Ion. for , aor. 2 subj. of '. II. gen. and
acc. of, the dawn., contr. 3 sing. opt. of. II. , dat of eos., pf. 2 of'^ :—, pf . pass,', Ion. pf. of, in pres. sense :—, plqpf.', . (q. v.), Adv. () from morn, i.e. at

earliest dawn, early in the morning, Plat. ; e.

Ar. 2. e. to-morrow early, Xen. ,· so

alone, Ar., , oV, (ecos) m the morning, early, Hdt., Ar. :—, as Adv., early in the morning, Hdt. ;

so, e| —, Xen., impf. of c!>0ea>., 3 sing, plqpf. of.-, , () a mixture of the dregs and
heel-taps, with which the drunken were dosed at the

end of a revel; metaph.,
having discharged the stale dregs of his

rascality over me, Dem., ov, (prob. from ,) a day old, kept till

the morrow, stale, Comici ; a stinking
wick (after the lamp has been blown out), Luc. 2.

of actions or events, stale, out of date, Dem. 3. of

men, coming a day too late, Plut., 3 sing, plqpf. of., a 1 pi. subj. found in II.,

when we have enough of war :—but prob. it should be

written, Ion. for, pi. subj. of (c. 1 1.),

to take one's fill of a thing., contr. 1 pi. of :—, sing. opt., Ion. for , part, of (sum).,, pf. and plqpf. of., 3 sing, impf., with double augm., of.
|, aor. 1 of-., a, ov or os, ov, poet,, Ion. : () :

—

in or of the morning, at morn, early,

the morning rime, Aesch. ; to get up
early, Eur. 2. eastern, Xen., , collat. form of ., a halter, Soph., 3 sing. impf. of :—, pf.-, 3 sing, plqpf. of *epya> =., impf. of., for, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., impf. of., , Att. form of Ion., q. v.", . and, Conjunction, until, till, Lat.

donee, dum, Horn. :—in Horn, sometimes used = Tecos,

for a time :—to express a fact, is foil, by Indie,

II.; when the event is uncer-

tain, by the opt., 6 ye till he should reach,

^7\.
Od. b. ' or with Subj., relating to an un-
certain event in future time,,'
till I find, II. 2. while, so long as,'
Od. ; \$v~\ Thuc. II. as Adv.,
Lat. usque, mostly with Advs. of Time, , Lat.

usque dum, till the time when, Xen. ; so, ov

Hdt. ; till late, Thuc. :—c. gen., ecus -
till he made payment, ap. Aeschin.-,, aor. 1 act. and pass, of., Ion. for, 3 pi. pres. subj. of {sum).-, strengthd. for ecus, ram until, Thuc.-, Dor., , Bringer of morn, LaL

Lticifer, the Morning-star.,, Ion. for,.
.

Z> >, , indecl., sixth letter of Gk. Alphabet : as

numeral = and (the obsol. r', i.e./7, ^,
the digamma, being retained to represent e£, ),
but ^=7000.

£ is composed of cr and , so that in Aeol. it be-

comes , as^, for

:—reversely, in Att., becomes ,
for . But cr often dis-

appears in Aeol., where —, see , - :—so in

Aeol. and Dor., as we have for ,
= :—so also for ; -
from, from :—Dor., in

the middle of words, it becomes , as for-,
for.

Zeta, being a double conson., made a short vowel
at the end of the foregoing syllable long by position.

But Homer used the vowel short before two prop,

names, which could not otherwise come into the Hexam.,
viz. , .
[], Aeol. for, . Theocr. II.- insep. Prefix, =-, -, -, very, as in -,-,-, etc.,, a reaping-hook or sickle, Lat. fal, Sicilian

word for, Thuc. Hence Zy, the ancient

name for Messana.-, es,acc.,() strong-blo%ving, stormy, Horn.- [], , ov and os, ov, very divine, sacred, II., etc.-, is, () very hot, scorching, Anth.-, and , a temple-servant, being perh. a form
of, Plut. For- cf.-.- [], ov, exceeding wroth, II., Theocr.

[], , (perh. from £eco) the surging of the sea,

surge, spray, Aesch., Soph., etc.; , of

the fiery rain from Aetna, Aesch.:— metaph.,

storms, distresses, Pind.,,, Dor. for, etc.', to put forth all one^s might, Hes. From-, , () poet. Adj. very strong, mighty,
raging, h. Horn., Pind.,, etc., Aeol. and Dor. for, etc.,, , Dor. for,.-, , () very full, . a thick

beard, Aesch. ; . full-sounding, Anth.



— <\.-, , very rich, Hdt., Eur.-', Aeol. for.- [], , {) very fiery, Aesch., Dor. for.-, es, () well-fed, fat, goodly , Horn,-, 4s, () full of fire, of men at their

prime, II.- [], , () = Cdtcoros, Anth.-, , () wanting much : c. gen., .
one who wants to know the way, Theocr.-, 4s,( ) only in pi. attacking violently,

furious, raging, Horn,--, , rich in gold, Eur., (rjs, ,, imper. , inf. ( and being
contr. into ) ; opt. :—impf . : f . or

: aor. :—Ep. and Ion. , Ep. inf.,- : impf. , Ion. : aor.:—later we find a pres.. To live, Horn.,

etc.; vilest of living men, Od.;\ <paos II. ; ^ living at

ease, of the gods, lb.
; to be burnt

alive, Hdt. :—also, tivos to live off or on a
thing, Theogn., Hdt., etc. :— —, Aesch., etc.

:

—in a quasi-trans. sense, ' e^Tjs (= ct iv) from the other acts of your life,

Dem. II. metaph. to be in full life and strength,
to be fresh, be strong, izTTjs Aesch. ;

\_~\ Soph. ; living fire, Eur.
-, inseparable Suffix, denoting motion towards :

—

properly it represents -, as in, for, :—but sometimes found with sing.

Nouns, as,.', without mark of gender, a Libyan word =,
a kind of mouse, Hdt.', , mostly in pi. , a kind of grain, spelt,

a coarse wheat, used as fodder for horses, Od. ; like

in II. ; and Hdt. expressly asserts their identity.-, , () zea-giving, as epith. of the earth,5 fruitful corn-land, Horn., , a wide upper garment, girded about the loins

and falling over the feet, Hdt., Xen. (A foreign word.), Ep. for, aor. of.
[], , Dim. of ^eu^os, a puny team, Ar.), f ., to drive a yoke of oxen, Xen. From- [], , ,() the driver of a yoke of

oxen, teamster, Xen.

[], , , fem., iSos,() yoked
in pairs, of soldiers, in the same rank, Plut. II., , the third of Solon's four classes of Athenian
citizens, so called from their being able to keep a team
of oxen, ap. Dem. : cf.4., , poet, for sq., Anth., , the strap or loop of the yoke () through
which the beasts' heads were put, so that the had
two, II., Hdt., etc. II. the cross-bar of
the double rudder, Eur., aTos,,() that which is used for join-
ing, a band, bond, . X^4vos the barrier of
ships moored across the harbour, Thuc. :

—

a bridge of
boats, Anth. :

—

a platform formed by lashing several
vessels together, Plut. 2. metaph., avdy^s
the bonds of necessity, Eur.

343
or -, inf. - [], Ep., part.5 ; impf. 3 pi., Ep.- : f. :

slot. I :—Pass., aor. 1 : aor. 2

[u] : (from Root , as in) :
—to yoke,

put to,5 Horn., etc. ; . iWous ', ', ', ' II. ;—(so in Med.,
'/7T7rous to put to one 's horses, Horn.) ;—also

of riding horses, to harness, saddle and bridle,

Pind. :—of chariots, to put to, get ready,

Id., Eur. 2. to bind, bind fast, Xen. :—Pass.,44 having them fastened, Eur. 3.

metaph., $ in t̂e y°^e °f fate> Pind. ;,5 '^ Soph., Eur. II. to join to-

gether, ccwiSes 44 well-joined, II. 2. to

join in wedlock, Eur. :—in Med., of the husband, to

wed, Id. :—Pass, to be ma.rried, Soph., Eur. 3. to

join opposite banks by bridges,

Hdt., etc.:— also,4 to for?n a bridge,

Id. 4. to undergird ships with ropes, Thuc., eos, ,() a yoke of beasts, a pair of
mules, oxen or horses, II., etc. 2. the carriage

drawn by a pair, a chariot, car, Hdt., etc. II.

a pair or couple of any things, Id., Aesch.-, , keeping a yoke of beasts, Plut., , ,() fit for joining or yoking,4 ya?v . Aesch. II. as Subst.,-, , —, a yoke, Id., aor. 1 inf. of., ews, ,() a yoking or manner ofyoking
oxen, Hdt. II. a joining, as by a bridge, Id., , voc. ZeG : the obi. cases (formed from ),
gen. Aios ; dat., [], acc. :—in Poets also,-
v0s,,, in later Dor. Zav, Zavos,etc.

:

—Zeus, Lat.

jfu-piter, father of gods and men, son of Kronos and
Rhea, hence called5,, husband of Hera :

—Horn, makes him rule in the lower air () ; hence

rain and storms come from him, Zeus , etc. :—in

oaths, . Horn., Att. ; so , ,' ,
Att. II. Zeus, Pluto, II.

(sc. -i]), , =4, the west wind, Od.', , Zephyrus, the west wind, Lat. Favonius,

Horn., etc. ; westerly wind, often represented as

stormy, Od. ; but also as clearing, 4 .-
II. (From £o0os night, the region of dark-

ness, as Eupos from s, the morn.), 3 sing. Ep. : impf. e£ee : f.4 : aor. 1,
Ep.4 :

—to boil, seethe, of water, Horn. ; Ae/37?s

the kettle boils, II. 2. metaph. to boil or bubble up,

of the sea, Hdt. ; of passion, like Lat. fervere, Aesch.,

Soph. 3. c. gen. to boil up or over with a thing,

VSaTOS Plat. ; also c. dat., .
Luc. II. Causal, to make to boil, Anth.

,, imperat. of., , , (£i?Aos) jealous, Anth., , gen. ovos, (4) jealous, Od.-, 77pos, , giver of bliss, Anth.-, 4s,() mad with jealousy , Anth., , , later eos, , (prob. from ) eager

rivalry, zealous imitation, emidation, a noble pas-

sion, opp. to5 (envy), Plat., etc. :—but also

jealousy, Hes. 2. c. gen. pers. zeal for one, Soph.,

Plut. 3. c. gen. rei, rivalry for a thing, Eur. ; .
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Plut., etc. II. pass, the object of emu-
lation or desire, happiness, bliss, honour, glory, Soph.,

Dem. III. of style, extravagance, Plut. :—also,

fierceness, . T., , poet, for, h. Horn., f., to be jealous of, to emulate, rival,

c. acc. pers., Plat. II. c. acc. rei, to regard

with jealous anger, Aeschin. 2. to pretend to,

Id., , jealousy, rivalry, Aeschin., Plut. From-, ov, () jealous, Ar., Anth., f., () : I. c. acc. pers. to rival,

vie with, emulate, Lat. aemulari, Soph., Thuc, etc.

:

—in bad sense, to be jealous of, envy, Hes., Theocr. :

—

absol. to be jealous, . T. 2. to esteem or pro-

nounce happy, admire, praise, twos one for a
thing-

,
Soph., Ar. : ironical, ere happy in your

ignorance ! Eur. II. c. acc. rei, to desire emu-
lously, strive after, Dem. :—Pass., Plat., etc. 2.

Pass, also of persons, to be impelled by zeal, . T., cctos, to, that which is emulated : in pi. high
fortunes, Eur. II. in pi. also emulous efforts,

rivalries, Aeschin., Dem. ; and, ecus, , emulation, imitation, Thuc. ; and, ov, , an emidator, zealous admirer or fol-
lower, Plat., etc. II. a zealot, used to translate

or (from the Hebr. gdna, to glow,
be zealous), . T., , , emulous, Arist. From, , and os, ov : Dor. -, () to

be emulated, worthy of imitation, Plat., Dem. 2.

to be deemed happy, to be envied, Theogn., Aesch.,

etc. 3. of conditions, enviable, blessed, Eur., Ar., Dor., , loss, damage, Lat. damnum, opp.

to, Plat., etc. ; ' to sustain loss,

Dem. II. a penalty in money, afine, mulct,
Hdt. ; Id. ; Dem.;

afine of a stater is imposed, Thuc. 2.

generally a penalty, . Hdt. ; .-
Xen. ; ,-, to make death the penalty, Thuc,

etc. III. a mere good-for-nothing,
a dead loss, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, f. : aor. : pf. :—Pass.,

f., but more often in med. form-
: aor. : pf . :

—

to cause
loss or do damage to any one, Plat., etc. :—Pass.,ya will suffer great losses,Thuc. II.

to fine, amerce, mulct in a sum of money, c. dat. rei,

. Hdt. ; Thuc. :

—

Pass, to be fined or amerced in a thing, c. dat., Plat.

;

c. acc, wilt lose thy life, Hdt. 2.

generally to punish, Id., Thuc.-, , () causing loss, ruinous, Xen., $, ,() a penalty , fine, Luc;
for their disorder, Xen., , gen., poet, for Zeus.-, ov, gen. ovos, (, ) knowing the

mind of Zeus, of Apollo, Anth., fut. of., poet, for sq., Hes. : Dor., Theocr., Dor. part. fern, : impf., Ep. 3

-'.
sing, : aor. 1) : pf . :

—

to seek, seek

for, II., Aesch., etc. ; without seeking, Xen. ;

what is sought for may be
found, Soph. 2. to enquire for, Xen. : to ask
about a thing, Id. 3. to search after, search out,

Soph., Thuc. 4. to search or inquire into, in-

vestigate, Plat., etc.; . 7 Xen., etc. 5. to

require, demand, ·
Dem. II. to seek after, desire, Eur. 2.

c. inf. to seek to do, Hdt., Aesch., etc. III. to

have to seek, feel the want of, Lat. desidero, Hdt. Hence,, , that which is sought, . a
thing not easy to find, Eur. II. an inquiry,

question, Soph., Plat., etc. 2. a search,

after her, Eur., ov, () to be searched, . places to

be beaten for game, Xen.,, , () a seeking, seeking for, search

for a thing, c. gen., Hdt., Soph., etc 2. a searching,

search, to search the ships,

Hdt. 3. inquiry, investigation, Plat., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be sought,

Soph. II. one must seek, Ar., ov, ,() a seeker, inquirer, Plat. II.

in pi. commissioners to inquire into state-offences,^Dem., ), ,() disposed to search or inquire,

searching, inquiring, Plat., , , verb. Adj. of, sought for, Soph., , a weed that grows in wheat, prob. Lat.

lolium, darnel, in pi., . T.,,, v. sub )., , , poet, for, Theocr., 5, , .., , , () dusky, gloomy, Hes., Luc. :

—

metaph., . Anth., ov, =, Anth.', , the gloom of the world below, nether dark-

ness, Horn., Aesch. :—generally, gloom, darkness, Hes.,

Pind. II. the dark quarter, i. e. the West, opposed
to, Horn. : cf.., to darken :—Pass, to be or become dark, Anth., Ion. for.

[], , (-) a chest or box (of board
strongly fastened together), Soph., Xen., aor. 2 pass. part, of., aor. 2 pass. part, of.-, ov, poet, for, Eur., a, ov and , ov, () of or for the yoke, .

a draught-horse, wheeler, Ar. :—c. gen.,

having yoked cars to teams of

beasts, Eur.-, , a yoke-band, i. e. a band for fastening

the yoke to the pole, II., Plut.-, f.,() to struggle with one's

yoke-fellow, generally, to struggle, Dem.
ZYTO'N, , and ', , (cf.) anything
which joins two bodies ; and so, I. the yoke or

cross-bar tied by the to the end of the pole,

and having (collars or loops) at each end, by
which two horses, mules or oxen drew the plough

or carriage, Horn., etc. :—metaph., . the

yoke of slavery, Hdt. ;, . Soph., Eur.

;
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. . , so as to prevent . . ,

Xen. 2. a pair, Eur. ; . in pairs,

Theocr. II. the cross-bar joining the horns of

the, along which the strings were fastened,

II. III. in pi. the thwarts joining the opposite

sides of a ship or boat, the benches, Lat. transtra,

Od., Hdt. ; in sing., Soph. :—metaph., .
Eur. 2. the middle of the three banks in a tri-

reme; metaph., \ those on the upper
bench, Aesch. IV. the beam of the balance, Dem. :—the balance itself, Plat. V. . the

yard-arm at the masthead, Pind. VI. a rank
or line of soldiers, opp. to a file, Thuc., f., to weigh by the balance, Luc.- [], , 6,() a public officer, who
looked to the weights., Ep. gen. of.-, ov, () bearing the yoke, Eur., f ., () to yoke together, . to

put the cross-bar to the lyre, Luc.,( I) to weigh, examine, Ar.3, , , (-) yoked, Soph.

[], , () leaven

:

—metaph. of corruption,

falsehood, . . Hence
[f], masc. Adj. leavened, Xen., f., (-) to leaven, N.T.-, , , (, ay) reward for life saved,

Od., Hdt.; also, like, a reward for nursing
and rearing one, II. : c. gen. rei, -ypia,

Anth.-, , ov,for saving life, Babr. : v. foreg.&, f., to paintfrom life, to paint, Plat., , the art of painting, Plat., Xen.*; and, , 6v, skilled in painting, Plat., Xen.
From-, b, (,) one who paints from life

oxfrom nature, a painter, Hdt., Plat., etc., f., (,) to take alive, take cap-

tive instead of killing, II., Hdt., etc. :—Pass., Id. II.

(-}],) to restore to life, revive, II. Hence, Ion. -, , a taking alive,)
or —, Hdt.,, Dim. of II, a smallfigure, Hdt. II.

in pi. the signs of the Zodiac, Arist.€,-, Ep. for, inf. of =., Dor.; Ion. , Dor. ; Aeol.; :
() :

—

a living, i. e. one's means of life, substance,

Od. ; or rivos to get one's

livingby . . , Hdt., etc. 2. life, existence, Tyrtae.,

Trag., etc. 3. a way of life, Hdt.-, ov, (,) giving the bloom and
freshness of life, Pind., arros,,() that which is girded, a girded
frock or doublet, Od. 2. in II. the lower part of

the, round which the passed, II. 3.

the drawers worn by athletes, in Prose,
lb. II. =, a woman's girdle, Soph., Anth.,, , soup, put by way of joke
for , Ar. From, () to boil into soup, Ar.-,, , (,) a soup-ladle, Anth., , Dim. of, a little sauce, Ar.

345', b, Lat. jus, sauce to eat with meat, fish, etc.,

Ar. ; b . the black broth of Spartans, Plut., ,() a belt, girdle : I. properly the

lower girdle worn by women above the hips, (the upper-

girdle, the, being worn under the breasts),

Horn. 2. Phrases, un-

loosed her maiden girdle, of the bridegroom, Od. ;

Med. of the bride, Anth. :—of men on a march, .
to slacken one's belt, i. e. rest oneself, Hdt. :—

of pregnant women, ,
Aesch., Eur. :

—

els to be given

for girdle-money (as we should say, pin-money), of

Oriental queens who had cities given them, Xen. II.

the man's belt (in Horn, commonly), II., Xen.,

etc. 2. the part round which the girdle past, the

waist, loin, II.'', f.: aor. :—Pass., aor.

: pf . :

—

to gird, esp. to gird round
the loins for a pugilistic conflict, Od., Hes. ; . yaiav,

of Ocean, Anth. II. Med., to gird one-

self, gird up one's loins, of wrestlers and pugilists,

who in early times wore a linen cloth(,)
round their loins. 2. generally, to gird up one's

loins, prepare for battle, II. ; also c. ace,-
girded on his belt, lb. ; . to gird

on one's sword, lb.- [], ,() a sctdptor, Anth., f., () to produce alive, Luc. II.

to preserve alive, . T. From-, ov, (, *) producing animals,
generative, name of Apollo, Anth. II.-,
() life-bringing, Id.-, ov, poet, for-.-, f., () to make alive, Anth.-, ov,() in the shape of an animal, Plut., (as if contr. from ),, () a living being,

animal, Hdt., Ar., etc. II. in painting and sculp-

ture, a figure, image, not necessarily of animals, Hdt.

;

mostly in pi., is Id., Plat.,

etc. ; , —, with a second acc.

of the thing painted,

to have the passage of the Bosporus painted,

Hdt.-€, f., () to produce animals, Arist.,

Luc. II. -€, () to make alive, . T., , , () alive, living, Horn., Hdt., etc. ;

to take prisoner, II. ; Xen.-, ov, wise unto life, Anth.-, ov, () producing its yoiuig alive,

viviparous, Theocr.- [], ov, describing to the life, Anth.-, ov, (,) life-giving, Anth. I-L., ov, () bearing animals : b . (sc.-
), the zodiac, Anth.-, f., () to represent alive, Anth., to kindle into flame, light up : metaph., .

Aesch. ; ' Eur.-,, () a spark, ember, Plat., etc.€, to drink sheer wine, Anth. From-,, b, drinking sheer wine, drunken, Anth., ,( ?) pure, sheer, properly of wine without

water, Anth. ; absol., (sc.) Id. :—Compar.
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in Hom., mix the wine more pure,

i. e. add less water, II. As the Greeks mixed their

wine with water, the phrase ' came to

mean not only, as in Hdt., to drink purer wine than

common, but, generally, to drink hard, be a drunkard,
like, Theophr., Luc.

£ios, neut. , gen. , = {oio'j, II., Hdt., aor. inf. of.,, , () a girdle, in II. always a
•warrior's belt or baldric, which passed round the loins

and secured the bottom of the

:

—in Od., the belt

with which the swineherd girds up his frock. 2. later,

=, a woman's girdle. 3. metaph. of the en-

circling sea, Anth., , ,() girded, Plut., ,{) a belt, girdle, Od., ], , () full of life, lively, Lat. vivax,

Plat. :—Adv., to befond of life, Plut. 2.

of works of Art, true to life,

4*7) ; how do you produce that look

of life in your statues ? Xen.-, ov, () giving life to plants, fertilising,

generative, Aesch., Plut., Ep. and Ion. for.

.
, ,, , indecl., seventh letter of the Gr. alpha-

bet; as numeral ' = and oydoos, but ,77 = 8000.
The uncial form of Eta (H) was a double e (E 3)
and prob. it was pronounced as a long e, cf.

(from ). The old Alphabet had only one sign

(E) for the sound, till the long vowels 77 and were
introduced from the Samian Alphabet in the archonship

of Euclides, B. c. 403. The sign H, before it was taken
to represent the double e, was used for the spiritus

asper, as H02 for '0s, (which remains in the Latin

H). When \vas taken to represent e, it was at the

same time cut in two, so that \- represented the spir.

asper, -| the spir. lenis ; whence came the present signs

for the breathings.

As to dialectic changes, 1. the vowel 77 was
much used by the Ion., being in Aeol. and Dor.
replaced by a, as also in Att., but mostly after

or a vowel, , Att.. 2. in Att., and were not seldom changed
into rj, as , . 3.

Dor. and Aeol. for , as, for Keivos.

, Ep. also e, Conjunction with two chief senses, Dis-

junctive and Comparative.
A. disjunctive, or, Lat. vel, to subjoin one or

more clauses differing from the first, )

) } - ; Aesch. :

—

. . , . , either

. . , or . . , Lat. aut . . , ant . . , Horn., etc. II.

in indirect Questions, el . . , 7) . . , whether . . , or . . ,

Lat. utrum . . , an . . , )
Aesch. :—but in Hom. 7) . . , 7) (or ) . . is used for

el, Lat. an, 7) . . , say whether . . , Od.
B. comparative, than, as, Lat. quam, Horn.,

etc. : after Adjs. which imply comparison, as aWos,

).
eTepos, ,, evavTios, ,-, and after the Advs., Trpocrdev

; so, after

Verbs implying comparison, . . to wish
rather than . . ; . . to come sooner than
. . , etc. 2. sometimes joins two Comparatives,
when they both refer to the same subject,

7^ to be swifter rather than richer, Od. ;

3) Hdt. 3. rarely after a Sup.,- ) 7
Id. 4. is often omitted with numerals after,, ', as, €ttj ) Plat.

[When ) , ) come together in a verse, the two
coalesce into one syll.]

, an exclamation, to call one's attention to a thing, 77,

77, Ar.

, Adv., with two chief senses, Confirmative and Inter-

rogative :

I. TO confirm an assertion, in truth, truly, verily,

of a surety, Horn., etc. ; often strengthd. by other

Particles, as ^ apa, , , ), etc. ;—and
to express doubt,

;

—) , Ion. and Ep. ),
-, used in protestations and oaths, ',
* Horn., etc.

II. in interrog. sentences, Lat. num? pray? or

can it be ?—also 7^ . . ; Lat. nonne ? Particles are

often added to this ), pa, apa , etc.

, for, 3 sing. impf. or aor. 2 of.
, Att. contr. from Ion. ea, impf. of' (sum).
tj, 3 sing. pres. act. subj. of (sum).

, fern, of Artie, :—in Hom. also for.
, fern, of relat. Pron. '0s.

, dat. sing. fern, of possess. Pron. '0s, if], ', his.

, dat. sing. fern, of relat. Pron. '0s, %), 0, Hom. : freq.

in adverb, sense, 1. of Place, which way, where,

whither, in or at what place, relat. to ;, II., Soph. II.

of Manner, as, 77 \ Aesch., Thuc,
etc. 2. wherefore, Lat. quare, Id. 3. in so

far as, Lat. qua, quatenus, Xen. III. joined

with a Sup., 77 as quick as he was
able, Id. ; 77 Id., €, Ep. for ?jv, and 3 sing. impf. of (sum)., contr. for, Ep. impf. of (ibo)., , contr. from, , q. v., ct, , Ion. for, little, small, poor, slight,

with negat., , ' no sense

is in him, no not the least, Hom. ; ol ,' no not even a few, Od. :—neut. as Adv.,

ohV not in the least, not at all, Lat. ne tan-

tillum quidem, Horn.; rarely without a negat.,

a little from the cave, Od.-, Incept, of, to come to man's estate, come
to one's strength, Lat. pubescere, Xen. :—metaph. to

be new, Anth.

: Ep. opt., part, : f. -, Dor.- [o] : aor. 1 ·. pf . '] : () :

—

to be

at man's estate, to be in the prime ofyouth,' not evenintheprime andpride of life, Horn.

;

• (sc. ) i. e. being four years

past puberty, Hes. ;
when I was young, Ar.

;

01 the young, Id. :—of plants,

a young luxuriant vine, Od. 2. metaph. to be

young, ae\ yap learning
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is young even for the old, i.e. 'tis never too late to

learn, Aesch.; the people is like a young
man, Eur.

WHBH, Dor., rarely , , manhood, youthful
prime, youth, Lat. pubertas, ,

Od. ; ' or
=, lb. b. youthful strength,

vigour, II. ; Od. C.

legally, was the time before manhood, at Athens

1 6 years of age; at Sparta, 18, so that '
were men of 28, ' men

of 58, and so on, Xen. : cf.. 2. metaph.

youthful cheer, merriment, Eur. : also

youthful passion, fire, spirit, Pind. 3. a body of
youth, the youth, Lat. jwventus, Aesch. II. as

femin. prop, n., ', Hebe, daughter of Zeus and
Hera, wife of Hercules, Horn. Hence, Adv. from the youth upwards, Hdt.,, , =), Anth., , a place where young people meet, to

eat and drink, exercise and amuse themselves, Plut.

From,,() masc. Adj. youthful, at one's prime,
h. Horn., Eur., , , youthful, Lat. juvenilis, Xen., , , Dor., =, Theocr., Comic Dim. of, to be youngish, Ar., opt. of, Ep., Att..,-, Ep. for, -, part, of., Ep. for, 2 pi. of.,, aor. 2 med. and act. of.-, , ov, Dor. -, (,) very divine,

most holy, Horn,, aor. 1 of.-, Dor. for, impf. of,, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of.,, pf. and aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of., aros, , a leading : in Eur.
= .,, Ep. for, Ep. acc.,—,

Anth., etc., Dor. -, f. , to be or act as,
to go before, lead the way, Horn.; . Od.; c.

dat. pers. to lead the wayfor him,
j

made a course for the water, 11. II. to lead

in war, to rule, command, c. dat., Ib. ; elsewhere, like

most Verbs of ruling, c. gen., Ib., Hdt., etc. :—absol.

to have or take the command, Hdt., Plat. :—Pass, to

be Tided, Thuc. ; to be governor, ^vplas . T., -,() a leading the way, going first,

Hdt. II. chief command, Id., Thuc, etc.; .
authority over them, Aeschin. 2. the

hegemony or sovereignty of one state over a number
of subordinates, as of Athens in Attica, Thebes in

Boeotia :

—

the hegemony of Greece was wrested from
Sparta by Athens ; and the Peloponn. war was a strug-

gle for this hegemony. b. = Roman imperium,
Plut.: the reign of the Emperor, . . III. a
division of the army, a command, Plut., , , ready to lead or guide, Xen. II.
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fit to command, aitthoritative, leading, Id., etc. 2.

= Rom. Constdaris, Plut.

(sc. ), , thank-offerings for safe-

conduct, Xen. From, Dor. -, ovos, 6, also :

—

one who leads,

Lat. dux : and so, I. in Od., a guide to shew the

way, so Hdt., etc.; 7]y.- Id. 2.

one who is an authority to others, Lat. dux, auctor,

rjy. yi- Plat. ;

rivos to be the cause of a thing, Xen., etc. II.

in II., a leader, commander, chief,-,, II., etc. ; -
having some of the best generals as commanders,

Thuc: a chief, sovereign, Pind., Soph., etc b.=
Rom. Emperor, Plut. : also aprovincial governor, N.T.', Dor. - : impf., Ion.- or— : f . : aor. 1 : pf . :

Dep. : () :

—

to go before, lead the way, Horn.,

etc. :—c. dat. pers. to lead the way for him, guide,
conduct, Id. :—also, togo before on the

way, Lat. praeire viam, Od. 2. c. dat. pers. et

gen. rei, to be one's leader in a thing,

Ib. ; . , Pind.,

etc. :—and c. gen. rei only, . to lead the

song, Id., etc. 3. c. acc. rei, to lead, conduct,
Dem., etc. II. to lead an army or

fleet, c. dat., Horn., etc. :—c gen. to be the leader ox-

commander of,\&. 2. absol., 01 the rulers,

Soph.; 4v leading men,
. . III. to suppose, believe, hold, Lat. ducere,

Hdt., etc. ; . Id. 2. with an attributive

word added, . to hold or regard as

king, Id. ; . Id. ;

Thuc. 3. . to believe in gods, Eur., etc.;

cf. II. 4. 7, to think it fit, deem
it necessary to do, c. inf., Dem. ; without ,

. . Thuc. IV. the pf. is used
in pass, sense, — , ap. Dem.', Ep. form of (Pass.), to gather
together, assemble, Horn., only in 3 pi. pres. and impf.,, and inf.., aor. 1 pass, of and of :—Ep. 3
pi.., , , Dor.,() a leader, Anth., aor. 1 of.

\
, Ep. collat. form of, to guide, lead,

Od. ; . to lead a wretched life, Ib., pf. of., , fern, of, Anth.', verb. Adj. of, one must lead, Xen. II.

one must suppose, Plat,, Dor. -,, , a guide, Soph. 2. a com-

mander, Pind.,, , a leader, commander, chief, II.', pf. pass. part, of.-, 2 sing. pf. pass, of., impf. of., aor. 1 of., impf. of., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of., Conjunct., ( ovv) that is to say, or rather,

to define a word more correctly, Xen.
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, crasis for 3)., aor. of.
-', and, properly correlative to- v. sub :

—
but, often without, just like , and, II. :

—

conjoined and also, Horn., fem. of '., Ion. plqpf. of : v. *.', aor. of.', Adv. of, v. III., Adv. (related to, as Lai.jam to nunc), by this

time, before this, already, or of the future, now, pre-

sently/forthwith, Horn.; 'tis already
night, II. ; ' Soph. :—so in a local

relation, awb directly after this is

Egypt, Hdt. 2. of the future,

II. ; Soph. II. often

joined with other words of time, now already,

Horn. ; Soph., etc. ; Id. ; ,
Lat. quum jam, Od., etc., or,, plqpf. of : v. *.,, Sup. and Comp. of.', Dor. : f. : aor. ,
med. : Dep. :

—

to enjoy oneself, take delight,

take one's pleasure, Od., etc.—Construction : 1.

with participle,~ Od. ; " he was
glad to have heard, Hdt., etc. 2. c. dat.,

to delight in or at a thing, Id., etc. ; Xen.,

etc. ;—rarely c. gen., he enjoyed the

draught, Soph. 3. c. acc. and part.,

I was pleased to hear you
praising him, Id. 4. part, as an Adj. glad, de-

lighted, Ar. : also, like,, in the

phrase I am well pleased at the

thing happening, Hdt., Plat.', Adv. of foreg., with joy, gladly, Xen., Dor. or, , () delight, en-
joyment, pleasure, Lat. voluptas, Hdt., etc. ;, to give way to pleasure, Thuc,
Plat., etc. :—often with Prepositions in Adv. sense,

or * to speak so as to please
another, Hdt., Att. ;

1 , Soph.,
Dem. ;

3

or . Aesch. ;. that which is agreeable, Dem. ; iv

it is a pleasure or delight to another, Hdt.,
etc. 2. a pleasure, a delight, Soph., Ar. 3. in

pi. pleasures, pleasant lusts, Xen., . T., eos, , () delight, enjoyment, pleasure,
pleasurefrom or in the feast, Horn. ;

; what delight have I therefrom ? 11.

' , for , v..-, Dor.-,, , sweet-sounding,Euv., Anth.-,, , sweetening marriage, Anth.-,, gen. , sweetly laughing,h. Horn., Anth.-, ,() sweet-tongued, Pind.-, , {) of pleasant mind, Xen.-, Dor.-, , () sweet-speaking, II., etc. :

sweet-sounding, Pind.:—poet. fem., Hes.-, , contr.-,, sweet-strained, Eur.-, Dor. -, , sweet-speaking, sweet-
voiced, Pind., Anth. 2. of persons, flattering,

fawning, Eur.- [~], , , singing sweetly to the lyre, Anth.

- rjepa.-, Dor. --, 4s, () sweet-strained,

sweet-singing, Pind.---yos, , of honey-sweet voice, Anth.-, ,{) sweetly-mixed, Anth., , poet, for, sweet, pleasant, h. Horn,

[] : aor. " :—Pass., aor. : pf.

: () :
—to sweeten, season, give a flavour

or relish to a thing, c. acc, Xen., etc.-, , producing sweet wine, Xen. :

—

,
, dealers in sweet wine, Id., ,() pleasant living, luxury, Xen.,, f. &>,() to live pleasantly, enjoy

oneself, be luxurious, Xen. Hence,, , enjoyment, Anth.-, , () living pleasantly, luxurious.-, , = sq., Anth.

-Trvoos, Dor.-, , contr.-,, ()
sweet-breathing, Eur. ; of musical sound, Pind. ; of

dreams, Soph. 2. sweet-smelling, fragrant, Anth.-,, Dor. -, , , dear to the people, Soph.-, , fond of drinking, Anth.-, , sweet to drink, Od.,,, also as fem. : Dor., irreg.

acc. for and for : Ion. fem., Dor.
:—Comp. [t], Sup., later,: (): I. sweet to the taste or smell,

Horn.; to the hearing, Id.; then of any pleasant feeling

or state, as sleep, Id. :—c. inf., Aesch.

;

Plat. :

—

or it is

pleasant, Horn., etc. :—so, ~ I

had rather not say, Hdt. :—neut. as Subst., .
pleasures, Thuc. :—neut. as Adv., sweetly, II.,

etc. II. after Horn., of persons, pleasant, wel-

come, Soph. 2. well-pleased, glad, Id., Dem. ; in

addressing a person, ^, Horace's dulcissime

rerum, Plat. 3. like, innqcent, simple,

Id. III. Adv., sweetly, pleasantly,

with pleasure, Soph., Eur., etc. ; I

would gladly ask, should like to ask, Dem. ;

—

.
to be pleased or content with, Eur. ; ^.

or to be kind, well-disposed to one, Dem. :

—

Comp. Plat., etc. :—-Sup., Id.,, , () that which gives a relish or

flavour, seasoning, sauce, Ar., Xen., etc.-, , () sweet-shining, Anth.-,, , , () sweet-minded, Anth., , sweetness of voice or sound, Babr. From-, , () sweet-voiced, Sappho.-, , () sweetly joyous, Anth.-, , contr.-,, () of sweet com-
plexion, Anth.

, poet, for , or, whether.

, exclam., ah ! Aesch.

, Ep. for fjei, 3 sing. impf. of (ibo)., Ep. for, plqpf. of, v. *>., impf. of,, aor. 1 of.', , Ep. and Ion. for., Ep. fem. of., Ep. for ?jv, impf. of (sum).

'-, Ep. for -, Horn.

', Ion. and Ep. acc. of bA]p.



, . for, Pass., only found in 3 pi.

pres. and impf.,- :

—

to hang floating

or waving in the air, II. :—metaph., -
cppeves young men's minds turn with

every wind, lb., Ion. and Ep. dat. of., a, ov, () early, with early morn, II. II.

in the air, high in air, Anth.- [], es, wheeling in mid air, Anth.-, 4s, Ep. for -, (, eT5os) of dark and
cloudy look, cloud-streaked, of the sea, Od. : generally,

dark, murky, lb. :—neut. as Adv., in thefar distance,

dimly,' 5 ' II.

0€,, , Ep. for -, () hazy, murky, 11.

;

the murky road (i. e. death), Od., Ep. for -, () from air, Anth., Ep. gen. of.-, idos, (), fern. Adj. walking in dark-

ness, II.-, ov, sounding through air, loud-voiced,

II., aor. 1 of :—, pf . pass., 3 pi. impf. of (ibo)., poet. 3 sing, plqpf . of ; v. *1., Ep. for , impf. of (sum)., v. sub., a, ov, Dor. for, Pind., ados, , ,( n) accustomed to a thing, ac-

quainted with it, c. gen., Soph. 2. absol. accus-

tomed, usual, Eur. : of animals, tame, domestic, Lat.

mansuetus, Ar. :—as neut., — ^6os, y
Eur., Dor., , ov, () trusty, honoured,

sir, II. ; lb. ;

I will call him my honoured lord, Od., impf. of., , , Att. for., f . : () :

—

to sift, strain :—Pass, to be

strained, Plat., , ,( n) of or for morals, ethical, moral,

Arist. ; a treatise on morals, Id. II.

shewing moral character, expressive thereof, Id. :—
Adv., Id.,, , () a strainer, Eur. ; of the eyelashes, Xen., to form manners or character, Plut. From-, , () forming character, Plut., eos, , lengthd. form of , an accustomed

place : in pi. the haunts or abodes of animals, Horn.,

Hdt. II. custom^ usage, Hes., Hdt. 2. of

man, his disposition, character, Lat. ingenium, mores,

Hes., Att. ; Z> -, addressed to a person,

Soph. 3. in pi., generally, of manners, like Lat.

mores, Hes., Hdt., Thuc., rare collat. form of., contr. , , provisions for a journey, Ep. word
for, Lat. viaticum, Horn. :—generally,

riiafood for wolves, II. II. husks or chaff, Od., Ion. for, impf. of (ibo).

[t], Att. contr., , a youth just come to

manhood, but not yet married, Horn.

;

Hdt. II. rare as

fern., =. (Deriv. uncertain.)

—
-. 349, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., aor. 1 of.,, , () with banks, high-banked, II., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of (ibo)., , epith. of Phoebus, II. (Prob. from
the cry , 77, cf., evios.), Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of (ibo)., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of, v. *ei5o>., aor. 1 pass, of., Att. , : Ep. dat. pi. :

—

a sea-bank,
shore, beach, Hdt., etc. ; a river-bank, Aesch.

(* ), Adv., I. of Place or Motion, slightly

,

a little, softly, gently, Horn. II. of Sound,
stilly, softly, low, II. III. of Sight, softly,

smoothly, - with oil soft shining,

lb. IV. of Time, by little and little, Anth., aor. 1 of., impf. of :—, aor. 1., Ep. aor. 2 of n., 3 sing. aor. 1 of.-, , ov, (Ep. for '-) itntouched by the

goad, of young heifers reserved for sacrifices, II., old Att. -, plqpf. of., , ov, sup. Adj. from Adv., -
the gentlest or slowest in driving, II., , ov, Sup. of the Comp.\, the Posit, in

use being, least

:

—as Adv.^, least, Soph.,

etc. ; , Hdt. ; ' as

little as possible, Thuc. 2. often in reply to a
question, nay not so, not at all, Lat. minime, Soph.,

etc. ; minime vero, Id.-, Ion. and Dor. for-., aor. 1 of :—, pf. pass.", impf. : f. , Dor. :

—

to have come,
be present, be here, Lat. adesse, properly in a pf . sense,

with the impf. as plqpf., / had come, and fut.

as fut. pf. / shall have come, directly opp. to'
to be gone, while to come or go serves as pres.

to both, Horn., etc. :

—

to return, Xen. 2. to have
reached a point, is' Soph.; is'5 Plat. 3. ' opyrjs' to be angry, Soph. ;

cf. . IV. 4. like . II, ) tiv0s to be

well offfor a thing, have plenty of it, as, .
Hdt. ; as they had come to

a good age, Eur. ; y4vous . to be this degree

of kin to him, Id. :—also, e5 ', absol., to be well

off, flourishing, Hdt. :—c. gen. only,ys thou art in great power, Id. II. of

things, to be brought, Id., etc. ; ' ' -
what they have come to, Soph. 2. to concern,

relate, or belong to, ets ' Ar. 3.

to depend upon, Dem.
[], aor. 1 pass, of., Ep. for, to wander, stray, Theocr., , only in pi. the wool on the distaff, Od.

[], , Dor. :

—

a distaff,

Lat. colus, on which the wool is put, Horn., etc. ; .
the stalk of the spindle, Plat. (Deriv.

uncertain.), aor. 1 of., -, aor. 1 act. and med. of :

—

, pass.
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*£, lengthd. form of, II. II. c.

acc. to fleefrom, shun, Od.,() ft? wander, stray, roam about, II., 3 sing-, impf. of.,, 3 sing-

, aor. 2 of., aor. 1 of.', ov, made of, Luc., , and, b or , electron, a word
sometimes used to denote amber, as prob. in Horn.,

Hes. and Hdt. ;—sometimes pale gold, a compound
of 1 part of silver to 4 of gold, Soph., etc.—In Ar.--, the are prob. the pegs

of the lyre made of or inlaid with electron. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, 4s, () amber-gleaming, Eur., opos, b, the beaming sun, II. ; as Adj., 4-' beaming Hyperion, lb. (Deriv. uncertain.), Dor.',/,() idle, vain, trifling,

Theocr., Anth., , , (.) astray, distraught, crazed, Od.

;

also in apocop. form 4, II. : as Adv. foolishly,

Anth. 2. act. distracting, crazing, Od., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of., Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of., late aor. 1 of, . ., f. : aor. 1- : Dep.:

—

to sit

in the court, be a Heliast, Ar., , at Athens, a public place or hall, in which

the chief law-court was held, Ar. 2. the supreme
court, ap. Dem., ados, fern. Adj. of the sun, ap. Luc., ov, b, a juryman of the court, a
Heliast, Ar. Hence, , , of, for, or like a Heliast, Ar.,, Dor. -, ov, high, steep, precipitous,

epith. of rocky crags, Horn., Hes., etc. ; of the throne

of Zeus, Ar. 2. in Od. 9. 243 4, it

seems to mean enormous, huge. II. = Lat.

alius, deep, profound, Hes., Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), Adv. () enough, sufficiently, Lat. satis,\ II. ; Od., etc., to speak or act idly , foolishly , Ar. From, Dor. -, a, ov, () idle, vain, random,
Pind., Aesch. II. of persons, stupid, foolish,

silly, like, Hdt., Ar., etc. Adv. -, Plat. ;

neut. as Adv., Ar. Hence,, , folly, silliness, Plat. ; and, f ., to make foolish, distract, craze, Aesch., Ion. -, Dor., , (£) time of life,

age, Lat. aetas, II. ,·—acc. used absol. in age, v4os

Hdt. ; so in dat., v4osThuc. ;. advanced in years, Plat. 2. mostly, the

flower or prime of life from about 17 to 45, mail's
estate, manhood, Pind. ;

to be of age, Plat., etc. ; so, ,. Id. ; , inf., to be of fit

age for doing, Hdt. ; 01 men of serviceable

age, Thuc. 3. youthful heat and passion,

Hdt. II. as collective Noun, = 01, those of the same age, fellows, comrades, U.,

Thuc. III. time,

about the time of Laius, Hdt. 2. an age, genera-

- '.\<.
tion, Lat. saeculum, Dem., etc. IV. of the body,
stature, growth, as a sign of age, Hdt., Plat., ov, 0, an equal in age, fellow, comrade,
Lat. aequalis, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—fern,, iBos,

Luc. ; . contemporary history, Plut.

[], , ov, as big as, Lat. qviantus, Ar., Dem. 2.

of age, as old as, Ar., etc. 3. in expressions of

wonder, extraordinarily great, as in

Lat. mirum quantum, Dem. From, Dor, Xkos, , , of the same age, Od.,
Pind. : c. gen. of the same age with, Aesch. 2. as

Subst. a fellow, comrade, Hdt., Aesch., etc.-, ov, sun-stricken, sun-burnt, Eur.-, 4s, (eTSos) like the sun, beaming, Plat.-, ov, () sun-burnt, Theocr.-&, 4s,() sun-mad, mad for love of
the stm, Ar., Pass, to live in the sun, Plat. ;

a sunny spot, Xen.", b, Dor., Ep.' : Dor. :

—

the

sun, Lat. sol, Horn., etc. ; bpav 5, i. e. to

be alive, II.—The Sun furnished the earliest mode of

determining the points of the heaven, 4
, \. e. towards the East, opp. to , Horn.

;

, opp. to 4,
Hdt. 2. day, a day, like Lat. soles, Pind., Eur. :

so in pi. hot sunny days, Thuc. II. as prop, n.,

Helios, the sun-god, Horn.; in later Poets= Apollo,

Aesch., etc.-, 4s, (4) depriving of sun, i.e. shading
from the sun, Soph.-, 4s, () sun-trodden, Aesch., only used in Pass,, q. v., aor. 2 of.-, , (, ) missing the work,
failing in one's aim, Anth.-, ov,(,) missing the right month,
i. e. untimely born, II., ov, b, fern, -, 5, () of the sun,
Ep. Anth. :

—

the inhabitants of
the sun, Luc., aor. 1 of 4., aor. 1 of.

[],-, aor. 2 and 1 pass, of., pf. pass, of :—, 3 sing.

^
plqpf., pf. pass, of., Dor., b, a nail : in Horn, only for orna-

ment, a nail-head or stud. 2. after Horn, a nail to

fasten with, Pind., Xen., etc., supposed nom. of the vocat. 4, v.., 3 sing. impf. of., aor. 1 of.
[], , a shadow, shade : metaph.,

the obscurity of a laAvsuit, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ep. aor. 2 of., aor. 1 of., , the Elysian fields, Lat. Elysium,
Od. ; in pi., Anth. Horn, places it on the west border

of the earth, near to Ocean; Hesiod's Elysium is in

the . Hence, , ov, Elysian, Anth.



\ -,, , =, a step, Eur., aor. 2 of., impf. of., Ion. for, aor. 2 of.
|,,) that which is thrown, a dart, javelin, II.,, , Ep. for -,() sandy, Horn.
rHMAI,,,,,, Ep.' and
earou; imperat., 0; inf .

;
part, :

—
impf. , , , dual, pi. poet.-,,, Ep. and :— 6^ seated,

sit, Horn., etc. :

—

to sit still, sit idle, II.., etc. : of an
army, to lie encamped, lb. :—of a spy, to lurk, lb. :

—

later, of places, to lie, be situated, Hdt. ;

=, in a low, sunken place, Theocr. :—rarely c.

ace, to be seated on a bench, Aesch. ;~2, Eur.

MAP, , Dor. , , poet, for, day,
Horn. ; by night and day, II. ;

by day, Hes. ; . mid-afoy, U.; .
evening-

, Od. 2. in Horn, with Adjs. to describe a
state or condition,,,,

the day of destiny, of death;,,
the day of freedom, of slavery ;-, etc. 3. of the seasons, ,
II. II. with Preps., eV day

by day, daily, Od. ; also, in a day, for a day, Horn. :

—so, ' by day, Soph. ; for a day, Eur. :

—

day by day, Lat. quotidie, Soph. ;

Id. ; but ", also, this day, to-day, Lat.
hodie, Id. :

—

' every other day, Pind., Soph.', Adv. part. pf. pass, of, faultily

,

Plat., aor. 2 of.
[], a, ov, () by day, Od. II. day by

day, daily, II., pf. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., , ,() of our land or country, native,

Lat. nostras, Ar.,, nom. and acc. pi. of.', Adv. part. pf. pass, of, carelessly;

. Xen., impf. of.
-', Ep. Conjunction, correlative to -, as well . . ,

as also . . , Lat. et . . , et . . , but sometimes disjunc-

tive, like Lat. vel . . , vel . . , Horn., pi. impf. of (sum)., pi. impf. of (ibo).

'HME'PA, Ion. ', Dor., :—day, Horn.,
etc. :—phrases for day-break, or. Xen. ; . or Ar. ; .-

Xen. ; yiyverai or~ rrpbs Id. 2.

with Adjs. to describe a state or time of life,. a life^ of misery, Soph. ; ^ . Eur. ;

at length of days, Soph. ; . youth,
Eur. 3. poet, for time, . -

Soph. II. absol.
usages, 1. in gen., within three
days, Hdt. ; within a few days, Thuc.

:

—also, by day, Plat. ;

twice every day, Hdt. 2. in dat.,^ on
this day, Soph. ; so,' . Id. 3. in acc,

-. 35I

. all day, Hdt. ; . three days
after one's arrival, Thuc. ; tcis in daytime
Xen. III. with Preps., . . every day,

Hdt. :

—

, Att. -, the whole day long, Id.

;

. every third day, Lat. tertio quoque die,

Id. ; . at a distance of many days, Thuc.

:

— by day, Soph. :

—

' sufficient for
the day, Hdt., etc. ; but, ' day by day,

Eur. :

—

' by day, Aesch. ; but commonly
day by day, daily, Soph., etc. ; rb ' ., absol.,

every day, Ar., etc. ;
—' at mid-day, Hdt.,

etc., f. , () to spend the day, Xen., etc. :

—absol. to travel the whole day, Aesch. 2. to pass
one's days, live, Soph., Dor. -, a, ov, () for the day, by

day, . light as of the day, Aesch. II. a
day long, . a day's journey, Hdt., Plat., etc.

(sc. ), , =, Soph., , , () of day, Plat. ; . a
day-messenger, Xen.', Dor. -, ov, () for a day, lasting but a
day, Soph., Eur., , fern, of :—as Subst., (sc.), , the cultivated vine, opp. to, Od. :

but distinguished from by Ar.', to be an, Luc.-, ,() as Subst. a courier, Hdt.-, Dor. -, ov, sleeping by day, Hes.,

Eur.-, Adv. () by count of days, Aesch.-', () to count by days, Hdt.-, , () a calendar, Plut.", Dor. -, ov, and a, ov, tame, tamed, re-

claimed, Lat. mansuetus, of animals, Od., Plat. ; so,

alone, Xen. 2. of plants and trees, culti-

vated, Lat. sativus, Hdt., etc. 3. of men, civilised,

gentle, Id., Dem. ; so of a lion, Aesch.-, , watching by day, Aesch., Ar. :—as

Subst., a day-watcher, Hdt., Soph., etc.,, ,() tameness :—of men, gentle-

ness, kindness, Plat.-, ov,() appearing by day, Aesch.- [],, , =, Xen., f., () to tame, make tame, of wild

beasts, Plat. 2. of countries, to clear them of

robbers and wild beasts, as Hercules and Theseus did,

Pind., Aesch. :—also, to tame by conquest, subdue,

Hdt. 3. of men also, to soften, civilise, Plat.',, , a taming : civilising, Plut., Dor. for, inf. of (sum)., Dor. -, a, ov, () our, Lat. noster,

Horn., etc.; (sc.) Od. ; so,-
lb. ; (sc.) Thuc;

to take our part, Xen. II. sometimes for, Od.', Ion. for, gen. pi. of., impf. of., aor. I of.
'', / say, Lat. inquam, used to repeat something

with emphasis, , boy / say, boy! Ar. :

—

impf. , 3 sing, , he spake and held
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his hand, II. ; in Att., ' said I, Plat. ;

5

os

said he, Ar., Plat.

-, Insep. Prefix, half-, Lat. semi-.-, , a half-man, Luc.-§ or-, es, () sodden, Anth.-,, , r), = sq., Anth.-, half-eaten, Xen.-', ov,() but half-bearded, Theocr.-, ov, half-naked, Luc. : so-, ov,

Suid. ;, ov, Synes.-, es, () half-burnt, II. II. ()
half-divided, half-mangled, Anth.-, , a half-daric, Xen.-, es, () wanting half, half-full, Xen., Anth.-, ov, a half-slave, Eur.-', , = sq., Ar.-,, ahalf-, i.e. °f a medimnus, Dem.-',, , , a half-Greek, Luc.-, es, (*) half-made, half-finished, Luc.-, ov, = foreg., Hdt.-, ov, (>) half-boiled, half-cooked, Luc.-, es, () half-green, Anth.-, es,() half-dead, Anth., Dor., , a half-god, demigod, II., Hes.-9,, , , —, Ar., Thuc, etc.-, ov, () half-broken, Eur., Anth.-, , () half the inheritance, Dem., , () a semicircle, the front seats

in the theatre, Plut.-, ov, half-white, Luc.-, es,() half-mad, Aeschin., Luc.-, ov,() half-withered, Luc.-', , half-, Dem.-, es, () half-drunk, Anth.-, , a half-mina, Xen., etc.-, ov, half-evil, half a villain, Plat,-, ov, half-dry, Anth.-, a, ov, Dor. -, ov : () :

—

con-

taming one and a half, half as much again, Lat.

sesquialter, Plat. :—c. gen. half as large again as,

half as much again as, Hdt., Xen. II.

vavs a ship with one and a half banks of oars, Theophr., a, ov, () of, belonging to a mule,

-. a car drawn by mules, Horn., , , =, Xen.-, , , a half-ass, i. e. a mule, Horn., etc. :

—

proverb., , i.e. never, Hdt. 2. the. of II. 2. 851 is prob. the wild ass. II.

as Adj., a mule-ioa\, II.; .
a mule-V\Vig, half-Mede half-Persian, Orac. ap. Hdt.-, ov, half-roasted, Luc.-' ( doubled metri grat.), ,() a
half-axe, i. e. a one-edged axe, II.-, ov, () half-cooked, Plut.-, , a half-, Hdt., Xen.-, ,() a half-plinth, a brick (two

of which formed a plinth), Hdt.
-Trvoos, ov, () half'-breathing, half-alive, Batr.-, ov, half-evil, Arist.-, ov, () half-burnt, Anth., ,, , v. sub.--, ov, () half-pulled down, Anth.

.-, , ov,() of half a stadium, Luc.-, , , a half-soldier, Luc.-, ov, half-round, Luc.

~5, , : gen. : nom. and acc. pi. masc,
Ion., -eas, Att. -eis ; neut., contr. - :

—
Ion. fern,, gen. -eas, dat. -, etc. : (-) '—
half, Lat. semis, used both as Adj. and Subst. : I.

as Adj., half the people, Horn.;

half the tale, Aesch., etc.;—c. gen., like a Comp.,
half of what he intended, Thuc. :

—

also with its Subst. in gen.,

half of the islands, Hdt. ; ! Thuc.

;

Plat. II. as Subst., 1.

neut., ,, Horn.;
Hes.; mostly with Art-,. Thuc,

etc. ;—also in pi., Xen. 2. fern., .
Plat. ; ' up to one half, Dem.-, , a half-talent, as a weight, . ;

three half-talents, Hdt., but -
two talents and a half, Id.-', , a remission of half the tribute, Luc.-', ov,() half-finished, Thuc.-, , () half-finished, . a house

but half complete, i.e. wanting its lord and master,

II. ; ., opp. to , Xen., ov, () half cut through, cut in two,

Mosch. II. as Subst.,,, a half, Hdt.

[], , a stout linen cloth, towel, napkin,
Ar. (An Egypt, word.)-, , () half-shining, Anth.-, ov, half-bald, Anth.-, ov, half-knavish, Luc.-, ov,() half-burnt, Theocr., Luc.-, , ov, worth half an obol, Ar. : as large

as a half-obol, Xen. From- or-',, (') a half-obol, Xen., pf. pass, of., Dor., poet. Adv. relative to5, at which
time, when, Horn. 2. while, so long as, Soph,, ", , Aeol., =5., aor. 2 med. with double augm. of.,, aor. 2 of., aor. 1, to bow down, sink, drop,

his head dropped to one side, II. ;

bowed with his head, of a horse, lb. ; of a corn-

field, ' it bows or waves with its

ears, lb. : metaph. of cities, to nod to their fall, totter,

lb. (Deriv. uncertain.), impf. with double augm. of.,, impf. and aor. 1, with

double augm., of.~, pf. pass, of., impf. of., ovos, , (') a thrower, darter, slinger, II.

, contr. for, Horn., Hdt., etc.

, Interject, see ! see there ! lo ! Lat. e7i ! Ar. :—also

(i. e. ) Theocr., and 3 sing. impf. of (sum) :—3 pi. in Hes.

, impf. of., acc. sing. fern, of relat. Pron. os, and of possess.

Pron. os, eos., 3 sing. impf. of.



—. 353, impf. of.,, aor. and 2 of :—Ion.., impf. med., with double augm., of., pf . of., Dor.,, ,() windy, airy,

Horn., etc. II. of motion, rapid, rushing, Aesch.

fj'veov, Tjvecra, impf. and aor. of., aor. 2 med., with double augm., of., 3 sing. impf. pass, of —., aor. 1 pass, of., aor. 1 of., pf. pass. part, of., , , Dor. for : pi..', pf. part, of., , , reins, Horn., Hes., Pind., Dor., , the bridle (in riding), the reins

(in driving), like the Homeric () mostly in pi.,

Pind., etc. ; Aesch. ; in sing.,-
Soph. 2. metaph.,

rois Xoyois to give one's words free reins, Plat. ;

TlvKvbs rjvias Id. 3. as a military

term, ' to the left, Plut.-, v. sub (Interject.), see there I

[t], Dor., Adv. of Time, relat. to,
at which time, when, Od., Trag. : also causal, since,

Pind., Att. 2. with Opt. in orat. obi., or to denote

an uncertain or repeated occurrence in past time,

whenever, Soph., etc. 3. , like ', with

Subj., of the future, whenever, Id., etc., , v., .
-iroietov, , () a saddler's shop, Xen., to guide by reins, Aesch., Eur. From-, 6,{) one who guides by reins, a
charioteer, Soph., ,() chariot-driving, Plat.,, Ep., , poet, for, II., Dor. -, f . , poet, form of, to act

as charioteer, Horn. :—metaph. to gttide, Anth.', f., prose form of, to hold the

reins, Xen. 2. c. acc. to drive, guide, Hdt. :

metaph. to direct, Ar. :—Pass, to be guided, Xen., r), 6v, of or for driving, Plat. : -] (sc.) the art of driving, Id.-5, Dor.-, , () one who holds the

reins, a driver, charioteer, opp. to (the

warrior by his side), II. 2. generally a chariot-

driver, as in the games, Pind., Att. :—in Theogn., a
rider. 3. metaph. a guide, governor, Pind., Ar.6, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., , pi., () a year old, yearling, Horn.

fjvoiija, aor. 1 of., impf. of =.', Dor.', , (), Ep. for, man-
hood, Horn. : manly beauty, II. :—in pi. praises of
manhood, Pind.

fjvow, impf. of., oiros, , , in Horn., always in phrase ",
with gleaming, glittering brass. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, related to ', as () to , Xen., syncop. for.,, aor. 1 and impf., with double

augm., of.

,, impf. and aor. 1 of., pf. of., 3 pi. impf. of.,, pf. and aor. 1 of., , () the fourth stomach of ruminat-
ing animals, a favourite dish at Athens, tripe, Ar., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. pass, of :

—

, impf. med., Ep. plqpf . of' ; 3 sing, : aor. 1.,, -, impf., aor. 1, and pf.,

with double augm., of., aor. 1 of ',. II. £, aor. 1 of

and of ay.|,-, aor. 1 act. and pass, of., Dor. for, f. of., dat. of §., , ov, Ion., , ov, =, morning, Ar. :

—

rj

(sc. ), the morning, Od. 2. toward morn-
ing, eastern, lb., Hdt. II. ai' was a poem
of Hesiod, in which each sentence began with f) '., pi. impf. of (ibo)., a, ov, (,) on the shore, Anth., , want, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), v..*, , , the liver, Horn., 'etc. :

—

', of pregnant women, Eur. :—in Trag. as the

seat of the passions, anger, fear, etc., answering there-

fore to our ' heart.', aor. 2 of.
rjireSavoS) , ov, weakly, infirm, halting, Horn. 2.

c. gen. void of a. thing, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.),, impf. and aor. 1 of.-, es, (-) born or living in the

mainland, Aesch., to the mainland, Od., Dor. air- [], , terra-firma, the land, as

opp. to the sea, Horn., Hes., etc.; by
land, Hdt. ; iv iv Ar. :

—

hence in Od., even an island is called. II.

the mainland of Western Greece, opp. to the neigh-

bouring islands (afterwards called" as n. pr.),

Od. :—then, generally, the mainland, Hdt., Att. III.

later, a Continent : Asia was esp. called the Conti-

nent, Hdt., etc. ; also Europe, Aesch.; whence Soph,

speaks of Siacrai, i.e. Europe and Asia. (Deriv.

uncertain.) Hence, to make into mainland, Anth. :—Pass, to be-

come so, Thuc. ; and ', , , fern, -, , of the mainland,
living there, opp. to, Hdt. : ai, opp. to those in islands, Id., etc. ; .
alliance with a military power, opp. to,
Thuc. II. of or on the mainland of Asia,

Asiatic, Eur. III. an Epirote, Luc. Hence, , ov, continental, Xen. II. of Epirus,

Thuc.
-irep, poet, '-, () than at all, than even, Horn.-, (y) in the same way as, v..,, Ep. 5 , a cheat, deceiver, cozener,

Od., Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), , , =foreg., (Ep. vocat.) II.
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354, () only in pres. and impf. to

cheat, cajole, deceive, cozen, Horn.^, (aor. i, with no pres. in use), to

mend, repair, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, ov, , a mender, cobbler, Batr., Xen.', f., to have a fever or ague, Ar. From, , a fever with shivering, ague, Ar. II.

=, night-mare, Id. (Deriv. unknown.)- [f], ov, () softly-rolling, Anth.-, ov,() soothing by gifts, bountiful, II.-, ov, gentle of mood, Anth., a, ov, and os, ov : 1. of persons, gentle, mild,

kind, ' &s Horn. :—c. dat. pers., Id.,

Trag. 2. of sentiments, to have kindly

feelings, Horn. ; rb to

bring him to a milder mood, Thuc. II. act.

soothing, assuaging, of medicines, II., etc. 2., c. inf., a day favourable for beginning a

thing, Hes. III. Adv., Hdt., Soph.-,, , , with soothing hand, Anth.

or ,=, modified by , or perhaps, as

perhaps, Horn.

or , / suppose, I ween, II., Soph., etc. :

after a negat., much less, Thuc. II. to ask a
question, is it possible that . . ? can it be that . . ?
Od., Aesch.

[], , Ep. for, () calling, crying,

the loud-voiced herald, II. From-, Dor.- [], f . [] : aor. :{ ?) :—to call to, call on, call, Od., Aesch., etc. :—c.

dupl. ace, ; why callest thou

on me for this? Eur. 2. absol. to call out, shout,

Od. ; of the wind, to roar, II. ; of the lyre, to sound,
Od. 3. to utter, speak, Aesch. ;

; Eur., contr. for ., 3 sing. impf. of., aor. of :—but II. ', i. e. ,
Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. med. of ; so, Boeot., a neut. Adj. pi., acceptable gifts, kindnesses,

Horn. II. =, c. gen., on account of, Anth.", .", , Hera, the Lat. Juno, queen of the

gods, daughter of Kronos and Rhea, sister and wife of

Zeus, Horn., etc. ; ", an oath of Athen.
women, Xen. Hence, a, ov, of Hera : (sc. ), to, the

temple of Hera, Heraeum, Hdt.-', contr.,-, : Att. gen.,
dat., acc., voc., -? :

Ion. and Ep.,',-,- :—the Att. forms
are further shortd.,,,. and

:—irreg. acc. :

—

Heracles, Lat.

Hercules, son of Zeus and Alcmena, the most famous
of the Greek heroes, Horn., etc. (The name signifies

Hera'sglory, "Hpas, from the power she obtained
over him at birth.) Hence, ot, the Heraclidae or descendants of
Hercules, Hdt. ; and, a, ov, and os, ov : Ep.-, Ion.-, ,
ov :

—

of Hercules, Lat. Herculeus, ,
i. e. Hercules himself, Horn. :

—

. the oppo-
site headlands of Gibraltar and Apes' Hill near Tangier,

—.
Hdt. II. as Subst.,, Ion. -tjlov (sc.

hpov), , the temple of Hercules, Heracleum, Id.,

etc. 2. (sc. tepa), , his festival, Ar., , ov, of Heraclitus, Plat., , contr. from., , Dim. of, Theocr., aor. 2 of., aor. of, Ep. 3 sing, :
—

pass, in med. sense., 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of.,, 3 sing. impf. of., aor. 1 pass, of :—, 3 sing. impf. act.

',, Adv., like, stilly, quietly, gently,

softly, Ar., Plat. 2. a little, slightly, Id. 3.

slowly, opp. to, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.), a, ov, Adj. of, still, quiet, gentle,

Plat. :—irreg. Comp., Xen. Adv.-, =, Id. ; Comp.- Id., f., to keep quiet, be at rest, Xen., Plat,',, -, quietude, Arist.

[], Adv. =, Ar., , rest, quietude, leaving you
at rest, Dem., to make still or quiet, Xen. II. intr. =, Id., , =?, .., aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of., Ion. for, impf. of.", Ion. for".,-, pf. act. and pass, of :—, 3
pi. plqpf.

_, 3 sing, plqpf. of ., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-, an Adj. termin., 1. from-,-,
as in -, -. 2. from -, as in-,-,-, etc., aor. 1 of.
pi, Ep. Adv. early, Horn. ; ',' Id.-, , (--) early-born, child of morn,
epith. of $, Horn.; also absol., =, Morn, Od.

;

at morn, Theocr., , Eridanus, a river famous in legends, Hes.,

Hdt. : later authors mostly took-it for the Po, as Eur.;

others for the Rhone or Rhine, as perh. in Hdt.,, impf. and aor. 1 of., -, impf. of., 3 sing. aor. 2 of., , , () = iapivos, of or in spring, Solon, Eur. :

—neut. pi. as Adv., in spring, Ar.,, a mound, barrow, tomb, II., Theocr. (Deriv.

uncertain.), 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, , () early-walking : as Subst. the

morn, Anth.-, 3 sing. pf. pass, of.,, aor. 1 and pf. of :—--, aor. 1 med., aor. 1 pass, of.
and, aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of., aor. 1 of. II. of.
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-, aor. of :—, pf. pass,,, aor. act. and med. of., aor. of., aor. 2 (in act. form) of II., Ep. aor. 2 of., poet. dat. sing, of :, gen. and acc. of same,, 2 sing. impf. of., aor. 1 of., , , () of or for a hero, heroic, Plat.,

etc. II. metrically, . the heroic verse,

the hexameter, Id.

[], , fem. of, a heroine, Theocr. ; contr., Ar., , ov,=, Pind., , , =, Pind. II. as fem. of, Anth., impf. of., Ion. -, , () 1. (sub.) the

temple or chapel of a hero, Hdt., etc. ;, i. e.

rb, Ar. 2. (sub. ), an hexameter,
^Plut., a, ov, contr. for ; . (sc.), the

heroic measure, hexameter, Plat., etc. ; . the

dactyl, Anth.", 6, gen., Att. also : dat. ', : acc., ", rarely:—Plur., nom., rarely,
dat. : acc., rarely :—(akin to Lat.

vir), a hero, in Horn, used of the Greeks before Troy,
then of warriors generally ; and then of all free men of

the heroic age, as the minstrel Demodocus, the herald

Mulius, even the unwarlike Phaeacians. 2. in Hes.

the Blessed Heroes are the Fourth Age of men, who fell

before Thebes and Troy, and then passed to the Islands

of the Blest. 3. heroes, as objects of -worship,

demigods or men born from a god and a mortal, as

Hercules, Aeneas, Memnon, Hdt., Pind. ; then of such

as had done great services to mankind, as Daedalus,

Triptolemus, Theseus, Anth. 4. later, the heroes

are inferior local deities, patrons of tribes, cities,

guilds, founders of cities, etc. ; as at Athens, the

were the heroes after whom the were
named, Hdt., , —, Anth., Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of (sum)., Dor. for, one, Theocr., aor. 1 of : but, II. , aor. 1 of., 2 sing, of )., 3 pi. impf. of (sum)., Att. for, 3 pi. plqpf. of. II. for, 3 pi. impf. of (ibo)., 3 sing. aor. 1 of., fut. inf. of '., Aeol. and Att. for , 2 sing. impf. of (sum)., inf. of.€, -evow, aor. 1 and impf. of., aor. 1 of' : but II., aor. I

pass, of.', aor. 2 of., Ep. for y, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., for, 3 sing. impf. of., Att. for, pi. plqpf. of, v. *.
<, 2 sing, imper. of.

-. 355, Att.,, , (^) a defeat, discomfiture,. to , Thuc, etc. :—c. gen. rei, a giving way
to a thing,, Plat. Hence, Att.- : f. or med.-

in pass, sense : aor. 1 : pf. :—Ion., part, : 3 sing. impf.

(without augm.) : aor. 1 : pf.

:

— Pass.

to be less than another, inferior to him, c. gen. pers.,

Eur., Xen., etc.; c. gen. rei,. to yield to

the power of a word, Thuc. ; t wherein he had
proved inferior, Xen. 2. as a real Pass, to be de-

feated, discomfited, worsted, beaten, Hdt.,

Att. ; also c. gen. pers., Eur., etc. ;

—

or

Hdt., Dem. 3. to give way, yield, to be a
slave to passion and the like, c. gen.,

Eur. ; Xen. :·—also c. dat. to be overcome
by, Thuc., , ov, neut. pi., verb. Adj. one must
be beaten,- by a woman, Soph.,, gen. : Att.: Ion.? :

Comp. of or (but formed from -, softly,

so that the orig. form was, with Sup.-) : I. c. gen. pers. less, weaker, less brave,

Horn., etc. ; c. inf., not so good at running,

Hdt. ; \^ ' second to none' in judg-
ing, Thuc. 2. absol. of the weaker party,

to have the worst of it, Id. ;

the fortunes of the vanquished, Xen. ; of things,

\oyov 'to make the worse appear
the better reason,' Plat. II. c. gen. rei, yielding
to a thing, a slave to, Soph. ; Ar., etc. :

—generally, yielding to, unable to resist, -
Eur. III. neut.\, Att., as Adv.,

less, Od., Thuc, etc. :—with a negat., , '
not the less, just as much, Aesch., etc., 3 sing, of., Att. for, 2 pi. plqpf. of, v. *., for, 3 dual impf. of (stem)., Att. for, *1., 3 sing. impf. of )., for ", 2 dual impf. of (sum)., aor. 1 of., neut. pi. of, as Adv.,.-,-: aor. : ():—

to be still, keep qziiet, be at rest, Aesch.;

the difficulty of finding rest, Thuc. :—often

in part., Soph. ; by

restingfrom war, Thuc. ; the

dead of night, Id. II. Causal in aor. 1, to

make still, lay to rest, Plat., Dor. -, , ov, poet, for, Soph.,-, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of., Dor., Adv. stilly, quietly, softly , gently

,

Pind. ; ' keep quiet, Plat. ; . Id., Ion. -, Dor., , stillness, rest, quiet,

Od., Hdt., Att. :—c. gen. rest from a thing, Hdt.,

Plat. 2. with Preps., to keep quiet,

Hdt. :

—

. to keep it quiet, not speak

of it, Id. :

—

' Ar. :

—

quite at one's ease, Hdt. ; " at leisure,

Thuc. :

—

' quietly, Eur. 3. with Verbs,

&yeiv to keep quiet, be at rest, keep silent,
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Hdt., Att.:—so Hdt., Att. II. soli-

tude, a sequestered place, h. Horn., Xen.-, Dor. -, ov, —, Pind.

[], Dor. -, ov, —, still, quiet, at

rest, at ease, II. ; also in Prose, of a

quiet disposition, Hdt. ; to Thuc.
Adv. -, h. Horn., v,tos, , =, Plat.', Dor., ov, still, quiet, at rest, at

ease, at leisure, Hes., Hdt., Att. ; > -, i. e. in thought, Aesch. ; iv quietly,

Soph. 2. quiet, gentle, of character, Aesch., Eur.,

etc. ; ' those of qttiet life, Id.

;

opyrj ', i. e. moderate thy anger,

Id.; rb \ their accustomed quietness,

Thuc. II. the common Att. Comp. and Sup.
were,-, but the regular form --
pos is also found. III. Adv. -, Eur., etc. :

gently, cautiously, Id. :—Sup. Plat.—The
neut., Dor., is also used as Adv.,
Theocr. ; and pi., Id.-, pf. pass. part, of., fut. of '.- ( ), or also, II.

or , surely, doubtless, Horn.,, Att. for Tjeire,, 2 pi. and 3 impf. dual
of (ibo)., 3 dual impf. of {sum)., Ep. for -, 2 pi. impf. of :

—

and-, aor. 1 :, pf.- : I. =) toi, now surely, truly, verily, II.;

after ' et . . , nevertheless, lb. II. = 77 toi,

either in truth, followed by 77, or, Hdt., etc.

*HTOP, to, in Horn, always in nom. or acc. :

—

the heart
as a part of the body, II. :—then, as the seat of life,

life, lb. :—as the seat of feeling, the
heart, lb., etc.

"HTPION, Dor., , the warp in a web of cloth,

Plat., Theocr. :—in pi. a thin, fine cloth, such that one
could see between the threads, Eur. ;

leaves made of strips ofpapyrus, Anth., , the part below the navel, the abdomen,
Plat., Xen., etc.,,,, Att. for ~~.,, , =~, . ., for, 3 sing, imperat. of (sum).-',-,-,-,-, etc.,

Ep. and Lyr. for-, etc., crasis for 77., aor. 1 of ;, 3 sing. impf. pass,,-, aor. 1 med. and pass, of.
[off, aor. 1 of., impf. of :,-, aor. 1 act.

and pass., neut. , Ep. for, good, brave, Horn., II.

[], aor. 1 of., Ep. Particle, as, like as, II., etc.; often in Horn.
in similes for u>s. II. in II. 4. 277 after a Comp.,

very black, like as pitch, or = 77,

blacker than pitch.', 3 sing. pf. pass, (in med. sense) of-.

—'.-, ov, Ep. for, with fair dances, Anth., a, ov, of Hephaestus : or' (sc. ),, temple of Hephaestus, Hdt.,

Dem., etc. :

—

(sc. ), , his festival,

the Lat. Vulcanalia, Xen.--, ov, wrought by Hephaestus, Eur."-, , b, Hephaestus, Lat. Vulcanus, son of

Zeus and Hera, lame from birth, master of metal work-
ing, Horn., etc. II. meton. for, fire, II., Soph.
(Perh. from -, to kindle fire.)-, ov, wrought by Hephaestus, Soph., Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. I pass, of »., Ep. for 77, dat. fern, of os (suus)., impf. (with double augm.) of ; 3 sing,, later; 3 pi.., aor. 1 of., , () a kind of kettle-drum or gong, Plut.,, , Ep. '., Dor.','. : () :—clear-sounding, musical, Aesch., Eur. :—of the grass-

hopper, chirping, Hes., Anth. ; and, , alone,

the chirper, the grasshopper, Ar., Dor. [of], f. ,, I. intr. to sound,
ring, peal, Hes. ; often of metal, (Ion. impf.)

Hdt. ; \}* Plat. ; of the

grasshopper, to chirp, Theocr. II. c. acc. cogn.,

to let it sound, Aesch. ; Soph.

;

sound the cymbal, Theocr. :— Pass.,-
a sound is made, Soph.

'', Dor., 77, a sound or noise of any sort, Horn.,

Att. ; of the confused noise of a crowd, the roar of the

sea, the groaning of trees in a wind, II., etc. :—in

Trag., like, a cry of sorrow, wail ; but, -yyos
Eur. :—rarely of articulate sounds, Id. Hence,, , sounding, ringing, roaring, Horn., Dor. -, , () a sound, sounding, Eur., impf. of. 2. of., aor. 1 of.

(not "HxOj Ep. for 77, Adv. where, Horn,-, aor. 1 of., , later form of, Theocr., Mosch., Dor. : tj : gen.(), Dor. : acc., Dor. : Dor. voc.? : like, a sound, but

properly of a returned sound, echo, h. Horn., Hes.,

etc. 2. generally, a ringing sound, Soph., Trag.

;

T771/ . . Boeotia rang with the

news that . . , Hdt., aor. 1 of., 3 sing. impf. of > : pi. :—,
aor. 1., Dor., Adv. () like, from mom,
i. e. at dawn, at break of day, Horn., etc. ; this morn-
ing, Od., Ep. gen. of.
|,, , contr. from., , ,=7, at 'morn, at break of day, h.

Horn., Hes. 2. from the east, eastern, Hdt. From', : gen. () , Ep.: dat. 770: acc.

:—Att., gen., acc. , like :—Dor. :

—Aeol. (i. e. &), not :
—the morning-

red, daybreak, dawn, Horn., Hdt., etc. :

—

morning
as a time of day, opp. to and, II. ;

gen. at mom, early, lb. ; the morning long,
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Od. :—e£ Hdt. :

—

at

daybreak, Id. ; or rrj Thuc. ; .
Horn.; is to-morrow, Theocr. 2. since the

Greeks counted their days by mornings, often de-

noted a day, Horn. II. the East, Id.; airb

Trpbs Hdt., etc. III. as prop. n.,
Aurora, the goddess of morn, who rises out of her

ocean-bed, II., Eur.

.
, ,, , indecl., eighth letter of the Gr. alpha-

bet : as numeral ' =,, but ,# = 9000.

—

is

the aspirated dental mute, related to the tenuis and
the medial . is sometimes represented by , as

; so in Lat. (Aeol.) fera ; fores; by
b, as- ruber, uber. II. changes of

in the Gr. dialects : 1. Lacon., into cr, as? for 7'-
. 2. Aeol. and Dor. into , as for. 3. when was repeated in two foil,

syllables, the former became , as., Ep. form of, only in pres. and impf., to

sit, Horn. ; Ep. inf. Od., crasis for .
[], imperat. of.', Dor. for (Ion. form of ), Pind.,

Theocr. ; aor. 1 imper. Anth.,,, Dor. for, a sight, wonder, Theocr., , , Dor. for.,, crasis for , etc.', , the hinge of a door or gate, II., = sq., Plut.', Ion. and Dor., (/cos) to sit, Hdt., Trag.

;

c. acc. cogn., ·- sitting on
imperial throne, Aesch. : suppliants, Soph., Eur. Hence,,, a sitting, esp. as a suppliant, Soph. 2.

a seat, Id., Eur. ; and, ea>s, , a sitting, sitting-place, Soph., Ion. and Ep., Ep. also, ,()
a seat, chair, Horn. ; seats for

resting, Hdt. ; , of a winged car,

Aesch., etc. 2. a chair of office, Ar. 3. a privy,

Theophr. II. in Horn, a sitting in council,

a council, Od. ; to the council, lb. ;~ sitting in council, Hdt. ,, dKOS, , =, Ar.,, , —, Eur.

[], , a lurking-place, den, hole, cave, Od.,
Eur.; of the grave, Id. II. = III, Luc., , ov, of or for , Hes.

-ttoXos, r),() a chamber-maid, waiting-
maid, Od., Aesch. 2. d, a eunuch of the bed-
chamber, Plut. II. rarely, a bridegroom, Soph. 2.

as Adj. bridal, Anth., , , of or belonging to the :—as
Subst., I., , =, Thuc. II., Ion. ~ (sub. ), -, the oar of the-
'-, Ar. 2. (sub. ) the hole in the ship's

side, through which this oar worked, .

? to place a man so that his upper half pro-

jected through this hole, Hdt., [t], , ,( ill) one of the rowers on
the lowest bench of a trireme, who had the shortest

oars and the least pay; cf.,., Adv. to the bed-chamber, Od. From'", , an inner room or chamber : 1.

generally, the women's apartment, inner part of the

house, Horn., Hdt. 2. a chamber in this part of
the house: a. a bed-room, II. :

—

the bride-chamber,

lb., Soph., etc. b. a store-room, Horn., Xen. c.

generally, a chamber, room, Od. II. metaph.,

KayKoiras . of the grave, Soph. ;- . of the

ark of Danae, Id. ;
virb 777s the realms below,

Aesch. ; . of the sea, Soph. ;
.

their folds or pens, Eur., etc. III. the lowest

part of the ship, in which the sat, the

hold. IV. a shrine, temple, Anth.

[0], later Att.-, , the sea, Horn., etc.

;

when he uses it of a particular sea, he means the

Mediterranean, opp. to ', ;
— Hdt. calls the

Mediterranean -
; so, ' .

Plat. ; by sea, opp. to ) by land,

Hdt. ; to ~, Thuc. :—metaph., . a sea

of troubles, Aesch. 2. a well of salt water, said to

be produced by a stroke of Poseidon's trident, in the

Acropolis at Athens, Hdt., , ov, =, Pind., to be at sea, keep the sea, Thuc. ;

the parts under water,

Plut., later Att. -, a, ov and os, ov : (-) :

—

of, in, on or from the sea, belonging to it,

Lat. marinus, ov -ya ·], of the

Arcadians, II. ; } . *,
i.e. which live by fishing, Od. :

—

sea-animals,

opp. to, Hdt. ; 7re^oi . landsmen and
seamen, Aesch. ; . to throw one into

the sea, Soph. II. skilled in the sea, nautical,

Hdt., Thuc.-, f.,() to strike the sea with

the oar : metaph. to make a splash, Ar.-, to be master of the sea, Hdt., Thuc.-, , , , () master of the

sea, Hdt., Thuc, Xen.--, ov, () made to wander o'er

the sea, sea-tost, Aesch., Eur.-, ov,() sea-beaten, Aesch.-, ov, sea-faring, Anth.-, , (^) one who works on the sea, a

fisherman, seaman, Xen., to make or change into sea : Med. to be a

sea-faring man, Luc.,-,-, etc., Att. for, etc.

[], , () good cheer, happy thoughts,

II., poet, lengthd. for, to bloom, flourish,

Horn, only in part. ; of trees, Od. ; of men, lb. ; of

swine, - swelling, wantoning in fat, II., fern. Adj. blooming, luxuriant, goodly, boun-

teoiLS, of banquets, Od., etc. No
masc. occurs, being used instead. II.
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as prop. ., , one of the Muses, the blooming

on$t Hes. ; also, Anth. From, aor. 2 inf. of., , , () blooming, fresh, of young- per-

sons, Horn. ; .* the marriage of a youthful pair

,

Od. II. of the body,fresh, vigorous, 11. ; .
luxtiriant hair, lb. ; . rich, abundant fat,

Od. ;—then of other things, .
shedding big tears, II. ; . the thick andfrequent
sob, Od. ,· a full, rich voice, Horn.-,, , () =, Anth.', Dor. for., , gen., dat., acc. :

—

Thales

of Miletus, Hdt., Ion. -£, , () abundance, plenty, good
cheer, II.; in pi. festivities, Od., Hdt., , () a young shoot, young branch, Od.,

Soph., etc. :—of the young olive-shoot carried by sup-

pliants, Hdt., Trag. ; . Eur. ; also, -
the o/zw-wreath worn at festivals, Aeschin.-,,(€) carryingyoung olive-shoots, Ar.', . : aor. 1 : aor. 2 : pf.

: 3 sing, plqpf . :

—

to bloom, abound,
to be luxuriant, of fruit-trees, Od., Soph., etc.; often

in part. pf., Ep. fem., as Adj.,

luxuriant, exuberant, Od. ; c. acc. cogn., oh

the place grew no trees,

Aesch. b. of other natural objects,

the fresh or copious dew, Od. ;

rich with fat, II. ; at a sump-
tuous feast, lb. 2. of men, to bloom, flourish,

Hes., Soph., etc. 3. in bad sense, to be active,

\ Soph. ; Id. Hence

[], , , like, only in nom. and acc,
in metaph. sense of young persons, like (q. v.),

dear child of mine, II. ; so

fair a scion of their house, Od. :—v..,() to be or become warm,
(Ep. part.) right warm and comfortable, Od., ], , () warming, fostering, Pind., , , () warmth, heat, esp. summer-
heat, Aesch. ; . the sun's heat, Soph. ;-

with the meridian rays (cf. Lat.

soles), Aesch. 2. metaph. a sting, smart, caused
by an arrow, Soph., Anth., ov, warming, Anth. From, f., to heat, soften by heat, Od. :—Pass.,, Hes. : metaph. to be

softened,^ Ar. II. to heat, warm, without
any notion of softening,' (sc.) Soph. :

—Pass., to be warm in summer,
Xen. :—metaph. to be alive, Pind. 2. to warm at
the fire, dry, Soph., Eur. III. metaph. of pas-

sion, to heat, inflame, Aesch., Soph. 2. to cherish,

comfort, foster, Theocr. Hence, , warming : metaph. comfort, consolation,

source of hope, Horn.

[], , () the firstlings of the harvest,

offerings offirstfruits, II., Theocr. Hence,, fem. Adj. of ox for the, Theocr., Adv. () often, oft-times, Horn., etc.

[], Adv. , =, Pind.

—., =, to be astonished at, h. Horn.', f. : aor. 1, Ep. : (-) :

—

to be astounded, amazed, Horn., Soph.,
Eur. 2. c. acc. to be astonished at, marvel at, Od.,
Pind. II. Causal, to surprise :—Pass.,-

astounded, Plut., , , (from Root, v. ), =
(), astonishment, amazement, Horn., Att.', , dat., acc. - (from) : fem.
nom. and acc.,- (from) :—poet. Adj.

only in pi., crowded, close-set, thick, Horn., () to come often, Lat. frequentare, Horn.,

Xen. 2. to be often or constantly engaged with or

in a thing, Od. ; * he was not

wont to be so cared for, lb. ;

mourns often or constantly, Soph., , , frequent, in neut. pi. as Adv. =, Pind., Att. : v.., 6, () a bush, shrub, Lat. arbustum,
Horn.; in pi. a copse, thicket, Id., Att.*, v..

[ya], ov,() deadly, Trag., etc. 2.

of or belonging to death, . (as we say) the

life-blood, Aesch. ; . yoov having sung my
death-song, Id. II. of persons, near death, Soph.,
Plat. : subject to death, mortal, Plat. : also dead, Soph., Desiderat. of, to desire to die, Plat.-, ov, () death-bringing, mortal,
Aesch., Soph., etc., —, Luc., , , deadly, . sentence of death, Plut.,, , deadly, Soph., Eur. From, , () death, Horn., etc.; . the

death threatened by him, Od. ; to death,

II., etc. 2. in Att., - to

pass sentence ofdeath on one,Thuc;
to be tried for one's life, Id. :—ellipt.,

(sc.) Hdt. ;

(sc.) Id. ; 7
for any penalty short of

death, Thuc. 3. pi., kinds of death, Od.;
or the deaths of several persons or even of one person,

Trag. II. as prop, n., Death, twin-brother

of Sleep, II. III. =, Anth.

(sc. ), , a feast of the dead, Luc.-, ov, =, Aesch., f . :—Pass., aor. 1 : f . med.
in pass, sense Xen. :

—

to put to death,

Hdt., Att. 2. metaph. to mortify the flesh,

. . II. to put to death by sentence of law,

Plat. :—Pass., Xen. Hence,, , a putting to death, Thuc., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. -', fut. inf. of., Dor. for-, aor. 2 part. fem. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.'! : aor. 1 : Dep. :

—

to wonder at,

admire, Od. 2. later, to gaze on, see, 2 pi.,
Ar. ; imperat. Anth.: Dor. fut. part,

Theocr.; aor. 1 imper. Ar. ; inf. Theocr.', verb. Adj. one must bury, Soph. From
(from Root, cf .,) : f . :
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aor. :—Pass., f .] and :

|

aor. : aor. 2 [] :—pf ., Ion.

3 pi. : 3 sing, plqpf. pass. :—
ji>ay iA? rfzi^s a corpse, to honour with funeral
rites, i. e. in early times by burning the body, Horn. :

then, simply, to bury, inter, Hdt., Att.

(),,, a festival of Apollo and Artemis

held in the month Thargelion, Lex ap. Dem. :—-,, , the nth month of the Attic year, from
mid-May to mid-June, Att.,,, etc., Att. for-, etc.', Att.', , ov, () bold, of
good courage, ready, daring, undaunted, II., Att. :— confidence, Thuc. :—so in Adv., -

to be of good courage, Plat., Xen. 2.

in bad sense, overbold, audacious, Od. II. that

which may be ventured on, Plat., Att.-,, , boldness, Plut.', Att. , f. , () to be of
good courage, take courage, II., etc. :—in bad sense,

to be over-bold, audacious, Thuc, Plat. ;,-, take courage ! cheer tip, Horn., etc. ;

with good courage, II. ; so, Hdt., Att. :—also,

rb confidence, Plut. 2. c. ace,

y take heart for this struggle, Od. ; 0./ Plat. ; . to venture a fight, Xen. :—c.

acc. pers. to have confidence in, Id. :—so also,

Hdt. 3. c. inf. to believe confidently that,

Soph. ; also, to make bold or venture to do, Xen. Hence, cms, , confidence in a thing, Thuc., Att., , () courage, boldness,

Horn., Att. ; . courage to do a thing, Aesch.,

Soph. 2. that which gives courage, grounds
of confidence, Eur., Plat. II. in bad sense, audacity,
II. : cf.., Att. -, Adv. pres. part, of,
boldly, courageously, Xen.,,^, II.; c. dat. relying on a
thing, lb.

[], Att., Causal of, to en-
courage, cheer, (aor. 1 imper.) II. ;

(Ion. impf.) Ib.; so Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. intr.

be of good courage, Soph.-, Dor. for, aor. 1 imp. of.
[], a, ov, of or from Thasos, Thasian,

Ar. :

—

Thasian pickled fish, Id., Dor. for, fut. of., Att., neut. of, as Adv.', Ep., to sit, sit idle ;—c acc. sedis,

Soph., etc. ; c. acc. cogn., .
to sit in wretched posture, Eur., Att., Comp. of, quicker, swifter :

neut. as Adv., more quickly., crasis for ., Att. for.,,, Ion.' or,() : I. of
objects, whatever one regards with wonder, a wonder,
marvel, Horn., Hes. ;, of Polypheme, Od. ;, of a beautiful woman, Ib. ; c. inf.,

or a wonder to behold, Ib., Eur. ;

y and no wonder, Ar. :

—

€?
Hdt. :—in pi., Aesch. ;
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or things more than wondrous, Eur. 2.

in pi. also jugglers' tricks, mountebank-gambols, Xen.,
etc. II. of the feeling, wonder, astonishment,
Od., etc ; elvai or' to be asto?iished,

Hdt., Thuc. ; at a thing, Hdt. Hence, Ion. '- or- : Att. f., Ep.. : aor. 1 : pf . :—Pass.,

f .- : aor. 14 : 1. absol. to

wonder, marvel, be astonied, II., etc. 2. c. acc. to

look on with wonder and amazement, to wonder at,

marvel at, Horn., Hdt., Att. b. to honour, admire,
worship, Lat. admirari, observare, Od., Hdt., Att. :—. for a thing, Thuc. ; Xen. 3.

c. gen. to wonder at, marvel at, Thuc, etc. ; .
Plat. 4. c. dat. rei, to wonder at,

Thuc. 5. c. acc. et inf., . 7rev0e?v Eur. II.

Pass, to be looked at with wonder, Hdt. ;, i.e. / keep wondering that he is not present,

Soph. 2. to be admired, Hdt.; . to

receive proper marks of respect, Thuc., Ep. f . -, = 2, to admire, gaze
zipon, Od., Pind., a, ov, Ion. '- or -, {)
wondrous, wonderful, marvellous, Hes., Hdt. ; -

wonders, marvels, Hdt., Plat. : [],
c. inf., Ar. ; marvellous for beauty,

Xen. ;
' wonderfully much, Plat. ; -' Dem. 2. Adv. -, wonderfully , i. e.

exceedingly, Ar. ; often with added, .
marvellously wretched, Plat. II. admirable,
excellent, with slight irony, Id., Dem.; &-, in scorn, Xen.-', Q

:y) to work wonders, Xen., ,() a marvelling, Plut., etc.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be admired,
Plat. II. neut., one must admire, Eur., , ,() an admirer, Arist., , ,() inclined to wonder or

admire, Arist., Ion. '- or -, 4), , ()
wondrous, wonderful, marvellous, h. Horn., Hdt.,

Att. :—c. acc, Plat. ; c. gen., .
Plut. ; c. dat., Id. :—foil, by a

Relat., ', Lat. mirum quantum, Plat.,

etc. ; Dem. :—Adv. -,
Plat. II. admirable, excellent, Pind.,

Soph.', to work wonders, Luc. ; and, , conjuring, juggling, Plat. From-,,() wonder-working

:

—as Subst.

a conjuror, juggler, Plat., Dem., 4), , poet, for, Hes., Pind., , ov, yellow-coloured, yellow, sallow, Ar., , a plant or wood used for dyeing yellow,

brought from Thapsos, Theocr.*, Ep. for the prose : only in Med.,

they give milk to suck, Od. ;

aor 1, he sucked the breast, II. ; part.,

sucking, h. Horn. II. Causal, to suckle

a child, Id.

-, inseparable suffix, v. -.', , fern, of , a goddess, Horn. ; often with
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another Subst., II. :

—

in dual are

Demeter and Persephone (Ceres and Proserpine) Soph. ;

the Furies, Id., Ion. ', , (,) a seeing, looking at,

view, =, Hdt. ; to take

or get a view, Soph. 2. aspect,

Eur. II. that which is seen, a sight, spectacle,

Trag-

. III. the place for seeingfrom, a seat in

the theatre, Aeschin., Dem.', , Ep. for, a goddess, Horn., Ion. ', aros, , () that which is

seen, a sight, show, spectacle, Trag-

., Thuc, etc.

[], Ion., , , a spectator, Anth. From, Ion. : imper. ; Ep. 2 sing. opt.

(for); Ion. part,; Ion. impf. 3 sing,

and pi. ,, Ep., :

—

fut. [], Ion.- : aor. 1,
Ion. : pf. : Dep. :

—

to look on,

gaze at, view, behold, Horn., Hdt., Att. ;

reconnoitred it, Thuc. 2. to view
as spectators, the spectators in a theatre,

Ar. :—metaph., . to be spectators of the

war, Hdt. 3. . to review it, Xen.

[], , Dor. for, the place where the

met, Pind. From, 6, Dor. for.', , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be seen,

Plat. II., one must see, Id., Ion., b,() one who sees, a spec-

tator, Hdt., Eur., etc., , , to be seen, Soph., Plat., f . , () to bring on the stage

:

—
Pass, to be made a show of, a gazing-stock , . T., Ion., , ,() of oxfor the

theatre, theatrical, Arist., Plut.', Ion.', ,() a place for seeing,

esp. a theatre, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. collective for

01 ', the people in the theatre, the spectators,
e
the

house,' Hdt., Ar. 3. =, a show, spectacle, ., =', . .', Ep. for (sulphur)., , ov, Ep. for, , ., f., Ep. for.
', , Ion. for., , ov, Ion. for,, divine, Bion.-, ,) driven or hunted by a god,
Aesch. II. sent or caused by a god, Hdt., Soph.

;

from some destiny, Eur. III.
built for the gods, like, Id.-, ov, poet, for --, Anth., , contemplation : a problem, Anth.,, , -, Ion. for, Anth.,', Ion. for,., f. , () to practise divinations, Thuc., , , practice of divination, Thuc., Adv., Boeot. for-, from Thebes, Ar. :

so,, at Thebes, Id., aor. 2 opt. of :—, 3 pi.-, , '') a sunny spot in the vineyard,
on which the grapes were suffered to dry, so as to make
raisins, Od., for-, pi. opt. aor. 2 act. of.

II. aor. 1 inf. of, aor. 2 inf. of.., Ep. inf.: impf. : . :

aor. ; the other moods are taken from an aor.

2 (which does not occur in indie), imper.,
subj., inf., part, :

—to strike, wound,
Horn., Eur. :—Pass., stricken to

earth, Od. 2. metaph., Aesch. 3.

intr. of ships, . eV to strike on the shore, Id.-, ov, () built by gods, Anth., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 subj. of., Ep. ',, , brimstone, Lat. sulfur,

used to fumigate and purify, Horn.;, from a thunderbolt, 11., , the divinity, v. II., , : Ep. ', : Lacon. : Comp.
and Sup.,-, being Comp. of

: () : 1. of orfrom the gods, sent by the

gods, issuing from them, divine, Horn., Hdt., Att.

;

. of a whirlwind, Soph. ; . by

divine intervention, Xen. ; so, ' Hdt. :

—

appointed of God, Od. 2. belonging or

sacred to a god, in honour of a god, holy, Horn. :

under divine protection, Id. ; of heralds and
minstrels, Id. 3. like,, Lat. divinus,

of anything more than human, wondrous : of heroes,

divinely strong, great, beautiful, etc., Horn. ; and as

a mere mark of respect, excellent, Od.

;

so, . marvellous things, Hdt. ; -
one of the most marvellous things, Id. ; so, at

Sparta, (or rather) was a title of dis-

tinction, Plat., Arist. II. as Subst.,,, the

Divine Being, the Divinity, Deity, Hdt., Aesch. 2., , divine things, the acts and attributes of the

gods, the course of providence, Soph., Ar., etc. : reli-

gious observances, Xen. ; epp*L religion is out

of date, Soph. III. Adv., by divine provi-

dence, Xen. ; by special providence, Hdt., , one's father's or mother's brother, uncle,

Lat. patruus and avunculus, Eur., etc.,, , divine nature, divinity, Plut., 3 sing-

, aor. 2 med. opt. of., Ep., f., (^ to smoke with brim-
stone, fumigate and purify thereby, Od. :—Med.,

he fumigates his house, lb. : generally,

to purify, hallow, Eur., -, aor. 2 part, of., Ep. for, to run., Ep. for, , aor. 2 subj. of., v. .--, ov, soft-speaking, Anth.', , () a charm or spell, Eur., Luc.', Ion. impf. Od. : f., Dor.- :

aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi.- :

—properly, to stroke or touch with magic power, Lat.

mulcere, and so to charm, enchant, spell-bind, of

Hermes, who with his magic wand '/,
lays men in a charmed sleep, Horn. ; of the sorceress

Circe, Od., etc. 2. in bad sense, to cheat, cozen,

Horn., Soph. II. to produce by spells,

v
sc.) Pind. ; [_*~\ .-

Anth.



—. ;6,, , () will, . ., 5, , () a willing, will, . ., ypos, , () soother, charmer, h.

Horn., , () charm, spell, enchantment,
of the girdle of Aphrodite, II. ; a means
of soothing the gods, Od.; -, of offer-

ings to the Manes, Eur., ov, () charming, enchanting, sooth-

ing, Aesch., Eur.', , —
, Soph.', aor. inf. of.|-voos, ov, charming the heart, Anth.|-., ov, sweetly painful, Anth.-, ov, (\) =, Eur., Anth., Dor. for, part. fern, of.', f., shortened form of, q. v.', , (, Root of) the foundations,

lowest part, bottom, ' the very bottom,

roots of the eye, II. ;" . the place where
Ammon stands, i. e. his temple, Pind. ; .
the roots of Mt. Pangaeus, Id., , =', II. : also', Anth.', ov, (, Root of) of or for the founda-
tion, Ar. :—as Subst., (sub.) a foun-
dation, oi the foundations, Thuc. ; '/c

from the foundations, Id. Hence, f. , to lay the fotindation of, found
firmly, Xen. :—Pass, to have the foundations laid,

. T. : metaph., Diod.;

Id. ; ayanfj .
..,', . for, aor. 2 inf. of :

—

', part. med., , =, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ioos, , () ofgrave and serious aspect,

Aesch., () to judge :—Med.,
controlling our wills, Pind.-, ov, () rightly plaited, .
a well-earned crown, Pind.', , old Ep. gen., acc., Att.

: (, Root of-) : I. that which is

laid down or established by custom, Lat. jus or fas,
as opp. to lex, 'tis meet and right, Lat./as
est, Horn. ; as 'tis right, as the custom is,

Id. ; * as is a woman's custom,
Od. ; so in Att., what it is right to

praise, Aesch., etc. :—also indeclin., being used
as acc,\ Plat., etc. 2. —, right,

law, Aesch., Soph. II. pi.', the decrees
of the Gods, oracles, Aibs Od. ; by
oracles, Pind. 2. rights of the chief, prerogatives,

II. 3. laws or ordinances,
who maintain the laws, lb. 4.

claims to be decided by the kings or judges, 0?

lb. III. as prop, n., gen.,,, voc., Themis, goddess oflaw and
order, lb.-, ov, seeing to law and order, Pind.-',, , reigning by right, Pind.,', Ep. acc. sing, and pi. of.

, , ov, () of law and right, .
the sceptre of righteous judgment, Pind., f. , () to declare law and right,

Lat. jus dicere, Od. : c. gen. to claim right over, to

govern, lb. II. to give by way of answer or

oracle, h. Horn. :—absol. to deliver oracles, Eur., Ep. gen. pi. of.-, ov,() ministering law, h. Horn,, , , =, Aesch. :—Adv. -, Id., =, Eur. From, , . () like, allowed by the laws

j
of God and men, righteous, h. Horn.; ov ['],

j

like ov, Pind., Hdt., Att.

j

, Ep. aor. 1, to drive or bring,

j

forced, urged the ship to come
to land, or simply, brought it to land, Od.
-, old termin. of the genit., as in,,

! ,; sometimes after Preps., anb
Od.; 4 II. II. as insep. Particle,

I denoting motion from a place, opp. to -3, as in-
\ ,, from another place, from home,

j

'^, , , the palm of the hand, II. 2.

metaph., . the flat top of the altar, Pind.

;

. the surface of the sea, Id.

9', late form of, Theocr.
', Ep. for, aor. 2 med. imp. of., , madness, blindness, Aeschin. ; and', to offend the Gods, Aesch. From-&, ,() stricken of God, infatuated,
Hdt.-, , (") begotten of a god, Soph,-, ov,() with the tongue of a god,
Anth., Ion. -, , () the generation or

genealogy of the gods, Hes., Hdt.-, ov,() bom of God, divine, Eur.-, ov,() by which the gods are in-

jured, Anth.-, ov, taught of God, . T.-, ov, Dor. —, ov, and a, ov, ()
god-built, made orfounded by the gods, II., Pind., etc.-, ov, () —, Pind.-, , ,) divine ofform, Horn., Plat,-, ov, godlike, Horn,-,, = "., old gen. of , used as Adv. (v. -\ from
the gods, at the hands of the gods, Lat. divinihts,

Od. 2. by the help or favour of the gods, Pind.,

Aesch., etc. : by the gods, Soph.-,, () thefeast of the wine-god, ap. Dem., Dor. for, part. fern, of.--, , —, Ar.', f ., to call 011 the gods, Aesch. ; c. acc,

Eur. 2. c. acc. rei, to call aloud, declare, Plut.-, ov,[) calling on the gods, Aesch.-, ov,() wrought by the gods, Aesch.-, ov,() judging between gods, Anth.-, ov, () created by God, Solon.-, *,() maddened by the gods, Aesch.,

Eur. ; . madness catised by the gods, Eur.-,, , one who has a spirit of prophecy,

an inspired person, Plat.



362 — Qepcnrevw.', f., to fight against the gods, Eur.; and,, , a battle of the gods, as certain books of

the II. were called, Plat. From-, ov,{) fighting against God, . T.,

Luc.-, opos, , like the gods in counsel, Aesch.-, , () abominated by the gods, Ar.,

Plat., Ion., , destiny, Anth. From-, ov, Dor. --, destined by the gods, im-
parted by them, Pind. II. blessed by the gods, Id.-, ov, () ofform divine, Anth.-, is, () abominated by the gods, Aesch.-, ttcuSos, , , child of the gods, Anth.-, ov, () sent by the gods, Arist.-, ov, () inspired of God, N.T., f., to make into gods, deify, Luc. From-, , () making gods, Anth.--, ov, =, Pind.-, ov, () prepared by the gods, Eur.-, es, () meet for a god, Pind. Adv.-, Luc.), to prophesy, only in part, masc,
ayopeveis Horn., Pind., etc. ; and, , a prophecy, oracle ; and, , a prophecy, oracle, II. ;

according to an oracle, Hdt. From-, ov, () foretelling things by a spirit

of prophecy, prophetic, II., Soph. 2. as Subst. a
seer, prophet, diviner, Horn. II. a public mes-
senger sent to enquire of the oracle, II., Hdt., Aesch.-, ov, () detested by the gods, Aesch.-, ov, () kindled by the gods, Eur.-, ov,() sprungfrom the gods, celestial,

Pind., Aesch.', , Lacon. and Boeot., God, Horn., both

in general sense, 0ebs God will grant, and
in particular sense, ris a god ;

re Horn. :—things are said to happen, ye by the will of God, Id., etc.

;

, Lat. noil sine diis, Od. ;

II. ; Pind. ;

—

II. ;

—

against his will, lb. ;— , Lat. divinitus,

Eur. :—as an oath, by the gods, in God's
name, Trag. ; Soph., etc. II. as

fern, for,, a goddess, Horn. ; II.

;

. Proserpine, Soph. ; often in oaths,

Id. ; , with the Spartans, of Castor and
Pollux, Xen. ; with the Boeotians, of Amphion and
Zethus, Id. III. as Adj. in Comp., more
divine, . doors more used by the gods, Od.-, ov,() poet, for, given by the

gods, Hes., Pind.', , the service or fear of God, religiousness,

Xen. From-, es, () fearing God, religious, Hdt.,
Soph., etc. Adv. -, Xen.-, ov, feared as divine, Ar.', opos, , =, Eur.-, , () hatred of the gods, Dem.-, poet, for-.-, ov,() supported by God, Anth.

-, , () hated of the gods, Eur. :

hated of God, . T.- [], ov,() = foreg. , Aesch.--, ov, () sent by the gods, Aesch.-, , the god-bull, a name for Zeus, Mosch.-, es,() walled by gods, of Troy, Anth.-, , \) fit for the gods, Anth.-, ov, made by God, Anth., , () divinity, divine nature, Luc.- [t], ov, honoured by the gods, Tyrtae., ov,= foreg., Pind.-, ov, turned or directed by the gods, Aesch.-, 'is, () feeding the gods, Anth.-,, prob. = (,),fearing God, Od.- (sc. ), , (,) a festival at

Delphi, at which the statues of Apollo and other gods
were shewn to the people, Hdt.-, , () dear to the gods, highlyfavoured,
Hdt., Pind., Att. Adv., to act as

the gods will, Plat., Ep. gen. and dat. sing, and pi. of.', f .,() to bear God within one

:

Pass, to be possessed by a god, Luc.-, ov, possessed by a god, inspired, Aesch., Ep., , inspiration, Anth.-, ov, () possessed by a god, inspired, .
the pains of inspiration, Aesch.-, ov, gen. ovos, () godly-minded, Pind., , fern, of, a waiting maid, hand-

maid, Hdt., Xen., etc., , Dim. of sq., Plut., Luc.,, , =, Plat., Ion.- ? ,() a waiting on, ser-

vice, . service done to the gods, divine worship,
Plat. 2. service done to gain favour, a courting,

paying court, . \ Thuc. ;

to court one's favour, Id. II. of

things, a fostering, tending, nurture, care, -
Plat. 2. medical treatment, service done to the

sick, tending, Thuc, Plat. III. of animals or

plants, a rearing or bringing up, tendance, Id. IV.
in collective sense, a body of attendants, suite, retinue,

Hdt., Xen.,, , medical treatment, Arist., verb. Adj. of, one must do ser-

vice to, Xen. II. one must cultivate,

yrjv Plat. 2. one must cure, Id.,, o, = sq., . Xen., , , one who serves the gods, a wor-
shipper, Plat. 2. one who serves a great man, a

courtier, Xen. II. one who attends to anything,

c. gen., Plat., rj, , inclined to serve a person, c. gen.,

Xen. : inclined to court, Plut. 2. absol. courteous,

courtier-like, obedient, obsequious, Xen., Plut. ; and,, , that may be fostered, Plat. From, f. —, () to be an attendant,
do service, Od. 2. to do service to the gods, Lat.

colere deos, Hes., Hdt., Att. :

—

to do service or honour
to one's parents or masters, Eur., Plat. 3. to serve,

court, pay court to, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; and in bad
sense, to flatter, wheedle, Thuc. : to conciliate, Id.;



=, Id. 4. of things, to

consult, attend to, Lat. inservire, Id. ; . to

indulge one's love of pleasure, Xen. ; ras nvbs. to wait at a great man's door, Id. II.

to take care of, provide for men, of the gods,

Id. 2. of things, to attend to, provide for, Soph.,

Thuc, etc. 3. . to take care of one's

person, Lat. cutem curare, Plat. 4. to treat medi-

cally, to heal, cure, Thuc, Xen. 5. . to

observe a day, keep it as a feast, Hdt. ; . =
Lat. sacra procurare, Thuc. 6. of land, to culti-

vate, Xen.; . to train a tree, Hdt.', , Ion. for.,, , ov, Ion. for, Anth., ,() a means of cure, Luc., , poet, contr. from, a handmaid,
h. Horn., Eur. II. a dwelling, abode, Id./-, ioos, , poet, contr. from, Anth.' [],, : poet. dat. pi. :

—

a waiting-man, attendant, Od., etc. ; differing from, as implying free service ; and in Horn, a com-
panion in arms, though inferior in rank ; as Patroclus

is the companion or esquire of Achilles ; Meriones of

Idomeneus, II.; so the charioteer is ;
kings were Albs ; warriors ,
etc. :—c. dat., devoted to the

service of its guests, Pind. II. later, simply, a
servant, Hdt. :—in Chios, was the name for

their slaves, Thuc.,, , rare poet, form for : nom. pi.

Eur., Anth., , v..', , , () of summer, in summer:—',
Ion. -, (sc. &pa), , —, summer-time, summer

,

Hdt. ; Pind., Ep. for, aor. 2 pass. subj. of., Boeot. inf. :—fut. Att. :—aor., syncop. :—Med., aor. :
—

Pass., aor. : pf. : () :

—

to

do summer-work, to mow, reap,,, -
Hdt., ., etc. :—Med.,

Id. 2. metaph. to cut off, Soph., Eur. 3. metaph.

to reap a good harvest, Ar. 4. (with

or without*) a kind of syllogism, Luc. II.

intr. to pass the summer, Xen.; cf.,., a, ov, — sq.: . the summer solstice,

i. e. June 21st, Hdt., , , =, Pind., Xen., etc., ,() reaping-time, harvest, . . 2.

the harvest, crop, lb., , ,() a reaper, harvester, Eur., Xen., , () a light summer garment, opp.

to, Theocr. :—so, , Anth., f . : aor. , later : pf.

pass,: ():— to warm, heat, II.,

Aesch., etc. :—Pass, to be heated, grow hot, Od. 2.

metaph. to heat, ' <p\b£ Eur.

;

. Ar. ; \\ . to cherish hot feel-

ings, Aesch. :—Pass., to glow with

hope, Soph.; . to have one's heart warm
with joy, Eur., ·, =, Xen.
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^, -,() heat, feverish heat, Thuc, etc.', , ov, of lupines (), Luc.-, is, dyed hot, opp. to,.-, ov, hot-bubbling, Paul. S. Therm.-, ov, () hot-tempered, Eur. ap. Ar.-, , , one who brought the hot water at

baths, Lat. caldarius ; fern,,, Anth.-,, heated in mind, Aesch.- [], , at, literally Hot-Gates, i.e. a
narrow gate-like pass, in which were hot springs,

name of the famous pass from Thessaly to Locris, the

key of Greece, also called simply, Hdt., , , and , ov, () hot, warm,
Horn. ; of tears, Id., etc. II. metaph. hot, hasty,
rash, headlong, like Lat. calidus, Aesch., Ar., etc. 2.

still warm,fresh, Anth. III. , =-, heat, Lat. calor, Hdt., Plat., etc. 2.

(sc. ), , hot water, Ar. 3.

(sub. ), Hdt. : but (sub. ), hot
baths, Xen. IV. Adv. -, Plat.', , a lupine, Anth.,, ,() heat, Lat. calor, Plat.-, , (**) doing hot and hasty acts,

reckless, Xen., Luc.', () to heat, make hot, Od., Ar. :—Pass, to

be heated, grow hot, Horn.', , Ion. gen., () Slimmer, summer-
time, in winter nor in summer, Od.;\ lb. ; during the

summer, Hdt. ; about midsummer,
Luc II. summer-fruits, harvest, a crop, Aesch.,

Ar., etc. ; metaph., . Eur., , , Thersites, i. e. the Audacious (from, Aeol. for), Horn.', to heat, make hot

:

—Pass,', with fut.

med., aor. 2, Ep. subj. (for) :

—

to become hot or warm, warm oneself, Od.

;

at the fire, lb.; warm yourself, Ar. 2.

of things, pb lest the city be burnt
by fire, II., aor. 2 imper. of.', Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 med. inf. of.', 2 pi. aor. 2 med. imper. of:—, 3 sing-., , , () a setting, placing, arranging,
Pind., Plat. ; . lawgiving, Dem. II. a
deposit of money, preparatory to a law-suit, Ar. :

money paid in advance, earnest-money , Dem. III.

position, situation, Lat. situs, of a city, Thuc, etc.', ov, =, marvellous, wondrous, -
%pya works of wonder, Horn. :—as Adv.,

'twas wondrous like him, II., Dor.', ov, () according to law,

lawful, Pind., Aesch. II., ., as Subst.,

laws, customs, rites, Hdt., etc. ; also in sing., Eur., to be, Dem. From-, , , () a lawgiver:—at Athens,

the were the sixjunior archons, who judged

causes assigned to no special court, Aeschin., etc.-, f ., to make laws, Eur., Dor., : pi., poet, Soph. :() :—like, that which is laid down and
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established, a law, ordinance, Lat. institution,-
j', i. e. they fulfilled the established

law of wedlock, Od. ; so in Hdt. and Att. 2. at

Athens, Draco's laws were called, because each

began with the word (cf.), while

Solon's laws were named. II. an institution,

ordinance, as the court of Areopagus, Aesch. ; of the

great games, Pind. Hence, , justice, like, Anth., , , the Thesmophoria, an ancient

festival held by the Athenian women in honour of

Demeter, Hdt., Ar. Hence, to keep the Thesmophoria, Ar., Xen.; and,, the temple of Demeter, Ar.-, ov, () law-giving, an ancient name
of Demeter (Ceres), Hdt. ; Ceres and
Proserpine, Ar.-, , guardians of the law, Thuc.-', , ov, or os, ov : (, =, v.) :—properly of the voice, divinely sounding,
divinely sweet, Horn., Pind. II. that can be

spoken by none but God, i. e. unspeakable, ineffable ;

hence, 1. like , divine, Horn.; dat. fern.

(sc.) by the will of God, Id.; .
the way of divination, of Cassandra, Aesch. 2.

wondrous, marvellous, portentous, awful, of things,

Horn.; . marvellous fine brass, Od., II.; .
a smell divinely sweet, Od. ; so in Hdt.,-

:—of human affairs, . II., etc. III.

Adv. -, . they trembled unspeakably,

lb. : so neut. as Adv., Theocr.-, , () kindled by a god, . furious,
portentous fire, such as seems more than natural, Horn.-'-, fern. Adj. (e7ros) oracular, prophetic, Soph., f . Att. , Ion. inf. Hdt. ; Dor. aor.

1 : () :

—

to declare by oracle, prophesy,

divine, Hdt., Trag. ; Pass., oh ; Soph.', ov, =, Orac. ap. Ar.'-, , , , (, —, cf .)
having wordsfrom God, inspired, Od., Eur. 2. gen-

erally, divine, wondrous, awful, h. Horn.',, ,() in pi., oracular sayings,

Hdt., Soph.',() to prophesy, sing in prophetic
strain, Aesch., Eur., Ar. From-, , singing in prophetic strain, prophetic,

Eur. II. caused by prophecy, Aesch., Att. -, , a Thessalian, Hdt., etc.

;

proverb., a Thessalian trick, from
the faithless character of the people, Eur. II. fern.,

a Thessalian cap, Soph.', defect, aor. 1, to pray, Pind. (Deriv. uncer-

tain.)-, ov, prophetic, Aesch.'-, ov, (, ) spoken by God, decreed,

ordained, appointed, Lat. fatalis, Aesch., Soph. :

it is ordained, II. ; ' .
'tis not appointed thee to die, Od. 2. as

Subst.,, , divine decrees, oracles, lb.,

Trag., etc. II. generally, like, divine, Od.', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be laid down, Arist. II., one must lay down, Xen.

—.
[t], , the temple of Thetis, Eur., , , () of or for adoption, Arist.,, Dor. , , Thetis, one of the Nereids, wife

of Peleus, mother of Achilles : Horn, uses for

dat. and vocat. ; for acc., , , verb. Adj. of, taken as one's child,

adopted, Pind., Hdt., etc.,, etc., later Att. for-., Dor. and Ion. for,, aor. 2 med. imp. of.,, Dor. for,., , Dor. for, Anth., . also ; . 3 sing. subj.: 3 smg-

impf., Ion. impf. : f.:—the other

tenses are supplied by and* :—the syllables

, remain uncontracted even in Att. :

—

to run,
Horn., etc. ; to run over the plain, II. :

in part, with another Verb, ,- came
running, lb. ; run and call him,

lb. 2. to runfor a tripod, lb.;" they were running for
Hector's life, lb. II. of other kinds of motion,

as, 1. of birds, Ar. 2. of ships,. II. ; of a potter's wheel, lb. ; of a quoit,

flying lightly, Od. III.

of things which (as we say) run in a continuous line,

though not actually in motion,

II. ; esp. of anything circular, which runs round into

itself,, lb. IV. c.

acc. loci, to run over, . Xen., for, imperat. of, behold !, f., () to look at, view, behold, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. : to inspect or review soldiers, Xen. 2.

of the mind, to contemplate, consider, observe, Plat.,

etc. II. to view the public games, of spectators,

. , Hdt., etc. ; . to see him act, Dem. :

—absol. to go as a spectator, Thuc. III.

to be or state-ambassador to the oracle or at

the games, Ar., Thuc. IV. in

Soph., the acc. may be taken as in, having beheld with mine eye. Hence,, , that which is looked at, viewed, a
sight, spectacle, Dem., etc. 2. a principle thereby

arrived at, a rule, Lat. praeceptum : in Mathematics,

a theorem, Eucl., ,() a seat in a theatre, Plut., , , fond of contemplating a thing, c.

gen., Arist. : absol. speculative, Id., Plut., etc., Ion. -, ,() a looking at, viewing, be-

holding, ' to go abroad to see

the world, Hdt. ; so Thuc, etc. : of the mind, con-

templation, speculation, Plat., etc. 2. pass. =-, sight, show, spectacle, Aesch., Eur., etc. ; esp.

at a theatre, Ar., Xen. II. the being a spec-

tator at the theatre or the public games, Soph.,

Plat. III. the or state-ambassadors sent to

the oracles or games, a mission, Id., Xen. 2.

the office of, discharge of that office, Thuc, etc., , of or for (signfs. II and ill),' no festal robes, Eur. II.

(sc.), , the money, which, from the

time of Pericles, was given to the poor citizens to

pay for seats in the theatre (at 2 obols the seat), but



also for other purposes, Dem. : in sing-., rb

the theatricfund, Id.,, , 1. (with and without ), a sacred

ship, which carried the (cf. n) to their

destination, but was also used for other state-purposes,

Hdt., Plat. : metaph. of Charcot's bark, Aesch. 2.

(sub. dSos) the road by which the went., Dor., , a spectator, Theogn., Aesch.,

etc. ; . viewing the festivals or present at

them, Eur. II. an ambassador sent to consult an
oracle or to present an offering, Soph., ap. Dem. The
Athenians sent to Delphi, to Delos, and to the

four great games, the Olympian, Pythian, Nemean and
Isthmian. (Derived in first sense from; in

second perh. from,, cura.), a, ov, Comp. of, more divine : v..-, es, sprungfrom Thebes, Theban, Hes., , , Thebes, the name of several cities, the

most famous being the Egyptian (), and
the Boeotian(), Horn.-, , —^, Eur., ea>s, Ion. eos,o, epith. of Zeus, the Theban, Hdt., a, ov, Theban, Horn., etc. ;, , ,
Hdt., ', , the Thebais, i. e. territory of Thebes
(in Egypt), Hdt. ; (in Boeotia), Thuc.«, Adv. to Thebes, II., , poet, form of, Horn. :—hence-

or -, Adv. from Thebes, Anth. ; Aeol.,
Ar. :— or -, at Thebes, Horn. ; Aeol.-, Ar., a, ov, () pointed, sharp, Anth. II.

act. sharpening, c. gen., Id.

[], , a whetstoiie, Aesch., Soph. : metaph.,

incentives to bloodshed, Aesch., = --, Aesch., f. : aor. : Pass., pf .'/ :

—

to

sharpen, whet, II. ; lb. ; . -
ayavov, Aesch., Eur. :—in Med., -

let him whet his spear, II. 2. metaph. to

sharpen, excite, provoke, like Lat. acuere, ras,
els Xen. :—Pass., sharp,
biting words, Aesch. ; * Soph.', Ion. form of :—, 3 sing., Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.,, , Ion. for, one who gazes at, an
admirer, Od., , , Ion. for, Dor., gazed at,

wondrous, admirable, Lat. spectandus, Hes., Pind., , Ep. for, brimsto7te, Od., Ep. for, divine., , ov, like a chest or coffin, . a burial
vault, Hdt. From, , () a case to put anything in, a box,
chest, Hdt., Eur. II. a place for corpses, a grave,
tomb, Hdt., Aesch. 2. a mode of burial, Thuc., ,, verb. Adj. of, sharpened, Aesch., Eur., f., Dor., () : I. of the mother,
to suckle, Lat. lactare, Lysias, . . II. of the
young animal, to suck, Lat. lactere ;

a sucking pig, Theocr. : c. ace, Id., , a giving suck, suckling, Plut.

-'.
36 5, Ion. for, fem. of.', Dor.' : Ep. impf . : f. : Dor.

poet. aor.: () :
—to be full of, c. gen.,) the meadows were

full of violets and parsley, Od. ; so c. dat.,

Pind. 2. absol. to flourish, Anth., , (*0&>) the part of the breast which gives
suck, the teat, nipple, Eur., Plat.-·, es,(^) offemale sex, womanish, Eur.-, ov, with woman's tongue, Anth., , Ion. -, , , () a womanish,
effeminate person, Hdt., Luc.-, es,() swaying women, Aesch.-, ov, (, pf. of) slaying by

woman's hand, Aesch.-, , () singing in soft strain, Anth.-, , ,() with a woman's head-band,
Luc. : fem.-,, , , Id.-, ov, () woman-shaped, Eur.-, contr.-,, of womanish mind, Aesch.

[] : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1 :

pf. : {) :
—to make womanish, to ener-

vate, Eur., Xen. : metaph. to soften,

Anth. :—Pass, to become weak and womanish,
Soph. : to play the coquet, Bion.-, ,() befitting a woman, Anth.,, Horn. ; also as fem. : in Ion. the

fem. forms are,,,, pi.,, : (* to suckle) :
—offemale sex, fe-

male, fleo'sa goddess, II.; mares, Od.

;

sows, lb. ; ois-a. ewe, II. ;*- without female issue, Hdt.:

—

, Att. -em,
the female, Id., Aesch.; woman-kmd,
Eur. ; ^ or the female sex, woman-
kind, Id. 2. of or belonging to women, Hdt.,

Aesch. ; . murder by women, Eur. 3. in

Gramm. feminine. II. applied to persons and
things, 1. fresh, refreshing, of dew, Hes. 2.

tender, delicate, gentle, yva,
(where the Comp. is used much like a Positive),

Horn. ; a7rb delicate of skin, Theocr. ; of

character, soft,yielding, weak, yuvrj Soph.-, ov,() offemale kind, Aesch., , , () womanishness, delicacy, ef-

feminacy, Plut.-, ov, () giving birth to girls, Theocr.-, ,() like a woman, Plut., Anth.- [t], , , with woman's frock, Anth., Luc.', crasis for ttj., crasis for ., crasis for .-', f.,(,) to collect in a heap,

shortened from, Anth.,, , {) a heap, Od., enclitic Particle, chiefly .,^, expressing strong

conviction, surely now, Horn., Theocr. ;
ironically,

so then you will leave the ships, II.

;

strengthd., in very truth, lb. ; surely not,

Horn., 3 sing. aor. 1 med. imper. of y., Ep. for, 2 sing. pres. opt. of.',, Ep. dat. pi., :
—a wild beast,

6ea)p
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beast of prey, II., etc. ; joined with, Eur.; with, Anth. ; also of Cerberus, Soph. :—in pi. beasts,

as opp. to birds and fishes, Od., etc. 2. of any
animal, as of birds, Ar., etc. 3. any fabulous mon-
ster, as the sphinx, Aesch. ; esp. a centaur, Soph. (cf.) ; a satyr, Eur., Ion., , a hunting of wild beasts, the chase,

Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. metaph. eager pursuit of any-

thing-, Soph. II. the beasts taken, spoil, booty,

Prey, game, Od., Aesch., etc.; in pi., & ,
of birds, Soph.-', , , () a hunter, Eur., Anth., aros, , () that which is caught, prey,

spoil, booty, Eur., Anth.

[], ov, () to be hunted down or

caught, Aesch.', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be hunted after, sought
eagerly, Soph., Xen. II. one must hunt
after, Xen., Ion.-,, , {) a hunter, II., ov, , = foreg.; metaph., .- one who
hunts for words, Ar., , , = : metaph., .
the arts for winning friends, Xen., , an instrument of the chase, a net, trap,

Xen. ; and, Ion.-, opos, , =, II. From
: f. [] : aor. } : pf.

:

—
Med., f.-, aor. .—Pass., aor.

[] : {) :
—to hunt or chase wild beasts,

Soph., Xen. :—of men, to catch, capture, Xen. : metaph.
to captivate, Id. :

—

. to seek to destroy it,

Aesch. 2. metaph., like Lat. venari, to hunt after

a thing-, pursue it eagerly, Trag. :—c. inf. to seek or en-

deavour to do, Eur. ; and in Med., Soph., Eur. II.

Med. much like Act. to hunt for, fish for,

Ar. ; absol., ol hunters, Xen. 2. metaph.
to cast about for, seek after, Hdt., Eur., etc. III.

Pass, to be hunted, pursued, Aesch., etc.

€, dual of.,/ and a, ov, () of wild beasts, La.t.ferJmis,

the figures of animals worked upon the

cloak, Aesch. ; . — ]^ Eur.; . , periphr.

for «3, the centaur, Soph. ; . game, Xen., aros, ,() =, spoil, prey, Eur., ecus, , () hunting, the chase, Plat., , , () —, a hunter, hunts-
man, . ; lb. ; also of a fisher, Hdt., ), ov, of or for hunting, . hounds,
Ar., Xen. ; . the life of hunters, Arist. ; and, , , =, Arist. From, f. :—Pass., aor. :—like,
to hunt, go hunting, Od., Hdt. II. c. acc. to

hunt after, chase, catch, Id., Xen., etc. :—of men,
to hunt down, Hdt. ; to lay wait for, Xen. :—Pass, to

be hunted, Hdt. : to be caught, Aesch. 2. metaph.
to hunt after, Id., Eur., etc.,-, Ion. for,-.', Ion. for., , in form a Dim. of, but in usage equiv.

to it, a wild animal, beast, of a stag, Od. ;—of savage
beasts, Hdt., Xen., etc. ; but, of a pig, Plat. ; of a dog,

.
Theocr. :—in pi. beasts, opp. to men, birds, and fishes,

wild animals, game, Hdt., Plat. :—proverb., f), i. e. either below or above the nature of man,
Arist. 2. an animal, Hdt., Plat. 3. a poisonous
animal, reptile, serpent, . . II. also as real

Dim. a little animal, insect, of bees, Theocr. . III.

as a term of reproach, beast ! like Lat. bellua, French
bete, Ar., Plat. Hence,, , the 7iature ofa beast, brutality, Arist., f., () to make into a wild beast.-, , () full of wild beasts, infested by
them, Lat. belluosus, of countries, Hdt. II. of

men, beast-like, wild, savage, brutal, Lat. belluinus,

Eur., Plat., etc. :— . the animal nature, Eur., , =, Arist.,, ,() a turning into a beast, Luc.-, f.,() to slay wild beasts, Soph,-, ov, () where wild beasts feed, Anth.-, ov, with brutal mind, brutal, Anth.-, ov,() killing wild beasts,, i. e. in the chase, Eur.-', , ,() slayer of beasts, Anth.-, ov,() slain by beasts, Anth.-, , ('/) half-beast, . a
cry as of beasts, Plut.-, ov, () tending wild beasts, Anth.-, ov, looking out for wild beasts, h. Horn,, , ()) the chase, Anth.-, ov, () producing beasts, Anth.-, ov,()feeding wild beasts, Eur. II.

proparox., feeding on beasts, Id.-, ov, and , ov, killing wild beasts, Eur., dat. pi. of., crasis for .,, , a serf or villain, bound to till his lord's

land, Lat. ascriptus glebae, opp. to a mere slave,

Od. : also a hired farm-servant or

bailiff, Lat. villicus, Hes., Plat. 2. at Athens, by
the constitution of Solon, the were the fourth class,

(the other three being,, -
yiTai), including all whose property in land was under

150 medimni, Plut. : they were employed as light-armed

and seamen. II. fern,, new Att., ,
a poor girl, one obliged to go out for hire, Plut. 2.

as Adj. menial fare, Eur. (From,
Root of, a settler.), aor. 1 inf. of*, to suckle :—, 3 sing,

aor. 1 med., f. ,() to store or treasure up,

Hdt., Xen., etc. Hence,,, a store, treasure, Soph., Eur. ; and, , a laying up in store, Arist.-, ov, () laying up in store, Plat., , (from, Root of) a store laid up,
treasure, Aesch., Ar. :—metaph., . Pind. ;

., of fire, Eur. ; * ., of a dead body,
Soph. II. a store-house, treasure-house, magazine,
Hdt. : the treasury of a temple, Id., Xen. 2. any
receptacle for valuables, a chest, casket, Hdt. ; . -, of a quiver, Aesch., , sons of Theseus, i.e. the Athenians, Soph., , the temple of Theseus, a sanctuary for
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criminals and runaway slaves, Ar. II.

(sc. ), the festival of Theseus, Id., Dor. 2 sing-, fut. of.', Dor. for, fut. inf. of., Dor. for, pi. fut. med. of., , gen. , Theseus, the famous ancestral hero

of Athens, II., etc. (From , Root of, the

Settler ; cf. .), ', contr.,, fern, of, of
Theseus, Aesch. II. as Subst. the Theseid, a poem
on Theseus, Arist. 2. name of a mode of hair-

cutting, first used by Theseus, Plut., pres. pass. inf. of* to suckle., fem. of, q. v. II. Greek form of Lat.

thensa, a sacred car, Plut., f. of : Dor.., ,() hired service, service, Soph,, Ep. inf. : f . : () to be a serf
or menial, serve for hire, Horn., Hdt., Att., , , () of or for a hireling, menial,
Arist. 2. Tb, the class of, Id., , Att. for.
-, originally a termin. of the gen., as in ,

II. II. insepar. Affix of several Substs.,

Adjs., and Pronouns, to which it gives an adv. sense,

denoting the place at which,,, etc.-, , , the leader of , Luc., to bring into the Bacchic company, Eur. :

—

Pass, to be of the Bacchic company, to be hallowed by

Bacchic rites, Id. From, , a band or company marching through
the streets with dance and song, esp. in honour of
Bacchus, a band of revellers, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2.

generally, any party, company, troop, Eur., Xen., Dor. for, acc. pi. of., , , the member of , Ar., etc. :

—

c. gen., " followers of Love, Xen.
;

. Eur. 2. of Bacchus, leader of, Anth.

[], f. : aor. 2 efltyov : (lengthd. from
Root, cf. fliyetV, Lat. te-tig-i) :

—

to touch, handle,

c. gen., Trag. 2. to take hold of, Soph., etc. ;

. to embrace, Eur. 3. to touch,

attempt, - . Soph. :—in hostile sense, to

attack, Eur. II. metaph. of the feelings, to

touch, Id. ;, . Id. ;

reach to the heart, Aesch. 2. to reach, gain,
win, Pind., etc. :—Pind. uses it in this sense, as

he does, c. dat., aor. 2 inf. of., fut. of.
[],, , and , a heap, Od., Aesch. :—in pi.

sand-heaps, sand-banks, Hdt., etc. 2. the beach,
shore,. . ; . lb. ; so,

Od. 3. sand or mud at the bottom of the
sea, Soph.

;
metaph.,

you trouble the very bottom of my
heart, Ar., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of., inf., f. : aor. 1, Ep. :

—Pass., pf. :—to crush, bruise, Horn.
[t] : f. : aor. 1 :—Pass., pf.-

:

—to press, squeeze, pinch, Ar., Dem. :—Pass, of a
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person heavy-laden, ! Ar. :—Med.,}

he will rub his shoulders against

many doorposts, of a beggar, Od. II. to pinch,
compress, straiten, Plat. :—Pass, to be compressed,

a small, close hut, Theocr.;

a narrow way, . T. 2. metaph. to

oppress, afflict, distress, Arist., Dor. for :— for., Dor. : f., Ep. inf.- :
—

aor. 2, Ep. and Ion. inf. also :
—

pf., with syncop. forms, 3 dual, pi., 3 pi. ; 3 pi. plqpf. ; imper., ; opt. ; inf. [],
Ep.,- ; part,,, -

; . or-, -; gen. and
:—from arose the Att. fut. forms,. (The Root is, found in aor.

2, etc.) :—in pres. and impf. to die, be dying,
in aor. 2 and pf . to be dead, Horn., etc. ; the pres.

sometimes takes a pf . sense, ", for "-, Soph., Eur. 2. often used like a pass. Verb,' to fall by his hand, be slain

by him, II., etc. :—note the phrase of Dem.,, where must be taken
as a single Verb, are in mortalfear of. II. metaph.
of things, to die, perish, Aesch., Soph., etc.-, Dor. -, , (--) of mortal race,

Soph., Eur.-, , () of mortal nature, Plat., , , and , : Dor. : () :

—

liable to death, mortal, Horn., etc. :—as Subst.,

mortals, Od., Trag. 2. of things, befitting mortals,

human, Pind., Eur., etc., only in pres., () trans, to move quickly, ply
rapidly, Eur. ;

''
; what

task is thus hurrying thee on ? Id. ; I
tirge it on, Id. ; . to dispatch food quickly,

Id. 2. intr. to move quickly, hurry along, rush,

dart, Id. II. =, to sit, ' -; why sit ye in this suppliant posture ? Soph.,, crasis for -,, , Dor. for. Hence, —, Xen.,, ,() a meal, feast, Eur.,, , () lord of the feast, Aesch., , =, Eur. ; and, , , of or for a feast, Xen. ; and

[], opos, , =, Eur. From, f. ],() tofeast on, eat, t'x0SsHes. II.

to feast, entertain, Eur. ; ,
the feast, which he gave him,

Hdt. 2. Med. and Pass., f. and

[] : aor. 1 and- : pf .

:

—
absol. to be feasted, to feast, banquet, Horn., Od.,

Eur. :—c. acc. to feast on, Eur. ; so c. gen., Anth., Dor., , a meal, feast, banquet, dinner,

Hes., Hdt., Att. (Deriv. uncertain.), , =,, Anth., for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. opt. of., , , () muddy, foul, thick, troubled,

Lat. turbidus, properly of water, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. II. metaph. troubled by passion or mad-
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ness, Aesch. ;€ with turbid

storm of madness, Soph,, , () a conical hat 'with a broad brim to

keep the sun off, Theocr. From', , a round building -with a conical roof, a
vaulted chamber, Od. 2. at Athens, the Rotunda,
in which the Prytanes dined, Plat., etc.

, 6, mud, dirt, esp. the thick, dark juice of the

cuttle-fish (sepia), which it emits to trouble the water

and hide himself, Lat. loligo, Arist. Hence, f. , to make turbid, properly of water

:

metaph., . Eur., ], , (4 to run) quick, nimble, active, II.

;

swift Night, because she drove a car, or came
on suddenly, Horn. ; aXeyvvere prepare a
hasty meal, Od., etc. :—Adv., quickly, in haste,

Horn, j soon, Od. II. of the Echinades, islands

with sharp-peaks, lb., f.,( n) to make sharp or pointed, Od., inf. aor. 2 of :
—, Ep. for eflope, 3

sing-., , =, Hdt., Adv. to Thoricus, h. Horn.

or -, Dep., = II, 3 pi. subj.

Hdt., , semen genitale, Hdt., f. of., Pass, to be troubled, . T. From, f.,() to make a noise or uproar,
of a crowd, Ar. 2. like Lat. acclamare, to shout in

token either of approbation or the contrary: a.

to cheer, applaud, Plat. b. to raise clamours
against, c. dat., Thuc, Plat., etc. :—Pass, to have
clamours raised against one, Soph. II. trans, to

confuse by noise or tumult, to trouble, throw into con-

fusion, Thuc. :—Pass, to be thrown into confusion,
Hdt., etc. Hence, , , uproarious, turbulent, Ar.-, , () making an uproar, Plut., , () a noise, uproar, clamour, Pind.,

Eur., Thuc, etc. ; a confused clamour,
Soph. 2. in token of approbation or the con-
trary : a. applause, cheers, Ar., Plat., etc. b.

groans, murmurs, Soph. II. tumult, confusion,
Hdt., Thuc.-, es, (eJSos) noisy, zcproarious, turbulent,
Plat. II. causing alarm, Xen.,, aor. 2 part, of., aor. 2 imper. of.,, crasis for , .-, ecos, , a Thurian prophet, of Lampon
who led the colony to Thurium, Ar., a, ov, in Att. Poets for, Aesch., etc.,, , fern, of sq., Horn. ; , the

shield with which one rushes to the fight, II., , (cf.) rushing, raging, impetuous,
furious, II., Aesch., , Ep. lengthd. form of; v.., , () Speed, as prop, n., Od., , Thrace, Ar., Thuc, etc. : Ion.', Hdt. ;

Ep. contr., II., Trag. ; in Ar. :—|-, from Thrace, II. :—, to Thrace, Od.

-., a, ov, Thracian, Thuc, etc. : Ion.

[], , ov, II., Hdt. ; contr., a, ov, Trag. :

—

^ =, II., () Adv. in Thracian fashion, Theocr., Pass, with fut. med.- : () :
—

to be stretched on the tanner's board, to be tanned, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar.

[], , , () one of the rowers on the
topmost of the three benches in a trireme, who had the

longest oars and most work, a top-rower, Ar., Thuc:
—cf. */,., , or, (*) a bench,form, Ar., ,, , a Thracian ; Ion., '', .

[t], II., Hdt., etc. ; Ep. contr. |,,
II., Trag., etc., aor. 1 inf. of :—, imper.

[], eos, , () —, courage,
boldness, II., Soph, j . confidence in strength,

Soph. II. in bad sense, over-boldness, daring,
rashness, audacity, impudence, Att., Hdt., , Att. 0paTTa,Trag.-, Dor.,() a Thracian woman, Soph., etc.-, Att. : f. : aor. 1 inf. . :

—
contr. from, to trouble, disquiet, Aesch., Eur.,

Plat., etc. 2. to destroy, ruin, Anth.-, ov, () bold in counsel, Arist.-, ov, () strong of limb, Pind.-, , , an impudent coward, Arist.--, ov,() bold of heart, II.-, ov,() bold in battle, Arist.-, ov, bravely steadfast (cf.), Horn,-, es, () bold of thought or plan,
daring, resolute, Pind.-,, , , = foreg., Anth.-, Dor.-, ov,() bold in
contriving, daring in design, Pind.--, ov, bold of speech, saucy, Pind.- [], f., () —, to make bold,

embolden, encourage, Aesch., Thuc. :—Pass, and Med.,
to be bold or ready, take courage, Aesch., Eur.,

etc. II. Pass., in bad sense, to be over-bold,

audacious, to speak boldly or insolently, Soph., Ar.--, ov, bold or ready at work, Pind.-, ov, bold in war, Anth.^', , , bold, spirited, courageous, con-

fident, Horn., Hdt., Att. ;

full of confidence for the future, Thuc. 2. in

bad sense, over-bold, rash, venturous, Lat. audax,
Od., Att. II. of things, to be ventured, c. inf.,' etVeij/ this I am bold to say, Pind. ;

ap ; Soph. III. Adv.
—4 : Comp., too boldly, Thuc.-, ov,(^) bold-hearted, Eur.

Adv. -, Aesch.-', to be over-bold of tongue, Trag. ; and, , insolence, Anth. From---, ov, () bold of tongvie, insolent,

Aesch.,, , over-boldness, audacity, Thuc-,, , , bold of hand, Anth., , , Att. for., Att. for.



-,, , () =.-, vyos, , , () breaking wheels, Ar.

or, aros, , that "which is broken, a
fragment, wreck, piece, Aesch. From, f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. -

: pf. :
—to break in pieces, shatter,

shiver, Hdt., Aesch., Eur. :—Pass, to fly into pieces,

Hdt. II. metaph., like Lat. frangere, —p,
to break down, enfeeble, Pind., Eur., etc.*, to set.', , Dor. for},., aros, , () a nursling, creature, of

sheep and goats, Xen., Plat. 2. of men, Soph.,

etc. 3. of wild beasts, Id. 4. as a term of re-

proach, a creature, Aesch. ; S>

avatoisSoph. 5. 0p.,periphr. fori/, Id., Ion. aor. of :—', fut.

©PE'OMAI, Dep. only in pres. to cry aloud, shriek

forth, Aesch., Eur., , fern, of, Eur., Anth., a, ov, verb. Adj. of , to be fed,
Plat. II., one must feed, Xen. 2.

from Pass., one must befed, one must live, Id., rjpos, , () a feeder, rearer, Anth., ov, () able to feed or rear
, feeding,

nourishing, Aesch. II. . hair let

grow as an offering, Id. III., ,
rewards for rearing, h. Horn.; but also, the returns
made by children for their rearing, Hes. 2.=), nourishment, Soph,, r), , () promoting growth, Arist.;/ the principle of growth, Id.', , () the returns made by children to

their parents for their rearing, II., a sound imitative of the cithara (as tra

lira of the horn), Ar., , in Ar., , the spirit's not

in me ; a barbarism for ., Ep. for, aor. of :—', fut., v..,, 7), ov, Ion. for,,.,, , Ep. and Ion. for., ), Ep. and Ion. for., ,,, .., Ion. and old Att. for.', f. -), () to sing a dirge, to wail, Od.,

Aesch. :—c. acc. cogn., were singing a
dirge, II. ; ,$ . Soph. :—Pass., a\is, impers., Id. 2. c. acc. objecti, to

wail for, lament, Aesch., etc. ; so also Med., Id. :

—

Pass, to be lamented, Soph. Hence,, , a lament, dirge, Eur. ; and, r}pos, , a mourner, wailer, Aesch., , , =, Aesch., , , () querulous, Arist., , () a funeral-song, dirge, lament,
Lat. naenia, II., Hdt., Trag. ; for me,
Aesch. 2. a complaint, sad strain, Pind., etc.

<5,, , (*) a footstool, Horn. II. .
the seven-foot bench, the seat of the helms-

man or the rowers, II., f . ), to sing a dirge over, Eur.

-. 369-, , () like a dirge, fit for a dirge,

Plat., , Lamentation, Plat. From-, , , () one who sings a dirge, Arist., 7}, , Ion. for ; fern.}., Ion. - or -, r), religious worship or

usage, Hdt.: religion, N.T. ; . -'/
worshipping- of angels, lb. From, f. , () to hold religious observ-

ances, observe religiously, Hdt. II. to be a
devotee, Plut., ov, religious, . T. (Deriv. uncertain.), , Ion. for., i), , of triumphal families, Plut., f . , pf . : () :

—

to

triumph, Plut., etc. ; . or ,
Lat. triumphare de aliquo, Id. ; also, .
. . II. to lead in triumph, Plut., r), , triumphal, . = Lat . vir trium-
phalis, Plut., , a hymn to Bacchus, Cratin. : also a name
for Bacchus, Plut., etc. II. used to express the

Roman triumphus, Id. (Deriv. unknown.), , Dim. of sq., Luc.', , the topmost course of stones in a wall,

which projected over the rest, the eaves, cornice,

coping, Od., Eur. ; a cornice of blue

metal, Od. 2. metaph. the coping-stone, cul-

mination, Eur. II. a wall, fence
of any sort, Id. Hence, f. , to surround with a coping, \\\^ he fenced it at top with thorn-

bushes, Od. II. to build even to the coping-

stone : metaph. to put the finishing stroke to a thing,

Aesch. ; * to bring the house to the

height of misery, Eur. Hence,, , a coping, cornice, Eur., , ov, of lettuce, Luc. From' [t],, , lettuce, Hdt., etc.., syncop. for, Aesch., , (7) an old name of Sicily, from its

three promontories, Od., etc. :—in later times, the old

form was altered into, Lat. Trin-

acria, as if it were compounded of . From|,, , (, ) a trident, Ar., , gen., dat. pi. , the hair of the

head, used by Horn, only in pi. ; Att. also in sing. ;

Horn., etc. :—also sheep's wool, II. ; pig's bristles,

Horn.; the hair of a horse's tail, II. 2.

a single hair, proverb., only a hair's

breadth between, Theocr. ; , i. e. good for

nothing, Ar., , a fig-leaf, Ar. II. a mixture of

eggs, milk, lard, flour, honey, and cheese, a kind of

omelette, so called because it was wrapped in fig-

leaves, Id. (Prob. from , from the three lobes

of the fig-leaf.), gen., ,() a wood-worm, Anth.', f.) : aor. 1: () :
—to cry aloud,

Soph.:

—

to speak, say, utter, Trag.;—and in Med.,

Aesch. 2. to tell out, declare, Id., Soph. II.

Pass, to be troubled, N.T.
b
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asphalt, Hdt. : a clot or gout of blood, Aesch.-, es, (e?Sos) c/ofo, clotted, Soph., , only in pi., flowers embroidered on cloth,

patterns, II. II. flowers or &i>rfo as fi?rw^5

charms, Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.), , (*) a seat, chair, Horn. : a throne, chair

of state, Hdt., Att. :—in pi. also, the throne, i. e. the

king's estate or dignity, Soph. 2. the oracular

seat of Apollo or the Pythia, Aesch., etc. 3. the

chair of a teacher, Lat. cathedra, Plat. Hence-, ews, -, the enthronement of the newly ini-

tiated at the mysteries, Plat., Att., ,() a noise as of many voices,

II.; of musical sounds, Pind. 2. the murmuring of

a crowd, Thuc. II. a report, Lat. rumor, Xen., , Dim. of, Luc., , , a plant which, like our rush, was
usedfor making wicks, a wick, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)' (vulg. ), f. -, to make a confused
noise, chatter, babble, Ar., Theocr. II. c. acc.

rei, to be always talking about a thing, repeat over

and over again, Lat. decantare, Eur., Plat., etc. :

—

Pass., rb the common talk, what is in
every one's mouth, Dem.

(vulg. -), to make a false note, h.

Horn.

(vulg. -), to crush, shiver, smash :
—

Pass., (Ep. for) II.

(vulg.), ,() a noise as of many
voices, a shouting, murmuring, Batr., aros, ,() that which is broken off, a

piece, bit, Ar., Anth.', , a rush, Lat. juncus, II., -,, easily broken : metaph. delicate, effe-

minate, Xen. From', f. : aor. :—Pass, and Med.,
f. : aor. 24 [] : (akin to) :

—to

break in pieces, break small, Plat., Theocr. II.

metaph., like Lat. /rangere, to break, crush, enfeeble :·

Pass., with fut. med., to be enfeebled, enervated, un-
manned, Xen. ; <-£$ Luc. 2. in Pass, also,

to play the coquet, be coy and prudish, give oneself
airs, bridle up, Ar., Xen. ; to

give oneself airs toward him, Plut., e«s, , a breaking in small pieces :—metaph.
softness, weakness, debauchery, Xen., Plut., etc.

: Ep. impf. : f. : aor. 2,
Ep., Ion. inf. 0op4eiv. (From Root OOP, which
appears in fut. and aor. 2.) To leap, spring,, Horn. ; of arrows, airb

II. ; of the oar, Soph. 2. foil, by Prep, to

leap upon, i. e. attack, assault, II. :

—of a recurring illness, to attack, Soph. 3. generally,

to rush, dart, Pind., Soph. :—metaph.,^-
leap up into air, i.e. vanish away, Aesch. II.

trans, to mount, the sire, Id. Hence, , ground rising from the plain, an emi-
nence, II.

©YTA'THP, -: gen., contr. ; dat., ; acc. but Ep. :

voc.0 :

—

a daughter, Horn., etc. Hence

—., , a daughter's daughter, granddaughter,
Att.; and, , , a daughter's son, grandson, Att.

;

Ion.-, Hdt., Ion. -, , () a mortar, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar., , {, as from ) a furious storm,
hurricane, Horn. ; irvpbs thunderstorms, Od.

;

. Soph. ; metaph., &tt]s Aesch.', a, ov, of Thyestes, Ar.-, ov, (,) receiving incense, Anth.,, ev, ($) smoking or smelling with in-

cense, fragrant, Horn., Hes., , {) the part of the victim that was burnt,

the primal offering, mostly in pi., II., Ar. :—metaph.,] "Apeos, an offering to Ares, i. e. the blood of the

slain, Soph., f.», to busy oneself with sacrifices, Aesch.,

Eur. 2. trans, to sacrifice :—Pass.,- '
is filled with sacrifices, Id. From-, ov, (,) busy about sacrifices,

sacrificial, Aesch. :—as Subst. a diviner, soothsayer,

Eur., Ar.- [], ov, (,-^ devouring offerings,

Aesch.

or better , r), an African tree with scented

wood, a kind Of juniper or cedar, Theophr., ados, , {) a mad or inspired woman, a
Bacchante, Aesch., t], ov, of the tree, of cedar, . T.' or, =, to be inspired, h. Horn,, , Dim. of, a little bag, Hdt., Ar.0'" [], , a bag, pouch, wallet, Hdt., Ar. ;

I'll make a bag of your skin, Id. II.

in pi. the trousers of the Persians, Eur., Ar., olkos, , =, Aesop. :—,, , Anth., () to offer. Hence,, , that which is offered ; mostly in pi.-, cakes, incense, etc., Ar.,,,( a) that which is slain or offered, a
victim, sacrifice, offering,Tra.g.,Thuc, etc. ;

. offerings of all fruits, Soph. II. sacrifice, as

an act, Id. : metaph., . a sacrifice to be
avenged by stoning [the murderers], Aesch., f., () to be wroth, angry, Hes., Ar.-, is,() heart-grieving, Horn., Hdt. II.

pass, inly grieving, Aesch.

[],, , () a piece of burning wood
or charcoal, a hot coal, Ar., to be well-pleased, Theocr. From-, is, (v. -r\pf)s) suiting the heart, i. e. well-

pleasing, dear, delightful, Horn. :—neut. as Adv. in

the form, Od.
OY'MBPA, , a bitter herb, savory, Eupol. Hence-, ov, supping on bitter herbs, i.-e.

living poorly, Ar., iSos, , the Tiber, Anth.-, ov, (jpayziv) eating savory,^
to look as if one had eaten savory, make a

savory or (as we might say) a verjuice face, Ar., , () a placefor sacrifice, an altar, Aesch.,

Eur. 2.4, supposed to be the



Cyclopian walls at Mycenae, Eur. II. in the

Athenian theatre, a platform in the orchestra, on the

steps of which stood the leader of the Chorus, Plut. :

—

generally, a raised seat or stage, Id. Hence, , , of or for the thymele, scenic, theatric,

Plut. :

—

oi', i. e. the chorus or musicians, Id.-, () a part, with no pres. in use,

gathering breath, collecting oneself, Od.-, 4, () well-pleasing, Od., Aesch.-, v.., Ion.-,,, that which is burnt as in-

cense : in pi. fragrant stuffs for burning-

, Hdt., Soph.,

etc. 2. stufffor embalming, Hdt., Ion. -, , a vessel for burning
incense, a censer, Hdt., Thuc., etc., f . : Ion. aor. 4- : () :

—

to burn
so as to produce smoke, burn, Hdt. :—Pass, to be

burnt, 3 sing, (Ion. for-) Id., , Dim. of, Ar., Ion. for., Ion. for., Ion. for-, 3 sing. pres. pass, of., , , () high-spirited, passionate, Arist.

[t], , , () flavoured with thyme, Ar.-, 4s, () heavy at heart, Anth., to gnaw or vex the heart, Hes. From-, ov,(-) eating the heart, 11.-, 4s, () biting the heart, Od., Anth.-, 4s, (etdos) high-spirited, courageous, Lat.

animosus, Plat., Xen. 2. hot-tempered, restive, lb.-, ovtos, o, lion-hearted, Coeur-de-lion, II.-, eaj, , \, prophesying from one's own
soul (without inspiration, like the), Aesch.-, to fight desperately, . T., Plut.

[] or, eos, , thyme, Ar., etc. 2. a
mixture of thyme with honey and vinegar, Id. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, 4s,() wrathful, Aesch.-, , , (') life-destroying, II., , .., 6,( ) the soul : I. like Lat. anima, the

soul, breath, life, ,4,44,4, 64 to take away life, Horn. ;

to expire, II. ; ayeipeiv to collect one-

self, lb., etc. ; ' his spirit was
wearied by toil, lb. II. like Lat. animus, the soul,

heart ; and so, 1. of desire for meat and drink,

eiriov & ' %€ lb. :—c. inf.,4 54 e

ctvwyei his heart bade him shoot, lb. ; ^0eAe
he wished in his heart or with all his heart, lb. ;

wishing with all one's heart, Hdt. ; so, e/c

<pi\4eiv II. :

—

4 , . yiyv€Tai , c.

inf., I have a mind to do . . , Id., Xen., etc. :—also

as the seat of sorrow or joy, 5e II. ;

lb., etc. 2. mind, temper, will, .,, Horn.; '4 to be of one
mind, II. ;

' e/xej/ it pleased

them to be of this mind, Od. ; 4Sai(ero their

mind was divided, II. 3. spirit, courage,4 \
lb. ; to take heart, Od. ;

/caW€(re II., etc. 4. as the seat of anger,

4vl lb.

:

—hence, anger, wrath, 5-
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lb. ; 4ya 4 lb. 5.

the soul as the agent of thought, ijoee yap.
lb. ; lb., , , like a clever fellow, Ar. From-, ov, wisefrom one's own soul, i. e. naturally
clever, a man ofgenius, Ar., Plut., f. , to torment the soul, break the

heart, Soph. From-, ov, () destroying the soul, life'

destroying, Od. :

—

heart-breaking, lb. ; of persons,

troublesome, annoying, lb. :— (sc.) tokens poisoning the king's mind (against

Bellerophon), II., f. , () to make angry

:

—Med. and
Pass., f .- ; aor. 4 and :

pf. inf. :

—

to be wroth or angry, absol.,

Hdt., Trag. ; of animals, to be wild, restive, Soph.

;

eh4 to vent fury with the horns, Virgil's

irasci in cornua, Eur. ; passion, Thuc. :— to be angry with one, Aesch., etc.

;

el's Hdt. ; c. dat. rei, to be angry at a thing, Ar.-, €, =-€5, Arist.

[],, , () wrath, passion, Aesch., =, only in impf ., to dart along, Hes., f. ,() to spear a tunny-fish, Ar., , ov, () of the tunny-fish :

(sc. 4) its flesh, Ar.€, , ,() for tunny-fishing, Luc.-, b,() tunny-headed, Luc., , the tunny-fish, a large fish, used for food in

the Mediterranean, Orac. ap. Hdt., Aesch., etc. (From, because of its quick, darting motion.)7, f., to watch for tunnies, Ar. From--, , a tunny-watcher, i. e. one who was
posted on a high place, from which he could see the

shoals coming, and make a sign to the fisherman to let

down their nets, Theocr., Dor. for, acc. pi. of.
[], only in pres. and impf., = 0ua> B, to rush or

dart along, mostly of warriors in battle, Horn., Pind.-, ov, (, 54) receiving incense, full
thereof, odorous, Eur., €, ev, () laden with incense, odorous,

fragrant, II., Eur., ,( a) a tree, the wood of which was burnt

as a perfume, Od., Ep. for, impf. of A. 2. of ., €,,( a) dat. pi., .4, Hes. ;

Ep. gen.4 ; acc. :
—a sacrifice, offering, Horn.,

etc., to make burnt-offerings, Aesch. From"-, , , (4 =) the sacrificing priest,

Horn., Eur., f., () to fill with sweet smells : pf. pass,

part., 4fragrant oil, II.' [], Ion., f), Ion. gen. pi.4

:

— a

door, Horn., mostly in pi. double or folding doors,

in full* Od. : 44, to put
to the door, opp. to, II. ; so, )] .-4 Hdt. ;4 Xen. ; ,-,^, Lat. januam pulsare, to knock, rap at

the door, Ar., Plat. ; metaph., 4\ at the

b 2
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door, . e. close at hand, Xen. 2. from the Eastern

custom of receiving petitions at the gate at -
became a phrase, -

are educated at court. Id. ; at ,
dangling- after the court, Id. 3. proverb.,• (cf.) Theogn.

;

to break the pitcher at the very

door, = ' there 's many a slip 'twixt cup and lip,'

Arist. 4. the door of a carnage, Xen. 5.

a trap-door, Hdt. 6. aframe ofplanks,

a raft,

with planks and logs, Id. II. generally, an en-

trance, as to a grotto, Od., Adv. properly-, out to the door, out of
the door, Lat.foras, Horn. 2. generally, out, Id.; .

to go out of the ship, II. :—so in Att., .,, . Ar. ; . those outside, Id. 3. c.

gen., . out of the sea, Od. ; . , like, Eur., Ep., () Adv. from outside the door,

from 'without, Eur. 2. outside the door, outside,( was out of the sea, Od. :

—

. aliens, the

enemy, Aesch., a, ov, and os, ov, at the door or just
outside the door, Aesch., Soph. ; . to go to

the door, go out, Id. ; ., opp. to civil war,

Aesch. 2. absent, abroad, Id. ; from abroad,

Eur. ; . strangers, other men, Id. ;

the thoughts of strangers, Id. 3. =-, Lat. alienus, . the luck of other men,
Aesch. ; Eur., ^, Adv.() at the door, outside, without,

Lat. foris, Ar. 2. out of doors, abroad, Eur.', f ., to live in the open air, to camp out,

Xen., etc. : in war, to keep the field, Arist., , a living out of doors, camping out, Luc.-, ov, () living out of doors, Hesych.'-,, , a large shield, Anth. ; cf. II., , () a stone put against a door to keep it

shut, a door-stone, Od. II. a large oblong shield

(like a door), opp. to (the round shield), as Lat.

scutum to clipeus, ap. Plut. Hence-, ov, () bearing a shield, Plut., , =, a door, Horn., etc.,, Ion. and Ep. for,., Ep. dat. of, used as Adv. outside, Od., Hes., , Dim. of, a little door, wicket, Ar.,, , Dim. of, Plat. ; a window, Id.', f., to knock at the door, break it open,
Ar. From-, ov,() knocking at the door, begging,
Aesch., f., ) tofurnish with doors, shut close,

Ar. : metaph. to close as with a door,

Xen.-, ,) he who raves with the
thyrsus, Eur.', , with heterog. pi.,, the thyrsus or
Bacchic wand, being a wand wreathed in ivy and vine-

leaves with a pine-cone at the top, Eur., Anth., f., to assemble or regulate with the
thyrsus, Eur. From

-.-, ov, () thyrsus-bearing, Eur., Anth.-,,() delightingin the thyrsus, Anth.,, , () a room with doors to it, a
chamber, Hdt. II. a door with posts andframe,
Thuc, Dem.,, , () the part outside the door, a hall,

antechamber, Lat. vestibulum, Soph,', to be a door-keeper, Luc. From-, , ,( or) a door-keeper, porter , Lat.

janitor, Hdt., Att., ov, () with a door or aperture, Babr.

[£], aor. inf. of A., Ep.,, , tasseled,fringed,
of the aegis, II. From

[p], ,\ ) a tassel, in pi. tassels, fringe,
Hdt. ; of the tufts of the. golden fleece, Pind., ,, (as if from), =, Hdt.,,,( a) the implements of Bacchus, the

thyrsi and torches of the Bacchantes, II., Ion. -, , ( a) an offering or mode of
offering, Hdt. 2. in pi. offerings, sacrifices, sacred

rites, Batr., Hdt., Att.; (Ion. dat. pi.)-
Hdt. ; ,, avdyeiv

Id.; of the gods,' Aesch. 3. a

festival, at which sacrifices were offered, Plat. II.

the victim or offering itself, Luc., f. , to sacrifice, Lysias. Hence, , an altar, . T., ov,( a) fit for sacrifice, Hdt., Ar., Ep. for.,, ,( a) sacrificial, Aesch., Soph,, ,( a) a place for sacrificing, Aeschin.', verb. Adj. of A, one must sacrifice, Ar.,, ,( \) a sacrificer, slayer, Aesch., Soph,, , —, Eur., , ,[ a) of or for sacrifice, Luc., aor. inf. of :—, fut.

(a), Ep. impf. : f. [], Dor. : aor., Ep. : pf.

:

—Med., f., also

in pass, sense: aor. :— Pass., aor. 2

[C] : pf ., also used in med. sense : I.

Act. to offer part of a meal to the gods, Horn,

(who used the word only in the sense of offering or

burning, never =, to slaughter for sacrifice);

., Aesch. ;, Ar. 2.

to sacrifice, i.e. by slaying a victim, .
Hdt.; . Aesch.; Thuc: — also

simply, to slaughter, slay, Hdt.:— Pass., -
the flesh of the victim, Xen. 3. absol. to

sacrifice, offer sacrifices, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 4. to

celebrate with offerings or sacrifices, c. ace, Hdt.,

Xen. 5. c. dupl. ace, . to

sacrifices, hundred oxen for the good news, Ar. II.

Med. to cause to be offered, to have a victim slain,

and so to take the auspices, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—rarely

c. inf., I consult the auspices about going,

to know whether I may go or not, Xen. ; so,

eV Id. :—metaph. to tear in pieces, Aesch.

() [], f. , like, to rush on or along, of

a rushing wind, Od. ; of a swollen river, II. ; of the

sea, Od. ; the ground boiled with

blood, lb. :—generally, to storm, rage, II., Aesch.



»79-, , (,, cf.-,-) :

—

smell-

ing of incense, sweet-smelling, Od., Eur.,, aros,,() that which is burnt as incense ;

in pi. spices, Hdt., , apocop. for, Anth.

or (v. &), , a penalty, Horn. (Perh. from- to impose.),, Ion. and Dor. for,.,,, Ion. for, etc., vyyos, , a cord, string, Hdt. : a bow-string,

Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.), crasis for \., , —, a heap, Aesch. (Like, from
-.), , flattery, adulation, Eur., Ar. ; and, aros, , a piece of flattery, Ar. ; pi.

caresses, Eur. :—Dim., , bits of flat-

tery, Ar., f. , (0) to flatter, fawn on, cajole,

wheedle, Lat. adulari, Soph., Eur., etc.;' be it thine to flatter thus, Soph. :

—

to caress or

pat a horse, Xen., crasis for '., =, Aesch., , = in, a breast-work, Aesch., f . , () to arm with a breastplate or

corslet, Xen. :—Med. to put on one's breastplate, Id. :

-—-Pass., with one's breastplate on, Id. ; 01

cuirassiers, Thuc, Xen. II. gen-
erally, to cover with defensive armour,

Xen.-, , () making breastplates, Xen.-, , , () a dealer in breast-

plates, Ar.-, Ion. -, ov, () wearing a
breastplate, a cuirassier, Hdt., Xen.,, Ion. and Ep.,, : () :—a breastplate, cuirass, corslet, Lat. lorica, II. :

—

the breast and back pieces which composed it were
called", which were fastened by clasps () on
both sides. II. the part covered by the breast-

plate, the trunk, Eur., Plat. III. the breast-

work of a wall, the outer wall, Hdt., ov, Ion. for., , ,() armed with breastplate, II.,, , Ion. for.,^. , subj. (ior-) :

=, to arm with breastplate : and, gen-
erally, to arm, get men under arms, II. 2. Med.
and Pass.,, f. : aor."

:

—to

arm oneself, put one's harness on, Horn. ; '
I will bring you arms to arm your-

selves withal, Od. ; irpbs

Ar. II. to make drunk, to intoxicate, Theogn. :

—

Med. to drink unmixed wine, to get drunk, Id.',, , also , the jackal, II., Hdt.,, , a barker, roarer, crier, Anth.,, incorrect forms for,., f. , make a noise, of a gnat, to buzz,
Aesch. ; of men, to cry aloud, shout out, Trag. 2.

c. acc. pers. to call on, call, Soph. ; also c. dat., .
to shout to dogs, Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.)

—''. 373', gen., , a flatterer, fawner, false friend,
Hdt.:—as Adj., fawning speeches, Plat.

I.

I, ,, , indecl., ninth letter of the Gr. alphabet

:

as numeral =, but ,t=,.
The subscriptum was called,

adscriptum, and was so written till the 13th century,

(not ), as is still done in capital letters Till.

Changes of t: 1. Dor., t for in the 3 pi.

and part, pres., as ? for, etc.

;

so also for, etc. :—it was added
to a in some Adjs., and in the aor. 1 part., as

for, etc. ; and in the acc. pi. fern,

of 1st decl., as ah for *. 2.

Boeot. and Lacon. as,, for,. 3.

easily passes into , whence forms like ,, : was sometimes exchanged with

e, as in, Ion. :— often inserted to lengthen

the syll., e.g., for , , etc.

The Quantity of 1 varies.

-C [], iota demonstrativum, in familiar Att. (not

in Trag.), is attached to demonstr. Pronouns, to

strengthen their force, as , Lat.

hicce ; -, etc. ; also to demonstr. Advs., as.
", nom. of the reflex. Pron. , sui, Plat. :—dat. ', sibi ipsi, Hes. ; Iv (enclit.) Pind.

', Ion. , , a voice, cry, Orac. ap. Hdt., Aesch., Eur.

, , ifj, lav, old Ion. fern, of , for,, etc.

[t], , heterocl. pi. of , an arrow, II.

[], aor. pass, of.
[t], Comic exclamation for, Ar.', aor. 1, Dor. :—Pass., aor. 1 :

—
to heat, Od. 2. to melt:— Pass, to be melted,

lb. 3. to warm, cheer, Lat. /overe, lb.,

etc. :—Pass., lb. ;

her brow unfolded, II.; c. dat. rei, to take delight

in, Od., to shout" ; c. acc. cogn.,

to utter the cry*, Hdt., , (*) a temple of Bacchus, Plut.

€',, v.,., , , Bacchanalian, Soph. From', , () Iacchus, mystic name of Bacchus,

Ar., etc. 2. a festal song in his honour, Hdt., etc., Ion. -, , a wailing woman, Aesch.

[], Ion. -, , a wail, lament, dirge,

Aesch., Eur. II. as Adj., hapless, melancholy,

Theocr. (Prob. from the cry .)'', f . : aor. 1 :—to send forth,

II. ; eV they

put forth their hands to the dishes, Horn. ;

threw chains around thy arms, II. 2.

to attack, assail, to assail him

with reproaches, Od. 3. to send, Theogn.,

Aesch. II. intr. (sub.), to send oneself on,

i.e. to flee, run, fly, Hes. Hence



3 74 — ISe., 4), , verb. Adj. sent forth, Aesch.

,, Ion., aros, , () a means of healing,

remedy, medicine, Hdt., Thuc. II.=-, N.T., ov,() iambic, Arist. II. as

Subst.,, , an iambic verse, Ar., Plat. 2.

iambic metre, Arist. Hence-, , (cpayeiv) a glutton at iambics, or

perhaps a murderer of them, Dem., = sq., Anth., to assail in iambics, to lampoon, Arist., -, , iambic, Arist., to -write iambics, Arist. From-, , () a writer of iambics, Arist., , an iambus, a metrical foot consisting1 of a
short and long- syll., as 4, Plat., etc. II. an
iambic verse, the trimeter or senarius, Hdt., Ar. 2.

an iambic poem, lampoon, Plat. (From 2,

because iambics were first used by the satiric poets

Archilochus and Hipponax ; criminosi iambi, Horat.)

,. , contr. for, an Ionian, Aesch. [who has

gen. pi. with ]., aor. pass, of.', imper. : f. [], Ion.) : aor., Ion. :—Pass., v. infr. :—[ta- Horn.,

etc. j later also t] : — to heal, cure, Horn., etc.:

—

metaph., Eur. : proverb.,

, \. e. do not make bad worse, Hdt. II. the

aor. [] is always pass., to be healed, to recover,

Andoc, . T. ; so pf. . ., barbarism for (voc), Ionian, Ar.

[], ol, lengthd. for "/es, the lonians, in-

cluding, II.:—in Persian it was—", Aesch.:

—

sing.'IaW rare,Theocr. :—, a, ov, Ionian, Greek,

Aesch. ; Athenian, Orac. ap. Plut.', f. , to send on, put forth, Horn.;

(sc. ,) to put forth (her hands)
against her body, i. e. smite her breasts for grief, Od. :

—of missiles, to send forth, shoot, Aesch. ;

to begin the dance, Soph. 2. to assail,

attack, Id. : to wound, .. is Theocr.

;

Pass., &\yeaiv Mosch., Ion., vyos, , the NW or WNW wind,
Arist. II., Ion. -, ol, a people of

Southern Italy, Hdt. :

—

, Ion. -, their

country, Id.:—Adj., a, ov, Iapygian, Thuc., ados, , Adj. fern, of, ", Ionian, Ionic,

Hdt., Thuc. II. as Subst. (sub. yvvfj), an Ionian
woman, Hdt. 2. (sub.) the Ionic dialect, Luc.

[], 3 pi. pres. of (ibo).

[], for, 3 pi. pres. of.
[], ov, () to be cured, curable, opp. to

s, Aesch., Plat., etc. : metaph. appeasable, Eur.

[], ecos, , () healing, a mode of healing,
cure, remedy, Lat. medela, Soph., Plat., etc., idos, 77, jasper, Plat. (A foreign word.)

[], Adv. ('las) in Ionic fashion, Plat. 2.

in the Ionic mode (of music), Id. 3. in the Ionic
dialect, Luc.-, 60s, contr. ovs, , voc., () laso, the

goddess of healing, Ar.

[t], Ep., rjpos, , poet, for, II., etc. :

metaph., t. Od., Soph.

, 3 sing. impf. of., , the art of healing, surgery, Soph,, ], , () curable, Pind., Plat,, rj, () medical treatment : metaph. a
curing, correcting, Arist., ', () a surgery, Plat., etc.,,, = : in Rhet. a means of healing
disaffection in the hearers, Arist., ecos, , =, Plat., f. , () to treat medically, to cure,

Plat. :—Pass, to be under medical care, Id. 2.

absol. to practise medicine, Arist., Ion.-, , ,() of orfor a surgeon:— -\ (sc. ), surgery, medicine, Hdt., Plat.,

etc. II. skilled in the medical art, Plat. : metaph.,

t. Id.-, ecos, , physician and seer, of Apollo

and Aesculapius, Aesch., Ar. : metaph., Ar.

[t], Ion., , () like ], one who
heals, a mediciner, physician or surgeon (for there

seems to have been no professional distinction), II., etc.

:

—
I., an oculist, dentist, Hdt. II.

metaph.,. Pind.; opyrjs Aesch.-, , ,() a practiser of medicine, Ar., Interj. alas! ah! woe's me! Ar. ; so,-
Id., a shout in answer to one calling, ho ! holla ! Ar., exclamation of joy, ho ho ! Ar., Ion. impf. : . : aor. 1 : (,

&) :
—to sleep, to pass the night, Horn. :—c. acc.

cogn., laveiv to enjoy the night's sleep,

Soph.- [], , , (,) an archer, Anth., f . : aor. 1 :

—

to cry, shout, shriek,

like, Eur., etc. :—c. acc. cogn., Id.

;

Ar. 2. to bewail, lament, Eur. II. of

things, to sound, h. Horn., Eur. From, , () a cry, shout, wail, shriek, Horn. : also

a joyous sound, Pind., Trag. Hence,, , (4) a cry : the hissing of a ser-

pent, Eur. : the sound of an instrument, Anth.' [] : Ion. impf. : pf., Ep. part,

fern. :

—

to cry, shout, shriek, in sign either of

joy or grief, like, Horn. ; of articulate speech,

Eur., Anth. 2. of things, to ring, resound, Horn.

;

of waves and of fire, to roar, Id. ; of a bowstring, to

twang, II. ; of hot iron in water, to hiss, Od. 3.

c. acc. cogn., ., to sound forth a strain,

h. Horn. ; I. oyv to proclaim the sense of oracles,

Ar. ;
were sounding his praises, Id., ovos, , v.., : gen. ", acc. : pi. ', Ion. :

—

the

ibis, an Egyptian bird, Hdt., Ar., , a mortar, Solon, Anth., pf . of :—, part,, Ion., , =sq., the part behind the thigh

and knee, the ham, Lat. poples, II., Theocr., , , =foreg., from a nom. dat. pi. lyvici h.

Horn.; acc. lyvia Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.), , ov, (") of Ida, II., ov, () causing sweat, Hes.

I8e [t], Ep. Conj unction =, and, Horn., Soph.
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*, imperat. aor. of, lo, behold, Horn. : later., Ep. 3 sing-

, of aor. 2, he saw.
[t], Ion., , (?) =, form, Pind., Ar.,

etc. 2. the look of a thing-, as opp. to its reality, Lat.

species,·\ outward appearances
cheat the mind, Theogn. 3. a kind, sort, nature,
Hdt. ; ideas they conceived two modes
of acting, Id.; iipyi ; what is

their nature or fashion ? Eur. ;, Ideas

to bring in new fashions, Ar. ; idea every

form of death, Thuc. II. in Logic, =, a
class, kind, sort, species, Plat., aor. 2 inf. of eldov ; Ep.' ; Dor. '., inf. med. of eldov.~, Ion. for.
', Ion. for, aor. 2 subj. of eldov. II. Ep. for, pf. subj. of, to know.*, Dor., , Ion. dat. pi. Idrjai :

—

a timber-tree, in

pi., Hdt. :—in sing., a wood, iv } ] }] in

the thick of the wood, Id. II. as prop, n., 1,
Ida, i. e. the wooded hill, Mt. Ida, II. ; Ep. gen.,

ruler of Ida, lb. ; as Adv. from Ida, lb., Ep. for idy, 2 sing. subj. aor. 2 med.'., Dor. f . of eldov, I shall see, Theocr., v. idios IV. 2.,-, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of Idios.- or -, () to follow one's own
counsel, take one's own way, Hdt.-, ov, holding one's own opinion, Arist.-, ov, () ofpeculiarform, Plut., , v. tdios I. 2., (idios) Med. to appropriate to oneself, Plat." [], a, ov, and os, ov : I. one's own, per-

taining to oneself : and so, 1. private, personal,

^5 ' this business is private, not

public, Od.; embarking a private
man in a public cause, Pind. ; -

private and public wealth, Thuc. ; ipa

temples and private buildings, Hdt. 2., either private affairs, private interests, Thuc.

;

or one's own property, Id. ; to mind one's

own affairs, Eur. ; Dem. :—in sing.,- Id. ; els for ones&M, Xen. ; -
for my own part, Luc. II. peculiar,

separate, distinct, idiov Hdt. ; Tives

Ar. ; idiov r) peculiar and different from others,

Plat. ; strange, unaccustomed,
Eur. III. regul. Comp. is ; Sup.-
TaTOS, Dem.; later,-, Arist. IV.
Adv., especially, peculiarly, Plat., etc. 2.

also, Ion. -, as Adv. by oneself, privately, sepa-

rately, on one's own account, Hdt., etc. ;

Thuc. ; Idia Id. :—c. gen.
apartfrom, Ar.-, ov,{) equipt at one's own expense,
Plut. ; . sailed in his own ship, Id., riTos, , () peculiar nature, property,
Xen.

[-], only used in Med., q. v.* [-], () to sweat, Od., Ar., Adv. of IV.,, ,() distinction between, Plat.

. 375, , private life or business, Xen., Plat. II.

uncouthness, want of education, Luc; and, f . , to be a private person, i. e. to live in
retirement, Plat., Xen. :—of a country, to be of no
consideration, Xen. II. to practise privately, of

a physician, Plat. III. c. gen. rei, to be un-
practised in a thing, Id. From, , , () a private person, an individual,

Thuc, etc. II.

one in a private station, opp. to one taking part in

public affairs, Hdt., Att. ; opp. to, a private
soldier, Xen. 2. a common man, plebeian, Plut. 3.

as Adj., . a private station, homely way of life,

Plat. III. one who has no professional knowledge,
as we say ' a layman,' laTpbs Thuc. ; opp. to, a prose-writer, Plat.; to a trained soldier,

Thuc; to a skilled workman, Plat. 2. c. gen. rei,

unpractised, unskilled in a thing, Lat. expers, rudis,

Id.; also, . Xen. 3. generally,

a raw hand, an ignorant, ill-informed man, Id.,

Dem. IV. one's own countrymen, opp.

to, Ar. Hence, , 6v, of or for a private person, private,

Hdt., Att. II. not done by rules of art, unpro-
fessional, unskilful, rude, Plat. :·—Adv.,, i.e. to neglect gymnastic exercises, Xen., Ion. and Dor. for, pi. of . II.,, Ep. for eldevai, inf. of olda.-, , knowledge, skill, Hes. From, ov, gen. ovos,( il) skilled, skilful, in

a thing, Anth.', aor. 1, Pass, to bend oneself,

double oneself up, shrink up, esp. for pain, II. ; -
bent back, of one throwing up a ball, Horn., Ion. for idoivTo, 3 pi. opt. med. of eldov., Dor. for, part. fern, of eldov.-, Ep. rjos, , the chief of the Cretans,

properly Strength of Ida (in Crete), II., Ep. for eldov., eos, , 2. violent heat, as of the dog-days,

Hes. II. sweat., imper. of aor. 2 med. : II. as

Adv. lo I behold ! see there I Soph. ; , '
there! take it! Lat. en tibil Id., etc.:

—

well, as you
please I Ar. 2. in repeating another's words quiz-

zingly, y oh yes, wine, Id., Ion. -, , skill, II. From, gen. Xdpios Att. dpes, , , neut. idpi : voc. 1dpi

:

pi. idpies : (/ n) :

—

experienced, knowing, skilful,

Od. ; c. gen. rei, Hes., Trag., etc. ; c. inf. knowing
how to do, Od. 2. idpis alone, the provident one,

i. e. the ant, Hes.

[], Ep. part,' : f. : aor. 1 ': pf.

dpa : (Idos) :
—to sweat, perspire, Horn. (esp. in II.) ;

tdpwovTas Od. ;
, it

shall reek with sweat, II. ; cacccogn.,' %v

lb.:—This Verb, like its oppos., is contracted

Ep. into and instead of and 01, part. fern,

II., lengthd. ', masc. acc., -;
but in Xen. we find, not.

[], aor. 1 pass, of.,, , () a thing founded or built, a
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foundation, Plut. 2. like , a temple, shrine,

Hdt., Aesch., Eur. 3. rb the

stay, support of thy city, Lat. columen rei, Eur., pf. pass, of., , , () a founding, building, of

temples, Plat. 2. his statues,

Anth., verb. Adj. of, one must inaugurate a

statue, Ar. II. pass., one must sit idle,

Soph., f. : aor. 1 : pf . :—Pass., aor. 1

(not) : pf ., inf. : () :

—to make to sit down, to seat, Horn., etc.;\ . ; -
encamped the army, Hdt. :—Pass, to be seated, sit

still, II., Eur. ; of an army, to lie encamped, Hdt.

;

seated, steady, secure, Id. 2. like

La.t. figere, to fix or settle persons in a place,

Eur. :—Pass, to be settled, Hdt., Soph., etc. 3. in

Med. to establish, . Eur. ; . is

Id. 4. pf. pass,, of places, to be situated,

to lie, Hdt. II. to set up, found, esp. to dedicate

temples, statues, Eur., Ar. :—Pass.,,
Hdt. :—Med. to set up for oneself, to found, Id., Eur.;

pf. pass, in med. sense, Hdt., Plat., Att. opt. of.
[i],, , dat., acc., Ep. shortd., : () :

—sweat, Lat. sudor, Horn., Att. 2.

the exudation of trees, gum, Eur., part. pi. fern, of.
[], , Ep. for, part. fern, of :—as Adj.,

with knowing, skilful mind, II., Ep., subj. of.,, , part, of.
,, Ep. 3 sing-

, impf. of (ibo).

let, Ion. and Att. 3 sing. impf. of (from )., Ep. for, 3 sing. pres. opt. of (ibo).,, , part, of., for, 3 pi. of., pass, of.
!sp,€v,', Ep. inf. pres. of :—, part.

pres. pass,

iev, Aeol. for, 3 pi. impf. of., inf. of (ibo).

ievai, inf. of., , Dim. of, Ar.',, Ion. and Ep.,, 6, a hawk, fal-
con, II., Ar., Ion. lp-, f. [], (,) Pass.

to be a priest or priestess, Hdt., Thuc., , the priest's office, priesthood, Arist.,

N.T.,, , a priesthood, . . ; and, , , priestly, Plut. From, f . , () to be a priest, . T., ], , () of or for the priest's office,

priestly, Arist., Plut. II. devoted to sacred
purposes, Luc.', , Ion., or, in Trag. also

:—fern, of, a priestess, II., Att., Ion. or,, a victim, an ani?nal

for sacrifice or slaughter, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. an

'.
offeringfor the dead, Od. II. of cattle slaught-

eredforfood, mostly in pi., Hdt., Xen., Ion., 6, Att. pi.} : Ion. nom.:() :

—

a priest, sacrificer, II., etc. 2. metaph.,

a minister of woe, Aesch. ; and,

comically, ^ Ar., Ion. : Ion. impf. : f. , Ep.
inf.- : 3 sing, plqpf . pass. : () :

—
to slaughter for sacrifice, to sacrifice, Horn. 2. to

slaughter for a feast, Od. : Med. to slaughter for
oneself, lb., , =, Anth., , Ion. for., poet, for., i), , hieroglyphic ; (sc.), , a way of writing on monuments used

by the Egyptian priests, Luc.-, ov,() of prophetic tongue, Anth.-,, 6, a sacred scribe, a lower order

of the Egyptian priesthood, Luc.-, ov, ( a) offered to a god, .
smoke from the sacrifices, Ar.-,, 6, the herald at a sacrifice, Dem., Ion., ,() sacred or mystical

language, Luc.-, , (, )) the holy tt7ne of the month,
during which the great festivals were held and hostili-

ties suspended, ., of the Nemean games,
Pind., Thuc. :—, , of the Carneian festival

at Sparta, Thuc., to be), Ar.-, Dor.-,, , the sacred Secre-

tary or Recorder sent by each Amphictyonic state to

their Council, Dem. :—generally, a recorder, notary,

Arist., , v. III. 2.- [], , , conqueror in the games, Luc.', f. ), to offer sacrifices, to sacrifice, Dem.-, , () managing sacred rites : at

Athens, the were ten magistrates, one from
each tribe, who saw that the victims were perfect,

Plat., Dem.-, , () beseeming a sacred place,

person or matter, holy, reverend, Plat., Luc. ; ·
Xen.-, a false form for· in Hdt.', , and , : Ion. and poet,, , :—super-human, mighty, divine, wonderful, Horn. ;

often like, to express wonder or admiration,, a glorious band, Id. ;

a splendid chariot, II. ; no mighty
matter ! Theocr. II. holy, hallowed, Lat. sacer,

Horn., etc. ; a holy war, Ar., etc. :, —, Hdt. ;, of one dedicated to a god, Eur. ;

the law of sacrifice, Dem. ; of the Roman Tribunes, to

express sacrosanctus, Plut. ; for , ', v.(. 2. of kings, heroes, etc., from a notion of ' the

divinity that doth hedge a king,' Pind., Soph. III.

as Subst., 1. , Ion. , , offerings, sacri-

fices, victims, , Lat. sacra facere, operari,

II.; Hes. ; Hdt. :—after Horn, the inwards
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of the victim, the auspices, * Xen. ; or,

simply, Id. :—generally, sacred things
or rites, Lat. sacra, Hdt. 2., Ion. , ,
a temple, holy place, Id., Att. 3. Ipbv a
sacred principle of right, Eur. IV. special

phrases: 1. Upbs, v. 1. 4. 2.

the awful disease, epilepsy, Hdt. 3. l. the

sacred road to Delphi, Id. 4. (sc.),
of the Delian ship, or one of the state-ships (Salaminia

or Paralos), Dem. 5. 'Upa,, one of the Lipa-

rean group, Thuc. V. Adv. -, holily, Plut.-', f., to rob a temple, commit sacrilege,

Ar., Plat.:—c. ace, Up. ' to steal the sacred

arms, Dem., , temple-robbery, sacrilege, Xen., Plat.-, , () a temple-robber, sacrilegious

person, Lat. sacrilegus, Ar., Plat.^, f. , to perform sacred rites : c. ace,. to minister the gospel, . T. ; so in

Med., Plut. ; and, Ion., , religious service, worship,

sacrifice, Hdt. From-, , (*) a sacrificing priest., to be a hierophant, Luc. From-, Ion. -, , , () a hierophant, one
who teaches the rites of sacrifice and worship, Hdt.,

Plut. :—at Rome, the Pontifex Maximus, Plut. Hence, , the office of hierophant, Plut. ; and, ", , of a hierophant, Luc. ;

Up. the Libri pontificales, Plut. Adv. -, Luc; and,, fern, of-, Plut.- [], poet, -,, , a keeper of a temple,

temple-warden, Lat. aedituus, Eur.-, poet. -, , , of hallowed soil, Anth., f., () to hallow, consecrate, dedicate,

Plat. :—pf. pass. inf. Thuc., Ion. -, rj,() the office ofpriest, priest-

hood, Hdt., Att., inf. med. of.
levy an ironical exclamation, whew ! Lat. hut ! Ar., (?1) : I. Causal, to make to sit, II. II.

intr. to sit, Lat. sedere, Od. ; eV
II. 2. of soil, to settle down, sink in, Thuc.", Dor., imperat. : impf., Ion.

:

aor. 1 : (cf .) : I. Causal, to make to

sit, seat, place, II. ;

Aesch. :—the Ion. and poet. aor. 1 is always
causal (as in the compds. -,-), -, , , Horn. ;

set me over the oxen, Od. ;

set as a spy, II. ; laid an ambush, lb.

;

; settled [them] in Scheria, Od. ; im-
perat. lb.; part, lb.; so in Hdt.,

Id. ; ' -
Id. ; inf. in Pind. ; rare in Att., yap

for thou didst bring it to this,

Soph.; cf.. 2. the aor. 1 med.
is used in the sense of, to dedicate temples
statues, etc., to gods, Theogn., Hdt. ; part,

Thuc. II. intr. to sit, sit down, Lat. sedere, II. ;

Od. ; Soph.; also,

Horn. ; ) Hdt. ; , of rowers,

Ar. :—c. acc. loci, Aesch. ; Eur. 2.

to sit still, be quiet, h. Horn. III. Pass.

also in signf. Il, to sit,'' sit down
before me, II. : to lie in ambush, lb. : of an army, to

sit down, take up a position, Hdt.

;

or '$ r|yov Id.

, Lat. ! exclam. of joy, W\, ], ", Ar.
;

Id. 2. of grief, Aesch.

, f], Ion. for Id., , ov, and , ov, invoked with the cry H\, of

Apollo, Aesch., etc. II. mournful, grievous, Soph.

;

a cry of mourning, Eur., aor. 1 of., Ion. for -,, Ion. for.",,, , pi. , Ion.; imper. ; subj.

', opt. ; inf.,., ;
part, :

impf. 3 sing, (also 2 sing. , as if from ), , pi-

:—aor. 1 /ca, ., only in Indie. : aor. 2 "
never in Indie, Ep. 3 sing. subj. fjoi; inf. : pf. :

—Med., pres., impf. : f.\\ aor. 2

Ep. and Ion., 3 pi. ; imper. ; subj.;
opt.' or ; inf.; part,' :—Pass.,

f. : aor. 1 : pf . . Radical

sense : to set a going, put in motion, being the

Causal of (ibo), ?
Od. ; . Eur. : hence 1. to send, Horn.,

etc. 2. of sounds, to send forth, utter, Id., etc.;yav t. to speak Greek, Hdt. ;

Aesch. ; ,, i. e. speaking not in words, but in silent thought,

Soph. 3. to send forth, throw, hurl, of stones or

javelins, Horn. ; c. gen. pers. to throw or shoot at one,

II. b. like, c. dat. instrument!,

he throws [at him] with his axe, Xen. c. the

acc. is often omitted, so that sometimes seems
intr., to throw, shoot, Horn. ; c. gen. objecti,

shooting at great souls, Soph. 4.

of water, to let flow, let burst or spout forth, II.,

Aesch., etc. ; omitted, yatav the

river pours over the land, Od. ; so, of fire, Eur. 5.

to let fall, made his locks

flow down from his head, Od. ;

I let two anvils hang from his two legs, lb. ;\ let themselves go, Xen. II. Med.
to send oneself, hasten, hastening
homewards, Horn. ; Od. ; so,

Hdt. ; etc. 2. metaph. to be set upon
doing a thing, to desire to do it, c. inf.,

II. :—c. gen. to long for, lb. :—absol. in

part., eager though he was, Od. 3. the

3 pi. aor. 2 med. is used by Horn, in the phrase, when they had put

away the desire of meat and drink, i. e. eaten and drunk

enough, Virgil's postquam exempta fames epulis., aor. 1 of.-, , epith. of Apollo, from the cry , h.

Horn. II. a hymn sung to him, Id. Hence, f . , to cry ! Ar., Ion. aor. 1 inf. of., 3 sing, of., Ep. for , 3 sing. subj. of (ibo).



37^ --,, Ion. for -., , dat. , Jesus, Greek form of Hebrew
Joshua or Jehoshua, Saviour, . T.,,, Ion. for -.-, es, Ep. --, {,) bom in law-

ful -wedlock, legitimate,

honoured me like his true-born sons, Od. :—so,

of a nation, from the ancient stock, genuine, .
Hdt. ; of some mouths of the Nile, natural,

original, opp. to, Id.

[i], , Ithaca, the home of Ulysses, an island on
the West coast of Greece, Horn. :—hence he is called, Ithacan, Id. :—, to Ithaca, Od.', Ion. for, fern, of., Adv. of, v. 11. 3., imperat. of (jbo), come, go, Horn., Att. II.

like aye, as Adv. come J well then ! II. ; Ar., aros, ,( ibo) a step, motion, II., as Adv. of, v. Wis II.- [], , , () giving right judgment,
Hes.-, ov, = foreg., Anth.- [], ov,{^ straight-running, Anth.- [],, , , straight-haired, opp. to-

(woolly-haired), Hdt.,, Ion. -, , afair, stand-upfight, Hdt. From-, [], ov,[) fightingfairly, Simon., 3 dual aor. 1 pass, of.', Adv., Sup. of : v. I. 2.

[], %>os, <5, a guide, pilot, Anth. From
[, ] : aor. 1

:

—Pass., aor. 1 :
—

Ion. for, to make straight, straighten,

by the rule, Od. :—Pass, to ran evenly,
of horses yoked abreast, . 2. to guide in a straight
line, (Ep. for—) let us drive them
straight, lb. ; vrja [the pilot] keeps it straight,

lb. ; she sped it straight, lb. :—Med. to

guide or steer for oneself, aimed his

arrow straight, Od. ; (sc. ) lb.;

c. gen., as they drove
their spears straight at each other, II. :—Pass., of

a boat, to be guided, steered, Hdt. 3. to guide,
direct, rule, II., Aesch. : of a judge, to

rectify unjust judgments, Hes. j . ' to

adjudge the greater part to him, Theocr. :—Pass., -
to be punished with death, Hdt.-, ov, going straight on, Anth.- [],, , , () straight-flying,

of a javelin, .
'^,, , Ion. fern,, Ion. for : 1.

of motion, straight, direct, Lat. rectus, used by Horn,
in this sense only in Adv. (infr. Il) ; '
straight-way, forthwith, Hdt. ; (sc.) straight
on, Lat. recta (sc. via), Id. ; (sc.)
outright, openly, Id. ; to be right over
against, opposite, Id. 2. in moral sense, straight,

straight-forward, just, yap [ ~\ II.;

Hes. : so in Sup. Adv., '
to give judgment most fairly, II.; so,

[] Theogn. ; Hdt. ., or less commonly , as Adv., straight at, right
at, c. gen. objecti, II. ; Kiev

-.
went straight towards the home, lb. ; "
Hdt. ;—also, II. ;

Hdt. 2. absol., resolving to go straight
on, II. ; to fight hand to hand, lb.

;

, i. e. , he
fronted him face to face, lb. :—of Time, straightway,
Hdt. 3. , regul. Adv., Hdt.

[ ]3 , only in acc. '0, straight course, av

straight upwards, on high, Horn. 2. a direct

attempt, purpose, ear Id.; yvav yvov
Od.-, , (^ stretched out, straight, Anth.

:

upright, perpendicular, Id.- [], , =, Anth., pi. of.-, , the phallos carried in the festivals of
Bacchus : metaph. a lewdfellow, Dem., aor. 1, (i9vs) to go straight, press right

on, 11. ; the tide of war set straight

over the plain, lb. :—c. gen. objecti, made
straight for the ship, lb.; ° lb.;

. . Hdt. II. c. inf. to strive or struggle

to do, Od. ; whichever way
he purposed to march, Hdt.

[], , 6, {,^ becoming, befitting, suf-

ficing : I. of persons, sufiicient, competent, c. inf.,

Hdt. ; . sujficie?it to prove a point,

Thuc. ; . with sufficient power to punish,

Xen. ; c. acc. rei, yvv a man of sufficient

prudence, Hdt. ; . sufficiently versed in
medicine, Xen. :—c. dat. pers. a match for, equiva-

lent to, Plat. :—absol., -
Soph. ; . Eur. ;

very tolerable in comparison with common
men, Plat. II. of things, sufficient, adequate,

enough, Eur. ; 7 they have
had successes enough, Thuc. :—of size, large enough,

Id. ;

large enough to riot in, Eur. :—of Time,
considerable, long, Ar. 2. sufficient, satisfactory

,

Plat. :— to take

security, . . III. Adv. -, sufficiently,

adequately, enough, Thuc, etc. 2. . to be

sufficient, to he far enough advanced, Id., Xen., etc. :

—Sup. Plat. Hence,, , sufficiency, fitness, Plat. II. a

sufficiency , sufficient supply, Id. ; and,, f., to ?nake sufficient, qualify, . T.

[-], impf. [ by the augm.] : other

tenses are supplied by :—lengthd. form of law,

to come, arrive, Horn., Aesch. : c. acc. to come to,

reach, II., etc. ; of a tall tree,' lb.; . reached, at-

tained to the age of youth, Od. II. with a person

for the object, often of grief, hardship, and the like,' \ II. ; so,,,, Horn. ;

they are fulfilled upon me, Od. 2. of a
suppliant, II. ; cf. III. III.

also in Med., yap lb. ; ^
Horn.

[], , ov, Icarian, . the Aegean



'
between the Cyclades and Caria, where Icarus son of

Daedalus was drowned, II. ; . Hdt.
itceXos [t], , ov, poet, and Ion. form of, like,

resembling, II., Hdt., Pind. Hence
[t], f., to make like, Anth., aor. 2 inf. of

:

—, 3 sing-

, imper., , () the prayer of a suppliant, Eur.

;

ecus at thy entreaties, Id.

[t], a, ov or os, ov,() —, Trag. 2.

of or consisting of suppliants, Aesch. 3. suppliant,

of prayers, Soph., Eur. ; of persons, Soph., Eur.

[t], 7], =, supplication, Thuc.;
twos to supplicate him, Id.

[], aros, , a mode of supplication, Thuc., a, ov, to be besought or entreated, Luc.

[t], f. : aor. 1 : () :

—

to ap-

proach as a suppliant,' Od. ; is

II. ; . or 7rpbs- Eur. 2

.

to supplicate, beseech one to do a thing, c. acc. et

inf., Od., Hdt., Att. :—also c. gen. pers. et inf. to beg

of one that . . , Eur. 3. c. acc. rei, to ask a thing

as a suppliant, Id., Thuc., sync,, a, ov, () :

—

of or ft
for suppliants, ., of hair offered to a god,
Soph.; =, Id. II., lon.-,
(sub.), , an olive-branch which the suppliant
held as a symbol of his condition, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; so,

Soph. :—metaph.,

I attach my body to thy

knees as a suppliant olive-branch, Eur. ; so,

Dem.' [t],, , () one who comes to seek protection,

a suppliant or fugitive, who lays his on the

altar or hearth, after which his person was inviolable; esp.

one who seeks purification after homicide, Horn., etc.

[], a, ov, epith. of Zeus, as tutelary god of
suppliants, Od.' [],, , fern, of, Hdt., Soph., etc., Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 of.', , , moisture, juice, II., Hdt. :—comic

metaph., Ar. ; ., i.e.

wine, Anth. ; ., i. e. gum, Id., only in the phrase (from ',) a. following, favourable wind, Horn., Dep., lengthd. form of ', : f .,
Dor. : aor. 2 [with 1, except when
lengthd. by augm.] : pf ., part, iy : 3 sing,

plqpf. :

—

to come to a place, c. acc. loci, or foil,

by a prep., or eVl Horn., etc. 2. to

come to, , of a spear, II. ; '
lb. ; , i. e. to live till morning, Od. ;

., i. e. to wed, lb. ; ', what-
ever came to hand, lb. ; . to speak
with one, Soph., etc. II. of suffering, sorrow, etc.,

to come upon, . . ; , .
or Horn. III. to approach as

suppliant, Id. ; yodva
3

Od. :—hence,

like, to supplicate, beseech,

Soph. ; - Id. :—c. inf.,

' Eur. IV. impers. like, it becomes, befits,

we say that it befits us to take the lead,

-. 379
Hdt. ; (sc.) whom it

most concerns, Id. ; so, he to whom it

belongs, Id. 2. in part., that which
is fitting, proper, Id. ; b . the fit, proper

time, Id. ; . the proportionate expense,

Thuc. :—hence Adv., fittingly, aright,

«

Hdt
/, Ion. for, pi. of

:

—Ion.

part,., , the half-decks fore and aft of Homeric
ships, Horn. : the planks of the deck, Od. II.

generally, a platform, stage, Hdt., Adv., () following closely, Hes. II. of

Place, close to, hard by, Aesch., Plat.; c. gen., Aesch.,, , =, a suppliant, Soph., Eur. II.

as Adj. —, Aesch., a, ov, v.., , ov, (), v.., , a kite, Hdt., Ar., Plat.,, , theyellow-breasted marten, the marten-
cat, (cf. *), Lat. mustela, Ar., 3 sing, plqpf. of., opos, , poet, for : as Adj. suppliant, Eur." [t] : impf. : Dor. f. : aor. 2 : for,, v. sub

:

—to come to, reach, c. acc. or with

a Prep.,' ,' ',, Horn. 2. of sufferings, feelings,

etc., whenever anger come upon
him, II. ;

" necessity is upon me, Od.

[], , Dor. for.
[], Adv. () in troops, Lat. turmatim, II.,

Hdt. : generally, in abundance, in a mass, Hes., v. sub..,, —, h. Horn,

[], =, II.

[], ov, Att.,, dual ; nom. pi.,
neut. :—of gods, propitious, gracious, II., Hes.,

etc. II. of men, gracious, kindly, gentle,

ivl II. ; so in Soph.

[], , , () cheerful, gay, merry, joyous,

Lat. hilaris, Ar., Xen. :—6 =, Plut.

Adv. -, Xen. Hence,, , cheerfulness, Lat. hilaritas, Plut.- [t] ; f. [], Ep. : aor. I, Ep. 2 sing. subj. : Dep. : () :—to appease, 0eor to make him propitious

to one, conciliate him, win his favour, Horn. ;}
II. ;

lb.

;

so of men, Hdt., Plat. II. in . T. to expiate,. III. in . T. also, an aor. 1 im-

perat. pass,, be gracious. Hence

[], , a means of appeasing, Plut. :

—

a pro-

pitiation, . T. ; and, a, ov, propitiatory. II. as Subst.,

(sub.),, the mercy-seat, covering

of the ark in the Holy of Holies, . T. 2. (sub.), a propitiation, lb., , Att. for.
[], Dor., Ion., ), (,) '.— crowd,

band, troop of men, Hdt., Soph. : merry

companies, Pind. ; also, Eur. 2. a troop

of horse, Lat. turma, ala, —, Xen.
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[], (7Aaos) to be gracious,

(. 3 sing. subjO Od.
[t], = foreg., imperat., in prayers, be gra-

cious ! Od. ; Dor. Theocr.

[], , descendants of Ilos, i. e. Trojans,

Eur.

[], ), , {") Ilian, Trojan, Anth.

[], ados, , fern, of, Hdt., Trag. II.

as Subst. : 1. (sub. yrj), Troy, the Troad9 Hdt. 2.

(sub. yvvi]), a Trojan woman, Eur. 3. (sub.), the Iliad, Arist. ; proverb.,', i. e.

an endless string of woes, Dem.
[], to be or become dizzy, lose one's head,

caused by looking down from a height or by drunken-
ness, Plat. ; by fear, Ar., etc., , (, ) a spinning round : esp. a
swimming in the head, Lat. vertigo, Plat.-, b,) destroyer of Troy, Anth." [], ov, -, Ilios or Iliu?n, the city of Ilus, Troy,

Horn., Eur. :
—', , II., Trag. :—hence the Ep.

genitives, from Troy, Horn. ;

before Troy, Od., etc. ; ' the walls of
Troy, . II. as Adj., , a, ov or os, ov, Ilian,

Trojan, Eur., ados, , (, 1)> a rope, band, II., to roll, v. sub.
[i],, ev,( muddy, impure, Anth.' [], vos, , mud, slime, dirt, II., Hdt. [Gen.

Horn., Anth.], , ov, () of leathern thongs, Hdt.-', , a leathern noose, of a polypus' leg,

Anth.
[f], o, gen.: dat. pi., Ep. :—a leathern strap or thoiig, II. : in pi. the traces by

which horses were attached to the chariot, lb. : also,

the reins, lb., Soph., Eur. 2. the straps on which the

body of the chariot was hung, 11. 3. the lash of a
whip, lb. 4. the caestus of boxers, consisting of straps

put round the hand, lb. II. in sing, the ma.g\cgirdle

of Aphrodite, Lat. cestus, lb. 2. the chin-strap of

the helmet, lb. 3. in Od. a latchet or thong, by
which the bolt was shot home into the socket, and
which was then fastened to the, Od. 4.

after Horn, the thong or latchet of a sandal, Xen. 5.

a dog-leash, Id. : proverb., he's as

tough as a dog-leash, Ar.

[], r), the thong of a whip, a whip, Horn.
[t], f . [.] : aor. : {) :

—

to

fog horses, Horn. ; generally, to scourge, smite, II.

[], , Dim. of, Ar.,( to clothe : part, pf . pass..-, , a clothes-seller, Luc. From
[.-], , in form a Dim. of (i.e. ),

an outer garment, a cloak or mantle worn above the, the same as Homer's, Hdt., Ar. :—used

of the Roman toga, iv', Lat. togati, Plut. 2., , generally, clothes, Hdt., Dem. II. gen-

erally, a cloth, Hdt.-', () to take care of clothes,

Luc., ,(^ clothing, apparel, Theophr.

[], (^ to long for,
yearn after, desire a

3\.
thing, c. gen., Od., Aesch., etc. :—c. inf. to long or

wish to do, Solon, Aesch., etc. II. as Dep.-, aor. med., pass, :

—

to desire,

c. gen., (Ep. for—
Od.; . Hdt., pi. of [ibo). II., [t], Ep.
inf.

[],, ev, (^) exciting love or desire,

lovely, delightsome, charming, Horn., Theocr. :—Sup.
Theogn.-, 4s, () Dor. for -, sweetly

blooming, Anth.

[], , a longing or yearning after a thing,

Lat. desiderium, c. gen., II. ; yoov raised

[in them] a yearning after tears, i. e. a desire to

weep, lb. ; and with a second gen., 7raTpbs '
£> yooio for his father, Od. ;

=-, Hdt. :—in pi., various emotions,
Aesch. 2. absol. desire, love, II., etc. II.

as Adj., but only in neut. as Adv., ? Anth.

;

, Id.-, ov, () of lovely voice or song,
Theocr.' [], Aeol. for.

[], , ,{) longed for, lovely, II., Hes., poet, for,, inf. of {ibo).

[], ), () the rope of a draw-well, Ar. Hence-, ,() a water-drawer, Ar.

iv, dat. and acc. of the old pers. Pron. .": A. Adverb, I. of Place, 1. demonstr. in

that place, there, only in II. io. 127. 2. relat., =,
in which place, where, Hdt., etc. ;—so, II. ;

Horn. :—c. gen., in whatever part of the

land, Hdt. ; in what a calamity,

Id. ; Soph. b. =, with Verbs
of motion, whither, Od. ; opas ?}/ceis Soph. II.

of circumstance, when, at which, Od.
B. Final Conjunction, =$, that, in order that,

Lat. ut, Horn. : 1. with subj., a. after principal

tenses of indie, Id., etc. b. after historical tenses,

in similes, where the aor. refers to any possible time,

Od. ' C. after optat. and , , y4vono
she gave him vigour, that he might become, II. 2.

with optat., a. after historical tenses, Horn., etc. 3.

with past tenses of ind., to express a consequence which

has not followed or cannot follow, in

which case he must be blind, Soph., etc. 4.

as the negat. of, that not, Lat. ut 7ie or ne, II.,

Att. II. elliptical usages, 1. where the purpose

only is stated, ', - 'tis Zeus, [/ tell thee

this] that thou may'st know it, Soph. ; so,

Dem. 2. opa or being understood,)5 } see that thou come and lay

hands on her, . T. 3. (sc.) ; to

what end ? Ar., Plat., Dep., hardly used, save in pres. and impf .

:

(from, videor) :
—to appear like, look like,

he is like the im-

mortals to look upon, Od. ; ya-
he seemed to them like the son of P.,

II. 2. to appear, seem, lb. ;

as my heart seems to me [to say], i. e. as the matter
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seems to me, Od. ; he

seems most like a summoner, Ar. Hence,,, an appearance,Lai. species,Anth., Luc., , , () Indian, Hdt., etc.-, , , (4) Indian-killer, Anth., , an Indian, Hdt., etc. 2. the river Indus,
Id. II. as Adj.^, Anth.

iviov [-], , (is) the muscle at the back of the neck,

the nape of the neck, II.',, a son, Aesch., Eur. :

—

, , a daughter, Eur.

[t], 6os contr. , , Ino, daughter of Cadmus,
worshipped as a sea-goddess by the name of Leucothea,

Od., Hes.- [f], , () fibrous, of parts of animals, Xen., ov, of the ibex (v. ), bounding, springing,
II. (Deriv. uncertain.), ov, , () a fowler, bird-catcher, Bion,

Anth. II. as Adj. catching with birdlime, Id., () to catch by birdlime.

[], ovos, , Ixion, a king of Thessaly: his name
prob. was — lkzttjs, for he was the first homicide, and
therefore the first suppliant, Pind., Aesch.', to catch with limed twigs : to catch, Anth.-, op, () setting limed twigs.-, , (^) one who uses birdlime, Anth., fut. of4.

l|ov, , e, aor. 2 of '.', , mistletoe, Lat. viscum, Arist. II. bird-

lime prepared from the mistletoe berry, Eur. 2.

metaph., Luc.-, ecus, Ep., , (4) limed, Anth.', vos, dat. ?, , the waist, Od.-, , Bacchus invoked with the cry of iw, Anth.io-', ov, {,4) violet-eyed, Luc.' [], to shoot arrows, dart, Anth. Fromio- [t], ov, (,) shooting arrows, Anth. II.

shedding venom, poisonous, Id.-, ov, (lov) dark-haired, Pind.-, 4,() violet-dark, purple, Od.- [], ov, (,) holding arrows, Horn. :

—as Subst. a quiver, Anth.
io-, is, (lov,) like the violet, purple, of the

sea, Horn.,, ev, (') violet-coloured, dark, II.lo- [], 4s, (,) mixed with poison, Anth.-, , (16s arrow ?) warlike or ill-fated, miser-
able, Horn. (Sense and deriv. both uncertain.)

iON [],, the violet, Theocr.:—once in Horn.,

the meadows were blooming
with and parsley;—but whether it is here violet or
some other dark blue flower is doubtful.,, , shaggy, epith. of the wild goat, Od. From, , the root of hair.

[], a, ov, () of or called after ,
or, the sea between Epirus and Italy,

across which Io swam, Hdt., Aesch., etc.-, ov, (4) weaving violets, Anth.' [], : pi. , also id

:

—an arrow, II., Trag.' [t], , rust, Theogn., Plat. II. poison, as
of serpents, Trag., , Ep. for , : v. els.-',, ov, violet-crowned, h. Horn., Solon, etc.

- 77609. 38I, \, , will, desire, by the will or

hest of the gods, Horn. II. = ii, for the sake

of, " Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.)

or, Interj. a cry of woe, Lat. heti ! Trag. II
like , a cry of surprise, hoi Aesch., Ar., etc., , a Jew:, a Jewess;
(sub. 777), Judaea :—, -, , Jewish : -, to side with or imitate the Jews, . T., , —, the young hair at the side of the

face, the whiskers, Od., Aesch.
lo-' [], , arrow-pourer, shooter of arrows, of

Artemis, Horn. (Prob. from 4, not from.)
[], , , () baked in the oven, Anth.-,,, (4) one who works at an oven, Luc.', , an oven orfurnace, Hdt., Ar. II. the

place of the oven, i. e. the kitchen, Ar. III. a
lantern, Id.--, Pass, to be weighed down, Aesch., Ar. From, or , () in a mouse-trap, the piece of
wood that falls and catches the mouse : generally

any weight, Pind. Hence-, , , \·) three officers at Lace-
daemon, who chose 300, to serve as a body-
guard for the kings, Xen.7-, , carrying horses, of ships used as

cavalry transports, Hdt., Thuc, etc., f.: Dep.: (tWos) :

—

to drive horses,

drive a chariot, II. : later, to ride, Hdt., Ar. 2.

Pass., of the horse, to be ridden or driven, Plat. : to

be broken in for riding, Xen. II.

to ride over a country, Plut.-,, , a horse-cock, gryphon, a fabu-

lous animal, Aesch., , , poet, lengthd. form for, Theocr., a cry of the, a parody of the boatmen's
cry() , Ar.-, , Dim. of, a pony, Xen.-, ov, , Laced, for, a com-

mander of cavalry, Xen.', f . 7),(^) to command the cavalry,

c. gen., Hdt., Dem. ; and, rj, the office of, Xen. ; and, , , of or for :

it is part of his duty, Xen. From-, , a general of cavalry, Hdt. : at Athens

there were two, with 10 under them, Ar.,, -, fern, of, a riding-

dress, Hdt., -, () riding, horse-exercise, Ar.,

Xen. 2. chariot-driving, Luc.

[], -, ov,() fit for horses, fit for

riding, Hdt., Xen. : — metaph.,

ridden by flatterers, Plut., ,,=, Luc. II. as Adj. fit

for riding, of a horse, Xen., , ,() fond of riding, Plut., -, fern, of II, Plut.-,, , the starting-post in a race, Anth., -, () a riding or driving of horses,

horsemanship, Soph., Eur. II. cavalry, Xen., a, ov, (^) of a horse or horses, Horn.,

Soph. ; . a horse-hair crest, II.
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-€, , horse-love, horse-fever, Ar.,, , () a ride on horseback or

journey in a chariot, Eur., gen. 4 Ep. rjos, , ($) a horseman, either

of the charioteer or of the hero who fights from a

chariot, II. 2. a horseman, i.e. rider, first in

Hdt. H. in Solon's constitution, the, Att.

, Horsemen or Knights, were the 2d class, required

to possess land producing- 300 medimni, and a horse,

Ar., Thuc. 2. at Sparta 300 chosen men, the King's
Body Guard, Hdt.€,, 0, = sq., Anth., , , a rider, horseman, Eur. From, f . : aor. 1 : (nrcreus) :

—

to be a
horseman or rider, to ride, Hdt., Att. :—so in Med.,
Hdt. 2. metaph. of the wind, Eur. II. to be

a trooper, serve in the cavalry, Xen. III. of a
horse, as we say ' the horse rides (i. e. carries his

rider) well,' Id., () Adv. like a horse, Aesch. II. as

on horseback, like a horsema?i, Ar.-, a, ov, (4) —), . a
chariot-road, II., , Ep. for., f., to ride or drive, Ar. From- [], , , (4) a driver of horses, one
who fightsfrom a chariot, a Knight, Horn.-, ov, () fit for horsemanship or

driving, of countries, Od.-, oi, (4\') the Mare-milkers, a Scythian
or Tartar tribe, II.- [],, , king of horsemen, Aesch., , , () of a horse or horses, Hdt.,

Att. 2. of horsemen or chariots, ,
Hdt., Soph. II. skilled in riding, equestrian,

Plat. ; Ar. III. , the horse,

cavalry, Hdt., Xen. 2. a course of four stadia,

Plut. IV. Adv. -, like a horseman : Sup.-, with best horsemanship, Xen., a, ov,() of a horse or horses, Eur. ; epith.

of the Queen of the Amazons, Id. ; of Poseidon as
creator of the horse, Aesch., etc.-,, ,() shaggy with horse-hair, II.-, , , () one who fights from a
chariot, Horn. : later, a horseman, rider, Aesch. II.
as Adj.,. the tumult of the horse-fight, Id.- [], ov, gen.,() going on horse-
back, equestrian, Aesch., Soph. 2. metaph.,. great high-paced words, bombast, Ar.- [], , , () a horseman, Aesch.-,, ,() feeder of horses, Eur. II.

the at Chalcis in Euboea were a class, like

the at Athens, Lat. Equites, the Knights, Hdt.-, ov,() grazed by horses, Horn., Eur.-, , a horse-herd, horse-keeper, Eur.-, oi, crane-cavalry, Luc.-, oi, (yo\p) vulture-cavalry, Luc.-, ov, () tamer of horses, Horn.--eia [], as fern, without any masc. in use,

bushy with horse-hair, of helmets, Horn.-, , , () horse-bands, reins, Eur.-, , , (4 to bind) binding horses, Soph.

-.-, , , Dor. -, a driver or rider of
steeds, Theocr., , a horse-race or chariot-race, Ar., Thuc.-, , a chariot-road, II. 2. a race-course
for chariots, Lat. curriculum, Plat., etc.-, , a light horseman, Hdt., Adv. (^) forth from the horse, Od.

iTTirouv, Ep. g-en. and dat. dual of.-, , a horse-beetle, Ar.-, ov, travelling by means of horses, a
driver of horses, II.-, , a horse-centaur, half-horse half-
man, Xen., f., to groom horses, -
pov to groom one's beetle, Ar.

iinro-, , () a groom or esquire, who at-

tended the in war, Lat. equiso, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-, ov, () decked with horse-hair, of a
helmet, II., Soph.-, , , () equipt or furnished'
with horses, II.-, f. ,, to be superior in horse, Dem. :

—

Pass, to be inferior in horse, Thuc. Hence, , victory in a cavalry action, Xen.-, ov, tremendously steep,

a neck-breaking word, Ar.-, ov, sounding with horses, Eur.-, ov, with horse-hair crest, Ar., Anth.-, 4, () of a meadow, in which
horses take mad delight, or, swarming with horses.

Soph. II. as Subst.,, 4, , an Arca-
dian plant, which makes horses mad, Theocr. Hence-, , mad love for horses, Luc., f., to fight on horseback, Thuc, Xen., , a horse-fight, an action of cavalryy

Thuc, etc. From-, ov, () fighting on horseback, a
trooper, Simon., Luc.-, , a horse-ant : pi. ant-cavalry, Luc
iiriro-, , () guiding or keeping herses,

Soph., Eur.-, ov, (\4) busied with horses, II.", , , a horse, mare, Lat. equus, equa, Horn.,

etc. :—the pi. in Horn, are the chariot-horses,

II. :—hence is used for the chariot itself, *, e£ ,
lb. :—the art of riding, though known to Horn., was
an uncommon practice, cf. 4,. II.

as Collective Noun,, , horse, cavalry, Lat. equi-

tatus, Hdt., Att. ; always in sing., as _ a

thousand horse, Hdt. III.

the hippopotamus, Id. IV. in Compos., it

expressed anything large or coarse, as in our horse*

chestnut, horselaugh, v., etc.-, ecos, , a stable :—metaph.,» Kve-

<paia the dark stable of the Sun, i. e. the

West, Eur., , (^) the art of chariot-driving, horse-

manship, Horn. II.= II, horse, cavalry,

Orac. ap. Hdt., , ov, =, Eur., , , Ep., , () , a driver or



,
rider of horses, a horseman, knight, Lat. eques, Horn.,

Hdt., etc. II. as Adj., the horse,

the horsemen, Aesch., Soph.-£<$, , , a mounted bowman, horse-archer,

Hdt., Thuc.
^-, , a breeding or keeping of horses, esp.

for racing-, Simon., Thuc. From-, ov,() horse-feeding, abounding in

horses, Hes. II. of persons, breeding and keep-

ing race-horses, Dem., Plut.-, ,() horse-pride, i.e.. excessive pride,

Luc.-, , () fern. Adj. horse-tailed, decked
with a horse-tail, of helmets, Horn.,, a lot of horses out at grass, a troop of
horses, Hdt., Xen. II. a stable, Eur. From-, , () a horse-keeper, Plat.

iirrr-, es, () horse-like, Xen.
lirircSv, , , a place for horses : 1. a stable,

Xen. 2. a posting-house, station, Id., , a buying of horses, Xen. From
7-€,() to buy horses, Xen., Dep., late form of the pres., Mosch.", f. : Ep. 2 sing-, aor. : Dep. :

—

to press hard, oppress, II., Theocr., , Ion. for., Ion. for.
Ipeia or, Ion. for.,,, Ion. for,,., eVos, , Ion. for ).», , Ion. for.,, , acc.^Ipiv, voc.^Ipt :

—

Iris, the messenger
of the gods, II. II. as Appellat. , :

—the

rainbow, iris, in Horn., as in the Bible, a sign to men,
repots II. 2. any bright-coloured

circle as that round the eyes of a peacock's tail,

Luc. 3. the plant Iris, Theophr.
tpov, , Ion. for:—, for., Ion. and poet, for Up6s.-, , Ion. for., , Ion. for.

[], , gen., acc., nom. pi. Ives, dat. or

:— muscle, esp. muscle at the back of
the neck, 11. :—in pi. the muscles, Horn. II.

strength, force, Lat. vis, Horn. :—in periphr. like,
h the strong Telemachus, Od., etc.-, ov, like an angel, . T.- [], ov, like a brother, Eur., f. :—Pass., aor. : pf.

:

() :
—to make equal, to balance, of a person hold-

ing scales, II. ; tV., to equalise them, Arist. :

—Med. to make oneself equal to another, II.,, Comp. and Sup. of., Dor. for.-, ov, equal in the race : neut. pi. as Adv.,
Anth., they went, Ep. 3 pi. impf. of (ibo). II.

they knew, Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of., Dor. 3 pi. of.-, ov, worth its weight in silver, Aesch.- [], ov, equal in number.

[], Dor. 2 sing, of.
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[t], Ep. 3 sing. impf. med. of., Dor. 3 sing, of.-,.-,,() equalfreedom ofspeech,

equality, Hdt., Xen.-,, , , of the same age with, Xen., / know, only in Dor. forms,,,,, Theocr.-, es, (*) —, Eur., ov, poet, for, Anth., know, imperat. of. II., be, imperat.

of (sum)., , , v." II.,, ,( ) Isthmian, Thuc., ,() anything on the neck, a necklace,

Od. II." (sc. ), , the Isthmian
games, holden on the Isthmus of Corinth, Ar., etc., a, ov, or os, ov, Isthmian, Soph., Adv. fro?n the Isthmus, Anth.; and, Adv. on the Isthmus, Anth. ; and, Adv. on the Isthmus, ap. Plut. From, , ,( ibo) a neck (v.) : any narrow
passage : esp. a neck of land between two seas, an
isthmus, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 2. was the

Isthmus of Corinth, Hdt.-, es, () like an isthmus, Thuc.
[t], 7), , of ov for Isis :—fem.,, ,

Anth. From, , gen.", Ion., dat. ", .^:—
Isis, an Egypt, goddess, answering to the Greek De-
meter, Hdt.,, Ep. for, he said, he spake, Od. ; 1

pers. in Theocr., =', to make like, Od. ;, speaking many lies he
made them like truths, i. e. seemed to speak truth,

lb. II. to think like, II. : absol.,

every one fancied, i. e. took false for

real, Od. 2. to deem, suppose, Anth.-,,, , , equal to a king, Plut.-, ov, (ya?a) like land, Luc.-·, , (yovi)) equality of kind, Plat.-, ov, gen., godlike, Aesch.-, ov, () living on an equality, Thuc.-, ov, running equally, ofequal length, Anth.-, , () evenly balanced : equal, Anth.-, ov, equal to the gods, godlike, Horn., Att., to make equal to the gods, Aesop.-, ov, equal to the danger or risk, a wiatck

for, Thuc.-, ov, equal in property, Plut.-, es, () of equal power, possessing

equal rights with others, Hdt.- [], Dor. for-, , , like one's mother,

Theocr.-, ov,() equal in battle, Xen.-, es,() equal in size, Xen.-, ov,() with equal front, Xen.-, es, () equal in length, Plat,', f . \, to have an equal share, Thuc, Xen. ;

and, Ion. -, , an equal share, partnership,

in a thing, Thuc. From
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-fXQipos, ,() sharing equally or alike, c. gen.,

Xen. 2. coextensive, Aesch. ; yrjs' earth's

equal partner air, Soph.-, ov, =, used by Poseidon of himself

as with Zeus, II.

-oVeipos, »/, dream-like, empty, Aesch.-, uos, , , dying equally or /£>, Eur.-,() Pass. equal rights, Thuc., Ion. -, , equality of rights, the equality

of a Greek democracy, Hdt., Thuc.-, , of states, having equal rights, Scol.

Gr.-, , , like a child, as of a child, Aesch.-, ,() a span long, Anth.-, 4, () equal in the struggle, -well-

matched, Hdt. 2. generally, equivalent, Thuc.-, ov, = foreg., Luc.-, , level ground, a flat, II., Xen.-, ov, (weSov) of even surface, level or even
with, c. dat., Hdt.-, 4s,() equal in breadth, to a
thing, Thuc.-,, , another Plato, Anth.-, 4s, equal in number or quantity, to

a person or thing, Thuc.-, , like an old man, Aesch., , equipoise, equilibrium, Plat. From
-potros, ov, () equally balanced, in equipoise,

of the balance, Plat. ; metaph. of fortune, Aesch. ; of a
conflict, Eur. :—c. dat. equally matched with, Hdt.

;

so, c. gen., in equipoise with, Thuc."", , ov, Ep. and :

—

equal to, the same
as, c. dat., or absol. equal, like, Horn., etc. :

—

measure for measure,' Hdt. ; of the mixture of

wine with water, olvos 4 Comici

;

metaph., 4 not mixing half and
half, i.e. not giving titfor tat, Ar. II. equally

divided, equal, Horn., Soph. :— an equal share,

fair measure, Hdt., Soph. :

—

(sc.) votes

equally divided, Ar. 2. at Athens, of the equal
division of all civic rights, Thuc, etc. :

—

equal
rights, equality, Dem. :—also, (sc.) Thuc, etc. ; eV onfair and equal
terms, Hdt. III. of persons, fair, impartial,

Soph., Plat., etc. IV. of ground, even, level,

flat, Lat. aequus, els , of an army,
Xen. V. Adv.,, v. sub voc. :—but there are

other adverbial forms, 1. neut. sing., even
as Death, II. ; like me, lb., etc. ;

equally as before, Eur. ; followed by , . .

like as, as if, Lat. aeque ac, Soph., etc. :—absol. alike,

Id. 2. with Preps. :

—

equally, Lat. ex
aequo, Thuc. ; Dem. :

—

equally, Thuc,
etc. j—e£ Hdt., Att. :

—

, later,
Hdt., Att. VI. Att. Comp. Eur., etc.-, is, (4) with equal legs, isosceles,

Plat. 2. of numbers, that can be divided into two
equal parts, even (as 6 = 3 + 3), Id.-, ov, (') in equipoise with, equivalent
to, Plut., Luc.', , the condition of an, equality in
tax and tribute, Xen.

'.', ov, (')fulfilled alike, .,
the ally that comes to all alike, of Death, Soph.-, 4s, (4) paying alike, bearing equal
burdens : at Athens, the were a class of4, who needed no patron(), and paid

no alien-tax(), Lys., etc.,, , () equality, Eur., etc., , equality of privilege, Luc. From
!-5> ov, () held in equal honour, having the

same privileges, Plut., etc.-, () to match oneself with, be a match
for, cope with, c. dat., II.-, ov, (4) bearing or drawingequal weights,
equal in strength, Od.-, 4s,() level with the brim, Xen.-, ov, equally woolly with, Anth., , equal right to vote, Plut. From-, ov, with or by an equal number of votes,

Aesch. II. having an equal vote with others,

equal in authority, Eur., Thuc.-, ov, () of equal spirit, .
Aesch. 2. of like soul or mind, . T.

[t], f. -, () to make equal, Soph., Ar.,

etc :—Med., , i. e. used
them in like manner, Hes. :—Pass, to be made like or

equal to, c. dat., Od., Soph,,, Ep. for, inf. of., late form of', . ., etc., pres. imper. pass, of'., collat. form of', Hdt.

€, 2 pi. of.- (for-, redupl. from) : I. Causal
Tenses, to make to stand, Lat. sisto, pres.'/frrrj^i, imper.' or' : impf.', Ep. 3 sing,' :—f.-, Dor. :—aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi. for

; so aor. 1 med.. II. intr. to

stand, Lat. sto, 1. of the Act., aor. 2 Ep., 3 pi. Ep. also, [] ; imper., Dor. ; subj., Ep. 2 and 3 sing,,
(for, ),4 and for ;

opt., inf., Ep. ; part, :

—

pf.: plqpf ., Att. also ; Ion.

3 sing, : the usual dual and pi. forms of pf

.

are,,, Ion.4

;

imperat. ; subj. ; opt. ; inf.-, Ep.,, part, ,,, Ion.,, ., gen.,
acc., nom. pi., plqpf., [],,,. 2. Pass., :

imper. ', .' : impf. : .-
and in med. form ; also (from pf.)

a 3 fut., :—aor. 1 [] : pf..
A. Causal, to make to stand, set, Horn., etc. :

—

to

set men in array, post them, II., Xen. II. to

make to stand, stop, stay, check, Horn., etc. ;

to halt it, Xen. ; . to fix
them, of a dying man, Plat. ; 7. , Lat. com-
ponere vultum, Xen. III. to set up,. to

set up the loom, or to raise the mast, Horn. ; to raise

buildings, statues, trophies, etc., Hdt., Att. ;. to set him up in brass, raise a brasen
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statue to him, Dem. 2. to raise, rouse, stir up,
Horn., etc. ; to stir up strife, Od. ;

in aor. med., lb. 3. to set up,

appoint, Hdt. ; Pass.,

Id. 4. to establish, institute a festival, Id.,

Att. IV. to place in the balance, weigh, II.,

etc. ; to weigh one thing against
another, Hdt.

B. Pass, and intr. tenses of Act. to be set or placed,

to stand, Horn. :—often merely for, to be there,

Od., etc. ; with an Adv. to be in a certain state or

condition, in what a state of need

we are, Soph., etc. 2. to lie, be situated, Thuc. II.

to stand still, stop, halt, Horn. : to stand idle, II. :

to stop, cease, be at rest, lb. 2. metaph. to stand

firm, Xen. III. to stand up, rise up, II. ; of a
horse, to rear up, Hdt. 2. to arise,

begin, II. 3. in marking- Time, as

spring was beginning, Od. ; the

seventh month began, II. ; \ ,
' as one month ends and the next begins,

Od. ; the month in Horn, being divided into two parts,

and, but in the Att. Calendar, it fell

into three decads,,,, Hdt.,

Thuc. 4. to be appointed, Hdt., Ion. for :—and as prop. n. for., , {) any web, a sail, ,, to lower or furl sail, Od. ;

to keep the sails close-reefed, Ar.-, Ion. gen., , () the plough-tree or

pole, Hes.-, ,() the mast-crutch, on which the

mast rested when let down, II., 2 and 3 dual of.-, Dor. -', , a hole in the keel for step-

ping the mast, Od.-, , () the long beams of the loom, Anth.-, ov, working at the loom, Anth.', f. , (7*) to inquire into a thing, to

learn by inquiry, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; to examine, and
in pf. sense, to know, Aesch, 2. c. acc. pers. to

inquire of, ask, Hdt., Eur. :—Pass, to be questioned,

Eur. b. c. acc. pers. also to inquire about one,

Soph., Eur. 3. c. dupl. acc. to inquire of one

about a thing, Eur. 4. absol. to inquire, Hdt. II.

to narrate what one has learnt, Arist., Luc. Hence, Ion. -, , a learning by inquiry, inquiry,

Hdt., Plat. 2. the knowledge so obtained, inform-
ation, Hdt. II. an account of one's inquiries,

a narrative, history, Arist., , , of ox for inquiry : historical, Plut., , (^) anything set upright : I. a
ship's mast, or to step the

mast, Horn. :

—

a rod, pole, Hdt. II. the beam
of the loom, which stood upright, instead of lying

horizontal as in our looms, Horn. ; to

set up the beam and so begin a web, Hes. ;

to traverse the loom, because the weaver
was obliged to walk to and fro, Horn. 2. the warp
that was fixed to the beam, the web, Id.-, ov, () stretched in the loom, Ar.', f., to work at the loom, Soph. ; and

-'. 385, , weaving, Plat. From-, or , (*") a worker at the loom., 3 sing, imperat. of., Dor. for, gen. of.
or,, , , () a wise man, one who

knows right, a judge, II. II. as Adj. knowing,
Hes. ;
' knowing a thing, Soph.

[], , Dim. of, Ar.-, ov, ('",) staunching blood, Luc.,', a, ov, poet, for, thin, Od.,,. for, Ep. 3 sing, -, impf.-<xao7coi>

:

—Pass., Ep. 3 pl. pres. and impf.-,- :

—

to hold back, check, Horn. II. c. gen. to cling
to, long after, desire eagerly, Id.

[], Ep. lengthd. form of ', to check, hinder,
II. :—c. gen. to keep back from, Hes..,, , () a dried fig, Ar., , the hip-joint, Horn. 2. in pl. the fleshy
parts round the hip-joint, the haunches, hams, II.,

Hdt. (Deriv. uncertain.), f.- : aor. 1, Ion. ~r\va : () :—to make dry or withered, to dry up, Hdt., Att. :

—

metaph., to bring down a proud
stomach, Aesch. ; I refined the art

(Tragedy), Ar.-, ov,() with withered cheeks, Anth., ], , () dry, withered, lean, meagre, Ar.-, ov, (-fj) checked in one's voice, stut-

tering, stammering, Hdt., f. Att. : aor. 1 : Dep. ·.() :
—to make oneself strong, to be strong, gain

force, Xen. II. to contend stotttly, to persist

obstinately in doing, c. part., Thuc. : esp. to main-
tain stiffly, obstinately, Id., Plat. 2. to put firm
trust in a thing, c. dat., Dem. Hence, verb. Adj. one must maintain, Plat., , , () strong, mighty, Hdt., Soph.

;

strength, vigour, Thuc. ;

your strongest points, Id. :

—

hard, Aesch. 2.

obstinate, stiff, stubborn, inveterate, excessive, severe,

Hdt., Thuc. II. Adv. —, strongly, with all

force, Thuc. :

—

exceedingly , Hdt., Xen.

[], [], , (perh. akin to,) strength

of body, Att., Hes. ; a fortified place, Thuc. 2.

might, power, force, Aesch., etc. ; perforce,

Id. ; Eur. II. a force of soldiers,

Xen. Hence

[], f . [] : aor. 1 : pf,'

:

() :
—to be strong in body, Soph., Xen., etc. 2.

to be strong, mighty, powerful, prevail, Aesch., etc.

;

, . Eur. ; . to have power

or influence with one, Thuc., a form of only in pres. and impf., Ep.

inf.,

:

—to hold, check, curb, keep

back, restrain, Horn. :—c. gen. to keep from, II'., Eur.,

etc. ; also, . . )) Id. 2. intr.,

hold, stay, stop, Aesch. ; of ships, to lie at

anchor, Thuc. :—so in Pass.,', -
Od. ;

Horn. :—c. gen., to

desist from, Od. : impers., here it stopped,

Xen. II. to hold fast, hold, maintain, II.,

Soph. III. like, to hold or have in possession,
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to have, Hdt., Att. : to have a wife, Hdt. : to have a child,

Id. 2. intr., with an Adv., to be so and sot Thuc.-, , () sameness of price, fair price, Ar., Adv. of, equally, in like manner, Soph. :

Sup. Plat. II. equally, fairly, equitably,

Dem. 111. probably, perhaps, Hdt., Att.;—in

Att. often joined with av or , Soph., etc. IV.
with numerals, about, Ar., aor. of., Ion. -, , Italy, Hdt., etc. Hence, ov, , an Italiote, i. e. a Greek inhabitant

of Italy, Thuc. :—fern, -,, Adj. Italian, Id., , Italian :—as Adj., Anth., , =, whence Italy is said to be derived,

cf. Lat. vitulus.

[], , , (eT/*t ibo) headlong, hasty, eager,

readyfor anything, reckless, Lat. audax, Aesch., Dem.', Ion. ', , a willow, Lat. salix, II., Hdt..

etc. II. a wicker shield, target, Eur. Hence' [It], , ov, of willow, Lat. salignus, Hdt. ;

made of wicker, Theocr.', verb. Adj. of elpn (ibo), one must go, Plat,, 3 dual of (ibo)., ov, , =, Ar., Plat,', = Iriov, Ar., ], ,( ibo) passable, Anth., a, ov, like a cake, Anth. From
ITPION, , a cake of sesame and honey, Ar., Boeot. for, > sing-, imperat. of,
Zevs Zeus be witness J Ar., Plat,

[], vos, , a circle made of willow (cf. 4) : of
the felloe of a wheel, II. :

—

the edge or rim of a shield,

Hes., Hdt. ; the round shield itself, Eur., Xen.

[], 3 sing-, imperat. of (ibo), let him or it go,
Horn., Att., 3 dual and also pi. of (ibo).

[], , () a howling, shrieking, yelling, as of
men in pain, Orac. ap. Hdt., Soph,, , () a shouting, shout ofjoy, II. II.

a cry ofpain, shriek, Aesch., Eur., ivyyos, , () the wryneck, so called from its

cry. The ancient witches used to bind it to a wheel,

believing that, as it turned, it drew men's hearts along
with it, Xen., Theocr. 2. metaph. a spell, charm,
passionate yearning for, c. gen., Aesch., aor. , () to shout, yell, Horn. :—later to

yell or cry from grief or pain, Aesch., Soph. [, Ep.
and Pind. ; t in Soph.]

[t], ov, , () one who shouts or yells : also,

a singer, whistler, piper, Theocr., , ov, or os, ov, (,) stout, strong,
stalwart, II. :—of women, comely

,
goodly , Horn,, Ep. Adv., an old dat. of is, strongly, stoutly,

mightily, Horn,-, , (-) strong-bor?i :—as prop. n.

Iphigeneia, Agamemnon's daughter, Trag. ; called

by Horn,, a, ov, () stout
, fat, goodly, of sheep, Horn,, Dep. =sq., Anth., () to fish, angle, Ep. impf.

Od. ; c. acc. to fish for, Ep. 3 sing,. Ib. II.

to sport, of fish, Hes.

, ecus, , =, Anth.', f., to strike fish, Anth. From-, ov,() striking fish, ., of

the trident, Aesch. 2. as Subst. a fisher, angler,
Anth. II. pass.,. a spoil of spearedfish, Id.-, ov,() fish-eating, Anth., , Dim. of, a little fish, Anth.-, ov,() holding fish, Anth., , ,() fishy, scaly, i.e.. foul, dirty, Ar.-, 4s, (ei5os) fish-like, offishes, Hdt.,, ev,() full offish, fishy , Horn. II.

consisting offish, Anth.-,, , (-) a fisherman, Anth.- [], ov, , () plague offish, of a fish-

eater, Ar.-, ov, feeding fish : full offish, Plut.-, ov, (~) fish-eating ;

—

01.
the Fish-eaters, a tribe on the Arabian Gulf, Hdt.-&, 4s,() piercing fish, Anth.' [], [], : acc., later : voc.:
— pi., acc., contr. :

—a fish, Horn.,

etc. II. in pi., oi the fish-market, Ar.-,, , a stealer offish, Anth.- [], ov, =-yos, Anth., es, =, full offish, Hdt., , ov, () following on the track, h. Horn., , () a casting about for the scent, of

hounds, Xen.-, ov, , one who pursues the track, Anth., ovos, , () the tracker : an Egyptian
animal of the weasel-kind, which hunts out crocodile's

eggs, the ichnetimon, Pharaoh's rat, Arist., €, , a tracking, Xen. ; and, ov, , a tracker, . a hound that
hunts by nose, Anth. II. ==, Hdt., f. , () to track out, hunt after, seek

out, Soph., Eur. : metaph., . seeking

for the vote of condemnation, Ar. 2. . to

hunt the mountains, Xen., , () a track, trace, footstep, Horn,-', , a kind oifetter or trap, Anth.", eos, , a track, footstep, Od., Hdt., etc. :

metaph. a track, trace, clue, Trag. 2. poet, a
foot or leg, Eur.-', f., to examine the track, Aesch.' [t],, , ichor, the etherial juice, that flows

in the veins of gods, II. ;—Ep. acc. for/, Ib. :

later blood, Aesch.

, , gen. [t], nom. pL ?7res : () ;
—a worm

that eats horn and wood, Od., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 1 of., subj. of (ibo)., contr. for, imper. of., an exclamation of joy, as in Lat. to triumphe

!

Trag. 2. of grief or suffering, oh I Ib.

[],, , acc., voc. To? Aesch. :

—

Io, daughter
of Inachus, Hdt., etc., —, Aesch., Boeot. for '., , shelter, iaryp under shelter from the

north-wind, Od. (Deriv. uncertain.), , {) any loud sound : the shout or cry of



men, . ; the sound of the lyre, Od. ; of the wind, of

a fire, II., , () rout, pursuit, . :

—

is personified

lb. :—metaplast. acc. (as if from ), lb.",, 6, Ion, the son of Xuthus (or Apollo) and
Creiisa, from whom sprung- the Ionian race, Hdt. :

—

ol' the Ionians, etc. Hence, Boeot. for yy., as, , () a violet-bed, Lat. violarium, Ar., , ov, Ionic, Ionian, i. e. effeminate, Ar., the letter iota, proverb, of anything very small,

the smallest letter, a jot (the Hebr. yod), . T.
[t], ^), II., Hes.

K.

., , Koiriro, , indecl., tenth letter in Gr. alphabet

:

as numeral '= 20, but ,/c = 20,000:

—

is the tenuis

guttural mute, related to the medial y and the aspir. .
Changes of in the Gr. dialects : 1. Ion. re-

places , as for

:

—it represents , as , etc., for, etc. ; so, —, Lat. equus. 2.

Dor. « is interchanged with , as for€ K€?VOS., Dor. for Ion. , = Att. >, Ar., etc., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ep. for, aor. 2 part, of.,, the Cabeiri, divinities worshipped in Lemnos
and Samothrace, reputed to be sons of Hephaestus or

Vulcan, from their skill in working metals, Hdt., Ep. for before y, Kay y6vv for, yovv, II., ov, () fitfor burning, dry, Hom.,Theocr., later form for, Babr.-&, to laugh aloud, Lat. cachinnari, in Ep.
forms, 3 pi. ayaK II. ; part,,-
Horn. (Like, formed from the sound.), late form of.

[], crasis for iyca., Ep. for before , Od. ;

Hes. ; ' ° by tmesis for , Od., crasis for ., Ep. for, 3 dual aor. 2 of., Ep. for, aor. 2 part. fern, of.-, 6, Dim. of, an urn or box : there were
two, in which the dicasts placed their votes of guilty or
not guilty, Ar., a, ov, Cadmean, Hes., Trag. ; poet. -, Pind., Soph., Ion. for, , ov :

—-, oi, the Cadmeans or ancient inhabitants of
Thebes, Horn., etc. ; also, . :

—

the citadel of Thebes, Xen. :—proverb., a
dear-bought victory (from the story of the, or
that of Polynices and Eteocles), Hdt.,, fern, of, h. Horn., Hes. ; also

in Att., Thuc.-, , ^'^) Cadmus-born, Trag., 6, Cadmus, Od., Hes. : son of the Phoenician
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king Agenor, brother to Europa, founder of Boeotian
Thebes. Cadmus brought from Phoenicia the old
Greek alphabet of sixteen letters, hence called,
or- y (Hdt.) j which was afterwards in-

creased by the eight (so called) Ionic,.
[], ,( ?) a jar or vessel for water or

wine, Lat. cadus, Hdt., etc. 2. a liquid measure,
=, Anth. II. an urn ox box for collecting
the votes, like, Ar., Dor. for., -, fern, from, a Carian woman, II. II.
Adj. fern. =-, Carian, Hdt., aor. 2 pass. part, of :—, Ep. for, inf.

[], Adv., for' a, according as, just as, Xen. :

—

so, Ion., Hdt., Ar.,etc. :—strengthd.,

, Ion. , like as if, exactly as, Hdt.,
Plat. ; &v Dem. ; Plat., etc.-, f. Att. : Ion.- :

—

to devote, dedicate,

offer to a god, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—of a burnt
offering, Hdt. :

—

to make offerings to the manes, Lat.
parentare, Luc. II. generally, to burn,-

Hdt. :

—

to btirn a dead body, and
even to bury, Plut. :—so, '

whose mangled bodies dogs have buried,
i. e. devoured, Soph. Hence, , funeral rites, Lat. parentalia, Luc.-, f . Att., to purify, hallow, Luc. :—Pass.,^, i. e. has been burnt on
the funeral-pyre, Eur. II. to offer as an expiatory
sacrifice, Id., , bloodstained, bloody, Eur. From--, f . , to make bloody, sprinkle or stain
with blood, Aesch., Eur.-, = foreg., Eur., Ar.-, ov, () bloodstained, bloody, Eur., ecus, ,() a pulling down, rasing
to the ground, Thuc, Xen. : destruction, . T.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be put
down, Thuc., , , a putter down, overthrower, Thuc;
and, , 6v, to be taken or achieved, Thuc. From-', Ion. -: f. , : f. 2 : aor. 2, inf. :—Pass., aor. 1 : pi.- :

—to take down, we lowered
sail, Od. ; .& to take a load down, i. e. off one's

shoulders, Ar. :—-Med., to take

down one's bow, Hdt. 2. to put down or close the

eyes of the dead, Horn. 3. of sorcerers, to bring

down, Lat. caelo deducere, Ar., Plat. 4.

ya- (in tmesi) may earth swallow

me ! Eur. II. to put down by force, destroy, Od.,

Trag. : simply to kill, slay, Eur. 2. in a milder

sense, to put down, reduce, Hdt., Dem., etc : to

depose, dethrone, Hdt. ; . to remove it

utterly y Thuc. 3. to rase to the ground, pull

down, , Id. ; a part of the walls,

Xen. 4. to cancel, rescind, Thuc. 5.

as Att. law-term, to condemn, Soph. 6. to reduce

in flesh, Plut. III. to overpower, seize,

(in tmesi) Od. ; . to

C c 2
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—

catch in the act of folly, Soph. : c. gen. partis, .
to seize by the ears, Theocr. IV. to fetch

down as a reward or prize, or-
Plut. : metaph. to achieve, Pind. ; so in Med.,', ,. Eur. ; in Pass.,

Hdt. V. more rarely like the simple, to take

and carry off, seize, Id.

: f. : aor. : Med., f.-
: aor. :—Pass., aor. :

pf. : () : I. of the person or

thing- purified, to make pure or clean, cleanse, clean,

purge, Od. :

—

to purge, clear

a land of monsters and robbers, Soph. 2. in

religious sense, to cleanse, purify, \~\
purified it by fumigating with sulphur, II. ; .. to purify him from blood, Hdt. ; .

Id. :—Med. to purify oneself, get purified, Id. ; ol, Plat. :—so Pass.,

Id. 3. to prune a tree, i. e. clear it of superfluous

wood, . T. 4. metaph., =, like our vulgar

phrase ' to rub down,' Theocr. II. of the thing

removed by purification, to purge away, wash off or

away, II. ; Od. ; Aesch. III. c.

dupl. ace, ^ cleanse Sarpedon

of blood, wash the blood off him, II. :—Pass.,

Hdt.-, f.- : aor. - : Dep. :

—

to

leap down, Xen. : metaph. of a storm, to rush down, II.-, Adv. on the whole ; divisim*.-, Adv. once for all, Od., Dem. :—then, like, once for all, absolutely , Dem.€,, -irepavei, v. sub., , , bound with, equipt with a thing, c.

dat., Ar. From-, Ion. -, f. :

—

to fasten, fix or put
upon, Soph. ; so, . Eur. ,·

Xen. :—Pass., (pf. part.) fastened
with a halter, i. e. hung, Soph. 2. to dress, clothe,

in Med., -fj )> Eur. 3. intr.

in sense of Med. (n), to lay hold of, tiv0s . . II.

Med., , in good or bad sense,

as, y or-
do thou accost or address him with gentle words,

Horn.
; or, assailing or

attacking . . , Od. : also without qualifying words, to

accost or assail,

Id. 2. c. gen. to assail, attack, tipbraid, Hdt.,
Att.

;—also, like Lat. antestari,
appealing to them, Hdt. 3. to lay hold of,-
vidos Solon ; Theocr., and, ov, () of persons,
cleanly, neat, nice, tidy, Lat. mundus, Arist. :—Adv.- or ^, Xen., etc., one must keep oneself clean, Luc., f. ,() to be clean or pure, Plat. :

—c. gen. to be clean or free from guilt, Plut. ; also,

.
' (sc. ) Plat. ; also,.

to be pure or clear in mind, Ar., f . Att. ,() to make clean, to cleanse,
. T. :—Pass, to be or become clean from disease, lb.

;

and of the disease, to be purged away, lb., —.

^.,, , cleanliness, purity, Hdt., Xen., , later form for, . .,,,() that vihich is thrown away
in cleansing ; in pi. the offscourings, refuse of a sacri-

fice, Aesch. 2. metaph. a castaway, outcast, Ar.,

Dem., etc. II. in pi. =, purification,

Eur. III. purified ground,
within the hallowed space, Ar.-, f. , to join or fit to, Eur., ,() a cleansing, purification from
guilt, Soph. :—hence, a means of purification, puri-

fying sacrifice, atonement, expiation,

to make him an atonement for

his country, Hdt. ;
by puri-

fying rites, Aesch. ; avert

their wrath by purification, Soph. ;
to

offer a purifying sacrifice, Eur. 2. applied to rites

of initiation, Plat., Dem.""', , . 1. clear of dirt, clean, spotless,

unsoiled, Od., Hdt., Eur. 2. clear, open, free,

(sc.) in a clear, open space, II. ;

to leave the way clear, Soph. ; ,
of a river whose course is clear and open, Hdt. ; -

the hindrance was cleared away,
Id. :—c gen., - clear of the

marks, Id. 3. in moral sense, clear from shame or

pollution, pure, Od. : esp. clear of guilt

or defilement, clean, pure, Theogn., Aesch. ;

Hdt. :—so, of persons purified after pollution,

. Aesch. ; of things,,,, Id., Eur. :—c. gen. clear of orfrom a
charge, .,,, etc., Horace's

sceleris purus, Plat., Xen. 4. opp. to,
clear of admixture, clear, pure, of water, Hdt., Eur.

;

so, . , Pind. ; . Hdt. ;

Theocr. 5. of birth, opp. to, pure,

genuine, Pind., Eur. ;, . e. who were citizens of pure blood,

Thuc.:^

—

a real, genuine saying, Id. 6.

without blemish, the sound
portion of the army, Hdt. 7. clear, exact,

if the accounts are clear, exactly bal-

anced, Dem. II. Adv., Hes. ;

to be of pure blood, Hdt. 2. with clean

hands, honestly, Theogn., Plat. 3. clearly, plainly,

Ar.
;, Id., Plat. Hence,, , cleanness, purity, in moral sense,

Plat.-, f. or, to snatch down, Eur., ov,() cleansing from guilt or defile-

ment, purifying, Hdt., Soph. :—of sacrifice,

Aesch. ; , Eur. 2. c. gen., .
cleansing or purifying from blood, Aesch. ; but, .

purifying them, Eur. II. as Subst.,"-
(sc.),, a purifying sacrifice, Aeschin. :

—

hence, purification, Hdt.,, ,() a cleansing from guilt or

defilement, purification, Lat. lustratio, Hdt., Plat., , , () a cleanser from guilt or

defilement, purifier, Soph., Ar., etc. Hence, , , for cleansing ov purifying, Plat.€, fut. of.
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-', , a seat, . - a hare's seat or form,
Xen. II. the posture of sitting, rrj

while they were sitting idle, Thuc.-' : impf. (as if the Verb were not

a compd.), Xen. : f. : aor. part, -
: Dep. :

—

to sit down, take one's seat, Horn.,

rag. 2. to sit as suppliants, Eur., Thuc. 3.

to sit down in a country, encamp, Thuc.', Ep. for, aor. of., Ep. for, 3 pi. impf. of., aor. 2 of., pf. pass, of., pf. pass., used impers. it is ordained to

one's ruin, Plut., Luc.--, Ion.- : aor. :

—

to shut in,

enclose, confine, imprison, Od., Hdt., Att., for ' els, one by one, els, for '
eVa,N.T., aor. of. II., 3 pi. aor. 2

of., v..', verb. Adj. of, one must keep back,

Plut.-, , , (-) to be held back or checked,

Dem. : to be retained, Plut., aor. 2 of.-, Ion.-, f. , to wrap with
bandages, enfold, swathe, Hdt. :—Pass.,

(Ion. 3 pi. plqpf.), they have their

legs swathed in rags, Id.-, f.-| Ar. and- : aor. 1 :

pf.- :—Pass., aor. 1- : pf .--
: 1. of ships, to draw them to the sea, launch

them, Lat. deducere, Hdt., Att. 2. to draw down
or depress the scale, Ar., Dor.-, aor. 2 part. fern, of., fut. 2 of :—, aor. 2 part., Ep. 1 pi. aor. 2 of., for' , one by one., to clothe, v..,, ,() a holding, retention, Thuc.', fut. of.-, aor. 1, to creep down, Ar., Xen., imperat. aor. 2 of., poet, for, aor. 1 of., sync, for, pi. pf. of -
., Adv. part. pf. act. of, steadily,

calmly, Arist., fut. 3 of, with intr. sense,, , , syncop. for, pf. part.

pi. neut. of., ov, () let down, of a fishing-line,
Anth., verb. Adj. one must sleep, Plat. From-, Ion.- : impf., Att. also-

and : f .\ '.—to lie down to

sleep, sleep, Horn., etc. :

—

(part,

neut.) from a sleeping state, Plat. II. metaph. to

lie asleep, lie idle, Aesch., etc. :—also of things, to

sleep, lie still, be at rest, Eur.-, f. -, to discover, Luc. :— Pass.,
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she wasfound in the act of adorn-

ing, Soph.
%

;

-,., mock at,La.t. illudere,c. gen.,Od.-', f.-, to boil down, Ar. II. metaph.

I

to soften, temper, Xen.

I

, Att. for, 2 sing, of.-, ovos, , , a leader, a guide, Hdt.-, Ion.-- : f. : Dep. :

—

to go be-

fore, act as guide, lead the way, absol., Hdt., Thuc. ; ol

the guides, Hdt. :— c. dat. to guide a
person, Id. 2. c. acc. rei, to go before and teach

a thing, to explain, expound, Id. 3. c. gen.,.
to begin the discourse, Plat. 4. to be the

first to do, to establish, institute, Hdt.j --
I will not begin establishing

this law, Id.--',., to squander in hcxziry,Xen., Plut., aor. 1 of.-, Ion. -, f. -, to have come or gone
down, esp. to fight, Aesch. 2. to come down
to, come or reach to, Hdt. 3. to have come to

any one, is the turn of speak-

ing came to us, Aeschin. 4. of Time,] the time is come, Xen. ;) when [the time] appointed by the law comes,

Dem. II. to be meet, fit, proper,

Soph.; at.- the regidar, proper days,

Dem. 2. impers., it belongs to me,
beseems me, c. inf., whose duty
it is to assemble, Xen. :—in part., ,, Ion. , that which is meet, fit

or proper, one's due or duty, Hdt., Xen. ; also the

present state of things, circumstances, Hdt.-, f. , to bring the sun down upon, to il-

luminate, Anth.-, f., to nail on or to, Plut.-, Ion. - ; 2 sing, or, Ion.

3 pi. : imper. or, 3 sing,-
; opt. ; inf. ; part,:

—impf., Ion. 3 pi. ; but also with-

out augm., or ; Ion., Ep.

3 pi., Ion. :
—to be seated, Horn.,

etc. 2. to be seated in court, Ar. ; oi

the judges, the court, Thuc, etc. 3. to sit still,

sit quiet, Lat. desidere, Horn., Hdt. : in bad sense,

to sit or lie idle, II., etc. 4. of a besieging army,

to sit down or lie before a place, Eur., Thuc. 5. to

lead a sedentary life, Hdt., Aesch., etc. 6. of

people, to be settled, Hdt.-', Dor. --, , ov, day by day, daily(3 ), Eur. :—later also, , ,
Plut. II. on this day, Soph.,, aor. 1 inf. and part, of., inf. of., imper. of :—, 3 sing. impf., impf. of.-, f. [], Causal of, to make to

sit down, Od., Eur. :—Pass, to sit down, settle, Ar. ;

. - to take one's seat in Argos, Theocr.
^

2.

to consecrate, dedicate : so in aor. 1 med.-
and pf. pass,-, Eur.-, f. , to sacrifice, offer, Plat., Arist.
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-, Ion.-, f. :

—

to dedicate, devote,

hallow, Hdt., Att. Hence, ecos, , a dedication, Aeschin., Plut.- [], to sit down, they

went to the council and took their seats, Od. ;

is . Aesch.-, Ion.-: impf. or, Att.

(as if the Verb were not a compd.) :—f . Att. Xen.,

Dor. :—aor. , Ep. II., Att. also, Ion., Ep. part,, Dor. :

—another aor. is or-:—Med., impf.-
: f., later

:

—aor. -
: I. Causal, to make to sit down, seat, II.,

Hdt. ; els Xen. 2. to set or place,

Horn. ; to encamp it, Eur., Thuc. b.

to set or place for any purpose, post, Od. ;, to set guards, Hdt., Xen. 3. to

set up, Pind. 4. to make an
assembly take their seats, Od. ; . to

hold the court, Ar. 5. to put into a certain con-

dition, . to set him a-\veeping, Plat.

;

also, . to make him weep, Xen. II.

intr., like, to sit down, be seated, take one's

seat, sit, Horn., etc. :—c. ace, .,,
(as we say 'to sit a horse'), Eur. 2. to sit at

meals, Lat. discumbere, Xen. 3. to sit as judge,
Hdt., Dem. 4. to sit down in a country, en-

camp, Thuc. 5. to settle, sink in, Plat. III.

the Med. is also used in intr. sense, II., Theocr., etc.

;

to take their seats (in the theatre), Dem.-, Ion. -: f.: aor. , Ep.-
): pf. :

—

to send down, let fall, Lat. demit-
tere, Horn., etc. ; [] is vrjas ( pi. aor. 2)

we let down, lowered the sails, Od. ; .
Hdt.; . to let down a sounding-line,

Id. ; to sound, Plat. ; let down
his legs, of one who had been lying down, Id. ; .
to let down one's pike, bring it to the rest, Xen. ; .
Tens to let down the oars, so as to stop the ship's

way, Thuc. :—rarely of striking,

eyxos Eur. ; sank on their knee, Id. :

—

Pass, to come down, of a cow's udder, Hdt. ;

. the walls were carried down to the water,
Thuc. 2. to send down into the arena, enter for
racing,, Id. ;

has entered this plea, Dem. 3. to set at, Lat. im-
mittere, Luc. :—Pass, to be put in motion, -

is Hdt. II. seemingly
intr. (sub.), to swoop down like a wind, Ar. ; of
rivers, to run down, Plat. ; . els to sink on the
knee, Plut.

[], 2 sing. aor. 2 of.-, Ion. -, f. , to beg earnestly,
Eur. 2. to offer earnest prayers, Hdt.-, f . -, aor. 2- : Dep. :

—

to

come down to : metaph. to reach, touch,

Od. ; hast touched my heart,

II. ; came down upon my head,
Soph.- [t], f. \, to let down by a rope, Ar., Dor. aor. 1 subj. of:—, part,-, f., Dep. to ride down, over-

—.
run with horse, Hdt. 2. to ride down, trample
under foot, Aesch.-, f. , = 2, Eur., = Lys. :—also, . ., . in Causal sense; of Act., pres.,

impf., fut. ; of Med., the aor. i, and sometimes pres. :

-

—

to set down, place, II. ; stop it,

bring it to land, Od. ; . to station it, before

starting for the race, Soph. :—Med.,[])-
steadied the sails, h. Horn. 2. to bring

down to a place, Od., etc. :—to restore, is .
Eur. :—Pass., would not

be returned, Thuc. 3. to bring before a magistrate

or king, Hdt. II. of soldiers, to set in order, to

set as guards, Xen. 2. to ordain, appoint, Hdt.,

etc. :—in aor. 1 med. to appointfor oneself, establish,

institute, Hdt., Aesch. b. esp. of political consti-

tutions, to settle, establish, Eur., etc. ; ., Lat. constituere rempublicam, Plat., etc. :—

-

so in Med., yijs Aesch. ;

. Thuc. 3. to bring into a
certain state,. is Eur. ; .. is, is, is Thuc. ; so, . Tobs

Xen. :—also, . is to present

himself for trial, Thuc. 4. to make or render so and
so, . Soph. ; &\\. :—rarely c. inf.,. to make him fly, Id. :—Med., -

Id. 5.' to get one's

living by most unhallowed deeds, Hdt. 6. to make,
continue, Aesch. ; so in Med., Id.

B. intr. in aor. 2, pf., and plqpf. of Act. (also in

fut.) , and in all tenses of Med. (except aor.

1), and all of Pass. :

—

to be set, set oneself down, settle,

arrive, is Hdt., Soph. b. to come before

another, stand in his presence, Hdt. ; eVi

Thuc. 2. to be set as guard, Hdt., etc.

:

to be appointed, Eur., etc. 3. to stand quiet, be calm,

of water, Ar. ; so, Id. ;

abated, Hdt. ; so, of persons, com-
posedly, Aesch.; middle age,

Thuc. 4. in pf . to come into a certain state, to become,

and in aor. 2 and plqpf. to be, Hdt., etc. ;

being in a good state, Id. ;

; in what case are ye ? Soph. ;

(sc. ) from its first com-
mencement, Thuc. 5. to be established or insti-

tuted, to prevail, exist, Hdt., etc. : in pf. part., ex-

isting, established, prevailing,

Id.; Soph.;

the present state of life, Id. ; so, , ex-

isting laws, customs, Hdt. 6. Pass, to stand
against, oppose, Hes., Adv. for ' ', =, in so far as, according
as, Lys., etc. II. so that, Plat,--, f ., to guide, Plut.-, Ion. -, , a going down, descent,

Luc. : a way down, Id. II. a coming back,

return, Eur., Thuc. ; of an exile, Hdt., Thuc.-, (oAos) as Adv. on the whole, in general,

for ' , Arist., etc. ; , not at all,

Dem.



—

-,, £. ^, to conciliate by daily intercourse,

to win thefavour of, Arist.-, f.], to confess or allow, esp. to one's

detriment, Plat. II. to promise, vow, Luc. 2.

to betroth, Plut.-, f . Att. , to equip or armfully, -, Aeschin. :—Pass, to be so armed, Xen. II.. having taken arms against
dishonour, Soph. Hence, ecus, , a mode of arming, armour, Xen.-, Ion.- : impf., Ion. 3 sing, -: pf. :— also from the Root , f.

: pf . : aor. 1 :—for the

aor. 2, v. :

—

to look down, II., Hdt. ; so hi

Med., IL II. c. acc to look down upon,
Theogn., etc. 2. to have within

view, to perceive, Hdt., Ar., etc. 3. to look to,

observe, Pind., Ar. 4. to explore, . Hdt.-, =, Anth»-, f. Att. , to bring a ship into harbour,

bring to anchor, Plut. :—Pass., with aor. 1 med., to

come into harbour, put in, Thuc. 2. metaph., is

hast brought thyself

to such miseries, Aesch.-, Med. to dedicate, Eur. :—Pass.,

Ar. 2. . to purify , Plut., for ' ', in so far as, inasmuch as,

Thuc., Ion., for ' , in what manner,
Hdt., Thuc., aor. 2 med. imper. of. II. imper.

of.-, Ion. -, f. Att. , to treat despitefully,

to insult or affront wantonly , Soph., etc. ; also

Id. :—Pass., absol., to wax wanton, Id.- [], ov, () full ofwater, ,
poet, for water itself, Soph.-, f. , to overshoot completely, Ar.-, poet, before a vowel - : Ion. -

: Adv. :

—

from above, down from above, Horn.,

etc. :—c. gen., . Od. 2. on the top or

upper side, above, lb. ; . floats atop, II. :

—

to denote geographical position, lb.

;

c. gen., above, i. e. north of, Chios,

Od. ; . . the upper country, i. e. further inland,

. Hdt. ; , properly,

of a wrestler who falls atop of his opponent ; hence,

to have the upper hand of, Id. II. of Time,

before, c. gen., Id.

-uirepTcpos, a, ov, Ion. --, , ov, Comp. Adj.:() :

—

above : metaph. having the tipper hand,
superior, . Hdt., Thuc, etc. : c. gen.,

. Xen. :—neut. as Adv.,
=, Theocr. :— Sup.', , ov,

highest, iv yrjs Hdt.-, strengthd. for-, Luc.-, Ion. -, f. , to be fast asleep, fall
asleep, Hdt., Xen.:— Pass., pf. part,

asleep, Hdt.- [tl, f.-, Dep. to subdue by

histrionic arts, Dem. II. c. inf. to pretend to

be some one else, Luc.

.€. ^qi-, f., to come far behind, Plut. : absol.

to be behind-hand, Menand.-, f.-, to give up treacherously, Dem.;. ayuiva to conduct it treacherously, compromise
it, Dem. ; so also in Med., with pf. pass., Id. II.

Med., to give way to any one, Xen.-, ., =, Hdt., .. II. how, . ., crasis for al., Conjunction, used in two principal senses, either

copulative, to join words and sentences, and, Lat. et

;

or making a single word or clause emphatic, also, even,

Lat. etiam.
A. copulative, and, merely joining words or sen-

tences, Lat. et, while T€ answers to que, Horn., etc. : to

combine more closely, re . . , . . are used,

€ 4$ both bears and lions, etc. ; often to add
epithets after, II. ;

Dem., etc. :

—

all the gods, and
above all Zeus, Aesch. ; . . ,

. . , ., :
—

worth little or nothing, Plat. II. in questions, to

introduce an objection, . . ; but how . . ? nay
how can it be? Eur., etc.:—also =, and yet,

Ar. III. after words implying sameness or like-

ness, must be rendered by as, like Lat. atque or ac
after aeque, perinde, simul,

the same opinion as you, Hdt. ; or . . ,

Soph., etc. : in Att., . . , . . answer to the Lat.

cum, turn, not only, but also, Plat., etc*

B. influencing single words or clauses, also, even,

Lat. etiam, then let life also

forsake me, i. e. life as well as all other goods, II. ;

they also, they likewise, Xen. ;

Plat., etc., gen. Dor. , , a pit at Sparta, into which

criminals were thrown, like the Athen., Thuc,
Plut. (Lacon. word.)

yap,for truly, to confirm a proposition, Lat. etenim,

Horn., etc. :—also yap for of a surety, II. ;

pa lb. ; yap, , Lat. etenim pro-

fed, Plat., etc.

, but also, Horn.

, nay further, Hdt.

el, by crasis, even if, although, Horn., crasis for ., , , the north-east wind, Ar., v. sub 1 1. 2., f. Att. , () to make new : hence,

and the house has something strange

about it, Soph.; try on thy new yoke,

handsel it, Aesch. ; . to offer new, strange

prayers, Eur., , the New Court, at Athens, Ar.-, ,() newly suffered: unheard of,

Soph.-, ,() newly put together, new-

made, Aesch.-, ov, () new to misery, Aesch.-', f . (>, to make new, to bring about new

things, to make changes, innovate, Luc. :—Pass.,

; what new-fangled, strange words

art thou using ? Soph. Hence
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Hdt. ; to bring

news, Aesch.; ; Dem.; in

s

(sc.) anew, afresh, Lat. de novo, Thuc. :—esp.

of dramas produced for the first time, Aeschin.,

Dem. II. newly-invented, new-fangled, novel,

Eur., etc. ; . strange gods, Plat. ; in-

novations, Xen. ;

he introduced as little of anything new as

others, Id. ; the unforeseen turn
which war often takes, Thuc. III. . =
novus hotno, Plut.-, ov, of a new tomb, Anth., , , () newness, freshness,

Plut. 2. novelty, Thuc, etc., f. ), () to cut fresh into, in

mining-, to open a new vein, Xen. II. metaph.
to begin something new, institute anew, Ar. : absol.

to make innovations in the state, Lat. res novare,

Arist. ; also, . Plat. ; and, , innovation, Plut. 2. novelty, Id.-, ov, () innovating, Arist.

-, to begin something new, ;

what new plan art thou meditating ? Eur. ; . yov
to speak new, strange words, Id. : to make innovations,

Xen. ; and, , innovation, Isocr. From-, , (*) producing changes : . a
novelty, Luc., f. , () to make new, innovate

:

—
Pass., of political changes, Thuc. ; -

to have their minds revolutionised, Id. II.
=, to use for the first time, to handsel, Hdt.

€, and now perhaps, Horn.
KAI'NVMAI, 3 sing. impf. : pf., Dor.

(as pres.) : 3 sing, plqpf. (as impf.) :

Dep. 1—to surpass, excel, ' vrja

he surpassed mankind in steering, Od.

;

' he excelled all the

Hellenes in throwing the spear, lb. ;

surpassed them all in knowledge, lb. : esp. in

part., excellent in wiles, lb. :

Hes. ; is well furnished
with, Eur., and now, even now, Horn., f. : aor. 2, inf . Dor.:
pf. :—collat. form of, to kill, slay, Trag.,
Xen., although, albeit, mostly with a part.,

Od. ; often divided, \
II. ; lb. ; in Trag., with

added, Id., etc., ., to make a transition, and so, II., a, ov, and , ov : ( ) : I. of

Place, in or at the right place, hence of parts of the
body, , in a vital part, II. ; also,

of wounds, ,
Aesch. ; is sometimes omitted, Hdt. :

—

Adv. -, mortally, Aesch. II. of Time,
in season, seasonable, timely, opportune, Hdt., Trag.,
etc. ; timely circumstances, opportunities,

- KaKayyeXog.

Thuc. 2. lasting but for a season, Anth. 3.

Adv. -, in season, seasonably , Aesch. : Comp.— Xen. :—so also, Soph.

(), , the row of thrums in the loom, to

which the threads of the warp are attached, Lat. licia.' (), , due measure, proportion, fitness,

Hes., etc. ; beyond measure, unduly,
Aesch., etc. ; , Lat. justo major,
Xen. II. of Place, a vital part of the body,

like , Eur. III. of Time, the right

point of time, the proper time or season of action, the

exact or critical time, Lat. opportunitas,
' time and tide wait for no man,' Pind.

;

to let the time go by, Thuc. ',

Eur. ; Thuc. ; €%eiv

to be in season, Id. :

—

, c. inf., it is time to

do, Hdt., etc. 2. adverbial usages, els or es

in season, at the right time, opportune, Hdt., etc.

;

so, €7 Dem. ;— Hdt. ;

Soph., etc. ; and, without Preps., or in

season, Att. ;—all these being opp. to ),
Plat. ; Eur. ; prematurely

,

Aesch. 3. pi., iv . at the most
critical times, Xen., etc. IV. advantage, profit,

fruit, of or fro?n a thing, Pind. ; -
; what avails it to . . ? Eur. ; . where it

was convenient or advantageous, Thuc. ; -
with the greatest odds, the most critical

results, Id.', a fern. gen. pi. in Od. 7. 107,

from the close-woven linen

trickles off the oil ;— i. e. the linen is so well-woven, that

oil does not ooze through. It seems to be for·, Ep. gen. pi. of an Adj., from A.-, f., () to watch for the right

time, Dem. :—also, to attend on, Luc.

or, and indeed, and further, Horn.,

Eur. II. and yet, to mark an objection,

; Aesch. ; ; Soph. :—also,

strengthd. Ar., old Att. [] : impf., old Att.

Ep. :—f. and : aor. 1, Ep.
or and without augm., imper., pi.

subj.] ; opt., ; inf.; Att. part., : pf. :—Med., aor. 1,
Ep. 3 pi." :—Pass., fut. 2, :—aor. 1, aor. 2 [], Ep. inf. :—pf.

: I. to light, kindle, II. ;

Od. ; Med., they lighted them a
fire, Horn. :—Pass, to be lighted, to burn, II., Hdt.,

etc. II. to set on fire, burn up, burn, Horn. 2.

to burn, scorch, of the sun, Hdt. :—also of extreme
cold (as Virg. penetrabile frigus adurit), Xen. 3.

Pass., of fever-heat, to be burnt or parched up, Thuc:
metaph. of passion, Pind., etc. III. to burn
and destroy (in war), ., . to

waste with fire and sword, Xen. IV. of surgeons,

to cauterise, to use knife and cautery,

Plat., Xen., for before , as Horn,, crasis for .-, ov, bringing ill tidings, Aesch.
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Soph., Dor. for, acc. pi. of.,-, , unmanliness, Soph., Eur.,,, Att. erases for , etc.-, ov, extremely bad, Menand., , () wickedness, vice, Eur., Ar., etc. 2.

baseness of spirit, cowardice, sloth, Aesch., Eur., to speak ill of, abuse, slander, Plat. ; and,, , evil-speaking, abuse, slander, Pind.,

Plat. :

—

an action for defamation,
Dem. ; also,, ap. Dem. From-, ov, () evil-speaking, abusive,

slanderous, Pind., Plat,-, ov, () evil-speaking, Menand., , () badness in quality, opp. to

(excellence), Theogn., Soph. :—pi. defects,

Luc. 2. cowardice, sloth, Thuc, Plat. 3.

moral badness, wickedness, vice, Plat., Xen. II.

ill-repute, Thuc. III. evil suffered, N.T., f. Att. , () to abuse, reproach, accuse,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. to make cowardly, Eur. :

—

Pass, to play the coward, II., Eur. ;

to be worsted by fortune alone, Thuc.', verb. Adj. one must bring reproach on,

Eur.,, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of., () cacare, Ar.

or, Ep. for> aor. inf. of., Ep. for, part, of., for , i. e. .
KA'KKH, , ordure, dung, Ar., v..-,, for (i. e. ),
etc., Ep. for-., crasis for .-, ov, living ill or poorly, Hdt., Xen., aor., Pass, to be ill-

advised, Eur. From-, ov,() ill-advised, Eur., Ar.- 700s, distress for her wretched brother-

in-law, Eur.-, , (-) an action forforming an
unlawful marriage, Plut. (No nom. -.), ov, gen., a bad neighbour or a neigh-

bour to his misery, Soph.-, ov,() ill-tongued, . a cry

of misery, Eur., to be tormented by an evil genius, be

like one possessed, Ar., Xen., etc. ; and, to be ttnfortunate, Xen. ; and, Ion. -, , unhappiness, misfortune,
Hdt., Xen., etc. II. possession by a demon,

. raving madness, Ar., Xen. From-, ov, gen., possessed by an evil genius,

ill-fated, ill-starred, miserable, Eur., Ar. :—Adv.
—, Luc. II. as Subst. an evil genius, Ar., to be in bad repute, Xen. ; and, , bad repute, infamy, Xen., Plat. From-, ov>() in ill repute : i. e., 1. with-

-. 39^
out fame, unknown, Theogn. 2. infamous, dis-

creditable, Eur., Xen.-, , () a bad passage (by sea\ Anth.-, ov, gen., () ill-clad, Od.-,-, Ep. for -ovpyia, -70s., , unhappy imitation, ajfectation, Luc.-, ov, imitating unhappily., Ion. -, , badness of disposition, malig-
nity, Plat., etc. II. bad manners or habits,

Xen. ; and,, , a malicious deed, Plut. From-, , (?)) ill-disposed, malicious, Ar.,

Dem. 2. as Subst., wickedness, an ill

habit or itch for doing a thing, Plat. II. of

diseases, malignant :—Adv. -, ap. Dem.,-, , (-) disorderliness, Hes.-, ov, contr. -, , evil-speaking,

slanderous, Soph.,-, , () malevolence, Plut.-, , (') evil or unhappy Ilium, Od., , base love of gain, Theogn. From,-, ,() making base gain.-, Dor.-, ov, () weak-legged

,

thin-legged, Theocr.-, , () a bad judgment, Anth.', to speak ill of, to revile, abuse, Lysias,

N.T.; and, , evil-speaking, reviling, Hdt., Xen., etc.,-, ov, () evil-speaking, Pind., Att.,-,, , , prophet of ill or evil, Aesch.-', f., to behave ill in fight, Luc.-', ov,() busied with evil, Aesch.-,,() contriving ill, deceitful,h. Horn,-, , , = foreg\, Eur., , a practising of base arts, Luc. From-, Dor.-, ov,() mischief-

plotting, mischievous, baneful, Horn.- [], ov,() imitating ill ; Adv.

-, Arist.'-, ov, () ill-fated, Anth., , ill-will, malignity, malice, Xen., Dem., , a bad system of laws and government

,

a bad constitution, Xen. From-, ov, with bad laws, ill-governed, Hdt.-, ov, contr. -, : Att. pi. :
—ill-

disposed, disaffected, Ar., Thuc, etc:

—

bearing malice

against, Xen. :—Sup. Dem.-, ov, () ill-married, of unhappy
wedlock, Eur. II. as Subst. an ill or unhappy
bridegroom, Id.-, Ion. -, ov, unfortunate in guests,

in irreg\ Ep. Comp., Od. II·

unfriendly to strangers, inhospitable, Eur., Anth.,-, ov, wise for evil, Thuc., , ill plight, distress, Thuc ; and', f ., to suffer ill, to be in ill plight, be

in distress, Thuc, Xen., etc. From-, 4s,{) suffering ill, in ill plight ;

Adv. -, miserably, Arist.,-, ov, unbecoming a maid, Anth.-,, , ,() having a mean father,

low-born, Theogn.
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Sup. Soph,', f., to do til, play the knave, Ar. : to

manage one's affairs ill, Xen. II. trans, to do

mischief to, maltreat, Id.; and, , evil-doing, injury, Isocr.
_
From-, , () ill-doing, mischievous, Pind.-, , , () unfit for toil, Arist.&-, ov, ill-fated, ill-starred, Aesch., Eur.-, , ,, , with bad feet, Xen.-', f.,() to fare ill, fail in an

enterprise, to be in ill plight, Thuc. Hence, , misadventure, failure, Thuc.--, ov,() =, Xen.-, Ion. -, , () contrivance of ill,

mischievousness, Horn,-, ov,{) telling of ill, ill omened, Aesch.-, £. , () to speak evil of, abuse,

revile, Eur., Ar.-, very filthy, Babr."', , , bad, Lat. malus : I. of persons, 1.

opp. to, mean, ugly, II. 2. opp. to,, ill-born, mean, ignoble, Horn., Soph. 3.

craven, cowardly, base, Horn., Hdt., Att. 4. bad
of his kind, i. e. worthless, sorry, poor, . a sorry

beg-gar, Od. ; . Aesch. ; . Eur. ;

bad in all things, Od. ; Soph. ;

—

c. inf., bad at learning, Id. 5. in

moral sense, bad, evil, wicked, Od., Att. II. of

death, disease, etc., bad, evil, baneful, Horn., Att.

;

of omens, bad, unlucky, Att. ; of words, evil, abusive,

Soph. ; ., i. e. the storm, Aesch.
., , and, , as Subst. evil, ill,

Od., Hdt., etc. ; having- chosen
the least of two evils, Soph. :

—

or

to do evil or ill to any one, II. ; (or)
Att.; = , Soph. 2., , also evil words, reproaches, Hdt., Trag.

C. degrees of Comparison : 1. regul. Comp.
Od., Theocr. ; but never in Att.:—irreg., ov, [with t], Horn., [with f], Att. 2. Sup., Horn., etc. :—but,, and,, are also used as Comp. and Sup.

. Adv., Lat. male, ill, II., etc. :

—

to treat one ill ; to do
one any evil, Att. ; to fare ill, Aesch.

;

Id. ; Tivt Hdt. ;, Lat. vix demum effugi, Dem. :—Comp., Hdt., Att. : Sup., Ar., etc.

E. in Compos., when added to words already
signifying something bad, it increases this property,
as in- : but added to words signifying some-
thing good, it implies too little of this property, as in-. Once or twice it stands merely as an Adj.
agreeing with the Subst. with which it is compounded,
as for ", for /cbs.-$, ov, eating badly, i. e. having no appetite,
fastidious, Plat.-, es,() with bad legs, Xen.--, es,() of a bad, mean body, Anth.-, ov, () ill-smelling, Ar.

- KdKoyLoyog.-, ov,()faint-hearted,Aesch.-, ,() a bad sowing or crop, Anth.-,, ov,with bad stomach,fastidious, Anth.,', to speak evil of, abuse, Soph. From-, ov,() evil-speaking, Eur.-, ov, ill-spread, i. e. rugged, Aesch.-~, ov, ill put together, Luc.-, ov, () using one's leisure ill, in-

dolent, lazy, Anth. II. act., . winds that
wear men out in idleness, Aesch.,', f.,() to use base arts, act

basely or meanly, deal fraudulently, Hdt., Dem., es, v. fin., , bad art : I. often in pi., forgeries,

falsifications, Plat., Dem. II. bad, base art,

Luc. From-, ov, () using bad arts or evil prac-

tices, artful, wily, II. :—irreg-. Comp. --, as from", Luc., 77x0s, ,() :

—

badness : I. of charac-

ter, baseness, weakness, cowardice, Horn., Thuc. 2.

badness, wickedness, II., Hdt., Att.;

to have been absent by malice prepense, Hdt. II.

of condition, evil condition, distress, misery, Od., Hdt., , badness of habits, mischievousness,

maliciousness, wickedness, Thuc. From-, ov, mischievous, malignant.', f ., to be unfortunate, Thuc. From-, , () unfortunate, Eur.', f.,() to do evil, work wicked-

ness, deal basely, Eur., etc. ; of a horse, to be vicious,

Xen. II. c. acc. pers. to do evil or mischief to one,

to maltreat, Eur., Plat.:

—

to ravage a country, Thuc.

:

-

—

to corrupt
, falsify , Dem. Hence,, , an ill deed, fraud, Plat., Ep. [], , the character and

conduct of, ill-doing, wickedness, villany,

malice, Od., Thuc, etc. ; of a horse, viciousness,

Xen. II. in pi. malpractices, Id.,, , , malicious, Arist. From--, Ep. -, ov, (*) doing ill,

mischievous, knavish, villanous,

importunate, Od. ; Hdt. ;

Soph. ;
Dem. 2. as Subst. a

malefactor, criminal, Thuc, etc. : esp. a thief, robber,

Dem. II. doing harm, hurtful, c. gen., .
to hurt any one, Xen.-, , () ill-treatment, ill-conduct, Plat.

;

. devastation of it, Aesch.&-&,, , ill-sounding, ill-omened, Aesch.-, ,() bad in counsel, II., Ion. -, , badness of counsel, folly, h.

Horn.', f., to bear ill-will, Aesch. From-, ov, () ill-minded, malicious, malig-
nant, Aesch., Eur. II. i?nprudent, thoughtless,

heedless, Soph., Eur.-, , () of bad natural qualities, Plat.-, ov,() rejoicing in men's ills, Hes.,-, Dor.--, ov,() difficult

to live with, Theocr.-, ov, malignantly blaming, Theogri.



~~, f.,() of persons, to treat ill, maltreat,

afflict, distress, Horn., Aesch., etc.:—Pass, to suffer ill,

he in ill plight, be distressed, Horn., etc. ;

befouled with brine, Od. 2. of thing's, to

spoil, ruin, Hdt., Thuc., Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf. of-
:—, Ep. for, aor. 2 imperat.,

and for 3 indie. :—, Ep. for-, 3 sing-, impf.

[], to damage:—Pass., in moral sense, to become
bad, behave badly, act basely, Eur. : of soldiers, to be

mutinous, Xen. II. Pass, also, to be reproached, Eur., Ep. for, aor. 1 inf. of.
[], poet, for., Adv. of (d)., , , () ill-treatment,

Xen. : a distressing, harassing, of

the crews, Thuc. 2. in Att. law, an
action for ill-usage or neglect of parents, Dem.,
etc. II. damage, misfortune, Thuc., 6, Dim. of, Ar. From~ [], , a vase-shaped basket, Lat. cala-

thus, Ar. II. a cooling-vessel, cooler, Virg.

or, , ov, like the(, of change-

ful hue, of the cock, Anth. From, , a precious stone of a greenish blue (v.

foreg-

.), the turquoise or chrysolite, Plin., ,() a kind of grasshopper, Theocr., ov, 6, (as if from*) a reaper,

mower, Theocr. II. an angler, Anth.

[], , (v.) the stalk or straw of corn :

metaph., ,6, '-
men are soon satiated with battle, where the sword throws

much straw on the ground, and there is little harvest, i. e.

much slaughter and little profit, II. ; «. wheat-

straw, Hdt. 2. the stalk without the ear, stubble ;

metaph. of an old man, ye• thou mayst still, I ween, perceive the

stubble (i. e. the residue) of former strength, Od.

;

airh to judge from the re-

mains, Luc.-, ,() a reaping, Anth.- [], ov, (*) devouring stalks, i.e.

cutting them, Anth.-, ov, () carrying reeds, Xen., , ov,() made of reed, Hdt. II.

made of cane, Id., 75, ,() a reed fishing-rod, Anth.&, 6, Dim. of, a bit of reed, used as

a phial, Ar.,, , =, Anth.,, , of reed, Eur. From
[], , a reed, larger than the, Lat.

arundo, being used for thatching houses or even for

making the walls, Hdt. ; for making mats or crates,

Id., Thuc. II. anything made of reed or cane: 1.

a reed-pipe, flute, Pind., Eur. 2. a fishing-rod,
Theocr. 3. an arrow, Horat. III. collectively,

of plants, which are neither bush (), nor tree (-
), Xen. 2. a mat of reeds, Plat. IV. =, the stalk of wheat, Xen.

-. 395-, , () covered with reed, Batr.-, ov, played, on a reed, of tunes, Ar.&-, , () like reed, full of reeds, Anth.,, , () a shoemaker's last, Plat,, , , a long garment, with fringe at

bottom, Hdt. II. the were a branch of

the military caste in Egypt, Id. (Egypt, word.),, , a shepherd's staff, which was thrown
so as to drive back the cattle to the herd, II., Anth.
(Deriv. unknown.), Dor. for,., Dor. for., Dor. for, 3 pi. impf. pass, of sq., Ep. inf. : Ion. impf.

;

fut. Ion., Att. ( is aor. 1 subj.):

aor. 1, Ep., : pf . :

—Med., f. Att. (also in pass, sense), later-
: aor. 1, Ep.

:

—Pass.,

f. : aor. 1 : pf., Ion. 3 pi.; Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. ; opt.,}: I. to call, summon, Horn., etc. : Med. to

call to oneself, Id. 2. to call to a repast, to invite,

Od. ; . Hdt., Xen.; in-

vited to his house, Dem. 3. to call on, invoke,

Hdt., Att. ; so in Med., Aesch., etc. :—but,
curses, which / call down on thee,

Soph. :—in Pass., of the god, to be invoked, Aesch. 4.

as law-term, of the judge, to cite or summon before

the court, Ar., Dem. ; [^-
before it is called on, Ar. b. of the plaintiff,

in Med., to sue at law, Lat. vocare

in jus, Id., etc. II. to call by name, to call,

name, II., Trag :

—

to call him a
name (i.e. by name), Od. ; so, without,; Aesch.:—Pass., '

a name shall be given to thy tomb,
Eur. 2. in pf. pass,, to have received a
name, to bear it, often =, to be,

because / am thy wife, II.;

were to be my spouse, Od. ;—rarely in pres.,• lb. 3. poet.

where is the hill called the hill of Aleisios,

II. b. foil, by a dependent clause, ,, i.e. , calls me a sup-

posititious son, Soph.&, Ep. for, inf. pres. act. of.-, ov, () with fortunate days, Anth., Aeol. for.,, , () a crier, Lat. calator, II., Ion. -, , a wooden dwelling, hut, barn,

Hes. : a bird's nest, Theocr. [t Hes. ; t Theocr.], , , = foreg., a hut, Anth. : a chapel,

Plut.', Dep. only in pres. and impf., to lie rolling

about or wallowing, Lat. vohitari, Hdt., Thuc. :

hence, to be constantly engaged in a thing, Lat. ver-

sari in aliqua re, Xen., etc., , a cock's comb: pi., , the

wattles, Lat. palea, Ar., Ep. for.-, the first part in compds., where the notion of

beautiful is added to the simple notion :- is later
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and less common. 2. sometimes like a mere Adj.

with its Subst., as = .-',,() with beautiful eyelids,

beautiful-eyed, Eur.-,, ,() beautiful-sounding, Soph., Ar.-, , beautiful-clustering, Soph,-, , () with fine, rich soil, Eur.- \Jl\,ov,() beautiful in calm, Eur.-$, , happy in marriage, Anth.-', , () bearer of a fair offspring,

name of Demeter at the Thesmophoria, Ar.-',,() with beautiful bridges, Eur.*- [], , , () with beautiful women,
only in the obi. cases,

.,% . Horn,- [t], , , () beautifully flowing, Eur.-, , with beautifid chariot, Eur.-, , , with beautifid reeds, Eur.

-€€.,(€7) Med. to say hifinephrases,Thuc.

:

to usefine language, Arist. :—Pass., -
decked out with verbs and

nouns, Plat.-', Ion.- : pf. : () :—to have favourable signs in a sacrifice, to obtain

good omens for an undertaking, Lat. litare, perlitare,

Xen. ; so in Med., Hdt., etc. 2. c. acc. to sacrifice

with good omens, Theocr. :—so in Med., Ar. II.

of the offering-, to give good omens, be favourable,[] the sacrifices would not

give good omens, Hdt. ; [ Ipa]

Id. ; also c. inf., the sa-

crifices were not favourable for his crossing", Id. :—-in

Med., Xen.-, is, () beautifully yoked, Eur.-, , , () with beautiful girdles, Horn.-,, , , with beautiful manes, of

horses, Horn. ; of sheep, with fine wool, Od.-', f. , a) to offer in auspicious
sacrifice, Anth.-, , with beautiful fruit, Aesch., Eur.-, , , () with beautiful horns, Anth.-, , Fair-hill, a place near Troy, II.-, <3, =sq., Eur.-, , , () beautiful-haired, of women,
Horn., Hes., Ar.-, , ,() with beautiful head-
band, Od.--', Med. to use specious phrases, Luc.-, , (, beautifully shaped or
formed, Eur., , Ep. =for, beautiful, Od.-&, , beautiful-flowing, Eur.-, , () with glorious victory, .
the glory of noble victory, Pind. : c. gen.,

. triumphant over one's enemies, Eur. II.

adorning or ennobling victory ,,, Pind.,

Eur. :— the glory of victory, Pind. ; so,

(sub.) Id., neut. of, used as Adv., v. c.-, , () Calliope, the beautiful-voiced, chief

of the nine Muses, the Epic Muse, Hes., h. Horn.

:

also, Anth.

-,, , , with beautiful children,

blessed with fair children, Aesch., Eur. II. a

beautiful child, Eur. ; v.- 2.-, , () beautiful-cheeked, Horn,-,, with beautiful nymphs, Eur.;

. necks of beauteous maidens, Id., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of :

—', Ep. inf.-', , ,() with beautiful sandals,

h. Horn.-, , , with beautiful robe, Pind., Eur.-', , () with beautiful leaves,

Anth.-, , gen., with beautiful elbow, Eur.-, , , with beautiful locks, Horn., Eur.--, , adorned with riches, Pind.-, ea>s, , fair-city, Plat., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.-, , of beautiful rivers, Eur.-,,() with beautifulprow, Eur. :—

-

metaph. with beautiful face, beautiful, Aesch.-, , () with beautiful gates, Anth.--, ov, with beautiful towers, Eur.; . -
high-towering, Ar.-, ov, =foreg., Eur.-, ov, with beautifid steeds, Pind.-', ov,() beautiful-flowing, Od., Eur.', Ion. for., ov, poet, for., , elegance of language, Luc. II.

braggart language, Id. From-, ov, [) in elegant language.-, ov, poet, also -poos, beautiful-

flowing, Horn., Aesch. :—metaph. of the flute, Pind.

—

Fern., one of the Oceanids, h. Horn., Hes. :

—

but, also, a spring at Athens, later-
(but now again), Thuc.-,/, {OTaSiov)with afine race-course,Eur., Adv. Sup., v. C., () the prize of beauty,

Eur. II. in pi. =, the meed ofvalour, Soph.,,, exceeding beauty , Eur. II. the

first-fruits of beauty or the most beautiful, Id. From, f. ,() to be the most beauti-

ful, Hdt., Eur. ; c. gen.,

Hdt. :—also in Med.,' Eur.-', ov, beautifid-crowned, h. Horn., Eur., , ov, Sup. of : v. .,, . Most-beautiful, daughter of Lycaon,
Eur., in voc.., , ,^) beautifid-ankled, Horn.-,,) withfair children, Plut., Luc.-, ,() beauty of workmanship, Plut.-, , , () with beautiful bow, Eur.', i. e., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2

of.-, ,(^ beautiful-shining, Eur.-, ov,() beautiful-sounding, Eur.-, , , auspiciously burning, Eur., , beauty of sound, Luc. From-, , , () with a fine voice, Plat.-, ov, Ep. for-, with beautiful



—
places, as for, epith. of large cities,

Od., Pind. II. () of orfor beautiful dances,

Eur., Ar. :

—

6 . a spring- near Eleusis, the fount of
goodly dances, h. Horn., Eur. 2. beautiful in the

dance, of Apollo, Eur.

[], ov, gen. ovos, Comp. of : v. ., ?/,() beauty, Hdt., Eur., , Att. ovs, ,() beauty, Horn., etc. :

—

with an eye to beauty, so as to set off her

beauty, Eur. ; but, . for pleasure, Xen. 2.

of persons, a beauty, Id., Luc. 3. in pi. also

rich garments and stuffs, Aesch., Plat. ;

beautiful works of wax, i. e. honeycombs, Anth., , poet, for, Eur., to
7

, an implementfor cleaning, broom,P\ut.

[], f., () to beautify : metaph. to

gloss over, Soph. 2. Med. to pride oneself in a
thing-, Plat.-, f . , () properly, to make the face
beautiful ; hence, to beautify, embellish, Plat. :—Pass.,, i. e. painted, Xen. II.

Med. to adorn oneself, make oneself fine or smart,
Plat. : metaph. to pride oneself in or on a thing,

or Id. :—absol. to make a display, shew off, of

a horse, Xen. 2. to be coy, play the prude, or

towards another, Plat. ; c. inf., .-
to affect to deprecate, Plut. Hence, , ornament, embellishment, Plat. ; and-, , an adorning oneself, making a dis-

play, Plat., Xen. II. ornamentation, . for

ornament, Xen. ; Plat.-, , a teacher of virtue, . ., , the character and conduct of, nobleness, goodness, Xen., Dem. ; and, ], , beseeming ^,
honourable :—Adv. -, Plut. 2. inclined to-, Id. From, , in good writers written divisim

KayaOos, beautiful and good, noble and good, used in

earlier times of the nobles or gentlemen, Lat. opti-

mates, Hdt., Att. ; later, was a perfect
man, a man as he should be, also applied to qualities

and actions, Plat., Xen. ; to an army, Xen., etc., , wood, but only used in pi., logs for
burning (prob. from ), h. Horn. : seasoned wood,
for joiner's work, . Hes.-, ,() wooden shoes, used to keep a
cow still while milking, Theocr.-, f. ~, to do good, . T., , Ep. and Ion. for, a rope.', ,, beautiful, beauteous, fair, Lat. pulcher,
of outward form, Horn., etc. ; beautiful
of form, Od. ; so, Xen. ;

Id. ; c. inf., . Horn. 2. ,
like, beauty, Eur., etc. : the decencies,
proprieties, elegancies of life, Hdt., etc. II. in

reference to use, beautiful, fair, good, . Od.

;

Xen. ; Plat. ; c. inf.,

Xen. ;—esp. in the foil, phrases, []
in a good place, Thuc. ; ,

Xen.; . (sub. ), in good time, in
season, Eur. :—so, , c. inf., Soph. 2.
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of sacrifices, good, auspicious, Aesch., etc. III.

in moral sense, beautiful, noble, \\ c.

inf., Horn., etc.; . */ noble deeds, Pind.,

etc. 2. moral beauty, virtue, opp.

to (Cicero's honestum and turpe), Xen.,

Plat. IV. in Att. not seldom ironically, like Lat.

praeclarus, admirable, specious, fair, . yap, Soph.; \\.
. Degrees of Compar. : Comp. [], ov,

Sup., , ov, Horn., etc.

. Adv. :

—

as Adv., , etc., Horn.;

so II. ; Theocr. II. regul. Adv., mostly in moral sense, well, rightly, Od.;,, etc., Soph., etc. ; Id.;

often in phrase , Plat. 2.

of good fortune, well, happily, . = . to

fare well, Aesch., etc. ; . to be well, Id. ; ., c. inf., 'tis well to . . , Xen. 3. —, right well, . Soph. ; so in Comp.,
Plat.; and in Sup., Soph., etc. 4.

., as Adv., rightly, deservedly, Lat. merito, .
Ar. 5. in answers, to approve the

words of the former speaker, well said! Lat. euge,

Eur., Dem. :—but, also, to decline an offer courteously

or ironically, thank you ! Lat. benigne, Ar. ; and in

Sup.,, Id. 6. ironically, finely,

Lat. belle, Soph., Eur.
D. Quantity : d in Ep. Poets : a in Att. : in later

Poets or a, as the verse requires.',, : acc. and:—a vesselfor
drawing water, a pitcher or ewer, Od., Att. :

—

an
urn for drawing lots or collecting votes, Anth., Luc. :—a cinerary urn, Anth., , Sicil. form of Lat. calceus, a shoe, Plut.

[], ,() a hut, cabin, cell, Lat. tu-

gurium, Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. a cover, screen, Anth., , Dim. of foreg., Plut.-, ov, crowned with flower-buds, Anth.,, , () like a budding flower in face,
i. e. blushing, roseate, h. Horn.,,,() a head-covering used by
women, a hood or veil, II. ; worn by brides, Aesch. ; a
covering put over the face of the dead, Soph. 2.

a grave, Anth.

[],, ,() a covering, used only of

flowers and fruit : 1. the shell or pod of plants,

Hdt. ; , i. e. when the fruit is

setting, Aesch. 2. the calyx of a flower, a bud, a
rose-bud, h. Horn., Theocr. II. in II. 18. 401,

seem to be earrings like flower-cups., ,—, a veil, Anth.-, ", , verb. Adj. of II, put round
so as to cover, enfolding, enveloping, Soph., Ion. -, , a woman''s veil, Horn.,

Aesch. :—metaph.,, . the dark veil of night,

Aesch. 2. of land given to queens as veil-money

(cf. . 2), Plat. II. the cover or lid of a

quiver, Hdt.
(lengthd. from Root, v.) :

Ep. impf.: f. : aor. 2, Ep.- : Med., aor. 1 :— Pass., fut.-
: aor. 1 : pf . : 3 sing.
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plqpf . : I. to cover with a thing-,

lh; lb. :

simply, to cover, e Ib. ;

his hand covered, grasped a stone, lb.

;

of death, lb., etc.

;

of grief, ° lb. ; .
yvTa, i.e. to be buried, Pind. ; also,, .
to bury another, Aesch. :—Med. to cover or veil one-

self, Horn. :—Pass., II. ;. Ib., etc. 2. like, to cover

or conceal; ., Soph.; Pass.,' concealed in the horse, Od. 3. to cover with
dishonour, throw a cloud over, -
vas Soph. II. to put over as a covering, Lat. cir-

cumdare, /' II. ; ot -
I will put mud over him, Ib. ; Me-

Ib.,, contr., , Calypso, a nymph, daughter
of Atlas, who lived in the island Ogygia ; so called be-

cause she hid() Ulysses there, Od.,() properly, to make purple : metaph.
to make dark and troublous like a stormy sea, to

ponder deeply, Soph., Eur. Hence,, , Calchas the Greek Seer at Troy,
properly the Searcher., , the murex ox purple limpet., , Dim. of, a small cord, Ar., Thuc., Adv. from; v. c.

[], , gen., acc. : Ep. and Ion., , , a reefing rope, reef, Od., where the

are distinguished from (sheets) and
(braces) ; to let out the reefs, i. e. to set

all sail, Eur. ; metaph., ix0poiyap
are letting out every reef, i. e. using every effort, Id. ;

give a loose to slaughter, Id.; so,

Ar. II. generally, a rope, line,

to let down a sounding-line, Hdt. 2.

a cable, Id. ; . a stern cable, Eur. ;

to be towed along shore, Thuc,-~, ,[) a rope-maker, Plut., Ep. for before , as for ,
for , Horn., , () made of reed or cane, Xen.' [],, and , a vine-pole, vine-prop, II.,

Hes. 2. the shaft of a spear, Aesch., Eur. 3.

the tiller of the rudder, Luc.
KA"MA'PA, Ion. - [], , Lat. camera, anything
with an arched cover, a covered carriage, Hdt., , ol, a kind of fish, Anth. (Foreign
word.), , , toilsome, troublesome, wearisome, h.

Horn. :

—

tiring, exhausting, Luc. II. pass, bowed
down with toil, broken down, worn out, Hdt. From, , {) toil, trouble, labour, Od., Soph.,
Eur. 2. the effects of toil, distress, weariness,
Horn.; (so Hor., ludo fati-
gatumque somno), Od. II. that which is earned
by toil, our hard-won earnings,
Ib. ; the earnings of other men's
toil, Hes. 2. the result of labour, a work, a
thing wrought by the lathe, Anth.&-, ,() toilsome, wearisome, Hes., Pind.

j

— :/7., Ep. for, aor. 2 of. II. ,
crasis for ., aor. 2 inf. of., 3 sing. f. med. of.

[], and , a camel, Hdt., etc. ; . a
camel-\a.mb, i.e. young camel, Ar. 2. . (like) the camels in an army, as one might say the

camelry, camel-brigade, Hdt. (Cf. Hebr. gamal.),, , = foreg. ; . the pipe of a
smith's bellows, Anth. ; and, , , —, Luc. From, f. , to heat in a furnace, Arist. From, , () an oven, furnace, kiln, for baking,
smelting metals, for burning bricks, Hdt. Hence,, , a furnace-woman, Od., v.., crasis for , Aeol. for \., v..|, Ep. for, aor. part, of-., , Ep. for, the reward of endur-
ance, II., ov, Ep. for, subject to destiny,

i. e. ill-fated, Od., Ep. and poet, for., (lengthd. from the Root) :

:

—
aor. 2, inf., Ep. subj. redupl.,
3 sing,, 3 pi. :—pf.; 3 pi.

plqpf. ; Ep. part,,,·, acc. pi. :—Med., Ep. aor. 2·
: I. trans, to work, of smith's work,," which he wrought, II. ; . vrjas

Od. II. Med. to win by toil, (sc.')
II. 2. to work or till by labour,

Od. III. intr. to work, labour, Thuc. :—then, to be

weary, II. ;

nor is he weary in limb, Ib. ;
'

he will have his hand weary in grasping

the spear, Ib. :—c. part., , is

weary of fighting, rowing, Ib. ; Ifound
no trouble in stringing the bow, i. e. did it without

trouble, Od. ; I shall never be

tired of saying, Aesch., etc. 2. to be sick or ill,

suffer under illness, oi the sick, Hdt., etc.

;

so, Eur. ; . Hdt. 3.

generally, to suffer, be distressed or afflicted,

Aesch. ; will not have to complain,

Soph. ; not having borne an
equal share of grief with me, Id. 4. oi (aor.

part.) those who have done their work, Lat. defuncti,

i. e. the dead, Horn. ; so, Eur., Thuc., , () a bending, winding, of a river,

Hdt. II. the turning in a race-course, turning-
post, Ar. : metaph., to bring a

speech to its middle or turning point, Eur. ;

Plat. Hence, , ov, bent, turning, Eur.,, ,() a bend, an angle, Xen. II.

the turning-point in the, the goal, Arist. :

metaph., . life's last turn or course, Anth., (lengthd. from Root,.) : .,
Ep. inf.- : aor. : Pass., aor. :

I

—to bend, curve, that he may bend



it into a chariot-rail, II. ; yovv . to bend the knee so

as to sit down and rest, lb. ; yovv, i. e.

never resting, Aesch. ; so, . Soph. ; then,-
alone, to sit down, rest, Id. ;—also, yovu . to

bend the knee in worship, N.T. II. to turn or

guide a horse or chariot round the turning-post( ) ; hence, of the horse or chariot,

to double the post (-) and return along the second half of the,
Aesch.; ' as the horse was turning,

Soph. :—metaph., . to make the last turn in the

course of life, Id. ; . Eur. 2. so also

of seamen, to double a headland, . Hdt. ; also,

. Ar. ; . to wind round the bay,

Hdt. 3. absol., . to turn back, Eur. ; iyyvs

thou comest near my mean-
ing, Id. III. metaph., like Lat. flectere,

to bend or bow one down, Pind. :—Pass, to be

bowed down, Aesch., Thuc. ; I submit, Plat., ecrara, ev, poet, for, Anth.

[], , ov,{) bent, crooked, curved,

of a bow, II. ; of wheels, lb. ; of chariots, lb.-, , ,,, bending thefoot, i. e. swift-

running, Aesch., aor. 2 part, of., poet, for before v, as Pind., crasis for ., crasis, I. for , Hes., Att. ;

iv yvoiys§ Soph. :—later, came to be used,

even when the Verb in apodosi was of a tense that

could not be joined with av, as, [], for, Plat. II. for or , and
if, even if, although, Soph., Ar., etc., , ov, of or for a block-figure, . a
body so lean as to be a mere skeleton, Anth. From, , a wooden block round which artists

moulded wax or clay, a block-figure.

or rather, , () a cane or

wicker carriage, Xen., crasis for ., , =, a dish, . Horn.', f . : . aor. 1 :

—

to ring,

clash, clang, of metal, Od. From
KA"N"', -, a sharp sound : the ring or clang of

metal, Ih, Soph. ;

5

ijv loud rang
their tramp, Od. ; ] a gnashing of teeth,

II. ; the sound of flutes, Pind. (For
Verb v. iy-.), Adv. with a sharp loud noise, of water,
Hes., 4s, of water, plashing, Aesch., only in impf., =, to ring, Horn,,, , a Median cloak with sleeves, Xen., fut. inf. of.

[], , . also 10, Att. : () :—a basket of reed or cane, a bread-basket, Lat. canis-
trum, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; also made of metal, Horn. :—it was used for the sacred barley at sacrifices,, Od., crasis for ., Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of.,, , () a mat of reeds such as the

— Kairaye, 399
Athen. women took with them when they went out,

Lex Solonis ap. Plut.', f. ], to carry the sacred basket in pro-

cession, Ar. ; and, , the office of, Plat. From&-, ov, () carrying a basket

:

—,
al, Basket-bearers, at Athens, maidens who carried on
their heads baskets containing the sacred things used at

the feasts of Demeter, Bacchus and Athena, Ar.'", , Lat. cantharus, a beetle worshipped in

Egypt, Aesch., etc. II. a Naxian boat, Ar. III.

a mark or knot like a beetle, on the tongue of the

Egyptian god Apis, Hdt., crasis for ., , , Lat. clitellae, a pack-saddle, or the

panniers at the sides of a pack-saddle, Ar., , —, a large sort of ass for carrying

burdens, a pack-ass, Xen., Plat., etc.,, , =-, a pack-ass, Ar., Anth., crasis for ., crasis for = .' or, tjs, , a reed, Lat. canna : in pi. a
reed-fence, railing, Ar., , ov, hempen, of hemp, like it, Anth. From'", , gen. tos, acc. or :—
hemp, Hdt., etc. ;—it was burnt, so as to medicate
vapour-baths, Id., , =.-, . for, aor. 1 part, of., crasis for ., for (i. e.)., crasis for ., f. , () to measure by rule, Longin. :

to regtdate, square, Arist., Anth.,, , a ruler, Anth.,, , = I. 3» Anth., crasis for ., crasis for ., fut. of.
or, , Canopus, a town in lower

Egypt, Hdt., etc. ; famed for its temple of Serapis,

who was called, Anth. :—the Westernmost
mouth of the Nile was called the , Hdt., aor. 2 part, of.,, , () any straight rod or bar : 1.

in Horn, the of a shield seem to have been two
rods running across the hollow of the shield, through

which the arm was passed. 2. a rod used in

weaving, the shuttle or quill, by which the threads

of the woof() were passed between those of the

warp (), II. 3. a rule used by masons or car-

penters, Eur., Xen., etc. b. a ruler, Anth. C.

metaph., , , Milton's
e long-

levelled rule of light,' Eur. 4. the beam or tongue

of the balance, Anth. 5. in pi. the keys or stops of

the flute, Id. II. metaph., like Lat. regula,

norma, a rule, standard of excellence, Eur. ;—in Chro-

nology, were chief epochs or eras, Plut., crasis for ., . for before , , as , «
II., crasis for &ay.



400 —, crasis for ·., crasis for ., Dor. for, Pind.

KoirCTOS, , (for, from ), a ditch,

trench, II. :

—

a hole, grave, lb., Soph.' [], , Ep. dat. pi. : (v.) :

—

a crib

for the food of cattle, manger, Horn., , retail trade, tavern-keeping, Plat. ; and, , the shop of , esp. a tavern,

Lat. caupona, Ar. From, f. , () to be a retail-dealer,

Hdt. ; drive a trade,

chaffer with your vegetable food, Eur. II. c.

acc. to sell by retail, Hdt. :—metaph.,

to make a trade of war, Lat. cauponari bellum, Aesch.;

playing tricks with life, cor-

rupting it, Anth. ; . Xoyov . ., , ,() of orfor a retail dealer :— (sc.) =, Plat. 2. like

a petty trader, knavish, Anth. :—Adv.,
to be vamped up for sale, Ar.,, , fern, of, Lat. copa, Ar.', 6, a retail-dealer, huckster, hawker,

peddlar, higgler, Lat. institor, Hdt., Att. ; opp.

to the merchant (), Xen., etc.; applied to

Darius because of his finance-regulations, Hdt. :

—

., a dealer in . . , Ar. 2. a tavern-

keeper, publican, Lat. caupo, Id., etc. 3. metaph.,
. a dealer in petty roguery, Dem., crasis for (^contr. from)., , a measure containing two, Xen.
(Prob. a Persian word.), crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for )., , =, Ar., f. Att. : aor. , . 3 ph-: ():—to make smoke, i.e. to make a fire,

II. II. to smoke, blacken with smoke, Dem. 2.

intr. to be black with smoke, Ar. Hence,, , incense, Anth.-, later -, , () properly, a
smoke-receiver, i.e. a hole in the rooffor the smoke to

pass through, Hdt., Pass, to be turned into smoke, burnt to

ashes, Pind., Eur. From
, , smoke, Horn., etc. ; proverb.,

shadow of smoke, of things worth nothing, Soph. ;

to quibble about smoke, Ar. ;

learned trifles, Eur., Dor. for., , v. sub ., , the Cappadocians, notorious as knaves
and cowards, Hdt. Hence, f. , to favour the Cappadocians,
Hdt. :—Pass, to play the Cappadocian, Anth., , , the caper-plant, or its fruit, the
caper, Lat. capparis, Arist. (Deriv. unknown.), for (i. e.)., Ep. for, aor. 2 of.-, ov, () marked with ,
Luc.

'., for, to catch, take fire, aor.

part, Theocr.,() metaph. to be lewd or lecherous, Ar., , poet, for, a wild boar, II. ; also,

lb. II. as Adj., ov, like a wild
boar, Hdt.' [ by nature], , the boar, wild boar, Lat.

aper, II., etc. ; also, lb.-, ov, (*) killing wild boars, Anth.

(lengthd. from Root, v.) : f. :—to gulp down, Ar., etc. : cf ..""', ,, dried by the air, dry, Theocr. 2.

act. drying, parching, Id. II. metaph. of sound,- to laugh loud, Anth. ; . a loud,

clear~sounding voice, Theocr., Mosch. ; . to

play clearly on the syrinx, Luc., for (i. e.)., for before , as , pa II.', hair cut off, a lock of hair, (cf., -),
I value him but at a hair's

worth, flocci eum facio,\\. II. also=,,
head, head~\ong, lb., , gen., pi., a Carian, II., etc. ; fern., lb. :—the Carians hired themselves out as

mercenaries, and were used to spare the lives of the

citizen-soldiers ; hence, Kapl to make
the risk, not with one's own person, but with a Carian,
Lat. experimentum facere in corpore vili, Eur., Ion. [], , (on the forms and Root, v.

infr.) :—poet, for -f), the head, II., etc. 2.

the head or top of anything, as of a mountain, Hes.

;

the edge or brim of a cup, Soph. 3. in Att. Poets,

it is used like -], periphr. for a person,, i. e., Soph. ; &· ., for fi>-, Id., etc.— Horn, used only in nom.
and acc. sing, and pi., and supplied the obi. cases

from decl. 5, gen. and dat.,, also-, ; pi. (formed as if from a nom.
or) : later Poets inflected as of

decl. 1, viz.,, ; Trag. dat..-, ov, with the face of ,
Luc.'" [-], , the stag-beetle, Arist.-, f. ), to watch with outstretched head,

i.e. to watch eagerly or anxiously, Hdt., Eur., Xen. :

—also, . to look eagerly at one, Ar., , a hood, Lat. caracalla, Anth.,, , beheading, capital, Aesch., , , = foreg., Eur., , v.., , () a chief, Xen., f.,() to achieve, Aesch., f. ), to cut off the head, behead, Eur.- [], ov, {) beheaded, Eur. ; ., i. e. their slaughter, Id. 2. cut offfrom
the head, . one's shorn locks, Soph,, ov, =, outlandish, foreign, Aesch.
(Foreign word.), at, shoes of undressed leather, brogues,

Xen. (Deriv. unknown.)'~, , a kind of cress, Lat. nasturtium, or

its seed, which was eaten like mustard by the Persians,
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Xen.; in pi. cresses, Ar. ;—metaph., ,
i. e. look sharp and stinging, Id., , Ion., Ep. also :

—

the heart,

II. ; ], of one panic-stricken, lb. ;

Ib., etc. ; Ar. ;, Lat. ex aninio, to speak freely, Eur. II.

the stomach, Thuc.-, , , knower of hearts, . T.-, ov, () gnawing the heart, Aesch.-, {) to draw the heart out of the

victim, Luc.', , a kneading-trough, Ar., , Ion. for, the head.*, assumed nom. of the Ep. forms,-, -, v..-, ol, () with hair on the head,
long-haired, of the Achaians, who let all their hair

grow (whereas the Abantes, who wore theirs long only

at the back of the head, were called ), II.&, aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , Dor., () the head, mostly in

pi., , periphr. for, II. ; .,
for, Od. ; ., as we say, so many head
of cattle, II. 2. metaph. of mouritam-peaks, -

. Ib. ; and of towns, a citadel, lb.,, gen. and dat. of, v.., , , Carian, Soph. ; . dirges, Ar.

[t], , a Carian woman, Phan. ap. Plut.

[], a, , =, Hdt.", gen. [t], , a shrimp ox prawn, Ar., to quake under the feet of men and horses,

Lat. tremere, II. (Formed from the sound.)

[t], b, with heterog. pi., a crab, Lat.

cancer, Batr., Ar., Plat. :—proverb.,. Ar. II. a pair of
tongs, Anth. : compasses, Id.-,, with crab's claws for hands, Luc., poet., , a festival held in honour of
Apollo by the Spartans, during nine days
of the Att. month Metageitnion, called by them Kap-, Eur., Thuc., Ep., , an island between Crete
and Rhodes, Horn., , a mimic dance of the Thessalians, Xen.
(Perh. from -.), ov, (v.) swift, Lat. rapidus, II. :

Adv. -, swiftly, rapidly, Ib. 2. in Pind.,

. eager jaws., f .,() to makefruitful,fertilise, Eur., ov, fruit-bearing, fruitful, Aesch., Eur.,
etc. :

—

, , fruit-trees or corn-fields, Ar.

;

property that yields a produce, opp.
to, Arist. :—metaph., . rich

foreignersfrom whom money can be wrung, Ar.-, ov, fruit-producing, Anth.
(a), 0, fruit, , i. e. corn, II.

;

so, . Hdt., etc. ; of trees, Od., etc. II.
generally, produce, returns, profits, Hdt., etc. ; ol

the produce of the herds,
Xen. III. of actions, fruit, result, profit,

if his oracles shall bear fruit,
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i.e. be fulfilled, Aesch. ,·- ., i.e.

curses, Id.; . , i.e. poesy, Pind.;

. wisdom, Id.' (), , the wrist, Horn., etc.-, ov, () bearingfruit, Anth.-, ov, (.') living on fruit, Arist.-, ov,() spoilingfruit, Anth., to bear fruit, Xen. From-, ov, () fruit-bearing, fruitful, of

trees, Hdt., Xen.; of lands, Pind., Eur.; of Demeter, Ar.- [],, , watcher offruit, Anth., f .,( a) to bear fruit or bear as

fruit, Aesch. II. Med. to get fruit for oneself,

i. e., 1. to reap crops from land, Hdt., Aesch. :

metaph. to exhaust or drain, Ar. 2.

to enjoy the interest of money, Dem. ; so in pf. pass.,

ipyaffT'fjpiov enjoying the profits of
the shop, Id. :—absol. to make profit, Ar. 3. to

reap the fruits of, enjoy the free use of, Thuc, etc. :

—then, 4. simply, to enjoy, Soph., Eur., etc. :

—

sometimes in bad sense, Aesch.

;

Eur. Hence,, , use or profit, Xen.-, Ep. for-, part. fern, of.,( —), Adv. very, very much, ex-

tremely, Lat. valde, admodum. 2. beyond measure,
in good earnest, . a thorough native, Aesch.;

. &v true to thy name, Id. ; . V
all on my father's side, Id. 3. , used

to increase the force of a previous statement, really and
truly, most certainly, Hdt., Soph. ; so, >, with

iron, sense, in good sooth, with a vengeance, Hdt.', f.,() to be steadfast, patient,

staunch, Soph., etc.; with a Prep., . to hold
tip against a thing, Xen., etc. :—with a part, to per-

severe in doing, Eur. : absol., was
strangely obdurate or obstinate, Soph. II. c.

acc. rei, to bear patiently, Eur., Xen. :—Pass.,-
my timefor patience is over, Eur. Hence',,, , an act of patience, Plat.; and-, , , a bearing patiently, patience,

Plat. 2. c. gen. patient endurance of a. thing, Id., , () patient endurance, patience,

opp. to, Xen., Plat., , , () capable of endurance,
patient, Xen., Arist.-, ov, stout-hearted, Horn., Hes. : gener-

ally, strong, mighty, Hes., , , () —, strong, staunch,

stout, sturdy ; c. inf., strong to kill,

II. ; the strongest, Soph. 2. c. gen,

possessed of a thing, lord or master of it, Theogn.,

Theocr. 3. like, steadfast, patient,

Xen. : obstinate, Plat. 4. of things, strong,

mighty, potent,' II. ; . tpya deeds of might, Ib. ;

. strongly contested, desperate, Hdt., Thuc. ;— , > . the extremity of daring,

Eur. :

—

> by force, Hdt., Ar., etc.

;

so, 6 Aesch. ; ri», absol.,

Theocr. 5. of place, like, strong, Thuc. ;

Id. II. Adv. -,
strongly, etc.,. to sleep soundly, Hdt. III.

D d
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the common Comp. and Sup. are and-
(qq. v.) : but the regular forms,-5, occur now and then, Pind., Att., Adv. of, strongly, stoiMy, Plat.-,, , ), strong-handed, h. Horn., Ep. for., , , Ep. for, dat., strength,

vigour, courage, Horn., Hes.

[], Ep. for., , at, a place in Laconia with a famous
temple of Artemis, Thuc. :—hence, II.,
, a name of Artemis : whence, to dance
the Caryatic dance, Luc.

[], , a Persian dish, composed of blood and
rich spices, Luc. Hence,, , ov, dark-red, Xen.-, f .), to make or rich sauce, Ar., Dor. for.
KA'PYON [], , any kind of nut, Ar., Xen. ; distin-

guished into various kinds, as . or,
walnuts, also called simply, Batr. ; .
or chestnuts, etc.-, , , one who sails in a nut-shell, Luc,, Dor. for., a, ov, () dry, parched, Od. :—of

sound, the shield rang dry, i. e.

hollow, II., -, () dry grass, hay, Xen., , , of dry straw, Eur.; and, , , built of dry straws, Anth. From, eos,, a dry stalk, Lat. palea, stipula, a chip

of wood, Ar. : in pi. the dry sticks of cinnamon, Hdt.;
dry twigs, chips, straws, bits of wool, such as birds

make nests of, Ar. From', f ., to dry up, wither,

I will wither the fair skin, wrinkle it, Od. ;

Hes.', a, ov, rough,) rough in the
throat with thirst, Virgil's siti asper, II. (Deriv. un-
certain.)-, , ,-,, with sharp, jagged teeth,

of dogs, II. ; applied to Cleon by Ar. ; and-, ovtos, , ), =foreg., Theocr. From'', ov, sharp-pointed, jagged, with sharp
jagged teeth, ), of the wolf, Babr.

:

—metaph. sharp, biting, of language, Luc.£, f. , to side with the Carthaginians,
Plut. From, 0vos, 7), Carthage, Hdt. :—Adj.-, a, ov, Carthaginian, Id.,.- [],, a drinking-cup narrower
in the middle than the top and bottom, Sappho, etc. II.
the mast-head of a ship, Pind., etc. ; in pi., Eur., crasis for\ or\ is., f ., to abuse in harlotfashion, Ar. From,, i), like, a courtesan, harlot, Ar., , or, , , a carpet or skin to sit

tipon, a saddle, Xen. (Prob. a Persian word.), Ion. -, , cassia, an Arabian spice like cinna-
mon, but of inferior quality, Hdt. (A foreign word.), ), fern, of-, a sister, Horn., etc.-, , (, '/), a brother, Horn.,

>c—.
etc. :—in more general sense, a cousin, II. II. as
Adj.,-, , ov, brotherly, sisterly, Soph., Eur.' [],, voc. , , a brother, Aesch.,
Soph. :

—

r), a sister, Eur.€, , at, the Cassiterides or Tin-islands,
prob. the Scilly islands and Cornwall, Hdt. From€ [t], Att. -, , tin, Lat. stannum, II.

It was melted, and then cast upon, hence
a plating of tin, lb. (A foreign word.),, Att.-,, , anything stitched, esp.

the sole stitched under a shoe or sandal, a. shoe-sole,

Ar. ; metaph., ' -
to put on shoes made by an enemy, Id. From

[], Att. -, prob. for- (though
only occurs in Lat. suo), to stitch or sew together

like a shoemaker, Plat. II. metaph. to stitch

up a plot, like Lat. dolos suere, Ar., Ion. -, -, the famous spring of the Muses
on Mt. Parnassus, Hdt., Soph., etc. (Prob. akin to, Lat. castus.), crasis for ., crasis for ., ov, of or for Castor

;

— ., a
martial song, set to the flute, used in celebrating

victories in the chariot-race (Castor being the inventor

of the), Pind., Plut. ; . Pind., at, a Laconian breed of hounds, first reared

by Castor, Anth..: also Xen.,, , Castor, son of Zeus (or Tyndareus)
and Leda, brother of Pollux, Horn.', opos, , the beaver, Hdt., Ep. for, poet. aor. 2 of., for before , v. sub.

[], Prep, with gen. or acc. Radical sense

down, downwards.
A. with Genit., I. denoting motion from

above, down from, II.,

etc. II. denoting downward motion, 1. down
tipon or over, II. ; of the

dying, ' a cloud settled

upon the eyes, lb. ; so, , v.

. 6. 2. down into, Od.

;

so, (or *) Trag. ;

to bury, Soph., etc. 3. or

to vow or swear by a thing (because one
calls down the vengeance of the gods upon it), Thuc,
Dem. :—also to make a vow towards something, i. e.

make a vow of offering it, Ar. 4. in hostile sense,

against, Aesch., etc. ; esp. of judges giving sentence

against a. person, Id. ; '/ a speech

against one accused, Lat. in aliquem ;

an answer to an opponent, Lat. adversus ali-

quem. 5. Lat. de, upon, in respect of, concerning,

Plat. ; praise

bestowed upon one, Aeschin., etc.

B. with Accus., I. of motion downwards,
down stream, Hdt. ; , to

sail down (i. e. with) the wind, Aesch. 2. of motion,

on, over, throughout a space, Horn., etc. ; *
Aesch. ; yyv by land and sea, etc. :

—also to hit upon the shield, II. 3. opposite, over

against, ^, Hdt. ;



—
Aesch. 4. 5 somewhere in the

suburb, Hdt. II. distributively, of a whole divided

into parts, , ) by tribes, by clans,

II. ; to live in separate villages,

Hdt. ; man by man, Id. 2. so of parts

of Time, ', day by day, daily, v.

III,. 3. of numbers, by so many at a
time, ' one at a time, Hdt. ;

to pay

500 drachmae on every 25 minae, Dem., etc. III.

of direction towards an object, on
a business, for or after, Od. ; in quest of
booty, Hdt.; to have come for the

purpose of seeing", Thuc. 2. of pursuit,

on the track, Soph. IV. according to,

Horn. ; ' after our liking-, II. ;

as is meet and right, Horn. ; so, ,
Id. ; ' so as to please, Aesch.

;

to the best of one's power, etc. 2.

in relation to, concerning, = -, Aesch. ; so, ' as far as concerns

you, Hdt. ; according to this way, in this

view; in the same way, ' so far

as, etc. 3. implying comparison,

like the coat of a leek, Od. ; -
answering to the description of him, Hdt. ;

very like an oven, Ar. ;
'

to marry in one's own rank of life, Aesch.

;

like a man, as befits a man, Id. ;, Id. :—after a Compar.,
greater than befits a man, Hdt. ;

too great to weep for, Thuc. V. by

the favour of a god, , Lat. non sine

numine, Pind. ; Hdt. VI. of loosely

stated numbers, nearly, about,

6oo years more or less, Id. VII. of Time, during,
sometime in a period, in the course

of the war, Id.; ' by day, Aesch. 2.

about, Hdt. ; '
about the time of Amasis, Id. VIII.

used periphr. for Adverbs, as, ',, etc., for,, Id. ;

partially ; naturally ; etc.

C. Position : when follows its case it is

written with anastr..
D. absol. as Adv. like, downwards, Horn.
. in Compos., I. downwards, down,

as in. II. in answer to, in accordance
with, as in,. III. against, in

hostile sense, as-,. IV.
often only to strengthen the notion of the simple word,
as,.

F. as a Prep, was sometimes shortened, esp.

in Ep. into Kay,, , , , , , before

y, , , , (or ), , (or ), respectively; see these
forms in their own places. Mss. and the older Edd.
join the Prep, with the following word, as,,,,,,,, etc. In compd. Verbs, some-
times changes into , ,,, before , , ,
, respectively, as,,,-; and before , , the second syll. sometimes
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disappears, as in,,, as also

in Doric forms,., Ion. for' a., crasis for ., for, aor. 2 imp. of.
[], Adv. going down or downstairs:

cf.., Att.-, , a descent, name of the

steep descentfrom Nubia to Egypt, Aesch.- : f.-) : pf.- : aor. 2-, poet. 3 pi. ; imper. or;
Ep. 1 pi. subj. (for-) :—Med., Ep.

3 sing. aor. 1 ; imperat.- :

—

to

step down, go or come down, Lat. descendere,

from the mountain, II. ; . to go down from
the city, lb. ; . to dismount from the chariot,

lb. ; c. acc. loci, , she came down
to her chamber, Od. :—but also c. acc,'-

she came down from the upper floor, lb.; -
came down the ladder, lb. ; absol.

to come down stairs, Ar. ; hence in Pass., -
the horse is dismountedfrom, Xen. 2. to

go down from the inland parts to the sea, esp. from
central Asia (cf. II. 3), Hdt.; . is,
Plat. 3. to come to land, get safe ashore, Pind. 4.

to go down into the arena, . ' Hdt. ; and absol.,

like Lat. in certamen descendere, Soph., Xen. 5.

of an orator, to come down from the tribuyie,'
—answer,- Ar. 6.' ' ; at what price did [the robe] come down
from the loom ? Theocr. II. metaph.,

to come to a thing in the course of speaking,

he ended with prayer, Hdt. ; c.

part., ended in begging,

Id. ; . Plat.

. trans, to bring down, Pind.-.,() Pass, to be full of Bacchic

frenzy, in oak-wreaths

ye rave with Bacchic fury, Eur.-, f. - : aor. 2, Ep. 3
sing.

:

—to throw down, overthrow, Horn.,

etc. ; . to bring down to nothing,

Hdt. 2. to strike down with a weapon, to slay,

II., Hdt., etc. 3. to throw or bring into a certain

state, Eur., Plat. 4. to cast down or away, cast

off, reject, Xen. II. in milder sense, to let fall,

drop down, Horn. ; . to lower sail, Theogn. ; Tas

. Eur. 2. to lay down, set down, Lat. de-

ponere, II., Ar. 3. to bring or carry down, esp. to

the sea-coast, Hdt. 4. to pay down, yield or bring

in, Id. :

—

to pay down, pay, Thuc, etc. :—Med. to

cause to be deposited, Dem. 5. to put in, render,

Id. 6. to throw down seed, sow, Id.; ., Lat. spargere voces, Hdt. 7. to lay down as

a foundation, mostly in Med., Eur. :—Pass.,-
laid down, ordinary, Arist.-, f . , to dip dovsn into, Luc-, f., to weigh down, overload, Luc, aor. 2 part, of., , ,() a going down, way

down, descent, Hdt., Att. ; cf.. 2. the

descentfrom Central Asia3 Xen.
D d 2



404 —, , Att. for.', verb. Adj. of, one must descend,

Ar., Plat. II. one must attack, Ar.-, f. , to bark at, Anth.-, Dep. to affirm strongly, Plut., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 subj. of

:—, for, aor. 2 inf. :

—, for, aor. 1 med. imper., f. of

.

-, ., Dep. to constraiit,T\\\ic. II.

Pass, to be forced, Plut.-, f. Att. -, Causal of, to

make to go down, bring down, Hdt., Plut. 2. to

bring down by force, Ken. Hence€5, a, ov, verbal., to be brought down, Plat,-, f .- : aor. 2- : pf . pass.- : aor. 1- :

—

to eat up, devour, Hdt.,

Plat.-, f. : aor. 2, later aor. 1- :

—

to bring life to an end, Plat,-, f. , to hurt greatly, damage, h.

Horn., Plat.-, f. , to look down at, Plut.', verb. Adj. of, Plat,, r\, ,() fit for throwing off

horseback, Xen.-, Dep. to bleat loudly, Theocr.-, to go down through a place, c. ace, Od.-, f.-, Ion.-, to cry down,
cry out against, c. gen., Hdt. ; .

Thuc. ; c. acc. to bawl down, outcry,

Ar.-, , , an outcry against, c. gen., Thuc.-is, 5, , a crying out against, Plut., ,() a throwing or laying down,
. . II. metaph., 1. a foundation, begin-

ning, Pind., . T. 2. a paying down, by instal-

ments, Dem. III. a periodical attack of illness,

a fit, access, Plat.-, f.-, to feed flocks upon or in a
place, Lat. depascere, ~% the

shepherd of Samos, Theocr.-, ov, with flowing locks, Eur.-, f. , to give judgment against, c.

acc, . T. :— Pass, to have judgment given against
one, Dem.-', f . : Pass., aor. 1 :

—to wet
through, drench :—metaph., Pind.- [f], f. -: pf.- :—intr. to be

heavily laden or weighed down by a thing, c. dat.,

Hes., Theocr. II. trans, to weigh down, to out-

weigh, . Theocr.-, v.* 2.-, f . , to gidp down, Ar.- [], to bite in pieces, eat up, Anth.-, late form for, Babr., fut. of.-, f ., to cover quite with hides, Thuc., Ion. for-, fut. of., ov, Ion. for·., ecus, , ='/, . ., , proclamation, Luc. From

'.-', f., to denounce, betray, Xen. 2^

to declare, Lys. Hence> ov, denounced, betrayed, Thuc.-, Ion. -<>9, ov, (777) in or under the
earth, tmderground, subterranean, Hdt., Xen., etc.-', , Comic name of a supposed town, with a
play on the Sicil. Gela, - Ar.'9, ov, ridiculous, absurd, Hdt., Ar. : Adv,
-tws, Sup.-, Plat. From-, f. : Pass., pf. -"^ :

—

to

laugh at, jeer or mock at, c. gen., Hdt., Ar., etc. ;

also c. dat., Hdt. :—absol. to laugh scornfidly, Eur.,

Ar., etc. 2. c. acc. to laugh down, deride, Eur. :

—Pass, to be derided, Aesch., Ar., etc.-§,, , ?nockery, derision, ridicide, Lat.

hidibrium, ; these ornaments
which bring ridicule upon me ? Aesch. ; .
sheer mockery, Ar. ; . the crowning
absurdity of the matter, Plat,- and- : f. -y- [a], and

: aor. 1 -"] :

—

to grow old, Lat. senescere,

Od., Hdt.-, Ion. and later-- [t] :

—

to abide,

dwell, ap. Dem.-, Ion. and later- : f. -yv-
:

—

to remark, discover, esp. something to one's

prejudice, tivos . having formed
unfavourable prejudices against one, Hdt. ;" having observed his foibles,

Ar. II. c. acc. criminis, to lay as a charge against
a person,, . Plat. :—Pass., pf. part.

condemned, N.T. 2. c. gen. criminis,

. Dem. 3. c. inf., .)
to charge oneself with wrong-doing, Aeschin. ; so, .

he passed sentence of non-sur-

vival against himself, Thuc. : Pass., aayv\s-
being suspected of doing, Hdt. III.

c. acc. poenae, to give asjudgment or sentence against
a person, . tivos to pass sentence of death on
one, Lat. damnare aliquem mortis, Thuc. :—Pass.,

tivos^ ap. Dem. 2. of a suit,

to decide it against one, Ar. :—Pass, to be de-

cided, Aesch.-, Ion. for-.-', Ion. for, to bring down, Od. II.

to bring back, recall, Hdt.-, to glorify, Anth.-££, pf., Pass, to be

talked down, Ar.,, ,() wool drawn or spun out,.

worsted, Plat. : a flock of wool, Soph.-, f. , to bend down, Anth.-, to comb away, lacerate, Hdt.-, inf. - [], or: f.:
aor. 1, part, :—Pass., aor. 2-
[a], opt. :—pf., Ion. (in pass,

sense) :

—

to break in pieces, shatter, shiver, crack,

Horn., Att. 2. to break up, weaken, enervate,

Eur., Plat. II. Pass, with pf. act. to be broken,^ Hdt. ;' or

to have the head broken, Ar., etc. ; c. g'en.,

he has got a bit of his head broken, Id.



—,, , ('/-') a thinking ill of,

a low or contemptuous opinion of, c. gen., Thuc. II.

judgment given against one, condemnation, Id.,

Dem. ; to death, Xen.', verb. Adj. of^^, one must
condemn, tiv6s Luc.-, £. , to enchant, bewitch : to cheat or

blind by trickery, Xen.-£, f., to buy up, Dem.-, f. , to denounce, Ar., Thuc.

;

Xen., ov, embroidered, Luc. From- [], f. >, to scratch away, lacerate,

Hdt. 2. to engrave, inscribe, Plut. 3.

to paint over, Luc. II. to fill tablets with writing,

Eur. 2. to write down, register, record, Plat.-£, to exercise much, discipline, Luc.- : f. £a>, Ep. inf.- (in aor. sense) : aor. I

KaTiyayov : pf.\ :

—

to lead down, Lat. de-

ducere, Od., etc. ; esp. into the nether world, lb. ; els' lb. 2. to bring down to the sea-coast, II.,

Xen. 3. to bring downfrom the high seas to land,

Od. ; . to bring a ship into port, Hdt., Att. :

—Pass, to come to land, land, opp. to-, Od.,
Hdt., Att. b. to turn in and
lodge in a person's house, La.t. deversari apud aliqtiem,

Dem. 4. to draw down or out, spin, Lat. deducere

filum, Plat. 5. to reduce to a certain state, is

. Thuc. 6. ., Lat.

deducere triumphum, Plut. : to escort, like,
Id. 7. . yzvos to derive a. pedigree, Id. 8.. to lower the voice, Eur. II. to bring
back, Lat. reducere, Od. : to bring home, recall,

Hdt., Att. : generally, to restore, Hdt. :—Pass, to re-

turn, Plat., Xen. Hence, , a bringing down from the high sea : a
landing, landing-place, Thuc. :—generally, a, halting-
place, inn, Lat. statio, Hdt., Plat. ; and, , a place to lodge in, an inn, hotel,

Thuc, Xen., etc.-,. Att., Dep. to struggle against,
prevail against, conquer, Luc. : as Pass., -

tivos Id.-, f.-, Dep. to devour, Theocr.-, f. -, to bite in pieces, Batr.,

Theocr.-, f . , to bewail, Xen. : absol.

to weep bitterly, Eur.-, aor. inf. -, Med. to

subdue utterly, Thuc.-, = foreg., h. Horn.-, f. ·\, to squander, lavish, Xen. :

—

Pass., [.~] Hdt. II.
to consume entirely, of an army, Xen.-, f. ->, to rend in pieces, devour, Horn. :

metaph. in Med., Od.-, aor. 2- metaph.-, 2 pi.

: pf .- :

—

to fall asleep, in aor. to

be asleep, sleep, Od. :—in pres. to be just falling
asleep, Plat.; pf. havingfallen asleep,

Id. 2. simply to pass the night,8 Thuc.

-. 4-05-', f.- [], Med. to divide among
themselves, tear and devoiir, II., is,( ) wanting or failing in, lack-

ing a thing, c. gen., Hdt.: absol., needy, Dem. 2.

Comp., weaker, inferior, Id., etc. II.

Adv. -SecDy, mostly in Comp., %
to be very ill off'm a thing, Id.-, impers. there is wanting, v. .-, f. -Seitrw : aor. 1 inf.- :

—

to fear
greatly, Ar., Thuc.- and-, f . : Ion. aor. 1 :

—

Pass., Ion. 3 sing, plqpf.:—to discover and
make known, Hdt., Plat., etc. ; c. inf. to give notice

that . . , Aeschin. :—Pass., c. part.,

had been proved to be good, Hdt. 2. to

invent and teach, introduce, exhibit, Ar., Plat. ; c.

inf. to shew how to do, Hdt., Ar.-, f. [], to shew signs offear, Xen.-, Dep. to intreat earnestly, Lat. deprecari,

c. gen. pers., Plat.- : aor. 1 : Dep. :

—

to look

down upon, Od., Soph.-, 6, a tie, band : a magic knot, Plat.-, f ., to wet through, II., Hes. :—of a river,

to water, Eur.-,-, Dep. to receive, admit, Plat.,

etc. 2. to receive back, take home again, Oratt. :

—aor. 1 pass, in pass, sense, Luc.- (a), f.-, to bind on or to, bind fast,

Horn., Hdt. :—Pass., Tohs,
having his eyes bound, Hdt. ;

Eur. ; Plat. :—Med.
to bind to oneself, Eur. 2. to put in bonds, im-
prison, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; . [sc.)
to bind him for execution, Hdt. 3. to convict and
condemn of'a crime, . Id. II. to

tie down, stop, check, Od.

;

stopped my course, lb.-' (), f.-, to want, lack, need, c. gen.,

esp. of numbers,
it wants 15 stadia of being 500, Hdt.-, ov, quite manifest, plain, visible, Hdt.,

Thuc. j to make known, discover,

Hdt., Soph. ; . to be discovered, Hdt., Plat.-, f., to conquer by the arts of a
demagogue :—Pass, to be so conquered, Plut.-', f .,() to consume pub-
licly, II.-, f. : pf.-, (v.) to

decide as arbitrator against, give judgment against

c. gen., Dem. : Pass, to be decided against one, Id.-, f. , to reconcile again, Ar.-, f.-, to give away, intr. to open into,

Hdt.-, f. : Pass., aor. 1 : pf.

:

—

to give judgment against a person,

pass sentence upon him, condemn him, opp. to -, c. gen. pers. et acc. rei, . T«/bs to pass

sentence of death upon him, Hdt. ; c. inf., . -
to condemn him to suffer extreme penalties,

Xen. :—Med. to get sentence given against one,

Thuc :—Pass., con-
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detuned, Plat. ; c. inf., Luc.

;

of the sentence, -
they contended that judgment had been given

against them unjustly, Thuc. II. to declare by

express judgment, Xen.- [t], , judgment given against one : the

damages awarded, Thuc.-, f. or, to pursue closely, Thuc.-, f. -, to suppose a thing to any one's

prejudice, c. inf., . to suspect one of
doing so and so, Hdt. ; . to suspect

them of being thieves, Id. j also, /core

should never have guessed whose son he was, Id.-, f., —, Xen.-, f. , to reduce to slavery, enslave,

Hdt., Thuc. :—Pass., ,

Hdt. 2. Med. to make a slave to oneself, to en-

slave, Id., Xen. : so in pf. pass., Eur., Plat. II. to

enslave in mind :—Pass., Xen., Plat. Hence,, , enslavement, subjugation, Thuc.-, f . -, to fall with a heavy sound, Anth., , at, the Cataracts of the Nile, Hdt.
(Commonly derived from, as if Downroars.)

[], aor. 2 subj. of.-, aor. 2 inf. of-.-', f. , to strip offfrom, Hdt., ,() an inroad, raid, Thuc,
etc. :—metaph. a vehement attack, invective, Aeschin., ov,() overrun, wasted, Eur.,,, a, tearing or rending, Eur. From, f . -, to tear in pieces, rend, Anth. :

—

Med., Hes.-, f. , to exercise power over, Xen., v.., , , {) a going down into,

descent, Luc.-', f ., to put to the blush by earnest
intreaty, Luc.

or- [] : I. intr., in act. pres.

and med. : f.- : aor. 1 med. —-, Ep. 2 and 3 sing, -,- : aor. 2 act.

: pf. :

—

to go down, sink, set, of

the sun, II. ; is till sun-
set, Od. ; of ships, to be sunk or rather to be disabled
(v. infr. 11), Hdt., Thuc. :—of persons,

having popped down, Ar. 2. to go down into,

plunge into, c. ace, ,,,
Horn. ; foil, by a Prep.,' els''
we will go down into . . , Od., etc. :—with a

notion of secresy, to insinuate oneself, steal into,

Plat. 3. to slink away and lie hid,

Xen. 4. to get into, put on,

Horn. II. Causal, to make to sink, Lat. sub-

mergere, Xen. ; mostly in aor. 1,' Hdt. ; to cut it

down to the water's edge, disable it, Id., Thuc.-, Ion.-, f.-, to sing to, Lat. occi-

nere, and so, I. trans, to charm or appease by

singing, Luc. ; c. dat. to sing a spell or incantation() to another, Hdt. 2. to deafen by singing,
Luc. : Pass, to have another sing before one, Id. II.

to sing by way of incantation, Eur.

.-', f ., to takepresents or bribes, Ar.

;

so in Med., Id.-, Ion. for.', , ov, part. pf. pass, of-., Ep. impf. of-., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of.-' or -, only in impf., aor. 1 and pf.

pass. :

—

to clothe, cover, II. :—

-

Pass., Od.-, to make quite dry, parch quite up,-
(Ion. aor. 1), Od.-, f.-, to live on, Eur., Plat,- and -, f. -, to yoke together,

yoke, Pind. :—Pass, to be united, Plat. 2. Pass.,

also, to be straitened, confined, imprisoned,, Hdt.,

Soph. Hence,, , a yoking together :—opp. to -, encamping, Plut.-, 3 sing. Ion. impf. of-.- and -, f.-, to gird fast ; Med.
to gird for oneself, Eur.-, Pass, to be astonished at, c. ace, Plut.-, f. , to bury, II., Aesch.- [], f., to embolden or encourage
against, Plut. :—Pass., in form, Luc.-, f. [], Dep. to look down upon,
watch from above, Xen. :—generally, to contemplate,

Id., aor. 2 inf. of-., 2 sing. aor. 2 med. opt. of-., Ep. for-,-, aor. 2 med.
subj. of- :—, for-,-, pi. aor. 2 subj.-', f . £a>, to subdue by spells or enchantments,
Od. Hence9£5,, , enchantment, Luc., =, to curse, . .-', f.-, to run down, Thuc, Xen. : of

ships, to run into port, Xen. II. to make in-

roads, Id. :—c. acc. to overrun a country, Thuc, Xen.-', f. -, to contemplatefrom above, Plat.-, f. , to sharpen, whet, Anth.- [], f., to make womanish, Luc.*, obsol. pres. of.-', f . \, to exercise oneself much,
well-trained, of soldiers, Plut.- [t], f. , to press down, press out : aor.

2 pass. part,, Plut.-, f.-, sync, : aor.

2, Ep. : pf.- :

—

to die

away, be dying, and in aor. 2 and pf. to be dead, II.,

Trag. 2. to die away, disappear, Mosch., Bion.-, , , mortal, II., aor. 2 inf. of.-', f., to cry down, Plat.-, v..-, f . , to break in pieces, shatter, Plat,-', f. ], to bewail, lament, mourn, Eur.-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to leap

down, II. ; c. acc, . to leap down the

wall, Hdt.



—-, f. \, to be quite cast down, lose all

heart, Xen.- [], a, ov,() in the mind or thoughts,

Od. ; . let not death sit

heavy on thy heart, II. II. according to one's

mind, satisfactory, Theogn., Hdt.-, f., to sacrifice, Hdt., Xen. 2. to offer,

dedicate, Xen. II. Med.,
I will compel by magic sacrifices, Theocr.-, Pass, to be armed at all points,

Xen.-5,, , poet, for, Anth.

[], poet, for, , ,()
a name of Zeus as descending in thunder and light-

ning, Ar. :—also of his thunder, descending, hurled
down, Aesch. 2. of, that to which one
descends, downward, Eur., , , poet, for, . gates by

which men descend, downward-leading, Od.-, f. Att. , to rush down like a storvi,

Aesch. :—generally, to be tempestuous, Anth.-', Dep. with fut. med.-, aor.

pass,- :

—

to feel shame or reverence before

another, stand in awe of him, Hdt., Soph., etc. : c.

inf. to be ashamed to do a thing, Eur.-&, f. , to burn to ashes, Eur., Ar. :

—

Pass., [Tpoias] Eur.-3, f. , to wave ox float adown,
Pind. ;

Castor sheds his lustre down upon the hearth, Id.-, to burn down, burn to ashes, Aesch., Eur. :

—metaph. of love, Theocr.-, f. Att. : Pass., pf. :

—

to

wound severely, to spoil titterly, Od. ; so Med., Eur.,, , an agreement : a betrothal, Plut.-', f. , poet. , to agree to a thing,

approve of it, c. acc. rei, Hdt. ; also c. dat. rei,

Thuc. 2. to agree or promise to do, c. inf., Pind.,

Soph, j also, . to agree
that he should be king, Hdt. 3. to grant, pro-

mise, Soph. : to promise in marriage, betroth, Eur.-', Ion. for-.-, f. -, intr. to come down, make a swoop,
of birds, Ar. ; of persons, Eur., etc. II. of ships,

to put into port, put in, Thuc.-, f.-, Dep. to come to full
perception of, Soph.-3, ov, all righteous, Aesch.-,, 6, a dishonourer, Aesch.- [], f . , to disgrace^ dishonour, put
to shame, Od., Hdt., Att. ; . I
put not thy nature to shame, i. e. show myself not un-
worthy of thee, Soph. ; covered
me with dishonour in that my debt remained unpaid,
Pind. II. Med. to feel shame before, fleousSoph.

;

so in aor. pass.,, . . to

be ashamed of being thought, Thuc.-, Ep. for-, Od.-, f. [], Dep. to accuse, arraign,
reproach, Hdt., Dem. :—Med. to accuse one another,

Hdt. 2. c. acc. rei, to lay something to one's

charge, impute, Thuc. II. part. aor.

. 407
pass, is used in pass, sense, an accused
person, defendant, Id., Xen.! j iyos, -, a low helmet or skull-cap of neat's

leather, II. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, Pass, to hang down, Ton.
impf.) Hes.-, f. , to laugh aloud at, Anth.-, Ep. for-, inf. of.-, = , only in aor. 2,.-, ov, =, Anth.-, Att. - [], . inf. : f.- : aor. 1, ., pi. subj.- or— (for -)), inf.,
syncop. : pf .- :—Pass., f .-]

:

aor., aor. 2 : pf .- : (cf

.

) :
—to burn down, burn completely , Horn., 11.,

Hdt. ; . to burn them alive, Hdt. ;

Id. II. Pass., of fire, in

tmesi, had burnt down, burnt out, II.-, f. , to call down, summon, invite,

Thuc. :—Med., Plut.-, f. , to caver up, II., Hdt., Att. :

—

Med., in tmesi, having
covered his head, Od. ; so--^ alone, having
veiled oneself, Hdt. ; and- Id., Plat.-, f. \, to bend down, so as to be con-

cave, Plat. :—metaph., . to bend down, over-

throw hopes, Eur. :—Pass, to be bent (by intreaty),

Aeschin.-, Pass, to wither away, Aesch., aor. 1 part, of.-, f.,, Dep. to boast against one,

exidt over him, or . · : to have no
fear of, lb., Ep. aor. 1 inf. of.-, Ep. 3 pi., Ion.^ ; subj.- : Pass., only in pres. and impf. with fut. med.-

:

—to lie down, lie outstretched, Horn.,

Ar. 2. to lie hid, htrk, Horn. 3. to lie stored,

up, Lat. reponi, II., Hes. 4. to lie sick, Hdt. :

—

also to lie idle, Xen. 5. to recline at meals, Lat.

accumbere,, Ar. 6. of land, to lie

sloping to the sea (so Horat. Usticae cubantis), Pind.-, Ep. for -, aor. 1 subj. of-. II. also subj. of.-, f. -, to shear off

:

—Med., . ·
to crop their heads close, Hdt. II. metaph.

to cut away, destroy, squander, Od.-, used as fut. of, '
Od. ; (. for-)

lb. ; (. part.) they went to lie

down, Horn., , voc.-, , one who cries

down, a bawler, Ar.', 2 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-, f. , to command silence, Ar. : gener-

ally, to co?nmand, c. inf., Plut. II. of the,
to give the time in rowing, Ar.-, f., to make gain of a. thing wrong-

fully, Xen.-, f . Att. , to change into small coin :

generally, to divide into small parts, to cut up, Plat.



48 --', f., to rail violently, Hdt.-',., to charm away, Lat. delinire, Soph,, Ep. for -), pi. aor. subj. of.-, f., to cover with wax, Hdt.-, Att. -, f. , to proclaim or com-

mand by public crier, Xen. II. in an auction,

. riva to order it to be knocked down to one,

Plut.-, Att.- [] : f. :

—

to bewail

loudly, lament, Ar. ; so in Med., Eur. 2. absol. to

wail aloud, Id.-£, Dor. for-, aor. med. inf.

of.- [], Att. for.- [], impf. : aor. - :
—

Pass., aor. - : pf.- :

—

to break

down, break short, snap off, II., Hdt. II. metaph.
to break down, he broke us

all down, broke all our hearts, Plat. : Pass.,

Od. ; Eur.-, , , an instrument for fastening
doors, a key, Ar.-, Ion. -', old Att.- : fut. Ion.-', Dor. :—Med., aor.,
Dor. :—Pass., aor., Ion.

: pf.- or- : I.

c. acc. pers. to shut in, inclose a mummy in its case,

Hdt. ; " is . to drive them
into the island and shut them up there, Thuc. :—Med.
to shut oneself zip, Xen. ; to shut up
the bride with oneself, Theocr. 2. metaph., .
to shut up, i. e. to compel, oblige, Dem. ; also, -- to be reduced, Id. II.

c. acc. rei, to shut up, close, ras Hdt. ; .
Id., etc.--, [,), f., to distri-

bute by lot, . T.-',., to obtain by inheritance, Plut.-, f ., to portion out

:

—Med. to receive

as one's portion, Plut., aor. pass. part, of :—-, aor. 2., , sloping, Anth. From- [], f.- :—Pass., aor. 1-
[] : aor. 2- [t], part,- : . -]-

:

—

to lay down, [] 4 yaiy Od.

;

. tovs els having made them
recline (for dinner) in a meadow, Hdt. ; .. els

to lay a sick person in the temple of Aescu-
lapius, that he might sleep there and so be cured, Ar. :

—Pass, to lie at table, sit at meat, Lat. accumbere,
Hdt., Ar., etc. II. metaph. to lay prostrate,

overthrow, Theogn. Hence, etos, , a making one to lie down, seating
him at table, Plat. ; . - the celebration

of the marriage feast, Hdt. II. (from Pass.) a
lying at table, sitting at meat, Plat.- : f.- [], poet, -, to dash
over, flood, deluge, inundate, Hdt., etc. :—metaph.
to deluge, overwhelm, Eur., Plat. :—Pass.,

(aor. 1 inf., poet, for -),

-.
Aesch. II. to wash down or away, Pind. 2.

to wash out, wash away, Xen., , a deluge, inundation : metaph., Dem.-, f. -, to scrape away, make away
with, Ar.-, =£. :—Pass., Ar.-, f . Att. , to pull to pieces, shred small,

Luc. II. to tickle : Pass, to itch, Ar.-, f. : I. intr. to sleep through, .
to sleep out the watch, i. e. sleep all the

time of one's watch, Hdt. ; so,

Xen. : absol. to go to sleep, Hdt. II. in Causal
sense, to put to sleep, Soph. :—Pass., aor. 1 -, to go to sleep, sleep, II., Hdt.-, f. , = II, Plat., Luc.-, f., to make one a partaker, Dem. ;

. . to share the public property among
themselves, Aeschin.-, f., to follow after, obey, Plut.- , f . Att.,{) to run into a bay, Thuc.-, f., to dive down, Thuc., , a bringing down to the sea-shore for
exportation, Thuc. From-, f. Att. , to bring down, esp.from the

inland to the coast, Thuc. 2. . to bring it

into harbour, Dem. 3. metaph. to bring into a
place of refuge, Id.-, ov, {) with long falling hair, Eur., ,() —, destruction, Eur.-,{) to buffet sharply, Aeschin.-, f. Att. -, to shoot down, Hdt., Dem.-, f . &>, to cut down, cut in pieces, cut up,

Hdt., Ar., etc. : Pass., aor. 2 part, cut in

pieces, Hdt. 2. to kill, slay, Id., Att. 3. in a
military sense, to cut in pieces, 'cut up,' Dem. ; Pass.,

aor. 2 inf. Xen. 4. generally, to break

in pieces, destroy, Dem. II. to coin into money,
Hdt., Xen.-, ,{) satiated, glutted: metaph.
insatiable, excessive, wearisome, Plat., ov, =5 :—Adv. -, to excess, in-

temperately
,
ap. Dem.-, f., to set in order, arrange, Od. (in

Med.) ; - was fitting it on
the string, II. 2. to fit out completely, adorn, Ar.,

Plat. II. to reduce to order, Plut.-, f., to hear and obey, be subject to

another, c. dat., Hdt.; c. gen., Dem. 2. to

hearken or give ear to one, Id. 3. to hear
plainly, or, Eur., Thuc, etc. ; Ar.-, f.-, to cry down, outdo in cry-

ing, Ar.-, f., to prevail over,: absol. to

prevail, gain the mastery, Hdt., Aesch. ; of a name,
to prevail, become current, Hdt.-', Pass, to hang down, be suspended, Hdt.-', f.-, to hang up, Od., Hdt., Adv. better., v. 1 1.-, Pass., = , Ar.-, f., to throw down a precipice, Dem.,
Plut. 2. generally, to throw headlong down,

Xen. :—Pass, to be so thrown down, Id.



-, ov, steep and rugged, Batr., Adv., better , v..,, condemnation, judgment, . . From- [], f .- :

—

to give as sentence against,
:— Pass., sentence of

death has been passed upon them, Hdt. ;

ot when this sentence has been given against
him, Id. ; impers., $v} if sentence be given
against me, Xen. 2. c. acc. pers. to condemn, -- Hdt. ; . .
. . :—Pass, to be condemned, Eur., Xen.-, poet. part,, f. , to cover

over, hide away , conceal, Horn., etc. II. absol. to

use concealment, to conceal oneself, of the gods, Od.
Hence, , concealment : a subterfuge, Soph.-£, to croak at, croak down, like jackdaws, Ar.-,-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf.

of.-,.-, Dep. to getfor oneself en-

tirely, gain possession of, and in past tenses, to have
in full possession, Soph., etc.-, Ep. aor. 2 part, of sq. : -, med.- : f. -, Ion. -, Ep.- :

aor. 1 : aor. 2, Ep. imperat., poet,, as, a, Ep. inf.,, part, : pf . : — Pass.,

fut. med. in pass, sense :—aor. 1-
[], 3 pi.- ;

part. med. (in pass.

sense) :

—

to kill, slay, murder, Horn., Hdt., , ,() to be sunk or let down, Ar.-, f. , to lose in dicing:—Pass, to be

gambled away, Aeschin.-, f., to encircle ; in Med., Plut.- or-, f.- [f] : aor. 2 pass.- \—to roll down :—Pass, to be rolled down
or thrown off, Hdt., Xen.-, f . , to bend down, stoop , II. :

—

bend
down and peep into a thing-, Luc.-, to gain dominion over, c. gen., . T.-, f., to confirm, ratify, Soph. :—Pass.,, —, condemned
to death, Eur.-, f. [], to hinder from doing, Ar. :

to detain, keep back, Xen. :—Pass., c. gen. rei,-
Dem.-£, f. , to burst riotously in upon,

Eur.,, incorrect forms for,., aor. 2 inf. of.-, Dep. to boast or brag largely, Dem.-, f., to talk loudly, to blab, Ar., , evil report, slander, . T. From-, 6, a slanderer, N.T.-, f .-, Ion.- : pf.--
: Ion. plqpf.- :—Pass., Ion. aor. 1--

:
—to seize upon, lay hold of, Lat. occupare, Od.,

Hdt., Att. :—Med. to seize for oneself, Lat. capesso,

Hdt. 2. to seize, overpower, of death and fatigue,

Horn. 3. to seize with the mind, apprehend,
£omprehend, Plat. II. to catch, overtake, come
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up with, ^ Hdt. : of mischances, to

overtake, befall, Id. 2. to surprise, catch,

find, Lat. deprehendo, with a partic, . .
Id. ; Dem.,
etc. 3. impers., , c. inf., like the

Att., it happens to one, it is one's fortune
to do so and so, Hdt. 4.

absol., — ., what hap-
pened, the circumstances, Id. ; rjv -
Thuc. III. to repress, arrest, check,

Hdt. ; . to get it under, Id. ; .
Id.; . toput an end to them, Id.:—Pass.,o

inquiries about the death
being checked, Id. 2. to bind, .,,
Lat. jurejurando adstringere, to bind by oath, Id.,

Thuc. 3. to force or compel one to do, c. inf.,

. forces him to bring out the

truth, Hdt. :
— Pass., being con-

strained, Id. Hence, a, ov, Ion. for, to be ar-

rested, Hdt.-, f.-, to shine upon or over, c. gen.,

Plat. : c. acc, . to light them,
Plut. II. absol. to shine, Eur. ; so in Med., Id.-, f., to suffer much, feel sore pain, Soph.-, f. , to lay down : Med. and Pass, to lie

down, go to bed, aor. 1 Horn. ; Ep. syncop.

aor. 2 pass, II., etc. ; part, and
inf. Od. ; f . Hes. II. to

pick out, choose out of many, Hdt. : — to choose as

soldiers, to enrol, enlist, Ar., Thuc. ; Med. to choose for
himself, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—Pass, to be enlisted or

enrolled, Lat. conscribi, Hdt., etc. III. to recount,

tell at length or in order, in fut. or aor. 1,

II. ; lb. :—Pass.,

of those which have
been recounted, Hdt. 2. to reckon tip, Od., Hdt., etc.-, f., to pour down ; absol. to shed tears,

Eur. :— Pass, to drop down, II., Eur. Hence--, ov, anointed, Ar.-, Ep. also, f., aor. 2

; Ion. impf. :—Med. and Pass.,

fut. med. (in pass, sense), also fut.

:

— to leave behind, II. ; esp. of persons dying or going

into a far country,

Od.; .. Soph., etc.; so in Med.,

to leave behind one, Hdt., etc. :

—Pass., being part

of the army left behind, Id. 2. to leave as an
heritage, Od., Att. ;

will leave

not enough to be buried with, Ar. 3. in Med.,

simply, to leave in a certain state, Hdt. II. to for-

sake, abandon, leave in the lurch, Horn., Att. III.

to leave remaining, Xen. : Med. to reserve

for oneself, Id. :—Pass., yet re-

mains to befought Id. 2. to leave alone, Id.-, f., to spend all one's substance

in bearing the public burdens {-yiai), Dem.,, ,() a leaving behind, Plat.-, f. ^, to waste in subtle talk, Ar.-, f. , to stone to death, Hdt., Ar., etc.-, f., to grind down, Od., Hdt.



4-IO --, f. , to leave off, end, stop, Aesch. ;

; at what point will it cease ? Id. :

—

-
the limits of a district, Plut.-, Dep. to forget utterly, II., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

seized or occupied, Plut., , ,() able to keep down
or check, c. g"en., Ar., , , verb. Adj. of, to be

achieved, Thuc. II. act. seizing suddenly

;

grief that falls on us from
the gods, Eur., ews, ?/,() a seizing, iv-

within one's grasp, Thuc:

—

an assaulting,

Ar. 2. a taking possession, occupation, Plat.,

Dem., etc.-, =, N.T.-, f., to stone to death, Dem.£, to make into a lake or swamp, Byz., =, Thuc.-, f ., to entreat earnestly, Luc., , exchange, esp. of money : the profits

of the money-changer, Dem. II. a change
from enmity to friendship, reconciliatio?i, Aesch.,

etc. 2. reconciliation of sinners with God, N.T., , , easy to reconcile
,
placable, Arist.-,Att.-, f., to change money, Plut.,

etc.; and so in Med., Dem. :—Med. to exchange one
thingfor another, Plat. II. to change a person

from enmity to friendship, reconcile, Hdt., . T. :

—

Med., to make up
one's enmity with any one, Hdt. :—Pass., esp. in aor.

or aor. 2 [], to become re-

conciled, Soph., Eur., etc.-, f. 4\, to crush in pieces, make an end
of, Xen., Aeschin.

[], Adv.() by way of conversa-
tion, in prose, Plat.-, v. sub.-£, f. Att., Dep. to count up, num-
ber, reckon, Xen. ; . to put
it down to his account, Dem. ;' let no one impute it to you as a
virtue, Aeschin. II. to count or reckon among,
Lat. annitmerare, Xen., ,{) an enrolment, register, list,

catalogue, Plat. ; . the catalogue of ships in

II. 2. 2. at Athens, the register of citizens, Ar.,

etc. : [] soldiers on the list for
service, Thuc, etc. ; 01 Xen. ;

., or, ., the superannuated, Lat.

emeriti, Id. ; , of picked
troops, Thuc.-, f. , to cut into furrows, Eur.-, v.-.-, Med. to spend in bathing,
[metri grat. pro-] Ar.-, Adv. =, , on the neck,

(sc. ) Od.-, f. , to distribute into, and
generally to distribute, Plut. Hence-, , distribution into bodies, Plut., Luc.

—.,,,( n) an inn, lodging, N.T.-, Dep. to ruin utterly, destroy, Xen., ov, to be dissolved or done away, Soph.,, ,() a dissolving, dissolution

of governments, Thuc, etc. 2. the dismissal or

disbanding of a body of men, Xen. ; -
till dismissal, of soldiers at a review, Id. 3.

. an ending of the war, pacification,

Thuc, Xen. 4. generally, an end, termination,
Xen. II. a resting, lodging, rest, Eur. 2.=, a resting-place, guest-chamber, quarters,

lodging, (Ion. for- >, Hdt., Plat.-, f.- [] : Pass., f .- : pf. --:—to put down, destroy, II., Eur. 2. of govern-

ments, to dissolve, break tip, put down, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. ; . to put down, to depose, Thuc. ; .
Xen. :—Pass.,

having been dismissed, Hdt. b. to dis-

solve, dismiss, disband a body,
Id. ; Dem. c. . to neglect

the watch, Ar. 3. to end, bring to an end,
Eur.; ' Xen. b. . to break

the peace, Aeschin. C. . to end the

war, make peace, Thuc, Xen., etc. ; and absol. (sub.) or to make peace
with him, Thuc. :—so in Med., Id., etc. ;-

Hdt. II. to tmloose, unyoke,

Od. ; £> , . to take it down
from the wall, Hdt. 2. intr. to take up one's

quarters, to lodge, he is my guest,

Plat. ; . to go and lodge with him, Thuc. :

absol. to take one's rest, Ar. ; Med., ·
may I take my rest in the grave, Eur.-, Ion. -ecu, f., to restfrom a thing, c.

gen., Od.-, f. , to bewitch, Luc-, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f. Att. , to make soft or effeminate,

Jo. Chrys. :—Pass, to be or become so, Xen.-~, Att. -, f. , to soften much,
Luc. ; metaph. to appease, Id.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to

observe well, examine closely, Hdt., Xen. 2. to

learn thoroughly, Plat., etc. 3. to perceive, un-
derstand, Id., etc. 4. to discover, find, c. part.,

Hdt.; .
Xen. 5. to learn thoroughly, and in pf. to have
learnt, to be aware, Id. 6. to consider, Id.-, Dep. to divine, surmise, Arist.-, Ion. -ea>, f. \, to be stark mad, Hdt.-, f . , to catch, Lat. deprehendo, II.

;

esp. to catch one running away, Horn., Pind.-, f. , to bear witness against,

or Oratt. ; c. acc. pers. et inf.,·
Dem. :— Pass, to have evi-

dence given against one, Id. 2. Pass, also of the

evidence, to be given against one, Id.-, f.-, Dep. to subdue, conquer,

Plut.-, used by Horn, only once in Ep. aor. 1 med.-, to scrape over, pile up, heap up, II. II.

in Act., to cut down, reap like corn (cf . ), Soph.



-- [], to blunt or dull, Soph. : aor. pass.

Anth.-, aor. -, Causal, to make quite

drunk, Hdt., Plat,, aor. inf. of.-', f., to take no care of, c. gen., Xen. :

absol. to pay no heed, be heedless, Soph., Xen.-, f. , to spread over with honey,

metaph. of the nightingale's voice, Ar., ov, blamed by all, abhorred, Soph. :

neut. pi. as Adv. so as to have cause to findfault, II.-, f . : aor.- or--
:

—

to find great fault with, blame greatly, accuse,

Thuc, Plat. Hence,, , a blaming, findingfault, Thuc.

;

it leaves him no ground for
censure, Id.-, f .- : aor. -

:

—to stay be-

hind, stay, Hdt., Att. 2. to remain fixed, continue
in a certain state, Xen.-, f. Att. , to cut in pieces, Luc. 2. to

distribute, Xen.-, f., to measure out to, Hdt., Xen.-, f., to put in a probe : metaph.,
. to zise the ballot-box as aprobe, i. e. make a peculator

disgorge what he has stolen, Ar.- [], f ., to point out, make known, in-

dicate, Hdt. 2. to inform against, twos Xen.-, f. -, to taint, defile, Pind., Plat. :

—

Pass, to wear squalid garments as a sign of grief,

wear mourning (cf. Lat. sordidatus), Hdt.- or -, f.- : Ep. aor. part,-
:
—to mix up, mingle the ingredients, II., Ar., = foreg. : Med. in pass, sense, h. Horn.-', f. ), to spend in paying public

servants or soldiers, Ar., Aeschin., ov,{) liable to blame, in-

auspicious, Aesch., Adv. better divisim , v..-, to conquer in single combat, Plut.- and -, to encompass, . iv,
i. e. to bury him, Eur.-is, ,() a closing of the eyes, Plut.-, f. , to tear, scratch, Theocr. :—Med.,

she scratched her hand, II.-, f. , to make mincemeat of, Ar.-, f. : aor. , Ep. inf.

:

—to shut or close the eyes, Xen., . T. :—hence to

drop asleep, doze, Batr., Ar.---, f . >, to put all round, Od.-, Dep. to mock at, rivos Plut.-, f. , to overpower by force, confine,
Eur. 2. to coerce,. is Thuc.-, a curse, . T. Hence, f. , to curse, N.T., to make to dwell, settle, only used in aor.

Hes. :—Med., aor. Aesch. :—-Pass, to take up one's abode, dwell, only in aor., Eur. ; poet. 3 pi. Ar.-, f.- : aor. 1- :—Pass.,

aor. 1- :
—to use up, spend, lavish, Xen.,

Plat. :—Pass., with pf. act., to be lavished, Plat.

—. zj. 1

1

-, f. , to be slothful towards, press

heavily upon, c. gen., . T.-, f. , to stamp or beat down firmly, Hdt.-&', f., to conquer in a sea-fight, Xen.,

etc. :—Pass, to be so conquered, Luc.-', f. -, to distribute, allot, assign, esp.

as pasture-land, Hdt., Dem. 2. to distribute,

divide into separate bodies, Xen. :—of a single per-

son, . riva. ets ttjv to assign him to his post,

Aeschin. II. Med. or Pass, to divide among
themselves, Thuc, Plat. 2. to occupy with cattle,

to graze land, Lat. depasci, Isocr. :—metaph. to

plunder, Babr.- : f . : aor. 1, Ep. part.

:
—to nod assent, II. : c. acc. rei, to grant,

promise, lb. ; so c. inf., generally, to make a sign by

nodding the head, Od.-', Ion. -, aor. 1-, to heap up, Hdt.-&, f. , to burn to cinders, Anth.-, Pass, to be burnt to cinders, pf . part.

Soph. ; aor. 1 Eur.- [], f. -, to cover with snow, Ar. :

metaph. to sprinkle as with snow, Luc. II.

absol., it snows,
even were it to snow thick as meal, Ar.-', f. , to observe well, to understand,
Hdt., Plat. 2. to perceive, Thuc. 3. to learn,

Id. 4. to consider, twos Xen. Hence-iSj eo>s, , observation : means of observing,

Plut.-, Pass, {) to be used up or wasted, Od.-, f. , to bedew, Eur.-, Adv. down-hill, II.-, es, () down-hill, downward, steep, Ar.

;

ets downwards, Xen. II. metaph.
prone, inclined, Eur., Adv., better , so as to face,

right opposite, Od.- [t Att.], Prep, with gen. straight downfrom,
Od. 2. —, right opposite, is .
to the parts opposite Cythera, Thuc. ; .
exactly opposite to the point at which it flows in,

Plat. II. as Adv. of Place, right opposite,

. Thuc. ; . from the opposite side,

Plat. 2. straightforward, downright, Thuc.-, Adv. over against, right opposite, facing,

c. gen., Hdt. ; c. dat., Id.; absol., Soph.-, = n, c. gen., Xen.-', f., to pour water over

:

—metaph. to

potir a flood of words over, twos Ar.|,, , stupefaction, slumber, . .-, aor. 2- [], Pass, to be sorely

pricked,- } . . II. to be

stupefied, to slumber, Lxx. Hence»&, Att.- [] : f.- [] :

—

to bring to

quite an end: esp., 1. to accomplish a certain

distance,, Hdt., Xen. 2. (the acc. being

omitted) intr. to arrive at a place, Hdt., Soph.,

etc. II. to accomplish, perpetrate, Eur. ; .
to murder, Id.-|, f. -, to card or comb well : to tear in

pieces, rend in shreds, Eur. ;
. eis~
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to pound him to red rags, Ar. :—Pass.,-
crushed to atoms, Soph. ; \

Eur. 2. to wear or waste away, Lat. atterere,

Aesch. : Pass., , Eur., 3 sing-, aor. opt. of.-, () Pass, to be received as a guest,

pf. part, Aesch.-, ov, quite or very worthy of, c. gen., Soph.

;

absol., Eur. Adv. -, Id.-, f. , to deem worthy, Plat. :—Med. to

hold in high esteem, Aesch. II.

I bid a long farewell to calamities,

Id. ; thou would'st have it so, Soph., ov, Dor. for.-, f.-, to mock at, Anth., , 6v, (-) shutting down-
wards, a trap-door, Hdt.-, f. , to throw in wrestling, Ar. :

metaph. to overthrow, Eur., Plat.-, Pass, to vault or leap down,
(Ep. syncop. aor. 2 for), II.-, Att. -, f. -, to besprinkle or

bespatter, Ar. :—Pass., Id. II.

c. acc. rei, to sprinkle or strew over, Id. Hence,, besprinkled, Ar. 2. embroidered, Id.-', f., to trample down, trample under
foot, Thuc, etc. ; . to trample down
the seed (i. e. have it trampled down) by swine, Hdt.:
— Pass., Id., Thuc, etc. 2. metaph. in tmesi,
'' II.'', Ep. for-, inf. of.,, , a means of stopping, II. ; and-, , , a putting to rest : a putting
down, deposing, Hdt. II. a cessation, calm,
N.T.-, poet,-, f. , Ep. inf. --, to lay to rest, put an end to, Horn., Hdt. :

—

Med., Eur. II. c. acc. pers. to lay to rest, i. e.

kill, II. 2. to make one stopfrom a thing, hinder
or check from, c. gen., Horn. :—and c. acc. only, to

stop, keep in check, Id., Hdt. 3. like, to

put down or depose from power, . ,
Hdt. ; . Id. :—Pass.,

Id. b. to put down,
Id. ; Thuc. III.

Pass, and Med. to leave off from, cease from,
Hdt., etc. 2. absol. to leave off, cease, Ar., etc. 3.

the Act. is also used intr. like Med., Eur.-, f., to fetter, hamper, Horn.-, f . -, to persuade, Luc.-,, f., to threaten loudly, . to

use threatening words, Soph. ; the
threats tittered, Id.-, Ion.-, , () a
sounding-line, Hdt., f., to overrun with light-armed
troops(), Ar.

€.7€05, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be sent down, Luc.-, f . , to send down, Hes. ; esp. from
the inland to the sea-coast, Xen. II. to sendfrom
head-quarters, to dispatch, Dem.-', f., to mournfor, bewail, Anth.

., Ep. for-, pf. part. fern, of-., Ion. for.-, mostly in Med.-- ; aor. 2-
: pf . :

—to break wind at, Ar.-, f. ->, to boil down, to digest food,
Arist. :—metaph. to digest, keep from rising, Lat.

concoquere, . II. ; . -yav, i. e. to bear
great fortune meekly, Pind.- and-, f .- [], to spread out
over, II., Eur. II. to spread or cover with,

Ar., Xen. Hence,, , a curtain, veil, N.T.-, f .-^ : 3 sing. aor. 2,
part,, subj.: also aor. 2

act. :

—

toffy down, Hdt., Ar., etc.-, f., to stone to death, Xen., aor. pass. subj. of., part, of., Adv. part. pf. act. of,
contemptviously , Dem., 3 sing. aor. subj. of.-- and : f . -, to stick fast in

the ground, plant firmly, II., Hdt., etc. II. Pass.,

with pf. and plqpf . act., to standfast or firm in, II.

;

absol., ^ Hdt.-, f., to leap down, Xen.-, f .-, to fill full of a thing, c.

gen., Plat.-, f.-, to burn to ashes, Anth.- [t], f . ~, later- : aor. 2 -, Ep. :

—

to gulp or swallow down, Hes.,

Hdt., Att. II. metaph., . to drink in
Euripides, i. e. imbibe his spirit, Ar. 2. to swallow
up, consume, Id. 3. to spend in tippling, Aeschin.-, to sell outright, Luc.-, f.-, : slot. 2-, poet.-, 3 dual- : pf.:— to

fall or drop down, Horn., Hdt., Att. ;—used as Pass.,

=, Aesch. 2. metaph.,

their spirit fell, II. ; . Plat. II.

to have the falling sickness, Luc.-, Att.-, f., to cover with pitch,

to pitch over and burn (as a punishment), Plat.-, f. , to trust, Plut.-, Att. -, f.- [], to plaster

over with clay, etc., Hdt., Ar. :—Med.,

to plaster one's own head, Hdt. ;' this they plaster over

their whole body, Id. Hence, , plastered over, -
a plaster, Ar.,, , Ion. for, Hdt.-', f. , to entwine, plait, Hdt. 2. me-

taph. to implicate, . Id. II. to

finish twining : metaph. to bring to an end, ,
Id.-, ov, Att. —, , gen. , quite full,

of a thing :

—

fouled or stained with a thing,

777s ' Xen.-, f.- : Ion.- :

—

to sail

down ; i. e., 1. to sailfrom the high sea to shore,



—
sail to land, put in, Od., Hdt., Att. ; -

having lately come ashore, Plat. 2. to sail

down stream,. rbv Hdt. II. to sail

back, Id., , gen. , Att. for., rjyos, , , stricken with amazement,
astounded, Lysias. 2. shy, bashful, Arist.; and, ecos, , amazement, consternation, Thuc.-, Att.-,., to strike down : metaph.

to strike with amazement, astound, terrify, Thuc,
Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be panic-stricken, amazed,
astounded,^ (aor. 2) II. ; Att. aor. 2 inf.,

rjvai Thuc; 2 pi. pf. Id.; c.

ace, KarairXayevTes rbv/ Dem.-» contr. -irXovs, ,() a sailing
down to land, aputting ashore, putting in, Thuc. II.

a sailing back, return, Xen.-, f. , to enrich greatly, Hdt., Xen.- [], to wash by pouring over, to drench,
Xen. II. to wash out

:

—Pass., metaph., rb
the affair is washed out, i. e. forgotten,

Aeschin. Hence, , a bathing in water, Xen., Ion. for.-, Ep.- : f .- :

—

to breathe

upon or over, c. gen., Eur. 2. to inspire, Aesch.;
bs Eur., ,() a blowing, Pind., -iroSas, less correct forms for ,. 7ro5as., 3 sing. aor. 1 subj. pass, of.-, f. <>, to war down, i. e. to exhaust
by war, subdue completely, reduce, Lat. debellare,

Thuc, Xen. : in pres. to attempt to subdue, Thuc. :

—Pass., \)\\ Id.-, Dep. to subdue by policy, Dem., less correct form for .-, f . ·\, to subdue after a hard struggle

:

—Pass, to be so subdued, Aeschin.-, ov, tired, wearied, Plut.-, f. , to throw into the sea, drown
therein, Dem. Hence,, , one who throws into the sea, Dem.-, f ., =, Hdt., Plat.-7€, f. , to prostitute, Hdt.-, Att. -, f . , to accomplish, execute,

Xen. 2. to achieve, gain, Id. :—Med. to achieve

for oneself, Id. :—Pass., ay a Id.- [], f., to soften down, appease, Plat.-, es, down-turned, of the hand as used
in striking or grasping, with the flat

of his hand, II. ; \ Od.-, f., to throw headlong down, Anth.- [], f.-, to saw up, Hdt. 2. to

cut or bite into pieces, Theocr.-, f.-, to betray utterly, leave
in the lurch, Hdt., Att.-', Att.—,, () a fut. with-

out any pres. in use, to do a thing without return,
i. e. with impunity, used with a negat.,5 he shall not escape for
having insulted me, Hdt. ; '%-

. 4-^3

, Id. ; , Ar. :—

·

absol., he said that

they should not get off scot-free, Hdt. 2. c gen.

pers., you will not escape for

this despite done to me, Ar., poet. aor. 2 part, of-.-, ov, () winged, Aesch., Eur., fut. of.-, f.- : 3 dual Ep. aor. 2]-, poet. part, : pf., Ep. part.

:—to crouch down, to lie crouching or

cowering, Horn., Hes. 2. c. acc to cower beneath,

Plut., Ion. for., ov,() to be spat upon, abomin-
able, despicable, Aesch., Eur., Dem.-, es, () with ample folds, Theocr.-, f. [p], to spit upon or at, esp. as a
mark of abhorrence, c. gen., Dem., Aeschin.-, =-, .-, f. , to reduce to beggary, Plut., , brutal lust, Ar. From-, , () a lewdfellow, Ar.- [], f. , to make rotten, h. Horn. :

—

Pass, to become rotten, II.-, ov, very thick, Theocr. Hence, f. , to stud thickly with a thing,

Plut., v..- [ap], Ion. -, , a etirse,

to lay a curse upon one, Hdt. ;

Eur.-, Ion. for -, pf. pass. part, of-.- \_ap Horn., ap Att.], Ion.- : f., Ion. : Dep. :

—

to call down curses upon,

imprecate upon, Horn., Hdt. :—c. inf.,-
they pray that he may perish,

Theogn. :—c. dat. pers. only, to curse, execrate, Hdt.,

Ar.,etc. ; later, c. acc. pers., Plut., N.T. 2. absol. to

utter imprecations, Ar. 3. pf. pass. part,--
vos in pass, sense, accursed, Id.-, Att. -, f. £, to dash down, break in

pieces, Tobs is Tbv drove

them shattered to Cithaerae, Hdt. ; )
els Thuc. II. intr. to

fall down, fall headlong, Plut., ov, () accursed, abominable,

Eur., Ar. ; Comp. - Dem. ; Sup. -
Soph.-, f . ], to leave unemployed or idle, Eur.

;

. yrjv to occupy the ground uselessly, cumber it,

N.T. II. to make of none effect, lb. :—Pass.,

KaTapy- to be abolished, cease, lb. ; . b
to be set freefrom the law, lb.-, to make to tarry, v. sub.,,( ) only in pi. apyaa, the

first offerings, Eur. 2. the purifications made by

such offerings, Plut.-, f. , to cover with silver

:

—Pass.,

aapypvos (Ion. for KaT7]py~) silvered, Hdt. II.

to buy or bribe with silver, a]pypvos Soph.



4*4-, f.—, to water :—metaph. to besprinkle

•with praise, Ar.', Ep. for.', Ion. for, Hdt.-, i], , making one shudder, horrible,

Od.-, f., to count or reckon among, Eur.,

Plat. 2. to recount in detail, Plat. :—in Med. to

recount, enumerate, Id.-', f., to be fully sufficient, Hdt., Eur., Ion. for.-', f.-, to deny strongly, persist in
denying, Soph.-, f . -, to plough up, yrjv Ar.-.', f., to losefrom carelessness, Xen.,

Dem. :—Pass., things lost through
negligence, Dem. II. intr. to be very careless,

through carelessness, Xen.=, to tear into shreds : pf. pass. part.

in rags or tatters, Soph.-, , {-), or-(-) : I. as Adj. down-rushing,
(Att. for) to the downward

entrance [of Hades], Soph. II. as Subst.

broken water, a waterfall, Lat. cataracta, Strab. 2.

a kind of portcullis, Plut. 3. a sea-bird, so called

from rushing down up07i its prey, a gull, Ar., , 0v,= ioreg., . a trap-door, Plut.-, f. , to stitch on or over, -
a frame lashed to a crate of

reeds, Hdt. II. tp stitch tight, Plut. 2.

metaph. to devise, compass, Aesch. From, ov, sewn together, patched, Luc.-', f. , to pat with the hand, to stroke,

caress, like Lat. mulcere, (Ep.

for-) Horn.; also (Ep. for—) II.-, f. , to make to incline downwards,
make to fall, Soph.-', f.- and- : pf.- :

aor. 2 in pass, form- :
—to flow down, II., Hdt.,

Att. 2. of men, to stream or rush down, Ar.,

Thuc. 3. of fruit, leaves, etc., tofall off, Xen. 4.

to fall in ruins, Dem. 5. . to come to,

fall to the lot of, Theocr., Bion. II. . to

run down with blood, Eur. ; so in Med., Plut.- and -, f. -, to break down,- Hdt.
; Eur. 2. to tear in pieces,

rend, Dem. :—Med., robs they
rent their coats, Hdt. 3. in Soph. Ant. 675^ \_] breaks up armies and turns
them to flight. II. Pass., aor. 2^ [],
with pf. act. :

—to be broken down, to be

thrown down and broken, Hdt. 2. to fall or rush
down, to break or burst out, of storms, Id. ; of tears,

Eur. :—metaph., -yrj Ar. 3. to be

broken in pieces, AtyvirTOS -yyaios ^-
with black and crumbling soil, Hdt.- or -, f. ', {) to file down :

—
metaph., polished, elegant, Ar.-, f. , to throw down, overthrow, Aesch., contr.-, ,{) a runningfrom
the head, a catarrh, Plat.

(€.-', f ., to gulp or swallow down, Xen., inf. aor. 2 pass, of., es,{) falling away, Soph,-, ov, irrigated, watered, Eur. II.

carried down by water, alluvial, of the Delta, Hdt.-', Ion. for, tofear, dread, Hdt., aryos, , , {~/) jagged, broken,

Soph.,, ,{) a landing-place, Thuc.-, f., to hang down from'hang on or

append, Plut. II. to adjust, -
a well-adjusted or convenient thing-, Hdt.-, f. , to adjust or put in order again,

restore, Hdt. ; . to put nets to rights, mend
them, . T. :—metaph. to restore to a right mind,

, lb. II. to furnish completely : pf. pass. part.

! , absol., well-furnished, complete, Hdt.,

I

. T. Hence
:,, , restoration, . . II. a train-

I

ing, education, discipline, Plut. ; and, rjpos, , one who restores order, a medi-
ator, Hdt.

:-, f. [], to prepare, dress, of food,

j
Luc. 2. generally, to train, educate, discipline:

I

—Pass, to be trained, disciplined, Solon, Soph. 3.

! c. inf., . to procure his coming, Soph. II.

intr. in part, pf., , metaph., a com-
' plete suppliant, one who has done all that is required,

j

Aesch.
;, ov, poet, for, Eur.

;-, f ., to defeat in an election, esp.

j

by unfair means, Plut.

j

, less correct form for .
i-, f . , to make beginning of a thing, c. gen.,

j
Aesch. ; to lead the way, Soph. :

—

rarely c. acc. to begin a thing, Plat. :—c. part, to begin

doing, Xen. 2. to honour, Eur. II. Med. to

make a beginning, to begin, like Act., c. gen., Id.,

Plat.; also c. acc, Eur. : absol., is

beginning, Id. 2. in religious sense, to begin the

sacrificial ceremonies,

Nestor began [the sacrifice] with the

washing of hands and sprinkling the barley on the

victim's head, Od. ; I begin the function,
Eur. :—c. gen., to make a
beginning of'the victim, i. e. consecrate him for sacri-

fice by cutting off the hair of his forehead, Ar. ;
1

; Eur. b. to sacrifice, slay,

Id. :—Pass., hath been devoted,

Id. e. simply, to strike, Plut.--'.1 or -, f.-, to put out, quench,

Lat. extinguere, II., Eur., etc. :—metaph., -, ; who shall dry it tip ?
Aesch. ; ., to quell noise, strife, Soph. II.

Pass., aor. 1-, with intr. aor. 2 act. -, int.-, pi. act.- :
—togo out,

be quenched, Hdt. :—metaph., yal-
Aesch.-, f. -, to shake down, throw down,

Thuc. II. to shake or make
a motion of the hand; so, . , by way of

signal, Plut. ; but also, . -' to beckon with the



—

hand, . . : absol., to beckon to

another, as a sign for him to be silent, Xen., Pass., to rush back into, c. ace,
(Ep. aor. 2) II.-, f. , to seal up : Med. to have a

thing sealed up, Plat,-, to make rotten, let rot, Xen. :—Pass.,

aor. 2- [], Ep. 3 sing. subj.-, with

pf. 2 act.-, to grow rotten, rot away.-', f., to weaken, Anth.-, to pant and struggle against a thing,

c. gen., Aesch.-, f., to become silent, Plat,-, to Sicilise (i. e. to consume) the

cheese (in allusion to the peculations of Laches in

Sicily), Ar.-, f., Dep. to eat up, feed on, Hdt.-, f., to be silent about a thing,

Dem. II. Causal, to make silent, silence, Xen.

:

Med. to cause silence, Id.-, f. , to dig down, destroy utterly,

rase to the ground, overthrow,. Hdt., Soph., etc. :

—

Pass., ol (aor. 2) Hdt. Hence, , a rasing to the ground, destruction,

Trag. II. yrjs grave deep dug in

earth, Aesch. ; is, i.e. to the

grave, Soph. ; and, , dug down, . the deep-dug
dwelling, i. e. the grave, Soph.- and-, f .- [], to scatter,

or pour upon or over, tivos Ar. ; also twos,
Dem., etc. 2. . to spread a report against
one, Plat. 3. Med. to pour or sprinkle about, Xen., Pass, to become a skeleton, wither or

pine away, Aesch. :—so in pf. act. and
plqpf., Babr.', a late form, =, q. v.-, f .- :

—

to equip or furnish
fully, Dem. ; so in Med., Xen. :—Pass.,

Hdt., etc. 2. to get ready, make,
build, Id., Plat., etc. : — hence, to prepare, ar-

range, Xen. ; Plat., etc.

:

—Med. to make for oneself, esp. to build a house
and furnish it, Thuc. : to pack up, also opp. to ava-, Xen. 3. of fraudulent transactions, to

get up, trump up, Id., etc. ; of persons, to suborn,
Arist. 4. to make so and so, with a second ace,

Topyiav unless you
make Gorgias a kind of Nestor, Plat. : also, to represent
as so and so, .., Dem. 5. in Logic,
to construct an argument, Arist. 6. absol. in Med.
to make ready for doing, u>s Thuc. ; &s

Xen. Hence--, aTos, , that which is prepared or
made, a building, structure, edifice, Dem. II.
an arrangement, contrivance, device, Id. ; and, , contrivance, Dem. ; and, one must prepare or make, Xen.-,,preparation, in
preparing for it, Thuc. ; the equipment of ships,

engines, etc., Id. II. any kind of furniture
that is fixed, opp. to what is movable (),
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buildings,fixtures, Id. ; but also, like, any
furniture, Hdt., Thuc. III. the state, condition,
constitution of a thing, Eur., Plat. IV. a device,

trick, Aeschin.-', f. , to practise much : part. pf. pass., regular, ascetic, Plut.-, f., —6, Xen.-, f ., to pitch one's camp or tent, take
up one's quarters, encamp, Xen. ; generally, to rest,

lodge, settle. Hence, aTos, to, a covering, veil, Aesch. ; and, , , an encamping

:

—of birds, a
resting-place, nest, N.T.-, f. , to rush down or fall upon, c.

dat., of lightning and storms, Hdt. ; of divine wrath,
Id. ; of the plague, Thuc. :—rarely,^' to

fall on one, Eur. II. . to storm or
i?nportune with prayers, Soph,-, f.-, contr. -, to overshadow,
cover over, Hes. ; . to bury one, Soph,-, poet, for, impf .-, Od.-, ov, () shaded or covered with some-
thing, Hes., Hdt., Aesch. II. tra.ns. overshadow-
ing, Aesch., Eur., Ar.-, f.- : aor. 1-

:

—to

view closely, spy out, Eur. : to reconnoitre, Xen. :

—

also in Med., Id. Hence, , a viewing closely, spying, Soph., Eur.

;

\), Xen.-, , one who keeps a look out, a scout,

spy, Hdt., Eur. :—in Thuc, a person sent to examine
and report, an inspector.-, f.-, to make jokes upon, to

jeer or mock, Hdt.-, f. , to disparage, depreciate, Arist.- [], f. , to burn with a slow fire, burn
up, II. ; metaph. of love, Theocr. ; in Pass., of a lover,

to smoulder away, Id.-, f. -, Dep. to conquer by

sophisms or fallacies, to outwit, Luc. :—also as Pass.

to be outwitted, Id.-, f., Dep. to embrace, Plut.-, Att. -, f. £&>, to tear down, ptdl

to pieces, Ar.-, to live wantonly, to wanton, Anth.-, f. [], to draw or pull down, . t<xs

vrjas to haul ships down to the sea, Hdt. ; .
to pull the flags down (in token of defeat), Thuc.

;

. Xen. II. to quaff or swallow

down, Lat. deglutire, Ar.-, f. -, to sow thickly : metaph.,

avias . to sow a crop of sorrows, Soph. 2. to

beget, Eur. II. to scatter over, as in

sowing, c. gen., Plut. III. to besprinkle, Anth.,, , self-devotion, Plut. From-, f .-, to pour as a drink-offering,

Lat. libare, Eur., Ar. :—absol. to pour drink-offerings,

Hdt. II. c. ace, . to honour
with offerings of tears, Eur. ; . to lament with

tears, Anth. III. to consecrate, Plut., Anth.-', f. , to urge on, Ar. ;—absol.,-
urgent, pressing, causing anxiety, Thuc.



4 1 6 —-, ., to press, urge, or hasten on, Aeschin.-', f. -, to throw down in the dust

:

Pass., pf. part, Aesch.-£, Dep., with aor. and pf. pass.,

to be very earnest or serious, Hdt. ;5-5 Id.-, f. : I. of persons, 1. to let

fall in drops upon, pour tipon, shed over, tivos

Eur. 2. c. dat. rei, to run down with a thing-,

. to have one's foot running with a sore,

Soph. ; . to run down with foam, Eur. II.

of the liquid, 1. intr. to drop down, drip or trickle

down, Eur., Xen. 2. trans, to drop down over, wet,5 Soph.-, aor. pass. part, of.-, f. , to form a counter-party in

the state, Plut. II. Pass, to befactiously opposed

or overpowered, Xen., Dem.-, ea>s, , I. trans, a settling,

appointing, appointment, institution, Aesch., Dem.

;

. their ordinance, Eur. 2. appointynent
of magistrates, Plat. 3. a bring'rng oi ambassadors
before the senate or assembly, an introduction, pre-

sentation, Hdt. 4. . a bringing one's

bail forward, Dem. 5. a putting down, calming,
Arist. H. intr. a standingfirm, a settled con-

dition, fixedness, Soph. 2. a state, condition,

Hdt., Eur., etc. 3. a co}istitution,system,Hdt., Plat.', verb. Adj. of , one must
appoint, Plat., Xen.

[], , , [) an establisher,

restorer, Soph., , ,) fitted for calming:
. a power to calm, of music, Plut.-, f. , to cover over, Hdt., Plat. Hence, aros, 6, a covering, Hdt.-, ov, (-) covered in, roofed, Hdt., Plat.-, f. , to tread down, . to tread

the ground, Soph.-, f. ,—, Anth.-', f. -, to put in order, arrange,
Eur. II. to keep down, repress, check, Eur., N.T.-', to sigh aver or lament, Soph., Eur.

;

tivos Eur.-, f., to crown, Anth., is, crowned., Soph. ; of suppliant branches,
wreathed with wool, Eur. From-', f. , to deck with garlands, crown,
wreath, Eur. ; . (with libations), Id. ; . to

supplicate him, Id. :—Pass., pf. inf.,

Aeschin., $, ,( a condition or state

of health, Plut. Hence, , , established : sedate, Plut.-, f. , to cover with punctures. Hence, ov, spotted, speckled, brindled, Eur., Pass, to be brilliant, Greg-

,-, f. >, to send beami?ig forth,* h.

Horn. II. intr. to beam brightly, Anth.-, f., to bewail, Anth.' ; part. fern, (as if from) : f .- :

—

to over-spread or cover

-'.
with a thing-, II. II. to spread upon,
Od. III. to throw down, lay low, Hdt. ;., Lat. sternere aequor, Anth.-, f. >, to hurl down lightning, a

upon a place, Soph. ; absol., it

lightens, Plut. II. trans, to strike with lightning,
dazzle, Tas fyeis Id.-, f. , to put into cantonments,
encamp, Xen. : to station a fleet, Id. II. Med.
to take up quarters, encamp, Id.-', f. >, to turn down, trample on, h.

Horn. : to turn the soil, Xen. II. to upset, over-

turn, Ar. 2. Med. to subject to oneself, to subdue,
Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; is ^^
subdued and made them tributary, Hdt. ; so,

Id. 3. Pass., in

aor. and pf., to be subdued, Id. ; -
am constrained to hear, Aesch. :—but the

pf. pass, is also used in sense of Med., Hdt.,

Dem. III. to turn back, bring back,

Xoyoos els Aeschin. IV. to turn
round, bri?ig to an end, Aesch. :—absol. to come to

an end, die, Plut. V. to twist up : metaph.,

Ae'|is a close periodic style, opp. to a

loose running style() Arist.-, to behave wantonly towards, tivos

X. T., ,( an overturning,

Aesch. 2. a subd,uing, subjugation, reduction,

Hdt., Thuc. II. a stcdden turn or end, a close,

conclusion, Aesch. ; of death, Soph., Thuc. : in drama,
the catastrophe, Luc., aTOS, , that which is spread over :

in a ship, the deck, Hdt., Thuc. ; -
the marines, opp. to the rowers, Thuc. From- and - : f.- : aor. pass.- :

—

to lay low, Eur., Xen.:—Pass.,-
oi Hdt.-', f. -, aor. 2 :

—

to shudder
at, abhor, abominate, Horn.- [], ov, very hard, or rugged, Hes.

[], to t?iake sour : Pass., pf. part., -
sourness, harshness, Plut.-, Dep. to chatter : pf. part, -5 a chatteringfellow , Ar.- [], f . -, aor. - :

—

to pull down,
lay waste, ravage, Hdt. 2. to drag away, N.T.-, later- : f. :

—to slaughter,

murder, Hdt. : Pass., aor. 2" [a], Trag.-, inf. of, poet. aor. 2 of

:

—

to hold back, Od., Soph. ; (Ep. for) , II. II. intr.,

they held on their way to Thoricum, h. Horn., ov, poet, for kutoxos, held back, Soph.-, f. Att. , to dress up or invest with
a certain form or appearance, Isocr., Plut. :—Med. or

Pass, to conform oneself, Plut.-, f. -, to cleave asunder, split tip,

Ar. ; Med., 5 Id.;.
to burst them open, Xen.-, f. , to pass the time in idleness,

. to tarry somewhat too long, Soph.



, part. aor. 2 med., in pass, sense, v.

C. II., pi. aor. 2 subj. of.-, to rub in pieces, grind down, Hdt.

[], Dor. for., Ion. and Dor. for., [], =, h. Horn,-, Att. -, f. , to draw up hi order,

arrange,) Xen. 2. to appoint,

to do a thing, Dem. II. to make
arrangements with one, Id.-, Ep. -, pf. part, of.', pf. of.- : f .- : aor. 1- : pf .- :

—
to stretch or draw tight, II., Hdt. ; . ' to draw
the cables taut, Hdt. 2. to stretch so as to torture,

Dem., etc. 3. to stretch or draw in a straight

line, Hdt. 4. to hold tight down, Plut. II.

intr. to stretch oneself : hence, 1. to extend or run
straight towards, Lat. tendere, Hdt,, Xen. : absol. to

extend, Hdt. 2. to strive against, strive earnestly,

be vehement, Eur., Xen. : aor. 1 part., with all one's

might, . Plat.- : f .- : aor. 2 :

—

to cut in
pieces, cut tip, Hdt., Ar., etc. : so in Med., Eur. :

—

Pass., with regularly cut

bandages, Hdt. ; Ar. 2.

. is to cut it up into ditches or canals,

Hdt.; , Xen. 3.

c. dupl. ace, .. to cut him into strips,

Ar. :·—Pass.,' may I be cut up
into straps, Id. 4. . to lay it out for

building, Arist. :—Pass.,

has its streets cut straight, Hdt. 5, to

cut into the ground, there were
trenches cut, Xen.-, Dor.- [], f.-, trans, to melt
away, to make to fall away, Hdt. II. Pass., with

pf. act., to melt or be melting away, Od.,

Hdt., Att.-, f . -- : aor. 2- : Ep. forms, pi.-, -, -, inf. -, pi.

subj.- (for-) :—Med.-,-, part,, subj. for,
part,- :

—

to place, put, or lay down,
Horn. 2. to propose as a prize, Id. ; . to

propose a contest, Od. ; . is to put it down
in the midst, i. e. for common use, Eur. ; but, is- . , to covwiunicate power to

them, give them a common share of'xt, Hdt. 3. to

put down as payment, pay down, Id., Ar., etc. :

—

to redeem a. promise,
5

;

Soph. 4. to lay up, lay by, Theogn., Hdt. ; so in

Med., v. infr. 11. 4. II. Med. to lay down from
oneself, put off, lay aside, Lat. deponere, of arms or
clothes, Horn., etc. 2. metaph. to put an end to,

arrange, settle, Thuc. b. to put aside,

treat negligently, Xen. 3. to lay down in a place,

Hes., etc. : of the dead, to bury, Od. 4. to deposit

for oneself, lay up in store (v. supr. I. 4), lb., etc.

:

—-metaph., to lay up store of glory,

Hdt. ; or or
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to lay up a store of gratitude or favour, Lat. collocare

gratiam apud aliquem, Id., etc. ; so, .
Thuc, etc. 5. to deposit in a place of safety, Id.,

Xen. 6. to lay up in memory or as a memorial,
Theogn., Plat.-, f. -, to make dirt over, c. gen., Ar.-, f.-, to wound severely, Xen.-, to beggar by usurious interest

:

—Pass.

to be thus beggared, Arist., , () abscission, concision, as

opp. to true circumcision, N.T.-, f. , to strike down with arrows, shoot

dead, Hdt., Thuc, etc.,, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ion.-, f . Att. , to cover

with wounds, Hdt., Thuc. :—of ships, to disable

utterly, cripple, Thuc.-' : f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to

run down, Hdt., Xen. 2. of seamen, to run to

land, to disembark in haste, Xen. :—metaph., .
to come to a haven in . . , Pind. II. trans.

to overrun, ravage, Thuc.- [], f. : pf.- :
—to rub down or

away ; hence, 1. of clothes, to wear out, Theogn.,
Plat. 2. of persons, to wear out, exhaust, Thuc.

:

—Pass, to be quite worn out, Ar., Xen. 3. of Time,
to wear it away, get rid of it, Lat. diem terere, Dem.,
Aeschin. : . to employ it fully, Xen. ; so in

pf . pass, to pass otie's whole time, -
Id. 4. of property, to squander, Id.-, to squeak or scream loudly, Batr.-, to chatter against, Anth.- [], f. |, to wear out, exhaust, Horn.,

Theocr. :—Pass., Eur., = foreg. : Pass., pf . inf., Xen.-, f .-, aor. 2 -'/, to gnaw
in pieces, eat up, Ar. ; c. gen., Plut., Ion. for-.-, f.-, to hit one's mark, to be

successful, Dem.-, f . , to shine tipon : Med. to gaze at,

see, Anth. Hence, , a shining brightly, Plut.-, f. -, to speak out, speak plainly, Soph.-', f. -, to play upon the flute to,

Plat. :—Pass., of persons, to have it played to one,

Id. :—Pass, to resound with flute-playing, Plut. II.

c. acc. pers. to overpower by flute-playing :—gen-

erally, to overpower, strike dumb, Eur.- : aor. 1, later :

Dep. :-

—

to be under shelter of a hall, house, tent,

Soph., Eur.-', f. -, to exult in a thing, c. dat., Aesch.-, serving as aor. 2 to-, to devour,

eat up, II., Hdt. 2. to spend in eating, waste,

devour, Od., Aeschin.-, f. -, to declare, make known,

Pind. II. Pass., f.-, aor. 2-
[], to become visible, appear, h. Horn., Hdt. 2^

to be quite clear or plain, Hdt., Plat. ;

it was apparent to Darius that he was

playing tricks, Hdt. Hence



4i8 —., is, clearly seen, in sight, Xen. ; -
in an open place, Id. 2. manifest, evident,

or Hdt., Xen. ;-
Thuc :—Adv. -va>s, evidently,

plainly, Ar. ; too

manifestly to escape detection, Thuc., ov, =.-, f. , to anoint with drugs or

charms, to enchant, bewitch, Plat.-, f. , to bewitch with drugs, Hdt.-, f. , to protest, promise, Plut.-, f. , to depreciate, Plut.-, is,{) going down, .-
tfiXios when the sun is near setting, Hdt. ; of

ground, sloping downwards, Lat. declivis, Xen. II.

inclined, Lat. proclivis, promts, irphs olvov Plut.-, f.-, Ep.- :

—

to bring down,
&Xos "A'iSos grief will bring me
down to the grave, II. ; TtoZos I bring
down my foot, Aesch. :—Pass, to be brought down by
a river, of gold dust, Hdt. 2. of a storm, to drive
ships to land, Thuc. 3. to pay down, Plut. 4.

Pass, to be weighed down by sleep, . . II. to

carry home, Ar. :—Pass, to return, Id.-, f.-, to fee for refuge, Hdt. ; c.

ace, . to flee for refuge to the altar, Eur.

;

. to flee and take refuge in a place, Xen. ;

to fleefor protection, %s is tovtovs Hdt. ,·

so, . , Trpos Dem. 2. ttjs

. to escape from . . , Hdt. 3. to have recourse

to, ety tovs Xoyovs Plat. ; ] Arist. 4.

els to fall back upon, appeal
to, Dem. Hence', verb. Adj. one must have recourse to,

Luc. ; and, ea>s, , flight for refuge, Thuc. II.

a place of refuge, Id.-, to say yes, assent, Soph,-, f. : aor. -, Dor.- :—to spread a report abroad, announce, Pind.-',( ?) to take first possession of,

yrjv Aesch.-, f. -, to destroy or spoil utterly,

bring to naught, Aesch., Soph., etc.- [], =, h. Horn.

[], to waste away, decay, perish, Hdt.,
Trag. ; .,. Soph., Eur., I. Causal in fut.- [], aor.-, to ruin, destroy, OA., Aesch. II. Pass.,

Ep. aor. 2- [], inf. ; poet.-5

:

—to be ruined, to waste away , perish,- the provisions were all consumed,
Od. ; fc>s 5 oh that thou hadst
perished, lb. ; if thou wert dead,
II. ; there he died, Aesch. ; ^€7705

the sun's light was gone, Id., , () destruction, death,

Eur. 2. metaph. confusion, Aesch.-, to let slip down, (impf.) Plat.-', f., to kiss tenderly, to caress, Xen.-', f. , to burn down, burn up, consume,
II., Hes., etc. :—Pass, to be burnt down, Thuc.

-', f. 7j<ro>, to strike with fear, Thuc. :

—

Pass., c. fut. med. to be greatly afraid of, Ar. ;

absol.,' Thuc.-, Ion. -', f. , to come down con-
stantly or regularly, as wild beasts from the moun-
tains to prey, Hdt.-, f. , to slaughter, Hdt., Eur., etc.-, f., Frequent, of, of a river,.

to carry down gold dust, Hdt. 2. to pour like a
stream over, ' tivos Plat.-, f. , to declare, Pind. :—Med., with

aor. 1 pass, and med., to consider, think upon,
ponder, Hes. ;'^ observed, Hdt., old Att.-, ov, shut up, confinedt
Soph. ;- . decked vessels, Thuc. From-, Att. -, f. , to cover with mail

;

Plut.-', f ., to think down upon, i. e. to look

down upon, think slightly of, tivos Hdt., Eur., etc. 2.

c. acc. to regard slightly, despise, Hdt., Att. :—Pass.

to be thought little of, despised, Xen., etc. 3.

absol. to be disdainful, deal contemptuously ,.

Thuc. 4. c. inf. to think contemptuously that, to

presume,55 Hdt. ;-
Thuc. II. c. acc.

rei, only in Ion. writers (cf.), to fix one's

thoughts upon, aim at, Lat. affectare,

Hdt. : also to observe with contempt, Id. Hence, aros,, contempt of others,, . not only spirit, but a spirit of
disdain, Thuc. ; and, eews, , contempt, disdain, Thuc,
Plat. 2. without any bad sense, opp. to,
Thuc. ; and, , , a despiser, Plut.; and, , , contemptuous, Arist. Adv..

-koos, Xen.-, Att. f. >, ,

I have not lost it, but I've-

thought it away, lost it in the schools, Ar.- [], f. |>, to burn to ashes, Ar., =, Hdt., Aeschin., aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , a refuge, place of refuge, Hdt., Eur. :

c. gen., . refugefrovi evils, Eur., Thuc. II-

away of escape, excuse, Dem.-, () Adv. in tribes, by clans, II.-, f. ^, to shed the leaves : metaph.

to lose its splendour, Pind.-, f. , to plant, Plut., Luc.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act., -, pf.-, to be produced, Plut., ov, all planted with a thing, c. dat., Luc.-, f. [], to catch in a theft : to catch

in the act, detect, discover, Thuc, Xen., ov, detected : manifest, Plut.-, f. , to illuminate, light up, Anth.-, to exult over, c. dat., Hdt. ; absol.,-
with malignant joy , Id.-, f ., to shower down like hail upon,

tivos Luc.-, ov, overlaid with brass or copper, Eur. ;



. the plain flashes with gleaming
arms, Id. ; . a serpent lapt in mail, i. e.

scales, Id.-, f., to cover with brass, Hdt.-, f. Att., Dep. to do or give up
a thing- out of courtesy, Aeschin. ; . to give
judgment by private interest, Plat. 2. to shew
favour to a person, c. dat., Dem.,, ,() a mockery, Theogn.-, aor. - :

—

to befoul, Ar.-, f. ], to vote against, to vote in

condemnation of, Dem. ; c. inf., -
Id. :—Pass.,-

a vote of con-

demnation having been passed against him, and
that for sacrilege, Id. Hence, , a vote of condemnation, Dem., Ep. for-, aor. inf. of.-, Ep. for sq. : Ep. impf. med., -

Hes.-, f . - : aor. I, Ep. :

Pass., 3 sing, and pi. Ep. aor. 2, :—to pour down upon, pour over, Horn. ; also,. tivos Hdt., Att. :—Pass., .
a bit of sleep is poured over the

eyes, Ar. 2. to pour or shower down, Horn. : to

throw or cast down, Id. ; '
let the robe fall upon the pavement, II. 3. Pass.

to be poured over the ground, lie in heaps, ,[] (Ion. 3 pi. pf-

pass.), Hdt. II. to melt down,
Id. ; and in Med., to have it

melted down, Id.-, , () derision, mockery, Ar.-, f . , to pass in widowhood, Dem.-, , Dor. for-, sounding, Theocr.-, ov, subterranean, Zeus, i. e.

Pluto, II. ; . Dii Manes, Anth.-, f ., to mince up asfor a sausage, Hdt.-', f. \, to lavish as : gener-
ally, to spend lavishly, squander, Plut.-, Dep. to besprinkle, Anth.-, f .- : pf .- both in

act. and pass, senses : aor. 1- : Dep. :

—

to

make full use of, apply, c. dat., Plat., Dem. 2.

to use to the uttermost, use up, c. ace, Dem. 3.

to misuse, abuse, c. dat., Plat. 4. of persons,

to make away with, destroy, kill, c. ace, Hdt. ;—so

aor. 1, in pass, sense, Id. II. to

pretend, allege, Dem.
B. Act. only in Ion. writers in 3 sing.,

the mane sufficed them
for a crest, Hdt. :—impers., oi

nor will it suffice him to keep his hands off

you, Id.-, () Pass, to be ill-treated, pf.

part, Anth.-'/|, Dep. to spit upon, Ar.-, ov, overlaid with gold-leaf, gilded,
Luc.-, f . , to cover with gold-leaf, gild,

Hdt. II. to make golden (i. e. splendid), Plut.

- or-, f. -, to colour :
—

Pass, to be stained, Eur.,, , , that which is poured over,

sauce, Ar. 2. in pi. handfuls of nuts, figs, etc.;

Lat. bellaria, which used to be showered over a bride

or a new slave on entering the house (cf. Virg. sparge,
marite, nuces), Ar., Dem.-, f. , to melt down, Dem.-, f.-, to cover with a heap,

the South wind buried them in sand,
Hdt. ; .. Ar.-, f. Att. , to set in a place, place in
position, Xen. :—Pass, to take up a position, Id., aor. 1 inf. of.-, Att. for-.-, Pass, to resound with music, Plut.-, f ., to stroke with the hand, to stroke,

caress, Hdt. ;

[rbv\, Ar.-, Att. -, . , to wet by con-
tinual dropping, Aesch., Plut.-, Dep., with f. med. -, pf.

pass,-,.- :

—

to tell lies against,
speak falsely of, tivos Ar., Plat., etc. 2. to allege

falsely against, Plat., Dem. 3. to say
falsely,pretend, Eur.: tofeign, invent, Dem. II.

also as Pass, to be falsely reported : of writings, to be
spurious, Plut.-', f. , to bear false witness
against, Xen. ; so in Med., Dem. :—Pass, to be
borne down by false evidence, Plat.-, f. Att., Med. to vote against
or in condemnation of, Plat., Xen. ; .

to find him guilty of theft, Plat. ; so in

pf. pass., Xen. 2.

Pass., in pf. and aor. 1 pass., to be condemned, Plat.,

Dem. :—of the sentence, to be pronounced against,

Thuc. ;
*

Xen. II. to vote in affirmation,

Arist. Hence', verb. Adj. one must condemn, Xen.-, f. , to rub down, pound in a mortar :

—Pass, to crumble away, pf. Soph. II.

to stroke down, caress, Lat. mulceo, Eur.- [], f. , to cool, chill, Arist. :—Pass., pf., aor. 1 and 2 [C] :—to be chilled, become cold, of persons, Id., Plut. II.

Pass., of a country, to be dried or parched up, Plut., intr. pf. of- :— [], aor.

2 pass., 3 pi. subj. :—, aor. 1 act., Dor. for -, 3 sing. aor. 2 of :

—, Dor. 3 pi. for-.-', Adv.pf. pass. part, of-,
() slothfully, tardily, Ar., Anth.-, f .] : aor. 1

:

—to pledge,

betroth, Eur. II. as Att. law-term,

to make responsible, to compel to give security , Dem. :

—Med. or Pass, to give or find security, Id. 2. to

seize as a security, Id.-, , bail or security given, Dem.-, Ep. pres.,—, to eat up, devour, II.;

metaph., , to eat up house,

e 2
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goods, Od. ; ov6 eating one's heart for

grief, II., Ion. for*, intr. pf. part, of.-, poet, for-, to let flow down, shed,

Od. :—Med. to flow apace, Horn. ; metaph.,

life ebbed, passed away, Od.', inf. of.-, inf. -, part,, aor. 2 with no

pres. in use, being used instead :

—

to look

down, II., Hdt., etc. II. c. acc. to look down
upon, Ar. : simply to behold, regard, perceive, Theogn.,
Aesch. ; to live, Aesch.—Also in aor. 2

med., inf., Hdt., Soph.-, ov, () full of idols, given to

idolatry, . T.-, f . , to liken

:

—Pass., aor. 1--,
to be or beco?ne like, Soph. II. to guess, sur-
mise, Hdt. : to suspect evil, Id.-, f., to force into a narrow space, to coop

up, is rb, is rb Hdt. :—Pass.,-
is Aibs Id. ; iv*

Id., -, pf. pass, and act. of -.-, Ion. for-., Ion. for-, 3 pi. plqpf.

of .-, f. [], to cover up, II. : Pass., opos

(pf. part.) Hdt.-, Ep. aor. 1 : { ibo) :

—

to go or

come down, Horn., etc. :—esp. to go down to the grave,
II. ; of a ship, to sail down to land, Od. ; of a wind,
to come sweeping down, Thuc. II. to come
back, return, Od. ; of exiles, to return home, Hdt., Att., Ion. for, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ion. for-.-, inf., used as aor. 2 to·,( being the fut.) : also in form :

—

to

speak against or to the prejudice of, accuse, denounce,
tivos Hdt., Eur., etc. II. c. acc. to speak out,

tell plainly, declare, report, Eur., Ar. 2. absol.

to tell, Hdt., etc.; tell me, Ar., poet. aor. 2 med. of'/.-, Ion. 3 pi.-, = sq., Hdt.-, Ion. - : f. -, Ion. - :

—

to

drive into, shut in, Hdt. :—generally, to press hard,
reduce to straits, Id. :—Pass, to be hemmed in, kept
down, Thuc. ; & what is done under
necessity, Id. II. to hinder, prevent, Eur.-, Ion. for.-,, Dep. to use irony towards, to dis-

semble, Plut.-, f. , to betray to one's own loss, Anth.', aor. 1 of.', aor. 1 of.', aor. 1 of :—, aor. 1

pass.', impf. of-.
[], aor. 1 pass, of-.', 3 sing. aor. 2 of- :—-',

3 pi. :—-', Aeol. and Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass,', aor. 2 of.

., aor. 2 of.-, to draw down, Plut.-, f., to convict of falsehood, to belie,

Hes. II. to disgrace, Pind.-', f. \, to have compassion upon, Plat,, fut. of., aor. 1 pass, of., aor. 2 inf. of.-', Ion. for.-, f. , to hope or expect confidently, Hdt.', Ion. 1 pi. aor. 2 of.-, f.-, to burn up, Eur.-, aor. 1 -, Dep. to kill, slay,

murder, Od. :—an aor. 2 act. occurs in

Soph., Anth.-', Adv., = sq., c. gen., N.T.-, Adv. over against, opposite, before,'
II., Hes. ; tiv6s Hdt., etc.-, f. , to kill outright : aor. 1 pass,-

Aesch. ; pf. part, Soph,', aor. 1 of., aor. 1 pass. part, of,-, v. II., 3 sing. aor. 1 of., Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of.
[], 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of.-' or-, Adv.() right over against,

right opposite, c. gen., II.-, = foreg., . T.-£, Pass, with aor. 2 act.- :—to rise up against, struggle against, tivos Plut.-', pf. pass. part, of-.-, f. , to exercise lordship over, tivos

N.T.-', Med. with pf. pass,-,
to makepromises or engagements, with one, Dem.;

Aeschin.- [], f. £, to bring one thing quickly upon
or after another, to repeat quickly, Ar.-, f.-, to subdue by charms, Plat.-, v. sub- :—but for -', v. sub.-, f. , to press down, depress, II. 2. to

press much, press hard, drive on, urge on, impel, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. II. intr. to hasten, make haste, Xen.', aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 of.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use (v. *), to

kill, slay, Horn., Soph., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-, aor. 1 of-'/.-,', Med. to effect by perjury, Dem.

[], Ep.-, aor. 2 pass, of-., aor. 1 of.-, f. : aor. 1-, and (in

pass, sense)- : pf.-- both in act.

and pass, sense: Dep. :

—

to effect by labour, to achieve,

accomplish, Hdt., Soph., etc. :—so pf.'^,
Xen. ; but in pass, sense, to be effected or achieved,

Hdt., Eur. b. to earn or gain by labour, to

achieve, acquire, 7}* Hdt.; Eur.; in



pcss. sense, Hdt. C.

absol. to be successful, Id. 2. c. acc. pers., like

Lat. conficere, to make an end of, finish, kill, Id.,

Soph., Eur. b. to overpower, subdue, conquer,

Hdt., Ar., Thuc. :—pf. pass, to be overcome, Thuc. ;

is subdued, brought under culti-

vation, Aesch. c. to prevail upon, Hdt., Xen. :

—aor. pass., - could not

be prevailed upon, Hdt. II. to work up for use,

Lat. concoquere, . to make honey, Id.,, Ion. for-,-, v..-, f. , to grind down :—metaph., .
to fritter it away, smooth it down, Ar. :—Med. to

rend one's garments, in token of sorrow, Hdt., Aesch.-, f. >, to throw or cast down, Orac. ap.

Hdt. :—Pass, to fall in ruins, of Troy, Eur. II.

intr. in aor. 2-, to fall down, fall prostrate,

II., Theocr. ; so in pf., -' II.', aor. 1 of.-, aor. 2 -i]pvyov, to belch over, Ar.-, f. >, to cover over, roof, Plut. :—Med. to

roof over for oneself or what is one's own, Ar.-', Att. -, serving as fut. of the aor. 2

: pf . :

—

to speak against, accuse,

Xen., Plat. 2. c. acc. to denounce, Hdt. II.

to say or tell plainly, speak out, Id., Eur., etc. :

—

Pass., it shall be declared, Hdt., 3 sing. pf. intr. of.-, f. [], to hold back, Horn., Soph.- or -, , (-) bruised,

ground, of pulse, Ar.- [ct], = sq., II.- [], f. , to hold back, detain, Horn.,

Theogn., Ar. :—Pass., Od.-, Ion.-, f. [], to draw or hauldown,
of ships, Lat. deducere naves, Od., Hdt. :—Pass., vr\\>s

Od. 2. . to draw a bow, Anth.-, f . (but in good Att.) :

aor. 2^,, inf. : Dep. :

—

to

go down from a place, c. gen., II. ; to go down to the
grave, ."," lb. ;—also from high
land to the coast, Od. 2. of things,- by the descending rock, lb. ; of a river,

Ne?Aos- comes down in flood,

Hdt. II. to come back, return, Od. : esp.

to come back from exile, Hdt., Att. ; in pass, sense,

twos to be brought back by him, Thuc.-, v.-., Aeol. for , Sappho.^. of:—',.

.

-, f . : aor. 2 (.-) : pf., .- : pf. pass,-- :

—

to eat up, devour, of animals of prey,
Horn. ; of men, to eat up, Od., Hdt. 2. to eat up
or devour one's substance, Ar., Dem. 3.

corroded, Plat.-, poet, for foreg., Anth.', pf. pass. part, of., pf. pass, of., aor. 1 med. of.', pf. of.
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1

', 3 sing. . aor. 2 of., Aeol. for- 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of.', pf. pass, of.5) Ion. for-, pf. part, of., aor. 2 of:—, aor. 1., aor. 1 of., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.', aor. 2 of.', poet. aor. 2 of., Dor. for-, 3 sing. impf. pass, of., , always in pi. vows, Aesch. :

—

votive

offerings, Soph. II. imprecations, curses, Aesch., Eur.-, f ., to be quite successful, carry one's

point, Aeschin.-, Adv. straightforward, Xen.- [], f. , to make or keep straight, to

set right, guide aright, Plat. II. intr. to make
straight towards a point, Plut.-, f ., to put to bed, lull to sleep, Soph.

;

of death, Id. ; assigned
him quarters outside the army, Eur. ; ..
to give one rest from . . , Anth. :—Pass, to lie down to

sleep, II. Hence, , , one who conducts to bed, a cham-
berlain, Plut.-, f . \, to put to sleep, II. : metaph. to lull

pain to sleep, Soph. :—Pass, to be asleep, Od.-', f ., to swear solemnly, Gorg. ap. Arist.-, f. 4}, to be quite successful, Plut.-, f. , to put in order again, Xen.-, f. ], to be quite successful, prosper,

Plut.-', f., to applaud, extol, Plut.-, , a prayer, vow, Aesch.-, f.-, Dep. to pray earnestly, Hdt.,

Trag. ; . to pray to one, Aesch., Eur. 2.

absol. to make a prayer or vow, Hdt., Aesch., etc. II.

in bad sense, 1. c. gen. pers. to pray against one,

imprecate curses on one, Lat. imprecari, Plat. ; also,. Aesch.; c. acc. et inf., Soph. 2. absol.,

Eur. III. to boast that . . , Theocr.-', Dep. to feast and make merry, Hdt.', v..-, Dep. to spring down upon, rush upon,$ (aor. 2 part, syncop.) II., Anth. II.

for-, v..-', 3 sing. . aor. 2 pass, of.-, Pass., with aor. 2 act. to rise up against,

N.T.-', f. and : aor. 2,
poet,, . 3 sing, : I. trans.

to hold fast, Hes. 2. to hold back, withhold,

Horn. :

—

to check, restrain, control, bridle, Hdt., Att.

:

—Pass, to be held down, to be bound, kept under,

Hdt. 3. to detain, Id., Xen. :—Pass, to be de-

tained, to stay, stop, tarry, Hdt., Soph. II. to

have in possession, possess, occupy, Trag. 2.

of sound, to fill,- II. ; .
to fill it with his grievous cries,

Soph. 3. . to continue a life, Id. 4.
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to occupy, be spread over, cover,

Od. ; Aesch. :—in Med.,
covered her face, Od. 5. of the grave, to

confine, cover, Horn. 6. of conditions and the like,

to hold down, overpower, oppress, afflict, Od., Soph. :

—of circumstances, to occupy or engage one, Hdt. 7.

to occupy, in right of conquest, Id., Soph., etc. 8.

to master, understand, Plat. 9. in Pass., of

persons, to be possessed, inspired, Xen., Plat. III.

to follow close upon, press hard, Lat. urgere,

Xen. IV. to bring a ship to land, bring it in or

to, Hdt.
B. intr. : 1. (sub.) to control oneself,

Soph., Plat. :

—

to hold, stop, cease, of the wind,

Ar. 2. to comefrom the high sea to shore, put in,

h. Horn., Hdt., Att. 3. to prevail, b

the report prevails, is rife, Thuc. ; . earth-

quakes prevail, are frequent, Id. 4. to have the

upper hand, Theogn., Arist.

C. Med. to keep back for oneself, embezzle,

Hdt. 2. to cover oneself, v. supr. . II. 4. 3.

to hold, contain, Polyb. II. the aor. med. is also

used like a Pass., to be stopped, to stop, Od. :

—

-
subdued, Pind., aor. 2 of.-,-', Ion. for -., sing. impf. pass, of.-', f. , () to speak against, to

accuse, tlv0s Hdt. ; tivos Xen. 2. . tivos,

to state or bring as a charge against a person, accuse
him of it, Hdt., Soph., etc. 3. c. acc. rei only, to

allege in accusation, allege, Lat. objicere, Eur., Xen.,
etc. :—Pass, to be brought as an accusation against,

Soph., Thuc, etc. :—impers., c. inf.,

a charge had been brought against them that

they favoured the Medes, Hdt. ; so, tivos

&s Xen. 4. absol. to be an accuser,

appear as prosecutor, Ar., Plat. II. to signify,
indicate, prove, Lat. arguo, c. acc. rei, Xen. : c.

gen. to tell of, Aesch. Hence,,, an accusation, charge, Plat., Dem., Ion. -, , an accusation, charge, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc., ov, an accuser, Hdt., Soph. :

—

a betrayer,

Aesch.', plqpf. of., ov, {^ listening : as Subst. a
listener, eaves-dropper, Hdt. II. hearkening to,

obeying, obedient, subject, Id., Soph. ; tivos to

another, Hdt. ; also c dat., . Id. III.

giving ear to, Anth., Ion. for., aor. 2 of.-,, , the upper story of a house, or a
stair-case or ladder, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[],-, aor. 2 and 1 pass, of-,.-', f.,() to make of small account,
take no account of, neglect, Hdt., impf. of. Hence,, , a going down, descent, Anth., Ion. for.

— ,, pf. of.
or ', Dor.- or -, ov,

(') hanging down, hanging on their mother's

neck, of children, Eur.-, to assuage, allay Ep. 3 pi. impf. pass.,

II.&', pf. part, of.
[], 2 sing. aor. 1 of., 3 sing. impf. of.-, f. , to calm, appease, Xen.-, is, () covered over, vaulted^ over-

hanging, Horn., Hes. ; ., of a cave, Soph. :

—

of trees, thick-leaved, Theocr. :

—

. to

keep the foot covered, of Pallas when seated, and the

robe falls over her feet, opp. to ., when
she steps forward, Aesch. 2. covered by a thing,

c. dat., shaded by laurels,

embowered in them, Od. ; ., i.e. buried, Soph.

:

—also c gen., covered with or by a thing, Eur., es, (*) fitted out or furnished with a
thing, c. dat., Eur. :—of ships, furnished with oars,

a rowing boat, Hdt. ; but, .
a well-fitted oar, Eur., pf. pass, of., aor. 2 intr. of., pf. pass, of., 2 sing. aor. 1 med. of., Ion. and Ep.- or - [t], ,() :—dejection, sorrow, shame, II., Thuc.', f. -, to be downcast, to be mute with

horror or grief, Horn., Eur. From-, is, with downcast eyes, downcast, mute,
Od., Eur. 2. metaph. dim, obscure, dusk, Anth.

(Deriv. uncertain.), =, Anth.

[], , Ep. for., ovos, , () one who causes grief or

shame, as Priam calls his sons, dedecora, II.-, f., to sound a thing in one's ears, to

teach by word of mouth, to instruct, Luc. :—Pass, to

be inforined, . T. 2. in Christian writers, to in-

struct in the elements of religion, lb., aor. 1 pass, of.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 of.-, Ep. for-, aor. 1 inf. of.-, poet, for-, aor. 2 opt. of-.-, -', Ep. 2 and 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of-.-, Ep. for-, I pi. aor. 2 of-
: but II. -', for-, inf.-', Ep. aor. 2 med. part, of-.-,-, Ep. 2 and 3 pi. aor. 2 of-.-, Ep. aor. 2 med. imper. of-,-,, to harm, hurt, Od., Mosch., 3 pi. of ( ibo)., Ion. for,, 3 pi. of., aor. 2 inf. of :, aor. 2

inf. med.-,-, Ion. for -.-,-', Ion. for -,- [], Ion. for-, Hdt.



—-, Ion. for-.-, f. [~], to fill with mud or dirt, Xen.- [], Ep. inf. of- ().-,-,-, Ion. for -.-, imperat. of.-, Ep. for, Od.-, f., to make to pine or waste away,
Aesch. : —fut. med. in pass, sense, Id.-, f. [], to have power over, overpower,

prevail against one, c. gen., . . II. to come to

one's full strength, Soph.-, collar., form of, to hold back, Lat.

detinere, II., Hdt. :—Med. to keep by one, II. II.

to occupy : Pass, to be occupied, Od. III. to

direct or steer to a place, lb., Hdt., etc. IV.
intr., to come down, Hdt.-, -, inf. -eiSeVcu, part. -etSws, pf. (in

pres. sense), plqpf. (in impf. sense) :

—

-to know
well, understand, Aesch., Soph. 2. c. acc. pers.

to know by sight, recognise, Soph., Eur. 3. absol.€55 unwittingly, Eur. 4. c. part, to know
well that, Soph. ; c. inf. to know how to do, Id.-, f. \, to dwell in as , to settle

in, colonise, Hdt., Eur. : generally, to inhabit, Soph.,

Eur., etc. 2. absol. to settle, dwell, Soph., Eur.,

etc. :-—so in pf. and plqpf. pass, to have been settled,

to dwell, Hdt. II. in Pass., of a state, to be

administered, governed, Soph., Plat. III. intr.

of cities, to lie, be situate, Plat. Hence, €, , a settling in a place, Thuc. ; and,, a dwelling-place
,
abode, . T. ; and, , a settlement, colony : the foundation of

a colony, Plut.-, ov, living in or about a house, domestic,

home birds, Luc.-, f. Att. :

—

to remove to a place, plant,
settle or establish there as colonists, .. els

Hdt., Ar. ; yvvaTKas is (poos . Eur.:—also,

. iv to settle or plant one in, Soph. ; i\-

tv . to plant them in his mind, Aesch. 2.

c. acc. loci, to colonise, people a place, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. II. Pass., 1. of persons, to be placed or

settled, iv Hdt. ; is Thuc. 2. of

places, to have colonies planted there, to be colonised,

Id. III. to bring home and re-establish

there, to restore to one's country, Aesch. Hence, ecos, , a planting with inhabitants,found-
ation of a state, colonisation, Thuc, Plat.-', f. , to build upon or in a place,

Xen. II. to build away, i. e. to squander in
building, Plut.-', f., to manage well, Plut.

-oiKos, b, a settler, Aesch.-€, f., to ruin utterly, Plut.-, f . epco, to have mercy or compassion on,
Hdt., Soph., Eur., etc. II. intr. to feel or

shew compassion, Hdt.-, f. ,=^, Soph. :—Med. to be-

wail oneself, utter lamentations, Hdt., Aesch. ; so in

aor. pass,', Eur. ;—c. acc. rei, as in Act.,

Aesch. II. Causal, to excite pity, Soph. Hence-» ws, , compassion, Xen.

- KaroppooSeoo. 423-, f., to bewail, lament, Eur., 3 sing. fut. med. of.-, Dep. to have gone down, 01

the departed, dead, Dem.-, to shrink from doing or undertaking, c. inf.,

Soph., Thuc. ;—absol. to shrink back, Aesch., Thuc., , Att. for, a being possessed, posses-

sion (i. e. inspiration), Plat. Hence, , ov, capable of being possessed, Arist.-, f .-, to slip or sink down, Luc.-, to destroy utterly ;—Pass., with pf. act.,

to perish utterly, Aesch.-, f. £, to shriek over a thing, c. gen.,

Aesch.-, Dep. to bewail, c. acc, Eur., Xen,-, Pass, to be rained on, drenched, Anth.-, f .- : aor. 1- :

—

to confirm
by oath, Ar. ; c. inf. to swear that . . , Dem. 2.

c. acc. to call to witness, swear by, ,
Eur. :—so in Med., Dem. II. in Med. also,

c. gen. to take an oath against, accuse on oath, Hdt.-, aor. 1-, Dep. to censure bit-

terly, depreciate, abuse, Hdt.-, eia, , very sharp, piercing, of sound, Ar.-, to follow hard upon, Hes.-, Adv. (oVis), by consequence, behind, after,

Theogn., Att. :—c. gen., Ar., Plat. II. of Time,

after, Plat.-, in Poets also -Qe, Adv. behind, after, in
the rear, Horn. ; c. gen., Od. II. of Time, here-

after, afterwards, henceforth, lb.-7€, f. ,() to spy out, reconnoitre,

Xen. :—Pass, to be observed, Soph.-, rjpos, 0, = sq., Aesch.-, , , (, fut. of) a spy, scout, h.

Horn., Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. an overseer,

Aesch., ov,(, f. of) to be seen, visible,

Thuc. II. c. gen. in view of or looking down
over, Aesch., f . , to shew as in a mirror :—Med.

beholding as in a mirror,

or rather reflecting as a mirror, N.T. From-, , (, f. of ) a mirror, Lat.

speculum, Eur. II. metaph. a mere reflexion

(not a reality), Aesch.-&, to sound with music through, Anth.-, , , (opyia) celebrating orgies, Anth.

Hence-, to initiate in orgies, Plut.-, f ., to set upright, erect, Eur. :—metaph.

to keep straight, set right, Soph. 2. to accomplish

successfully, bring to a successful issue, Plat., Dem. :

—Pass, to succeed, prosper, Hdt., Eur. ; -
thou hast rightly purposed to do, Aesch. II.

intr. as in Pass, to go on prosperously, succeed, Thuc,
Xen. j success, Dem. Hence, , , a setting straight : successful

accomplishment of a thing, success, Arist. ; and, , , likely or able to succeed, Arist.-, f. , to rush downwards, h. Horn.-, Ion. --, f. ], to be dismayed
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II. absol. to beat, dread greatly, c. ace, Hdt.

afraid, be in fear, Id.-, Att.- : f . : fut. pass,-- :

—to bury in the earth, Hdt. ;

buried head downwards, Id. ; rp) Ar.-', f. -, Dep. to dance in triumph

over, treat despitefully, Lat. insultare, Hdt.-, Dep. to contemplate, behold, Anth.-, Adv., Ion. for- or' .-, , () under the earth, h. Horn.-, Pass, to cicatrise, heal over, Anth.-, f., to bring into port with a fair wind :

metaph.,' the oracle brings

these things safe to port or to fulfilment, or intr. these

things come to fulfihnent, Soph.,,{) a holdingfast, detention, Hdt. II.

possessioft by a spirit, inspiration, Plut., , ) holding down, holding fast,

tenacious, Plut. II. pass, kept down, held fast,
overpowered, overcome, Aesch., Soph. ; sub-

ject to him, Eur.-, , () in sight of, opposite, tivos

Eur.-', f. -, to spend in eating, Aeschin., Dor. for , and for.,
ap. Thuc.-, Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. of-.,, Att. for-,,, Att. for,.-,-,-',-,
Ion. for -., Adv. () : I. with verbs of Motion, down,
downwards, Horn., Hdt., Att. II. with Verbs of

Rest, beneath, below, underneath, opp. to , Hes.

:

—esp. in the world below, Soph., Plat. b. geo-

graphically below, southward, Hdt. ; but also, on the

coast, Thuc. III. as a Prep. c. gen. under,
below, Trag. IV. Comp., lower,further

,

downwards, Ar. ; c. gen. lower than, below, Hdt. 2.

Sup., at the lowest part, Id., () Adv. from below, up from below,

Aesch., Plat. :—also, /row the low country, from the

coast, Hdt. II. below, beneath, where would
be required by our idiom, Soph., Plat., etc.-', aor. -, to push down, II.- \_], Adv. head downwards, Ar.- [], , , () from the shoulder^

. a quoit thrown from the shoulder, i. e. from
the upturned hand held above the shoulder, II. ; cf.

sq. II. worn or borne on the shoulder, Anth.-, Adv. () from the shoulders, with the

arm drawn back to the shoulder, II.-, Ion. -, , () an accusation on
oath, Hdt.-, Ion. for-.,, , ,() sunk or imbedded in
the earth,- (as if

from), Od. II. underground, in
caves, Aesch. ; , i. e. from the

grave, Soph. III. as Subst.,, , a pit,

cavern, Id. 2. a buried treasure, Eur.

, , , Sup. Adj. from, lowest, Xen.:
neut. pi. as Adv., Hdt.-, or , , (<paye?v) eating with the head-

down to the ground, gluttonous, Ar.-, 4s, = , sunken, Xen.-|, Ep. for-, 2 sing. aor. opt. of-^., 6, Mt. Caucasus between the Euxine and
Caspian, Hdt. ; a gen. (as if from)
Id.; Hdt., , , (*" made of a stalk or stick, Luc.-, , stalk-fungi, Luc., , the shaft of a spear, II. : the hilt of a
sword, lb. II. the stalk of a plant, Ar., etc.,, , () burning heat, esp. of the sun,

in the sun-heat, II. ;
' Soph. 2.

fever-heat, Thuc. :—metaph. of love, Anth. Hence, f. , to bum or scorch up, N.T. :—Pass.

to be burnt up, lb.

[], , , a thick cloak, Ar. (Prob. a
Persian word.), , () fit for burning, co?nbustible,Ken.,, , () a burning, Hdt. :—in surgery,

cautery, Plat., Pass, to burn with intense heat, . T., , =, burning heat., () fem. Adj. biirning hot, raging, in

gen. II.,, . -.
or, rj, , () burnt, red-hot, Eur.', , , of or from the river Cayster (in

Lydia), Ar., fut. of.,, , ) burning heat, N.T.

,, , () a burner, Pind., f. , to cauterise, brand: metaph. in

Pass., N.T., , () a branding iron, Luc, N.T., , , =, Anth., , , another form of., crasis for ., 2 sing, in late Gr. : f.

aor. : pf. : (akin to,) :
—to speak loud, be loud-tongued, Pind. : to

boast or vaunt oneself, c. inf., to boast that, Hdt. :—

·

c. acc. to boast of a. thing, c. ace, . T. From, f), = sq., Pind.,,,() boast, vaunt, Pind. 2.

a subject of boasting, . T., ,() boastful, Babr., , ,() reason to boast, . ., crasis for ., Dor. fut., to laugh aloud, Soph.,

Theocr. (Formed from the sound, cf. Lat. cach-

innari.'), , = (q. v.), Ar.-|, , () a bad habit of body, opp. to,
Plat., etc.-, , ) living bad days, wretched,

Anth., redupl. form of£, only used in pres. and
impf., to plash, of wine poured into a cup, Pind. ; of
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the sea, Aesch., Theocr. :—c. acc. cogn.,

a wave, frothing with foam, Eur.,, , pebble in the beds of rivers :—collec-

tively, gravel, shingle, Thuc. (Prob. akin to,
Lat. calx, calculus,.)-, , (') unlucky harbourage, Anth.
KA'XPYT, vos, , parched barley, from which pearl-

barley (,) was made, Ar.-, ov, suspecting evil, suspicious, Plat.-, ov, = foreg\, Plat.

[], Att. for, to burn.

, and before a vowel , Ep. and Ion. for &v, Aeol.

and old Dor. ; always enclitic.', Ep. aor. ,, :—Pass.,

Ep. aor. : pf. part, :

—

to split,

cleave wood, Od. ; of lightning, to shiver, shatter,

lb. ; of a spear, Se II. ; []
was cloven in twain, lb.

,, contr., q. v., ', Ep. for,, 3 pi. pres. and
impf. of.-, () the redcap, redpoll, Ar., a, ov,() of the size of a grain of
millet, Luc.-, ol, () millet-throwers, Luc., , millet, Hes., Hdt., etc. ; of a single grain,

Hdt. II. anything in small grains, as the spawn
offish, Id. Hence, , , things of the size of millet-

grains :—in Eur., eyelet-holes in the rim of the shield,

through which a soldier could view his enemy without

exposing his person., poet, for, Ep. aor. ,
pass, :— to break asunder, break up, scatter,

Horn. :—Pass., when the battle

was broken up, i. e. when the combatants were no
longer in masses, II.', i), 6v, careful, diligent, sage, trusty, Horn.,

Aesch., Eur. 2. pass, cared for, cherished, dear,

Horn. II. of things, knowing her
duties, Od.; ., sage, wise, Aesch.

;

of news, good, joyful, Id., Ion. -, , cedar resin or oil, Hdt. ; and', , ov, of cedar, II., Eur. From',, the cedar-tree, Lat. cedrus, Od., Hdt. II.

anything made of cedar-wood ; a cedar-coffin, Eur.

;

a cedar-box, for a bee-hive, Theocr. III. cedar-oil,

Luc. Hence, ,, made of ox inlaid with cedar-wood, Eur., ', Ion. for,, inf. and 3 sing,

of., Ep. aor. 1 Med. part, of :

—

,
aor. 1 act. part. pi.,, Ion. and Ep. for thence, there.,,, Ion.; pi.,, Ion., Ep. also :—imperat., :

—

subj., 3 sing,, Ep. :—opt.

:

—inf.,, Ion.;—part, :—impf.,,
Ep., Ep. 3 sing,, Ion. 3 pi., Ep.,' :—fut., Dor.. Radical
sense, to be laid (used as a Pass, to), and so to

lie, lie outstretched, Horn., etc. ; '
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lay stretched over nine plethra, Od. ;

to kick him when he's down, Ar. 2. to

lie asleep, repose, Horn., etc. :—also, to lie idle, lie

still, Id. ; > <' of Ulysses

under the ram's belly, Od. ; a sleeping

evil, Soph. 3. to lie sick or wounded, lie in misery,

Horn., Soph., etc.; to lie at the mercy of the con-

queror, Aesch. 4. to lie dead, like Lat. jacere,

Horn., Hdt., Trag. 5. to lie neglected or un-
cared for, of an unburied corpse, II. ;—so also of

places, to lie in ruins, Aesch. 6. of wrestlers, to

have a fall, Id., Ar. II. of places, to lie, be

situated, Od., Hdt., Att. III. to be laid up, be

in store, of goods, property, Horn. ;—also of things

dedicated to a god, Hdt. ; of money, deposits,

Id. IV. to be set up, proposed, II.

;

ayoov Soph. 2. of laws,

the law is laid down, Eur., Thuc. ; 01 oi

the established laws, Ar. ; the

penalty is fixed by law, Thuc. 3. of names,
the name is given, Hdt., Xen. V. metaph.,

grief lies heavy on my heart,

Od.; , i.e. these things

are yet in the power of the gods, to give or not, II. 2.

to rest entirely or be dependent on him,
Pind. ; Soph. 3. to be so and so,

Hdt., Aesch. :—simply, to be, . there is

strife between them, Soph.,,() anything stored up as valuable,

a treasure, heirloom, Horn., Hdt., Soph., Eur., Dor. and poet, for, impf. of., , , Ion. and poet, for : by that

way, Od. : in that manner, Hdt., , 6v, Ion. and poet, for., v.., , the cord or girth of a bedstead, Lat. instita,

Ar. II. in pi. swathings, grave-clothes, N.T., , v.., f., Ion. : aor. 1, Ep.:
pf. :—Med., fut. : aor. 1,
Ep. :—Pass., aor. 1 part, ; aor. 2

subj. Kapfj, inf.., part, : pf. :
—

to cut the hair short, shear, clip, II., Hdt., Eur. :

—

Med. to cut off one's hair or have it cut off, as in deep
mourning, Horn., Eur., etc. :—Pass., -

having one's locks cut off, Eur. ; ,
to have their heads shorn, in sign of mourning,

Hdt. : of the hair, to be cut off, Pind. II. to cut

or hew out, II. ; Soph. III. to ravage a
country, by cutting down the crops and fruit-trees,

Hdt., Thuc. :—Pass., of a country, to be ravaged,

Thuc. :—Med.," having had
the plain swept clean (by destroying the men),

Aesch. IV. generally, to destroy, and so, 1.

to tear, eat greedily, Lat. depasci, of beasts, Horn.

;

, i.e. he slaughtered many a

horned beast, Soph. 2. of the suitors, to consume,

waste one's substance, Od., crasis for els., Adv., Ion. and Ep. for, thither., Dor. for, fut. of.,, 2 and 3 sing, imper. of.
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to lie down, went to bed, Od. ; II., to cleave, radic. form of, Od., Ep. fut. pass, of., Ep. fut. of.', Dor. pf. part, of.', Ep. aor. 2 part, of.

[], 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 of., pf . pass, of :—, 3 sing-.

Ep. plqpf.', Ep. aor. 2 of:—, subj. ; 3 pi.., pf. pass. inf. of :—', part,', pf. of : 3 sing. Ep. plqpf.' :

part,.', pf. pass, of., an Ep. pf. part, with no pres. in use, only

found in phrase breathingforth one's

life, Lat. animam agens, Horn.—Commonly referred

to., 3 sing. Ep. plqpf. of.', pf. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.' and', pf. pass, of (to shtit).', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. of.', pf. of : part.> with Ep. pi.€)€.', pf. act. of :—', pf. pass. ; opt.., Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. pass, of.', pf. of : ', pass. : ', Ep. 3
sing, plqpf. pass,, Ep. aor. 2 part, of.', pf. of.,', poet. 2 sing, and pi. aor. 2 of.', pf. pass, of.', pf. of:— Ep. part,, o>tos.', pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.', pf. pass. part, of :—, Ep. 3
sing, plqpf., pf. part, of., Ion. for, pf. pass, of., dual-, pf. act. intr. part, of., Ep. pf. pass, of., Ep. pf. part, of.,-, Ep. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. of.', pf. of. Hence',, , a scream, cry, Ar. ; and, 6, = foreg., Eur., , , a bawler, Ar.', pf. pass, of.-,, ,(,) he who con-
quers all in bawling, the blusterer, Ar., Att. fut. of.-, pf. pass. inf. of.', imper. of, pf. of.', pf. of.',', pf. act. and pass, of., Dor. pf. pass, of., o7ros, , a mythical king of Athens, Hdt. :

hence II. Adj., a, ov, Cecropian,
Athenian, . the Acropolis, Eur. ; (also simply, -, used for Athens itself, Id.) ; .
Attica, Id. ;, ot, the Athenians, Anth. 2.

fern., name of a tribe, Ar. 3.-, ot, the Athenians, Hdt., Eur.', pf. pass, of.& [~], ,() a woman's head-dress of
net, to confine the hair, Lat. reticulum, II., Anth. 2.

part of the headstall of a bridle, Xen. II. the

pouch or belly of a hu?iting-net, Id., Plut.

[v], Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.', pf. of.
[], 3 pi. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 subj. of., pf. pass, of., , , sounding, noisy, II. ; epith. of

Artemis, from the noise of the chase, Horn. :—Dor., Pind.', f .- : poet. aor. 1 : () :

—

to sound as rushing water, Orac. ap. Aeschin. :

—

to

shout aloud, in applause, II. ; . to sound the

loud paean, Eur. 2. of various sounds, to utter a
cry, cry aloud, Aesch., Ar., etc. ; of bells, to ring,

tinkle, Eur. ; of the flute, . <p66yyov

Id. II. trans, to sing of, celebrate loudly,

Pind., Eur., etc. Hence, aTos, , a rushing sound, Eur., Ar.,, , loud-sounding, Pind.', , a noise as of rushing waters : a loud
noise, din, clamour, II. II. a loud clear voice,

a shout, cry, Aesch., Soph., etc. III. the sound
of music, Eur., Ep. form of, used in part, only, sound-
ing, roaring, Horn., Theocr.-, e's, with black (i. e. bloody) spear, Pind.-, is, sync, for --fjs, () black

with clouds, of Zeus, shrouded in dark clouds, cloud-

wrapt, Horn. :—generally, dark-coloured, Id.

;

. black, rich soil, Pind.-, ov, black and bloody with gnawing,
Aesch., Pass, to grow black or dark, Aesch.',, , black, swart, dark, murky, Hom.,etc.-, is, () black-gleaming, .
murky twilight, Ar.-, ov, (~) black-hearted, Aesch.-, $, , , black-coloured, Anth.-, , , () black-faced, swarthy, gloomy,
Soph. : fern., Pind.-,, , , = foreg., Pind.

: Dor. aor. 1 :
—to murmur, of run-

ning water, Horn.; Dor. 3 sing. impf. Theocr.', , a cup, jar, pan, Theocr.', , ot, the beams in the zipright loom of

the ancients, between which the web was stretched,

Theocr. (Deriv. unknown.), , , a wayfarer, Anth.-, , () road-making, Aesch.-, , a wayfarer, Anth.', -, heterog. pi., a road, way, path,
track, Horn., etc. ; iypa., ,
of the sea, Od. ; or Horn.

;
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iyyhs yap i. e. nig"ht

and day follow closely, Od. ;
. their

paths or orbits, Soph. II. a journey, voyage,

Horn. ; ., i. e. a great distance, Soph. 2.

an expedition, Aesch. III. away ofgoing, walk,

gait, Eur. :—metaph. a way of life, Aesch., Eur.

or, aros,,() an order, com-
mand, behest, Aesch., Soph., etc. ; a call, summons,
Aesch. :

—

the word of command in battle, Hdt. ; also

the call of the (q. v.), which gave the time to

the rowers, all at once, Thuc. ; iic

at the word of command, Aesch., b,() an order, command, Eur., , Ion. for, Hdt., , , () the signalman on board
ship, who gave the time to the rowers, Eur., Thuc., , ,() ordered, commanded, Luc., Frequentat. of, as from, only used in Ep. part.,' (dual) con-

tinually urging on [the men], II., Ep. impf. : f. -, Ep. inf.- :

aor. , Ep. - : pf. :—Pass.,

aor. : pf . : () :

—

to ttrge or drive on, urge, exhort, bid, command,
Order, Horn., etc. : c. acc. pers. et inf. to order one

to do, II.; (also c. dat. pers., Horn.) :—c. acc. pers. et

rei, (sc.) ; also c. acc. pers.

only, (sc.) Od. ;

ordered them [to go]
against him, ordered them to seize him, Xen. ; c. acc.

rei only, to command a thing, Aesch. :—Pass.,, -, commands, orders, Xen.', , obsol. sing, of, q. v.', tjtos, , () a courser, riding-horse, Od.,

Hdt., etc. II. a fast-sailing yacht with one
bank of oars, a light vessel, Lat. celox, Hdt., Thuc.-, fut. of., f. , () to ride, of one who rides one
or more horses, leaping from one to the other, II., , Dim. of , Thuc.', f., aor. :

—

to drive on, vrja

to run a ship to land, put her to shore, Lat.

appellere, Od. :—metaph., *Apyei .' Eur. II.

intr., of ships or seamen, to put to shore or into har-

bour, Od., Aesch., etc. :—metaph.,

having reached what port ? Aesch.; ; where
shall Ifind a haven ? Eur., Ep. 2 sing,; imperat.,-,
opt.-,'.-: Ep.impf., Dor. 2 sing,, ·3 :—f.: aor. 1,, Pind. :—Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2, -

; opt. ; part, :— wrg-i?

on, exhort, command, in Horn. ; constructed like. II. much like ', , ca// ,
II. : also, on for aid, Soph. 2. call by
name, call, Pind., Adv. in the language of the Celts, Luc., , the Kelts or Celts, Hdt., Xen. :—hence, ,, Celtic, Gallic, fern.,, Anth.

[], , =, Luc.', , , a sheath, case, pod, shell, Arist. : the

hollow of the eye, Anth. 2. metaph. of old dicasts,
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mere affidavit-A^s^s, Ar. ;—of an

old man's boat, which served as his coffin, Anth. (Deriv.

uncertain.)',, , son, Eur. (Deriv. unknown.), , , a young deer, a pricket, II. :—also, Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), before a vowel for .-, , {, ayyos) emptying vessels : breed-

ingfamine, Aesch.,, lack ofmen, dispeopled state, Aesch. From'-, ov, (jcwiip) empty of men, dispeopled, Aesch.,

Soph.-, , v. =-, Anth.-, , () vain-glorious, II.', , =, dead:, , car-

rion, dog's-meat, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-', f., to step on emptiness, step into a
hole, Plut., Luc.-, ov, () empty-minded, Theogn., Pind.,, , () the hollow below the ribs, the

flank, Horn., Xen. II. any hollow, a glen, Anth.-,, ,() toothless, Anth.', f., talk emptily, Arist. From-, ov, () talking emptily, prating.', Ion. and poet,, , ; Ep. also,
, : I. of things, empty, opp. to or,
Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. metaph. empty, vain, .

Od. ; . Aesch., etc. :—in adverbial

usages, neut. pi., Pind. ; to

no purpose, in vain, Ar., Thuc. II. of per-

sons, 1. c. gen. void, destitute, bereft, ,
Soph. ; Eur. 2. empty-handed,

Horn., Hdt., Att. :

—

bereft of her mate, Soph. :—empty of wit, empty-headed, Id., Ar. III.

Comp. and Sup.,-, Plat., etc.-', f., () to honour with an empty
tomb, Eur.-,',() an empty tomb, cenotaph,Xen.,, ,( }

emptiness, vanity, Plat., , emptiness of mind, Plut. From-, ov, () empty-minded, Aesch.-, , () vain talking, babbling, N.T., Ion. and poet,- ; f . : aor. 1 :

—Pass., aor. 1 : pf., Ion.-
: () :

—

to empty out, drain, opp. to,
Aesch., Eur., etc. ; c. gen. to empty of a thing :

—

Pass, to be emptied, made or left empty, Soph. ;

into the space continually left empty,

Thuc. ; c. gen., stripped of all

things, Hdt. 2. to make a place empty by leaving

it, desert it, Eur. II. metaph. to make empty,

to make of no account or of no effect, . T. :—Pass.

to be or become so, lb.', Ep. aor. 1 inf. of.', Dor. and poet. 3 sing. aor. 1 of., a, ov, Centaurian, of Centaurs, Eur., , , of or from Centaurs, . a

Thessalian horse, Luc., , , like a Centaur, i. e. savage, brutal :

Adv. —, Ar.-, rj, () a battle of Centaurs, Plut.-, , full of Centaurs, Eur.
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a savage Thessalian race, between Pelion and Ossa,

extirpated in a war with their neighbours the Lapithae,

Horn. II. in later Poets they are monsters of

double shape, half-man and half-horse, Pind., etc., = 3, Hdt.,. : aor. 1, Ep. inf. (as if

from) :
—toprick, goad, spur on, II., Ar. 2. of

bees and wasps, to stiw^, Ar.,Theocr. 3. generally,

to prick, stab, Pind., Soph., etc. : to torture, Xen. :

metaph., . to stab in the dark, Soph.-, , (*) spurred or goaded on, II., f. , =, to prick, goad or spur on,

Xen. ; metaph., . Id.-, 4s,{) madly spurring, or spur-

ring to madness, Anth., ,() any sharp point : 1. a horse-

goad, Lat. stimulus, II., etc. : also an ox-goad, Plat. ;—proverb., , v. 2. b.

metaph. a goad, spur, incentive, Aesch., Eur. 2.

an instrument of torture, Hdt. :—metaph. in pi.

tortures, pangs, Soph. 3. the sting of bees and
wasps, Ar. ; of a scorpion, Dem. ; metaph. of the im-

pression produced by Socrates, .
iynaraXnroov Plat. 4. the stationary point of a
pair of compasses, the centre of a circle, Id.-, is, () struck by the goad, Anth., f.,() to furnish with a sting

:

—
Pass, to be so furnished, to sting, Plat. 2. to

strike with a goad, Hdt., covos, , one that bears the marks of the-, a rogue that has been put to the torture, Ar.,, , the Lat. Centurio, . T.', opos, , () a goader, driver, II.-,, , () an emptying, Plat., opt. of.', Ion. 3 pi. of.', , a sea-bird:—metaph. a booby, Ar., , () any thing projecting like a horn ;

a yard-arm, (as Lat. cornua antennarum) , Aesch.,

Thuc, etc. 2. the projecting beam of a crane,

Thuc. 3. a branching stake of wood, Plut. :

—

of the forked ends of the ancilia, Id. 4. the apex
of a letter, a dot, tittle, . T. 5. the projecting
spur of a mountain, Anth. II. a bow of horn,
Id., Ep. impf. : aor. 1 : \') :—to ravage, despoil, plunder, Horn., Hdt. 2. of

ships, to sink or disable them, Hdt. 3. of living

beings, to assailfiercely, to slaughter, II., Hdt. II.

to carry off as plunder, Hdt. Hence, , , a ravager, robber, h. Horn., Ep. for, mix the wine
stronger, II., ,() the potter's art or craft, Plat., , the Potter's Quarter : in Athens two
places were called Cerameicus, one within and the

other without the Dipylon orThriasian Gate, Thuc, etc., , a potter's work-shop, Aeschin., ,,() of clay, earthen, Plat., ecus, ,() a potter, Lat. figulus, II. :

—proverb., ' two of a trade

-'.
never agree,' Hes. II., Att.,
, name of an Attic deme, Ar., etc., f. , (/cepa/^evs) to be a potter, work in
earthenware, Plat., etc. 2. c. ace, .
to make a pot of the potter, Id., 77, o'v,() of or for pottery, Xen., etc., , ov,—-, Hdt., Xen., ,() an earthenware vessel, ajar,
Lat. testa, Hdt., Xen., , [] and- (), a roof-tile or

coping tile, Ar., Thuc.'', ,potter's earth, potter's clay, Plat. II.

anything made of this earth, as, 1. an earthen
vessel, wine-jar, II., Hdt. : also in collective sense, pot-

tery, Ar. ; .- jars full of wine,

Hdt. 2. a tile, and in collective sense, the tiles,

tiling, Ar., Thuc. III. ajar, used to confine a
person in, II., and- : impf. : f . : aor»

1, poet,, Ep.:—Med., aor. 1, Ep. 3 sing,:—Pass.,f .-
aor. 1 [], also : pf.,
also : () :

—

to mix, mingle, (cf.,) : 1. mostly of diluting wine with water,

Od., Att. ;—so in Med.,
when they mix their wine, II. ; he

mixed him a bowl, Od. :—Pass., -
a cup mixed half and half, Ar. 2. to temper

or cool by mixing, having mixed
(the water) to an agreeable temperature, Od. 3»

generally, to mix, blend, temper, regulate, Lat. tem-
pero, of climates, most tem-
perate seasons, Hdt. ; yrjpas * no
old age is mingled with the race, i. e. it knows no
old age, Pind. :—of tempers of mind, Plat. II.

generally, to mix, compound, Lat. attempero,

of a thing, Id. ;

Thuc.-, , () polishing or working horn, esp.

for bows, II., , , () horned, Horn., Theocr. II.

of horn, made of horn, Anth.-, ov, () =, Anth.', : gen., Ep., Att. also ;

dat.,, :—dual, , :

pi. nom.,, gen.,, dat.( in Horn.), Ep.

:

—the Ion. decl. is,,, pi., : I. the horn

of an animal, as of oxen, II. ;
'

his eyes stood fixed and stiff like horns,

Od. II. horn, as a material, at yap [at], of the horn doors, through which

the true dreams came, lb. III. anything made
of horn, 1. a bow, II., Horn., Theocr. 2. of

musical instruments, a horn for blowing, Xen. : a
flute, Luc. 3. a drinking-horn, Xen. IV.

. a horn guard or pipe to which the lead-

weight() of a fishing-line was attached,

Horn. V. the horn points with which

the writing-reed was tipped, Anth. VI. an
arm or branch of a river, Hes., Thuc. VII.
the wing of an army or fleet, Hdt., Att.;



Kepaarcre —, to attack in flank) Thuc.,

Xen. ; ^ to lead towards the -wing, i. e.

in column, not with a broad front, Lat. agmine longo,

Hdt., Att. VIII. any projection, e. g. a moun-
tain-peak, Xen., Ep. for, 3 sing-, aor. 1 of., , voc., , horned, Soph.,

Eur. :—fern,,, of Io, Aesch., i), ,() mixed, mingled, Anth.-, ov, () horn-bearing, horned, Eur.

or -, , the carob or locust-tree (Arab.

(kharoob) :—its fruit, , is called St. John's
bread, from a notion that it was the fruit he ate in the

wilderness, . T.

[], , ov, () of horn, Xen.

[], , Dim. of, v. sub.,, , () made of horns, Plut., ov,() wielding the thunder, Anth., a, ov, and os, ov, of a thunderbolt, Aesch.,

Eur. 2. thunder-smitten, Soph., Eur., to hurl the thunderbolt, Anth. II.

trans, to strike therewith, II. From-, ov, () hurling the thunder,
Anth. II. proparox.-, ov, pass.

thunder-stricken, Eur.-, , ,() the lightener and
thunderer, Ar.-, , fighting with thunder, Anth.', , a thunderbolt, Lat. fulmen, Horn.,

etc. : generally, thunder :—but thunder properly was, Lat. tonitru ; lightning was ), Lat.

fulgur. II. metaph., *,
of Pericles, Plut.-, , () flashing like thunder, Eur.-, ov, wielding the thunderbolt, Plut., f., to strike with thunderbolts, Hdt. :

—

Pass., Hes., Plat., etc., Ep. radic. form of, part, Od. ;

Med., in imper. (lengthd. from -) lb. ;

3 pi. impf. II.', , Cerberus, the fifty-headed dog of Hades,

which guarded the gate of the nether world, Hes.

;

later, with three heads or bodies, Eur., f. -, Ion. -, also, and -
:—aor. 1, Ion. —, also :

—pf . : () :

—

to gain, derive profit or

advantage, . to make unfair gains, Hes. ; .
or tivos Hdt., Att. ; tivos Soph. ; ;
what shall I gain by it ? Ar. :—c. part, to gain by
doing, Aesch., etc. 2.

absol. to make profit, gain advantage, Hdt., Att. :

—

to traffic, make merchandise, Soph. ; . to receive

fair words, Id. II. like, to gain a loss,

reap disadvantage from a thing, as, ., Eur. ; .
. ., , , () having an eye to gain, wily,

crafty, cunning, Horn.:— of the fox, Archil, ap.

Plat. II. of things, gainful, profitable,-
Hdt.:

—

. =, Aesch., Thuc. : Adv.-, to one's advantage, Thuc.-, ov, () crafty-minded, II., ov [t Ep., t Att.], gen. ovos, Comp. (with no
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Posit, in use, formed from ), more profitable,

Horn., etc. II., , ov, Sup. most cun-
ning or crafty, II. 2. of things, most profitable,

Aesch., Soph.', , , gain, profit, advantage, Lat.

lucrum, Od. ; , Horace's lucro

apponere, Hdt. ; so, or

Eur., Thuc. 2. desire of gain, love of gain, Find.,

Trag. II. in pi. cunning arts, wiles, tricks, Horn., , like, cunning, craft : dat.) as Adv., by craft, cunningly , Horn., , contr., , () the wily one, i. e. the

fox, Pind., Ar., a, ov,() bringinggain, of Hermes, Luc,
etc. II. () foxlike, wily, Babr.', , Ion. for,, pi. of.', Ep. for, fut. inf. of.- (sc. ), , the art of the shuttle-

maker(), Arist., to make the web close with the', Plat.,, ,( ?) in the loom, the rod or comb
by which the threads of the woof were driven home, so

as to make the web even and close, Horn., Soph.,

etc. II. any rod, a measuring-rod, Anth. 2.

the great bone of the leg, the tibia, Plut.', , the tail of a beast, Ar., Plat., etc.

or, , a light vessel, boat, esp. of

the Cyprians, Hdt., rj, the island Corcyra, now Corfu, Hdt., etc. :

—Adj., a, ov, Corcyraean, Id., etc. :—, the affairs of Corcyra, Thuc.'-,, , () :
—the Cercopes were a kind

of men-monkeys, Hdt. 2. metaph. a mischievous

fellow, knave, Aeschin.',, , (') a slice : hence, a small coin,

mite, in pi. small coin, small change, Ar. 2. gener-

ally, small wares, Anth. Hence, f. Att. , to cut small, mince, chop up,

Plat. II. to coin into small money, Anth., , Dim. of, Anth.-,, ,() a money-changer, . ., , , a large earthen dish, in which fruits

were offered to the Corybantes, borne by a priest or

priestess called, Anth.- [], , , (,) horn-footed,

hoofed, Ar.-, , , () horn-sounding, of a horn
flute, Anth.-, ov, bound with or made of horn, Eur.,— (contr. —), -, () homed,
Eur. II. of horn, of a flute, Anth.-|,, , a rope belonging to the sailyards,

Luc.-,() to butt with the horns:—Pass., of

ships in a storm, buffeted, Aesch.-, ), , () drawn by the horns, pass, of

a bow, because tipped with horn, Eur.,() to toss the horns, Lat. cornua tollere

:

metaph. of persons, to toss the head, give oneself

airs, Ar.,, fern, of sq., Theocr.-, ov, () having horns, homed, Babr.
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-<5, , () —, horned, Eur.

ice'pcra, Ep. aor. of.', f.,() to taunt or sneer at, c.

acc. pers., Od., Aesch., Eur. : absol. to sneer, Od. :

—

Pass, to be scoffed at, Eur. Hence,, , jeering, mockery, Soph. ; and, , =foreg\ ; in pi., ' -
11. ; Od.

and', , (,) heart-cut-

ting, stinging, reproachful, Od. ;

Horn. ; also, (without)
Id. ; Hes. ; abusive,

Hdt. II. mocking, delusive, Eur.', , a kind of hawk, the kestrel ; also,
contr.', rfdos, , Ar.', Ion. 3 sing-, impf. of., , , () stitched, embroidered,

of Aphrodite's charmed girdle, II. 2. later,, , as Subst., Lat. cestus, Anth., Luc., , () a fish held in esteem among- the

Greeks, Ar., poet, for, II., , = sq., II.,, , () a hiding place, hole, corner,

Od.; the hollows of the mountains,
Pind., Eur. 2. of the nether world, the abyss, Hes.,

Aesch. 3. in Aesch. Eum. 805 = aSvrov, a sanctuary., Dor. for-, part. fern, of., eos, , =, yairjs in the
depths of the earth, Horn. ; in sing-

., . Soph. ;

. the innermost chambers, like, Eur.', f.: aor. 1: Ep. redupl. aor. 2 subj.: pf.: plqpf., Ep.:—
to cover quite up, to cover, hide, of the grave,

ya?a where earth covered him, Od. ; so, bv

ya?a . Aesch. ; also,, i. e. when thou hast entered the house, Od. :

Soph. :—pf. to contain, Horn., Soph. 2. to conceal,

and in pf. to keep concealed, Horn. ;

no more can ye disguise your
eating and drinking-, Od. ; . Aesch.

;

. to cherish anger, Eur. 3. c. dupl. acc,[] nor will / keep them secret from
thee, Od. II. in Trag-

. sometimes intr. to be con-
cealed, lie hidden, esp. in pf., Aesch., Soph., , Dim. of., , ,() of the head : metaph., like

Lat. capitalis, principal, Ar. II. as Subst.,, , the head, Id. 2. the chief or main
point, the sum of the matter, Pind., Thuc, etc. ;, or iv ., to speak summarily, Xen.,
etc. ; ,,
Thuc. 3. of persons, the head or chief, Luc. 4.

of money, the capital, Lat. caput, opp. to interest, Plat.,

etc. : the sum total, Dem. 5. the crown, completion
of a thing, a crowning act of wrong-, Id. ; ., Lat. corollam imponere rei, Plat. Hence, f. , to bring under heads, sum up,
state summarily, Thuc. II. to smite on the

head, . T.-, , () capital, principal, chief,

Luc. :—Adv. -, summarily , Arist.

, aros, ,() the sum total, Hdt.-, eV, () causing headache, Xen.
Hence, , head-ache : later-, , Luc."', , the head of man or beast, Horn., etc. ;, Ep. , overthehead, Id.;

on the head, II. :—6S from head to foot,

lb. :

—

head foremost, head downwards,
headlong, Hdt., Plat., etc. 2. the head, put for the

whole person, Horn. ; }} like myself, II.

;

., Lat. carum caput, lb. : in bad sense, cD

Hdt. ; . Ar. 3. the head, i. e. the

life, setting their heads on the

cast, Od. :—in imprecations,

on my head be it ! Ar., etc. II. g-enerally, .
a head of garlic, Id. : the top or brim of a

vessel, Theocr. : the coping of a wall, Xen. :—in pi.

the head or source of a river, Hdt. III. metaph.,

like, the crown, completion of a thing-, Plat., -, Ep. gen. and dat. of., , a sea-fish, =, Dorio ap. Ath.

[], , Dim. of, Plut.,, , Dim. of. II. part of a
shoe, Arist. III. a head, chapter, . T.', pf. of., pf. pass, of., [], pf. act. and pass, of., Ep. fut. inf. of., 3 sing. Ep. fut. med. of.

[],-, Ep. 3 sing, and pi. plqpf. pass.

of., Ep. pf. part, of.-', pf. pass. part, of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.', pf. pass. part, of., Ep. for-, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of.
[], 3 pi. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 med. of.', pf. of. Hence, , , Comic word for', Gapenians

for Athenians, Ar.', poet, redupl. aor. 2 of., pf. part, of., pf. of., pf. part, of.', needy, pf . pass. part, of c., pf. pass. inf. of., fut. 3 pass, of.', pf. pass. part, of.', pf. pass, of.',-, 3 sing, and pi. Ep. plqpf. of., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.-', Adv.() separately , Arist., pf. pass. part, of.', subj. of.', part, of —, q. v., Ion. ', , Ceos, one of the Cyclades, Hdt., etc. r

—hence, Ion., , a Ceian, Id., etc. ;

7, not a (roguish) Chian, but an (honest)

Ceian, proverb in Ar., Ion. for or 7rot : but enclit. for or, Hdt., (Ep. aor. 1 inf. of) 3 sing. opt. II.,
3 sing. opt.



—

or, Dor. crasis of ., , () connexion by marriage, alliance,

Lat. affinitas, Eur., Xen., ov, () cared for, dear, beloved, II. 2.

careful of, or caringfor, c. gen., Eur. II. of a
funeral or tomb, mourning, sepulchral, Aesch., Eur., ecus,,^, Anth., ,() care, solicitude, Plat. ; and, , , provident, careful : Adv. -,
Luc. From, oVos, ,() wAc in charge, esp. for

burial, II. 2. generally, « protector, guardian,
Theogn., Soph., etc. :—also of a female, Soph. II.

—, Eur., Ar., ov,—, given in charge for burial, II., aor. med. imper. of., Ion. impf. of :—', 3 sing,

impf. med., ov, 6,() a connexion by marriage, Lat.

affinis, Xen., etc. : esp. a son-in-law, father-in-law

,

a step-father, Dem. :

—

a brother-in-law, Eur. Hence, , connexion by marriage, Xen.,, , connexion or alliance by marriage,
Lat. affinitas, Eur. 2. poet, for, one who
is so connected, Soph., Eur., , =, Anth., f .,() to take charge of, attend to, tend,

Soph., Eur. 2. esp. to attend to a corpse, close the

eyes, bury, mourn, Eur., etc. II. to contract a
marriage, ally oneself in marriage, Aesch., Eur. ;

. to marry, Soph. :—Pass, to be so allied,

Eur. 2. c. acc. pers. to make one's kinsman by
marriage, Id. 3. absol., oi those who
formed the marriage, Id., fut. of., , ov, Sup. formed from, most worthy

of our care, most cared for, Horn. II. nearest

allied by marriage, Od., Dor., , , () care for others, c.

gen., Od. 2. trouble, sorrow ; mostly in pi.

troubles, Horn. 3. esp. cares for the dead, mourn-
ing, Id., Aesch., etc. ; also in sing.,

Pind. j when there is a death in the family,

Hdt.; is . Uvai to attend the funeral, Id. 4.

an object of care, a care, Aesch. II. connexion
by marriage, Lat. affinitas, Hdt., Att.

-wos, ov, anxious, Eur.

: impf., Ion. : f . (from a
form) :—Med. and Pass., Ep. impf. : f.

(for,, v. ) : aor.

imper.: pf. (in pres. sense) : I. Act.

to trouble, distress, vex, Horn. II. Med. and Pass.

to be troubled or distressed for others, c. gen. pers.,

II., etc. : also c. gen. rei, Ar. :—absol. in

part.5, , ov, caringfor a person, anxious, II., Dor. crasis for ., 3 sing. Ep. aor. of.,, a vessel into which the were cast in

voting, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), Dor. crasis for kolk, i. e. ., Dor. crasis for ', i. e. .
[t],, -, anything oozingforth, ooze, Aesch.

;
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. oozing blood, Id. ; ., of the juices

drawn by fire from a sacrificial victim, Soph. II.

the dye made from sap oozing from the gall-nut, Dem.

;

. the dye of the purple-fish, Aesch., only in pres. and Ep. impf., () to

gush or ooze, Od., Soph. :—Pass.,

Soph, [t Ep. ; Att.], ov, () burning, II. :—so, lb., f., to charm, bewitch, enchant, beguile,

fascinate, esp. by music, Lat. mulcere, Eur., Plat,, Att. [], , a tumor, esp. a rupture, Lat.

hernia, Anth., , () enchantment, fascination, Od.,, , a magic charm, spell, Eur.-,, , an enchanting, fascination, Plat,, , ov, better os, ov, charming, appeasing,

Eur. ; . =, Soph,, , , () one who is ruptured, Anth., f ., to stain, sully, soil, Eur. From
[], 5, , a stain, spot, defilement, esp. of

blood, Trag. 2. metaph. a stain, blemish, dis-

honour, Soph., Xen.", , a shaft, an arrow, II., Hes.',, , a swipe or swing-beam, for drawing
water, Lat. tolleno :—so,, Ion.-,, Hdt.,,, Dor. crasis for ,, .', , a muzzle, put on a led horse, Xen.,

Anth. II. the funnel-shaped top to the voting-

urn (,) in the Athen. law-courts, through

which the ballots () were dropt, Ar., () to muzzle a horse, Xen., Dor. crasis for

:

—but for '., Dor. crasis for ., Aeol. for,., , Lat. census, registration of taxation, .. r—the tax itself, lb.',, , a sea-bird that dashes into the sea to

seize its prey, perh. the tern or gannet, Od., Dor. crasis for ., Dor. crasis for ., Ep. for, pi. aor. subj. of., Dor. crasis for .,, Dor. crasis for , .,, ,() a garden-flower, Ar.,, , () a gardener, Anth., f. , () to rear in a garden, Luc. :

metaph. to tend, cherish, freshen, Eur., Dor. crasis for ., , Dem. of : a parterre : metaph. a de-

coration, appendage, Thuc., Boeot. crasis for .-, ov, () teaching in a garden, Anth., Dor., , a garden, orchard, planta-

tion, Od. :—of any fertile region, ,
i. e. Cyrene, Pind. ; ., i. e. Libya, Id., etc. :—oi,.' 2., , , of orfor gardening, Plat. From-, , keeper of a garden, a gardener.

KH'P, ,, acc., the goddess of death, hence

doom, fate, Horn.; in full, Od.;
II. : generally, bane, ruin,
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grievous ruin it were not to obey,

Aesch. j an unseemly calamity, Soph.
.-, *, contr. from Keap (as - from eap), the heart,

Lat. cor, Horn. ; dat. as Adv., with all the heart,

heartily, Id. :—in rag. always Keap., f. , () to be sick at heart, to be dis-

quieted, anxious, Eur.-, ov, (,) urged on by the

KTjpes, II., , ov, () of wax, waxen, Plat. : metaph.
pliable as wax (Horat., cereus in vitium flecti), Id.-, , , stealer of honeycombs, Theocr., , (-) a honeycomb, Lat. favus, Hes.,

Hdt., etc. ; also, Hdt. 2. a wax
tablet, Anth.-, is, () bom to misery, Hes.-, , 6, Dor., = sq., Eur.-, Dor. -, ov, () wax-bound, Anth., Adv. () in the heart, with all the heart,

heartily, Horn., Hes., Pass, () Med. to form for oneself of
wax, Anth.-, 4s,() fastened with wax, Anth.-, ov, moulded of wax, waxen, Anth. 2.

=, Aesch.', , bees-wax, Lat. cera, Od., Plat,-', , , a modeller in wax, Anacreont.-, ov,() producing wax, waxen, Anih.- [t],, , , clad in wax, Anth.-, to make waxen cells, Anth. From-, ov, moulded of wax., v.., aros, ,() that which is cried by a
herald, a proclamation, public 7iotice, Hdt., Att. 2.
a reward offered by proclamation, Xen., Aeschin., Ion. -', , () the office of herald or
crier, Hdt., Plat.

[], Ion. -, Dor., , ()
a herald's wand, Lat. caduceus, Hdt., Thuc.

[], arcs,, a proclamation, message, Aesch., f. , () to be a herald or crier, fulfil
the office of one, Plat. II. trans, to proclaim,
notify, Aesch., Eur.,-, Ion. for, -eiov., ", , () of heralds, Plat.

[], , the halcyon. The form is a
joke in Ar., the barber Sporgilos being called (from), rasor-bird., Dor., /cos, , a herald, pursuivant,
marshal, public messenger, Horn., etc. In Horn,
they summon the assembly, separate combatants,
have charge of sacrifices, act as envoys, and their

persons were sacred. After Horn., Hermes is called

the of the gods, Hes., etc. 2. at Athens, a
crier, who made proclamation in the public assemblies,

Ar., etc. From, II., Att. -, Dor. : f.— : aor.
:—Pass., f . ; fut. med. in pass,

sense : aor. 4: pf. e t:

—

to

be a herald, officiate asheraid, \\.; ay ei-

let them convene the people by voice of herald,
lb. ;, Aesch., etc. :—impers.,

.
(sc. ) he gives notice, proclamation is made,
Xen. II. c. acc. pers. to summon by voice of
herald, Horn., Ar. 2. to proclaim as conqueror,
Xen., etc. : to extol, Eur. 3. to call upon, invoke,

Aesch., Eur. III. c. acc. rei, to proclaim, an-
nounce, Trag. :

—

to proclaim or advertise for

sale, Hdt. ; . to proclaim a colony, i. e.

to invite people to join as colonists, Thuc. 2. to

proclaim or command publicly, Lat. indicere, Aesch.,

Soph., etc. ; the public orders, Soph., , , () covered with wax:, ,
a cerate or salve, Ar.

', Dor. crasis for els., contr. from, 3 sing. subj. of., , ov, () of sea monsters, Mosch.~, eos, , any sea-monster or huge fish, Horn.,

Hdt. II. an abyss, hollow, cf..-, ov, (*) killing sea-monsters, Anth.,, ev, (kt^tos n), as epith. of Lacedaemon,
full of hollows or ravines, Horn. ; cf.*5

.

, Dor. crasis for ., Dor. crasis for .', , , a drone, Lat. fucus : metaph. a
drone, a lazy fellow, Hes., Ar.-, es, () like a drone, Plat,, Dor. crasis for ' from., Dor. -, , the Cephisus, a river of Phocis,

II. :—fem. lb. 2. the more famous
river of Athens, Soph., etc., es, (, aor. 1 inf. of) smelling as of
incense, fragrant, II.,, ev, —5, II.,() to adulterate coin, Ar., etc. II.

metaph. to palm off, Eur., , adulteration, trickery, dishonesty, Ar.

From, ov, adulterated, spurious, base, of coin,

Theogn., Eur. II. metaph. base, false, spurious,

fraudulent, of men, Theogn., Eur. ; of oracles, de-

ceitful, Hdt. ; ev Eur. From, , dross, alloy.

[/], , a pouch, wallet, Hes. (A Cyprian word.), , Dim. of/, Ar., , a wooden box, chest, coffer, Ar. (Deriv.

uncertain.), (/cry/cAos) to wag the tail

:

—metaph. to

change constantly, Theogn., i5os, , mostly in pi. /ay/oVt'Ses, the latticed

gates in the law-courts or council-chamber, through

which the members passed, Ar. ; metaph., means
waitings at the bar, the law's delays, Plut. ; in sing.,

evTOS tt}s to live in court, Luc., , prob. a kind of wagtail, Theogn., [], v. sub []., Pass. =, only in pres. and impf.,

to be spread abroad or over, of the dawning day, II. ;

xjttvos eV oWots . Eur.', Ion.- [0], , the Lat. cithara (whence
guitar), a kind of lyre or lute, h. Horn., Hdt., Att. :

—it was of triangular shape, with seven strings, Eur.

Cf. sq., f.,() to play the cithara,



—
II., Hes.; iparbv h. Horn.; (so

that there can have been no great difference between
the,, and) ; ,
of an uneducated person, Ar.,, , acc., —, Horn., etc. II.

=, Id.

[], , , () a playing on the

cithara, Plat. ; and

[], aros, ,() that which is played
on the cithara, a piece of music for it, Plat,» , ,() a player on the cithara,

Hes., Att. Hence, , , skilled in harp-playing, Plat. :

-K7] (sc.) =sq., Id., , ,() the art of playing the

cithara, II., f., to sing to the cithara, Plat. ; and, , a singing to the cithara, Plat. ; and, , , of or for harp-playing, Ar. 2.

-) (sc.) =, Plat. From-, ,(,) one who plays and sings
to the cithara, a harper, Hdt., Plat., etc., Ion. for., , the castor berry, Hdt.

[], o, a ringlet, Lat. cincinnus, Ar., Theocr., onomatop., a cry in imitation of the screech-

owl's note, toowhit, toowhoo, Ar., poet, redupl. form of, only in pres.

and impf. : Ep. inf. : Ep. impf. :—to call, summon, Horn. 2. to call on, invoke,

implore, II., Aesch., etc. II. to accost, address,

II. III. to name, call by name, lb., Aesch., Eur. :

—Pass., tis' there is an island

called Syros, Od. ; cf. II., , Cicynna, an Attic deme :, , a
Cicynnian, Att. ; pi., Ar. ; from
Cicynna, Id., , strength, vigour, Od., h. Horn.*, a verb only found in Dor. aor. \, =\^,
Anth. :—in Ar. we have-, sent away, shook off.

[t], ikos, , a Cilician, II. : fem., Aesch.

:

—Adj., , ov, Cilician, Id. ; (sc.

777), Cilicia, Hdt.-, avTos, 0, in pi., a three-legged

stand for supporting- any thing,

a shield-stand, Ar. Hence, 6, an ass., Ikos, 6, a niggard, Arist. (Deriv. unknown.), ol, the Cimmerians, a people dwelling beyond
the Ocean in perpetual darkness, Od. : in later geo-
graphy, a people about the Palus Maeotis, Hdt. :—Adj., , , Cimmerian, . the Crimea,
Aesch. ;, a, ov, Hdt.

(sc. 777), 77, Cimolian earth, a. white clay, from
Cimolus in the Cyclades, which was used by way of
soap in the baths, Ar., , the rank smell of a he-goat, Luc. Hence&, to smell like a goat, Ar.

[t], eos, , a fox : hence of a cunning rogue,
Soph., Ar., etc. :—in Theocr. the voc. /ciVaSe implies a
masc. form, , . (Sicilian word.)

[],, motion, rustling, as of wings, Aesch.

. 433, , =lust, Aeschin., Luc. From
[], , Lat. cinaedus, a lewd fellow, Plat,

[],, ,() a risk, hazard,
venture, bold enterprise, Soph., Eur., verb. Adj. one must venture, Eur. ; and, , , a daring, venturesome person,
Thuc. ; and, , , adventurous, Arist. From, f. :—Pass., f. or-

:

—to be daring, to make a venture, take the

risk, do a daring thing, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—to be in
danger, Thuc. 2. that in respect of which danger is

incurred in dat., . ,} Hdt.; . )
to run a risk with all Greece, i. e. endanger it

all, Id., etc.; so, . Ar., etc. 3. c.

acc. cogn. to venture, hazard, Plat.
;

Aeschin.:—Pass, to be risked or hazarded,
there is risk of change, Thuc. ; ,
are endangered, Dem. 4. c. inf. to

run the risk of doing or being, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :

—

then, implying a chance of success, (c. inf.)

is used to express what may possibly or probably
happen, yes they run
a risk of being reputed conjurors, Hdt.;? you will have a chance of
showing your worth, Xen. ; ·''/
it is very likely to prove good, Plat. :—then impers.,

it may be, possibly, Id. 5. Pass, to be

endangered or imperilled, Thuc, Dem. From!'", , a danger, risk, hazard, venture, enter-

prise, Lat. periculum, Pind., Ar., etc.; avap-

to run a risk, Hdt., etc. ; or,,,, etc., Att., Dor. for, imper. pass, of., f. : aor. 1, Ep.: Med.
and Pass.,\ and-^ : aor. 1 ^,
Ep. 3 pi. : pf . :

—

to set in motion,
to move, Horn., Att. 2. to move or remove a thing

from its place, Hdt. ; . to meddle with
things sacred, Id., Soph. ; . & to

apply them to an alien purpose, Hdt. ;

—

. -, Lat. castra movere, Xen. :

—

to change, inno-
vate, . Hdt. II. to rouse, disturb, of a
wasps' nest, II. : to stir up, arouse, urge on, Trag.,

etc. III. to set agoing, cause, call forth, Soph.,

etc. :—proverb., . to turn every stone, try

every way, Hdt.
B. Pass, to be put in motion, to be moved, move,

stir, II., Hdt., Att. 2. to move forward, of soldiers,

Soph., Xen., etc., Ep. for -, aor. 1 pass, of foreg., , () =, motion, Pind.

[t],,,() a motion, movement, Plut.

[], , , () movement, motion, Plat.,

etc. : a dance, Luc. 2. movement, in a political

sense, Thuc; of the Peloponn. war, Id.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be moved,

Plat. II., one must call into play, Id.,, , =, h. Horn., Pind.,, ,() one that sets agoing, an author, Ar., , , () of or for putting in motion,

Xen.
Ff



434, , cinnamon, a word borrowed from the

Phoenicians, Hdt.

[], , ,() anything moved
about, . a sport for the winds of heaven, Aesch.

[f], Dep. =, only in pres. and impf., to

go, move, is (Ep. impf.) they were
marching to battle, II. ; as he moved, lb.

[], Dep., only in pres. and impf., to utter a
plaintive sound, lament, wail, Ar. :—c. acc. cogn.,

the bridles ring or clash mur-
derously, Aesch. From', , , wailing, plaintive, II., Pass. =, to sway backwards and
forwards, Aesch.-,, {,) the capital of a column,
Xen., Ep. for, impf. of., dat. pi. of., , Circe, an enchantress, dwelling- in the island

Aea, who changed Ulysses' companions into swine, Od., , a kind of hawk or falcon, so called from
its wheeling flight,' (where is the generic

term, the specific, like ), Od. II.

a ring, circle, mostly in form. Hence, f. , to hoop round, secure with rings,

Aesch.

and-, =, only in pres. and impf. :

—

to mix wine with water, in 3 sing. impf. and, part,, Od. ; in Hdt., 3 sing. pres.,
pi.., , gen., acc. , a worm in wood or in corn,

the weevil, Lat. curculio, Pind.

[], and , , the puviice-stone, Lat.

pumex, Arist., Luc. (Deriv. unknown.)", Att., , a chattering, greedy bird, the

jay or magpie, Ar. II. a false appetite. Hence, Att. -, f. ), to crave for strange food,
of pregnant women : metaph., . Ar. ; c.

inf. to long to do a thing, Id.-, , (, *&) ivy-clad, Soph,, less correct form of., , ov, () of ivy, Eur., a, ov, of or from Cissia in southern Persia,

Hdt. ; a Cissian mourner, Aesch.-, , , () ivy-crowned, h. Horn,-, ov, () made of ivy, Luc.', Att., 0, ivy, Lat. hedera, Soph., Eur., etc.-, ov, ivy-crowned, Anth.-, , () = foreg., Anacreont., Att. -, to be decked with ivy, Anth.-, Att. -, ov, () ivy-wreathed,
Pind. : luxuriant with ivy, Eur., f., () to wreathe with ivy, Eur.

[],,() a rustic drinking-cup, prob.

with an ivy-wreath carved on it, Od., , , () decked with ivy, Anth., , a box, chest, Lat. cista, Od., Ar. 2. a
writing-case, desk, Ar.,, , Dim. of, Ar.-, ov, (,) carrying a chest in

mystic processions, Dem.,, Att. for,.

—.
I

,, Att. for -,
[], impf.: the other moods are formed

from*, Ep. subj., ; opt.;
inf., part, :—impf.4 [], 2 sing, e/-
%€ts, Ep. 1 pi. ; 3 dual :—the Att. pres.

is [] :—Med. (in act. sense),, part.

(from *) : f.\. : Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 1 :

—

to reach, hit, or light upon, meet
with, find, Horn. :

—

to overtake, II. : to reach, arrive

at, lb.; o"e oovpl shall reach thee, lb.;

death that is sure to reach one,

inevitable, lb. 2. rarely c. gen., like, Soph., , Dor. for., v..
[ by nature], , a thrush, Lat. turdus, Od., Ar., Dor. 3 pi. : f . Att. , to chirp

like a thrush : hence, to titter, giggle, or to eat, to live luxuriously, Ar., imperat. kU, 2 sing. subj. , Ep. 1 pi.

(for ) : opt. ; part,,: impf., Ep.:—to go, Horn., Aesch.

[],, or , a pillar, Lat. columna, Od. :

a fl0gging-P0St> Soph., Aeschin.; proverb.,^ eat the pillars of his hall, for being

a spendthrift, he had nothing else left to give, Ar. 2,

in pi. the pillars guarded by Atlas, which keep heaven
and earth asunder, Od.; whereas in Hdt. Mount Atlas
is . II. a columnar grave-stone,

Anth.

or-,() of hounds, to give tongue,
only in pres., Aesch., Xen. From, ,() any sharp sound, such as the twang
of a bow, II.; the scream of cranes, Horn.; thegrunting
of swine, Od. ; the hissing of serpents, Aesch. ; the

barking of dogs, Xen. :—also of song, Soph. ; .-, of Cassandra-prophecies, Aesch., Adv. with a clang, noise, din, II., , , () screaming, of cranes, Anth.|, aor. 1 part, of., Dor. for,, acc. of., metaplast. dat. of :—but II.,
Dor. dat. of., , Dim. of, Anth., , Dim. of sq., Anacreont.

[], , , () a young slip or shoot broken

off: esp. an olive-branch wound round with wool and
presented by suppliants, Hdt., Aesch., Soph.,, = foreg., dat. sing, and pi.,, Ar.', f .· : aor. 1- : aor. 2- :

pf.*, subj., Ep. part,, pi.· :—Pass., f.-

:

—to make a sharp
piercing sound, of birds, to scream, screech, II., Soph.,

etc. ; of dogs, to bark, bay, Od., Ar. ; of things, as of

arrows in the quiver, to clash, rattle, II. ; of the wind,

to whistle, Od. ; of wheels, to creak, Aesch. ; c. acc.

cogn., ringforth terror, Id. 2. of

men, to shout, scream, II. :—the nearest approach to

articulate sound is in Aesch., '/
shrieked forth another remedy ;

sounding loudly the victory-song of Zeus, Id., , Dor. for., Att. [] ; Ep. 2 sing. opt.;
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Att. impf., Ep., Ion. :—f., Dor., Att. also or

: aor. , Ep. :— Pass., f. «e-

: aor. : pf . : I.

intr. weep, lament, wail, Horn., etc. ;

I shall send him home weeping, i. e. #// beaten,

II. ; hence he shall weep, i. e. he shall

repent it, Ar. ; Id. ;/ jyowr sor-

row, at your peril, Soph., Eur. ; ere- or, Lat. plorare te jubeo, Ar. II. trans,

tt^e^ /or, lament, Horn. :—in Pass, to be lamented

,

Aesch. : impers., I shall mourn
in vain, Ar. III. Med. to bewail oneself, weep
aloud, Aesch.; so pf. part, pass., bathed
in tears, all tears, Id., Soph. 2. trans, to bewail
to oneself, Soph.-, , () fellowship in tears, Anth., ), , mutilated, Hippiatr., aKos, , Dor. for., Dor. fut. of, to shut.,, Dor. for-., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. of.-,, , , () breaking clods, Anth.

[], ecus, , () a breaking, ..,, , () that which is broken off, a
fragment, morsel, . T., Plut., f. , () to dress vines : metaph. .

to give him a dressing, Ar., r], 6v, () broken in pieces, Anth., , () a weeping, Horn., Hdt., Aesch., f. , to make to weep :—Pass, to weep,
Plat. Hence, , a crying like a child, Plut., , , () a weeping, wailing,
Aesch. II. a trouble, misfortune, Soph., Ar., crasis for ., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. of., crasis for ., Desiderat. of, to wish to weep,*0 the door is like to

weep (i. e. shall suffer) for creaking without cause,
Ar.- [], , smiles mixed with tears, Xen.-, ov, () Rue-the-fight, a parody on
the name of La-machus (Ready-for-fight), Ar., Dor., f. of.

or, ), , () wept, bewailed :

to be bewailed, mournfid, Aesch., Soph.

[] : impf. : f. : aor. ,
Ep. 3 sing,, :—Med., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. 1 : pf .
:

—

to break, break off, Horn., etc.

[], Att. for, to weep, as for., Ep. for, pi. of.
or, r), , lyr. form of, Pind.,, , Ion. and Ep. for., Ep. contr. from, pi. of., , Dim. of, a little key, Ar.', Att. -, f., to have charge of the

keys, . to be her priestess, Eur. II. Pass.
to be closely watched, kept in check, Id. From-, Att. -, ov, (, ) holding the
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keys, having charge of a place, Eur. ; of Aeacus, as

judge of the dead, Anth., f., Dor. for,., , a keyhole ; or, generally, a cleft, chink, Luc., Ion. @, Att. }, , () a
bar for closing a door, h. Horn. :—mostly in pi., like

Lat. claustra, Trag., etc., ), , () famous, renowned, illustrious,

Solon, Pind., Trag. ; is well-

known of him, Luc., Dor. for}, aor. 1 inf. of., , gen. ; Att. acc., later ; pi.,, contr. , dat.

:

—Ion.,, 7, etc. :—Dor., :

—old Att.,, acc. /: ():—that

which serves for closing : 1. a bar or bolt, drawn
or undrawn by a latch or thong (), Horn. 2.

a key, or rather a kind of catch or hook, by which the

bar () was shot or unshot from the outside,

Id. 3. a key (unknown to Horn.), Aesch.,

Eur. 4. metaph., -
Pind. ; ), of

enforced silence, Soph. ; so, }
Eur. II. the hook or tongue of a clasp,

Od. III. the collar-bone, so called because it

locks the neck and breast together II.
,
Soph., etc. IV.

a rowing bench, which locked the sides of the ship to-

gether, Od. V. a narrow pass, ' the key ' of a
country, Hdt. ; a strait, Eur.,, , () =)., Ion., Att., , , that can
be shut or closed, Od., Thuc., , —, Lat. claustrum, Luc., ), ,( ) =, Horn., Pind.

() : f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., f .-
and : aor. 1 : pf. -

or:—Ion., : aor. 1 ),., inf.

:

—Pass., aor. 1-

;

pf. : 3 1· ^ 1 ·
:—old Att.

: f. : aor. 1: pf. :—Med.,
aor. inf.

:

—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.

:

—Dor., f. : aor. imper. and part,-,- :
—to shut, close, bar,

barred the doors, Od. ; shot the bars,

so as to close the door, lb. ; Eur. 2.

to shut up, close, block, Aesch.

;

Thuc. :—Pass, to be shut
up, Hdt. II. to confine, Eur.

(), Ep. for, to celebrate.,, , Clio, one of the Muses, Hes., etc. ; esp.

the Muse of Ep. Poetry and History. (From,, to celebrate.)',,,() a theft, Eur., Ar. II.

a stratagem in war, Thuc. : a fraud, Dem., Aeschin.', , only in nom. and acc. sing, and pi. : Ep. pi., : () :
—a rumour, report, news, Lat.

fama, Horn. ; news of thee, Od. ; c. gen.,

the report of their coming, 11. :

—

a mere
report, opp. to certainty, ,

we hear a rumour only, but know naught,

lb. II. good report, fame, glory
, Horn.;

ovpavhv ' Od. ; ., Pind. ;

Ff 2
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Soph.;. to lay up store ofglory, Hdt., etc.

:

—in pi., (shortd. from ), was
singing- the lays of their achievements, II. 2. in

bad sense, ill repute, Pind. ;. Eur. ;—both senses combined in Thuc, f/s av eV
rf of whom there

is least talk either for praise or blame.', verb. Adj. of, one must conceal, Soph., , , () a thief, II., Aesch., etc. :

generally, a cheat, knave, Soph., , ,() thievish :
— -] (sc.)

thieving, Plat.» , , Sup. Adj. formed from,
the most arrant thief, Ar.', v. I. 2.' : Ion. impf. : f. and

: aor. : pf. : Pass., aor.

; aor. 2 [] : pf .
:—/>

steal, filch, purloin, Horn., etc.; yeverjs

from that breed Anchises stole, i. e. stole foals of that

breed, II. ; . to let it down secretly, Eur. 2.

in part. act. thievish, he has a thief's

look, Ar. II. to cozen, cheat, deceive, beguile,

II., Hes., etc. :—Pass.,7rpoj8cuVet he goes on

blindfold, Hdt. III. like, to conceal,

keep secret, disguise, Pind., Soph., Eur., etc. IV.
to do secretly or treacherously , . to perpe-

trate slaughter secretly, Soph.; . to whisper
malicious rumours., Id.; byfraud
or force, Plat. 2. to seize or occupy secretly, Xen.-,*-, ()) deceiving, dissembling, h. Horn.-, Ion.-, , () a water-clock, like

our sand-glasses, used to time speeches in the law-

courts, Ar. II. name of an ebbing well in the

Acropolis at Athens, Id.', Ep. : Pass., Ep. 2 sing. impf. [) :
—to tell of, celebrate, Od., Hes., Eur. :—Pass.

to be famous, Od., Pind. ; ' ayopai where
are held thefamous meetings, Soph., Att. nom. pi. of., Adv. () by name, II.',, old Att. for-.,, , Ep. and, () an
omen or presage contained in a word or sound, Od.,
Hdt., Aesch. II. a rumour, tidings, report,

Hdt., Trag. ; news of my father,

Od. 2. glory, repute, Trag. III. a calling
on, appeal, Aesch. 2. a name,
appellation, Id.£, Ion. : f. \, Dor. r aor., Dor.:—Pass., pf.: () :—to make famous, to celebrate in song, laud, h.

Horn., Pind., Eur. :—Pass, to be spoken of, talked

of, Aesch., Eur. II. to name, call, Soph. :

—

Pass., where is Cithaeron

called mine, Id. ; cf. fin.', in late writers for,, to shut.,, , Ep. for., aor. pass. inf. of.', Ion.-, , the alder, prob. alnus, still called

in Greece, Od., Att. for.

—., Ion. for., , Ion. for, h. Horn., 7, , Ion. for : Ep. dat. pi.., Ion. for., Ion. for (a), to shut.,, , () a vine-twig, vine-branch, Lat.

palmes, Ar., Plat. : generally, a cutting, slip, Xen.

:

—metaph., . ) Dem. :
—

the vine-switch of the Roman centurions, Lat. vitis,

Plut. Hence,, , ov, of vine-twigs, Theogn.§,, , Dim. of : in pi. brush-wood,
fagot-wood, Thuc., , Dim. of, Anth.', f.,() to receive a share of
an inheritance, to inherit a portion of property, c.

gen., Dem. :—also c. acc. rei, to inherit, Luc. II.

to be an inheritor or heir, of a. person, Id. : also

c. acc. to succeed one, Plut., Anth. Hence,, , an inheritance, Luc; and, , an inheritance, Dem. :—generally, .
to take possession of . . , Arist. From-, ,() one who receives a portion

of an inheritance, an inheritor, heir, Dem., etc.-,, , () distributed by shaking the

lots, h. Horn., Dor., , , a lot ; in Horn., each man
marks his own lot, and they are thrown into a helmet,

and the first which came out was the winning lot. 2.

a casting lots, drawing lots, Eur. ; many officers at

Athens obtained their offices by lot, as opp. to election(, '), Xen., Arist.; cf. . II.

an allotment of land assigned to citizens (cf .),
Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. any piece of land, a portion,

farm, Horn., etc. III. in Eccl. the clergy, as

opp. to the laity.', f .,() to obtain by allotment ,

to have allotted to one, esp. of lands divided among
conquerors, Hdt., etc. Hence, , the allotment of land to citizens in a

foreign country, Arist. 2. collectively, = oi-, the body of citizens who receive such allot-

ments, Thuc, Plut.—An Athenian differed

from a colony(), in that the were still

citizens of the mother country, instead of forming an
independent state : and, ), , of or for , yfi . land

for allotment, Ar. ; (sc.) Dem.-, , (, ) one who held an allot-

ment of land., esp. to citizens in a foreign country (v.), an allottee, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—metaph.,

having old age for her
Jot, Soph., Dor., f. , () to appoint to

an office by lot, opp. to or, Hdt.,

Att. :—of the lot, to fall on, Lat. designare, Eur. :

—

Pass, to be appointed by lot, Dem., etc. 2. to cast

lots, draw lots, Plat. ;—so in Med., Aesch., Dem. 3.

in Med. also, to have allotted one, obtain

by lot, Eur., Aeschin. ; also c gen., Dem. II.

to allot, assign, Pind., Thuc 2. . to

deliver an oracle, Eur. Hence



\<,, , a choosing by lot, Plat. ; .
of a choice of evils, Eur. ; and, , , appointed by lot, opp. to and45 (elected), Plat., etc.', T)50s, , old Att. for., ecos, , (4) a calling, call, Xen., etc. 2.

a calling into court, legal summons, prosecution, Ar.,

Xen., etc. 3. an invitation to a feast, Xen.,

Dem. II. a name, appellation, Plat., ecos, , () a shutting tip, closing, Thuc., old Att. for.', Att. fut. of,. II. fut. of., , ov, verb. Adj. of4, to be called, named,
Plat. II. 4, one must call, Id., f . , to summon into court or give evidence

that a summons has been served (v.), Ar., rjpos, , (4) one -who calls, a summoner,
or rather a witness who gave evidence that the legal

summons had been served (cf. Horace's licet antes-

tari), Ar., Dem. II. generally, =, Aesch.,,,(4) called, invited, welcome, Od. 2.

called out, chosen, II., opos, 6, =, Dem., old Att. for (a).,,, v. sub-., aor. pass. inf. of.
[],,,() an inclination, slope :—esp.

the supposed slope of the earth towards the pole : hence
a region or zone of the earth, clime, Plut., Anth.

[], , Dim. of, Ar., rjpos, , the round of a ladder, Eur. From, &kos, , () a ladder or staircase (because

of its leaning aslant), Od., etc. :

—

a scaling-ladder,

Thuc, Xen. ; Aesch. :

—

a ship's

ladder, Eur., Theocr. II. a frame with cross-bars,

on which persons to be tortured were tied, Ar. III.

in Soph., intertwining ladders, to

express the entanglement of the limbs of wrest-

lers. IV. a climax, i. e. a gradual ascent from
weaker expressions to stronger, Lat.gradatio, asCicero's

abiit, evasit, erupit.

[], Ep. for, aor. of., a, ov, of or for beds, Dem. From
[], , () that on which one lies, a couch or

bed, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—also, a bier, Thuc., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, es, (*) bed-ridden, Lat. lecto affixus, Plut., Ep. for4, aor. 1 pass, of., , Dim. of, Plut., , , () , Lat. clinicus, a physician
that visits his patients in their beds, Anth.-€, 4s,() bed-ridden, Xen.-, , (4) making beds or bedsteads, an
upholsterer, Plat., Dem.-, , (*) =, Plat.,, ,() a couch, sofa, Od., Theocr.

[t], f.: aor. 1: pf.4 :—Med.,
f. : aor. 14 :—Pass., f.

or :—aor. 1 [] or : aor. 24 [t], to make to bend, slope, or slant, Lat. incli-

nare, to incline or turn the scale, II.

;

Tpa>as made them give way, lb. ;
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turned the tide of war, lb. 2. to make

one thing lean against another, i. e. -
vavTes, i. e. raising their shields so that the upper rim
rested on their shoulders, lb. 3. to turn aside,

having turned back her eyes,

lb. 4. to make to recline, . to

make him lie down at table, Hdt. :—metaph.,

puts to rest, lays low all things,

Soph. II. Pass, to be bent, bend, he
bent aside, swerved, II. ; of a pan, hp 4

it was tipped over to the other side, Od. 2.

to lean or stay oneself^upon or against a thing, c. dat.,

Horn. ; so in Med., Od. :—also,4
seeking safety in them, II. 3. to lie

down, lie, Horn., etc. ; to lie on a couch at meals,

Hdt., etc. 4. of Places (in pf.), to lie sloping to-

wards the sea, ,4 Od. ;, '' ·
(Ep. for4), lb. 5. to wanderfrom

the right course, Theogn. III. Med. to decline,

of the day, Hdt. ; so, intr. in Act., 4. . :—metaph., . rb to fall off,

degenerate, Xen.~, Ion. -, , () a place for lying down:
hence, I. a hut, cot, cabin, such as besiegers lived

in during long sieges, II. :—that they were not tents,

but wooden huts, appears from II. 24. 448 sq. ; and
when an army broke up, it burnt them on the spot, Od.
8. 501. II. a couch or easy chair, Od., Pind. 2.

a bed, nuptial bed, Eur. III. a company of

people sitting at meals, . . IV. a reclining or

lying, Plut., at, () folding doors or gates, Plut. :

—metaph. a means of entrance, access, Hdt., Adv. out of orfrom a hut, II., Adv. into or to the hut, II.

[], , () the outbuildings round a
herdman's cot, Od.- [t], , , () a bending, inclination,

Plut. II. a lying down, lying, Eur., , () a couch, Horn,

[], , — , a clime, Anth., , , acc. pi.,() a slope, hill-side,

Lat. clivus, Horn., Soph,, , old Att., () a dog-collar, esp. a
large wooden collar, put on mischievous dogs, Ar.,

Xen. 2. a sort of pillory, Eur. 3. .
a collar of gold, Id., Anth., f.,() to drive in confusion, drive

before one, II., Hes. 2. generally, to ruffle, Soph.,

Ar. II. Pass, to be driven in confusion, rush

wildly, II., Pind. 2. to be beaten by the waves, Soph.', , any confused motion, the press of battle,

battle-rout, turmoil, II. ; throngs

of fighting horsemen, Aesch., a, ov, (4·) stolen, Aesch., Eur.€, ea>s, , —, a thief, stealer, Soph. 2.

generally, a secret doer, perpetrator, Id., , (-) theft, Lat. furtum, Aesch.,

Eur. II. a secret act, fraud, Eur., Aeschin. ;

by stealth or fraud, Soph. ; ,4, i.e. to steal away, Id. III. the sur-

prise of a military post, Xen.
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pretences, II. ;—it seems to be a lengthd. form of,.
[],, , () a "wave, billow, and col-

lectively surf, Od., Trag. II. metaph., .
a, sea of troubles, Aesch. ; . Soph. ; .

a flood of horsemen, Id., etc., Pass, to be tossed, like waves, . T., , Dim. of, a little wave, ripple,

Eur. ; generally, a wave, Aesch. :—as collective noun,
the surf, Thuc. II. metaph., . Aesch.', f . [], Ep. :—Pass., aor. 1-

; pf. :

—

to dash over, of a wave, h.

Horn. : to dash like a wave, Aesch. :—Pass, to be

dashed up, of the sea, Horn. ; to rise in waves,
Hes. II. to wash off or away, Eur. 2. to wash
or rinse out, Xen. 3. els . to put water
into the ears and so cleanse them, Eur. 4.-

washed over or coated with wax, Theocr., aor. 2 imper. of.
[], , ,= 6s, famous, Theocr., aros, , () a liquid used for washing

out: esp. a clyster, drench, Hdt. II. a place
washed by the waves, the sea-beach, Plut., Luc.,, 0, a clyster-pipe, syringe, Hdt.-, , (,) the queen of

Agamemnon, II., 2 pl. aor. 2 imper. of.-, ,() famous for trees, Anth.-, , (*epy) famous for work, Od., Anth.-, , glorious with fruit, Pind.-, , gen. 10s, famous for skill, h. Horn.-, , famous for toils, Anth.-, ov, famous for wisdom, Anth.-, , , with famous children, Anth.-, ov, with noble steeds, II., , , and , , () :

—

heard of, i. e.

famous, renowned, glorious, of persons, Horn. 2.

of things, noble, splendid, beauteous, Id., etc.-, ov, , () famous for his art, re-

nowned artist, Horn.-, ov,() famousfor the bow, renowned
archer, Horn., aor. 2, Ep. ; imper. (as if from) ,, Ep. redupl.,4 :

—

to hear, Horn., etc. ; ' to hear a thing

from a person, II., etc. ; then, to hear
him, lb. ; . to hear it, Od., etc. :— c. gen. objecti,

to hear of a. person or thing, Soph. 2. to perceive

generally, know, Od., Hes. II. to give ear to,

attend to, Horn., etc. ; the imperat. is esp. used
in prayers, give ear to me, hear me,' ,-* II. ; , lb. :—also c. dat. to

listen to, obey, Hes., etc. III. in Trag. like

, to be called or spoken of so and so, with an
Adv., or €., , a bird-cage, Anth.

or, ,() the clucking of hens

:

the clucking sound by which we urge on a horse, Xen.

-'.', f. -, to croak, of jackdaws :—then, in sign

of disapprobation, to hoot, Dem., , , the Spinners, a name of the Parcae or

Goddesses offate, Od.', f., to twist by spinning, spin, Hdt.,

Luc. :—Pass., one's destiny, Plat.,, ovs, , Spinster, one of the three or

Parcae, who spins the thread of life, Hes. ; Lachesis

had charge of the past, Clotho of the present, Atropos

of the future, Plat., Luc.,, ev, stony, rocky, II. From|,, , a heap of stones. (Deriv. unknown.), gen., , () a twig, spray, Soph.,

Eur., , Dim. of, Anth., , old Att. for., f. , () to steal, Xen., , ,() thievish, clandestine, Eur.', to cluck like a hen.-, }, , (), a spindle, Theocr. II.

a thread,yam, line, Ar- ; ' . the flaxen thread,

i. e. the net, Aesch., ov, , a web, Eur.,, , (-) a thief, Hdt., Eur., Xen.,, Dor. for,., , Dor. for., Dor. for., .^., () to card or dress cloth, (which was
done either with a prickly plant, the teasel, or with a

comb) :—of torture, to card, lacerate, Aesch., Soph.,, Dor. for,, f ut. and aor. 1

inf. of.
[], ,., Ion. -,, a fuller's shop, Hdt. From, , , Att. pl., () a fuller,

i. e. a cloth-dresser, clothes-cleaner, Hdt., Ar.&, f . , =, to clean cloth, Ar., , Ion. for., , () the prickly teasel, a plant used by
fullers to dress cloth. II. a carding-comb, also

used as an instrument of torture, Hdt., Att. 2 and 3 sing,, , inf. , Ion.

: f . , : aor. 1 : 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2

(as if from) :—Med., Att. inf.: aor. 14) :
—to scrape or grate, Lat. radere, II. ; rbv

to scrape it off, Hdt. II. to scratch:—
Med. to scratch oneself, Plat. III. to tickle, Id.

;

Med., to tickle one's ears, Luc., f .,() to cloud over, obscure, Aesch., a, ov, and, ov,() dark, dusky, Aesch.,

Eur. 2. in the dark, early in the morning, Ar.', , dat., but also gen. : dat.' (as if from4) :
—darkness, evening dusk,

twilight, II., Aesch. ; also, yrjs . Eur. 2.

later, the morning twilight or dawn, Lat. diluculum,
at dawn, Xen., Att. 3 sing, of., f., () later form of, to scratch,

tickle :—Pass, to itch, . T., , v..', , , Dor., , , pale yellow,
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tawny, Theocr., Anth. : hence the goat is called,
6, Theocr. ; and the wolf, Babr.-, ov, white-legged, Theocr.

KNH'MH, , the part between the knee and ankle, the

leg, Lat. tibia, Horn., Hdt., Eur., etc.-, ov, () wearing greaves, Hdt.,, , () a greave or piece of armour
from knee to ankle, Lat. ocrea,

II. ; the were fastened at the ankle with clasps() : are ox-hide leggings, used

by labourers, Od., 6, the projecting limb or (as we say) shoulder

of a mountain, Horn,, Desiderat. of, to wish to scratch, to feel
an itching, to itch, Plat,-, ov, scraping or gnawing gold, Anth., aros, to, a sting, bite, Xen., , =, , Anth., , () an itching, irritation, Plut., ews and ios, , () a knife for scraping
cheese, II. (in contr. dat.).

[], , () a nettle, Lat. urtica, Theocr.,

Anth.

[], , ov,() of orfrom Cnidos;
the Cnidians, Hdt., Dor. : f. [t] : aor. , Dor.

:—Pass., aor. :
—to scrape or grate :

to tickle : metaph., of love, to nettle, chafe, irritate,

Hdt., Eur. ; of satiety, Pind. ; of anxiety, Hdt., etc. ;

will not attack every word,

Ar. :—Pass., to be stung (with love) /or
one, Theocr. II. . opyav to provoke anger, Pind., 6v, niggardly, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ep., , , Lat. nidor, the steam and
odour which exhales from roasting meat, the savour
and steam of burnt sacrifice, which ascends up to

heaven as a gift to the gods, Horn. II. that

which caused this smell and steam, i. e. the fat, in

which the flesh of the victim was wrapped and burnt,

II., Dor. for : contr. dat.., f.,() to fill with the steam or savour

of burnt sacrifice, Eur., Ar., Dor. for.,, , () full of the steam of burnt

sacrifice, steamy, Od., aros,,() in pl. scrapings, Plat. II.

scratches, Anth. : quarrels, Id., , an itching of the skin, tickling, Ar., f ., () to reduce to vapour, Luc.,,, incorrect forms of,
etc., 3 sing. poet. subj. of., , ,() steaming, of a sacrifice, Aesch., o, gen., nom. pl., like, a
small insect which gnaws fig-s, Ar., , poet, for, Theocr.

and -, Dep. () properly of a dog,
to whine, whimper, Soph., Ar., Dor. for—, 3 pl. of., ,() a whining, whimpering, Od., , =, of infants, Lat. vagitus, Hdt.

-00. 439, f., to disfigure the eyes, make dim and
dark OA. (Deriv. uncertain.), , any dangerous animal, from a lion to a
serpent or worm, a monster, beast, Od., Hes., Trag. :

—of persons, as a term of reproach, ~
Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.), ovtos, , () in pl., two pro-

jecting teeth on the blade of a hunting spear, Xen.

;

, i. e. a two-edged sword, Soph. :

also alone for a sword, Id.', to slumber, sleep, Od., Pind.

[], , a stupid fellow, booby, Ar. (Deriv.

uncertain.), Comic word, to express the croaking of frogs,

Ar., , a knavish trick, Ar. From, , an impudent rogue, arrant knave, Ar. :— were mischievous goblins, invoked by
rogues, Id. II. as Adj., knavish tricks,

rogueries, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.)

KOTXH, , a muscle or cockle, Lat. concha, Xen. II.

the case round a seal attached to diplomas or docu-

ments, Ar.- [], , =, Anth.

[],, , full of shells, . shelly

marble, Xen.-, , Dim. of, a small kind of
muscle or cockle, Arist. 2. its shell, any bivalve-

shell, Hdt., , , the Lat. quadrans, =\ of an as, . T.0, contr., to mark, perceive, hear, Anacr., Ion. for., , Lat. cothurnus, a buskin or high boot,

reaching to the middle of the leg, Hdt., etc. The-
was worn by tragic actors, its heels serving to add

height to the figure : thus it became the emblem of

Tragedy, as the soccus of Comedy. 2. since the

buskins might be worn on either foot, was
a nickname for a trimmer or timeserver, such as

Theramenes, Xen.-, ov, of drones, dock-tailed, i.e. without a
sting, Hes. (Prob. from, , , an old word
for, and tail.), Comic word, to express the squeaking of young
pigs, Ar.', to cry ko'l, squeak like a young pig, Ar., Ion. for, dat. sing, of, Ion., used as

Adv., how ? in what way ? in what respect ? Hdt., f. : aor. , Att.4 :() :
—to make hollow, scoop out, Hdt. ; .,

i.e. to dig a grave, Theocr.,, , (?) a hollow, deep valley, Anth., , fern, of, name of a in Attica, Hdt., Ion. -, , () the large cavity of the

body, the belly, Lat. venter, Hdt., Ar., etc. 2. the

intestines, bowels, Hdt.; . pig's tripe, Ar. ; in

pl. tripe and puddings, Id. Hence-, , , () a tripe-seller, Ar.-, , , , () hollow-bellied,

hungry, Aesch. : metaph. a hollow shield, Id.-, ov, () lying in a hollow, Pind.

KOI", , ov, hollow, hollowed, epith. of ships, which
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in early times were hollowed out of trees, Horn. ; later,

was the hold of the ship, Hdt., Xen. ; so,

alone, Theocr. :—of the Trojan horse, .,
. Od. j ., of a grave, II. ; ., of

the bed when no one is in it, Soph. 2. of Places,

lying in a hollow oxforming a hollow, -
the vale of L., Od. ; . Hdt. ; ."

Soph. ; Hdt. ; the valley

of the Ilissus, Id. :

—

. of a harbour lying be-

tween high cliffs, Od. ; . an embayed beach,

lb. :

—

. a hollow way, II. :

—

. a river

nearly empty of water, Thuc. (so Virgil, cavaflumind) :

metaph. of the voice, hollow, Theocr.

;

Luc. II. as Subst., ,
a hollow, cavity, ravine, Plat. ; like, of the cavi-

ties in the body, . Eur. ; also, iv

Thuc.-, , hollow-eyed, Xen.-, ,() hollow-rimmed, Anth.-, , () hollow-like, cavernous,
Babr., aros, , a hollow, cavity, Babr., etc.-, 4s, () hollow-eyed : fern,-,, Anth.-, , () hollow to look at : hollow, Eur., Ion.- : f., Dor. [] : aor. ,
Ep. :—Med., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 :

—

Pass., aor. 1 : () :

—

to lull or hush to

sleep, put to sleep, Horn. 2. metaph. to lull to

rest, still, calm,, Id. ; II. ; -
lay thy tongue asleep in silence,

Aesch. II. Med. and Pass, to fall asleep, go or

lie abed, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. of the sleep of death,

he slept an iron sleep, II. :

absol. to fall asleep, die, Soph., N.T. 3. to keep
watch at night, Lat. excubare, Aesch., Xen., ,() sleep,\ in-

tercourse of the mother with her own child, Soph.,, , a lying down to sleep, Plat., . T., f. Att. , =, to put to sleep, Eur.;& , i. e. the winds suffer the sea to

rest—by ceasing (cf . Virg. straverunt aequora venti),

Soph. :—metaph., . to lay pride asleep,

Eur. j so, . , Xen. :—Pass.,

Eur. 2. of the sleep of death, Soph., Eur.; also in

Med., Eur. Hence, , , one who puts to bed, Anth., avos, 0, Dor. for., Dor. for.,, Dor. for-.}, dat. fern, of, used as Adv., v. . 1 1.-',() to deliberate in common, Xen.-, ,() having a common bed, a
bedfellow, consort, Aesch.-, 4s, =, a paramour, Soph.-, f.-: aor. 1: pf.

: () :

—

to commune or take counsel
with, Hdt., Att. ; Thuc.-, , contr.-,, (4) sailing in
common, Soph.-, , ,,, of common foot, .,
i. e. the arrival of persons all together, Soph., j], , rarely , . (from =, cf.) :

—.
—common, shared in common, opp. to, Hes.,

Att. ; proverb., Aesch. ; ,
Eur. 2. c. dat., . common to or with

another, Aesch. ; also c. gen., . Id. II.

common to all the people, common, public, general,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. III. the state, Lat.

respublica, Hdt., Att. 2. the government, public
authorities, Thuc, Xen. ; by public au-
thority, Hdt. ; without con-

sent of the league, Thuc. 3. thepublic treasury, Hdt.,

Thuc. 4. public affairs, Oratt. ;, to enter public life, Dem.,
etc. ; also the public money, Ar. IV. common,
ordinary, usual, Plat., etc V. of Persons, of
common origin or kindred, esp. of brothers and
sisters, Pind., Soph. 2. like, a partner,
Soph., Ar. 3. lending a ready ear to all, impar-
tial, Thuc, Plat. :

—

courteous, affable, Xen. 4. of

events, more impartial (i. e. more
equal) chances, Thuc. VI. of meats, common,
profane, . T.

B. Adv. &, in common, jointly, opp. to,
Eur., etc. 2. publiciy, Thuc, etc. 3. sociably,

like other citizens, Arist., Plut. 4. in common
language or fashion, Plut. II. so fern. dat.,
in common, by common consent, in concert, Hdt.,

Soph., Eur. 2. publicly, Xen. III. so with

Preps., in common, Aesch. ; . for
common use, Plat., , , a sharing in common, community,
partnership, Plat., etc. II. affability, Xen.
-TOKos, , () of or from common parents,

. hopes in one born of the same parents, i. e.

a brother, Soph.-, , (4) loving in common, Aesch.-, , () like-minded with, Eur., f. : aor. 1 :—Med., f .-, Dor.-

:

—aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1

:

—

to make common, communicate, impart a
thing to another, . Aesch., Eur., etc. ;

Eur. 2. to make common, to defile, profane, . T.

:

—Med. to deem orpronounceprofane, lb. II. Med.
to communicate one to another, Aesch., Soph. b.

to cause to be communicated, Plat. 2. to

take counsel with, Xen. 3. to be partner or

partaker, of a thing, Eur. 4. c. acc. rei, to

take part or share in, Id., Thuc. III. Pass, to

have intercourse with, Eur.,, Dor., ,, , =, Pind., Xen., f . : pf . : () : — to

have or do in common with, have a share of or take

part in a thing with another, Xen. 2. .
to have a share of or take part in a thing, Trag.,

Xen. 3. . to have dealings with or inter-

course, Ar., Plat. 4. rarely c. acc. rei, .
to commit murder in common with him, Eur. 5.

absol. to share in an opinion, to agree, Plat. :

—

toform
a community , Arist. Hence,, , in pi. acts of communion, com-
munications, dealings between man and man, Plat., verb. Adj. one must give a share, Plat., , (4) communion, association, part-
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nevship, fellowship, Pind., Thuc, etc. 2. c. gen.

objecti, communion with, partnership in, Eur., etc.

;

tls . ; what communion have
herdsmen with the sea ? Id. II. a common gift,

contribution, alms, N.T., ), , held in common, social, Arist. II.

giving a share, twos of"a thing-, Luc. From, and , () a companion, partner,
rivos in a thing-

, Aesch., etc. ; . accomplice
in the evil, Soph.; also, in a thing, Eur. 2. absol.

a partner,fellow, Plat., Dem. II. as Adj . =,
Eur., Adv. of koiv6s, v. ., , ov, Ion. for, a, ov.', f. ), () to be lord or master, to

rule, command, Horn. II. c. gen. to be lord

of, Hes., Aesch. ; also, c. dat., Aesch., Ion. -, , sovereignty, Anth.
[vt], , , =, Soph., , () a ruler, commander, Horn., Trag., () to put to bed:—Med., Dor. aor., to go to bed, sleep, Pind., , ov, () in bed, ap. Dem. 2. as

Subst., koitcuov, , the lair of a wild beast, Plut., ,() —, Hdt., Att. ; the marriage-bed,
Soph., Eur. 2. the lair of a beast, nest of a bird,

Eur. II. the act ofgoing to bed,

bed-time, Hdt. ; to entertain

'at bed and board,' Id. III.

to be pregnant by a man, . T. :—in bad sense,

chambering, lasciviousness, lb., , () a place to lie on, bed, Od. II.

sleep, lb., Hes., , , () a bed-chamber,
a chamberlain, praefectus cubiculi, .., , ov, scarlet, Lat. coccineus, Plut., N.T.', , a grain, seed, h. Horn., Hdt. II.

the kermesberry, used to dye scarlet, Theophr., properly cuckoo I the bird's cry, used as an ex-

clamation, now ! quick I, Ar. ;,
quick—let go, Id., Dor. -, f. : pf. : (-) :

—

to cry cuckoo, Hes. ; of the cock, to crow,
Theocr. II. to cry like a cuckoo, give a signal
by such cry, Ar., vyos, 6, a cuckoo, so called from its cry,
Lat. cuculus, Hes., Ar., etc.;

* I was elected by three cuckoo-voices, i. e. by
three who gave their votes over and over again, Ar., Dor. for., , a pomegranate-seed, Solon., , ancestors, Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), f. : aor. :—Med., f.,
Att. 2 sing,, part,: aor.:—
Pass., f.-: aor.: pf..
(Prob. from, akin to .) Properly, to

curtail, dock, prune : then, like Lat. castigare, to

keep within bounds, check, correct, Plat. :—pf. pass,

part, chastened, Arist. 2. to chastise, punish,
Soph., Eur., etc. :—Med. to get a person punished,
Ar., Plat. :—Pass, to be punished, Xen.,, , obscure epith. of Artemis, Ar.

-'. 441, , flattery , fawning, Plat., Aeschin.,, , a piece offlattery , Xen.', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be flattered, Luc. ; and, i), , disposed to flatter, flattering,

fawning, Luc. : ~ (sc.) =, Plat., f. , () to flatter, Ar., Xen., etc. :

—

Pass, to be flattered, be open to flattery, Dem., , , =, Plat.-, , () parasite-named, Comic dis-

tortion of the name-, Ar.',, , a flatterer, fawner, Ar., Plat., etc.,, , a chisel, Luc.', f. >, of birds, to peck at, Luc, Anth. :—of

Pegasus, to strike the ground with his hoof, Anth. 2.

to carve or chisel, Id., , , () chastisement, correction,

punishment, Plat., etc.,, , () chastisement, Xen.-, , =, Plut., , fern, of, Anth.', , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be chastised,

Plat. II., one must chastise, Id., , () a house of correction,

Luc. II. =,, Xen., , ,() a chastiser, punisher, Trag., , ,() corrective, Plat,, f. , to buffet, N.T. From, ,() a buffet., Ion.,, a sheath, scabbard of a sword,

Lat. culeus, Horn., Att., to trample on, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.), , , glue, Lat. gluten, Hdt., , =, Luc. II. a kind of cake or

roll, Ar., f .,() to glue, cement, Ar., Plat. 2.

to join one metal to another, . ,
i.e. to make [a crown] inlaid with gold and ivory,

Pind. II. generally, to join fast together :—
Pass, to clearve to, is indissolubly

bound to woe, Aesch. ; so, of persons, . to cleave

to another, N.T.; and of things, KoviopTOs -
lb. III. to put together, build, Pind.,, , () —, II., Hes.,, , () a glueing or welding, .
a welding of iron, Lat. ferruminatio, or per-

haps the art of inlaying or damasking iron, Hdt.,

Theophr., ],,() glued together, closelyjoined,

well-framed, Horn., Eur., etc. II.--
a stand welded to the -fip, Hdt.-, ov, () roll-eating, Ar. From',, , a roll or loaf of coarse bread.', -, , the peg or screw by which the

strings of the lyre were tightened, Od., Plat. :—metaph.,
to let down the strings

of your passion, Ar.,, ,() a small money-changer,

N.T. From, , a small coin, for a doit, Ar. 2

.

in pi., , small round cakes, Id.

[], , =, Ar.

[], , Dim. of, pi. eye-salve, Lat.
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collyrium. II. a fine clay, in 'which a seal can
be impressed, Luc.,,() docked, curtailed, c. gen., tcoXofibs, Lai. truncuspedum, Plat.; . Anth. 2.

absol. maimed, mutilated, Xen., f., to dock, curtail, shorten, . T.-, , , a chief of jackdaws, jackdaw-
general, Ar. From', b, a jackdaw, daw, Lat. graculus, II., Pind.,

Ar. : proverbs : 'birds of a feather

flock together,'Arist.; -
a jackdaw ' in borrowed plumes,' Luc., aros,, a large heavy wave before it breaks( ), the swell that foreruns a storm, Ar.

or -, , , a pumpkin, Lat. cucurbita., , madefrom pumpkins, Anth.; and, , ov, madefrom pumpkins,. Luc., , the colon or lower intestine, Ar. From', ov, docked, curtal, Lat. curtus, II. ; of oxen,

stump-horned or hornless, Hdt. ; so, , addressed
to a he-g-oat, Theocr., , a colossus, of the huge statues in the

Egypt, temples, Hdt. : generally a statue, Aesch.,

Theccr. The most famous Colossus was that of Apollo

at Rhodes, 70 cubits high, made in the time of Deme-
trius Poliorcetes, Luc. (Deriv. uncertain.), , poet, word, noisy rabble, II., Ar.

(Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, (,) dock-tailed, Plut.,, , a docking, cutting short, Arist. From, f .- : aor. 1 : Pass., aor. 1 -
or- : pf . : () :

—

to cut
short, dock, curtail, Hdt. II. metaph. to cut off,

disappoint, , rb part he brings

to pass, part he cuts off, of the threats of Achilles, II.

;

curtail them not, Od. :—of per-

sons, . to cut down, degrade, those who
are exalted above others, Hdt. :—Pass, to be cut short

or abridged, Aesch. ; when they

suffer abatement, Thuc.,, , a summit, top, finishing,, to put the finishing stroke to a thing, Plat.

(Deriv. uncertain.), , , swelling in folds, Aesch. From', , Lat. sinus: I. the bosom, II. 2.

the womb, Eur. II. the fold formed by a loose gar-
ment, as it fell over the girdle, II. :—this fold sometimes
served for a pocket, Od., Hdt. ; let-

ting down her robe so as to form a fold, i. e. baring
her breast, II. ; under the deep-

folded robe, Aesch. ; having
let their folded robes fall do\vn to their ankles,

Theocr. III. any hollow, as 1. of the sea,

first, in a half-literal sense,

received him in her bosom, II. ; then, of the deep hollow
between waves, Horn. 2. a bay or gulf of the sea,

II., Aesch. 3. a vale, . Pind. ;

Soph., f., to form into a swelling fold ; esp. to

make a sail belly or swell, Lat. sinuare, .
Luc. ; ,

Id. :—Pass, to bosom or swell out, of a sail,

—§.
Mosch.j ? Anth. ; of a bay,
to curve, Polyb.-, , () embosomed, embayed, Eur.,, , a folded garment, Plut., f. \, to plunge into the sea, . T., , a swimming-bath, Plat. ; and, , , a diver, Thuc, Plat., etc. ; and,, , a sea-bird, a diver, Ar. From', , a diver, Ar., , a Colchian, Hdt., etc. :—Adj., ,
dV, Colchian, Id. :—-fern.,, and as Subst.

(sub. 777), Colchis, Id. ; (sub. -), Eur.,() to brawl, scold, II., Att. for, fut. med. of.', , a kill, mound, II. : esp. a sepulchral

mound, barrow, Lat. tumulus, Soph., Adv. from the deme (q.v.), Dem., , the Lat. colonia, N.T., , —], a hill, h. Horn., Hdt.; .
a heap of stones, Hdt. II. Colonus, a deme of

Attica lying on a kill, about a mile NW. of Athens,

immortalised by Sophocles, who was a native of it, in

his Oed. Col., , , a brawling, wrangling, II., ), the strawberry-tree, arbutus, Ar. Hence-, ov, (-) eating the fruit of the-

arbutus, Ar., Ion. -, Ep. part, : f.) : () :

—

to

let the hair grow long, wear long hair, II.;

Hdt. In early times the Greeks wore
their hair long, whence in Horn.

At Sparta the fashion continued. At Athens it was
so worn by youths up to the 18th year, when they

offered their long locks to some deity; and to wear
long hair was considered as a sign of aristocratic habits :

hence 2. meant to plume oneself, give

oneself airs, be proud or haughty, like Lat. cristam

tollere, Ar. ; he aimed
at the monarchy, Hdt.; ; on what do
you plume yourself ? Ar. II. of horses, -

decked with golden manes,.

II. III. metaph. of trees, plants, foliage, h.

Horn., etc., Ion. impf., to take care of, attend to,,

tend, Horn.

KO'MH, , the hair, hair of the head, Lat. coma, Horn.,

etc. ; also in pi., Id. :

—

to let the hair

grow long, Hdt. ;
to shave off the hair,

in mourning, Od., etc. ; false hair, a
wig, Xen. II. metaph. the foliage, leaves of
trees, Od.-,, , , Comic adaptation of the name
Amynias, Coxcomb-amynias (cf.), Ar.,, ,() wearing long hair, long-haired,

ap. Hdt., Ar. 2. metaph., lbs . a feathered arrow,

Soph.; . a. grassy meadow, Eur. II. as

Subst. a comet, Arist., ,() attendance, care, in II., always of

care bestowed on horses; in Od., of care bestowed on
men, by means of baths, etc. ; also, care bestowed

on a garden, Od. 2. provision, supplies, lb. II.

carriage, conveyance, importation, Thuc. : a gather-
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ing in of harvest, Xen. 2. (from Med. also) a
carrying away for oneself, a recovery, Hdt. :

—

the

recovery of a debt, payment, Dem. 3. (from Pass.)

a going or coming, Hdt. : an escape, safe return, Id.

or, Adv. (dat. of) exactly, just,

Plat., Dem. 2. like, absolutely, altogether,

quite, Plat.; ) not at all, Plut. 3. in

answers, -rj just so, yes certainly, Ar., Plat.', f., later·, aor. , Ep.-
or, Dor. :—pf . :—Med.,

f., Ion.- : aor. , Ep. e/co-- or- :—Pass., f.- : aor. I €/co-

: pf. (often in med. sense) :

—

to take

care of, provide for, Horn. :

—

to receive hospitably, to

entertain, Thuc. ; more commonly in Med., Horn. 2.

of things, to mind, attend to, give heed to, Id., etc.

;

to keep one's foot out of the

mud, Aesch. II. to carry away so as to preserve,

carry home, carry safe away, II., etc. ; simply, to

save, rescue,. Pind. ; but, . to

carry out to burial, Soph., Eur. 2. to carry off as

a prize or as booty, II., Pind. :—Med. to get for one-

self, receive in full, acquire, gain, Soph., etc. 3.

to carry, convey, bear, Horn., etc. :—Pass, to be con-

veyed, to journey, travel, Hdt.; get thee

in, Aesch.; so in fut. and aor. med., is, Hdt., etc. 4. to bring to a place, bring hither,

bring in, . to gather in corn, Id., etc. :—so in

Med., Id., Soph. ; and pf. pass, in med. sense, robs-
7robs you have reaped the fruits, Dem. 5. to

conduct, escort, Soph., Plat., etc. ; . pads Thuc. 6.

to get back, recover, Pind., Eur., Plat., etc. :—Med.
to get back for oneself, recover, Eur., Thuc. ; -

to recover a debt, Dem. :—Pass, to

come or go back, return, Hdt., Att. 7. like Lat.

affero, to bring, give, Aesch. Hence, , ov, verb. Adj. to be taken care of, to be

gathered in, Aesch. II., one must
bring, Plat., rjpos, , = sq., Eur., Plut.,, ,() one who takes care of, Eur. II.

a bringer, conductor, Id., ,() in pi., like, reward for
saving, Aesch. II. reward for bringing, Eur., Att. fut. of., otos, to, () the stamp or impression of a

coin, Ar. : proverb., of bad stamp,
Id. 2. —, coin, coinage, Id. II. a short

clause of a sentence, Lat. comma, Cic., , , ( ) consisting of short
clauses,, . Luc., , gum, Lat. gummi, Hdt. (A foreign word.), , , () a striking : esp. like Lat.

planctus (from plango), a beating of the breast in
lamentation, " I lamented with
Median lamentation, Aesch. 2. in Att. Drama, a
wild lament, sung alternately by an actor and the

chorus, such as Aesch. Ag. 1072-1185., to beautify, Arist. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, , , a beautifier, embellisher, Luc., , , of or for embellishment

:

— -
(sc.), the art of embellishment, Plat.

— Kovla. 443, , fem. of, a dresser, tirewoman,
Ar., Plat., Ep. part. pi. of., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., f . , =, to vaunt, boast, brag,

Trag. ; c. acc. cogn., . \oyov to speak big words,

Aesch. 2. to boast of, . yepas to boast one's office,

Id.:— Pass, be renowned, Eur.;

fear is loudly spoken, Aesch. ; Tivbs ? apbs-
; of what father is he said to be the son ? Eur., , Com. word, one of the -deme, a

Bragsman, Ar.,, in pi. boasts, braggart words, Aesch., Ar., , =, Plut., , ,() a braggart, Plut.,() to ring, clash, II. II.

metaph., like, to speak big, boast, brag, vaunt,
Hdt., Eur. ; c. acc. cogn., . to speak a boastful

speech, Soph. 2. c. acc. to boast of, Aesch. :—Passa-

ic be boasted of, Thuc.-€, to talk big, be an empty braggart, Ar.', , a noise, din, clash, as of a boar's tusks

when he whets them, II. ; the stamping of dancers'

feet, Od. II. metaph. a boast, vaunt, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. 2. rarely in good sense, praise, Pind., , =, Eur.-€-, ov, pomp-bundle-worded, de-

risive epith. of Aeschylus in Ar.-, es, (e!5os) boastful, vainglorious, Thuc.

;

boastfulness, Id., , refinement, esp. of language, Plat.

\|/-€7, Adv. with Euripides-prettinesses

(shortened from), Ar.,() to refine upon, quibble upon,-
€>6 aye, quibble on the word (re-

ferring to the previous line), Soph. :—Med. to deal in
refinements or subtleties, Plat.-, is, () dainty-seeming, Ar., , , () well-dressed, Lat. comptus

;

hence, a pretty fellow, Lat. bellus homo, Ar. 2.

accomplished, elegant, exquisite, refined, dainty,

clever, witty, of persons or their words and acts, Id.

;

. clever about a thing, Plat. ; of a dog's in-

stinct, exquisite, acute, Id. ; in a sneering sense, of

Sophists who refine overmuch, studied, affected, Eur.,

etc. II. Adv., elegantly, prettily, daintily,

Ar., Plat., etc. 2. to be better in

health, . T., f.,() to resound, clash, ring, re-

echo, Horn., Hes. Hence,, Adv. with a noise, clash, din, Anth., =, II.', , a ringing, clashing, din, Od., Hes.'", , a knuckle, , opp. to- (a slap in the face), Dem. : proverb.,

\ '} a roll and kmickl>-sauce to

it, i. e. a good thrashing, Ar.

Kove<o, f., () to raise dust : to hasten, Anth., Ion. and Ep. -, , () : 1. dust, a cloud

of dust, stirred up by men's feet, II.; also in pi.,

like Lat. arenae, Horn., etc. 2. sand or soil (v.) II. 3. ashes, in pi. like Lat. cineres,
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Od. II. a fine powder, sprinkled over wrestlers'

bodies after being- oiled, to make them more easily

grasped by the opponent :—this powder was also used

in the bath, Ar. [ in, in other cases usually.], , , plastered or pitched, Xen.,( n) to plaster or whiten over, Lat. deal-

bare, Dem. :—Pass, to be whitened, . T.-, , (,) dust stirred up, a cloud

of dust, such as is made by troops, Hdt., Ar., etc.

;

. , i. e. a cloud of wood-
ashes, Thuc. II. metaph. a dirty fellow, Dem.', los, Att. or , , Ep. dat. for:
—Lat. cinis, dust, II., etc. ;—of the grave, Pind.,

Soph. 2. ashes, Horn. II.— II, Luc:
metaph. of toil, Id. [ in Horn., I Att.]

[], () a cloud of dust, II.

[], f. [r], aor. : Pass., pf.-, 3 sing, plqpf . :

—

to make dusty, cover

with clouds of dust, II. : —Pass.,

all dusty fled they, Virgil's pulverulenta fuga dant
terga, lb. ; hence, to be in great haste, Ar., etc. 2.

Pass, to be sprinkled as with dttst, Theocr. II.

intr., galloping o'er the dusty plain,

Horn.

or, , a drunken flute-player;, proverb, of a worthless opinion, Ar., , , a pole, punting-pole, boat-hook, Lat.

contus, Od., Hdt., Att. : the shaft of a pike, Luc.-, ov, () carrying a pole or pike, Luc.
KO'NYZA,, , a strong-smelling plant, fleabane, puli-

caria, poet,, Theocr., f ., to grow weary : of the wind, to abate,

Hdt., N.T.
koitctos, , =, Plut., Anth.
kottcvs,, ,() a chisel, Luc., ,() a cutting in pieces, slaughter, N.T., f. [] : aor. , pf . :() :

—

to be tired, grow weary, Ar., . . II.

to work hard, toil, . T.
K0TT19, ecus, , () a prater, liar, wrangler, Eur.

koitisj ioos, 7], () a chopper, cleaver, a broad
curved knife, somewhat like our bill, Eur., Xen.

koitos, , , () a striking, beating, Aesch.,

Eur. II. toil, trouble, suffering, Aesch., Soph. 2.

weariness, fatigue, Eur., Ar., , a letter of the ancient Greek alphabet ())
retained as a numeral = 90, behveen (So), and (ioo)

;

and this she\vs that it was the same as the Hebr.
iKoph) and Lat. Q ; cf.,., , branded with the letter Koppa (Q) as a
mark, . Ar. ; cf..-, ov, () =, Luc., , ov,() full of dung, filthy , Ar., , a dunghill : also =, N.T., f. , Ep., to dung, manure, Od.-, , (-) a dung-gatherer, a dirty

fellow, Ar.', 7), dung, ordure, manure, Horn., Hdt.,

etc. II. a farm-yard, home-stead, Horn., f. , to cover with dung or dirt, Ar.-, ov, () carrying dung ; . a

dung-basket, Xen.

— opew,,, ,() place for dung, privy , Dem., ), , chopped small : ), , a cake of

pounded sesame, Anth. From
(from Root) : f. : aor. 1: pf., Ep. part, : Pass., f. : aor. 2

: pf . :

—

to strike, smite, knock down,
Od.; - smote him on the cheek, II. 2.

to cut off, chop off, Horn., etc. ; . to fell trees,

Thuc, etc. ; . ] to cut down the trees in it,

to lay it waste, Xen. :—Pass., of ships, to be shattered

or disabled by the enemy, Thuc :—metaph.,

stricken in mind, Aesch. 3. to hammer,
forge, Horn. : to stamp metal, coin money, Hdt. :

—

Med. to coin oneself money, order to be coined, Id. :

Pass., of the money, to be stamped or coined, Ar. 4.

to knock at the door, Lat. pulsare, Id., etc. 5. to

cut small, chop up ox pound in a mortar, Hdt. 6.

of a horse, to jolt or shake his rider, Xen. 7. me-
taph. to tire out, weary, Dem. II. Med. -, to beat one's breast through grief, Lat. plangere,

II., Hdt., Plat. 2. to mourn for
any one, Lat. plangere aliquem, Eur., etc., ), v. .,, , () a young raven, Ar.',, , Lat. corvus, a raven or carrion-crow,

Aesch., etc; in imprecations,
c pasce corvos,'

(go to the dogs,' 'go and be hanged,' Ar. ;
'

Id. ; ; Id. ; -
Id. II. anything like a raven's

beak, an enginefor grappling ships, Polyb. 2. a
hooked handle of a door, Anth. 3. an instrument

of torture, Luc.,, Dim. of, a girl, maiden, Anth., . T., , a barbarism for, Ar.

(indecl.) Hebrew word, a gift ox votive offering

for the service of God, N.T. :—hence, ,
the treasury of the temple at Jerusalem, lb., f. , to dance the., *), , like the dance : hence, trip-

ping, running, ., of trochaic metres, Arist., , the dancing of the, Dem.,, , the cordax, a dance of the old Comedy,
to dance the, prob. from its

slow, trailing movement, Ar.

KOPE'NNY'MI, f., Ep. 2 and 3 sing,,
: aor. 1, poet, :—Med., aor. 1, Ep. -,— :—Pass., f . -: aor. 1 ; pf., Ion. -:—Ep. part. pf. act. (with pass, sense),

:
—to sate, satiate, satisfy, Theogn., Aesch. :

to fill one with a thing, c. dat., II. ; also c. gen. rei, to

fill full of, Soph. :—Med. to satisfy oneself, have one's

fill, c. gen., II., etc. ; c. part.,

she had her fill of weeping, Od. :

—Pass, to be satiated, Hes. ; rarely c. dat. rei,

Theogn. ; Hdt., , =, maidenhood, Eur., in pi. From, f., Pass, () to be a maid,
grow up to maidenhood, Eur., f. ), to sweep, sweep out, Od. ; .

to sweep Greece clean, depopulate her, Ar., Ion. fut. of.



, , rarely, even in Att. : Ion., Dor.

:—fem. of,, 1. a maiden, maid,
damsel, Lat. puella, II., Soph., etc. 2. a bride,

young wife, Horn., Eur. 3. a daughter,

II. j . , of Athene, Aesch. :—in voc,
my daughter, Id., Soph. II. the pupil of the

eye, Lat. pupula, because a little image appears

therein, Eur., Ar. III. a long sleeve reaching over

the hand, Xen.
., Dor. , Ion., , Cora, the

Daughter (of Demeter), name under which Perse-

phone' (Proserpine) was worshipped in Attica,

Hdt., etc. ;) Xen., etc.,,, , () a besom, broom, Ar.

and [], () to lift up, raise, Zeus

ebv raised high his wrath, Hes. :—Pass.,

waxes high, rears its crest, II., vos, , lengthd. form of : in Theocr.,

the swathe of mown corn., v.., , coriander, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.), () Dep. to fondle, caress, coax, Ar., , ov, Corinthian, Hdt., etc. :—also-, ", , Xen. ;, Anth., , Corinth, the city and country, II., Hdt.,

Att. ; famed for its luxury, whence the proverb
els e<70

5

6 ;—with amasc.
Adj., . Orac. ap. Hdt. :—proverb., Atbs, used of persons who are always repeating the

same old story, Ar., etc. II. Adv., at

Corinth, II., , Dim. of, Theocr. : Dor., Ar.', los, Att. e<as, , pi., a bug, Lat. cimex,
Ar., , the rumbling of the empty bowels :

generally, any hollow noise, a din, tumult, Aesch.,

Ar. (Formed from the sound.), , (') the trunk of a tree (with the boughs
lopped off), Od., Eur. ; logs of timber,

Hdt. ; ., i. e. oars, Eur.' (), , , one's fill, satiety, surfeit, Horn.,

etc. ; , one may have
one'sfill of all things, even of sleep, etc., II. ; .

to have one's fill of a thing, Eur. 2. the con-

sequence of satiety, insolence, Pind. ;

insolently , Aesch.

(), , , Ion., Dor. :

—

a boy, lad,

stripling, Horn., etc. : young ?nen, warriors, II. j

also servants, like Lat. pueri, Horn. 2. with gen.
of prop, names, a son, Od. ; . Soph., etc.

(Prob. from, one who has cut his hair short on
emergingfrom boyhood.)

(c), , the Hebrew cor, a dry measure containing
io Att. medimni, about 120 gallons, . T., new Att. for., , in new Att., Dor. : () :

—
one of the temples, the side of the forehead, II. ;—so

in Att., to box on the ear, Dem.

;

cf.. 2. the hair on the temples, which is

the first to turn gray, Aesch.€, a, ov,{) Corybantian, Anth.-, · . to be Jilled with Corybantic
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frenzy, Plat. :—in Ar., comically, of a drowsy person
suddenly starting up ; and, f. Att. , to purify or consecrate by

Corybantic rites, Ar. From

\y\,, , a Corybant, priest of Cybele in
Phrygia ; in pi., Eur., etc. II, en-

thusiasm, Luc.,, , and, , =sq., Theocr., , {) the crested lark, Ar.,, , a running at the nose, Lat. pituita, Luc.

:

—metaph. drivelling, stupidity, Id. Hence, f., to run at the nose, Plat,, —, acc. sing, and pi. of.- [], , , () helmet-shaking, i. e.

with waving phime, II.-, ov, with glancing helm, II.,, , pi. and: (,") :—the uppermost point, head, end,

high-pointed sterns of ships, II. ; in pi. of a single

ship,Aesch. 2. the top of a hill, Hdt., Aesch. II.

—, Anth. III. a cluster of fruit or

flowers, Mosch., Anth., ,() a club, mace, II., Hdt. :

—

a shepherd's

staff, Theocr. [y in Horn. ; in Eur.] Hence, , , a club-bearer, mace-bearer, II.-, ov, () club-bearing:,
, club-bearers, the body-guard of Peisistratus, Hdt.

[t], , one that butts with the head, Theocr.01, f. t0 butt with the head, Theocr. From, , : acc. and : poet. dat.

pi. : () :—a helmet, helm, casque,,

Horn. II. the head, Eur. Hence, poet. inf.-: Ep. impf. :—Med.,
aor. 1 :—Pass., pf.: () :

—
to furnish with a helmet, and, generally, to fit out,,

equip, marshal, II., Hes. :—Pass, and Med. to equip
or arm oneself, II. II. to make crested,*.

he reared his crested wave, lb. :—Pass, to rear
its head, of a wave, lb. ; of Rumour, lb. ; of clouds,

Theocr. Hence, , , a helmed man, an armed warrior, II., , (^) the head-stall of a bridle, Xen., , the upper rim of a hunting-net, Xen.
From, , () the head man, chief man,
leader, Hdt., etc. :—in the Att. Drama, the leader of
the chorus, Dem. ; . standing at the head of
the row, Ar. II. as Adj. at the top, . the

apex, of the Roman Plut., , () the head, top, highest point ;

hence, 1. the crown or top of the head, II., Hdt.,

Att. 2. the top or peak of a mountain, II., Hdt.,

Aesch. II. metaph. the highestpoint, Lat. summa,
is the best of all, Pind. ;

the sum and substance of ancient

legends, Id. 2. the height or excellence of a thing,

i. e. the choicest, noblest, best, Id., f .,() to bring to a head :—Pass.,

[~] rises with arching crest, II. j eff-

kings are on the highest

pinnacle, Pind. II. to bring to an end, finish,

Plut. :—Pass., being summed up, Anth.



—.446- [], , old as a crow or Hecuba, Anth., , a fig of raven-gray colour, Ar. From, , Lat. comix, the chough or sea-crow, a small

kind with red legs and bill, Od. 2.=, the

carrion-crow, Hes., Ar. II. anything hooked or

curved, like a crow's bill, 1. the handle on a

door, Od. 2. zf/z£ ^ <?/ a bow, on which the bow-

string was hooked, Horn. :—metaph., -
to put a finish to life, Luc., f.,() to arch the neck, Anth., , , acc. -, () crook-beaked,

curved, of ships, from the outline of the prow and
stern, Horn. 2. of kine, with crumpled horns,

Theocr. II. as Subst. a curved line, a flourish

with the pen at the end of a book, Anth. :—metaph. an
end, finish, tlvl Luc.-, ov, {) shooting crows : -,, a sling or bow for crow-shooting, etc., Anth.', , , curved, crooked: with crumpled
horns, Archil., Adv. like, as in a sieve, Luc.-, , , and , a diviner by a sieve,

Theocr. From', , a sieve, Ar., Plat., , , shreds of leather ; in Ar., of the

scraps of flattery offered by the tanner Cleon to his

patron.', f. , () to order, arrange, Horn.,

etc. : esp. to set an army in array, marshal it, II. :

—

Aled., having arranged his

men, lb. 2. generally, to arrange, prepare,

Od. ; tpya Hes., etc. II. to dispose, order, rule,

govern, Hdt., Soph., etc. ; , orderly

institutions, set order, Soph. 2. in Crete, to be

Cosmos{ ill), ride as such, Arist. III.

to deck, adorn, equip, furnish, dress, esp. of women,
h. Horn., Hes., etc. : Med., to

adorn their heads, Hdt., etc. 2. metaph. to adorn,
embellish, Eur., Thuc, etc. 3. to honour, pay
honour to, Soph., Eur., etc. IV. in Pass, to be

assigned or ascribed to, is AIjvtttlov

[at] Hdt., Ep. for --, 3 pi. aor. pass, of.,,() an ornament, decoration, Xen., Dor. for, inf. of., ea>s, , an ordering, disposition, arrange-
ment, adornment, Plat.,, o, = sq., Epigr. ap. Aeschin., Plut., ov, ,() an orderer, director, Epigr.

ap. Aeschin. II. an adorner, Xen. Hence, , , skilled in arranging : - (sc.), the art of dress and ornament, Plat., ], ,() well-ordered, trim, Od., opos, , poet, for, one who mar-
shals an army, a commander, Horn., , ,( iv) of the world or universe,

Luc. II. of this world, earthly, . T., a, ov, and os, ov, () well-ordered, re-

gidar, moderate, Plat. :

—

, c. inf.,

'tis a regular practice, Ar. 2. of persons, orderly,

well-behaved, regular, discreet, quiet, Id., Plat., etc. :— . decorum, decency, order, Soph. :—Adv. -

, regularly, decently, Ar., etc. ; to

be orderly, Plat. Hence,, , propriety, decorum, orderly be-

haviour, Ar., Plat.-, , , () dressing the hair, Anth.-, opos, ,() lord of the world,. T.-, ov, holding the world together, Anth.', , , order, and in order,

duly, II., etc. ; lb. ;

in no sort of order, Hdt., Att. 2. good,

order, good behavioiir, decency, Aesch., Dem. 3.

the form, fashion of a thing, Od.^ Hdt. 4. of

states, order, government, Hdt., Thuc. II. an
ornament, decoration, embellishment, dress, II., etc.;

esp. of women, Lat. mundus midiebris, lb., Hes.,

etc. :—in pi. ornaments, Aesch., etc. 2. metaph.
honour, credit, Hdt., Soph., etc. III. a regidator,

title of the chief magistrate in Crete, Arist. IV.
the world or ttniverse, from its perfect order, Lat.

mundus, Plat., etc. 2. mankind, as Ave use ' the

world,' N.T.-, ov,() destroying the world, Anth., , ov, Ion. and Aeol. for.,, , Ion. and old Att. for., =, Aesch., €, Ion. for,.,, Ion. for,.', pf. part, : Med. : Ep. fut., 3 sing. aor. : () :

—

to

bear a grudge against, c. gen., angry
at the trick, II. : absol. to be angry, Horn.,, , wrathfid, jealous, II.-, ov, {) producing wild olive-trees,

Mosch. From', and , the wild olive-tree, Lat. oleaster,

Ar. Hence-/ [], ov, () eating wild olive-

berries, Ar.',, , a grudge, rancour, wrath, Horn., Aesch., f. Att. tco, to play at the cottabus, Ar., , the prize of the game, Arist., , the cottabus, a Sicilian game, much in

\-ogue at Athens. Each person threw the wine left in

his cup, so as to fall in a metal basin ; if the whole fell

with a clear sound, it was a good sign. But the game
was played in various ways. (Deriv. unknown.)' [C], , a cup, Horn. 2. the cup or socket

of a joint, esp. of the hip-joint, II. 3. a liquid

measure, containing 6, i. e. nearly half a pint,

Ar., Thuc. Hence,, , any cup-shaped hollow : 1. in

pi. the suckers on the arms() of the polypus,

Od., in Ep. dat. pi.. 2.=
2, the socket of the hip-joint, Ar.

,-, ov, {) that can be drawn in cups,

i. e. flowing copiously, streaming, H.,, ,() nickname of a toper, Plut.,, Ion. for,., Ion. for., , Ion., , () a shearing or crop-

ping of the hair, tonsure, Hdt., Eur. II. a lock

cut off, Aesch.



—, ,() a barber's shop, Ar., , , () a barber, hair-cutter, Lat.

tonsor, Plat., Anth., etc., , fern, of, Plut., Ion. for. II., Ion. for., , ov, Ion. for, youthful, h. Horn.,, ,(,) young men, esp.young
warriors, II. II., oi, the Curetes, oldest

inhabitants of Pleuron in Aetolia, II., , , () one with short hair, Luc., f., () of hair, to need clipping, Luc., a, ov,(,) wedded, of the husband() or the wife(), Horn. :

esp. a lawful, wedded rvife, as opp. to a concubine,

Id., Hdt. :—hence, our lawful mar-
riage bed, II. ; . a husband''s house. II.

later, nuptial, bridal, Ar., Anth., (,) intr. to be a youth, Od. II.

trans, to bring up from boyhood, Hes., , ov,() of,for cutting hair, Eur. II.

pass, shorn off, Aesch., Eur. 2. shorn, Eur., Adv. () by the hair, Od.-,,(-) devouring'children , Aesch., , Ion. for K0pos, a boy , youth, Horn.-, Dor. -, i), () youth, youthful
prime, Anth. : mirthfulness, Theocr.~, , ov, () youthful, Anth., a, ov, Comp. of, younger, more
youthful, Horn. ; used much like a positive.-, ov, () bearing boy-children, Eur.-, ov,() rearing boys ;- . good
nursing-mother, of Ithaca, Od. ; so, . Eur., , the Lat. custodia, . T.,. Att.: (): I. intr. to be light, Hes.,

Eur. : of pain, to be alleviated, assuaged, Soph. II.

trans, to make light : hence to lift up, raise, Id. ;

to make a light leap, Id. ; .
Eur. :—Pass, to be lifted tip, soar, Plat. 2. c. gen.,; . to lighten earth of a. multitude, Eur. :

—absol. to lighten ships of their cargo, Thuc. : to

relieve persons from burthens, Xen. :—Pass, to be re-

lieved, from disease, Eur.;+
Id. ; metaph. to feel one's burthens lightened,

Thuc. 3. c. acc. rei, to lighten, assuage,
Dem. ; Theocr. Hence, €, , a lightening, alleviation, relief, Thuc.,, , =, Eur., , light talking, Thuc. From-, ov, (Aeyco) lightly talking.-,, contr.-,, light-minded, thought-
less, Aesch., Soph.~, , ov, light, nimble, Trag. ; used by Horn,
only in neut. pi. as Adv., stepping lightly
on, 11. :—metaph., too buoyant,
Pind. 2. metaph. also light, easy, Aesch., Xen. 3.

empty, unsubstantial, vain, Soph., Thuc. 4. light
in point of weight, opp. to, Plat., etc. ;

may earth lie lightly on thee,

sit tibi terra levis, Eur. ; of soldiers, -
Xen. II. Adv. -, lightly,

nimbly, Aesch. ; . e, of soldiers, Thuc,
Xen. 2. metaph. lightly, with light heart,-
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Od. j to bear lightly,

Eur. ; Hdt. 3. lightly, viith

ease, Aesch.', , a basket, Ar., Xen. ; in later times used

specially by Jews, . T. ; being apparently smaller

than the., , , () a snail with a spiral shell,

Lat. cochlea, Theocr., , Dim. of, a small snail, Batr., , , a shell-fish with a spiral shell, used for

dying purple, Lat. murex, Arist., Anth. ; used as a
trumpet, like Lat. concha, Eur., Theocr., etc.', Ion. impf., to stream forth copi-

ously, Theocr. (Reduplicated from,.)', , the posteriors, dual Ar., 3 sing. Ep. aor. med. of., , a blackbird, Ar., v. sub., shortened for (as for), Anth.,,, lengthd. forms of,, : v..
or, , a couch, bed, Lat. graba-

tus, . . (A Macedonian word.), aor. 2 part. neut. of., () to swing, wave, brandish, Eur.,

Ar. : to shake, agitate, Aesch. :—Pass., ·- quivering in the ground, II. 2.

metaph. to agitate, Plut., to shake, brandish, only in part.,

Horn. From' [], , the quivering spray at the end of a
branch, Hes., Ar. :—generally, a fig-tree, Ar.,, , Dor. for, which is Ep. for., Att. f., later : aor. :

aor. 2&

:

—pf . with pres. sense,, imper., pi.- : plqpf .- : (the Root
is, as in aor. 2) :

—

to croak, of frogs, Af.

:

generally, to scream, shriek, cry aloud, Aesch., Ar.

;

Ar. ; Kpaybv will bawl aloud, Id.(- being aor. 2 part, used adverbially). 2. c.

acc. rei, to clamour for a thing, Id., aor. 1 pass. part, of., f. : aor. 1, Ep. :—Med.,
fut. inf. in pass, sense :—Pass., fut.-

: aor. 1 : 3 pf . pass, both
sing, and pi.—Horn, mostly uses Ep. pres.,
impf., aor. 1 imperat.,,
inf. ; 3 pf . pass, and plqpf. -

; so Theocr. :

—

to accomplish,fulfil,
bring to pass, Horn., Trag. :—Pass., with fut. med.,

to be accomplished or brought to pass, II., Eur. ; v.. 2. to finish the tale of . . , c. acc, h.

Horn. II. absol. to exercise sway, to reign, c acc.

cogn., . to sway the staff of rule, Soph. 2.

c. gen. to reign over, govern, ,
Id. III. intr. to fulfil one's course, Aesch., only in pres., to have a sick head-ache,

consequent upon a debauch, Ar., Plat. From

[], ), a drunken head-ache, Lat. crapula,

after a drunken bout, Ar.-, ov, rambling in drunken revelry, Ar.', , , rapid, rushing, of strong winds,
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Horn. ; of swift feet, Id. :—metaph. hasty, rash,

II. II. Adv., quickly, hastily, Horn.; also neut.

pi. as Adv., Id.-, ov,() swift-rushing, Aesch.-, ov, () swift-bearing, Aesch.

KPA'MBH, , cabbage, kail, Eupol., etc.', , ov, of the voice,, like, loud,

ringing, Ar.--, ov, Cabbage-eater, Batr., Dor. for.-, ov,() with hard rocky soil, h. Horn,, aor. inf. of.'', , , rocky, rugged, of Ithaca, Horn. ; of

Athens, Pind. ; hence Athens was called

or at Kpavaai Id. ; Kpavaoi the people of Attica, Hdt.

;

and a mythical king of Athens, Aesch., v. sub.
[], , () the cornel-tree, dog-wood, Lat.

cornus, its wood was used for shafts and bows, Horn.', , ov, () made of cornel-wood, Lat.

corneus, Hdt., Xen., , () the upper part of the head, the

skull, II., Pind., Eur.
KPA'NON [], , —, Lat. cornus, Theophr.-', to make helmets : in Ar. of one who talks

big and warlike.-, , () a helmet-maker, Ar.

[], , , () a helmet, Hdt., Aesch., , 6, () one that accomplishes : a
ruler, sovereign, fern,, Anth., opos, , =, Eur., Anth.', poet, form of, found in gen. ,
dat., acc. : pi., gen., dat.,
Ep., acc. : also, , as nom.
and acc, Soph. In Horn, also we have a lengthd.

gen. and dat.,,, pi. nom. :

—

the

head, Horn., Trag. ; at the head or

far end of the bay, Od. II. an old gen. is

used in the phrase , down from the head,

from the top, lb., Hes. : hence, like penitus, from
head tofoot, entirely, .,, ,() a mixing, blending, com-
pounding, Aesch., Plat. 2. the temperature of the

air, Lat. temperies, Plat. 3. metaph. combination,
union, Id. 4. in Gramm. crasis, i. e. the combination
of two syllables into one long vowel or diphthong, e. g.

for , for ., , the edge, border, skirt or hem of a
thing, esp. of cloth, Theocr. ; mostly in pi., Eur., Ar. :

—metaph., also in pi., the skirts of a mountain, Xen.

;

on the skirts of the

army, Eur. Hence, Pass, to be bordered or edged, Eur., , the head : v..-, ov,() hurled with violence, Eur.-, ov,() with strong plates, II., ,() mighty force, Od.-, , gen. , (, =) of hard stones,

rocky, Aesch., Eur., Pass., =, . ., , , poet, form of, strong, mighty,
resistless, Horn., Trag.

—.-, ov,() with hard ground or soil, Od.-, , ,, , stout-footed, Ep. :

—

-
is used absol. for in Pind.-, ov, hard-shelled, Orac. ap. Hdt.-, , () mighty with the spear,

poet, -, Pind.-, , , strong-necked, Plat., , , Ep. form of, strong, stout,

mighty, Horn. 2. of things, conditions, etc., strong,

mighty, cruel, Id., Hes. 3. of passions, strong,

vehement, mighty, Horn. ; . a harsh, rough
speech, Id. II. Adv. -, strongly, stoutly,

roughly, Id.-, ov, gen. , () stout-hearted,

dauntless, Horn., Hes.-, , , stout of hand, Anth., , , , () strong-hoofed, solid-

hoofed, Horn. :

—

strong-clawed, of wolves, Od.

[], Ep. dat. pi. of., , ol, the forked stand or frame on which
a spit turns, II. (Deriv. uncertain.)', f. : —Pass., f.: : ():—to be strong, mighty, powerful : hence, I. absol.

to rule, hold sway, be sovereign, Horn., Trag. ;

the lady of the house, Aesch. 2. c. dat.

to rule among, Od. 3. c. gen.

to be lord or master of, ruler over, Horn.

;

Aesch., etc. II. to conquer, prevail, get

the upper hand, Hdt., Att. ; . to prevail in

opinion, Hdt. ; ]? Eur., etc. ;— also c. acc. cogn.,

. Dem. :

—

ol the conquerors,

Xen. :—of reports, etc., to prevail, become current,

Soph., Thuc. 2. impers., 'tis

better to die, Aesch. ; Eur. 3. c.

gen. to prevail over, Aesch. ; '^
surpassed, went beyond it, Thuc. 4. c. acc. to

conquer, master, outdo, surpass, Pind., Att. :—Pass.

to be conquered, Hdt., Att. III. to become master

°fi get possession of, Hdt. ; <
Thuc. IV. to lay hold of, . . 2.

c. acc. rei, to seize, holdfast, Soph., Xen. V.
to control, command, Aesch.

p, Ion. and Ep.,, : () :

—

a mixing vessel, esp. a large bowl, in which the wine
was mixed with water, and from which the cups were

filled, Horn., etc. ; oivov
1

II. ; 7rtvovTes drinking bowls

of wine, lb. ;
to give a

bowl of wine to be drunk in honour of the deliverance,

lb.; , v.. 2. metaph.,

having filled a bowl full of woes,

Aesch. II. any cup-shaped hollow, a basin in a

rock, Soph., Plat., f., to drink from a bowl of wine, Dem.-, ov,() conquering in thefight, Pind.-, , , victorious in the foot-race, Pind.-, ov, victorious in the race, Pind., dat. of., f ., to be mightiest, best, most excellent,

Soph. 2. to gain the upper hand, or in

a thing, Xen.

[], , ov, Ep. -, a Superl. formed from
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: ():— strongest, mightiest, II., etc.;

rb. the best of their men, Thuc. :—of things,

the fiercest fight, II. 2. generally,

best, most excellent, as Sup. of, Pind., Soph.,

etc. 3. oi, like ol, of the aristo-

cracy, Xen. 4. neut. pi. as Adv., best, Id.

—The Comp. in use is, q. v.' [], Ion. and Ep.,, :

—

strength,

might, Horn., Att. ; with all one's might
or strength, by open force, by storm, Thuc, Xen.,

etc. 2. personified, Strength, Might, Aesch. II.

generally, might, power, Horn. : ride, sway, sove-

reignty, Hdt., Att. 2. c. gen. power over, Hdt.,

Att.; in pi., Soph. 3.

of persons, a power, an authority, Aesch. III.

mastery, victory, Horn., Att. ; . the meed
of highest valour, Soph., gen. of.

[], Ep. -, f.,() to strengthen,

Hdt., Thuc. :—Med., they

strengthened their ranks, II., so in Thuc. :—Pass.

to wax strong, Hdt. 2. to harden,
Xen. 1. =, to rvile, govern, c. gen., Soph.,

Eur. ; also c. ace, Aesch. ; absol., Id., Soph., etc. 2.

to become master, get possession of, c. gen., Soph. :

—

c.acc, . to hold, exercise, Eur. III.

to ply or throw them stoutly, Pind.

[], , like, strong, mighty, Horn., f. ,() to bay, of dogs, Poeta ap.

Plat. ; of men, to cry aloud, scream, Dem., . T., Dep. = foreg., Hdt., , ,() as a Patronym. son of
a Croaker, Batr., , () a crying, screaming, shrieking,

shouting, Lat. clamor, Eur., Xen.-, , (,) a flesh-hook, to take meat
out of the pot, Ar.,, , =-, Anth.

[d],, Dim. of, a morsel of meat, slice

of meat, Ar., Xen.', f. " : pf . :

—

to distribzite

flesh, to divide the flesh of a victim among the guests,

Luc. :—Med. to divide among themselves, Theocr., , a distribution offlesh, Luc, etc.-, , () one who distributes the flesh of
victims, a carver, Eur.', , Dor. : Att. gen. :—pi.,
gen., Ep. and ; dat., Ep.
also :

—

flesh, meat, a piece of meat, Od., etc. ;\ Xen. ; also in collective sense, dressed
meat, meat, flesh, Horn., etc. 2. a body, person,
S> Ar.- and-, ov,() containing
flesh, Anth., , () a meat-tray, dresser, II., , v..-, ov, () dearer than children,
Aesch., later Att., ov, gen., later Ion.', Dor. :—Comp. of (v. -
), stronger, mightier, more powerful, II., etc. 2.

in sense often as Comp. of-, better, ol
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one's betters, Pind. ; so, Eur. :

—

.-
one's advantages, Thuc. 3. c. inf.,

no one has a better right to give,

Od. :

—

, c. inf., 'tis better to . . ,

r) Aesch. :—also ,
c. part., r) thou
wert better not alive, than living blind, Soph. II.

too great for, too great for

leaping out of, Aesch.; too bad for
hanging, Soph. ; . worse than one expected,

Thuc. III. having power over, master of',-
Xen. ; . superior to bribes, Thuc. IV.
in Att. Prose in moral sense, better, more excellent,

Ar.,, , a ruler, lord, master, Horn. ;, of Zeus, II. ; as a general title of honour,

Od. :—fern,, lady, mistress, II., Hes. :—after

Horn, in the form ', Pind., Ep., gen. pi. of., , , () a kind of tapestry, Ar., , , struck so as to sound, of stringed in-

struments : generally, played, sung, Aesch. From', f. |a> : aor. :
—to strike the web with

the, to weave, Eur. 2. to strike the lyre with the

plectron, Anth. :—generally, to play on an instrument,

Ar. 3. of any sharp noise, . Id., ,() a net or basket to hang things

up in, Ar., f. [] ; Att., , a, Ep.-: aor., Ep.:—Pass., in shortened

form', subj., opt. : impf., , : f . : aor. .
(From Root KPEM) : I. to hang, hang up,

II. ; \ will bring them to the temple

and hang them up there, II. ; . to

hang one up by a thing, Ar. ; ,
in allusion to Socrates in his basket, Id. ;

—

to hang up one's shield, i. e. have done
with war, Id. :—so in Med., to

hangup one's rudder, i.e. give up the sea, Hes. II.

Pass, to be hung up, suspended,' (2 impf.)

when thou wert hanging, II. : to be hung up as a
votive offering, Pind., Hdt. ;

Ar. :—metaph., censure hangs over

him, Pind. ; depending
on the body, Xen. 2. to be hung, of persons,

Eur. 3. metaph. to be in suspense, Arist. Hence,, aor. 1 part. act. and pass., , ,() hung, hung up, hang-
ing, . hung by the neck, Soph. ; c. gen.,

also, hung from or on a. thing, Eur. :

—

-, i. e. a halter, Soph. ; so, . Eur.,, rattling instruments, like our castanets.,, , a rattling as with castanets,

h. Horn., Ep. fut. of ; Att..
Kpe'l, , gen., () Lat. crex, the corn-crake,

land-rail, Ar.-, , , () a distributor offlesh, carver

at a public meal, Lat. dispensator, Plut.', f ., to cut in pieces, Aesch., Eur. From-, ov, (-) a cutter up offlesh.
Gg



45° Kpeovpyew', £., to cut up meat like a butcher{-
yos), to butcher, Luc. Hence, Adv. like a butcher, in pieces, Hdt., , a cutting up, butchering. From-, , (^'y) "working, i. e. cutting itp meat,
Kptovpybv* a day offeasting, Aesch.-, ov, () eating flesh, carnivorous,

Hdt.', ovtos, —the Homeric., gen. pi. of :—, gen. sing., ov, good, agreeable, II. : of persons, good, ser-

viceable, Plat. II. true, real, ·
yvov, Theocr. : Adv. in good earliest, Anth. (Deriv.

unknown.)-, Dor. -, , {,) a veil or man-
tilla with lappets, passing over the head and hanging
down on each side, Horn. II. metaph. in pi. the

battlements which crown a city's walls, Id., Eur. 2.

the cover of a wine-jar, Od., Ep. aor. inf. of ; -, imper., old gen. of, v. II., =, Pind. : — Pass., to

hang, be suspended, Eur. : to float in air, Aesch.- [], , , a haunter of steeps, Anth.-, , {) speaking crags, i.e. using
big, rugged words, Ar., ,{) an overhanging bank, as the

steep bank of a river, edge of a trench, II. : later, a
beetling cliff, crag, Hdt., Ar. ; down
from the cliffs of Epipolae, Thuc.-, , {) precipitous, Thuc., Ion. for, aor. inf. of., a, ov, {) of, from a spring ov fountain,

—, Od. ; . spring
water, Hdt. ; . Soph., etc.

KPH'NH, Dor., , a well, spring, fountain, Lat.

fons, Horn., etc. ; opp. to (a tank), Hdt., Thuc. :

—Poets use it in pi. for water, Soph. Hence, Adv. from a well or spring, Anth. ; and, Adv. to a well or spring, Od., ados, , fern, of, Aesch. ; Dor. -
spring-nymphs, Theocr. ; so Mosch.,, , Dim. of, Eur.,, , a half-boot, Xen. :

—

soldiers'

boots, i.e. soldiers themselves, Theocr. II. gene-
rally, a groundwork, foundation, basement of a temple
or altar, Hdt., Soph., etc. :—-metaph.,

Pind.; we have not

yet got to the bottom of misery, Aesch.;
self-control is the foundation of virtue,

Xen. 2. the walled edge of a river, a quay, Lat.

crepido, Hdt., , gen., pi., , a Cretan, Horn.,

etc. ; fern., , Aesch. II. as Adj.
Cretan, Soph. ; also, , ov, Id., Eur., Dor. for Kpeas., Ep. for, aor. inf. of., , ov,, v..- [i;J, , {(pvyeiv) a place of refuge, re-

treat, resort, Hdt. (The first part of the word, -,
is uncertain.), , Crete, now Candia, Horn.; Ep. gen. pi.-

-'
evpeiacav Od. :— from Crete, II.; -
to Crete, Od.,, , Ion. and Ep. for., {) to play the Cretan, . T., Plut., tj, ov, of oxfrom the island of Crete, Cretan,

Aesch., Thuc. II. (sc.), , a
short garment, used at sacred rites, Ar. 2. ·
tik0s (sc. ), , a Cretic, a metrical foot [-«-»-], e. g., called also amphimacer{)., , Cretan behaviour, i. e. lying, Plut., , Ep. shortd. form for, barley, only in nom.
and ace, Horn,& [], , , baked in a pan{^, .
(sc.), a loaf so baked, Ar. ; hence, comically,

. Id.

[], Ion., , an earthen vessel, a pan,
wider at bottom than at top, wherein bread was baked
by putting hot embers round it, Hdt., Ar.&, , , —, Ar., aor. 2, Ep. : pf. KeKpiya : (from

Root) :

—

to creak, Lat. stridere, II. II. of

persons, to screech, Ar., of a horse, to be barley-fed, to wax wanton,
Aesch. From, aor. part. pass, of., poet, for, 3 pi. aor. pass, of.', , mostly in pi., barley-corns, barley (cf. ),
the meal being, Horn., Ar., etc. ; '-

a kind of beer (cf.^, Hdt.,, , a disease of horses, a kind of surfeit

caused by over-feeding with barley, Xen., f ., {) =, Babr., f. , to feed with barley, Babr., , ov, made of orfrom barley, Xen., etc.-, ov,{) barley-eating, Ar., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.
[t], , Homeric form of, a ring on a

horse's breast-band, to fasten it to the peg() at

the end of the carriage-pole, II. 2. an eyelet-hole in

sails, through which the reefing-ropes were drawn, Hdt.,, , {) a decision, judgment, . .

:

sentence, condemnation, lb. 2. a matter for
judgment, law-suit, lb.,,{) coarse meal or a coarse loaf, Anth.

[], aor. part, of.
[t], , heterocl. pi., dat.

:

—a
lily, Hdt., Ar., etc.

[f], Ep. 3 subj. : f., Ep. : aor.

: pf . :—Med., f . (in pass,

sense) : aor. :—Pass., f . : slot, i

[i], Ep. : pi., inf. :
—

Lat. cerno, to separate, part, put asunder, distinguish,

II., Xen. II. to pick out, choose, Horn., Hdt.,
Att. :—Med. to pick outfor oneself, choose, Horn., etc.:

—Pass, to be chosen, II.; pf. and aor. part,,
picked out, chosen, Horn. III. to decide

disputes, Id., Hdt., etc. ; to

judge crooked judgments, i.e. to judge unjustly, II.;

they decide the question by
shouting, not by voting, Thuc. ; to decide a contest for a
prize, Soph., etc. ; . to decide their contest,

i. e. judge them, Eur. :—Pass, and Med., of persons, to



have a. contest decided, come to issue, Horn., etc. 2.

to adjudge, Soph. 3. to judge of, esti-

mate, [auroV] judging of him by
myself, Dem. :—Pass., Hdt. 4.

to expound, interpret dreams, Id., Aesch., etc. : so

in Med., II. 5. c. acc. et inf. to decide or judge that,

Hdt., Att. 6. c. inf. only, to determine to do a
thing-, . . IV. to question, Soph. 2. to

bring to trial, accuse, Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be brought
to trial, Thuc, etc. 3. to pass sentence upon,
to condemn, Soph., Dem.-, ov, () ram-slaying, Anth.--, ov,() ram-faced, Hdt.' [], , a ram, Lat. aries, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2.

a battering-ram, Lat. aries, Xen.
(not), , , Crisa, a city in Phocis, near

Delphi, II. :—Adj., a, ov, Crisaean, lb., Hdt.
[t], ov, () decisive, critical, Anth.

[],, , () a separating, power of dis-

tinguishing, Arist. : choice, selection, Id. II. a
decision, judgment, Hdt., Aesch.; . no
certain means ofjudging, Soph. 2. in legal sense,

a trial, Ar., Thuc, etc. :

—

the result of a trial, con-

demnation, Xen. 3. a trial of skill, in archery,

Soph. 4. a dispute, tivos Hdt. III. the

event or issue of a thing, to be decided, of

a war, Thuc., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be decided or

judged:— one must decide or judge, Plat., ,() a means for judging or trying,

a criterion, standard, test, Plat. 2. a court of
judgment, tribunal, Id., , , () a decider, judge, umpire, Hdt.,

Thuc. :—at Athens, of the judges in the poetic con-

tests, Ar. 2. . an interpreter of dreams,
Aesch. Hence, , , able to discern, critical, Arist. 2.

of or for judging, Id., , , verb. Adj. of, picked out, chosen,

Horn. 2. choice, excellent, Pind., Soph., only in part, pres., of a horse, to stamp, strike

with the hoof, II., heterocl. acc. of.
[],, a pebble, shingle,Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), ov, () saffron-coloured, Pind., Eur., : also (as if from a nom. *) heterocl. acc., nom. pi. Anth. : () :

—

the thread
which is passed between the threads of the warp (-, tela), the woof or weft, Lat. subtemen, Hes.,

Hdt., etc. 2., the flock or nap of woollen
cloth, cloth with curly nap, Ar. : in pi.,

with cloths of soft wool, Pind. ; with
flocks of wool, Soph., , ov, Ep. for, h. Horn,, , ov,() of saffron, Anth.-, ov, saffron-dyed, Aesch.-, 4s, =foreg. :—metaph., I

.^ to my heart ran the sallow, sickly I

blood-drop (that precedes death), Aesch., , a lizard, properly an Ion. word,

Hdt. 2. the Nile-lizard, crocodile, Id.,, , () saffron-coloured, Eur., etc.
|
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-€, ov, with yellow veil, II., Hes. From', , , the crocus, II., Soph. 2. saffron
(which is made from its stigmas), Aesch., etc., f.,() to crown with yellow ivy, Anth.

[],, , () the flock or nap on woollen
cloth, Hdt., Luc, etc.,, ,() saffron-dyed, saffron-coloured,

Pind. 2. as Subst., (sc. ), , a

saffron-coloured frock, worn by Bacchus, Ar., , v..--€, , a belch of onions and vinegar,

Ar.,, an onion, Horn. :—later, Hdt., Ar.., , , v..,, , ..
[], , , patronym., son of Cronus, i. e.

Zeus, Horn., , , = sq., . the planet Saturn,

Anth. II. in contemptuous sense, old-fashioned,

out of date, Ar., a, ov, (^ Saturnian, of Cronus or

Saturn, Aesch., etc. 2. (sc. ), , his

festival celebrated on the twelfth of Hecatombaeon,
Dem.:—later, were the Roman Saturnalia ;

hence, at the time of the Saturnalia,

Plut. 3. (sc. ), , the hill of Cromis
or Saturn, Pind. II. like, in contemp-
tuous sense, to smell of the dark ages, Ar.

-nriros, ov,() an old dotard, Ar.

[], , gen. [t] or [], , pa-

tronym., son of Cronus, i. e. Zeus, Horn., , () Cronus, identified with the Lat.

Saturnus, son of Uranos and Gaia, husband of Rhea,

father of Zeus, Poseidon, Hades, Hera, Demeter and
Hestia, Hes. : he reigned in heaven until his sons ban-

ished him to Tartarus, II., Aesch.; his time was the

golden age, Hes. II. a name at Athens, a
superannuated old dotard, old fool, Ar.', , at, battlements on walls, II.; of the

steps by which the Pyramids rose to a point, Hdt., f. ,() to tcse rattles or casta-

nets, Hdt. :—generally, t7T7rot were
rattling them along, II., ,() a rattle, Castanet, used in the

worship of Cybele, or Dionysus, Hdt., Eur. II.

metaph. a rattling fellow, a rattle, Ar., , () the side of the forehead (v.), in pi. the temples, Lat. tempora, II., etc. II.

of a mountain, its side, Aesch., Anth., f., () to make to rattle, of horses,

rattling them along, II. II.

to knock, strike, smite, Hdt., Eur. ;

or to clap the hands, Hdt., Xen. :

absol. to clap, applaud, Xen., etc. 2. of a smith,

to hammer or weld together, Plat. :—Pass, to be

wrought by the hammer ; metaph., -
one mass of trickery, Theocr. III. intr.

to make a rattling noise, Arist., Luc,, , work wrought by the hammer

:

—
metaph. of Ulysses, a hardened knave, Eur.,, , a clapping,\ Plat. ; and, , —, Aesch.

Gg2



452 —, , , verb. Adj. of, stricken, sound-

ing 'with blows, Aesch. : rattling, Soph.', , , a striking, the sound made by

striking, . the beat of the feet in dancing-,

Eur. ; . a clapping of hands, applause, Ar.,

Xen., aros, , {) a stroke : a sound made by

striking stringed instruments with the plectron, a
note, Plat., , 6v, of or for playing on a stringed
instrti?nent, Anth., f . ,() to sendforth a stream. Hence, aros, , a gush or stream, Anth.', , , a spring, -well-head, whence the

streams [Tnriyat) issue, II., Soph. ; so,

streams of lava from Etna, Pind. : metaph. a torrent

of -words, Ar.--, , (,,)
pourer forth of -washy twaddle, Ar., ecus, ,() a striking, smiting, Plut. 2.

a tapping of earthen vessels, to see whether they ring

sound : metaph. deception, cheatery, Ar. 3. a
playing on a stringed instrument, Plut.,, , —, Anth., -, , fitfor striking the ears, impressive,

Arist. :—metaph. of a speaker, Ar. From, f.: pf.:—Med., aor.:
—Pass., pf . or- :

—

to strike, smite :

to strike one against another, . to clap hands,

Eur. ; . .' Thuc., etc. :

—

.
(i. e. . yrjv ) in dancing, Eur. 2.

to tap an earthen vessel, to try whether
it rings sound: hence to examine, prove, Plat. 3.

to strike a lyre with the plectron, Id. 4.

to knock at the door on the outside, Xen.,
etc. 5. as a nautical term, in Med.,, like, to back a ship, Thuc., Adv. (-) without the knowledge of,, Lat. clam Jove, II. 2. absol., like-, secretly, Pind., Dor. -, Adv. (-) secretly, Od.,
Ar. 2. c. gen., like, Pind., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , , and , , () icy, chilling, in Horn,
only metaph., yooio, ; so.

Ar. 2. icy-cold, Id., , () icy cold, frost, Hdt., Eur.-, , () icy-cold, frozen, icy, Anth.,, , —, chilling, II., Hes. 2.

icy-cold, Anth., , icy cold, chill, frost, Hes. : metaph.,-' Aesch.

[], , , and , , () secret,

clandestine, II., Aesch. : neut. pi. as Adv., II., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of., ,() a secret commission on which
young Spartans were obliged to serve, watching the

country and enduring hardships, Plat., verb. Adj. of, Soph., Anth., f . , (-) to conceal, hide, Eur. II.

intrans. to hide oneself, lie concealed, Xen. III.

Pass, to be ensnared, Eur.

KTA'OMAI., , , verb. Adj. of, hidden, secret, II.,

Hdt., etc. ; a trench covered and con-
cealed by planks and earth, Hdt. ; .
the secret character of [the Spartan] institutions, Thuc., Ion. impf.: f.: aor. 1,
Ep. : later aor. 2, pf. :—Med.,
f. : aor. 1 :—Pass., f.

and : aor. 1, Ep.- : aor. 2 part.

: pf., Ion. 3 pi.:— to

hide, cover, cloak, Horn., Att. :—Med., -
having cloaked his head, Soph., etc. :—Pass, to

hide oneself, lie hidden, of setting stars, Hes.,

Eur. 2. to cover in the earth, bury, Hes., Hdt.,

Att. 3. to hide, conceal, keep secret, Od., Soph. :

—Pass., pf. part, secret, Od., Soph. 4.

c. dupl. acc. to conceal something from one,

Aesch., etc. II. intr. (sub.)
to hide oneself, lie hidden, Soph., f. , to be clear as crystal, . T., , , of crystal, crystalline, Anth.-, , congealed to ice, frozen, Eur.-, %os, , , = foreg., Aesch., , () clear ice, ice, Lat. glacies,

Horn., Hdt., Att. II. , crystal, rock-crystal, Anth., Adv. =, without the knowledge of, c.

gen., Thuc. : absol. secretly, Id., Adv. Dor. for, Pind., a, ov, and , , hidden, Pind., Trag. 2.

secret, clandestine, Aesch. :—Adv. -, Id., Adv. (-) =, Soph., Xen., Adv., = foreg., opp. to, Od., Ep. aor. 1 pass, of.
[], a, ov, and os, , (-) hidden, con-

cealed, Soph., etc. 2. secret, clandestine, Hes.,

Soph., etc., , (-) to throw a cloud
over, Pind.

[], late form of, Anth., aor. 1 inf. of.-, ov, contr,-,, hiding one''s thoughts,

dissembling, Xen.,, ,(-) a hiding, concealment, Eur. :—the art of concealing, Arist.

[], , a roll or knot of hair on the crown of
the head, Thuc, Anth. :—also a tuft of hair on a
helmet, Xen. 2. a nickname of the orator Hege-
sippus, Aeschin. (Deriv. unknown.), , the cawing of a crow, Anth.', f., to cry like a crow, caw, Lat. croci-

tare, Hes., Ar. :—also of other birds, as cranes, Ar.

;

of young halcyons, Luc. :—of a wagon, to creak, groan,
Babr. (Formed from the sound.), , Dim. of sq., Anth.', , , a water-pail, pitcher, jar, Eur. 2.

a cinerary urn, Mosch., Anth., for, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of' :—, Ep.

aor. 2 opt. : — Ep. inf.,-
; part,

;

, Ep. aor. 2 med. part, (in pass, sense),', Ep. fut. part, of'., Ep. for, aor. 2 of'., , (') a murderer, Anth.

KTA'OMAI, Ion.':—f. and:
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—aor. , Ep. :—pf. and, Ion. 3 pi., opt. or :

plqpf. and, Ion. 3 pi. :

Dep. : I. in pres., impf., fut. and aor. 1, 1.

procure for oneself, to get, gain, acquire, Hom. ;

rivos to get one's living
- from a

thing, Hdt. ; . to win favour, Soph. ; .,
Id. b. of evils, to bring upon oneself,

incur, Id., Eur., etc.:— . , to make
him so, Xen. 2. to procure or get for another,

Od. II. in pf. and plqpf. with

f., to have acquired, i. e. to possess, have,

hold, II., Hdt., etc.;. . Eur.; of

evils,. Soph., Eur. ; an owner,
master, as a Subst., 6 . Soph. ; of a woman's lord

and master, Eur. III. aor. 1 pass, in

pass, sense, to be gotten, Id., Thuc., ,() =, Pind. 2. mostly in

pi., possessions, property, Hes., Aesch., etc., , — foreg., in Ep. dat. pi. Hom., , (as if from), . thou that

hast put us in possession of honours, Aesch., f . : Ep. aor. 1 : () :

—

to get, gain, win, Hom. :—Med., with pf. pass., to

get for oneself, acquire, h. Horn., Theocr., , , gotten, acquired, Anth.
(Root KTEN or KTAN) : Ion. impf. :

—

f., Ion.:—aor. 1: aor. 2

:

—pf., later· :—Pass., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1

; later Anth. :—Ep. forms (as if from*) 3 sing, and pi. aor. 2 syncop., ; pi.

subj., inf., [], part, ;

also aor. 2 med. (in pass, sense), inf.,
part, :

—

to kill, slay, Horn., etc. ; of animals,

to slaughter, Id. ; seeks to kill

me (the force of the pres. tense), Od. ; the

slayer, murderer, Aesch. ; 01 Id. :

—

to put
to death by law, Thuc, Plat.—In Att. or-

is used for the Pass., Ep. subj. of.,, , a comb, Lat. pecten : esp., 1.

the comb in the loom, which separates the threads of

the warp, Anth. 2. a rake, Id. 3. in pi. the

fingers, which branch like the teeth of a comb, Aesch., fut. inf. of., f. , (') to comb, curry horses, Eur. :

—

Med., to comb one's hair, Hdt., , Dim. of, a small comb, Luc., , a combing, Eur.', Ion. for., , =, a possession, II.,, (no sing, in use) funeral gifts, burnt
with the dead, funeral honours, Horn. Hence, f. : aor. 1 inf., c. acc. pers. to

bury with due honours, II. 2. c. acc. cogn.,
to pay funeral honours, Od., f. : aor. 1:—= foreg. I, II.,

Soph. 2. c. acc. cogn.,., like 2, Horn,-, , —, only used in pi., Soph., Eur.
*KTepos, , v..,, sing, and pi. Ep. aor. 2 subj. of., aor. 1 pass. part, of.

. 453,, ,() anything gotten, a piece of
property, a possession, Od., Att. :—of a slave, iraXaibv. Eur. 2. in pi. possessions, property,

wealth, Hom. ; , hs who fallest

on wealth, i. e. on the wealthy, Soph., Adv.() like beasts, Hdt., eos, ,() mostly in pi., contr., flocks and herds, which in ancient times con-

stituted wealth, h. Horn., Hdt. 2. in sing, a single

beast, as an ox or sheep, Hdt., Xen. : a beast for
riding, Lat. jumentum, N.T., , cattle-keeping, Plut. From-, ov, () keeping cattle, pastoral., 3 sing. aor. 1 of., a, ov,() belonging to property,-. property, Aesch. ; . a sheep of one's

own flock, Soph. II. belonging to one's house,

the protector ofproperty , Aesch. ; . -
the altar of , Id.5, eftis, , () acqtiisition, Thuc, Plat.

;

according to success in the work,

Soph. II. (from pf.) possession, Id., Thuc,
etc. 2. as collective, =, possessions, pro-

perty, Hom. ·, in pi., Hdt., Plat., etc., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be gotten,

Plat. II. neut. one must get, Id., , , () acquisitive :
— - (sc.) the art of getting property , Plat., ,, verb. Adj. of, that may be gotten,

II., Eur. 2. worth getting, desirable, Plat. II.

acquired: a female slave, Hes.,, , a possessor, owner, . T., Anth.
[t], a, ov, for (from ), of a marten-

cat, a marten-skin helmet, II., f.: aor. 1, Ep. also, :

—Med., poet. 3 pi. aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1

: pf . :

—

to people a country, build

houses and cities vi\\t, colonise, II., Hdt., etc. 2. of

a city, to found, plant, build, Od., Hdt., etc :-—Pass.

to befounded,,,
founded by emigrantsfrom Colophon, Hdt. 3. .

to plant a grove, Pind. ; . to set up an

altar, Id. ; to establish his worship,

Hdt. 4. to create, bring into being, bring about,

Aesch. ; having invented it,

Soph. 5. to make so and so, .
Aesch., etc. 6. to perpetrate a deed, Soph.' [t], ov, tame, docile, gentle, Pind. II.

as Subst.,, , a ram, II. Hence, f. , to tame

:

—Med.,
got them tamed, Hdt.

[t], , , () a founding, foundation,
Isocr., etc. 2. loosely, —, a doing,

an act, Pind. 3. a creating, the creation of the

universe, . . II. that which was created, the

creation, lb. 2. an authority created or or-

dained, lb.,,() anything created, a creature, N.T., , , () a founder, Lat. conditor, Luc.

:

a restorer, Plut.,, , Ion. for, Hdt.,, , —, Eur.
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[], , = : generally, an inhabitant, Eur., f. : aor. , poet, : Ep.

aor. 2 and : () :— crash, of

trees falling-, II. ; of thunder, Horn., Soph. 2.

ring, resound, echo, II., etc. II. Causal, to

make to ring or resound, ; c. dupl. ace,
made the head ring with a blow, Eur. :

—hence again in Pass, to ring, resound, Ar.

[],, , =, Eur.' [],, , any loud noise, a crash of thunder,

II., Aesch. ; of the trampling of feet, Horn. ; of a
storm, Aesch. ; battle-i£m, clash of arms, Id., , () a cup, for drawing wine out of the

or bowl, Xen., etc. II. a cupping-glass, Ar., , , chosen by beans, i. e. by lot, Xen., f .,() to choose by lot (not by ballot) :

—Pass, to be so elected, Dem., , a bean, Lzt.faba, II. II. the lot

by which public officers were elected at Athens (because

those who drew white beans were chosen),

an officer chosen by lot, Hdt. ; a7rb

Thuc. ; Xen.-,, , () bean-eater, Ar.-, , () the eating of beans, bean-
diet, Luc.-, ', , she of the dark Aegis, Pind.-,, , , with dark edge, Theocr.-,, pecul. fern, of sq., Orph.-, , dark-gleaming, Eur., Ar.( or ), at, gen. :

—

Dark-
rocks, two islands at the entrance of the Euxine, Hdt.

;

—mythically supposed to close and crush passing ships,

hence called ; the sea near being, Soph, [ metri grat. in Soph.]-, ov,() =, Eur., Ar., a, ov, contr., , : () :

—

properly, dark-blue, glossy-blue, of a serpent's iridesc-

ent hues, II., Hes. ; of the swallow, Simon. ; of the

deep sea, Eur. 2. generally, dark, black, of the

mourning veil of Thetis, II. ; of clouds, Horn. ; of hair,

II. ; a deep dark trench, lb. ;

dark masses of warriors, lb., etc.-', ov,() dark-eyed, Anth.-, , () dark-blue, deep-blue, Eur.-, , , dark-haired, Anth.-, , with feet of, II. [, metri grat.]-, ov, dark-veiled, h. Horn, [, metri grat.]-, ov, = sq., Od.-, ov, () with dark-blue prow, dark-
prowed, of ships, Horn.-, ov,with blue-blackfeathers, dark-winged,
Hes., Eur.', , , cyanits, a dark-blue substance, used
in the Hero'ic Age to adorn works in metal, perh. blue
steel, Horn. 2. as fern, the blue corn-flower,
Anth. II. as Adj . =, with Comp. and
Sup.,-, Anacreont.,-, ov, () dark-robed, Bion., ,, contr. for, Plat.-, , gen., dark-browed, Theocr.&-, , , () dark-haired, of Poseidon,

perh. in reference to the dark blue of the sea, Horn. ;

of a horse, dark-maned, II., Hes. :—Ep. nom.
(like for), II. ; so in voc, h. Horn, [,
metri grat.],-, ov, () dark-coloured, dark-looking,
Eur. ; so-,, , , Id.-, , , (&) dark-eyed, fern,-, ,
Od. : generally, dark-looking, Aesch.,-, , (&) dark-looking, Anth., , () dice-playing, dicing, Xen., etc. :

metaph. sleight of hand, trickery, . T., ,() a gaming-house, Aeschin., , Cybele, a Phrygian goddess, Eur., Ar. ; cf.^., f., Lat. gubernare, to steer, Od., etc.

:

absol. to act as pilot or helmsman, Ar. 2. metaph.
to guide, govern, Pind., Soph. Hence

(sc. ), ,, a festival at Athens in
memory of the steersman of Theseus, Plut. ; and, Dor. -, , , steering, pilotage,

Plat. 2. metaph. government, Pind., , fern, of sq., Anth.,, , —, Od. : metaph., Pind., , ov, —, Orac. ap. Plut., , ,() a steersman, helmsman,
pilot, Lat. gubernator, Horn., etc. : Ion. acc.·

Hdt. 2. metaph. a guide, governor, Eur.,

Plat. Hence, , , good at steering, Plat.; Comp.-, Id. ; Sup.-, Xen. :

—

- (sc.)
the pilot's art, Plat,, , ,() a dicer

,
gambler, Xen. Hence, , , of orfor dice-playing, Aeschin. II.

skilled in dice-playing, Plat,, f . , () to play at dice, Ar., etc. 2.

metaph. to run a risk or hazard, Xen., etc.; c. acc.

to hazard, venture on, Eur. :—Pass, to be set upon a
stake, Anth., , =, q. v., f., () to tumble head foremost,
tumble, II., Xen,, etc. Hence,, , a summerset, Luc. ; and,, , a summerset, Luc. ; and,, , a tumbler, Horn. 2. a diver,

II. 3. one who pitches headlong, Eur.' [], , Lat. cubus, a cube : a cubical die,

marked on all 6 sides (whereas the was
marked only on four sides), in pi., dice, Hdt., etc. ; the

Greeks threw with three dice, so that , three

sixes, was the highest throw, Aesch., Plat. ;

to decide it by the dice, by chance, Aesch. 2.

also of the single pips on the dice,

he has thrown two aces and a
four, Aesch. ap. Ar. II. a cubic number, i. e. a
number multiplied twice into itself, as 27 is the cube of

3, Plat.,(, ) to revile :—Pass, to be reviled, Soph,

: f. : Ep. aor. 1, Dor. :() :

—

to give or do honour to, glorify , Horn. II.

to gladden by ?narks of honour, Id. III. in bad
sense, to flatter, fawn tipon, Hes.

[a], ov,() glorious, renowned, famous,
Horn.



—

[\,=', only in pres. and impf., to hold
in honour, II. II. to vaunt, boast, lb.,, , () glorious, Anth., Ep. aor. of'

.

-, , (,) glorifying or ennobling
men, bringing them glory or renown, II. II.

pass, famous for men, Anth., Ep. 3 pi., part,, () only

in pres. and impf., to bear oneselfprotidly, go proudly
along, exult, II.

[], ov, —, h. Horn., Hes., Pind.

[], , ov, Sup. of (formed from,
as, posit, of, from ), most
glorious, most honoured, noblest, Horn. II.

Comp. [t], nobler: ri

;

what boots it me to live ? Eur., tj, 6v, =, Hes., to make a hubbub, Ar. (Formed from
the sound.), f. ], to make an uproar, spread alarm,
II. II. trans, to drive in confusion, lb. From, b, the din of battle, uproar, hubbub, II., Ar.

(Formed from the sound.)~,, , glory, renown, esp. in war, II. : of a
single person, glory of the Achaians, like

Lat. decus, Horn,, a, 6v, () =, glorious, illustrious,

noble, Horn., Hes.; of a horse, proud, stately, Xen.
(For the irreg. Comp. and Sup., v..), a, ov,() Cydonian : . a quince,

Stesich., etc. II. metaph. swelling like a quince,

round and plump, Ar.

: impf. : f. : aor. 1 :—like, to bear in the womb, to be pregnant with a child,

Lat. gestare, II., Plat. 2. absol. to be pregnant,
be with child, Hdt., , an island and town on the coast of Mysia,
Hdt. :—hence, , , of or from Cyzicus

:

(with or without), a gold coin, Xen., aros, , () that which is conceived, an
embryo, foetus, Plat,, , , pregnant, Hesych.,, , conception, Plat,, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of., , Cythereia, surname of Aphrodite, Od. :

—

also' and,, Anth. From
[i/J, , an island, now Cerigo, to the south of

Laconia, Horn.:—, Adv. from Cythera,
II. :—Adj., a, ov, Cytherean, lb., etc. ;

(sc. 7) Xen.-, , , a Spartan magistrate sent an-
nually to govern the island of Cythera, Thuc.,, Ion. for,., Pass., only in pres., to conceive, become preg-
nant, Hdt., Plat.^, f., to stir up and mix, beat up, Horn.,
Ar. : Med. in Act. sense, Ar. II. like, to

stir up, to throw into confusion or disorder, confound,
Aesch., Ar., Plat., etc.:— Pass, to be confounded,
panic-stricken, II. ; of waves, Horn.;

hustled by him, Ar. Hence, Sovos, : acc., Ep. shortd. and
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Ep. : () :

—

mixed drink, a potion, tan-
kard, made of barley-meal, grated cheese and wine,

Horn. II. metaph. of any mixture, medley, Luc., Ep. aor. 1 of.
[], , a ladle for stirring : metaph. an

agitator, Ar.

[], ea>s, y, ct stirring up, mixing zip, Plat.-, ov,() mixed with ashes, Ar.,, ,() round, circular ; and of Time,
revolving, Eur. ; ai (sc.), the Cyclades,
islands in the Aegaean sea, which encircle Delos, Att.

[i) by nature], f .,( fin.) to move round
and round, wheel along, c. acc, II. 2. to move
round or in a circle, Soph. ; , metaph.
from dogs questing about for the scent, Id. ; .-

to turn the face round, look round, Eur. II.

Med. and Pass, toform a circle round, to surround,
encompass, encircle, Hdt., Soph. 2. to go round
and round, revolve, Plat., , f),() round, Anth.» , , () circular : ot, Epic
poets whose writings formed a cycle or series of legends
down to the death of Ulysses, Anth.-, , a teacher of the dithyrambic
chortis (v. ), Ar., a, ov, also , ov, Eur. : () :

—round,
circular, , of the Delian lake (cf.-), Eur. II. , , a chorus danced
in a ring round an altar, a dithyrambic chorus,

Ar., etc. :

—

dithyrambic songs, Ar., f. -, to brawl like the torrent Cyclo-

borus, Ar. From-, , ,(-) Cycloborus, a torrent

in Attica, Ar.-, ov, () driven in a circle, Anth.,, ev, poet, for, Soph., Anth., Adv. from all around, . T.-, , a round lead-pencil, Anth.' [ by nature], , , also with heterog. pi.

:

—a ring, circle, round, Horn. ;

the round shield, Aesch. 2. Adverbial usages,

in a circle or ring, round about, Od., Hdt.,

Att. ; c. gen., . Xen., etc. II.

any circular body : 1. a wheel, U. 2. a place

of assembly, the ayopa, lb., Att. :—then, like Lat.

corona, a ring or circle of people, Soph., Xen. 3.

the vault of the sky, Hdt., Soph., etc. 4. the orb

or disk of the sun and moon, Hdt., Trag. 5. the

wall round a city, esp. round Athens, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 6. a round shield, v. supr. I. 1. 7. in

pi. the eye-balls, eyes, Soph. :—rarely in sing., the eye,

Id. III. any circular motion, an orbit of the

heavenly bodies, revolution of the seasons, cycle of

events, Hdt., Eur. 2. a circular dance, Ar. Hence, Adv. in or into a circle or round, II.-', f. ], to drive round in a circle, whirl

round, Ar.-, es, (') made round by turning (as

in a lathe), Hdt. : then, generally, round, circular,

Horn., etc; stretched it into

a circle, II., f . : pf. :—Med., f.- :
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aor.:—Pass., aor. 1:() :

—to encircle, surround, Eur. :—so in Med. , Hdt., Aesch .,

etc. :—Pass, to be surrounded, Aesch., Thuc. II.

to move in a circle, whirl round, Pind., Eur. :—Pass,

or Med. to go in a circle, go round, Xen.
j

metaph.,

Aesch. III. to form into a circle, Anth. :

—

Pass., of a bow, to form a circle, Eur.; cf..,,, that which is rounded into a circle,

a wheel, Eur. ;
a hide-stretched

circle, i. e. a drum, Id., a, ov, () Cyclopean, commonly
used of the architecture attributed to the Cyclopes,

(also called), Eur., Adv. like the Cyclopes, . to live a
savage unsocial life, Arist., , Dim. of, little Cyclops, Eur., a, ov,=, Eur.: . , i.e.

Mycenae, Id. :—fern.,, Id.-,, ,() a surrounding, in a battle,

Xen. ; the larger body that

was endeavouring to surround them, Thuc., , ,() rounded, round, Aesch.- [ by nature], , 6, a Cyclops, properly

Round-eye.—The Cyclopes appear in Od. as savage
giants, dwelling in Sicily ; in sing, of Polyphemus :

—
they were builders of the walls of Mycenae, etc.,, i.e. Mycenae, Eur., a, ov, of a swan, Anth.-, ov, () swan-shaped, Aesch.-, ov, () swan-plumed, Eur.', , a swan, II., etc. :—metaph., from the

legends of the swan's dying song (Aesch., Plat.), a
minstrel, Anth.-,, , , swan-like, Anth.', f., =, Plat., Xen., , =, q. v., ecus, , a rolling, wallowing, Plut.

[], , a roller, cylinder, Plut. From"': (tenses formed from), aor. 1:
—Pass., f. : aor. 1, Ep.- :

pf.:—to roll, roll along or down, Od.,
Soph., etc. : metaph.,

rolls down calamity upon one, II. 2. to roll

away, Anth. II. Pass, to be rolled, roll along,
roll, Horn. : to toss about like a ship at sea, Pind. :

to be whirled round on a wheel, of Ixion, Id. 2.

of persons, . to roll or wallow
in the dirt (in sign of grief), Horn. : to roam to and
fro, wander about, Xen. 3. of Time, to roll by,

Pind. 4. of words, to be tost from man to man,
i. e. be much talked of, Lat. jactari, Ar.

[], , , () a cup, drinking-cup, wine-
cup, Lat. calix, Hdt., Pind., etc. ; .
to push round the cup, Xen., Ep. aor. 1 pass, of., aros,, a rolling, wallowing, or a wallowing
place, . T., , a place for horses to roll in, Xen., later form of, to roll along, Theocr.,
Luc., Ion.-, ios, , Aegyptian bread, Hdt., -, cf. 05.

—., , Cyllene, a mountain in Arcadia, II. ;

whence Hermes was called , Horn.- [t], ovos, , () crook-footed, halting,

of Vulcan, II. ; voc. lb.', ), 6v, crooked, crippled, properly of legs

bent outwards by disease, Ar. :

—

} (sc.) put into a crooked hand, i. e. with the fingers

crooked like a beggar's, Id.-, (,) to have a swelling below the

eye, from a blow or from sleepless nights, Ar., Theocr., aTos, , () anything swoln (as if pregnant) :

—hence, I. the swell of the sea, a wave, billow,

Horn., etc. ; collectively, cos 2> when the

swell abated, Hdt. b. metaph. of a flood of men,
Aesch. :—metaph., . , , Id.,

Eur. II. thefoetus in the womb, embryo, Aesch.

;

of the earth, Id., f., () to rise in waves or billows, to

swell, Horn., Plat. 2. metaph. of passion, to swell,

seethe, Pind., Aesch. 3. trans, to agitate, Luc,
Anth. :—Pass., Plut.,, Ion. -, , , () surging, billowy, .* Hdt. 2. act. causing waves,
stormy, Id.,-, , () breaking like waves, Soph.,-, , () Wave-stiller, a Nere'id, Hes.-,, , ,() wave-beaten, Soph,,.,() to cover with waves, Plut. II.

Pass, to be raised or to rise in waves, of the sea,

Thuc.-, , (-) a place where the waves break,

the beach, Hdt.-, , () on which the waves break, Plut.', , a cymbal, Xen.&, ov, () headforemost, Lat. pronus,
II. II. as Subst. the crown of a helmet, lb.

[], -, , a bird, perh. the night-jar, II., f. ,() to strew with cummin, Luc., , cummin, Att., N.T. (Deriv. uncertain.)--, , , () a cummin-splitter, i. e.

a skinflint, niggard, Arist.--- [], ov, () a
cummin-splitting-cress-scraper, Ar.-, ov,() meeting the waves, Eur.-, ),() Wave-receiver, a Nere'id, II.-, , () Wave-swift, a Nere'id, II., Hes.-, , () Wave-walker, Hes.,, , () Wavy, a Nerei'd, Hes., acc. of.
Kwa-yeViov,,-,, v. sub-.-, , (, &) a dog's collar, Anth.-, , , Dor. and Att. for, () :

—

a
hound-leader, i. e. a huntsman, Aesch., Soph,-, , () a leader of hounds, huntsman,
Xen.-,, , a fox-dog, mongrel between dog
and fox, nickname of Cleon, Ar.- [], , dog-fly, i. e. shameless fly, abusive

epithet of impudent women, II.,, Dim. of, a little dog, whelp,Xen., etc.,, fern. Adj. of a dog : as Subst. (sub. ),
dog's hair, of a bad fleece, Theocr.



—, =', to play the Cynic, Luc., Att. contr., (properly fem. of, sub.

), :

—

a dog's skin : then, a leathern cap, not

necessarily of dog's skin, for we find .,,
etc., Horn.

[], a, ov, and os, ov, of, belonging to a dog,

Ar. ; . a dog's death, Id. ; (sub.) dog's flesh, Id.

[], , ov,() —ioreg., Anth. : metaph. shame-
less, zmabashed, II., Hes.

[], Ep. impf. : f., later, kuVco

[], poet, : aor. , also, Ep.

[],,:—ft? kiss, Horn., Eur., etc. 2.

=, Eur., Dor. -, , later form for sq. (signf.

Il), Plut.; and', , a hunting-establishment, huntsmen
and hounds, a pack of hounds, Hdt., Xen. II.

a hunt, chase, pursuit, Xen.; so in pi., Eur. III.

that which is taken in hunting, the game, Xen. From, Dor. -, f. , () to

hunt, Ar., Xen., etc. :—metaph. to persecute, harass,

Aesch. II. to quest about, like a hound, Soph.-', ov, , Dor.-, a hunter, huntsman,
Od., Eur., etc. ; . one who seeks

the prize in wrestling, Pind. :—fem.', Dor.-,, a huntress, Anth. Hence, , , of or for hunting, fond of the

chase, Plat. :

—

6 [Aoyos] name of Xeno-
phon's work on Hunting.,, , fem. of., Dor. ,', f. , () to hunt,
chase, later form of, Plut., Dor., , hunt, chase, httnting, Trag., , ==, the hunt, chase, Plut., v. Kvvayos.. Adv. () like a dog, Ar.

[], , Cynthus, a mountain in Delos, birth-place

of Apollo and Artemis, h. Horn. :—hence Apollo is

called and-, born on Cynthus,
Ar., Anth.,, , a puppy (cf.-,/), Theocr., , Dim. of, a little dog, whelp, puppy,
Ar., Plat., etc., () to play the dog : metaph. to live like a
Cynic, belong to their sect, Luc., ,,() dog-like, Lat. caninus, Xen. II., , a Cynic, as the followers of the philosopher

Antisthenes were called, Plut., , () a bitch-puppy, Ar.(, , () a young dog, puppy, Hdt. 2.

metaph. a little Cynic, Luc., , Cynical philosophy or conduct, Luc.-, ovtos, , a canine tooth, Xen., etc.-, f . ],() to run with dogs, Xen.-, is,() impudent as a dog, Theocr.-', ov,() dog-headed; ol,
Dog-heads, the name of a people, Hdt. 2. the dog-
faced baboon, Plat., Luc. \\\ in Ar.]-, ov,() dog-stealing, Ar.-, f. \, () to beat like a dog, Ar.-, , —, Anth., Luc.

. 457-, ov,() dog-faced, Luc., eos,, Cynosarges, a gymnasium outside

Athens, for the use of those who were not pure Athenians,

Hdt., Dem., etc. (Deriv. unknown.)-, and , dog-thorn or dog-rose, Theocr.-, , dog's-tail, the Cynosure, a name for

the constellation Ursa Minor, Arat.-, ov,() torn by dogs, Soph,-,,() a dog-holder, dog-leash, Anth. II.

a dog-skin sack, used in hunting, Xen.-, ov, (]) dog-minded, shameless, Aesch., a, ov, Comp. Adj. formed from, more
dog-like, i. e. more shameless, more audacious, Horn.;

more horrible, Od. II.

Sup., , ov, most audacious, II., h. Horn,, ovs, , a she-dog

:

—as prop. n., Hdt.-, ov, , () the dog-eyed, i. e. shameless one,

II. :—so fem.,, , Horn,-, (,) to be pregnant, Luc., Att.-, , ov, of cypress-wood,

Od., Thuc. From'', Att.-, , a cypress, Od.,Hdt., etc., , or, , and , a short

frock, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.)

KYT1EIPON [],, a sweet-smelling marsh-plant, perh.

galingale, used to feed horses, Horn,

[], , = foreg., h. Horn.-, ov,() at which they fight with
cups (cf. Horace pugnare scyphis), Anth.

[], , a big-bellied drinking vessel, a
beaker, goblet, cup, Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, () carrying cups, Anth.', , prob. Ion. for, Hdt., a, ov, () like Cypris, i. e. lovely,

tender, Anth., a, ov, of Cyprus, Cyprian, Hdt., etc. II., , an Epic poem introductory to the II., Id.

[ by nature], tSos, , acc. or,
Cypris, a name of Aphrodite, from the island of

Cyprus, where she was most worshipped, II., Trag.,

etc. II. as appellat. love, passion, Eur., etc.-, 4s,() Cyprus-born, of Aphrodite,

h. Horn., etc. :—fem.-, , Pind., Adv. from Cyprus, Anth.; and, Adv. to Cyprus, II. From, , Cyprus, a Greek island on the S. coast of

Asia Minor, Horn., etc. :—the Romans got from it the

best copper, Lat. cyprium., f ., Frequent, of, to keep stooping,

to go poking about, potter about a thing, Ar., Plat.

(Root), f.: aor. 1: pf.:—
to bend forward, stoop down, Horn., Hdt., etc. ;

^/as runs with the head down, i.e. at full speed, Ar.;

-tyas eats stooping, i. e. greedily, Id. ;
-

is horns bent forward, of certain

African oxen, Hdt. 2. to hang the headfrom shame,

Ar. 3. to bow down under a burden, Dem.,, , shortd. form of, q. v., , a Persian bonnet or hat, with a peaked

crown, prob. much like the, Hdt. : the King alone

wore it upright, Ar., , at, dat. :

—

triangidar tablets,
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fitted at the angles so as to form a pyramid of three

sides, and having- the earliest laws written on the sides,

Ar., Plat. II. in sing, metaph. of a pettifogging

lawyer, Ar.

Kvpeios, a, ov, of Cyrus, Xen.^' : impf . [p] : f . : aor. 1 ·
: pf .

:—also' [] : impf.,
Ep. : f. : aor. 1, part. :

—

Med. [] in act. sense : I. followed by
a case, to hit, light upon : 1. c. dat. to light

upon, meet with, fall in with, strike against, II.,

Hes. :—of things, to befall or be granted
to him, Soph., Eur. 2. c. gen. to hit the mark,
like, Aesch. :

—

to reach to or as far as, h.

Horn. : to meet with, find, Aesch., Soph. b. to

attain to, be master of, obtain, Lat. potiri, Hdt.,

Trag. 3. c. ace, like Lat. potiri, to obtain, reach,

find, Aesch., Eur. II. without a case, to happen,
come to pass, Trag. 2. to be right, hit the exact

truth, Soph. 3. as auxil. Verb, like with

partic, to turn out, prove to be so and so,

Aesch. ; Soph. ;
Eur.

;

with partic. omitted, it acts merely as the copula, to

be, Trag., f., to butt with the horns: metaph.,

he shall come butt against my leg,

or my leg shall butt him, kick him, Ar. (Perh. akin

to.), , , husks, bran

:

—a bran-shop, Ar.

(Deriv. unknown.)

[], , CyrenS, a Greek colony in Africa, Hdt. :

—the people were called, and the country, Id., , fern, of (signf. . I. 2.), =, Hesych., , , () of or for a lord or master :

esp. belonging to the LORD (CHRIST) ; .
the LORD'S Supper, the LORD'S day

,

dies Dominica, . T. (Assumed to be original of the

Teutonic kirk, kirche, church ; but how this Greek
name came to be adopted by the Northern nations,

rather than the Roman name ecclesia, has not been
satisfactorily explained.), f. , to be lord or master of people or of a
country, c. gen., Xen. 2. to have legal power to

do, c. inf., ap. Aeschin. From
[], a, ov, and os, ov : () : I. of persons,

having power or authority over, lord or master of,

c. gen., Pind., Att. :

—

, c. inf., / have
authority to do, am entitled to do, Aesch., etc.

;

better able to give, Thuc. 2. absol.

having authority, authoritative, supreme, . to

have authority, Plat. ; the ruling power in a
state, the authorities, Soph., Dem. II.

not of persons, authoritative, decisive, dominant,
supreme, Eur. ; of more au-
thority, Id., etc. 2. opp. to, authorised,

ratified, valid, , Dem. ; . or

to appoint by authority, Soph., Dem. 3.

of times, etc., fixed, ordained, appointed, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. ;—so, the appointed time, Aesch. :—at

Athens, a resular or ordinary assembly,

—.
opp. to (one specially summoned),
Ar. 4. legitimate, regular, proper, Aesch. 5.

of words, authorised, vernacular, Lat. proprius, Arist.

B. as Subst.,, b, a lord, master, Lat. domi-
nus, of gods, Pind., Soph., etc. : the head of a family,

master of a house, Aesch., etc. :—later, was a
form of respectful address, like our sir, . T. 2., , mistress or lady of the house, Lat. domina,
Menand., etc. II. , the LORD, = Hebr.

JEHOVAH, LXX. ; in . T. esp. of CHRIST. Hence,, , dominion, . ., Att. -, f. , () to butt with the

horns, Plat. :—metaph. of floating corpses knocking
against the shore, Aesch., Adv. of, like a lord or master, authori-

tatively, Aesch. II. regularly, legitimately , pro-

perly, . to be fixed, hold good, Id. ; .,
suo jure, Soph., etc. III. of words, in their

proper sense, Arist.,, , () that which one meets with or

finds, i.e. booty, prey, spoil, Horn. II. of a person,

one who gets booty, a swindler, Ar., , Cyrnus, old name of Corsica, Hdt. : 01

Id., , Cyrus : 1. , the elder Cyrus,

Hdt. 2. , the brother of Artaxerxes, Xen., , , supreme power, authority, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. II. confirmation, validity, certainty,

Soph. Hence, f., to make valid, confirm, ratify, deter-

mine, Lat. ratum facere, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—Med.
to accomplish one's end, Plat. :—Pass, to be ratified,

Hdt., Att. :—generally, the end hath
been fixed or determined, Aesch. ; \<\> it has been accomplished, Eur. :—impers.

c. inf., it had been decided to

fight, Hdt. ; Id. 2. . to

decide it, Aesch., aor. 1 inf. of, (v.) :, fut., , , one that fishes with the, Anth., , a fishing-basket, Lat. nassa, Hdt.; and, , = foreg., Plat. 2. a bird-cage, Lat. cavea,

Anth. From
KYPTOT, , , curved, arched, of a wave breaking,

II. ; round, humped, lb. ; . Eur., f., to curve or bend into an arch,, of a bull preparing to charge, Eur. ; .
Anth. :—Pass, to form a curve or arch, of a wave
breaking, Od., Xen., v..

[],, ,() a ratification, Thuc, Plat,

\\., aor. 1 inf. of; but II.

of., aor. 1 med. part. fern, of II., . for [], aor. 1 inf. of., and , , () the bladder, II., Ar.

[], fut. of.
[], , cytisus, a kind of clover, Theocr.,, , a kind of plaster, Luc.-, opos, , , with capacious belly, Anth.

[],,, () the hollow of a shield or breast-

plate, Aesch., Ar. 2. any vessel, a vase, jar,
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urn, Aesch., Soph., etc. ,· . a basket,

Eur. 3. anything that contains the body, Soph., , () the cell of a comb of bees or

wasps, Ar. 2. metaph., . the concave
vault of heaven, Id.-, , with neck arched and head low, of a
horse, Xen., a, ov, poet, for, Anth., , , () bent forwards, bent, stooping,

hump-backed, Od., Ar.,, , () the bent yoke of the plough,
Theogn. II. a sort of pillory in which criminals

were fastened by the neck, Ar. 2. one who has
had his neck in the pillory, a knave, Lat. furcifer, Luc., , any hollow vessel : a chest, box, Hdt., Ar., , descendants of Cypselus, Theogn.

: I. in pres. and impf., of females, to conceive,

Orac. ap. Hdt., Theogn., etc. 2. rarely c. acc. to be

pregnant with a child, Xen. II. in aor. ,
Causal, of the male, to impregnate, and med.,
of the female, to conceive, Hes., and , gen., dat., acc., voc.:—pl.,nom.Kvves,gen./,.,.,
acc.:—a dog or bitch, Horn., etc. ; most com-
monly of hounds, Id., etc. ; the Laconian breed was
famous, Soph. ;

—

or was the favourite

oath of Socrates, Plat. : cf.. II. as a
word of reproach, to denote shamelessness or audacity
in women, rashness, recklessness in men, Horn. 2.

at Athens a nickname of the Cynics, Arist., Anth. III.

the Trag. apply the term to the ministers of the gods

;

the eagle is Albs Aesch. ; the griffins·7 Id. ; the Bacchantes .
Eur., etc. IV. a sea-dog, mentioned as a fish in

Od. V. the dog-star, i. e. the dog of Orion, placed

among the stars with its master, II., Ion. for., , irreg. pi., dat., a fleece, used as

bedding, Horn., Hdt. (Deriv. uncertain.), , a fish of the gudgeon kind, Plat., etc.

[], , Dim. of, Ar., , the head, II. (Deriv. uncertain.), , Dim. of, a sheepskin, fleece, used for

bedding, Ar., Plat.,, and , a bell, Aesch., Eur. :—in for-

tified towns an officer went round at night with a bell

to challenge the sentries, and see that they were awake,
Thuc. ; like one with an alarm-
bell in his hand, Dem. Hence, f . Att. , to prove by ringing, of money, Ar.-, ov, ringing, jingling, as with bells,

Eur.--, ov, with bells on his horses'
trappings, Ar.-, f ., to carry the bell round, to visit
the sentinels, Ar. :—Pass.,

everywhere the bell goes round, i. e. the sentinels are
being visited, Id.,, nom. and dat. pi. of.',, , a Laconian drinking-vessel, Ar., a, ov, contr..,, , a shriek, wail, Aesch., Soph. ; and

-. 459, , a shrieking, wailing, II., Trag. II., , Cocytus, River of Wailing (cf.),
one of the rivers of hell, Od., etc. From, f. [],- : aor. , Ep. -

:

—to shriek, cry, wail, mostly of women, Horn. 2.

c. acc. to wail over one dead, Od., Aesch., Soph.- or-, , , (,) col-

lector of the pieces at a sacrifice, name of a magistrate

at Athens, who had charge of the public table in the

Prytaneion, and paid the dicasts, Ar. ;·4,
comically for the , Id., , () the thigh-bone with the flesh on it,

the ham, esp. of a swine, Ar., Xen. Hence,-, , the hollow of the knees, Lat. poples, II.

(sub. ), , , Colzas, a promontory of

Attica, with a temple of Aphrodite there, Hdt., Ar.~
,, a limb, esp . the leg, Trag. 2 . of plants,

a limb or arm, Anth. II. a member of anything,

as, 1. a member o£ a building, as the side orfront,

Hdt. 2. one limb or half of the race-course(), Aesch. 3. a member or clause of a sen-

tence, Lat. membrum, Arist., , ,() a hindrance, impediment,
Eur., Thuc. II. a defence against a thing, pre-

caution, Thuc.

[], , =, 4 for the purpose of

hindering, Thuc., verb. Adj. of, one must hinder, Xen., , ,() a hinderer, Thuc., , , preventive, Xen. From
[], f . [~] : aor. : pf . :

—
Pass., f. and in med. form

:

aor. [] : pf .

:

—to let, hinder,

check, prevent : 1. c. acc. et inf. to hinder or pre-

vent one fro?n doing, Hdt., Soph., etc. j with a nega-

tive added, .. % Eur., etc. :—Pass, to be

hindered, €? from drinking of the water,

Plat. ;
Eur. ; rarely with part.,

Thuc. 2. c. gen. rei, .
to let or hinder onefrom a thing, Xen. ; so,

. Id. 3. c. acc. rei, to hinder, prevent,

impede, Eur., Thuc. :—Pass.,\
and let there be no hindrance by reason of expense,

Thuc. 4. absol., one to hinder, Soph. ;

a hindrance, Xen. 5. often in 3 pers.,\ there is nothing to hinder, c. acc. et inf.,

Hdt., Ar. :

—

, absol., as a form of assent,

nothing hinders, be it so, Ar., , ,().=, Babr.,,, (?) deep sleep, slumber, Lat. sopor,

Horn., Hes. Hence, f . and : aor. 1, poet,- :

pf. :— Dor., fut.: aor. 1

imper. : () :

—

to go about with a party

ofrevellers, to revel, make merry , Lat. comissari, Hes.,

Theogn., Eur., etc. 2. to go in festal procession,

Pind., Dem. II. to celebrate in honour

of the victor at the games, to join in festivities, Pind. ;

c. acc. cogn., . Id. 2. c. dat. pers. to

approach with , sing in his honour, Id. 3.

c. acc. pers. to honour or celebrate him in or with the, Id. III. to break in upon in the manner
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of revellers, . Theocr. :—gener-

ally, to burst in, Anth.-, , , (,) the head man of a

village, Xen., Dor. for., , ,() a reveller, Plat., Xen. 2.

epith. of Bacchus, the jolly god, Ar., , = Lat. vicus, a village or country town, opp.

to a fortified city; properly a Dor. word, = Att.,
Hes., Hdt. ; to llvein separate

villages (not in walled towns), of the Medes, Hdt. ; so,

of a country, to have its people

distributed into villages, Thuc., , , () a villager, countryman, Plat.,

Xen. II. in a city, one of the same quarter, Lat.

vicinus, Ar. ; more loosely, dwellers

in a land, Eur., , , Lat. comicus, =, Aeschin.-, , , () a village-town, i. e. a place

not entitled to be called a, N.T., , , () properly a village festival : a
revel, carousal, merry-making, Lat. comissatio, h.

Horn., Theogn., etc. : it ended in the party parading

the streets crowned, bearing torches, singing, dancing,

and playing frolics, Ar. II. a band of revellers, a
jovial troop, Eur. :—metaph. a rout, band, .
Aesch. ; of an army, Eur., etc. III. the Ode
sung at one of these festive processions, Pind., , , a bundle of hay, Lat. manipulus,
Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.)', f .,(^ to represent in a comedy, to

satirise, lampoon, libel, Ar., Plat.:—Pass, to be so

satirised, Ar. 2. =

a

., Id. II. to write comedies, Luc.-, , a comedy, Ar., etc. :—Two derivs. are

suggested : one from,, the revel-song ; the

other from,, the village-song. There were
three periods of Attic Comedy, Old, Middle, New,

—

,, via. The Old Comedy was used to

attack by name the most powerful persons of the day,

ending B. c. 393 ; the Middle Comedy lost the Chorus,
but still attacked notabilities under assumed characters,

ending B. c. 337; the New was our Comedy of Man-
ners, and may be best understood from Plautus and
Terence. Hence, , , of comedy , comic, Ar.-,, , =, Anth.- [], ,=~, Anth., , the comic poet's art, Ar. From-, , a comic poet, because he had
to train the actors and chorus, Ar.-', () to play the parasite and
buffoon, Ar.-, , , —, Ar.-, , a maker of comedies, comic poet, Plat.-, , (v.) :

—

a comedian, i. e., 1. a
comic actor, Xen., Aeschin. 2. a comic poet, Plat., , hemlock, Lat. cicuta :

—hemlock-juice, by
which criminals were put to death at Athens, Ar., etc., , Dim. of, a small cone, Anth.,, ,( ) extracted from pine-cones,
Anth.

—.~, , , the fruit of the, a pine-cone,

Theocr., etc. II. a cone, Lat. conns, in Mathe-
matics, Arist. 2. the cone of a helmet, Anth.-', f ., to make a conic section, Anth.-, ov, () bearing a cone, Anth., , () an Egyptian couch with mos-
quito-curtains ; conopium in Horat.,, , = foreg., Anth.',, , a gnat, mosquito, Lat. culex, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc., a, ov, () of, from the island Cos, Coan,
Hdt. II. as Subst., (sc. ), , the high-

est throw with the-, v.., ', contr.,, , of or near Copae
(in Boeotia), . lake Copa'is, Strab. 2.· eels from lake Copa'is, Ar., 4, , only in pi., Att., pieces of
wood fit for making oars, oar-spars, Hdt., Ar., etc., f. , () to propel with oars, Anth.

-,, (from Root , Lat. cap-io) any handle: 1.

the handle of an oar, and generally an oar, Od.,

Pind., Att.; , —,
metaph. of a man of low rank, Aesch. ;' , a proverb of dub. origin, meaning
* to escort with all the honours,' Ar. :—poet, to express

ships, , of Agamemnon's fleet,

Eur. 2. the handle of a sword, the haft, hilt, Lat.

capulus, Horn., Soph. 3. the handle of a key,

Od. 4. the haft of a torch, Eur.,, , hilted, II.&', f., to pull an oar : metaph. of any
sitnilar motion forwards and backwards, as of a

carpenter using an auger, Eur. From- [], , ,() a rower, Polyb.-, , *) furnished with oars, Aesch.,

Eur., Thuc. II. holding the oar, Eur., ', Dim. of, Ar., , Dor. for., , Dor. Dim. of, a little girl, Ar., , Dor. for., , Dor. for, Theocr.

[], a, ov, Corycian
v
from the Corycian cave

in Mt. Parnassus), Soph. ; . the peaks of

Parnassus, Eur. ; also Aesch.'", , a leathern sack or wallet for pro-

visions, Od. 2. in the gymnasium, a large leathern

sack hung up, filled with fig-grains (^),
flour, or sand, for the athletes to strike, Arist., , a promontory of Cilicia, h. Horn., Thuc., Ep. , , gen. , the island Cos, opposite

Caria, Horn. :

—

to Cos, II., Ion. for. II. enclit., Ion. for 7r&>y., Dor. for-, part. pi. fern, of sq., only in pres., to prattle, chatter, Lat. garrire,

mostly with notion of wheedling, Hes., Theogn.,
etc. II. trans, to talk over, attempt to wheedle,

Theogn., Soph. (Deriv. unknown.) Hence, , ov, of a swallow, twittering, Anacr., etc.

:

of persons, chattering, prattling, babbling, Lat. gar-

rulus, Theogn., Theocr. II. metaph. lively, ex-

pressive, Theocr., Anth., ), , (-) radical sense, blunt, dull, obtuse,
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the blunt, dull shaft, opp. to, II. II.

metaph. : 1. dumb, mute, with dumb
wave, before it breaks, lb. ; yaiav

dishonours the dumb, senseless earth, lb. ;

the other parts of the ground sounded
dull, opp. to the ringing of the hollow parts, Hdt.

;

., prob. the bay of Munychia, as opp. to the

noisy Peirsus, Xen. 2. after Horn., of men, dumb,
Orac. ap. Hdt. : deaf and dumb, Id. 3. deaf, Lat.

surdus, h. Horn., Aesch.,etc. 4. of the mind, dull,

stupid, L&t.fatims, Soph.; also senseless, unmeaning,
. " Id. Hence,, , deafness, Plat., Dem., etc., crasis for , 3 sing-, impf. of'., crasis for .

.
, or, , indecl., eleventh letter of

the Gr. Alphabet: as a numeral '=3, but
#
=

30,ooo. 1. Att. is sometimes represented by
r, as , yayo,,-- : so,

were lisping pronunc. for ,
Ar. 2. Dor. becomes , as,- for

; whereas Att. sometimes replaces ,
as, for '. 3. initial

is dropt, as for ',
for . 4. . Poets double

, metri grat., esp. after the augment, as, -
; and in compds., as in :—and Homer

omits , where two come together, metri grat., as. 5. sometimes becomes , cf. ,
. 5· 6. y and are interchanged in -. 7. before becomes , as in.
-, insep. Prefix with intensive force, as in-
very warlike,- much accursed., 6, acc., gen. and dat., ; dual ;

pi., gen., dat. . :—in Att. also

contr., acc. : a gen. in Soph, (as if

was of first decl.) :—Lat. lapis, a stone, Horn., etc., , indecl., =, Ar., etc., aor. 2 inf. of., , () the part intended for grasping, a
handle, haft, Dem. ; ), of a cup,
Soph. II. as a pugilistic term, a grip or hold,

Plut. :—metaph. a handle,
occasion, opportunity , , Lat. ausam prae-
bere, Ar. ; so, ., Id., Plat., Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of., . for -, 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., Dor. for-, aor. 2 part. fem. of.-, , , () a bold, rash talker,

braggart, II.,, ,() a ravenous sea-fish, perh. the
bass, Ar., Dep.() to talk rashly, brag, II.-§, , ,() rapid offoot, rushing, Anth.-, f., () to drink hard, Anth.
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1

' [ by nature], ov, I. Horn, of wind, rain,

etc., furious, boisterous, Hdt. ; .,,,
etc., Eur. II. after Horn., of men, boisterous, tur-

bulent, violent, Theogn., Soph., etc. 2. greedy,
Pind., Eur. III. Adv., violently

,
furiously

,

Theogn. 2. greedily, Aesch., ,() violence, greed, Anth.-, ov, () rushing furiously , Aesch.

[], , a labyrinth or maze, a building

consisting of halls connected by tortuous passages,
Hdt. II. any spiral body, as a snail, Anth. ;. a bow-net of rushes, Theocr. (Origin
uncertain.), aor. 2 subj. of :—, part.&£, Pass, to be slack or gaunt through
hunger, to starve, Ar. ; and&, Pass, to be or become slack : of frozen

water, to be in the act of thawing, Anth. From"', , , slack, hollow, sunken, of the

flanks, Xen. :— · in the least

defensible part, Plut. 2. slack, loose, pliant,
Xen.-, , Dor. -, , , (,)
leader of the people, Pind.

[], 77, ov, of the hare, Aesch., , Dim. of, a leveret, Xen., , lasciviousness, lust, Xen. From, , ov, lascivious, lustful, Arist.-, , , () hare-devourer, Aesch.-, , , () a hare-hunter, Anth.-', f., (') to kill hares, Anth., , , collat. form of, q. v., , a flask, flagon, Lat. lagena, Anth., etc.

(from Root), f., Ion. :
—

aor. 2, ., (for v.

infr. iv) : pf. : plqpf.
; poet, and Ion.

pf .- : 3 sing, plqpf., Dor. :

—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.: I. c. acc.

rei, to obtain by lot, by fate, by the will of the gods,

Horn. ; with inf. added, I
had the seafor my portion to dwell in, says Poseidon,
II. ;

' Eur. :—of the genius
presiding over one's life, II. ; esp. in

pf. to be the tutelary deity of a place, to protect it,, yrjv Hdt. :—absol.,

had their post assigned near
Thymbra, II. 2. of public officers, to obtain an office

by lot, (v. n) ; , opp. to-
(to be elected), Ar. ; so, c. inf., -
he who had the lot to be polemarch, Hdt. ;

01 (sc. ), Oratt. ; and absol.,

01 those on whom the lot fell, Thuc. 3.

as Att. law-term, to obtain leave to

bring on a suit, Plat., Oratt. ; and (without)^ to bring an action against one,

Oratt. II. c. gen. partit. to get one's share of,

become possessed of, Horn., Att. III. absol. to

draw (i. e. obtain) the lot, Od. : cast lots, . . IV.
Causal Ep. redupl. aor.., to put in possession

of a thing, to grant one the right

of funeral fire, II. V. intr. to fall to one's lot or

share, Od., Eur.
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used as a shepherd's staff, Lat. pedum, Theocr., , Dim. of, a leveret, Ar.,, ,() the hollow on each side below

the ribs, the flank, Eur. ; in pi. the flanks, Id.,

Ar. II. metaph. any hollow, Anth., Plut.-,,^, Anth., , , Ep. for., a, ov, contr. for, of the hare, Ar. :

—

(sc. ), hare's flesh, and, generally,

dainties, delicacies, 4v Id. From~, , gen. or* ; acc., or

: pi., nom. /, acc. :—Ion. and poet,, :—Ep., :

—

a hare, Lat. lepus,

Horn., Aesch., etc.-, ,() a killing of hares, Anth., Ion., , an aromatic gum, gum-
mastich, Hdt. (Foreign word.)', , , a kind of ant : as pr. n. the father of

Ulysses, Od.; also, , and, Soph., Dep., poet, for: Ep. 3 sing. impf.-
to, 3 pi. opt. (for-) : Dor. imper. or

:

—

to take, seize, grasp, II. ; £
yaiav moiy they bite the dust, lb. ; metaph., °
ye he took back, i. e. altered his speech,

Horn. II. the form£ occurs in h. Horn, and
Eur., , Dor. for., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ep., aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , , likely to escape notice, Arist.-, es, () banishing care, II., Anth.-, ov, () forgetful of sorrow, Soph.

;

. a life forgetful of pain, Id.-, ov, robbing of voice, Hes., Ep. for-, aor. 2 med. opt. of., ecos, , Dor. for.,, v. sub., ov, secret, covert, clandestine,furtive, Aesch.,

Soph. ; . one born in secret child-birth, Eur. :

—

Adv. -cos, Aesch., etc., Att., Adv. () secretly, covertly, by
stealth, treacherously, Horn. ; yula

imperceptibly, II.; so in Att., Soph., etc. 2. c.

gen. without the knowledge of, unknown to,

II.
;

Hdt. ; so in

Att., Adv. =foreg., Anth.

[], a, ov, poet, for : Adv. -cos, Anth., ov, later form of, Theocr. :—neut. pi.

as Adv., treacherously, Id.-, ov,() hitting secretly, Anth..-, , , () biting secretly, Anth.-, , , () stealthy-paced, Anth., , a kind of pulse : pi. Babr.

[], aor. 2 subj., and, part., of.
-, --, insep. prefix, =- in aayos, etc., , Dor. for., yyos, , Dim. of, a small stone, pebble, Od.-, ov, () biting secretly, i. e. without

barking, of a dog, Ar., f., to wench, Ar. Hence

, , , a wencher, Ar. :—fern,,
a wench, harlot, Id.,, , (from -,- intensive) :

—

a tempest,

furious storm, hurricane, Horn,, aTos, , perh. the same as, Ar., , gluttony, Plat. From-, ov, very greedy, gluttonous, Arist.-, ov, poet, for, Anth.-, es, () throat-biting, Anth.-', , a dog-collar, Anth. II. a springe

for catching birds, Id.-, ov, () gushingfrom the throat, Eur.', , , the throat, gullet, Horn., Eur. Hence-, ov, () with the throat severed,

Eur.-, ov, () throat-cutting, Eur.,

Anth. II. proparox., ov, with the

throat cut, severed by the throat, Eur. ; -
aayo the blood dripping from the Gorgon's

severed head, Id., ,=?, Lat. laena, Strab., , , — sq., II., Eur.

[], , ov, () of stone or marble, Horn.,

etc. ; thou hadst put on a coat of
stone, i. e. thou hadst been stoned to death, II. 2.

metaph. stony-hearted, Theocr., Dor. for.', , , Lat. laevus, left, on the

left hand, Aesch. ; Eur.-, f .,(,) to reap corn, Theocr.', Dor. for '., ,() a kind of shield or target, lighter

than the, covered with raw hides, II., Hdt., aTos, , () the depth or gidf of the sea,,, . Horn. ; alone,

-y Od., eos, , a tattered garment, rags, in sing.

and pi., Od. II. a piece of cloth or canvas, a
sail, Aesch. ; in pi., Soph,, , , =, light, nimble, swift, 11.,

Pind., Eur. :—neut. pi. as Adv. swiftly, Eur., =, to shout, howl, Aesch.

[], , fern, of, Lat. Lacaena, a Laco-

nian woman, Theogn., etc. II. as fern. Adj.=, Hdt., Eur., etc.

[], ov, = with prefix -,
very lascivious, Ar.

[], Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.,, , voc. -ov, Lacedaemon, the capital

of Laconia, and Laconia itself, Horn., Hdt., etc. II.

as Adj., Hdt., Eur.; but regul. Adj.,
, ov, of persons, Hdt., etc., aor. 2 inf. of. Hence', , one that screams or cries, . a
cawing crow, Hes.; . a. yelping dog, ap. Plat,', Dor. for., to tear, Anth. From,, -, () a rent, rending, Aesch. ; in pi.,

Id. ; tatters, Ar., ,() in pi. tatters, Eur., , ,() torn, . death by rend-

ing, Luc.



-, , pit-wealth, Comic nickname of

Callias, who found a buried treasure, Plut.', , a pond for water-fowl, Lat. vivarium,
Hdt., Dem. 2. a pit, reservoir, Hdt., Xen.- [], ov, () trampled on, Soph., f. Att. : pf . : () :

—

to kick

with the heel or foot, kick at, spurn, Od. ;

flames lashing heaven, Pind. ;

my heart ' knocks at my ribs

'

for fear, Aesch. ; to trample

on the fallen, Id. ; . to kick at the door,

Ar. :—Pass., Xen. 2. absol.

to kick, struggle, of one dying, Od. : proverb., .
to kick against the pricks, Pind., Aesch.,

etc., , a trampling on, c. gen., Aesch. ; and, , , one who kicks, . kicking horses,

Xen. ; . a treader of the wine-press, Anth.

[], eovos, , a Laconian or Lacedaemonian, of

men, as of women, Pind., Ar., etc. II.

as Adj. Laconian, Anth. Hence, to imitate the Lacedaemonians, Plat., Xen.,

etc. II. to be in the Lacedaemonian interest,

to Laconize, Xen. ; and, ", 6v, Laconian, Ar., etc. II. as

Subst., 1. (sub. 777), Laconia, Ar.,

etc. 2. (sub. ), at, Laconian
shoes, used by men, Id. 3. the state

of Lacedaemon, Hdt., iSos, pecul. fern, of foreg., h. Horn., ,() imitation ofLacedaemonian
manners, Cic. II. a being in the Lacedaemonian
interest, Laconism, Xen., ov, ,() one who imitates the

Lacedaemonians, Plut. II. one who takes part
with them, a Laconizer, Xen.-, f. , () to have a Lacono-
mania, Ar., f. ], () to prattle, to babble, Pind. :

of birds and grasshoppers, to chirrup, chirp, Theocr., aTos, , prattle, babbling, Anth.', f. ), () to talk, chat, prattle, babble,

Ar., etc. :—generally, to talk, say, Soph. 2. c. acc.

to talk of, Theocr. 3. in late Gr., just like -,
to speak, . T., Thuc. :—Pass., it

shall be told thee, . . II. the proper sense,

to chatter, is sometimes opp. to articulate speech, as
of monkeys, 8 ov Plut. ; of lo-

custs, to chirp, Theocr. III. of musical sounds,} Id. Hence, ov, talkative, Anth. ; and
[],, , talk, prattle, Mosch. II.

a prater, Soph., Eur.', a, ov, verb. Adj., to be talked of, Anth., , , () given to babbling, Ar.,, i), () a talker, prattler, Anth., ,() talking, talk, chat, Ar., Anth. 2.

speech, conversation, . T. ; talkativeness, loquacity,
Aeschin. II. aform of speech, dialect, . T., , , poet, for, Anth., at,() pebbles, from their prattling in the
stream, Theocr.

,, , poet, for sq., Anth.' [], ov, talkative, babbling, loquacious, Eur.,

Plat., etc. :—metaph., Anth. ;—irr.

Comp. Ar. : Sup. Eur., Dor. for., Hebr. words, what? why ? . T.
-iinriov, , little jockey-Lamachus, Ar.- [], ov, (-,) Eager-for-fight, a
well-known Athenian general, Ar., Thuc.

(from Root) : f., Ion.,
Dor. or~ :—aor. 2, Ep.-; Ion. ; imper.:—pf., Ion.

: plqpf ., Ion. 3 sing, :

—Med., aor. 2, Ep. -, Ep. redupl. inf.

:—Pass., f. :—aor. 1,
Ion. :— pf., in Trag. ; Ion.. The orig. sense of the Avord is twofold,

one (more active) to take ; the other (more passive) to

receive : I. to take, 1. to take hold of, grasp,
seize, Horn., etc. ; the part seized in gen., the whole
in acc, \\^ caught her by the wing,
II.; yo- Od., etc. :—then, with g-en. of

part only,,-, took hold of
the feet, etc., II. 2. to take by violence, seize, carry

off as prize or booty, Horn. 3. .,,
Lat. sumere poenas, to exact punishment, Eur.,

etc.; v. infr. II. 3. 4. of passions, feelings, etc.,

to seize, Horn., etc. ; of fever and sudden illnesses, to

attack, Hdt., Att. 5. of a deity, to seize, possess,

Hdt. : of darkness, and the like, to occupy, pos-
sess, Aesch. 6. to catch, come upon, overtake, as

an enemy, Horn., Hdt. : to catch, find, come upon, .
Hdt., etc. : also, to catch, find out, detect

,

Lat. deprehendo, Id. : so Pass., eV -
vos caught in the act, Ar. 7. . to

bind him by oaths, Hdt. 8. to take as an assistant,

Soph. 9." is taking,

keeping Ida to your left ; so, . Thuc. 10.

. to assume it, Hdt. 11. to

apprehend by the senses, Soph., Plat. :

—

to seize with
the mind, apprehend, comprehend, Hdt., etc. :

—

to

take, i. e. zcnderstand, a thing so and so, e. g. a
passage of an author, Lat. accipere, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 12. to take in hand, undertake, Hdt. 13.

the part, is almost pleon., as,

took and kissed, Od. ; so in Att. II. to

receive : 1. to have given one, to get, gain, win,
Horn., etc. :—also in bad sense, . Soph.

;

Eur., etc 2. to receive in marriage, Hdt.,

Xen. 3. . to receive, i. e. suffer, punishment,

as we say, to catch it, Lat. dare poenas, Hdt., Eur. :

—an unusual sense, v. supr. 1. 2. 4. . to

accept an oath as a test, Arist. ; . to demand
an account, Xen. 5. to conceive, Aesch. 6. to

receive as produce or profit, Ar., Plat. ; to purchase,

Ar. 7. to admit of, Pind. 8. of persons subject

to feelings, passions, and the like, . to take

heart, Od. ; so, periphr., .—, Soph.,

etc.; so, . =, Thuc; . (as we
say) ' to take a cold,

5 Plat. ; so, at .-
receiving battlements, having battlements

added, Thuc.
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. Med. to take hold of, lay hold on, c. gen.,

Od., Hdt., etc. 2. of place, . to

take to the mountains, reach, gain them, Thuc.,,, v. sub . init., ,( =) a monster said to feed on
man' s flesh, a bugbear to frighten children with, Ar.,,, Dor. for-.-, , [) the superintendence of the, sl branch of the Gymnasiarchia, Arist.-, , () the torch-race, an Athe-
nian ceremony at the festivals of the fire-gods Prome-
theus, Hephaestus, and Athena, in which the runners
carried lighted torches, from the joint altar of these

gods in the outer Cerameicus to the Acropolis ; after

the Persian war Pan received a like honour, Hdt., Ion. -, , —, Hdt.-, , () a torch-bearer, Aesch.

[], , Dim. of, a small torch,

Plat. II. a bandage for wounds, Ar.-, ov, () torch-carrying, bright-beam-
ing, Eur.,, ,() a torch, Aesch., Soph., etc. :

a beacon-light, Aesch. :—later, an oil-la?np, . T.,
Anth. 2. metaph. of the sun, Soph., Eur., etc.;

. the coming light, i. e. the next day,
Eur. II. the torch-race, like,
Hdt. ; to run the race, Ar., Adj., poet. fern, of, gleaming -with

torches, Soph., 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.7€, =, to shine, only in Ep. part,-, shining, ol Horn., , —, a torch, Aesch. : light, Id., ,() lustre, Plut.-, , one of the horses of Aurora, Bright, Od.-,,() as a dog's name,.Fz>^az7,Theocr., , , () bright, brilliant, radiant, of

the sun and stars, the eyes, etc., II., Att. 2. of

white objects, bright, Od., Hdt. 3. of water, bright,

limpid, Aesch., etc. ; of the air, Eur. 4. of the

voice, clear, sonorous, distinct, Lat. clarus, Dem. ; so,

Eur. 5. metaph. of vigorous
action, . a fresh keen wind, Hdt. ; .- swooping down like a fresh and mighty
breeze, Ar. ; he will come vigorously
forth, Eur.:—so Adv., vigorously, Thuc. 6.

metaph. also, clear, manifest, decisive, Aesch., Thuc. :

—so Adv., Aesch. ; -
. Thuc. ; ^ it was

said without concealment, Id. II. of persons,

well-known, illustrious, Hdt., Dem.: also magnificent

,

munificent, Lat. splendidus, clarus, Dem., etc. 2.

bright, joyous, Soph. III. of outward appearance,
splendid, brilliant, Xen. ; of youthful bloom, Thuc. :

—so of dress, etc., Ar., etc. :—Adv., most
splendidly, Xen. Hence,, , brilliancy, splendour, Hdt., Att. :

—in pi. distinctions, Thuc. 2. splendid conduct,

munificence, Dem., Ion. -, , clearness and loudness of
voice, Hdt. From-, ov, () clear-voiced, Dem.

—.
[]; 3 sing...:():

j

—to make bright or brilliant, Xen. :—Med.,-
polished their shields, Id. :

—

Pass., is made clear-sighted,

Aesch. ; Soph. ap. Ar. :—also to be
or become clear or notorious, Eur. II. Med. to

make oneself splendid, pride oneself on a. thing, dis-

tinguish oneself in, c. dat., Id., Thuc.,, ,() stand or grate for pine
and other wood used for lighting rooms, Od. ;, . thou that lightest up the night, of

the beacon-fire, Aesch. j the evening
watch-fires, Soph. 2. generally, =, Eur., Xen.-, , () a holding of torches, watch-
fire, Aesch.', f. : aor. 1: pf. (in pres.

sense) : Med., f. :
—to give light, shine,

beam, be bright, brilliant, radiant, of the gleam of

arms, II. ; of the eyes, lb. ; of fire, Soph. :—Aled. or
Pass., II., etc. 2. of sound, to

be clear, ring loud and clear, Soph. 3. metaph.
to shine forth, to be famous or conspicuous, Aesch.,

Eur., etc. 4. of persons,

with beaming face, Ar. : to shine, gain glory, Id. II.

trans, to make to shine, light up, Eur., Anth., , audacity, impude?ice, Plut. From, , , (, =) gluttonous, greedy,

Theocr. II. metaph. bold, wanton, impudent,
Xen., Plut., Ion. aor. 1 pass. inf. of., Ion. for, f. med. of.

and (from Root) :—impf. -,, Ep., 3 sing. Ion. :—f., Dor. :—aor. 2 :—pf . : plqpf

.

, Att. 2 and 3 sing,, -, Ion. ·. . Causal, aor. 2, v.

infr. . C. Med. and Pass, ;

II., Trag., Dor. [] : Ep. impf.

:

—
f . ; Dor. ; also :—aor. 1

; also, Dor. inf. :—aor. 2, Ep.- ; also Ep. redupl., etc.

(v. infr. c) :

—

; Ep., part,-, etc. : cf..
A. in most of the act. tenses, to escape notice, to

be unknown, unseen, unnoticed : 1. c. acc. pers.,

. only, to escape his notice, Lat. latere aliquem,

Horn., Att. ; impers., it has escaped your

notice, Plat. 2. most often with a part, added, in

which case we usually translate the part, by a Verb, and
express by an Adverb, unawares, without being

observed, tmseen, unknown ; and this, either, a.

with an acc. pers., I am
unseen by others while fighting, i. e. I fight unseen by

them, II.
;

lest he come on un-
seen by me, Soph. b. without an acc,

lest he perish without himself knowing it, Id.;

you are a slave without knowing it,

Ar.—This construct, is reversed, as in our idiom,

(for ) II. ;

Soph.
. the compd. Verbs-,- (v. sub

voce), take a Causal sense, to make one forget a thing,
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c. gen. rei : so in redupl. aor. 2,

that he may cause him to forget his pains, II.

C. Med. and Pass, to let a thing- escape one, to

forget : 1. to forget, absol. or c. gen. rei, Hom.

;

so in redupl. aor., II., etc.

;

and in pf. pass., lb. ; -
Soph. 2. to forget purposely, to pass over, $}'
^ either he chose to forget it or perceived

it not, II., Dor. for.', Adv. with the foot, Horn., Aesch. ;

to be trodden under foot, Aesch., -, , hewn out of the rock, . T. From, to hew in stone, Lxx.|, ios, ,() an allotment of land, Hdt., Ion. for, fut. of".- [], avTos, , () man-taming : in

Hom. as prop. name,-, ov,() receiving the people : in Hom.
as prop, name.-, ovtos, , ruler of the people : in Hom. as

prop. n.-, es,() suffered by the people, Aesch.-, ov, serving as a passage for the people,

man-conveying, ., i. e. a bridge, Aesch.
"0', , , Ion., Att. :

—

the people, both

in sing, and plur., i.e. 1. in the warlike language
of II., the people or men of the army, soldiers ; also

a land-army, opp. to a fleet; the common men, opp.

to their leaders. 2. in the peaceful Od., men,
people ; so, seafaring folk, Aesch.; -

Ar. ;, hear people ! the usual

way of beginning proclamations at Athens, like our

Oyezl Id. 3. in . T. of Jews, and later of

Christians, as opp. to heathens., irreg. gen. of.-, es, () worshipped by the people, Pind.-, ov, () rousing or stirring nations,

Hom. 2. assemblies to which the

people flock, Pind. II. {) preserving the

people or nations, Anth.-, ovos, , a stone-worker, Anth.-, ov, stirred by a stone, Anth.-, ov, () nourishing or tending the

people, Pind. ; . an office useful to the people, Id.- [C], ov, () cutting stones,

Anth. II. as Subst. a stone-cutter, statuary, Id.-,() ov, ruining the people, destruc-

tive, c. gen., Theogn.-, ov, (*) slaying the people, Theocr.- and, ov, () bearing people,$ a highway, thoroughfare, II. ;

over the gates of greatest

thoroughfare, Hdt., , poet, for., poet, for.
[], Ion. -, ,() the soft part of

the body between the ribs and hip, the flank, II., Hdt.,
etc. ; in pi. the flanks, Lat. ilia, Hdt.""', , , slack, loose, Arist.' [], , the scum, filth, Aesch. (?)

(from Root ), f . : aor. 1 : pf

.

:—Med., f. :

—

to lap with the tongue,
of wolves, II. 2. to drink greedily, suck in, Luc., , , ($) fatted, fat, Ar.

;
metaph., Id.,, -,^, Anth.

[dp], , Larissa, a name of many old Greek
cities, II., etc. :—orig. it denoted a citadel, such as

the Larissa of Argos. II. Adj., , ov,

Larissaean, of or from Larissa, Thuc, etc.; Ion.- Hdt. 2. as Subst., a kind of kettle ov pot,

first made at Larissa, Arist., , Dim. of, Ar.', , a charcoal-basket, Ar.', olkos, , a coffer, box, chest, II., Hdt. 2.

a cinerary urn or coffin, II., Thuc. 3. an ark, in

which children were exposed, Simon.' [], , a ravenous sea-bird, perh. a cormorant,
described as dashing down into the sea and then floating

on the waves, Od. : metaph. of demagogues,. Ar. II.

a singing bird, Anth."', , pleasant to the taste, dainty, sweet, Hom.

:

—Ep. Sup., olvos (metri grat. for-) Od. : Comp. as Adv., Anth. 2.

pleasant to the smell, Mosch., Anth. 3. pleasant
to the eye, lovely, Anth. 4. pleasant to the ear,

sweet to hear, Id., , Trag. form of.
\apvyy

i
=apyy , Anth., Att. f. -, to shout lustily, bellow, bawl,

Dem. II. trans, to outdo in shouting, apyy_
Tobs p-fjTopas Ar.' [], uyyos, , the larynx or upper part of the

windpipe, Arist. :—in Poets the throat, Eur., Ar., Aaos, , a stone, Att. contr. for, q. v.

[], , always in pi., a trivet or stand for a
pot ; also a gridiron, Ar., Dor. for : imper.., Dor. for, fut. med. of.', , mockery, insult, Hdt., Dor. for, aor. 1 pass. inf.. of.-, evos, () with rough, shaggy neck,

Horn., Ar., etc.' [], , ov, and os, ov, (akin to) hairy,

rough, shaggy, woolly, Horn., Soph., etc. II.

shaggy with brushwood, bushy, Xen., Theocr. ;, bushes, Xen.-, ov,() hairy-breasted, Anth.

(from Root) : f.&- : aor. 1 -
[] :—aor. 2, Ep. :—pf.,

Ion., Ep. part. fern,: 3 pi. redupl.

aor. 2 med. :

—

to ring, rattle, crash,

II. ; . ' the bones cracked, broke

with a crash, lb. II. of animals, to shriek, scream,

of the falcon, lb. ; of the nightingale in

the falcon's talons, ; Hes. ; also of dogs, to

howl, bay, Od. III. of men, to shout, scream, cry

aloud, Aesch., Soph., etc. ; ; Ar. ;

Id. :—hence of Oracles, to noise abroad,

Aesch., etc. : also, to sing, irpbs Eur.

c. acc. cogn. to shriek forth, utter aloud, Trag.

to crack or burst asunder, . T., Dor. for, fut. of.-, , Dor. for/.
Hh
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40 -, , in pi., like Lat. lautumiae, quarries, Anth.-, , (,) a stone-ctitter

.

, ,() the state of a hired 'workman,
service, servitude, Trag. 2. . , service

to the gods, divine worship, Plat. ; absol., . T.,,, in pi. servicefor hire, -, painful service, Soph. 2. service paid to the

gods, worship, Eur. II. =, a slave, Id. From, f . <, () to work for hire or pay, to be

in servitude, serve, Xen. 2. . to be bound
or enslaved to, Soph., Eur., etc. ; c. acc. pers. to serve,

Eur. :—metaph.,. ,, of Prometheus, Aesch.

;

. Soph. ; . to obey, Xen. 3. to

serve the gods, . Eur. : c. acc. cogn., .
to render them due service, Id., a, ov, of a servant or service, Pind. ;-

to give him into slavery, Id. From, los, and , a workmanfor hire, hired servant,

and in fern, a handmaid, Theogn., Soph. From', , pay, hire, Aesch. in pi.,, Dor. for., , =, the throat, II.

AAY'PA, Ion. -, , an alley, lane, passage, Lat.

angiportus, Od., Hdt. : a sewer, drain, privy, Ar., , a mountain in the S. of Attica, famous
for its silver-mines, Hdt., Thuc. :—, , ,
of Mt. Laurium, Ar., ,() gluttony, Ar.

[], ,() spoils taken in war, Lat.

spolia, Trag., Xen., f. \, to sell booty, Xen. From-, , , () a seller of booty, one
who has..bought up booty to retail, Lat. sector, Xen., Att.-, f.,() to swallow greedily

,

gulp down, devour, II. ; metaph. of fire, to consume,
Anth. Hence
-Tios, a, ov, gluttonous, Hdt., Anth., f . : aor. : (from Root) :—to dig, Mosch.,-, ov, (-) gathering vegetables, Anth., , a gathering of vegetables, Thuc. From, , () mostly in pi. garden-herbs,

Potherbs, vegetables, greens, Lat. olera, Plat., etc. 2.

in pi. also, the vegetable-market, green-market, Ar.-, ov, () vegetable-winged, Luc.-,, ,() one who sells vegetables,

a green-grocer ; fern,, t5os, Ar., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of-.
[], () fern. Adj. well-tilled, fertile,

Od. :—others read, from, small.,, Ion. ios, ,() Lachesis, Disposer of
lots, one of the three Fates, Hes., Pind. ; v.. II., , as appellative, lot, destiny, ap. Hdt., ], —\, allotment, a
share in their fathers' tombs, Aesch., , , =, Anth. From', , soft hair, down, Lat. lanugo, of a young
man's beard, Od., Pind.; of the thin hair on Thersites'

head, II. ; of the nap or pile on cloth, lb. ; of sheep's-

wool, Soph. Hence, Dor.-,, , hairy, shaggy, II., Pind.-, ov, (yvtov) with shaggy limbs, Eur.

-., Pass, to grow downy, of a youth's chin,

Solon, Anth. From, , =, wool, Od., es, (e?5os)=^, downy, Eur., Att. for, aor. 2 opt. of.,,() an allottedportion, Lat. sors: I.

one's special lot, portion, destiny, Theogn., Soph. :

one's appointed office, Aesch. II. a portion

obtained by lot, a lot, share, portion, Id., Xen., aor. 2 part, of-.
or-, Dor. for, fut. of.

(a), =, to behold, look upon, c. acc, Od.

;

quick of sight, h. Horn.

(b), an old Doric Verb, found only in pres. =, to wish, desire ; , -fjs, ,,,
:—subj., 2 and 3 sing. ??, At? : opt. 3 sing, :

inf. : part, .-, es, (e?Sos) popular, Lat. popularis, Plut.', , fern, of, a lioness, Hdt., Aesch., Ep. : f., Ep. :—aor. 1, Ep. : (?$) :

—

to smooth or polish,

Horn. ;' I will smooth the

way, II. 2. to rub smooth, pound in a mortar,

Lat. levigare, Hdt. ; to grind with the teeth, Xen. :

—

generally, to crush, extirpate, Hdt. 3. to smooth
away wrinkles, Plat. :—metaph. to smooth or soften

down harsh words, Hdt., fern. Adj. smoothing, polishing, Anth.', tjtos, , () a kettle or caldron of copper,

Horn., etc. II. a basin in which the purifying

water() was handed to the guests before meals,

Od. ; also a pan for washing the feet, lb. : a bath,

Aesch. III. a cymbal, Hdt. TV. a cinerary

urn, Aesch., Soph. :—generally, a casket, Soph., u>vos, , the Lat. legio, N.T., Plut.

(a), to lay, f. : aor. 1 , Ep. :—
Med., f.: aor. 1, Ep. :

—
Pass., only in 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2,, imper.,, inf., part,. (In this sense,

the Root is AEX, as in -os, -os.) To lay

asleep, lull to sleep, II. ; Aibs lb. :

—Pass, and Med. to lie asleep, to lie, Horn.

(b), to pick out, f. £ : aor. 1 : pi. :

—Med., aor. 1 : Ep. aor. 2, 3 sing.

:—Pass., f. in pass, sense : aor. 1-
: pf.

:

—to gather, pick up, Lat. lego,

colligo, Horn., Pind. ;
picking out

stones for building walls, Od. :—Med. to gather for
oneself, II. 2. Med. to choose for oneself, pick

out, Horn. :—Pass, to be chosen, II. II. to count,

tell, reckon up, Od. ; . -- I reckoned

myself among them, lb. ; * he told him
over the number, lb. :—Pass., I
was counted among these, II. 2. so in Att., .

to count among one's enemies, count as a
foe, Aesch. ; .. to count him as naught,

nullo in numero habere, Soph. 3. to recount, tell

over, Od., Aesch., etc. :—Med., )]-
; why need'st thou tell the tale thereof ? II. ;

lb.

(c), to say : f. : aor. 1

:

—Pass., f., so fut. med. in pass, sense, and :



—
aor. : pf. : 1. to say, speak,

Hdt., rag., etc. ; Xeye say on, Hdt. ; so,

&v Plat. : of oracles, to say, declare, Hdt. 2.

to say something of another, esp.,

. to speak ill of him, abuse, revile him, Id.

;

. Ar. ;—also, or . Aesch.,

etc. 3. to call by name, Soph. :

—

to call so and so,

Aesch. 4. .
or to tell one to do, Soph., Xen.,

etc. 5. . to say something, i. e. to speak to the

point ox purpose, Soph. ; ; am I right ? Id.;

opp. to , has no meaning, no authority,

Ar. ; but , also, to say what is not, to lie,

Id., Plat., etc. 6. like Lat. dicere, to mean, '; what does this mean? Ar., Plat.; ;
how mean you ? Plat. :—to explain more fully,

, get thee in—thou, / mean
Cassandra, Aesch. ;- Soph. 7.

Pass.,, like Lat. dicitur, it is said, on dit,

Hdt., Att. ; also they are said to be,

Xen. :

—

, absol., as the saying goes, Thuc,
etc. :

—

the so-called, ol .
Xen. 8. of orators, to speak (emphatically),

Soph.; . Thuc. 9.

to boast of, tell of, Xen. : to recite what is written,

Plat., etc. :—but the sense of

Lat. lego, to read, only occurs in compds.,,., , a making of booty, robbery, Xen. From-, f., (,) to drive away cattle

as booty, to make booty, Soph., Xen. 2. c. acc.

loci, to plunder, despoil, Hdt., Ion., Dor., , booty, plunder, Hdt.,
Soph., Eur., etc. :—generally, pillageable property,

Thuc, Xen. ; — ,
Thuc. :

—

, of anythingthat may be plundered
with impunity, from the effeminate character of the

Mysians, Dem. 2. plunder (as an act),

Hdt., Ion. for.
(from Root) : aor. inf.», part, :

—Med., aor. :

—

to pour, pour forth,
olvov to make a libation of wine, Horn. ; also

(without olvov) II. ; Od. II.

like, to let flow, shed, . Horn., Trag. :

—Pass., of the tears, to be shed, pour forth, Eur.,

Xen. ; of persons, to have
one's eyes running with tears, Eur. : metaph. of

sound, Pind. III. in Pass., also, to melt or pine
away, Ar., Ion. and poet, for., Ep. for, aor. of.,, , =, a meadow, Eur., Anth.,, , =, Plut. ; -

what was left of him, his remains, Hdt., , , () any moist, grassy place, a
meadow, mead, holm, La.t.pratum, Horn., Aesch., etc.,, poet. fern, of sq., Soph., a, ov,() of a meadow, Lat. pratensis,
Aesch., Theocr., () Adv. from a meadow, II. ; also

-, Theocr.

\€iTOvpyew. 467-', ov, (yeVetov) smooth-chinned, Hdt.- [], ov, () having low waves, Luc.-, ov, smoothing the warp, Anth., -, poet, for, a lion's skin, Anth.- [], , ,{) poet, for-,
lion-fighter, Theocr.-7 [], , , () poet, for -, a

wrestler with a lion, Anth., a, ov, Lat. levis, smooth, II., Plat., etc. :—of

cloths, smooth, plain, not embroidered, Thuc. 2.

smooth, level, flat, of land, Horn. ;
'

\_] levelled them with the ground, II. :—c. gen.,? smooth (i. e. free) from rocks,

Od. 3. smooth-skinned, beardless, Theocr. 4.

metaph. smooth, soft, of wind, Ar. ; of words, Aesch.,, , smoothness, Aesch., Xen., etc., poet, for, dat. pi. of.', verb. Adj. of, one must leave or

abandon, Eur., Plat., etc.

(from Root ), f. : aor. 2

:

—pf.

: plqpf . :—Med., aor. 2 :

—Pass., fut. med. in pass, sense ; also-
and : aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi.

:—pf ., plqpf., Ep.— : I. trans., 1. to leave, quit, Horn.,

etc. 2. to leave behind, leave at home, Id., etc.

;

esp. of dying men, to leave (as a legacy"), II., etc. :—
so in Med. to leave behind one, as a memorial, Hdt.,

etc. 3. to leave, forsake, abandon, desert, leave

in the lurch, II., etc. ; . to fail in paying . . ,

Dem. ; so, ., Xen. :—conversely,

the arrows failed him, Od. II. intr.

to be gone, to be wanting, cease, be missing, Lat.

deficio, Soph., Eur., etc.

B. Pass, to be left, left behind, Horn., etc. 2.

to remain, remain over and above, II., Hdt., etc. 3.

to remain alive, Od. II. c. gen. to be left

without, to be forsaken of, Soph. ;

—

but, left by the spear, i. e. not slain,

Aesch. III. to be left behind in a race, II. ;

lingering behind the sheep, Od. ;

is he had been left behind as much
as a quoit's throw, II. ; not

to be behind the herald, Thuc. 2. to come short of,

be inferior, worse, weaker or less than, Hdt.,

Att. j' you come short

of, understand not my plans, Eur. 3.

to keep alooffrom one, II. ; . or

to desert the king, Hdt. :—absol. to keep

aloof, be absent, Id. 4. to be wanting or lacking

in a. thing, Soph., etc., , , properly, like lily : metaph.,

lily skin, II. ; of the cicadae, '-
their delicate voice, lb. From, , a lily, esp. the white lily, h. Horn., ov, =, Pind.-, , , —, II.*, ov, () of or for the people, public.', f. ] : pf. : (-) : I. at Athens, to serve public offices at

one's own cost, Oratt. ; the ser-

vices performed, Dem. II. generallv, to perform
Hh 2
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public duties, to serve the people or state, rrj

Xen. ; so, . ro?s to serve in one's own person,

Dem. III. more generally, to serve a. master, c.

dat., Arist. 2. to perform religious service,

minister, . T.,, theperformance of a, Plut., ,(') at Athens, a liturgy, i. e.

a public duty, which the richer citizens discharged at

their own expense.—The ordinary liturgies{)
were the^,, and kariaais : the ex-

traordinary, such as the, were reserved for

special occasions. II. generally, any service or

ministration, help, . . III. the public service

of the gods, Arist. :

—

the service or ministry of priests,

. T. : hence our word Liturgy., ), , ministering, . .-, , (*?5, *) at Athens, one who
performed (q. v.). II. a public ser-

vant, the Roman lictor, Plut. : metaph., . ttjs xpeias4 ministering to my need, . . III. in re-

ligious sense, a minister, lb.', t)vos, 6, a tree-moss, lichen, then, a lichen-

like eruption, canker, scurvy, blight, Aesch.-, opos, , () Lick-man, name of a mouse,
Batr. : so also- [], rj, Lick-meal, Id. :- [], aKos, , Lick-platter, Id., f. | : aor. £ :—to lick up, Hdt.,

Aesch., Ar. 2. irreg. part, pf.,--
playing with their tongues, Hes., aor. inf. of ;—not of.,-,,( ) gathering remnants, Anth., , () a piece left, wreck, remnant,

relic, Eur. 2. in pi., remains, remnants, Lat.

reliquiae, of the dead, Soph., Plat. but,

. are their deeds, good name, Eur. ;,
remnants of youth, Ar.-, ,(,) a waterless district

near mount Parnes in Attica, Hdt.-, es, (doos) =?05, smooth; as pr. n. in Homer., , Ep. for.
[], , = \ekos, . : a hod, Id., , Dim., Ar., Xen.-, , , fern, -, i5os, (') a

Peasepudding-seller, Ar.', , pulse-porridge, peasepudding, Ar.', eos, , a dish, plate, pot, pan, Hippon.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be said or spoken,
Plat. II. ', one must speak, Id., -, ,( c) able to speak, Xen. II.

suitedfor speaking, Dem.', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of A. 2. aor. 2

med. of ., , ,( ) gathered, chosen, picked out,

Aesch., Soph., etc. II.( c) capable of being
spoken, to be spoken, Soph., Eur., etc.', ,( a) like, a couch, bed, Lat.

lectus, in sing, and pi., Horn. ;' to bed,

Od. II. pi. the marriage-bed, Pind., Trag. ; -,,, of illicit connexions, Eur.', Ep. redupl. aor. 2 med. inf. of., Ion. pf. of., 3 sing. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 subj. of :

—

—\€73.,-, 2 and 3 1· med. ; --, 3 sing,

imper.', pf . of :—, Ep. part. fern,, Ion. pf. pass, of.', Ep. for, pf. pass, of., -, 2 and 3 pi. Ep. redupl. aor. 1 of-
IV., Ep. for', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of

:—, inf., v. 2., Adv. part. pf. of, imperceptibly,

Plat.', pf. of.', pf. pass, of.', pf. in pass, sense of., Ep. pf. () to strive eagerly, in part.-, II.; as a mere Adj. eager, in haste, lb. :

later 3 sing, plqpf., Theocr.', pf. pass. part, of.',. according to calculation, Hdt., Eur.', pf. of.', pf. of,', pf. pass, of., 3 pi. pf. pass, of.', pf. pass, of.',', 3 sing, and pi. pf. pass, of., Ep. for, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, opt. of.', , a boat, Lat. lembus, a ship's cock-boat,

Dem. II. a fishing-boat, Theocr.', aros, , ,') that which is peeled off, peel,

husk, skin, scale, Ar.', , Lat. linteum, a cloth, napkin, N.T.', Ep. imper. aor. 1 med. of A.', $, , () a speaking, saying, speech,

Plat. 2. a way of speaking, diction, style, Id.,

etc. II. \ as the phrase goes, Anth.
', Ep. imperat. aor. 1 pass, of A.', contr. -, poet, (sub. ), -, a lion's

skin, Hdt., Ar. From, poet,, a, ov, of a lion, Theocr.-, ov,{) fed on by lions, Strab.-, ov, in chariot drawn by lions, Anth.-', ov,() lion-headed, Luc.-, ov, (*<) lion-killing, Anth.-, ov, bearing the figure of a lion, Luc.-, is, () of lion nature, Eur.-, ov, () clad in a lion's skin,

Anth.-, es, (eldos) lion-like, Plat., etc.', , a broad leather strap fastening the yoke() to the neck, and passing between the fore-legs

to the girth() , mostly in pi., II., Aesch. :

so metaph., ' to put on the

halter of necessity, Aesch., , ov, () rocky, rugged, Eur.'-, ov, (') with white coat, Theocr., , only in nom. and ace, () a bare rock,

scaur, crag, Aesch., Eur., etc.,, , a limpet, from its clinging to the rock

('), Ar. Hence, , a limpet-shaped drinking-cup, Ar., (?) Pass, to be covered with scales.



\€7$—, , , scaly, covered with scales, of the cro-

codile, Hdt. ; of scale-armour, Id. II. as Subst.,

a fish of the Nile with large scales, Id., iSos, , (') a scale, husk, . an egg-shell,

Ar. ; the cup of a filbert, Anth. 2. collectively,

the scales of fish, Hdt., Ion. -, y,() leprosy, Hdt., ados, , poet. fern, of, Theocr., ,,() scaly, scabby, rough, leprous, Ar., , , poet, for sq., Anth.', a, oj/, (*) _/?/zc, delicate, II., Anth.--, ov, thin-upon-thin , i. e.' «5'
caw Anth.-, ov, or-, , (,) of thin,

poor soil, Thuc.-, ov, [) written small or neat,

Luc.-,, ov, (-) written small or neat, Luc.-, ov,() slightly framed, slight, Aesch., f. <>, to talk subtly, to chop logic,

quibble, Ar. ; . to discuss in quibbling fashion,
Luc. :—so as Dep.', Id. From-, ov, ( c) speaking subtly, subtle,

quibbling, Ar.-, ov, offine threads, Eur., Anth.
(sub.), , a very small coin, a mite,

N.T., , , () peeled, husked, threshed out,

II. 2. _/m£, small, of dust, ashes, etc., Ib., Soph.,

Ar. 3. thin, fine, delicate, of cloth, thread, etc.,

Horn., Eur. 4. of the human figure, thin, lean,

meagre, Ar., Xen. : also slender, taper, Plat. 5. of

space, like, strait, narrow, Od. ; in

a thin line, Xen. 6. generally, small, weak, im-
potent, II. ; * Ar. ; . faint traces,

Xen. ; - small cattle, i. e. sheep

and goats, Hdt. ; . small craft, Id., etc. 7.

light, slight, of sounds, Aesch. ; . light

breezes, Eur. 8. of wine, light, Luc. II.

metaph. ^mc, subtle, refined,, Eur., etc. :

—

so Adv.,* Plat., , =-, Anth.,, , () thinness : fineness, deli-

cacy, leanness, Plat. 2. metaph. subtlety, Ar.-', f.,() to cut small, wzwcisStrab.', f. , to do fine work, of joiners and
turners, Plut. 2. metaph. —, Eur.-, is, (*) finely worked, h. Horn.

[], f .,{) ifc »za£c small orjfozi? :

thresh out, winnow, Anth. :—Pass, to be reduced,
grow lean, Arist. ; Xen.

[], , Dim. of, Theocr.-, *, () consisting of coats or layers,
like the onion, Arist.', , () shell, husk, rind.', f .' : aor. :—Pass., aor. 2 inf.-

: pf .
:— szVz> off the rind or husks, to

peel, bark, yap pa *
II. II. metaph. in Com. poets, Az'aV,

i. e. thrash.', , Lerna, in Argolis, the abode of the Hydra,
Eur.:—Adj., a, ov or os, ov, Hes., Eur.

. 469, f . *, to imitate Sappho (the Lesbian poetry),

Ar. From', a, ov, Lesbian, of Lesbos, Hdt., etc., , , a Lesbian woman, II. ; so,, Anth.', , Lesbos, an island on the W. coast of Asia

Minor, Horn., etc. :—Adv. ,/roOT Lesbos, II. :, prate, chatter, Theogn. From', ,( c) place where people assembled to

talk and hear news, a lounge, club-room, Od., etc. :

—also a council-hall, council, Aesch., Soph. II.

talk or gossip, such as went on in the, Eur. :

—

in good sense, conversation, discussion, Hdt., Soph., , gossip, Plat. From, (') to chat or converse with, App.

;

in Med. to chat, converse, cf.·.', , ov, (akin to) in sad or sorry

plight, wretched, pitiful, dismal, Od. :—Adv., so,'* to go in ill plight, II., ov, 0, (, Levi) a Levite, N.T., Ep. impf.,() to make white,

whiten, Od., Eur., etc. 2. to make bright or light,

morn brightens rip her light, Eur.-, is, () white-blossoming ; generally,

blanched, white, Pind. ; v.. Hence, to have white blossoms : generally, to be

white or made white, Hdt., Babr., ov, of or with white clay, Strab.,, poet. fern, of*, Eur. II. name
of a promontory of Epirus, Od.-, toos, , , white-shielded, II., Xen. :—in

Trag. the Argives are/*., ,() white leprosy, Hdt., etc. II. the

white poplar, Lat. populus alba, Ar., Dem.-, ov,() with white oars, Eur.-, *, (*) white, blanched, Aesch., at, daughters of Leucippus, nymphs wor-

shipped at Sparta, Eur.-, ov, riding or driving white horses, Pind.,

Soph. ; . streets thronged with white horses,

Pind.

[t], , , =*, Theocr.-, f.,() to paint in white on a

coloured ground, Arist., , the white goddess, under which name Ino

was worshipped as a sea-goddess, Od.-,, , , or, ov, white-

haired, white, Eur., Ar.-|, *, , , with white cuirass, Xen.
[t], 77, ov, made of, Anth.-, , for , literally white-violet,

but-used for I. the wall-flower, Theocr., etc. II.

a bulbous plant, the snow-flake, Anth.- [], ov, () white with surf, Eur.-, , white flax for ropes and rigging, Hdt.-, , , ~sq., Eur.-, ov, white-crested, Ar. :—as Subst.-, , a white hill, Anth., , white, as a colour, . knows black

from white, Ar. 2. a white dress, */
are dressed in white, Id.-, ov, () with white fruit, Anth.



47°-, Ion.-,, (rrapeid)fair-cheeked,Anth.-, , () a -white rock, Polyb.-, , gen. ews, white-armed, Eur.-, ,,,, white-footed, bare-footed, Eur.-, , () white-winged, of a ship,

Eur. :—generally, white, Aesch., Eur.-, , with white horses, Trag., , , (from Root ), light, bright, bril-

liant, of sun light, Horn., Soph. ; and of metallic

surfaces, II. ; also, . a glassy calm,

Od.; of water, generally, bright, limpid, Horn., Eur. 2.

metaph. clear, plain, distinct, of authors, Anth. II.

of colour, white, Horn., etc. ; . =,
Eur. 2. of the skin, white,fair, Horn., Trag. ; with

a notion of bare, Eur., cf . :—later, as a
mark of effeminacy, blanched, white, pale, Ar., Xen. :

—

(ppeves in Pind. may be pale with envy, en-

vious. 3. ., pale gold, i. e. gold alloyed

with silver (prob. the same as), opp. to xpvabs, Hdt. 4. Xevubv vvktos -
a bright day after a night of mourning, Aesch.-, , () grizzled, Eur.-, ,() white-ankled, Theocr.-, , ..-, ,{) white-growing, Ar.-, es, () white-gleaming, Eur.-, , () white-robed, Anth.-, , gen. vos, white-browed, Orac. ap. Hdt.- [t],, , , white-coated, Batr.-, , contr. -, , () of white

complexion : heterocl. acc. Eur.-,, , , white-skinned, Theocr., f . , () to make white : . to

bare the foot, Anth. :—Med., . to

whiten their shields, Xen. :—Pass, to be or become
white, Pind.-, , () white-armed, Horn., Hes., , , () a tablet covered with
gypsum to write on, a notice-board, register, Lat.

album, Oratt., , , (h.etos) smooth, level, even, Od., Aesch.,

Eur. 2. smooth, polished, Pind., , () stoning, Eur. ; . or

death by stoning, Id. ; . curses that
will end in stoning, Aesch., , , (e) a stoning, Aesch.', Ep. impf. :—to look or gaze upon,
see, behold, II., Trag. 2. absol. to look, gaze, Horn.,
Soph., etc. :

—

he that sees no more, i. e.

is dead, Soph. ; so, el" if he still sees

the light, Eur. 3. c. acc. cogn., eev
to look the look of a dragon, Aesch. ; .

to look murder, Theocr., ripos, , (e) one who stones, a stoner, Eur.

:

—in Orac. ap. Hdt., is prob. one deserving to

be stoned. II. as Adj., death by
stoning, Aesch., f . e : aor. eea : (\aas) :

— to stone,

Thuc, Eur. :—Pass., Soph,, , , () in bed, nestlings,

Aesch.-, , (, ) grown with grass fit to

\evK07rapeiog—.
make a bed, i. e. grassy, meadowy, II., h. Horn. :—the

masc., , of the river Asopus, from its

grassy banks, II., Orac. ap. Hdt.-, es, (*&) bed-ridden, Eur., eos, ,( A) a couch, bed, Horn., etc. 2.

a kind of state-bed or bier, II., etc. 3. a marriage-
bed, and generally marriage, Od., Trag. ; so in pi.

. Soph. ;* to make a
great marriage, Eur., etc. :—also for the concrete, ,

thy spouse, Id. 4, a bird's nest, Aesch., Soph.
Hence'-, Adv. to bed, Horn.', a, ov, slanting, slantwise, crosswise, Lat.

obliquus, Soph., Eur. :—metaph., yap .
all the business in hand is cross, Soph. From', Adv. crosswise, Lat. oblique., 0os, contr. oxjs, , () a woman in child-

bed, or one who has just given birth, Lat. puerpera,
Eur. Hence, ov, of or belonging to child-bed, .
presents made at the birth, Anth.-, , () the temple of the daughters of
Leos, Thuc., ovtos, , Ep. dat. pi. \(, Lat. leo, a lion,

Horn. ; of Artemis, Zeis e * Zeus
made thee a lion toward women, because she was sup-

posed to cause their sudden death, II. ; ,
iv '/c$ Ar. 2 =€, a lion's skin, Luc.-, , (Adv., *) one who will do any-
thing, i. e. audacious, villainous, a knave, Aesch.

;

Xen., , , Att. for.', Ion. Adv. =, entirely, wholly, . nothing

at all, Archil. ; cf.^.-', ov, one of their own people, a fellow-
citizen, Hdt.-, ov, Att. for., 3 sing, of ., Dor. [] : f. :

—

to stay, abate, like, II. :—c. gen.,;^ipas^ to stay hands

from murder, Od. II. intr. to leave off, cease,

come to an end, II., Hdt., Att. : c. gen. to stop or

ceasefrom a thing,,, etc., 11., Att. : c. part.

to cease doing, II., etc., Ion. for.
[], , Dim. of5, Ar.", , a shrub, the mastich, on which the gum

is found, Cistus Creticus.~, Dor., cos, , a light summer dress,

Alcman., Att. contr. for.
or, , ov, () of or from Lethe,

Lethean, Anth., Causal of, v. ., , , drowsy, Anth. From-, ov, () forgetful: c. gen. forgetful of,

Anth. II. as Subst. lethargy, Arist., , , () causingforgetfulness, Luc., 0vos, , poet, for, Anth., Dor., ,() a forgetting, forgetful-
ness, Lat. oblivio, II., Att. ; .,
Plat. ; els € Aeschin., etc. II.
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after Horn., a place of oblivion in

Simon., etc., Dor., ,() =, Theocr.,, collat. forms of,., poet. fern, of8, taken prisoner, captive, II.-, , , () crop-consuming, crop-

destroying: fern., Od., , ov, () taken as booty, captive, Anth., Att.' : Att. impf.4 : f., Ep.- : aor. 14, Att. 3 sing-

.4}, Ep. : pf . in pass, sense :

Dep. : () :

—

to seize as booty, to carry off as prey,

Horn., Hdt. :—generally, to get by force, to gain,
get, Hes. 2. to plunder, despoil, esp. by raids or

forays, Thuc, Xen. 3. absol. to plunder,
Hdt. II. pf . in pass, sense, to be carried

off, taken as booty, Eur., , Ion. for Aeta.-, ov, () dwelling in the country, Anth., Dor., , a crop, Lat. seges, ' oVe

II.; so Hes., Hdt. 2. a
corn-field, field, Theocr., Babr., Dor., , , Ep. for, booty, spoil,

Horn., etc. ; mostly of cattle, II. ; and without notion

of plunder, cattle, stock, Hes., Theocr., r)pos, 0, Ep. form of, a robber, esp.

a pirate, rover, Od., , 6, = Att., h. Horn., Hdt., , 6v, to be carried off as booty, to be -won by

force, II. ; also (with the vowel shortd.) lb., vos, , plundering, Ion. form in Hdt., opos, , —, Od. II. as Adj.

plundering, Anth., iSos, , () she who makes or dispenses
booty, II.,, (,) Achaean name for the town-hall
or council-room, = Athen., Hdt., Plut., Dor., to sound, Theocr.,( n) to adorn rhetorically, amplify,
Strab.

[],, Dim. of, a small oil-flask, Ar., , an oil-flask, oil-bottle, Od., Ar. : a casket

for unguents, Ar. II. in pi. tropes, tragic phrases,
Lat. ampullae, Cicero. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , (*%) making oil-flasks, Plut., aTos, ,( ) will, desire, resolve, purpose,
mind, Aesch., Eur. II. temper of mind, spirit,

whether, 1. good, courage, resolution, Hdt., Pind.,

Att. ; or, 2. bad, insolence, arrogance, audacity,
Soph.,, () only in pres. to be high-spirited,
resolute, Ar., only in pres., to be blear-eyed or purblind,

to have one's eyes running pump-
kins, Ar. : metaph., , Id. From', , a humour that gathers in the corner of the
eye, gum, rheum :—metaph., Pericles called Aegina

. the eyesore of Peiraeeus, Arist., Plut.;
old prejudices that dim the eyes, Ar., aTos,, (el--, pf . pass, of) any-

thing received, income, Aesch. ; . receipt

and expense, Plat. : generally,g-am, profit, Lat. lucrum,

Soph., etc. ; unable to resist

any temptation of gain, Dem. ; often in pi., Id., , ov, Lemnian, v.., , () a woollen fillet or riband, Lat.

taenia, Plut., etc., Adv. from Lemnos, Pind. From, , Lemnos, an island in the Aegaean sea,

sacred to Hephaestus, Horn., etc. :—from the volcanic

nature of the island, the - became proverbial,

Soph,, inf. of ., at, (Atjvo's) Bacchanals, Theocr., , , of or belonging to the, Anth., a, ov,() belonging to the wine-press : 1.

epith. of Bacchus as god of the wine-press, Diod. 2.

(sc. ), , the Lenaea, an Athenian festival

held in the month in honour of Bacchus, at

which there were contests of the Comic Poets, Ar. 3., , the Lenaeum, or place at Athens where
the Lenaea were held, Id., Plat., , , —, Ar., a>vos, , Ion. name of the seventh Att. month, in which the Lenaea were held (v.),
the latter part of Jan. and former of Feb., Hes.', Dor., , , like Lat. lacus, alveus, a
tub or trough ; esp., 1. a wine-vat, Theocr. 2.

a trough for watering cattle, h. Horn.~, cos, , Lat. lana, wool, Aesch., aor. 1 opt. of *., , , belonging to the

:

— .-€? the register of each Athenian deme,
Dem. From-, , the officer at Athens who entered young
citizens on the list of their deme when they came of age.

(a), ecos, , (, f. of '/) a portion
assigned by lot, an allotment, Plat. ; cf .. II.

as law-term, . or . alone, a written complaint
lodged with the Archon, as the first step to a law-
suit, Id., Aeschin.

(), ecus, , () cessation, Aesch.€, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be taken or

accepted, Plat. II. neut., one must take

hold, Ar. : one must tmdertake, Xen. ; one must take

or choose, Id. 2. one must take, receive, Id., , ,() disposed to accept, Arist., , , verb. Adj. of, to be apprehended,
Plat., Anth., f., () to be foolish or silly, speak or

act foolishly, Lat, nugari, Soph., Ar. Hence,, , silly talk, nonsense, Plat.~, , silly talk, nonsense, trumpery, Ar. :—of

persons, nonsense, a trifler, Plat. ; €,
of sophists, Ar. ; as an exclamation,, nonsense !

humbug! Id., , a poor trinket, Anth.-, es, (eTSos) frivolous, silly, Plat., Arist., 2 sing, of .
-eiv, fut. inf. of.--, ov, {,) taking men tin-

awares, a thief, h. Horn,-, , =, forgetfulness, Hes., Soph,--, , , () a captain of robbers, Plut.
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ing, Lat. latrocinium, Thuc, Xen. From, f. , () to be a robber : to carry

on a piratical war, to practise piracy , Lat. latrocinari,

Dem. 2. c. acc. to spoil, plunder, Thuc., , a band of robbers, Xen., Aeschin. :

—

a

retreat or nest of robbers, Strab-. II. robbery, in

pi., Luc. From, ov, b, Ion., Dor. : () :—a robber, plunderer, Soph., Eur., Xen. ; esp. by
sea, a pirate, rover^ buccaneer, Hdt., Thuc, etc-., ), , inclined to rob, piratical, buccaneer-

ing, Thuc, Dem. :

—

piracy, Thuc ; also

a band of robbers, Id. 2. Adv.-, in the manner
of pirates ; Comp.~€, Id., , only in nom. and acc,=Aii077, Eur. ;^ =, to forget, Soph.-, ov, () slaying robbers, Anth., i\, , =, piratical, Thuc, etc.,, , pecul. fern, of foreg., vavs A. a pirate-

vessel, Dem., etc,,, fut. act. and med. of.-, Dor. -, 4s, ('') born of Leto,

epith. of Apollo and Artemis, Eur. : pecul. fern.-', Aesch.

[], Dor., ov, , son of Leto, i. e.

Apollo, h. Horn., Hes., Dor., , gen. 60s, contr. ovs, voc.,
Leto, Lat. Latona, mother of Apollo and Artemis,

Horn. Hence, a, ov, of or born from Leto, Soph. ; Dor., Anth. : fern, also,, Id., aor. 1 pass. part, of., ews, , () a taking hold, seizing,

catching, seizure, Thuc. 2. an accepting, receiv-

ing, Plat. ; in pi. receipts, Id.,, f. of.
-, insep. Prefix with intens. force, appearing in,--,--., aor. 1 4, . : 3 sing-

plqpf . :—. Dep. =, to bend, in-

cline : I. mostly of persons, to go aside, with-
draw, recoil, shrink back, II. ; oevpo hither

has thou retired, lb. ; . , of a vision,

slipped away by the key-hole, Od. ;

I came away to thee, Eur. 2. to sink, fall,, yairj II. II. of

things,^ retired, drew back, lb. ;^ (for) the dying bird's wings dropped,
lb. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], Ion. and ., (At-) very, exceedingly,
Horn. ; ovoi . not so very much, Od. ; with

a Verb, very much, overmuch, exceedingly, Horn.;
strengthd. , as, aye truly, verily, Id.; -
reveiv to believe implicitly, Hdt. ;

verily, truly, Aesch. ; his too great
love, Id., , , like, warm, Horn. ; ovpos A. a
warm soft wind, Od. ; A. balmy sleep, II., . for 4, aor. 1 of : 3 pi., for., , Dim. of, a small stream, Strab.

, f. , ()=€, to let fall in drops :
—

Med. to run out in drops, trickle, Anth.

[], , the frankincense-tree, producing-, Hdt., etc. II. —, in which sense
it is fern., Eur., etc. (A foreign word.)-, ov, contr. -, ovv, frankincense-
coloured, Strab., to fumigate with frankincense, Strab., ov, , frankincense, the gum of the tree, Hdt., Ar., etc. II. a censer, Lat.

thuribulum, N.T.-,, (<4) bearingfrankincense, Hdt.,, , (), anything that drops or trickles,

a spring, stream, Soph., Eur. : standing water, Babr.

:

—in pi. streams, pools, Aesch., Eur., , the Lat. libertinus, a freedman, N.T., gen. of^
[], , = : . a drop or fleck of

blood, Aesch. : pi. tears, Id., , , (*) dripping, wet, Anth., , Libya, the north part of Africa west of

Egypt, Od., Hdt. ; in later writers also for the whole
Continent :—Adv., Dor. -, from Libya,

Theocr. :—Adj.,, , , Hdt., etc., , the Liburnians, a people on the Adriatic

below Istria, Strab. :—Adj., , , Libur-

nian ; (sc.), , a light vessel like a
galley or felucca, such as was used by the,
Plut. ; also (sc. vavs), iSos, , Id.

[], , , a Libyan, Hdt., etc. ; and as Adj.=, Eur. ; fem., Pind. ; also-, ), , Aesch.-, , a Liby-Phoenician, i. e. Carthaginian,
Polyb." [], Adv. of, in loud clear tone, Horn., only in pres. and impf. : ():—poet. Verb, to

cry aloud, of heralds, II. ; of mourners, Aesch. ; also,

cvpiyyi A. to produce clear sounds on the pipe, to play
on it) Anth.; cacccogn.,^AosA.Bion, Mosch. II.

trans, to sing of, Anth.,^ in Ep. aor. 1,| the bow twanged, II., Adv. just scraping, grazing, Lat. strictim,

Od. (Deriv. uncertain?), poet, for -€, gen. pi. fem. of Aryvs.', Adv. of >.', , , thick smoke mixed with flame, a
murky flame, Aesch., Soph., Ar. ;·^
in Soph, is the smoky flame hanging round Hercules., ov, , (-) a name borne by Mimner-
mus, Solon.-, es, () clear-sounding, Anth.-,, ov, () clear-singing, h. Horn,-, ov, clear-speaking, Anth.-, ovtos, () shrill-blowing, whistling,

Od.-, ov, (-fi) = foreg., h. Horn.-', ov,() chirping with the wings,
of the cicada, Anth., , , clear, whistling, of winds, II. ; of a

whip, lb. ; Atyupa& griefs which vent themselves

in shrill waitings, Eur. :—also clear-voiced, sweet-

toned, Horn., etc :—neut. pi. as Adv.,-.
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Theogn. ; Kiyvpws Theocr. II. pliant, flexible,

of dogs' tails, Xen. From', '^, Dor. Xiyia, Xiyv, clear, "whistling,

of winds, Horn. : of a clear, sweet sound, clear-toned,

Id.; of the nighting-ale, Aesch. II. Adv. shrilly,

Horn.; clearly, II.:—neut. as Adv., Kiyv
Hes., Aesch.

[?], vos, , , a Ligurian, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :

—

Adj., , , Ligurian, Strab.-, ov, (<peoyyr)) clear-voiced, of heralds,

Horn. ; of the nightingale, Ar.-, ov, () clear-voiced, loud-voiced,

screaming, II. ; also of sweet sounds, Hes., Theocr., Ion. and Ep. for.
', allipt. for, v. ., Ep. for, dat. pi. of., () to fling stones, Strab. II. trans.

to stone a man, . T.
[t], , b, , () stony, Od. II. as

fern. Subst., ^, a grave-stone, Anth. ; of the

pumice-stone, Id., ados, , Ep. dat. pi., =, Od. :—
collectively in sing, a shower of stones, Aesch., v.., , () a sort of fine stone or marble for
building, Strab. II. a precious stone, Id.

[t], a, ov, =, of stone, Horn.-, ,( ) built of stones, Anth.
or, only in pres., to sufferfrom stone, Plat., , Dim. of, a pebble, Plat.

[], , ov, and , ov, () of stone, Hdt.,
Plat., etc. ; . stony death, caused by seeing the

Gorgon's head, Pind. ; , of a statue, Hdt.-, ov, stone-throwing,pelting, Anth. II.

set with stones, Id., to pelt with stones, stone, . T. From-, ov,() throwing stones, pelting with
stones:, ol, stone-throwers, Thuc, etc. 2., , an engine for hurling stones, Polyb.,

etc. II. proparox., ov, pass, struck
with stones, stoned, Eur.- [i)], , ^) a sculptor, Luc.-, is, petrifying with a glance, Anth.-, ov, stone-built, Anth.-, , () building with stones, a mason,
Xen.-€, , (*py) turning to stone, Anth.-, ov,() set with precious stones,

Theophr., Plut. :—. a bit set with stones (to

make it sharper), Soph. II. rb . inlaid work,
mosaic, Strab.-, , () a stone-cutter, Dem.-, ,() death by stoning, Anth.--, ov, () stoned with stones : .
death by stoning, Soph.,, , a stone-building, Xen. From-, ,( ) one who builds with stones
picked out to fit their places, not cut square; then,
generally =, a mason, Thuc, etc.-, , () a stone or marble-mason, Anth., Luc.-, ,() turning to stone, Luc.
-pivos, ov, with stony skin, h. Horn.
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[], », , a stone, Horn., etc. : a precious

stone, Hdt. : marble, Id. :—proverb.,

to boil a stone, i.e. 'to lose one's labour,' Ar. ;

—

of stupidity, blocks, stones, Id. 2.

stone as a substance, opp. to wood, flesh, etc., II.,

etc. II. also fern., Horn., Theocr. ;—but the

fern, was mostly used of some special stone, as the

magnet, Eur., Plat. ; of a touchstone, Plat. ; -
. a piece of crystal used for a burning glass,

Ar. III. at Athens, (masc.) was a name
for various blocks of stone used for rostra or tribunes,

as, 1. the Bema of the Pnyx, Ar. 2. another

in the ay used by the, Plut. 3. an altar

in the Dem. IV. apiece on a draughtboard,
Theocr.-, , a chasm made by tearing out
stones, Soph.-, ov, paved with stones, Soph. :

—

-, , a tesselated pavement, . T., Ion. -, , a place where stone is cut, a
quarry; mostly in pi., quarries, Hdt., Thuc, etc. From-, , () a stone-cutter, Xen., to turn into stone, petrify, Anth. From-, d, (*€) a worker in stone, stone-mason,
Ar., Thuc II. as Adj., opy a stone-

mason's tools, Thuc€, f., to carry stones, Thuc. From-, ov, () carrying stones :—as Subst., =, Polyb.-, es, () like stone, stony, Hdt., Xen., a, ov, presiding over winnowing, Anth.,, f. ] : aor. : () :
—to part

the grain from the chaff, to winnow, II., Xen. :

—

metaph. to scatter like chaff, . T. Hence,, , a winnower of corn, II.; and, , a winnowing, Anth., ov, , =., , a winnowing-fan, i. e. a broad basket,

in which the corn was placed after threshing, and then

thrown against the wind :—it was sacred to Bacchus,

cf. Virgil's mystica va?inus Iacchi, Soph., Anth. II.

the infant Bacchus was carried in it : hence a cradle,

h. Horn., etc-, ov, () carrying the sacred in

procession, Dem., Adv. crosswise, sideways, Horn. ; cf.., (:-) Dep., only in pres. and impf., to long

or desire earnestly, II. ; metaph. of a lance,

Xpobs longing to taste flesh, lb. ;

longingfor him to be her husband, Od. :

—also c gen. to long for, II.,

etc. :—also, to struggle to the light

of day, Od., aor. , () to sufferfrom hunger,

Hdt.€ [], , , voc., god of the harbour,

Anth. : fern,,, Id.- [t], , , () tarrying in the har-

bour, Anth.-, ov, watching the harbotir, Anth.', , , a harbour, haven, creek, whereas

is properly the inner part of the harbour, the
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—

landing-place, Horn., etc. ; in pi., Od., Soph., etc.;

—also c. gen. objecti, havens of
refugefrom the sea, Od. II. metaph. a haven,
retreat, refuge, Theogn. ; . a haven of
friendship, Soph. ; . Eur.

;

c. gen. objecti, . a harbour of refuge from
the storm, Id. 2. a place of resort, receptacle,

. Aesch. ; . Soph. ; in . .
420, the sense seems to be—how will Cithaeron not be

filed with thy cries( ) ? how
will it not reecho them ?€€, 3 sing. aor. opt. of.,,,() hungry,causitig hunger, Theocr.,
Anth., ,, (-fjv) furnished with a good harbour,
Thuc., , ov, () of or from the marsh or mere,

. both land-fowl and water-
fowl, Hdt., Ar.,, , poet. fern, of, Theocr., Babr., , () a pool of standing water left by the

sea or a river, II. : then, a marshy lake, mere, Lat.

palus, lb., Hdt., Att. :—also, a large pool or basin

(artificial), Hdt. 2. in Horn, and other Poets, the

sea. II., at, a quarter of Athens (once

prob. marshy), near the Acropolis, in which stood the

Lenaeum, Ar., Thuc, etc., , Laker, name of a frog, Batr., , , fern,- Dor. -,, living in
marshes, Theocr. II. epith. of Artemis, dat.

shortd. for, Anth.-, , (*) one who works in, a
fisherman, Plut.-, ,() marsh-born, Anth.-, , Grace of the marsh, or-, Love-
marsh, name of a frog, Batr.-, ,() like a marsh, marshy : -

the marshy ground at the mouth of

the Strymon, Thuc.-, , , , () dying of hunger,
Aesch.-,() to kill by hunger, starve, Plat.

Hence, Ion. -, , a killing by hunger or by ab-
stinencefrom food, Plat.', ov, , and , hunger, famine, Horn., etc. :

—
proverb., , referring to the siege

of Melos, Ar. :—metaph., of the mind, Eur.-, , () causing hunger, Anth.-, , () a cutaneous disease, scurvy,
Polyb., Att. -, () to be famished, hungry,
Strab., Anth.€ [t], a, ov, contr., , : () :

—

of
flax, flaxen, linen, Lat. lineus, Hdt., Plat., etc.-, ov, =sq., Aesch.^-, ov, () bound with flaxen cords, Eur.

;

tied by the foot, Ar.-, , , [) one who uses nets, Anth.-,, , , Att.-, wearing a linen
cuirass, II., Xen.-, ov, spinning flax, Anth.

-.-, ov, () flax-woven, Eur.

[t], , anything made offlax : 1. a cord,

fishing-line, II. : the thread spun from a distaff, Eur.,

etc. ; and in pi., Id. :—metaph. the thread of destiny

spun by the Fates, Horn., Theocr. :—proverb.,, i.e. to join like with like, to deal with

matters of like kind, Plat. 2. a fishing-net, II. :—

·

a hunting-net, Theocr. 3. linen, linen-cloth,

Horn.: sail-cloth, At. 4. flax for spinning, Id. II.

the plant that produces flax, Lat. linum, Hdt., etc.

;

lint-seed, Thuc. III. on ,
v. II.-, ov, with linen robe, Anth.-, ov, sail-wafting, Eur., Dep.() to watch nets, see whether
anything is caught, Ar.-, ov,() sail-winged, of ships, Aesch.-, , , (, f. of) one who watches
nets to see whether anything is caught, Arist.

[], , , Linos, a mythical minstrel, son of

Apollo and Urania (Calliope), teacher of Orpheus,
Theocr., etc. II. as appellat., the song or lay of
Linos, sung by a boy to the cithara while the vintagers

are at work, sang the lovely lay

of Linos in accompaniment, II. :—cf. which
is a mournful song.-,, , a laying of nets : the nets laid,

Anth.-, , (*) a weaver, Strab., ,, contr. for.-, ov, () linen-wasti?ig, Aesch.€, v.., [], () Adv. unctuously, richly,: or-^' to anoint or cause to be anointed

richly with oil, II. ; so, or '
lb. ; only once without, \'
Od. In all these places, the final vowel is uncertain ; but
we have ,- in Thuc, etc., aor. , () to oil, anoint : Med.
to anoint oneself, Anth. 2. of rivers, to make fat,
enrich, Eur.-€, (, ) to be in want of men,
Strab. ; and-, , want of men, Id.

[], , the largest of the Aeolian islands, Thuc,
etc. :—Adj., a, ov, of Lipara, at. the

group of these islands, Polyb.-,, , , with bright tiara, Pind., f., to persist, persevere, hold out, Hdt.
;

so in part.,· to continue to hold out,

Id. ; also, reversely, persist in hold-

ing your ground, Id. ; so, c. dat., . - to keep

on drinking, Id. II. of persistent entreaty, 1.

absol. to persist in intreating, to be importunate, Id.,

Aesch., etc. 2. c. acc. et inf. to importune one
to do a thing, Aesch., Soph. 3. c. acc,

entreat earnestly for him, Dem. From, , persisting or persevering in a thing,

earnest, indefatigable, Plat. 2. of things, Ar.,

Luc. II. earnest in begging or praying, im-
portunate, . a hand instant in prayer, Soph. :

—

importxinity , Luc; .=,
Soph. III. Adv.-, earnestly, importunately

,
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Plat. (Deriv. uncertain : the first syll. seems to be

from -, .)€, verb. Adj. of4, one must be impor-
tunate, Xen., Ion. -, , importunity, persistence, Hdt.-, ov, () bright-girdled, Eur.-, ov, bright-throned, Aesch.-, ov, with bright head-band, II.-, ov, with glossy locks, II., , , () oily, shiny with oil, ace to

the custom of oiling- the skin in the palaestra, Od.,

Ar., etc. 2. oily, greasy, Ar. II. of the skin,

shining, sleek, Lat. nitidus, ^ bright,

smooth feet, without a \vrinkle, II. ; 4y4-

vovto Hdt. ; . Ar., etc. III. of condition, rich,

comfortable, easy, Lat. nitidus, lautus, Od., Pind.

;

so, Od. IV. of things, bright,

brilliant, costly, splendid, Horn. V. of soil, fat,

rich, fruitful, Lat. pinguis, h. Horn., Theogn. ; -
', a favourite epith. with the Athenians, prob.

with allusion to the Attic olive, Pind., Ar.-, ov, () with shining skin, Theocr.-,, , , =foreg., Theocr.-, 4s,() deserted by light, blind, Anth., (,) to be fat and sleek, Ep. part.

Anth., Ep. for eAnre, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€, aor. 2 inf. of.€, 4s, gen. 4os, also , desolate, forlorn,

homeless, outcast, Archil. :—so, , , fern.-,, Anth., etc. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov, having abandoned her marriage ties,

of Helen, Eur.-, ov, (yv?ov) wanting a limb, maimed,
Anth., Dor. for—, aor. 2 part. fern, of '.- , (, an action

against a witness for non-appearance, Dem.-, opos, 6, , () motherless, Anth.-, , , deserting the fleet, Aesch.-, , , leaving the sailors, Theocr.-, , =, Dem.--,, , , causing toforget one's country,

of the lotos, Anth.- [], opos, , , () deserter of one's

father, Eur.

Xiiro-irvoos, ov, contr.-,,() left by breath,

breathless, dead, Anth.

[],, fat, ' gorged with

fat and blood, Soph.-, 4s, () wanting flesh, Anth.-, ov, fallingfrom the wreath, Anth.-, , desertion of the army, refusal to

serve, Hdt., Thuc.-, , = foreg., Thuc.-, , a leaving one's post, desertion, Dem.-,, an indictment/or desertion, Plat.,

Dem.-, 4s, () having lost one's hair, Anth.-^, f.,() to leave life, swoon, Thuc,
Xen. II. to lack spirit, fail in courage, Hdt., Ep. part, of.

—. 475, Dep., with pf. pass.4, to be eager,

Aesch. :—c. gen. to be eager for, longfor, Id., aor. 2 part, of.
or [t], 0, Ep. for 4, a lion, only in nom. and

ace, II., Hes., Theocr., , Ep. form for, smooth, Od. II. as

masc. Subst., only in dat. and acc., smooth
cloth, linen cloth : others take to be acc. pi.

neut. linen cloths :—in Anth., we have [t]-, embroidered stuffs., aor. 1 imper. of

:

—, 2 sing. subj., , ov, (, ) smooth, polished, Ar. II.

as Subst., ai, dice cut in two by friends (4),
each of whom kept half as tallies(), Plat.,, pecul. fern, of, smooth, bare, Eur.,

Theocr. II. as Subst. a bare, smooth cliff, Plut., 3 sing. Ion. impf.4 : aor. 1 4-, Ep. eAA-,imper. [t],2 sing. subj.Ai(r?7; aor.

2 inf.4, opt. :

—

to beg, pray, entreat,

beseech, either absol. or c. acc. pers., Horn.; that

by which one prays, in gen., . ^ II. ; .
Od. :—an inf. is often added,4 ' 4yaryt-4€ I do not pray thee to remain, II. 2.

c. acc. rei, to beg or pray for, of 4
lb. : c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei, \ 4 4

this / beg of you no more, Od., , , (, ) smooth, els4 a smooth rock running sheer into the sea, Od.

;

'4€4 lb.

05> , ,() to be moved byprayer, ap. Plat., to dig round a plant, Od. From,, a tool for levelling or smoothing, a spade,

a kind of shovel, Od., Mosch. (Deriv. uncertain.), v. , , ., () rare form for, Eur., f. : in the augm. tenses is doubled
metri grat.,, : () :

—to

pray, entreat, esp. for protection, either absol. or c. acc.

pers., Horn. ; that by which one prays in gemt.,yovv
Od. ; also, yovv

(Ep. for -), II. ; c. inf., Ib.&, ,, () praying, suppliant,4 Aesch. :

—as Subst.,,, =, to

be engaged in prayer, Id., f . Att. , to slip away, Ar.- [t], ov, (~) running quick., aor. 2 inf. of., ,() a prayer, entreaty, mostly in pi., Od.,

Hdt., Trag. II., Prayers of sorrow and
repentance, personified in 11. 9. 502 sq., v. $, , II.-, ov, (6s) living plainly or sparingly,

Strab., aor. 2 opt. of.
[], =, h. Horn., Anth., , , (. , ) smooth, plain : of style, simple,

tmadorned, Arist. : of persons, simple, frugal, Polyb. :

Adv., Anth. 2. paltry, petty, Id., , ,() suppliant, supplicatory, Pind.,, , () plainness, simplicity, Plut., , a silver coin of Sicily, Lat. libra :—as a

weight, 12 ounces, a pound, Anth. :—metaph.,
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having lived a pound of years, i. e. 72 (for

a pound of gold was coined into 72 pieces), Id., a, ov, weighing or worth , Anth., , older form for, Hdt., Plat., Dor.-, 6, Lityerses, a son of Midas :

a reaper's song named after him, Theocr., , the Roman lituus, Plut., , () licking: . (sc.*) the

fore-finger, from its use in licking up, Luc., () =, Hes. II. trans, to lick,

Ion. 3 sing. impf. Mosch., f., () to lick with the tongue, of

snakes, Eur. :—Med.,
played like serpents round the head, Ar., , daintiness, greediness, Xen., Plat. From,() to lick, Luc. II. to lick up :

—
metaph. to desire greedily, covet, Plut.-, ov,(-) nice in eating, dainty,

Anth., , ov, also os, ov, () dainty, lickerish,

greedy, Xen., Plat. 2. metaph. curious, Eur., , gen., the SW. wind, Lat. Africus, Hdt.,

Theocr. (From, because it brought wet.), , () only in gen. and acc.( or

being used as nom.), a stream, Aesch. : a draught, Id.-, , () desire of making water, natural
needs, Aesch.
', Ep. for , i. e., imper. of : also Ep. 3
sing. impf., , , () the lobe of the ear, II. 2. the

lobe of the liver, Aesch., Eur. : generally, the liver,

Aesch.

[], Adv.() by picking out, of stones for

building, Thuc. ; of soldiers, Plut.

[], , Dim. of, . wretched
petty speeches, Dem.,, and ,( ) gathered, picked, chosen,

of picked men, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. . unhezvn
stones, taken just as they were picked, cf .., , () properly a speaking-place ; in the

Att. theatre, the part of the stage occupied by the

speakers, Lat. pulpitum, Plut., etc., ,( ) a collection for the poor, . T., , Dim. of : a little fable or story, Ar., Dep. : f. Att.- : aor. 1 :

pf.

:

—aor. 1 and sometimes pf

.

in pass, sense : () :

—

to count, reckon,

calculate, complete, Hdt. ; . to calculate

off hand, Ar. :—c. acc. rei, . to calculate

the interest, Id. ; , -
to spend 3 minae and set down 12, Id. 2. c.

acc. et inf. to reckon or calculate that, Hdt.,

Dem. 3. . to set down to one's account,
charge to one, Lat. imputare, Dem., N.T. 4. .

. . to deduct from . . , Dem. II. without re-

ference to numbers, to take into account, calculate,

consider, Hdt., Att. ; . toform calculations

about . . , Hdt., Xen. 2. c. acc. et inf. to count,

deem, consider that . . , Hdt., Att. ; with the inf.

omitted, to reckon or account so and so, '
Eur. ; ,- .

to count both days as one, Xen. 3. c. inf. fut. to

— \6yog.

count or reckon upon doing, to calculate or expect

that . . , Hdt., Xen. ;—c. acc. only, to count upon,
Soph. 4. to conclude by reasoning, infer that a
thing is, Plat., Xen. III. the aor. 1 and
sometimes pf. are used in pass, sense, to be

counted or calculated, Xen., r), , () cf or for speaking or speech,

Plut. II. of or belonging to the reason, Arist. :

logical, Id. :

—

(sub.) logic, Cic., tj, ov, and , ov, () worth mention,
notable, remarkable, famous, Hdt., , () an announcement, oracle, Hdt. ;

in pi. oracles, Id., Eur., etc., a, ov, () versed in tales or stories(
iv) : as Subst. a chronicler, annalist, Hdt. 2. gene-

rally learned, erudite, Arist., etc. II. skilled in
words, eloquent, Eur., Plut., ,() a counting, reckoning, calcu-

lation, computation, Thuc, Plat. :—in pi. arithmetic,

Xen., Plat. 2. an account, bill, Dem. II.

without reference to number, calculation, consider-

ation, reasoning, Thuc, Dem. 2. an argument,
conchision,Xen. III. reasoning poxver, reason, Id., verb. Adj. of, one must calculate

or subtract, Dem.,, theplace at Athens where the

met, Oratt. From, , ,() a calculator, teacher of
arithmetic, Plat. 2. a calculator, reasoner, Ar.,

Dem. II. in pi. auditors, at Athens, ten members
of the, to whom magistrates going out of office

submitted their accounts, Dem., etc Hence, , , skilled or practised in calculating,

Xen., Plat. :

—

(sc. ), arithmetic,

Plat. II. endued with reason, rational, Arist. :

—

. the reasoningfaculty, Plat. 2. using one's

reason, reasonable, Xen., f., to write speeches, Plut.&, , a writing of speeches, and, generally,

of prose, Plat. ; and, , , of or for writing speeches or

prose, Plat. From- [], ,() a prose-writer :—the early

Greek chroniclers are so called by Thuc. II. like

1 1, speech-writer, one who lived by writing
speeches for others to deliver, Plat., etc.-, , , () a prater, Anth., f., to war about words, . T. ; and, , a war about words, . T. From-, ov,() warring about words., f., to invent stories, to write, compose,

Plat. 2. to fabricate tales, of newsmongers, Thuc,
Dem., etc. II. to write speeches (v. n),

Plat. Hence, , tale-telling, news-mongering, Theophr., , , of or like : -
^^, =, Plat.-, , () a prose-writer, esp. an his-

torian, chronicler, Plat., etc. 2. a writer offables,
Hdt., Plut. II.= , Plat. 2. a
tale-teller, newsmonger, Dem., ,( c), (a) the word or that by which
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the inward thought is expressed, Lat. oratio; and, (b)

the inward thought itself, Lat. ratio.

A. Lat. vox, oratio, that which is said or

spoken : I. a word, pi. words, i. e. language,
talk, Horn., etc. ; , Lat. dicis causa,

merely for talking's sake, Plat. ; in word, in

pretence, opp. to (in deed, in reality), Hdt.,

Att. II. a word, saying, statement, Thuc. : an
oracle, Pind., Plat. :

—

a saying, maxim, proverb, Pind.,

Aesch. 2. an assertion, promise, Soph. 3. a
resolution, . by common consent, Hdt. 4.

a condition, Id. 5. a command,
Aesch. III. speech, discourse, conversation, els,, Hdt., Att. ;, beyond expression, Hdt., Thuc;

worth mention, Hdt. 2. right of
speech, power to speak, Thuc. ;

Xen. 3. talk about one, report, repute, Lat. fama,, Hdt., Att. ; , ,,, c. acc. et inf., so the story goes, Lat. fama
fert, Hdt., Att. 4. speech, language, Plat. IV.
a saying, tale, story, opp. on the one hand to mere fable

(), on the other, to regular history (), Hdt.,

Thuc, etc : then, a fictitious story, fable, like those

of Aesop, Hdt., Plat. 2. a narrative, and in pi.

histories, history, Hdt. : in sing, one part of such a
work, Id. V. generally, prose-writing, prose, Xen.,

etc. VI. a speech, oration, Oratt. VII. like, the thing spoken of, the subject or matter of
the, Hdt., Att. VIII. that which is stated,

a proposition, position, principle, Plat. : also=,
a definition, Id.

B. Lat. ratio, thought, reason,

admits not of reason, Soph. ; . Plat. ;, = , Dem. :— agreeably to

reason, Plat. ; Id. 2. an opinion, ex-

pectation, Hdt. 3. a reason, ground, plea, Soph.,

etc; ; on what ground? Aesch.;
. Soph., etc 4. , c. acc et

inf., it stands to reason that . . , Lat. ratio evincit,

Hdt. II. account, consideration, esteem, regard,

Aesch. ; -
Hdt. ; to be

of no account, Id. ; or , to make
account of a person or thing, Id. ;—so,

Id. ;

—

to be reckoned as a
man, Id. 2. an account, to give

an account of a thing, Id., Att. ; so,

Plat. ; . Dem. ; . Id.

;

Plat., Dem., etc. ; Dem., etc. ; -
Aeschin. ; cf.. III. due relation,

proportion, analogy, or Hdt., Att.
C. 0'02, the LOGOS or WORD, comprising

both senses of Thought and Word, . T., to pierce with a spear, Anth. From, , a spear-head, javelin-head, Lat. spiculum,
Hdt., Att. ; in pi. of a single spear, the point with its

barbs, the shaft alike

with the spear-head, Hdt. II. a lance, spear,

javelin, Lat. lancea, Pind., Soph., etc. III. a
troop of spearmen, ' a plump of spears,' Soph., Eur.--, , (*) armed with a spear, Eur.

—. 477, ov, () of a spear, . the clash

of spears, Aesch., Pass, to befurnished with a point, Arist.-, , () making spears, Eur.-, ov, () spear-bearing, Eur. : as Subst.

a spear-man, pike-man, Ar., Xen., etc., , , lance-headed, Eur., Anth., Dor. for, acc. pi. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.,, Ep. aor. part. act. and med.
of :—fut. med.'-.,, Ep. for-, Horn,, Ep. for., , a cup for pouring libations, Plut. From, , () a drink-offering, Lat. libatio, Horn. ;

opt. in pi., Pind., Soph., ov,() pestilent, deadly, fatal, II.', , , ruin, havoc, of death by plague, II.;

by war, lb. ; of the destruction of the ships, lb.', f . : aor. : pf . :

—Med., f.-: aor. -:—Pass., aor.--: pf.:() :
—to abuse,

revile, Hdt., Att. ; to rebuke, Xen. :—Med. to rail at

one another, Ar. II. is also used as

Dep., c. dat., to rail at, Id., Xen. :— c. acc. cogn.,

they use all kind of foul

reproaches, Hdt. Hence,, , railing, abuse, an affront, Arist., , , =, Ar., ),(), railing, abuse, Thuc, Plat., ov, railing, abusive, Eur. :—Adv. -, Strab.

(Deriv. uncertain.)', , , a plague, pestilence, II., Hdt., Att.;

of the plague at Athens, Thuc. 2. of persons, a
plague, pest, Dem. (Prob. akin to, Lat. lues.)-, , () like plague, pestilential, i) .

the plague, Thuc, Att. -, f . , to have the plague, Luc., ), , () remaining, the rest, Lat. re-

liquus, Hdt., etc. ; in Att. the Art. may either be in the

same case as the Noun or have the Noun in gen. de-

pendent on it, Xen. ; at

Thuc. ; also,

Xen. 2. [*], c inf., it remains to shew,

etc., Plat., Xen. ; with Art., .
what remains is to consider, Plat :— ,
quod superest, Aesch., etc. 3. often of Time, .

the future, Pind., Att. ;

Dem. ; . for the future, Soph. ;

. Id. ;—so in neut., hence-

forward, hereafter, Trag. ; so, lb. 4.

and the rest, Aesch. ; also

as Adv., further, besides, Plat., ov, Ep. for, the

prize for the last in the race, II., ov, also , , =, Pind., Trag. :—neut., as Adv. last, Soph., Eur.-, ov, =, left behind, last, II., Eur.; Sup.

last of all, Hes., , a cloak, Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), , the Locrians, of which there were three

tribes, the Opuntian, opposite Euboea, II.; the Epicne-
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midian, on Mount Cnemis on the Mallac Gulf, Thuc.

;

and the Ozolian, on the Corinthian Gulf, Id. :

—

the

Epizephyrian or Zephyrian were a colony of the last

on Mount Zephyrium in lower Italy, Pind., Thuc. II.

Adj., , , Locrian, fern.,, Pind.;

AoKpis (sc. 777) Ar., Ion. -?, ew, , 6, epith. of Apollo, Hdt.,

Trag. ;—either from, the Ambiguous, or from,, the Speaker.- [], , , () going side-ways, Batr.', , , slanting, crosswise, aslant, Lat. obli-

qnus, Eur. ; ., of a crab, Babr. ; 6

the ecliptic, Arist. 2. of suspicious looks,

to look askance, Lat. limis oculis, Solon

;

. Theocr. ; to turn the

neck aside, i.e. withdraw his favour, Tyrtae.; also =
Horace's stare capite obstipo, Theogn. 3. of lan-

guage, indirect, ambiguous, of oracles, Luc. Hence,, , slanting direction, obliquity, Strab.-, , () oblique-running, Anth.-, , obliquity, of the ecliptic, Anth., Strab.-, , ,() dish-snatcher, Anth.

[], , Dim. of, a platter, Ar.',, , a flat dish, Ar.

Xoiris,, , =, Ar., , or, , , () the shell, husk,
peel, the peel of an onion, Od.\, Ep. for : impf.., Ep. for, aor. 1 of., contr. for, inf. med. of., Dor. fut. of.-, ov, () slain in the bath, Aesch., , Ep., () a bath, bathing-
place, Horn. ; mostly in pi., hot baths,

II.; Att. Aesch., etc.; also called

Ar. ; water for bathing or

•mashing, Soph.; to give one a
bath, Id. II. in Poets, = or' libations

to the dead, Id., Eur.-, ov, () bringing water for bathiiig

or washing, esp. from the fountain Caliirrhoe on the

wedding-day: hence, . the marriage-ceremony

,

Eur. 2. as Subst.,, , the black urn
placed on the tomb of unmarried persons, Dem., Anth., f., to pour water into the bath, Anth.-, ov, Ep. €-, () pouring water
into the bath, the slave who did this, Od., Xen. ; .

a three-legged kettle, in which water was
warmed for bathing, Horn.,, ,() a bathing-room, bath-house,

Aesch., Xen., contr. from, of which we have in Horn.,

impf., aor. 1 inf., part,;—fut. med., 3 sing. aor. 1, part,:—
also Ep. impf. :—later forms, f ., Dor., aor. 1, Ep.:—Med., f. : aor.

1, Ep. 3 pi. :—Pass., pf.,
3 sing,, part, :—the orig. form of

the pres. was, whence 3 sing,, Ep. 3 sing,

impf. ^6, 3 pi. ; inf.; also Att. contr.

forms, 3 sing, and 1 pi. impf., : pres. pass.,, 3 pi. impf., Ion., inf.

, part,. To wash another, properly,

to wash his body( being used of the hands and
feet, of clothes), Horn. ;

bathe him, i. e. let him bathe, Od. :—also, -
washed me [with water] from a caldron, lb. II.

Med. and Pass, to bathe, c. gen., ',
(of a star just risen) , fresh from Ocean's bath, II. ; so,

to bathe [in water] of the river, lb.

;

so, Hdt. :—absol., Od.,

etc. ; fresh-bathed, after bathing, Hdt.

;

^Horat., ire lavatum), Ar. 2. in

strict pass, sense, , i. e. to be

washed by the rain from heaven, Hdt. 3. in strict

med. sense, to wash one's body, Hes., f ., to have a crest (), of larks, Babr. 2.

to be ill of a crest (i. e. to have more crest than
enough), Ar., , () a crest-case, Ar. : any case, Id.-, ov, {) crested, of a lark, Babr., Ion. -, , () the mane on the neck and
back of certain animals, the ?nane of horses, the bristly

back of boars a.id hyaenas, Od., Hdt. 2. the back-

fin of fishes, Anth. Hence, , , a dweller 011 the hills, of Pan, Anth.,, , () a torch of vine bark, Anth., () Pass, to be crested.-, , \) a crest-maker, Ar., , , properly the back of the neck of draught-

cattle, because the yoke rubs it () ; of a horse,

the mane, II. ; of a man, the nape of the ?ieck,\h. ;

to have the neck under the yoke, i.e.

to obey patiently, Soph. II. the crest of a hill, a
ridge, Od., Hdt., etc. III. the crest of a helmet,

Lat. crista, Horn., etc. 2. the crest on the head of

birds, Lat. crista, as of the lark r Simon.; the cock's

comb, Ar. 3. of men, the tuft of hair upon the crown,

to shave so as to leave tufts, Hdt.-, ,() a being crested, . ?;

their crests, Ar.€<5, , , Dor. and Att. for, =-, Aesch., Eur., Dor. and Att. for, to lead

or company (commonly of 100 men), Xen.; c. gen.,- Hdt., -, Dor. and Att. for, the rank or

office of, Xen.-, , , (, =) Dor. and Att.

for, the leader of an armed band, Soph. II.

esp. the captain of a company (100 men), Xen. :

—but, in the Spartan army, the commander of a, Id. ; in the Persian, of 24 men, Id., —, Anth., , ov, —, clandestine, Anth., f. -, Ep. also : aor. 1:—Ep.

3 pi., part, : () :
—to lie in wait

for, to watch, waylay, entrap, Od., Hdt. 2. absol.

to lie in wait or ambush, II., Hdt. ; in aor. 1 part,

with another Verb, Thuc. ;

Med., Od. 3. c. acc. loci, to occupy

with an ambuscade, Hdt.,,) childbirth , childbed, Eur., Plat. II.

= , Anth.
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the place of childbirth, Eur.', , , =, an ambush, Hes.,,,() that which is born, a child,

Eur. II. in pi., childbirth, Id. : metaph.,
iv in the bursting of the bud, Aesch.,( n) to bring forth, bear, h. Horn.,

Anth. 2. of the midwife, to bring to the birth,

attend in childbirth, deliver, Eur. :—Pass, to be

delivered, bear children, Id. ; , of

Semele, Id. II. Med., just like Act., of the mother,
Eur. ; of the birthplace, Anth. III. Pass., of

the child, to be brought forth, born, Soph. ;

brought to birth by Prometheus, Eur. :

—metaph., generally, to lie embedded, iv Ar.,',, , Ion. for -y-., , and, ), .., f., =, to lie in -wait for,: Pass.,

they were cut to pieces byfall

-

inginto an ambuscade, Thuc. 2. toplace in ambush,
Id. II. to distribute men in companies (),

. to put them in order of battle, Hdt., Plut., , ov, of or belonging to childbirth, .-
childbed, Eur.; * Id. II., i), epith. of Artemis, Id. III., , childbirth, Anth., ,() a placing in ambush, Plut.

[t], , , () one of the same company,
a fellow-soldier, comrade, Aesch., Xen., , ov, of the coppice, ., of the nightin-

gale, Ar., ), () a thicket, coppice, copse, Od., Pind., , —?, Anth.-, es, (eTSos) overgrown with bushes, Thuc., Adv. to ambush, for an ambuscade, Horn., ,( a) : I. an ambush, i. e. 1. a

Place of ambush, place for lying in wait, Horn.,

Eur. 2. the act of lying in wait, to

place an ambuscade, Horn.; is to

lie in ambush, II. :—c. gen. objecti, ye-

the way to watch him, Od. 3. the men
that form the ambush, II., Eur. 4. any armed
band, a body of troops, Od., Trag. :

—

a body of
soldiers, a company, regiment, Xen. :—among the

Spartans, a was the fourth or fifth part of a
Hdt. :

—

. the sacred company at Thebes,
Plut. 5. any body of people, a union for civil

purposes, Xen., etc. :—used to transl. the Rom.
centuria, Plut., etc. II. a lyi?ig-in, childbirth,

parturition, Aesch., Ep. for, part, of., Ep. for, 3 !, of., v.., ), Dor. for., , {) Deliverer, of Bacchus, Anacreont., , , () shadowy, murky, gloomy, Eur., Adv. () with sobs, Soph., Anth.
[t], a, ov, =, Anth., , ov, of white marble, Babr., Anth. 2.

marble-white, Anth. From, -, white marble, Anth., Dor. f.~: pf.-:—Pass., Dor.aor.
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—

to bend or twist as oyie does a
withe, . of a dancer, Ar. ; ., of

wrestlers, Luc. 2. to throw, master, Theocr. II.

Pass, to bend or twist oneself like a withe, to bend aside

or writhe, so as to avoid a blow, Plat., Luc. :—metaph.,

in pf . part, , broken, effeminate, Anth. 2

.

to turn, play, as a joint in the socket, Soph. 3.

metaph. to be thrown or mastered, Theocr. Hence, , , a bending, twisting, of wrestlers,

Luc. : metaph., of the windings and twistings of a

sophist, Ar., a, ov, (, ) lynx-like, Anth., , i), gen., a lynx, Eur., etc.

^» V) gen. ~*, () a spasmodic affection of
the throat, hiccough, hiccup, . Kevr) an ineffectual

retching, nothing being thrown off the stomach, Thuc.

[£>], i), vitex agnus castus, a willow-like tree,

withy ; in pi. its withes, Lat. vimina, Horn., Eur.-, 4s, () made of withes, Anth., f., to tie fast, Anth.', , , sore, baneful, mournful, Horn., Trag.

:

— bane, misery, ruin, Horn., Hes. 2.

baneful, with an act. force, Od. ;-) the stomach that cause of bane, lb. 3.

sorry garments, lb. II. of persons,

baneful, mischievous, lb. : sorry, i. e. weak, cowardly,

Horn., Soph. III. Adv.-, sorely, II., i), Lydia, in Asia Minor, Hdt. :— , a
history of Lydia by Xanthus., to play the Lydian, of Magnes, in reference to

his play called, Ar., a, ov, and , ov, of Lydia, Lydian, Pind., etc.

:

— , , a stone used to assay gold, Soph.

;

also, . Theocr.

[t], Adv. in the Lydian tongue, after the

Lydian fashion, Plat. : of Music, in the Lydian mode,

7] . Id., , , a Lydian, Pind., Hdt., etc.', f. , to have the hiccough or hiccup, to sob

violently, Ar., Anth. (Formed from the sound.), Dor., ), () dissolution : hence, faction,

sedition, Pind., Ep. for4, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of. II., neut. part. aor. 1 pass,, aor. 1 pass. inf. of., , or, ,() defilementfrom blood,

gore, Horn., Anth.-, es, () defiled with gore, Anth.- \\, , a year, Od., Bion. II., at, the hours that make up the

year, Anth. (Prob. from *),, the path of
light, the sun's course.),, v..

[], , fern, of, a she-wolf, Babr., Plut.,, , — ioTeg., Anth., , ov, Lycaean, Arcadian, epith. of Zeus,

Hdt., Pind., etc. II., , his temple,

Plut. j so, .- Eur. 2. Mount Lycaeus in Ar-

cadia, Theocr. III. (sc. Upa), , the

festival ofLycaean Zeus, Xen. :—also = Roman Luper-

calia,, Plut., i), a district in the S. of Asia Minor, Xen.,
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etc. : the people were, ol, Id. :—Adv. -,
in Lycaonian, . T.-, is, (*, avy-) of or at twilight :

XvKavyh early dawn, Luc.

(sub. ), , a wolf-skin, II.

[],, the Lyceum, a gymnasium with covered

walks in the Eastern suburb of Athens, named after

the neighbouring- temple of Apollo Avkzlos, Ar., Plat., etc.

[], ov, of ox belonging to a wolf, Eur. II.

AvKeios, as epith. of Apollo, either as Xvkoktovos (q.v.),

or as the Lycian god (v. AvKvyevfts), or (from *)
as the god of light, Aesch. ; there is a play upon the

doubtful meanings,', Xvkews yevov

city, Lycean lord, be a very wolf to the enemy, Id.*, light, a Root, whence come-,, etc.-, es, () of Apollo, commonly ex-

plained Lycian-born, i. e. at Patara, II., , Lycia : from Lycia, II. ;

to Lycia, lb.-,, ,()presidentof the Lycians, Strab., e'o>s, 6, (Xvkos) a wolfs whelp, Solon, Theocr.-, contr. -?, es, of Lycian workman-
ship, Hdt., Dem., a, ov, Lycian : , ol, the Lycians, II.,

etc. II. epith. of Apollo (cf. /ceios), Pind., Eur., es, contr. for AvKioepyijs, Dem.-, is, (Oapcros) bold as a wolf, Anth.-, , () epith. of Apollo, wolf-slayer,

Soph.-, , () wolf-worrier, Anth.' [], , Lat. lupus, a wolf, Horn. ;—proverb.,

to see a wolf, i.e. to be struck dumb,
as was vulgarly believed of any one of whom a wolf

got the first look, Plat., Theocr. (so Virg., Moerim
lupi videre priores) ; oiv, of an im-

possibility, Ar.-, cotos, to, (*) twilight, the gloaming,
Lat. diluculum., (Xvkos) to tear like a wolf

:

—Pass, to be torn by

wolves, Xen.-, es, =, Arist., aros, , () mostly in pi. the water used in
washing, washings, offscourings, filth, II. ;

'
ayvlaas , of blood on the hands, Soph. II.

moral filth, defilement, in sing., Id. III. —,
ruin, bane, Aesch. ; of a person, , i. e.

Hector, Eur., Dep. ; partly in med. forms, f .-, aor. 1 :—partly in pass., aor. 1 part.

: pf ., 3 sing,, part.- : () :

—

to treat with indignity, to out-
rage, to maltreat, c. ace, Hdt., Soph., etc.; c. acc.

cogn.,, Eur. :—of things, ras
as the speeches you tised to murder

(as an actor), Dem.;. spoils,Xen. 2.

c. dat. to inflict indignities or outrages upon, Hdt.,

Ar.,etc. 3. absol. to cause ruin, Thuc., Xen. II.

sometimes as Pass., Aesch. ;

Dem. Hence, rjpos, , a spoiler, destroyer, Xen. ; and, a, ov, injurious, destructive, Aesch. : c.

gen. destroying, ruining, Id. ; and

,, ov, , as Adj. ruining, c. gen., Soph,, u>vos, , () a destroyer, spoiler, corrupter,

Soph., Eur.' [], , brutal outrage, maltreatment, maiming,
Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—in pi. outrages, indignities, Hdt.,

Aesch. 1. =, defilement, Polyb., Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 1 med. part, of., 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.', f ., to give pain to, to pain, distress, grieve,

vex, annoy, Hdt., Trag., etc. ; . distresses

by its weight, Xen. :—absol. to cause pain or grief,

Soph. 2. of marauders, to harass, annoy by con-

stant attacks, Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. Pass, with

fut. med. to be pained, grieved, distressed, Theogn.,
etc. ; be not distressed, Hdt. :—c. acc. cogn.,

Plat. :—also c. acc. rei, to grieve about
a thing, Soph. :—absol. to feel pain, Eur., etc. From' [], , pain of body, Lat. dolor, Plat. : distress,

sad plight or condition, Hdt. 2. pain of mind,
grief, Id., Att., aTos, , () pain, Soph., Dor. for, inf. of., , ,() : I. of things, painful, dis-

tressing, Lat. molestus, Hdt., Att. II. of per-

sons, 1. in good sense, causing sorrow by one's

departure, Eur. 2. in bad sense, causing pain,

troublesoyne, vexatious, offensive, Soph., Thuc,
etc. III. Adv., painfully, so as to

cause pain, Soph.; it is painful, Id.', verb. Adj. one must feel pain, Xen.-, ov, leading a wretched life., , , () wretched, poor, sorry, of land,

Od., Hdt. II. of persons, causing pain, offensive,

troublesome, Aesch., Eur. 2. of states and con-

ditions, painful, distressing, Aesch., Eur. III.

Adv., , aegre ferebat, Eur., tjtos, , poverty, of land, Strab.-, ov, () with poor land, Strab.' \\ , Lat. lyra, a lyre, a Greek musical instru-

ment like the, invented by Hermes, with seven

strings, h. Horn., Eur.-, , , one who sings to the lyre, Anth. :

—

contr., Id., Plut. Hence, () to play the lyre, Anacreont., , , of orfor the lyre, lyric, Anacreont. II.

as Subst., a lyrist, Anth., Plut., , Dim. of, Ar.-, is, () delighting in the lyre, Anth.,, ev, () fitted for the lyre, lyric, Anth.-, is, (') charmed by the lyre, Anth., , a striking the lyre, Anth. From-, ov,() striking the lyre., , , = :

—

- (sc.),
the art or craft of lyre-making, Plat. From-, , () a lyre-maker, Plat,-, es, () =, Anth.-, contr. for-.,, a festival in honour of Lysander, Plut.-, , , () ending sorrow, Ar., 3 pi. aor. 1 opt. of.-, ov, dissolving marriage, Anth.



-, , () loosing the zone, epith. of

Eileithyia, who assisted women in travail, Theocr.-, , () ending evil, Theogn.-, , {) ending strife, Anth. : fern., Ar.-, es, () limb-relaxing, of sleep, etc.,

Od., Hes., etc.-', ,() driving care away, Anth.

[], , able to loose or relieve, Aesch. II.

pass, that can be redeemed, redeemable, Plat.

[], , , () releasing, delivering, Plat.-, , (-) giving a loose to play
or sport, Anacreont.-, , deliveringfrom love, Anth.
-irovos, ov, releasingfrom toil, Pind.

[u], gen. ecas Ion. 10s, , () a loosing, setting

free, releasing, ransoming, of a slain man, II. j .
deliverance from death, Od. ;' Theogn.,

etc. 2. absol. a means of letting loose, Soph. :

—

deliverance from guilt by expiatory rites, Id. ; °[] admit not of atonement,
Id. II. a loosing, parting, . ,-
ros Plat. :

—

dissolution, Arist. III. =
hop- . a place for banqueting, Pind.', f., — (v. ), to pay what is

due, and then ' to pay,' i. e. to profit, avail, c. dat.,

Ar., Plat. :—impers., it

Profits me, is betterfor me, 'tis

better to be dead than alive, Andoc;( it is expedient for me to be as I am, Plat. II.

neut. part, as Subst., , profit, gain, ad-
vantage, Id., Dem. ; Thuc. From-, 4s, ( ,) paying what is due:
hence, useful, profitable, advantageous, Plat. ;

irpbs what was most profitable
in point of money, Dem. 2. cheap, Xen., Adv. part. pres. of, usefully,

profitably , Xen.-, es, () opening the veins, Anth.-, ovos, 6, , ()) releasing from care,

Anacreont.-, , one who played women's characters in
male attire, Plut.'", Att., , rage, fury, esp. martial rage,

II. 2. after Horn, raging madness, raving, frenzy

,

rag-

. II. canine madness, rabies, Xen., to rave, against one, Soph., , raging mad, Eur., Att.,() to be raging in battle,

Hdt. 2. to rave, be mad, Soph., Plat. II. of

dogs, Ar. j of wolves, Theocr. Hence, aros, , a fit of madness : in pi. ravings,
Eur.; and, $, , one that is raging or raving mad,
II., Anth. j and, , , =foreg., Anth.-, ,() raging mad, Anth., () to enrage, madden, Ep. part. Aikt-, Anth.-, es, (e?5os) like one raging, frantic, of

martial rage, II. 2. of madjiess, Soph., Eur., verb. Adj. of, one must solve, Plat.

—. 481, , , () one who looses, a deliverer,

Eur. II. an arbitrator, decider, Aesch., , () loosing, releasing, delivering,

Aesch. :—c. g"en.,
3 my deliverer from

these things, Id. j e/c . Eur. II. —,
recompense, Pind., , , () refutative, of arguments, Arist., , 6v, () that may be loosed or dissolved,

Plat. II. of arguments, refutable, Arist., , () a price paid, 1. for ransom, a
ransom, mostly in pi. ransom-money , Hdt. ;

tivos to receive as ransom for . . , Thuc. ;,, to pay ransom, Dem. 2.

an atonement, for calamity, Pind. ; in pi.,

Plat. ; so also, .. 3. generally,

a recompense, Pind., f.,() to release on receipt of ran-
som, to hold to ransom, Plat. :—Pass, to be ransomed,
Dem. Hence, , ransoming, Plut. II. Redemption.', verb. Adj . of, one must ransom, Arist., , ,() a ransomer, redeemer, . .,, .,.,, ,() a place to keep lamps in, Luc., ,() a lamp-stand, Theocr., Luc.,, ,) lychnis, a plant with a scarlet

flower, Anth. II. a precious stone that emits
light, prob. the ruby, Luc., , a kind of fish, Luc.

[t], , ,() a precious stone of a red
colour, Strab.

-tcata, Ion. -, , () a lighting of lamps,

feast of Lanterns, Hdt.-,, (4) making lamps or lanterns, Ar.-, , city of lamps, Luc.-, , , () a dealer in lamps or

lanterns, Ar.', , pi. and :
—a portable light,

a lamp, carried in the hand or set on a lamp-stand(), Od., Hdt., Att. j irepl , about
lamplighting time, Hdt. 2. in pi. the lamp-
market, Ar.-, , (4) carrying a lamp, Plut., f . [] : aor. 1 : pf .

:

—Pass.,

pf . : plqpf . [] : aor. 1 4, Ep.

[] : f. and [] : also,

Ep. aor. 2 pass, or [], 3 sing, []
and, 3 pi. : 3 opt. plqpf., for €-

: Med., f. : aor. 1. [In pres.

and impf., Att., mostly Ep. :—in fut. and aor. 1

long- always :—in other tenses .]
Orig. sense, to loose : I. of things, to loosen,

unbind, tinfasten,, II. ; . to

untie a. skin (used as a bottle), Od. ; . to slack

the rein, Soph. ; . to open a letter, Eur. ;

. to open the mouth, Id. j . to unfold
the brow, Id., etc. :—Med., undid
her belt, II. ; to unbind one's hair,

Bion. 2. of living beings, a. of horses, etc., to

undo, unyoke, unharness, Horn. ; Med.,' to unyoke one's horses, II. b. of men,

to loose, release from bonds or prison, from difficulty

I i
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-

or danger, Horn., Att :—Med. to get one loosed or set

free, Hes. c. of prisoners, to release on receipt of

ransom (&), hold to ransom, release, Horn.; Xveiv.' on payment of ransom, II. :—Med. to re-

lease by payment of ransom, to get a person released,

to ransom, redeem, Horn., Att. 3. to give up,[] Pind. II. to resolve a whole

into its parts, to dissolve, break up, X. ayopy\v to

dissolve the assembly, Horn. ; also to break up the

market, Xen. : — Pass., aywv II. ; i\v9rj 7)

Xen. 2. to loosen, slacken, x4-, i.e. have rotted, II. 3. to loosen, i.e.

weaken, relax, Avere ol yv7a made his limbs slack or

loose, i. e. killed him, lb. ; . lb. ; but, ·
yovvaT made the knees weak with toil,

Od. :—so in Pass., 5e yv?a, as the effect of death,

sleep, weariness, fear, etc., II., etc. ; yv?a

Horn., etc. 4. to undo, bring to naught, break

down, destroy, Horn. : and generally, to undo, do away
with, put an end to, Lat. dissolvere, Id., Att. ; .,
i. e. to die, Eur. b. to repeal, annul, do away
with, Hdt., etc. ; . to rescind a vote, Dem. :—

>

Pass., all ties are broken, Id. c. to

solve a problem or difficulty, Plat. d. to refute an
argument, Arist. e. to unravel the plot of a tragedy,

Id. 5. to break a law or treaty, Hdt., Thuc. III.

to solve, fulfil, accomplish, Soph. IV.
to atone for, make up for, Lat. luere, Id.,

Eur. V. Xveiv to pay wages in full,

Xen. 2. Xveiv =, to pay, profit,

avail,% 4 Xvei where it boots not
to be wise, Soph. ; also Xvei alone, much like,
Auet aXyos Eur. ; yos Xveiv Id., / will, v. ()., f. -, Dor. 2 pi. : aor. 1

: Dep. : () :

—

to treat despitefidly,

to outrage, inaltreat, to do one
despite, II. : esp. to maim, mutilate, Hdt. ; . to

make ruin of one's life, Soph. ; . tovs to cor-

rupt the youth, Plat. :—sometimes, like, c.

dat., Ar., Plat. :—absol. to do despite, act outrageously

,

II. II. the pf. is used in pass, sense,

mutilated, Hdt., Plat. ; also aor. 1 pass.,^
Plat., to mock, make a mock of, Od. From', i), despiteful treatment, outrage, dishonour,

Horn., Hdt., Att.:— esp. mutilation, maiming,
Hdt. 2. of persons, a disgrace, Lat. opprobrium,- II., fern, of, Anth., rjpos, 0, one who treats despitefully, a foul
slanderer, II. ; a destroyer, of the Furies, Soph. II.

pass, a worthless wretch, II., ov, 6, = foreg. : . one who disgraces
his trade, Ar., ), 6v,() despitefully treated, out-

raged, II., Soph. II. act. insulting, abusive, Soph,, opos, , =), Anth., v. sqq., , ,,; Att.,, acc. sing, and
neut. pi. (for Xcpova) ; acc. pi. Xcpovs (for Xcfovas),

neut. : (from , ) :

—

more desirable, more

M.

agreeable, and (generally) better, ro5e 4
Horn. ; and as Adv. better, Od. :—we also find a Comp.
XooiTepos, ov, in neut., lb.—In
Att. was used as Comp. of ayados. II. Sup.
-os, 77, ov, Theogn., Att. ; .
Aesch. ; & my good friend, Plat,,,, the border of a robe :—Dim.,, Anth., v. *> ()., , a Macedon. month, answering to the Att.-, Philipp. ap. Dem., , (4) a covering, robe, mantle, Od., Theocr., f. , () to cover, cloak, Soph.€, f. -, to steal clothes, esp. from bathers

or travellers, Plat., Xen. II. generally, to rob,

plunder, Ar. From- [], , ,{,) one who slips into

another'1

s clothes, a clothes-stealer, esp. one who steals

the clothes of bathers, or strips travellers, Soph. II.

generally, a thief, robber, footpad, Ar., Dem., , =, Theocr., , ov, Sup. Adj., v. '., () Med. to choose for oneself, cull

the best, Aesch., ], ov, () made of lotus-wood, Theocr., aTos, , a flower : metaph. the fairest,

choicest, best, Eur.

0€5,€, €v, overgrown with lotus, ^
(Ion. for -6evTci) lotus-]Aa\ns, II.', ov, , the lotus, name of several plants. I.

the Greek lotus, a plant on which horses fed, a kind of

clover or trefoil, Horn. II. the Cyrenean lotus,

an African shrub, whose fruit was the food of certain

tribes on the coast, hence called Lotophagi, Od.,

Hdt. III. the Egyptian lotus, the lily of the

Nile, Hdt. IV. a North-African tree ; from its

hard black wood flutes were made :—hence Aifivs

is used in Poets for a flute, Eur.-, ov, (' i) producing lotus, Eur.-, ol,( n) the Lotus-eaters, a peaceful

people on the coast of Cyrenaica, Od., Hdt.,.), to restfrom toil, take rest, II. 2. c.gen.

to take rest or abate from, recoverfrom, Aesch.

;

Soph.; . 4 Thuc. 3.

to abate, of a disease, Id. II. trans, to lighten,

relieve, yap Aesch. (Deriv.

uncertain.) Hence, a, ov, relieving, . expiatory offerings, Ap., 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. of., i), abatement, cessation, Thuc., neut. Xyov, Att. contr. for',.
.

,, :—indecl., twelfth letter in the Gr. alpha-

bet : as numerals, '= 40, but ^ = 40,000.
. is the labial liquid, corresponding to : II.

changes : 1. Aeol. and Lacon. into , as for. 2. Att. and Dor. into v, as viv for ; so

Lat. ne, num =), . 3. is doubled, a.
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poet, in compds., as, ; and after

the augm., as. b. Aeol., as, for . 4. is added, a. at

the beginning- of a word, as , . b.

in the middle of a word to facilitate pronunciation, as', , etc., esp. after

redupl., as for ; after a- privat., as,.
1

apostr. for. II. rarely for, Horn.

[], a Particle used in strong protestations and oaths,

followed by acc. of the deity or thing appealed to; in

itself neither affirmative nor negative, but made so by
prefixing vai or , or by the context :—thus, I.

vai . . . , in affirmation, vai . yea
by this sceptre, II. ; vai , vai . Ar.,

Plat. II. . . . , in negation, , nay,

by . . , II. ; . robs Ar. III. in

Att. is often used alone, mostly in negat. sense .
Eur. :

—

in answers, when the negation

is expressed in the question, ; Answ.
. A? (sc. ) Ar. IV. the name of the

deity was often suppressed, vai , Plat., shortd. Dor. form for, ya for yrj,

Aesch. ; , ; Theocr., , Dim. of -yas, Luc.,, , gen. ayo, dat. or ay

;

acc.:—the magadis, a kind of harp, with twenty
strings, Comici. (A foreign word.)"/,$[], , the bridge of the cithara, Ld±.pons.,, , a piece of jugglery ; in pi. jug-
gleries, deceptions, Plat. From, f . <,() to use charms or philtres,

of Circe, Ar. :

—

to play tricks, Dem. From, , any meansfor charming or bewitching,
a philtre. (Deriv. unknown.), , (ju-aye^ca) the theology of the Magians, Plat., , (^) a cook-shop, Lat. popxna,
Arist., Babr. 2. the place where the public cooks

lived, the cooks' quarter, Theophr., f ., to be a cook, to cook meat, Theophr. II.

to be a butcher, Babr., , ,{) fit for a cook or cookery,

Ar., etc. :

—

cookery, Plat. :—Adv.-, in a cook-like way, like a true * artist,' Ar.

[], , a cook, Hdt., Att. II. a butcher,

Eur. (From , Root of (q. v.), because
baking bread was the business of the ancient cook.), aros, ,() a piece of magic art ; in pi.

charms, spells, Eur., 4ws, ,() one who wipes, Anth., f . , (Mayos) to be a Magics, tise magic arts,

Plut. : c. acc. cogn., . to sing incantations,

Eur. II. trans, to call forth by magic arts, Anth., , 0v,fit for the Magians, Magian, Plut.,, , aMagnesian, a dweller in Magnesia in

Thessaly, II., etc. ; or Magnesia in Lydia, Hdt., etc. :

fem., Theocr. :—Adj., , ,
Magnesian, Aesch.; fem.,, Pind. II.

MayvrjTis, , the magnet, Plat.

[], , , a Magus, Magian, one of a Median
tribe, Hdt. 2. one of the wise men in Persia who
interpreted dreams. Id. 3. any enchanter or

wizard, and in bad sense, a juggler, impostor, Soph.,
Eur., etc. ;—fem., Anth. (A Persian word.)-,, (*€) the slaughter of the Magians,
a Persian festival, Hdt., , , () wet, flaccid : bald, Anth., f. \, to be flaccid : to be bald, Ar., , Dor. for.

[], crasis for aoiKeiv.*, , , the Root of,., , () a barley-cake, Hdt., Hes., Att., , Dim. of, a barley-scone, Ar.-, () , a trencher for serving barley-

cakes on, Horat., aor. 2 inf. of).,,,(^) that which is learnt, a lesson

Hdt., Soph., etc. II. learning, knowledge, science

oft. in pi., Ar., Thuc, etc. : esp. the mathematical
sciences, Plat., etc. Hence, , , disposed to learn, Plat. II
mathematical :

—, , a mathematician
Arist.; mathematics, Id. 2. as

tronomical, mathematici— Chaldaei, Juven., ,() learning, the getting of know
ledge, Soph., Thuc, etc. 2» desire of learning
Soph. 3. education, instruction, Plat., Xen.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be learnt

Hdt. II., one must learn, Ar., Xen., f. , to be pupil,' to one, Plut. II
trans, to make a disciple of, instruct, . T. From, , ,() a learner, pupil, Lat. disci

pulus, Hdt., Plat., etc., Desiderat. of, to wish to become a
disciple, . II. —, Anth., , , disposed to learn, Plat., , , learnt, that may be learnt, Xen., Plat.-, Dor. for-, aor. 2 part. fem. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., , poet, for, Aesch., , good mother, dame, Od. 2. a foster-

mother, nurse, Eur. :—also a true mother, Aesch.,

Eur. 3. a midwife, Plat., Ion., , Maia, daughter of Atlas, mother
of Hermes, h. Horn., Hes., , Maeander, a river of Caria, II., Hdt. II.

metaph. a winding pattern, Strab.,, , —, Od.,,, the prodtict of a midwife's art, a de-

livery, , Plat. From, f ., Dep. to serve as a midwife, Luc. 2

.

c. acc. pers. to deliver a woman, Plat., , delivery of a woman in childbirth, Plat., \, , of'orfor midwifery , obstetric, Plat. :

— or - alone, midwifery,—the

name given by Socrates to his art of eliciting from
others what was in their minds, Id., Ion. for.,, , the fifth Attic month, the end

of kovember and beginning of December, Dem. From, , ,() epith. of Zeus, the boist-

erous, stormy, in whose honour a festival was held at

Athens in the month, Plut., = sq., Anth.

I i 2
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(redupl. from *) : . 3 1·, part.,- : . aor. 1 :

—to be very

eager, pant or quiver with eagerness, II. ; c. gen.,

a hand eager for murder, Soph., , Mount Maenalus in Arcadia, sacred to

Pan, Theocr. :—Adj., a, ov, Pind. ; ·
(sc.) Thuc., ados, ,() raving, frantic, Eur. 2.

as Subst. a mad 'woman, II. : esp. a Bacchante,
Bacchanal, Maenad, Soph. ; of the Furies, Aesch. ; of

Cassandra, Eur. II. act. causing madness, Pind., , maena, a small sea-fish, which, like our
herring, was salted, Anth., , gen. idos [t], Dim. of, a sprat, Ar., etc., , ,() raving, frenzied, Sappho., a, ov, = foreg., Anth., fern, of, Eur.

^from Root MAN), f. and :

pf. with pres. sense, also in pass, form

[] : aor. 2 pass,, part, '^, inf. :

also aor. 1 med.,,-—to rage,

be furious, Horn.; the madman, Soph. : to be

mad with wine, Od. :—of Bacchic frenzy, II., Soph.

;

. to be driven mad by the god, Hdt.;
madness, Soph. ; more than

madness, Ar. :—c. acc. cogn.,

mad with no slight disease, Aesch. 2. of fire, to

rage, riot, II. ; so, -iris Orac. ap. Hdt. ;

epts Aesch., etc. II. the aor. 1 act. , in

Causal sense, to madden, enrage, Eur., Xen., Dep. (*) to seek : 1. absol. to en-

deavour, strive, Od., Pind., Aesch. II. c. acc. to

search, examine, Od. 2. to seek after, seek for,

Pind. : c. inf. to seek to do, Id., Soph., f., Dep., =, to deliver a
woman, Luc, Anth.

(with or without ), , the Lat. Mains, May,
Plut., etc. :—as Adj., the Calends of
May, Id., ,() the Sparkler, i.e. the dog-star,

Anth.-, ,() = is, Plut., Ion., , the Maeotians, a Scythian
tribe to the North of the Black Sea, Hdt., Xen. II.

as Adj., , Maeotian, . the Ta-
na'is, Hdt. :— the Palus Maeotis, Sea

of Azof, Aesch., etc.; Mairjris (Ion.)

Hdt. 2., , , ., i. e. ihe
Cimmerian Bosporus, Aesch. Hence, Adv. in Scythian fashion, Theocr., ,() a midwife's wages, Luc.
MA'KAP, apos, ; the fern, is, but also:—blessed, happy, of the gods, as opp. to mortal
men, II. ; absol., the blessed ones, Od., Hes.,

Pind., Trag. II. of men, blest, fortunate, §>

II. ; so, , etc., Pind. :

—

esp. wealthy, avopbs II. III.

also meant the dead, as secure from the ills

of life, Hes. :

—

the Islands of the Blest

(in the ocean at the extreme West) where heroes and
demi-gods enjoyed rest for ever, Id., Pind. IV.
Comp., Sup. Od. Hence

., , happiness, bliss, . Luc. :—euphem.
for is, airay is Ar., f. Att. , () to bless, to deem or pro-
nounce happy, Lat. gratulari, Od., Hdt., Att. ; ironi-

cally,5 while we bless

your simplicity, Thuc.

[],,, and os, ov, longer form of : 1.

of men, blessed, happy, Pind., Eur., etc. :—in addresses,.
*, like , my good sir, my dear sir,

Plat. :—c. gen., . Trjs* happy you for your
good fortune ! Ar. 2. 01, like oi,
the rich and better educated, Plat., Arist. II.

Adv. —i<as, Eur., Ar. Hence,, t;tos, , happiness, bliss, Plat., Arist..;

and, , , a pronouncing happy, blessing,.

Plat., Arist. ; and, ], , verb. Adj. deemed or to be deemed
happy, enviable, Hdt., Att.

[], , , like ill, one blessed, i.

dead, Aesch., etc. II. as Adj., . fiios, with a
double meaning, Ar., ], ,=5, Anth.&, ?), , =$05,5, tall, taper, Od.,, to be on the Macedonian side, Plut. II..

to speak Macedonian, Id. :—hence, in
Macedonian, Id., ovos, , , a Macedonian, oi, the
Macedonians, Hdt. :—Adj., a, ov, and-, ], , Id., etc. ; , Macedon,.
Id. ; so, yrj Id. ; 777 Anth.', , =sq., Hes., Theocr.- [], , (,, as- rom Sis,.) a pick-axe with one point, II., Aesch., , the meat-market, shambles, N.T.', , , —

: fern. ', t5os, Anth., rjpos, , long and tedious, Aesch.-, Dor. for., f. [], to be stupid, Ar. ; part. pf.$ sitting mooning,\A. (Deriv. uncertain.), , Dor. for5 : acc. as Adv.,=-, Pind.

(sub.), v. III.-, covos, , , ($) lasting long, Soph. 2.

of persons, long-lived, aged, Id. ; 015 the

im?nortals, Id., Ion., acc. fern, of05 used as Adv.,

a long way , far, far away, Aesch., Soph., etc. ; -
yov . the business you speak of is not far
to seek, Soph. :—c. gen. far from, Eur. :—Comp.,

to a greater distance, Thuc, Xen. ; Sup.,

St as far as possible, c. gen. loci,

Xen. 2. to speak at length, Aesch.,

Soph. II. of Time, long, ., Soph.

;

. Lat. brevi, Eur. ; so, is Hdt., etc.-, , , long-necked, long, Eur.', f. ,, to speak at great length, Aesch.,.

Eur., etc. ; and, Dor.-, , tediousness, Pind. From-, ov,() speaking at great length.-, Ion. -, , () the season of long
days, Hdt.



-, ov, () long-lived, Arist. ;-
Hdt. :

—

oi ., an Ethiopian people, Id. Hence,, , longevity, Arist.-, ov,—, long, Aesch.-, , gen. , very old, Anth.-, ov, running long or far, Xen., Adv. from afar, Strab.; of Time, from long
since, Polyb., to be longsuffering, . T. ; and, , longsuffering,forbearance, . T. From-, ov, longsuffering, patient, Anth. : Adv.-, . .-, ov,() long-headed, of the Scy-
thians, Strab.-, f., () to have long hair, Strab.-, ov, () long-limbed : - . a. kind of

sling, Strab. 2. of sentences, with long clauses,

Arist.', f. , to speak at length, tise many
words, Plat. ; c. acc. rei, to speak long on a subject,

Xen. ; and, , length of speech, Plat. From-, ov, (-) speaking at length, Plat.-, ov, with long wool, Strab.,, neut. of : v. III, III.-, ov, contr. -, ovv, long-breathed,
long-protracted, wearisome, Eur.-, f.,() to go or travel far, Strab., , a long way or journey·, Strab.-,, , , long-bearded, Strab.

[ by nature], , , (from MAK, Root of) : I. of Space, 1. in point of length,

long, Horn., etc. ; towards the longer
sides, i. e. lengthwise, Hdt. 2. in point of height,

tall, Horn., e. g. ', .,,
etc. :—also reversely, like Lat. altus, deep, II. 3.

in point of distance, long, far, far distant, lb.,

Hdt. ; the remotest parts, Hdt. :—often

in neut. pi. as Adv., /ar-striding, II.

;

also, , to shout so as to be heard
afar, Horn. ; so, to sling to

a greater distance, Xen. 4. generally, large in
size or in degree, large, great, Aesch., Soph. 5.

dat. is used to strengthen the Comp. and
Sup. by far, Lat. longe, , .
Hdt.; . Aesch., etc. II. of Time, long,
long-lasting, long, Od., Hdt., etc. ; )
for no long time, Soph. ; . Aesch. ;-

by a month, Hdt. :—so, a long-
cherished wish, Od. 2. long, tedious, Pind.,
Soph. III. neut. with Preps, in adverb, sense,

(sc.) after a long time, long delayed,
Eur. ; » not long after, Thuc. :—but,

at great length, Plat. :

—

for no
long time, Pind. :

—

\ far, a long way, Xen.

;

or . as far as possible,
Hdt.; eVi yet more, Thuc. IV. regul.
Comp. Od., Hdt., etc. ; Sup.
II., etc. :—irreg. Comp., Sup., v.

sub voce. V. Adv., at great length,
slowly, Polyb., , , =, length, Ar.

—. 485-,, , , far-stretching, Anth.', Adv. Comp. of, beyond, further

,

Plat., etc.-, ov, () far-stretching, long drawn
out, Anth.-, ov, long-necked, Anth.-, , , long-necked, of a bottle, Anth.-, , , a tedious prater, Anth.-, , , long-armed, Lat. longimanus, name
of Artaxerxes I, Strab., Plut.-, ov, () with long hoofs, Strab.,, ,() a longhead ;, , a
people of Pontus, Hdt., ,() a kneading-trough, Ar., Xen., poet. aor. 2 part, of.

[], Dor. for.
\_], Adv. very, very much, exceedingly,

Horn., etc. 1. strengthening the word with which
it stands, very many, Id. ; ,
., ., all together, every one, Id. ;

'
all unhurt, Od. ; ? so very

weak, lb. :—so in Att., very old,

Xen.
; . yd Plat. :—so with Advs.,-
and * quite utterly, II. ;

right well, Od. ;
' for ever and aye, II. ;

until quite dark, Od. ;
-

right through, II. :—so in Att., to express

repeated action, ' , ' Aesch., etc. :

—

with Verbs, ' praise me not greatly, II.;' she drove carefully, Od., etc. 2.

strengthening an assertion, ' if

wrath come on him ever so much, Horn. ; so

with a partic, though desiring never

so much, II. 3. in Att. in answers, yes, certainly,

exactly so, 7 Plat., etc. ; . roi Xen., etc. ;

. Id.

II. Comp., more, Horn. ;
-

more than is right, Plat., Xen., etc. ;

more than anything, i. e. most certainly, Plat. 2.

denoting increase, more and more, still more, Od. ;, Lat. magis magisque, Eur., Ar. 3.

sometimes joined to a second Comp.,
II. ; Soph., etc. 4. , much
more, but rather,, Dem. 5.

in fj , seems redundant, "

' % ' the Persians have come
not more against us, than against you, Hdt. ; in this

case ) ov is preceded by another negat. 6.

. -, a form of argument, which we call a

fortiori, Arist.

III. Sup., most, most of all, Horn., etc. ;

. . , . . , first and above all . . ,

next . . , Soph. :

—

; what is the precise thing

that you want? Plat.; or ' ., hat. quam maxime,
Id. ; . Aesch. ; . certainly, in answers, Plat.;

. Id. ; . Hdt. 2.

for the most part, mostly, Id. ; so, Thuc,
etc. ; also, . as famous as he that

is most [famous], Hdt. b. 4v . especially, as

much as any, Thuc, Plat. 3. may be added
to a Sup., , II. ; .

Eur. 4. with numbers, means
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about, Thuc., Xen., etc. ; so, is about
the middle, Hdt. ;" . Thuc, etc. 5. -

is used in answers, most certainly, Lat. el max-
ime, Ar. ; so, . ye Soph. ; . Ar.-, , , , , poet, for,
soft-footed, treading softly, Theocr. ,, Ion. -, ,() softness, delicacy, ef-

feminacy, Hdt., Thuc. 2. want ofpatience, 'weak-

ness, Arist. II. calmness of the sea, Caesar., = sq., Xen., Plut.

: f.) : aor. ,
and in med. form: () :

—

to be

softened or made effeminate, shew weakness or

cowardice, Thuc, Xen. 2. to be softened or

appeased, Thuc.-, ov, (yrj) with or of soft soil, Strab.-, ov, () mild of mood, Aesch.
MAW

AA"K0'2, , 6v, Lat. mollis, soft, Horn., etc. ; .
veios a fresh-ploughed fallow, II. ; . a soft

grassy meadow, Od. ; . Soph. ; Xen. :

—Adv., sit softly, i. e. on a cushion,

Ar. II. of things not subject to touch, soft,

gentle,, Horn. ; etioetv to sleep

softly, Od. ;,, . soft, fair words,

Horn. ; . tender, youthful looks, Ar. ; light,

mild, Thuc. III. in bad sense, of persons,

soft, yielding, remiss, Id., Xen. :—Adv.,-
attacked him somewhatfeebly, Thuc. :

— also faint-hearted, effeminate, cowardly, Id.,

Xen. j not to give in from
want of spirit, not to flag- a whit, Hdt., Ar. Hence,^, , =, softness, Plat., etc. II.

weakness, effeminacy, Plut.-, , , soft-handed, Pind.,, , one that melts and moulds, Plut., Pass., like, to fag, Xen., Att. -, f. ,() to make soft, of

dressing leather, to make it soft and supple ;—hence,
with reference to Cleon's trade of tanner,. to

give one a dressing, hide him, Ar. : Pass., iv

worsted in it, Pind. 2. to soften metal
or other materialfor working, Plat. II. metaph.
to soften, appease, make to relent, Eur. :—Pass, to be

softened, to relent, Soph., Ar. ; . to be relieved

from disease, Soph. Hence
[], , mallow, Lat. malva, Hes., Ar., etc.,, , =, Luc., , , {) mighty, fierce, devouring,

ravening, of fire, II., etc. 2. metaph. fiery, glow-
ing, vehement, furious, Pind., Trag.' [], , the arm-pit, Lat. ala, only in phrase, under the arm, as the place for carrying
concealed weapons, Xen., Plat. :—hence
zinderhand, secretly, Lat. furtim, Dem.'" or, , a mixture of wax and pitch for

laying over writing-tablets, Dem., , =, Plat., Pass, to be softened, of persons, Aesch.,

Eur. :

—

to relax, give in, Plat,, , ov, poet, for, Anth.€, verb. Adj. of, one must be

remiss, Plat. :—so, Ar.

, , ,( with inserted), soft, Pind.,

Att. :—Adv., to recline on soft

cushions, Ar. II. metaph. faint-hearted, remiss,
cowardly, II., Att.:—also weak, feeble, Ar. 2. in

good sense, soft, gentle, mild, Theogn., Att. :»-Adv.
gently, Aesch., Soph. ; neut. as Adv., Aesch.-, ov, () soft-voiced, Pind., =, to soften, soothe, Trag. :—Pass.,

unnerved by sleep, Aesch.

[], , Dim. of, a lock of hairy
Anth.,, , Dor. for, cf.., Dor. for, =., Adv., Sup. of, v. III,

MA'AKH, , numbnessfrom cold. Hence
[t], to become numb with cold, to be torpid,

Hes., Xen., Dem., crasis for ., Adv., Comp. of; v. II.', , a lock of wool, wool, Hes., Aesch., etc.

:

—a lock of hair, Eur., , Dor. for., ov, Dor. for., , , white, Theocr. (Akin to ?),, Dor. for-., crasis for €7.
[/c], , Comic word for a blockhead,

simpleton, Ar.

ahe?v, to cry for the breast, to suck the breast,

of babies, Ar. From, , mamma, mammy, a child's attempt to articu-

late mother, Anth. :—so ,,,,
papa, forfather. II. a grandmother, Plut.

or, , , a Syrian deity, god of
riches ; hence riches, wealth, N.T., Dor. and old Ep. for., crasis for -., crasis for .', , an inclosed space : 1. for cattle, a
fold, byre, stable, Theocr., etc. 2. the setting of
a ring, Anth., or , , mandrake, a narcotic plant,

Xen., Dem.', , Maneros, only son of the first king of

Egypt : a national dirge named after him, Hdt., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.
(from Root ), f., Dor. -€ :—aor. 2 , Ep. :—pf.

;

plqpf. 4, 3 sing, :

—

to learn, esp.

by inquiry ; and in aor. to have learnt, i. e. to under-
stand, know, Od., Att. ; ael yap ? yipov eu

Aesch. ; ol, learners, pupils, Xen. :

—c. inf. to learn to do, learn how to do, II., Aesch.,

etc. II. to perceive by the senses, remark, notice,

Hdt., Xen. :—with a part., , like &v,

know that you are, Soph., etc. III. to understand,
comprehend, Aesch., etc. :—often in Dialogue,-; Lat. tenes ? d'ye see?—Answ., ,
perfectly I Ar. IV. in Att., ; often begins

a question, having learnt what ? for what new reason ?

wherefore? Id., etc., Ion. -, ??,() madness, frenzy, Hdt.,



—
Trag., etc. II. enthusiasm, inspired frenzy,
Eur., Plat. III. mad passion, fury, Trag., , , an armlet, worn of gold used by
Persians and Gauls, Polyb., , {) raging, frantic, mad, Soph. ;

with a neut. Subst., with mad
ravings, Eur., , , {) of or for madness, mad, Ar.

;

to look mad, Id. II. of persons,

frenzied, frantic, Plat. :

—

mad, extravagant, Xen. :

—Adv., Plat.,, Dor. for.-, , () like madness, mad, Xen. 2.

like a madman, crazy, Thuc. ; rb . madness, Eur., , a Hebr. word, manna, a morsel, grain,
the gum of the tamarisk; generally, food, N.T.', , Lat. monile, a collar. Hence-, ov, {) wearing a collar, Theocr.', , , Lat. rarus, loose in texture, porous,

Plat., etc. II. few, scanty, Xen., etc. :—Adv.
-, so much the less often, Id., rjros, , looseness of texture, porousness,

Arist. II. fewness, scantiness, Plat., Ion. -, ,() prophesying, pro-

phetic power, h. Horn. : mode of divination, Hdt.

;

the riddle stood in need of divina-

tion, Soph. II. = II, Tyrtae., Soph., Ion. and Ep.-,, an oracle, i. e., I.

an oracular response, Od., Hdt., Att. II. the

seat of an oracle, Hdt., Aesch., etc., a, ov, and os, ov, Ion. -, , ov :—poet,

for, oracular, prophetic, Pind., Aesch., etc.

;

., i. e. Apollo, Eur.,, , an oracle, Pind., Trag., Dep. : f.- : aor.,
poet,, as Pass., v. infr. Ill : {) :

—

to divine, prophesy, presage, Horn., etc.; c. acc.

cogn., . Aesch. 2. generally, to divine,

presage, augur, forbode, surmise, of any presenti-

ment, Plat., etc. ; c. gen.,

Aesch. 3. of animals, to get scent of a
thing, Theocr. II. to consult an oracle, seek

divinations, Hdt., Att. ; . this is the

question I ask the oracle, Eur. III. aor. and pf

.

pass, in pass, sense, an oracle was given,
Hdt. ; . the words of the oracles,

Id., verb, Adj. one must divine, Eur. ; and, ,, foretold by an oracle, Eur. : prescribed

by an oracle, Xen.,,, Ion. for, etc., crasis for ., , , of or for a soothsayer or his art, pro-
phetic, oracular, Trag. 2. 77 , =, the faculty of divination, prophecy, Soph.

;

so, alone, Hdt., Plat. II. of persons, like

a prophet, oracular, Plat. :—Adv. -kS>s, Ar., f., to prophesy, Aesch. From-, ov, {) frenzied, inspired, Eur., 6, gen., Ion. ios and 770s, voc.: dat. pi.,

:{) :

—

one who divines, a seer, prophet,

Horn., etc. :—as fern, a prophetess, Trag., Thuc. 2.

'. 48?
II. a kind ofmetaph. a diviner, foreboder, Soph.

grasshopper, Theocr., ?, {) the art of divination, II.,

Pind., , ov, {) oracular, Eur., a, ov,—, Anth., Dor. for., contr., v.* II.&, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., crasis for ., crasis for .
[], , a whip, scourge, Aesch., Eur. (Deriv.

unknown.)' [], , fennel, Lat, marathrum, Dem.&&, uvos, , Marathon, a deme on the East
of Attica, prob. so called from its being overgrown with
fennel, Od., Hdt., etc.- [], , , () a Marathon-
fighter, a Marathon-man, proverb, of a brave vete-

ran, Ar.', f.: aor. :—Pass., f. ·- : aor. : pf. or-

:

—to put out or quench fire, h. Horn. :—Pass.

to die away, go slowly out, of fire, II. II.

metaph., atyeis . to quench the orbs of sight, Soph. ;

makes me waste away, wears me
out, Aesch. ; of time, Soph. :

—Pass, to die away, waste away, decay, wither, Eur.,

Thuc. ; blood dies away from
my hand, Aesch. ; of a river, to dry up, Hdt., Syriac phrase, — ", . ., only in pres., {·) to rage furiously, II.

[], , , a pearl, Theophr., etc. (A
Persian word.), ,—, Anacreont., () only used in part,, raging,
Aesch. ; c. inf., madly eager to go, Eur.

[t], , , () Margites, i.e. a mad
fellow, hero of a mock-heroic poem ascribed to Homer., Pass., —, Pind., Aesch.', , ov, and , ov, raging mad, Lat.fiiriosus,, madman ! Od. ; then in Pind., Aesch., etc. 2.

of appetite, greedy, gluttonous, Od., Eur. 3. lewd,

lustful, Theogn., Eur., , = sq., Theogn.,, ,() raging passion, Soph. 2.

gluttony, Plat. 3. hist, Eur.', Att., , Marea, a town in Lower Egypt,

Hdt., Thuc. II. a lake near it, Strab. ; more
commonly called (sc.) Id. :—also

(sc.) Id.

MA'PH, 77, a hand, Pind., oi, a people of Bithynia, Hdt., etc. :

—

one who utters a wild, barbaric

lament, Aesch. ; cf..
[], 77, the embers of charcoal, Ar. :—hence, «

son of Coal-dust ! comic name of an

Acharnian collier, Id. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , , (, Root of some tenses of)
coal-dust-gulper , of a blacksmith, Anth.', only in pres. and impf., to flash, sparkle,

of arms, II. ;
the sparkling eyes
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of Aphrodite, . ; Aesch.

Hence

[], a, , flashing, sparkling, glistening,

gleaming, of metals, II., Hes. ; also, the

many-twinkling sea, II. II. of marble, Anth.

[], , ov,() of marble, Theocr.-, , sculpture in marble, Strab.,, , —, Soph., , , any stone or rock of crystalline struc-

ture, which sparkles () in the light, Horn.,

etc. ; also, II. II. marble, Strab. :—a marble tombstone, Theocr., ,() a flashing, sparkling, of

light, Plat. : of any quick motion,*\
the quick twinkling of dancers' feet, Od.-, , () with sparkling eyes, Eur.', Ep. imper., inf., impf., ao, aro, Ep., 3 dual,
pi., Ep., 3 pi. :—Dep.,
only in pres. and impf. :

—

to fight, do battle, with
or against another, II. j lb.; Eur. 2.

to quarrel, wrangle with words, II. 3. in Pind. to

contend, struggle, strive to one's uttermost, Pind.', impf. : f . : aor. I :

—also Ep. forms, 3 sing. subj.: aor. 2 opt., inf. : pf . part,, 3 sing,

plqpf. :

—

to catch, lay hold of, seize,

Horn., etc. : c. gen. partis, . to catch one by
the foot, Soph., II. ; . to overtake, catch a
fugitive, II. : but, reached ground
with his feet, lb. : metaph., him sleep

overtook, lb. ; old age got hold of him,

Od. ; if the votes shall convict

thee, Aesch. ; the unseen land
engulphed him, Soph.', , a bag, pouch, Lat. marsupium, Xen.

(sc. ]), , Lat. Martins, the month of
March, Plut., vpos, and , Aeol. for the Att..', aor. 1 : pf .

:—Pass.,

f., also in pass, sense :

aor. 1 : pf . : () :

—

to be a
witness, to bear witness, give evidence, bear testimony

,

Simon., etc. : c. dat. pers. to bear witness to or infavour
of another, Hdt., Att. ; -fj *· bears
witness to my opinion, Hdt. 2. c. acc. rei, to bear
witness to a thing, testify it, Soph., etc. 3. c. inf.

to testify that a thing is, Id. ;; who will bear thee witness that he heard . . ?

Id. 4. c. acc. cogn., . to give hearsay
evidence, Dem. :—so in Pass.,

Id. 5. Pass, also impers., testimony is

borne, Plat. ; I know that testi-

mony will be given, Xen. Hence

[],, , testimony, Eur. ; and, -, witness, testimony, evidence, often in pi.,

Od.; to refuse to give evidence, Ar.

[], , a testimony , Proof, Hdt., etc.

;

to bring forward evidence, Id. :—
. . , followed by, here is a proof,

namely . . , Id., Thuc, etc.

[], f. : aor. 1- :

-^-.
Dep. : () :

—to call to witness, attest, invoke,
Soph., Eur., etc.; c. part., I
call you to witness that I am being- beaten, Ar. 2.

c. acc. rei, to call one to witness a thing, Hdt., Ar. 3.

to protest, asseverate, . . . Ar., etc. ; absol.,-
I protest, Id., Thuc., , old Ep. form for, Horn.'", , also fj ; gen., acc. -, etc.,

formed from, but also acc., with dat. pi.

:

—a witness, Hes., Theogn. ;

Eur. ; . Thuc. ;

Arist. ; to produce witnesses,

Plat., etc. ; so, . Xen.,, , Dor. for-., Dor. for., aor. 1 inf. of.-, f.,() Dep. to chew, Ar.-, v.-.,, Dor. for,., , , —-, a leather strap, thong,
Soph. :—metaph. a supple knave, Ar., late form of., Dor. for, dat. pi. of., I shall touch, fut. of* II., , Lat. Massilia, Marseilles, Thuc, etc. : the
Marseillais were or -, , Dem.,
etc., Att. : f . : aor. 1 : pf . :

—Pass., aor. 2 : pf .^ : (from, for-) :—properly, to handle, touch, in Med., Anth. :

cf.. II. to work with the hands, to

knead dough, Lat. pinso, Ar. ; also in Med., Hdt.,
Ar.; metaph., Ar. :—Pass., '

Id. ; - dough ready
kneaded, Thuc., and , neut., gen., irreg.

Comp. of or, longer, greater, Od. ; -
?) greater than one could see, Pind. ;

anything more, Aesch.|,, ,() that with which one chews,
the mouth, Od. II. that which is chewed, a
mouthful, morsel, II., Theocr., only in pres., to mumble, of an old man,
Ar. (Formed from the sound.), , , =, Xen. From, poet. inf. : poet. aor. 1 :

(*) :—like, to seek, search, Eur. 2. c.

acc. to seek or search after

:

—to crave, need, Pind.,

Aesch., Xen. 3. c. inf. to seek or strive to do,

Pind., Eur., Xen.,, , (*) a seeker, searcher, one who
looks for, Soph., Eur., =, only in Ep. part,, Hes., , , () one that always wants
whipping, a worthless slave, a sorry knave, Lat. ver-

bero, Ar., Plat.-, , () a scourge-bearer, a sort of

policeman, Thuc., opt. ; f . : aor. 1 :

—Med., f . in pass, sense :

—

to whip, flog,
Hdt., Plat. Hence, ov, that deserves whipping, Luc.



— >7· 4«9€, a, ov, verb. Adj. of-, deserving
a -whipping, Ar., Dor.- : Ep. aor. : part. aor.

pass, : () :

—

to -whip,flog, 11., Theocr.

:

c. mi.,- 5

(v. I. 2), Horn. Hence, opos, 0, a scourger, Aesch., lyos, (from same Root as -,) :

—

a whip, scourge, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; . a horse-

whip, Hdt. ; to advance under
the lash, of soldiers flogged on, Id. ; so,

. Xen. II. metaph. a scourge, plague, II.,

Aesch. ; 7?7 .,^, i.e. fire and sword,

Aesch. ; . of sickness, . T., ios, , Ion. for, dat. II. ; acc.

Od.,( ?) to gnash the teeth, Ep. part., Hes., only in pres., to whip, scourge, II. :—Med.,
ovpfj* [the lion] lashing his sides

with his tail, II.-, , () a breast-band, Anth., , Ion. and Ep., Dor. :

—

one of
the breasts, II. ;

struck his chest above the breast, lb. ;

lb. 2. esp. a woman's breast,, of Hecuba mourning over Hector, lb.

;

' oi * Od. ; , of the

mother, Aesch. ; of animals, the udder, Eur. II.

metaph. a round hill, knoll (French mamelon), Pind.,

Xen. 2. a piece of wool fastened to the edge of

nets, Xen.-€, , a pandaring, Xen. From, f., to play the pandar, Xen. ; .
to seduce one into public life, Id. From, and () a pandar, Lat. leno,

lena, Ar. ; metaph., Xen.

[], , () the armpit, Lat. ala, axilla,

Ar., etc. II. a bay, Strab., {.,() toput under the arm-pits :

hence, to mutilate a corpse, since murderers had a
fancy, that by cutting off the extremities and placing
them under the arm-pits, they would avert vengeance,
Aesch., Soph. Hence, rjpos, , a broad strap passing round
the horse and fastened to the yoke by the :

generally, a girth, girdle, band, Hdt., Aesch.,() to speak or work folly, Soph. ;-
' my heart is not deceived, Aesch., f., to talk idly, at random, Strab.-, ov,(-) talking idly , at random, N.T., , labour in vain, Strab., Luc. From-, ov, labouring in vain, Philo., a, ov, and os, ov, () vain, empty, idle,

trifling,frivolous, Theogn., Hdt., Att. II. thought-
less, rash, irreverent, profane, impious, Aesch.;

seriousness, gravity , Id. III. Adv. -,
idly, without ground, Soph., Dor. for., f. 7)< : aor. 1, Ep. : () :

—

to be idle, to dally, loiter, linger, II. ; -
yov the work lags not, Aesch. ; to loiter

by the way, Id. ; is in vain, Id.

, f . : aor. 1 : (*) :—like,
to seek, search, II., Soph. 2. c. acc. pers. to seek after,

seek for, search after, properly of hounds casting for

the scent, Aesch. ; then generally, Id., Soph., etc. 3.

c. inf. to seek or strive to do, Pind., Soph. 4. c.

acc. loci, to search, explore, Theocr., rarer form for, Theocr.

MA'TH [], ,, a folly, a fault, Aesch. Hence, Dor., Adv. in vain, idly, fruitlessly,

Lat. frustra, h. Horn., Pind., Att. ; . in
vain the labour, Aesch.; with a Noun, . the

fruitless burthen, Id. 2. at random, without
reason, Lat. temere, Theogn., Hdt., Att. ; .,
of a madman, Soph. 3. idly, falsely, Lat. falso,
Id. ; ., of a dream, Aesch., Ion. -, , () a vain attempt, Od.-, , a devourer of meal, Ar. (A dubious
word, said to be derived from a measure of

meal. Others read-, a licker up of

dainties?),,€,,-, Dor. for-., , and, , , a dainty dish, Menand.

:

.., Att. for., f., for, metri gratia, to darken, to

blind, make powerless, Pind., Aesch. 2. metaph.
to make dim or obscure, ox forgotten, Hes. :—Pass, to

become dim or obscure, Theogn., Aesch., , a king of Halicarnassus, husband of Ar-

temisia, Hdt. :—, , his tomb at Halicar-

nassus, and, as appellat. a mausoleum, Strab., crasis for ., , \], a large knife or dirk, worn by
the heroes of the Iliad next the sword-sheath, IL :

generally, a knife for cutting up meat, Hdt., Att. 2.

as a weapon, a short sword or dagger, Hdt., etc. : a
sabre or bent sword, opp. to the straight sword (),
Xen. 3. a kind of rasor, with the

rasor's single blade, opp. to . scissars, Ar.

[t], to, Dim. of, Luc., , Dim. of, Xen.,, , Dim. of, a rasor, Ar., Luc.-, , a cutler's factory , Dem. From-, , () a cutler, Ar., Dem.-, , , a cutler, hence :—-, , a cutler's shop, Plut.-, ov, () wearing a sabre, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc., Dor. for.
[],, , Machaon, son of Aesculapius, the

first surgeon that we hear of, II. (Perh. akin to-
.), Ep. for, pres. part, of., Ion. pres. opt. for., Ep. for, pres. part, of.', verb. Adj. of, one must fight, Arist., Dor. for, imper. of.

[], , () battle, fight, combat, Horn.,

etc. ; sea fights, Pind. :—with Verbs,

to fight a battle, II., Att. ; ,,, II, ; or-
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to engage battle with one, Aesch., Eur.

;

also,5ia 4,,^, Hdt
.

,

Att. ; to win a battle, Xen. :

—

battle with an enemy, II., etc. 2. in pi. quarrels,

strifes, wranglings, lb., Plat. 2. — aywv, a contest

for a prize in the games, Pind. : generally a struggle,

Xen. II. a mode of fighting, -may of battle,

Hdt., Xen. III. a field of battle, Xen., ov, gen. ovos, warlike, II., Anth., , ,() a fighter, warrior, Horn. :

Dor. Adj.,, warlike, Pind., , , inclined to battle or war, quarrel-

some, Arist. :

—

. restive horses, Plat., , , to be fought with, Od.

[], , ov, also os, ov,() fit for battle,

warlike, Hdt., Att. ; . the fighting men, soldiery,

and in Egypt the warrior-caste, Hdt. ; . the effec-

tive force, Thuc.-, es, (eTSos) warlike, quarrelsome, Anth., ados, fern, of, Anth.', ov, lewd, lustful, Hes., Luc. 2. metaph.
wanton, luxuriant, insolent, Aesch. Hence, , lewdness, lust, wantonness, II., Hdt.
MA'XOMAI [], Ion.', Dep. ; Ion. pres. opt.44 ; Ion. part, Ep.-, :—Ion. impf.4€0 :—f. 4-, Att., Ep. 3 pi.4 ; Ep.-

; Dor. : aor. 1 4, Ep. inf.

:

—

to fight, Horn., etc.; c. dat. pers. to

fight with, i. e. against, one, Id., etc. ; .' and
ivavrlov II. ; 4 , lb. ; but, .

with the sanction, tender the auspices of a deity,

Od., Xen. ; . 4 will fight by them-
selves, II. ; ' '4 . to fight one against one, in

single combat, Hdt. :—rb\4 the force
that had not yet come into action, Thuc. II.

generally, to quarrel, wrangle, dispute with one, to

oppose, gainsay, II., Plat. III. to contend
for the mastery in games, II. ; '-

. Ar.', Adv. pres. part, pugnaciously, Strab.', Adv. in vain, idly , fruitlessly ,
II.;

to swear lightly, i. e. without meaning to perform,
lb. II. vainly, idly, foolishly, thoughtlessly,

Horn. ; , . Id.-, , , () random breezes, squalls,
gusts or flaws of wind, Hes., ov, () vain, false, Eur.,Theocr. : useless,

worthless, Anth. :—Adv., =, Horn.-, ov, () idly talking, . birds
whose cries convey no sure omen, h. Horn.-, ov, (/ieiV) bringing forth in vain, Anth.-, , , (,) idly barking, i. e.

repeating a thing again and again, Pind.*, found only in pf. with pres. sense, 3 pl.

; and in syncop. forms, dual4, pl. 4-
; 3 sing, imperat. ; 3 pl. plqpf . ;

part, , gen., Ep. also-
tos :
—to wish eagerly, strive, yearn, desire, c. inf.,

Horn., etc. : c. gen. to long for, be eager for :—often

also with an Adv., ; whither so fast ? II.

;

pressing forward, lb. ; absol. in part.,

* he strode on hastily, eagerly, lb. ; iv,$, of a fisher, expectant, Theocr. 2. to

be bent on doing, to purpose, 4 II.,

etc. II. Med. in Dor. inf., part,

:

—to seek after, covet, c. ace, Theogn., etc.; c. inf. or

absol., Aesch.-, is,() very bold, Hes.', , Ion. for.-, ov, high-minded, Horn., Hes., aor. 1, () to look on a thing as

too great, to grudge one a thing as too great for him,
II. ; so c. inf., ;*
grudge us not the accomplishment of these works, Od.

;

c. acc. et inf., / com-
plain not that the suitors should do, lb. 2. c. dat.

pers. to feel a grudge towards, II. 3. absol., $, ) , ?) , I care not

(which), Od. 4. c. gen. rei, grudg-
ing him the life [of Antilochus], II. ; .4

Aesch. 5. Pass, to be envied, Anth.,-, ?,( n) with great hollows, cavernous,

of the sea, Od. (cf.) : of a ship, with large

hull, II. ; of a dolphin, with huge maw, lb.-, is, very famous, declined (as if from-), i'i, 4, 4es, 4, Anth.-, ov, unjust in great matters, Arist.&-, 4s, () of great strength, ap. Plut.-,,-, Dor. for--., f., to boast highly, talk big, Aesch. :

—Med. to boast oneself, Plat. ; and,, , great boasting, arrogance, Plat. From-, ov, (4) greatly boasting, very
glorious, Pind., Aesch., etc., , ov,() magnificent, splendid, Xen. :

mighty works, N.T. :

—

. -, splen-

didly, Xen. 2. of persons, stately, haughty, Id.,, , majesty, . T.', f., to talk big, boast, Xen. ; and, , big talking, Eur., Xen. From-, ov, () talking big, vaunting,,

boastful, Aesch., Xen.&, , great manliness, proud self-con-

fidence, haughtiness, Pind., Eur. From&-,, , , () very manly, heroic : self-

confident, haughty, Pind.,-, , , , () great-hearted, heroic,

Horn., Pass, only in pres., to be exalted, to bear

oneselfproudly, Horn,-, 4, —, Anth., , high-mindedness, Xen. From-, ov, high-minded, Xen.-, ov, (d4v5pov) full of large trees, Strab.-|, ov, () very glorious, Pind., Plut., , munificence, Luc. From-, ov, () making great presents,

munificent, Ar., contr.-, is, (*) performing
great deeds, magnificent, Luc. Hence, , contr.-, magnificence, Luc., contr.-, , =, Plut.&-, ov, =, Plat.



--, ov, very 'wretched, Theocr.

, 4, concealing much : capacious, Pind.-, ov, braving great dangers, Arist., ov, with lofty summits, ap. Arist.-,, 4s, {4) far-ruling, Anth.-, , of high design, ambitious, Aesch.-, ov, receiving high pay, Luc., , greatness of intellect, Plat., Luc.
From
-voos, ov, contr. -, ovv, greatminded, Luc.-, poet,-, , epith. of great cities,

at Athens that mighty city,

Pind. ; . . Eur., , the disposition to do great
things, magnificence, Plut. From-, ov, {) disposed to do great
deeds, forming great designs, Xen.€€7€, Ion. -, , the character of -, magnificence, Hdt., Plat.-, 4s, {4) befitting a great man,
magnificent, Hdt., Att. :

—

4,=-4, Xen. II. Adv. -, Ion. -4ws, Hdt.,

Xen. : Comp.-4 Plat., Sup.-4 Hdt.075, v.., v. 4.,-, 4s, exceeding strong, Pind.-, ov,{) with large heart:
high-spirited, Eur.-, ov, very lamentable, most piteous,

Aesch.-, ov, {) magnificent, Aesch.,-, ov, {) greatly adventurous, Luc.-, -, -, v.--.', to be high-minded, . ' to be

confident in oneself, Xen. :—Med., in bad sense, to be

arrogant, Plat. ; and, , greatness of mind, Plat. ; -
magnanimously, Hdt. 2. in bad

sense, pride, arrogance, Id. From,-, ovos, , , {) high-minded, noble,

generous, Xen. 2. in bad sense, arrogant: Adv.-, Plat., Xen., , grandiloquence, Luc.-9, ov, {) loud-voiced, Dem., , greatness of soul, magnanimity,
Arist. :—in bad sense, arrogance, Dem. 2. of

thing-s, magnificence, Id. From-, ov, () high-souled, magnanimous,
Dem. :-—Adv. -, Id.

[], only in pres. and impf., {4) to make
great or powerful, to exalt, strengthen, Thuc. :

—

Pass., tivos to gain great glory from
. . , Xen. II. to make great by word, to extol,

magnify, Eur., Thuc, etc. :—Med. to boast oneself,

Aesch., Xen. 2. to aggravate a crime, Thuc.,-, ov, {) with a great name, giving
glory, Soph., Ar., Adv. of4, v.4 .

[], . and Ion. Adv. of 4, far and
wide, over a vast space, Horn. II. =,
Hdt. 2. also =, Id.-, , () greatness, majesty, . T.

-. 491- [], opos, 6, , {) man-exalting, Pind., , Megara, Hdt., etc. ; to Megara,
Ar. Hence, 4, , a citizen of Megara, pi.?$ or

-, Hdt., etc. Hence, f. , to side with the Megarians or speak

their dialect, Ar. ; and, , , Megarian, Ar., etc. :—fern. Meyapis
(sc. ), the Megarian territory, Megarid, Thuc., Adv. from Megara, Ar., Adv. at Megara, Ar.', , a large room or chamber, esp. the hall,

Od. 2. the women's apartment, lb. II. in

pi. a hou.se, palace, like Lat. aedes, because the house
consisted of many rooms, Horn. ; at home,
Id. III. the oracular chamber in the temple,

the sanctuary, shrine, Hdt. ; in this sense always,

like Lat. aedes, in sing-. Hence',, Adv. homewards, home, Od.", [],, gen., , , dat., , , acc.4,,, voc. :

dual,, , , ., , a, etc. I.

Radic. sense, . to,, big, great, of

men's stature, tall, Horn.; of women,
Od. :—also, great, full-grown, of age as shewn by

stature, lb., Aesch. 2. vast, high,, opos,

Horn. 3. vast, spacious, wide, 4,, etc., Id. II. of Degree, great, strong,

mighty, of gods, Id., etc. ; , of Demeter
and Proserpine, Soph. ;4 rose to greatness,

Dem. ; 4, i. e. the King of Persia, le

grand Monarque, Hdt. ; 4 Aesch. ; .
the Great, Polyb. 2. great,

strong, violent, etc.,, Horn. ; of pro-

perties, passions, etc., Id., etc. 3. of sounds, great,

loud, Id., etc. ; 4 Soph. ;—but,*
a prevailing rumour, Aesch. 4. great,

mighty, weighty, important,4 Od. ;

to esteem of great importance, Hdt. ;4 and what is most important, Thuc. 5.

in bad sense, over-great,4 to speak big,'4 Od. ;, to have high

thoughts, be presumptuous, Soph., Eur. ;

Eur.

. Adv. [], greatly, mightily, exceed-

ingly, Lat. magnopere, Horn., Aesch. II. neut.

sing, and pi. and as Adv., very much,
exceedingly, Horn. ; with verbs of sound, aloud, loudly,

Id. ; so in Att. 2. of Space, far,4 far
away, II., etc. :—with Comp. and Sup. by far, ',,4 Horn.

C. degrees of Comparison: 1. Comp.^
(for), -ov, gen. -, Horn., Att. ; Ion. 4,
ov, Hdt. ; later also, . . -.—greater, Horn.,

etc. ; also, too great, too much, more than enough,

Plat. :—Adv. Eur. ; Ion. Hdt., etc.

;

also neut. as Adv., 4 Soph., etc.^ 2.

Sup.4, , ov, Horn. :—neut. as Adv.,

Soph.; with another Sup.4
Eur. :—also in pi.,' Soph.-, 4, =, Pind., Aesch.-?, 4,=, Pind., Aesch.



492 -, Ion.',,, (-) greatness, mag-
nitude, size, height, stature, Horn., Hdt., etc. :—of

sound, loudness, . Thuc. :—dat. and acc. are

used adverbially, great in size, Hdt. ;

s Id. ; so, '
rivers not bearing- any proportion to the Nile in

size, Id. II. of Degree, greatness, magnitude,

Eur., Thuc, etc. 2. greatness, i. e. might, power,

Eur., Xen. 3. greatness, magnanimity , Plut.-, ov, () passing lovely, Hes., ot,() great men, grandees, . T.-, , making cities greatest, Pind.',, , like (v.), participial Subst.,

a guardian, " guardian of Ida, II.

;

., of Poseidon, Ar. 2. fern., of

Aphrodite, h. Horn. ; of Mnemosyne, Hes., etc.', , the medimnus, an Attic corn-measure,

containing 6, 48, 192 = 6 Roman
modii, i.e. very nearly 12 gallons, Hes., Att.', only in pres., and mostly in participial Subst.', ovros, , like,, a guardian, lord,

leaders and guardians
of the Argives, Horn.

;
lord of the sea, Od.;

of Bacchus, iv Soph. II.

as Dep.', f., to provide for, think

on, be mindful of, bethink one of, c. gen.,

II. ; wy Od., etc. 2. to

plan, contrive, devise something for one,.
II.', , , = (. ), Hes.',, Ion. for,, ..-' : aor. 2, Ion. :

—

to catch

in turn, of a game at ball, Od.-, Dep., syncop. aor. 2 part,, to

leap or rush upon, c. dat., II. 2. to rush after, in

a race, lb.', Dor. for.-, late Att. -, f. 6, to dispose differ-

ently, to correct, Soph. :—Med., aor. 1,
with pf. pass,-, to disposefor oneself,-

adopt new habits, Aesch. ;-
Eur.', Ion. for, aor. I of., aor. 2 opt. of :—, inf., aor. 2 of., aor. 2 part, of., Ep. for, aor. 2 subj. of., verb. Adj. of, one must have a share

of, Thuc.', Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-', to draw to the other side, Anth.', Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.', Dor. and poet, for.', ,() participation, Plat.', f. of-.-, impf., Ep.- : f. —
: aor. 2-, inf ., part,-, med.-:—to follow after, follow closely, Horn.; so in Med.,

II. ; c. dat., Soph. 2.

c. acc. to follow with the eyes, to seek after, II. 3.

to visit, ; dost thou come but now to

visit us? Od. 4. metaph. to pursue, attend to,

-,
Pind. ; carrying a burden, Id. II.

Causal, c. dupl. acc, he
turned the horses in pursuit of Tydeides, II.', aor. 2 imper. of., pf. of.
', , =, strong drink, to be
pretty well drunk, Hdt. ; Soph.

;

) Eur. II. drunkenness, Plat., aor. 1 of.-, to be come in quest of, Eur., Ar.'-, Pass, to sit among, c. dat., Od.-, , ,() happening by day, in open
day, Xen., Dem.-'* ov, = foreg., Eur., , remissness, carelessness, II. From, ov, gen.,() remiss, careless, Horn., —', Ep. for, f . inf. of., , migration, Strab. From-, f., to place differently , transpose, Plat. :

—Pass, to keep moving, Plut.-, 2 and 3 pers.?,^ if from),
Ion. or ; 3 pi., Ion. : im-

perat. : Ep. 3 sing. subj. : inf.,
Ep.-,- :—impf. 3 sing,, 3 pi.

(for):—f., Ep. inf.,-:
—aor. 1, Ep., other moods being supplied

by aor. 2, imper. ; subj., Ep.; opt.; inf., Ep., part, :—Med.,
f ., Ion. (in pass, sense) : 3 sing. aor.

2, 2 pi.; 2 dual and pi. subj.,; inf. :—Pass., 3 sing. Ion. impf.-: 3 pi. pf., Ion. imper.; Ion. part.

: Ion. aor. 1. [Generally, X Ep., t

Att.] I. trans, to let go, let loose, release a prisoner,

II., etc. : to let a visitor depart, Od. : to dismiss a
wife, Hdt. :—c inf. to let one free to do as he will,

allow one to do, Id. ; so, . Eur. :—Pass.

to be let go, dismissed, Hdt. b. to give up,
abandon, II. :—metaph., " - if the cold

would but leave me, Od. 2. c. acc rei, to let a
thing £<?, let it fall, throw, lb., etc. :

—

also, . to let go, give tip one's wrath, Horn.

;

so, to put away anger in favour

of Achilles, II. ; so, . to put away anger

from one's heart, Eur. ; . to give up the ghost,

Id. :—of liquids, to let flow, let drop, Hdt., Att. :—so,• . to let drop, i. e. utter, Persian

words, Hdt. :—. to let it shoot forth, Id. :

—

. to let it fly, discharge it, Soph. ; .
to plunge it into her, Eur. ; vat (sc.) to give the ship her way, Soph. b. to relieve,

the heart from grief, II. c. to give up,
resign, throw aside, lb., Att. d. to forgive one a
fault, remit a debt, Hdt. ; ex-

cusing thee this peril, Eur. II. intr. to relax

one's energies (where may be supplied), to

be slack, remiss, lukewarm, dally, Horn. : c inf.

to neglect to do, II., Hdt., Att. b. to let,

permit, having left it for me to

speak, having allowed me, Soph. 2. c. gen. rei, to

relax or cease from,, II., etc. ;

[the suitors] ceased from wrath in
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deference to Telemachus, Od. b. c. gen. pers. to

abandon, neglect, II. 3. c. part.,

having- wept he left off, lb. III. the Med. agrees

in construction with the intr. Act., to free oneselffrom,
let go one's hold of, c. gen., Eur.,

etc. ;—the act. would be .- : . Causal, in pres. and impf., fut. and
aor. if to place in another way, to change,

rot I will give thee another present instead of

this, Od. j . , Hdt. ; etc., Eur. 2.

c. gen. partit., he changes
nothing of his colour, Ar. II. of persons, to set

free, from disease, Soph.;, Eur. 2.

to remove, Id., Thuc. :—so in aor. med.,"·
to remove from oneself or from one's presence,

Hdt., Thuc, etc.

B. Pass., aor. [], with aor. 2, pf.,

and plqpf. act. : I. to stand among or in the

midst of, II. 2. to change one's

position, remove, depart, Hdt., Att. ; .
to make way for them, Eur. 3. c. gen.

rei, to change or cease from, Aesch. ;,
Eur. ; . to die, Id. ; . to go mad,

Id. 4. to go over to another party, to revolt,

Thuc. II. of things, to change, alter, sometimes

for the better, Hdt. ', or for
the worse, fortune hath
changed for the army, Aesch., for' , after that., , craft, wiliness, . T. From, f . ,() to treat by method : to use
cunning devices, employ craft, Lxx.-', f. 7?<rco, to lead another way, Anth.'-, , () a following after, pursuit : esp.

pursuit of knowledge, scientific inquiry, investiga-

tion, method of inquiry, method, Plat., etc.-', f., to hold converse with, II.-, , ov, () lying between as a boundary,
yrj the border

country between Argolis and Laconia, Thuc. : in pi.

the borders, marches, frontier, Id., Xen., etc. :—also,

(sub.) Plut.-, aor. , Pass, to rush in
pursuit of, make a dash at, Horn.-, f . Att. , to remove from one anchorage
to another^ intr. (sub. ), . ~% Xen. :

metaph., will unmoor,
i. e. will remove, thee from thy sternness, Eur. :

—

Med., to seek a refuge, Id. :—Pass, to

sail from one place to another, put outfrom, Hdt.'", , only in nom. and acc. wine, mead, Horn.-,, , () a water-nymph, Anth.-, , () Between-waters, a place in

Arcadia, whence the waters ran some north some south
(cf. Ital. Inter-amnia), Thuc.-, , b, giver of wine, Anth.-, 6, , gushing with wine, Anth.-,, , , wine-stricken, Anth., , () drunkenness, Theogn., f. [] : aor. :—Pass., f.-

: aor. :—Causal of, to

make drunk, intoxicate, inebriate, Plat., Luc,
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etc 2. to give to drink : to water, moisten,
Anth. II. Pass. =, to drink freely, to get
drunk, Hdt., Xen. ; aor. 1, to be drunk,
Eur., Dem.; with nectar, Plat.-&,;/, drunk with cottabus-playing, Ar.', , ov, () drunken, Ar., etc.-, a, ov, living after, posterity,

Aesch. II. neut. as Adv. afterwards, hereafter,

h. Horn., Soph. ; so long after, so late, Aesch. ; .
in a moment, Id. : too late, Soph., ,,() intoxicating, Arist. II.

of men, given to wine, Plat.-, ,() reeling-drunk, Anth., () only in pres. and impf. ; the fut. and aor.

act. belong to :

—

to be drunken with wine,

Od., etc. ; . Xen. II. metaph. of

things, an ox-hide soaked in oil,,

II. 2. of persons, to be drunken or intoxicated

with passion, pride, etc., Xen., Plat., pi. aor. 2 subj. of.-', f ., to bring the lamb to the scale, and
metaph., . - to weigh tragedy as you
would a lamb, Ar. From-, , (, ) bringing the sacrificial

lamb () to be weighed, Eupol., only used in Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1, part.,- :

—

to smile, Horn. : to grin, v. ~. Cf.. Hence,, , a smile, smiling, Hes.,, , a smile, Plut., Luc. From, =, only in Ep. part,, Horn,, Compar. of., Ep. for, dat. of., , , soothing things, pleasing gifts,

II. II. in sing., a charm, Anth.,, ,() anything that serves to

soothe,- scraps to appease the hunger
of dogs,Od. :—metaph., Aesch. 2.

in pi. propitiations, atoneinents made to the dead,

Lat. inferiae, Id. 3. of a person, a fondling,
darling, Id. II. a soothing song, Theocr., ov,() able to soothe :

(sc. ),, propitiations, Aesch., Ep. for., , v.., Ep. inf. : f . : () :

—

to

make mild, to appease, propitiate,

to appease [the dead] by fire, i. e. by funeral rites, II.

;

. Eur. :—Med t to use soothing words,' extenuate not

aught from respect or pity to me, Od. Hence, Ion. -, , gentleness, softness,

lukewarmness in battle, II., a, ov, () gentle, mild, soothing,, . Horn.; and without Subst.,

to address with gentle words,

II. j Od., Hes.; neut. as Adv., gently,

Mosch. II. gracious, the pro-

tector of those who invoked him with propitiatory

offerings, Thuc, Xen. III. pro-

pitiatory drink-offerings, or (as others) honied drinks,

honey being mixed in the drink-offerings, Soph.



494-, , gen. , soft-voiced, Tyrtae., ov, gentle, kind, like, Horn., etc. ;

c. gen.," . soother of pangs, Anth. ;

gentleness, T\\eogx\.; ']5, Pind., aor. inf. of.,, Ep. for,, 3 pi. and sing,

aor. of., ovos, , neut. of, less. II.,,
the lamb which was offered at the Apaturia, when a

boy was enrolled in his. It was to be of a cer-

tain weight ; and the, whose perquisite it was,

used to cry out,, too light I cf ..-, f ., () to have too little, to be poor,

Xen. : to be worse off, come short, Id. ; c. gen. rei, to

be short of z. thing, Id., , disadvantage, Xen.,, v.., f. ~, () to make smaller, to lessen,

moderate, Xen. 2. to lessen in honour, degrade,
Id. 3. to lessen by word, extenuate, disparage,

Id. II. Pass, to become worse or weaker, Id. : c.

gen. to fall short of, Id.-, , , a boy-cheater, Anth.,, Dep. to play the boy, Plut., Luc.

[], , () a boy, lad, stripling, Plat., Dep., =, Xen.&, , Dim. of, a little girl, Ar.~, , Dim. of, a lad, stripling,

Plat.-, , () becoming a youth, youthful,
Plat. II. puerile, Id., , Dim. of, a mere lad, Ar.,, 7), a young girl, lass,( being
used of boys), Ar., etc., Dep., with 3 sing. pf. :

—

to receive

as one's portion or due, take

half the honour as thy due, II. II. in pf. to

have one's share of, c. gen., he has gotten
his share of honour, Horn. III. in 3 sing. pf.

pass,', impers. it is allotted, decreed by fate,

Plat. ; plqpf. ', it was decreed, Horn. ;'
Dem.,etc. :—part., ,, ov, ordained, destined,

allotted, Theogn., Aesch., etc. ; (sc.), that which is allotted, destiny, Plat., , Ion. and Aeol. nom. for (Dor. ), a month,
II., Hes., Hdt., , ov, Sup. of, most, Bion.,, , () curtailment

:

—a fine, Xen., irr. Comp. of, less, Aesch., etc. : older,

Soph. :—neut., as Adv., less, .
Aesch. :

—

to be of less value, Soph.-, ov, (yaTa = yrj) with black soil, loamy, Hdt.-,, () black-horned, black, Aesch.-, ,() the blackcap, Ar.-> ov, () with black woof: of a ship,

with black sails, Aesch.-, , ,() black-haired, of Centaurs,
Hes., Soph., Eur., ov, black, dark, Aesch., Eur. (Formed from, with termin.-, as- from -).- [t],, , , with black raiment, dark-
some, gloomy, Aesch.

-'—.-, ov, black-cloaked, Mosch. II. 01

M., a Scythian nation, Hdt., to be atrabilious, Ar., Plat. ; and, , , atrabilious, choleric, Plat. From-, ov, () dipped in black bile, Soph.-, ,() black-skinned, swarthy, Od., ov, contr.-, , () swarthy,
Plut., etc. ; a heterocl. nom. pi., Hdt.-5>, , i), — ioreg., Eur., Plat., , Ep. gen. :

—

the ceiling of a
room, or (rather) the main beam which bears the ceil-

ing, Od. j in Od. 19. 544, the end of this beam outside

the house. 2. generally, a roof, Horn. II. a
house, hall, Pind., Eur. ; mostly in pi., like Lat. tecta,

Trag. (Deriv. uncertain.), f . : pf . pass. : aor. 1 \-
: () :

—to blacken : Pass., he
had his skin stained black (with blood), II. ; of

earth just turned up, lb. ; of ripening grapes, Hes. ; of

a newly-bearded chin, Id. II. intr., = Pass., to

grow black, Plat., Anth.-, , () darkly deep, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, with black soil, Anth.-, , Dor. for -, (') black-

clotted, Aesch. : generally, discoloured, Id.

.\.-\,, black-robed, Eur. : generally, black, Id.-', ov,() dark-leaved, Anth.-, ov,() black-winged, Anth.-, , () whose light is blackness, Eur.-, ov, () dark-leaved, Anacr. : of

places, dark with leaves, Pind., Soph.,, , () black pigment, ink, Dem.-,, and , with dark aegis, Aesch.-, , () dark-gleaming, Eur.-, ov, bound or mounted with black, of

swords with black scabbards, II., Eur. ; . an
iron-rimmed shield, Aesch.-, ov,() holding ink, Anth.-, ov, () black-clad, . the assaults

of the black-robed, ones (the Furies), Aesch., =, Anth., , () blackness : a black cloud, Xen.-, ov,() black-hearted, Ar.&-, ov, () black-eyed, Plat,--, ov, gen., () clad in black

death-clothes, Ar.&-, ov,() black-winged, Eur., Ar.&-!,, , ), = foreg., Eur.--, ov, () black-eyed, II.-", ov, for-, black-boned, II.-, , () a sea-fish, the black-tail : fern.

-ovpiS), Anth.&-, ov,=-, Od. ; heterocl. nom.
pi.,, II.-,, , , =--, Eur.-, , () black-walled, Pind., a, ov, Comp. of., , a black dye, Luc.-&, , black when eaten, Anth.-, ov, with black water, of

water which looks black from its depth, II., Od., () intr. to grow black, II.



' -
'',, ; gen.,, -, etc. : (cf., the only word like it in form) :

Ep. dat. :

—

black, swart, Horn., etc. ;

of water drawn from a deep well (cf .),
Od. II. black, dark, murky,, Horn.,

etc. III. metaph. black, dark,,, the

origin of the metaphor being seen in such phrases as, Horn. 2. dark, obscure,

Anth. IV. Comp., a, ov, blacker,

very black, II. ; cf.. V.,, v. sub voc.',, , () anything black, .-
a black lead pencil, Anth., Pass., only in pres., to melt,

a pot filled with melting fat, II.

', Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of., and ', only in voc, 3>, dear ! good
friend ! Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), () to care for, be cumbered about a
thing, c. gen., Theogn., Theocr. 2. c. acc. to tend,

attend to, Hdt., Theocr. 3. c. inf., -
cares not to marry, Theogn.',, ,() care, anxiety, II. ; -

anxieties about one's father, Od. :

—

the care of gods [for men], Eur., ov,() careful, busy, Anth., , =, Hes., etc., , =, Theocr., ,() care, sorrow, Od., Theocr., and,() one who takes care ofany-
thing^ manager, keeper,. ahouse-steward,
Hdt. ; . the keeper of the crocodiles,

Id. ; . one who provides their food, Id., impers., v. . II. 2., Adv. () limb from limb, Shaksp.
* limb-meal, ' Horn.-, ,() sadly suffering, Aesch.-, ov, having laboured wretchedly, Aesch.', a, ov, and , ov, idle, useless, Lat. irritus,

Horn. : neut. as Adv. in vain, II. II. unhappy,
miserable, &, ; Orac. ap. Hdt. ;

unhappy in marriage, Aesch., etc. ; ., . Id. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , ,() miserable-minded, Eur.-, ov,( II,) singing with its

wings, of the cicada, Anth., f . and, to carefor, attend to a thing,

c. gen., Hes. II. c. acc. rei, to attend to, study,
Hdt., Soph. ; . to study, court reputation,

Thuc. 2. to practise an art, Lat. meditari,
h. Horn. ; . (sc. ) Hdt. ; .
Ar. ; Plat. :—in Att. also, to practise speak-
ing, to con over a speech, Dem. :—Pass.,

nautical skill cannot
be acquired by occasional practice, Thuc. ;. discipline won by practice
on the battle-field, Id. III. c . inf. to practise
doing a thing, . \ Xen. ; .-

Plat. IV. absol. to practise, exercise
oneself, the acc. rei being omitted, Thuc, Xen. ;

( =) by want of practice, Thuc. :

—esp. to rehearse a speech, declaim, Plat., etc V.
c. acc. pers. to exercise or train persons, Xen. From

€\. 495', , () care, attention, Hes. ; .
care for many things, Id. ; . attention to

action, Thuc. :—but c. gen. subjecti, care paid by
one, Soph. 2. practice, exercise,

Lat. meditatio, Pind. ; . their short

practice, Thuc. ; painful exercises, of

the Spartan discipline, Id. b. in a military sense,

exercise, practice, drill, Id. c. of an orator,

rehearsal, Dem. 3. a pursuit, Pind. II. care,

anxiety, Eur., , , () a practice, exercise,

study, Plat., Xen., , ,() practising diligently , Xen., verb. Adj. of, one must study, Plat., ,() a place for practice, Plut.,, ,() one who cares for, an avenger,

Soph., , =, Simon., Anth.',, , () the object of care, a darling,

of persons, ., like Virgil's mea cura, Pind. ;

. Aesch. II. a charge, duty, Id.,

Soph. 2. care, anxiety, Aesch., Theocr.-, ov, (,) with inserted,

an object of care or love to men, Pind., fut. of., verb. Adj. of, one must take thought

for, Plat., , , proverbial at Athens for a blnrkhead

(in form a patronymic from), Ar.', : gen., etc, Lat. mel, honey, Horn., etc., Ion. -, , the ash, Lat. fraxinus, II.,

etc II. an ashen spear, lb.-, ov, () sweet-toned, Anth.-, ov, sweet-sounding, Pind.-, Dor.-, , , , sweet-voiced, melo-

dious, Od., Pind.-, ov,() honey-tongued, Aesch., Ar.'-,, song,Mosch. II. a pitch-pipe, Id., Dor. : Dor. f . med. :(
) :

—

to modulate, sing, warble, Theocr. : mostly in

Med., Id., Anth. II. trans, to sing of, celebrate

in song, Pind., Aesch.-, $, () honey-sweet, of wine, Horn. :

—

metaph., , . ; . Od.-, , () honey-fed, Anth.-, , a honey-comb, Theocr.-, ov, sweet-sounding, Pind.-, Att.-, ,() a drink of
honey and milk offered to the powers below, Od., , , Dor.-,() a singer, player,

Theocr., Mosch.-, , also-, , melilot, a kind of

clover, rich in honey, Cratin., etc.

[?], , millet, Lat. panicum, Hdt. : in pi.

millet-fields, Xen., Dem., Ep., , ov,() ashen, Lat. fraxi-

neus, Horn.-, , () Millet-eaters, a Thracian

tribe, Xen., , with honey-children, of a bee-hive, Anth.-, ov, contr. -, , honey-breathing,

sweet-breathing, Theocr., Anth.



496 —.-, , () honey-owing, Plat,, Dor. for., , Dim. of 1 1, Alcman, Antiph.', , () a song, Theocr. : a tune, Anth., , Dim. of, Anth., Att. -, rjs, , () a bee, Lat. apis,

Horn., etc. 2. one of the priestesses of Delphi,

Pind. II. =, honey, Soph. Hence, a, ov, of bees, . a honeycomb, . T.-, ov, () fed on by bees, Anth.-, ov, () keeping bees :—in Aesch.

ap. Ar., the are priestesses of Artemis,-, ov, =, Anth.-, ov, guardian of bees, Anth.-, ov, () produced by bees, honied,
Anth.-, Att.-, ov, feeding bees, Eur.--, is, () dropping honey, Anth.-, ov, = foreg., Anth., , () baidm, Lat. apiastrum, Theocr.

[], , () mead, Plut., etc.,, , () honied, i. e. sweet, delicious,

Pind. II. sweetened with honey, (sc.), , a honey-cake, as a sacred offering, Hdt. ; Att.

contr., Ar., pf.,() Pass, to be sweetened
with honey, Thuc.-, , , () a dealer hi honey, Ar., v. II., , Att. for :—Dim., , Ar.-, , (*) a bee-keeper, Plat.-, , () like honey ; a name of Per-

sephone, Lat. Mellita, Theocr.,, ,() a honey-cake, Batr.-, ov,() honey-voiced, Pind.-, ovos, , , () sweet to the mind, de-

licious, Horn., Hes.-, ov, honey-pale, Plat., Theocr.-, ov, contr. -, ovv, () = foreg.,

Anth., , , () honey-sweet, Theocr. :—metaph.,

of Sophocles, Anth. :—Comp. Adv., Id.-, , () , , yellow as honey, Anth.-,, , ,=, Anth.-, , a Spartan youth before the age of 20, Plut.,, , () a delay, Eur., Aeschin.', Ep. for, f. inf. of.', ,() a being about to do, threatening
to do, Thuc. II. an intention not carried into

effect, delay, Id. ; . at short

notice, Id. 2. c. gen. rei, a putting off, a delaying
to execute, Id.', verb. Adj. of, one must delay, Eur.,, ,() a delayer, loiterer,T\iuc., Arist.-, ov, betrothed, Soph., Theocr.-, to be going to conquer, with a play on
the name of Ni/ctas, the Athenian Cunctator, Ar.-, ov,() of girls, about to be betrothed

or wedded, Lat. nubilis, Soph. :—in Soph. Tr. 207, avo-, . (sc.) must be taken

collectively for at, the maidens of the house.': impf. or, Ep., Ion.

: f .- : aor. I :—Pass., v.

infr. ill :

—

to think of doing, intend to do, to be about
to do, with inf., mostly inf. fut., he
was just going to give, II. ; -

thou thinkest to strip me of the prize, lb.;

often with , as, ap' ; did
you not think you might stop ? could you not stop ?

Od., etc. ; to be about to do (on compulsion), to be
destined to do or to be, which
were not to be accomplished, II. ;

the house was destined to be wealthy, Od. ;

if we were able to refer, Plat. 2.

to express a certainty, it

must be that I am hated by Zeus, II. ; -
tovs I must have sinned against the im-
mortals, Od. 3. to mark a probability, when it

may be rendered to be like to do or be, or expressed
by an Adv., belike ye have
heard it, Horn. ; thou art like to know
of it, Od. j' - aye, all

of you were like to raise (i. e. / thought you woidd
raise) a cry of submission, Ar. II. to mark mere
intention, to be always going to do without ever doing,

and so to delay, put off, hesitate, scruple, mostly
with inf. pres., ' ; Soph.; often

followed by or ,

;

Eur. 2. often stands without its inf.,; Answ.
5 ; why shouldn't

I have seen hi be sure I have, Xen. ;

(sc.) Thuc. :—so, when
seems to govern an ace, an inf. is omitted,

(sc.) the expectation of good
things, Eur. : hence 3. the part, without

an inf. (where or may be supplied), <5-

. thefuture time, Pind., Aesch. ; esp. in neut.,

Tb, things to come, the event,

issue, futtire, Aesch., etc. :—so in Med., -
your strongest pleas are

hopes in futurity, Thuc. III. as Pass.,

that the necessary steps

might not be delayed, Xen. ;

while these delays are going on, Dem.,, , poet, for, Aesch., , song-writing, Anth. From-, ov,( ) writing songs, Anth.', f ., to make lyric poems, Ar. ; and, , , =, Anth.; and, , a making of lyric poems or music : the

theory of music, as opposed to its practice, Plat. From-, ,( II,) a maker of songs, a
lyric poet, Ar., Plat. II. as Adj. tuneful, Eur.', , , a limb, Horn., etc.;

within my bodily frame, Aesch. ; limb by

limb, like, Hdt. II. , a song, strain,

h. Horn., etc. :—esp. of lyric poetry,

to write in lyric strain, Hdt. ;, , lyric poetry,

the choral songs, opp. to the dialogue, Plat. 2. the

music to which a song is set, the tune, Id. ;

in tune, Id. ; , out of tune, Id.-',( n) to strike up a strain, chant,

Aesch.',,() the song with the dance, festive



sport, a sport for dogs, of a corpse,

II., , Melpomene, a Muse, properly the

Songstress, Hes. : later the Muse of Tragedy. From, f.' : aor. : () :

—

to sing

of, celebrate with song and dance, II., Eur. ; ., Eur. 2. intr. to sing, Aesch., Eur. ;

—

c. acc. cogn., . yoov Aesch. ; ,
Eur. II. also as Dep.' : aor. part.

: f. in pass, sense :

—

to sing to

the lyre or harp, Od. ; to dance and sing, as a chorus,

II. ; to

dance a -war-dance in honour of Ares, i. e. to fight,
lb. 2. c. acc, as in Act. to sing, celebrate, Hes.,

Eur., , Dim. of II, a ditty, Theocr., Bion., A. neut. to be an object of care, B.

trans., c. gen. to care for.
A. neuter, with pf .-, to be an object of care

or thought to anyone, c. dat. pers.,

I am a source of care to men, i. e. am -well known to

them, Od. ; so, lb. ;

Eur., etc. II. most usual in 3 sing, and pl.

of act. pres., ; impf. Ep. ; f.

; inf. pres. and fut. and, : aor.

: pf. ; plqpf . ; Ep. pf

.

, plqpf. ·{]

:

— let

not these things be a care to thee, Horn. ;
·

II. ; to whom so great

things are a care, Od., etc. :—an inf. often stands as

nom., lb. 2.

in Att. 3 sing, is commonly used impers. with the

object in gen., and pers. in dat., to

whom there is care for the battle, who careth for it,

Aesch. ; Eur., etc. ;—also,

tivos Hdt., Att. ; tivos Dem. 3.

absol., with a neg., I care not, Ar. 4.

periphr. for, as, '
Soph. ; Xen. :— also

absol., - since you have thought about it,

Plat. III. Med. is used by Poets like Act.,

to be an object of care, II.;' what remains should be a care
to you, Soph., etc.; rarely impers., tivos

Theocr. 2. in Ep. Poets are found pf. and plqpf.

pass,,, shortd. for,-, with pres. and impf. sense,

(for) Achilles cares no longer for it,

II. ; oi (for) the wall was a care
to him, lb. :—the regul. pf. occurs in later Poets,, Anth. ; 2 and 3 sing, plqpf.,-, Id., Theocr.

B. trans., c.gen. of persons, to carefor, take care of,
take an interest in a thing, busied
with riches, II. ; - lb. ;

Eur. :—absol. to be anxious,
Aesch., etc. II. Med., to care for, take
tare of, 0 gen., Trag. ; so in aor. 1 pass., -• having provided for the burial, Soph. :—also-, as Pass, cared for, Anth. ; and pf. part,-, Id., to sing, chant, Ar. ; and

—. 49 J, , a singing, chanting, Eur. II. a chant,

choral song, Plat. From-, ,( II, $) singing, musical, me-
lodious, Eur.', 3 pl., pf. of *.

[], pf. of., Ep. for, pf. part. fern, of., Dor. for, pf. part, of.',, Ep. for, pl. pf. of *.
[], pf. of., pf. part. pl. of *.
[], 3 pl. Ep. pf. opt. of.', Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of., pf. part, of., Ep. for, 2 pl. pf. of *.'&, pf. of.',', v. A. III. 2., pf. of., , the Lat. membrana, parchment, . .',, ??, a small kind of anchovy, Ar.', pf. of.', Adv. pf. pass. part,(), carefully, Plat,', pf. of.', Ion. for, pf. pass. part, of.', Adv. pf. pass. part, of, ac-

cording to a stated measure, Luc., pf. part, of.', 3 sing. Ep. pf. of.', 3 sing. Ep. plqpf. of.', pf. of.'$, Adv. pf . part, of, by strata-

gem, Eur., pf . pass, of.', pf. pass, of : inf..', Dor. for, pf. pass, of^.', Ion. for, pf. pass, imper. of^.', Ep. for, 3 sing. pf. pass. opt. of.', pf. pass, of :—, optat., pf. pass, of-.', pf. pass. subj. of.', ovos, , () the Steadfast or Resolute (cf.), Memnon, son of Eos and Tithonus, killed

by Achilles, Od., Hes. :—hence, , ov, of
Memnon ;,, the temple of M., in Egypt,

Luc. ; - (or) Hdt., pf. of.', pf . used as pres., but only in sing., the pl. being

supplied by, to wish eagerly, to yearn, strive,

be fain, to do a thing, c. inf., Horn. :—absol.,

my heart yearneth with a twofold

wish, II. ;
' he puts forth spirit

equal with the gods, lb. ; ; what wishest

thou ? Aesch., 3 sing. pf. pass, of :—part, -'.', pf. pass. part, of.', Ion. pf. pass. part, of., , , to be blamed, blameworthy, Hdt., Eur.

;

Comp. Thuc. ; . not contemptible,

Id. :—Adv. Plut. II. act. throwing

blame upon, Soph. ; where is fern, for-.
Kk
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', pf. both of and.', f.: aor. , also in

pass, form :
—to bla?ne, censure, find fault

with a person or thing, c. ace, Hes., Hdt., Att. 2.

c. dat. pers. et acc. rei, to impute as blameworthy,

cast it in his teeth, Lat. exprobrare or objicere alicui,

Hdt., Att. 3. c. dat. pers. only, to findfault with,

rag-. ;—c. gen. rei only, to complain of a thing, Eur.,

Thuc. ; and with both these cases,* -
no one would find fault with me for this,

Aesch. 4. c. inf. with ) pleonastic, .
to impute blame for doing, Thuc.^, f ., to complain offate, Luc. II.

to impute as blameworthy, ap. Dem.-, ov, { complaining of one's fate,
repining, querulous, Isocr., Luc.',, ,() blame, censure, reproof, .

Ar. ; . to incur blame, Eur. 2.

act. cause for complaint, Aesch., Soph.
', Particle, used to shew that the word or clause with

which it stands answers to a following word or clause,

which is introduced by . Generally, and ' may
be rendered on the one hand, on the other hand, or

as well . . , as, while or whereas, but it is often ne-

cessary to leave untranslated. 2. is not

always answered by ', but by other equiv. Particles,

as , or, ,, ; also, Soph. ; , Id. ; ,, Xen. 3. the answering clause with '
is sometimes left to be supplied, as

indeed they say, (but as I believe not), Eur. ; this

isolated is often a Pron., I for my
part, (whatever others may say), Xen. ;

Plat. 4. was orig. the same as, and like it

is used in protestations, ,
and swear to me, that surely thou wilt assist

me, . II. before other Particles : apa,

pa accordingly , and so, Horn., etc. 2. ,
used much like yodv, at all events, at any rate, Ar.,

etc. 3. \ to express certainty, Soph., etc. 4.

or, a strengthd. form of , so then,

Id. ; in replies, it affirms strongly, Plat.,

etc.; also it corrects a statement, nay rather, like Lat.

imo, imo vero, wipe your
nose on my head, Answ. . . , n ay on mine,

Ar., etc.; 5 Soph.:—so in . .,, to

begin a sentence, yea rather, Lat. quin imo. 5.

or, a. conjunctive, yet, but however,
nevertheless, tamen, vero, Aesch., etc. b. Adverbial,

of course, certainly, Plat., etc. ; with an imperat., to

enforce the command, only
take heed . . , Ar. ; strengthd. 7 Xen. :—in

narrative, etc., to add something,

. . , and of course to take care . . , Id.-, , Dor.-, , , () abiding
the spear, staunch in battle, Anth., only in pres., () to desire earnestly or

eagerly, to be bent on doing, c. inf., Horn. ; also, c.

gen., . to longfor battle, Hes. II. absol.

to be angry, rage, Horn. ; but, he
struggled as he was dying, II.€-, , ^) —, Anth.

-.-, ov, standing against the enemy, staunch

,

steadfast, II.; Dor. -8a£os, Anth.'-, , pr. n. Withstanding-men, Horn. : Att.', gen. , Trag. ; Dor. dat. ', Pind.,

acc. Eur.-, ov, staunch in battle, steadfast, II.,, Ion., , pr. n., Abider, II.', verb. Adj. one must remain, Plat., Xen., , , () inclined to wait, patie?it, Ar. r

opportunities will not wait,
Thuc.^- [], , , , =, Anth.-, , , () staunch in battle, of

heroes, II. :—also, ov, lb.-, , (,) suited to the desires, satis-

fying, .sufficient, plentiful, agreeable to one's taste,

Horn. ; . a plentiful funeral feast, II. ;-
great store of wood, lb., Ep., Ep. 3 sing, : Ep.

impf ., 3 sing,: Ep. aor. 1',
opt. : () :

—to desire eagerly, to be

bent on a thing, c. acc, Horn. : also c. inf. to be eager
to do, Id. :—absol., so eager, II. :

—

.
to design or purpose something against one,

Od. ; c. dat. rei, to strive for
a thing, Theogn. From, , eager desire, Anth. From, $, , (*) might, force, strength, prowess,

courage, Horn., etc. 2. strength, as imply-

ing life, life itself, II.: life-blood, Soph. 3. rage,

passion, II. ; -
lb. ; lb. :

—

in dat. vio-

lently, furiously, Aesch. 4. the bent, intenty

purpose of any one, . their

bent is aye to folly, II. II. is also used in

periphr., ', i. e. Alcinous himself,

Od. ; ,', etc., II.,' ,', . II., crasis for &..-, , wrought by Mentor, Luc.', Ion. impf. : Ion. f., Att.:
aor. 1 : pf . :—Lat. maneo, to stay,

stand fast, abide, in battle, Horn., Aesch. ; ., of soldiers, Thuc. 2. to stay at home, stay

where one is, not stir, II. ; . Aesch. ;*
Eur., etc. :—but, . to stay away from,

II. 3. to stay, tarry, Horn., etc. 4. of things,

to be lasting, remain, last, stand,

II., etc. 5. of condition, to remain as one was, of

a maiden, II. ;
if oaths hold good,

Eur. ; . to remain contented with . . ,

Dem. 6. to abide by an opinion, conviction, etc.,

T$ Plat. 7. impers. c. inf., it remains
for one to do, Eur. II.

trans, to await, expect, wait for, c. acc, II.; so,. like

Lat. manere hostem, Horn., etc :—so, also c. acc. et

inf., ; wait ye for the

Trojans to come nigh ? II. ;
'

they waited for evening's coming on, Od. ;
*

I wait, i. e. long, to hear, Aesch--|, , Bit-stealer, a mouse in Batr., Dor.- : f. Att. :—Pass
: , aor. 1-



—.
: pf. : {) :

—to divide, distribute,

Plat., etc. II. Med., to divide among
themselves, Theocr., Dem. :—c. gen. rei, to take part
in, Arist. .

III. Pass, to be divided, Xen. 2. to

be reckoned as part, Dem., , care, thought, esp. anxious thought, so-

licitude, Hes., rag. ; . care for, Aesch., Soph. :

—pi. cares, anxieties, Aesch., Ar. II. the

thought, mind, Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, f., to care for, be anxious about, think
earnestly upon, scan minutely , Lat. meditari, Soph.,

Xen. ; . to be cumbered with many cares,

Xen. :—c. inf. to be careful to do, Dem. Hence, aros, , anxiety, Soph. ; and, ov, , one who is anxious about a thing-

,

c. gen., Eur.-, ov, {) mother of cares, Anth.-, , an anxious thinker, ' minute
philosopherJ Ar., , , {) a part, portion, share, parcel,

Plat. 2. a contribution, Dem. II. a part,

division, class, Eur., Dem., , a dividing, division, Plat., , ,() a divider, . T., , , divided, divisible, Plat., Arist.

[], , , {) a partaker in, tiv6s Dem.', ov, causing anxiety, mischievous, baneful,
to meditate mischief, II.;

lb. ; . epya lb. II. of persons,

anxious, peevish, morose, Plat.., , Ep. gen. pi. -, poet, form of,
care, trouble, Hes., Theogn. Hence, f.: Ep. aor. :{) : I.

intr. to be full of cares, to be anxious or thoughtful,
to be in doubt, Horn. ; or to

halt between two opinions, Id. II. trans, to

devise, contrive, ivl . Od. ;

lb.,,, a cord, string, rope, Od. (Deriv. unknown.)
ME,, , a part, share, Hdt., etc. 2. one's

portion, heritage, lot, Aesch. ; from con-

siderations of rank, Thuc. II. one's turn,
Hdt., etc. ; . his turn of duty as mes-
senger, Aesch. :

—

ava in turn, by turns, Eur.

;

so, Thuc. ; in turn, Hdt., etc. ; iv

t$ in one's turn, Id. ; . out of one's

turn, Xen.; in proportion, Thuc;
in part, Hdt. III. the part one takes in a

thing, or the part assigned one, ,
. my or thy part, i. e. simply I or me, thou or thee,

Soph. ; and absol. as Adv., . as to me, Lat.

quod ad me attinet, Id. IV. a part, as opp. to

the whole, . Aesch. : a division of an army,
Xen. ; . five-sixths, . eight-ninths,

etc. 2. iv , to put
in the class of . . , consider as so and so, Plat. ; eV

to be as no one, Dem. ; iv-
as an appendage, Id.

'-,, ,(, ) only in pi. as epithet of

men, dividing the voi-ce, i. e. articulate-speaking, en-
dowed with speech, Horn., Hes. :—hence as

Subst. = aV0pco7Tin,- Aesch., Eur.

499-, , {,) a leathern strap, by which
the yoke was fastened to the pole, Hes.-, , a javelin with a strap{) for

throwing it by, Eur.-, ov, poet, for, half-gray,
grizzled, i. e. middle-aged, II.,-, v. v.'-,',() between shores, in mid-sea, Aesch., Dor. for.-,-', Dor. for--.',, , ov, ..'-, Ep.-, , or-, , the

inner court, behind the, where the cattle were
put at night, II. ; of the cave of the Cyclops, Od. II.

in Att., (with or without ), , the door
between the and the inner part of the house,
Ar. ; Eur.-, aor. pass. part,-, to de-

posit a pledge in the hands of a third party, Plat. :

—Med., to have one's money
deposited in the hands of a third party, Dem.
Hence, , , money or a pledge deposited

with a third party, Aeschin., like, to keep the middle or mean between
two, c. gen., Plat. : absol. to stand mid-way, to be

neutral, Xen., Ep., Ep. also, {)
Adv., I. of Space, absol. in the middle, between,

II. 2. c. gen. between,
betwixt, . lb., etc. 3. of Time,
meanwhile, meantime, Od. II. as Subst.,

the part between, h. Horn. ;

mid-day, Theocr.,, , {) middle, middling, II.~- (for-), Ion.-, :—
mid-day, noon, Hdt. ; at noon, Id. ;

Ar. ; so, Hdt. ;

Thuc. ; . 'tis high noon, Plat. II. the

parts towards noon, the South, Hdt. Hence, to pass the noon, Lat. meridiari,-
to sleep at noon, Plat., poet, for, Anth., =, Strab.-, , , for, Dor.-, , :

—

belonging to noon, about noon, noon-
tide,

Aesch. ; in the noon-day heats,

Id. ; ., of the cicada, Anth. :—
noon, Theocr. II. southern, Aesch., Thuc.

\).-\[.%, ov, = ioreg., at mid-day,The.ocv.-, poet,-, , {*) in the middle, mid-

most, Eur. ; . Sirius is still in mid-

heaven, Id.

[], poet,-, , ov, =, .
—, Arist., , mediation, negotiation, Babr. ; and, to act as mediator, Babr., . T. From

[], ov, , {) a mediator, u?npire, arbi-

trator, Polyb., . T.-, , an interregnum, Plut.-, , , the Roman interrex, one who
k 2
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holds kingly power between the death of one king and
the accession of another, Plut.-, ov, also a, ov, {ycua, =yv) inland, in the

heart of a country, Hdt. ; . the inland
road, Id. :—Att. also, , Plat. II. as

Subst.,, , the inland parts, interior, Lat.

loca mediterranea, Hdt.; so,, , Thuc, Dem.-, ov, () drawn in the middle : to

. a mean proportional found by the, Anth.-, , (4, for-) something built

between : in pi., prob., the bays or compartments
between the pillars that supported the roof, Od. 2.

a box amidships in which the mast was stepped, lb., v..-, 4s,() held by the middle, Aesch.-, ov, middling white, . a
tunic of purple shot with white, Xen.-, ov, in mid-navel, central, of Apollo's

shrine at Delphi (cf.), Aesch., Eur. ; . yrjs

Soph.-, ov,() of or at midnight, Pind., Eur. :

—

neut. as Adv., Theocr.-&, 4s, Ep.-,() fixed up to the

middle,- ' ' drove the spear

in up to the middle, II.-, ov, regular form for, Aesop., to be half-way, Theophr. From-, Ep. -, ov, going in the middle, .
Si aW4pos through mid-diw, Eur.-, a, ov, between rivers :

(sc. ), , a land between two rivers, esp. that

between the Tigris and Euphrates, Mesopotamia,
Polyb., Strab. :— [t], ov, 6, Luc.', Ep. in Poets also, , ov

:

—middle, in
the middle, Lat. medius, Horn., etc. ;4 the

middle or centre of the shield, II. ; eV44 in

mid air, Soph. ; with the Art. following, 4, . -fj Xen. 2. with a Verb,4 by the middle, by the waist, proverb, from the

wrestling-ring, Ar. 3. . =, a
judge between two, an umpire, Thuc. 4. 4
(sc.) Plat. 5. of Time,4 -
mid-da.y, Horn. ; Hdt. ; also,4

Id. II. middling, moderate,4
a man of middle rank, Id. ; . Thuc. ; also

oi the moderate or neutral party, Id. 2.

middling, i.e. middling good, Plat. III. 4,
Ep. 4, , as Subst. the middle, the space be-

tween, 4, for , II. ; or without

, 4 he leaped into the middle, lb. ; oi

ev . the intervening words, Soph. ;

. what went between, Id. ; . 4
between us and him, Xen. ; . at mid-
night, Id. ; 4 prizes set up for
all to contend for, Dem. ;—so in pi., " '4 II. b. , .4 Horn.

;

.4' to set a prize before all, for all to

contest, Lat. in medio ponere, II. ; .4 to

propose, bring forward in public, Hdt. ; es . 4·
to speak before all, Id. ; ..4

to give up the power in common to all,

Id. c. 4 to keep clear cf

— META'.
a contest, i. e. remain neutral, Id. d. 4
=, between, Id., Thuc; and of Time, mean-
while, Hdt., Thuc. e. 4 midway between,
Theocr. f. 4, — 4, II. 2. &4, also, the difference, average, Hdt., Thuc. 3.

the middle state or mean, Lat. mediocritas, Arist.

;

4 Aesch. IV. Adv.4, Ep. 4, in the middle, Horn. : c. gen.

between, . Eur. 2. in Att.4,
moderately , Id. ; 4 even little, Thuc.

;

4 in a middle way, i. e. neither well

nor ill, Plat. V. irreg. Comp. (cf.) Id. ; Sup. Hdt., etc.-, 4, () split in two, Anth.,, ,() a middle or central position,

Plat. II. a mean between two extremes, Arist.-, , () a partition-wall, . .', f., to cut through the middle, cut in

twain, bisect, Plat., Xen. From-, poet, -, ov, () cut through the

middle, Anth.-,,() mid-heaven, mid-air, . T.-, , () the sun's place in me-
ridian, Strab., f., (4) to form the middle, be in or at

the middle, Aesch., Eur. :—of time,4
mid-da.y, Hdt. ; 4 in midsummer,
Thuc. 2. c. gen. to be in the middle of, -

Hdt. ; so, c. ace, in the

middle cf his time of office, Aeschin.',, , ov, irreg. Sup. of 4, 4, mid-
most, II. ; Att.4, Ar.-,, v.4-,.-, .-., poet, for, Adv. from the middle,

Anth., Adv. for, in the middle, Hes.,-, v. -,', , ov, Ep. for4., , , full, filled, filled full, Ar., etc. II.

c. gen. full of, filled with a. thing, Hdt., Ar. :—me-
taph.,, . Plat. :—metaph. also, sated

with a thing, Eur. ; so c. part.,

i. e. had had my fill of anger, Soph., f.,() to fill full of a. thing, c. gen.,

Soph. :—Pass, to be filled orfull of, Id.', Adv., poet, for, until, c. gen., 4'
II. ; with Adv., .4 till to-morrow, Theocr.

ETA', poet,, Aeol. and Dor. (q. v.) :—Prep,

with gen., dat., and acc.

A. with GEN. in the midst of,amonga. number^cr'
Od. ; Aesch. II.

in common, along with, II.

;

. Thuc. ; ,
Aesch., Soph. III. with, by means of,

Plat. ;

Xen. :—as a periphr. for Adverbs,

Plat.

. with DAT., only poet., mostly Ep., 1. properly

of persons, among, in company with,

in or among the third generation Nestor

reigned, II. 2. of things, , among,
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in the midst of, Horn. ; in
company with the winds, as swift as they, Id. 3.

between, to hold between, i. e. in,

the hands, II. ; lb. II. to complete

a number, with, besides,* a fifth
with them, Horn. ;—. ., is never used with

dat. sing-., unless of collective Nouns, ) II.

C. WITH ACCUS., I. of motion, into the middle

of, coming among a number, Horn.

;

1

II. II. in pursuit or quest of,

lb. ; in hostile sense,

to go after, pursue him, lb. ;—also,

to go in search of news of thy father,

Od. ; 4 they were arming for
the battle, II. III. of mere sequence or succes-

sion, 1. of Place, after, next after, behind,", as sheep follow

after the bell-wether, II. 2. of Time, after, next to,'" after Hector thy death is

at the door, lb. ; thereupon, thereafter,

Att. ; ' in the course of the day, Hdt. 3.

of Worth, Rank, next to, next after, following a
Sup., II. IV.
after, according to, as you
and I wish, lb. ; by the line of the furrow,

lb. "V. generally, among, between, as with dat.,

best among all, II. ; *
Hdt.

D. absol. as adv. among them, with them, . II.

and then, next afterwards, thereafter, Horn., Hdt.
. ' for, Od., etc.

F. IN COMPOS. : I. of community or partici-

pation, as,, c. gen. rei. 2. of

action in common with another, as, c.

dat. pers. II. of an interval, as. III.

of succession, as. IV. of pursuit,

as. V. of letting go, a,s. VI.
after, behind, as. VII. 0<7C& again,
reversely, as,. VIII. most
often of change of place, condition, plan, etc., as-

•,, etc.-, f.- : aor. 2 : pf.-
:— ^ass ·/ from one place to another,

' (for) the stars

passed over the meridian, Od. ; . * tV Hdt.

:

£7? oi^r the other side, Aesch. 2. to pass
front one point to another, change thy
theme, Od. ; changing their course, turn-
ing round, Hdt. ; . Plat. 3.

c. ace, having passed to another life,

Eur. II. Causal in aor. , to carry
over, to change, Id.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f .- : aor. 2 :

—

to throw
into a different position, to turn quickly,

II. ; . to throw one's
mantle over to the right, Ar. II. to turn about,
change, alter, Hdt., Att.; . to drink different
water, Hdt. :—.* to change, i. e. give up, anger,
Eur. 2. intr. to undergo a change, change one's

condition, Hdt., Plat. 3. to change one's course,* changing his course and

. cjoi

turning to the Athenians, Hdt. :—the part,

or is used absol., almost like an Adv.
instead, in turn, Id., Eur.

B. Med. to change what is one's own, etc., .
to change one's clothes, Xen. ; .

Ar., etc.. 2. to change one with another, exchange,

.- to exchange silence for words, Soph. :—to barter, traffic, Xen. II. to turn oneself,

turn about, Plat. :

—

to change one's purpose, change
sides, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to turn or wheel about, Xen.-, f. «, to change by dipping, Plut., Luc.-, aor. 2 part, of., ,() a passing over, migration,
Plut. II. change, revolution in government,
Plat. III. transition from one to another, Luc.-', pf. of.-, aor. 2 imper. of.-, fut. of., Att. f. -, Causal of, to

carry over, shift, bring into another place or state,

Ar., Xen. 2. to lead in a different direction, Plat., verb. Adj. of, one must
change, trans., Plat. II. intr., ., , , by way of exchange, Arist. :

(sub.) exchange, barter, Plat., , () a change, changing,
Pind. 2. exchange, barter, traffic, Thuc. II.

(from Med.) a transition, change, and in pi. changes,
vicissitudes, Hdt., Eur. :—c. gen. change from a
thing, . Eur. ; rarely change to . . , .-

Thuc. ; but this is generally expressed by a
Prep., rrj .' their going over to the

Greeks, Hdt. ; . change to the contrary,

Thuc. 2. . an eclipse, Hdt. 3.

. change of government, a revolution,

Thuc. 4. as military term, a wheeling about,

Polyb. ; metaph. of a speaker, Aeschin.-, f. , to alter one's plans, change
one's mind, Od. ; but commonly as Dep.-, Hdt., Eur. ; .

to change one's mind and not march, Hdt.-, ov,() changing one's mind, change-

ful, Ar.-, aor. 2 subj. of.-, , and , a messenger between two
parties, Lat. internuncius, —cia, of Iris, II.-,, , (-) the second month of

the Athen. year, the latter half of August and first of

September, so called because then people flitted and
changed their neighbours.-, Ion. and later- : f.--

: aor. 2 :

—

to change one's mind, to re-

pent, Hdt., Att. 2. c. acc. rei, to change one's

mind about a thing, to repent of, *
Eur. ; . - to alter or repeal

a previous decree, Thuc. 3. c. inf. to change one's

mind so as to do something different, Id.; .
. . , to change one's mind and think that . . , Xen.-, , =, repentance, remorse, Soph.-, , change of mind or purpose, Hdt., Dem.- [], f . >, to write differently, to alter or

correct what one has written, Eur., Thuc. ; in a trial,
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to alter the record, Dem. 2. to translate, Luc.

:

Med., tos iiriffroKas having got them
translated, Thuc. 3. to transcribe, Luc.- [], f., to convey from one place to an-

other : metaph., is Anth. II.

intr. to go by another route, change one's course, Xen.-, f.-, Dep. to share the feast

with another, c. dat., Horn. :

—

to partake of a thing",

c. gen., II.-', verb. Adj. ( a) one must untie, Xen.-, ov, (5) in the midst of or among the

people, in the country, Od.-, f ., to change one's way of life, Luc.- [t], f.-, to give part of, give a share

of'a thing, c. gen., Theogn., Hdt., Att. 2. the part

given is sometimes expressed, .
Hdt. ; . Xen., ov, pursued, overtaken, Hdt. From-, f ., rarely , to follow closely after,

pursue, c. ace, Hdt., Xen.-, f.- : pf. pass,-- :

—

to change
one's opinion :—mostly impers., -

in fear lest they should change their mind, Hdt.

;

c. acc. et inf., you
changed your mind and thought that this was better,

Luc. :—part., when they changed their

mind, Dem. ; and in Pass.,

since I have changed my mind and re-

solved not to march, Hdt.-, f. , to change one's opinion, Plat.-, ov, () in the middle of supper,

during supper, Od. II. after supper, Anth., aor. 2 imper. of.-, , the giving a share, imparting, Xen. 2.

exchange of commodities, Arist. 3. a contribution,

Plut.-', verb. Adj. one must give a share,

tivos Plat., Xen., aor. 2 imp. of :

—

, part.-, ov, falling at haphazard, Hes.-,() Adv. running after, follow-
ing close upon, II.-, , a running after, pursuit, Eur., Xen.-, ov, running after, taking vengeance for
a thing, c. gen., Soph., Adv. {) afterwards, in the rear, Hes.-, to put to another carriage, Xen.-, , transposition, Dem. 2. change of
sides or opinions, amendment, Polyb. II. a
power of changing, Thuc.-', f. -, to run after, chase, Xen.,

etc. II. to hunt or range over, . Id.

:

absol. to hunt about, range, Id., poet, for.-, poet, for-, to seat oneself with or be-

side, Od.-, Aeol. -, to lift up and remove, to shift,

Eur. ; . to repeal a decree, Dem. II.

intr. to depart, . T.-, f. , to rush after, rush upon an enemy,
Horn. II. . to follow him closely, Pind.-', f., to demand one's share of a thing,

,
c. gen., Hdt. : also tivos Ar. :-^-absol.,

. tivos Dem. II. to beg of, ask alms of, c.

acc. pers., Ar. III. to beg, solicit, Luc. Hence, , , a beggar, Luc.-, ov, and a, ov, c. gen. rei, being in part the
cause of a thing, accessory to it, c. gen., Hdt., Att. :

—c. dat. pers., 0eous tovs 5 who
were accessory to my return, Aesch.-, ov, Aeol. -, () between two
armies :—as Subst., , the space between
two armies, Hdt., Eur.; 05 Eur. 2.

a disputedfrontier, Debateable Land, Hdt. :—metaph.,
in the border-land between light

and darkness, Aesch. II. what is midway be-

tween, c. gen., "
Id. ; hanging in mid air, Id.-, Med. to change one's seat, Luc.-, to model anew, Anth.-', f. , to call away to another place,

Aeschin. : to call back, recall, Thuc. II. in Med.
to call in a physician, Luc.-, only in impf., to follow after,

absol., II. : c. acc. to chase, Tpatas

lb. II. to go to visit, Ai9ioiras Od.-, f., to transpose, shift, remove, Hdt. :

—

Med. to go from one place to another, Id. 2. to

change, alter, Dem. Hence, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be removed, Luc. ; and, , , to be disturbed, Thuc.-, f.-, to weep afterwards or too

late, II. :—Med. to lament after or next, Eur.- [t], aor. 1-, Pass, to shift

to the other side, II.-, aor. 1-, Pass, to change
to a state of sleep, to be lulled to sleep, Aesch.-, ov, sharing in common, partaking, Aesch.;

with another, Id.-, f ., to transport, Plat. :—Med. to cause
to be carried over, Lycurg.-', to roll to another place, to roll over, Ar.-, ov, () between the waves, &ras . be-

tween two waves of misery, i. e. bringing a short lull

or pause from misery, Eur.-, f .-, to have a share of a thing

allotted one, c. gen., Plat. ; also, .5 tiv0s Eur.-, f .-, to have or get a share of,

to partake of a. thing, c. gen., Hdt., etc. :—Med.,/xeTo-

tivos to get possession of, lay claim to,

Id. 2. the part received is sometimes added in

acc, . or5 tiv0s Eur., etc. ; . -5 Plat. 3. c. gen. pers. to

share his society, Xen.: in bad sense, to lay hold

of, accuse, Ar. II. to take after another, to

succeed to, c. acc, Xen. III. to take in ex-

change, substitute, 5 Thuc. ; .
to adopt new customs, Id. ; .

Xen. 2. to interchange, Plat.-, Ep.-, f. , to leave off, cease

from, c. gen., II.-, , participation, Plat.; tivos in a thing, Id., ,() change, . ttjs5 an
eclipse, Hdt. ; by
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having a crafty man for thy master instead [of me],

Soph. 2. c. gen. objecti, . a changefrom
war, Xen., , verb. Adj. changed, altered, Aesch., , =, Xen. From-, Att. -, f. , to change, alter,

Hdt. II. to exchange, 1. to take in exchange,
adopt, assume, Ar. ; so, .,
to go into a new country, Plat. 2. to exchange by

leaving, to quit, . rbv Isocr. ; so,

alone, Plat. III. intr. to undergo a change, Hdt., Dor. for, to be searched out,

Pind., f ., properly, to search after other things(, cf.), to search carefully, to in-

: quire diligently, Od. 2. c. acc. pers. to inquire

of, question, Horn. 3. c. acc. objecti, to ask about
or after, Id.; so, Od. 4.

c. dupl. acc. to ask one about a thing-, ask him a thing, Id., , a searching for metals and the like,

mining, Plat. ; and, , , one who searches for metals, a
miner, Strab. ; and, , 6v, skilled in searchingfor metals

:

-·\ (sc.) the art of mining, Arist. From, f . ,() to get by mining :—Pass.

to be got by mining, of metals, Plat., etc. 2.

generally, to explore, Anth., Ep. for., , , of orfor mines, Dem. From', , a mine or quarry, a\bs a salt-

pit, salt-mine, Hdt. ; gold

and silver mines, Id. ; (alone) silver mines,
Xen. ; . marble quarries, Strab. II.

the sense of metal, Lat. metallum, does not occur in

classical Greek. (Prob., like, from',
a search for other things.), Ep. aor. 2 part, of.-, Dep. to search after, chase, Pind.-, f .-, to learn differently ,.

to unlearn one language and learn another

.
instead, Hdt. ; . to learn a new strain,

Aesch. 2. to learn to forget, unlearn, Lat. dedis-

cere, Aeschin. 3. absol. to learn better, Ar.-, Dor. -, f. , to exchange, £
good for ill, Pind. 2. to change to an-

, other form, fiobs - Mosch. 3.

yav renvois . to hand down land to children,

Eur. II. Med. to change one's condition, to

escape, Pind. ; in turns, Id. 2. c.

acc, . to change one thing for another, Eur.-, impf.- : f.-: : aor. -' : () : I. impers. it repents me, rues
- me, Lat. poenitet me :—Construction : 1. c. dat.

pers. et gen. rei,' Xen. 2.

- oftener, the thing one repents of is in part, agreeing
with the dat., aooy^av I re-

pent of having so defended myself, Plat. 3. absol.,

• . it repents me, Ar. ;

aKcpaiois'/ to adopt a measure
when your forces are unbroken, and to repent when
in distress, Thuc. 4. part. neut. absol.,
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since it repented him, Plat. II. seldom with a
nom., to cause repentance or sorrow, '' ' (for ) Hdt. ;

(for) Ar. Hence, , change of purpose, regret, repentance,

Thuc; . =', Xen., , 6v,full of regrets, Arist. From-', f .- : aor. 1- : Dep. :(') :

—

to feel repentance, to rue, regret, .c.

part., £/ they repented that they

had not received, Thuc. : absol. to change one's pur-
pose or line of conduct, Xen. II. Causal in part,

fut. that which will cause regret,

matter forfuture repentance, Id., b, repentance, regret, Thuc.', Dep. to sing or dance among others,

c. dat., h. Horn., v.'.-, f.-, to mix among, confound with,

Od.--, =, Od.-, f., to transform : Pass, to be trans-

figured, . T. Hence, , a transformation, Luc.-^ or- : aor. 2- :

Med. :

—

to put on a different dress, ./ to put
on the new dress o/

-

slavery, Plat.- and -, f ., to change the dress of

another, strip off his dress, Plut., Luc. :—metaph.
to change, eXs Anth. ; rbv TluBayS-

pav - '; what body didst
thou assume after him ? Luc.-, ov, () borne by the wind,. may the gods give all that to the

winds, II. ; is Ar. II.

bootless, vain, idle, vainly-woven
webs, Od. ; to talk idly, lb.-, Pass, to repent of a thing, c gen.,

Soph.-, to dwell with, h. Horn. From-', , 6, one who dwells with, Hes.-, \, migration, Thuc.-, , , () one who has changed his

home, a wanderer, immigrant, commonly as a term of

reproach, like Scottish land-louper, II. Hence, ov, wandering, Anth.-, , a wanderer, Anth. ; and-, Dep. to pass over to the other side,

the sun was passing over the meri-

dian, Horn. II. c. acc. to go after, pursue, Eur.

:

also to win, get possession of, Pind.-, f.-, to remove one from his

country, Polyb. II. Pass. c. aor. 2 et pf. act. to

move off and go elsewhere, to migrate, Hdt., Soph.-', f., to change one's mind or ptirpose,

Plat., Xen. 2. to repent, Antipho, etc. Hence, , after-thought, repentance, Thuc, etc-, f. -, to draw from one vessel into an-
other, Anth.-, Adv. (, ) Adv., 1. of Place, be-

twixt,, between, II., etc. ; with the Art., rb

Hdt. ; iv . Thuc 2. of Time, between-whilest
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meanwhile, Hdt., etc.; with pres. part.,

in the midst of his digging-, Lat. inter fodiendum,
Id. ; . Ar. ; \4yovra . in the middle of his

discourse, Plat. b. after, afterwards, N.T. 3.

of Qualities, . intermediate, i. e. neither good nor

bad, Plat. II. as Prep, with gen. between, Hdt.,

etc. 2. of Time, .[~\ Plat, j . meanwhile, Soph.-, f. , to educate differently, Luc.-, Med. to rest between-whiles, II.-, , rest between-whiles, from
war, II.-, f . , to change a man's persuasion, Ar.,

Dem. :—Pass, to be persuaded to change, Plat., etc., , ov, verb. Adj. to be sent for, Thuc.

;

and, ov, sent for, Hdt., Thuc. From-', f. , to send after, Eur., Ar. :

—

to send

for, summon, Lat. arcessere, Hdt., etc. ; so in Med. :

—Pass., aor. 1 to be sent for, Dem.' or-', f .-, aor. 2 --, Dep. to fly to another place, fly away, Luc.-, f., to leap from one place to

another, jump about, Luc.-, f .-, to fall differently, undergo
a change, . Hdt., or els Plat. :

also, to change one's opinion suddenly, Eur., Ar. ; et

Plat. 2. to change,

esp. for the worse, if fortune

changes, Eur. ; rarely for the better, Id. :—of political

changes, to undergo change or revolution, Thuc.-, Att. -, f.- [d], to mould
differently , remodel, Plat. ; so in Med., Anth.-',., alter the make of a. thing, remodel,

alter, Solon, Dem. II. Med. to make a pretence

of, lay claim to, pretend to, c. gen., apexes Thuc.-, f.-, aor. 1- : Dep. :—to go after, follow up, Lys. II. to pur-
sue, punish, Polyb.-, , a selling by retail, retail-trade, Strab.-, is, () distinguished among others,

c. dat. pi., II.-', only in pres. and impf., to distinguish

oneself or be distinguished among others, c. dat. pi.,

Horn.-, aor. 2 part, of., , change, Plat. : change of party, Polyb.-, , (Trvpyos) the wall between two
towers, the curtain, Thuc.-, ov, {) counted among others, c.

dat. pi., h. Horn,-', f .-, to flow differently , to change
to and fro, ebb and flow, Arist.-, f. , to turn upside down, Dem.-, f. , to change the fashion of a. thing,

to remodel, Hdt., Aesch. :

—

to reform, amend, Xen.-, ,() =, Plut., Pass, to rise high into the air,

Hdt. From, Dor., ov, and a, ov, ()
raised from the ground, high in air, Lat. sublimis,

. rag. ; scattered to the winds, Aesch.;

—.& a ship having her sails

hoisted, Theocr. 2. like n. 2, on the high
sea, out at sea, Hdt. II. metaph. in air, high
above this world, Eur. 2. of things, airy, empty,
Id. III. in Medic, of the breath, high, quick.-(, Ep. : 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2

: Pass. :

—

to rush towards or after, II. :—
c. acc. to rush upon, lb.-,., toput into another dress(),
to change the fashion of, transfor?n, Xen. »
Med. to pack up so as to shift one's quarters, Luc.-, f. , to draw over from one side to

another, Soph.,, aor. 2 med. and act. part,

of.', , () lambs bom midway between the
Trpoyovoi (early-born) and the (freshlings or late-

born)., Ep. for.,, aor. 1 pass. subj. of., aor. 2 part, of., ,() a removing, removal,
Andoc. II.[^ a being put into a
different place, removal, migration, Plat. ; .
an eclipse, Eur. 2. a changing, change, Id. ;} to allow a change to one's

wrath, i. e. suffer it to cease, Soph. 3. a change of
political constitution, revolution, Thuc.-', verb. Adj. one must alter, Isocr.-, f. , to go in quest of, Eur.', Med., to send for, summon, Luc.-', only in pres. and impf., to lament after-

wards, Od., Aesch. II. to lament after this or

next, Eur.- or -, (?$) Adv. all in a row, II.-&, to sigh or lament afterwards, Hes.-, f. , to shift one's ground or

camp, Polyb. :—so in Med., Xen., , ov,flt for turning another way,

fit for directing, Plat. From-', f. , Pass., aor. 1 —, aor. 2- [] :

—

to turn about, turn round, turn,

II., Ar. :—Pass, to turn oneself about, turn about,

whether to face the enemy or to flee, II. ; then, simply,

to turn round, Hdt., Plat. 2. to pervert, change,

alter, Plat., etc. :—Pass., . my for-

tunes are changed, Eur. ; ·
Ar. II. intr. to turn another way, change

one's ways, II. ;
contrariwise, Plat. 2.

c. gen. to care for, regard, Eur. Hence, , a turningfrom one thing to another

\

Plat., aor. 2 inf. of.-,, , participation, in the nature

of a thing, Plat,-, f. Att. , to change the form of a

person or thing, Plat. II. to transfer as in a

figure, N.T.-, Att. -, f. , to transpose : Med. to

change one's order of battle, Xen. ;' to go over and join them, Thuc.-, f .- : aor. 1-, aor. 2- :
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—to place among,
(. ) then he would not have caused so much
noise among us, Od. II. toplace differently , 1.

in local sense, to transpose, Plat. 2. to change,
alter, of a treaty, Thuc, Xen. ; . \
v6s to change their names and call them after swine,

Hdt. ; . tivos to put one thing- in place of

another, substitute, Dem. 3. Med. to change what
is one's own or for oneself, tovs Xen.;-" to adopt a new opinion, Hdt.

;

so, absol., Plat. b. . [rbv] to get rid of,

transfer one'siezr, Dem. c. c. dupl. ace, rb

. to alter their evil designs into

gain for him, Soph. 4. Pass, to be changed, to

alter, Eur.-, to bringforth afterwards, Aesch.-, 3 sing. aor. 2- : Med. :
—

to turn oneself round, turn round, II. 2. to look

back to, skew regard for, c. gen., Ib.-, f.- : aor. 2— :

—

to run
after, ' ; you run
and get it from the Athenians, Ar.-, Pass, to turn about, II.^, ,() retribution, vengeancefor
a thing, c. gen., Eur., , a turn offortune, a reverse, Pind. From,',() turning about, returning,
Anth. 2. turning round upon, Aesch. ; ep-ya

deeds that turn upon their author or are

visited with vengeance, Hes. ; so, . Eur.

;

Ar.-, to look keenly about for, Pind.-, impf.- : to speak among others,

to address them, c. dat. pi., Horn. 2. c. acc. pers.

to accost, address, Mosch.-, Ion.-, Adv. afterwards, Hdt., Aesch.-, ov, Att. for.- [t], Adv. just after, presently after, Hdt.-, Ion. for.-, f .- : aor. -^ : pf .- :—to carry over, transfer, Dem. ; . to

apply the goad to the horses in turn, Eur. 2. to

change, alter, Soph., Dem. ; . to change,

confound, Aeschin. 3. in Rhetoric, to tise a word
in a changed sense, to employ a metaphor, Arist.-, impf.-, (cf.-) :

—to speak

among others, to address them, c. dat. pi., Horn. 2.

c. acc. pers. to accost, II.-, = I, Hdt., , , apt at metaphors, Arist. II.

metaphorical : Adv. -$, Plut.-, f. , to paraphrase, to translate,

Plut. II. Med. to consider after, -
II. Hence, , a paraphrasing, Plut.-, , properly, the part behind the midriff(. ), the back, II., Plat,-, to speak among others, c. dat. pi., II.-, f. Att. : aor. - :—more

commonly as Dep., f. Att.- : aor.-
and- : pf .^ :

—

to have or take
in hand, handle, administer, manage, Hdt. 2. to

manage, arrange, conduct, Thuc. :—so as Dep., Ar.,

Xen. 3. to practise, pursue an art or study, Plat.

;

c. inf. to study to do, Id. 4. c. acc. pers. to

handle, treat, or deal with in a certain way,
Thuc. :—of a physician, Plat.-, ov, and a, ov, (xpovos) happening after*

wards, Luc. II. in Hes.—.-, ov, after the time, done later, Luc.-', f. , to go to another place, to with-
draw, migrate, emigrate, Aesch., Thuc.-, to brush against a thing, c. acc, Eur.., Ep. for, 3 pi. of { sum).-, f. , to put upon a new register ; 3
sing. fut. 2 pass.^ he will be put on a
new register, Ar.', Ep. for (q. v.)., Ion. for, 3 sing. subj. of., aor. 1 of., Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, of.-,( sum) to be among, c. dat. pi., Horn. ;

absol., » no interval of rest will

be mine, II. II. impers., tivos I
have a share in or claim to a. thing, Hdt., Att. :—so
part. neut. used absol.,

since the Aeolians had no share in the land,

Hdt. 2. sometimes the share is added in nom.,

Thuc. ; . Plat.-, Att. fut. of : impf. : Ep.
aor. I part, :

—

to go between or among
others, II. II. to go after or behind, follow, lb.,

Xen. 2. c. acc. to go after, go in quest of, pursue,
Hdt., Att. 3. to pursue with vengeance, Aesch.,

Thuc. ; . (where is acc. cogn.), to

execute judgment upon one, Aesch. 4. to pursue,
go about a. business, Eur. 5. . to

approach one with sacrifices, Hdt. : c. acc. et inf.,

besought each one not

to permit, Thuc. III. to pass over to another, Ar.-, Ep. -', serving as aor. 2 of·, to speak among others, address them, c. dat. pi.,

Horn. 2. absol. to speak thereafter, afterwards, Id., aor. 1 pass, of., 3 sing. Ion. pf. pass, imper. of., Ion. for-, aor. 2 part, of., Ep. aor. 1 med. part, of ( ibo)., Ep. for, pres. subj. of (' sum).-, f. -, to go from one place into

another, Hdt. ; c. acc, .^ to pass from one

note to another, Anth.-, to lend out, Plut.-, Med. to pull off one's own clothes and
put on others, to assume, Plut., fut. of., aor. 2 part, of.-', verb. Adj., one must punish, Luc.-, to go on board another ship, Plut.-, Causal of foreg., toput on board another

ship, Thuc.', Ep. for, inf. of ( suiri).-', ov, engrafted afresh, Anth., I. Causal in aor. 1-, to put
other clothes on a person, invest with new power,
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Luc. II. Pass,, with aor. 2 act., to put on other clothes, Strab.-', verb. Adj. of, Strab., pf. of.-', to speak among, Mosch.-, to put into another place : Med.,-- to shift a ship's cargo, Dem.-', Med. to take out of andput elsewhere,

Dem.--, Pass, to move from one place to

another, Luc.-', , a, Ion. Pron., =, some among
many, certain persons, Hdt.-, Adv. afterwards, thereafter, Horn. : Ion.-', Hdt.-', Aeol. and Dor.- : f . -

(in Att., the impf. and fut. are borrowed
from, q. v.) : Dep., with aor. 2-, pf.- :

—

to come or go among others, c. dat. pi.

or absol., Horn. ; having gone between the
• ranks, II. II. to go to another place, lb. : simply

to come next, follow, Pind. III. c. acc. to go
after, to go to seek, go in quest of, II., Att. : gener-

ally, to seek for, aim at, Eur., Thuc. 2. in hostile

sense, to pursue, II., Hdt., Att. : c. acc. rei, to seek to

avenge, Aesch., Eur. :—then c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei,

. to visit a crime upon a person, Eur. 3.

of things, to go after, attend to, to pursue a business,

Horn., Att. 4. to approach with prayers, Lat.

adire, prosequi, Hdt., Eur. : to court or woo, Pind.'--, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.-, f.-, Dep. to change one's wish, to

wish something else, Eur.', impf. of.-, Aeol.-' : f.- : pf.- :—to partake of, enjoy a share of, share in, take part
in, c. gen. rei, Theogn., Aesch. ; c. gen. pers. to par-
take of a person's friendship, Xen. ; . -

to be members of the 5000 in turn, Thuc. :

—

with dat. pers. added,. tivi to partake of
something in common with another, Pind., Eur. :

—

often the part or share is added, . Aesch.,
etc. 2. rarely with the acc. only, .
Soph. 3. absol., 01 the partners, Hdt.', Ion. for, subj. of ( sum)., f. ,() to raise to a height, raise,

Thuc. :—Med., heave up your
dolphins (v. II), Ar. :—Pass, to be raised up, to

float in mid-air, Lat. suspendi, Id., etc. : of ships, to

keep out on the high sea, Thuc. II. metaph. to

lift up, buoy up with false hopes, Dem. :—Pass, to be
elevated, excited, Ar.-', f. -, () to prate about high
things, Ar.-', , , one who prates on things
above, a star-gazer, visionary , Plat,', f. -, to talk of high things, Plat. ; and, , discussion of high things, Plat,-, ,() one who talks of the heavenly
bodies, an astronomer, Plat,, ov, Ep., q. v., (,) raised
from the ground, hanging, Lat. suspensus, Hdt. ;—of

—.
I high ground, Thuc. II. like, in mid-air,

high in air, Lat. sublimis, Hdt., Ar. ; , bs

yrjv . poised on high, Ar. ; . the regions of
air, Id. ; . things in heaven above, astronomical
phenomena, Id., Plat. 2. on the high sea, out at sea,

of ships, Thuc. III. metaph. of the mind, lifted up,
buoyed zip, on the tiptoe of expectation, in suspense,

Lat. spe erectus, Id. 2. wavering, uncertain, Dem.:
—Adv., to be in uncertainty , Plut.-, , a star-gazer, Plat,-, , an astrological sophist, Ar.-,, , an astrological quack, Ar., Ion. 3 pi. impf. of ( ibo)., aor. 2 of.-', ov, () swift as wind, Anth.-, ov, Ep. form of, lifted off the

ground, hanging, II. :—Dor. Aesch. II.

metaph. wavering, thoughtless, h. Horn,, aor. 1 of.-, Ion. f. med. inf. of-., v.., Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. med. of.-,-, Ion. for -.--, —, c. gen. rei, Hdt.,,= I, Anth.:

—

the Removal or

Captivity of the Jews, . T.-', f. ·\, to change one's abode, remove to a
place, c. acc. loci, Eur. :—c. dat. loci, to settle in,

Pind. II. absol. to be or settler, reside

in a foreign city, Eur., Ar., etc. Hence, , = sq. 1, Plat. ; and, , change of abode, re?7ioval, migration,

Thuc. II. a settling as, settlement or

residence in a foreign city, Aesch., etc. ; and, to lead settlers to another abode, Plut., ], ov, in the condition of , Plut.

:

— . the list of, Luc.,, the tax paid by the, Plat. II.,, the feast of migration, Plut.-, , ,() emigration, Plut., , ,() an emigrant, Plut.-', f., to build differently, Plut.'-, ov, changing one's abode, emigrating and
settling elsewhere, Hdt. II. as Subst., ,
, an alien settled in a foreign city, a settler, emi-
grant, sojourner, Aesch., etc. ; . - one who has
settled in a country, Id. 2. at Athens, a resident

alien, who paid a tax(), but enjoyed no civic

rights, Thuc, etc.-|, , -, guardian of the, Xen.-, f .-, Dep. to have gone after, to

have gone in quest of, c. acc. pers., Horn. : c. acc. rei,

to seek for, Eur. 2. with hostile intent, to pursue,
II. 3. to have gone among or through, Od. 4.

to have gone with, lb.-, f. , to keep changingfrom one knee to

another, said of a coward crouching in ambush, II.-, f. , to call by a new name, alyiSas

called them by a new name—,
Hdt. :—Pass, to take or receive a new name, Id., Thuc.-, Adv., =, Soph.-, before a vowel, - : Adv., 1. of
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Place, from behind, backwards, back, Horn., Hes. 2.

of Time, after, afterwards, Horn. II. Prep, with

gen. behind, Id.^, 4], , autumnal, Thuc, Xen. :—neut. as

Adv., Hes. [Cf. 6.~\ From-, , () late autumn, Thuc.-, Ion. for.-, , the space between rows of vines, Ar., , participation, partnership, commitnion,
tiv6s in a thing-, Ar., Dem., ,() participation, communion, Hdt.--, f . : 3 sing. Ep. aor. opt. :—to remove by a lever, hoist a heavy body out of the

way, Od. II. to push back the bar, II.,, ov, {) sharing in, partaking of, c.

gen., Hdt., Eur. II. as Subst. a partner, accom-
plice in, Eur. ; absol., Thuc.
.', f. 4\, () to measure in any way : I.

of Space, to measure, i. e. pass over, traverse, -
Od. :—Med.,

i Mosch. II. in the common sense, to measure, Lat.

. metiri,T^v yrjv Hdt.; } . ·
to measure happiness by sensual enjoyments,

Dem. :—Med., to measure his steps

by the eye, Soph. :—Pass, to be measured, Hdt.,

Aesch. 2. to count, Theocr. 3. to measure out,

dole out, Ar., Dem. :—Med. to have measured out to

one, to get good measure, Hes.;

Dem. Hence,, , a measured distance, Eur. 2. a
measure, allowance, dole, Id. ; and', , measuring, measurement, Hdt., Xen., verb. Adj., one must measure, Plat., , ,() a measurer, Plat. II. =, a liquid measure, holding 12 or 144, about 9 gallons Engl., Dem., , ,() of orfor measuring, Plat.

;

-K7j (sc.) mensuration, Id., , ,() measurable, Eur., Plat., f.,() to be moderate, keep measure,
Soph., Thuc, etc. II. trans, to moderate, regu-

late, control, Lat. moderari, Plat., etc., ", , () of or for metre, metrical,

Arist. : - and - (sc.), prosody, Id., to bear reasonably with,' .. From-, is, () moderating one's passions,

a Peripatetic word.-, , , a moderate drinker, Xen., a, ov, and os, ov, {) within measure,
and so, I. of Size, of average height, Hdt. ; .

the common cubit, Id. ; so of Time, moderate,
Plat. II. of Number, few, Xen. III. of

Degree, holding to the mean, moderate, Hes., Eur.,

etc. :—of a mean or middle state, opp. to a high
or low estate, Trag., etc. ; the mean, Lat.

aurea mediocritas, Soph.; so, Eur., etc.;

—so, . a friendship not too great, Id.; . io~-

common dress, Thuc. ; }
not in strict custody, Id. ; 01 common men,
the common sort, Dem. :—also,'
** just sufficient, Plat. 2. moderate, tolerable,

Hdt., Soph., etc. ; . moderate terms, Thuc. 3.

of Persons, moderate, temperate, virtuous, Theogn.,
Eur. ; is Thuc. ; .

Aeschin. 4. proportionate, fitting, Xen.
B. Adv., moderately , within due limits,

in due measure, fairly, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; .
to be moderately well off, Hdt. :—Comp., Sup.-, Thuc. 2. enough, suf-

ficiently, Ar., etc 3. modestly , temperately, Eur.,

Xen. :

—

onfair terms, Thuc II. the neut.

and are also used as Adv., Plat. :—with Art., to

Xen. ; Thuc. Hence,, , moderation, Thuc, Plat. ; .
moderation in food, Xen. II. a middle

condition, Lat. mediocritas, Arist.

E'TPON,, that by which anything is measured : 1.

a measure or rule, II. ; .
is a measure of'all things, Plat. 2. a measure

of content, whether solid ,or liquid, ,
II. ; Od. 3. measure,

length, size, the length of the way,

Od. ; Thuc. ; ^
measure, i. e. the prime, of youth, II. ;

one's size and shape, Eur. 4. due measure or limit,

proportion, Hes. ; Id. ;

Theogn.; Plat.;

—

—, Pind. II. metre, opp. to (tune) and
(time), Ar., Plat. 2. a verse, Plat., () Adv. with front-foremost ; of

ships, forming a close front, in line, Hdt. ; opp. to

(in column), Thuc., ov,{) on the forehead, Anth.-, ,=, the forehead, II.'-, , (, ) the space between the eyes,

the brow, forehead, Horn., etc. II. the front or

face of a wall or building, Hdt. : the front of an army
or fleet, Aesch., Xen. ; or in

line, opp. to or (in column), Xen., Ep. and Ion. for, gen. of iya>.', and, Adv. to a given point, even so

far, I. before a Prep, , Lat. usque ad,

Plat.:—so before Advs., . Id.; .
Thuc II. serving as a Prep. c. gen. even to,

as far as, 1. of Place, II. ; .
Thuc. 2. of Time, ; i.e.

; Lat. quousque ? how long ? II. ; so,

; ; Hdt. ; with the Art., .
up to my time, Id. 3. of Measure or Degree, .

so far as consists with right, Thuc. ; .
Plat. 4. with Numbers, up to, about,

nearly^ sometimes without altering the case of the

Subst., Aeschin. 5. in Ion.,

is sometimes used like the simple,
Hdt. HI. as a Conjunct.

so long as, until, &, with in apodosi,

Id.; . Xen. 2. foil, by

the subj., Id. ; so without , . Hdt.

', not, is the negative of thought, as oh of state-

ment, i. e. says that one thinks a thing is not,

that it is not. The same differences hold for all

compds. of and .
A. urj in Independent sentences, 1. with Im-

perat., " ipiQ^t do not provoke me, II, ;
"
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let not anyone hear, Od. 2. with Subj.,/xr?

II.; (Ep. for) lb.;

Xen. 3. with Opt. to express a wish that a thing

may not happen, which may fortune

not bring to pass, Aesch. :—also in wishes that refer to

past time and therefore cannot be fulfilled,

Soph. 4. in vows and oaths, where

oh might be expected, '
Zeus be my witness, not another

man shall ride on these horses, II. ; ,
iyca Ar. 5. with Infin., used as Im-

perat., II.

. In Dependent clauses : 1. with Final

Conjunctions, ' , , ., that not,

Lat. ne, II., Att. :

—

often stands alone —' ''(\,

Horn., Att. 2. in the protasis of conditional sen-

tences, after (Ep. at), (a? ), ei , , ,
av, Lat. nisi, Horn., etc. ;—-so, = ;

etc. 3. in relat. clauses, when they imply a con-

dition or supposition,' such things
as one ought not, Soph. ;- ots

Id. 4. with Infin., always except

when the Inf. represents Indie, or Opt., as in oratio

obliqua. 5. with Participle, when it can be re-

solved into a conditional clause, = ei

Hdt. ;
= 1 , Aesch. ; so in

a general sense, — ut qui nihil

sciam, Soph. 6. with abstract Nouns as with

Partic, — rj, Aesch. ;

Soph. ; ' — ,
want of experience, Ar. 7. after Verbs expressing

fear or apprehension (cf. ) : a. when the

thing feared is fut., with pres. Subj., I fear he may
persuade thee, II. b. with Opt. for Subj., according
to the sequence of moods and tenses, Horn., etc. c.

when the action is present or past, the Indie, is used,

we fear have made a
mistake, Thuc. 8. without a Verb to express

hesitation, perhaps, r\ to

Plat.

C. In Questions : I. Direct questions, a.

with Ind., implying a negat. answer, surely not, you
don't mean to say that, Lat. num ? whereas with oh

an affirm, answer is expected, Lat. nonne ? ap oh

; surely he is dead, is he not? ;

surely he is not dead, is he ? :—when oh and appear
in consecutive clauses, each negat. retains its proper
force, oh7 ; will you not be

silent, and will you be cowardly ? i. e. be silent and be
not cowardly, Soph. b. with the Subj., when the

answer is somewhat doubtful, ; can we
say so ? Plat. :—so also with Opt. and &v, tis

; how can a man help speaking? Id. II.

indirect questions with belong in fact to with

Verbs of fear and apprehension, tis

Soph., an elliptic phrase for , . . ,

in answers, nay but, not so but, ;
Answ. Ar., an elliptic phrase, used in emphatic denial,

certainly not, where a Verb must be supplied from the

foregoing passage, y , Answ. yap

$.
(sc.y) Plat. :—also in parenthesis, where it may
be translated much less, like , Aeschin.

or (v. ), Adv. of, in
no wise, not at all, Hdt., Aesch., etc., Adv. of, from no place, Xen. ; ,

from no other place, Plat,&, Adv. nowhere, Luc., Adv. nowhither, Soph., , , for , only in pi. (in

Ion. writers), ?io?ie, Hdt., Adv. nowhither, . Plat,&, Adv. nowhere, Aesch. ; . Plat. :—
metaph.,,u. nullo in numero habetur, Aesch., Adv. of, =, Hdt., Aesch., etc, (, ), Negat. Particle, (related to as to

) : I. as Conjunct, but not or and not, nor,

II. :—more rarely

without a negative preceding,,'
Aesch. 2. doubled, . . . . , op-

posing the two clauses of a sentence, II. :

—

also

follows \, Soph., Plat. II. as Adv., joined with

a single \^ or phrase, not even, Lat. ne . . quidem r

Horn., etc.-,-,-, i.e. , ,) :

—

and not one, related to as -'] to oh, II., etc.

;

—rare in pi., Xen. 2. eh, which (so written)

is never elided even in Att., retained the first emphatic
sense not even one, and often had a Particle between,

as,' , or a Prep.,' ,
etc., Plat. II. nobody, naught, goodfor naughty
6 Soph. ; pi., oh yap Id. :

—

so, or often as Subst., naught, ?iothing,

Id.; ^ to say what is naught, Xen.;
Hdt. ; rb Eur. ;—and of

persons, rb a good for naught, of

an eunuch, Hdt. ; . Soph. III. neut.

as Adv. not at all, by no means, Aesch., etc.'-, Adv. never, Ar., Plat., etc. II.

and never, Hes.'-, Adv. nor as yet, not as yet, Aesch., etc.-, Adv. never yet, Dem.-, , fern. prop, n., Adorned-with-pru-
dence, from (dat. pi. of) and, II.-' or ', a, ov, neither of t/ie twor

Thuc, Plat. : Adv. -, in neither of two ways, Arista-', Adv. to neither side, Thuc.

, nay do not . . , II., etc. ; so, Aesch., etc., f., to be a Mede in language or habits : to-

side with the Medes, to Medize, Hdt., Thuc., , ,() Median : (sc. py-) the war with the Medes, the name given to the

great Persian war, Thuc. ; 6 . Id. II.

medick, a kind of clover, Ar.

(sub. yv), , a Median woman, Hdt., 6, a leaning towards the Medes, being in
their interest, Medism, Hdt., Thuc.-, ov, (') Mede-slaying, Anth.

: Ep. 3 sing. impf. : f., Ep.
2 sing, : 3 sing. aor. 1, Ep. :

Dep. : () :
—to be minded, to intend, resohr,

II.; what counsels I should ~iake,

Od. 2. c. acc. rei, to plan, plot, contrive,



to scheme misery for him, II. ;

Od. :—also c. acc. pers. et rei,

he wrought them mischief, Horn. ; so in
Aesch. 3. to invent,

Id. ; ; what shall I attempt? Id.}-0€, , ov,=, Anth.

(a), , , () only in pi., counsels,

plans, arts, schemes, Horn.; . plans of fight, II.

(b), eos, , only in pi., the genitals, Od., , a Mede, Median, Hdt., etc., , () counsel, prudence, Anth.-, ov, (*) =, Anth.

-eis, neut.-, later form of-,-., Dep. with aor. 2 act. part,, pf.-, shortd. fem.; and an impf. (formed

from pf.) :

—

to bleat, of sheep, Horn. ; of a
hunted fawn or hare, to scream, shriek, II. ; of a
wounded horse, lb. (Formed from the sound). Hence,,, , the bleating one, of she-goats, Horn. :

—later, ., =, Eur.; and, , a bleating, Lat. balatus, Plut.&, , , () long, Anth./-, Adv. (formed from, , with inserted) no
more, no longer, no further, Horn., etc., , ov, Dor. and Trag. [a], irr.

Sup. of (formed from, as from), tallest, Horn. 2. greatest, Soph., Eur. 3.

longest, in point of Time, Xen. :—neut. as

Adv., in the highest degree, h. Horn. ; also,

; what is to become of me in the long
run, at last ? Od. 4. farthest,

asfar as possible, Soph. ; to drive

as far off as possible, Xen.,.,,,() length, Od.;
Plat. ; . Hdt. ; Thuc. :

— in pi., . great distances, Plat. b. of

persons, height, tallness, stature, Od. 2. of Time,
Aesch., etc. :—also ., . a long
speech, Id. ; iv Thuc. II.

or absol. as Adv. in length, Hdt., etc.:

—

at length, infull, ov Soph. 2.

in height, Od.-, Adv., Ion. for-.
[], f ., Ion. : Dor.- : () :

—to

lengthen, prolong, extend, Xen. :—of Time, .,
Eur. 2. ., to spin out a speech,

speak at length, Hdt., Soph., etc. :—also without, to be lengthy or tedious, Hdt. :—c. acc, .
irepl to talk at length about them,

Thuc. 3. . to raise a loud, cry, Soph. 4.

Med., reared a tall statue, Anth.', Dor. [],, , the poppy, II., etc., , () an apple-tree, Lat. malus, Od., ov, also a, ov,( a) of a sheep, Kpea
Hdt.; . slaughter of sheep, Eur., , a probe, etc., Lat. specillum, Hipp., etc., at, nymphs of Malis in Trachis, Soph., an inhabitant of Malts(), a Malian, pi., Hdt. ; in old Att., Soph., Thuc. II.

as Adj., the Sinus Maliacus, Hdt.;

—

, , , Thuc. :—fem. =, Soph.

. 5°9, , ov, from the island of Melos, Melian,
Theogn., Thuc. ; ., proverb, of famine, because
of the sufferings during the siege of Melos, Ar.,, ,( ) =, Dor., Theocr., , , Ion. for, with or without ,
Malis in Trachis, Hdt. ; cf ..-,, , a shepherd, II.-, , , Dor. -, = foreg., Pind., Eur.-, ov, grazed by sheep, epith. of pastoral

districts, Pind.-, ov,() sheep-receiving, in sacrifice,

of Apollo, Pind.- \, , ,( a) one who sacrifices sheep,

a priest, Eur. ; . a sacrificial altar, Id., , the cockchafer, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)

(), , , a sheep or goat, Od. ; in pi. sheep

and goats, small cattle, Lat. pecudes, opp. to,
II.; with an Adj. added to distinguish the gender,

. rams, wethers, Od.
(b), Dor., , , Lat. malum, an

apple or (generally) any tree-fruit, Horn., Hes., Hdt.,

Att. II. pi., metaph. of a girl's breasts,

Theocr.:—also, the cheeks, Lat. malae, Anth., Luc;
cf. :—but in Theocr.,

thy tears run sweet or round as apples.-, , , Dor. -, () a shepherd or

goatherd, Eur. ;—so-€,, , Anth.-, ov, () tending sheep or goats, Eur.-, Dor. -, ov, apple-cheeked, Theocr.-, the top of a hill from which
sheep or goats () are watched, h. Horn.-, ov,() set with fruit-trees, Eur.-, ov, sheep-protecting, Anth.-&, f.,() to slay sheep, . to

offer sheep in sacrifice, Soph. ; absol., Ar.-, ov, sheep-feeding, Orac. ap. Hdt., Aesch.-, ,( . II,) a girdle that confines

the breasts, Anth.-, ov, (*) sheep-slaying, Aesch., to carry apples, Theocr. From-, ov, () bearing apples, Eur.-; [],, and , a sheep-watcher, Anth.-, 07ros, , ,( , ) looking like an
apple,yellow, ripe, Od. :—with the gen. cf.,-., in Dor. and Ep., a Particle used to strengthen

asseverations, Lat. vero, verily, truly

,

Horn., etc. II.

after other Particles, 1. , like - (
being only a stronger form), now verily, full surely,

II. ;—so in Att., to introduce

an oath, c. inf., ' Aesch.,

etc. 2. , to introduce something new or

special, Od. : in dramatic

Poets to mark the entrance of a person on the stage,

and see . . , here comes . . ; so of new facts or argu-

ments, Trag., Dem. 3. , yet truly, Lat.

verum enimvero, Aesch., Ar. 4. , of a truth

not, II., Att. III. after interrogatives, it mostly

takes somewhat of an objective force, , quid

vero? what then ? i. e. of course, naturally so, Aesch.,

etc.; ; well, why not? Eur.; ; well,

but how . . ? Xen. IV. much like, Lat.

tamen, Aesch.
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', , gen,, dat. pi.: Ion. or Aeol.,
q. v. : — a month, Horn., etc. In early times the

month was divided into two parts, the beginning and
the waning{ and ), Od. : the

Attic division was into three decads,

(also or ),, and (or) :

the last division was reckoned backwards,

on the fourth day from the end of the

month, Thuc. ; , i. e.

on the 21st, ap. Dem.; but sometimes forwards, as,' the three-and-twentieth, etc. :

—

in the course of that month, Xen. :—. monthly, .; so Id.; or

alone, by the month, Id. 2. —, Id.,, , —, the moon, Eur., Ep. for, 3 sing-, aor. of., , () the moon, II., Aesch., a, ov, monthly, Strab., , 6, () wrath, II.,,,(.) a cause of wrath,
lest I be the cause of bringing wrath

upon thee, Horn. 2. guilt, blood-guiltiness, Plat., Dor., , , (^) wrath, anger, of the

gods, Horn., Hdt., Att., , Dim. of, a crescent, Lat. lunula : a
covering to protect the head of statues (like the nimbus
or glory of Christian Saints), Ar. Hence

[t], Dor. : aor. :

—

to be wroth
with another, vent one's wrath on him, c. dat. pers.,

II, ; c. gen. rei, wrathful because of

sacred rites, lb. ; Soph. ; absol.

to be wrathful, Horn. : so in Med., Aesch.-, , (, ) crescent-shaped, Lat.

lunatus, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ;

having formed them in a crescent, Hdt. :—of the

sun and moon when partially eclipsed, Thuc, Xen.,, , () an information, Thuc
,,() , an informer, guide, Aesch., , Dor., , , () bringing to

light, . Eur. II. Subst. an infonner,
Lat. delator, Thuc. ; against a person, Dem., , the price of information, reward, h.

Horn. :—in Att. only pi., Thuc, etc. ; and

[],, ,=, Anth. From', Dor. : f. [] : aor. :
pf .

:—Pass., 3 sing' pL, : aor. 1

: — to disclose what is secret, reveal, be-

tray, generally, to make known, declare, indicate,

h. Horn., Hdt., Att. :—with acc. and part., .
to she%v that he has, Hdt. ; the part, is some-

times omitted, ' (sc.)
Eur. II. at Athens to inform, lay public inform-
ation against another, Oratt. :—impers. in

Pass., information is laid, it has
been laid, Thuc. 2. in Pass, also of persons, to be

informed against, to be denounced, Xen. :—also of

things, Thuc., an elliptic phrase, [Aeye] ', followed by', as , 1 '
not only could you not dance, but not even

stand upright, Xen., ', foil, by, Lat. ne dicapi, as,

-.
' , not to say a
private person, but the great king, Plat. ;

',
Xen. 2. or

followed by ', as , '
we shall not be able to breathe, much

less to speak, Id., after Verbs expressing fear or apprehension, =
Lat. vereor ut, I fear it will

not be ; whereas mean, I fear it

will be. Here, and each retain their proper
force. II. with Infin., 1. after Verbs of hinder-
ing, denying, avoiding, needing,

; when re-

sembles Lat. quin or quominus,
nihil impedit quin hoc verum sit

;

or with the Art.,

nihil praetermittam quominus reperiam, Soph. 2.

after Verbs signifying impossibility , impropriety, re-

luctance, has a negative translation,

Hdt. ;
*

Xen. 3. with the Partic, only

after a negat., expressed or implied, yap
I should be hard-hearted

if did not pity, Soph. 4. = et , except,, Dem., lest perchance, Lat. ne forte, Plat.- or , I. as Adv. never, on no-

account, after , , etc, Aesch., etc. ;—also with

inf., in oaths,,
II. 2. in prohibition or strong denial, with aor.

subj., Od. 3. perhaps, like

nescio an, Arist. II. as Conj. that at no timey

lest ever, Lat. ne quando, Od., lest anywhere, that nowhere, Lat. necubi,

Od. : lest perchance, Horn., etc.- or , I. as Adv. not yet, Lat. non~
dum, Od., Att. II. as Conj. that not yet, lest yetr

Od., etc., of past time, never yet, Soph.- or , lest in any way, lest any how, lest

perchance, Horn. II. in case of doubt, or in in-

direct questions, whether or no, II.,, =, II., Ar., , () slices cut from the thighs, Horn.

It was the custom to cut out the ( -
), wrap them in two folds of fat(,), and burn them upon the

altar. II. =, the thighs, Bion., a, ov, () of or belonging to the thigh,

Lat. femoralis, at . the thighs, Xen., , gen. ,() a cord, line, string,

U. : a fishing-line, Theocr.', , , the thigh, Lat. femur, in Horn. 2.

in pi. =, Horn., Soph. 3. in pi. also, generally,

the leg-bones, Hdt.-,, ,() thigh-bred, of Bacchus, Anth.-, is, () striking the thigh, Anth., Dor.- : aor. 1 : Dep.:

—

to

draw up, furl sails, Od. : to draw up cables, etc,

Anth. :

—

to weave the

woof into the warp, Hes. II. Pass., -
ivy winds round the edge, Theocr.,, 2 and 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 of.



-eai—. 5, . 2 sing", fut. of., , , () an adviser, counsellor,

Horn. ; authors of the battle-

din, II. ; , of Diomede, lb., and not, mostly doubled, . . . . ,

neither . . nor, Horn., etc.

MH'THP, Dor., , voc. : but it follows

in the accent of the other cases,— gen. -, dat. , etc. :

—

a mother,
Horn., etc. ; of animals, a dam, Id. ; or

from one's mother's womb, Pind., Aesch. 2. also

of lands, , mother of flocks, of

game, II. ; of Earth, " . Hes. ; yi)

Aesch.; 3> Eur.: — also alone

for, Hdt. 3. of one's native land,, Pind., etc. 4. poet, as the source of

events, ., of Olympia, Id. ; night is the mother
of day, Aesch. ; the grape of wine, Id., neut. of, q. v., contr. for, dat. of., . 3 pi. and part,, :

also as Dep., 2 pi., 3 pi. impf.,
inf. : $) :—/ meditate, deliberate, de-

bate, II. :— Med., consider among you,
lb. 2. c. acc. rei, =, Horn., 6, () . for, a counsellor, as

epith. of Zeus, all-wise ! Horn.,, , () wz'.s<? zVi counsel, all-wise,

h. Horn., Hes. 2. wise, i. e.

well-chosen, helpful, remedies, Od., f. [] : aor. : Dep. :

—

to

devise, contrive, plan, Horn. : c. dupl. acc. to plan
evil against one, Od. From, . part, of :, . 3 pi., , gen. , Att. ; dat., . for, . : acc.: (*) :

—

thefaculty of
advising, wisdom, counsel, cunning, craft, Horn.,

Aesch. ; a fox for craft, Pind. :—of a
poet's skill or craft, Id. II. advice, counsel, a
plan, undertaking, Horn.- or , 6, , neut.-, gen."- : () :—lest any one, lest anything ; that no one, that

nothing, Lat. ne quis, ne quid, constructed like the

Adv. , Horn., etc. II. or , Adv.,

used imperatively, II. ;—with Opt. to express a wish,

Soph. 2. after Verbs of fear

or doubt, Horn., etc. 3. in questions,; do I seem to thee to fear? (i.e. I do
not), Aesch. 4. ye, let alone, much less, Lat.

nedum, ne dicam, Dem.- or , stronger form of, with Imper. and
Subj., Aesch., etc. : in an oath, with

Inf., Id. 2. after Verbs implying negation, Soph., Ion. -, , () Lat. matrix, the womb,
Hdt., Plat., etc.--, , , a begging priest of Cybele, the

Mother of the gods :—Iphicrates gave this name to

Callias, who was really her, Arist.-, and , a mother's brother or sister,

uncle or aunt

:

—in Pind.,.-, , ,() striking one's mother, a
matricide, Aesch., Plat., etc.

, , Ion. for.,, , fern, of, Anth., , , of a mother, Lat. maternus, Arist.

(sc. yrj) one's mother country (cf.), Cre-
tan word in Plat.-, Dor. -, ov, ;') received by the

mother, Pind.-, ?, () with a mother's mind, Anth., Dor.-, Adv. () from the mother,
by the mother's side, Hdt., Pind. 2. from one's

mother, from one's mother's hand, Aesch., ' Ar. 3.

from one's mother's womb, Aesch.-, , a sister by the same mother, Lat»

soror uterina, Aesch.', to kill one's mother, Aesch., Eur. From-, ov, () killing one's mother, ma-
tricidal, Aesch. ; . the stain of a mother's
murder, Id. ; so, ., Eur. 2. as Subst.
a matricide, Aesch., Eur.-, Dor.,, , one's mother's
mother, Pind.-7 [],, , one's mother'sfather, II., Hdt.-, Dor. -,, -, the mother-state, in

relation to colonies, as of Athens to the Ionians, Hdt.,

Thuc. j of Doris to the Peloponn. Dorians, Hdt.,
Thuc. II. one's mother-city, mother-country , home,
PincL, Soph. III. a metropolis in our sense,

capital city, Xen.-, ov, () tending mothers, epith. of

Eileithyia, Pind.-, ov, rejected by one's mother, Anth.-, ov, () mother-murdering, Anth.-, ov, (*<peW) murdering one's mother, 7na-

tricidal, Aesch. 2. as Subst. a matricide, Id.-, , , =, Eur., Dor. -, , Ion., , :—
step-mother, II., etc. : the unkindness of step-mothers

was proverbial (cf . Lat. injusta noverca) ; hence me-
taph., ., of a dangerous coast, Aesch., Dor. -, a, ov, contr. for (which

occurs in Od.) :

—

of a mother, a mother's, maternal,
Od., Att. ; ., periphr. for , Aesch. :— . a mother's right, Hdt. II.

(sc. ), , the temple of Cybele at Athens, which

was the depository of the state-archives, Dem., Aeschin., Dor. -, : gen. coos and , acc. wo and

; pi. always of the third deck, like :
—a ma-

ternal uncle, Ik, Hdt., etc. 2. any relation by the

mother's side, Pind., Eur. 3. =, Pind., Ion. -' : f. : aor. -
: pf. : . forms, 2 pi.,

3 pi. pres. and impf.,- ; 3 sing. opt.

; inf.- : Dep. : () :—like Lat.

machinari, to make by art, put together, construct,

build, Ik, Hdt., etc. ;
generally to prepare, make ready,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. 2. to contrive, devise, by art or

cunning, Horn., etc. ;—also simply to cause, effect,

Hdt., Att.:— absol. to form designs, Od. :— c. acc.

et inf. to contrive to do or that a thing may be,

Xen. II. Med. to procure for oneself, Soph., Xen.

B. the Act. is used by Horn, only in Ep.

part., contriving dire effects,
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Od., and by Soph, in inf. : but pf .-
is used in pass, sense by Hdt. and in Att. ; but

also in act. sense, Plat., Xen., Dor.,,() — Lat. machina : I.

an instrument, machine for lifting weights and the

like, Hdt. ; ., of the trident, Aesch. ; -
., of Xerxes' bridge of boats, Id. 2. an

engine of war, Thuc. 3. a theatrical machine, by
which gods were made to appear in the air, Plat. :

hence proverb, of any sudden appearance,

(cf. Lat. dens ex machina), Dem. II.

any contrivance for doing a thing, Hdt., etc. : in pi., shifts, devices, arts, wiles, Hes., Att. ; -
Aid's by the arts of Zeus, Aesch. ; proverb.,-

Ar. :—Phrases, or

Eur. ; Aesch., etc. :—c. gen., .
a contrivance against ills, Eur.; but, .

a way of providing safety, Aesch. 2.

\_] , c. fut., Hdt. ; also, , c.

inf., Id. 3. in adverb, phrases, in

some way or other, Id. ; by no means
whatsoever, Id.,,, =, an engine, used in sieges,

Dem. II. a subtle contrivance, cunning work,

Trag. ; of the robe in which Agamemnon was entangled,

Aesch., verb. Adj. of, one must con-
trive, Plat., , 6v, =, Xen., , , full of resources, inventive, in-

genious, clever, Xen. 2. c. gen. rei, able to pro-
cure, Id. II. of or for machines, mechanical,
Arist. :

—

an engineer, Plut., , , h. Horn.-, , , (': inventing artifices,

Ar.€9,, ,() ingenious, Soph.-, , () an engineer, maker of war-
engines, Plat., Xen. : a theatrical machinist, Ar., to form crafty plans, Aesch. From-, ov, {) craftily-dealing, Soph. :

c. gen., . crafty workers of ill, Eur.-, , (*) =, Anth.-, ov, conveying military machines, Plut., ,—, Aesch.~, , a means, expedient, remedy, . ;

a remedy for ill, Od., Hdt. ; Eur., , gen., Ep. and Ion., dat.,, acc., fern, of , one., f. : aor. ; Dor. and Att. :

pf. :—Med., aor. :—Pass., f.·
: aor. , Ep.: pf. :

—

properly, to stain, dye, (cf.

Virgil's violaverit ostro si quis ebur), II. 2. to

stain, defile, sully, esp. with blood, (Ep. 3 dual
for)' lb. ;'
Soph. ; . ' Plat. ;

Aesch. 3. of moral stains, to taint,

defile, Pind., Trag. ; hence Soph, says,
:—Pass, to incur such defile-

ment, Aesch., etc. ; ^ Plat. ;

[*~\ Thuc.

'., to be or become blood-stained, Eur. 2.

c. acc. to murder, Isocr., Plat., , bloodguiltiness, Dem., Diod. II.

pollution from eating blood, Plut.-, ov, blood-stained, bloody, II. : defiled with
blood, blood-guilty, Trag. ; c. gen., . stained
with thy children's blood, Eur. :—Comp.- Hdt.,

Eur. ; Sup.- Id., Ep. for, aor. pass, of'. 2.

3 dual for., , () brutality, Xen., Dem.-, ov,() foul-tongued, Anth., , , () stained with blood, II. : defiled

with blood, Eur. 2. generally, defiled, polluted,

unclean, Hdt. : in moral sense, Soph. ; as a term of

foul reproach, brutal, coarse, disgusting, Ar. ; .
a coarse, brutal voice, Id. :—Adv., Id.,,,() stain, defilement, the taint of
guilt, Lat. piaculum, Trag., etc. II. of persons,

a defiletnent, pollution, Aesch., Soph.,, ,() a wretch stained with crime,

a guilty wretch, a pollution, Lat. homo piacularis,

Trag. II. =, an avenger, lb.

[i], Adv. mixed with, c. dat., Pind., Ep. for, to have intercourse, Od.,, and , () mixed pell-mell, Eur., Adv., =, promiscuously, confusedly, Od.

;

c. dat., among the gods, II., Adv., =, h. Horn.,, , () a mixture : mix-
tures, medicines, . .
MITNYMI, imper.: impf., poet,

—f . :— aor. , inf. : — Pass., 3 '·
impf. : —^f., and, also

f. med.

:

—aor. 1 : aor. 2- [t],

Ep. :—Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, or :
—

pf. : Ep. 3 sing, plqpf . :—there is

also a pres., pass, :—like Lat. misceo,

to mix, mix up, mingle, properly of liquids,

Horn. ; . to mix one thing with another,

Id., etc. II. generally, to join, bring to-

gether, 1. in hostile sense, re

Te to join battle hand to hand, II. ; ".
Soph. 2. to bring into connexion with, make
acquainted with, to bring
men to misery, Od. ; reversely, to

bring death upon him, Pind.

B. Pass, to be mixed up with, mingled among^
II. ; hoped to

be bound by hospitable ties, Od. :—also, to mingle with,

hold intercourse with, live with, lb., Aesch. : absol. in

pi., of several persons, to hold intercourse, Od. 2. to

be brought into contact with, his

head was rolled in the dust, Horn. ;

II. j to reach, get at them, lb. ; -
is to go to join them, lb. ;

to cross the river, lb. ; -, to come to, i. e. win, the crown of

victory, Pind. 3. in hostile sense, to mix in

fight, II. 4. to have intercourse with, to be united
to, of men and women, Horn. ; and iv-

Id. ; ebvfj Od.



—
[t], gen. or , Ion., , , Midas, a

king- of Phrygia proverbial for his wealth, Tyrtae.,

Plat., 3 sing. aor. subj. of., , , Mithras, the Persian Sun-god, Xen., , , Dor. for, Ar., Theocr.

[], Dim. of, Mosch.-, , , doing petty wrongs, Arist.-, ov, complaining of trifles, Luc.-,, , ), with small furrows : .
a little field, Anth.-, , a pedlar, huckster, Babr.-, ov, exposing oneself to danger for
trifles, Arist., f.), Dep. to examine minutely,
treat or tell with painful minuteness, Xen. 2. to

deal meanly or shabbily, Luc. ; and
or-, ), the character of -,

frivolity : pettiness, meanness, Plat., etc. From- or -, ov, reckoning trifles; and
so, 1. caring about petty expenses, penurious,
Dem. 2. cavilling about trifles, captious, Plat.- [f], , , a citizen of a petty town,
German Kleinstddter, Ar., Xen.-, ov, wicked in small things, Arist., -, the character of, mean-
ness, shabbiness, Arist.-, 4s, () petty in one's notions,

mean, shabby, Arist.' and, , , Dor. (q. v.),

small, little, in point of Size, Horn., etc. ; also in

point of Quantity, Hes., Ar., etc. 2. in Amount or

Importance, little, petty, trivial, slight, Theogn.,
Soph., etc. ; . makes me of small account,

Soph. ; Id. II. of Time, little,

short, Pind., Ar., etc. ; (sc.) shortly,

Xen. III. Adverbial usages, 1. regul. Adv.,, but little, Sup., Id. 2. -
or within a little, almost, Id., Dem. ; in

full, Set or, v. Set II :—but
to buy for a little, cheap, Xen. 3. by a
little, with the Comp., Plat. 4. and,
a little, Xen., Plat. 5. with Preps., a.

but a little^ Soph. b. . into

small pieces, Xen. ; so, Id. :

—

also little by little, Ar. c.

within a little, ., c. inf., to be
within an ace of doing, Eur. d. a
little after, . . IV. besides the regul. Comp.
and Sup.,-, there are the irreg.-,, from, and or,. Hence

or -,, , smallness : littleness,

meanness, pettiness, Arist., , petty ambition, Theophr. From-, ov, seeking petty distinctions,

Theophr.-, ov,() with little land or soil, Strab., r), littleness of soid, meanness of spirit,

Dem., Arist. From-, ov, () little of soid, mean-spirited,
Dem., Arist.

. 513
or, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., ], , () mixed, blended, compound,

Plat., etc.,, , Att. for., , ov, Milesian,, , the Milesians,
Hdt. ; (sc. ), r), Id.

[], , Miletus, a Greek city in Caria, II., , = Lat. milliariuni, a milestone. II.

a copper vessel, pointed at the top and furnished with

winding tubes, to boil water in, Anth. [where \., , a marking by milestones, Strab. From, , a Roman mile, milliarium, — 1 000 paces,
= 8 stades, = 16S0 yards, i.e. 80 yards less than our
mile, Polyb., etc., , a vessel for keeping in, Anth., a, ov, () red, ." the red mark
made by the carpenter's line, Anth.-, , {-, pf. of) painted with, painted red, of ships, Hdt.-, ov, () red-cheeked, of ships which
had their bows painted red, Horn., , red chalk, ruddle, Lat. rubrica, Hdt.-, is, () daubed with red, Anth., f ., {) to paint red :—Pass, to paint
oneself red or be painted red, Hdt. ; -

the rope covered with red chalk with which they

swept loiterers out of the Agora to the Pnyx, Ar.

[t], , hare-soup or jugged hare, with the

blood of the animal in it, Ar. (A foreign word.), f.) : aor. 1 : pf. :() : Dep. :

—

to mimic, imitate, represent, por-

tray, h. Horn., Aesch., etc. ; . one in a thing,

Hdt. ; Id. ; pf . part, in act. sense,

pillars made to represent palms,

Id. but also in pass, made exactly like, portrayed,

Id., Plat. II. of the fine arts, to represent,

express by means of imitation, of an actor, Ar., Plat.

;

of painting and music, Plat. ; of sculpture and poetry,

Arist. Hence, ), , imitative, c. gen., Luc, Anth. II.

pass, imitated, copied, Plut. ; and
[t],, , anything imitated, a counterfeit,

copy, Eur., Plat. ; and
[t], , imitation, Thuc, Plat., etc. ;

. to imitate you, Ar. II. representation by

means of art, Plat. : a representation, portrait, Hdt., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be imitated,

Xen. II., one must imitate, Eur., Xen., , ,() an imitator, copyist, Plat.,

etc. II. one who represents characters, Arist. 2.

a mere actor, an impostor (cf .), Plat., , ,{) good at imitating, imita-

tive, of the fine arts, Plat., etc. :

—

- (with or with-

out) the power of imitating, Id., , ,() to be imitated or copied, Xen., Ep. form of, to wait, stay, II. I-L.

to await, expect, c. ace, h. Horn.

(tenses formed from) : f.) : aor.

1

:

—Causal of, to remind, put one in

mind, Od. ; of a thing, Horn., etc. II. to

recall to memory, makefamous, Pind.

B. Med. and Pass,, Ep. imper.
1 L 1
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-, impf.\ : f .,
and :—aor. and :

—
pf . (used in pres. sense like Lat. memini), Ep.

2 sing", or, Ion. 3 pi. ; imper., Ion. ; subj., Ion. 1 pi.-; opt., -)0, also 2 and 3 sing-.,- ; Ep. 3 sing, : plqpf .-, Ion. 3 pi. :— remind oneself of a

thing-

, ra// ft? mind, remember, c. ace, Horn., etc. :

—

c. gen., to bethink one of one's

strength, Horn., etc. ; also,

Od. 2. c. inf. to remember or be minded to do a

thing, II., Ar., etc. 3. c. part., I
reme?nber hearing, Aesch. ; . I remember
having come, i. e. to have come, Eur. 4. absol.,

I will bear in mind, not forget, Horn. ;

pf. part., let him fight

with good heed, let him remember to fight, II. II.

to remember a thing aloud, i. e. to mention, make
mention of, c. gen., Horn. ; twos Hdt., etc. ;

tlvos Dem., formed by redupl. from (i. e.-, cf.

'-'/, -), and used for when the first

syll. was to be long ;, Ep. dat. pi. part,

for :

—

to stay, stand fast, in battle, II. 2.

to stay, tarry, lb. 3. of things, to remain,
Od. : also to be left for one, Aesch. II. c.

acc. to await, wait for, II., etc.:— impers.,

it awaits the doer to suffer,

Aesch., Pass, to be recited like mimes, Strab.

--yos, ov, composing or reciting, Anth., , , an imitator, mimic : an actor, mime,
Dem., Plut. II. a mime, a kind of prose drama,
such as Sophron wrote, Arist.-, , a singer of, Plut.

[], Ion. acc. sing, of the pron. of the 3rd pers. (v.

7) through all genders, for,, : always
enclitic, Horn., Hdt. ; Dor. and Att. viv :—Horn, joins\ himself, as a stronger form ; but
is reflexive, oneself, for, Od. II. rarely

as 3 pers. pi. for,,., , human ordure. Hence, f., to besmear with dung, befoul, Ar., , the Minyans, a race of nobles inOrchomenos,
Hdt., etc. :—Adj., a, ov, Minyan, II.; Ep.
also, Horn.' [], only used in pres. and Ion. impf.-:—to make smaller or less, lessen, curtail, II.,

Hes. 2. to diminish in number, Od. II.

intr. to become smaller or less, decrease, decay, come
to naught, perish, Horn., Hes. Hence

[], Adv., a little, very little, Horn. ; of Time,
a short time, Id. ; ' but short-

lived was his effort, II. Hence, a, ov, shortlived, Horn. :—Comp.-
II., mostly in pres. and impf. : () :

—

to

complain in a low tone, to whimper, whine, Horn. :

generally, to sing in a low soft tone, to warble, hum,
Ar., Plat. Hence

[],, , a warbling, Theocr.

., Dep.,=, of the nightingale, to

warble, Soph. : to hum a tune, Aesch."', , , complaining in a low tone, whining,
whimpering, Theocr. ;

=,
Aesch.- and -copos, ov, () shortlived, Anth.

[], , Minos, son of Zeus and Europa, king of

Crete, Horn., Hes., etc.:—gen. Od. ; acc.

Horn. ;—also gen. Hdt. ; acc. II.,

or Hdt., etc. j dat. Plat. :—Adj.,
, ov, Att. -, of Minos, h. Horn,,, , (-) a mixing, mingling, Plat. ; v.. II. intercourse with others, esp. sexual
intercourse, Hdt.|-, half barbarian half Greek, Eur., Xen.-, , half-beast, Eur.-, ov, with mingled cries, Aesch.|-, ov, mixed with white, Luc.- [], ov, half-Lydian, Strab. :—--, Adv. hi the mixed-Lydian measure, Plat,-, ov, half-woman, Hdt., Eur.- [], ov, half-Phrygian, Strab., -, a hatred ofgood or goodness, Plut. From-, ov, hating good or goodness.-, ov, hating the Athenians: Sup.-

Dem.-, ov, gen., hating boasters, Luc.-, ov, hating Alexander, Aeschin.-, ov, hating the vine, Anth., , hatred of mankind, Plat., Dem. From-, ov, hating mankind, misanthropic, Plat,--, , (<>, &·) a place where mountain
glens and. their streams meet, a meeting ofglens, II., v.'.-, -, , a hater of the Greeks, Xen., f. ' : aor. 1 : pf. :—Pass.,

fut. med. in pass, sense, : aor. 1- :() :
—to hate, Pind., Att. :—c. acc. et inf.,

' apa - Zeus hated (would not

suffer) that he should become a prey to dogs, II. ;, ) *. not grudg-
ing that the city should be great, Ar. :—Pass, to be

hated, Hdt., Att. Hence

[],, , an object of hate, of persons, .
Aesch. ; c. dat., . Eur., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be hated,

Xen. II., one must hate, Luc., ,() hateful lust, lewdness, Ar. 2.

generally, greediness, greed, Id., , , hateful, Aesch., Xen., , payment of wages, recompense,
. T. From-, , , one who pays wages, a rewarder,

N.T.
[], , Dim. of, a little fee, Ar., f. , to work or serve for hire, Plat.,

Dem. ;
to do a thing for pay, Soph,-, ,() a hired workman, Plut. Hence, , , of orfor hired work, mercenary :

--}] (sc.) the trade of one who takes wages or

pay, Plat. ; and, , an earning of wages, Dem.



, , ,() of or for hired -work,

mercenary, Arist.-, , , {) Comic Patron., Son of a
Placeman, Ar., a, ov, () salaried, hired, Plut., . T., , payment of •wages, Thuc, Xen. From, f . ,, to pay wages, absol., Xen., Dem. :

—c. acc. tofurnish with pay, Decret. ap. Dem. From-, , , one who pays wages, a paymaster,
Plat., Xen.', , , wages, pay, hire, Horn., etc. ;

4\ for fixed wages, II. ; the end of
our hired service, lb. ; Hdt.

;

for pay or wages, Xen. ; so in gen.,

Soph., Xen.; as a month's pay,
Thuc. 2. at Athens, the pay of the soldiers and
sailors, Id., etc. :—also, . the pay of

the council of 500, a drachma to each for each day
of sitting-; . or the pay of a
dicast (at first one obol, but from the time of Cleon
three) for each day he sat on a jury ; .^
the fee of a public advocate, one drachma for each
court-day; . the fee for attending the

popular assembly. 3. a physician's/^, Arist. II.

generally, recompense, reward, Horn., etc. 2. in

bad sense, payment, requital, Trag.-, , = , receipt of wages
or wages received, hire, pay, Ar., Thuc, etc., f., to be, to receive wages
orpay in the public service, to servefor hire, Ar., Xen.,
etc.. ;-^also c. acc. rei, to receive as pay,
Ar. b. of mercenary soldiers, Id., Thuc; .'
Xen. ; . , as if he were a pauper,
Aeschin. 2. to bring in rent or Profit,

Isae. ;^ ) Xen. :—
Pass, to be let for hire, Id., verb. Adj. of foreg., one must receive

pay, Thuc., , service as a mercenary , Dem.-, ov, () receiving wages or pay, serv-

ing for hire, mercenary, Plat., Dem. II. as

Subst.,, , mercenaries, Thuc, Xen., etc ;

—also,. galleys manned with mercenaries,^., f . : aor. 1 : pf .

:

() :
—to let out for hire, farm out, let, Lat.

locare, Ar. : in pres. and impf. to offer to let,

offers his services for pay to

them, Dem. :—c. inf., . -~ to let out the building of it for 300
talents, Lat. locare aedem exstruendam, Hdt. II.

Med., f. : aor. 1 : pf.-
:

—

to have let to one, to hire, Lat. conducere,
Hdt., Att. ; . to engage his services at

a talent a year, Hdt. ; c. inf., . to

contract for the building of the temple, Lat. conducere
aedem aedificandam, Id. III. Pass., aor. 1

: pf. (v. supr. 11) :

—

to be hired
for pay, Id. ; from the hire, Dem. :

of a house, to be let on contract, Id. Hence,, , the price agreed on in hiring, the

contract-price, Hdt., Dem. II. that which is let

for hire, a hired house, . T. ; and

—. 5 5, , a letting for hire, or .
an action against a guardian who

neglected to let his ward's house. II. rent, Dem., , , one who pays rent, a tenant, Dem., , , of or for letting out :

—

,
=, a mercenary trade, Plat. ; and, , , hired, Hdt., Plat. II. as Subst.

an hireling, hired servant, Ar. : of soldiers, in pi.,

mercenaries, Hdt., Thuc.-, , , hatingfraud or jugglery , Luc- \_], , , woman-hater, Strab., , hatred of democracy, Oratt. From-, ov, hating the commons, Ar., Xen.-€, ov, hating the gods, godless, Aesch.-, ov, hating the hunt, Xen.-,, , hating Caesar, Plut.- [],, , a Laconian-hater, Ar.-, [], ov, hating Lamachus, Ar., , hatred of argument, Plat. From-, ov, hating argument or dialectic, Plat,-, ov, hating bastards, Anth.-, , , hating boys or children, Luc-, , , an enemy to the Persians, Xen.-,, , , hating the commonwealth , Ar.-, f. ], () to hate work, Plat,-, ov, hating knaves, Dem., Aeschin., ,() hatred of work, Luc.-,, , , hating the shield-handle

(), i. e. hating war, Ar., in Com. Sup.-.-, ov, hating the poor, of the gout, Anth.-, ov, a Roman-hater, Plut., , hate, hatred : and so, I. pass, hate

borne one, a being hated, Trag., Plat. 2. act.

hatefelt against another, a grudge, Soph., etc.; .
felt by one against another, Eur. II. of persons,

a hateful object, =', Trag.-, ov, hating philosophy, Plat.-, , , an enemy of Sulla, Plut.-€, ov, () hating children, Aeschin.-, ov, a tyrant-hater, Hdt., Aeschin.-, ov, hating arrogance, Luc.-, ov, hating Philip, Aeschin.-, ov, hating the better sort, Xen.-, , () hating lies, Luc.-, aor. 1, to cut up meat, Horn.

(Deriv. uncertain.)-, , ^-) working the thread, Anth., Med. to ply the woof, Anth. :

—

-
to let one's voice sound like a string, Id.-&, , () composed of threads, Anth.

[t], , , a thread of the warp, Lat. tela,

II. ;— thread by thread, i. e. in an un-

broken series, Polyb. II. the string of a lyre,

Anth.

[], Ep. and Ion., , a belt or girdle,

worn round the waist beneath the cuirass (whereas the

went over it), II. 2. =, the maiden-

zone, Theocr., Mosch., etc. 3. a girdle worn by

wrestlers, Anth. II. a head-band worn by Greek

women to tie up their hair, a snood, Eur. 2. the

victor's chaplet at the games, Pind. ; a

L 1 2
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Lydian garland (i. e. an ode in Lydian measure),

Id. 3. a Persian head-dress, turban, Hdt., , , the Persian Aphrodite, Hdt.-,, ov, wearing or

turban, Hdt.-, ov, bound with , Anth.

[t] or, , ov, Lat. mutilus, curtailed,

esp. hornless, Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , () like threads, of threads, .
a halter of threads or linen, Soph., Ep. for, 3 sing-

, aor. pass, of-., Ep. for, aor. pass. inf. of-.
", , gen. pas: nom. pi.: Ion. nom. sing,' :—the Lat. mina, I. as a weight, = ioo
drachmae, = about 15.2 oz. troy. II. as a sum of
money, also= 100 drachmae, i. e. 4I. is. 3d. ·—60
made a talent. Hence, a, ov, of the weight of , Xen., etc.,,,, Dor. for~.
MNA'OMAI, contr., Dep. : Ep. forms 2 sing,

pres., inf. [—], part,, Ion.

: 3 pi. impf. ; 3 sing. Ion. impf.

:—only in pres. and impf. : I. like-, to be mindful of a person or thing, c. gen.,

II. :

—

to turn one's mind to a thing,

lb.
.

II. to woo for one's bride, to court, c. acc.

pers., Od. 2. to sicefor, solicit a favour or office,

Lat. ambire, Hdt., 3 sing, imper. of.', Dor. for.- [], Dor. for, fut. med. of., , fern,,, Dor. for-.', , Ion. for., , () =, remembrance, memory,
Soph., Eur. II. mention, tivos

or tivos Plat., Aeschin., Dor., , () Lat. monimen-
tum : I. a memorial, remembrance, record of a
person or thing, Od., Soph., etc. 2. a mound or

building in honour of the dead, a monument, II.,

Hdt., Att. 3. a memorial dedicated to a god,
Simon, ap. Thuc. TL. —, memory, Theogn., Dor., Ion.,, like,
Lat. monimentum, any memorial, remembrance,
record of a person or thing, Hdt., Att. 2. of one
dead, a monument, Soph., etc., remembering, Od., as cited by Arist., , () a remembrance, memory, record
of a person or thing, Theogn., Hdt., etc.; a

made their recollection
suit their sufferings, Thuc. 2. memory as a power
of the mind, Att. :

—

(or) from
memory, Soph. 3.= a monument, Plat. ;

an epitaph, Arist. II. mention of a thing, Hdt., , Ion. for.,,, a record of the past, Arist. ; and', verb. Adj. one must remember, Plat.; and, , 6v, of or for reminding, Plotin., , , that can be or ought to be remem-
bered, Arist. From, f. :—Pass., f., also
med. in pass, sense: aor. 1:

•,
() :

—

to call to mind, remember, c. acc, Hdt.,

rag. ; c. gen., Plat. II. to call to another's mind,
mention, Lat. memorare, c. acc, Id.

B. Pass, to be remembered, had in memory,·
Eur.; Dem., , ,() of or for remembrance or

memory, =, memory, Xen.; but,

also, memoria technica, Plat. II. of persons, having
a good memory, Ar. ; Dem. III.

Adv. —, from or by memory, Aeschin., Dor. ~, , remembrance, me-
mory, " let us be mindful of

the fire, II. II. as prop. n. MnemosynS, mother of

the Muses, h. Horn., Hes., etc., , —, a remembrance, memorial,
record of a person or thing, Hdt. 2. a memor-
andum, reminder, ~/ Ar., Dor., , ,, , gen. :() :

—mindful, yap I remember
it well, Od.; Aesch. : c. gen.

mindful of, giving heed to, Od. 2. ever-mindful,
unforgetting, Aesch. 3. having a good memory,
Ar., Plat. II. as Subst.,, oi, municipal

officers, Recorders, Arist.-, aor. 1 act. inf., and med. imper. of., Ion. for -, 3 pi. aor. 1 med. opt. of., 3 sing. Ion. aor. 1 med. of., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.-, aor. 1 pass, imper. of.--', Dor. --, f. , () to offer

public thanksgiving, Orac. ap. Dem., f. , to remember wrongs done one,

remember past injuries, Hdt., Dem. ; . to bear
no malice, pass an act of amnesty, Ar., Thuc, etc :

c. dat. pers. et gen. rei, . to bear one a
grudge for a thing, Xen. II. c. acc rei,. to remind one of the ills of age, Ar. From-, ov,() bearing malice3 Arist.-, ov, reminding of misery,. the

painful memory of woe, Aesch.~, f. of.-, , a wooing, courting, Plat., Dor.-, , fern, of, mindful
of, c. gen., Pind.-,,, courtship, wooing, in pi., espousals,

Eur. From, Dor., f. : :():—towoo, court, seek in marriage, Od., Eur.

:

to woo and win, espouse, Theogn., Theocr. :— Pass.,' Eur. II. to promise in
marriage, betroth, Id. :—Pass., }

yuvaiKi to his betrothed wife,

. . III. to sue or canvass for a thing, Plut., Dor.,, , Ep. dat. pi.-
: () :

—a wooer, suitor, Od. ; c. gen.,. Hdt. ; yci^wv/tv. Aesch. II. calling

to mind, mindful of, c. gen., Pind., Dor., , ,() remembrance,
heed, Od. ;

Soph. :

—

y4yo-

then you bethought yourselves of Gelon, Hdt.



—, , , () wooed and won, wedded,
a wedded wife, Horn,, vos, , Ion. for, Od., opos, ,() mindful of, Aesch., , , mossy, soft as moss, Anth. From, , moss, sea-weed., Ep. for, part, of :—-, for., , , (-) of persons, toiling, wretched,

Trag. II. of things, toilsome, grievous, Eur., aor. -, Ep. : () :

—

to toil,

suffer, Horn. ; tired after work,
Od. : the part, is nearly =, with pain or trouble,

hardly, II. 2. in Trag. to

suffer pain, be distressed, Aesch. II. trans, to

labour at, Anth.-, ov, hardly-speaking, dumb, . T., Adv., (*) with toil and pain, i. e. hardly,
scarcely, Horn., Hdt., Att. :—cf. the post-Hom.., , , toil, trouble, II. 2. trouble, distress,

Lat. labor, Soph,-, ov, () helping women in hard
childbirth, of Eileithyia, II. ; of Artemis, Theocr., , a dry measure, Lat. modius, = the sixth of a
medimnus, about 2 gallons, . T.', , battle, battle-din, II., os, : at Lacedaemon, the child of an Helot,

brought up as foster-brother of a young Spartan :

—

since such young Helots were likely to presume,
came to mean an impudentfellow, Ar. II. a rude,
licentious dance, Eur., Ar., , , like , Ion ap. Plut., gen. os, Ion. : () :

—

a part, portion,

Horn. 2. a division of a people, Hdt. 3. a
political party, Lat. partes, Id., Eur. II. the

part, portion, share which falls to one, in the dis-

tribution of booty, Horn. ; or of a meal, Od. ;

one's patrimony, ap. Dem. 2. in

various phrases,' has no part
in shame, Od.; ' filling the place

of four relations to me, Aesch. III. one's portion
in life, lot, fate, destiny, Horn., etc. ;

. Hdt. ; ', c. inf., 'tis one's fate, Horn. ;' 'twas his fate to die, Soph. ;

—

.
one's portion or measure of life, II. ;

(v.) lb. ;} by good luck, Eur. ;, by divine providence, Xen. 2. like,
man's appointed doom, i. e. death, Horn., Aesch. :

—
also the cause of death, Od. IV. that which is one's

due, Lat. quodfas est, as is meet, rightly,

Horn.; opp. to , Od. ;

to give one his due, Soph. 2. respect, esteem,- to hold one in no great

respect, Hdt. ; . Plat. V. with a
gen. almost periphr., ., for, Aesch.

;

, it was accounted manly, Thuc.;, as if he were an enemy, Dem.
., as prop, n., the goddess of fate, the

Roman Parca, Horn. ; later, there were three, Clotho,

Lachesis, Atropos, Hes. II., of the Furies,

Aesch.

•. ^, f. [], Ion. : () :

—

to share,
divide, distribute, Luc. ; Med. to divide among them-
selves, Aesch. :—Pass, to be allotted, Luc.-, ,() child of Destiny, II., , ov, and , ov,() allotted by destiny,
destined, doomed, Lat. fatalis, . ~ etc., the day
of doom, Pind.; Soph. ;

the power offate, Id.-, ,{) ordained by destiny, Aesch., , Aeol. for : gen. pi..-, ,() a fine imposed on one taken in
adultery, Od.,,, , = sq., an adulteress, . T. : as Adj.
adulterous, lb. II. as Subst. =, lb., trans.,= : metaph., -

to have dalliance with the sea, Xen. :—Pass.,

like, to commit adultery, . T., , adultery, Plat. ; and, , an adulteress, Plat. From, f. , to commit adultery with a woman, to

debauch her, c. ace, Ar., Plat. :—Pass., of the woman,
Ar. II. intr. to co?nmit adultery, Lat. moechari,
Id.,Xen.

[t], a, ov, born in adultery, Luc., i\, , adulterous, . accusations of
adultery, Luc.', , an adulterer, paramour, debaucher, Lat.

moechus, Ar., Plat. :

—

to have the

head shaven, as was done to adulterers, Ar., aor. 2 inf. of.-, , () heavy with lead, leaded,
Anth., etc., v..'^, , , older form of, lead, Horn. ;

fern, in Anth., Adv., later form for, Trag., Thuc, etc. ;

with a negat., not scarcely, i.e. quite, utterly,

Aesch., Eur., , a greedy fellow, applied to a beggar, Od.
(Deriv. uncertain.)-, Att. -, , Molossian, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. :—fem.- (sc. yrj) Pind., fut. of., only in pres. to sing of, Lat. canere, Ar. Hence, , , a minstrel or dancer, Anth., , () the song and dance, a chant or

song accompanied by measured movements, in honour
of a god, or as an amusement, Horn. :—then, generally,

play, sport, of a game at ball, Od. 2. singing,

song, as opp. to dancing, Horn., Trag. Hence, Adv. like a song, Aesch. ; and, Dor. -, , , she who sings and
dances, Anth., Ep.-, ,, a piece of lead,

used as the sink of a fishing-line, II., , ov, leaden, of lead, ., a flexible

rule that could be moulded to curves, Arist., , , like, a leaden weight on

a net, Plat. 2. a leaden ball, Xen. From, , ,=, lead, Hdt., Eur. II.

plumbago, vulgarly called black lead, used as a test of

gold, Theogn. :—a black-lead pencil, Anth.



5x8 '' '.-,() Pass, to get into dirty

quarrels, Ar.' [], f. : pf. pass, :
—to stain,

sully, defile, Ar. ; . to make a beast of him,

Id. ; also to defile a woman, Theocr. :—Pass, to be-

come vile, to wallow in ignorance,

Plat. Hence~, , defilement, . ., ,() blame, censure, Pind., Aesch. :

—

cause oxground of complaint, 4' Pind.

;

in one thing- I blame thee, Eur.

;

. Sopos blame as to helping spear, Soph., Dor. for., , ,() consisting of units, .
abstract number, Arist.-, , =sq., abstract for concrete, Pind.-, ov, and-,, , , of horses,

having one frontlet, horses that

run single, rac^-horses, opp. to chariots, Eur. ; so,

alone, Id. ; of a bull, having no yoke-

fellow, Id., Ion.-,.,() to be sovereign,

Pind., Plat.; 4 in this monarch''s

time, Hdt. ; c. gen., . Arist. Hence, Ion., , the rule of one, monarchy

,

sovereignty , Hdt., Trag., etc. :—of a general in chief,

Xen. ; of the Roman Dictator, Plut., , , monarchical, Plat. 2. of persons,

inclined to monarchy:—Adv. -, Plut. From-, Ion. -, , one who rules alone, a
2. as

II.

alone,

II. as

monarch, sovereign, Theogn., Aesch., etc.

Adj., . the sovereign sceptre, Pind.

for the Roman Dictator, Plut., Ion., ados, special fern, of

solitary, Eur. ; as masc. of a man, Aesch.
Subst.,, , a unit, Plat,', f ., to play a solo on theflute, Plut. From, , () a living alone, celibacy, Plat,-, , a player on the single flute, Ath.

or -, Adv., in one way only, Plat. ;

in which way only, Xen., ), , () single, solitary : as Subst. a
monk, Anth. Hence, Adv. alone, only, . Plat. ; and, Adv. in one way only, Arist.-, Ion.-,, , one who rows singly, A-ntfo., , () a staying, abiding, tarrying, stay,
Hdt., Eur., etc. ; to make delay, tarry,
Thuc. : a stopping place, station, mansion, . T.-, , (*) single, solitary, Luc., ov, and , ov, {) staying in one's place,
stable, steadfast, Soph., Plat. ; of soldiers, Lat. sta-

tarius, Xen. 2. of things, conditions, and the like,

abiding, lasting, stable, Lat. stabilis, Eur., Thuc, etc.-, ov, one who uses a single horse, a horse-
man, rider, Xen., etc.- [], ov, () gen. ovos, walking alone:

. metre of but one foot, Anth.-, Ep. and Ion.-, 4,()
only-begotten, single, Hes., Hdt., etc. ; . one
and the same blood, Eur..-, ov, (y\T]vq) one-eyed, Anth.

-, ov, one-fingered, Luc.-, , ,{) one-eyed, Eur.-, ov, ^niform in sound, Anth.-,-, , , one-toothed, Aesch.-, ov, () plucked from one stem, cut

from one block, of a statue, Pind.-, is, (e?5os) ofoneform or kind, uniform,V\^X.-,, , , (/) yoked alone, i. e. single,

solitary, Aesch. :—so, 4, Anth.-, ov, lasting one day only, Batr., Ion. -, Adv. alone, singly, Hdt.-', Ion.-, , a single horse, Anth.-, , with but one horn, Plut.-, , a lament by one only, Aesch.-, , () a bed for one only, i. e. a

coffin, Anth.-,, , , with but one sandal, Pind.-, ov, (4) with one bank of oars, Xen.-, Ion. -, ov, () with but one

leg : of buildings, of one story, Hdt. :—of sentences,

consisting of one clause, Arist. :— generally, of one

kind, one-sidea, Id.-, ov, () with one oar or one ship, Eur.-', Ion.-, , a singularly huge lion, Anth.-, Ion.-, ov, made out of one stone, Hdt.-, , a singularly huge wolf, Plut.

[],, Dor. for.-, Ion. -, f. , to fight in single

combat, Eur. ; with one, Hdt. ; of the Athenians

at Marathon, having
fought single-handed with the Persians, Id., Ion., , single combat, Hdt., -,, of or in single combat, Polyb. From- [], ov,()fighting in single combat,

Aesch., Eur. II., , a gladiator, Luc.-, 4s, (4) consisting of one part, Luc.-, Dor.-,, , , () reft of
mother, Eur.-,-, v. . II. 5·-, Ion. -, Adv. in a single night, Anth.-, ov, () made from a solid trunk,

Xen. II. made of wood only, Plat,-,, , , an only child, Eur.-, ov, (4) with but one sole, Anth.-, ov, wearing the tunic only, Eur.-, Ion.-, ,,-,, one-footed, Anth.-, f., to be engaged in one thing,

Arist.-, , (4) exclusive sale, monopoly, Arist.-, ov, with one horse, Eur.- [], , , () digging with one

point, Anth.', Ep. and Ion., , ov, Dor., , ov,

alone, left alone, forsaken, solitary, Lat. solus, Horn.,

etc. ; Id. ;
' Od. 2.

c. gen., without thee, Soph.; also,

h. Horn., Soph. II. alone, only,? an only son, Horn. ; eis, Hdt.,

Soph. 2. c. gen., alone

of all men, Hdt.; Soph., etc. HI.
Sup., the one only person, one above all

others. Ar., Theocr.
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. Adv., only, Thuc, Xen. II. the

common Adv. is, alone, only, Lat. solum, Hdt.,
Att. ; . Aesch. 2. only, Lat. modo,
with an imperat., . Plat. ;

. Eur. 3. the Adj. often stands as an Adv., '-
vikos for a gallon of salt only, Ar. 4.

. . , . . , Id., etc. :

—

, like Lat.

solum, is sometimes omitted in these phrases, robs
iyyvs, robs Thuc. 5. ,
like Lat. tantum non, all but, Ar., Dem. ;

Dem. III. , as Adv. alone, Thuc.-, f.,() to eat once in the day, Xen.-, is,() walking alone, Aesch.-, ov, consisting of one verse, Anth. ; .
single verses, Plut., ov, going alone, alone, single, Eur.--, , , carved out of a single block, Anth.-, ov,() of one syllable, dealing
in monosyllables, of grammarians, Anth.-, ov,() with, but one child, Eur.-, ov,() at a solitary table, Eur.-, ov, living alone, solitary, Eur.-', f., () to eat but one kind of
food, Strab.-, , () a rearing singly, Plat.-, ov,() —, irreg. Sup.-·, Ar.-, Ion. --, ov, one-eyed, Hdt.-, ov,() watching alone, sole guar-
dian, Aesch.-, ov, () single in one's opinion, Aesch.-, Ion. -, , () of single nature,
single, Hdt.-, Dor.-, ov,() solid-hoofed, Eur.- [~],, , , wearing only the tunic, Luc.-, Dor.-, ov, voting alone,

keeping- her sword solitary of pur-
pose, of Hypermnestra, Pind., Ion., f., () to make single or

solitary, isolated our house,

i. e. allowed but one son in each generation, Od. II.

Pass, to be left alone or forsaken, Horn. ;

they were left each man by himself, Hdt. ;

taken apart, without witnesses, Id. 2. c. gen.,

deserted by allies, Id. ;-
Eur. ; Id.', f ., to sing a monody or solo, Ar. ; and, , a monody or solo, opp. to the song of the

chorus, Ar. From-, , singing alone, not in chorus., Adv., v. ., -, () separation from, tivos, Plut., , , () solitary, Arist,-, Ion.,, , , one-eyed, Aesch., Eur., , (') a mora, one of the six regiments in

which all Spartans of military age were enrolled, Xen., f.,() to make with pain and toil, Anth.
(sc.), , the sacred olives in the Academy,

prob. so called, because parted() from the

original olive-stock in the Acropolis, Ar. :

—

/s Mopios
was the guardian of these sacred olives, Soph., ov, poet, for, II., Aesch.

-. 519, , Dim. of, a piece, portion, section,

Hdt., Plat., etc. ; of quarters of the globe, Hdt. ; of

parts of a country, Thuc. ; of an army, Id. 2. a

member of a council, Arist., a, ov,=, Anth. II. v..,,—, Plat. From, Dep. only in pres. and impf., ()
to frighten, scare, Ar., Plat. II. to be afraid of

,

1 Plat.-, , (, <&) hideous to behold, Ar.

[], of water, to roar and boil, II. (Formed
from the sound, like Lat. murmur?)' and,, , a hideous she-monster,

used by nurses to frighten children with, Luc. : gener-

ally, a bugbear, Ar., Xen. II. as an exclamation to

frighten children with, boh ! ,
Theocr. ; a fig for his courage ! Ar.,, , ( , Root of) of earrings,

wrought with much pains, skilficlly wrought, Horn., , (') = , man's appointed doom,
fate, destiny, [\] 'tis one's doom to

die, II. ; beyond one's destiny, Horn. II.

doom, death, Lat. fatum, II., Hdt., Trag. 2.=, a corpse, Anth. III. the son of Night, Hes., ov,() appointed by fate, destined, Lat.

fatalis, Horn., Hdt., Aesch. ; > destiny,

doom, Pind., Trag. ; Solon. II.

fore-doomed to die, Horn., =, to soil, stain, defile: pf. pass.

part,' Od., () to use gesticulations, Xen., () to shape, fashion, mould, Anth., , , Morpheus, god of dreams, because

of the forms he calls up before the sleeper, Ovid.', , form, shape, Lat. forma,
5 \

thou hast power to give shape to words,

i. e. to give a colour of truth to lies, Od. ;

God adds a crown of shapeliness to his

words, lb. 2. form, shape, figure, esp. like Lat.

forma, a fine or beautiful form, Pind., Trag. 3.

generally,form,fashion, appearance, Soph., Xen. 4.

a form, kind, sort, Eur., Plat. Hence,, , formed, of stone, Anth. : esp.

well-formed, shapely, Lat. formosus, Pind., , epith. of an eagle, prob. dusky, dark,

Lat. furvus, (from6 with prefixed), II., Hes., f. , () to give form or shape to,

Anth.,, , form, shape, Aesch., Eur.~, , form, semblance, . T., ,() . changing men into

swine, Eur.~,, , a wooden house or tower, Xen. (Prob.

a foreign word.) Hence-, oi, dwellers-in-wooden-houses, a people

on the Black Sea, near Colchis, Xen., etc., ov,( ) of a calf, ,
Xen.; alone, Anth.; . Id.; . a

calf-skin leash, Xen.; (sc. ),, a calf-

skin, Id., f. ,( a) to plant a sucker : metaph.

to plant ov propagate men, Dem.
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[t], , Dim. of A, a young shoot,

from fig-trees, Ar., , Dim. of , a young calf, Theocr., a, ov,( ) —, Eur.-, f., to make a calf, . T.' (a), 6, a young shoot or twig, II. : cf.,' (), , , a calf, Eur. : a young bull, which

form the god Apis was believed to assume, Hdt. : and
as fern, a heifer, young cow, Eur. :—a calf was the

prize of Lyric Poets, cioeiv Ar. 2. metaph.

a boy, or as fern, a girl, maid, Lat. juvenca, Eur. 3.

any young animal, Id.', , shredded linen, lint, cf.%., Adv.() singly, in single combat, Od.', -, Ion. for, -..-,-,-,-,-,,
Ion. for -,, , Munychia, a harbour at Athens between
Phalerum and Peiraeeus, Hdt., Thuc., Adv. at Munychia, Thuc.,, 6, the ioth Attic month, in which was
held the festival of Munychian Artemis, = the latter part

of April and beginning of May, Ar., Aeschin., Ion. for., , , Aeol., Dor., (*) the

Muse, in pi. the Muses, goddesses of song, music,

poetry, dancing, the drama, and all fine arts, Horn. : the

names of the nine vvereClio, Euterpe', Thalia,Melpomene,
Terpsichore, Erato, Polymnia or Polyhymnia, Urania,
and Calliope, Hes. II., as appellat., music,
song, Pind., Trag. :—also eloquence, Eur. :—in pi.

arts, accomplishments, Ar., Plat.-, , , Dor. for -·, leader of
the Muses, Lat. Musagetes, of Apollo, Plat., , () a temple of the Muses, seat or
haunt of the Muses, Aeschin. 2. generally, a
school of art and poetry, Id. : metaph.,

choirs chiming in with dirges, Eur.

;

choirs of swallows (whose twittering

was a type of barbarous tongues), Ar., ov, Aeol., , ov, () of or
belonging to the Muses, Eur. ; the car

of Poesy, Pind. ; . a monument of song,
Id. II. ?nusical, Anth., Dor., () only in pres., to sing
of, chant, Theocr. :—Med. in act. sense, Eur.

(sc.), , any art over which the Muses
presided, esp. music or lyric poetry, Hdt., Att. II.
generally, art, letters, accomplishment, Hdt., Plat.;
young Athenians were taught,-, --, Plat., Arist., , , Dor., , , of or for music,
musical, Ar., Thuc, etc. ; music, Xen. ; v.. II. of persons, skilled in music, musi-
cal, Id., Plat. 2. generally, a votary of the
Muses, a man of letters and accomplishment, a
scholar, Ar., Plat. :—c. inf.,€ more
accomplished in speaking, Eur. III. Adv. -,
harmoniously, suitably, Plat. : Sup.
Ar., Dor. for.

'.-, ov, () built by song, of the walls of

Thebes, Anth.-, ov, Muse-inspired, Plut.', to be Muse-mad, Luc. From-, es, devoted to the Muses, Anth.-, opos, , the mother of Muses and all

arts, of Memory, Aesch., Pass, to be trained in the ways of the

Muses, to be educated or accomplished, Ar., Pericl., to write poetry : to sing of, Ar.-, , () making poetry, a poet,

poetess, Hdt. II. singing or playing, Eur.-, ov, () serving the Muses ; .-
a tuneful lament, Eur. II. as Subst. a

bard, minstrel, poet, Id.-, ov, musical-looking, Anth., , a singing, making poetry , Luc. From-,, (*-) cultivating music : as Subst.

a singing girl, Xen.-, 4s, (<.4) loving the Muses, Anth.-, es, delighting in the Muses, Anth., v..', f. >, () to be weary with toil, to be

sore distressed, II., Soph. :

—

to work hard, labour, Eur.,

etc. ; c. acc. cogn., ., to undergo
hardships, or to execute painful tasks, Id. ; .
to toil at learning, Id. 2. c. acc. objecti,

the children whom / toiled for, Id. ; .€ =, Id. ; cf.. Hence,,, always in pi. toils, hardships, Trag., , bad condition, badness, Plat. II.

in moral sense, badness, wickedness,
,
depravity, Ar.,

Plat. ; e/ce?. chief of the rascaldom down
there (in Hades), Ar., , , voc. (not) : () :—suffering hardship, in sore distress, miserable,

wretched, Aesch., Ar., etc. ;, to suffer

hardships, Aesch. 2. in a bad state, in sorry

plight, worthless, Ar., Plat., etc. :—Adv., -€ to be in a sorry plight, Plat.; so in Comp.,€ Id. ;- Xen. :—Sup.-
Plat. II. in moral sense, wicked, knavish, rascally,

Lat. pravus, Thuc, Ar., etc., verb. Adj. of, one must labour, Eur., —, to suffer, /cei
suffering by its sting, II. ; . Theogn., , =, toil, hard work, hardship, distress,

trouble, Hes., Trag. : pi. toils, troubles, hardships,

Trag. ; for children, Eur.

—

and
are both used in the sense of hardship, distress ; yet

this notion belongs properly to, while

is properly work, Lat. labor (from,, the

poor man's lot)., , , one who heaves by a lever, ·
. he who makes earth and sea to heave, Ar.

;

. one who heaves up new words, Id. From, f. , () to prise up, heave up by a

lever, Hdt., Eur., Ion. for foreg., they strove to

heave them up with levers, II., , Dim. of, Luc', , a bar used as a lever, a crowbar, hand-
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spike, Lai.vectis, used for moving- ships, Od. ; for forcing-

doors and gates, Eur. II. the stake which Ulysses

ran into the Cyclops' eye, Od. III. a -wooden
bar, placed across gates on the inside and secured by
the, Aesch., Thuc.

or, a muttering sound made with the lips,

to mutter, Hippon. :—to imitate the sound of

sobbing, , , or rather,, Ar.-, -, () a mouse-trap, Anth.-, , (,) the shrew-mouse,field-mouse,
Lat.. mus araneus, Hdt., , , () a moaning, muttering, Aesch.' [], , ov, -wet, dripping, II., Hes., Soph.,, , =, Anth., f. 770*0», () to ooze -with damp, be clammy
from decay, of a corpse, Soph. ; clammy
moisture, Id.; oozing drops, Id.' [], , damp, clamminess, decay.-', .], toforge red-hot iron, Aesch. From-, ov, forging red-hot iron, . the

manner of a smith smiting iron, Eur.', , a mass of red-hot metal, Hdt. ;

to hold red-hot iron in the hands, as an
ordeal, Soph., -, ov, of marrow ; = sq. , Anth.; and,, , full of marrow, Od. From' [], , marrow, Lat. medulla, II., Horn.,

etc. :

—

the brain, Soph. : metaph. of strengthening
food, olvov teal,, Od. ;

. the marrow or inmost part, Eur.;

., of Syracuse, Theocr.', f. : aor. : Pass., pf .- : aor.

I : () :

—

to initiate into the mysteries,

Dem. :—in Pass, to be initiated, Hdt., Ar.

;

the initiated, Ar. ; c. acc. cogn. to be

initiated in a thing-

, in

the mysteries of the Cabiri, Hdt. ; (sc.) Plat. II. generally, to teach,

instruct, c. inf., Anth., f . : aor. : (, ) :

—

to murmur
-with closed lips, to mutter, moan, Aesch. ;

. to make a piteous moaning, Id. II. to drink
with closed lips, to suck in, Xen., Ep. 2 sing, (for) and :

3 pi. Ion. impf. : f. : Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 1 : Dep. : () : I. to say,

speak, absol., II. :—c. acc. et inf. to say that, lb. : c.

inf. only, to order, Aesch. :—c. acc. to tell, recount,

Horn. ; also, to tell of, II. :—c. acc. cogn. to say, speak,

utter, Horn. ; . to speak of the city

as rich in gold, II. II. to say over to oneself,

con over, consider, Horn.,,, a story told, tale, Arist., Plut. From, later form of, Eur. :—Pass, to be

spoken of, Id. ; as is related by
mortals, Id.', v..,( n) Dep. to recount fables, Babr.-, ol, a collection of Fables, like those of Babr., , Dim. of, Luc., later form for4, Dor., Theocr., , , mythic, legendary , Plat.

, Dor. for., f . ], to writefabulous accounts, Strab., , a writing offables, Strab. From- [], , () a writer of legends,

Polyb., Plut.-, only in pres., to tell word for word, Od., f. ,() to tell mythic tales

or legends, Plat., Xen. 2. c. acc. to tell as a
legend or mythic tale, Plat. :—Pass., -- such as they are fabled to

have been, Id . : impers., the legend
goes, Arist. II. to invent like a mythical tale,

. to frame an imaginary constitution,

Plat. III. to tell stories, converse, Lat. confa-
bulari, Id. Hence,,, a mythical narrative, Plat., Plut.', verb. Adj. of I, Plat., , a telling of mythic legends, legendary
lore, mythology , Plat. 2. a legend, story, tale,

Id. ; and, -'q, , versed in legendary lore, Plat,-, ,() a teller oflegends, romancer, Plat,, = l, Aesch.-, , () making mythic legends, Plat.~, , anything delivered by word of mouth,
word, speech, opp. to epyov, Horn., etc. 2. a speech in

the public assembly, Od., Ar. 3. talk, conversation

,

mostly in pi., Od. 4. counsel, advice, a command,
order, also a promise, II. 5. the subject of speech,

the thing or matter itself, Od., Eur. 6. a re-

solve, purpose, design, plan, Horn. 7. a saying,

saw, proverb, Aesch. 8. the talk of men, rumour

,

Soph., Eur. II. a tale, story, narrative, Horn.

;

. of or about him, Od. :—after Horn.,,
like Lat. fabula, is a tale, legend, myth, opp. to

the historic tale, Hdt., Plat., etc. : a fable, such as

those of Aesop, Plat.-, es, () legendary, fabulous, Plat. : .
the domain of fable, Thuc. ; ] . such

part of them as is not fabulous, Id., , a fly, Lat. musca, II. :—proverb., '- -, of excessive boldness, lb.-, ,() a fly-flap, of a long beard, Anth.-, ov, () flapping away flies, Anth.

MY"KA'OMAI, f.: aor. 1

:

—to this

belong Ep. aor. 2 act., pf., plqpf.-
or :—Lat. mugire, to low, bellow, roar,

of oxen, II. ; of calves, Od. ; of Hercules in agony,

Eur., etc. 2. of things, as of heavy gates, to grate,

creak, II. ; of a shield, to ring, lb. ; of meat roasting,

to hiss upon the spits, Od. ; of thunder, Ar. (Formed

from the sound, cf.,,,.) Hence, , a lowing, bellowing, of oxen, Horn.; and

[], , a lowing, bellowing, roaring, of oxen,

Eur.; of a lioness, Theocr. ; the roar of thunder, Aesch., , and, ai, Mycene, Mycenae, an

ancient Pelasgic or Achaean city, superseded by the

Dorian Argos, Horn., etc. :—Adj., , ov,

Mycenaean, Id. : fem., , Eur. :—Adv.,/Vom Mycene, II.' [],, , a mushroom, Lat.fungus. II.
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any thing shaped like a mushroom, 1. the chape

or cap at the end of a scabbard, Hdt. 2. the snuff

of a lamp-wick, supposed to forbode rain, Ar.,, Dor., , ,() a bellower,

of oxen, Theocr., , ov, () made of mushrooms, Luc.

[], Ep. aor. 2 of.
[], , one of the Cyclades, Hdt.,, ,() the nose, snout, Ar. : in pi.

the nostrils, Hdt., Ar. 2. from the use of the nose

to express ridicule, a sneerer, Anth. Hence, to turn up the nose or sneer at

:

—Pass, to

be mocked, . T., Adv. out of the nose, Anth.-, ov, sounding from the nostril,

Aesch., ov, () of or working in a mill, Anth.

[p],, , Ep. dat. pi.,{) a mill-

stone, a large round stone, II.-, , , a miller, Anth.' [~], , Lat. mola, a mill, a handmill turned by
women, Od. II. the nether millstone, Ar. ; the

upper being- ovos, Id.-, ov,(, pf. pass, of*) bruised

in a mill, Od., , masc. Adj. of orfor a mill, . a mill-

stone, Plat. 2. rock for millstones, Strab., () to grind the teeth, Hes., in Ep. part.., , 6v, () of ov for a mill, . T.-€, is, () like a millstone, Lat. molaris, II.

[], () a millstone, Strab., , () a miller who keeps slaves to work
his mill, Dem., , , () a mill-house, Thuc. ; els ., Lat. detrudere in pistrinum, to condemn
[a slave] to work the mill, Eur., , (-) an excuse, pretence, Od., ,() the discharge from the nose, Lat.

pituita, Hes., etc., ol, the nostrils, Lat. nares, Hdt.-, () to catch mice, Strab.-, ov,() mouse-killing, Batr.-, , () a battle of mice, Plut., , , a light vessel, chiefly used by
pirates, Plut. (Deriv. unknown.)-, ov, () mouse-tailed : curtailed, Arist.

MY'PAINA [], , Lat. muraena, a sea-eel, lamprey,
Ar. ; a sea-serpent, Aesch., f., to prepare unguents, Aesop. From
-€\|/, , (,) one who prepares unguents.
a perfumer.

[], Adv. () ten thousand times, Ar.-, ov,() holding, measures :

metaph. of prodigious size, Ar.-, ov, () containing 10,000 inhabitants,
Arist.-, , , commander of, men, Hdt. :

so-, , , Xen.,, , a number of,, a myriad, Hdt.,
etc. ; indefinitely of countless numbers, Eur. :—when, are used absol. of money,

.
must be supplied, Ar. ; when of corn,,
Dem. II. Adj. consisting of,, Aesch., Eur.-€, is, () of, years : of countless
years, Aesch., to rub with ointment or tmguent, anoint,
Ar. :—Pass., having the body
anointed, Hdt.

[], , Lat. myrlca, a shrub esp. thriving- in

marshy ground and near the sea, the tamarisk, II.

Hence , , a tamarisk bush, Anth.
[pi], , a tamarisk bough, II.-, ov, () with ten thousand oxen, Anth.-,-, , , with immense teeth, Anth.-, ov, with countless fruit, Soph.-, ov, many-headed, Eur.-, ov, said ten thousand times, Xen.-, ov, () of countless shapes, Anth.-, ov, of countless labours, Anth.-, aos, , , with countless ships, Anth.-, ov, where tens of thousands die, Plut., , =, Aesch.- [], ov,, times as many as, c.

gen., Xen., Arist.-, is,() infinite in number, Eur.", a, ov, numberless, countless, infinite, pro-

perly of Number, and commonly in pi., Horn. ; in sing,

with collective Nouns, II.
;

Pind. 2. of Size, measureless, immense, infinite,, II. ; . an endless journey,

Pind. ; . Id. ; all kinds of sights,

Hdt., etc. 3. neut. pi.. as Adv., much, im-
mensely, incessantly, Anth. 4. dat. as

Adv., infinitely wiser, Eur. ;, . Plat. II. as a definite numeral,

in pi., , , ten thousand, the greatest number
in Greek expressed by one word, Hes., etc. :—in sing,

with collective nouns, , horse, Hdt.;
Xen., , ov, the io,oooth, Ar. ; . ,

years hence, Plat.,, , a body of ten thousand, Xen.-, is,() with ten thousand armed
men, Eur.-, ov, () carrying 10,000 measures, to

designate a merchant-ship of large tonnage, Thuc.-, ov, =foreg., Anth.-, ov,() with ten thousand voices, Anth.-, ov, contr.-, ,=, Anth.-, , () with countless eyes, Aesch.', , , Lat. formica, the ant, Hes.,

etc. II. a beast ofprey in India, Hdt., ol, the Myrmidons, a warlike people of

Thessaly, subjects of Achilles, Horn,,, ev, anointed, Anth. From
MY'PON [], , sweet juice extracted from plants,

sweet-oil, unguent, balsam, Hdt., etc. 2. a place

where unguents were sold, the perfume-market, Ar.-, ov, contr. -, , breathing sweet

unguents, Anth.-, , , () a dealer in unguents or

scented oils, a perfumer, Xen.



, , a perfumer's shop, Dem.-€··, e's, (cpeyyos) shining with unguent, Anth.-, ov, anointed with unguent, Eur.-, ov, () with anointed skin, Anth.', , Aeol. for., Att. for.,, , Att. for.
[t], later Att., , =, Pind.,

Eur. II. a branch or zvreath of myrtle, Hdt., Ar.-€, 4s, () myrtle-like, h. Horn., Att.,, , a myrtle-grove, Lat.

myrtetum, Ar., »,, a myrtle-berry , Lat. myrtum, Ar. From',, the myrtle, Lat. myrtus, Simon., etc. II.

a twig or spray of myrtle, Pind., Ar.' [], Ep. Verb, only in pres. and impf., to flow,
run, trickle, (Ep. impf.) were melting
into tears, Hes. II. Med., to melt into
tears, to shed tears, weep, Horn., Hes. 2. c. acc.

to weep for, bewail, Bion, Mosch.~, , gen., acc. , voc. :—Lat. mus, a
mouse, Batr. ; . the field-mouse, or the
hamster, Hdt. ; , proverb, of one
who is tempted to eat and finds himself caught,
Theocr. II. a muscle of the body, Lat. musculus, Id., , , () foul, dirty : hence, loathsome,
abominable, Eur.; . an abomination, Hdt. 2.

of persons, defiled, polluted, Eur., f. : aor. :

Dep. : () :
—to feel disgust at anything loath-

some, to loathe, abominate, c. acc, Eur., Xen. Hence, , poet, for, Anth.

[], , ov,() Mysian : (sc.),, a Mysian dirge, Aesch. ; cf ..' [p],, uncleanness of body or mind: metaph.
an abomination, defilement, Lat. piaculum, Trag., , a Mysian, Aesch. :—from their effeminate

character, came to mean a prey to all, of

anything that can be plundered with impunity, Dem.-€, () to run about like a mouse, Ar., , initiation into the mysteries, Plut.-, ,(, 6/) one who initiates into

mysteries, a mystagogue, Plut.',, , Dor. and Lacon. word, the tipper lip,

the moustache, Theocr. : cf .., , , of or for mysteries, mystic, Ar., ,() a mystery or secret doctrine ;

in pi., . the mysteries of the Cabiri in Samothrace,
Hdt. ; of Demeter at Eleusis, Aesch., etc. 2. any
mystery or secret, Plat. 3. mystic implements,
Eur., Ar. 4. in N.T. a mystery, a divine secret,

something above human intelligence.,, pecul. fern, of, Anth., , ,() of or for the mys-
teries : . an armistice during the Eleusinian
mysteries, Aeschin., , , () one initiated, Eur. 2. as
Adj. mystic, Ar., Anth. Hence, , , mystic, connected with the mysteries,

.' the mystic chant Iacchus, Hdt. ; . the

mysteries, Thuc. :

—

., in Ar., are prob. wretched
lean pigs, such as the were wont to offer.

—. 523, pf., Dep. to sop bread in
soup or gravy and eat it, Ar. : metaph.,

he ladles out public money, Id. :—pf.

part, in pass, sense, scooped out, Id. From
[t], , a piece of bread used to sup up soup

or gravy with, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-^ ov, (,) solemnising mys-
teries, performing mystic rites, Anth.,, fern, of, as Adj. mystic, Anth. II.

a mystagogue, Anacreont.-, ov,(,) receiving the initi-

ated, ., i.e. Eleusis, Ar., , Mytilene, the chief city of Lesbos, Thuc., to hash up, make mince-meat of, Ar., , a savoury dish of cheese, honey, garlic,

mashed up into a sort of paste., Lat. moretumt Ar.

(Deriv. unknown.), () to snort, jeer, Theocr., , a snorting, moaning, Eur., a, ov, () inward, inmost, retired, em-
bayed, Aesch., Luc., , () =~/, moaning, groaning, Od.

0€, () Adv. from the inmost part of the

house, from the women's chambers, Aesch v, , ov, irreg. Sup. of, in the farthest

corner, Od., () Adv. to thefar corner, Od., , () the innermost place, inmost nook or

corner, Lat. sinus, recessus, Horn., etc. 2. the in-

most part of a house, the women's apartments, Lat.

penetralia, Od., Trag. 3. a bay or creek running

far inland, Hdt. ,· ., i. e. the Adriatic, Aesch.-, es, (eT5os) full of recesses, cavernous, Eur., f . : aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi. : pf. :

—intr. to close, be shut, of the eyes, II., Eur. ; so,€
having the lips closed, Anth. 2. of persons,

with one's eyes shut, Soph., Ar. 3. metaph.

to be lulled to rest, to abate, of pain, Soph. ; of

storms, Anth. II. trans, to close, shut, Id.,, ,( n) a cluster of muscles, a muscle, II., () to be shortsighted, see dimly, . T.,( . 2) to spur, prick with a spur,

Xen. II. Pass,( 1 1. 1) to be teased by flies,

of a horse, Id., , = I, Xen.-,, , , (,) contracting the eyes, as

shortsighted people do, shortsighted, Arist. II.

as Subst.,,, , the horsefly or gadfly, Lat.

tabdnus, Aesch., Plat. 2. a goad, spur, Xen.,

Theophr. :—metaph. a stimulant, Luc, Anth.~, , the toil and moil of war, II. ;" . the struggle between Irus and the stranger, Od.~, , moly, mandrake, a fabulous herb of magic

power, having a black root and white blossom, given

by Hermes to Ulysses, as a counter-charm to the

charms of Circe, Od., v. sub* II., Ion. -', 3 pi.- : f. : aor. 1, Dor. 3 sing, : Dep. : () :

—

to find fault with, blame, c. acc, II., Aesch. :—an

aor. 1 inf. in pass, sense, N.T., =, Od., Hes.



524, , ,() to be blamed, Aesch., , blame, ridicule, disgrace, to

set a brand upon one, Od. II. personified Momus,
the critic God, Hes. (Akin to ?)

_, Adv., contr. for), used like ) ; in questions

to which a negative answer is expected, but surely

not!' is it so? Lat. num ? . . ; Answ. ov, Eur. : sometimes it asks doubtingly like

Lat. num forte ? and answered in the affirm., Id. :

—
. . ; requires an affirm, answer, Lat. nonne ?

Trag., , ov, Dor. for,.-,, , ), (,) with a single, i. e. un-
cloven, hoof, Lat. solipes, of the horse, Horn., Eur., Ep. lengthd. form for., f ., aor. 14 : () :

—

to be silly,

foolish, Eur., Xen., etc. :—c. acc. rei,

to make a mad attempt, Aesch. II. Causal, to

make foolish, convict of folly, . T. :—Pass., of salt,

to become insipid, lose its savour, lb., Ion. -, , () silliness, folly ,
-

(pepeiv to impute folly to him, Hdt.; -
to be charged with it, Soph. ; eSo'/cei elvai

Thuc. ; ! what folly ! Ar., , silly talking, . T. From-, ov, speaking foolishly, Arist.', a, ov, rarely os, ov, dull, sluggish, stupid,

Soph., etc. ; . folly, Eur. ; , ,
Aeyeiv Soph., Eur. :—Adv. -, Xen.-, ov, foolishly wise, a sapient fool, Luc., Dor. for., inf. of, v.* II.

.
, ,,, indecl., thirteenth letter of Greek alphabet;

as numeral, 1^ = 50, but ,i/ = 50,000. is the dental or

palatal liquid, corresponding with the mute 0.

Dialectic changes, 1. Dor., represents , v.

. 2. 2. Att. and Dor. for , v. . II. 2. II.

Euphonic changes : 1. into 7 before the palatals 7
, and before £, as eyyoiOS tynaipos^ e7|ea>

etc. 2. into before the labials , and before

, as ; likewise

before , as. 3. into , before , as. 4. into before , as : in

compds. of iv sometimes remains, as. 5.

into before , as . III. the so-

called €€ is found with dat. pi. in , as

; 3 pi. of verbs in , as€- ; 3 sing, in

-e, -1, as : the local termin. -, as

; the Epic, termin. , as^

;

the numeral ; the Advs., ; the enclit.

Particles 4 and . This was mostly used to avoid

a hiatus where a vowel follows., Dor. acc. pi. of., 9, , =sq., Anth., , , an inhabitant, Simon. ; as fern., Anth., Adv., used in strong affirmation, yea, verily, Lat.

nae, Horn., Att.; in Horn, mostly followed by. 2.

in oaths, yea by . . , vol II. ;

is sometimes omitted, val Ar. ;

Eur. II. in answers, alone, aye, yes,'4] ; Answ. Aesch.; , Ar., poet. dat. of.&, , , of or for the Naiads, Anth., Ion., , , () a Naiad, a river-

nymph, (as is a sea-nympli), mostly in pi., Ion., Od., Eur. :—so also Ion.,, ), in sing., II., Eur.

[], , Dim. of, Polyb., Ion. impf. of., Ep. part,; Ion. impf.

:

() '. 1. of persons, to dwell, often in Horn, and
Hes. 2. c. acc. loci, to dwell in, inhabit, Horn.,

Hes. II. of places, to be situated, lie, Horn. : hence
to exist, ert II., Dor. for, part. fern, of., , ov, Dor. for., Adv. for, like for , Soph.

(a). I. of persons, to dwell, abide, II., Hes.,

Trag. :—c. acc loci, to dwell in, inhabit,,,,
etc., Horn., etc. :—Pass, to be inhabited, Theocr. 2.

of places, to lie, be situated, Soph. II. Causal,

in Ep. aor. 1 or, 1. c. acc. loci, to

give one to dwell in, I would have given

him a town for his home, Od. : also to make habitable,

to build, vr]bv h. Horn. :—Pass., v.-. 2. c. acc. pers. to let one dwell, settle him,

Pind. ; Pass., Ep. aor. 1 -, to be settled, to dwell,

II. ; so, aor. 1 med., ayxi Hes. ; pf

.

Anth.

(),—, to run over, to be full, Od.
NA'KH [], -, a woolly or hairy skin, a goatskin, Od.' [], , a fleece, Lat. vellus, Hdt., Pind., etc., 7), , () close-pressed, solid.,,, () anythingflowing, running water,

a river, stream, Trag., Plat.,, Dor. for -., Dor. for, acc. of.
", , a dwarf, Ar.-, es, ()) of dwarfish stature, Ar.-, es, (*) of Naxian work, Ar., , Naxos, one of the Cyclades, h. Horn. :—Adj., a, ov, Naxian ; 01 N. the Naxians, Hdt. ;

a Naxian whetstone, Pind.-, Ion. -, ,() the overseer of a
temple, Hes., Ion., Att., , () the dwelling of a

god, a temple, Horn., Hdt., etc. II. the inmost
part of a temple, the cell, in which the image of the

god was placed, Hdt., Xen.- [],, , () the keeper of a temple,

Lat. aedituus, Eur., Arist., a, ov, of a wooded vale or dell, Soph., Eur.' [], -, a wooded vale, dell, or glen, II., Soph.
., , later form of, Soph., Eur., Xen., , =, v. Ar.; cf..-, es,() anointed with nard-oil, Anth., , a plant, nard, spikenard, nard-oil, Anth.

(Prob. a foreign word.)
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bearer, tol, ,
i. e. there are many officials, but few inspired, Plat., 7)kos, , a tall umbelliferous plant, Lat. ferula,
with a hollow, pithy stalk, in which Prometheus conveyed
fire from heaven to earth, Hes. The stalks furnished

the Bacchanalian wands (), Eur., (cf. foreg.) ;

they were also used for canes by schoolmasters,

Xen. II. a casket for unguents, Luc., f. : Ep. aor. : to grow stiff or

numb, Lat. torpere, II., Plat. From
NA'PKH, , numbness, deadness, Lat. torpor, Ar. II.

a flat fish, the torpedo or electric ray, Plat., , rarely , the narcissus, h. Horn., Soph.,

etc. (From, because of its narcotic properties.), y, Dor. for., Ep. for, aor. pass, of A., , , Aeol. and Dor. for., , () a flowing stream, a stream, Eur., Ep. for, aor. of A. 1 1 :—,
3 sing. aor. med., Dor. for,.', Att. : aor. : pf. pass,

and

:

—to press or squeeze close, stamp down,
Od., Theocr. Hence, ), , close-pressed : (sc.), , a
well-kneaded cake, cheese-cake, Ar., Ion. -, f., to suffer shipwreck, be

shipwrecked, Hdt., Xen., etc. :—metaph. of chariots,

to be wrecked, Dem. ; and, Ion.-, , shipwreck, Hdt., Eur. ; and
[], Ion.,, a piece of wreck, Hdt.,

Aesch., Thuc. : metaph., the wreck of

a chariot, Soph. II. = vavayia, , Strab. From-, , Ion.-, (-aya pf. of) ship-

wrecked, stranded, Lat. naufragus, Hdt., Eur. ; -
to pick up the shipwrecked men,

Xen.; v. the grave of the shipwrecked, i.e. the

sea, Anth. 2. act. causing shipwreck, Id.', f., to command a fleet, Hdt., Xen. ; and, , the command of a fleet, office of,
Thuc. : the period of his command, Xen. ; and,, , the ship of the, Polyb. From-, , the commander of a fleet, an admiral,
Hdt., Aesch., Soph. :—esp. the Spartan admiral-in-
chief, whereas the Athen. admirals retained the name
of (generals), Thuc, Xen., etc.- [], , , () ' ship-goer,' a seaman,
Hdt., Aesch., Soph., etc. II. as Adj., v.

Aesch.; Soph., etc.-, , () a ship's cable, Eur.,',, etc., Ion. for vavay-., f., to be a shipowner, Ar., Xen. 2.

metaph., v. to manage, govern, Aesch., Soph.; and, , seafaring life, ship-owning, Arist. 2

.

poet, a voyage, Eur. :

—

an adventure, enterprise,
Id. II. a ship, Id. ; and, , the ship of, Dem. II.
=, Eur. From-, , a shipowner, ship-master, Hdt., Soph.,
etc. 2. as Adj., v. the master's hand, of a
charioteer (cf. . 3), Eur.

-, , at Athens, one of a division, of the
citizens, made for financial purposes before Solon's

time. There were 4 in each, 12 in each of the

4 old, in all 48, afterwards increased to 50. (Ap-
parently an old form of- : but the connexion
of the word with ship is not explained.), f. }, to be master of the sea, Thuc. :

—

Pass, to be mastered at sea, Xen. From- [],, , ,() master or mistress

of the seas, Hdt., or, , Naucratis in Egypt, Hdt.- [],, ,, =, Hdt.,Thuc. II.
the master of a ship, Soph., , and, , () passage-money, the
fare or freight, Xen. II. the freight or cargo of

ships, Dem., f., to lie in a harbour or creek, esp. to

lie in wait there in order to sally out on passing ships,

Hdt., Eur. 2. c. acc. to lie in wait for, Thuc. From-§, ov, affording safe anchorage, of a harbour,
Od., Soph. ; S> ye springs
by the haven and from the rock (where some take

as Subst.) Soph,, f.,() to fight in a ship or by
sea, engage in a naval battle, Hdt., Xen. ; v.

to be in the battle for the carcases (i.e.

Arginusae), Ar. 2. metaph. to do battle with,
Id. Hence, Desid., to wish to fight by sea, Thuc., verb. Adj. one must fight by sea, Arist.-, Ion. -, , a sea-fight, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-,, ov,() of or for a sea-fight,

boarding pikes, II. ; Hdt. II.

parox., ov, act. fighting at sea, Anth.-, , (,^) a city on the north of

the gulf of Corinth, Thuc', f . ·\, (vay) to build ships, Ar., Plat. :

—Med., vaya to build oneself ships, get
them built, Hdt., Att. :—Pass., of ships, to be built,

Thuc, Xen. Hence, ov, and , ov, useful in shipbuilding,
of wood, Hdt., Thuc. ; and, Ion. -, , shipbuilding, Hdt., Thuc; and, ?, , skilled in shipbuilding, Luc. :

(sc.) the art ofshipbuilding, Arist.; and, , a shipbuilder's-yard,
dockyard, Ar.-, ,() a shipwright, Thuc, Plat., , Nauplia in Argolis, Hdt., etc. : -,, , a Nauplian, Strab. :—Adj.

or-, a, ov, Eur.-, ov, of a country, ship-frequented, Aesch. II.

parox.,, , — . 2, ship-speeding,

of oars, Eur.", , (v. infr.) a ship, Horn., etc. ; or

at the ships, i.e. in the camp formed by the

ships drawn up on shore, II. ; , Lat. naves

longae, ships of war, which were built long for speed,

while the merchant-vessels (,,) were round-built, Hdt., etc.—Att. declens.,,, , , dual gen. and dat. , pi.,,, ;—Ep. declens.,,, ,, .,, or,, with a special
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gen. and dat. pi., —; in late Ep., nom. :

—Ion. declens.,, , vr\i, v4a, pi. ,,, :—Dor. declens.,, , , vavv, pi.,, (poet,), vaas :— rag. declens.,, vaos or, vat, vavv, pi. , or,,., f. wirw, contr. for, to carry by

sea, Eur. :—Med. to take with one by sea, Id. :—-Pass.

to go by sea, Id.-, , , famed for ships, Od.-,, — ioreg., epith. of the Phaeacians, Od.-', Ion.-', ov, =,
navigable or (perhaps) to be crossed by a ferry, Hdt.- [], ov, act. shipwafting, Eur.- [t], ov, traversed by ships, navigable, of

a river, Xen. II. parox., ov, act. passing
in a ship, seafaring, Eur. 2. causing a ship to

pass, of oars, Id.-, , lamentable to ships, Pind.-, ov, carried by ship, seafaring, Pind.-, , () a harbour, anchorage,
roadstead, Lat. statio navium, Eur., Thuc.-, , = foreg., Plut.', f.,() : I. trans, to carry

or convey by sea, Eur. :—Pass., with f. med. -,,
to go by sea, Id. 2. to guide, steer, Aesch., Eur. :

metaph., ; whither pliest thou
thy wings ? Ar. II. intr. like Pass, to go by ship,

sail, Soph., Eur. 2. generally, c. acc. loci, to travel

over, Eur. Hence,, , anything conveyed by ship : in

pi. also —, Eur., , a going by sea, naval expedition, Eur.-, ov,() crossing the water, Aesch., ov, 6, () Lat. nauta, a seaman, sailor,

Horn., Hes., etc.; as Adj., v. Eur. II. a

mate or companion by sea, · Soph., , () seasickness, qualmishness, disgust,

Lat. nausea, Simon. Hence, only in pres. and impf., to be qualmish, suffer

from seasickness or nausea, Ar., Plat., , ,() seafaring, naval, v.

opp. to 0, Hdt. ; v. Aesch. ; Soph. ;

v. wrecks of ships, Aesch. ; v. among
the seamen, Eur. :

—

a navy, fleet, Hdt.,

Ar., etc. 2. of persons, skilled in seamanship,
nautical, 4j4vovto became a naval power,
Thuc. 3. " (sc.) navigation, sea-

manship, Hdt. j so, Plat. ;—but, ,
also, naval affairs, naval power, Thuc, Xen. II.

at Athens, technically meant money borrowed
or lent on bottomry, Xen., etc., Ion.-,, sailing, seamanship,., Hes. 2.

a voyage, Pind., Hdt. II. a ship, Anth., Dep., only in pres. and impf., to sail, go
by sea, Hdt. ; rare in Att. From

[t], ,() a seaman, sailor, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. 2. as Adj.,, ov, of a ship, Aesch. II.

the nautilus, a shell-fish, furnished \vith a membrane
which serves it for a sail, Arist., to take on board ; metaph., Anth. From-, ov, collecting seamen, Strab.

— peart],, v.., , shipwreck, loss of ships, Anth. From-, ov,() shipwrecked, v.,
the garb of shipwrecked men, Eur., -, Ep. g-en. and dat. pi. of.-, Att.-, ov, () ship-

fenced, Aesch., Eur. ; Ar. :

—

-
to look like a ship of war, Id., prob. only in pres. and impf. to flow, Horn.

ve'a, Ion. acc. of.-, ov, (yyX) newly or lately told,

Aesch., only in pres., () intr. to be young or new,
Aesch. ; youth, Soph. ;

thinking or

acting like a youth, Eur. 2. to be the younger of
two, Soph. 3. to grow young, Anth.-, ov, newly taken, Aesch.-, ov,() newly-whetted, Soph., , =, young, fresh, Xen., Plat. 2. of

fish, fresh, Dem.ve- [], ov, newly caught, Hdt.-, is, () new-blown, Anth., ov, Ep. and Ion., , , () a young
man, youth, with, Od. ; so, Hdt.

;

alone, like, Soph., Eur., etc. 2. youthful,
i. e. in good sense, impetuous, brave, active, Eur., Ar.,

etc. ; or in bad sense, hot-headed, headstrong, Eur.,

Dem. :

II. of things, new, young, fresh, Eur.,, , a youthful, i. e. a spirited or (in

bad sense) a wanton act or word, Plat., etc. From, Dep., with fut. med.- : aor. 1

; pf . pass, :—Pass, (vea-) to act like a hot-headed youth, to act wan-
tonly, to brawl, swagger, Plat. ; v. to make
such youthfid promises, Dem. :—c. inf. to undertake
with youthfid spirit, Plut. :—Pass., 4' 74 to all his wanton acts, Dem., , ,() youthfid, fresh, active, vigor-

ous, Ar. ; v. a fine large piece, Id. 2.

high-spirited, impetuous, dashing, generous, gay, £>

the gayest, most dashing feat, Id. ; so, v.^ Plat. ; 4^
Dem. 3. in bad sense, headstrong, wanton,

insolent, Plat. 4. of things, vehement, mighty,

Eur., Arist. II. Adv., vigorously, Ar. 2.

violently, wantonly,, Id., Ep. and Ion.,, , acc.- and -

:

—a young woman, girl, maiden, II., Trag. ; of a

young married woman, Eur. II. as Adj. youthful,
Id. 2. new, Anth., Dep. to be in one''s youth, Xen. From, Ion. -, , () a youth, Hdt., Att.-,, , singing youthfully , Anth.- [],, , a new city, prop. n. of several

cities (like our Newtown), esp. Neapolis, Naples., , , poet, for , young, youthful, II.,

Trag.; youths, Aesch.;— v. youthful spirit,

Xen. 2. of things, new, fresh, 4? Pind.

;

v. Aesch. 3. of events, new, recent, Soph. II.

Adv. -, youthfully, rawly, Luc.
', Ion. acc. pi. from.

[] (sc.) , the lowest of the three strings
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which formed the old musical scale 'the other two being

and ], Plat. From, Ep., , ov, a poet. Sup. of, as ·
of, the last, uttermost, lowest, Horn.

;

viral " at the lowest slope of Ida,

II. :—c. gen., a city on the border

of Pylos, lb. II. of Time, latest, last, Soph.;

&pa ; i.e. ", Id.;

as Adv. for the last time, Eur., 6, a ploughing up offallow land, Xen. From, f., () to plough up anew, of fallow land,

Lat. agros novare, Ar. :—Pass., (sc. 777) land
new-ploughed, Lat. novate, Hes., ov, () of a fawn, Anth.-, ov, clad in fawnskin, Anth., f. , to wear a fawnskin at the feast of
Bacchus, or, as trans., to robe infawnskins, Dem. From,, , a fawnskin, esp. as the dress of Bacchus
and the Bacchantes, Eur.', and , the young of the deer, a fawn,
Horn., etc.; fawnskin brogues, Hdt.-, , () fawn-like, of Bacchus, Anth., Ion. nom. pi. of vads : Ep. dat.'.', Ep. for, 2 sing, of.-, 4s,() Ion. for veayevr)s, new-born,
just born, Od.-, es, =, fresh-blown, young, Eur., is, () newly whetted or sharpened, II.ve-, is, () =, Soph,-, ov, (, III) newly kneaded: ·, , new cakes, Dem.-, , , , (, aor. 2 of) newly
come, a new-comer, II., Hdt.,,, Ion. for -.-, ov, {) castrated when young, Anth.-, ov, poet, word, new-sounding, h. Horn,, Ep. for \, 2 sing, of., Ep. -, irreg. fem. Comp. (cf.) of, as, is Sup., lower,

5

*' in the lower part of the belly, II., , ov, Ep. for., Ion. for, q. v.,, «5, one who wrangles with another, c.

gen., Hes. From, f. : aor. 1, Ep. and '-:—Ep. forms, pres., 3 sing. subj. -, impf. ', Ion. : () :

—

to

quarrel or wrangle with one, c. dat., II. :—absol.,

Horn. ; part,, obstinately , Hdt. II. trans.

to rail at, abuse, tipbraid, revile, c. acc. pers., Horn., , =, Aesch., , a quarrel, wrangle, strife, Horn., Hdt.,
etc. 2. strife of words, railing, abuse, a taunt,
reproach, II., Hdt. 3. a strife at law, dispute
before a judge, Od. 4. battle, fight, Horn. ; v.

Od. ; of dissensions between whole nations,

Hdt. II. cause of strife,

matter of quarrel, Soph., , and, a, ov,from the Nile, Anth.-, is, (-) Nile-born, Anth.-', , a Nilometer, a rod graduated to

• shew the rise and fall of the Nile, Strab.

-, ov, ') watered by the Nile, Anth., , the Nile, first in Hes. ;—in Horn, the river is

called. Hence,, , situate on the Nile, Anth. ; and, a, ov, = NetAcuos, Luc., , , in or on the Nile:—fern.,

the land of Nile, Aesch., Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of., Ion. for, Adv., [) from the bottom,

from the bottom of his heart, II., Ion. for, Adv. () at the bottom,

it stung him to his hearfs core, Hes. :

c. gen., II.-, , , Ion. for, Anth.-', f. ), to take a green crop off a field, by
which it is freshened and prepared for corn, Xen., , Lat. no-vale, new land, i.e. land ploughed up
anew after being left fallow, fallow-land, II. ;

a thrice-ploughed fallow, Horn. : in Att. also, , Xen.-, , () one who breaks up a fallow,
Anth.

or, , contr. for, Aesch., contr. for, 3 sing, of.,, , () a heap of slain, ^-
(Ep. dat. pi.) II.-, ov, messenger of the dead, Luc.', f., to conduct the dead, Luc. From-, , conducting the dead.-,, , a school of the dead, Luc., , , () of ov for the dead, Luc. Adv.

-, Id.-, is,( laden with the dead, Anth.-', ov,( receiving the dead, Aesch.-, ov , —, Anth. Hence, , a ce?netery, mausoleum, Luc.-, , the cinerary urns dug out of the

tombs of Corinth, Strab.-, , =, Cic.-, , , city of the dead, a suburb of

Alexandria used as a burial place, Strab.-, , conducting the dead, of Charon,

Eur., Luc.', , —, a dead body, corpse, Horn., etc. :

—in pi. the dead, as dwellers in the nether world, Od.

;

v. their own dead, of those killed in battle,

Thuc. II. as Adj.,, , , dead, Pind. :

—

Comp.- Anth.', to ferry the dead., of Charon, Luc. From-, ov,( a, corpse-bearer.-, , robbery of the dead, Plat.-, , (*) murderer of the dead, Anth.-, ov, () burying the dead, Polyb., f ., to make dead :—Pass, to be dead, -
Anth.

;
. . II. to mortify,

N.T.-, , () corpse-like, Luc.,, , () a burial-place, Anth.', , a state of death, deadness : death, . .
NE'KTAW P,, , nectar, the drink of the gods, as

ambrosia was their food, Horn., etc. ', poured like wine

by Hebe, and mixed with water, Id. II. metaph.,



528 —, \. e. honey, Eur. : of perfumed tin-

guent, Anth. :—Pind. calls his Ode v.. Hence, 4a, Ion. 4, , nectarous, of garments,

prob., scented,fragrant, or generally, divine, beautiful

,

II. :—literally, v. libations of nectar, Pind.-, , () = vexpayocySs, Anth.', , (v4kvs) a rite by which ghosts were called up
and questioned, name for Od. 11.-, Ion. -, , an oracle of the dead,

a place where ghosts were called up and questioned,

Hdt.-, ov, () ferrying the dead, of

Charon, Anth. 2. bearing the dead, of a bier, Id.' [], vos, , Ep. dat. sing. 4, pi.,4 : acc. pi. veicvas, contr. v4kvs :—like, a

dead body, a corpse, corse, Horn., Hdt., Soph., etc. :

—

in pi. the spirits of the dead, Lat. Manes, inferi, in

Od., II. II. as Adj. dead, Soph., Anth.
j

V€|a0,tt€TO, for, 3 sing. impf. of., Ion. -', Ep. -, , (45, nemus) a wooded
district between Argos and Corinth, Pind., etc. :

—

Adj.', a, ov, Nemean, Eur., etc.; also',
Theocr. ;, Hes. ;, Pind. : fern.

Adj., aSos, Id. II. ', poet.

(sc. ), , the Nemean games, celebrated in the

second and fourth years of each Olympiad, Id., Thuc.', Ep. for :—Med.,4 the cattle

were grazing, feeding, II., Ep. 3 sing,, imper.4 :—aor. 144, -poet.4,.-:—Med. and Pass.,

f. : Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. :

Ep. aor. 1 also : (4) :
—to feel just

resentment, to be wroth at undeserved good or bad
fortune (cf. 4), properly of the gods, II., Hes.

;

v. to be wroth with a person or at a thing,

Horn. II. Med. and Pass., properly, to be dis-

pleased with oneself: to take shame to oneself
,
feel

shame, Horn. 2. Med. very much like the Act., c.

dat. pers., Id. ; c. acc. et inf. to be indignant at

seeing, Od.; c. acc. rei, . epya visits

evil deeds upon the doers, lb. Hence, , ov, disposed to just indignation, Arist., Ep., , ov, causing indig-

nation or wrath, Be 'twere enough
to make one wroth, II., etc. ; so Soph., etc. II.

to be regarded with awe, awful, II., Theocr., Ep. Dep., only in pres. and impf., to be

wroth with another, c. dat., Horn. ; c. acc. rei, to be

wroth with one for a thing, II. ; c. acc. et inf. to be

angry or amazed that . . , lb. II. like,
to feel shame, c. acc. et inf., Ib. III. to dread,

he stood in awe of the gods, Od.,, , Ep. dat.4 : {) :—properly,

distribution of what is due ; hence a righteous as-

signment of anger, wrath at anything unjust, just
resentment, Horn. : indignation at undeserved good
fortune, Arist. 2. of the gods, indignation, wrath,

4 v. Hdt., Soph. II. the object of just
resentment, Horn. ; 4 [] 'tis no cause for
wrath that . . , c. inf., Id., Soph. III. indig-

nation at one's own misdeed, a sense of sin, II.

., , as prop, n., voc. Nemesis,

-.
the impersonation of divine wrath, Hes. : in Trag.,

the goddess of Retribution.,, ', Ep. for-
(with single ).

I, Ep. for, pi. aor. 1 pass.

I

subj. of.', opos, b, (4) an avenger, Aesch.', eos, , \4 ) a wooded pasture, glade, Lat.

nemus, II., Soph.', f. : aor. 1, Ep. : pf.4 :

—Med., f., Ion.4 : aor. 1 :

—Pass., f.,: aor. 1 : pf.4.
A. to deal out, distribute, dispense, of meat and

drink, Horn., etc. ; of the gods,

Od. ; . to pay one due respect,

Aesch., etc. :—Pass., ' isfreely
bestowed upon them, Hdt. ; 4 portions
of meat, Xen. II. Med. to distribute among
themselves, and so, to have as one's portion, possess,

enjoy, Horn., etc. 2. to dwell in, inhabit, Id. :

absol. to dwell, Hdt. 3. to spend, pass,,
Pind. III. Act. much like Med. to hold,

possess, yyv,, Hdt., Att. :—Pass., of places,

to be inhabited, Hdt.; of a country, to maintain
itself, be constituted, Thuc. 2. to hold sway,
manage, Hdt., Aesch. :

—

v. to manage the helm,

Aesch. ; v. 4 to support one's

strength on staves, Id. ; v. y\a>aaav to use the tongue,

Id. 3. like, to hold, consider as so and so,

Soph.
;

v. to take as

one's patron, Arist.

B. of herdsmen, to pasture or graze their flocks,

drive to pasture, tend, Lat. pascere, Od., Hdt., Att.,

etc. :—metaph., v. Soph. 2. Med., of cattle,

to feed, i. e. go to pasture, graze, Lat. pasci, Horn.,

etc. : c. acc. cogn. to feed on, Hdt., etc. ; of men, to

eat, Soph.; of fire, to consume, devour, II., etc.; of

cancerous sores, to spread, Hdt. II.

c. acc. loci, opt] to graze the hills [with cattle],

Xen. : Pass., [ opos] Xen. 2. me-
taph.,] to give a city to the flames,

Hdt. : Pass., the land is devoured
by fire, II.', pf. pass, of. II. also of.', Ion. for4, 3 pi. pf. pass, of 4, to heap.', pf. of 4.', pf. of 4, to spin.', 3 sing. pf. pass, of., pf . pass, of.', v. -4.', Ion. and Dor. for, pf. pass, of.- [], ov, =, Hdt.-, e's, () newly watered, II.-, ov, newly married, a young husband or

wife, Hdt.; v., Aesch., Eur.-, e's, (^') new-born, Aesch., Plat,-, , , new-born, young, Od., Theocr.

(Deriv. uncertain."), , contr. for, Hdt., Aesch., etc.-, ov, = voyvs, Eur.-, ov, = sq., Theocr.-,,(^) newly painted or written, Anth.



-*, , (yv?ov) with young limbs, Pind.-, es, (v4os, =) a Spartan word,

newly enfranchised, Thuc. ; Helots were called-^ when set free for service in war, Xen.-, ov, () newly stripped off, Od. 2.

newly flayed, Xen.-, , of dramas, newly brought out, Luc.-, Tjros, , i), = sq., newly tamed, h.

Horn. ; a newly for?ned marriage, Eur.-, , () newly tamed, of horses : me-
taph. new-wedded, Eur.-, Dor.-,, (4) new-built, Pind.,

Anth.-, , () fresh-phicked, v. altars

wreathed with fresh-plucked leaves, Theocr.-, ,() just having run, Babr.-, , (~) =ve0(vyos, Anth.-£, 4s, =, Aesch.-, ,() newly yoked : metaph. new-
married, Eur.-, Dor. for-^., Adv., like, newly, lately, Soph,-, 4s, (f|y) = sq., Anth.-, Dor.-, 4s,() fresh budding or

sprouting, II., Hes. 2. of animals, new-born,
Anth. 3. metaph. fresh, h. Horn. ; v.

grows with youthful vigour, Pind.-, , (-) just giving milk, Aesch.

-6|, ijyos, , , —'^, Anth.-, 4s; () = sq., Anth., , Ep. for veorris, youthful passion, II.'-, , newly btiilt, Pind.-,, ,(, aor. 2 of)
newly settled, Thuc.-, 4s, (k^os) whose grief is fresh, fresh-
grieving, Hes.-, , having lately inherited, Anth.
Vfio-, , fresh sptin, Theocr.-?, , () just slain, Eur.-, ,() fresh-chiselled, Ar.-, , new and strange, unheard of, Aesch.
(-kotos seems to be a mere termin.)-, aros, , ),() newly mixed : metaph.
newly made, Aesch.-, , and , , () newly founded or
built, Hdt., Thuc.-, ,() lately ov just killed, Pind.-, ), ('*) a band of youths, the youth of a
nation, Lat. juventus, Aesch., Theocr.-, Ep. '-, ov, just bathed, h.

Horn.

NE'OMAI, contr., Ep. 2 sing,, pi. -
: imperat. : subj. 2 sing. 4, pi.

;

opt. ; inf., contr. ; part. -,$ : Ep. impf., 3 pi. v4ovto : Dep. :

only in pres. and impf. :

—

to go or come (mostly with
fut. sense), v. to go away or back, return, Horn.

;

4 Id.; of streams, to flow back, II.-, 4s, (7ra0os) =-ris, Aesch.-, 4s, (45) fresh-mourning, Od.--, 4s, (,) lately built or made, Anth.-, ov, fresh cvirdled, fresh made, Babr.

—. 529-, ov, newly become rich, upstart (cf. Fr.

nouveau riche), Dem., Arist.-, ov, () newly washen, Od.-, ov, newly shorn, Soph.-, 4s, (4) befitting young people, youth-

ful, extravagant, Plut.-, ov, () fresh-sawn, Od.--, , surname of Pyrrhus, son of Achilles,

New-warrior, because he came late to Troy, Soph., Eur., r), poet, for^, newly-founded, Aesch.-, ov, () fresh-reeking, Soph.-, ov, (4) fresh-flowing, Soph., Anth.-, ov, () newly drawn, Aesch.'-, ov, () newly arisen, new, Soph.', v4a Ion. v4y\, v4ov, Att. also v4os, ov : Ion.

: 1. young, youthful, Horn. ; or alone, v4oi

youths, II., Hes., etc. ; in Att. with Art., v4os, 01 v4oi,

Ar., etc.:— v4ov, =5, Soph.; 4 from a
youth, from youth upwards, Plat., etc. ; 4
Arist. 2. suited to a youth, youthful, Lai. juvenilis,

Aesch., Eur. II. of things, new, fresh, II.,

Att. 2. of events, new, strange, v4ov ; Aesch.;

v4ov ; Soph. III. neut. v4ov as

Adv. of Time, newly, lately, just, just now, Horn.,

Att. ; also with the Art., 4
Hdt. : Comp. Adv. 4$ Plat. ; Sup.,
most recently, Thuc. ;—also, v4as, Ion. v4r\s,

anew, afresh, Lat. demw, Hdt. IV. for5,5, v. : the orig. Comp. and Sup. were5, v4aT0S.

*, Ion. gen. of vavs.-, [t], ov, ('/) new and sparkling,

with all the gloss on, Pind.- [], ov, newly taken as booty, Anth.-, ov, (-) newly cleaned, II., Plut.- [], ov, new-carved, Anth.-, 4s, () newly drawn, Aesch.-, $, , i), fresh-plucked, Soph.-£, ov,() newly sown,fresh-sown, Aesch., Att., f. , (') to hatch,

Ar. 2. to build a nest

:

—Pass., ' i)v-4 yeVea as many as had their nests built,

Hdt., Ion. -, Att., i), (5) a nest of
young birds, a nest, Hdt., Att., Att., , Dim. of 05, 5,
a young bird, nestling, chick, Ar., Att., tSos, i), — ioreg., of a girl, Anth.-, Att.-, ov, rearing chickens, Anth., Att., , (v4os) a young bird, nestling,

chick, II., Soph., etc. 2. any young animal, as a
young crocodile, Hdt. ; of young children, Aesch., Eur.-', Att.-, Pass, to be reared as

in the nest, of a child, Ar., Dor. for -ous, acc. pi. of5.-, ov,() newly twisted,) II.-,, 4s,() fresh-slain, Soph., Eur.-, 4s, (') newly initiated, Plat.-§, ov, newly wrought, II.-, 4s, () newly made, II., t]tos, , (v4os) youth, Lat. juventa, II., Eur.,

etc. 2. youthful spirit, impetuosity , Hdt. : in

Mm
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bad sense, rashness, petulance, Plat., etc. II.

collective, like, a body of youth, the youth,
Lat. juventus, Hdt., Thuc., etc.-, Dor.-, ov, newly cut, Theocr.-, ov, () having just brought forth, Eur.-, ov, () fresh cut or ploughed, Aesch. ;

v. newly inflicted, Soph. II. fresh
cut off, fresh cut, Eur.-, ov, () =, Aesch.,,,,,-', . veocro*-., to make new, renew, Anth. From-, , = sq., Plut.-, 6v, (^) new-made, Plat,-, ov, () lately wounded, II., Hes.-, ov,() newly trodden, Anth.-5, ov, of blood, fresh-shed, Eur.-, ov, newly planted : metaph. a new convert,

neophyte, . T.-, ov,() newly imprinted, Soph,, , =, new, Aesch., Eur., Ar. II. of

political innovations, , = sq., Hdt.
Hence, =, esp. to make political innova-
tions, Lat. res novas tentare, caused
many innovations, Thuc.-, ov, with the first down or beard, Anth., only used in aor. i, () to renovate, renew,

Aesch. :—Med., had them re-

newed, Anth.', ol, young ones, children, Od., Theocr. (An
old word of uncertain deriv.)', and before a vowel or metri grat.' =.', a, ov,() underground, Anth.-» , , the courier of the dead, Luc., a, ov, and os, ov, =, lower, nether,

Lat. inferior, a Comp. without any Posit, in use(,), Aesch. 2. mostly of the world be-

low, Trag". ; Soph.;, Lat. inferi,

the dead, Aesch., etc. ; also, v.,,,
of the realms below, Soph., Eur., , an unknown bird of prey, Ar.,, , () a nod or sign, Thuc. ;

for a mere nod, i. e. without cause, Xen., Ep. contr. for., Ion. -, , — 1 1, a string or cord of
sinew, a bowstring, Horn., Hes., etc., , Ep. for, Theocr., , Ion. for:—, -, Ep. gen. and
dat.- [], ov, with sounding strings, Anth.
NEY~PON, , a sinew, tendon ; in pi., the tendons of
the feet, II., Plat. 2. metaph. in pi.,, of lyric odes, their sinews, vigour, Ar.

;

Aeschin. II. gut, cord
made of sinew, for fastening the head of the arrow to

the shaft, II. : the cord of a sling, Xen.-, es, () plaited with sinews, Anth.', to stitch or mend shoes, Xen. From-, ,( ,) one who stitches

with sinews, a mender of shoes, cobbler, Ar., Plat.-, ,( 1 1, ) drawn by the

— NE'a
string, v. the arrow drawn and just ready
to fly, Soph.- s ov, () drawn by strings, moved
by strings, of puppets, Hdt., Xen.-, es, () stretched by sinews, made of
gut, Anth.-, , () delighting in the bowstring
or in the lyre, Anth., only in pres., () to nod, of a warrior

threatening his foe, II. ; of one making signs, Od. ; of

one fainting, lb.', verb. Adj. of , one must swim, Plat., tj, , ( ) able to swim, Plat., f.- : aor. , Ep. : pf. :

—

to nod or beckon, as a sign, Horn. : c. inf. to beckon

to one to do a thing, in token of command, Horn.,

Eur. 2. to nod or bow in token of assent, Horn.,

Soph. :—c. acc. et inf. to promise that, II. :—c. acc.

rei, to grant, promise, Soph., Eur. 3. generally, to

bow the head, bendforward, of warriors charging, II. ;

of ears of corn, Hes. ; v. to stoop, Eur. :—c. acc.

cogn., v. Od. 4. to incline in any way, v.

to incline towards, Thuc. :—of countries, like

Lat. vergere, to slope, v. Polyb.', , () a cloud, Horn., etc. 2. metaph.,, of death, II. ;

v. a cloud of sorrow, Horn. ; ,
i. e. with his blood, Soph. II. a bird-net, Ar.-, Ep. for -, ,() only in nom.
and in Ep. gen., cloud-gatherer, cloud-

compeller, of Zeus, Horn.-', , a cloud-centaur, Luc.-, ,() Cloud-cuckoo-town, built

by the birds in Ar. :—, <5, a Cloud-
cuckoo-man, Id., , , (as if from to form clouds)

clouded : made of clouds, Luc.-, , () cloud-like, Anth.', eos,, a cloud, mass or pile of clouds, Horn.,

etc. 2. metaph., the cloud of death,

Id.; so, v., of blindness, Soph.; v.,
Eur. ; v. a cloud upon the brows,

Id. II. metaph. also a cloud of men or birds, II.,

Hdt. ; v. the cloud of battle, II.

(sc. ), , nephritis, a disease of the

kidneys, Thuc.', , in pi. the kidneys, Plat., etc. ; so in

dual, Ar.-, es, () =, Strab.

(a), to go, v..' () : impf., Ep. : f. : aor.

: pf. :

—

to swim, Od., Hdt., etc. :

—

metaph. of shoes that are too large, ah
I was floating in my shoes, as if they were

boats, Ar.

(c), f.: aor. :—-Pass., aor.

:

pf. :

—

to spin, of a spider, Hes. :

Med., the threads which [the Fates]

spun out to him, Od. :—Pass., Plat.

(d), f. : aor. :—Pass., pf. or-, Ion. 3 pi.

:

—to heap, pile, heap up,

to pile a funeral pyre, Hdt. ;
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Eur. :—Pass.,, Ar. ; -
Xen., Att. acc. of uews (vaos), a temple

:

— dat.', (5) to serve a temple : ironically, to

sweep clean, clean out, plunder a temple, Plat. ; and, Ion. -, , the office of , Anth.-, , the custodian of a temple, Lat. aedituus,

Plat., Xen. II. a title of Asiatic towns, which had
built a temple in honour of their patron-god, as Ephe-
sus was, v. . . (Deriv. uncertain.)', f. ), to haul a ship up on land, Lat. sub-

ducere navem, Polyb. From-, , (vavs,) a ship-haider, Arist.-, ov, newly bought, of slaves, Ar.-, es, () new, fresh, late, Lat. recens,- a lock of hair but just cut off,

Soph. ; Id., , (Vecopos) a place were ships are taken care

of, a dockyard, Ar., Thuc. ; also in pi., like Lat. nava-
lia, Eur., Thuc, etc. Cf.., idos, , —, Strab., , {yavs,) superintendent of the dockyard., , , Att. for vaos, (as for Kaos) a temple,

Aesch., etc. : gen. , dat. *, acc. :—pi. nom., acc..', Adv. of vios., Att. gen. of vavs.-, 6, (vavs, oikos) a dock, Ar. :—in pi. sheds,

slips, docks, in which ships might be built, repaired, or

laid up, being parts of the, Hdt., Thuc., Adv. of vios, for ecos, as for^-
\<as, lately , just now, Hdt., Soph.
'-, (vios, eros) Adv. next year, for next year, ets

Xen., Theocr., , ov, Sup. of vios, youngest, II. 2. most
recent, Arist., f. Att. , [5 n) to attempt any-
thing new, make a violent change, Thuc, Xen., etc. :

v. is to change [health] into sickness,

Thuc. II. to attempt political changes, make
innovations or revolutionary movements, Lat. res

novas tentare, Id., etc. 2. c. acc, v. )\ --
to revolutionise the state, Id. :—Pass.,-
, Id. Hence, , innovation, revolutionary movement,

Plat., etc. ; and, ov, , an innovator, Plut., , innovation, revolution, Thuc From-, , () innovating, revolutionary,
Thuc, Arist., a, ov, Comp. of vios, younger, II., Soph. :

—

the younger sort, men of military age,
Thuc. 2. too young, Od. :—c. gen., oi

those who are too young to remember
the events, Dem. II. of events, newer, later,

Pind. : metaph. later, worse, Soph. ; alone,

Lat. gravius quid, Hdt., Att.; v. ayys ;

Plat. ; or tivos Hdt.,

Thuc. 2. of political changes, , an in-

novation, revolutionary movement, Hdt., Xen.
-, negat. Prefix, being a stronger form of ava- privat.,

combined with short vowels, as in $,,

5,, or before consonants, as in,, )5., Att. Particle of strong affirmation, like Ep.; with

acc. of the Divinity invoked, (in familiar Att.,

Ai or ), Ar. ; also with the Art., Id.

;

, ', Id.,, Ion. acc. sing, and pi. of vavs.- [], , ov, new-made, 11. (Perh. from vios,

yi-yaa.)-, ov, (-, iy) tmwaking, viVypeTos vttvos

a sleep that knows no waking, deep sleep, Od. ; neut.

as Adv.,^ without waking, lb., , , (v^Sus) the bowels, entrails, II., ov, epith. of vttvos, either —, sweet, de-

lightful; or 2. from -,, sleep from which
one rises not, sound sleep, much like ^5,
Horn.' [], vos [], , the stomach, Od., Hes., Aesch.,

etc. 2. the belly
,
paunch, II., Hdt. ,· the womb, II.:

metaph., of earth, gremium telhcris, Eur., nom. pi. of vavs :—, Ep. dat. pl., Ep. longer form of D : Ep. aor. :

—

to heap, heap or pile up, Horn. II. to pile, load,

\yr\as\ )5 II. : Med., let

him pile his ship with gold, lb.,( c) to spin, Plat. ; 2 sing. Ion. impf.5,
Anth., Ion. dat. of vavs., aSos, , Ion. for Na'ias., , ov, Dor. and Trag., a, ov, also os, ov:

(vavs) :

—

of or for a ship, or alone,

s/zz/>-timber, Horn., idos, , Ion. for Nats.-, idos, , i) : acc., (-,) unknowing
of, ttnpractised in a thing, c. gen., Od. ; absol., II.

[], ov, , (vavs) consisting of ships, v.

a fleet, Thuc.-, is, (-, itipSos) unprofitable, Horn.-, , (-, tcipas) not homed, Ep. nom. pl.

Hes.-, ov, (-,) incurable, neut. as Adv.
incurably , Hes.-, (-,) not to hear, to give no heed

to, disobey one, c. gen., II., -, , () swimming, Anth., is, v..-, ov, () punishing without pity,

ruthlessly punishing, Hes., ews, , father of Nestor, Horn. :—Ep. Adj., II., etc. :—Patr.,, ov, , and, , or , Horn,-, is, Ep. neut. (as if from ^), Ep.

also, is, (vi)-, e\eos), pitiless, ruthless, II.;

with ruthless steel, Horn. ;

relentless sleep, which exposes men without defence to

ill, Od. ;5, . e. the day of death, Horn. :

—

Adv. Aesch. II. pass, unpitied, Soph.---', oi, nickname of philosophers,

barefoot and looking after oil, Anth., , , unshod, barefooted, Soph. (Commonly
deriv. from -, without shoe.)-, is, (-,) guiltless, harmless, Od.
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532 —, aros, , ( to spin) that which is spun, a

thread, yam, Od., Hes., Eur., , certainty, truth, Dor. Soph.-, 4s, Dor. and rag., (-,-
7) unerring, infallible, Od., Hes. ;

a sure decree, i. e. one that will infallibly be enforced,

Od. ;
or to speak sure

truths, Horn. ; Ion. Adv. as trisyll., Od., Ion. -, , stillness in the air, a calm,
in a calm, II. ; there

was a calm, a ceasing of all winds, Od. ;

Hdt. From-, , (-,) without wind, breezeless,

calm, hushed, II., Aesch., Eur. :—metaph., v.

Eur.| is,, , () a swimming, Batr.- [], , , poet, for, Anth.

-Kopos, ov, () poet, for, Anth.-, Att. -, , , (,) busying
oneself in a temple : a temple-keeper, Hes., Anth.-, f. , poet, for, to go by sea,

Anth., , Ion. for, a temple. II. Ion. gen. of

vavs.-, ov, () bearing ships, Anth., , —, Anth.-, , () banishing pain,
an opiate, Od. :

—

, as epith. of

Apollo, Anth., ', , Ep. forms of, childhood,

II. :—in pi. childish tricks or follies,

in childish fashion, in folly, Horn., to be childish, play like a child, II. From, ov, Ep. Dim. of, infantine, childish, II., =, Mosch.
7.', v.., Ion. , ov, (-,) not yet speaking, Lat.

infans, Horn. ; , v. Eur. :—also

young animals, II. II. metaph. like a
child, childish, silly, Horn., Hes. ; without fore-
thought, Horn., Aesch. Hence,, , childhood, childishness, Plat.-,, , , of childish mind, silly , Strab.-, ov, with unbraided hair, Bion.

or -i, Adv., Lat. impune, Plat. From-, ov, (-,) unavenged, Horn. :—neut.

as Adv., Od. II. with-
out share of fruitful trees, Pind., Dep. to play child's tricks, Anth. From

[], , ,() a little child, II., Ar. II.

as Adj. like a child, childish, II., , Ion. , , Nereus, a sea-god, son of

(the sea), father of the Nereids, Hes. Hence
or, '', , a daughter of Nereus, a

Nereid or Nymph of the sea, mostly in pi.,, \

Horn. ; Hes.; Att. Soph., Eur., , —, countless, Theocr., , =, countless, immense, Hes.:—
hence the name of the Ithacan mountain,

Horn., Ion. , ov, of an island, insular, Eur., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. of to spin.

'., =, Strab.

[], , Dim. of, an islet, Thuc., () to be orform an island, Polyb., , Dim. of, an islet, Strab.,, ,( c) spinning, Plat.5,, , Dim. of, an islet, Hdt., Thuc.§ [t],, ,() of or belonging to an island :

Dor. fern,,, Anth., , , fern, -, : Dor. -, ()
an islander, Hdt., Ar., etc. II. as Adj. of or

in an island, insular, Hdt., Eur. ; an
island rock, Aesch. Hence, , ov, of or from an island, Hdt., Eur. ;

having given it the

island name of Salamis, Eur. :—rb v. insular situa-

tion, Thuc.-, , () like an island, Strab.-, , () an island-fight, Luc., Dor., , an island, Lat. insula, Horn.,

Hes., etc. ; . , i. e.

in Peloponnese, Soph. ; , v. sub.
(Perhaps from to swim, as if floating land?), v.., , a fast, Hdt. From, f. , to fast, Ar., , , and , gen. or , pi. or: (-,) :

—

not eating,fasting, of persons,

Horn.; c. gen., Eur. :—metaph.,

over the hungry sand, Aesch. 2., hungry famine, Id. ; the

pains of hunger, Id. ; Id. 3. act.

causing hunger, starving, Id., , Dim. of, Xen., etc.-, ov, (-,) unavenged, Anth., {], ,( d) heaped, piled zip, Od.
NhTTTA, Ion., Boeot., a duck, Lat. anas
(gen. a-nat-is), Hdt., Ar., etc.

[], Dim. of, a little duck, Ar., Ion. for.', ov, v..-, ov, (-,) breathless, Hes., , —, Anth.8 [], , , (\) unmixed with wine, wine-
less,. the offerings to the Eumenides,
composed of water, milk, and honey, Aesch. II.

of persons, sober, . T.', aor. :—to drink no wm^Theogn., Plat.;

part, as Adj. —, Hdt., Plat. II.

metaph. to be sober, dispassionate, Xen.,, , , dat. pi. sober, Theogn., Soph., Dor. : Ep. impf., inf. : f.

: ( ) :

—

to swim, Od., Hes. :—also as Dep., part, ; f. : aor. part.

Anth. : = Act., Od., Anth.5, , ()) soberness, Strab.·5, , a pipe or whistle, used by the

to give the time in rowing, Ar. (Deriv. unknown., Ep. impf. ' : (the pres., from which

the tenses are formed, only in late writers) : f . :

aor. , Ep. :—Med., f. : Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 1 :—Pass., pf. :

—

to wash the

hands orfeet of another, Od. :—Med.,



to wash one's hands, II., Hes. ; so,, absol.,

to -wash one's hands, Od., etc. ; to wash
[with water] front the sea, lb. 2. generally to

purge, cleanse, Soph., Eur. II. to wash off,

washed off the sweat from the

skin, II. ;
' lb.:—Med.,

he washed the brine off his skin, Od. :—Pass.,

II.—The word is commonly said of persons

washing part of the person, while is used of

bathing, of washing clothes., Dor. for, fut. of., opos, , Dor. for, a conqueror, Plut.,-, Dor. for-., f .] : aor. , Ep. : pf . :

() : I. absol. to conquer, prevail, vanquish,
Horn., etc. ; the conqueror, the

conquered, II. ; iye-

I won the first prize, Thuc. ;

in the opinion of all the judges, Ar. ; c. acc.

cogn., he won all the bouts, II. ; -
Thuc. ; v. ' to be conqueror in the

01. games, Id., etc. 2. of opinions, to prevail,

carry the day, Horn., etc. ; [-]
according to the prevailing opinion, vote of the ma-
jority, Xen. :—impers., (sc. ) it was
resolved, Lat. visum est, c. inf.,

it was carried not to leave the city, Hdt.

;

it was the general opinion that

was the word, Thuc. 3. as law-term, v.

to win one's cause, Eur., Ar. II. c. acc. pers.

to conquer, vanquish, Horn., etc. ; .77

not to be born is best, Soph. ;

to win victory over one, Od. 2. gener-

ally of passions, etc., to conquer, to overpower, II. ;

ye force me to grant you
pleasure against my will, Soph. ; c. inf.,'

let not force prevail on thee to hate,

Id. 3. Pass., , like, to be
inferior to, give way, yield to, Id., Eur. ; ^v- Ar., poet. 3 sing. impf. of.

[f], , victory in battle, II., etc. ; in the games,
Pind., etc. :—c. gen. subjecti,

plainly belongs to Menelaus, II. ; but c. gen. objecti,

victory over opponents, Ar. 2.

generally, the tipper hand, ascendancy , -
to keep the fruits of victory, Xen. II. as

prop. n. Nike, the goddess of victory, Hes. Hence, Dor.,, , victorious, Anth.
[f],, ,() victory, Polyb., Aeol. for, Theocr. ; poet. 3 sing. impf., Pind., Theocr.€€, Ep. fut. inf. of., verb. Adj. of, one must conquer,

Eur., , ov, () belonging to a conqueror or
to victory ; v. a kiss as the conqueror's reward,
Xen. II. as Subst., (sc. ), ,
the prize of victory, Ar., Xen.; mostly in pi., Eur.,

Plat. 2. (sc. ), , the festival of
victory, Xen., , , () likely to conquer, conducing
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to victory, Xen. ; the most likely

way to conquer, Plut., f ., to carry off as a prize, v. to

win naught but tears, Eur. ; and, Dor.-, , a conquering, victory, Pind.-, Dor.-, ov, () bringing victory,

Aesch. II. () bearing off the prize, con-

quering, victorious, Pind., Soph., etc.-, ov,() prevailing in the council, Ar.

I vikos, , later form for, Anth., Att. for-, 3 pi. opt. of.
1 , Dor. and Trag. enclit. acc. of 3rd pers. Pron., like

Ep. and Ion. , for,, him, her, Pind.,

Trag. ;—rarely for , it, Pind., Aesch. ,· and for,- (in pi.), Pind. 2. for dat., Id.,, , () a washing vessel, basin, N.T., , () water for washing, mostly in pi.,

Eur., Anth., later form of., Ep. 3 pi. impf. :—f. [t] :
—

like, to go, go away, Horn., Pind. ; c. acc. loci,

to go to a place, Eur., ', in Hdt. and Att., carbonate of soda,

Hdt. (Prob. a foreign word.)

[t],, snow, acc. formed from a nom. , which
is not found, Hes.,, ,( a snowfiake, in pi. snowfiakes,
II., Hdt. ; as a simile for persuasive eloquence,

II. :—the sing, in collective

sense, a snowstorm, snow, lb., Pind. 2. generally,

a shower of stones, Aesch., Eur. ; v. the sleet

of war, Pind. II. as fem. Adj., =, Soph., , , ') falling snow, a snowstorm, Horn.,

Hdt., etc.-, , () like snow, snowy, Polyb.-,, , , =," Anth.-, , () snow-stricken, snowclad, of

mountains, Eur., Ar.,, , () snowy, snowclad, snowcapt,

Horn., Hes., etc.-, 4,() piled with snow, Soph.

[t], aor. 1 :
—to snow, pers.,

(Ep. inf.) when Zeus started to snow, II. ;

Xen. :—metaph., falling in a
shower of gold, Pind. 2. impers., it snows
(cf. ,), Ar. :—so in Med., -

when the sno\v is snowing, Aesch. 3. Pass.

to be snowed on, Hdt., Ar., etc., aor. 1 inf. of : , fut., heterocl. acc. of.
voepos, , , () intellectual, Plat., etc., f. : aor. 1, Ep., Ion.:
pf., Ion.

:

—Med., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1, Ion. part,

:

—Pass., aor. 1,
Ion.: pf., Ion.: 3 pi. plqpf. eve-

:

—to perceive by the eyes, observe, notice,

or . ; distinguished from mere

sight, lb. ;
°

Horn. :—hence, Od., etc. :

—so in Med., Theogn., Soph. II. absol. to

think, suppose, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; v. to be of
another mind, Hdt. :—part,, thoughtful,
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wary, discreet, Horn. III. to think out, devise,

j

contrive, purpose, intend, Od., Hdt. 2. c. inf. to
j

be minded to do a. thing-, II., Soph., etc. :—so in Med.,

II., Hdt. IV. to conceive of or deem to be so and
j

so, Soph. V. of words,

to bear a certain sense, to mean so and so,*
tcv rbv Ar., Plat. Hence,, , () that which is perceived, a per-

j

ception, thought, Horn., Hes., Att. : as an emblem of

swiftness, Od. 2. a thought,

purpose, design, Horn., Ar. II. like, under-
standing, mind, Horn. : disposition, Pind., ov, gen. ovos, () thoughtful, intelligent,

Od. II. in one's right mind, Hdt., Ion.,, , intelligence, thought, Plat. I, , , () intelligent, Arist., , , () perceptible to the mind, think- \

able, opp. to visible (), Plat.-, , Dor. and poet, for,()
base-born, Eur., , birth out of wedlock, Plut. From, to adulterate : Pass., aor. inf. Luc.

j-, , counterfeit charms, Anth.', , ov, and os, ov, a bastard, baseborn child,
J

i. e. one born of a slave or concubine, opp. to,
Lat. legitimus, II., Hdt., Att. ; II. II.

generally, spurious, counterfeit, supposititious, Plat,
i, , Dim. of,, Ar., ], , () of or for a herdsman's life,

nomadic, pastoral, Arist. :—Adv. -, like Nomads,
Strab. 2. Numidian, Polyb., a, ov,=, Anth., a, ov, () customary: , , like

j, customs, usages, Hdt.-, , , the chief of an Egyptian province
(), Hdt.,, , , () roaming about for pasture

:

roaming, pastoral tribes, Nomads, Hdt.,
Att. ; and as prop, n., Numidians, Polyb. II. fern.

Adj. grazing,feeding, at pasture, Soph. 2. metaph.,
wandering streams, Id.', , , later form for, Anth.,, ,() that which is put to graze,

i. e. a flock, Aesch., ews, Ep. , , () a shepherd, herdsman,
Horn., etc. II. a dealer out, distributer,
Plat. III. pi., the ribs of a ship, Hdt. Hence, f. , to put to graze, drive afield, of the
shepherd, Od. :—in Pass, of the flocks, to go to pasture,
Plat. 2. v. to eat down the pastures
with oxen, Lat. depascere, h. Horn. 3. absol. to be I

a shepherd, tend flocks, Theocr., ,() a pasture, pasturage, Hdt., Soph. 2.

fodder, food, Plat. 3. a feeding, grazing, of herds:

metaph., a spreading of fire, Polyb. ;, of a cancerous sore, to spread, . . II.

division, distribution, Hdt., Plat., etc., f. Att., Ion. pi. : aor. -, poet,, pf . :—Pass., f .-
: aor. : pf. : 3 sing, plqpf

.

: () :
—to hold or own as a custom or

usage, to zise customarily, practise, Hdt. ; v.

§8
to have a language in common tise, Id. ; v.

Id. :—Pass, to be the custom, be customary

,

Aesch. j was the fashion, Ar.
;—impers., as is the custom, Trag. :—part., , ov, customary, usual, Thuc. ; ·

customs, usages, Lat. instituta, Hdt., Att.

;

Eur. 2. to adopt a custom or usage," ''/ Hdt. 3.

c. dat. to be tised to a thing, -' , i. e. do not worship heroes, Id. :

hence to make common use of, use, Id. ; -\ Thuc. 4. c. inf. to have a custom of

doing, to be accustomed to do, Hdt. :—Pass, impers.," it is customary for them . . ,

Ar. ; it has been usual to be
called, Hdt. 5. Pass, to be ordered and governed
after old laws and customs, Id. II. to own,
acknowledge, consider as, v.

Soph. ; Ar. :

—

.
to hold or believe in one as a god, Plat., Xen. :—hence,~] to believe in these [as godsj,

Hdt. ; not believing

in the gods in which the State believes, Xen., Plat. :

—but, to believe that there are

gods, Plat. ; v. Aesch. ;—so that v.

and v. differ, the one being to believe in

certain gods, the other to believe in gods generally,

cf. III. 2 :—Pass.," -
to be considered as . . , Hdt. 2. to esteem

or hold in honour, Pind. :—Pass, to be in esteem,

Plat. 3. c. acc. rei, to deem, hold, believe,

Id. 4. c. acc. et inf. to deem, hold, believe

that, Soph., Xen. ;—also, like, c. inf. fut. to

expect that . . , Soph. 5. Pass., with gen. of the

person in possession, ; whose sanc-

tuary is it held to be? Id. 6. absol.,- to speak with full belief, Plat,, , , () resting on law, conventional

,

Arist. :—Adv.-, Id. 2. relating to the law, N.T.,
Plut. II. learned in the law, a lawyer, . T., , ov, () conformable to custom, usage,

or law, customary , prescriptive, established, lawful,

rightful, Eur. :

—

[] Xen. II., , usages, custo?}is, Hdt., Att. 2. funeral
rites, Lat. justa, Thuc. III. Adv. -, Plat.

:

Comp.— Xen., , ov, also , ov,() of shepherds, pastoral,

v. , i. e. Pan, h. Horn. ; of Apollo, as shepherd of

Admetus, Theocr., , () usage, prescription, custom, -
the established belief about

the Deity, Thuc., , , () anything sanctioned by

usage, a custom, institution, Trag., Ar. II.

current coin of a state, Hdt.', a, ov, verb. Adj., to be accounted, Plat,, Pass, to be current, Polyb.&, , written legislation, Strab. From-, ,() one who draws up laws.( ) a composer of music, Plat,-, , , one who explains laws, Plut.-, , , = sq., Plut.

the

II.



$$—.-, , a teacher of the law, . ., , lawgiving, legislation, Plat. From', f., to make laws, Plat., Xen., etc. :

—

Med. to make lawsfor oneself
,
frame laws, Plat. II.

trans, to ordain by law, Id., etc. :—Pass., impers.,

it hath been so

ordained by law, Hdt. Hence, aTos, to, a law, ordinance, Plat.-', , , () a lawgiver, Thuc, Plat.,

etc. II. at Athens, the Nomothetae were a
committee of the dicasts charged with the revision of

the laws, Dem.', a, ov, verb. Adj., to be settled by law,
Plat. 2. trans, one must ordain by law, Arist.» , , of or for a lawgiver or legislation,

Plat. : - (sc.) legislation, Id. II. of

persons, fitted for legislatio?i, Arist., Adv. () to pasture, Horn., , () a feeding-place for cattle, pasture,
Horn. ; v. a woodland pasture, Od. 2. herbage,
h. Horn. :—generally, food, Hes., Ar. 3. metaph.,

a wide range for words, II. II.

an abode allotted or assigned to one, a district, pro-
vince, Pind., Soph., etc.; to have one's

dwelling-place, Hdt., Ar. 2. one of the districts

into which Egypt was divided, Hdt., etc. ; applied

also to other provinces, Id. III. anything
assigned, a usage, custom, law, ordinance, Lat. insti-

tutum, Hes.; custom is lord

of all, Pind. ap. Hdt. ; , according to custom
ox law, Hes., Hdt., Att. ; poet, Pind. :

—

.
contrary to law, Aesch. :—dat. by custom,

conventionally, opp. to, Hdt., Arist. :—at Athens
were Solon's laws, those of Draco being- called. 2. by the law offorce, in

the fight or scuffle, Hdt. ; in actual

warfare, Arist. ; also, to

come to blows, Hdt. IV. a musical mode or

strain, Aesch., Plat., etc. ; Ar. 2.

a song sung in honour of some god, Hdt.; -
wax-tunes, Thuc.- [],, , guardian of the laws, Plat.-, ov,() palsying the mind, Anth., , Att. contr., , : in late writers

are found cases of the third deck, gen., dat. vo'i,

acc. : 1. mind, perception, Horn., etc.;

heedfully , Od. ; senselessly , II. ;

wisely, Hdt. ; to apprehend it, Id. ;

to keep in mind, Id. 2. means a.

to have sense, be sensible, Soph., Ar., etc. ;

to aim too high has no
sense, Soph. b. to have one's mind directed to

something,' , Id.

;

Eur. 3. the mind, heart,

Od. ; so, , Horn. ;

with all his heart and soul, Hdt., etc. 4. one's

mind, purpose, ; what do
you intend to do ? Id. ; , c. inf., to

intend, Id. ; II. II. the sense or

meaning of a word or speech, Hdt., Ar., , , () liable to sickness, sickly,

Arist.

535, , , —, Eur.; . a bed of sick-

ness, Id. :—Adv., Arist., f . : pf. : () :

—

to be sick, ill,

to ail, whether in body or mind, Hdt., Att. ;
-

not yet having suffered from
the plague, Thuc. ; v. to be affected in the

eyes, Plat.; vb,—, Soph. :—also of things,

yrj Xen. 2. of passion, v. to be mad,
Soph. ; Id. 3. generally,

to be in an unsound state, to suffer,

Eur. ; . Id. :—of states,

to suffer from faction, be in disorder, Hdt., , care of the sick, nursing, Plut. II.

(from Pass.) matter discharged from a sore, Soph. From, only in pres., to tend a sick person, Babr.,, ,() a sickness, disease, plague,
Soph., etc. 2. metaph. disease, affliction, Aesch.,

Plat. 3. of disorder in a state, Plat., etc. Hence,-, , =, Arist., , , like, diseased, unhealthy, Xen.', Ion., , sickness, disease, malady,
Horn., etc. II. generally, distress, misery,

suffering, sorrow, evil, Hes., Trag. 2. disease of
mind, Trag.; v., i.e. madness, Soph. 3. of

states, disorder, sedition, Plat. 4. aplague, bane,

of a whirlwind, Soph.-, , () care of the sick, Plat., v..-', f., contr. for, Anth.', f. , to covie or go back, return, esp. to

one's home or country, Horn., Soph., etc. 2. to

return safe, to escape, II., etc., ov,() belonging to a return, v.*
the day of return, i. e. the return itself, Od. ; so, v.

Aesch. 2. able or likely to return, alive, safe,

Lat. salvus, Od. II. of plants, yielding a return,

productive, what was most
flourishing in you, Luc., , , () a return home or homeward,
Horn. ; c. gen. objecti, his chance of
returning to Greece, Od. ; thy

way to the land of the Phaeacians, lb. 2. generally,

travel, journey , v. a journey after (i.e. in

search of) food, Soph. ; v. " Eur., before a vowel or metri grat. -, though

may also be elided : I. as Adv. of Place, aloof,

apart, afar, away, Horn. ; v. having looked aside,

Od. ; aloof from, II.; . . , like

. . , besides, except, Theocr. II. as Prep.

aloof or away from, far from, Horn., Hes. 2.

without, forsaken or unaided by, Horn., Aesch. 3.

of mind or disposition, apart

from the Achaians, i.e. of a different way of thinking,

II. ; v., Lat. clam Cerere, without her know-

ledge, h. Horn. 4. beside, except, -
Od. ;
' II., Dep., with aor. med. and pass, -
(Ep., part,),-

:

—to turn one's back upon a person, to turn

away, shrink back, Horn. 2. to turn away from
a person, c. gen., Od. 3. c. acc. to forsake,

abandon, Horn., Soph. II. after Horn., in Act.,
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Att. fut. : aor. :—z'o s<?£ apart or

aloof, to separate, remove, Eur. :—metaph., v. tlvo.

to separate him from life, i.e. kill him, Soph, j

so, v. alone, Aesch. 2. to deprive, rob,

one of a thing-, Pind.; also, ^ twos Aesch.,

Eur. 3. Med. to put aside for oneself, to appro-

priate, purloin, Xen. :

—

v. to appro-

priate part of the price, X. T. b. but the Med.
is also just like the Act., to deprive, rob, Eur.-, es, ^] sickly, diseased, ailing, Plat.,

etc. H. act. pestilential, baneful, Eur., , , [votos) wet, damp, moist, Eur.;

v. a storm of rain, Thuc., , ] wet>;'' spring- rains, II., f. , [votos) to wet :—Pass, to be wetted
or wet, Plat., Anth., , ov, and os, ov : voros) :

—reef, ?noist, damp,
II., Aesch. :

—

, i. e. the open sea, Od. II.

southern, v., i. e. the Indian ocean, Hdt., . , [votos) moisture, wet, Eur., , the south or south-west wind, Lat. Auster,

Od., Hdt. . etc. 2. Xotv.s is personined as god of the

S. \vind, Hes. II. the south or south-west quarter,

rpbs vorov tt\s Hdt.; rrpbs v. tt}s -oAea-sThuc., contr. for.-, , . [vovs, ) choke-full of sense,

clever : Adv. —, Ar., , =, Ar.-', f .,) to put;}: ?/:ind, to admonish,
warn, advise, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ;—c. dupl. ace,' ' Soph. :—Pass., Id.,

etc. 2. v. , Ar. Hence, aros, , admonition, warning, Aesch..
Eur., etc.

; given to me, Soph.', , admonition, warning, Eur., Plat., etc., a, ov, verb. Adj. to be admonished,
Eur. 2., one must warn, Arist., , . -monitory, Plat., , , — foreg\, Xen.-, , Att. contr. for-. [veos. ] the

new moon, the first of the month, Pind., Ar. ; v., to denote the true 7iew moon, as opp. to the

of the calendars, Hdt., Ar., etc.', , good sense, discretion, Polvb. From-, is, with understanding, sensible,

discreet, Polyb. Adv. —, Id., , Att. contr. for voos.~, if, Ion. for vooOs.-, ov, Ion. for, Anth., , v. II., aor. 2 pass. part, of :—, inf., , ) a pricking, puncture, Plut.-', f.,& to watch by night, Plut.', ov, ) night.', name of Bacchus, from
his nightly festivals, Anth.-', ov. 6, one who rows by night, Anth., \, , fit for hunting by night, Xen., f. , ') to pass the night, Xen. :

of soldiers, to keep watch by night, bivouac, Id., ov. nightly, Ar., , , () by night, nightly, Lat. noc-
turnus, Ar. : v. to happen by night, Id.

.', a, ov, and os, ov, =foreg\, Luc, Anth., (Sos, ,() a bat, Lat. vespertilio, Od.,
Hdt., Ar., ov, —, Aesch., Soph,-, , () appearing by night, Eur.-', f. , [] to summon by night,

Eur.; so in Med., Aesch. Hence, , a nightly summons, Eur.-, , [epe<pa>) covered by night, murky,
Aesch.-, ov, ') roaring by night, Eur.-', , , thief of the night, Anth.-,, 6, the night-raven, Anth.--, ov. tpaytiv) eating secretly by

(

night, Anth.- Jl_, ov, igh i'y-sc u n di ng, Anth.-, es,() illumined by night alone,

i. e. murky, dark, Simon.

I

', a, ov, ) nightly, Anth.
1--, ov, ] ;: igh tly-roa i ng-ro-

and-fro, Anth.-, ov, making to watider by night,

j

rousing from bed, Aesch. ; v. a restless, uneasy
bed. Id.

;

-,, ov, reaming by night, Luc.--, ov,) roaming by night, Eur.-, solemnised by night, Aesch.

;

-,, es. shining by night, Anth. II.-, ov, appearing by night, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, ) n igh i-rearning, Aesch.-, ov, watching by night, Aesch.
=, , , () a night-hunter, Xen.

! -,', f. \,] to fight by night, Plut.,, [on. -, tj, a night-battle, Hdt., Thuc.--, ov, roaming about

j

by night, Ar.-, f. ,, -opos" to irate' by night, Xen., r\, a night-journey , night-march, Polyb.,', f. ,, to keep guard by night, v.

to watch the outer parts by night, Xen. From- ~p~
. o.kos, , , a night-watcher, warder,

j
Lat. excubitor, Xen., , (|) a temple of Night, Luc.-, , ] —, Eur., Adv.,( = by night, Hes.. Soph., etc., Ep. voc. for. II., Dor. for.', to lead the bride to the bridegroom's

j

house, yapjovs v. to court a marriage, Plut. From-,, , leader of the bride, Eur., , ) a temple of the nymphs, Plut., a, ov, of or sacred to the nymphs,
Eur., Anth., a, ov. and os, ov ) of a bride, bridal,

nuptial, Pind., Eur. II. as Subst., 1. -
sc. ), , the bridechamber, Soph. 2.

v
sc.\ , nuptial rites, marriage, Id. 3.

thine own son's bride, Id.', aTos.To,[] marriage, espousal, Soph.,

Eur. II. in sing, the person married, v.

iv '
z. good match for him, 5 Eur.



—'. 537, , ov, nuptial, Eur. From, , ,() one who escorts the bride

to the bridegroom's house, negotiator of a marriage,
Plat. II. a bridegroom, husband, Eur. Hence, , a bride's-maid, Ar., f. , () to lead the bride, to give in
marriage, betroth, Eur. 2. to marry, of the woman,
Lat. nubere, Soph. ; but also of the man, Lat. ducere,

Eur.; of both parties,, ev Id. II.

Pass. c. fut. med. ; aor. med. et pass.4, :

—

to be given in marriage,
marry, of the woman, Id. ; v. e/c rivos to be wedded by
him, Id. III. in Med. of the man, to take to wife, Id.', , Ep. voc. : Dor. :

—

a young
wife, bride, Lat. nupta, II., rag. 2. any married
woman, Od., Eur. 3. a marriageable maiden, II.,

Hes. — La.t.nurus,datighter-in-law,N.T. II.

as prop, name, a Nymph, Horn. ; 6eai II. ;

distinguished by special names, spring-nymphs being
Naiades, s<?a-nymphs, ir^-nymphs,, mountain-nymphs,,
meadow-nymphs. 2. persons in a state

of rapture, as seers and poets, were said to be caught
by the Nymphs,, Lat. lymphatici. III.

the chrysalis, or pupa of moths, Anth. Hence
[t], , ov, and os, ov, of a bride, bridal, Eur.,

Ar.» ), , — foreg., Trag., etc., , () a bridegroom, one lately married,
Horn., etc. ; in pi., rots to the bridal

pair, Eur. II. as Adj., a, ov, bridal, Pind.-, 4s, ({') nymph-bom, Anth.-, ov, to be deplored by wives, Aesch., f. ), to dress a bride, Anth. II.

intr. to dress oneself as a bride, Eur. From-, ov,) dressing a bride :—generally,

bridal, Eur.-, ov, caught by nymphs, Plat., to escort the bride, Anth.-, ov,() escorting the bride.-, ov, () honouring the bride : v.

the bridal song, Aesch.,, ,{) the brideckamber, . T., Adv. now, at this very time, Lat. nunc, o\

mortals who now live, such as they are now,
II. ; so in Att., ol men of the present
day ; rb the present time, Plat. ;

—

(often

written) used simply like, Hdt., Att. 2.

also of what is just past, just now, but now, Horn.,

Soph. 3. now, i.e. as it is, as the case now
stands, Thuc. ; so,\ even in this case,~X.en. II.

besides the sense of Time, the enclit., denotes 1.

immediate sequence of one thing upon another, then,

thereupon, thereafter, Horn. 2. also by way of

Inference, then, therefore, II., etc. 3. used to

strengthen a command, quick then I II.;

?, etc. ; , &ye , , aiya,
etc., Xen. :—also to strengthen a question, ris;

; who then ? what then ? Id.

, stronger form of, with pres. now, even now,
Plat. 2. with past tenses, just now, iyw/ Id.

, Att. form of, strengthd. by -t demonstr., now,
at this moment, Dem., Aeschin. So in familiar Att.,, for , Ar. ;, for ', Id.',, , Lat. nox, night, i. e. either the night-

season or a night, Horn., Hes., etc. ; by night,

Lat. noctu, Od., Att. ; while it was still

night, Hdt. ; v. Soph. ; aKpas v. at dead of

night, Id. ; also, Hdt., Soph.;

—

the night
long, the livelong night, Horn. ; by nights,

Id.;

—

midnight, Plat. 2. with Preps.,

ava by night, II. ; Od. ; eis,
els v. towards night, Xen. ; just at

night-fall, Thuc, Xen. ; in the course

of the night, Plat. ; just after night-fall,

Xen. ;- far into the night, Id. :—
4 by night, II. ; , ttj v. Aesch.,

etc. 3. in pi., also, the watches of the night,

Pind., Plat. :— the Greeks divided the night into

three watches, Horn., etc. II. the dark of night,

Horn. 2. the night of death, Id. ; v."
Soph. III. | as prop, n., the goddess of Night,

daughter of Chaos, II., Hes. IV. the quarter of
night, i. e. the West, Hes., Ep. for, aor. of.' [], , , a daughter-in-law , Horn. ; in wider

sense, any female connected by marriage, II. II.

a bride, wife, Theocr., Anth., , , name of several hills sacred to Bacchus, h.

Horn., etc. ;—Adj., a, ov, Id.;, Ar., , , () like Lat. meta, the name of two
posts in the : 1. the turning-post, so

placed that the chariots driving up the right side of

the course, turned round it, and returned by the left

side (cf.), II. 2. the starting post, which

was also the winning post, Horn.', Att., f . , to touch with a sharp point,

to prick, spur, pierce, II., Hes. ;
having

nudged him with the elbow, Od. ; v.* to prick

it (and see what is in it), Ar., aor. and :

—

to nod in

sleep, to nap, shtmber, Xen., Plat. 2. to be sleepy,

napping, Lat. dormito, Ar., Plat. 3. to hang the

head, Anth. Hence, , , one that nods, nodding, Ar., Att. for.
\

~\,,, nightly watch,,Lat. pervigilium,

Eur. From, f. , () to watch the night through, to

pass the night, Eur.-, , () a night and a day, . T.

[], , ov, and , ov, nightly, i. e., 1. of

persons, doing a thing by night, Hes., Aesch., etc. 2.

of things, happening by night, Soph., Eur. 3. of

places, dark as night, gloomy, Aesch., Eur.

, v. III., , , (-,) toothless, Ar., Theocr., , easefrom pain, Theocr. II. an ano-

dyne, Pind. From-, ov, (-,) =, q. v., withoutpain,

Pind. II. act. soothing pain, anodyne, Soph., , shcggishness, dulness, Plat., etc. From', is, gen. ios, sluggish, slothful, torpid, epith.



of the ass, II., Eur., etc. 2. of the understanding-,

dull, stupid, somewhat dull, Hdt., Ion. for, aor. pass, imper. of., ,,=, sluggish, slothful, torpid, Plat., we two, v. " ill. Hence

[, a, ov, of orfrom ks two, Horn.', Adv. -without pause, unceasingly , continually

,

Horn. :— so,', . ; v. to persevere,

Ib.j but, v. they were murdered withoutpause,

i. e. one after the other, Od. ^Deriv. unknown.), f. , (ve'uw i) to deal out, distribute, esp.

food and drink at festivals, Horn. II. ( ill. 2

to direct, guide, control, 1. of weapons, to handle,

wield, sway the lance, shield, rudder, Horn. ; so

metaph., was steering it, Lat.

gubernabat, Pind. ; v. hr\ Aesch. 2. of

the limbs, to ply -nimbly, yovvara II. ; v.

Soph. ; v. to move the brow, Aesch. 3. to

rjevolve in the mind, Od. : to observe, watch, Hdt., rag., Att. for, v. ., ov, Ep. for, used when the penult,

is to be long, Horn., Hes., ov, (-,, Aeol. for) nameless, un-
known, inglorious, Od., Aesch., Soph. II. c.

gen., without the name of Sappho,
i. e. without knowledge o/^her, Anth., o-kos, , , flashing, gleaming, of metal, II.

(Deriv. uncertain.),, Ion. and Dor. for -, aor. 1

med. part, and inf. of.-,, , , with mailed back, Batr., a, ov, ycarov) of the back or spine, v.

the spinal vertebrae, Eur., () only in aor. 1, to turn one's

back, Lat. terga dare, Eur. ; c. acc. cogn.,

to turn about in backward course,

Soph. II. to cover the back of, Eur.;

to skim the sea, Aesch., aTos, ,() thai which cavers the back,

of wings, Eur., , or, , pi. always, :

—

the back,

Lat. tergum, II.; often in pi., like Lat. terga, Horn.;, to turn the back, i. e.

flee, Hdt. ; Plut. ; from behind,
in rear, Hdt., Thuc. II. metaph. any wide
surface, eV Horn. ; of plaiiis,

Pind., Eur. 2. the back or ridge of a hill, Pind.,

Eur. ; of a chariot, Eur.-, ov, () carrying on the back : as

Subst. a beast of burthen, Xen., , moving slowly and heavily, sluggish,
Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, Ep. -, , laziness, sluggishness, II.

A.

A> ) to'j indecl., fourteenth letter of the Gk. alpha-

bet : as numeral f = 60, but = 60,000 : introduced in

the archonship of Euclides, 403 B.C.—It is a double con-

sonant, compounded of ~, , or. Changes 1.

—.
\

in Aeol. and Att. appears as an aspirated form of , cf

.

j
with, with cum ;—or of , cf . with

i
, with Lat. sextarius ; and so in Dor. fut. of

Verbs in -, for

\
. 2. interchanged with , Ion.,

j
for,., f. : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1 :

—

to comb or card wool, so as to make it fit for spinning,

Od.,etc. 2. of cloth, to full or dress it, Ar. II.

metaph. to dress, thrash, beat, , -
Plut.:—Pass., mangled, Anth.;—c. acc.

cogn., . (sc.) Dem., , , Xanthias, name of a slave in Comedy,
Ar.;—no doubt he had yellow hair; cf..|, f. Att. , () to make yellow or brown,

by roasting or frying, Ar.-, , . yellow-haired , Solon, Theocr.|- Ld], ov,() withyellow head, Anth.-, , , () =, Pind., Theocr.
.', ), , yellow, of various shades; of golden

j

hair, Horn. ; so, bay or chestnut mares,

II. II. ". paroxyt., as prop. n. 1. a

j
stream of the Troad, so called by gods, by men Sca-

I

mander, lb. 2. a horse of Achilles, Bayard, the

j other being5, Dapple, lb. Hence,, , yellowness, esp. of hair, Strab.

I

',^) to have yellow hair, Strab.

;

-, , () yellow by nature, Anth.-,, , , with yellow coat, Anth.-, ov, () with yellow skin, Mosch.-, |, Ion. for -., , () Ion. for which is not used,

a hosfs gift, given to a departing guest, Horn. ;

!
Od.,,,. Ion. for -,,,', Ion. for -,,,, Ion. for -.-.', , , one who takes charge of guests, Pind.', f., to be -, Xen., Dem. II.

to guide strangers, shew them the sights, Luc. : Pass.,

impers., - your work as a guide has

been done excellently, Plat.|-, , \-/) a commander of auxiliary or

j

mercenary troops (), Thuc, Xen., etc. (The form

j

is Dor. ; but like many military terms, it was adopted

!
in Att.) II. a strangers guide, Plut.-, , , poet. |-,() one who cheats

strangers, or, who cheats his host, Eur.-, is, ^) aiding strangers, Pind.

', , fern, of : 1. (sub.- a female guest :

a foreign woman, Aesch., etc. 2. ^sub. 777), a

foreign country, Soph., Xen.|, , at Sparta, expulsion of foreigners, an

j

alien act, Thuc, Plat., etc. From-', f.,() to banish foreigners, Ar., ), Ep., Ion. : .) :
—the rights of

a guest, hospitality , friendly entertainment or recep-

tion, Lat. hospitium, Od., Hdt., etc. 2. a friendly

j
relation between two foreigners, or between an indi-

I

vidual and a foreign state (cf. ,

\
, Lat. hospitium facere cum aliquo, Hdt.;

. because of theirfriendly relations, Thuc.

;



—
by thyfriendship with us, Soph. 3.

the state or disabilities of an alien, (sc.) to be indicted as an alien, Ar., Ion. and Ep., f. , Ep., Att. :

Ep. aor. or: ():—to receive

or entertain strangers, to receive as a guest, Lat.

hospitio excipere, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; . . 1- to present with hospitable gifts, Xen. :—me-
taph.,* , i. e. who fell not in battle,

Soph. :—Pass, to be entertained as a guest, Hdt.,

Att. II. to astonish by some strange sight,

Polyb. :—Pass, to be astonished, Id. III. intr.

to be a stranger, speak "with a foreign accent, Luc. :

to be strange or tcnusual, Id., , , and 6s, 6v; Ion. :

—

of or for a
stranger, of foreign kind, opp. to, Eur.

;

the taxes paid by aliens at Athens, Dem. ;

—

rh

. the class of aliens, Arist. ; . (sc.)
the court in -which aliens sued or were sued, Id. 2.

of soldiers, hired for service, mercenary , Hdt., Xen. :

= , a body of mercenaries, Ar., Thuc,
etc. 3. =, hospitable, friendly, Aeschin. :

—

] friendly relation, as between host and guest,

Arist. II. foreign, alien, Hdt. ; .
foreign names, Plat. ; of style, foreign, i. e. abounding
in tmusual words, Arist., a, ov, Att. also os, ov, Ion. :

—

belonging
to a friend and guest, hospitable, as pro-

tector of the rights of hospitality, II., Aesch. :

—

-
. the guests' table, Od. ; bound to

him by ties of hospitality, Hdt. 2., Att.,, friendly gifts, meat and drink, given to the

guest by his host, Horn. ; as a

friendly gift, Aesch. ; Xen. ;

to invite any one to eat with you, Hdt.,

etc.; metaph., ' Eur. II.

foreign, Pind., Att.', , () the entertainment ofguests, Thuc., , =, Plat., , a living abroad, Luc. From, f. , () to live abroad, Luc. II.

Dep., to be inforeign service, Isocr.-,, , one who murders guests, Eur.-, , , (dais) one that devours guests or

strangers, of the Cyclops, Eur.', Ion.-, to entertain guests or strangers,

Hdt., Eur., etc. :—in late Gr.', . . From
j-, Ion. and Ep., b,() one
\

who receives strangers, a host, Od. Hence, , entertainment of a stranger, Xen.-, , , a host, epith. of Bacchus, Anth.,, , () full of strangers, Eur.-', f. ), () to sacrifice strangers, Strab., Ion.-, to slay guests or strangers,

Hdt., Eur. II. to slay one's host, Eur. From-, ov, () slaying guests or strangers,
Eur., Aeschin.', f . ), to enlist strangers, levy mercenaries,
Dem., etc. From--, ov, (^ levying mercenaries, Polyb.-, f., [) to have a strange feeling,

feel strange or shy, Plut.

'. 539', , Ion. (used also by Trag.) : I. a
guest-friend, i. e. any citizen of a foreign state, with

whom one has a treaty of hospitality for self and heirs,

confirmed by mutual presents (" and an appeal to, Horn. 2. of one of the parties bound by
ties of hospitality, i.e. either the guest, —,
the host, Id., Hdt., etc. 3. any one entitled to

hospitality, a stranger, refugee, Od. 4. any stranger
ox foreigner, Hes., Att. :—the term was politely used
of any one whose name was unknown, and the address

< came to mean little more thanfriend, Soph. II.

a foreign soldier, hireling, 7nercenary, Thuc, Xen.
B. as Adj. ', , ov, and os, ov, Ion., ,

ov, foreign, Soph., Eur., etc. II. c. gen. rei,

strange to a thing, ignorant of it, Soph. :—Adv.,

I am a stranger to the language,

Plat. III. alien, strange, unusual, Aesch.--, , a lodgingfor guests or strangers, Soph., Ion. -, , hospitality, Od.-, ov, ()) honouring strangers, Aesch.', f., () to entertain strangers, to

maintain mercenary troops, Thuc, Dem.', f. ), to viurder strangers, Eur. From-, ov, (*) viurdering strangers, Eur., Ion., f.,() to make one's friend
andguest, Aesch. II. mostly in Pass., with fut. med.

: pf . : aor. : 1. to

enter into a treaty of hospitality with one, Lat. kos-

pitio jtmgi, c. dat., Hdt., Xen. ,· absol., Xen. 2. to

take up his abode with one as a guest, to be enter-

tained, Trag. 3. to be in foreign parts, to be

abroad, Soph., Eur. : to go into banishment, Eur.,, , () a guest-chamber, Eur.', ,( II. 3) & being abroad, Eur., , , Ion. for, dry, to the dry
land, Od., Anth.',, , () =, Anth.
'-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of.', , , = Lat. sextarius, nearly a. pint, N.T.-, ], , smoothed, polished, wrought, Horn., Hdt.,

Att. ; .' halls ofpolished stone, II. From, impf. : aor. 1 , Ep.: — Pass.,

pf .

:

—to smooth or polish by scraping, planing,

filing, of a carpenter, Od., etc.

(sc. 777), , dry land, v. ill., f. : aor. 1:—Pass., aor. 1-
: pf . : () :

—to parch up, dry tip,

Eur., Xen. :—Pass, to become or be dry, parched,

II., etc 2. to lay dry, Lat. siccare, Thuc.-', () properly to rub dry with oil,

without the use of the bath, Lex ap. Plut., Aeschin.-7', , ov, of the colour of withered vine-

leaves, bright red, Juven.
EHPCi, , , dry, Lat. siccus, opp. to, Hdt.,

Ar. ; , Horace's siccis oculis, Aesch. 2.

of bodily condition, withered, lean, haggard,

Eur., Theocr. II. like Lat. siccus, fasting, austere,

harsh, Eur., Ar. j Eur. III.

as Subst., (sc. yrj), dry land, Xen. 3 so,

Hdt. ; to leave the ships

aground, Thuc.,, , () dryness, Plat., Xen. : .
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the dryness, i. e. soundness, of their timbers,

Thuc.-', f. ), () to eat dry food, Anth.,

etc.-, , (*) sword in hand, Eur.-, ov, () sword in hand, Aesch., Eur., , Dim. of, a dagger, Thuc, etc., rjpos, , () a sword-belt, Plut.-, ov, () slain by the sword, .
death by the sword, Aesch.-, ov,() slaying with the sword, Soph.

[t], Aeol., cos, to, a sword, Horn.;

distinguished from, q. v., , the drawing of a sword, Plut. From-, , () drawing a sword, Aesch.|-, (*) a sword-cutler, Ar., , () an image carved of wood, Xen. :

generally, an image, statue, Eur.|-, , (*) a carving of images, Luc.,, 7], () a sculptor's chisel, Anth.-, ov,() with tawny wings, Eur.', ), , of a colour, between and,
yellowish, brown-yellow, tawny, epith. of the bee,

Eur.; of the nightingale, Aesch., Eur., etc. II.

later of sound, shrill, thrilling, Babr., Anth.-, for all words so beginning, v. sub -., , () a tool for scraping wood, a plane or

rasp, Xen. II. a sickle-shaped dagger, Id., f. ), () to carry wood, Dem. From-, , () carrying wood., , Dim. of, a piece of wood, a stick,

Polyb., () Med. to gather wood, Xen.

[], ), ov, () of wood, wooden, Hdt.,

Att. 2. metaph. wooden, Anth.-, for all words so beginning, v. sub-.', to beat with a stick, cudgel, Polyb., ], a cudgelling, Lat. fustuarium, Polyb.|, ov,() hewing or felling wood, Xen.

[y], , (perh. from) wood cut and ready for

use, firewood, timber, Horn. ; ) ship-timber,

Hes. ; .\\\. II. in sing, apiece

of wood, a post, Horn. : a perch, Ar. : a stick, cudgel,
club, Hdt., Ar. 2. a collar of wood, put on the

neck of the prisoner, Ar. :—also stocks, for the feet,

Hdt., Ar. ; cf.. 3. a plank or

beam to which malefactors were bound, the Cross,

. T. 4. a money-changer's table, Dem. 5.

the front bench of the Athenian theatre,

Ar. III. of live wood, a tree, Xen.-, 4s, ()) built of wood, Strab.-', (*) to work wood, Hdt. Hence, , a working of wood, carpentry, Aesch.-, ov, () eating wood, Strab.', to carry a stick, as the Cynics did, Luc.-, ov, () carrying wood., Dor.-, =, Theocr.- [], , (perh. from, ) a thicket,

copse, II., f., to make of wood. Hence, ), the woodwork ofa house,frame-work, Thuc.-, for all words so beginning, v. sub-.

—'.
, harsher pronunciation of , v. init. :—for

compds. of -, v. sub -,,, v. ).-, . for-, twenty together, Od., v.., ], ov, . and Ion. for, which does not

occur :) common property, common stock, II., ovos, , Dor. [], : () :

—

a
joint-owner, partner in a thing, c. gen., Hes.

;

, i. e. afflicted by sores, Pind. :—absol.,

a friend, Id., aor. of-., imper. of-, =-., imper. of-., . 3 ph impf. of-.-,, , the free, botmteous giver, Anth., ), , () older form of, common, public,

general, concerning or belonging to all in common,
II. ; earth the common property of

all, lb. ; ., i. e. war hath an even hand, is

uncertain, lb. ; . Hdt. ;

to speak for the common good, Aesch.-, ovos, , , (\) friendly-minded, Anth.-, 4s,() rejoicing in common, Anth.,, , v.., Ion. for-, part, of sq.', f . : aor. :—Pass., pf . :() :

—

to shave, Hdt. : proverb, of great danger or

sharp pain, it shaves close, touches the

quick, Soph. :—Med. and Pass, to shave oneself or

have oneself shaved, Hdt. ;

they have their whole body shaved, Id.-, , () keen as a rasor, Xen. II.

pass, close-shaven, Eur. ; with close ton-

sure, Id., , () a rasor, Horn., etc. :—proverb., eVl

death or life is

balanced on a rasor''s edge, II. ;

Hdt. ;

Soph.-, for words so beginning, v. sub -,, , () in pi., scrapings, Anth.-, for words so beginning, v. sub-, cf..,, , () a graving tool, Lat. scalprum,
Anth., Att.,, , () a xystis, a robe of

fine material, a robe of state, Ar., Plat., etc.-, ov,() spear-darting, Anth.|, , () the polished shaft of a spear, II.,

Hdt. 2. generally, a spear, lance, II., Eur., , () scraped, polished, Hdt., , () a covered, colonnade on the S. side of

the gymnasium, where athletes exercised in winter,

Xen., etc. : so called from its smooth and polished

floor.-, ov,() carrying a spear, Xen., Ep. impf. , aor.

:

—Pass., aor.'. : pf. : (akinto|eV) :

—

to scrape,

plane, smooth or polish, Od. : metaph.,

to scrape off, get rid of old age, h. Horn. :

—

Med., to shape oneself'a javelin-shaft,

Xen. II. to make smooth, work delicately, II.



.
, , , little or short , as . to

great or long o, i. e. double (for was orig. written oo,

i. e. oo) : fifteenth letter in the Greek alphabet : as

numeral o' = jo, but ,0 = 70,000.

In early times 0 represents both and ; and in

many words must have sounded like , as in

for,; while reversely, in Ion.

stand for .
Dialect, chang-es : Aeol. for a, as for-
;—for , for (Boeot.) ;—for v,

as for . 2. Dor. often into 01,44 for ay4 4. 3.

like a, is often rejected or prefixed for euphony, as4 64, . 4. in compd.
Adjectives, 0 is changed metri grat. into ,

into de7]y€vi]S.
6y , , is A. demonstr. Pronoun. B. the

definite Article. C. in Ep., the relative Pronoun,
when it is written with the accent o, 7}, — 0s, , .

Besides the common forms, note Ep. gen. sing.

for; pi. nom., ; gen. fem. [],
dat., and} ; dual gen. and dat. :

—

in Trag. we find 4 . . , . . , for 014 . . ,

ol ' . . ; dat. pi. also, : the dual has com-
monly but one gender, for, for.
. , , , demonstr. Pronoun : I. joined

with a Subst., not as the Art., but like Lat. ille, b

Tydeus' famous son, II. ; -
Nestor

—

that aged man, lb. ; Trjs for

honour, namely that of Priam, lb. II. without a
Subst., he, she, it, yap lb., etc. III. pecul.

usages, 1. before Relat. Pronouns, to call attention

to the foregoing noun, 4, far above the rest,

namely above those -who . . , lb. 2. 4 . . ,

. . , either in Opposition, 4 the former, the

latter), or in Partition, the one . . , the other . . , Lat.

hie . . , ille . . . IV. absolute usages of single

cases, 1. fem. dat. Trj, there, on that spot, Horn.

;

Trj, Trj Xen. :—with a notion of motion
towards, thither, II. b. of Manner, in this

way, thus, Od. ; Trj 4 . . , Trj ' . . , in one way
. . , in another . . , or partly . . , partly, Eur.,

etc. e. relative, where, for
fj,

Horn. 2. neut.

gen., therefore, Id. 3. neut. dat. , therefore,

Id., Soph. b. thus, in this wise, then, 'if this

be so, on this condition, Horn. 4. neut. acc. ,
wherefore, Id., Soph. ; ', absol., but as to this

. . , Plat. 5. 4 . . ,
' . . ,

partly . . ,

partly . . , or on the one hand . . , on the other . . ,

Od., Att. ; 4 . . ,
'

. . , Hdt., Soph., Thuc. ;

also, 4 . . , . . , Xen. 6. with Pre-

positions, of Time, , Ep., ever since, II. b., sometimes written, before this, afore-

time, Hdt., Aesch. ; so, iv Thuc. 7.

iv to?s is often used in Prose with Superlatives, iv to?s

one of the most marvellous things, Hdt. ; iv

toIs among the first, Thuc.

-da. 541
. , r), , THE DEFINITE ARTICLE, the, the

indefin. being tIs, t\, a or an. The use of o, r), , as
the Article sprung from its use as demonstr. Pron.,>

him that was hindmost, i. e. the hindmost
man, II. ; him that was bravest, etc. ;

—

also with Advs. ', rrapos irep, ,, , all in II. II. the true Article

is first fully established in Att. : it is omitted with
prop, names and with appellatives which require no
specification, as 6e0s,5 :—but it is added to

Prop. Names, when there has been previous mention of

the person, as Thuc. speaks first of HeiOias, and then
refers to him as . ; or to give pecul. emphasis,
like Lat. ille, Aaios, Soph. 2. with In-

finitives, which thereby become Substantives, elvai

the being; good sense, etc. 3. in neuter,

to specify any word or expression, 5 the word
man ; 4y the word Aeycw ; ayav the sen-

timent e ne quid nimis.' 4. before Pronouns, a.

before the pers. Pron., to give them greater emphasis,
but only in acc, , \ 44 Plat. 5.

before the interrog., to make the question more precise,

; Aesch., etc. ; ; Eur. III. Elliptic

expressions : 1. before the gen. of a prop, n., to

express descent, Aios (sc. irais), i) Ar)Tods (sc.)
often in Att. ; but sometimes, as appears from the

context, to denote husband, brother, friend, wife :
—

then before a gen. it indicates all general relations,

as, Trjs all that concerns the state ;

to hold with the Athenians, be on
their side, Hdt. :—so with neut. of possess. Pron.,

4, what regards me or thee, my or thy

business. But tivos is often also, a man's saying,

as, 2'/ Hdt. 2. with cases governed by
Preps., ol iv Trj, (or ) Trjs the

men of the city ; ol , ol such an one
and his followers, but also periphr. for the person him-

self. 3. on , v. IV. 4.5 (sc.), Plat. ; ,
.5 I. 2; (sc.4) the morrow :—also

with Advs., which thus take an Adject, sense, as, , ,
vvv the present ; ol the men of that

time, also ol, ol vvv, etc. ; formerly ;, , etc. ; ,
from the present time, etc.

C. Crasis of Art. :—in Trag. , , , with

make , as avr)p,5,,,,, ; so, ol, al, , as ',,, ; also , , as, :

—, , ol, with become ,,,, Tovpyov,, etc. ; also, as,5 ; but

in one case , 5,, for5 (which is

Ion.) ;
remains unchanged, , :

—

with becomes ,4

:

—, before becomes ,
as5, :

—, , etc., before do not

change the diphthong,,, ; so,

=, al =

:

— before becomes

, as :
—Trj before becomes , as4 :

— before becomes -, as for .
, Ion. and Dor. masc. for relat. pron. . II.

generally, neut. of the same.

[d], woe, woe ! Lat. vae ! Aesch.
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"", oapos, , a wife, in gen. pi., eVe/ca crcpere-

II. ; contr. dat. pi., lb.

(oapos), used in pres. and impf. to converse or

chat with one, c. dat., 11. ; (Ep. inf.) Ib.-, , , = oapos, Hes.; and,, , , a familiar friend, Od.; and, vos, , familiar converse, fond discourse,

11., Theocr. :—generally, yap bapiaris such

is war's intercourse, II. II. as concrete, --
the company of out-fighters, Ib. From'", , familiar converse, fond discourse, chat,

talk, h. Horn., Hes. 2. a song, lay, ditty, Pind.", es, , a name of the fertile islets in the Libyan
desert, Hdt. (The name is prob. Egyptian.), , Dim. of es, a small spit, Ar., Xen.,

etc. 2. a coin stamped with a spit, Plut. II.

the leg of a compass, Ar., Dor., , a spit, II., Hdt., Att. 2. .
a pointed square pillar, obelisk, Hdt. (ofieXos

is prob. with prefixed.)', , an obol, as a weight, =£th part of a, worth rather more than three halfpence, Ar. ;

iv , as we might say ' to sit in the

shilling gallery,' Dem., f . , to weigh obols : practise petty

zisury, Luc. From- [], , , (') a weigher of obols,

i. e. a petty usurer, Ar. :—hence (sc.), ), the trade of a petty usurer, usury, Arist.", , the yotmg of animals, Aesch., Eur. Hence& [], , =foreg., Aesch.,-, , (*) doing deeds of violence, II..-., ov, strong-minded, Hes.,-, , () daughter of a mighty sire,

II., Solon, etc.,, ov, and , ov, strong, mighty, II. :—neut. as

Adv.,' he thundered mightily, Hes.
(From -,, with prefixed.),, , ov, poet, for oydoos, as for,
the eighth, Horn., ol, at, , indecl. eighty, Lat. octoginta,

Thuc., etc. :—Ion. and Dor., II., Theocr.--, a, eighty-four, . T.-, es, (tVos) eighty years old, Luc. :

—

Ion. and Dor.-, es, Solon., -, ,(-) eightieth, Thuc, etc., , ov, () eighth, Lat. octavus, Horn., etc.,, v. --., H\ye, T0ye, the demonstr. Pron. , ,, made more
emphatic by the addition of ye, like Lat. hicce, haecce,
hocce, he, she, it, Horn., Hes., etc. :

—

ye may be
rendered sometimes by indeed or at least, Lat. qui-

dem. II. Adverbial usages : 1. dat. Trjye, of

place, here, on this very spot, II. 2. acc. neut. Toye,

on this account, for this very reason, Horn., , a name of Athena at Thebes, Aesch., Dep. to bray, of the ass, Luc. (Formed
from the sound.), , , (oyicos ) bulky, swollen :—metaph.
stately, pompous, Xen. ; trouble, Arist., , , () a brayer, i. e. an ass,

Anth.

— oSe.' or, , a case for arrows and other
implements, Od. From

(), , the barb of an arrow, in pi. the barbed
points, II. (From same Root as Lat. uncus.)

(), , bulk, size, mass, Lat. moles, Plat., etc. 2.

a bulk, mass, heap, 6. a heap of fagots,

Hdt. ; 6. iv , of a dead man's
ashes, Soph. ; 6., of a child in the womb,
Eur. II. metaph. weight, trouble, Soph. 2.

weight, importance, dignity, pride, and in bad sense
self-importance, pretension, Id., Eur., etc. (From
Root in ev-eyK-e?v to bear.) Hence, aor. :—Med., f.- :—Pass.,

aor. *, pf. :

—

to heap up a mound :

—Pass., Anth. II. metaph. to bring to honour
and dignity, exalt, extol, Eur. ;

to puff up one's conceit, Ar. ; so in Med., Id. :—Pass.

to be puffed up, inflated, Eur. : in good sense, to be

honoured, Id., Pass., =, to be puffed up, Ar.-, es, (oyKos B, elSos) swelling, rounded,
Xen. II. metaph. swollen, inflated, Plat., ], , () heaped up, Anth., only in pres. and impf. to move in a straight
line, properly of ploughers or mowers; metaph., *.

to trail one's weary way, of a lame man, Soph.;
yeov they were marching in file before him,

Xen. From, , () any straight line, afurrow in plough-

ing, II. : a swathe in reaping, Ib. 2. metaph. the

path of the heavenly bodies, h. Horn. ;

a row of teeth, Anth.", , a pear-tree, Od., ,() —, Soph., , ov, () — eVoSios :

—

, , goods with
which a merchant travels, his freight, Od., Adv. by biting with the teeth, Lat. mordicus,
Horn. ; eXov they bit the ground, of men in

the agonies of death, II. ; so, ya?av e\0vres Eur.

;

iv xe'iXeai (pivTes biting the lips in smothered
rage, Od. ; Ar. (From
-elv with 0 prefixed.), impf., () to feel a biting, stinging
pain, feel irritation, Xen., aor. 1, pass, : () :

—

to export

and sell ; generally, to sell, Eur. :—Pass, to be carried

away and sold, Id.

-, fJ-Se, -he, demonstr. Pron., this, formed by
adding the enclit. - to the old demonstr. Pron. , ,, and declined like it : Ep. dat. pi. oe, 7<~ev and o7e·, Ion. Toia'fie :—o5e, like

opp. to e/ceiVos, to designate the nearer as opp. to the

more remote; but# is also deictic, i.e. refers to what
can be pointed out. This deictic force is more emphat.
in the forms ,, etc. [], which belong to Com. and
Oratt., and are never used in Trag. : I. of Place, like

French voici, to point out what is before one, "EKTopos

here is the wife of Hector, II., etc. :—also with

Verbs, here, S5e KpaTeei who holds sway here, Ib.

;

eyxos eve Kenai here it lies, Ib. :—in Trag., to indi-

cate the entrance of a person on the stage, r]veo·
o5e xcope? and see here comes . . , Eur. ; ' el^
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tls interrog., ode~ ; who is this

following- her ? Od. 3. in Trag., # and '' avir\p,

emphatic for 4 ; so, rr}5e ' with this hand of
mine, Soph. II. of Time, to indicate the imme-
diate present, ' Id., etc. ; ' -

on this very day, Od. ; vvktos in the

night just past, Soph. 2. isr6de, elliptic c. gen.,

is ' Eur. ; is Hdt. III.

in a more general sense, to indicate something before

one, y 4' these preparations which
I see are not an, Od. ; ' * this was
Apollo, Soph. 2. to indicate something immediately
to come, \ 4, iyia

ypatyta Hdt. IV. Adverbial usage of some cases: 1.

fem. dat., of Place, here, on the spot, Lat. hac,

Horn., etc. :—of Way or Manner, thus, II., Att. 2.

acc. neut., hither, to this spot, Horn. ;

Id. b. therefore, on this account, Od. ; acc. neut.

pi., lb. 3. neut. dat. pi. and, in
or with these words, Hdt., f. , () to go, travel, II., Xen. 2. Pass.

to be provided with thoroughfares, Strab.-, f . ), (y) to lead one upon his way, c.

acc. pers., Aesch. ; absol. to lead the way, Eur.-, b, (,) a guide, Plut.,, [i], Att. for #, ^,, q. v., ov, (afo6s) belonging to a way, opvis . a bird of
omen for the journey (or seen by the way), Aesch., aTos,, (as if from ), a road-way , Aesch.

[], , , a wayfarer, traveller, Od., Soph.;
Dor. ', Theocr., older form of., , older Ep. and Ion. form of., f. 4\, to stray from the road, wander or

roam about, Ar. From-,, 4s,() straying from one road
into another, wandering about, Anth.!), impf .,— : f .) : pf .-

: pi. pass, Luc. : {) :

—

to

travel, walk, Hdt., Soph., etc. ; . to

walk over this ground, Soph. Hence, Ion. -, , a journey, way, Hdt., etc., to*, provisionsfor the voyage, Lat. viaticum,
Od. From-, 6, a wayfarer, traveller, Aesch., Soph.,
Ar. ;—in II., a fellow-traveller or guide.-, , () bearing teeth,5 . an
ornament formed of strings of teeth, Anth.-, 4s,() sprung from the dragon''s

teeth, Eur., impf. : f . : Pass., pf .-
: () :

—

to make or level a road, Xen. :

—

Pass., of roads,? be madefitfor use, Id. : 2. metaph.
to reduce to a system, Arist. II. c. dat. pers.

to act as pioneer, serve as guide, Xen. :—Pass, to make
one's way, advance, Lat. progredi, Plat. Hence, , a making of roads :—hence, a pioneer-
i-ng> preparation, Arist., , the work of a pioneer, Xen. From-, , (4) one who opens the way, a pioneer,
Xen. 2. a road-surveyor, Aeschin.

, b, Att. for, a threshold, Soph., etc.', : I. a way, path, track, road, highway :

the course of a river, Xen. ; the path of

the heavenly bodies, Eur. 2. with Preps.,

further on the way
, forwards, II. (cf.) :

—

by the way, Hdt. ;— tt}s on his road,

Id. II. a travelling, journeying, whether by
land or water, a jottrney or voyage, Horn., etc. :—also

an expedition, foray , II. :—c. gen., /y 'ApyoOs

the way leading straight to Argos, Eur. III.

metaph. a way or manner, the way or

course of divination, Aesch. ; . Soph. ; -
ylwv . the way, intent of the oracles, Ar. 2. a way
of doing, speaking, etc., Tpityaa'ias?^ yv
three other ways of telling the story, Hdt. ;

by what course of action, Ar., etc. 3. a way,
method, system ; methodically, systematically,

Plat. 4. the Way, i. e. the Christian Faith, N.T.-, or , a conductor, conductress, Eur.', Ion., 5, , Lat. dens, dentis, a
tooth, Horn., Hes., etc.; epKos, v. '4pK0S I;5, v..- [],, , a watcher of the roads, Hdt., f . : aor. : () :

—

to lead by the

right way, Aesch. ; c. inf.,

who put mortals on the way to wisdom, Id. : of things,

to direct, ordain, Eur. :—Pass, to be on the right way,
be conducted, Hdt., Dor. for., f. : Pass., 2 sing, in . T. : aor.

:

—

to cause one pain or suffering, to dis-

tress, Eur., etc. :—Pass, to feel pain, suffer pain,

Soph., Ar. ; the pains I suffered, Ar. From' [], , pain of body, Lat. dolor, Horn.,

Att. 2. pain of mind, grief, distress, Horn., etc.;

grieffor him, II. Hence, Dor. -, , , painful, Pind., Ar. 2.

painful, distressing, Eur., Ar.-, ov, (-, 3 sing. pf. pass, of *4)
killing, i. e. stilling, pain, II., aTos, , a complaint, wailing, Trag. ; and, , a complaining, lamentation, Aesch., Eur.,

etc. From' [], Dep., mostly in pres. and impf., Ep.

impf., (without augm.), Ion. 4-
: f . : aor. : (the Trag. use

a form when required by the metre) :

—

to

lament, bewail, mournfor : 1. c. acc. pers., Horn.,

Soph. ; c. acc. rei,
5

yaiav mourned
for it, i. e. for the want of it, Od. ; so, ·4 lb. 2. c. gen. pers. to mourn for, for the

sake of, Horn. 3. c. dat. pers. to wail or lament

to or before others, Id. 4. absol. to wail, mourn,
Id., Eur. Hence, ), , disposed to complain, qtierulotis,

Arist. Adv. -k£>s, Comp. -45, Id., , , () mourned for, lamentable

:

neut. pi., as Adv., painfully, Ar.'-, , the Odyssey, Arist. From,, Ion., , Lat. Ulysses, Ulixes, king

of Ithaca, whose adventures after the fall of Troy are

told in the Odyssey: Ep., Aeol. gen. :
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acc.', but the two last sy 11 . form, one in Soph.

Cf.. Hence, Ep., , ov, of Ulysses, Od., Ep. Verb, only in aor. med. 2 and 3 sing-., -aro, 3 pi., part. :

—

to

be -wroth against, to hate another, c. dat., Horn., Hes.

(Prob. from the Root- with 6 prefixed.

is derived from it, v. Od. 19. 407 sq.),, pf. and 3 sing-, plqpf. of '., , () smell, scent, Anth., ovtos, , Ion. for dSovs., y, , () passable : practicable, Soph,, Ep. for '/, dat. pi. of o'Cs, oh.'§, a, ov, () branching, Anth., ol, the Ozolae, a tribe of the Locrians, perhaps
from the strong-smelling sulphur-springs in their

country, Strab.", Aeol. -, 6, a bough, branch, twig, shoot,

II., Hes., etc. II. metaph. a?i offshoot, scion,", of a famous warrior, II. ; so,

Eur.-, , (,) with bad breath, Anth.", Dor. : f . : aor. 1 : pf. with
pres. sense, and plqpf. as impf., Ep.

:

—

to smell, whether to smell sweet or to stink,

used by Horn, only in 3 sing, plqpf. :—c. gen. rei, to

smell of a thing, smelling of wine-lees, Ar.;

metaph. to smell or savour of a thing, Lat. sapere
aliquid, smelling of musty antiquity,

Id. II. impers., there is

a smell from it as of violets, Hdt. ;

there is a sweet smell from the skin, Ar. ;—so c. dupl.

gen., there will be an odour
of clevernessfrom your clothes, Id.

o0cy, relat.Adv., answering to demonstr.To'flez/ and interr., Lat. unde, whence, from which, Horn., etc. :

—

also from whom, irep from whom
himself was born, Soph. b. o9ev from whatever
source, in what manner soever, Plat. 2. —, ,, where, II., Soph. II. whence, wherefore, Eur.,
Plat., relat. Adv., answering to demonstr. and interr., poet, for , Lat. ubi, where, Horn., Trag., a, ov, and os, ov, strange,foreign, Lat. alienus,
Eur., Plat. (Deriv. uncertain.), Dep. only in pres. and impf. to care for, take
heed, regard, reck, always with a negat., Horn., , fine linen, in ip\.,fine linen cloths, Horn. 2.

sails, Anth. : in sing, a sail, Luc. (Deriv. unknown.), , Dim. of, a piece of fine linen :—in

pi. linen cloths, bandages, Ar.-, for eVe/ca (as- for eVe/ca), be-

cause, Soph. II. like, simply for or on,
that, Lat. quod, Trag.

-§, gen., poet, for -, , , with like

hair, II.
J

'08pv§,, 0, Mount Othrys in Thessaly, Hdt.
', exclam. of pain, grief, pity, astonishment, ah I woe!
Lat. heu! vael sometimes with nom., 0? 'yu> Soph.;
mostly c. dat., v. ; c. acc, 4€
Anth.

ol, nom. pi. masc. of Art. , II. ot, of relat. Pron. os.

.
, enclit. oi, dat. sing, of pron. of 3rd pers. masc. and
fem. ; v. .

ol, relat. Adv. (from os) whither, Lat. quo, Trag.;
oi7€ Ar. :—c. gen., -

ayeis to what a height of dishonour you lead me,
Soph. 2. with Verbs of rest, of where,
i. e. how, in what, it ends, Eur. ; so, of ^
in what state of vice he ends, Plat,, Ion. -, f. , () to steer, and so to

guide, manage, Hdt., Arist.-, , () a helmsman : metaph. a pilot,

ruler, Aesch., f. \, to steer, direct, Aesch. From-, ,() —, Aesch., Eur.,, Ion.,, , the handle of the rudder,
the tiller, and generally, the helm, Aesch., Eur., etc. :

—

metaph. the helm ofgovernment, Aesch. II. in II.,

are the rings of the yoke, through which pass
the reins for guiding the mules,

[], , , a villager : OlaTis is a pasture

in the Attic deme, Soph.
01 ,, Anth. : f. : aor. 1 <£|a, Ep. also

:—Pass., Ep. 3 pi. impf.^ : aor. 1 :—to open, II. : absol., yepovTi he opened
the door to the old man, lb. ; \_~] she

broached the wine, Od.; 7rpos olyeiv Aesch., Aeol., pf. in pres. sense of ** .
[], to make to swell, Lat. Himefacere, II. :

—

Pass, to swell, Lat. tumere, lb. II. =4, Ar., 2 sing. pf. of *ei5co B., Ep. impf. : aor. 1 : pf., Dor.

3 pi.- : () :—to swell, become swollen, Lat.

tumere, (£>5ee \ he had his body swollen, Od. ;

7ro'5e to have swollen feet, Ar. II. metaph.
of inflated style, Id. ; also, ^pyv when
times were troublous (like tument negotia in Cic),

Hdt. Hence, $, , a swelling, tumour, Dem., , ov, or os, ov, of Oedipus, Plut.-, , — : Ep. gen. Horn.,

Dor. Pind., Trag., Ion. Hdt. ; acc.

Soph. ; voc. Id.

-->.·§ [t], ,(,) Oedipus, i. e. the swoln-

footed (v. Soph. . T. 718, Eur. Phoen. 25) :—gen.

Ot5i7ro5os, but in Trag. (as if from ),
acc. : voc..,,, , () a swelling, swell,

raging with swollen waves, II. ; in pi., Soph. :—gener-

ally, the sea, Id., Eur., , a swelling, tumour., a, ov, (oh) of orfrom a sheep, Hdt.
'-, Ep. for, dat. pi. of bis.-, es, (Itos) poet, for-4, of the same age, II.', ov, = sq., sorry, wretched, Theocr., Att. (as trisyll.), , , woful, pitiable,

miserable, Horn. ; of conditions, toilsome, dreary, Id. ;

also sorry, poor, Hdt. [Though Horn, makes , he

forms the Comp. and Sup., metri grat.,,—, for-, —.~\ From, Att., dissyll., , gen., contr. dat.

( oh /):

—

woe, misery, distress, hardship, suffering,

Horn, [ in nom. and acc; in trisyll. cases.] Hence



—, aor. -
:

—to wail, mourn, lament,
(imperat.) II. II. c. acc. rei, to suffer,

. : absol. to suffer greatly, Od., aor. inf. of., , Ep. for,, a rudder, helm, Horn., Ion. for :—, for £.-, ea>s, , {) opinion, an opinion, Plat. :

self-conceit, Bion., f. of.', verb. Adj. of, one must suppose, Arist., , acc., Ep. for ois, a sheep, Theocr., Ion. for., Adv. =, to one's home, home, home-
wards, Horn., etc. II. —, at home, Xen., Doric for', Ar., , 6v, = oIkslos III, one's own, Plut.-, , a minding one's own affairs, Plat., a, ov, and os, ov, Ion., , ov :

—

in

or of the house, domestic, Hes., etc. ;

household affairs, property, Lat. res familiaris,
Hdt., Thuc., etc. II. of persons, of the same
family or kin, related, Lat. cognatus, Hdt., Att. ; ol

his own nearest kinsmen, Hdt.;
because of his relationship to

Atreus, Thuc. 2. friendly, Dem. III. of

things, belonging to one's house or family, one's own,
Aesch., etc.; (sc. yrj), Ion. , Hdt.;

one's own property, Id. ; wars in

one's own country, Thuc. ; of corn, home-grown,
Id. 2. personal, private, opp. to, koivos,

Theogn., Hdt., Att. ; rrj

with enjoyment not more our own, Thuc;
mother wit, Id. IV. proper to a thing, fitting, suit-

able, becoming, Hdt., Dem. 2. c. dat. rei, belonging
to, conformable to the nature of a thing, Plat. 3.

oik. a word in its proper, literal sense, Arist.

B. the Adv. has the same senses as the

Adj., familiarly , Thuc, Xen. II. affectionately,

dutifully, Id. Hence, Ion., $, , kindred, relation-

ship, Hdt., Att. : intimacy, friendliness, kindness,

Thuc. :—in pi. friendly relations, Dem. II. of

words, the proper sense, Plut., Ion., f. , {) to make one's

own : 1. to make a person one's friend, Thuc.

;

so in Med. to win his favour or affection, conciliate,

Hdt. :—Pass, to be made friendly, Thuc. : to be

closely united, Plat. 2. Med. also, c. acc. rei, to

make one's own, claim as one's otvn, appropriate,

Hdt., Plat. Hence, Ep. for, Hes., aros, , kindred, relationship, Strab.', v. B., ,{) a taking as one's own, appro-
priation, Thuc., , the household, Lat. familia, Strab., Luc., to inhabit, Eur. From, , , {) a house-slave, menial, Hdt.,

Att. ; , Lat. familia, one's household, the

women and children, Hdt., Att. ; opp. to ol, Plat., , , {) of or for the menials or

household, Plat., Arist.

-1
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tress of the house, Lat. matrona, Theocr., Ion. rjos, , —, an inmate of one's

house, Horn. II. a menial, servant, Od., Soph., Ep. : impf., Att., Ion. :

f. : aor. % : pf . :—Pass, and Med.,
f. : aor. : pf., Ion. 3 pi.

: (obcos) : A. trans, to inhabit, occupy,
II., Hdt., Att. :—Pass, to be inhabited, II., Hdt., etc.

;

cf.. 2. Pass, to be settled, of those to

whom new abodes are assigned, II. ; 01 rrj

those who have been settled, i. e. those who
dwell on the mainland, Hdt. ; of cities, to be situate,

to lie, Id. II. to' manage, direct, govern, like, Soph., etc.

B. intr. to dwell, live, be settled, Horn., etc;
/cu sweet is it to live free from cares,

Soph. II. of cities, in a pass, sense, to be settled,

be situated, Hdt., Xen. 2. to conduct oneself or be

conducted so and so, ye [tt^Ajs]

a state with habits of self-control would be
well governed, Plat.,,, Ion. for-,,,,() any inhabitedplace, a dwelling-

place, Pind., Att. : a chamber, and in pi. a house,

Hdt. II. special senses, 1. a brothel, Hdt. : a
tavern, Isae. 2. a cage orpen for animals, Hdt. 3.

a temple, fane, chapel, Id. 4. a prison, Dem. 5.

a storeroom, Plat., Dem. 6. a workshop, Plat. 7.

a story, Lat. tabulatum, Xen., ov, () habitable, Polyb., , {) the act of dwelling, habitation,

Hdt., Att. 2. management, administration,

Plat. II. a house, dwelling, residence, Hdt.,

Soph., etc ;<$. of the grave, Soph., yjpos, 0, poet, for, Soph. Hence, , a dwelling-place, habitation, Eur., , , =, Soph., Plat., , , {) inhabited, Soph., opos, , {) an inhabitant, Hdt., Att. ;. one who dwells in the temple of the god, Eur.;" ., of one dead, Soph. 2. a colonist, Thuc., Ion. -, , {) a building, house, dwelling,

Hdt. II. a household, domestic establishment,

Plat.; oiKias , i.e. he kept two establishments,

Dem. 2. the household, i. e. inmates of the house,

Lat. familia, Plat. III. the house orfamilyfrom
which one is descended, Hdt., Att., , , of or belonging to a house, ol. one's

domestics, . T., , Dim. of oIkos, a chamber, Ar., f. Att. : aor. 1, Ion., poet.

: pf . :—Med., f. : aor. 1 -

:

—Pass., f .- : aor. 1 : pf., Ion. : I. c. acc. rei, tofoztnd as

a colony or new settlement, Hdt., Ar., etc. :

—

Pass., Hdt. 2. to people with new

settlers, colonise, Id. ;
Thuc. :—Med.,' ^ in what part of the world

we shall make ourselves a fenced home, Eur. II. c.

acc. pers. to remove, transplant, Id.; metaph.,

' brought him from high to
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low estate, Eur. :—Pass, to settle in a place, Id.,

Plat., , in form a Dim. of : only in pi. like Lat.

aedes, a house, dwelling, abode, Horn., Hdt., , () a peopling, colonisation, Thuc., , Dim. of, a small room, Dem., , =, Solon, Plat,,, poet, for sq., Pind., Orac. ap. Hdt., , , () a coloniser, founder of a city,

Hdt., Thuc-, , (") born in the house, homebred,
of slaves, Lat. verna, Plat. ; of quails, Ar.-', to be master of the house, to rule the

household, . T. From-, , , the master of the house, the

good man of the house, . T., f . \ : aor. 1 : () :

—

to build a house : generally, to build,, yetyvpav,

Hdt. :—Med., to build

oneself a house, have it built, Id.:—Pass, to be built,

Id. 2. metaph. to build orfound upon, epya

Xen. ; . Ar. 3. metaph., also,

to build up, edify, . T. :—Pass., els

will be emboldened to eat, lb., , a late form for, Plut., . T.,,, a building, structure, Hdt., Thuc., , the act or vianner of building,

Thuc. II. =, Plat., verb. Adj. one must build, Plat., , , fitted for building : - (sc.) architecture, Luc.-, , , built, Strab., , —, Thuc. 2. a building,

edifice, Plat., , (5) practised or skilful in
building, Plat. : - (sc.), the art of building,
architecture, Id. ; so, Id.-, ,() a builder, an architect, Hdt., Plat., Adv. from one^s house, from home, II., Thuc. ;

from house to house, proverb, of one
has two homes, Pind. ; ., i. e. from child-

hood, Arist. :—often without any sense of motion,. domestic affairs, Eur. ;
'. Xen. 2. from one''s household stores,

II. 3. from one's own resources, by one's own
virtues, by nature, Pind., Eur. 4. wholly, abso-
lutely, Aeschin., Ep. for, Adv. at home, Horn., () Adv. at home, in the house, Lat. domi,
II., Hes., etc. ; one's domestic affairs, Xen.,
Plat. ; so, Soph. ; (sc.) one's

own country, Id., Ep. Adv., =, Horn., Hes., f .,() to manage as a house-
steward, to manage, order, regulate, Soph., Xen. 2.

metaph. of an artist, to treat, handle a subject, Arist.,

Luc. II. intr. to be a house-steward, . T., , the management of a household orfamily

,

husbandry, thrift, Plat., etc. ; and, , , practised in the management of a
household or family, Plat., etc. : hence, thrifty,

frugal, economical, Xen. :— oik. title of a treatise

,
on the duties of domestic life, by Xen. ; and -, a similar treatise by Arist. : - (sc.),
domestic economy, Plat., Xen., etc. From-, , () one who manages a household,
Xen., Plat. 2. generally, a manager, administrator,
Arist. : 01 . the Roman procuratores,

Luc. II. as fern, a housekeeper, housewife, Aesch.-, ', the site of a house, Xen., Aeschin.,

etc. 2. the house itself, a building, Thuc.
oiko-ttoios, ,() constituting a house,.
the comforts of a house, Soph.-, poet, for -ovpios., , a house, abode, dwelling, Horn., Hes., etc. :

—

acc., =,, homeward, home, Od.;
at home, within, Hdt. ; Soph., etc. :

—

to go homewards, Thuc, etc. :' from home, Id. 2. part of a house, a
room, chamber, Od. : pi. for a single house, Lat.

aedes, tecta, lb., Att. 3. the house of a god, a
temple, Hdt., Eur. II. one's house, household
goods, substance, Horn., etc. III. a house, house-

hold, family , Od., etc., Ion. for, part. neut. of.-, ov, taking one's meals at home, living at

one's own expense, unpaid, Menand.-, , () ruining a family , Critias.-,, , () a slave born and bred in

the house, Dem.- [ii], 0, a domestic tyrant, Anth., Ion. Adv. part. pf. of (for), reason-

ably, probably, Hdt.
(sc. 77?), , the inhabited world, a term used

to designate the Greek world, as opp. to barbarian

lands, Hdt., Dem., etc. :—so in Roman times, the

Roman world, . T. : metaph., . the

world to come, i. e. the kingdom of Christ, lb., , , of or from the whole world () ; of Eccl. Councils, oecumenical.-, , (, *e/ryco) a house-steward, . T.,() mostly in pres., to watch or keep

the house, Aesch., Soph. : generally to keep safe,

guard, Ar. II. to keep at home, as women, Soph.,

Plat. 2. . they

idled away seven months in the siege, Plut. Hence,, , the watch or keeping of a house,

Eur.; . = , Soph. II.

a keeping the house, staying at home, Eur. 2. in

concrete sense, of persons, to

corrupt the stay-at-homes, i. e. the women, Eur., , housekeeping, the cares of housekeeping,

Eur. II. a staying at home, of women, Plut., ), ,() inclined to keep at home

:

—- -, =, Luc., ov, and a, ov, of ox for housekeeping : hence

(sc. ), , wages, reward for keeping the

house, Soph. II. keeping within doors,

(Dor. for) female house-ma.tes, Pind.-, , () watching the house, of a watch-

dog, Ar. II. as Subst.,, , the mistress

of the house, housekeeper, Eur. :—contemptuously of a

man, a stay-at-home, opp. to one who goes forth to

war, Aesch. ; so, . Plut.



-', f. ), () to ruin a house,

squander one's substance, Plat. :—Pass.,, aor. -, pf., to be ruined, undone, Hdt., , a squandering one's substance, Plat.-, , () one who ruins a house, a
prodigal, Plat.- [~], , ; a house-guard, Anth.
', f. ), later form of, . .

: impf . : f . : aor. ,
Ion. : Pass., only in pres. and impf. : (oIktos) :—to pity, feel pity for, have pity upon, c. ace, II.,

Hdt., Att. :

—

. tivos to pity one for or because

of a. thing, Aesch. :—also c. acc. rei, Ar. 2. c. inf.,. I am sorry to leave her, Soph., f . Att. : aor. : (oIktos) x—to
pity, have pity upon, c. acc, Aesch., Soph., etc. :—
Med. in same sense, Eur., Thuc. 2. in Med. also,

to bewail, lament, Eur. : absol. to express one's pity,

Id. ; to titter a wail, Aesch., , , pity, compassion, Pind. :—in pi. com-
passionate feelings, mercies, N.T., ov, gen. ovos, merciful, Theocr., . T.

[t], late form of, Anth., aros, ,() lamentation, Eur., ov, ,() lamentation,Aesch.,~Ken., etc., , ov, irreg. Sup. of (cf.,) most pitiable, lamentable, Horn. :—neut.

pi. as Adv., Od.
oiktos, , {pi oh !) pity, compassion, Od., Hdt., Att. :—c.

gen. objecti, compassionfor, oIktos rrjs Hdt. 2.

the expression of pity, lamentation, piteous wailing,

Aesch., Soph. ;—and in pi., Plat., Eur.-, ov, wailing piteously, piteous, Plat.«, , , (oIktos) pitiable, in piteous plight, II.,

Soph., etc. 2. of things, pitiable, piteous, lament-
able, Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. in act. sense, piteous,

Od., Soph. ; yoov opviOos, of the nightingale,

Soph;. ;—neut. pi. as regul. Adv., Aesch., Soph.

—Besides Comp. and Sup., -, Horn,

has an irreg. Sup. (q. v.).-, f . ), (4) to pour forth piteously, Ar., via, 6s, Ion. for, part, of '4.-, 4s, (64\) profitable to a house, yvvrj

oik. a wife whose prudence makes the house thrive,

Theocr. Hence,.-, ,profit to a hottse, housewifery,Od., 4, , Oileus, a Locrian chief, father of Ajax

the Less, II. (The orig. form was fl\evs, from

(), a troop.), aros,, =, Lat. impetus, \4
with the spring of a lion, II. ; ahrov '4 with

the swoop of an eagle, lb., contr. from, q. v., f. : Ep. aor. :—to swoop or pounce
upon its prey, of an eagle, Horn. ; .4 swooped after a dove, II. 2. absol.

to dart along, Orac. ap. Hdt., \, —1: metaph. a song, lay, Od.-, exclam. of pain, fright, pity, anger, grief, also of

surprise, properly ot ah me! woe's me I Theogn.,

Trag. :

—

is mostly absol., or is used with a nom.,

iyw, ' etc., Soph.;—c. gen.
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causae,' , y4os ah me for my
misfortunes, for the laughter, Trag. [The last syll. in' may be elided before cos.], and , a way, road, path, Hes., Aesch.,

etc. 2. a stripe, layer, II. 3. a strip of land,
tract, country, ~2, is Aesch. 4. metaph.
the course or strain of song, h. Horn., Pind., , loud wailing, lamentation, II., Hdt., Trag.,
etc.; and,,, a cry oflamentation, wail,Aesch., Eur., f . ; later : aor. 1 :() :

—to wail aloud, lament, Horn., Trag. 2.

in familiar Att., is a curse, plague take you,
go howl I Lat. abeas in malam rem, Ar. ;

Id. ;' ' Id. ; X4y Id. ; so,

; Id. II. trans, to pity, bewail, c. acc,
Tyrtae., Trag.: Pass.,' bewailed, Theogn.;
y4vo Eur., v„ ov, pitiable, Ar., v. sub&.-, , () the first shoot of the vine : gener-

ally, the vine, Eur., Ar. 2. the soft down of the

young vine-leaves, Pind., , poet, for, a vine-leaf, Theocr.,, f. ,() to strip off vine-leaves, as is

done when the grapes are ripening, Ar.

[],, Dim. of, weak or bad wine, Dem., , () a vine-leaf, Xen.,, , =, the vine, Babr. II. Adj. of
wine, vinous, Anth., Dor., r), (olvos) the vine, Hes., Eur. 2.=
olvos, wine, Anth., r), , of wine, Eur. II. containing wine,

Hdt., Pind. III. of countries, rich in wine, Anth.-, , () a vessel for drawing wine, Ar., Med. to procure wine by barter, buy wine, U.-, , =-, Od.', to be heavy with wine, Theogn.-, 4s, () heavy with wine, Lat. vino

gravis, II., Anth.

olvo-, 4s, (4) wine-soaked, drunken, Anth.-, ov, (4) holding wine, Pind.-, ov, , giver of wine, of Bacchus, Eur.,, , () of or with wine., , (olvos) Oenoe, name of an Attic deme, Hdt., etc-,,, honey mixed with viine, mead, Anth.-, ov, () with soil fit to produce wine,

wine-producing, Od. II., , as Subst.

a vineyard, II., Theogn.:—also, , Anth.-,() ripe for wine-making, Anth.-, ov,() wine-bewildered, Eur.-, 4s, () abounding in wine, Od.-, riyos, , ,() wine-stricken, Anth.-,() only in pres., to drink wine, Horn,-, r\pos, , () a wine-drinker, Od., , Lat. vinum, wine, Horn., etc.;

over one's wine, Lat. inter pocula, Soph.; olvos 4
ba.r\ey-wine, a kind of beer, Hdt.-, ov, (4) rearing ox bearing wine, Anth., , (olvoeis) a cake or porridge of wine mixed

with barley, water and oil, eaten by rowers, Ar.-, , meat full of wine, Luc.
n 2



548 ' —., , drunkenness, Xen. From-, iiyos, , , () given to drinking,

drunken, Xen., etc.-, ov, () holding wine, Critias ; olvo-

(sc.) a wine-jar, oenophorus in Horace.

oivo-?, ov, planted or grown with vines, Strab. :

—hence, , in Boeotia, Thuc.

,-,, , (') rejoicing in wine, Anth.- [], ovros, 6, Wine Charon, nickname of

Philip of Macedon, because he put poison in his enemies'

wine, and so sent them over the Styx, Anth.€, only in pres., =, Horn.€, 3 sing-. Ep. impf., : f . :

aor. inf.:{) :

—

to pour out winefor
drinking, Horn. 2. c. ace, she was
pouring out nectar for wine, II.

olvo-, , (%«») a can for ladling wine from the

mixing bowl() into the cups, Hes., Eur., aros,,{) a festival at which wine
is offered, Plut.

olvo-, , () a wine-pourer, cupbearer, Horn., etc.-, ov, ofpoured wine, olv. a draught of
wine, Soph.-, ottos, , () wine-coloured, wine-dark (never in

nom.), Horn. ; of oxen, wine-red, Id.', to intoxicate, Critias. II.

. Pass,, to get drunk, be drunken,
Od. ; pf . part.,, Ion., Hdt., Soph.,, , () a wine-cellar, Xen.-, , , and 6s, 6v, = olvo\p, Eur.; of a. fresh,

ruddy complexion, Id., Theocr.-,, , , =, of Bacchus, Soph. : gener-

ally, dark, Id., aor. part, of olyw., Ep. for ov, gen. of Pron. possess. '6s, H], ov, his, her.-, ov, lonesome, Anth.-, ,{) feeding alone, of cattle : metaph.
of Ajax, —, Soph,-, ov, ='/, Anth,-, ov, ( , Soph., Adv. () from one only, i. e. by oneself, alone,

in phrase ohs all alone, II., Ep. also, Att. usually :—impf., Att. f.: Ep. aor.

;

also in pass, form ', part,, Att..—
An act. pres. , Ep. ', is also used but only in

pers. sing. [In the resolved diphthong, in all tenses,,,,, etc. ;
.~] To suppose,

think, deem, imagine, c. acc. et inf., mostly inf.

fut., Horn., etc. 2. c. inf. alone, when both Verbs
have the same subject, as, I think to

catch, i. e. / think I shall . . , II. ; yap -
I do not think, i. e. mean, to fight, lb. ; iv

I expect to be, Od. 3. sometimes the

subject of the inf. is to be supplied from the context

(as in ), I fear [that many] will be
wounded, II. ; yap Ifear [they] are pur-

suing me, Od. 4. absol., alel oi'eai thou art ever sus-

pecting, II.: also, to deem, forebode, '
my heart foreboded it, Od. ;',vhe had a
presage of it in his soul, lb. :—-impers.,

there comes a boding into my heart, lb. II.

trans, to wait for, look for, Keivov lookingfor
his return, lb.; y6ov ' his soul was intent
on grief, lb. III. used by Horn, parenthetically,

in first person, iv,, among the

first, / ween, will he be lykig, II. ; y , ,
yveaL Od. 2. in Att. this parenthetic use is con-
fined to the contr. form, impf., I think, I
suppose, I believe ; even between a Prep, and its case,

iv Dem. :—answering a question, ex-
pressive of positive certainty, / believe you, of course,

no doubt, Ar., etc. ,· ey&rye yes / think so, yes

certainly, Plat. :—also in a parenthetic question,€ ; ; how thinkyou ? like /cets ; also

otei ; alone, don't you think so ? what think you ?
Id. IV. de7v I hold it necessary, think it

my duty, like Fr. je crois devoir, Soph., Plat,, neut. of, v. v.

oiov-ei, for et, as if, Lat. quasi, tanquam si, Arist.

olo-, ov, (, 4) feeding alone : hence, lone,

lonely, of places, eV (neut.) in solitude,

Anth. II. (oi's, oh) as Subst., a shepherd, Id.

olovrrepei, Adj. = 7rep et, as it were, Plat,, possible ; * impossible : v. III, 2., Pass, to be left alone, abandoned, forsaken^
only in 3 sing. aor. 1 II., f .,(), to tend sheep, to roam the

mountains, Eur. :—c. acc. loci, to roam over, Anth.-, ov, (oh,4) traversed by sheep, Horn. 2_

lonely, solitary, single, Pind. II. act. tending
sheep, h. Horn,-, Scyth. for-, being =-
(w), Hdt., , ov, like, alone, lone, lonely, though it

can often only be rendered by an Adv. alone, only,.

Horn., Hes. ; ' II. ;—with negat.,, £ . . , not alone, but . . , lb. ;—neut.

as Adv., Ib. 2. strengthd., efs , one

alone, one only, Horn. ; in dual, Id. ; in pi.,·
Od. :—rare in Att. 3. c. gen., alone of

the gods, 11. ; so, iv alone among the

goddesses, Ib. ; ? Od.; but, '
alonefrom, apartfrom, Ib. ; ' ', clam
Atridis, Soph. II. single in its kind, unique,

excellent, II.

olos, o'ia Ion. ', , (, ) such as, what sort or

manner of nature, kind, or temper, Lat. qualis, relat.

Pronoun, correlative to the interrog. *, the indef., and the demonstr. Toios, Horn., Hes., etc.;

strengthd., , Lat. qualis erat quan-
tusque, II. : c. acc, what a man for virtue,

Ib. ; often only to be rendered by an Adv., olos.
how he rushes into war, Ib.

Usage : I. in an independent sentence ex-

presses astonishment, strengthd. by ),
why, what a word it has come

into thy mind to speak ! Od. ; so in neut., as Adv., v.

infr. v. 2. so in indirect sentences, where no antec.

can be supplied, ' Xen. II.

containing a Comparison, often without an antec,

like as a star wanders, II. ; ofos

like as Paris also dishonoured, Aesch. :—in

this sense, ofos is often attached to the case of its
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antec, irpbs , o'lovs (for), Thuc. 2. oios, ',, esp. in Att., often

stand for ',,, so that the relat. intro-

duces the reason for the preceding- statement,, anger seized the king, be-

cause of -what he heard, II. 3. but if the Com-
parison is general, Homer uses 616s (which must
be distinguished from oios c. inf., v. infr. in. 2),

oi6s " some such one as Ares, II. ; also, oios

is the sort of person who, Horn. 4. when a

Comparison involves Time, oios is used, like as

when . . , Od. 5. oios is used in many brief Att.

phrases, yap there's

nothing like hearing the words of the law, Dem. ;—it

adds force to the Sup., , =, Xen. III. oios with

inf. implies Fitness or Ability to do, oios

eiros re sa ready was he to make good both

deed and word, Od. ; oios

so good both at counsel and in fight, Plat. ;

the matter is

great and not such as for a young man to advise upon,

Thuc. ; without an inf., ' oios pbs

fit only [to be] a house-dog, Ar. 2. but this sense is

commonly expressed by oios , c. inf., fit or able to do,

oi0s - Id. ; oios Dem. :

freq. in neut. sing, and pi., ' and, it is possible, Hdt., Att. ; with-

out inf., it is possible,

it cannot be, Ar. ; with a Sup., cos -
as beautiful as is possible, Plat. ; ws

Id. IV. the relat. is in Att. often

repeated in the same clause, oP -
after what deeds what sufferings are his !

Soph. ; o'lav'' what thanks and
for what offerings ! Id. V. as Adv. in neut., to

add force, how fresh, II. ;

Od. :—the regul. Adv. o'/ojs is seldom used, oios o'iais

e%e£s in what a state art thou for such a man !

Soph. 2. in Comparisons, as, like as, just as,

Horn., Trag.; ris Aesch. :

—

' like as

when, cf. 11. 4. b. as, ; as for ex-

ample, what do you mean ? Plat. 3. like ws with

a partic, inasmuch as it

was unexpected, Thuc. 4. with Numerals, about,

s, etc., oios, gen. of 6'is, oh, a sheep.-€, of silcIi and such a kind, Arist.- [], 5, , , with only a tunic on, lightly

clad, Od.
olirep, Adv. whither, Lat. quo, v. oi." [t], and , gen. oios, acc. '{ Theocr.) : pi.

utes, gen. ; dat., Ep.,'; acc. oios,

contr. Sis [t] :—the Att. contract all cases, oh, oios, oil,

olv ; pi. ohs,,, oias :—Lat. ovis, sheep, both
ram and ewe, Horn., etc. ; but the gender is sometimes
marked by a word added, '
to sacrifice a male sheep and a female, Od., [t], 3 sing, and part. aor. 1 of., -, -ctc, fut. imper. of., -eleven, fut. inf. of.,, Dor. for', pi. fut. of.

borne,

2. one

c. gen.

,, 2 sing. pf. (in pres. sense) of*, aor. 1 pass. part, of., v..-€, , , verb. Adj. of , to be

Soph. II. one must bear, Eur.

must get, /cepSos Soph,, rjpos, , an archer, Anth. From-, f. , (-T^s) to shoot arrows, Horn, :

to shoot at, II.-, ,() arrow-shooting, Anth.
--€*|, , , an arrow-holder, a quiver, Aesch.
olo"Tos, , , verb. Adj. of, that must be borne,
endurable, Thuc., Att., an arrow, Horn., Hes., etc. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

or -€<o, f. : aor. 1 or

:

—Pass., aor. 1 part,' : () :

—

to sting,

properly of the gadfly ; then metaph. to sting to mad-
ness, airas I drave them raging
out of the house, Eur. :—Pass.,' driven mad,
Soph. II. intr. like Pass, to be driven by the gad-

fly, driven mad, in frenzy, frantically,

Aesch. ; of Menelaus, Eur. ; Plat. Hence-, ,() driven by a gadfly, Aesch., aros, , the smart of a gadfly'
}

s sting :

metaph. frenzy, Soph.-, f. ], to strike as with a sting, Anth.-- [], , driven round and round by

the gadfly, Aesch.-, ijyos, , ,() stung by a gadfly,
driven wild, Trag., , the gadfly, breese, Lat. asilus, an insect

which infests cattle, Od., Aesch. II. metaph. a
sting, anything that drives mad, Eur. : absol. the

smart of pain, agony, Soph. 2. mad desire, in-

sane passion, Hdt., Eur., etc. :—generally, madness,
frenzy, Soph., Eur.', , a tree of the osier kind. Hence

[], , , of osier, of wicker-work, Od., Thuc,
etc.'' [] or, , the grease extracted from
sheep's wool, Hdt. Hence^, , , with the grease in it, greasy, Ar.

', fut. of., , Mount Oeta in Thessaly, Strab. :—Adj.,
a, ov, of Oeta, Soph., etc. ; oi the men of Oeta,

Thuc., , fate, doom, Horn., Soph., Eur., Ion. -, , name of a city in Thessaly, II.
:

—

, ews, Ep. rjos, , an Oechalian, lb. ; Ep.

Adv.-, from Oechalia, lb., =, Anth., only in pres. and Ion. impf.', to go,

come, Od. ; to walk, i. e. to live, Soph. II. like', to be gone, Id. III. c. acc. pers., like, to approach, Pind., impf., Ion.: f.^:—
pf., Ion.: Ion. 3 sing.plqpf.ot'xci/cee:—also

pf . pass,, Ion. :—Dep. : . I. to begone,

to have gone, Lat. abesse (not abire), in pf. sense, and

impf. in plqpf. sense, directly opp. to, to

have come, while, to go or come, serves as the
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pres. to both, Horn., etc. ;—often c. part.,'-" is fled and gone, II. ;

he hath

taken flight and gone, lb.; (v. infr. II.

i) ; also with an Adj.,' he's clean gone,

Ar. :—c. acc. pers. to have escapedfrom, Id. II.

Special usages, 1. euphem. for, to be gone
hence, ' II. ; in Att.,

Soph., etc. :—part, for, departed, dead,

Trag. ; but in Horn, simply absent or away,
desire of the absent Ulysses, Od. 2.

to be undone, ruined, Soph.; esp. in or,
Lat. peril, Aesch., etc. 3. of things, to denote any
quick, violent motion, to rush, sweep along, II.

', Ep. ' [], v.., f. Att.- : 3 sing. aor. 1 opt.' :

Dep. :

—

to take omens from the flight and cries of
birds, Lat. augurium capere, Xen. II. generally,

to divinefrom omens, augur, c. acc. et inf., Id. Hence, aros, , divination by the flight or cries of
birds, Lat. augurium, Eur. ; and, , =foreg., Plut. ; and, , a place for watching the flight of
birds :

—an omen or token, Xen. ; and, , , one who foretellsfrom the flight and
cries of birds, an augur, II., Hes. ; and, , , of or for an omen : - (sc.

), augury, Plat,-, , ,() an interpreter of auguries,

Soph.-, ov, of the cry of birds, 01. y6os the wailing

cry of birds, Aesch.-, ov,() killing birds, Aesch.-, eois, and , one who takes omens from
the flight and cries of birds, an augur, Eur.-7, ,() one busied with the flight and
cries of birds, an augur, II., etc., , (v. sub fin.) :

—

a large bird, bird of prey, such

as a vulture or eagle, and so distinguished from a
common bird (opvis), Horn., etc. II. a bird of
omen ox augury, Horn., etc. :—the flight to (not from)
the right, i.e. towards the East, was fortunate, and vice

versa. 2. an omen, presage, drawn from these

birds, Lat. auspicium or augurium, according as

taken from seeing their flight or hearing their cry,

II., etc.; I accept the omen, hail it

as favourable, Hdt. (Commonly deriv. from ojos,—
most birds of prey being solitary,—cf. from
koivos) .,, f., to watch the flight of birds, to

take auguries, Eur. From-, , =, Eur., Adv., v. oTos v. 1.. or, Dor. for, as for 7€, Ar., etc., = : impf. : aor. 1:—

a

nautical word, used, I. trans, of the seamen, to

run [a ship] aground or on shore, Hdt., Thuc. II.

intr. of the ship, to run aground, Thuc, Xen. ; so,

metaph., Ar., Ion. for., v.., ,() a folding-chair, camp-stool, Ar., Adv., squatting, of a frog, Babr. From

—., f . : aor. 1' :—to crouch down on
one's hams, to squat, Xen. : is yovu
)) 44\, of a soldier waiting an attack,
Luc; of a weary traveller, Soph.:—c. acc, \., tovs irpoaeiovs to bend their hind or fore legs,

Xen., Ep. : impf. wicveov : f. - : aor. 1

: (okvos) :
—to shrink from doing, to scruple,

hesitate to do a thing, c. inf., II., etc. ;

I shrink from being called, fear to be called,

Soph.; shrinkfrom naming, hesitate to

name, Dem.; rarely c. acc, tv Soph.;
tivos Xen. II. absol. to shrink, hesitate,

hang back, Hdt., Soph., etc., , , (okvos) shrinking, hesitating, back-

ward, unready, timid, Pind.; is

Thuc. :—Adv. -pws, Xen., etc. II. of things,

causingfear, vexatious, troublesome, Soph.", , shrinking, hesitation, tinreadiness, slug-
gishness, II., Aesch.; okvos -is Thuc. 2.

alarm, fear, Aesch., Soph. 3. c. gen.,

okvos [eVrt] I grudge not labour, Soph. 4. c.

inf., made them hesitate to

go, Thuc. ; okvos Xen.,,,,,,, Ion. for -., Pass. (oKpis) to be made rough or jagged
metaph. to be exasperated, Od.- [i], avTos, , (,) a kind of tribune
on the stage, from which the actors declaimed, Plat.,, , (oKpis) having many, points or

roughnesses, rugged, jagged, II., Aesch., ios, , like aKpis,, a jagged point or pro-

minence. II. as Adj. OKpis, idos, , , —,
rugged, Aesch.-€,, , for^ with euphon., = /cpvepos,

chilling, horrible, II.-,, ov, consisting of eight pieces, Hes.-, ov,() weighing or worth eight

drachmae, Anth.-,, ov, () on the eighth day, N.T.
[], () Adv. eight times, Luc.,- [], , a, eight thousand, Hdt., Xen. ;

in sing., iVa-os ' 8ooo horse,' Hdt.-) ov, () eight-spoked, II., , , () eight hundred, Hdt.- [], ov, () eight months old, Xen.-^ [] 4 , ov, eightfold, Lat. octuplus, Ar.-, , , {iroi}s) eight feet long, Hes.- [], , , , , eight-footed, Batr.,

Anth.-, ov, () with eight roots : of a stag's

horns, with eight points, Anth.-, ov, of chariots, with eight poles, i. e.

drawn by eight pairs of oxen abreast, Xen.- [], ov, eight-stretched, eAt/ces . the

eight arms of the cuttlefish, Anth.'', , at, , indecl. Lat. octo, eight, Horn., etc--, , , indecl. eighteen, Hdt., etc.-,, ov,() weighing or worth

18 drachmae, Dem.€-6, es, () =, Luc.
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--',, ,, eighteenth : (sc.) on the eighteenth day, Od.-',, , () eighteen years old, Dem.,
Theocr. :—fem. -ens,, Luc-, , ,, , eight feet long, broad or

high, Plat,', v.., Ion. for., Ep. pf. of., a lisping way of pronouncing, Ar., f . Att. : aor. : () :

—

to make
happy, Eur. :

—

to deem or pronounce happy, Aesch.,

Soph. 3 etc. :—Pass, to be or be deemed happy, pf. part.

Eur. ; aor. part, Id.-, ovos, and , of blessed lot, II.-, , () bestowing bliss, Eur.-, , (*) making happy, Anth., , and , : () : I. of persons,

happy, blest, in Horn., always in reference to worldly

goods, wealth, like Lat. beatus, Horn., etc. II.

of things, in neut. pi., ? may they

give thee rich gifts, Od. ; neut. pi. as Adv.,

to live happily, lb. :—Adv. -, Soph.; Sup.
Hdt. ; in later Poets,.-, , fem. of sq., Eur.-, , Dor. -, , , giver of bliss, of

good or wealth, like, Eur.", , happiness, bliss, weal, wealth, Horn., etc.-, , () bringing bliss or wealth, Eur., Ion. for, fut. inf. of'.-, 3 sing. Ion. aor. 2 of'., , and , , destructive, deadly, .
the day of destruction, II. ; a vote of
death, Aesch. :

—

as Adv. fatally, Soph. 2.

c. gen., bringing ruin on his

friends, Aesch. II. of persons, ruined., lost, un-
done, Soph. :

—

rascally, worthless, Luc., , () ruin, destruction, death, Horn.,

Trag., etc. ; , like , the

consummation of death, II. :

—

; as an
imprecation, ruin seize thee ! Soph. :

—

-
by loss of money, Thuc. ; eV Plat. II. like

Lat. pernicies and pestis, that which causes destruc-

tion, a pest, plague, curse, Hes. ; of persons, Hdt.

;

so Oedipus calls himself Soph. ; ., of Philip, Dem., etc.,, 2 and 3 sing. fut. of., , Att. for, Ar., Ep. impf., Ion., like, to

ruin, destroy, kill, Horn., Trag. :—Pass, to perish,

die, esp. a violent death, II.', aor. 1 inf. of :—', part.-, 3 sing. aor. 1 opt. of.--, opos, , , (-) man-destroying, Theogn.'-, aor. 2 med. inf. of.-, ypos, , -, beast-slaying, Eur., Ep. aor. 1 of : inf., part.-.-, , destroying tyrants, Anth., f. of., rjpos, , (), a destroyer, murderer, II. :

—

fem.', Babr., Anth., , , =] :—fem.', Anth.

—. 55, , .., . 2 sing. aor. 2 med. of.
[], Adv. (-) butfew times, seldom, Eur.,

Thuc, etc.-, , scant of vines, Anth.-', () to be scant of men, Plut., etc.-, , scantiness of men, Strab., , scantiness of men, Thuc, Xen. From-, , scant of men, Xen.-", ,() a scanty meal, Plut.-, ,() contented with little, Luc.', f. , to be member of an oligarchy,

Arist. :—Pass, to be governed by the few, be under an
oligarchy, Thuc, Plat. From-, , , () an oligarch. Hence, Ion. -, -, an oligarchy, government in
the hands of a few families ox persons, Hdt., Att., \, , oligarchical, of, for or like oli-

garchy, . Thuc, Arist. :—Adv. —, Plat.,

Dem. . 2. of persons, inclined to oligarchy, Plat.-,, , , having little arable land, Anth.&, Adv.() from some few parts, Hdt., Adv. () in few places, Plat.',, part, with no pres. in use, having
little power, in feeble case, powerless, Od. From-, ,() weak, powerless, Anth. Hence, Ion. -, , weakness, faintness, Od., ov, =, Anth.-, , {) want of arable land, Anth.-, , () with little corn, or with a

small bread-basket, Anth., -, , irreg. Sup. of, (v. vi)., , production offew at a birth, Plat. From-, , producingfew at a birth, Hdt.-&',, part, with no pres. in use, able

to do little, feeble, powerless, II. From-,, , () of little ?night, feeble, Ar., , weakness, feebleness, Aesch.-, , () fewness ofyears, youth, Xen.-, , () with little wood, Anth.-, , of little faith, . T.

[], , , of Number or Quantity, few, little,

scanty, small, opp. to, Horn., etc. ; the gov-

erning body in Oligarchies was called oi, Thuc,
etc. 2. c. inf. too few to do a thing, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. of Size, little, small, opp. to,
Horn. ', little or nothing, Plat. III.

neut. as Adv., little, a little, slightly, Horn.,

Eur. ; with comp. Adjs., II. ; .\ Od. ; so, . Hdt. ; but is

more common with the Comp. in Prose, Id., etc.
^
IV.

special phrases : 1. almost,

wanted but little of overtaking,

Id. :—hence alone, all but, almost, Od., Att.;

hard upon 1000, Thuc. 2.

(sc.) at a short distance, Aesch., etc. :

also, (sc.) at short notice, suddenly,

Thuc. :—' in few words, Plat. 3.

(sc.) in a small space, within small

compass, Thuc. :~also, (sc.) in a short

time, suddenly, Plat., N.T. 4. oyie

amongfew, i. e. exceedingly, remarkably , Hdt. 5.
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e£ = bxiyov, of Time, Thuc. 6. es bxiyov

'within a little, Id. 7. bxiyov by little and
little, Id.; but the Adj. often takes the gender and

number of its Subst., bxiyous few at a time, in

small parties, Hdt., Thuc. 8.

shortly after these things, Xen. 9. bxiyov

within a little, almost, Eur. :—but,' .
to hold of small account, Xen. V. the Adv. bxiyws

is rare, bxiyws Anth. VI. Comparison : 1.

the Comp. is commonly supplied by,\
or : the form , ov, gen. ovos, is

rare. 2. Sup. bxiyiaTos, , ov, II., Att.:

—

or bx., as Adv., Lat. minime, Plat. ; &s 6\iyurra Id.-, ov, () with little flesh, Luc., , small eating, moderation in food, Arist.-, ov, eating little., , the consisting offew lines, Anth. From--, ov, consisting offew lines., ), 6v, (bxlyos) one out of a few, opp. to, Plut. II. . for the* smallest

space of Time, Soph,, t)tos, , (bxiyos) of Number, fewness,
Plat. II. of Amount, smallness, scantiness :—of

Time, shortness, Id.-, -, fewness offriends, Arist.-, ov, and a, ov,() lasting or living

but little time, of short duration, Theogn., Hdt., etc.-, ov, () faint-hearted, N.T., f. , to esteem little or lightly, make
small account of, c. gen., Xen., Plat. :—absol. to take

no heed, Thuc. :—Pass., pf., to be lightly

esteemed, Dem. Hence, Ion. -, ), an esteeming lightly , slighting,

contempt, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. negligence, ap. Dem.-, ov, () little-caring, lightly-esteeming,

scornful, contemptuous, Hdt., Dem. :—Adv., oXiyoopws

to be careless, negligent, Plat., Xen.', aor. 2, Ep. : f.,
aor. 1, pf .- are late :

—

to slip, slip and
fall, II. ; e| he slipt from the chariot,

Soph. :—metaph. to make a slip, Ar. 2. to slip or

glide along, Theocr. Hence,, , poet, for, Anth. ; and, , , slippery, Lat. lubricus, Pind.,

Xen. II. of persons, slippery, hard to catch and
keep hold of, Plat., Anth. 2. liable to slip, Plut., , slipperiness, Luc. 2.=a slip, Id., aor. 2 part, of., ados, , () a ship which is towed, a ship of
burthen, trading vessel, merchantman, Hdt., , () a drawing, dragging, tugging : a
drawing on or towards a thing, attraction, force of
attraction, Plat., , () a bowl or basin, Plut., i), , () drawing to oneself, attractive, Plat., , () : I. as an Instrument, a machine
for hauling ships on land, a hauling-engine, Hdt.,
Thuc. 2. a strap, rein, Soph. II. as an Effect,

a furrow, Lat. sulcus, /cbs the furrow
made by the wood, Xen. 2. periphr., hacpv-qs

drawings of laurels, i. e. laurel-boughs (or brooms
made of them) drawn along, Eur.

j
—.

and (from Root ) :—impf. &,
3 pi.

:

—f., Ep. also, Ion.,
Att., e?5, e? : aor. 1, Ep., :

—
Med., impf. : f ., Ep. :

aor. 2, Ion. 3 sing,, part.,
as Adj., v. : pf., (infr. .
in) A. Act. = La.t.perdo, I. to destroy, make
an end of, Horn., Trag. :—also of doing away with
evil, Aesch. II. to lose, ,
^vX"hv> -svos, to lose life, Horn.;

having lost their labour, Aesch.

B. Med., = Lat. pereo, I. to perish, come to

an end, Horn. ; also c. acc. cogn., ,
to die by an evil death, II. :— oAoto,' ?nay ,

st thou, may ye, perish ! an imprecation,

Trag. ; so,,,, Soph. 2. to be

ruined, undone, Horn., Att. II. of things, to be

lost, Horn. III. pf., in sense of Med., to

have perished, to be undone, ruined, II., Aesch., etc.

;

of the dead, Aesch.-, , () a maker of mortars, Arist., , (, volvo) a round smooth stone, a roller,

II. II. any round body : a mortar, Hes., Hdt.

:

a kneading-trough, Ar., , , a destroyer, . ., to destroy utterly, N.T. (Deriv. uncertain.), , an Ep. form of bXoos, II.- or-, , (, volvo,) a
rolling stone, a round stone, such as besieged people

rolled down upon their assailants, Hdt., Xen. ; oXooi-

in II. and Orac. ap. Hdt. 2. as Adj.,

round stones, to which the muscles of an
athlete's arm are compared, Theocr.-, f. ), () to bring a burnt-offering,

to offer whole, Xen., f., =foreg., Xen. Hence,, a whole bur-nt-offering, holocaust,,.'., , completeness or soundness in all its

parts, . T. From-, ov, complete in all parts, entire, perfect,

Lat. integer, Plat., etc., ,) any loud cry, mostly of a joyous

kind (unlike Lat. ululatus), used by women invoking

a god, II., Hdt., etc.,,() a loud cry, mostly of joy, Eur., ,() a loud crying, mostly a joyous
cry, in honour of the gods, Aesch., Eur. ;—rarely of

lamentation, Aesch., ovos, i), () an unknown animal,
named from its note : prob. a kind of owl, Theocr.

: f .- : aor. 1 Ep. :
—to cry to

the gods with a loud voice, cry aloud, of women
crying aloud to the gods in prayer or thanksgiving,

Od., h. Horn. Apoll. ; so also in Aesch., Eur., etc., v. sub.,, sing, and 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of., , lengthd. Ep. form of., , , () destroying, destructive, fatal,

deadly, murderous, Horn., Hes., Aesch., Eur. :

—

oXoa

(ppovuv to be bent on ill, design ill, II. :—Comp.-
Tepos lb. ; Sup. (used as fern.) Od. II.

in pass, sense, lost, dead, Aesch.



—,, v. sub.-, ovos, and , (, ]) meaning mis-

chief, baleful, II. :—in Od. always of crafty, shrewd,

men, not Greeks ; such men being- regarded as baneful.--, ov,() all-purple, Xen., f. >, to pluck out, tear out, Anth. (From
with 6- euphon.), ,=, mud, muddy liquor, Anth.*, Ion., , ov, whole, entire, complete, Lat.

integer, a whole loaf, Od. ;

a whole city, Eur. ; Ar., etc. ; —
are whole, entire cities, opp. to ,

the whole city, the city as a whole, Plat. :—with the

Art. it may either precede or follow the Subst.,

the whole day, ' rrjs

through the whole night, Xen., etc. 2. whole,

i. e. safe and sound, Plat. 3. entire, utter,

an utter blunder, Xen. ; of a person,
= Lat. totus in illis, Dem. 4.

neut. as Adv., or , wholly, entirely, Plat.

;

0 Id., etc. ; Id. ;

—

so, on the whole, generally, Id. ; ',' (v. sub,). II. as Subst.,

the universe, Id. 2. , one's all,

Dem. ; =, altogether, Philipp. ap.

Dem. III. Adv., wholly, altogether, Plat.,

etc. 2. on the whole, speaking generally, in short,

in a word, like , Lat. denique, Dem. 3.

often with a neg., not at all, Plat., Xen., etc.- [], Dor. -, ov, () made of
solid beaten metal, Anth., , a general survey or estimate, Strab.

From-, , like, whole, entire, complete,

Lat. integer, Theocr. 2. relating to the whole,
important, considerable, Polyb. :—Adv.-, entirely,

utterly, Id. (The sense of -·\ is uncertain).-, 6, a coarse rush, used in wicker-work :

—hence the proverb,

to stop Philip's mouth with an un-
soaked rush, (for rushes were soaked to make them
tough), i. e. without any trouble, Aeschin.,, , =, Theocr., r), , of lamentation, lamenting, Horn. :—, as Adv., Anth., , , lamentation, Ar., Thuc, etc. From' [], f. : aor. -, Ep. 2 and 3 sing,, : aor. 1

part. pass, : I. intr. to lament,
wail, moan, weep, Horn., etc. 2. to lament or

mourn for the ills of others, to feel pity, Horn. : c.

gen. to have pity upon one, II. 3. to beg with
tears and lamentations, ' ,-

lb. 4. c. inf., ;
why lament that thou must be brave? Od. II.

c. acc. to lament over, bewail, lb., Hdt., Att. 2.

to pity, Horn. Hence~, , =, Thuc. ;

lamentationsfor the departed, Id. ; and, i), , querulous, Arist.-, ov, Ep. Adj. destructive, deadly
,
pernicious,

Od.; versed in pernicious arts, lb.
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(From, the Root of : the term,- has
not been explained.)", , a leathern oil-flask, Theocr., Anth., and, , =, Theocr./- (sc. ), , Olympia, a district of Elis

round the city of Pisa, where the Olympic games were

held, Hdt., etc. ; or the city Pisa itself, Pind. ; also, Id.

(sc. Upa), , the Olympic games, in honour

of Olympian Zeus, established by Hercules in 776
B. c, and renewed by Iphitus, and held at intervals

of four years at Olympia, Hdt. ; .,
to win at the Olympic games, Id., etc., Adv. to Olympia, Thuc.-, ?, , Olympian, Thuc, Xen.,, , pecul. fern, of, Olympian
as epith. of the Muses, II., Hes. ; of the Graces, Ar. 2.. 4 the olive-crown of the Olympic games,
Pind. II. as Subst., 1. the Olympic games,
Hdt., Pind. 2. (sub. ), a victory at Olympia,
Hdt. 3. an Olympiad, i.e. the space of four years

between the celebrations of the Olympic games ; used as

an historical date from about 300 B. C. The 1st Olym-
piad began 776 B. c. ; the 293rd and last in 393 A. D., Adv., at Olympia, Ar., etc. ; cf.

:

—but II. [], dat. pi. of.
or,, the temple ofOlympian

Zeus, Thuc, Plat. ;—wrongly written., r), , of Olympus, Hdt. 2. of Olym-
pia, Olympic, . the Olympic games, Ar.- [t], , Dor. -, , , () a
conqueror in the Olympic games, Pind. II. as

Adj.,. Id.-) ov,() =foreg., Pind., ov, Olympian, of Olympus, dwelling on
Olympus, Horn., etc. ; Zeus is called simply

in Horn. ; Zei/s . Soph. ; . Thuc.", Ion., , Olympus, a mountain on
the Macedonian frontier of Thessaly.—Horn, makes it

the seat of the gods, but distinguished from heaven(). II. the name was common to several

other mountains, each apparently the highest in its own
district, in Mysia, Hdt. ; in Laconia, Polyb., etc. III.

as Adv.,"OX^ir0v8e, Ion., to Olympus,
Horn., etc. :—, from 01., Pind., , , of or relating to Olynthus (in

Chalcidic^), Dem., , a winter-fig which seldom ripens, an un-
timely fig, Lat. grossus, Hdt. (Deriv. unknown.), , mostly in pi., a kind of grain, spelt

or rye, II., Hdt. ; cf . ., rare Ep. form of,, Hes., pf. in med. signf. of., v. ill., f., to make a noise or din, of a number
of people speaking at once, Od. From, , () a noise, din, made by a number of

people speaking together, Horn., Eur.; of a tempest,

II. II. a noisy throng, lb.-, ov, () related by blood, Pind.-, ov, () of the same blood, related by

blood, Lat. consanguineus, Hdt., Aesch. ; .
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murder by one near of kin, Aesch. 2. as Subst.,, or -, a brother or sister, Id., Soph.

Hence, , blood-relationship, Anth.-, ov, gen. ovos, =, Hdt., Aesch.:

—

Comp. more near akin, Soph. 2.

as Subst. a brother or sister, Id. 3. =* (n),

Aesch., Ion. -, , ttnion for battle, a defensive

alliance, league, Hdt., Thuc. From-, , () a fellow-fighter, an ally, Thuc., 4s, =, level, level ground, Xen., f. Att. - :—Pass., pf. : aor.

: f . : f . med. in

pass, sense :

—

to make even or level, Xen. 2. to

level, equalise, Arist. From, , ov, () : of a surface, even, level, Od.,

etc. ; iv on level ground, Thuc. ; -
Id. 2. of circumstances, on a level, equal," marriage with an equal, Aesch. ;

Theocr. ; on a level with one
another, equal, Id. 3. of the average sort, .

an ordinary sort of soldier, Id. II.

Adv., evenly, . to march in an even
line, Thuc. ; . Xen. 2. of all alike,

Plut.,, , evenness of surface, Arist. ; a level,

Id. II. equality, Plat., Arist., impf., Ep. 3 dual : f.

: aor., Ep. 3 sing. opt. :

(,) :

—

to meet, 1. in hostile sense, to

meet in fight, ' ap II. 2. to go
together, - they walked together,

Od. ; ' could not keep

pace with the ship, lb. 3. c. dat. to walk beside,

accompany, attend, Hes., Trag. :—also, to pursue,
chase, Aesch. 4. of things, to attend, Id. II.

in Med. c. acc. to go after or attack jointly, II. Hence
or, Adv. together, Eur. II.,

Dor. for, imper. of.--,, , , a fellow-soldier, Anth.-|, Dor. -, , , , with adjoining
lands, Anth., , a dwelling together, . wedded
unions, Aesch. From-, ov, () living together. II.(
sounding together or in concert, Soph,', f. , () to rain, ,-

when Zeus sends the autumn rains,

Hes. II. trans, to bedew, Anth., ov,() rainy, of rain, rain-
water, Hdt. ; Soph.

; Ar.-, ov,() receiving rain, Anth.- [], ov, sounding with rain, Aesch., , Lat. imber, a storm of rain, a thunder-
storm, II., Hdt. : heavy rain, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2.

generally, water, Soph. II. metaph. a shower of

tears, blood, etc., Aesch., Soph,-, ov, () rain-bringing, Lat. imbrifer,
Aesch., Ar., =, . ., 3 sing. fut. of.

.
=', Eur.:—fern, ',-, , ,, Soph.-, , () a partner of the bed, consort, both

of the man and woman, Anth.-', ov, () playing together, a playmate, Anth.-, is, (, -) assembled,'/
(Ep. dat. pi.) II.-, Dor.-, ,() =foreg., Pind., aor. 1 inf., Dep. to assem-

ble, call together, Od. From-, Dor. -, , , (-) an assembly,

meeting, company, II., Aesch., Eur.-, Ion. -, , sameness of age, esp. of young
persons; and as a collective, those of the same age,

one's friends, comrades, Horn., Theogn. II.

addressed to a female, =|,
but thou art of the same age with myself, Od.-,, , , of the same age, mostly of young
persons, Od., Hdt., etc. 2. as Subst. an equal in

age, comrade, Lat. aequalis, Od., Eur. II. of
like stature, Luc., ,() a giving of hostages or securities,

a security, Lat. vadimonium, Thuc., , a temple of Homer, Strab., ov, Homeric, Hdt. : . the Homeric
phrase, Plat.,, , a hostage, pledge, Plut. From, f. , () to be or serve as a hostage,

Aeschin. II. trans, to give as a hostage, Eur.', f., aor. 1 : () :
—to meety

Od. 2. metaph. to accord, agree,}
(Ion. for, part. pi. fern.) Hes., , the Homerids, a family or guild of poets

in Chios, who traced their descent from Homer and re-

cited his poems, Pind. :—generally, the imitators or

the admirers of Homer, Plat.", , , Homeric, in Homeric manner, Plat.", , Homer ; the name first occurs in a Fragm.
of Hes., , a pledge for the maintenance of unity,

a surety, a hostage, Hdt., Att. 2. of things, a

pledge, security, yrjv Thuc. (Deriv.

uncertain.), Adv.[) in groups .or bands, in crowds,

Lat. turmatim, II.', f.,() to be in co?npany with, consort

with others, c. dat. pi., Od., Att.; also, .
II. ; is in company with

the foremost, lb. 2. absol. to join in company,
Od. ; \ . to throng about the corpse,

Horn. II. in hostile sense, to join battle with,

Id. :—absol. to join battle,

. III. of social intercourse, to hold converse

with, consort with, associate with others, c. dat.,

Hdt., Aesch.;, ),
Plat. :—of scholars, . to frequent a teacher's

lectures, be his pupil, Xen. 2. absol. to be friends,

Hdt. IV. of marriage, Soph., Xen. V. of

things or business which one has to do with, to attend

to, busy oneself with, Thuc. ;·
Ar. ; Plat. :—then, much like,, Lat. uti, . to be in good fortune,
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Pind. ; Eur. ; (sc.

opytiv), i.e. wanders from his right mind, Soph. 2.

of the things themselves,-
. . . does not consort with a crooked mind, Pind.

;

gave me the delight

of cups to keep me company, Soph. VI. to deal
with a man,

thus hath my youth wrought by inter-

course with the power, Thuc. VII. of place, to

come into, be in, visit, c. dat., Hdt., Aesch., Adv., =, Hes.
[t], aTos, , () intercourse, Plat,', verb. Adj. of, Arist., , , () a disciple, scholar, Xen., , ,() with whom one may consort,

unapproachable, Aesch., Ion. -, , () a being together, com-
munion, intercourse, converse, company, Lat. com-
mercium, Aesch., etc. :

—

. communion or in-
tercourse with one, Hdt. ; Soph., etc.;

those who are worthy of my
society,At.; . intercourse with a country,Eur.

;

. public and private life, Thuc. :—also in

pi., association with Greeks, Hdt.; at

intercourse with kinsfolk, Eur. 2.

sexual intercourse, Hdt., Xen., etc. 3. instruction,
Xen. :—later, a homily, sermon. II. an asso-

ciation, company, Hdt., Aesch. :—in collect, sense,

fellow-sojourners, Aesch. ; vabs . ship-mates, Soph,-, , (,) any assembled crowd, a throng
of people, Horn., Hdt., Aesch. : the mass of the people,
the crowd, opp. to the chiefs, II. ; 6. the
crowd of irregulars, as opp. to the, Thuc. 2.

the throng of battle, II. ; ., Lat. in prima
acie, lb. : generally tumult, confusion, Hdt.'', Lat. mingo, to make water, Hes., , Ion., Dor., a mist, fog,
(not so thick as or), II. ; a
cloud of dust, lb. 2. metaph. a mist over the

eyes, Aesch. : darkness, gloom, Anth.,,, (Root found in, pf. pass, of) :—the eye, Horn., etc. ; II.
;' , Lat. rectis oculis aspicere,

to look straight, Soph., etc.; '
how I could have

looked him in the face, Id. ; so,

Id. ; to judge by his eyes or ex-

pression, Id. ; T«/bs to come within

sight of him, Eur. ;

—

before one's eyes,

Soph. ; face to face, Eur. ; but, also, in point of eye-sight, Soph. :

—

'-
to judge by the eye, Lat. ex obtutu, Id.;

—

-, Lat. in oculis, before one's eyes, Aesch., Thuc.

;

—e£ out of sight, Eur. II. that which
one sees, a sight, vision, Soph. III. the eye of
heaven, i.e. the sun, Id., Eur.; but,

periphr. for (v. infr. v), Aesch., Eur. IV.
generally, light, that which brings light,

Aesch. ; the

light of glad tidings, Soph. :—hence, anything dear
or precious, Aesch. V. periphr. of the person,

for, Soph. ; for,

-. gejtj

Soph. ; for, Id. ;

for S> , Eur.-, , () bereft of eyes, Soph.,
Eur. II. act. depriving of eyes,^ .

heat that robs plants of their eyes or buds, Aesch.&, f., {) to furnish with eyes :—Pass.,

a mind furnished with eyes, quick
of sight, Aesch.

"OMNVMl and: imper. and : 3 pi., 3 sing, (from pres.) : impL
:—f ., ,, later : aor. ,.,,— : pf. : plqpf .-

:

—Pass., f. : aor. : 3
sing. pf. or, part, :

—
to swear, Horn. ; c. acc. cogn.,
II. ; ) whosoever swears a false

oath, lb. II. to swear to a thing, affirm or con-

firm by oath,
5^ lb. ; '.] Dem. 2. foil, by inf. fut. to swear that one

will . . , II., Soph. ;—often with or (in Att.)

preceding the inf., .

;

so by inf. aor. and ', Xen. :—foil, by inf. pres. to

swear that one is doing a. thing, Soph. ; by inf. pf. to

swear that one has done, Dem. 3. absol.

to say with an oath, Plat. III. with acc.

of the person or thing sworn by, to swear by,

^Tuybs II.; Dem.;—rarely

c. dat., TcjJ ' ' ; Ar. :—Pass.,

Zeus has been sworn by, adjured, Eur.-, ov,() having a common altar, Thuc.-€5, oi, () persons stickled with the
same milk, foster-brothers or" sisters, clansmen, Arist.-, ov, married to the same wife, Eur.;'
having married sisters, Id.-, ov,() from the same womb, born

of the same mother, II.-,, ,() an own brother, Eur.-, , (^^) of the same race or family,
Eur. ; ., of bloodshed in a family, Id. :

—

also as Subst.,- one's congener, Id.. II.

act. having the same wife, Soph.-,, , one equally aged, Luc.-, ov, Att. -ttos, () speaking the

same tongue, Hdt. ; with one, Id., Xen.-, ov, contr. for-, (, -) of the

same race : ·. gods who protect a race or

family, Lat. Dii gentilitii, Soph.; Zeus . Eur., Ar.', f., to be of one mind, to league to-

gether, Thuc, Xen. ; . to consent to, Xen.; .
to agree with one in a thing, Id. From-, ov, gen. ovos, () of one's mind, like-

minded, with one, Thuc, Xen., etc. ; . -,, to bring to one's own
opinion, Xen.-, , =-, Pind. ; with one, Xen.-, ov, Dor. for-.', ov,() sharing one's bed, Aesch.-, Dor.-, ov, of the same people or race,.

Pind. ; with one, Id.-, ov,() living with others, Luc. ; -
common to the generality, Id., f., to be of the same opinion, agree per-
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fectly, with one, Plat. : absol. to agree together,

Id. ; and, , unanimity, Plat. From-, ov, () of the same opinion, Luc.-, , -, a fellow-slave, Eur., Plat., etc. ; .
Plat. ; Xen., , a running together, meeting, Luc. From-, ov, () running the same course

with, Plat,-, 4s, () of the same people or race, Hdt.,

Arist. :—generally, of the same kind, Arist.-, ov, =, Polyb.

-£, vyos, , ,() yoked together, Plat,-, , () of the same habits or character,

Plat., Arist.-,, , , =, Anth.-, ov, living in the same chamber with
another, c. gen., Pind., () from the same place, properly a gen.

(like 4,,), e| Od. II.

•as Adv. from the same source, h. Horn., Hes. ;

a brother, Eur. ; so, . Id. ; .
rivi to be from the same parents with him,

Soph. III. from near, hand to hand, ., Lat. cominus pugnare, Xen. ;

to follow close upon, Id.-» ov, sharing the same throne, Pind.-, Adv. () with one accord, Dem.

;

mostly joined with, Ar., Xen., () to be like, . T., ov, Ep. for, ov, II. [t metri grat. before

a long syll.]-, ov, ending alike, rhyming, of

verses., f. ), to have similar feelings or affec-

tions, to sympathise,' with another, Arist. II.

of things, to be subject to the same laws, to be homo-
geneous, Strab.-, , () having like feelings or affec-

tions, sympathetic, ' with another, Plat. II.

generally, of like nature, Id.-, 4s, (4) of like appearance with,

Aesch.

or (Ion. and old Att.), a, ov, or os, ov :

Ep. also (q. v.), Aeol. : () :
—like,

resembling, Lat. similis, Horn., etc. ; proverb.,

ayei ' birds of a feather flock

together,' Od. ; so, Plat. :—Comp.
more like, Id. ; Sup.- most like,

Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. —, the same, Horn.;
%v . one and the same, Plat. ;

it will be all one to us, Lat. perinde erit, Hdt. ;
'

eiVe 4, Aesch. 3.

shared alike by both, common, . war in
which each takes part, Horn. ; -,,
common to all, Id. 4. equal in force, a match
for one, Lat. par, II., Hdt. 5. like in mind,
at one with, agreeing with, Hes. :—hence (sub.) always the same, Id. ;

Thuc. 6. to give
' tit for tat,' Lat. par pari referre, Hdt. ; so, t)]v

(sc.) or ' Id. ; ttjv

.<4 to have a like return made
one, Id. ; 4'$ ' (. . £). 7. 4'

to hold a thing in like esteem, Id. 8.

4 , alike, much like, Thuc. ', 4
with equal advantages, in fair fight,

Aesch. II. of the same rank or station, Hdt. :

01, the peers, Xen., Arist.

B. Construction: 1. absol., as often in Horn.,

etc. 2. the person or thing to which one is like in

dat., as with Lat. similis, Horn., etc.; also in gen. :

—ellipt., , for, II. 3. that in which a person or

thing is like another is in ace,-' Od. 4. with inf., 4
like the winds to run, II. 5. foil, by, like Lat.

perinde ac, Hdt., etc.

C. Adv., often in the neuters, and, Ion.

and old Att.,, in like manner with,
' second to none,' Hdt.; -

Id. 2. alike, Aesch. II. regul. Adv., in like manner with, c. dat., Hdt., Att. ; ._
. . Hdt. 2. alike, equally, Id., Aesch.-, ov, ()) ending alike, Arist. : rb

the like ending of two verses., , -, () likeness, resemblance,

^Plat., , likeness of manners and life, Strab.-, ov, of like manners and life, Thuc. :

—

Adv.—, in like manner with another, c. dat., Id.,.- : aor.:—Pass., f .-,
or in med. form : aor. 1, Ep. inf.- : () :

—to make like, Lat. assimilare,

Eur., Plat. ; . , . to

make their feelings suitable to present circumstances,

Thuc. :—Pass, to be made like, become like, Horn.,

Eur., etc. ; in pf ., to be like, Plat. 2. to

liken, compare, ' Hdt., etc. ; so in Med., Id. :

—

in N.T. of parables. 3. in Med. also to make a
like return, Hdt. Hence, , , a likeness, image, resemblance,

counterfeit, Plat. ; and, Adv. of, v. C., , a becoming like, assimilation, Plat. 2.

likeness, resemblance, . T.-, ov, () eating together, ap. Arist.

-KCVTpos, ov, (4) concentric with, Strab., Dor. for.
: impf., and 3 sing, (as if

from) : aor. 1 -, 3 sing. Ep. -
:
—to call out together, Od., Soph. ; .

to call or shout to, whether to encourage or up-

braid, threaten, II. ;—c. inf. to command loudly, call

011 one to do, lb. From-, , (,) properly of several persons,

a joint call ; but of single persons, to

bide his call, II. ; with a sense of reproof, rebuke,

Horn. II. generally, harmony.-, Dor.-, , one who has an equal

share of an inheritance, a coheir, Pind., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 of., ), ,{) one who calls out to, an
npbraider, threatener , II.



—-, , () reclining on the same couch,

at table, Hdt.-, ov, (4) sharing the same bed, Eur.;

but, , of Tyndareus, as husband
of Leda, Id.·, f.-: aor.: pf..:—
Med. and Pass., f. and^ :

aor. and : pf.:():—to speak together ; hence, I. to speak
one language, with one, Hdt. :—generally,. to have naught to do with, Id. II. to hold
the same language with, i. e. to agree -with, Id.,

Thuc. 2. to agree to a thing, allow, admit, con-

fess, concede, grant, c. acc. rei, Hdt., Soph., etc.; .] to agree to the terms of peace, Dem. :

—

without the acc. rei,^ I gra?tt you, i. e. I

admit it, Ar., Xen. :—c. inf. to allow, con/ess, grant
that . . , Ar., Plat. 3. to agree or promise to do,

c. inf., Plat. b. the inf. is often omitted,-
ffavTes (sc.) Hdt. :—hence simply to make

_ an agreement, come to terms, with another, Id.

B. Med., just like the Act., Plat., Xen.
C. Pass, to be agreed tipon, allowed or granted by

common consent, Xen. ; c. inf. to be allowed or con-

fessed to be, Plat., Xen. 2. absol.,*/6 it

is granted, allowed, Plat. ; . ^^, .
things granted, Lat. concessa, Id. Hence,, to, that which is agreed upon, taken

for granted, a postulate, Plat. ; and, Ion. -, , agreement, Plat. 2. an
assent, admission, concession, Id. : 4. by my admission, Id. 3. an agreement made,
compact, Id. ; often in pi., Id. ; esp. in war, terms of
surrender, Hdt., Thuc.-, ,(,) agreeing, of one mind, .

tivos to be of one mind with one on

a point, Xen. :—also of things, agreeing, correspondent,
Arist. II. Adv. -yws, agreeably to, in unison
with, Id. :—so, e| confessedly, Polyb., Adv. part. pres. pass, of,
conformably with, to?s Xen. 2. by

common consent, confessedly , Thuc, Plat., , a. name of Zeus in Boeotia and Thessaly :

—hence one of the Gates of Thebes were called, Aesch., Eur.-,, , fellow-knave (cf. iyias), Ar., a, ov, born of the same mother, Lat.

frater uterinus, Hdt., Plat. ; Ar.-, ov, companion in death, Luc., f. ,() to be of one mind, agree
together, live in harmony, Thuc;
a united oligarchy, Arist. 2. c. dat. to live in
harmony with others, c. dat., Plat. Hence, , , conducing to agreement, in har-
mony, Plat. :—Adv.- to be of one mind, Id., , oneness of mind or thought, unity, con-
cord, Thuc, Plat., etc From-, ov, contr. -,, of one mind, Lat. con-

cors : Adv.-, Xen.-, , () of like feelings or affections,

sympathetic, Arist. ; c. gen., .
affected alike by pain and pleasure, Plat.

. 557-, , ov, by the same father, Hdt., Aesch.', f. , to sail together or in company,
Polyb. ; and, , a sailing in company, Cic. From-, ov, contr.-, , sailing together or
in company, Anth.-,, , , from or of the same city : poet,-, Soph.-, ov,() of or with the same plumage,
Plat. ; my fellow-birds, birds of my
feather, Ar. 2. metaph. of like feather, closely re-

sembling, Aesch., Eur. ; . consort-ships (or

equally swift), Aesch.; . i.e. the two brothers,

Eteocles and Polynices, Eur.,, , , poet, for., =^, to wipe off, 3 sing, impf .-
ya(e h. Horn.'~, to wipe:—Med.,
were wiping away their tears, Od.; *

zvere wiping the tearsfrom their cheeks, U.', Ion.', f. , to border upon, march
with, \oi] Hdt. From-, Ion.-, ov, having the same borders

with, marching with, bordering on, , -fj) Hdt. ; absol. bordering, Thuc ;

a border war, Dem. 2. metaph. bordering on,

closely resembling, Arist. 3. also as Subst., a
neighbour, Hdt., Thuc. ; . because of

their neighbourhood, Thuc', f., to row together ; metaph. to agree,

consent, Soph. ; . to agree with him, Eur.-, ov, properly, rowing together : hence side

by side, Theocr. :—so,» ov, Anth.', ,, (akin to) one and the same, common,
joint, Lat. communis, Horn., Hes. ; to

be of one mind, Hes., aor. 1 inf. of :—, part., Adv. () to one and the same place, II. ;

the battle came to the same spot, i. e. the

armies met, lb. ; Uvai, like Lat. cominus piig-

nare, . Uvai to close with the enemy,

Thuc; . ; so, . , to run to

meet, Xen. 2. metaph., . Uvai ? Gyo to

come to issue with the arguments, Eur.-, 4s() of equal might, Anth.', f. ], to eat with, take one's meals with

others, c. dat., Hdt. From-, ov, eating together, Hdt.-, ov, () equipped in the same way,

Thuc.-, ov,() living in the same tent., f., to live in the same tent or house

with others, c. dat., Xen.-, ov, =oypo, Aesch., Soph.-, ov,() sharing in the drink-offer-

ing, sharing the same cup, Hdt., Dem.-, ov,() sown together : sprungfrom
the same race, kindred, h. Horn., Trag. : as Subst.

a brother or a sister, Trag. II. . yuvfi a wife

common to two (Laius and Oedipus), Soph. ; of Oedipus,

having the same wife with his

father, Id.
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gen., Soph,-,, ov, buried together, Aeschin.-, ov,() practising the same craft with

another, c. dat., Plat. :—as Subst., a fellow-workman,
Hdt., Plat., , sameness of value or honour, Luc. From-, ov, () held in equal honour, II. ; -

with the gods, Theocr. ; c. gen. rei, -
yias . having an equal share in the command,
Plut. II. 01, among the Persians, nobles

of equal rank, the peers of the realm, Xen., ov, having one common wall, separated by

a party-wall, contiguous, Plat. :—metaph., of disease,

yeWoov . a next-door neighbour, Aesch.-, ov,() eating at the same table

with another, c. dat., Hdt. ; . Plat. ;

—

01 ., messmates, Persian name for certain courtiers,

Xen.-, ov, of the same habits or life, Plat. :

—

as Subst., ol' one's messmates,
Aeschin. 2. of like fashion, Hdt.-, ov, () reared or bred together with
another, c. dat., h. Horn.;, of domestic animals, Hdt. II. absol.,.

plains where wefed in common, Ar., Adv., properly gen. neut. of, I. of Place,

at the same place, together, II., Soph., etc. 2.

together, at once, Od. ; Soph.

;

aiyas bis both sheep and goats, II. ;

Hes., etc. 3. c. dat. together with,

along with, II. ; -
Aesch. II. close at hand, hard by,

Soph., Ar. : c. dat. close to, Soph., Xen. 2.

rarely c. gen., to go to join my ship,

Soph. 3. of amount, in all, elalv

Dem., etc. III. just like, Xen., f. of., Ion. for.-, ov,() going by the side of another,

c. gen., Pind.', f., to be of the same mind, have the
same thoughts, Od. ; in unity
of purposes, lb. ; a war of common
consent, Hdt. :—c. dat., yap
are not agreed together, Id. ; and, , =, Od. From-, ovos, , , () =, II., Hes. ; .yo Ar.-, , () of the same growth or nature, Plat,, , sameness of race or tribe, Strab. From-, ov,() of the same race or stock, Thuc,
etc. ; 01 . those of the same race, Xen. ; .
friendship with those of the same stock, Eur. :

—

, =, Id.; . a city peopled by

different races, Arist.', f. , to speak the same language with
another, c. dat., Hdt. II. to sound together, c.

dat., . y chimes in with the argument, Arist., , in Music, unison, Arist. From-, ov, () speaking the same language

.
with others, c. dat., Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. of the
same sound or tone, in unison with, Aesch.-,Ion.-, , sameness of colour, Xen. II.

the even surface of the body, the skin, Hdt., f ., to keep time with,' Luc. : absol.

to keep time, Id. From-, ov, contemporaneous.-, ov, having an equal right to vote with
others, c. dat., Hdt.

; Id., f., () to unite : aor. 1 pass. inf. ·
II., , food, corn. Hence, , ov, of or relating to corn : hence bountiful,

wealthy, Anth., , () madefrom unripe grapes: hence
harsh, austere, crabbed, Ar.-, ayos, , , with sour grapes, Anth., , Dim. of, Anth., ov,() having a boss, bossy, Anth.,,, ev, having a navel or boss,

of the shield with a central boss, II.

;

(uybv a yoke with a knob on the top, lb.'', , the navel, Lat. umbilicus, II., Hdt.,

etc. II. anything central (like a navel) : 1.

the knob or boss in the middle of the shield, Lat. umbo,
II. 2. a button or knob on the horse's yoke to

fasten the reins to, lb. 3. in pi. the knobs at each
end of the stick round which books were rolled, Lat.

umbilici, hue. III. the centre ox middle point,

as the island of Calypso is the of the sea, Od.

;

and Delphi (or rather a round stone in the Delphic

temple) was called as marking the middle
point of Earth, Pind., Aesch., etc.|,, , an unripe grape,

Od. ; Hes. ; -
Zebs ' , i.e. autumn, when the unripe

grapes become fit to make wine, Aesch.', , the voice of a god (opp. to, the human
voice), Horn. ;

' , of the voice

of the dream sent by Zeus to Agamemnon, II. ;

on hearing the sound of thy name (for the

name of Oedipus had something awful in it), Soph. 2.

a sweet voice, Pind. :

—

a voice, sound, Eur.-,, , , Dor. for-., , a having the same name, identity, an
equivocal word, Arist.; and, , ov, = sq., Anth. From-, ov,() having the same name, U., etc.;

with one, Thuc, etc. ; . my own
namesake, Dem. :—as Subst., c. gen., or

your namesake, Plat. II. of like

kind, Id.-, ov, () lodging under the same roof
with another, c dat., Dem.-, ov, = foreg., Babr., Adv. of , equally, likewise, alike, Lat.

pariter, Horn., Trag. ;
-

was filled full both of men and horses alike,

. ; all alike, Horn. II. c. dat. like

as, equally with, ' hated

like the gates of hell, II. 2. together with, Theogn., Conj. from (but with changed accent), all
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the same, nevertheless, notwithstanding, still, Lat.

tamen, II. , Soph., etc. :—often strengthened by other

words ,
3 ', Lat. attamen, but still, but for all

that, Ar., etc.; ,$ Plat.; ye

), ' ye Ar. :—used elliptically, oiaeis

vyies, ' (sc. ') Id. II. in

apodosis after \ el or edv, as tamen after etsi or

quamquam, Kel \ '£, ' even if

I shall say nothing plainly, yet I will speak, Soph.;—so,' ' (i. e. et vocreTs, ),
Id. III. to limit single words, Lat. quamvis,-

irep' helpless though he be, Hes., etc.-, , , Aeol. for /^, (, >)
holding or dwelling together, toxjs£5
worshipped in the same temple, Thuc.
ov-aypos, , — ovos aypios, the wild ass, Strab., Babr., aor. 2 med. opt. of :-—, inf.

ONA"P, , only used in nom. and acc. sing, (the other

cases being supplied by oveipos), a dream, vision
in sleep, opp. to a waking vision (), Od., Soph.,
etc. ; &are' ovap i5e7v, to express profound sleep,

Plat. 2. proverb, of anything fleeting or unreal,

okiyoxpovLOV &o~Trep ovap Theogn. ; irapepxerai cbs ovap

Theocr. II. ovap as Adv., in a dream, in
sleep, ovap$ Aesch. ; ' ovap not even
in my dreams, Eur., etc. ; cf ..,, Dor. for,.

(sc. ), , ass's skin, fern, of oveios, Babr.,,,() anything that profits or helps,

II. : advantage, aid, succour, Hes., etc. 2. a
means of strengthening, refreshment, Od., Hes.

;

ev oveiap good for beds, Theocr. 3. in

pi. oveiara, food, victuals, Horn. ; also of rich presents,

II. 4. of persons, oveiap lb., ov, (ovefios) reproachful, Horn. 2. dis-

honourable, Anth., f. Att. - : aor. 1- : pf . :

—Pass., with fut. med. 6ve^ie7a6e (in pass, sense) :

aor. 1€ : I. c. acc. rei et dat. pers. to

throw a reproach upon one, cast in one's teeth, object

or impute to one, Lat. objicere, exprobrare, Horn., etc.;

also, bveti'^eiv . . to impute it to him that . . ,

II., Plat. II. omitting the acc. rei, to reproach,

upbraid, 1. c. dat. pers., II., Hdt. 2. c. acc.

pers., eireaiv bve'fiiaov II. ; veas (sc.) did'st reproach me with being blind, Soph.
Hence,, , insult, reproach, blame, Hdt. ; and, rjpos, , = sq., fidl of reproach, Eur.; and$, , , one who reproaches with a thing,

c. gen. rei, Arist. ; and, , , reproachful, abusive, Luc. From,, reproach, censure, blame, Horn. ; ovefios

exeiv to be in disgrace, Hdt. ; oveios [], c. inf.,

Eur. ; &s iv ove'^ei by way of reproach, Plat. :—pi.,

exeiv .^ Id., etc. 2. matter of
reproach, a reproach, disgrace, \

., II.; c. gen., . the reproach of the

city, Aesch. ; ov. Soph. ; so, Oedipus calls

his daughters Id., a, ov, (ovos) of an ass, Ar. ; . ass's

milk, Dem.
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*6,, , v. oveipos., a, ov, (oveipos) dreamy, of dreams, iv ovei-

peiriai at the gates of dreams, Od.- [t], , , an interpreter of dreams,
Theocr., Theophr. Hence, ,, for interpreting dreams,
Plut.-, eots, ,, an interpreter ofdreams, Aesch.', f. , to deal with dreams, i. e. to

dream, Plat. ; ov. to dream of a thing, Ar. ;

vepooei ev } yvr 'builds many such castles in

the air,' Dem. II. to cheat by dreams, Ar.-, , () one occupied with dreams,
a dreamer, or an interpreter of dreams, II., Hdt., , or, , pi. oveipa, but the metaph.
form ove'iparra (as if from oveipap) was more common in

nom. and acc; so, gen., dat. -acri; also in

sing., gen. oveipaTOS, dat. bveipaTi : (ovap) :
—a dream,

Horn., etc. 2. as prop. n. "Oveipos, god of dreams,
Id., Hes. ; cf..-, ov, appearing in dreams.-, ovos, , , () versed in dreams and
their interpretations, Eur., to draw up with a windlass (ovos ill. 1), impf.

&veuov Thuc.- [], , , (4) a donkey-driver, Dem., aor. 2 med. part, of

:

—, aor. 1

Ep. for :—, aor. 2 imper. :—, fut., ov, () useful, profitable, beneficial,

Aesch., Soph. : aiding, succouring, Soph.- [t], ews, , , usefid to the state, Simon., Dor., eoos, ,() use, profit, ad-

vantage, good luck, Od., Soph. :—c. gen. rei, enjoy-

ment of a thing, profit or delight from it, Aesch.,

etc. ; so, . eipelv tivos Soph., Dor., opos, , =5, Pind.", , the dung of animals, II.

[vt], , Dim. of ovos, a little ass, donkey, Ar., ], , of or for an ass: ovikos .5, v. ovos

III. 2.,,, inf., part. ovXvas,

:—impf. supplied by :—f . , Dor.

3 sing, ovaare? :—aor. 1, Ep. :—Med.,-
: impf. : f . : aor. 2,

imper., part, vevos ; also, 2 pi. vae

;

opt., inf.

:

—Pass., aor. 1, Dor.

: I. Act. to profit, benefit, help, assist, and,

like Lat. juvo, to gratify, delight ; absol. and c.

acc. pers., II., etc. ; . Od. ;

bjreKp'ivo) howyou pleased me by answering, Plat. II.

Med. to have profit or advantage, derive benefit,

have enjoyment or delight, Horn., etc. ; c. gen. to

have advantage from, have enjoyment of, ^
Od. ; ' e* ov^eTai ; what good will

others have of thee, i. e. what good will you have done

them? II.; so, tivos Plat. 2. aor. 2

part. ov^evos,=felix,' oe elvai,€5
he seems to me noble, favoured by the gods, Od. 3.

aor. opt., , , in protestations and

wishes, ovaio, Lat. sis felix I Eur., etc. ; and c. gen.,

bless thee for thy good sense, Id.

;

may I not thrive (where must be
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supplied), Soph. :—also in ironical sense, -

you'd be the better of it ! Ar. ;,
he'd be very nice if he were rubbed

down with salt, Id.,, , ass's dung, in pi., Ar.-, f. >, () to have a mare covered by

an ass, Xen.
ovolto, 3 sing. opt. of.", , Ion. and poet,, Aeol.,
Lat. nomen, a name, Horn., etc. :—absol., by name,

Xen., etc.; also in dat.,© Id. 2. 6v. riva to give one

a name, Od. ; but commonly in Med., 6v. Ib.,

Att. ; and for Pass., 6v.€ Ar., etc. ; 6v.

tivos Hdt. 3. to call one by

name, Od., Att.j so with pass.verbs, 6v.'-
vos Soph. ; ov. Thuc. II. name,
fame, ye is '€ Od. ; ^. Thuc. ; or . to have a

name for a thing- (good or bad), 2 opt., Thuc. III. a

mere name, opp. to the real person or thing, Od.

;

opp. to epyov, Eur., etc. 2. a false name, pretence,

pretext, or eV under the pretence,

Thuc. IV. is also used in periphr. phrases,, for, Eur. ; & ov.

Id. V. a phrase, expression, Xen. :

generally, a saying, speech, Dem. VI. in Gram-
mar, a noun, Lat. nomen, opp. to, verbum, Ar.,

Plat., etc. Hence, Ion. : impf., Ep. ov- : f

.

: aor. 1, Ion. ovv- : pf.:
—Pass., aor. 1 : :—an Aeol. fut.

med., and aor. 1 act. : () :

—

to

name or speak of by name, call or address by name, II.,

Hdt., Xen. 2. of things, to name, specify, II. II.

ov. to call one something, Hdt., Att. : in Med.,
called me his son, Soph. :—Pass.,

' ' Id., etc. 2. is

often added pleon., '
. . whose names they say are Hyperoche and . . , Hdt.

;

Plat. III. to

name or call after . . , Hdt., etc. ; tivos

Soph. :—Pass., hence
this saying has arisen, Hdt. IV. to use names or

words, Dem.", Ep. 2 sing,, 2 pi., 3 pi.-, 3 sing. opt.: 3 pi. impf

.

:—Ep. f.-: aor. 1, Ep. part,: Ep. aor.

3 sing,; and pass, : Dep.:

—

to blame,

find fault with, throw a slur upon, treat scornfully

,

Horn.; *', ; do ye com-
plain that Zeus has given ? II. ; c. gen.,'

I hope thou wilt not quarrel
with thy ill-luck (i. e. deem it too light), Od. ; ov.

to throw a slur upon, Hdt., Ion. f. : aor. 1, Ep. bvo-

:

—Ep. and Ion. for, to name or call by

name, and of things, to name, repeat, Horn. 2.

simply, to utter, speak, Od. : c. inf. fut. to promise to

do, Ib. II. to nominate, appoint, II.-, Adv.() calling by name, by name,
Lat. nominatim, Od.

•.-, opos, , () one who announces
guests by name, Lat. nomenclator, Luc.-, , offamous name, II., Adv.() by name, Hdt., Thuc., Ion.-, , ,() named, to be

named, and not to be named or men-
tioned, i. e. abominable, Lat. infandus, Od. II.

of name or note, notable, famous, Theogn., Hdt., etc.,-, ov, () telling people's names, Lat.

nomenclator, Plut.-, f., to coin names, Arist., Ep. for -, aor. 1 of., and , an ass, II., Hdt., etc. :—proverb., 1.\ for an ass's shadow, i. e. for nothing

at all, Lat. de lana caprina, Ar., Plat. 2. ovov

or, v. 7™/cos 1 1. 3. ' ,
of one who gets into a scrape by his own clumsiness,

with a pun on voii, Ar. 4. ay, of one heavily laden, Id. 5. -, of brutality, Xen. 6. , like

Midas, Ar. II. a luminous appearance
between the ovoi (two stars in the breast of the Crab;,

Lat. praesepe, Theocr. III. from the ass as a

beast of burden, 1. a windlass, pulley, Hdt. 2.

the upper millstone, ovos.

:

—so,

. . 3. a beaker, wine-cup, Ar., Ep. 2 sing, of., Ep. aor. 1 part, of :—,
Ep. fut. inf., r), , () to be blamed or scorned, II., =, to blame, h. Horn., Hes., , , —, Pind.-, , () an ass-keeper, Hdt., , pi. part. neut. of (sum), existing things,

the present, opp. to the past and future ; but also,

reality, truth, opp. to that which is not, Plat. II.

that which one has, property, like, Dem., Adv. part, of (sum), really, verily, Eur.,

etc. ; really and truly, Plat.,,, Aeol. and Dor. for -.,, , Ep. dat. pi.

:

—Lat. unguis,
in Horn, only in pi. of the eagle's talons

;

—of human
beings, a nail, Hes., Hdt., Att. :—of horses and oxen,

a hoof, Xen.—Special phrases, eis

(sc. ) warmed me to my fingers' ends,.

Eur. ; eV on tiptoe, Lat. summis
digitis, Id. ; e| from childhood, Hor.

de tenero ungui, Anth. ; , i. e. in every

possible way, Luc. II. a veined gem, onyx, Id., , ov,( ) made of onyx, Plut.£-, , () a sauce of vinegar and brine, Ar., fern, of :, dat. pi., Adv. of., , , () of ov for vinegar, Anth.

[t], , , sharp, sour, tart, Ar.,, , (o|os
N

> a vinegar-cruet, Lat. acetabulum,
Ar. ; applied to a diminutive person, Id., eos, , () poor wine, vin-de-pays, Ar.,

Xen. 2. vinegar made therefrom, Aesch., Ar. 3.

metaph. of a sour fellow, Theocr.

or, , a kind of beech : a spear-shaft made
from its wood, a spear, Eur.



-, , () a -vinegar-saucer, then, gener-

ally, a shallow vessel, saucer, Ar.-, 4s, () sharp-pointed, II.-, , , () shrill-screaming, Aesch.-, ccktos, to, sour milk, whey, Strab.

·-5, ov, shrill-wailing, Aesch.-, is, (4) quick-sighted, Hdt., Luc.-5, ov, sharp-sounding, Anth.-, ov, sharp-edged, sharp-pointed, Eur. II.

of a person, goaded to passion, infuriated, Soph., f . ^, to be quick to anger, Eur. II.

Pass, to be provoked, Ar. ; and, i), sudden anger, Eur. From-, ov, quick to anger, choleric, Eur., Ar., etc.

:

—sharp to punish, of the Areopagus, Aesch. : -, by crasis, —, Eur.-, ov, () =, Aesch., Ar.-, ov, with pointed leaves, of a pine, Anth.|·-5, ov, () wailed with shrill cries,

Soph.-, f . -\,() to seize quickly : to seize

an opportunity , Xen.- [], ov, glib of tongue, Ar., , quickness at learning, Strab. From-, 4s,() learning quickly.-, ov, (4) keenly studied, Ar.-?, ov, () bringing down the quick
anger (of the Erinyes), Aesch.-, ov, (4) clear-singing, Aesch., , a sharpener, Anth. From« [], f. : aor. : pf. :—Pass.,

aor. : pf . and : () :

—

to sharpen : metaph. to goad to anger, provoke,

Soph. :—Pass., Hdt. 2. to sharpen, quicken, Anth.,, , () sharp-pointed, II.-, 4s,() sharp-pointed, Anth.-, ov, () ravenously hungry, Cic.-, 4s, {) sharp-pointed, Aesch.-, , i),, , swift-footed, Eur.-, ov,() sharp-pointed, Aesch.-, ov, () swift-winged :—
swift wings, Aesop.-^, 4s, () =, Pind.

-poiros, ov, (4) turning quickly, of a delicate

balance : metaph., . opyds sudden and
quick to anger, Plat. ; . sudden anger, Id.'', , : Ion. fern.4 : , Ep. for neut. pi.4 : (akin to) :

—

sharp, keen, Horn., Hes., etc.

;

es ]4 brought to a point, Hdt. ;

the vertex of a triangle, Id. II. of feeling, sharp,
keen, II. ; )4 the piercing sun, h. Horn.;
so, , like Horace's gelu acutum, Pind. ;4 keenly contested, Hdt. 2. of the sight, neut.

as Adv., to be keenest of sight, II.

;

so, to notice a thing sharply, lb. ;

to be quick of hearing, lb. b. of things that affect

the sight, dazzling, bright, of the sun, lb. ; of colours,

Ar. 3. of sound, sharp, shrill, piercing, II. ; and of

the voice, , lb., etc. b. of

musical tones, sharp, high, opp. to, Plat. 4.

of taste, sharp, pungent, acid, Xen., etc. 5. of smell,- Ar. III. metaph. of mind, sharp,
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1

keen : quick to anger, hasty, passionate, II., Soph.,
etc. 2. sharp, quick, clever, Plat. ; c. inf., .

Thuc. ; yvoivai Dem. IV. of

motion, quick, swift, Ar. ; \J) z/oVos]'4 Soph. ; Id. V. regul.

Adv. 4, quickly, soon, Thuc, Plat.; but, 2.

neut. and pi. as Adv., v. supr. :—Comp.
Thuc, etc. ; Sup. II. ; Plat.|-, ov, () sharp-toothed, sharp-fanged,

Aesch. ; of a gnat, Ar. :—of a sword, sharp-edged, Eur., -, -, () sharpness, pointedness,
Plat. II. of sound, sharpness, opp. to,
Id. III. of the mind, sharpness, cleverness,

Id. IV. of motion, quickness, Id., Dem.|-5, ov, (4) sharp-cutting, keen, Pind.
-rovos, ov, sharp-sounding, piercing, of sound,
Soph. II. oxytone, having the acute accent, i. e.

the accent on the last syllable.-, ov, piercing, pointed,' . the pine with
its sharp spines, Anth.-, , =, Anth.-,, , , (') =, Eur.|, , sharpness of voice, Arist. From|-5, ov, () sharp-voiced, thrilling, Soph.-,, , , quick with the hands, quick to

strike, Theocr. 2. with quick
beating of the hands in lamentation, Aesch.-, ov, quick to anger, Solon, Soph.-, 4, () sharp-sighted, Arist., Luc, Ep. for , of whom, Horn., Dor. for Ion. : 3 sing. Ep. and impf.

:

—to follow, accompany
, attend, II.,

Pind. II. of things, yap[] useless do they go with me, II. ;,, '

Od., etc From, , Dor. and Att. for Ion., attendant,
Soph., Eur. : metaph., Pind. ;. pursuing them, of Artemis,

Soph.;4 . Theocr. II. as Adj.

accompanying, attending, c dat., h. Horn. From, impf. : Ep. f . : aor. ,
Ep. also'

:

—Med., Ep. 2 sing, f .

:

aor. , Ep. 3 sing, :—Causal of, to make to follow, send with one, give as a
companion or follower,

II. ; 4 gave me many sub-

jects, lb. :—Med. to bid another follow one, take as

a companion, Horn. II. also of things,

gives him glory to be with him, II. ; then,

simply, to give, grant, Horn., Pind., Aesch. 2. to

give besides, add,^ ' ipyov' h. Horn. ;

put a work of art on the shield,

Aesch. III. like, to press hard, chase," . ; 4
lb. :—Pass., a tor-

rent following, i.e. swollen with, rain, lb., , ()) a hole in the roof, Plut. ; cf..
o-irarpos, ov, (,) by the same father, II. ; so,,, , i), Anth.

[],, , Ion., : {) :
—a com-

rade in war, an esquire, such as was Meriones to

Idomeneus, Phoenix to Peleus, II. 2. generally, a
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follower, attendant, Lat. famulus, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. II. as Adj. following, Anth.,,, , () an awl, Lat. subula, Hdt.

oircp, Ep. for'., Ep. for.', , an opening, hole, Ar. 2. a hole in the

roof, serving as a chimney, Id., Ep., Dor. oird, Ion., Adv. (properly dat.

from an old Pron. *
ottos) : I. of Place, by which

way, Lat. qua; also =', where, Lat. ubi, Horn.;

sometimes much like, whither, Lat. quo, Horn.,

Hdt., Aesch. 2. c. g"en., yas, Lat. tibi terrarum,
where in the world, Eur. II. of Manner, in
what way, how, Horn., Att. ; , with subjunct.,

like other Conjunctions, ' Foed.

ap. Thuc. :—ecrf?' or in any manner, in
some way, Plat.,, Ion. for-., Dor., Adv., correl. to, at what
point of time, at what hour, on what day, Soph.,

etc. ; . &p at whatever hour or time, Id. 2.

in indirect questions, Uvai, .
Aeschin. ; in answer to a direct question,',— ; what time of day is it ?—what time, do you ask ? Ar. : c. gen., . wpas

Xen. II. in a causal sense, supposing that, .
Dem.

(sc. ), , cheese from milk curdled with

fig-juice (), Ar. (with a pun on ) ; in full,

Tvpbs Eur., Dep., only in pres. and impf. : Ep. 2 sing-., 3 sing-

, : () :

—

to regard with awe
and dread, Lat. vereri, revereri, Horn. :— absol.,

a pious man, Pind.; pious
gratitude, Id. 2. to care for, c. gen., Theogn. :

—so in Act. Anth.
and, Ep. for,.-, ov, poet, for-, follow-

ing a mortal,. glory that lives after men,

t

Pind., , the Opici, an ancient people of Southern
Italy, Arist.; also", Thuc. :

—', , their

country, Id. II., 77, , barbarous, Anth., f., (redupl. from, Root of 6·), to

look around after, gaze curiously or anxiously at,

c. ace, Horn. II. to lie in wait for, watch,,' II.

&, , , acc. and : poet. dat. :

(, Root of » : I. of the gods, 1. in bad
sense, the vengeance or visitation of the

gods for transgressing divine laws, Horn., Hes.; with-

out, divine vengeance, Od. 2. in good sense,

the care or favour of the gods, Pind. II.

of men, the regard which men pay to the gods,

religious awe, veneration, reverence,

paying no regard to the gods, Hdt. ;

in his reverence towards strangers, Pind., Ion. and poet. -0€ before a conson. : poet,

also, -Be : () : Adv. : I. of Place,

behind, at the back, Horn., etc. ; those who
are left behi?id, Od. ; also,

shall bring the rear ranks to the front, Soph.

;

. . the rear, back, II., Xen. :

—

els back,
backwards, Eur., etc. 2. as Prep, with gen. be-

hind, II. ; Hdt.,
etc. II. of Time, in futtire, hereafter, Horn.,
etc. 2. in the following
books, Hdt. Hence, a, ov, hinder, belonging to the hinder part,
Lat. posticus, . . the hind-\egs, Hdt.- [], ov, walking backwards, Anth.-, ov, written on the back or cover, Luc.-, ov, with back-bent fingers, Strab.-, , the back chamber or inner cell of the

temple of Athena in the Acropolis at Athens, used as
the Treasury, Ar., Dem.-, ov,() grazing backwards, of certain

cattle with large horns slanting forwards, Hdt.-, ,() prickingfrom behind, Anth.-, , ,,, walking behind,following,
attendant, Eur. :—also (cf.'), Aesch., f., to guard the rear, form the

rear-guard, Xen. II. to command the rear-

guard, Id., , the command of the rear, Xen.--,, , , one who guards the rear : 01. the rear-guard, Xen., Adv., Ep. for., , ov,() hindmost, Lat. postremus, II.

[(], Ep., Adv. : () : I. of Place,

backwards, opp. to, II. :—in Prose also ,
contr., Hdt., Att. 2. back, back again,
i. e. by the same way as one came, Od., Hdt. 3.

again, . Hdt., etc. 4. c. gen.,. come after me, follow me, N.T. II. of

Time, hereafter, since the future is unseen or behind us,

whereas the past is known and before our eyes, Horn.

;

. II. ; *
neither present nor future, Soph. 2.

Koyois in the following books, Hdt.

[], , Dim. of, Plut., only in impf., to make ready, Od., ,() a hoof, the solid hoof of the horse and
ass, II., Att. :—after Horn., like ", the cloven hoof
of horned cattle, h. Horn., Hes., etc.", , =, name of one of the four old

tribes at Athens, Hdt., Eur., f. : aor. 1, Ep.:—Med.,

aor. 1, Ep. 3 sing,

:

—Pass.,

aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi. : pf.

Eur. : () :
—to make or get ready, of meats and

drink, Horn., Eur. :—Med., or -
to prepare oneself a meal, Horn. ; , to

cause a sacrifice to be prepared, Eur. 2. of chariot-

horses, to get ready, harness, II. ; Med. to get them
ready for oneself, lb. :—Pass., of ships, Od. ; of

any implements, ready for use,

Aesch. ; furnished with a thing,

Eur. 3. of soldiers, to equip, arm, Hdt., etc. :

—

also, to train, exercise, Id. :—in Att. Prose, to arm
or equip as, Thuc. :—Med. and Pass, to pre-

pare or equip oneself, accoutre or arm oneself, get

ready, Od. ; (for) the

women got ready [for dancing], lb., etc. ;—c. inf. to
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prepare oneself to do a thing-, II., Eur. :—in Med.,
also, c. ace, to arm one's hand, Eur.

;

to arm oneself with boldness, Soph.
Hence, , equipment, accoutrement, arming, Ar.,

Thuc.,, , an army, armament, Eur. II.

a "weapon, Id., , —', Aesch., verb. Adj. of, one must arm, Xen., ,() a warrior-dress, Anth.-,, carrying the heavy-armed, .
troop-ships, transports, Thuc., f. , to serve as a man-at-arms, Thuc,
Xen. ; ot men now serving, opp. to 01, Arist. From

[t], , , () heavy-armed, armed, -. a race of men in armour, opp. to the naked
race, Pind. ; . an armed host, Eur. ; .

warrior-dress, armour, Id. II. as Subst.,, , a heavy-armed foot-soldier , man-at-arms,
who carried a large shield (), whence the name,
as the light-armed foot-soldier() had his

from the light, Hdt., Att. ; are opp. to, Hdt., Thuc. Hence, , , of or for man-at-arms, Plat.,

Xen. 2. -K7) (sc.), the art of using heavy
arms, the soldier's art, Plat. ;

to serve as a man-at-arms, Id. II. of persons,

fit for service, opp. to, Arist. :—6
the soldiery, = oi, Thuc, Xen.-, , an armoury, Plut., poet, for, to prepare, U., f., to be madly fond of war, Anth.-, is,() madly fond of war.- [], , , =, Plat., , a fighting with heavy arms, the art of
using them, Plat. :—generally, the art of war, tactics,

Xen. From- [], ov,() fighting in heavy arms,
Xen. II. ., , one who teaches the use of
arms, a drill-sergeant, Theophr.', , a tool, implement , mostly in pi. : I.

a ship's tackle, tackling, Od., Hes. : esp. ropes, Od.,
Hdt. :—in sing-

, a rope, Od. II. tools, of smiths'

tools, Horn. :—in sing.,' a sickle, Anth. ;', of a wine-flask, Id. III. in

pi., also, implements of war, arms, II., etc :—rarely

in sing., a weapon, Hdt., Eur. 2. in Att.,' was
the large shield, from which the men-at-arms took their

name of, Ar., Thuc, etc. :—then, in pi., heavy
arms, Hdt., Att. ;' =, Aesch. ;

whence, 3. ', =, men-at-arms, Soph.,
Thuc, etc. 4. ', also, the place of arms,
camp, Hdt., Xen. ; Thuc. 5.

phrases, ' to be in arms, under arms,
Hdt.; ' Xen.; e^''
or'' Eur. ; \ ' Xen.

;

, . . I.

.

, , a making of arms, II. 18, Strab., a, ov, Comp. without any Posit, in use, the

younger, Horn. ; *) yoitnger by birth,
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Lat. minor natu, lb. ; fern. gen. pl. II. :

—

Sup., , ov, youngest, Horn., Hes.—The
orig. sense was perhaps (from '), those capable of
bearing arms, opp. to the old men and children, II. :

—

but it soon came to mean simply younger or youngest

;

then, as the youngest are the last born, ·
also means the latter generations, men of later

days, Theocr.', to bear arms, be armed, Xen. II.

Pass, to have a body-guard, Plut. From-, ov, () bearing arms : a warrior,
soldier, Eur., Xen. II. =, Xen.,,, correlative to in indirect ques-
tions, of what country, what countryman, Lat. cujas,

Hdt. ; Plat., Ep., Ion., Adv., correlative to

: 1. chiefly in indirect questions, whence,
from what place, Lat. unde, thou
askest whence we are, Od. 2. relat.,^

to marry a wife from whatever family he
likes, Plat. :—also, Id., Ep., Adv., correlative to , where,
II. 2. in indirect questions, '
pd., Ion., Adv. correlat. to : 1. to which
place, whither, Lat. quo, Soph., etc. ; ' &v, with sub-

junct., whithersoever, Plat. :—in pregnant sense with

Verbs of rest, ' ' (i.e. ') Soph. 2. c. gen., '
whither in the world, Lat. quo terrarum, Aesch.,.

Ar. 3. in indirect questions, to what place, whither,' Aesch., a, ov, Ep., , ov, Ion., , ov

:

—
correlat. to : 1. as relat., of what sort or

quality, Lat. qualis, , *
as is the word thou hast spoken, such shalt

thou hear again, II. ; o\j&" oV '
Soph. 2. in indirect questions, Od., etc. II.

with indefinite words added, Hdt., Att.

;

' of what sort was it, for , Od. ;—
of what kind soever, Lat. qualiscunque,

,,, and , Att. III.

neut. pl. used as Adv. like as, Lat. qualiter, Soph., Eur.', , Lat. sapor, sap : esp. the juice of the fig-
tree, used as rennet() for curdling milk, II., gen. of .

[ci],Adv. as many times as,ha.t.quoties, Xen.-, , ,, , how many feet long, Luc.,() Adv. at as many places as, Xen., Ep., poet, for ', Od., , ov, Ep.,, Ion. :

— correlat. to, I. like ', of Number,
as many as, Lat. quot, quotquot, Horn., etc. ; -, Pind. ; ,' Albs Aesch. ;,

Plat. ;

Xen. :—in Prose' & with subj.,} Thuc 2. of Quantity, as much as, of Size or

Space, as great as, Lat. quantus, as

far as it spread, II. 3. with indefin. Particles

added,, how great or much soever, Lat.

quantuscunque, Thuc; Ion. dat. pl. fern,,
O 2
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Hdt. ;—so, Dem. II. in indirect

questions, rb, Xen., , , in what relation of number, Lat.

quotus, what number he had drawn,

Plat. :

—

, Lat. quotuscunque, Dem., i. e. &v, Ep. , Adv., related to, as to, whensoever, Lat. quandocunque,
with Subj., Horn., etc. :

—

, Lat.

quum primum, h. Horn.€, Ep. ·0€, Ion., Dor. :—Adv.
of Time, correlat. to, much like : I.

with the indie, when, Lat. quando, Horn. :

—

els,
with fut., when, by what time, els

Aeschin. 2. with the optat. in reference to the past,

whenever, to express an event that has often occurred,' II., etc. :—also in oratio obliqua,

Soph., etc. II. in indirect phrases,,
when he is to return, Od. ; with

optat., II.

. in causal sense, for that, because, since, like

Lat. quando for quoniam, Theogn., Hdt., etc. : so

ye, Lat. quandoquidem, Soph., Xen.
OTTOTepos, a, ov, Ep. oinroTepos, , ov, Ion.,
correlat. to : 1. as relat. which of two,

whether of the twain, Lat. uter, II., etc. :—properly

in sing., but in pi. when there are several on either

side, e. g. of two armies, lb., etc. :—also,

Plat. 2. in indirect questions, ,
II. ;, , Thuc. 3.

either of two, Lat. alteruter, Plat., etc. II. Adv., in which of two ways, as relat., Thuc,
etc. 2. also neut. or- as Adv., in in-

direct questions, Lat. utrum, Hdt., Ar., etc., -, Ep. -, Adv. from which of the

two, from whether of the twain, II., Adv. on whether of the two sides, Xen., Adv. to whichever oftwo sides, Thuc. 2

.

in which of two ways, . Plat., Ion., relat. Adv. of Place, properly gen. of

an obsol. Pron. o7ros, correlat. to: I. as a relat.,

Hdt., Att. ;—sometimes with gen. loci, , Lat.

ubi terrarum, Plat. :

—

' in some places, Lat.

est ubi, Aesch., Dem. :—with other Particles,

somewhere or other, Lat. nescio ubi, Hdt. :

—

&v
or &v, wherever, with Subjunct., Trag. :

—

, Lat. ubicunque, Plat. 2. in indirect ques-
tions, , ya?a Od., etc. :

—with Verbs of motion in pregnant sense, just as,

reversely, is used with Verbs of rest, ', Soph. :—in repeating a ques-
tion, ' ; Answ. '; (do

you ask) where it is ? Ar. II. of Time or

Occasion, like Lat. ubi, Set Aesch., etc. 2.

of Manner, ' there are no means by which,
it is impossible that, Soph., Eur. 3. of Cause,
whereas, Lat. quando, quoniam, Hdt., Att. ;

—

,
Lat. quandoquidem Xen., Adv., poet, for ',., Aeol. for, Sappho., Adv., Ep. for '.€, 7<5, Ep. for,.

— 7.,,, Ep. for, etc., Dor. for.,, Ep. for ,.,, Ep. for -., Ep. for.
or ., () Pass, to be seen,

. ., , , () roasted, broiled, Horn,, , () a place for roasting, a kitchen,

Ar., i). =6, a vision, . T., Ion. -eo>, f . : aor. 1 :—a part. pass.

in Theocr. : () :

—

to roast, broil,

Horn., etc. ; c. gen. partit., to roast

some meat, Od. :

—

was used of cooking by

means offire or dry heat, opp. to to boil in water,

which never appears in Horn. ; and a Com. poet re-

marks that Homer's heroes ate only roast meat :—Pass.,

aor. 1 inf. Od. 2. to bake bread, Hdt., Xen.,

Ar. :—also of bricks or pottery, to bake, bum, Hdt. 3.

to bake, harden, of the sun, Bion. 4. metaph. in

Pass, to be burned by love, Theocr., Anth., =, to see, Ar.,, , () one who looks or spies, a spy,

scout, Lat. speculator, Od., Soph. II. in Prose,

an eyewitness, Xen.
(sc. ), , () presents made by the

bridegroom on seeing the bride without the veil

:

generally, presentsfor seeing, Eur.

[t], , Dor. for, Plut.,, , Lat. optio, an adjutant, Plut.'', ?, , roasted, broiled, Od . j Kat

boiled meats and roast, Eur. 2. baked, Hdt. 3.

of iron, forged, tempered, Soph,
or, f. : 1. Act. of the man, to

marry, wed, take to wife, Horn., Hes., etc. 2.

Pass, of the woman, to be married, II., pf. 2 of., i), () poet, for , a sight or view,

Od. II. sight, power of seeing, lb., Dor. 3 sing, of.,, , —, h. Horn.', Ion. -, i), the part of the year between the

rising of Sirius and ofArcturus (i. e. the end of July,

all Aug., and part of Sept.), the end of summer, Od. :

—later it was used for autumn, though or

were the proper terms for autumn, Ar.,

Xen. II. since it was the fruit-time, it came to

mean thefruit itself, Soph., Plat. III. metaph.

summer-bloom, i. e. the bloom ofyouth, Pind., f., (Ion. part. pi.) :( II) :

—

to gather fruits, Plat. II. to gather fruit off

trees, c. ace, Hdt., , , () at the time of late summer,
07., i. e. Sirius (cf. i), Horn. [ Att.,

in Horn, before another long syll.], to bear fruit, Anth. From-, ov, () bearing fruit, Anth.-, , ,() a fruiterer, Dem., Ep. and Aeol., Ion. : (compd. of the

relat. 0 or os, and the Adv.) : A. Conj. OF
Manner, as, in such manner as, and with interrog.
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force how, in what manner, Lat. ut, quomodo. B.
Final Conj., like, that, in order that.

A. Conj. of Manner, how, as : I. Rela-

tive to &s or, in such manner as, as, Lat. ut,

sicut, i64\€ts Horn.; with fut. Indie. , esp.

after Verbs of seeing, providing-

, taking- care that, in
what manner, how, ?^£ei

Thuc. 2. with &v (Ep. /ce) and Subj. in indefinite

sentences, just as, however, II.

;

Xen. 3. with opt.

after historical tenses, Id. 4.

there is no \vay in which, it cannot be
that, ' ^ Ar. ; so,

, fieri non potest quin, ' Id. :

—so in questions, * can we possibly

come ? Id. 5. like in comparisons, as, like as,

Aesch., etc. 6. also like or , Lat.

quam, with Sup. of Advs., ' Id.;

as high up as possible, Ar. 7. with a gen.

added, (sc.) run as you are

off for feet, i.e. as quick as you can, Aesch. 8.

sometimes of Time, when, ' II.,

etc. ; with opt., whenever,
Hdt. ; with Sup. of Advs., Aesch. 9.

. . , . . , not only not . . but . .

(where there is an ellipsis of or ),\\, . .^, not only will you not become hinderers,

but you will also . . , Thuc, etc. :—so sometimes
(where an imperat. must be supplied), '

aXX' do not [think]
that you can dance, but not even could you stand up-

right (i. e. sofarfrom being able to danced Xen. II.

in indirect questions, how, in what way or manner,
epya II., etc. :— also

y4vr\Tai lb. 2. with Opt., after

tenses of past time,

Od. 3. () with the Subj. makes the

manner indefinite, yalav
try how or that in some way or other, lb. ; after

Verbs of fear and caution, and' are used
with Fut. Indie, or Aor. Subj.,' ·

Ar. ; Eur. :—this construction

is most freq. in an imperative sense, &,'
Ar. :—hence or' are used with

fut. or Subj. just like the imperat., =, be present, Id. ;

—

y Plat. 4.

is used as the echo to a preceding; in

dialogue: . \ ; . ; [d'ye ask] how ?
Ar. ; . ; . ; Id.

. as Final Conj. that, in order that, Lat. quo
= ut, with Subj. after principal tenses, 5e, Od. 2. with Opt. after

historical tenses, 5e ol,
. 3. with Indie, of historical tenses, of consequence
which has not followed or cannot follow, eppity€' , - Aesch.<5 , how possibly, II. II. =, Plat.:

—so, € Dem.
or , in any way whatever, in some

way or other, Lat. utcunque, Thuc, etc. ;—so-
Plat.
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irep, =>€, Hdt., Soph,
iroT6, how ever, Dem.

opqt, 3 sing. pres. of :—but opa, Ep. 3 sing. impf., Ep. 2 sing, of.,, that which is seen, a sight, spectacle, Xen., Aeol. for., ews, , seeing, the act of sight, Lat. visits,

Arist. II. a vision, . T. ; and, , , to be seen, visible, Plat., etc. From', Ep.,, Ion. opea) : Att. impf.,
Ion. oipeov, Ep. 3 sing, opa;—pf. and:
—Med., Ep. 2 sing,, inf. : impf.-, also (-), Ep. 3 sing, :—Pass.,

pf. and. Besides the forms from
Root OP, we have II. from (v. 6\p) f.,
Ep. 2 sing,» : aor. 1 ^, 2 pi. subj. :

pf. : 3 sing, plqpf ., Ion., 3 pi.

:

—Pass., aor. 1, Ion. 3 pi. subj. ·4 : f . :—pf . , 5, 3>

;

—
and III. from Root , aor. 2 act., pf.,
for which tenses, v. *€.

To see : I. absol. to see or look, Horn., etc.

;

alev 0pa he kept looking down at them,
II. ; 4 looking over the sea,

lb. : — , like Lat. spectare ad, to look

towards, Meyapa Thuc. 2.

to have sight, Soph. : hence says Oedipus, 0'^,& [though I am blind],

my words shall have eyes, i. e. shall be to the purpose,

Id. ; to be dim-sighted, Plat. 3.

to see to, look to, i. e. take heed, beware, opa . . ,

Ar. ; opa et . . , see whether . . , Aesch., etc. 4.

; ; see'st thou ? d'ye see ? parenthetically,

esp. in explanations, like Lat. viden' ? Ar. 5. c.

acc. cogn. to look so and so, Hes.;

Theocr. II. trans, to see an object,

look at, behold, perceive, observe, c. acc, Horn., etc.;

ahl 4' always keeping it in sight, U. 2.

poet, for , opa 'HeXioio Horn. ; so,

Soph.; and in Med., 4yyo
Eur. III. to look out for, provide, Soph.,

Theocr. 2. the inf. is used after an Adj.,

terrible to behold, Solon ; Soph.,

etc. IV. the Med. is used by Poets just like the

Act., II., Aesch., etc. V. Pass, to be seen, Aesch.,

etc. : also like to let oneself be seen, appear,

Plat. : all that is seen, things visible,

Id. VI. metaph., is used of mental sight,

to discern, perceive, Soph., etc.; so blind Oedipus

says,} yap , I see by sound, as

the saying is, Id., f. : aor. 1 &pyaa:—Pass., pf. &pyaa·.() :

—

to soften, knead, temper, Lat. subigere,

Ar. :—Pass., pyaivo well kneaded, Plat., f. : aor. 1 &pyava : ():

—

to make
angry, enrage, Soph. II. intr. to grow or be

angry, Id., Eur., , , serving as instruments or engines,

Plut. Adv. -, by way of instruments, Arist.&, , (*ep7o>) an organ, instrument, tool, for
making or doing a thing, Soph., Eur., etc. :—of a

person, ae\ opy. Soph. 2. an organ
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of sense, Plat. 3. a musical instrument, Id. 4.

a surgical instrument, Xen. II. a work, product,'' upyava the stony works of Amphion,
i.e. walls of Thebes, Eur., , ov, (*) working, opyavt) Eur.

(sc. yrj),, , any well-watered, fertile spot,

meadow-land, Eur., Xen., only in pres., () to swell with moisture :

of fruit, to swell and ripen, Hdt. ; of corn, bpya-
is ripe for cutting-

, Id. II. of persons, to wax
wanton : then, generally, to be eager or ready, to be

excited, Thuc. ; to judge under the

influence ofpassion, Id. :—c. inf., opya be eager

to learn, Aesch. III. trans., like, to soften,

tati leather, Hdt.', $, 6, (perh. from opyia) at Athens, a citizen

from every, who had to perform certain sacrifices :

then, generally, a priest, Aesch. :—an Ep. acc. pi.

opyeiSvas in h. Horn.'', , natural impulse or propension : one's

temper, temperament, disposition, nature, Hes.,

Theogn., etc. ; 6pya?s Pind. ; bpyai

social dispositions, Soph. ;, bpyas Thuc, etc. II. passion, anger,
wrath, Hdt., Soph., etc. ; bpyfj Soph.

;

bpyfj Eur. ; Thuc. ; bpyfj

or Id., etc. 2. Adverbial usages,

bpyri, in anger, Hdt., etc. ; so, ', e|,
Soph.; ' Plat. 3. Havbs bpyai panic

fears (i. e. terrors sent by Pan), Eur. :—but, bpy-
anger against a person or at a thing, Soph.

;

bpys wrath at or because of the rites, Aesch.,, , orgies, i. e. secret rites, secret worship,

practised by the initiated alone, of the secret worship

of Demeter at Eleusis, h. Horn., Ar. ;—but, most com-
monly, of the rites of Bacchus, Hdt., Eur. II.

any worship, rites, sacrifices, Aesch., Soph. (Prob.

from* =,, in the sense of performing
sacred rites, sacra facere.), f., to celebrate orgies, Eur. : c. acc. cogn.,

bpy., Plat. II. to honour or worship
with orgies, Strab. Hence, , celebration of orgies, Strab. ; and, , 6v,fit for orgies, exciting, Arist., aor., (bpy- 11) to make angry, pro-
voke to anger, irritate, Ar., Plat. II. more common
in Pass., with fut. med. and pass,, --

: aor. 1 : pf. :

—

to grow angry,
be wroth, Soph., etc. ; with a person or thing,

Eur., Thuc, etc. ; their

angry feelings, Thuc.
[t], , ov, () 11) prone to anger, irascible,

Xen., Dem. Adv., to be aiigry, Dem.,, , irascibility, Arist., , v., .-,, ,() a priest, one who initiates

others into orgies, Anth., verb. Adj., one must be angry, Dem.
or, Ion. -, , , (, cf.) :—the length of the outstretched arms, about 6 feet,

or 1 fathom, Horn., Hdt. (who says that 100
make one stadium). Hence

., a, ov, six feet long or large, Anth., otos, to,{) an outstretching, Aesch. 2.

a holding out, offering, Eur., =, only in part., II.:

Med., Anth., impf . : f . : aor. 1 :—Med.
and Pass. f. : aor. 1 and :

pf., redupl. 3 pi., plqpf.-:—to

reach, stretch, stretch out, Lat. porrigo,7
Od. ; esp. in entreaty, lb. 2. to reach out, hold out,

hand,give, Horn., Hes., etc. II. Med. and Pass., i.

absol. to stretch oneself out, stretch forth one's hand,
Horn. ; to reach or lean over

the chariot, Hes. ; £ let him lunge with
the spear (from the chariot, instead of dismounting), II.

;

, of horses, they stretched

themselves, galloped, to the fight, lb. ;' he
stretched himself as he went, i. e. went at full stride,

lb. ; stretched themselves with

the neck (like Virgil's irasci in cornua, in clipeum
assurgere), lb. :—of fish, to rise at the bait, Theocr. 2.

c. gen. to reach at or to a thing, grasp at,

he reached out to his child, II. ; also in a
hostile sense, ®) £>
hit him first on the shoulder, lb. ; so, -

(sc.) lb. b. metaph. to reach

after, grasp at, yearn for a thing, c. gen., Eur., Thuc,
etc :—c. inf., Eur. 3. c. acc.

to help oneself to, Id.-, , , mountain-king, i. e. Pan, Anth.,, , () of or belonging to mountains,
bp. a mountain crag, Anth. II. as Subst.

an Oread, mountain-nymph, Bion., , a mountaineer's life, Strab. II.

(sc. ), , {) a festival in which
persons traversed the mountains, Id. ; and', to roam the mountains, Anth., Plut. From- [], , , mountain-ranging, Soph., Eur., , a running on the hills, Anth. From-, ov,() running on the hills, Eur.-, ov,( ) mountain-ranging, Eur., ,, (opos) mountainous, hilly , Hdt., Xen. II.

dwelling on the mountains, Thuc, Xen.-, , —, Anth., a, ov, and os, ov, Ion. and Ep., of orfrom
the mountains, mountain-haunting, h. Horn., Trag.-, ,() delighting in the hills, Anth., , , (opos) a mountaineer, Polyb.-, ov,() mountain-roaming, Babr.-, , Lat. orichalcum, mountain-copper,

i.e. copper ore, or copper madefromit, Hes., Plat., , , {opos) =, Anth., , , () of or for the desires, appeti-

tive, Arist. ; , the appetites, Id., tj, , () stretched out, bp. pikes

to be presented (not thrown), II.,, , (') desire, appetite, Arist. : c. gen.

a longing ov yearning after a thing, desirefor it, Id.', Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 of.', to haunt mountains, Luc. From-, ov, () haunting mountains.-, ov, {) mountain-bred, Horn.



pea-, , () overshadowed by mountains,
Anth.
ooecr-, ov,() lying on mountains, mountain-
bred, of the Centaurs, II. ; of goats, Od. :—the Trag\
form is', ov, Aesch., Eur.-, , () mountain-dwelling, Anth., Ep. for, dat. pi. of opos, a mountain.-, , poet, for, mountain-
roaming, Soph.-, , poet, for -, mountain-born, Ar.-, ov, — , Hes.'', , the tale of Orestes, the name of Aeschy-
lus' Agamemnon, Choephoroe and Eumenides, being

the only certain Trilogy extant, Ar. II.,, a temple of Orestes, Hdt.', a, ov, of Orestes, Soph.', a, ov, poet, for II, Horn., Trag., ados, , (upos) of the mountains,
—, II., -, Ep. gen. and dat. sing, and pi. of,

a mountain., Ion.,, b, a mule, II., Ar. (From opos

a mountain, mules being much used in mountainous
countries.), only in pres. and Ep. impf., either to

stretch oneself or struggle in the throes of death
(from), or (akin to ), to gasp in the

death-ruckle, II. ; of the heart, to palpitate, Ar. ; of

the sea, to stretch itself, i. e. roll up, to the beach,
Theocr. (in Dor. inf.).', Ion. for, Hdt.-, , (,) a muleteer, Plat., Xen., Ep. for, 2 sing. med. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 med. inf. of., () —, impf. Eur.', , a name of Artemis in Laconia and Arcadia

;

at her altar the Spartan boys were whipped, Xen., Adv. {), uphill, Xen., f., () to speak in a high tone, .
yoois to shriek with loud wailings, Aesch. II.

trans., =, to set upright, Anth. Hence-,, , a high pitch of voice : in pi. loud
commanding tones, Ar., , ov, and os, ov, () straight up, going
upwards, steep, uphill, Hes., Eur. ; (sc.) Thuc. ; so, or

to march up-hill, Xen. ; irpbs ayeiv to lead by a
steep path, Id. :

—

the country from the coast

upwards, Hdt. 2. upright, standing, Id., Eur. :

—

esp. of hair, Trag. : of animals, rampant, Pind. II.

of the voice, high-pitched, loud, shrill, Trag. ; neut.

as Adv., she cried aloud, II. ; -
Pind. 2. the orthian strain, a

favourite air at Athens, Hdt., Ar. ; alone,
Ar. III. in military language, were
companiesformed in column, opp. to a line of battle,

Xen. IV. generally, like, straight, Id.;" straightforwardness, Plut.-, to go straight on or upright, Anth.-, ov, right-counselling, Pind., Aesch.-, is,() knowing rightly how to do a
thing, c. inf., Aesch.

—. 567- [], Dor. for, , , () judging
righteously, Pind.-, ov, = foreg., Aesch.', to have a right opinion, Arist. From-, ov, () right in opinion.-, f. -, to run straight forward, Xen.-, , (iVos) correctness of diction, Plat.-,, , ·, with hair up-standing, Aesch.-, a, ov, (Ep. gen. pi. fem. -) :() :

—

with straight horns, Horn. :—also of the

two ends of a galley which turned up like horns, II.-, ov, having a high head, lofty, Soph., , true prophecy, Aesch. From6-5, ews, Ion. , , , a true prophet, Pind.-, ov, () making right award, Aesch.-', f., () to walk uprightly, . T.-, ews, , , upholding the city, Pind.-, , ,, , with straight feet : II.

of a hill, steep, Soph.'', , , straight, Lat. rectus : I. in height,

upright, erect, Horn., Hdt., Att.; ovs, i.e.

to give attentive ear, Soph. :—of buildings, standing
with their walls entire, [rb~\
Thuc. II. in line, straight, right, bpebs

right opposite the sun, Hes.; Theogn. ;

€\€€, i. e. Uvai, Ar. ; '
(sc.) Soph. :—also, , straight-

way, Pind. ; but is prob. to put the

foot out, as in walking (cf.^ i), Aesch. 2., to see straight, opp. to being blind, Soph.

;

so, e£ , , Lat. rectis oculis,

Id. III. metaph., 1. right, safe, happy,
prosperous : a. from signf. 1, —, to set tip, restore, Pind., Eur. ; so, es

Soph. ;? eV (sc., the state being represented as a ship), Id. b.

from signf. II, e|eA0eiV, of prophecies, Id.:

to waft in straight course, Id. 2.

right, true, correct, Pind., Aesch., etc. ;
'

to be rightly called, Soph. ; strictly speaking,

invery truth, Hdt. :—so in Adv., Xiyeiv Id.; .
Aesch., etc. ; l%et 'tis right, c. inf.,

Plat. :—Sup. Hdt. 3. real, genuine,
Arist. :

—

, really, truly, Plat. 4. upright,

righteous, just, Soph., etc. ; . bp0bv

Hdt. :—Adv., rightly, justly, Thuc. 5. of

persons, steadfast, firm, Plat. IV. , 1.

(sub. ), v. supr. II. 2. (sub.) a right

angle, Id., etc. 3. (sub.) the nominative

,

Lat. casus rectus. V. Adv., v. supr. ill. 2-4.- [], Adv. standing upright, Aesch.- [], , , () one who stands up-

right : an upright shaft, pillar, Eur. II. a sort

of cake used in funeral oblations, Id.-, ov,() upstanding, upright, Eur., , , () upright posture, erectness,

Xen. II. metaph. Tightness, correctness, Ar., Plat.', to cut in a straight line : metaph., .\ to teach it aright, . T., f., () to set straight : I. in height,

to set upright, set up one fallen or lying down, raise

up, II. ; , Eur. :—of buildings, to
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raise up, rebuild, or, generally, to erect, build up,

Eur., Thuc. :—Pass, to be set upright, II., etc. :

simply to rise from one's seat, stand up, Aesch.,

Soph. II. in line, to make straight, Arist. :

—

Pass., $v '} if this dart go straight,

Soph. III. metaph. (from signf. 1) to raise up,

restore to health, safety, happiness, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc.:—also to exalt, honour, Pind. 2. (from signf.

11) to guide aright, Aesch. ; . to bring to a
happy end, Id. ; . Soph. :—Pass, to succeed,

prosper, Hdt., Soph., etc. ; success,

Thuc. :—of words and opinions, to be right, true,

Hdt., Eur. ; \ a secret

message is rightly sent by messenger, not by letter,

Aesch. 3. in Pass, also, to be upright, dealjustly, Id., f.,() to rise early, to be awake early,

Eur., Theocr. :—also in Med.,
rising up early with groans, Eur.

[t], a, ov, poet, for, Anth., =, . ., , , () = opdpios, Anth., Luc., , ov, and os, ov, () at day-break, in the

morning, early, mostly with Verbs of motion, so as to

agree with the person, h. Horn.; op-

Plat. ; also, (sc. ), of the

cock, Ar. :

—

rb as Adv., in the morning, early,

Hdt.-, , , the early caller, chanticleer, Anth.-, , () the early-wailing, Hes.- [], ov, early-twittering, Anth.*, , day-break, dawn, cock-crow, h. Horn., Ar.

;

at dawn, Hes. ; Hdt. ;

Id., etc.; also, rbv, absol., in the morning,
Id.; each morning early , Eur. :

—

early dawn, just before daybreak, Ar., Plat.

- - - - ,
early -prowling-base-informing -sad-litigious-pilagiiy
ways, Ar.-, ov, {) rightly named, Aesch., Ion. -,,=, Hdt., Pind.,, 0, one who sets upright , a restorer, Pind.

[], to, a bitter herb, marjoram, bplyavov-
to look origanum, i.e. to look sour or crabbed, Ar., f., : () :

—

to stretch oneself,

they fought with outstretched
spears, Hes. 2. c. gen. to stretch oneself after a
thing, reach at, grasp at, Eur., Theocr., Ion. - : Att. f. : aor. 1 , Ion.: .:—Med., f.: aor. I:
—Pass., f. : aor. 1

:

—pf.

(also used in med. sense) : () :

—

to divide or se-

parate from, as a boundary , c. acc. et gen., Ne7-' Hdt. :—with two aces,

joined by , to separate, be a boundary between,
re^,

Id. 2. to bound, Thuc, Xen. :—Pass, to be

bounded, Eur. ; metaph., so far

let it go and no further, Thuc. 3. to pass between
or through, Eur. 4. to part and
drive away, banish, Id. : — Pass, to depart from,

Id. II. to mark out by boundaries, mark out,

Hdt., Soph. ; so, . to mark out his sanctuary,

—.
Eur. III. to li7iiit, determine, appoint, lay
down, Trag., Xen. :—so, c. inf. to appoint, order,

Eur. :—so, determined the

penalty to be death, Dem. :—Pass., pf. part,

determinate, definite, Arist. 2. to define a word,
mostly in Med., Xen., etc. IV. Med. to mark
out for oneself, take possession of, Aesch., Eur. :

—

, to set them up, Soph.,
Xen. 2. to determine for oneself, to get a thing

determined, Dem. 3. to define a word, Plat.;

—

c. acc. et inf., Xen., etc. V. intr. to border upon,.

Hdt. VI. as Att. law-term,,' having the house marked with opoi (cf. opos u) r

i. e. mortgaged to the amount of 2000 drachms, Dem., , , {) of orfor a mule, . a pair

of mules, Plat., etc.

[] : aor. 1, Ep. oplva : Pass., 3 sing. impf.

: aor. 1 ', Ep. op- : (-) :

—

to stirr
raise, agitate, Horn. : metaph., . :—Pass.,

his heart was stirred within him, Od., , — , a boundary, limit, in pi. boundaries,
the borders, frontier, Eur., Thuc, etc, ov, () of boundaries, guardian of
land-marks, Lat. Terminus, Dem.,, Ion. -, , () a boundary, limit,

and in pi., boundaries, the borders, Hdt., Eur., , , () a marking out by boundaries,

limitation, Arist. II. the definitioti of a word, Id., verb. Adj. one must determine, Plat., etc, , , () one who marks the boundaries ;

in pi. officers appointed to settle boundaries, Plut. II.

one who determines, Dem.-, ov, () mountain-bred, Babr., , =,' (from , ), an en-

closure, fence, Aesch. : a net, trap, ox pitfall, Eur.-,, , ,() a?t oath-breaker, Anth., f. , to make one swear, Xen., Dem. ;

I adjure one by God, . T., , =, an oath, Horn., etc. II. mostly

in pi.,, , that which is sworn to, the articles

of a treaty, Horn., etc.; (v.

II), II. :—on the other hand, or. to violate a solemn treaty, lb. ;
-

to trample on the treaties, lb. ; so, -, lb. 2. the victims sacrificed on
taking these solemn oaths, lb. 3. a surety resting

on oath, in sing., Pind., Ar., ov, rarely a, ov:—belonging to an oath, i.e. 1.

sworn, bound by oath, Aesch. ; I speak as

if on oath, Soph. 2. that which is sworn by,

the gods invoked to witness an oath, Eur. ;

so, . Thuc; esp., Soph., Eur.;

a sword sworn by, Eur., , () administration of an oath, Plut., , (v. fin.) the object by which one swears, the-

witness of an oath, as the Styx among the gods, Horn.,

etc. :—hence, 2. an oath, Id., etc. ;

an oath by the gods, Od. ; to swear an
oath, Horn., etc. ; to take a false oath,

Aeschin.
;

\ to tender an oath

to another and accept the tender from him, Hdt., Att.;

to take an oath, to



tender it, Dem. ; so, Arist.

;

'.. to bind one by oaths, Thuc.

;

to abide by it, Eur. ; '' to

say on oath, Hdt. II. ", personified, son of

"Epis, a divinity, who punishes the perjured, Hes., etc.( was orig. equiv. to, as to,
from,, properly, that which restrainsfrom
doing a thing),-, ,=-, Anth., f., to bind by oath, Thuc, etc. Hence,, to, an oath, Aesch., , a swearing, an oath, Ep.-,, asseverations on oath, Plat. II. the

sacrifice on taking an oath, Id. III.,, the place where a treaty has been sworn to, Plut.-, f .,() to take an oath, rag. :

—

foil, by inf. aor., . to swear by
the gods that they did it not, Soph. ; by inf. fut.,"

made oath by Ares that they
would destroy, Aesch., , , {) the officer who administers the
oath, Xen., , () a string, chain, or cluster of things
hanging one from the other, as of bats, Od. ; so,., At., Dor. for, aor. pass. subj. of., only in pres., impf. and aor.

:

() : I. to turn over or revolve anxiously
in the mind, to debate, ponder, Lat. animo volvere,. or ivl Horn. :—so also

alone, to ponder over, meditate,,
Id. 2. absol., thus he debated

with himself, II. 3. foil, by a relat. clause, . . ,

. . , to debate whether . . , or . . , Horn. ; .
. . , to debate, ponder how a thing is to be done,
II. 4. c. inf. to long, desire, wish, Theocr. II.

after Horn., 1. to set in motion, . to gasp
out one's life, Aesch. ; to excite, urge, Pind. 2.

intr. to be eager, to chafe, fret, Aesch. ; part,

eagerly, Pind., f. , Att. : aor. ': pf.:—
Med. and Pass., f. : aor. and

:

—pf . ', Ion. 3 pi. pf . and plqpf.

and- : () : A. Act., I.

Causal, to set in motion, urge or push on, spur on,

cheer on, II., Hdt., Att. :—Pass., inspired
by the god, Od.; so, Soph. 2.

with a thing as the object, to stir tip, Od. :

—

Pass., was inflicted, Soph. II.

intr. to make a start, hasten on, 1. c. inf., %s

who starts in chase, II. ;
'

whenever he started
to rush against the gates, lb. : to begin to do, Hdt.,
Soph. 2. c. gen. to rush headlong at one, II.

;

so,, Hdt., etc. ; ,
Xen. ; iirl Id., etc. : also,. is to

hasten to battle, Aesch.; els ay5>va Eur. 3. absol.

to start, begin, Plat. ; ai [j/ijes]

the ships that had got the greatest start, Thuc. B.
Med. and Pass., like intr. Act. : 1. c. inf.,

(pevyeiv that they put not themselves in
motion to flee, think of fleeing, II. ; so, -
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lb. ; Xoyos ovtos XeyeaOai this

account began to be given, was taken in hand, Hdt.
;

but, X0yov, Xeyeiv which he purposed to

make, Id. ; and with the inf. omitted,

we eagerly desired, Od. 2. c. gen. to

hasten after, Horn.; so, Od. ;

Soph., etc. :—rarely c. acc. loci,

Id. 3. to startfrom, begin from, -
going outfrom thence to do one's daily work,

Hdt. ; so of a general, to make a place his head-
quarters or base of operations, Id., Thuc. ; so, .

Xen. ; ' setting

out, beginning, with smaller means, Thuc. 4..

absol. to rush on, Horn. :—generally, to hasten, be

eager, Aesch. : to go forth, (piyyos

Id. ; insult goes fearless

forth, Soph. 5. in a really pass, sense, 7rpbs

incited by the gods, Id., -, Ion. 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. of., , =, Theocr., aor. 2 med. part, of.', f. ",( n) to be moored, lie at anchor,

of a ship, Hdt., Eur., etc. :—proverb, phrases,

aywpaiv, v. 6;^
to be dependent on small matters, Soph., Ion. for, part. med. of.'', , a violent movement onwards, an assault,

attack, onset, Lat. impetus, II., Hdt., Xen. 2.

of things, the rage of fire, II. ; -
by the shock of a wave, Od. ; is

within reach of my spear, II. II.

the first stir or start in a thing, an effort or attempt

to reach a thing, impulse to do it, Horn., Hdt., Att. :

—

- with one impulse, Lat. uno impetu, Xen. ;

so, Thuc. :—c. gen. objecti, eager desire

of or for a thing, Id. 2. a start on a march, iv

-fj to be on the point of starting, Xen.,,, = 0pp'n,stir, impulse,'
longings and sighs [of the Greeks] for

Helen, or, their struggles and sighs for her recovery(" being an objective gen.), II., , () any meaiis of stirring up or

rousing, a sti?7iulant, incentive, Xen. II. (from

Med. ), a starting place, military position,

base of operations, point d'appui, Dem., etc., , () a fishing-line of horsehair, Eur.,,

Theocr. [1 Eur., Theocr.], f. , Ep. : aor. 1 :—Med. and
Pass., f .- : aor. 1 med. and pass,-

: pf. : ( II) :

—

to bring to a safe

anchorage, bring into harbour, to moor, anchor, Od.,

etc. ; . to bring the ship safe home,

Eur. :—metaph. to put a child to sleep, Aesch. II.

Med. and Pass, to come to anchor, lie at anchor,,

anchor, Hdt., Att. :—metaph., to

be dependent on fortune, Eur.-, ov,() throwing a line, Anth.-,, , harbour-giver, of a god, Anth., , () a cord, chain, esp. a necklace, collar,.

Horn., Att. 2. generally, anything strung like a
necklace, a wreath, chaplet, Pind. ; a

string of crowns, i.e. of praises, Id. 3. a dance-
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performed in a ring, Luc. II. a roadstead, an-
chorage, moorings, II., Hdt., Att. 2. metaph. a
haven, place of shelter or refuge, Eur., Anth. III.

— , Anth., Boeot. for.«,,—, a bird, IL, Ar. II. o/^ea

zi/t£ bird-market, Ar.-, »/,() frequented by birds, Anth.- [], , king of birds, Ar., a, ov, and os, oy, of or belonging to a bird,

(sc. /cpea) fowl's flesh, chicken, Ar., ov, b, a fowler, bird-catcher, Ar., Plat.; and, '/?, oV, <?/ or for bird-catchi?ig :
— -"

(sc.), the art of bird-catching, fowling, Plat,, f. ,() to catch or trap birds, Xen., , 6v, of ov for birds, Luc.

\], , Dim. of, a small bird, Hdt.-, ov, ^^) sprungfrom a bird, Eur.-, , , () a bird-catcher, fowler , Ar .-, Dor.-, b, () — ioreg., Pind.', to be bird-mad, Ar. From-, ,{) bird-mad, Ath.-, , a snarefor birds, Anth.-, ov,() observing and predicting
by theflight and cries of birds:— bpv.an augur's
seat, Lat. templum augurale, Soph,, , a keeping of birds, Plut. From-, ov, () keeping birds., poet, for, Anth.

[tj, and : gen.; acc. and
opviv :—plur., nom. and acc., -0as, but in acc.

also or :—Dor. acc. ; gen. pi. bpvi-

; dat., (as if from) : I.

a bird, Horn., etc. ; often added to the specific names,- II. ; Od.;
6., Soph.; 6., 6. Eur. II.

like olwvbs, a bird of omen, from the flight or cries of

which the augur divined, Horn., Soph. 2. metaph.,
like Lat. avis for augurium, the omen oxprophecy taken
from the flight or cries of birds, Horn., etc. :—then,

generally, an omen, presage, without direct reference

to birds, II. III. in Att., opvis, b, is mostly a cock,

opvis, , a hen, Soph., Ar., etc. IV. in pi. some-
times the bird-market, Ar., Dem. V.
6pvi0es birds of the Muses, i. e. Poets, Theocr. :

—

proverb., ya\a ' pigeon's milk,' i.e. any marvel-
lous dainty or good fortune, Ar.-,,, Dor. for-.

or -, imperat.,' ; 3 sing, and pi.

impf., — : f. ~ : aor. , Ion. 3
sing, : redupl. aor. 2 &popa:—Med., :

impf. : f ., 3 sing, : aor. 2, 3 sing. &pero, contr. , Ep. 3 pi.,4 ; imperat.' or opcreo, Ion. ; 3 sing,

subj. ; inf. contr. for ; part, bpo-, :—to the Med. also belongs the pf.

(once ), and 3 sing, plqpf., :—in

Horn, also a pass, form€ =, subj.-. (*" is the Root from which most tenses are

formed.)

Radical sense, to stir, stir up : esp., 1. of

bodily movement, to set on, urge on, incite, II., Hes. :

—,
—c. inf., Zevs S>pffe urged him on to fight,

II. :—Med., with pf., to move, stir oneself,

yovvaT' while my limbs have power to

move, Horn. ; aor. 1 imper.,, rouse
thee ! up ! arise ! Id. :—in hostile sense, to rush on,
rushfuriously , II., Aesch., etc. 2. to make to arise,

to awaken, call forth, II. ; of animals, to rouse, start,

chase, Horn. :—Med. to arise, start up, esp. from bed,
Id. ; in pf. med., &pope Od. :—c. inf. to

rise to do a thing, set about it, lb. ; 3>
Zeus started or began to snow, II. 3. to call

forth, excite, Lat. ciere, of storms and the like, which
the gods call forth, Horn., Aesch. ; so ,,,, etc., Horn. :—Med. to break

forth, arise, Lat. orior, II. ; ,,
etc., Ib.; the darts flying on-

wards, lb., , poet, for bpyvia.,, 7), Dim. of sq., a sprig, spray, Theocr., b, a branch, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), chiefly in Ep. impf. : aor. 1,
imper. : (,) :

—to stir up, rouse,

urge on, excite, Horn., Aesch.
"OPOMAI, Ep. 3 pi. impf. :—Dep. to watch, keep

watch and ward, II.-, ,( ) Dor. for, wild
apples, Theocr.

J

'OPOZ, Ion., , : gen. pi.,, a
mountain, hill, Horn., etc. ; pi., Id.', b, Lat. serum, the watery part of milk, whey,

r

Od.", Ion., b, a boundary, land?nark, and in

pi. bounds, boundaries, II., etc. :

—

the boundary
between two places is expressed by putting both in gen.,\ Hdt. : generally, a
boundary, limit, -

I set years as the limit of human
life, Id. ; metaph. of a woman's mind, Aesch. II.

in pi. marking-stones(, cippi), bearing inscrip-

tions, Hdt. : in Att. Law, stone tablets set up on mort-

gaged lands as a register of the debt, Dem. III. a
limit, rule, standard, measure, Plat., Dem., etc. 2.

an end, aim, Dem., etc. IV. in Aristotle's Logic,

the term of a proposition :—its definition, species: so,

in Mathematics, opoi are the terms of a ratio or pro-

portion, Arist.', ol, Persian word for Benefactors, Hdt.- [~\, ov, driven from the mountain, Aesch., impf. : f. : aor. 1, Ep.

: [-) :
—to rise and rush violently on, to

move quickly, rush on, hasten, dartforward, Horn.,

etc. 2. c. gen. objecti, to rush at, strive after,

Pind. 3. c. inf. to be eager to do, Id., , () the roof of a house, or the ceiling of
a room, Od., Hdt., etc.- [], ov,() roof-destroying, Anth.-, ov, () bearing a roof, Anth., , b, living tinder a roof, bp. the common
mouse, opp. to ., Ar., b, () in collective sense, the reeds used

for thatching houses, II. II. =, a roof, Orac.

ap. Hdt., Aesch., etc.



—, . for., , Aeol. for., Att.,, Dor., , ,
sapling, young tree, II., Theocr. 2. anything made
of such trees, a goad, Hes. ; a lance, Eur.- [],, the rump of birds :—generally, the

tail or rump of any animal, Ar., , the rump, Ar.', Ion. -, f. ), to fear, dread, shrink

from, c. ace, Hdt., Eur., etc. : c. gen. rei, to fear for
or because of a. thing, Hdt. ; so, bpp. tivos etc.

(Formed so as to express the shuddering of fear.), Ion., , terror, affright, Hdt., Eur., aor. part, of.-, Ion. 3 sing. aor. 1 of.,, Ep. 2 sing. aor. 1 imper. med. of.-, ov, stirring or making noise, .
the rouser of thunder, Pind.-, , () cloud-raising, Pind.- [t],, , , swift-footed, Anth., Ep. for, aor. 1 imper. med. of.- [~], , prob. a door approached by steps, a
side-door, Od.£ or -', to irritate, provoke, h. Horn.:

—

Pass., my heart is troubled, Aesch., ov, eager for the fray, of Ares, Anacr.
(Deriv. unknown.)-, gen. a, acc. av, Dor. for-, ,, wielder of the trident, Pind., fut. of., Ion. for.

[], , a chick, chicken, Ar., Theocr. :

—

generally, a young bird, Aesch. Boeot. word,, -, Ion. for., Ion. -, , () Quail-island, ancient

name of Delos, whence Artemis is called
5, Soph.-, , , () a quail-catcher, Plat.-, ov, (-) a quail-striker.-, , a bird which migrates with the

quails, perh. the land-rail, ludicrously applied to

Latona, the Ortygian mother (cf.), Ar.-, ov, () keeping quails, Plat.",, , the quail, Lat. coturnix, Hdt., etc.,, , () a trench, ditch, moat, Lat.

scrobs, Hdt., Thuc, etc. : a tunnel, mine, Hdt., Xen. :—op. the grave, Eur. II. —, Luc., ), 6v,() formed by digging, opp. to a
natural channel, II., Hdt., Att., , a loud noise, din, Horn. ; hp.

the sound of wood-cutters, II.-; the rattling made
by throwing a bundle of wood on the ground, Od. ; of

the roar of a torrent, II. (Formed from the sound.)

£, iyos, ,() a pickaxe, Anth., aor. 1 inf. of., ],() a digging, Plut.,, , a Libyan animal, perh. an antelope, Hdt., Att. - : f. : aor. 1 , Ep.
: pf. : plqpf. :—Med., aor. 1

:

— Pass., f.- and- :

aor. 1 : pf . : plqpf. :
—to

dig a trench, etc., Horn., Hdt., Att.; rb —^, trench, Hdt. II. to dig up a plant, Od. :
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—Med., to have stones dug or quar-
ried, Hdt. :—Pass., the soil that
was dug up, Id. III. to dig through, i. e. make
a canal through, (like), . Orac.

ap. Hdt. ; Id. IV. to bury,- Soph. V. ., of a pugilist, to

give a dig or heavy blow, Ar., —6, Luc.

[],,, orphan state, orphanhood, Eur., f. , to take care of, rear orphans, Eur. :

—Pass. c. fut. med. to be an orphan, Id., , () orphanhood, Plat. II.

bereavement, want of, Pind.&, f . Att. : aor. 1 : () :
—to

make orphan, make destitute, Eur. :—c. gen. to bereave

of a thing, Pind. :—Pass, to be bereaved of, Soph. :

absol. to be left in orphanhood, Pind.,, r), 6v, () orphaned, fatherless, II. ;

the day which makes one an orphan,
i.e. orphanhood, II. II. of or for orphans, Plat,, ov, = foreg., desolate, Anth.&", , ,\) a tender of orphans, a

guardian, Soph., Pass, to be destitute of, c. gen., Anth.'0 0', , , and 6s, 6v, Lat. orbus, orphan,
without parents, fatherless, Od., Hes., Att. :—as

Subst., an orphan, Plat. II. c. gen. bereaved or

bereft, 1. of children,. 05 reft of father,

Eur. 2. of parents, . Id.;

Soph. 3. generally, .
Pind. ; Plat., etc.- [], /cos, , guardian of an orphan
who had lost the father in war, Xen.-, , , one who initiates into the

mysteries of Orpheus : generally, a hierophant,

Theophr., , 6, Orpheus, a famous Thracian bard,

Pind., etc. :-—Adj. €, a, ov, of Orpheus, Orphic,

Eur. ; so,, ), , Hdt., , ov, dark, dusky, murky, Horn., Eur.,

etc. II. nightly, by night, Aesch. From, Dor., -, the darkness of night, night,

Theogn., Pind., Eur. Hence, , ov, brownish gray, Xen., etc.

[i], , , = foreg., Anth., , () the first of a row, a file-leader :

then, generally, a leader, chief, Horn., Hes., , () a row of trees or plants, U. :

—

as collective noun, a garden, Od., impf . : f . : aor. 1-
: Dep. : () :

—to dance in a row, and
generally, to dance, Horn., etc. ;- will give thee Tegea to dance in or on,

Orac. ap. Hdt. ; c. acc. cogn.,.
to dance Laconian figures, Hdt. 2. trans.

to represent by pantomimic dancing,

(as Horace, Cyclopa moveri), Luc. II.

metaph. to bound, Aesch., Adv. () in a row, one after another,

man by man, Lat. viritim, Hdt., ,() a dancing, the dance, Horn., , in pi. dances, dancing, Soph., Xen., etc.
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pantomimic dancing, Hdt., Att., 6, =, Aesch., ijpos, <3, = sq., U., , 6, () a dancer, II., Pind.,

etc. II. a dancing-master, Plat,, , , of or fitfor dancing, of the trochaic

verse, Arist. II. pantomimic, Luc.-, , a dancing-master, Xen.-,,() to be dancing-mad, Luc., , () the orchestra, in the Attic

theatre a semicircular space in which the chorus
danced, between the stage and the audience, Plat,,, , =, Ar., Plat,, vos, , Ion. for, the dance, Horn.,

Eur. ; contr. dat. Od. [ in nom. and ace]
[t], 6, the golden-crested wren, Ar., ios and ea>s, <5, Att. nom. pi. opxeis, Ion. opxies,

the testicles, Hdt.", or , the name of several Greek cities, the

most famous being . Mwveios in Boeotia, Horn.", , a row of vines orfruit-trees, Od., Ar., etc., intr. pf. of :—, 3 sing, plqpf., Ep. 3 sing. pass, of, =.', -, 3 1· pL and plqpf. pass, of opeyco., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., pf. of., , ', gen. , r)s, , etc.:—Ep. gen. ', ojs

;

dat. pi., ys, <.—Pronoun, which in early Greek
was used A. as a Demonstr. =, ooe. B.
as a Relat.

A. Demonstr., this, that; sometimes also for, he, she, it, only in nom. : I. in Horn.,

os II. ; b yap yepas 4
Od. II. in later Greek, 1. at the begin-

ning of a clause, os and he, \ and she, '
and they, Hdt., Plat. 2. ts os such and such
a person, Hdt. 3. r) " os, r) ' H\ said he, said she,

Plat. 4. in oppositions, Aepioi" , os
' Phocyl. ; bs . . , . . , Mosch., etc.

. Relat., who, which, Lat. qui, quae, quod :

properly, the Relat. is governed by the Noun or Verb
in its own clause, but it often takes the case of the

Anteced. by attraction, yeverjs, Zebs€ (where the proper case would be ) II. ;^ (for\ ) Soph. :—reversely the

Anteced. passes into the case of the Relat., Tas,
as ', irXeijves (for , as', TrXtxjves)

Hdt. 2. the neut. was used in Att. without an An-
tecedent, y 4\, Zei/s yap' but what is the strangest thing of all is, that

Zeus stands, Ar., etc. 3. in many instances the Gr.

Relat. must be resolved into a Conjunction and Pron.,

\4yeis, os ye (for ye) Xen. ;. \ bs yuvaiK0s (for tis)

Eur.:—it is also used, where we should use the Inf.,

yyeov, bs ayyeiAeie nuncium miserunt, qui
nunciaret, sent a messenger to tell, Od. ; ,5 Eur.

II. the Relat. Pron. joined with Particles or Con-
junctions: 1. '0s ye, v. '6oye. 2. bs , v. .
5. 3. bs who also, but os and who. 4.

—.
os Ke or Kev, Att. bs , much like, Lat. quicun-
que, whosoever, who if any.

III. absol. usages of certain Cases of the Relat.

Pron. : 1. gen. sing, , of Place, like ,
where, Aesch., Trag., etc. :

—

in some places,

Eur. ; e^ev yris in what part of the earth,

Id. :—in pregnant phrases, €5,
eyeveTo (for ) having gone on to the

place where . . , Xen. 2. e£ (sub.) from
the time when, Horn., etc. 3. dat. fern, , Dor. ,
of Place, like Lat. qua, where : also with Sup. Adv.,, f, , etc., like ,
etc., and Lat. quam celerrime, Xen. 4. acc. sing,

neut. 0 for ' ' or , that, how that, also because,.

Lat. quod, Horn. :—also wherefore, Lat. quaproptery

Eur.

",,': gen., etc. : POSSESSIVE PRON. : I.

of 3rd person, for eos, his, her, Lat. suus, Horn., old

Att. II. of 2nd person, for Cos, thy, thine,

Hes. III. of 1st person, for 405, my, mine, Od.
[d], Ep., i^oaos) as many times as, as

often as, Lat. quoties, U. ; relative to, Od.,, () Adv. in as many ways, Plat. :—,,
Adv. in as many places as, Dem., i^ye, oye, (os, ye) who or which at least, Hdt.,

Soph. II. = Lat. qui quidem or quippe qui, o'iye

since it was they who began, Hdt.,, Dor. and Aeol. for 5,.-', Adv. for', as many days as are,

i. e. daily, day by day, Lat. quotidie, Ar., Thuc, etc., Ion. -, , (fern, of) divine law, natural law,,4 ' it is not lawful, nefas est, Od., Hdt.

;

pyaos to hold a thing

fully sanctioned, Ar. II. the service owed by

man to God,5 to undertake the due rites,

h. Horn. III. proverb.,''€? .
to do a thing forform's sake, Lat. dicis caussa, Eur.",, or, and os,ov, hallowed, sanctioned by the law

of God, Theogn., Trag. :— oVios unhallowed, Eur.,

etc. : 1. opp. to (sanctioned by human law),

sanctioned by divine law, ' things of
divine and human ordinance, Plat. ; deobs '

to discharge a duty men owe the gods, Eur. 2.

opp. to lepos (sacred to the gods) , permitted or not for-
bidden by divine law, lepa things sacred and
profane, Thuc, etc. :

—

'' \_4~\, foil, by inf.,.

it is lawful, fas est, Hdt., etc.; ' nefas
est, Id. ; ' a place which may be trodden

without impiety, and so =5, Lat. profanus,
Ar. ; so, '^ Hdt. ; (ppove7v Eur. II.

of persons, pious, devout, religious, Aesch., Eur.,,

etc. 2. pure, tepcov scrupulous in

performing the rites of his forefathers, Aesch. ; '
Xeipes pttre, clean hands, Id. III. Adv.
Eur., etc. ; Thuc. :—otricos * rivi, c.

inf., it is allowed for one to do, Xen. :—also ' as

Adv., '| 4 ' €0 in unholy manner,
Eur.:—Comp. epov, Id. : Sup., Plat.

Hence,, , piety, holiness, Plat., Xen. ; and, f. , to make holy, purify, set free from
guilt by offerings, Lat. expiare, Eur. :—Med., ..



-- to keep one's tongue pure, not to speak pro-

fanely, Id. :—Pass, to be purified, Plut., older form 6~, Dep. to smell at a thing1

:

metaph. to perceive, remark, c. gen., Soph. From, , Att. form of the older, a smell, scent,

odour, good or bad, Horn., Aesch.-, Ion.-, Adv. ever so little, Hdt.
o<ros, Ep. also, , ov, like Lat. quantus, of Size,

as great as, how great ; of Quantity, as much as, how
much; of Space, as far as, how far; of Time, as long
as, how long ; of Number, as many as, how many ;

of Sound, as loud as, how loud ; in pi. as many as,

Lat. quot

:

—its antecedent is, after which '0<xos

is simply as; , avuyas so long

time as thou dost order, II. :—often the antec. is

omitted, oat] Od. 2. with ris,

to denote indefinite size or number,
Hdt., etc. 3. with Adjs. expressing Quantity,

prodigiously large, Ar. ;

differs amazingly, Plat. ;—so in Lat. mirum
quantum, immane quantum. 4. with Sup.,

the most possible, Hdt., etc.; v. infr. IV.

4. 5. c. inf. so much as is enough,
enough to live off, Thuc. ; €7 enough for ap-

pearance, Soph. 6. with indie, yiy-

so far as I know, II. ; Soph.,
etc. II. followed by Particles : how great
soever, with Subjunct., Horn., etc. 2. ]
how much, for payment of a certain

.amount, Hdt. :

—

, Ion. ~, ever so small,

Id. III. and as Adv. : 1. so far as,

so much as, iyco et/tt, oi

II. ; c. inf., y so far as I know,
Ar. b. how far, how much, -

ye know how much they excel, II. ;—with

Adjs. how, ^ Hes., etc. 2. only so far
as, only just, is ~2 -nyhv

II.; el ypacprj except only by a pic-

ture, Hdt. 3. in reference to distances, ,
about, nearly, opyviav Od. ;

Hdt. 4. with Adjs.,

so far as, inasmuch as I am a greater king, II. ;

how I am far the strongest, lb.

:

—so with Advs., Att. ;

Aesch. 5. with negatives, or, Lat.

tantum non, only not, all but, Thuc. ;

immediately, Eur. : ,' not

only did they not avenge themselves, Thuc. :

—

] so far as not, save or except so far as, y
so far as I can without touching . . , Soph.,

etc. IV. , , by how much,
Hes. ; , 0 Hdt. 2.0 with Comp. when followed by another, Comp.
with, like Lat. quo or quanto melior, eo

magis, ,
Plat. V. is , ', ' are often

used much like, Soph. ; '
Thuc. 2. , while, Ar., Thuc.

iur-irep, (Ep. also o-irep) "-,- ; gen. : in

Ion. writers and Poets the obi. cases are borrowed from
the Art., gen., dat., pi.,,

:

—

the very man who, the very thing which,
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but often simply for os, Horn., etc. II. absol., as, like (v. ), Aesch. 2. ·§,
which way, where, whither, II., Xen., etc.; Ion.- :

—also as, II., etc.", , pulse of all kinds, Hdt. ; in pi., Xen."", Att. , , a rumour, Lat. fama, which,

from its origin being unknown, was held divine, a
word voiced abroad, Atos Od. ; personified as

messenger of Zeus, Horn. 2. generally, a voice,

Hes. 3. still more generally, a sound, of the harp,

h. Horn. ; the din of battle, Hes. 4. an ominous
voice, prophecy, warning, Pind., Ion. and Ep. neut. pi. of ooos for., Ion. and Ep. for /as.

[a], Ep. lengthd. form of, 11.", , neut. dual, the two eyes, nom. and acc. with

Adj. in the pi., , II. ; with Verb
in sing., ' lb. ; a gen. pi. Hes.,

Aesch. ; dat., Hes.5 [i], t], ov, Ep. Dim. of oaos, ocrcroy, as little,

how little, Lat. quantidus, Theocr., (), Epic Dep., only in pres. and impf.

without augm., to see, 65 ivl' (so Shaksp. ( in my mind's eye'), Od. 2. to

presage, have foreboding of,, ya Horn. 3.

to foretoken, Id., ], ov, Ep. and Ion. for oaos.

[], , Dim. of, a little bone, Anth.-, (Ep. also o-tc) -, -, who, which, just like

the simple os or, Horn., etc.; neut. Hes.

;

pi. II. ; pi. fem. t<xs lb. 2. from
the time when, Aesch., , ov, made of bone, of bone, Hdt., Plat., , Att. contr., poet, : pi., Att. contr.

:

—Att. gen. pi., also

(metri grat.) Soph., Ar. : Ep. gen. pi.

(v. infr.) :—Lat. os, ossis, a bone, Horn., Hdt., Att. ;

the bleached bones of the dead, Od., , ov, () Att. form of 65 ; ,, Lat. tibiae, bone-pipes, Ar.-, 7)-tis, (often written ', —to distinguish it

from , that), with double inflexions, gen.,
fiaTivos, dat.,, etc. ; pi. '-5, '1-5,-, etc. : Horn, has also the masc. collat. form otis

and the neut. 0. From otis also come cases with a
single inflexion, viz. gen., Ep., contr.,

; dat., Ep. :—Ep. acc. :—pi. nom.
neut.; gen., Att. ; dat., Att.

; fem.- ; acc. oTivas.—For the Ion. and
Ep. form, Att., v. sub. Any one
who, anything which, i. e. whosoever, whichsoever,

differing from os, as Lat. quisquis, from qui, Horn.,

etc. ; whomsoever he caught, II. ; otis- whoso forswears himself, lb., etc. :

—

oaTis, Lat. est qui, often with a negat.,' there is no one to whom I

would give more, Aesch., etc. :

—

every-

thing, Hdt. II. hardly different from os, who,, tt}s5 the altar, which

. . , Thuc. III. in indirect questions, ^7vos ',' Od. :—in dialogue, when the person

questioned repeats the question asked by ris, as
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Tt; Answ. ' ; [you askJwAa^I'm doing?. IV. neut. ' Tt used absol. as a Conjunction,

v. . V. e| ' from -which time, Soph.,

etc. 2. from what cause, Id., Eur., , Att. contr. for 64.-§, 4s, () of bony nature or substance, Batr., ecos, ,[) a potter, Anth., f. , to banish by potsherds, ostracize,

Thuc.—Ostracism{) was adopted at Athens

to check the power of individuals, which had become too

great for the liberties of the people., Adv. played with potsherds or oyster-

shells, . a game in which an, black

on one side and white on the other, was thrown on a

line, and according as the black or white turned up,

one party was obliged to fly and the other pursued,.4 (with a reference to), Ar.

[], , ov, earthen, of clay, Anth., N.T., b, ostracism, v..-, ov, () with a shell like a pot-

sherd, hard-shelled, Batr.,,, , poet, for, .
Anth. From, , an earthen vessel, Lat. testa, Ar. 2.

a tile or potsherd, esp. the tablet used in voting
(v.), Plat. 3. a sort of earthenware
castanet, Ar. II. the hard shell of testaceous

animals, as snails, muscles, tortoises, h. Horn., Theocr., , a voting with, Plut.-, ov, () with metapl. acc.-, with a hard skin or shell, Anth.-, 4s, () purple-painted, Anth.', Att., , an oyster, Lat. ostrea,

Aesch., Plat.-, , () like bone, bony, Xen., f. : aor. 2, inf.64, part, : () :

—

to catch scent

of, smell, scent, track, c. gen., Hdt., Ar., etc. ; absol.,

Plat. Hence, a, ov, smelling, able to smell, sharp-

smelling, Ar., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf. of., , the sense of smell, smell, Plat., aor. 2 part, of.' [], , gen. [] : acc., also
:

—

the loin or loins, the lower part of the back,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. :

—

to gird

up one's loins, N.T. ; the fruit

of the loins, i. e. a son, lb.", , =, a vine-branch, Ar.- or --, , {4) one day of the Athen.
festival 2/cipa, on which boys, carrying vine-branches
loaded with grapes (v. ), went in procession

from the temple of Bacchus to that of ~2,
Plut., for ot ( ,), Adv. of Time, whenever, Lat.

quandocunque, foil, by Subjunct., Horn., etc.; in Ep.
also II. :

—

els ' until such time as . . ,

Od. :

—

', Lat. quum primum, Xen.
€, relat. Adv. of Time, formed from the relat. stem b-

and Te (v. b), answering to demonstr. ', and in-

terrog. :

—

when, Lat. quum, quando, foil, by In-

— OTOToi.

die, Horn., etc. ;—by Optat. :—of future events repre-

sented as uncertain, II. :—in Horn, sometimes for ',
with Subj. 2. elliptical in phrase ' or&
', like Lat. est ubi, there are times when, some-
times, now and then, Hdt., Att. II. in Causal
sense, like Lat. quum, whereas, II., Att. III.

absol. Adv., like ', sometimes, . . ,

. . , oVe \ . . ,
'

. , II. ; '
. . , ' . . , Arist.

-€, neut. of -. II. Ion. masc. for oV-Te, II., Ep. and Ion. dat. pi. of -, 8€, gen.;
otco) dat. ;, gen. pi.

, Ep. , (often written , and ', —to dis-

tinguish them from , *, that), neut. of ',
used as an Adv. like, in indirect questions, for
what, wherefore, os €, who
might say, wherefore he is so angry, II. ; $
'

. . unless you tell me why . . , Ar. II. '

or', after a negat. clause, except, II. ;,' Xtoi Hdt. III. with Sup. Adv., ', as quick as possible, Horn.;—so,

Hdt., etc.; , 4, etc.,

Thuc. ; also with Adjs., ^, '

Xen. ; ' Plat,, Ep. also, Conjunction, that, Lat. quod, after

Verbs of seeing or knowing, thinking or saying,

used in quoting another person's words,, '
M4yapa news came that Megara has revolted

(where we say had), Thuc. ;
' 4-

(where we say that they would send), Id. ;

—

in orat. obliq., with opt., ' I

threatened that I would go, Ar. II. pleonast.

before the very words of a speech (where in our idiom

the Conjunction is left out, its place being supplied by
inverted commas), 4, ' \

and I said :
' I will begin at the same point/

Plat. III. ' in Att. may represent a whole sen-

tence, esp. in affirm, answers,

; Answ. ' (i. e. ' -
), Id. ; so in the affirmations conveyed by*

',' ', etc., and in (i. e.

') used as Adv. IV. ' . . , or

. . , not only, but also . . , Xen.; ',- Plat. :

—

, not followed by a

second clause, means although, '
Id. 2. for ' , . ' II. V. as a

Causal Particle for that, because, seeing that, inas-

much as, Lat. quod, Horn., etc., Conjunction, Comic form of, because, Ar. 2.

= ', that, Id. II. = ' , wherefore,

;

why so ? wherefore so ? Id.-, = ovv, neut. of , whatsoever, Thuc.

-,-,-, Ep. for '-Tis, '-,-., f. , to suffer, endure, Babr. From", b, a burden, distress, Aesch.", b, any loud noise, as the din of battle,.

Hes. ; the rattling of chariots, Aesch. ; the crash of

thunder, Soph. ; also of the flute,- 6. Id.

(Formed from the sound.), an exclamation of pain and grief, ah I woe

!

Trag. : so otototo? Aesch. ; Id. ;-
Soph. ; Eur. Hence



-, f ., to wail aloud, Ar. ; f .,
Id. :—Pass, to be bewailed, Aesch., , Com. pr. n., men of Wails, with a play

on (men of Olophyxus near Mt. Athos), Ar., a, ov, (v.) =sq. :—used by Horn, and
Hes. only in Adv., quickly, readily., , ,() quick, nimble, busy, ready,
Horn., Ar. :—Adv. -,=, Od.€5, nom. pi. of.

[], vos [u], , a cheering on, exhortation, II.'' [] : Ep. inf. : impf., Ion.

: Ep. f . : aor. :

—

to stir

up, rouse, egg on, spur on, encotirage, II. ; c. inf.,

orp. . lb. ; Od., etc. ; inf.

omitted, (sc. ) ; wilt

thou urge one (to go) as a spy ? II. :—Med. or Pass.

to bestir oneself, hasten, Od., etc. ; c. inf.,'} II. 2. of things, to urge for-
ward, quicken, speed, Horn., etc., Att. for.
-€, ot-tcv, Ep. for-, gen. of., Ep. for (the Conjunction), that, because., Ep. for , neut. of, whatever.-, Att. for-, dat. of -.
OY', before a vowel with smooth breathing , with

rough breathing, Att. also, Ep. : Adv.
used in direct negation (cf. ), not, Lat. non.

A. Usage : I. adhering to single words so

as to form a quasi-compd. with them, to

withhold, to refuse, nolo,

nego. II. as negativing the whole sentence,
' II., etc. 2. in dependent clauses

is used, a. with or , after Verbs of saying or

knowing, " Aesch. b.

in Causal sentences, and in Temporal sentences that

involve special times, '
Hdt.; ' Eur. 3.

in a conditional clause is necessary, except, a.

when is closely attached to the Verb (v. supr. ),\ II. b. when the

subjoined clause is hypothetical in form only, -, (where = ) Isocr.

;

yap , "
Hdt. 4. is used with Inf. in oratio obi., when it

represents the Indie, of oratio recta,

Thuc. ; 6yov ipyov

Plat. 5. is used with the Participle, when it can

be resolved into a finite sentence with ;

= ' ,
Thuc. 6. Adjectives and abstract Substantives with

the Article commonly take ] (v. . 6), but is

occasionally used, the non-
dissolution of the bridge, the fact of its not being
broken up, Thuc. ; so, Id.

. Accumulation : the negative is often repeated,

so that two negatives do not make an affirmative, Att.,

Eur. ,·

Plat. ;

Id.

C. Pleonasm of : after Verbs of denying,

doubting, and disputing, followed by or , ov is

inserted, where in Engl, the negat. is not required,
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Plat. Like this is

the appearance of in the second member of a nega-
tive comparative sentence, -' ) ' Hdt.

D. in Poetry, if stands before , the two sounds
coalesce into one syllable, as in , .
. in connexion with other Particles will be

found in alphabetical order, yap, ], etc.

ov, gen. of relat. Pron. os. II. as Adv. where, v.

, , . ill., Lat. sui, gen. sing, of 3 pers. masc. and fern, for,, but also for,, Horn. ; Ion. and
Ep. forms, eo, , ; Ep. also. II. dat. of, sibi,

=, -}, to himself, to herself, and ?
Horn.:—but 01 enclit., =,, to him, to

her, Id. III. acc. e, se, , Horn. :

which in Att. becomes, v.

:

—enclit.

e, ee, him, her, II. IV. other forms of the acc.

are ,, , v. sub vv. V. the nom. was t,

v. sub v, etc. VI. for the dual and pi., v.„., Lat. vah ! exclam., ha ! ah ! N.T., exclam., Lat. vae ! ah! woe to thee ! . T., , poet, for, ear. Hence,, , long-eared, Anth., for not, assigning a negative reason, Horn.,

etc. : yap, in answers, why no, Plat. II. elliptic*

in interrogative replies, where yes must be supplied,

; Answ. yap . . ; yes, for
why shouldn't I ? yes ; why not ? Ar. 2. in ques-
tions, where an affirm, answer is expected, yap &

; why, did not he keep
them hidden ? Id., an ellipt. phrase, used in Att. to express

a negation and give a reason for it, Lat. eni?nvero,

, yap' (i. e. "
yap,. ) Ar., in answer to a negat. propos., where ovv

refers to a foregone proof as conclusive, why no,—cer-

tainly not, Plat., for in no manner, Plat., merely yap strengthd., Od., etc. :—so

Plat., Att. crasis for b., , ov, () infernal, of Pluto, Anth.

or (v. sub fin.), Adv. of : I.

of Place, nowhere, in no place, Hes., Aesch. ; .
Hdt. ; ? . in no other place, Id. ; c.

gen., . in no part of Egypt, Id. 2.

in no direction, no way, Id. II. of Manner, in

no way, in no wise, Id., Aesch., etc. :

—

not at all,

never, Hdt., Soph.—The Poets use either Dor.- [], or [-], as the metre requires., Adv. of, from no place, from no

side, Plat., etc., Ion. for., nowhere, in no place, Hdt., Adv. of, no-whither, Ar., Xen.-) , , for , Ion. for-, not even

one, no one, only in pi., none, Hdt.-€, Adv. of, =, Thuc, Plat., Adv. of, —, nowhere, answer-

ing to; where ? Hdt., Thuc, etc.; c gen.,-
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yrjs Hdt. ; Eur. 2.

to esteem as naught, Lat. nullo in loco

habere, Soph. ; so, . Aesch. ; . (or-) ,, like Cicero's ne apparere

quidem, not to be taken into account, Plat. II.

of Manner, in no other way, Id., Adv. of, in no wise, Hdt., Att. ; -
Hdt. ; Plat.',, gen., dat.,, the surface of

the earth, the ground, earth, Horn.; the rich

soil, Od. ; they bit the dust, of dying-

men, Horn. ; , he propped himself on the

ground, II. ; air from the ground, to

the ground, to earth, Horn. ; ,, rag. 2. the floor ox pavement
of rooms and houses, Horn. :—proverb., eV'-

to bring a man to the pavement, i. e. to strip

him of all he has, h. Horn.

( ), Negat. Particle, related to as to

: I. as Conjunct., but not, answering to ,, ' "Hpy> -', - II. :

—

and not, nor, Lat.

neque, nec, ' Aesch. ;' Soph. 2. with a simple negat.

preceding, nor,

Od. II. when is repeated at the beginning

of two following clauses, the first is often adverbial

(infr. ill), not even . . , nor yet . . , marking a stronger

opposition than . . ,, neither . . , nor . . , lb.,

Att. III. as Adv. not even, Lat. ne . . quidem,' not even a little, not at all, ,
II., Att. :—before {one) it is not elided,

Ar. 2. is often repeated with other

negatives : ' yap Soph.

;

so, yap II., etc.

iOvS-eis,- (never -),-, and not one, i. e.

no one, none, as Lat. nidlus, for ne ullus, Horn.,

etc. :—rare in pi.( being used instead), Xen.

;

Dem. ; v. infr. II. 3. 2.

, Lat. nemo non, every one, Hdt., Att.

;

, Lat. nihil non, every, Hdt.; this came to

be regarded as one word, so that' passed into the

same case as the relative, '
Plat. II. naught, good for naught, Ar. 2. in

neut. of persons, Hdt.; Eur.;

to be good for nothing, Ar. 3. in pi.,

being nobodies, Hdt. ;

Eur. ; Id. 4.

with Preps., , to make of no
account, Soph., Eur. ; ' Soph. ;

Dem. III. neut. as Adv. not
at all, naught, II., etc. 2. , v.., Ion. for., , () nothingness, worthlessjiess, Plat.€<-, , {) worth no notice or regard, II.

or-, Adv. in no wise, Od.€-€, Ion. -kot€, Dor.-, Adv. and not ever

or nor ever, not even ever, never, Lat. ne unquam
quidem, nunquam, Horn., etc., Adv. and not yet, not as yet, Aesch., Plat. :

—

in Horn., with a word between, , '.

—.-, Adv. nor yet at any time, never yet at
any time, Soph., Plat.

-eTepos, a, ov, not either, neither of the two, Lat.
neuter for ne uter, Hdt. ; in pi., when each party is

pi., Hes., Hdt. :—Adv., in neither of two
ways, Plat. ; also neut. pi. as Adv. =, Id. II.
neutral, , ,
' Arist.-, Adv. to neither of two sides, neither
way, II., Theogn.', Adv. and no more, no longer, Horn,, Adv. certainly not, Lat. non sane, Horn,,, ,() terrestrial, v. 1. Od.

or , Adv. / suppose not, v.., Adv. no truly, Aesch., etc.'', Att., , a threshold, Horn., Hes. :—the
threshold or entrance to any place, Horn., Soph. 2.

metaph., yao on the threshold, i. e. the
verge, of old age, Horn,, , Ion. for, a way, Od., crasis for.,, , the udder of animals, Od., Hdt.

:

rarely of women, the breast, Aesch. II. metaph.,
ths richest, most fertile land, like Virgil's

uber arvi, II. ; of the vine, Anth.

[]. , , of the udder, Anth.,, later form for',., Adv. surely not, certainly not, Horn,, for before a smooth breathing, and in Ion. for

before a rough breathing,, Adv. so not, not then, surely not, Horn. II.

in questions, ' -
; so not even in death canst thou forget thine

anger? Od.-€ or en, Adv. no more, no longer, no further

,

opp. to (not yet), Horn., etc., Ion. for.- Ion.-, Adv. (,) : I. in direct

negation, not therefore, so not, Lat. non ergo, non
igitur, itaque non, Hdt., Soph., etc. ; rarely in apo-

dosi :—but the inferential force is scarcely discernible,

like Lat. non sane, in narrative, so he
failed to persuade him, Hdt. II. in interrog. not
therefore ? not then ? and so not ? like Lat. nonne
ergo ? Aesch. ; cf. sq., Adv. orig. identical with, but losing all

negat. force, therefore, then, accordingly, Lat. ergo,

igitur, itaque, Soph., etc. 2. in questions, so

then ? mostly in irony, Xen. 3. in answers, why
yes, doubtless, Ar., Plat,, Ion. for.,, Ion. for,., Ion. for., Att., at, barley-corns, barley-groats, which
were sprinkled on the head of the victim before the

sacrifice, Od., Hdt., Att. (Commonly derived from,, as if or were whole grains,

unground barleycorns. Others from, to grind,
as Lat. mola from molere).,, , , () a throng of warriors,

II. II. later, a troop of cavalry, Lat. turma,
ala, Polyb., Plut.



—, imper. of.•, , .., ,( ) wound scarred over (cf. /^),
a scar, Lat. cicatrix, Od., Eur., Xen., , ,( c) =, baleful, baneful,

of the dog-star, II. ; of Ares, Hes.-,, , ,( ) with curly hair,

Hdt.- vos [], ,( ,) with crisp,

curling hair, Od. II. ',, poet,

for , , h. Horn.-, ,( ) with twisted horns, Strab., , , Att., aor. 2 med. part, of, used as Adj. destructive, baneful, Lat. fatalis,

Horn., Hes., etc. II. unhappy, undone, lost, Lat.

perditus, Aesch., Eur.,, mostly in pi.,,, the gums, Aesch., Plat.-,, v. II.', , (a), Ion. form of, whole, entire, v.

:—of sound, continuous, incessant, -
screaming incessant, II.; so, y

Anth., , (), woolly, woollen, Horn. ;

thick, fleecy wool, II. ; crisp, close-curling

hair, Od. ; of the hair of negroes,

Hdt. 2. of plants, twisted, curling, Anth. :

—

generally, twisted, crooked, ap. Arist., , (c), =, destructive, baneful, II.', f .,() to have curly hair, Strab.- [], at, (, ) barley-groats or

coarsely-ground barley sprinkled over the victim

before a sacrifice, Horn. ; cf. II. 2.

-jros,, Ion.'-,,( a) to be whole or sound, imper., Lat.

salve, as a salutation, health to thee, re '
health and joy be with thee, Od., v. ., assuredly not, Dor. and Ep. for , Horn,, no truly, nay verily, Horn.

or, verily and indeed not,

Ar. II. in answers, £ydo -~ ; Answ. rrj

nay it is not me, but rather truth, that thou canst not

gainsay, Plat.', not surely, not verily, II. 2. not how-
ever, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; not but that,

Plat. II. in interrog. ; is it not surely ?

where an affirm, answer is expected, Id., in independent sentences, is used either in Denial

or in Prohibition. I. in Denial, with Subj.,

chiefly of aor., I shall not be captured,

Aesch. ; they shall not make an inroad,

Thuc, etc. :-

—

with Subj. is commonly explained
by the ellipsis of words expressing fear, which indeed
are sometimes expressed, yap
Hdt. ; Ar. But are also

used with fut. Indie, Soph.

;

^ he will not be able to find,

Xen. II. in Prohibition, is used inter-

rogatively with fut. Indie, (chiefly of the 2nd person),

= ; — Eur.;

- = , Ar.

. 577, not however, Aesch., etc. ;

—

not
at all however, Thuc, Xen., etc. 2. . . y
after a negative, no nor even yet, Lat. nedum, Ar., . . ; also,

. . , nevertheless, notwithstanding, yet, still,

Plat., Dem., crasis for :— for .', Ion. and Dor. , Adv., really, at all events,

used like yoxiv to dismiss a perplexing subject,

oZv· , -
Od. ; yo -, ° but they really were spoken,

Hdt. ; , yva whether it shall be
really so, or no, Eur. ;

Plat. ;

3, , if he is, as he
surely is, a god, Id. 2. added to indef. Pronouns
and Advs., like Lat. cunque, whoever,

whosoever; how, howsoever; -
another, be he who he may ; so,,,,, etc. II. to continue a narra-

tive, 01 ' ^ so when they were assembled,

II., etc. :—also to resume after an apodosis, / say, Hdt.,

etc. ; Hdt. inserts it between the Prep, and its Verb,, ' . III.

in Inferences, then, therefore, Lat. igitur, Hdt., etc.;

so, , Plat., crasis for and ., in Poets before a vowel, relat. Conj.

for on which account, wherefore, Horn. 2.

relative to, that, because, Pind., Trag. 3.

after certain Verbs, just like, Lat. quod, that, i. e.

the fact that, after,,, Od.; after',, Soph. :—cf.. II. as Prep. c. gen.,

equiv. to, ', on account of, because of,

Aesch., Soph,-, Ion. 2 pi. aor. 2 of., , Ion. for.,,, Ion. for -,
, nearly like , surely not, Horn., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for .

or, strengthd. for , not at all, II., Adv., v. os, 77, 0 B. ill.-, nowhere, Horn. II. in no wise, Id., crasis for ., crasis for., crasis for ., nowhere, II. :

—

nor anywhere, Horn,

or, Dor., Adv. not ever, never,

Horn., Att.

; Adv. surely you do not mean that . . ? Eur., crasis for .
or, Ion., Adv. not yet, Lat. nondum,

opp. to (no longer, no more), Horn., Hes.,

etc. 2. as a stronger form of the negat., not, not

at all, ' II., etc.

or, Adv. never yet at any time,

Horn., Att.

or, Ion., Adv. nohow, in nowise,

not at all, II., etc., Ion., , (akin to) the tail, of a lion,

Pp
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dog, etc., Horn., Hdt. II. of an army marching-, the

rear-guard, rear, Xen.; to

follow in his rear, Id.; b the rear-rank

man, Id. ; or to the rear, backwards,

Id.j eV $ in rear, Id. 2. , i.e.

its echo, Anth., , the rear, Polyb. From-, ,() leader of the rear-guard, Xen., , ov, {) of the tail, II. :

—generally, hindmost,. the hind-ieet, Theocr.;

cf.. 2., , the tail, in pi.,

the hinder part, rear, Eur., Luc., , Urania, the Heavenly One, one of the

Muses, Hes. II. name of Aphrodite, Plat., , , son of Uranus, Hes., Pind. :

—

-
the Titans, Hes.

[], a, ov, and os, ov, heavenly, of or in
heaven, dwelling in heaven, . Aesch., Eur.

;

alone, the goddesses, Pind. 2. generally, in

or of heaven, Id. ; Aesch. ; .
fallen from heaven, Eur. ; ., i. e. rain,

Pind. ; ., of a storm, Soph. EE. reaching
to heaven, high as heaven,., of Aetna, Pind.

;

Eur. ; ·, to kick up sky-high, Ar. 2. metaph.
enormous, awful, furious, . Aesch. ;

y , like ', Lat. immane quantum,
Ar. :

—

, as Adv. vehemently , Eur.,, , pecul. fern, of, Anth., , Dim. of : hence, the vault of a
room or tent, a canopy, Plut., ,() the heavenly ones, the gods
above, Lat. coelites, with or without , II.

;—also

the Titans, as descendants of Uranus, lb. :—fern.,

Anth.-, ov, skilled in the heavens, Luc.-, ov, shewn from heaven, shewing itself

in heaven, h. Horn., {) Adv. from heaven, doivn from
heaven, Horn., Hes. ; properly an old gen. of,
and therefore joined with Preps., ' II. ;

lb.&,() Adv. in the heavens : but
= , in the front of heaven (cf. foreg.), II.-, ,() high as heaven, shooting up

to heaven, exceeding high or tall, Od. ; Hdt.;
Aesch. 2. metaph. stupendous, Ar.'"', , Dor., Aeol. ; only in

sing. : I. heaven : in Horn, and Hes., 1. the
vault or firmament of heaven, the sky, conceived as

a concave hemisphere resting on the verge of earth,

upborne by the pillars of Atlas, Od., Hes., etc. ; con-
ceived to be of solid metal,,,-, Horn. : on this vault the sun performed his course,

Od. ; the stars were fixed upon it, and moved with it,

for it was supposed to be always revolving, II. 2.

heaven, as the seat of the gods, above this skyey vault,

the portion of Zeus, Horn.; Heaven-
gate, which the Hours lifted and put down like a trap-

door, II. 3. in common language, heaven, the sky,

Horn., etc. ; to exalt to

heaven, as Horace evehere ad Deos, Soph. ; els .

—,
leapt up on high, Xen. : a region of heaven,

climate, Hdt. II. as prop. n. Uranus, son of

Erebus and Gaia, Hes. ; or husband of Gaia, parent

of the Titans, Id., Aesch.-, ov, () holding heaven, . the

rule of heaven, Aesch.-, crasis for py., , Ion. nom. and acc. pi. of, mountain., , ov, Ion. and Ep. for.-, ov, poet, for-,() mountain-
haunting, Anth. : fern,-,, lb.-, , , poet, for-, feeding on the

mountains, Soph.-, ov, poet, for, Anth.-, , , —, Anth.,, , Ion. for, a mule, II. II. —
a guard, in II. . 84 the sense is uncertain., impf. : f.- : ():—to make
water, Hes., Hdt., Ion. acc. pi. of, a mule., Desiderat. of, to want to make water,

Ar., Ep. gen. pi. of., , () the hindmost part, bottom,. the butt-end of the spear, shod with iron, II.-, , , poet, and Dor. for, walking
the mountains, Eur. : also, Ar., Ion. for., f. Att. ,( a) to carry with a fair
wind, to waft on the way, of words and prayers,

Aesch. ; . to speed on the way, guide
prosperously, Soph. II. intr. to blow favourably

,

Aesch.-, , ov, poet, for -, mountain-bred,

Eur., , ov, and , ov,( a) with a fair wind,

Lat. vento secundo, ., a prosperous

voyage, Soph. 2. metaph. prosperous, successful,

Aesch., Eur. :—neut. pi. as Adv., Eur. II.

prospering, favouring, fair, of winds, Id., Thuc.

;

comically of the bellows, Ar. 2.

(sc. -}), , —, a fair wind,, (sc.) to run before the wind, Plat. ; so,

(sc.) after having run a fair course,

Soph.; Ar. III. ,
as sending fair winds, i.e. conducting things to a

happy issue, Aesch., Anth.--, , , steady and prosperous, Aesch., f., to give to the winds, Anth.,,, Ion. for, a boundary-line, Wdt., crasis for .
OY'PON, , urine, Hdt., etc., , Ion. for, boundary, used by Horn, in

three places, viz., ' as far as is

the limit or space of a quoit's throw (cf .), II.

;

' as far as is the

range of mules (in ploughing), lb. ; and so, more fully' ' , Od.

:

—what the distance expressed by the range of mules
may be is uncertain ; the common explanation is the

length by which mtdes would distance oxen in plough-

ing a given space in the same time.
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'', , , a trench or channel for hauling up
ships and launching them again, II.^ (a), 6, a fair wind, Horn., etc. ;

5

Od. ; -
lb.

; the gods changed the

wind again to a fair one, lb. ; to

send down (i. e. with) the wind, speed on its way,
Orac. ap. Hdt. ; so, metaph.,' let it be
swept before the wind to ruin, Aesch. ;" let these things drift with the wind,
Soph. 2. \_io~Ti], like, 'tis a fair time,

Id. ; tis Eur.

(), , , a watcher, warder, guardian, Horn.,

Pind. (From the same Root as and cura.)
(c), , , Ion. for, a boundary.^ (d), , , Lat. urus, a buffalo, Anth.*, , gen., dat. : pi. nom. and acc. 3>ra,

gen., dat. : Ep. gen. also, pi. nom. and
acc., dat.:—Lat. auris, the ear, Horn.;

Sita, of horses, Hdt. ; iv

rings in the ear, Aesch. ;
'

Soph. ;
' Aoyos, i. e. heard generally, Eur.

;

eh into the ear, secretly, Id. ; so, eh
Soph. :—metaph. of spies, Xen. ;

—

3), of persons who slink away ashamed
(hanging their ears like dogs), Plat. :—athletes are

described as having their ears bruised and swollen,

Theocr. II. the ear or

handle, of pitchers, cups, etc., '
II., Ion. -, , (, part. fern, of) that which

is one's own, one's substance, property, Hdt.,

Eur. II. = , being, existence, Plat.;

her childless state, Soph. III. the

being, essence, nature of a thing, Plat., etc., f. : aor. '·— Pass., pf. :

=, to wound, c. dupl. acc,
wounded Venus on the hand, II.; also,

pierced the shield, lb.; c. acc. cogn.,, '

the wound which a man struck me withal,
lb., crasis for &.

or , crasis for .', Ep. imperat.: Ion. impf.

:

aor. , Ion.:—Pass., aor. part.

:— (also, as if from) 3 sing. Ep. aor.,
inf., ; part, (in pass, sense)-
vos:—to wound, hurt, hit with any kind of weapon,
8e,. eyxe't,, etc., II. ; properly opp. to, to wound by striking or thrusting, lb. ; cf

.

; by the wound inflicted,

lb. ; £i<pos [] Aesch. 2.

sometimes, generally, to wound, like, Eur., Adv. (ow re) and not, II., Hdt. II. mostly
repeated, . . , . . , neither . . , nor . . , Lat.

neque . . , neque . . , Horn., etc. :

—

may be foil,

by a posit, clause with T€, Lat. neque . . , et . . ,

a\)Tos KTeveei, &55 he will both

not kill and will defend, II. :—the former is some-
times omitted, ' [neither] by sea nor
by land, Pind., crasis for eTepos.

.-, 3 sing-. Ion. aor. of., , () a wounding, Zonar., , () she who wounds, Anth.,, , , (oi/Tts) of no account, worthless,

Horn. II. regardless, reckless, Aesch., Dor. , Adv. in no wise, Hes., Theocr., Adv. not, I suppose . . , surely you do not
mean that . . , Pind., Soph., etc., Ion. , Adv. not at all yet, Hdt.-> neut., declined like tis :

—no one or nobody,
Lat. nemo, nullus, neut. nothing, Lat. nihil, Horn.,

etc. :

—

being used in Prose. 2. neut. as

Adv. not a whit, by no means, not at all, II., Hdt.,

Att. II. as prop. n. with changed accent,,
, acc., Nobody, Noman, a name assumed by
Ulysses to deceive Polyphemus, Od.

or, Adv. indeed not, Lat. non sane, Horn.,

Hes., etc. ; in Att. before oaths, . -,
Ar., etc., ,, gen.,,,

etc. :—demonstr. Pron. this, Lat. hie, to designate

the nearer of two things, opp. to, the more
remote (cf. '), Horn., etc. 2. when, of two
things, one precedes and the other follows,' generally

refers to what follows, to what precedes, Soph.,

etc. 3. so also, is used emphat., generally in

contempt, while (like Lat. ille) denotes praise,' , i. e. Aegisthus, Id. ; -
Plat. ; Id. 4. in Att.

law-language, is commonly applied to the oppo-

nent, whether plaintiff or defendant, whereas in Lat.

hie was the client, iste the opponent, Dem. 5. often

much like an Adv., in local sense (cf. ' init.), '
; who art thou here that comest

. . ? II. ; often in Att., ; who's this here?
Ar. 6. with Pron. of 2nd pers., , Lat. heus
tu ! ho you ! you there ! Soph., etc. ; and then

alone like a Vocat.,, ; Aesch. ; &, Soph. 7. this phrase mostly implies

anger, impatience, or scorn :—so, for ,
Od. II. is also added to heighten the

force of a previous word, ,
Thuc. ; v. infr. III. . III. neut.

in various phrases, 1. ', S> yes Sir,

(i. e. , etc.), Ar. ; so ] Id. 2.

so it shall be, Plat. 3., Lat. haec hactenus, Id. 4.

therefore, Att. ; so then, therefore,

Trag. :—also absol., therefore, II. ;

Ar. ; Aesch. ; Soph. 5., adding a circumstance heightening the force of

what has been said, and that, Lat. et hoc, ,
yvvaiicSs to think that a man should die,

and that by a woman's hand, Aesch., etc. 6.

. . , . . , on the one hand . . , on the other

. . , partly . . , partly . . , Hdt. IV. dat. fern.

on this spot, here, Soph., etc. 2. in this

point, herein, Ar., etc. 3. in this way, thus,

Trag., etc. V. or, thereupon,

Xen. : therefore, Id. VI. herein, so

far, Thuc, Plat., etc. 2. in the meantime, Thuc,
Xen. VII. besides, Hdt., Att.

2
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-, -', -, etc., strengthd. by the

demonstr. affix -i [t], this man here, Lat. hic-ce, Ar.

and Att. Prose : after a vowel, y is often inserted,

avrrjyi for '' ye, ravrayi for ye, etc., Ar., before a consonant, Adv. of ovtos, as Lat.

sic of ktCf in this way or manner, so, thus :—properly,

is antec. to , as Lat. sic to ut, Horn., etc. ;

so it shall be, ratifying- what goes before,

Od., etc. :—in Prose alone in answers, even so,

just so, Xen. 2. in wishes or prayers,

(as Horace sic te diva regat), Od. ;, (as in Engl., so

help me God), Ar. ; . . Id. 3.

beginning a story, yaXrj so once

upon a time . . , Id. ; ' Plat. 4., , . . II. 2;
is sometimes omitted, so much for

this, Aesch. 5. = els, to such
a pitch of terror, Eur. 6., or , intro-

duces the apodosis after a protasis,, yeyove Hdt. :

—

after participles, iv , ,
i. e. 67€;, . . , Id. II. inferential

Lat. itaque, Soph., Plat. III. with an Adj. or Adv.
so, so much, so very, II. ;

so entirely, Aesch. IV. like, with a diminish-

ing power, so, merely so, simply, like Lat. sic,

II. ; (as W0v3.cejacentes
sic temere), Plat. ; also off-hand, at once, Id. ; ov . .

=, Eur.- [], strengthd. for (v.), Att. Prose., crasis for ., v. sub . I. g., Att. form of ., crasis for ., , ,{) a debtor,' Plat. : 6.,
c. inf., I am under bond to do a thing, Soph. :—fern,',, Eur., ,) a debt, . . :

—

one's due, lb., , that which is owed, a debt, Thuc, Plat., impf., Ep., impf.

or: f.: aor. 1:.,
plqpf.- : aor. 2, v. infr. II. 2, 3 :—Pass.,

aor. 1 part, :

—

to owe, have to pay or account

for, Horn., etc. ; 6. to be debtor to another, Ar.

;

absol. to be in debt, Id.:—Pass, to be owed, to be due,
Horn., Att. : of persons, to be liable to,

(as Horace debemur morti), Anth. II.

c. inf. to be bound, to be obliged to do a thing, II.,

etc. :—Pass., it is thy des-

tiny to suffer this, Soph. ;

Eur. 2. in this sense Ep. impf.,
and aor. 2, are used of that which one
ought to have done {ought being the pret. of owe),

II., etc. 3. these tenses are also

used, foil, by inf., to express a wish that cannot be
accomplished, ttjv " would
that Artemis had slain her ! (but she had not), Lat.

utinani interfecisset ! Ib.; often preceded by (Ep.

), ' that thou hadst
been unborn, Ib. ; ''' Od. ;—so with , that I had taken !

\<.
II. ; Ib. ; with negat.,

1

would thou hadst never prayed ! Ib. ; so in

Att. :—in late Greek with Indie, ,
for, would ye were kings, N.T. III.

impers., Lat. oportet, c. acc. et inf., Pind.' (a), Ep. for.' (), Ep. inf.- : impf., Ep. Aeol.

aor. 1 opt.:—to increase, enlarge, strengthen,
Horn. ; the force of the wind
raises high the waves, II. ; . to multiply
words, Ib. ; ,-

and may advance him in honour, Ib. :

—Pass., it waxes great, prospers, Od., Ep. aor. 2 of., ,{ ) only in nom. furtherance, ad-
vantage, help, used often (like opus) as an indecl.

Adj., yva whether we can be of
any use, Il.j ' 6. - ; what good
couldst thou be to us ? Ar. ; c. inf., 6.

; Plat. ; c. gen.,

of which there is no profit, Hdt. ; 6. -
ypyo apyod Xen. ;—but, -

the serviceable part of the army, Id.-, , {6,) snake-like, Plat., ,{) ophthalmia, Ar., Xen., etc., to sufferfrom ophthalmia, Hdt., Ar.

[], , Dim. of, Ar.-, , eye-service, . ., , , (from , Root of 6-, 6-6)
the eye, mostly in pi., Horn., etc. ; is

to come before one's eyes, 11. ;

before one's eyes, Lat. in oculis, Horn., Att.;. Aeschin. ;
out of one's sight,

Hdt. ; to one's face, Ar. II. in

sing, the eye of a master or ruler, Aibs. Hes. ; so a king is called. Aesch. ; and
in Persia , the king's eye, was a
confidential officer, through whom he beheld his sub-

jects, Hdt., Ar., etc. III. .,
., of the moon, Pind. IV. the dearest, best,

as the eye is the most precious part of the body,

Id. ; ^ a great

comfort, Soph. V. the eye or bud of a plant or

tree, Xen.-, ov, {yy) wetting the eyes, Eur.-, ,{) apparent to the ^y^,Strab.- [y~], ov, tearing out the eyes, Aesch., aor. 1 pass. inf. of :—, f. pass.-,, with serpents for legs, Luc., 0 : g'en., poet, also, Dor. and Ion.

:
—a serpent, snake, II., Hdt., Trag. :—metaph.,

-qvbv, of an arrow, Aesch. [The first syll. is

sometimes made long, when it was pronounced (and

perh. ought to be written), v. .~], aor. 2 inf. of.,, a fine incurred in a lawsuit, Dem. From, f.- : pf . : aor. 2, inf., part,: {) :
—to owe, to be liable to

pay a fine, Eur., etc. 2. to be cast in

a suit, lose one's cause, Ar. ; so, to lose

in an arbitration, Dem. ; to have
one's accounts not passed, Aeschin. 3. absol. to
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be cast, to be the losing party, Ar., Thuc. 4. c.

gen. criminis, to be convicted in

an action for theft, Aesch. ; then, without,-
found guilty of murder, Plat. : also c. gen.

poenae, . Id. II. generally, of

anything which one deserves or brings on oneself,, . to bring infamy, loss on one-

self, incur them, Eur. ; . to be laughed

at, Id. ; he drew upon
himself the reproach of cowardice from the king,

Hdt.; so, Soph."", Final and Temporal Conj. in Ion. and Dor.

Poets : I. Final Conj., like, , that, in order

that, to the end that, Horn., Pind. II. Temporal
Conj., like , Lat. donee, so long as, while, mostly

with impf., Od. 2. with subj., it

commonly has &v ( or ) with it, Horn. 3.

until, till they too were
slain, II. ; with subj., of future time, ',

he bears malice till he have satisfied it, lb. ;—but in this case, &.v ( or) is commonly added.,( n) to have ridges, Strab., , Ion. for , Hdt., Eur.,, ,( ) on the brow of a rock

beetling, II., ap. Hdt. 2. metaph. majestic, Anth'' [], , gen. vos [], , acc., pi.

contr. :
—the brow, eyebrow, Lat. supercilium

mostly in pi., the brows, Horn. ; eV ·, i. e. , nodded assent, 11. ;
'

made a sign not to do, Od
used in phrases to denote grief, scorn, pride,

Ar. ; Eur., etc. ; ras
-yeiv to knit the brows, frown, Ar. :—on the other

hand,,, to let

down or unknit the brow, Eur. 2. alone, like

Lat. supercilium, scorn, pride, Anth. II. the

brow of a hill, a beetling crag, II., etc., () Adv., used to strengthen the Sup.,
far the best, II., etc.

[], , () the holder of a shield, a bar
across the hollow of the shield, through which the

bearer passed his arm, Hdt., Ion. impf. of., , () a covering or impregnating, of the

male animal, Xen., -, Ep. dat. pi. of, a chariot., f. ,() to conduct water by a conduit
or canal, Hdt. :—Pass, to be conducted, conveyed,
Id. j metaph., Aesch.-, ,(, -) conducting or drawing
off water by a ditch or conduit, II. : metaph.,

., of the flute, Anth., ,() a means for carrying water, a water-
pipe, Hdt., Thuc, etc. : a conduit, channel, aque-
duct, Arist. II. in pi. streams, Pind., Eur. III.
metaph., to make a side channel
or means of escape, Eur.€, Ep., , () anything for holding or

fastening : 1. a strap for fastening the helmet
under the chin, 11. 2. in pi. the fastenings of the

belt, lb. 3. a bar to fasten the door inside,

Horn.

€, of male animals, to cover, Plat. : Pass., of the

female : Med. of both sexes, Hdt.

€, impf. Ion. : f ., :—Med., 3 sing,

impf.,- : f. : 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1

: () :—Frequent, of, to uphold, sus-

tain, endure, Od., Pind. ; to keep

playing childish tricks, Od. ; will

maintain a watch, Aesch. 2. to carry, Eur.,

Xen. 3. to let another ride, to mount him,, 5
Ar. ; of a general, to let the men

ride, Xen. II. Med. to have oneself carried, to

be carried or borne, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. absol.

(without the dat.% or ), to drive, ride, sail,

\_'~\ difficult to use in a chariot,

II. 3. of a ship, to ride at anchor,' * 'tis but a slender hope
on which we ride at anchor, Ar. ; so,

3

Id.

;

cf . Plat. ; so, ' Eur. [In

Pind. the first syll. is made long, when it was pronounced
(and perh. ought to be written), v. .~\ Hence,, , anything that bears or supports,, stay of earth,=}, Eur. II. a
carriage, a chariot, Lat. vehiculum, Hdt., Soph.,

Eur. 2. of ships, but mostly with some addition,

. Aesch.; . Soph. 3.

of animals that are ridden, a riding-

beetle (as we say a riding-horse), Ar., , () a bearing, carrying, Plat. H.
(from Pass.) a being carried, riding, Id., f . : aor. 1

:

—to be sorely angered,

to be vexed in spirit, Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.), , older form of, a rising ground, a
bank, dyke by the side of a river, II. : mostly in pi.

the raised banks of a river, Horn. ; the

banks of the trench, II. ; also the dunes or denes along

the sea (cf. ), Od. Hence, , , hilly, Anth. Hence, , later form of, a bank, hill, h. Horn.,

Hdt., Att. : a barrow or mound, Lat. tumulus, Aesch./, , mob-oratory, Plut. From-, , a mob-leader., f.,() to move, disturb,

(Ion. for-) all the pebbles are rolled

or swept away by the water, II. II. to trouble,

importune, Hdt., Aesch. :—absol. to be troublesome

or irksome, Soph. Hence, , , trotiblesovie, irksome, importunate,

Hdt., Eur., Plat., f. : Ep. aor. 1 opt. : ( —) to move by a lever, to heave up, [/]
Horn.-, , a mob-courtier, Polyb. ; cf.-.-, , mob-rule, the lowest grade of demo-

cracy, Polyb.-, to make a riot, . T.", , a moving crowd, a throng, mob, Pind.,

Aesch., etc. ; the mass of

the soldiers, Xen. ;
in point of numbers,

Thuc. ; tmdisciplined masses like

these, Id. 2. in political sense, the populace, mob,

Lat. turba, opp. to, Id., Xen. 3. gener-

ally, a mass, midtitude, ^ Aesch. II.
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like Lat. turba, annoyance, trouble,

to g"ive one trouble, Hdt. ; ' ,-
to be or become troublesome, Ar., Thuc.-, es, (e?5os) like a mob, and so, 1. turbulent,

unruly, Plat.; . troublesomeness, Thuc. 2.

common, vulgar, Plut., f . , to grip fast, Eur. ; -ybv
to bind him fast, Aesch. ;', he makes the

horse obedient to the bit, Eur., , later form of, a wild pear, Theocr., , () anything which bears, a carriage, Lat.

vehiculum, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; by Horn, in heterocl.

neut. pi. ', , of a single chariot, II.

;

and in poet. dat., -(piv, lb. ; later in masc. pi.

eV , of the Scythian waggons, Aesch. 2.

the swift-running bearers of the

chariot, i. e. the wheels, Eur. II. anything which
holds, steads for ships, harbours, Od.-, Dep. to make secure, fortify, Polyb., , , {) like, firm, lasting, stout,

Hes., Aesch. 2. of places, strong, secure, Eur.

:

esp. of a stronghold or position, strong, tenable,

Xen. II. Adv. -, Eur. Hence, f., to make fast and sure, fortify , Polyb.:

—the Med. just like Act., Xen. Hence,, to, a stro?ighold, fortress, Xen.; and', verb. Adj. one must strengthen, Plut., , only used in obi. cases of sing, , ,: () :

—

a voice, Horn., Hes., Trag. ; of flutes,

Theogn. II. a word, II., Soph.-, voc.-, Dor. for-, , (',)
one who mows till late at even, Theocr., ,() = oxpis, Aesch.-, , , (') one who ploughs late, Hes.', Adv. after a long time, late, Lat. sero, Horn.,

etc. ; or to be late in learn-

ing, learn too late, Aesch., Soph. 2. late in the
day, at even, opp. to, Horn., Thuc, etc. ;

*, it was, it was getting, late, Xen. ; so,

is ' Thuc. 3. c. gen., late in

the day, Livy's serum diet, Id. ; so, iyiy-' Dem. ; late in life, Luc., () Desiderat. of , to wish to see a
thing, c. gen., II.-, fut. inf. of., Ion. -£ (sc. ), , the latter part of day,
evening, opp. to, often also joined with,

Hdt. ; \ Thuc. ;

late in the evening, Dem. Cf..,, Att. Comp. and Sup. of.- [], ov, () late-born, after-born,
Horn. 2. of a son, late-born, born in one's old
age, h. Horn. 3. later-born, i. e. younger, Hdt.

:

young, Theocr., f. , (') to do, go or come late, Xen. :

—

Pass., belated, benighted, Id.-, ov,() going late to bed, Aesch.', to learn late, Luc. From-, ,() late in learning, late to learn,

Horace's serus studiorum, Plat. :

—

too old to learn,

c. gen., Xen. II. vain of late-gotten learning,
pedantic, Theophr. Hence

, , late-gotten learning, Theophr., ov, (') poet, for, late, slow, . a
prognostic late offulfilment, II. :

—

late in the season,

Xen., . T.-, ov, late-observing, of Epimetheus, Pind., a, ov, () late, Lat. serus, Pind. : Att. Comp., a, ov, earlier; Sup., , ov,

earliest, Xen. :—neut. as Adv., Comp. of

', Plat. ; Sup. Id., Xen., , gen. Ion. 10 : (from , Root of -) : I. look, appearance, aspect of a person or

thing, Lat. species oris, aspectus, II., Soph. ;

amb Thuc. :—acc. absol. in appear-

ance, Pind., Att. 2. the countenance, face, Eur.,

etc. 3. =, a sight, Aesch., Eur., etc.;6 other architectural sights, Hdt.

;

* from what they saw, opp. to ,
Thuc. 4. a vision, apparition, Hdt., Trag. II.

eyesight, vision, Horn., Hdt., Att. : in pi. the organs

of sight, the eyes, Soph., Xen. 2. view, sight, Lat.

conspectus, to come into one's

sight, i. e. presence, Hdt. ; els or ,,, Aesch., Eur.-', ov, to be late fulfilled, II., fut. of., , () properly, cooked meat, or, generally,

meat, opp. to bread and other provisions, Horn.,

Ar. 2. anything eaten with bread or food, to give

it flavour and relish,, onions, a zest

or relish to wine, II. ; '
Xen. 3. seasoning, sauce, Plat. ;' pudding and knuckle-sawc^

withal, Ar.; ' , i.e. 'hunger
is the best sauce,' Xen. 4. generally, dainty fare,
in pi. dainties, Plat. II. at Athens, mostly,fish, the

chief dainty of the Athenians, Ar. 2. the fish-market,
Id., Aeschin.', to eat meat or fish with bread, Xen., , , of or fit for cookery : -" (sc.) the art of cookery, Arist., , cookery, esp. fine cookery, Xen., Plat.; and, ", , =, Plat., Xen. From-, , () one who cooks meat, a cook,

Hdt. ; distinguished from 05 and 05,
Xen., Plat.-, ov, dressingfood elaborately, Anth.&', f. ", to eat things meant to be eaten

only with bread, to live daintily, Ar. ; and, , dainty living, Aeschin. From- [], ,() one who eats things meant
to be only eaten with bread, such as fish and dainties,

a dainty fellow, epicure, gourmand, Ar., Xen. :

—

irreg. Sup. Xen.', f., to buy fish and dainties, Ar., Xen.-, , , (,) one who buys fish or

victuals, a purveyor, Ar.,() tofurnish with provisions. Hence, , a furnishing with provisions, the sup-

plies and pay of an army, Polyb., ,() provisions or provision-money,

Lat. obsonium, supplies and pay for an army, Polyb.

:

—metaph., the wages of sin, N.T.



—. 5»3

.
, », , indecl. : sixteenth letter of Gr. alphabet. As
numeral 7r' = 8o, but ,7r = 8o,ooo.

is the tenuis labial mute, related to the medial
and the aspirate . Changes of in the Gr. dialects,

etc. 1. becomes , 4- 4·,--. 2. in Aeol. and Ion., it stands for the

asp. , for, iravos for,4 for- : in Ion. it was retained in apostrophe before an
aspirate, , eV 4, , etc. : on the

contrary the aspirated form was preferred in Att.,-
payos for aairapayos, for. 3.

in Ion. Prose, becomes in relatives and interroga-

tives, onws okoctos for 7rcDs -
aos. 4. in Aeol., is used for ,' for,6 for. 5. in Aeol. and Dor., for , ire-

ropes for recraapes, ir^Tre for irevre. 6. sometimes
interchanged with y, as in Xairapos Xayapos,
Xayv, Xayos lepus. 7. in Aeol. and Ep. Poetry,

is often doubled in relatives, as' for, etc. 8. in Poets, is inserted after , as in

tttoXis,€ for itoXls, TroAe/ios.; Dor. for ; how.'' II. for , awjy-

wkere, anyhow., Dor. for.-, ov, () g'W?^ ridiculous, Plat,-, », , father of all

;

—fern,,
mother of all, Anth., , wordiness, gamdity, Pind. From- or -ttos, ov, speaking all tongues., eTaa, ev, aor. 2 pass. part, of^., Ep. for^, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of., , frost, Xen. ; cf. Trayos 11.-, es, (e?Sos) frosty, ice-cold, Soph,

[], 17,() anything that fixes orfastens,
a snare, noose, trap, Hdt. : a fowling-net, Xen. 2.

metaph. a trap, snare, Aesch., aor. 2 pass. inf. of^., (irayis) to lay a snare for, entrap, . T.

[], , ov,() solid, Luc. :—Adv., nayices

Xeyeiv, to say positively, without reservations, Plat,, iSos, , (^) —, a trap, Ar. : metaph.
a trap, snare,4 . of the Trojan horse,

Anth. II. ay irayh€ the anchor which
holds ships fast, Id.-, ov, ever renewed, ever fresh, Aesch.-, ov, utterly bad, all-unlucky , Hes. : most
noxious, Id., Plat.—Adv., TtayttaKois4 Aesch.

;

. Id. 2. of persons, utterly bad, most
evil or wicked, Theogn. : Sup. iraynaniare, Soph.,
Eur.-, ov, and , ov, all beautiftil, good or noble,
Ar., Plat. : Adv. -Xcas, Plat., etc.-, ov, of all kinds of fruit, Soph. : rich in
every fruit, rich in fruit, Pind.-, 4s, () all-concealing, Soph.

or-, ov, () all-lamented,
most lamentable, Aesch., Soph. II. act. all-

tearful, Soph.

, , a complete inheritance, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, held in fall possession, Eur.-, ov, common to all, Soph. ; 0eou

irayKoivip, i. e. by death, Aesch. ; ev4 .-
toTs one object of hate common to all mankind, Eur.

;

7. crraffis all the band together, Aesch.-, , ,( ) where all must sleep,-
.05 irayKoiras, i. e. the grave, Soph. ; /'AiBas Id.-, ov, () covered all over with dust,

aeQXa irayK. prizes gah ed in all the contests, Soph,-, is, (Kparos) all-powerful, all-mighty,

Trag. ; . edpai the imperial throne of Zeus, Aesch. :

—

ro7v5e . </>oi/eus their victorious slayer, Id., to perform the exercises of the-
tlov, Plat. :—metaph. to sway one^s arms about like a
gymnast, to gesticulate violently, Aeschin. ; and, , , one who practises the-
tlov, Plat. ; and, , , of or for the irayKpariov,

irayK. the pancratiasfs art, Plat. II.

skilled in the irayKpaTiov, Arist. From, , (^) a complete contest, an
exercise which combined both wrestling and boxing( and y'), Hdt., Pind., etc.

[], , {^) that which is fixed or firmly
set: I. a mountain-peak, a rocky hill, Od., Hes.,

Trag.; *Apeios (Ion. 'Ap-f]ios) Kayos the Areopagus
at Athens, v. "Apeios II. II. = irayeTos, Soph,, , Lat. pagus, a canton, district, Plut.

[], , (/,) a kind of crab, Lat.

pagurus, Ar.- [], ov, most difficult to deal with, Xen.,
Plat. Adv., nayxaXenctiS exeiv irpos to be ill-

affected towards him, Xen.-€, ov, all-brasen, all-brass, Horn.-, ov, = foreg., Od., Trag.--, ov, good for all work, Ar., Xen.-, ov, () all-anointed: (sc.) seems to mean full-anointing, Soph.- [], ov, all-golden, of solid gold, II., Hes.-, ov, — foreg., Pind., Soph., Eur., Adv. [iras,) =, quite, wholly, entirely,

altogether, Horn., Pind. ; SoKeeiv or'^ to

think or hopefully, Hdt., Dor. for., Ep. for 67rci0e, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ep. iraOeeiy, aor. 2 inf. of.
[], , (jraOeTv) a passive state, Plat. ; Tas e/ce?

7rci0as what happened there, Soph. ;

. all that had happened to him, Hdt. 2. =,
Pind., Soph.; . blindness, Hdt.

[], aTos,,() anything that befals one

a suffering, calamity, misfortune, Soph.,Thuc. : mostly

in pi., Hdt., Att. ; proverb., oe -
yeyove my sufferings have been my lessons,

Hdt. II. a passive emotion or condition, Xen.,

Plat. III. in pi. iftcidents, occurrences, Plat., Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., , , ^a0e?v) subject to feeling, capable of

feeling a thing, c. gen., Arist. 2. impassioned,

pathetic, Id. :—Adv., Xeyeiv Id., , , (€) one who has suffered : subject



to passion, Plut. II. of the Saviour, destined to

suffer, . T.

[], 60s, , () anything that befalls one,

an incident, accident, Hdt., Soph. 2. what one

has suffered, one's experience, Aesch. ; in pi., Plat. :

—commonly in bad sense, a suffering, misfortune,

calamity, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; . to

do an irreparable mischief, Hdt. II. of the soul,

a passion, emotion, such as love, hate, etc., Thuc,
Plat., etc. III. any passive state, a condition,

state, Plat. : in pi. the incidents or changes to which
things are liable, ra ohpavbv. Id., etc. IV.
a pathetic mode of expression, pathos, Arist.

[], aor. 2 subj. of :—, part., voc. of cus., avos, , Ep., ovos, Att.,,
Paean or Paeon, the physician of the gods, II. ; -
ovos the sons of Paeon, i. e. physicians,

Od. 2. after Horn., the name and office were
transferred to Apollo, who was invoked by the cry

Aesch., Soph. ; Soph. 3. as

appellat. a physician, healer, Aesch., Soph. : then, a

saviour, deliverer, Eur. II., Ep.,
a paean, i. e. a choral song, a hymn or chant, ad-

dressed to Apollo, II., Aesch., Soph. 2. a song of
triumph aftervictory, properly to Apollo, II., Aesch.; also

a war-song, Aesch., Xen. :—the phrase was,

Xen. ; ., Id. 3.

any solemn song or chant, esp. on beginning- an under-

taking, in omen of success, Thuc. ; a song sung at a
feast, Xen. 4. Aesch., by an oxymoron, joins ., . ; so, ., of a dirge,

Eur. III. paean-singers, h.

Horn. IV. in Prosody, a paeon, a foot consisting

of three short and 1 long syll., -wv, -wu, uu-«, or

ww-, Arist., f. , =, Aesch. Hence,, , =, Strab., , [) play, sport, sportive strain, Eur., Ion. -, ,() play, sport, a game, Hdt.
Hence, ov,fond of a joke, Hdt., , () a plaything, toy, Plat. II.

in Theocr., the Egyptians are called .
roguish playmates. III. a game, a sportive

poem, Anth. ; of the merry chirp of the cicada, Id., ov, {) sportive, droll, Anth.-, es, () playful, sportive, Plut. :

playfulness, Xen., , the room in which the

waited for their boys, Dem. : a school, Plut.', f. : Pass., f . in pass,

sense : aor. 1] : pf . :

—

to

attend as, to train and teach, educate,

Plat. : to watch as one does a child, Eur. 2. gener-

ally, to educate, Plat., , the office of , attendance
on boys, education, Plat. : generally, attendance on
the sick, Eur., 4), , suitable to :

—

-"
(sc.) = , the tending
of diseases, Plat.

-.-, , = , a boy-ward; at Athens,
the slave who went with a boy from home to school

and back again, a kind of tutor, Hdt., Eur., etc. :

—hence Phoenix is called the of Achilles,

Plat. ; Fabius is jeeringly called the of

Hannibal, because he always followed him about,
Plut.

[], , Dim. of 7, a young, little boy,

Ar. ; from a child, Plat. : in pi. young
children, Ar. : a young slave, Id., Xen.-, 6S, () childish, puerile, Plat., , the rearing of a child, Aesch. 2. train-

ing and teaching, education, Ar., Thuc, etc. 3. its

result, culture, learning, accomplishments, Plat. 4.

the twisted handiwork of

Egypt, i. e. ropes of byblus, Eur. II. youth, child-

hood, Theogn., Eur.

or, ov, =, of or for a boy,

Aesch. ,· . the care of rearing children, a
mother's cares, Soph.', f., to be, Plat.-, , , a lover of boys, Ar., Plat.,, ,() that which is reared up,
taught, a mirsling, scholar, pupil, Eur,, etc.;,

Id. :—in pi. of a single

object, Id. II. a thing taught, subject of in-

struction, lesson, Xen., , , () education, a system

of education, Hdt., Ar., etc.; ' -
his education by virtue, Xen. 2.

its result, cidture, learning, accomplishments, Ar.,

Plat. 3. an instructing or priming of witnesses,

Dem. II. a means of educating,

that our city is the school of
Greece, Thuc., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be edticated,

Plat. II., one must educate, Id., ,() a school, Strab., , ,() a teacher, instructor, pre-
ceptor, Plat. II. a corrector, chastiser, . T., ), , of or for teaching

:

— -] (sc.), education, Plat. ; so, Plut. ; and, ,, to be gained by education, Plat. From, f .- : aor. 1 : pf . :

—

Med., f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., f., also med. (in pass, sense) :

aor.: pf . : ():—to bring up
ox rear a child, Soph. II. mostly, opp. to, to

train, teach, educate, Id., Eur., etc.; -) Plat. ; Id. ; .
Id. ; c. dupl. ace, . to teach

one a thing, Id. ; c. acc. et inf., .
Hdt. ; and without inf., . []
Eur. :—hence in Pass., c. acc. rei, to be taught a
thing, Plat. :—absol., a man of educa-
tion, opp. to or, Xen., Plat. :—Med.
to have any one taught, cause him to be educated,

Plat. III. to correct, discipline, Soph., Xen. : to

chastise, punish, . T., as, , () childish play, sport, game,
pastime, Xen., Plat. ; . to play a
game with him, Ar. ; in sport, Thuc. ;



-

> will seem
mere child's play , Aesch., , , () of, for or like a child, boyish,

Lat. puerilis, Plat., etc. 2. playful, sportive,

Id., Xen.; so, Adv. -k5>s, Plat. II. of orfor a
beloved youth, . a love-ta\e, Xen. 2. as

Subst.,, , , darling, favourite, Lat.

deliciae, Thuc, Plat., etc., Adv. from a child, . T. From,, Dim. of, a little or young child, Hdt.,

Ar., Plat. II. a slave-lad, Ar., , Dim. of, Luc., , Dim. of (), a young girl, maiden,
Xen. II. a young slave, courtesan, Hdt., Plut., , Dim. of (), ayoung boy or sow, Xen.-, , () playful, Lat. ludibundus,
Arist., ^, oV, and <k, oV, childish, Aesch., Anth. II., , as Subst. a boy, lad, Od.-, ov,(-) child-eating, .,
said of Thyestes, Aesch., , a begetting of children, Plat. From-, ov, (-) begetting children, -
y6ve father of a child by the daughter
of Inachus, Eur. II. makingfruitful, Theocr., f ., to take care of a child, Anth. From-, ov, () taking care of children., f. ], to murder children, Eur. From-,,() child-murdering, Soph., Eur.-', , , murderer of children : fern.-, murderess of children, Eur.-, opos, voc. ~op, , , = foreg., Aesch., Eur.',, , =, Anth.- [], , , destroying children, Aesch., , the education of children, Arist. II.

the office of, Id. From-, , () one of a board of magistrates in

Dorian States, who superintended the education of
youths, Xen., Arist., f ., to beget children, Eur. ;-

has been begotten, Dem. 2. to bear children,

of the woman, Soph. II. more commonly as Dep.,

f.- : aor. : pf .-, in same sense as Act., Eur., Xen., etc., , procreation of children, Plat. From-,,() begetting or bearing children,

Eur. 2. generative, Hdt.-, ov, through which a child passes, Anth., f., to beget children, Plat. From-, ov,() begetting children, Ar.', f ., to train as a gymnastic master :

generally, to train, . Dem.- [t], , , () one who teaches boys
wrestling and other exercises, a gymnastic master,
Ar., Plat., etc. ; eV at his school, Ar. Hence, , , of or for : -
(sc. ) his art, the art of wrestling, Arist. :

Adv., like a gymnastic master, Ar., , the rearing of children, Plat. From-, ov, () rearing boys, Simon. : 7rat-

Soph. 2. as fern. Subst. a mother,
Eur.

-, ov, (-) wounded by children,

. wounds and death at children's hands,
Aesch.', , =, Eur. ; and, , =, Plat. II. in Soph.

—

, a mother. From, , (*~/) —.', f., to love boys, Theogn., Solon.- [t], , , —, Theogn.-, ov, (*) killing children, II., Eur. ; ." the accident or calamity of having killed a

son, Hdt. ; . the blood of slain children, Eur.-', f.,() to waft away a boy, Anth., Dor. : f . and : aor.

: pf., later :—Pass., pf. -, later-: ():—properly, to play
like a child, to sport, play, Od., Hdt., etc. 2.

to dance, Od., Pind. :—so in Med., Hes. 3. to

play [a game], . to play at ball, Od.

;

also, . Plut. 4. to play (on an instru-

ment), h. Horn. II. to sport, play, jest, joke,

Hdt., Xen., etc. ; . to make sport of
one, mock him, Eur. ; . to jest upon a thing,

Plat. : the part, is used absol. in jest, jest-

ingly, Id. :—Pass., is jocularly

told, Hdt. ; enough of jest,

Plat. 2. c. acc. to play with, Anth., Luc., a, ov, healing, like, Anth. From, f. of., ovos, , Ep. for.
or, f . of., , the Paeonians, a people of Macedonia, II.

;

Eur. :—, Ion. -, rj, their

land, II.:—Adj., ?, , Paeonian, Thuc.

;

pecul. fern.,, Hdt., , ov, poet, for, Anth.

[], , (redupl. from, pollen), the finest

flour or meal, Lat. flos farinae, Ar. : metaph. of a

subtle rogue, Id.,, , like, a piece of subtlety,

of a man, Ar., Aeschin.,, , craggy, rugged, old Ep. word
of uncertain origin, epith. of hills, mountain-paths,

and rocky islands, Horn., Ep. also,, , : plur. gen.,
Dor., dat., Ep. : I. in re-

lation to Descent, a child, whether son or daughter,

II. :

—

a child's child, grandchild, lb.; ']-
Eur. ;—of animals, Aesch. 2.

metaph., , i. e. wine, Pind. 3. periphr.,

(v. sub) ; ,
sons of the Lydians, i. e. the Lydians, Hdt. ; .-

Aesch. ; . i. e. physicians, Plat.,

etc. II. in relation to Age, a child, either boy,

youth, lad, or a girl, maiden, Horn., etc. ; with an-

other Subst., a 6oy-swineherd, II. :

— from a child, Plat. ; or

Id.; Dem. III. in

relation to Condition, a slave, servant, man or maid,

Aesch., Ar., etc., 2 pi. aor. imper. of., Dor. for.



$86 —-, (redupl. from , Root £) only

in pres., to dart or rush wildly about, II.

(a), f. and : aor. 1 pf. ~
:—Med., aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1 -

: pf.:—to strike, smite, Hdt., Trag.

;

. 4s yrjv Hdt. ; 7., is Ar.

;

els or Xen. ; c. dupl.

ace, 7. Ar. :—also c. acc. cogn.,

. (sc.) Xen. ;—., of rowers,

Aesch. :—Med., he smote his thigh,

Xen. 2. c. acc. instrumenti, to strike, dash one
thing against another, vavs iv \ one
ship struck its beak against another, Aesch.; metaph.,

iv ° the god dashed
a great weight upon my head, i. e. smote me heavily,

Soph. ; iiraiaas Id. 3. to drive
away, Ar. 4. to hit

hard in speaking, Id. II. intr. to strike or dash
against, Lat. illido, or Aesch., Xen.

;

c. acc, strikes on a hidden reef,

Aesch. ; so, , of a charioteer, Soph.

(), —, to eat, Ar.,, another form of,., ados, , v.., f. ,( =) to chant the paean or

song of triumph, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; c. acc. cogn. to sing
in triumph, Aesch. ; of an after-dinner song, Xen.

:

Pass., 3 sing. impf. used impersonally, -'
avTois the paean had been sung by them, Thuc., , ov, () belonging to Paeon, medi-
cinal, healing, Aesch., Soph., Ar. :—
the healing art, medicine, Anth. 2. as Subst.,, , a healer, reliever, c. gen., Soph. b., , a festival of Paeon, Ar. II. like a
paean or song of victory, Aesch.<,,() a chanting ofthe paean,Thuc., Dor. for., f ., () to fasten, make fast,

?nake fast the house, Soph. 2. to stop up,
stop, caulk, Ar. 3. to bind fast, Anth.

[], , a cake of preserved fruit, Hdt., Luc.,, , — foreg., Strab.

[], Adv. long ago, in olden time, in days of
yore, in time gone by II., Soph., etc. ; once
upon a time, Ar. :—often used with a pres. in the
sense of a pf., , Lat. dudum video, I have
long seen, Soph. ; ye who have long
ago been, Ar. ;—also with the Art., Hdt.,
Thuc, etc 2. is often used like an Adj.
with the Art. and a Noun, 01 men of old,

Pind. ; Soph. ; . Dem. II.

of time just past, ' II.

:

hence comes to mean not long ago, but now,
just now, much like, Aesch., Plat.-, 4s, () bom long ago, full of
years, ancient, Horn.; Aesch., Eur.-, ov, =, Pind., to wrestle or fight, Pind. ; cf .., ovos, ,() Palaemon, i. e. Wrestler,

masc. prop, n., a name of Melicertes, son of Ino,

who was adored as a sea-god friendly to the ship-

wrecked, Eur.

-'.-, , =, Ar.-,,=, Anth.-, opos, , () ancient mother, Eur.-, ov, rich from early times, Thuc., , , regul. Comp. and Sup.,
-0TaTos, but the usual forms are,-
(formed from) : I. old in years, a. of

persons, old, aged, $} vios Horn. ; .,
. Od. ; . Soph. 2. of things,

Od. ; lb. II. of old date, ancient, 1. of

persons, Horn.; , Thuc. ;

01 . the ancients, Lat. veteres, Id. 2. of things,

Od., Hdt., etc :— , as Adv. like ,
anciently, formerly, Hdt., etc. ; 4 from of
old, Id. ; 4 from older time, Id. ;

Thuc. b. of things, also, antiquated,
obsolete, Aesch., Soph. Hence,,, , antiquity, obsoleteness, Eur., Plat.-, ovos, , , () old in mind, with
the wisdom of age, Aesch., f . : pi. : () :

—

to make
old, mostly in Pass, (pres.) to be old or antiquated,

. is of long standing, Hipp. II. in

Pass, also, to become old, Plat. III. like Lat.

antiquare, to abrogate a la\v, . T.

[], aTos,,() a bout orfall in wrest-

ling, Hdt. ; '
Aesch. 2. any struggle, Trag. 3. any trick

or artifice, subterfuge, Ar. ; . a trick of

the courts, Aeschin., , poet, for 7?7, wrestling, the

wrestler's art, Horn., , later form of, q. v., , , () a wrestler, Hdt., Plat.,

etc 2. generally, a rival , adversary, Aesch., Soph. :

a candidate, suitor, Aesch., , ov, later form of^., , , expert in wrestling, Arist., Luc., , a palaestra, wrestling-school, wherein
wrestlers() were trained, Hdt., Eur.

[], , , like , . god
of the palaestra, Babr.,-, irr. Comp. and Sup. of.&-, ov, I. spoken long ago, Od., Pind.,

Aesch. II. having a legend attached to it,

legendary3 . an oak of ancient story, Od. 2.

generally, primeval, ancient, olden, Pind., Soph.-,, , , that has been long in a country,

an ancient inhabitant, indigenous, Aesch., Anth., f. : aor. 1 : Pass., aor. 1

: () :

—

to wrestle, II., Plat. : .
to wrestle with one, Od., Pind. :—Pass.,

beaten, Eur., ,() a growing old, Strab., f. ^, Dep. to manage, execute,

Xen. II. like, to manage adroitly,

contrive cunningly , Ar. From"' [], : Ep. gen. and dat., -,
the palm of the hand, the hand, Horn., Pind. j'' by the hands of Ares,

II. :—hence a deed offorce, Soph. 2. the hand as

used in works of art, Hes. II. metaph. cunning,
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art, a device, plan, method, Hdt., etc. ; . a
device for one's livelihood, Theogn. : of the gods,, , by their arts,

Pind. ; Ar. ; . Trvpiyevfjs a fire-born

instrument, i. e. a sword, Eur., , gen. -ovs, dat. -, acc. - or -,() name of a hero, Inventor, Ar., etc., , () one guilty of violence, a
blood-guilty man, murderer, Aesch., Soph. :

—

di-
oh miscreant ! of the fox, Babr. II. =, the avenger of blood, Eur., Xen., Ep. for, f. inf. of.,,=, Dim. of, Ar., f. : pf. pass, : Ep. 3 sing,

plqpf . : () :

—

to besprinkle, sully,

defile, Od. ; mostly in Pass., Horn. :—Med.,-
he defiled his hands, II. 2. Pass, also

of things, to be scattered abroad, lb. II. pf . pass,

of lots shaken in an urn, to deter-

mine one's fate by lot, Horn. ; cf.., later, , =, the palm of
the hand : as a measure of length, a palm, four
fingers' breadth, a little more than three inches. Hence, a, ov, later7-, a palm long or

broad, Hdt.•-, f. , to catch by decoy-birds, Ar. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

irSAew, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. : to be disabled, Hdt.

[], Dor., ,() wrestling, Lat. lucta,

Horn., Pind., etc. 2. generally, battle, Aesch., Eur.-*€, , (yeveais) a being born again, new
birth ; used by Cic. of his restoration after exile :

—

hence, in . ., 1. the resurrection. 2. re-

generation by baptism.-, ov, (-) contradictory, false,
Pind. II. of strange ox foreign tongue, Id.-, f. , to sell over again, sell wares
by retail, Dem.-, , one who buys and sells again, a
petty retailer, huckster, Ar., Dem.-, ov, of wounds, breaking out afresh :

metaph. in Adv., accord-

ing to his old ill-luck fared it with him, Hdt. II.

of fresh outbreaks of passion, . injurious,
untoward reports, Aesch. ; . adverse fortune,

Id. 2. of persons, hostile, malignant, Ar., Theocr. ;' adversaries, Pind. (-kotos seems to be a
termin., as in.)&-, ov, very swift, Anth., to say again, repeat, recapitulate, 3 sing,

plqpf. pass.~ Hdt. ; and, , recapitidation, Arist. II. retracta-
tion, recantation, Theophr. From-, ov,( to gather), collected again,
II. II. (- to say) repeated.--, ov, () walking back, -, of women working at the loom, Pind.-, es,() growing again, Eur.-, ov, () thrown back, reversed

:

hence, untrustworthy, uncertain, unstable, Plat. :

instability, Aeschin.-, 65, () doubly long, Aesch.

-. 587-, es, () falling back :—in neut. as

Adv., back, back again, Horn.&-! is, , ('/) a patching tip or cobbling

of shoes, Theophr.7-75, ov, back-wandering, Aesch.-, Pass, to wander back, only in aor.

1 part,- wandering homewards, Horn.-, es, wandering to and fro, Anth.-, ov, washed up again, vamped tip

;

metaph. of a plagiarist, Anth.-, ov, () retributive :, ,
retribution, repayment, Aesch.-,() Adv. stem-foremost, Eur.-, Dor. -&, ov, () back-speaking,

recanting, . —, Eur.-, ov, () scraped again, .
a palimpsest, i.e. a parchmentfrom which one writ-

ing has been erased to make room for another, Plut.' [], Adv., 1. of Place, back, backwards,
Horn., Hes., etc. ; . Hdt. ; .
Aesch., etc. ; also, to give back, restore,

II. :—c. gen., ' 7 she turned back

from her son, lb. ; 6€ lb. ;—also

back again, , ., .,
etc. 2. with a notion of contradiction,

to gainsay (i. e. say against), II. ; but,

to take back one's word, unsay it, lb. ; opp.

to , Od. : in Prose, contrariwise, Plat. :

—c. gen., rb youth's opposite, Pind. ;

the change of time, Eur. II.

of Time, again, once more, anew, Soph., etc. ; so,, , , ,, , Att. III. again, in turn, Soph.-, ov, (-) to be taken back or recalled,

an irrevocable word, II.-, 4s, () growing again, Anth.-, , a double deserter, Xen.-, a second action, a new trial, Plut.- [], ov, whirling round and rotmd,

Anth., to run back again, of a ship, Plut., , a running back or backwards, Anth., , , recurring, of the tide, Strab.&-, ov,() running back again, Luc.-, , a returning calm, Anth.-, , ov, rzishing back, II.-, ov, () starting back, II. :—neut. as

Adv. back again, Anth. ; Att., with a

backward wrench, Ar.&-, ,^, recurring, inveterate,

much like--, Aesch.- or-, ov, shaded over again,

thick-shaded, h. Horn., etc.-, , a looking back again ; acc. as Adv.

in the opposite direction, Eur.-, ov, safe again, recovered, Anth.-€, to speak words of ill omen, Aesch.--, ov, () like, requited, avenged,

Od.-, ov, () back-stretched, back-bending,

epith. of the bow, Horn. It denotes the form of the

Homeric bow, which when unstrung bent in a direction
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contrary to that which it took when strung. 2.

. back-stretched reins, Ar.-,,^, Pind.-, 4s, () nibbed again and again :

hence hardened, knavish, Soph,-, ov, turned back, averted, Lat. retortus,

7. Aesch. II. turning back, Soph., Eur.-, 4s,() with a reverse offortune, Aesch., f., to recant an ode and so, generally,

to revoke, recant, Plat. From-, , () a palinode or recantation, a
name first given to an ode by Stesichorus, in which he
recants his attack upon Helen, Plat,, b or , a thorny shrub, Rhamnus paliurus,
Eur., Theocr.-, (4) , made of the "wood of the

TraXiovpos, Anth., f. ), (iraXippoos) to ebb and flow, Lat.

reciprocare, Strab., Theophr.-, , ov, back-rushing, refluent, Od., ov , — iraXtpp6Qios, Aesch., -, the reflux of water, back-water, Hdt. :

—

metaph. of fortune, Polyb. From-, ov, contr. -, , back-flowing,

refluent, Eur. II. metaph. recurring, return-
ing upon one's head, Id.

-poiros, ov, (4) inclining backwards, . yovv
backward-sinking knee, Eur.-, ov, roaring with ebb and flow, Aesch.7- [], , a rush backwards, back-flow, Plut.-, ov, — iraXippoos : in retribution, Soph.-, v..-, ov, () rushing hurriedly back,

. hurried flight, Soph. ; . Eur.- [], , (, )) pursuit back again or

in turn, as when fugitives rally and turn on their pur-

suers, II., Hes.

[], , a statue of Pallas, Hdt., Ar., I. as Dep., . to keep as a
concubine, Hdt. II. as Pass, to be a concubine,
Plut. From, -, ='^, Hdt., Ar., etc., , Dim. of /as, Plut., i8os, , a concubine, mistress, Lat. pellex,

opp. to a lawful \vife( &Ao%os), Horn. (Prob.

from same Root as — veavis.), ados, , Pallas, in Horn, always
or . (Commonly deriv. from, either as Brandisher of the spear :—but prob.

it is an old word traKKas = veavis.)-, ov, all-white, Aesch., Eur., , a peninsula and town of Chalcidice, Hdt.,
etc. II. an Attic deme;, , an
inhabitant thereof ; fern., idos, Id.', impf., Ep. : aor. :
Ep. aor. 2 part,

:

—Pass., pf.4 : 3
sing. Ep. aor. 2 :

—

to poise or sway a missile

before it is thrown, Eur., Ar. 2. to sway other

arms, not missiles, /cos Hes. ; 45 Eur. :—then, to

toss a child, II. ; £ she drave it

furiously, Eur. 3.* iv 4) they

shook the lots together in a helmet, till one leapt forth,

Horn. : absol. to cast lots, II. ; 06' avTovs ol ?$
-qpois where the stewards ranged them by

casting lots, Soph. :—Med. to draw lots,

I obtained the sea when we cast lots, II.

;

so in Hdt., Soph. II. Pass, to swing or dash
oneself, iv avTvyi he dashed himself upon the

shield-rim, II. : to quiver, leap, esp. in fear," lb. ; also of the person, lb. ; of

dying fish, to quiver, leap, Hdt. III. intr., like

the Pass., to leap, bound, Eur. : to quiver, Soph.,

Eur.

[], ,( . 3) the lot cast from a shaken
helmet, 4 to cast the lot again, Pind. ;

to obtain by lot, Hdt., Aesch.
; apxas

to hold public offices by lot, Hdt. ; ovs5 Eur., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., ),,() brandished, hurled, Soph. II.

as Subst.,, , a light spear used by the

Persian cavalry, like the Moorish jereed, Xen.

[], Ep. impf., () to strew or

sprinkle, Horn. II. to bestrew,

besprinkle, with dat. of the thing sprinkled,*
Od. 2. of liquids, a avpiyj;

Theocr. III. to sprinkle, cover

lightly, apovpas II., aTOS, ,() property, Anth.-, , absolute monarchy, Arist.--, -, queen of all, Ar.--, ea>s, , an absolute monarch, Arist.-, , , () all-subduing, Pind.-, ov, all-vain, all-useless, Aesch.- [], ov,() fighting with all, Aesch. :

esp. =*^, ready for every kind of con-

test, Plat., Theocr.-,, a, very great, immense, Plat.-, es, =foreg., Xen., Dem. :—neut. as Adv.,5 Aeschin.-,, , all-black, Od.-, es, (^utj/cos) very long, prolonged, Soph.,

Plat.-, ov, () through all months, the live-long

year, Soph., }, =], h. Horn., Anth.-, opos, rj,() mother of all, Aesch. II.

a very mother, ?nother indeed, . Soph.-, ov, all-abominable, Ar.-, 4s, all-mingled, promiscuous, Aesch., ov, =foreg., Aesch.-, ov, all-hapless, Soph.-, ov, very old, Plat., etc.-, Adv. (^as) like , quite, wholly, alto-

gether, Horn., Hes., Eur. ; ouSe not at all,

by no means, II. : with the Art., . Eur.-, 4s, () all-persuasive, Pind., Adv., (7r«s) like, entirely, Theogn.,

Aesch., Soph.-, , () entire possession, the full

property, Aesch., Eur., Adv. with the whole multitude, N.T. From-, 4s,() of or with the whole multi-

tude, Xen. II. =5, very numerous,
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multitudinous, Plat., Dem. III. neut. as Adv.
entirely, Dem.-, ov,() in -which all sorts of blows

are given and received, Soph.-, ov, all-variegated, of rich and varied
•work, Horn. : all-spotted, of fawn-skins, Eur.-, ecus, , , prevailing in all cities, uni-
versal, Soph.-, -, -, very much, great, large

or numerous, Ar., Xen. :—in pi. very many, Ar.-, ov, all-depraved, thoroughly knavish,

Ar., Plat. : Adv., to be very ill, Luc.-, ov,() all-purple, Pind.-, , all-venerable, Anth.-, ov, (4) all-conspicuous, Aesch.•, corrupt in Aesch. Ag.-, , ov, first of all, the very first, II. : in

neut. and- as Adv., Horn.- [], ov, all-devouring, voracious, Eur.--, is,() all-shining, all-brilliant, radiant,
Soph., Eur., etc.; of honey, bright, pure, Aesch..-, Ep. 3 sing-, subj. : Ep. impf.

: not used in other tenses :—redupl. from, to shine or beam brightly, of burnished metal,

II. ; of a star, lb. ; with their

breasts white-gleaming, i. e. naked, lb.-,, gen., fern,, Ep. part,

as if from ( =), bright-shining,

beaming, of burnished metal, II. ; of the Sun, Od.-, ov, skilled in all charms or drugs, Pind.-, es, =, Soph.-, ov,() all-destroying, Aesch., ov,() all-blazing, Soph.-, , ov, (4) all-feeding, Anth.-, ov,() all-bearing, all-productive, Lat.

omnium ferax, 4 Hdt. ; a friend is

called by Xen. II. bearing
all things with it, .4 a mixed mass of rub-

bish, Pind.-, ov, of mingled tribes, of all sorts, Ar.-, ov, (') with all tones, full-toned or

many-toned, Pind. : generally, expressive, Anth.-, () Adv. by all the votes, Anth.--, ov, () with all his soul, or =, Soph., gen., , Pan, god of Arcadia, son of Hermes,
h. Horn. ; represented with goat's feet, horns, and
shaggy hair. At Athens his worship began after the

battle of Marathon, Hdt. :—pi. Tlavss in Ar., Theocr.-, ov, quite or very soft, Luc.-, 4s, all-hallowed, Lat. sacrosanctus, Plut.-, , one who catches everything, Anth.---, ov, (aypa) catching all, II,-, ov, all-wakeful, Anth., Dor. for.- (sc. Upd), , the Panathenaea, two festi-

vals of the Athenians, and , in

honour of Athena, Ar., etc. The greater was celebrated

in the third year of each Olympiad, the latter annually., , , of or at the Panathenaea, Thuc.-, , ov, all-wretched, Trag.-,, ev, all-shining, Anth.

- [-], , ov, all-blazing, II.-, ov, epith. of armour, either all-variegated,

sparkling, or, quite light, easily-moved, II. II.

metaph. manifold, Aesch.-, is,() utterly ugly, ugliest, Arist.-, ov, — ; Sup.- Anth.-, ov, () the cause of all, Aesch. 2. to

whom all the guilt belongs, Id.7&-, opos, , all-avenging, Anth.•&-, 4s, all true, all too true, of a person,

Aesch. 2. of things, absolutely true or real, Plat,-, is, () all-powerful, Aesch.- [], ov, all-embracing, Aesch., ov, Dor. for.-, ov, without any share in a thing, c.

gen., Anth.-, ov, all-blameless, Simon,-, ov, sung by all, Anth.-, ov, all-tender, all-delicate, Od.-, ov, all-harmless, Hes., Anth.-, ov, all-hapless, II.-, ov, all-silver, Od.•- [], ov, () all virtuous, Luc.-, ov, best of all, Hes., Anth.-, 4s, (4) all-sufficing:— the gen. fem.4 in Aesch. is prob. corrupt,-, a, ov,() in Music, suited to all

modes ; . (sc. opyavov) an instrument on which
all modes can be played, Plat. 2. metaph. all-

harmonious, Id.-, ov, all-powerful, ruling all, Soph,-, is, all-exact, infallible, Anth.-|,, , , all-away from the friends of
one's youth, II.wav-, ov, all-imperishable, Anth.
irav-, ov, all-inevitable, Anth.-, ov, all-leafless, h. Horn.-, , all the Achaians, Horn,-, ov, () all-untimely, doomed to an
untimely end, II., Anth.-, Ion. -, , () a complete banquet, a

banquet at which nothing is wanting, Hdt., Ar.-, ov, all-tearful, Soph. II. all-

bewept, most miserable, Trag.- [], opos, , () the all-subduer,

all-tamer, Horn., Soph,,, Dor. for,.-, ov, all-dreadful, terrible, Plat. :

—

4 it is outrageous, Dem. II. clever at all

things, Plat., Dem.
7rav6eXeTeios, ov, knavish like Pandeletus (a syco-

phant), Ar.-, , , = sq., Eur.-, is, (4) all-seeing, Anth.

or -, Dor., Adv. of, with

the whole people, in a mass or body, Hdt., Aesch. ; .,, of a whole people going out to war,

a levee en masse, Thuc., , the whole people, Plat. ; and, ov, = sq., > one who begs of
all people, a public beggar, Od. ; . the city

with all its people, Soph. From
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the people, public, common, Soph., Eur. ; .,
the whole body of the city, of the army,

Soph. II. . ', common, vulgar love, as

opp. to the spiritual sort (), Plat., Xen.- (sc. ), , () a feast of Zeus, Dem.-, ov, () all righteous, Soph. Adv. -,
most justly, Aesch. ; but simply =, Soph., ov, , son of Pandion, fern.,, daughter ofPandion, i.e. the swallow, Hes. II., f], one of the Attic tribes, Aeschin., , a house for the reception of strangers,

an inn, hotel, Ar., Dem., etc. From, , ,() one who receives all

comers, an innkeeper, host, Plat., etc. : metaph.,
. Id. Hence, , a hostess, Ar. ; metaph., .

a sea-monster ready to take all in, Id., f . ,() to receive and entertain
as a host, Hdt., Plat. : absol. to keep an inn, Theophr.', = foreg. :—metaph. to take upon oneself,

assume, Aesch.-, ,() all- eceiving, common to all,

Pind., Aesch. : c. g"en., . Aesch.-, , () absolute fame, perfect glory, Pind.-, , poet, for-, all-lamentable,

all-plaintive, Trag-

.-, , () the total setting of a star, Anth.-, , () giver of all, Ar. II. pass.

as fern. prop, n., Pandora, i. e. the All-endowed, a.

beautiful female, made by Hephaestus, who received

presents from all the gods, in order to win the heart

of Epimetheus, Hes.-, , () giver of all, Ep. Horn,-, Adv. () with the whole nation, Strab.-, , like in all points, Anth., , () a temple of Pan, Strabo.-, , entirely free, Anth.-', , all the Hellenes, II., Hes., Eur., , Boeotian name of the month,
Philipp. ap. Dem.-, , all-lovely, Anth.-, , all-surveying, Anth.-, , , (*y) all-effecting, Dor. gen.
-pya Aesch.7-', , all-desolate, Luc.-, ov, lasting the whole evening, Anth.-', , () with all the household, Plut.-, Adv. () all the year long, Pind.-, ov, quite happy, Luc.-, ov, much strained, very active, Anth.- [a], ov, of metals, quite purified, Hes., f. , to celebrate or attend a festival,

iravriyvpis . to keep holy-days, Hdt. ; and, , , fit for a public festival, \0yos

., or . alone, a panegyric, eulogy, Isocr.,

Arist. 2. ostentatious, pompous, Plut. From-, Dor. --,, , (, 'ayvpis = ayopa)

a general or national assembly, esp. a festal assembly
in honour of a national god, Pind., Aesch., etc. ;-
yvpis iravqyvp'^iv, avayeiv, to hold such
festivals, keep holy-days, Hdt. 2. any assembly,

•.
Aesch. ; Eur.:

—

the assembly, people
assembled, Thuc., ov, , one who attends a iravr,yvpis, Luc.-, Adv. all day, the livelong day, Od., to spend the whole day in a thing, c. ace,
Eur. From-, Dor. --, , ov, all day long,-

continued to appease the god all

day long, II. ;' as much
as a ship sails in a whole day, Od. :—neut.,
as Adv. —, II. 2. of the whole day, Eur.,, — foreg., Aesch. :—neut.(.)
as Adv., Hdt. II. Dor. =
-, Soph.-, 4s,() with all manner of trees, Anth.,, , the panther or leopard, Hdt., Xen.-, () Adv. in high wrath, Od.-, ov, () celebrated with all kinds of sacri-

fices, Soph., , , () of or for Pan, Luc. II. of

fears, panic, such fears being attributed to Pan, Plut.- [t], ov, all-lovely, Anth. II. burning
with desire, Soph., Do-, for.-, ol, the whole body of Ionians:—», their place of meeting at Mycale, and the common
temple there built, Hdt. 2. (sc. ), ,
the festival of the united Ionians, Id.-, ov, grievously disfigured, hideous, Luc., v.., f. , () to celebrate a night-

festival, keep vigil, Ar. II. generally, to do
anything the livelong night, . it lasts

all night long, Pind. ; c. ace, . to spend
the livelong night, Ar., , , fitfor a night-reveller, Anth.

Tray- [p], , ov, and os, ov, all night long,

II. ; . Soph. ;

Hdt. :—neut. as Adv., II.-,, , () a night-festival, vigil, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. II. a night-watch, vigil, Soph.-, ov, =, Od., Hdt., Att. 2. last-

ing all the night, ; II.; .
Eur. :.—neut. pi. as Adv., the live-

long night, Soph.-, ov, most lamentable, Anth.-, , gen. vos, all-unhappy, Aesch., dat., = , Thuc.-, Ion. -, Adv. (nom. is not used)

with all the house, household and all, Hdt.-, ov, () with all one's house, Strab.-, Exclam. oh utter woe ! Aesch.-, ov, truly happy, h. Horn., Theogn.-,() Adv. in whole troops, Aesch.-&, ov, () all-eyed, Anth.-, Ep.-, ov, just like, Anth.-, , (") sender of all ominous voices,

author of all divination, II., Anth.-, Ion. -,, the full armour of an,
i. e. shield, helmet, breastplate, greaves, sword, and
lance, a full suit of armour, panoply, Thuc, etc. ;, Ion. -, in full armour, cap-a-pie, Hdt.;



—

so, . ; \\ . Id. :

—

metaph., . . .- [], , , a man in full armour, Tyrtae.- [], ov, () in full armour, full-
armed, Aesch., Eur. ; suits of
full armour, Eur.-, , , () the all-seeing, of the sun,

Aesch. ; of the herdsman Argus, Eur.-, ov, always fit for landing in, Od. II., , the ancient name of Palermo, Thuc. ;,, , its territory, Polyb.

irdvos, , a torch, =, Aesch., f. : pf. :

—

to play the

knave or villain, Eur., Ar. ; the rogueries

you are playing, Ar. ; , an oxy-

moron, having dared a righteous crime, Soph.,, , a knavish trick, villany, Soph., , knavery, roguery, villany, Lat. malitia,

Aesch., Soph. : in pi. knaveries, villanies, Soph., etc.-, , , knave-Hipparchides, Ar.-, ov, (*) ready to do anything "wicked,

knavish, villanous, Aesch., etc. :—as Subst. a knave,
rogue, villain, Eur., Ar. ; . the knavish sort,

Soph.; but also =, Id.:— Comp. -,
Sup. -, Ar. 2. Adv. -, Sup. -,
Id. II. in a less positively bad sense, cunning,
crafty, clever, smart, Plat., etc.-, ov, (oipis) all-seen, in the sight of all, II.--, , (-) =, dat., in full
armour, Soph.- or-, ov, () of the

moon, at the full, . Thuc. ;

. the moon's full orb, Eur. 2. -
(sc.) the time of full moon, Hdt., Ar. ;. at the next full moon, Soph. ; without the

Art., Aesch.-€, ov, all-majestic, Luc.-, ov, all-seeing, Anth.- and^, ov, all-wise, Eur., Plat.-€, , a mixture of all seeds, Luc. From--, ov, () composed of all sorts of
seeds, Anth.-, Ion. -, , a levy of the whole army,

Thuc. : elsewhere only in dat.

as Adv., with the whole army, Hdt., Thuc.

;

cf..- or --£, Adv.() with all one's

force ; . utterly, Thuc.-~], Adv. () with all speed, =, II. ; Att. or, Eur.—No
nom. occurs, cf..-~, ov, () swept all together, -

a life of accumulated woes, Soph,, Dor. for.-,, , all-wretched, Aesch., Eur.- or (before a vowel) -iv, Adv. all in all,

altogether, 'wholly, absolutely, Hdt., Att. ; .
not so absolutely without reason, Thuc. :—with

the Art., . Id. 2. in replying, it affirms strongly,

by all means, quite so, undoubtedly, Plat., Xen.-, , () all-powerful, Aesch.-, , , Dor. for-, lord of all, Ar.

- . 591-, ov, all-ruling, Soph.

or -, {) Adv. of Place, everywhere, Lat.

ubique, ubivis, Thuc, Plat., etc. :—c. gen. loci, in

every part of, . Hdt.; .
Eur. 2. on every side, in every direction, every

way, Hdt., Att. II. by all means, absolutely,

Hdt. ; , . in all respects, Id. ;

7., i. e. whatever we do, Soph., () Adv. from all places,from all quar-
ters, on every side, Lat. zmdique, Hdt., Att. II.

from every side, i. e. in every way, Thuc, Xen., () Adv., =, c gen., Luc., () Adv. in every direction, any whither,

every way, Lat. quovis, quoquoversus, Ar., Dem., () Adv., = foreg., Thuc, Plat., () Adv. everywhere, Lat. ubique, ubivis,

Hdt., Att. :—c. gen., . Plat. II. alto-

gether, always, absolutely, Id., () Adv. in all ways, altogether, Lat.

omnino, Plat., , consummation, Polyb. From-, ,() all-complete, absolute, complete,

entire, Aesch., etc. ; . uxor legitima, the mis-

tress of the house, Soph. ; . the whole num-
ber of sacrificial hearths, their complete tale, Id. II.

act. all-accomplishing, all-achieving, Aesch. III.

Adv., Ion. -, altogether, utterly, abso-

lutely, entirely, completely, Hdt., Att. ;

it was quite finished, Hdt. ; . to die

outright, Soph. 2. in answers, most certainly,

, . Id., Plat. 3. later,

—, . .-, ,() =, Eur. ;'-
enemies in full array, Id.; -

in full armour, Aesch.-, ov, () assistant of all arts, Aesch., Dor., () Adv. every way, on every

side, Horn., Hdt., Ar. II. in every way, by all

means, altogether, entirely, Plat., etc-, ov, () all-honourable, Soph.-, Dor.-, ov, gen., —,
Soph., Eur.-, , , () all-overpowering, Anth.-, , gen. , () making all old, i. e.

subduing all, Soph., , , (, with term,-, cf.)
of every kind, of all sorts, manifold, h. Horn., Aesch.,

etc :—in pi., . Hdt. :—Adv. —, in all

kinds of ways, Poeta ap. Arist. 2. yiy-,— , assumes every shape, Ar.

ir<xvTo9€, = sq., Hdt., Theocr., Adv. () from all quarters, from every

side, Lat. undique, II., Hdt., Trag., () Adv. everywhere, Anth., a, ov, () of all sorts or kinds, manifold,

Horn., Hdt., Soph. 2. he takes

all shapes, i. e. tries every shift, turns every stone,

Hdt. II. Adv. -cos, in all kinds of ways, Id., Plat.,, ,() almighty, . ., Anth.--, ov, utterly shortlived, Anth.-, ov, all-daring, shameless, Aesch., Eur.-, , a pantomimic actor, Luc
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iravTO-iropos, ov, all-inventive, opp. to, Soph.-, ov, Dor. -ras, , , =, Soph., Ar.-,, a place where all things are for sale,

a general market, bazaar, Plat., Adv. every way, in all directions, II., Xen.7-, , =, Aesch., () Adv. at all times, always, . T.-,,—, Aesch.-, , —-, Soph.-, ov,() all-devouring, Anth.-, ov, () mixed all together, Aesch.-, ov, () all-trembling, Aesch.-, ov,() all-routed, tumultuous, Aesch.-, ov, () all-nourishing, Anth. ; .
a dove that rears all her nestlings, Aesch., Adv. () altogether ; in Horn, always

, in nowise, by no means, not at all, Lat. omnino
non : it was altogether necessary, Hdt.

;

el 7. if ye positively will go, Id. II. in

affirmations, at all events, at any rate, Id., Att.

;

above all . . , Aesch. 2. with

the imperat., in command or entreaty, .
only put on table, Plat. 3. in answers, yes by
all means, Id. ; so, . . Ar. ; . Plat.

[], Adv. {) altogether, entirely, Aesch., etc. ;

. perfectly, Ar. :—with Adjs. very, exceed-

ingly, .,, ., Aesch., etc. :

—

with Advs., . Ar. ; or . Plat. ;

with Nouns in Adv. sense, . in very great
haste, Dem. ; . Plat. :—with a Part.,

. if ever so criminal, Thuc. 2. strengthd.,

Id., Xen. 3. , like ,
Lat. omnino non, not at all, Soph., etc. 4. in

answers, yes by all means, no doubt, certainly, Ar.

;

ye,. Id., Plat. :

—

, Lat.

benigne, no I thank you, Ar. II. b (where
may be supplied), the excellent, the famous,

Thuc. ; Xen.
7&-€)(, ov, eminent above all, Anth.-, , ov, highest of all, Od.-, a, ov, later for sq., Anth.-, , ov, last of all, Horn., Soph., Eur. :

—

neut., Adv., for the very last time, Soph.,
Eur. ; so Eur., , titter destruction, utter ruin : in dat.,

Hdt.; eo Thuc.-05, ov,() utterly ruined, utterly de-

stroyed, Hdt. ; Soph. ; .
Aesch., etc. 2. in moral sense, utterly abandoned,
Lat. perditissimus, Soph., Eur. II. act. all-

destructive, all-ruinous, Hdt., Aesch.-, , () =, Aesch. 2. in

moral sense, like I. 2, Soph., Eur. II.

act. all-destructive, Soph.-,, , =, visible to all, Anth., Dor. for, aor. part, of :—-, Dor. 3 sing-, aor. 1 med., Dor. for, f. of,.*, f. [] : aor. 1 : Dep. :

—

to get, acquire, Lat. potior, when

—'.
you've got slaves order them, Theocr. : chiefly in pf., =, to possess, Pind., Eur., Ar., 3 pi.

Xen. ; inf. Solon, Eur.; part,-
Aesch., Xen. ; plqpf. Xen. (The forms, must not be confounded with--, from, to eat.), Exclam. of suffering, Lat. vae, oh ! Trag. ;, ' Soph. ; also,

Id. ; ,,
Id. II. of surprise, like Lat. papae, vah, atat, Hdt.

irairaiaf, Comic exaggeration of, -
Ar. II. as exclam. of surprise, Eur.-, Dor. for , Theocr., only in pres., to call any one papa, II.--, v.., , , papa, a child's word for, father,

(as for) in voc, Od. ; in ace,, like, Ar., , , Dim. of, dear little papa, Ar.

[], , = foreg., Ar., =, to wheedle one's father, Ar.7, , (akin to) a grandfather, Hdt., Ar. :

—in pi. one's grand-parents, ancestors, Arist. II.

a little bird, Ar., a, ov, of'orfrom one's grand-fathers, Ar.,, , a Thracian lake-fish, Hdt., f . : aor. 1, Ep.

:

—
to look earnestly, gaze, Horn. ; mostly with notion of

alarm or caution, to look or peer around, Id. II.

c. acc. to look round for, look after, II., Pind. ; -
(Dor. aor. 1 part.) having set eyes on a thing,

Pind. : to glare at, Soph., and , the papyrus, an Egyptian rush with

triangular stalks: paper was made by peeling off its

outer coat(), and gluing the slips together. 2.

anything made of it, linen, cord, etc., Anth.'' [pa], Ep. and Lyr.7 and shortened Trap,

Prep, with gen., dat., and acc. : Radical sense beside

:

A. with genit. from the side of, from beside,

from, II. II.

commonly of Persons, lb. ; ]
Hdt. ; his messenger,

Xen. 2. issuing from a person,

to be born from him, Plat. ; when it follows a Noun,
a particip. may be supplied, ,
glory from (given by) men, Id. ; 5'
done by me, Xen. ;

' to give from
oneself, i. e.from one's own means, Hdt. 3. with

Verbs of receiving and obtaining,

Od. ;
Isocr. ;,

Thuc. ;,
Hdt. 4. with Pass. Verbs, on the part of (not, like, of the direct agent), or-

Plat. ; or-
Xen. ; by his

prescription, Plat. III. in poetic passages,

for c. dat., near, Pind. ;

Soph. ; '- Id.

. with DAT. beside, alongside of, by, with Verbs
implying rest, used to answer the question where ? I.

of Places, Od. ;, '
II. ; at one's feet, lb. ;

-



'—.
< lb. II. of persons,

lb. ; to stand by him, lb. 2.

like Lat. apud, French chez, at one's house,
lb. ; ' the people here,

Plat. ; ' Dem. :—like Lat. apud
for penes, in one's own hands, '
Hdt. 3. Lat. coram, before, in the presence of,

TjetSe Od. : before a judge, Hdt.,

Att.j ', Lat. me judice, Hdt. ;,, with one, Plat.

C. with accus. to the side of an object, or motion
alongside of it : I. of Place, 1. with Verbs
of coming- and going-

, 7 II. ; ''
to his chamber, lb. ; to go into his

house, Thuc, Plat. 2. with Verbs of rest, beside,

near, by, '' lies stretched

beside the river banks, II. ; ' '' come and
stand by me, lb. 3. withVerbs of striking, wounding,

. ;
'

lb. 4. with Verbs of passing by, leaving on
one side, Horn.; Xen. b.

by or beside the mark, beyond one's strength,

II. C. contrary to, against, contrary
to destiny, Horn. ; ', Thuc. ;

contrary to opinion, Id. ;
'

Soph. 5. beside, except, '
beside this there is nothing else, Ar. ;

he won the Olympic prize

save in one conflict, he was within one of winning it,

Hdt. j so, bxiyov only just, Eur. ; '
was within an ace of taking away,

Thuc. ; came within such
a degree of peril, i. e. was in such imminent peril, Id. :

—opp. to these phrases is by far,

Ar. ; Thuc. :—but 6.,^ to hold <?/small account,

Xen. ; ' are as nothing, Soph. 7.

with a sense of alternation,' or',
Dor.', day by day, Pind., Soph. ;

blow for blow, Ar. 8. with a sense of

Comparison, '
men beyond all other animals live like gods,

Xen. j '
Thuc. 9. metaph. to denote dependence, on account

of, because of, by means of,

Id. ; -- Dem. II. of Time,
along the whole course of, during,
Hdt. ; Dem. ;

while they were at wine, Aeschin. 2. at the
moment of,' ^, flagrante delicto,

Dem.
D. Position :

—

may follow its Subst. in all

cases, but then becomes by anastrophe.. (with anastrophe) also stands for

and.
F. absol., as Adv., near, together, at once,

in Horn.

G-. in Compos., I. alongside of, beside,,. II. to the side of, to,,. III. to one side of, by, past,,. IV. metaph. : 1. aside,

i.e. amiss, wrong,,. 2. of com-
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parison,,. 3. of change,-,.-, f.- : pf. -,-, part.-, .- : aor. 2

:

—Pass., aor.

pass, [] : pf . :

—

to go by the

side of, c. dat.," standing beside

Hector in the chariot, II. ;

lb.; so impf. is used as = ^i',
lb. II. to pass beside or beyond, to overstep,

transgress, Hdt. ; Aesch. ; -
Ar., Thuc. :—absol., the transgressors,

Aesch. :-—Pass, to be transgressed, as ye
Thuc. ;

Id. ;, absol., though offences are com-
mitted, Id. 2. to pass over, omit, Soph., Dem. :

it escaped me not, Eur. III.

to come forward, . to step forward to

address the spectators, Ar. ; cf. ill.-, ov,() like a staff, .
with service as of a staff, Eur.-, ov, like a Bacchanal, theatrical, Plut.-, f .- : aor. 2 : pf.-:—Pass., pf.- :

—

to throw beside or by,

throw to one, as fodder to horses, Horn. : to hold out

as a bait, Xen. 2. to cast in one's teeth, Lat. obji-

cere, Aeschin. II. to expose, ex-

posed me to them, Ar. :—Med. to expose oneself or what
is one's own to danger,

risking it in war, II. ; so,

Hdt. :—Pass., given up
to dice, Ar. 2. Med. also to set what one values

upon a chance, to hazard it as at play, .-
having greater interests at stake, Thuc. ;

so in pf. pass., -
having risked far the most upon them, Id. ;—also,

Id. III.

to lay beside, to compare one with another,

Hdt. ; Xen. ; Plat. :—so in Med.,
absol., vying with one another, Eur. ;

—and in Pass., ' one

piece of treachery set against others, Soph. 2.

Med. to bring alongside,

bringyour boat alongside, Ar. ; and absol.,

Id. IV. to throw, turn, bend sideways,-
or to cast the eyes

askance, like a timid animal, Id., Plat. ; so, .
yov to turn one's ears to listen, Xen. ;

. Tobsyoo to lay to one's grinders, Ar. V.
to deposit with one, entrust to him, Lat. committere,

Hdt. VI. in Med. to deceive, betray, Id.,

Eur., etc.

B. intr. to come near, approach, Plat., Arist. ; .
to meet one another, Plat. II. to go

by sea, to cross over, Lat. trajicere,

Hdt. ; so of the ships,

Thuc. III. to turn aside, pass over,

Arist.--, f. >, to dye at the same time, Plut., , ., = 1 1, Hes. ;

poet, Aesch.7-5, .--, , a going aside, devia-

tion, Arist. II. an overstepping,

Qq
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Plut. :—absol. a transgression, Id. HI. the

Parabasis, a part of the old Comedy, in which the

Chorus came forward and addressed the audience in

the Poet's name., poet, and, , 6,( i) one who stands beside : properly the

warrior who stood beside the charioteer, II., Eur.,

Xen. 2. in pi. light troops (velites) who rail beside

the horsemen, Plut. II.( II. ) a trans-

gressor, Aesch., poet,,, fem. of:
a woman who follows the reapers, Theocr.-, poet.-, 6v, to be overcome or over-

reached, Aesch., Soph., pf. pass. inf. of.-, f., Dep. to use violence to one,

to constrain, compel him, . T.-, f.-, aor. 2-, to

grow up beside or by, Plat.-, f. ?, to look aside, take a side look,

Ar. ; 7. (sc.) to look suspiciously with

one eye, Id. 2. to see wrong, Luc., Adv.() thrown in by the way,
speaking- with a side-meaning,

i.e. maliciously, deceitfully, II.; cf. I.,,,() that which is thrown
beside or before, a curtain or screen used to cover the

sides of ships, Xen., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

compared, to one, Plut., , ,() comparable, Plut.-, Ep. pf .-, to go beside, for

the purpose of protecting-, c. dat., II.,, , ,() looking askance,

squinting, II., , help, aid, succour, Plat. From-, f ., to come up to help, Thuc. :

—absol. to come to the rescue, Ar., Thuc.,() Dep. to run hazard, N.T., ,() juxta-position, comparison,
Plat. 2. a comparison, illustration, analogy,
Arist. 3. a parable, i. e. a fictitious narrative by

which some religious or moral lesson is conveyed,

N.T. 4. a by-word, proverb, lb., poet,-, ov,() : I.

thrown in by the way, deceitful, =-, h. Horn. II. exposing oneself : hence, 1.

of persons, venturesome, reckless, Ar. 2. of things

and actions, hazardous, perilous, Hdt.-, ov, stuffed in : pushed aside or into a
corner, iv in a corner, Dem. From-, f.- [], to stuff in, insert, Luc.-, , a command or order issued to soldiers,

a charge, Xen., . . II. the summoning one's

partisans to support one in a law-suit, exertion of in-

fluence, Dem. 2. canvassing for public office,

Lat. ambitus, Plut. III. a set of rules, Arist.-, f . : aor. - : pf .- :—to transmit as a message, as by telegraph,-
Aesch. ; -

Eur. ; . to pass on the watchword,
Xen. II. generally, to give the word, give orders,

•.
of the general, Hdt., Aesch., etc.; . Hdt.,
Xen., etc. :—Pass., military orders,

Thuc. ; so, Xen. 2. to order, re-

commend, exhort, . Soph., etc. ;

Eur. ; . . , to give orders to the end that . . ,

Plat. :—c. acc. rei only, to order, . to

order corn to be prepared, Lat. imperarefrumentum,
Hdt. ; 7. Thuc. ; Aeschin. III.

to encourage, cheer on, Theogn.; . els to

call to arms, Xen. IV. to summon to one's help,

summon one's partisans, form a cabal, Dem. 2.

7. to canvass for office, Lat. magistratum
ambire, Plut. ; . to be candidate for the

consulship, Id. Hence-, , , a message transmitted by
beacons, Aesch. II. an order, command,

by word of command, Thuc. III.

an instruction, precept, Xen. ; and-, , in war, a giving the word of com-
mand, Thuc. ; Xen.-, to give just a taste of, Plut.-, f., to be superannuated, Aeschin.-, Ion. and later- [t] ; f.-

: aor. 2 :

—

to be beside, to be by or

near, attend upon one, c. dat., Od., Plat. : c. dat.

rei, . } to be present at . . , Plat. 2. .
to come to one's side, come to aid, stand by,

second, support, Hes., Hdt., Att. 3. of things, to

be at hand, to be gained, to accrue to one, .,
Lat. contingere alicui, Thuc, Xen. :—impers.,

Plat. II. to come to,

Theogn., Hdt. ; . is to come to the same
point, Hdt. :—absol. to arrive, come up, Id. 2.

to come to maturity, of corn, Id. ; of the horns of

oxen, to be fully grown, Id.-, later- : f .— : aor.

2-:—to decide wrongly, err in theirjudgment,
Xen.-,, ,(-) that which is

taken into the arms, a beloved one, Soph,-, f. , to set the arms a-kimbo :—Med.
to push aside with the elbows, elbow, Luc.-, , , (-) the cheekpiece of a
helmet or tiara, Strab.-, aor. 2 part, of .'' :—7-, inf.-, Dor. for -·-., , , (-) that which one-

writes beside, an additional clause, Dem., ,() anything written beside :

an exception taken by the defendant to the admissi-

bility of a suit (), a demurrer, Dem.-, f. , to write by the side, Ar. :—gener-
ally, to add a clause to a law or contract, Plat., Dem. :

esp. by fraud,» eaurbv- to enroll

oneself with a wrong father's name, Dem. II. Med.,
with pf. pass., 1. to have
the law written in parallel columns with a decree

charged with illegality, Id. : Pass., oi

Id., Aeschin. 2. to

demur to the admissibility of a suit (v.),
Dem.



' --, ., to lay bare at the side : metaph.
to lay bare, disclose, \6yov Hdt.-, f .- : aor. 2 -^yay ov :

—

to lead by or

past a place, c. acc. loci, Hdt. 2. as military term,

to march the men up from the side, to bring them
from column into line, Xen. II. to lead aside

from the way, mislead, Lat. seducere, Pind., Att. :

—Pass., Soph.; Thuc. 2.

generally, to lead to or into a thing, es Eur.

;

mostly of something bad, Theogn., etc. :—Pass, to be

induced, c. inf., Soph. 3.

of things, to lead aside, alter the course of a
thing, Hdt., Plat. III. to bring and set beside

others, to bring forward, introduce, is Hdt. ;

. els to bring a matter before the

court, Dem. :—also to bring forward as a witness,

Id. 2. to bring in, with a notion of secresy,

Hdt. :—Pass, to come in stealthily, slip in, Soph.
B. intr. to pass by, pass on one's way, Xen. 2.

to pass away, N.T. ; so in Pass., Ib., Plut. Hence, ,() a leading by or past, carrying
across, Xen. 2. as military term, a wheelingfro?n
column into line, Id. 3. . a sliding
motion of the oars, so that they made no dash (-
tvAos) in coming out of the water, Id. II. a
misleading, seduction, Hdt.:

—

a false argument,fal-
lacy, quibble, Dem. :—also delay, Plut. 2. a vari-

ation, as of language, Hdt. 3. a persuading, Plat.-, f. , to weep beside or with, Luc.-, f.- : aor. 2, Ep., inf. :

—

to sleep beside another,

c. dat., Horn.-, cctos, t6,() a pattern or model
of the thing to be executed, Lat. exemplar, an architect's

plan, Hdt. ; a sculptor's or painter's model, Plat. 2.

a precedent, example, Thuc, Plat. ; eVi

by way of example, Aeschin. 3. an example, i. e.

a lesson or warning, . tivos to take a lesson

from another, Thuc. ; . Soph. ;

. Dem. 4. an argument,
prooffrom example, Thuc. II. the model or copy

of an existing thing, Hdt. Hence, f. , to make an example of one,

c. acc, Polyb., . T.-, es, (etSos) characterised by ex-

amples, Arist.

and -, f.- :

—

to exhibit side by

side : generally, to exhibit, bring forward, in Med.,
Dem. 2. to represent as so and so, .

Polyb. : also in bad sense, like ,
Plut. 3. to exhibit and hand over, Xen.-.,() Pass, to go without one's
dinner, Theophr., 6, a park, a Persian word brought in by
Xen. ; used for the garden of Eden, Paradise, . T., Ion. for., verb. Adj. of, one must
admit, Plat. II., a, ov, to be ad-
mitted, Id.-, Ion.-, f. : pf.-

:

Dep. :

—

to receive from another, II., Xen., etc :—of

children, to receive as inheritance, succeed to,
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Hdt. ; so, . to take up and con-

tinue the battle, Id. 2. c. inf., .
to take upon oneself, engage to do a thing, Lat.

recipere sefacturum, Dem. 3. to admit, Plat.-, f., to make known by a side-wind,

to intimate or insinuate, Dem., Plut. 2. to accuse

underhand, Plut.-', f., to live with and serve another,

c. dat., Ar.-, f .-, to give or hand over to another,

transmit, , Lat. tradere, Hdt. ; of transmission
to one's successor, Id. ; . to transmit,

impart as a teacher, Plat. :—c. inf., . tovs

veovs Id. 2. to give a city or person

into another's hands, Hdt. ; esp. as an hostage,

to deliver up, surrender, Lat. dedere, Id., Thuc,
etc. ; also, with notion of treachery, to betray,

Xen. : . to commit oneself to fortune,

Thuc. 3. to give up to justice,^
Hdt. ; els Xen. 4. to hand down
legends, opinions, and the like, Lat. memoriae prodere,

Dem. II. to grant, bestow,$ Pind. :—in

pres. and impf. to offer, allow,' Id. : c. inf. to

allow one to do, Hdt. ; so, c. acc rei, 6ehs ye
Id. :—absol., Oeod if he

permits, Id.-', Dep. to relate by the way, Arist., aor. 1 pass. subj. of.-, ,() marvellousness, Strab.', to tell marvels, Strab. :—Pass.,

apaoooyea many marvels are told, Id. ; and, , a tale of wonder, marvel, Aeschin.|-9, ov, {) telling of marvels.-£, ov, () contrary to opinion, incredible,

paradoxical, Plat., Xen., etc. ; eV con-

trary to expectation, Dem. :—Adv. -, Aeschin.-, ov, handed down, hereditary , Polyb., ,() a handing down, trans-

mission, Thuc. 2. the transmission of legends

and doctrines, tradition, Plat., etc. :—also that which is

so handed down, a tradition, N.T. II. a giving
up, surrender, Thuc', , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

handed down, Plat. : one must hand over,

Id. II. to be given up, Id. 2.

one must give up, Thuc., ), , capable of being taught., Plat., aor. 2 inf. of:—, part., ,() a receivingfrom another :

also that which has been received, a hereditary

custom, Eur. II. acceptance, approval, Polyb.', Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf. of-,, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ep. 3 pi., to be at hand, to

serve another, c dat., Od., ,() a running beside or over,

traversing, Plut. ; iv cursorily, Arist., ov, that may be run through,

gaps, Xen.-, Ep. for-, 3 pi. of.-, f . , to reign with another, Thuc.-, Med., with intr. aor. 2 act., Ep.
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inf. [] :

—

to creep past, slink or steal
' past, II. 2. r or steal in, Plat., Dem. Hence,, creeping in beside, encroachment, Dem.-, Desiderat. of, to be disposed

to deliver up, Thuc.-, to sing beside or to one, c. dat., Od.-, contr. -, to lift up beside

:

—Pass.,

aor. 1-, to ha?ig on one side, II.-- and -, f.-, to yoke beside, set

beside, Eur. :—Pass, to be joined, coupled with an-

other, c. dat., Dem., vyos, , , yoked beside: pi. super-

numeraries, Arist.•- and -, f.-, to gird to the side,

Plat. :—Med. to wear at the girdle, Plut.-, ov, = sq., Thuc.-, Att. -, a, ov, beside the sea,

lying on the sea-side, maritime, Hdt., Xen.-, f. , to comfort, cheer

;

—Pass., Eur.- [], Att.-, to embolden, cheer

on, encourage, Thuc, Xen.-, Dep. to compare, Theophr.•, 3 pi. aor. 2 opt. of.-, f. £, to assuage, Aesch.-, to heat to excess :
—-Pass., aor. 1 part., of a man become quarrelsome in his

cups, Aeschin.-, ov, over-hot, Plut., ecus, , juxta-position, neighbourhood,
Polyb. ; e/c on comparison, Id.-, f.-, run beside or alongside, Plat.,

Xen. II. to run beyond, outrun, Xen. : to

run past, Id. III. to touch on cursorily, Luc.-, f ., to examine a thing beside another,

compare,. Xen. II. to look slightly

at, overlook, neglect, Dem.:—Pass., N.T.-, , anything entrusted to one, a deposit,

Hdt. : of persons, a hostage, Id.-, f. med. of.&, poet, for.,-, =-,-.7-5,-, poet, for-,-., ov, poet, for.-, f. : poet. aor. 1- :

—

to move or

stir in passing, Anth. :—-metaph., . to raise

a shout in applause, Pind. II. intr., of words, to

fall by chancefrom a. person, Id.

irapatveo-is, , an exhortation, address, Hdt., Att.; c.

gen. pers. advice or counsel given by a person, Hdt.

;

c. gen. rei, advice given for or towards a thing, Thuc.

;

eVl- to recommend an opinion, Id.-, 3 sing. impf., Ion. : f. -4
and- : aor. 1 : pf. :—Pass.,

pf . inf. :

—

to exhort, recommend, advise, .
Hdt., Ar., etc.; . Aesch.; .

to advise a person, Id. 2. to advise or recom-
mend publicly, rotaSe Thuc. ; . to advise
not to do, Id.-7€), Ep. for-, 3 sing. aor. 2

subj. of :—-, Ep. part., , a taking away from beside, curtailing,

Thuc. From

.-, f . : aor. 2 : pf .

:

—
to take away from beside, withdraw, remove, Eur. :

—

c. gen. partit. to take away part of a thing, Id.,

Thuc. :—Pass., ' having their

arms taken from them, Thuc. 2. . apav els to

draw aside the curse on thy son's head, Eur. II.

Med. to draw over to one's own side, seduce, detach,

Xen., Dem. 2. to take away, Xen. : Med.,-
to lessen, damp it, Dem. 3.

generally, to take awayfrom, steal awayfrom, tivos

Hdt., Eur. Hence,, to, the edge or selvage of cloth {cut

off by the tailor) : generally, a band, strip, Thuc.-, contr. for poet,-.-, f . -, : aor. 2- :

Dep. :

—

to remark or hear of by the way, tivos Xen. ;

absol., (Dor. for), Theocr.-, ov, of ill omen, ominous, II.-, f . £o> : aor. 1- :
—to dart past, II. ; c.

ace, yap lb.-, f. : pf .- : Dep. —to beg

from another, ask as a favour of him, Lat. exo-

rare, Eur., Plat., etc. : to obtain by entreaty,

Hdt. 2. 7. to move by entreaty, obtain

leave from, Id. : to intercede with a person, prevail

upon him by supplications, Id., Eur. 3. c. acc. et

inf. to entreat one to do or be so and so, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. :—also c. gen. pers. et inf. to beg of a person to

do a thing, Eur. :—c. inf. only, to obtain leave to do,

Hdt. II. c. acc. rei, Lat. deprecari, to avert by

entreaty, deprecate, opyfjv, tois Aeschin. 2.

to decline, deprecate, Pind. 3. c. acc. pers.

to ask him to excuse one, decline his invitation,

Polyb. ; absol., . T. :—Pass.,

have me excused, lb. 4. . yvvalica to divorce her,

Luc. III. c. acc. pers. to intercede for, beg off,

esp. from punishment, Hdt. ; . Titos' Xen. Hence, , earnest prayer, Plat. II. a depre-

cating, Thuc. III. an intercedingfor, begging

off, Dem., , 6, an intercessor, Plut.-, ov and a, ov, being in part the cause of a
thing, c. gen., ap. Dem.-, , ov, Ep. part. med. of,
exhorting, encouraging, h. Horn., Hes. II. re-

buking, II., , poet, for, persuasion, II., poet, for.-, f ., to hang up beside

:

—Pass, to be

hung or hang beside, Hdt..:—absol., of a suppliant,

to hang upon another, Plut.&, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, inf.-, Dep. to be seated beside

or near another, c. dat., Ar., Thuc, etc-, Pass, to be placed by or near, Plut.-, f.-, Att.- :

—

to set beside

or near, Plat. 2. aor. 1 med., .
to make him assessor or coarbiter, Dem. II.

Pass, and Med. : f .--' : impf.- :

aor. 1 :
—to seat oneself or szY down

beside another, c dat., Ar., Xen.



—-, f.-, to let down beside: in Med.,^ caused the rudder to be

let down beside the rudder-bars, Eur.-, f .-, to station or establish

beside, Dem.-, Pass, to be kept lighted beside, Hdt.-, ov, = sq., Hes.-, ov, unseasonable, ill-timed, Luc.', Att. f. -, later- :

—

to call to

one, Xen. II. to call to aid, call in, send for,
Lat. arcessere, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; .
Xen. :

—

to call on, invoke the Gods, Id., etc. :—Pass.,, ' vocatus atque non vo-

catus,' Thuc. 2. to summon one's friends to attend
one in a trial (cf. I. i) :—Pass.,-

summoned to attend at a trial, Aeschin. 3.

to invite, iirl Eur. ; 4 Xen. ; . .4 Tb to invite him to mount the tribune,

Aeschin. III. to call to, exhort, cheer, encourage,
Aesch., Xen. 2. to comfort, console : in Pass.,

. T. 3. to excite, is, is Eur. :

1—of things, to foment, <p\oya Xen. 4. ., c.

inf., to exhort one to do, Eur., Xen. IV. to de-

mand, require, . Xen.,,, anythinghung up beside or be-

fore, a covering, curtain, Plut. :—metaph. an excuse,

tivosfor a thing-

, Id. From-, f . , to cover by hanging something
beside, to cloak, disguise, Plut. :—Med. to cover one's

face, Plat.-, f.-, to dismount beside, of

horsemen who dismount to fight on foot, Polyb.-, f.-, aor. 2-,
Ep.- :

—

to throw down beside, II. ;

oi put a waistband on him, lb. II.

as Att. law-term, to make a special claim to property,

when the claimant deposited a sum of money called, Dem. Hence
irapa, , money deposited in court by claim-

ants, and forfeited in case of failure (v.-
Ii), Dem.-, , a deposit entrusted to one's care,

Lat.fideicommissum, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. of persons

entrusted to guardians, -
Hdt. ; of children, Dem.irapa-, to die beside, poet. aor. 2 -

Anth.--, Pass, to lie beside another at meals,

Lat. accumbere, c. dat., Xen.- [t], to lay down beside, to put to bed
with, Aeschin., Luc.-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2,
Pass, to sleep beside another, c. dat., II.-, to leave with one, Thuc.-, f.-, to drive in along-
side, Thuc.-, Med. to deposit one's own property
with another, entrust it to his keeping, give it him in
trust, Hdt., Xen., etc.-, f .-, to keep back, restrain, detain,

Thuc.-, f. Att. -, to make to dwell or settle
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beside, . to make fear his companion,
Plut.- [], to sew on beside, patch up:—in Med.,
generally, to put all in order, set straight, Ar.-, poet,- : Ep. 3 sing. impf.

:—used as Pass, to, to lie be-

side or before, Horn. :—metaph., ivav-' the choice lies before you, to

fight or to flee, Od. :—in part, close at hand, present,

Pind.' or -, , , an exhortation,

cheering address, Eur. 2. a precept, maxim, Plat., Dep. to order one to do a thing, advise,

prescribe, ' Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; . to give this

advice, Plat. ;—also, ., c. inf., Id., Xen. II.

to exhort, having delivered

this address, Thuc :—absol. to encourage one another
by shouting, Hdt. III. in pass,

sense, orders had been given, Id.-,, , a calling out to, cheering on,

exhorting, addressing, Thuc, Xen.', v.., , —, Thuc, Xen.,,, calling out to, cheering on, Plat., , , summoned, of a.packed audience,

Thuc.-, v..- , to ride by ov past, Ar., , a desperate venture, Thuc. ; and, , , venturesome, audacious,

Plat., Dem. : Adv., Aeyetv Plat.-, f. , to make a rash venture, to

venture, run the risk, Ar., Thuc, etc. ; ir. els

to venture to Ionia, Thuc. 2. c. acc. rei, to venture,

risk a thing, Ar., Plat.; -
a bold, venturous phrase, Ar. 3. c. inf. to

have the hardihood to do a thing, Id., Xen.-', f. , to move aside, disturb, Plat. :

absol. to raise troubles, enter into plots, Dem. :

—

Pass, to be violently incited, Luc II. intr. to be

disturbed, to shift one's ground, Plat. 2. to be

highly excited, Xen. ; out of his

senses, Plat. Hence, , , inclined to insanity: Adv.,-
to shew symptoms of insanity, Plut.

[t], to pass by, II.-, Ion.-, to shut out, exclude, Hdt.-, f. , to steal from the side, filch

zmderhand, Ar., Ion. for., ,{) a calling to one's aid,

summons, oi a packed

party in the jury, Dem. 2. a calling upon, ap-

pealing, tivos to one, Thuc. : intreaty, deprecation,

Strab. II. an exhortation, address, Thuc,
Aeschin. : eyicouragement, N.T., verb. Adj. of, one must call

on, summon, Arist., , , hortatory, Plat.-, ov, called to one's aid,ha.t. advocatus : as

Subst. a legal assistant, advocate, Dem. II. in

N.T.,, the Intercessor or the Comforter.



598 TrapatcXiSou —, Adv.() betiding sideways, turn-

ing aside, swerving,
I would not tell you another tale beside the

mark, swervingfrom the truth, Od., opos, , = , Anth.- [t] : f.^ : Pass., pf.- : aor.

1- [tj :

—

to bend or turn aside, -
Od. ; 7. , to set it ajar,

Hdt. 2. metaph., ciWr) they

turn justicefrom her path, Hes. 3. to lay beside

another :—Pass, to lie down beside, at meals, Lat. ac-

cumbere, Theocr. II. intr. to turn aside,

II. ; having swerved from the course,

Aesch.

[t], , , one who lies beside at meals, Xen., = I, Anth.-,, f. : pf. -:—to be past the

prime, Xen.-, , the point at which the prime is past,

abatement, Plut.-, , unwillingness to hear, disobedience, N.T.-, Med. to communicate, Pind., f . », to keep watch beside, Polyb. From, , , (\) one who sleeps beside, a bed-

fellow, husband, spouse, II., Hes., Xos, , acc. iv, fern, of foreg. a wife, spouse,

II. ; Ep. dat. Od.
imp- , f . ], to follow beside, follow closely,

c. dat., Dem. : of a physician, . Plat. ; so,

.7 Dem.: of an audience, to

follow with the mind, Aeschin., , a carrying across, transporting,
Thuc II. (from Pass.) a going or sailing across,

passage, transit, Id. From-, f. Att. , to carry along with one,
escort, convoy, Eur. 2. to carry or convey over,

to transport, Xen. : generally, to convey, carry, Hdt. :

—Med. to have a thing brought one, Xen. II.

Pass, to go or sail beside, coast along,
Thuc. 2. to go or sail across, pass over, Polyb.-, f., to sharpen besides, sharpen also,

Xen. :—Pass, to be so sharpened, 3 pi. pf. pass,-
Ar.

irap-,, to throw the dart with others, Luc., , metaph.( n) infatuation, in-
sanity

, frenzy, Aesch., ov,( ) frenzied, frantic,
Aesch. ; also, Eur.-, f. , to strike falsely : Pass., pf. part., of coin, counterfeit ; metaph. of

men, , knavish man-
nikins, base coin, Ar. 2. Med. to cheat or swindle
out of a. thing, .. Id. ; simply, to cheat,

Id. :—Pass, to be cheated, in a thing, Id. II.

metaph. to strike the mind awry, drive mad, Eur.-,, t6, a false story, Strab. From-, verb. Adj. one must disobey, tivos

Muson. ap. Stob.-, f.- : pf. -^

:

—to hear
beside, esp. to hear accidentally, to hear talk of, c.

acc, Hdt. II. to hear underhand, overhear
from, tivos Ar. ; tivos Plat. III. to

.
hear imperfectly or wrongly, misunderstand, Id. IV.
to hear carelessly , take no heed to, c. gen., . T.-.1, f.-, to hang beside,

letting the hand hang down, II.-,, ov, on the edge of a precipice, Strab.- [t], f.-, to draw tip in line opposite :

Pass., ,. alyiaKov the land
force drawn up along the shore, Hdt. ;

Id.··-€, f. ,, to pat or clap one, Luc., , a striking falsely : metaph. a cheat-

ing, deception, Dem. :

—

a fallacy, Arist. From-, f ., to strike aside : to disappoint, mis-
lead, Plat. :—Pass, to be led astray, go wrong, Id.,

Dem. :—so also in Med., Isocr. II. in Med. also,

to strike away from oneself, parry, Plut.-|, f. —, Dep. to get over and
above : in pf .-, to have over and above, Hdt.-, ov, = sq., Anth.-, , ov, on the sea-side, by the shore, Trag.-, poet,-, f. , to stoop side-

ways, of the attitude of a bad harp-player, Ar. II.

to stoop for the purpose of looking at, and so, 1.

to look sideways at, cast a careless glance on a thing,

Dem. 2. to peep out of a door or window, Ar. :

—

or, of persons outside, to peep in, look in, &
Theocr. ; eis N.T.-, f. -, Ion.- : pf.- :

—

to receive from another, of persons succeed-

ing to an office, . Hdt. ; \
Plat., etc. :—also of persons succeeding by inheritance,

Eur., Dem. ; . to inherit curses, Eur. 2. to

take upon oneself, undertake, Ar. : Pass.,

undertakings, Hdt. 3. to

take in pledge, Id. : also, to take by force or treachery,

get possession of, Id., Thuc. 4. to receive by hear-

say or report, to ascertain, . Hdt.,

etc. 5. to take up, catch up,

Id. II. c. acc. pers. to take to oneself, associ-

ate with otieself, as a wife or mistress, an adopted
son, a partner or ally, Id., Thuc, etc. ; as a pupil,

Plat. 2. to invite, Hdt. 3. to wait for, inter-

cept, Lat. excipere, Id., Xen. : to take prisoner, Polyb.-, to escape the notice of, Plat.-, f . , to lay beside : Med. to lie beside or

with another, c. dat., II. ; .
aor. 2 h. Ven. 2. yrjv

to sail or coast along, Lat. legere oram, . T., verb. Adj. one must pass over, Xen.-, f. : pf.- :

—

to leave on one
side, leave remaining, Thuc, Xen. :

—

is reserved for enemies, Dem. II.

to leave to another, Koyov . to leave him time for

speaking, Aeschin. III. to leave on one side,

pass by, neglect, Eur., Ar., etc. : Pass., -[] if the revenue is insufficient,

Arist. 2. to pass over, leave untold, omit, Eur.,

Thuc, etc. : Pass., omissions, Plat.-, f. , to bedaub as with ointment, Arist., verb. Adj. of, one must
produce, Dem.-, , , to be accepted, Plat.



--, f. '^, to talk like a dotard, talk non-
sense, Lat. delirare, Ar., etc., fut. pass, of.,?,() a receivingfrom another,
succession to, Polyb. 2. the taking of a
town, Id., fut. med. of.

, 6, a chapel of the hero Paralus, Dem.-, a, ov, and os, ov, —, by the sea,

Trag\ II. , Ion.- (sc. or),
the seacoast, sea-board, Hdt., Arist. 2. the Eastern
coast of Attica, between Hymettus and the sea, Hdt.,

Thuc., , a passingfrom hand to hand, trans-

mission, Aesch. 2. variation, change, N.T., aros,, an interchange, variation, Strab., Adv. alternately , in turn, Lat. vicissim,

Soph. 2. in alternating rows, Lat. ad quincun-
cem dispositi, Thuc. ; and-, , alternation, alternating motion,

Plut. II. a change for the worse, alter-

ation, Plat. From-, Att. -, f . -| : aor. - :

—

Pass., aor. -, aor. 2- [] : pf.- :

—

to make things alternate, to transpose,

Plat. 2. to change or alter a little, Hdt.,

Soph. 3. of Place, to pass by, go past, elude,

Xen. :

—

to get rid of, Plut. 4. to go beyond,
exceed in point of time, Id. II. intr. to pass by

one another, to overlap, Hdt. 2. to differ, vary,

Id. :—impers., it makes no
small difference, Plat. 3. . to go aside

from the mark, Id. 4. to deviatefrom the course,

to be liable to deviation, Id. ; .
delirious, Eur. 5. to slip aside or away, Aesch.-, ov, beside one another, side by side, at

(sc.) parallel lines, Arist. ; .
(sub.) a parallel of latitude, Strab. ; oi

. the parallel lives of Plutarch, Plut. ;

parallelwise, Id. 2. c. dat. parallel to, Polyb.-, f ., Dep. : I. in keeping-

accounts, to misreckon, miscalculate, Dem. 2. to

cheat out of a thing, to defraud of, c. dupl. ace,
Arist. II. to mislead by fallacious reasoning,
Aeschin. :—Pass, to be so misled, Arist., , false reasoning, deception, Polyb. ;

and-, J
(\, 6v, fallacious, Arist.-, ov, beyond calculation, unexpected,

casual, uncertain, Arist., etc. :

—

, , an
unexpected event ; but, the portions of
food given to unexpected guests, Xen.:—Adv.-

Dem. II., , as Subst., an
unexpected issue, Thuc. ;, . the event
is greatly contrary to calculation, Id. ; so, .' caused so great a miscal-
culation to the Greeks, Id. ; -

by miscalculations such as men make, Id.-, ov, () by or near the sea, Soph., Eur. :

near the salt, (with a pun on ), Ar. 2.

generally, concerned with the sea, naval, Hdt. II.

7} the coast-land of Attica (cf. n\
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Thuc. ;—hence oi the people of the coast-land,

Hdt., Eur. III. , or . alone,

the Paralus, one of the Athenian sacred galleys,

reserved for state-service, Thuc, Dem. ; also

(without Art.), Ar. 2. oi, the crew of the

Paralus, Id., Thuc.-, ov, dwelling near the Alps, Plut.7-^, f . '\, to grieve or trouble besides,

no disease attacked them besides the

plague, Thuc. ; } Plat. ; oi

the troublesome, the refractory, Xen.-, ov, of soil, rather poor, Strab.-, -, a loosening by the side : paralysis,

palsy, Theophr. Hence, , , paralytic, . .-, f .- [] : aor. 1 -4 : pf .- :

Pass., aor. 1- [] : pf .- : I. c
acc. rei, to loosefrom the side, take off, detach, Hdt.,

etc. 2. to undo, put an end to, Eur. II. c.

acc. pers. et gen. rei, to tinyoke ox part from,
Id. ; . -' to set freefrom military service, Hdt. ; .

to dismiss from the command, Id. :— . to set them free from
. . , Thuc. : c. acc. only, to set free, Eur. :—Pass, to be

parted from, Hdt. : to be exempt from service,

Id. III. to loose beside, i.e. 07ie beside another,

Xen. IV. in Pass, to be disabled at the side,

to be paralysed, Arist. : generally, to be exhausted, to

flag, of camels, Hdt.-, f.-, to leave on one side, pass by,

c. acc. loci, Plut. 2. to outrun, exceed, excel,

Soph. II. to pass, Anth.
B. mostly in Med. to go past, pass by, leave on

one side, Od., Hdt., etc.; Od.

;

Hdt. ;—but, -
shall pass through the gates, Theogn. 2.

to pass over, make no mention of, Lat. praetermitto,

Hdt. 3. to outrun, outstrip, Pind., Eur. 4. of

Time, to pass, go by, Hes. II. in a causal sense,

to turn aside, divert, Pind.-, f., to pass by and disregard, to be

disregardful of, Thuc, Xen., etc. : absol.,

he recked little, Hdt. ;

being negligent, Plat. :— Pass, to be abandoned,
Aesch.-, poet,-, f.- : aor. 1— :—to stay beside or near, stand by another, c. dat.,

II., Ar. ; Aeschin. :—of slaves, to remain
faithful, Plat. ; hence, Trusty, as a slave's

name, Menand. II. absol. to stand one's ground,
stand fast, II., Hdt., Att. ; to remain with the army,

Thuc 2. to stay at a place, stay behind or at

home, Hdt. 3. to survive, remain alive, Id. 4.

of things, to endure, last, Eur., Xen.-, ov, Dor. for-.-€, f ., to measure one thing by another,

to compare, Plat.-, Dor. for,
to surpass, Pind.-, ,{) oblong or oval, Polyb. II.

extending parallel to the mainland, Strab.



6 --, ov,() along- the thighs; .
armour for the thighs, cuisses, Xen.

and -, Ion. -~, f. -

:

—to

intermix with, Ar. :—Pass.,--
}. Arist. II. to add by mixing,

Lat. admiscere, Hdt. :—Pass., 6, Plat.-, £. - : pf.- :

Dep. :

—

to mention besides, to make mention of a

thing- along with another, c. gen. rei, Hdt., Soph.-, poet, for-, to abide, tarry, Od.-, v.., ov, poet. fern,, ()
staying beside, i. e. steadfast, permanent, Theogn.,
Pind. 2. of slaves, trusty, Xen., poet,, ov, = foreg., Pind.

- , ov,() out oftune with, discordant
with, c dat., Eur. :_ absol. harsh, horrid,, Aesch.- or-, f.- : aor. 2--

:

—

to wrap a. thing round as a cloak : metaph.,
. to use a cloak of words, Eur.-', f., Dep. to encourage or exhort
one to do a thing, c. dat. pers. et inf.,' II. ; c. acc. pers.,

(sc.) ' Aesch. :—c.

acc. pers. only, to encourage, exhort, advise, Plat.,

Xen. 2. to console, comfort, Hdt., Att. 3.

to Pacify, attempted to pacify them,
Thuc. 4. to assuage, abate, Plut. : to soften down,
explain away, Strab. Hence, , , consolatory, Arist. ; and,, encouragement, exhortation, persuasion,
Plat. 2. consolation, diversion, Id. 3. relief

from, abatement of, Plut. ; and

[],, an address, exhortation, Plat. 2.

an assuagement, abatement, Soph. ;

of the fires of love, Theocr. ; \ .
Thuc.-, Dep. to bellow beside or in answer, of

thunder following on earthquake, Aesch.-, later-, f .- :
—

to read beside, so as to compare one document with
another, . robs Aeschin.j .

Dem. II. to read
publicly, Polyb.-, Med., with aor. 2 and pf . act., to come
forth and appear beside or near, Plut.-, to dwell near, c. acc. loci, Soph,-,, f.-, to spend amiss, to waste,

squander, Dem. :—Pass., of persons, to be sacrificed

uselessly, 3 pi. aor. 1 Plut. Hence,, , useless expense, Plut.-', Ep. for ( d) to heap or pile up
beside, only in impf., Od.-, f.-, Dep. to swim along the shore,

Od. : to swim beside, ttj Plut.-, f ., to subdue to evil, pervert, Aesch.<, Dep. to go past, c. acc, h. Horn,-, f.-, to set up beside : Med.
with aor. 2 act. to stand up beside, Plut.--, trans, to raise in answer, Thuc. II.

intr. to standforth beside, Plut.

—.-, f ., to think amiss, to be deranged, lose-

one's wits, Eur., Ar. Hence, , derangement, mad?iess, Aesch., Eur., Ar*- and -, to open at the side or a
little, set ajar, Dem.-, impf. : f . : aor. 1~

: pi. :—Pass., aor. 1 :

pf. : later with double augm.,-,, etc. :[) :
—to transgress the

law, act unlawfully, Thuc, Plat.:— Pass.,

a return illegally procured, Thuc 2.

to commit an outrage, is

Hdt. ; 7rept Thuc. :—Pass, to be outraged, ill-

used, Dem. Hence, , an illegal act, transgression, Thuc, , transgression of law, decency or order,

Thuc, Plat. ; . loose

and disorderly habits of life, Thuc. From-, ov, acting contrary to law, lawless, Eur.,

Plat. II. of things, contrary to law, tmlawful, Ar.,

Thuc, etc. :—Adv.,, illegally , Thuc. 2.

in Att. law, ", to propose an
illegal measure, Dem.; to

indict one for proposing such a measure, Id. : the in-

dictment itself was Aeschin. :—in

Superb, " Id.

-vooSj ov, contr. -,, distraught, Aesch.-, Adv. sideways, sidewards, II.-, poet, for, Anth.-, to pass the night beside, Plut.-, , {) the bridegroom's friend or

best man, who went beside him in his chariot to fetch
his bride :—as fern, the bride's-maid, Ar.-, ov, half-foreign, counterfeit, Ar., f . , to graze or rub in passing, Anth.-,, , () a knife worn beside the

sword, a dirk, Strab.-, ov,() beside the axle : . a linch-

pin :
—, in Ar. Ran., perh., rapid whirlings.-, Dor. for-.-, f ., to help to train : to reform

gradually, Luc.-, f ., to strike on one side : to strike a false

note, and metaph. to be infatuated, lose one's wits,

Aesch. :

—

. to commit a folly, Luc 2. to fall

away from, Lat. aberrare, Polyb.-, Pass, to bound beside, Eur.-, Adv. for , altogether, absolutely,

generally with Art., £> . Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—with a

negat., rb . not at all, Hdt. ; .
Plat. 2. in reckoning,

up to two hundred altogether, Hdt.-, f., to deceive, cajole, Aesch.-,, only in aor. 2, to ?nislead,

beguile, Od. :—c. inf. to induce one to do a thing by

craft ox fraud, II.-, f. -, to persuade gradually, win
over, beguile, Horn., in Ep. aor. 2, 3 sing,·, part.-.-, f ., to send past, convey past or through,

c. acc. loci, Od. 2. to send by or along the coast,

Thuc 3. to escort, convoy, of ships of war convoy-



—
ing merchant vessels, Dem. ; so in Med., Id. 4. to

convoy supplies to an army, Xen. 5. to send troops

to the flank, in support, Id. II. to pass on to,

of an echo, . Soph. ; . to waft
him applause, Ar. III. to send away, dismiss,

Philipp. ap. Dem.-, aros, , that which is spread before a
thing, a hanging curtain, Hdt., Ar. : — metaph. a
screen, cover, Plat., Dem.-, f.- : aor. 2- or- : Dep. :

—

to fly alongside, Arist. 2. to

fly past, to escape, Anth.- and -, f. -, to fix or plant
beside, Hdt. :—Pass., with pf . 2 -ya, to be fixed in

the ground beside, II. : to be closely annexed to a
thing-

, c. dat., Isocr.-, f., to spring beyond, transgress,

Aeschin.-, to embitter, provoke, . T. Hence, , provocation, . .-, Pass, to be inflamed, Xen.-, f.-, to fall beside, Plut. II.

to fall in one's way, Hdt., Xen. :

—

an opportunity offers, Thuc. :

—

, like, the first that comes, Plat. 2. c. dat.

to befall, Id. III. to fall aside or away from,
c. gen., Polyb. :—absol. to fall away, . T.-, f. -· : aor. 1 -^, pass.- :

—

to make to wanderfrom the right way

,

to drive seamen from their course, Od. :—metaph. to

lead astray, perplex, lb. :—Pass.,* Ids

the arrow went aside, II. ;-" to

wanderfrom reason, Eur.

irapa-irXeios, a, ov, almost full, Plat.

irapa-irXeKco, f. , to braid or weave in, Strab.-, ,() covers for the sides of
horses, Xen., a, ov, that must be sailed past,

Strab.-, Ion,- : f.— and- :

Ep. aor. 2 (as if from a Verb in ) :
—to

sail by or past, absol., ye

was the only ship that sailed past or through that way,
Od. ; sailing past so as to shave

closely, Thuc. 2. to sail along the coast, c. acc.

loci, of persons making- a coasting voyage, Hdt.-, ov,() frenzy-stricken, Soph.•-,, , , stricken sideways, . spits

on which the waves break obliquely, Od. II.

metaph. =, mad, Hdt., Ar.-, to be a neighbour, Aesop.-, a, ov, and os, ov, coming near, nearly
resembling, such-like, such
and such-like, Thuc. ;

with ships nearly equal in number, Id. :—with dat.,

about equal, Hdt.; ^ .
Dem. 2. foil, by a relat.,. . . , Id.

;

. el . . , Isocr. :—Neut." as Adv.,

. . . , perinde ac si . . , Hdt. ; so Adv. -,
Plat. ; , Lat. aequo Marte
contendere, Hdt.-, Att.- ; f . , to strike at the side : !

-.. 6
—Pass, to be stricken on one side : to be deranged,
frantic, Eur.-, contr.-, , a sailing beside, a coast-

ing voyage, towards Italy, Thuc. II.

a point sailed by or doubled, Strab., Ion. for.
irapa-TTvew, f .- : aor. 1- ?—to

blow by the side, to escape by a sideway, of the winds
confined by Aeolus, Od.-, f. Att. , to entangle thefeet ; generally,

to impede, Polyb. :—Pass, to be ensnared, Plat,-, poet,-, ov, () at the feet, i. e.

present, Pind.-, f. , to make falsely : Med.,-"7 having got a false seal made,
Thuc. 2. to alter slightly, Arist.-, to have the benefit of besides, Luc.-, to destroy besides

:

—Med., with pf. 2, to perish besides, (2 sing, fut.)

Ar. 2. to be ruined undeservedly , Dem., ,() a convoying, Decret.

ap. Dem. II. a procuring, providing, Arist. 2.

that which isprocured, supplies, Lat. commeatus, Xen.-, ,() escorting, Polyb.-, ov, beside or near the sea, Anth., Dep., with fut. med. and aor. 1 pass.

to go beside or alongside, Polyb. II. to go past,

c. acc. loci, Id. : to pass, . . .-, , ov, beside a river, lying on a river,

Hdt., Eur. : 7. people who live on a river, Hdt.-, Att. -, Ion.-, f. , to do
a thing beside or beyond the main purpose, Hdt. II.

to help in doing, Soph,-, , a dishonest embassage, Dem.-, to execute an embassy dishonestly

,

Dem., Aeschin. :—so Dep., Dem.-, , , () saw-dust, metaph., of

poetic phrases, Ar.-, f. , to fasten beside :—Pass.,

fitted to the hands, plied by the

hands, Soph. ; others take it as contr. for,
flying.-,,,() afalse step, a trans-

gression, trespass, . T., ,[) a falling beside ;

. in the course of an action, Polyb.-, , Comic word, a sickness which pre-

vented onefrom being victor at the, Anth., ov, Dor. for ill, Theocr.-, to filch away, Anth.-, Pass, to be sewn as a fringe along,

Hdt.-', f.- : aor. 2- : pf. act. -ep-

:

—to flow beside or past, or

Hdt. : to drift away, N.T. II. to slip out or off,

Soph., Xen. III. to slip in unawares, Dem.- or —, f. -, to break at the side,

esp. to break a line of battle, Thuc. ; and in Pass, to be

broken, Id. II. Pass., aor. 2 [], with

pf. 2 act., to break or burst at the side,

Soph., Plut. 2. ·1 a voice broken

(by passion), Theophr.



62-, ], , of persons, that may be moved by

words, II. II. of words, persuasive, lb.-, later -, to throw beside : metaph. to

run the risk of doing a thing, c. part., .
Soph. : to throw aside, reject, Anth.-,,, anything drawn along the side :

a leathern or hair curtain, stretched along the sides

of ships to protect the men, Xen.-, Pass, to be hung by one's side, Plut., Ion. Verb (cf.), Med. : I.

trans, to fit out for oneself, was
engaged in preparing his army, Hdt. II. in

pass, sense, to hold oneself in readiness, Id.-, of food, to season by additions., , , a parasang (the Persian farsang),
containing thirty stades, Hdt., Xen.-, f. |o>, to stuff in beside, Hdt.-, , a topsail, Luc. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, () fastened alongside, .
a horse harnessed alongside of the regular pair, an
outrigger:—metaph. ayoke-fellow, true associate, Eur.-, f. , to shake at the side, . to

swing one's arms in running ; then (without), like demissis manibus fugere, i.e.

celerrime, Arist.-, Med. to set one's seal beside, to

counterseal, seal up, Dem. :—pf. part,-
in pass, sense, Id. 2. to note in passing, to

notice besides, Arist.-, , () a side-mark : a mark of dis-

tinction, the ensign of a ship, Lat. insigne, . T. :

the badge of a soldier, Plut.-, ov, () marked ajniss, falsely struck,

counterfeit , of coin, Dem. ; metaph. of men, Ar. ; so,

7. Eur. ; falsely stamped with

praise, i. e. praised by a wrong standard, Aesch. 2.

of words, false, incorrect, Anth. II. noted, Plut.-, f ., to pass by in silence, Strab., f ., to play the parasite or toad-eater,

Luc. II. to be honoured with a seat at the public
table, Plut. ; and, , , of : — (sc.),
the trade of, toad-eating, Luc. From-, , one who eats at another's table, one
who lives at another's expense, a parasite, toad-eater,

Comici, Luc.-, f ., to pass over in silence, Polyb.-, f. :—Pass., pf., Ion.

3 pi. plqpf. :

—

to get ready, prepare,
Hdt., Att. 2. to provide, procure, to get up,
Dem. 3. to make or render so and so, with a Part,

or Adj., . , . ' Xen.

;

c. inf., . )] to accustom him not to

do, Id. ;—so, .
Plat. 4. absol. to make one's friend, Dem.

B. Med. and Pass. : I. in proper sense of Med.,
to get ready or prepare for oneself, Hdt., Att. 2.

in Oratt. to procure witnesses and partisans, so as to

obtain a false verdict (cf. I. 3) :—absol. to

form a party, intrigue, Dem. :—so in Act., Xen. II.
in Med., absol. to prepare oneself, make preparations,
Hdt., Att. 2. pf. is mostly pass, to

—.
be ready, be prepared, Hdt., Att. ; to

be provided with a thing, Plat. :—impers., -
when preparations had been made, Thuc.

Hence,,, anythingprepared,apparatus,
Xen. ; and', verb. Adj. one must prepare ox pro-

vide, Plat., Xen. 2. (from Pass.) one must prepare
oneself, be ready, Plat. ; and, , 6, a provider, tivos Plat. ; and, , , skilled in providing, tivos

Xen., , that can be provided, Plat.-, , preparation, Hdt., Att. ;

in this state of preparation, Thuc. :

—

pre-

paration of a speech, Xen. :—with Preps., -
of set purpose, * . a pitched

battle, Thuc. ; so, Id. ;

at short notice, offhand, Id. ;

in course of preparation, Id. 2. a providing, pro-

curing, . Plat. 3. an intrigue
or cabal, for the purpose of gaining a verdict or carry-

ing a measure, Dem., etc. II. that which is

prepared, equipage, Lat. apparatus, Plat., Xen. : an
armament, Thuc, Dem. 2. generally, power,
means, Thuc. III. among the Jews, the day of
Preparation, the day before the sabbath of the Pass-

over, . T.- or -, f . ,, to pitch one's tent beside

or near, Xen.-, , () the side-scenes, Dem.-, f., to throw over one like a tent or

curtain, Aesch.-, f. , to fall beside, ' Luc.-, f., to leap upon, Plut.-', to give a sidelong glance at,

Plat. II. c. gen. to miss seeing the force of a
thing, Aesch.-, f. , to jeer indirectly, h. Horn,-', f ., to scare away birds : intr. to stalk

haughtily past, Plut.-, Dep. to out-do in skill, Arist.-, f. [], to draw forcibly aside, wrest

aside, Soph. : metaph., " Id.

;

, i. e. , Id. :

—Med., to detach him from
another's side, Xen.-, f ., to bear a shield beside, i. e. to fight
beside, stand by, Eur. :—metaph., [|]'

Id. Hence-, , , a companion in arms, Eur.', f . ', to act contrary to an alliance

or compact, break a treaty, Dem. II. trans, to

break faith with one, Polyb. :—Pass, to suffer by a

breach offaith, Id.,,, a breach offaith, Polyb. ; and, , a breaking offaith, Polyb. From-, ov, contrary to a treaty, Thuc, Xen., Adv. at one's side, Horn., Theogn., aor. 2 opt. of : , part.,, ,() anything that stands

beside : pi., doorposts, pilasters, Lat.
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antae:—also, the space enclosed between the antae, the

vestibule, Eur. :—sometimes in sing-., Id.,, , I.() a ptttting aside

or away, banishing, relegatio, Plat., etc. 2. a

setting out thing's for sale, retail-trade, Arist. II.() intr. a being beside: 1. a position or

post near a king, Xen. 2. presence of mind,
courage, Polyb. : also, desperation, Id. III. as

law-term, a small money deposit on entering law-suits,

Oratt., f. ), to stand by or near, Trag. 2.

to stand by, to support, succour, Aesch., Soph.

[],, ,(-) one who stands by,

a defender, Eur. II. one's comrade on the flank
(as is one's front-rank-man, one's

rear-rank-man), Hdt., Xen. : generally, a comrade,
supporter, Hdt., etc. 2. one's right or left-hand-
man in a chorus, Arist. Hence, , 6v,fit for standing by : 2. able

to exhort or rouse, c. gen., Polyb., Plut. II.

having presence of mind, courageous, desperate,

Polyb.
f, , fern, of, a helper, as-

sistant, Soph., Xen.-, aor. 2, to go past, pass by,

c. acc. loci, h. Horn., Aesch. : absol., Soph. II. to

pass into, enter, Id.-,-, aor. 2 and 1 inf. of-.-, to lay flat, lay low, iyci> -
(Att. fut.) Ar.-<€, f., to be at the general's side,

interfere with him, Plut.-, to encamp opposite to, Polyb.-, f. >, to turn aside : metaph., pf. pass,

part, , perverted, Arist. 2. ., to wear it crooked, Theophr.-,, to break contract with, Dem., Pass, to assemble with others, Andoc.- [], f.—, to sweep away, carry away,
of a rapid stream, Ar. II. . to drag a word
in, use it out of time and place, Aesch.-, f.^ : aor. 1-:—to make
an arrow glance -aside, II.; . to foil one of
[obtaining] a thing, Pind., aor. 2 imper. of.7€€, poet. aor. 2 inf. of., Ep.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , to rip up lengthwise, slit up, Hdt., , a placing in line of battle,

in regular battle, Thuc, etc. II. of marshalling
a political party, arrangement, Aeschin., Dem. From-, Att. -, f. , to place side by side,

draw up in battle-order, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—Med. to

draw up one's men in battle-order, Xen. ; so of ships,

Thuc. :—Med. and Pass, to be drawn up along,-
Hdt. ; -

Thuc. ; so, } Xen. : absol.,

or in order of battle,

Thuc, Dem. 2. in Med. and Pass., also, to stand
prepared, Plat.-, f.- : aor. 1- : pf.- :

—

to stretch out along or beside, to extend the line of
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battle, Lat. ordines explicare, Xen. ; . to

draw a long trench, Id. :— Pass, to be stretched

along (v. infr. II. 1) : to be stretched at length, laid

low, Ar. 2. to stretch on the rack, torture, Xen.

:

—Pass, to be half-dead, worn out, Plat. 3. Pass.,

els to strain themselves to

the uttermost, hold out to the last, Thuc 4. to

prolong, protract, Arist., Luc. 5. to apply a figure

to a right line, Plat. 6. of pronunciation, to lengthen
in pronunciation, Lat. producere, Luc. II. intr.

to stretch along, of a wall, a tract of country, Hdt. :

—

so also in Pass., Id., etc. 2.

of Time, to continue one's life, Luc.-,, a wall built beside or across, Thuc-€, Ep. aor. 1- : Med. :—of

timber, to work into another form ; then, generally,

to transform, alter, )-
not even Zeus could make it any way else, II.

;

soon couldst thou dress tip

some other tale, Od. II. Act. to build besides, Plut., Adv. part. pf. pass, of,
as in battle-array, steadily, Plat.-, f . ), to watch closely, observe narrowly,

to watch one's opportunity, Xen.: — so in Med.,
N.T. 2. to take care,' . . Dem., , observation, so

that it can be observed, . T.-, poet,- : 2 and 3 sing,-,-: impf. -,- : aor. 1 act.:
pf.

:

—Med., aor. 2, Ep. part.

:—in Att. generally serves as the

Pass. :

—

to place beside, Od., Att. :—of meals, to set

before, serve up, ' Horn. ; 01 the

serving-men, Xen. :—Pass., meats
set before one, Id. 2. generally, to offer, provide,

Od., Plat. 3. to place upon,
Hes. 4. to lay before one, explain,

Xen., N.T. 5. to compare, Plut.

. Med. to set before oneself, have set before one,

Od., Thuc, etc. 2. to deposit what belongs to one
in another's hands, give in charge, commit, Hdt.,

Xen. ; or . . 3. to venture,

stake, hazard, , Od. 4.

to employ something of one's own, Plat.-, f. -, to pluck the hair off, Ar. :

—

Med. to pluck out one's hairs, Id. : pf. pass. part., , clean-plucked, Id.-, ov, foolhardy , Plut., ov,() stretched beside, hanging
down by the side, Eur.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f .-, to turn aside, II. ;

.
to turn a river from its channel, Lat. derivare, Hdt.

;

7. Thuc. :—Pass.,

turning aside to . . , Xen. 2. to turn one

from his opinion, change his mind, Hes. : so in Med.,

Theocr. 3. of things, . to pervert orfalsify

a story, Hdt. 4. to alter or revoke a decree, Id.-, f.-, to feed beside another:—Pass.,

of men not worth their keep, to feed at another's

expense, Dem.-, f.- and- : aor. 2 -
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»· plqpf .- :

—

to run by or past,

11., Ar. 2. zS? outrun, overtake, II. : .
beyond, exceed them, Eur. 3. to run

through or over, run across (a space of ground ex-

pressed or implied), Xen. 4. to run over, i. e.

treat in a cursory 'way, Isocr. :

—

to slight, neglect,

Theocr. 5. to escape unnoticed, Polyb.-, aor. -, Ep.— :

—

to start

asidefrom fear, II.- [], f. >, to rub beside or alongside, .
(sc. ) to rub

pure gold by the side of other gold on the lapis Lydius
and see the difference of the marks they leave, Hdt. II., Lat. frontem perfricare, to

harden the forehead by rubbing, i. e. to be hardened,,

dead to shame, Strab.-, =,
ayopeveis ; why tell me this, leading me astray ? Od., , a turning away, means of averting,

Eur. II. intr. a digression, Luc., ov, turned aside, lazvless, strange, un-
usual, Plut. II. act. avertiyig a thing, c. gen., Eur.-, poet, for, to run past,

Anth. : to pass by or over, to leave unnoticed, Id.-, f.- : aor. 2 -4· :

—

to gnaw
at the side, nibble at, take a bite of, c. gen., Ar.-, poet, for, -' turn away the anger of the gods by
sacrifices, II.-, f .

—
: aor. 2- :

—

to

happen to be near, be among others, c. dat., II. ; .
Xoycp, to be present at. . , Lat. interesse,

Hdt. 2. absol. to happen to be present, Id. : of a
thing, to offer itself, Tivbs

Thuc. 3. often in partic., whoever
cha?iced to be by, i. e. the first comer, any chance
person, Id. ;—so, or

whatever turns up or chances,

as circumstances required, Id. : nom. absol., iv

Id. :

—

, it being in one's power,
since it was in one's power to do, c. inf., Id.

irap--, f. , to illumine slightly :—Pass, to be

illumined, Strab. ; and of the sun, to shine, Id.-, f., to address so as to console or en-
courage, Od. ; do not talk me into

this, lb. II. c. acc. rei, to speak lightly of, ]
ye lb.-, to lie near a place, c. dat., Eur.-, ov,() dwelling beside,

to place one on the borders (of a land), Soph.

;

a cry close at hand, Id., Adv. for
5

(sc. ), in like

manner, Lat. perinde or (as others) =, at

first, Aesch., Dem.-, Adv. immediately, forthwith, straight-

way, Lat. illico, Hdt. ; also, . Id. ; iv .
Thuc. 2. with Substantives, to express brief duration," . present death, Eur. ; .
momentary splendour, Thuc. ; . Id.-, , ov, hangingfrom the neck, Anth.-"€, aor. 2 inf. of.-, poet, --, to shew beside or by un-

-.
covering, Hes. 2. to walk beside and light, light

one to a place, Ar. II. Pass, to appear by the

side, disclose itself, Plat., ,() only in poet, forms-, :

—

an address, encouragement, con-

solation, II. 2. allurement, persuasion, said of

the cestus of Aphrodite), lb. : deceit, Pind.-, poet,-, f.- :
—to bring to

one's side, to hand to, set before one, Hdt., Xen. ; .
to exhibit them, Hdt. :—Pass, to be set

on table, Id. 2. to bring forward, by way of

argument, . is Id. : to bring forward, allege,

cite, Id., Eur., etc. 3. to hand over, transmit,

Eur. II. to carry beside, Id. III. to

carry past or beyond, Plat. ; . to wave the

hand, Dem. :—Pass, to be carried past or beyond,

Thuc. ; while the winter

was passing, Plut. 2. to turn aside or away,
7. Xen. : to put away, remove, N.T. 3,

to turn in a wrong direction, Dem. :—Pass, to move
'in a wrong direction, of paralysed limbs, Arist. 4.

to lead aside, mislead :—Pass, to be misled, err, go
wrong, Plat. IV. to sweep away, of a river, Plut.

;

—Pass, to be carried away, Anth. V. to let pass,

Lat. praetermittere, ^
Orac. ap. Dem. :—Pass, to slip away, escape, Xen.

B. intr. to be beyond or over, dxiyoov-
vyov, apvyoas a few days
over, more or less, Thuc.-, to flee close past or beyond, apyv
(Ep. aor. 2 inf.) Od.-, poet,- and-, to speak

gently to, to advise, c. dat., II. :—Med. to persuade,
appease, c. acc, Horn. 2. to speak deceitfully or

insincerely , Pind. ; and, in Med., Id.- [], aor. 2, part. act. and med.,- :

—

to overtake, outstrip, II. ; et *
(Ep. 3 sing, opt.) Ib.-, f.-^, Dep. to add a quali-

fication, Plat. 2. to interrupt, Plut. Hence, ,() a going aside : of the

mind, derajigement, Aesch.-, f ., =, to set before,

Ar. :—Pass., Hdt., ov, () borne aside, carried

away, Plut. 2. wandering, reeling, staggering,

Eur., Luc. 3. mad, frenzied, Plut., Luc., , a breastwork on the top of a mound,
only in pi., Thuc. ; in a ship, the bulwarks, Id. : a
low screen, Plat. From-, Att. -, f. , to enclose with a
breastwork, Polyb.-',() to be beside oneself, be de-

ranged or mad, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; poet,->
Theocr., , —, N.T., ov,—, Soph,, ,() derangement, Plat,-', f., to keep guard beside, c. acc.,.

Strab.-, ov, () wanderingfrom reason, out of
one's wits, deranged, Soph., Eur., etc.



-,, ,() an offshoot, Arist., , growing beside:, ,—-, Arist., , a guard, watch, garrison, Polyb. From-, Att. -, f. , to watch beside, to

guard closely, watch narrowly, Xen., etc. 2. Med.
to be on one's guard, Plat,-, Pass., with pf. act.—, and aor. 2-, to grow beside or at the side, Hdt.-, f. [a], to slacken at the side : of a

ship, to let in water, leak, Ar.-, Att.-, to ?nark with afalse stamp,

falsify, Luc.-, pf. part,- , to winter in or at

a place, Dem., etc. Hence, , a wintering in a place, Polyb.-, , a dweller by the Achelous, Strab. :

—fem., , (sc.) the country

along the Achelous, Id.-, f . - : aor. - : pf .- :

—

to

pour in beside, pour in, Hdt. II. of solids, to heap
up on the side, Id. 2. Pass, to lie spread out near,

of a country, Plut.-, f ., Dep. to use improperly, mis-

use, abuse, c. dat., Polyb. 2. . to deal

wrongly or unworthily with, him, Hdt. II. = e/c, to treat with contempt, disregard,

c. ace, Id. : Ion. part,, of furious com-
batants, setting nothing by their life, Id., Adv. for , on the spot, forth-

with, straightway , Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—with the Art.,

rb 7. Hdt., Att. ; or anb off-hand,

immediate, Xen. ; . Plat., etc. ;
— is rb .

Thuc.-, f. , to give a false oracle,

Strab.-, ov, contr.-,, () of false or

altered colour, colourless, faded, Luc.-, f. -, to corrupt music by the, Arist.,, a side embankment, a dyke, Strab. From-, f.-, to throw tip beside, Hdt.-', f., later -, to go aside, make
room, give place, retire, Ar., etc. : . to give way,
yield, submit, Plat., etc. :

—

. to retire from,
Dem. 2. to step aside out of the way for another,

as a mark of respect, . Xen. ; .
Aeschin. ; ,

I leave the task of punishment to the state,

Dem. 3. to concede a thing-, c. ace, Plat. Hence, , a giving way : c. gen. a retiring

from, Plut. ; and, verb. Adj. one must give way, Xen.-, to touch lightly, Plut.-, f . , to stammer out somewhat of the

truth, Strab., , cooling, refreshment, consolation, Eur. ;

7. Id. ; . <£ Dem. From
[], to cool gently : metaph. to console,

soothe, Theocr.-,-,-, poet, for-, etc., ov, wet, damp, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)

—. 605' (sc. ), , a leopard-skin, II., Hdt.; Dor., Pind. From, a, ov,() of a leopard.-, ov,() leopard-killing, Anth., , gen. Ion. ; dat. , the pard,
whether leopard, panther, or ounce, Horn., Att., , , (as if from) spotted like

the pard, Luc., aor. 2 inf. of.', 3 pi. of ( surn)l

[], aor. 1 pass, of.'&, aor. 1 of.', Ep. for, , sing. aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 of.-'-, ov, illegally registered, . an
intrusive citizen, Aeschin.-, f . ?, to interpolate, Aeschin. ; -y-• —'/', Id.-, f., to hand over to another, to entrust

or commend to his care, Hdt. II. as a military

term, to pass on the word of command along the line,

Lat. imperium tradere per manus, Eur., Xen. 2.

of a general, to give the word to do a thing, command
suddenly, . Xen. 3. of a general

also, to deliver an address before battle, Id. 4. to

pledge one's word, promise, c. acc. et inf. fut., Soph.--, , a word of command passed on, Xen., ,() a passing on the word
of command, Xen.-, f.-, to raise partly, Plut.- [], f.-, to make to incline side-

ways :—Pass, to incline sideways, Plut., aor. 1 pass, of.', aor. 2 of.'&, aor. 2 of., f. ,() to sit constantly beside,

attend constantly , be always near, Lat. assidere, c.

dat., Eur. 2. of judges, to be an assessor, Dem.-, ov, () sitting beside, as at table, Hdt. :

generally, sitting beside, near, Eur. II. as

Subst. an assessor, coadjutor, associate, foil, by dat.

or gen., Pind., Eur. 2. in Prose, the assessor or

coadjtitor of a king or magistrate, Hdt.', aor. 1 of.-', Dep. to sit beside, Theogn. ; cf.., aor. 2 med. of.', aor. 1 of., aor. 1 pass. inf. of., , the cheek, mostly in pi.,( being used

by Horn, for sing.), Horn., Trag. (Prob. from,
being literally the side of the face.), , , a reddish-brown snake, sacred to Aes-

culapius, Ar., Dem. (Deriv. unknown.)-, aor. 2, being used as the pres. :

—

to

observe by the way, notice, ' something in one,

Hdt. II. to look past, overlook, disregard, Dem., aor. 1 pass, of.-, f. , to compare, Plat., f. : poet. aor. 2, inf.- :

—

to

give way, to one, Soph. : absol. to permit, allow,

Plat. ; by such ways as were practic-

able, Thuc. II. impers., it is compe-
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tent, allowable for me, Soph. ;
'

I

wherever it was practicable, Thuc.,, pf. pass. part, of., aor. 2 med. of.-.1( sum), Ep. 3 pi., subj., Ep., inf., Ep., part,, Ep.

: impf., Ep., 3 pi. : Ep.

f. :— oj/ or present, Horn. 2.

0> >/ or '' one, c. dat., Od., Soph., etc. : to be pre-

sent in or at a thing-, Horn., Att. 3. to be present

so as to help, stand by, Lat. adesse, II. 4.

els . . , to arrive at, to have come to, a place,

Hdt. ; . eVi Id., Att. II. of things,

to be by, to be ready or at hand, Lat. praesto esse,

Od., etc. ; ye if power were at

my command, lb. :—so of feelings,

Aesch.; Soph. 2. of Time,
Id. ; (Ion.)

the present state of affairs, present circumstances,
Hdt. ; according to present circum-
stances, Thuc. ; iv , opp. to iv ,
Id. . Id. III. impers.,

it is in my power to do, c. inf., Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. ; and without dat., one might bear,

Aesch. 2. part,, Ion., it being pos-

sible since it is allowed, Lat. quum liceret,

Hdt.
irap-€ip.i ( ibo), inf. -, used as f. of-, and as impf. :

—

to go by, beside or past,

to pass by, pass, Od., Plat., etc. :

—

to go alongside,

Thuc. : to march along the coast, of an army, as-
of a fleet, Id., Xen. 2. c. acc. loci, to pass

by, Hdt.; absol., Id. 3. of Time, to pass on, pass,

Id. II. to pass by, overtake, surpass, Xen. III.

to pass into, enter, Hdt., Eur. 2. in discourse,

to pass on from one part of a subject to another,

Ar. IV. in Att. Prose, to come forward, Xen.

;

' is Ar. 2. to come forward to

speak, Plat., Dem. ; orators, Dem. V.
to passfrom man to man, Xen., inf. of (adsum).--, aor. 2, with no pres. in use,- or-* being- used instead, to persuade by in-

direct means, to talk over, win over, II., Aesch. ;

by thy persuasions, II. :—c. acc. cogn. to

give such and such advice, lb. [In

II. the first syll. is long,,, the orig.

form having been .~\-, poet, and Ion. for.-, only in pres., tofasten in beside, insert, Xen.

;

if he adds observance of laws, Soph., aor. 2 part, of. II. aor. 2 pass,

part, of., v..
irap-, f. , to lead in by one's side, bringfor-
ward, introduce, Isocr., N.T. Hence, ov, introduced privily, N.T.--', Dep. with aor. and pf. act. to come
ox go in beside or secretly, Polyb., . T.-, aor. 2-, to get in by the side,

steal in, Polyb.-, f.-, to flow on beside, Plut.

—,
I--, to bring in beside, . to propose a

new law to amend another, Lat. subrogare, Dem. II.

to apply besides, . T.

-cK, before a vowel ---: (, ):—A. as

Prep., 1. c. gen. loci, outside, before,

Od. ; out of the road, II. 2. like, besides, except, exclusive of,

Hdt. II. c. acc. out by the side of, along side of,

aKa II. ; away from the island,

Od.; out of the way of spears, lb.;

out of sense and reason, foolishly, II. ;

without the knowledge of Achilles, lb.

B. as Adv., 1. of Place, out beside,

hard by, II. ; was swimming out along
shore, Od. 2. metaph. beside the mark, ayo-

II. 3. let us talk of
something else, Od. ; ) except so long as, Hdt.-, f.— : aor. 2 :—c. gen.

to step out asidefrom, deviate from, Hes., Arist. 2.

c. acc. to overstep, transgress, Aesch., Arist. 3.

absol. to deviate, Arist. : to make a digression, Id.,, , a deviation from, c. gen., Arist.

;

of constitutional forms, is a from
monarchy, oligarchy from aristocracy, Id.', Ion.-, 3 sing. impf. of*- [t], f.-, to deviate, Aeschin.-, f. , to collect covertly, . to

embezzle the public moneys, Dem.-, to flee forth from, elude, " ]
(Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj.), II.wap-, f. -, to stretch out in line, Polyb.-', f.-, to accomplish otherwise, Mosch.-', verb. Adj. of, one must cause, Xen.-, Adv. besides or except for, c. gen., . T. 1

—absol., things external, lb.-, f. , to turn aside, divert, Eur.

irap-', f.-, to run out past, Plut.-', f . -, to pour out by degrees :—Pass., of

rivers and lakes, to overflow, Strab. Hence', , an overflowing, of rivers, Strab.', aor. 2 of.', Ep. for-, aor. 1 of.- or- : f. -, Att.- : aor. 1-, Ep.- :

—

to drive by or past, -
»5 . to drive them past one another, Ar.

;

(Dor. pres. part. acc.) Theocr. II.

intr., 1. to drive by, II. :—then c. acc. pers. to

drive past, overtake, lb., Xen. 2. to row or sail

past, Od. ; c. acc. pers., lb. 3.

to ride by, run by, c. acc, Xen. 4. more rarely to

ride up to, rush towards, Id. : to ride on one's way, Id.', 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of-., f. of.- : f . , also- [] : aor. 1 :

pf . pass, :
—to draw aside, pervert, Pind.

:

—Med. to draw aside to oneself, draw away from,
Od. 2. to lead alongside, as one does a led

horse, Hdt. ;
yrjs to tow [boats] from the

bank, Id. 3. (sc. ) to

pull them through the air without dipping them, i. e.

to make a mere show of working, Ar. II. to drag
to one side, put off, put not



things off by excuses, Od. TTI. intr. to be pro-

longed, to continue, Luc.-, f.-, to put in beside, insert, in-

terpolate, interpose, ., Dem. ; . to in-

sinuate suspicions, Aeschin. 2. to put the auxiliaries

in line with, the legionaries, Polyb. II. intr. to

fall into line, to encamp, Id.-, f . , to look askance, Eur., ,() insertion, interpolation,

Aeschin. II. an encampment, fortress, . '.- [], f . -, to stuff in, Luc., Ep. for-, inf. of ( sum).-'-, to fill secretly with, c. gen., Plut.

irap-epiriirpafAaijPass.ziO be inflamed by rubbing, Strab.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to fall
in by the way, creep or steal in, Plat., Aeschin.-, f.

{, to traffic underhand in a thing,

to smuggle a thing in, Eur.-,,, of small wares : metaph. an
appendix, Luc. From-, Dep. to traffic in besides :—metaph.,
rb . to yield delight besides instruction, Luc., aor. 2 inf. of., impf. of., v.., Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of.-, , something put in beside, an addition,

appendix, Hdt. ; 4s de-

livered an oracle by way of parenthesis, Id.-^, f., to trouble greatly, . T. :—Pass.,

(2 pi. pf. pass.) Dem.-, f. , to swing to and fro, Ar.-, f. -, to rouse to exertion, Plut., v..-, f. -, to lift up beside, Strab.-', f., whence part. pass. pf.-, of musical instruments, worn out by being played
upon, and so, generally, worn out, Ar.- ( ibo), inf. -, to go out beside,

pass by or alongside of, c. acc. loci, Hdt. : absol., Id.,

Eur., etc. 2. to turn aside out of the path,

Plat. II. to overstep, transgress, Aesch., Soph,-, , the part of the ship beyond the

rowers, at either end, Thuc.-, f.-, to drive out past, to pass in

a race, II. : to row past, c. acc, Od. : to march by,

Hdt. II. to march out to meet,] Plut., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Dep. with aor. 2-, pf.--
:

—

to go out beside, slip past, Od. ; .
Hdt. 2. to pass over a.

little of it, II. II. to overstep, transgress, Aibs
Od. ; Soph,-, f. , to examine by comparing, Dem.-, f.-, to find out besides, it.

to find out another different law, Hdt.-, to let out beside : of Time, to let pass, Hdt., Ep. for-, inf. of ( ibo)., Dor. part. fern, of ( sum).-, 6, subordinate or incidental praise, Plat.-, Ion. for-.
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it , aor. 1 of.--, f . >, to correct an inscription, Strab.-, Med. to exhibit out of season, make
a display, Luc.-7, , a turning round in passing, Plut,, aor. 1 of., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 of.-', f. -, Dep. to follow along sidey

follow close, c. dat., Xen. ; absol., Plat.-, , , a pottering work?nan, Eur.-, , a bye-work, stibordinate or secondary
business, appendage, appendix, Eur. ; a
secondary purpose of my journey, Id. ; . an
unhappy addition to my fortune, Id. ;

things useless to remedy my ills, Id. :

—

iv as
a bye-work, as subordinate or secondary, Lat. obiter,

7. to treat as a bye-work, Soph. ; iv .
Eur. ; Thuc.-', f ., to creep secretly up to, Theocr. II.

to pass by, Anth.-,-, to draw along the side,^ Hdt.
irap-', aor. 2 -, inf. -, rarely --

: Dep. :—to go by, beside or past, to pass by, pass,

Od. ; 6 passed away,
Dem. 2. of Time, to pass, Hdt. ;

the past season, Soph. ; . wanderings now gone
by, Id.; in time past, of old, Xen.;

past events, Dem. II. to pass by,

outstrip, Horn., Theogn., Att. ; Aivyous Epya
Dem. 2. to outwit, escape, elude, II.,

Hdt., Eur. III. to arrive at, . . . Hes. 2.

to pass in, is ] Hdt. ; . or to go
into a house, etc., Trag. ; c. acc, . Eur. IV.
to pass without heeding, II. : to pass by,

pass over, disregard, slight, Eur. 2. to over-

step, transgress, Dem. V. to pass
unnoticed, escape the notice of, -

Id. VI. in Att. to comeforward to speak, .
Thuc. ; absol., Id., Ep. 3 1· impf. of ( sum).-, f . -. : aor. 2-, inf.-^ :

—

to gnaw or nibble at a thing, c. gen., Ar.

-iSj ,() a letting go, remission, . T.--,-, 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass, of., -, Ep. for -, pf. inf. of

.', pf. of :—', aor. 2.-', , () by or at the hearth, Soph. :

—

generally, =, Id., Eur., aor. 2 of.-', Ep. for-, aor. 1 of.
irap-', f., to surpass in reputation,

Plut.-, to direct, constrain, Soph.-', f., to calm, soothe, Eur.-, Pass, to lie beside another, c. dat., Od.-, , () lying beside or with :—metaph.,

Aesch., , the invention of a false pretext, a pre-

tence, Decret. ap. Dem. From-, f . -, aor. 2- :
—to discover
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besides, invent, Hdt. 2. Pass, to be discovered be-

sides, aor. Id.-', f. , () to perform one's

duty regularly, Polyb.-£, f. , to put in order, arrange, make
ready, Eur. 2. to arrange badly, neglect, Id.-, f. , to lie near to guard, to keep

guard, Polyb.-' : f. or : pf. :

—

aor. 2-, Ep. inf., imper.

;

poet, also, inf..
A. Act. to hold beside, hold in readiness, to fur-

nish, provide, supply, Horn., etc. :—absol., -
I will provide for all, Od. 2. to afford, cause,

grant, give,, Horn. ;
'

Hdt. ;, Soph., etc. II. to present

or offer for a purpose, c. inf., [oi'es]

Od. ; . Ar. ; .
Plat.:—hence, absol., to submit oneself,

Xen. ; make
yourself scarce, Ar. 2. with reflex. Pron. and a
predicative, to shew or exhibit oneself so and so, .

Plat. ; Xen. ; 7. yrjv

to offer the country as an asylum, Eur. III. to

allow, grant, Soph. ;—c. inf. to allow

one to do a thing-, Id. 2. impers., c.

inf. (where may be supplied), it is allowed,

easy, in one's power to do so and so, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. :—so neut. part, used absol., it being in

one's power, since one can, Hdt., Thuc. IV. in

Att. to produce a person on demand, Xen., etc.

33. Med., f.- and— :

pf. pass, (in med. sense)- :

—

to supply of
oneself or from one's own means, Hdt., etc. 2.

to furnish, produce, Id. 3. to dis-

play on one's own part, exhibit, Id.,

etc. II. in Att. law, to

bring forward as a witness, Plat. III. to pro-

duce as one's own, to ac-

knowledge as one's general, Hdt. ; ., of an
ambassador, to represent a city in one's own person,

Thuc. IV. to offer, promise, Hdt., etc. V.
to make so and so for or towards oneself,

Eur. VI. in Arithmetic, to make up,
amount to, Hdt.-, f. : pf. -: — to be past one's

prime, to be growing old, Hdt., Thuc.-, ov, ^) past one's prime, Anth..·, aor. 2 of :—, impf.' : impf.: f.- : aor. - :

—

Pass., aor. - : {-) :

—

to address, exhort,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; c. inf. to advise, Eur. ; so in Med.,
Hdt. II. to console, appease, Aesch., Ion. ~, , exhortation, persuasion,

Aesch. II. consolation, Plut.-, Dor. --, ov, () consoling,

and as Subst. a comforter, Soph., aor. pass, of., aor. of., , (Ion. for, which is not in use), the

cheeky jaw, Horn. II. the cheek-orna-
ment of a bridle, II. Cf..

—., , , later form of foreg., Aesch., Eur. :

—

contr., rjdos, Eur. ; pi. Id., aor. of.-, f. , to have come alongside, i.e. to lie be-

side, stretch along, Hdt., Thuc. II. to pass
forth, Soph., aor. of., aor. 2 of.-,, , , past one's prime, Plut., Anth.-, properly pf. pass, of, to be seated be-

side or by, c. dat., II., Eur. ;

seated at other men's tables, Od. : generally, to dwell
with, . Ib. :

— absol. to sit beside or near,

Horn.-, Dor.-, ov, day by day, daily, Pind., impf. of., pf. pass, of-.-, ,() a coming to shore: a landing-
place, Aesch.-,, () fem. Adj. on the shore, Anth., , in pi. side-traces, i. e. the traces by which
the outside horse() was harnessed beside the

regular pair, II. ; eV ' he har-

nessed Pedasus with side-traces, lb.-, a, ov, = sq. ill, Anth.-, Dor. -, ov, () hanging or

hung beside : (sc. ) a horse which
draws by the side of the regular pair (), an
outrigger, elsewhere,, II. II.

lying along, outstretched', sprawling, lb., Aesch. III.

metaph. (from the fact that the . was given to

prancing), reckless, distraught, senseless, II., aor. 2 of., 3 sing, plqpf. of.,, , contr. for, Eur.', aor. 2 med. part, of., ,() maidenhood, virginity, Eur.', , v., .', Ion. and poet, -, ov, of or belonging
to a maiden, Pind., Aesch., Eur.',, in pi. the pursuits or amusements of
maidens, Eur. ; so in sing., a maiden's work, Id. 2.

. the child of an unmarried woman, Id. ; and, , —, Luc. From, f. ,() to bring up as a maid,
Eur. :—Pass, to lead a maiden life, remain a maid,
Hdt., Aesch. ; (neut. pi.) grows
gray in maidenhood, Eur.,, , Ion. for, Anth., , =, Pind., Aesch., Eur.

(sc. ), , songs sung by maidens to the

flute() Pind. ; so, , Ar., , , () the son of a concubine :

the youths born at Sparta during the Mes-
senian War, Arist., , poet, for, Horn., Eur. -, , , of or for a maiden, Plut.', a, ov, and , ov,() like,
of a maiden or virgin, maiden, maidenly , Od., Hes.,

Aesch., etc. 2., , the son of an un-
married girl, II. :—but, . the husband of
maidenhood, first husband, Plut. II. metaph.



pure, undefiled, h. Horn. ; ., of white myrtle-
|

berries, Ar., ,() the Maiden-hero or Son of
the Maiden (Atalanta), one of the Seven against Thebes :

[to be pronounced in Aesch.].- [], , , () one who looks

after maidens, a seducer, II., , a maid, maiden, virgin, girl, Horn.,

etc. 2., as a name of Athena at Athens,

of Artemis, etc. II. as Adj. maiden, virgin, chaste,

Eur. : metaph., . '/ Aesch. ;- maiden, i. e. new, ships, Ar. III.

as masc,, , an unmarried man, N.T.
(Deriv. unknown.)-,,() ofa slaughtered maiden''s

blood, Aesch.,, ,() the maidens* apartments,
young women's chambers in a house, mostly in pi.,

Aesch., Eur., etc. II. in sing-, the Parthenon or

temple of Athena Parthenos in the citadel at Athens,
rebuilt under Pericles, Dem.-, ov, () of maiden aspect, Eur., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of-.•,, ],() a deposit, pledge, Anth., Adv. in the Parthian tongue, Plut., , the Parthians, Hdt. :—, , Par-
thia, Strab. :—Adj., , , Id. ; -, , a history of Parthia, Id. ; so,,
, Luc.-, only in pres., to sleep beside, c. dat., Horn,, inf. of.-, to set up beside :—in Med., Anth.-, to sit beside another, c. dat., Od., Hdt. II.

Causal, to seat or make to sit beside, Hdt. :

—Med. to seat oneself or sit beside, Id.,

Bion ; aor. 2-, Ep. imper.-, Horn.-, 2 sing. : f.- : aor. 1 :

3 pi. aor. 2, part, : pf. :

—

Pass., aor. 1, inf. : aor. 2 :

pf. :

—

to let drop beside or at the side, let

fall, Soph., Eur. :—Pass., yalav it hung
down to earth, 11. II. to pass by, pass over,

leave out, Lat. omitto, Hdt., Soph. 2. to pass

unnoticed, disregard, let alone, Lat. praetermittere,

Hdt., Aesch. ; Soph. ; so in

Pass., Id. ; Dem. 3. c. inf. to

omit to do, Plat., etc. ; and with a negat. repeated,

)] Soph. 4. of Time, to let

pass, Hdt. ; Thuc. III.

to relax, slacken, remit, yoov, Eur. :—Pass, to

be relaxed, weakened, exhausted, Id. 2.

to slack away the sheet, v. II. 2 J
so

metaph., letting go one's hold of
moderation, i. e. giving it up, Soph. 3. to remit
punishment, to forgive, pardon, Ar. IV. to

yield, give up, Lat. concedere, Hdt., Att. :—to leave a thing to another, Soph. ;, left it so

that there is need for me to say but little, Id, 2. to

permit, allow, c. dat. pers. et inf., &
Hdt. ; absol., the inf. being understood,
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Soph. V. to allow to pass, let pass, let in, admit,
Hdt., Eur., etc. ; so pf. pass, in med. sense,

els have adviitted them into

their citadels, Dem. VI. Med. to

obtain leave from him, obtain his consent, Soph.,
Plat. 2. to beg to be let off something,

I ask no quarter, Plat. : to beg a favour,
Id. ; we ask pardon, Eur.- [], poet, for, of Time, to begone by, Pind.-, f., to ride along or over, Eur. :

to ride alongside, Thuc.-, aor. 1- : () :—Pass, to make
oneself equal to, measure oneself with, c. dat., Hdt.,
Theocr. 2. to be made equal or like to, Plat.

irap-icros, ov, almost equal, evenly balanced, Polyb. :

of the clauses of a sentence, Arist.-, late form of, Polyb.---, A. Causal in pres., impf., fut. and
aor. 1 to make to stand or to place beside, Polyb.

;

- ' having brought his arms into

view, Dem. II. to set before the mind, present,

offer, bring home to the mind, c. inf., Id. ; .
to give one confidence, Aeschin. 2. to make

good, prove, shew, Lys., N.T. III. to set side

by side, compare, Isocr.

B. Pass., with aor. 2, pf. and plqpf. act., intr., to

stand by, beside or near, Horn. ; so aor. 1 pass. part., Eur. 2. to stand by, i. e. to help or

defend, II., Hdt., Trag. II. in past tenses,

to have come, be at hand, be present, II. 2. of

events, to be near, be at hand, Horn. ; pf. part., Lat.

praesens, 6 Ar. ; Att. also-,, , Trag. ; present circum-
stances, Aesch. ; Ar. III. to

come to the side of another, come over to his opinion,

Hdt. : absol. to come to terms, surrender, submit,
Id., Dem. IV. to happen to one, Hdt. : to come
into one's head, occur to one,

Soph. :—impers., it occurs to me, Hdt.,

Thuc. V. absol.,, =, since it

was in their power, since the opportunity offered,

Thuc.
C. Some tenses of Med., esp. fut. and aor. 1, are

used in causal sense : I. to bringforward, pro-

duce, Xen. ; esp. in a court of justice, Dem. II.

to bring to one's side, and so, 1. to bring over by

force, bring to terms, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. to gain
by kindness, win over, Thuc, Dem. 3. generally,

to dispose for one's own views or purposes, Hdt.--, a, ov, () at the loom, Anth.-*, collat. form of, to hold in readiness,

II. : to present, offer, lb.-, , () an even balancing of the

clauses in a sentence, Isocr.-, verb. Adj. of ( ibo), one must
come forward, Thuc.-, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of-
\-., poet, for., Dor. poet, for.
7.€.€, Ep. 3 sing. pf. of., poet, for.

R r



0IO -,, poet, for-,, Ion., , Parnassus, a mountain
of Phocis, Od. :—Adj.-, a, ov, and os, ov,

Parnassian, Pind. ; fern., ados, Ion. Hap-, Eur. ; also,, Aesch., 7]9os, , (rarely 6) Parnes, a mountain of

Attica, Ar. :—Adj., a, ov, Id., ottos, , a locust, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, f. , to pass by, Theocr. 2. c. acc. to

go past, Luc.

[], ov, , a passer-by, wayfarer, Anth. :

—

fern,,, Id.-, , =, Anth.-, , a by-way, passage, Thuc. 2. a going
by, passing, Id. ; rr} as they passed by,

Id. II. a side-entrance, a narrow entrance or

approach, Xen.; (of Thermopylae),
Dem. III. a coining forward, esp. before the

assembly to speak, Id. 2. the first entrance of
the chorus, their first song, Arist.- or -, f. -, to open at the side

of a little, half-open, h. Horn., Eur. ;

having opened a bit of the door, put it ajar,

Ar.

[], before a vowel -0cv : () : I.

Prep. c. gen. before, in the presence of, Horn. 2.

of Time, . before me, Aesch. II. Adv., 1.

of Place, before, in front, II. 2. of Time, before

this, formerly, Horn., Trag. ; ol . men bygone,

Pind. j . Eur. 3. \ . . , Lat.

priusquam, Soph.-, f. ·\, to dwell beside, c. acc, .
dwell along the coast of Asia, Isocr. : c. dat.

to live near, Thuc. : to dwell among, Id. ; of

places, to lie near, Xen. II.( Ii) to live

in a place, sojourn, . T. Hence, , a neighbourhood, Thuc., ,( n) a sojourning in a foreign

land, . T.-, f . , to place near :—Pass, to settle near,
dwell amsng, Hdt.,, fern, of, Strab.-€, f. ·\, to build beside or across, Thuc.-, ov, dwelling beside or near,c. gen., Aesch.,

Soph. ; c. dat., Thuc. :—absol. a neighbour, Arist. 2.

a war with neighbours, Hdt. II.

as Subst. a sojourner, alien, . T.-, , () a by-word, common saying,
proverb, inaxim, saw, Aesch., Soph., etc. ;

. as the saying goes, Plat. 2. a parable, . T., f. , to make proverbial

:

—Pass, to pass
into a proverb, become proverbial, Plat. II. Med.
to speak in proverbs, Id.,,,proverbial : Adv.~, Anth. II.

(sub. ), , a paroemiac, i. e. an
Anapaestic dimeter catalectic, used at the end of an
Anapaestic system,

: with double augm., impf.,-; pf .

:

—-^.,: pf.-
: () :

—

to behave ill at wine, play drunken
tricks, Oratt. 2. to act like a drunken man, Plut. ;

in a drunken fit, Plat. II. trans.

--.
to treat with drunken violence

:

—Pass, to be so

treated, Dem. Hence, , drunken behaviour, drunken violence,

a drunken frolic, Xen., etc., -, , addicted to wine, Ar., ov, (olvos)—, Ar. II. befitting
a drinkingparty

, Luc; drinking songs, Plut.-, , —, Lysias, etc., a, ov, Comp. of, the one before or

in front, II.-, f.- : pf. -, Ion. -o'i-, and in late writers- : 3 sing. Ion.

plqpf .- :

—

to have passed by, -
vos he passed on, went on his way, II. 2.

of Time, to be gone by, lb. ; i) the by-

gone night, Hdt. : men of by-gone
times, Pind. ; the past, Hdt. II.

c. gen., how art thou fallen from
thine high estate, Eur.-, , redupl. form of, a supplying,
furnishing, Thuc.-, f., to neglect a little, Xen.-, f., to accompany , Plut., Luc.-, tc be much like, . .-, ov, and , ov, much like, nearly like,

closely resembling, Hdt., Thuc. :—absol., Hdt. 2.

of numbers, nearly equal, Xen.,, part. neut. of (' sum), q. v.-, f. , to alter slightly, Strab., , , fit for inciting or urging on,

Xen., Dem. 2. exasperating, provoking, Isocr.- [], f., to urge, prick or spur on, stimu-
late, Xen., Dem. 2. to anger, provoke, irritate, exas-

perate, . Eur., Thuc. :—Pass, to be

Provoked, Thuc, etc. Hence, , irritation, exasperation, Dem., . T.

:

a provoking, . T.-, f., to disarm, Polyb. :—Pass., Plut.,, ov,() to be overlooked, Luc. II., one must overlook, Dem., , overlooking, negligence, Plut., Luc.-, f .- : aor. 2 : aor. pass.- : pf. pass,- :

—

to look at by the way,
notice, remark, Xen. ; something in one, Hdt.,

Ar. II. to overlook, disregard, neglect, Xen.,

etc. III. to see amiss, see wrong, Plat. IV.
to look sideways, Xen.-, f. , to provoke to anger, N.T. :—Pass.,

Dem. Hence, , provocation ; anger, . T.
irap-opeios, ov, (opos) along a mountain, Strab.-, f., to outstep one's boundaries, encroach
on a neighbour's property, Anth. Hence, ov, , an encroacher, Anth.-, f. -, to urge on, stimulate, Xen.-, f., to lie at anchor beside ox near, Plut., ,() incitement, Xen., , ,() stimulative, Plut.-, f. Att. , to anchor side by side, Lys.-,, , ), ill-omened, Aesch.-, Att. -, f. , to dig alongside or

parallel, Thuc. II. to dig one against another,
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as was done by men in training for a preparatory exer-

cise as the Olympic games,-', Dep. to represent by vulgar dancing,
Luc.' : A. Adv., 1. of Time, beforetime,

formerly, erst, Horn., Trag. ; Aesch. ;

elceireira Soph., etc. 2. like,
before, Lat. priusquam, c. inf., epya yeve-

II. 3. anteced. to ye,
5, ye . . not until, lb. 4. before the

time, too soon, lb. 5. rather, sooner, lb. II.

rarely of Place, first, . Soph.

. Prep., poet.=7rpo, I. of Place, before,

II., Soph., Eur. II. of Time,
Eur. III. Causal, before, above, in preference
to, Id. 2. for, instead of, Id.

[], , Paros, one of the Cyclades, famous for

its white marble, h. Horn. :—Adj., , ov,

Parian marble, Pind., Hdt.-, f. , to urge one on to do a thing,

Pind., ,() a beingpresent, presence, Aesch.,

Eur., etc.-; so, —, Thuc. :—of things, . Eur. :— for, Soph. 2. arrival, Id.,

Eur. :

—

the Advent, . T.-'., Pass, to sit beside in a chariot, Xen.-, f. , to turn from its course, divert,

Plut. :—metaph.,' Eur., , () a supplying, furnishing,
with liability to furnish ships, Thuc.-, f. , to move as with a lever, Anth.-, , one who goes beside another in a chariot,

one who attends the bridegroom (v.), Ar.-, Dep. to eat dainties, Luc.-,, , () a dainty sidedish, Xen., f. of.-,, ,() an addition to the

regular fare, a dainty, metaph., . a new
relish to luxury, Aesch., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 part, of., poet, for-.
irap-, , (,) freespokenness, openness,

frankness, Eur.; Dem. 2. in bad
sense, licence of tongue, Isocr.7, f. : aor. :

pf. (in act. and pass, sense) : Dep. :—to speakfreely, openly, boldly, Plat., etc. Hence, , , a free speaker, Arist. ; and--, , 6v, freespoken, Arist.', Lacon. for., Ep. for, aor. 2 opt. of-
:—, part,, Ep. for, 2 dual aor. 2 subj.

of.', Ep. for :—, for-, aor. 2 part., poet, for, 3 sing, of.-, f.: Pass., pf. :

—

tofurnish
with a hem or border() :

—

'
armed men hemming in an unarmed crowd, Xen.-, , a border woven along a robe, Lat. clavus.

—~. 6ll

3 sing. impf. of·, poet, for., poet, for, aor. 2 med. part.

of :—, inf.,-, poet, for,-., poet, for., Ep. for -^, aor. 2 inf. of.-, ov, poet, for, to be avoided,Pind., , a song or poem in which serious words
become burlesque, a burlesque, parody, Arist. From-, , () singing indirectly, obscurely

hinting, Eur.-, f.- and-, to push aside, reject,

slight, Soph., Eur. :—Pass, to be set aside, slighted,

Xen., Dem. 2. Med. to push away from oneself,

reject, renounce, Eur., Aeschin. 3. of Time, to

put off, Plat.-, ov, near or on the ocean, Plut.-, ov,() nearly even or equal, Strab.- \\ ov, =sq., Plat. II. as Subst.,,, a derivative, Id. 2. a surname, Plut.-, ov, () formed by a slight change,
derivative, Aesch.--, , () a district on the side of a moun-
tain, Polyb.•-, , ,( mons) a mountaineer, Anth.-, ov, () out of season, untimely: neut.

as Adv., Anth.-, , , ()) the projecting eaves or

cornice of a roof, Hdt.~,, : gen.,, : gen. pi.

masc. and neut., fem., Ion., Ep.

[] : dat. pi. masc. and neut., Ep.-

:

—Lat. omnis, all, when used of many; when of

one only , all, the whole : I. in pi. all,

11. ; Thuc. ;, all together, II., etc. 2. with a
Sup., all the noblest, Lat. optimus
quisque, Horn. II. all, the whole,

all the truth, II.; all of bronze, Hdt.;

all hand to hand, Thuc. ;

nothing but mischief, Soph. III.—, every, Horn., etc. ; let everyone go,

Ar. :—also, Soph., etc. ; every single

one, Hdt., etc. ; . . Soph.; Aesch., etc.

. When the Art. is used, it is generally put after, all his force, Hdt. ;

Thuc. II. is put between the Art. and
Subst., to denote totality, Aesch.;

Thuc. III. as a Subst., the whole,

Aesch. ; the whole, Id.

C. With Numerals it marks an exact number,
quite nine, full nine, no less, Od. ;

II.
; but,' 3000 of all kinds, Hdt. II. with the

Article, in all, ol - Id.

D. Special Usages :—in dat. pi. masc., with or

in the judgment of all, 11., Soph. 2. as neut.,

in all things, altogether, Soph. II. yyva
to become all things, i. e. assume every shape, Od.

;

to venture everything, Xen. 2.

to be everything to one, Hdt., Thuc,
R r 2
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etc. 3. as Adv. for, in all points,

entirely, wholly, Od., Soph., etc. :—but, in

every way, by all means, altogether, Hdt. III.

neut. sing-, rb the whole, one's all,

Id. ; . Aesch. :

— as Adv., on the whole, altogether, Soph.,

etc. ; with a negat. at all, Aesch. 2. every-

thing, anything, anything
rather than an army, Hdt. ; by any means
whatever, Plat. ; so, Dem. 3.

on the whole, in general, generally , Plat. 4.

above all, absolutely , necessarily , Lat. ita tit

nihil supra, Id. :—in answers, . * yes, abso-

lutely so, Id. 5. with Preps., is -
to all extremity of ill, Hdt. ; so, els -
Xen.; 4s altogether, Aesch. :

—

iv, in all extremity of despair, Thuc. :

—

\
to esteem above all, Lat. maximi

facere, Xen. :— (sc.), or as one word, for ever, continually , Soph., Thuc, etc. :

but also, altogether, Thuc, Plat.

[], aor. inf. of : but II.

[], of.-, , () of the ship Argo, a care to

all, i. e. known to all, Od.
[], f . of : but II.

[], of.- [], , =, the finest meal : metaph.,
not a morsel of sleep, Ar., , =-.

7--.€05, tj, , pinned down, Aesch. From, Att.-, f. , to pin or fasten to,

Aesch., Eur. 2. to drive in like a peg, Aesch., Att.-, : Ep. gen. : (irrjy-) :

—

a peg on 'which to hang clothes, arms, etc.,

Horn., etc; rjpeov II.; a7rb

Od. ;

lb. II. a gag, Ar., Ep. for, aor. part, of-
:—, inf.,, , =, Ar.-,,—-.

olvos, Lat. vinum passum, raisin wine, Polyb.-» ov,-."-", , —Sii), Sivjv, =—.', Att.7 : f. [] : aor. :

—Pass., aor. I : pf. :

—

to sprinkle,

laying salves upon a wound, II. :

—c gen. partit., sprinkle some salt, lb. 2.

to besprinkle,, . Ar. II.

metaph. to embroider, broider, II. ; . to work
battles in embroidery, lb., ov, gen. ovos, irreg. Ep. Comp. of, for

or, thicker, stouter, Od., 8, , =, a porch, Hdt.: also, a
colonnade, piazza, corridor, Xen. II. like,
an inner room, bridal chamber, Eur., Theocr. ; of

the cave in which Antigone was immured, Soph.-, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be besprinkled, Ar., , — 1 1, a bridal chamber, Luc, , indecl., the Hebrew Passover (from pasach
to pass over), the paschal supper, . T.

j

', f .' : aor. 2 : pf .

:

I

plqpf. : all these tenses occur in Horn., and
Att. :—Ep. forms, pf. for, pf. part,

fem. for. Radical sense, to

receive an impression from without, to suffer, as

opp. to doing, Od. ;, etc. ; '5 . ' to be in the same case

with . . , Hdt. II. the sense is often limited by
some word expressing good or evil : 1.

to be ill off, i?i evil plight, unlucky, Od.,
etc. ; . to be ill tised, ill treated by

I

. . , Aesch.; often with an Adj.,,, .
etc. ; , . Dem. ; also with a Subst., . etc,.

Horn. 2. to be well off, in good case, lucky,

Theogn., etc. ; also, to receive benefits, opp. to ,
Aesch., etc. ; so, . Hdt., etc 3. without a
limiting word, it always refers to evil, being used
for or ., ' Od., etc ;

. } lest thou suffer any ill, Horn. ; elf

or \ , a euphemism, if aught were to

happen to me, i. e. if I were to die, Hdt., Att. 4..

; to express the extreme of perplexity, what is

to become of me ? what can I do ? Horn., etc. ;; what are you about ? Ar. 5. the interrog.; expresses something amiss,

•yaiav; what ailedyou that you died ? Od. III.

to be affected in a certain way, be in a certain state of
mind, entertain certain feelings, Thuc, Plat. ;

as would be the case with most
men, Thuc. ; ' \] . that it be

not with you as with the horse in the fable, Arist.

;

he is swinishly disposed, Xen. ; so of

things, \ this is just the way
with cress, Ar. IV. benefits

received, Aeschin. ; cf.., Scythian word, =, Hdt.', f. ], (·) to clatter, clash, clap, of

the sharp noise caused by the collision of two bodies,

Ar. ; of waves, to dash, plash, Theocr. : to chatter, as

birds, Soph. II. trans., . to beat drums,

Luc.', , a clatter, crash, of trees falling, II. ; a
chattering of teeth, lb.; the plash of a body falling into

water, lb. ; the rattling or crash of thunder, Ar. : a

clashing oi arms, Hdt., Trag. (Formed from the sound.)&,, , the name of a notorious impostor,

Aeschin. :—from, , Phoenician deities of

dwarfish shape, forming the figure-heads of ships, Hdt., v.,^', Ep. impf . : f . : aor. -
:—Pass., f.^ : aor. : pf

.

- : I. intr. to beat, knock, Lat. palpito,

II. ;

(as Shaksp., i my heart knocks at my ribs ')

lb. II. like, to strike, smite, . ,
Eur. ; absol., Soph., etc. ; of a deadly blow,

) ) Dem. 2. to

knock at the door, Ar. 3. metaph.,

Soph. ; 7. Ar." : aor. , Ep. part, :

pf . : Ep. plqpf. :
—to eat,

II. ; c. gen. partit. to eat of, partake of.



* Od. ; -, etc., Ib. : absol. to taste food, - lb., f. Att. , () to say or call father, Ar.', , Dim. of, little father, Luc.,.(,() tread, walk, Pind., Aesch. II.

trans, to tread on, tread, Aesch.

;

ayvbs, i. e. it is holy ground, Soph.

;

to pass the gates, Aesch. 2. to walk
in, i.e. to dwell in, frequent, Soph., Theocr. :—me-
taph., like Lat. terere, . to frequent, use, mis-
use, Aesch. ; . to be always thumbing
Aesop, Ar. 3. to tread under foot, trample on,

Aesch., Soph., etc.

T1A
V
TH'P, 6, gen. and dat.,-, contr. Att., : acc. always : voc. :—pi.,,, (rarely) : dat. -

[] :

—

a father, Horn., etc. ;

grandfather, II.; =, by the

father's side, Hdt. II. among the gods Zeus is

called, , . Horn.,

Hes.; so . Aesch.; Ar. III. a
respectful mode of addressing elderly persons,Od. IV.
metaph. the father of anything, Lat. auctor, .
Pind., etc. V. in pi. fathers, i. e. forefathers,
Horn. ; e£ en as an inheritance from one's

fathers, Od., Dor. for, 2 sing. fut. of.-,, , () a treading on, Aesch.', , a trodden or beaten way, path, Horn. :

—metaph., out-of-the-way , Luc., Ion., , () :—one's fatherland,
native land, country, home, II., Trag. :

—

was
the common prose form. II. fatherhood, descent

from a common father, - ' II. :

then, like II, a house, clan, Lat. gens, Pind.-, , —, Dem., Adv., Dor. for., , at, sl city of Achaia, now Patras, Thuc,
etc. :, , its citizens, Hdt.-, gen. a and , , voc.- : () :—one who slays his father, a parricide, Ar., etc., , Ion. for., Dor.-, Adv. from a race ox family, Pind., Ion. -, , () lineage, pedigree, by the

father's side, Hdt. II. — , a clan, house,

family, Id., . T.-, , ,( II) the father or chief of
a race, a patriarch, . T., , Comic Dim. of, daddy, Ar., , , () derived from one's fathers,
paternal, hereditary, Ar.,Thuc, etc. II. =,
of or belonging to one's father, (sc.)
patrimony, Eur. ; Anth. 2. like a
father, paternal, Arist., a, ov, and os, ov, () of or belonging
to one's father, Lat. patrius, Pind., Soph., etc. II.
=, derivedfrom one's fathers, hereditary, oi

. Hdt., Ar., etc. :

—

, Lat. instituta ma-
jorum, Ar., Thuc, etc.; rarely in sing.,

neglecting the rule of our fathers,
Thuc. Cf.., , poet. fern, of, of one's fathers,

—\. 6 1

3

yaTa, ala, one's fatherland, country,
Horn. II. as Subst., like, II., Att., , , () one of the same country,
a fellow-countryman, applied to barbarians who had
only a common, being used of Greeks
who had a common (or free state), Plat.;. Xen. ; by a metaph., Mount Cithaeron is the-

of Oedipus, Soph.,, fern, of, . yrj =, Eur., Adv. () from or after a father,·
naming him by descent by his

father's name, II. ; $ mine by the

father's side, Soph. ; . to have one's

name inscribed as the son of one's father, Hdt. 2.

comingfrom, sent by one's father, . Aesch.

;

. a. father's curse, Id.-, , a father's brother, Horn., Hes., ov, Patroclus the friend of Achilles, the

obi. cases as if from *\, gen.,
acc., voc., II. ; nom. pi.-, Ar. ;—a nom., Theocr., f., to murder one's father, Aesch., , murder of a father, parricide, Plut.-, ov, () murdering one's father,
parricidal, Trag. ; . the pollution of parri-
cide, Aesch. :—but a father's mur-
dering hand, Eur.-,, , () a parricide, Anth.-,,, , () a mother's father, Luc.,, Pass, to be tinder apatriarchal govern-
ment, Plat., rj, paternal government, Luc., , , of or like : -
(sc. or) the rule of a father, Plat.-, ov, () ruling as a father.-, , a father's father, Pind.-, ,() reft offather, Aesch.-, rj, holding from the father : .
a sole-heiress, Hdt.-, Ep. , , (*) murderer of
one's father, Od.-, ov, (*) parricidal, Aesch., Eur. :—as

Subst. a parricide, Plat.-, , , , = foreg., Soph.-, ov, () named after his father,
Aesch., , ov, and , ov ; Ion., , ov() :

—

of ovfrom one'sfather, coming or inherited

from him, Lat. paternus, Horn., etc. ;

my hereditary friend, II. ; ya?a one's father-

land, Ib. ; one's patrimony , lb., etc. ; .
hereditary glory, Xen. ; . also the god

who protects a parent's rights, Ar. II. like, of ov belonging to one's father, Pind., Soph. ;

the cause of one'sfather, opp.to ,
Hdt., , gen. and ; dat., acc.:() :

—

a father's brother, uncle by the father's

side, Lat. patruus, Hdt., Pind.,,, Att. for—., , () rest, a resting-point, stop, end, pause,

Soph. ; ) there seemed to be no
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end of it, Thuc. 2. c. gen., . cessation of
disease or restfrom it, Soph. ; some
means of stopping them, Xen.

[], Adv., like oXiyams, seldom, Theogn., a, , =, Hes.-, is, {) offew words, Anth.~, ov, () little, small, of Time, short,

Hes., Pind. 2. of nximbtr, few , Horn., Hes., etc. :

Comp., fewer, II.;—neut. pi. as Adv.

few times, seldo?n, Hes., Ar.-, ov, stilling the wind, Aesch., 3 pi. aor. 1 opt. of.---, ov, {) e?tdi?ig pain, Eur.7-, ov, curing sickness, Anth.-, ov, ending toil or hardship, c. gen., Eur.', verb. Adj. of, one must stop, Plat,, rjpos, 6, () one who stops, calms, a re-

liever, Soph,-, ov,fit for ending or relieving, Soph,, , like, rest, II., Ion. impf. : f.: aor. 1:
pf.:—Med. and Pass., 3 sing. Ion. impf.-

: f.,, : aor. 1, : pf . : I. Causal, to

make to cease : 1. of persons, to bring to an end,

check, make an end of (by death), Horn., etc. :—Pass,

and Med. to take one's rest, rest, cease, have done,

II. :—also of things, to make an end of, stop, abate,

lb., etc. ; . to let one's bow rest, Od. ; .
to annul it, Eur. ; . to put it

down, Dem. 2. c. acc. pers. et gen. rei, to make to

rest, stop, hinder, keep back from a thing-,/, etc., Horn., etc. :

—

., to de-

Pose one from being king, Hdt., etc. :—-Pass, and Med.
to leave offfrom, rest or cease from, Horn.,

etc. ; Trjs Hdt., etc. ; at

rest from play, Eur. 3. rarely c. gen. rei only,

oh that Zeus would make
an end of woe! Od. ;,
II. 4. c. part, praes. to stop a person from doing
or being, . to stop him from being
first, lb., Att. :—Pass, and Med. to leave off doing
or being, left off blowing,

Od. ; the partic. omitted, the blood stopt

\_flowing], II., etc. 5. inf. for part.,

lb. ; with ) inserted, y
Aesch. II. intr. in imperat.,

cease, leave oj^Soph., Ar. ; so,, yo Ar.,, , a Paphlagonian, II. :—Adj.-, , , Xen., f. , to boil, bluster, of the sea, II. :

—

metaph. to splutter, bluster, of the angry Cleon (hence

called), Ar. (Formed from the sound.)

Hence,, , a boiling, of the sea:—metaph.,

blusterings, Ar.

[], , Paphos, a town in Cyprus celebrated for

its temple of Aphrodite, Od. :—Adj., a, ov, of

Aphrodite, Ar., ov, seemingly a poet, form of, massive,

as of], Od., Dor. for, aor. 1 pass. subj. of.

- 7€§.
[t],, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of., ,() hoar-frost, rime, Lat. ruina, Od.,

Aesch. : metaph., . the clotted blood of

the eaten children, Aesch., f ., () to congeal, make solid : me-
taph., he made his blood run
cold, made it curdle, Hes. ; Pass., his

heart is cold and stiff [with grief], II. ;, Aesch., Eur.

[], , , {) thickness, Od., Thuc. :

—

absol., in thickness, Hdt. 2. .
stoutness, Eur.-, ov, {]) with stout calves, Ar., , , {) thickish : Adv.-, coarsely,

roughly, Arist.-, , consisting of thick or coarse parts :

metaph. in Adv. roughly, Strab.

[], f . : pf . pass, : {) :
—

to thicken, fatten, Plat., Xen. :—Pass, to grow fat,
Ar. : to become thick, of the skull, Hdt. 2. metaph.
to increase:—Pass., ayav Aesch. 3.

metaph. also to make gross or stupid :—Pass., N.T., , , ^ayr\vai) thick, stout, Horn., Hes. :

—

later, stout, fat, Ar. 2. of things, thick, massive,

Horn., Ar. :—Adv. -, roughly, of stating or arguing,

Arist. ; or -, Plat. 3. of liquids,

thick, curdled, clotted, II., Hdt. II. the

men of substance, the wealthy class, Hdt. ;

Ar. III. in Com. and Prose, thick-

witted, gross, dull, stupid, like Lat. pinguis, crassus,

Id. IV. Comp., Sup.- :—irreg.

Comp., ov, Od. :—Sup., II.-, ov, speaking broad or roughly, Strab.,, ,{) thickness, stoutness, Hdt. 2.

the thickness or sediment of liquor, Id., Aeol. and Dor. for., Ep. 3 sing, of :—, Ion. impf.-, Aeol. or Dor. for-.-, ov, Aeol. or Dor. for-.-, Aeol. or Dor. for-.-, ov, Aeol. and Dor. for-.--, ov, Aeol. or Dor. for-.-, Aeol. for-ay., Ep. 3 sing. 7reScta : Ion. impf. : f

.

: () :

—

to bind with fetters, to bind fast,
make fast, Od., Hdt., Aesch. 2. to shackle, tram-
mel, constrain, Horn., Soph. ; c. inf. to constrain

one to do a thing, Horn.-, Aeol. and Dor. for-, to chase.-, Aeol. for-., , {) a fetter, Lat. pedica, compes, mostly in

pi. fetters, shackles, II., etc. ; (Ion.) yo a

pair offetters, Hdt. ; metaph., fetters

not forged by smiths, of the robe in which Agamemnon
was entangled, Aesch. II. a mode of breaking in

a horse, Xen., , , {) a hinderer, Anth.,, ,{), onefettered, a prisoner, Luc., , ,{) of or on the plain

:

—ol

the party of the plain, i. e. those who opposed Peisis-

tratus, Arist.; called ol oby Hdt.; ?
by Plut.



•jraW?—'. 6i5, aSos, poet. fem. of, =, flat, level,

Hdt. : (sc. yrf) the level country, Id. II.

on or / the plain, Soph. ; spearmen <m
the plain, Id., op, (·) of the plain, Strab.,, , v..-, , (*) abounding in plains, level, Aesch., , () mostly in pi. sandals, Horn.,

Hes., Eur. II. any covering for the foot, shoes

or boots, Hdt. III. metaph.,, i.e. to adapt the song- to Doric rhythm,
Pind. ; also, ' to have one's

foot in this shoe, i. e. to be in this condition or for-

tune., Id., , , () flat, level, Hdt. : Comp. -
Plat. II. of or on the plain, Xen., , () a plain or flat, and collectively a

plain flat open country, Horn., Hes., etc., Adv. to the plain, Horn., Ar.-, ov,{) dwelling in plains, .
gods of the country, Aesch.- [], ov, () earth-walking, Aesch., Adv.()from the ground, Hes., Eur. II.

from the bottom, Pind.: metaph. from the bottom of
the heart, Od. 2. from the beginning, Pind.', Adv. on the ground, on earth, Aesch.-, , , () lying on the ground, Anth.', ov, , () the ground, earth, h. Horn., Att.

;

-'»? to fall on the ground, to earth, Aesch.

;

SO, Eur. 2. =7re5ioi', Soph., Ar., Adv. to the ground, earthwards, II., Soph. 2.

to the plain, Od., Adv. =foreg\, Eur.-, 4s, () earth-treading, Eur. :

—

on
foot, opp. to, Aesch.-, ov,() digging the soil, Anth., , , =, Anth. II. metaph. the bottom
or end of a body, at the far end, II. 2.

the edge or border of anything-, of a garment, Anth.'£-, , a leader offoot, Xen.-, ov, trafficking by land, Strab.-, ot, the foot-guards in the Macedon. army,
the horse-guards being, Dem., f. , () to go or travel on foot, walk,

opp. to riding, Eur. 2. to go by land, opp. to

going by sea, Xen. ; ot land-forces, Arist., v. III., 7?, , () on foot, of orfor a foot-soldier,

the foot, the infantry, Xen. ; . the

evolutions of infantry, Id. 2. like, of a
land force, opp. to a fleet, Id., Aeschin., etc.-, f ., to walk over, Anth.-, Dor. for-, , ,() one who shotits

the battle-cry on foot, a foot-soldier, Pind.', f. 770*0), to fight by land, opp. to,
Hdt., Ar. j icrl -with others, Thuc.; .
to fight like soldiers from ship-board, Id.-, , ,=, Pind., Ion. -, , a battle by land, opp. to -, Hdt., Thuc, etc. From- [], ov,()fightingonfoot, Luc. II.

fighting as a soldier, opp. to, Plut.

-, ov, () commanding by land, Aesch.-, to go on foot, Xen. II. to go by land,
to march, Polyb. From-, ov, going by land, Anth. ; ,
., of Xerxes, Id., i], , () : 1. on foot, fighters

on foot, opp. to horsemen, Horn. :—also on land,

going by land, opt. to sea-faring, Id. :—so, -, or alone, sometimesfoot-soldiery , infantry,

opp. to cavalry (77 ), Hdt., Xen. 2. ,
also, a land-force or army, opp. to a naval force,

Hdt., Thuc. - so, Hdt.; \
Thuc. ; ^ strongest by land,

Id. 3. of animals, land, as opp. to birds and fishes,

. \ beasts and birds, Plat. II.

metaph. of language, not rising above the ground,
Prosaic, Luc. III. dat. fem. (sub.) as

Adv., on foot, Xen. 2. by land, Thuc.- [],, , , obeying men, obedient, Aesch., f. ">, to obey one in authority, c. dat.,

7. Soph. ; Ar. : absol. to be obedient,

Arist. :—so in Med., Hdt., , obedience to command, Aesch., Soph., , , obeying readily, Arist.-, ov, () obedient, Aesch., ), , late form of, . ., f. :-—aor. 1 : aor. 2 ', Ep.

redupl. 1 pi. subj. and opt.,, inf.~, part, : pf . :—Med. and
Pass., f. : aor. 2, Ep., 3
sing, redupl. : f. : aor. 1 -:—pf.. II. intr. tenses of act., in pass,

sense, pf. 2; imperat., subj.,
Ep. 1 pi. (for —) ; opt. (for

-01) : plqpf., Ep., syncop. 1 pi.. III. as if from a collat. form,
Horn, has f.] and part. aor. 2, both

intr. j but the redupl. aor. 1 subj. trans., II.

I. Act. to prevail upon, win over, persuade,

Horn., etc. :—c. acc. pers. et inf. to persuade one

to do, II., etc. j also, . , etc., Hdt.

;

. 4\ Plat. ; . Thuc. ; in part.,

by persuasion, by fair means, Soph. II.

Special usages : 1. to talk over, mislead,

\ Od. 2. to prevail on by

entreaty, Horn. 3. . to bribe, Hdt.

;

so, . or Id., Thuc. : so,

alone, Xen., . T. 4. c. dupl. acc,
to persuade one of a thing, Hdt., Aesch., etc.

B. Pass, and Med. to be prevailed on, won over,

persuaded, absol., Horn., Att.; the imperat. or

listen, comply, Trag. ; c. inf. to be persuaded

to do, Soph. ; also, . . Thuc. 2.

to listen to one, obey him, Horn., etc.;, of leaving off the

labours of the day, II. ;

—

to obey

him in all things, Od., etc. 3. , also,

to believe or trust in a person or thing, Horn., etc.

:

—c. acc. et inf. to believe that, Od., etc. : with an

Adj. neut., . \ Hdt.;

I do not take this onyour word, Plat. II.

pf. 2, like the Pass., to trust, rely on, have
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confidence in a person or thing, Horn., etc. ; c. inf.,

I trust to win this

fame, Soph.; ) Aesch.;

—

. eis, . . III. pf. pass. 7re-

to believe, trust, c. dat., Aesch., Eur. : c. acc.

et inf., 7. Dem. Hence, gen. 60s contr. ovs, , Peitho, Persuasion as a

goddess, Lat. Suada, Suadela, Hes., Hdt., Trag. II.

as appellat., the faculty of persuasion, winning
eloquence, persuasiveness, Aesch., Plat., etc. 2. a
persuasion in the mind, Aesch. 3. a means of
persuasion, inducement, argument, Eur., Ar. 4.

obedience, Xen., Ion., tjs, , hunger, famine, Od.,
Plat. 2. metaph. hunger or longing for a thing,

Plat. Hence, a, ov, also os, ov, hungry, Anth. ; ir. irivaKes

empty dishes, Id.

(forms in cce contr. into 77 not , as in ),
2 and 3 sing. )5, rj, inf., Ep.: impf.

: f ., later- [] : aor. 1,
: pf.: () :

—

to be hungry , suffer

hunger, be famished, Lat. esurio, Horn., etc. :

(Dor. for-) don't go near a hungry
man, Theocr. II. c. gen. to hunger after, Od.

:

—metaph., it., Xen., . .,, a trial, attempt, essay, experiment, Theogn.,
Soph., etc. ;

—

to be proved, Pind. ; but,

to have experience of a thing, Xen.;
7. tt)s involves a trial of your resolution,

Thuc. ;

—

tivos to make trial ov proof
of . . , Xen., etc. :

—

tivos, Lat. specimen
sui edere, Thuc. 2. with Preps., - by
experiment, Hdt. :

—

els tivos,
Eur., Thuc. :

—

Tivbs yiyvevdai to be acquainted
with, associate with one, Xen. :

—

by way of

test or trial, Ar. II. an attempt on or against
one, c. gen., Soph. III. generally, an attempt,
enterprise, Aesch., Soph.

: Pass., aor. 1, pf . :

—

like, to make proof ox trial of, tiv6s Od. :—c. inf.

to attempt to do, N.T. :—Pass., let trial

be made, Ar. II. c. acc. pers. to try or tempt a
person, put him to the test, N.T. : absol.,

the Tempter, lb. :—Pass, to be sorely tempted, to be

tempted to sin, lb.

or, , Peirceeus, the most noted
harbour of Athens; gen. Ueipaiws, Att.5, dat., acc., Ion..—Adj.,
i), ov, Plut., f), 6v, over the border, yrj . border-country,
the March, Thuc., aor. 1, () to fasten by the

two ends, to tie fast, having
tied a rope to him, Od., &tos, , poet, for 7repas, an end, mostly in

pi., yairjs the ends of the earth, Horn. :

—

absol., the ends or ties of ropes, Od. ; cf.. II. the end or issue of a thing, lb.

;

of the issues or chief points,
11.:—pleonastic, v'iK7)s =,
=65, Horn. III. act. that which gives the

'
finish to a thing, 5, the finishers of his

art (of tools), Od., ,() trial, temptation, N.T., ), 6v,() tentative, Arist.', verb. Adj. of, one must attempt,
Plat., (-fjs) to be a pirate, Strab., Ion.-,, =, -

the murderous ordeal, Eur. II. a pirate's

nest, Strab., Plut. From, , , () a pirate, Lat. pirata, i. e.

one who attacks ships, Polyb., Plut. Hence, , , piratical, Plut. : . gangs of
pirates, Strab., f . [] : aor. 1 : pf.

:

—Pass., aor. 1 []. . Dep.,
f., Dor. 2 pi. : aor. 1 med.-, Ion.-, pass,, Att.- [] :

pf., Ion.- : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf.-
: ()

.

A. Act. to attempt, endeavour, try to do, c. inf.,

II., Hdt., etc. II. c. gen. pers. to make trial

of one, II. : in hostile sense, to make an attempt on,

Horn., Hdt. III. absol. to try one''s fortune
',
try

one's skill in thieving, h. Horn. ; . to make
an attempt by sea, Thuc. ; cf .. IV. c.

acc. pers. to make an attempt on, Ar.

B. Dep. in the same sense, c. inf. to try to do, II.,

Hdt. ;—also foil, by , to try whether, II. ; by ,
Od. II. most commonly, c. gen., 1. c. gen.

pers. to make trial of one, to see whether he is trust-

worthy, Horn., Hdt. :—also in hostile sense, to make
trial of the strength of an enemy, II. ; .51-

to make an attempt on it, Hdt. ; 5
Thuc. 2. c. gen. rei, to make proof or trial of
one's strength, Horn. :

—

to try one's chance at or in a
work or contest, Id. :—also to make proof of a thing,

to see what it is good for,,5 Od. :

—

to

make proof of, have experience of, make acquaintance
with others, Hdt., Thuc. 3. absol. to try one's

fortune, try the chances of war, II. III. c. dat.

modi, to make a trial or attempt with,^
tried their luck in the foot-race, Od. ;

lb. ; also, . , -
. IV. c. acc. rei, ) or

should examine into each particular, Od. 2. c. acc.

pers. to make an attempt on, Pind., Ep. form of, only in pres. and impf.,

to attempt, try, prove, c. inf., or absol., Horn. II.

c. gen. pers. to make trial of, Id. : c. gen. rei,

/cTjs Od. III. c. acc, .
to attempt, i. e. attack, the lines, II., iv0os, i), a wicker-basket fixed upon the

or carriage, being in fact the body of the cart, Horn.: aor. 1, Ep., Horn.:—Pass., pf.

: aor. 2 [] :

—

to pierce quite through,

fix meat on spits, for roasting, II. ; ' -
lb. :—also, ey^et

he ran him through the teeth with a spear, lb. :

—

Pass., studded with golden nails,

lb. ; but, 5 pierced with pain, lb.

;

also, lb. II. metaph.,



eicra —
to cleave the waves, Horn. ;

clave her way [through the sea], Od., , , poet, for, obedience,, i. e. it remained calm, Od., Dor. for, aor. part, of., Aeol. for, 3 sing. aor. opt. of.|, Ep. for, fut. inf. of.-, ov, persuading or controlling mortals,

of a king's sceptre, Aesch.-, ov, obeying the rein, Pind.,,,() a ship's cable, Od., Aesch. :
—

generally, a rope, Od. (Properly, that which holds in
obedience.), , =, persuasion, . .\, f . med. of. II. irr. f . of., , v.., verb. Adj. of, one must persuade,
Plat. II. (from Pass.) one must obey, Soph., Eur.,, , =, a rope, Theocr., a, ov, — sq., persuasive, Eur., , , () persuasive, Plat,, fut. of., to shear, clip, Ar. From', Ep. : Dor* f. : aor. :

—

Med., aor.

:

—Pass., aor. :

—

to

comb or card wool, Od. : Med., when
she combed her hair, II. 2. to shear sheep, Hes.,

Theocr. : Med., to have their wool
shorn, Simon, ap. Ar., f. , (*) to form a sea or lake, of a
river that has overflowed, Hdt. :— of places, to be

flooded, Id. II. to keep the sea, cross the sea, Xen., a, ov, and also os, ov : () :

—

of the

sea, Lat. marinus, Eur. :—of animals, living in the

sea, Id. 2. out at sea, on the open sea, Soph. ; of

seamen or ships, Thuc, Xen.,, fern. Adj. <?/or on the sea, Anth., , , gen. pi., : Ep.
dat.

:

—the sea, esp. the high sea, open sea,

the main, Lat. pelagus, Horn., etc. ; joined with other

words denoting sea, (cf. aequora
ponti), Od. ; . or ., Pind. ; -

Aesch. ; ' . Eur. : often of parts of the

sea (), . Aesch. ; -, Thuc. II.

metaph., of any vast quantity, . a 'sea of

troubles,' Aesch.; . Id.; els .
Plat. ; also of great difficulties, Soph., f. , Att. 7, poet, : aor., Ep.,, :—Med.,

3 pi. aor. opt. :—Pass., aor. i,
also [] : Ep. 3 sing, and pi. syncop. aor. 2

pass, , : pf.,
part, : () :

. intr. to approach, come near, draw near or nigh,
c. dat., II.; . Aesch.,
etc. 2. rarely c. gen., to come near
the ships, Soph. ; Id. 3. with a
Prep., . irpos Hes. ; ei's Eur. ; c.

-acc. loci, Id. ; will no
more approach me, Soph. 4. absol., Xen.

B. Causal, to bring near or to, make to approach,

(sc. Tas vias) Od. ;

brought the string up to his breast, in drawing
a bow, lb.; )5, in swimming, lb.;

brought them to earth, II. ; .
Aesch. :—metaph., . to bring him into

pain, II. ; , having made
it firm as adamant, Orac. ap. Hdt. 2. followed by a

Prep., is', Od.
C. in Pass., like the intr. Act. to come nigh, ap-

proach, etc., c. dat., II. ; he came near
(i. e. sank to) earth, lb. 2. rarely c. gen., Soph. 3.

foil, by a Prep., Id. II. to

approach or wed, of a woman, Aesch.

[], collat. form of (intr.), only in pres.,

Aesch. ap. Ar., Eur., , any half-liquid substance, of various con-

sistency, as oil, Aesch. ; clotted blood, Id. ; foam at

the mouth, Eur. II. a mixture offered to the gods,
of meal, honey, and oil, Aesch., Eur. (Deriv. unknown.), , a young stork, Ar., , ,^ : the

northern slope of the Acropolis at Athens, Ar. ; written

in Hdt., Thuc.
7€=05, , the stork, Lat. ciconia, Ar., etc. (From,, properly, the black-and-white.)-, , () like a stork, Strab.'^, Adv. near, hard by, close, c. gen., Od., Hdt.,

Trag. 2. like, c. dat., Pind., Aesch. 3.

absol., Od. ; .,,
Trag. II. (sc. ) one's

neighbours, Thuc, etc. : hence one's fellow-creatures,

all men, Hdt., Trag. : in sing., one's neigh-

bour, any man, Hdt., Eur., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 med. opt. of., , a Pelasgian ; in II., the Pelasgians
appear among the allies of the Trojans ; in Od. we
hear of them in Crete ; but in II., Achilles prays to

Dodonaean Zeus as Pelasgian, and" was Thessalian Argos, the original seat of the

Hellenes ; Hdt. contrasts them with the Hellenes ; but

is used for Greeks in Eur., as in Virg. Hence
Adj.,,, Thessalian, but later forArgive,

Eur. :—so, , ov, Aesch., Eur. :—-, , Pelasgiotes (in Thessaly), Strab. :—fern.

Adj.,, Hdt. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], , , () one who approaches or

comes near, Soph. : a neighbour, Lat. accola,

Aesch. II. esp. of one who approaches a woman,, of Ixion, Soph. III.

one who approaches to seek protection, a dependant,
Plat.; the Rom. cliens, Plut.

[],, , fern, of, Plut., poet, form for the pres., inf.

Soph.; imperat.' h. Horn., 0, ordure, Ar.',, older form of, Horn.', , () the wild-pigeon, rock-pigeon, stock-

dove, so called from its dark colour, Horn., Soph. II., at, name of prophetic priestesses, prob. bor-

rowed from the prophetic doves of Dodona, Hdt.,, , —, II., Hdt., Trag. II. —
foreg. 11, Soph.



68-', ov, () dove-nurturing, Aesch., civtos, 6, the woodpecker, as if joiner-bird

(from), Ar., f.,() to hew or shape with an
axe, Lat. dolare, Od. (in Ep. aor. ), Ar.£, f. ,() to cut off with an axe,esp.

to behead, Polyb., o, a water-bird of the pelican kind, Ar.', Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of.',',', ,() an axe-handle, II.', Ion. , : dat. pi., Ep.
:

—

an axe for felling- trees, with two edges,

opp. to the, Horn., Xen. 2. a sacri-

ficial axe, Horn.—That it was not, properly, a battle-

axe appears from the phrase, ,
teal to fight not with spears only, but

with common axes, i. e. to the last, Hdt. 3. in

Theophr. Char., as a child's nickname seems
to mean a sharp blade.-, , an axe-bearer, Lat. consul ox praetor,

before whom axes are carried, Polyb., Ep. inf.- : Ep. aor. 2 :—Pass.,

Ep. impf. : aor. 1 : () :
—

to shake, to make to quiver or tremble, II. ; . \_~\ to

struggle at the bow, in order to bend it, Od. :—Pass.

to be shaken, to tremble, quiver, quake, II. 2. to

shake or drive from his post, lb. : Pass.,

lb.', Ion. and Ep., for, imper.

or, , , =,, , , () livid, Dem., ], , ..', Ion.', 77s, 77, Lat. pelvis, a wooden bowl,

milk-pail, II., Theocr., , , V..', v.., , for , the Peloponnesus,
now the Morea, h. Horn., etc. :

—

01,
Hdt., etc. : Adj.,, , , Strab. :

—

Adv., in the Peloponnesian (i. e.

Dorian) dialect, Theocr.' or, , , Lat. pullus, dark-coloured,

dusky, ash-coloured, Theocr.'-, o7ros, , (, ) Pelops, i. e. Dark-face,
son of Tantalus, who migrated from Lydia, and gave
his name to Peloponnesus, II., f. , () to serve as a targeteer, Xen., , ,() one who bears a light shield() instead of the heavy ', a targeteer, Lat.

cetratus, Eur., Thuc, etc. The peltasts held a place

between the and. Hence, , , skilled in the use of the,
like a targeteer, Plat. :— 77 -«77 (sc.) the art or

skill of a targeteer, Id. : -, = ol, Xen.
—Sup. Adv., quite in the manner of, in the best style, Id., 77, a small light shield of leather without a
rim (iVus), a target, Lat. cetra, orig. used by the

Thracians, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. a body of,
Eur. 3. a horse's ornament, Id. II.—,
a shaft, pole, Xen.

.

2 sing. impf. of

livid, Thuc.

-, ov, () bearing a target, Xen.
'|, vkos, , a kind of axe, Babr., Att. fut. of.' and, only in pres. and impf. :—Act.,

mostly in 3 sing. pres., Ep. impf., sync, with

the augm. : rare in other persons,, ;

Dor. 1 pi., > 1· ; fem. part,-. Much more common as Dep., in the same sense,,,,, : impf. syn-

cop. 2 sing,, contr.,,; Ion.

2 sing,: imperat.ireAet/: sub],,-,- : opt.. The orig. sense, to be in
motion, appears in Horn.,

the cry goes, rises to heaven, II. ;

to him came the tenth morn, Od. ; yrjpas' old age and death come upon
men, lb. :—this sense of motion is plain in the compd.
participles,. II. com-
monly to be, Horn. ; but generally implying continu-

ance, to be used or wont to be, II. :—the impf. in pres.

sense, thou wast doomed to be, i. e. thou
art, lb.', , a portent, Prodigy, monster, only in nom.
and ace, of the Cyclops, Od.; of Scylla, lb.; even of

Hephaestus, II. Hence, ov, like, gigantic, Horn. : of things,

huge, iyxos,, Id. ; the

mighty things, or mighty ones, of old, Aesch.', , =, a monster, prodigy, of the Gor-

gon, Horn. ; of a large stag, Od. ; of the animals

transformed by Circe, lb. ; portents sent

by the gods, II.', , ov, and os, ov, () monstrous, pro-

digious, huge, gigantic, with collat. notion of terrible,

like, Horn., Hes. :—neut. pi. as Adv.,

he strides gigantic, h. Merc.', otos,,() any kind of dressedfood; but
mostly in pi., pastry, cakes, sweetmeats, Hdt.-, , a commander of a body offive, Xen., f., () properly to count on the five

fingers, i. e. to count by fives, and then, generally, to

count, Aesch. :—so in Med.,
(Ep. for aor. 1 subj.) when he has done
counting them all, Od.,, , () a body offive, Plat., Xen., , ,() one who counts : used as

a Verbal c. ace, . reviewing by tens of thou-

sands, Aesch.', Aeol. for., , ov,() on the fifth day, agreeing

with the Subject, on the fifth day
we came, Od. ; it was on the fifth
day, Dem. ; . to have been five days laid

out as dead, Ar.', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be sent,

Luc. II., one must send, Xen.', , ov, () the fifth, oneself with four
others, Od. ;

Thuc. ;

." , . e. 4 cubits and a span, Hdt. ;

a fifth, Plat. II. 77 (sc.)
the fifth day, Hes., Ar., , , verb. Adj. sent, Thuc. From



—, 69',. inf.-,- : Ion. impf. :

f., Dor., . inf. : aor., . : pf. : 3 sing", plqpf

.

, Ion. -ee :—Med., f. : aor.
:—Pass., f. : aor. :

3 sing. pf., part, :

—

to send,
despatch, II., etc. ; of a ship, zto convey, carry, Od.

;

c. dupl. ace, . to conduct one on his way,
Soph. II. to send forth or away, dismiss, like, to send home, Horn. ;, , ' welcome the coming,
speed the parting guest,' Od. 2. of missiles, to

discharge, shoot forth, Hes. 3. of words, to send
forth, utter, Aesch., Soph. III. to conduct,
convoy, escort, Lat. deduco, Horn., etc. ;

absol., of Hermes, Soph. :

—

to conduct
a procession, Hdt., Thuc. ; . Eur., Xen. : in

Pass., to be carried in procession

in his honour, Hdt. IV. to send with one, give
as provision for a journey, Od., Hdt., etc. V.
like, to send up, produce, Soph.

B. in Med., , =, to

send for one, Soph., Eur. II. to send for one-

self, to send in one's own service or cause some one
to be sent, Soph.-, , {,) a five-prongedfork,
for stirring the sacrificial fire, Horn.

as, 2 sing. Aeol. aor. opt. of.', . for, fut. inf. of.',, , () a sending, mission, dispatch,

Hdt., Thuc.£, , , Dor. fut. of., ,=^, the class of Penestae, Arist.-,-, Comp. and Sup. of.'-, , ,() a labourer, workman :—the

were the Thessalian serfs, ascripti glebae,

Ar., Xen., etc. Like the' in Laconia, they were

orig. a conquered tribe, afterwards increased by
prisoners of war, and formed a link between the free-

men and the born slaves. II. generally, any
slave or bondsman, Eur. :

—

a poor man, Ar.,, ,() one who works for his daily

bread, a day-labourer, a poor man, distinguished from

(beggar), Hdt., Soph., etc. II. as Adj. ofa

poor man, Eur. ; Id. : c. gen.,

7. poor in money, Id. ; . Plat. :
—

Comp. Xen. ; Sup. Dem.-, ov, () tending the poor, Anth., a, ov, sad, mourning, Anth., , poet, form of, Aesch., Ep. for, 3 dual of., Ion. -, , fern, of, a mother-in-law,

Lat. socrus, Dem.', , a father-in-law, Lat. socer, Horn.,

etc. :—in pi. parents-in-law , Eur. II. generally,

a connexion by marriage, e. g. brother-in-law , Id.', Ep. 3 dual, inf. : f .- :

aor. 1 : pf. : () :

—

to bewail,

lament, mourn for, II. ; .
Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to be mourned for, Isocr. Hence,,, lamentation, mourning, Aesch., Eur., Ep. inf. of.

-, ov, of five days, for

alternate spaces offive days, Xen.--, , consisting of five halves, or two
and a half

:

—in Prosody, . the caesura after

two feet and a half, as in hexam. and iamb, verses.--, a, ov, () consisting of five half
feet, i. e. of 2-5- feet, Xen.-, , (*) lamenting, mourning , Eur.,, , , () a mourner, Aesch. :

—

fern., she who mourns for evils, Eur., a, ov,() of or in sign of mourn-
ing, Aesch.

€05, , ov, () of or for mourning, mourn-
ful

:

—Adv., to be in mourning
for a person, Xen., ov, mournful, mourning, sorrowful, Aesch.,

Eur. II. mournful, sorry, wretched,' Eur.', , , grief, sadness, sorrow, Horn., etc. r

for one, Od. :—esp. of the outward signs of grief,

mourningfor the dead, Horn., etc.; .) to

make a public mourning, Hdt. II. a misfortune,

Hdt., Pind. III. of persons, a misery, Soph.

(Related to, as to.)
ircvia, Ion. -£, ,() poverty, need, Od., etc., a, ov, collat. form of, Anth., , , like, poor, needy, Od., Theogn.', Dep., used in pres. and impf. : I.

intr. to work for one's daily bread ; generally, to toil,

work, labour, Horn. 2. to be poor or needy, Solon,

Eur., etc. 3. c. gen. to be poor in, have need of,

Aesch., Eur. II. trans, to work at, prepare, get

ready, Od. ; -; Ib., , five drachmae, Xen. From-, ov,() of the weight or value of

five drachmae, Hdt.,-, poet, and Ion. for, -ov.,, , () =, Arist. li-

as Adj. coming every fifth year, Pind.-, ov, () poet, for, five years

old, Horn.-, , or -, , five years old,.

Hdt. II. of Time, lasting five years, Thuc. :

—

neut. Adv., for five years, Od., , =, Plut.-, ov, () with five zones, Strab., , =

;

—so, , Pind.-, Ion.-, , the contest of the five

exercises, Lat. quinquertium, Pind. ;

or Hdt.—These exercises were,,,,, the last being exchanged

for the or ; they are summed in one pen-

tarn.,,,,,.-, Ion. -, , one who practises the

or conquers therein, Arist. : metaph. of 'a

jack of all trades,' Xen."-, ov, () five-pointed, Anth.

[], () Adv. five times, Pind., Aesch.,

etc. :—in late Poets, Anth.- [], at, a, five times ten thousand,

50,000, Hdt.- [], at, a, five thousand, Hdt.



020 --— .- or-, , the commander of 500
men, Plut., Ep. , , a, five hundred,

Od., Hdt. II. at Athens, ot the senate

of 500 ( ), chosen by lot (), 50 from

each tribe, Dem., etc.-.'., , possessing land which pro-

duced 500 medimni yearly, Thuc, Arist. :—acc. to

Solon's distribution of the Athen. citizens, the-4 formed the first class.,, ov,thefive-hundr-edth, one of'500,Ar·., , the fifth wave, supposed to be larger

than the four preceding, Luc.-, 4s, (jxepos) in five parts, Strab.-or--, ov, five handbreadths
wide, long, Xen.-, , gen. eos,five cubits long or broad, Hdt.-, a, ov, Ion.-, , ov, five-fold,

Hdt. ; . tivos five times as large as . . , Arist.-, ov, () with five berries, Anth.-, , a magistracy of Five, Arist.,, , later form of.-., ov,five spans long or broad, Xen.-, ov,() of five stades, Strab. :

—

also-, Luc.-, ov, offive lines or verses, Anth.-, ov, [) with five mouths or open-

ings, of rivers, Hdt.-, ov, consisting of five books : as Subst.,

. (sc.) the five books of Moses, Pentateuch.-, 4s, () offive-fold nature, five, Anth.', (ieVte) Adv. five-fold, in five divisions, II., (4) Adv. in five places, Hdt.', Aeol.,, ol, at,, indecl. five, Horn., etc.--, ol, at, , indecl. fifteen, Hdt., etc.,-,, (vavs) a squadron of 1 ships, Dem.-, ov, worth fifteen talents, Dem.--, , ov, the fifteenth, . T.-, 4s, or-', es, twenty-five
years old, Plat.---', , ov, poet, for4,
Anth.- [v~\, ov, (jrvpiy^) with five holes,

. a pillory , furnished with five holes, through which
the head, arms, and legs of criminals were passed, Ar.- [], ov,() worth or consisting

of five talents, Dem. ; . an action for the re-

covery offive talents, Ar.-, 77, ov, happening every five years, quin-
quennial, Strab. From-,, , () a term of five years, Lat.

quinquennium, every five years,
Hdt. II. a festival celebrated every five years,
Id., Thuc.-, es, () offive years, Ar.-, Dep. to conquer five times, Anth., ot, at,, indecl. fifty, Lat. quinquaginta,
II., etc.-, ov, worth fifty drachmae, Plat,-, es, or -', es, () fifty years
old, Plat. II. of or lasting fifty years ; fern.,

Thuc.

--, es, offifty-three years, Polyb.-, ov,() fifty-headed, Hes.-,, , , consisting of fifty
children, Aesch. II. having fifty children, Id.', f., to be , Dem.-, , the commander of fifty men,
Xen., Dem., , , Hdt.

,, , the commander of fifty men, an
officer in the Spartan army, Thuc, Xen.-,/, (yva) offifty acres of corn-land, II.-, ov, (opyvia) fifty fathoms deep,

high, long, Hdt.
(sc. ), , a ship of burden with

fifty oars, Pind., Eur., Thuc.-, es, contr. for -4, fifty
years old, Plat., ,,. , five hundred, Od.-, Pass, to be charged with the tax

on any articles, Dem.-, , (^) a collector of the tax, Dem., , ,() fiftieth, Plat. II.

as Subst.,, 1. (sub. ), at Athens
the duty of one-fiftieth, or two per cent., on all exports

and imports, Oratt. ; .-
he invented a new two per cent, duty, in lieu of

his cavalry service, i. e. paid this instead of it, Dem. 2.

(sub. 4), the fiftieth day (after the Passover),

Pentecost, . T.-, vos, ,{) a number of fifty,
esp. as a division of the Spartan army, Thuc. ;

(acc. pi.) Xen.- (sc. vavs), , a quinquereme, Hdt. :—so,, Polyb. :—..'-, ov, like, with five branches : Hes.
calls the hand4, the five-branch.-, ov, (opyvia) offive fathoms, Anth.-, ov, Att. form of, Xen.*, v.4., aor. 1 med. part, of.|, Dor. for 4, fut. of 4.', eos, , membrum virile, Ar., etc., Ep. for, pf. part. fern, of.

: aor. 14 :—Pass., f ., aor.

1 : (4) :
—to ripen, make ripe, Hdt.

;

absol., 4, ,
. e. if the grapes are ripening, Ar. :—Pass, to become
ripe, Hdt., etc. 2. metaph. to soften, assuage
anger, Ar., Xen. ; of a person, Eur.

and-, irreg. Comp. and Sup. of4.', pf . part. pass, of :—-, 3 sing, plqpf.', pf. pass, of., redupl. aor. 2 part, of.', pf. of : 3 pi.4.', ov, rarer collat. form of4, Anth., aor. 2 inf., only in Pind., to display, mani-
fest. (Origin uncertain.), pf. pass, of'.', pf . inf. of4 : but II.-
·0, of.



•,, pf. pass, of :—, .
plqpf.

7€€, ov, and a, ov, like, ripe, Lat. maturus,
Anth. 2. metaph. softened, Soph.'., for, pf. imper. intr. of., pf. pass, of 7rei#o>.

€€., pf. pass, of :—3 pi.., pf. pass. part, of ().', , pepper, the pepper-tree, Lat. piper :—gen.,,., pf. pass, of.-, intr. pf . of-.-, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of :—,-, 1 and 3 pi. opt. :—, pi. subj., Ep. redupl. aor. 1 subj. of., pf. pass, of. Hence, Adv. artificially , bypretence, Plat., Arist., pf. pass, of., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of :—,
inf., part. :—, 3 sing. med.', pf. pass. part, of.', , in late Poets with heterog. pi., any
woven cloth used for a covering, a sheet, carpet, cur-

tain, veil, II., Eur. II. a robe, worn by women
over the common dress, and falling in folds about the

person, answering to the man's or?, Horn.,

etc. 2. esp. of the of Athena, embroidered
with mythol. subjects, which was carried like the sail

of a galley in public procession at the Panathenaea,
Eur., Plat. 3. a man's robe, Trag. ; esp. of the

long Persian dresses, Aesch.', pf. pass, of.', aros, , (as if from) a robe, Trag.', old Ep. pf. pass, of, With, pres. sense, to

have breath or sold, and metaph. to be wise, discreet,

prudent, II. ; inf. Horn. ; 2

sing, plqpf. with impf. sense, Od. ; part,-, as Adj., sage, wise, sagacious, Horn., Hes.-, pf. intr. of. Hence, , trust, confidence, boldness, . T., Ep. for, pi. pf. subj. of., pf. pass, of :—, Ep. 3
sing, plqpf., pf. of : Ep. 3 pi.7.', pf. of., pf. pass. inf. of.', Ep. for, 2 pi. pf. of.

and, pf. of :—,
pf. pass,, pf. of.,, 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of* :

—

', part.', pf. pass, of., Ep. pf. part, of., Ep. for-, pf. part, both of and
of., v.., pf . of., 3 sing. Ep. redupl. aor. 2 opt. of.', pf. pass. part, of., pf .:—', Ep. 3 sing, plqpf.', ov, gen. ovos : Comp. and Sup.,
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-raTos :—of fruit, cooked by the sun, ripe, mellow,
Lat. mitis, Hdt., Ar., etc. II. metaph. in voc,
mostly as a term of endearment, kind, gentle, do

my good friend, II. ; my pet ram, Od. ;

—

in bad sense, soft, weak, II. ; & ye weaklings,

lb. :

—

softened pain, Soph., etc. : c. dat.,

. gentle to one's foes, Aesch.', enclit. Particle, adding force to the word to which

it is added : when this is a Noun, the part. &v or

is added, all shortlived as I am,
II. ;- however brave he be, Lat. quamvis
fortis, lb. ; } though she be my wife,

lb. j the part. &v is often omitted,

however shrewd, lb. ; , Horn.

;

also subjoined to other participles, however
eager, II. ; grieved though he be,

etc. 2. sometimes it simply adds force,

more pitiable by far, lb. ,· for a very

little,- lb. :—also to strengthen a negation,

no, not even, not at all,
3

lb. 3. to call attention to one or

more things of a number, however, at any rate,* honour however (whatever
else) he owed me, lb. ; -
this vow at all events, lb. II. added to various

Conjunctions and Relative words, with which it may
form one word : 1. after hypothetical Conjs., v.. 2. after temporal Conjs., just when,
II. ; Soph. 3. after Causal Conjs., v. eVet-

7rep, ,. 4. after Relatives, v.,,. 5. after, ..', Adv. beyond, across or over, further, Lat. ultra,

Plat. 2. c. gen., Eur. II.

of Time, beyond, longer, Xen. 2. c. gen., .
Id. III. beyond measure,

excessively, extravagantly , -, Soph.,

etc. 2. c. gen. more than, beyond, exceeding, ., Aesch. ; . Soph. ;

. more than marvels, Eur. :— sometimes the

gen. is omitted, things incredible, and
more than that, Ar. 3. also as Comp., foil, by ,
Soph. IV. above, higher than, Id.

', , . sub fin., Ep. for, inf. of :
—, 3

sing. Ion. impf.', Ion. -, Adv. { from beyond, from
the far side, Hdt., Eur.), , v.., poet, : f . : aor. 1 :

—
Med., f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1

: 3 sing, pf ., poet, :() :
—to bring to an end, finish, accomplish, exe-

cute, Trag., etc. :—Pass, to be brought to an end, be

finished, Od. : to be fulfilled, ac-

complished, Eur., etc. 2. in speaking, to end a

discourse, finish speaking, Aesch., etc. 3. to repeat

from beginning to end, Ar. :

—

to relate, Eur. 4.

absol. to effect one's purpose, esp. with a neg., .
to come to no issue, do no good, make no progress, Eur.,

Thuc. II. intr. to make way, reach or penetrate,

Aesch., Plat. III. intr. to come to an end, end, Plut., , ov,() on the other side

:

—as Subst.,
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(sc. yrj,) the opposite country, the country

on the other side of a strait, Strab. ; .
the part of Boeotia over against [Chalcis], Hdt.

;

. the coast [of Mysia] opposite Tene-
dos, Strab. Hence, f., to carry to the opposite side, carry

over or across, , Lat. trajecit exer-

citum, Thuc. :—Pass., with fut. med., to pass over,

cross, pass, Od., Ar.,Thuc. ;—also c. acc. loci,

Hdt. ; Trehayos Thuc.» a, ov, Comp. Adj.,() beyond, -
roads leading further, Pind. II. Adv., further, Eur. ; \ en 7r. Thuc. 2. c.

gen., nr. Aesch. ; . Xen.; and
absol., 7. (sc. ) beyond what is

fit, too far, Soph.» ,() a carrying over, Strab.

Trepdv, Ion. and Ep., Adv. on the other side,

across, beyond, Lat. trans, c. gen., II. ;

Hdt. ; Aesch. 2.

absol. on the other side, Hdt., Xen. 3. with Verbs
of motion, foil, by els, over or across to, is

Hdt. ;
-

Xen. : also without , having
crossed over to the main land, Hdt. 4. with the

Art., Xen. ;

things done on the opposite side, Id. :

—

yrj the countryjust over the border, the border-country,

Thuc. II. over against, opposite, c. gen.,, II. III.=7repa, beyond, c. gen., . y
Eur., , ,() conclusive, logical, Ar., Aeol. for.7,, , () an end, limit, boundary ,

yr\s Thuc. II. an end, finish, .
Eur. ; Dem. 2.

an end, completion, Luc. III. as Adv., like,
at length, at last, Aeschin., etc.

[], ov, () passable, Plut., , () a crossing, passage
from life to death, Soph.', Ep. for, aor. of .',, , ov, () on the opposite side

:

—as Subst.,

(sc.) an opposite land or quarter, esp.

of the west, as opp. to the east, Od., Ion.-, , , =, Pind., Hdt.
(a), Ep. inf. : Ion. 3 sing. impf. :

f. [], Ion. : aor. 1, Ion. -
: pf.: () :

—

to drive right through,
. 2. commonly, to pass

across or through a space, to pass over, pass, cross,

traverse, , Od. ;

passed through the gates, II. ; pya
hard to pass, lb. ; . to pass the guards,
Hdt.:—metaph., . to pass through, i.e. over-

come, a danger, Aesch. ; ., prob. togo through the

words of the oath, Lat.jusjurandum peragere, Id. 3.

rarely of Time, to pass through, complete,
Soph. ; Eur. II. intr. to

penetrate or pierce right through, of a weapon, II. ; of

rain, Od. : to extend to a place, Xen. 2. to pass
across, to pass, ', Od. ; \ II. ;

—'.
through the Symplegades, Eur. 3.

to pass to or from a place, els' Theogn. ;

Soph. :—c. acc. loci, . Eur. 4.

rarely of Time, y- , Xen. ;. . to live

happy, Orac. ap. Xen. 5. to pass all bounds, to

go too far, Soph. ; so, . 6( to pass all bounds in

anger (or to cease from anger), Id. 6. \vith instru-

ment of motion in acc, ., Eur.€ (), f. [], Att. : aor. 1,., : pf. pass, : () :—to carry beyond seasfor the purpose of selling, to

export for sale ; then like, to sell men as
slaves, Horn. ; . to sell one to Lemnos,
II. ; or with a Prep., . is lb.; .

Od., , Pergamus, the citadel of Troy, II. j to

Yipyaov Hdt. ; Tlpyaa Soph., Eur., etc.:

—then, any citadel, Aesch., Eur. 2. also -, , Pind.,, , a deme of the :.
at Pergase, Ar.7€-5> ov,() keeping partridges, Strab.',, 6 and , a partridge, Lat. perdix, Soph.', Dep. with aor. 2 act., pf.;
plqpf .

:

—

to break wind, Lat. pedere, Ar.

7€0€,, Ion. for,., -], , Ion. for.', f.: aor. 1: aor. 2, inf., . :—Pass., with f. med. :

syncop. aor. 2 inf., like from :
—

to waste, ravage, sack, destroy, a town, Horn. 2.

of persons, to destroy, slay, Pind., Soph. :— metaph.
of love, Eur. 3. of things, to destroy, Aesch.,

Soph. II. to get by plunder, II., Eur., Prep, with gen., dat., and acc. : Radical sense,

round about, all round, whereas properly means
on both sides.

A. with Genitive : I. of Place, round about,

around, Lat. circum, Od. 2. about, near, -
Mosch. II. Causal, to denote the

object about or for which one does something : 1.

with Verbs of fighting or contending,

II. ;
lb. ; so,, Hdt. 2. about, for, on

account of, II. ;

Hdt. 3. with Verbs of hearing, knowing,

speaking, about, concerning, Lat. circa, de,

Od., etc. 4. rather of the motive,

than the object, to fight for very

enmity, II. ; for these reasons, lb. 5.

about, as to, in reference to, -
Hdt. ; so, his circumstances,

Thuc. :—also without the Art., as to num-
ber, Hdt. III. like Lat. prae, before, above,

beyond, II.;

lb. ; Horn. : in this sense,

divided from its gen., in un-

derstanding to be beyond them, II. IV. to denote

value, it is worth much to us,

Hdt. ; to reckon a thing for,

i. e. worth, much, Lat. magni facere, Id. ; 7rept-
·€< Thuc.
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. with Dative : I. of Place, round about,

around, of close-fitting- dresses, armour, etc.,

Kepi II. ; -
lb. ;

'
· · will grow weary by

grasping the spear, lb. ; Sovpl spitted

upon it, transfixed by it, lb. ;

Soph. 2. of a warrior, standing over or going
round a dead comrade so as to defend him (v.-,) ; Mas II. II.

Causal, much like c. gen., of an object for or

about which one struggles, Od.

;

irepl Plat. 2. so also with

Verbs denoting fear, -
II. ; Thuc. 3. generally,

of the cause or occasion, for, on account of, by reason

of, Lat. prae, )] Hdt.;? Thuc. :—in Poets also, irepl

for fear, Pind. ; irepl, irepl Aesch.
C. with Accusative: I. of Place, properly

referring to the object round about which motion takes

place, 7repl came flocking round the pit,

Od. ; II. :—hence, near,

irepl II. ; irepl lb. ; irepl

somewhere near it, Plat. ; irepl

the sea-fight off Lesbos, Xen. 2. of persons
who are about one, ol irepi a person's suite, atten-

dants, associates, ol irepl Tbv Thuc.

;

oi irepl his school, Plat. ; ol

Archias and his colleagues, Xen. :—later,

ol irepi periphr. for the person himself, Plut. 3.

of the object about which one is occupied or concerned,
irepl Horn. ; or irepi

Thuc, etc.; 6 irepl Tov'iirirov the groom, Xen. 4.

denoting motion about or in a place, irepl -
wandering about the island, Od. ; irepl

Hdt. 5. about, in the case of, irepl

yey Hdt.; irepl Plat.

:

—also without a Verb, about, in respect of, in regard
to, irov7]pbs irepl Plat. ; irepl

Aeschin. ; irepl , naval affairs, Thuc. ;

irepl Xen., etc. II. of Time, irepl, about the time of lamp-lighting, Hdt.

;

irepl about midnight, Xen. ; irepl

Id. 2. of numbers loosely given, irepl -
about seventy, Thuc.

D. Position : irepi may follow its Subst., when it

suffers anastrophe, H\v irepi, irepi.

E. absol., as Adv., around, about, also near, by,

Horn. II. before or above others, in which case it

commonly suffers anastrophe,, irepi

II.; irepi Od. 2. irepl very
much in heart, right heartily

, irepl II.; irepl

lb. ; so, irepl lb. 3. strengthd.
irepl, where also irepi recovers its accent, lb.

F. in Compos, all its chief senses recur : I. all

round, as in,,. II.
of return to the same point, about, as in, irepi-,. III. above, before, as in', : also beyond measure,, very, ex-

ceedingly, as in,, like Lat. per- in

permtdtus, pergratus. IV. rarely =, as in.

. 623
Or. PROSODY :—though t in is short, does

not suffer elision. The exceptions to this rule are few.-', f.^, to announce by messages
sent round, Thuc. 2. absol. to send or carry a
message round, Hdt. II. c. dat. pers. et inf. to

send round orders for people to do something,-
reus Thuc,

etc. ; with the inf. omitted, vavs,, Lat.

imperabant naves, Id., to go round and collect money :*-in Med.
to do so for oneself, Plat., is,() broken inpieces, Anth. II.

—, quite round, Id.-, f . , to purify all round, Luc.-, .-, to bend, and break all round : Pass.,

<& the voice is broken all round, i. e.

spreads all round, II.-, f. , to lead or draw round, Hdt. 2. to

lead about with one, have always by one, Xen. ; so in

Med., Id. 3. to turn round, turn about, -
Ar., etc. :

—

. to twist it round
in order to tighten a noose, Hdt. 4. to put off,

Luc. 5. to bring round to a point, Arist.,

etc. II. c. acc. loci, to go round,
Hdt. ; . . . Hence, , a windlass, capstan, Luc. ; and, , a going round, a revolution, Plat.-, f .-, to go about singing, Luc., , 6v, that may be taken off, Thuc.-', f . : pf .- : aor. 2-, inf.~? :

—

to take off something that surrounds, take

off an outer coat, take away, strip off, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; . Tbv taking off the earthen jar into

which the gold had been run, Hdt. :—Med. to take off

from oneself, . to take off one's helmet,

Hdt. ; taking [the cover] off the

letter, i. e. opening it, Id. :—but Med. often just like

Act. to strip off, take away, Xen., Plat. :—Pass, to be

taken off, when the rest has been
taken away, Thuc. II. Pass, also c. acc. rei, to be

stript of a thing,

Dem.; Id.', verb. Adj. of, one must bring
round, Plat.-, to be greatly pained at, Thuc.-, , () much pained, very sorrowful,

Plat.-, f. , to smear all over, anoint, Ar., ov, before all others; in Adv.,
before all, h. Horn., Pind. : exceedingly, Soph,-, 6v, with purple all round, .
double-dyed in villany, Ar.,, ,() anything worn about

one, an amulet, Anth.-, f.- : aor. 2- :—also, impf.- :

—

to put round about,

. to put a thing round or over one, Ar. :—Med.
to put round oneself, put on, Plat. II. to cover

all round, Id.- [], to defend or guard all round, Plut.-, ov, hung round one: as Subst.,,
, =, Plat. : an appendage, Arist.



024 7€(7—-, f. , to tie, fasten, hang about or upon,
apply to, yviois (Aeol. form) Pind. :

—Med. to put round oneself, put on to wear, Plat. 2.

metaph., ., to attach to one, Ar.

;

[] . Dem. II.

to light a fire all round or in the midst, . T.

irepi-, f. , to fit on all round, Plut.

Trepi-, f. -, to hang round or on :—Pass, to

be hung round, c. dat., Plut.-, f. , to flash around, c. acc, N.T.-', f., to be busy about a thing, Luc.-', ov, () put round the neck, Hdt.-, Ep. for-, 3 sing-, impf. of.-, f .- : aor. 2-, Ep.- :—to go round, of one defending- a fallen comrade,
either to walk round and round him, or, like-, to bestride him, absol., II. ; c. gen.,

lb. ; also, c. dat., -
lb. ; so, astride of the keel,

Od. ; c. ace, .' to bestride a horse, Plut. II.

of sound, to come round one's ears, Soph.-, f.- : aor. 2-

:

— to throw
round, irepl having thrown his arms
round him, Od. ; . Eur. ; irepl '

Id.; . Aesch.; . vavv

to wreck it on a reef, Thuc. :—Med. to throw round
oneself, put on, c. acc. rei, put-
ting on their arms, Od. ; .,, to

throw round oneselffor defence, Hdt. ; c. dupl. acc,
to build a wall round it,

Id. :—in pf . pass, to have a thing put round one, Plat.

;

5 having Wis wall around him,
Id. 2. metaph. to put round a person, i.e. invest

him with it, . ', Id., Eur.

;

Eur. ; . , i. e. to make
him faint-hearted, Id. II. reversely, c. dat. rei,

to surround, encompass, enclose with,

Hdt. ; . Eur. ; . ,
to embrace, Id. : — metaph., . .-, to involve one in calamities, evils, etc.,

Id. :—so in Med. to surround or enclose for oneself,

Xen. 2. . to put him round the

sword, i. e. stab him, Aesch. III. c. acc. only,

to encompass, surround, Eur.

;

. to embrace him, Xen. ; but also to clothe,

. T. :—Pass., the space enclosed,

enclosure, Hdt. :—Med., [] surrounding them, Id. 2. to fetch a com-
pass round, double, c. acc,
II. ; of ships, . " Hdt., etc. 3. tofrequent,
be fond of a place, Xen. IV. Med. to bring into
one's power, aim at, Lat. affectare, as we say ' to

compass ' a thing, . Hdt. ;

. Xen. :—pf. pass, to have come into possession

of a thing, Hdt. 2. to cloke or veil in words,
Plat. V. to throw beyond, and so, generally, to

excel, surpass, Od.; or, simply, .
to be superior in virtue, II.

Trepi-, v, gen. , exceeding heavy, Aesch., aor. 2 part, of., pf. pass, of.-, Ep. for-, aor. 2 of.

€ / ., aor. 2 inf. of., to survive, Plut.

-7€-€§, ov, looked atfrom all sides, admired of
all observers, Eur., Xen.-, f. , intr. to look round about, gaze
around, Xen., etc II. trans, to look round at,

Id. : so in Med., N.T. 2. to seek after, look

about for, or Luc. 3. to gaze on, admire,
respect, Soph. ; . to be jealous of, suspect force,

or to covet it, Eur. :—Pass., , Lat.

digito monstra,ri, Id.,, , a looking about : close examina-
tion, Plut.-, ov, poet,-, noised abroad, much
talked of,famous, Thuc, Dem. 2. in bad sense, no-
torious, scandalous, Dem. :—Adv. -, notoriously,

Aeschin., Dem. II. with or amid shouts, epith.

of Ares, Soph., ,() that which is thrown
round, a covering, corpse-clothes,

Eur. ; 7. youthful incasements of flesh,

i. e. youth, manhood, Id. : a chariot-cover, Plut., ,{) anything which is thrown
round, a covering, Plat. ; embraces,

Eur. ; so alone, Xen. ; , i. e.

the grave, Eur. ; .[] a scabbard, Id. : absol. of

walls round a town, . Id. II. a

space enclosed, compass, a

house of large compass, Hdt. 2. a circumference,

circuit, Thuc. ; . to make a circuit,

Xen. III. metaph., 1. a compassing, en-

deavouring after, , Lat. affectatio imperii,

Id. 2. . the whole compass of the

matter, long and short of it, Isocr., ov,() going round, compassing,
encircling, Eur. II. as Subst.,, , —, the spires or coils of a
serpent, Id. ; in pi. walls round a town, Hdt., Eur.

;

so in sing., Thuc 2. an enclosure, circuit, com-
pass, . Eur. ; of a temple, the precincts, Plut.-, to let feed around :—Pass., of cattle, to

feed on all round, c acc, Luc.-, , ov, () round or on the

arm, Plut. :

—

, , an armlet or piece

of armour for the arm, Xen.- [], a, ov, engulfed by the surge all

round, . waves swallowed up by one another,

\. e. wave upon wave, Soph.-, f.- [], to stop up round about, to

stuff in all round, Luc., ov, poet, for, Anth.-, Ion. and later- [t] : f. --
: aor. 2- : pf .- :

—

to be su-

perior to others, to prevail over, overcome, excel, c.

gen., II., etc. ; rarely c.

acc, 7." Hdt. :—absol. to be superior, pre-

vail, Id., Thuc, etc. 2. of things,

if they gain any advantage in the

war, Thuc. ; . you have a superiority

in number of ships, Id. II. to live over, get

over, to survive, escape, Lat. salvus evadere, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. ; 01 the survivors, Hdt. ; also
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c. gen. rei,4 he survived
this disaster, Id. 2. of things, to remain over and
above, Ar., Xen. 3. of things also, to be a result

or conseqtience, 4 4
Thuc. ;- the upshot of the

matter is so and so, Dem.-,-, 4s, (yXayos) full of milk, II., Dep. (") to turn round the eye-

balls, glare around, of a lion, Theocr.-, ov,() ready of tongue, Pind.-, f. >, to double a headland,.,,, a line drawn round a ring, Luc.', verb. Adj. of, one must trace

out, Plat.-, 6v, marked round, from
a circumscribed space, Thuc. ; and, , a line drawn round, an outline, sketch,

Plat., Arist. 2. a circumference, circuit, Arist. 3.

that which is marked by an outline, a contour, 7r.

Aesch. II. dress, Luc.- [], f. >, to draw a line round, mark
round, Lat. circumscribo, Hdt. ; . to draw a
circle round, Id. :—absol. to draw a circle, Ar. 2.

to define, determine, Xen. :—Pass.,4,
limits had been drawn, Id. II. to draw in outline,

sketch out, Lat. delineare, Arist. III. to enclose

as it were within brackets, to cancel, Anth. ; . ,
to excludefrom civic privileges, Aeschin., pf. of.-, 4s, (Seos) very timid orfearful, Hdt. ; tivos

of or for a person or thing, Thuc; . )] . , , Id. :

—

Adv. -, in great fear, Id.-, f.- : aor. 4, Ep. 3 pi., part. : pf. 4, Ep.
:

—

to be in great fear about, c. gen.,

II. ; c. dat. to be in great fear for,

lb. ; lb.-,, =4, with two right hands, i.e.

using both hands alike, II. 2. very dexterous, Ar.-, , (4) passed round the neck : as

Subst.,4, , a necklace, Arist., Plut.-, f. -, to bind, tie round or on,

Hdt. :—Med. to bind round oneself, put on, Id., Ar.-, Med. of (which does not

occur), to stake or wager, c. gen. rei (i. e. pretii),4- let us make a wager

of a tripod, i. e. let us wager a tripod (to be paid

by the loser), II. ; / will

wager for myself, i. e. pledge myself, Od. ; .
to lay a wager whether, Ar. ; so,

/ stake my head, Id. ; c. dat. pers. added,

have a wager with me
for a little thyme-salt, Id. ; 4 Id.-, f., to whirl or wheel round, Aeschin.

:

—Pass, to run circling round, (>

dual aor. 1 pass.) II. :—so in Med., Anth. ; to spin

round like a top, Xen. Hence-, 4s, whirled round, Anth. ; and, ecoy, , a whirling round, Plat.-, old form for, to be in great fear

for, c. dat., only in 3 sing, impf., irepl yap

II., etc.

—. 625-, to pursue on all sides, Strab., aor. 2 imp. med. of., aor. 2 inf. of4.-, Att.-, Dep. to grasp a thing

with the hand, c. gen. rei, Plut., ,() a running round, Plut. ;

7. to wheel about, Xen. 2. a revolution,

orbit, Eur., ov, () running round, of a
chariot-rail, of the nave of a wheel, II. ; of the rim of

a shield, Eur. 2. going about, roaming, Theogn.,
Ar. II. pass, that can be run round, and so

standing apart, detached, Horn., ,() as Subst. that which sur-

rounds, as the rim of a shield, Eur. ; the string that

runs round the top of a net (cf.), Xen.; a
gallery running round a building, Id.-, f. , to tear all round, to peel the bark

off a. tree, Anth. :—Pass., (Ep. aor.

1 pass.) he had the skin all torn from off his arms, II.-, f. , to pull offfrom round, strip off,-
II., Ep. for-4, aor. 1 of., dual aor. 2 med. subj. of., aor. 2 of.-, Ion. for-., aor. 2 of4.-, -', or -, to fold or wrap round,
/s Xen. 2. to wrap up,

swathe :—Med. to swathe oneself, (aor. 1

part.), Ar.- (' sum), inf.- : part,-

:

—to be

around a place, c. dat., Thuc. ; circum-

stances, Dem. II. to be better than, superior to

another, surpass, excel, c. gen., II., Hdt.;
elSos 4 Od. ; 0?

'
( —) . ; c. dat. rei,. . Plat. : absol. to be superior,

Hdt., etc.; a.t an advantage, Thuc. III.

to overlive, outlive, Hdt. : absol. to survive, re-

main alive, Id., Dem., etc. :—of things, to be extant,

to be in existence, Hdt. 2. to be over and above,

to remain in hand, of property, money, etc., Thuc.

;

imagining that any one

has a balance in his hands, Dem. 3. to be a result

or consequence, what you
have got by all this is . . , Id. ; -

you have so much hatred

against me left, Philipp. ap. Dem.; c. inf.,

it remains for you to quarrel with

them, Dem.( ibo),'mi.- : part,-

:

—to go

round fetch a compass, Hdt. ; ., to get

round and take him in rear, Thuc. :

—

to go about with

idle questions or stories, Dem. 2. c. acc. loci, to go

round, compass, . Hdt. ; .
to go round the guards, visit them, Id. :—of sounds,

Ar. II. to come round

to one, in succession or by inheritance, ),-
Hdt. 2. of revolving periods,

as time came round, Id. ;4 Thuc.



020 Trepieipyco—, Att. for.-, to insert or fix round, Hdt.•', aor. 2 of : v.., , ,() grasping, Luc.', ea>s, , a place for driving round, a road-

way, Hdt. From-, f. -, drive round, ras .
to push the cups round, Xen. 2. to drive about,

harass, Ar. :—Pass., Hdt. 3. to draw or build

round, ' II. :—Pass., '] Od. II. seemingly intr. (sub. ,
'), to drive or ride round, Hdt., Att.-, Att. -, Ion.- : f . £ :

—

to

roll or wind round, ri Hdt. :—Med., .-
to wind caestus straps round one's arms, Plat. :

—

Pass, to be wound round, ^\.-, aor. , to drag round, drag
about, Xen. 2. to draw round another way,
., Lat. hue illuc ducere, Plat. :—Pass., Id.-', Ep. aor. , to put round, \'' II.; lb.: Med.,

to put on one's cloak, Hes.-' : impf.- : f.- : aor. 2 -, inf.- :—Med., f.-:—Pass., aor. inf.-:—to treat with great care : 1. in good sense, .
to treat him well, Hdt. ; . Id.

;

.. Xen. : alone also, to treat with
respect or honour, to caress, Lat. colo,foveo, Id. 2.

in bad sense,, . to treat,

handle roughly, Hdt. ; . wj Id. :—Pass.,

tivos Id.-, f. -'/ : pf.-'/ : Dep. :—to take more pains than enough about a thing, to

waste one's labour on it, with a part., -
Plat. ;'/

Dem. :—c. dat. modi, '/ that

they had overdone it with their ' sack ' (i. e. need not

have used the word), Hdt. :—pf. in pass, sense,

nor is there any superfluity , Luc. II.

to be a busybody, meddle with otherfolk's affairs, Dem., , over-exactness in doing anything,

Luc. II. intermeddling, officiousness, Theophr.,
Luc. From-, ov,(*) careful overmuch, Lys., etc. 2.

busy about other folk's affairs, meddling, a busybody,
Xen. II. pass, done with especial care, elaborate,

Aeschin., etc. 2. superfluous, Plat., etc. 3.

curious, superstitious, Plut.-', Att.- :

—

to inclose all round, encom-
pass, Hdt., Thuc. :—Pass.,

in enclosed parks, Xen.-' : Dep. :

—

to go round, go about, Hdt.,
Att. :

—

to go about, like a beggar, Xen. ; like a can-
vasser, Lat. ambire, Dem. :—c. part, to go about doing
a thing, Plat. :—c. acc. cogn., . Ar. :—c.

acc. loci, 7t. to go round the altar, Id. ;

Dem. 2. c. acc. pers. to come round, en-

compass, of sounds, the sound
of feet came round him, Od. ; of the effect of wine,

lb. 3. like Lat.

circumvenire, to take in, to overreach, cheat, Hdt.,
Ar. II. to go round and return to a point, come

7€€£.
round, Hdt. ;

the disease ended in . . , Id. ; c. acc,
vengeance came at last

upon him, Id.. 2. of Time, to come round, Xen.-, aor. 2 pass, (in act. sense) of.-, f .— : aor. 2 -· :

—

to eat all

round, eat away, nibble at, Luc.', aor. of., for-, pf. part, of.-',, the surrounding extremities, Hdt.-, ov, (') thoroughly well cooked, Luc.-', also- : f. - and- : aor. 2- : aor. 2 med.— :

—

to encompass, em-
brace, surround, Plat. 2. to surround so as to

guard, Plut. 3. in Pass, to be shut in or be-

leaguered, Hdt., Xen. 4. to embrace,
comprise, comprehend, Plat., etc. II. to over-

come, gain the victory, Thuc. : of an army, to outflank
the enemy, Id. III. Med. to hold one's arms
round another, take charge of, c. gen. pers.,

(Ion. aor. 2 med. imperat.) II.; c. acc. to

protect, Od. 2. to cling to, be fond of a. person or

thing, c. gen., Hdt. 3. c. inf.,

he was urgent with them that they should not leave

him, Id.-, Adv. very violently, h. Horn.-', to boil round, Luc. ; poet, -, Anth.-, , a spare strap, Xen.-, , a girdle round the loins, apron, Plut.-, Med. with pf. pass,-, to gird
round oneself, gird oneself with, Plut.; -

put him on as a defence,

Ar. ; to have their halter

girded round them, Arist.-, , an apron. II. a ribbon twined
round a garland, Theocr.-', f., Dep. to lead round, .

to shew one the way round the mountain,
Hdt. 2. to explain, describe, Luc.-, ,—^ II : of the arms, tied behind
one, Anth., , , (^) like], an
outline, contour, Hdt. II. a leading round
and explaining what is worth notice, a full descrip-

tion, such as is given by guides and cicerones, Luc. :

—

geographical description, Strab., , , (-) one who guides
strangers about and shews what is worth notice, a
cicerone, showman, Luc. :

—

a describer of geographi-

cal details, Id., Att. plqpf. of.-, f. , to have come round to one,

that which has fallen to thy lot, Hdt.

;

we say that

the greatest luck befel this man, Id. 2. of Time,
to have come round, Plut., aor. 2 of.-, , a coming round, encompassing,
Plut. 2. a revolution, Hdt.-, f. ], to be much aggrieved, to chafe

greatly at, c. dat., Hdt. ; c. gen. pers. to be aggrieved
at or with him, Id. (Deriv. of- uncertain.)



7€/€—, Ion. for --yKa, aor. of, Hdt.-, f ., to ring all round, II. :—so in Med.,
vijcros Luc.,, , aresounding, echoing, Plut.-, es, () much alarmed, Plut.•, aor. 2 inf. of :—, part.--, ea>s, , a putting on, . T.-, ov, or, , , put round,

false hair, Polyb.-, f.- :

—

to run round, Horn., Hdt. ;

c. acc. loci, Hdt., Xen. II. to run about, Lat.

discurro, Ar., Plat. III. to rotate, revolve,, i. e. as he was always sway-
ing- his shield round and round, Hdt.-, f., to go round and observe, Luc.---, Pass, to resound with -wailing, Plut.-, f., to edge or fence all round, Plut.--, ov, very wrathful, Aesch. Adv. -,
Id. j to be very angry, Hdt.
irepi-, to -wound all round,\ (3
sing. aor. 1 pass.) Theocr.- [], to ring around, re-echo, Od. ; Ep. impf.

[t], for, Hes., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. inf. of pf..-, Dep. to sit round about, Hdt. ; c. acc, Id.-, f. , to ride round, Polyb.

Trcpi--, A. in the trans, tenses, f.-,
aor. 1-, to place round, . Hdt. ; -

Xen. :—metaph., .
Dem. 2. to bring round, .
to bring it round to himself, Arist. :—esp. to bring
into a worse state, Aeschin. II. in aor. 1 med.
to place round oneself, Xen.

B. Pass, and Med., with aor. 2 act. -, pf.-, plqpf.-, to stand round about, II. ;

a wave rose around (Ep. aor. 1 pass.),

Od. 2. c. acc. to stand round, encircle, surround,
Horn. ; -' ' (Ep. 3 1·
aor. 2 subj.), that their numbers surround me not, II. ;

metaph., Thuc. II. to

come round to one,

Thuc. :—c. dat. to come upon
one, Id. ; -

Dem. 2. of events, to come
round, turn out, esp. for the worse,

fortune was so completely reversed, Thuc.

;

it turned out quite contrary

for him, Id. ; c. inf.,

it came round to those who
required help to give help to others, Dem. III.

in late writers, to go round so as to avoid, Luc, . T., =.-, verb. Adj. of ( ibo), one must
make a circuit, Plat,, part, of ( ibo)., Dor. for-.-, , () on fire all round : Adv.,-

to be hot with love for . . , Plut.-, f. , to fasten or hang on all round,- Plut.-,, , an off-scouring, refuse, . T.
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Trepi-, Dep. to sit down round, Luc. : e. acc.

to sit down round a town, Dem.
irepi-, Ion.-, inf. : Ion. 3 pi.

impf. (properly pf. of) :
—

to be seated or to sit all round, Hdt. : of an army,
to beleaguer, invest a town, Id. ; of ships, to blockade,

Id : c acc. pers. to sit down by one, Id.

irepi-, Att.-, f .-, to burn round about

:

—Pass, to be all scorched, Hdt.-, () to be in extreme ill-luck, Polyb.,, , extreme ill-luck, Polyb.

irept-, ,() very beautiful, Horn.
TrepiKaAimTea, verb. Adj. one must muffle or wrap
oneself up, Ar. From-&, f. , to cover all round, II. II.

to put round as a covering, '
put sleep as a cloak round him, lb. ; . -y-

to throw a veil of darkness over . . , Eur.-, f . , to bend round : to drive round
(sub. or , Plat.-, to fall in and go to ruin, Lys.irepi-, f.-, to tear off round about,

strip off

:

—Med.,
she tore off and rent her outer garment, Xen., Ion. for-., Att. for.-, inf.- : f.- :—used as Pass,

of, to lie round about, c. dat.,

tv she found her son
lying with his arms round Patroclus, II. ;-

there was a case round the bow, Od.

:

—absol. to lie or be round, Hes. ;

plates of gold laid on (an ivory statue),

Thuc. 2. metaph., there is no
advantage for me, it is nothing to me, II. II. c.

acc. rei, to have round one, to wear, mostly in part.,\~\ ? Hdt. ; .
invested with power, Plut. ; . with a

chain round one, N.T.
irepi-, f. -, to shear or clip all round, Hdt. j

Med., to have one's hair dipt, Id.-, , a covering for the head, a helmet,

cap, Polyb. ; also, , Id.-, Dep. only in pres., to be very anxious
about a person, c. gen., Od., Pind. :

—

.
to take care of a living for him, Od.-, ov, () exceeding dry, of timber, Od.
irepi- [f], ov, surrounded with pillars, Eur., , ruggedness of ground, Polyb.-, f.-, to break one thing round or on
another, Plut. ; . to divert it, Id.,-, ,,famed all round,farfamed, Theocr·.-, Ion.-, old Att.-, f. -, to shut

in all round, surround on all sides, Hdt., Thuc. ; so

in Med., to get them surrounded,

Thuc. j and in Pass., Id.

ire pi-, , () sloping on all sides, Plut.

irepi-, f.-, to decline, of the sun, Strab.-, Pass, to be washed all round by the

sea, of an island, Thuc. ; of a strait, Plut., , ov, and , ov, washed all round by

the sea, of islands, h. Horn., Aesch., etc.

S s 2



02 8 7€ ~-, , , heard of all round, famous,
renowned, glorious, Lat. inclytus, Horn,-, , () a coveringfor the leg, Plut.-, f. , to scratch all round, keep nibbling ;

so in aor. 1 med., of bees, Anth.- or -, aor. 1- or -, to

cry cuckoo all round, Ar.-, f. , to carry round, Thuc. :—Pass, to

go round, Id.,, ,() that which is cut off

all round, trimmings, mincemeat, Ar., ov, very elegant, exquisite, Ar., ], a cutting all round, mutilation, Thuc. ;

trepanning, Plut. II. the outline or general

form of a person or thing, Polyb. III. a section

or short passage in an author : a portion of scripture,

as the Epistles and Gospels. From-, f. , to cut all round, clip, mutilate,

Dem. : Pass., had their faces

mutilated, Thuc. 2. . to lay waste an
enemy's country, from the practice of cutting down
the fruit-trees, Dem. ; hence, to plunder a person,

Id. :—simply, to take away, intercept, Plut.

irepi- [a], ov, round the skull,7 it. a skull-

cap, Plut.-, es, () having full command over

a thing, c. gen., . T., to hang round, Anth. :—Pass.

to hang round, to cling to, c. dat., Id.-, ov, steep all round, Plut.-, f. , to strike off all round : Pass.,

having stones and
shells knocked off, stript of them, Plat,-, f . : aor. 2- :

—

to conceal

entirely, Luc, . T.-,, , Ep. dat., ()
dwellers around, neighbours, Horn. ; cf. -.- [], , , = foreg., Od.-, f. , to encircle, encompass : mostly
in Med. to surround an enemy, Hdt., Xen. II.

intr. to go round, Luc. Hence-, , an encircling, encompassing, Thuc.-', later— [f] : aor. 1— :

—

to

roll round, Ar.- [], ov, () surrounded by waves, of

islands, Eur.-, f., to carouse round, Ar.-', f. , () to smear all over with
pitch, . to black shoes, Ar.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to seize

around, embrace, Xen. 2. to encompass or sur-

round an enemy, so as to intercept him, Hdt. ;-
. to intercept them at sea, Thuc.

;

5e when you get hold of him,

catch him, Hdt. :—Pass, to be caught,,-
Ar. II. to comprehend, include, of a

number of particulars, Isocr., Plat.-, es,() very brilliant, Plut.-, f. , to beam around, Plut. II.

c. acc. to shine around, . . . :—Pass, to

be illumined, Plut., Luc.

• irepivovTew.-, aor. 1 -, Pass, to be left re-

maining, remain over, survive, II., Hdt., etc.-, f. , to lick all round, Ar.-, , circumlocution, Ar.-, f . , to strip off all round, II., Hdt.-, ov, talked of in every club (),
matter of common talk, Hdt.-, tj, , embraced or to be embraced, Plut.-, f., to surround with water, insulate,

Thuc.-, es,() surviving, Plat,-, Dep. to lick all round, Theocr.,
Luc. 2. to lick up, Luc., ov, —, Thuc.
irepi-, f. , to wash all over, Plut.-, ov, () deeply grieved, Isocr., Arist.-, to gaze or peep eagerly round,

(Ep. part.), Od.-, Pass, to rush furiously about, Hes.- [], Dor. for-.-, Att. -, f. , to wipe all round, to<

purify by magic, disenchant by purification, Dem.- [], ov,() fought about, fought
for or to be fought for, Ar., Thuc. ;

not a thing one would fight for, Xen.-, f. -, to wait for, await, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. 2. of events, to await, be in store for, Soph.,

Plat. II. c. inf.,

they do not wait for others to destroy them,.

Plat. ; ' ' [~] . Dem. III.

absol. to wait, stand still, Hdt., Ar., etc.-,, all round, quitefull of, Tij/osXen..-', f., to measure all round, Luc., , the circumference, Hdt., ov, () excessive, in size or beauty,.

very large or very beautiful, of Penelope's web,.

Od. II. (sc. '), , —,
Polyb., ov, poet, for sq. (cf.), very tall

or high, Horn,-, es, Dor.- [], es, () very tall

or long, Od. :

—

very large, huge, Hdt.-, Ep. 3 pi. impf.-, Dep. to

prepare very craftily, contrive cunningly, Od.-, Dep. to roar round, Plut.-, to dwell round about or in the neigh-

bourhood, Od. 2. in pass, sense, to be inhabited, lb.-, , , () one of those who dwell

round, a neighbour, II.-, f.- : aor. 1 inf.-, lengthd.- :—to pile round, (sc. ^) Hdt. 2.

. to pile it round with wood, Id.-, , gen. -, nom. pi. - : () :
—a

supercargo or passenger, Thuc.-, Ep. --, aor. 1 inf. of.-, f. -, to wash off all round

:

—Pass.,
' II.---, Dep. to come round, of time, Eur.-', f., to contrive cunningly, Ar. II.

to consider on all sides, consider well, Plut. Hence, , quick intelligence : over-wiseness, Thuc.-, f., to go round, to visit or inspect,.
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2. absol. to go about, stalk
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Tas Ar.

about, Id., Plat., strengthd. for, I. as Prep, round about,

all round, c. gen., Hdt., Xen. 2. c. ace, Hdt.,

Aesch., Eur. II. as Adv. round about, all round,
Hdt., Trag. : metaph., . circuitously , Eur.-, , , polished round about, Od.-', f . eVa>, polish all round, Theocr.-, Ion. -, f. , shave all round,
Hdt. :—Pass.,5 having one''s

beard clean shaven, Luc.- or-, , () a circuit, Strab., f. , to go all round, c. ace, Plut., to be periodical, Strab. From-, , a going round, a flank march, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. a -way round, the circumference,
circuit, compass, , ttjs Hdt.

;

absol., . in circumference, Id. III. yrjs

. a chart or map of the earth (cf. ), Id.,

Ar. IV. a going round in a circle, circuit,

Plut. 2. of Time, a cycle or period of time, Pind.,

Plat., etc. 3. a prescribed course of life, system,

Plat. 4. a fit of intermittent fever, Dem. 5. =, a course at dinner, Xen. ; . table-

talk, Id. 6. the orbit of a heavenly body, Id. V.
a well-rounded sentence, period, Arist.-,-, pf. and plqpf. (in pres. and impf.

sense), to know well how to do, c. inf.,

II. ; c. dat., yap for he was well skilled

in the tracks, Od. :—c. acc. rei et gen. pers.,-& (Ep. inf.) to be better skilled in
counsel than others, II., f. ·\,() to dwell round a person
or place, c. acc, Hdt., Xen., iSos, , fem. of, dwelling or lying
round about, neighbouring, Hdt., Thuc. II. as

Subst. (sub. 77), ), the country round a town,
the suburbs, Thuc. 2. a town of, a de-

pendent town, Arist.-', f., to build round, Dem. II.

to enclose by building rottnd, Id. :—Pass, to be built

up, walled in, Thuc, Xen. ; rb the

space built round, the enclosure, Lat. ovile, Hdt.-, ov, dwelling round, Hdt. :

—

01 . neigh-
bours, Id. II. in Laconia, were the

free inhabitants, being remnants of the original popu-
lation, who enjoyed civil but not political liberty, opp.

on the one hand to the Spartans, and on the other to

the Helots, Id., Thuc.-, aor. 2 -, to slip away all

round, slip off, Plut. Hence, , a slipping away, Plut.-', a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be over-
looked or suffered., c. part.,

Hdt. ; c. inf., oi>,
yivos Id. 2. to be

watched or guarded against, Thuc. II.

one must overlook or suffer, Xen.-, ov, () to be seen all round, in a
commanding position, Plut. 2. conspicuous, ad-
mirable, Id. :—Adv.-, gloriously, Id.-, impf., Ion. : pf. ·

: f. -, pf. pass, -, aor. 1 pass.- : aor. 2 : for pf ., v. sub voc. :

—to look over, overlook, i.e. to allow, suffer : 1.

mostly c. part., ov they

did not overlook his being carried off, i. e. did not

suffer him to be . . , Hdt. ; ))
is Id., etc. ;

Dem. ; but, et tovs ovs

if we overlook your opposition, Thuc 2.

c. inf., tovs having suffered

them to enter, Hdt., etc :—with the inf. omitted,[] Id.; . Xen. II.

to wait for, Thuc. III. Med.
to look about before doing a thing, to watch the turn

of events, to watch and wait, Id. 2. c. gen. to

look round after, watch over, Id.-, , iopyi]) very angry or wrathful, Thuc.
Adv. ^ya>s, Aesch.-, ov, towards morning: . dawn, Thuc.-, f ., to mark by boundaries, Plut. Hence, , a limitation, Plut.-', f . <, to anchor round, to blockade, Thuc.-, f ., to bring round [a ship] to anchor,

Dem. :—Med. to come to anchor, Thuc.-, Att.-, f . , to dig round, .
to dig a lake round, Hdt. 2. to dig tip around,
Plut. 3. to dig out around, Id.-', f., Dep. to dance around, Luc., , (-, supersum) that which is over

and above necessary expenses, surplus, abundance,
plenty, Ar., Thuc, etc. II. absol. abundance,
plenty, wealth, Plat., etc. ; with plenty

of other resources, ex abicndanti, Thuc, etc. ; els

so as to bring advantage, Dem. ; ·
at an advantage, Id. 2. superiority of

numbers or force, Thuc 3. a being saved, sur-

vival, tis . ; what is its chance of being
saved? Dem. Hence, ov, having more than enough : especial,

peculiar, . T., ,() compass, extent

:

—a mass, body,

Plut. II. a portion circumscribed, a section of a

book, . T.-, is,() in violent excitement, greatly

distressed, Polyb. 2. absol. passionate, Luc. :

—

Adv. -, Id.-, to look timidly round, Mosch.', f. \,() to walk up and down,
to walk about, Ar., Xen. : generally, to walk, Plat.,

etc. 2. metaph. to walk, i. e. live, . T. Hence, , 6v, walking about while teaching

:

hence Aristotle and his followers were called-, Peripatetics, Cic, Luc.-, , a walking about, walking, Plat.,

etc. II. a place for walking, a covered walk,

Xen. III. discourse during a walk, a philosophical

discussion, Ar. 2. 01 the Peri-

patetics, school of Aristotle, because he taught walking

in 5 of the Lyceum at Athens, Plut., etc-, to pierce as with a spit : metaph. to

pierce, . . T.-, Dep. to move round, be round about,
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only in Ep. syncop. part., of Place, c. acc, -

while the enemy are about the town,

II. 2. of Time,
3

as the year

went round, passed, Od., Hes. ;

Od. ; . during- five revolving years, II.

€€{5, ov, sent round: neut. pi. as Adv. by

sending round, Aesch. From-, f. , to send round from one place to

another, dispatch in all directions, Hdt., Thuc.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Att. -^, f. —, of bread, to bake all

over, Lat. obcrustare : metaph. to crust or cover over,

cook up, Ar. ; . to cover the men without

hurting- them, Plut. :—Pass.,

(aor. 1 part.) cajoled by words, Ar.€- and - : f.- [] : pf. pass.- :

—

to spread or stretch around,
Eur. ; . to spread them out, Aeschin. :

—

Pass., vyphs is spread round,
Theocr. Hence, , , spread round or over, Ar.

irepiireTCia, , a turning right about, i. e. a sudden
change of fortune, such as that on which the plot in a
Tragedy hinges, Arist. From
€€5, 4s,() falling round,

. lying with his arms clasped round her

waist, Soph. 2. wrapt in, Aesch. 3.

. the sword routid which (i. e. on which) he

has fallen, Soph. II. falling in with danger, etc.,

c. dat., Dem. ; . rfj to become liable

to . . , Plut. III. changing suddenly,

a sudden reverse, Hdt. ; . Eur.€-€, f .- : aor.- : Dep. :—to fly around, Ar., Att. for.€-€, ,() very sharp, keen or painful, II.-, f .- :
—to fix round, to make a

fence round, c. acc. loci, Pind. :—Pass., with pf. act.^, to be fixed around, Plut. :—Pass.,

. are frozen on the feet, Xen.
irepi-, f., to leap round or upon, Luc.-, , a congealing round, Strab.-, aor. 1 -, Pass, to be

filled full, Xen.-, to set on fire round about ; impf.

Xen. ,· 3 pi.- Thuc.€-7, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to fall
around, so as to embrace, Xen. 2. to fall
around, i.e. upon, a weapon, Ar. II.

c. dat. to fall in with, Hdt., Xen. ; of ships meeting
by chance at sea, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to fall foul of
other ships, Hdt. ; \ of one another, Id.

;

also, 7. to be wrecked on a place, Id. 3.

metaph. to fall in with, fall into, c. dat., .
to encounter unjust judgments, Id.; . -

Id. ; ) Eur. ; but,

to be caught in one's own snare, Hdt.; so, rots

\6yois Aeschin. III. to change sud-
denly, Polyb. 2. to fall on one side, Plut.-, poet, for : c. acc, . to

come over or upon the heart, Aesch.€-, Pass, to wander about a country,

— irepurokeod.

c. acc, Hdt. : metaph. to float round about one, as
the lion's skin round Hercules, Pind. 2. absol. to

wander about, . to be in this state of tin-

certainty, Xen.- [], ov, () Anth.-, Att.- : f.- :

—

to plaster one
thing over another, form as a mould or cast round, c.

dat., Plat., etc., ov, intertwining, crossing, of the feet of

dancers, Theocr. From-, f . , to twine or enfold round

:

—Pass.
to fold oneself round, c. dat., Od.

;

absol., close folding,
Xen. II. to complicate, entangle, Luc 2. to

wrap up in words, Aeschin.

or-, Ion. -£, ,()
inflammation of the lungs, Plat., Luc.

ircpi-irXevpos, ov,() covering the side, Eur.---, Ep. aor. 1 pass, of.
irepi-irXeo), Ion. — :

—

to sail or swim round?
absol., Hdt., etc ; ,, a man of
many voyages^ Ar. ; c acc, .,,
etc, Hdt., Thuc, etc-, , pi.-, neut. —, c. gen. quite

full of a thing, Thuc, etc. : c. dat. filled with a thing,

Anth. II. absol. supernumerary , spare, Xen.-, is,() veryfull of people, Od. 2.

very large, Plut.; Comp.-, Luc., ov, crossed, Luc. From-, Dep. to put the legs round or across.€, ,() a twining round, entangle-
ment, intricacy, Eur.

TrcpiirXoKos, ov,() entwined, Anth., syncop. part, of.-, ov, contr. -, , () sailing

round, Anth. II. pass, that may be sailed round,
Thuc.

irepi-irXoos, , contr.-, gen.-, nom.pl.-,() a sailing round a place, c gen., Hdt. ;\
Thuc. II. the account of a coasting voyage, Luc€- [], to wash clean, scour well, Dem., Ion. and poet, for.

ircpnrveio), Ep. for., v..
irepi-irvew, f.-, to breathe round or over a
place, c. acc, Pind.-, ov, much-beloved, Luc.

irepi-iroiea), f., to make to remain over and above,

to keep safe, preserve, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. of

money, to save tip, lay by, Xen. 3. to put round
or upon, procure, Aeschin. ; .
. els to get things into their own
hands, Thuc. II. Med. to keep or save for oneself,.

Hdt., etc. :

—

to compass, acquire, obtain, Thuc.r Xen.:

—absol. to make gain, Xen. Hence, h, a keeping safe, preservation, N.T. II.

(from Med.) a gaining possession of, acquisition, ob-

taining, lb. 2. a possession, lb.-, ov, variegated or spotted all over, Xen.- or -, , ,(,)
superintendent of police, Thuc.

irepi-TToXeco, f. , to go round or about, wander
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.about, Soph., Eur. II. c acc. loci, to traverse,

Plat. ; . to prowl about it, Eur. 2. at

Athens, to patrol the country (v.), Xen.,, station for, a guard-house,
Thuc.

irepiiroXios, ov, lying round a place, c. gen., Strab.

ircpi-iroXos, ov, (4) going the rounds, patrolling :

hence, as Subst., 1. a watchman, patrol, Plut.,

etc. :—at Athens, the were young- citizens

between 18 and 20, who formed a sort of patrol to

guard the frontier, Ar., Thuc. 2. generally, an at-

tendant, follower, as fern., Soph.€-5, ov, very rascally, as a pun on·
tos, At.-, f., Dep. to travel or go about a

place, c. acc, Polyb.€-7, ov, () edged with purple, .
a robe with a purple border, the Roman toga

praetextata or laticlavia, Polyb., etc.:—hence -rrcpi--, , Lat. puer praetextattis, Anth.€-.,, poet, ior-4, to hover about, Soph.-, Adv. very much, especially, II.-, Pass, to be poured all round, in aor.

I part., epos '^ love rushing in a

flood over his heart, II.-, f. , to stumble upon, Plut.-, to strip off the husk:—pf. pass. part.4freefrom the chaff, clean winnowed, Ar.,, aros,, anythingfolded round, a cover-

ing, Eur. ; and, , an embracing, Plut. From-, f . £co, to enfold, enwrap in a thing,

Soph.; 4 Eur.; ., to clasp, embrace it, Id. 2. as military

term, to outflank, Xen. II. to fold round, . x4pas
to fold the arms round another, Eur.

xepi-, , something which enfolds,4-
enfolding walls, Eur. ;

Ar. ;

. their naval cloak or fence, Eur. II. an
enfolding, embracing, Id. ; iv 7$ in all

that the sun embraces, i. e. all the world, Id., 4s,() folded round, Soph. 2.^ . fallen around (i. e. upon) his sword, Id.-, aros, , a calamity, Plat.

Trepi-, to fear greatly , Anth.€-5, ov, known all round about, Anth.

ircpip-, 4s, torn or broken all round, Anth.

Treptp-, to besprinkle all round, esp. in sacred

rites :—Med. to purify oneself, Theophr., Plut. Hence, , an utensil for besprinkling, or a
vesselfor lustral water, Lat. aspergillum, Hdt. II.^ ayopas the parts of the forum sprinkled
with lustral water, Lex ap. Aeschin.

Trepip-peo) : f.- : pf.- : aor. 2 pass, (in

act. sense)- : I. c. acc. to flow round, '
Od. ; . NetAos Hdt., etc. :—Pass.

to be surrounded by water, Xen. II. to slip away
on all sides, attls els slipped

off his arm into the sea, Thuc; [4\
. Xen. 2. to overflow on all sides,

may thy means of living abound, Soph. ;5

—. 63 I45 being superfluous, Plut. :—Pass, to be all

dripping, with sweat, Id.

irepip- and -, f.- :—of clothes, to rend
from round one, to rend and tear off, Dem. :—Med.,

tous45 tore off his own garments,

Plut. :—Pass, to be torn off, Aesch. II. to make
a stream break or divide round a piece of land,[] 4 Isocr. :

Pass., NeiXos

at the apex of the Delta the Nile is broken round it,

i. e. breaks into several branches, Hdt. III. to

break a thing round or on another, to wreck, -54 Luc.-, 4s, doubled round or over a thing, c. dat.,54 Od. (The deriv. of -/s is un-

certain ; pern, from 4.)
Trepippo-, , (4) a flowing round, Plat.-, f., to make to spin round like a
top, Plut.-, ov, contr. -povs,, =5, Hdt., ov, and 77, ov, like 5, surrounded
with water, sea-girt, of islands, Od., Hdt., etc. 2.

act. flowing round, c. gen., -
~,'^ over , the barren plains that flow

round Sicily, i. e. the sea, Eur.€-, Ep.-, to wag the tail round,
fawn upon, c. acc. or absol., Od.-, Pass, to be shaken all round,

(Ep. for) the hair wasfloating
round, II.-, , ov, very august, Ar.€-€, , ov, much-revered, Aesch.7€-, Dor.-, ov, () very famous or

notable, Lat. insignis, Eur., Mosch., to be exceeding strong, Ep. part, -4 Od. From-, 4s, (jtQ4vos) exceeding strong, Pind.-, is, (4) dry and hard all round,
exceediiig hard, of iron, Soph. :—metaph. obstinate,-

stubborn, Id.-, t$os, , (/ceAos) a leg-band, i.e. an anklet

or bangle, Menand., Horat.-, v.4. Hence-, ov, to be seen on all sides, far-seen,

conspicuous, Od. 2. admired, Anth., —, Polyb., Mosch.-, f., to leap round, c. acc, Anth.-, f. -4 : pf. -4 :

—

to look

round, Soph. II. to examine all round, observe

carefully, consider well, Hdt., Thuc : pf. part,-45, circumspect, Luc.7€--, , () a sacrifice in which a
puppy was sacrificed and carried about, Plut.£-€, f., to rattle all round, Luc.-, f . ·\, to chase about, . to push
round the wine-cup, Menand. II. to run bustling

round, tols5 Ar.

Trepi-, Dep. to overreach, cheat, Ar., , distraction, Polyb. From-, f. -, to draw off from around, to

strip off:—Med. to strip oneself of, Xen. 2.

to strip bare, Eur. II. to draw round, wheel
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about, of an army, Polyb. : of a horse's bit, - .
not pulling it violently round, Luc. : — Med., -

turning about one's eyes, Id. III.

to draw off or away, Arist. :—Pass, to be distracted

or engaged in business, . .€€, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. , to wind round, Plut. :—Med.
to surround with soldiers, Id. :—Pass., of soldiers, to

form round a leader, Id. ; of serpents, to twine
round, Luc.', to be much angered, Hdt. From-, 4s,() very hasty, . a rash,

overhasty death, Soph.£-,/,() great-hearted, Theocr.-, f. , to sponge all round, Theophr.-, ov,() much sought after,

much desired, Luc., ,() surplus, abundance, . ., . for., Att.-,,, that which remains
over, abundance, . ., Att. -, f . : impf. :() :

—

to be over and above the. number, c. gen.,

the enemy will go be-

yond us, outflank us, Xen. II. absol. to be more
than enough, remain over, Id., etc. ;

such abundance of reason had
Pericles, Thuc. 2. in bad sense, to be superfluous,

Soph. III. of persons, to abound in a thing-, c.

dat., . T. :—also c. gen., . to have more than
enough of bread, lb. 2. to be superior, have the

advantage, lb. : . to abound more and more,
lb. IV. Causal, to make to abound, lb. :—Pass.

to be made to abound, lb., , over-talking, wordiness, Isocr. From-, ov, () talking too much, wordy.» Att., , , () beyond the re-

gular number or size, prodigious, Hes. 2. out of
the common way, extraordinary, uncommon, remark-
able, signal, strange, if he
has any signal gift of wisdom, Theogn. ; so, .
Soph. ; yap '
Eur. 3. of persons, extraordinary , eminent, re-

markable, esp. for learning, Id. 4. c. gen., -
beyond others in a thing, Soph.;

greater things than this,

Anth.; greater than a prophet,

N.T. II. more than sufficient, redundant, super-

fluous, Xen. ; to have a surplus, Id.

;

c. gen., more than sufficient,

Id. :—often in military sense, 01 . the reserve

horse, Id. ; . spare tents, Id. ; . the sur-

plus, residue, Id. 2. in bad sense, superfluous,
Trag. 3. excessive, extravagant, -

to commit extravagancies, Hdt.;,,
to be overbusy, Soph. 4. of persons, ex-

travagant, over-curious,

Eur. ; . eV Aeschin. III.

in Arithmetic, is an odd, uneven
number, opp. to, Plat., etc.

B. Adv., extraordinarily , exceedingly,
Hdt., Eur. ; .7 to have them edu-

-.
cated overmuch, Eur. ; also, Pind., Eur. 2.

in a peculiar manner, remarkably
,

more sumptuously, Hdt. 3. often

with a negat., Plat. 4.

in vain, Anth. II. as Adv.
superfluously , uselessly, Plat. Hence, later Att.-,, , superfluity

,

excess, Isocr.-, , , () over-wise, Aesch., Adv. . .,() Adv. standing round about,
II., Hdt., Att.-, Pass, to be bedewed all round, Anth.€(, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, of., aor. 2 opt. of: , part., ,() a standing round, a crowd
standing round, Lat. corona, Theophr., etc. II.

circumstances, a state of affairs, Polyb. :—in bad
sense, . in critical times, Id. 2. out-

ward pomp and circumstance, Id.&, ov,() surrounded and admired
by the crowd, Isocr.-, f ., to fence about with a palisade,

to entrench, Thuc. :—Med., having
entrenched themselves, Xen.-€, aor. 1 part, of., aor. 1 part,, to go round
about, c. ace, Od.-, f .- : aor. 1—

:

—to dress,

clothe, wrap up, Pind., Plut. ;
' -

I planted the sword having wrapt it well with
earth, i. e. planted it firmly, Soph. 2. to dress or

lay out a corpse, Lat. componere, Od., Hdt., Att.

:

simply, to bury, Plat. II. metaph. to wrap up,
cloak, cover, . Eur. :—Med.,

Id. 2. to take care of, protect, defend, Hdt.,
Soph. ; 7. to maintain the laws, Hdt. ;

Dem.; . to uphold minstrelsy, Pind.76-€, Med. to lament vehemently, Plut., Med. to echo all round, Od.-, to make narrow, compress : Pass.,-, of wolves, II. II. to sound
round about, c. ace, h. Horn. 2. to bemoan, Luc., , the common pigeon or dove, Hdt., Soph.,

etc. (Deriv. unknown.) Hence,, , a dovecote, Plat. :,
Aesop.-, f., to enwreathe, encircle, Ar. :

—

Pass., Hdt. ;

Id.-, , () wreathed, crowned,
. with a crown of flowers, Soph. II. act. twining,
encircling, Eur.-', f. , to enwreathe, surround,

Od., aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of.-, f . , to prick or dot all round,
she stuck the wall all round with

breasts, Hdt. ; and so, ayyfjia

having set them at equal distance round
the pails, Id.
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irepi-,() to put all round, Aesch.•--, Med. to surround as with toils or

nets, of a besieging- army, Dem.
ircpi-, ov, set round in rows, Dem.
irepi-, to groan all round, Hes.-, f. -, Dep. to encamp
about, invest, absol. or c. ace, Xen. :—the Act. in

later writers, Polyb., Plut., etc.-, f. , to whirl round, of one preparing

to throw, Horn. ; .' to wheel it round, Plut. :

—

Pass, to be turned round, spin round, II. ; . els -
to come round to it, Plat. 2. . to

tie his hands behind him, Lysias. Hence•, , a turning or spinning round, Plat.-, Frequentat. of,-] going round to all

the oracles, Hdt.-, ov, with pillars round the wall, sur-

rounded with a colonnade, Hdt., Eur. II. as

Subst.,,, or, , a peristyle,

colonnade round a temple or court-yard, Plut.---, Pass., ' to be

stripped of one's property, Plat.- [], f. -, to drag about,

Luc. II. to tear away from, tivos Polyb.

[], ov, () round the ankle,

Anth. II. as Subst., , a band for
the ankle, anklet, Hdt., Anth.-', Ep. for-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ep. aor. 2 imper. med. of.-, f., to slit and tear off, Plut., Luc. II.

Pass., of a river, to split

round a piece of land, i. e. split into two branches so

as to surround it, Hdt. ;—so, of a stream of men, to

part and go different ways, Plat.--, f . ,() to part off by a rope

:

—Med., of the Areopagitic Council, to part itself off

by a rope from the audience, Dem.--, f. , to save alive, to save from death or

ruin, Xen. :—Pass, to escape with one 's life, Id., Ion. for.-,^ surround with a trench, Polyb. : Pass.,

iv on entrenched ground, Xen.-, f.-, to stretch all round or over, Hdt.-, f. , to wall all round, -
Ar. 2. to surround with a wall, so as to

beleaguer, Thuc. II. to build round, -
Xen. Hence, , circumvallation, Thuc., , a wall of circumvallation, Thuc.7> , =, Thuc.-, to grow around, Hes.-', f., to finish all round or completely :

Pass., ' Od.ir--', only in part., Pass, to go or come
round, & as the year came
round again, Od. ; as years

go round, II. ; so, Soph.-, Ion. -, f. - : pf. -:
aor. 2- :

—

to cut or clip round about, Lat. cir-

cumcidere, olvas to prune them, Hes.;
. . 3: Hdt. :—Med., Trept-
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to make incisions all round one's

arms, Id. 2. of circumcision, Id. : and in Med.,
they practise circumcision,

Id. 3. to cut off the extremities, <
piva Id. :—Pass., yr\v to be curtailed

of certain land, Id. II. to cut off and hem
in all round, cut off, Lat. intercipere ; hence in

Med., cutting off cattle for one-

self, ' lifting ' cattle, Od. :—Pass, to be cut off, inter-

cepted, Xen.-, ov, () bounded all round, Anth.-, ,() extraordinary art or

cunning, Thuc.-, f .- : aor. 1 : aor. 2 imperat.
:

—

to place round, Od. ;

Hdt. :—-Med. to put round oneself, put on, Horn.,

Eur. II. metaph., like, to bestow, confer
upon, 7. , Hdt., Thuc. ; so,

. " to put the Median
yoke round their necks, Thuc.-, f.- : Pass., pf.-

:

—to pluck
all round,. to strip the outside leaves off
a lettuce, Hdt. ; so, Id.-,, , much-honoured, h. Horn.-, aor. 1 part,-, to stretch round
about, II.,, ,() a slice, shaving, Plat., ,() circumcision, . ., ov,() cut off all round, abrupt,

steep, Lat. abruptus, Polyb.-, f . , to overshoot, outshoot, Ar.-', f. -', to turn and bring round,
Lys., . T., etc. 2. to overturn, upset, Plat. II.

intr. to turn or go round, Od.-, Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 of.-', Pass., [the milk]

forms curds as you mix it, II. ;

the ice froze hard upon the shields, Od.-, f.- and— : aor. 2 --
: pf.- :

—

to run round and round, run
round, Theogn., Ar. 2. to run about, Plat. :—
metaph. to be current, in vogue, Id. II. c. acc.

to run round, Hdt., Ar. :—metaph. to circumvent, Ar.-, f. -, to tremble round about,

the people stood trembling round, II.-, , anything worn smooth by rubbing :

metaph., ., of a pettifogger, Ar. ; . Dem.-, — :—Med.,
all the flesh crept on his limbs, Od.-, Ep. form of : I. intr.,

a revolving year, II. II.

trans, to gather from all round, \_]-
Od. ;

'
driving about, perplexing them, h. Horn., , () a turning round, revo-

lution, circuit, Plat. 2. a turning about, changing,

by turns, Hdt.-&, ov, — : neut. pi. as Adv.,

to have one's hair dipt all

round, Hdt.-, collat. form of, Anth.-, ov, circular, round, II.
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—

to gnaw
round about, nibble off, purloin, Ar. :—metaph. to

carp at, Id., -, -, v., etc-, f .- : aor. 2- : pf .--
:

—

to light upon, fall in with, meet with, a

person or thing, c. dat., Thuc., etc. : absol., Id. II.

of events,^ the accident

happens to, befals me, Id.-, ov,() round or at the grave, Anth.-, f. , to treat very ill, to insult wan-
tonly, Hdt., Ar. :—Pass, to be so treated, Hdt.-, Pass, to be visible all round, of moun-
tains, etc., opeos -fj II. ;-

h. Horn. ; so, (without

Subst.) Od.

\_], , a being seen all round : con-

spicuousness, notoriety, . it

is thoroughly known, Hdt. ; .
Dem. From, 4s,() seen all round, of a city,

Thuc. 2. conspicuous, manifest, notable, noto-

rious, Soph., Xen., etc. ; Comp. and Sup., --, -, Ar., Xen. :—Adv. -va>s, con-

spicuously, notably, manifestly, Soph., Ar., etc. ;

Comp.-, Dem., ov, =-, . he will die in the

sight of a\\, Soph. II. famous, renowned, Id.-, Dep. to spare and save, c. gen.,Theocr., , the line round a circular body, a peri-

phery, circumference, Arist. II. the outer surface,

Plut. III. a round body, Id. From,,() movinground,surrounding,
c. gen., Eur. 2. surrounded by, c. dat., Id. II.

round, circidar, Plat. :—of bodies, spherical, globu-
lar, Id. :—of style, rounded, Arist.-, ov, bounded by a circular line,

Strab.-', f.- : aor. 1 and 2-,-' :—to carry round, Hdt. : to carry about with one,

Id., Eur. :—Pass., c. acc. loci,

&? being carried round the wall, Hdt. ; absol.,

swinging about (in a basket), Plat. 2.

metaph., - -
nor does [my mind] carry me back

to the knowledge of any of these things, Hdt. 3. to

move round, to hand round at table, Xen. 4. to

turn round, Plut. 5. to carry round,
publish :—Pass., " the saying was
passedfrom mouth to mouth, Plat. 6. to carry to

andfro, Plut. 7. to bring round, i. e. into one's own
power, Id. II. intr. to survive, endure, hold out,

Thuc. III. of periods of time, Hdt. ; of argument,
Plat. 2. to wander about,

Xen. :

—

to be unsteady, wavering, Plut.-, f.-, to flee from, escape frorn,

c. acc, II.
;

. the sand mocks thy num-
bering, Pind. :—absol. to escape from illness, Dem., , very burning. Adv., Plut. From-', f. £, to burn all round, Plut.- or- [], to scorch or char all round,
of lightning, Ar. :—Pass., pf.—, Hdt.

-.-, ov, with bark all round, Xen., v..-,, Pass, to fear greatly, Xen. From-, ov, in great fear, exceeding fearful,
Thuc, Xen. ; of a thing, Plat.-, ,() a wandering about, Plut.-, ov,() revolving, wandering, Anth., , () meats carried round,
Xen. II. a going round, rotatory motion, circuit,

revolution, Ar., Plat., etc. 2. the revolving vault
of heaven, Plat. 3. metaph., in

society, Plut., ov, able to be carried about, portable,

Hdt. II. notorious, infamous, Plut.,,,() an enclosure, Strab.-, , () very thoughtful, very

carefid, h. Horn., Soph. Adv. -, Horn,-, Med. to think or consider about a
thing, c. acc, Od., ov, fenced round :, , an
inclosure, Plut. From-, Att.-, f . i-, tofence all round, Plat,-', f., to compass in thought, speculate

about, ] Ar. II. to overlook, to contemn,
despise, Thuc Hence, , contempt, Plut.-', f. \, to guard all round, blockade

closely :—Pass.,Thuc.-, ovos, 6, : voc. : () :
—very

thoughtful, very carefid, notable, of Penelope,

Horn. II. like, haughty, over-weening,

Aesch. 2. c. gen. despising a thing, Anth.-, Pass., with fut. med.— [] : pf.

act., Ep.- : aor. 2 act.,
inf., part. ~ [], in late writers also

with inf. and part. pass, and- :

—

to

grow round about, Od. 2. of persons, to grow
round, cling to, c. dat. or absol., Ib. ; so of shoes,

Ar.-, f . , to plant round about, II.-', f., to sound round, re-echo, Plut.-, to surround with a stockade, Aeschin.-,, , () exceeding joyous or glad,

Hdt., Soph., etc. ; at a thing, Hdt., Ar. :— .
excessive joy , Thuc.-, f., to edge round, Xen.-, , () a bracelet, Polyb.-', f. - : aor. 1 - :—Ep.-,
aor. 1

:

—to pour round or over, , pro-

perly of liquids, Horn. ; of metal-workers,

having spread gold leaf round its

horns, II. ; so in Med., ' -
Od. :—Pass, to be poured around,

5' II. ;

heaped all round, Hdt. ; of persons,$
crowding round, Id.-, , , round about the earth, Anth.-, f. , to dance round, Eur., Luc.- [t], f. , to smear or cover over, Luc.-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1: Med. :

—

to

be exceeding angry about, c. gen., II.-', f. >, to go round, Ar. II. to
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come round to, come to in succession, .
Hdt.-, ov, round about a place : oi the

people about, Dem., etc. :

—

. (sc. yrj) the country
round about, . T.-, inf.- : aor. :

—

to wipe all

round, to wipe clean, Ar. Hence,,, anything wiped off, an offscouring,

of a vile person, . T.-, aor. -, Pass, to be made bald
or bare all round, to have
one's flesh all stript off, Hdt.-, ov, {) very cold, Plut., , excessive pain, Plat. From-, ov,() exceedingpainful, Aesch. II.

suffering great pain, Dem.-, f.-, to push or shove about, Dem. 2.

to push from its place :—Pass. pf., to be

pushed away, Thuc. ; .
to lose one's place in a person's favour, Id.-, , () a place commanding a wide view,

Horn. ; by a bird's-eye view, Luc. II.

circumspection, . to shew much
caution in a thing-, Thuc.-, ov, prob. Ion. for-, immense,
countless, Solon, Anth. :—neut. as Adv.,,
exceeding, beyond measure, Horn. ; so pi., h.

Horn. :—also c gen., just like ,
far beyond the rest, Id., Pind.', , a river-fish so called from its du,sky colour (v.

sq.), the perch, Comici.', , , darkcoloured, of grapes or olives be-

ginning to ripen, Anth.;.-. II. asSubst.,

name of an eagle, ov II., , , a ham, Lat. perna, Strab.*, part, : 3 sing. Ion. impf.,
like, to export for sale, to sell as slaves

(cf. ), '' is% II. ; \ lb. : generally,

, Eur. :—Pass.,

goods sold orfor sale, II. ; Ar.-, , Aeol. for-., , Dor. for., f . : . aor. :

—

to pierce, pin,

II. :—Med., to buckle on one's

mantle, lb. From, , () anything pointed for piercing or

pinning, the tongue of a buckle or brooch, the buckle

or brooch itself, Lat. fibula, Horn. : also a large pin
used for fastening on the outer garment or cloak (-
tlov), Hdt., Soph. II. the small bone of the leg,

Lat. fibula, Xen., Dor. -,,,=, a garment
pinned or buckled on, Theocr., Dor. -, , , () a robe

fastened on the shoulder with a brooch, Theocr.,, fem. Adj.fastened with a brooch, Anth.,, , =, Soph., Dep. to boast or vaunt oneself, . T.

From', ov, vainglorious, braggart, Polyb., Ep. for, aor. of.

•'. 635'-, poet, also-,, , ,()
destroyer of cities, Aesch., etc. II. Persepolis,

the ancient capital of Persia, Strab., gen., Ion. , Ep., 6, Perseus, son of

Zeus and Danae, II., Hes., etc. :—Adj., ,
ov, Eur.; Ep. , Theocr. :—Patron.,
, , Ep.-, II., , . ; also,',',' :

—

Perse-
phone", Proserpine, daughter of Zeus and Demeter,
II. : Hades carried her off, and as his consort she con-
tinued to reign in the lower world, see h. Horn. Cer. :

—

her temple is called, , Dem.
,,, sprungfrom Perseus, name of Alcmena,

Eur. ; called in Theocr.', , : heterocl. acc. : voc.

:

—a
Persian, iniiflbitant of Persis, Hdt., etc. Hence, to imitate the Persians, speak Persian, Xen., , , Persian, (sc.) Persia,

Hdt., etc. 2., at, a sort of thin shoes or

slippers, Ar^ 3., , or, , the

jpeach, Lat. malum Persicum. 4. . the

common cock, Id. 5. the Persian war,.

Plat., etc. ; in earlier writers called ., ,() a sacking, sack, ., a poem by
Arctinus, Arist., , fem. of, Persian, Aesch.,

etc. II. as Subst., 1. (sub. 777), Persis,

Persia, now Farsistan, Hdt. 2. (sub. "), a
Persian woman, Xen. 3. (sub.), a Persian
cloak, Ar.

[], Adv.,() in the Persian tongue,

Hdt., Xen., etc.-, , chaser of the Persians, Anth.', Pass, to be governed by the Persian
laws or by Persians, Aesch. From-, ov, () ruling Persians, Aesch.'", or before a vowel -, Adv. a year ago,

last year, Ar., etc.; . our last year's

comedy, Id. ; . Xen. Hence, ", , of last year, last year's, Ar., etc., ol, name of the five officers who escorted the

Hyperborean maidens to Delos, Hdt., Dor. for., Ep. -, aor. 2 inf. of :—, Ep. for, 3 sing.,,, a fall, Soph., Eur. ; .,
i.e. the Palladium, Eur.; dead corpses,

(cf.) Id.', , = II, pi. Eur., f. of., Att. -, , a game at draughts, Plat,, , ,() a draught-player, Plat,, Att.-, , ov,fit for draught-playing(), skilled therein, Plat. : — (sc.) =, Id., Att.-, f. , to play at draughts (v.

sub), Plat., Xen.', Att., , an oval-shaped stone for
playing a game like our draughts, mostly in pi., Od.,

Hdt., etc. II. ot, the place in which the

game was played, or the game itself, Eur.
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', Att. ', later (from which form
come the tenses) : f. : aor. 1

:—-Pass.,

f.) : aor. 1 : pf. pass,, inf.

:

—

to soften, ripen or change, by means of

heat : I. of the sun, to ripen fruit, Od. ; cf

.

. II. by the action of fire, to cook, dress,

bake, Hdt., Ar. :—Pass., Hdt. :—Med., -
to cook oneself cakes, Id. III. of the

stomach, to digest, like Lat. concoquere, Arist. 2.

metaph.,/ to cherish or nurse one's

wrath, Lat. fovere, II.; to have a dart

in one to nurse, lb. ; but in good sense, yepa-
to enjoy them, lb. ; also,

to lead a sodden life of ease, Pind., aor. 2 part, of., , (as if from) petalism, a mode
of banishing too powerful citizens practised in Syracuse,

like the of Athens, except that the name
was written upon olive-leaves.',,() a leaf, mostly in pi., Horn.:

—

poet., contentious votes (cf.-
), Pind. II. a leaf of metal, Luc.', Ion.-, , ov, broad, flat, Anth., =, q. v.'" and -, later : f., Att.

: aor. 1 Ar., Ep., :

—

Pass., aor., Ep. - : pf ., also

: 3 sing, plqpf., Ep.- :

—

to

spread out sails or clothes, Od. ; %e?pe, of

one swimming, lb. : metaph., to open
one's heart, lb. :—Pass., mostly in pf., to be spread on
all sides, Horn. : part, spread wide, opened wide, of

folding doors, II. ; Od.',, ,() anything spread out

:

in pl. carpets, Aesch.'» , () a broad-brimmed felt hat,

chiefly used in Thessaly.7€ or', , a perch for fowls to roost at

night, Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.), , ov, Ep. for., , , Ep. :

—

able to fly, full
fledged, of young birds, Od. :—of birds generally, able

to fly, winged, II. :—absol., winged fowl, lb.

;

so, birds, Hdt.',,—, q. v., Dor. for, aor. 2 part. fern, of.', impf., Ep. 76- : f.,
syncop.) : aor. 2 syncop.,,, also (as if from'), Ep.-,,, Ep. subj. for, :

also aor. 2 act., inf., part, (as if

from') :—the pres. is also used ; and in

late writers :

—

to fly, of birds, bees, gnats,

etc., Horn., etc. :—then, of arrows, stones, javelins,

etc., II. : also of any quick motion, to fly along, dart,
rush, of men, lb., etc. II. metaph. to be on the

wing, flutter, Lat. volitare, of uncertain hopes, Pind.,

Soph. ; of fickle natures, Eur. ; a bird

ever on the wing, Ar. ;

e you
are chasing a butterfly,' Plat., Aeol. aor. 2 part. dat. pl. of.', Ion. and Ep., , a rock, a ledge or

-7€.
shelf of rock, Od. 2. a rock, i. e. a rocky peak or

ridge, Horn. ; .,, of the rocky
islets of the Bosporus, Pind., Eur.; ., of Par-
nassus, Soph.—Properly, is a fixed rock,

a stone : in Od. 9, are masses of live rock
torn up by giants. 3. a hollow
rock, i. e. a cave, II. ; . a cave in the rock
with a double entrance, Soph. II. proverbial

usages :—on ' , . :
—

as a symbol of firmness,
5

Od. ; of hardheartedness, Aesch.
Hence, a, ov, of a rock, Hes. : living on or among
the rocks, Od. ; . rock-Nymphs, Eur. 2.

cf rock, rocky, . Soph. ; .,,,, etc., Trag. II., epith. of Poseidon
in Thessaly, who clave the rocks of Tempe, Pind., () Adv. like rock, Luc.,, , () rocky, Horn., Hes.-, , () o'er-arched with rock, rock-

vaulted, Aesch., Eur.-, , (*) of rock, rocky, Soph., , Dim. of, Anth., , ov,() of rock, rocky, Hdt., Soph., Eur., , a stoning, Xen. From-, ov,() throwing stones, Xen. II.

as Subst.,, , an engine for throwing
stones, Lat. ballista, Polyb., etc.-, ov, () with bed of rock, Anth.-, , , a roller of rocks, Strab.-, 65, () hurledfrom a rock, Eur.', , a stone, distinguished from (v. sub
voce) ; in Horn., used by warriors,

II. ; lb. :

—proverb., Eur.-, , () cutting stones, Anth., f., () to turn into stone, petrify,

Anth. II. Pass, to be stoned, Eur.-, , () like rock or stone, rocky, stony,

like, ., of a grave, Soph., Plat.,-, -,, Att. for, etc.', Att. for.,, , an inquirer, spy, Luc. From, poet, for, Horn., Hes., Trag.; impf.

II., Eur. Hence, , ,() tidings, news, Aesch., Dor. for.
[], , ov, prob. an Ep. lengthd. form of, so that - (the only phrase

used by Horn.) would mean in wise, prudent, saga-

cious mind : cf . and*.&, , , epith. of war, =^ , II.', -, the pine, II., Eur., etc. II. anything
made from its wood, a torch ofpine-wood, Trag. 2.

a writing-tablet, Eur. Hence, Dor.,, , of pine or pine-

wood, Eur. ;'' the fire of pine-

torches, Soph. II. metaph. sha rp, piercing, Aesch., , ov, () of or from pine or pine-wood,

Soph.; . tears of the pine, i.e. the' resinous

drops that ooze from it, Eur., f . of : Dor..
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7€, a, ov, of or for inquiry, (sc.) a sacrificefor learning the will of the gods, Eur., 3 sing. pf. pass, of. II. of*., pf. pass. inf. of* :, 3 sing.

pf. pass, imper. of :» pf. pass. part.

both of (cf. also) and of*., fut. 3 pass, both of and*.^, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 inf. of :—-, opt.7€, Ep. redupl. f. of.€65, Dor. for ~45, pf. pass. part, of.
[], pf. pass, imper. of.

€6,,, v. sub *., Ep. 3 pb plqpf. pass, of.^, , ov, pf. pass. part, of :

—

-
timorously, Xen.,6€6,, v. sub.€€5, pf. pass. part, of., pf. pass, of., pf. of.-, Adv. pf. pass. part, of, care-

fully, Strab., Ep. for, 3 pi. pf. of.^, pf. pass. part, of.
€<)€, Ep. for, pf. part. pi. of., pf. of., Adv. of, naturally, Arist.

[], Ep. pres. formed from, pf. of ;

impf. Hes., Adv. pf. pass. part, of,
cautiously, Xen., Dem. 2. safely, Xen., Ep. for, pf. part. fern, of :—pi.

masc., for.
or ], Ion. , Dor. : enclit. Particle : I.

of Manner, in some way, somehow, not in any
way, not at all, Horn.; II.; in

some such way, somehow so, lb. ; Plat. ; ]
Id. ; if any way, Id. II. of Space,

by some way, to some place, to any place, Horn.

:

—c. gen., Try] ; wilt thou carry me
to some city? II. 2. in some place, somewhere,
anywhere, Od., Att. 3. . . , . . , on
one side . . , on the other . . , Plut. ; partly . . ,

partly . . , Xen.
. or ; Ion. ; Dor. ; interrog. Par-

ticle : I. of Manner, in what way ? how ? Od.,

etc.; ; how tell me? Ib.; ; how
exactly ? Plat. :—also in indirect questions,-

Hdt., etc. 2. to

what end ? wherefore ? Lat. quorsum ? Horn. II.

of Space, which way? Lat. qua? ;

II., etc. ; tis ; Aesch. 2. more rarely

like; where? II.; ; Soph. :—also in

indirect questions, c. gen.,, . . , Hdt., f. , () to spring or gush forth,
Anth. 2. c. acc. cogn. to gush forth with water, Id., a, ov, and os, ov, () of or from a well,

7. spring-water, Aesch.; . a weight of
water, Eur. ; . water Nymphs, Id., , rue, Lat. ruta :—proverb.,'' , i. e. scarcely at the edge or beginning,

because these herbs formed the borders of beds, Ar.

. 637,, ,( ill) anything congealed, hoar-
frost, rime, Hes., Dor., 6, Pegasus, a horse sprung
from the blood of Medusa, and named from the springs() of Ocean, near which she was killed, ridden by
Bellerophon when he slew Chimaera, Hes. : later poets

describe him as winged, Ar. : later still, he was the

favourite of the Muses, under whose hoof the fountain

Hippocrene (iWou) sprang up on Helicon, Strab.,

etc. :—Adj. fern. , Hippocrene, Mosch.--, ov, thick-fleeced, II.', Dor., , mostly in pi. of running waters,

streams, Horn., etc. ; distinct from (the spring
or well-head), °',

II. :—in sing., Aesch. 2.

metaph. streams, of tears, ,
Id., Soph. ; so, Soph.;
with sea.-water, Eur.; Pind. II. =, a fount, source, the fount of light,

i. e. the East, Aesch. :—in sing., , of

the silver-mines at Laureion, Id. ;, i. e. the sense of hearing, Soph. 2.

metaph. the fount, source, origin, Aesch.

;

, Plat.,, ,() anything joined together,

framework, of a ship, Anth. :—Lat. pegma, a moveable

scaffold used in theatres, Juvenal. 2. metaph., .
a bond in honour bound, Aesch. II.

7. frozen snow, Polyb." and- : f., Dor. : aor. 1,
Ep., Dor. part, :—Med., f. : aor. 1

:—Pass., f. : aor. 1, Ep.

3 pi., Dor. subj., part, : more
commonly aor. 2 [], Ep., Ep. 3 pi., part, : pf ., is generals-

used as pf. pass. : plqpf.. Radic. sense,

to make fast ; intr. and Pass, to be solid : I. to

stick or fix in, [] II.;

. Od. :

—

to fix in the earth, plant,

Soph. ; . to pitch a tent, Plat. ; (so Med.,
to pitch their tents, Hdt.) :—intr. pf.

and Pass., ' the spear stuck

fast in his heart, II. ; Ib. ; \_~\
- Soph. 2. to stick or fix on,

ava . to stick the head on stakes, II., etc. :

—Pass., having their limbs

fixed on spits, Eur.; impaled, Aesch. 3.

to fix the eyes upon an object, ,
II. ; Plat. II. to fasten to-

gether, construct, build, II. ; so Med.,-
to build oneself a wagon, Hes. III.

to make solid, stiff, hard, of liquids, to freeze, 0ebs

Aesch.; (sc. )
Ar. :—intr. pf. and Pass, to become solid,

stiff or hard, ~ the limbs stiffen, II. ; of

liquids, to become congealed, freeze, Hdt. ; ·
the salt crystallises, Id. ;

was not frozen strong, Thuc. IV.

metaph. to fix, Lat. pangere foedus, intr. pf. and Pass.

to be irrevocably fixed, established, ' -
Id. ;

-
Dem.
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•-, , ,( n) well put together, compact,

strong, II. ; * on the strong, big wave, Od.,, fern. Adj.( ill) frozen, icy-cold,

Od. j as Subst., =,, Anth., , () a rudder or an oar used for
steering, Od. ; after Homer, a Greek ship commonly
had two joined by cross-bars () and
worked by a handle or tiller ('). 2. metaph.,, . of reins, Aesch. ; -

Pind. ; . Plat., f. Att.- : aor. : pf.-
:

—

to leap, spring, bound,
II. ; . is Soph. ; c. acc. cogn.,

to take a leap, Eur. ; c. acc. loci, to bound
over them, Soph. ; . Eur. II. metaph. of

an arrow, II. ; of the heart, to leap, throb, Ar., etc. ; of

sudden changes, els ; Eur.,,, a leap, bound, Trag. II. a beat-

ing or throbbing of the heart,, i. e. beats with fearful presage, Eur. ; and, , a leaping, Plut. ; and, , , springing, Arist., Luc.', , or, , the blade of an oar, and
generally an oar, Od., Dor., , () a net or cage set to

catch birds, Ar. II. cream-cheese, Theocr., Aeol. and Dor., , , an ancient
harp used by the Lydians, Hdt., etc. II. a sort of

shepherd 's pipe, joined of several reeds, like Pan's
pipes (-), Anth., , , Dor., , ,() stuck in,

fixed, Soph. II. well put together, constructed,
built, of wood-work, Horn., Hes. ; -

the barriers of the house, Eur. ap. Ar. III.
congealed, curdled, ya Eur., aor. 1 inf. of :—, part., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of., : gen. Ep.: Att. acc. :

—

Peleus,
son ofAeacus, husband of Thetis, father of Achilles, prince

of the Myrmidons in Thessaly, Horn. :—Adj.,
a, ov, Ep., , ov, of Peleus, II.—Patron. -, , Ep. and ao, 0, son of Peleus, lb. ; Ep.
also, lb. ; Aeol., Pind. :—also,, , II. ; to Peleus' son, lb.,, , () a helmet, casque, II., Ar., , ,() Pelian, of or from Mount
Pelion, Anth. :—fern.,, II.

[], , ov, interrog. of,, how
great or large ? Lat. quantus ? Plat. II. of what
age, of a certain age, Arist., , ov, () of clay, Lat. fictilis, 01

clay figures, Dem., Dor., , Pelion, a mountain in Thes-
saly, Horn., Hes., Pind., etc. Hence,, on or at the foot of Pelion, Eur.- [], , , mtid-walker.', f., to build of clay, Anth. From-, ov, () clay-built, Anth., Pass, to wallow in mire, Luc.- [], ,() a potter, Luc.', , , clay, earth, such as was used by the

potter and modeller, Lat. lutum, Hdt., Att. 2.

'.
sometimes for or , mud, mire, as lutum
for coenum, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; proverb.,, i. e. to keep out of difficulties, Aesch.

;

, cf..-, , (*) a worker in clay, Luc., , a town on the coast of Egypt bordering

on Arabia, Hdt. :—Adj., the

Eastern mouth of the Nile, Id., f., to carry clay, Ar. From-, ov, () carrying clay.-, ov, moulded of clay, ., of

swallows' nests, Anth.-, , () like clay, clayey, muddy, of

places, Thuc. ; of persons, Plat.,,, (cf.) suffering, misery
,
calamity

,

woe, bane, Horn., etc. ; woe upon
woe, Soph. ; , the sword forged

upon the anvil, Orac. ap. Hdt. II. of persons, a
bane, calamity, II., Soph. Hence, f . , Ion.- : aor. 1 : Med.,
f. (also in pass, sense) :—Pass., aor. 1, Ep. :

—

to bring into misery,

plunge into ruin, undo, and, in milder sense, to

grieve, distress, Horn., Trag. ; . yrjv to damage
it, Hdt. :—absol. to do mischief, II. :—Pass, to suffer

hurt or harm, Od., Aesch., etc. ;

wilt suffer woe, Soph. Hence', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be injured, Theogn., , () —, Trag., , —,, Aesch., , Penelope, wife of Ulysses, Od. ; -, Hdt., Ar. ; Dor., Anth. (Her name
is connected with the mythic tale of the web (,), Spinster, v. Od.)', Aeol. and Dor. -,, , a kind of duck
with purple stripes, Ar.', , the thread on the spool or shuttle, the

woof, and in pi. the web, Eur. II. the bobbin or

spool, like, Anth., Dor., Dep., () to wind
thread, off a reel, Theocr.; interrog. Adv., correl. to and,
properly at what point of time ? at what hour ? Lat.

quota hora f Luc. ; ; about what
o'clock it is? Plat.; so, ; Ar. ; in full,; Id. II. generally, for

;

Dem. :—so, in an indirect question, Id., Dor. [], ,() the bobbin or spool

on which the woof is wound, II., Anth.-,, ,() the woofon the spool, Anth., aor. 1 inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of.! 1*» , , () a fixing, constructing, of

woodwork, Plat. II. (from Pass.) congelation, Id.', Dor., , , a kinsman by marriage,

Lat. ajfinis, Horn., Hes.', Ion., , a leathern pouch, a wallet,

scrip, Lat. pera, Od., Ar. Hence
[t], , Dim., Ar.-, ov, binding a wallet, Anth.', , , disabled in a limb, maimed, Lat.

mancus, II., Anth.



—, f., () to lame, maim, mutilate, Ar. :

—Pass., maimed, Dem. : metaph.,-
incapacitated for reaching virtue,

Arist. Hence, , a being maimed, mutilation, imper-

fection, Plat., etc. : blindness, Luc., late form of, f. of., , ov, () a cubit long, Hdt., Plat.

[], Med. to take into one's arms, Anth.~, , o: gen. pi.

:

—the fore-arm,
from the wrist to the elbow, Lat. ulna, Xen., etc. :

—

generally, the arm, ' II.,

etc. II. the centrepiece, which joined the two
horns of the bow, Horn. III. in pi., the horns or

sides of the lyre, opp. to the bridge, Hdt. IV.
as a measure of length, the distance from the point

of the elbow to the end of the little finger, Lat. cu-

bitus or ulna, a cubit or ell, containing 24
or 18^ inches, Hdt. : the . was longer by
three, = 27 or 2oh inches, Id. 2.

a cubit-rule, as we say * a foot-rule,' Ar., Dor. and late Att. for : aor. 1 part.., f . : aor. 1, poet,, :—Pass.,

aor. 1 : pf . : () :

—

to make
fat, fatten, Eur. ; . to fatten the soil, of a
dead man, Aesch. :—Pass, to be or become fat, Plat.,

etc. II. metaph., 1. to increase, enlarge,

Pind. 2. to make wanton, excite, Aesch.

:

—Pass, to wax fat and wanton, Id. ;
'-

to batten on quarrels, Pind.

irldXeos, a, ov, poet, for, Anth.,, indecl., () fat, II. :

—

any fatty substance,

cream, Anth. :—metaph., ' fatness is

beneath the ground, Od. 2. metaph., also, like Lat.

uber, the cream of a thing, the choicest, best, h.

Horn. ; ., like , Anth., euros, , () that which makes fat, of a
river, . bringingfatness to the soil, Aesch., aros, , Dor. and late Att. for.,, , () gushing, Eur.-, , () full of springs, Plut.,, , a spring, fountain, II., Hdt., Eur., to gush forth, Anth., Plut., impf.€ Ep. : f. : aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. 1 : pf. or- :—in Od. an impf. for (from) ; and part. pass, Hdt. :—another
Dor. and late Att. form is :—aor. 1 or4 : aor. 1 pass, :

—to press, squeeze,

press tight, Horn., Att. II. to press or weigh
down, of a heavy weight, Pind., Ar. : metaph. to

oppress, straiten, distress, Hdt., Aesch., etc.—Pass.
to suffer greatly, Hdt., Att. 2. to press hard, of

a victorious army, Lat. premo, Hdt. :

—

Pass., Thuc. 3. to repress, stifle,

Pind. III. later to lay hold of, to.s

by the hoof, Theocr. ; ttjs . ., aor. 2 inf. of.
irieipa [], -, fern, of, fat, rich, of land, Horn.,
Pind., etc. ; a rich, plenteous meal, II. ; of

wood, resinous, unctuous, Soph.
iuejA€V, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.
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€, Ion. -, r\, Pieria, a district in the North of

Thessaly, Horn. : €0€, from Pieria, Hes.

FllepiSes, at, the Pierides, name of the Muses, as

haunting Pieria, Hes., Pind., , , of Pieria, Hdt.
Triecrai, aor. 1 inf. of. II. in late Gr.,,
2 sing. fut. of., aor. 1 part.' of.
7€,, , () pressure, Anth.,, , poet, for, Anth., — -ps, 2 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., Att., , (/) a wine-cask or jar,

Ar. ; used for storing figs in, Dem. : hence,

to live in casks, as Athenian immigrants
were forced to do during the Peloponn. war. Ar., Dor. for.&, to tise probable arguments, Arist., , the use of probable arguments, as

opp. to demonstration() Plat. From&-, ov, (-) speaking so as to persuade., , , () calculated to persuade; and
so, 1. of persons, having the power of persuasion,

persuasive, plausible, of popular speakers, Thuc,
etc. :—c. inf., Plat. 2. of argu-

ments, Ar., Plat., etc. 3. of manners, persuasive,

winning, Xen. 4. of reports, plausible, specious,

probable, Hdt., Plat. 5. of works of art, producing
illusion, true to nature, Xen. II. pass, easy to

persuade, credulous, Aesch. 2. obedient, docile,

Xen. III. Adv.-, persuasively, Comp.-,
Plat.,, , persuasiveness, Plat., Arist.&, f.,() to make probable, Arist.€, aor. 2 inf. of

:

—, med., , a playing the ape, playing monkey's
tricks, Ar. From

[t], Dor., 6, an ape, monkey, Ar. ; as

fern., Babr. :—of persons, an ape, jack-

anapes, Ar., Dem. (Deriv. uncertain.)7-€, f., (·) to eat ape's flesh, Hdt.-, ov, () carrying apes, Luc., as if from, aor. 1 part, of., for, aor. 2 imper. of., Ep. for, aor. 2 med. of.
[t], , a wine-jar of the largest kind (cf. ~), Horn., etc. ; of earthenware, .

Hdt. ; covered with a lid, Hes. 2. proverbs, els, of the task of the

Dana'ids, i.e. labour in vain, Xen.; also ,
i. e. you have plenty of wine, £ you are in clover,' Theocr., , a little ape, Babr. ; of a flatterer, Pind.,, , () a cellar, Anth., aor. 2 part, of., f. , () to make sharp or bitter to

the taste, . T. 2. metaph. in Pass, to be exasper-

ated, foster bitter feelings, Plat., Theocr., , () bitterness, of temper, Dem., Plut., f. , () to be or taste bitter, Strab.-, ov, miserably married, Od.-, ov, ofsharp or bitter tongue, Aesch.-, ov, bearing bitter fruit, Aesch., , , and , :—properly (from )
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pointed, sharp, keen, II. ; yXcax'is Soph. ; me-
taph.,- Eur. II. gener-

ally, sharp to the senses : 1. of taste, sharp, pun-
gent, bitter, Horn., Hdt. :—so of smell, Od. 2.

of feeling-

, sharp, keen, II., Soph. 3. of

sound, sharp, piercing, shrill,), (pOoyyos Soph.

;

yooi Eur. III. metaph., 1. of things, bitter,

cruel, Od., Att. 2. of persons, bitter, malignant

,

Solon, Hdt., Att. ; hateful to the gods,

Soph.j Eur. 3. embittered, sorrow-

ing, Soph. 33. Comp.-, Sup.- Pind.,

etc. C. Adv., bitterly , cruelly , Aesch., Soph.

;

. , Dem. ; . Eur. Hence, , , pungency, bitterjtess, of taste,

Plat. II. metaph. bitterness, cruelty, Hdt., Eur.-, ov,full of bitter bile, splenetic, Anth., v.., f. ), () to compress wool, -
afelt hat, Anth. II. Pass, to be close pressed,

kneaded, Id., , Dim. of, Lat. pileolus, Ar., Dem., to, Dim. of, Plut.-, is, () wanting the letter , Anth., =, to bring near, Hes. ;—
(but with no act. form ), to draw near to,

approach, c. dat., the chariots

went close to the ground, II. ; eV lb.

;

ya?a earth and sky threatened to

encounter (in the storm), Hes., b, wool or hair made into felt, used as a
lining for helmets, II. ; for shoes, Hes. II.

anything made of felt, a felt skullcap, like the

modern fez, Hes. ; wearing
turbans for caps, Hdt. ;

Id. 2. afelt-cloth,Xen. 3. afelt-cuirass,
Thuc., ], , accustomed to wear , Luc.-, ov,( 1 1,) wearing a cap, Anth., , , () made offelt, Strab.-, , () soft fat, lard, Lat. adeps, Hdt.,

Soph. Hence, 4s, fat, Luc, Babr. ; Comp.-, Luc., Ep. for, pass, of, il., Ep. 3 pi. impf. pass, of., , a place in Pieria, sacred to the Muses,
Strab. :—Adj., Anth.--, — sq. : Ion. part. pres. fern,, Hes., in pres. and impf. formed like '; Ep.

3 sing. subj.; imperat. or :

impf. 3 pi. :—other tenses formed from) (which in the pres. and impf. is intr., v.) :

f.) : aor. 1, Ep. : pf.

:

—Med., aor. 1 :—Pass., f.

:

aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi. : pf. :

—besides these tenses, there was a poet. aor. 2 )-, Ep. 3 sing, and pi., ; cf..
(From Root or .) To fill full of a thing,

c. gen., Horn., etc. : c. dat. to fill with a thing,

Eur. :—absol. to fill up, to fill, II., Att. 2. to

fill, discharge an office, Aesch. II. Med. to fill

for oneself, or what is one's own,
to fill oneself a cup of wine, II. ; . vrjas to

-'.
get ships laden, Od. ; , rjoe

to satiate one's desire with meat and drink,

lb. ; ' fill the plainfull ofyour
chariots, Eur. III. Pass, to be filled, become or

be full of, c. gen., Horn., etc. 2. to have enough
of a thing, Soph. ; Plat.

;

—rarely c. dat., Thuc., in pres. and impf., like ; imper., inf. : impf. :—the other

tenses formed from (which also takes a special

sense, v. sub voce) :—f. : aor. 1, Ep., Ep. 3 sing, shortd. :—Pass., f.-
or : aor. 1 : pf..

(From Root PA) :

—

to burn, burn up, with
fire, II. ; Soph. ; absol., Hes., Aesch.

irtv, Comic abbrev. for, Anth., Adv. () like planks, Ar.,, Dim. of, a small tablet, on which the
wrote their verdict, ., Lat. tabella

damnatoria, Ar. ;—on which a law was written, Id.

;

—on which the information in case of ayya was
written, Dem. ;—on which the rules for the

were written, Id. '.—tablets, a memorandum book,

Plat. II. a tablet for painting upon, Luc.,,,—\ in pi., tablets, Plut.,,—, Ar.-, , a picture-gallery , Strab.-, , ,() one who sells small
birds plucked and ranged upon a board, Ar.

[],, 6, a board, plank, of a ship, Od. 2.

a tablet for writing on, II., Plat., etc. 3. a trencher,

platter, Od. 4. a panel, picture, Lat. tabula,

Simon. : generally, an engraved plate, of a map,
Hdt. 5. a register, list, Lat. album, Dem., etc., <x, , () dirty, squalid, Eur., a, ov, of Pindar, Ar., Adv. from Mount Pindus, Pind.

and, i), the pinna, a bivalve, with a

silky beard, Comici.-, , , () the pinna-guard, a small

crab that lives in the pinna's shell, like the hermit-

crab : metaph. of a little parasitical fellow, Ar.

0€,, , poet, for, Anth., Pass, to be rusted, of statues, Plut. From
[t], b, dirt, filth, Lat. squalor, Soph., Eur.;

metaph., , i. e. by foul means, Aesch.

: Ep. aor. 1, pass, : () :

to make prudent, admonish, correct, II., Aesch. Hence, , understanding, wisdom, Horn.,, Dor., rj, = ioveg., Anth., -), ,() wise, prudent, discreet, under-
standing, Od., Solon.-, ovos, b, , () of wise or under-
standing mind, Anth.

[], Ep. inf. and- : Ion. impf.

: f . [t], later : aor. 2 ,
Ep., 2 sing. subj., imper., Att., inf., Ep.,, part, , :—Med.,, also

:

—Pass., Ep. impf..—Other

tenses are formed from a Root, pf. :—Pass.,

f. : aor. 1 : pf. inf.. To

drink, Horn., etc. ; . to drink its water,
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i. e. live on its banks, II. ;—or c. gen. partit. to drink

of a. thing, . (as Fr. du vin), Od. ;

lb. :—also, olvoio to drink bowls
of wine, II. ; . 5 to drink of a spring,

Theogn. ; , Od.; .
Ar. ; e£ ) Plat. ; - Xen. :

—also, with which . . , Od. :

—

absol., Horn., etc.; , Ar. ;

to give to drink, Hdt. ; Xen. :

—

in pf., to be drunk, Eur.; but,

drinking and having finished drinking,

Plat. II. metaph. to drink up, as the earth does
rain, Hdt. ; Aesch., etc.-, , (,) dirty, foul, Eur., f. of.

irios, a, ov, poet, form of, unctuous, Hdt.7, f . [] : aor. :—Causal of,
to give to drink, I will make
them drink the water of Dirce, Pind., Ion.,, shortd. from-,
redupl. form of , pf . : 3 sing, plqpf

.

:—Pass., f. and [] :

aor. [], Ion. : pf ., Ion.

: 3 sing, plqpf. :
—to sell, Dem. :—

Pass, to be sold, esp. for exportation, Hdt., Att. II.

to sell for a bribe, of political leaders, Dem. :—metaph.
in Pass., I am bought and sold ! i. e. betrayed,

ruined, undone, Soph., shortd. from ,-4 (redupl. from Root) :

Ep. impf. : f., Ion. 3 sing,,
pi. : aor. 2, Aeol. : pf . 7re-, later also, Ep. part,,,
also-,, Att. poet. part,.

A. To fall, fall down, Horn., etc. ;

to fall in the dust, i. e. to fall and lie

there, II. ; . iv Eur., etc. ; or without iv,

II. ; . Eur. ; also, .
Od. ; ya Soph. ; irpbs Eur. ; with a Prep,

of motion, . is Hes. ; iirl yav Aesch. ; irpbs

Eur.

B. Special usages : I. iv to fall
violently upon, attack, ivl II. ; irpbs

Soph. 2. to throw oneself
down, fall down, Aesch.; yovv
tiv6s Eur. II. to fall in battle, II.,

etc.; oi the fallen, Xen.; . by the

spear, Eur. ;

—

. tivos to fall by another's hand,
Hdt. 2. to fall, be ruined, ^ aurbs' , Lat. mole sua corruit, Id. 3.

to fall, sink, the wind fell (so Virg.

cadunt austri), Od. 4. to fall short, fail, Plat.

;

of a play, to fail, Ar. III.

to fall out of his favour, II. ; so, . Eur. :

—reversely, . is Theogn. ; Aesch.;, avdyKas Eur., Thuc, etc. ; also, .
Eur. ; 7. Soph. 2. . els to

fall asleep, Id. ; or simply Aesch. IV.
yuvaiKos to fall between her feet,

i. e. to be born, II. V. of the dice, .
I shall count my master's throws

good or lucky, Aesch. ; so of lots, . or

Plat. ; . . 2. generally, to
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fall, turn out, , to be lucky, Eur.,

etc. VI. to fall under, belong to a class, Arist.-, an Egyptian word, =ab Kaya00s, Hdt. : in

modern Coptic, romi is = Lat. vir.

or , Dor. , 77s, , (?) a fountain at

Olympia, Hdt., Pind.:—Adv., Anth. ; Adj., a, ov, of or from Pisa, Id. :—also

[], , , fern.,, Pind.

[t], 77, ov, made of peas, ^tvos . pea-soup, Ar.

[t], , the pea, Lat. pisum, Ar., , () only in pi. meadows, Horn.", Att., ?, pitch, Lat. pix, II., Hdt., etc. :

proverb., -, i. e. he has got the

first taste of misery, Dem.-, es, (*&)=5, Aesch., Att., -, ov, like pitch, Luc., Att. --, Med. () to remove the

hair by means of a pitch-plaster, Luc., , , one who pitches, Luc., aTos, , =, Aesch.€05, ], , disposed to trust, confiding, Arist.:

—Adv.,5 to rely upon one,

Plat. II. creating belief, Id. From, f . : plqpf. : () :

—

to

trust, trust to or in, put faith in, rely on, believe in

a person or thing, c. dat., . Hdt., Att. ; with neut.

Adj., Aciyois believe my words
herein, Eur. :— later, . els to believe on or in God,
N.T. ; 7. Tbv lb. :—absol. to believe, Hdt.,

Thuc:—Pass, to be trusted or believed, Plat.;-
tivos to enjoy his confidence, Xen. ; . ,

05 Dem. ; 5 as if he would be

believed, Id. :—Med. to believe mutually, Id. 2. to

comply, Soph. 3. c. inf. to believe that, feel sure

or confident that a thing is, will be, has been, Eur.,

etc.; 7. to dare to do a thing, Dem. :— Pass.,

I am believed likely to speak

truth, Xen. 4. c. dat. et inf.,

to whom he trusted that they would keep silence, in

whose secresy he confided, Hdt. 5. to believe, have

faith, . . II. 7. to entrust something to

another, Xen., etc. :— Pass., I am
entrusted with a thing, have it committed to me, Id.

(a), 77, , () liquid, N.T. : others refer

it to5, in the sense of genuine, pure.

(), tj, ,() faithful

:

—Adv.,

Plut. 2. genuine, v. foreg., , gen. eojy : dat., Ion. : Ion. nom.
and acc. pi.; dat. : () :

—trust

in others, faith, Lat. fides, fiducia, Hes., Theogn.,

Att. ; c. gen. pers. faith or belief in one, Eur. :

—

generally, persuasion of a thing, confidence, assurance,

Pind., Att. 2. good faith, trustworthiness, faith-

fulness, honesty, Lat. fides, Theogn., Hdt., Att. 3.

in a commercial sense, credit, trust,

I have credit for so much
money with him, Dem. ;

Id. 4. in Theol. faith, belief, as opp. to sight and

knowledge, .. II. that which gives confi-

dence : hence, 1. an assurance, pledge of good

faith, warrant, guarantee, Soph., Eur. ;' to make a treaty by exchange of assur-

T t
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ances and oaths, Hdt. ; . ' Ar. ;

to g"ive assurances, Hdt. ; .
to interchange them, Xen. :—of an oath,

Thuc. ; or-
Dem. :

—

. an assurance against

fears, Eur. 2. a means of persuasion, an argu-

ment, proof, such as used by orators, Plat., etc.

(a), 77, 6v, () liquid ; (sc.)
liquid medicines, opp. to, Aesch.

(), , ,() : . pass, to be trusted

or believed : I. of persons, faithful, trusty, true,

II., Hes., Att. :—in Persia 01 were Privy-coun-

cillors, ' trusty and well-beloved,' Xen. ;

=, Aesch. 2. trustworthy, worthy of
credit, Thuc, etc. II. of things, trustworthy

,

sure, of oaths, etc., Horn., etc. ;

no longer can one trust women, Od. ;

warranted by reason, Thuc. 2. deserving belief,

credible, probable, Hdt., Plat., etc. III.,,
as Subst., like II, a pledge, security, warrant,
certainty, Soph., etc.; . Thuc;
. feeling confidence that

they should survive, Id. :—in pi., =, Hdt. ; , of oaths, Xen. ;

or to give and receive

pledges, to interchange pledges, Id., etc.

B. act. like, believing, trusting in, rely-

ing on, Theogn., Aesch., etc 2. obedient,

Xen. 3. faithful, believing, . T.
C. Adv., with good faith, persuasively

,

Dem. II. with disposition to believe, Id.,, , good faith, honesty, Hdt., Plat., f.,() to make trustworthy,
to bind him by oaths, Thuc. II.

Pass, to be made trustworthy , give a pledge or war-
rant,' to bind oneself to another
by oath, Od. 2. to feel trust or confidence, i. e.

to trust, to be persuaded, lb ;

on . . , feeling confidence that . . ,

Soph. III. Med. to give mutual pledges of
fidelity, exchange troth,

II. :
— ' to secure

his goodfaith by oaths, Soph. 2. to confirm, prove,

make good, guarantee, Polyb., Luc.•, ,(-) a drin king-trough for cattle, Eur.,,, , () an assurance, warrant,
guarantee, pledge, Aesch., etc. II. of persons,, = ", Id., . 3 ph aor. 1 med. of., , , verb. Adj. to be warranted, Luc.

[], ,() trusting on, relying depend-
ing on, confiding in another, c. dat., II., Hdt.

[],, Aeol. for,.
[], f. of.
[], Dor. -, , a place in Laconia, Hdt. :

—

, a corps of the Spartan army, Id.,, poet, form of, to spread out,

(Ep. for ) II. ; els

stretching out his arms to me, Od. ; els

(for) Pind. :—Pass.,

II., =,, Hes.

, poet, form of, used by Pind. and Trag. y

when the penult is required to be short ; cf. ,
for,., , Att. for.,, Att. for,., f . ,() to ply the plashing oar, Ar.'" [t], 6, the measured plash of oars, Eur.;

with one stroke, all together, Aesch. II.

any quick repeated sound, 1. the plash of falling

drops, 7. Eur. ; ., of wine poured
into a cup, Id. 2. the sound of repeated blows,

Aesch., Eur. :—metaph., Eur. ;

twice with two strokes, Id. ; also of

violentfrantic gestures, violence, passion, Id.-, , b, pine-bender, epith. of the robber
Sinis, who killed travellers by tying them between two
pine-trees bent down so as nearly to meet, and then let

go again, Strab., Plut.-, , () growing pines, Anth., ,() the husks of corn, bran, mostly
in pi., Dem., Theocr.' [t], , -, Ep. dat. pi., the pine,

stone pine, Horn. :—proverb., ·
to be destroyed like a pine, i. e. utterly, because

the pine when cut down never grows again, Hdt.-, ,() pine-crowned, Anth.-, , () abounding in pines, Strab.-, redupl. form of (Root of ), only

in pres. and impf. : Ep. inf. :
— to make

manifest, declare, tell of, Horn., Aesch. : absol.,

making signal to him, II. 2.

to set forth words, utter,, Od. 3. c. acc
et inf. to tell one to do, Aesch. II. Med. to

make manifest, II. ; to tell of, disclose, Horn., Hes., aor. 2 subj. of.
[t], , -, neut. , gen., fat, plump,

Lat. pinguis, Horn. ; . rich fat, II. ; of oil,

Hdt. II. of soil, /hi, rich, II.; also, %pya

pingues segetes, lb. ; , of wine,

Soph. 2. of persons and places, rich, wealthy,

Horn., Aesch. ; in plenteous measure,

Theocr. III. The Comp. and Sup. are,, as if from., Dor. for., f .,() to turn sideways or aside,. (sc. ) to beat up
against adverse winds, Luc. : metaph., . fj

to adapt them to circumstances, Plut.-5, b, the cross-flute, as opp. to the flute-a-

bec, Theocr., Bion.

[], a, , and os, , () placed side-

ways, slanting, aslant, Lat. obliquus, Thuc. 2., , the sides, Hdt. :—in military sense,

to attack theflanks, Thuc. ; els .
or to make an army file off right

and left, Xen. ; to

take the enemy in flank, Id. 3. with Preps, in

adverb, sense, obliquely, Id. ; ,
opp. to , Thuc. ;

—

in flank,

Id.; Xen. II. metaph. not straight-

forward, crooked, treacherous, Pind. ;

Eur.



' —, =- , Xen.,, , () either (act.) the beguiler,

(or pass.) the roamer, of Bacchus, Anth., , , and 6s, , () wandering,
roaming, Aesch., Eur. 2. metaph. wandering in
mind, erring, distraught, Od., Aesch. II.- are rocks beyond Scylla and Charyb-
dis, affording so narrow a passage that even birds could
scarcely get through, Od. ; transferred by later writers

to the Symplegades, Hdt., etc., , poet, for, roaming, Od., , the side, old Dor. word.-, f. med. of., aor. pass. inf. of.""', , , wet, damp, Anth.', Ep. impf. : aor. , Ep.·

:

—Pass, and Med., Dor., Ep. impf.

: f. ^/ : aor. ·, Ep." :—like, to make to wander or roam,
Horn. 2. to lead astray, bewilder, Id. II.

Pass, to wander, rove, roam about, Od. ;

brass glanced off'from brass, II.; c.

gen. to wander from, Eur. ; so,

; i.e. tls· -
; Soph. III. - '

the wave drove his shoulder aside, II. : Pass.,

was driven aside by the wave, Od.
[], , () a mould in which cakes

were baked, Theocr.

[], poet, form of, intr. to approach,
draw near, c. dat., Soph. ; c. ace, Eur. ; absol., Id., , an oblongfigure or body, Ar. ;-. a square, Xen. ; of an army, -

to be drawn up in square, Lat. agmine quadrato,
as opp. to marching order, Lat. agmine longo, Thuc,
Xen. (Prob. from same Root as-.), aor. 2 pass. part, of., , , () =, broad, Theocr.

[], , ,() made ofplanks,.'
a tripod with a board on it, Anth.,, o, contr. from, () a fiat
cake, Lat. placenta, Ar., opos, , Dor. for, Anth., Dor. for :—, Dor. for., f. )

:

—Pass, and Med., f.- and-: aor.: pf.: ():
—like, to make to wander, lead wandering
about, Hdt., Aesch. :

—

to lead from the subject, in

talking, Dem. 2. to lead astray, mislead, deceive,

Soph., Plat. II. Pass, to wander, roam about,

stray, II., Aesch. ; c. acc. loci, to wander over, Lat.

oberrare, Eur. ; but c. acc. cogn.,

to wander about as in a labyrinth, Xen. :
—

of reports, to wander abroad, Soph. 2. to wander in

speaking, digress, Hdt. 3. c. gen.,

having missed one's opportunity, Pind. 4. to do a
thing irregularly or at random, Hdt. ; is av-

posavvathathavevisitedthem irregularly,

Id. 5. to wander in mind, to be at a loss, Id., Aesch.' [], , like &, a wandering, roaming, Hdt.,

Aesch. 2. a digression, Plat. II. metaph. a
going astray, error, Id., etc.
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[],, , a wandering, Aesch., Soph.

[], 5, , a wanderer, roamer, rover, Soph.,
Eur. 2. the planets,Xen. II.

as Adj. wandering, Plut., , , () a making to wander, a
dispersing, Thuc., verb. Adj. one must wander, Xen., , Dor., , =, Soph.,

Plat. II. as Adj. wandering, roaming, Eur., , , disposed to wander, Strab., , ,() wandering, Plat., ov, poet, for5, Anth.7-, a, ov, going by bye-paths, wandering, h.

Horn, [ metri. grat.]' [], ov, 1. act. leading astray, cheating,
deceiving, Theocr., Mosch. II. , ,—, a wandering, roaming, straying, Soph., Eur.,

etc. 2. metaph., the wanderings
of thought, Soph. ; but, . wandering of

mind, madness, Eur. ; in uncertain fits, of a
disease, Soph. ; , of the act of weaving,

Eur. III. of persons,, , a deceiver, im-
postor, . T.-, , trodden by wanderers, Aesch., =, to wander about, Ar.', , gen., a fiat surface, fiat land, a
plain, Aesch. ; the ocean-plain, Pind.

;

Eur. : the flat top of a hill, table-land,

Soph. 2. a flat stone, tablet, Luc, . T., Dor. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of., ov, Dor. for., , , () anything moulded, an
image, figure, Ar., etc. II. anything imitated,
a counterfeit, forgery, Dem. III. a formed
style, affectation, in orators or actors, Plut., , , one addicted to lying, Plut.', Att.-: f. [] : aor. 1, poet., Ep. : pf. :—Med., aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. 1 : pf . :—to form, mould, shape, Lat. fingere, properly of the

artist who works in clay or wax, Hes., Hdt. ;

to mould the water-jar, Ar. ;

made clay houses, Id. :—Pass, to be moulded,
made, one is -moulding, Hdt. II.

generally, to mould andform by education, training,

Plat. III. to form in the mind, form a
notion of thing, Id. IV. to put in a certain

form : Med., havingformed him-

self'in face, i.e. composed his countenance, Thuc. V.
metaph. to make up, fabricate, forge, Soph., Dem. :

—

absol., to speak from invention, i.e.

not the truth, Hdt. :—so in Med., Xen., etc. :—Pass.*

not fictitious, Aesch., fern, of, Anth., to falsify, Byz., , , a moidder, modeller, Plat.|, Ion. -yf, 4770s, , the scale of a
balance, Ar. : dual, a pair of scales, Id. II.

collar for horses, Eur. III. a scourge, Aesch.

(In this last sense, at all events, from.), ), ,() fit for moulding, plastic,

at. the plastic arts, Plat.

t 2



644 -, , ,() formed, moulded in clay or

wax, Hes., Plat., etc. II. metaph. fabricated,

forged, counterfeit, Hdt., Eur. ; a suppositi-

tious son, Soph.

[], Dor. for.'', f. ), to clap, clap the hands, Theocr.

;

to clash, crack, Id. :—so in Med., Anth. II. to

beat the breasts, Bion; . Anth., ,() a rattle, Arist., *, ,() a clapping, Theocr., , (') the broad petal of the

poppy or anemone, which lovers laid on the left hand,

and struck with the right ; it was a good omen if it

burst with a loud crack, Theocr., , and in pi., , at, Plataea or

Plataeae in Boeotia, Hdt., etc. :—Adv.,
before a vowel -criv, at Plataeae, Thuc. :,
4, ol, Ion. -€€§, Att., acc. -as, Plataeans,

Hdt., etc.—Adj., ), , of PL, Id.;- the events at PL, Id. ; fern, ) yrj,

Id., u>vos, , (*) a fat stone, h. Horn. :
—

in pi. ledges of rock, Strab., , =* (q. v.), 11., Hdt., ovvtos, 6, contr. for is, a
grove of plane-trees, Lat. platanetum, Theogn., , later form of, the oriental

plane, Lat. platanus, Ar., Plat. (From *, be-

cause of its broad leaves.}, , v.., Dor.-,(*) to speak or pronounce
broadly, like the Dorians, Theocr., , (*) a tablet, Polyb.,, Adv. of*., Dor., , (*) aflat surface : 1.

the blade of an oar, an oar, Trag. ;' by

ship, by sea, Soph. ; with a fair voyage,

Id. 2. a sheet ofpaper, Anth.

[], Dor. for., *, , poet, for, a wife, Ar., Pass, to be made flat like an oar-blade, Ar.

From, €os, , (*) breadth, width, Hdt., etc. :

—

absol.,* or ., in breadth, Id., Xen., ), , shortd.'*, approachable, Aesch., Att. for., f. , (*) of a goose, to beat the

water with its wings, to splash about

:

—metaph. to

make a splash, to swagger, Ar.-', , , a wide-mouthed babbler, Anth.', verb. Adj. one must extend, Xen. From, f ., (*) to widen, make wide, . T. :— Med., yrjv to widen one's territory,

Xen. :—Pass, to grow broad, widen out, Anth. : me-
taph., is opened, enlarged, . T.-, ov, broad-backed, Batr.-, ov, (/) broad-bottomed,? Strab.-, iVoy, , , broad-nosed, Strab.-, contr. -, ovv, broad-flowing, Aesch.', , , Ion. fem.:—wide, broad, II.

;

' aiySov broad herds, i. e. large or wide-
spread, Horn. ; . Pind. 2. flat, level,

-.
Hdt., Plat. ; ., i. e. chestnuts, Xen. 3.

of a man, broad-shouldered, Soph. 4. metaph.,*ays flat (i. e. downright) mockery, Ar.

:

neut. as Adv., flatly, merely, Id. 5. (sc.

oSo's), , a street, Lat. platea, Xen. :—(sub. ), the

flat of the hand, Ar. II. salt, brackish, Hdt., tjto*, , breadth, bulk, Xen.

[], wfos, , Plato : whence Adj.,
), 6v, of Plato, Anth. ; Sup. -, Luc. : Adv.
-k&s, after the manner of Plato, Strab.', () Adv. entwined, entangled, Anth., *, ',{) plaited work, wicker-work,

Plat., Xen. :—pi. wreaths, braids, Eur., N.T.', acc., v. sub fin., , ov,() broad or long, Xen., f., to run the; metaph. to 'shoot

with a long bow,' Theophr.', , as measure of length, a plethron,— 100
Greek or 101 English feet, £ of a stade, Hdt.,

Xen. II. as a square measure, 10,000 square
feet (Greek) = about 37 perches, Plat., Dem. ;—used

to translate the Rom. jugerum, though this was about
2 roods 19 perches, Plut. (Deriv. uncertain.)€£, Ion., at, the Pleiads, seven

daughters of Atlas, placed by Zeus among the stars,

Horn., Hes. ; only six are distinctly visible, whence the

myth of the ' lost Pleiad,' Ovid. (Prob. from,
to sail, because they rose at the beginning of the sail-

ing-season, as '* from , with reference to the

rainy season. Poets, adopting the form *,
represented them as doves, and the* as swine.), Att. for, v. fin.,, v.*.

[], Adv. (*) mostly, most often,

very often, Xen., etc.-, e*, (*) manifold,* . all

the whole length of time, Aesch. Hence, Dep. to count as principal author,
Aesch.-, ov, throwing the most, of dicers, Anth.-, ov, crowded with people, Pind., , ov, Sup. of*, most, largest, also very

much, very large, both of number and size, Horn.,

etc. ;* ' yv&p.r) I incline most to the

opinion, Hdt. 2. with the Art., ol,
much like 01, the greatest number, Thuc,
etc. ; the greatest part of life,

Plat. ; also .* Thuc. II. Special

usages : ocras *
the greatest number that they could possibly subdue,

Hdt. ; ' . Thuc, etc. :—*
the greatest of all men, Aesch. III.

Adverb, usages:

—

, =, most, II., Att.

;

*, Lat. quam maxime, Xen.; sometimes
added to a Sup., ,./* Soph.

;

so, Id. :
—furthest, Plat. 2. with the

Art., . . for the most part, Ar. IV. with

Preps. : 1. furthest off, in point of

space or time, Thuc 2. els most,

Soph. 3. over the greatest distance,

to the greatest extent, in point of space or time, Hdt.,

Thuc; * . or * . for the most part,



Plat. ; , . . IV. 4.

or about the most, Thuc., poet, for, to sail.

and ', , , neut., ir\iov3 Att. also

: pi.,, Att., Att. neut.
:—Ep. pi., acc., dat. :

Ion. and Dor. neut., pi.* :—Comp. of, more, larger, both of number and size, Horn.,

etc. ; all further speech, Soph. ;

rbv the greater part of . . , Thuc. :—of Time,
longer, Hdt. ; the greater

part of night, II. 2. with the Art., ot

the greater number, like ot, the mass or

crowd, Horn. ; ot Hdt., etc. ; c. gen., ,
Id. :

—

the many, the people, opp.

to the chief men, Thuc, etc. :

—

the

greater part of Avar, Horn. II. pecul. usages of

neut. : 1. as a Noun, more, en Hdt.

;

nay, what is more, Eur., Thuc. :

—

or

a higher degree of a thing", Soph. ;. Thuc. :

—

to have the best of

it, win, conquer, Id.; also, like, c. gen.,

Hdt., etc.; also, ? Plat. ; . Soph.

;

., etc., Eur. :

—

; what more,

. e. what good or use is it ? Ar. ; so,

Dem. : — or, as Adv., more,

further, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; c gen. beyond, .
Theocr. ; cf. . ill. 2. as Adv.

more, rather, ot his opinion in-

clined rather, Hdt. :—also, , Ion. ,
for the most part, Id., etc. ; . =,
Thuc. b. with Numerals, .
Xen. :—in this sense a contr. form is used by
Att. writers, r)' Ar. ;

(sc.) Id., etc. ;—but is often omitted,

as in Lat. quam after plus, Id. ; so,

annos plus septua-

ginta natus, Plat. :—Comic phrase, )
more than to madness, Ar. c. the pi. is also

used like, Thuc, Dem.,, 6, () a full period, a year, Hes., , , () wicker-work, Ar.,, Pass, to be intertwined,-, of the Erinyes, Aesch. From
[], ,() anything twined ox wreathed,

a coil, wreath, spire, of serpents, Aesch. ; .
a wreath of smoke, Ar. II. in pi. the meshes of

a spider's web, Luc. ; metaph., at

tortuous speeches, Id., , properly fern, of : 1. a coil,

wreath, Aesch. 2. a twisted rope, cord, string, Eur., , , () ofplaiting, Plat., , , () plaited, twisted, Horn., Hes.,

etc ; . wicker mansions, of the Scythian vans,

Aesch.; the twisted task-

work of Egypt, i. e. ropes of biblus, Eur. 2.

wreathed,& Aesch. ; Eur.' : f . : aor. : pf . :
—

Med., aor. :—Pass., f . :

aor. ; but aor. 2 [] : pf.-

:

—to plait, twine, twist, weave, braid, II., etc. :

—

Med., having twisted me a rope,
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Od. :—Pass., ^- of basket-work, Hdt.

;

Id. II. metaph. to

plan, devise, contrive, like,, mostly of

tortuous means, . Aesch. ; Eur.

;

Ar. 2. of Poets,.,
Pind. ; . Eur. 3. in Pass, to twist one-

self round, Aesch., f. : pf. pass,- : () :
—to be

more, esp. to be more than enough, be superfluous,
Arist. II. of persons, to go beyond bounds, take
or claim too much, Dem. :—c. dat. to presume upon,
Trj Thuc. : of a writer, to be lengthy, tedious,

Lat. multus sum, Strab. 2. to

have an excess of, abound in a thing, Arist. III.

c. acc. to state at a larger amotmt, Strab. :—Pass, to

be exaggerated, Thuc.

[], Adv. () more frequently, oftener,

Plat. : several times, frequently , Arist.,() Adv. in many points of view, Plat.,() Adv. in various ways, Arist.', f. and : () :
—to

have or claim more than one's due, to get or have too

much, to be greedy, grasping, arrogant, Hdt., Plat. :

—also to gain or have some advantage, without any
bad sense, Thuc, Xen. 2. c. gen. rei, to have or

claim more of a thing, to have or claim a larger

share, Thuc, etc. II. c. gen. pers. to have or

gain the advantage over, Plat. 2. c
acc. pers. to overreach, defraud, Menand., . T. :

—

Pass, to be overreached, Thuc, Xen. Hence',, , an advantage, gain, privilege,

Plat., Dem. : in pi. gains, successes, Xen. II. an
act of overreaching, selfish trick, Dem.-', , , — , one who has or

claims more than his due, greedy, grasping, arro-

gant, Thuc, etc. :—as Adj., . Hdt.; Sup., Xen. 2.

making gain from their losses, Id.', verb. Adj. of, one must-

take more than one's share, Plat., , , disposed to take too much, greedy,
Dem., etc. Adv. -, Plat. ; . Dem., Ion. -, , the character and conduct of a, greediness, grasping, assumption, arro-

gance, Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. gain, advantage,
Xen., etc ; with a view to one's own ad-

vantage, Thuc, Xen. 2. c. gen. pers. advantage
over, Xen. 3. c. gen. rei, a larger share of a thing,

Arist. ; gain made from a thing, Dem., , ov, Ion. for, full.', Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. of.,, , later Att. form of., Ion. and Dor. for, neut. of : gen., pi.*., Adv. Ion. for (), Hdt.', ,, =, rib, La.t. costa, Hdt. : mostly

in pi. the ribs, the side, II., Hdt., Att. :—in sing.,

also, of one side, Soph. II. the side of things

and places, Theogn. ; ,
Plat. ; of an army, at. Xen. III.

the page of a book, Anth., Adv. from the side, Soph.
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the side, II., Hdt., etc. ;—also in sing-., Soph. II.

of places, n\evpbv the side of the bay where the

ships lay, Id. ; . the right flank (of an

army), Xen.-, is, striking the sides or ribs, Anth., , like, in pi. the side, Aesch., verb. Adj. from, one must sail, Dem., , , fit or favourablefor sailing, Theocr., Ep., Att. imper. : f.,
Dor., later : aor. : pf

.

:—Pass., aor. : pf. :

besides, Ep. impf., Horn, has a syncop.

aor. 2, cas, , part,, compds. ,-,
etc. : Ion. inf., impf., f., aor., part,, pf..—The Att. con-

tracted only ee and eet, as in :— s«z7, go by sea,

Horn., etc. ; c. acc. cogn., to sail the

watery ways, Od. ; hence in Pass., rb
Xen. ;—metaph., cf.

ill. II. of ships, II., Hdt., etc. ' 2. of other

things, to swim, float, Horn., etc. 3. metaph.,-
while we keep [the ship of] our

country right, Soph.; ' (sc.) Dem., neut., pi., =,,.',,, .,, : Ion.',
-,-: ., , : (-) :

—

full of a.

thing, c. gen., II., etc. 2.5 rags infected with his sore, Soph. II.

absol. full, II., etc. 2. of Time, full, complete,

ten full years, Hes. III.

Comp. Od., Dor., ,() blow, stroke, Lat.

pldga, Horn., etc. ;- Aesch.

;

in such phrases or is often omitted,

Ar., etc. :—the person struck is

said Id. ; the striker,,, Xen. 2. a stroke by light-

ning, Hes. : a blow, stroke of calamity, Aesch.; .
a blow from heaven, Soph., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.,, , =, Soph., Eur., eos, , Dor. : (-) : —

great number, a throng, crowd, multitude, II., Hdt.,

etc. 2. Tb, the greater number , the greater
part, the mass, main body, Hdt., Xen., etc. :

—

the
majority, the people, like 5, Lat. plebs, Hdt., Att.

:

—also the populace, mob, Xen. II. quantity or

number, Hdt., Att.; hi force, Thuc. :

—absol. in acc, Hdt. ;

Aesch. III. magnitude, size or extent,'/ Hdt.; Id., etc. 2.

quantity or amount, Thuc, Plat., etc. IV. of

Time, length, Thuc, etc. V. with Preps., or with

, in adv. sense, es . in great numbers, Id. :

—

upon the whole, in general, Plat. ; so,

Tb . usually, mostly, Lat. ut plurimum, Id.

[], Causal of, only in pres. and impf.,

to make full, increase, multiply, . T., Hdt. II.

Pass, to be in the majority, to prevail, Aesch. ; c.

inf., I am led by general opinion
to approve, Id.

[], , , Ep. dat., fulness, a throng,
a crowd, of people, Horn., Plut., etc. Hence, intr. form of, mostly in pres. and
impf. to be or become full, of a thing, Eur. :

—

absol.,^, v. V :—of rivers, to

swell, rise, Hdt. :—so in Med., Id. 2. to increase

in number, multiply, Aesch. 3. to abound,
in a thing, Soph. 4. to be general, prevail, Lat.

invalescere, of reports, Aesch., Soph.;
increasing time, age, Soph., Dor. [], poet, pf . (in pres. sense),

intr. form of, mostly in pres : (-) :
—to

be or become full of a thing, c. gen., II., Aesch.

;

having them full of flesh,

Aesch. ; c. dat., Theocr. : absol. of rivers, to be full,
brimming, II. ; so, at her full, lb. ;, ayopa, etc., v. sub

V. II. trans., like, Anth., , Ion. word, fulness, . -, = ayopa, Hdt. ; v. v. II. fulness, satiety, Id.,-, Ep. for, -., , ,() a striker, brawler, Plut., Dep. only in pres., to bandy blows with

one, c. dat., II. II. to beat one's breast for

grief, La.t. plangere, Anth. III. to indulge in

dalliance, Strab.-, Dor., ,() anything to

strike with : 1. an instrument for striking the

lyre, plectrum, h. Horn., Eur., etc. 2. a spear-

point, ., of lightning, Eur. 3. a cock's

spur, Lat. calcar, Ar. 4. an oar or paddle, Hdt..€, , a mistake in music,false note : metaph.
a fault, offence, error, Plat. ; and, f., to make a false note in music .-

metaph. to go wrong, offend, err, in a thing, Eur.,

Plat., etc. ; efr Aeschin. :—Pass.,

to be ill-treated by one, Plat., Dem. Hence,, , a fault, trespass, Aeschin.-, is, (, *) properly, out of tune,

opp. to. II. metaph. in discord,faulty

,

erring, Plat. 2. of things, dissonant, discordant

,

unpleasant, Eur., etc, , —, the flood-tide, Anth., f., to rise like the flood-tide, to over-

flow, be redundant, Anth., Plut.

[if],, , a rise of the sea,

of the wave caused by the rock thrown by the

Cyclops, Od. : flood-tide (cf.), opp. to

(ebb), Hdt. 2. generally, a flood, deluge, Arist.;

of tears, Aesch., Eur. [ in Horn., in Att.] (Deriv.

uncertain : perh. from -], .), , the nave of a wheel, II., Hes. (Perh. from, the filled up or solid part of the wheel.), Dor. = 7rAeW : A. as Prep, with geH.,

more than, and so except, save, Od., Hdt. ;

liable to any punishment save, short of,

death, Hdt. ;

save in respect of death, Thuc.
B. as Adv. : I. with single words and phrases,

when a negat. precedes, Soph.,
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etc. :—after $,, tuacrros, and the like,5 Plat. ; is sometimes omitted,[] is Soph. ; after,' what else but lies, Id.; after a
Comp., like , than, iarrl, '-
yeiois Eur. II. often joined with other Par-

ticles : 1. el, idv, Lat. nisi si, 1
Plat. ; Aesch.,

etc. :—the Verb is often omitted, as with,,, tis opvis Ar. 2. , much
like el, Id. 3.

, only not, is ,' Hdt. ; ol.
Xen. 4. except that . . , save that,, '~ Ar. ; so, f) Hdt. 5.

except or save sofar as, Id. ; el Thuc. :

—without a Verb, , '
save so far as thou art concerned, Soph,, 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, both of and of., Ep. for, aor. of.-, Dor. |·-, ov, striking or driving

horses, II., Hes., , gen. eos, contr. : Comp.-, Sup.- : () : I. c. gen. full of a thing-,

Hdt., Trag. 2. filled or infected by,

polluted by birds and
dogs with meat (torn from the body of Polynices),

Soph. 3. satiated with a thing, Id. ;

he has gazed his fill, Hdt. II. rarely

c. dat. filled with, Eur. III. absol. full, of a
swoln stream, Hdt. ; of the moon, Id. ; of cups, Eur. :

—esp. full of people, Ar. 2. full, complete, -
Hdt., Eur. :—of number,

fourfull years, Hdt.-, f., () to fulfil, . . II.

in Pass., of persons, to have fidl satisfaction, to be

fully assured, lb. ; of things, to be fully believed, lb., , fulness of assurance, certainty, N.T., f. : pf. : Med., f.:
aor. :—Pass., f .-, also f . med.
in pass, sense : () :

—

to make full : I.

c. gen. rei, to fill full of, Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to be

filled full of, Aesch., etc. 2. to fill fidl of food,

to gorge, satiate, Eur. ; me-
taph., to glut one's rage, animum
explere, Soph., etc. II. c. dat. to fill with, Eur. :

Pass., filled with breath,

Aesch.; N.T. III. ., to man a. ship, Hdt. ;

man the breast-works, Aesch. ; in Med.,
to man one's ship, Xen. :—Pass., of the ships,

Thuc. 2. of number, to make full or complete,
Hdt. ;—so in Med., . T. :—Pass, to

be completed, Hdt., . T. 3. . to

fill it, Dem. 4. to fulfil, pay in full, make
up, Aesch., Thuc. :—Pass., fully
observed, Aesch. 5. ayyos

having poured wine into the vessel

till it was full, Eur. :—Pass, to crowd in to a place,

Id. IV. intr.,
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the length of road comes in fidl to this number, Hdt.
Hence,, , a full measure, Eur. 2. .

the satiety of the feast, Id.; . their fill

of cheese, Id. 3. of ships, afidl number, Hdt., Eur.

;

of single ships, their complement, Thuc, etc. 4'. of

number, the sum, total, Hdt., Ar. 5. a piece in-

serted to fill up, N.T. 6. fidness,full and perfect

nature, lb. II. a filling up, completing, Soph. ;. to have the task of filling them,

Eur. 2. fulfilment, N.T., , () a filling zip, filling, Plat. :

often of eating and drinking, satiety, Id. 2. the

completion of a number, Hdt., , ,() one who completes, Dem., aor. part, of., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 med. opt. of.~, f . : pi. : () :
—to

bring near, Xen. :—Pass, to come near,

approach, Eur. II. intr., in sense of Pass.,

absol. to be near, Soph. :

—

to draw near to, approach,

c. dat., Xen. ; rarely c. gen., Id. 2. c. dat. pers.

to be always near, to consort or associate with,' Soph. ; yuvaiKi Dem., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of., f. pass, of.-,-,.. and Sup. of.-, , Dor., Dius in Stob. :

—

an
approaching, approach, Arist., a, ov, () near, close to, c. gen. or dat.,

or Horn. :—absol. near,

fieighbouring, II., Aesch., etc. :—as Subst. a neigh-

bour-, is . II., etc. II. = Adv., Dor.,^^, near, nigh, hard by,

c. gen., Horn., Hdt., etc.; c. dat., Eur. 2. with

the Art., (sc.) one's neighbour, Theogn.,

Eur., etc. ; so in Dor., Theocr. :—also, with

Substs., . Xen. III. Comp., Sup.-, Id.—Comp. Adv.-, Hdt. ; -, Xen. ; Sup.-, Id.--, ov, near a country, bordering upon,

Hdt. ; absol., 01. persons who live in the next

country, next neighbours, Lat. finitimi, Id., Thuc.--, ov,(-)filling the sails, Od.,

Eur. II. pass, with full sails, Plut., a, ov, (-) filling, satisfying, Plut. :

satiety, Id.-, , (-) a filling or being filled,

satiety ; esp. of food, repletion, satiety, surfeit, Eur.,

Xen. :—c. gen., . Ar., f.: aor. 1 €7?|,.·7)^: pf.-
(used as pass, in late writers) : Ep. redupl. aor. 2-
yov or*, inf.:—Med., f.

:

aor. 1 : Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2^, 3 pi.^ :—Pass., f., and :

aor. 1 : aor. 2 ^, later- [] :

pf.: (the Root is, or). To

strike, smite, Horn.; of a direct blow, as opp. to,
Horn., etc. :—c. acc. dupl. pers. et partis,

struck him on the neck, II. ; ,
of boxers, lb. :—c. acc. cogn.,' (sc.) lb. ;

having driven him
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with blows, lb.; , like Lat. terrain

Pede pulsare, Od. ; to

'whip on the horses to the fray, II. ; of Zeus, to strike

with lightning-, Hes. :—Med., having
smitten his thighs, II. ; , in

sign of grief, Hdt. :—Pass, to be struck, stricken,

smitten, Hom.,Trag. 2. with acc. of the thing set

in motion, is

struck the dust up to heaven, II. 3. Pass, to receive

a heavy blow, to be beaten, Hdt., Thuc. :

—

to be

stricken by misfortune, Hdt. ; -, i.e. I have lost it by this blow, Aesch. II.

metaph. of violent emotions, to strike one from one's

senses, amaze, confound, Horn. :—Pass., -
Hdt., etc.; moved by bribes, Id., Ion. for., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, both of and of., f. ,() to make into bricks,

Hdt. :— absol. to make bricks, Ar. ;— so in Med.,
Thuc. II. to build of brick, Id. III.

to make in theform of a plinth or brick, Ar., Adv.() brick-fashion, i. e. in courses

with the joints alternating, Hdt., , ov,() of brick, Hdt., Xen., , Dim. of, a small brick, Thuc,
Xen. II.=^, a rectangle or square, Plut.,, , Dim. of, a whetstone, Anth., Med. to build as with bricks, Anth.-, f. ), to make bricks, Ar., , a brick, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; -,, Lat. ducere lateres, to make bricks, Hdt. ;

to bake them, Id., f., to make bricks, Ar. From--, 6, (*) a brickmaker, Plat,, f., to carry bricks, Ar. From-, ov, () carrying bricks, Ar.-, ,() brick-built, Aesch., aor. 1 : pf. :—to
cross the legs, as in trotting, they

trotted, Od.; in comp., would have
trotted off, Ar.-, ov, () producing navigation, Anth.

[],, Dim. of, a skiff, boat, Ar., Xen., v.., , () a floating vessel, a ship, vessel,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; ? small craft, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; . transport-^ssi'/s, Hdt. ; .
ships of war, Id. ; . or

ships of burthen, merchantmen, Xen. :—when opp. to, a merchant-ship or transport,,7 Thuc., 75, , =, a lock or braid of hair,

of women, Bion : in sing, curling hair, Theocr., , () a lock or braid of hair, Aesch. :

in pi. locks, properly of women, II. :—in sing., collec-

tively, =, Hdt. ;
. Aesch.,, , () a plaited rope, Xen., ,() a twining : anything woven, a web,

Eur. II. metaph. the complication of'a plot, opp.

to, Arist., , () a lock of hair, a braid, curl,

.
Trag. II. a wreath or chaplet, the
pa.Ts\ey-wreath at the Isthmian games, Pind.;

Eur., etc., o, Att. contr.; pi.:—later, we have
a gen. sing,, as if of third declens. : () :

—a
sailing, voyage, Od., Hdt., Att. ; ,

Soph. ; its

length is four days' sail, Hdt. 2. time or tide for
sailing, Hes., Soph., etc. ; to have a fair

wind, Thuc. 3. proverb., , (
the next

best way ' (from those who use oars when the wind
fails), Plat.-, , () health and wealth, Ar. ;

parox.* (metri grat.) Id.» Att. contr. for., , ov, () rich, wealthy, opulent,

Hes., Theogn., Att. 2. c. gen. rei, rick in a thing,

Lat. dives opum, Eur., Plat. :—also c. dat., Plut. II.

of things, richly furnished, ample, abundant, Soph.,
Eur. III. Adv. -, Hdt., Eur.€, , collat. form of, gen.,
-, Anth.; dat., - ; acc. Id., etc.', f.,() to be rich, wealthy, Hes.,

Theogn., Hdt., Att. ; . ^ to be rich

from the public purse, Ar. 2. c. gen. rei, to be rich

in a thing, Xen. 3. c. dat. rei,. Eur.,

Xen. 4. c. acc. cogn., . Luc. Hence, , , enriching, Xen. ; and, verb. Adj. one must become rich, Luc., f. Att. -,() to make wealthy , enrich,

Aesch., Xen.; ironic, . . Aesch.:—Pass.,"" Soph. ; . ,
to gain one's wealth from . . , Xen.,() Adv. according to wealth,.

Arist.-, , Dor. for -, (-) rejoicing

in riches, wealthy, Aesch.-,, , = sq., Anth.-, , , giver of riches, Hes.-&, ,() plutocracy, Xen.-, , wealth-creating, Plut.', , (perh. from-) wealth, riches,

Horn., etc.; , treasure of gold,

silver, Hdt. :—metaph., yas., of the whole

earth, Aesch. ; ' Id. II. as prop. n.

Plutus, god of riches, Hes., , ,=, , . .-,, , , rich in earthly treasures, in

allusion perh. to the silver mines of Laureion, Aesch.,, , Pluto, god of the nether world, Trag. :

(prob. from) the wealth-giver, as spouse of

Demeter, who enriched men with the fruits of the earth., , , like, mostly in pi. locks,

braids of hair, II., Anth. II. the tendrils of the

polypus, Anth., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 1 of., , () a trough, tank, or pit, in which
dirty clothes were washed by treading, Horn. II.

metaph., ,= II, Ar., ov, of or for washing: (sc.

), , a festival at Athens, in which the clothes of
Athena's statue were washed, Xen., etc.



' -' [], Ion. impf. : f., Ion. and. : aor. , . :—Pass., f.·: pf .

:

—to -wash, clean, properly of linen

and clothes, (opp. to to bathe, to wash
the hands or feet), Horn., Att. 2. to wash tfj^dirt,

Od. II. as a slang term, (as we say)
' to give him a dressing,' Ar., Dem.

[p],, , a washing, Plat., Ion. impf. :

—

to sail on the sea,

Hes. ; 01" began to use ships

or practise navigation, Thuc. :—as Dep.,
Strab., Luc.

or, ov, () fit for sailing : 1.

of a ship, fit for sea, seaworthy , Thuc. 2. of navi-

gation, or as navigation
advanced, as circumstances became favourable for
navigation, Id., ov, () navigable, Soph.,() to sail. II. Pass, to be navi-
gated, of the sea, to navigate, Polyb., , v..,, , () a sailor, seaman, Ar., Plat. ;

including rowers and navigators, Arist.•-, , , skilled in seamanship, a seaman,
Plat., Plut. ; also a shipowner, Plut., ", , () floating, Od., Hdt. ;

swimmers, i.e. fish, Anth. II. navigable, Hdt. 2.

of seasons, fit for navigation, Polyb., Ion. for.€, Ep. for.,, , () a blowing,

Hdt., Aesch. : alone, a wind, blast, Trag., etc. 2.

metaph., . with more genial breeze or in-

fluence, Aesch. ; . Id. ; .' the wind is constantly

changing even among friends, Soph. II. like Lat.

spiritus or anima, breathed air, breath, Aesch.; -.
the breath of life, Id. ; . to collect

breath, Eur. ; ttv.,, to give up
the ghost, Id. ;

the wind-pipe,

Id. 2. that is breathed forth, odour, scent,

Id. III. spirit, Lat. afflatus, Anth. : inspiration,

N.T. IV. the spirit of man, lb. V. a spirit;

in N.T. of the Holy Spirit, , . :
—

also of angels, lb. :—of evil spirits, lb. Hence^, , 6v, of spirit, spiritual, N.T., in later Att., ovos, 6, () the

organ of breathing, the lungs, Lat. pulmo, II., Plat. :

mostly in pi., Trag. ;
Eur., Dor. poet, for, impf. of., to breathe hard, pant, Arist. ; Ep. part., Anth., Ep., Ion. impf. : f.,

Dor. : aor. : pf .
:

—

Like other dissyll. Verbs in ~, this Verb only con-

tracts €€, eei :

—

to blow, of wind and air, Od., Hdt.,

Att.; (sc.) the breeze, N.T. II. to

breathe, send forth an odour, Od. :—c. gen. to breathe

or smell of a thing, Anth. III. of animals, to

breathe hard, pant, gasp, II., Aesch. IV. gene-

rally, to draw breath, breathe, and so to live, Horn. ;

= , Soph. V. metaph., c. acc.
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cogn. to breathe forth, breathe, breath-
ing spirit, of warriors, II. ; so, . Hes. ;,

Aesch. ; so, Ar.
;', of a swift runner, Id. 2.

to be of a high spirit, give oneself airs, Eur. ;
1

Id. :—also, with a nom., as if it were the wind,

Id. ; * Dem.», , () an oven, heated by hot coals

put inside it, like our brick ovens, Ar.•, , , () choking, stifling, Ar., =, Anth., , () a choking or being choked, Xen.,, , =, Anth., , () stifling heat, Ar., Thuc.

[], f.: aor. 1:—Pass., f. ']-
: aor. 1 , aor. 2 [] : pf

.

:
—to choke, throttle, strangle, Plat. ; pro-

verb., , ; if water

chokes, why should one drink more ? Arist. :—Pass, to

be choked, stifled, Ar. : to be drowned, Xen. 2.

metaph. to vex, torment, Luc. II. to cook in a
close-covered vessel, to stew, Hdt., Ar. Hence, , , verb. Adj. strangled, N.T., Ep., , ; Dor. and, as :() :

—a blowing, blast, breeze, Horn. :

along with, i. e. swift as, blasts of wind, Id. ;, Id., etc. :

—

the blast of bellows,

Thuc. II. of animals, a breathing hard, of horses,

II., Soph. 2. generally, breath,, Eur. :—metaph., the breath

of Hephaestus, 'i.e. flame, II.;

Eur. III. a breathing odour, a vapour, exhalation,, of a burning city,

Aesch. IV. the breath of a wind-instrument, Pind.,

Eur., Ep. for \.', gen. (not), , the Pnyx, the place

at Athens where the were held, Ar. ;. Dem. It was cut out of the side of a

little hill west of the Acropolis, being of a semicircular

form like a theatre., , Ion., Dor., grass, herb, Horn.,

etc.; , Lat. herba Medica, sainfoin or

lucerne, Ar. 2. the grass, i. e. a grassy place,

Plat., Xen. II. in Poets, of Time,

four grasses, i. e. summers, Anth., of ground, to produce grass, Strab.-, , tenderfooted, Orac. ap. Hdt., v..-, , a trap for the feet, Xen., Anth. II.

gout in the feet, opp. to. Hence, to have gout in the feet, Ar. ; and, , , liable to gout, gouty , Plut., , = foreg., Luc.-,, , () a vessel for washing the

feet in, a footpan, Hdt.- {], , () water for washing the

feet in, in pi., Od., , , from what country ? Lat. cujas ?

generally, whence ? where born ? Hdt., Trag. ; tis

. ; Plat. 2. generally, of what sort ? ;

. . , of what sort ? one that will not
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bite, Dem. (As in, -,,,- is a termin. of uncertain origin.)-, ov, swiftfooted or whitefooted :—,
, Swiftfoot or Whitefoot, a horse, II. ; fem. -/,
a Harpy, lb.-, , () sufficient with the feet, swift-

footed, of Achilles, II. ;
a day of swift-

ness, i. e. on which swift runners contended, Pind.

;

the field of swift courses, i.e.

the Pythian racecourse, Id.-, ov, () drawn over the feet, Aesch.,, ,() in pi., the ragged ends in the skins

of animals, formed by the feet and tail,

a lion's skin hung- round
one's neck by the paws, Theocr. II. in sing-

, the

neck or mouth of a wineskin, formed by one of these

ends, the others being sewn up, Hdt. 2. generally

any narrow end, a strip of land, Id. 3. the

lower comer of a sail, the sheet, Luc.-, Dor. and Trag.-, , (-) a guide,
attendant, Soph., Eur.-, ,() reaching to the feet, II., Hdt.-, ov, windswift, of Iris, II.-, , (*) reaching to the feet,,

. a frock that falls over the feet, as in the

archaic Greek statues, Eur., Xen. ; . the large

shield which covered the body quite down to the feet,

Xen.; . a straight, firm pillar, Aesch. 2.

the parts about the feet, the feet, Id.75, a, ov, () a foot long, broad, or high, Xen., f., () to tie the feet

:

—Pass, to have
the feet tied, or to be tied by the foot, of horses, Xen.-, ov, welded to the feet, Anth.7,, , () foot-entangling, of a long

robe, Aesch. Hence, , a foottrap, Anth., Ep. gen. and dat. dual for.-, , also written, properly, foot-
plague, a kind of stocks, Dem., etc.-, , a stamping with the feet, Strab.-, ,() bursting forth at a stamp
of the foot, Anth.-, , a snare or trap to catch the feet, Xen.-, , (>) a footwiper, footcloth, Aesch., , swiftness offoot, II., Eur. From-, , () swiftfooted, of Achilles, II. ; .

Thuc.
',
· Xen. 2. generally, swift,

quick, Aesch. ; . Soph., v. sub init., Ion., f. ), to eat grass, Hdt.- [], ov, (·) eating grass or herbs.9, , , and , ,() longed for, desired,

much desired, esp. if absent or lost (v.), Trag.

;

Eur. ; . tears of regret, Id.

;

. Ar. :—Adv., to

long greatly for a thing, Xen.
; Ion.; I. interrog. Adv. whence? 1.

of place,, . Od. ;

; Plat. ;—c. gen., ; who and
from what country art thou ? II. ; ; Eur. 2.

of origin, " ; from what source
does he boast that his race is ? Od. 3. in speaking,

- noiE'a
·,; Aesch. 4. of the cause, whence? where-

fore ? Id. j alone,; how can it be? impossible I

Eur., Ar. II., enclit. Adv. from some place
or other, . ; ei .& Od.76, Dor. for., ov, Dor. for., Ep. inf. (as if from -) : Ep.
impf., Ion. : f. and-

: aor. 1, Ep., also : pf.- : () :
—to long for, yearn after what

is absent, to miss or regret what is lost, Lat. de-

siderare, Horn., etc.; Ar. ; .
- Plat. :—Pass., S>

(sc.) Ar. 2. of things, to require, r\

Plat. II. c. inf. to be

anxious to do, Eur. ; -
my sickness needs to take thee as an

assistant, Soph. III. absol., one's de-

siring, one's longing, Id. 2. as Dep.,

the longing soul, Id.', 7],=, fond desire for one, ?
II. ; } -rj from longing after

thee, lb. 2. want of a thing, c. gen., Od.; interrog. Adv., poet, for ; where? Od.,

Soph.;—c. gen., ; in what part of Nysa ?

Eur. 2. for ; whither? Anth. .,
enclit. Adv., poet, for , anywhere or somewhere,
II., Soph. 2. of Time, if ever

Zeus grant, II. : at length, Od. 3. indefinite, soever,

haply
,
probably , Horn., V, , poet, for, Anth.-, ov, love-stricken, Anth., r), Dor. for., Dor. for.', , a longing, yearning, fond desire or regret

(for something absent or lost), Lat. desideriinn, Horn.,

etc. 2. c. gen. desire or regret for a person or

thing, Id. ; so, . yearning after thee, Od.

;

£ Soph. II. love, desire, Hes., etc.

; interrog. Adv. (cf .) whither ? Lat. quo ?
Theogn., etc. 2. c. gen., ; "; to what
spot of earth? Aesch.; ; ;; Soph. II. to what end? in what
point ? ; Aesch. . , enclit. Adv.
somewhither, Soph., Ar., etc.

7,, contr., for,.: Ep. impf., contr., Ion. :

—Med., 3 sing. Ion. impf. : f.

(also used in pass, sense) :—Pass., f . :

aor. 1 : pf. (also used in med.
sense). [Att. Poets often use the penult, short, as,, etc., which are often written ,,
etc., as in Lat. poeta, poesis.~]

Used in two general senses, to make and to do.

A. to make, produce, create, in Horn, often of

building, .,, etc. ; of smith's work, .
II. ; of works of art, lb., etc. ;

to make something of wood, Hdt. ; .
Id. ; so, c. gen., . Id. ;

-
Xen. :—Med., build them

houses, II.; also, to have a thing made, get it made,
Hdt., Dem. 2. to make, create,



'- Dem. 3. of Poets, to compose, write, (old

English to make), Lat. carmina facere, Hdt., Att.

:

—also, to make or represent in poetry,"-
Plat. : to describe in

verse, Id. : to put into verse, Id. II. to bring to

pass, bring about, cause, Horn., etc. : c. acc. et inf.

to cause or bring about that . . , Od., etc. 2. of

sacrifices, and the like, . , like, Lat. sacra

facere, Hdt., Xen., Thuc, etc. ; .' to hold

the Isthmian games, Xen. ; . (as we say,

to make a house), Thuc. :—Med. in same sense, but
implying indirect action, ] II. 3. of

war and peace, to cause a war, but, .
to make war (on one's own part), Xen. ;—so,' . to bring about a peace (for others) ; but,^ to make peace (for oneself), etc. 4.

the Med. is often used periphr. with Nouns,
for, . for,

. for, opyrjv . for', Hdt. etc. :

—

. tivos to make account of , . , Id. ; but, tovs

Xoyovs . to hold a conference, Thuc. III. with

an Adj. as predic. to make so and so,

to make one senseless, Od. ; to make
them blest, i.e. prosper them, lb.; . tovs ·
veis Xen. :—so with a Subst., Od,

;

' . Thuc. :—Med.,
or to take her to oneself as, II. ;

to make him one's son, i. e. to adopt him as

son (cf.), lb., Att. :— also,

to make a thing one's own, Hdt. IV. to put, .
ivl' Horn. ; . ' Hdt. 2.

in war, . Tivas to bring under the power of . .

,

Dem. :—Med., Hdt.;
Tivas is Id., etc. V. in Med. to

hold, deem, consider, reckon, esteem a thing as . . ,

to take it for a visitation, Id.

;

Seivbv , Lat. aegre ferre, Id. ; .,
c. inf., to deem it a great matter that . . , Id. ;

. ji Thuc.
;

etc. :—often with Preps.,

oidevbs . ti to hold as naught, Soph. ;

—

iv,
. Hdt.; iv ,, iv opyfj Dem.;

—

', ' . Xen.;

—

,, Att. VI. to

put the case, assume that . . , Hdt., Xen. :—Pass., ot

those who are reputed . . ,

Plat. VII. of Time, . to make no long

time, i.e. not to delay, Dem.; ''
to spend it under arms, Thuc.

B. to do, much like, Horn., etc.;

Dem. ; ~2,
to act like a Spartan, Hdt. ; . Soph.,

etc. 2. c. acc. dupl. to do something to another,

or Hdt., etc. ; also , KaKcos

. Xen., etc. :—also c. dat. pers.,'

. Id. ; so in Med., Hdt. 3.

with an Adv., do thus, Id. ; oVws
Xen. ;—so with a partic, 5-

/iej/os Hdt., etc. :— is sometimes al-

most Adverbial, 5 Dem.;
fortunately , Id. II. absol. to be doing, to

do or act, r) to do or have done to one,

Hdt. :—of medicine, to work, operate, Plat.; so,

. 65

1

. is Tobs5 good-will made
greatly for the Lacedaemonians, Thuc. ; so impers.,

5o|tjs to?s ^ it

was the general character of the one to be landsmen,

etc., Id., Ion. for 7, grass., Dor. -,, , () grassy, rich in

grass, Horn., Soph. : neut. pi. contr. Pind., aTos, , () anything made or done;
hence, I. a work, Hdt., Plat. 2. a poetical

work, poem, Plat. II. a deed, act, Id., , Dim. of, Plut., , , =5, Eur.,, ,() a making,fabrication, creation,

production, opp. to {action), Hdt., Att. 2.

of poetry, . Tpay^ias, etc., Plat.: absol. poetic

faculty, poesy, art of poetry, Hdt., Ar., etc. b.

a poetic composition, poem, Thuc, Plat. II. =, adoption, Dem. Hence, , ov, verb. Adj. to be made or done, Hdt.,

Att. ; what must be done, Thuc., gen. , Ion. -, , one who makes, a maker,
Xen., etc. II. the maker of a poem, a poet, Hdt.,

etc. 2. generally, a writer, Plat,, , , () capable of making, creative,

productive, Arist. II. fitted for a poet, poetical,

Plat. ;

—

- (sc.), the art of poetry, poetry,

Id. :—Adv. -, Id., , ,() made, in the sense of ,
well-made, Horn. :

—

made, created,

opp. to self-existent, Theogn. II. made into

something, esp. made into a son, adopted, Plat. ; .
factitious citizens, not so born, Arist. III.

made by oneself, i.e. invented, feigned, Pind., Eur., , fern, of, a poetess, Luc.,-, —·,-.-, ov, Dor. for-, with broidered reins,

Pind.-, ov, gen. ovos, () with spangled garb,

., in reference to the stars, Aesch., ,() a marking with various colours,

embroidering, embroidery, Plat. : in pi. pieces of
broidery, Xen. II. varied aspect, diversity,

Plat. 2. versatility
, subtlety, craft, Dem.

: aor. 1 inf. : pf ., pass.

: () :
—to work in various colours,

to broider, work in embroidery, Eur. ; xopbv
he wrought a of cunning workmanship, II. 2.

to embroider a robe, Pind., Plat., etc. II. gener-

ally, to diversify, vary, Eur., Plat. :—of style, to em-
bellish, Pind. :

—

to speak as in riddles, Soph. Hence, , a broidered stuff, brocade, Aesch. 2.

broidered work, broidery, Horn. II. generally, a

variety, diversity, Plat,-, ov, ()) of changeful counsel,

wily-minded, Hes., Anth.-, Dor. -*yapvs, uos, , , of varied voice,

many-toned, Pind.-, ov, () with variegated neck, Anth.-, ov, () with pied skin, Eur.-, , , with spotted hair, dappled, Eur.-, ov, on rich-worked throne, Sappho.



6,2 7—.-, , , voc., () full of various

wiles, wily-minded, Horn.-, ov, full of various devices, Anth.-, ov, of variedform, variegated, Ar.7-(5, ov, of various discourse, Anth.-, ov, with back ofvarious hues, Pind., Eur.-, ov, with wings of changeful hue, Eur.

[f\, , ov, many-coloured, spotted, mottled,

pied, dappled, of leopards, fawns, Horn., etc. II.

of robes, wrought in various colours, broidered, II.,

etc.; iv , of a rich carpet, Aesch.;

so, Id. 2. of metal work, .
in-wrought with brass, II., etc. : but, .

intricate, Od. 3. , the Poecile

or great hall at Athens adorned with paintings
of the battle of Marathon by Polygnotus, Aeschin.,

etc. III. metaph. changeful, various, diversified,

manifold, Aesch., Plat, j—. the changing
months, Pind. 2. of Art, . a song- of change-

ful strain ox full of diverse art, Id. ; so, -
Id. 3. intricate, complex, Hdt., Soph., etc.

:

—Adv., speaking- in double sense,

Soph. b. of abstruse knowledge, intricate, subtle,\4 Eur. ; . nothing abstruse or

difficult, Plat. :—so, of persons, subtle, wily, Aesch.;
. yap Ar. 4. changeable, changeful, un-
stable, Arist. :

—

to be different, Xen.--, ov,( n) of a ship, with varie-

gated prow, Soph.-, 4s,() delighting by variety , Anth.-, ov, () manifold, Anth.-, ov, twittering in various notes,

Theocr.-<5(|, lyyos, , , accompanied by the
various notes of the lyre, Pind.-* ovos, , , =, Eur.,, ,() =, Plat., verb. Adj. of, one must work in
embroidery, Plat,, , ,() a broiderer, Aeschin.-, ov, () of perplexed and juggling
song, Soph., f. , () to be shepherd, '
over the sheep, II. : c. acc. to tend a flock, Od., Eur.,

etc. ; absol., Theocr. :—Pass., like 4, to roam
the pastures, of flocks, II., Eur. 2. in Aesch.,

every place has been traversed (as by
a shepherd seeking after stray sheep). II. metaph.
to tend, cherish, mind, Pind., Aesch. 2. like-4, to beguile, Theocr. : generally, to deceive, Eur., , Dor. for., , a herd : metaph. an army, Aesch.- [], opos, ,,() =" II, Aesch., , , (-] of orfor a shepherd, Theocr.:— -] (sc. 4), Plat., a, ov,—, Anth., 4, , voc. -, a herdsman or shepherd,
Horn. : after Horn, always a shepherd, Eur., Plat.,

etc. II. metaph. a shepherd of the people, of

Agamemnon, Horn., etc. ; generally, a captain, chief,

Soph., Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), , a flock, Od. ; properly of sheep (cf."

,

Hes., Hdt. ; of a ram, Eur. 2. metaph. of persons,

Aesch. Hence, , ov, of a flock or herd, II., Hes., , syncop. for,—, a flock,

Hdt., Soph., etc. II. metaph. of disciples, . T.-, and-,, , =, Aquila
V. .

[], , ,—,4 . a shep-

herd's marriage song-, Eur.

iroivaXos, a, ov, () punishing, avenging, Anth.

[a], opos, , -, an avenger
,
punisher, Aesch., to avenge, punish :—Med. to avenge oneself

on another, c. acc, Eur.', , quit-money for blood spilt, paid by the

slayer to the kinsmen of the slain, (old Engl, were-
gild) ; c. gen. pers., ' gave ransom
or were-gild for the son, II., etc. :—generally, a price

paid, satisfaction, retribution, requital, penalty, Lat.

poena, exacted penalty for

his comrades, Od. ; , -
in retribution for the death of Patroclus, II. ;

in return for these things, lb. ;4] to give Xerxes

satisfaction for the death of his heralds, Hdt.; in Att.

the pi. is more common; , to pay
penalties, Lat. dare poenas, Aesch., etc. ;

to exact them, Lat. sumere poenas, Eur. 2. in good
sense, recompense, rewardfor a thing, Pind. 3.

as the result of the quit-money, redemption, release,

Id. II. personified, the goddess of Vengeance,
Aesch., etc.,, ,() ave?iging, Anth.', ov, () avenging, punishing, Soph. 2.

in good sense, bringing return or recompense, Pind.-, f., (, 4-) to gather com into

sheaves, Theocr.
iroio-, ov, { )feeding on grass or herbs, Aesch.

irotos, a, ov, Ion., , ov, of what nature ? of
what sort ? Lat. qualis ? used in questions :—in Horn,

expressing surprise and anger,

what manner of speech hast thou spoken!* ! ! etc. 2.

; interrog., equiv. to affirm., Hdt.,

Soph. 3. in Att., often with Art., -
; Aesch.; · .; ; Plat.,

etc. 4. ; makes the question less definite^

4 ; Hdt. ; ?' ; Plat.

;

; Xen. 5. , Ion. -, as Adv., =; Lat. quomodo ? Hdt., Ar. II. like,.
in indirect questions, ? 4~ Aesch.

etc. (, must be referred to a primitive *,
as the correlat. Adjs., to os.)

ttoios, , , Indef. Adj., of a certain nature, kind or

quality, Plat.,, , quality, Plat., Arist.

: impf., Ep. : aor. I part-

[] : [ of pres. long before a long syll.,

short before a short syll.] : (formed by redupl. from

4) :

—

to be out of breath from haste, to puff or

bustle about, Lat. satagere, exert oneself, be busy y

Horn. ; aor. part, with another Verb,

make haste and sweep the house, Od.



,, , a blowing, snorting, Aesch. From, (redupl. form from) to blow, snort

:

c. acc. to puff out, Anth.-, , () like grass, Hdt.
or. [], Dor. for and., at, v. II., () —, to shear wool : Med. to shear

for oneself, (Dor. aor. i) Theocr., Pass, to be clothed with rvool, Anth. From
ttokos, ,() wool in its raw state, a fleece, II., Eur.,

etc. : a lock or tuft of wool, Soph. II. proverb,

in heterocl. acc. of 3rd decl., to an ass-

shearing, i. e.-to no-place, Ar., -4, -, -, Ep. for, -, -,
-, from., ov, of or belonging to the Polemarch ;— his residence, Xen. ; and, to be Polemarch, Hdt., Xen. From'-, , one who begins or leads the war, a
leader, chieftain, Aesch. II. a Polemarch, 1. at

Athens, the third archon, who presided in the court in

which the causes of the were tried, Ar. ;—in

earlier times he was general-in-chief, as at Marathon,
Hdt. 2. at Sparta, a kind of brigadier, Id., Thuc,
etc. 3. at Thebes officers of chief rank after the

Boeotarchs, Xen. 4. similarly at Mantineia, and
in other states, Thuc., f . : pf . :—Pass., f . --, also (in pass, sense) : aor. 1, pf . :() :

—

to be at war
or go to war, make war, with one, Hdt., etc. ;, Xen. 2. to fight, do battle,

Plat.; Xen. 3. generally, to

quarrel, wrangle, dispute with one, Soph., etc. II.

c. acc. to make war upon : Pass, to have war made
upon one, to be treated as enemies, Thuc, Xen. 2.

c. acc. cogn., . Plat. :—Pass.,- Xen.
; so, whatever

hostilities passed, Id.-. Dor.-, , ,() war-
sustaining, Pind., ov, Ion. Adj. (for no Att. form in -
exists), warlike, II. ; lb. ;-

=, , Hdt., Desiderat. of, Thuc.', verb. Adj. of, one must go to

war, Arist. :—pl., Thuc., , v. ill.£, Ep., f. , poet, form of-, to wage war, make war, fight, with one,
Horn. ; . , II. :—also in

Med., Pind. II. to fight with, absol.

II., , , () of or for war, Thuc.

;

most fit for service, Xen. 2.

--}} (sc. ), the art of war, war, Plat. :—
warlike exercises, Thuc, Xen. 3. to
the signal for battle, Xen. b, the

military class, opp. to the civilian, Arist. II. of

persons, skilled in war, warlike, Thuc, etc. III.
like an enemy, stirring up hostility, Xen. :—Adv.,

to be hostile, Id.

— 7(. 653', a, ov, and , ov,() of or belonging to

war, Pind., Aesch., etc. :— whatever belongs
to war, war and its business, Hdt., Thuc, etc. II.

of or like an enemy, hostile, Pind., Trag., etc. :

—

.
hostile to one, Hdt., etc. :—as Subst. an enemy,

Hdt., Att. ; 01 7. the enemy, Thuc. :— . hostility,

Id. 2. generally, opposed, adverse, Hdt.,

Plat. III. of or from the enemy, Aesch.,

Thuc;, , enemy''s wares, contraband, Ar. :— (sc. yrj, ), the enemy's country,

Xen. IV. Adv. -, in hostile manner, Thuc.
pios, a, ov, and , ov, of or for a warrior,

Hdt. ; /8, . Ar. ; . war-chariots,

Hdt. ; . to drive the war-chariots,

a military game, Ar. II. , =, Xen., Ep. -, ov, ,() a warrior,
combatant, ., Pind., etc. II. . a war-
horse, charger, Theocr.-, ov, raising the din of war, Batr.-, ov, () finishing war, Aesch.--,, , , a compd. of.,, a very Lamachus in war, Ar., Ep. -, () Adv. to the war,
into the fight, II.', f., to stir up war, Xen. From-, ,() engaging in war, Arist.', Ep., , battle,fight, war, Horn.,

etc. ; ' to levy war against another,

Aesch. ; . Eur. ; .,,-,,^ to begin a war ; . to

make war,—opp. to ., to put

an end to it, make peace, all in Att.-, ov,() wasting by war, Aesch., f.,() to make hostile, make an
enemy of,:— Med., ov

;

surely you will make them your enemies, Thuc. :

—

Pass, to be made an enemy of, become an enemy, Id., like, only in pres., I. intr. to turn
about, Lat. versari, . to go about the city,

i. e. live therein, Od. II. trans, to turn up the

soil with the plough, Soph.,() like, only in pres., I. togo
about, range over, ' Aesch. ;); Eur. :—so in Med., Aesch. II. trans.

to turn up the earth with the plough, to plough, Hes., gen. pl. of. II., Ion. for, gen. pl. of.,, Ion. for ),, gen. and dat.

of :—, for., ?, () grayness of hair, Menand., () Pass, to grow white, Aesch., ov, Dor. for-.-, , ruler of a city, Pind., Eur.,, , () guardian of the city, epith.

of Athena in her oldest temple on the Acropolis of

Athens, as distinguished from 0., Hdt.,

Soph.,, , Dor. for, opp. to, Pind.,-, Ep. for,, nom. and dat.

pl. of., Ep. aor. 1, () to build a city, to
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build, II. :—Pass.^lAtos (Ep. 3 sing, plqpf.)

Ib. ; so Hdt. II. to colonise a
country by building a city, Xen., ov, Ep. for., , , Ion. for, a citizen, II., Hdt.,

Aesch. ; afellow-citizen, countryman, Hdt. II.

as Adj., auras sands on my country's

shore, Eur., Adv. into or to the city, II.-,, , , grayhaired, Strab.-, ov, with gray hair on the temples,

i. e. just beginning to be gray, II., Hes.-, f. :—Pass., f. med.- (in pass,

sense) : aor. 1 : pf . : (,, ') :

—

to hem in a city, blockade, beleaguer

,

besiege, Hdt., Att. :—Pass, to be besieged, in a state

of siege, Hdt. ; of Scamander, to be dammed back,

Plat. 2. metaph. to be besieged, pestered, Xen., a, ov, verb. Adj. to be besieged, Xen., , , taker of cities, name of Demetrius
son of Antigonus, Plut., , , of or for besieging, Polyb., Ion. -, , a besieging, siege, Hdt., Thuc.,
etc. 2. metaph. a besieging, pestering, Plut.', , , and 6s, , gray, grizzled, grisly,

of wolves, of iron, of the sea, II. 2. mostly of hair,

gray or hoary from age, Horn. ; gray-haired
men, Od., Soph., etc. :—absol., al (sc.)
Pind. ; as the gray hairs

come down (i. e. from the temples to the beard), Ar.

;

. an old man's tear, Eur. b.

metaph. hoary, venerable, Id. II. like,
bright, clear, serene, Hes., Eur.-, ov, Ep.-, Dor. -, () pro-

tecting a city, Eur. :—mostly like,,
of the guardian deity of a city, Hdt., Aesch.-,, , , white-coloured, white, Eur.', : gen. [dissyll. in Att. Poets],,
Ep., Ion. and Dor. [dissyll. in II.];

also :—dat., Ep., Ion. :—acc., Ep. also :—PL nom., Ep.,
Ion. :—gen. :—dat., Ep.,
Dor. :—acc., :

—

a city, Horn.,

Hes., etc.; and, =, the

citadel, II. : this at Athens was often called simply, while the rest of the city was called, Thuc,
etc. :—the name of the city was often added in gen.,.," . the city of . . , Aesch., etc. ; also

in appos., . Thuc. 2. one's city or

country, Od., etc. II. when and are

joined, the former is the body of citizens, the latter

their dwellings, II. ; ', where
= a number of citizens, Soph. :—hence, 2.

the state (), Hes., Pind., Att. : esp. a free
state, republic, Soph., Xen., etc. 3. the right of
citizenship, like Lat. civitas, Ar., Dem., ,() a city, town, Hdt., Att. II.

the community
, Soph.-,, , Dim. of foreg., Polyb.--,, ov, (,) managing or riding

a city, Aesch. ; . a life of social order, Id.--, ov, () guarding cities, h. Horn.

.--, ov, poet, for, Aesch. II.

dwelling in the city, Id.-, , , a civic magistrate, at Thessa-
lonica, . T., Ion. -, ,() the condition and
rights of a citizen, citizenship, Lat. civitas, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc ; Xen. 2. the life

of a citizen, civic life, Dem. 3. as a concrete, the

body of citizens, Arist. II. the life and busi-

ness of a statesman, government, administration,
Ar., Thuc, etc :—in a collective sense, the measures

of a government, Dem. III. civil polity, the

condition or constitution of a state, Thuc, etc :

—

a

form ofgovernment, Plat., etc 2. a republic, com-
monwealth, Xen., etc,,,() the business of govern-
ment, an act of administration, Dem.;
T7]v both in my
home and foreign policy, Id. II. the government

>

Arist. III. = ill, Id., f. -,() to live as a citizen or free-

man, live in a free state, Thuc, etc 2. to have
a certain form of polity, conduct the gover?iment,

Id. :—Pass., of the state, to be governed, Plat., Xen.,

etc ; the measures of their

administration, Dem.
B. commonly as Dep., f. : aor. 1 med., and pass, : pf .-
:—like the Act. to be a free citizen, live as such,

Xen., etc II. to take part in the government,
Thuc, Dem. : to meddle with politics, Plat. 2. c.

acc. to administer or govern, Dem. ; .
to make perpetual war the principle of govern-

ment, Aeschin. : absol. to conduct thegovernment, Ar.,

Dem.; 01 the ministers, Dem. III.

to have a certain form ofgovernment, Plat., Aeschin.

, , Ion. for.
[], , , Ion., a member of a city

or state (), a citizen, freeman, Lat. civis, Horn.,

etc 2. like Lat. civis, a fellowcitizen, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc 3. —, Aesch., , ,() of, for, or relating to citi-

zens, Plat., etc. 2. befitting a citizen, like a citi-

zen, civic, civil, Lat. civilis, Thuc. ;

more constitutional, Arist. :

—

Adv., like a citizen, in a constitutional

manner, Lat. civiliter, Dem. 3. consisting of
citizens, , — , the community

,

Hdt., Thuc : the civic force, opp. to 01, Xen.,.

etc 4. living in a community, Arist. II.

of or befitting a statesman, statesmanlike, Xen.,.

Plat. III. belonging to the state or its adminis-
tration, political, Lat. publicus, Thuc :

—

(sub.), the art of government, . or

. alone, the science of politics, Plat. :— ,
state-affairs, public matters, government, Thuc,
etc 2. civil, municipal, opp. to natural or general,

Dem. IV. generally, of or for public life, public,

opp. to , Thuc, Xen.,, fern, of, Soph., Eur., etc- [],, , one who watches citizens ;

., in Larissa, the chief magistrates, Arist.



'—\, , () a small town, Plut., , Dim. of foreg., Plat., etc.-, es, (, eloos) grayish, whitish, Luc.

[] ; Ep. and Lyr.,(,) :

Adv. : I. of Time, many times, often, oft, II., etc.

;

c. gen., . often in the month, Xen. II.

of Degree and Number, . many tens of thou-

sands, Plat. 2. . mostly, for the most part,

Pind. : very much, altogether, Theocr. III. in

Att., after et, eaV, , perhaps, perchance, Lat. si forte,

Ar., Plat. ; so, , Lat. ne forte, Thuc, etc.

[], a, ov, Ion. -, , ov,() :

—

many times as many, many times more or

larger, Hdt. 2.. . . , or . . , many
times as many as . . , many times more or larger

than . . , Id., Plat.; so c. gen., Hdt., Thuc, etc. :

—

neut. pi. as Adv., Xen. Hence, f., to multiply, Plat. Hence,, , multiplication, Plat., , ov, Ion. for., , ov, contr.-, , ovv, manifold,
many times as long, Plat. ; tnulti-

compound, opp. to, Arist. II. metaph.,
. not simple and straightforward, Plat., Adv. many times, often, Hdt., Xen. II.

in divers manners, Hdt., Soph., etc., Advffrom many places or sides, Thuc,
etc. II. from orfor many reasons, Id., Adv. in many places, Xen., Adv. towards many sides, into many
parts or quarters, Thuc. ; c. gen., . Xen., Adv. in many places, Eur., Plat. 2. c.

gen., . yr}$ Plat. II. =, many times,

often, Hdt., etc., Adv. in many ways, Dem., etc.- [], Adv. many tens of times, Ar.,, Ion. masc. and neut. for,.-, ov, many times smaller, Arist., , ,(,) one of many, Lat.

unus e multis, i. e. the smallest, least, Thuc, etc. :

—

Adv., in a very small degree,

Arist. 2. of Time, after a very
long time, Ar., Dem., b, (4) a pivot, hinge, axis : 1. the axis

of the globe, Plat., etc. 2. the sphere which revolves

on this axis, i. e. the vault of heaven, the sky or

firmament, Lat. polus, Aesch., Eur. 3. the orbit

of a star, Anth. II. land turned up ivith the

plough, Xen. III. a concave dial (called

from being shaped like the vault of heaven), Hdt., Anth.-, ov, () catching much game, Anth.-, ov, conquering in many contests, Luc.-, ov, () abounding in goats, Anth.-€, ov, = sq., Eur.-, ov, (cuVeV) much-praised, or full of wise
speech and lore, Horn.-£ [],,() much-rushing, impetuous,
furious, Horn. ; . weariness caused by much
fighting, II., to be full of men, to be populous, Thuc.-, ov, () of places, with many men,
full of men, Aesch. 2. of persons, numerous, Id.

6 55-, es, much-blossoming
, blooming, Od., , a large population, multitude of

people, Xen. From-, ov, full of people, populous, Thuc,
etc. II. much-freqziented, crowded, Luc. III.

numerous, Polyb.- [],, , , with many men, much-fre-
quented, Eur., Ar. II." . wife of many
husbands, Aesch.-, ov, rich in silver, Hdt.- [], ov,() much-desired, Od.-, 4, () much-helpful, supplying
many wants, Hdt. :—> . durability, Luc.-, ov, () with many chariots, Soph.-, ov,() many-toned, Plat.-, ov, with many lambs or sheep, rich in

flocks, heterocl. dat., II.-, , the government of many, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, with many joints, Anth.-, ov, with many stars, starry, Eur.-|,, , , with many furrows, Anth.-, ov, () with many necks, Anth.-&, 4,() much-dipped, Aesch., 4, () very deep, Horn,--, ov, () much-nourishing, Pind., fern. Adj. () much or all nourish-
ing, Horn., Hes., in Ep. form.-, ov, () much-nourishing, Aesch., , , , abounding in grapes, Eur.-, ov, (·\) much-counselling, Horn,-, ov, , () rich in oxen, II.-, ov, with many nooses, Eur.-, is, Dor. for^.-, ov, with much milk ; poet. Sup.-

Anth.-, Dor.-, 4, () much-cheering,

delightful, gladsome, II., Hes.-, ov, abounding in new wine, Anth.--,Att.-, ov,() many-tongued,
. the vocal (oracular) oak of Dodona, Soph. ; .
an oft-repeated or loud-voiced cry, Id.-,, ov, much-bent, much-twisting, Pind. :

curling, frizzled, Theocr.-, ov, very sagacious, Plat,-, ov, well-known, Pind.-, ov, well-bolted, Hes., Pass, to multiply, Luc. ; and, , fecundity, Plat. From-, ov, producing many at a birth, prolific,

Hdt., etc-, ov, much wrought, richly dight, of

metal work, Horn. ; of embroidery, Hes. II. act.

working with much art, very skilful, II.-, ov, = sq., II., Eur.-,, , ,() of or with many tears t

hence, I. much-wept, tearful, II., Aesch. II.

of persons, much-weeping, Eur., Ar.-, ov, much wept or lamented, II. 2.

very lamentable, tearful, Od., Aesch. II. act.

much-weeping, Eur.-&, ov, (, causing great expensey
Hdt., Xen. II. of a person, extravagant, Xen.
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--, ov, gen., —, h. Horn,-,, , , () with many ridges, II.-', , , the Allreceiver, i. e. Hades, h.

Horn.-', ov, Ep. for sq., Od.-,', (SevSpov) with many trees, abounding
in trees, heterocl. dat. pi. Eur.-, es,() much-seeing, Hes.-, ov, fastened with many bonds, Od.-, eos, , = , Pollux,

one of the Dioscuri, son of Leda, brother of Castor,

Horn., to, Com. Dim. of, Luc.-, ov, having many lawsuits, litigious,Strab.-, es, () much-whirling, Anth.-, ov, very thirsty, U.-, ov, () much-driven, Aesch.-, ov, () having various opinions, Anth., -, open-handedness, Xen. From-, ov, () richly dowered, Horn,-, ov, () polyhedral, Plut.-, es, (eTSos) of many kinds, Thuc, Plat,, , diversity of kind, Plat,-, ov,() yielding much oil, Xen.-', ov, much convoluted, . the

pleasure of the mazy dance, Eur.-, ov, much-praised, Xen.-, is, (IVos) much-speaking, Aesch.-', ov, much-loved, Xen.-, is, - sq., Anth.-, ov, (*~) much-working, Theocr.-€, es, (eros) of many years,full ofyears, Eur.-, ov, much-wished-for, much-desired, Orac.
ap. Hdt., Aesch.-, , —5, h. Horn.-, ov,full ofjealousy and rivalry , Soph. II.

much-desired, longed-for, loved, Id.-, ov, much envied, Eur.-, ov,( in) many-benched, vtjOs II.-, ov,() much-speaking, Anth.-, ov, () having heard much, much-
learned, Plat.-, ov, () of many days, Plut.-, ov, () much-loved, very lovely, Od.-, es, () many-toned, of the nightingale's

voice, Od. : much or loud sounding, II.-, Dor.- [], ov, loud-sounding,
Eur.- [], ov, poet, for, Anth.-, es, () much-confident, Horn.- [], ov, having seen much, c. gen., Plat.-, ov, of or belonging to many gods, Aesch.-, ov, very warm or hot, Plut.-, ov, () abounding in wild beasts, Eur.-', ov, () feeding many, Aesch.-, ov,() lamentable, Anth.-, ov, much-wailing, Aesch.-, rpixos, , , with much hair, Anth.-, ov, contr. -, , with much noise,

clamorous, Aesch.- [], ov,() much-spoken-of, well-
known, notorious, Plat.

-.-, ov, () with many doors or openings,
Luc. . II. with many leaves, of tablets, Eur.-, ov, abounding in sacrifices, Pind., etc., , mzich knowledge or wisdom, in pi.,

Od. From-, Ion. gen. 10s, Att. ea>s, , , () of
much knowledge, wisdom, shrewdness, Od., Ar.--, ov, rich in horses, II.-, opos, , . very learned, Anth.-, uos, , , abounding in fish, Strab. : also-, ov, h. Horn,-, es, () drying or parching exceed-

ingly, II. II. very dry, Anth.-, is, () much-burning, Anth.-, ,() the government of many
emperors at once, Plut.-, ov, very miserable, Anth.-, es,() much bent, Anth.-, es, ( —) much-slaughtering,

. slaughter of many beasts, Aesch.-, ov, with much smoke, smoky, Eur., Ep.-, ov, many-headed, Anth., , abundance offruit, Xen. From-, ov, rich in fruit, Od., Hdt., Att.', , great craft, Od. From-, es, (/ce'pSos) very crafty or wily, Od.-, cotos, , , many-horned, it. the

slaughter of much horned cattle, Soph.-, ov, well-stitched, II.-', ov,() many-headed, Plat,-, is, (kt$os) full of care, grievous, Od.-, ov, () very deadly, Anth.-, es, (/ctjtos) full of monsters, Theocr.- or -, ov, and , ov, much
lamented, Aesch., Eur. II. act. much lamenting,
Mosch.-, , ov, far-famed, Pind.-,, ev, () far-famed, Anth., tSos, , (/cAeis iv) with many benches of

rowers, in dat., \, Horn.;

acc. Hes.-, ov, of a large lot, with a large portion
of land, Od., Theocr.-, ov, called from many a land, of the

Trojan allies, II.-, ov, () much-dashing, Od.
Hes. II. pass, washed by many a wave, Hes.-, ov, () much-wrought, wrought
with much toil, epith. of iron, as distinguished from
copper, II. ; .5 Od. II. laborious,

Anth.-, ov, (5) with many mountain-spitrs,

mountainous, II.-, ov, common to many or to all, Pind., Soph,-, , (Koipavos) the rule of many, II.-&, ov, wide-ruling, Aesch. ap. Ar.-, ov, () oft-diving, .,
of the frogs, Ar.-, ov,() many-headed, Eur., a, ov, of or belonging to Polycrates, Arist.-, is, (k/xxtos) very mighty, Aesch.-, ov, and , ov, loud-ringing, h. Horn,
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-KTeavos, ov,() =, Pind.-, ov, gen. ovos, with many possessions,

exceeding rich, II., Soph.; c. gen., . Eur.-, ov, of large possessions, wealthy, Eur.-, ov, () much-slaying, murderous,
Aesch., Eur.-, is, (kvSos) much-praised, very glorious,

Anth.-, ov, gen. ovos, () swelling with many
waves, Solon,-, ov, much-lamenting, Theogn.-, ov, much-revelling, Anth.-, ov, () many-oared, Soph., Eur., ov, () with many cornfields, II.-, ov, very stony, Anth.\\-\<,,() sought with manyprayers,

Si ', says Ulysses to the river

which receives him from the sea (cf. .$), Od., , much talk, loquacity, Xen. From-, ov, much-talking, talkative, loquacious,

Xen., etc.-, is, () having learnt or knowing
much, At., Plat,-, , much-learning, Plat., etc., apos, , , most blissful or happy, Eust.

wo-, Ep.-, is,() very furious,
Anth.-, ov,{) much-fought-for, Luc.-, is, () drinking much wine, Anth.-, is, () with many members, Plat,---, is, () consisting of many parts,

manifold, of divers kinds, Arist. : Adv. -, in

many portions, . T.-, ov, () of many measures, hence

copious, abundant, Eur. ap. Ar. II. consisting of
j

many metres, Ath.·-, ados, , much bleating, Bacis ap. Hdt.--, ov
? () with many sheep or goats,

rich in flocks, II., Hes., Eur.-, ios, , , abounding in wrath, Anth.-, ios, , , of many counsels, Horn,, Ion. -, , the having many resources,

inventiveness, readiness, Od. From-, ov, () full of resources, in-

ventive, ever-ready , of Ulysses, II.-, Ep.-, is, much-mixed, Anth.-, is, () much-hating, Luc.--, ov,() much-wooed, Plut.-, , () much courted or wooed,

wooed by many, Od.-, ov,() much-remembering, mind-
ful, Aesch. II. pass, mzich-remembered, Id.-, , contr. for -, Polymnia or

Polyhymnia, i. e. she of the many hymns, one of the

nine Muses, Hes.-, ov,() rich in the Muses' gifts, Luc.-, ov, much-labouring, suffering many
things, Soph., Eur. II. pass, won by much toil,

Anth. : wrought with much toil, Theocr.-, ov, ofmany words, i.e. wordy, Horn. II.

pass, much talked of, famous in story, Pind.

-vaos, ov, with many temples, Theocr.-, , , with many sailors or ships, Aesch.-, is, (yeiicos) much-wrangling, Aesch.-, Dor. gen. a, overcast with clouds, Pind.-, is, () deep with snow, Eur.-, ov, liable to many sicknesses, Strab.

-levos, Ion. -feivos, ov, and , ov, of persons,

entertaining many guests, very hospitable, Hes. II.

visited by many guests, Pind., Eur.

7-|€{, ov, () much-polished, Soph., f. ·\, to be rich in wine, h. Horn. From
-oivos, ov, rich in wine, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, very wealthy, Anth. : of things, very
abundant, Id. II. act. rich in blessings, Id.-, ov, () many-eyed, Luc.-, ov, (opvis) abounding in birds, Eur.-, ov, much-peopled, populous, Polyb. II.

very numerous, Arist., , abundance of meats or fish, Xen. From-, ov, abounding in fish, Strab. 2. luxu-
rious, Luc.-&, Ep.-, is,() subject to many
passions, much perturbed, Anth.-, ov, exceeding crafty, Od.":-, iraiSos, , , with many children, Anth.--, ov, very bright-shining, Anth.--, ov, (-) exceeding wealthy, II.

^-Treipia, , () great experience, Thuc.
-ire, ov, () with many boundaries,

manifold, h. Horn,-, is, (irivQos) 7nuch-mourning, exceeding
mournful, Horn., Aesch.-, ov, =foreg., Anth., , , son of Polypemon, with a play

upon, Od.-, ov, () causing manifold woe, bane-

ful, h. Horn.; . diseases manifold, Pind.-, ov, () thick-woven, close-woven, Eur.--& [t], ov, = sq., h. Horn.·?|, olkos, , , with many springs, many-foun-
tained, of Mt. Ida, II.-, ov, very keen or bitter ; as

Adv., Od.-, is, (irivos) very squalid, Eur.-, ov, () much-wandering, wide-
roaming, Od., Soph., Eur. II. act. leading far
astray, driving far from one's course,5 II.—In

Soph.Ant. 615,. ihnis may be either wa?idering,tmcer-
tain hope, or, misleading, deceitful ; cf .^ II.-, is,() roaming far or long,

Eur. ; . /aoWs the straying ivy, Anth. II. much-
erring, or, act., leading much astray, Id.- [], ov, =^, Hdt., Eur. ; .- the pains of wandering, Eur. II. of blows,

falling in every direction, Aesch.--,,^, Aesch., Eur.-, a, ov, late for-5, Anth.-, ov, many in size, farstretching,
Eur. II. of persons, rich in land, Luc.-, , cunning, craft, Theogn. From-,,() much-tangled,thick-wreathed,

of a serpent's coils, Eur. ; of the polypus, with tangled,

U u
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twisting arms, Theogn. 2. metaph. much-twisting,

complex, intricate, Eur., Xen., Anth.-, , , poet,-, =, Anth.,-, , much-variegated, Eur.-, , of men, much-labouring, much-
suffering, Pind., Eur. 2. of things, full of pain
and suffering, painful, toilsome, rag. Adv. -., , , poet, for.--, , with many or large rivers, Eur.-, Ep.-, , , a hard drinker, Anth.-, , strengthd. for, h. Horn,-, , , neut. : acc. masc. : pi.

neut. :

—

many-footed, Soph., Plat.

-rroXvirovs, or rather,, , (for the form
is late).—Declension: nom., acc.-, gen. :—pi., nom. ; acc.-$ ; gen. :—poet, also^, gen., pi. acc. :—later,, acc.- and-; pi. -7ro5es, acc.-,- :—iAtf

sea-polypus or octopus, Lat. polyptLS (Horat.), Od.,

Theogn., etc.-^, Ion.-, f. >, 6? oz/sy

about many things, in bad sense, oo a meddlesome,
inquisitive busybody, Ar., Plat. : also, like,
to meddle in state affairs, intrigue, Hdt., Xen. 2.

c. acc. to be curious after, Menand.-, , the character and conduct of the, curiosity, officiousness, meddlesome-
ness, Ar., Thuc, etc.-, , gen. , () busy after

many things, over-busy, mostly in bad sense, meddle-

some, officious, a busybody, Lat. curiosus, an epith.

often given to the restless Athenians, Ar., etc., Ion. for.-, ,() rich in sheep or cattle^

Hdt.-, , () many-faced, with
many masks or characters, Luc.-, Ion. -, , () much-
scared, much-agitated, Anth.-,,(,) of or with many folds,

of mountains, II., Hes., Eur.-, , with many towers, h. Horn.-, , () rich in corn, Horn.-, , = sq., Theocr.-, , () well-stitched, Soph.-, , () rich in sheep, Od. :—in pi. we I

have a heterocl. nom., II.-, , () with many roots, Anth.-, , () abounding in roses, Ar.-, , much-roaring, . the cries of
many voices, Aesch.-, , much-whirring, Anth.-, , much or strong flowing, Soph.',, : gen., , : dat., rj, : acc.,, :—Ion. nom.
7§, , , acc., -, , this Ion. declension

being retained by the Att. in all cases, except the nom.
and acc. masc. and neut. Horn, uses both Ion. and Att.

forms. Special Ep. forms :, , gen., pi.

nom.,, gen., dat.,,~, acc..

I. of Number, many, opp. to, Horn., etc. ;

—

with nouns of multitude, ' Od. ;

Hdt., etc. :—also of anything often repeated,

Id.; Id.;

often, Dem. 2. of

Size, Degree, Force, much, mighty, great, II., etc. ; .
deep sleep, Od. ; . a loud song, II.,

etc. :—rarely of a single person, iyeveo

Hdt. ; if she flow with full stream,
metaph. from a river, Eur. ; Dem. ; from
the wind, was blowing strong, Id. ; often

with a Partic, he was all in-

treaties, Lat. multus erat in precando, Hdt. ; so,

7. 4v Id., etc. 3. of Value or

Worth, or Horn. ; and
, Lat. magni facere, cf. A. I ;

at a high price, Dem. 4. of Space,
large, wide, wide-stretched, ., II., Hes.,

etc. ;, Hes., etc. ;

—

he
lay outstretched, II. ;

—

. a far way, Aesch.,

etc. 5. of Time, long, Horn., etc.

;

Ar. ; Thuc. ; -, Lat. multa node, while still quite night, Id. II.

Special usages : 1. partitive c. gen., e. g.

for , II. ; for, Od. ; in Prose, the Adj. generally takes the gender
of the gen., y%s Thuc. 2. joined to

another Adj. by, many men and
good, II. ; . Xen. ; . Dem. 3.

with the Art., of persons or things well known,'
those many lives, Aesch.

;

the common report, Hdt. :—esp.

the many, i. e. the greater number, Thuc.

;

hence, like , the people, the commonalty,
Id. ; one of the multitude, Dem. b., c. gen., Hdt. ;

Thuc. ; but also,

Hdt. c. the most, Od., etc. 4. the

pi. is used with Verbs in the sense of very much,
too much, —, Eur.,

Ar. ; . to do one much harm, Aesch. 5.

with Verbs of beating, the Subst. being

omitted, v. . III. Adverbial usages : a.

neut. (Ion.),, much, very, Horn.,

etc. ; lb. ; Plat. :—also of

repetition, many times, ofttimes, often, much, Horn.,

etc. :—also with the Art., for the most part,

Plat. ; . Xen. ; so, , . Thuc. b.

of Degree, far, very much, Hdt.; so absol. gen.-
), very, Ar. ; ,, , much too much, Id. c. of

Space, a great way, far, Hdt., etc. d.

of Time, long, Id. 2. is often joined with

Adjs. and Advs., a. with a Compar. to increase

its compar. force, ,, -, much, far more beautiful, etc., Horn.,

etc. :—so dat. by far, Hdt., etc. b. with

a Sup., , far the first,

etc., II., etc. :—also, Hdt. C. in

Att. with a Positive, S> , '
Aesch. IV. with Preps., 1.

at a great distance, v. A. n. 2. 2.
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from a great distance, Thuc. ; for a long time, v.

II. I. 3., a. over a great space, far,
Hdt. b. for a long time, long,

Thuc. c. to a great extent, Plat. ; so, &s eiti .
very generally , Thuc. ; uis . for the most part,
Id. 4. ,, by far, v. . c. I. 5. 5., v. supr. I. 3. V. for Comp.,, Sup., v. sub voce., , fleshiness, plumpness, Xen. From-, ov, () very fleshy, Arist.-, ov, the Lat. augustissimus, Anth.-, ov, exceeding venerable, Anth.-, opos, 0, giving commands to many,
h. Horn.-, is,() very hurtful, baneful, Aesch., , abundance of corn or food, Xen. From-, ov, abounding in corn, Xen. II. high-

fed, full of meat, Theocr., ov, many-oared, Anth.-, ov,() far-bounding, II.-, ov,() wide-ruling, Anth.•--, 4s, () thick-woven, Anth., ov, {) drawn by many cords :
—, , a compound pulley, Plut.-, is,() wide-spread, Horn., Hes.-, ov, ofgreat mercy, . T.-, ov,() very fruitful, Eur.- [], ov, rich in grapes, II., Soph.-,, , rich in ears of corn, Theocr.-, ov, (-) with many stories, Strab.-, ov, with many stems, Anth.-', ov, causing many groans, Anth.-, is,() decked with many a wreath,

Aesch. ; c. gen. wreathed with, §a<pvt)S Soph., , a number of lines, Anth. From--, ov, in many rows, Strab.-, ov, () much-sighing, mournful,
Od., Aesch. 2. of things, caicsing many sighs,

mournfid, II., Trag., , convolution, Anth.-, ov,() much-twisted, Anth.-, ov, with many columns, Strab., Plut.&, ov,() polysyllabic, Luc.-, ov,() of many shapes, varied in

form, Strab.-, is, () =sq., Arist., Strab.-, ov, many-branching, Soph.-, ov, rich in heaps of corn, Anth., ov, () worth many talents,

Luc. 2. possessing many talents, Id.-, is, (rap$os) much-frightened, Anth., , abundance of children, Arist. From-€, ov, with many children, prolific, Aesch., , extravagance, Hdt., Thuc. From-, is, (*) very expensive, very costly,

opp. to*, Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. of persons,

spending much, lavish, extravagant, Menand., etc. :

—Adv. -Acos, Xen. ; Sup.-, in the costliest

manner, Hdt.-, is, () much-delighting, Anth.-', , , skilled in divers arts, Solon., , skill in many arts, Plat. From

659, ov, () skilled in many arts, Strab.

[t], ov, and , ov, () highly hon-
oured, most honoured, Ar., Plat. II. very costly, Ar.-, ov, () very costly, Anth., Babr., ov, () worthy of high honour, ap. Hdt.-, avTos, , () having borne much,
much-enduring, epith. of Ulysses, Horn., Soph.-, ovos, , , much-enduring, Horn., Ar.-, ov, having borne much, miserable, Od.-, ov,() much-lacerated, Anth.-, 5, , , abounding in doves, II.-, ov, much-pierced, full of holes, porous,

Od. j of a flute, Anth.- [t], , , abounding in tripods, Anth., Ion. -, , versatility, craft, Hdt. From-, ov, () much-turned, i. e. much-
travelled, much-wandering, Lat. multum jactatus,
of Ulysses, Od. II. turning many ways, of the

polypus, Theogn. 2. metaph. shifty, versatile,

wily, of Hermes, h. Horn., Plat. ; . ttjs5
their versatility of mind, Thuc. III. various, mani-
fold, Thuc. :—of diseases and war, changefvd, compli-

cated, Plut. :—Adv. -7r&>s in many manners, N.T.-, ov, () well-fed, Plut.-, ov, much-famed in song, Pind.-, ov, much sung of, famous, Eur., Ar., ov, Dor. for.-, ov, knowing many drugs or charms,
Horn.-, ov, () much-spoken-of, very famous,
excellent, Pind.-, Dor. -, ov, () abounding in
songs and legends, Od., Pind. II. many-voiced,
wordy, Od. ; is to bring it forth

to the many-voiced, i.e. the agora (the 'parliament'),

Orac. ap. Hdt.-, ov, () destroying many, deathful,

rife with death or ruin, Pind., Aesch. II. pro-

parox., ov, pass, tttterly destroyed, Soph., , abundance offriends, Arist. From-, ov, dear to many, Pind.-, ov, () suffering from many
love-charms, love-sick, Theocr.-, ov, loud-roaring, Horn., etc.-, ov, murderotis, Eur., ov, and , ov, () feeding many,
bountiftd, II., Hes., , productiveness, Xen. From-, ov, () bearing much, Plat. II.

that will bear much water, of strong wine : metaph.,

to have a fortune that

wants tempering, Ar.-,, is, () very eloquent or wise, Hes., , =, Anth., ov, much-thinking, thoughtful, Anth., , fidness of understanding, great

shrewdness, Theogn., Hdt. From-, ovos, , , () much-thinking, thought-

ful, ingenious, inventive, Horn.-, ov,() much-talking, loquacious, Luc.-, ov, abounding in copper or brass,

Horn. II. wrought of brass, all-brasen, Id.
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66 7$ —-, , () wide-yawning, Theocr.-€,, , , with many hands, many-
handed, Soph. 2. with many men, Aesch., , a multitude of hands, i. e. workmen or

assistants, Thuc., Xen., , the use of many strings in the lyre, Plat.--, ov, () many-stringed, Theocr. :

many-toned, of the flute, Plat. ; also, . Eur. ; .
yrjp'js the sound of many strings, Id., f., to abound in money, Strab., , greatness of wealth, Xen.-, ov, () very wealthy.-9, ov, useful for many purposes, Arist.-, ov, long-existing, of olden time, an-
cient, h. Horn., Hdt., Xen. II. lastingfor long,

Arist. :—Comp.-, Plat. ; Sup.-, Xen.-, ov, rich in gold, Horn. ; of Aphrodite',

Lat. aurea Venus, Hes., ov, =, Strab.-, ov, widely diffused, Plut.-, ov, spacious, extensive, Luc.-, ov, high-heaped, Aesch., , number or diversity of votes, Thuc.-·5,, , , with many pebbles, pebbly, of

a river-bed, Orac. ap. Hdt.-, ov, — foreg., with moiny votes, Luc.-, ov, () very painful, Theocr. II.

pass, suffering great pain, Anth.-, ov, () having many names,
Plat. :

—

worshipped under ma.ny names, h. Horn.,

Soph. II. of great name,famous, h. Horn., Hes.-, es, = sq., Anth.--, , () with many meshes, Od.-, f. , () to be very careful, opp. to^, Aeschin., Arist.-5, es,() very useful, useful in many
ways, Arist. Adv. -, Sup.-, Xen.,, ,,^, Anth., a, ov, () escorting, conveying, Eur. ;

. ovpos a fair wind, Pind. II. of Hermes, who
escorted the souls of the dead, Aesch., Soph.

TTOjxircia, , () a leading in procession,

Polyb. II. jeering, ribaldry, such as was allowed

to those who took part in the processions at the festivals

of Bacchus and Demeter, Dem.7€, , () any vessel employed in solemn
processions, Dem. II. at Athens, a storehouse

for such vessels, Id., gen. Ion., , Att. pi.:() :—one who attends or escorts, a conductor, guide,
Od. ; of favourable winds, \\>. 2.

one who attends a procession, Thuc., Ion. impf. : () :

—

to con-

duct, escort, e. g. as a guide, Od. ; .
to use the escorting art of Hermes, Soph. II. to

lead a procession, ., Lat. pompam ducere,

ap. Dem. :—Pass, to be led in triumph (at Rome),
Plut. 2. absol. to march in a procession, Dem.,
Theocr. III. to abuse with ribald jests (cf.-

il), Dem., , () conduct, escort, guidance, Horn.,

etc. ; . the conduct of a fair wind, Eur. b.

--.
concrete, an escort, Aesch., Eur. 2. a sending
away, a sending home, Od. 3. a sending, mission,
Hdt., Plat. : simply, a sending, Thuc. II. a
solemn procession, Lat. pompa, , )
in procession, Hdt. ; the flesh

of sheep for sacrifice carried in procession, Pind. ; ras
Dem. 2. reiveiv . to lead a long

procession, of a military expedition, Aesch., Eur. Hence, , , of or for a solemn procession, .
a horse ofstate, Xen. :—metaph. pompous, showy, Plut., ov, and 77, ov,() conducting, escorting,

guiding, Trag. :—c. gen., . a land that

lends escort to friends, Eur. ;

the home-sending end of one's return, i. e. one's safe

return, Pind. II. pass, sent, conveyed, Soph., Eur., ,() a condttctor, escort, guide, Horn.,

Hdt. ; of Hermes (cf. ), Soph.; at-

tendants, guards, Id. : also, , a conductress,

Od. 2. c. gen. rei, . conveyor,

carrier of these suppliant offerings, Aesch. 3. a
messenger, one who is sent for a person or thing,

Soph. II. as Adj., . the conducting chiefs,

Aesch. ; the missive fire, Id.-, '., to lead in procession, Strab.'--, , , the noise made by

bubbles rising, At., f. , to bubble up, gush forth, Pind.|, iyos, ,() a bubble, Plat.,, A. in early Greek only as Dep., Ep. inf.- : impf., Ep. :

f. : aor. 1 4, Ep. 3 sing,-, also :—pf., Ion. 3 pi.- :

3 sing, plqpf. : I. absol. to work hard,

do work, suffer toil, Horn. ; 7rep2 were
busied about their supper, II. ; so, '
was busy with the horses, of a charioteer, lb. 2.

metaph. to be in distress, to distress oneself, lb. :

—

to suffer, be sick, Thuc. II. c. acc. to work hard
at, to make or do with pains or care, Horn., Hes.

13. after Horn., the act. form prevails : f. :

aor. 1, Dor.-

:

—pf . : 3 sing,

plqpf.

:

—Pass., aor. 1, Dor. subj.) (a) : pf . : I. intr. to toil, labour,

Theogn., Hdt., Att. ; . to labour in vain,

Soph. ; c. acc, do not

labour at things that profit not, Aesch. 2. c.acc.cogn.,

., to go through, suffer them, Trag. ; also

c. acc. partis, Ar. 3. absol. to labour,

be hard-pressed, suffer, Thuc, Xen. : to be worn out,

spoilt, Dem. 4. Pass., impers.,

=, Plat. II. trans., 1.

c. acc. pers. to afflict, distress, Pind. :—Pass, to be

worn out, to suffer greatly, Soph., Thuc. b. Pass.,

also, to be trained or educated, Arist., Theocr. 2.

c. acc. rei, like, to gain by toil or labour,

Xen. : Pass, to be won or achieved by toil,

Pind. Hence, , , that which is wrought out, work,

Eur. : a work, book, Anth., , a knavish trick, in pi., Dem. From, Dep. to be evil, act wickedly, play the

rogue, Arist. ; ot Dem.



—, ,() a bad state or condition, bad-

ness. Plat. II. in moral sense, wickedness, vice,

knavery, Lat. pravitas, Id., Xen. : in pi. knavish
tricks, rogueries, Dem. 2. baseness, cowardice, Eur.-, ov, teaching wickedness, Strab.-,, Pass, to be governed by the bad; and,, , government of the bad, Arist., , , () toilsome, painful, grievous,

Theogn., Ar. II. in bad case, in sorry plight,

useless, good-for-nothing, Ar., Plat., etc. :—Adv.,

to be in bad case, Thuc. III.

in moral sense, bad, worthless, knavish, Lat. pravus,
improbus, Aesch., Eur. ; rogue
and son of rogues, Ar. ; laboriously

wicked, Id. :

—

. the evil one, . T. 2. base,

cowardly, Soph. ; . the coward's hue, Xen.-, ov,fond of bad men, Arist.^ verb. Adj. of, one must toil, Plat., , () work, esp. hard work, toil, Lat.

labor, in Horn, mostly of war, . the toil of

battle, and . alone =, , —, II.

;

. battle with the Medes, Hdt. ; ol

Id. 2. generally, toil, labour, II., etc. 3.

bodily exertion, exercise, Eur., Xen. ; ., i. e.

fishing, Pind. 4. a work, task, business, .-., Soph. 5. implements for labour, stock

in trade, Theocr. ; 4 the sea is their

workshop, Mosch. II. the consequence of toil,

distress, trouble, suffering, pain, II., etc. III.

anything produced by work, a. work,

., of honey, Pind. ; . the fruits of
our labour, Xen. IV. a mythol. person,

son of Eris, Hes.,, , poet. fern, of, Pind., Eur., f. ,() to plunge in the sea, Aesch., -], , from Pontus, Pontic, .,
prob., the bird-cherry, Hdt., a, ov, and , ov, () of the sea, of Posei-

don, h. Horn., Soph. ; . sea monsters, Aesch. ;

sr. Id.; , i.e. death by drowning,
Id. 2. by the sea, of places, Pind., Aesch. 3.

in the sea, of islands, Pind. ; of ships, Aesch., etc. 4.

of persons, from the sea, Eur.

;

into the sea, Id. 5. brought by sea

orfrom beyond sea, of iron, Aesch.,, ,() that which is cast into

the sea, esp. as an offering, Eur., Adv. from or out of the sea, II.-, , , one who fishes in the sea, Anth.-',, , lord of the sea, Pind., Aesch., etc., Adv. into the sea, Od.-, , a Nereid, Sea-traverser, Hes., to pass over the sea, Ep. inf.- Od.

;

part, sea-traversing, lb., f ., to pass the sea,

sea-sailing, Od. From-, ov,() passing over the sea, sea-

faring, of ships, Horn., Soph.-, , Sea-Poseidon, Ar.', , : Ep. gen. :

—

the sea, esp.

the open sea, Horn., etc. II. of special seas, ., II. ; . Hdt. ;, ~2,-
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,, Eur. :—but most commonly, .
Id. ; . Hdt. ; generally called simply

or, Id., Att.,, , as if from, = sq., Anth., ,() like, a round cake, used

at sacrifices, Ar., like, an exclamation, Aesch.,,,—, Anth., exclam. of surprise, anger or pain, <%> oh
strange ! oh shame ! Hom.,Trag., cry of the hoopoe, Ar., Dor.- : aor. :

—

to whistle,

cheep or chirp, Ar. II. of an inarticulate sound,

commonly used by the Greeks in case of thunder, as a
sort of charm, Id. III. in bad sense, to play ill

on the flute, let the breath be heard in playing, Theocr., Dor.-, = foreg. i, Theocr., , (), a whistling, Xen., , () a walking, mode of walking or

running, gait, Plat. II. a going, a journey,
way, passage, Aesch., Plat. 2. a march, Thuc,
Xen. 3. a crossing of'water , passage, Aesch., aor. 2 inf., v. sub*.,, , a place in which one walks,

their haunts, Aesch., ov, and , ov, that may be crossed, pass-

able, Xen. :—of a road, possible to pass, Eur., a, ov, verb. Adj. to be traversed, Soph.,

Xen. II., one must go, Soph., Eur., , , and , , gone over, passed, passable,

Polyb. ; . the season for travelling, Id. II.

act. going, travelling, Aesch., f. : aor.

:

—Med. and Pass., f

.

and : aor. and4 : pf . : () : I. Act. to

make to go, carry, convey, Pind., Soph. :— c. dupl. acc.

to carry ovferry over, ~
Soph. ; Eur. 2. of things,

to bring, furnish, bestow, find, Id. II. Pass,

and Med. to be driven or carried, Soph. 2. to go,

walk, march, Hdt., Att. ; to go across, pass, Hdt.,

etc.; c. acc. loci, to enter, . Soph., etc.; c.

acc. cogn., . Xen. :—c. acc. loci, to go
over, traverse, Id. 3. to walk, i.e. live, Soph., f . \, collat. form of, to destroy, ravage,

waste, plunder, Horn., Hdt., Trag. 2. in pres. and
impf. to endeavour to destroy, to besiege a town, Hdt. :—to destroy, despoil, ruin, Aesch. :—in Pass, to be

ruined, undone, Eur. Hence,, T0, = sq., Plut., , the sack of a town, Dem. ; and, , , a destroyer, ravager, Eur.,, , =, Aesch., Ion. -, ,() a place for cross-

ing, a passage over
, ferry , Hdt. II. a passage-

boat, ferry-boat, Id., Xen. III. the fare of the

J-erry , ferryman''s fee, Luc.,, , a passage, ferry, ., of the river Acheron, Aesch.,, Ion., , a ferryman, Lat. portitor,

Od., etc. ., of Charon, Eur. 2. generally,

a boatman, seaman, Hdt., Theocr.



602 €|€, ], , engaged as a ferryman, Arist., f. , () to carry or ferry over a
strait, river, Lat. trajicere, Eur. ; .
Aeschin. : then, generally, t° carry, bring, Trag\ :

—

Pass, to be carried or ferried over, to passfrom place

to place, Hdt., Eur.; c. acc. loci, to pass through,

Eur. II. the Act. is also used intr., like Lat.

trajicere, to pass over, Anth., Ion. for.,, , =? II, a ship, boat, Eur., , () a ferry or a place crossed by a

ferry, a strait, firth, Od. ; of the straits of Salamis,

Hdt. ; . "EWas the Hellespont, Aesch. ; els"
. the Styx, Eur. II. a crossing by a ferry,
passage, Soph., Eur. ; . a passage to it, Eur., f . Att. : aor. : pf . :

—

Med., f . Att. : aor. :—Pass., f.

: aor. : pf. : 3
sing-, plqpf. : (). Properly, like, to carry : to bring about, tofurnish, provide,

supply , procure, cause, Ar., Plat.; absol., '-
tos Eur. :—often with a notion of contriving or

inventing, Id., etc. :—Med. to furnish oneself with,

to provide, procure, Lat. sibi comparare, Ar., Thuc. :

—

Pass, to be provided, Thuc, etc. 2. nvi,

impers., it is in one's power to do, c. inf., Xen., ov, () able to provide, full of resources,

inventive, contriving, Ar. :—c. acc,
making possible the impossible, Aesch. II. pass.

practicable, Luc. 2. well-provided, Thuc., los, , poet, for, Od., Eur., ,() a providing, procuring, Polyb. :—a means of getting, Plut. : means of gain, N.T.-, ov, ,() one who supplies or provides,

Thuc. 2. at Athens the were a financial

board appointed to raise extraordinary supplies, Pro-
curators, Ar. 3. the name used by robbers of them-
selves, Conveyancers, Arist., , ,() able to furnish, Xen.', , , a ring or hoop, passed round the joint

of the spearhead and shaft, II., , fornication, prostitution, Dem.
iropveiov, , a house of ill-fame, brothel, Ar., to prostitute :—Pass., of a woman, to be or

become a prostitute, Hdt., Dem., etc. II. intr.

in Act., = Pass., Luc. From, ,() a harlot, prostitute, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar., etc., , , () of or for harlots, . the

tax paid by brothel-keepers, Aeschin.', f . '', to keep a brothel, Ar., , the trade of a brothel-keeper, Aeschin.-, , a brothel-keeper, Aeschin., Dem.-, , () loving harlots, Anth., , () a means of passing a river, a ford,
ferry, Lat. vadum, II., Hdt., etc. ; . the

Stygian ferry, Aesch. 2. a narrow sea, strait,

firth, Lat. freturn, Hes., Aesch.; . the

Ionian sea which is the passage-way from Greece to

Italy, Pind. :

—

iv in the passage-way (of ships),

in the 'fair-way ' Hdt. 3. periphr.,

the paths of the sea, i. e. the sea, Od. ; .

—.
Aesch., etc. ; so, of rivers, ,-, i. e. the Alpheus, etc Pind. 4. a way over
a river, a bridge, Hdt. 5. generally a pathway,
way, Aesch., Soph.; their pathway,
Aesch. 6. a passage through the skin, the

pores, Plat. II. c. gen. rei, a way or means of
achieving, accomplishing, . -

Hdt.; . a means of performing the

journey, Ar. ; . a means of averting evils,

Eur. :—c. inf., Id. 2. absol. a
means of providing, contrivance, device, resource,

Aesch., Ar. 3. at Athens, . a way of
getting or raising money, Xen., Dem. : in pi., 'ways
and means,' resources, revenue, Dem. III. a

going, journey , voyage, Aesch., Eur.

70.,, ,() a garment fastened with, in pi., Eur., aKos, , the handle of a shield, Soph., Eur.,

etc.; \_ ~~\, i.e. they are ready
for use, Ar. II. part of a horse's headgear, Eur., Att. aor. imper. (not -) to

fasten with a buckle, to buckle or pin down, Aesch., , (') =, a buckle-pin, Eur.;—in pi.

a buckle or brooch, 11., Eur.,-,-,-, v. sub,., ..,, v. sub.
[] : f. -, .- : also, .

f .- : (*) :

—

to offer, present what one has

prepared, in Horn, of the wife preparing her husband's
bed. II. generally, to make ready, prepare, pro-
vide, Soph., Eur., etc :—Med. to provide for oneself,

get ready, Aesch. 2. of evils, . Id.

;

7.7 Xen. :—Pass.,

Aesch. 3. to arrange, adjust, manage, .
Hdt. ; Soph., etc. III. to treat with

care, tend, Pind., etc, v. sub.,,,=, a calf, II., v..', , , a calf, young heifer, II., Soph. :

—

a

young cow, Theocr., Mosch.-, ov, () nourishing calves, h. Horn.

Ion. -, , () the purple-fish

,

Lat. murex, Aesch. II. purple dye, purple,

Hdt. III.=5, purple raiment, Aesch., , ov, Att. ~ov%, a, ovv : I. Homeric
usage (from), 1. of the swoln sea, dark-

gleaming, dark ; so, .. 2. of blood, II.;

7., of death in battle, lb. 3. of stuff, cloths,

etc., dark, russet. 4. of the rainbow, prob. bright,

lustrous ; and of serpents glittering.—Horn, seems
not to have known the, so that the word
does not imply any definite colour. II. after

Horn, (from) dark red, purple or crimson,

Pind., Hdt., Trag. 2. purple-clad, in purple, Luc., , , a fisher for purple fish, Hdt., ], , of or for a purple-dyer, Eur., to catch purple fish., , , () a purple garment or
covering, Xen. II. a red-coloured bird, Ar.,, ,() the water-hen, Ar.



78-, , () purple-like, purply, Eur.-, ot/, <5,() a dealer in purple, fern,--,, . T.-, oy, spread with purple cloth, Aesch., a,, Att. contr. for.
[], only in pres. and impf., properly of the

sea, ore - -ya as

when the huge sea gleams darkly with dumb swell

(i. e. with waves that do not break'), II. 2. met'aph.,

much was his heart troubled,

Horn. II. after Horn., when the purple-fish() and its dye became known, to grow purple
or red, Bion, Anth. :—so in Med., Anth.

(Prob. redupl. from .)*', assumed as pres. to the aor. 2 and pf.

pass, : I. aor. 2, Ep. 3 sing-.

nope, inf., part,, tofurnish, offer, present

,

give, Horn., Hes. ; . to fulfil a. wish, Od. ;

. to offer to take an oath, Aesch. :—c. inf. to grant
that . . , 7rope (for )
II. ; crol , ( =) iyw Soph. 2. =, to bring, Id. II.

pf . only in 3 sing-,, plqpf., it has or

had been (is or was) fated, foredoomed, c. acc. pers.

et inf.,' ya?av it is fated that

both should redden earth, II. ; yap

; Aesch.; so,/ =-, Id., Xen. 2. part, as Adj.,, ,
ov, allotted, fated to one, II. ; of persons, destined to a.

thing, 00077 lb. :—absol. destined, Pind. ; 7re7rp.

one's natural life (as in Lat. morsfatalis is a natural
death), Id. ; so in Trag. and Xen. : (sc.), an appointed lot, Fate, Destiny, Hdt., Trag.
*709 ; who ? Pron., traced in the interrog. forms,,, ,, , ,,,,,,, to each of which there is a corresponding

enclitic form,,, ,, etc. ;—in these forms
in Ion. Gr. is represented by , as, ?, etc.

[], Adv. how many times ? how often? Lat.

quoties ? Ep. Plat.-, a, ov, how many times multiplied ?

how manyfold ? Lat. quotuplex ? Plat. 2. c.gen.

what multiple of . . ? Id.-,, , , of how many feet ? Plat.,, Adv. in how many ways ? Arist.

Trotre, Adv.=; whither? Horn., Dor. for.-,, , the sixth month of the Athen. year,

= latter half of December and former of January., ; gen., acc., voc. :

Ep.~€ [],, acc., voc. :

Ion., : Dor. or,, acc. , voc. :

—

Poseidon, Lat. Neptunus,
son of Cronos and Rhea, brother of Zeus, god of the

sea, husband of Amphitrite, Horn., etc. Hence, , ov, sacred to Poseidon, Eur. :—poet.

and -ovios, Soph., Anth. : Dor.-
[], Pind. II. (sc. ),, the temple of Poseidon, Thuc. III.-, , his festival, Strab.", , (v.) membrum virile, Ar.,, , comic word for a little boy, Ar.

—. 663, dat. pi. of.9 } , ov, Ion. for, sacred to Poseidon,
II. II., , Ion. for, the
temple of Poseidon, Od., Adv. () how many times? , —, Xen.', , poet, : gen., dat., Ep.' : voc. or : pl. : acc. :—
a husband, spouse, mate, Horn., etc. ; ., of

a paramour, Eur., , Att. , : dat., Ion. : (,
Root of some tenses of) :

—a drinking, drink,
beverage, Horn. ; yyva to meet for a
carousal, Hdt.; 7 , Lat. inter pocula,
over their cups, Id.; Theocr. 2. a
draught, Aesch.; Ion. and Aeol., , ov ; interrog. Adj.
corresponding to the relat.' and demonstr.,
Lat. quantus ? of what quantity ? opp. to

(which refers to bulk), often with added : 1. of

Number, how many ? Hdt., Att. : with sing. Nouns,
how great ? how much? . ; Aesch. 2.

of Distance, how far? Xen. 3. of Time, how
long ? Soph., etc. 4. of Value, how much ? Ar. ;

; for how much ? at what price ? Lat. quanti ?
Id. ; so, ; Plat. II., , ,
(oxyt.), indef. Adj. of a certain quantity or magni-
tude, Lat. aliquantus, Id., etc. Hence7, to reckon up, count, , Theophr.-, Adv. for how many days ? II., , Ep. for, , dat. pl. of.-, ov, struck with the foot in dancing,

Orac. ap. Hdt., a, ov, () in how many days ? Lat.

quota die ? Xen., , ov,() which ofa number? Lat. quotus?
; how many

years is it since . . ? Od. :—in indirect questions,

with how small a part, Xen., apocop. for, Dor. for 7rpos., Aeol. for.-,, Dor. for p-ay, Theocr.-, Dor. for-.-, , ov, and os, ov,( =, ?) fresh,
new, Lat. recens, Pind., Aesch. 2. metaph. new,
unexpected, unheard of, Aesch., Soph.-,', f. , Dor. for poay, Theocr.,,() Adv. like a river, Luc., a, ov, and , ov, () of or from a
river, Aesch., Eur. ; 01 ., v..-, ov,() washed by a river, Strab.7-, Adv. to or towards a river, Horn. From, , , (0, Root of some tenses of) a
river, stream, Horn., etc. :—proverb.,

aya, of extraordinary events, Eur. :—of

rivers offire or lava, Pind. II. as a person, -, a river-god, II.-, ov, carried away by a river, . T.-, ov, deposited by a river, Strab., es, Dor. for., , , Dor. for, winged, flying, fur-
nished with wings, Pind., Eur. ; among
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fowls, Pind. :—metaph., , i. e. soar-

ing in the arts of the Muses, Id. ; by
soaring art, i.e. by poesy, Id. From,. -', Frequent, of ; Dor. part.

: f. : aor. I, Dor.- [] : pf., Dor. -, . 3 pi.-
: 3 sing"- plqpf- :— _/?y about, Horn, ;

Hes. : simply =, to fly, Aesch.,

Eur. j , of vain pursuits,

Theocr. :—pf. (with pres. sense), to be upon the wing,
Horn. II. metaph. to hover, Aesch. 2. to be

on the -wing, be fluttered, Eur., Ar.-', Dor. for-.-, ,. Dor. for-., Ion. , Dor. 7, {*) interrog. Particle

used in direct and indirect questions, corresponding to

the relat. 8re, and demonstr. , when ? at

what time ? Horn, ; -nor , ei Aesch. ; also, is; Soph. II., Ion. ', Dor.,
enclit. Particle : 1. at some time or other, at some
time, Horn., etc. 2. at any time, ever, Soph.,

etc. ; often after relat. words, oaris, ,, v. ; also after , v. ;

and after negatives, when it often becomes one word
with the negat., ,,, -. 3. in correl. clauses it stands first, with

accent, . . , Be . . , at one time . . , at

another . . , Lat. modo . . , modo . , , Plat. III.

of some unknown point of time, 1. the past, once,

erst, II., Trag. ; in telling a story, once upon a time,

Ar. 2. the future, at some "time, II., etc. :—with

imperat., Lat. tandem aliquando, Soph. 3. in ques-

tions, ris; Lat. qui tandem ? who in the world?
Aesch., etc.; v.;.,, Dor. for.', . for.,, Dor. for,.', Dor. for/s.', a, , verb. Adj. of, drinkable. II., one must drink, Plat,-, Dor. for-., . ; Ion., , ; {*) :

—

whether

of the two ? Lat. uter ? both in direct and indirect

questions, being the relat. form., II., Hdt.,

Att. II. neut.,, as Adv. at the be-

ginning of an interrog. sentence containing two alter-

native propositions, . . , . . , Lat. utrum . . ,

an . . , whether . . or . . , , "-; Aesch.; ;
Dem. 2. sometimes a third clause (with ) is in-

accurately added, 3)

; Hdt. 3 the second alternative is some-
times left to be supplied,

, . . ] ,· Soph. III. without interrog., like, either of the two, Lat. alteruter, Plat.-', Dor. for-.' ; Adv.{ on whether of the two sides ?
on which side (of two) ? Xen., etc.', Adv. of, in which of two ways ? Lat.
utro modo ? Xen., etc. 2. in indirect questions,

. to define which you mean, Plat.-, Dor. for-.

—., , =, flight, Od.,, ,{) a flight, Aesch.,, , (, Root of some tenses of viva a

drinking-cup, wine-cup, Eur., , (, Root of some tenses of ] a

drinking-cup, wine-cup, Hdt., Att.,, rj, (, Root of some tenses of ] a

drinking, drink, Horn,, , , fern, (, Root of some tenses of) a drinker, tippler, toper :—metaph., -
a tippling lamp, i. e. that consumes much oil, Ar. :

Comic Sup.,, Id., , ,{) flying, winged :,.
fowls, birds, Od.

[t}s Dor. for , also used by Horn, and Hes.
and Trag. ; and in compds., as. Cf ..-', Dor. for-.,,, Dor. for, q.v.

:

hence the name of the Dor. city, , Ar., etc. :—, Ion. -, , , Potidaean, Hdt..

etc. ;, , , Potidaea,n, Thuc.', Dor. part, of, also in Horn,, Dor. for.-', Dor. for-, also in Horn,-, Dor. for-.-75, , Dor. form used by Horn, (the com-
mon form- not in use), of or servingfor
supper, . that

it might serve to dress his supper, Od., Dor., f. and , {), to give

to drink, c. dupl. ace,

gave them nectar to drink, Plat. ;, .
.. 2. to water the ground, Xen.; to water
cattle, Theocr.-6, Dor. for-.-, Dor. for-', Od.

itotikoSj , , {) fond of drinking, Plut. : Adv. .' to be given to drinking, Id.-, Dor. for-., a cushion, Theocr.-',--, Dor. for-., , () of water, drinkable, fresh, Hdt..

Xen., etc. 2. metaph. fresh, sweet, pleasant,

Plat. :—of persons, mild, gentle, Theocr.-', Dor. for-.-, Dor. for-, Aesch.-, Dor. for-, Aesch.-7, Dor. for- (not in use), to

crouch or cower towards, c. gen., -
(. pf. part. fem. for) verging

towards it, so as to shut it in, Od.7--, Dor. for-, Od.

7t0tis,, fem. of.7-", Dor. for-.-', Dor. for-, Od.-075, , Dor. for-, Aesch.-,. , Dor. for-, Od., , , Root of) that which befals

one, one's lot, destiny : commonly of evil destiny,

death, of the killer, , or of the killed., Horn. ;—also in Pind. and Trag. 2.

without a sense of evil, . one's natural gifts,

\

Pind.; Aesch. ; . my



—
father's customary fortune, Soph. [Penult, often

short in Trag.], , shorter form of, Od. ;

h. Horn. ; Eur.", , (from same Root as -is, ··) a
poet, title of honour, used chiefly in addressing god-
desses or ladies : 1. =, mistress, queen, c.

gen., (nom.) queen of wild beasts, Lat.

potens ferarum, II. ; Pind. : absol.,

vi Aesch. ; often in voc, "
Id. ; 3) (sc.) Ar. :—in pi. of the

Eumenides, Hdt., Soph. ; also of Demeter and Proser-

pine, Soph., etc. 2. as Adj. revered, august, Horn., at, an ancient Boeot. town, Strab. :—hence

fern. Adj., ados, Potnian,
Boeotian mares, noted for their hot temper, hence
raging, furious, Eur. Hence, Dep. to cry or lament aloud, shriek, howl,
Plut., Luc. Hence•, , lamentation, Strab.-, Dor. verb, =-, Anth.-, Dor. for-.

itotos, i], 6v, verb. Adj. (, Root of some tenses of) drunk, ft for drinking, Aesch., Eur. II.

as Subst.,, , that which one drinks, drink,

esp. of wine, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; meat
and drink, Hdt. 2. . drink of my sires,

Aesch. ; . Soph., , (, Root of some tenses of) drinking,
a drinking-bout, carousal, Xen. ; , Lat.

inter pocula, Id.; Aeschin.-, Dor. for-.-, -, -, -, -, Dor.
for 7rpbs,>, etc.-€, Dor. for-.

j Ion. j interrog. Adv., in direct or indirect

questions, corresponding to the relat., (properly a
gen. of *7ros; quis ?), where? Lat. ubi ? Horn., etc. :

—c. gen. loci, yrjs ; ; where in the

world ? Lat. ubinam terrarum ? Aesch., etc. ; so,; Soph.; ; Id.;

; at what point of fortune? Id. II. of

manner, how ? Eur. ; to express an inference very

strongly, ye . . . . ;

how then would it not . . ? i. e. it certainly would . . ,

Hdt. ; also in Trag., in indignant questions, how ? by
what right? ; Soph., Ion., enclit. Adv. anywhere, somewhere, Horn.,

etc.; often with other Advs. of Place,

somewhere not far off, Soph. ; Id. ;

Dem. :—c. gen., in some
part there of the fields, Od. ;

Dem. II. also without reference to Place,

in some degree, Thuc. :—often to qualify an
expression, anyway, possibly, perhaps, I suppose, I
ween, Horn., etc. ; , , el Xen. ;

. . ; what in the world? Aesch.; with numerals,
about ten, Hdt. :

—

denies with indig-

nation or wonder, surely it cannot be, Soph., etc.

;

whereas adds a suspicion that it is so,

; Ar.7-€, , Ion. for-.

-. 665, , ..--,, . for,.', ,,, : pi. dat. ', .,
: dual gen. and dat., . :

—
foot, Lat. pes, pedis, Horn., etc. ; in pi., also, a bird's

talons, Od. ; the arms of a polypus, Hes. ; .,
of an artificial foot, Hdt. : phrases in respect to the

footrace, '/'' , to be better

than others in running, Od.;\' to r&ceoitfoot,

.; , Horn. :—the dat.' is added to all kinds of Verbs denoting motion,\,,, etc. ; for ,

. . II. 3 :—metaph.,
started on its homeward way, Eur. 2. as a mark of

close proximity, or,
just before one, Horn. ; close at hand,

Pind. ; but, or off-hand, at once,

Theogn. :—so,. in a moment, Soph. ;

Plut. :

—

', like, close at hand,
Hdt., Att. ; ' Soph. :—these phrases are

opp. to , out of the way, far off, Hdt. (cf.). 3. to denote close pursuit,

on the track, Lat. e vestigio, Id., Att. ; c. gen. pers.,, to come close at his

heels, Hdt. 4. various phrases : backwards,

facing the enemy, .,·,-
to retire leisurely, Lat. pedetentim, Xen. b.\, properly of a shoe, round thefoot, i.e.fitting

exactly, Theophr., Luc. e. ' as he is

off for feet, i. e. as quick as he can, Hdt. d.

Ttj/bs to have one's foot out of a thing, i. e.

be clear of it, Aesch. ;

Id. :—opp. to els ,
Eur. e. to denote energetic action,, Ar. ;

Aeschin. ; for, . . 5. ,
periphr. for a person, , \. e., Eur. ;

Id. :—also,, . e. , Soph. ; ol ^ ., \. e. 01, Eur. II. metaph. of things, the

foot or lowest part, esp. the foot of a hill, Lat. pes

montis, II., etc. 2. in a ship, are the lower

corners of the sail or the ropes fastened thereto, the

sheets, Od. ; to slack away or ease off

the sheet, Eur. ; to let go hold of it,

Ar. ; (with reference to the sail), Eur.

:

—opp. to , to haul it tight, Soph. ;

a ship with her sheet close hauled,

Eur. III. a foot, as a measure of length, 4 palms() or 6 fingers, about f of an inch longer than

our foot, Hdt., etc. IV. a foot in Prosody, Ar., Plat., =,.-, Ion.-, , (,) like grass,

grassy, Hdt., etc., Ion., , () that which has

been done, a deed, act, Lat. /'acinus, Hdt., Att. ;

more than facts, Eur. ;

7. ; what is your work in life ? Plat. ;-. to do a woman's work, Dem. II. like

Lat. res, a thing, matter, affair, Hdt., Att. ;' . they had no thing in com-

mon, Hdt. 2. anything necessary or expedient,
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my duty or business to do, like Lat. opus est, Hdt. 3.

a thing of consequence or importance, .
Id. ; of a person, . ,

he was made much of by the king, Id. ;

., of a woman, Xen. ; .
Dem. 4. used of a battle, as we say an action, affair,

Xen. 5. euphem. for something bad or disgraceful,

the thing, the business, Thuc. ; ,
ov his job, Dem. III. in pi.,-, 1. circumstances, affairs, Hdt., Att. ;

tols
3 V by circum-

stances, not by acts, Eur. ; to

be quit of the business of life, Plat. ;. to fail in success, Xen. 2. state-affairs, Eur., etc.

;

. Plat. :—also, . the Persian

power, Hdt. ; iv '.
Thuc.; . to seize the government,
Lat. rerum potiri, Id. ; e%etj/, .
Id. ; iv , like iv, those who
are in power or office, the ministers, Id. ; ., ., Dem. :

—

. innovations,

Lat. res novae, Oratt. 3. one's private affairs or

circumstances, Hdt., Att. 4. in bad sense, trouble-

some business, trouble, annoyance, Ar. ;, c. part., to have trouble about a thing, Hdt.; .' to cause one trouble, Id. ; c. inf., to

cause one the trouble of doing, Plat., , the careful prosecution of an affair,

diligent study, hard work, Plat., Dem., etc. II.

occupatioyi, business, Plat., Aeschin. :—in pi. affairs

in general, dealings, Plat., etc. III. the treatment
of a subject, Id.; a treatise, Arist.; an historical

work, systematic history, Polyb., Luc., Ion.- : aor. -
and : pf . :

Dep. : () :

—

to busy or exert oneself,\take

trouble, Hdt., Xen., Plat. 2. to be engaged in

business, spend one's time in business, Xen., etc. II.

c. acc. rei, to take in hand, treat laboriously, under-
take, Plat. :—of authors, to elaborate a work, Ar.,

Plat. 2. of historians, to treat systematically

,

Polyb. ; systematic historians,

Id. III. pf. also in pass, sense,

to be laboured at, worked out, Plat., Aeschin. Hence, , ov, verb. Adj. to be laboured at,

Arist., , 6v,() ft for business, active,

business-like; men of action, Polyb. 2.

in Roman writers, pragmaticus was a kind of attorney,

Cic. II. of history, systematic, Polyb. : of a speech,

conduct, etc., able, prudent, Id. :—Adv. -, Id., , Dim. of, a trifling matter,

petty lawsuit, Ar.- [t], , b,() one who hunts after

lawsuits, a pettifogger, Ar.-, ,() laborious, troublesome : Adv.
-, Comp.- Dem., , , poet, for, Pind., Aesch., Soph.,

Ar. 2. i=, state-affairs, Aesch., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., , — Lat. Praetorium, the residence of

—.
the Governor, Government-house, . T. :—at Rome,
the Castra Praetoriana, lb., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be done,
Plat., etc. II., one must do, Soph., Plat., Ion., rjpos, , () one that
does, a doer, II. II. a trader, Lat. negotiator, Od., , ,() fit for action, fit for busi-

ness, business-like, practical, Xen., Plat. ; at.
the principles of action, Arist. 2. active, effective,

Polyb. ; . tivos carrying one's point with

another, Xen. 3. c. gen. able to effect a thing, etc.,

Arist. II. of things, active, vigorous, Ar., Plat., , , verb. Adj. of : things

to be done, points of moral action, Arist., opos, , =, one who does or executes,

an accomplisher, Soph. ; with a fern. Subst., Id. II.

one who exactspayment, a taxgatherer, Dem., etc. 2

.

in Poets also, one who exacts punishment, a punisher,

avenger, Aesch., Soph. :—so as Adj., with a fern. Subst.,

avenging, Aesch., , Pramnian wine, Horn. ; also-, Ar. :—so named from Pramne, prob. a hill in the

island of Icaria.

[], Dor. Adv.=', aforetime, erst, Theocr.) Dor. and Att. for.-, f. , () to take by surprise or

treachery, Polyb. :

—

to overreach, outwit, Id., , Ion. |, ios, , () a doing,

transaction, business, on a trading
voyage, Od. ;

' ' , a private,

not a public affair, lb. 2. the result or issue of
a business, ov is . no good
comes of weeping, II.

; so, ov tis . -
Od.; . Aesch.; .

their issue, Id. II. an acting, transacting, doing?
Theogn. ; .,,

Plat. :

—

action, opp. to, Id. ;

in actual life, Id. 2. action, exercise,,
Id. III. an action, act, Soph., etc. IV.

like or , a doing well or ill, faring
so and so, one'sfortune, state, condition, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. V. practical ability, dexterity, Polyb. :

—

also, practice, trickery, Id. VI. the exaction of
money, recovery of outstanding debts or arrears, .

Plat., Dem. :—hence, the exaction of ven-

geance, retribution, Eur. VII. in pi. public or

political life, Dem.-, Adv. of*, ( =), temperately, Ar-, ov, also, Ion., , :—the declen-

sion varies between the two forms :—the Att. sing, is

from, except that the fern, is : poet. sing,

from, Ion. :—in pi., Att. nom. ;

neut.,; gen. ; dat.; acc.

:—Comp. ; Ion.- :—Sup.-, Ion.. Mild, soft, gentle, meek, h.

Horn., Pind., Plat. :—of a horse, gentle, Xen. ; of

other animals, tame, Id. 2. of actions, feelings,

mild, Plat. II. making mild, taming, Pind. III.

Adv. (from), mildly , gently, Plat. ;

Id. ; to speak

lightly of it, Xen. ; , opp. to.
Dem. ;—Comp., Plat.;—Sup., Id. Hence
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irpenriSes, at, dat., Ep. : — poet,

word, 1. properly = </>peVes, the midriff, diaphragm,
II. : then 2. like, the wits, tinderstanding,
mind, heart, lb. :—sing-,,, Pind., Eur., Ion. -, ,() properly a bed of leeks :

generally, a garden-plot, Od. :—metaph.,

in companies ox groups, N.T., ov,() for sale, Lat. venalis, Xen.» , Ion., ios, , (-) a sell-

ing, sale, wvy (Ion. dat.) Hdt.

;

for sale, Id. ; Aeschin.-, , () a leek-slice, Anth.' [], , a leek, Lat. porrum, Ar., , poet, for { =), Leek-

green, name of a frog, Batr.-, , Leek-eater, name of a frog, Batr.', Ion., Att. : f., Ion.

: aor. , Ion. : pf .,
Ion. : 3 sing, plqpf . : pf . 2,
Ion. :—Med., f., : aor. :

—Pass., f .,: aor. :
pf.. To pass over, aha Od.

;

7rp. to accomplish a journey, Horn. ; also c.

gen., ' II. II. to achieve,

bring about, effect, accomplish, lb. ; . to avail

naught, lb. ; . to cause one's bondage, bring
it on oneself, Pind. ; ., Lat. effcere ut, Aesch. :

—Pass., Id. ; , Lat.

acta, Pind., Att. 2. absol. to effect an object, be

successful, Horn. 3. to make so and so (cf. ill),. Pind. 4. to have to do,

be busy with, to mind one's own
business, Soph., etc. 5. , .

to manage state-affairs, take part in the

government, Plat. :—then, absol., without any addition,

iKavbs, of a statesman, Xen. 6. generally,

to transact, negotiate, manage, . -
to manage matters for their interest, Dem. ; and

in Pass., matters

were negotiated withhim,Thuc;—but amay
be omitted, ot those who were treating
with him, Id. ; so, Id. ; Id. ;

also,. Xen. ; the traitors,

Thuc. ; also,7rp. Id.; c. acc.et inf.,?. :—Pass., of secret

practices, et ] unless some
bribery was -practising, Soph. ;

Thuc. III. to practise, Lat. agere,

Pind. ; Plat. : absol. to act, Id.,

etc. IV. intr. to be in a certain state or con-

dition, to do or fare so and so,

Hdt., etc. j or to do or fare well or

ill, Id., etc.; . Aesch.; Soph.; .
Thuc. ; the pf . 2 is

mostly used in this sense, Hdt., Ar., etc. V. c.

dupl. acc. pers. et rei, to do something
to one, Eur., etc. 2. to

exact money from one, Hdt. : often in Att., of state-

officers, who collected the taxes (cf., -
ill), Plat., etc. ; also, . to

obtain or demand from another, Hdt. :—metaph.,

'. 66^
. to exact punishment for murder, to avenge,

punish, Aesch. :—Pass., called
on to pay up the tribute, Thuc. :—Med.,,,, to exact for
oneself, Hdt., etc. ; or

Thuc. :—pf. and plqpf. pass, are used in med.
sense, et if / had
exacted from him the full amount, Dem., , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be sold, for
sale, Lat. venalis, Plat.,, , (-) a dealer, Plat., Dem., Ion.-,, a placefor selling, a mar-
ket, Hdt., , , verb. Adj. of, sold, Soph,, a, ov, Dor. for (contr. from),
Ar., Theocr. ; Sup. Theocr., Att. for.-, Ion.-, , , softly-smiling, Anth.-,, , , of gentle counsel, gracious, Pind.

Trpdwoos, Ion.- \y\, ov, of gentle mind, Anth.,, , a softening, appeasing, Arist. ; and
7rpawTiK0s> , , fit for appeasing, Arist. From,, Ion. [] : f. : aor. :—
Pass., aor. : () :—to make soft, mild
or gentle, to soften, soothe, calm, Hes., etc. ; 7rp.

to soothe a raging sore, Soph. ; . Aesch. :

—Pass, to become soft or gentle, grow milder, Hdt.

;

of passion, to abate, Id. 2. to tame wild animals,

Hes., Xen., v. sub.-, Ion. '-, , with tamed neck, Anth., v. sub ill.,, Adv. from the stump, i. e. root and branch,

utterly, Aesch. From', , the bottom of the trunk of a tree, the

stump : generally, the stem, trunk, Lat. codex, caudex,

h. Horn., Xen., etc. II. the root or bottom of

anything, Ar.

Trpeirov,, , part, of (ill. 2)., Adv. part, of, infit manner, meetly,

beseemingly , gracefully , Pind., Aesch. 2. c. dat.

in a manner befitting, suitably to, Plat.; also c. gen.,

like, Id., , , distinguished, renowned, Aesch.', impf. : f. : aor. 1:—of

impressions on the senses, 1. on the eye, to be clearly

seen, to be conspicuous, ' II. ; c.

dat. rei, to be distinguished in or by a thing, Aesch.,

Eur. :—absol. to shineforth, shew itself, appear, Pind.,

Aesch. ; with a part., to be clearly seen as doing or

being, Aesch. 2. on the ear, the cry

sounds loud and clear, Pind., Aesch. 3. on the

smell, to be strong or rank, Aesch. II. to be

conspicuously like, to be like, to resemble, c. dat.,

Pind., Eur. 2. c. inf.,

his running is like Persian to behold, i. e.

one may see it is Persian, Aesch. ; so, -
Soph. HI. to be conspicuously fit,

to become, beseem, suit, c. dat. pers.,

Pind., etc. 2. often in part., or

i\v for or, Thuc, etc. ; rarely c. gen.,

7. - Soph. :—part. neut.
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-,, that which is seemly, fitness, propriety,

Lat. decorum, Plat. 3. rarely with a person as the

subject, art the fit person to speak,

Soph. 4. impers., Lat. decet, it is fitting,

it beseems, suits, becomes, c. dat. pers. et inf., -
Theogn. ; '/

Eur. :—also c. acc. pers. et inf., rbv

Pind., etc. :—c. inf. only, - Id. :

—

when an acc. alone follows, an inf. must be supplied,

(sc.) Hdt.-, , () fit, becoming, suitable, proper,

Ar. ; c. dat., Xen., etc.', -, -, Ep. fem. of, the august,
honoured, mostly of Hera,", II., ,() age, seniority,.
Aesch. 2. rank, dignity, Plat. II. an em-
bassy, embassage, Thuc, Plat. 2. the body of am-
bassadors, as we say, the Embassy, Ar., Thuc. :

—

the

ambassadors of early times were elders., Ion. -, ,() a gift of honour,
such as was offered to elders, II. 2. the privilege

of age, and generally, a privilege, Plat., etc. 3. the

right of the eldest, his share of the inheritance, Dem.', , fem. of, =, h. Horn., Eur.', , an ambassador, embassy, in pi., Eur.', , an embassage, Thuc., , ,() an ambassador, Thuc,
Plat., etc. II. an agent or commissioner, Dem., f . : pf .

:—Med., aor. -
:—Pass., pf . :() : I.

properly of age, 1. intr. to be the elder or eldest,

Soph.; he was the eldest of
the former children, Hdt. ; . ' to be his

eldest son, Thuc. b. to take the first place, be
best, Soph. :— c. gen. to rank before, take precedence

of others,. Plat. ; to ride over,". Soph. 2. trans, to place as eldest or first, toput
first in rank, to pay honour or worship to, Aesch.,
Soph. :—Pass, to be put in the first rank, hold thefirst
place, Lat. antiquior su?n, Aesch. ; c. gen.,-

is most notable of mischiefs, Id. II. to

be an ambassador or go as one, serve or negociate as
one, Hdt., Eur., etc.; v. fin. 2. c. acc.

objecti, . to negotiate peace, Dem.; so,. Id. 3. Med. to send ambassadors,
Thuc. :—also to go as ambassador, Id. 4. Pass.,

his negotiations, Dem., Ion. for.,, , =, - the highest
or most ancient honour, h. Horn.', , poet, for, age, , ac-
cording to age, h. Horn., Plat.', -, ov, poet. Sup. of, eldest, most
august, most honoured, h. Horn., Aesch.', ,() an object of reverence, Aesch.

;

.'- august assembly of Argives, Id.', , seniority of birth, Hdt. From-, es, '^') eldest-born, first-born, II.,

Eur. II. the senators, Plut.', , , voc. :—an old man, Lat.
senex, (the prose form is^, Soph., Eur. :

—

is used much like, the elder,

—.
Aesch. :—pi., elders, always implying dignity,

chiefs, princes, Id.; Ep. Hes. 2. Horn,

uses only the Comp. and Sup., Comp., a,

ov, elder, older, II., Hdt., Pind., Att. ; by a
year, Ar. ; the wise councils of age,

Pind. ;—Sup., , ov, eldest, II., Hes., etc.

:

—the Comp. and Sup. were used of things,-
(or ) = 1,2. aliquid (or nihil

antiquius habere, to deem higher, more important,

) Hdt.

;

Thuc. ; --
more highly than . . , Plat. :

—hence, merely of magnitude,
one evil greater than another, Soph. II. like, an ambassador, Aesch., Ar. ;—pi.

is more used than, Ar., Xen., etc. III.

a chief, president : Comp., an elder of
the Jewish Council, . T., etc. : art elder of the

Church, presbyter, lb. Hence' or-, , a council of elders, N.T.
[], ,,= , Aesch., etc. :—fem.,, an aged woman, Id. Hence, , ov, like an old man, elderly, Lat.

senilis, Ar. ; . the evils of age, Id. 2.

old-fashioned, antiquated, Id. :—Adv. —, Plut., , gentleness of temper, graciousness, Eur., , (,) poet. Adj. gentle of mood,
friendly, gracious, favourable, Aesch., Eur. :—Adv.
-, Aesch. II. propitiatory, Id.,, , poet, for, Anth.-, $ Ion. for-.7 or,, , the crop of birds,

Ar. (From,-, because birds collect their food

there before it passes into the second stomach.), aor. pass. inf. of.', impf. : aor. : no pf. in use:—to blow up, swell out by blowing, °
Od. 2. to blow out, drive out by

blowing, V \~\ ava he blew a

shower of blood through his mouth, II.,, Ion. for,., (-/]) to blow hard, Ar., , Dor. and Att., gen. , contr. ovs:

() :
—with the face downwards, head-foremost

,

Lat. pronus, opp. to (Lat. supinus), II.,

Hes. II. of the sides of hills, ,
down hill, Xen. ; Id. Hence, to throw headlong :—Pass, to fall headlong,

Anth.|,, Ion. for,., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. of)., Ion. for., Ion. for.,, , (-) a hurricane', Hes., Hdt., f. both of to bum, and of to

blow., , Ion. for-.--, -voos,,, -', v.

sub -.,, , Ep. for, Hes.^&, defect. Dep., from which is formed,
(aor. 2 of) : 2 sing,, Ep. 3 sing, :
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imperat.,: subj. ', 2 sing, :

opt. : inf. (not) :— part.

: () :

—

to have a thing- sold to one, to

buy, purchase, Horn., Att. ; c. dat. pretii, .-
to buy with one's money, Od. ; c. gen.,. to purchase by his death, Pind. ; .

Xen. ; . Id. ; metaph., ovfievbs^
to biiy at no price, Soph. ; . tivos

Hdt. :

—

. to buy it dear, Ar. 2.

to farm- a tax, Xen., , , Priam, II., etc. ; prob. a chief, king,

(prob. from ), Patron., , Ep. gen.- and -ao, II. :—Adj., , , of or like

Priam, Arist. ; poet. fern.,, Eur., Ion., , Priapus, the god of gardens

and vineyards, and generally of country life, Luc. :

—

Adj. nplairreios, a, ov, Anth.

[I], Adv.,formed with a comparative force from

:

A. Adv. of Time, before, I. of future time,

before that time, sooner, with fut. Indie, or Subj.=
fut., Horn. : with Opt. and , Od. II. of past

time, aforetime, formerly, once, erst, Horn.; so with

the Art., Tb ye . . , . . ,· . .

ye II. :—with the Art. the Part, is omitted, .\
(sc. ) the giants of old, Aesch. ;

Soph. ; iv yos Thuc.
. , as Conjunction, before that, before, ere,

priusquam, Horn. ; but is often omitted, so that 7rpiV

becomes a Conjunction : the antecedent clause also

has (or,, ), so that the

Conjunction is relat. to the Adv., especially after

a negat. :— it is constructed with Inf., vale ,
II. ; ,

Eur. II. with a finite Verb : 1.

with Ind., in which case Horn, uses y , 7rptV

y ", until, , y ore Zebs" II. ; so, , y eyia

Aesch. 2. with Subj. only after

negatives or equiv. of neg., ', -\ we will not go down, till the day of

death come on, Od. ;—in Att. is regular,

iffTi , Zebs

Aesch. ; but & is sometimes omitted, ,
Soph. ; as always with , )-
Hdt. 3. with Opt., after historical tenses,' (peiyeiv II. ;, Soph.

[], , Dim. of, Ar., , ov, made from the, Lat. iligneus,

Hes., Ar. :—metaph. oaken, i. e. tough, sturdy, Ar., , , the evergreen oak, ilex, or the scarlet

oak, quercus coccifera, Hes., Ar., etc.-8, es, (elSos) tough as oak, Ar.', i. e., dual of the partic., sawing.-, es, (e?5os) like a saw, Anth. [t, metri grat.]., rjpos, , () a saw :$ the

incisors, Anth.

irpurTos, "fj, , verb. Adj. sawn, Od., imperat. of (v. *), cf.., imper.: impf. : aor. 1

:

—
Pass., aor. 1 : pf. :

—

to saw, .
to saw asunder, Thuc. : Pass, to be cut in pieces,
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Eur. II. to grind or gnash
the teeth, Ar. :—metaph. in Pass, to be irritated,

Anth. III. to seize as with the teeth, bind fast,
e| avyv Soph.

(), , gen. and, a sawyer,
Ar. II. a saw, Soph. ; a saw of

teeth, i. e. a jagged row, Anth.; v. . [t, Att.;

but in later Poets.]

(), , a comic Noun, formed from, imperat.

of, with a pun upon, a saw, .., that rasping word ' buy ' was unkno\vn, Ar.', before, Lat. prae :

A. Prep, with Gen it. : I. of Place, before,

in front of, b, pb Horn. ;

II. ; b to come out in front of,

Soph. 2. before, in front of, for the purpose of

shielding or guarding, pb II. :

—

in

defence of, for, b yuvai^v lb.;

pb, Lat. pro patria mori, lb. 3. pb
further on the road, i. e. forwards, onward, II. :

(hence). II. of Time, before, pb yoo
Od. ; b ( = pb ) one before

the other, II. ; pb Plat., etc. ;

long before, Hdt. ; Tb pb before this,

before, Thuc. ; pb (often written) before,

Hdt., Att. III. in other relations : 1. of Pre-

ference, before, sooner or rather than, b
to praise sleight before right, Pind. ;

anything before, rather than,
their actual grievance, Hdt. ; pb to

esteem above much, i.e. very highly, Isocr. ; so, pb
Thuc. : redundant, after a

Comp., pb
Hdt. 2. of Cause or Pvlotive, Lat. prae, for, out

of, from, pb for fear, II. ; pb there/ori?,

Soph.
B. Position : never after its case, except after

the Ep. gen. , , .
C. , absol. as Adv. : I. of Place, before, in

front, forth, forward, II. II. of Time, before,

beforehand, Od. : before, earlier, Hes. : prematurely

,

Aesch. III. with other Preps,,,,,, it strengthens the first Prep.

D. in Compos. I. with Substs., to de-

note 1. position before or in front,,-. 2. priority of rank,; or of order,. 3. standing in another's place, -,. II. with Adjs:, to denote 1.

proximity, readiness,,. 2. forth

from,,. 3. prematureness,,. III. with Verbs, 1. of

Place, before, forwards,, : also

before, in defence,. 2. forth,,:—also publicly ,. 3. giving away,

. 4. before, in preference,,. 5. before, beforehand,,,.-,.-', to announce beforehand, Xen.,, aforewarning, early intimation, Thuc.-, aor. -, to break before, Od.,, , a stating beforehand, Arist., Plut.- : aor.- : pf . -ypea (but the
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Att. fut. is, aor., pf.) :-

Pass,- (in med. form) : pf.- :

—

to

tell beforehand, Thuc. : c. inf. to tell or declare before-

hand that . . , Hdt., etc.; so, . ' . . , Xen. 2.

to foretell, prophesy, Id. II. to speak

before all, to state, declare or proclaim publicly,

Hdt., Thuc. ; to have a thing proclaimed by herald,

Hdt. 2. c. inf. to order publicly, .
Id. ; . to?s to forbid them to

move, Plat. :-—Pass., ~
Xen. ; Id. 3. to give notice,

notify, Plat.- [a], f. : pf.- : aor. 2 --fiyayov :—Pass.,

aor. - : pf .- :

—

to lead forward, on,

onward, Hdt., etc. : to escort on their way, Id.,

Xen. 2. to bringforward in public, Plat. 3.

to lead on, induce, Hdt., Thuc. ; c. inf.,..-
Thuc. ; with Preps., . is

Theogn. ; . ds, els Xen.; '
Id. :—so in Med., is

to move one to laughter, Hdt. ; els Dem. 4.

to carry on oxforward, . to lead it on to

power, Thuc. ;

carried it so far, Dem. :—Pass, to increase, wax,
Id. b. of persons, to promote or prefer to honour,

Plut. 5. pf. pass, with med. sense,

. . , has had them brought up in such a
way that . . , Dem. ; but also in pass, sense, to?s

Arist. II. intr. to lead the way,
go before, advance, Plat., Xen., etc. :—an acc. added,
to go before one, . T., -, the trade of , pandering,
Xen., Aeschin. From, f. , () to prostitute, Lex
ap. Aeschin. 2. metaph., . Ar., ,() a leading on, promotion, rank,

eminence, Polyb., b,{) one who leads on : a pander,
pimp, procurer, Ar., Aeschin. 2. a negotiator, Xen.-,, , , a preliminary contest, prelude,

Ar., Plat. :

—

the preparation for a festival, Aeschin.-, f. Att. - : pf .- :

Dep. :

—

to fight before, e| =
ovs, from the contests which you have
before had, Thuc. :—pf. also in pass, sense, oi-

Plut. II. to fight for or in defence
of another, Id.-, verb. Adj. of, Plat., , , one who fights for another, a
champion, Plut.-', f. , to be the first in wronging :

—

Pass, to be wronged before or first, Dem., Aeschin.-, f. -,, to sing before, prelude, Aeschin.
irpo-', Ion.- : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf.- :

Dep. :

—

to owe one special respect, be under obliga-

tions to one, c. dat., Hdt.,, ,() a choosing one thing

before another, an act of deliberate choice, a purpose,
resolution, Plat., etc. :—« on purpose,
as one will, Arist. 2. a purpose, plan, or scope of

action, course of life, principle of action, Dem. 3.

in political language, a deliberate course of action, a

.
policy, Id. :—also, a mode of government, such as an
oligarchy, Id. ; in pi., tchs Koivas . your public prin-
ciples, your general policy, Id. 4. a department
of government, Id. 5. a political party·, Id., verb. Adj. one must choose, prefer, Plat,, , ,{) inclined to prefer,

deliberately choosing a thing, c. gen., Arist. 2.

absol. purposing, intentional, Id., , , deliberately chosen, purposed, Arist.-, f. : pf.- : aor. 2 :
—to

bring forth, produce from one's stores, Thuc,
Theophr. 2. to take away first, Babr. II.

mostly in Med., f.- : aor. 2- : pf.

pass, (in med. sense)- :

—

to take away first for
oneself, remove out of one's way, Plat. 2. to

choose before or sooner than something else, prefer,

tivos or Tt tivos Id. ; tlvos Xen. 3. c.

acc. only, to take by deliberate choice, choose deliber-

ately, prefer, Plat., etc. :—absol., by

preference, Arist. 4. c. inf. to prefer to do, Id. : to

purpose or propose to do, Dem.-, f.- : aor. 2-

:

—
Dep. to perceive or observe beforehand, Thuc, Xen.

;

. tivos to become aware of a. thing beforehand, Thuc-, Dep. to accuse beforehand,

. .-, Pass, to be thrown like a javelin

before, Luc-, f .- : pf.- :

—

to hear be-

forehand, Hdt., Att.-, is,() springing forward, i. e. over-

hanging, abrupt, U. II. metaph. =^ :
—

Comp. Adv., more eagerly, Strab.-, Pass. : f .- : aor. 2- or- : pi.- or- :— to be convicted

beforehand, Dem.-,, f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to

fail or sin before, . T.- [], f.-, Med. to defend one-

self ox take measuresfor defence beforehand, Thuc :

—c. acc. to take such measures against others, Id.-, f. -), to ascend before, so as to

preoccupy , Thuc.-, aor. 2-, Med. to say or

sing by way ofprelude, Ar.-, to lead up before

:

—Pass, to put to sea

before, Thuc-', f. : aor. 2- :
—to take away

before, Dem. : to refute by anticipation, Arist.--, f ., to use up, spend before : Pass.,

pf.-, Ion.-, -
) in times past

before I was born, Hdt.-', f ., to stir up before, Plut. II.

absol. to make previous movements, Arist.- [], f.-, to examine before, of the

measures to be submitted to the vote of the people,

Arist.-, f . : aor. 1-

:

—to use up
or spend before, Thuc, Dem. :—Pass, to throw away
one's life before, Thuc.-, f, and , to carry off or arrest



beforehand, Dem.; . =
Trpb , Plut.-, f.-, to check beforehand, Plut., f. \, to say by way of preface, Plut.-, , a former departure, Thuc.
irpo-, f. [], to accomplish before, Xen.-,(.-) to give in before, Isocr.-, f., to goforth to meet, Thuc. II.

to meet beforehand, Id.-,( ibo) to go away first, Luc.
irpo-aireiirov, aor. 2 of, to give in or fail

before, Isocr. ; pf. Id.-,.-: aor. 2- : Dep.:—to go away before, Thuc, Dem.-- [], Pass, to begin hostilities before,

Dem.-, Ion. for-.-, f . -, to prove before, Isocr.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to die

before or first, Hdt., Plat. ; of a coward, . airb, i. e. before his real death, Xen.--, f., to bewail beforehand, Plut.-, f .- : aor. 2- :— to

grow tired before the end, give up the task of doing-

,

c. inf., Plat. ; c. gen., Plut.-, to be allotted beforehand, Luc.7-£, f., to kill beforehand, Luc.

irpo-, f.-, to enjoy beforehand, Plut.-, f . , intr. to fail before, i. e. in com-
parison of, c. gen., Antipho.-, f .- : pf .- : Pass. :

—

to

be first destroyed, to perish before or first, Thuc; )]
V (as if from-) Plat.-, f. , to send away before, Thuc. :

—

Med., Xen.-, f. -, to send away, dispatch

beforehand or in advance, Thuc. :— Pass, to be sent

in advance, Id. ; but, =·, Id.-, f. , to slay before, Luc.-, Med. to turn aside before, leave off,

c. part., Xen.-, f., to declare before :—Med., .
to declare one's opinion before, Plat.-, f., to go away before, Thuc.-, f. and |a>, to snatch away before,

Luc. ; metaph., . rb to snap at a. conclu-

sion, anticipate hastily, Plat.-, f., to train or exercise before, Isocr.-, Ion. -, to, the space immediately in

front of ox round a town, a suburb, Hdt., Thuc, etc., , =, Soph.-, f., to declare before or first, Ar., in

the contr. inf..-, f., to play aprelude on theflute, Arist.-, , (av\6s) a prelude on the flute, Arist.-, Ion. --, f., Dep. to

relate before, Hdt.-, f .-, Dep. to arrive first, Thuc.-, Pass., with pf. and aor. 2 act. :

—

to

fall off or revolt before, Thuc. II. to leave off
or desist before, Plat.

—. 6jl, for, aor. 2 imper. of.
[], Adv. () as one walks, Hes.

;

. e^aye lead them out onward, Ar.-, f.- : pf.- : Att. aor. 2-
:—also Ep. part, (as if from) :

—

to

step on, stepforward, advance, Horn., etc :—as a mark
of Time, they arefar gone in heaven,

i. e. it is past midnight, II. ; - the night

is wearing fast, Xen. ; then of Time itself,

as time went on, Hdt. ; so,

epyoo, Id. ; and of persons,- -fj - advanced in age, Lys.,

etc. 2. metaph. of narrative, argument, events,) is Tb Hdt. ; . eV-
Soph. ; Tb

Eur. ; 7. to be far gone in knavery,

Xen. ; 7rp. ets Dem. 3. to advance,
proceed, Tb the nation kept

making advances in dominion, kept extending its

sway, Hdt. ;
~ Tb lest it

creep on, increase, Eur. II. to go before, i. e. to be

before or superior to another, c. gen.,

II. ;
he was set over, i. e.

ruled, Trachis, Hes. III. c. acc. rei, to over-

step, (for) Pind. IV.
in Poets, . to advance the foot, Theogn. ;

Tbv Ar. ; , Eur; v.

. II. 3· V. Causal, in fut. act., to putforward,
advance, [] ; Pind.-, , Ion. for -, of Bacchus, leader of
the Bacchanals, Eur.7-, f.- : pf.- : aor. 2 -, Att., Ion. :

—to throw

before, throw or toss to, Lat. projicere,[] Od. ;

Hdt. II. to put forward, i. e. to begin,

II. 2. to put forward as a defence or

plea, Soph., Eur.:—Pass., Thuc. 3. to propose for
an office, Andoc. 4. to propose a problem, riddle

(cf. iv), Ar., etc. 5. to put forth beyond,

Soph. III. 7rp. to give oneself

up for lost, Lat. spem abjicere, Hdt. ; so, .^
Soph.

. Med. with pf. pass, (which is used also in pass,

sense) :

—

to throw or toss before one, -
Horn. : to throw away, expose, Soph. 2.

to lay before or first, II. 3.

to set before oneself, propose to oneself, Hes. 4.

to propose for election, Lat. designare, Hdt., Att. :

—

Pass, to be so proposed, Hdt. II. to throw beyond,

beat in throwing ; and so, to surpass, excel, c. gen.

pers. et dat. rei, - *-
II. III. to hold before oneself, Ar. ;. , . e. to present arms, whether for offensive

or defensive purposes, Xen. ;—so, in pf. pass.,

having a pole advanced, with levelled

pole, Luc. ·, also,

having them to cover one in front, Xen. :—absol.

to stand in front, stand on the defensive, Id. ;

a defensive system, Dem. :

—

c. gen., to stand before, shield him,

Id. 2. metaph. to put forward, Id. :

—

to bring
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forward or cite in defence, Plat. : to cite as an
example, Hdt. :

—

to use as an excuse or pretext,

Thuc. :

—

(in med. sense), Id. IV.
as Att. law-term, to present or accuse a person before

the Ecclesia by the process called (v.

iv) ; the prosecutor in a,
Dem. :—Pass, to be accused, Xen.

Trpo-, f. , to torture before, Luc., aor. 2 part, of., , — II, property in cattle (-), cattle, Od., 2 pi. aor. 1 imp. of.,, ,() a keeping of sheep, a shep-

herd's life, Plut. II. property in cattle, a flock

of sheep, like the Homeric, Strab., , , of or for cattle :
— ~ (sc.) the art of breeding or keeping sheep, Lat.

pecnaria, Xen. From, f. , () to watch sheep, be a
shepherd, Anth., , ,() of sheep or goats :

—

(sc.) the sheep-gate, . T., , Dim. of, a little sheep, Lat.

ovicula, Ar., Plat.; cf..,-, ov, a good judge of sheep metaph.
a good judge of character, Aesch.^-, ov, a retailer of sheep, Plut., , mostly in pi.,() pro-

perly, anything that walks forward ; in Horn, gener-

ally of cattle, flocks and herds ; in Hdt. and Pind.

also of horses ; , small cattle,

i.e. sheep and goats, Hdt. ; but in Att. always of sheep,

Ar., Thuc. 2. proverb, of stupid, lazy people,-
a set of sheep, Ar. ; so, , i. e.

a lazy do-nothing life, Id.-, ov, 6,() a sheep-dealer, Ar., pf. of., pf. of.
irpo-', an isolated poet. pf. 2 (-
does not occur), to prefer one to another, tivos II.-,, ,() a step forward, Ar.-, f. of.7-, Dep. toforce a measure through, Aeschin.-, f . Att.-, Causal of, to make
step forward, lead forward, lead on, Soph., Ar.,

etc. :

—

to lead on, induce, . Xen. 2.

to push forward, advance, to exalt,

Polyb. 3. to teach beforehand, Lxx. :

—

Pass., prob. in . T., part, (as if from-) of., to foresee : so in Med., . T.,, ,() anything projecting,

a headland, promontory, Soph. II. anything
put before one, a fence, barrier, screen, Hdt., Att.;., of a shield, Aesch. ;

the brasen armour of horses, Xen. 2. c.

gen. a defence against a thing, Aesch. ;-
Eur. ; Ar. 3. .

to have fear or shame as a defence, Soph. III.

anything put forward as an excuse or screen, Dem.

;

so, . (as we say) to make a stalking
horse of him, Soph. IV. that which is pro-

—.
posed, a task, business, Eur. 2. a problem in

Geometry, Plat.-, , () problematical, Plut.,, , ,()forestretching, jutting

,

Horn.:, without Subst., forelands, head-
lands, Soph., ov,() thrown forth, tossed away,
Lat. projectus, Soph.-, Ep. inf.- : aor. 2 inf.-

\—to go or comeforth, to go out of the house, Horn.-, to shout before, cry aloud, II., Soph.-, Ion. -', f. , to hasten to aid
before, Hdt., ov, held out before one, levelled, couched,
of a spear, Theocr. : ., alone, a spear, ap. Hdt., ,() a putting forward, esp. of a
weapon for defence,

to bring the spears to the rest, Xen. ; ,
to bring it to the guard, Anth. ; -} to stand with spear in rest, Plut. :—of

a pugilist, a lunging out with the fist, Theocr. II.

a projection, a jutting rock, foreland or tongue of
land, Soph. ; . i. e. the Delta of the Nile,

Anth. III. a thing held before one as a defence,

a fence, screen, bulwark, Xen. : c. gen. a defence
against, Soph. ; Eur. IV.
a legal process in which the plaintiff appealed to the

Ecclesia to support his suit before bringing it into

court, pi., Xen., Dem., etc., , Dim. of , a boar-spear, Xen.,,() anything that projects : I.

a jutting rock, foreland, Od. :—metaph. a rock in

the path, an obstacle, Dem. ; ·
Id. ;

projecting barriers of

wood, Plut. 2. a defence, bulwark, Xen. : of a

person, a shield, guardian, Ar. II. a hunting-
spear, Hdt. ; cf.., , , a means of providing food : an
elephant's proboscis, Arist.-, , an assistant herdsman, Hdt.,,, at Athens, a preliminary order

of the senate, Dem., Aeschin., , Dim. of foreg., Luc.-, f. , to contrive or concert measures
before, Thuc. :—Med. to debate or consider first,

Hdt., etc. 2. of the Senate at Athens, to frame or

pass , Xen., Dem. ; of magistrates, to

propose decrees, Thuc. :—impers. in Pass., ?, c. acc. et inf., it has been decreed

that, Xen. 3. to award by a decree of this kind,

Dem. II. to have the chief voice in the senate

and in passing decrees, Xen. III. . to

deliberatefor one, provide for his interest, Ar., Xen.-, , forethought, of malice

aforethought, Antipho.-, , in Aesch.,/, = ?$", thefore-counselling child of Ate.--, ov, () debating beforehand :—pi., 1. commissioners to examine measures
before they were proposed to the people, Ar., etc. 2.

deputies of the Ionian states at the Panionium, Hdt. :

also the deputies appointed by the Western Greeks to-
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consult on the mode of meeting Xerxes, Hdt. 3. at

Athens, a committee of Ten, appointed before the

constitution of the 400, Ar.- [], f.- :

—

. to push up the

wick of a lamp, to trim it, Ar.', Ion. for.-, ov,() before the altar, Eur. :, , a space in front of an altar, Id.- (sub.), f. , to prepare oneself

for tickling, Arist.irpo-, , ("/) a false paunch worn by
actors, Luc.-, opos, 6, ,() fat-paunch, Anth.-', ov, (yeveiov) with prominent chin, long-

chinned, Theccr.-, es, (•') born before, primaeval, Soph.:

—Comp. irpoyeveffrepos, a, ov, earlier in birth, i. e.

older, Horn. ; . our predecessors, Arist. :—Sup., eldest-born, h. Horn.-, opos, 0, in pi. forefathers, Eur.-, Ion. and later- [f] : f. -yevr,-, : aor. 2— : pf. irpoyeyova and -767-
: Dep. :

—

to come forwards, tzpoyivovro

quickly they came in sight, II. II. to be born
before, exist before, Hdt.; 01 Trpoytyovorss Id.;

ol . former men, and 01 Ttpoyzytv^kvoi

Xen. 2. of events and the like, npovye-

y6v€i Plat. ; poyyvva things of old time,

Thuc. ; poyyvvo, Id.--, Ion. and later- : f. -ypu>-

: aor. 2 -, Ep. inf.-" :

—

to know,
perceive, learn, or understand beforehand, h. Horn.,

Plat., etc. ; absol., Eur. 2. to foreknow, . . II.

to judge beforehand, Thuc. ; to provide, Xen., , a perceiving beforehand, Luc. : in medi-

cine, prognosis of diseases, Anth.-, , a forefather, ancestor, Hdt., Att. ; 01

. Plat. ; poyvv, Lat. antiquitus, Id. :

—

also of gods who are the authors or founders of a
race ; Eur. ; pyovo Plat. :—me-
taph., pyovo troubles parents of troubles,

Soph. II. a child by a former marriage, i. e.

one's step-son, Lat. privignus, Eur. : fern, a step-

daughter, Plut., aros,, a public proclamation or notice,

programm, Dem. ; and, , a public notice, Xen. :—esp. a sale of
confiscated property, Lat. proscriptio, Strab.- [], f .>, to write before orfirst,Thuc. II.

to give public notice of anything, Ar., Dem.:—also to

summon by public notice, Aeschin. :—Pass.

to be set forth publicly, . T. 2. = Lat. proscribere,

Plut. III. to write at the head of a list, Id.-, ., to exercise or train beforehand, Luc.-, aor. 2 pass. inf. (with act. sense) from*-, to know beforehand, part, Od.-, f. , to lend before or first, Plut.-, f ., to spend beforehand, Luc., pf. of : pass,., f. , to fear prematurely , Soph.-, ov, before evening, Theocr.- and- : f.-, Ion.- :

—

to shew

by way of example, Hdt. ;

having pointed out [the use of] the girdle, Id. 2.

absol. to tell first, Aesch. II. to foreshew what is

about to happen, Hdt., etc. :—c. acc. et inf. to make
known beforehand that . . , Thuc. III. to point
before one,- . (sc. ) to feel one's

way with a stick, of a blind man, Soph. 2. pugi-

listic term, . to make feints with the hands,
make as if one was going to strike, Lat. praeludere,
Theocr. :—in war, to make a demonstration, Xen.-, f., to fear beforehand, Hdt., opos, b, Ion. for,()
a foreshewer, Hdt.-', Dep. to see beforehand, Aesch.-, ov, clear or manifest beforehand, Eur.,

etc. :

—

, ' . . , Xen. ; so,

yap \_\ ,
' Hdt. :

—

from
place in sight, Soph. : Adv.-, Id. Hence, f. , to make clear beforehand, shew
plainly, Thuc. Hence, , demonstration of the event, Plut.-, to go across before others, Xen.-, f.-, to raise prejudices against
one beforehand, Thuc. :—Pass, to have prejudices
raised against one, Arist.-, f.^, to perceive or under-
stand beforehand, Thuc. II. to make a previous
decree, Id.-, , preparation by diet, Luc.-, Med., with aor. 1 pass., to speak or

converse beforehand, Isocr.

[], f . -, to pidl in pieces or ridicule

beforehand, Arist.-, f.-, to ruin beforehand, Isocr. :

to bribe beforehand, Dem. :—Pass., Thuc.-, to have a previous difference with an-

other, Arist.-, f . , to teach one a thing beforehand,
Soph., Ar. ; . Plat. :—c. acc. et inf., 7rp.

Soph. :—Med. to have one taught
beforehand, Id. :—Pass, to learn beforehand, Thuc.-, f.-, to give beforehand, pay in ad-

vance, Xen. II. to give up to the enemy, deliver

up, betray, Lat. prodere, Hdt. :—c. inf., %v -
Eur. :—Pass., Hdt., Soph. 2. to

forsake in distress, abandon, Hdt., Att. : — Pass.,

Hdt. 3. absol. to play false, desert, Id., etc.;

is convicted of treachery, Soph. ;.$ Tobs KariovTas to treat treasonably with them,

Hdt. 4. with a thing as subject, to betray or fail

one, Xen. :—intr. to fail, Lat. deficere, of a river that

has run dry, Hdt.; of a tottering wall, Id. 5. with

a thing as object, to betray, give up, Eur. ; .
to be thankless, Id. :—hence, to give tip as lost, bid

adieu to,- Soph. ; Tas Ar.-, Dep. to go out through before, Xen.:

—metaph. to go through before, Aeschin.-, f.- : pf.-- : Dep. :—to work or mould beforehand, Arist.-, f., to discover by searching, Xen., , , one sent before to search, Xen.-', Dep. to go through before, Xen.



074-', f., Dep. to rslate beforehand,

premise, Hdt. Hence, , a detailing beforehand, Aeschin.-, , () an advocate, defender, avenger,

Aesch. 2. at Sparta, a young king's guardian,
Xen. : regent, Plut.-', f ., to regulate, order, govern, manage
beforehand, Dem. : Med. in act. sense, Aeschin.-', f., Dep. to grant before-

hand :—Pass, to be granted on both sides before-

hand, Arist.-, f. -, to pursue further or to a
distance, Thuc., Xen.-, aor. pass. part, of.-' : only in pf . and plqpf. pass., -

as had been before determined, Thuc.

;

^ Id.; this was
my former opinion, Plat.-, , () a place where one lies in wait,

lurking-place, II.-, , the chamber entered immediately from
the, serving as the guests' sleeping-room, Horn.-, ov, before the house, Anth.-, f., to judge beforehand, Plat., Arist., Ion. -, ,() a giving up, be-

trayal, treason, Hdt., Eur., Dem.-, , payment beforehand, money advanced,
earnest-money , Dem., , ,() a betrayer, traitor, Hdt.,
Att. 2. one who abandons in danger, Aesch. Hence, , , traitorous, Luc.,, fern, of, a traitress, Eur., ov,() betrayed, Soph., Eur.-, ov, serving as a slave, of a shoe, Aesch., aor. 2 inf. of

:

—, part.-,, aor. 2 inf. of. Hence, , a running forward, a sally, sudden
attack, Xen. ; and-, ov, runningforward, with headlong speed,

Trag. 2. going in advance, Hdt., Eur. :

—

.
the advanced guard, ' the guides,' a corps in the

Maced. army, Arr. 3. metaph. a precursor, Plat.-, f . -~, to wake up before, Arist.-, Pass, to be implanted before, Polyb., f. , () to act as president,
Aeschin. ; . Dem., Ion. -, , the privilege of the front seats

at public games, in theatres, in the public assemblies,

given as an honour to ambassadors, etc., Hdt., Ar. 2.

in concrete sense, the front seat, iv

on a chair of state, Hdt. II. the office of-
(n), Arist.-, , () one who sits in the first place, a

president, Thuc, etc. II. in the Athenian -, the in office were called (v.), ap. Dem.-', Ep. for --, to stop by standing before,

c. acc. et inf.,* II.-, f. , to train beforehand :—Pass, to be so

trained, Xen., etc.', Ep. for-, aor. of.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, being

—.
used instead, part.·, inf.- : cf . :

—

to see beforehand, catch sight of, Horn., etc. ; so in

Med., Od. : — absol. to look forward,
Id. 2. of Time, to foresee, portend, Orac. ap.

Hdt., Pind. :—so in Med., Xen., etc. II. to have
a care for, provide against, c. gen., -

Hdt. ; (sc. ) Thuc. :—so
in Med., Id. :

—

to make provision,

Dem.-, f. , to conjecture beforehand, Arist.-, ( ibo) to go forward, go on, advance,
Thuc, etc. 2. of Time, as

time went on, Hdt. ; so, Xen. ;

Id., etc. 3. of persons reading,

going on reading, Plat. 4. to go
first, go in advance, Xen. :—c. gen. to go before or in
advance of, Hdt. 5. to go forth,
Xen. 6. . e<s to pass on to, begin another
thing, Id., Arist. 7. of an action, to go on well,

succeed, Xen.-,{ stem) to be before, II.-, aor. 2 with no pres. in use, and-
being used instead, part,, inf.-:

—v.:—to tell or state before, Plat. : topremise,

Aeschin. II. to proclaim or declare publicly, Lat.

indicere, Hdt., etc. :

—

. make
proclamation of murder against him, Dem. III.

c. inf. to order or command before, Od., etc. ; the inf.

is sometimes omitted, . (sc.) ,
Hdt. ; .' ,

like Lat. imperarefrumentum, Id., pf. of :—, fut. pass.- [], Ion.--, f ., to bring in or in-

troduce before, Dem. :—Med. to bring in beforehand

for oneself, to bring in from the country into the

town, Hdt. II. intr., . to go on the

stage before oneself, Arist., aor. 2 inf. of.-', Dep. to come or go in before, Dem., fut. of.-~, f. >, to send in before, Xen.-, f.- : aor. 2 -^ :

—

to advance
money to pay the for others, Dem. Hence, , money advanced to pay the for
others, Dem., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-', Dep. to intercept before, Strab.-', , an introduction, preface, Polyb.-, f.-, to run out before, sally from
the ranks, rush on, Thuc.-£, f. Att. , to carry out beforehand, Hdt.-, f. , to collect moneys not yet due, Dem.-', f. >, to send out before, Plut.-', f.-, to sail out before, Plut.-, f. , to astound before, Plut., Luc.-',, , a going beyond limits, Strab.-, Med. to set forth before or by way of
preface, Polyb.-', aor. 2-, to run out before, Plut.-', f ., to scare away before, Plut., Luc.,, , a previous panic, Thuc.', , a ridingforward, Xen. From



irpo-, f.-, seemingly intr. (sub.), to

ride on or forward, Xen. : c. gen. to ride before one,

Id. :—Pass., of Time,

(3 sing, plqpf. impers.) as the night was now far ad-
vanced, Hdt., aor. 2 inf. of-.-, f. , to hope for before, . T., aor. 2 part, of.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to embark
first or before, Plut.-, f. : pf. pass,- :

—

to put
in or insert before, Arist. II. absol.,-

is yw the horns first striking

against the ground, of the , which by
reason of their projecting horns were obliged to graze

backwards, Hdt. 2. of ships, to make the charge() first, Thuc.-, f.-, to put in before, . ei's

to make one hated before, Polyb.', Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.irpo--, Dep. to begin before, . T., Dep. to exhibit oneself or make a de-

monstration before another, c. dat., Aeschin., aor. 2 inf. of.-, contr.-, only in pres. and impf.,

to proclaim, announce, Aesch., Eur.
; . on . .

Aesch. : c. inf., . . I publicly bid him
hail, Soph., Eur., , a dwelling in a place before, Thuc.
irpo-, f. , to set at before, Plut.-, f.-, to converse with before,

Plut., etc. ; . his face begins to con-

verse before he speaks, Id.-, to announce beforehand, Dem.-, f. , of pugilists, to move the arms
before beginning to fight : also of a speaker, Arist.-, f. , to lead or carry out first, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. intr. to advance first, . with
the wing, Thuc. :—so in Pass., Id.-, to take out before :—Pass, to be deprived

of before, Luc.-', Att.-, f. , to dart out before, as

out of the ranks in battle, Hdt. ; aor. 1 part,-
Thuc.-, to do wrong before, Isocr.-£, Pass., with aor. 2, pf., and plqpf. act.

to rise and go out before or first, Hdt., Dem. 2.

in a race, to start before the signal is given, Hdt.-, f., to deceive before, Arist.-, f .-, to send out before, Polyb.

irpo-', Ion. -, , a chair of state, Hdt.-( ibo), to sally forth from, Thuc.,.- [], to ride out before, Plut. 2.

. to run out in a ship before, Id.-, contr. -, Dep. to know well

before, Aesch.-, contr. -, f., to investigate

before, Eur. Hence, contr. , , 6, an explorer sent

before, Eur.-', Dep. to go out before, with the

infantry, Thuc.

-, f. , to examine before, Luc.-, contr. -, Med. to enjoin before-

hand, Soph.-, f . 4\, to set out or start beforehand, Xen.
orpo-, Med. to promise before, . T.-', f . >, to praise beforehand, Thuc.-, f. , to raise the hand against be-

fore : metaph. in Pass., it

was in agitation before, Thuc.-, to sendforward against the enemy, Luc.-, f., to plot against one beforehand,' Thuc. :—Pass, to be the object of such plots, Id.-, Pass, to be received as a guest be-

fore, Luc.-, to be the first to blame,' Arist.--', with aor. 1 med.-, pf. pass.- :

—

to inspect or consider before, Strab., Luc.-, Dep. to know or understand before-

hand, Plat., Xen.-', f., to be the first to attack, Thuc,
Plut., etc. II. c. inf. to attempt beforehand, Plut.-', f., to colonise before, Strab.-, Dep. with f., pf.- :

—

to do or work at beforehand, Hdt., Xen. :—pf. also in

pass, sense, former deeds, Thuc. ;

glory won before, Xen., v..-', aor. 2 -, Ep.-, to row for-
wards, Horn., Med. to search out first or before, 01

the videttes, Xen.-', Att. contr. -, serving as fut. to :

hence., pass.—: aor. 1 pass,,
contr. :

—

to say beforehand, Plat. :—Pass.,

Id. ; Id. ;

be said by way of preface, Isocr. II.

to order one to do a thing beforehand or publicly,'
c. inf., Hdt. ; also, .' . . Id. :—Pass, impers.,

orders had been given
them not to attack, Thuc. ; the

prescribed implement, Hdt. ; . ordered

beforehand, Id. ; , Lat. indictus

est, Xen.-, Ep. aor. 1 -, to draw on or for-
ward, drew the ship forward,
by hauling her from the beach to the sea, II. 2. of

ships at sea,=, Horn.- : aor. 2- : pf . -, contr.: Dep.:—like (which serves as the

fut.), to go forward, go on, advance, Hdt., Thuc, etc.:

—absol., Aeschin. 2. of

Time, Thuc. ; of persons,

Trj far advanced in age, Xen. 3.

to go on, in a story or argument, Plat. 4. metaph.,

is the power
of the Persians having advanced to this height, Hdt.

;

. Dem.; els,' . . Id. 5. to go before or first, Xen.;
7rp. to go before him, Id. ; later, .
. . II. with instr. of motion, . to ad-
vance the foot, Luc-, -', aor. 2 imper. of'.

X 2



6j6 --, aor. med. of-.', aor. 2 med. inf. of., ,() a throwing away, Arist.€€, Ion. for-, 2 pi. pf. of :

—, part.-'-, aor. 2 of.
TrpocTiKos, , ,() apt to throw away, giving
lavishly, profuse, lavish, Xen., etc. ; . giving
lavishly to . . , Arist. :—Adv. -, Id., to get ready before

:

—Med. to prepare

for one's own use or purpose, Hdt.-, Dep. to preach the gospel before-

hand, . T.-, aor. 1- : Dep. :

—

to take

heed, be cautious beforehand, Dem., aor. 1 of.-, Pass, to be traversed before, Strab.-, contr., f.- : aor. 2 —, med.-, : cf. :
—to hold before,

so as to protect another, Ar. Xen. :—Med. to hold
before oneself, hold out before one, Horn., Ar. 2.

metaph. in Med. to put forward, use as a pretext,

Soph. ; , yiyveadai.

which is the chief reason they allege, to shew
that the war would not arise, Thuc. b. to hold
forth, offer, Id. II. to be possessed or informed
of a thing- beforehand, Hdt. 2. to have before

others, ' shall have honour
before the- righteous, Soph. : absol., <5 the first

possessor, Arist.

B. intr. to jut out, project, of headlands, towers,

hills, Horn., Hdt., etc. II. in running, to be the

first, have the start, II. ; c. gen., -
getting before the rest, Hdt. ; . to

keep ahead by a day's march, Id. ; . to

beat by a head, in racing, Xen.;—of Time,

[] started first by a day and
night, Thuc. 2. of rank, c. gen.,

they are the first or chief of the people, h. Horn. :
—

absol. to be superior, to be eminent, Thuc. ;

all that is eminent, Id. ;

the chief men, Id. 3. to surpass, excel, c. gen.,

Hdt., Att.; . Tivbs to be preferred to him in

honour, Soph. b. rarely c. acc. pers., Xen. :—Pass.

to be excelled, . . III. impers.,

it naught avails, c. inf., Hdt.-, pf. of.-,, , one who leads as a guide, Dem.-, f., Dep. to go first and lead the
way, to be the leader, Hdt., etc. ; for a person,

i. e. to guide him, Ar., Xen. ; . Xen. 2.

c. gen. to take the lead of, Id.; — later, c. acc,
. T. 3. of things, to go before, precede, Xen. 4.

part,, , ov, going first, .
the van, Id. Hence, , , one who goes before to shew the way,
a guide, Soph. ; so,, , Eur.-', f .,() to speak on the part

of others, Xen.; . to speak for another, Plut.-, , a speaking in behalf of others, Luc.

--yopos, , {ayopa) one who speaks in behalf of
others, an advocate.

-., Adv. part, of, beforehand,

antecedently, Plut., Att. -, plqpf. of.-, Pass, to be pleased before or first, Arist., aor. 1 of.-, , () pointed in front, Od.-, f. -, to have gone before, be the first,.

Thuc, Xen. 2. to have advanced, .
Ar. ; to have come to

this pass, Dem. ; of Time,
Plut. II. to reach beyond, Xen.-, Att.-, f., to overpower before-

hand, Polyb. :—pf. and plqpf. pass, to be beaten or

worsted before, Id., , () early growing, h. Horn.-'-, ov,() from the foundations
or roots, he tore his hair

out by the roots, II. ;

he threw to earth trees uprooted, lb. ;

Ar. II.

fixing shield on shield close-pressed,—where
are the several shields, each overlapping its

neighbour, Horn.-,., to prepare beforehand, Plat. II.

to court beforehand, Plut., ,() a placing in public

;

—of a

corpse, the laying it out (cf. n), Plat.,

Dem. 2. a public notice, Arist. 3. the state-

ment of the case, Id. 4. 01 the

loaves laid before, the shewbread, N.T. II. a

purpose, end proposed, Philipp. ap. Dem. III.

a supposition, calculation, Polyb.-', , ov,{) fore-appointed, Luc II.

(sc. ), , in Att. law, a day appointed
beforehand, within which money was to be paid, actions

brought, claims made, elections held, Dem., Aeschin. :

—generally, an appointed time, Plat.-, f. , to foretell, Aesch.', f.-, to run before, II. ; -
(Ion. impf.) he was far ahead, Horn. 2. to run

forward or forth, Xen. II. c. acc. to outrun,
outstrip, Id. ; c. gen., Plut.-', old form of-,' ; do they therefore let him speak

reproachful words ? II.-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to die

before, Thuc. II. to die for another, c gen., Eur., aor. 2 part, of.-, , a president, Anth.-' [, f ., to noise abroad beforehand, Luc.-, to spring before, forth, forward, only in

aor. 2 part,, II., ,() a preparatory sacrifice, Ar. :

—

metaph., ^ Eur.-' : impf., contr.-
: . med.- and pass,-

:

aor. : () :
—to be ready, willing,

eager, zealous to do a thing, c. inf., Hdt., Att.; also

.' Hdt., Att. 2. absol. to shew zeal, exert

oneself, Hdt. :

—

to be ofgood cheer, Xen. 3. c. acc.

rei, to be eager or zealous for, promote eagerly, desire

ardently, Thuc, etc Hence



, verb. Adj. one must be eager, Plat. ; and-, Ion. -, , readiness, willingness, eager-

ness, zeal, [], i. e.

&v, II. ; with all zeal, Plat. ; -
zealously, Id. 2. c. gen. pers., -

at his desire, Hdt. ;

as far as his desire goes, Id. ; toC 0eoO, by the will of the god, Eur. 3. c. gen.

rei, zeal to save him, Hdt. ; .
readiness for action, the will or purpose to

act, Soph. 4. . , —, Hdt. ;

c. inf., Id., Att. II. good-will, ready kindness,

Hdt. From--, ov, ready, willing, eager, zealous, .,
c. .,—, Hdt., Att. 2. c. gen. rei,

eager for, Soph., Thuc. 3. with Preps., . els

Ar., Thuc, etc. ; , Xen. 4. absol.,

Hdt., etc. :— —, Eur. II.

bearing good-will, wishing well, Soph., Eur.,

•etc. III. Adv.—, readily
,
zealously , actively

,

Hdt., etc. ; . ) with more zeal than

kindness, Aesch. :—Comp.-, Thuc, etc :—Sup.-, Hdt., etc- [], , ov, and os, ov, () before the

door ;, , the space before a door, h. Horn.-, , {) the front-door, the door leading

from the ], Horn. ; also in pi., Id. 2. the space

before a door, a kind of porch or verandah, Lat.

*vestibulum, Od., Hdt., Att. 3. metaph.,

Pind. ; Plat.

irpo-, f.- and- :

—

to sacrifice or offer

before, Plat. :—Med. to have a person sacrificed or

slaughtered before, Luc. U. to sacrifice for or

in behalf of another, c. gen., Eur. j Id., irpo'ios,,, f. 11. for,,.-, only in impf., to send forth, dismiss, Horn.---, f. : aor. - :— to send forward, to

send untimely to the nether world, II., Aesch., part, of.
Trpot€i, =, 3 sing, of' :—, Att.

impf. :—irpotets, part.-, Med. to sit before, take the first seat, Hdt.-,, 3 pres. as if from '), 3 opt.' :

Att. impf. ', , : f . : aor. 1,
Ep.: 3 pi. aor. 2, opt. :

imperat., 3 sing, ; inf. for·

:

—Med., aor. 1 : 3 pi. aor. 2 opt.

or :—Pass., pf., 3 sing,

plqpf. :
—to send before, send on or forward,

Horn. : also, to send something to another,,4\ Od. :—Horn, often an inf. added,, arjvai Od. 2. to

send away, dismiss, let go, II. ; let

her go to the god, i. e. in reverence to him, lb. 3.

to let loose, let fall, esp. thoughtlessly,

let drop a word, Od. ; he
let the helm slip from his hands, lb. ;

Eur. 4. of missiles, to send forth, shoot or dart
forth, Horn. 5. of a river, ' is it

pours its water into the Peneius, II. 6. .
to allow one to do, Pind. II. to give

zip, deliver over, betray one to his enemy, Hdt., Thuc. :

—. 6jJ
—Pass, to be given or thrown away,
Dem. 2. . to give up or

devote oneself to present delights, Xen.
B. Med. to send forwardfrom oneself, drive for-

ward, Xen. :—of sounds, to utter, Aeschin., etc. II.

to give tip, let go : to give up to the enemy, Thuc,
etc. ; . gave themselves up as lost,

Id. 2. to desert, abandon, Id. ;

did not lose themselves (i. e. take bribes),

Dem. 3. to give away, give freely, Thuc, etc.

;

Dem. 4. to throw off one's

clothes, Id. : and, in bad sense, to throw away, rbv
Id. ; Aeschin. : absol. to be lavish,

Arist. 5. a second predicate is sometimes added,
to suffer us to be wronged,

Thuc. ; Xen. ; .
Dem. 6. to suffer to escape, Polyb. 7.

rarely in good sense, to give over to one, confide to one's

care, Xen. III. to neglect, disregard, Arist. :

—

absol. to neglect all advice, to be reckless, Dem., v. II., ov, () gratuitous, Anth., , , (') one who asks a gift, a beggar,

Od. ; . a beggar-ma.n, lb.,, , gift, present, *
to taste of present, Od. ; to give

away gratis( being gen. pretii), lb. 2. a
marriage-portion, dowry, Plat., Dem. II. the Att.

used acc. as Adv., like, as a free gift,

freely, at one's own cost, Lat. gratis, Ar., Plat.
; .

without a gift, unbribed, Dem.
TrpoiiririvsJ, f. , to ride before others, c. gen., Plut.-, f.- : aor. 1, part, -, inf. : A. Causal in these tenses,

as also in pres. and aor. 1 med., to set before or in

front, [<re] II. 2. to set

over others, c. gen., Plat. II. Med., mostly in

aor. 1, to put another before oneself, choose as one's

leader, Hdt. : c. gen.,' to

take as one's leader, Plat. 2. to put before one,

put in front, Hdt., etc 3. metaph. to putforward
as a pretence, use as a screen,

Dem. ; c. gen. to use one thing

as a pretext for another, Id. 4. to prefer, value

one above another, Plat.

. Pass., with aor. 2 act. : pf.-,
Ion. 2 pi., inf., part, :

aor. 1 pass, :

—

to put oneself forward,

come forward, Dem. 2. c. acc to approach,

Soph. 3. c. dat. to stand before or face another,

Id. II. c. gen. to be set over, be the chief

power, , Hdt. :

—

to be at

the head of a party, act as chief or leader, -, Id.; Thuc. : hence

absol., :, Ion.-, the leading men,

chiefs, leaders, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. in various

relations, to govern, direct, manage, -
you do not manage yourself well, Hdt.

;

. Xen. 3. to stand before so as

to guard him, Hdt. ;
be our defence

against fortune, Soph. ; b the

champion of peace, Aeschin. ;—also,



6yS —.
Soph. :—absol.,were the authors of death

Id.-, =, to hold before, hold out, of boys

playing at, Xen. :—mostly in Med. to hold out

before oneself, stretch forth, Thuc. : c. gen. to

hold before, Plut. II.

metaph. in Med. to put forward, use as a pretext,

allege, plead, Hdt., Thuc. 2. to propose, offer, lb.

npoiriSes (), at, one of the gates of Thebes, called

from Proetus, Aesch., part, of-( tbo).- [t], , pursuit of the foremost, Hes., Ion. Adv. () forthwith, straightway, sud-
denly, in Hdt., or.
irpo-, f.-, to sleep before or first, Ar.irpo-, Dep. to go before and guide, Polyb.;

. to influence it beforehand, Id.-, Ion.-, properly pf. of-
:
—to be seated before,

7rp. to lie in front of the rest of Greece, of the Thessa-

lians, Hdt. 2. c. gen. to be seated or lie before a.

place, and so, to protect, defend, Id., Thuc. ;. Eur. II. to preside over, Plat.

irpo-, Ion.-, to sit down or alight before,

II. 2. to sit in public, sit in state, Hdt. :

—so in Med., Id. 3. to settle before, Id. II.

trans, to set over, Polyb.-,.-, let down beforehand : metaph.,. els to plunge the city into confusion,

Dem. ; . to put a person forward in

order to deceive, Id.irpo-, f.-, to set before ; so in Med.,
Xen. II. Pass., with aor. 2 and pf . act.,

no guard having been set before-

hand, Thuc.-, f.-, to examine beforehand,
to reconnoitre, Hdt.
irpo-, f. ^, to burn before : Pass, to be

lighted before, of fires, Xen., ov, exceeding bad, evils beyond
evils, Aesch.-, f. , to call forth : mostly in Med., 3
sing. Ep. aor. 1, imper. :

—

to call out to fight, challenge, defy, Lat. provoco,

Horn. ; so, . Xen. 2. to invite or

summon beforehand, Hdt., Thuc. ;

Thuc. ; Id. 3. c. acc. et

inf. to invite one to do, Id., etc. 4. absol.,

at or after their invitation,

Id. II. c. acc. rei, to offer or propose,

Id. ; Ar. ; c. acc. pers. added,-} to offer one peace, Id. 2.

as Att. law-term, to make an offer or challenge to the

opponent, such as to submit the case to arbitration, let

slaves be put to the torture, Dem.; cf. :
—

Pass., 7rp. Thuc. III. to call

up or forth, Eur.

irpo-,, Dep., only in pres. imper.,
Ep. 3 sing. impf. :

—to call forth or out,

challenge, defy, Horn.', Pass, to fall prostrate before another,
Isocr., Dem.

,, , anything put before, a cur-

tain, such as was hung in doorways instead of doors,

Aesch. 2. a covering, as a protection, Thuc. 3.

metaph. a screen or cloak, Id., Luc. From
irpo-, f. , to hang before as a covering :

—

Med. to put over oneself as a screen or cloak, Eur. ;

putting no veil over one's

face, Id. II. to cover over, . Xen.

:

—Med.,^ veiled her eyes, Eur.

irpo-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to work

or toil before, Theogn. II. to toil for or in

defence of, Soph. III. to grow weary,
give up, Aesch. ;

Eur. IV. to have a previous illness, Thuc. ;

—

to be distressed beforehand, Id.- [], ov,() head-foremost, Anth.,, ,^, h. Horn.-, f.-, to announce or declare

beforehand, . T. Hence-, f. -, to vote against

beforehand, condemn by a prejudgment, c. gen. pers.,

Dem., etc.; absol., Ar. ;

not to prejudge in any point, Dem. 2. c. inf., .
to prejudge us and say we are infe-

rior, Thuc. 3. . , as, , to give

a verdict of murder against one beforehand, Oratt.-, Pass, to get into harbour before,

Luc. Hence
irpo, , a coming into port before, Arr.-, to run down before, Xen.-, f.-, to burn all before one, Xen.-, Pass, to lie down before, Luc.- [t], f. -, to make to lie down
before others, Joseph. :—Pass.,=, Luc.-, f.-, to seize beforehand,
preoccupy, Thuc, etc. :—Pass, to be preoccupied,

Id. II. metaph. to anticipate, frustrate, Id.,

Aeschin. :—of persons, to anticipate or surprise them,
Thuc. · III. to overpower before, Id.

^rpo-co,Pass. to bedescribed beforehand, Hdt.
irpo-, f. , to terminate beforehand, Polyb.-, f.- [], to break up or annul before-

hand, Thuc. ; . to end his life be-

fore finishing his work, Plut. :—Med., 7rp.

to end their mutual enmity before, Hdt.-, to fall down before : -' rumours reached Rome before-

hand, Plut.

irpo-, f.-, to sail down before, Polyb.-, f . , to complete beforehand, . T.irpo-, f. , to begin a. thing before

others, to begin hostilities, Polyb. II.-
to serve one with the first

portion of the victim (one of the privileges of the
citizens of the mother-city in their colonies), Thuc.-, f. , to prepare beforehand, Xen.

irpo-, , previous preparation, a preface, in-

troduction, Polyb.

irpo-, f.-, to escape to a place of
safety before, Thuc.irpo-, pf.-, Dep. to use up be-

forehand, Dem.



--, f. , to hope beforehand, Polyb.-, £.-, to eat ttp beforehand, Luc.-', f.-, to hold or gain possession of
beforehand, preoccupy

, Thuc, Xen. :—Med. to hold
down before oneself, h. Horn,-', to bring accusations beforehand,
Dem., , a previous accusation, Thuc., fut. of., Ion. inf.- : f.- :—used as

Pass, of, to be set before one, of meats, Horn.,

Hdt. 2. to lie exposed, of a child, Hdt. :

—

to

lie dead, Aesch., Soph. ; the corpse

laid out for burial, Soph., etc. 3. to be set before

all, as the prize of a contest, Hes. :—metaph. to be set

before all, be set forth, proposed, Lat. in medio poni,? three opinions were set forth,

proposed, Hdt., etc. :—of contests, struggles,

ayiov Plat. :—in partic, -
a task proposed, Hdt., etc. ; ,

opp. to, Soph. ; the

matter in hand, Hdt. 4. to be set forth before-

hand, to be prescribed, at the pre-

scribed days, Id. ; so, is

are set, fixed at, Id. ; of laws,

Soph. ; of penalties, Thuc. II. to lie before, lie in

front of, c. gen.,

Hdt.; Xen. III.

to precede, . an initial letter, Anth.-, ov, conducting, Mosch.-, f., to empty beforehand, Luc.-, Dep. only in pres. to take care of, take

thought for, Aesch., Soph.-, f. , to be anxious for, Soph. :

also, ,,; why art thou thus

anxious? Eur.-, Dep. to negociate by herald, Aeschin.-, Att. -, f . , to proclaim by herald,

proclaim publicly, Soph. : c. acc. rei, Id.-, f., to run risk before others, brave

thefirst danger, bear the brunt ofbattle, Thuc, Dem.;
against the barbarians, Thuc.-, to move forward, Xen. : to

urge on, Id. :—Pass, with f. med. to advance, Id.-, Att.- : f.-

:

—to weep be-

forehand or openly, Soph., Eur. II. trans, to

lament beforehand, Hdt., Eur., aor. pass. part, of.,, Ion., ,() a callingforth,
challenging, challenge, upon or by chal-

lenge, Hdt. II. an invitation, offer,proposal, Thuc,
etc. III. as law-term, a challenge offered to the

opponent, for the purpose of bringing disputed points

to issue, somewhat like the Roman sponsio, Dem.,
etc. ; . to make such a challenge, -

to accept it, Id., , ov, calling forth, challenging : -, , a challenge, Plut.- [t], f. -", to lean forward, Soph.-,',() heardformerly , ofolden time, II.-, to hear beforehand, Aesch.-, 7, , a coveringfor the leg, Polyb.

, , a watch kept before a place ; in pi., like

Lat. excubiae, Polyb. From-, 6, () one who keeps watch before a
place, Polyb.-, f.-, to chastise beforehand, Arist.-, f. , to flatter beforehand, Plat.-,, a robefalling over the breast,T\\zop\ir

.

-, f ., to bringforward,produce, Luc II.

Pass, to be carried before to a place of safety, Hdt.-, , () the forelock of a horse, Xen., , progress on ajourney, generally , progress,
advance, Polyb. ; in pi., Plut., Luc From-, f.> : Att. impf . :

—

to cut away
infront : hence to forward a work (the metaph. being
prob. taken from pioneers), Pass, to be forwarded, to

advance, prosper, Hdt. II. with neut. Adjs.,, having made most things ready, Eur.

;

; what good woidd you get? Id. ; -
they were making no progress, Xen . 2

.

c gen. rei, having
made improvements in their navy to a great extent,

Thuc. ; since we
promote the increase of their empire, Id. ;. having advayiced further in impiety,

N.T. 3. absol., the night isfar spent,

lb. ; ., to advance in wisdom, lb., , prejudgment, prejudice, . T. From- [], f., to choose before others, choose

by preference, prefer, select, Hdt., Att. — Pass, to be

preferred before others, the most
eminent, Hdt.: c..,
Xen.; inf., Id. 2. c.

gen. to prefer before others, Plat. :— Pass.,

Hdt. II. c. acc. et inf. to judge or

decide beforehand that . . , Xen. Hence, ov, chosen before others, select, Plat.-, or , a, ranged at regular intervals,

like steps or battlements (v.) ; of ships

drawn up on the beach, ranged in a row, II. ; -
ranged in rows turned

seawards eight deep, Hdt. ; of a cup, --
ol - the heads of griffins

were set at intervals round it, Id.-, Pass, to roll at the feet of another,

Lat. provolvi ad genua alicujus, Ar. ; Dem.-, Pass, to roll forward, of a wave, II.-, f. >, to stoop and bend forward, to peep
out, Ar.-, Pass, to be confirmed before, . T.-,, , Procyon, a star which rises (about

the middle of July) before the dog-star, Horat. II., a nickname of the Gram-
marians, snappers and snarlers, Anth.-, , the prelude sung by , Pind.-, ov,() of a sword, grasped by the hilt,

drawn, Aesch., Eur. :—metaph. ready, Aesch.-, Dep. to receive beforehand or by antici-

pation, some of a thing, Eur.-, f., to prate before, Anth.-, f.- : aor. 2: .--
, pass,-

:

—to take or receive before, Eur.,

Dem., etc. 2. to take or seize beforehand, Dem.; .
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. . to provide that . . , Dem. ; -, first procured your vote of condemnation,

Id. 3. to take before, take in preference,

rivos Soph. 4. to take away or off before,-
,:* Eur. II. to be beforehand with,

anticipate, 1. c. acc. pers. to get the start of, Xen.,

Dem. :—also c. gen. pers., Dem. 2. c. acc. rei,

Eur. 3. c. gen. spatii, . to get a start

on the way, Hdt.; . Thuc. 4. absol.,

was far ahead, Id. :

—

to anticipate

the event, prejudge, Dem. ; by anticipa-

tion, Xen. III. to repeatfrom the origin, Isocr.-'-, f. £a>, to choose before others, prefer : Pass.,

II. ; .
Theocr. II. to foretell, announce beforehand, of

an oracle, Hdt., Att. 2. to state publicly, proclaim,

c. acc. et inf., Aesch., etc. 3. . to

order him to do, Xen.—to caution,wam, Thuc. 4.

to denounce punishment, . Dem.-, f . : pf.- : aor. 2- :

—

to goforth and leave, to leave behind,forsake, abandon,
Horn., etc.; prudence hathforsaken
thee, Od. ; . to abandon one's post, Thuc. 2.

c. inf. to omit to do a thing, Theogn., Soph. 3. of

things, to desert, fail one, Plat. II. intr. to cease

ox fail beforehand, ov Eur.;

Thuc. ; of persons, to faint,
fall into a swoon, Eur.-, Dep. to hold conversations with
one before, c. dat. pers., Hdt.--, to see before oneself or in front, Soph,, aor. 2 inf. of., ,() in Trag. and old Com. Poets,

the prologue, that portion of the play that comes be-

fore the first chorus, Arist. ; but from the time of Eur.,

a narrative offacts introductory to the plot, Ar.-,. Att. , to lay an ambuscade beforehand

:

—Pass., ai the ambush that
had before been laid, Thuc. II. to beset with an
ambuscade, Id.-, Dep. to destroy beforehand, Polyb.-', Pass, to feel pain before, Plat. Hence, , previous distress, Plat.,, Dor. for-.--, Att. -, f. , to soften beforehand :

so in Med., Plut., , a tree, prob. a kind of willow, Anth.-, to learn beforehand, and (in aor. 2-) to know beforehand, Pind., Thuc, etc. :—c. acc. to

learn by rote, Ar.: c. inf., epyeiv Soph., Ion. -, , the right of consulting the

Delphic Oracle first, Hdt., Dem. From-, f., Dep. to prophesy, Hdt. : c.

acc. to foretell, predict, Luc., , Ion. for.-,, Ion. 10s, , , a prophet or prophetess,

Eur. 2. the title of the Pythia or Delphic priestess,

who gave out the answers of the oracle, Hdt., Thuc.

;

so of the priestess at Dodona, Hdt. II. as Adj.
prophetic, . justice giving presage of the issue,

Soph. ; . ' my prophetic soul,' Eur. ; c. gen.,. prophetic,foreboding of a thing, Aesch.

.- [], Dep. to witness beforehand, . T., Dor. for.', f., (5) to fight in front, Xen.&, Sovos, 0, a bulwark, rampart, Lat. propug-
naculum, Hdt., Xen. ; . Hdt.,() to fight before, in front
of the Trojans, as their champion, II. ; also, to fight as

champion with another, lb.- [], Dep. to fight before, before

all, II. II. to fight for or in defence of, tivos.-, ov,() fighting before or in front

:

, oi, the foremost fighters, champions, Horn.

;

iv among the foremost, II. :—as Adj., .
the champion spear, Soph. 2. fighting for,, Aesch.-,., topractise beforehand: c. inf., Xen.-', ,() name of a prophetess of Dodona,

Presage, Hdt.-, f., to take thought before, . T.-, a, ov,() before or on the fore-

head :
—, , the skin or hair of the

forehead, Hdt. 2. a frontlet for horses, Xen., Do:',-, Ion., in Att. Poets: (^) :
—-foresight,forethought, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. ; iv to hold in con-

sideration, Hdt. ; Eur., Plat., , ov, and , ov,(") Promethean,
Anth. II., , thefestival of Prome-
theus, Xen.', f .- : aor. 1 : Dep. :() :

—to take care beforehand, to provide for,
c. gen., Hdt. ; , Plat. ; absol., Aesch. :

—generally, to take heed, Lat. cavere,. . . Hdt. :

—c. acc. to shew regard or respect for, Id., Plat.» , Ion. , , Dor., Prome-
theus, son of the Titan Iapetus and Themis, inventor of

many arts : he is said to have made man from clay, and
to have furnished him with the stolen from
Olympus : hence also his name (from), opp.

to his careless brother,—Forethought and
Afterthought, Hes., Aesch., etc. II. as appellat.

forethought, Aesch.-, Dor. -, , (,) forethinking,

Provident, cautious, Thuc; , =,
Id. : c. gen. troubling oneself about a thing, Soph., -, v.., Adv. shrewdly, warily, with allusion to

the name Prometheus, Ar.-, , () prolonged, elongated, Plut.-, f. [], to denounce beforehand, '
Soph. : to indicate before, Plut.-, Dor.- [],, ," first mother of

a race, formed like, Aesch., Eur.-, Dep. to contrive beforehand, Luc.-, f. -, to mingle beforehand :—Pass.,^ (aor. 2 inf.) to have intercourse

with her before, II.-, Pass, to be hired beforehand, Plut.-, Dep. to woo or court for another, -
=, Xen. 2. generally, to

solicit, Id., Plut. II.

my mind forebodeth somewhat, Soph.



-, =, Luc.--, , one by one, one after the other, Od.
(Perh. from, for —each waiting for
the one before.), ,() a woman who woos or

courts for another, a match-maker, Ar., Plat. ; me-
taph., . of one who brings about evil, Eur.-, ov, {) before the destined term, i. e.

untimely, of death, Anth., aor. 2 inf. of., ], an approach, of the foot of a mountain,

Anth. ; the mouth of a river, Id., aor. 2 part, of., , () the foremost man, —, Horn.

;

7rp. opposed to another in the front rank, II. :

—

generally, a chief, Lat. primus, princeps, Trag. ; -, of the Sun, Soph.-', f., to work beforehand, Eur.-, or irpo-vaios, a, ov, Ion.-, , ov,

Att.- : ()

:

—before a temple, esp. of gods
whose shrines or statues stood before the temple, as of

Athena at Delphi, Hdt. ; Aesch. II.

as Subst.,, , =, the hall of a temple,

through which one went to the or cella, Hdt.-, f. }, to fight at sea for or in defence

of, c. gen., Hdt.-, f. -, to assign beforehand,
Pind. ; xe?pas. to present unspotted hands,
Aesch. II. Med. to go forward in grazing

:

hence to gain ground, creep onward, of war, etc.-, f. , to stoop or bend forward, Plat. ; of a
rider, Xen. ; of rowers, Id., Att., and, Ion. for.-, f. , to fast before, Hdt.-, f., to gain a victory beforehand, Thuc.-', f. ·\, to perceive before, foresee, II., Thuc,
Arist. ; . . foreseeing that . . , Xen. II.

to think of ox plan beforehand, provide, Od. :—absol.

to be provident, take measures of precaution, Eur.,

Thuc. :

—

. ' . . , to provide, take care that . . ,

Thuc. ; ' . . , Xen., etc. 2. c. gen. to provide

for, take thought for, Id.

B. in same sense, Dep.- : f. :

aor. 1 med. and pass, : pf.

:

—Act. to provide, Thuc, etc. :—c. inf. to

take care to do, Eur. 2. c. gen. to provide for,
Thuc, etc. Hence', verb. Adj. one must provide, Xen.; and» "h, ov, provident, cautious, wary,
Xen. II. of things, shewing forethought or de-

sign, Id. : Adv. -, Id.

irpoVoia, Ion. -, , () foresight, foreknow-
ledge, Aesch., Soph. II. foresight, forethought,
forecast, Soph. ; with forethought, pur-
posely, Lat. consulto, Hdt. ; by
their precautions, Thuc. :—esp. of crimes committed
with design or malice prepense,
Aeschin. ; ., opp. to, Arist. :

—

(or) to take thought for . . , shew
care for . . , Eur., etc ; Soph. ; c. inf.,. Eur. 2. divine
providence, Hdt., Att.
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, , =-fj II, Plut. ; of a fly, Luc., f. , to go out for foraging, Polyb., ,() a foraging, a foraging expedi-
tion, foray , Xen. : in pi., foraging parties, Id. II.

an elephant's trunk, Polyb. III. =sq., Luc.-, , () a privilege, Strab., Luc., ,() earnest-money , Luc.-, ov, contr. -, , -, careful,

Hdt. :—Comp., Soph.-, 4, (, , with inserted) stooping
forwards, with head inclined, Lat. pronus,

., of one in deep grief, Eur. ; . 4, of one dying,

Id. ; so, . to take her as she fell fainting
forward, Aesch. 2. metaph. inclined, ready,.

Eur. Hence, , the front of a house (cf.), Eur. :

metaph. in sing., ., of Troezen, the

outer portal of Peloponnesus, Id. II. as Adj. in

front, before the door, Id., gen., , the roe-deer, Od, : cf.., , Ion. for.', f. : impf . : f . -< : pf.·
:
—to be any one's, 5

because he is your, Xen. ; . -
to act as . to the envoys of a friendly State,

Dem. :—generally, to be one's protector, patron,
Eur. II. from the duties of a (signf.

11), 1. to manage or effect anything for another,

Id.; . to lend daring, Soph.; .
to procure it for him, Plut. :—also in bad sense, .

to put danger tipon one, Xen. :—also, c.

dat. et inf., . \ to be the means of his seeing,

Soph. ; . to grant one to die,

Xen. :—also, . to be one's guide, Soph. 2.

to introduce or recommend to another, Plat., Dem., ,() proxeny, i.e. a compact between
a State and a foreigner, Lat. hospitium, Thuc, etc.

;

I trust my public friendship, Pind.

;

. ; what protector wilt thou find ?

Eur. 2. the privileges of Dem.
-,-, Ion. -|, , a public, public

guest or friend, made so by an act of the State, such

as was the King of Macedon to the Athenians, Hdt.

;

—the word expressed the same relation between a State

and an individual of another State, that ex-

pressed between individuals of different States.—The
enjoyed his privileges on the condition of en-

tertaining and assisting the ambassadors and citi-

zens of the State which he represented, so that the

answered to our Consuls, Agents, Residents,

though the was always a member of the

foreign State. II. generally, a patron, protector,

Aesch. : as fern, a patroness, Soph.-8, f. , to travel before, Luc.-', f., to travel before, Luc.-, f. : pf. :

—

to prepare

the way before, prepare or pave the way, for an-

other, Arist. II. c. acc. to prepare beforehand,

Plut. :—Pass, to be prepared before, Arist. : part. 7rpo-, , ov, prepared, ready, Id.-, ov, going before : 01 . a party of soldiers

in advance, Xen.
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-, ), a going on, advance, progress, Xen.-, pf. (cf.), inf.-, part.- :

plqpf. --,-, .— :

—

to know beforehand

,

Hdt., Att.-, f. -, to build before :—Pass., Luc., Att. contr. : f. :

pf . : Dep. :

—

to make a prelude, preamble
or preface, Aesch., Xen. II. c. acc. to say by -way

of preface, premise, begin by in-

voking them, Aesch.; ; Eur.:—pf. in

pass, sense, let so much be said

by way ofpreface, Arist. From-, , Att. contr. : () : — an
opening or introdttction to a thing-

; in Music, a
prelude, overture, Pind. ; in poems and speeches, a
proem, preface, preamble, introduction, Lat. exor-

dium, Id., Xen. 2. metaph. of any prelude or

beginning, Aesch. ; V
only just beginning, Id.; .

if any part of this presage be vain, Id. II.

generally, a hymn, Thuc, Plat.-, Dep. to have gone on before, Xen.-, Att. aor. :

—

to swear before or

beforehand, Dem. 2. to testify on oath before

that . . , c. acc. et inf., Aesch., Dem.-, f . ), to grant or concede beforehand,
Plat. :—Pass., Id., verb. Adj. of, one must look to, be

careful of, c. gen., Hdt.-, Att. contr., ov, verb. Adj. of

(f .-) foreseen, manifest, Hdt., Att.-, ), , verb. Adj. to be foreseen, Xen.-, f.- : pf. —; (cf. aor. 2-) :

—

to see before one, see what is just before the

eyes, Thuc. : to look forward to, Xen. :—absol. to

look before one or forward, Id. 2. to see before,

foresee, Hdt., Att. :—absol.,

your foresight, Hdt. 3. c. gen. to provide or make
provision for, Id. II. in Att. also in Med., with

pf. and plqpf. pass., to look before one, Xen. 2. to

foresee, Thuc, Dem. 3. to provide for, Thuc, Dem.-, f. , to determine beforehand, to pre-

determine, pre-ordain, . T.-, f ., to drive forward :—Pass, to move
forward, push on, Xen. ;—so intr. in Act., Id.--,, , one who leads the dance, Luc.-, Att. contr.-, f. ) :

—

to owe be-

forehand : . to owe one an ill turn, i.e.

to deserve evil at his hands, Eur. ; . ?
to owe one's ribs a mischief, i. e. deserve a

beating, Ar. :—Pass, to be due beforehand, of debts,

6 the arrears of tribute, Hdt.

;

' the hatred 07ie has long
had reason to feel, Id. ; evepyeaia a kind-

ness that has long remained as a debt, Thuc. II.

= I, to be due beforehand, Eur.-, ews, i), a foreseeing, Thuc. ; rrjs

since there was no seeing, Id., fut. of.-&, is, (^) prominent, Luc, aor. 2 inf. of., i), preparatory teaching, Plat. From

7€,--, f. , to teach beforehand :—Pass., Plat,

irpo-iraAai, Adv. very long ago, Ar.

Trpoircnnros, 6, a great-grandfather, Oratt.-, () Prep, with gen. before, in front of,

Hes., Eur. II. Adv., before, sooner, Aesch., to put beside beforehand

:

—Med. to

do so for oneself, Thuc-, f ., to prepare beforehand, Thuc,
etc. :—Med. to prepare for oneself, Id. :—Pass., 4

Id.-, f.-, to offer before, Xen. II.

to supply before, Id.-*, before a vowel -, Prep, with gen., be-

fore, in front of, Horn. ; 7rp. at one's feet, i. e.

close at hand, Id. ; )$ . before, i. e. along the

shore, II. ;
7rp. veos before, i.e. beyond the ship, Od. 2.

before the time of, Aesch. II. as Adv., 1.

of Place, in front, in advance, forward, before,

Horn., Hes. 2. of Time, before, formerly, Horn.,

Aesch.-,, 7", , strengthd. poet, form for iras,) all day long, Horn.; vrjas all

the ships together, II. ; , ya?a Aesch.

;

Id.; . Soph.;. Id. : neut., as Adv., Eur.-, to suffer first or beforehand, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. : to be ill-treated before, Thuc. :—also^. Xen.-, , , (]) the first founder of a

family ,forefather, Hdt., Eur. :—in pi. ancestors, fore-

fathers, Hdt., etc. ; ZeG, poyvv Soph.•--, to persuade beforehand, Luc.

irpo-Trcipa, i), a previous trial or venture,

tivl, Lat. periculum facere in . . , Hdt.

;

. ei . . , Thuc.-, ov, only in neut. pi. as Adv.

five days before, on the fifth day, Lex ap. Dem.-, f. : aor. , contr. -

:

—tosend before, sendon orforward, Horn
.
, Hdt

.

,

Att. ; .& to cause them, Soph. 2. of things,

to send forth, Aesch. ; . to shoot forth arrows,

Soph. II. to conduct, attend, escort, Hdt., Att. :—to follow a corpse to the grave, Aesch.;

. to carry offerings in procession, Id. ; jocosely,

ivl . to let one piece of bread be

attended by one condiment, Xen. 2. to pursue, Id.

irpo-irepwi, Adv. two years ago, Plat., Dem., etc.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-€ and -, f. -, to spread out

before, Xen.
irpoTreTeia, ), reckless haste, vehemence, rashness,

indiscretion, Dem., etc. From, ,() falling forwards, inclined

forward, Lat. proclivis, Xen. 2. thrown away,

[ aya] Soph. 3. drooping,

at the point of death, Id. ; cf.. II..

metaph., 1. being upon the point of, .
Eur. ; . Id. 2. ready

for, prone to a thing, or efr Xen. ;
tc

Plat. 3. headlong, precipitate, rash, reckless,

violent, Aeschin. ; . Arist. ; of a lot, drawn
at random, Pind. :—of persons, oi
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Arist. III. Adv. -, forwards, Xen. 2. head-

long, hastily, Id., etc. ; . to be rash, Id., 3 sing. pf. pass, of.-, f., to spring before,

Luc. 2. to springforward from, c. gen., Babr.-, f. Att. : (from =) :

—

to

bespatter with mud or to trample in the mire : me-
taph. to treat with contumely , to abuse foully,
Soph., Thuc., etc. :—Pass.,[] Plat. II. c. acc. rei, to throw in
one's teeth, Dem. Hence-, , contumelious treatment, Plat. ; and7,<5, , = foreg., Hdt., Dem., etc.; and, Adv. contumeliously , Dem.

irpo-irivw, impf . : f .- : aor. 2 -
: pf . :

—

to drink before another, c. gen.,

Luc. II. to drink to another, drink to his health,

pledge him, Lat. propinare, because the custom was
to drink first oneself and then "pass the cup to the

person pledged, Xen. ; also, .-
(v.] ), Dem. 2. on festal

occasions it was a custom to make a present of the

cup to the person pledged,

Xen. : hence, simply, to give

freely, make a present of, .
to make liberty a drinking-present to Philip, give it

carelessly to him, Dem.; Pass., c. gen. pretii,- the interests

of the state have been sacrificed for mere present

pleasure, Id.

irpo-iriirTW, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to fall

or throw oneself forward, as in rowing,, like Lat. incumbere rends, Od. :—of sup-

pliants, tofall prostrate, Eur. II. to rushforward,
rush headlong, Scph., Theocr. III. to move for-
wards, advance before the rest, Polyb. : to project, Id.-, f. , to trust or believe beforehand,
Xen., Dem.-, poet, for, to fall prostrate, is

yav Aesch., Soph.
Trpo-irXeo), f.—, to sail before, Thuc.-, ov, contr.-, ovv, sailing before or

in advance, ai the leading ships, Thuc.-, Ion. for, Hdt.-, only in pres.,() to advance thefoot, II.-, Adv., better written divisim .-, f. \, to do before or beforehand, Hdt.

;

absol., to make thefirst move, Thuc. II.

to prepare beforehand, plqpf. pass, Hdt.-, f . ), to make war for or in defence

of another, Isocr., etc.; Plat. :- absol.,

theguards or defenders of a country,

Id. ; the body intended to act as
guards, Arist., , , service done, . its

service or use,=, Eur. From,() to minister.

irpo-iroXos, ov,() employing oneself before : 1.

a servant thatgoes before one, an attendant, minister,

Aesch., Eur., etc. : a rower, Pind. 2. one who
serves a god, a minister, h. Horn., Ar. :—generally,

a temple-servant, bedel, like, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. II. as Adj. ministering to a thing, devoted
to it, Pind.€, f . ,() to go before in a pro-
cession, before him or it, Luc.., , () an attending, escorting,

Xen. :

—

a processional escort, Plut., ,() escorting, esp. in a pro-

cession, Xen. : c. acc, . carrying drink-

offerings in procession, Aesch. II. as Subst. a
conductor, escort, attendant, Id., Xen.-, f. , to work or labour beforehand ,

Xen. 2. to work for or instead of another,

Id. 3. c. gen. rei, to work for, work so as to obtain,

Id. 4. c. acc. rei, to obtain by

previous labour, Luc. :—Pass., the

things so obtained, Xen. II. Med. to sink under
affliction, Soph.,, , the Fore-sea, i.e. the Sea of Mar-
mora, that leads into the Pontus, Hdt., Aesch., Pass., with aor. med., to go before or

forward, Xen. 2. to come forward, Polyb. 3.

to be promoted, advance, Id.-, Pass, to be provided beforehand, Luc.,, ,() a drinking to one, Polyb., ,() one who drinks healths, -
bands of revellers, Eur.-,, , the projectingfoot of a mountain,

its lowest part, Polyb., etc.-, Att. -, f. , to do before, Arist.,

Luc. II. to exact, Aesch.-, , = sq. : metaph. friendly, kindly, Pind.-, , stronger form of, with the face
downwards, Lat. promts, II. ; ^
with the edge of the sword, Od. :—neut. as

Adv., forward, II.-, Pass, to keep rolling before an-

other, roll at his feet, c. gen.,

II. ; absol. roaming on for ever, Od.-, Adv. away from the stern, ., of throwing over the freight to save the vessel,

metaph. in Aesch.- [], a, ov, () before the gate, of the

statues of gods, Ar. II., , the gate-

way of temples, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—in sing., Anth., , () in pi., like, Hdt.,

Soph., etc. ; in sing., Anth.-, f .- : aor. 2 :

Dep. :

—

to learn by inquiring before, hear beforehand

,

Hdt., Thuc.
irpo-irvpYos, ov, offered for the towers, i. e. for the

city, Aesch.-, f.-, to flow forward, flow amain, of

rivers, Horn., aor. pass. inf. of.-, , a foretelling, prediction, a previous

instruction or warning, Thuc. II. public notice,

a proclamation, Dem.-, ov, proclaimed, commanded, Soph.-, ov, () by the roots, root and branch,

utterly, Lat. radicitus, II. ;

Hdt. ; Eur. ; Soph.', Prep, with gen., implying motionfrom a place ;
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with dat., abiding at a place; with ace, motion to a
place : Ep. also,, Dor..

A. WITH GEN., I. of Place, from, from forth,

Horn., Soph. 2. on the side or quarter of,

irpbs $ islands looking (as it were) from Elis,

i. e. towards Elis, Od. ; irpbs '-
lies more towards (i. e.

nearer) the Hellespont than the Strymon, Hdt. ;·
irpbs Thuc, etc. :—often with

words denoting- the points of the compass,, cm irpbs, at ' Trpbs one
looking- northwards, the other southward, Od. ; so,

irpbs Hdt., etc. 3. before,

in presence of, in the eyes of,

II. : pbs
pbs Thuc. 4. in supplication, ad-

juration, protestation, oaths, before, by, Lat. per,

Od. ;

pbs to forswear oneself by the god, II. ; pbs
Att. :—the Trag. sometimes insert the pron.

between the prep, and its case, as in Lat. per te omnes
deos oro, apbs pbs
Soph. ; Eur. 5. of origin or

descent, from, on the side of, pbs by the

father's side, Hdt. ; bs apbs
. pbs Dem. ; pbs blood-relations,

Soph. II. proceeding from some cause, from, at
the hand of, ^vbs Od. ;

Tivbs pb Aesch. :—so with all Passive Verbs,

to be taught by Achilles,

II. ; Tb Hdt., etc.:

—

by
means or agency of, pb Eur. :—also

of things, pb ; from or by
what cause ? Soph. III. of dependence or close

connexion ; and so, 1. dependent on one, under
one's protection, pb Od. ; pb" to weave a web at the beck of another
woman, II. 2. on one's side, in one's favour,

Soph. ; pb Tbv Eur. 3.

with, by, Hdt. IV.
fitting, suitable, pb , not be-

fitting every man, Id.; pb
'tis very like a woman, Aesch.; pb

Soph. :—also of qualities, pb agreeable
to justice, Id. ; pb Thuc.
. with DAT., hard by, near, at, on, in,

Od. ; among the oaks, II. ;

vat lb. ; pb Soph. ;

pb Thuc. ; at pb -
Xen. ; pb that which is close to the

feet, before one, Soph. 2. before, in the pre-
sence of, pb ? Dem. 3.

with Verbs denoting motion, followed by rest in or by
a place, upon, against,
Horn. ; . pbs Od. 4. with a
notion of clinging closely, pb)
lb. ; ^^ Hdt. ; so, to ex-

press close employment, in, upon, pb y
Soph. ; or

to be employed in or on a thing, Plat. ;

Dem. II. in addition to, besides, pb !

Aesch. ; b

Soph. ; pbs , in addition to his

trade of leather-cutter, Plat. ; pb besides

this, Lat. praeterea, Hdt., etc. ; pb
besides all the rest, Thuc.

C. with accus., I. of Place, towards, to,

Lat. versus, pbs'ov II.;, lb. 2. with Verbs implying previous
motion, upon, against, b Od. ;, ' lb. ; pb

to stand readyfor slaughter, Aesch. 3. with

Verbs of seeing, etc., towards, Od. ;

so, to stand so as to face it, II.

;

pb to cry to heaven, lb. :—of points

of the compass, pb to lie towards the

West, Od. ; pb « lb. ; pb, towards the West, etc. 4. in hostile

sense, against, b II. ; b
Pind. ; Soph. ;—in speeches,

in reply to, Lat. adversus, less strong than

against, Lat. in, Dem. 5. without any
hostile sense,, to address

oneself to him, II. ; Hdt. ; also

of communing with oneself, pb ov, ov II. :—of all sorts of

intercourse, to take an oath to him,

Od. ;, Thuc. ;

Id. ; , Xen.,

etc. ; but also, ,,,-
Aesch., Xen., etc. 6. of transactions,b-

changed arms with Tydeides, II. :

of matters brought before a magistrate,

pb Tbv, pb ap.

Dem. 7. to be engaged in . . ,

Plut. II. of Time, towards or near, at or about,

at even, Od. ; pbs " Xen.

;

pb Theocr. ; pb for or in old age,

Eur. III. of Relation between two objects, 1.

in reference to, in respect of, touching, pb Tbv, i. e. military matters, Thuc. ; Tbv

our relations to the King, Dem. ; pb
our duties to the gods, Soph. ;b is nothing to me, concerns me not,

Dem. ; pb he has nothing

to do with it, Id. :—often with Advs.,

Xen. 2. in reference to, in consequence of,

pb Tb Hdt. ;

Xen.:—often with neut. Pron., ; wherefore?
to what end ? Soph. ; pb for nothing, in vain,

Id.; pb therefore, this being so, Hdt., Att. 3.

for a purpose, ; Soph. ;

Xen. 4. in proportion or relation to, in com-
parison of, pb Tbv

Hdt.; implying Superiority, pb ,
La.t. prae aliis omnibus, Id.;b -

Tb the mean between the

largest and smallest ships, Thuc. 5. in reference

to, according to, pb Tb^ Hdt.

;

pb according to one's power, Dem.

;

pb agreeably to one's fortunes, Eur. 6.

in accompaniment to musical instruments, pb -
Pind. ; or Eur. 7. often

merely periphr. for Adv., as b =, by
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force, forcibly, Aesch. ; irphs rb Id. ; Trpbs

Kpdros Soph. :

—

irpbs ,
so as to please, Thuc. ; irpbs calculated to

delight, Id. ;
irpbs so as to gratify, Dem. ;—and

c. gen. rei, npbs tivos, like alone, Lat.

gratia, for the sake of, irpbs . Soph. ; irpbs$ . by means of, Eur. ; also, irpbs opy- with
anger, angrily, Soph., etc.; irpbs importu-
nately, Id. ; irpbs seasonably, Id.

D. ABSOL. AS AOV.,=irp6s . II, besides, over

and above, irpbs or II., Hdt., etc. ; irpbs, irpbs , irpos Hdt., etc. ; irpos ye Eur.

;

irpos Hdt.
E. in Compos., it expresses I. motion towards,,. II. addition, besides,-,. III. connexion and engage-

ment with anything, as,.
irpo-,,, the fore-sabbath, eve of the sabbath,
N.T.-', f. -, to announce,
Luc. II. to denounce, } Plut., , , verb. Adj. to be called or

named, Plat. II., one must call,

Arist. From-, f. : aor. - (but the Att.

aor. is), f. and pf.,' :

aor. pass, :

—

to address, greet, accost,

Lat. salutare, Hdt. : Pass., -
in misfortune we are not spoken to, Thuc. 2.

c. dupl. acc. to address or greet as so and so,

vvpoayopeov Aesch. ; Tbv avTbv . Xen. :

—c. inf., . to bid one hail or farewell,

Ar. 3. to call by name, call so and so, Tbv-. Xen. ;
' -

yops ; Plat.-, f. :—aor. 2/, rarely aor. 1: . med. (in pass, sense),:—to

bring to or upon, t'is

;

Od. ; . ' Hdt. ; 7. to furnish,
supply, Xen. 2. to put to, add,

Hdt. 3. to put to, bring to, move
towards, apply, like Lat. applicare, yvov. } Id. ; . to apply
the eye closely to the eyelet-holes, Eur. 4. of

meats, to set before, Xen. 5. metaph.,. to put an oath to him, make him take it,

Hdt. 6. in military sense, to bring tip for the

attack, move on towards, Tbv
Thuc. ; . pbs, .

Id. 7. metaph., Tas vyas Id. ; .
to apply or put forth daring, Eur. 8. .

to bring in tribute, Thuc. 9. to bring to or

before, Tobs Xen. : to introduce,
pbs Tbv, bs ) Thuc. ; . tous

Dem. 10. to bring hither, lead on,\ Eur. :—Pass., ,-ya Thuc. 11. Pass, to attach oneself to,

Id. II. seemingly intr. (sub.,,
etc.), to draw near, approach, esp. in a hostile sense,

Xen. 2. (sub.) to bring to, come to land, Polyb.

B. Med. to bring or draw to oneself, attach to

oneself, bring over to one's side, Lat. sibi conciliare,
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Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; . to draw all eyes
upon oneself, Xen. 2. absol. to draw to oneself,

embrace, Eur., Ar. 3. c. inf. to induce one to do
a thing, ~ Soph. ; -

will induce her to suffer thee,

Eur. II. to take to oneself, to take up,

Id.; vaya Thuc. :

—

to procure, import, Xen.;
imports, Id. Hence,,, 6, one who brings to : .

one who hunts for another's profit, a jackal, Dem., , a bringing to or up to, a bringing up,

Polyb. 2. a bringing to, acquisition,

Thuc. II. (intr.) a solemn approach, as at festi-

vals or in supplication, Hdt. 2. approach, access

to a person, esp. to a king's presence, Xen., . T. ; and, , attractive, persuasive, Thuc, Luc.7-, f.-, Dor.- :

—

to sing to,

Theocr. 2. . to sing the songs in a

Tragedy to music, Ar. II. to harmonise, chime
in,' with one, Soph. ; absol., Plat.-^, to raise high in air, Aesch.-, Med. to choose for oneself, .

to take for one's companion or ally, Lat. cooptare,

Hdt. II. generally, to choose in addition tor.

Thuc, Xen.-, Att. -, f. , to rush to, Od.

;

. a cloud comes over my eyes, Aesch.-', f., to ask besides, . to demand
more blood, Aesch. ; . to demand higher pay,

Xen. II. c. acc. pers. to imporhme, ask an
alms of, Hdt. : c acc. rei, to begfor a thing, Eur. : e.

dupl. acc. to beg somewhat of one, Id., Xen. :—absol.

to beg hard, to be importunate, Eur., Ar. Hence, , , a beggar, Luc-, to accuse besides, Plut.-, f. , to shoot like a javelin, Luc.-, f.-, to hear besides, Xen.-, Dep. to skirmish with besides,

Polyb., verb. Adj. of, one must bring to

or near, Plat. 2. one must introduce, Arist.-, f. , to rub or smear upon, ' Od.-, Dep. tojump up at one, like a dog, Xen.-, , (") near the Alps, Strab.-, , poet, for-.-, Dor. -, Med., to answer,
Theocr.-, Dor. -, Pass, with fut. med. to

yield milk besides, Theocr.

[], f.-, to come to aid,' II.-', Att. f . -, to put on over, '
Ar.-, f .-, to go up or mount besides,

Xen. :

—

to rise higher, as a swollen river, Polyb. :

metaph., 7rp. ' to go back to Romulus, Plut.-,, poet, --, , a going up,

ascent, ascent by means of

ladders, i. e. scaling ladders, Aesch., Eur. ; . Eur.

;

. a place where they may be approached, Id. ;. . e. the steps leading to the house, Id.-, f. -, to read besides,

Aeschin.
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—

to

force or constrain besides, Thuc. 2. to bring under
command or discipline, Id. II. c. acc. et

inf. to force one to do, h. Horn. ; 7rp. ,
Xen. ; but inf. omitted, tovs

. (sc.) Thuc.-, to announce besides, Plat.--- [], to record besides, Luc.-, f. , seemingly intr. . rr} yr} to put
back to land, Plut.---, f., to lift up besides : Med. to take

upon oneself besides, Thuc. II. to

destroy besides, Arist. III. of an oracle,

to give an answer besides, Plat. ; . TiDem.-, Pass, to be spent besides, Hdt.-&, f. , to disclose besides, Strab.

poo--, , that on which one leans, Anth.-, f. -, to take in besides,

Dem. :—Pass.,, of a batch of new senators, Plut. II.

to recal to strength : intr. to recover, Polyb.-, f. -, to lavish or consume
besides, Plat., Dem.-, f. , Med. or Pass, to sleep beside,

Plut.-, f. , to fill up or replenish be-

sides, Arist., . T. :—Med. to add so as to fill up, Plat.-, f. -, to break off besides, Plut.-, f . , to shake up or about besides :
—

Pass, to be roused still further, Polyb. ;

were beingpromoted against him, Plut.-, to hold, back besides, ' Plut.-, poet,--, to riseup towards,Eur.-, Med. to take an additional burthen
on oneself, Xen. ; but, . to contribute of
oneself to another, . . II.

to take counsel with one, lb.-, f.-, to run back, retrace

past events, Polyb.- [t], Med. to rub oneself upon or

against a thing, to frequent the gymnasium, Theophr.--,( ibo) to go up to, Thuc.-, aor. 2 of^, to declare,

publish, order besides, Xen.-, f., to creep up to, Plut.-, f., to ask or inquirefurther, Plat.-, f.-, to find out besides, Strab.-, f.-, to wait patiently for a thing,

c. dat., Polyb. :—also c. acc, Id.-, , Dor. for-.-, , () rising up against, uphill,

steep, Lat. adversus, Pind., Thuc. II. metaph.
arduous, irksome, adverse, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. of

persons, adverse, hostile, to one, Eur. ; .
setting oneself against it, Xen.-, Med. to take hold of one
another, by the hands, Strab.7-|, f., to demand besides, Polyb.-, f., to announce besides, Xen.-, f . , to require from as a duty
besides, Luc.

tv q cr-&, f., to deceive besides, Strab.

—^.-, f. ,, to threaten besides, ap. Dem.-, aor. 2 of-, Aeschin.-, Pass, to rely mainly upon, Polyb.

7 -, f .—, to throw away besides, At.-', f. -, to demonstrate besides,

Plat. II. to declare besides, Strab.-, f. -, to pay as a debt besides,

Dem. II. to add by way of completing, Strab.- [], Dep. to answer with some addi-

tion, Plat.-€, f.-, to kill besides, Xen.-, and —, f .—, to destroy besides

or also, Hdt., Eur. :—Med. aor. 2- : pf.- :

—

to perish besides or with others, Hdt.,

Dem. II. to lose besides, Hdt., Plat.-, f . , to send away or off besides, Ar.-, to propose a further difficulty, Arist.-, f .-, to despatch besides, Thuc.-, to defraud of besides, rrjs

Dem.-, f., to estimate besides, Dem.- [i], f.- [], to pay besides, Plat,-, f .—, to carry off besides :—Pass.

to be returned besides as liable to taxation, Dem.-, verb. Adj. one must apply, Plat.

From-, Dor.-, f. >, to fasten or

attach to, attribute, II., Soph., etc. :—in bad
sense, to fix upon,
Soph. 2. c. acc. only, to apply, Eur. 3. to

deliver or confide to, Xen. II. intr.

to be added, el , Soph. III.

Med. to fasten oneself upon, to lay hold of, reach,

touch, Xen. 2. to meddle with, c. gen., Aeschin.-, to fit to : pf. 2, Ion.- :—intr., to be fitted to,

tires firmly fitted, II. : an Ion. pf. pass,

Hes.-, Att. -, f. , to dash against, .
vavs Plut.-, f. , to yield needful aid, succour,

assist, Soph. ; absol., Id., Eur.-, ov,{) towards the north, Strab.-, new Att. - : f. :
—to fit to,

attach closely to, Eur. ; efc Plat. 2.

metaph. to adapt, Id. 3. c. acc. only, .
to fit it on to the stump, Xen. ; 7rp. to

add fitting gifts, Soph. II. intr. to attach

oneself: to suit or agree with a thing, Plat.;6 Xen.-, f . , to fasten or attach to,

Babr. :—Pass, to be fastened or attached to,-) rb- Xen. : to accrue to one,

Dem.
Trpotr-, f., to deprive of civil rights besides,

Dem. : Pass., pf. part, Id.-, Pass, to wither away upon,
Aesch.-, f., to speak to, address, accost,

II., Trag. 2. c. acc. to address Avords to one,

II. II. to speak of, Eur. :—Pass.,

was addressed as sister, Soph.



—-, , near a farm-yard, rustic, Eur.-, f .-, to bring to,\
Soph. (The word seems to be —.)-, f.\, to take away besides, Dem.--, f. -, Dep. to arrive at a

place or to arrive and join a force, Thuc. II. to

approach, Anth.-, to cause to revolt besides, Thuc.-, f .- : aor. 2 : 3 sing-

,

aor. med., Ep. - :

—

to step upon,
Horn., II. ; rb

., so as to get a purchase in drawing it, Xen. 2.

t go to or towards, approach, c. acc. loci, Horn., etc.;

—c. dat., Plat. 3. to mount, ascend, Hdt.,

Soph. 4. absol. to step on, advance, Soph. 5.

metaph. to come upon, t'is .; Id. ;. Eur.-, Dor.-, f .- :
—to strike

or dash against, II. ; . letting

it dash against, Eur. ; top ' .
to wreck his happiness on a rock, Aesch. ; .

to set them on him, Dem. ; .
Eur. :—without any notion of violence, to put to,

apply, . [eA/cei] of a surgeon, Pind.

;

. Eur. ; Id. 2. to

assign to, procure for, Hdt.; 7rp.-
to give them the honour of an

Olympic victory, Id. ; . } Aesch.

;

Soph. ; . , Lat. incutere
timorem alicui, Eur. 3. with acc. of the object

struck, , of the Sun, to strike the

earth with his rays, Horn. ; of smells, []
Ar. 4. metaph. to attend to a thing

or to add, Soph. 5. - -fjs '
do not drive me by force to give way, Id. II.

intr. to strike against, to make an attack or assault
upon, Aesch., etc. ; 2> Hdt, :—absol.

to attack, charge, Id. ;

by assault, Xen. 2. to put in with a ship, is

Thuc; Id. ; c. dat., Id.

B. Med. to throw oneself upon, attack, II., ,() a means of approach, access,

Hdt., Thuc. ; ' means ofapproaching
the towers, Eur.-, , , accessible, Xen.;

where was no point accessible by
death, Id.-, f., Dep. to compel, constrain,

Ar. II. aor., in pass, sense,

to be forced or hard pressed, Thuc.-, f. Att. -, Causal of, to

make to approach, bring nearer, Plat. 2.

metaph. to bring over, persuade,
Ar., Xen. : of things, . to bring it

into accordance with probability, Plat.-, f., to live longer, Plut.-, Dor.- : f .- and :—to look at or upon, rag-

. :—rarely c. dat.,

Xen., Plut. 2. of things, to regard, Soph., Dem.--, Ion. aor. -, Med. to call to

oneself, call in, Hdt.--, Ion. -, f. , to come to aid,
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come up with succour, is '
Hdt. : absol., Thuc., ,() a putting to, application,

e.g. of the touchstone (v. ), Aesch.; of the

cupping-glass, Arist. ; ., of kisses,

Eur. ; absol. a kiss or embrace, Id. II. (from intr.

sense) a falling upon, an attack, assault, Hdt., etc.;

7rp.' an assault of the Achaeans, Aesch. 2.

generally, attacks, assaults, visitations,

Id-; Id. 3. without any hostile

sense, an approach, a means of approach,

to afford a means of entering Sicily,

Thuc. :—of ships, a landing-place, place to touch at,

Id. ; to be a place for ships to touch
at, Id.7·-5, , () exposed to the north, Eur.-, ,() somewhat shallow, Strab.-, Dor.-, , (yrj) near the earth,

near the ground, Luc.-, f. [], to look laughing at one,

Hdt., Eur., etc. ; c. acc. cogn.,'> smile your last smile upon me,
Eur. 2. metaph., like Lat. arrideo, to delight,* Aesch.-, Ion. and later- [] : f. -/-

: pf.-- : Dep. :

—

to come or go to, to

attach oneself to another, Hdt., etc.; ?-· by the reinforcements, Thuc. 2. gen-
erally, to be added, accrue, Lat. accedere, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. 3. to come to, happen to, Soph.- [],., to write besides, add in writing,
Dem. :— Pass., ,^^- conditions added
to a treaty, Xen. :—Med. to cause to be registered

besides, Dem.-, f. , to exercise at or in a thing,

Plat. :—Pass.,^^ Plut.-, f. , to lend besides : Med. to have
lent one, i. e. to borrow, besides, Xen.-&, f ., to spend besides, Luc."€,, ,() a reception, Soph.-, , ( ) needing besides, yet lacking,

Plat.-, v. .-, Dor.- : f.- : aor.- : Dep. :

—

to be in want of, stand in need

of, require besides, Thuc, etc. ;

if / be at all in want, Xen. : c. inf. to desire also

to do a thing, Id. 2. rarely impers. =,
Id. II. to beg or ask of another, Hdt. :

—c. acc. pers. et inf. to intreat one to do, Id. ; c.

gen. pers. et inf. to beg of one to do, Id.-, Dor.- : f .-

:

aor. 2 act.- : aor. 1 pass,- : pf. -Se-: Dep.:

—

to look at, behold, Od., Aesch., etc. II.

to look closely, Soph.-, , tied to a thing, Eur.-, Ion.- : f.- : Ep. aor. 2

part. sync.* : Dep. :

—

to receive favour-
ably, accept, Hdt. : to receive hospitably , Soph., etc. :

to admit into a. place, Thuc : to admit to citizenship,

Plat. 2. to admit an argument, Id. II. Ep.

part.*, waiting for or expecting, Horn.

;
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so, Hdt. ; Ni/-

was according to his expectation, Thuc. :

—c. acc. et inf. fut. to expect that . . , Hdt., etc. 2.

absol. to wait patiently, Horn.-' (a), f. -, to bind on or to attach, Hdt.-' (), f. -, to need besides, c. gen.,

Eur. 2. impers., there is still need of,

c. gen. rei, Thuc, Xen., etc.; c. inf.,

Plat.

-jrpocr-, Dep. to ruin or destroy besides, Hdt.-, f ., to insinuate besides, Plut. 2.

to slander besides, Id., Med. to distinguishfurther, Arist.-', Dep. to atiswer in conversation or

disputation, Hdt.-', to testify in addition, Aeschin.-', f. -, to distribute besides, Plut. :

—Med., in pi., to divide among themselvesbesides,Oem.-, f. , to accomplish besides, Xen.-', f., to add by way of explanation,
Polyb.-, f.-, to destroy besides, Soph. :

—Pass, to perish besides, Isocr.-, f., to teach besides, Plat.-, f.-, to give besides, Soph., Eur., etc.-', Dep. to narrate besides, Theophr., Med. to engage in a lawsuit, Dem.-, Med. to correct besides, Aeschin.-, f. Att. , to define or specify besides,

Dem. :—so in Med., Arist.-, Ion. -' : f. : aor. :

—

to

expect : 1. c. inf. fut. to expect that one will do or

that a thing- will be, Hdt., etc. ; so, c. inf. aor. and ,
that one would do or that a thing would be, Ar., etc.

;

without av, expect his arrival,

Aesch. 2. c. inf. praes. to think, suppose that one
is doing or that a thing is, Eur, 3. c. acc. rei, to

expect, look for a. thing, Aesch., etc. ; . to

expect, wait for a person, Eur., etc. 4. Pass.,, opp. to , Plat., etc.-, aor. -, to be thought besides, c.

inf., Dem., , ,() expected, Aesch., ,() a looking for, expectation,, Plat. :—absol., Dem. :—foil,

by a relat. word, . . or . . ,

Thuc. ; . . , Id. 2. with

Preps., according to expectation, Id.-, ov, expected, looked for, or to be ex-

pected, Hdt. 2. often of persons,, . expected to come to

Cyprus, against Miletus, Hdt. ; -
Thuc., aor. 2 inf. of.&, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.- [a], to suffer to gofurther, ^.

.

', aor. 2 of.-, Ep. for -, 3 sing. aor. med. of.
-rrpocr-, f. Att. , to approach, Anth.- [], f. , to inscribe besides upon a
pillar, Hdt. : to add a limiting clause, Aeschin.

7(€.-€-, f., Med. to become surety
besides, . to become his surety also

for the sum owed, Dem.-, Med. to exhort besides, Plut.-6- [t], to besmear besides or once more, Anth.-&, to fasten to the ground : Pass., pf.,

the shield is made solid, Aesch., poet. -€, , a sitting by : 1. a
besieging, blockade, Lat. obsessio, Thuc. 2. a sit-

ting by a sick-bed, Eur. From, f. ,() to sit near, be always
at his side, c. dat., Eur., Dem. ; . to

be in regular attendance at the school, Id. 2.

metaph. to sit by and watch, Id., , v..
irp0<r-€opos, ov, () sitting near, . smoke
hanging about, Soph.-€, Ep. for.-, to accustom or inure one to a thing,

Xen. ; c. acc. et inf., Id. :—Pass, to accustom one-

self to a thing, Id., inf. of.-, inf, -, part. -, aor. 2 without any
pres. in use, being used instead :

—

to look at

or upon, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—also in Med.,
Pind., Aesch. II. Pass,, to be like, Aesch., Att. for.-, f. : aor. -:—to make like,

assimilate, Xen. :—Pass, to be like, resemble,

Aeschin. II. metaph. to compare,
Aesch., Eur. ; I think this

looks like mischief, Aesch. : to guess by comparison,
conjecture, Id.-, ov, somewhat like, c. dat., Hdt.-, Dor.-, f ., to press or force
towards, II. ; press not your hand
against me, Eur., aor. 2 of.-, ov, (') towards the sun, sunny, Aesch.-, inf. -,( sum) to be added to, be

attached to, belong to, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2.

absol. to be there, be at hand, be present, Aesch., etc.

;

there was nothing else in the world,

Dem. j * one's own properties, Id.

;

this too will be ours, Xen. ;

the surplus, Dem,-, inf. -,( ibo) used in Att. as fut. of, and as impf. :

—

to go to or

towards, approach, absol., Horn., Att. :— c. dat. pers.

to go to, approach one, Hdt., etc. ; 7rp.^ to

visit him as teacher, Xen. :—c. acc. loci,,
Aesch., Eur.; . /s . . , . . , Soph., etc. 2.

in hostile sense, to go or come against, attack, }
Xen. ; Hdt. ; Xen. 3. to

come over to the side of, in war, Thuc. 4. to come
forward to speak, . Xen. ; ] Dem.

;

Thuc. 5. of things, to be added,

hope alone was left, Aesch. II. of

Time, to come on, be at hand, Hdt. ;

Xen. III. to come in, of revenue,

Hdt., Thuc. ; the revenue, Ar., inf.-, used as aor. 2 of- :



-
Ep. irpoa-ecnrov, Dor., 3 sing. opt. : Att.

also aor. 1 (cf.) :
—to speak to

one, to address, accost, Horn., etc. ; .
Dem. :—c. dupl. ace, '; Ar. 2.

to address as so and so, . &>s Plat.

;

. to bid him greeting, Eur. 3. to

call so and so, to name, ; Aesch. ;

yap Soph. ; -€ whom thou didst name my husband, Eur.-, f. |o>, to exact besides, Plut.

irpo-, f. , to hold out and shake, . to

shake it threateningly , Eur. ;[] to wave it up and down, Id. : metaph.,

. to hold a thing- out as a bugbear, Thuc.-, f.-, to cast out besides, Dem. II.

to drain out further, prolong, Strab.7-€·7, f. >, to send away besides, Xen.-, £., to set on fire besides, Luc., verb. Adj. of, one must apply,

Plat. : absol. one must attend, to a thing, Aeschin., , ,() attentive, Xen.-,.--, to pluck out besides,. Ar.

[t], f .- [t], to pay in addition, Plut.--, aor. 1 of.-, f. , to ridicule besides, Dem.-, f .-, Att.— : aor. 1 — :

—

to drive or chase to a place, Thuc. :—Pass, to be driven
or fixed to, Plut. II. seemingly intr., 1.

(sub. '), to ride towards, ride tip, Hdt., Xen. ; ol

the cavalry, Xen. 2. (sub. -
), to march up, arrive, Id., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of., pf. of.-, f.- and- [] :

—

to draw to-

wards, draw on,

:

—Med. to draw towards one-

self, attract, Theogn. ; aor. 1 Eur.-, to be still wanting, Anth.--€, to step upon, trample on, Soph.-, to throw or put into besides, Plut.-', f. , to look into besides, Xen.--, Pass, to be yet ?nore a?igry with,

Hdt.-, 4s, resembling, Hdt., Xen.-, f. , to seize as an additional
pledgefor payment, Dem.-, to address, accost, Pind., rag. ;

*/ . I address these words to thee, Aesch. 2.

c. inf. to intreat or command, Pind. 3.. to call by a name, Aesch.-, f. ,, to think on, observe besides, Xen.-, f. -, to strain still more, .-
ys to lay more blows on one, Dem.-, Dep. to enjoin besides, Xen.--, Med. to choose besides, Hdt.-, f.-^, to err besides or

still more, Dem.-, Dep. to enslave besides, Dem.-, Pass, with aor. 2 act.-, to

rise up to, Plut.^, to deceive besides, Arist.--, f. , to unrol besides : of soldiers, to

wheel them half-round, Polyb.

—-'. 689-, f. -, Dep. to accomplish
besides, Dem. ; pf.- in pass, sense, Id.-, Pass, to support oneself by, tois. Polyb.-, f., to search into besides, Dem.-, to find out or devise besides, Ar.-,, f., to turn still more into dry
land, Strab., ,() attention, Plat.-', pf. with pres. sense (no pres.

being in use), Att. inf. : Dor. plqpf.-
:—besides which we have a 2 sing. pf. pass,-

|: in Eur. : — to be like, resemble, c. dat., Id.,

etc. II. to seem fit, · things

not fit and seemly, Soph. ; so,

Id. III. to seem to do, c. inf., Dem.
Trpo<7-eircuve&>, f .-, to praise besides, Aeschin.-, Dep. to accuse besides, Plut.-, aor. 2, to say besides, Plut.--, f.-, to invent for any pur-
pose besides, Thuc.-, to add over and above, Isocr.·- [], f . >, to write on besides, Theophr.-, Pass, to be urgent besides, Dem.-', to embellish besides, Polyb.-, f.-\, Dep. acquire besides,

Arist. j . [rivas] to acid them to the Lydian
realm, Hdt.-, f. -,, Med. to take part
with another in a thing, to help one in a thing besides,

Hdt.-, Att. -, f. , to rebuke besides,

Arist.-', f. -, to blow favourably
besides, Plut.-,', f. ,, to work still more,-

to take the additional trouble of listen-

ing, Aeschin.(-77, f. , to throw to besides, Aesop.7-, Med. to provide oneself with
further supplies of corn, Polyb.-'-, f . , to joke besides, Plut.-, Dep. to know besides, Plat.7-', f. -, to notify, enjoin, com-
mand besides, esp. by letter (v.-), Thuc, Xen.7·-£, Dep. to set one's seal to a thing

besides, to testify besides, . elvcu Dem.--(, Med. to take one''s post, Polyb.-, f . -, to stretch still further, to

lay more stress upon, Polyb. II. to torture

or punish yet more, Id.-', f., Pass, to enjoy oneself

still more, Ar.-,., f. -, to add further, Arist.--, Pass, to be under guardianship,

Dem.-, to bear or produce besides, Xen.-', f. ,, to say besides, add, Plut.-, Dep. to gratify besides, Xen.

[], aor. 2 of.-, f.-, Dep. to work in addition

to, Eur., Plut. ; . to do good
Yy
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service to one besides, Hdt. 2. to make or earn in

addition, Xen.-, , earnings, the interest of money, Dem.-,., to thrust against, Polyb., Plut. II.

intr. to press against, Polyb., aor. 2 inf., with f.-, Med. to

ask besides, Plat.-, Dep. to belch at or against : metaph.,

of waves, to break foaming against, Horn.-, Att. contr. ~, as fut. of -,
being- aor. 2 : pf . :—Pass., f.

: aor. 1 : pi.- :

—

to

speak to, address, accost, riva Eur., etc. 2. c. dupl.

acc. to call or name,'. Plat.-, Dor.-, f. , to strive with or

against, Theocr.-, Dor.-, f .> : aor. 1

:

—to creep to : 1. absol. to creep or steal on, Soph.,

Ar. :—metaph., ., i. e. the time that's

coming, Pind.; rb. every thing- that approaches,
Aesch. ; rb . what is coming, the coming event,

Soph. ; at Aesch. 2. to come
to or upon, c. acc. pers., Pind. ; c. dat. pers., -

rodr' rb , of punishment, Soph.'-, aor. of.-, aor. 2 -, =,
Theophr.-', : impf . --- : f .- (but

the Att. impf. and fut. are,) : aor. 2-,- : pf .- : Dep. :

—

to come or

go to, c. dat., Aesch., etc. ; .~2 to visit him
as teacher, Xen. :—c. dat. loci, Aesch., Eur. ; also c.

acc. loci, Eur. ; often also with Preps.,, els, :

and with Advs.,, :—absol. to approach,
draw nigh, be nigh at hand, Hdt., Soph. 2. in hostile

sense, . riva Xen. 3. to come in, surrender,
capitulate, Thuc. 4. to comeforward to speak,.

Dem. ;
irpbs rbv Aeschin. 5. to

associate with one, riva Dem. II. to come
in, of revenue, Lat. redire, Hdt., Xen.-, f . , to question besides, Plat.

;

Pass., Xen. 2. c. acc. rei, to ask besides, Arist.-', ov, towards the west, western, Polyb.-.-, Dor. ', ov, = foreg. : ra, as Adv. towards evening, Theocr.-, Med., = sq., Luc.-, Med. to take to oneself as a friend,
associate with oneself, riva Hdt. Hence, ov, joined with as a companion,
attached to the same or club, Thuc.-, Adv. over and above, besides, Hdt., Ar., etc.-, to bring to an account besides, Arist., aor. 1 imper. of.-, f., to provide besides, Dem.-, f. -, to find besides or also,

Soph.-, , prayer, , of the Temple,
N.T. II. a place of prayer, an oratory or

chapel, lb., Juvenal.-,, f., Dep. to offer prayers or vows,

Aesch., Eur., etc. 2. c. acc,. rbv to address
him in prayer, Ar. 3. absol. to offer prayers, to

— 7<.
worship, Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. . ri to pray
for a thing, Xen.-, Med. to draw after one besides :

metaph. to invite persons (to be citizens), Arist., aor. 2 of., ,() of Place, next to, .
in battle, Hdt. :—in geogr. sense, bordering upon,

marching with, adjoining, c. dat., Id. ; 01

then next neighbours, Id. 2. exposed to the wind,
Strab.-' and-, f. : aor. 2 :

—

to hold to, offer, Aesch. : to bring to,

pb rb Hdt. 2. . to

bring a ship near a place, bring it to port, Hdt. ;. Eur. ;

;

what need brought thee to landhere ? Soph. ; alone, to

put in, touch at a place, ,, pb
ras Hdt. ;—also c. dat. loci, . ri), etc.,

Id. ; also c. acc. loci, Soph. :

—

absol. to land, Hdt., etc. 3. to turn to or towards a
thing, . Eur. ; . rbv to turn one's mind
to a thing, be intent on it, Lat. animadvertere,
or rivi Ar., etc.; . rbv Id. :—absol.,

rbv take heed, Id. ; so, 7rp. rr]v

Thuc. 4. without rbv, . to give heed-

to oneself, Ar., Xen. ; . to be on
one's guard against, . T. :—absol., -

attentively, Dem. b. to devote oneself to a
thing, Lat. totus esse in illo, c. dat., Hdt., Thuc,
etc. c. c inf. to expect to do, Hdt. 5. Med.
to attach oneself to a thing, cleave to it, c. dat., Id.,

Ar. 6. Pass, to be held fast by a thing,

Eur. :—metaph. to be implicated in a thing, c dat.,

Thuc II. to have besides or in addition, Plat.,.

Dem.-, ov, towards the east, Strab.-£., Pass, to be attached to, rivi Luc-£., f ., to punish besides, Plat,-, ov, () near manhood, Xen., aor. 2 of.-, f., to address, Soph. : to console,

Eur. Hence,, ro,the object of one's address, Eur. ; and.,, an appellation, name, Isocr.,Dem. ; and, , , of or for addressing, .
the Roman praenome?i or cognomen, Plut.-, Dor., ov,() address-

ing, accosting, . the speaking oaks, Aesch. ;

ri ; what word addressing me, i.e.

addressed to me ? Soph. ; c. dupl. gen.,

addressing prayers to her, Id. 2-

generally, conversable, mutually agreeable, Plat. 3.

of things, agreeing, Id. II. pass, ;.

by whom accosted? Soph., 2 sing. pf. pass, of., aor. 1 med. of., Adv. suitably , fitly, duly, . rrj.
as beseems the dignity of the state, Thuc. From-, Dor.-, f. :

—to have arrived at a

place, to have come, be near at hand, bepresent, Trag.;.

7rp. \ rbv to reach to the river, Xen. II.

metaph. to belong to, tg3



if to the stranger there belongs any kin with

Laius, Soph.; yap /cet ; whom does this

concern ? Id. ; so .
Hdt. :—of persons, to belong to, be related to,

Eur. ; . Ar. :—c. inf.,

we do not belong to them to punish, i.e. it is

not for them to punish us, Eur. 2. impers. it

belongs to, concerns,

;

what have I to do with the Corinthians ? Ar., etc. b.

c. dat. pers. et inf. it belongs to, beseems, ois

Aesch. ; Soph. :

—also c. acc. pers., 'tis not meet
that thou should'st speak, Aesch. III. in Partic.

belonging to one, Dem.

;

, suum cuique reddere,

Plat. :—absol., one's own
safety, Thuc; , ~,. 2.

befitting, beseeming, proper, meet, Id. :— -
what is fit, seemly, one's duties, Xen. :—

fitness, propriety,

Eur. ; ., . Plat. 3. of per-

sons, related, akin, -
Hdt. ; Xen. ;—and as Subst.,. one's relations, Thuc. ; or . alone, Hdt. :

—hence, ai ' hereditary fair fame,
Thuc. b. one who has nothing to

do with the matter, Plat. ; c. inf.,

having no concern with assisting

one in sorrows, Aesch. 4. absol. in neut., -
though or since it is not fitting, Thuc, Plat,-, ov, towards the sun, exposed to the sun,

sunny, Xen.-, f., to nail, pin, or fix to, ,
Plat. II. to nail up,

Dem. :—Pass, to be nailed to a plank, Id., ov,() one that has arrived
at a place, a sojourner, Lat. advena : one who has
come over to Judaism, a convert, proselyte, . T.-, properly pf. of, to be seated

upon or close to, c. dat., Aesch., Soph. ; rarely c. acc,
Aesch. :—generally, to be or lie

near, Id. II. to be-

siege, Lat. obsidere, Eur.
irpo-, f., to presignify, foretell, announce,
of the gods, Hdt., Eur., etc II. to declare be-

forehand, proclaim, Eur. ; . to

give them public notice to do . . , Hdt., , a foretoken, prognostic, Strab.-, ov,() towards the wind, to wind-
ward, opp. to, Xen.-, Dor.- and-, , soft,

gentle, kindly, Pind.;. Thuc. 2.

c dat., , i. e. suitable for burning, Hdt.
(For deriv., v.). II. Adv. -, Theophr., 3 sing. impf. of :—-, 3 dual.-, f ., to resound or re-echo, Plut.-, a, ov, Ion. for-, Dor.-,
towards the East, Theocr., Plut.-, f., to sit beside or upon, Soph,, Ion. and poet, for., aor. 2 inf. of':—, part.
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1

, : Ion. and poet. Adv. : (,) :

A. Prep, with gen. : I. of Place, before,'
II., etc. ; . Od. ; ., .

before, i. e. outside, II. ;—in Att. with Art., .
in front of . . , Xen. ; els .' Id. b. with collat. notion of de-

fence, II. ;

lb. 2. with Verbs of motion, . <pyova
lb., etc. 3. metaph. before, in preference to, .

Eur. II. of Time, before,'
II. ; . Soph.

. as Adv. : I. of Place, before, in front,
II. :

—

. the front-
rank men, opp. to 01, lb. :—Att., . Xen.

;

. Id. 2. with Verbs of motion, on, forward,. yovv Od. ; . Ar. II. of

Time, before, formerly, erst, Horn., etc. ; 01

the men of old, II. ; so, . Soph.

;

. the elder, Eur. ; so, 01 . the former,
earlier labours, Aesch. ; . Xen. :—also,

., as Adv., formerly , Horn. ; ., Aesch.
C. foil, by a Relat.,, . . , Lat. prius-

" quam, mostly with a negat., Od., Xen. :—also,

. . Soph. ; Xen. 2. like Lat.

potius, . . . to die sooner than . . , Id., Ion. for -, 3 sing. aor. *2 opt. of'., aor. 2 imper. of'.-, , a putting to, application of ladders to

a wall, Thuc. ; of the cupping-glass, Arist. II.

an adding, addition, Plat., verb. Adj. one must attribute, Xen., ov, and , ov, verb. Adj. of',
added, put on, of false hair, Xen. II. Lat. ad-
dictus, given up to the creditor, Plut.-, f.-, to run towards or to one, c.

dat., Thuc, Xen. ; absol., Xen., ,() an addition, appendage,
appendix, Hdt., Aesch.; by way of
appendage, Dem. 2. something added, an accident,

Id. II. assistance, Soph.,, , — I, Eur., Xen.-, f.- : aor. 2 -46iyov, to touch,

Soph., Eur. ; absol., by his touch, Aesch., a, ov,() the foremost, opp. to-, . the fore-ieet, Hdt., etc. ;

—

., Arist. ; ot. the front rows of teeth, Ar.-, 6, the former lord of a house, Aesch.-, f., to address, call by a name,
Aesch.-, ov,() according to one's mind, wel-

come, Anth.-, to sit by or near, c. acc,
1

. Aesch. :—metaph., c. dat., to cleave

to, cling to, . Id.-, f.-, to sit by, c acc, Eur.-, f., med.- : aor. 1?
med.- :

—to send to or towards, let come to,

Xen. : to apply, Id. II.

Med., to let come to or near one, admit, .
Plat. ; . to let

them approach, Xen. 2. to admit, allow, believe,

Y y 2
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Hdt. ;

rb

Eur. b. to admit, accept, submit to,

Hdt. ; . to accept the proposals,

Thuc. ; . to take it, Xen. c. to allow,

approve, Hdt. ; .
Xen. 3. c. inf. to undertake or venture

to do, Id. :—also, to allow that, Id. 4. c. acc.

pers. to attach to oneself, attract, win, please,

nothing moved or pleased him, Hdt. ;

cf one thing pleases me not, Ar. ;

Id.•--, f.-, Dep. to come to, reach, c.

gen. to reach so far as, come at, Aesch., Ar. ; also,.* Aesch. 2. to approach as a suppliant, c.

acc. loci, Id. Hence, opos, d, one that comes to a god, a sup-

pliant, Aesch. II. pass, he to whom one comes as

a suppliant, a protector, of a god, Id.

irpocr-iircrevo), f. crco, to ride up to, charge, Thuc, Plut.-, f. -, to place near, bring near,

Eur. II. Pass,,
with aor. 2 and pf. act., to stand near to or by, c.

dat., Hdt., Att. :—c. acc. with a notion of approaching,
Aesch. :—with a Prep., .

Aeschin. :—c. gen., is

in the region of the heart, Aesch. :—absol., Xen.,

etc. 2. metaph., it comes into my
head, occurs to me, Plat. ; also c. acc,
cos Hdt. 3. to set oneself

against, to give offence to, Dem.--, to narrate besides, c acc. et inf., Plut.-, =., verb. Adj. of ( ibo), one must
go to or approach, Xen.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to

sit down before a town, besiege it, Lat. obsidere,

Thuc. ; absol., Id. 2. to sit by, watch, ·-
Dem.-, aor. 1 -, to haul down besides,

Plut., Ion.-, properly pf. of-, to be seated by or near, live with, Hdt.,

Theophr. II. to sit down against a town, besiege

it, Lat. obsidere, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-, to sit down by or near, c. acc,
Eur. ; absol., Plat. :—Med. to sit idle,

Aeschin. II. to sit down before sl town, Polyb.-, f.-, to appoint besides, Plut.-, ov, for a season, temporary, N.T., Luc-, Att.- : f.- :
—to set on fire or

burn besides :—Pass., pots burnt
at the fire, Ar. : metaph., to be in
love with . . , Xen.-, f., to call to, call on, summon, Thuc,
etc 2. to call on, invoke, Soph. II. Med.,
with pf. pass., to call to oneself, call to one, call to

one's aid, Hdt., Att. :—c. dupl. acc, b

to which / have called them, N.T. 2. in

Att., of an accuser, to cite or summon into court, Ar.,

etc ; for an assault, Id. :—Pass, to be sum-
moned, on a charge of murder, Dem., etc;' -yov to have one's cause

^.
called before the Areopagus, Arist. ; the

party summoned, Dem.; so, Ar. 3.

to cite as witness, Dem.-, Dor. --, ov, at the heart, Bion.·7-€€, f ., to persist obstinately in, Xen.,
etc. 2. to adhere firmly to a man, be faithful to

him, Dem. Hence€, , perseverance, . .-, f .-, to descend besides, Anth.-,,,() that which is

paid besides : in pi. sums paid to make up a deficiency
in the revenue, Dem.-, f. -^, to condemn be-

sides, Antipho. II. to award to, Dem.-, f. , to disgrace still further.
Plut.-, to shut up besides : aor. 1 pass, --

Aesop.-, f. £co, to enrol besides or in addition
to, Plut. :—Pass., Id. II. to reckon as
belonging to, Strab.-, f. >, to leave besides as a legacy,

Thuc II. to lose besides, Id.-, Pass, with fut. med.-, to

become reconciled besides, Arist.-, f.-, to assign besides, Plut.--, f., to count besides, Plut.-, f. , tofurnish besides, Dem.- [], to pull down besides, Anth.-, f. , to append, subjoin, Polyb.-, f. -, to pay down besides or as

a further deposit, Ar.-, f., to accuse besides,

. to accuse one also of making a display, Thuc ; .
. . Xen.-, f.-, (on the Ion. forms v.),

serving as Pass, to, to be placed or laid by

or upon, to lie by or upon, handles

were upon it, II. ; ) to keep close to

the door, Ar. ; lying near
the wall, Thuc. :

—

the inside horse

(turning a corner), Soph. 2. to lie beside, cling to,

Id. : of a woman, to be given to wife, Hdt. ' II.

generally, to be involved in or bound up with good or

evil, c. dat., Soph. 2. to be attached or devoted to,

Hdt., Thuc, etc ; . * to put faith
in a story, Hdt. ; .' to be addicted to wine, Id. ;& hunting, Soph., etc. 3. to press upon, be

urgent with a person, c. dat., Hdt., Xen. ;-
with zeal, Thuc. b. in military sense, to

press close or hard, pursue closely, Id. ; absol.

to follow close, Ar. ; the enemy,
Hdt. III. with a thing for the subject, to fall to,

belong to, Id. ; .
Eur. :

—

to be laid upon as a charge, to do
something, c. inf., Hdt., Eur. 2. to be added or

attached to, Soph., Eur. :—absol.,

Soph.-, f., to gain besides, Dem., , a cushion for the head, pillow,

Ar., etc. :—then, generally, any cushion, Theophr.-, ,() bringing into alliance or kin-



dred, or, as others, kind, affectionate, Od. II.

akin to, Hdt. ;4 kinsfolk, Anth.-€, Dep. to send a herald to one, Thuc.-, Att.-, f . , to summon also, Luc.-, Pass, to wag one's tail, -
(Dor. for-) how nimbly didst thou twist

about ! Theocr.-, Pass, to be shivered against, Xen.-, aor.-

:

—Pass, to be at-

tached to, keep company with, . T., , (4) a judicial summons or

citation, Ar., Dem.- [t], f.-, to make to lean against, put
against, Od. :—Pass., 4 (Dor. pi.

pass.) \_\ leans or stands against the pillar,

lb. ; 4 his back thereon reclined,

Pind. II. Pass, to incline towards, to be attached
to one, . T. Hence, , inclination, proclivity, Polyb. ;

with partiality, N.T.-, Dor. -, f. , to wash with waves,
Xen. : c. dat. to dash against, Orac. ap. Aeschin.-, inf.-, Pass, or Med. to rub one-

self against, rivt Xen.--, Pass, to lie down and sleep beside,

Xen.-, f ., to give one a share of a thing-,

rivl tivos Dem.-, f., to glue on or to :—Pass, to stick

or cleave to, Plat., . T. ; . .-, f. Att. , to carry or convey to a place,

Thuc, Xen. ; . to bring up
the engine to assault the wall, Thuc. :—Med. to bring
with one, bring home, Id. : to import, Xen. :

—

Pass., of ships, to be brought to a place, Thuc., , ,() a stumble, stum-
bling, N.T. : an occasion of stumbling, lb.: an
offence, obstacle, lb.-, f .-4 : aor.^ : 3 sing,

plqpf. :

—

to see or consider beforehand

,

weigh well, look to, provide for, 4\
Hdt. ; Soph. ;

were making provision against suffering,

Thuc. :—so in Med., Eur. 2.

to watch (like a or spy), Ar. :—so in

Med.,4 Eur. 3. to prefer be-

fore, tivos Id. II. pf. and plqpf. in pass,

sense, to be considered beforehand, Thuc, Plat. Hence-, , a looking out for, Thuc--, , —, an offence, Polyb.-, ov, seeing beforehand : as Subst. an out-

post, vidette, Xen. ; in pi. a reconnoitring party, Id.-, f . >, to strike one thing against another,

. . ; so,. Arist. II.

intr. to stumble or strike against, Xen. :—metaph.
to take offence at, Polyb.-, 4s, () satiating, palling, Luc.-, f., to darken or cloud over before-

hand, Polyb.-, v.-.,, , a dashing against a thing: an
offence, Plut. ; and

—. 693,, , that against which one strikes,

a stumblingblock, offence, Dem. From-, f., to strike against, Plat. : absol.

to stumble, fail, Plut. II. to have a collision

with another, give offence, Dem. ; . Plut. 2.

to take offence at, be angry with, Dem., etc.

:

—absol. to take offence, Plat.-, f. ^, Dep. to gain, get or win
besides, yrjv . )4 Hdt. ; .
Thuc ; . 4 to gain and add to

his own portion, Hdt. ; .) [ttj]
to make a small addition to it, Thuc ; pf . part, in

pass, sense, €4 Id. 2. of persons,

to gain or win over, . Hdt. ; .
to win over Callimachus to his side, Id.-, ., to build orfound besides, Strab.-, f. [t], to roll to, roll up, Ar. : -
N.T.-, f.- :—aor. 1 -, poet. -4,

imper., inf.-, part,- : pf.--
Plut. :

—

to make obeisance to the gods, fall down
and worship, to worship, adore, c. ace, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. :—proverb., 01 -, of deprecating the wrath of Nemesis, Aesch. ; so,

Se Soph. :—also of sacred places,

to do reverence to, '4 Id. ; yrjv Ar. 2. of

the Oriental fashion of making the saldm or pro-

strating oneself before kings and superiors, absol.,

Hdt. ; c. acc, . 4 to make
obeisance to him as king, Id. ;

Soph., etc. :—later, c. dat., . T. Hence, , adoration, obeisance, a salam, Arist.,

Plut.; and, , , a worshipper, ..-, f . : pf .-4

:

—to stoop to or over

one, Ar. ; . 6 to lean towards one and
whisper in his ear, Plat.-^ impf.-4,.-, aor. 1-4
(as if from-) :

—

to reach, touch, arrive at, c. dat.,

Hes. 2. to meet with, fall upo?i, Theogn. ;

also c. acc rei, '5

4yk4' Soph. :—reversely,

woe betides the house, Aesch.- [], aor. 1 inf. of4.-, ov, () at the oar, a rower, Thuc.,, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f .- : pf .- :

—

to obtain

by lot besides, . to obtain leave to bring an
action also, Dem.-, Dep. to take hold of besides, Eur.-, f ., to talk to or with, Theophr.-, f.- : aor. 2-4 :—to take

or receive besides, get over and above, ? -
[] . Aesch. ; . Thuc,

etc. :—so in Med., Eur., etc. 2. c. acc. pers. to

take to oneself, take as one's helper or partner, Trag.,

Xen., etc. :—acc, . Xen. :—also in

Med., Polyb., etc. II. like, to take

hold of, Soph. :—Med. to take hold of, tivos

Ar. 2. in Med.,. to take part in a work,

be accessory to it, Xen. ; he

was partly the author of the calamity, Hdt. ; .
to help, assist, Ar.
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--7, f. , to shine with or upon, Plat.-, Pass, to lie beside, (3 sing.

aor. 2 syncop.) she lay beside or by me, Od. II.

Med. to speak to, address, accost, Theocr. :

metaph., he took evil counsel

with himself, meditated evil, Hes.-, f. «, to be lacking, Arist.-, only in pres. to look on or at, c. ace,
Soph. ; absol., Id., verb. Adj. one must add, Strab.7-7&, f., to persevere or persist in,

in money-making-, Plut. :

—

to importune,
Luc. : absol. to be importunate, Plut. Hence,, , importunity, Luc.-, Dep. to reckon or count in addition
to, Hdt. 2. to impute, Plut. Hence, verb. Adj., Hdt., verb. Adj. one must learn besides, Xen.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to

learn besides, Aesch., Ar.'-, f. , to confirm by evidence,

Dem. II. intr., 7rp. to bear additional witness
to a thing-, Polyb.-,, f. > to knead one thing to or with an-
other; to attach closely to, . Tbv ttj

Ar. :—in Pass., sticking" close

to his sides, of the poisoned robe, Soph. : aor. 1 med.
part., the leaf having at-

tached itself closely to [the hand], sticking close,

Theocr.- [], f. Att. -, Dep. to fight
against, Plat. : to assault a town, Xen.-,, f. [], to smile upon, with a sense

of approving, Lat. arrideo, Luc.-, f.-, to bide or wait still longer, Hdt.,
Soph., etc. 2. c. dat. to remain attached to, to

cleave to, Aesch. ; . to continue
in supplications, . . II. trans, to wait for,
await, c. ace, Theogn., Soph., etc. :

—

to wait for one
in battle, i. e. to stand one's ground against, Pind. :

—also c. acc. et inf. fut.,4 Soph.--, Med. to send for or send to fetch
besides, Thuc, Aeschin.-, Pass, to be cunningly fastened to

or upon, Aesch. II. Med. to contrive or procure
for oneself, Plat.

or- : f.- : aor. 1- '.—to

mingle or join to, Plut. :—metaph., 7rp.-
to lead him to sure victory, Pind. ; and

reversely, . Aeschin. II. intr. to

hold intercourse with, approach, Soph. :—of things,7 came suddenly upon us, Id. 2.

in hostile sense, to go against, meet in battle, engage
with, Hdt. ; Thuc. :—absol. to engage,
Xen. ; difficult to come to close

quarters with, Hdt. 3. to come or go close up to,

£ Thuc. ; Id.

;

but, [yeas] toform a junction
with them, Id. ;

came near the army, Id. :—poet. c. acc, .
Eur. 4. ~, ttj

.—((
put to shore at, landed in, Hdt. ; -

Thuc. Hence-, , a coming near to, and (in hostile sense)

an attack, assault, Thuc.-, commoner form of-.-, f ., to let out for hire besides, .
to put capital out at interest, Dem. :—Med.

to take into one's pay, to hire, Thuc, Xen., etc.-, inf. aor. of pres., which does
not occur, to come or to go, reach, arrive at, c acc,
Soph. ; absol. to approach, Id.-, ov, doomed to woe, Aesch.-, Dep. to address, accost, Od. : Ep. and
Dor. aor. 1 inf. ; c. dat., Theocr.-, f. , to add further fictions, Strab.-, f., to talk or prattle with one,

Luc."--, to invent mythically besides, Strab.- [], Dep. to flow to or with, Anth.^-, f., to build in addition : Pass.,

[Was] Hdt.-, f. -, to assign, attach or dedicate to,

Dem. :

—

to add, Id. :—Pass, to be assigned,

attributed, Id. :—Med. to grant on one's own part,

grant a further favour, Soph.

;

to devote him to the god,
Ar. II. . to drive his flocks to pasture,

Eur., , a nodding to, decision, Cic. From-, f. , to nod to, assent, Plut.

irpoar-vew, f.-, to swim to or towards, Thuc., Dep. to swim towards, Plut. II.

intr. in Act. to dash upon, Theocr.-, Dor.-, only in pres.,

Dep. to come or go to, II., Pind. ; -. to approach them with sacrifices, Aesch. II.

to come against, Soph.-, f ., to perceive besides, Xen.-, f., to put to one's lips, (to be

supplied), Soph.--, for words so beginning, v. --,
Trpoa-o8ev<^<u,Med. to receiveincome or revenue, Strab., , ,{ n) productive, Strab.-, ov, belonging to or used in processions,

processional, Plut. :—a processional hymn, a thanks-

giving, Lat. supplicatio, Ar.-, , a going or coming to, an approach,

. '^ the approach was most
feasible on this part, Hdt. ; . rejected

his advances, Id. ; . approach to the halls,

Eur. 2. an onset, onsets or

attacks, Id. 3. like II, a solemn procession

to a temple with singing and music, Ar., Xen. 4.

the comingforward of a speaker in a public assembly,

to petition for a hearing, Dem.

;

. Tbv Aeschin. II. income,

rent, as opp. to principal, Dem. ; often in pi., Oratt. 2.

of the public revenue, Hdt. ;. Thuc. ; mostly in pi. the returns, revenue, Lat.

reditus, Hdt., Thuc, etc-, Dor.-, intr. to smell of, be redo-

lent of, c. gen., Theocr.



pocroiSa—7(<\€.-, pf. without any pres. in use (v. *eft>« b), to

know besides ; to owe thanks besides,

Ar., Plat.-, f ., to assign to one as his own,
Strab. :

—

associated himself with Hercules, Plut.

irpoor-, f. , to dwell by or near, Xen. :

absol., neighbouring tribes, Isocr. 2.

c. acc. to dwell in or near, Thuc.-, f., to build besides, . [^
to build another wall, Thuc. ; ttj/ \_>]} having built an ad-
ditional length to the altar in the agora, i. e. having

added to its length, Id.-, ov, dwelling near to, bordering on, neigh-

bouring, Hdt., Thuc. ; neighbours, Thuc.-, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

added to, Eur. II. one must
add, Plat., etc. 2. one must apply, use,-
Arist.-. Dep. to have gone to a place, Pind.-, to run a ship on shore, Luc. 2. absol.

of the ship, to run ashore, Id.•-- [], Dep. to wail to, vent one's

griefs to another, Thuc. ; . to wail to

one another, Plut.-, f .>, togo along with, t«u Theogn., etc.-,, f., to hold intercourse with, live or

associate with, converse with, Theogn., Eur.,

etc. ; 7rpos Xen. ; con-

ducting our private intercourse, Thuc. II. to

be attached, - Theogn. III. to be con-

versant with, Soph. ; Thuc.-, f .-, to swear besides, Xen.3, ov, and a, ov, much like, Eur., Ar.-, f., to be like, resemble,^,)) Dem.--, f., to concede or grant besides,

Plat. : to acknowledge a further debt, Dem. :

—c. acc. et inf. to grant also that . . , Plat. :—Pass.,, Aeschin. 2. to

promise further, c inf. fut., Dem. 3. to come to

terms, surrender, Xen. Hence, , a further admission , Dem.-·-<$, to wipe upon another, impart ; so in

Med., Plut.-, ov, Ion. for (which does not

occur), adjoining, adjacent, Hdt.-, f. , to call by a name, . to

give them the name, Hdt.-, f.- : Dor.-, inf. -oprjv :—to look at, behold, Mimnerm., Soph., etc. ; cf. aor. 2

:—so in Med., Soph.-, Med. to stretch oneself towards, to be

urgent with, Hdt.(-, ov, towards morning : Dor. ,
as Adv., Theocr.

•*irpo<r-op££w, f. Att. , to include within the bound-
aries, add to a dominion, Strab. 2. to determine
or fix besides, Plut. 3. in Med. as Att. law-term,- he had the house
marked with other stones (v. '0pos n) to the amount
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of 2000 drachmae, i. e. mortgaged it anew to that

amount, Dem.-, f., intr. to rush on, Xen.-, f. Att., Med. to come to anchor
near a place, Hdt., Dem. ; so in aor. 1 pass,-,.. Hence-, , a coming to anchor or to land, Thuc.-, , a landing-place, Strab.

-opos, v. -ovpos.-, f ., Dep. to dance to or with, Luc.-, f. , () to dash to earth, Hdt., etc.-, impf .— : f . ] :

—

to make water
upon, Dem. ; metaph., 7rp. ), i. e. to

trifle with it, Ar.

irpotr-ovpos, ov, Ion. for, adjoining, bordering
on, )) Hdt. : absol., the neigh-
bouring parts, Xen. :—in Soph., '
where he had no neighbour but himself, i. e. lived in

solitude, Soph.•--, f . : aor. 2- :

—

to owe besides

or still, Thuc, Xen. : absol.,

Dem. :—Pass, to be still owing, be still

due, Thuc. ; so, is-
the hatred which was still

due from the Aeginetans to the Athenians, i. e. their

ancient feud, Hdt.-, f. -- : aor. 2 -, inf.- :

—

to owe besides, Dem. : absol. to incur a
debt, Arist. 2. as law-term, to lose one's suit and
incur a penalty besides, Aeschin. 3. generally, to

incur or deserve besides, Dem., ,() attention, Luc.-, ov, like -/ios, full in view, Soph.

7«-9, , appearance, aspect, mien, Pind.; periphr.,

)} . thy presence, i. e. thyself, Soph. II. a

seeing, beholding, sight, view, Eur., Thuc.
'.--', f .- : aor. 1- and- :—to play or sport with, Xen., Plat. 2. absol.

to sport, jest, Plat. II. c. acc, . to sing
to the gods, . " sang a hymn in

praise of Eros, Id. 2. to banter, Id.-', ov, () striking upon : hence, sudden,
Aesch. :

—

suddenly, Arist.-, f. , to wrestle or struggle with,

Pind., Plat., Adv. from Prospalta, Dem.-, f. , to write besides, add yet
besides, Plat., Dem.-, f. , to call in besides, invite,

Thuc 2. to exhort besides,. Polyb.--&, f .-, to remain by besides, Aesop.--€, f. , to prepare besides,

Dem. :—Med. to preparefor oneself besides, Id.---, to put before one besides, Polyb.--, f . -4, to furnish or supply besides,

Thuc. ; so in Med., Plat.--, f., to provoke besides, Strab.-^, , () fixed to (the rock), Aesch.-, Att.--, f ., to nail fast
to a place, Aesch. ; Ar. :—reversely,

(sc.) Hdt. .
to nail tip or hang upon a peg, rhv Id.



696 —-, to have an additional or special feeling,

Plat. ; ' for a thing, Luc, etc. II. to feel

passionate love, Isocr.•--, ov, {) hungry, -hungered, . T.«--, f. [], to make to approach, bring
near to, via having driven the ship

against the headland, Od. :— Pass, to approach, c.

gen., having had intercourse

with Pan, Soph. II. intr. to draw nigh to,

approach,' Plat.-, f. , to send to, esp. of messengers or

ambassadors, Ar., Thuc. ; . to send or

conduct one person to another, Soph., Thuc. ; simply,. ' to send to one (sc. ), Thuc, etc.

;

also, . Id. ; absol., Hdt., Thuc.'-, f .-, to put round besides,-
rfj Thuc. :—Med. to throw or draw

round oneself, Isocr. :—Pass, to be drawn round,
Thuc. 2.

Med. to surround, reus .
Plut. II. Med., also, to grasp at, Dem.'(-£.", Dep. to remain over and above as

surplus or net profit, Dem., Plut.-, to embrace besides, Dem.-, f. era?, to describe besides, Strab.-, f., to lay by ox save besides, Dem.-, f ., to fasten by means of a pin(), and, generally, to fasten on, ri Plat. ;

Trpos Xen.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-, f.- : aor. 2- [], but
poet, also aor. 2 act. : Dep. :

—

-to fly to or

towards, Ar., Xen. II. generally, to come upon
one suddenly, come over one, Aesch.

;

or music stole over my sense,

Id. ; ; Soph.-, poet, for, Soph.7-7 and -, f.- :

—

to fix to or on, '
Eur. :—absol. to affix to the cross, crucify, . T.-, Pass, to approach quickly, Od.-, f .— : (for, v.-) :

—to fall upon, strike against, es Soph.

;

' Xen. :

—

to fall against, as a mound against a
wail, Thuc. 2. to fall upon, attack, assault,'
Id., Xen., etc. ; absol., Thuc, Xen. 3. simply to run
to, Hdt., Xen. 4. to fall upon, embrace,' Eur.

;

hence,.' to join the party of another, Xen. 5.

to fall in with, light upon, meet with, encounter,

Soph. ; c dat. rei, to fall in with,

Eur., Xen.;— c ace, .
Eur. II. of things, 1. of accidents, to come
suddenly upon, befal one, ' Hdt., Eur., etc. :

—

absol. to occur, Hdt., Thuc. ; ,
according to circumstances, Arist. 2. of expenses,

to fall upon, Thuc. 3. to come to one's ears, be

told as news, Aeschin. III. to fall down at

another's feet, prostrate oneself, Hdt., Soph. : c. dat.,

. Soph. ; tivos Eur. ;

Ar. 2. c. acc. to fall down to, supplicate, Eur.-, poet, for-, to fall upon a per-

son's neck,' Eur. ; Id. 2. to

come in, come upon the scene, Id. II. of things,

-.
tofall upon, of arrows, Aesch.; of anger, Eur. III.

to fall down to or before, supplicate, Soph. ; c. dat.,

Id. ; but more commonly c. acc*
Aesch., etc. ; Soph. :—c. inf., .

I beseech thee that I may not die, Id.-, poet, shortd. for (intr.), to

come near, approach, II. ; c. dat., Od.-, Att. -, f. , to form or mould
upon : Pass., pf. part.,

irpcts nests formed of clay

and attached to precipitous mountains, Hdt.-, ov,() approachable, Aesch.-, £co, to connect with :—Pass, to cling to,

be implicated with, Strab.-, f.- : Ion. pres.-, aor. 1:—to sail towards or against, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. ; ' against one, Thuc. ; of ships, Xen.-, f., to fill up or complete a number,. ets Xen. 2. to equip ships

besides, man still more ships, Thuc. ; so in Med., Xen.-, rj, 6v, accessible from the sea, i. e-

navigable, Hdt.-, Ion. for.-, Ep.- : f.- :
—to breathe

upon, inspire, Theocr. II. impers., c gen.,-
a smell of meat comes to me, Ar.-, f. \, to make over to, Lat. trader?

alicui in manus, . Thuc ; .
? Xen. II. Med., with aor.

med. and pass., to attach to oneself, win, or gain
over, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; Ar. ; with a
second acc. added, . as
friends, Hdt. ; . Thuc. 2.

to take what does not belong to one, pretend to,

lay claim to, Id. 3. to

pretend, feign, affect, simulate, Hdt. ; .
to use it as a pretence, allege, Thuc. 4. c.

inf. to pretend to do or to be, Hdt., etc. ; ., Plat. :—c. inf. fut. to make as

if one would, Xen. 5. with a negat., Lat. dissimu-
lare, , , one must
make as if it were not so, Thuc Hence,, , a pretence, assumption, Arist., , a taking something to oneself, acqui-

sition, Thuc. 2. a pretension or claim to a thing,,

c. gen., Id. 3. absol. pretension, Arist., , , making pretence to, Arist., , and , , taken to oneself, assumed,
affected, pretended, Dem. :—Adv.- or -, opp.

to , Plat. ; also as Adv., Babr.-', f., to carry on war against, be at

war with another, Thuc, Xen.-, Med. to make one's enemy or go to

war with besides, Thuc, f.,() to attend, serve,'
Eur. II. Pass, to be escorted by a train of at-

tendants, Soph.-, 6, () a servant, Soph., Eur. ; a

ministering priest, Trag. ; . minister of

death, Aesch. 2. fern, a handmaid, Soph.-, f. Att. , to procure or supply besides*

Xen., Dem.



·-, ], , () fastened on with a, pinned down, Aesch.,, , a stumble against something,
a stumble, Arist. From-, f ., to strike against a thing-, to sprain,

rh y6vv Hdt.; . to stumble along, halt,

limp, Plut. :—absol. to stumble, limp, Ar., Xen. :—c.

dat. to stumble upon, strike against, Dem. :—of

ships, to be wrecked, Hdt. II. metaph. to fail,

esp. in war, to suffer a defeat, Id. III. .
to offend, clash with, Plut., inf. of-, aor. 2 of.-, f. , to crouch or cower towards,

(Ep. pf. part, for-) headlands, verging towards the harbour, i. e.

shutting- it in, Od., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. subj. of.-, , the object of embraces, Eur. From-, f. , to embrace, Eur. B. mostly

as Dep.-, Dor.-- : f .— :

pf.- :—of a garment, to fold itself close

to, Soph. II. of

persons, 1. to fold to one's bosom, clasp, embrace,

Od., Eur., etc. ; ye will press

it to my lips, Eur. :— Pass., c. dat. to cling to,

Soph. 2. metaph. to embrace, greet warmly, wel-

come, Od. ; c. dupl. ace, 7rp. to address a
friendly greeting to one, lb. ;

to entreat warmly, importune, lb. ;

to welcome the feasts of the gods,

Pind.-, f.- and- [] :

—

to spit

upo7i,TiviTheophr., Luc. 2. metaph.,. \ :

absol., Plut.-, to sprinkle on one, Strab.

Trpocrpairreov, verb. Adj. one must sew on, ap. Plut."-, f. , to stitch on : Pass., pf. part,-
patched coats, Plut.-, f .— : aor. 2 pass,- :

—

to flow
towards a point, to stream in, assemble, Hdt. 2.

to rush up to, Plut.- and -, f. -, to dash or beat

against (intr.), Trj ..-, aros,, an address, salutation, Plat. II.

that by which one is addressed, a name, designation

,

Id., Dem.«-, , an addressing, accosting,

to accost him, Eur. ; ' }
to enable me to address thee, Id.-, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be addressed, called,

Plat. II., one must call, Id.-, = sq., Plut.

<-'7, f. , to throw to, or Plut.-, Dor.- : aor. 1 - :
—

tofawn upon, properly of dogs; metaph., -
Aesch. 2. of things, to please, like

Lat. arridere, Id., Eur.-, to worship or honour besides, Aesch.-, f., to connote, Arist.€, Adv., Ep. for, II.<€, Adv. poet, for.-, Dor. --, f. , to drop on, shed
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over, Pind. ; oapov lettingfall mild
words, Id.-, f. , to draw a stockade along or

before a place, c. ace, Thuc.-, f. : aor. 2- :
—to go or come

towards, Od. ; . Soph.-, f. -, to lay upon : Med. to keep

close to, , of a general, Plut. II. in

pf. pass, to be tight-drawn, close tucked in,

loins tucked up, of dogs, Xen.-, f. , to encamp near,

Polyb.-, f., to slander besides, Dem.-, Med. to contribute to besides or

at the same time, contributed

to their eagerness, Thuc.-, f ., to settle with others in a place,

join with others in a settlement, c. dat. pers., Thuc.- or -, to slay at a place, c. dat., Plut., poet, for.-, f. , to store up besides, Luc.,, ,() an ordinance, com-
mand, Plat., etc. ; Dem.-, aor. 1 pass. part, of-. II.-, of-., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, verb. Adj. one must order, Plat.-, , , of or for commanding, impera-
tive, Plut.-, ,, ordained, ordinary, Deer. ap. Dem.-, f ., to persist or persevere still

further in a thing, c. dat., Thuc.,,() an ordaining, an ordinance,

command, Plat. II. an assessment, Thuc.
irpo-, Ion. -, ,() a standing before,

leadership, , Thuc. :—absol.

chieftainship, presidency , Id. II. a standing
up for, patronage ; and in bad sense, partisanship,

Dem. 2. = Roman patronatus, Plut. III. a

place before a building, a court or area, Aeschin.-, ,() outward dignity , pompous
appearance, pomp, Plat.-, Att.-, f. , I. c. acc. pers., 1.

to place or post at a place, of

(sc. ) Eur. :—Pass., Aesch.,

etc. 2. to attach to, assign to, Hdt.; .
to assign them to his command, Thuc. :—Pass.,

Hdt. 3. reversely,

. to appoint as commander over others,

Id. II. c. acc. rei, to give as a command, pre-

scribe, enjoin, epyov, . Id., etc. :—Pass.,

to others orders had been

given to supply cavalry, Id. ; orders

given, Id.; rb Id.; -
orders that will be given, Xen. :—absol.,-

the order having been given me, Dem. 2.

c. dat. pers. et inf. to command, order one to do, Hdt.,

etc. :—Pass., impers., ^
Id. 3. c. acc. et inf., Eur. :—Pass, to be ordered

to do, Hdt. : absol. to receive orders, Thuc., ,() = , Xen., =, to be leader or ruler of, c.
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gen., Xen. ; absol. to exercise authority , Id. II.

. . . , to provide or take care that . . , Id., f. ,() to stand before, be

ruler over, domineer over,, Eur. ; .a- to be steward of the games, Xen. ; absol.,

he that acts as chief, Id. II. to

stand before as a defender, to beguardian or protector

of, Aesch. ; Eur. III. -
the time that's close at hand, Soph. Hence, , ov, standing before, .

fear hovering before, or domineering over, my heart,

Aesch. II. standing before, protecting, Id., Soph., , ,() one who stands before,

a front-rank-man, Xen. II. a chief, leader of a
party, Hdt. ; . Thuc. 2. generally,

a president, ruler, Aesch., Eur., etc. ;

its chief authors, Xen. III. one who
stands before, a protector, guard, champion,-

Aesch., Soph., etc. 2. at Athens, of a citizen

who took care of the, as the Rom. patronus
took care of his clientes ; ~ to

choose as one's patron, Ar. ; but,'
to enter oneself by one's patron's name, attach oneself

to a patron, Soph. IV. one who
stands before a god to entreat him, a suppliant, Id., , , of ov for (signf. 11)

Plat. 2. of oxfor rank or honour, Polyb.,, fern, of, Luc., Att. for.
irpo-, f., to draw a stockade in front of
or along, Thuc.-, f. , to add to a fortification, include
in the city-wall, Thuc.-, Med. to add of oneself, Plut.·7-', f . , to pay or spend besides, Xen.

itpo-, f. -, to guard or cover in front,
Thuc. :—Med., to send armed into

the field, Aesch. :—Pass., wast equipt

for, didst undertake, 3. journey, Soph,-', to sigh or grieve beforehand, Aesch.-,,() a coveringJor the breast,

of horses, Xen.-, ov,() before or on the breast, Aesch.-, Dor. -', f. >, to delight or

please besides, II., f., Dep. to devise besides, Plut.'<-., f.-, Pass., with pf.,
to stick fast to, cling to,, , of the

poisoned robe clinging to Hercules, Soph. ; and he is

said to be , Id.-, Dor.- : imper. : f.- :

aor. - : aor. 2 -, subj.- :—Med., aor. 1- : aor. 2 -, subj. -, 3 sing. opt.- :—Pass., aor. 1- :

—

to put to, Lat. appo-
nere, Od. ; . to put to the door, Hdt.

;

. Thuc. 2. to hand over
or deliver to, yepa Aesch.

;

. to give her to him as wife, Hdt.,

etc. 3. simply, to give, bestow, Eur.; -
Dem. II. . to impose further

business on a man, Hdt. ; also c. inf., . -
Id. :—then, . to impose disgrace

.
upon him, Id. ; , Eur. ;

Thuc. 2. to attribute or impute to,

Eur.; Id. III. to add, .
Hdt. ; . (sc. K&yov), i. e. to make oath

and then add the statement, Soph. :—absol. to make
additions, to augment, Thuc. 2. esp. of adding
articles to documents, . Id.

;

. to add to the definition of right, Plat. 3.

c. acc. pers., . to join his party, Thuc.
B. Med., ^ to associate

one's opinion to another, i. e. agree with him, Dem. :

absol. to associate oneself to, Soph.

;

. to be well-inclined to him, Hdt. :—absol.

to come in, submit, ap. Dem. 2. to give one's

assent, agree to a thing, c. dat., Hdt., Thuc, etc. 3.

' ' ·, literally, will

deposit this vote in favour of Orestes, Aesch. ; so,

(sc. ·),
Thuc. II. c. acc. pers. to associate with one-

self, i. e. take to one as a friend or ally, win over,

Hdt., Thuc. ; . Hdt. ;

take her to wife, Soph. 2. c. acc. rei, to

add to oneself, gain, . to be profited, Id.

;

. =, Id.; of evils, to bring upcni

oneself, Trag., etc. b. to bring upon others,-
made war, Hdt. ;

to vent wrath upon him, Id.-, f., to befoid with dung, Ar.7-, f., to award further penalty besides

the regular one, Plat., Dem.;. to adjudge
to the treasury as a debt, Dem. :—the Act. was used

of the Court, the Med. of the individual who proposed
the penalty, Lex ap. Dem. Hence

[t],, , that which is awarded over

and above the regular penalty, a fine, Dem.-, to exaggerate in tragic style, Strab.-, f ., to turn towards a god, to approach
with prayer, supplicate, Soph. ; c. acc. pers. et inf.

to entreat one to do, Id. ; c. acc. rei et inf. to pray
that, Eur. :—so in Med., Aesch. 2. to approach (as

an enemy), Pind.-, f . -, to bring up in : Pass., aor. r, Aesch.-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to run

to or towards, come to one, Plat. ; Ar. :

absol. to run up, Xen., etc. 2. in hostile sense, to

run at, make a sally, Id.- [], f. , to rub against :—Pass.,-
worn down by intercourse with

others, Aesch. : Med., mostly in bad sense, to inflict

or cause to be inflicted,'/ Ar. : Pass, to be

inflicted upon, Aesch. 2. in good sense,-; to attach to one the

reputation of wealth, Dem. Hence, otos, to, that which is rubbed on : metaph.
an affliction, Aesch.-, Dor.-, ov, (-) : I. turning oneself towards, hence 1.

one who (having incurred pollution by sin or crime)

turns to a god for purification, a suppliant, Soph.,

etc. ; as Adj. suppliant, . Id. 2. of one

who has not yet been purified, a polluted person,
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Lat. homo piacularis, Aesch., Eur. 3. of the pol-

lution incurred, . blood-guiltiness, Eur. II.

a suppliant for vengeance, Aesch. 2. pass, to

whom the murdered person turns for vengeance, i.e.

an avenger, Aeschin., etc.--, ,() a turning oneself towards
a god for purification, the supplication of a polluted

person, Aesch.:

—

any address to a god, prayers, Id.,

Eur. ;/ the duty of praying to the

goddess, the priestly office, Eur. ;

a petition to the city, Soph. 2. . a
suppliant hand of women, Aesch.

irpoOrpoiros, ov,() like, a sup-

pliant, tlvos Soph. ; absol., Id.-, f .-, to obtain one's share of a
thing-, c. gen., Soph. : c. dat. to meet with, hit upon,
light upon, Plat. :—,- the

first person one meets, the first that offers, any body,

Id. ; the guests' fare set before

him, Eur.

irpo-crrcpov, , {) a portico, Plat,-, f. -, to maltreat besides, Dem.irpo-, old Att. --, Dep. to speak
with one before, Thuc.--, to intermix first, is Hdt.
irpo--', to cohabit with before, Hdt.-, f. , to exist besides,

and besides I could not have been
buried, Dem.- (sc.), to be answerable also for,

Dem.
-/yiov, , () anything eaten with other

food : generally, something to eat, . T.,, , a victim sacrificed for others,

Eur. ; of the victim's blood, Id. II. sacrifice,

slaughter, Aesch., Eur. From-, later Att. -, f. , to sacrifice

beforehand, Eur.-, Pass, to appear besides, Xen., pres. or aor. 2 med. inf. of-.«--&, ov,(,. pass, of*) lately slain,

fresh-slain, II., Hdt. II. generally, fresh, recent,

Aesch., Dem. III. as Adv. of Time,
recently, lately, Pind., ,() brought near, approaching :

metaph. resembling, similar, Hdt., Aesch., etc.;

) Plat. :—rarely c. gen.,? Eur. ; cf . -. II.

—, serviceable, Hdt.-, Dor. -' : f. : Ion.

aor. pass,- :

—

to bring to or upon, apply
to, Lat. applicare, Hdt., Eur., etc. ; but, .

to lay hands upon one, Pind. ; also to offer one's

hand, as a friend, Xen. :—without dat. to apply, ex-

hibit, employ, use, Hdt. ; . to bring
it to bear, Pind. : also, . Hdt. 2. to

-add, Soph., Eur. ; Hdt. 3.

to present, offer, give,, Soph. ;

Thuc; . . b. esp. of meat and drink,

to offer, to set before one, Xen. ; . \
Id. 4. to bring forward, quote, cite,

Pind. 5. to bring forward proposals, make an
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offer, . or Hdt., Thuc. : absol.,.

Hdt., Thuc. II. to contribute,
bring in, yield, Hdt., etc. III.

to bring one thing near another, make it like, .
Pind.

. Pass., with fut. med., to be borne
towards, of ships, to put in, Xen. 2. to go
against, attack, assault, or Hdt., etc. ;

absol. to rush on, make an onset, Id. ;

difficult to engage, Id. 3. simply, to go to

or towards,
sailing, Id. 4. to deal with, behave oneself in a
certain way towards one, Id., Thuc. ;

—

to answer it, Xen. 5.

to come near one, be like him, Hdt. II.-
to be put or imposed upon one, -

Id.

C. Med., to take to oneself as

meat or drink, Xen. :—Pass., meat
or drink, food, Id. 2. to exhibit,

. . 3. to apply or cause to be applied, Polyb.-, f .-, to flee for refuge to,

Plut. Hence7€, verb. Adj. one must be liable to a

prosecution besides, Dem.-,, mostly used in 3 sing. aor. 2, to

speak to, address, Horn., Hes. ; absol., Horn. ;
—

also inf. med., Od.•--, Dor. --, Dep. to call to,

address, accost, salute, Eur. 2. to call by a
name, call so and so, Pind. Hence-, Dor.--, ov, addressed, saluted,

by thy voice, Soph. II. act. saluting,

Anth. ; and,, , an address, salutation, Trag.7-5, ov, addressing, saluting, .
words of salutation, Aesch.-, f. ,, to oppose through envy, Plut.

[t], -, kindness, good-will, Aesch. From-, , () dear, beloved,

Hdt. ; dear or

friendly to him, Id. ;—of things, pleasing, agreeable,

gratefid, dear, Lat. gratus, Aesch., Soph. II.

act., of persons, kindly affectioned, grateful, well-

disposed, Soph., Thuc. :—Adv. -, kindly, Soph.

;

7rp. to be kindly affectioned to one, Xen.-, f. ,, to add from a love of splen-

dour, Strab.-, f., to vie with another in any-

thing, Polyb.-', f. , to speculate further upon,

Luc. II. to philosophise with another, c. dat.

pers., Id.-, f., to go or come to frequently, to

resort to a place, Dem., etc. ; . to visit con-

stantly, Strab., ,{) a bringing to, applying,

application, Plat. II. (from Pass.) that which is

brought to a person or thing, an addition, Soph. 2.

advantage, profit, Id. :

—

a bounty, gift, Theophr. : an
offering, N.T. Hence, to bring to, bring in, Hdt., Xen.



/ -, aros, , that which is set before one,

victuals, Eur.-, Dor. -, ov,() serviceable,

useful, profitable, Hdt., Soph. ; absol., .
Hdt., Thuc. 2. suitable, fitting, worthy, Pind.

;

c. dat., Id., Eur., etc. :—c. inf.,

'tis not fit or meet to go, Aesch. 3./, ,
what is fitting or statable, Arist. :

—

, ,
fitting service, Aesch. ; all things meet
or due, Eur. ; . as Adv., fitly, Id., 4s,() growing upon or from, at-

tached to, Od. 2. . attached or

devoted to, Plat. :—Adv. -, Ion. -,
to speak suitably, Hdt.-, f .- [] : aor. -—to make to

grow to : metaph. to make sure, confirm, Aesch.,

Ar. II. Pass, or Med., f.-, with aor. 2

act. -, pf.- :

—

to grow to or upon, c. dat.,

Eur. :—metaph. to cling to, Od.

;

and absol., II. ; of a fish,^-
Theocr.-, f ., to call or speak to, address, accost,

Horn., etc.; absol., Od.; ad-

dressed [them] in these words, lb. ; (but c. dat. pers.,

. T.) :—c. dupl. acc. to address words to a person,

II., Eur. 2. to call by name, Eur. II. c. acc.

rei, to pronounce, utter, Soph. Hence-€, , , addressing, capable of ad-
dressing, Od., in Dor. form-) ; and, , , that which is addressed to

another, an address, Soph., Eur. ; and, , an address : a dedication, Plut.-, to rejoice at, Plut.-, Dep. to gratify or satisfy besides,

Xen. ; to give freely besides, Strab.-, aor. 2- : pf. in pres. sense-
\—to gape or stare open-mouthed at one, )]

fall not prostrate

before me with loud cries, Aesch., aor. 2 inf. of (v.), to hold
before :—Med. to ward offfrom oneself, Theocr.-, f. -, to pour to or on, Luc.,, , (-) that which is held be-

fore : hence, I. a screen, cloak, Thuc. : a plea, pre-

tence, pretext, ostensible cause, Soph. ; so, .
Hdt. ; . iir' to

make a pretence or show of marching- against Athens,
Id. ; c. inf., . to pretend
that they will not betray, Thuc. ; also, .
to put forward as a screen or disguise, Plat. :

—

-, acc. absol., by way of pretext, Hdt. II.

outward show, ornament, as Miletus is called ., Ionia's chief ornament, Id. ; and the Pythian
games ' ., Soph. ; .
Tpaycph"ias the outward show of tragedy, Ar.-,, , the forepart of the shoe, from
its being slit, Arist., old pres. for.-, f.- : Ion.-, f.~ :

—to re-

quire or desire besides, c. gen., Hdt., Soph. : c. gen.

pers. et inf., I request
you to obey, Hdt. ; c. inf. only, \

—.; Soph.; ' (sc.)
Aesch.-, Dor.-, f., to co?ne near, Aesch., ,() a sprinkling, . ., , , a deposit made by water, ., of the Delta of the Nile, Aesch. From- and - : aor.

:

—a pres.- also occurs in Thuc:— to heap up be-

sides : 1. . to form these new
lands by deposition, of rivers, Hdt. 2. to choke
up with mud, silt up, -[] Id. :

absol., continually forms fresh
deposits, Thuc. II. to throw earth against :

Pass., ?? [ ?$] where [the wall] had
earth thrown against it, Id., f. and- :

—

to go to, approach,

c. dat., Hdt., Thuc; absol., Xen. II. to come
or go over to, come in, join, or Hdt.,

Att. ; absol., Thuc. ; also,. or

Hdt., Thuc. 2. to accede to an opinion, Hdt.; .^ Soph. : to make concessions, Eur. 3.

to approach, i. e. to agree with, be like, or

Hdt. 4, to putfaith in, believe, Id. Hence, , a going towards, approach, Xen.-, ov, {) lying near, neighbouring,

Aesch., Soph. II. as Subst., a neighbour, Hdt.,,=, Thuc II. a bank or

mou7td raised against a place, Id.-, Dor. -, f. , to touch upon, touch,

Pind. ; absol., Soph.-, f. Att., Med. to vote besides,,

grant by a majority of votes, Plut.- [], () to devote oneself heart and
soul, Anth., poet, ; Dor. and old Att. ; later

Att. :—regul. Comp. and Sup.,, v. ; poet,,
Pind. : ^).

A. absol. : I. of Place, forwards, onwards,
further, Horn., etc; to speak no
further, Id.; Pind. :—also with

the Art., Hdt.; .
Xen. II. of Distance,far off,far away, Pind.;,

Eur. 2. too far, Plat. III.

of Time, forward, teal, v. sub :
—

henceforth, hereafter, Aesch. ; as late as

possible, Pind. ; far spent,

Aeschin.

. c. gen. : I. of Place, forwards to, further
into, . Xen. :—metaph.,. -

to have reached a high point of virtue, Hdt.

;

far in \vickedness, Xen., etc. :

—

also with the Art., is . X0yoo

Hdt. ; .-, to be honoured to a

high point of greatness, i. e. very greatly, Id. II.

of Distance, far from, . ' Id. :

metaph., . Aesch.;

Plat.; also foil, by,. Hdt. ;

Xen. III. of Time,

far into the night, Hdt., Plat.; . Xen., , () a song sung to music. II.

the tone or accent of a syllable, Plat.



--, , (-) in accord, in tune, harmonious,
Eur. ; c. dat., Id.,.,.-, Adv.() :

—from afar, II., rag., etc. :—Comp.,
from a more distant point, Isocr. II. of Time,

from long, long ago, Eur., Plat., etc.-', Dep. to buy besides, Xen., Dem.-, , () a surname, Plut., , old Ep. pi. of.-, ,{) a mask, Luc., to be a respecter ofpersons, . T.--, , ,() a respecter of per-

sons, . T. Hence-, , respect ofpersons, . T.-, : pi., Ep.', dat.

: :

—

the face, visage, countenance,
mostly in pi., even of a single person, Horn., Soph.,

etc. ; . Eur. ; is .
to come before him, Id. :— . in front, facing,
Thuc, etc. ; . a tete-a-tete, Plut. ;

also, . Xen.; ., —-, . . :—metaph., .
Pind. II. one's look, countenance, Lat. vultus,

Aesch., etc. ; ., cf. Hor. vultus
instantis tyranni, Soph. III. —, a
mask, Dem., Arist. 2. outward appearance, beauty,

Pind. IV. a person, N.T., etc.; in
bodily presence, lb., Att.', Comp. of, further
on, further, Hdt. :—c. gen. further than, Id.;.

Xen. :—also with the Art.,

Hdt. 2. further from, Plut. II.

Sup., Att., furthest, Xen.

;

thefurthest parts, Hdt.; also,
Id. :

—

as far as possible, Soph. 2.

c. gen. furthestfrom, Plat.-, f. ~, to help or assist besides, contri-

bute to assist, Hdt., Eur. ; also c. dat., like-, Hdt., Eur. Hence',, help or aid in a thing, c. gen., Eur.', , help, aid, advantage, Soph.-, verb. Adj. one must assist, Xen., $, ,{) the van, Plut.

[t], Adv. () in front of, c. gen., Eur.', verb. Adj. of, one must place in
front, Xen. 2. one must prefer, tivos Aeschin.-, ov, posted in front, oi. the van, Plut.-, , a room before a storeroom, Xen.-, f. , to lay in beforehand, Luc., Ion. for.-', f . ], to fear beforehand, Aesch. ; c.

inf., Eur. II. to be anxiousfor one, tivos Soph.-,-, ,() a proposition, the premiss
of a syllogism, Arist.-, Att.-, f . , to place or post in front,. put him at their head, as

speaker, Thuc. :—Med.,
he posted his horse in front of it, Xen. :

—

Pass, to stand before one, so as to protect, Aesch. ;, the front ranks, van,
Xen. II. generally, to appoint or determine before-

hand, Soph.

-. joi-', , () the forepart of a roof, Plut.-, f. -, to stretch out before, hold before,

Xen. 2. to expose to danger, Soph. 3. metaph.
to hold out as a pretext or excuse, Hdt., Soph.,

etc. II. to stretch forth the hands, as a suppliant,

Hdt., etc.; (so also in Med., Id.); . Soph.:
—intr. to stretch forward, ets * Plat. 2.

7rp. to offer it as a pledge, Soph., etc. ; so, .' Dem. 3. to hold out, tender, shew at a

distance, Lat. ostentare, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—so in

Med., Hdt., Plat. 4. to put forward as an ob-

jection, Dem.; so in Med., Plat. 5. in Med.,& to demand as a reward, Hdt.
irpo-TeXcios, ov, () before consecration :—as

Subst.,- (sc. ), , a sacrifice offered

before any solemnity, as an offering in
behalf of the ships, Aesch.; a sacrifice

before her marriage, Eur. II. generally, a be-

ginning, ' in the preliminary
conflicts, Aesch. ; . Id.-, f., to pay as toll or tribute, and gener-

ally to pay or expend beforehand, Xen. II.

to initiate or instruct beforehand, Luc., to present as an offering preliminary to

marriage, Eur.-, , , () the precincts or

entrance of , Thuc.-', Ion. and Ep.- : f .- : aor. 2—to cut up beforehand, II. II. to cut

off in front, cut short, Lat. praecidere, Od. III.

Med. to cut forward or in front of one, -- if in ploughing / cut a long furrow

before me, lb., to taste and take out the tid-bits ; gener-

ally, to have the pick of a thing, Ar. From
'.-6, , , one who picks out the tid-bits, a
dainty fellow, gourmand, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), , ov, () on the day before, }

Plat. ; c. gen., ttj 7rp.

Thuc. :—more commonly alone, ttj (sub.), Lat. pridie, Hdt., etc., f. , () to be before, be in ad-
vance, Hdt. ; . to be forward on the way,
Id. 2. to be beforehand, take the lead, Thuc. 3.

to gain an advantage, Philipp. ap. Dem. Hence',, , an advantage, victory, Polyb.

and, Comp. and Sup. formed from, as Lat. prior, primus, from prae.

A. Comp., a, ov, I. of Place, before,

infront, forward, II.; . thefore feet,Od. II.

of Time, before, former, sooner, Horn., etc.; oi-
men offormer times, II. ; ^) lb. ; but,

. children by the first or a former marriage,

Od. ; ? (sc. ) on the day before,

Lat. pridie, lb. ; Dionysius the

elder, Xen. :—the Adj. is often used where we use

the Adv., II., etc. 2. as a
regular Comp., c. gen., Ib., Hdt., etc. ; also foil, by ,\_^ Hdt. III. of

Rank, Worth, and generally of Precedence, before,

above, superior, Dem. ; 7rp. superior to

him in a thing, Plat. IV. after Horn., neut.-
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pov as Adv. before, sooner, earlier, Hdt., etc. ;. Plat. :—c gen., . Hdt., etc. ;

most commonly foil, by tf, Id., Att. ; also by,
&v, tf, Hdt., Att. ; also used with the Art., .

Hdt. : Adv. often between Art. and
Subst., e. g. € Id.

B. Sup., , ov, contr. from*, Dor.

irpaTOS : I. Adj. first, serving- as the ordinal to

the cardinal , Horn. 2. of Place, first, foremost,

ivl or alone, II. ;

at the front or end of the pole, lb. ;

at the first or outermost doors, lb. 3. of

Time, at first dawn, Soph. 4. of

Order,-- Hdt. ;

Id. :

—

iv, among the first, then like

Lat. imprimis, above all, especially, greatly, Id. ; in

Att., iv Tois (v. , , A. I v. 7) :—in late

Greek it is even foil, by a gen., . . 5.

of Rank, among the first men of the

state, Od., etc. II. neut. pi., , 1.

(sc. ), the first prize, II., Soph. 2. the first

part, beginning, . Plat., etc. 3.

the first, highest, in degree, . (Dor.)

the extremities of famine, Ar. ; is ,
Thuc. :—of persons, ' Hdt.

;

the chief of the rascality

down there, Ar. III. as Adv., 1.

(sc.,) first, at present, just now, Hdt., etc.

;

so, , like , at first, Id. 2.

with Preps., (sc.), Thuc. 3. most
commonly in neut. sing, and pi.,,, a.

first, in the first place, Lat. primum, Horn., etc. b.

=, before, Xen., Anth. 4. first, for the

first time, Soph., etc. ; , Lat. quum pri-

mum, as soon as, Horn. ; so, Od.

;

or . Dem. ; or . Plat. IV.
Adv., Arist., etc.

irpoWpw, Adv. (from, as from ),further,
forwards, Horn. ; '
the quarrel would have gone further, II. Hence', Adv. toward the front , forward, h. Horn.-, to do beforehand :—pf . pass. inf.-, to have happened beforehand, to be past, II.

[], Ep. form of, Horn.-,-, -',-, . -.-, 3 pi. : f .- : aor. 1 :

—Med., aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1

;

the pres. and impf. pass, are supplied by :

—

to place or set before, set out, esp. of meals,

(Ep. for) Od. ; -
Hdt., etc. :—Med. to have set before one,

Id. 2. like Lat. projicere, .. to throw
him to the dogs, 11. ; .. Eur. 3.

generally to hand over to, give over to,

Soph. 4. to expose a child, Hdt., etc. 5. to set

up as a mark or prize, propose, Id.;

Eur.:—Pass., Id. b. to pro-

pose as a penalty, . Thuc, etc. 6.

to set forth, fix, set,. Hdt. ; so in Med., . Id. 7.

to propose as a task, Soph. :—Med. to propose
to oneself as a task or object, Plat. 8. Med. also,

—.
to put forth on one's own part, display, shew,-

Soph. 9.' to set

before oneself"in pity, i. e. compassionate, Aesch. II.. to lay out a dead body, let it lie in
state, Hdt. ; so in Med., Eur., etc. 2. to set out
wares for show or sale, Luc. 3. to propose, bring
forward a thing to be debated, Lat. in medium
afferre, , Xoyov Hdt. ; Thuc. :

—c. inf., to propose a discussion,

Id. :—Med., , proposed to them-
selves, observed mourning, Hdt. :—Pass.,

Dem. 4. to appoint, hold a meet-
ing, Luc. :—Med., appointed a coun-
cil, Soph. 5. Pass., speech
was not allowed them, Xen. III. to putforward,,
as one foot before the other, Eur. 2. to hold out
as a pretext, Soph. IV. to put before or first,

Plat. :—Med. to put in front,
Polyb. 2. to put before or over,

Eur. 3. to prefer one to another, Hdt.,

Eur. ; Eur. :—Med.,
Soph,-, Ep. for-.-, f. , to honour one before or above

another, to prefer one to another, or Plat.,

etc. ; or Id. 2. c. acc.

only, to prefer in honour or estee?n, Aesch., etc. :
—

Pass, to be so preferred, Thuc, etc. ;

to be selected as a victim to be put to death,

Id. 3. c. gen. only, to care for, take heed of,

reck of, Aesch. ; . Eur., etc. 4. c.

inf. foil, by , to wish rather, prefer,

Hdt. : c. inf. only, to wish
greatly, wish much to do or be, Soph., Eur. ; .

to value at a great price

the privilege of becoming my friend, Hdt. 5. c.

partic, . to care greatly about being
beaten, Ar. Hence·".9 [t], , an honouring before others, prefer-

ence, Thuc.--', Ep. for-.-,', f. , to help beforehand or first,

Thuc. :—Med. to revenge oneself before, Id.7-, Ep. Dep., only in pres. and impf., never

in the common form-

:

—to look at or upon,
Od. II. of the mind, to look on, look stedfastly

on, lb. ; - ' from-

thorough knowledge of thee / look on my fate, II.-, f .- [t], to prefer in honour, Aesch., Soph.-, aor. 2-, Pass, to be first

ventured or risked, Thuc., ,() the foremost or upper part of
anything: a bust or half-figure, Anth. 2. the

forepart of a ship, Id., to haul up with, Anth. From, 01,() two ropesfrom the masthead to

the forepart of a ship, the forestays, which kept the

mast from falling back-(opp. to the backstays),

Horn. :—in sing., Aesch. II.

in Eur., the are sail-ropes, braces., for , ere this, aforetime, erst, formerly,.

Hdt., Att. ; (sc.) Thuc.



€<5, , , persuasive, . skill in

oratory, Plat. ;,
Aeschin. Adv. -, persuasively , Luc From-, f.-, to urge forwards : Med. to turn
in headlong flight (cf.),

II. ; of the sun, or'

Od. ; metaph., -
to give oneself up to grief, II. II. to

urge on, impel, Soph. ;—c. acc. pers. et inf. to urge
on, impel, persuade one to do a thing-

, Hdt., Att. ;. els or Plat. :—so in Med.,
c.acc. pers. et inf ., Aesch.,etc. ; -, Solon roused Croesus to

enquire about Tellus, Hdt. ; I will exhort
or urge thee, Soph. :—Pass, to be persuaded, Xen.-, f .- : aor. 2 :

—

to run
forward, Xen. II. to run before, outrun, Id.-, Adv.() three days before, oxfor three

successive days, Thuc.

[], Dor. -, Adv.() head-
foremost, with headlong speed, II., Plat., ,() exhortation, Arist.-, aor. 2- :

—to come before one,

the first thing that came to hand, Pind.--, f. , to mould beforehand : Med. to

figure to oneself, conceive, Luc.
irpo-, f. , intr. to press forwards,

II. ; shot through his

nostrils, Od. :—so in Pass., driven on (against

Troy), or perh. stricken by an untimely blow, Aesch.,, contr. for-,-., contr. for-.,, contr. for-,-.,, contr. for-,-., contr. for-, aor. 2 of.,, contr. for-, -., v. sub-.,., and-,, contr. for --.-, -, a previous service, Arist.

Trpo-, f. , to be beforehand in a thing, to

make a beginning of, c. gen., Thuc. : c. dat.

to begin with, . Dem. :—Pass.,

benefits formerly received, Id. II.

intr. to exist or be there before, Thuc, etc. ;-
what happened before, past events, Dem., contr. for-.--,, f ., to go out secretly before, Luc.-,, f . -, to put under as a founda-

tion :—Pass, to be prepared as materials, Luc.-- [], to sketch out before: in Med., Plut.-0., Pass, to be mortgaged before, Plut.-7, f.-, to assume beforehand,
Arist., ov, contr. for., contr. for , serving for or towards
a work, serviceable, profitable, tiseful,

something tcseful, At. ; . \ or 'tis a
step towards gaining one's end, Plat. ; .,
c. inf., Id. :—also as Adv. conveniently , opportunely ,
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Eur. II. Comp.,

a, ov, more serviceable, . to deem of
more consequence, Thuc. ; ., Plat., to maltreat, insult, only in two passages,

Aesch. ;

we insult those whom we
know to be noble, Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), contr. for-, 3 sing, plqpf. pass,

of.,€€,, contr. for-- ., contr. for-.-, f. , to filch beforehand, ., i. e. get it held (without notice) before the

expected time, Aeschin., contr. for-., contr. for-.,,, contr. for --.-, f .- : aor. - :—Pass., aor. 2, part, : 3 ph ·

:

—
to bringforth, bring to light, shew forth, manifest,
display, Soph. : metaph., Alyivav. brought
it into light, made it illustrious, Pind. :—Pass, to be

shewn forth, come to light, appear, Horn., Soph. ;

impers., nor was there light

enough for us to see, Od. :—aor. 2 pass. part,-,, coming forward, appearing, lb. 2. to

indicate or declare before, Soph., Dem. 3. =-
. 5, to propose, Xen. 4. Pass., metaph.

of sound, to be plainly heard,

Soph. II. to shew beforehand, foreshew, of

oracles, Hdt., Soph. ; , -
holdest out no hope that thou wilt send, Hdt. :

—Pass, or Med. to shew itself or appear before,

Xen. III. seemingly intr. (the cognate acc.

or being understood), to give forth light,

shine forth, Od. ; of a torch,

Plut. ; a torch-bearer, Id. Hence, is, shewing itself or seen beforehand

,

Arist. ' II. seen clearly or plainly, conspicuous,

Xen. 2. metaph. quite plain or clear, Plat. ; )>
or openly, Thuc. :—Adv. -, Polyb., ov,() far seen, hence far-famed,
Pind. II. foreshewn, as by an oracle, Hdt.,

Soph. ; oracles were delivered

to them, Hdt.
: impf. : f. Att.-

: aor. 1 : Dep. :

—

to set up as a
pretext or excuse, allege by way of excuse, plead in

excuse, c. acc, Theogn., Thuc, etc. ; c. inf. to allege

as an excuse that . . , Dem. :—absol. to make excuses,

Thuc. :—aor. 1 in pass, sense, to be used
as a pretext, Id. II. to allege (by way of ac-

cusation) that, Plat. From, -, gen.ews, Ion. 10s:( or):—
that which is alleged as the cause, an allegation,

plea, \ -
to great or small plea alike, Thuc. ; .

Id. 2. mostly in bad sense, a mere
pretext, a pretence, excuse, Hdt., etc ; opp. to the

true cause (), Thuc. : c. gen. the pretext or

pretence for a thing, Hdt., etc :—absol. in acc,
in pretence, II., Att. ; , opp.
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to rb *, Thuc. ; so in dat., Id. :

—airb from or on some such pre-

text as this, Hdt., etc. :

—

' Id. :

—

by way of excuse, Theogn., Thuc. ; so,

4 Hdt. ; Id. :—foil, by an
inf., . 4 for casting- me out,

Soph. ; Uvea gives them
an excuse for not going, Plat. 3. phrases,, to give occasion, make an excuse,

Dem. j . Thuc. ; .,-
to put forward an excttse, Hdt. ;4 Ar. ;

to keep making pretences, Hdt.,

etc. ; elliptically, (sc.) no
excuse, no shuffling, Ar. II. Pind. personifies-, as daughter of Epimetheus (Afterthought) . III.

in Soph, it must mean suggestion., 4s, () poet. Adj. carried before,

placed before, excelling, c. gen., Hes. :—Comp., more
excellent, superior, surpassing, -

Od. ; c. inf., \_] 44 are better than oxen in drawing, II. :—Sup.4 lb., Hes. :—also Comp. and Sup.,-4,4 Soph. II. looking older

than one is, well-grown, precocious, Plat., Aeschin.-', f .- : aor. 1- : aor. 2-) :

—Ep. 3 sing. pres. subj. 4, as if from a
form in

:

—to bring before one, bring to, present,

offer, II., Thuc. 2. of words, . to

throw reproaches in his teeth, II. : and so, .
to throw in one's teeth, bring forward, allege, Lat.

objicere, lb. 3.

simply, to utter,, Eur. ; . Aiyivav -
to proclaivi it as their country, Pind. 4.

to bring forward, cite, Thuc. ;4"
pleading Artemis as authority, Aesch. 5. of an
oracle, to propose as a task, Hdt. :—Pass.,4-
ros (gen. absol.) if it were commanded one to do
so, Aesch. II. to bring forward, display, II.

;

. to shew, i. e. engage in, rivalry, Od. ;. to declare war against one, Hdt. :—Med.,4 to offer quarrel to one's

host, Od. III. to bear on or away, to carry

off, sweep away, of a storm, Horn. IV. to

move forward, Eur. :—then, to promote, further

,

assist, 4 morning furthers one on
the road, Hes. ; . to conduce, help towards
gaining an object, Thuc. 2. intr. to surpass, excel

another, c. gen., Hdt., Thuc.-, f . -, aor. 2 :

—

to flee

forwards, flee away, II. II. c. acc. to fleefrom,
shun, avoid, Horn., , the gift of interpreting the will of the

gods, Orac. ap. Luc. II. in N.T., the gift of
expounding scripture, of speaking and preaching., Dor.- : f.- : aor. 1-

:
—to be an interpreter of the gods,,,, 3

Pind.; ;

who is his interpreter ? Eur. ;

who will give thee this oracular advice, Id. II.

in N.T. to expound scripture, to speak and preach
under the influence of the Holy Spirit., Dor. [], ,() one who

-.
speaks for a God and interprets his will to man,
a prophet ; so Teiresias is ., Jove's interpreter,

Pind. j and of Apollo,

Aesch. ; while the Pythia, in turn, became the

of Apollo, Hdt. ; so Poets are called ol

interpreters of the Muses, Plat. 2. gene-
rally, an interpreter, declarer, . ye-

Eur. ; so, the bowl is called ,
Pind. II. in . ., 1. one who possesses the gift

of, an inspired preacher and teacher. 2.

the revealer of God's counsel for the future, a prophet
(in the modern sense of the word), apredicter offuture
events. Hence, i], , oracular, Luc.,, fern, of, of the Pythia, Eur.- [], f .- [] and-^ : aor. 1-4 : aor. 2 (as if from a Verb in ) :—to outrun, anticipate, c. acc, Aesch., Plat. 2.

absol. to be beforehand, Eur.- [], , ov, dead or killed before, Anth.-, f. ), Pass, to fear beforehand,

fear at the thou.ght of, Xen. Hence, , , apt tofear beforehand, Arist.-'., Med., in weaving, to carry on the web
by passing the weft across the warp : metaph.,

to run to and fro, Ar.-, f. , to foretell, Hdt. : pf. pass. part.4" Hes.,.. , kindly
,
gracious, Horn.-, ovos, , ,() with forward mind, hence

zealous, willing, ready, glad to do a thing, Horn.,

etc. 2. of acts, efforts, earnest, zealous, Id. II.

Ep. Adv.4, readily, earnestly, zealously, II. ;

later Theogn., Att., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. 2 sing. aor. 2 opt. of.,() a guard in front ; in pi.

outposts, videttes, piquets, Xen. ; in sing., .
his advanced guard, Id. j with an ad-

vanced guard, Thuc., , a look-out ship, Thuc. From
[],, , an advanced guard : -— at, Thuc, Xen.

irpo-, Att. -, f. , to keep guard be-

fore, to guard a place or house, c. acc, h. Horn, (in

the Ep. 2 pi. imperat., for-), Xen. ; to keep guard over

a person or place, Hdt. :—absol. to be on guard, keep

watch, (sc. ) —, Id. :

—Med. to guard oneself, to be on one's guard, take

precautions, Id., Thuc. :—c. acc. to be on one's guard
or take precautions against, Lat. cavere, Hdt., Xen.-, f ., to mix up or knead beforehand

:

metaph, in Pass., the speech is all

ready concocted or brewed, Ar.-, f . , to plant before : metaph. to en-

gender, Soph.-', f . \, to utter beforehand, Aesch. ; ·
gives this order beforehand, Id. II.

to order beforehand or publicly, c. dat. et inf.,

Soph. ; with inf. omitted,

Id.



' --, to rejoice beforehand, Plat. II. in

3 sing-, imperat., far be itfrom me 1 away
with it ! Aesch.-, f. , to forge beforehand, Aesch.-, ov, -with prominent lips, Strab.-, f. Att. , to put into the hand, have
ready at hand, Polyb. :—Pass., in pf. part., taken in

hand, undertaken, Plat., Dem. II. as Dep.-, f. Att.—

:

—to take into one's

hand, prepare for oneself', Dem. 2. to choose, elect,

Id. 3. c. inf. to determine to do, Polyb.-, ov, () at hand, ready, Aesch., Soph.

;

of a drawn sword or knife, Soph., Eur.; . ., Thuc. ; -/ Dem. 2. [] it

is easy, c. inf., Plat., etc. II. of persons, ready to

do, c. inf., Soph. ; c. dat.,. (pvyrj ready for flight,

Eur. III. Adv. -peas, off-hand, readily, Plat.-', f., to choose or elect before, Plat.,

Aeschin. 2. to give a previous vote, Dem.-, f.-: aor. -—to pour forth or

forward, II., Pind. ; Hdt. :—metaph.,

OTTa Pind. :—Pass., metaph. of large bodies of

men pouring over a plain, II.-, Adv., (, yovv) with the knees forward,
i. e. kneeling, on one's knees, II. ; metaph.,

that they may perish on their

knees, i. e. may be brought low and perish, lb. ; so,

Od., i),() mostly in pi., the outpouring, i.e.

the mouth, of a river, Horn., Pind., etc. ; sing, in Hes.,,—, Anth., i'dos, ), Dim. of, a chamberpot, Xen., Att. contr.» V : heterocl. dat. pi.

: acc. pi. : () :
—a vessel for

pouring out, a ewer for pouring water on the hands
of guests, Horn., Soph. ;

—

a wine-jug from which the

cupbearer pours into the cups, Od.-, f. , to dance before in a chorus, .
to lead a or festive band, Eur.- [f], f ., to smear before,. to smear

or rub with a thing, Soph.-, ov, offormer time, Luc., ,() a pouring out, . yrjs a
deposition of mud by a river, Lat. alluvies, Hdt. :

—in (cf. sq.),

must be taken as a simple Verb = 7rpoexee, Id.

irpo- [] (sc.), —-, Eur.- [p],, , =, an urn for libations, Eur., i), ov, poured out in front

:

—
the island of Procida, formed by eruption from Vesu-
vius, Strab.-, ov, very lame or halt, Luc.-, f., to go or come forward, advance,] as my hand guides thee, Soph.; of

troops, Thuc. :—of Time, to go on, Xen. II.

metaph. of States, wars, enterprises, etc., to proceed,

advance, go on, often with some word to denote a

good or bad issue, eu Eur. ;-4^ Thuc. ; -
Xen. :—absol. to go on well,

Prosper, Hdt., etc. 2. impers., it goes
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on well for me, I have success, oi\ -

when he could not succeed by craft, Id. ; c.

inf., rjv -) if it be not possible to

depart, Thuc. :—absol. in part., when
things went on well, Xen. 3. later, of persons, to

advance, Luc.

irpo-, f.- and- : aor. 1 —, contr.

part, :

—

to push forward, push or urge on,

Plat. ; . to rush on, Xen.-, es,{) ruined beforehand, Dem.-§, ov, () before the time, untimely, Anth.'', , , men-at-arms, foot-soldiers, opp. to

chiefs fighting from chariots, II. (Deriv. uncertain."), i), Ion., fem. of (sub. vads).

the hindmost part of a ship, the stern, poop, Lat.

puppis, Horn., etc. ; he sometimes has it in full,, vr\'i, vr\i ., and in

pi., ; though he also has
V7)0s Od. :

—

to back a ship

(v. II) ; so, to retire, draw
back, Eur. ; , of a fair wind,

Soph. ; .' Thuc.—Ships

were fastened or drawn up on land by the stern, II. :

hence, Eur. ; cf .. £

.

metaph. of the vessel of the State, Aesch. II.

generally the bottom, ." the foot of mount
Ossa, Eur., , ov, of a ship-stern, Anth., 6, Steersman, name of a Phaeacian, Od.
Trp-,, Ion. for., Dor.-, Adv. of, from the stern,

II., Aesch., Eur., a, ov,() of orfrom a ship's stern,

Eur.:—neut. pi. (sc.) stern-

cables, Lat. retinacula navis, Horn..5, , ,() the steersman :—metaph.,

. ' the pilot ' of the State, Aesch. II.

as masc. Adj. =, . Eur.,() Adv. from the bottom, hence like

Lat. funditus, utterly, root and branch, Aesch., , the lower part, end, II. ;

at thefar end of the agora, Pind.-, , , Ep. Adj. the hindmost, undermost,
end-most: in Horn, always of the end of the limb

next the body, the root, ,), etc. ; so, to cut off

the wood at the root, II. ; the part of a
spear-head where it joins the shaft, lb.;

a stone broad at base, opp. to

(which follows), lb. ; Sup. Od. :—for, v.. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, () holding the ship's stern,

Anth. II. detaining the ships (because they were
anchored by the stern), Eur.-, , () the foot of a mountain, II., Ion. -> ,() the prytany or

presidency, at Athens a period of 35 or 36 days, about

of a year, during which the prytanes of each)
in turn presided in the- and, Oratt.

;

] (sc. ) on the

nth of the presidency of the Tribe Pandionis,

Dem. II. any public office held by rotation, .
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the chief command for the day, held by
each general in turn, Hdt., Ion. -, ,() the presidents'1

hall, town-hall, Lat. curia, Hdt., Thuc., etc. ; con-

secrated to Hestia or Vesta, to whom a perpetual fire

was kept burning- in it, which in Colonies was brought

from the Prytaneion of the mother-city: at Athens the

Prytanes had their meals there, and there they enter-

tained foreign ambassadors, Ar., Dem. : citizens also

of high merit, and the children of those who had
fallen in battle, were rewarded by a seat at this public

table, , Ar., Plat. II.

a law-court at Athens, Dem., Plut. 2.,, a sum of money deposited by each party to a
lawsuit before the suit began, Ar., etc.;, i. e. bring an action against, Id. ; '
at yiyvoivTO (sc. )
Id. ; . to receive this deposit, i. e. to

allow the action to be brought, Id., f. , to be or president, to hold
sway, h. Horn. II. at Athens, to hold office as

Prytanis, properly used of the presiding (v.

II),

Plat., etc. 2. . to put the question

on a motion for peace, this being the duty of the

Prytanes, Ar., etc. III. generally, to manage,
regulate, Dem. :—Pass., tivos to

suffer oneself to be guided by one, Id., -, Ion. for,-.
[p], gen. , : pi. : (prob. from) :

—

a prince, ruler, lord, chief, of Hiero, Pind.

;

of Zeus, Id., Aesch. II. at Athens, a Prytanis
or President : the were a committee of 50,
chosen by lot from each of the 10, so that each

set formed „ part of the or Council of 500 ; out

of these 50 one was chosen by lot as chief-

president() ; he chose 9 ; and the

real business was in the hands of this smaller body,
with a secretary(-) added.—The which
first entered office every year was determined by lot

;

and their term of office() was about five weeks.

During this time all treaties and public acts ran in their

name, in this form : [],, the Tribe
Acamantis were the Presidency, Phaenippus the Secre-

tary, Niciades the Chief-president, Thuc.
or,,, v.., , Att. for., Dor., () lately, just now, Lat.

nuper, II., etc. II. the day before yesterday,, . Thuc. ; till yester-

day or the day before, i. e. till very lately, Hdt.

;

so, Ar. ; Dem.-, , , () in the prime of youth,
Horn. ; fern, Od.

[t], Att. or, Adv. : () :
—early in the

day, early, at morn, II.; c. gen.,

Hdt. ; Xen. ; .
early next morning, Id. ; ,
.. 2. generally, betimes, early, in good time,
Lat. mature, tempestive, Hes., Ar., etc. ; c. gen.,

Thuc. 3. = , too soon, too

-.
early, ye Aesch. ; ,

Thuc.

—

takes its

degrees of comparison from its deriv. Adj.,
Comp., Sup., Att.,, Thuc, etc., v.., Att., , =: neut. pi. was
used as Adv., just like,
yesterday or the day before, II. II. .

so very early, Theocr.

[], ov, early, of fruits, Xen.

[], i], 6v, later form of, Babr., Att., a, ov : (,) :

—

early, I.

early in the day, at early morn, II. ; also,\
(cf.) Hdt. :

—

used alone as Subst.,, . . II. early in
the year, [\ Hdt. ;

early fruits, Ar.,, the anus, generally, thehinderparts, tail,kr., , gen. and dat.,, not,
(for it is contr. from) : () :

—a foreland, head-
land, Lat. promontorium, II. ; the pi. is from
the lengthd. form, lb. :—in Aesch. Pers. 132,' the foreland common to

both continents is perh. the Chersonese; and lb. 879,
the peninsula of Asia Minor., , gen., a dewdrop, Theocr.', a, ov, Att. for., , (not, for it is contr. from) :

() :
—the forepart of a ship, a ship's head, prow,

bow, Lat. prora, Od., etc. ; a con-

trary wind, opp. to , Soph. 2. metaph.,

the prow of life's vessel, i. e. early youth,

Eur. ; before my heart's prow,
in front of my heart, Aesch., Ion. -, in Poets before a consonant -0e :

Adv. : () :
—-from the ship's head,from thefront,

Pind., Thuc, etc. :—it is an old gen., and is so used, by Theocr., to be , Ar.

[], , —, Xen.,, ,() the officer in command at the

bow, the look-out man, Xen., etc., Adv., Ion. for.
irpaicraS) contr. from, aor. 1 part, of.-, ov, announcing first, c. gen., Anth.-, ,() the first fruits of the chase :

mostly in pi., Anth., f., to be, Plut. :

—

metaph. to play first fiddle, to take the lead, Arist.-, , , one who plays the first part,

the chief actor, Lat. primarumpartium actor, Arist.-, , first-beginning, primal,. Aesch., , () the chief rank, first place,

Dem. :—mostly in pi. the first prize, first part ov place,

Plat., Dem.-, , Dor. -, , Ion. and Att.,-,

:

—First-of-the-people, name of the hero who first

leaped ashore at Troy, II. :—, , his

monument, Strab., f . ,() to be the first, hold the first

place, Plat., etc. :

—

to be first in a thing,
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Xen.;. Aeschin. ; Id. 2. c.

gen. pers. to be first of or among, Id.-, , , the earliest plougher, Hes., , ov, and os, ov, poet. Sup. of, the

very first, first of the first, Horn. ; Id.

:

neut./ as Adv. first of all, Od., Ar., etc. :

—so, Horn., Att. ;

—

Eur. ; ,
Od.-» ov,() first struck, Eur.-, ov, (') first-born, firstling, II.,

Hes.
; . first-created, Eur. 2. of rank, .
high-born houses, Soph. 3 . first-ordained, Luc.-;, vyos, (-) newly -wedded, Anth.-, ,() the first seat, . T.--, , () the first seat at table, . T.-, ov, () committing the first mur-

der, the first homicide, of Ixion, Aesch.-, , first dog, i.e. chief of the Cynics,
Anth., , () the first spoils in war, the first-

fruits ; as the first act of

my supplication, Eur.-, , , the first prophet or seer, Aesch.-, ov, dying or dead first, Aesch.-, ovos, , , first cause of ill, Aesch.-, ov, Att. contr. -, ovv

:

—going to

sea for the first time, Od., Eur.; . the first-

plied oar (of the ship Argo), Eur. II. sailing

first ox foremost, Xen.-,, the advancedguard, vanguard, Polyb., 7], ov, v. .- [], , , () one -who stands
first, on the right, the right-hand, man, Thuc. ; but. the front-rank men, Xen. II. metaph. the

leader of a party, . T., , the rights of the first-bom, birth-

right, . T. From-, Dor. -, ov, () bearing her

first-born, II., Theocr. II. proparox.,
ov, pass, first-born, Anth., N.T.-, ov, () first cut, Anth., Adv. of, v. . IV., contr. for-, Ar., ovos, , Ep. lengthd. form of.*, (the pres. in use was the Dep.),
aor. 2 :

—

to sneeze, -' he sneezed
aloud, Od., Ar. ;

" ," -, as we say
' God bless you,' Anth. :—of a lamp, to sputter, Id.,, a stumble, trip,false step, Theogn. II.

a failure, misfortune, defeat, Hdt., Dem., etc. From, f. : aor. : pf. :

—

Pass., aor. : I. trans, to make to

stumble or fall, Pind. :—Pass., -
failures, Luc. II. intr. to stumble, trip,

fall, Soph., etc. ; . to stumble against,

fall over, Aesch., Plat. ; Xen.
;

also, ^) lest Hellas should get a fall
over him, i.e. be defeated by him, Hdt. 2. metaph. to

make a false step, to fail, Thuc, Dem. ; so,,. Thuc, etc., , ov, aor. 2 part, of., , , Dor. for.

-., gen., , ,() =, Aesch., ,() a sneezing, Ar., Thuc, etc., to sneeze, (v. *), Xen., part, of, act. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., Ion. -€, , the elm, Lat. ulmus, II.

irrepivos, ?, ov, and os, ov,() made of feathers,. a feather-an, Eur. ; 7. Anth. II.

feathered, winged, Ar., , Dim. of, Babr.', Ion., , the heel, II. : the under part
of the heel, Aesch. II. a ham, Batr.- [], ,() Ham-scraper, Batr.-, , ,() Ha?n-nibbler, Batr.-, , (-; Ham-eater, Batr.-, ov, () moved by flapping wings :

metaph. high-soaring, Ar.

TTTepoeig,, : contr. forms,,
:

—

feathered, winged,, II. ;

Hes., etc. 2. feather-like, light,- II. 3.

metaph., winged words, Horn., Hes.

;

so, 7tt. Pind. ; also, Eur.,,() mostly in pi. feathers, Od., Hdt.,
etc.; in sing, a feather, Ar. 2.=, a bird's

wing, in pi. wings, Horn., Aesch. ;, metaph. from chickens under the hen's

wings, Aesch. :

—

' he got as it were
wings, i.e. spirit, courage, II. 3. the wings
of a bat (v. u), Hdt. II. any winged
creature, as the Sphinx, Eur. ; a beetle, Ar. 2.

like , Lat. avis, an augury, omen, Pind.,

Soph. III. anything like wings : as 1. a
ship's wings, i. e. oars (cf. ),,

Od. ; Hes., Eur. :

—

hence birds are said , Eur. 2., i. e. the wings of victory, which lift the Poet to

heaven, Pind. 3. a feathered arrow, Eur. 4.'/ the points of the beard, Luc. 5.

in Architecture, of the rows ofcolumns along the sides

of Greek temples, v..-, ov, motley-feathered, Ar.€-,, wing-footed, of Hermes, Anth.-, () to shed the feathers, moult, Ar. :

metaph. to be phicked, fleeced, plundered, Id.-, ov, () feathered, winged, Aesch.,

Eur. ; . the feathered tribes, Ar. :—metaph.,. the winged bolt of Zeus, Id.-, f. \, () to grow feathers, Plat.- [],, , , feather-producing, Plat., f., () to furnish with feathers or

wings, feather, Ar. ;
to tie a

paper to a feathered arrow, Hdt. :—Pass, to be or be-

come feathered, to be fledged, Ar., Plat. 2. to

furnish a ship with oars: metaph. in Pass.,

winged \vith oars, Eur. II.

metaph. to set on the wing, excite (cf.),
Ar. :—Pass, to be excited, Luc.€·, f.,() to flutter with the wings,

like young birds trying to fly, Ar. : to flap the wings,

like a cock crowing, Id. :—in Ar. Eq. the word alludes

to a play by Magnes called".
Z 2



708 7TT€pvyiOV- [], , Dim. of, Arist. II. the

wing of a building, a turret or pinnacle, . T., , oV, -(as if from py -)
having wings, winged, Ar., vyos, : Ep. dat. pi. : () :

—

the whig of a bird, II. ; in pi. wings, Horn., etc. 2.

a winged creature, a bird, Anth. II. anything
like a wing, the flap or skirt of a coat of armour,

Xen. ; also of the Dor., Ar. 2. the broad
edge of a knife or spear, Plut. III. anything
that covers or protects like wings, . Eur.

;

, i.e. Aulis, Id. IV. metaph.,

the wings, i. e. the flight or flow, of

grief, Soph. ; . Pind., Att.-, f., Dep. ft? clap the

wings like a cock crowing, Babr., Luc.,, aros, ,() that which is feathered,

e.g. afeathered arrow, Aesch. II. plumagey Plat,, , () plumage, Ar., , , and 6s, ,() feathered, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. II. winged, Hdt., Trag. ; so, .
<p60yyos, a sound as of wings, Ar. 2. (sc.) feathered fowl, birds, Eur., aor. 2 inf. of., inf. of, act. aor. 2 of.7-€5, i5os, ,() bird-killing, Anth., , , and Js, or, Dor., , oV, (/)
feathered, winged, Trag., etc. ; Albs ., i. e.

eagles, Aesch. 2. winged creatures,

fowls, birds, Id., Trag. ; \ Ar.

;

chase of winged game, Soph. II.

metaph., , like Homer's ,
Eur. ; .' fleeting dreams, Id., ,() a flying, flight, Aesch., fut. of.', f . : aor. 1, Dor., Ep.

: (cf.-) : pf., Ep. part. 7re7r-, : I. Causal, to frighten, scare, alarm,
Lat. terrere, II., Theogn. II. intr. crouch or

cower down for fear (cf.), properly of animals,

Soph. ; of men, Pind., Att. ; . Eur.

;

also c. acc. loci,. to flee cowering to the altar,

Id. 2. to crouch like a wild beast ready to spring,

Id. ;—so of men in ambush,
Od. 3. c. acc. rei, to crouchforfear of, Aesch., 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.

[t], , () used properly of the soft

feathers or down under the true feathers, a piece of
down, a plumelet, Ar. ; cf.. II. a
wing-like membrane in a kind of serpent, Hdt.-, ov, with feathered back, Anth., , , () with membranous wings,

opp. to, Arist.

[], ,() peeled barley : a drink made
thereof, barley-water , a ptisan, Ar.

: aor. 1

:

—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.

:

—

to winnow: to peel or to bray in a
mortar, Hdt. Hence, ov, 6, one who shells ox pounds, Anth.

or, , abject fear, terror, Polyb., Ep. : f.\ : Ep. aor. 1- :
—

Pass., Ep. aor. 1, : pf., Ep.-

—'
:—to terrify, scare, Anth.:—Pass, to be scared,

dismayed, Od. ; Aesch.,

Eur. II. metaph. to flutter, excite by any
passion, Sappho :—Pass, to be

in a flutter, be passionately excited, Theogn. ;-
Aesch. ; Eur. :—generally,'] he gapes like one distraught

after his fellows, Hes. ; distraction, Eur.,, , passionate excitement, Plat..§, -, , of orfrom Ptolemy, Strab., ', , name of several cities, esp. of one in

Phoenicia, now Acre, Strab.,,, Ep. for-., , Ep. for, as for,
Horn., Hes., , Ep. lengthd. from, Horn,-, , , =, Aesch.-, ov, = sq., of Ulysses, Od.7-79 [t], ov, () sacking or wasting
cities, II., Pind., ios, , Ep. for, Horn., Aesch., Eur.9, , a young branch, shoot, sucker, sapling,

Od., Eur., etc. ; —. jueyas, of Hercules' club,

Anth. II. a sprouting, budding, Hes., otos, , () anything folded,
a folded mantle, II., \, , () folded, . folding

tablets, II., -, (not in nom.,) being used instead), dat., acc., pi., : () :—a fold, leaf, plate, mostly in pi.,

plates of metal or leather used to form a shield, II. :

thefolds of a garment, h. Horn., Eur. ; of the entrails,.

Eur. :—of writing tablets (cf .), Trag. II.

in pi. of the sides of a hill (which viewed from a
distance appears to be infolds), a cleft, glen, corrie,

combe, Horn., etc.; also in sing., II., Soph. :—so also

of the sky with its cloud-clefts, Eur. :—metaph.,

varied turns of poesy, Pind., , () a winnowing-shovel or fan, Lat.

vannus, with which corn after threshing was thrown up
against the wind to clear it of the chaff, II. (in poet,

gen.), Theocr.

[], aor. 2 [y~\: Pass.:

—

to be scared

ox frightened, properly of horses, Plut. Hence, , , timorous, Strab.', f . : aor. 1 :—Med., f . :

aor. 1-

:

—Pass., aor. 1 : aor. 2

[] : pf. : 3 sing, plqpf . :
—

to fold,,' to fold tip garments,

and put them by, Od. ; to fold
one's arms over or round another, Soph. ; .
to fold up or close a book, . T. :—Pass, to be folded,

doubled up, II. ; Med. to fold round oneself, wrap
round one, Ar., ],=, Trag.' [] : f. [] or : aor. I eV-

": pf.:—Pass., aor. 1:—to spit out

or up, II. : absol. to spit, Hdt., Xen. 2. of the sea, to

disgorge, Anth. :—absol., eV , of waves,

Theocr. ; with a splash, Anth. 3. metaph.,

in token of abhorrence or loathing, Soph.

;
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with loathing in his face, Id. 4.

els , Lat. in sinum spuere, done three

times to avert a bad omen, Theocr.,, , () cowering, timorous, Ep.
Horn. : in Soph, seem to be timorous
creatures, birds., ,(,-) a fall, /

Aesch.; ' Soph. 2.

metaph. a fall, calamity, Lat. casus, Eur. II.

of persons, a fallen body, corpse, carcase,, Id. ; also alone, Aesch., , gen.,() like, the cowering
animal, i.e. the hare, II., Theocr.; also,

(the two Substs. being- joined, as in ',), II., ov,(,-) havingfallen, Aesch., , , (, -) a falling, fall,

Plat. II. Lat. casus, the case of a noun, Arist., poet, for, II., collat. form of, only in pres., to

crouch or cower from fear, properly of animals (cf.,,), Od. ; ' flee

cowering into the water, lb. ; of men, lb. ; . '" fly cowering before Hector, lb. ; so, els. Eur. 2. to go cowering or cringing about, like

a beggar, Od., Hes. II. c. acc. pers., ' %
let us no longer flee from one

another, II. ; ; whither have
they Red for fear of me ? Eur., Ion. -, , beggary, mendicity, Hdt., Ar., Ion. impf. : f.- :

—

to be a

beggar, go begging, beg, Od., Ar., etc. II. trans.

to get by begging, Od. 2. c. acc. pers. to

beg or ask an alms of, Theogn., Ion. for., , , () of or fit for a beggar,
beggarly, Eur., Plat., etc., irreg. Comp. of.-, , a beggar-poet, Gorg. ap. Arist.-, , drawing beggarly characters, of a

poet, Ar. 2. making poor, Plut., , , and , ,() one who crouches

or cringes, a beggar (v. . 2), Od., Hes., etc.;

a beggarman, Od., etc. ; a
beggar-woman, Soph., . . II. as Adj. beg-

garly, like, Soph., . T. : c. gen., poor in a
thing, Anth. 2. Comp., irreg. 7-, Ar. : Sup., Anth. 3. Adv.
~>, poorly, scantily, Babr.- (sc. ), , the Pyanepsia, an Athenian
festival in the month, in honour of Apollo

;

said to be so called from the custom of cooking beans
at the feast( ), Plut.,, , the fourth month of the Att. year,

so named from the festival, —latter part of

October and former of November, Theophr., , a kind of bean., a, ov, () of or on the rump :

= , the rump, Hdt.-, , () white-rump, the name of a kind
of antelope, Hdt. II. the white-tailed eagle, the
erne, Soph., etc.

', , , the rump, buttocks, Ar., etc., , Dim. of ·{\, a thin rump, Ar.5, , ov, (-) n) long or tall : of

men, dwarfish, Hdt. :

—

, oi, the Pygmies, a
race of dwarfs on the upper Nile, said to have been
warred on and destroyed by cranes, II., f ., to practise boxing, be a boxer, Inscr.

in Hdt., Anth. ; and, , boxing, Lat. pugilatus, II., Pind. From- [], , (,) one who fights

with the fist, a boxer, Lat. pugil, Od., Pind., etc., , () a fist, Lat. pugnus,
having conquered with the fist, in boxing, II. ; later,

Eur. ;
' Pind. 2.

in . ., is interpr. =, diligently; or

=, often, with ; cf. . II. and ill. II.

a measure of length, the distance from the elbow
to the knuckles, = 18, about 13! inches.-, ov, () with sweeping train, Hes., a, ov, poet, for, of the length of, Od." ,, , the distancefrom the elbows to the

first joint of the fingers, = 20 or 5,
rather more than 15 inches, Hdt., Xen., , an oblong trough, for feeding animals,

Od. : a bathing-tub, Ar. :

—

a vat, kitchen-boiler, Id., Dor. , , the philosopher Pythagoras,
Hdt., etc. :—hence, ov,,
, , of Pythagoras, Arist. :—, to be a
disciple of Pythagoras, etc., , , a name of Apollo at Delphi :

—

, , , one who consults his oracle, Strab.

(sc. ), , the Pythia, priestess of Pythian
Apollo at Delphi, Hdt., etc.

(sc. ), , the Pythian games, celebrated

every four years (prob. in the 3rd Olympian year) at

Pytho or Delphi in honour of PythianApollo, Pind., etc., , pecul. fern, of : 1. (sub.), = , the Pythian priestess, Aesch. 2.

(sub. ), the celebration of the Pythian games,
Pind. 3. (sub.), a sacred mission from Athens

to Pytho or Delphi, Strab., , , of ov for Pytho, Pythian, Trag., etc.

[], , () the temple of Pythian Apollo,

Thuc.- [], , , () a conqueror in the Py-
thian games, Pind.-, ov, () of or belonging to a Pythian
victory, Pind., a, ov, () Pythian, i. e. Delphian, of

Apollo, h. Horn., Pind., Att. ; . alone, Eur. ;

in his temple, Thuc. 2.^, Pind.,

Soph., etc. II. 01, Lacon., at

Sparta, four persons whose office it was to consult the

Delphic oracle on affairs of state, Hdt., Xen.',, , the hollow bottom or stand of a cup,

Lat. fundus, II., Hes., etc. 2. of the sea, the

bottom, depth, Hes., Solon, etc. 3. the bottom or

foundation of a thing, in pi., -
Aesch. ; . Soph. ; .

the anvil-stand on which is forged the sword of retri-

bution, Id. II. the bottom, stock, root of a tree,
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—

Od., Solon :—metaph. the stem or stock of a family,

Aesch. ; < ., i. e.

great things might come from small, Id., Adv. () at Pytho or Delphi, Pind., Xen.,

etc. 2. to Pytho or Delphi, Plut.-5, ov,() confirmed by the Pythian
god : the Pythian oracles, Aesch.-,, , , , the Pythian prophet,

Aesch. :—. the prophetic seat at Pytho, Soph.-, ov, —, Pind.-, Dor. -?, , () sent by the Py-
thian oracle, Aesch.-, ov, () delivered by the Pythian
god, Aesch., Xen. II. = foreg., Eur.' [] : f. : aor. , Ep. :

—

to

make rot, to rot, II., Hes. :—Pass, to become rotten,

to decay, Horn., gen. , dat. , , Pytho, older name of that

part of Phocis at the foot of Parnassus, in which lay

the city of Delphi, Horn., etc., Adv. () to Pytho, Od., Soph., Ar., etc., Adv. () from Pytho, Pind.

[], , , (cf. ) the serpent Python,
slain by Apollo. II. a spirit of
divination, . T. : ventriloquists() were
called, Plut.,, , =, II., Pind., Soph., etc., Adv. —, Pind., Adv., =, Tyrtae., Pind.

[i>], poet. Adv., v. . .,, , () —, vehement, Aesch., Dor.- : Ep. aor. , :

—Pass., aor. : pf. : (,) :

—

to make close, cover or 'wrap up, enwrap,
II. ; 7. to surround a ship with stones, so

as to protect it when laid up, Hes. :

—

to cover thickly,

of a youth's chin, Od. ; . to cover thick

with crowns, Eur., Theocr. ; so in Med., -
Anth. ; also without, to

crown, deck with garlands, Eur. :—Pass.,

Hdt. ; Eur.; pf. part,-, thickly covered, a hill

well-clothed with wood, Hes. :—Med., cover

thyself, Eur. 2. metaph.,"
threw a shadow over his heart, II. :—Pass., -, close, cautious of mind, Hes. II. to close,

shut, shut up, to shut them-
selves close up within, Od. ; (sc. ) shut
it close, Soph.-, , (,) of close or cautious mind,
shrewd, Horn., neut. pi. used as Adv., v. .,", v..-, ,,^, h. Horn., neut. used as Adv., v. . .

[],, , assembled in the Pnyx, Ar. ; cf .., neut. Adj. used as Adv., v. . II.-, ov, () thick-feathered, .,
where it seems to be a poet, periphr. for ', mul-
titudinous, Soph.,, () thick with berries, Anth., , , Ep., ,, () close, compact

:

.
and so, I. of consistency, close, firm, solid, opp.
to what is loose and porous (, ), Horn.

;

a well-stuffed bed, Id. II. close-

Packed, crowded, thick, close, dense, Id. ; of the

plumage of a sea-bird, Id. ; of foliage, Id. ; of a shower
o/"darts or stones, Id., Hdt. ; of hair, Aesch., etc. 2.

frequent, many, Lat. creber, Id., Eur., etc. III.

well put together, compact, fast, strong, II. IV.
close, concealed, lb. V. generally, strong
of its kind, great, sore, excessive, lb. VI.
metaph. of the mind, sagacious, shrewd, wise, Horn.

;

the wise, Soph. ; of a fox, Ar.
B. Adv., and after Horn,, or

close or fast shut, Horn. 2.

very much, constantly, sorely, greatly, Id. 3.

sagaciously, shrewdly, craftily, Id. II. Horn,
also uses neuters and, and
as Adv., much, often ; so also in Att. ; Comp.-, ; Sup.. III. poet.

Adv. [w], as if from, strongly, Horn. 2.

with thick-falling darts, II. 3. care-

fully, diligently, lb., gen. of.-, ov, thick-spotted, dappled,
Soph.,, , () closeness, thickness, dense-
ness, Ar., Thuc, etc. II. frequency, Isocr.,

etc. III. metaph. sagacity, shrewdness, craft, Ar., f .,() to make close or solid, to pack
close, . to close their ranks, Hdt. ;

spin yourself round and concentrate
your thoughts, Ar. :—Pass, to be compressed,-, i.e. without taking breath, Plut. II.

Pass, to be thickly covered, Xen. Hence,,, close order or array, Plut. 2. in

pi. combined notes, or recurrent notes, in music, Plat.€, f. , to practise boxing, box, spar, Xen.,

etc. ; eis . to strike with the fist on the head,
Eur. From, , , () a boxer, pugilist, Pind., Soph,,-, , skilled in boxing, Plat. :

—

— (sc.) the art ofboxing, Id. 2. of oxfor boxers, Id.,, , —, a writing tablet, Anth., , prob. , an unknown animal, perh. the

beaver, Ar.-, , ,(,) one sent as a deputy
to Pylae, where the Amphictyonic Council was held,

the deputy of a Greek State to that Council, Dem.,
Aeschin.€, to be or act as, Dem., , v. II. 2., Ion.- (sc.), , fern, of, the

autumn-meeting of the Amphictyons at Pylae, Hdt.

;

then, generally, the Amphictyonic Council, Id. 2^

the right of sending deputies to this Council,

Dem. II. a promiscuous crowd, such as was
found at these meetings, Plut. : then, idle jesting,

trifling, Id. Hence7£, i], , jesting, silly, Plut.-, ov,() fighting at the gates, or at-

Pylos, Ar.

TrvXaioS) a, ov, () at Pylae, Anth.



--, , , () gate-fastener, he that keeps the

gates of hell, Horn.,, fem. Adj. at the gates, Soph.-, , Ep. for, keeping the gate, a
gate-keeper, II. (Altered, to suit the Ep. metre, from, cf.,, and v. ovpos custos.)' [], , one wing of a pair of double gates,

Hdt. : mostly in pi. the gates of a town, opp. to

(a house-door), II., Att. 2. in rag., sometimes, of

the house-door. 3. , periphr. for the
nether world, hell, Horn., Aesch., etc. II. gene-
rally, an entrance, of the liver, . the

orifice and receptacle of gall, Eur. 2. an entrance
into a country through mountains, a mountain-pass,
Hdt. : esp., at, the common name for,
the pass round the mountains from Thessaly to Locris,

considered the Gates of Greece, Id. ; so, of the pass
from Syria into Cilicia, Xen., etc. 3. also of narrow
straits, by which one enters a broad sea, '

., of the Thracian Bosporus, Aesch. ; ,
of the Euripus, Eur.€, =]., , Ion. for, Hdt.-, , () watching at the door, of

Hermes, h. Horn.,, , Dim. of, a postern, Hdt., Thuc., Adv. from Pylos, Od.-, is,() sprungfrom Pylos, II., Adv. to or towards Pylos, Horn.
irvXos \y\ ,=, II.

[], and , Pylos, a town and district of Tri-

phylia in Peloponnesus, where Nestor ruled, Horn.
Two towns of the same name, in Elis and Messenia,
are often confounded with Triphylian Pylos.-, ,( custos) =, Hdt., f., () to furnish with gates, Xen. :

—

Pass, to be so furnished, Ar. Hence, [],, , a gate, gateway, Aesch., Eur.,, ,() a gateway, gate-house, Polyb.,etc., to be , keep the gate, Luc, etc.-> , a gate-keeper, warder, porter (v. ·), Aesch., Eur. ; also as fem., . )
Eur. :—metaph., such a

watchful guardian of thy life, Soph.--, ov,() last-speaking, Anth.'" [], , ov, hindmost, last, II. :— also

outermost, lb. :

—

nethermost, Plat. ; .
Luc. 2. of Time, last, Horn. :—neut.

and as Adv., at the last, for the last time,

Horn. 3. of Degree, ' whatever is the

last, worst fate, Soph., , , (cf. ^) the bottom of a vessel,

Theophr.,, lengthd. from Root (v.) :

Ep. impf. : f., Dor. :

aor. 2 ; imperat., Ion. ; Ep. 3
sing. opt. : pf ., 2 sing,,
Ep., inf. : plqpf., 3 sing., Ep., 3 dual, :

—

to learn
by hearsay or by inquiry, Hdt. : 1.. tivos to

learn something from a person, Horn., etc. ;

tivos Aesch. ; Soph.; Hdt. 2.

—. \\
c. acc. rei only, to hear or learn a thing, Od., Att. 3.

c. gen. to hear of, hear tell of, hear news of, Od.,
etc. 4. . to inquire about one person

of or from another, Ar. ; so, . Hdt.,
Att. 5. c. part., I heard
that he was starting, Od. ; .
to hear that Plemmyrium had been taken, Thuc. :—so,

they had not yet

heard of his being dead, II. 6. c. inf. to hear or

learn that, Soph., etc.', Adv. with clenched fist,

good at the fist, i. e. at boxing, Horn., etc. ; -
with the fists, II. ; , Ar.

iruijivcos, a, ov,=sq., Anth.9> , ov, () made of box-wood, II., Theocr., , a tablet of box-wood, Luc. From,, , a box of box-wood, Luc.', , the box-tree or box-wood, Lat. buxus.
"0', , the first milk after the birth, beestings,

Lat. colostrum, Ar.

iruiriraf, an exclamation of surprise, bravo! Plat.~,, , not used in pi. (v.) :

—

fire, Horn.,

etc.; or to kindle fire, Id.; ·,,,,, v. sub voce.

;

II. 2. the ftineral-fire (cf.), lb. 3. the fire of the hearth,

Eur. ; . or the fire of Vesta
in the Prytaneion, Plut. II. as a symbol of things
irresistible or terrible,

they were fighting like burning fire, II. ;

Soph. ; . (as we say)

to go through fire and water, Xen. ; but,

she raged furiously against the

other partner of the bed, Eur. :— of persons, £>

Soph. :—rarely as an image of warmth and comfort,

Aesch., , , watch-fires, mostly in acc, .
II. ; Hdt. :

—

beacon-fires, Thuc. :

— , of sacrificial fires, Aesch. (The
accent, as well as the dat., shews that it does

not belong to .), as, Ion.,, , any place where fire is kin-

dled, 1. a funeral-pyre, Lat. bustum, II., Hdt.,

etc. 2. a mound raised on the place of the pyre,

Soph., Eur. 3. an altar for burnt sacrifice, Hdt.,

Eur. :—also the fire burning thereon, Hdt.-, , a pair offire-tongs, Horn. Hence/, , , servingfor tongues, Anth.7-€, f ., () to turn in the fire, to harden
in the fire, char, Od.-, f. ', = foreg., Strab., Luc.

ivv^a.^.i%,'^os,7},apyramid, Hdt. (Prob. an Egypt. word.),, , for (), a cake of
wheat and honey, given as a prize, Ar.-, , (ahy-q) fiery bright, h. Horn., Anth., Adv. like a tower :—of soldiers, in columns,

in close array, II. : v. II., Pass, to be shut up as in a tower, to be

beleaguered, Aesch., Eur. From-, , (*&) of a place, fortified, ap. Paus.

[t], , Dim. of, Ar., , ov, () tower-like, Aesch.



7-2-, ov, ('') destroying towers, Aesch.-', f.],{) to assault a tower, Xen.', 6, a tower, II., Hdt., etc. :—in pi. the city

walls with towers, II. ; so, collectively, in sing-., Od.,

Eur. b. a movable tower for storming towns,

Xen. 2. metaph. a tower of defence, as Ajax is

called irvpyos, Od. ; ttcus e%et

Eur. ; . a tower of defence

from deaths, Soph. 3. the highest part of any
building, where the women lived, II. II. troops

drawn up in close order, a column, lb. ; cf ..', f ., to bear a tower or towers, Luc. From-, ov, bearing a tower, of Cybele, Anth.- [], , a tower-guard, warder, Aesch., f., (irvpyos) to gird ov fence with towers,

Od., Eur. :—Med. to build towers, Xen. :—Pass..

TvvpyuOeis furnished with a tower, of an elephant,

Anth. II. metaph. to raise up to a towering
height,< ' to build the lofty

rhyme,' Ar. ; so, - Eur. :—hence, to

exalt, lift up, Id. ; so, . to exalt, exaggerate
it, Id. :—Pass, to exalt oneself, Aesch. ;, Xoyois Eur.-, es, () like a tower, Soph., aros, ,() that which is furnished
with towers, a fenced city, Orac. ap. Hdt., Eur.:—in

pi. fenced walls, Aesch., Eur.,, fern. Adj. towering, Aesch.-, es, () burning with fire, incendiary

,

Aesch.€, Ion.-, , mostly in pi. pieces of wood,
rubbed one against another to produce fire, h. Horn.,

Soph., etc.€, Att. -, f . : aor. : pf.-
: () :

—

to be ill of a fever, Eur., Ar., ov, , () burning heat, fiery heat, II. II.

feverish heat, a fever, Ar., etc., Att. for.,, , () a fire-proof vessel, Anth., , , Ion. and Ep. for., , Ion. for.,, , the stone of stone-fruit, as of the olive, Hdt.-, ov, () fanning fire, Anth.-, ov, (,) producing fire, Anth.-, ov, (, 3 sing. pf. pass, of*) . the wheat-slaying servant

of Demeter, i. e. a millstone, Anth.•-, ov, (, ) poet, for,
wheat-bearing, Od., Ion. -, , () a vapour-bath, made by
throwing scented substances on hot embers confined

under a cloth, Hdt.

[], , ( 0s) beestings-pudding, Ar.
irv , , () a vapour-bath, heated by a
furnace underneath, Plut.-', ov, , = sq. , fire-wrought , Aesch.-, es, ('') = foreg., born in fire: of

instruments, wrought by fire, Eur.-, ov, producing fire, Plut.-, ov, () devoured by fire, Aesch.-, es, () with fiery point, Od.-, es, () heated in the fire, Anth.

7rupyoSaiKT09—.-, , =, Anth.-, ov, or-, burnt in fire, II.-, es,() wherein fire lies asleep,

nr., of the cane of Prometheus, Anth.-, 4s,() bright with fire, Plut.-, ov, seized by fire, volcanic, Strab.-', f. , () to break out into a
furious blaze, Plut.

[], , ov, () cffire, fiery, hot, Anth.• [], , ov,() of wheat, wheaten, Xen., etc.-,, ov, part, with no Verb in use, fire-

breathing, Eur.-, ov, contr.-, ovv,()fire-breathing,

fiery, Anth.- [], ov, roaring with fire, Theocr.--,',() sowingfire, inflaming,Anth.-, ov, fire-streaming, Eur.

[t], ov, , () of or in fire, Luc.-, ov, () cherishing fire, of billows.-', , ov, fire-blazing: as Subst.,

Pyriphlegethon, one of the rivers of hell, Od.-,,()flamingwithfire, blazing, Xen.-, qvtos, ,— foreg., Eur.-, ov,() blazing with fire, Eur.

[t], , poet, for, Anth.-, o>tos, , , fire-coloured, Alcidam. ap. Arist.-, Ep. and Ion. -, , () any place where
fire is kindled, a funeral pyre, II. 2. a fire, con-

flagration, Hdt. : arson, Lex ap. Dem. 3. me-
taph. the flame of love, Anth., a, ov, () fitfor eating, Theocr., ,() wheaten bread, Od.-, ov,() giving forth fire:— -

bolts or arrows tipped with fire, Plut.-, e's,(,) madefrom wheat, Anth., e<r<ra, , () fiery, Anth. 2.

the Planet Mars, from his fiery colour, Arist.-, , () a theft offire, Anth.-, ov, (,) reaping wheat, Anth., f., to deal in wheat, Dem. From-, ov, ,() a wheat-merchant.-, e's,() bursting in the fire, fire-

flawed, cracked, Ar.'', , wheat, Horn. ; also in pi., Od., etc.-, ov,(,) wheat-bearing, II., Eur., f., () to burn with fire, burn up, Hdt.,

Soph. : to burn as a burnt sacrifice, Aesch., Eur. ; .' to burn out his eye, Eur. :—Med.,
having placed one's son on the Pyre,

Anth. :—Pass, to set on fire, to be burnt, Pind.,

Eur. 2. metaph. in Pass, to be inflamed or excited,

Aesch. II. Pass, also, of gold, to be proved or

tested by fire, . . III. to fumigate, Theocr., f. , to play tricks with fire, play
mischievous tricks, h. Horn. From-, , ov, () wrovtght from fire,

of a thunderbolt, Pind.-, ov, contr. -, , =, fire-

breathing, Aesch., Eur.-, f.,() to light and keep up a

fire, watch a fire, Od., Xen. ; . tovs to stir

up the fire, Ar. II. to waste with fire, burn



and destroy, Id. ;

—

Med.,
to cause it to be burnt with fire, Hdt. Hence, aros, to, a watchfire, beacon, Eur.-, ov, () wasting with fire, burning,
Eur.,() to be fiery red, of the sky, . T., , 6v, named after Pyrrhus, Theocr.

[] (sc.), , the pyrrhic dance, a kind

of war-dance, Ar., Xen. ;—attributed to one

the inventor. 2. generally, . strange con-

tortions, Eur. :—proverb., c
to look

daggers,' Ar., to dance the pyrrhic dance, Luc.

[], , of or belonging to the pyrrhic dance,

Luc. II. 7. a pyrrhic, i.e. a foot consisting

of two short syllables, used in the or war-song., , , a dancer of the : oi . the

chorus of Pyrrhic dancers, Lys., Isae., , ov, Dor. for irvppos, red, Theocr.-, ov,() red-bearded, Anth.-, , , red-haired, Solon.-,, , a crow with a red beak, Plin., Pass, to become red, Arist.- [t], , ,() one that oglesyoung
boys with a play upon-, ogling wheat (i. e.

dinner in the Prytaneium), Ar.

iruppos, , 6v, Ion. , ; but in older Att. and Dor., , : () :

—

flame-coloured, yellowish-

red : of persons with red hair, like the Scythians,

Lat. rufus, Hdt. ; of the colour of the first beard,

Aesch., Eur. 2. generally, red, tawny, Lat. fulvus,
Eur., Xen. 3. of persons also, red with

bhishes, Ar. ; but, * glaring

with red eyes, Eur.-, ov, —, Theocr.,() to make red, tinge with red, Eur., f . , () to light tip, kindle,

having lit up Euboea with beacon-fires( combiningwith the notion of the Verb), Eur. II.

to make signals by torches or beacon-fires, Xen. :

metaph., give a shout in
signal of battle, Eur. :—Pass., '

Plut. : impers., fire-signals are

made, Luc.-, ov, () shootingforth fire, Anth.-, ov, red-backed, Eur., , , heterog. pi., () a firebrand,
torch, II., Eur.:—in vA. fires, Anth.:—metaph.,

Pind. ; pi. the fires of love, Theocr. II.

a beacon or signal-fire, bale-fire, Hdt. 2. pi.,
watch-fires, Eur., , , old Att. for.-, ov, () fire-producing, . a
flint, Anth.-, es,() like afirebrand, Eur., f., to be , to carry a torch,

Eur. II. to set on fire, Aesch.-, ov, () fire-bearing, Aesch. ; of light-

ning, Pind., Aesch. :

—

arrows with
combustibles tied to them, Thuc. II. in special

senses, 1. epith. of Zeus in reference to his light-

nings, Soph.; of Demeter, in reference to the torches
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used by her worshippers, Eur. ; of Artemis, Soph. ;—but debs the fire-bearing god, the god who
produces plague or fever, Id. 2. , in

the Lacedaemonian army, was the priest who kept the

sacrificial fire, which was never allowed to go out,

Xen.; hence proverb, of a total defeat,

Hdt.-, es, () like fire, fiery , Ar., etc.-, , () fiery-eyed, fiery, Aesch.,, ,() rarer form of, enquiry,, . . introducing the questions

whether . . , Thuc. II. that which is learnt by

asking, tidings, Aesch., Eur. ; .
according as they learnt which way he was gone, Thuc;^ by hearing of what was done
before, Id., a, ov, plaited with osier, are

given to Diitrephes, because he had grown rich by his

trade of a basket-maker, Ar. From
[], -, a flask covered with plaited osier.; Adv., Sicil. Dor. for; where? Aesch. II.

; or ; where in the world ? how in
the name offortune ? i. e. not a whit, Ar., Dem., Ion. , enclit. Particle, up to this time, yet,

almost always with a negat. (like Lat. -dum in non-
dum), with which it forms one word,,. II.

after Horn., with questions which imply a negative,

Soph., Thuc.,, , the beard, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—metaph.,
a beard or tail of fire, Aesch., , Dim. of-, Luc, Anth.--, ov, () wearing a beard, Anth., , plur. of., , a breeding offoals, stud, breed, Xen., a, ov, of a foal, Suid., Ion. : Ep. impf., 2 sing., Ion. 3 sing, : f. ,, Ep.

2 sing, :—Frequent, of, to go up
and down, go to and fro, Lat. versari in loco : hence,

to go or come frequently, \ ayopyv II.

;

[] Od., , horsebreaking, Xen. From, f. , () to break in a young horse, Xen., Ion. 3 sing. impf., f. - : aor.

1

:

—to exchange or barter goods, to sell or

offer for sale, Hdt., Att. ; c. gen. pretii, ^,
. to sell at a high price for ex-

portation to Sardis, Hdt. ;

refused to sell it at any price, Id.;

to ask \vhat he wants for it, Xen. ; absol., .
to deal with one, Ar. 2. . to

let out the taxes, Lat. locare, Aeschin. 3. to sell,

i.e. give up, betray, Dem. :— of persons, to be bought

and sold, Ar. Hence, , , a seller, dealer, Ar. ; and-, , a selling, sale, Xen., , () a place where wares are sold,

an auction-room, shop, Xen. II. the office of
the, Dem., , , one who sells ; at Athens, the

were ten officers, who let out (locabant) the taxes and
revenues to the highest bidders, Dem.
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705, , , () of foals, fillies, or young
horses, . a chariot drawn by horses, Soph..

Eur. ; 7. pursuit in chariot drawn by horses,

Eur. 2. of anyyoung animal, . the girls'

apartments, Aesch., , Dim. of, a pony, Ar.', f. , to break young horses, Eur.,

Xen. 2. metaph. to train up, Soph. From-, , , () a horsebreaker, Xen.- [], ov,) fighting on horseback

or in a chariot, Anth.', 6 and , a foal, young horse, whether colt

or filly, Horn. : in Poets generally for, Soph.,

etc. 2. a young animal, a puppy, Anth. 3. in

Poets, in fern., a young girl, maiden, like,, , Lat. juvenca, Eur. :—more rarely

masc, a young man, Aesch.-, ov, () rearingyoung horses, Anth.,,, a lid, cover, Horn. (Of unknown origin.", , , ( Root of some tenses of) a
drink, a draught, Trag\, Plat., etc., () to furnish with a lid, cover up, Babr., v. .-, (,) ever yet, mostly with negat., ov, , Horn., etc., , ov, v..', , Lat. tophus, Ital. tufa, a porous stone ; the

of Hdt. Hence, f., to petrify, turn into stone: metaph. in

Pass, to become hardened, of the heart, . T. Hence, ews, , petrifaction : metaph. hardness, . T.
; Ion. ; interrog. Adv. of manner, how ? in

what way or manner ? Lat. qui? quomodo ? used in

direct questions, as in indirect, Horn., etc. :—with

a second interrog. in the same clause, 4
. . ; how and by what ship came ye?

Eur. :—c. gen., - ; how are we come
off in it? Id. 2. with Verbs of selling, how? at

what price ? ; Ar. 3.

;

.4 1.2. II. with other Particles, . . ;. 6 or . . ; how possibly . . ? Horn., Eur. :

—in Trag., &v with opt. expresses a wish, how
might it be ? i. e. would that it were . . ! Lat. si . . !

utinam . . ! ; ,,
etc. 2. . . ; in reply, how then . . ?
Horn. 3. yap . . ; also in reply, as if something
had gone before, [that cannot be], for how can . . ?
Id., Soph. 4. ; how in the world? II.,

etc. :—also, yap ; Od. ; . .; Aesch.,

etc. 5. . . ; to introduce an objection, yet

how can it be ? Att. 6. . . ; how not so . . ?

i. e. surely it is so . .
, Thuc, etc. 7. . . ;

like . . ; Aesch., etc. 8. . .; how
ever . . ? Soph., Ion. , enclit. Adv. of manner, in any
way, at all, by any means, Horn. ; 4 somehow
so, Xen. ; in some other way, Id. :—after

hypothet. Particles,, iav or , Lat. si qua,
si forte, Od., etc. II. , not enclitic, in a
certain way, opp. to, Arist., Ep. 3 pi. impf. : aor. 14 :

—Ep. form of, to fly about, II., h. Apoll.

payo\6yog.,, , v...~, eos, , pi. , , (.) a flock, of

sheep, opp. to ay (a herd of oxen), Horn., Hes.

P.

, , , , indecl., seventeenth letter of Gr. Alphabet,

as numeral p'= 100, but ,p 100,000. Dialectic and other

changes : 1. Aeol., at the end of words <r passed
into p, as, for,; cf. Lat. arbor

arbos, honor honos. 2. in Att., pp replaced the

Ion. and old Att. , as, for, -. 3. in some words is transposed, as

Ep. for, for, for :

—mostly in Poets. II. at the beginning of a

word was pronounced so as to make a short vowel

at the end of the word before long by position, as,

II. 2. by reason of this pronunc,
was doubled after a Prep, or a privat., and after the

augment, as,,. 3 . if begins

a word, it takes the rough breathing, except in Aeol.

[], enclit. Particle, Ep. for , Horn., and in lyric

passages of Trag.,,, my Master, Hebr. words
in . T.,, Dim. of, a little rod, a wand, Babr.-, ,() a fighting with a staff or

foil, Plut., f ., to sit as umpire, Soph. From-> ov, () holding a rod or wand ; hence,

like, of the Rom. lictors, Plut.'', , a rod, wand, stick, switch, Lat. virga,

Horn., Xen. 2. a ?nagic wand, as that of Circe of

Hermes, Horn. 3. a fishing-rod, Od. :—also a
limed twig, for catching birds, Ar. 4. a spear-

staff or shaft, Xen. 5. a staff of office, like the

earlier, Pind. 6. the wand borne by the

: hence, 4 according to the

measure of his (Homer's) verses, Pind. 7. a rod for
chastisement, Plat. ; at the fasces of the Roman
lictors, Plut. II. a stripe or strip, II., f ., to carry a rod or wand, as a badge
of office :—Pass., at Rome, to have the fasces borne

before one, Plut. ; and, , at Rome, the fasces, Plut. From-, , () one who carries a rod or staff of
office: 1. a judge, umpire at a contest, Plat. 2.

a magistrate's attendant, a beadle, Ar. :—so, at

Rome, of the lictors who carried thefasces, Polyb., etc., f ., to carry a wand or stick, Strab. From-, ov, () = 2, Polyb., , v
as if from) the fluting of columns,

Arist. ,· cf., , , (as if from, cf. )
striped, Xen.,, ,() a rent, chink, Anth., a, ov, (^) tearing, furious, Plut., Luc.&, aor. 2 pass. inf. of pyv., f . , () to gather grapes, Theocr.-, ov, (,) gathering berries, Anth.



$<, , the Persian name for a black strong-

smelling petroleum, Hdt.'^', , , Aeol., , , slender,

taper, II., Theogn., etc. 2. of the limbs or body,
taper, slim, Hes., Theogn. 3. generally, tender or

mobile, Aesch., , ov, Att. also os, ov; Ep. and Ion.,
, ov, [t] : Comp. , paov (from the Root PA),

Ion. ',, Ep. -, contr. prjrepos, Dor.

pdrepos :—Sup., , ov, Ion. and Ep.,
Dor., Ep. :

—

easy, ready, easy to

make or do, opp. to *, Horn., etc. ;

e7ros a word easy for, thee to understand, Od. :—c.

inf., easy to pass over, II. ; -
easier to fight with, lb. 2.4 it is to do a thing, c. inf., Pind., Thuc. ; c.

acc. et inf., Soph. ; also,

— 4 ,
Thuc. b. also, 4 it is a light matter,
you think little of doing, p.

Eur. II. of persons, easy, complaisant, \jsX.facilis,

commodus, Dem. :—in bad sense, reckless, Luc.
B. Adv., Ep. and Ion., easily, lightly,

readily, willingly, Horn., etc. ; 4 to bear
lightly, make light of a thing, Eur., etc. 2. in bad
sense, lightly, recklessly, rashly, Thuc. ;

in this easy, thoughtless way, Plat. II. Comp.,
paov4 Thuc. III. Sup., esp. in phrases,4 Soph. ; &s 4 Aesch., f. ,() to do things with
ease or off-hand, Luc. II. to live an easy, lazy

life, take things easily, Xen. 2. to act thought-
lessly or recklessly, to do wrong, misbehave, Id. Hence, aros,, a reckless act, crime, Plut., , ease in doing, facility, Xen. II.

easiness, laziness, sloth, Id. 2. recklessness, want
of principle, wickedness, lewdness, Id. : fraud, Plut.-, , (^py) properly, doing things easily ;

in bad sense, unscrupulous, reckless, Arist. 2. of

things, impure, Xen.

[], ijyos, , a drop, II., Hes. II. of

solids, a grain, bit, II. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, f. , (,) to give one a slap

on the buttocks, Ar., f ., to leave off work, to be remiss, Xen., , easiness of temper, a taking things easily,

Thuc. 2. recreation, relaxation, amusement,
Eur. II. in bad sense, indifference, sluggish-

ness, laziness, Xen., etc. ; p. to get a name
for laziness, Eur. 2. heedlessness, rashness, Plat.-, ov, taking things easy, indifferent, lazy,

sluggish, Lat. socors, Soph., etc. II. of things,

easy, Lat. securus, Isocr., Plat. :

—

Adv.-, Plat. 2.

Adv. also, like, lightly, with equanimity, Id.;

Comp.-, Isocr. ; -4, Arist.-, ov,() with crooked head, Anth.'', r), , crooked, bent, Arist.-<€, 4s,() crook-legged, Anth., Ion., f. ', () to grow easier, find
relief, recover from illness, Plat., Dem. :

—

to take
one's rest, Xen.', f. : aor. :—Pass., aor. :
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pf., 3 pi.

:

—besides these are found
two irreg. Ep. forms (as if from a pres. *), viz. 2 pi.

aor. 1 imper. -are, 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass, ippa-, : I. to sprinkle, besprinkle,-€ (sc. ) Od. ; '. Eur. :

—

Pass., irvpyoi'4 II. ;' '4
Od. :—of dust,' '} II. 2.

metaph., . Pind. II. to sprinkle, with
acc. of the thing sprinkled, paiveiv is to

sprinkle (vinegar) in their eyes, Ar., rjpos, 0 and i), a hammer, II., Aesch. From', poet. 3 sing. subj. pairjai : f., Ep. inf.

: aor. 1, subj. -p :—Pass., aor. 14(] :
—to break, shiver, shatter, wreck, Od. ;

—

Pass., one shipwrecked, lb. ;^ ip-

was shivered, II. II. to crush, destroy,

in Pass., Aesch., Soph., Hebr. word expressive of utter contempt, N.T.
[], , Dim. of, a rag, in pi. rags, Ar.-, , , a rag-stitcher, Ar.-, ov, () ragged, Eur.,, ev, ragged, torn, tattered, Anth. II.

wrinkled, Id. From'' [], cos, , a ragged garment, a rag, Od.,
Ar. : in pi. /cea, Att., rags, tatters, Od., Hdt.,

etc. 2. generally, a strip of cloth, Hdt. : a strip of

flesh, Aesch. II. in pi. rents in the face, wrinkles,

Ar. III. metaph. a rag, remnant, Anon. ap.

Arist. ; of an old seaman, paKos Anth. Hence, f., to tear in strips, Plut. Hence,, , in pi., =, rags, Ar.'', eos, , a beak, bill, neb, Ar.,, , () a drop, Eur. ; a rain-drop, Ar., a, ov, () of or for sprinkling

:

—in

Aesch., it seems to be bedabbled, reeking., =, . . II. of the effect, to purify,
lb. Hence, , a sprinkling, N.T.
'', payos, |, pwyos, , a grape, Lat. racemus, Plat.

paov, neut. Adj. used as Adv. ; v.., f ., (pairis) to strike with a stick, to cudgel,

flog, bastinado, Hdt., Dem. II. to slap in the

face, . T.
pairis, iSos, , =5.,,() a stroke, a slap on the face, Luc., ", , () stitched, patched, Od. 2.

metaph. strung together, continuous, of verses,

Pind. II. worked with the needle :, ,
an embroidered carpet, Xen. ; a stitched

ball, of divers colours, Anth.'', f. : aor. 1, Ep. :—Med.,

aor. 1 4^ :—Pass., aor. 24 [] : pf . ep-

:

—to sew or stitch together, stitch, II., Ar. :

—

Med., to make oneself a

pipe of leather, Hdt. ;
^ (sc. -) having got it stitched, Ar. ; but also, to sew

on or to one, Id. :—Pass.,4 * to have

one's lip sewed up, Dem. II. metaph. to devise,

contrive, plot, Horn., etc. ; proverb., -
, ,Apayps you made the

shoe, but Aristagoras put it on, Hdt.', , , Raros, father of Triptolemus :—hence



7 1 6 <€ -' (sc. 7re5iW) the field of Rams, sacred to De-
meter, where tillage was first practised, h. Horn., irreg. 2 pi. aor. 1 of., irreg. Sup. of., =, to be idle, listless, Xen. From, Ion., i), () easiness or an
easy way of doing anything, Plat. ; or.

with ease, easily, lightly, Id. ;,
(pvyrjs to provide an easy way of escape,

Plut. II. easiness of temper, good nature, kind-

ness, Lat. facilitas, to or towards a person,

Hdt. III. relief or recovery from,
from the effects of drinking, Plat. : absol. rest, leisure,

ease, Id. ; , for the sake of resting, Xen. :

—also luxurious ease, indolence, carelessness, Thuc,
Dem., to thrust a radish up the fundament, a
punishment of adulterers in Athens, Ar. From'"", 7, , the radish, Lat. raphanus, Ar.,, , () a stitcher, patcher : metaph.,

p. a planner of murder, Aesch., , () a seam, Lat. sutura, Od. 2. the

suture of the skull, Hdt. ; so, Eur., Dor.,, , () a needle, Anth., Ion. » , (, cf.) the sea

breaking on the shore, esp. the flood-tide, opp. to -, Hdt. II. a rocky shore or beach, Aesch.,

Thuc., f. , to cut through the spine, to cleave in
twain, Aesch., Soph. From'' [], Att. , , the lower part of the back,

the chine, II. : then, the spine or backbone,- to be impaled, Aesch. II. anything ridged
like the backbone, a mountain-ridge, Hdt.-, , (,) with surf, Strab., Ion., , , a thorn-bush, briar, Xen. :

—

collectively, a thorn-hedge, a wattled fence, Hdt., aor. 1 inf. of.', f. <, () to recite Epic poems,
Plat. 2. in contemptuous sense, to repeat by heart
or rote, to declaim, Dem., Luc. ; c. inf. to keep saying
that . . , Dem., i), () recitation of Epic poetry,

Plat. 2. Epic composition, opp. to lyric(),
Id. II. a portion of an Epic poem fit for recita-

tion at one time, e. g. a book of the Iliad or Odyssey,
a lay, canto, Plut., Luc., , ov, of or for a rhapsodist : -) (with

and without), the rhapsodists art, Plat. From-, , (,) properly one who stitches or

strings songs together ; esp. a person who recited

Epic poems, a rhapsodist, applied to Homer, Plat.

;

but commonly meant a class of persons who
got their living by reciting the poems of Homer, Hd'c,
Plat.; v. II. II. Soph, calls the Sphinx, because she proposed her riddle publicly,

as the rhapsodists did their lays., irreg. Comp. of.
pea.= pern, easily, lightly, II. [Sometimes used as one
long syll.]

'', Ep.', ; also 'Per], Rhea, daughter of Uranus
and Gaia, wlie of Cronus, mother of the gods, Horn., etc. |

—''.', f. peyi-, to snore, Lat. sterto, Aesch., Ar. ; of

horses, to snort, Eur. (Formed from the sound.)', Ion. and poet, for.'', impf., Ep., Ion. : f. :

aor. 1, poet., Dor. part, :—Pass.,

aor. 1 part, :

—

to do, act, deal, Od. :—absol.,

Horn. :—c. acc. rei, to do, accomplish, make, Id., etc.

:

—Pass., a remedy for mischief

once done, II. 2. c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei, to do
something to one, Horn. ; p.

Id. ; also more rarely c. dat. pers., ,
do me no more mischiefs, Od. ;

Eur. 3. with strengthd. signf.,

if it shall avail aught, be of any service, II. II.

in spec, sense, to perform sacrifices, Horn., Soph.

;

absol. to do sacrifice, Lat. operari, facere,
Horn. :—sometimes with the victim in acc,

will sacrifice it, Id., , , a limb, in pi. the limbs, body, II. II.

in sing, the face, countenance, Soph., Eur.

pela, Ep. for, Adv. of, easily, lightly, Horn.;

the gods who live at ease, Lat. secu-

rum agentes aevom, Id. ; strengthd. ' II., , Att. contr. from Ion., () that

which flows, a river, stream, mostly in pi.,

II. ; Srirybs p. Ib. ; streams of

blood, Aesch. :—sing., Hdt., Aesch. II. the bed
or channel of a river, II., Hdt., Ep. for.,, , () a worker, doer, Hes.', , , =, active, Plut.,, Dep. to roam, rove, roll about, Plut. :

metaph. to be tmsteady, act at random, Id.-, , {) roving, rolling, Plut.', aor. 1 inf. of.
'> , () =, a stream, Aesch.'', f. : aor. 1

:

—properly of the

descending scale, to incline downwards, to sink, fall,

Lat. vergere, inclinare, II., Ar. :—of things, to incline

one way or the other, to be always shifting, Pind. ;

sleep falling upon the eyes,

Id. 2. of one of two contending parties, to pre-

ponderate, prevail, Hdt., Plat. 3. of persons,

is favourably inclined, Aesch. ;

to incline towards a thing, Dem. ; or

Plat., Arist. ; Luc. 4. of duties, p.

to fall or devolve upon one, Aesch., Soph. 5.

of events, to fall, happen in a certain way, Soph. ; p.' to turn or come to something, Aesch., Ar., pf. pass. part, of.,, , () that which flows, a flow, stream,

current, Aesch., Soph., etc. 2. the stream of a river,

mostly in pi., Hdt., Eur. ; a stream of lava, Thuc. :

metaph. a stream or flood of men, Trag., Soph. 3.

a flood, Thuc. II. a discharge from the body,

a flux, rheum, Luc. Hence&, Pass, to flow as a current, Strab., , Dim. of, a rivulet, Plut.-, f. of., aor. 1 pass. part, of., ), , () flowing, liquid, Plut.

I , Ep. : 3 sing. impf. , Ep. or



—
pee :—f ., Dor. : aor. :

—

Att. fut. and aor. of pass, form,, :

pf. Plat.—This Verb, like,, does not

contr. cry, eo, eco. To flow, run, stream, gush,
Horn., etc. :—with dat. of that which Aoavs, -^

the fountain runs with water, II. ;
'

yaia lb. ; pe?" Eur. ; of a river,' pe?

runs with full stream, Hdt. ; so, pel, metaph.
of men, Aesch. ; of a river, also, p. to derive

its stream from melted snow, Hdt. :—proverb.,

to flow backwards, of impossibilities, Eur. 2.

metaph. of things, from their

hands rained darts, 11. ; of a. flow of words, yXwff-yv -] lb. ; absol., of the

tongue, to run glibly, Aesch. (cf. Horat., salso mul-
toque fluenti) : of words or sentiments, to be current,

Soph. 3. to fall, drop off, e. g. of hair, Od.,
Theocr. : then, generally, to flow or melt away, perish,

Soph., Plat. 4. of persons, p. or to be

inclined, given to a thing, Isocr., Plat. II.

very rarely trans, to letflow, pour,' Eur. 2.

c. acc. cogn., yaXa, let the land run milk,

honey, Theocr. ; Luc.
*pew, to say, v..,, ,() a breakage, fracture, Dem.

or -, ?, 6, the sea breaking on the beach,

the line of breakers, surf, Horn.; or

by the edge of the sea, Id.

or- (lengthd. from Root) : Ion. impf.

: f . : aor. :—Med.,,
f.: aor. , Ep. :—Pass., f.·} : aor. 2 ippdyrjv [] : pf . -^, for which
the intr. ppya is more used :—cf. also ],-. To break, break asunder or in pieces, rend,

shiver, shatter, Horn., etc. :

—

to rend garments, in

sign of grief, Aesch. :—Med. to break for oneself, get
broken, II. 2. to break a line of battle or body of

men, lb., Hdt. ; in Med., ayya,
to break oneself a way through the lines, II. ; absol.,

to break or force one's way, lb. 3. to let

break loose, let loose, lb. 4. " to let loose

the voice, of children and persons who have been dumb
breaking into speech, Hdt. : then to speak freely, speak

out (like rumpere vocem, Virg.), Id., Ar., etc. 5.

having let loose floods of tears,

Soph.; so, p. Plut. II. absol. in the form, to beat the ground, dance, II. III. later, as

a term of fighters, tofell, knock down, Dem.
B. Pass., mostly used in aor. 2^ [], to

break, burst, of waves, II.; of clouds, Ar. 2. to

break asunder, be rent, of the earth in an earthquake,

Plat. ; of garments, Xen. 3. to burst forth, like

lightning, Ar. 4. of ships, to be wrecked, Dem. :

metaph. of hopes, Aesch.
C. intr., like Pass., to break forth, of a river, to

break its bounds, Hdt. :—metaph. of sudden misfor-

tunes, bursts of passion, Soph. II. in this intr.

sense the pf . eppya is commonly used of tears, Id.

;

metaph., ayoyv Aesch., etc.', , , a rug, blanket, used as the covering

of a bed or seat, Horn. ; or as garment, Od., Ion. contr. form for.

. 7, aor. pass. inf. of :, fut., Ion. for :—, for.,,, .., , , (^) that can be broken or rent,

penetrable, II.,,, (,) that which is said or spoken,

a word, saying, Theogn., Hdt., etc.; word
for word, Aeschin. 2. a phrase, opp. to (a

single word), Plat. 3. the subject of speech, a
thing, . . II. in Gramm., a verb, opp. to

(a noun), \ Plat., , Dim. of, a pet phrase, phraside, Ar.,, , late \vord =*,. Hence-€, , () clad in sheepskin, Anth., aor. inf. of^., , might to break through armed ranks,

Od. From-, , , (^, ) breaking through
armed ranks, Horn.-, ov, opening a path, of Apollo, Anth.-, ov, breaking the spirit, of Bacchus, Anth.,, , (^) a breaking, bursting,

broken flames, a bad omen, Eur.,, Ion. , , (*,) a saying, speaking,,

speech, Od., Hdt., etc. ; ^, the

Scythian phrase, Hdt. 2. a resohition, declara-

tion, Id. II. a tale, legend, Pind. III.

a phrase or passage, a speech in a play, Ar., rarer collat. form of^., , Ion. for., verb. Adj. one must mention, Plat., Ion. for.,, , (*, 4) a speaker, II., , skill in public speaking, eloquence?

oratory, rhetoric, Plat. II. a piece of oratory,

set speech, Isocr. From, f. , () to speak hi public, to use or

practise oratory, Plat. :—Pass., of the speech, to be

spoken, Isocr. II. to teach oratory, Strab., ??, , () oratorical, rhetorical,

(sc.) rhetoric, the art of speaking,

Plat. ;
an orator's timidity, Aeschin. :

—

Adv.-, Plat. 2. of persons, skilled in speaking,

fit to be an orator, Id., etc., , , verb. Adj. of *pea>,, stated, specified,

II. ; at a set or stated time, Hdt.

;

p. Thuc. ; \ ypa with fixed pre-

rogatives, Id. ; p. apyvpiov a stated sum, Id. ; iirl

on stated terms, on certain conditions, Hdt.,

Eur.:—Adv., expressly, distinctly, N.T. 2.

spoken of, known, famous, Hes. II. that may
be spoken or told, Aesch., Soph. ;, Lzt.fas nefasque, Soph. III. in Mathem.,

are rational quantities, opp. to surds (),
Plat., , Ion., (*,) a verbal agreement,

bargain, covenant, Od. ;
Xen. II.

the unwritten laws of Lycurgus were called,
Lex ap. Plut. : generally, a decree, ordinance, Tyrtae.,

Xen. III. speech, a word, Luc.,, , (*, e'pco) a public speaker, pleader,,

Lat. orator, Eur., etc.
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> po-xos.-,, , , making one shudder with cold, chil-

ling : metaph., Helen at whose name
one shudders, horrible, II. From, f. -\ : aor. , Ep. : pf

.

(with pres. sense), Dor. 3 pi., Ep. 3

sing-

, subj. ; Ep. dat. part. ippiyovTi (for-
yori) : plqpf · : (p?yos) :

—to shiver or shudder
with cold : metaph. to shudder with fear or horror,

II., Soph. :—c. inf. to shudder to do, shrink from
doing, II. ; also, p. ... , Od. 2. to cool or

slacken in zeal, Pind. 3. to bristle with arms,
Theocr. II. trans, to shudder at anything, II., , , making to shiver, chilling, Hes., neut. Comp. Adj. formed from piyos, more
frosty, colder, Od. :—metaph. more horrible, Horn., , ov, Sup. Adj. formed from piyos (as-

from), coldest : most horrible, II.-, or -, , , (.) fighting with
cold, Anth.', , , frost, cold, Lat. frigns, Od., etc., f. -, Ep. inf.- :—aor. 1 :

—

pf .
:—this word, like, has an irreg. contr.

into , , for , , as 3 sing. subj. piy$, opt.,
inf. :

—

to be cold, shiverfrom cold, Od., Hdt.
'Pi'ZA, , -, a root, Od., Att. : in pi. the roots,

Horn. 2. metaph. the roots of the eye, Od. ; the

roots or foundations of the earth, Hes., Aesch.,

etc. 3. e/c, Lat. radicitus, Plut. II.

anything that grows like a root from one stem, whence
Pindar calls Libya the , considering

the earth as divided into three continents. III.

metaph. the root or stock from which a family springs,

Lat. stirps, Pind., Aesch., etc. ; and so a race, family

,

Aesch., Eur., etc., , Dim. of, a little root, Ar., f., to strike root, Anth. From-, ov,() striking root., () Adv. by, from the roots, Luc.-, , () one who cuts roots, Luc.,', f ., to eat roots, Strab. ; p.

to destroy them by nibbling the roots, Id. From- [], ov,() eating roots, Arist., f. : aor. 1 :—Pass., pf. :

() :

—

to make to strike root : metaph. to root in
the ground, plant, Od. ; Hdt. :

—Pass, to take root, strike root, Xen. : metaph. to be

rooted, firmly fixed, Soph., . . II. Pass,

also of land, to be planted with trees, Od. Hence, aTos, , a root : metaph. a stem, race, Aesch.£-, ov, root-grubbing, of grammarians, Anth.,, , a taking root, beginning life, Plut.'', , , shrivelled with cold: generally,

shrivelled, crooked, h. Horn., Anth., () Adv. lightly, swiftly , fleetly , II., Aesch.-,, ov, () of a swift chariot, Pind.; p.

with the swift racing of chariots, Soph., , later form for pis., f., () to file, Anth.^--', ov, (pis,4^) with
a nose reaching to the chin, Anth.

'PI'NH [r], , a file or rasp, Xen.

- ''.
,', f. \, to track by scent, Aesch. From-, , ,() one who tracks by scent, of

hounds.-, ov, () emitted through the nose, of

a snorting sound, Anth.-€, cotos, 0, (pis, Ktpas) the Rhinoceros or Nose-
horn, Strab., , = II. , a hide, II. 2. — pivos 11. 2, a
shield, Od., , , the skin of a man, Horn. II. the hide
of a beast, esp. an ox-hide, Id. 2. an ox-hide

shield, Id.-, ov, (pis) snub-nosed, Luc.-, ov, () shield-piercing, II., Hes.-, , (pis il) a sewer, Lat. cloaca, Strab.', , any jutting part of a mountain, 1. the

peak, Worn. 2. a headland, foreland, Od., Thuc., Ep. for, dat. pi. of., , () the swing or force with which any-
thing is thrown, Lat. impetus, aiyav^s ) the

flight of a javelin, II. ; Bopeao the sweep or rush
of the N. wind, lb. ; , of a storm, Aesch.

;

prob. means from the quarter of the

night storms, i. e. from the North, Soph. ; p.5
the rush of fire, II. 2. p. a flapping of

wings, Aesch.; of the buzz of a gnat's wing, Id.; of

quivering light, Soph. ; of any rapid

movement, p. Eur. ; in the

twinkling of an eye, . T., f. , (pwis) to fan the flame, Lat. conflare,

Ar. :—Pass, to be blown about, . T., , () afan for raising the fire, Ar. II.

a lady'sfan, Anth., f., Frequentative of, to throw to

and fro, toss about, Lat. jactare, II. ;

to move the eyebrows up and down, h. Horn. :—Pass.

to be tossed about, Plut., only in pres. and impf., a collat. form of,
rag. ; Ion. contr. 3 pi., Hdt., ), , verb. Adj. of, thrown, p.

death by being thrown down (a precipice), Soph.', Ion. impf. or - : f .

:

aor. 1, Ep. : pf. :—Pass., f. 1-, f. 2, f. 3 : aor. 1,
aor. 2 [t] : pf. : 3 sing, plqpf.,
Ep.:—to throw, cast, hurl, Horn., etc.; p.

to throw on the ground, Soph. :

—

to cast a net,

Pass., the cast has been made,
Orac. ap. Hdt. :

—

to throw or toss about,

Eur. II. to cast out of house or land, Soph. :

—

Pass., Id. III. to throw off or

away, of arms, clothes, Eur., etc. IV. p.

to cast them forth, hurl them, Aesch., Eur. :—but

also, to throw them away, waste them, Aesch., Eur. :

Pass.,'' Soph. V. to cast

lots or dice, Eur., Plat. VI. p. to throw

or cast oneself down, Xen. ;—then absol. to fling
oneself, is Theogn. ; is Eur.,, aor. 1 and 2 pass. part, of.
'', , gen. pivos, acc. piva, pi. :

—the nose, Lat.

nasus, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. in pi. the nostrils, nose,

Lat. nares, II., etc. II. a pipe or conduit.
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',, dat. pi., .

:

—plaited work,
wicker-work, a mat, Lat. crates, Od., etc.-, , , 7), throwing away his shield in
battle, a recreant, Ar.,, , a throwing, casting, hurling, Plat. 2.

a casting about of the eyes, Plut. II. a being
thrown or hurled, Plat.-, ov, running needless risks, fool-hardy

,

reckless, Xen.-, ov, throwing away one's arms, Aesch.,, Ion. and., apomegranate-tree, Od. II.

the fruit, a pomegranate, h. Horn., Ar. 2. a knob
shaped like a pomegranate, Hdt., ), Dor. for, a stream.

[], ), the woof or weft, Batr. From, i), , waving, flickering, II. (Deriv. uncer-
tain.), a, ov, () of roses, Eur. II. like a
rose, rosy, Anth., ), contr. for, a rose-tree, rose-bush, Archil.', i), , (') Rhodian, of Rhodes, Strab. :

—also', a, ov, (') II., Xen.-, ov, rosy-fingered, of Aurora, Horn.-, 4s, () rose-like, rosy, Anth.,, , () of roses, II., Eur. II.
rose-coloured, Anth.-, Dor. -, , a rose-apple : metaph.
of a rosy cheek, Theocr.'', , the rose, Lat. rosa, h. Horn., Theog-n.,

etc. -, Aeol., Sappho :—metaph.,
you've spoken roses of me, have said all things sweet
and lovely, Ar.-, Dor.-, , gen. vos, rosy-armed, h.

Horn., Hes., etc.', ov, ), the isle of Rhodes, II., etc.-,, 6, r),=ioreg., Theocr., ), () a rose-bed, garden of roses, Lat.

rosarium, Dem., etc., , Dor., but in Att. ), Ep. gen. pi. [] :

() :

—

a river, stream, flood, Horn., etc. ; mostly in

pi., eV', II. ; the juice of

the grape, Eur. :—metaph. the stream of song or

poesy, Pind. ; also, the tide of affairs, Id., f .,() to make a rushing noise, to dash,
of waves or the stroke of oars : hence, of any confused
noise, 4 such clamours they raised

against me, Soph. ; \0yoi there was a noise

of'words, Id., strengthd. form of foreg., of pigs, to make a
guttling noise, Ar.,, ), poet. fern, of, dashing, Aesch., ov, and a, ov,() rushing, roaring, dashing,
of waves, Od. ; of oars, Eur. II. as Subst.,, waves dashing on the beach, breakers, waves,
Soph., etc. ;—collectively in sing, the surf, surge,
Aesch., Eur. 2. a shout of applause, Ar. ; gene-
rally, a tumult, riot, Eur.'', , a rushing noise, dash of waves or of
oars, e£ evbs with one stroke, i. e. all at once,

Aesch. 2. of any confused, inarticulate sound,

p. the noise of the Persian (i. e. bar-

barian) tongue, Id. (Formed from the sound.)

, , later Att. for, mulberry.', f. ), to swallow with a noise, suck down,
of Charybdis, Od. ; cf.. II. like, to move with a rustling sound, make to rustle,

Aesch. Hence, , a whistling, piping, Eur., , any rushing noise, p. the whir-
ring of wings, Soph. ; p. whistling of the wind,

Ar. (Formed from the sound.), Ion. impf. or —ecricov : aor. ,. : () :

—

to whistle, Lat. stridere, II.

;

of a snake, to hiss, Hes. :—Pass, to rush through the

air, (3 sing, plqpf.) Anth. Hence, aTos,, a rushing, whirring noise or motion,
as of birds, Ar. From', , Ion. , the whistling or whizzing of an
arrow, II. :—any whistling or piping sound, as of a
shepherd, Od. II. rushing motion, a rush, swing,
Plut. (Formed from the sound.)'', ), , crooked, Theocr., ), , spun round like a top, Anth.-, is, (e?5os) rhombo'idal, Strab. ; p.

a rhomboid, a four-sided figure with the opposite sides

and angles equal.

or, , () a spinning-top or wheel,

Lat. turbo, Eur., Anth. 2. a magic wheel, used by
sorcerers to aid their spells, Theocr., Horat. II.

a spinning, whirling motion, of a top or wheel,

shooting forth whirling darts, Pind. ;

p. the eagle's swoop, Id. III. a rhomb,
lozenge, i. e. a four-sided figure with all the sides, but
only the opposite angles, equal, Euclid. 2. a fish,

the turbot, brill., ),, verb. Adj.[ ill), lozenge-shaped,
Anth., , a large sword, scymitar, used by the Thra-
cians, Plut., N.T. (Foreign word.), , , Att. contr., () a stream, flow,
current, Horn., etc. ;

to flow in their own bed, II. ; down stream,

Od., Hdt., etc.; against stream, II.:

—

a

current at sea, Thuc.,, () a club, cudgel, thicker at the butt-

end ; used to cudgel an ass, II. ; to walk with, Od.,

etc. :

—

a war-club or mace, shod with metal, lb.,

Hdt. II. = ill, Xen., ), () inclination downwards, the sinking

of the scale, Aesch. ,· \ p. to disturb the

balance, Plut. 2. metaph. the turn of the scale,

the critical moment, Lat. momentum,
(sc. ) \) is at a crisis of her fortunes, Alcae. ap.

Ar. ; p. the balance or critical turn of Justice,

Aesch. ; ) a slight

turn of the scale lays aged bodies to rest, Soph. ;

dependent on a slight turn of the

scale, of one dying, Eur. ; depend-

ing on a single turn of the scale, Thuc. ; . the

turning point of life, i. e. death, Soph. II. me-
taph. influence, Dem., ', () the wood in a mouse-trap which

springs up when touched, Archil. ; metaph.,

Eur. II. a tambourine or kettle-
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drum, Luc, Anth. III. the knocker on a house-

door, Eur., , Att. contr. for poos., ov, reddish, Lat. russus, Anth., f . ( and : aor. 1 :
—to sup

greedily up, gulp down, Aesch., Ar. 2. to drain

dry, empty, Ar. ; so, p., of the poison on the

robe of Hercules, Soph. Hence, , , drawing in, absorbing, Strab. ; and, }}, , that can be or is slipped tip, Strab., f. : Ep. 3 sing. impf. :

—

to dash
with a roaring sound, of the sea, Od. From'', , a roaring of the sea.-, es, {) with a strong stream, of a sea in

which there are strong currents, Thuc. : of rocks,

exposed to such seas, Strab.,, , {) a rushing stream, a torrent, Thuc.

;

p. , of a stream of lava, Id., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.-^, , with an elephant's trunk, Anth., , Dim. of, Ar., , , {) a snout, muzzle, of swine,

Stesich. ; of dogs, Theocr. : of birds, a beak, neb, Ar.

[], Adv. {) flowingly , abundantly, Plut., Adv., = foreg., abundantly , Od.'', to growl, snarl, snarls

its melancholy ditty, Ar. (Formed from the sound.)~, Att. fut. of., f . Att. : Pass., pf . : {) :

—

to bring into measure or proportion : generally, to

order, to educate, train, Xen., etc. :-—metaph., p.

to define the place of grief, Soph. :—Med.,

p. to arrange one's hair, Eur. :—Pass.,' thus ruthlessly am I brought
to order, Aesch., Ion., , {) measured motion, time,

rhythm, Lat. numerus, Ar., Plat., etc. :

—

in

time, Virgil's in numerum, Xen. ; Thuc.

;

to play in quicker time,

Xen. II. proportion or symmetry of parts,

Plat. III. generally, arrangement, order,

Eur. IV. the state or condition of the soul,

temper, disposition, Theogn., etc. V. the form
or shape oi a thing, Hdt.; of a breastplate, Xen. VI.
the wise, manner or fashion of a thing, Eur. ; ris p.

; what kind of slaughter ? Id.

[], , a plane, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.),,,(* =) that which is drawn : 1., i. e. the Persian archers, opp. to, i. e. the Greek spearmen, Aesch. ; e/c

from the distance of a bow-shot, Xen. 2. a

towing-line, Polyb. II. {) a defence, pro-

tection, Eur. ; p. a tower of defence, Soph., , (* =) the force, swing, rush of a
body in motion, Lat. impetus, with a swing,
Thuc. ; the rush of wings, Ar. ; p.

Xen.:—metaph., Eur.;

p. the vehemence of passion, Dem. 2.

absol. a rush, charge, of soldiers, Thuc, Xen. II.

a street, Lat. vicus, Polyb., N.T.,, , () anything for washing, soap,
Plat.

•., , , (* =) the pole of a carriage, II.,.

Hdt. ; at the end of the pole, II.-,{ . 2,) to tow, Polyb., etc., f. [] : aor. 1 : Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 2, 3 pi., [], inf. :

—

Dep. : but an aor. 1 used in pass, sense
also occurs :

—

to draw to oneself, i. e. draw out of
danger, to rescue, save, deliver, Horn., Hes., etc.;

p. , to save from . . ,

Horn. ;— so c. gen., p. Hdt.

;

or c. inf. alone, p. or Eur. :

also, to savefrom an illness, cure, Hdt. : to set free,
redeem, II. ; Hdt. II. generally,

to shield, guard, protect, of guardian gods, chiefs,

etc., II. etc. :—of defensive armour, lb. 2. Soph,
has in a double sense, . . ,

5e deliver thyself,—and deliver

usfrom the pollution; so, p. to remove the

charges, Thuc. III. to draw back, to hold back,

check, Od., Pind. IV. to keep off, Pind.

[], , heterocl. plur. of, ., f., {) to defile, disfigure, dis-

parage, Arist. :—Pass, to be or become foul, Xen., , dirt, filth : sordidness, Critias, Plut.&, , , () foul, filthy , dirty:—metaph.
dirty, sordid, Arist. :—Adv. -, Anth., Ep. -, only in pres. and impf., {) to be

foul, filthy, dirty, Od. ; impf., Ar.», , —, Anth., Pass, to be foul, pf. part,, Ep.
for, fouled, soiled, Od. From'' [], , dirt, filth, dirtiness, uncleannessy
heterocl. pi., Od. ; in sing., Plat., etc.,, Ep. for,., a cry of the Athenian rowers, like, yohol
Ar. ; hence, rb one's messmates, Id., f. , () to remove dirt from garments,

to wash, Arist. :—Pass, to wash oneself,

ever since / began to wash, i. e. from
childhood, Ar., {) Pass, to be wrinkled, Anth., Ep. aor. 2 inf. of., f., {) to seize as a pledge, to drag
away, Eur. :—Pass, to be so dragged away, Id.", ov, defending altars, Aesch.-, ov, preserving the chariot, Pind.

[], , {) that which is dragged
away : I. booty, prey, , of cattle,

II. ;
1, i. e. Helen., Aesch. II.

that which is seized as a pledge, a pledge, surety,

Solon; Soph. III.

that which is seized by way of reprisal,

to suffer death in reprisal for death,

Id. IV. in pi. offerings for deliverance, Anth., ov,{) delivering, saving, Aesch., Anth.--,, , , saving the city, Aesch.-, ov, settingfreefrom trouble, Anth.

[], , {) a flowing, flow, Plat. II. the

course of a river, stream, Polyb., = :, Ep. 2 sing, impf., II., Ion. for., , , (*>, ) drawn up, shrivelled,



wrinkled, ., Eur., etc. ; p., of a frown,
Anth. Hence, tjtos, , wrinkledness, wrinkles, Plut., Frequentat. of* =4, to drag about,

(3 sing. Ion. impf.) he
dragged it many times round the grave of Patroclus,

II. ; ., Od. Hence,, , a dragging about, maltreatment, Od., , v. 2.-,,, , the rope of a horse''s halter, Xen.,, , (*,) one who draws or stretches,

p., drawer of the bow, of arrows, Od. 2.

like, the strap by which a horse draws, a trace,

II. :—also a rein, lb. ; with loose rein,

Lat. immissis habenis, at full galop :—used as a
strap to flog with, Dem., Aeschin. II. () a
saver, guard, defender, Od.-, ov, with shrivelled rind, Anth., f ., () to make wrinkled

:

—Pass, to

be so, pf. part, Luc.,, , (, 4) a fold or pucker in the face,

a wrinkle, Lat. ruga, Ar., Plat,, , (*,) =, a rein, Hes. II.

(peV) drinking-cup, running to a point with a small
hole, through which the wine ran, Dem., -i], , (*>,) dragged along,
stones dragged along, i. e. too large to carry, Od., ^, , () flowing, running, fluid, liquid,

t

Trag.

[], opos, ,() a saviour, deliverer, Aesch.,
Anth. ; from a thing, Id.*, whence, to draw : v.., , ov, () broken, cleft, rent, torn, Horn,, ados, , , () =foreg., ragged, Babr. ; p.

a cloven rock, Theocr.,, , the nose : in pi. the nostrils, Strab.
*» ,, and ', a, ov, Roman, a Roman,
Polyb., etc. ; Adv. -, in Latin, Anth.', Adv. in Latin, Plut., a, ov, () strong of body, Plat. 2. of

things, mighty, strong, Hdt., ], () bodily strength, strength, might,
Hdt., Trag., etc.; not single-handed,

Soph. II. a force, i. e. army, Xen.,.: aor. :— , aor. 1: pf.: ():—to strengthen, make
strong and mighty, Plut. II. mostly in pf. pass,

(with pres. sense), and plqpf. (as

impf.) :

—

to put forth strength, have strength or

might, Eur., Thuc. :—c. inf. to have strength to do,
be eager to do, Thuc. 2. often in imperat.,,
farewell, Lat. vale, Xen. ; also, ,
Lat. valere jubere, Plat. 3. part., =-, v. sub voce., pcayos, , (^) a cleft : in Od., p&yes
are narrow passages leading to the hall., 3 pi. impf., Ep. : 3 pi. aor.

:
—to move with speed or violence, to dart,

rush, rush on, Horn. ; p. Od. ; '
danced about Achelolis, 11. ;

plied the lusty dance, h. Horn. ; '
lustily they moved under the king's weight, II. ; so,
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yovvara Od. ; also of the hair,

it waved streaming in the wind, II.,, () Ion. for (which is not found),
only in pi., brushes, brushwood, II., , ,() of or for petty wares, trumpery,
worthless, Plut. ; ~/ to paint poorly,

coarsely, Anth.', , petty wares, Aesch., Dem., ov, , () a cleft, yafys a gutter
scooped out by heavy rains, II.

'',, , a shrub, bush : only pl. bushes, under-
wood, brushwood, Od.

.
2, <r,,, indecl., a semi-vowel, eighteenth letter

of the Gr. Alph. : as numeral
/= 200, but /r 200,000.

I. beside the form 2, it was written as a semi-

circle Q. In the written character, final o~ became
s : from which must be distinguished the character
s-' = 6. There was also a Doric name [] (cf.-), which appeared at the end of the alphabet

as or, = 900.
II. dialectic and other changes : 1. Aeol. and Ion.

into , as) for . 2. Aeol. and Dor.

into , for -:—so in later Att., as for

:

—in later Att., also passed into

, for , \
for \. 3. in Aeol. and Dor., and
in Poets, was often doubled, as

for '$ , and in fut. and aor.

1 forms, as , etc. for

\4, etc. 4. sometimes passed into or vice

versa, as and4,' (*) and 6·, and. 5. Dor. into , in fut. and
aor. 1 of Verbs, with their deriv. Nouns, as*/

for- :—so in Ion.,

for ; and in old Att., the Prep., with all its Compds., was written. 6. Att.

and sometimes passed into , cf. III. 7. in

Aeol., as in Lat., represents the aspirate,^-, (Lat. sus) vs, a\s sal, e| sex,

septem, '4 serpo, sylva. 8. prefixed to

words beginning with and , ,$, Teyos4, Lat. tego ; more rarely before

and , , fallo,

funda. 9. was inserted in the middle of words

before , esp. by Poets in the 1 pers. pl. pass, and
med., as for; so for. 10. conversely, the Lacon. used to throw

out between two vowels, writing for. 11.

changed into p, Dor. and Att., when another goes

before, as' for -, for. 12.

Lacon., is substituted for , as -
for -. 13. Dor., for ,

as for . 14. s is ap-

pended to before a vowel.

\ by apostr. for ; rarely for . II. for ,
neut. pl. of.
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, fern. sing, and neut. pi. of.; Doric for ; Ar., , (2) a Phrygian deity, identified with

Bacchus, Ar. :

—

, Bacchic orgies, Strab., , , shattered ; metaph. enervated, Anth.

(Deriv. unknown.),, , , a shatterer, destroyer, of a goblin

who broke pots, Ep. Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.)- ; a Chaldaean phrase, hast thou forsaken
me ? . T.

Hebr. plur. hosts, armies, . T., f . ,(^) to keep the Sabbath, Lxx.,, , a keeping of days of rest, . T.,, , the Hebrew Sabbath, i.e. Rest, N.T.

;

also in pi. of the single day, heterocl. dat. pi.

(as if from), lb. 2. a period of seven days,

a week, the first day of the week, lb., a cry at the feast of Sabazios, Dem.,,, Ion. 10s, , pi. crayapeis, Ion. -Is, a single-

edged axe or bill, a weapon used by the Scythian

tribes, Hdt., Xen. (Foreign word.)

[], -,() a man's pack, baggage,
crayr;, i. e. carrying his own baggage, Aesch. :

generally,harness,equipment. Id., Eur. II. = aayp.a

, a pack-saddle, Babr., , ov, (aayfjvri) of or for a drag-net, Anth.,, , = sq., Anth., Plut., rjpos, , o?ie who fishes with a drag-net,

of a comb, aay. Anth. ; and, , , — foreg., Anth. From, f., to take fish with a drag-net \ aayi]vf] ),

Luc. II. metaph. to sweep as with a drag-net,

i. e. to sweep the population off the face of a country

by forming a line and marching over it, a Persian

practice, Hdt., etc. : Pass., aayqvsvesh Anth., , a large drag-net for taking fish, a seine,

Ital. sagena, Luc, N.T. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , () one who casts a drag-net,

a fisherman, Anth.-, ov, attached to a drag-net, Anth.-', f. -, () to wear a cloak, Strab.,,,() mostly inpl. covering : the cover-

ing of a shield, Eur., Ar. : a large cloak, Ar. II. a
pack-saddle, Strab., Plut. III. pile, Plut.

[], , coarse cloak, used by the Gauls, Polyb.

(Perh. a Gallic word.), , Sadducees, name of a Jewish sect, . T., , , rotten, decayed, unsound, cracked,

Plat., Dem.—Adv., built on unsound
foundations, Arist. 2. metaph.,
iyyiveaOai before any unsound thought comes
into their heads, i. e. before they prove traitors, Hdt.

;

. yo Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ep. impf. : aor. \, Dor.

:

—of dogs, to wag the tail, fawn, Od. : ovpr\, of

the dog Argus, lb. II. metaph. to fawn, cringe,

Pind., Aesch. III. c. acc. pers. to fawn upon,
Ar. : to pay court to, greet, Pind., Soph. ; .
to deprecate, shrink from death, Aesch. :—Pass.,' Id. 2. to beguile, cozen,
deceive, Id. 3. in N.T.,
seems to mean to be moved, disturbed

.

—'.
', aor. , part, aijpas : pf. with pres.

sense : I. in pf . to draw back the lips and
shew the teeth, to grin like a dog, Lat. ringi,-

(Ep. for) Hes. ; Ar. :—in good
sense, smiling, Theocr. :—the neut. is used in Adv.
sense, ffeaapbs yeav to laugh with open mouth,
Theocr. ; aearjpbs, of a fox, Babr. II. in

pres. and aor. i, to sweep a floor, Eur. 2. c. acc.

rei, to sweep up or away, Soph,- , ov,() wielding a shield, II.-, ov, () shield-bearing, Soph., Eur., v.., , Dor. for., Att., ', Dim. of or, a
small bag, Xen. 2. sackcloth, mourning, Menand.--, ov,( \,4) cherishing
a huge beard, Anth.

or [], , a coarse hair-cloth, sack-

cloth, Lat. cilicium, N.T. II. anything made
of this cloth, a sack, bag, Hdt., Ar. III. a

coarse beard, Ar. (Prob. a Phoenician word.), , Dor. for.
[], , gen. eos, Ion. -eus, () a shield,

Horn., etc. The earliest shields were of wicker-work
or of wood, covered with ox-hides, and sometimes with

metal-plates, (that of Ajax had seven hides and an
eighth layer of metal) ; it was concave, so as to hold

liquid, Aesch., , , () a sack, Ar., opos, ,() a packer," who
crowds the nether world (with dead men), Aesch.-, , , (,) one who weaves
sackcloth, a sailmaker, Dem.,, , a word of uncertain origin, denoting
a swaggerer, Arist.-', , , betrayer of Salamis, Solon., , ov, also os, ov, Salaminian, of or

from Salamis, Hdt. II. ^, (sub. vads),

, one of the Athen. sacred ships, Ar., Thuc. ; v.

III.

or [t], gen. Ivos, , Sala?nis, an
island opposite Athens, II., etc. II. a town of

Cyprus founded by Teucer of Salamis, h. Horn., Hdt., Dor. for., to overload, cram full, eaay4vos Anth., aor. :— Pass., f.

:

aor. : pf. : ():— to

cause to rock, make to oscillate, shake to and fro,
Eur., Anth.; . to stir them up, N.T. :

—Pass, to be shaken to and fro, totter, reel,

Aesch. II. intr. to move up and down,
to roll, toss, as on the sea, Xen. :—metaph. to toss

like a ship at sea, to be tempest-tost, be in sore

distress, Soph., Eur. 2. of a ship also, to ride at

anchor : metaph., . to ride at anchor on
one's friend, depend upon him, Plut.' [], , any unsteady, tossing motion, of an
earthquake, Eur. : the tossing or rolling swell of

the sea, Id. ; so in pi., Id. II. of

ships or persons in them, a tossi?ig on the sea, Soph.

:

—metaph. of the ship of the state, tempest-tossing,

Id. ; to be in distress, Plut.
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lancer-whiskered-trumpeters, ., , , a trumpeter, Thuc, Xen. From, 1770s, , a war-trumpet, trump, II., Trag.,

etc. :—metaph., ., of Pindar, Anth. II.

a trumpet-call, ap. Arist. From, £. , aor. 1, Ep., also

:

—

to sound the trumpet, give signal by
trumpet, Xen.: c. acc. cogn., . Id.; cf.

: metaph.,

heaven trumpeted around, of thunder as if a signal for

battle, II. :—impers., (sc.)
when the trumpet sounded, Xen. (Deriv. uncertain.),, , Dor. for., , (^) a ship of Samian build, Plut.,, Dor. for., , Samaria, a city of Palestine :—-, , , a Samaritan, . ., etc.; fern, -,, lb., , Aeol. for, Anth.

[], , a triangvdar musical instrument
with four strings, Lat. sambuca, Arist. II. an
engine of likeform used in sieges, Plut., , , a player on the sambuca :—fern., Plut., Dor. for., , —,, II.- [], Ion. -, , Samothrace, an
island near Thrace, the seat of the mysteries of the

Cabiri, Hdt. :—the inhabitants were,, Id. ;

Adj., a, ov, Ion.-, , ov, Id.

[], , Samos, the name of several Greek
islands: 1. an old name for, Horn. 2,

2$, =~2, II. 3. Samos, the large

island over against Ephesus, h. Horn., etc. : hence Adj., , ov, Hdt.
or, v. 2, .-, , , () a

;ub 2, Ar.

horse branded
cf.. ith the

letter, v. 2, .,, Dim. of, Hdt., , Dim. of, Ar., , a -wooden sole, bound by straps round
the instep and ankle, mostly in pi. sandals, h. Horn.,

etc. (Prob. a Persian word.)

[], , red or orange-coloured mineral,

Arist. (Deriv. unknown.) Hence, , ov, of orange colour, Hdt.-·, , (*) a pit whence-
is dug, Strab.;,, or, ikos, , a bright red colour,

also called, Strab.,, Dim. of', a small trencher, Ar. II.

like, a tablet, Aeschin., f ., to cover with planks. From,, , a planking, framework, Polyb.",, , a board, plank, Anth., etc. II.

anything made ofplanks : 1. a door, in pi. fold-
ing doors, Lat.fores, Horn. :—rare in sing., Eur. 2.

a wooden platform, scaffold or stage, Od. : a ship's

deck, Eur. 3. in pi. wooden tablets for writing on,

Id. :—at Athens, tablets on which were written public

[

notices, Ar., etc. 4. a plank to which offenders
were bound or nailed, Hdt. ; so perh. in Od. 22. 174.

i
, as Posit., found only in the contr. form ,

! (v. ; but Comp. 11., Xen., etc. : Comp.
! Adv., Anth.

;
',,, poet, for -.

j

, aor. 2 pass. part, of., Ep. for, , sing. aor. 2 pass. subj. of.
', aor. 2 pass. inf. of.
i, , =, Anth., , ,{) rotten, putrid, Theogn., Ar. ;

j
of fish, stale, rancid, Ar. II. generally,

stale, worn out, Lat. obsoletus, Id. :—of persons,
; Id. 2. of wine, in good sense, mellow, Id. Hence

j

,, , rottenness, putridity, Plat,

i, . a blue gem, the sapphire, or (as others

think) lapis lazuli. (Prob. a Phoenician word.), , gen. , acc. odv, voc. o7, Sappho., aor. 2 part, of.
[], , a plait, braid, Aesch. 2. a basket,

. T. (Deriv. unknown.), a, ov, () used of bitter or scornful
laughter, (sc.); -

he laughed a bitter laugh, Od. ; so,

Plat. ; ridere Cic.—Others
write. deriving it from 2, because such
laughter resembled the effect produced by a Sardinian
plant, which screwed up the face of the eater, Plut. :

hence our form sardonic)., , at, Sardes, the capital of Lydia, dat.^, Aesch. :—Ion. Hdt. ; gen.,
dat.2 Hdt. :—Adj., Ion. -, ,, Id. ; and, , , Ar., , the Sardian stone, carnelian, Plat., , the rope szistainitig the upper-edge of
a hunting-net, Xen., , ov, v. ^,.-,, , [) the sardonyx, Anth., , gen. contr. , dat. , Sardinia, Hdt.,

Ar. j the obi. cases are sometimes,, -,-
(as if from), Polyb. :—Adj., a, ov,

and, , , Hdt.
or -, , the sarissa, a long pike used in

the Macedonian phalanx, Polyb. (A foreign word.), f. , ^ to tear flesh like dogs, Ar., —, Ar., f., to strip off the flesh, scrape it out, Hdt,, , , {) fleshly, sensual, Anth.,,,') offlesh, in theflesh, Theocr. 2.

=, opp. to, .. II. fleshy,

corpident, Plat,-, ,() forsaken by flesh, lean, Anth.-, ,{) compact offlesh, Anth.-, ov, () eating flesh, carnivorous,

Arist. II. . a limestone found at Assos in

Troas, remarkable for consumijig the flesh of corpses

laid in it ; coffins were made of it, and such a coffin was

called a, Juven., f., (*|) to make to look like flesh, of

a sculptor, Anth.-, , {) fleshy, Xen., etc. ;

gods offlesh and blood, Hdt.

3 A2
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', ,() flesh, Lat. caro, Horn., etc. : in plur.

the flesh or muscles of the body,
Horn. ; so in Hes., Aesch., etc. :—so some-

times in sing-

., the flesh, the body, ,
5

Aesch. II. the flesh, as

opp. to the spirit, . T. ; also for man's nature gene-
rally, lb. ; all human kind, lb.

[], ,( n) a broom, besom, Anth. Hence, f., = , to sweep clean, . . :

—

Pass., pf. part, lb., and, , voc.,, II.

or, and, gen. , , Satan, i. e.

an adversary, enemy : name for the Devil, . T.
(Hebr. word.)

[], , a war-chariot, chariot, car, h. Horn., Eur.
(Deriv. unknown.), , a Hebrew measure, ^ of a, = about \\
modii or 24 sextarii, . T., prob. for-, gold, Ar. (Pers. word.), Ion. -, , a satrapy, the office or pro-
vince of a satrap, Hdt., Xen. ; and, f ., to be a satrap, exercise the authority

of one, Xen. 2. c. gen. to rule as a satrap, .
Id. ;—also c. ace, Id. From

[], , , a satrap, viceroy, Lat. satrapa,
Xen. (Persian word.)' : aor. 1: Pass.,aor. 1: pf. -y-

: Ion. 3 pi. plqpf.<. (The Root is,
as in pf. pass., *,, ·.) To pack or

load, properly of putting the packsaddle on beasts of

burthen : hence, I. of warriors, in Pass, to be

fully armed, Hdt. ; Theocr. 2.

to furnish with all things needful,[ ~] having furnished the entrance (into

Egypt) with water, Hdt. II. generally, to load
heavily, fill quite full of a thing : Pass., c. gen.,- laden with woes, Aesch. ;- Xen. :—also c. dat. to fill full
with a thing, Luc. ; so in Med.,

Id. :—Pass.,·
having his fill of riches, Xen. III. to pack
close, press down, Id., ), ,() like a Satyr, Plut. 2.

of or resembling the Satyric drama, Plat., Arist. :

—

, , a Satyric drama, Xen., , Dim. of, Theocr., , Dor., a Satyr, companion of Bac-
chus, Hes., etc. : the Satyrs were represented with
pointed ears, snub nose, goat's tail, and budding horns :

later, goats' legs were added. They differed from Pan
and Fauns by the want of real horns. II. a play
in which the Chorus consisted of Satyrs, the Satyric
drama (not to be confounded with the Rom. Satura or

Satira), Ar. It formed the fourth piece of a Tragic
tetralogy : the only Satyric drama extant is the Cyclops
of Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), Pass,() to swagger, dance affectedly

,

Eur.-, to walk in a swaggering way, Ar., , ov, swaggering, straddling, h. Horn., etc.

or, , a javelin, Menand., Strab.

(Foreign word.)

• aeavrov ., Ion., , a lizard, Lat. lacerta, Hdt.-, ov, (') lizard-killer, epith. of

Apollo, Plin.

[], , , a Sarmatian, Hdt. :—fern., Id.<, , =, Lat. lacertus, Hdt.,, , a spike at the butt-end of a spear,

by which it was stuck into the ground, II., Hdt. (Deriv.

uncertain.),, v.-.~ [], poet. Adv. of , clearly, plainly,

assuredly, of a surety, with Verbs of knowing,, , Horn. ; also in Trag., ' ,', etc. ; ', . . Ar. ; also with Verbs
of speaking, etVeiV Horn., Pind., es, Dor. for]., v. II.-,,() fern. Adj., speaking clearly

or truly, Anth., , distinctness, perspicuity , Plat., etc., to tell distinctly, Aesch. From, Dor. -, 4, —, Aesch., Soph.:
the plain truth, Pind. Adv.—, Theogn.,

Aesch. ; Ion. -, Hdt. Hence, f. Att. , to make clear or plain, point out
clearly, explain, Aesch., Xen. Hence, , , explanatory, of a thing,

Luc.^', es, gen. eos contr. , clear, plain, distinct,

manifest, h. Horn., Aesch., etc. ; the clear

truth, Eur., etc. 2. of persons, Aesch., Eur.

:

of oracles and prophets, as in Virgil certus Apollo,

sure, unerring, Soph. II. Adv., Ion.

-4, plainly, distinctly, well, .,,, Hdt., Att. :

—

certainly, manifestly, Aesch.,

etc. ; - . was manifest, Id. :—Comp. -,
Sup.-, Id., etc.', to sift, bolt, Hdt., in 3 pi.., pres. med. imperat. of. II. Ep. 3 sing,

impf. act., fut. of : Ep. inf.4., Comp. of., , , () poet, for, Anth.'' or- : f., Ep. : aor. 1, Ep. inf. :—Med., f. : aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.:—
besides these, the aor. 2, pf. and plqpf. act. are

used intr.,,,. To quench, put
out, Lat. extinguere, Hdt., Pind. 2. generally, to

quench, quell, check, ., II. ;

Simon. ; Ar., etc. II. Pass,

(with intr. tenses of Act., v. supr.), to be quenched,

go out, Lat. extingui, of fire, II. : metaph. of men,
to become extinct, die, Anth. 2. generally, to be

quelled or lulled, of wind, Od. Hence, , ov, serving to quench fire, Thuc.
-, adverbial Suffix, denoting motion towards, e. g.

to some other place.-, -, contr., -, Ion., ,
reflexive Pron. of 2nd pers., of thyself, only in gen.,

dat. and acc. sing., masc. and fern., Hdt., Att. ;* contain thyself, Soph. :—in pi. separated,



, etc. : and orig. it was separated in sing-

.,

as in Horn., who always says , '.
; . 3 sing. aor. : aor. in

pass, form :

—

to be afraid of, II., , only in nom., acc, and voc. sing. : {-) :

—

reverential awe, a feeling of awe, Horn.,

etc. :—generally, reverence, worship, Trag. ; c. gen.

objecti, Aibs reverence for Jove, Aesch. II.

the object of awe, holiness, majesty, Eur. : periphr. for

persons, ., i.e. Hermes, Aesch. 2. an object

of wonder, a wonder, h. Horn., Soph. : an honour con-

ferred on one, as the arms of Achilles on Ulysses, Soph.', aTOS, , an object of awe or worship, . T., , = Lat. Augusta, the Empress, Anth., , ,() reverenced, august : used
to render the imperial name Augustus, Strab., N.T., f . Att. : aor. :—like,
to 'worship, honour, Lat. revereor, Pind., Trag.

;

. to devote oneself to a new wife, Eur.

:

—also in Med., standest not in awe
ofcuvses, Aesch.; aor. pass, part.,· Soph.', mostly in pres.; aor. : Dep.:

—

to feel awe orfear before God, to feel religious awe,
feel shame, II., Ar. ; awe-stricken, Plat.

:

c. inf. to dread or fear to do a thing, Aesch.,

Plat. 2. c. acc. pers. to honour with pious awe,
to worship, Lat. veneror, Pind., Hdt., etc. :—then,

to do homage to, pay honour or respect to, Trag., , =, in pi., Aesch.', = the older form, used only in pres.

and impf., to worship, honour, Pind., Att. ;

for , Eur. :—c. inf.,, i.e. 6, I do not respect, approve of
insolence, Aesch. ; Id.—then,

as Pass, to be reverenced, Soph. 2. absol.

to worship, be religious, Aesch., Soph., old poet, form of, gen. of ., , Silemis, companion of Bacchus, Hdt.

;

father of the Satyrs, Eur.-, , () like Silenus, Plat., Ep. for, gen. of ., , ov, Lacon. for., Ion., , (,) a cord, rope, string,

band, Horn. ; . a cord or chain of gold,

II. 2. cord with a noose, like the lasso, used by
the Sagartians and Sarmatians to entangle and drag
away their enemies, Hdt., a, ov,() joined by a cord or band,
<r. =, Soph. 2. of cord, twisted, Eur.-, Ion. -, ov, () led by a rope,

Hdt. 2. (sc. ), , a horse which
draws by the trace only (being harnessed by the side

of the yoke-horses, -yioi), a trace-horse, outrigger

:

metaph., sometimes a yoke-mate, coadjutor, Aesch.

;

sometimes for one who has light work, Id.,, , a Siren : in pi., at, the Sirens,

mythical sisters on the south coast of Italy, who enticed

seamen by their songs, and then slew them, Od. Horn,
only knows of two, whence Ep. dual. gen. ~2-. II. metaph. a Siren, deceitful woman,
Eur. : the Siren charm of eloquence, Aeschin. (Deriv.

unknown.)

—. 725, ov, Ion. for.-, ov, scorched by the sun or dog-star,

Anth., , () the scorcher, name of the dog-star,

Lat. Sirius, which marks the season of greatest heat,

i. e. Aug. 24 to Sept. 24, Hes., Eur. ; called

Aesch. ; Hes.,, , Dim. of II, Xen.-, iyos, , a knotted scourge, Eccl., Byz.-, , = , Eur.-, ,(,) a shaking off of burdens,
Plut. : a name for the disburdening ordinance of

Solon, by which all debts were lowered, Id.-, , , () earth-shaker, epith. of

Poseidon, Pind.&, , , of earthquakes,. a burial

in the ruins caused by an earthquake, Plut., , () a shaking, shock, yrjs, .
an earthquake, Rut.; absol., Hdt., Att. 2. gener-

ally, a shock, agitation, commotion, Plat., N.T., , , () shaken, Ar.-, ending of Verbs expressing desire, Desideratives,

like Lat. -urio. They are formed from the fut., as-
from,*/ from., Ep. impf., f. : aor. 1 : pf.

:—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.

:

—to

shake, move to and fro, Horn. ; ., to

shake the poised spear, II. ; ., in sign of dis-

content, Soph. :—also, Xen. 2. of

earthquakes, which were attributed to Poseidon, Hdt. ;

absol., by an earthquake, Ar. : impers.,

there is an earthquake, Thuc, Xen. 3. metaph.
to shake, agitate, disturb, Pind., Soph. 4. in Att.,

to accuse falsely or spitefully , so as to extort hush-

money, Ar. ; cf. Lat. conditio. II. Pass, to shake,

heave, quake, of the earth, II., Hdt. :—metaph. to be

shaken to itsfoundation,
Pind. ; Soph. 2. generally,

to move to andfro, II. : Pass., his teeth

were loosened, Hdt.; \ Eur. III. Med.
to shake something of one's own, Theocr., Anth. 2.

like Pass, to shake oneself, to shake, II.',() to enlighten, illume :—Pass, to beam
brightly, Ar.-, , , father of light, Anth.,-, Dor. for,.', , gen., dat., contr. : pl.

:

—

a bright flame, blaze, light, . II. ;

alone, lb. :

—

lightning, a flash of lightning, lb.,

Hdt., etc. :

—

a torch, h. Horn. :

—

the flash of an angry

eye, Aesch. : metaph., tr. Theocr.-, ov, () light-bringing, Aesch.,, , a cup, named after Seleucus, Plut., , poet, for, Ar. ; Dor. Eur., a, ov, lighted by the moon, . a moon-
light night, Orac. ap. Hdt., Anth. From, , Dor., () the moon, Lat.

luna, Horn. ; <r. the full-moon, II. ; vov-, i.e. by the lunar month, Thuc.

;

7rpbs by moonlight, Xen. ; so, els .
Aeschin. :

—

., Horace's lunam dedu-

cere, of witches, Ar. ; in the tenth moon
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(i. e. month), Eur. II. as fem. prop, n., Selene,

the goddess of the moon, Hes., etc. Hence, Dep. to be moonstruck, i. e. epileptic,
,
. '., ,, of or for the moon, lunar, Plut. ; and- [], ov, (,-) devouring leaves

of books, of a bookworm, Anth., , parsley, Lat. apium, Horn., etc. :—with

its leaves victors at the Isthmian and Nemean games
were crowned, Pind. :—from its being- planted in garden
borders came the prov.,' '
' 'tis scarcely begun yet,' Ar. (Deriv. unknown.),, , a plank : metaph. a leaf of papyrus :

—generally, the page of a book, Anth., at, the Selli, guardians of the oracle of Zeus at

Dodona, bound to live a rough, austere life, II., Soph., aros, ,( ?) the deck of a ship, h. Horn.,

Eur. 2. in pi., rowing-benches, Lat.

transtra, Trag. 3. generally, a seat, throne,

Aesch. 4. scaffolds behind the

parapet, on which the defenders of the wall stood,

Id. 5. logs of'building timber, Strab., , or ios, the finest wheaten flour, Lat.

simila, similago, Ar.', f. , to speak gravely and solemnly,
Aesch in. : — also as Dep., to talk in

solemn phrases, Dem. From-, 6,() a grave or solemn talker, Dem.-,, 6, a grave and reverend seer, Soph.-', f ., () =, Eur.-', f. , to make august, to magnify,
Strab.-, f.,() to assume a grave,
solemn countenance, Ar., , , () revered, august, holy, aw-
ful : I. properly of certain gods; at Athens esp.

of the Furies, or ,, Trag. ; cr.

their rites, Id. 2. then of things divine, h. Horn.,
Trag. ; . a life devoted to the gods, Eur.

;

, =, Aesch.; . holiness,

Dem. II. of human beings, reverend, august,
solemn, stately, majestic, Hdt., Att. 2. of things,

Aesch., etc.; . nothing very wonderful, Arist.

;

, c. inf., 'tis a noble, fine thing to . . ,

Plat. III. in bad sense, proud, haughty, Trag. :

—in contempt or irony, solemn, pompous, grand,
Aesch., etc. ; to look grave and solemn,
Eur.; . how grand the rascal is! Ar.;
. Id. IV. Adv. -v&s, Eur., etc. :

Comp.-, Xen.-, ov, () solemnly spoken, Aesch.,, ,() gravity, solemnity, dignity,
majesty, Eur., Xen. II. in bad sense, solemnity,
pompousness, Luc. ; of a girl, prudery, Eur.-, ov, () reverenced with awe, Aesch., f., to make solemn or grand, to exalt,

magnify, embellish, Hdt.

[], f. , = foreg., to exalt, magnify, Hdt.,
Att. :—Pass, to be in high repute, Plat. II. Med.
to be grave, solemn, to affect a grave and solemn air,

Eur., Ar. ; . to be proud of a thing, to pique
oneself on it, Dem. ; Id., Ep. for, gen. of .

—., , , verb. Adj. of, august, Aesch.', , gen. -, a kind of endive or chicory, Anth.', , a kind of gnat or winged ant, Ar.', pf. pass, of.', pf. pass. part, of., Dor. for, Ep. fem.?., pf. pass, of.', pf. of..', Adv. part. pf. pass, cunningly, Xen.', pf. pass, of., enclit., Ion. for,, gen. of ., Ep. aor. of :— for., , Ion. and late Att. for., Ep. aor. and :—Med., Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 1, pi. :—Pass., aor. 1 [],
[], poet, : pf . (with pres. sense)-, part, (not -) :—to these must be

added poet. aor. 2 [iJj, 2 sing,, 3 sing., Ep., part,

:

—besides these,-
3 sing, for, > ph for,

imperat. ,,. To put in quick
motion : to drive, hunt, chase away, Horn. ; so in

Med., II. 2. to set on, let loose at, .
lb. :—c. inf. to urge on, Od. 3. of things, to throw,

hurl, II. II. Pass, and Med. to run, rush, dart
or shoot along, Horn., Trag. :—c. inf. to hasten,

speed to do a thing, II. 2. metaph. to be eager,

have longings, Od. ; v.., aor. 1 part, of.', gen. pi. of., fem., Ion. for,., f. , () to shut up in a pen: Pass.,

(for)"\ were cooped up
in Ilium, II. ; Xen.,, , () a housekeeper, porteress, Ar.

[t], , Dor., , , () kept in

the fold, sucking, of a lamb, Theocr.-, , , () cleaning a byre or pen, a
herds7nan, Od.', Dor., , a pen, fold, for lambs, kids,

calves, Horn., Hes. ; <r. the dragon's den,
Eur. II. a sacred enclosure, chapel, shrine,

Soph., Eur. 2. a sepulchre, burial-place, Simon. III.

the trunk of an old olive-tree, Lys., f., to weigh, balance, Plut. Hence, Dor.,,, in the balance,

. slight is the weight that you throw
into the scale, Eur. II. = II, a sacred en-

closure, Id., Dor.,, T0,asign, mark, token, Horn.,

etc. ; the star on a horse's forehead, II. 2. a sign

from heaven, an omen, portent, Horn., etc. 3.

generally, a sign to do or begin something, Od. ; a
watchword, Eur. ; a battle-sign, signal, Id. 4.

the sign by which a grave is known, a mound, cairn,

barrow, Lat. tumulus, Horn., etc. :—generally, a
grave, tomb, Hdt., Att. 5. a token by which any
one's identity was certified : the of Belle-

rophon were pictorial, not written, tokens (v.

init.), II. :

—

the mark on the lot of Ajax, lb. : the de-

vice or bearing on a shield, Aesch. ; the seal impressed

on a letter, Soph. 6. a constellation, II., Eur.



-, , () a standard, Polyb. :

—

a band under
one standard, the Roman manipidus, Id., f., Ion. : aor. and

:—Med., aor. , :

pf., also 3 sing, ], inf. -
: () :

—to skew by a sign, indicate, make
known, point out, Horn., etc. 2. absol. to give
signs, make signals, II., Trag. II. to give a sign

or signal to do a thing, II. ; c. inf., Hdt., etc. ; )]
without any orderfrom you, Plat. :

—

c. gen. to bear command over, or e7ri Horn. :

absol. to give orders, Id. ;
=,

Soph. 2. in war, to give the signal of attack,

Thuc. ; . ) Xen. ; . to make
signal for retreat, Thuc. :—impers., (sc. b) signal is given, to7s' \·

when signal was given for the Greeks to attack,

Hdt. ; signal was given
to make all ready, Id. III. to signify, indicate,

announce, declare, Eur., Hdt., Att. 2. generally,

to signify, interpret, explain, Hdt., Aesch. ; absol.,

tell, Soph. IV. =, to stamp with
a sign or mark, to seal, Lat. obsignare, mostly in

Med., Xen. :—Pass., to be well sealed

Up, Ar. ; , opp. to , Dem.
. Med., like, to give one-

self a token, i. e. conclude from signs, conjecture,

Soph. II. ' to mark for oneself,

(sc. ), i. e. by sealing a strip of byblus
round his horn, Hdt.-, ov, (, ) Lat. signifer, a
standard-bearer, Polyb., , a mark or seal upon anything to be
kept, Aesch.

, clay tised for sealing, like our wax,
Hdt., , =, a seal, Hdt., Eur.

;

metaph., , i. e.

wounded, Eur., opos, ,( ) one who gives a signal,

a leader, commander, Horn. ; of a horse, a driver ; of

a herd, a herdsman, II. : a subordinate officer,

Hdt. 2. an informer, guide, indicator, Anth.,,, ,( 4) full of tombs, Anth.-, , (*) one who makes devices for
shields, Aesch.- [], ov, a shorthand writer, Plut., , Ion., Dor., () a
sign, a mark, token, Hdt., Att. 2. a sign from
the gods, an omen, Soph., Plat. : esp. of the constel-

lations, Eur. 3. a sign or signal to do a thing,

made by flags, Hdt. ; ', » . to make
or take down the signal for battle, Thuc. ;" the signals agreed upon were made, Id. 4.

an ensign ov flag, on the admiral's ship, Hdt. ; on the

general's tent, Xen. :—then, generally, a standard,
ensign, Eur. : hence, a bovmdary , limit, Dem. 5.

a device upon a shield, Hdt., Eur. ; upon ships,

a figure-head, Ar. 6. a signal, watchword,
Thuc. II. in reasoning, a sign or proof, Ar.,

Thuc, etc. :

—

' or ' (to introduce

an argument) this is a proof of it, Dem., etc.

—. J2J, f ., =, to mark (by milestones),

Polyb. II. Med. to interpret as a sign, Strab.-, , (e?5os) marked, remarkable, Strab., Dor.,( with prefixed) Adv.
to-day, Horn., Pind. :—the common Att. form was-
pov, Ar., etc. ; els Plat. ; 7} . Dem., , Ion. for.

or, , the Lat. semicinctium,
an apron or kerchief, . T.-, ov, having a mark set or affixed, Anth., ovos, , rottenness, putrefaction, Plat., , the cuttle-fish, which when pursued darkens
the water by ejecting a liquid, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)', f., to make rotten or putrid, make to

fester, of a serpent's poison, Aesch. 2. metaph. to

corrupt, waste, Plat. II. Pass., the pf.

being used in pres. sense for : aor. 2

[] :

—

to be or become rotten, to rot, moulder, of dead
bodies, II. ; of timber, Hdt., II. 2. of live flesh, to

mortify, Hdt., Plat.^ , gen. ,, mostly in pi., the Seres, an
Indian people from whom the ancients got silk, Strab., ayyos, , a hollow rock, cave, Plat. ; of a lion's

den, Theocr. (^Deriv. uncertain.), , , (^,) Seric, silken, Luc. :—Subst.,

or, , a silken robe, silk, . T.', , gen. ceos, pi. (Tees, , ; later gen., etc. :

—

a moth which eats woollen stuff, Lat.

tinea, Ar. :—metaph. for a bookworm, Anth., , ov, made of sesame, Luc.

[], , sesame, a plant, from the fruit of which() an oil was pressed. (Deriv. unknown.), , a sesame pudding, Ar.

[], , ov, made of sesame, Xen.,, , of sesame

:

—as Subst. (contr.), , a sesame-cake, Ar., , the seed or fruit of the sesame-plant(), Hdt., Ar. . =, Ar., Xen.,-, , a mess of sesame and cheese, Batr., , or , Sestos, a town on the European side of

the Hellespont, over against Abydos, II.-, ov, (,-) eaten by moths,N.T.-, ov, () — foreg., Anth.-, an ancient ending of 2 pers. sing, act., in Horn,

and other Poets, mostly in subj., as,,, rarely in opt. as. In Att. it was re-

tained in some irreg. Verbs, *,,., , , strong, mighty, II., < Eur. Comp.
Soph. From', eos, , strength, might, II., Pind. :—c.

inf., . strength to war, II. ; .
Eur. ; by force, Soph. ;

both by right and might, Id. ; so, virb

Eur. ; with all one's might, Thuc. 2.

strength, might, of all kinds, moral as well as physical,

Soph. ; . their might or

authority, Aesch. II. a force of men, like, II., Soph. 2. metaph., like Lat. vis for

copia, a quantity, profusion, Pind. III. periphr.,

like , Is,, as ,', for

Idomeneus, Orion, themselves, II., Hes., only in pres. and impf.,() to have strength
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or might, be strong or mighty, Soph., Eur. ; .,

to be strong in hand, in foot, Soph., Eur. ; -
Soph. ; Id. ;

Id. ; oi they who have power
below, Eur. 2. c. inf. to have strength or power to

do, be able, Soph., Eur., Ion.,, , the jawbone, jaw, Soph.

(Deriv. unknown.)'" or, , spittle, saliva, Xen., etc.", , a fat hog, with or without, Horn., , a Sibyl, prophetess, Ar., Plat. (Deriv.

uncertain.) Hence, , ov, Sibylline, Plut. ; and, to play the Sibyl : metaph. to be like an
old Sibyl, old womanish, Ar. ; and, ov, , a believer in the Sibyl, a seer,

diviner, Plut., , and [tf], , , a hunting spear,

a spear, pike, Anth. :—Dim., , Polyb., Adv. () silently, to be silent,

Soph. ; Ar. ; alone, hush I be still I

Aesch. :—the public crier proclaiming silence said

(sc.) Ar. 2. under one's breath, in a

whisper, secretly, Aesch., Soph., imperat. of. II., Dor. for., 3 pers. sing-

, of. II. Dor. dat. of., () to bid one be silent, Xen., a, ov, () silent, still, Anth.,, , glossy, glittering, shining, splen-

did, Horn. (From, with 7 inserted, and 1 made
long metri grat.), Dor. for.,, () fern. Adj. silent, Aesch., f ., later : pf. :—Pass., f.

: aor. 1 : pf . :
—to be

silent or still, to keep silence, Hdt., Att. ; , hush !

be still ! Horn. :—Pass., ; why is

the house hushed ? Eur. II. trans, to hold silent,

to keep secret, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—Pass, to be kept

silent or secret, Lat. taceri, Hdt., Eur., etc. ;

silence was kept, Eur. From', Dor., , silence, to keep

silence, Hdt. ; to make silence, Id.

;

Eur. :—in pi., Id. II., as Adv. in silence, Horn. ; also like, as an
exclam., (sc.) be silent now ! Od.; also, in

an under tone, in a whisper, Hdt. ;

Xen. 2. secretly, to keep it secret,

like, Hdt. ; ,,
Pind., Soph. 3. c. gen., tivos tmknown to

him, Hdt., Eur., , , Dor., 6v, disposed to silence,

silent, mute, Soph. ; silence, Eur., , , later form for, Menand., Dor. 2 sing, of.6, verb. Adj. of, one must be silent, Eur.

or, , the Hebr. shekel, a weight and
coin, = 4 Att., . . 2. the Persian . was
=\ Att., Xen., the letter sigma, v. sub 5, .

[],, , Cyprian word for a spear, Hdt. II.

among the Ligyes near Marseilles was used for

, Id. III. the were a people on
the Middle Danube, Id., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., Aeol. and Dor. for :—for all forms in-, v. sub-., , a pomegranate., ,{) a working in iron, Xen., , iron-works, iron-mines, Arist.€, a, Ion. , ov, Ep., , ov, Att.

contr., ,, Dor.,- : {-) :

—

made of iron or steel, iron, Lat.ferreus, Horn.,
etc. ; \ a grappling-iron, Thuc. :

—

, i. e. the clang of arms, II. ;

the iron sky, the firmament, which the ancients held to

be of metal, Od. 2. metaph.,
a soul of iron, i. e. hard as iron, Horn. ; oi

Od. ; thou art

iron all ! Ib. :—of Hercules, the ironside, Simon. ; S>

ye ironhearted I Aeschin. II.,
oi, a Byzantine iron coin, always in Dor. form, Ar.,, , a worker in iron, a smith, Xen., ,() an implement or tool of iron,' '' to feel iron, not to be proof against it,

Hdt. ; hot irons, Id.

[], , , fern, -, : Dor.,
, :

—

of iron, . iron war, Pind. 2.

the loadstone, Strab.-,, , , (-)'?-on-eating, Soph.-, ov, iron-fingered, Anth.-, ov, iron-bound, , i.e.

in the stocks, Hdt.-,, , , () slain by iron, i.e. by
the sword, used with the neut. dat., Soph.-,, ,,() mother of iron, Aesch.-, ov, () distributing with iron, i. e.

with the sword, Aesch.-, ov, iron-backed, Eur.-, ov, moulded of iron, Luc.-, Dor.-, ov, smitten by iron,

Aesch., Dor., , iron, Lat. ferrum, Horn.,

etc. : iron was the last of the metals brought into

common use by the Greeks : hence it is,
wrought with much toil, Horn. : and was of high value,

pieces of it being given as prizes, II. It mostly came
from the north and east of the Euxine,' .
Aesch. II. like \ja.i. ferritin, anything made of
iron, an iron tool or weapon, a sword or knife, an
axe-head, etc., Horn., etc. III. a place for selling

iron, a smithy, a cutler''s shop, Xen.-, ov, sown or produced by iron, Luc.-,, , a worker in iron, Aesch.-, ov, () producing iron, Anth.-, f. ~, () to cut or cleave with

iron, Anth.-, , (*) iron-works, Strab., ,, Att. contr. for, a, ov., f. ", to bear iron, wear arms, go
armed, Thuc. :—Med., Id. II. Med. to go with

an armed escort, Plut. From-, ov, {) bearing arms or tools, Anth.-, ov, gen., of iron heart, Aesch., Eur.



·$\?—^.-, ov, of iron and copper;) Luc.-, , , fighting (or perhaps exulting}

in iron, epith. of war-horses, Pind., f.,() to overlay with iron, Luc. :

—Pass.,- 4^ \
iron had been laid over a great part of the rest of the

wood, Thuc.

[], , () pomegranate-peel, Ar., (~) ./rom Sidon, II.,, ), Sidon, one of the oldest cities of Phoe-
nicia, Od., Hdt. : hence Adj., a, ov, II.,

Aesch. ;, Hdt., Att. ; fern., ,
Eur. :—, oi, men of Sidon, II. ; also,
Od. ; ^) (sc. 7) lb., only in pres. and impf., to hiss, of hot metal

plunged into water, to which is compared the hissing

of the Cyclops' eye when the burnt stake was thrust

into it, Od. ; so, of a pot boiling, Ar. ; of fish frying,

Id. (Formed from the sound.), Ion. -, Sithonia, a part of Thrace, Hdt., Ion. -, ), Sicania, i. e. the part of Sicily

near Agrigentum : also = 2ifceAia, Od. :—, b, a
Sicanian, Thuc. : Adj., ), , Id., 6, the Lat. sicarius, an assassin, . T., ), Sicily, Hdt., etc. : hence, Dor.-, , Sicilian, Theocr. [2-, metri grat.], ), ov, Sicilian, Ar., etc. ; and, , , a Sicilian Greek, as distinguished

from a native, Thuc. From, ), , Sicilian, of oxfrom Sicily, Lat. Sicnlus,

Od., Eur., etc. II., ot, the Siceli, the

old inhabitants of Sicily, Od., Hdt.-, , a fermented liquor, N.T. (Hebr. word.)

[], or,, ), the Sicinnis, a dance
of Satyrs used in the Satyrical drama, Eur., Luc.
(Deriv. uncertain.), Ion. -, ), a fruit like the cucumber or gourd,
perh. the melon, Arist. II. a cupping-glass,

because it was shaped like the gourd, cucurbita, Id.

or [t], , a cucumber or gourd, Ar.,, 7], Sicyon, IL ; also , Xen.;—as Adj.,

yrj 2. Anth. :—regul. Adj., a, ov, Sicyonian,

Thuc.—Adv., of or from Sicyon, Pind.

(sc.), , Sicyonians, a kind of

women's shoes, Luc., , later form of^.,, = , called in Hdt.,.,() to insult, mock, jeer, banter, Luc., v.., , squint-eyed, Luc. II. a satiricalpoem
or lampoon in hexam. verse, such as those written by
Timon of Phlius, who was called -., , a parchment-label (Lat. index} appended
to the outside of a book, Cic. (Deriv. unknown.)- [], , a large river fish, Lat. silurus, perh.

the sheat ? Juvenal. (Deriv. unknown.), , an insect, blatta, Luc. : a\so = tinea, a
book-worm, Id., Anth.-, to, Lat. laserpitium, a plant, used in food and
medicine, assafoetida, Solon, Hdt.-, ov, () bearing silphium, Strab., intr. to grow in a hive, of honey, Anth.

729, , ov, of orfrom the hive: fern,,
ihos, Anth., , a beehive, Hes., Theocr. 2. metaph.
any store or hoard, Ar., , —., evTos, , the river Simo'is, II. ; contr.,
oxivtos, Hes.; Adj.', contr., a,

ov, or 05-, ov, Eur. ; poet. fern, ^^, iSos, Id.

;

also, ov, Strab.', ), 6v, snub-nosed, flat-nosed, like the Tartars
(or Scythians, as the Ancients called them), Hdt., etc. :

—of the nose, snub, flat, opp. to, Xen. ;—as

this kind of nose gives a pert expression, as Adv.
means sneeringly , Anth. II. metaph. bent up-
wards, up-hill, TTpos to pursue up-
hill, Xen. :—generally, hollow, concave, Id., , masc. prop. n. Flat-nose, Anth., t\tos, , () the shape of a snub nose,

snubbiness, Xen. II. metaph., .
the upward curve of a boar's tusks, Id., otjvtos, , contr. for 2.5., f., [) to turn up the nose, and gener-

ally, to bend upwards. Hence
[], aTos,, the upturned bow of a ship, Plut.-', f. ),() to ravage or destroy

wantonly, Hdt. :—Pass, to be treated wantonly, Ar., ), mischievousness, Arist. From- [], ov, mischievous, c. gen. rei,

. ruining his own affairs, Hdt. (From,-, v. -.)
[], ecus, , = Att., mustard, . ., ovos, ), sindon, a fine cloth, a kind of cambric

or muslin, (prob. derived from, Sind), Hdt.

;

, used for mummy-cloth, Id. : generally,

fine linen, Soph., Thuc. 2. a muslin garment, Luc.', Ion. for., (') =, to sift, winnow, . . From, , a sieve. (Deriv. unknown.)

[], , , acc. , () a ravager,
plitnderer, Aesch. :— as Adj. destroying, ., as an
example of a ", Poeta ap. Arist. II. as

prop, n., 2iVis, the Destroyer, a famous robber of the

Isthmus of Corinth, called, Eur., Xen.0 [i], Ep. 2 sing,: Ion. impf.,- : f.: 3 pi. aor. 1, Ion.- : I. to do one harm or mischief, to

plunder, Od. ; to destroy, lb. ; to pillage or waste a
country, to waste or destroy the crops, Hdt. II.

generally, to hurt, harm, damage, Hes., Hdt. : in

war, to injure, harass, Hdt., Xen. Hence
[], eos, , hurt, harm, mischief, injury,

Hdt. II. of things, a mischief, bane,plague, Aesch., , ,() destructive, ravenous, of wild

beasts, II., ,() the Sintians, early inhabitants of

Lemnos, who were pirates, Horn,, opos, , —, Anth.,, ,() Sinon, . e. the Mischievous,

the Greek who persuaded the Trojans to receive the

wooden horse, Soph., ), Sinope, a town of Paphlagonia on the Black

Sea, Hdt. ;, 4, , an inhabitant of it,
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Xen., etc.; or, the country,

Strab., , the water-parsnep or marsh-wort, Theocr., Lacon. and Boeot. for, Ar., , =, Poeta ap. Luc.

(never ), , a meal-tub, meal-jar, flour
bin, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)

[t], , new wine boiled down, Lat. defrutum,
Ar. (Deriv. unknown.), , silk, v..' [t]3 , a pit or vessel for keeping corn, Dem.,, ,—sq., Ar., [], *, mmi or thyme, Anth.

[], , a cloak ofgoats-hair, which served as a
garment by day and a coverlet by night, Ar., , a plant of the Iris kind, Theophr., , =, a garment of skin, Hdt. Hence-, ov, () wearing a coat of skin,

Hdt.

[], , , a king of Corinth, noted as the

craftiest of men, punished in the shades below, Horn.,

etc. :—Adj., a, ov, Eur., etc. ; fern.,
Theocr. (Prob. a redupl. form of crucpos (with Aeol.

for o), the Crafty.)', f ., to convey corn, Luc. ; and, , conveyance of corn, Luc. From(-, , conveying or transporting corn, .? provision-shvps, Hdt. ; . Thuc.

[], Dor. and poet. aor. pass, of., Ion. 3 pi. impf. : f. :

aor. 1, Dor. poet, : (*) :

—

to take

food, eat, Od., Hdt. 2. c. acc. to feed on, eat,

Hdt. : metaph., . Aesch. ; Ar., , , fed up, fatted, Xen., . T. From, f . : Ion. impf. : () :
—to

feed, fatten, Hdt. :—Pass, to feed on, to eat, Plut.', f ., =, to convey or transport
corn, Dem. : to import corn, tivos Id. ; and, , the conveyance or importation of com,
Dem. From-, , ) =, Dem.', , provisions, victuals, esp. of soldiers'

provision-money
,
Xen., Dem. :—at Rome, .-

vov a monthly allowance ofgrain to the poorer citizens,

Lat. tessera frumentaria, Plut. From, , , of com, . corn-measures, Arist.,, ,() an eating, feeding, 4
for home consumption, Hdt. j . iv public
maintenance in the Prytaneum, Ar., Plat. II.

food, Hdt., aor. 1 :—Med., f. Att. -, Ion.- : aor. 1 : pf . : () :—to feed, nourish, fatten, Hdt., Ar. :—Pass. =4-, to eat, Theocr., ), , () of wheat or corn, .
Strab.; . lex frumentaria, Plut., , () mostly in pi. : 1. grain,
corn : food made from grain, bread,

to feed off spelt, Hdt. 2. generally,

food, victuals, provisions, Id. ;

three days' provision, of soldiers, Ar. ;

meat and drink, Plat., Xen. 3. }

—.
public maintenance in the Prytaneum, Ar. ; cf.. 4. rarely food for dogs, Xen., , , verb. Adj. of, =, . .-, Ion. —, , () want of corn or

food, Hdt., Thuc.-, ov,() holdingfood, Anth., f., to furnish with provisions :—Pass.

to be provisioned or victualled, Thuc. From-, , , (-) a furnisher of corn.', f., to collect corn, to forage, Polyb., , a collecting of corn, a foraging, Plut.-, , () a collector of corn or provisions.-,', , , () one who measures out
corn : a magistrate who had to inspect the corn-

measures, Arist. Hence, , the office of, Plut. ; and.', , a measured portion of corn, . T.-(, ov, () dealing out com or food, .
the hope of gettingfood, Soph., f. ], to prepare corn for food, to make

bread, Eur. ; . to give victuals to any one,

Xen. :—Med. to prepare food for oneself, take food,
Id. j and, , breadmaking, the preparation of food,
Xen. ; and, , ov,for breadmaking, Xen. From-, , , . the task of grinding and
baking, Eur. II. as Subst. one that ground the

corn in the handmill, Thuc. ; mostly fern, a baking-

woman, Hdt. ; . Id., Thuc.-|7, rj, () the conveyance or convoy of
corn, Dem., 0, heterog. pi. , , corn, grain, com-
prehending both wheat () and barley (),
Od., Thuc. ; . ground corn, Hdt.,

Thuc. 2. food made from grain, bread, as opp.

to flesh-meat, Od., Hdt. ; ?, a general

epith. of men as opp. to beasts, Od. ; hence of savages,

who eat flesh only, Hes. 3. in

wider sense, meat, as opp. to drink,

Horn. ; Hdt., etc. 4. rarely of beasts,

food, fodder, Hes., Eur. II. in Att. Law, the

public allowance of grain made to widows and
orphans, Dem.-, , (*) =, Plat.- [], ov, eating corn or bread, Od., Hdt.-, ov,() carrying corn or provisions, Hdt.-, ol, corn-inspectors, Athenian officers,

originally three in number, but afterwards ten in the

City and five in Peira^eus, who registered imports of
com, and saw that the corn-measures were right, Dem., a cry of drovers to their flocks ; when follows,

to call them off; sht ! chit ! when, to lead them on,

Theocr.-, , , () a buyer of corn, a com-
missary for buying it, Dem. Hence, , purchase of corn, the office of, Dem.', , , crippled, maimed, Lat. mancus. Hence, f ., to mai?n, cripple, bring to misery, II., , Siphnos, one of the Cyclades, Hdt. : Adj., a, ov, Siphnian, Id.

[],, , a tube, pipe, siphon, used for drawing



—
wine out of the cask, Hippon. :

—

a service-pipe for
water in houses, Strab. (Deriv. unknown.), f .-, later- : aor. : pf.

:—Pass., f. : aor. -
: ()) :

—to be silent or still, keep silence,

Hdt., Att.; , i.e. his silence gives con-

sent, Eur. II. trans, to hold silent, keep secret,

not to speak of, Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be kept silent

or secret, keeping secret

things which ought to be kept secret, Eur., , silence, Soph., Eur., etc. ;

Xen. ; . there was a hush or calm, Soph. 2.

the habit of silence, Dem. II. dat. as Adv.,

in silence, Horn., Att. (Deriv. uncertain.), , ov,() silent, still, quiet, Eur., , ,—ioveg., Xen., a, ov, verb. Adj. to be passed over in
silence, Luc. II., one must pass over
in silence, Id.', only in pres. and impf. to limp, halt, II. :

metaph., . Trpbs Luc. II. ·, also, the iambic verse of Hipponax,
being a regular senarius, with a spondee or trochee in

the last place, Anth.', , , Lat. scaevus, left, on the left hand
or side, (sc.) with the left hand, II. ;

Hes. II. western, westward, for the

Greek auspex turned his face northward, and so had
the West on his left ; hence,^ the West-
gate of Troy, U. ; the western headland,

Od. 2. unlucky, ill-omened, mischievous (because
birds of ill omen appeared on the left or in the West,
birds of good omen on the right or in the East), Hdt.,

Soph. III. metaph. of persons, like French gauche,
lefthanded, awkward, clumsy, Hdt., Eur., etc., , = sq., Soph.

9,?}5,,( in) lefthandeduess, awkward-
ness, Hdt., Soph., etc.--, f. -\, (*epyco) to behave amiss, Ar., only in pres. and impf., to skip, frisk, Horn., aros, , a quibble :—hence Dim.-, , a petty quibble, Ar.,, ,() a hoer, Xen., pf.,=, to stir, poke, -

Ar., Luc., , , and , , uneven, unequal,. an odd number, Plat. ; . a triangle

with unequal sides, Arist. ; of a path, uneven, Anth., only in pres. and impf. to stir up, hoe, Hdt., , the pin or thole to which the Greek oar

was fastened by a thong(]) , Aesch., Eur.,, ,() the digger, i. e. the mole, Ar., , the Scamander, the famous river of

Troy, ov , oh^
II.:—Adj.vpo,o^/,5:«»^(3:;^V/7,Ib.,Soph.,etc., Dor. for -).

[], , the stick in a trap on which
the bait is placed, and which, when touched by the

animal, springs up and shuts the trap, the trap-spring

:

metaph.,' setting word-traps,

i. e. words which one's adversary will catch at, and be

caught himself, Ar.

'., f. , to make to stumble, give offence
to any one, N.T. :—Pass, to take offence, lb.

From, , a trap or snare laid for an enemy,
. T. :—metaph. a stumbling-block, offence, scandal,

lb. (Deriv. unknown.)|, ikos, , chervil (i. e. Chaerophyllum) , Ar.,, , =, Luc.

[], -,( ) a digging tool, mattock,

Theocr., Anth. II. the act of digging, Anth., , fem. of, Anth.

p, vpos, , a digger, delver, Horn. ap. Arist., , Dor. for., , , () dug : that may be dug

:

—2 a district in Thrace, Hdt.
(Root ), f.: aor. : pf.

:—Pass., f .^ : aor. 2 [] :

pf .

:

—to dig, delve, . Ar. ; pro-

verb., Id. II. c. ace, 1.

to dig the ground, Xen., Luc. 2. to dig about,. (as we say to hoe turnips), h. Horn. : me-
taph. to dig up, Eur. 3. . to dig a trench,

Thuc. :—Pass., scores to mark a leap,

metaph., to overleap the

mark, Plat., Att. -, f. , to blink, wink, Eur.,

Xen. (Deriv. uncertain.), , a scratching up, -
small criticisms, petty quibbles, Ar., gen. of.-, ov, (/) eating dirt, Ar., iws, ,() a digger, delver, ditcher, Eur.

[], , () anything dug or scooped

out, 1. a trough or tub, basin or bowl, Hdt. 2.

a light boat, skiff, Ar. 3. proverb., )]
' to call a spade a spade,' to call things

by their right names, Luc., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., , Dim. of . 2, a small skiff, Strab., idos, , Dim. of- : esp., 1. a bowl,

milk-pail, Od. :

—

a pot for honey, Theocr. 2. a
small boat, skiff, canoe, Anth. II. a shovel, Id.

[], , () a digging, hoeing,

the time for hoeing vines, Hes.

[], eos, ,() the hull of a ship, Lat.

alveus, Hdt., Trag. :—generally, a ship, Aesch., Ar.,

etc. II. —' n, Anth.'', f. [], Att. : aor., Ep. :—Med., aor. :

—Pass., f .^ : aor. : pf.-

:

—to scatter, disperse, Horn. II. Pass, to

be scattered, to disperse, of men, Hdt., Thuc. ; of the

rays of the sun, Aesch. ; of a report, to be spread

abroad, Hdt. Hence, , a scattering, Od., Att. fut. of.', , , exact, careful : Adv.,- Aesch., , ,() dried up, withered : as Subst., , a dried body, mummy, Anth., Plut.-, , () like a mummy, Luc.', f. : aor. , 3 sing. opt. -* :

—

to dry, dry up, make dry, parch, II. II.
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Pass.,, with intr. pf. act., to be

parched, lean, dry, v..', , , the leg from the hip downwards,

Hdt., etc. ;
the ham or buttock, II. :

—as a military phrase, ?,-
yziv to retreat with the face towards the enemy, Lat.

pedetentim, Eur., Ar. II. metaph., the

legs, i. e. the two long walls between Athens and
Peira^eus, Strab. ; . Plut.',, ,() a subjectfor speculation,

a question, Plat. II. speculation, Id.', nom. and acc. pi. of., f., () to cover, shelter, Xen., , () a covering, Anth., , , () sheltered or sheltering, Anth., , or', , a carpenter's axe or

adze, used for smoothing- the trunks of trees, different

from the, Od. (Deriv. uncertain.)', aos,,() a covering, shelter,

in or under shelter, Od. ; shelter from
the wind, lb. ; nom. and acc. pi., Hes.',,,() a covering, shelter, Plat., only in pres., () to cover, shelter,

(Ep. for) they ward off

(provide shelter against) the sea raised by the wind,

Od. ; Theocr., , () a covering, shelter, protection,

Xen. :—c. gen., under shelter

from war, Hdt. ; ' under their

protection, Polyb., Ep. 3 pi. of., verb. Adj. of, one must reflect or

consider, Ar., Thuc, etc. 2., a, ov, to

be considered, examined, Antipho., , , () reflective : 01, the

Sceptics or philosophers who asserted nothing, but
only opined, Cic. opinatores, Luc.' (in Att. or are used as

the pres.) : f. : aor. 1 : pf.-
: I. to look about, look carefully, followed

by Prep, ', Od., Eur. :—c. acc. to look after, watch,
II., Hdt., Att. :—absol. to look out, reconnoitre, Hdt.

;

look, Aesch. ; look out, Ar. II.

of the mind, to look to, view, examine, consider, think
on, Soph., Thuc, etc. :

—

" only consider,

Thuc. 2. to think of beforehand, premeditate,
Dem. 3. pf. also in pass, sense, things

well-considered, Thuc. ; ovv. Answ.
Plat. ; so 3 fut. pass, Id.', =, Luc., scold, abuse,. to use foul abuse,

Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)', f., to carry away goods and chattels,

Dem., Aeschin. From-, , () conveying goods :— .
baggage-wagons, Plut.; transport vessels, Strab. II.

as Subst. baggage-master, Xen., f. : aor. 1 :—Med., aor. 1

:—Pass., f. : pf.,
Ion. 3 pi. : Ion. 3 pi. plqpf.- : () :—to prepare, make ready, esp. toprepare or dress food,

Hdt., Ar. ; . tivos to make mince-

meat of him, Ar. :—Med. to preparefor oneself, Eur.,.

Plat. 2. generally to make ready, h. Horn.; .
to provide, procure, Plat. :—Med., like-, to contrive, bring about, Hdt. II. of

persons, to furnish, supply :—Pass.,

Id. ; ,
Id. 2. to dress up, dress out, Id., Ar., etc. :

—

Pass., 01fully accoutred, Thuc. ; of things,

are decorated with

figures, Hdt., , Dim. of , a small vessel or
utensil, Ar. :

—

implements of gaming, Aeschin., ,() a preparing, dressing, Plat.', verb. Adj. of, one must prepare
to do a thing, c. inf., Ar., , , verb. Adj. of, prepared by
art, artificial, Plat., , () equipment, attire, apparel, dress,.

Lat. apparatus, Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. a fashion*
style of dress or equipment, Hdt., Thuc. II-

tackle, as of a net, Pind.-, , a tool-chest, arms-chest, Aeschin.', f. ),() to fabricate, Plut.,, in pi. the dress of a tragic actor, Plut.-, , () a maker of masks and other

stage-properties, Ar., , , a vessel or implement of any kind,

Ar., Thuc, etc. :—pi. in collective sense, furniture,
house-gear, utensils, chattels, Ar. :—esp. of military

accoutre?nents, equipment, Thuc, Xen. : baggage,
luggage, Lat. impedimenta, Ar., Xen. :

—

the tackling

or gear of ships, Xen., N.T. 2. an inanimate
object, a thing, Plat. 3. metaph., , the

body, as the vessel of the soul, . . ;

a chosen vessel, of St. Paul, lb.', f. , to carry baggage, Xen. :—Pass.

to have one's baggage carried, Plut., , , of or for baggage-carrying,
Xen. ; . the load for one animal, a beast's

load, Id.-, ov, () carrying, at.
the baggage-camels, Hdt. ; . (sc.) the

beasts of burden in an army, Thuc, etc. II. as

Subst., of persons, a baggage-carrier, porter, Ar. ; 0%. the sutlers, camp-followers, Hdt., Thuc, etc',,, to watch the baggage, Plut. From- [], ., , a storekeeper.', aor. 1 : pf . :

Dep. : () :
—to look after the baggage () : hence, generally, to examine throughly , ran-

sack it, Plut. II. to fabricate, make up, Dem.;
with a sense of fratid or intrigue, Id. :—absol. to

act knavishly , Id. Hence,, , a fabrication, fraud, Dem., , attention to baggage : hence, generally,.

great care, excessive care, Arist. II. fabrication,,

knavery, intrigue, Dem. From-, ,( cura) =.',, ,() a viewing, perception by

the senses, Plat. II. speculation, consideration,

Id. ; to take thought of a thing, Eur.

;

Ar. ; . or inquiry



into, speculation on a thing. Plat. 2. hesitation,

doubt (v.), Anth., aor. inf. of., = sq., Xen. II. Dep., with pf.

and plqpf. pass., to dwell, live, Plat. ; in
covered carriages (v. ill), Ar. ; , ots

in which theyfound harbourage, Thuc. 2.

c. ace, having built him a hut

or cottage, Id., f., () to be or dwell in a tent, to be

encamped, Xen. : generally, to be quartered or billeted,

iv Thuc. ; iv, Xen. ; .
els ras to go to the villages and quarter them-
selves there, Id.', , a covered place, a tent, Hdt., Soph., etc. :

—in pi. a camp, Lat. castra, Aesch., Xen. 2. gener-

ally, a dwelling-place, house, temple, Eur. II. a
wooden stage for actors, Plat. :—in the regular theatre,

the was a wall at the back of the stage, with doors

for entrance and exit; the stage (in our sense) was
or Xoyeiov, the sides or wings,

and the wall under the stage, fronting the orchestra
;. 2. ot , the actors, players,

Dem. 3. iir\ that which is actually

represented on the stage, Arist. ; -
(sc.), odes sung on the stage, Id. 4.

metaph. stage-effect, unreality , all

the world's a stage,* Anth. III. the tented cover,

tilt of a wagon, Aesch., Xen. : also a bed-tester,

Dem. IV. an entertainment given in tents, a
banquet, Xen.,, ,() =, a dwelling-place,

Xen. : in pi. a nest, Aesch., , Dim. of, Thuc.,, , —, Plut.

[/], , , a dweller in tents, Strab. : me-
taph. a low fellow, Isocr.-,, f., to bring on the stage, Strab., , scene-painting, Arist. ; and, , ov,for or in the manner of scene-

painting, Strab. From- [], , (-) a scene-painter.-, , (·) a setting up of tents : the

Feast of Tents or Tabernacles, . T., , a pitching of tents, Polyb. From-, , () tentmaking

:

—as Subst. a
tentmaker, . T.» Dor., , , = :—metaph. the

body (as the tabernacle of the soul), . T.- [],, , , a watcher in a tent, Xen., f. , () to pitch tents, encamp,
Xen. 2. =, to dwell in a tent, Id. : gener-

ally, to settle, take up one's abode, Id. :—in pf. pass.

to live or be, Plat. II. to occupy with tents, Plut., , Dim. of, Plut.,,, =, Eur. ; soldiers' quarters,

Xen. 2. metaph. the body, . T., , for, only in Dor. form,
and compds.-,., ,() a thunder-bolt, Soph., Xen. :

—

metaph. of pestilence, Aesch. ; of war, Eur., Dem., , the bearing a staff or sceptre as the
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badge of command, military command, Aesch. :

—

generally, command, power, Anth. From-, Dor.-, ov,(, ) bear-

ing a staff or sceptre as the badge of command, .
a sceptred king, Horn. 2. as Subst. a

wand-bearer, an officer in the Persian court, Xen.-5, ov, () =, Anth., , Dor., later : (-) :

—

a staff or stick to lean upon, a walking-stick,

Horn., Aesch. : metaph. of the daughters of Oedipus,

his staffs or supports, Soph. II.

a staff, as the badge of command, a sceptre : in Horn,

borne by chiefs, and transmitted from father to son,

whence the passage in II. 2 is called, Thuc. :—also borne by judges, by heralds,

by speakers, who on rising to speak received it from
the herald, Horn. 2. the sceptre, i. e. royalty,

kingly power, rule, II., Trag., f ., to rule over, c. gen., Anth. From-, ov, bearing a sceptre, kingly, Anth.1, f.- : aor. 1 :—Med., f.-
: aor. 1 :—Pass., pf . : I.

to prop, stay one thing against or upon another :

Pass, and Med. to lean upon a staff, Horn. : metaph.
to lean upon a person or thing, Dem. 2. c. acc.

rei, to putforward by way of support, allege in excuse,

Eur. :—in Med. to allege on one's own behalf, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; c. inf. to pretend to be, Ar., Dem. II.

to hurl, dart, Aesch. ; metaph., .
Eur. 2. intr. to fall heavily, Aesch., Soph,, Med., only in pres., to support oneself,

Od. ; pressing with

hands and feet, lb.,, , () a pretext, plea, excuse, pre-

tence, Trag. ; c. gen., on some
pretence of murder, Hdt. ; . a plea,

excuse for not doing, Dem.', , .,, , , a shadow, Od. ; -
& like the shadow that is one's double,

Eur. 2. the shade of one who is dead, a phantom,
Od., Trag. ; so of one worn to a shadow, Aesch. :—in

proverbs of man's mortal estate,

Pind. ;' Aesch., etc. II. the shade
of trees, etc., the shade of a rock, Hes.

;

Id. ; Hdt. ; Eur. ;

shade from it's heat, Aesch., .,(-) to draw with grada-
tions of light and shade : to sketch out, Lat. adum-
brare :—Pass., - Plat. Hence,, , a mere sketch, Plat,, , (-) a sketch or rough
painting, such as to produce an effect at a distance,

scene-painting, Plat. From- [], ov, (-) drawing in light and
shade, sketching.

[], , () a sunshade, parasol, Ar.

: f. Att. Soph. : aor. 1 :—Pass.,

aor. 1 : pi. : () :
—to over-

shadow, shade, II., Eur. II. generally, to over-

shadow, cover, Hes., Hdt. :—Pass., Eur. III.

to shade in painting, Luc.-&, f.,() to fight in the shade,
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. e. in the school (for practice) : to fight •with a
shadow, to fight in vain, Plat.- [], , Shade-footed, a fabulous people

in Libya, with immense feet which they used as sun-
shades, Ar.-, ov, () with shading leaves, Eur., , , v.., ados, , () any thing serving as a shade,

a canopy, pavilion, Theocr., Plut.-, , () brought up in the shade., , a being brought up in the shade, a
sedentary , effeminate life, Plut.

or —, Ion., f. :

():—to rear in the shade:—Pass, to keep in

the shade, shun heat and labour, Hdt., Xen. II.

intr. in Act. to wear a shade, cover one's head, Hdt.

;

, of an effeminate man, Plat,, ,—., =, to overshadow:—Pass, to be shaded
or become dark, ayviai (Ep. 3 pi. impf.) Od., collat. form of, to disperse :—Pass., only in pres. and impf. to be scattered, to

disperse, of a crowd, Horn.; of foam or spray, of a
cloud of dust, II. ; when the

corn is being scattered, i.e. at seedtime, Orac. ap.

Hdt.; ' as the sun begins to spread
his light, i. e. soon after sunrise, Id.

or, , , () shady, giving shade,
Horn., Pind., etc. 2. shady, shaded, Hes., Pind. 3.

dark-coloured, Anth.,, , Ion. for,., , , a squill, sea-onion, Theogn., Theocr., f. Att. , to jeer at, flout, Ar. (Deriv.

unknown.),, 6, a small couch, low bed, Ar., Xen.
(Deriv. unknown.), ==, to allege, Pind., Att., 6, a splinter, Lat.

scindula :—metaph., straw-split-

tings, quibbles, Ar.-, , 6, a straw-splitter, Anth.-, , () fleeting like a shadow, shadowy,
Ar., Plat.,, , () shady, shadowy,
i. e. thickly wooded, Horn. ; . dark chambers,
Od. 2. act., . overshadowing clouds,

Horn. II. shadowy, tcnsubstantial, Anth., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of.
[t],, , =, a staff, Hdt., Eur., etc.

[t], , the festival of Athena ,, held in

the month Pyanepsion, Ar. ; different from the-, which fell in Scirophorion.,, , name of Athena (v.), Strab., , a gambling-house, Isocr. From
[], , a dice-box

:

—metaph. trickery, cheat-

ing, Hippon. (Deriv. uncertain.), , the Scirites, a division of the Spartan
army, consisting- of 600 foot : they fought on the left

wing near the king, and were (originally at least), from the Arcadian district ^,, Thuc,
Xen.

[], , the white sunshade which was borne

.
from the Acropolis, in the festivals of Athena2( ,), Plut.,, the hard rind of cheese, cheese-parings, Ar., , stucco : any hard covering, v..-, , v. 2/, ., , , Scirophorion, the 12th Attic

month, the latter part of June and former of July, so
called from the festival^, Antipho, etc., f.,() to spring, lea.p, botmd, II.,

Eur., etc. :—metaph. of gusts of wind, Aesch. Hence, aTos, , a bound, leap, Aesch4, Eur. ; and, , a bounding, leaping, Plut. ; and, , , a leaper, Mosch.-,, ,(,) spring-footed,Anth., ,() Leaper, name of a Satyr, Anth., 3 pi. opt. of.
[t], , , the wind which blew from the

Scironian rocks in the Isthmus, Strab. II. a

robber who haunted the rocks between Attica and
Megara, killed by Theseus, Xen. ;, the

coast near these rocks, Eur. ; the adjacent sea was
Simon, in Anth. ; the rocks

themselves8§ Eur. ;^ the

road from Athens to Megara, Hdt.

[], , invoked as the powers of impudencey

Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , contr. from-, shady, Eur., f. \,() to bring rip hardy, Luc.-, , hardness of heart, . T., , ,() hard, Lat. durus, Theogn.,
Aesch., etc. 2. of sound, hard, harsh, crashing,

Lat. aridus, Hes., Hdt. 3. hard, stiff, uiiyielding,

Lat. rigidus, Ar., Xen. :—of boys who look old for

their age, stiff, sturdy, Plut., Luc. II. metaph. of

things, hard, austere, severe, Soph., Eur. ;

Soph. III. Adv., ,
i. e. on a hard seat, Ar. Hence, tjtos, , hardness, Plat. II. of persons,

hardness, harshness, austerity, Id.-, ov, stiffnecked, N.T.
[], f. ,() to harden:—metaph.

to harden the heart, . T., , ,() slender, slight, thin, Plat., a, ov, dark, .' a wanderer in the

twilight, Theocr. From, , , dim-sighted. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , , with curled hair or leaves, Anth.,, neut. of (sub.), a song which

went round at banquets, sung to the lyre by the

guests, Ar. ; so called from its zigzag course—each

guest who sung holding a myrtle-branch (),
which he passed across the table to any one he chose.', , , curved, winding, twisted, tangled,

Lat. obliquus, Hdt., Eur., etc. :

—

bent sideways,~
(Hor. stat capite obstipo) Theogn.

:

metaph. crooked, i. e. unjust, unrighteous, II., Hes.,.

etc. ; ., Plat. :—so Adv.,
Hes. Hence, , , crookedness, Plut. : in pi. the-

windings of a stream, etc., Strab.,, ,() a bend, curve, Strab.,() to impale.



'', ottos, , a pale, stake, II., Eur. :—in pi.-
Korrres, pates, a palisade, Horn., etc. 2. a thorn,

Babr., . . II. a tree, Eur., , an eatable kind of thistle, an artichoke,

Hes. (Deriv. unknown.)', , a sea-fish, a kind of tunny, Ar.-, , , () the chief scout, the leader

of a reconnoitring party, Xen.-, ov, running over rocks, Anth., ,() a look-out place, a peak, head-
land or promontory, Lat. scopulus, Horn., etc., later form for, Strab., etc.

and, used by Att. writers only in

pres. and impf., the other tenses being supplied by
: () :

—

to look at or after a thing-

:

to behold, contemplate, Pind., Soph., etc. :—absol.

to look out, watch, Soph., etc. 2. metaph. to look

to, consider, examine, Hdt., Att. ; . Thuc, etc.

;

ffK. tlvos or Plat. : absol., Eur.,

etc. 3. to look out for, c. ace, Xen., etc. II.

Med., used just like Act., Soph., Eur. III. Pass.,

considering and being con-
sidered, Plat., = I, in pi., Aesch., Xen., Ion. -, ,() a lookout-place, a moun-
tain-peak, Horn. : of the Trojan acropolis, Eur. : cf.. 2. metaph. the height or highest point
of anything-, Pind. II. a watchtower, Lat. specula,

Hdt., Plat. III. a look-out, watch, to

keep watch, Od., Hdt., () only in pres. and impf., to look

about one, spy from a high place or watchtower, II. :

to spy, explore, Od. II. trans, to spy out, search

out, discover, c. ace, II., Anth., etc. :—so in Med. to

look out for, Theocr., , , () a highlander, of Pan,
Anth., Dep. to look out for, watch, Ar.-, , (, cura) a watcher., and ,() one that watches, one
that looks after things, Horn. ; of gods and kings, a
guardian, protector, . Pind. 2. a look-

out-man, watchman, stationed on a, Lat. specu-

lator, Horn., Xen. : one who marks game, Xen. 3.

a spy, scout, II., Trag. II. the object on which
one fixes the eye, a mark, Lat. scoptts, Od. ; -

away from the mark, lb. ; so, Pind.

;

to hit the mark, Id. ;

Xen. 2. metaph. an aim, end, object, Plat., f. Att. , (is, v.) to dismiss

contemptuously, Luc. :—Pass, to be treated con-

temptuously, Dem., Ion.-', Dep. to stretch one's limbs,

yawn, gape, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.)-, , a sauce of brine and garlic, Ar., f. , to prime game-cocks with garlic

before fighting, Ar. :—Pass.,5 primed
with garlic, Id., , Dim. of, Ar.-, ,() Garlic-fighters, Luc.', , garlic, Lat. allium, the root of which

consists of several separate cloves (yiXyiees), and is
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thus distinguished from the onion (), and leek(), Hdt. ; in pi., Ar., f. , to scatter, disperse, Strab., ». T.
(Deriv. uncertain.), , a scorpion, Plat., Dem. II. an engine
of war for discharging arrows, Plut. (Deriv. uncertain.), a, ov and os, ov,() in the dark, i. e.

before daybreak or after nightfall, Xen. II. of

things, dark, obscure, Plut., , , (/c^Tos) dark, Aesch., Eur., etc.

;

ava in the darkness, Thuc. 2. of a
person, darkling, blind, Soph., Eur. II. metaph.
dark, obscure, Eur., Plat. :—so Adv. -, Plat., ,() darkness, gloom, Anth., to make dark :—Pass, to be darkened, . T., a, ov and , ov, () dark, I. of

persons, in the dark, darkling, yeivaTo, i. e. not in open wedlock, II. ; so,

Eur. ; . clandestine loves, Id., etc. II»

of things and places, dark, Id. 2. metaph., like, dark, obscure, Ar.---,, , , dark with shaggy
thick hair, ., of a ' cap of darkness,' Ar.-, () only in pres. to sufferfrom dizzi-

ness or vertigo, Ar., Plat.-, 4s, (elSos) dark-looking, Plat.,, ,() dark, Hes., -, =, Anth.-, -, a moonless night. Hence, ov, dark and moonless, Od.', , , darkness, gloom, Od., Att. 2. the
darkness of death, II., Eur. 3. of blindness,

Soph.; Eur. 4. metaph.,, like Horace's node premere, to hide

in darkness, Soph. ; so, it is dark and
uncertain, Xen.; , Soph., etc., eos, , = foreg., Plat., etc. Hence, f . , to make dark, to blind :—Pass, to

be in darkness: also to sufferfrom vertigo, Plat.-, es, contr. for, dark, Plat., , dung, filth, refuse, Anth. (Deriv. un-
certain.), only in pres., to be angry, with one,

II. (in Ep. inf.).', . 3 sing. aor. 1 opt.

:

—to be

angry or wroth with one, Horn. : absol. to be

wroth, II.

[], , , voc., a Scythian : proverb.,, as we might say ' the desert of Africa,' Ar.

:

—fern.,. 2. as Adj. Scythian, Aesch. II.

at Athens, a policeman, one of the city-guard, which

was mostly composed of Scythian slaves, Ar. Hence, f. , to behave like a Scythian : hence,

from the Scythian practice of scalping slain enemies,

to shave the head, Eur. ; and, , , Scythian, Aesch., etc. :

—

-
(sc. 777) Hdt., etc. :—fern. , , acc. »
Aeschin. II. Adv. -, Strab., Plut.

[], Adv. in the Scythian tongue, Hdt.-, , , a Scythian bowman, Xen., to be angry, peevish, Eur. From, , ,() angry, sullen, Menand.
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:— angry or sullen, be of a sad counte-

nance, Ar., Xen., etc. From-, , {, ) angry-looking, of sad

countenance, sullen, Eur., Aesch., etc. :— -
iroV, = sq., Eur.—Adv., Xen. II.

of thing's, gloomy, sad, melancholy, Eur.

[], , fem. of, Anth., , a breeding of dogs, Plut.

[], otos, , a whelp, cub, Anth., f . ,() to pair dogs for breeding,

Xen. II. Pass, to be suckled, Strab.

[], , Dim. of, Plat., Xen.&-, es, () like a young dog : -
&)5es the nature of puppies, Xen.

[],, , and ,() ayoung dog, -whelp,

puppy, Lat. catuhis, Od., Hes. :—generally, a dog,

Soph., etc. 2. —, Eur.

[], aros, , mostly in pi. the arms stript

off a slain enemy, spoils, Eur., Thuc. From, f. , () to strip or despoil a slain

enemy of his arms, Hes., Hdt. ; c. acc. pers. et rei,' having stript

the arms of Cycnus from his shoulders, Hes. 2. c.

acc. rei et gen. pers. to strip the arms off an enemy,
Xen.; so, .' Hdt.-, , poet, for, Anth.

and, , ,() Scylla, a monster
barking like a dog, who inhabited a cavern in the

Straits of Sicily, and rent unwary mariners, Od.', aor. 1:—Pass., pf.

:

—to

rend, mangle :—Pass., Aesch. 2. metaph. to

trouble, annoy, Lat. vexare, . T. :—Pass, or Med.,

}] trouble not thyself, lb. ;

troubled, distressed, lb.', f., to tan hides, Ar. From-', , , (, f. ') a tanner of hides,

Ar. :—so-, , Dem.~, , mostly in pi., the arms stript off
a slain enemy, spoils, Soph., Thuc. ; els

to write one's name on arms taken as spoil, Eur. :

—rarely in sing., booty, spoil, prey, Id.' [], eos, , a skin, hide, Theocr., Anth.-, , () receiving the spoil, Anth.-, 4s, {) delighting in spoils, Anth.', , and , a cub, whelp, esp. a lion's whelp,
II., Hdt., Att. ; of other animals, Eur., Plut. ; in poets
also of men, . Eur., , the isle of Scyros, one of the Sporades, not
far from Euboea, Horn.:—Adj. ^,, , a Scyrian,
Hdt. :—Adv.,,from Scyros, II.

[], , a staff, cudgel, club, Anth. II. at

Sparta, a staff or baton, used as a cypher for writing

dispatches :—a strip of leather was rolled slantwise

round it, on which the dispatches were written length-

wise, so that when unrolled they were unintelligible :

commanders abroad had a staff of like thickness, round
which they rolled these papers, and so were able to

read the dispatches:—hence came to mean a
Spartan dispatch, Thuc, Xen. ; and generally a
message, Pind. (Deriv. uncertain.)', f., to carry a club, Strab. From

--.,-, , () carrying a club, Strab.

[], , Dim. of, Ar.,, idos, , Dim. of, a stick, Hdt., [p], , — , Pind., Hdt., Xen., '$, ,() =, Ar., Plat., etc., f. , to be a shoemaker, Xen., , , () skilled in shoemaking

:

—
fj

-k4) (sub.4)—, Plat,, , , () leathern, made of leather,

Hdt., Ar. 2. metaph. skinny, gaunt, Anth.-', , , (, f. ') a leather-dresser,

currier, Theophr. : so,, , Plat., Luc.,, like [], a skin, hide, esp. a dressed

or tanned hide, Od., Ar., etc. II. a leather

thong, a whip, Dem. ; to look whips,

i. e. as if one was going to be whipt, Ar.', f., to cut leather for shoes, to be a
shoemaker, Ar., Plat. ; and, , shoemaking, Plat. ; and, tj, , of or for a shoemaker, Ar. ;. =, Plat. : - (sc. ), —ioreg.,

Id. From-, , () a leather-cutter, a worker in

leather, II., Xen., etc. : esp. a shoemaker, cobbler, Ar.-,, f. ,, (rpayelv) to gnaw leather, Luc.', , , or, eos, , a cup, can, Od.,

Eur., etc. : a milk-pail, Theocr.-,,(-) eaten of worms, ..,, , a worm, Lat. lumbricus, II. 2. of

the grubs, of insects, Ar., etc. (Deriv. uncertain.), , like, a pointed stake, II.,,,() a jest, joke, gibe, scoff, Ar. ;

iv by way of a joke, Aeschin. ; .
a pun, Arist.

[], , Dim. of, Ar., , , mocking, jesting, Plut., Luc; and, , , a mocker, jester, Ar. From', f.^: aor. 1
:—Pass., aor. 1

: pf . :
—to hoot, mock, jeer, scoff

at, Ar. ; also, . els to jest at his rags,

Id.; eis Aeschin. b. in good sense, to joke

with, Hdt. 2. absol. to jest, joke, be funny,
Ar., Xen., etc.",; gen. :

—dung, Ar. Hence, , the dross of metal, slag, scoria, Strab., , gen., nom. pi., () a

small kind of owl, Od., Theocr.&, , , of smaragdus, . . From, , Lat. smaragdus, a precious stone of a
green colour, a name given to the emerald and to

malachite, Hdt. (Deriv. unknown.)&', f . ~, to crash, as thunder, II. ; of the sea,

to roar, lb.; of cranes, to scream, lb. (Formed from
the sound.), 3 sing, contr. , inf. , 3 sing. pass.; but Ion.,, : impf.: aor.

I :—Med., part, : aor. 1-
:
—to wipe or cleanse with soap or unguent ; (but

the Act. is mostly found in compds. -, -,-) :

—Med., to wash or anoint one's

head, Hdt.&', , Ion. , , terrible to look on, fearful,
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awe/ul, direful, Horn. 2. terrible to hear, in neut.

as Adv., terribly, Id. ; so in pi., II. (De-
riv. uncertain."), Jjs , —**, II., Aesch. :—as Adv.,

II.,, , (~), soap or unguent, Plut.-, ov,() holding a swarm of bees,

Anth., Dor., eos, , a beehive, Hes.,

Plat. II. a swarm of bees, Aesch., etc. ; of wasps,
Ar. :—metaph., of clouds, Id., etc.: aor. :—Pass.,aor. :—longer

form of, to wipe off by help of soap or unguent,

to wash off, Od. II. to wipe clean, Babr. : pro-

verb., . ' to wash a blackamoor white,' Luc. :

—Med., wiping her brow clean,

Anth.-, for all words beginning thus, v.-., a, , Ion. and old Att. for., , =, Anth., older Att., , , Lat. taxus, the

yew, Plat. II. the convolvulus, or perh. bryony,
Trag., Ar.

[],,, apiece of carved work ; metaph.,* finely carved works, Ar., , , cut, carved, Anth., to carve finely. From
[t], , a knife for cutting, carving or pruning,

Plat., etc. : a graving tool, chisel, Anth., , Dim. of, Lat. scalpellum, Luc., , , name of Apollo (from^ or,/ a town in Troas), the Sminthian, II., 6, a mouse (a Cretan \vord), Anth., (not -), , a two-pronged hoe or mattock,

Lat. bidens, Ar., Plat., poet, for, with pain, painful, Soph.
Adv. -pus, Id., Ion., , like, myrrh, the resinous

gum of an Arabian tree, used for embalming the dead,

Hdt. ; called by Eur. ; also used for

anointing, Ar. ; and a salve, Hdt. (A foreign word.), Ion. -, , Smyrna, in Ionia, Hdt., etc., a, ov, of Smyrna, Pind., a, ov, () of myrrh, Anth., f. , () to flavour or drug with
myrrh: Pass., 4 . .-, , () bearing myrrh, Strab.' [], aor. :—Pass., aor.: aor.

2 [] :

—

to burn in a moulderingfire :—Pass.

to smoulder away, II., Mosch., 1770s, , a weal, swollen bruise, caused by a
blow, II. (Deriv. unknown.), f. |, () to rub down, grind down, Ar., , ., () properly, scaring birds away :

—and so, I. rushing, rapid, Ar. :—Adv. -pa>s,

Id. II. swaggering, pompous, haughty, Id.; of a
horse, Xen. :—Adv. -puis, Plut. ; also neut. as Adv.,
Theocr. 2. of things, Ar., f . <>, (, ) :

—

to scare away birds, Ar.,

etc. 2. generally, to drive away, clear away,
Xen. II. to move rapidly, , of dancing,

Ar. :—metaph. in Pass, to be much agitated, vehe-
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mently excited, Anth., Plut. III. intr. to strut,

swagger, bustle, Dem., Plut. ; is 'Apyos bustle

off to Argos, Luc.
and enclit., dat. of ., Ion. for, gen. of,., f. Att. ,() to speak incorrectly,

commit a solecism, . to speak bad
Scythian, Hdt. Hence, , incorrectness in the use of language,
a solecism, Luc. ; and, , , one who speaks incorrectly , Luc., ov',speakingincorrectly,usingprovincialisms,
Anacr., etc. II. metaph. erring against good
manners, awkward, clumsy, Xen., Arist. (Said to

come from the corruption of the Attic dialect by the

Athenian colonists of 2' in Cilicia.)', , a mass or lump of iron, used in throwing,

II. ; distinguished from the flat or quoit., , ov, Ep. and Ion. form of, : v..-, , ,( ) a coffin-maker, Ar., Anth.', , a vessel for holding anything, esp. a
cinerary urn, II. :

—

a coffin, Hdt., Ar. II. as

nickname of an old man or woman, Ar., , , possessive Adj. of pers. Pron. , the

earlier form being reos, thy, thine, of thee, Lat. tuus,

tua, tuum, Horn., etc.; Ep. gen.;—in Att. often

with the Art., ,

:

—
epyov, c. inf., 'tis thy business to . . , Soph. ; so,[] alone, Aesch. :

—

01 thy kinsfolk, people,

Soph. :— what concerns thee, thy interest,

words, purpose, Id.:

—

. thy property, Od. ; thy

interests, Soph. 2. with a gen. added, '
epya II. ; Soph. II. objective,

for thee, II. ; Od. ;

) Soph.,, shoo ! shoo /, a cry to scare away birds, Ar., , the Lat. sudarium, a kerchief, . T., contr. form of ()., crasis for eVe/ca, Soph.-, ov,(^) worshipped at Sunium, Ar.-', , () awk-of-Sunium, Ar., , Sunium, the southern headland of Attica,

Od., etc. :—Adj.,, , ov, Hdt. :—,, , pi. ^,, a man of Sunium, Decret. ap. Dem., crasis for , Aesch., med. inf. of :,, 3 sing,

and 2 pi. imper.-, , (yiy) born at Susa, Aesch., , the lily, a Phoen. word. II.,
, Susa, in the province of Susiana or Shushan, winter

residence of the King of Persia, Hdt., Xen. :—,
, a man of Susa, Xen. :—,, , =20,
Aesch. ; but 2. yvvi\ a woman of Susa, Xen., crasis for ., Ion. -, , skill in handicraft and art, 11., Xen.,

etc. :

—

. or knowledge of, acquaint-

ance with a thing, Plat. 2. sound judgment, in-

telligence, practical wisdom, such as was attributed

to the Seven Wise men, Theogn., Hdt. ; in not so

good a sense, cunning, shrewdness, craft, like-, Hdt. 3. wisdom, philosophy , Theogn., Att., f .,() to make wise, instruct, . T. 2.

3B
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Pass, to be clever or skilled in a thing-, c. gen., ^-- skilled in seamanship, Hes. :—absol.

to pursue wisdom, be well instructed, Xen. 3.

Med. to teach oneself, learn, Id. II.-, as Dep., with aor. 1 med. and pf. pass, to play

subtle tricks, deal subtly, Theogn., Eur., etc. ; \
we argue not subtly about

the gods, Eur. :—in speaking, to use sophistical argu-

ments, to quibble, Plat. ;

though this man has dealt thus craftily,

Dem. 2. c. acc. rei, to devise cleverly or skilfully,

Hdt., Ar. ; . to meddle with other men's

craft, Ar. ; this one must gain
by craft, Soph. :—pf. part, in pass, sense,

craftily devised, N.T. 3. c. acc. pers. to deceive,

Anth. Hence,, , any skilful act, the skilful dressing

of food, Xen. II. a clever device, contrivance,

Hdt., Trag. 2. in less good sense, a sly trick,

artifice, Eur., Thuc. ; a stage-trick, claptrap, Ar. 3.

a captious argument, a quibble, fallacy, sophism,
Plat., etc. Hence, , Luc. ; and', verb. Adj. one must contrive, Arist., f. , to play the sophist, argue as one,

Dem. 2. to give lectures, of the Sophists, Plut.», ,() a master of one's craft or

art, an adept, of a diviner, Hdt. ; of poets, Pind. ; of

the Creator, Plat. ; metaph., . an adept in

misery, Eur. 2. like, one who is clever in
matters of life, a wise man, in which sense the seven

Sages are called, Hdt. ; of Prometheus,
Aesch. II. at Athens, a Sophist, i. e. a Professor

of grammar, rhetoric, politics, mathematics, such as

Prodicus, Gorgias, Protagoras, Thuc, Plat., etc. At
first the Sophists were held in honour ; but from their

loose principles they fell into ill repute, and the word
came to mean, 2. a sophist (in bad sense), a
quibbler, cheat, Ar., Dem., etc., , , () of or for a sophist,

Plat. 2. like a sophist, sophistical, Xen., etc.

Adv. -, Plat., , fern, of, Plat.-', contr.-, ; gen., later ; acc.

ea :

—

Sophocles, Ar., etc.-, ov, contr. -,, wise-minded, Luc.', -, , properly, skilled in any handicraft or
art, cunning in his craft, Theogn., etc. j of a
charioteer, Pind. ; of poets and musicians, Id. ; of a
soothsayer, Soph., etc. 2. clever in matters of
common life, wise, prudent, shrewd, . -

shrewd fellows, the Thessalians ! Hdt. ; ,
Aesch. ; Plat., etc. ;

better than all craft, Soph. ;

['] c. inf., Eur. 3. skilled in the sciences,

learned, profound, wise, Id., Plat., etc. ; hence,

ironically, abstruse, obscure, Ar., etc. II. pass.,

of things, cleverly devised, wise, Hdt., etc. ;
5

things too clever for man to

understand, Eur. III. Adv. , cleverly,

wisely, Soph., Eur., etc. :—Comp.-, Eur. : Sup.-, Id.

-'., rare Ep. Verb for,, to preserve, save,

deliver, 2 sing. subj., 3 sing, and pi.,, ., f. , () to draw off, Hdt.

[], , () an eunuch, Lat. spado, Plut., only in pres., in weaving, to strike home the

woof with the ; metaph., to go too

fast, a cant phrase for throwing away money, Ar.

;

so, . . Plut. :—Pass.,

these were the prodigalities indulged in, Dem.' [], , a fiat blade used by weavers in the

upright loom (instead of the comb () used in the

horizontal), for striking the threads of the woof home,
so as to make the web close, Aesch., , Dim. of, Anth., to gasp, of dying fish, Anth. ; cf.., Median for, Hdt., f. Att. , of things, to be rare, scarce,

scanty, Pind., Ar. 2. of persons, to lack or be in
want of, Hdt., Aesch., etc.;—so in Pass.,-' Aesch. : absol. be in want, Eur.

[], a, ov, () rare, scarce, scanty, Hdt.,.

Eur. ; , Lat. dijficiles aditus
habere, Plat. ; having a scanty
supply of water, Thuc; c. inf., . rare to

behold, Xen. : of persons in an Adv. sense,

he seldom visits, Hdt. :

—

, c. inf.,

it is seldom that . . , Xen. :— =,
Aeschin. II. Comp., Hdt., Thuc. :

—Sup. -, Att. III. Adv. -, seldom,

Xen. ; so, Plat. : Comp.-, Thuc.,, tj, = sq., lack of a. thing, Isocr.', , gen. ews, dat. et, Ion. t
:

—

scarcity, rare-

ness, dearth, lack of a thing, Eur., Dem. :

—

[] = , there is no lack, no difficulty, Eur.., , ,() of things, scanty, Soph.-, , (?) lack of corn or food, Xen.,, , a piece torn off, a piece, shred,

fragment, all whose mangled corpses,

Soph.; Eur. II. =,
a tearing, rending, Id., , a tearing, rending, mangling,
Eur. II. a convulsion, spasm, Soph. From, Att.- : f . : aor. 1 :—Pass.,

pf. : (akin to) :

—

to tear, rend in

pieces, mangle, Lat. lacerare, Eur., Ar. :—Med.,-
to tear one's hair, Eur. 2. to rend

asunder, Aesch. 3. metaph. to pull to pieces,

attack, Lat. conviciis lacerare, Ar., Plat., , , a child in swaddling-clothes, h.

Horn. From, ,() a swathing band, and in pi.

swaddling-clothes, h. Horn., Pind. ; % iv

Aesch. ; tokens by which a person is iden-

tified, Lat. monumenta, crepundia, Soph., Ar. Hence, f., like, to wrap in swad-
dling-clothes, swathe, Eur. :—Pass., pf. part. 4-·4 .., f. , to be full to bursting, to swell, be

ripe, Eur. II. metaph., like Lat. turgere, to

swell with passion, Plat. :—absol. to wax wanton, be
insolent, Plut. (Prob. from same Root as.)', Ep. aor. 1, =, h. Horn.



, aor. 2 pass. inf. of :—&, part.

irirapvos, i), , poet, for,, Aesch., a, , of Spartacus, Plut., , =, Ar. (with a play upon Sparta)., Dor., , Sparta, Horn., etc. :—hence
Advs.,,from Sparta, Od. ; vSe, to

Sparta, lb. :— [],, 6, a Spartan, Eur.,
Thuc. ; Ion.-, , Hdt. :—fem. -cLtis,, (sub.

yvvfi) a Spartan woman, Eur., etc. ; (sub.)
Laconia, Plut. ; also as Adj.,.,, Eur., , Dim. of, a small cord, Ar., , a rope, cable, II., etc. ; (prob. akin to). II. a rope madefrom broom()., , , and ,,() sown, grownfrom
seed : metaph., children of men,
Aesch. II. at Thebes,, ot, the Sown-
men, those who claimed descent from the dragon's
teeth sown by Cadmus, the Cadmeans, Thebans,
Pind., Eur. ; the Theban spear,

Eur. III. scattered, of the limbs of a corpse, Anth.» and , Spanish broom, esparto, Xen., etc.-, , {) bearing broom, Strab., aor. 1 pass. part, of.,
} , () a spasm, convulsion,

Arist. II. a piece torn off, shred, Plut., , () a convulsion, spasm, Hdt., Soph., Ep. for, 2 pi. aor. 1 med. of :

so-, part., to live lewdly, to run riot, . T. From, , lewdness, wantonness, riot, luxury,
Anth. (Deriv. unknown.),, ,() = foreg., Anth.

[], , excrement, Ar. (Perh. akin to,.), f. [] : aor. 1, . : pf.

:—Med., f. : aor. 1, ., 2 . ., part, :

—

Pass., f. : aor. 1 : pf. -
: 1. of a sword, to draw, Eur. ;—mostly in

Med., Horn. :—Pass, to be drawn, II. ;

having their swords drawn, Xen. 2.

to draw a lot (out of a helmet),

Aesch. 3. absol.,' pull, hoist away,
like men. II. of violent actions, to pluck off

or out, Soph. 2. like, to tear,

rend, of beasts, Id. 3. to wrench, sprain :
—

Pass., Hdt. 4. to snatch, tear

or drag away, Eur. 5. metaph. to carry away,
draw aside, Soph., Plat. 6. Pass, to be convtdsed,

Soph. III. to draw in, suck in, quaff, Aesch.,

Eur. IV. to draw tight,pull the reins, Xen. 2.

of angling : hence, proverb., * he

took nothing by his motion,' Ar. V. to adopt,

appropriate, Anth., aor. 2 inf. of., Ep. for,, aor. 2 imper. of., , . for., , Lat. spira, anything wound or coiled : in

pi. the coils or spires of a serpent, Eur. ; also

with the net's meshy folds, Soph. 2.

thongs or straps of ox-hide bound round
sl boxer's fist, the caestus, Theocr. II. a body of
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men-at-arms, the Roman manipulus, = two centuries,

Polyb. :—also a cohort, . T.€.,.-,,, a coil, spire, convolution,
Aesch. : . a period, cycle, Anth. From,() Pass, to be coiled or folded round.€, Adv. in coils or spires, spirally, Anth. II.( ) of troops, in maniples, Polyb., Ion. for., , Dim. of, a light, summer-gar-
ment, Xen.,, a piece of cloth, a wrap-
ping cloth, Od. ; sorry wraps, lb. ;

without a shroud, lb. ; also a sail, lb.-, , () forming a circle, Anth.', Ion. impf. : f. : aor. 1

: pf. :—Pass., aor. 2 [] :

pf. :

—

to sow : I. to sow seed, Hes.,

Att. 2. to sow children, to engender, beget them,
Soph. :—Pass, to be born, Id., Eur. 3. to scatter

like seed, strew, throw about, \ apyupov Hdt.

;

Eur. :

—

to spread abroad, as Virg. spargere
voces, Soph. :—Pass, to be scattered, dispersed, Eur.,

Thuc. II. to sow a field, Hes., Hdt., etc. : Pass.,

r) the arable part of Egypt,
Hdt. 2. proverb., , of lost labour,

Theogn., aor. 1 inf. of :—€6, Ep. 3 sing., , , Latin speculator, one of the

body-guard, . T.', Ep.subj. 2: Ion. impf.:
f. : aor. 1, Ep., Ion. 3 sing,-

: pf. :—Med., aor. 1, Ep. I pi.

subj., for- :—Pass., aor. 1 :

pf. (used both in med. and pass, sense) :

—

to

pour or make a drink-offering before drinking, Lat.

libare, Horn. :

—

. to pour wine, Horn. ;

Soph. ;, Eur. ; ellipt., . -
(sc.) to pour a libation in honour of the

good genius, Ar. :—rarely c. dat. rei, . to make
a drink-offering with water, Od. :—in . T. the Pass,

is used metaph. of a person, \ I

am offered (as a drink-offering) over the sacrifice. 2.

without any religious sense, to pour, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. II. Med. to pour libations one with another,

and, as this was the custom in making treaties, to make
a treaty, make peace, Hdt., Ar., etc. ;

to make peace with one, Eur., etc. ; so, .
Thuc, etc. ;

—

to give it pledges

of safe conduct, Aeschin. : c. ace,
having concluded a peace with them,

Hdt. ,· to make up a quarrel, Eur. ;. to make a truce for taking

up the dead, Thuc. :—Pass., of a treaty, to be con-

cluded, Id., Ep.,, a cave, cavern, grotto, Horn. :

of the form, Horn, uses only nom. and acc. sing.,

with Ep. dat. ; of the form, acc. sing., gen., dat. pi. and) ; gen. pi.'
h. Horn.€,,,() that which is sown : I.

the seed of plants, Hes., Hdt., Att.:—also of animals,

Pind., Eur. 2. metaph. of thegerm, origin, element
2 2
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of anything, . Od. ; Pind. ;

Dem. II. seed, offspring, issue, rag., etc. 2.

race, origin, descent, lb., f ., ifo s<?w wzY/z seed : to beget, Hes.,, , babbling, gossip, Plut. From-, */, () picking up seeds, of grani-

vorous birds, Plut. II. metaph. <m<* who picks up
scraps of knowledge, a babbler, Dem., N.T.<.-, ov, () bearing seed, Anth., 6, the Spercheius, i. e. Rapid (from),
a river of Thessaly, II., , , hasty, rapid, hurried, Hes., Aesch.', the Act. only in pres. and impf. : Pass., aor.

part, :

—

to set in rapid motion :—Pass, to

be in haste to do a thing-

, c. inf., II. ; . to

hasten with oars, to ply them rapidly, Od. : part,-
as Adv., in haste, hastily, hurriedly , Horn.,

Eur. 2. metaph. to be hasty and angry, II., Hdt.

;

$\ be not hasty, Eur. II. intr. = Pass.,

when storms aredriven rapidly , Horn.

aire's,', 2 sing, and pi. aor. 2 imperat. of.', aor. 2 inf. of., dat. pi. of.', Ep. inf. : f. : aor. 1, Ep., Ep.i p\. sub] . -

:

pf.:—Med., f.

:

—Pass., pf.-
: I. trans, to set a-going, to urge on,

hasten, quicken, Horn., etc. :—also, to seek eagerly,

strive after, Theogn. ; promote zealously, to press or

urge on, Soph., etc. ; so in Med., Aesch. :—Pass., to

be urged on, Hdt. 2. c. acc. et inf.,

urge him to come, Soph. II. intr.

to press on, hasten, to exert oneself, strive eagerly

or anxiously, II., Att. ; as you urge,

contend, Plat. : part, as Adv.m haste, eagerly

,

II., Aesch. 2. c. inf. to be eager to do a thing, Hes.,

Hdt., etc. j so in Med., Aesch. 3.

c. acc. rei et inf. to be anxious that . . , Hdt., Xen., Ep. dat. of :—, pi., , () a grotto, cave, cavern, Plat.-, , () cavern-like, Plat., , gen. , wide, broad, .
II. (Found nowhere else : deriv. unknown.), , the space one can span with the thumb
and little finger, a span, Lat. dodrans, about \
inches, Hdt., Plat. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , () rock-like : rocky, Strab.',, , a rock over which the sea dashes, a
ledge of rock, Od. :—generally, a slab, Soph.

[t], 6, a spot, stain, blemish, . T. Hence, f., to stain, soil, N.T. :—Pass., pf. part.

lb.,, , =, a spark, h. Horn.',, , a spark, Lat. scintilla, II., Ar., 6, a bird of the finch kind, the siskin, Ar., f. , to eat the inwards() of
a—victim after a sacrifice, Ar. II. to prophesy
from the inwards, Strab., Dep. to feel compassion, mercy, . T., :—mostly in pi., the inward
Parts, esp. the viscera thoracis, i. e. heart, lungs, liver,

kidneys, which in sacrifices were reserved to be eaten

—.
by the sacrificers, Horn., etc. :—hence the sacrificial

feast, Lat. visceratio, Ar. :—also as used in divination,

Aesch., etc. 2. any part of the inwards, the womb,
Pind., Soph. : so in sing., Aesch. II. metaph.,
like our heart, the seat of the feelings and affections,

Id., Eur., etc. :—so in sing., Soph., Eur. ;

to learn a man's inward nature,
Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.)', 6, gen., the milt, spleen, Hdt., , =, a sponge, Ar., .,() to'wipe with a sponge, Dem., , Dim. of, Ar.

and, <5, a sponge, Horn., etc.-, , , () lying on ashes, Anth., f. ], to pound, smite, crush, Ar. :—Pass.,

pelted by the storm, Eur. ; 7rp^s. dashed against the rocks, Id. ; absol.,. handled roughly, in sorry plight,

Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ion. -, ,() a heap of ashes, ashes,

Od., Eur. II. metaph., = ill, Anth., f. Att. ,() to roast or bake in the

ashes, burn to ashes, Ar., Plat., Pass, to be burnt to ashes, Anth.', , wood-ashes, embers, and generally, ashes,

Od., Hdt., Att. : the ashes of the dead, Aesch., Soph.,

etc. II. dust, Hdt. III. metaph., ., of a bibulous old woman, 'a sponge,' Anth.,, , Aeol. for, a leathern garment,
buff-jerkin, Ar., Xen.5, aor. 2 med. part, of., , the beginning of the libation, the

right of begiyining it, Hdt. From-, ov,() beginning the drink-offering., , ov, used at a libation :
— (sc.), , in metre, a spondee, a foot consisting of two

long syllables, being the metre proper to the slow

melodies used at (a treaty)., , () a drink-offering, i. e. the wine

poured out to the gods before drinking, Lat. libatio,

Hes., Hdt. ; , Aesch.,

Eur. II. in pi., was a solemn treaty or

truce, (because solemn drink-offerings were made on

concluding them) ; the truce made by
pouring unmixed wine, II. ; at . the

truce with them, Thuc. ; Ar.

;

Thuc;.; . to make
a truce with one, Hdt.; .;. (like') Eur. ; <7. Thuc. 2.]. the solemn truce or armistice during

the Olympic games, Id. 3. the treaty itself,-. Id.,, fem. Adj. making ], Anth.-, , () one who brings proposals for
a truce or treaty of peace (), Ar. II. a
herald or officer who published the sacred of

the Olympic and other games, Pind., etc.,, v. sub-,, ,() a sowing of seed, Plat. : of children,

origin, birth, Aesch., Soph. 2. seed-time, Eur. II.

the seed sown, Id. :—of persons, seed, offspring, Soph:

generally, . the female race, Eur. Hence
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[], Adv. scatteredly , here and there, Lat.

sparsim, Thuc., Plat. : casually, Anth., , , scattered, . , opp. to

(gregarious), Arist., , , = :

—

, , seeds, Babr., , , , () mostly in pi. scattered,

dispersed, Hdt., Thuc. ; of men, , i. e.

not in communities, Arist. ; at (sc.) the

islands off the west coast of Asia Minor, opp. to at, Strab., , , () sown com, growing corn,

Aesch. 2. a sowing of corn, Xen.,,() sown, to be sown, fit for sowing,
Xen., Theocr. ; the corn-fields, N.T.

;

. a measure of seed-corn, Anth., ,() a sowing, Hdt., Xen., etc. 2.

seed-time, Xen., Theocr. II. seed, Theocr. 2.

produce, fruit, harvest, crop, Hdt., Soph,, Dor. gen. of., in Scythian, an eye, Hdt., f.: aor. : pf.

:

—
Pass.,aor.: pf.: I. intr. to

make haste, 1. of things, to be busy, eager, zealous,
earnest to do a thing, c. inf., Soph., etc.; also, .

tivos or Xen., Plat.; or Dem.;
Xen. 2. of persons, . to be busy

with him, Plat. ; . to be anxious for his

success, canvass for him, Xen. ; Tlvos Dem. 3.

absol. to be serious or earnest, Ar., etc. ;

with a grave face, Xen. II. trans., 1.

c. acc. rei, to do anything hastily or earnestly, Eur.,

Plat., etc. :—Pass, to be zealously pursued, Eur., etc.

:

—esp. in pf. part., serious, Plat., etc. 2. Pass.,

also, of persons, to be treated with respect, to be

courted, Arist., etc.-, f .,() to speak seriously, talk

on serious subjects, Xen. ; so in Med., Id. :—Pass.,

to be treated seriously, Id., , ,() of persons, earnest, serious,

Xen.; active, zealous, Plut. 2. good, excellent, Hdt.,
Plat. ; Xen. 3. of men of
character and importance, Id. 4. in moral sense,

good, opp. to, Id. II. of things, worth
one's serious attention, serious, weighty, Theogn.,
Hdt., Att. 2. good of its kind, excellent, Hdt.,

etc. III. Adv., seriously, earnestly,

well, Xen., etc. :—Comp.,—, Id. ; Sup.—,
most carefully, in the best way, Hdt.—There are also

irreg. Comp. and Sup.-,-.-, , , () one who canvassesfor office,

a place-man, Xen. Hence, , canvassing for office, Lat. ambitus,
Plut.; and, to canvass for office, Arist., , , comic Patronymic of,
Son of Placeman, Ar.,,,() a thing or work done
with zeal, a pursuit, Plat., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be

. sought for zealously, Xen. II., one
must bestir oneself, be earnest or anxious, Eur., etc., , , () one who wishes well
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to another, a supporter, partisan, Lat. fautor, Plut.

Hence, , , zealous, earnest, serious, Plat., , , () that deserves to be

sought or tried zealously, Plat., , () haste, speed, Hdt., etc. ;

tis according as one makes speed,

Id. II. zeal, pains, exertion, trouble, Od., Att. :— , c. inf., to take pains to do
a thing, Hdt. ; c. gen., tivos to

make much ado about a thing, Id. ; so, .
or Eur. ;

with great atten-

tion to the arms, Thuc. :—in pi. zealous exertions,

Hdt., Eur. ; also party feelings, rivalries, Hdt.,

Ar. III. zeal, earnestness, seriousness, Eur.,

etc. 2. an object of attention, a serious engage-
ment, Eur. IV., as Adv. in haste,

hastily, Od., Hdt., Att. 2. with great exertion,

with difficulty, hardly, scarcely, Horn. 3. ear-

nestly, seriously, urgently, Eur., etc. ; .
very busily, Hdt., etc. ; so with Preps.,

in earnest, seriously, II. ; Xen., Att.,, , a ball of dung, as that

of sheep or goats : pi. sheeps' or goats' dung, Ar.

(YJ, , Dim. of, Ar., , , a large basket, a creel (v. ),
Hdt., Ar., etc. (Deriv. uncertain.), , a city in Macedonia, Hdt., etc. :—-, , a Stagyrite, of Aristotle.,, ,() a drop, distilment, Aesch.,, rj, () a drop, Trag., , ,() standing erect or upright,

Aesch.; . ~] pikes for close fight, opp. to missiles

(cf. ), Id., , , a measuring by stades, Strab., , , =, Anth., , .., f ., to run in the stadium, Dem. From-, , one who runs the stadium, one who
runs for a prize, Simon., Aeschin.

[], : pi. and, but never

in sing. : () :—a fixed standard of length,

a stade,= 100 opyuiai or 6, i. e. 600 Greek or

6o6f English feet, about f of a Roman mile, Polyb. :— ' best by a hundred miles,'

Ar. ; ^ more loquacious than

a mile and more, Id. II. a race-course (that of

Olympia being a stade long), Pind., etc. ;. to run a race, Hdt. ; . to win one, Xen.

[], , , () standing firm,
close fight, Lat. pugna stataria, II. ;

(sc.) lb. 2. firm, strong, Pind.', f., Dor. 1 pi. : aor. 1,
Ep.: I. of persons, 1. c. acc. rei, to

drop, let fall or shed drop by drop, II., Aesch.,

etc. 2. c. dat. rei,' . to drip with blood,

Aesch.; Soph. ;—rarely c. gen., Id. II.

intr. of things, to drop, fall in drops, drip, trickle,

Hdt., Soph., Eur.; metaph.,^ Aesch., poet, for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of' :

but II., part. neut., , Ion. , ,() standing fast, stead-
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fast, (sc. yv)> terra flrma, Anth. ;—of the

sea, calm, still, Id. 2. . high noon,

when the sun seems to stand still in the meridian,

Plat. 3. metaph. steady, deliberate, Anth., , , scorched, burnt, Aesch. From, f . , to scorch, roast, fry, Ar., f. pass, of'., Dor. for, aor. 2 imperat. of'., f.,{) to measure by rule, Eur. :

—Pass., with f. med. -, to be measured, esti-

mated, Ar. II. as Dep. (v.), to estimate

distance or size, without actual measurement, Hdt.,

Plat. : metaph. to estimate one thing- by another,

Plat.; absol. to conjecture, Soph. 2. to attach

•weight to a thing-, vahie it, Plat., ,() a carpenter's line, Horn., Theogn.

;

—properly a line rubbed with chalk, distinguished

from the rule () Xen., etc. :—proverb.,.
by the rule, Lat. ad amussim, Theogn.; but

in Aesch., . beside the line, beyond 7neasure

;

. . to guess aright, Theocr. II. the

plummet or the plumbline, Anth. III. the line

which bounds the racecourse, the goal, Lat. meta,
Pind., Eur. IV. metaph. a law, rule,'

iv, i.e. according to laws of Dorian
rule, Pind., , ,() to be measured, Plat., Adv. to the stall, homewards, Od., 6, pi., but in Att. also : (-) :

—

a standing place for animals, Lat. stabulum,
a stable, fold, II. : a stye, Od. : of men, a dwelling,

abode, Hes., Soph. 2. quarters, lodgings for

travellers or soldiers, Lat. statio, Xen. 3. in Persia,

were stations on the royal road, where the

king rested, Hdt. : hence a day's journey, day's

march, averaging about 5 parasangs or 15 miles, Id.,

Xen. 4. like Lat. statio, a station for ships,

Eur. II. an upright post, the bearingpillar of the

roof, Od. : a door-post, esp. in pi., Horn., Att. III.

the balance, Ar., II. ,· to weigh
one thing against another, Hdt. 2. weight,

to weigh a talent, Id. ; absol. in ace,
equal in weight, Id. ;

two talents in or by weight, Id. :—in pi.

weights, Eur., etc.:—the aor. 1 med. is =/-
(v. n), to form an estimate, to judge

or conclude by oxfrom a thing, Hdt., aor. 2 opt. of'.,,, Att. for,,^, aor. 2 opt. pi. of'.
or, , gen., flour of spelt mixed

and made into dough, Hdt. Hence, , ov, of floxir or dough of spelt, Hdt.,

Plut., ), ,() oozing out in drops, trickling,

dropping, distilling, Ar., Dor. for., , that which drops, a drop, Aesch., Soph,, , () a dropping, dripping,
Aesch., Eur. ; . \\ the least drop of peace, Ar., f . , to let drop, Eur. II. intr.

—.
of things, to drop, drip, Id.; c. acc. cogn., .
to drop blood, Id. (Akin to.), —, to drop, let fall, Anth., aor. 2 inf. of.,, ,() a stake to which nets are

fastened, Xen., Theocr., Dor. for.-, , Dor. for -, (*) furnished
with or gravestone, Anth., Dor. for, aor. 2 inf. of'., , Ep. dat. pi.: {):—the

ribs of a ship, which stand up from the keel, Lat.

statumina, Od., , Dim. of, a wine-jar, Ar., , and ,() an earthen jarfor racking

off wine, Ar. : cf .., Aeol. 3 pi. aor. 2 of'. 2. neut. of part., Dor. for, pi. f. of.,,, aor. 2 part, of'., f. , () : I. intr. to rebel,

revolt, rise in rebellion, against one, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. ; Xen. 2. in the Greek states, to form
a party oxfaction, be at odds, quarrel, Hdt., etc. 3.

of the states themselves, to be at discord, be distracted

by factions, Ar., Thuc, etc. II. trans, to revolu-

tionise, throw into confusioyi, Lys., etc.

Hence, , , seditious, factious, Plat., etc.

:

Adv., to be factious, Dem., ov,() standing, statio?iary ; of water,

stag}ia?it,Xen. 2. stable, steadfast, steady,firm,
Plat. :—of men, steadfast, steady, solid, Lat. constans,

Id. :—of music, Arist. II. (with or with-

out), in Tragedy, a regular song of the Chorus,

prob. so named because it was not sung till the chorus

had taken its stand in the orchestra.

[], , ,() a standing, the posture of
standing, Aesch., Plat. 2. a position, posture,

post, station, Hdt., Eur. ; ,
tearing the oaks from their ground, Ar. 3.

a point of the compass, . Hdt. 4.

the position, state or condition of a person, Lat. status,

Plat. II. a party, company, band, Aesch. : a
sect of philosophers, Plut. III. esp. a party

formed for seditious purposes, afaction, Solon, Hdt..

Att. 2. sedition, discord, Hdt., Att.;€? Isocr. ; eh Xen.-, es, factious, Arist. : quarrelsome, Xen.-, b, () watcher of the station oxfold, Eur., , a state offaction, Plat. From, , ,() mostly in pi. the members of
a party or faction, partisans, Hdt., Att. Hence, , , factious, seditious, Thuc., Ion. 3 sing. aor. 2 of'., Dor. for, fut. of'.', verb. Adj. of', one must appoint, Plat.,, , () a weight, = : then a

coin of various values : 1. the gold stater best

known at Athens was the Persian, called Aapei-

or simply, Daric, from Darius Hystaspes,

worth about il. 2s., Hdt., Thuc. 2. later a silver

stater was in use, =€, . ., Xen.
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,, poet, for, to place : Pass. =, to

stand, Eur. :—so also intr. in Act., Id.,, , , verb. Adj. of ', placed, standing,
a stalled horse, II., Soph. :

—

(rrarbs

a tunic reaching to the feet, Plut., ,() an upright pale or stake, Horn.,

etc. : of piles driven in to serve as a foundation, Hdt.,

Thuc. II. the Cross, . T. : its form was repre-

sented by the .Greek letter T, Luc.-, ov, () bearing the cross, Anth., f. , () to fence with pales, im-
palisade, Thuc. II. to crucify, Polyb., N.T., aros, , a palisade or stockade, Lat. vallum,
Thuc, Xen. ; and, , a palisading, Thuc.,, , =, Theocr., , a bunch of grapes, Horn., Theocr. II.

parox., the plummet of a level, ]
horses matched in height by the level,

matched to a nicety, II. (Deriv. uncertain.),, ,, a bunch of grapes, Theocr.-, ,() a grape-stealer, Anth.-, ov,) cutting ears of corn, Anth.-, ov, nourishing ears of corn, Anth.-, opos, , mother of ears of corn, Anth.-', ov, crowned with ears of corn, Anth.'~ [], vos, : Ep. dat. pi. : Att.

acc. :
—an ear of corn, Lat. spica, II., Hes.,

etc.:— metaph., . & Aesch.; of the Theban, Eur. 2. g-enerally, a scion, child, pro-

geny, Anth.,, gen. [as trochee] : (prob. from,
Root of '--) :

—

stifffat, tallow, suet, Lat. sebum,
opp. to (Lat. adeps, soft fat), Od., Xen., f. , =, to cover, Xen.: metaph.,. covers, embraces one, Soph. :—Pass.,

a decked vessel, Antipho.

[], ,() a covering, Anth., , , () covering so as to keep out
water, water-tight, waterproof, Xen., Anth. 2.

generally, covering, enclosing, confining, of a net,

Aesch. II. closely covered,, of Polynices, represented as an eagle, covered

by his white Argive shield (v.), Soph.; of

a building, roofed, Thuc. 2. metaph.,

leakiness, Plat. III. Adv. -, con-

finedly, through a tube, Thuc.'-, , () master of the house, Hdt., aTos, ,() anything which covers,

a covering, Xen. :

—

a roof, Lat. tectum, Plat.', verb. Adj. one must cover, Xen., , ,() covered, sheltered, Strab., ,() that servesfor covering, Hdt., ,() a covering, cover, wrapper,
Aesch., Plut., , () a roof, Lat. tectum, Hdt., Aesch.,

Xen., etc. II. a roofed place, a chamber, room,
Hdt., Xen., etc. ; ., of a tent, Soph. ;, of the grave, Id. 2. often in pi.,

like Lat. tecta, a house, dwelling, Aesch. ; ,
at home, Soph., , , contr. from, waterproof, Hdt.

;, 743,, of a cave, Eur. 2. as Subst.,, , a covered dwelling, Xen.-, , () of thick ?iature, Anth., , , a roof: then, like, a house,

mansion, Aesch., Soph., etc. :—of an urn containing

ashes, Soph., f. , to cover closely, so as to keep water
either out or in : A. to keep water out,

not watertight, Thuc. :—so in Med., -
to keep off rain from oneself, Pind.;

vads Anth. 2. generally, to keep

off, fend off weapons, etc., Aesch. ; .
Tas Ar. 3. later, to bear up against, en-

dure, Polyb., N.T. :—absol. to contain oneself, hold
out, . . II. with acc. of the thing covered, to

cover, shelter, protect, Soph., Xen. 2. to cover,

conceal, keep hidden, Soph., Eur. :—Pass, to be kept

secret, Thuc. ;

5 ' let my counsel

be kept secret by you, Soph.
B. to keep water in, hold water, keep in, Eur.,

Plat. II. generally, to contain, hold, Soph.,

Eur., Ep. impf., f. : aor. 1
:

—

to

tread on, tread under foot, Horn. 2. c. acc. cogn.

to tread or walk on a path, Eur. ; also,

to tread measures, Id. 3. absol. to tread, Id. II.

to stamp down, in Pass., Theocr. ; at

the beaten roads, Xen., Ep. for, aor. 1 of., , the hole for the handle of an axe, Od.
(Deriv. unknown.) Hence, , the handle or helve of an axe, Od.-,, , , narrow-necked, Anth.-,,, Ion. for -,, , , () a narrow, strait, confined

space, Horn. ; II. II. generally,

pressure, straits, distress, h. Horn. ;

to learn wisdom by stiffering, Aesch., only in pres. and impf., () to straiten :

Pass, to become strait, to be narrowed, Od. ; of

persons, to be straitened for r-oom, II. 2. to be

or become full, be thronged, c. gen.,

the folds were crowded with lambs, Od. ; c. dat.,

II. :—metaph.,
burdened with its wool, Od., Ion. for., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 subj. of'., , , ..

(), ,() a ship's keel, esp. the curved
part of it, cutwater, Lat. carina, Horn.

(), , a cow that has not calved, Od. : of a

woman, barren, . T., Anth. From, ov, — II, barren, Lat. sterilis, Eur.

: aor. 1: aor. 2 :

—

to walk,

march, go or come, Od., Hdt., Trag. :—c. acc. loci, to

go to, approach, Trag. 2. to go after one another,

go in line or order (whence, ',),
II., Hdt. 3. c. acc. cogn., . Aesch., Soph.,, =, a handle, Babr., Anth. Hence, f., tofurnish with a handle, Anth.-, ov, () cutting stems, Anth., Pass, to grow into a stem, Strab.
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whence the trunk springs, Lat. codex, Pind., Dem.

[t], , Dim. of, Babr.', f., Ep. : aor. , Ep.

: pf. :—Med., aor. :

Pass., f. : pf. : plqpf.,
Ep. 3 pi., Ion. :

—

to set in order,

to arrange, array, equip, fJiake ready, Horn., Hdt.,

Att. :—also, to furnish with a

garment, Hdt. ; so c. dupl. ace, .
Eur. :—Med., to put on robes,

Id. ; metaph., didst set thy

heart upon the chase, Id. :— Pass, to fit oneself out,

get ready, II., Hdt. ; equipt in a
dress, Hdt.; . Xen. ; metaph.,

Ar. II. to despatch on an ex-

pedition, and, generally, to despatch, send, Aesch.,

Soph. :—Pass, to get ready for an expedition, to

start, set out, Hdt. ; and in aor. 2 pass, to have set

out, to be on one's way, Id. ; c. acc. cogn., odbv-
Soph. ; begone ! Aesch. 2. in Att.

the Act. has sometimes the intr. sense of the Pass.,

like Lat. trajicere, to prepare to go, start, set forth,
where may be supplied,

Hdt., etc. :—reversely,

leads to Corinth, Luc. III. Med. in sense

of, to send for one, Soph. : also to fetch,

bring a person to a place, Id. IV. to bring together,

gather up, took in, furled the sails,

Od. : and in Med., they furled
their sails, II.; they girded up
their clothes to work, Hes. 2. in Med. also to

check, repress, to draw in one's

words, i. e. not speak out the whole truth, Eur. 3.

also in Med. to shrink from a thing, avoid it, . T., at, broad belts put round dogs when used

to hunt wild beasts, Xen.', to shake, agitate, Aesch.,, ,() a wreath, garland, wound by
suppliants round a staff or olive branch, II., Soph.

;

sometimes worn on the head, Hdt.', ,() a mass of olivesfrom which
the oil has been pressed, olive-cake, Ar.,, , a. sigh, groan, moan, Soph., Eur., , a sighing, groaning, moaning, Trag., f .- : aor. 1 : () :

—

to sigh

often, sigh deeply, generally, to sigh, groan, moan,
\

Trag-

. ; ; why utterdst thou this

moan? Eur.; c. acc. cogn., . Id. 2.

trans, to bemoan, bewail, Soph., etc.', verb. Adj. one must bewail, Eur.; and, , , to be mourned, giving cause for
grief, Soph., Eur. 2. mournful, Eur.

or, Ep. lengthd. form of -, only in pres. and impf. to sigh, groan, wail,

Horn. :—so in Med., . II. trans, to bewail,

lament, Od.

[], lengthd. form of, only in pres. and
impf. to sigh, groan, wail, Horn. : so in Med., II.,

Aesch., Soph. :—metaph. of the roar of torrents, II.

;

the loud breathing of horses galloping, lb. ;

groaning from being overcrowded,

-'
Ar. II. trans, to bewail, lament, II., Aesch.

j

so in Med., Od.', f ., to talk subtly, quibble, Ar. From-', ov, 6, a quibbler.-, ov, at or on a strait, Eur.-, , a narrow way or pass, Xen. From-, Ion. -, ov, with a narrow pass or
outlet, Hdt., Aesch., Eur. 2. as Subst.,
Ion. -, , narrow passes, defiles, Hdt., Thuc. :

—in sing,, , a strait, narrow, Xen., Ion., , , () narrow, strait,

Hdt., Eur., etc. ; , Ion., in a narrow
compass, Hdt., Aesch. 2. as Subst., the

straits, of a pass, Hdt. ; of a sea, Thuc. ; also,

a narrow strip of land, Id. II. metaph.
narrow, close, confined, to

be driven into a corner, Hdt. ; .
Dem. 2. scanty, little, petty, Plat.—From old

Ion. forms, -, come irr. Att. -,- : but reg. also occurs,',, , cf. Ion..-, ov, () narrow-mouthed, Strab., Ion. -,, , () narrowness,
straitness, Hdt., Thuc.', f. -, to straiten for room, Luc. :—Pass.

to be crowded together : metaph. to be straitened, . T., , narrowness of space : want of room y

Thuc, etc. :—metaph., . the difficulty

ofpassing the river, Xen. From-, ov, of narrow space, strait., Ion., to straiten :—in Pass., Anth.',, , Stentor, a Greek at Troy, famous for

his loud voice, II. :—Adj., ov, Stentorian

,

with a voice like Stentor 's, Arist.', only in pres. and impf., Ep. impf. :—
to moan, sigh, groan, Horn., Trag-

. ; so in Med.,
Aesch., Eur. 2. c. gen. to moan or sigh for, Eur. ;

Aesch. ; or Eur.; c. acc. cogn.,. Soph. :—Med., Aesch. 3. c. acc.

to bewail, lament, Id., etc.;

to pity him for his ill fortune, Id. : so in Med.,-
Eur.-, Ion.-, , (, ) narrow-

looking, narrow, strait, confined, II. II. as Subst.,

(sc.), , a narrow passage or way, strait,

Od., etc.

:, , , () crowned, Anth.', , (^) a lovecharm, love, affection,

in sing-, and pi., Aesch., Eur.',,, a love-charm, to influence him,

Soph. From', f. : aor. I : pf . :
—

Pass., aor. 1 : pf.:—to love,

of the mutual love of parents and children, Soph.,

Eur., etc. ; of king and people, Hdt., Soph. ; of a

country and her colonies, Thuc. ; of brothers and
sisters, Eur. ; of friends, Soph. ; of husband and
wife, Hdt., Soph. II. generally, to be fond of,

shew liking for, Theogn., Soph., etc. :—also of things,

to accept gladly, Hdt., etc. III. to be content

or satisfied, acquiesce, Soph., Dem. ;
oblige

me, do me the favour, Soph. 2. c. acc. to be
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content with, acquiesce in, subviit to, bear with,

Hdt. ; . ^ bear with it, Aesch. ; .
Soph. :—also c. dat., . Eur. ; )$ Plat. :—c. part.,

Soph. ; . Eur. :

—

rarely c. inf., Id. IV.
to entreat one to do, Soph.', , , stiff, stark, firm, solid, Horn.,

etc. ; ) - all of solid gold,

Hdt.:

—

Adv. -, firmly, fast, Horn. 2. metaph.

stiff, stubborn, harsh, Id., etc. : so in Adv.,
Id. II. . a cubic number, Arist.-, ovos, , , (]) stubborn-hearted, Soph., f. , to make firm or solid, Xen. :— to

strengthen, . T. :—Pass, to be made strong, Xen., f. and : aor. ,
Ep. inf. : pf. :—Pass., with f. med.- : aor. : in aor. 2 part, :

pf. : 3 sing, plqpf . :

—

to deprive,
bereave, rob (^anything, c. acc. pers. et gen. rei, Od.,
Trag., etc. :—Pass, to be deprived, bereaved or robbed

of anything, c. gen., Hdt., Att. II. c. acc. rei,

to take away, Anth. :—Pass, to have taken from one,

Eur.,,,() a solid body ,foundation

:

metaph. steadfastness, . .', , () deprivation, privation, of a
thing, Thuc. : absol. negation, privation, Arist., =, only in pres., to deprive of a thing,

Thuc. :—Pass, to be deprived of a. thing, Hdt., Att.', , ov, =,, firm, solid,

Thuc. 11. =, Lat. sterilis, barren, Plat., tj, , verb. Adj. of, to be loved,

amiable, loved, Soph.', , the breast, chest, both in sing, and pi.,

Horn., Trag. 2. the breast as the seat of the affec-

tions, the heart, Trag.-, , () of or from beaten breasts,

Eur., Anth. Hence, , a beating of the breast for grief, Luc.-, ov, () broad-swelling, of a plain, Soph.', only in pres. and impf ., =, to

be wanting in, to lack, want, Lat. carere, c. gen.,

Hes., Hdt., Att. :—absol. to suffer loss, Soph., Xen.', , = like, ), a flash of
lightning, II., Hes., etc. :—generally flash, gleam,
sheen, Horn.-', , Ep. for, either

(from, cf.), he who gathers the
lightning, or (from) whorousesthe lightning, II., , , Lightner, name of one of the three

Cyclopes, Hes.,, , ,() flashing, Soph.
-yuios, ov, () with strong limbs, Anth.', , , and , , =, stiff, firm,
solid, strong, Eur. : stiff with, age, Ar. 2. hard,
rugged, uneasy, Eur. 3. metaph. stubborn,
obdurate, hard, Aesch., Eur., etc. :—Adv.,,
stiffly, obstinately , Xen.', not used in Act., v.., Dep., used by Horn, only in 3 sing. pres. and
impf.,, and once by Aesch. in 3 pi.
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:— c. fut. inf. to make as if one would, to pro-

mise or threaten that one will, II. ; also with aor. inf.,

Od. ; so, Aesch. :

—absol., he made eager efforts, Od. (Deriv.

uncertain.)

[], ,() anything that encircles the

head, for defence or ornament : I. the brim of

the helmet, projecting behind as well as before, II. 2.

part of a woman's head-dress, a diadem, coronal, lb.,

Hes., etc. :—metaph., of a city,

thou hast been shorn of thy coronal of towers,

Eur. II. the brim or edge of anything, the brow

of a hill, edge of a cliff, II. ; of a basket, Mosch.,, a place where wreaths are plaited

or sold, Anth. From
-itXokoSj ov, () plaiting wreaths, Plut.,', Dor.-, f. , to wear a

wreath, Eur., Dem.; and, Dor.-, -, the wearing a
wreath, esp. of victory, Pind., Eur. II. the

right of wearing a crown, Dem. From-, ov, () wearing a crown or wreath,

crowned, Eur. ; . =, Hdt. II.

the title of certain magistrates who had the right of
wearing crowns, as the Archons, Aeschin.,, Dor. aor. 1, to crown, Ar.

[], , , of a crown : . br/ a contest

in which the prize was a crown, Xen., Dem. From',, , () properly, that which surrounds,. the circling crowd of fight, II. ; of the

wall round a town, Pind. ; . a circle

of fair children, Eur. II. a crown, wreath,

garlajtd, chaplet, Hes., etc. : esp. at the public

games, a crown of victory, Pind., Hdt., etc. :

—

these prize-crowns were mostly of leaves, of at

the Olympic games, at the Pythian, at

the Nemean, or at the Isthmian. 2.

generally, the meed of victory, the prize, victory, like

Lat. palma, Soph. ;
to propose a

prize, Thuc. 3. generally, a crown of glory, an
honour, glorys Inscr. ap. Hdt. :—a crown as a badge

of office ox distinction, Dem. Hence, f. : () : I. used by Horn,

only in 3 sing. pf. and plqpf. of Pass.,,^

:

—to be put round, Lat. circumdari, ?

round, about which (the shield) is Terror

wreathed, II. ; all round
about him was a cloud, lb. ;

-
the sea lies round about the island, Od. 2.

to be surrounded, Lat. cingi,

having his tiara wreathed with myrtle,

Hdt. II. Act. to crown, wreathe, Pind. ;. Eur., etc. : c. dupl. acc, -
to crown one for good tidings, Ar. :—

Pass, to be crowned or rewarded with a crown, Hdt.,

Pind. :—Med. to crown oneself,

Eur., Ar. 2. in Med. to win a crown, of the victor

at the games, Pind. 3. to crown as an honour or

reward, Eur., Lys. :

—

to crown or honour with liba-

tions, Eur. 4. Pass, to wear a crown as a badge
of office, Xen., Dem.-, , () like a wreath, wreathed, Eur.



[],5,, which surrounds, a crown
or wreath, Theogn., Pind. ; .* [the city's]

coronal of towers, Soph. 2. a crown as the prize of

victory, Pind. 3. an honour, glory, Id., Dor. acc. pi. of.', , , () a crown, wreath, garland,

Eur.; pi., —, Aesch., Soph. 2. of

libations, Aesch.', f. : aor.

:

—Pass., aor.

: pf. :

—

to put round, Lat. circum-

dare, II. ;

Od. :—Med. to put round one's

head, Anth. II. to surround, crown, wreath,

Hes. ; Eur. :—Med.,
crown thy head, Id. :—Pass, to be crowned,

Aesch. 2. to crown with libations, Soph.', Ion. pi. aor. 2 subj. of'., Ep. 3 sing-, aor. 2 of'

.

, Adv., = II, by weight.', ', Ep. 2 and 3 sing-, aor. 2 subj. of'., Ep. gen. pi. of., aor. 2 imper. of'., eos, , the breast, Lat. pectus, Horn.,

Xen. II. metaph. the breast as the seat offeel-
ing, the heart, Horn, (always in pi.), Aesch., late pres. formed from' (pf. of '),
to stand, . T., Dor., ,( ?) a block of stone used
as a prop or buttress to a wall, II. : a block of rock-

crystal, in which the Egyptian mummies were cased,

Hdt. II. a block or slab, bearing an inscription ;

and so, i. a gravestone, Horn., Att. 2. a

block or slab, inscribed with record of victories, dedica-

tions, treaties, decrees, etc., Hdt., Att. ;,- , whether for honour,
or for infamy, Hdt., Dem. :—also the record itself, a
contract, agreement, according to

agreement, Ar. ; at Dem. 3.

a boundary post, Xen. :

—

the turning-post at the end
of the racecourse, Lat. meta, Soph., Xen. 4. for-, v.., , Dim. of, Theophr.,, , Dim. of, Strab.

[], Dor.-, , , fern, -,, of or
like , Luc, Anth. II. inscribed on a, posted or placarded as infamous,, Isocr., Dem., f., to set up as a monument, Anth.,, Ep. aor. 2 inf. of'., , Dim. of (signf. 1), Arist.-', intr. to be torn to shreds, Aesch., , , () the warp in the ancient up-
right loom, Hes., Plat. II. a thread, Batr.,, , contr. for, as for., ', a support, Eur. 2. =' 2, Plut., , a propping, supporting ; and (in pass,

sense) fixedness, steadfastness, . T., -, , a support, prop, stay, Xen. 2.

the fork with which the pole of a two-wheeled chariot
was propped, Lat. /'urea, Lys., aor. 1, Ep., later :

—Med., aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1-

—,
: pf .- : 3 sing, plqpf . : (-) '.—to make fast, prop, fix, set, II. ;. he set the stone fast in the ground, Hes. :

—Med. to fix for oneself, Anth. 2. metaph. to

confirm, establish, . '. II. intr. = Pass., -
Od. ; a

wave rising tip to heaven, Eur. ; and metaph.,

Id. 2. of diseases, to fix, settle,

determine to a particular part,

(sc. ) Thuc.
. Pass, and Med. to be firmly set or fixed, to

stand fast or steady, to get a firm footing

,

II. ; izpbs ovpavhv the house is lifted,

up to heaven, Hes. ; so, ' '-| Eur. 2. metaph.,' whereso-

ever thou art tarrying, art settled, Soph,, Ep. aor. 1 of'., ,() 2. Jupiter Stator, Plut.- [t], , establishing :—hence as n.

pr.,, Dor.-, , the Lyric poet Stesi-

chorus, whose real name was Tisias, Simon., f. med. of'.
or, , rare Dor. word for ~, Anth., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 subj. of'., , Dim. of, Plut., Luc.&-, f. ·\,() to sleep on litter, Polyb., , ,( compact, strong, stout,

sturdy, Horn., Hes.,, ,() a bed of straw, rushes, or

leaves, Eur., Theocr. 2. a mattress, pallet, Hdt., Ar., aor. 2 inf. of.', () to tread, traverse : Pass., --
every side has been traversed, Soph,

[t], ,(?) frozen dew, rime, hoarfrost, Od., , Lat. stibium, —., Med. or Pass, to paint one's eyelids and
eyebrows with black paint (), Strab.

[], ,() a trodden way, track, path, h.

Horn., Soph., etc. II. a track,footstep, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. ; on the track or trail, Hdt. ;

traces of her who had lain in the bed,

Aesch. III. a going, gait, Soph.,, ,() one who tattooes, a tattooer, Hdt., ?,,() the mark of a pointed instru-

ment, a tattoo-mark, brand, Hdt., . T.', f. , to bear tattoo-marks, Luc.

From-, , () bearing tattoo-marks., , Ion. -, , , one who bears tattoo-

marks, a branded culprit, runaway slave, Xen., etc., , () —-, a. spot, point, Arist.:—

metaph. a jot, tittle, Dem. ; . in

moment, . ., f. : aor. 1

:

—Pass., pf.- :

(the Root is, cf. --, --, etc.) :

—

to mark with a pointed instrument, to tattoo, Hdt.,

Xen. 2. to brand, as a mark of disgrace,

Hdt., Ar. ;
branded

them with the royal brand-marks, Hdt. ; esp. of run-

aways, - Ar. 3. c. dupl. acc,

to brand one with a mark,

Hdt. 4. metaph., . to beat black and
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blue, Ar. 5. to mark with a full stop, Lat. inter-

pungere, Anth., 77, , verb. Adj. of, punctured, Anth.

:

—generally, spotted, dappled, Soph., Eur. ;, of the hundred eyes of Argus, Eur., chiefly in pres. and impf., to glisten, Horn.,

Eur. ; c. acc. cogn., . to flash lightning,

Eur. :—metaph. to shine, be bright, Id.

[], , a drop, Lat. stilla : metaph. a little bit,

a moment, Ar., , ,() glittering, glistening, II.*, , only in gen., acc., and in nom.
and acc. pi.,$ : () :—the other

cases being taken from, a row, line, rank or

file, esp. of soldiers, II., Aesch., etc.:—metaph.,
verses, lays, Pind., 77, ,() trodden down, close-pressed,

Lat. stipatus, Soph. ; tough, sturdy
old fellows, Ar., eos, , () a close-pressed or compact
body : a body of men in close array, a column, mass,
Hdt., Aesch. ; the close array of ships,Aesch., , , like, firm, solid, Xen.-, 6, one who sings verses, a poet, Anth., Dep., Ep. 3 pi. impf. : (*)
to march in rows or ranks, esp. of soldiers, II. ; of

ships in line, lb. ; of shepherds with their herds, lb. :

later, we have Ep. 3 pi. in same sense, Mosch.,, nom. and acc. pi. of*., aor. 2 inf. of., , ov,() of lines or verses, .
of one who was rhymed to death, Anth.- [], ov,() writing verse, Anth.

[t], ,() a row orfileoi soldiers, Xen. II.

a line of poetry, a verse, Ar.,, 77, a scraper, to remove the oil and dirt() from the skin in the bath, Plat., etc. II.

a tiara, Xen. (Deriv. uncertain.)' or, as, 77, a roofed colonnade, piazza,
cloister, Lat. porticus, Hdt., Xen. II. at Athens
this name was given to various public buildings : 1.

a storehouse, magazine, warehouse for corn, Ar. 2.

or 77 the court where
the sat, Id., Plat. 3. the Poecile

or Painted Chamber, in which Zeno of Citium taught,

and so his school was called 01 ttjs or,
Luc. III. a shed to protect besiegers, Polyb.•, f . , to pile up, pack together, Luc., 77,{) a plant used for stuffing or pad-
ding ; and metaph. 'padding? an expletive, Ar., , , poet, for, Anth.,, , ,() in rows

:

—at^
(sc.) a row of islands off Marseilles, now les

Isles d'Hieres, Strab., , (*) properly, one of a row

:

hence, I. in the sun-dial, the shadow of the
gnomon, Ar. II. generally, one of a series,' an
elementary sound of the voice, a letter, Plat. :

—

in the order of the letters, alphabetically

,

Anth. 2. in pi. the elements, Plat., etc. 3. the

elements of knowledge, rudiments,. Xen.

'. 747', f .,() to go in a line or row : to

go in battle-order, Xen. II. c. dat. to be in line

with, walk by rule or principle, c. dat., N.T.-, f., to tell in regular order, Aesch., f . , to set a row of poles with nets to

drive the game into, Xen. II. to order or

arrange in system, Aesch., 6,() a row, , of

a flight of steps, Hdt. ; in a row, Thuc:
of ships, a column, iv Aesch. ; of

soldiers, a file, Thuc. II. a line of poles sup-

porting hunting-nets, Xen.

9,, , () moving in close array, Eur., 77,() an equipment,armament,Aesch. II.

equipment, raiment, apparel, Hdt., Trag. 2. a
piece of dress, a garment, robe, Soph., Eur., etc.

;

. -, of the lion's skin which Hercules wore, Eur., Med. to dress oneself in a garment, c.

acc, Eur., 77, , verb. Adj. of, .
a tunic hanging in folds, Xen., f. , () to put in trim,

having trimmed the sails, Hes. 2. to equip,

dress

:

—Pass.,^ armed with spear,

Eur. 3. metaph. to deck, adorn, Anth.,, Dim. of II, a scanty garment, Anth.,, -, — , a garment, robe, Eur., etc.;, i. e. fawnskins worn as garments,
Id. 2. sails, Anth. II. in pi.

folds in a garment, Eur.,,,() a garment, mantle, Eur., , = , Aesch., Eur., , () an equipment for warlike pur-

poses, an expedition by land or sea, Hdt., Trag.,

etc. ; . an equipage with four horses,

Eur. 2. generally, a journey or voyage, Soph.,

etc. ; ^ in a journey on one's own account,

opp. to or . (on behalf of the state),

Hdt., Thuc. 3. the purpose or cause of a journey

,

a mission, errand, Soph., Ar. 4. an armament,
army, or, a sea-force, fleet, Att. ; ,
i.e. in one ship, Soph. ; all the host,

Id. 5. ., periphr. for,
Pind. II. =, a ship's beak, Id., Aesch.',.,,, the mouth, Lat. os, Horn.,

etc. 2. the mouth as the organ of speech,•, II. ; . the mouth
of Jove, Aesch. ; their mouthpiece,

Theocr.j—with Preps., to have always

in one's mouth, Eur. : by word ofmouth,
Xen., etc. : was in every one's mouth, Aesch.;

'tis the common talk, Theocr. :

evos . with one voice, Ar. ; face to

face, Hdt., Att. II. . the mouth of a

river, Lat. ostia, Horn., etc. ; so,- .
the wide mouth of the bay, II. ; . , Lat.

fauces Ponti, Hdt. :—also, a chasm or cleft in the

earth with a stream gushing out, Id.; ,
the opening or width of the

trench at top, at bottom, Id. 2. any outlet or

entrance, Od., Xen. III. the foremost part, face,

front : 1. of weapons, the point, II. ; the edge of
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a sword, . . :—also like Lat. acies, the front,\4, II. ; so alone, Xen. 2. generally,& . the top of the towers, Eur. ;

the verge of life, Xen.-, , a salt-water lake, estuary, Strab. :

so,, , Theocr.-, ov, busy with the tongue, loud-tongued,

Aesch., Soph.; .- wearisome wordiness,

Eur.-, 6v, (^) wordmaking, Ar., , {) properly, a mouth, opening

:

hence, 1. the throat, gullet, II. 2. in late Gr.

the orifice of the stomach, the stomach., , Dim. of : the mouth of a cave,

Soph. : a cave, vault, Aesch. : the socket of a bolt,

Anth. II. a bridle-bit, bit, Hdt., rag. ; metaph.,.
Tpoias a bit or curb for Troy, i.e. the Greek army, Aesch., f .,() to muzzle or gag, Hdt. II.{ ) to furnish with an edge: metaph.
to steel, harden, train for anything, Ar. :—Pass.,

Plut. III. to fringe, fence, Id. ; Pass.,[]444 Eur., f .,() to mouth, rant, vaunt, Ar.,, 6, ,() a mouther, ranter, Ar., , () mouthing, bombast, rant.,,,() a mouth, entrance, Aesch., ecus, ,() a furnishing with a sharp
edge: metaph., to have a sharp
edge, Soph.', Dor. 3 pi.- : f . : aor. 1 4-, like, to groan, sigh, II. II. trans.

to sigh, groan over or for, Soph., Mosch. From, , () a groaning, wailing, Horn.,

Eur. ; in pi. groans, sighs, II., Soph.,, , () causing groans or sighs,

Horn., Aesch., etc. 2. generally, mournful, sad,
wretched, Horn., Soph. ; neut. as Adv., Aesch., , (4) a sighing, groaning, lamentation,
Horn. ; of the sea, Soph.|,, , any sharp point, as of a rock, Eur.

;

a pen-knife, Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), , () love, affection, of parents and
children, Antipho.', shortened, imper. : by
metath.,, impf.4 : f.,
Att. , also : aor. 1 4, Ep., also : plqpf.4 :—Med.,
aor. 1 4, Ep. -, also4 :

—

Pass., pf. : 3 sing, plqpf.. (The
Root is .) To spread the clothes over a bed,\4, Lat. ledum sternere, to make up a
bed, II. Hdt.; absol. to make a
bed, 4 Od. b. generally to spread,
strew, . II.; . . 2. to

spread smooth, level, ., Lat. sternere aequor,
Od. :—metaph. to calm, soothe,

Aesch. b. to level, lay low a tree, Anth. : metaph.,

., Eur.; Thuc. 3. . to

pave a road, Lat. viam sternere :—Pass.,44
Hdt. II. to strew or spread with a thing,

Id. :—Pass., of a room, to beready-
fumished,.N.T. ; cf..

—*)., nyyos, or , a point, the tyne of a deer's

horn, Anth., =, q. v., f.- : aor. 14 : pf.4 : () :-—to aim or shoot at, c. gen.,

Plat., etc. 2. metaph. to aim at,

endeavour after, Id. ; . to aim at
having friends as judges, Xen. II. to endeavour
to make out, to guess at a thing, c. gen., Isocr. :

—

absol. to make guesses, conjecture, Soph., Xen.,, , the thing aimed, a javelin, Eur.€, verb. Adj. one must aim at, 4
Arist., , , skilful in aiming at, able to hit,

c. gen., Arist. 2. able to guess, sagacious, Plat. :

Adv., '4 to be sagacious, Arist.', , an aim, shot, Eur., f. , (-) to strangle, Strab.€, Med. (-) to squeeze oneself up r

twist oneself, metaph. to keep loitering about, Ar.-,,(^,4) retentiori of theurine,
strangury , Ar., , gen., that which is squeezed
out, a drop, Anth., f . , =, to lighten, Soph.,-, , , the general of an army, Hdt.-, , =, Pind.*, assumed as pres. of the Ep. 3 pi. impf,4, they were encamped, 11.&€, Ion. -, , () an expedition,

campaign,' or -eiav Hdt., Thuc. ;

coming from war, after service done,

Aesch. ; . ^, about the time

of his expedition, Thuc. ; 4 or 4v

to be on foreign service, Plat., Xen. : pi. military

service, warfare, Plat. 2. . 4v ,
an expedition for special service, to train the young
soldiers next after serving as, Aeschin.,, , () an expedition, cam~
faign, Hdt., Att. II. an armament, army, Hdt.,

Att. :—also a naval armament, Soph., Thuc. 2.

= 2, the host, people, Eur., ov,fit for service, serviceable, Xen., ,() an expedition, Hdt., verb. Adj. one must make an expedition^

Xen. From, f . ,() to serve in war, serve as a
soldier, do military service, take the field, march,.

Hdt., Att. ; c. acc. cogn.,. Eur. II.

Dep., f.- : aor. 14
and4 : pf .

:

—to serve, take

the field, Lat. militari, Hdt. ;44 having
been a soldier, Ar. 2. to lead an army, march,
Hdt., Att.', f.,() to be general, Hdt.,

Att. :—c. gen. to be general of an army, Hdt., Att.:

—

to lead as general, c. dat.,4~
Hdt. ; c. acc. cogn., . to conduct war,

Dem. : with neut. Adj., to do a thing as general,

Xen. ; Dem. :—Pass, to be conducted, Plat.,

Dem. 2. metaph., ; how
claim'' st thou to command this man ? Soph. Hence



—, aros, , the act of a general, esp. a
piece of generalship, a stratagem, Xen., etc., Ion. -, ,() the office, dignity,

or post of general, command, Hdt., Att. ; of naval

command, Xen. 2. the office of partly6s at

Athens, a sort of War-minister, Ar., Plat. :—at Rome
the Praetorship, Plut. 3. a period of command,
campaign, Xen. II. the qualities or skill of a
general, generalship, Id., Desiderat. of, to wish to be a
general, wish to make war, Xen., Dem., , ,() of or for a general,

Plat. :

—

-Kr] (sc.) = II, Id. ; so, .
Xen. II. of persons, fitted for command, versed

in generalship, Id., etc. :—Adv. -, ew \ .
Ar. 2. at Rome, praetorian, Strab., , the general's tent, Lat. praetorium,
Soph., Dem. 2. at Athens, the place where the

held their sittings, Aeschin., ioos, fern. Adj. of the general, .
the entrance of the general s tent, Soph. ; .
the admiral's ship, flag-sh\-p, Thuc. ; so, . alone,

Hdt. : at Rome, . the praetorian cohort,

Plut., Dor., , the leader or com-
mander of an army, a general, Hdt., Att. : generally,

a commander, governor, Soph. II. at Athens,

the title of io officers elected yearly to command the

army and navy, and conduct the war-department,
with the Polemarch at their head, Hdt., Thuc, etc.

;

when distinguished from and the

is commander of the infantry, Dem. 2.

one of the chief magistrates of several Greek cities,

Hdt., Polyb. 3. ., or* alone, the

Roman Consul, Polyb. ; . the Praetor,

Id. :—also one of the duumviri ox chief magistrates of
Roman colonies, . T. 4. an officer who had the

custody of the Temple at Jerusalem, lb., , Ion. for., Ion. -, , an expedition, campaign,
Hdt. II. the army itself, Id. From', f., to lead an army into the field,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. II. c. gen. to be commander
of, to command, Eur.; c. dat., Id. From- [],, ,() a leader of an army,
a general, commander, Soph., Eur., etc.; of an ad-

miral,. Aesch., Ion. -, , =, an army, Aesch., Thuc,
etc. : absol. a land force, as distinguished from a
fleet, Hdt. 2. generally, a host, company, band,
Pind. II. =, an expedition, Ar., Thuc-, , =, Xen.

[], , ,() warlike, Hdt., , ,() a citizen bound to mili-

tary service; generally, a soldier, Hdt., Att. ; collec-

tively, the soldiers, Thuc. Hence, , , of or for soldiers, Xen., etc. :

—

. (sc.) the pay of the forces, Dem. ; but,. (sc.) the soldiery, Thuc. ; -
(sc.) military affairs, Xen. 2.

fit for a soldier, military, . the military

age, Id. 3. warlike, soldierlike, Arist. II.
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Adv. like a soldier, Isocr. :—of ships,

equipped rather as troop-ships than
for battle, Thuc., 5, fern, of ; as Adj., .

the martial aid, Aesch. 2. . (sc. ), a
troop-ship, transport, Thuc, Xen.-, () to levy soldiers : Pass., Plut.-,, , prophet to the army, Aesch.-, , , a military commander, Lat.

tribunus legionis, Luc., , =, Xen.', , an encamping, Xen. 2. an en-

campment, the position of an army, Id. ; and, , , of an encampment, Polyb., f. , to encamp, bivouac, take up a
position, Xen. :—also as Dep., Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. ; pf. to be in camp, Xen. :

of a fleet, to be stationed, Hdt. From-, , the ground on which soldiers are

encamped, a camp, encampment, Hdt., Aesch. :

—

hence, a camp, encamped army, Hdt., Thuc. II.

generally, an army, Hdt. ; also, a squadron of ships,

Id., Thuc. 2. the Roman legion, Polyb."', , an encamped army, generally, an army,
host, ava or . throughout the army,
Horn. ; Ep. gen. II. ; of a naval force, Aesch.,

etc. 2. the soldiery, people, exclusive of the chiefs,

Horn. : so, the commons, people, Pind., Aesch. 3.

any band or body of men, Pind.- [],,, a commanding officer, Strab., to lead to war; only found in aor. 1 pass,

part, (sc.) the curb formed by the

army, Aesch. : v.., , , Comic patronymic, Son of the

army, Ar., , ,() twisted, crooked, Arist. ; of

the brows, knit, wrinkled, Anth. : metaph., -
by cunning dodges in wrestling, Ar.,, , crookedness, Plut., f. : aor. 1 : () :

—

to twist or strain tight,. ' to draw the

cables taut with windlasses, Hdt. : to screw up the

strings of an instrument, Plat. II. to twist or

wrench a dislocated limb, with a view to setting it,

Hdt. 2. to stretch on the wheel or rack, to rack,

torture, Ar. :—Pass., Id. 3.

metaph. to pervert or distort words, N.T., ,() a wrench, strain, sprain, Dem.'-, , , () whirling-bright, Ar., , , verb. Adj. of, flexible, pliant :

a shirt of chain-ar?nour, Lat. lorica

annulata, II. ; pliant withs, Eur.

:

twined, wreathed, Anth. 2., , a collar

of twisted or linked metal, Lat. torques, Hdt., Xen.,

etc 3. of pastry, a twist or roll, Dem. II.

metaph. to be bent or turned,

the gods themselves may be turned (by prayer), II.

;

. a glib, pliant tongue, lb. III. bent,

curved, of a pick-axe, Eur. ; of a bow, Theocr.-, ,( I. 2,) wearing a

collar, Lat. torquatus, Hdt.

I
, Pass, to be squeezed out in drops

;
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metaph. to be drained of one's strength, exhausted,

Horn.£€-€, f ., to spin or whirl something- round:

Pass., ' 01 (for -,) his eyes

span round, of one stunned by a blow on the nape of

the neck, II.', Ep. impf. : f. : aor. 1, Ep. : pf. :—Med., f .-
: aor. 1 : pf. pass, (in med.

sense) :—Pass., f. : aor. 1, Ion.

and Dor. : aor. 2.— turn
about or aside, turn, Horn., etc. ; . to turn
or guide horses, II. ; . to sway the shield,

Soph. II. . to turn upside

down, Aesch., Plat. ; so, . Soph. ; so,

alone, to overturn, upset, Eur. III. to twist a

rope, Xen. 2. metaph. of pain, to twist, torture,

Ar., Plat. IV. to twist, plait, Xen. :

to spin, Luc. "V. metaph. to turn a thing- over in

one's mind, ; Eur., Dem. VI. to

turn from the right course, divert, embezzle, Lys.

B. Pass, and Med. to turn oneself, to turn
round or about, turn to and fro, II. ;, of one tossing in bed, lb. 2. to

turn to or from an object, to turn back, return, lb.,

Soph. ; Xen. 3. of the heavenly

bodies, to revolve, Od. ; of the distaff, Plat. II. to

twist about, like a wrestler trying to elude his adver-

sary; so, in argument, to twist and turn, shuffle,; why d'ye shuffle so? Ar. ;; why then do you keep shuffling, Plat.;- to twist every way, Id. 2.

to turn and change, Soph. ;

J would not turn for any noise of thine,

Id. III. to twist oneselfup with a thing, stick close

to it, Od. :—then, like Lat. versari, to be always en-

gaged, Plat. 2. generally, to be at large, go about,

Soph. 3., , ov, of places,.
turned towards, Polyb.

C. in strict Med. sense, to turn about with oneself,

take back, Soph.
D. intr. in Act., like Pass, to turn about, II. ; of

soldiers, to wheel about, Xen., Ep. impf. of.-, f., () to twist justice, Ar.--&, , cunning in the perversion

ofjustice, Ar., is, strong, hard, rough, harsh : neut. as

Adv., Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence, f., to run riot, wax wanton, . T., , , , (})) wantonness, .., Comic word,' not the

least, not a fraction, Ar., f. -", () to twist, twirl or whirl
about, An:—metaph. to make dizzy, distract, Aesch.

:

—Pass, to whirl about, Id., f. , to twist about, Anth.-, es, () conical, Strab., ,() anything twisted or whirled

:

a top, Plat. 2. a whirlpool, whirlwind, Luc. 3.

a whirling dance, pirouette, Ar., , ,() spinning, whirling, Anth.

—.-, es, contr. for), Plut., ,() a twisting or whirling round, of

the effect of a whirlwind, Aesch., f., to twirl, spin, Anth. From
[], , ov, () round, spherical,

Hdt., Ar., etc.; . pebbles, Xen. 2. circidar,

Plat. 3. round, compactly formed, Xen. 4. of

ships, . vaos, ., a merchant-ship, from
its round shape, as opp. to the long narrow ship-of-

war( vads), Hdt., Thuc, etc. II. metaph.
of phrases, well-rounded, compact, pithy, terse, Ar.,

Plat. :—Adv., as tersely as possible,

Arist. Hence, tjtos, , roundness, Plat., Adv. like a top, whirling, Anth. From,, ,() a body rounded or spun round:
hence, 1. a top, Lat. turbo, II. 2. a whirl-

wind, Aesch. 3. a snail, Theocr., , a kind of quince, Anth.-, [], , also , an ostrich, from its

camel-like neck, Strab.', and -, the sparrow, II., etc. 2.. the large bird, i. e. the ostrich, Struthio, Xen.

:

also called (i. e. the bird that runs
on the ground, does not fly), Hdt. ; also simply, like, Ar.-, ov, feeding on birds, Strab., a, ov,(), epith. of Hermes, standing
as porter at the door-hinges, with a play on the sense of

twisty, shifty, Ar.

[],, ,() a whirl, eddy,
Horn. :—metaph.,. Anth., Frequent, of, . to

turn the spindle, Od., , , , () turning round,-
the Bear's revolving path,

Soph. II. (sc. ), at, the Drifting
Isles, 2l group not far from Zacynthus, supposed to

have been once floating.,,() a twisted noose, cord, Xen. 2.

a windlass, capstan, on which a cable runs, Luc., , , () the socket in which the

pivot of a door (-) moved, Ar., f. \, to have the colic (v. ), Ar., ,() a turning, e.g. of a horse, Xen.;

with rolling of the eyes, Eur. 2.

a twist, such as wrestlers make to elude their adver-

sary, Plat. :—metaph. a trick, dodge, Ar. II.

the turning of the Chorus as they danced from right

to left of the : the strain sung during
this evolution, the strophe, to which the

answers., iyyos, ,() the pivot, axle or pin on
which a body turns, Eur. 2. were

pivots working in sockets, at top and bottom of a

door, which served instead of hinges, Plut. 3. me-

taph.,., of a well-hung tongue, Ar., , Dim. of, a band worn by women
round the breast, Ar. II. a headband worn by

priests, Plut.,, ,() a twisting, slipperyfellow, Ar.,, , =, Eur.



$ —.-',() Pass, to wheel eddying round,
of vultures wheeling- round their nest, Aesch., ,() a twisted band or cord, used as

a sword-belt, Od. : generally, a cord, rope, Hdt. 2.

=, a maiden-zone, Aesch. 3. a swathing-
cloth, swaddling-band, h. Horn. II. a twisting

of the bowels, colic, Lat. tormina, Ar., Ion.- (sc.), , a wind blowing
from the Strymon, i. e. a NNE. wind, Hdt.,, , the Strymon, a river of Thrace, Hes.,

Hdt.:—Adj., , ov, of the Strymon,
Aesch., Eur. ; and, -, , Strab., ?, , () of a taste which draws up the

mouth, rough, harsh, astringent, Xen., Anth. II.

metaph. of temper or manner, harsh, austere, Ar., Xen.,, , a rough, harsh taste: metaph.
harshness of temper, Plut.,,,() anything spread or laid

out for lying or sitting upon, a mattress, bed, Lat.

stragulum, vestis stragula, Theogn. :—in pi. the bed-

clothes, the coverings of a dinner-couch, Ar., etc. 2.

a horsecloth, horse-trappings, Xen.-, , a leathern or linen sack in
which slaves had to tie up the bedclothes(),
Xen., Aeschin.- [~\,, , , one who has the care

of the bedding, Plut., , a bed spread or prepared ; generally, a
bed, couch, Pind., Aesch., etc. : a mattress, bedding,
Xen. ; ., of the golden fleece, Pind. From

and -, v.., aor. imper. of., ov, , one that gets couches ready, Plut., ,, spread, laid, covered, Hes., Eur. ;

bed clothes, Soph., Frequent, of, as of, to

turn constantly,. to keep turning the

spindle, i. e. spin, Od. :—Pass, to keep turning, so as

to face the enemy, II. : to roam about, wander, lb.;. )\- Hdt. ; hence, like Lat. versari in

loco, to move freely in a place, live there, II. ;, i. e. claiming a husband's rights, Aesch.- [], opos, , ,(,) hating a man
or the male sex, Aesch., , ,[) poet. Adj. hated, abominated,
loathed, or hateful, abominable, loathsome, Horn.,

Trag. :—c. dat. bearing hatred or malice towards one,

oi II. 2. hateful, wretched,

miserable, Soph., Ar. II. Adv. -pa>s, to one's

sorrow, miserably
,
Horn., Soph.-, , () of hateful look, horrible, Hes.-, , = foreg., Anth.

: aor. and : pf . :

aor. 2.—Pass., f. in pass, sense:

aor. :

—

to hate, abominate, abhor, stronger

than, Horn., Trag. :—c. inf. to hate or fear to

do a thing, II., Soph. :—Pass, to be abhorred, detested,

Aesch. ;
' y ; what is

the horrid thing that I have done? Soph. II.

in aor. i, to make hateful, Od. Hence

[],, , an abomination, Eur. ; and,, hated, abominated, hateful, Aesch.,. T.

751
[_], a, ov, and 05, ov, (2-£) Stygian, Aesch.,

Soph. II. =*, hateful, abominable, Eur., f., to look gloomy, be sorrowful, . T. ;

of weather, to be gloomy, lowering, lb., V?, , () hated, abhorred, hateful,

Aesch., Soph. :—c. dat. hateful or hostile to one,

Aesch., Soph. II. gloomy, sullen, Lat. tristis,

Aesch., Eur. ,· gloomy to behold, Xen. ;

—

yielding sullenly, with an ill grace,

Soph. ; neut. as Adv., Id.,, , gloominess, sullenness, Plut., to make gloomy :—Pass, to be gloomy, Anth.-, ov,() hating marriage, Anth.

[y~], eos, ,() hatred, as expressed in

looks, sullenness, gloom, Aesch. II. an object

of hatred, an abomination, Id.; of persons,. thy hated lord, Id. ; , of the Erinyes,

Id. :

—

a deed of horror, Id., iSos, , Dim. of : like, a mast to

carry a sail at the stem, as in a yawl, Plut., , Dim. of, a staff or rod, Strab.-, , a pillar with figures on it, Anth.~, , a pillar, as a support or bearing,

Hdt., etc., f., to prop with pillars ; metaph. in Med.,
to support one's life (by means of

children), Anth.,, , Aeol. for., Ion. -, , a city and mountain of

Arcadia, II. :—Adj., , ov, Ion.-,
, ov, Hdt., etc. ; fern.,, Strab., , gen.^,() the Styx, i. e. the Hate-

ful, a river of the nether world, by which the gods in

Homer swore their most sacred oaths, II.|, aor. 1 opt. of., , the coarse fibre of flax or hemp, tow,

oakum, Lat. stuppa, Hdt., Xen., etc.-, ov, ,() a dealer in oaku?ti, Ar., Ion. - (), , an astringent earth,

alum or vitriol, Hdt.

[], , ov,() made of the wood of
the tree, Strab. ·

[], , Dim. of (), Thuc.

(),, , storax, a fragrant gum, Arist. II.

, the tree producing this gum, Hdt.

(),, , the spike at the lower end of a
spear-shaft, Xen., Plat,, , ill-usage, abuse, Ar. From, f . £co,() to strike hard, smite, II.

;

of the wind, to drive away clouds, lb. ; e|

to thrust him from his seat, lb. 2.

generally, to treat roughly, misuse, maltreat, Horn.'', , , and , ,() hard, rough,

Aesch. II. metaph. harsh, severe, cruel, Id., ,—ioreg., Trag.-, ov, (,) striking with a
stick ; used, like, of a game, in which they

put quails in a ring, and hit them with little sticks ; if

a quail ran out of the ring, it was beaten, Ar.' [], f . , to draw together : Pass.,

having his lips drawn up by the taste, Anth., , , () of a colonnade or piazza :
—

I
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—

hence, Stoic, of or belonging to the Stoics ^because

Zeno taught in the ), . . ; cf.^., , wordiness, Ar. : small talk, Anth.-, , , a gossip-gleaner, Ar., (from, as from-) :

—

to be talkative, to chatter, babble, Ar. :—so

as Dep., f., aor. -, Id. Hence, aros, , —, Ar.

[], ov, and , ov : {) :

—

mouthy,
wordy, talkative, chattering, glib, Ar., Theocr. ; ,. this nonsense, Anth.' [], subst. Pron. of the second pers., thou : Ep.

[], Aeol. and Dor. , Lat. tu, Engl. thou.—
Gen., enclit., Ep.,,, 4, and as

enclit.,, Ion.,, Dor. ^,, lengthd.,
Ep. reoio :—Dat. , Ion. and Dor. , enclit. ,
Dor. ', :—Acc. ', enclit. , Dor. 4, or (enclit.). 2. strengthd. by compos, with the enclit. ,

(like), thou at least, for thy part, in Horn.,

etc., Dor. Theocr. II. Dual nom. and acc.,^/ two, both ofyou, Horn. ; also II., Att. :

— Gen. and Dat. Horn.; contr. Od.,

Att. III. Plur., nom., ye, you, Horn., etc.,

Aeol. and Ep., Dor. :—Genit., Ep.
(dissyll.) and, Horn :—Dat. , Id.,

etc., Trag. also [t] :—Aeol. and Ep., :

—

Acc., Ep. (dissyll.), Aeol. and Ep..-, , (,) a boar-hunt, Anth., f ., to live like a Sybarite, Ar.

[], , gen. , Ion. -ios, Sybaris, a city of

Magna Graecia, on a river of the same name, noted
for luxury, Hdt., etc. Hence

[], , 6, a Sybarite, Hdt., Ar. :—fern.^,,, Ar. ; and as Adj., Theocr. ; and, 4), 6v, of Sybaris : 2. a class of

fables among the Greeks, Ar.-, , (,) a herd of swine, Horn.-, , ,) swine-pastures, name of

some islets near Corcyra, Thuc., , , =, Arist.-, , , (,) a swineherd, Od., Hdt.-, ov, taiited in wedlock, married, to

another, Eur. :—generally, connected by marriage,
Id. 2. Zeis sharing thy marriage-bed,
of Amphitryon, Id. : pi. the rival wives of one man, Id.-, ovos, , , bordering, neighbouring, Eur., ,() sameness of descent orfamily·,

relationship, kin, Eur., etc. : c. gen. kin, relationship

with or to another, . Plat= ; also,

. Isocr. 2. ties of kindred, family con-

nexion, influence, Plat. II. one's kin, kinsfolk,

kinsmen, Eur. ; in pi. families, Dem.-, , () born with, congenital,

natural, in-born, Pind., Aesch. ; the

months of my natural life, Soph. :—so in Adv.,-
miserable from my birth, Eur. II.

of the same kin, descent ox family with another, akin
to him, Hdt., Att. :—absol. akin, cognate, Trag.,

etc. :—as Subst. a kinsman, relative, of another,

Ar., Plat. :—in pi., oi kinsfolk, kinsmen,
Hdt., etc. :— , =, Aesch., etc.

;.
el . if this man had any con-

nexion with Lai us, Soph. 2. metaph. akin, cog-

nate, of like kind, Ar., Plat. III. at the Persian

court, was a title bestowed by the king as a

mark of honour (like Cousin), Xen. Hence, , , congenital, hereditary, Plut. II.

of or for kinsmen, . between kinsfolk, Arist. :

—Adv. -, like kinsfolk, Dem.-,, , a co-mate in old age, Babr.', f ., to be afellow-labourer, Isae. Erom-', , a fellow-labourer, Ar.-', pf.-, to rejoice with, Eur.-, f. -, aor. -:—to

grow old together with, Hdt. ; absol., Aesch.-, ov, () growing old together, Anth.-, Ion.- [t] : f.-, aor. 2-, pf .- : Dep. :

—

to be with any one,

hold converse or communication with, associate or

keep company with, Hdt., Att.; so, also, .
Ar. 2. of disciples or pupils, to hold converse

with a master, consult him, Id., etc. 3. to come to

assist, or Aesch. ; absol., Soph. 4. to

come together, meet, Hdt., etc. ;

comrades, Xen.-, Ion.- : f.- : aor. 2- : pf .- :

—

to think with, agree with,

Xen. ; c. acc, shared the

error, Thuc. :—absol. to consent, agree, Hdt., Thuc. ; so

in Med., Hdt. II. . to be conscious,

Lys. :—so in Med.,
Hdt. 2.

to allow, acknowledge, own, confess, Id., Att. ; c.

acc. et inf., Hdt. ; c. part.,

Soph. :—absol. to confess one's error, in Act. and
Med., Id. III. to have a fellow-feeling with

another: and so, to make allowance for him, excuse,

pardon, forgive, Id., etc. ; . .
Lat. ignoscere alicui cidpam, Eur.; also c. gen. rei, Plut., , — . 2, Soph.-, Att. |--, , acknowledgment, confes-

sion, , . . to acknowledge that . . ,

Hdt. II. afellow-feeling with another, a lenient

judgment, allowance, Ar., . T. 2 . pardon,forgive-
ness, to pardon, Hdt., Att.;

for a thing, Hdt., Att. :—opp. to ,
to obtain forgive?iess, Xen., etc. ; ,
will be pardoned, Thuc. 3. of acts,

admit of excuse, are excusable, Soph. ; /-
Thuc., , , inclined to pardon, indulgent,

Arist. II. of things, pardonable, Id. ; and, , =, Soph. From-, Att. |-, ov, gen.,() disposed to pardon, indulgent, Xen.; .
to be disposed to forgive a. thing, Eur. 2.

pass, pardoned, deserving pardon or itidulgence,

allowable, Thuc.
or -, verb. Adj. of, one

must pardon, indulge, Plat.-, , verb. Adj. to be pardoned, pardon-
able, allowable, Eur., etc. :

—

or, c. inf., Id.



<—. 753, f., to fasten together -with nails, Plut.-, ov, poet. Adj . = ffvyyevr\s, born with, con-

genital, inborn, natural, Pind., Aesch. II. con-

nected by blood, akin, Lat. cognatus, Pind., Eur. :

—

as Subst. a brother, sister, Eur. ; aiyyovoi kinsfolk,

cousins, Pind., aros, to, (ffvyypacpoo) a writing, a written
paper, Hdt., Plat., etc. :

—

a written composition, book,

work, Xen., etc. ; esp. a prose work, treatise, a

written speech, Id., Isocr. II. a clause of a
law, Aeschin. 2. a physician's prescription, Xen., ecus, ,() one who collects and
writes down historic facts, an historian, Xen. :

generally, an author, a prose-writer, Ar., Plat. II.

ffvyypacpeis, ol, at Athens (in the 2ist year of Pelop.

war) commissioners appointed to draw up measures
for altering- the constitution, Thuc., , (crvyypacpa)) a writing or noting down,
Hdt. II. that which is written, a writing, book :

a history, narrative, Thuc, etc. 2. a written
contract, a covenant, bond, Lat. syngrapha, Id.

;

. a bond to secure money lent on bot-

tomry, Dem. ; , a~vyypa<\yr]v

having contracted for its execution, Id. Hence, , , given to writing, esp. in prose,

Luc. Adv., cruyypacpiKccs to speak like a book,

i. e. with great precision, Plat.- [], f. , to write or note down, Lat.

conscribere, Xen. j—so in Med. to have a. thing written

down, take care that it is written down, Hdt. 2.

to describe, Id. II. to compose a writing or

a work in writing, Lat. conscribere, . to

write the history of the war, Thuc. :—esp. to write

in prose, Plat. 2. to compose a speech to be

delivered by another, Isocr., Plat. :— Med. to get
speeches composed, Plat. III. to compile, draw
up, tovs Xen. :—Med.,

to draw up a contract or bond, Id. ;

irpos to make a treaty of peace with
another, Isocr. ; absol. to sign a treaty, Thuc. :

—

= the Rom. Patres conscripti,

Plut. 2. to draw up aform of motion to be sub-

mitted to vote, Xen. : so in Med., Plat. IV. to

paint by contract, Ar.--, f . , to exercise together

:

—Pass, to

exercise oneself with or together, Plat. Hence, , , a companion in bodily exercises,

Plat., Xen.
-€, v. .-, f. Att. , to burn up together, Plut.-', Ion.- : f. : aor. 2 ffvy-

:

—

to put down together, to join in putting
down, Thuc. II. to accomplish a
thing with any one, Hdt.-, f. , to join in composing the limbs

of a dead man, to join in preparingfor burial, Soph,-, f.-, to sit down together, Plat,-, Att. for --, to shut up with
another, Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be shut up
with, Aeschin.-, f. : aor. - :

—

to drag down
together

:

—fut. pass, Aesch.

-, f.-, to sleep with, Aesch., properly pf. of*, to be seated
or sit with or by the side of, Hdt., Eur. : of a number
of persons, to sit together, sit in conclave, Ar., Thuc.-, f., to join in dedicating, Plut.-, f . -], to make to sit together

:

—Med.
or Pass, to sit in conclave, meet for deliberation,

Xen. II. intr., = Med. to sit with one, Luc.-, f.-, to let down with or together,

to deposit together, Eur. :

—

. to let oneself

down, lower oneself, efr Plat. ; and absol. (sub.) to stoop, condescend, accommodate oneself to

others, c. dat., Id.-, f.- : aor. - :—to bring into place together, ap. Dem. 2. to

join in setting up, Lat. constituere,

Aesch., etc. :—of settling disturbed countries, Thuc. :

—

to help in arranging, managing, treating, Eur.-, Att.- [], f.-, set on fire with or

at once, burn up, Lat. comburere, Plat.-', f., to partake in sufferings, . T.', Pass, to endure adversity with an-

other, . T.-', f.-, Att.- : 1. to call to

council, convoke, convene, II., Hdt., Att. :—so in Med.,
Hdt., . T. 2. to invite with others to a feast, Xen., a, ov, to be veiled, concealed, Aesch. ; and, , , wrapped up, Aesch. From-, f. //>, to cover or veil completely, Od.,
Eur. : Pass., yea4v muffled up, Plut. :

—

Med. to wrap oneself up, cover one's face, Xen.-, f .- : aor. 2 :

—

to labour
or suffer with, sympathise with, Aesch., Eur. 2.

to work, toil or travail with another, Soph., Eur.

:

absol. to join in labour, Soph.-, , a bight, joint, Xen.-, f. , to bend together, bend the knee,

Plat. : Pass., yav , of a person

mounting a horse, Xen. : of the action of sitting down,
Plat.-, , an own sister, Eur.-, and , an own brother or sister, Eur.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to go or

come down with, Eur. 2. to go down together,

esp. to the sea-side, Thuc. 3. to come down to one's

aid, Aesch. 4. to come down to, agree to, Polyb.-, f.-, to throw down along with,

Plut.-, f .- : aor. - :—to grow old together with, Hdt.-, f. , to join in bringing back,

Aeschin.-, f., to pursue with or together, Thuc.-, f. , to join in enslaving,

Thuc. ; so in Med., Id.- [] and- : aor. 2- :

—

to

sink or set together with, Theocr. Hence,, , a sinking together, Strab.-, f. \, to yoke together, join in

marriage, Plut. :—Pass., &ttjyava
has become a yoke-fellow with misery, Soph,-, f. , to bury along with, Hdt.
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754 —, ,() approval, agreement,
concord, . . II. submission, Plut.-, to make an inroad with another, Xen.-, to die along -with, Mosch.-, to burn together, Soph.-', f. , to agree with, favour, rivi

Xen. II. c. acc. rei, to sanction, approve, Plut.', Ion. for.-, to come to land together, Plut.-, Att.- [], £.- :

—

to burn
together or also, ras% Xen. :— Pass, to be burnt
with, Hdt.-, Pass, to lie with or together, Plat.-, Ion.-, £.-, to shut in or

enclose with or together, Hdt.-- [], f. -, to make to lie with :

—Pass, to lie together, Ar. 2. Pass., also, to lie

on the same couch with another at table, Id.-, to cut up together :—Pass., Plut.~-, Dep. to join with another in ac-

quiring, <r. Dem.-, aor. 2—, irr. part, --
:

—

to slay together, Soph., Eur.

£-, f. -\], to seize, take posses-

sion of together, Xen. : to occupy at the same time,

in a military sense, Thuc.-, f. , to leave together, . to

leave a joint garrison in a place, Thuc.-, f. cra>, to join or help in undoing or

putting down, Thuc, etc.-, and -, f. -, to mix in with,

mingle, blend with, XapiTas
Eur. :—Pass, to be absorbed in a thing-, Xen.-, f. , to be quite closed up, Anth.-', f., to assist in conquering by

sea, Aeschin.-, f . -, to assign also

:

—Med. to

divide jointly among themselves, Thuc.-, f., to consent to a thing, Polyb.-, f. -, to infect likewise,

Antipho.<-', f., to intertwine or intermix with,

Plut., Att. -, f. , to join in accom-
plishing, Act. and Med., Dem.-, f., to throw down together, Luc.-, f. , to demolish with another or

altogether, Eur.-, Med. to pour over at the same
time, Xen.

crvy-, f. , to help in establishing or

framing, Thuc, etc. ; . to join in pro-
moting the war, Dem.-, f., to bring into one dwelling
with others, Xen.-, f. , to dart down together, Plut.-, f . [], to pull down with oneself,

Luc :—Pass., eis ~2,
aaavawhich were at the same time brought
under their dominion, Xen. II. to gidp down
together, Luc.-, £., to help in stirring up, Plut.

.-, f. , to bring to an end together,
Plut. II. Med. to conquer together or at the
same time, Thuc, etc.-, Att. -, f. £, to arrange or draw
UP together, Xen.-, f. -, to deposit together or at
the same time: Med., . to

deliver the same opinion with another, Plat. :—then,

with dat. only, to agree with, assent to, Philipp. ap.

Dem.-, to eat at the same time, Plut.-, aor. 2 inf. of.-', f. , to burn with or together, Luc.-, f.-, Dep. to join in a lie

against, twos Aeschin.-, f. Att.-, Dep. to condemn
with or together, Plut. II. Pass, to be reckoned
along with others, . T., fut. of.-,( ibo) to go down with, Luc-, Ion. for~*.-, f.- : pf. pass,-- :

Dep. :

—

to help or assist any one in accomplishing a
work, Hdt., Eur. : c. dat. only, to cooperate

with, Hdt. 2. to help to conquer a country,

Plut. 3. to join in murdering, Eur.-, Dep. with aor. and pf. act., to come
back together, returnfrom exile together, Lys., etc.-, f.- : pf.- : aor. 1 -
i<payov :

—

to eat up, devour with or together, Plut.-, f .-, Dep. to join in praying
for a thing, Soph.-, to join in accusing, tivos Dem.-, Ion. for/.-', f., to dwell with one, Soph.-, f. , to colonise jointly, join in
colonising, Hdt., Thuc. II. to plant in a place

along with others, Eur. III. metaph. to establish

jointly, Thuc.-, f. Att. -, Med. to lament
with or together, Soph,-, f., to help in righting, Isocr.-, Att.-, to bury with, Plut.-, to patch up, cobble, of leather-workers :

Pass., 4 Luc', aor. 1 part, of.-, Pass, to lie together, Soph. II. as

Pass, of, to be composed or compounded, '4

of certain parts, Plat., etc. 2. of written

works, to be composed, Thuc, Plat., etc. 3. to be

contrived, concocted, Eur., etc III. to be agreed
on by two parties, Thuc. : in part, agreed on, arranged,
ai Hdt. ; ac-

cording to the terms agreed on, Id. ; -
Thuc. 2. impers., it has been or is

agreed on, Hdt., Thuc, etc ; so, , c
inf., since they had agreed to . . , Hdt., pf. pass, of.', pf. pass, of-., pf. pass, of.', Adv. pf. pass. part, of,
in a finished way, Luc



-, f. , to join in ordering, Eur., Thuc.-', f., to pierce together, to stab at once,

Lat. telis confodere, Hdt. :—Pass., -
Id.- or -, f.- [] : pf.-:

—Pass., f . -^ : aor. - [], Ion.-: pf.- : — to mix up with, com-
mingle or blend with, temper by mixing with,

Plat. 2. to mix together, commingle,
Id. ; e| . to make a mixture of both,

Id. 3. to attemper, compose, . . II. Pass.

to be commingled, blended together, Aesch., Eur.,

etc. 2. of friendships, to be formed by close union,
Hdt. :—Med., to form a close

friendship, Id. 3. of persons, to be closely attached

to, Xen. : to become involved in misfortune, Soph.,

etc. j deeply affected by . . , Id.-, f. , to strike with or as with a
thunderbolt, shiver in pieces, Eur.-, f., to bring together under one
head, to sum up, Xen. :—Pass, to be brought under
one head, summed up, Aeschin. ; of business, to be

summarily done, Xen.', Adv. pf. pass. part, of, con-

fusedly, indiscriminately , Arist.-, f. , to incur danger along with,

Thuc, etc. j—absol. to be partners in danger,
Xen., Dem., etc.-', f. \, to stir up together, . T.-, f.-, to weep with, Anth.-, f. -, to break off:—Pass, to be

cramped, Plat., old Att., ecus, : () :—a shutting up, closing tip (of a line of battle),

Thuc. II. a narrow pass, defile, Plut.-, f. -: Ion.-, f.- : old

Att.-,.-:—Pass., aor.,
old Att. : pf. or-, old

Att.i-, Ion.] :

—

to shut or coop

tip, hem in, enclose, Hdt.; is Thuc;. shut off and intercepted them, Id. :

—

Pass., Hdt. ;

muffled, Eur. 2. to set together to fight as in the

lists, Id. II. to shut close, to close, Id.;

Tas Thuc. : absol., shut the doors,

Ar. III. . Tas to lock their shields, Xen. :

absol. to close up the ranks of an army, Thuc. : Pass.,

the part that was not closed up, of a

gap in the line, Id. 2. Pass, to be well linked, Eur.-, f . i|/co, to steal along with, Antipho.-, ov, a joint-heir with, N.T.-, ov, having portions that join, bordering,

neighbouring, Eur.-, f., to embrace in one lot, choose by

lot, Plut. II. to assign by the same lot,

Dem. : to couple with one, Aeschin.,, v.,., ], , of senatorial rank, Lat. senatorius,
Plut. From-, ov, called together, summoned, Soph. II.

. at Athens, an assembly specially summoned
by the (opp. to the ordinary meetings, at

-. 755), Decret. ap. Dem. :—generally, (sc.), , a legislative body, Arist.-, at, the meeting-line at the foot of two
mountain slopes, Plut. From- [t], f.-, to lay together :—Pass, to lie

with another, c. dat., Hdt., Eur.-, to dash together, confound utterly, II.-,, , , () washed together by the

waves; metaph., a promiscuous
crowd, a mob, rabble, Lat. colluvies hominum, Thuc.

;

so alone, Plat., Pass., with f.-, pf.- :

— to sleep with, lie with another, c. dat., Hdt., Trag.,, partner of one's bed, in pi., Eur. ; and, , a sleeping together, Plat.-, f., to join in wedlock, Ar.-, f., Med. to communicate, im-
part, Thuc.-', f. 4\, to have a joint share of a. thing,

c. gen., Dem. 2. c. dat. to take part in, have
fellozvship with, . T.-, , , partaking jointly of a thing, c.

gen., . T.-, , , () a bedfellow, partner, Pind.-, to glue or cement together, Ar., Plat,, , , one who glues together, a fabri-
cator, Ar.o--, ov,() glued together ; Adv.,-> to fit exactly, Aesch.-, , a gathering in of harvest, Thuc,
Xen. 2. in pass, sense, a being gathered together,

crowding into a place, Thuc.-, f. Att. -, to carry or bring together,

collect, Hdt. :—Med., with pf. pass., to bring together

to oneself, collect, Id., Xen.; . to claim
as one's own, Xen. :—Pass, to be heaped together, Hdt.;

metaph., are gained both at once,

Soph. 2. of the harvest, to gather in, store up,

house it, in Act. and Med., Xen. :—Pass., of the har-

vest, op7<? it is ripe for carrying,

Hdt. II. to help in burying, Soph., , a cutting short : in Gramm. syncope, i. e.

a cutting a word short by striking out one or more
letters, Plut. From-, f . > : pf .-

:

— to break up, cut up,

Hdt., Xen. 2. to thrash soundly, pound well,

Xen. ;—Pass., pf . inf. Ar. ; part,-
Eur.-', f. , to confer honour on, to be an

ornament to, Xen.-, f. Att. , to help to lighten, help to keep

above water, Luc.-,, , a mixing together, commixture,
blending, tempering, Thuc, Plat., etc.-, f., to keep troops together, Plut.-, ov, () mixed together, closely

tinited, Eur.- [], f. -,, to compound, Plat. II.

to compare, Arist., etc. : to measure, esti-

mate, Anth. Hence, , a compounding, Plat., etc. II. a

comparing, comparison, Arist., etc. ; and
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75 6
—, verb. Adj. one must compare, Arist.-', f. (\, to strike together ; . to

clap the hands for joy, Xen.; but also to smite them
together in grief, Luc. : — Pass, to be applauded,

Xen. II. to hammer or weld together, Ar. :

hence, to weld a number of men into one body, i.e.

organise them, Dem., etc. :—pf. pass. part.-
well-trained, in good discipline, Xen., Dem., , collision : a conflict, Plut. ; and*§, , = foreg\, Plut. From-, f. , to strike together, Lat. collido, .
to clap the hands, Ar. 2. metaph. to

bring into collision, Dem. ; . Tivas to wear
out by collision, Thuc. 3. intr. to clash together,

come into collision, Id., etc.-, f. , to cover up or completely , Eur. :—

-

to conceal utterly, Id., Xen., etc.-, f. ), Dep. to win or gain along
with another, c. dat., Thuc; )] --

to have gained joint possession of it, Arist.-, f. : pf.- :

—

to join with another

in founding or colonising, Hdt., Thuc. II.

Pass., pf. part,5 well-cultivated. Hence, , 6, a joint-founder or coloniser, Hdt., , , a fellow-gamester, Aeschin. From-, f., to play at dice with, rivi Hdt.-, f., to confound utterly, Ar.-, Pass, to roll about or wallow to-

gether, Xen.-, , , = , Xen., Aeschin.', f ., =, Arist. From-, Dor. and Att.-, , , a fellow-
hunter, Eur. ; fern, a fellow-huntress, Id.-, f. , to bend forwards, stoop and lay

heads together, Ar. :—metaph.,
they do it in concert, in conspiracy , Hdt. ; is -

to be acting in concert, Ar. :—generally, to

draw together, of the wings of an army, Xen.- : aor. - and-

:

—to come
together by chance, II., Hdt. : to meet with an acci-

dent, - Soph. ; els

art involved in one and the same fate, Eur. 2. c.

part., like, vrjds fell

in the way by chance, Hdt. II. of events and
accidents, like, to happen, occur, Id., Eur. :

—impers., c. inf., it came to pass
that . . , Hdt. :—so, in Pass., rb is -

Id. III. of places, to be contiguous
to, Polyb. Hence, , coincidence, . by chance,
. ., 3 pi. aor. opt. of.-, ov,() with limbs close together, Xen.-, f ., Dor., to march together in a
/cw>os or band of revellers, Pind.-, , , a fellow-reveller, Eur., Ar.- to, to satirise as in a comedy, Luc.-, f.-, to rejoice with, take part
in joy, Aesch., Ar. ; with another, Arist. II.

to wish one joy, congratulate, cr.

to wish one joy of the events, Dem.<°·1€ > 2 1· aor « 2 subj. of.

<·€.-£, Med. to go through the winters with
one, Ar.-, f. \, to put hand to a thing to-

gether, to accomplish, Isae.-' : f . -, e?s, : aor. -, Ep.—,
inf. -:—Pass., aor. - [] : Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 2 :
—to pour together, commingle, con-

found, II., Dem., etc. :—Pass, to be in confusion,
II. 2. like, to make ruinous, destroy,

obliterate, demolish, Hdt., Eur. II. of the

mind, to confound, trouble, Horn., Hdt., etc. :—Pass.,

Eur. 2. to confound, make of none effect, frus-
trate, II., Hdt., Att.--, , , a companion in a dance, Xen.-, f., to join in the dance, Ar. :

—

to be of
the same chorus, Arist.-, f . 4\, tofurnish as supplies, Plut. II.

to contribute towards a thing, c. dat., Id.~° 1°5 » °v> afellow-choragus : generally, sharing
with a partner in the expense, Dem., ov, with the grass joining, \. e. bordering
upon, c. gen., Eur. ; i. e.

the marches or boundaries of Pharsalia, Id., v..-, f., Dep. to make joint use of,

avail oneself of, c. dat., Polyb. : generally to have
dealings with, . . II. to borrow jointly,

ri rivos something/row another, Polyb.-, ov, contr. -, () of like colour

or look, Polyb.-, only in pres., =, to confound, . T.,, ,() a commixture, confusion,.

Eur. ; cr. to be confounded, Id. II. of con-

tracts and treaties, a violation, Thuc, etc-, f. , to melt down, Dem.- and -, in earlier writers, inf.

: f.- : pf. pass,- :

—

to heap
all together, to heap with earth, cover with a mound,,
bank tip, Hdt. II. to make into ruinous heaps,,

demolish, Id. 2. generally, to confound, Aesch.-', f. -\ and- :

—

to come together,

meet, the Symplegades, Eur. ; -
Aoyois to meet in argument, Id. II. to

make way, giveplace, yield or defer to, Lat. concedere,-

Ar., etc. ; ~2, . to

make concessions to them about the command, Hdt. :

in bad sense, to be in collusion with, connive at, ro?s- Dem.; . irpos rivas to come to terms with

them, Thuc. 2. to accede or agree, assent to, ac-

quiesce in another'sopinion, Hdt., Att. :—absol. toagree,

acquiesce, consent, assent, Soph. ; rb^
rrjs etocfieias a yielding, unexacting temper of piety,

Dem. 3. c. acc. rei, to concede, give up, yield, Hdt.,

Att. :—Pass., Dem. 4.

to concede or grant in argument, Plat. ; c. acc. et inf.

to grant that, Id. 5. impers., it is agreed,

it may be done, ' - as may be agreed,

Thuc. Hence, aros, , a concession, Plut. ; and', , ov, verb. Adj. to be conceded, Luc. 2.

neut., one must concede, Plat. : so in

pi., Soph.



crvSrju—
[ii], Adv. () impetuously, hurriedly, Aesch., a, ov, () of swine, Lat. suillus, Xen., Luc.-, f. -, to live with another, c. dat., Dem.,

etc. ; c. dat. rei, cr. to pass one's life

in meddling, Id. :—absol. to live together, Arist.-, f .-, to yoke together, couple or pair
together, Hdt., Xen. : esp. in marriage, Eur., etc. :—

-

Med. to yoke for oneself, Xen. :— Pass, to be yoked
or coupled with, Eur. : absol.,4* -

they live in close familiarity, Xen. Hence, ews, , a being yoked together, esp. of wedded
union, Plat. :—of things, close union, combination, Id.-, f., to search or examine together with
another, c. dat., Plat. II. cr. or to

dispute with a person, . T. Hence, , , a joint inquirer : a disputer, . T.-, f., to darken utterly, Anth., , =€, Eur. II. a yoke of animals,
a pair, Id., Plat.-, a, ov, poet, for, joined, united, Eur.-, ov,() yoked together, paired, cr.

wedded union, Aesch. 2. as fern. Subst. a
wife, Eur. ; masc. a yoke-fellow, comrade, Id., Ar., vyos, , , —, of a wedded pair, Eur.-', to quicken together with, . ., poet. aor. pass, of

:

—, part., f . , () to pluck ripe figs, Ar., Xen.

[], , the fruit of the, a mul-
berry, Lat. mortem, Arist.

[], and , the mulberry-tree, Lat. morns,
Theophr. II. =, . ., , Ion. and Ep. : Ion. gen. pi.4 or€€ : () :

—

the fig-tree, Lat. ficus (the fruit

being ), Od. 2.= , a fig, Ar.

[/], , Dim. of, Ar., f., () to fatten with figs, Anth., , ov, () of the fig-tree, . fig-
wood, Ar. :—the wood of the fig was spongy and
useless (Horace's inutile lignum), Plat. :—hence, 2.

metaph., worthless, good-for-nothing
fellows, Theocr. ; . a false, treacherous

comrade, with a play on, Ar.,, , (4) a slip or cuttingfrom a fig-tree,

a young fig-tree, Ar., f ., to gather figs, Ar. From-, ov, (4) gatheringfigs.

or -, , =, . .-, , the fruit of the, Strab.-, , () the fig-mulberry , an Egyptian
kind that bears its fruit on the branches, called also, Theophr.-, , =, . .', , the fruit of the, a fig, Lat. ficus,

Od., etc. : proverb., aWeiv, i. e. to be dainty,

Ar. II. a wart on the eyelid, Id. Hence, Pass, to befed with figs, Anth.-, f. -, (rpayeiv) to eat figs, Theophr., f.,() : 1. c. acc. pers.

to accuse falsely, slander, calumniate, Ar., Plat.

Pass, to be falsely accused, Xen., etc. 2. c. acc.

rei, to misrepresent, Dem. :—but also, to extort by

false accusations, Lys., . T. 3. absol. to deal

(. ^
in false accusations, Ar., Plat. : generally,, to deal
falsely', to give false counsel, Dem. Hence,, , a sycophant's trick,false accu-
sation, calumny, Aeschin.-, , , () a false accuser, slanderer,

Ar., etc.; (never used in the modern sense of sycophant,
i. e.) :—generally, a false adviser, Dem. (Com-
monly derived from,, one who informed
against persons exporting figs from Attica : better

perh. a fig-shewer, i. e. one who brings figs to light by

shaking the tree (the figs having been hidden in the

thick foliage) ; and then, metaph., one who makes rich

men yield up their fruit by false accusations). Hence, , false accusation, slander, calumny,
Xen., etc. II. a sophism, Arist. ; and, , , the Sycophant-wind (cf.)
Ar. ; and, , , slanderous, calumnious, Dem. :

Adv. -, Isocr., , fern, of, Ar.&, , used metri grat. for, Anth., f. ~>, to carry figs, Anth. From-. ov, (4) fig-bearing, Strab., Ep. for 4, 3 sing. impf. of., , v..-€, (,) to carry off as booty,

lead captive, . T., 3 sing. impf. 4\, Ep., Ion.

:

—
Pass., f. : () :

—

to strip off, esp. to

strip off the arms of a slain enemy : c. acc. pers.

et rei, to strip off from another, strip him of his

arms, II., Eur. :—Pass., c. acc. rei, to be stript,

robbed, deprived of a thing, Trag. II. c. acc.

pers. only, to strip a. man of his arms, to strip bare,

pillage, plunder, II., Hdt., etc. III. c. acc.

rei only, to strip off, 4 II. :—also to take

off or out,4 took out the bow [from its

case], lb. ; 4 took the lid off the

quiver, lb. 2. to carry off, seize as spoil or booty,

Hdt., Att. :—Pass, to be carried off as spoil, Hdt.

;

to be taken away, Eur. ; c. gen. rei, ere; who carries thee away from this country? Id., Ep. for foreg., used in pres. and impf. to

despoil of arms, II. : also, to despoil secretly, to trick,

cheat, lb., = :—Med. to steal for oneself, 4
(Dor. for-^) Theocr.', , or', , the right of seizing the ship

or cargo of a foreign merchant, to cover losses re-

ceived through him : generally, the right of seizure,

right of reprisal, mostly in pi. or ;

Dem.;
where the Athenians have [to fear] no right

of seizure, ap. Dem.; to exercise this

right, Lys., , fem. as if from, a robber, Eur., aor. 2 inf. of :—-, inf. med. Hence, , that which holds together, Aesch. 2.

Pass, that which is held together, of several letters

taken together, so as to form one sound, a syllable,

Id., Plat., etc. Hence



758 —', £. , to join letters into syllables, to

pronoui.re letters together, Luc.-, f .-- : pf.- :

—

to be chosen

}y lot with others, Plut.-, f. -, to talk or converse with another,

N.T.-, f. -,/ : pf ., pass, -el-

: aor. , inf. ?^ :—Pass., f.-:—to collect, gather together, esp. to rally

scattered troops, Hdt., Xen., etc. 2. simply, to take

with one, take up and carry off, Soph., Ar. : to buy

up, Ar. 3. to put together, close the mouth of a

corpse, Plat. ; . to shut his mouth,
Ar. 4. in speaking, to comprehend, comprise, Hdt.,

Plat. II. to lay hold of, seize, grasp, c. ace,

Hdt., Soph, j c. gen., . to lay hold of

them, Ar. ; absol. in part., quickly, in a

hurry, Id. :—also in Med., c. gen.,

Id. 2. to apprehend, arrest, Hdt., Att. :

—

Pass., before they were arrested,

Thuc. 3. of the mind, to comprehend, under-
stand, Hdt., Pind. III. to receive at the same
time, enjoy together, Hdt. IV. of females, to

conceive, Luc. V. c. dat. pers. to take part
with, assist, Hdt., Att. :—absol. to assist, Aesch.,

etc. 2. c. dat. pers. et c. gen. rei, to take pa,rt

with one in a thing, Eur., Ar. :—so in Med.,-
Hdt. ;

Soph. : to contribute towards a thing, Thuc.-, f . - : aor. : pf .- :

—Med., f. -, aor. - :—Pass., f.-- : aor. -, aor. 2- : pf.- (also used in med. sense), and :—to collect, gather, II., Hdt., Att. :

—

. to com-
pile, scrape together tunes, Ar. ; . to

compile a list of them, Dem. :—Med. to collect

for oneself, for one's own use, II., etc. 2. .
to collect one's powers, make a rally, Eur. :—Pass.

to be collected, of the mind, Plat. 3. Pass, to

come together, become customary , Xen. II. of

persons, to call together, Eur. :—so in Med., Od., etc. :

—Pass, to come together, assemble, Hdt., Att. 2.

to collect, get together, Hdt. ; .
to levy an army, Lat. conscribere, Thuc.-, ov,) partner of the bed, Eur.,) Adv. collectively, in sum,
in short, Theogn., Aesch., etc.-, f. , to finish together with, c. dat., Anth., verb. Adj. of, one ?nust

seize together, Eur. 2., a, ov, to be

seized, Luc.--, , fern, of sq., Xen., opos, 6, a partner, accomplice, assistant,

Aesch. ; in a thing, Eur., etc., aor. inf. pass, of.-, , , a taking together : a seizing,

arresting, to arrest, Thuc. II.

conception, Plut., ,() a gathering, collecting, Thuc.

:

metaph., in the first
harvest of a beard, i. e. in early manhood, Aesch. 2.

a levying of soldiers, Lat. conscriptio, Xen. 3.

).
a summary, recapitulation, Dem. II. (from Pass.)

an assembly, meeting, Hdt., Lys. Hence- : aor. and-.
pf.- : Dep. :

—

to collect and bring at
once before the mind, to compute fully, sum up,
Hdt., Dem. II. to collect or conclude from
premisses, Lat. colligere, Plat., Dem. 2. to con-

clude by way of syllogism, Arist. :—pf. in pass, sense,

logically conchided, Id.-, a, ov, collectedfrom divers places, Luc., b,) computation, Plat. II-

a conclusion, inferencefrom premisses, Id., a, ov, verb. Adj. of \^, to-

be concluded, Plat. II. neut.'/ one
must compute or conclude, Arist., , ,[] of or for con-

cluding, syllogistic, Arist. :—Adv. -, Id.-, b,{) an assembly, Hdt., Att.;

to convene an assembly, opp. to,
Hdt., etc. :

—

a muster of forces, Xen. II. me-
taph. collectedness, presence of mind, Eur.-, Med. or Pass, to bathe together, Plut.-, f. , to incorporate soldiers, Plut.- [], , b, a soldier of the same, Hdt

.

-, f. -, to hurt or mortify together, .
to make him share one'sgrief, Arist. H.

Pass., f.- and in med. form- :—to sympathise or condole with, Hdt., Att.-, Pass, to go mad with,, Anth.-, f., to help in loosing, Eur. :

—

to help to

solve a difficulty or end a quarrel, Soph. II.

to rest under the same roof, Aesch. ; cf..-|,, b, \,{) paring the nails, Anth., Lacon. for.-, f. -- : pf. -, 3 pi. sync.-, Ion. inf.- : aor. 2, inf.-:—Pass., 3 sing. aor. 1 subj. : pf. inf.

:

—to stand with the feet together, opp. to, Xen. 2. to stand with, so as to assist^

Soph. ; cr., i. e. increase them, Eur. 3. to

meet, Xen. ; has never

come in my way, has had naught to do with me,.

Eur. II. metaph. to come together, come to an
agreement, come to terms, Lat. convenire, with

another, Hdt., Att. ; c. inf., . Thuc. ;

Pass., of the terms, to be agreed on, Id. 2. of

things, to coincide or correspond with, c. dat., Hdt.,

Att. :—absol., Trag., etc. 3. to fall to one's lot,

c. dat. pers., Eur., Dem. III. of events, to

come to pass, happen, Lat. contingere, Aesch., Plat.,

etc. :—impers., , c. inf., it happened to me
to do a thing, Hdt., etc. ; also c. acc. it happened
that I did, Id., Thuc, etc. : c. inf. it

happens to be, i. e. it is so and so, Plat. :

—

rb -
a chance event, contingency, Dem. ; so,

Xen. j Id. 2. joined with

Adverbs or Adjectives, to turn out in a certain way,

Hdt. ; , Xen.,

etc. 3. of consequences, to result, follow, Thuc. 1

so, of logical conclusions, Plat.-€, f. , to join in the feast of Bacchus or

Bacchic revelry, Eur., Plat.



--, and -, joining in Bacchic revelry, Eur.- : £.- : aor. 2 —, inf.- :

pf.-:—Pass.,, aor. 1 --- :—Horn, has an
intr. aor. 2, --, Med.,-, -,-, with f.-,
2 sing,:—ft? throw together, dash together,

II., Eur., etc. : to unite their streams, of rivers, II. :

—so in Med., Hdt. 2. to throw together, col-

lect, Xen. 3. intr. ft? come together, meet, Aesch.,

Soph., Xen. 4. ft? close the eyes, in sleep or

death, Aesch.j but, ; how shall

I meet her eyes with mine? Eur. 5. gene-

rally, ft? join, unite, . to twist ropes, Ar.

;

. to join hands, Eur.; cr. Id. :—Pass.,' barley thrown in heaps
before them, Xen. 6. cr. or

to make a contract with a person, to lend him
money on bond, Dem. ; els

money lent on the security of the

slaves, Id. ; absol., in same sense, Plat. 7. ft?

contribute, lend, Xen. :—so in Med., Hdt., etc.

;

tc< ·? many cir-

cumstances contribute to my feeling no vexation,

Plat. ; els or to contribute

towards, Hdt., Att. ; c. gen. partit.,

many things contribute [their

share] of this fear, i. e. join in causing it, Eur. 8.

to add one's opinion to that of

others, Hdt. 9. ft? converse,

and, absol., like Lat. conferre for conferre

sermonem, . . . :—so in Med.,-
Xoyovs Xen. ; to have some-

thing ft? say, Plat., etc. II. ft? bring men
together in hostile sense, ft? set them together, match
them, II., etc. :—Med. ft? join in fight. 2. intr.

ft? come together, engage, II. : ft? come to blows,

with another, Hdt., Aesch. 3. ., Lat.

committere pugnam, Eur. ; . Id. ;

—

metaph., to bandy reproaches,

Soph. 4. Med. to fall in with one, meet him by

chance, c. dat., Horn., who uses Ep. aor. 2

and f.- solely in this sense. HI.
ft? put together, and in Pass, ft? correspond, tally,

Aesch. 2. to compare, Hdt. ;

Id. ; Plat. :—Pass.,

the Babyl. talent

being compared with, reduced to, the Eubo'ic,

Hdt. 3. in Med. to put together, reckon, compute,

Id. 4. to compare one's own opinion with facts,

and so ft? conclude, infer, conjecture, interpret,

Pind., Soph., etc. :—so in Med. to make out, under-
stand, Hdt. IV. in Med. ft? agree upon, fix,

settle, Xen., ,{ ) a chance, casualty, Luc., aor. 2 part, of., Desiderat. of 1 1, ft? wish to make
a league or covenant with another, Thuc.-,, f. , to rule or reign together with,

Luc., eo?s Ion. 10s, rj,( ) an agreement,

arrangement, treaty, Hdt., Eur. ;

make them friends, Eur.

—. j^g, ov, = sq., Thuc., ,, n) tending to agreement,
conciliatory ,. Thuc. ; -

having effected nothing towards an agreement,
Id.:—.,- be inclined to agreement,V\xsX.

[], for-, pf. inf. of.-, 4s, hit by several arrows at once, Polyb., aor. 2 inf. of.-, pf.-, Pass, ft? be forced to-

gether, to be reduced or extorted by force, Dem.<?-, Causal of, to bring together :

Pass, to be joined or knit together, framed, N.T. 2

.

metaph. ft? bring together, reconcile, Hdt. ; .
to reconcile one to another, Thuc. II. ft? put

together, compare, examine, Plat. III. to prove
logically, Arist., N.T. 2. ft? teach, instruct, N.T.
Hence, S), , leading to reconciliation, Plut.-, ov, and -, a companion, partner, Arist. :

a husband or wife, Anth.-, f.- : pf.- : aor. 2 -,
inf.- :—ft? live with another, c. dat., Dem.

;

in pi. ft? live together, is Plat.', verb. Adj. one must live with, Arist., Ep. aor. 2 med. part, of (. 4)., Ep. fut. med. of (. 4)., , , verb. Adj. of, comparable,

capable of being compared, absol. or c. dat., Arist.-, f. , to shout together with,

Xen. II. c. acc. ft? call on others at once, Id., -, joint aid or assistance, Thuc. From-', f. -, to render joint aid, join in assist-

ing, Thuc, Xen., , like, a mark or sign to con-

cludefrom, a token, Hdt. : a symptom, Soph. II.

at Athens, a contract, cove?iant, bond, in acknowledg-

ment of a loan, Oratt. ; in pi., of a single contract,

Plat., etc. ; .
bond for money lent on freights to and from Athens,

Dem. 2. generally, an engagement, Eur. III.

intercourse, Plut. Hence, , ov, of or concerning contracts, Thuc.', ft? meet or fall in with, Aesch. From, ,() a coming together, meet-

ing, joining, Xen. : the juncture of two parts, the

end, Lat. commissura, Hdt., Plat. II. in hostile

sense, an encounter, engagement, battle, Hdt.,

Aesch. III. = , a contract, covenant,

Arist. ; in Ar. Ach. there is a play on signfs. and III,

encounter and accounts, charge and charges. IV.
in pi., were contributions for a common
meal, , like de symbolis esse in

Terent., Att.; the entertainment itself, a picnic, Xen., , ,[) signifying by a sign or

symbol, symbolical, figurative, Luc. From, ,( ill) a sign or token by which

one infers a thing, Trag. ;

the token of the beacon-fire, Aesch. :—often in pi., of

marks on the body, Eur. ; of omens, Aesch. 2.

a pledge or pawn, on which money was advanced,

Lys. 3. in pi. tallies, Lat. tesserae hospitales, i. e.

the halves of a bone or coin, which two persons broke
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between them, each keeping one piece, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. 4. at Athens, a ticket, counter, Lat. tessera,

such as were given to the dicasts, on presenting which

they received their fee, Dem. .
5. a permit or licence

to reside, given to aliens, Ar. ; a ticket given by each

person who joined in a picnic, to be presented for pay-

ment at the end (cf. iv), Id. 6. in Eccl. the

distinctive mark of Christians, a confession offaith, a
creed, Lat. symbolum. II. in legal phrase,-

were covenants between two states for protection

of commerce, Dem., etc. ;

to make a commercial treaty with a state, .-
to violate such treaty, Id., , — . , an augury, o?nen,

Aesch., Xen.,, to, advice given, Xen., Arist. ; and', a, ov, verb. Adj. to be given as advice,

Thuc. II. -, one must advise, Isocr., , , of orfor advising, deliberative,

of orators, Arist. From-, f. , to advise, counsel, Lat. consulere

alicui, c. dat. pers. et inf., to advise one to do a
thing, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2. without the inf., <r.

Hdt., Plat. ; . to recommend a measure, Hdt.,

Att. :—Pass., the advice given,
Xen. 3. absol. to advise, give advice, Soph.;

or -, an adviser, Lat. auctor sen-

tentiae, Arist. II. Med. to consult with a
person, i. e. ask his advice, Lat. consulere aliquem, c.

dat., Hdt., etc. : absol. to consult, deliberate, Xen., , =, Hdt., Xen., etc. II.

counsel, consultation, deliberation, debate, Plat.-, Ion. -, , () advice or counsel
given, Hdt., Xen. ; in pi. counsels, Xen.-, , () counsel, . . II. a

council, Plut.-, f. : pf.- :—Dep. to

will or to wish with another, c. dat., Eur. 2. to

agree with, Plat. :—absol. to consent, Id.-, , () an adviser, counsellor, Hdt.,

Soph., etc. ; as fern., Xen. :—c. gen. pers. one's

adviser, Aesch., etc. ; also, . Ar., etc. :—but c.

gen. rei, . be my counsellors

in this matter, Aesch. ; also, or tivos Id.,

Isocr. :

—

=, to advise, c.

inf., Aesch.-, f., to cram or huddle together, Ar.-, ov, worshipped on a common altar, Strab., aor. 2 inf. of.-, , , a fellow-disciple, Plat., aor. 2 [] :—Pass., with intr.

pf. act. :

—

to be mad together, join in mad-
ness, with one, Luc.-, f.- : aor. 2 :

—

to

learn along with another, c. dat., Xen. : absol. to

share in the knowledge of a thing, Soph. ;

one that is accustomed to a thing, Xen.-, f. , to seize or grasp together, Horn.-', f., to bear witness with or in sup-
port of another, c. dat., Soph., Thuc. ; to a fact,

Solon, Xen. ; also, . Xen.-- [], Dep. =, . .

.-,, , , a fellow-witness, Soph.-, f., to whip or lash along with or

together, Luc.', f.,() to be an ally, to be in
alliance, Aesch., Thuc. :—generally, to help, aid,

succour, Soph., etc. :—Pass, to be assisted, Luc., Ion. -, , an alliance offensive and
defensive (opp. to an, defensive), Hdt., etc.

;

Id. ; Thuc. 2.

generally, the duty of an ally, Aesch. TL. = to, the body of allies, Hdt., Thuc. : also,

the country of one's allies, Thuc. 2. an allied

or auxiliary force, Id., Xen., , ,() of ov for alliance,

£. the gods invoked at the making of an alliance,

Thuc. II. , the auxiliaries, allied

forces, Hdt., Thuc. 2. a treaty of alliance, Thuc. :— matters respecting alliances, Xen. III.

Adv. -, like an ally, Isocr., ioos, fern, of, allied, Thuc, Xen.

;

. an allied state, Thuc. ; also . (without) Id. II. =rb, the body of allies, Id.- [], f. : aor. : pf.

: Dep. :

—

tofight along with others, to

be an ally, auxiliary , Xen. : generally, to help, suc-

cour, Id. ; probability is

on my side, Hdt.-, ov,() fighting along with, allied with,

Hdt., Att. : as Subst. an ally, and in pi. allies,

Hdt., Att. 2. of things, Aesch. ;

Hdt.; c. gen. rei,

Xen.-', to sway jointly, Anth.-, to help in changing, 3 sing,-
(from -) Strab. II. Pass., with

aor. 2 et pf. act., to change places along with another,

Plut.-, f., to exercise or practise with or

together, Anth.-', f., to hold together, keep together,

Thuc, etc. : of treaties or agreements, to hold, con-

tinue, Hdt., Thuc-, f. , to distribute in shares : Med. to

take share in or with, c. dat., . T.-, ,() a being in the same
meridian, Strab.-, f.-, to change along with other

things, Anth., Plut. :—Pass, to change sides

and take part with, Aeschin. II. intr. in

Act. to change with or together, Arist.~--', Pass, to change one's habits

along with another, c. dat., Plut.-, f. -, to change along with

others, c. dat., Aeschin.-', Pass, to be borne off together, Plut.-, Dep. to take charge of a thing

with others, Isae.-', f. -, to partake of a thing with

others, take part in it with others, c. dat. pers. et gen.

rei, Eur. ; with gen. rei only, Id., Xen.-, Pass, to be raised together, Strab., =, Soph.
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-', f., to emigrate along with another,

c. dat., Plut., ov, partaking with another in a thing-,

the partner of another, . T., f .,() to measure by compari-
son with another thing- :—Pass., 1. -

this day measured by calculation

of time, Soph. 2. absol. to be commensurate
with, Id. 3. ois 6 , who had
their life measured out, Thuc. II. Med. to

measure for oneself, compute exactly, Hdt. ;-[ 7~\ tcus cal-

culated its height by counting the courses of bricks,

Thuc. Hence, , commeasurement, Thuc. ; and, , commensurability, Arist. II. sym-
metry, due proportion, Plat., etc.-, ov, () commensurate with another

thing, Eur. : exactlyfitting, Aesch.j . being

oflike age with, Soph.; ; coincident

with what chance ? i. e. in the very nick of time, Id.; v.

infr. in. 2. 2. commensurable, Arist. II. in
measure with, proportionable, exactly suitable, Isocr.,

etc. 2. absol. in right measure, in dueproportion,
symmetrical, opp. to and, Plat.,

etc. 3. generally, fitting, meet, due, Aesch. ;

—

within fit distance for hearing,

Soph. III. Adv. -, Isocr., etc. 2. in
due time, Eur.-, Dep. to take counsel with or together, II.-, f ., Dep. to help to provide or

procure, Xen. 2. to form plans with another, c.

dat., Plut., Adv. promiscuously with others, c. dat., Hdt.-, , (-) commingled, promiscuous,
Soph., Eur., etc. 2. c. dat. commingled with, Aesch.- and—; 3 sing, imper. : Ep. and
Ion., pres.: .- :—Med.,.- (also

in pass, sense) :

—

to mix together, commingle, h. Horn.;

to mix one thing with another, Hdt., Att. ; c.

acc. only, . having com-
bined them, Hdt. :—Pass., of a river, to be mingled
with another river, c. dat., II. : to join forces., of two
armies, Thuc. :—metaph., []

there is none who has not misery as an in-

gredient in his nature, Hdt. ;-
when all these things happened together,

id. 2. to unite, h. Horn. :—Pass, to

have intercourse with, c. dat., Hdt., Aesch. 3.

metaph., . to make him acquainted with
fortune, Pind. ; to communicate
a matter to another, Hdt. II. intr. in Act. to

have intercourse with, to associate or communicate
with others, c. dat., Theogn., Hdt., etc.; .
tojoin him, Xen. :—generally, to meet for conversation
or traffic, Hdt. ; . to converse with, Id., Eur. 2.

in hostile sense, to meet in close fight, come to blows,

engage, with one, Hdt., etc. 3. generally, to

meet, Xen.-, ov, commingled, promiscuous, Hes., Soph.

:

esp. of troops, irregular, Hdt., Thuc. Adv.-, Strab.-, , , a joint-imitator, . .

.-, Pass, to bear in mind with, Dem., aor. inf. of.-,, , commixture, Plat. II.

intercourse, Plut.-', f., to join with in hating, Polyb.-, =-, Horn., etc.-, ov, () =, Eur.-, ,() a co-partnership or company : at

Athens, after 377 B.C., the 200 wealthiest citizens

were divided into 20 or companies, 2 in each
tribe () ; each being called on in its turn to dis-

charge extraordinary expenses, Xen., Dem.-, ov, united for purposes of taxation, Thuc.-, Pass, to be conformed to, . .-, ov, () conformed to, c. gen., N.T.-, f., to share in toil with, Eur.-', f. \, to initiate together, Plut.-, f.—, to be shut up, to close, be closed, of

wounds, II. ; with closed eyes, Plat., , fellow-feeling, sympathy, Arist., aor. 2 inf. of.', f. \, to sympathise, Isocr., etc.-, ,() sympathizing with, Arist. :

absol. sympathetic, Id., Ion. -, , poet, for, Anth.-, f. , to sing paeans with, Dem.-, f. , to teach together, educate at the

same time, Xen. : Pass, to be educated with others,

Isocr.-, f.. to play or sport with another, c.

dat., Soph.; absol., Hdt.; c. acc. cogn.,- keep the feast together with

me, Ar.,, , =, Xen., Anth., Dor. inf. of., , , a playmate, playfellow, Plat. :

—

fem., , Ar.,, , = foreg., Xen.-, f. -, to dash against,

Soph. II. intr. to dash together, Eur.-·, f. , to attend a solemn assembly
with another, c. dat., Plut.-, to cram in along with, Luc.-, f . , to help in canvassing for
an office, c. dat., Plut.--, f.-\, Dep. to be ready at

the same time, of fruit ripening, Hdt. II. to stand
by another, to come in to assist, Thuc.-, f. , to shew incidentally at the

same time, Strab.-', f.-, to run along together, Dem.-', f. , to join in recommending,
Ar. : to join in approving, Id.-, to make to sit beside : so in Med.,

Dem. II. Med. also to sit close beside, Plat,-, f. , to invite together or at the

same time, Xen., Plat. II. to ask for at the same
time, Xen.-, Dep. to join in exciting, Isocr.-->, f . , to follow in a parallel

line with, keep up with, Isocr., etc. : absol., Xen.-, f. Att. -, to carry along the
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coast with one, of a commander, Thuc. ; Pass, of the

ships, Id.-, f., to bend oneself along with, Luc.-, f. -, to take along with

one, take in as an adjunct, Plat,-', f., to stay along with or among
others, c. dat., Thuc.-, to mix in together, Ar.-, f. , to express assent also, Arist., Dep. to swim beside together, Luc.--, f. , to escort along with others,

Aeschin. ; . to follow
him with one's eyes, Plut.--, Pass., with pf.-, to perish
along with or besides, Dem.-£, f . , to assist in getting ready or
bringing about, Xen., Dem.-, f., to stand by so as to assist,

c. dat., Aesch. ; absol., Ar. From-, , , one who stands by to aid, a
joint helper or assistant, Soph., Ar.-, Att.-, Pass, to be set in
array with others, fight along with them, c. dat., Isocr.-', to keep watch together, Dem.-, to place alongside of others, Polyb.(-, f . -, to bring up or keep at the
same time, of dogs and other animals, Xen.-', f.-, to run along with, Plut.-', f .-, to carry along together

:

—Pass, to rush along together, Xen.-,( sum) to be present also or at the
same time, Xen., etc. 2. to stand by, to come to

help, Id., Dem.,( ibo) to go beside also or together, 3
sing-

, impf.-, Xen., Aeschin.-', Dep. to go in along with, Luc.-, f. -, Dep. to go along with,
accompany , c. dat., Xen., etc.-, f.-, to assist in causing,

Xen. ; in procuring, Id.-, Dep. to fly along with, Luc.-, to place beside one also, Pind. II.

Pass., c. aor. 2 et pf. act., to stand beside, assist,

Soph.-', f. ], = , Xen.-, f ., to provoke with or together, Xen.-, f., urge on with or together, Plut.

-Trds, Att., -, -, all together, all

at once, all in a body, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; in Att., the
Art. is often added in the case of Numerals,

Soph. II. with collective nouns, the

whole, 6 . Hdt. ; . Soph. ;

the state as a whole, Thuc. ; . the general
scope (of a speech), Id. 2. > the whole
together, the sum of the matter, Hdt. ;

Thuc. III. , as Adv. altogether, on
the whole, in general

, Id., etc.-, f .- : pf.- : aor. 2 -
:
—to suffer together, be affected by the same

thing, Plat. II. to have a fellow-feeling, sym-
pathise, feel sympathy, Id.-, f. , to strike with or together, Eur.

—.
(-', f. \, to tread together, trample under
foot, Babr. :—Pass, to be trampled underfoot, Aeschin.
<-·7, f. ), to bind together :—metaph. of frost,

to benumb, Xen.(-, f. , to join or assist in persuading,
Xen. ;—also, . to help in persuading
against despair, Thuc. :—Pass, to allow oneself to be
persuaded at the same time, Aeschin.-, ov, () acquainted with, Pind.-, to pierce through together, Plut.(-', f. , to send with or at the same time,

Hdt., Att. 2. to help in conducting, Lys.(-', f ., trans, to join in mourning for a
thing, Tt Isocr. II. intr. to mourn together with,

Aesch. j absol., Eur.-', Dep. to be poor along with another in a
thing, tivos Plat.-, f ., to join or assist in accomplishing,
Eur. :—Med., to join fully
in enmity with another, Dem. II. to decide or

conclude absolutely , . to make up one's

mind, Eur. ; 7 . to make the doors

doubly sure by bars, Id. :—Pass, to be quite finished,

Xen. Hence', aros, , a conclusion, Arist. Hence, 7), , conclusive : Adv. -, Arist--', f. , to destroy with or together, Eur.-, f. , to carry about with or together,

Xen. :—Pass, to go round with or together, IdT :

—

Med. to lead about with oneself, Id.-, , , an assistant in converting
others, Plat.-, to go round with another, c. dat., Xen.-', f.-, to run about together, Luc-, f. -, to comprehend in a

treaty with others, Philipp. ap. Dem. II. Med. to-

take part together in a thing, c. gen., Luc.-', f. \, to go round together with,.

follow along with, Luc.-', f., to walk round or about with,.

Plat. : absol., ol their companions
in walking round, Arist.---, ,() inter-connexion, Luc.-', f. \, to help in procuring, Polyb.-', f.-, to run round together,

Luc.-', f. -, to carry round along with or

together, Plat. II. Pass, to be carried round
together, Id. 2. to have inter-

course with one, Polyb. : to adapt oneself to circum-

stances, c. dat., Aeschin. 3. to be well acquainted
with things, Polyb.-, Pass, to go about with any one to-

one's own ruin, Luc-, f. ', to pin together, Plut.-, Dep. to fly with or together, Luc.- and -, f. -, to put together, con-

struct, frame, Pind., Eur., etc. :—Med. to construct

for oneself, Luc. II. to make solid, congeal,

condense, II.-» ov, put together, constructed, framedr

Hdt., Ar.
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,-, f . , to press or squeeze together, to grasp
closely, Plat. :—Pass, to be squeezed tip, Xen.- [l], f.- : aor. 2 :

—

drink
together, join in a drinking bout, Hdt., Ar., etc.<-, f .- : pf.- : aor. 2 owe-

: — /// together, meet in battle, co?7ie to

blows, Lat. concurrere, Horn., Hdt. : . is veitcea Hdt. :

encounter, Eur. ; Thuc. 2. gener-

ally, fall in with, meet with accidents, misfor-

tunes, c. dat., Hdt., Soph. II. of ailments,

events, to fall upon, happen to, c. dat. pers., Aesch.,

Isocr. ; also es Hdt. 2. absol. to happen
or fall out at the same time, concur, Id. 3.

c. part., like, ode yzvo^evov
Id. 4. impers.,, it happened, fell out,

came to pass, c. inf., Id.; els avdy-

kt]s . . matters came to such a pass that . . ,

Thuc.; or c. acc. et inf., Id. III. to coincide,

agree or be in accordance with, Hdt. : absol.

to agree exactly, Id. ; is -
rbv Xoyov have come to exactly the same point with
me, Eur. IV. to fall together, i. e. fall in,

collapse, of a house, Lat. concidere, Id., Thuc. ;

a. frame having collapsed from disease, Plat.<-, poet, for-, when the penult, is to

be short, tofall or dash together, of Avaves, Aesch. II.

to concur, Id.; c. dat., Eur.-, Pass, to wander about with, Polyb.--, Att.- : aor. 1 :

—

to mould
or fashion together, ya'^s of clay, Hes. : — Pass.,

Ar. 2. of speakers and writers, vooXoyo^vs
teal . by agreeing on an hypothesis and a fiction,

Plat. 3. metaph. tofeign orfabricate together, Dem.--, f. -, to sound by striking together,

. to clap with the hands, II.-, neut. -ova, several together, Lat. com-
plures, Arist.-, f . , to twine or plait together, Plat.

;

with a thing, Theocr. ; %€?pe eh
joining their hands behind them, Thuc. II.

Pass, to be twined together, entwined, entaiigled, Eur.;--^ tracks entangled, crossing in dif-

ferent directions, Xen. 2. of persons wrestling, to be

locked together with another, c. dat., Hdt. : generally, to

be engaged in close fight, Dem. : of a ship, to be en-

tangled with her opponent, Hdt. :—then, metaph. to be

entangled in, rfi^, Ar. ; -^ we are entangled or engaged with
him, Eur. ; of war, to be engaged in, Dem. III.

intr. in Act., = Pass., Eur.-, Att.-, a, op, quite full, Xen.~-, f.- : Ion. —,— :—
to sail in company with, Hdt., etc. ; absol., Thuc., aoos, ,() striking or dashing
together,^ the justling rocks, i. e.

the , which were supposed to close in on
all who sailed between them, Eur. ; also s.Xy^s
(without) Id. ; also in sing., Id.--,() Adv. with clapping of hands,
Theocr.- [], to multiply or increase together, Xen.-, to help to fill or increase, Hdt.

-, f., to help to fill, .
tcis to help them in manning the ships, Hdt. II.

to fill tip, f. vavs to man them fully, Thuc., . ,() sailing with or together,. friendship of shipmates, Arist., , {) an intertwining, compli-

cation, Plat. 2 . a close struggle or engagement, Id., ov, contr. -, ,() sailing

with one in a ship, a shipmate, Hdt. ; c. dat. pers.,

Eur. :—poet, of ships, Anth. 2. metaph. a partner
or comrade in a thing, c. gen., Soph.(, Ion. for.-, f.-, to breathe together with,

Anth. : metaph., . to go along with
the sudden blasts of fortune, to yield or bow to them,
Aesch. 2. absol. to agree together, conspire, Dem.- [], f. -, to throttle, choke, press

closely, . T., ov, contr.-,,() animated
by one breath, in accord with, Anth.

--7£, f. , to tie the feet together, bind hand
and foot, Ar. :—Pass, to be entangled in a net,

Xen. II. metaph. to entangle, Lat. impedire, Plat.--', f. <, to help in doing a thing, Isae.-, Pass, to feed together, Eur.--', f. , to join in war, Thuc, Xen.,

etc. ; with one, Xen.(, to unite into one city

:

—Pass., Strab.-, f., to join in besieging, to besiege

jointly, Hdt., Thuc, etc.(-, , a federal union of states, a con-

federacy, league, Polyb.--, f. , to live as fellow-citizens or

members of one state, with others, Thuc. :—Med.,
01 one^s fellow-citizens, Isocr.(- [], ov, 6, a fellow-citizen, Eur.-, , a, many together, Plat.--, f. , to accompany in a procession, to

escort, Aeschin.(-, f., to work with or together, to take

part in labouring, with one, Aesch., Soph., etc. :

also, . KaKols to take part in evils, Eur. :—absol. to

labour or suffer together, Soph., etc.<-, Dep. to join others in villainy, c.

dat. pers., Isocr.-, f .- : aor. 1 : Dep.:—to go or journey together, Eur. ; with one,

Xen., etc. II. to come together, of the Senate, Polyb.-', f., to help to destroy, c. dat. pers.,

Eur. ; 01 involved in like ruin,

Strab.-, f. , to help in procuring, Thuc. :

—

Med. to do so for oneself, Id.(-, , () a drinking together, Pind.-',, to be, Arist.--, 6, the president of a drinking-party

toastmaster, Lat. magister bibendi, Xen., etc., , () a drinking-party , sym-
posium, Theogn., Hdt., etc. II. the room in

which such parties were given, drinking-room, Luc., , , {) a fellow-drinker, boon-

companion, Hdt., Eur. Hence
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jolly, Ar. ; . airs suited for drinking songs,

Plat. :

—

a jollyfellow, Ar.:—Comp.-,
Sup.-, Luc.-, f. -, Dep. to assist in

transacting business, c. dat. pers., Plut.-, Ion.-, opos, 0, a helper, assist-

ant, Hdt., Xen. : c. gen. rei, . a companion in

travel, Soph.-, Att. -, Ion.-, f. , to join
or help in doing, Aesch., Eur., etc.; .
Tctyadd to assist one in procuring what is good, Arist.

:

—c. acc. rei only, Soph. ; . to help in nego-
tiating peace, Xen. ; c. dat. pers. only, to act with,

cooperate with, Thuc, etc. 2. absol. to lend
aid, cooperate, Soph., Xen., etc. ; 01

the confederates, Thuc. II. intr., -
to share in another's woe,

Eur. III. Med. to assist in avenging, ]-^ Hdt.-, 4s, () befitting, Aesch.-, to befit, beseem, Pind.-, , , a fellow-ambassador, Aeschin.-, f. , to be a fellow-ambassador, be

joined or associated with on an embassy, Dem.,
Aeschin. : Med. to join in sending an embassy, Thuc.-, , , =, but only in pi.,

Thuc, Dem., etc.- [8], , a fellow-presbyter, . T.-,-, Ion. for-,-.-, aor. 2 inf. (no pres. in use, cf.*),
to buy together, buy up, Arist.- [], f. , to lead forward together

:

intr. to move forward with or together, Plut.-, , a joint-president, Aeschin.-',, Dep. to have equal desire with,

share in eagerness with, tlvi Thuc. : absol., Xen. 2.

c. acc. rei, to join zealously in promoting, Id. 3.

c. dat. rei, to take zealous part in, Luc. 4. c. inf.

to share in the desire that . . , Thuc, Xen., etc.-|, f. <, to help in furnishing with
means, Eur.-, f. >, to join in escorting, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. ; . Thuc.-, f., to clash against, Aesop,-, f. |o>, to fold together, fold up and lay
by, Soph., , ,{) a chance, casualty,
Arist. : in bad sense, a mishap, mischance, Thuc, ,() a collapsing, Strab. II.

a meeting, Polyb. : in hostile sense, an attack, Id.-, ov, pressed together, compressed, Xen.-, aor. 2, Dep. to inquire
about with another, Eur.-, to burn up with or together, Eur.,, aor. 2 inf. of.-,, ,() manifest at the same time,

quite manifest, Arist., Adv. part. pres. profitably, Isocr.-, , , united, banded together, II.-, f. : aor. 1 ^^, Ion.- :

aor. 2 -r,veyKov : pf.- : A. Act., I.

•.
to bring together, gather, collect, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 2.

to contribute, Aesch., Eur. 3. to bring into con-

flict, Aesch. 4. to bear along with or together,

Xen. :—of sufferings and labours, to bear jointly,

help to bear, Soph., Eur. : to bear with, excuse,

Aesch. II. intr. to confer a benefit, be tiseful or

profitable, Hdt., Att. 2. impers. it is of use, is

profitable, expedient, c. inf., Aesch., etc. 3. part.,, ov, tiseful, expedient, fitting, Soph.,

etc. :—in neut. as Subst.,, ovtos, to, use,

profit, advantage, expediency, Lat. utile, Id., Thuc,
etc :—also in pi., Soph., etc. ; also in aor.

part., Thuc III. intr., also, 1.

to work with, agree with, assist, tlvi Soph., Eur., etc.:—to bear with, give way, Soph. 2. tofit, suit,

Ar., Xen. 3. of events, to happen, take place,

turn out, c. inf., Hdt.
B. Pass,; f.: aor. 1 --, Ion. -- : pf. -^ :— to come to-

gether, to meet in battle, engage, Lat. congredi,

II., Thuc. : simply, to meet, Plat. II. to come to

terms, be of one mind or to agree with, Hdt. :

—absol. to agree together, be of one mind, con-

cur, come to tevms, Id., Soph., etc. 2. c. dat.

rei, to adapt oneself to, acquiesce in, Plat. ;—also,

is found to be one and the

same, Hdt. ; does not agree

with their story, Id. III. of events, to happen,
turn out, occur, come to pass, Id., Ar., etc. 2.

impers. it happens, falls out, Hdt.-, f .-, to flee along with, Hdt.,

Eur., etc; Eur. 2. to be

banished along with or together,

shared in this banishment, Plat.-, f.- '. aor. 1 : aor. 2 :

—to assent, approve, or agree fully, Aesch., etc 2.

c. acc rei, to concede, agree to, grant, Plat., Xen.

;

absol., I grant you, Plat. ;

say yes or no, Id. 3. c. acc. et inf. to agree

that . . ,Soph., Plat. 4. c. inf. fut. to promise, Xen.-', Dep. to sound with, accord with,

Plut.-, destroy together or altogether, Eur., Luc
[], to decay along with, poet. aor. 2 pass., Anth.-, ov, sounding together, in concert, Aesch.-', f., to love mutually, Soph,-,', f., to be candidate for an honour

along with another, Plut.-', f. , to take part in a dispute

with, side with, Plat., etc 2. absol. to join

in a disputation, Plut.-', to join in philosophic study, Arist.-', f., Dep. to join in zealous

efforts, Plut.-', f . , to burn to cinders, Eur., Theocr.-', f. , to frighten at the same time ;

—Pass, to be afraid at the same time, Thuc-, Ion. -, f. , to go regularly to a

place together, Hdt. : esp. to go to school together, Ar.,

Dem., etc. ; with one, Luc. Hence, , a going to school together, Aeschin.; and



—', , , a schoolfellow, Plat., Xen.-, f ., tojoin another in killing, c. dat., Eur., Ion. -, ,( in), an event, circum-
stance, chance, hap, Hdt., Att. ; ai £. -

the results, issues of the counsels. Soph. ; -
(popas ' in what a hazardous state we are,

Id. 2. esp. a mishap, mischance, misfortune, Hdt.,
Att.; to be unfortunate, Hdt. 3.

in good sense, good luck, a happy issue, Trag., b, () a Lacedaemonian officer, a
sort of aide-de-camp, Xen.-, f . \, to bring together, to gather, collect,

heap up, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—Pass, to be collected,

Plat. Hence, , a bringing together, Plut.; and, ,, brought together, collected,.,
. a meal to which each guest contributes,

Lat. coena collatitia, Arist., ov,( 1 1 1) happening with, accompany-
ing, aepycp hunger is the sluggard's
companion, Hes. ; c. gen., Id. II.

useful, profitable, expedient, suitable, good, c. dat.,

Id., Thuc. :

—

—, c. inf., Hdt.;
Ar. :

—

what is ex-

pedient, Soph., Thuc, etc. ; . your plea

of expediency, Thuc. :—Adv., to be
expedient, Xen. ; Comp., Thuc. ; Sup.-, Eur., etc. 2. rarely of persons,-

most convenient to make war
upon, Thuc., ovos, , , one who joins in considering,
a counsellor, II. II. in accord with, c. gen., Anth.-, f.-, Ep.- : pf.--

: Med. :

—

to join in considering, to take counsel
with, c. dat., Od. 2. t'is

;

who imparted his counsels to thee ? lb. 3. to con-
trive, Hes., Soph. II. Act., to mention
at the same time, Strab.-, Att. -, f . , to press or pack closely

together, Hdt., Xen. 2. absol. of troops, to close

their ranks, form in close order, Xen. II. to

block up, close, Id., f. <,() to be of one mind with,

to agree, Polyb. II. to consider well, l\v

Plut. 2. to collect oneself, Id., Dor. -, , agreement, union.-, f. ", to have a joint care for, rivos Luc.-, ov, () watching with,

the chamber that keeps watch with
me, i. e. in which I lie sleepless, Soph.-, ovos, , , ()) of one mind, brotherly,

Aesch. :

—

favouring, propitious, Id.--, ados, , , a fellow-exile, Eur., Thuc.-, 4s,() born with one, congenital, natu-
ral, Plat., etc. 2. adapted by nature, Plut. II.

attached, adhering, rivi to a thing, Anth.- [ifj, /cos, o, a fellow-watchman or guard,
Thuc, Plat., Xen., etc.-, f . , to keep guard along with others,

Hdt. : to guard with others, Xen.-', , , of the same -, Lat. contri-

bulis : generally, a fellow-countryman, . T.

765-, ov, () of the same stock or race,

01 his congeners, Babr., ov, commingled, confounded, Eur. From- [] : pf. pass,- :

—

to knead to-

gether : beat black and blue, Theocr. :— Pass., Eur.

;

)- Plat,-, f . <, to blow together :—hence, like

Lat. conflare, to beat up, contrive, Ar. II. Pass.,

of the wind, to blow at the same time, Plut.-€, f. , to plant along with or together :

metaph. to have a hand in contriving, Soph. :—Pass.

to be implanted also, Xen., ov,() born with one, congenital

,

innate, natural, inborn, inbred, Pind., Plat. ; .
our natural age, i. e. old age, Aesch. ;

. the natural author of strife, i. e. cause of

strife natural to the race, Id. ; is . according to

one's nature, Eur. 2. c. dat. ?iatural to, Lys.-, f. -, to make to grow together,

Plat. II. Pass., with pf. act., aor. 2

: — to grow together, Id., Xen. 2. to

grow to or into, . Plat. 3. to grow up
with one, to become natural, Arist.-, f ., to agree in sound, be in harmony,
Plat. II. metaph. to agree with, hold the same
opinions with, Id. 2. to make an agreement
or bargain with any one, irpos Xen. ; .

to agree with onefor a denarius, . T. : Pass.,

it was agreed between you, lb. 3.

to conspire, Arist. Hence, , concord or unison of sound, Plat. II.

metaph. harmony , agreement, Id.-, ov, () agreeing in sound, in unison.
h. Horn., Ar. : generally, echoing to cries, Soph. 2.

metaph. harmonious,friendly, Pind., Soph.; cr.

harmony or agreement with, Plat,-, f. , to touch one another, Xen.-, f ., to sweep away, of a rapid river, Hdt.-, f., to reckon together, count up, . T.-, ov, voting with, TivrPlat., etc.; .
tivos voting with one for a thing, Id. :—absol. voting
together, of the same opinion, Dem.-, f. \, to make a noise together, Polyb.-, ov, () of one mind, at unity, N.T.' [], old Att. |, Prep, with dat., Lat. cum : I.

along with, in company with, together with, '
II. 2. with collat. notion of help,

with God's help or blessing, (the God being

conceived as standing with one), Horn., etc. ;

spoken as by inspiration, Hdt. : so, -, Ail, II. ; so also, or- to be with another, i.e. on his side, of his

party, Xen. ; 01 any one's friends, followers,

Id. 3. endued with, &koitis ]
Od. : of things that belong or are attached to a

person, II. ;, lb. ;

-yyi lb. (here, in Att., the is often

omitted). 4. of two or more things taken together,, lb. ; also of

coincidence in point of time, , Pind. 5.

of connexion or consequence, to

pay with a great loss, i.e. suffer greatly, II.;



Job avva<yayeiv/ to your advantage, Lat. tuo cum commodo,
Xen. ; attended with pollution, Soph. :

—

and, generally, in accordance with; , Pind.,, , etc., nearly = Advs.,-,, Att. 6. with, by means of, -
ycuav Od., Pind. ;) Aesch. 7. with Ordin. Numerals,, i. e. myself with six others, Id.

. as Adv. together, Aesch., Soph. 2.

besides, also, likezvise, Od., rag.

C. In Compos. 1. with, along with, together,

Lat. con- :—in Compos, with a trans. Verb, as,
may refer to two things, to kill one person as

well as another, or, to join with another in kill-

ing. 2. of the completion of an action, altogether,

completely, as in,. 3. joined

with numerals, two together or by twos, two
and two ; so,, etc., like Lat. bini,

terni, etc. II. - before , becomes- ; before 7 ,- ; before ,- ; before ,-, but before , -, as., aor. 2 inf. of.-', to be vexed along with, Polyb.-, f ., to love along with, Polyb.<-§> , a fellow messenger or ambassador,
Hdt.~-, , (&yyos) a confined space, Babr.<-, f. -ayepa> : aor. 1 €, Ep. -
yeipa

:

—Pass., 3 pi. aor. 1 (for) :
—to

gather together, assemble, II., Hdt. :— esp. to collect

an army, Hdt. :—Pass, to gather together, come
together, assemble, II. ;, Ep. syncop.

aor. 2 pass, part., those assembled, an assembly,
lb. 2. to collect the means of living, Od. ; and in

Med. to collect for oneself, lb. 3. metaph., .
to collect oneself, Plat. :—so in Pass., Id.-, , =, Anth.-, aor. 1, to break together, break

to pieces, shiver, shatter, Horn.-, (the fut. in use is, aor. 2,
pf.) :

—to join in advocating, advocate the

same thing with, Thuc, Xen. 2. to join in
advising another, Lys. 3. . to speak
with or in behalf of a person, support him, advocate
his cause, Thuc. : so, c. dat. rei, . Tivbs Dem.-, to join in the chase, Anth., Ep. aor. 2 part. pass, of.- : impf . -rjyov, Dor. -ayov, Ep. -ayov : f.-

: aor. 2 -riyayov : pf . and,
Pass, :—to bring together,gather together, col-

lect, convene, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. in hostile sense,

to join battle, begin the battle-strife, II. :— also like, to match two warriors one against the other,

Aesch. :—hence intr., . els to engage in fight,

Theocr. 3. to bring together, join in one, unite,

h. Merc, Aesch. ;

—

&. to contract a marriage,
Xen. 4. to receive into one's house, .. II.

to gather together stores, crops, etc., Xen., etc. III.

to draw together, so as to make the extremities meet,
Hdt., Thuc. : also to draw together, narrow, con-
tract, Hdt. 2. to contract the brows, Ar. ; .
3> to prick the ears, of dogs, Xen. IV. to

—.
collect from premises, i. e. to conclude, infer, Lat.
colligere, Arist. Hence, , one who brings together, a convener,
Lys. II. one who unites, Plat. ; and, , a bringing together, uniting, Plat. 2.

a place of assembly, synagogue, . . II. .
a levying of war, Thuc. 2. a gathering

in of harvest, Polyb. 3. a drawing together, con-
tracting, ", a forming an army in column,
Plat. ; <r. a pursing up or wrinkling
of the face, Isocr. 4. a collection of writings,

Arist. III. .a conclusion, inference, Id.-, , bringing together, uniting, Plat.-,, to share in the anxiety, Polyb.-, f. Att., Dep. to contend along
with, to share in a contest, with one, Thuc,
etc. :—generally, . to share in the fortunes of
another, Id. 2. to help, succour, Dem. 3.

absol. to fight on the same side, Thuc.-, , , one who shares with another
in a contest, a fellow-combatant, coadjutor, Plat.,

etc. ; for a thing, Aeschin., Dem.-, ov, one that has a brother or sister, Xen.-€, f. 7jro>, to join in wrong or injury,
with another, Thuc, Xen. ; absol., Thuc, Xen. :

—

Pass, to be wronged alike, Dem.-, f.—, to sing with or together, Aeschin.

;

. Ar. 2. generally, to be in accord with,

Soph., Plat. II. trans, to celebrate together,

Theocr.-, poet, for, Theocr.- : aor. 1 - : =, to raise up
together, II. II. to bind ov yoke together, lb.

:

—Med., lb.-, f. , to strive together, for a thing,

N.T. 2. to strive or labour with others, lb.--, f. , to gather together, assemble, of

soldiers, Xen., Plat., etc 2. of things, in Pass.,

the sum of these

collected amounts, Plat. 3. of a single person,

has notjoined the main army, Eur., , a collection, union, Babr.- [], to play with, Mosch.-, (') Adv. pressing violently together,

Hes.(-, ov, {) ofcommon blood, kindred, Soph.,

Eur. 2. as Subst. a kinsman, kinswoman, esp.

a brother, sister, Soph. 3. Zeus . as presiding
over kindred, Id. ; ve?nos . strife between kinsmen, Id.-, f., to join in praising, Aesch. II.

to consent, absol., Id., Soph., etc ; . to agree
with a person, Hdt. 2. c. acc rei, to agree to,

promise, Soph., Xen., etc : to grant at once, Xen. 3.

c. inf. to agree or consent to do, Id.-, Dep. to take up, II.-, f. \, f . 2 : aor. 2, Ep.
:
—to grasp or seize together, to seize at once,

Od., Thuc. 2. to bring together, bring into small
compass ; in speaking, briefly, in a word,
Thuc. ; etVe?z/ Xen. ; so, alone,

Dem. II. to make away with, crush,

II. :—metaph. to make an end of,
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Plut. :—Pass., Thuc

or conquer, Hdt., Thuc.-, poet, (q. v.) : aor. 1 :—to
take up together, Arist., Plut. ; . \6yov tivos to

balance accounts with another, . . II. Med.
to take part in a thing-, c. gen., Thuc. 2. c. acc.

rei, to help in bearing, Id., Dem.; also to engage in

a thing, undertake it, Aesch., Eur. 3.

. to catch by both legs, Plut. III. Pass., -
els to be joined together, unite,

Xen. 2. to contribute, assist, Dem.-, aor. 2--, Dep. to perceive also

or at the same time, Arist.-, f. [], Dep. to accuse along
with, Plut.-, ov, and a, ov : 1. c. gen. rei et dat.

pers. being the cause of a. thing jointly with another,

. TiVL helping him towards immortality,

Isocr. ; . tivos to share in the guilt

of a thing with another, Id. 2. c. gen. rei only,

being joint-cause of, accessory to, contributing to,

Dem., etc. :—as Subst., accomplice in
murder, Aesch. :—absol., , 3 '-

Plat.-, f. , to fight with or together, Anth.-, ov, afellow-prisoner, N.T.-', Pass, to be held suspended together

with, c. dat., Plat.-, f. , to bloom at the same time, Anth.-, to live dissolutely with another, Plut.-', f . -, to follow closely, to accompany,
Ar., Thuc. 2. . to follow an argu-

ment completely, Plat.-, f . , to throw a javelin along with or

at once, Antipho. II. to shoot down, Polyb.-, f., to hear along with or at the

same time, Xen. ; <r. to hear each other, Id.-, f . [a], Dep. to be afellow-hearer

,

Plat.', verb. Adj. of, one must bring to-

gether, Plat. II. one must conclude, Arist., , , able to bring together, . power

of accumulation in oratory, Luc.-, to cry aloud together, Polyb. II.

c. acc. to greet aloud, Eur.-', f. , to share in suffering, sympa-
thise, Soph. :—absol., 01 those who are

partners in sorrow, Id. 2. c. dat. rei, to sympa-
thise, shew sympathy at or in, Aesch., Eur. Hence, ovos, , joint grief:—in pi., = -, partners in pain, Eur.-, f., to smear or gloss over, Arist.-£, aor. 2, to bring together, collect,

Hdt. :—Pass, to come together, assemble, Id., Xen.,

etc. ; of a single person, to associate with others, . T., , an interchange of words for purposes
of conciliation, Soph., Eur. : absol. a reconciliation,

making of peace, Thuc. : pi. a treaty of peace,

Xen. 2. generally, commerce, intercourse, Eur. II.

intervention, ^ by special inter-

ventions of the deities, Soph. ; by

intervention of disease, Id. : generally, the issue of

intervention, a contingency, incident, Id. ;. with destructive issues, Id.,,, a mutual agreement, covenant,
contract, Dem., etc. : in pi. dealings between men,
Arist. ; and, , exchange, Plat. From-, Att. -, f. , to bring into inter-

course with, associate with, Aesch. :—Pass.

to have intercourse with, Soph., Eur. 2. to

reconcile, Thuc. :—Pass, and Med. to be

reconciled, to make a league or alliance with, irp0s

Id., Xen.; absol. to make peace, Thuc, Xen. II.

intr. to have dealings with another, Soph., Eur. 2.

to enter into engagements or contracts, Dem., Arist.-, Dep. to leap together, Luc.-, aor. 1-, to thresh oxit together, to

grind to powder, crush, shiver, Theocr.-, to wander about with another, c. dat., Plut.-, Adv. for , together, Anth., Luc;
with one, Theocr.-, f ., Dep. to contend or struggle
together, Eur.-' and-, to cover up closely, to

wrap tip, Aesch. :—Med., nopas ; why
dost veil thine eyes ? Eur.-, , a, both together, Theogn., Hdt.,

Att.:—sing, in collective sense, > . =,
Plat.; this united power, Dem.-, ol, at, both together, Plat., etc.-, to go up with or together into central

Asia, Hdt., Xen. ; with one, Xen.-, f., to cry out together, Xen.-, f. , to join or assist in compelling,

Isocr., Dem. :—Pass, to be compelled at the same time,

Dem. II. to execute by force also, Isocr. :

—

Pass.,' extorted oaths, Eur.-, f., to register or record together

:

—
Pass., iv tois Aeschin.-, f . , to carry back together :—Pass, to

retire together, Polyb. II. Pass, also, to go to

sea together, Dem.-, f.-, to give back along with, Luc.-, f.-, to set out along with, Plut.-', f. —
: aor. 2- :

—

to destroy

together with, Polyb. 2. to destroy

altogether or utterly, Isocr. :—Pass., Thuc. II.

to give the same answer, Plat,-, Pass, to recline together at table, . T.-, aor. 1— [], Pass, to be

mixed up with, Luc.-, f.-, to expend together or in
company, Dem. II. to help by spending money, Xen.-, f . -, to mix up together : Pass.

to be associated with others, c. dat., Luc.-, Pass, to take rest with others, . T.-, f. , to assist in persuading,
TTOieiv Thuc, etc.-', f. , to send up together, Plut.-', to entwine together with, Luc.-, Att. -, f. , to join in exacting
payment, Xen.-', to throw up together, Luc.
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f. , to dig up besides, Strab.-, to draw up together, Luc.

--, f,«-, f. , to rule with, Anth.(-, f. , to turn back together, intr.,

Plut. II. Pass, and Med. to live along with or

among others, c. dat., Id.-, f. , to melt with or together, Plut.-, f. -, to dedicate along with, Luc.-, , a rising together, Strab.-, f.-, to run tip with, Plut.-, f., Dep. to cry out or speak

together, Plut.- [], to knead up together :—Pass., aor.

2— [p], to wallow together, Luc.--, Dep. to cough up together, Luc.-, f.-, to make to stand up or rise

together, Xen. : to assist in restoring, Id. II.

Pass, with aor. 2 act., to rise at the same time. Id.;

with one, Id.-, Ep. 3 dual impf.- : f. - :

aor. 1- : pf.-] :

—

to meetface to face, of

two persons, Od. ; of many persons, to meet together,

assemble, Philipp. ap. Dem. II. like, to

meet with, meet, Eur., Ar. ; so in Med., II. :—c.

acc. cogn., Eur. 2. c. dat. rei,

to come in contact with, Id. III. to befal,

of accidents, etc., Plut., N.T. Hence, , a meeting, Eur.-£, =,, Soph.~-, f., to drain along with, .
to join him in bearing all his sufferings, Lat. una
exhaurire labores, Eur.-, Dep. only in pres. and impf. to fall in

with, meet, absol. or c. dat., Horn., etc.; in hostile

sense, to fneet in battle, II. : metaph., -yyi . to

approach (i.e. zise) the lyre, Pind.- [], to come to an end with, c. dat., Aesch., f. , to arrive together, Plut.-, f., to join in requiring, Xen., , —, Eur., ov, Dor. and Att. for.-, f. , to lead away with another, c. dat.,

Xen. ; absol., Id. II. Pass, to be led away like-

wise, . T. 2. to accommodate oneself to a thing,

c. dat., Ib.-, intr. to sail or march away together, Luc.-, f. , to correspond exactly with, lie

over against, Strab.-, , , like, strengthd. for ,,, all together, mostly in pi., Hdt., etc. :—in

sing., with collective Nouns, tS Id.-, f . \, to threaten at the same time, Luc.--, Dep. to help in completing, Plat,, Dep. to become an enemy together,

Plut., Ion. for.-, f.-, to disembark together with,

Hdt.-, Med. to enter one's name together
with others, as a candidate, Plut.-€, f., to be abroad together, Arist.-, , those who live abroad together, Arist.

-, to run away along with,-
(aor. 2 inf.), Ar.-, f., to join in reprobating, Xen., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f. -, to die together with

another, c. dat., Hdt. : absol. to die with one, Plat,-, f. Att. , togo as colonists together, Luc.-air, f.-, to cease from weariness
together, Eur.-, f.—, to kill together, Aeschin.-, f.-, to receive in common
or at once, Xen.--, f. >, to shine forth together, Luc.-, f. -oAeVcu, to destroy together, er. tovs

to destroy one^s friends as well as oneself, Thuc.

;

. to lose the money also, Dem. :—Pass.

to perish together, Thuc. ; with one, Hdt.-, Dep. to join in defending, Dem.-, Pass, to fade away and die to-

gether, Xen.-, f. , to bend away together, -
ttj ) swerving with

their bodies in sympathy with their thought, Thuc.(-, f . >, to send off together, Xen.--, f.-, to break together, Plut.--, f. -, to put out with or to-

gether, Anth. :—Pass., with aor. 2 act. -4·,
pf.-, to be put out together, Plut.--, f.-, to despatch together with
another, c. dat., Thuc, Xen.-, f., to help to strip or cheat,

one of . thing, Dem.-, f .-, Med. to assert likewise

or together, to agree in asserting, Isocr., etc.-, f . —, to tie or bind together, to join to-

gether, unite, ., in sign of friendship, Eur.

;

, (sc. r)jv) Id. ; but, . iv

to bind it fast, Id. :—cr. or to

meet him, Id. ; . to approach the grave,

Id. ; so, . ya Id. :

—

. to close the

eyes, Id. ; <r. to kiss one, Id. :

—

. to

link misery with misery, Id. ; but, . to link

him with misery, Id. : cr. to give one a meal,

Id. : proverb., . to join thread to thread,

i. e. to compare things of the same sort, Plat. 2. to

connect in thought, to combine, Id. : . to

frame a plan, Aesch. ; . to connect it

with him, refer it to him, Eur. ; is

involved them in one loss, Id. II.

in hostile sense, . to bring into action,

Hdt. ; \ engaged them in conflict,

Eur. 2. .- to join battle, Hdt.; with

one, Aesch. ; Thuc. : also (without) to

engage, Hdt., Ar. :—Pass.,

Hdt. III. in friendly sense, to unite, Xen. :

—Pass., to have intercourse with,

Anth. 2. c. acc. rei, tr.,' Eur.; .-,, toform an alliance by marriage,

Id. : to get one's

daughter married, Thuc.
B. intr. : I. in local sense, to border on, lie-

next to, Hdt.; " Aesch. 2.
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of Time, to be nigh at hand, Pind. ; so of events,

cr. Eur. 3. metaph. of thoughts, to meet
together, Arist. : — to be connected with,

Id. II. of persons, . to enter into con-

versation, Soph. ; so, is . Eur. ; also, cr.

els tojoin in the dance, Id. ; . is^ yfi,

i.e. to come close to land, Id. 2., i. e. I have come in good time, Id.

C. Med. to be next to, connected with,
Xen. 2. to take part with one, to assist,

Eur. ; absol., Aesch. 3. to bring upon oneself,

Dem.-, f . \, to push away together, Luc., aor. inf. of.(--, to join together. II. intr. in pf., to hang together, h. Horn,-, Att. -, f. , to dash together, dash
in pieces, shiver, shatter, Horn. ; ., Eur.

:

—Pass, to be shattered, Od., Hdt. j /ce-

to have their heads dashed together, Hdt.-, f.-, to please or satisfy together,

c. dat., Dem. 2. impers., like Lat. placet,

I am content also, Xen., pf. intr. of.-, ov, {) linked together with, Aesch.-, ., toreckonin, totakeinto the account,
enumerate, Isae. ; so in Med., Aeschin. :—Pass, to be

counted with others, to be taken into account, Arist.-, f. , to take breakfast or luncheon
with, Ar., Aeschin.-,, f. , to do brave deeds together, Eur.-, Dep. to acquiesce along with,
Theophr.-, Att.- : Dor. f. - :— Pass., pf.—], aor. - : 1. in physical

sense, to ft together, Thuc. ;

to close them, Eur. :—Pass., eu

Hdt. 2. to put together, so as to make a whole,,' Eur. :—Pass.,

Dem. 3. to combine in act or thought, Solon,

Plat. 4. metaph. to adapt one thing to another,

€t»%epeta cr., i. e. to make them indifferent to

crime, Aesch. :—Pass., irpbs

Xen. II. intr. to fit together, agree, Plat., Xen.-, Pass, to be fitted or framed to-

gether, . T.-, , , one who fits together,

Luc. II. a joint-governor, Id., Att. for.-, f .- and- : aor. - and
:

—

to seize a,nd carry clean away, Trag., etc. :

—

Pass., Soph. 2. .? to seize and pin them
together, Eur. 3. metaph., cr.* to seize with

the mind, grasp, Soph., Ar.-, f. , to knit or join together, Eur.,

Luc. :—Pass, to be closely engaged or entangled,
Thuc. : to be attached to, combined with, Arist. :

to hang close on an enemy's rear, Plut.--, ,() joint administration, Strab. II.

in pi., at, the collective magistracy, Arist.-, ov, a partner in office, colleague, Arist.-, f. , to rule jointly with, Hdt. 2.

- 06L7TV6(. j6q
absol. to be a colleague in office, Thuc. : a
colleague, Id.-, f., to join in practising, Isocr., Dem.-, f ., to keep the shields close together,

stand in close order, Xen.-, f. Att. , to be a shield-fellow or com-
rade, Eur. II. =, Luc.-, , , a shield-fellow, comrade, Soph.-, only in pres. to sympathise indignantly
with a thing, c. dat., Aesch.--, f. -, = foreg., Aesch.-€, Pass, to do business with, Plut.-, Pass, to be disgraced with, Plut.(, = foreg., Plut.-, f., to dry quite up, Eur. :—Pass, to

be dried up also, Plat,-, f. >, to speak together : to agree, con-

fess, allow, Soph.-, f., to accompany on the flute, Luc., -, a concert of flutes, Ar. 2. metaph.,- aSe . oopos this ill-omened concert of battle,

of the single combat of the brothers, Aesch. II.

(from) a dwelling together, Arist.-, Pass, to congregate, Babr.-, ov, () in concert with the flute :

generally, sounding in unison, Ar. : generally, in har-

mony with, Eur., ov, (-) dwelling with, living in the folds
with (sc. Teas), Soph. : metaph.,,, .,
i. e. afflicted with madness, Id.- and -, f. -, to increase or

enlarge along with or together, Xen. :—Pass, to in-

crease or wax larger together with a thing, c. dat.,

Hdt., Eur. 2. to join or assist in increasing,

Xen., Arist. Hence, ews, -, common growth, Polyb.-, f., to take away together :—Med. to

assist in rescuing, Thuc.&, Pass, to perish with, Strab.-, Ion.-- : aor. :
—

to draw into revolt together, Thuc. :—Pass., Ion., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to fall off or

revolt along with others, c. dat., or absol., Hdt., Thuc., aor. inf. of.-, f .- and- : aor.

opt.- : Dep. :

—

to be grieved with or to-

gether, to condole with, Hdt., Dem., etc. ; c. dat.

rei, at a thing, Xen.-, f. , to kill with the rest, kill also, Soph.-, f .-, to entertain together, cr.

to share a marriage feast with one, Eur.-, , , =, Luc.-, opos, , a companion at table, Aesch.-, f.-, to bite together,. 6 -
of a horse, to take the bit in his teeth, Xen.

[], f. <>, to weep with or together,

Eur. II. c. acc. to lament together, Plut.-, Med. to collect by borrowing, Plut.-, f., to dine or sup with another, c.

dat., Xen. ; Dem. :—absol. to dine or sup
with others, Xen., etc. ; the members
of a picnic party, Id.
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-Senrvov, , a common meal or banquet, Lat. con-

vivium, Plat.-, , ,() a companion at table, Lat.

conviva, Eur., Xen.-, f., to bribe all together, Xen., Aeschin.-, ov,() thickly-wooded, Babr.-, Dep. to join in begging, tivos something

of . person, Dem.-, , heterog. pi.,, a bond of union,

bond, fastening, Eur., Thuc. : metaph., good men
are called £. the bond that keeps the

state together, Plat. 2. in Grammar, a conjunction,
Arist.-, , , a fellow-prisoner, Thuc, Plat.-, ov, bound hand and foot, Soph. II. as

Subst., , a band, Eur.-', Att. -', £.- :

—

to bind or tie to-

gether, of two or more things, Od.

;

ras Plat. ; . to fasten
up the tablets, Eur. :—Pass.,

flanks not drawn up, of dogs, Xen. 2. of persons,

to bind hand and foot, II., Hdt., etc. 3. to bind up
a wound, II. 4. generally, to bind together, unite,

Eur., Plat. II. Med., gird up
thy robes, Eur.-, ov, quite clear or manifest, Arist.-, f., to make altogether clear, Arist.-', to join in seeking popularity, Plut.-, f .-, to go through or cross over

together, Thuc, Xen.-, f . -, to convey over together

:

absol., Lat. una trajicere, . to cross

the gulf together, Thuc. II. to accuse along with,

Dem. :—Pass, to be accused together, Thuc
cruv-, Causal of, to carry through
or over together, Xen.-, f .-^, to join with others in
determining or decreeing, Thuc- [], f ., to go through together : absol.

(sc. ) to live together, Arist.-, Pass, to dwell with or together, Thuc,
Isocr. Hence, , a living together, intercourse, Plut.--, , , a joint arbitrator, Dem. II.

one who lives with another, a companion, Luc-, f . , to share in danger, Hdt., Plat.--, Pass, to cross over together, Plut.--', to set in order together, Plat., Plut., , a fellow-, i.e. a mate of
Hermes, Luc.-, Att.-, f . £a>, to help in reconciling,

Dem.-, f.- [], to help in putting an end
to, Isocr. 2. to help in reconciling, Dem. 3.

Med. to help to pay, Luc-', to stand one's ground with others, Xen.-, f ., to call to remembrance along
with or together, Dem., Aeschin.-, f. , to turn every way together, Polyb.-', Dep. to deliberate with, Polyb.--, to sail through together, Luc-', f ., to carry on a war along with,

—$£.
at ships which remained with

him throughout the war, Thuc--', f., to start doubts or questions to-

gether, Plut.-, Att. -, f. £, to accomplish to-

gether or besides, Isocr., Luc, etc II. Med. to

negotiate at the same time, Xen.-', f.-, to look through or ex-

amine along with, or tivos Plat. :—so in

pres. med., Id.(-', f. , to distort together :—Pass, to

be twisted together with, Plut.-, to assist in preserving, Thuc, Dem.(-, f. ), to endure hardship with
or together, Plat.-', f. Att. -, to continue with to the
end, Plat.-, f. ], to assist in maintaining, Polyb.- [f\, f. , to pass or spend time with or

together, Aeschin. 2. absol. (sub.) to live con-

stantly with, , his disci-

ples, Xen. II. to occupy oneself with a thing, c.

dat., Isocr.-, f. —, to bear along with one,

Luc II. to bear to the end along with, help in

maintaining, Hdt., Ar.-, Pass, toperish along with, Isocr.-, f . , to be in winter quarters along
with or together, Plut.-, f., to assist in accomplishing, Hdt.-, f. -, to rush out through
together, Plut.-',{ ibo) togo through together with,Xen.(-, f., to spend the day with, Xen.-, f., to be assessor to a judge, Lys.(-, , , a fellow-dicast or juryman, Ar.', f. , to act as one's advocate, Aesch.,

Xen., etc. ; . Plat. ;

Zeus will be thy advocate herein, Eur. 2. to be

one of the public advocates, Dem. From-, , , () one who helps in a court of
justice, an advocate, Lat. patronus, Aesch., Dem. 2.

at Athens, the were public advocates ap-

pointed to represent the state, Dem. 3. after the

30 Tyrants, the were judges to determine
disputes about confiscated property, Lys. II.

belonging jointly to, .
their joint possession, Pind. :—Adv., with

joint sentence, jointly, Aesch.-, f. , to administer together with an-

other, c. dat., Dem.-, to examine together, Isocr.-, Pass, to be determined also, Strab.-, f . , to play at quoits with, Luc.-, f. Att.-, to chase away together,

join in the chase, Thuc. II. as law-term, to

join in the prosecution, Lex ap. Dem.-, f .- and- :

—

to seem good also,

Ar. ; to7s

Thuc. :—absol., in answers, ; were

we agreed on these points ? i.e. we were agreed,

Plat. 2. impers. it seems good also, Eur., Ar.,
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etc. :—so, absol., in part., ? since

you all agree, Xen. ; since the father

approved, Id. II. so in pf. pass, part.,

in which they also

agree, Plat.-, f. , to examine together, Isocr.-, f. , to join in approving, Arist. 2.

to agree with, Porph. in Stob. II. Pass.

to be glorified together, . T., aor. part. neut. of.-, f. , to be a fellow-slave with, Eur.-, , , a fellow-slave, Hdt., Eur., etc. : a
special fern, in Babr.-, f. [a], to do together, help in doing,
Soph., Thuc. ; . Eur. ; £. to

help in bloodshed and murder, Id. ;

the joint necessity, Id.,, fern, of, at .,—-, Eur. ; . Theocr.-8,,() a tumidtuous concourse of people,

ap. Arist. 2. of things, . its con-

clusion, moral, Anth.-, ov, running together, meeting, .,
=, Pind. 2. as Subst. a place where
several roads meet, Strab. II. running along
with, closefollowing, Anth. :—Adv. Aesch.-, f., tojoin two and two, couple, Arist. :

—Pass, to be coupled with something else, Id. 2.

in Pass, to be coupled, to pair, Xen.-,, , () paired, . one's wedded
wife, Eur., ,() a being taken two to-

gether, Arist. 2. a coupling, pairing, Id., , , disposed to live in pairs, Arist.-, , ,, two together, two and two, in pairs,

Lat. bini, h. Horn., Hdt., Plat.-', f. \, to share in misfortune, Eur.-, 0, at, , twelve in all, Eur.-, f ., to draw near together, Polyb. Hence, , a drawing near together, of con-

stellations, Strab.-, f . 4), to join in betrothing, Plut.-, Adv. : 1. of Place, near together, Thuc,
etc. ; ", or] Arist. :

—

. nearness,

proximity, Id. 2. of Time, Id. 3. of Quality,

. persons of similar rank, Id. ; . the

proximate cause, Id.-, f.-, to help in raising, . T. :—Pass.

to rise together, lb., , =, Arist.-, f. , () to sit together, sit in
council, Aeschin.; ol members of council,
Dem. 2. to hold a council, deliberate, Id., , a sitting together, a circle of friends,
Xen. :

—

gregarioti-sness, which in birds was a favourable

omen, Aesch. II. a council, Aeschin. ; and, , a body of men assembled in council, a
council-board, council, Xen., etc.; of the Roman
Senate, Polyb. ; the Jewish Sanhedrim, . T. :—esp.

of a congress of Allies or Confederates, Hdt., Dem.,
etc. 2. a council-chamber, Hdt., Xen. From-, ov, () sitting with in council, of persons,

— crvveicraya). \
Hdt.; , =, Soph. II. as Subst.
one who sits with others, a councillor, Id.;

select commissioners, Thuc, etc-, Ep. for -, twenty together, by
twenties, Lat. viceni, Od.-', Ep. for :—-', Ep. impf.', aor. of-.-', to have the same wish, to consent, Xen. :

—in Poets', Soph., Eur.', 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of-.-, f. Att. , to accustom, . to

accustom him to do . . , Dem., Aeschin. :—Pass, to

become used or habituated, and in aor. and pf. to

have become so, be so, Thuc, Plat.; c. inf., -
Xen. :—also impers., ?

it had become the custom, Lys. Hence', verb. Adj. one must accustom oneself, Plat.', inf. of. Hence, , self-consciousness : conscience, . T., aor. 2 of., part, of., pf. pass. part, of-.-', f. <, to crowd together, Hdt. ; of things,

to bind tight together, Id. :—Pass, to be crowded or

pressed together, Xen., etc.,-, pf. of., pf. of.-, f .,( sum) to be with, be joined or

linked with a thing, c. dat., Od. ; periphr. for a simple

Verb, <r. to dream, Aesch.; . =?,
Soph.; . to be acquainted with miseries,

Id. ; <r.· to be engaged in business, Ar. ; .],, Plat. ;—reversely,

<^.7risEur.; and absol., Soph.;

Id. II. to have intercourse with a
person, live with, Id., Eur., etc. ;

Ar. 2. to live with a husband, =, Hdt. 3.

to attend, as to a pupil attends a master, Xen., etc.

;

of the teacher, Id. :

—

01 associates, disciples,

partisans, Plat. 4. to have dealings with,

Thuc. ; .' to have to do with them, Plat. 5.

to take part with, Aesch., etc.,( ibo) to go or come together, to assemble,

II., Hdt., Thuc 2. in hostile sense, to meet in
battle, II., etc. : of states, to engage in war, Thuc. 3.

in peaceable sense, to come together, meet to deliberate,

Id. II. of revenue, to come in, Hdt.-, aor. 2 of· or

:

—to speak
with any one, confirm what another says, Isocr. : to

agree with, Xen. 2. to advocate another's

cause, Dem.; generally, to help, further, Isocr. 3.

to help to tell, Eur.-·, =, Plut., Att. for., used as pf. of.-, only in pres. and impf. to string together,

Lat. connectere, Ar., Plat. II. to string words
together, Dem., etc. : then, seemingly intr. (sub. -) to speak on and on, go on without pausing, Xen., aor. 2 part, of.-, f. , to bring in together, Xen.
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77 2 & --, £. --, to embark in a ship with
others, cr.- Aesch. ; . Eur.-, f.-, intr. to make an inroad into

a country together, join in an inroad, Hdt., Thuc.-', Dep. to enter along with or together,

Eur. ; is Id., etc., used as fut. of.--, f.-, to fall or be thrown into

with others, Xen. II. to rush in together, of

soldiers pursuing- the besieged to the gates and getting

in with them, Hdt., Thuc.--, f.-, to sail into together, Xen.---, Att. -, f. , to help one [) in
exacting money from another (), Dem.--', f.-, to join in paying the war-
tax (), Xen.-, f.--, to go out together, Xen.-, f.-, to cast out along with,

Hdt. 2. to assist in casting out or expelling, Xen.-, f.-, Causal of, to help

in bringing out, Xen.-', f. -, to be abroad with, Plut.-, , a fellow-traveller, N.T.<-, f.-, to give out or give up together,

Plut. 2. to help a poor man in portioning out his

daughter, Dem.-, f.- [], Med. to put off at the

same time, Hdt.~-, f.-, to faint along with, <r., i.e. to drink till wine and drinker fail

together, Eur.--, sixteen together, by sixteens, Dem.-, f.-, to set on fire together, Plut.-', f. >, to help to steal away, Eur. ; ." to help in concealing the marriage, Id.-, f. , to frequent the to-

gether, Plut.ouv-, f. Att. , to carry out along with,

Plut. II. to help in carrying out, help in achieving,

Eur. ; . to help one in bearing evils, Id.--, f. , to help to cut away, Xen.-, Pass, to be driven from one's pur-
pose together, Plut.--, 4], , chosen along with, . .-, Pass, to be dissolved together, Anth.--', f. >, to send out together, Xen.-, f. [ct], to come out together, Xen.-- [l], f .-, to drink off together, Xen.---, f.-, to rush out together with
others, c. dat., Plut. 2. to be driven out or banished
together, Id. 3. to disappear together, Luc. II.

of voting tablets, to come out in agreement, to happen
to agree, Hdt. ; ai " -

agreed in advisi?ig to fight, Id. ; then of persons,

. agreed in choosing,

Id. 2. c. dat. to come out equal to another, run a
dead heat with him, Id. III.

to be thrown out together, to be rejected, Luc.-', Ion.-, f .-, to sail out along
with, Hdt., Thuc.-', f.-, to breathe one's last along
with another, c. dat., Eur.

--', f., to help in working out, Eur. : to

help in achieving or effecting, Id. 2. without ace,
. to assist to the utmost, Id. II. to assist

in supporting, Id.-, f. Att. , to help in procuring or
supplying, Xen.', verb. Adj. of, one must drink

off at the same time, Ar.-, Ion.-, Med. to assist

in avenging, Hdt.-, f . , to help in delivering, Soph.-, Att.-, to arrange in line with, Xen.(', verb. Adj., one must keep together, Xen.--, to bringforth together, Arist.-, f .- [], to pay along with or together,,

to help in paying, Dem.cruv-, Pass, to befurious together, Plut.-', f.-, to rear up along with or to-

gether, Plat. :—Pass, to grow up with, Eur.-', f.-, to sally out together, Xen.(-', f. -, to carry out together, esp. to

burial, to attend a funeral, Thuc.-', f. -, to pour out together, Anth.-', aor. 2 of., impf. of.-, f.- [] : aor. -,, Ep. --
:
—to drive together, II., Xen. ;

5'
gnashed his teeth together, Od. II. to match
in combat, set to fight, Horn. :—intr., -

to meet in quarrel, II., aor. 2 inf. of.-, f., to join infreeingfrom another,.

c. gen., Hdt. :—absol. to join in freeing, Id., Thuc., pf. of., aor. 2 inf. of.-, Ion. --, Att. -, f. , to roll

together ;—Pass, to involve oneself in a thing, c. dat.^

Soph. 2. intr. to coil itself up, of a serpent, Eur.', verb. Adj. one must draw together,

Xen. From-, f. |o> : aor. -' :

—

to draw together,

to draw tip, contract, Ar. II. to draw out along
with, to help to draw out, Id., Xen.(, aor. 2 part, of.-, f .--, to embark together, with

one, Luc.--, f .-, to help in applying, Ar. II.

intr. to fall upon also, to join in attacking, Xen.; to

make a joint inroad, Dem.-, , a throwing in together, . the

regular dip of all the oars together, to the sound of

the, Aesch. II. ajunction,fastening, Id.', for, aor. 2 inf. of.', for-, 3 pi. aor. pass, of.-, f. --, to burn together, Eur.<-7, f.-, to fall in or upon together,.

Luc. 2. to fall on or attack together, Plut.--', , , a fellow-traveller, companion,
attendant, Trag., Plat. :—metaph., ) '

. Aesch.; c. gen. rei, cr. partner

in the dance, Ar.(-, f . -, to give in together, Plut.



avvevejKai —.
<', aor. inf. of.<-, . for, to strike or dash
against a thing, c. dat., Hes.-, f. £a>, to lead out together, Hdt. : Pass, to

be carried away together, Anth.--', f . : aor. 2 -e|eiAov, Ion. inf. -e^Xeeiv :—to take out together, to help in removing, Hdt. :

—

Med., Eur. : to take away also, Xen. 2. to help in
taking, Eur., Xen.-, to assist in raising : Pass., aor. 1 part.

avve^apOeis being lifted tip at once, Plut. ; being
excited, at the same time, Luc.-', f. , to follow constantly, to

attend everywhere, Polyb.-, f ., to hear all together, Soph.<-|, f. , to abolish together, Plut.(-&, f.-, to have part in a
fault, Thuc, etc. ; with one, Dem., etc.<-, f. >, to remove together, Babr.-, f. -, to stir up together,

Plut. II. Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to rise

up at the same time, rise and comeforth with, Id. 2.

to rise in rebellion, revolt together, Id.--, f., to cheat together or also, Dem.-', (: ibo) to go out along with or together,

Thuc. ; c. dat., Xen.<-|, f . Att. -, to drive out along with or

together, Aesch.
cruv-, f. , to draw out together, Anth.--|' : aor. 2- : Dep. :

—

to go or come
out with, Hdt., Eur.-, f. , to search out and examine along
zvith or together, Plat. :—Pass., 01^^
tlvos or his party or adherents, Dem.<-, to assist in finding out, Eur., Isocr.-, Pass, to be civilised together, Plut.--, f ., to trace out along with, ri Plut.-, f., to help to urge on, Isocr. II.

intr. to rush forth or sally out together, Xen.-', f., to thrust out together, Strab.

<-<39, , poet, for-, =, a joining,

joint, II.--, f. , to lead together against, Thuc. 2.

to join in bringing in a foreign force to aid, Id.-, f.-, Dep. to join in stirring

up a contest besides, Polyb.-, poet, -, f.-, to join in cele-

brating, Eur.-, f. , . , to approve together,

give joint assent, consent, Aesch., Xen. ;—c. inf.,

<r. to join in the recommendation to fight,

Thuc. ;—. to consent or agree to, Id. II.

to join in praising, Xen., Plat.

--',,, ov, joining in approbation of a thing,. elvai to give one's consent to a thing, or

absol., Hdt. ; c. acc. et inf. to consent that . . , Id.--, f. -, to raise or lift at the same
time, Xen. :—Pass, to be elevated together with,

Luc. II. to urge on together or also, Xen. :

—

Pass, to rise together with others, c. dat., Plut.-, f. -, Dep. to accuse also of a
things Thuc.

773(-, Pass, to continue soaring over, Plut.--', f., to follow closely, Plat.(- [~),.-,join in repelling, Thuc.--, to make to rise tip against to-

gether. II. Pass., with aor. 2 act., to join in a
revolt, Hdt., Thuc. ; or' Hdt.-'-, Dor. for -4, aor. 1 of.-, aor. 1€ (v.) to

join in reestablishing, Dem.--, Ion. for-.(, aor. 1 of.--',( ibo) to join in attacking, Thuc.-, to rush in upon together, Plut.-', Med. to help to bring in, Xen.-, f .-, to drink off together, Anth.(- [], f . , to help to make light, i. e.

to assist in bearing, Hdt.-, f. , to help in inflicting,

Plut. ; . to help to fix a suspicion on him,

Id. II. c. acc. pers. to transfix,

)) charging him with all the force of

his horse, Id.<-£, f. , to contend also with, Anth.-', aor. 2 of., Ion. aor. 2 of.', aor. 2 of^.-, f., to help to direct ox guide, Plut.-, f., Dep. to join in prayer, Thuc;
but c. inf. fut. to make a vow also to do a thing, Xen.--', f. , to join in a chant or chorus,

Xen. II. to resound with a thing, Luc.(-, f.-, to mount together, €-
on the wall, Plut.-, f.-, to apply one's mind also, to

consider a thing together, Polyb. II. to coincide

with, Kaipols Id.--, Pass, to be damaged together

with, Arist.-, f . , to join in plotting against
another, Xen.(-,, afellow-registrar,fellow-clerk,\socv.«- or -, to point out together, Polyb.-, to ascribe to divine interposition, Plut.-'', .\, to desire along with, Tiros Xen.-, Pass, to join in attacking, Ar.-, to break down at once, Plut.--', f., to help to adorn, Xen., Arist./-, f. , to join as an ally, help to

relieve, Xen.-, f. , to lighten at the same time,

Plut. II. to help in relieving, Id.·-7, to move backwards and forwards
together with, Xen.-, f. >, to help to conceal, Plut.-, Med. to take part in together,

have a share in, partake in, c. gen. rei, Hdt., Thuc. :

. to take part with or assist one in a thing,

Luc. ; . to contribute towards in-

creasing their fear, Thuc. 2. c. gen. pers. to take

the part of, Plut. II. Act. in same sense, \6y<p

epy<? to take part with him
in word and deed, Thuc.



774 —-', Dep.() to join in taking care

of or attending to, tivos Thuc., Xen. ; . rrjs

to have joint charge of the army, Xen. ; absol., Id.-, , , a coadjutor, Xen.-, £., to incline towards together, Plut.-., to help to strengthen, Plut.-,', f. -, to examine together

•with, Xen.-, f. [], to draw on together,

Plut. II. Med. to draw on along with one, esp.

to ruin, Plat., Dem., etc.--, f., to join in forcing onward, Xen.-, Dep. to be privy to, Xen., Luc.-', f ., to act as a common patron, Plat,-.', to send with or together, Luc.-, f . , to join in making war,
with another, Thuc, Dem.-', f. , to turn at the same time,
Plat. 2. to help to make attentive, Plut.-, f. [], to join in supporting, Xen.-, f. -, to help to aggravate, Polyb.-, f., to help to accomplish, Plut. 2.

to joi7i in performing, Xen.-, f .-, to help in putting on, Plut. II.

Med. to join in attacking, Thuc. ; |. to

fall to the work together, Id.-, f., to join in chiding, Plut.- [t], f. , to destroy at once, Xen.-, 6, a joint guardian, Dem.-, f.-, to join in applying, Plut.-', to attack together, Polyb.-, Dep. to join in lying, Luc.-, to join in ratifying a law, Arist.-, aor. of*.-, aor. 2- : Dep. :

—

to folTow along
with, follow closely, absol., Od., Thuc, etc. ; c. dat.,

Hdt., etc. ; (thy fortunes)

remained not constant to thy life, Soph. 2. .
to follow the argument to its consequences, Plat.

:

—absol., Ifollow, i. e. understand, Id.-, f.-, to swear besides, Xen.-, f . , to join in contributing, to collect,

Luc. :—Med. to receive contributions, Plut.-, , , a joi?it lover, Xen.
(a), f. [], to pour together, gather to-

gether, Koyovs Isocr.- (), impf. --, to love together with,
Eur. ; so in Ep. med. inf., Bion.--, f.- : Dep. :

—

to work with, co-

operate, Soph. ; . to contribute towards
or to a thing, Xen. II. aor. -^, pf.- in pass, sense, ^ stones

wrought so as to fit together, i. e. in ashlar-work,

Thuc;^ epyov it was wrought, Anth.- [], , , a fellow-workfnan, helpmate,
coadjutor, Soph., Eur. ; c. gen. an accomplice or
assistant in a thing, Eur., [t], , , poet, for vpy, Anth.- [],, , fern, of o-uvepyarys.', impf. -'pyov, (auvepyos) to work together
with, help in work, cooperate, Eur., Xen., etc. ;

—

generally, to cooperate with, assist, Dem. Hence

•(., aros, , assistance, support, Polyb., , , poet, for auvepyarys, Anth., , (^/) joint working, cooperation,
Arist. ; in bad sense, conspiracy, collusion, Dem.
--yos, op, (*) working together, joining or
helping in work, and as Subst. afellow-workman, help-

mate, coadjutor, accomplice, Eur., Thuc, etc.; c. dat.

pers., Eur., Thuc :—c. g'en. rei, .$ helping to

make it, Pind.; . ipyoov, helping towards
them, Eur. ; . tivos helping a person in a thing,

Xen. ; or irpos Id. II. of the same trade
as another, a fellow-workman, colleague, Dem.-', old form of Att., f. : Ep., impf. cruveepyov or auveepyadov :

—

to shut up
or enclose together, Horn., Soph. II. to fasten
together, Od. :

—

to unite, Plat.-', f . , to join in a work, help, Soph.-, f. , to set firmly together, Od. : to bind
together, bind fast, Eur. :—Pass.,^ with one's hands tight bound, Id. 2. .

to reason closely, Plut. II. intr.

to meet in close conflict, Id.-', Att. -, fut. without pres. in use (v.-
yo) : pf.- :

—

to speak with or together, ad-
vocate, support in a speech, c. dat., Xen., Dem.-', , a helpmate, Od., Ar.; . assistant

arts, Plat. ; . Anth.-, , , () of a speaker, driving
his opponent into a corner, cogent, Ar., ,() close union, wedlock, Plat.', pf. pass, of.-, f.-, but the Att. fut. is( ibo) : Dep. with aor. 2 and pf. act. :

—

to go to-

gether or in company, II. II. to come together,

assemble, Hdt., Eur., etc. ; . is Hdt. ; . $
Id. ; simply, . to have dealings or

intercourse with, Soph. 2. in hostile sense, to meet
in battle, Hdt.; also of the battle,

engaged in, contested by them, Thuc. 3.

to come together, be bonded together, Eur., Plat. : to

form a league, Dem. 4. c acc. cogn.,

joined in this expedition,

Thuc. ; so, shared thy bed,

Soph. III. of things, to be joined in one, Id.,

Eur.; of numbers, to make up a sum, Hdt. 2. of

events, to concur, happen together, Id.<-, f. ], to ask with or at the same time,

Luc. II. to establish a point by means of question

and answer, Id., aor. 2 imper. of., Att., ,(-( ibo)) a coming
together, union, Od. II.{) quick comprehension, mother-wit, intelli-

gence, sagacity, Thuc. ; of animals, Plat. 2. c
gen. rei, intelligence in a thing, sagacity in respect

to it, Id.; tivos Thuc III. conscience,—, Eur. IV. a branch ofart or science, Arist.7£, aor. of., aor. 2 of., pf. pass. part, of., for-, pf. part, of.', pf. pass. part, of.



crvvecTTeov —, verb. Adj. of (e?/ti sum), one must
associate with, Plat,, aor. of., Adv. pf. part, of, steadfastly,
gravely, Arist., aor. 2 of.-, f. [], to entertain in one's house,
Anth. :—Pass, to feast along with or together, Dem.-, ov, () sharing one's hearth or house,
afellow-lodger, guest, Lat. contubernalis, Soph., Eur.;— hisfellow-citizens, Aesch. :—c. dat.

pers., . \ Plat. ; c. dat. rei, .] associates with me in the feast, Eur. 2. of Zeus,
guardian of the hearth, Aesch.', Adv. part. pf. pass, of, in
a close packed manner, tersely, Arist., , ,() — 1 1, a party, ban-
quet, Hdt., for-, pf. part, of., aor. 2 of.-', 6, a companion, partner, comrade, Hdt.

[], aor. 2 pass, of.', aor. 2 of., -h, ,() intelligent, sagacious, wise,
Lat. prudens, Hdt., Pind., etc.; =,
Eur., Thuc. :—c. gen. rei, intelligent in a thing-,-
tos Eur. ; also c. ace, . Id. II.

pass, intelligible, Theogn., Hdt., etc. ; act. and pass,

senses conjoined, ev^vveros Eur. III.
Adv. -Tats, intelligently, Id. 2. intelligibly,

Plut.-', f., to share in happiness, Xen.-, f. , to consent to a thing, c. dat.,

. T. 2. to sympathise with, lb.-, f .-, to sleep with, Hdt., Soph. II.

in the time coincident with
sleep, Aesch.', f., to enjoy the day or be happy to-

gether, Plut.-, Pass, to lie with, Pind., Soph.-, Pass., =, Hdt., Luc.-, , , a bed-fellow, husband, consort,

Eur. :—fern.', 100s, a wife or concubine, Id.-, 0, , () a consort, Pind., Trag.-, to derive profit together, Dem.-', f. ), to help to contribute, Dem. 2.

c. gen. rei, to assist by contributing towards, Id. 3.

to help in contriving, Plut.-', f., to be fortunate together, Eur.-, f., Dep. to pray with or together,

Eur. ;, |. Ijoin in the same prayer, Id.-', Pass, to fare sumptuously or feast to-

gether, with one, Luc.-, Ion.-, f.-, Dep. : 1.

c. gen. rei, to take part in, * Pind. ;

those who take part in [the war],
Aeschin. 2. c. gen. pers. to join one in attack-

ing, Hdt.-, f. , to wait to fight the conqueror,
Polyb. :

—

. to watch closely, Id.-', aor. 1- (cf .) :

—

to draw after
or along with one together, Plat.

-. 11^-, aor. 2 -, Ion.-,
Dep. :

—

to follow together, Hdt. ; with one, Xen.-', , at the age of youth together, a young
comrade, Aeschin.-,

.

- : aor.-

:

—to set on
the watch together, make atte?itive, Polyb. :—then (sub.

), to attend to, observe along with, Id. II.

Pass,, with aor. 2 act. to stand over,

superintend along with or together, Thuc. 2. to

rise up together, tivos against one, . T., , () continuity, Arist. 2. con-

nexion or sequence of words or arguments, Luc. II.

continued attention, perseverance, Dem., Ep. for—, aor. 1 of., ,() holding together : I. of space,

continuous, contiguous, Thuc, Plat.:— c. dat. con-

tinuous with or contiguous to, in a line with, Hdt.,

Eur. II. of Time, continuous, unintermitting

,

Xen. ; —, Thuc. III. of

persons, constant, persevering, Xen.
B. Adv., Ion.- : 1. of Time, con-

tinually,Hes.; Sup.- Xen. 2. with Numbers,
continuously, Ar., Thuc. II. in Ep. as

Adv., II.; unceasing ever, Od. \_
Horn., and Hes., the first syll. being lengthd.]-, f., to join in hating, Anth.', poet, for, Soph.-', f . |o> : aor. 2 :—fut. med. in pass,

sense, Dem. :

—

to hold or keep together, II. : to enclose,

encompass, embrace, Hes., Plat. 2. to keep to-

gether, keepfrom dispersing, of soldiers, Xen., Dem. :

—then, . to keep the state together, keep itfrom
falling to pieces, Eur.;

. Plat.; . Dem.; so, .
to keep the rowers together, make them pull

in time, Thuc. 3. to constrain or force one to a
thing, N.T. 4. to compress, oppress, lb.: Pass.

to beconstrained, oppressed, afflicted, Hdt., Att. II.

intr. to meet, Arist.-', (, with inserted) to fall in with,

c. dat., Babr.-, 6, , () a youngfriend, Eur.', f .,() to be an advocate, .
to be his advocate, plead his cause, Ar., Aeschin.

;

also . Dem. ; Arist. II. .
to second the accuser, Soph. Hence, , advocacy of another's cause, a speech in

his behalf, Aeschin. ; and, , 6v, of or for :

—

-
yopiKov the advocate's fee, being a drachma per diem
paid to the public, Ar.-, ov, () speaking with, of the same
tenor with, Soph. II. as Subst. one who speaks

with another, an advocate, Aesch. :—at Athens the

were of two kinds, 1. public advocates,

ten being appointed annually to represent the state,

Ar., Dem., etc. 2. private advocates, counsel, who
were not allowed to take a fee, Dem

.

-&, Ion. for -\, 2 pi. plqpf- of.-, f.- : aor. 1- : Dep. :

—

to

rejoice together, Plat., Xen., etc. :

—

. to rejoice

with, sympathise with, Hdt., Att. 2. c. dat. rei,
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to rejoice at a thing-

, be pleased, gratified, Arist. ;

Xen. 3. c. dat. pers. et rei, Soph.<-, f. , to make pleasant to the taste :
—

generally, to help in cheering, Arist., ,() habitual intercourse, acquaint-

ance, society, intimacy, Lat. consuetudo, Aeschin.,

etc. II. habit, custom, habituation, h. Horn.,

Plat. : c. gen., habituation to a thing, Dem. 2.

the customary use of a phrase, Aeschin.-, es, gen. eos, contr. ous, () dwelling or

living together, accustomed or used to each other,

Hes. : like each other in habits, Thuc, Plat. :

—

.
intimate with one, Plat. II. habituated, accus-

tomed, to a thing, Id. 2. of things, habitual,

customary, usual, ordinary, Soph., Thuc. ; rb' your habitual quietness, Thuc. ; rb

custom, Xen. III. Adv. -, habitually, as is

usual, Aeschin., pf. pass, of., aor. 1 of.-, f. , to have come together, to be assembled,
to meet, Thuc. II. . els to meet in a point, Xen., aor. 2 of.-, ikos, , , of like or equal age, Lat. aequalis,

a playmate, comrade, Aesch., Anth.- and-, ecus, , (, aor. 2 of) a meeting, assembly, Anth., , 6, a daily companion, Arist. From-, f. , to pass the day together or with,
Xen., etc., , used in pi., like, agreements,

covenants, solemn promises, II. From, ov,{) united., Dor. and Att., ov,() linked
with, accompanying, c. dat., Od., Pind. 2. absol.

joined in wedlock, and as Subst. a consort, Eur.-, f.,() to assist in rowing : gene-
rally, to assist, befriend, Soph.-, es, () thickly covered, Hdt., Plut. :

—

metaph., her clouded face, Eur., pf. pass, of.,-, aor. 1 act. and pass, of.-, Att.-, Pass, to be conquered
together, Xen.-', f. , to sound together or in unison,
Plut. II. to ring with, echo to, c. dat., Theophr., aor. 1 pass, of., aor. 1 of.', f., to sit with, . to take counsel
with the night, Eur. From-, ov, sitting with or together with, -

partner with Zeus of his throne, Soph. :

—

generally, a partner, Eur.-, f. , to warm together: — metaph. to

warm or soothe by flattery besides, Aesch.-, f. , to bury together, join in burying,
Aesch., Trag., Plat., etc. ; one with another,

Eur. :—Pass, to be buried with, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-, Dep. : to view together, of spectators at

games, Plat., Xen. 2. to examine together, Xen.-, , , a fellow-spectator, Plat,, aor. 2 med. part, of.

-,, Ep. for -, aor. 2 med. imper. of.-, to reap together, Ar., ,() mostly in pi., like, a
covenant, treaty, II. ; Ep. gen. pi. lb., ,() a putting together, composi-
tion, combination, Plat. ; , i. e.

syllables and words, Aesch. :—also, of an author's com-
position, Isocr. II. metaph., like, an
agreement, treaty, Pind., Plut. III. Lat. synthesis

was a suit of clothes, Mart. ; esp. a loose gown, worn
at dinner-parties, Id., verb. Adj. one must compound, Plat., , ,() skilled in putting to-

gether, constructive, Plat., Luc.-, ov, put together, composite, compound,
Plat., Xen. : complex, Arist. II. put together,

fictitious, Aesch. III. metaph. agreed upon,
by agreement, Lat. ex composito, Hdt.-', f .-, to run together with : metaph.,

ye this counsel will

not run smoothly, will not succeed, for us, Od. II.

to run together, meet in one point, Xen.-, f ., to act as or go to a festival
together, Lys. ; · with one, Ar., ,() a composition, of words and
sentences, Luc. II. a conventional agreement,
convention, compact, Plat., Arist. ; , ex
composito, by agreement, Plat. ; con-

ventionally, Arist. 2. the article of a compact or

treaty, Thuc. :—mostly in pi. the articles of agree-

ment, and collectively, a contract, compact, covenant,
treaty, Hdt., Att.; Hdt., .;

according to the covenant, Isocr.

;

, . Thuc.,, ,() anything agreed upon,
a preconcerted signal, Hdt., Thuc. ; so, eyye-

having symbols inscribed upon it,

Soph. 2. a watchword, Hdt., Thuc, etc.; .
the word is passed round, Xen. ; <r.-, to pass it, Id. 3. any token or

sign, Soph. 4. =, an agreement, covenant,
Plat. ; . Xen. ; by agree-

ment, Lat. ex composito, Hdt., Thuc. ; so, . Hdt., , , one who joins in quest of,

Xen. From-, f. [a], to hunt together, join in the

chase, Xen.; with one, Id. 2. to catch or find
together, in Med., Soph. :—Pass.,^
hands caught and bound together, Id., , , =, Xen. From-, f. , =, Plat.-, ov, () hunting with, Xen. : absol.

hunting in company, Anth. 2. c gen. joining
in quest of, Xen.-, , , a partner in the : gener-

ally, a fellow, comrade, Ar.-, f. [], to crush together

:

—Pass, to be

broken in pieces, . T.- [t], f ., to press together, compress, Arist.-,.-, to die with or together, Aesch.,

Soph., etc. ; c. dat., Soph. :—of

things, embers expiring with (the



flames), Aesch. ; yap . accom-
panies them even in death, Soph.miv- [~\,, , a partaker in a feast, Eur.--, Pass, to be broken in pieces, shivered,
Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.)*-, £., to break in pieces, shiver, Eur.<-, ov, mourning with, Anth. : a partner
in mourning, Arist.<-, f. , to share in a triumph, Plut.--, , enthroned with, Anth.

<niv-0poog, ov, sounding together with, accompanying,
c. dat., Anth.-, f. , to break in pieces : to crush, . T.<-, f. -, to offer sacrifice together, join in
sacrifice, Aeschin. ; with one, Eur., aor. 2 inf. of., 3 sing-, of' (as if from).<, Ep. for, inf. of'.
-,, , a fellow-priest, Plut.-, only in pres. and impf. to sink in, collapse,

Theocr., Plut. 2. to sink, of the wind, Luc., , a settlement, collapse, Plut.-, .--\, to sit together, to hold a sitting, Hdt.-, Att. £-, 2 pers. -' ; 3 sing, and pi. -?,-; imperat. i-vviei; 3 sing. subj.-t?7; inf. -,
Ep. -; part, -ids :—impf.' or- ; 3 pi., Ep. :—f. :—aor. 1, Ep.

: aor. 2 imper., part, :—Med., 3
sing. aor. 2, 1 pi. subj..

I. to bring or s<?ii together, in hostile sense, like

Lat. committere, II. 2. Med.
/ come together, come to an agreement, lb. II.

metaph. to perceive, hear, c. acc. rei, Horn., etc. ; c.

gen. pers., II. ; rarely c. gen. rei, lb. 2. to under-
stand, £. to understand one another's lan-

guage, Hdt. ; mostly c. acc. rei, Id., Att. :—absol.,

to the intelligent, Theogn.-', f.- : aor. 2- :

—

to pertain
to, inte rest, Arist., Ep. for, inf. of ( ibo)., 3 pi. of' (as if from).-, , a joint commander of horse, Hdt.-,, , a comrade in cavalry service, Dem., Ep. 3 pi. impf. of ( ibo) went
together. II. Ep. 3 pi. plqpf. of, shared
in the knowledge.-, =- ill, . .-, impf. -: f.: aor. 1 -

:

—

to set together, combine, associate, unite,

band together, Hdt., Thuc. ;

to bring prophetic art into union with himself, i.e. to

win, acquire it, Hdt. II. to put together, or-

ganise, frame, Thuc, Dem. :

—

to contrive, .
iiri Hdt. ; . to settle prices, Dem. ; so in

aor. 1 med., Isocr. III. to bring together as

friends, introduce or recommend one to another,
Plat., etc. : Pass., Xen. 2. of

a debtor, to offer another as a guarantee, Isocr.

. Pass., with aor. 2 act. ; pf .,
part,, contr.,, or 6s, Ion.,, : also f. med. :

—

to

jstand together, Hdt., Xen. ; of soldiers, to form in

—. J J J
order of battle, Xen. II. in hostile sense,

when battle is joined, II. :—so, of per-

sons, to meet him in fight, be engaged
with, Hdt., Att. :—absol.,

when the generals were at issue^ Hdt. 2. to be in-

volved in a thing, Id. ,·

ay&vi Thuc. III. to form a league or union,

Id. ; the conspirators, Ar. ; so, 01 -, Thuc, Aeschin. 2. gener-

ally, to be connected or allied, as by marriage, c. acc
cogn., Soph. IV. to be

put together, organised, framed, Xen. 2. to arise,

become, take place, Dem. 3. to hold together, en-

dure, continue, Hdt. : in military sense,

a well-disciplined army, Eur. ;

a standing army, Dem. V. to be

compact, solid, firm, Xen. VI. to be contracted,

— . II. 2, Eur.-, opos, , , knowing along with another,

conscious, as the gods are witnesses,

Soph., etc. 2. c. acc. (with the verbal constr.),

conscious of many evils, Aesch., f., to help to dry up :—metaph. to

join with in reducing, Eur.-, f. , to help to strengthen, Xen.-, — :—Pass, to be afflicted, Plat,-, to dwell with others, c. dat., Aesch., Soph,-, f. , to pack tight together, Hdt.- [], , , a shipmate, Soph,-, f., to engage in a sea-fight along
with others, c. dat., Hdt., Ar.-, , , a shipmate, Soph., Eur.-', f . -, to tend together, of the shepherd :

generally, to make one's associate, Plut.', Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.-, f. , to incline to a point, converge,

Plut. II. to consent, agree, Soph,-', ov,() cloudy, overcast, Thuc.-', pf.-, to collect clouds, Ar. :—impers.

it is cloudy (cf. ), Arist. II. metaph.

of persons, wearing a clouded look,

Eur. From-, is, () clouded over, cloudy :—of per-

sons, gloomy, Eur.-', f. -, to pile or heap together, heap up,

Hdt. :—Pass., pf. part, Thuc. ; Ion. 3 pi.

pf. pass, Hdt.-', f .-, to swim together or with, Luc.-, f .-, Dep. to swim with, Luc.-, to have part in a victory with, Eur.-', f., to meditate or reflect upon a thing,

Soph., Plat. :—so in Med., Eur. II. to perceive

by thinking, comprehend, understand, Plat., etc. :

—

so in Med., Ar. Hence, Ion. -, , meditation, deep thought, Soph.,

etc. ;
wrapt in thought, Hdt. 2.

anxious thought, anxiety, Aesch., Eur. ;.
by remorse for the deed, Eur.-, ov,() feeding together, gregarious,

Ar., etc. : metaph., associated with

miseries, Aesch. 2. . partner with one

in a thing, partner of the bed, Id. :
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metaph., , of the Symple-
gades which lie between two seas, Eur. 3. absol.

as Subst.,, , , a partner, mate, of soldiers,

Aesch., Soph. ; of a wife, Soph.

--voos, ov, Att. contr. -» ovv, in deep thought,

thoughtful, Isocr. 2. thoughtful, circumspect,

Arist.-, f ., to be sick or ill together, Eur. ; Tivt

with one, Id.--, ov, helping to deck a bride, Eur.-, f. , to travel hi company, Plut., , a journey in company, Cic. II. a

party of travellers, caravan, Strab., N.T.- [], , d, the member of , Anth.(-, f. , to travel together, with
one, Luc. ; and, , a travelling together, Babr. From-, , a fellow-traveller, Xen., Luc.-, , 7), =, Anth.-, , an assembly, meeting, Hdt., Att. j -

political unions, Ar., Thuc. 2. a national
meeting, like^, Thuc, Arist. 3. in hostile

sense, a meeting of two armies, Ar., Thuc, etc. II.

of things, a coming together, in-coming, -
Hdt. 2. a meeting, junction,, of the straits of the Hellespont, Eur. ; .

rod the junction resulting

from approximation, Plat.-, pf. with pres. sense (there being no pres.'), pi., 3 pi.- ; imper.

:

inf.- :—plqpf. with impf. sense,, Att.

-, dual -\, pi.-,-,-, Ion. 2 pi.- : f., rarely :
—to share in

knowledge, be cognisa?it of a. thing, be privy to it, Lat.

conscius esse, Hdt., Att. 2. to

be conscious of a thing, Ar., Plat., etc. :—with part.,

which may be a. in nom., £.
5

Plat. ; without the reflex. Pron. to be con-

scious that, y eis e/t Eur. b.

in dat., £. I am conscious that

I know nothing, Plat. c. in ace,'4· I know well that thou admirest him,
Aesch. 3. absol., an accomplice, . Thuc.

;

also, |. Id. b. neut. =,
joint knowledge, consciousness, Dem.-, f. , to bind together as friends or

kinsmen, to associate or combine with, Plut.,

etc. : Pass, to be closely united, Arist.--', f., to dwell together, Plat., etc.; .
to live with, Aesch., etc. 2. to live together in wed-
lock, cohabit, Hdt., Eur., etc. ;

yiveTai from their marriage sprang Cleis-

thenes, Hdt. 3. metaph., a> the grief

with which he is associated, Soph. ; so, . Eur.

;

, Plat. ; iv . being versed
in the ways of horses, Eur. b. reversely, with the

thing as subject, ypa ' 7
old age with which all evils are associated, Soph.; of

the poisoned robe of Hercules, to cling closely , Id. II.

c. acc. loci, to colonise jointly with, .
Hdt. :—Pass., of a country, to be thicklypeopled,

Xen. Hence

,,. that with which one lives, a house-

fellow, Hdt. : and, , cohabitation,

(Ion. for -), Hdt. ; and,, , a house-fellow, Aesch., , =,
will accept the offer of living with her, Aesch. II.

a body of people living together, a settlement, com-
munity, Plat. III. a house in which several

families live, a house divided into fiats, Lat. insula,

opp. to (a dwelling occupied by one family"*, Thuc.,.

Xen., etc. 2. a back-room, outhouse, Ar.-, f . Att. : pf.- :

—

to make to live

with, Isocr. ; . 0vyaT^pa to give him one's

daughter in marriage, Hdt. II. to combine in

one city, unite under a capital or metropolis, .
(sc. ) Thuc. :—Pass.,

the city having been regularly for?ned, opp. to, Id. III. to join in

peopling or colonising z. country, Eur., Thuc. IV.
generally to unite, associate, Plut.

? ,[] a joint lodging : pi.

(sc. ), , a public feast in memory of Theseus''

uniting all Attica under Athens, celebrated on the

17th Boedromion, Thuc, , union with the capital, Thuc. ; and, , a living together, marriage, Plut. II.

=, Id.; and,, , a fellow-colonist, Pind.-, f. , to build together, Plut. :

—

metaph. in Pass, to be edified together, of believers,

N.T. 2. Pass, to be built i?i with other materials^

Thuc.-, ov, dwelling in the same house with others,,

c. dat., Aesch. ; . to enter the house as an
inmate, Soph. :—of persons living in the same
country, a fellow-inhabitant, denizen, Hdt., Thuc,
etc. 2. metaph. associated with, wedded to,

used to, of persons, |. aya Soph. ;

Plat. :—of things, associated with, ·
Aesch., etc-, , living at home together : c. gen., .
a partner in mischief, Eur.-, f. , to have compassion on, Xen.-, aor. 1 -, Dep. to hold the savie

opinion with others, to assent, Plat., fut. of.- or -, f.-, to slip and fall

together, Plut., etc.-, to destroy together, Bion :—Med., aor. 2-, to perish along with, Eur.
'-, f. , to raise a loud cry together, Xen., ov, and , ov, all together, Plat., etc. II., as Adv. on the whole, in general,

altogether, Id., etc. :—reg. Adv., Isocr.-, d, , one of the same blood, a brother or

sister, Aesch., Eur.

cruv-, f., to make quite level, Plut.-, f., to follow along with, attend on,

Solon ; absol., Eur.-, , =, Anth.-, Dor. -,, , , a comrade, Theocr.
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Plut. 2. to promise by oath, Soph.;-
joined in swearing death against

him, Aesch. II. to join in a league or confederacy

,

Id., Thuc. 2. to form a confederacy with others,

c. dat., Thuc. : in bad sense, to conspire, Hdt., Ar., etc.-, f., to be similarly affected with,

Arist.-, f., to say the same thing with, to

agree with, Hdt., Xen., etc. :

—

to confess together,

confess, concede, . Thuc. :—of disputants,

to agree tipon certain points, c. ace, Xen., Plat. ;—
so in Med., Plat. :

— Pass.,

Xen., etc. II. to agree to do, promise,

Id. III. to come to terms with, ?nake a covenant
with, Id.-, f ., to abut upon a place, c. dat., . T.-, ov, having the same name with, c. gen.,

Anth.-, , a companion, Plat,-, ov,) under arms together, allied,

Eur.-, , , () seeing the whole together,

taking a comprehensive view, Plat. ; and-, ov, () that can be seen at a glance,

in full view, Arist. From--, f.- : aor. 2 -e7dov, inf. -7 : cf.

:

—

to see together or at the same time,

Xen. II. to see in one view, see at a glance,

whether with the eyes or mind, Plat., Dem. :—in

speaking, to take a general view, Isocr., etc.-, aor. -' : Dep. :

—

to be angry
together with, Isocr., Dem., etc., f. -,() to be conterminoiLS, Polyb.-, ov, dawning along with, avyaTs

dawning with the first beams of day, Aesch.- [], only in pres., to rouse or stir up together,

II. :—Pass., the lines with one
impulse, lb.-, ov, bound together by oath, Xen.-, f. , to bring to anchor together, Xen.-, Pass. =, to start or set forth
together, (in poet. aor. 2 part,), Aesch.

-opos, Ion.-, ov, conterminous with, -
or ' Plut.: metaph.,

dust twin-sister of mud, Aesch.-, Ion. for-., Ion. -, , (,, part, of)
a being with, social intercourse, society, conversation,

communion, Hdt., Att.; . communion
with the divinity, Plat. ,· so, by long
intercourse with the disease, Soph. ; ^
. their intercourse with him, Xen. ; in pi., -, = , Soph. 2. inter-

course with a teacher, attendance on his lectures,

Xen. 3. cohabitation, Plat., Xen. II. a
society, company, party, Hdt., Plat., etc. Hence, , , a companion, disciple, Xen., , , suitedfor society, sociable, Ar.-, f.-, ^) Pass, to have
the brow knitted, with knitted brow,

Soph. ; with frowning counte-
nance, Eur.-, , gen. vos, with meeting eyebrows, Theocr.-, Pass, to travel together in a chariot, Plut., Att. -, ,{) a being held together,

at a narrow part of the road,

II. II. constraint, affliction, anguish, N.T ., Adv.\) holding together, Anth., ov,() joined together : metaph. agree-

ing with, suiting, Eur., Ep. intr. pf. of (for) , to

be held together, shoulders

contracted upon the chest, II.

-ovj/is, , , a general view, Plat., fut. of.,, that which is put together in order : 1.

a body of troops, squadron, contingent, Xen. 2.

the constitution of a state, . a form of

constitution, Isocr. 3. an arrangement of musical
notes, Arist. 4. a regular collection of writings,
a work, book, doctrine, Plut. 5. — II. 3,

Aeschin.-, , , the leader of

(), Luc., aor. 2 pass. part, of.-&, f ., to endure hardships together,

share in misery, Soph,, Ion. for., f. [], =, to stretch together,

(Dor. for-) bringing
together the issues of many events, Pind., , ,() a putting together, ar-

ranging, arrangement, organisation, order, Thuc,
Xen. : rule, Dem. 2. a systematic treatise,

Arist. : a narrative, Polyb. 3. grammatical con-

struction, syntax, Luc. II. a body of troops,

. their contingent towards ,,
Xen. 2. a covenant, contract, Dem. 3. an
assigned impost, contribution, Id., Aeschin.' 4. a

payment, allowance, pension, Dem.-, Att. -, f. , to throw all together

into confusion, to confound, disturb, trouble, Lat-

conturbare, II., Hdt., Att. :— Pass.,

air is confounded with sea, Aesch. :

to be thrown into confusion, of soldiers, Thuc. ; of

social order, Soph., Thuc; metaph. of persons, to be

confounded, greatly troubled, much distressed, Hdt.-, Att. -, f. £, to put in order together,

esp. of soldiers, to draw tip, put in array, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc ; <r. to draw up the foot

in line with the horse, Xen. :—Pass, to be drawn up

I

in line, Eur., etc. ;

in the best order of all the army, Thuc.

:

! —so in Med. to form in line, or

with others, Xen. ;—but the Med. is also

trans., aya having drawn up
his phalanx, Id. 2. in Pass., of single persons, to

\
be collected, resolute, steady, Thuc, Xen. II. to

j

arrange, organise, Plat. :—in bad sense, to concoct,

Aeschin. :—Pass, to be organised, Arist. ; ol-
j

the conspirators, Xen. 2. of taxation, to fix

j

or assess a payment, Aeschin. :—Pass, to be organised
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for paying contributions, Dem. :—Med. to agree to

such assessment, Id. 3. c. inf. to ordain, pre-

scribe, . iroieiv Xen., Aeschin. ; of a physician,

. Plut. :—Pass, to be prescribed,€- Dem. III. Med. to agree

together, Id. IV". Med. also, . to take leave

of one, bid him farewell, Anth.(- [], f., to hurry on, Hdt. II.

intr., fiios life hastens to an end, Id.-', pf. pass, of.', pf. pass, of.-, f. -Tevco, to stretch together, strain, draw
tight, brace up, Eur., Plat. 2. to strain to the

uttermost, urge on, exert, Eur. ; <) €4]
with earnest purpose, Xen. 3. intr. in Act. to

exert oneself, strive, hasten, Lat. contendere, Plat.,

Plut. II. to direct earnestly to one point,

Plat. 2. intr. to direct all one's powers to one
object, to be bent upon doing a thing-, c. inf., Eur.

;

. eis Dem. ; Trpos Isocr., etc.-, f. Att. , to help to build a wall or for-
tification, Thuc, Xen.-, Dep. to conjecture from signs or

symptoms, to calculate, Thuc, Xen.-, to breed children with, Xen.-', =€4 in, to belong to, Pind., ,(& ), a joint payment, joint
contribution for public burdens, Dem. ; els . ayeiv

ras xopyyias, i. e. to leave the choregia to be defrayed
by subscription, Id. II. at Athens, a partner-
shipfor bearingpublic burdens, Decret. ap. Dem. 2.

generally, a company, of the gods, who separately

were called, Aesch. III. combination of
efforts, the consummation of a -scheme, Polyb.-', f., to bring quite to an end, complete,

accomplish, . to make up the whole ex-

pense, Dem. ; . els to make up
the number of ioo chariots, Xen.: — so in Med.,
Polyb. II. to pay towards common expenses,

contribute, Aeschin., Dem. III. since at Athens
all citizens were classed acc. to the contributions to

which they were liable, . els . . meant to belong to a
class, be counted in it, cr. eis avfipas Isocr. ; els Tobs

Dem. :—hence . els 'Ad^t/as, els ,
used of a number of small states tributary or subject

to a larger, Thuc. ; c. dat., . Isocr.--, , , (re\os) joining in payment, a con-

tributor, Dem. 2. belonging to the same -
TeXeia (n) or company, Id. :—metaph., [] Ylapis,

oijTe cr. neither Paris nor his associate city,

Aesch. II. tributary, Dem. Hence-', Ion.- ; f. - : aor. 2 -4€,
inf. -ee?v

:

—to cut in pieces : to cut down, cut
short, Lat. concidere, Thuc. : — metaph. to curtail,

abridge, Aesch., Ar. :—esp. of expenses, Thuc, Xen.:
of persons, to cut off, Soph. 2. cr. /as to cut
out, shape them, Xen. II. seemingly intr. (sub.) to cut the road short, cut across, Hdt. :—so,

of speech, to cut the matter short, speak briefly,

Eur. III. really intr., 5 as

the time became short, Hdt.<-, to whistle an accompaniment, Theophr.

.-, f., to border on, Polyb. From-', ov, bordering on, close together, Anth.-', Adv. part. pf. pass, of, in
set terms, Plat.-', Adv. part. pf. pass, of,
earnestly, eagerly, vigorously

, Ar., Plat.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf . pass.-4 :
—to bore through so as to meet, . tovs5 carrying their creeks through so as

to meet one another, Hdt. ; 'eWepov[^]
els . to run another gallery into one's

neighbour's mines, Dem. :—Pass, to be carried by a
connecting channel or duct, Plat., Arist. II.

metaph., 4€ let the word pierce

through thy ears, Aesch.-, pf. pass, of· :-,
inf.-, f . , to join in plots with, Plut.-, , , () practising the same art, c
gen. one's mate orfellow-workman, Ar.-, f. , to fuse into one mass, to weld to-

gether, Lat. conflare, Plat. 2. to melt down, dis-

solve : metaph. to make to waste or pine away,
Eur. II. Pass,, aor. -,
aor. 2 ~€] [] : and in same sense intr. pf. act.

:

—

to befused into one mass : metaph., <r.

to become absolutely one with another, c. dat.,

Eur., Plat. 2. to melt away, disappear, Xen. :

—

metaph. to waste or fall away, Eur.-', f. , to preserve together : Pass.,

. T. 2. to watch one's opportunity , Plut.-, f. -, to put together, Hdt., Xen.,

etc. ; . $ to close the lips, Eur. 2.

in Arithm. to add together, Hdt., Eur., etc. : also

auvT$e\s <4 adding laughter, Soph. II. to

put together, of builders, Thuc, Xen. 2. to con-

struct, frame, build, Hdt. :

—

. or tVc tivos to

compose or make one thing of another, Id. 3. to

construct or frame a story, Eur., Ar., etc. :—of an
author, to compose, Thuc. 4. to frame, devise,

contrive, (tui^else theframer of this plot, Soph.

;

. afoias Dem. 5. to put together, take in,

comprise, Eur. ; ev^? £uv0e\s putting things

shortly together, Soph.
B. Med.€, to put together for oneself,

i. e. to observe, take heed to,€ -,
Horn. ; and, simply, to perceive, hear, €
Od. : absol.,€ take heed, Horn. 2. to set in
order, organise, Xen. II. to conclude, form,
avpe 64€ Theogn. ; veat

Hdt. ; . to agree upon the fare,

Xen. :—Pass., veevos at the time

agreed upon, Plat. 2. c. inf. to covenant or agree

to do, Hdt., Thuc. 3. absol. to make a covenant,

Hdt., Xen.-, f. , to honour together or alike,

Lys. II. to estimate together :—Med., €-
bnep ·€ they fixed this

as the estimate of my contribution, Dem.-, f. £a>, to shake to the foundations,
eTlva^e, i. e. closed with him, Theocr.-,.-, towoundin manyplaces, Xen.
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aor. 2-, Eur., , conciseness, Plat., Arist. From, ov, () Lat. concisus, cut short,

abridged, shortened, esp. of a road, . a short

cut, Ar. ; the shortest cut, Hdt. ;

Thuc. ; (sub.) Hdt. 2.

of language, concise, brief, curt, short, Aesch.,

Eur., etc. 3. of Time,
Thuc. II. Adv. -, concisely, shortly, briefly,

Aesch., etc. :—so also neut. pi. Soph. : Comp.
and Sup. -, -, Isocr. ; also —,
Soph. 2. of Time, shortly, immediately, Id., Xen.,

etc., , intense application or exertion, Arist., ov,() strained tight, 5 . to

be strained tight, Xen. II. intense, impetuous,
violent, Soph. 2. of persons, earnest, serious,

severe, vehement, Plat., etc. : so of Music, severe,

Arist. :—Adv.-, intensely, eagerly, severely, Plat.;

so neut. pi., Eur. :—Comp.-, Arist.-, f. ", to act tragedy together, Luc.- [], ov, () a messmate, Xen.

;

. to live with one, Eur.-, oi, at,-,, three together, by threes, Od.-', f. -, to feed together or besides,

Xen. II. Pass, to grow up together, Id. ;

•with one, Eur. 2. of feelings or sentiments, to grow
up with, Arist., Plut. : to be organised, of bodies, Plat.-', f .- and- : aor. 2 --

:

—

to run together so as to meet, to encounter,

II. :—metaph., say with what
death she has met, Soph. 2. to assemble, gather
together, Hdt. ; of clouds, to gather, Id. ; of liquids,

to be mingled with, c. dat., Soph. 3. to come together,

concur, agree, Hdt., Xen. 4. to concur, coincide,

of time, Eur., Dem. ; . rivl to concur or coincide

with, Soph. II. to run alongside, Xen.-, f ., to shatter as with a trident, Eur.- [t], f . :—Pass., f.- : aor. 2- [t] :

—

to rub together, tr. to rub
dry sticks together to procure a light, Luc. II.

to shiver to atoms, Ar., etc. ; . to stave them
in, by running them aground, Thuc. 2. of persons,

to beat to a jelly, crush, Lat. contundere, Eur. :—c.

gen. partis, Isocr. ; and in

Pass., to have one's head
broken, Ar.-, , a partner in the equipment of a
trireme, Dem. :—, to be -, Lys., , a being reared together, common nur-
ture, Plut. II. a brood, Anth. From, ov,() brought up together with
another, c. dat., Hdt., Ar. :—often of domestic animals,

Hdt., Xen. :—absol., » .- the people bred up
with me, Soph. 2. generally, living with, Id.;

(. the eye or presence of a companion, Id. ; .
(sc.) being born to difficulties, Eur. 3. of

things, havinggrown up with one, congenital, natural,

Soph. ; every-day evils, Thuc. :

—

.
natural or habitual to, ttj

-. J&i
Hdt. II. act. a helping in the preservation

,

of a. thing, Xen.-, like, to run together, Plut.-, f .- : aor. 2- :

—

to meet
with, fall in with, Hdt., Soph., etc. : 01-, of two persons meeting, Hdt. ; but, -, like , the first that meets one, any one,

Eur. ; Id. ; so of things,

what first comes to hand, anything common, mean,
bad, Hdt., Xen. 2. rarely, like, c.

gen., which is governed by,
having like others met with evil men, Soph. II.

of accidents, to happen to, befall,

Hdt. :—absol. to happen, fall out, if
things go well, Aesch. ; . Thuc. :—impers.,, it happened that . . , c. inf., Id.-, to join in slaying tyrants, Luc.-, f ., to make into cheese together : hence,

comically, the troubles that

are being concocted on the part of the Boeotians, Ar., Ion. -, ,() an occurrence, a
hap, chance, event, incident, Solon, Hdt., Att. ;

according to the circum-
stances of each party, Thuc. ; by chance,

Hdt.:— in pi. the chances of life, circumstances,

Thuc. 2. sometimes a happy chance, success, Pind.,

Hdt. ;—or a mishap, misfortitne, Eur.-, , a colleague in the consulship. Hence- and -, f. -, to indicate to-

gether, Polyb.-, Med. to undergo together, Plut.- [t], Dep. to play a part along with
others : to help another in maintaining a thing, Plut.- [t], Med. to help in composing, Plut.-, f., to cooperate with, . ., Luc.-, pf. -- : aor. 1 -:—to weave
together : metaph. to frame with art, devise cun-
ningly, Od., Luc. :—Pass.,

so that this web was woven, i. e. this business under-

taken, Hdt.- [], to be in travail together, Eur.-, 6v, (^) singing or sounding in unison
with, responsive, Eur. 2. absol. in harmony,
accordant, Plat. II. metaph. according with, in

harmony with, Hdt., Eur., etc.-, f.- and-, to force together, com-
press forcibly, Xen., pi. aor. 2 med. subj. of., ,() a being leagued by oath,

conspiracy, Ar., Thuc, etc. ; .) for
putting down the democracy, Thuc. 2. a confederacy

,

Id. II. a body of men leagued by oath, a politi-

cal union or club, Id., Plat., , , () a fellow-conspirator

,

confederate, Hdt., Att., ov,() leagued by oath :·, , a confederacy, Thuc.-', f., Dep. to collect by offering

money, .' to hire a body of cavalry, Hdt. II.

to buy up, Lat. coemere, Xen., etc. :—the pf.-
is pass., corn bought up,.

Lys. ; but act. in Dem.



782 —, , a synonym, Arist. From-, , {) of like name, Eur., Arist.,, , one who drives , Luc. From-, f. , to yoke together :—Med.,
join thy hand with mine, Eur. ; and, Dep. to drive a pair, Ar. From,, ,() a pair of horses, Lat. biga,

Eur., Ar. 2. generally, a pair or couple of any-

thing", rag. ; a coupling fetter for the

feet, Aesch.-, f. , to join in aiding or relieving,

Xen. ; rarely, Soph,, Adv.() poet, for, of Time,
perpetually , continually , Hes.-, , (,) slaughter of swine, Anth.-, , , (ads, *) swine-slayer; fern., Anth., , fern, of, a Syrian woman, Ar.

[], at, Ion., Dor.
and, Syracuse, Hdt., etc.:—Adj.-, , ov, Syracusan, and as Subst. a Syracusan, Ion., Id.; poet., Anth.: —

\_] the territory of S., Thuc.-, , properly, {,")
trailing the belly, as a worm, Anth., Adv. () dragging, in a long line, Aesch., Ion. -, (sc. yrj) , Syria, Hdt., etc. : 2.

Palestine, Id. : 2. the district

between Libanus and Anti-libanus, Strab.

[],,() the sound of a pipe, Eur., Ar., ,() a whistling, hissing, Xen., lyyos, r\, a pipe : I. a musical pipe, a
shepherd's pipe, Panspipe, II., Hes., Att. II.

anything like a pipe : 1. a spear-case, =,
II. 2. the hole in the nave of a wheel, Trag\ 3.

a dtict or channel in the body, in pi. the nostrils, Soph.', later Att., Dor. : f.

: aor. 1, later :

—

to play the, to pipe, Eur., Theocr. ; c. acc. cogn.,

Eur. II. to whistle, hiss, Aesch., Ar. :

—c. acc. cogn., hissing forth murder,
Aesch. 2. to hiss an actor, Lat. explodere, Dem., f. , () to speak like a Syrian, Luc.-, ,() Syrian-bom, Orac. ap. Hdt.,, , =, Anth., , Dor. -, , , =, Theocr.

[], , , of orfrom Syria, Hdt., Aesch., etc., Dor. for., , =, Luc., , , (), a piper, Luc., () Adv. in the Syrian language, 2. e7rt-

to understand Syrian, Xen., late Att. for.,, () anything trailed or dragged : 1.

a theatric robe with a long train, syrma in Juven. :

—

periphr., . a long woodworm, Anth. 2.

sweepings, refuse, litter, Heraclit. ap. Arist., Ion. -, , () purge-plant, a name
given to the radish, as used by the Egyptians (v. -), Hdt., Ar. Hence', f . , to take a purge, Hdt., , () any lengthened sweeping motion,

-.
I Lat. tractus, the track of meteors, Plat. ; of storms,

j
Anth. ; the trail of a serpent, Plut., , Syros, one of the Cyclades, Strab. ; called

in Od.

[], , a Syrian, Hdt., Att.-, , , a Syro-phoenician, Luc. : fern., . ., ,() a dashing together, Plut.-, f. , to sew or stitch together, sew up,
Lat. consuo, Hes., Hdt.-, Att. -, = ll, to dash to-

gether
·, fight with others, c. dat., Thuc, Xen.-, f. £, to do sacrifice together, Anth.-, f .- : pf .- : aor. 2 pass,-

(in act. sense) :

—

to flow together or in one stream,
Plat. :—metaph. of men, to flow or stream together,

Hdt., Xen. II. to float together with, Luc.- or- : f. -- :—Pass., pf.- :

aor. 2 -eppdyqv [] : intr. pf. 2— :
—to break in

pieces, Plut. :—Pass., he is broken

down by sufferings, Od. 2. to dash together :

Pass., of war, to break out, Plut. II. intr. to

break out together, break forth, of rivers, is' break into the Hermus, join it, Hdt. : so

pf. -ya (in pres. signf.) and plqpf. (in impf.), 0

the war broke out, Thuc. 2. like, to meet in battle, engage, Plut.-, Pass, to have the roots united, Luc., gen. ecos, Ion. , () the Syrtis, name of

two large sand-banks (Major and Minor) on the coast

of Libya, Hdt., etc.,, , — . , Ar., ,() anything swept together, sweepings,

refuse, rubbish, litter, Lat. quisquiliae, Hes. 2.

metaph. a mixed crowd, mob, rabble, Plat. : of a
single person, one of the mob (cf. Hor. plebs eris), Id.-, , (,) jumbled together,

promiscuous, Luc.' [], f. : aor. 1 : pf. :—Pass.,

aor. 2 [] : pf .

:

—to draw, drag, or

trail along, Theocr. :—Pass, to trail along, Anth. 2.

to drag by force, hale, Theocr. :—of rivers, to sweep or

carry down with them, Anth. :—Pass, to be swept
away, Plut., acc., v. .-, f. -, to help in scattering, to

toss about, Ar.', fut. of.-, f., to make ready by putting together,

to pack up baggage for another, Xen. 2. to help in

preparing, Ar. :—in bad sense, to con-

trive, concert, get up, Dem. II. Med., with pf.

pass,, to pack up one's baggage, to pack
up, Lat. convasare, v&sa colligere, Thuc, Xen., etc.

:

part. aor. 1 med. and pf. pass, all packed up, in march-
ing order, ready for a start, Xen. ; also c. acc,-

with all his goods packed
up and brought hither, Lys. 2. to contrive, get up,

organise, Dem. 3. to bring together, scrape up for
one's own use or advantage, . Lycurg. 4.

to arrangefor one's own interests, band together, Dem.
Hence



—, , a packing up, getting ready, for a
journey or march, Xen.-, Dep. to contrive, organise, Dem.-', f., to live in the same tent with an-

other, to mess together, Xen. ; with one, Id., , a dwelling in one tent : of soldiers, a
messing together, Xen.,, = the Spartan, Xen.-, , () one who lives in the same tent,

a messmate, Lat. contubernalis, Thuc, Xen.-, f ., =, Xen.-, f., to shade quite over, throw a shade
over, shade closely or thickly, Hes. ; ., i. e. to

get a beard, Eur. : metaph.,
Dem. II. intr. to be thick-shaded, Eur.-, ov, {) closely shaded, thickly shaded,
Xen. ; a closely-shaded place, Luc.-, f .-, to contemplate along with or

together, Plat.-£, f . , to grow quite dark : impers.,-
it grows dark, Thuc, Xen.- [], f ., to look gloomy together, Xen.-, Att.-, f., to tear in pieces, . T., ov, or, , drawn together,

closed by drawing together, Plat. From-, f.- [], to draw together, draw up,
contract, Plat., Luc. II. to draw together by
stitching-, sew together, Xen. III. in Med. to

draw along with one, Plut.- : pf.- : Pass., of soldiers, to

be formed in close order (v. n), Xen.; .
to march in such order to a place, Id. 2. to

be coiled up, Luc.-, f., to sow together, Luc.-', f .-, to join in making a libation,

Dem., Aeschin.--, f ., to assist zealously, Hdt.-, f ., to join in eating the sacrificial

meat () , Ar.-, ov,() =, Aeschin.-, f ., to make haste together, to join
in zealous exertion, Ar., Xen. : c. acc. rei, to pursue
or execute zealously together with, ' Xen.-, Pass, to feel flattered by a thing, Polyb.-, to join in celebrating, Eur., to urge on together, h. Horn,-, Med. to join in signing, Dem.-,,() afixed sign or signal, . T. 2.

a pledge, Anth.-, f., to mess with, Ar. :—absol. in

pi. to mess together, Plat., Dem. Hence, , = sq., Plut. ; and, , a messing together, a public mess, Xen.

[], , mostly in pi., , a com-
mon meal, public mess, such as were used in Crete
and Lacedaemon, Hdt., Plat., etc. IL a mess-
room, common-hall, Eur., Plat.-, , one who eats together, a messmate,
Theogn., Hdt., Att.-, f. , to help to save or preserve, Eur.,

Thuc.-9, ov, () united in one body, . T.

. 783-', f ., to be a partner in temperance,
Eur., Adv. () standing close together,

hand to hand, Thuc., [], , () standing together,

planted closely, Arist.-£, f. , to join in faction or sedition,

take part therein, Thuc.-, , a fellow-rioter, . ., ,() a putting together, composi-

tion, Arist. ; . a studied expression of

countenance, of Pericles, Plut. II. a bringing
together, introduction, recommendation, Polyb., Plut.

.() a standing together, meeting : in

hostile sense, close combat, conflict, Hdt. ; metaph., .
a conflict of mind, intense anxiety, Thuc. 2.

a meeting, a knot of men, Eur. ;>· forming into knots, Thuc. : a political

union, Dem. 3. friendship or alliance, Polyb. : a
conspiracy, Plut. II. construction, structure,

constitution, Plat., Arist. : absol. a political constitu-

tion, Plat. 2. metaph. of the mind, . con-

traction, sternness, sullenness, Eur.-, , , a member of the same faction,

a partisan, Hdt., , ,( in) introductory, .
a letter of introduction, . T.-, Pass, to be crucified with, . .-, f. , to cover entirely, with a thing,

Plat. :—Pass., Xen.-, f.- : pf .- :

—

to draw to-

gether, draw in : to shorten sail (sub. ), Ar. :

to draw soldiers into a fort, Plut. 2. to contract,

reduce, Plat., Dem. :—Pass, to cower together, Eur.

;

to retrench, Thuc. 3.

metaph. to lower, humble, abase, Isocr. :—Pass.,

Eur. II. Pass., also, to be wrapped up, shrouded,

Id. j aor. 2 part,, tucked up, ready for
action, Ar.-, to lament with, Eur. ; absol., . T.-, =, Arist.-, Pass, to wear a crown with, Dem., ,() a whole compounded ofparts,

a system, Plat. :

—

a composition, Arist. 2. an organ-

ised government, constitution, Id. 3. a body of
soldiers, a corps, Polyb. 4. of the Roman Senate, Plut., to correspond to, . . ; and, , a coordinate series, Arist. From-, ov, standing in the same row, coordinate,

correspondent, opp. to (standing in oppo-

site rows), Arist., , () a drawing together, con-

traction, limitation, Plut., =, to put together, fabricate,

Eur. II. to unite, Anth.-, , a common campaign, Xen.-, f.-, and as Dep.,
f .- :

—

to make a campaign or serve together,

to join or share in an expedition, absol., Hdt., Thuc,
etc. ; with another, Hdt., Thuc.·', to be the fellow-general of, Dem.-, , a joint-commander, Eur., Thuc, etc.



784 —.-, , , a fellow-soldier, Lat. commilito,

Xen., etc.-, Dep. to encamp along with,

or Xen., aros, , anything twisted up together : a
body of men, a crowd, concourse, Polyb. From-, f. , to twist up into a ball, Lat. con-

globare : of animals, to gather themselves together,

in preparing to spring-, Plat. : of soldiers, .
to collect themselves, rally, Hdt. : Pass.,

in a body, Id. ; -
they were formed in a mass 50 deep,

Xen. II. of soldiers, also, to

wheel them to the right, Id. ; cr. ' to turn him
sharply, Plut. III. toform into an organised whole,

unite, Hdt.:—Pass, to unite, club together, conspire,

Thuc, Aeschin. IV. of sentences, narratives, and
the like, to compress, Arist. : absol.,^-
writes briefly, curtly, Aeschin. :—Pass.,

a short and pithy saying, Plat. Hence, , a dense mass of men, a gathering of

people, Hdt. 2. a sudden storm, Polyb.-, to slay along with : Pass., aor. 2 inf. -
to be slain with another, Eur.-, to condense :—Pass., Anth.-, to conform one thing to another,

Arist. :—Pass, to form oneself after another,

to be conformed to his example, . T.-, f . , to be a fellow-pupil or companion
in philosophy, to pass one's time with or together, Plut.

[p], Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of.
and» , () a hog-sty, Od. ;

to the sty, lb.-, , (,) a herd of swine, Anth.-, , (,) a swineherd, Horn.', 77, 6v, of Time, long, Hdt., etc.; <r. a
long speech, Plat. II. of Number, many, Hdt.,

Ar., etc. ; many days together, Ar. :—c. gen.,

Hdt. :—absol., many people together,

Ar., etc. :—with sing, nouns, much, great, Id., Plat.,

etc. ; to make the small

town large, Plat. :—c. gen., Ar.

. the Adv. (Antipho) is rare, the neut., being used instead, often, much, Plat. :

far, Xen. II. dat. with Comp. Adj.,

younger by a good deal, Dem., , () a bowl for catching the blood

of the victim in sacrifices, Eur. II. =,
the victim, Id., , , () a slayer, butcher, Eur. : a
murderer, cut-throat, Dem. :—in Soph.,- the slayer is set, i. e. the sword on which Ajax
is about to throw himself :

—

a sacrificial knife, Eur., ,() slaughter, butchery, in sing, and pi.,

Trag., Plat., etc. ;' the blood gushing from
the wound, Aesch.; close the gaping
wound, Eur. II. the throat, the spot where the

victim is struck (cf. Lat. jugulum, jugulari), in pi.,

Id., Thuc., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., f ., Dep.() to slay a victim,

sacrifice, Hdt., Xen. II. in Act., Ar.,

Plut. :—hence aor. 1 pass. part,, slain,,

sacrificed, Hdt., Xen. Hence, , a slaying, sacrificing, Eur., Plut.

[], 6,() a victim, offering, Soph., Eur. ^

—mostly in pi., Hdt., Aesch., etc. 2. slaughter, sacri-

fice, in pi., Eur., , ov, () slaying, slaughtering, .$ slaughter, Soph.,, , () a sacrificial knife, Eur."' or, only in pres. and impf. to

struggle, phinge, of horses, Aesch., Xen. ; cf.-. 2. to struggle, shew impatience, Plut. Hence, , a spasm, convulsion, Plat.

(Root ), later Att. : f.

:

aor. 1 :—Pass., f . 2 : aor. 2-
[], more rarely aor. 1 : pf .- :—to slay, slaughter, properly by cutting the throat

(v. n), Horn. II. esp. to slaughter victims

for sacrifice, II., Eur. 2. generally to slay, kill,

first applied to human victims, Pind., Trag. ; .
is so that the blood run into the bowl, Hdt.", as, , a ball, playing-ball, Od., Plat. 2.

any ball : the terrestrial globe, the earth, Strab., Adv. like a globe or ball, /ce -/ II. ; and, f . Att. , to play at ball, Plat. ; and, -, , globular, spherical : . the

doctrine of the spheres, astronomy , Anth., ,() a playing at ball, Arist., ,() a ball-court, Theophr.-, 4s,() ball-like, spherical,Plat.;-,, a rounded end (cf. n), Xen-, f ., to make spherical, Strab., f . ,() to make spherical

:

—Pass-

to be rounded,) his chest was round
and arched, Theocr. II. Pass., also, -

spears with buttons at the point, like our foils,.

Xen., Arist. Hence, , , with a button at the end, Xen., to be gangrened, Hdt.' [], , gangrene

:

—generally, a spasmy.

convulsion, Aesch., Eur. : metaph., . the-

convulsivefury of winds, Aesch., , ,() likely to make one stumble
or trip : metaph. slippery, perilous, dangerous, Lat.

lubricus, Hdt., Eur., etc. :

—

[eo*Tt], c. inf., it

is dangerous to . . , Plat., etc. II.()
ready to fall, tottering, reeling, staggering, Aesch.,.

Soph. ; . Dem.
(Root) : f. : aor. 1, Ep.: pf.:—Pass., f. 2, in med.

form : aor. 2) [] : pf. :

3 sing, plqpf. : Lat. fall-o (the being lost) :—to make to fall, throw down, overthrow, properly

by tripping up, to trip up in wrestling, Horn.,

Pind., Eur., etc. ; . vads to throw her on her

beam-ends, Plut. ; . throws

him, Xen. :—Pass, to be tripped tip, Ar. ; of a
drunken man, reeling, staggering,

Id. II. generally, to cause to fall, overthrow,

defeat, Hdt., Soph., Thuc. :—Pass, to be overthrown,

to fall, fail, be undone, become helpless, Hdt., Att. ^



this mishap took place, Soph. ;

y I shall not fail in thy business,

Id. III. to baffle, foil, balk, disappoint, Hdt.,
Soph. :—Pass, to err, go wrong, be mistaken, Hdt.,
Soph. 2. the Pass, is also used c. gen. rei, to

be balked of orfoiled in a thing, ^ ·
; Aesch.; " Eur.;

Thuc. Hence, aTos,, a trip, stumble,false step, Anth. II.

metaph., 1. a fall, failure, defeat, Hdt., Thuc,
Eur., etc. 2. a faidt, failing, error, Hdt.,', Dep. only in pres. and impf., to burst
with a noise, to crackle, sputter, ·
the roots of his eye crackled or hissed (when Ulysses
burnt them with the hot stake), Od. II. to be full
even to bursting, lb. ; and, only in Ep. impf.- to stir up
with noise and bustle, Hes.', , a bursting with a noise.

and, acc. of. II. [], acc.

pi. fern, of., later Att. for, impf.., acc. masc. and fern, of , = ,, them,
II., Aesch., Soph. 2. as acc. dual, —,,
Horn. 3. neut. acc. pi., —, Theocr. II. as

acc. sing, of 7, =,, him, her, Hdt., Trag.,', v. cruets., , , =, furious, Anth. II. in

Horn, only as Adv. vehemently, eagerly., masc. and fern. pi. of the Pron. of 3rd person,

they, =, Hdt., Att. :—Gen., in Horn, of a
monosyll. ; Ep. also : Att. :—Dat.

(-), Horn., Aesch. ; more common in the apoc. forms,, Horn., Hdt., Att. : the use of , as

dat. sing, for 01 is rare, h. Horn., Aesch., Soph.:—Acc., mostly enclit. pronounced as a long syllable,

Horn., Hdt. ; also and (or )
Od. ; (enclit.) or, Trag. ; cf. . II.

in Horn, this Pron. is always personal, and therefore he

uses no neut. ; but Hdt. has neut. pi.. 2.

this Pron. is used both for the demonstr., they,

and for the reflex,, etc., themselves

;

—in the

latter case often strengthd. , ,, Hes. ; sometimes for, Id. III.

rarely for 2nd pers. pi., for', .

;

for, Hdt.', , a footstool, Od. : Ep. pi. lb., , , of maple wood : metaph. of

persons, ' hearts of oak,'' Ar. From', , the maple, Lat. acer, Theophr., f., to sling, to use the sling, Thuc,
Xen. 2. to strike by slinging, Babr. II. to

throw asfrom a sling:—Pass., Eur. 2. to move like

a swing, to swing to and fro, Id. From', Lat. funda (the being lost), a sling,

11. : metaph., with well-measured
throw, as from a sling, Aesch. 2. the hoop of a
ring in which the stone was set as in a sling, esp. the

broader part round the stone, as in Lat. funda for

pala anmdi, Eur., Plat. II. the stone or bullet

of the sling, Xen. ; ., of hailstones, Ar., , ,() a slinger, Hdt., Thuc.

—. 785, , , of or for slinging

:

— - (sc.), the art of slinging, Plat., f. or ,() to make one's own,
appropriate, usurp, Plat. :—so, as Dep.,
Xen., Dem. Hence, , appropriation,

for one's own use and advantage, Arist. ; and, , an appropriator, Arist.', a, ov, possessive Adj. of 3rd pers. pi. (),
their own, their, Lat. suus, Horn., etc ; strengthd.,

Od. ;—in Prose, the

gen. is more common, but occurs in

Thuc, etc. ; & their own feelings, their

own business, Id., Plat. ; 01 their own people,

Thuc. 2. also of 3rd sing., his or her own, his,

her, for , , Hes., Pind., Aesch. II. in Poets

sometimes of other persons : 1. of 2nd pi., =-, your own,your, Lat. vester, II., Hes. 2. of 2nd
sing., =, thine own, tuus, Theocr. 3. of 1st

sing., =, mine own, meus, Id. 4. of the 1st

pi., =, our own, noster, Xen.', Ep. and Ion. for, gen. of., dat. fem. of., , () a zvasps' nest, Eur., Ar., , () a piece of wood pointed like a
wasp's tail, a pointed stick or stake, Ar., f., () to make like a wasp, i.e. to

pinch in at the waist : generally, to bind tightly,

Anth. II. Pass.,, ot

(3 pi. plqpf.) braids of hair, which were
bound tightly with gold and silver, II.-, , wasp-like, pinched in at the waist like

a wasp, Ar.,, , the point of a helmet where the

plume is fixed in, Ar., aor. 1 inf. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 of.',, , a wedge, Ar., etc. ;—used as an
instrument of torture, Aesch.-', ov,() with peaked head, Strab.-,, , with peaked beard, Luc',, Dor.,, , a wasp, Lat.

vespa, II., Hdt., Att., , a deme of the Acamantian in Attica,

Strab. ; in or at Sphettos, Aeschin. ; ~2,-
from Sph., Plut.:—, , a Sphettian, Ar.,

Aeschin.,, dat. of., , a bracelet, necklace, Luc From, f . : aor. 2:—Pass., aor. 1

: pf .-

:

—to bind tight, bind fast,

Aesch., Theocr. :—Pass., Theocr. Hence,, , a band, lace, Anth., , , verb. Adj. of, tight-bound :

neut. pi.- as Adv., Anth.,, , poet, for, Anth., ^, , Sphinx, a she-monster, Hes. ; in

Trag. represented as proposing a riddle to the Thebans,

and murdering all who failed to guess it; Oedipus

guessed it, and she thereupon killed herself. (Prob.

from, the Throttler.),,, dat. of.
3E



786 -,, Att. for tfiroyyos., Adv., very, very much, exceedingly, violently,

Hdt., Soph., etc. : with Adjs.,. far superior,

Pind. ; . Plat. :—with a Subst.,

Id. II. ye, . ye, in answers,

most certainly, Id. From', , , and also 6s, , vehement, violent,

excessive, Thuc., etc. 2. of men, violent, im-
petuous, Plat. : also strong, robust, Xen. Hence,, , vehemence, violence, Xen. ; and, Pass, to be or become vehement, -

to put unbounded trust in a thing-,

Aesch.

[], , a kind of beetle, Ar.

0, like, a vertebra, II.- [], ov, twirled on a spindle, Anth., b, a vertebra, Ar. :—in pi. the backbone,
spine, or the neck, Eur. II. Lat. verticillus, the

round weight attached to a spindle, Plat.,,,{) poet, for, their, their

own, belonging to them, II., etc. 2. in sing, his

or her, his own or her own, Theogn.---, , , (ay, ,) Comic name for a coxcomb, a long-haired fop
with rings and natty nails, Ar., Ion., f. , Att. :

—

to seal,

Eur. :—Med. to seal for ojteself, have sealed, Plut.:

—Pass., pf. part. sealed up, kept under
seal, Aesch. II. to mark as with a seal, to mark,
Anth. ; , of wounded
persons, Eur. III. metaph. to set a seal on, con-

firm, stamp with approval, . T., Anth. : Med. to

assure of a thing, c. acc. rei, . T. : to limit, Anth. 2.

to seal or accredit as a faithful servant, as a believer,

. . From, Ion., ?, , a seal, signet, seal-

ring, Hdt., Ar., etc. 2. the gem or stone for
a ring, Hdt., Luc. II. the impression of a signet-

ring, a seal, Soph., Thuc. :—metaph., iiri-, as a warrant, Theogn. ;) .
Anth.,, ,() an impression of a

signet-ring, a seal, Eur., Xen.,() only in pres. to befull to bursting :

of young persons, high-fed horses, etc., to be plump,
fresh, vigorous, to be in full health and strength,
Lat. vigere, Eur., Ar., etc. 2. metaph.,

a vigorous, violent speech, Eur., , () a throbbing of parts, pidsation,
vibration, Plut.-, , () like the pulse, Arist., only in pres., = : metaph. to be in full
vigour, Aesch., Dor. (Root ), only in pres. and
impf., to throb, beat, of the pulse, Plat. : to be feverish,
Theocr.~", rj, a hammer, Od., Hdt. 2. a beetle,

mallet, for breaking clods of earth, Hes., Ar.-, ov,() wrought with the hammer,
beaten out, as opp. to cast metal (), Hdt.,
Aesch., etc. II. metaph. wrought as of iron,
rigid, Luc.

"', , the ankle, II., Att. II. metaph. the-

foot of a mountain, Pind., Anth. ; also,

the very furthest part of Libya, Theocr., Dor. for, inf. of., shortened nom. and acc. for, v. II., dual nom. and acc. of Pron. of 3rd pers. ; dat.' :
—they two, both of them, only masc. and fem.,

and always enclit., Horn.,, dual masc. and fern, of Pron. of 2nd
pers.,j^ two; v. n.£5 [t], a, ov, possess. Adj. of, Pron. of

2nd pers. dual, of you two, eiros the word

ofyou two, II.; for 2nd pers. sing., thine own, thine,

thy, Theocr. 2. of 3rd pers. sing., his or her own,
Lat. suus, Id., contr. for, gen. and dat. of."', ovos, , a honey-cell, and in pi. a honey

-

comb, Lat. favus, Ar., Theocr.', impf. (as if from *) : f .

[] : aor. 1

:

—properly to let loose : hence to

slit, open, Ar. ; . to open a vein, Xen.,

etc. :—of flowers, . Anth. II. to let

fall, drop, Xen. 2. to let go, *-
having lei the mind go, given it play, Ar. ;. Tas to let off the engines, Plut. 3.

to check, stop, stay, Lat. inhibere, , i. e.

cease rowing, Pind.; lower thine eyes, Eur.:

—Med., , having dropt one's

horsemanship, 'given up the turf,' Ar.",, -, aforked stick used to prop nets, Xen.*, v.., aor. 2 imper. of., Adv. (, aor. 2 of ) gently, thought-

fully, Xen., Ion. -, , a raft, float (such as was made
off-hand, cf. n), Od., Thuc. ; generally, a boat,

ship, Eur., Theocr. 2. a bridge of boats, of the

bridge of Xerxes, Hdt., Aesch., f .,() to do a thing off-hand, Plat., Ep. Adv. (acc. fern, of ), of Place,

near, close at hand, Lat. cominus, II. II. of

Time, straightway, at once, Babr.', a, ov, () : I. of Place, hand to

hand, in ov for close combat, Aesch. II. of Time,
on the spur of the moment, off-hand, Anth., Adv. properly, from nigh at hand, nigh at

hand, near, Lat. cominus, Horn. ; c. gen., Od. From, Adv.(, aor. 2 of) : I. of Place,

close, near, hard by, nigh, Lat. cominus, Horn., Hes. ;

II. ; c. gen., yair\s. Od. ; c. dat.,)]\. 2. with Verbs of motion,.,
Horn. II. metaph. of relationship, Od. III.

of Time,[] ) . II. ; yos. Od. IV. of Degree, nearly, all but,

almost, just,. Hdt. ; . Id., etc. 2.

with Verbs, esp. of saying or knowing, .
satis scio, Soph. ; . Eur.*, assumed' as a pres. =, to hold : but only

found in forms which belong to an aor. 2, poet,

for, viz. 3 sing, and pi.,, Ep. for,, imper., inf., part.

:
—to hold, Horn. 2. simply to have, Pind.,
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Aesch. II. to hold back, keep away or off, Horn.

;

staunched the blood, II., aor. 2 inf. of.,, , mostly in pi.^, ribs of beef, Ar.,, Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of., -, () a pair ofpincers or tongs, Anth.', Ep. for, aor. 2 med. imp. of., , Scheria, the island of the Phaeacians, Od. :

supposed to be the same as Corcyra, Corfu., 6, () found only in dat., in a
line, one after another, uninterruptedly, successively,

Pind. ; cf ..', aor. 2 imp. of., aor. 2 med. inf. of.,, , () a state, condition, Luc.
generally, the nature quality, fashion of a thing-,

Aesch., Xen., etc.-, , () a check, remedy, against
hunger, Eur., f. , to complain of hardship, to com-
plain angrily, inveigh bitterly, Ar., Oratt. Hence, , passionate complaint, Thuc., Arist., a (Ion. ), ov, also os, ov, () : I. of

persons, properly, unwearying, II. 2.

in bad sense, unflinching, cruel, merciless, Horn. :

—so in Att., wicked, Dem., etc. :—of beasts, savage,
Hdt. 3. like, miserable, wretched, unhappy,
Aesch., Eur. ; often with a notion of contempt, -

most wretched fool I Hdt. ; -
Soph. ; c. gen., £> - wretched

for thy sufferings, Eur. II. of things, .
cruel sleep, during which Odysseus was abandoned by
his companions, Od. ; epya cruel, shocking
doings, lb. ; Eur., etc. ; .
Ar. : also, [], c. acct et inf., Soph. III.

Adv. -$, Isocr., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., aros,,() like Lat. habitus, form, shape,

figure, Eur., Ar., etc. ; as a periphr., —, Soph. ; . Eur. 2. form, figure,

appearance, as opp. to the reality : a show, pretence,

Thuc. ; Eur. 3. the bearing, look,

air, mien of a person, Hdt., Soph. : in pi. gestures,

Xen. 4. the fashion, manner, way of a thing, .* fashion of dress, Soph. ; . ,
Eur. : absol. dress, equipment, Ar., Plat. 5. the

form, character, characteristic property of a thing,

Thuc; . theform of monarchy, Arist. 6.

a figure in dancing, Ar. : in pi. pantoinimic gestures,

postures, Id., etc. Hence, f. Att. :—Pass., pf. Arist.,

v. infr. II. 1 ; but in sense of Med., v. 1. 2 : I.

intr. to assume a certain form, figure, posture or

position, Plat. : absol. to gesticulate, dance figures,

Ar. :—Med., of the

pompous appearance which they assume, Plat. 2.

in Med. also, to demean oneself in a certain way, make
a show of being or doing, &s - he
made as if he knew him, Id. ; c. inf.,

they pretend to be ignorant, Id. II.

trans, to give a certain form to a thing, to form,
fashion, Plut. :—Med., to ar~

. j8j
range one's hair, Eur. :—Pass, to befashioned, Aesch.;
also to deck out, dress up, embellish, Luc. ; to gesti-

culate, Xen.

[], , Dim. of: in pi. the figures

of a dance, Hdt., , the assumption of a certain form or

appearance, deportment, Plat. 2. in bad sense,

assumption of manner, pretence, Id.&-', f. >, to bring into a certain form

:

Pass, to take a certain shape or posture, Xen., fut. of.,, , =, Anth., Ion., , , () a piece of wood cleft

off, a lath, splinter, Lat. scindula, Od., Ar. : in pi.

cleft wood, fire-wood, Horn. 2. an arrow, Anth.
(Root), f. [] : aor. 1 : Ep.-

:—Pass., aor. 1 : pf. :
—to split,

cleave, Hes. ; , i. e. divided
them into twelve parts, h. Horn. ; .
Soph. 2. generally, to part, separate,

Hdt. :—Pass.,

Id. ; " branches into

three channels, Id.; at> their

opinions were divided, Id.-', ov,( n) with a squill-shaped
(i. e. peaked) head, epith. of Pericles, Plut., , the mastich-tree, Lat. lentiscus, Theocr. 2.

itsfruit, Hdt, II. a squill, —, Ar., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.
[],, , () a cleaving, cleavage, part-

ing, division, Plat.,, , () a cleft, a rent in a garment,
. . II. division of opinion, schism, lb., , (£) a cleaving, Aesch., , , () parted, divided, Soph., Eur., for, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of., aor. 2 opt. of., , ov,() made of rushes, Eur., , Dim. of u, a cord, Hdt., etc.,, , =, Theocr., ,() a fencing with ropes : in pi.

roping, rope-fences, Plut.,, ,() made of rushes, Anth.,, , the sedge-bird, Arist. II. an
effeminate air on the flute, Plut.- [],, ,() a rope-dancer, schoeno-

bates in Juven., , a rush, Lat. juncus, scirpus, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. 2. a reed, used as an arrow or javelin, Batr.,

Ar. II. a place where rushes grow, a rush-

bed, Od., Pind. III. a rush-rope, and generally, a
rope, cord, Orac. ap. Hdt. 2. a fence round a gar-

den, Anth. IV. a land-meas:: re, = 2 Persian

parasangs, = 60 stades, Hdt.-,,( ,) stretched out like a
measuring line, drawn in a 'straight line, Hdt. ;] to draw a straight line, Id., f ., ()) to have leisure or spare time,

to be at leisure/Thuc, etc. :—c. inf. to have leisure or

time to do a thing, Xen. 2. to loiter, linger, delay,

Eur., Dem. II. . , Lat. vacare a re, to

have rest or respite from a thirjg, cease from doing,

3 2
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Xen. III. , Lat. vacare rei, to

have leisure or opportunity for a thing, to devote

one's time to it, Dem. ; Xen. 2. also c. dat.

pers. to devote himself to, Id. : esp. of

scholars, . to devote oneself to a master, attend
his lectures, Id.; andabsol. to give lectures, Plut. IV.
of a place, to be vacant or unoccupied, Id., a, or, () cm^'s leisure, leisurely,

tardy, Thuc, Xen. :—Adv. -, Id. ; Comp.·
Hdt. ; or-, Thuc. ; Sup.-, Xen.,, , leisureliness, laziness, Thuc.,, a place for passing leisure hi, Plut., , , () one who lives at ease,

Plut. II. as Adj. leisurely, idle, Id., 4), ,() enjoying leisure, Lat.

otiosus, Arist. ; leisure, Id. II.

devoting one's leisure to learning, a scholar, Plut. :

—in bad sense, a pedant, simpleton, Luc.', , spare time, leisure, rest, ease, Lat. otium,
Hdt., etc. ; ayeiv and to be at leisure,

keep quiet, Eur., etc. ; . to find leisure,

Xen. ; . Eur. ; [] I have time,

Ar., etc. :—with a Prep., erri at leisure, at «
_/z£ #7»£, Eur. j Id. 2. c. gen. rest

from a thing, "?7 Soph. ; so, . tivos

Plat. 3. idleness, Eur. II. that in which
leisure is employed, esp. a learned discussion, lecture,

Plat., etc. 2. a placefor lectures, a school, Arist., etc.

. as Adv. in a leisurely way, tardily, like, Soph., Thuc, etc. 2. at one's leisure,

i. e. scarcely, hardly, not at all, Soph., etc. ; ye
Id. :—to introduce an a fortiori argument, ei

eiffi, if these are not exact,

hardly can the rest be so, Plat., ,( n) a short note, scholium, Luc., aor. 2 med. part, of : imper.., aor. 2 subj. of : pi. : part.., v.,., Att. contr. for.
(), pf.:—Med.,f.: aor. 1·

:—Pass., f. : aor. 1 : pf.-, 3 sing, and : — besides these

forms, we have 1. (from ) subj. , -,~; 2. (from) 3 sing,, 3 pi.

;

imperat. or ; 3 sing. impf. ; f.,
aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1 inf., imperat., Ep. 3 pi. : fut. med.. 3.

(from contr. pres.) part,, Ion. impf.-. To save, keep : 1. of persons, to savefrom
death, keep alive, preserve, Horn., Att. 2. of things,

to keep safe, preserve, Horn. :—Med. to keep or pre-

serve for oneself, Soph., etc. 3. to keep, observe,

maintain laws, etc., Trag. :—Pass., Thuc. 4. to

keep in mind, remember, Eur., Plat. :—so in Med.,
Soph., Plat. . II. with a sense of motion to a place,

to bring one safe to,
5

is

Od. ; . irpos Aesch. :—in Pass, to come
safe, escape to a place, is Hdt. ;

Xen. 2. to carry off safe, rescue from danger,
II. ; Od. ; b Aesch. :

—c. gen., to rescue the land from
enemies, Soph. ; Pass., Eur. 3. c.

—.
inf., a'l who save thee from dying,

Id. 4. absoh, what is likely to save, Dem.', only in pres. to have strength, Aesch. 2.

c. inf. to be in a condition to do, Soph. From~, 6, the stout, strong one, of Hermes, II.', f., to do like Socrates, to Socratize, Ar.- [], 6, (,) Socrates : gen.^-
: acc. Xen., but also (as if of 3rd deck)

Ar., Plat. Hence, , Dim. dear little Socrates, Ar., , 6v, Socratic, of Socrates, Arist., etc.

;

01 ^,. the philosophers of his school, Luc. Adv.
-, more Socratico, Cic.',, 6, a channel, gutter, pipe, Hdt.,,, (deriv. uncertain), the body of a man : in

Horn, always the dead body, corpse, carcase, whereas
the living body is. 2. the living body, Hes.,

Hdt., Att. ; . or- to save one's

life, Dem., Thuc. ; Tb ., , to

be in a bad, a good state of body, Xen. 3. body,

as opp. to the soul (), Plat., etc. ; tow 0*. ipya

bodily labours, Xen. ; els Tb . bodily

punishments, Aeschin. II. periphr.,

—, Hdt. ; esp. in Trag.,
= , Soph., etc. :—often of slaves, .
Dem., etc. III. generally, a body, i.e. any
material substance, Plat., etc. IV". the whole
body or mass of a thing, b yijs Aesch. ;

. the body of the proof, Arist.-', f. , to exercise the body, Xen. :

—

metaph., . Tbv to train oneselfTor war, Plut., , bodily exercise, training of the body,

esp. of an athletic kind, Xen., etc., , , () of or for the body, bodily,

Lat. corporeus, Arist. :—Adv. -, . . 2.

bodily, corporeal, material, Arist.

[], , Dim. of, a poor body, Isocr.-, , () of the nature of a body,

bodily, material, Plat.-', f., to make into a body, to consoli-

date, organise, Polyb. II. to provide with
bodily strength, to recruit, Id.,-,() to corrupt the body, Aesch.-, ,() a place where a body
is kept, a sepulchre, Luc., Att. acc. sing, for., , ov, contr., q. v., Dor. and poet, for., , () a basket or box, Babr., , ,() masc. Adj. heaped up : -\_oy] a sorites or heap of syllogisms, the

conclusion of one forming the premiss of the next, Luc.,, , a heap, pile, Xen. From&>, f., () to heap one thing on another,

Lat. coacervare, Arist., . . II. to heap with

something, c. dat., Anth., Adv. by heaps, in heaps, Anth. From, ,() a heap, Lat. acervus, Hes., etc. 2.

generally, a heap, quantity, Ar.~, , , only found in nom., acc., pi.

;

neut. :—the Ion. is used by Horn, in all cases

except the nom. sing, :—the form used by



Att. writers only in pi.,,

:

—the radic.

form occurs in the Comp., v. sub5 :

—radic. sense safe and sound, alive and well, in good
case, Lat. salvus, Horn., Hdt., Thuc. II. of

things, sound, whole, safe, Horn. 2. of events, safe,

sure, certain, II.- [t], idos, , , saving the city, Ar., verb. Adj. of, one must save, Eur., , () a reward for saving one's life, a
thankofferingfor deliverance, TraLobs

Hdt.; . riveiv Luc. 2. a reward for bringing
back lost cattle or slaves, Hdt., Xen., , fern, of, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2.

epith. of goddesses (cf. Juno Sospita), Pind., Ar., rjpos, , voc. : () :
—a saviour,

deliverer, preserver, c. gen. subjecti,

saviour of Greece, Hdt. ; also c. gen. objecti, .,
a preserverfrom disease, ills, Soph., Eur. 2.

epith. of protecting gods, esp. of Zeus ~2,, Pind.,

Trag. : to him the third cup of wine was dedicated,^, Pind., etc. ; proverb.,

the third (i. e. the lucky) time, Plat. ; of

other gods, as of Apollo, Hermes, Aesch. ; even with

fern, deities, , for, Id. 3. in

. T. the Saviour. II. in Poets, as an Adj.,

saving, Aesch. ; with fern. Subst., -npes the

office or prerogative of saving, of the Dioscuri, Eur., Ion. -, , a saving, deliverance, preserva-

tion, safety, Lat. salus, Hdt., Att. ; . oidSvai,

Eur. ; Soph., etc. 2. a way
or means of safety, Aesch., Eur., etc. 3. a safe
return, is . Thuc. ;

Dem. ; also, . Aesch. II. of things, a
keeping safe, preservation, of anything, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. 2. security, guarantee for safety, .
guaranteefor the safe keeping of a thing,

ap. Dem.; ways ofpreserving
it, Arist. 3. security, safety, Thuc., ov, () saving, delivering, Thuc, Plat.,

etc. ; hope of seed to pre-

serve the race, Aesch. :—c. dat. bringing safety or de-

liverance to one, Id., Eur. :—Comp.-, a, ov,

more likely to bring safety, Xen. 2. of persons, much
like, Soph., Eur. II. as Subst.,,,
like, , deliverance, safety, Aesch., Soph. ; so

in sing., . Aesch. 2. (sc.),,
a thankofferingfor deliverance, Xen., f. , () to be sound of mind,
Hdt. 2. to be temperate, discreet, shew self-control,

Aesch., Ar., etc. ; . Xen. 3. to

come to one's senses, learn self-control, Hdt., etc. 4.

Pass., things I had done with
discretion, Aeschin. Hence, , an instance of temperance, Xen. ; and', verb. Adj. one must be temperate, Luc., , , = , Xen., f. Att. ,() to recal a person to

his senses, to chasten, Eur., Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be

chastened, to learn self-control, Thuc, etc 2. of

passions, to correct, moderate, Xen.; so, cr.

to pant less violently, Eur. ; . to reduce

expenses, Thuc.

—. ySg, , , () naturally temperate,
moderate, sober, Xen., etc. :—Adv. -, Ar.,, , =, Plat., , ,() one that makes tem-
perate, a chastener, chastiser, Thuc, Plat., etc, Dor. -, Ep., , sound-
ness of mind, moderation, discretion, Od., Theogn.,
Att. 2. moderation in desires, self-control, tem-
perance, chastity , sobriety, Lat. temperantia, modestia,
Ar., Plat., etc. From-, Ep.-, , , : neut.,
(,) of sound mind, Lat. sanae mentis :

—
hence sensible, discreet, wise, Horn., Hdt., Xen. 2.

of things, Eur. ;

Thuc. :

—

, c. inf., Id. II.

having control over the sensual desires, temperate,

self-controlled, moderate, chaste, sober, Trag., Plat.,

etc. :—so, . Aesch. ; . Thuc. 2.

> —, Eur., Thuc, etc. III. Adv.-, Hdt.—Comp., Thuc. ; so, eVi

rb Hdt. :—but-, Eur. :—Sup.-, Isocr.', Ion. for, to rub : cf.-., Ep. for.
.

, , , , indecl., nineteenth letter of the Gr.
alphabet : as numeral ' =, but /r = 300,000.

I. is the tenuis dental mute, related to the medial

and the aspirate . II. Changes of : 1.

Aeol. and Dor., for <r, as (Lat. tu, thou) for ;

for . 2. in

new Att., as in Dor. and Boeot., for , mostly in

Verbs, for, etc. 3. in Ion. the

tenuis for . its aspirate , as airm for ; so, the

tenuis remains unchanged before an aspirate, as-, . 4. the Poets, metri grat.,

insert after at the beginning of some words, e. g.,.
', apostroph. for , and. 2. the Particle is not

elided before &v and ', &v, ,' , but

joined with them by crasis, ', ,,. 3.

so,, are never elided, but form crasis, as,/., neut. pi. of , , and '.
or, , = Lat. tabula, a dice-table, Anth., , comic word, formed after, a

game at dice, Anth., crasis for :— for Tb., crasis for ., , the office or rank of, Xen., aor. 2 pass. part, of., f.,() to be Chief of Thessaly, Xen. :

—

Pass, to be united under one, Id. II.

Med. to let soldiers be posted or stationed, Aesch.

, to be ruler, . Aesch., Dor., , () an array, command :
—

collectively, the chiefs of one mind,

Aesch

.
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[], , a frying-pan, saucepan, Ar., Luc. ;

often in form.
[], ov, o, = Tayos, Xen., aros, , () that which has been ordered

or arranged : esp., I. an ordinance, .
from a combination of two constitutions, Arist. II.

a body of soldiers, a regiment or brigade, Xen., etc. :

—the Roman manipulus, Polyb., ,() a commander, chief, Aesch.,Eur. II.

esp. the Chief of Thessaly, Xen.-, , () holding command, Aesch., crasis for ., crasis for or ., crasis for :—, for ., . for [], 3 sing-, aor. pass, of., , Taenarus, the southern point of Laconia,

Pind., etc. : neut., , Strab., , (,) a band, riband, fillet, esp. a
head-band, worn in sign of victory, Xen., Plat.,

etc. II. a strip or tongue of land, Plut., etc.-, , a dealer in, Dem., f., () to bind with a head-band, as

a conqueror, Thuc, Xen. : Pass, to be crowned, Ar., =.,, crasis for , ., , , () melting in the mouth, tender,

Com. : of eyes, melting, languishing, Anth., , ,() fit for ordering or arranging,
esp. in war, . a tactician, Xen. ; -

to think it a good piece of tactics, Id. ; oi .
the regular battalions, Id. : the art

of dratving up soldiers in array, tactics, Id., , , verb. Adj. of, ordered, prescribed
',

. apyvpiov a stated sum, Thuc. ; . a fixed
quantity of corn, Id. ; . a prescribed way, Dem.

[], Dor. for.-, , (*, fepyov) enduring labour,

drudging, of mules, Horn., Hes. ; of Hercules, Theocr.
: pf. :—Pass., aor. -

:

—

to go through hard labour, to suffer
hardship or distress, Eur., Thuc, etc. II. trans.

to weary, wear out, Isocr. :—in Pass, to be worn out,

be sore distressed, Ar., etc. ; and, Ion. -, , hard work, hardship, suffer-

ing, distress, Thuc; in pi. hardships, Hdt. 2.

bodily suffering orpain, caused by disease, Thuc. From-, ov, prob. a form of, suffering,
miserable, Aesch., etc. :—Adv. -, Thuc. 2. of

things, . fiios Soph. ; Ar.-, ovos, , , (*, ) suffering in

mind, wretched, Soph., Eur. : daring, Soph. :—voc., Id.-, ov, (*) patient of heart, stout-

hearted, of Hercules, Hes.: of Oedipus, much-enduring,
miserable, Soph., f. , to weigh or measure out, Anth., a, ov, worth a talent, Dem. From, , (*) a balance, Theogn., Ar. :—in pi.

a pair ofscales, II., etc II. anything weighed, 1.

a definite weight, a talent, in Horn, of gold; but the

weight of the Homeric talent is unknown. 2. in

later times the was both a weight and a sum

—.
of money represented by that weight of silver :—the
Attic talent weighed about 57.75 lbs. avoird., and its

value in our money was about 200/. There was, of

course, no such coin as a talent. For purposes of coin-

age, a talent of silver was coined into 6000 drachmae.-, ov, () holding the balance : metaph.," . who turns the scale in battle, Aesch., , , (*) =, Ar.-, ov, (*,) subject to many trials,

much-suffering, of Ulysses, Od. :—hence, vagrant,
vagabond, Anth.-, es, (*,) patient in woe, Od., , Dim. of sq., quasillus, Theocr., Anth.'" [], , a basket, Lat. qualus, Od. ;. a basket of wicker-work, in which new-made cheeses

were placed so as to let the whey run off, Horn., (also ), (like) : gen.,, : voc, or -, v. infra : (*) :

— suffering, wretched, Lat. miser, Od., Trag. ; S>

Soph. ; & iyca Aesch. ;

Soph.;—c. gen. causae, ^ wretched
that I am for this insolence, Ar. :—in bad sense,

wretch I Od.—Comp., a, ov : Sup.-, , ov, Ar. [ ; Dor. also: voc.~\, , wool-spimiing, Xen., etc Hence, ov, (*) of or for wool-spinning, Xen.-, f ., to spin wool, Xen., Luc. ; and, , , of ox for wool-spinning, Xen.-§, , , (*) a wool-spinner, Plat.-, , , , (*, ) patient of
mind, stout-hearted, II. ; epith. of Ulysses, Horn., -, 2 and 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 of*.-, ov, (*,) with shield of tough

bulVs-hide, II. ; . a thick tough hide, Anth. :

—

neut. as Adv., to fight toughly,

stoutly, II.,-, , , shortd. for-, II.', crasis for ., ov, Dor. for.,, , a marriageable maiden, Soph. (Deriv.

uncertain.), crasis for :—, for ., . 3 sing. aor. 2 of :—', . inf., , =, Babr.', aor. 2 med. inf. of.-, , , () cutting the skin, wound-
ing, II., Ion. -, , a housekeeper, housewife, Horn., Xen., Ion. -, ov, , () one who carves and
distributes, a dispenser, II., Pind., Ar. :—of Zeus,

as the dispenser of all things to men, II.; so Aeolus

is . Od. :—of kings or rulers, a controller,

director, Pind. ; . master of the revels,

Id.; . the priest of Zeus, Id.: ., i.e.

a poet, Id. ; . that hath store of

crowns, Id. ; . con-

troller both of his desire and of fortune, Thuc ; ., of Poseidon, Ar. II. in Prose, a con-

troller of payments, treasurer, Hdt. ; . the

controller of the sacred treasure in the citadel of

Athens, Id. 2. at Rome, the quaestor, Plut., , () stewardship, management, eco-



—
nomy, Xen. II. the office of paymaster, as a polit.

term, Arist. 2. at Rome, the quaestorship, Plut., ,() a treasury, Thuc., etc. 2. a
magazine, Xen.,,,—, Xen., ], , of or /or stewardship :—at Rome,
belonging to the quaestorship, Plut., f. :—Pass., pf. : () :—to be controller of receipts and expenditure, to be

treasurer, paymaster, Ar., Dem. :—c. gen., .
to be paymaster of the Paralus, Dem. 2.

at Rome, to be quaestor, Plut. II. trans, to deal
out, dispense, Plat., etc. :—Pass., robs -

we have the laws dealt out, Lysias :—Med.,
to control the

limits to which we mean to extend our sway, Thuc. 2.

of keeping house, to regidate, manage, Ar., Xen. :

—

Pass., governed or possessed by
one, Pind. 3. to store tip, Dem. ;

yovds she was the depository of it, Soph.,., Ion. for,.
[], , rennet, Theocr., crasis for ., Ion. for.,, crasis for ,., Ion. aor. 2 part, of., crasis for :—but, for iv.& or, indecl., only in phrase, or , sir,

my good friend, Soph., Eur., Plat., etc. ; used in

addressing several persons, , Ar.

(Origin uncertain.), , a town of Boeotia, Hdt., etc. :—Adj.-, 4], , of Tanagra, Id. :—, b, a
man of Tanagra, Xen. :

—

f] the district

of T., Plut.-, , (-t]) with long point or edge, II.-, ov, far-bellowing, Anth., crasis for .-, ov, (-) long-necked, Ar., , , and 0s, , () stretched, out-

stretched, tall, long, taper, II. ; . longflow-
ing'locks, Eur. ; . outspread ether, Id. ; ."
long old age, Anth.- (i.e.),, , , old . form
for, stretching the feet, long-striding, long-
shanked, h. Horn., Od.-,, , () far-sighted, Emped., crasis for .,, crasis for , ., crasis for .-, , (, ) laying one out at
length, epith. of death, Horn,, Dor. for., or, , a town in lower Egypt, the Hebrew
Zoan, Strab. :

—

the Tanite nome, Hdt., crasis for ., for, () Pass, to

be balanced or swung, ya fell

with a swing upon earth, Soph., , , Tantalus, king of Phrygia, ancestor of

the Pelopidae, Od. :—Adj., a, ov, of or

belonging to T., Eur. :—, , , son of

. ygi

., Aesch. :—, , daughter of ., i. e.

Niobe, Anth. (From *, prob. in relation to his

long endurance of torment.), crasis for :—, for -., crasis for ., crasis for .-, , (,) long-tovgued,
chattering, Od.-,, , , () with long point, II.-, ov, running at full stretch, Aesch.-', , () with flowing hair, Pind.-, , (, ) like, with long
point or edge, Horn. II. tapering, II.-£,, , , () of extended age, Anth.~,, ,,() long-haired,shaggy , Hes., Pass., —, to be stretched, II.-, , (,) long-stretched, tall,

Anth., Adv. for, now, at present, v.

.

- [], ov,() with flowing peplos, Horn,- [], ov, () in long plaits, Anth.- [], ov,(,) long-sided, enor-

motis, Anth.- [], , , =, Soph,-,, shorterform of, Hes., Pind.-|,, , , —, II.-, ,(,) with far-stretching roots,

Hes.
f-, ov, (,) with extended

wings, long-winged, Od., Hes., Ar., , , () a stretching, stringing, Od.-, ov,(,) with taper ancles,Hes.-, ov, () of trees, with long-stretched

bark, i. e. of tall or slender growth, II.- [], ov,(,) with long-pointed
leaves, of the olive, Od. II» with thick foliage,

leafy, Theocr., f . , .— : aor. , .,:—Med.,Ep. aor. part,:—Pass.,

aor. , . 3 pi. : 3 sing. pf.-
: () :

—to stretch, strain, stretch out, II. ;

. to string a bow, Od. ; and in Med., -
having strung his bow, II. :—of putting the

strings to a harp, Od. ; . to

push the weaving-bar tight, i. e. to weave, II. ;- when he reins in [the horses], lb. ; -
yavTi (sc.) having aimed them,

Pind. :—Pass., yvao (for-) the

hollow cheeks filled out, Od. ; to run at full stretch,

of horses galloping-, Horn. 2. metaph. to strain,

make more intense, II. ;

strained the tug of war, lb. II. to

stretch out, lay along, lay, Horn. ; . ^,
yair) to lay one in the dust, stretch him at his length,

Id. :—Pass, to lie stretched out, Id. : to extend, Od.

;

\ . :—also,

the path stretched away, Theocr.', f., to be a taxiarch, Ar., Thuc, etc. From-, , , =, Hdt. (in gen. pi. £-)., , the office of taxiarch, Arist. From



79 2-,, the commanderofa squadron, Hdt. II.

at Athens, the commander of (. 4), the corre-

sponding- cavalry -officers being-, Ar. : gener-

ally an officer, Xen.-, ov, commanding or division, Anth., Pass, to engage in battle, Pind.,, Ion. 10s, ,{) an arranging : I. in

military sense : 1. a drawing up, the order or

disposition of an army, Thuc, Xen., etc. ;

tactics, Xen. 2. battle array, order of battle,

Lat. acies,, Hdt. j Thuc., etc. 3.

a single rank or line of soldiers, Lat. ordo,

to be drawn up a few lines deep,

Id. 4. a body of soldiers, a squadron, Aesch.,
Soph. : at Athens, the quota of infantry furnished by
each (cf. II), Lys. : of smaller bodies, a

company, cohort, Xen. ; so of ships, a squadron,
Aesch. :—generally, a band, company, Id. 5. a
post or place in the line of battle, Lat. statio, Hdt.

;

\ , . to .,
Id. II. generally, an arrangement, order, Plat.,

etc. 2. order, regularity, Id. 3. . an
assessment of tribute, Xen. : an arrangement -with

creditors, Lex ap. Dem. 4. a political order, a
constiUition, Arist. III. metaph. from 1. 5,
the post or position one holds, Aesch., etc. ; iv, . viewed as Thessalians,

as an enemy, Dem. ; by way of

insult, Id. 2. one's duty towards another,

. Id. ; . the duty of good-will, Id. IV.
a class of men, as of magistrates, Xen., Dem.', , the yew-tree, Lat. taxus., , , low. 1. of Place, lying low,

Hdt.; to live in low regions, Pind.

;

of stature or size, low, Xen. 2. of the condition of

persons, brought down, humbled, submissive, Hdt.,
Aesch., etc. : of low rank, lowly, mean, Lat. vilis,

Eur., etc.: small, poor, weak, Id., Dem.: — Adv.,
iv to be poorly off, Isocr. 3. of the

spirits, humbled, dejected, Thuc, Xen. 4. in moral
sense, partly bad, mean, base, abject, Xen., etc. ; partly

good, lowly, humble, Id., . T. 5. of things, mean,
low, poor, . mean apparel, Xen. : of style,

low, poor, Arist. ; Adv., Id. Hence,, , lowness of stature, Hdt. 2. of

condition, low estate, abasement, Thuc, Isocr. 3.

lowness of spirits, dejection, Xen. 4. in moral
sense, baseness, vileness, Plat., , lowli?iess, humility, . T. From/7€-, ovos, , , ) lowly in mind, Plut., f.,( to lower :—Pass.,

. . II. metaph. to lessen,

Plut. : to disparage, Polyb. 2. to humble,
abase, Xen., Aeschin. :—Pass., Plat., Xen. 3. in

moral sense, to make lowly, to humble, . T. :—Pass.

to humble oneself, lb. Hence,, humiliation, abasement, def'eat, Plat. 2.

low estate, low condition, . T., crasis for .' [],, , a carpet, rug, Lat. tapes, Horn., Ar., crasis for :—, for :

—

, forTa:—, for .

—.
[],, , =,, Xen., crasis :—, for ., crasis for ., for , at first, II., crasis for .

[],, ,() disquietude, Eur., , disturbance, confzision, Aesch., Eur., , ,() disturbing, c. gen.,

Plut., ,() a tool for stirring with, Ar., , poet, for, Aesch., , a fine Tarentine woman's garment

:

Dim., , Luc.|-8, ov, () heart-troubling, Ar.-7<~&, ov, troubling the horse-array

,

of Cleon as a foe to the, Ar.,, , Tarenttim, a town of Magna Graecia,

Hdt., Thuc. :—Adj., , ov, Tarentiney
Strab. ; ., 0, a Tarentine, Hdt., Att. -, in Att. also shortd.,
(Root TAPAX) : f . : aor. 1 : pf.-, Ep. (infr. Ill):— Pass., f.-, med. in pass, sense: aor. 1:
pf.. To stir, stir up, trouble, in a

physical sense, Od. ; .
Ar. ;

Aesch. ; ., of a speaker, to jumble up,

Dem.; . makes 'confusion worse confounded,'

Soph. 2. to trouble the mind, confound, agitate,

disturb, disquiet, Trag., Plat., etc. : absol. to cause

confusion, Plat. 3. of an army, to throw into

disorder, Hdt., Xen., etc. :—Pass, to be in disorder,

Hdt., Thuc. 4. of political matters, to agitate,

distract, Ar. :—Pass, to be in a state of disorder or

anarchy, Thuc, Dem. 5.

to be shaken in one's seat on horseback,

Xen. II. to stir up mud, raise by stirring up,

Ar. : metaph., . , Soph., Plat. ;

Pass., Dem. III. intr. pf., to be in disorder or cojifusion, be hi an
uproar, V II. ; lb.

Hence, , trouble, disorder, confusion, Pind., Thuc,
etc 2. of an army or fleet, Thuc, etc;

in theconfusion, Hdt. 3. politicalconfusion,

tumult, and in pi. tumults, troubles, Id., Att. ; . 717-, Thuc.

[], , —, Xen.-, , () troublous, turbulent, Hdt.

;

. uncertain, baffling, Xen. II. troubled,

disordered, Arist. 2. of an army, Thuc, Xen. III.

Adv., to live in a state of confusion,

Isocr. ; . to be rebelliously disposed,

Dem. ; Sup.- Isocr..€, a, ov , frighted, fearful, h. Horn., Soph., f. , () intr. to be frightened,

alarmed, terrified, Horn. ; . Soph., Eur. :

—

absol. to shew fear, II., Aesch. ; a state of
fear, Eur. ; -] from fear, Soph. ;

fear-stricken, Eur. II. c. acc. to

fear, dread, II., Aesch., etc. 2. to stand in awe
of, revere, Aesch.



'', , , fright, alarm, terror, II., rag.,

etc. 2. awe, reverence, twosfor one, Aesch. II.

an object of alarm, a fear, alarm, Soph., Eur., , Ep. for, Od., , op, affrighted or affrighting, Aesch., crasis for ; for rod- :—, for ., Ion. -, , a preserving, pickling : in pi.,

at factoriesfor salting fish, Hdt., Strab., , embalming, of mummies, Hdt. 2.

picklijtg, salting, of fish, Id. ; and
, , anembalmer,oi mummies, Hdt. From, f. , () to preserve the body by

artificial means, to embalm, of the Egyptian mummies,
Hdt., Plat. II. to preserve meat or fish by
salting, pickling, or smoking, Plat. :—Pass.,[]

Hdt. ;

preserved meat, Xen. III. metaph. in Pass, to

shrivel zip, Aesch.; stale, Dem., ', Dim. of, Ar., , the salt-fish market, Theophr.-', to sell salt fish, Plat. II. to be

engaged with the embalming of corpses, Luc. From&-, , , () a dealer in salt fish,
Plut., etc.

[],, , a dead body preserved by embalming,
a 7nu?nmy, Hdt. II. meat or fish preserved by
salting, pickling, or smoking, Id.,, , = foreg. 1 1, Ar., etc., Ep., aor. 2 pass. inf. of., Att., , () a stand or frame
of wicker-work, a crate, Lat. cratis, Od., Thuc. :

—

g-enerally, a basket, Ar. 2. a mat of reeds, built

into brickwork to bind it together, Hdt. II. any
broad flat surface, as, 1. . the fiat of the

foot, the part between the toes and the heel, II.,

Hdt. 2. . the flat or blade of an oar,

Lat. palmida, Hdt. : absol. an oar, Eur. :—in collective

sense, the oars on one side of a ship, Thuc. 3.

. the flat of the wing, a wing, Anth. : of

a peacock's tail, Mosch.

[], , ov, Tartarean, horrible, Eur., Luc., and : heterog. pi.,, Tartarus,

a dark abyss, as deep below Hades as earth below
heaven, the prison of the Titans, II., Hes., etc. :—later,

the nether world, like"?, Hes., Aesch. (Deriv. un-

certain.) Hence, to cast into Tartarus or hell, . T., and , a city of Spain at the mouth
of the Baetis, the Tarshish of Scripture, Hdt., Strab. :

—, a, ov, Tartessian, Hdt., Ar.', ol,', , plur. of., , , ..,-,. 3 sing, and pi. aor. 1 pass, of.,, , a thicket, II. (From to thicken?), (or ), , () thick, close, Aesch. ;

pi. masc. and neut., like Lat. frequentes,
lot thick-flying arrows, II. ; lb. :

—

neut. pi. as Adv. ofttimes, often, Horn. :—
in II. must belong to a nom., unless

we write, from., crasis for .

— ravpeos. 793, f. : Pass., Ep. aor. [] Anth. :—to bury solemnly, II.

[], ecus,,() tension, intensity
, force , Plut.

;

. a raising of the eye-brows, Anth.
(RootTAT), Att.- : f. : aor. 1:

pf. :—Pass., f. and :

aor. 1, rarely aor. 2 [] : pf.^,
3 pi. : 3 pi. plqpf .. To arrange,

put in order, Hdt., etc. : esp. to draw up in order of
battle, to form, array, marshal, both of troops and
ships, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—Pass, to be drawn up,

Hdt. ; 4 in four lines, Xen.

;

in single column, Thuc. : absol.,

in rank and file, opp. to, Id.,

etc. :—Med. tofall in,form in order of battle, Id. 2.

to post, station, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—Pass., Hdt., etc.

;

or Is . or to serve

among the infantry, Id. ; c. acc. cogn., .
Plat. II. to appoint to any service,

military or civil, . one over a thing,

to a service or task, Dem., etc. ; Aesch., etc. ;

Ar., etc. ; Xen. :—Pass.,

to be appointed to a service, Hdt., etc. ;

Ar. 2. c. acc. et inf. to appoint one to do
a thing, Xen. ; and in Pass, to be appointed to do,

Aesch., etc. :—also (sine inf.), 01

Soph. ; Dem. 3. c. acc. et inf.

also, to order one to do a thing-

, Hdt., Soph., etc. ;

also, . \ Hdt., etc. :—Pass.,

or Id. :—also impers., ,
(sc.) Soph. ;

Thuc. 4. to assign to a class, .
Xen. ; . to act as one of a set, Dem. :

—

Pass., to join it,

Thuc. III. c. acc. rei, to place in a certain

order, . Hdt. ; . Xen. 2. to

appoint, ordain, order, prescribe, Soph., Plat. :—Pass.,

Soph. ; Xen. 3. of taxes

or payments, to appoint or fix a certain payment,
. Aeschin., etc. ; with an inf. added,

Thuc. ; to

fix the price, Id. : — Pass., Plat. :

—Med. to take a payment on oneself, \. e. agree to

pay it, Hdt. ; -
Thuc. 4. in Med., also, generally, to agree

upon, settle, Plat. 5. to impose punishments, .
Ar. ; Dem. :— so in Med., Hdt. 6.

in pf . part. pass, fixed, prescribed,

Id., etc. ; ., Xen., etc. ; . Id., =, Anth., Dor. for.^, crasis for ., Att. for., , the letter , Plat., Ion.,, Mount Taygetus, between

Laconia and Messenia, Od., Hdt., etc., a, ov, and , ov, () of bulls, oxen, or

cows, Lat. taurinus, Trag. II. of bulVs-hide, II.- [], , , () a bull-driver :—

a

Thessalian bull-fighter, tauridor, Anth., a, ov, — ; epith. of Poseidon in Boeotia,

because bulls were offered to him, Hes.



794 -, Adv. like a bull, savagely, Ar., Plat,-, ov, () slaughtering bulls,

. a sacrifice of a bull, Anth.-, ov,(-) devouring bulls, Anth.-^, opos, , (yaar^p) with bulVs paunch :

metaph. enormous, Anth.-, , , () bull-binder, in fern. --,, Anth.-,, 6, , () bull-horned, Eur.-, ov,() =, Eur.', f. 4\, to slaughter bulls, Aesch. From-, ov,() slaughtering bulls, Soph,-, ov, (4\) bull-formed, Eur., Pass., only in pres. to become savage as
a bull, Aesch., Eur. ; to cast

savage glances on one, Eur.- [], opos, , i), () sprung from
a bull, of bees, Theocr.--, -, () a name of Artemis,—either

worshipped at Tauris, or hunting bulls, Eur. ;—so

(Dor. for -), Soph,-, , ,, , bull-footed, Eur.', , a bull, Horn., etc. : also , like, , II. :— ,
oracularly of Agamemnon and his wife, Aesch.', f. 7\, to cut a bull's throat, . is

to cut its throat (so that the blood runs) into a
hollow shield, Aesch. From--, ov, () bull-slaughtering, sacri-

ficial, Soph.-, ov, (<payeiv) bull-eating, Ar.-, ov, =, Pind., Theocr., etc., neut. pi. of. II., crasis for

.., v.., dat. fern. dat. of, in this way., strengthd. Att. for, neut. pi. of., Att. -, Ion., crasis forTO, .-, ,() under thesameclimate, Strab.-, ov, tautologous, Anth., crasis for , a chance,
spontaneously, by chance, Thuc, Plat,-, f., to do the same with, Arist.,, , (&) identity, Arist.&, crasis for ., poet, for : ..', crasis for .,, , () a burier, Lat. vespillo, Soph., , () burial, Lat. sepultura, Hdt. : mode

of burial, Id. 2. in pi. also, a burial-place, Hdt.,

Soph. ;—in sing., \, of the urn
supposed to contain the ashes of Orestes, Soph. 3.

payment for burial, a burial-fee, Dem., , ov, Ion. for (not used), of or for a
burial, . a winding-sheet, shroud, Od., a, ov, = foreg., . a gravestone, Anth., crasis for .

[], , [) a burial, funeral, Lat. funus,
Horn., Soph., etc. ; to give a funeral-
feast, Horn. 2. the act of'burying, Soph. II.

the grave itself, tomb, Hes., Hdt., etc. ;—in pi. of a
singlegrave, Hdt., Soph. ; eV though dead

-'.
and buried, Aesch. ; oi his being buried,

Soph. 2. . a ' living skeleton,' Luc.

[], , ,() astonishment, amazement,
Od., , a making ofditches or trenches, Dem. From, f . ,() to make a ditch, Xen., Aeschin., , Ion. for, Hdt., ,() a ditch, trench, Horn., etc. ;

II., etc. ; . to draw a trench, lb., aor. 2 part. ; v.., Adv. () quickly
, presently , forthwith, Lat.

statim, Horn., etc. II. perhaps, Plat., etc. :—so

also &v probably, perhaps, may be, with optat,
Hdt., Att. :

—

alone, in answers, Plat., etc. :

—

strengthd., Xen. ; Dem.

;

Soph., etc. III. for Comp.,
Sup., v. c.', Adv. of., , , poet, for, Theocr. :—neut. pi.,=, Id.

[t],, v. c., , , () swiftness, speed, fleetness,

velocity, II., Plat. 2. . quickness of temper,

hastiness, Eur. II. is often used in Ad-
verbial phrases for, absol. in ace, Aesch., etc.

:

—with Preps., Xen. ; Soph.,

etc. ; Aesch., etc. ; els Xen., etc. ;. Hdt., Thuc. ; Plat. ;

Soph. :—also with relatives, , like, Hdt., Aesch. ; so, Hdt., Soph.

;

Soph. :—also, as

each was off for speed, i.e. as quickly as they could,

Hdt. ; Thuc.-, ov, conquered quickly or easily, Hdt.- [], , , () fast-walking, Eur.-, ov, (-)) hasty in counsel, Ar.-, , gen. vos, soon moved to tears, Luc., , quickness in working, Xen. From-, , (*) working quickly.-,, , , swift to anger, Anth.-, ov, quickly dying, shortlived, Aesch.-', f. ·}],() to sail fast, Thuc.

[], f. : aor. : () :
—to make

quickly, Soph. ; such are the

words which in his eager haste he speaks, Eur. II.

intr. to be quick, to make haste, speed, hurry, Aesch.,

Soph., Xen.-, , soon persuaded, credulous, Theocr.-, ov, quick of motion, Aesch., Eur.-, ov,—, Pind.-,, , ,,, swift-footed, Eur., Ar.-, ov,() swift-footed, Theogn.-, ov,() swift-winged, Aesch.- [], ov, with fleet, swift horses, II.-, ov, swift-rushing, Aesch.-, ov,() swift-rushing, Soph."' [], , : I. of motion, quick, swift,

fleet, opp. to, Horn., etc. ; II.

;

Horn. II. of thought and purpose,

quick, rapid, hasty, yap
Soph. ; c. inf., . Ar. ; rb speed, haste,

Eur. 2. so of actions, events, quick, rapid, sudden,



Soph.; Thuc. ; . fleeting
hopes, Pind.

. Adv., 1. regul. form '>5, quickly, II.,

Att. 2. the Adv. is also expressed by periphr.,

in haste, Thuc, etc. ; 4 Soph. ; cf.

. 3. neut. as Adv., Id., etc. ; more
-often (q. v.).

C. Degrees of Comparison : I. Comp. : 1.

reg'ul. form, a, ov, Hdt. 2.,
neut., gen. oz/os, new Att., neut.,
Horn., Att. :—neut. as Adv., Horn., etc. ;

sooner, i.e. rather, would I hear, Soph.;
also, like Lat. ocius, often stands for the Posi-

tive, ; i.e. make haste and bring,

Id. ; '6 , like ' , Theocr. ; 4-
. Plat. 3. the form [t], neut. , is

rare in good Att. II. the regular Sup.,
is rare, Pind. ; as Adv., Xen. 2. the usual

form is, , ov, mostly in neut. pi. as

Adv., otti as soon as possible, Lat. quam
celerrime, II. ; Att. ' Soph., etc. :—so,' . Aesch. ; . Hdt., Att. ; . Aesch.,

-etc. :—these are ellipt. phrases, for . Hdt.

;

or rj . Xen., etc. :—also after Particles

of Time, like Lat. quiim primum, 4 (Ion. eVet Te)

Hdt., Att. ;4 . Plat., etc. ; 4 or

4-\, 4,4 . Hdt., etc.; . Xen. 3.

often also in Prose, (sc. ), as Adv.
by the quickest way, i. e. most quickly, Hdt., etc. Hence,, Dor. -$,, , quickness, swiftness,

Horn., Hdt., Plat.

[], Dor. and Aeol. gen. pi. fem. of , , .
or -eios, ov, of a peacock, Luc. From' or§ (sometimes written Taws), o; gen.

or ; acc. or : pi., nom. or > ;

gen. ; acc. or Taws :—but also (as if from a
nom.) pi. dat., acc. :

—a peacock,

Lat. pavo, Ar., etc. : metaph. of coxcombs, Id.

T€, enclitic Particle, and, answering to Lat. que, as

to et. It may simply join clauses, as os -
re, II. ;

or it may be repeated as re . . re . . , both . . and . . , as

re re Horn. So also . . , . . ,

as re ? II., etc. :

—used to show coincidence of Time, re4
yiyverai Hdt., etc. 2. the

combination re is peculiar to Ep., and also,

Horn. II. in Ep. Poetry, re is attached to many
relative Pronouns or Particles, without altering their

sense, as', re,· re, Te, re, re,

re, etc. : in Att., this re was dropped, except in a few
words, as are,, 4', 6i6s re,., Dor. for , acc. sing, of .

re', apostroph. for Tea, neut. pi. of.
TE, f . €· : aor. ere7|a :-—-Pass., aor. 4r4y-- :

—

to wet, moisten, Pind., etc. ; of tears, Trag. :

—Pass,, I weep, Aesch. ; .4 Eur. 2

.

c. acc. cogn., . to shed tears, Pind. ; rey-
yei Soph. :—Pass., 4r4yy^ro

a shower fell, Id. II. to soften (properly, by
soaking or bathing), Pind. :—metaph. in Pass., reyyei

yap thou art no whit softened, Aesch. ;
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\6yois 4r4yy^ Eur. III. to dye, stain, Lat.

tingere ; metaph., like Lat. imbuere, Pind.

Tcyea, as, Ion. -, tjs, , Tegea in Arcadia, II., Pind.,

etc. :— [], Ion. -, , of Tegea, Hdt.,

etc. :—fem.,,, the Tegeate country

,

Thuc.

:

—-Adv.-, Ion.-, -, , Hdt.

Te'yeos, ov, (reyos) at or near the roof, ., of the

women's chambers, =, II., eos, , like oriyos, a roof, Lat. tectum, Od.,

Ar., etc. ; reyous you on the roof ! Od.,

Ar. II. any covered part of a house, a hall, room,
chamber, Od., Pind.,?, pf. part, of.0§, Adv. of, boldly, Polyb.,, Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of.

(Root ), pf. with pres. sense (no pres. is

found), Ep. plqpf . eVe0^7rea as impf. : I. intr. to

be astonished, astounded, amazed, Od., Hdt. ; mostly

in part, amazed, astonied, II. :—to this belongs

also aor. 2, used by Horn, only in part,,
in the phrases , ; but 3
sing, (for) occurs in Pind. ; and 1 sing.

in Aesch. 2. c. acc. to be amazed at,

Luc., ov, or a, ov, Dor. for, settled, regular,

Lat. solennis, Pind. :

—

, , — sq., Id.§, , Dor. for, a law, custom, Pind., redupl. for, aor. 2 inf. of.', Adv. part. pf. pass, of,
tumultuously, Xen.- [], : ., =, Eur.- [], , , driver of a four-horse

chariot, Hdt.
'-70§, ov, {, ') with four horses

abreast,four-horsed, Pind., Eur. ; . the chariot-

race, Eur. II. (sc.), , afour-horse

chariot, Hdt., Eur. ; . a team offour abreast,

Ar.', to keep a team offour horses, Hdt.-, ov, () keeping a team offour
horses, ., i. e. a wealthy family that could sup-

port this contest in the games, Hdt.', pf. pass. part, of.
T€i8e, Dor. for.
re'tv [], Dor. and Ep. dat. sing, of .

(Root TAN, cf.) : f.: aor. 1, Ep.

: pf. :—Pass., f. : aor. 14
[], Ep. : pf . : plqpf. 3 sing, and pi.,,, 3 dual. To stretch by
main force, to stretch to the uttermost,

stretched it to its full, II. ; e£ -
having tied the reins tight to the chariot-rail, lb. :

—

Pass., [~\ the strap was made tight, lb. ;

the sails were stretched, Od. :—absol., ju?/

ay not to strain the cord too tight, Soph. 2.

metaph., to strain the even

tug of war, II.:—Pass., 4 lb.;

their pace was strained to

the utmost, lb. : also, to exert oneself, be anxious,

Pind. 3. to stretch out, spread, Zei»s

. ; night is spread over man-
kind, Od. ; so, of light, Soph. ; of sound,
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' */ Soph. 4. to aim at, direct

towards a point, properly from the bow,
Id. : then, metaph., . to aim death to

one, design it for him, Eur. ; .- Plat. II.

to stretch out in length, Hdt. :—Pass, to lie out at

length, lie stretched, yairj II. ; \
lying stretched in chains, Od. 2. to stretch

or hold out, present, -yav Eur. :—Med.,
to stretch out one's hands, etc.,

Theocr. 3. to extend, lengthen, of Time, Aesch.,

Eur.; \6yov Aesch.
B. intr., of geographical position, to stretch out or

extend, Hdt., Xen. :—of Time,
lengthening time, Aesch. II. to exert oneself,

struggle, Plat. : to hurry on, hasten,
Eur., Xen. III. to extend to, reach, Lat. perti-

nere, Plat. 2. to tend, refer, belong
to, Lat. spedare ad, it refers to, concerns
you, Hdt., Eur., etc.; ; to what tends it?

Plat. ; 4yyvs Id.,, , . form of, found only in pi., the

heavenly constellations, signs, only once in Horn.,, II. ; -
h. Horn.

(Root ), impf., only in pres. and
impf. act. and pass. :

—

to rub hard : of the effects of

pain, sorrow, to wear away, wear out, distress, Horn.,

Aesch. :—Pass., \ II.;

' she was sore distressed, lb., etc. II.

intr. to suffer distress,^ ' lb.-, , ,() approacher of walls,

i.e. stormer of cities, II., f. 4\, —, to build walls, Hdt.;
. Id. II. trans, to fortify, Id.,,,—, Strab.€-, , () enclosed by walls, be-

leaguered, besieged, Hdt., Thuc, etc., f. Att. iu> : aor. : pf. :() :

—

to build a wall, Ar., etc. : c. acc. cogn.,

. to build it, Thuc. ; so in Med., -
they built them a wall, II. :—Pass, to be

built, Pind. : 3 sing, plqpf ., impers., build-

ings had been erected, there were buildings, Hdt. II.

trans, to wall or fortify, Id. ;

Thuc, Dem. : in Med., Thuc. :

—Pass, to be walled or fenced with walls, Id. ;

the fortified parts, Id.,, , () walled, high-walled, ., , () a wall, Od. :—any dimin. sense it

has consists in its being commonly limited to private

buildings, as opp. to city-walls., ,{) the work of walling, wall-build-
ing, Thuc, Xen., , , () a wall or fort, forti-

fication, Eur., Thuc, 6, =, Thuc.', f., to build a wall, Anth. ; and, , a building of walls, Plut. From-, ov, (8) building walls.-, iSos, , destroyer of walls, ap. Plut.', f., to fight the walls, i. e. to besiege,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; . Ar. ; Plut. From

€.- [], , ,() storming walls, an
engineer, Ar. Hence, Ion. -, , a battle with walls, i. e. a
siege, Hdt. : the 12th Iliad was so called, Plat,-,,() walling by music, of Amphion's
lyre, Anth.-, 6v, () building walls or forts,
Luc. II. 01, at Athens, officers chosen
to repair the city-walls, Dem., Aeschin., , , a wall, esp. a wall round a city, town-
wall, in sing, and pi., Horn. ; coats of

walls, i.e. walls one within the other, Hdt.;, II., etc. ; Hdt. ; . -
moenia sibi circumdare, Id. ; also, r.

Id. ; . to breach the

wall, II. ; so in Prose, .,
Hdt., etc. 2. at Athens were lines

of wall connecting the city-wall with the harbours,
called respectively or Peira'ic, and
or Phaleric wall.

—

, differ from, as

Lat. murus, moe?iia from paries, city-walls from a
house-wall ; cf .. II. any fortification,

a castle, fort, Hdt. : pi. of a single fort, fortifications,

Id. III. a fortified town, Id., Xen., etc ; so in

pi. (Deriv. uncertain.)', f ., to guard the walls, Plut. From- [],, , a guard of the walls, Hdt., , Dim. of, Xen., Adv., Ep. and Ion. for.
', Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of :

—, inf., f. : aor. 1, Ep.
: Dep. : () :

—-to fix by a mark or

boundary, to ordain, decree, Horn. : to lay a task upon
a person, enjoin, appoint, Od. :—c. inf. to design,

purpose to do, h. Horn. II. to judgefrom signs
and tokens, toform a judgment respecting a thing,

calculate, Eur. : absol. to conjecture, Xen. :—the reason

is added in the dat., to jtidge by

the burnt-offering, Pind. ; . '4pycf .
Aesch. ; Soph., etc. :—c. inf., .

Xen.
. an Act. occurs in Poets, to shew by a

sign or token, ' circumstance

proves the man, Pind. ; gives signs [for

men] to see, Id. ;, '

shew me what it awaits me to suffer, Aesch.

TE'KMAP, Ep. ', , indecl. a fixed mark or

boundary, goal, end, II. ; the end of

Ilium, lb. 2. an end, object, purpose, Pind. II.

like -), a fixed sign, sure sign or token, as

Zeus says that his nod is

the highest, surest pledge I can give, II.; '
.' Aesch., etc.'-, ,() a judgingfrom sure signs., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 of., ,() like II, a sure sign

or token, Hdt., Att. II. a positive proofj Aesch.,

Plat., etc. :—in Att. Prose as an inde-

pendent clause, now the proof of it is this (which

follows), Thuc, etc. Hence, f. , to prove positively, Thuc;
if he seem a sufficient voucher>



Id.; ' . .thus much evidence
he gave to the fact that . . , Id.-, , of the nature of, Arist.€, , Ep. form of., , Dim. of, a little child, Anth.,

N.T.', to bear young, bear children, Anth., N.T.;
and, , child-bearing, . . From-, ov, begetting or bearing children, Aesch.- ktoVos, ov, () murdering children, Eur.-, , having lost one's young, of the

nightingale, Soph., , , () that which is borne or bom,
a child (cf. Scottish bairn, from Anglo-S. beran,

to bear), Horn., etc. ; my son, my child, sometimes
with masc. Adj., Id.; the relat. Pron.

or Participle often follows in masc. or fem. 2. of

animals, theyoung, Id., etc. 3. metaph., flowers are

yaias Aesch. ; birds Eur. [The
penult, is long in Horn., in Trag. more often short.], f.,() in Act., of the woman,
to bear children, in Med., of the man, to beget them,
Xen. : in Med. of both parents, to breed children, Id., , , of or for the production of
children : - (sc.) Arist., , production of children, Xen.,-, ov, () child-avenging, Aesch.-, , () of the wife, child-bearing,

Hdt. ; of the husband, child-begetting, Eur.-, , a begetting of children, Anth.,, ovv, contr. for,, , having
borne children, Soph.-, ,' (-) eating children :—hence

-,, , a devouring of children, Luc.-', to murder children, Anth. From-, ov, (*) child-murdering.', Ep. for, aor. 2 of:—', 3 pi. opt., f., to furnish or stock •with children, Eur.:

—Pass, to be furnished -with children, i. e. to have
them, Id. II. Act., of the man, to beget children,

Id.;—Med., of the female, to bear them: metaph.,

it has offspring, Aesch. ; -
Eur. :—Pass, to be born, Trag.;^ \, i. e. a marriage

where husband and son are one, Soph. Hence,, , a begetting, bearing, ·
to have children, Thuc.', 60s, , Ep. dat. pi.,, ()

poet, for, Horn., etc. 2. of animals, II., etc.;

in pi. the young, lb., f., : aor. , Ep.

3 sing, : Dep. :—of a carpenter, to make,
work, frame, II. :—absol. to do joiners'1 work, opp.

to smiths' work, Ar., Xen. 2. of other artificers,

h. Horn., Plat. 3. metaph. to devise, plan, con-

trive, esp. by craft, Lat. machinari, -· they kept me from speech of them, Eur.;' (sc. Cleon) Ar. II. later,

Act. in same sense, Anth., Luc. ; hence
partic. pass,, Ar., Dem., , workshop of a carpenter, Aeschin.

—. 797, ,() carpentry, Anth.^, , , () practised or skilled in

building, Plat. : as Subst. a good carpenter ox builder,

opp. to a smith, Xen. :

—

-\ (sc.) joiners'

work, carpentry, Plat., etc.~, , the art of a joiner, carpentry, avhp' Od. ; $ hand
unhonoured in its art, Eur. From', ovos, 6, () any worker in wood, esp.

a carpenter, joiner, Horn., etc. ; opp. to a smith(), Plat., Xen. ; to a mason() , Thuc,
etc. 2. generally, any craftsman or workman, .

a worker in horn, II. ; of a metal-worker,

Eur. ; a sculptor, Soph., Eur. 3. a master in any
art, Pind. ; ., i.e. a physician, Id. 4.

metaph. a maker, author, Aesch. ; Eur., aor. 2 part, of., S>vos, , a broad strap for bearing anything

(from Root,*, whence also the hero Telamon
took his name, cf .") : 1. a leathern strap or

belt, for bearing both shield or sword, Horn. 2. a

broad linen bandage for wounds, II., Hdt., Eur.; for

swathing mummies, Hdt.', 3 sing. Ion. impf., to come into

being, to be quite or fully so and so, II. :

—then simply to be so and so, ,. Horn., Trag.' and ', (Ion. ), ov, in Att. also os, ov

:

() :

—

having reached its end, finished, complete,

II., etc. : of victims, perfect, without spot or blemish,

lb. ; . Hdt. ; of sacrifices,

of full tale or number, or performed with all

rites, Thuc. ; so, is prob.

the surest bird of augury,11. 2. of animals, full-
grown, Xen., etc. 3. of persons, absolute, complete,

accomplished, perfect in his or its kind, Plat., etc. :

—so of things, Id. ; . \,, etc., Arist. 4. of prayers, vows, etc., ful-

filled, accomplished, Pind., Aesch. ; o^ts oh

a vision which imported nothing, Hdt. ; . a

fixed resolve, Soph. 5. in Arithm., those numbers
are, which are equal to the sum of their divisors,

as 6 = 3 + 2+ i, Plat. II. of the gods, fulfilling

prayer, . Zeus thefulfiller, Pind., Aesch.; of Hera
(vyia, Lat. Juno pronuba, the presiding goddess of

marriage, Pind., Aesch., etc. :—so, avi]p, = La.t.

paterfamilias, the lord of the house, Aesch. III. =, last, Soph. IV. (not),
, a royal banquet, as a transl. of the Pers. tycta,

Hdt. V. Adv., at last, Aesch., Plat.,

etc. 2. perfectly, absolutely , thoroughly , Hdt. 3.

the neut. is also used as Adv., Luc. VI.
Comp. and Sup. : Horn, uses,- or,-, as his metre requires : in Att.,- prevail. Hence

and, f. , to make perfect, com-
plete : I. of things, to make it perfect, complete,

accomplish, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—Pass, to be accom-
plished, Hdt., Soph. ; when
both parties had their wishes accomplished, Hdt. :

—

of prophecies, to be fulfilled, N.T. II. of persons,

to bring one to perfection, Hdt. ;
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<? 7«£> the ambush successful, Soph. :—Pass, to attain

perfection, come to the end of one's labours, Id. : to

reach maturity, Plat,, Ep. for.
or', eccs, , () accomplish-

ment, fulfilment, . T., , o, an accomplishes', finisher, . T.-,, ov, {) withfull complement ofmonths,
r. apoTos, i.e. a full twelvemonth, Soph.', ol, one of the four old Attic Tribes, prob.

(from ill), the Consecrators, Priests; or (from

) the Payers, Farmers, Hdt.',, v. reAeios,.', 2 sing. aor. opt. of., aor. pass. part, of., , <z?z accomplished purpose, Polyb.-, , working out its end, effective, Plat.', aros, , () money paid or to be paid,
a payment, outlay, Luc.-., poet, for -, s/z£ / gives
completeness or accomplishment, Eur.-, ovos, <5, 17, () poet, for,
working its will, Aesch., ,{ ) place for initiation, as

the temple of Eleusis, Plut. II., ,
a thank-offeringfor success, Xen., , ,{ III) initiatory, mystical, Plat., opos, 6,( ill) a priest, Anth.', f. \, to bring fruit to perfection,

N.T. II. to pay toll or custom, Xen.-, ov, (,) bringing to an end,
els for a year completing its round,

for a complete year, Horn. ; ,
tending to accomplishment, Aesch., Eur. ;

5hs grant accomplishment to the visions,

Soph. ; . to grant the favour of fulfil-

ment,^. II. accomplishing one's purpose,

Aesch.; Soph.;- is to

fall powerless to the ground, Aesch. 2. bringing
fruit to perfection, Plut.: having the ordering
of a thing, c. gen., Aesch., rjs, , () initiation in the mysteries,

Hdt., Plat., etc. ; is X<z7pas »/ to

take in hand the matter of initiation, Hdt. :—in pi.

mystic rites at initiation, Eur., Ar., etc. II. a
festival accompanied by such rites, in pi., Pind. ; in

sing., Eur. Hence, Dor. for, 3 pi. of., , ov,() last, Lat. ultimus, Hdt.

;

. the endings or terminations, Id. ;

to station in the rear ranks, Xen. 2. of

Time, , with or without, the last

day allowed for payment, Dem. ; one's last day,
Soph. 3. last, uttermost, u/3pts Id. II., as Adv. the last time, last of all, Hdt.,

Xen., etc.; or Plat., etc.; and -
Thuc. 2. at last, in the last place, Ar.,

etc. : but, 3. the Adj. is often used with Verbs,

where we should use the Adv.,
Aesch. ; Thuc., Ion. -', f. :—Pass., with med.-,: aor. 1 :

—

to complete, finish, ac-

complish, Lat. perficere, Horn. : to fulfil an oath or

promise, Id. ; '. to bring about
an evil day for one, Od. :—so in Att.,; to what end must I bring it? Soph.; Zevs 8

Tt, Eur., etc. :—Pass, to be ful-
filled, to come to pass, happen, Horn., Eur. 2. to

bring to an end, esp., . to finish life, i. e.

to die, Hdt. ; .' Aesch. :—also, c. gen.,

to make a,n end of life, Xen. ; so, \6yov . Thuc:
—also without ', to end life, to die, Hdt., Att.

;

. tivos to die by another's hand or means,
Hdt. II. intr. 1. to be accomplished, Id. 2.

to come to an end, to end, Lat. finire, Id., Att. :

—

foil, by a Prep., . is to come to a certain end,
issue in, Hdt., Att. ; tto? ( =); in what
does it end? Aesch. 3. to die, v. supr. 4. the

part,, , , was used as Adv., at the
end, at last, 7 Hdt. ; iy'iyveTOy

there would have been a fray to finish
with, Soph. ; tcis^5 at

last they got tired of mourning, Thuc. 5. of a
country, to come to an end, Hdt. From, , () a finishing, completion, accom-
plishment, Od. 2. a termination, end, II., Att.;

Trjs Ar. ; . Thuc. 3. esp. an
end of life, . II. ; Hdt., etc :—also periphr.,

. the end that death brings, Lat. mortis
exitus, Hes. 4. the end, event, issue, Pind.,

Aesch. 5. with Preps., in adv. sense, is,
at the end, at last, Hes., Soph. ; Plat.

;

iv) Aesch. II. the end, extremity of any
thing, 5 the extremities of Libya,

Hdt. 2. the end of a sentence, Arist.', Ep. also : Ep. impf. : f.,
Ep., Ion. ', Att. : aor. 1,
Ep. : pf .

:—Pass., Ep. pres.·
: f ., and f. med. in pass, sense, 3 sing., inf.,, part.5 :

aor. 1 : pf .., 3 sing, plqpf .-
: () :

—

to complete, fulfil, accomplish, and,

generally, to execute, perform, Lat. perficere, Horn.

:

—Pass., Id. ; , %pyov ' no
sooner said than done,' II. 2. to fulfil one's

word, Horn. : to grant one the fulfilment ofanything,
' Id. ; . yoOj/' to fulfil his wish, II. ;, to glut his fury, wrath, lb. : c. inf.,' he succeeded not in bringing,

lb. ; , like , to complete

or confirm an oath, lb. 3. to make perfect,

Pind. ; . to bless him wzYA perfect hap-
piness, Id.; so,* Aesch.:— also, to

bring a child maturity, bring it iAe >,
Eur. 4. bring to an end, finish, end,

II., etc. ; without, to finish one's course to a
place, arrive at it, Thuc. 5. of Time, Od., etc. :

—

Pass., , lb. : of men, to come to

one's end, Aesch. 6. intr. like Pass, to be fulfilled,

turn out so and so, Id., Soph. II. to pay what
one owes, pay one's dues, II. : generally, topay ,

present,

Horn., Att. : absol. to pay tax, Hdt. :—Pass., of money,
to be paid, Id. ; of persons, to be subject to tax or

tribute, Dem. 2. to lay out, spend, Hdt. :—Pass.
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to be spent or expended. Id. ; is -
laid out upon the supper,

Id. 3. since, in many Greek cities, the citizens

were distributed into classes acc. to their taxable pro-

perty, . eis Tivas meant to be rated as belonging to a

class, Lat. censeri inter, . is", is Boiwtovs

to belong to the Greeks, the Boeotians, Id. ; els

affTovs . to become a citizen, Soph. ; - e£

. to become a woman instead of a man, Eur. :

hence, irpbs to compare with his

father, Hdt. III. like II, to make perfect,

i. e. to initiate in the mysteries, Plat., Dem. :—Pass.

to have oneself initiated, Lat. initiari, Ar., Plat.,

etc. ; to be consecrated to Dio-

nysus, initiated in his mysteries, Hdt. :— c. acc,
Ar. 2. metaph.,

to be formally appointed general, Dem.

;

a votary of temperance,
Xen. 3. also of sacred rites, to perform, Eur., Anth., Adv., v..,, , () -, perfect, complete,

of victims, or to

offer hecatombs, either of full tale or number, or of
full-grown beasts, or of beasts without blemish, II.

;

TeA^evTes birds of sure augury, h. Horn. II., of Ocean, the river in which all

others end, or ever-circling, Hes.', aor. : pf . :

—

to make to arise,

accomplish, Pind. :—Pass, to comeforth, arise, Id. II.

intr. in Act., at sunrise, Soph., aTos, , standing water, a pool, pond, marsh,
swamp, Ar., Plat.: in pi. low land subject to inunda-
tion, water-meads, Hdt. II. the mud of a pool,

mudfor building with, mortar, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , () marshy, muddy, Plut.', eos, , the fulfilment or completion of any-

thing, Lat. ejfectus, i. e. its consummation, issue,

result, end, Horn., etc. ; . its issue, II. ; .
to put a finish to a thing, i. e. give

it effect, lb. ; . one's prayers are

accomplished, Od. :—reAos to have reached the

end, to be finished or ready, II. ; .' the deity keeps the result in his own power,

Eur. :

—

. to be completed, Plat. 2. esp.

oithe end of life, ., Soph., Eur. ; and without, the end, death, Hdt. 3. periphr. in various

phrases,5 the point or term of death,

Lat. exitus mortis, Horn. ; so, . —5, Od.,

etc. 4. Adverbial usages : a. at last,

Hdt., Thuc. : so, els or e's reAos Hdt. :

—

reAous

throughout, for ever, completely, Trag. :

—

, Lat.

omnino, at all, Soph. II. the end proposed,

chief matter, . II. 2. the end of action,

PlaT:. :—hence = , the chief good, Cicero's

finis bonorum, Arist. 3. perfection, full age,5 . man's/a// age, manhood, Plat.; TeAos

or to be grown up, Id. 4. a final
decision, determination, Aesch. 5. the prize at

games, Pind. III. supreme authority, Eur.,

etc. 2. a magistracy, office, oi men in office,

magistrates, Soph., Thuc, etc.; oi iv 5
Soph,. :—then, TeAos the government, Aesch. ;

-, jqq
the magistrates, Thuc, Xen., etc. 3. gener-

ally, a task, office, Aesch. ; the duties
of the eyes, Eur. IV. a body of soldiers, II.

;

in squadrons, II. ; so, Hdt. :— troops of chariots, Aesch. ; and of ships,

Thuc. V. that which is paid
for state purposes, a toll, tax, duty, Ar., Plat., etc ;

ayopas . a market-ife^, Ar. ; TeAos,
to farm a tax, or let it, Dem., Aeschin. ; for,
v. v. 2 :—generally, outlay, expense, Thuc. :

—

hence, at Athens, the property at which a citizen was
rated for taxation, Lat. census ; and then, a class,

order, of citizens, Dem., etc. VI. in pi. offerings
or sacred rites due to the gods, Trag. :—esp. of the

Eleusinian mysteries, Soph., Eur., etc. 2. of marriage,
as the consummation of life, Aesch., Soph., Adv. towards the end or term, II.', , a boundary, limit, II.

(Deriv. uncertain.), ivos, 6, one of the Telchines, the first inhabitants

of Crete, and the first workers in metal, Aesch. II.

as appellat., a mischievous elf, Anth., f . tjo*£o, to be a tax-gatherer, Luc. From-, , ,( ) a farmer or collector of the

taxes, Ar., Aeschin. : in N. T. = Lat. publicanus., , the office of s, Dem.,, , of tolls or customs, . the good
fare of the tax-gatherers, Anth., , cv, of or for, . the excise

and custom laws, Dem., , (5) a custom-house, . ., , Dim. of5, Plat.', eos, , () a slice of salt-fish, Ar., Xen.,

etc. : generally, a slice of meat, Luc., f. Att. , to make a sacred grove (5),
to consecrate, Plat.,, aor. 2 inf. of.', a, ov, of or in the sacred precincts, Soph.

[], , , =05 : at Syracuse, Apollo of
the Temenos, Thuc. :—fern., the

height on which was the Temenos of Apollo, Id., eos, ,( . 2) a piece of land cut off,

assigned as a domain to kings and chiefs, Horn. II

.

a piece ofland dedicated to a god, the sacred precincts,

Id. : in it stood the temple, Hdt. :—metaph., the sacred

valley of the Nile is the . NetAozo, Pind. ; the

Acropolis is the Upbv . of Pallas, Ar.' (Root TEM, cf. ), Ion., Dor. and Ep.

: f. , Ion. : aor. 2, Ion.

and Dor., Ep., Ep. inf. : pf.

:—Med., f. : aor. 2, inf.

:—Pass., f . : aor. 1 : pf

.

:

—

to cut, hew, Horn., etc. ;5 '
teeth fit for cutting, Xen. 2. to cut, wound,

maim, II. ;
irpos . to wound her in the neck,

Aesch. 3. of a surgeon, to cut, II. : absol. to use

the knife, as opp. to cautery (), Aesch., Xen.,

etd. :—Pass, to be operated upon, Plat. II. to

cut up, cut to pieces, Horn., etc. :

—

to slaughter,

sacrifice, II., Eur. 2. ' to sacrifice in

attestation of an oath, and so to take solemn oaths,

Horn. ; I made a truce
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which was death to thee, II. :—Med., of two parties,'
Hdt.:—cf. Lat.foedusferire. 3.

to cut or chop up a plant for purposes of medi-

cine or witchcraft, Aesch., etc. ; ' to con-

trive a means or remedy, Eur. 4. to divide, of a

river, . to cut it in twain, Hdt. ;.
to cut in two, bisect, Plat. III. to cut asunder,

cut off, sever, airb II., etc. ; with double

ace, '- cut the branches off the

fig-tree, lb. ; and in Pass., had them

cut off, Eur. 2. to part off, mark off,

. IV. to cut down,fell trees, lb., etc. :—Med.,
to fell oneself timber, Od., Hdt. 2.

. to hew stone, Plat. : Med., to

have them wrought or hewn, Hdt. 3. to ctit down
for purposes of destruction, Eur., etc. ; . ^ to

ravage the country by felling the trees and cutting

the corn, Hdt., Thuc. ; with partit. gen., yrjs . to

waste part of it, Thuc. V. to cut or hew into

shape, Od., etc. VI. to cut lengthwise,

to plough, Solon. 2. . to cut or make a road,

Thuc. :—Pass., Pind. 3. also to

make one's way, advance, . Eur. ;

. to take the middle road, strike through the

interior, Hdt. ; to hold a middle course,

Plat. 4. of ships, to cut through the waves,plough
the sea, Od. :—so of birds, to cleave the air, Ar. VII.
to bring to a decision, Lat. decidere, Pind., Eur.,, contr. /-,, Tempe, the valley between
Olympus and Ossa, through which the Peneius escapes

into the sea, Hdt.', radical form of, II., f. , () to be covered with shoal

water, stand in pools, Plut.,, fern. Adj. shallow, Anth. From, , , () shoal-water, a shoal, shallow,

lagoon, Lat. vadum, Hdt., Thuc.-, es, () covered with shoal-water, stand-

ing in pools, Polyb.', to gnaw, gnaw at, Hes., , lickerishness, gluttony, Ar. From, , , () a dainty feeder, gourmand, Ar., ovtos, , () any tight-stretched band, a
sinew, tendon, Horn. ; . the outstretched foot,

Eur. :—absol. the foot, Aesch., Eur.

', Ion. and Dor. gen. of interrog. , II. II., Ion. and Dor. gen. of enclit. tis, Od., Hdt.
', Dor. gen. of (), Ep., II.

; Ion. for ; dat. pi. of tis; who? Hdt.

reosy , , Lat. tuus, Ep. and Ion. for, Horn., Hes.,

Hdt. : Dor., , , Pind., and Trag. Chorus,

or, only in pres., () to interpret

portents or prodigies, Aesch.', or-, , in pi., chambers, a house, Eur.', : gen. , Ep. aos, Ion. : pi., nom., Ep., Ion. : gen., Ep. :

dat., Ep. :
—a sign, wonder, marvel,

Lat. portentum, prodigium, Horn. ; esp. of signs in

heaven, 11. (cf.), etc. II. in concrete sense,

a monster, .-, of the Gorgon's head, lb.;

of a serpent, lb.; of Typhoeus, Aesch.,* of Cerberus,
Soph.

-.-, ov, poet, for, Aesch., Soph.

;

. ' my prophetic soul,' Aesch., ov, () monstrous, Theophr., Luc., , a talking marvels, jugglery, Ar. From,, () Dep. to talk marvels, Lat. por-
tenta loqui, Ar., Aeschin. ; . - to indulge
in marvellous gesticulation, Aeschin., f ., to tell of marvels, Luc. ; and, , a telling of marvels, marvellous tales,

Isocr., Luc. From-, , (-^) of which marvellous things
are told, portentous, Plat,, , love of the marvellous, Luc. From-, , (*€>) a wonder-worker, Luc.-, es, () portentous, Ar., Plat,-, , () marvellous-looking, h. Horn,, v..-, , () full of terebinth-trees, Anth., v.., f. Att. , to whistle, Babr. (Formed from
the sound.) Hence-,, , a whistling, trilling, Anth.', , () a borer, gimlet, Lat. terebra,

Od.,, ,() the wood-worm,Tat. teredo, Ar.,, ev, gen., (poet, -), :() :—properly rubbed smooth, and so smooth,

soft, delicate, Lat. tener, Horn., etc. ; $ a

tender sight, i. e. one that causes tender feelings,

Eur. :—Comp., Sappho., Dep. to use claptraps, Dem. (Prob.

contr. from.)', , the ropefrom the end of a sail-yard (-
), the brace, Ar.', , the end of the sail-yard, cornu anten-
nae : generally, an extremity, summit, h. Horn.

TE'PMA, , , an end, boundary, Lat. termi-

nus : 1. the goal round which chariots had to turn
at races, Lat. meta, II. ; Soph. 2.

the mark set to shew how far a quoit was thrown,
Od. 3. metaph. an end, issue, event, Aesch. II.

generally, an end, limit, Id. ; so in pi. boundaries,

Hdt. 2. an end, , eVi -
to have reached the limit, be at the end, Aesch.,

Soph.; . the term or end of life, death, Soph.,

Eur., etc. ; at last, Aesch. 3. the end
or highest point, Eur. ;

Ar. 4. periphr., —'/, Aesch.; .
Soph. 5. the highest power, supre-

macy, . to be sovereign of Corinth,

Simon. ; Eur., or,',, proverb, of a misfor-

tune one brings on oneself, said to be derived from
one a highwayman, Plut., or, a, ov, of the terebinth-tree,

Xen., later, , the terebinth or turpen-
tine tree, Theophr., Anth.,,, , () going even to the end,\ a shield that reaches from head to

foot, II. ; so, . Od.
io<s, a, ov,() at the end, last, always of Time,



. the day of death, Soph. ; the

spot where one is destined to end life, Id., a, ov, at the world's end, Aesch. From, ovos, , =, a boundary, Eur. ; and in pi.,

Id. 2. = Lat. Terminus, Plut. II. an end,
Eur., , ,() Son of Delight, name of the

minstrel Phemius, Od.-, ov, delighting in thunder, II., Hes., , , () delightsome, delightful, plea-

sant, agreeable, glad, Theogn., Aesch., etc. ;

delight, pleasure, Thuc. ; delights,

pleasures, Xen. 2. of persons, with
joy to himself, Soph. :—Comp. and Sup.,-, Theogn.; later,- :— Adv., Id.', Ep. 3 sing. subj. : Ion. impf.-

: f. : aor. :—Pass, and Med.
have a fourfold aor., 1. aor. , Ep.-,, 3 pi., 2. Ep. aor. 2,, inf.,, pi. subj.-

(for), 3. aor. , Ep. subj., 4. Ep. aor. 2 ; also redupl.

through all moods,,,-,. To satisfy, delight, gladden,
cheer, Horn., Hdt., Att. :—absol. to give delight, Od. ;.4 delights, Soph. II. Pass, and
Med., 1. c. gen. rei, to have full enjoyment of &
thing, have enough of it, Horn. ; metaph.,

let us take our fill of lamentation, Id. 2. to

enjoy oneself, make merry, c. dat. modi,,, etc., Id., etc. ; so, . eV Od., etc. :

—

also c. part., Soph. ;

Eur. :—absol., drink and be merry,
Hdt. 3. c. acc. cogn. to enjoy, . Eur., , poet, for, Od., Theogn., to dry up, wipe up, II. From', Pass, with Ep. aor. 2 inf.,-, as if from :

—

to be or become dry, to dry
up, the wound dried up, II. ;

the plain is baked by the sun, Od. ; c.

gen., eyes became dry of

tears, lb. II. Act. intr. in 3 sing. f. (as

if from), Theocr.€€, aor. 1 pass. opt. of.-, ov, gladdening the heart of man," Od.- [t], ov, heart-gladdening, Anth., and 10s, , () enjoyment, delight,

tiv6sfrom or in a thing, Hes.,Trag. ; ,
c. inf., it is my pleasure to do, Soph. :—absol. glad-

ness, joy, delight, pleasure, Theogn., Aesch.-, Dor.-, , Terpsichore, Dance-enjoy-
ing, one of the nine Muses, Hes.-, ov, also a, ov, enjoying the dance, Anth.-, ov, () worth four steers, II.,--, v..,-, ov, fourteen hand-breadths
long, Anth.

[], Att., Ion.-, , at, , indecl. : () :

—

forty, Horn.,

etc. II. . the Forty, a body of justices who
went round the Attic demes to hear causes, Dem.

€(. 81-, 4s, () forty years old, Hes. :

—

Att. fern,,, Plat,-, ov, forty fathoms high, Hdt.,, , , —, Luc., , , fortieth, Lat. quadragesimus

,

Thuc. II. \_!\, , a fortieth,

a coin of Chios, Id.'", , at,,, gen.: dat.,
poet, :—new Att., :—in Ion.

Prose,',, dat.

;

—Dor. -,;—Aeol. and Ep.,;—
Boeot. :

—

-four, Lat. quatuor, Horn., etc.--, Ion.-, oi, , , fourteen,
Lat. qtiatuordecim, the first part remaining unaltered

with a neut. Subst., as, Hdt.,',, Ion.-, , ov, fourteenth,
Hdt., etc.-', , , fourteen years old, Plut.,, Ion. for-., Adv. part. pf. pass, of, in orderly

manner, Xen.,, , Ep. redupl. aor. 2 part., with no pres.

in use, having seized him by the

foot, II. ; lb. (From Root, cf

.

Lat. tango, te-tig-i.), pf. of., pf . pass, of :, 3 sing, plqpf., pf. pass, of.-, , , with long straight hair, Plat,, , , () straightened, smooth, Anth., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of., Adv. pf . pass, part., confusedly, Isocr., 3 sing, redupl. aor. 2 pass, of :

—

, pi. subj. :—, part,, a, ov, on the fourth day, . to be

four days dead, Hdt. ; Plat. 2.

. a quartan fever, Id.-, , a fourth part, quadrans, Hdt., Ep. also, , ov, fourth, Lat. quar-

tus, Horn. II. , as Adv. the fourth
time, Id. : as Adv., without Art.,fourthly, Plat. III.

: 1. (sub.), the fourth day, Hes.,

Xen. 2. (sub. ), a liquid measure (cf. our

quart), Hdt., Ep. 3 dual plqpf. pass, of :—,
Ep. 3

u
sing., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of., pf. of. II. pf. of., -, 3 pi. pf. and plqpf. pass, of., 3 dual pf. of., Ep. pf. pass. inf. with pres. sense, formed

from the Subst., without any pres. in use, to be

armed, Od., pf. of., Ep. pf. formed as if from Tteco, but with no

pres. in use, to be sorrowful, to sorrow, mourn, '-
II. ; () - sorrowful at

heart, Horn. II. so also in act. pf. part.,

with sorrowing heart, II. ;
' *

they were long silentfrom grief, lb., pf. pass. part, of., pf. pass. inf. of.
3F



82 —.
of* :—€,',,. pf . imper

opt. :—,-, inf.', pf. of* : . part,.',', pf. act. and pass, of:—.
part,.', and, an . aor. 2 without any pres. in

use, with and without augm. :

—

to overtake, reach, come
up to, find, Horn.; of old age, to come upon one,

Od. 2. c. gen. to partake of, Hes., pf. of., Adv. pf. part, of, Polyb., , ,, , Dor. for,, . redupl. fut. of.'-, for, in compd. words,- [], ov, gen.() four-footed, Eur.;
., the hoofs, trappings of horses, Id.;

yviois in the shape of a quadruped, Id.-, Ivos, , , with four angles, square, Anth.-, ov, (yia) containing four measures of
land, Od., f. Att. , to make square, Plat.-, ov, square-faced, Hdt.- [], ov, (") with four equal angles,

rectangular or square, Lat. quadratics, Hdt. ;

. squared beams, Thuc. :—, , a square,
Plat. : a body of men drawn tip in square, Lat. agmen
quadratum, Xen. 2. . a square number,
i. e. a number multiplied into itself, Plat. II.

metaph. square, i. e. perfect, Simon, ap. Plat., ,() a number of four, a quarter-
nion, . T.-, , a coin of four drachms, a tedra-

drachm, worth about 35. 2d., Plut.-', ov,four times wound round, Anth.-', , () offour years, fouryears old, Lat.

quadrimus, Theocr.-, is, or -', , () four years old,

Hdt. II. offour years, Id. Hence, , a term offour years, Plut.--, ov, () four-yoked, Eur.-', ov,{) offour layers, .
a shield offour ox-hides, Horn,, Ion. f . : . aor. 1 :

—
other tenses are formed from*, f. : aor. 1:—Pass., pf. :

—

to bore through, pierce,

perforate, Horn. :—Pass., Hdt. ;

the sky has holes in it, Id. ;

777s a chasm formed by perforating
the earth, Plat,-', , offourteen years : fern,-',, fourteen years old, Isocr.-, , () four-horned, Anth.

[a], Adv. four times, Lat. quater, Od., Hdt.,

Att. :—, Pind.- [], , a, four times ten thousand,
forty thousand, Xen.- [], ai, a, four thousand, Hdt., Att.-, ov, () with four couches, Luc.-, ov, Dor. for -, four-spoked, of a
wheel, Pind.-, ov, with four clusters, i.e. thick-

clustering, Anth.

, , ,() four hundred, Hdt., etc.;

in sing., Xen. II. ., at

Athens, the oligarchy established in 411 B.C., Thuc.-, ov, four-wheeled, Horn., Hdt.-, ,() a union offour villages, Strab.-, , () a series of four dramas, three

Tragedies and one Satyric play, exhibited at the festivals

of Dionysus : the three Tragedies were called,
as the Oresteia of Aesch.- [], ov,() consisting offour metres,

i.e. in iambic or trochaic verse, consisting of four
double feet or syzygies : is generally

the trochaic tetrameter, Ar., Xen.- [], ov, () offour months, lastingfour
months, Thuc.', pf. pass, of., , a fourfold portion, Xen. From- [], ov, () fourfold, Eur.',, and, , perh. the pheasant, Ar., , a four-horsed chariot, Pind.-, contr.-, ov, () yoked four
together, Od.; . afour-horsed chariot, Pind. II.

four-legged, Soph.-, ov, four spans long or broad, Hdt.- [], , gen. , four cubits (six feet)

long, Hdt., Plat. ; of men, six feet high, Ar.

[], a, ov, fourfold, four times as much,
Lat. quadruplex, Plat,

[], ov, consisting offourplethra, Polyb.- [], ov,() four-sided, Anth., Adv. in a fourfold manner, fourfold, II., , ov, contr.-, ,, fourfold, Lat.

quadruplus, Plut.; . , =, Xen.-, Adv., () on four feet, Ar.-, Adv., () on all fours, Luc.- [],, , of or with four cities, .,
of the northern part of Attica, Eur.- [], ov, () turned up or ploughed
four times, Theocr.- [], ov, with four passages or openings,

Anth. II. comingfour ways, Id.- [], , ,-, , four-footed, Lat. quad-
rupes, Hdt. :

—

, , a quadruped, pi.-
Id., Ar., etc. II. of things, four feet in

length, Plat.-,, ,() a four-wing, i. e. a
grasshopper or locust, Ar.- [], ov,() four-winged, Ar., . 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.-, ov, with four poles, i. e. eight-horsed,

Xen.', f., to be tetrarch, . ., , , a tetrarch, i. e. a ruler of one offour
provinces, Strab., etc., , a tetrarchy, the province of a tetrarch,

esp. in Thessaly, the four provinces being Thessaliotis,

Phthiotis, Pelasgiotis, Hestiaeotis, Eur., Dem. 2.

under the Romans the name tetrarchy was given to any
division of a country, as to Palestine, which after Herod
was divided into three tetrarchies, Plut., etc.,, , the fourth day of the month, Hes., Ar.-, ,() four-legged, four-footed, .



€<$, of a kind of griffin, Aesch. ; . the

wanton violence of Centaurs, Eur.-, ov, () four stades in length,
Strab. :, , a length offour stades, Id.-€-, ov, four long, Strab.', , ov, poet, for, fourth, Horn., etc.;

to the fourth time, II. , Hes.-, ov,() broken intofourpieces, Hes., pf. both of and of.- [], ov, epith. of a helmet, prob. with
four crests or plumes, II.-, ov, — foreg., II.,-, Ep. 3 pi. pf . and plqpf. pass, of., 3 sing. pf. pass, imper. of.-, ov, () divided into four tribes, Hdt.,() Adv. in foiLr parts, Plat,, Adv. =foreg., Xen., Luc.

[], Adv., poet, for, Horn,-, ov, holding four, Anth.-, ov, () made offour pots, Batr., redupl. form of, Ar., pf. pass, of.-, ov, of four days : .
(sc.) after the fourth day, Arist., Ep. aor. 1 of.- (sc. vavs), , a quadrireme, Polyb., pf. intr. of : part. fern, : 3
sing, plqpf.).

[t], Ep. 3 sing, plqpf. of :—, via,

pf. part. ;, Ep. for-, acc. pi.-, ov,() offourfathoms, Anth., pf. of.-, ov,() offour obols :—,, a four-obol piece, a soldier's daily pay, Ar., pf. pass, of.'-§, ov, contr. for-.-, ov, () offour stories, Hdt.-^, , —, Xen.', a friendly or respectful address of youths to their

elders, Father, II.,', etc., Att. for-,-, , , () wearing : epith.

of the Athenians (cf. . 2), Ar.-, es, () like , Luc.', Xyos, 0, a kind of grasshopper, the cicala, Lat.

cicada, an insect fond of basking on bushes, when the

male makes a chirping noise by striking the wing against

the breast, II., etc. 2. . a golden cicada,

worn by the Athenians before Solon's time, as an em-
blem of their claim to being (for such was
the supposed origin of the insect), Ar., Thuc.', pf. pass, of :—, Ep. plqpf., Ep. redupl. aor. 2 inf. of..', pf. pass, of., 2 sing. pf. pass, of :—, Ep. 2 sing.

plqpf. :—, pf . inf. ;, 3 sing, imper.', Adv. pass. pf. part, of, stupidly,

Dem., pf. of., Dor. gen. of . II. , Ion., Ep., Dor. gen.

of tIs ; who ?, but enclit. of, some one., ,() that which is made, a work, Anth.

—. 803, [t], , a cuttle-fish, Ar., , ov,() able to gain, Arist.|, Ep. aor. 1 opt. of.,,, , attainment : also =, Anth.|, fut. of. II. fut. med. of., Aeol. and Dor. gen. of ., f . : pf . :—for, to say

or do the same thing, . to dwell iLpon a thing,

be wholly engaged in it, Plat., , Dim. of, Ar.,, , contr. ovs,, ovv, of or full of
beet : hence, Beet-island, Thuc.~, , Ion. and in later Att., beet,

Lat. beta, Batr., Ar., etc.-, ov, () wearing armour, Aesch., Eur.-,, ,() an armed man, warrior,

Aesch. : also, ov, 6, Id., Dor. for-, part. fem. of.§, eos, , () a tool, implement

:

—mostly in

pi., 1. implements of war, armour, arms,
harness, Horn., Hes. ;—so in Trag. 2. in

pi., also, the gear of a ship, tackle, Od. II. in

sing, a vessel of any kind, a bathing-tub, Aesch.;
a cinerary urn, Id., Soph. ; a balloting-urn, Aesch.

;

a vase for libations, Id. ; a vase or ewer for water,

Eur. ; a pot orjar, Xen. ; . chests, Id. III.

the human frame, body, Arist. IV. a book,

Anth.; hence-, , the Pentateuch.-, ov, () bearing arms, armed, Eur.', f. : aor. 1, Ep. : pf. -
: Ep. redupl. aor.

:

—Med., f . -
: Ep. redupl. aor. 2 inf. :—Pass., 3 f.

: aor. 1 : pi., plqpf., Ep. 3 pi.,,-. To make ready, make, build, work, Horn.,

Hes., Trag.;—of a cook, to dress

or prepare a meal, Od. ; and in Med., -
to have a meal prepared, Horn. :—Pass.,

II. ; lb. ;

c. gen., are wrought of gold,

lb. ; also, built with stones,

Od. ; but, - built or fur-
nished with vestibules, II. 2. the pf. part,-

often passes into the sense of an Adj., =,
well-made, well-wrought, Horn. ; .
well wrought, well tilled, Od. ;—metaph., -

a ready, constant mind, lb. 3. pf. act.

part, once in pass, sense, made of
hide, lb. II. of events, to cause, make, bring
to pass, bring about,' II. ; .
to make a cry, Od. ; .*/ to bring it about, lb. :

—

Pass., esp. in pf., to be caused, and so to arise, occur,

happen, exist, Horn., etc. III. c. acc. pers. to

make so and so, . Od. ; .. -yav,
Aesch., Eur. ; c. dupl. acc, ' ; what

shall I make o/thee ? Soph. ;—hence in pf. pass, simply

for or, /
II. ;

'" thou wast like a woman, lb.', Ion. ', , ashes, II., Ar. : also a kind of

pungent dust or snuff, Ar. Hence, , , ash-coloured, Babr.-, , () Babr., Plut.

3 F 2
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84 —., aor. part. pass, of., f., () to employ art, Arist. II.

to use art or cunning, deal subtly, use shifts or sub-

terfuges, Hdt., Ar., etc.;—c. inf. to contrive cunningly
that, Arist. : so aor. med., Hdt., f. : aor., Ep.— :

pf. : () : Dep. :

—

to make by art, to

execute skilfully, Od. 2. also as Pass, to be made
by art, Xen. II. to contrive or execute cunningly,

II., Soph. :— absol., if God contrives,

Soph. :—c. inf. to contrive how to do, Thuc.,, ,() anything made or done
by art, a handiwork, , of a cedar-

coffin, Eur. II. an artifice, trick, Id., Xen., , () art, skill, craft in work, cunning of
hand, esp. of metal-working-, Od. ; of a shipwright, II.

;

of a soothsayer, Aesch., Soph. 2. art, craft, cu?i-

ning, in bad sense, . Od. ; in pl. arts, wiles,

cunning devices, lb., etc. 3. the way, manner or

means whereby a thing is gained, without any sense

of art or craft, in no wise, Hdt. ;

by all means, Ar. ; . Soph. II.

an art, craft, trade, . to know his

craft, Hdt. ; to practise it, Soph.

;

to learn a thing professionally
,

Plat. ; to make a trade of it,

Dem. III. an art, i.e. a system or method of
making or doing, Plat., Arist. ; Plat.

;

., Id. TV . —, a

work of art, handiwork, Soph. Hence,, , poet. Adj. cunningly wrought, Od.

:

—Adv., artfully, skilfully, lb. II.

of persons,^ (contr. from—-) skilful at the loom, lb.',,,() =, Soph. 2.

of a man, the abstr. for the concr., ,
a masterpiece of villainy, Id. II. an artful device,

trick, artifice, Eur. :—generally a device, invention

,

Plat., ov,() cunningly wrought, Anth., , ,() artificial, Plut., ", , () of persons, artistic, skilful,

workmanlike, Plat., etc. II. of things, made or

done by art, artistic, systematic, Id. III. Adv.
-, by rules of art, in a workmanlike manner, Id., , Dim. of, Plat.

[], , ,() an artificer, artisan, crafts-

man, skilled workman, Plat., etc. :—c. gen. rei, skilled

in a thing, Xen. ; also or Id. II. a
trickster, intriguer, Luc., ioos, fem. of, Anth.', f. , to bring under rules of art, to

systematize, Arist. From-, ov, treating by rules of art.-, , poet, for, Anth., , Dim. of, Plat.

; Ion. for ; dat. of ; who ? Hdt. II. ,
Ion. dat. of, any one, Od.

; Ion. for ; gen. pl. of ; who ? Od. 2.

of, any one, Hdt., Ep., Adv. of Time, so long, meanwhile, the

while, correlat. to, *, . . while

I was wandering, meantime . . Od. ; , ecus

. . Ar. II. for a time, a while, . . ,

Od. ; . . , . . Ar., etc. III.

up to this time, hitherto, Hdt., Ar., old Ep. imperat. =, take, in Horn, always fol-

lowed by a second imperat., , II. ; ,
Od.; , IL

(Perh. akin to--.), dat. fem. of , like, here, there, Horn., v.^., dat. fem. of, as Adv., here, thus, Horn,, , a grandmother, Ar., Plat., etc.,, , a father's or mother's sister, aunt, Dem., , , an oyster, diving for

oysters, II.

[], [i>], , Tethys, wife of Oceanus, II. ;

daughter of Uranus and Gaia, mother of the river-

gods and Oceanides, Hes. II. in Virgil, Tethys
is the sea itself. (Prob. from, the all-mother!),, ,() a melting away : a wasting
away, consumption, decline, Od., , , verb. Adj. of, melted, molten,,

Eur. II. soluble, Plat.

(Root. TA"K), Dor. [] : f., Dor.

: aor. : pf. :— Pass., aor. 2

[] ; rarely aor.

:

—but in classic Gr. the pf

.

and plqpf. pass, are supplied by the intr. act. pf. -, : I. Act. to melt, melt down
(trans.), of metals, Hdt., etc. : to dissipate clouds,

Id. 2. metaph. to cause to waste or pine away,.

Od., Eur. II. Pass., with intr. pf. act., to-

be dissolved, melt away, of snow, to thaw, Od., Hdt.,.

Att. ; of metals, Hes. ; . is consumed,
Theocr. ; of a corpse, to fall away, Soph.; -

a dead fire, Eur. 2. metaph. to melt or waste
away, pine, Horn., Hdt., Att.; a

languishing look, Plut.-, es, (, abyi)) far-shining, far-beaming,
h. Horn., Ar. II. of distant objects, far-seen, con-

spicuous, Theogn., Soph. III. Adv. -ycos, clearly

?

distinctly, . T., Adv., like, at a distance, far off, far
away, Horn., Hes. :—c. gen. far from, Horn.-, ov,() strikingfrom afar, Pind.'-, ov, (''/) born far from one's father
ox fatherland, Hes., , , (,- being a termin.) from
a far country, Od. : of places, far off, distant, II., lengthd. for (cf.), mostly in pres.

part., luxuriant-growing, blooming, flourishing,

II. ; Od. ; -
luxuriant hair, II.-, , far-famed, Horn.-, , summonedfrom afar, II.-, , =, Horn.- [],,()fightingfrom afar. II.

as prop. n. proparox.,, , son of Ulysses, Od.'-, ov, far-wandering, devious, Aesch.'-, ov, far-sent, far-journeying, Aesch.'-, ov, far -travelling, far-reaching, ap.

Ar. 2. far-distant, Soph.-, ov, () with gates far apart, Od.



-—.-, ,() far-seeing, Ar. II. pro-

parox., ov, pass, far-seen, conspicuous,
Hes., Anth.-, 4s,() appearing afar, far-seen,
conspicuous, Od., Ar. 2. of sound, heard plainly
from afar, Soph.-, , faraway-love, love-in-absence, a. plant

used by lovers to try whether their love was returned

;

the leaf being laid on the hand was struck smartly, and
a loud crack was a favourable omen, Theocr., , board or table with a raised edge, a baker's

board, ap. Arist. 2. a table or stage whereon game-
cocks and quails were set to fight, Aeschin. 3. a
chimney-board, Ar. 4. the hoop of a corn-sieve, Id.

[], , ov, of such an age, so old or so young,
antecedent to the relat., Horn. :—c. inf.,

not so young as to stay at

home, Od. II. so great, Lat. tantus, Anth., , , and, ,,
(also as fern.), strengthd. forms of

(as, ovtos of ) : I. of persons, of such an age,' &v Soph., etc. ; old as I am, Eur. ; vovs-
the mind of one so old as he is, Soph. :—of

•extreme youth, so young,' -
girls of so tender age, Id., etc. :—repeated in

opp. senses,

we old as we are shall take lessons

forsooth from one so young, Id. II. of things,

so great, so large, Lat. tantus, Plat., etc., Adv.() from afar, from a foreign land,

II., Soph.;

—

in Pind. 2. sometimes =,, Horn. ; c. gen., far from
them, Pind., Adv. =,, Horn.: — c. gen.,

II.-, ,() far-flying, Anth.-, , =, Eur., () Adv. to a distance, far away, II., Eur., Adv., Sup. of, farthest away, Od. :

—

hence Adj.,, Anth.", Adv., like, afar, far off or away, in a
far country, Horn., Hes. ; in a far
corner of the country, Ar. 2. c. gen., mostly, far
from, Od. ; . 'farfrom thee, Eur.-, , () with distant boundaries ; hence

far-away, distant, remote, Aesch., Eur.

[], , ov, an only child, a darling child,

Horn, ; once of two sons, perhaps twins, II.: —in Eur.,, it means born far
away, living awayfrom, as if a compd. of ( =),

: but the Homeric sense is opposed to this

;

and the deriv. remains uncertain.-,, () seenfrom afar,far away, Soph. 2.

metaph. of sound, heardfrom afar, Id.', f., to protect, look after, c. ace, Eur.

;

c. gen. to take care of, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.), v.., crasis for ., Dor., Adv. then, thereupon, of past

time, answering to the relat., II., Soph., Theocr., Dor., Adv., —, Theocr., —,, Hes.

805- or , Adv., elliptic for& in the way leading differently, i. e.

in no particular way, Plat. 2. to no purpose, in

vain, Dem., Adv., Dor. for , there, Theocr. :

—

2% =,
here, Id., a word formed by Archilochus to imitate the

twang of a guitar-string : from his hymn beginning with, these words became the mode of

saluting conquerors, Ar. II. so in Adj. form, iav, you will be greeted with huzzas, Id.

[], Dor., Adv., () antec. to Relat., at that time, then ; also with the Art. (often

written'), Soph. 2. absol. at that time [of

day], Theocr., Adv., at this time of day, so early, Plat., commoner form for, at that time,

then, Hdt., Soph., Xen. ; c. gen., . at this

time of summer, Ar. II. under these circum-
stances, in this case, Id., Xen., Adv. of, in that case, then, Theocr.,,, Dor. for,, he, she, it,

Theocr. 2. like Lat. ille, iste, the famous, or the

notorious, Id., Adv., Dor. for, there, Theocr., Adv. of, Dor. for, Ar. ; also, Theocr.-, , wasting the limbs, Anth.', f.,() :

—

to watch over, protect, guard,
Pind., Ar. ;—Pass, to be constantly guarded, Thuc.

;

f. med. in pass, sense, Id. 2. to take

care that . . , Arist., Ar., Plat. II. to give heed
to, watch narrotuly, observe, Ar. ;

Thuc. 2. to watch for, c. ace, Soph., Ar. ;-
having watched for him as he was

passing by, Soph. 3. absol. to watch, keep watch,

Arist. :—c. inf. to watch or look out, so as to . . ,

Thuc. III. to observe or keep an engagement,
Isocr., etc.; .^ Dem. Hence, , , a watching, keeping, guarding,
Arist. 2. vigilance, Thuc. II. a means of
keeping, a place of custody, Id., verb. Adj. of, one must watch, Plat.', b, a warden, guard, Aesch., Dor. -, (ttjtt?) Pass, only used in pres.,

to be in want, suffer want, Hes. ; priva-

tion, Soph. 2. c. gen. to be in want of, be deprived

or bereft of, Id., Eur., Adv. this year, of or in this year, Ar. (
is related to,, as to,.), (Ion. ), ov, idle, vain, tindertaken to no
pitrpose, Od. :—Adv., Theocr.

[op], , and, , Ion., , :

—

a
tiara, the Persian head-dress, Hdt. ; worn by the great

king, Aesch., Xen.-, is, shaped like or like a tiara, Xen., , gen.'/ and· ; acc. Tiypiv : pi.,

nom. and· :

—

a tiger, unknown in Greece
till after Alexander's time., Ion. impf. of., Att., strengthd. form of ; why ? wherefore ?
Horn., Hes., and Att. Comedy; cf..



86, , , Ion. for Tidpas., of bees, to store up honey, Od. (Akin to

?), opvis, ados, , barn-door fowl, hen, Anth., , , one who tames, Ar. From, only in pres., to tame, domesticate, Plat.,

Xen. 2. of trees, to reclaim, cultivate, Plut.,, , of animals, tame, domestic, Lat. cictir,

Plat.; of plants, cultivated, Plut. 2. metaph.

do?nestic, intestine," Aesch. (Deriv. uncertain.)', 3 pi. of., part, of : but II. §, 2 sing-

.', -', Ion. for, inf. of., Dor. for, 3 pi. impf. of., Ion. impf. of.', = : hence 2 and 3 sing-

,,., Ep. for, inf. of., Ep. for, part. med. of.
[], (from Root ©), Ep. ;

Dor.; 3 pi., Ion.; also 2 and 3

sing1

., (as if from ') :—Impf.,,, Ep. ; also 2nd and 3rd,,
Ep. 3 pi.,, late ; Ion. impf. -

:—imperat. :—inf., Ep. also,:— F., Ep. inf.,:—Aor. 1, only in indie. ; Ep. 3 pi. :—Aor. 2 ,
not used in indie, sing., pi.,, Ep.

; imperat. ; subj. , Ion., Ep., Ep.

2 and 3 sing, , , pi., for

: opt., pi. and, 3 pi.

0e?ei/ : inf. 0eiVat Ep., : part. 0eis :—Pf.

:
—-Med., 2 sing, : imperat.,, Ep. ; Ep. part, :—F.

:—Aor. 1, only in indie, and partic.

;

2 sing,, Ep. 3 sing, ; part, :

—

Aor. 2 ; imper. , : subj. : opt.

:—Pass, : F. : Aor. 1:
Pf..

A. in local sense, ft? s^i, place, Horn., etc. :

—

in Att., . to plant the foot, i. e. walk, rum Aesch. :, i. e. to go on all fours,

Eur. : to put it in his hands, II.;

is tivos into his hand, Soph. 2.

to lay one's voting-pebble on the altar, put it into

the urn, Aesch. ; so, - to give one's

opinion, Hdt. ; and absol. to vote, Soph. 3., to put or plant it

in his heart, Horn. ; II., etc. :

Med., to lay tip wrath in one's

heart, lb. ; to harbour enmity against

him, lb. 4. to deposit, as in a bank, Hdt., Xen. ;

also, '/ Aesch.:— Pass., the

deposits, Dem. :—metaph., or

to deposit a claim for favour with one, to lay an obli-

gation on one, Hdt., etc. 5. to pay dovm, pay,
Dem. 6. to place to account, put down, reckon,

in rationes referre, Id. 7. in military language,

has three senses, a. to pile arms,
as in a camp, to bivouac, Thuc. :—hence, to take up a

Position, draw up in order of battle, Hdt., etc. b.

to lay down one's arms, surrender, Xen. ; so,

to settle, end it, Thuc. e. ' to

.
keep one's arms in good order, Xen. ; like, II. 8. to lay in the grave, bury, lb., Aesch.,

etc. 9. kneel down, N.T. II.

to set up prizes in games, Lat. proponere, II., etc. :—
Pass., the prizes, Dem. 2.

is, Lat. in medio ponere, to lay before people,

Hdt.; so, . eJs Xen. 3. to set up in a
temple, to devote, dedicate, Horn., Eur. III. to

assign, award, II. :—Med., to

give a name, Od., Hdt., etc. IV.
to lay down or give a law, of a legislator, Soph., etc. r

Med., of republican legislatures, to give oneself a. law,

make a law, Hdt., etc. :—so, ? Aesch. ;

to allege an excuse, Soph. V. to

establish, institute, aycava Aesch., Xen. VI. to

ordain, command, c. acc. et inf., Xen. ;

Eur. ; so, with Advs., Zeus

so may he ordain, Od.; &s -
II.

. to put in a certain state, to make so and so,

, Horn. ;

tivos to make her another's wife, II. ;

>5 has made me such as she will, Od. ;55 thou didst make my comrades swine,

lb. ; lb. :—so, with an Adj.,

to make him immortal, lb. ; also of things,

left it unknown, lb. :—often in

Med.,- or to make her one's

wife, Od. ;? or , like, to

make her one's child, adopt him, Plat. 2. c. inf.

to make one do so and so, to make
him conquer, Pind., etc. II. in reference to mental
action, mostly in Med., to lay dow?i, assume, hold,

reckon or regard as so and so,
5 -; Od.; . Dem. 2. foil, by Advs.,; in what light must we regard

these things? Soph.; to hold of no
account, nullo in numero habere, Eur. 3. foil, by
Preps., . to7s5 Xen. ;

Hdt. ; ' to set at naught, Aesch.,

etc. 4. with an infin., I hold
not that he lives, count him not as living, Soph. 5.

to lay down, assume, Plat., etc. III. to make,
work, execute, Lat. ponere, of an artist,

5

II. 2. to make, cause, bring to pass, lb. ;- Od., etc. 3. in Med. to make for one-

self, to make oneself a road, II. ; -
to get a large thigh, Od. ;

to work oneself annoy, Aesch. 4.

periphr. for a single Verb, —,
to make a scattering, Od. ; so in Med.,
for, II.;", Soph. IV.

to settle, arrange, or manage well,

Hdt. ; Thuc. :—also, KaXws or

Soph., Eur. ; Soph,', Med. to nurse, suckle, tend as nurse,

Theog-n., Xen. 2. to keep tip, maintain, Soph,, , (*0«, with redupl.) a nurse, II., Soph,, ripos, , =5, Anth.:—fern. — =

j

, Id. Hence, , ov, nursing, Anth.\,, (*6>>, with redupl. nursing,



—

repaying- thee nursing tendance
for nursing labours, Eur., Ep. 2 sing-, of., Dor. 3 sing, of.

[], , spurge, euphorbia; heterocl. pi., Anth. (Deriv. unknown.), , Tithonus, brother of Priam, husband of

Eos (Aurora), and father of Memnon, Horn. :—metaph.
of a decrepit old man, because Aurora begged Zeus to

grant immortality to Tithonus, but forgot to ask for

eternal youth, Ar. ; Luc.
(Root) : f. and, poet. inf. also

: aor. 2, Ep. : pf. :

—

Med., aor. 2, Ep. :

—

to bring into

the "world ; of the father, to beget, of the mother, to

bring forth, Horn., Att. ; so also in Med., II. ; ol

of the mother, Aesch. 2. the 3 pi. aor. 2, is used of both parents, Horn. : hence ol

the parents, Aesch., Soph. 3. separately,

the father, Aesch. ; the mother, Id.

;

and as Subst., c. gen., Eur. II.

of female animals, to bear young, breed, Horn. ; cpa r.

to lay eggs, Hdt. III. of vegetable produce, to

bear, produce, [] Od. :—so in

Med., yaTav Aesch. IV.
metaph. to generate, prodvice, -

Id. ; of Night as the mother of Day,' Id. ; . Eur. ;-
Plat., Dor. part. fern, of sq., f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1 :

pf. :
—to pluck or pull out hair, Lat. vello,

II. ; so in Med., to pluck out one's

hair, Od. 2. with acc. of thatfrom which the hair

or feathers are plucked, lb. ; .
Aesch. ; . to pluck its leaves off, Plut. :

—

Pass, to have one's hair plucked out, Ar. II.

Med., to tear one's hair in sorrow for
any one, II. III. metaph. to pluck, vex, annoy,
Lat. vellicare, Pass., Ar. Hence,, , a plucking out, Arist., , a fish of the Thracian lake Prasias, Hdt., f., to do honour to, Aesch.-, , (,) fetching a prize, costly,

precious, Plat., Dor. for, acc. of., ov, Dor. for.-, ov, (4) having honour, h. Horn., Dor. for, 3 pi. fut. of sq., f . : aor. 1' : pi. :—Med.,

f. in pass, sense : aor. 1 :—Pass.,

f . and : aor. I : pf

.

: () :
—to pay honour to, hold in honour,

to honour, revere, reverence, Horn., Hdt., Att. :

—

absol. to bestow honours, Dem. :—hence, simply, to re-

ward, Hdt., Xen. :—Pass, to be honoured, held in

honour, Id. ; c. gen. rei, to be held

worthy of honour, II. II. of things, to hold in

honour, value, prize, Pind., Eur.:—also —, to

prefer, Aesch. 2. c. gen. pretii, to estimate, value or

assess at a certain price, Thuc. :—so in Med., Xen.,

etc. 3. rarely, to give as an honour, Pind., Soph. III.

-. Soj
as Att. law-term : 1. in Act., of the judge, to estimate
the amount ofpunishment due to the criminals, award
the penalty, Lat. litem aestimare, Plat. ; .

to award him the long line, i. e. sentence of death,

Ar. ; absol., I carry penalty in my eyes,

Id. :—the sentence awarded in gen., .' (sc.) to give sentence of death against a man, i. e. to

condemn him to death, Plat., Dem. ; ^
; at what do you expect

the court to fix his penalty ? Dem. :—Pass.,

to be condemned to a fine, for a thing,

Lex ap. Dem., etc. 2. Med., of the parties before

the court (cf. 2), a. of the accuser,

(sc. ) he estimates the

penalty due to me at death (gen. pretii), Plat., etc. b.

of the person accused,^
to estimate the penalty due to me at so high a rate,

Id. c. with acc. of the penalty or offence,

Plut., etc., , () that which is paid in token of worth or

value : 1. worship, esteem, honour, and in pi.

honours, Hem., etc. ; iv ., Hdt.

;

, Soph., Plat. :—c. gen., .
the honour due to them, Aesch. 2. honour, dig-

nity, lordship, Horn. :

—

the prerogative of a king, and
in pi. prerogatives, Od., Trag. 3. a dignity, office,

magistracy, and in pi., like Lat. honores, civil honours,
Hdt., Att. ; ol men in office, Eur. ;

a thankless office, Hdt. 4. an authority, magis-
tracy, ., of the Atridae, Aesch., Soph. 5.

a present of honour, offering, Hes., Aesch. : a reward,
present, Lat. honorarium, Soph. II. of things,

worth, value, or price, Lat. pretium,
to get a thing at a price (i. e. a high price), Hdt. ;

; how shall I get pay-
ment for this ? Ar. III. an estimate of damages,
compensation, ] to get one com-
pensation, II. ; or to pay or

make it, lb. ; not yours the penalty,

Plat. 2. a valuation, estimate, for purposes of

assessment, Id. Hence, , ; contr., acc. : Dor,
:

—

honoured, esteemed, Horn. :—Comp.,-
Od. 2. of things, prized, costly, Horn. :

Sup. Od.,,,() an estimate, valuation, Eur.,

Dem. 2. an estimate of damages, a penalty, Lat.

litis aestimatio, Ar., Plat. :—generally a payment,
for neglect of his tomb, Aesch. 3. estimate

ofproperty for taxation, rateable property , Lat. census,

Plat., etc.; , —, Xen., contr. for, acc. of., ov, Ion. for,., contr. for.,, ,() a valuation of property, vahie,

Plat. 2. an assessment ^damages, Aeschin., etc. ;

a rating or assessment, Arist.€ or -,( II) , the censorship, Lat.

censura, Plut., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be honoured,

valued, Eur., Plat., etc. II., one must
honour, esteem, estimate, Xen., etc.



8o8 ·— .€, to be censor, Plut. From,, ,{) a valuer, estimater, Plat. II.

at Rome, the censor, who assessed the property of the

citizens, Polyb., , , forming an estimate, 1. for de-

termining the amount of punishment, .
Ar. 2. for determining the amount of property ,

=, Plut. :, , — Lat. vir

censorius, one "who has been censor(), Id., ,, verb. Adj. of, rateable, v.., a, ov, and os, ov, () valued : I. of

persons, held in honour, honoured, worthy, Od., Hdt.,

Att. II. of things, costly, prized, Trag. : also

costly, dear, Hdt. 2. conferring honour, honour-
able, Aesch., Xen. :

—

— , Dem.,, , worth, value, preciousness, Arist.-, -,() a state in which the love of
honour is the ruling principle, Plat. II. a state

in which honours are distributed according to pro-

perty, timocracy , Arist. Hence, , , of ox for I, Plat. II.

.,— II, Arist., , poet, form of II, Aesch., f. :—Med., f. : aor. I-
:—Pass., pf ., also used in med. sense :() :

—

to help, aid, succour, ' Hdt., Soph.,

etc. :—absol. to lend aid, give succour, Hdt. II.

to assist one who has suffered wrong, to avenge him,

c. dat., Id. :—so in Med., Soph., Eur. :—in full con-

struction the person avenged in dat., the person on
whom vengeance is taken in ace, and the crime
avenged in g"en., to

avenge him on the murderer for [the murder of] his

son, Xen. :—also, c. acc. rei, . to avenge
his slaughter, Plat. :—Pass, to be visited with ven-
geance, Id., etc. ; impers.,

vengeance has been taken for him, he has been avenged,
Hdt. 2. to take vengeance on him,

Soph. :—in Med. to exact vengeance from, visit with
punishment, Hdt., Att. ;

Self-tormentor, name of a play by Menander :—c. gen.

rei, tivos to take vengeance on one for
a thing, Hdt., Att. :—so, also, . tivos Hdt. :

—c. acc. rei, ' will visit

thy sister's blood on thee, Eur. 3. in Med. also

absol. to avenge oneself, seek vengeance, Hdt., Xen.,
etc. ; the probability of vengeance,
Dem. ; is thou wilt have ven-
geance taken in respect to Leonidas, Hdt. Hence, aTos, , help, aid, succour given, c. dat.,

Hdt. II. an act ofvengeance : a penalty, Plat., verb. Adj. one must assist, Hdt. ; so in

pi., Thuc. II. one must visit with
vengeance, punish, Isocr. III.,
a, ov, that ought to be punished, Dem. ; and, rjpos, , an avenger, Hdt. ; and, , , revengeful, Arist. ;

acts of revenge, Id., Ion. -, , help, aid, assistance, succour,
Hdt., Thuc. II. assistance to one who has
suffered wrong, retribiLtion, vengeance, punishment,
Hdt., etc. ; . vengeance taken for him, Eur.

;

ttJ, . for the purpose of punishing us,

Thuc. ; to execute vengeance, Dem.

;

. tivos to find vengeance at his hand, Aesch.

;

,5 are used both
of the avenger and the sufferer, Plat., Thuc. :—in pi.,

penalties, Plat. From-, , contr. from- : (,) :

—

upholding honour ; and so, I. helping, aiding,
succouring, and as Subst. a helper, aider, Hdt., Thuc.

;

my tutelary god, Aesch. II.

assisting one who has suffered wrong, avenging, and
as Subst. an avenger, Id., Soph., etc. ; c. gen. rei,

helping one to vengeancefor a thing, Soph. :

—

Aoyos
. a plea or argument for vengeance, Hdt.

[t], like, Dor. dat. of . II. Dor. for .
[], aTos, , a shake, quake, Anth., ,( not being in use) a shaker,

ttjs v0aos, of Poseidon's trident, Aesch., opos, , a shaker, . yaias, of Poseidon, Soph.', f. : Pass., aor. , Ep. 3 pi.

:—to shake or brandish a weapon or shield,

II., Aesch., etc. 2. generally, to shake, . yaTav, of

Poseidon, II. ; upset the seat, Od. : of

wind, to scatter, lb. :—Med., they

shook their wings, lb. :—Pass., "5
shook or quaked, Hes.

[t], inf., poet, for (v.

II), to punish, chastise, c. acc. rei, 5
chastising insolence, Od. : absol. to avenge oneself,

Hdt. 2. to avenge, take vengeance for a thing,

c. acc, Hes., Eur. 3. to exact as penalty, Sis

Hes.
(with tenses formed from ), [ Ep., t Att.] :

f.~ [t] : aor. 1 :—Med., f. : aor. 1

:—Pass., aor. 1 : I. Act. to pay
a price by way of return, to pay a penalty (whereas

means to pay, honour), Horn., Soph., etc. :—also to

pay a debt, acquit oneself of an obligation,

Od. ; . to render one thanks,

Aesch. ; . laTpoTs Xen. :—also topayfor, repay,

ayyov Od. ; rpo^cts Eur. :—with gen. of the

thing for which one pays, . to pay
compensation for the oxen, Od. ; also, .^}* Aesch. :—but also with acc. of the thing for
which one pays, the price being omitted, to pay or

atone for a thing, Horn. ; .5
for thy mother, Eur. :—more rarely c. acc. pers.,

yvbv 5 thou shalt make atonement for
the son thou hast slain, II. 2. absol. to make return

or requital, Solon, Soph. II. Med. to have a
price paid one, make another pay for a thing,

avenge oneself on him, to chastise, punish, Lat.

poenas sumere de aliquo, c. acc. pers., Horn., Trag.,

etc. 2. c. gen. criminis, -
t7)tos to punish him for his wickedness, Horn.,

Hdt. 3. c. acc. rei, to take vengeance for a thing,

Horn. 4. c. dupl. acc. pers. et rei, fyyov

aei/ces he made Neleus pay for the

misdeed, visited it on his head, Od.; also,' to exact retribution from a person, Eur. 5.

absol. to repay oneself, take vengeance, Horn., imitation of a bird's note, Ar.



TL7T0T6 ~€ ; or ; what or why, tell me ? Lat. quid
tandem ? Soph.€; Ep. syncop. form for; Horn., Aesch. :

—
before an aspirate,' II., , Indef. Pron. any one, any thing, enclitic

through all cases;—but tis ; ; Interrog. Pron. who?
what f oxyt. in nom., parox. in other cases.

A. Indef. Pron. tis, ti :—gen. rivos, Ion.,,
Att. :—dat. , Ion. , Att. :—acc. ,
:—dual:—pi. Tiues, neut.:—gen., Ion.

:—dat., :—acc. Tivas, neut.. Any
one, any thing, some one, some thing ; and as Adj.

any, some, and serving as the Indef. Art. a, an : in

the latter case it agrees with its Subst., tis a
friend, 0eos tis a god, i. e. not a man; in the former
it is followed by gen. pi., ris one of thy friends,

tis one of the gods. II. special usages : 1.

some one (of many), i. e. many a one, Be tis

so men said, Horn. 2. any one concerned,
each one, II. ; tovs5 that

every man should himself chastise his own allies, Thuc;
tivos better than any others, Dem. :—this is

more fully expressed by adding other pronominal words,

tis Od., etc. ; iras tis Hdt., etc. ; oiSeis or-
Seis tis Eur., Xen. 3. in reference to a person, whom
one avoids naming, tis some one I know
will suffer, Ar. ; so euphem. for something bad,, Thuc. 4. indefinitely, where
we say they, French on, tis they hate him,

Dem. 5. tis, ti, emphat. of a person or thing, some
great one, somegreat thing, tis you boasted

that you were somebody, Eur.; Tivhs Dem.;
tis 5 I too seem to be somebody,

Theocr. ; so in neut.,' Plat. ; so,

to be near the mark, opp. to , Id. 6.

emphat. a man, opp. to a brute, tis Ar. : re-

versely, with sense of contempt,®5 tis * there

was one Thersites, Soph. 7. with prop, names tis

commonly signifies one of the same sort, as, tis-
) Tldv either an Apollo or a Pan, Aesch. ;-
tis Eur. 8. with Adjs. tis takes a restrictive

sense, &s tis a bold kind of fellow, i. e.

very bold, Od. ; -fjs tis a dull sort of person,

Plat. 9. with numerals, Ti^es some seven,

seven or so, Thuc. ; is5 Tivas Id.; so without

numeral, -^uepas Tivas some days, i. e. several, Id.

;

a year or so, Id. ; so, 5,5 , rivis Id. :—so also '6aos tis

Xpvcros what a store of gold, Od. 10. with Pro-

nominal words, otos tis what sort of a man, II. ; 05
and 07 tis Soph., Xen., etc.; tis Hdt.;
toiovtSs tis Xen. :

—

' Kvpios tis when the

lord, whoever he be, is here, Soph. :—in opposed clauses,

tis . . , . . Eur., Plat., etc. 11. the

neut. Tt is used as Adv. somewhat, in any degree, at

all, II., etc. 12. tis 3) ouSeis few or none, next
to none, Hdt. ; r) little or nothing, Plat.

B. Interrog. Pron. tis, ti;—gen. tivos, Ion.,, Att. : dat. , Ion. : acc. , neut.:—PI. Tives,: gen., Ion.: dat. ,
Ion., Att. : acc. Tivas, : I. in direct

questions, who? which? neut. what? which? Lat. quis,

-. Sog
quae, quid ?, Horn., etc. : relating to other words in

the same case, ris ' ovtos ; who art thou that
comest ? II. ; ; what face is

this I see of thine ? Eur. :

—

tis av or, with the opt.,

expresses doubt, who could, who would do so ? Horn. :

—in double questions, ; what
has one received and what must one do ? Dem. ; so, t'is

els ; who and whence art thou ? Od. 2.

t'is with Particles : tis yap ; Lat. quisnam ? why who?
who possibly ? II., etc. ; t'is ; who then ? Theogn.

;

tis; Soph.; t'is ; who in the world ? who
ever ? Xen. 3. neut.; as a simple question, what ?
Aesch. ; also, why? II. b. ; ; what is it to

me? to thee? Soph., etc.; c. gen., ept5os; what
have I to do with the quarrel ? II. ; ; what
is there (in common) to me and thee ? what have I to do
with thee ? . T. c. with Particles :

—

yap; why
not ? how else ? Lat. quid enim ? quidni ? i. e. of
course, no doubt, Aesch., etc. ; ; Lat. quid vero?
Plat.; , . .; but what, if . . ? Eur. ; ;

; why ever ? why in the world ? Plat. :

—

, ;

why not? Lat. quidni? rag. :

—

; i.e. yes
certainly, Plat., etc. II. t'is is sometimes used for

in indirect questions, , t'is

Od. ; Aesch. 2. t'is ;; with part., followed by a verbal clause, forms one
sentence in Greek where we use two, rtj/es eoVres

; who they were that proclaim? Hdt.;5 tovs 5 -; have you learnt what they do whom men call

so and so ? Xen. III. t'is; —; Soph. IV.
' was never elided; but the hiatus is allowed in Att.,

ovv ; Ar. ; ; Soph.; '5 ; Id., aor. inf. of., Ion. for, 3 pi. aor. opt. of.
[], ecus, , () payment by way of return or

recompense, retribution, vengeance, Horn., etc. ;

tivos to suffer punishment for an act, Lat.

poenas dare, Hdt.; is for him, Soph.;
in pi., TiVies (where it may be per-

sonified, avengers, like 'E/nVues), Hdt. 2. power to

repay or requite, both in bad and good sense, Theogn., aor. imper. of., aor. , Ep., Ep. redupl. for,, to stretch, bending his

bow, II. ; so in Med., was bending his

bow, Horn. 2. to stretch out,' was
holding them out, II. ;'5 was laying
them out, Od. 3. to draw at full stretch, of

horses, etc., II. ; lb. ;

absol., haste along, lb. 4. Pass, to

strain or exert oneself, chiefly in part.,5
with vehement effort, Od. ; of a horse galloping, -5 stretching over the plain (ventre a
terre), II. ; so of birds, Od., avos, , mostly in pi. TZrayes, Ion. Tirrjves, ,
dat., Ep.^

:

—the Titans, a race of

gods placed beneath Tartarus, II. (where two are

named—Iapetus and Cronus), acc. to Hes., six sons

and six daughters of Uranus and Gaia; hurled from
Olympus into nether darkness, Hes. : other names are

given by later Poets, as Atlas, Aesch. ; Prometheus,
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Soph.; Aesch.; and in Lat. Poets Titan is the

Sun-god. (The oldest deriv. of the name is given in

Hes., the Stretchers, Strivers ; others connect it with

(from ), Avengers,.), Ion., idos, , fern, of, Aesch.-, opos, , () conqueror of the

Titans, Luc.-5, ov,() slaying Titans, Batr.& [], , a white earth, chalk or gypsum, Hes.-, , () Titan-like, Titanic,

Luc.

[t],, , Dor. for, =, avenger, Aesch., ol, Ion. for Tiraves., , an acting as a nurse, nursing, Dem. From, f., to be a nurse, act as a nurse, Dem. II.

trans, to suckle, nurse, Id. From, , (*) a nurse, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar., 6, (*) a teat, nipple, Lysias., b, the Lat. titulus, a title, inscription, N.T.
(Root, whence the tenses are formed),

f. : aor. :—Pass., f ., also

in med. form, 3 f . : aor. -
: pf. :

—

to wound, Horn. :—Pass.,-
to have a wound in the thigh, Hdt. :

—c. acc. cogn., to inflict a death-

wound, Eur. 2. generally, to damage, cripple, of

ships, Hdt., Thuc. 3. metaph., of wine, to do one
a mischief, Eur., Xen.-, ov, () slaying Tityus, Anth., , Tityus, son of Gaia, a giant, Od.

[t], 6, Dor. for, an ape, Theophr., only in pres. and impf., combining the

senses of, : I. like, to make,
make ready, prepare, II. ;' he put two horses to the chariot,

lb. II. like, to aim, shoot, at a

person, lb. :—absol., Od. ;

to aim at a mark right opposite, lb.; so,

of one putting a key into a lock,

lb. 2. metaph., to aim at doing
a thing, i. e. to purpose, design, c. inf., Horn., , an insect, perh. the water-spider, that runs

on the top of smooth water, Lat. tipula, Ar.', for, before an aspirate., eos, , standing water, a pond, pool, marsh,
Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[f Ep., t Att.], impf., Ep., Ion.,
Ep. inf. :—Med., f. [] : Ion. 3 sing. impf.

: pf ., part, :

—

to pay honour
to a person (whereas means to pay a price), to

honour, Horn., Aesch., Eur. :—Pass., pf. pass. part.

honoured, Horn. II. = II, rbv Se[] to value, they

valued the tripod at twelve steers' worth, U. ;

e valued her at four steers' worth,

lb. III. for fut. and aor. 1,, v.., ov, Dor. for., aor. 2 opt. of*., Dor. for.*, a radical form not used in pres. (which is

supplied by the pf., or the Verb) : f.

-., Dor. : Ep. aor. 1, subj.

: more commonly aor. 2 (as if from
a pres. *), Ep., Dor., 3 pi.,
Ep.; imperat., Dor. ; 2 sing. subj.

; opt., 3 pi. ; inf. //, Ep.; part. $, :—pf. (with pres. sense), Ep. 1 pi., imperat., -
; opt. ; inf.,, part., fern,, : I. <?

w/>cw oneself, to bear, suffer, undergo : c. acc. rei,.

oP/ II. ; " I
submitted to be wedded to a man, lb. ; )^
submitted to be wounded by it, lb. ; Pind.,.

etc. 2. absol. to hold out, endure, be patient,

submit, Horn. ; esp. in imperat.,,
II. ;, Od. ; in part., with

patient soul, lb. ; lb. II. c. inf.

to dare or venture to do, lb., Pind., etc. :—in Att.

Poets, to dare to do a thing good or bad, hence either

to have the courage, hardihood, effrontery, cruelty,

or to have the grace, patience, to do anything,- till / took courage to tell, Aesch.

;

« submitted to exchange, Soph. ; '
nor hadst thou the cruelty to insult, Id.

;

yap 7 I could not bear to see, Ar. 2.

c. acc. rei, to dare a thing, i. e. dare to do it,

Aesch. ; et Soph. 3. c. part.,

Od., aor. 2 imper. of *>.-,, Dor. -, ov, stout-hearted, Anth., Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of *>.*, v.*., Adv. of., , that which is to be endured, misery,-,

distress, in pi., h. Horn. II. endurance, Plut., Dor., , , : voc. and
: (*>) :

—

suffering, enduring, patient,

stout-hearted, of Ulysses, II.; so Pind., etc. 2.

bold, daring, hardy, reckless, II., Trag. II. suffer-

ing, wretched, miserable, Trag., Xen. III. Adv., patiently
;
Aesch., Eur., etc., Ep. for, aor. 2 of*.-, ov,() hard-hearted, Aesch. II..

miserable, Aesch., f. of *>., ], , Dor., , , verb. Adj. of* : I. act. suffering, enduring, patient, stead-

fast, II. II. pass., with a negat., . not to be

endured, intolerable, Trag.

[], Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of -/., f.: aor. 1 : aor. 2 :—Pass.,

aor. 2^, Ep. 3 pi.

;

—Ep. form of,
to cut, cleave: Med., ^ cut their way,
Anth. 2. metaph. in aor. 2 pass, to be divided or

dispersed, to part, 11., Adv. () by cutting, so as to cut, II., aor. 1 pass. part, of.,,,(,^) a part cut off, a section,

piece, Plat. 2. a cut, incision, wound, Id.,, , () a cutting: . */ the

ravaging of a country, Plat. II. =, a

section, Id.



-, verb. Adj. of, one must cut, Plat,, ), , () cut, shaped by cutting, Soph.,
Eur. 2. that can be cut or severed, Theocr.- [t], ov, cut down with iron, Anth., , Mt. fmolus in Lydia, II., etc.

[], neut. of., poet. Adv., antecedent to relat.' (being an
old gen. of ) :

—

hence, thence, Hes. 2. for relat., Aesch. II. thereafter, thereupon, Id., poet. Adv., antecedent to relat. (being an old
locat. case of o) :

—

there, in that place, Od., Pind. 2

.

also for relat. , where, Pind.

toi, enclit. Particle, serving to express belief in an asser-

tion, let me tell you, surely, verily, used to express an
inference, then, consequently, Horn. ; and in Trag., to

introduce a general sentiment. II. to strengthen
other Particles, yap ,,,,,
etc. : cf .,,., Dor., Ion. and. for, dat. sing, of : always
enclitic.,, Ep. and Ion. for oi or o'l, at or a'l, nom. pi. of

and os, Horn.-, = ye , so then, wherefore, therefore,
accordingly, Horn., Att. 2. strengthd.,
Ion., so for example, Xen. : also in Poets,
Soph. 3., Plat., Ep. for, gen. and dat. dual of 6.-, () therefore, accordingly, Hdt., Trag. 2.

to resume or continue a speech, moreover, Soph., Xen.
toio, Ion. and Ep. for, gen. sing, of <5.

toios, (Ion. ),, demonstr. Pron., antece-
dent to relat., Lat. talis, of such kind or quality,

such, such-like, , (sc. 4)
II., etc. :

—

in Horn, mostly refers to something
gone before, such as is said, lb. 2. with qualifying

words, such in his hands, Od. ;

II. ;, c. inf., stich as to do, i. e. fit or able to

do, Od. II. with an Adj. of the same gender and
case, it increases the sense of the Adj.,

just of moderate size, II. ; a sea so

large, Od. ; so very crafty, lb. III.

neut. as Adv. so, thus, so very, so much, Horn.

;

—so,, Theocr.
toioV-Sc,- (Ion.), -, stronger form of,
anteced. to, as ' ' of such a
minstrel as is this one, Od. ; absol.,' 5

here am I such as you see, lb. :—also, so great, so

noble, so bad, such clothes, i.e. so bad,

lb. ; \ Hdt. :—also with a qualifying

word,' stich both in

form and works, Od. :—with the Art., . Aesch.,

etc. ; oi Soph. ; in such circum-

stances, Hdt.:— the sense is made more indef. in

tis such a one, Thuc. :—neut. pi. as

follows, as aforesaid, Hdt.-, ,, Att. strengthd. form of, Ar.-, -,- (Ion. -ov), stronger form of, such as this, anteced. to, Od., etc. ; to,
II. : absol., with an intensive sense, so great, so noble,

so bad, etc., Ib., Att. ; &v being such a wretch,

Soph. :— c. gen., toiovtos such a man among
them, II. :—toiovtos or efc or he is
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so disposed towards any one, Xen., etc. :—strengthd., r.

just such another, Hdt. ; ahXovs Id. :

—with the Art., oi Aesch., etc. 2. the sense is

made more indef. in toiovtos tis or tis toiovtos such
a one, Pind., Thuc, etc.; Plat. 3.

or . such a proceeding, Thuc. ; .
for such a reaso?i, Id., etc. 4. in narrative,

properly refers to what goes before, Aesch., etc. :—after

a question, affirms like, just so, even so,

Eur. 5. absol., , ships

and such-like, Dem. 6. as an Adv., in

such wise, Soph., -', -' or -, Att. strengthd.

form of toiovtos, Ar., etc.

-Tpoiros, ov, ofsuch kind, such like, Hdt., Thuc.-, es, (^ of such kind, Luc.,-,-, Ep. forms for , Horn., ,() the wall of a house or court, Lat.

paries, Horn., Att. :— in pi. the sides of a ship, Od.,
Eur., etc. :—of the human body, Eur. 2. proverb.,

— (
the right side of the hedge,' Ar.€, f. ], to dig through a wall like a thief,

to be a housebreaker, Ar., Xen. 2. metaph.,
what thievish tricks they

played with their loan, Dem. From- [p], ,() one who digs through the

wall, i. e. a housebreaker, bzirglar, robber, Ar., Dor. for.,, , () of or for breeding, Od. 2.

havingjust broughtforth , L.a.t.feta, . a lioness

with cubs, Eur. ; also of women, Id. :

—

tV, of Zeus in labour of Athena, Luc.

tok€tos, ov, , =, birth, delivery, Anth.,, , () one who begets, a father, Hes.

;

generally, a parent, Aesch. :—mostly, in pi.,
Ep.\, parents, Horn., Hdt., Trag., etc.;—in dual,

Od.,( . 2) to lend on interest, Lat. faenerari,.

Dem.; . to practise usury, Anth. Hence, , the practice of usury, Xen.; and-, , , an usurer, Plat., Arist., f ., to practise sordid usury, Luc.- [], ,() one who carves out interest

\

a sordid usurer, Luc.

tokos, , () a bringing forth, childbirth, partu-
rition, II.; in pi., Soph., Eur. 2. the time of
parturition, Hdt. II. the offspring, young, a
child, son, Horn., Aesch., etc. 2. metaph. the pro-

duce of money lent out, interest, Lat. usura, Ar., etc.

;

or to borrow at interest,

Dem.; compound interest, Ar. 3. the

Prodtice of land, Xen.-, f. -, to bring in interest, Dem., , , (*) courage, to undertake or venture

a thing, boldness, daring, hardihood, courage, Pind.,

Hdt., Att. ; to have courage for

this business, Aesch. 2. in bad sense, over-boldness,

recklessness, Lat. audacia, Trag., etc. II. a bold

or daring act, Ib. Hence, Ion. -, Dor. 2 sing, : f.,
Dor. : pf ., Dor. :

—

to undertake,

take heart either to do or bear anything terrible or
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difficult, Horn., etc. :—absol. to hold out, endure, be

patient, submit, Id., Att. :—c. acc. rei, to endure,

undergo, Theogn., Eur. II. c. inf. to have the

courage, hardihood, effrontery, cruelty, or the grace,

patience, to do a thing- in spite of any natural feeling,

to venture, dare to do, Horn., Att. 2. sometimes c.

part., he submitted to be struck,

Od. ;
Eur. 3. c. acc, -

to tmdertake, venture on it, Od. ;,- .
Trag. ; also, . Thuc. : Pass., oV

such things as my father had dared (or done)

against him, Eur., Dor.- [],, , enduring, stout-

hearted, Od. : daring, bold, adventurous, II :—contr.,, , whence Sup. Soph.,, ,() an adventure, enterprise,

deed of daring, Eur., etc., , ,() —, Thuc. ; -
tivos his hardihood, Id. ; Adv. -, Id. ; Comp.-, Id., contr. for.', verb. Adj. of, one must venture, Eur., , ,() a bold, venturous man, Thuc., , , verb. Adj. of, to be ventured

;

all things are within the

compass of his daring, Soph. ; . Eur., Adv. for the rest, for the future :—better

divisim ., f. , properly, to voind off wool into a
clew for spinning: metaph. to wind off, achieve,

accomplish, iyio , of Penelope's

web (where there is a play on the literal sense), Od.

;

.- Horn. From
[], , a clew or ball of wool, Lat. glomus,

Ar., Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.), , ov, and os, ov, () cut, cut off, Aesch.,

Eur. II. cut in pieces, cut or shredded ready

for use, Aesch., () only in part., to need cutting, 71750s

for a disease that needs the knife, Soph.,, , (·7) one that cuts, a shoemaker''

s

knife, Plat. : the edge of a knife, Xen., , () the end left after cutting, the

stump of a tree, II. ; . the end of a beam,
Thuc. ,· -fj- stones cut square, Id.

;

so, - having fitted the lock to

the placefrom which it was cut, Aesch. II. a
cutting, hewing, cleaving, by stroke

of iron, Soph. ;< Eur. :—as a surgical

operation,} Plat. ;

by cautery and the knife, Id., , () a victim cut up for sacrifice;

the parts of the victim, Dem., , , verb. Adj. of, cutting,

is placed as it will cut sharpest, Soph., , () a cut, slice, Batr., Ar. II.

part of a book, a tome, volume.

[], , () a pitch-pipe, Plut., only in pres., to speak inarticulately

,

mutter, babble, Ar. (Formed from the sound.), , [) that by which a thing is stretched, a
rope, cord, brace, oi the cords

-.
of beds, Hdt. ; of three plies or

strands, of ropes, Xen. :—in machines, straining-
cords, Plut. II. a stretching, tightening, strain-

ing, strain, tension, Hdt. 2. of sounds, a strain-

ing, raising of the voice, Aeschin., Dem. :

—

the

pitch of the voice, Plat., etc. 3. measure, metre,

Hdt. b. in Music, were modes or keys

differing in pitch, of which in early Greek music there

were three, the Dorian, Lydian, and Phrygian. III.

exertion of force, mental exertion, energy, Luc. :

—

generally, force, strength, intensity, Plut. IV.
metaph. the tenour of one's way, a course, Pind., Plut., — , for the present, v. ., f., () Dep. to shoot with a bow,

Od. ; c. gen. to shoot at, lb.-', , , () mighty with the bow, Anth.

[], , Dim. of, Luc.-, , lord of the bow, bowman, archer,

Aesch. II. captain of the archers, Thuc.,, , that which is shot, an arrow, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. ; . the distance of a bow-
shot, Hdt. ; . before an arrow reached

them, Xen.; within bow-shot, Id.;

Thuc. :—metaph.,

Soph. II. collective in pi. for oi, the

archery, Hdt., , , struck by an arrow, Soph. From, f. , to shoot with the bow, tivos at a mark,
II., Soph. ; Hdt. :—metaph. to aim at, c.

gen., Eur. :—absol. to use the bow, Hdt., Thuc,
etc ; ' having shot too high,

Soph. II. c. acc. to shoot or hit with an arrow,

Eur., Xen. :—Pass, to be struck by an arrow,

Thuc. 2. c. acc. rei, to shootfrom a bow : metaph.,

to discharge, send forth, Pind. ; -
hath shot these arrows in vain, Eur. :

—Pass.,- Aesch.

|-,65,())furnished with thebow, Eur. 2.

=, Id.; . the twang of the bowstring, Id., , , () of or for the bow, Aesch. :

—

(sc.) archery, Plat. II. of persons,

skilled in the use of the bow, Xen.-, ov,
() shooting with the bow, Anth.- [],, , () = sq., Aesch.-, ov, subduing with the bow, .*

the war of archers, i.e. the Persians, Aesch.; .^ Eur., , (-) a bow, Horn. ; often in pi.,

because the ancient bow was of two pieces of horn

joined by the in the middle ; or

to draw the bow, II. :—as the bow was specially

the Oriental weapon, meant the Persians,

opp. to (the Greek spearmen), Aesch. :

—metaph., by guess, Id. II. in pi. also,

bow and arrows, Horn., Hdt., etc III. metaph.,

its rays, Eur. Hence-', to make like a bow, to arch, . ,
of a supercilious person, Ar., , bowmanship, archery, II., Eur., , Dor. -, , , () a bowman,
archer, II., Hdt., Trag., etc. 2. the Archer, Sagit-

tarius, a sign in the Zodiac, Luc. II. at Athens,



were the city-guard, also called ~2,
because they were slaves bought from the parts north
of Greece, Ar., etc.-, , () drawing the bow, Aesch. II.

. the bowstretching arrow, Id.', f., to bear a bow, of Eros, Anth.-, , , () bow-bearing, II., Eur., etc. :

— =, Hdt., , the topaz, Anth., f.,() to aim at, guess, Aesch., Ar.,&,,,-,,, better written divisim 5, rb, etc.-, , , ruling over a place, yvvrj . the
mistress, Aesch.,,, concerning or common-places, Arist

.

', f ., to determine the site, Strab. From- [], , (-) a topographer.-', f. , (-) to mark the site of a
place, Strab.-', f .,() to wage war by holding
strong positions, Plut., , a place, Lat. locus, Aesch., etc. ; periphr.,, i.e. the whole earth, Id.;

in Peloponnesus, Id., etc. ;

the local circumstances of the district, Dem. 2.

place, position, Aeschin. 3. a place or passage in
an author, . T., etc. II. a topic, Aeschin. : a
common-place in Rhetoric, Arist. III. metaph. a
place, occasion, opportunity, Thuc.,,,, better

written divisim , etc., ,() a carving in relief, Plut.,, , () a borer, piercer, Anth., , , worked in relief : metaph. elaborate,

Anth. From, f. , () to work in relief, Strab. :—c.

acc. to represent in this manner, Anth., f . : aor. part, : aor. 2 :() :

—

to bore through, pierce, II. 2. metaph.
to proclaim in shrill piercing tones, in redupl. fut., Ar. : cf.. II. like, to

work, shape, Anth., , any hole or socket, in which a pin or peg- is

stuck, Hdt. (Deriv. uncertain.)---, ,(,,,) lyre-turner and shield-maker, Ar., f . , () to work with a lathe-chisel

:

metaph. of verses, to turn neatly, to round off,

Ar. II. to turn round, as an auger, Eur., Dep. to mark off with the, to make
roimd, they rounded off the barrow,

II. ; ' large as the

bottom of a ship which a man shall round off, with

allusion to the round shape of a merchant-vessel (cf.

y , Od., , () a carpenter 's tool for drawing a
circle, compasses, Theogn., Hdt., Eur., , , () piercing: 1. of the voice,

piercing, thrilling, Luc. ; so in Adv., ^^
Eur. :—metaph., . thrilling fear, Aesch. 2.

metaph. clear, distinct, plain, Id. :—so in Adv., to-

— rore. 813,^ Id., etc. II. of persons,

sharp, ready, smart, Xen. :—so in Adv.,

Ar., imitation of a bird's note, Ar.

[], , () a stirrer, ladle, Ar. From

[], () to stir, stir up or about, Ar.

[], Ep., Adv.() so many times,

so often, II.

[], Adv., =, Plat.-, Adv., =, to-day, Bion., poet,, , ov, antecedent to relat.;
—Lat. tantus : of Size, Space, Quantity, so great, so

vast : of Time, so long : of Number, in pi., so many :

of Sound, so loud: of Degree, so much, so very :
—

often in Horn, and Hes., y Atas not so

huge as Ajax, II. : absol. just so much orjust so many,
Od. ; thrice as many gifts, II. ;

Soph. 2. used for, Lat. quantus, Pind. II.

and as Adv., so much, so far, so very,

Lat. tantum, . so many more, II., etc. 2.

so long since, Hdt. 3. with a Comp.,
and by so much more, Thuc. III. regul. Adv.,

Eur.--, Ep. --, , , = in all

senses, Horn. :—c. inf. so strong, so able, to do a
thing, Od. II. neut., Ep., as

Adv. so very, so much, Horn., etc. ; of Time, so long,

Aesch. 2. as Subst.,' Soph.~,,, =, Plat.-, ov, of so large a number, Aesch.-, -,- or- ; Ep.,
etc. :—Pron. , = in all senses, but with a stronger

demonstr. force, Horn., etc.; of persons, so large, so

tall, . ; so great in rank, skill,

or character, Soph., etc. :—in pi. so many, Horn.,

etc. :—also ^8 so large, Hdt.;
so deep, Xen. :—with numeral Advs., .,
., etc., Thuc, etc. ; as large

again, Hdt. II. neut. as Subst., so much, thus
much, Od. ; Aesch.

;

—with Preps., at so small a distance,

Thuc. ;

—

so far, Lat. hactenus, eatenus,

Hdt., etc.;

—

. from so far, so far off, Xen.;

—

in the meantime, Ar. ;

—

so far,
Hdt. ;

—

, so far, Plat. ;

—

so far, so long, Thuc. ;

—

. into

such imminent danger, Id. III. neut. also as Adv.,

so much, so far, Od., Soph., etc. 2. so much,
Horn., Thuc, etc. :—but is more common
with Comparatives, Hdt., etc"-", -, —, later Att. for,
with a stronger demonstr. force, Ar., Plat., etc., Dor. for, aor. 1 part, of an unknown
pres. =, to happen to be, Pind., Ep. for.

[], , ov, Ep. for, so great, much,
Anth. : in pi. so many, Id., Dor. for, Theocr.,, Ep. for,.,,, Ep. for., Dor., Adv. at that time, then, Lat. tunc,.

Antec to Relat. ' or, opp. to , II., Horn.,
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etc. :—also in indef. sense, in those times, formerly,
Soph., etc. ; $ tot<= at one time or other, Aesch.,

Eur. 2. joined with other Particles,

Horn. ; II. ; ] pa Od., etc. ;

then at length, Hes. 3. with the Article,

the men of that time, 11., etc.; ol

Hdt. ; ttj ^' Soph. ; ej/ Tip (sc.)
Thuc. 4. ei's " until then, Dem.; eft Tore or

since Plut.

(with changed accent), Adv. times, now and
then, . . , Tore . . , at one time . . , at

another . . , Od., Aesch., etc.; ,'
Soph. ; . . , . . , Plat.,,,,-, better written divisim , etc.|, imitation of a bird's note, Ar.

totoX, an exclam., Aesch. ;, Soph., better written divisim ., Boeot. for , the Lat. tu, thou., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for :, for.,,,-,-, Att. crasis for e^uoV, , etc., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for , for that reason, therefore,

Horn., etc. II. interrog., for ; where-
fore ? Anth., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for , henceforth.', crasis for .', crasis for ., crasis for .', crasis for ., crasis for .,', crasis for ., crasis for rb.-, crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for or ., crasis for , Thuc., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for .

[], poet. Adv. for, antec. to,
Theogn. ; absol., Pind. ; also, Id. 2. =, relative to (as), Ar., Adv., Dor. for, Theocr., Ion. crasis for .,,, Att. forms for, y,

6°; ..' and -, Adv. hence, thence, Theocr. : so,, Adv., Id.', crasis for .

payaiSog., demonstr. Adv. of Time, up to or during that

time, so long, antecedent to relat. , I!. 2.

absol. meanwhile, Horn., , ov, of or from the Epirotic city Tpa-, Strab. :—of swine, in Tragasaean
fashion, with a play on, Ar. ;, with a play on, Id., aor. 2 inf. of., a, ov,() of or from a he-goat : -

(sc.) a goafs skin, Theocr.-', 6, the goat-stag, as the Greeks called a
fantastic animal, represented on Eastern carpets and
the like, Ar.» , , =, Anth.

[], , , properly that which is eaten

for eating's sake, mostly in pi., dried fruits or sweet-

meats, eaten as dessert, Lat. bellaria, Ar., Xen. Hence, to eat sweetmeats, Arist. : so Med.,, Theophr., , , () of or like a goat, goatish,

Plut., etc. II. of or for tragedy, tragic (cf.-), Hdt., Xen., etc. ; . tragic trumpery,
Ar. 2. generally, tragic, stately, majestic, Id.,

Plat. 3. in bad sense, in tragic style, plaintive,

Dem. III. Adv. -, in tragic style orfashion,
Plat. 2. . to live in splendour, Plut., , ov, like, of a he-goat, Anth., , Dim. of, ayoung he-goat, Theocr.,

Anth.-,,,()for shearing he-goats,Luc.

-KTOVOS, ov,() of slaughtered goats, Eur.-, ov,() with armpits smelling
like a he-goat, Ar.-,, , , goat-footed, Anth.

[], ,) a he-goat, Lat. hircus, Od., etc.-, , () goat-shanked, Hdt., Luc.-', f., () to eat he-goats, Strab., Dor. for.',.,() to act a tragedy, Ar. 2.

c. acc. objecti, to represent in tragedy, Luc. :—Pass.

to be the subject of a tragedy, Isocr., etc. II.

metaph. to tell in tragic phrase, to declaim, Dem., , () a tragedy, invented by the

Dorians, and at first of lyric character(
Hdt.) ; then transplanted to Athens, where it assumed
its dramatic form, Ar., etc. Its proper sense is goat-

song, because in early times a goat was the prize, or

because the actors were clothed in goat-skins. II.

generally, any grave, serious poetry, Plat., , , befitting tragedy, Hdt., Ar.
;

to look tragic, Ar. ; -
suffered a tragic woe, Id.-, ov,() writing tragedies,Polyb.-, , a tragic poet, who trained his

own chorus and actors, Ar.-, , () a maker of tragedies, a

tragic poet, tragedian, Ar., Plat., etc.-, , (, ) properly, a goat-singer

(v.), i. e. a tragic poet and singer, these

characters being orig. one, Ar. :— later, when the poets

ceased to act, the term meant a tragedian or tragic

actor, the tragic poet being called or



-. 2. of members of the tragic
chorus, Ar. II. the pi. is often used = rpaycfBia,

rpayccdoTs in tragedy, Id., Dem., etc.

or, , Trallians, Thracian bar-

barians, Plut., 4s, (-) piercing : metaph. clear, dis-

tinct :—Adv., 4, Aesch., Eur.

;

Comp., Anth. Hence, f., to make clear, plain, distinct, Anth.- [], , , (prob. for-, four-legged),
a table, esp. a dining-table, Horn., Hdt., etc. ;. the hospitable board, Od.;4 4
to entertain at bed and board, Hdt. ;

he kept a table in the Persian fashion, Thuc.;
els 4 to live at other men's
table, Xen. 2. a table, as implying what is upon
it, a dinner, meal, Hdt., etc. ; %' rp., pro-

verb, of luxurious living, Hor. Siculae dapes, Plat. II.

•d money-changer's table, a bank, Lat. mensa argen-
taria, Id., etc. ; zyyv- . security given to

the bank, Dem.; ol 4\ 4 bankers, Isocr.

Hence, ecus, b, at, of a table, (Ion.

for) dogsfedfrom their master's table, Horn,, f. , to be engaged in banking, Dem.
[], , ,( ) one who keeps a

bank, a banker, Lat. argentarius, Dem. Hence, ], 6v, of ox for the banker, Isocr.-, , table-making, Strab., Ep. for, pi. aor. 2 pass, of4.', aor. 2 med. inf. of4., only in pres. to tread grapes, Od., Hes. (De-
riv. uncertain : cf. Lat. trapetum.), aor. 2 pass. inf. of4., verb. Adj. of4, one must turn, Luc., Ion. for4., ,() a crate, whereon to dry figs, Ar., f. Att. ,() to lisp, Lat. balbutire, as

Alcibiades made r into /, Ar. ; of children, Id.', , , lisping, Lat. balbus, esp. of children,

Hdt. II. of the swallow, twittering, Anth. (Prob.

from the sound.) Hence,, , a lisping, Plut., Ion. and Dor.,,, (') a wound,
htirt, Hdt., Att. ; tivos Dem.; -

Plut. II. of things, a hurt, damage,
as of ships, Hdt. III. in war, a blow, defeat,

Id. IV. ypacprj an indictment for
wounding (with intent to murder), Aeschin., , , Ion. .-, a wounded man, 01 .
the wounded of an army, Hdt., Thuc. ; and, Ion.-: pf., pass,-:
aor. 1 pass.4

:

—to wound, Hdt., Att., Aeol. and Ep. for4, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass,

of 4<. II. Dor. for4, inf. of4., , , () properly, well-fed,

or the fat ones, i. e. fishes, Theocr. II.] (sub. yrj), , as Subst. the dry land, land,] iypi\v Horn.

[], Ep. aor. 2 pass, of4., aor. 1 pass. inf. of4., Aeol. and Dor. for4.

-'. 8 15, Adv. of., ,() scraps of meat and gristle

about the neck, scraps, offal, Ar., a, ov, of, on, orfrom the neck, Strab., f. ,() of wrestlers, to bend the

neck back, and so to overpower, Theophr. :—Pass, to

have one's neck bent back so that the throat gapes
when cut : hence, to be laid open, . T.-, , , chaining the neck, Anth.

[], , the neck, throat, Hdt., Eur., etc.

(Deriv. uncertain.), Ion., Ivos, , Trachis, in Thessaly,

named from the ruggedness() of the district,

II., etc. :—Adj. [t], o, ov, Ion.-, Hdt.,

etc. ; also , ov, Theocr. :

—

oi the people of
Tr., Hdt., etc. :

—

the country, Id., Soph.,

etc. ; also called, Thuc.

[], Ion.- : pf. :—Pass., aor. 1

: pf ., inf.- : () :
—

to make rough, rugged, uneven, Plat. :-—Pass, to be-

come rough, Id. ; . to use rough harsh
tones, Plut. 2. in Aesch. Theb., refers to4 (just before) call them rough,
I care not. 3. metaph. in Pass, to be exasperated,

Plat. II. intr. to be rough, Plut."', ?, : Ion., fern.4 ; poet. fern,

also

:

—rugged, rough, Lat. asper, Horn., etc.;

as epith. of Ithaca, Od. ; cf . :—also, rough,
shaggy, Xen. :—of a bit, rough, sharp, Id. : of the

voice of boys, when it breaks, Plut. 2. rough, harsh,

savage, Pind., Aesch., etc. II. Adv.4, Ion.4, roughly, Hdt. ;4 to be rough,

Isocr. ; . 4, Lat. aegre ferre, Plut.-, ov, () of rough speech or pronun-
ciation, Strab.,, , () roughness, ruggedness,
Xen. ; sharpness, of a bit, Id. 2. of persons, rough-
ness, harshness, bpyr\s Aesch.

[], Dor. for.,, , a rugged, stony tract, Luc. :—so-,, , . ., etc., , at,, : gen. : dat. : acc., :—Lat. tres, tria, three, Horn., etc.--, , at, --8, , thirteen,

Hdt., Att.; also written divisim, gen. 4,
dat. 4, etc. :—an indecl. form
occurs, in all genders and cases, Horn., Ar., etc.', only in pres. and impf., 3 sing. Ep. impf.4 :—Lat. tremo, to tremble, quake, quiver, II.,

Eur. :—-c. inf. to tremble ox fear to do, Aesch., Soph. :

—c. acc. to tremble at, fear, Soph., Eur., etc., verb. Adj. of4, one must turn, Ar.', f. -^ : aor. 1 : aor. 2 : pf.4, later4 :—Pass., f. : aor. 14, Ion. inf. : aor. 2 [], Ep. subj.

for : pf .4, 3 pi.-; 3 sing, imperat. : 3 sing, plqpf.,
3 pi.. To turn or direct towards a thing,

Horn., etc. ; mostly followed by a Prep., .
to shew him to bed, Od. ; . is

Thuc; . 4 Od. 2. Pass, to

turn one's steps, turn in a certain d.irection,-
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to roam up and down Greece, Od. ; c.

acc. cogn., to take a course, Hdt. 3.

Pass, also to turn or betake oneself, els Od.

;

II. ; ' Thuc.; 7robs Id. 4.

Pass, and Med., of places, o<? turned or /oo£ in a
certain direction, irpbs Od. ; ,

Hdt., etc. II. to turn, i.e. turn about,

II. ; . e£&> to turn the best

side outmost, Pind. :—Pass., the point

bent back, II. ; of the solstice, -
(. ) Xen. 2. . ,

eis to divert the blame, the anger upon
another, Isae., Dem. :—Pass., in imprecations, is-

on my head be it ! Ar. 3. to turn
another way , to alter, change,, Horn., etc. ;

is . Ar. :—Pass, to be changed,
change, Horn., etc. ; c. acc. cogn.,

tindergoing changes, Aeschin. III. to turn or put
to flight, rout, defeat, II., Hdt., etc. ; ., Lat.

convertere in fugam, II. ; . is Eur. ;—so, in

aor. med., toput an enemy to flight, Xen. :—Pass, to

be put to flight, turn and flee, Aesch., Xen., etc. ; so

in Med., is Hdt., Thuc. :—also intr. in

Act.,
3

II. IV. to turn away, keep

off, hinder, p. lb. ;

lb. V. to overturn, like, Aesch. VI.
to turn, apply, . is Hdt. ;

Tas ; what have you made of your shoes ?

Ar. :—Pass., ; Id., . for, aor. of.', Dor. : f. : aor. , .: aor. 2: pf .

:

— Pass., f., but mostly in med. form : aor.

: aor. 2 [], ., and 3
pi. : pf ., inf. : I.

to thicken or congeal a liquid, to curdle
it, Od. ; Theocr. :—Pass., with intr. pf

.

act., to become firm,\ xpot
Od. II. to make to grow or increase, to bring
up, breed, rear, Horn., etc. ; c. acc. cogn., . .

to bring up in a certain way, Hdt. :—Med.
to rear for oneself, Od., etc. :—Pass, to be reared,

grow up, Horn. ; grew tip the

strongest men, II. ;
'' from the time

when I left the nursery, Ar. ; ,
i. e. art a child of night, Soph. 2. of slaves, horses,

dogs and the like, to rear and keep them, Horn., etc.

;

. Aeschin. ; . Eur. ;—metaph.,
he keeps quite a sea-beach in the

house, Ar. :—Pass, to be bred, reared, Soph. 3.

to let grow, cherish, foster, II.; .-
Ar.; . =, Hdt.;—also, '

this is whaXputs fat on swine, Od. 4.

of earth and sea, to produce, teem with,

lb. ; Aesch. 5.

to have within oneself, to contain, keep, have, '

Soph. ;

to keep his tongue more quiet, Id. ;. Id. ; o'ias what services she con-

stantly performs, Id. III. to maintain, sup-
port, .' Aesch. ; .
Aeschin. : esp. to maintain an army or navy, Thuc,

.
Xen. IV. aor. 2 act. in intr. sense, = pass., hs' II. ; (Ion. for-) Horn. 2. so pf., v. supr. I.

Tpc'xvos, eos, , a twig, Anth. (Deriv. unknown.)', Dor., f. : aor. 1, Ion.

: also (from Root or) f.-, Ion.- : aor. 2 : pf. [],
poet. pf. :—Pass., pf. :

—to run,
Lat. curro, Horn., etc. :—of horses, II. :—of things, to

run, move quickly, Horn., etc. II. c. acc. loci, to

run over, Eur., Xen. III. c. acc. cogn., . -, to run a course, a heat, Eur., etc. : often

metaph., . to run a risk, Id. ;

to run many risks for their

lives, Hdt. :—sometimes the acc. is omitted, .
to run the risk of his life, Id. ; .' Xen. 2. -zap viKavhe was

within one bout of carrying off the victory, Hdt., inf. : aor. 1, .:— this

Verb is never contracted, except when the contraction

is into

:

—to fleefromfear, flee away, II. ;

without fear, Aesch. ; Plat. :

—

is

used like a Subst., a runaway, coward, II.;-
Hdt. II. trans, to fleefrom, fear,

dread, be afraid of, c. acc, II., Trag., Xen., aTos, , (-) a perforation, hole, aper-

ture, orifice, Lai. foramen, Ar., Plat. Hence,,, , porous, Anth.,, , ,() timorous, shy, Horn., , , verb. Adj. of-, perforated, with

a hole in it, Od. ; , prob. inlaid bedsteads,

or having holes through which the cords that supported

the bedding were drawn :

—

, i. e.

the honeycomb, Pind.; . pumice-stone, Anth., , ov, poet, for, Anth.

[],, Ion. for—.
-, Prefix, from Tpis or, in compds. three times,

thrice, Lat. ter., neut. of., f., {) to vanquish, of a wrestler, who did

not win until he had conquered in three bouts(-)., , a trident, the badge of Poseidon, Horn., f., to heave with the trident: generally,

to heave or prise up, overthrow, Eur. II. .
to break it up with a mattock, Ar., Ion.,, , contr. for obsol.: (,) :

—thenumber thirty, Aesch. II

the thirtieth day of the month, Hes. : hence, a month
containing 30 days, Luc. III. a political division

containing thirty families.-,,() with orof thirty knots,Xen-,.-,', of thirty days, Hdt
[], Ion. -, , , , indecl., with

a gen. in Hes. ; dat. Anth—thirty, Lat. triginta, Horn., etc II. oi-, 1. at Sparta, the council of thirty, assigned

to the kings, Xen. 2. at Athens, the Thirty,

commonly called the thirty tyrants, appointed on the

taking of Athens (b.c. 404), Plat., etc.-, Ion. -, is, thirty years old,

Plat. ; in contr. form, 01 the men of



thirty years, Id.; fem. Isae. II., , of or for thirty years, Thuc. ;—in

fem. form, Hdt. ; at·
Tides Ar.-, ov, with thirty benches, Theocr.

[], Adv. thirty times, Plut.-, , the ride ofthe Thirty, at Athens, Xen.-,, producing thirtyfold, Strab.

(sc. vavs), 77, a thirty-oared ship, Thuc,
Xen.; in Hdt. written.-,-, v.-.-, ov, (-) of thirty fathoms, Xen., Ion. -, , a, three hundred, Horn.,

Hdt., etc.; also with collective noun in sing., .
Xen. II. . at Athens, the richest members
of the, who managed their affairs, Dem. 2.

the Three Hundred, who fell at Thermopylae, Hdt.-', oi, those whose property produced
300 medimni, i. e. the *\..-,, bearing three hundredfold, Strab., Ion. -, , , the thirtieth, Hdt.,

etc. II., , a duty of one-thirtieth, Dem.,, ,() a victor, Aesch.-, ov, with three sails or masts, Luc., ados, 77, () the number three, a triad, Plat.&, 77, , () rubbed, worn, Anth., Luc., , the Triballi, a people on the borders

of Thrace ; as a Comic name for barbarian gods, Ar.

:

—Adj., 7j, ov, Hdt.-, , () three-pointed, Anth., -,() a rubbing or wearing away, wasting,
Aesch. II. practice, as opp. to theory, Xen. :

also mere practice, routine, as opp. to true art,

Plat. III. that about which one is busied, an
object of care, Lat. cura, Aesch. IV. of Time, a
spending, Soph., Plat. ; 'tis time well

spent, Aesch. ; is a life

pleasant enough in the spending, Ar. 2. delay,

putting off, is to seek delays, Soph. ;,
Ar. ; and with the Verb omitted,

no more delays, Soph.- [], ov ; in Ar.

to deal in coarse rude jests.- [t], , —-: as Subst. a caltrop, i. e. a
three-spiked implement, formed so that one of the spikes

must point upwards, used to lame the enemy's horses,

Plut. 2. a prickly plant, a burr, thistle, N.T. II., , a threshing-machine, boards with sharp
stones fixed in the bottom, Anth.

[], , and 6, a worn or beaten track, the high
road, highway, Hdt., Eur. : a footpath, Xen. II.

rubbing, attrition, Aesch. III. metaph. delay, Id., f. : aor. 1, inf.\ : pf. '-

:

—Pass., f . and : aor. 1

: aor. 2 [] : pf ., Ion. 3 pi.:—to rub: to rub or thresh corn, II.;

iv to work round the stake in his eye,

Od. ; . to rub it on a touchstone, so as

to test its purity (cf .), Theogn. :—Med., 7-
iv to rub one's pol-

lution upon these shrines, pollute them with it,

Aesch. 2. to rub down, grind, pound, Ar.,

. Si j

etc. 3. to crush, Id. II. to wear out,

by rubbing : Pass., of a road, to wear or tread it

smooth, Id. 2. of Time, to

wear away, spend, Lat. terere vitam, Soph., Eur. :

—

absol. to waste time, tarry, Aesch. 3. to waste or

ravage a country, Eur. III. metaph., 1. of

persons, to wear out, Hes. : Pass, to be worn out, II.,

Thuc. :—Med., to wear itself

out by internal struggles, Id. :—Pass.,

an oppressed people, Hdt. 2. of money and property,

to waste, squander it, Id. 3. to use constantly,

Ar. 4. Pass, to be much busied or engrossed with

a thing, Hdt. Hence

[],, , a worn garment, threadbare cloak,

Ar., Plat., etc. ; and, , 77, as Adj. practised or skilled in a thing,

c. gen., Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. absol., a hackneyed,
crafty fellow, rogue, Ar., Adv. like , cloak-wise, Ar., , Dim. of, Ar.-, 77, a third generation, Strab. Hence-, ovtos, , , triply old, .
'tis a thrice-told tale, Aesch.

--yds [yt], , a triple (i. e. huge) giant, Orph., 77, the red mullet : also-, Anth.-5, ov, (-) with three pupils : then, of

earrings, with three bright drops, Horn,-, ov, () bearing mullets, .
a net for catching them, Anth.-, ov, (-) thrice-cloven : as Subst.,, 77, in Doric architecture, the triglyph, a
three-grooved tablet placed at equal distances along
the frieze, Eur. :—also, , Arist.-, Ivos, , , three-barbed, II.

or, , () a scream, squeak, Plut., 77, the third generation, Dem. From-, ov, (^-) thrice-born: in pi. simply =, three, Eur.-, 4, () triangular-shaped, Polyb.-, ov, (-) three-cornered, triangular,

Aesch. II. as Subst.,·, , a triangle,

Plat. : name of a musical instrument, Id.-, ov, a slave through three generations,

thrice a slave, Soph,-, ov, worth or weighing three drachms, Ar.-', ov, thrice coiled, Orac. ap. Hdt., Anth.-', ov,() like three ships' beaks, Ar.- (sc. ), i5os, 77, a triennial festival,

Hdt., Eur. 2. (sub.), a period of three

years, h. Horn., Arist.-, , or-, , , () of or for three

years, Hdt., Theocr. : neut. as Adv. for three

years, Od.-, ,-, ov, and -, , , three-

yoked, three in union, of the Graces, Eur., Anth.

(Root) : pf.- (used as a pres.), Ep.

part,-, for· :—of animals, to utter

a shrill cry, to scream, cry, of young birds, II.

;

of bats, Od. ; of ghosts (which, in Shaksp., ' squeak
and gibber'), Horn., etc. 2. of other sounds,- (Ep. plqpf.) the wrestlers' backs cracked, II. ;. to gnash the teeth, N.T.; of a

3G
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musical string, to twang, Anth. (Formed from the

sound.), ados, , Ion. for.,, etc., Ion. for Tpiaic-., Ion. for.--, , () a length of three half-feet,
a foot and -half, Xen., f . : pf . :

—

to be -, to command a trireme, Hdt., Thuc. : c. gen.,

rp. Hdt. II. at Athens, to be trierarch,

i. e. fit out a trireme for the public service, Ar.

;

Pass., ol, -
the rich find trierarchs, the people has trier-

archsfound it, Xen. Hence,, to, the trierarch's crew, Dem. ; and, , the command of a trireme, Arist. II.

at Athens, the fitting out of a triremefor the public
service, a trierarchy , Xen. Hence, , , of or for the trierarchy , Dem.-, , the captain of a trireme, Hdt.,
Att. II. at Athens, a trierarch, who had to fit
out a triremefor the public service, Ar., Thuc.-, , , () the flute-player, who gave
the time to the rowers in the trireme, Dem.
rpi- (sub. vavs), , gen., ovs, Ion. evs; acc. ea,

: nom. pi. , : gen.,- ; gen. dual
: (, -) :—Lat. triremis, a galley with

three banks of oars, the common form of the Greek
ship-of-war, Hdt., etc. : first built by the Corinthians,

Thuc. :— cf.,-,. Hence, , , of or for a trireme, Dem.
[r], , , a trireme-man, Hdt., Thuc.-, , () building triremes, Dem.-9, Att.-, ov, touching on or connected

with three seas, Strab.-,, , the Three-headed, a satirical attack on
three cities, Sparta, Athens, Thebes, Luc. From- [], ov,() three-headed, Hes., Hdt.-', ov,() three-headed, Luc.-, ov, () with three couches : as Subst.,

(sub. ), , a dining-room with three

couches, the Roman triclinium.-, ov, thrice-spun, three-twisted, Anth.-, ov,() three-hilled, Orac. in Strab.-, ov ; and-,, , with triple plume, Eur.-, ov,() three-topped, Strab.-, ov, () thrice a crow's age, Anth.-, ov, three-headed, of Cerberus, Soph., Eur.-, , () the third wave, a huge wave,
for the third was supposed to be the largest (as in Lat.

the fluctus decumanus) , Plat. :—metaph., .
Aesch.-, ov, poet, for-,(') thrice

(i. e. often or earnestly) prayed for, II., , a trilogy, v.'/.-, , a triple crest, Ar.-, fern, as if from, thrice-blest, Anth.-, ov, () of verses, consisting of three

metres; i.e. in iambics, trochaics, and anapaestics,

of three syzygies (of two feet each) ; but in dactylics

of three single feet : . an iambic verse of

.
three metres or six feet, versus senarius, Hdt. ; so

trimeter verse, Id. ;, , Ar.-, ov, () of three months, Soph. ; so,

a period of three months, Hdt.,,,() that which is rubbed: metaph.,
like n. 2, a practised knave, Ar., , () a beaten road, Xen.-, ,() a triple portion, triple pay, Xen.-, ov, () threefold, triple, Aesch.-, ov, () three-formed:—in pl.=Tpe?s,

. the three fates, Aesch., , Sicily, a later form of, Thuc.
[t], , , () a trident or three-pronged

mattock, Anth., i), , Ion. for.-, , a meeting of three roads, Lat. trivium,

Theogn., Eur., etc. 2. Hecate, Lat. Trivia, a, 9ebs

iv Theocr. ; i. e. vulgar, Luc.,, , , with three teeth, three-pronged :

as Subst., a trident, Pind., , a headland of Caria, on which was a
temple consecrated to Apollo, , -

Hdt.-, , , () a kind of ha\vk, perh. the

buzzard, Ar., a sound imitative of a bird's voice, Ar.-,, , , having three children, Plut.-, Adv. long long ago, Ar.- or-, ov, three hands broad, long,

etc., Hdt.-, ov, () thrice-brandished; metaph.

threefold, manifold, Aesch.- [], ov, triply-base, an arch-rogue,Anth.-- [], ov, () or-, ov,() thrice-fattened, thrice-gorged, Aesch.-', ov,() three-leafed, h. Horn,-, , gen., three cubits long or tall, Hdt., Att.-, , ov, thrice or thorovighly apish, Anth.|, , , , () triple, threefold, Lat.

triplex, II., f. , to triple, take three times, Plut.

[], a, ov, thrice as many, thrice as

much, thrice as great as, c. gen., Ar., Plat., etc. :

—absol., (sc. )
Xen. II. as Adv., thrice as

much, Ar.-, ov,() three wide, Xen.-, ov,() three-sided.), dat. fern, of.-, , ov, contr.-, , , () triple,

threefold, iv = iv, Soph.;

. coinpounded of three, Arist. :—Att. neut. pi., Aesch. :—dat. fern, as Adv., II., Luc., Ep. for, dat. pi. of.-, , , () three feet long, Hes.-, f., to bring a tripod, offer it as a

sign of victory , Strab., Dor.-, ov, thrice (i. e. much) longed

for, Bion, Mosch.-, ecus, Ion. -ios, , , with three cities, Pind.-, ov,() thrice-repeated, Soph,-, ov, () thrice ploughed, Horn., Hes.



, , a contest between three labouring
women, Anth.-, ov, () thrice-wasted, Anth.

Tpiiros [], , , poet, for sq., 11., Hes.- [],, , , -, , three-footed, of or

with three feet : and so I. measuring three feet,
Hdt., Plat. II. going on three feet, of an old

man who leans on a staff, Hes. ; so, -
Aesch. III. with threefeet, three-legged : 1.

a tripod, a three-footed brass kettle ov caldron, Horn. :

—from a tripod of this kind (Lat. cortina) the Delphic
Priestess delivered her oracles, Eur., Ar. 2. a three-

legged table, Xen.,, , () = sq. :

—

the vat into which
the oil runs when pressed out : metaph., . a
vat to receive the juice of law-suits, Ar., , ,() a rubber, shampooer, Plut.-, ov, () threefold, Lat. triplex, II.,

Eur.-, ov, of ox with three horses : . -, of the three goddesses on Mount Ida, Eur.-, ov, with three poles, i.e. with four horses
abreast, Aesch.

^ [X]> Adv. of, thrice, three times, Lat. ter,

Horn., etc.; thrice as much or many, II.,

etc. ; is Tpis up to three times, even thrice, Hdt., Att. :

—used to add force to a word in compds., such as,, like Lat. ter beatus, thrice blest :

—proverb., Tpls to throw thrice six, i. e. the
highest throw (there being three dice), Aesch.-, a, ov, thrice-unhappy , Soph., etc.--, ov, thrice-tormented, Anth.-, ov, Dor. for.-, ov, thrice-numbered, Orac. ap. Luc.-, , ov, thrice-pleased, most willing, Xen.-, ov, thrice-untimely, Anth.-,,=, Anth.-, ov, =foreg., Anth.- (sc.),, , the third ninth day in

a month ; i.e. the ninth day () of the third
decad, the 29th, Hes.-, , thrice an, i. e. Praetor, Anth.-€, ov, thrice-happy, Luc.-, v.-.-, , thirteen cubits high, .,
of a long lazy loon, Theocr.-- [], ov, (^) of thirteen
times the value of silver, Hdt.--, , ov, thirteenth, Horn., etc. ;

(sc.) the 13th day, Od.-, ov,fruiting thirteen times, Luc.-, , , () thirteen years old, Lys.-&, ov, thrice unlucky, Ar.-, ov, with three oarpins ; but ai .
are simply =, Aesch.-, ov, thrice-accursed, Dem.-, , three-legged, Theocr.--Tog [a], ov, thrice-kneaded, Batr.-,, , , thrice-blest, Od., Ar., etc.-, a, ov, = foreg., Ar.-, , ov,=, Luc.- [], ai, a, thrice ten thousand, 30,000,
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Hdt., Ar., etc. :—in sing, with a collective Subst.,

thirty thousand horse, Aesch.-&, Adv. 30,000-times long-ago, Ar.-, ov, thrice happy or fortunate, Anth.-- [f], , , () thrice victorious

at Olympia, Pind.--&,',() three spans long, Hes.,Xen.-, ov, () thrice-poured, . a
triple drink-offering, of honey, milk, and wine, Soph.

[], a, ov, poet, for, Anth., Adv. from three sides, Anth. From, Ion., , , () threefold, Lat.

triplex, Eur., etc. :—Adv. -, Anth. II. in pi.,

—, Pind., Soph., etc.

Tpi-aTeyoSj ov, (*) of or with three stories :

. (sc.) the third story, . T., Adv. in three rows, II., Hes. From-, ov, in three rows, Od. :

—

threefold, Anth.-, ov,() three-edged or -pointed, Anth.-,, ov,() trisyllabic, Luc.- [], , , three thousand, II., etc., , , the three-thousandth, Plat.-, ov, three-bodied, Lat. tricorpor, Aesch., ., to be , Dem. From-, , , on the stage, the player who
took the third part, a third-rate actor, Dem., a, ov, () on the third day, used with

Verbs so as to agree with the subject, ^
iv ) Hdt. ;

having invaded Melis three days before, Id. ; .-
after being three days dead, Id. :

—

(sc.), , a tertian fever, Plat. II. of events,

lasting three days, Eur. III. generally for, Id.-, a, ov, = sq., Plut.

[], ov,() of three talents, Ar. 2

.

worth three talents, Isae.-,, av, thrice-wretched, Eur., Anth.- [], ov, thrice-stretched, very long, Anth., [], , ov, poet, lengthd. for, II.-, , ov, () forming a third part of,

c. gen., Hdt. II. as Subst.,, , a

third part, a third, Id., Thuc, etc.,, , =, Hdt.- [], ov,()forming a thirdfoot, Eur.-, , (''/) Trito-born, a name of

Athena, Horn., Hes. (From the Lake in

Libya, near which the goddess was born, Eur. Others

interpret born on the third day of the

month, or the third child after Apollo and Artemis.)-», , = foreg., h. Horn., Orac. ap. Hdt.-, ov, () bearing three times or three at

a time, Anth.

[t], , ov, () the third, Lat. tertius, Horn.,

etc. ; he came himself the third, i. e. with
two others, Od. ; so, , Att. :

—

the third

often appears as completing the tale,

(sub.·) the third andfnishing stroke, Aesch.

;

cf. I. 2. II., with or without,
the day after to-morrow, Ar. ;

Xen. ;—-but, . yesterday and
the day before, Id. III. as Adv., thirdly,

Soph., Eur., etc.; also, Horn., Att. IV.
3G2



820 TptTOCTTTOvSi, , 1. (sub. ) a sacrifice to the dead,

offered the third day after the funeral, Isae. 2.

to play the third part to any one, Dem.-, ov, () . a life in which
one has potired the third libation (to Zeus ,),
i.e. complete felicity, Aesch.-, ov, () sown for the third time,

. yov- the third generation, Aesch.,, , the number three, Lat. ternio : esp. a

sacrifice of three animals, a boar, goat, and ram,
Ar. II. at Athens, third of the, Dem.,Aeschin., ods, 7], = TpiToy4veia, Anth.

[t], , , Triton, a sea-god, son of Posei-

don and Amphitrite', Hes. :—pi., Tritons, a

lower race of sea-gods, Mosch. 2. the god of the

Libyan lake Tritonis, Hdt. II. a river in Libya,

joining the lake Tritonis with the sea, Id., Aesch., , the Libyan lake Tritonis, Eur.,, , Tritonis, a lake in Libya famous for

old Greek legends, Pind., Hdt. ; cf..
[], a, ov, () threefold, Lat. triplex,

Hdt. :—in pi., much the same as, Id.

[t], Dor.-, ov, thrice-beloved, Theocr.-, , a plant, trefoil, clover, Hdt.-, ov, () of three tribes,

to divide into three tribes, Hdt.
[t], Adv., () threefold, in three parts, Lat.

trifariam, Horn.; c. gen., . 'twas in the

third watch of the night, Od. ; Hdt.- [-cu-]j , the threefold people, i. e. the

Dorians, so called from their three tribes, Od. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, ov,() very angry, Anth.-, , a coin worth three, Theophr.-, ov, Dor. for, () cloven in
three, Aesch., Adv., common Prose form of, in or into

three parts, Hdt., Xen. II. in three ways,
triply, Plat., Adv., Ep. lengthd. form of, in or into

three parts, Horn., , ov, (,-) of hair, Xen.,, , {) a kind of anchovy full of small
hair-like bones, Ar.-,, , , eating hair : hence-, = or, moths, Ar.-, ov, () holding or measuring three, Xen. : Comic phrase, . a most capa-

cious word, Ar.-, ov, thrice-detested, Anth.-, ov, hair-fleeced, Anth., (,) Pass, to be furnished with
hair, Arist., f. ], to shed the hair, Ar. From-, 4s, (pew) shedding the hair., () Adv. in three places, Hdt.-, the first down of youth just pass-

ing into hair, Anth., aros, ,() a growth of hair, hair,

Hdt., Xen. ; , i. e. just

at the age of manhood, Aesch., aor. inf. of.

—.-, (,) to waste the day, Lat.
terere tempus, Ar., ews, , () rubbing, friction, Plat.,,

etc. II. resistance to the touch when rubbed,
firmness, Hdt. III. potted meats, Anth.-, , () a three-obol-piece, a half-
drachma, at Athens, the pay of the dicasts for a day's
sitting, first given by Pericles, Ar. 2. the pay of the

marine soldiery (), Thuc.-, ov,() of three stories or floors, Hdt.- [], ov, (bpyoia) of threefathoms, Xen., Ion., , Troy, whether of the city, ' Troy-
town,' Horn., etc. ; or the country, the Troad, II. :

—

also as trisyll., Soph. ; Dor. Pind.,

Aesch. ; contr. Pind. :—hence, Ion.-, from Troy, Od. ; II. ; Dor.
Pind. :—, Ion. —, to Troy, II., etc. ; Dor.

Pind., rjvos, , Troezen in Argolis, II., Hdt., etc. :

—

Adj., , ov, Eur. j fern., idos,

Thuc. : the people, Hdt., , , () trembling, Eur. : trembling

for fear, quaking, Id. II. fearful, Id., f. , () to tremble, quake, quiver,

esp. from fear, II. :—c. inf. tofear to do, Theocr. II..

c. acc. to tremble before or at a person, to stand in

awe of, Horn.—In each sense Horn, uses both Act. and
Med., but only in pres. and impf. ; Ep. and Ion.-

for, II. ; Ion. part,

Solon., , () a trembling, quaking, quivering,.

esp. from fear, II., Aesch. 2. from cold, Plat,

(sc.), r), an alternating wind :—metaph.,., a change in the spirit of one's

mind, Aesch. ; . a releasefrom evils, Id., , a trophy, Lat. tropaeum, Trag., etc. ;;

i.e. a monument of the enemy's defeat( n),.

consisting of arms taken from the enemy, hung on trees

or posts; the common phrase was or

. to set up trophies, Eur., Thuc. ; Eur. ; c.

gen. pers., a trophy won from
the enemy, Id. ; so,

Soph. ; and, or ,
Lat. triumphare de aliquo, Oratt.

Tpoiraios, a, ov, of or for defeat( n),

(sc.) a sacrificefor their defeat, Eur. ;

., as giver of victory, Soph. 2. causing
rout/'EKTopos , i. e. terrible to the eyes

of Hector, Eur. II. like, averting,

Lat. averruncus, Soph,-, ov, () bearing trqfhies, Plut., , , a bundle, bunch, . a

bunch of garlic, Ar. (Deriv. unknown.), poet, form for to turn, II., i), () a turn, turning: 1.

the tropics or solstices, i. e. midsummer and
midwinter, Lat. solstitium and bruma, when the sun

appears to turn his course and cross the ecliptic. Horn

.

speaks of as denoting a point in the

heavens, prob. to the westward, Od. ;

and, Hdt., Att. :—when is used alone,

it mostly refers to the winter solstice, -



(sc.) Thuc. 2. a turn, change, =-, Aeschin., Plut. 3. a change
of speech by figures or tropes (), Luc. II.

the turning of the enemy, putting him to flight, a
rout, (or) tivos or to put
one to flight, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; yiyueTai Hdt. ;

iy Sopos in the rout caused by the spear, Soph., , , () of the solstice, (sc.) the tropic or solstice, Arist. ; at .
Id. II. in Rhetoric, tropical, figurative., ,, acc., () a ship's keel,

Od., Hdt. ; to lay the keel, Plut. ; and
metaph.,y Ar., , () a twisted leathern thong, with
which the oar was fastened to the thole, Od., , () a turn, direction, course, way,
Hdt. ii. a way

, manner, fashion,
in such wise, Hdt.; ; Lat. quomodo ?
how ? Aesch., etc. ; . ; Id. ; ye . in

one way or other, Ar. ; by all means,
Aesch. ; ., . in no wise, by no means,
on no account, Hdt., etc. :—so in pi.,

;

Soph. ; Id. 2. absol. in acc,
; how ? Ar. ; . in a manner, Eur. ;, . Xen. ; after the man-

ner of a pine, Hdt. ; in pi.,

in its ways, Id. ; in all ways, Plat. 3

.

with Preps., /at/cos iv, .
Aesch. :

—

is . Luc. ; . Ar.,

etc. ; Id. :— , absol.,

fitly, duly, Lat. rite, Isocr. III. of persons, a
way of life, habit, custom, Pind. ; ; Answ.. are you a Heliast ?—No, but of the

other sort, Ar. :—a man's character, temper,
of a quiet temper, Hdt. ; not

to my taste, Ar. ; Xen. ; so

in pi. ways, habits, Ar. ;-
Id. IV. in Music,.

Pind. ; Plat. V. in speaking- or

writing-, manner, style, Isocr. :—but in Rhetoric, tropes,

figures, Cic.-', f., to bear with, . ., f., () to furnish the oar with its

thong: Med., fastened
his oar by its thong round the thole, Aesch. :—Pass.,

of the oar, to befurnished with its thong, Ar. Hence,, ,==, Ar., Thuc.,, ,( ) a piece of cheese, Ar., ,() pay for bringing up, the wages
ofa nurse or rearer, Aesch., etc. II.

one's living, food, Soph. ; mother's
milk, Eur.,, , () one who rears or brings up,
a foster-father, Soph., Eur. ; of a woman, a nurse,
Aesch. :— metaph. of the plains and fountains of Troy,

£> ye who reared me, Soph.

;

. one who fosters all wickedness, Plat., ,[] nourishment, food, victuals, Hdt.,
Soph., etc. ;

' . one's daily bread, Thuc.

;

to furnish provisions, forage, Id. 2.

or a way of life, livelihood, living,

Soph. ; so, alone, Id. ; then,
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simply, a mode of life, life, Plat. 3. that which
provides sustenance, as the bow of Philoctetes,

Soph. II. nurture, rearing, bringing up, Hdt.,

Trag. ; in pi., iv while in the nursery,
Aesch., etc. 2. education, Eur., etc. III.

sometimes, in Poets, a brood, , of young
people, Soph.; , i. e. young lambs, Eur., , , () brought up in the house, stall-

fed, Plut., ov, and , ov, () nourishing : c. gen.,

ya Eur. 2. as Subst.,, , the master of the house, the

mistress, Anth. II. pass, nourished and reared
tip, a nursling, foster-child, Eur. ; our
nurslings, pupils, Plat., Xen., , ,,, gen.,() well-fed, stout,

large, a huge, swollen wave, II. ; of men,
when the children

grow big, Hdt.,, ,() well-fed : hence large, big,

of waves, Horn., and , () a feeder, rearer, nurse,

Od., Hdt., Att. : metaph., of a city, Pind., Aesch., f., to bring one nourishment, main-
tain, sustain, . T., , the builder of the temple of Apollo at

Delphi, h. Horn., Hdt. ; is-
(sc.) Ar., f. ,() to run like a wheel, to run

along, run quickly, Hdt., Xen., etc. ; . ', of a
charioteer, Eur., , ov, running, tripping, Anth. II.

(sc. ), , a trochee or foot consisting of a

long and short syllable, used in quick time, Plat., Arist., , , () running,
to make one run quick, Hes. ; . swift-

rolling, Eur., , ,() running, tripping, Arist.', f ., to drive a chariot : to drive about,

drive round and round, Eur.- [], , , () one who guides
wheels, i. e. a charioteer, Soph., Eur.-, ov, () driven on wheels, wheel-

drawn, Aesch., Soph. 2. dragged by or at the

wheels, Eur. 3. metaph. hurried along like a

wheel or chariot, Id. ; . whirling madness, Id., , () the round of a wheel, Anth., f. Att. , () to turn round on the

wheel, torture, Arist., , the sheaf of a pulley, roller of a windlass,

and the like, Lat. trochlea, Ar.

[], , () a small bird, the sandpiper,

said to pick leeches out of the crocodile's throat, Hdt., , , —, round, Anth., , () a runner, messenger, Aesch.-, Pass, to whirl or roll round, Aesch.-, is, () round as a wheel, circidar,

Theogn., Hdt.,, , round as a wheel, round, Anth.-', f., to make wheels, Ar., , (') anything that runs round : I.

a round cake, Od. II. a wheel, II., Soph.

;
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to imitate wheels, of one who bends

back so as to form a wheel, Xen. 2. a potter's

wheel, \\. 3. the wheel of a stage-machine, Ar. 4.

Me wheel of torture, Id.,

etc. ; Luc. III. a boy's

hoop, the Graecus trochus of Horat. IV., circles or zones of land, sea, Plat. V.
a ring on the bit of a bridle, Xen.

., , a running, course, -
not many racing- courses of the

sun, i. e. not many days, Soph. ;

Eur. 2. a race-course, Id., , a cup, bowl, Ar., f ., () : I. with acc. of the fruit

or crop, to gather in, Lat. vindemiare, \_-
~] Od. ; Hdt. :—metaph.,-\ (sc.) Ar. :—Pass.,& gathered in due season, Luc. 2. absol.,

Ar. II. with acc. of the trees or ground, '
(Ep. opt. for) when they

gathered fruit off the vineyard, II. 2. proverb.,

(sc.) to strip unwatched vines,

i. e. to be bold where there is nothing to fear, Ar.

[], , ripe fruit, a grain-crop, com,
h. Horn. 2. the 'vintage, Anth.,, , one who gathers grapes, Lzi.vinde-

miator, Hes. [with ],, ,{) a vintage, harvest, Plut., Luc. 2.

the time thereof, the harvest or vintage, Thuc.-, ov, () bearing fruits, esp. wine, h.

Horn., , , of lees, =, Ar.-, , , Com. word for, with

a play on, a poor-devil poet, Ar.- [], , (,) a straining-cloth for

wine, Ar., , Dim. of I, Anth., Ep. for, 3 pi. opt. of., , —, Ar. ; and, , , =, Ar. From-, , (, %) a lees-singer, =

,

because the singers smeared their faces with lees

(peruncti faecibus ora, Hor.), Ar.,, , the turtle-dove, Ar. From, (Root ), Ep. impf. : aor.

: mostly in pres. and impf. :

—

to make a low
murmuring sound, to coo, of the note of the,
Theocr. :—metaph. of men, to mutter, murmur, II.

(Formed from the sound., , ()=, a hole, .
the eye of the needle, . .

[], , () a hole : metaph. a sharp fellow,

sly knave, Ar., , gen., (akin to) new wine not yet
fermented, wine with the lees in it, must, Lat. mus-
tum, Hdt., Ar. II. the lees of wine, Lzt.faex,
Hdt., Ar.:—metaph. of an old man or woman, Ar.

[], , a carpenter's tool, a borer, auger,

Lat. terebra, worked by a thong, Od., Eur., f. : Pass., pf.- : ,):—to

bore, pierce through, Od. :—Pass., 3>-
having one's ears pierced for earrings, Xen. ;

the pebble of condemnation which
had a hole in it, Aeschin. 2. .

to force the point through the foot, Anth., , () a hole, Anth.

[],, , () a hole, ., . e.

one of the holes through which the oars worked, Ar. :

like, the eye of a needle, . T., 3 sing. opt. of.-,, , , () wearying a man, Soph--, , () wearing out life, Ar.

[], , the tongue of a balance, and generally,

a balance, pair of scales, Lat. trutina, Ar., Dem.
(Deriv. uncertain.), , a helmet, II. (Deriv. uncertain.), f .,() to live softly, delicately, luxu-
riously, to fare sumptuously, Eur. :—part, as

Adj. delicate, effeminate, luxurious, voluptuous, Ar.,

Plat. ; , as Subst., effeminacy, Ar. II.

to be licentious, revel, run riot, wax wanton, Eur.,

etc.; to be extravagant, Arist. III. to give one-

self airs, be fastidious, Eur., Plat., Pass, to befastidious, with
a coxcomb's airs, Ar., , , ()) delicate, dainty, Eur. r

Anth. II. of persons, effeminate, luxurious,
vohiptuoiis, Ar., etc. :— effeminacy, >

to more effeminate habits, Thuc. :—neut-

as Adv., vohiptuously, Ar. ; . to

speak softly, Theocr., ,[) softness, delicacy, daintiness, Eur.,

Plat., etc. :—in pi. luxuries, daintinesses, Lat. deliciae,

Eur. II. luxuriousness, wantonness, Plat. III.

daintiness, insolence, fastidiousness, Id., , , rare poet, form of, Anth.,, , that in which one takes pride, a
pride, Eur., , , () that which is broken offy

a piece, morsel, lump, Od., Hdt., , ,() ragged, tattered, Eur., , nightshade, used as a symbol of sweet for-
getfulness, Theocr., Pass, to be worn out, pf . part,

Thuc., , , () a worn out garment, a rag,,

shred, Eur. ;—in pi. rags, tatters, Id.

[], f., ^ to wear out, waste, con-

sume, Od., Hes. ; a begg"ar

to eat him out of house and home, Od. ;

distresses, afflicts the soul, Soph. ; .
Xen. :—Pass, to be worn out, Od., Soph., etc. :

—

to pine away for some one, Eur., f . [] : Pass., pf. :

—

to rub down,
wear ojit, Aesch. :—-Pass, to be worn out, is.

rb Hdt.; Id.,, , contr. for., ., ) fruits eaten at dessert, figs,

nuts, sweetmeats, Ar., , () a hole formed by gnawing, a

mouse's hole, Batr., Babr.- [p], , , (, one who creeps into-

holes :
—, ol, Troglodytes, Cave-men, an

Aethiopian tribe, Hdt.



TpcoyXoSvcov-, part, with no indie, in use, creeping into

a hole, of a mouse, Batr.

: f . : aor. : aor. 2 :

—Pass., pf. :

—

to gnaw, nibble, munch, of

herbivorous animals, as mules, Od. ; of swine, Ar. ; of

cattle, Theocr. II. of men, to eat vegetables or

fruit, Hdt., Ar., Adv. from Troy, Pind., contr., , fern, of, Trojan,
Od. ; , or alone, II. II.

the Troad, Soph. ; so Hdt., , , () Trojan, II., Soph., etc. ;

the times of Troy, Hdt., , ov, contr., ofTros, II. II. Tro-

jan, lb., , v.., , ,() a gnawer, nibbler : Phoenician

traffickers are called, greedy knaves, Od. ; so,

greedy hands, Anth., , , verb. Adj. of, to be eaten raw :

eatable, Hdt. II.,, =, Id.,,, Ion. for-,, , Dor. for * =, Pind.-, , , () Bread-gnawer, Batr., ,=, Theocr.,, ,() a biting, Arist., v..-, , () destructive to the Trojans
or to Troy, Anth., Frequent, of, to turn constantly, change
its notes, of the nightingale, Od. :—Med. to turn one-

self, turn about, Horn.,, 0, Tros, the mythic founder of Troy, . II.

pi.,, oi, Trojans, Horn., etc., ), , verb. Adj. of, to be wounded,
vulnerable, II., Att., Frequent, of, to run fast, gallop, Horn., Dor. nom. for . II. Dor. acc. for ., , an Egypt, winter month, Anth.

(Root TYK) Ep. impf . : f .-
: aor. 2, Ep., Ep. subj.,- :

Ep. also aor. 1 : pf ., later :

3 sing. Ion. plqpf .
:—Pass., aor. 1 :

pf..
A. to hit, esp. to hit a mark with an arrow, Horn.,

etc. : he mostly constructs it with acc, when the object

hit is alive, with gen. when it is lifeless; so, .
Xen.;—a prep, is sometimes added, ,

['] II.;—absol., '
lb.; the part, is often joined with,, etc., Ib. II. to hit upon, light upon : 1.

to meet by chance, meet with, fall in with a person,

absol., Od.; c. gen., Aesch., etc. :—aor. 2 part, ,
the first one meets, any one, Lat. quivis, Hes., Plat.,

etc.; oi every-day men, the vulgar, Xen.; so,

any chance thing, Plat. 2. to meet with,

hit, reach, gain, get, obtain a thing, and in the past

tenses (like), to be in possession of, to have,

c. gen., Od., etc. :—after Horn, also c. acc, .
Hdt. ; Aesch., etc. :—gen. pers. added,
to obtain a thing from a person, . tivos Soph.

;

Ttvbs tivos Od. 3. also in bad sense,
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to meet with, suffer violence, Hdt. ; .
Eur. 4. absol. to hit the mark, to make a hit,

II., Att. ; so, Aesch. 5. to have the

lot orfate, ' - whoever draws the lot (to die), II.

B. intr. to happen to be at a place,

if by chance she be quite near, II.,

etc. 2. of events, and things generally, to happen
to one, befal one, fall to one's lot, c. dat. pers., Ib.,

Att. ; also to turn out well, Od. 3. impers.,

as it chanced, i. e. without any rule, inde-

finitely, Eur. ; or Xen. ;

when it chanced, sometimes, Plat. II. joined with

a part., which I h&vejzist now in my
mind, Hdt. ; h which I have just learnt,

Soph. ; they were just then
engaged in an expedition, Thuc. ;—in phrase

&v, simply =, Aesch., Soph., etc. 2. the part,

is often omitted, (sc. )
Soph. ; Plat. :—sometimes
indeed is used very much like, .

to be engaged in sacrifice, Eur. ;

just as they all were, Xen. 3. in many
phrases it is easy to supply a part., ,

they say whatever comes uppermost (i. e.

0 Tt ), Plat. III. neut. part., absol. like, since it so befel, Luc. 2.

as Adv. perchance, perhaps, Xen., Plat., , gen., Ep. or : acc., Ep.
and :—the hero Tydeus, one of the Seven against

Thebes, Horn.
[t] or €, Dor. for, here, Theocr. 2.

for, with Verbs of motion, Id., , () mason's work, Eur., f. Att. , () to work stones, Ar.,,, a working of stones : in pi.,·, i. e. walls of stone worked by rule, opp.

to the rude Cyclopean building, Eur., , Boeot. for.
tvkos [], ,() an instrumentfor working stones

with, a mason's hammer or pick, Eur. II. a
battle-axe, Hdt., a Persian word (tacht), which Hdt. translates by)., r), , verb. Adj. of, created

to be an evil, a born plague, II. ; a fountain

made by man's hand, Od. : then, like, well-

made, well-wrought, Horn.' [], i), like, any callous lump : a porter's

shoulder, which has grown callous from carrying

weights, Ar. 2. a cushion, bolster, Anth., Att.-, to twist up : to bend : aor. 1 pass.) Theocr.

[], , —) I, a knot or callus, Xen.; esp. in-

side the hands, Luc II. a knob or knot ; a

knobbed bolt, a ship-bolt, trenail, Ar., f.,() to make knobby .-—Pass.,

clubs knobbed with iron, Hdt. II.

to make callous, Xen. :—Pass, to be callous, Theocr., ), , verb. Adj., knobbed

clubs, like, Hdt.5€,, , a tomb, grave, Soph. II. that

which is or is to be buried, a body, Eur. From
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Eur. 2. to pour libations on
one's grave, Soph. II. intr. to dwell entombed, Id.-, , entombed, Soph. II. grave-like,

sepulchral , Id.

[t], , , () in or at the grave, Anth.-, , , =, Anth.; fem.-,, Id.', , a sepulchral mound, cairn, barrow, Lat.

tumuhis, Horn. , Hdt., Att. 2. generally, a tomb,

grave, Aesch. ;' like an old

grave-man, Ar. 3. also the tombstone with the

figure of the dead, Eur. II. of an old man, Eur., Ar.-, ov, () sepulchral, Anth.-, ov, grave-murdering, disturbing the

dead, Anth., f., to throw up a cairn or barrow,
Hdt.; and, , the throwing up a cairn, II. From-, ov, () throwing up a cairn or barrow,

Anth. II. . cairns thrown up by
work of hand, Aesch.-, ov,{) heaped tip into a cairn,

high-heaped, Soph., -, grave-robbing, Anth. From- [], ,\) one who digs up graves,
a grave-robber, Ar., aros, , () a blow, Aesch., Theocr., f.,() to beat a drum :—Pass.,

to march out to the
sound of drums, Strab. II. Pass, to be beaten
to death, bastinadoed, . T.

[], , Dim. of, Strab., , , () fem., of

a priestess of Cybele, Dem., , () a kettledrum, such as was used
esp. in the worship of Cybele, Hdt., Eur. II. a
drum-stick : generally, a staff, cudgel, Ar. III.

in Virg. tympana are wheels of solid wood., , Tyndareos or Tyndarus, husband of

Leda, Od., Eur. : Att., ew, , Aesch., etc. :

patron. [t], , , Pind. ; pi. ol-
5cu, Castor and Pollux, Hdt., etc.—Adj., a,

ov, and os,ov, Eur.:—fem. patron.,, , Id.

[], Ep. and Dor. for , , thou., , , Dor. for, so small, so little, Lat.

tantillus, Theocr., ov and 0, lengthd. form of, Lat. tan-
tillus, Ar. ; with t demonstr.,, -, Id.

;

gen. and dat., —, Id., to work in the mud : hence, to grub round
the roots of a vine, Ar.

[], , () poet, for, a drum,
h. Horn., Eur., aor. 2 pass. opt. of :—, part., , () a blow, wound, in pi., II.

[C], ,() a blow, Orac. ap. Hdt. II. the

effect of a blow, theprint or impress of a seal, Eur.; -
the print of a footstep, Soph. :

—

marks,
letters, Plat. :

—

. the sound of"their tread,

Xen. 2. anything wrought of metal or stone, in

pi. figures worked in relief, Hdt., Eur. :—then, simply,

.
a figure, image, statue, Hdt., Eur. 3.

a man's form, i. e. himself, . Aesch. ;

. —, Eur. 4. general form ov

character, the type or model of a thing, Plat. :

—

an
example, . T. 5. an outline, sketch, draught,
Plat. ; so,, iv in outline, in general, Id., f. , to form, mould, model, Plat. : so in

Med., Anth.

(Root ") Ep. impf. : f., Att.

: aor. 1, later:— Pass., aor.

14 : aor. 2 [] : f .) : pf . inf.. To beat, strike, smite, II., etc. ;

Od. ; to tread in his

very track, II. :—absol., the

west wind beating, lashing with fury, lb. 2.

metaph., sharp grief smote him
to the heart, lb. ; Hdt.,

etc. II. Med., like, Lat. plangor, to

beat one's breast for grief, Id. ; c. acc. pers. to

mournfor a person, Id. III. Pass, to be beaten,

struck or wounded, Horn., etc. ; to be stung, Xen. 2.

c. acc. cogn. to receive blows or wounds, \, ''
II. ; (sc. .-~) I get many

blows, Ar. ; so c. dat., (sc. 7?77?) Hdt., ,( 1 1. 5,) like an outline :—Adv.
-, summarily, Strab.

[p],, () that which is moulded, .-, a brazen urn, Soph. : afigur e, outline, Eur.

[], , () a mould, model, Plut., f., and, f. ), the former
always in Hdt. ; both in Att. Poets, as the metre re-

quired : aor. 1, —' : pf .,-

:

—Pass., f. med. in pass, sense :

aor. 1 :

—

to be , an absolute

sovereign or despot, and in aor. to become such, Hdt.,

etc. : to be a prince ox princess, Eur. 2. c. gen. to

be despotic ruler of a people or place, Solon, Hdt.,

Att. 3. c. acc. to govern, Luc. :—Pass, to be

governed despotically , Hdt., Thuc. II. to be

tyrannical, imperious, Plat., to take the part of tyrants, Dem., tj, ,() of or for a despotic ruler,

royal, princely, Trag. ; . the circle or assembly

of kings, Soph. 2. befitting a tyrant, despotic,

imperious, Ar. ; . in

favour of tyranny, Thuc. ; the times of
despotic government, Arist. :—Adv. -, Plat. ;

Comp.-, Arist.,, , voc.,() kingly power,

sovereignty, Pind., Trag. II. absolute power,
despotic rule, Hdt., Att. ; . lordship over you,

Dem. 2. pi., at, — , Hdt., f., to slay a tyrant, Luc. :—Pass.

to be slain as a tyrant, Id. ; and, -, the slaying of a tyrant, Luc. From-, , ,() slayer of a tyrant, Luc.-, , () a maker of tyrants, Plat.

[], , an absolute sovereign, unlimited by
law or constitution, Hdt., Aesch., etc. : not applied to

old hereditary sovereignties() such as those

of Horn, or of Sparta; for the term rather regards

the irregular way in which the power was gained,



than the way in which it was exercised, being applied to

the mild Pisistratus, but not to the despotic kings of

Persia. However, the word soon came to imply
reproach, like our tyrant, Plat., etc. 2. in a wider

sense, the tyrant's son, or any member of hisfamily

,

Soph. :—so, was both the queen herself

or a princess, Eur. II., ov, as Adj.

kingly, royal, Trag. 2. imperious, despotic, Thuc.;
Soph, (- is prob. from same

Root as -ios, -avos.)-, ov, (*) slaying- tyrants, Anth., f., to trouble, stir zip, Lat. turbare, Ar. :

—Pass., . to be troubled about a thing, Id.

TY'PBH, , disorder, tumult, Lat. turba, Xen.

[],,, that which is curdled, cheese, Eur., rjpos, , one who makes cheese, of Hermes as

god of goatherds, Anth. From, f ., () to make cheese

:

—metaph. to

make a mess of anything, Dem., a, ov, () of Tyre, Tyrian, Hdt., etc., Dor. for.- [], , Cheese-scooper, a mouse, Batr.,, , contr.,, : {) :

—

like cheese : (sc.), a cheese, Theocr.-, , & cheese-scraper, cheese-grater, Ar.-, ov, cheese-backed, spread with cheese^ Ar.-, f., to make cheese, Strab., f. ), to sell like cheese, Ar.-, , ,() a cheesemonger, Ar."', , , cheese, Horn., Ar., etc., , Tyre, in Phoenicia, Hdt., etc.-, ,() Cheese-eater, name of a mouse
in Batr.-, ov, () with cheese on it, Anth.,,, contr. for.-,, ,() destroyer of Tyrrhenians,
Anth., v.., ), 6, Ion. and old Att. for, Tyrr-

henian, Etruscan, Hes., Hdt., Trag. :—also,-, ], ov, Aesch.', , gen. ios, acc. ; but nom. and acc. pi., gen. 4, dat. effi

:

—a tower, Lat. turris,

Pind., Xen.', , later also , 6v, little, small, of

children, Horn., Aesch. ; . of a bee, Theocr.,

etc. II., as Adv. a little, a bit, Horn. ;

. breathing yet a little, II. ; . it

wanted a little, Od. :—of the voice, softly, gently,

II. 2. by a little, scarcely, hardly, Lat. vix, lb.

;

so neut. pi., Aesch. III. ,-
to cut small, Od.,, , () one with cloudy wits, a stupid

fellow, dullard, Ar., , a plant used for stuffing beds. Hence-, , madefrom, Anth.-, , i), with blind foot, of Oedipusi Eur., ), , () blind, II., etc. :—c. gen., . tivos

blind to a thing, Xen. :— , , i. e.

one's back, Id. :—of the limbs of the blind, .,
\

Eur. ; cf.. II. -of thing's, blind,

-dark, obscure, Aesch., Soph. ; . blind rocks,
|
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Anth. 2. of channels, blind, i.e. closed, choked with
mud, Plut. III. Adv., to

be blind to it, Plat.-, ov, with blind mouth, of rivers, Strab., , () blindness, Plat., f., to blind, make blind, Hdt., Eur. :

—

Pass, to be or become blind, Hdt., Eur. 2. metaph.
in Pass., is baffled, Pind. ;

\visdom is blind as to

the future, Id. Hence, ,() a making blind, blinding, Isocr.,() to be blind, Luc.-,, , () an old man dim and
dull with age, a dullard, dotard, Ar., , () smoke, vapour, Anth. :—metaph. con-
ceit, vanity, Plut., f., () to wrap in smoke ; metaph. in

pf. pass,, to be in the clouds, to be crazed,

demented, Plat., Dem.
[] : aor. 1 : pf . :—Pass., f .-

: aor. 2 [] : pf . :

—

to raise a
smoke, . Hdt. :—absol.'fo smoke, Soph. II.

trans, to smoke out, Ar. 2. metaph.,
. to fill the town with s?noke, Id. 3.

to consume in smoke, to burn slowly, Eur. :—Pass, to

smoulder, Id. :—metaph., smoulder-
ing, but not yet broken out, Plut. ; so of concealed
love, Anth.,, Ep. , : contr., gen.,
acc.

:

—Typhoeus or Typhos, a giant buried by
Zeus in Cilicia, II., Pind., , , Ep., , Typhon, son of

Typhoeus and father of the Winds, Hes. Hence, ), , tempestuous, . .-,() Adv. like a whirlwind, Strab., , , contr. for, q. v. II. as

appellat., gen., dat., a whirlwind,
typhoon, Aesch., etc., , ov, () accidental, chance, Plut.

[], Ep. 3 sing-, aor. 2 of.
TY'XH [u], , (cf.) the good which man
obtains () by the favour of the gods,

good fortune, luck, success, Theogn., Hdt., etc. ;

Soph. ; , Lat. divinitus, Hdt., etc. :

—

hence was deified, like Lat. Fortuna, 2-
Pind. ; .~ Aesch. II. generally,

fortune, chance, good or bad, in sing-, and pi., Hdt.,

Att. 2. rarely of positive ill fortune, ), . e. if they are killed, Eur. ; by ill-luck,

Antipho. 3. esp., . Aesch., etc.; in dat.

'in God's name,' Dem., etc.; by crasis,

Ar. ;—this formula was also introduced into

treaties, like Lat. quod felix faustumque sit,, * -
Decret. in Thuc. :—so Ar.,

etc. 4. Adverbial usages, by chance, Lat.

forte, forte fortuna, Soph., etc.; airb Arist.

;

Plat. ; Isocr., etc. ;

Thuc, etc. III. a chance, hap, accident, Aesch.,

Soph., etc. ; , . . ! what a piece

of ill-hick, that . . ! Xen. ; mostly of mishaps, mis-

fortunes, Aesch., etc. Hence



820 —"., ,, luckysfortunate, Aesch. :—Adv.-, Ar., aor. part, of., aor. pass. part, of., aor. 2 opt. of., Adv., v. . III. 2., Adv. aor. 2 part., by chance, Arist., , () —, Theogn., aor. 2 part, of., Ion. and Ep. aor. 1 of., dat. sing. neut. of , , , used absol. therefore,

in this wise, thereupon, Horn. II. ; for Ttvt;

dat. sing, of ; who ? 2. , enclit. for rivt, dat.

sing, of, some one., Ion. crasis for ., Dor.- : f. : aor. 1, subj.
:

—

to mock, scoff or jeer at, flout, Hdt., Ar. :

—Pass, to be jeered, Plat. 2. absol. to jeer, Ar., , scoffing, jeering, Arist., Ion. crasis for rh.,, Ion. crasis for , ,., Dor. crasis for 'Apyeiov., Ion. crasis for ., demonstr. Adv., =,, so, in this wise, Horn.,

Hes., Aesch. II. Dor. — ov, where, Theocr., crasis for , Anth., Dor. crasis for rb, Theocr.
(not' or ), gen., dat.,

Ion. crasis for rb, etc.

Y.

indecl., twentieth letter of Gr. alphabet : as

numeral — 400, but,!; = 400,000. Called,because
the orig. sound was broad, like, and afterwards was thin

like French u. The Gr. v, like Lat. v, was originally both
a vowel (u) and a semi-vowel (v), v. infr. 11. I.

Interchanges of with other vowels, 1. Aeol. for o,

as for ; also -
for (), cf. , Lat. nox. 2.

Aeol., the diphth. became 01, for,'/ for~. 3. sometimes replaces ot,

as , . 4. Boeot. for ,
as for. II. as a semivowel repre-

sented van (f), the digamma, sometimes it formed the

diphth. , as for^ (v. ),' for^, for^ (),
for^, for TaXafpivos,

for Tauaf0Trodes ; sometimes the dipth. et>, as evaoev

for efadev.

vi,a sound to imitate a person snuffing a feast, Ar., , , () the Hyades, seven stars in the head
of the bull, which threatened rain when they rose

with the sun, II., Hes. (^Commonly deriv. from ,
cf. Lat. Pluviae : but the genuine Lat. name was
suculae, piglings, as if vs were the root ; and this

agrees with the quantity, being short in uaSes, long
in : Eur. however has uaSes with .), , the hyaena, an animal of the dog kind, with a
bristly mane like a hog (whence the name), Hdt.

(sc. cepd), , a Lacedaemonian festival in

honour of Hyacinthus, held in the month Hecatom-
baeon, Hdt., Thuc, etc.-, 4s, () dyed hyacinth-colour,.

Xen., , ov, hyacinthine, Od., Eur.

[], , Hyacinthus, a Laconian youth, beloved
by Apollo, who killed him by a cast of the discus, Eur.,, and , the hyacinth, II., etc. ;—a flower

said to have sprung up from the blood of Hyacinthus
or of Ajax ; and the petals were thought to bear the

letters Al, or, Mosch. ; hence the epithet

in Theocr. The hyacinth seems to have comprehended
several dark blue flowers : Horn, speaks of dark
hair as , and Theocr. calls it

black. II. a precious stone, of blue colour, not

(prob.) our jacinth, but the sapphire, N.T.
[], , ov, (pakos)—, of glass, Anth.:

—contr., ,, of glass, Strab., Luc., ), ov, {) of crystal or glass, Ar. : also, 7), ov, Anth.

or, and , a clear, transparent stone,

used by the Egyptians to enclose their mummies in,.

oriental alabaster, Hdt. 2. a convex lens ofcrystal,

used as a burning-glass, Ar. II. glass, Lat.

vitrum, Plat. : glass itself existed in the time of Hdt.,

but was not called till Plato's time. (The word-

is said to be Egyptian. Others refer it to , as if

the orig. sense were rain-drop.), , , contr. for.-,, () glass-coloured, Anth., Ep. syncop. for.' [], , , hump-backed, Theocr.

[], Dor.- : f. Att. : aor. 1 :

pf.: plqpf .
:—Med., f. :

—
Pass., f . : aor. 1 : pf . :() :

—

to wax wanton, run riot, Od., Aesch., etc.

;

opp. to, Xen. 2. of over-fed horses or

asses, to neigh or bray and prance about, Lat. las-

civire, Hdt., Xen. 3. metaph. of a rapid rushing

river, Hdt. II. in dealing with other persons,. to treat him despitefully, to outrage, insult,

affront, maltreat, II., Aesch. ; more commonly, .
efr to commit an outrage upon or towards him,

Eur., Plat. ; . £ to exult over a fallen foe,

Eur. 2. c. acc. cogn.,. Aesch., Eur., etc. :

—with a neut. Adj.,. to commit these outrages,

Hdt. ; so, tcov is

Id. ; and with double acc, Eur. :

—

hence in Pass., Id., Dem. 3. at

Athens in legal sense, to do one a personal outrage, to

maltreat, assault, Oratt. :—Pass.,

Thuc. ; he dies of
ill-treatment, Xen. ;—and of acts, out~

rages, Lys. 4. pf. pass, part., of things, arrogant,

ostentatious, Eur. ; -
Xen.

[], gen. and , .

:

—wanton-
ness, wanton violence or insolence, Od., Hdt.,

etc.; of actions, ' '; Soph.;'; Ar. :—Adv. usages, in wanton-
ness or insolence, Soph. ; ' Eur. ; '
Dem. 2. of lewdness, opp. to , Theogn.,.



Xen. 3. of over-fed horses, riotousness, restiveness,

Hdt., Pind. II. =, Horn. ; sometimes like, foil, by a Prep.,"Hpas' her
outrage towards . . , Eur. ; v. Soph.

;

. Hdn.; also c. gen. objecti, v.

towards him, Id., etc. :—in pi. wanton acts,

outrages, Hes., Eur., etc. 2. an outrage on the
person, violation, Pind., Att. 3. in Att. law,

comprehended all the more serious injuries done to the

person, grievous assault, the slighter kind being
[t] : hence v/as remedied by public indictment

(), by private action (). III. a
loss, damage, . T.

B. as masc. =, a violent, overbearing
man, Hes., Dor. for.,,,() a wanton or insolent act, an
outrage, Hdt., Eur., etc. ; '

Eur., Xen.;
Dem. II. an object of insolence,

—, Eur. III. —, Id.', a, ov, verb. Adj. that may be insulted, Dem.,, 6, poet, for sq., Anth., , , () a violent, overbearingperson,
a wanton, insolent man, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. opp.

to, lustful, lewd, Ar., Xen. 3. of animals,

wanton, restive, unruly, Eur., Xen. 4. of natural

forces, Hes. ; Aesch.
Hence, , , given to wantonness, wanton, inso-

lent, outrageous, Plat., etc. :

—

an inso-

lent disposition, Xen. :—Adv. -, Plat. ; Comp.-, Dem., , ov,() wanton, insolent, outrageous :

—hence Comp., Hdt., Xen. ; Sup.-, Ar., Xen., , late form for, Plut. ; Ion., Anth., Pass, to become healthy, get well, Arist.• [],.: aor. iava, Ion.:—Pass.,aor.

: () :

—

to be sound, healthy or in health,

Lat. bene valere, Hdt., Ar., etc. 2. to be sound of
mind, Theogn., Ar., etc.; . Hdt. 3.

of soundness in political or religious opinion, -
aivov Id.

[], , and sometimes, () health,

soundness of body, Lat. salus, Hdt., Att. :—pi. -, healthy states or conditions, Plat. 2. of the

mind, . soundness of mind, Aesch.

[], , , () good for the health, whole-

some, sound, healthy, Xen., etc. 2. of persons,

healthy, sound, Lat. sanus, Plat. ; . health,

Arist. II. Adv., , =, Plat:

—Comp. and -pov, Sup.-, Xen.

[],, , Boeot. for, Pind.

[], , , () good for the health, whole-
some, Pind. II. of persons, healthy, hearty, sound,
Lat. sanus, Hdt.' [], , gen. 4: dat. 7: acc., Ion.

:—dual :—neut. pi. : gen. :
—

Comp. and Sup.,~ :

—

sound, healthy,

hearty, sound in body, Lat. sanus, or

to restore him to health, make him sound,

—. 82 J

Hdt. ; cured of the bite, Xen. 2. of

condition, safe and sound, in good case,

Hdt., Thuc. II. sound in mind, sound-minded,
Eur., Plat. 2. of words, opinions, and the like,

sound, wholesome, wise, II., Thuc, Plat. : often with

a negat., . Hdt. ;

Soph. ; . Eur., etc. III. Adv., healthily, soundly,, Plat., Dem., , v. 1.2., f., () to *wet, moisten, Eur., Xen. :

of a river, to water a country, Eur.-, , () with supple, soft limbs, Xen.-, f ., to go throtigh the water, Anth.', , , wet, moist, running, fluid, Horn.,

etc. ; , i. e. olive-oil, as opp. to fat,

Id. ; running water, Od. ;

winds blowing moist or rainy, as opp. to dry,

parching, lb. 2. , Ion. , the moist,

i. e. the sea, Horn. ; so, the watery ways,
i. e. the sea, Id. ; and alone, opp. to ,
Id. 3. and wet, moisture, water,

Hdt. 4. liquid and dry

measure, Plat. 5. wafer-animals, opp.

to, Anth. II. soft, pliant, supple, lithe,

Lat. mollis, of the eagle's back, Pind. ; of youthful

limbs, Plat. ; , of a horse, Xen.

;

so of colts, ,
(cf. Virgil's mollia crura reponit), Id. ; so, .
(Virg. mollis acanthus) , Theocr. 2. lan-

guid, feeble, of one dying, Soph., Eur. 3. of the eyes,

swimming, melting, languishing, -
Anth., etc. 4. metaph. of persons, facile,

soft-tempered, pliant, easy, Plut. : luxurious, .
Id.,, Dor. -, , , () wetness,

moisture, Plat. II. pliancy, suppleness, Xen. : of

a flame, flickering motion, lambency, Eur. 2.

languor, Plut.-, ov, making a gurgling sound, Anth., () to ?nake wet, moisten, Aesch., , gen. , [) of wine, mixed with too

much water, watery, washy, Xen. :—metaph. washy,

feeble, languid, Aesch., Arist.-, , water-proof, Anth., , ov, and , ov, () of water, watery, .
that loves the water, Anth. II. like

II, pliant, supple, Id., , Dim. of, a rivulet, Plat.§..%,,,() watery, likewater, Anth. II.

transparent as water, thin, fine, Id., gen. of., , a drinking of water, Luc. ; and•, to drink water, Luc. From-, b, a water-drinker.-, , () growing in or by the

water, Od., f. , () to make watery .-—Pass, to be

liquid, watery, Anth., Ep. for, dat. of., , () like, dropsy, Arist., to nourish., Ion. ·, , () a hydra, water-serpent, of
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the Lernaean hydra, Hes., Soph. ; ,
proverb, of labour in vain, because two heads sprang
up for every one which was cut off, Plat,, f. : aor. 1 : () :

—to water
the earth, of a river, Eur. ; . to wash, sprinkle

with water, Id. :—Med. to wash oneself, bathe, --
Od. ; to pour water

over one's body, Eur. II. to

pour libations to one, Id., , () a drawing water, fetching water,

Thuc, etc. II. a watering-place, Plut., Ion., , () a water-bucket,

well-bucket, Hdt. II. a water-tank, Strab., f. , () to draw, fetch or carry water,

Od., Theog-n. :—Med. to draw waterfor oneself, fetch
water, Od., Hdt., Att., Ion. for., ), , () watery, wet, Od., Aesch. ;-. water pots, Eur.,, aor. 1 med. of., , () a water-pot, pitcher, uryi, Ar. :

—

proverb., to break the pitcher

at the door, = ' there's many a slip 'twixt cup and
lip,' Arist. II. a vessel of any kind, a pot of
money, Ar. 2. the balloting urn in the law-courts,

Isocr., Dem. 3. a cinerary urn, Ar., Luc., -, () of the water, Anth.-, , (etSos) like water, watery, Eur.,, , () fond of the water, Eur.-, , Water-ruler, name of a frog in Batr., Ion. -, , water-drinking, Xen.,etc; and', f., todrink water, Hdt.,Xen.,etc. From-, , , a water-drinker, Xen. : in Comic
phrase, a thin-blooded, mean-spirited fellow, Anth.-, , but in Att. also -, a water-course,

whether on the ground, a cofiduit, canal, sluice, Ar. ;

or on the roof, a gutter, spout, Id., , () like, a water-snake, II., Hdt.', f. -, to carry water, Xen. ; and, ), a water-carrying, a festival of Apollo,

Luc. From-, ov, () carrying water, Plut. II.

as Subst., ., and r), a water-carrier, Hdt., Xen.-, , () the water-pourer, name of the

constellation Aquarius, Anth.

--os, ov, () gushing with water, Eur., i), ov, dropsical : metaph., . Anth.,, , () dropsy. II. a dropsical
person." [\, , gen. [ .], dat., . also

(as if from ) :

—

water, of any kind, but in

Horn, rarely of sea-water (which he calls) ;—also in pi., Od. ; -
the waters of Cephisos, Pind :

—

water for washing the hands, Ar. ; 3. ivl

Horn.—Proverbs.,- of any-
thing untrustworthy, Soph. ; yp. Plat. ;

TTviyri, ' ; if water chokes, what
more can be done ? of a desperate case, Arist. 2.

rain-water, rain, II., Hdt., Att. ;—more definitely,

Thuc, etc. ; Zeus ,
Ar. 3. for the phrase ,

-.
Hdt., .. 4. in Att. law-phrase, was
the water of the water-clock(), Dem. ;, in the time allowed me,
Id. ; . one cannot

say (all) in one speech, Id.; . stop the

water (which was done while the speech was inter-

rupted by the calling of evidence and reading of docu-

ments), Id. j \ . to give him the turn

of speaking, Aeschin., , ov, (vs) of or belonging to swine,

pig's tripe, Ar. :

—

., as a type of brutish igno-

rance, Plat., ), Velia in Lower Italy, Hdt.',,, Ion. and late forms of -,, . for, dat. pi. of vs.

[],, , rainy, Anth. From
[], , () rain, Lat. pluvius, II., Hes., Ar. :

—

esp. a heavy shower, Lat. nimbus, whereas,
Lat. imber, is a lasting rain, and or /cas a

drizzling rain, Xen., etc. II. as Adj. in Sup.
the rainiest winds, Hdt., ), swiiiishtiess, swinish stupidity, Ar. From?, ), , [ys) swifiish, Plat.

[y], , , () epith. of , and of

Bacchus :—to which of these the cry of"
in Dem. should be referred, is doubtful.), f. ), to talk nonsense, trifle, prate, Lat.

nugari, Ar. From', , idle talk, nonsense, Plat., Dem. ; in pi.,, like Lat. nugae, Plat,,, . acc. sing, and pi. of vUs., poet. dat. pi. of., , Dim. of vs, Xen. H., ', Dim.
of, Ar., ov, , (vtos) like, a grandso?t,Xen., Dem.,, ,=, Isocr., ), , () of or for swine,' to

have something of the swine's nature, Xen.-, ,( . ) adoption as a son, . .', , regul. , , :—also declined as if

there were a nom. *1, gen., dat. 7, ., acc. : dual, : pi., .,, , . : Horn, also has (as if from a

nom. *$) gen. , dat. , acc. , dual vie (dis-

tinguished from the voc. sing, by the accent), pi.,, :—in late Ep. we have gen. ',,
etc. A son, Lat. filius, Horn., etc. ;

to adopt him as a son, Aeschin. ; ? grown up

sons, Dem. :—rarely of animals, . T. 2. periphr.,, for, II.; cf.. [Horn, some-

times makes the 1st syll. short, as if it were vos.], , , () a grandson, Horn., Plut.

[],, , () the bark of a dog, Eur. :

metaph., with idle snarlings, Aesch.

[], , () a barking, baying, II., Xen.-,-' [], f. \, (-) to carry wood, Dem., , ov, () of the forest, savage, Theocr.&, ), () a barking, howling, Anth., Plut.-, ov, always barking, still howling or

yelling, Od.

[] : aor. 1 : () :
—to bark, bay,

howl, of dogs, II., Ar. ; of hounds, to give tongue,
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Xen. 2. metaph. ,' howls for rage,

Od. ; c. acc. cogn. to yell forth bold and shameless
-words, Soph. ; ' howling his uncouth
songs, Eur. II. trans, to bark at, Ar., Isocr.

Hence, , , a barker, Anth.-, Dor. for-.
[C], only in pres. and impf. to howl, bark, bay,

of dogs, Od. : so in Med., lb. II.

trans, to bark or bay at, Od., Theocr. (Formed
from the sound.), , , () a forester , Anth." [], , Lat. sylva, a wood, forest, woodland, Horn.,

Hdt., etc. ; fruit-trees and forest-

trees, Thuc. : copse, brushwood, opp. to timber-trees,

Xen. II. wood cut down, firewood, fuel, Worn.,

etc. III. like Lat. materia, stuff of which a thing

is made, the raw material, wood, timber, Od., Hdt. 2.

in Philosophy, matter, Arist. 3. subject matter, Id., , , also as fern. : Dor. -,
contr. neut. pi. : () :

—

woody, wooded.
Horn., Soph., Eur. ;& . a path through the

wood, Anth. 2. dwelling in the woods, Id.-, , , one who lodges in the wood, Hes.-, ov, Dor.,—, Theocr.-, , —-, Ar.-, 6v, () watching the wood, Anth., f. , to filter, strain : v. -. (Deriv.

uncertain.)-, , , one who haunts the woods, Anth.-, ov, () thick grown with wood, Eur.-, ov, watching over woods, Anth.', to cut or fell wood, Hes. ; and-, , the cutting orfelling ofwood, Arist. From-, ov, () cutting or felling wood, II. :

—

as Subst., , a wood-cutter, woodman, lb.,

Soph. II. proparox., ov, pass, cut in the

wood : a plant used as a charm, h. Horn.
·£>-·*, , (*ep*yo>) working wood : as Subst.-
y0s, , a carpenter or woodman, Eur.- [], ov, (-) feeding in the woods, Hes.-, ,() feeding in the woods, Eur.-, , () a wood-carrier, Anth.-, , () woody, wooded, Thuc. ;

wooded ground, Xen. II. turbid, muddy, Plut., , () =, a forester, Arist., Dor. for ').,, nom. pi. of .' [], , (') hymenaeus, the wedding or

bridal song, sung by the bride's attendants as they led

her to the bridegroom's house, 11., Trag. 2. a
wedding, Soph., Eur. ; and in pi., Soph., Eur. II.

='/, Hymen, the god of marriage, addressed in

wedding-songs,' &'' Eur. ; Dor.'' Theocr. Hence
[], f. , to sing the wedding-song,

Aesch. 2. to wed, take to wife, Theocr. ; proverb.,

Kev Ar., , (') epith. of Bacchus, Anth.- [], ov,() membrane-winged, Luc.

[], Dor. for ?.- [], a, ov, () your, yours, Lat. vester,

Horn., etc. ; with a Pron. added in gen., -
the courage of each of you, 11. ;

your own mind, Od. ;

—

to your
house, 11. :

—

your part, your business,

Hdt. ; ' . your character is to do so and
so, Thuc. :—with the Article, at hopes

raised by you, Id. ; ? . for the

purpose of advising you, Plat.',, , a thin skin, membrane, Arist.',, , Hymen, the god of marriages, v. '-. [_, whereas in', is short.], and -,, Aeol. for,,.-, , , (-) a singer of hymns, Anth., Ep. -, Dor. 3 pi., fern. part, :

f. ] : () : I. with acc. to sing, laud,
sing of, Lat. canere, c. acc, Hes., Trag. :—also in

Prose, to celebrate, commemorate, Hdt., Xen. ;—c.

dupl. acc, the points wherein

I praised our city, Thuc :—Pass, to be sung of,-
(Ion. for-) have been praised, Hdt.

;

Eur. ; at the

famous friendships, Arist. 2. c. acc. cogn. to sing,

Aesch., Eur. II. to tell over and over again, to re-

peat, recite, rehearse, Lat. decantare, Plat. ;

wilt sing continually of thy ills, Soph. ;

(Ion. for-) ever singing of
my want of faith, Eur. :— Pass., , \ '
few words, but such as oft repeated, Soph. III.

intr. to sing, chant, Thuc, Xen. 2. in a pass,

sense, . will ring in their

ears, Plat. [In Eur. sometimes i).] Hence', verb. Adj. one must praise, Plat., Luc.,, , =, Anth. ; fern., Id., , , () a singer, praiser, Plat., , , verb. Adj. of, sung of, praised,

lauded, Pind.-', , , a composer of hymns, a lyric poet,

Theocr., Anth.-, , () making hymns: as Subst.,

., , a minstrel, Eur.-, ov,() busied with songs of praise :

as Subst., ., , a poet, minstrel, Anth.", , a hymn, festive song or ode, in praise of

gods or heroes, Od. ; to or in honour of the

gods, Aesch. ,· Eur. :—in Trag. also

of mournful songs, Aesch., etc.', f . ], to sing a hymn or song of praise :

generally, to sing, . Aesch. II. =, Eur. [ in Aesch.], , the singing of a hymn, hymning,.
Eur. II. =, a prophetic strain, Id.-, , () singing hymns, . the

minstrel maids, Eur., a, ov, Aeol. for.$ [], and , , Dor. and Ep. for, your,

Horn., Hes. II. in Pind. also for.
, acc. of ." [], , a ploughshare, Babr., Plut.-, , swine's music, swinish taste in music, Ar.-, ov, of a ship, having a beak turned up like

a swine's snout, Plut.

v6s t gen. of .
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-

-&, , (us) hen-bane, Hyoscyamus, Xen.--,, , —-, a herd of swine, Strab.-, ov, summoned by messenger, Aesch.-£, f. and , to clasp in the arms, em-
brace, Eur. :—Pass., yevos having them
clasped in her arms, Id. Hence

[], aros,, that which is clasped in the

arms, a beloved one, Soph., Eur., the aor. in Att. is, the pf. :—to dictate, Lat. praeire verbis, Xen., Dem. II.

to suggest, Plut.-, f . : aor. 2 virifyayov : A. trans, to

lead or bring under, £ bring them
under the yoke, II. ; simply, Od. 2.

metaph. to bring under one'spower, Hdt., Luc. :—Med.
to bring under one's own power, reduce, Thuc. II.

to bring a person before the judgment-seat (the

refers to his being set beneath the judge's seat), Hdt.

;

., els Thuc. ; .. on a capital

charge, Xen. III. to lead slowly on, to lead on by

degrees, Id. :

—

to lead on by art or deceit,

Hdt., Xen. ;. Eur.:—so in Med., Xen.;. to win them, Dem. :—in Med. also

to suggest a thing so as to lead a person on, Eur.,

Xen. IV. to take away from under, withdraw,
II. : Pass., Thuc. 2. to

draw off, Id.

. intr., of an army, to draw off or retire slowly,

Hdt., Thuc. II. to go slowly forwards, draw on,

Tjiray ,' S> on with you ! Eur. ;, -
; Ar. :— of an army, to come gradually on, Xen., , a leading on gradually, Xen. II.

(from intr.) a retreat, withdrawal, Thuc.-, contr. -: aor. 1- :

—

to sing by

way of accompaniment, in tmesi, '
II. ; . Ar. ; . to accompany with

the voice, Id., Ep. for.-, Ep. for, pf. of.-|, to shew some respect for,. Xen., Adv.() out under, slipping away, II. II.

Prep, with gen. under, at the side of, lb.-, ov, and a, ov, (-) under the sky, in the

open air, afield,., of an army, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; . Aesch.-, ov, =foreg. :, , as Subst.,, sub Dio, in the open air, Xen. 2., the field, the open country, Polyb.-, to set on fire below or secretly, Soph,--, Att.-,, Dep. to intimate darkly,

hint at, Dem., Plut.-, Ion. for-.-, Att.-, f. , to dart beneath, c. ace,
II. II. to dartfrom under, c. gen., Ib. :—also,|5 Soph,- [], Pass, to be somewhat ashamed,

of a. thing before person, Plat,-, ov, tender accusation, called to account,

responsible, tivos or tivos for a thing, Antipho ;

to a person, Xen. ; a charge
is made against one, Id., ,{) obedience, . .

—.-, f.- : I. absol. to listen,

hearken, give ear, Horn., Eur. 2. to make answer
when called, Od., Theocr. 3. foil, by a case, to

listen or hearken to, give ear to, attend to, Ar.,

etc. ; also, . Thuc, etc. II. Special

senses : 1. of porters, to answer a knock at the

door, . Plat., Theophr. ; 5 the porter,

Xen. 2. of a judge, to listen to a complainant,

Id. :—but of accused persons, to answer to a charge,

Dem. 3. of dependents and subjects, to submit to,

tiv0s Hdt., Xen. ; Ar., Thuc. : also to yield to,

comply with, Plat. :— c. gen. rei, to give ear to,

Xen. ; . tiv0s to comply with his interest,

Thuc. :—absol. to give way, submit, comply, Hdt. 4.

to answer one's expectations, to succeed, Luc. 5.

metaph., abyais- . to be subject to the sun's

rays, Pind.-, f ., to lay thinly on, to spread like salve ;

in Med., Plat. II. to

anoint, Ar. :—in Med. to anoint oneself,

Id. ; . Tobs65 to anoint one's eyes, Xen. :

—

Pass, of the eyes, Id.-, () Ep. Dep., =,-
(aor. 1 part.) Od. ; ,

(imper.) Hes.-&, , an interchange, exchange, change, Eur.,, aTos,, that which is exchanged,
money is the exchangeable

representative of demand, Arist. From-, Att. -, f. , to exchange, Luc.-, a, ov,() under the Alps ;
— -

(sc.) sub-Alpine Italy, Plut.

·)|5, , , a shunning, escape, Horn. From-", Ep. aor. 1-, =, to avoid,

shun, fleefrom, escape, Horn.-, f.-, to read by way of pre-

face, premise by reading, Aeschin.-, aor. 1-, to waste away, spend
or consume gradually, Thuc, Plut., etc.

---is, , a rising upfrom one's seat, Plat., verb. Adj. of, one must
rise up, Xen.', f., to retire slowly, Thuc.
-avSpos, ov, (]) under a man, subject to him,
married, . T., Plut.-.,( ibo) to come on, creep on, Luc.-'5, Dor. for-.-, Pass, to be somewhat distressed, opt.— Ar., to remit or relax a little, Plut. :—intr.,

(aor. 2 part.) Id.-, Pass, with aor. 2 and pf. act. to rise,

stand up, Theogn. ; of game, to start up, to be sprung,
Xen. 2. . tt\s to rise up from one's seat

to make room or shew respect to another, Lat. assur-

gere alicui, Hdt., Ar., etc.- or -, f. : pf.^ :

—

to open

from below : to open underhand or secretly, Dem.-, Ion.- : f .- : aor. 1-,

:

—to

come or go to meet, either as a friend or in arms,

Xen., etc. :— also c. gen., Soph. II. metaph. to

meet, reply or object to, Eur.



•-, f. [], to come or go to meet, step

forth to meet, encounter, absol., II., Aesch., etc. : c.

dat., Aesch., Xen., etc. ; also c. ace, Hdt., Plut.-, ov, -with caverns underneath, Strab.-.'', f., to threaten underhand, Xen.-,( ibo) to depart stealthily or slowly, to

-withdraw, retreat, Thuc.--, f., intr. to move off secretly, sneak
awayfrom, c. gen., Ar.-, Ion. for-."^, , indecl., a waking vision, opp. to tvap (a

dreanO, ,' no illusive dream, but a
reality, Od. ; so Pind., Aesch. II. the acc. is

used as Adv., in a waking state, awake, Plat. ;

to pass life asleep or awake, Id. 2.

in reality, actually, Id.-, ov, having silver underneath; hence, 1.

containing silver, veined with silver,,
Eur. :

—

containing a proportion of silver, metaph. of

men, Plat. II. sold or hired for silver, mercenary ,

venal, Pind., verb. Adj. of, one must begin, Plat,-, ov,(j towards the north, Plut.

-apvos, ov, with a lamb under it, i. e. suckling a
lamb or (metaph.) a babe, Eur.--, Ion. for-.-, the beginning : , from the begin-
ning, afresh, anew, Lat. denuo, Soph., Dem.-, , commanding under another, a lieutenant,
lieutenant-governor, viceroy, Hdt., etc.-, f. : aor. :—Pass., pf.,
Ion.- :

—

to begin, make a beginning*, absol.,

Od., Eur., etc. 2. c. gen. to make a beginning of,' Hdt.; Eur., etc. 3. c. part

to begin doing, Hdt. ;

Xen. 4. c. acc,.
or tivl to begin [doing] kindnesses to one, Dem.,
Aeschin. :—Pass, to be begun, tivos

(Ion. for~) Hdt. :—impers., a be-

ginning of it had been made, Thuc.
B. to begin to be, come into being, arise, spring

up, Aesch., etc. 2. to be in existence, to be there,

to be ready, Hdt., Att.;—c. gen., there

is store of these things, Aesch. :—oft. in part., -
the existing property, Isocr. ; .

Thuc. ; . for the current
price, Dem. 3. simply to be, Trag., Thuc, etc. 4.

sometimes with a part., much like,[] Hdt. ; . Dem. II.

like II. 2, to be laid down, to be taken for
granted, Plat.; apvv= quae cum ita

sint, Id. III. to belong to, fall to one, accrue,' one has, Hdt., Thuc. ;

your own proper nature, its normal condition,

Thuc. 2. of persons, . to be devoted to one,

Xen. j Dem. ; * he will be on
his side against you, Dem. IV. often in neut. pi.

part., , 1. existing circumstances,
present advantages, Thuc, Xen., etc. 2. what
belongs to one, one's possessions, means, Thuc,
etc. V. impers.,, the fact is that . . , c.

acc et inf., Soph. 2. it is allowed, it is possible,
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c dat. et inf., . or Thuc, Plat. :
—

absol., as well as was possible, Thuc 3.

in neut. part., like , , etc.,

since it is allowed you to make war, Id.•- [], ov, () under shield, covered

with a shield, . the arms of Ajax, Soph.;. to sleep an armed sleep, sleep in

arms, Eur. : neut. pi. as Adv., II.-, to serve as shield-bearer, Pind., Eur.-, , , a shield-bearer, armour-bearer,

esquire, Hdt., Eur., etc.w-, Att. for-., f. , {) to be consul, Plut.

(sc.), , the lowest note of the three which

formed the Gr. scale (v., ), Piat., , , of consular rank, Lat. consularis, Plut., , ov, for, like Lat. summits for

supremus, the highest, uppermost, of Zeus,, ., Horn. ; the gods above,

Lat. superi, opp. to , Lat. inferi, Aesch.

;

tis some god above, Id. 2. simply of Place,

on the very top of the funeral pile,

II. 3. of Time, last, Lat. suprenuts, Soph., Anth. 4.

of Quality, highest, best, Pind. II. c gen., like

the Prep, , supreme over the land,

Aesch. ; high above the nest, Id. III.

as Subst.,, , the Roman consul, Polyb., etc
-'7-), f., to play on the flute in accompani-
ment, Luc.-, ov, () under or in the court, c. gen.,

under shelter of the tent, Soph.•, a, ov, under the neck, Anth. : as Subst.,, , a cushion for the neck, Luc.-, Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to step

back slowly, to withdraw, Antipho.-, ov, somewhat frothy ,
. an eye dim

with tears, Eur.-, ovos, , , somewhat stupid, Hdt.-, Ion. for-, 3 pi. of { sum).-, ov, having-given surety, liable to be called

to account ox punished, responsible, Aesch.; .
liable to any punishment short of death, Hdt. :

c dat., yap liability to

human and divine justice, Eur.-, f. -, to pour in yet more, Plut.-, Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 of.-, 3 pi. plqpf. of.-, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.-, aor. 2 of.--, aor. 2 of.-, aor. 1 pass, of.
-£-[, aor. 2 med., inf. -, to view from
below, to behold, Eur. II. metaph. to -mistrust,

suspect, Id. :

—

is used as pres.

•inr-€iKa6€iy,aor. 2 of, opt. Soph., Plat.

TjireiKTeov, verb. Adj. one must yield, Soph., Plat.-, Ep. -, with impf. : f.,
Ep., : aor. 1, Ep. :

cf. :—to retire, withdraw, depart,

from the ships, II.; . to retire from one's

seat for another (cf .), Od. ; . -, i. e. to allow him to speak first, Xen. 2. to
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yield, give way, . to give way to authority,

Soph.; . ' Xen. : absol. to give way, comply,
Horn., etc. ; rb,=, Eur. :—c. inf.,' concede to us that he
may come, Soph. 3. c. ace, he
scaped my hands, II.- ( sum) to be under, Lat. subesse, c. dat.,

II. ; ['^ under many mares
were sucking- foals, lb. ; of horses, to be under the

yoke, to be yoked in the chariot, Hdt. II. to be

or lie tinderneath, Id., Aesch. 2. to be laid down,
this being granted, Eur. 3. to re-

main concealed, lurk, Xen. 4. of things, to be left

remaining, remain, be at command, Hdt., Att. III.

to be subjected or subject, Eur.-,( ibo) used as fut. of, to steal

secretly upon one, Lat. subire, c. ace, Ar. II. to

depart gradually or secretly, Hdt.•, fut. of.
inr-eiTTOV, aor. 2 with no pres. in use( being
used instead) : f .- : pf .-

:

—to say as a
foundation or preface, to premise, suggest, Eur.,

Thuc, etc. 2. to subjoin, add, Ar., Dem. 3. to

suggest an explanation, explain, interpret, Soph.,

Plat.

vireip, Ep. for, used when a long syll. is needed
before a vowel, e. g. Horn.

)76-€, Ep. aor. 2 of.-', Ep. for-.-, ov, Ep. and Ion. for-.•-, Ion. aor. 1 part, of -7.-, Med. with aor. 2 act.-, to get in

secretly, to slip or steal in, Hdt.--, aor. 2-, Dep. to enter secretly,

to come into one's mind, Luc.
-', before a vowel -, (, ) poet. Prep, with

gen. out from under, from beneath, away from, II.-, Dep. to have under one, of a cow,~ . to have a calf under her udder, Anth.-7-£, aor. 2 inf. of.urr-, Med., with aor. 2 act., to slip out of,

escape, c. ace, Eur. ; c. gen., Plut. ; absol.,

having slipped out, Hdt.•-, 3 sing, plqpf. of.', to run off secretly or gradually, Plut.--, f., to uncover below or a little, Anth., aros, ,() combustible matter,fuel,
Xen.:— metaph. an incentive, Lat. fomes, Id.-, f.-, Pass, to be carried out to

a place of safety, to be stowed safe away, Hdt., Thuc.- [t],-, to bend aside, escape, Ar. :

c. acc. to shun, avoid, Plut.-, f. Att. , to carry out or away secretly,

Thuc, etc. :—Med., to get all

one's goods carried secretly out, Hdt.-, f .-, to carry offunderhand, Eur.-, aor. 1 pass, of.-,.-, to loosen or weaken gradually , Plut.-', f. , to send out secretly, Thuc, Eur. :

—Pass., c. acc. loci, I
was sent out secretly to Phocis, Soph,-,-, to sail out secretly, Plut.

.-', f.-, to run forth from under,.
outstrip, II. :—absol. to run on before, Horn,-, f. -, to loose from under,

loosed the mulesfrom under
the carriage-yoke, Od.-, f.-, to flow forth under, Od.-7, f .— : aor. 2 —' :

—to-

flee away secretly, escape and flee, Horn,•-, f.- : aor. 2 :
—to flow

out under :—metaph. to pass away gradually, Plat. :

to slip out, Plut.-, Pass, to be gradually broken away,
Plut.-, f. , to cast down out of, Plut.-, aor. 1 pass, of-.-, f. , to save by drawing away from,
Aesch. : absol., (Ep. for-) II., aor. 2-, Med. to bring one's goods
to a place of safety, carry safely away,

(3 pi. aor. 2 subj.) Hdt.; so in Att.:

—

Pass, to be carried out to a place of safety, Hdt.-, f. >, to turn gradually or secretly from
a thing, tivos Soph. :—Med. to turn aside from,
c. acc, Plat. ; c. inf.,

to decline the task of helping to save, Soph.-, f .- : aor. 2 :
—to

run outfrom under, escapefrom, c. acc, Hdt., Soph.,,

etc ;—c. inf.,~ e'-yoo Eur. II-

to run out beyond, Soph.-, f.-, to carry out a little,

lifted it a little outwards, so that Teucer could

take shelter under it, II. II. to carry out from
under, lb. : to carry away,
bear onward, Od. III. intr., . to-

get the start by a day's journey, Hdt.-, f.- : aor. 2- :
—to flee

away or escape secretly, Horn., Soph. II. mostly

c. acc. to escapefrom, II., Thuc.-, f., to slacken gradually, Anth.-, f., to withdraw or retire slowly or

unnoticed, Hdt. :—c. dat. pers. to retire and give

place to another, Plat. ; . to make way
for death, i. e. to escape it, Id.

•-'&, aor. 2 of-.-, f.-, (sub. ), to ride up so

as to meet, Xen.-, aor. 2 inf. of.•-', Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 2 med. of ·.•-', 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.
vir-, Ep. 2 sing. aor. 1 med. of.-', aor. 1 of.-, Ep. 2 pi. of..-, Ep. pf. of-, he hangs down his

head, stands with head hung down, II.•-, Dep. to oppose secretly, Plut.

•-, , ov, set over against, meeting, }-
Hes. 2. set against, opposite, of enemies in

battle, Thuc; ol . the enemy, Xen. 3. opposed,

opposite : c. dat. opposite or contrary to, Hdt., Xen. :

—as Subst., the contrary

hereto generally happens, Hdt. ; . on the



contrary, Id. II. Adv.-, in a manner contrary
to, Aeschin.-, f .-, to give way a little, Thuc.-',, aros, , an undergarment, Anth. From, Pass., having tunics

on under their arms, Plut.-', and before a vowel ^, Adv. underneath,
beneath, Horn., Ar. 2. under the earth, in the

nether world, Lat. apud inferos, Od. II. as Prep.,

c. gen., under, beneath, Horn., Pind.-- [], f. : aor. 2^- :

—

to carry out

from under, esp. out of danger, Horn., Hdt. II.. to withdraw gradually, retire slowly, Eur.

;

and so, without, Hdt., Xen.--, f . '' : aor. 2-—to take away
from below, , to drain away blood, Soph. 2.

to make away with, to destroy gradually, Eur. ; -' having done away with the charge,

Soph. :—Pass., Hdt., Thuc. II. Med. to take out
privilyfor oneself, steal away, II. 2. to put aside,

except, exclude, Plat., Dem.--, f. , to ascend to the summit, Eur.-', inf. aor. 1 of, Dep. to fee
outfrom under, avoid, c. ace, II.inr-, f., = foreg., c. ace, Hes.-, to step suddenly back, Theocr.--, Pass, to put out to sea secretly, Thuc.--, Med., with aor. 2 act. -, to come
upfrom under, emerge, II. ; .
to duck or stoop so as to avoid a blow, Theocr.•-, =, Plut., Luc; . to

rise and make room for him, Plut., Luc.-, to drain outfrom below, exhaust, Eur.', ( ibo) to go away secretly, withdraw
gradually , Hdt. ; . to make way for one, give
way to him, Dem. :—of fire or snow, to disappear

gradually, Plat,, Ion. for.-, f . -, to drive away gradually, Hdt.-, aor. 2 part, of.-, Ion.-, f. , to draw outfrom under,
draw away underhand, Hdt.-', Dep. with aor. 2 act.-, pf. -e£e-

:

—

to go out from under : to go out secretly,

withdraw, retire, Thuc, Dem. :—rarely c. acc. pers.

to withdraw from, escape from, Thuc. 2. to rise

up and quit one's settlements, to emigrate, Hdt. II.

to go out to meet, Id.inr-, Ep. for-, aor. 1 of.-, aor. 2 of-.-', intr. to withdraw or retire secretly, Hdt.-, Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to depart

secretly, . to give up all claim to it, like

Lat. abdicare se magistratu, Hdt. ; so c. inf., .
Luc 2. c. acc. to go out of the way of, to

give place to, make way for, Xen. : c. dat. to yield

to, give way to, Plut.-, aor. 1 of.-', 3 sing. aor. 2 of-.' [], Ep. also, Lat. super :—hence are formed

Comp. and Sup., -raros.

A. with gen it., I. of Place, over, above : 1.
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in a state of rest, II. ; -

to stand over his head, Horn. : of

countries, above, further inland, -' Hdt. 2. in a state of motion,

over, across, \
Aesch. 3. over, beyond, Od. II.

metaph., from the notion of standing over to protect,

for, for defence of, in behalf of,
II. ; Xen. ; -

to fight for one's country, etc. 2.

for the sake of a person or thing, ,
. II. 3. c. inf. for the purpose

of, to prevent any one
from dying, Xen. 4. for, instead of, in the name
of, Thuc ; acting as

general by commissionfrom you, Dem. III. like, on, of, concerning, Lat. de,

II. ; - Hdt.

. with acc, expressing that over and beyond
which a thing goes, I. of Place, over, beyond,

Horn., Plat. II. of Measure, over, above, exceed-

ing, beyond, rb Aesch. ;

Soph., etc. 2. of transgression, beyond, contrary

to, , , II. III. of

Number, above, upwards of, Hdt.,

Xen. ;
'" more than half, Xen. IV. of

Time, beyond, i. e. before, earlier than,
Thuc.

C. POSITION : may follow its Subst., but then

by anastrophe becomes, Horn., Trag.
D. AS ADV. over much, above measure,

&yav Eur. ; written -yav, Strab., etc
E. in compos., 1. of Place, over, beyond, in-,-. 2. for, in defence of, in-, --. 3. above measure, in-,-.

[], , () an upper rope : pi., the

braces attached to the ends of the sailyards {),
by means of which the sails are shifted fore and aft,

to catch the wind, Od.'-', ov, above measuresimple or silly, Dem.-, Dep. to be exceedingly pleased. Plat. II,

to admire above measure, for a thing, Luc-, f. >, to be exceeding angry or

vexed at a thing, c. gen., Plat. ; c. dat., Aeschin.-, to love exceedingly, make much of, Dem.--, to be in great distress, Plat., Dem.-, es, gen. , () blowing hard, II.-, f., () to haveover-much blood, Xen.-, f. -, to lift or raise up over, Plat. :

—

Med. or Pass, to lift oneself above, to exalt oneself,

be exalted, N.T. II. intr., 1. c. acc. to climb

ox get over, pass over, Lat. transcendere, Xen.; .
to double the cape, Id. :—as military term,

to outflank, Id. 2. to transcend, excel, outdo,

one in a thing, Dem. 3. to overshoot,

go beyond, exceed, Aesch. III. to over-

flow, Dem.•'-, ov, exceedingfoul or ugly, Xen.--, Pass, tofeel much ashamed, Aeschin.-, Pass, to hang or be suspended over,

project over, Hdt. 2. in nautical language,

3H
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c. gen. loci, to lie off a place, rrjcri -45 Hdt.'-, ov, {) past the bloom ofyouth, . T.-, f. Att. , to overshoot, i, e. to outdo,

c. ace, Ar. ; ..4 to outdo one in stealing-, Id.-, 4s, exceedJngly exact, Luc.-, £. , to mount and climb over, c. ace,
Xen. II. to project, beetle over, c. gen., Eur.-, ov, () over or upon the heights, 01', = , thehighlanders or inhabitants

of the Attic uplands, opp. to the richer classes of the

plains and coasts, Hdt. 2. . the heights above
the plain, the uplands, Id.-, ov, over or on the top: Adv.,

to carry everything to excess, Dem.--, f. , to feel pain for or because of,

tivos Soph., Eur. 2. to grieve exceedingly,
at a thing, Hdt., Arist,:—absol., Eur.{-, 4s, gen. 4os, exceeding grievous, Soph./-, 4s, () gen. 4os, exceeding strong, Plut.-, aor. 1— : syncop. 3 sing. aor. 2-, part,- : Dep. :

—

to leap over or be-

yond, c. gen., II. ; also c. ace, lb. ; so Xen.--, ov, above others, exceeding great, Pind.

uTrep-aXireiog, ov, (") transalpine, Strab.-, Pass, to be surpassed in impudence,
Ar,-, ov, exceeding impudent, Dem.-, Pass, to exertoneselfexcessively , Luc.-, ov, superhuman, Luc.-, Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act. to stand
up ov project beyond, Luc.--, Pass, to be very leaky, . to be
water-logged, Luc. From-^, ov, of a ship, quite full of -water (^),
•water-logged, Plut. :—metaph. overcharged, 4-

Eur.; tois Plut.-- [], Adv. over, above, Luc.•-&, Pass, to be deceived excessively, Anth.-, f .- : aor, 2-4 :

—

to die

for, tivos Xen. ; 4 tivos Plat.- [t], Med. to answerfor one, defend
him, tivos Ar.-', Dep., with fut. and aor. 1 med. to

speak in behalf of, defend, tivos Hdt., Xen.;7-', Ion. for4, to be exceeding
afraid, ) for Hellas, Hdt.-- s, 4s, exceeding -weak, Arist.

·7'-5, ov, () panting exceedingly, Xen.-, Dep. to be exceedingfond of, TivaXen.-, ov, beyond measicre, absurd, Dem.-, , ov, carrying the use of the Attic dia-
lect to excess, Luc. : Adv. -k&s, Id.-, 4s, gen, 4os, shining exceedingly, Luc.- and-, f.-, to increase above
measure :—Pass, to be so increased, Andoc. II.

intr. to increase exceedingly, N.T.-', f., to be overproud, Thuc.'-, ov,() over-boastful, overproud, Soph.,
Xen. ;4 Aesch.-, ov, Dor. for-5.-, 4s, () overburdened, Theccr.

.-, Pass, to be exceedingly grieved at a
thing, c. dat., Hdt., Soph.•, f.-: aor. 2-4, Ep.4-,
Ep, 3 pi.4 :

—

to step over, mount, scale, c.

ace, . II., etc. ; . to step over the

threshold of the house, Eur. ; . toxjs to cross

the boundaries, Hdt. :—of rivers, to go over their

banks, overflow, Id. 2. to overstep, transgress,

Tobs vo/xous Id., Soph. ; Tobs SpKous Dem. : absol.

to transgress, trespass, sin, 4 tis (Ep.

aor. 2 subj.) II. 3. to pass over, pass by, leave

out, omit, Hdt., Dem. II. to go beyond, to

surpass, outdo, c. ace, Plat. ; absol., Theogn.
B. Causal in aor. 1, to put over, Xen., Adv. of sq., exceedingly, Plat.-, f.-, Ion.-4 : Ep. aor. 2-4 :

—to throw over or beyond a mark, to over-

shoot, c. ace, II. 2. 4 []4 when he was just about to force the stone

over the top, Od. 3. intr. to run beyond, overrun
the scent, of hounds, Xen. 4. to outstrip or pass,

Tivas Soph. II. metaph. : 1. to overshoot,

outdo, surpass, prevail over, c. gen., fipovTrjs-
Aesch. ; also e ace, .

to outdo one in a thing, Eur. 2. to go beyond,

exceed, e ace, Hes., etc.; . to exceed

100 years, in age, Hdt.; . , i.e. be too

late, Xen. :—also c. gen., Plat. 3. absol. to exceed

all bounds, Aesch., Eur., etc.; keeping

within bounds, Pind. : to be in excess, Arist. :—often

in part.,, , ov, exceeding, excessive,

Aesch., Plat. ; an over-high estate,

Eur. ; . such part of them as is extra-

ordinary , Thuc. 4, to go on further and further

,

4 he went on bidding more and
more, Hdt. ; Thuc. III.

to pass over, cross mountains, rivers, etc., c. ace,
Aesch., Eur. ; also c. gen., Eur. :—of ships, to double

a headland, c. ace, Hdt., Thuc. :—absol. to cross over,

Hdt., Xen. 2. of water, to run over, overflow, e
ace, Hdt. 3. of the Sun, to be at its height or its

utmost heat, Id.

B. Med., with pf . pass., = A. 1 1, to outdo, overcome,

conquer, Hdt., Soph., etc. :—absol. to be con-

queror, to conquer, Hdt. 2. to exceed, surpass,

Id., Ar., etc. :—absol. to exceed, Hdt. :—pf.

pass, part.,4 an excellent, sur-

passing woman, Eur. 3. to overbid, outbid,

Xen. II. to put off, postpone, Hdt. ;—but, 77V4 -
if they let that day pass without fighting, Id. :—

absol. to delay, linger, Id., Plat.-, $, (5* exceeding heavy, Aesch.&, Ion. -, ,() a transgression of
law, trespass, Horn., Soph. : also in pi., II.'&, $, , =sq., transgression, Theogn.-&, , ov, verb. Adj. of, to be passed
or crossed, scaleable, of a wall, Thuc. 2. trans-

posed, of words, Plat. II. act. going beyond,
0 goingfar beyond these, Aesch.', Adv. of, beyond all mea-

sure, immoderately, Arist.



-, . 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of.---, Dep. to press exceeding heavily, of the
plague, Thuc.•-, f. -, Causal of, to carry
over, c. dupl. ace, Luc.
virep-, ov, () of overwhelming strength or might,
Pind. II. in bad sense, overweening, lawless,
wanton, Horn. :—neut. as Adv., II.•- [], Adv. immoderately, excessively,

Theogn. From•, ,() a throwing beyond others :

an overshooting, superiority, Thuc. 2. excess,

over-great degree of a thing, Plat. ; in various phrases,

to buy at an extravagant
price, Eur. ; it can go no further,

Dem. ; elf tis . if there's aught beyond
(worse than) this, Id. ; to go to

all extremities, to put an extreme case, Id. ; foil, by
a gen., .- to

carry his own rascality beyond theirs, Id. ;. pushed on their extravagance
in revolutionising, Thuc. 3. with a Prep, in Ad-
verbial sense, =, in excess,

exceedingly ; c. gen. far beyond, .
TravoVpyos, i.e. far more wicked, Eur. :

—

'-
with surpassing aim, Soph. ; . .

extravagantly, Isocr., etc. 4. overstrained phrase,
hyperbole, Id., Arist. II. a crossing over mountains,
Xen. III. (from Med.) a deferring, delay, Hdt.,

Dem.-, ,() the Hyperboreans, an imagi-

nary people hi the extreme north, distinguished for

piety and happiness, Pind., Hdt. ;
— 5,

proverb, of more than mortal fortune, Aesch.•-, to boil ovfoam over, in aor. pass., Anth.•-, , () gen. , =, Soph.-, to be overfull, Luc.-, f., Dep. to work under, plough
up, prepare for sowing, Xen. II. to subdue,
reduce : pf . in pass, sense, to be subdued, Eur. III.

to do underhand or secretly, Plut. IV. =, to do a service : pf. in pass, sense,' many kind acts have been
done, Eur.-', ov, above measure ridiculous, Dem.-, f. , to overfill, overload, Xen.-, , exceeding old, of extreme age, Luc. :

extreme old age, Aesch.-, , very hairy, Xen.-, , Ep. acc., for : () :

—

above all fear, undaunted, II.-, f.-, to fear for one, c. gen., Aesch.,

Soph. : absol. to be in exceedingfear, Hdt.-, to be much afraid of, Hdt.-, ov, exceeding alarming, Dem., Luc.-, ov, lying above one on the right hand,
Xen. :—simply, lying above,. higher ground,
Id.; Id. ; from above, Id. :

—c. gen. commanding from above, Polyb. 2.

metaph. having the advantage in a thing, Id. : victo-

rious over, tivos Plut.-', to bind over, Anth.

. 835-, Pass, to exert oneselfabove measure,
Dem., Luc.•', to pleadfor, act as advocatefor, tiv6s Plat.

;

. tivos to advocate his acquittal, Aesch.•-, ov, () more than just, severely just,

Pind. ; - be they never so just, Soph.

;

Adv. -, Aesch.-, f. , to stimulate a little, Babr.-, inf., used as aor. 2 of.-, f. , to put under as a support, Pind.,

Plat. II. to zinder-prop, support, Plut., , High-land, of the Phaeacians, Od.-, to subvert

:

—Pass., Plut. II. intr. in

aor. 2, to tumble, fall down, II.-, Adv. on yon side, beyond, c. gen., . T.-, f. , to seek to win by excessive

attention, Aeschin., Adv., = , super-abun-
dantly, . .-',,-, togo beyond all bounds, Luc.•-, f. , to frighten beyond measure:—
Pass, to be in amazement, Xen. ;

admiring him exceedingly, Dem.-, to stretch beyond measure, . .- [], to pay for any one, tivos Luc.-,() Pass, to run over, N.T.-', ov, exceeding light or nimble, Xen.-, to fill over-full :—Pass, to be over-

full, tivos of a thing, Xen., Luc.-', Pass, to be filled quite full, Luc.--, to intercede, tivos for one, N.T.·-| [t], ai, a, above 6000, Dem.•-', to praise above measure, Hdt., Ar.-', f., to desire exceedingly, Xen.', 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of.-,() to eat awayfrom under,
II.-', Dep. with aor. 2 and pf. act. :

—

to pass
over a river, c. acc, Xen. II. to surpass, excel,

Pind.-, f.-, to eat immoderately, Xen.
»7-'9, poet. aor. 2 of.
-'-, Adv. exceeding well, excellently , Xen., Dem.-, es, exceeding noble, Arist.•-', f., to be exceeding happy, Arist.•-, Pass, to rejoice exceedingly, Luc.-, to hate exceedingly, Soph.
•-', Ep.-' : Ep. impf .- : aor.

2-, poet,- :
—to hold one thing over

another, tivos II., Ar. ; . tivos to hold the

hand over him, so as to protect, II., Theogn. ; also c.

dat. pers., Horn. 2. to have or hold above,-
he had his broad shoulders above the

rest, i. e. over-topped them by the head and shoulders,

II. II. intr. to be above, rise above the horizon,

Od. : to be above water or the ground, Hdt. ;—e.gen.,

yafys rose above, overlooked the earth, II.

;

[] Thuc,
etc. 2. in military phrase, to outflank, c gen.,

Xen. 3. metaph. to overtop, exceed, outdo, c
acc, Aesch., Eur. :—also c. gen., Plat., etc. 4.

absol. to overtop the rest, be prominent, Hdt., Xen.

:
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to prevail, the more powerful, Aesch.

;

to be too powerful, Dem. III.

c. gen. rei, to rise above, Ar. IV. c. acc to get

over, cross, Thuc.-', f .-, to boil over : metaph., of a man, Ar.--, Pass, to be overjoyed at, Hdt. ; c.

part.,·{] he rejoiced much at hearing-, Id.'-, , exceeding sweet, Luc. Adv. -, Xen.

;

Sup.-, Luc.•, , a being over the day : as law-term, the

latest day for payment, Dem. 2. forfeiture of
recognisances, a distress, Id. From-, ov, () over the day for payment,
after which the debtor became liable to have his goods
seized, Dem. ;) , i. e. having
a right to distrain upon him, Id. II. metaph.,. past the term of life, Luc. ; .
beyond the term of human life, Id.-, , above half, more than half, Hdt.

;

tivos of a thing, Xen.-, ov, somewhat desolate, Plut.-, ov, - sq., Theocr.•-', ovtos, , part, with no pres. in use, ex-

ceedingly manly .-—but always in bad sense, overbear-

ing, overweening, Horn. II. in Com. phrase, excel-

ling men, thinking oneselfmore than man, Ar. From-, Dor.-, opos, , , () overbearing,

overweening, Hes., Eur.-, 3 sing. fut. of.-, used by Horn, only in part., much like, overweening, arrogant, II. II. trans.

to treat disdainfully, Luc. ; and, , arrogance, disdain, Xen., Dem. :—c.

gen. objecti, contempt towards or for another, Plat.,

Dem. From-, ov, prob. for -/], being in-

serted : 1. in bad sense, overweening, arrogant,
haughty, Hes., Aesch., Dem. ;

Dem. ;—so in Adv., to bear oneself

haughtily, Plat. ; . to live prodigally , Isocr. 2.

in good sense, magnificent, splendid, Plat.-, ov, above the coast-land, Hdt.•-, Ion. -, f.-, to wonder
exceedingly

, Hdt., Luc.•-, ov, most admirable, Anth., and metri grat. -, () from above or

merely above, II. : of the body, above, in the upper
parts, opp. to, lb. 2. from heaven above, i. e.

from the gods, Horn. 3. of Degree, yet more,
Soph. II. c. gen. above, over, Pind., Aesch.,

etc. ; . yiyveadai tlvos to get the better of one, Eur. ;

also, ) . . , to be above or beyond, i. e.

worse than . . , Id.•',, ,() postponement, Polyb.-, f.-, to run beyond, . to

double the headland, proverb, of escaping from danger,

Aesch. 2. to outstrip, outdo, c. acc, Eur.•-, to die for another, c. gen. or absol., Eur.-, f. -, Ep.- : aor. 2-, Ep.-, inf.-, Ion.- :
—to

overleap, leap or spring over, c. acc, II., etc. ;—also

c. gen., Eur.

'-, ov, high-spirited, high-minded, daring,
Horn., Hes., etc. II. in bad sense, overdaring,
overweening, Hes. :

—

overspirited, of a horse,

Xen. III. vehemently angry :—Adv.,-
&yav in over-vehement wrath, Aesch.- [], , () the lintel of a door or gate,

Lat. superliminare, Od., Hes.'-, , =foreg., Hdt., Ion. for-.- [], to shout above, out-shout, c. gen.j

Anth.•-, inf. of·.--, f.-, to outdo, Od.-, Pass., in the phrase, -
the feet went exceeding swiftly, Od. (Deriv.

unknown.), , , patronym. of', Hyperion's
son, i. e. "H\ios, Od., Hes.•-, later form for, Plut., Luc.-, Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act. :

—

to

stand over another, c. gen., Hdt. : esp. to stand over
one for protection, protect, tivos Soph,-, opos, , , knowing too well, c. gen., Soph,•-, ov, exceeding strong, Xen.-, =, intr. to be above, to prevail
over, c. gen., Hes. II. to protect, Anth.

[], ovos, , Hyperion, the Sun-god, joined

with", or alone for", Horn. Some derive it

from , he that walks on high : others simply

bring' from, the God above.-, properly pf. pass, of-, to sit over

or upon, Xen. :—metaph. to sit over and
watch, keep an eye on, Id.•'-, ov, exceeding beautiful, Arist.-, to suffer or labour for, Eur.•-, f. -^, to get down over, get
quite over, c. acc, II. ; c. gen., Anth.-, ov, exceedingly absurd, Aeschrn., Pass, to lie or sit above, at table, c
gen., Plut., Luc.-, is, very distressing, Luc.-, f. , to run bubbling over, Luc.'-, Pass, to lie or be situate above, Isocr. II.

to be postponed, Luc.-, Pass, to be quite empty, Galen,-', , an outflanking on one wing, Polyb.-, f. , to overflow, Strab.-, f. , to flatter immoderately, Dem.-, f. , to carry over, Strab.•-, ov, overweening, arrogant, Aesch.•'-, ov, () overstepping all bounds, ex-

travagant, arrogant, Aesch., Soph. :—Adv. -,
excessively, Aesch.-', f. -, to over-fill or glut,

one with a thing, Theogn.'-, ov, exceeding angry, cruel, Aesch. :

—

Adv. -, Eur.-, f.- [], to hang up over,.' Pind. :—Pass, to impend, Theogn.-, f.-, Dep. to acquire over and
above, Soph.- [],, , () exceedingfamous or
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renowned, only in ace, II.

;

Hes.-, f. >, to stretch and peep over, Plat.

;

c. gen., Luc. II. to step beyond, overstep, c.

ace, Anth.-, ov, exceeding bright, Ar. II. of

sound, very clear or loud, Dem.
-- [], Pass, to make a splendid show :

to shew great eagerness, Xen.- [t], Adv. exceedingly, beyond all doubt,
. T.--, Pass, to be vexed beyond measure, Hdt.-, to be overfull of barley bread (), to

be wanton from high feeding, Luc.-, f.-, aor.- [], Pass, to

be or go stark mad, Ar.•- [], , Dor. for-.-', f., to fight for or on behalf of,

Soph., Eur. ; ' ; dost thou

fight thus for him against me? Soph,, , , inclined tofightfor, Plut. From-, Dep. =, Plut.; '
will fight this battle for him, Soph,-, ov, a champion, defender, Anth.- [], Ion. for-*/.-,, a, immensely great, Ar.-, Ion. -, , gen. , =,

Hdt., Dem.--, aor. - : Pass. :

—

to get
(and in aor. to be) excessively drunk, Hdt.-, , , poet, for], h. Horn.-, ovtos, , part, with no pres. in use, ex-

ceeding mighty, Od. From-, , () exceeding mighty, exceeding
strong, Horn., Hes.-, ov, beyond all measure, excessive, Plat.-, es, gen. eos, () exceeding long,

Aesch. ; . the king's arm is very

long, reaches very far, Hdt. 2. exceeding high, of

mountains, Id. 3. a cry exceeding
loud, Pind.',', v..--', ov,() above the clouds, Luc.•-', f. <, to haul ships over land, Strab.-, f. ], to be more than conqueror, . T.-, ov, () beyond the south wind, i. e.

at the extreme south, Hdt.•'-, ov, of excessive bulk, swollen to a great
size, Xen., Dem. 2. immoderate, excessive, Plat., to be much swollen, of a river, Anth.-', f., to dwell above or beyond, c. gen.,

Hdt. ; also c. ace, Id.-'-, ov, dwelling above or beyond, c. gen., Hdt., ,() overweening confidence in
arms, proud defiance, presumptuousness,
[Ep. dat. pi., with ], II.-, f . :- 3 sing. Ep. aor.

opt. : Dep. : () :

—

to vanquish by force of
arms, or (from) to treat scornfully , Od.'-, ov, () proudly trusting in force of
arms, defiant, presumptttous, (as

Adv.) to speak defiantly , presumptuously·, II. ;,
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Hes. II. of conditions, excessive,

overwhelming, Pind., poet, -, gen. , , () a
contemner, disdainer of a thing, c. gen., Soph., Thuc. :

absol. disdainful, haughty, Theocr., Arist. Hence, , 6v, disposed to despise others, con-

temptuous, disdainful, Isocr., Dem. :

—

Adv.-, Xen.', ov,() disdainful, Anth. ; neut.

pi. as Adv., Soph.-, Ion. -eo> : f.- : aor. 2 —, inf.— : aor. 1 pass, :

—

to look over, look

down upon, c. ace, Hdt. II. to overlook, slight,

despise, Id., Thuc, etc. :—also c. gen. to shew con-

tempt for, Xen., , v..-, f., to drive beyond the frontier, banish,

Plat. ; in Pass., Aeschin.-, ov, and a, ov, poet,- : (Spos) :—
over the boundaries or confines, living abroad, Dem.,
Theocr. ; . occupation in foreign parts,

Thuc; . foreign affairs, Arist. 2.

(sc. 777), the country beyond one's own frontiers, a
foreign country, Plat., Xen. II. foreign to the

purpose, outlandish, out-of-the-way, Aeschin.-, Pass, to rise and hang over, c. dat., Soph.-', to be much afraid, for one, Eur.", , or, , a pestle to bray and pound
with, Hes., Hdt. II. anything shaped like a
pestle, a club, cudgel, Plut., Luc.-, ov, above the heavens, Plat., ov, Ion. and poet, for., ,( ) a projection, an eminence,
Polyb. II. metaph. preeminence, superiority ,- Arist., Ion. -, ov,( n) prominent,
eminent, distinguished above others, c. gen., II.

;

absol., Hdt. ;
overbearing force, Soph., -, contempt, disdain for a person or thing,

e.gen.,Thuc, etc. : absol. haughtiness, arrogance, Isocr.-, fut. of.-, , (-) very frosty : . excessive

frost, Xen.,', f ., to be grievously distressed,·' Eur. From-, , () grievously afflicted.-, mostly in pf . -, to overstrike, i. e.

to surpass, exceed, c. gen., Ar. ; c. ace, Dem.-, to strew or scatter over, Anth.--, f. , Med. to abound more and
more, . T.-, Adv. beyond all measure, . T.-, aor. 2- [], and in act. form-, Dor.-, =, Soph.-, f.-, to stretch over, Luc.-, , flying over or above, Strab. :—metaph.

high-flying, Luc.-, f .-, : aor. 2- :

—

to fly
over, of a spear, Horn. 2. c. ace to fly over or be-

yond, Od. ; also c. gen., Plut.-, f .-}, to leap over, c. ace, Ar. II.

metaph. to overleap, transgress, Dem., Aeschin.-, ov, exceeding sharp in temper, Aesch.



838 .•-, f . -, to overfill : Pass., aor. 1, to be overfull, Arist. ;—-c. g'en.,·
pe6qs Soph.

[t], to drink overmuch, Xen.
•inrepiriirTw, f.-, to fall over, run over, pro-

ject, Strab. II. of Time, to be past, gone by, Hdt.-, f. , to abound exceedingly, . T.-, , superabundant, -
having done more misdeeds than enough, Dem.-, f., to fill overfull, Xen. :—Pass, to

be overfull, to be gorged, Id.·£€-7, aor. 1 inf. pass, of-.•--, ov, over-wealthy, exceeding rich, Arist., f. ], to be exceeding rich, Ar. From
iiirep-TrXovTos, ov, —, Aesch., Plat.•-, () to overflow, Strab.-,-,-, Ion., i), ov,

overmuch, in pi. over many, Aesch., Xen.-, f. 7]<, to labour beyond measure, take

further trouble, Xen. II. to bear or endure for
others, Soph. 2. in Med. c. gen. pers., Id.

•inrep-Trovos, ov, quite worn out, Plut.

•inrip-ir^VTios, ov, and a, ov, over the sea, Aesch. ; -
Soph. 2. from beyond the sea,, i. e.

foreign, strange, Pind."-, poet. 3 sing. aor. 2 of-.
"inrep-, ov, exceeding poor, Arist.-,() to make very much of one, to

fondle and caress him, Ar.-, f.~ [a], to blush scarletfor another,

c. gen., Ar.-, poet, for.•- [], aor. 2 pass, of-.-- [], Med. to be exceeding solemn or

pompous, Xen.•'-, ov, exceeding wise or clever, Ar., Plat,-, to take exceeding great pains, Luc.-, poet, for-, aor. 2 inf. of.--),-, 3 sing", subj. and opt. aor. 2 of-, -, ov, poet. Sup. of, uppermost, highest,

supreme, II., etc. II. of age, eldest, Pind.•-, f.- : I. trans, to stretch or lay

over, Hdt. : to hold out over to, Eur. ; .' to stretch over [the house] a shade from
the sun, Aesch.; . rivos to stretch the hand
over onefor protection, Eur. ; . to stretch

one's foot over the beach, i. e. pass over it, Id. 2.

to strain to the uttermost, Plut. II. intr. to

stretch or jut out over, Thuc. :—also c. ace, .
to outflank the enemy's wing, Xen. 2. metaph.

to exceed the measure or number of, c. gen., Dem. ;—
c. acc. to exceed, Arist.-', f., to overleap, c. acc, Aesch.-, , gen.,() leaping over the strait,

Aesch. 2. c. gen. rising or appearing above, Eur. ;

having reached the end of labours,

Soph.-, f. -, to appear above,? the sun when he is well above the horizon, Hdt. ;. - to start from the ground, Eur. ; c. gen.,

appearing above her dress,

—.
Id. ; hanging over the head
[of Tantalus], Id.-, , stretching over, laid over, Aesch., Ion. -, , the upper part or body of a
carriage, Od. From', a, ov, poet. Comp. from, over or above,

tipper, flesh from the outer parts of a
victim, opp. to the or inwards, Od. 2.

metaph. higher, nobler, more excellent, II. : stronger,

mightier, Soph. 3. c. gen. victorious or triumphant
over, Pind., Eur. ; oW I know nothing

further, more certain, Soph. II. neut. as Adv.,

better than, c. gen., Id.-, to melt exceedingly, Strab.-, f.-, to set higher, erect, Anth. 2.

to set on the other side, carry over, Plut. 3. in

Med. to hold over, so as to protect, Anth. II.

metaph., to set God over all,

Pind. 2. to communicate a thing to another,

(Ion. impf. for-)
Hdt. :—so in Med., esp. in order to ask advice, Id.-, f. \, to honour exceedingly, Soph.-, ov, overstrained, strained to the utmost,
at full pitch, exceeding loud, Aesch., Ar.-, f.- : aor. 2- :

—to run
over or beyond, outrun, escape, c. acc, Theogn.,
Eur. 2. to excel, surpass, Eur. ; absol. to pre-

vail, Id. II. to overstep, transgress a law, Soph.-, f. [], to blush a little, Ar."-, ov, somewhat red, reddish, Thuc, Plat.-, ov, exceeding high, Xen.-, f., to exalt exceedingly, . .-, Pass, to shew oneself over or above a
place, c gen., Thuc.-, f. 4)(rt>), to extend the phalanx so as

to outflank the enemy : generally, to outflank, Xen.

;

c. gen., . Id., , gen. ,{) appearing over or

above, outtopping others, Xen.'-, ov, (,) above speech, unspeak-
able, Pind.-, f .- : aor. 1-, aor. 2-4\ :

—

to bear or carry over a place, .
Thuc. :— Pass., [!] at »
Id. II. intr. to rise above, to surpass, excel, have
the advantage over, one in a thing, Hdt.,

Ar. ; also c. acc. pro gen.,

Eur. : absol. to excel, have preeminence, Hdt., Soph., Adv., =, Aesch., Eur.•'-, Dep. to sound above, .
Luc., [t], Pass, to die for or in behalf of,

(poet. aor. 2) Pind.-, ov, overbearing, overweening, arrogant,

Horn. :—Adv.-, exceedingly , Id. : arrogantly , Od.
(Deriv. uncertain : perh. an Ep. form either of-

or of-.)-', f., to love beyond measure, Ar., Xen.-', Pass, with fut. med., to be over-

frightened, fear exceedingly , Aesch., Xen.'-, ov, very fearful, timid, Xen.-, to carry over, Xen.



•-', f. , to be over-proud, to have high
thoughts, Aesch. ; . to be proud in or of a thing,

Hdt., Plat. 2. c. acc. to look down upon, despise,

Aesch., Ar. :—Pass, to be despised, Thuc. 3. c. gen.

to think slightly of, Eur., Ar.•', ovos, , , () over-proud, haughty, dis-

dainful, arrogant, Aesch., Eur. : neut. pi.

as Adv., Soph. 2. in good sense,

from a sense of superiority, Thuc.-, 4s : Att. acc. sing, -, neut. pi.- or- : (): 1. overgrown, enormous, Hdt.,

Ar. 2. monstrous, marvellous, extraordinary , Hdt.,

Ar. :—joined with a relat., ' extraordinary
how great, i. e. extraordinarily great, Ar., Plat. II.

Adv. —cos, over-much, marvellously, strangely, exceed-

ingly, Ar., Plat. ; in affirm, answers,

^Plat.-, Pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to surpass,

excel, c. acc, Hdt.--, Pass, to be inflated excessively, Luc.-', f., to outbawl, Luc.
tnrep-, f., to rejoice exceedingly at a thing,

c. dat., Eur. ; c. part., . Xen.- or-, to be over-wanton or arrogant,
Soph.-', f.- : Dep. with aor. 2 and pf.

act. :

—

to go or come tinder, enter, Lat. subire, c. acc,
Od., Aesch. II. of involuntary feelings, to come
upon, steal over one, c. acc,
II.; Soph., etc III. of persons,

to creep into another's good graces, to fawn on,

cringe to, c. acc, Ar., Plat. 2. to undermine, be-

guile, Soph., Eur. IV. to advance slowly, of an
army, Xen.'-, , over head and ears in debt, Dem.•'-, ov, very frigid, Luc.-', f., to start back, recoil, II., , the upper part of the mouth, the palate,

II. (From, v..)•, Adv. from an upper room, Od. From, Ep. -, , the upper part of the house,

the upper story or upper rooms, where the women re-

sided, Horn. :—in Att., an attic, garret, Ar. (v. sq.)., a, ov, being above, Plut. (From ; -
being a term., as, from,.), , ov, poet, for, Pind.-, f., to reply by a question, Plat.-, Dor. 3 sing. fut. of ( sum).-, Dor. for-, aor. 2 of-.-, aor. 1 of-.
•iiir-', aor. 1 of-.-', poet. aor. 2 of pf. pass, of.
tnr-'-, 3 sing. aor. 1 of-.
inr-, aor. 1 of-.-, ov, liable to give account for one's ad-

ministration of an office, accountable, responsible,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. :

—

, ot, at Athens, magis-

trates who had to submit their accounts to public

auditors ('/), Ar., etc. 2. c. gen. responsible

for, . ap. Dem. ; of slaves, .
their body is liable for their misdeeds, i. e.

they must pay for them with their body, Id. 3.
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c. dat. responsible to another, dependent on them,
Lat. obnoxius, Id., Aeschin.

•-', aor. 1 of-.-, Ep. aor. 2 of-.-, aor. 1 of-.-', f.- : aor. 2, poet, :
—

to hold or put under, (cf. Virg.

supposita de matre), II. : to hold out the hand to re-

ceive something, lb., Dem. : to hold a cup under an-

other vessel, while something is poured into it, Hdt.,

Ar. ; ., of the mother giving suck, Eur. 2.

to supply, afford, furnish, Pind.; . [] to

occasion him fear, Thuc. :

—

. submit oneself

to another, Xen., Plat. II. to uphold, support,

c. acc, Hdt. 2. Lat. sustinere, to undergo, be

subject to, suffer, Soph., Eur. ; .- to have
to give an account of a thing, Hdt., Att. ; .
to undergo a trial, Thuc. ; . to render
account to another, Plat., Xen., etc. 3. to sustain,

maintain, \0yov an argument, Arist.•-, ov, () giving ear, listening to, rivt

Anth. II. obedient, subject to another, c. gen.,

Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; so, c. dat., Eur., Xen. 2. c. dat.

rei, . liable to furnish ships, Thuc. III.

absol. as Subst.,, ot, subjects, Id., etc. ; ?/

(sc.) ; - = ot ., Id.-, aor. 2 of-.., v. sub.-', Dor. -', ov, () lifted or

wafted by the wind, Theocr. II. full of wind, .
a wind-egg, which produces no chicken, Ar. :

—

metaph. vain, idle, empty , Luc ; of men, braggart, Plut.•-, ov, () under the wind, under shelter

from it, Soph., Theocr. ; on the

lee-side, Xen. : metaph. gentle, Eur. II. swift

as the wind, Anth., , () the hair on the under part of the face,
the beard, Ar., , , one that is just getting a beard, with
one'sfirst beard, Horn., Plat. :—generally bearded,Anth.-, , ov, () about dawn, towards morning,
early, Horn. ; morning frost, Od.-, pf. pass, of-., ,(-) the body of rowers and sailors,

the ship's crew, Thuc, etc. II. service, Ar., etc.•, ,() the cushion on a rower's

bench, Thuc. H.—, Strab.•, f. : plqpf. : () to

do service on board ship, to do rower's service

:

—
hence to be a servant, do service, serve, Soph., Ar. 2.

c. dat. to minister to, serve, Lat. inservire, Hdt.,

Att. ; . to comply with, humour his

ways, Ar. ; . ~ \0ya> to second, support it, Eur. :—. to help one in a thing, Soph., Ar., etc. 3.

absol. to serve, lend aid, Soph. :—Pass, to be done as

service, Hdt., Isocr. Hence',, , service rendered, service, Plat.

;

. feet that serve one, Soph.-, , , () properly an under-rower,

tinder-seaman, v.. II. generally an under-
ling, servant, attendant, assistant, Lat. apparitor,

Hdt., Att. :—c gen. objecti, . a helper in a
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work, Xen. 2. at Athens, a. the servant who
attended each man-at-arms () to carry his

baggage and shield, Thuc. b. 6 . the

assistant of the Eleven, employed in executions, Plat.

?, ,() service, Arist., verb. Adj. one must serve, Arist., , , of or for the, menial,
Plat. ; ' . the arms of the hired soldiery,

Xen. 2. of or for service, doing service, Plat.,

etc. 3. subordinate, Arist. 4. . a cock-

boat, attending on a larger vessel, Xen. ; rb . (sc.?) an attendant vessel,despatch-boat, tender,Oem.,, fem. of II, Eur.•-, Ep. aor. 2 of-.-, Ion. for-, fut. of-.-', f. , to sound under or in answer, to

echo, respond, Hes.•-, Ion. for-.•-, aor. 1, to force underneath, properly

of a dog putting its tail between the legs: metaph.,

keep down their tongue before

thee, i. e. fawn and cringe before thee, Soph.-, Ion. for·.-', contr.-, poet, also- :

—

f .4\ : aor. 2 : pf . : 3
sing, plqpf. :—a collat. form of, to

promise or engage to do a thing, II., Att. ;—in Att.

also, sometimes, to take upon oneself, i.e. to undertake
to do, to promise a thing, c. ace, Horn. ; with inf. aor.,

Xen. 2. absol. to promise, make promises, Hdt. 3.

with inf. pres. to profess that one is, profess to be,

Id., Plat. : also to profess to do a thing, Plat., Xen.•, , ov, () drowsy, Anth.-, , , giver of sleep, Aesch. :—fem. -inrvo-, she that gives sleep, Eur.-', f. , {) to fight with sleep,

withstand sleep, Xen." [], , sleep, slumber, Horn., etc. ;, i. e. the sleep of death, II. :— -,,, ?,. Horn., etc. ;

Soph.:

—

in sleep, Eur.;

—

' Soph. ;

—

about one's first

sleep, At. II. Sleep, twin-brother of Death, II.-, , , {) scaring in sleep, Anth., f. :—Pass., pf. part, : () :—to put to sleep :—Pass, to fall asleep, sleep, Hdt., Dor. for, gen. of.-, , () sleepy, drowsy, Eur., Plat.•, Att. -, () to be sleepy or drowsy,
Aesch., Plat. : simply, to sleep, Eur., for —, to sleep, Horn.' [], Lat. sub, Prep, with gen., dat. and acc.

:

Ep. xnrat before 5, .
A. with gen., I. of Place, from under, peet

4\ Od. : of rescuing from under an-

other's power, after the Verbs,,
II. ; - they loosed the horses

from under the yoke, Horn. 2. under, beneath,\6> thrust the bar in under the

embers, Od. ; - having hit him
tinder the breast, II. ; Horn., etc. II.

of the Agent, with pass. Verbs, by, Lat. a or ab,

—.
tivos II.; <' by one's own action, i.e.

of oneself, Thuc. ; so also, with neut. verbs,^
tivos, i.e. to flee before him, . ;

tivos Hdt. 2. of things as well as persons, &s
Thuc. ; $

Aesch.; ' Soph. ; -
to dig under fear of scourges, Hdt. 3. of

accompanying music, to the sound of, '
Hes. ;' Ar. : then, of any-

thing attendant, by
torchlight, II. ; ' jSotjs to offer a sacri-

fice accompanied by it, Soph. ; in or with
solemn procession, Hdt.

B. with dat. of Place or Position, II.

;

lb. ; ' under its walls, Eur.

;

1

under, i.e.. yoked to, the chariot, II. 2.

to be subdued under, \. e. by

force of his arms, lb. ; lb. II.

of the person under whose power or influence a thing

is done, to flee before him, lb. ;

to go under his convoy, lb. 2.

expressing subjection, under one's power,
Od. ; to be subject to him, Thuc. ;* to have under one, Xen. 3. of things

coming under a class, $>
Plat. 4. as in A. u. 3, ' '
advanced to the music of the flute-player, Hes. :

generally, of attendant circumstances,

Od. ; , Aesch.

C. WITH accus. of Place, towards and under,$) drove them under, i. e. into,

the cave, II. ; Od. ; b}
to bring under or before the tribunal, Hdt. 2.

like c. dat. without sense of motion, ' *
everywhere under the sun, II. ;

Hdt.; 2> Thuc. II. of

subjection, Id., etc. III. of

Time, like Lat. sub, just after, just about,

towards night, II. ; about that time, Hdt.

;

rbv about the time of its burning,

II. ; about the time of the earthquake,

Thuc. IV. of accompaniment,
Xen. V. , as Adv. to a certain degree, in

some measure, Lat. aliquatenus, Plat.

D. Position : can always follow its Subst,
becoming by anastrophe.
. as adv., under, below, beneath, Horn. 2.

behind, Hdt. II. secretly, unnoticed, II.

F. in composition : I. under, both of rest

and motion, as-,-. 2. of the casing or

covering of one thing with another, as-. 3.

to express subjection,-,-. II.

somewhat, a little,-,- : underhand,
secretly,-.-, ov, somewhat estrangedfrom the Muses,
Plat.-,, anything put under : a framework to

support a couch, a rocking apparatus, Xen.-, f. -), to go or stand under: me-
taph., [-] having gone 40 feet below the

like size of the other pyramid, i. e. building it 40 feet
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lower, Hdt. ; , a little below (in the book),

Strab.-, Ep.- : f.- : pf .- :—to throw, put or lay under, Od. ; Eur. 2.

to lay under, as a foundation, Aeschin. 3. to sub-

ject, submit, Eur. II. Med. to

substitute another's child for one's own, Lat. sup-
ponere, Hdt., Plat., etc. III. to suggest, whisper,

as a prompter does, II., Plat., etc. : Med. to make false
suggestions, Soph. IV. in Med. to appropriate, Plut.-, to speak a little like a foreigner,
speak rather broken, Plat.,, ,() a going down : a crouch-

ing down, esp. of a horse that lowers itself to take up
the rider, Xen.•,-, ov,() under the depths, Anth., Att,-, to have a slight cough, Luc.-, f. Att. -, Causal of, to

bring down : Med. to crouch down, of a horse that

stoops to take up the rider, Lat. subsidere, Xen.•-, f., to look up from under the brows
at, glance at, to look askance at, eye suspiciously or

angrily, Lat. limis oculis suspicere, Plat. ; also .
to cast piteous glances, Anth. :—Pass, to be

looked at with suspicion, Eur.•,() Adv. throwing in covertly,

i. e. by way of caution or reproof, or by way of inter-

ruption, II. II. askance, h. Horn.•, a, ov, verb. Adj. to be put under, Xen.-, ov,() put in another's place,

counterfeit, suborned, false, Soph., ,() : I. actively, a throwing
or laying under, Plat. 2. a substitution by stealth,

esp. of supposititious children, Id. 3. a suggesting,

ef by admonition, Xen. II. the subject-

matter of a speech, Luc., , ov,( . 2) substituted by

stealth, supposititious, of children, Hdt., Plat.

tnro-, to roar or rumble beneath, Aesch.(-, to wet or moisten a little :—Pass., pf.

part, somewhat drunk, Luc., v..- [], a (Ion. 77), ov, under water, Hdt.-, ov, = foreg. : neut. pi. as Adv.,

under water, Od., Hdt.-, ov, v.-.-, , () the paunch, Lat. abdo-

men : the paunch of the tunny, a favourite dish at

Athens, Ar.

inr0-*y€ios, Ion. and late Att. -, ov, () tinder

the earth, subterraneous, Hdt., etc.•-, f.-, to laugh slily, Lat. subri-

dere, Plat.·-€€, to entreat by touching the chin, Aeschin.-, Ion. and in late Gr.- : f.--
: Dep. :

—

to grow up after or in succession, Lat.

subnasci, II., Hdt.·»-5> ov, somewhat gray, Xen.-, to glance furtively, Mosch.-, to sweeten a little : metaph. to coax
and smooth down, Ar.•-, f. >, to bend gradually , h. Horn.

—^. 84I-, ews, <5, an undersecretary, Ar., etc.-, f. , to serve as undersecretary

,

Oratt.•,, 6, one who writes under another's

orders, a secretary, amanuensis, Plut., Luc.-, , a signed bill of indictment, Plat. II.

an outline, traces of feet, Aesch. :—an outline, sketch, Lat. adumbratio, Plat., etc. III.

a painting under of the eyelids, Xen.- [], f. >, to write under an inscription,

subjoin or add to it, Thuc. ;

having added (to the accusation) that . . , Dem. :

—

Med. to bring an additional accusation against him,

Eur. 2. to sign, subscribe :—Med., . .·
to sign and so make oneself liable, Dem. 3.

to writefrom dictation, Plut. II. to write under,
i. e. to trace letters for children to write over, Plat. :

metaph., . to trace out laws as guides of

action, Id. 2. to trace in outline, sketch out, Lat.

adumbrare, Id., etc. III. or --
to paint under the eyelids, Luc.- or-, ov, (?) under one's hand,

nigh at hand, Isocr., Dem. II. just out of hand,
fresh, new, Lat. recens, Isocr., Dem. ; e|

. . , it is a very short time since . . , Isocr. III.

sudden, Arist. :— e£ off hand, on the spur of
the moment, Xen., Plat. 2. of persons, . ttj opyrj

in the first burst of anger, Arist.-, to light, kindle under, II.-, f . , to weep a little or secretly, Luc.-, to master or weaken beneath one, II. :

—

Pass., (as if from) to be over-

come, let oneself be overpowered or overcome, Od.

;

aor. 1 part, (v.), of a woman, sub-

dued by a man, yielding to him, h. Horn., Hes. :

—Med., Theocr., , Comic name of a bird in Ar., Fear-ling.-, pf. of.-, es, gen. 4,{) somewhat deficient, in-

ferior ; mostly in Comp., Hdt., PlaL ; he

with resources much inferior,

Thuc. :—Adv.-, Id.

<>-€·,, a token, mark, Xen.

:

—a pattern, Polyb.-, f. : aor. 1, Ep.- : Ep.
pf . : pf . 2- : 3 pi. plqpf.-

: I. trans, to cower under or before, or tofear
secretly, c. ace, Horn. :—so of birds, to cower beneath,

Soph. II. absol., Od. ; cf

.

.- and- : f.-, Ion.- :

—

to shew
secretly, Hdt..; having given a glimpse

of happiness, Id. ; . to make a shew of virtue,

Thuc. 2. absol. to indicate one'swill, Xen. II.

to shew by tracing out, mark out, Hdt. : absol. to set

a pattern, Xen. 2. generally, to teach indirectly

or by indication, Isocr. ; c. inf., . T. Hence€€, , ov, verb. Adj. to be traced out, Polyb.-, to be somewhat cowardly, Aeschin.-, to stand in secret awe of, Hdt.--', Ion. for-.--, to lay as a foundation, Hdt., , like, the reception of a guest,
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means of entertainment, ' [,
metri grat.], II.--, a, ov,() capacious, Hdt.,, ,{) a putting on one's shoes,

Arist., Luc. 2. as concrete, = , foot-

gear, boots and shoes, Plat., Xen.', poet, for sq., Anth.'-', Ion.-' : f .- : aor. 1--
and in pass, form- : 3 sing-. Ep. aor. 2, 2 pi. imper., inf., part.

: Dep. :

—

to receive beneath the surface,

II. 2. to receive into one's house, receive hospitably

,

Horn., etc.; one's host, Isocr. 3.

to give ear to, hearkeji to, Hes. ; robs

Hdt. 4. to take in charge as a nurse, h. Horn.,

Plat. 5. metaph., sorrow was my
host, Od. ; a hateful nest

awaited them, of ensnared birds, lb. II. to take

upon oneself, undertake a task, promise, Horn. ; with

inf. fut., Hdt., etc.; less often with inf. aor., Id.; .
to make him great promises, Id. 2.

to admit, allow a charge, Id. ; . to refuse to

admit, deny, Id. III. to submit to, bear

patiently, Od. IV. like Lat. excipere, 1. to

wait for, abide the attack of, Hes., Xen. :—of hunters,

to lie in wait for game, Xen. 2. to come next to,

border upon, Hdt. V. of a woman, to conceive, Xen.--, f .-, to bind orfasten under, Hdt. II.

esp. to underbind, i. e. to shoe, because the sandals or

shoes were bound on with straps, Plat. :—Med. to bind
under one's feet, put on shoes, Ar., Xen., etc. ; also

c. ace, Hdt. :—so in pf. pass.,

with shoes on one's feet, Plat.

;

and absol., with their shoes on, Xen.

;

so, with shoes on the

left foot, Thuc.-, f., to shew privately, Plut.-,,,() a sole bound under thefoot
with straps, a sandal, (i. e.) Od. ; (i.e.) lb.,

etc. ; , or alone, — Lat. calceus,

a shoe or half-boot, Ar., etc.•-, aor. 1 inf. of-.-, , an under-teacher, of a chorus, Plat.--, f . -, to give way, Arist.0-5, ov, () brought to trial or liable to be

tried, Lys., etc. :

—

tivos for a thing, Aesch., Oratt.

;

0s tivl liable to action from a person, Dem., etc.-, ov,() clothed in skins, Luc.•-, aor. 1 pass. part, of-.-,, , an under-servant, Od.,, ,() a remission, Aesch., ,() a reception, entertainment

,

Hdt., Eur., etc. ; els for

the reception of the army (in hostile sense), Thuc. 2.

a harbouring of runaway slaves, Id. 3. means for
entertaining, Plut. II. acceptance, support,

Aeschin. III. a supposition, assumption,
Dem. IV. a receptacle, reservoir, Arist., () Adv. only in phrase , looking

from under the brows, looking askance, grimly, II.•-, aor. 2 inf. of-.

-., , , () an tender-servant,

attendant, assistant, Od., ,() a running under or into the

way of a thing, Antipho., ov,() running under,. a stone in the way of his foot, Eur.-, ov, somewhat moistened or dewy, Theocr.-, Ep. for-, to serve, be serviceable to,

Od., v..--, aor. 2 part, of-.- [], , , a garment under a coat of mail,
Plut.•- and-, to put on under,' Hdt. 2. to slip in under, Id. :—also

to assume secretly, slip into, c. ace, Id. :—also to

slip from under, Xen. 3·. metaph. to undergo
danger, Hdt. II. Med., f.- :

aor. 1-, Ep. 3 sing,- : so also aor. 2

act. -, pf.- :

—

to go under, get under,
sink beneath, Lat. subire, c. ace, Od. ; .* Hdt. :—so, . to creep

under, Ar. ; , underneath it,

Id. 2. to put one's feet under a shoe, to put it on,

Id. 3. metaph. to put on a character (because the

actor's face was put under a mask), Plat., Arist. 4.

c. gen. to comefrom under, comeforthfrom, Od. III.

to go under so as to bear, to bear on one's shoulders,

II. 2. to enter into war, Hdt. 3. metaph. to

undergo danger, c. ace, Xen. ; . to make
oneself subject to . . , Dem. 4. c. inf. to undertake
to do, Hdt. 5. of feelings, to steal over one, c.

ace, Aesch. :—c. dat., yoos sorrow stole

upon all, Od. 6. absol. to slip or slink away,
Dem. 7. absol., sunken eyes,

Luc.-, v.-.-, or , an under-priest or priestess, Hdt.- and - : f .- :—Pass., aor. 2 -
[] : pf .- :

—

to yoke under, put tinder

the yoke, . TWous5 Od. :—Pass, to be yoked
tinder, submit to, Aesch. ; Soph.- [],,() a beast for the yoke, a beast

of burden, Lat. jumentum, Theogn., Hdt., etc.,,, the diaphragm, midriff, Arist. II.

in pi. braces passed under the hull of a vessel, so as

to undergird her (cf. n), Plat.- and-, f .- :—Pass., pf .-

:

-—to undergird, Plut. :—Pass., .5 girt

with, Hdt. II. to undergird orfrap a ship

(v. n), Polyb., . T.,,, less Att. form for (n), Plut.-, f. >, to heat inwardly, Aesch. :—Pass.

to glow under a thing, c. dat., Anth.
inro-Oeis, aor. 2 part, of-.xnro- : Pass., aor. 1- :

—to heat

a little :—Pass, to grow somewhat hot, be heated, II.--, ov, somewhat hot or passionate, Hdt.•-, aor. 2 med. inf. of-.,, ,() that which is placed under,
a foundation, hypothesis, supposition, Lat. assump-
tio, Plat. 2. the subject under discussion, the
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question, Xen., Dem., etc. II. that which is

laid down as a rule of action, a principle, Dem. :

generally, a purpose, plan, design, Piat. III. a
cause, pretext, Plut.\€€, verb. Adj. one must assume, Arist.

--^, f.-, to run in under, make a secret

attack, Pind. 2. to run in before, to supplant,
Ar. II. of dogs, to run in too hastily, Xen., ,() a suggestion, counsel, warning,
piece of advice, Hdt., Arist. II. a pledge, a
mortgage, Dem.-, , a suggestion, hint, warning, viro-

(Ep. dat. pi.) Horn.; -
Xen. From, ovos, , ,() suggesting advice.-, fut. of-.

tnro- [], f . >, to press under or gently, Luc.-6, f ., to begin to make a clamour, Thuc.-, Att. for-, Plut.-, Pass., to be delicate or remiss, Plut.-, , , () a garland worn on the

neck, Sappho., (?), an unknown bird, Ar.-, f. , to flatter a little, win by flattery

,

Ar. :—absol. to use flattery, Hdt.-., Med. to arm oneself in secret, II.

inro- [], to soundforth in answer, Anth.-, f., to dwell under : to lie hidden, Anth.•--, Pass, with aor. med., = foreg., Anth.tnr-, to build under a place, c. gen., Luc.-, f., to keep the house, stay at home :

—metaph. to lurk, lie hidden, Luc. II. trans.

to engage in or plot underhand, Plut. 2. c. acc.

pers. to work secretly upon, Id. ; .
crept in among them, Id.-, f .-, to wail softly, to whimper, Luc.

-,.1,.-,. to be seated in a place,

station oneself', Hdt. II. to sit or lie in ambush,
Xen. 2. c. acc. pers. to lie in waitfor, Hdt.-, f. Att. , to place hi ambush :—Med. to

lie in ambush, Xen.-, Att. -, f.-, to burn by applying

fire below, Hdt. : to offer secret sacrifices, Aesch. 2.

to light under, Luc.•-, f. , to bend short back, turn in under,

II. II. intr. to turn short back, double as a hare,

Xen. :—metaph., c. acc, to fall short of, Aesch.-, ov, () in the heart, Theocr.

vivo-, f. -, to descend by degrees

or stealthily, Hdt., Thuc. : to come down a little, Xen.- [t], Pass, to lie down under, to sub-

mit, yield, to one, Plat.:—absol. to give in, Dem.- [], Adv. below, under, c. gen., Plat.•-, used as Pass, of, with f., but aor. :

—

to lie under or

beneath, II., Thuc. ; c. dat., Plat. II'. in various

metaph. senses, 1. to be put under the eyes or

mind, i.e. to be submitted or proposed to one, Pind.;

at one's present hopes, Dem. ;

. . / have laid down the rule, that

. . , Hdt. 2. to be laid down or assumed as an
hypothesis, Plat., etc.; ^ Lat. his
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positis, Id. ; impers., a ride is laid down,
Dem. ; . . let it be granted that . . ,

Arist. 3. to be suggested, Hdt. 4. to be left

at bottom, left remaining, Thuc, Dem. 5. to be

subject to, submit to, Plat. : absol. to be submis-
sive, Id. 6. to be left behind in pledge, to bepledged
or mortgaged, tivos for a certain sum, Dem., etc. ;, of persons, bound for payment of a sum of

money, Id. 7. to underlie, as a substratum, Plat.,

etc. 8. to be subordinate, Id.-, Att.-, Med. to make known
by voice of herald or crier, to have a thing proclaimed
or cried, esp. for sale, Aeschin. ; . to ad-
vertise yourself, Plat.-, f. , to move lightly, -

(sc. ) II. 2. metaph. to urge gently
on, Plat. II. intr. to move a little, stir a finger,
Hdt., Ar. 2. metaph. to be deranged, Plat.-, Att.-, to shed secret tears, Aesch.-, f. >, to steal U7iderhand, filch, Babr. :

—Pass, to be stolen away, Pind. 2.

to be defrauded of a thing, Soph.
(nro- [f], Pass, to recline or lie down under,
c. dat., Od.-, Pass, to be driven in confusion before

one, II.-, Pass, to lurk in secret places, Od.-, f., to washfrom below, Anth.-, f. , to tickle or excite a little, Pind. :

—

Pass, to be somewhat excited, Xen.
utto-koXttios, ov, under the folds of the robe, Anth.
xiiro-Koiros, ov, somewhat tired, Xen.-, f. , to cut beneath, to hamstring, Plut.-, f. : Dep. :

—

to talk child's lan-

guage, 1. trans, to call by endearing names,
Ar. 2. to call by a fair name, gloss over or pal-

liate, Plat., Dem. 3. reversely, to call something
good by a bad name, to nickname, Xen. II. intr.

to use diminutives, Arist. Hence, otos, , a coaxing or endearing name,
Aeschin., , =foreg., Plut. II. the use of
diminutives, Arist.-, Ion. for-, to soothe with soft

names, Pind.-, ov, somewhat light or fickle, Plut.- , Ion.-, , the stand of a, Hdt.\-€, f. , of stringed instruments, to answer in

sound, i. e. to sound in harmony with, Pind.-, Ion. for--.- [],.-, Ion.-: aor. 1-
: later also aor. 1 and pf. pass, in med. sense,

[],

:

—to reply, make answer,

answer, Horn., Hdt. 2. to expound, interpret,

explain, Od., Ar. :—the Att. word in this sense is-. II. of actors, to answer on the

stage : hence to play a part, --
Dem. ; . to take the king's part,

Arist. ;.·,' to play a tragedy,

a comedy, Id. ; absol. to play a part, be an actor,

Id. 2. to represent dramatically : hence to
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exaggerate, Dem. 3. metaph. to play a part, to

feign, pretend, c inf., Id., , rarer form for 1 1, Anth., ecoj, rj,() : I. in Ion. a
reply, answer, Hdt. II. in Att. the playing a part
on the stage, the actor"1

s art, Arist. 2. an orator's

delivery, declamation, Id. 3. metaph. theplaying
a part, hypocrisy, Phocyl.» , ,() an interpreter or ex-

pounder, Plat., Luc. II. one -who plays a part
on the stage, a player, actor, Ar., Plat., etc. 2.

metaph. a pretender, dissembler, hypocrite, N.T.", , , belonging to (il), having
a good delivery, Arist. 2. suited for speaking or

delivery, «? Id. : -\ (sc.),
the art of delivery, Id. 3. metaph. pretending to

a thing, c. gen., Luc.•-, f. , to strike gently, Anth. : to beat

time, give the time, Plut. II. metaph. to break
in upon, interrupt, c. ace, Ar. III. in Med. to

find fault with, attack, Id.

irrro-, f. >, to hide under or beneath,
[the ship] was hidden beneath the spray, II.-, f . , to croakfaintly , as a sick person, Luc.-, ov, running on wheels, Od.•-, Med. to conceive, become pregnant,-

(not-), Horn., Hes.•-, f. >, to stoop under a yoke, ol

bowed to the Persian yoke, Hdt. :

absol., of suppliants, to bow down, Ar., Xen. II.

c. ace, . to stoop the shoulder so as to let

a load be put on, Ar.-, ov, somewhat humped, Strab.•-, , () the thigh of an animal, Xen.--, f., to ridicule a little, Luc.-, ov, somewhat deaf, Ar., Plat.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf.- :

—

to take up by getting under, as the dolphin
did Arion, Hdt. : to receive into its bosom, . T. b.

to bear up, support, Hdt. c. to take by the hand,
Plat. 2. to seize or come suddenly upon, of fear,

Horn. ; of a fit of madness, a pestilence, Hdt. ;, i. e. they came suddenly into

difficult ground, Xen. ; then, of events, to follow next,

come next, Hdt. 3. to take up the discourse and
answer, to reply, rejoin, retort, Thuc, Plat., etc. :

—

absol., in dialogue, , . , .
he said in answer, Hdt., Thuc, etc. b. to take up,
interrupt, Xen. 4. to take up the conqueror, fight
with him, Lat. excipere, Thuc. 5. to take up a
charge, Id. II. —, to receive and pro-

tect, Xen. 2. to accept or entertain a proposal,

Hdt., Dem. III. to take up a notion, assume,
suppose, c. inf., Hdt., Plat. :—the inf. omitted, to con-
ceive of a thing as being so and so, Plat. ;

though / assume this to be so, Dem. :

—Pass., Isocr. 2. to appre-

hend a thing, Eur., Plat. 3. to suspect, disbelieve,

Xen. IV. to take secretly, Thuc. 2. to draw
°ff from duty, seduce, Id. V. ., as a
term of horsemanship, to hold up or to check the

horse, Xen.

—\.-, , shining with inferior lustre, Hes.-, f. , to shine under, shine in under,
Xen. :—so in Med., Anth. II. to shine a little,

begin to shine, just appear, tap Hdt. ;. Plut.-, to pour secret libations, Aesch.-, f. >, to leave remaining, Od., Thuc,
etc. 2. of things, to fail one,^

Lys. II. Pass., c. fut. med., to be

left remaining, Horn., Hdt. 2. of things, to

remain in force, Thuc. 3. to stay behind, Od. :

c. gen., to stay behind the

expedition, i. e. not to go upon it, Hdt. 4. to be

left behind in a race, Ar. : of stragglers in an army,
to lag behind, Xen. ; . to fall
behind the front rank, Id. 5. metaph. to be in-

ferior to, Arist. 6. absol. to fail, come to an
end, Soph. :

—

. fails him, Arist. III.

Med. to leave behind one, Hdt. ;^
to leave cause for reproach against oneself, Thuc.-, ov, somewhat fine, Luc-, Pass, to become white underneath or

somewhat white, II.-, , () the vessel under a press to

receive the wine or oil, a vat, Lat. lacus, . T., verb. Adj. of, one must
suppose, understand, think of, Plat., ews,() a taking up, esp. a
taking up the word, taking up the matter where another

leaves off, Plat. :

—

a rejoinder, reply, Isocr. II.

a taking in a certain sense, an assumption, concep-

tion, Dem. 2. a hastyjudgment, suspicion, Luc-, ov, somewhat less ox fewer, II.-, ov, somewhat stony, Luc.-, later for, to leave behind, . T.-, f .-, to slip or slide gradually ,.

Luc-, Att.-, ov, somewhat smooth, worn
smooth, Ar.-, ov, somewhat lickerish or dainty, Luc., f., to take account of, Arist.-, f., Att. : Dep. :

—

to take

into account, take account of, Plat., Dem. Hence, verb. Adj. one must take into account,

^Plat.-, ov, held accountable or liable, Dem. ; -
to hold responsible, Plat. ; ^'/ I put down nothing to your account, Id.-, , a taking into account, a reckoning,

account, , Lat. rationem habere

rei, Dem. ; iv~/' Lys.-, ov, left behind, staying behind, Hdt. ;

ol. those who remained alive, Id. 2. of things,.
yiyveTai the pit still remains, Ar. ;

'
. all that remained to be done, Thuc-, , an under-, a lieutenant, Xen.- [], ov, () under the lyre ; .

a reed to which the lower ends of the strings were
attached, Ar.-, f . [] : aor. - : pf .- :

—
Pass., pf.- : 3 pi. Ep. aor. 2- :

—to

loosen beneath or below, m'ade his limbs
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give way under him, II. :—Pass., yv?a
lb. II. to loose from under the yoke, Horn.,

Thuc. :

—

to loose from bonds, Od.; in Med., -
thou didstfree him from bonds by stealth,

IL 2. to untie a person's sandalsfrom under his

feet, take offhis shoes, Aesch., Ar. :—Med. to take off
one's sandals or shoes, or to have them taken off,

Ar. b . c. acc. pers. to unshoe him, take offYAs shoes,

Plat.-, , the parts under the breast, Bion.-, ov, somewhat long, longish, Ar.-, Pass, to grow cowardly by degrees,

Xen.•-, ov, somewhat mad, in Comp.-, Hdt.-, Att. -, f. £, smear or mi under-
neath, Theocr.-, >, mixed with rain, . a rainy
summer, Plut.--, to smile a little or gently, Anacreont.--, aor. inf. of-.-, ov, gen. ovos, somewhat less :

—,
subordinate citizens, opp. to, Xen.-, Dep. to blame a little or secretly, Plut.xnro-, ov, somewhat discontented with his

lot, Cic.', verb. Adj. of, one must sustain,
abide, endure, Thuc, etc.•, , ov, patient of, Arist.

VTro-', f .- : aor. - :

—

to stay behind,
survive, Od., Hdt., Att. II. trans., 1. c.

acc. pers. to await another, to await his attack, bide

the onset, II., Hdt. ; . ras to abide their

presence, Xen. 2. c. acc. rei, to be patient under,
abide patiently, submit to, Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; .

to await one's trial, Aeschin. : to wait for,
Thuc. 3. absol. to stand one's ground,

stand firm, II., Hdt., etc. ; to

endure patiently, Plat. 4. c. inf. to submit or dare
to do a thing-, wait to do, persist in doing, like

Lat. sustinere, Od., Xen. 5. so with part, relat-

ing to the subject,

if they shall dare to lift their hands, Hdt. ;

he submits to be helped, Plat. :—with

part, relating to the object,. to await
his attack, Hdt., etc.•-, f .-, to add by mixing, Lat. admisceo,

Plat. II. intr. to run close under a
place, c. dat., Thuc-, f .- : aor. - : I.

Act., 1. to remind one of person or thing,

tivos Od., Thuc. ; . Thuc, Xen. : . to

put him in mind, Plat. 2. c. acc rei, to bring back

to one's mind, mention, suggest, Hdt., Soph., etc.

;

' Aesch. 3. c. gen. rei, to remind one of, to

make mention of, Thuc, etc. II. Pass, or Med.
to call to mind, remember, Xen. 2. to make men-
tion, tivos Aesch.-, ov, servingfor pay, hired, Luc.

[], Dep. to court clandestinely,-
(Ep. 2 pi. impf.) Od.-,,, a remembrance, memorial, Thuc,
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etc. 2. a note, memorandum, Dem. :—in pi.

memoranda, notes, minutes, Lat. commentarii, Plat., e«s, , a reminding, Thuc, etc. 2. a
mentioning, . tivos to make mention of a
thing, Id. ; . a tale of woe, Eur.-, Med. to betroth, Arist. :— Pass.,

one betrothed, Id.-, f.- : Med. :—to make oath that

a person cannot appear in court : to apply for a post-

ponement of the trial, Dem. :—Pass.,

this affidavit being put in by way of excuse,

Id. 2. to bar proceedings by an affidavit in a-, Xen.,,() a remaining behind, Arist. II.

a holding out, patient endurance, Id. :

—

the enduring
to do, Theophr.-, ov, rather stupid or silly, Luc•-, to dwell under a place, c. acc, Anth., Med. to eat away beneath or secretly,

Anth.-, ov,() under the clouds, Luc
7-5, ov, under the promontory Neium, lying at

its base, Od.-, Dep. to swim under water, dive, Plut.-- [], to snow a little : impers., it was
snowing a little, Thuc. :—Pass., a
snowy night, Id.·-€, f., to think secretly, suspect, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. :—c. acc. pers. et inf. to suspect that . . , Hdt. ;

you feel suspicious of the

speakers, Thuc. II. generally, to suspect, con-

jecture, form guesses about, Ar. : absol.,-
by conjecture, Plat., ,() a hidden thought : hence, I.

a suspicion, conjecture, guess, supposition, Ar., etc.

;

notions formed of future

events, Thuc. II. the real meaning of a thing,

the true intent, deeper sense, Xen., Plat., etc., Adv. by means of pipes, Thuc. From·-§, ov, underground, Strab. II.,
, as Subst.aw underground passage, mine, Thuc 2.

a water-pipe, Xen.
·-£€, f . ], to be rather sickly, Luc.-, f., to go back, retire, Hdt. :

—

to go
down, sink, settle, Id. Hence\?, , , subsidence, of the sea, Plut.-, f . , to prick or sting underneath

:

generally, to sting, Theocr.•-, f. , to fall asleep gradually, Plat.-, ov, () wooden underneath, i. e. of
wood covered with a coat of metal, Xen.-| or -, to shave or cut off some of the hair :

—Pass., pf. part, shorn or shaven, Luc.- a, ov,() under the rasor, Anth.-| [], f. , to scrape slightly, Anth.-, f. , to go down voluntarily in wrest-

ling, Luc.-, f.— [], to strew under, Hdt.-, f ., to be rather hungry, to begin to be

hungry, Ar.-'', ov, sent covertly, as a spy, Xen.-, f . , to send under : Pass, to be sent
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beneath, Eur. II. to send secretly : to

send as a spy, send in a false character, Thuc., Xen.-, Ep. pf. part. pi. of-.-, Dep., with aor. 2 act., to break

-wind a little, Ar.-, only in pres., to begin to turn colour, of

grapes, Od.--€, f.-, to spread out under, Od.--, ov, somewhat rocky, Hdt.•-, f. , to play the ape a little, Ar.·-7, f .-\ :—Pass., aor. 1- :—to fill by degrees :—Pass., -
now beginning to have a thick beard, Plat. ; -' have my eyes filling

with tears, Luc. II. in Pass, of women, -
to become mothers of many children, Hdt.-, f.- : aor. 1- :

—

to set on
fire below, Hdt. 2. to burn as on a
funeral-pyre, Id.

\i7ro-7riy<i) [t], f. -' : aor. 2- : pf. -
:

—

to drink a little, drink moderately,
Plat. 2. to drink slowly, go on drinking, Ar.,

Xen. 3.- rather tipsy, Ar., Xen.-, f.- : aor. 2- : pf. ·
:

—

to fall under or down, to sink in,

Plut. 2. to fall down before any one, c. ace, Plat. :

—hence, to be subject to him, fall under his power,
Isocr. ; of a flatterer, to cringe to, Dem. ; c. acc.

Ar. 3. tofall behind another,

Dem. II. to get in under or among, Thuc. III.

of accidents, to happen,fall out, Isocr. 2. of persons,

to fall under 3. punishment, c. dat., Plut. IV.
of places, to lie under or below, c. dat., Polyb.--^ [], a, ov, under mount Placus, in the

Troad, II.-, ov, Att. -, , pretty full, c. gen.,. am somewhat afraid, Hdt.-, f .-, to sail under,. ,
i. e. zmder the lee of Cyprus, . T.•, Ion. for, Anth.-, f.—, to blow gently, . T.-, , () a footstool, Luc., to put under :—Med. to subject to oneself,

Luc. 2. to produce gradually, Plut. 3. in

Med. to gain by itnderhand tricks, to win over,

Dem. II. in Med. to assume, affect, Plut.

·»7-70, ov, somewhat gray, Luc.--, Dep. to go beneath the ground, Plut.

viro-TropTis, 10s, , with a calf under her, of a cow :—
metaph. of a woman, Hes.•-'., Dep. to buy under the price, Theophr.•- [], to gnash the teeth secretly, Luc.

\)7-€5, ov, () winged, Hdt., Soph., etc. ;

of a ship, Pind. 2. metaph. swift-flying, soaring,

Id.; . flighty, giddy thought, Aesch.
)-07€', f. , to be suspicions, Xen. ; also,. els to have suspicions of him, Thuc. 2.

to suspect, guess, suppose, Xen. II. trans, to

suspect, hold in suspicion, Soph., Thuc. ; . eis

of something, Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to be suspected,

mistrusted, Thuc. ; impers., cbs as was
generally suspected, Xen. 2. c. acc. pers. et inf.

—-.
to suspect that, Hdt., Thuc, etc. 3. c. acc. rei, to

look suspiciously on, Thuc. :—but also, . to sus-

pect something, Eur., Xen. From-, , ,() suspicious, jealous, Soph.,

Thuc. : of a horse, shy, Xen.-, f. |<y, to crouch or cower beneath, like

hares or birds, ,. part. pf. for), II.; Eur. II.

metaph. to crouch before another, bow down to,

Xen. ; also,. Aesch., Xen. :—absol. to be modest
or shy, Xen., ov,() looked at from beneath the

brows, i, e. viewed with suspicion or jealousy, Lat.

suspectus, Aesch., Thuc. ; c. inf., .
suspected by them of not having sent, Thuc. 2. of

things, ' * Eur. ; , it

was a matter of jealousy, Thuc. 3. Adv.,-
or to lie under suspicion, Id.,

Xen. II. act. suspecting, suspicious of a thing,

c. gen., Eur. :—rb suspicion, jealousy , Thuc.

;

. from suspicion of me, Id. :—Adv. with
suspicion, Id.; . Dem.-,, , () a joint, Plut.-, , ,() under the bottom, Anth.-, ov, with a foal under her, Strab.-, to fan from below or gently, Anth.7-, f.- : aor. 1- :

—to rouse secretly

or gradually, Horn. ; yap such

was the Muse's power to move, Od. :—Pass, to rise

secretly or gradually, lb.-, ov, (, a reed), . the soft note

of the pipe, Eur.-, f. >, to stitch underneath : metaph.,. \6yov to make up a story, Eur.-, f. -, to flow under or beneath,

Plut. 2. to flow gradually away, Id. : metaph. to

stream gradually to a place, Luc. II. metaph.
also, to slip ox glide into unperceived, Lat. subrepere,

Plat., Dem. 2. to slip away, of time, Ar. ; of

flowers, to perish, Theocr. ; of the hair, to fall off,

Luc. ; and of friends, Id.- or -> to make to burst downwards :

—Pass., / (aor. 2 ) ether was
cleftfrom beneath the sky, II.-, ov, (,) with a lamb under it, II.-, f., to fan from below or gently, Anth.

)7-7, f., to throw under, .
to throw him to the wild beasts, Plut.

-?7-, Att. -, f. , to dig under, zinder-

mine, Hdt.-€, f ., Dep. to dance with or to music,

Aesch. :—c. acc. cogn., . Plut. II. to

sing and dance a character, of a pantomimic actor,

Luc. Hence, aros, , a hyporcheme or choral hymn to

Apollo, mostly in Cretic verses. Plat,--, ov, somewhat rotten, Luc.-, f. , to prelude on the trumpet, Anth.-, ov, dragged alongside, Eur.-, Ep.-, f . , to shake below : ·
they set it in motion below by the

thong by which an auger is turned, Od.



—-, f ., to give secret signs of, to indicate

or intimate, Thuc. 2. in military sense, <rd\myyi. to make signal by sound of trumpet, Id.-, f.-, to be silent during, Aeschin.•-, ov, having a mixture or proportion of
iron in it, Plat.-, f .-, to pass over in silence, Aeschin.-, f., to halt a little, Luc.-€, to stir underneath, poke tip, rb Ar.-, f. , to dig under, ., to

mark a long leap by a line, Pind.-, to trip up one's heels, upset, Lat. sup-
plantare, Dem., Luc. 2. metaph., . \-

Plat., Dem.-, ov, {) tinder shade, Plut.•-, ov, guilty of a slight solecism, Cic.•-, Pass., pf. part, , to

be scant or stinted of a. thing, c. gen., Aesch. 2.

of things, to be lacking, left undone, Soph.-, f. [], to draw away from under,
Plat., Dem. 2. to withdraw secretly,

<puyrj withdrew his foot secretly, stole away, Eur.-, to sow secretly, Anth.-, ov,() under a treaty, bound or

secured by treaty, Hdt., Xen. :—esp. of taking up the

dead from a field of battle,

to allow a truce for taking up the dead,

Thuc. ; Tobs ., to

demand a truce for so doing, in acknowledgment of

defeat, Hdt., Xen., etc.-,-, Ep. for·,-.-, ,=, sediment, Plat.; iv )'), in faece Romuli, Plut.-, aor. 2 opt. of-

:

—-, part.•, , ,{) that which settles at

the bottom, sediment, Arist. II. anything set

under, subject-matter of a speech or poem, Polyb.,

etc. 2. the foundation or ground of hope, confi-

dence, assurance, N.T. III. substance, the real

nature of a thing, essence, lb.• [], , ,{) that which stands
under, a support, prop, Plut., 6v, verb. Adj. of, to be borne or

endured. Eur.-, {) Pass, to grow up or wax
gradually like ears of corn, Od.--, to supportfrom underneath, Aesch.·-€, ov, {&]) under the roof, in or into the

house, Soph.-€, to hide under, Xen.•-, f.- : aor. - : pf.- :—to draw in, made him furl his sail,

Pind. 2. to draw backfor shelter, Plut. ; .
to shelter oneself behind,' Id. ; also to withdraw
himself, . . II. Med., to cloak

a thing through fear, to prevaricate, dissemble, Eur.,

Plat., etc.; without dissimula-
tion, Dem.-€, to moan in an undertone, Soph. II.

to groan under the weight of, Aesch.- or-, to groan beneath one,

c. dat., II., Hes.

-. 847-, to moan in a low tone, begin to moan,
Soph. : to grumble, Ar.-, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, to tmderprop, sustain, Luc.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 imper. of-., , a shrinking back, evasion, . T.-, -.- or rather-, also-
or- : f.-, aor. 1-; also-,
aor. 1- : pi. ; pass, :

— to spread, lay or strew under, esp. of bed-clothes,

Od. ; to

fnake his bed for a man, i. e. serve him as a wife,

Eur. :—Pass., Xen. ; ?;

which has copper laid under it, ap. Hdt.€, to serve as lieutenant under another,

c. dat., Xen. From-, 6, a lieutenant-general, Xen.-, f. >, to turn round about, turn back,

II. ; bringing back
the Bacchic struggle, i. e. changing sorrow into tu-

multuous joy, Soph. II. intr. to turn about, turn
short round, II., Hdt., Att. :—so in Pass., -

II., etc. 2. generally, to return, Od.,
Hdt. ; so in fut. med., Od. 3. to turn away, and
so elude an attack, Eur., Xen. 4. part,^/as
as Adv. reversely, Ar.-, to agitate inwardly, Aesch., , a turning about, wheeling round, Hdt.

:

, of the chariot, after turning round the

meta at the end of the, i. e. turning sharply
round, Soph. :·

—

on the contrary, ap. Dem.,, , that which is spread under, a
bed, litter, Xen.-, =-.- [], f ., to be somewhat astringent, Plut.--, f . -, to confuse a little

:

—Pass, to

be somewhat coivfused, Luc.-£, Att.-, f . , to whistle gently, rustle,

Aesch.- [], to drag down, Plut., Luc.-, to bind tight below, Anth.-, poet, for-, aor. 2 inf. of-.-, Ep. aor. 2 imper. of-.-, aor. 2 imper. of-.-€, aor. 2 inf. of-., , Ep. for, II., , = sq., Anth.,, 7),{) an undertaking, en-

gagement, promise, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; .
to receive the fulfilment of a promise, Xen. ;. to demand their fulfilment, Arist. ; . -

to fail in its performance, Aeschin. II. a
profession (as a mode of life), Luc.-, aor. 2 part, of :—-, subj.-, aor. 2 part, of-., -, subordination, subjection, submission,

. T.-, Ion. for-.-.,=:, II.-, contr.-, Att.- : f. £> :

—

to
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stir up, troublefrom below or a little, Ar. :—Pass, to

be somewhat troubled, Luc.-, f. \, to shrink before, II.

-wiro- [], ov, under Tartarus, of the Titans,

II., Hes., eo>s, ,() extension, -
ffeis the plains that stretch below, Eur.-, Att. -, f.

:

—to place or arrange
under, Plut. II. to post under, to subject,

Id. ; . . . :—Pass, to be

obedient, lb.·-€, f.-, to stretch under, put under,-. npbs to fix stay-beams so as to

strengthen the ship's sides, Thuc. 2. to strain

tight, Ar. : metaph. to intensify, Soph. II. to

hold out hopes, to offer to do a thing-, c. inf., Hdt.,

Thuc. :—also,. Ar. ; Dem. 2.

to suggest, . \4yetv Eur.-, f. Att. , to build a wall under or across,

build a cross-wall, Thuc. Hence, , , the building of a cross-wall,

Thuc. ; and,, , a cross-wall, Thuc.-, f. 4, to pay off, discharge a payment,
Hdt., Xen., etc.; absol. to pay tribute, Thuc.-, is, gen. 4,(4 iv) subject to pay taxes,

taxable, tributary, Lat. vectigalis, Thuc. ; in full,

Id. II. act. receiving as pay-
ment, c. gen., Luc.-, Ion.- : f.- and- :

aor. 2 ·4, Ep. inf.—4 : pf.—4 :
—

Pass., aor. 1- : pf.-4 :

—

to cut away
under, cut away, Horn. : Pass., Aeschin. 2. to cut
underhand or unfairly, of a leather-seller, Ar. II.

to cut off, intercept, Xen. : so in Hdt. ;4
Tas to cut off one's way, stop one short, Ar.;-4 to intercept him, Xen.-, f. -] : aor. 1 -4 : — to place
under, II. :—Med. to place under one's feet,

Xen. 2. to place under as a foundation or begin-

ning, Id., Dem. :—Pass, to be laid down, assumed,
Plat. :—Med. to lay down as a principle, take for
granted, assiLine, Id., Dem. ; c. acc. et inf. to assume
or suppose that . . , Plat. II. to hold out under,
present, Luc. : metaph. to suggest, Eur., etc. :—so in

Med. to suggest, hint a thing to one,4
II. ; , epyov 4~ to suggest a

speech, an action, to any one, advise or counsel him
thereto, Horn., Hdt., etc. 2. c. dat. pers. only,-4 to advise, admonish one, Od., Ar., etc. : c.

inf. to advise one to do a thing, Hdt., Thuc. 3.

to propose, as a mark or aim, Arist. :—Med.
to propose to oneself, Isocr. III. to put down
as a deposit or stake, to pawn, pledge, mortgage,
Hdt., Aeschin., etc. :—in Med., of the mortgagee, to

lend money on pledge, Dem. 2. to stake, hazard,
venture, Plat. ; at his own
risk, Dem.-, Med. as law-term, much like-, to propose a less penalty for oneself, Xen."-^, to sound in answer, echo, Aesch.•-, to murmur in an under-tone, Luc.

—.
·)€, = sq., Thuc. ; c. acc. et inf., Id., aor. 1-:—to suspect, surmise, Thuc.',

c. acc. et inf., Id. 2. c. acc. pers. to suspect him,
Id. II. so as Dep.-, aor. 1-

:

—

to suspect a thing, Hdt., Ar. ; c. acc. et inf.

to suspect that . . , Hdt., Ar.-^, f . , to lisp a little, Luc.--, to tremble a little, Plat,•-, f . -4, to bring up secretly :—Med. to

cherish secretly, Xen., Luc. :—Pass, to grow up in
succession, Lat. subnasci, Plat,-, f .~4 and- : aor. 2 -4-

: poet. pf.-4 :
—to run in under,4

yovvwv she ran in under the sword and
clasped his knees, Od. ; ' 4·

Hdt. : hence to trip tip, Ar. II. to run
or stretch away under, h. Horn. III. to run in
between, intercept, Ar., Xen. 2. to insinuate oneself

into any one 'sgoodgraces,flatter or deceive, Eur., Plat,-, f .-4, to tremble a little, to shrink back,

give ground, II. : c. acc. to flee before, lb.-,-, Ion. for--.- [], f. >, to rub down the ingredients of a
dish, Cratin. Hence,,, a dish compounded of various in-

gredients pounded up together, Lat. moretum, Com.|6, =4, to tremble under one, of a
man's limbs, II. From, ov, somewhat afraid or timid, Aeschin., Luc., , (4) a turning back, repulse,

Plut. II. a relapse, recurrence, Id., ov,(4) returning, Horn., Eur. 2.

rallying from the effect of a blow, Theocr.-, poet, for4, Mosch.-, to murmur, hum in an undertone, Anth.-, f. : aor. 2 ·-4 :
—to eat by

way of preparation, Xen.-, to sketch out, Lat. adumbrare, Arist."-, f ., to strike or push down, . is

to poke down into the lake with a pole, Hdt.

;

) is ) Qi\Kt\v dipping with a cup
into the chest, Id. ; (sc. )
avT\4ei he draws it dipping with the bucket into the

water, Id. ; . Ar. Hence

[],, , an outline, pattern, . T.-- [], Pass, to burn with a smouldering

fire, burn secretly, Plut., Luc.•-, ov, somewhat arrogant, Plut.- [], , ov, under the udder, sucking, Anth.•-, ov, () of wounds, festering under the

scar: metaph. with festering sores underneath, un-
sound beneath, Plat., etc. ; . a hollow

independence, Thuc. ; a fair

outside skinning over ills below, Soph. :—Adv.,

to render a hollow obedience, Plut.-, ov, under heaven, under the sky, . II.

reaching up to heaven, Horn,, f., {^$) to render service or help

to one, to serve, assist, succour, Hdt., etc.

;

. (sc. ) to do them good ser-

vice, Hdt., etc. ; . Aesch. :—Pass.,

services done or rendered, Hdt.



' -, aros, , a service done or rendered, Hdt.,

Xen.; and, verb. Adj. one must be kind to, Luc., , service rendered, Soph., Arist. From-, 6v, () rendering service, serviceable,

promoting, conducive to a. thing, c. dat., Xen.-, f. -, to bring to light from under,
he drew the stoolfrom under

the table, Od. 2. to shew little, just shew,
Dem. II. Pass, to be seen under,

Thuc. 2. to just shew oneself,

be half seen, Xen. III. Act. used intr. of the

dawn of day, dayjust begins to break,

Id.; so, Id.:—metaph., -
vovra the difficulties now dawning upon us, Plat., Dor. for.-, , () a light shewing through a
small hole : a narrow opening, Hdt.-, f., Dep. to spare a little, Xen., Adv. somewhat sparingly

, rarely, Plut.-, f.- : aor. (Ion.)
or aor. 2 :

—

to carry away under, esp. to

bear out of danger, II. II. to bear or carry by
being under, to bear a burden, Xen. : metaph. to sup-
port, bear, endure, submit to,

Isocr. ; yrjpas Aeschin., etc. III. to

hold out, suggest, proffer, Soph. ; to pretend, allege,

Xen. IV. to carry down :—Pass, to be borne
down by a stream, Plut. : metaph. to slip or sink
down, decay, Id.-, f ., to fleefrom under, shun, II., Eur. :

to withdraw from, endeavour to evade, Thuc. II.

absol. to retire a little, withdraw, Hdt., Thuc., to hold the office of, Luc.- , , () a suggester, interpreter, a

priest who declares an oracle, II. ; ,
i. e. poets, Theocr.-,.-,^, fern, of, Pind., Anth.,, , , =, Anth.- [] : aor. 2 -, inf. -,
part, -, also in med. part,- :

—

to haste

before, be or get beforehand, II. ;

Od. II. c. acc. to be beforehand with one, Plut. ;

Med., Od.
tnro-'-, f., Dep. to speak in an under-
tone, of a ventriloquist, Plat. 2. to reply, Plut.-, f., to feel secret envy at, Xen.-, ov, somewhat jealous : Adv.,

to behave somewhat jealously, Xen.-, f. |, to heatfrom below, Anth.-, ov, murdering secretly, Soph., ,{) a holding under, putting for-
ward, by way of excuse, Xen.--,,() suggestion, counsel, Hes.-, Att.-, f . |, to shudder slightly, Luc.-, aor. 2 inf. of--.-, to make to grow up, II.-, to lie hidden under, Anth.-', f. ·\, to call out in answer, Plut. : to

sing in answer, Mosch.-, Ep. aor. 2- : Dep. :—to give

way gradually or a little, II.

-^. 849-, , ov,() under the bridle

:

—
(sc. ), a chin-strap attached to the

bit, Xen.-, ov, containing a mixture of copper, Plat,--, Att.-, f., to engrave under, Plut.-, , somewhat bright-eyed, Xen.-, aor. 2-, pf . :

—

to gape
a little, Ar., Xen.
---, , , = sq., Soph., ov, and a, ov, () under the hand, in

hand, Od. 2. of persons, under any one's hand,
under command, subject, Hdt., etc. ;

to get into one's power , Eur. ;. Thuc.-, f.- : aor. 1 -, Ep.- :—Pass.,

pf.- :

—

to pour into a cup placed under, to

pour out ; of dry things, to strew or spread under,
Horn. : Pass., leaves

scattered under the feet, Hdt. :—metaph.,

distrust was poured secretly into him,

i. e. stole over him, Id.-, , ov, () under the earth, subter-

ranean, Hes., Eur.-, ovos, , , = foreg., Anth.-, Pass, to be rolled beneath, II.-, f., to supply, Strab. Hence, , a supplying, succour, Strab.-, ov, () subject, Xen. ; -
king's subjects or officers, of the great

king, Aesch. 2. —, liable to, Dem.-, , gen. , () indebted, in debt, Ar. ;. his debtor, Plut. 2. of property, involved,

Lat. obaeratus, Dem. 3. c. gen., . bound
by ties ^friendship, Plut.- [], to smear under or upon, ' Hdt. ; .

to paint his face under the eyes, Xen.:—Med.,
to paint one's own eyes

underneath, Id.-, ov, containing a mixture ov proportion of
gold : metaph. of persons, Plat.-, f., to go back, retire, recoil, II.,

Thuc. ; often in part., Dem. 2.

c. gen. to retire from a place, Hdt., Xen. ; .
to withdraw from one's seat in honour of

another, give it up to him, Ar. ; and,. to give way
to another, Thuc. 3. c. acc. to avoid, shun, Id.,

Plat. II. to go on in succession, Pind.,,, a downward evacuation, Theophr.,, , a going back, retirement, retreat,

Polyb. 2. a retiring-place, retreat, Luc.-, ov, having sand under, 777

somewhat sandy, Hdt.-, ov, somewhat dappled, Strab.-, Ion. -, ,() suspicion, jealousy,^ Hdt., Att.; Dem.;
. Aeschin. 2. of the object, .

to admit of suspicion, Plat. ; . Thuc.-, ov, () viewed from beneath the

brows ;^ viewed with suspicion among-

others, II.-, f. , to underbid in the purchase of
victuals or to buy up underhand, Ar.

3 I



850 -, f.,() to bend oneself back, to carry

one's head high, Aeschin. :—Pass., his

head lies supine, Soph. Hence,,, that which is laid back,

supplication with hands upstretched, Lat.

supinis manibus, Aesch. ;

his father's body as it lies supine, Id. ; and-, , a laying oneself backwards, Luc., verb. Adj. of, one must throw
back, Xen.-, Pass, to be upset, Aesch., a, ov, (from, as Lat. supinus from sub) :

—

laid back, laid on one's back, he fell

backwards, opp. to], 11. ; of a quadruped,
rearing upright and falling back-

wards, Hdt. II. generally with the under side

uppermost, the hollow of the hand, Plut.

;

e| from the upturned helmet, with the

hollow uppermost, Aesch. ; so, () Ar. ; a\pls a half-wheel with the concave
side tippermost, Hdt. ; he
sails with the bottom uppermost, i. e. suffers ship-

wreck, Soph. ; to swim on the back (in

metaph. sense), Plat. III. of land, sloping evenly,
of Egypt, Hdt. Hence-, f . -, to push or thrust away, II.-', ov, and a, ov, under the elbow, Theocr., , an oath taken to delay proceedings (v.

n), an application for postponement of a
trial, Dem. 2. an oath taken by the prosecutor in

a· (v. 2), with the effect of

suspending the proposed decree, Id., f., to strike one under the eye :—Pass.

to have a black eye, Ar. II. metaph.
to bruise, mortify, . T. : also, to annoy greatly,

wear out, lb. From--, , () the part of the face under the eyes :

generally the face, countenance, II. II. a blow
in the face, a black eye, Ar., , the foot of a mountain, the skirts of a
mountain range, II., Hdt.-, 3 sing. pf. intr. of-.-, ov, and a, ov, () under the roof,

in the house, II., Pind., Ar.-, ov, — foreg., Eur. : of a swallow's nest, under
the eaves, Anth.-, ov, pale yellow, sallow, Luc.", 77, a jar, for pickles, Ar., , gen. [], or , , gen., 6 and 77 :

pi., nom. ties (Att. us),, acc., (Att.)

;

gen. ; dat. ,, . also, :
—

the wild swine, whether boar (hog) or sow, Horn.,

etc. ; &ypios II. ; also or, v. sub
voce. 2. the domestic pig, Horn., etc.', rj, a shrub from which the dye is derived.-, , dyed scarlet, Xen., Luc., , a dyefrom the shrub, scarlet, Anth., aor. 1 pass. inf. of .

[t], 77, a fight, battle, combat, II. ; metaplast.
Ep. dat. as if from or, lb.

or, , gen. 777705 and 7770s; Dor.--, 0770s, a rope drawn across the racecourse,

-.
let down when the runners were to start, the starting-

line, Plat., Anth. II. the snare ov gin of a bird-

catcher, Theocr. (Deriv. uncertain.)', 6, a javelin, the Roman pilum, Polyb., etc., 77, hyssop, prob. the caper-plant, . T.• [], a, ov, poet, for, as for, Horn. :—neut. as Adv. at last, II., 77, ov, v. ., Ion., 77, the womb, mostly in pi.,
Ion. gen. -, Hdt., etc. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, a, ov,() on the day after, the next
day (cf.) ; (Ion. -airj), on
the following day, next day, Lat. postridie, Hdt.

;

often without, Id., Att. ; also, is

Hdt. ; . Plat. :—c. gen., )
on the day after the battle, Id. II. =, later, subsequent , Hdt., Xen.•, f . : pf . : plqpf.] :

—

Pass., aor. 1) : () :
—to be behind or

later, come late, Hdt., Att. II. c. gen. rei, to

come later than, come too late for,) yv came one day after the appointed

day, Hdt. ; ttjs had come too

late to save Mytilene, Thuc. ·, .
to fail to assist it, Xen. 2. c. gen. pers. to

come after him, Id. ; also c. dat. to come too

late for him, Thuc. III. metaph. to come
short of, be inferior to, Plat., etc. IV.
to come short of, fail to obtain :—so in Med., -

. . 2. absol. to be in want,
lb. V. of things, to fail, be wanting, Lat. de-

ficere, lb.', oros, , deficiency, need, want, . T., 77, = foreg., . T., f. Att. : aor. 1 : () :
—to

come after, come later or too late, Thuc, Xen. II.

c. gen. rei, to come short of, come too late for, Dem.

;

to lag behind, Xen. III. metaph. to come short

of, be inferior to any one, c. gen., Id. :—absol.,.
he falls short in knowledge, Id.-, ov, ()) avenging after the act, late-

avenging, Aesch.-, , , neut. -, coming late, Anth.,, latter, last, Comp. and Sup. with-

out any Posit. Adj. in use.

., a, ov, latter, I. of Place,

latter, coming after, following, Eur., Xen. :—c. gen.,

behind us, Plat. ;
behind

(slower than) a ship, Aesch. II. of Time, next,

II. ; in the next year, Xen. ;

in after time, Aesch., etc. :—c. gen. pers. later

than, after, II., Plat. ; also

Hdt. 2. later, too late, II., Soph. 3. c. gen.

rei, too late for, Hdt., Ar. 4. as Subst. 01

= Lat. posteri, Eur. III. of inferiority in Age,
Worth, or Quality, 7eVet, i. e. younger, II. :

—

c. gen., . second to none, Soph., Thuc. ;

below the laws, Aeschin. IV.
neut. as Adv. behind, c. gen., Xen. 2. of

Time, later, afterwards, Horn., etc. ; also Od. :

—c. gen., later than these things,

after them, Hdt. ; . Thuc. 3.



in Adv. sense with Preps., is Od., Hdt., etc. :

—-iv Thuc. :

—

Hdt.
., , ov, last, I. of Place,

II. II. of Time, ,
' ; lb. ; . Aesch. :

(sc.) the last day of the feast,

Hdt. j iv not among the last, Eur. ; ol

Dem., etc. :—c. gen., -
<rios all too late for . . , Pind. III. the neut.

sing, and pi. as Adv., re Od.

;

- II. ; lb. ; Hdt.,

etc. 2. in Adv. sense with Preps., iv at

last, Plat.-, ov, () late-destroying, Soph.-, ov, sounding after, echoing, Anth., , and , the porcupine, Hdt. (Deriv.

uncertain.) Hence*·,, , a 'whip for punishing slaves, Ar.- or -, Dor. for, imper. of., ov, () suffused- with blood, blood-shot,

Dem. II. of temperament, sanguine, Plat.

[], Ion. impf. : f. : aor., later, : pf .- :—Pass., aor. -
: pf. :

—

to weave, to weave
a web, Horn. ; Plat., etc. :—absol. to weave, ply

the loom, Hdt.:—Med., to weave one-

self a. cloak, Plat. II. to contrive, plan, invent,

Lat. texere, II.; . Od. III.

generally, to create, construct, Pind.,, , a taking awayfrom under, a pur-
loining, ap. Dem. From-', f." : aor. 2 : Ion.-, etc. :—to seize underneath or inwardly, Horn. II.

to draw or take away from under a thing, c. gen., II.,

Plat. :—also - tried to draw it away,
Ar. -2. to take away underhand, filch away,
Thuc. ; . gradually to take away part

of . . , Id. :—Pass., (Ion. pf. part.) put
secretly away, made away with, Hdt. :—so in Med.
to take away underhand, filch away, ptirloin, Id.,

Ar., etc. 3. in Med. also c. acc. pers., .
to rob him of a thing, Aeschin.-, ov, () under the sea, . the

darkness of the deep, Soph. ; the lower

waters, Strab., , ,() a weaver Plat., , ov,() skilled in weaving, Plat. :

Adv. -, in weaver-like fashion, Id. II." (sc.), the art of weaving, Id.-, ov, () woven by the flight of the

shuttle, Ar., , , verb. Adj. of, woven, Od., Trag.

;

' 7 brocaded and plain stuffs, Thuc.-, Ion. -, f. >, to set on fire from
underneath, Hdt., Eur., etc. 2. metaph. to inflame
unperceived, Xen.-, Ion.- : f.- :—to snatch
away from tinder, Xen. 2. to take away under-
hand, filch away, Lat. surripere, Ar. 3. . Koyov
to snatch away a word just when one is going to speak

it, take the word out of one's mouth, Hdt. : to snap
up, Ar.

—. S5r, poet, for.
[p],, ,() a woven robe, web, Od.,, , —, Hesych., poet, for, . 3 1·, Od.-', Adv. part. pf. pass, of, remissly, less

violently, Lat. submisse, Xen.-, Ion.- (v. i), / placed under or

secretly, havingset themm ambush, Hdt., verb. Adj. of, one must submit to, Plat,', verb. Adj. of, one must draw away,
some of the torches, Ar.-', f.-: (v.) :

—

to draw away gently,. to draw one away by the two feet, II. :—to draw away by undermining, Thuc.--, Ion. 3 pl. aor. 2 med. opt. of-.-', aor. 2 part. pl. of-.-, f .— [] : (v. ) : — to creep on
secretly, Lat. subrepere, yap the report

was spreading far, Soph. II. like II,

of involuntary feelings, to steal upon, come over, Lat.

subire animum, , . Aesch." 1!» V>() a web, in pl., Aesch., Eur.-,, , —, Anth.-, f.^ : pf. -- : Dep. :

—

to go
just before, to guide, lead, Eur., Plat., etc. :

—

absol. to go first, lead the way, Soph., Thuc, Plat. ;. · according to the normal
plan, Arist. II. c. acc. cogn., . to shew
the way, Plut. 2. c. acc. rei, to shew the way to,

instruct in, Xen., Plat. III. to lead to a thing,

indicate that it is so, Aesch. Hence,, , a guiding, guidance, Dem.,, , = sq., Soph., Anth., , ,(-) one who leads the way, a
guide, leader, Soph. ; '/ (sc.) as

if led by some (invisible) guide, Id. 2. a teacher,

master, Plut., f. \, to be , Luc. :—Pass, to

drive after or behind, of chariots, Dem.-, , the charioteer, as subordinate to the

warrior in his chariot, II.-, ov, gen. ovos, somewhat less or smaller, Hes.-, —, to crouch beneath, c. dat., Eur.,, , a settling or sinking, Strab. From-, to sit down, crouch, Eur.-, Ion.- : f . -\ : (v.) :
—to let

down, . to lower the mast, II. ; ., Lat.

submittere vela, h. Horn. 2. to put under,
Horn. ; Xen. :

—

to put a young one under
its dam, put it to suck, Od., Theocr. ; in Med., of

the mother, to put it to her breast, to

suckle it, Eur. 3. . to engage any one
secretly, to prepare him to play a part, to suborn,

Soph. : Pass., like a snake secretly

introduced, slipped in, Id. 4. to give up, sur-

render, Xen. II. intr. to slacken, relax or abate

from a thing, c. gen., ^ Hdt. j absol. to

give in, abate, Id. :—so too in Med.,
Id. j so of things, rb abates

from its chill, Id.; * . I give way as

to it, Xen. ; c. dat. to yield, give way to any one,

Id. III. in Med. and Pass, to lower

3 1 2
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—

one's sails, Ar. ; mostly in part, pf .,

methinks I should run with lowered sails,

i. e. to lower my tone, Soph. 2., like a cowering hen,—or perhaps

with my nestlings under me, Eur. 3. generally,

to submit, Xen. ; c. inf., submis-

sively prepared to die, Eur.- [], = II, to steal over one, II.-, f. : aor. 1:— in these

tenses Causal, to place or set under, Hdt.,

Pind. ;
plants three piles in

the lake to support a house, Hdt. :—metaph.,

having laid them as a foundation,
Soph. 2. to post secretly or in ambush, Hdt.,

Xen. II. Causal also in fut. and aor. 1 med. to

substitute, one thing for another, Xen.
B. Pass., with aor. 2 act.-, pf.-,

Ion. part,- :

—

to stand under as a support,

c. dat., Hdt. 2. to sink to the bottom, settle,

the milk, opp. to (the

cream), Id. II. to place oneself under an en-

gagement, engage or promise to do, c. inf. fut.,

II., etc. ; c. inf. aor., t'is

lb.; c. inf. pres., Hdt.:—absol.,

after promise given, Od. ; as he pro-

mised, Thuc. :—when foil, by ace, an inf. may be

supplied, (sc.) II. ; -
lb. 2. to

submit to any one, lb. 3. c. acc. rei, to sub-

mit to, consent to, who
offers to take the least, Hdt. ; . to under-

take it unwillingly , Thuc. ; so, . Id. :

—rarely c. dat.,.,7 Id. b.

to undertake an office, Xen. III. to lie concealed

or in ambush, Hdt., Eur., etc. IV. to support an
attack, to resist, withstand, c. dat., Aesch. ; c. acc,

Eur., Thuc. :—absol. to stand one's ground , face the

enemy, Lat. subsistere, Eur., Thuc.-, f.- : aor. 2- and med. --
:
—to look at from below, view with suspicion or

jealousy
;
suspect, Thuc, etc.-, ,=, Od.-', f. ], to lie secretly at anchor, Polyb., Pass, and Med., to come to anchor secretly

or tinder a place, Thuc, Plut. Hence, , — sq., Anth., ,( ) an anchorage, Strab., Ep. for, 3 pi. of.-, ov, () under water, of a diver, Thuc-, Ion. -, , , (.) a big talker,

boaster, braggart, Od.-, f. , to carry the neck high, shew off,

Anth. From-, , , , carrying the neck high,

Plat. :—metaph. stately, towering, Eur.-, , () high-roofed, high-vaulted,

Horn., Ar.--, ov,() talking big, grandiloquent,
vaunting, Aesch.,),, poet, for, Anth.-, ,() a carrying the neck high,Xen.-, ov, with lofty cliffs, Aesch.

\1/., Dep. to talk high, speak proudly, Plat..-, ov, talking high, vaunting.-, ov, contr. -, , high-minded : >°
Plat.•, , , () high, lofty, high-raised, Lat. altus,

sublimis, Horn., Hdt., Trag., etc. ; of a highland
country, ? Hdt. ;

Thuc. II. metaph. high, lofty, stately, Pind.,

Plat, j , to talk loftily, Soph.;,
Eur.', to be highminded, . T. From-, , , , () high-minded, high-

spirited, haughty, Eur., Plat.-, , =, II.-, , gen. , () high-sounding,
loud-7ieighing, II.', Adv. on high, aloft, Horn. : on the high sea.

out at sea, Od. (Hence,,.)-, ov, set on high, high-placed, Pind., Soph,-, , , lotid-shouter, name of a frog, Batr.-', , , () high-thundering, Horn,-', ov, born on high,'<;
its topmost shoot, Aesch.-, ov, with high limbs, high-stemmed, Pind.-£, ov, () of a rower, sitting high on the-

benches ; of Zeus, high-throned, II., Hes.-, ov, high-throned, Pind.-, ov,() high-topped, h. Horn,-, ov, wandering on high, Anth.-,, gen. ,() high-horned, Od., Soph.:

—also metapl. acc. a high-peaked
rock, Pind. ap. Ar.-, ov, () with lofty foliage, towering,.

Horn., Hes., Eur.•--, ov, high boasting, arrogant : Adv., Soph,--, ov, with high crags, of a mountain, Ep.

Horn. II. of towns, built on a high crag, Aesch.-, ov, high-crested, Pind.-',, , ruling on high, Hes., Ar. II..

metaph. towering, Pind.-', ov,() high-built, h. Horn.-, ,() dwelling high in the clouds^'md.

|/-7, is,() high-built, towering, Anth.-, ov, with high ground, high-placed, Pind.-,, , =, Horn.-, ov, Ep. for, with high foliage,,

towering, Horn.-, , Dor. -', , , () high-

flying, soaring, Horn., Ar. : generally lofty, Eur.--, , high or honoured in one's city, Soph.-, , , high-footed, i.e. high-reared, lofty,Soph.{-, ov,() with high stern, Strab.-, ov, () with high prow, Strab.-, ov, () with high gates, II., Eur.-·, ov, high-towered, Aesch., Soph., , ov, Sup. without any Posit, in use, (ttyt)

highest, loftiest, Aesch., Soph., etc.; ,.
i. e. in heaven above, . T., a, ov, Comp. of Adv. ityt, loftier, Theocr.-, ,() =sq., Anth.-, , () high-shining, far-seen, Anth.

-,/os, , ,() high-minded, haughty,.



-, , , () long-haired, Pind., Adv., (v\pos) from on high, from aloft, from
above, Lat. desuper, Hes. II. like, high,

aloft, on high, Anth. 2. c. gen. above, over, Pind., Adv. (v\pos) like, aloft, on high, II.

--, ov, high-roofed, high-ceiled, Horn.,, , (» height, Hdt., Att. ; .,-
to rise to some height, Thuc. :—absol. vtyos, in

height, opp. to or, Hdt. II. metaph.
the top, summit, crown, Plat., Adv. of motion, aloft, on high, itp high, Horn.;' high reaching, II., Adv., () aloft, on high, Horn. ;

having the soil raised to a great
height, Hdt. :—metaph., to praise it

highly, Id. ; Soph., f. , (v\pos) to lift high, raise tip, Batr.,

Anth. : Med. to raisefor oneself, Anth. II. me-
taph. to elevate, exalt, . T.'* [], f. [] : aor. :—Pass., aor. :

pf. :

—

to send rain, to rain, Horn., etc.;

<5 Hdt. :—then, the nom. being omitted,

used impers., Lat. phut, it rains, Hes., Hdt. ; vovtos

when it is raining, Ar. ; vovtos as it was
raining heavily, Xen. 2. c. acc. loci,

for seven years it did not rain on
Thera, Hdt. :—hence in Pass., with fut. med. to be

rained on, Od. ; at Thebes was rained
upon, i. e. it rained there, Hdt. ; , i. e. it

rains in the country, Id. 3. c. acc. cogn.,

it rained gold, Pind.; .
.

, , , , indecl., twenty-first letter of the Gr.

alphabet: as a numeral $' = 500, but = 500,000.
The consonant arose from the labial followed

by the aspirate, and was anciently written.
I. changes of : 1. in Aeol., Dor. and Ion.

the aspirate was often dropped, and became , as in

for-, whereas the Att. sometimes used for , as

for . 2. in Aeol., Dor.,

and Ion. is sometimes put for , as for.
II. older Poets sometimes treated as a double

consonant, so that a short vowel before it becomes long

by position, as in, quasi,., Dor. and poet, for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of., lengthd. for, Ep. for, 3 pi.

aor. 1 pass, of., a, ov, Ep. Comp. of, brighter,

Anth. ; Sup., , ov, brightest, Od.' and', Ep. for-., inf. of -yov, with no pres. in use, used as

aor. 2 of :

—

to eat, devour,·
Od. ;- Ar., etc.; c. gen. to eat of
a thing, Od. 2. to eat tip, devour, squander,
lb. II. in . T. occurs a f., 2 sing.". Hence

—. 853, Ep. 2 sing, of :—, Ep. 3 sing. subj., , a glutton, N.T., Dor. for-, 3 pi. subj. of., Ep. for e^ae, 3 sing. impf. of.,, poet. fern, of, shining, Anth., () to shine, only found in part,,
beaming, radiant, Horn., Soph., Eur. ; absol.,-

nights and days, Soph. II. as

a prop. n. 1., , Shiner, one of the steeds

of Eos, Od. 2. son of Helios or Apollo, famous for

his unlucky driving of the sun-chariot, Eur. 3. the

planet Jiipiter, Cic., Dor. and Att., , ov, () shining,
beaming, radiant, Horn., Pind., Trag. 2. of the

voice, clear, distinct,far-sounding, Pind. 3. gener-

ally, splendid, brilliant, Id., Ep. collat. form of, to shine, give light,

of the sun, Od., Hes., , , collat. form of.-, ov : (,, with inserted) :

—

bringing light to mortals, Horn., Eur.-, ov, (,) light-bringing, Aesch.,

Eur.

[], imper. of.|,, Ion.,, , a Phaeacian : they

were the Homeric inhabitants of the island of Scheria

(i. e. Corcyra, now Corfu), Od.,, , collat. form of sq., II., ov, and , ov, () shining, of men's limbs,

prob. in reference to the common use of oil, Od.,
Hes., Pind. 2. of heroes, famous, glorious, Horn.,

Aesch.-,, with bright, joyous mind, Aesch., Pass, to beam with joy, Xen. From, , , () bright, beaming, Aesch. : spark-

ling, of water, Anth. 2. metaph. beaming with

joy, bright, joyous, jocund, Solon, Trag., Xen. :—Adv.-, joyously, cheerily, Xen. ; neut. pi. as

Adv., Soph. Hence,, , brightness : joyousness, Isocr., , , a cleanser, washer

:

—fern, -, , Aesch.

[],() to makebright, to cleanse, Aesch.;

gave me a bright form, Eur. :

—in Med., to wash one's skin clean,

Hes. II. metaph. to cheer, Aesch. :—Pass, to

beam or brighten up with joy, Xen.-, , with bright, joyous look, Aesch., Eur., pres. and aor. 2 opt. of.,, , a white shoe, Anth., , Dim. of, Plut., , , formed from the Lat. paenula, a

thick tipper garment, a cloak, . T., ,() light-bringing, h. Horn., Ep. : f., Ion. : opt. :

aor. 1 , Dor. : Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 -
: pf.- :—intr. pf . :—Med., f

.

, Ion. : aor. 1 :—Pass.,

Ion. impf. : f. 2 (never-) : Ep. 3 sing. 3 f. : aor. 1,
Ep., 3 pi. : aor. 2 [], Ep.

3 pi. , Ep. subj. ^, inf.

:

—pf.



854 —, 3 sing,, inf., part,-, 3 pi. plqpf . : ().. Act. to bring to light, make to appear, Horn.,

etc. :—Med. to exhibit as one's own, Soph. b.

to shew forth, make known, reveal, disclose, shew,

Od., Soph. etc. : yovov . to shew her a child,

i. e. grant her to bear one, Od. 2. of sound, to

make it clear to the ear, make it ring clear, lb.,

Aesch. 3. to make clear, explain, expound,
Hdt. 4. in Att. to inform against one, to indict,

impeach, Ar. :

—

to inform of a thing as contraband,
Id. : Pass., articles informed against as

contraband, Dem. b. absol. to give information,
Xen. 5. at Sparta, to proclaim
a levy, call out the array, Id. II. absol. to

give light, Od. ; so of the sun, moon, etc., . Ar.,

Theocr. ; so of the Dioscuri shining in mid-air, Eur.

;

* soft shining hope, Aesch. III.

Horn, uses the Ion. aor. really intr., appeared :

—also pf. 2 is intr., Hdt., Soph., Dem.
B. Pass, to come to light, be seen, appear, Horn.

;

of fire, to shine brightly, Id. :—often of the rising of

heavenly bodies, II., Hes.j of daybreak, -
Horn. 2. of persons, to come into being,

born to misery, Soph. ;

shewn to be, having become,a slave, Id. :—also of events,

II. ; what has once come to

light, Soph., etc. II. to appear to be so and so, c.

inf., " Od. ; -- Hdt. :—inf. omitted,

Od., etc. :—also c. part., but -
c. inf. indicates that a thing appears to be so

and so, c. part, states the fact that it

manifestly is so and so,

you appear to me to be rich, Hdt. ; but, -
he was manifestly well-inclined, Id. ;

b the law manifestly harms, but,

6 - it appears likely to

harm us, Dem. :—with the part, omitted, -
(sc.) they were manifest Carians, Thuc.

;

(sc. &v) ; what do I look like ? Eur. 2.

in dialogue, ; does this appear so?
is rrot this so? Answ., yes, Plat. ; []; Answ. (sc.*) Xen. 3.

mdlo in loco haberi, Plat. Hence, 6, a planet, Shiner, our Saturn, Cic.', a, , dusky, dun, gray , Lat. fuscus, Plat.- [t],, b, , dark-robed, Aesch., [second
syll. long, quasi ; v. fin.].' [a], 6, a bundle, fagot, Lat. fasciculus,
Hdt., Eur. ; fascines, Thuc., , , a dish of lentils (), lentil-soup, Ar."', , lentil, and its fruit, Hdt., etc., Adv.() in phalanxes, II., Polyb., , =| ill, Plat., Xen., f., to fight in a phalanx ; gener-

ally, to fight in the ranks, Xen. From-, , 6, () one who fights in

the phalanx, Anth.

[], 0770s, , a line of battle, battle-array , II.

;

mostly in pl. the ranks, lb., Hes. 2. the phalanx,
i. e. the heavy infantry() in battle-order, Xen.,

.
etc. : the formation of the phalanx differed ; the Spar-
tan line at Tegea was eight deep, Thuc. ; the Theban
at Delium twenty-five, Id. ; the phalanx was brought to

perfection by Philip of Macedon. b. for the main
body, centre, as opp. to the wings (), Xen. c.

a camp, Id. II. a round piece of wood, a trunk,
log, Hdt. III. a venomous spider (cf.),
Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), v.., Pass, to become bald, Hdt. From, , , () baldheaded, bald, Hdt.,.

Plat., etc. ; Eur., ov, () bald in front, Anth. Hence, , , a bald man, Luc.

[], , () bosses on the sides of the

helmet, to which the chin-straps were attached, II. :

—the sing., , part of the headdress of

the old Persian kings, Aesch. II. bosses or discs

of metal, used to adorn the head-gear of horses, Lat.

phalerae, Hdt., Soph., etc., , , () the coot, so called from
its bald white head, Ar., , v., ., a, ov,() having a patch of white,

b the dog with a white spot, Theocr.,() to bepatched with white,

waves crested with white foam, II.

[], , Phalerum, the western harbour of

Athens :—, at Phalerum, Xen. ;

fromPh., Plat.; Qa\-i)p0vSe
y
to Ph.,Thuc.:—€,,, b, a Phalerian, Hdt. :—Adj., , , Ar.., )$, b, = :—as a divinity, Phales, asso-

ciated with the worship of Bacchus, Ar.

(not ), , a whale, Lat. balaena,

Babr. :—hence of any monster, Lat. bellua, Ar., ], , of or for the :—
(sc.) the phallic song, Ar., b, membrum virile, phallus, a figure borne in

procession in the Bacchic orgies, as an emblem of the

generative power in nature, Hdt., Ar., ), , () shining, white.' [], b, a part of the helmet worn by the

Homeric heroes, either a metal ridge in which the

plume () was fixed, or (rather) the peak of the

helmet : then, an would be one
that had a peak behind as well as before., Dor. for., (enclit.) 1 pl. pres. of. II.,
Ep. for, I pl. aor. 2., aor. 2 med. part, of., poet, for, 3 pl. aor. 2 of.

[], inf. of. II., aor. 1 inf. of., a, ov, () giving or bringing light, Eur., aor. 2 pass. opt. of., poet, for-, pl. aor. 2 pass, of., aor. 2 pass. part, of., Ep. 3 pl. aor. 2 pass, of. II., neut.

part.-, ov, openly hating, Arist., , , and , ,() open to sight, visible,

manifest, evident, Hdt., Att. :

—

, c part.,



they are known to have come,
Hdt.; so, " Xen. 2.

open, of a road, Hdt. 3. . real property,

opp. to money( 6), Dem., etc. 4. of votes,

. by open vote, opp. to (ballot), Thuc,
etc. 5. Adv. -, openly, manifestly, Hdt.,
Att. : Comp. Thuc. :

—

rb is often

joined with Preps, in adverb, sense,

openly, Hdt., etc. ; so, Xen. ; es rb-
Thuc. II. of gods, known, acknowledged,

Hdt. ; of persons, conspicuous, Soph., Thuc.-, ov, openly loving, an open friend, Arist., f .,() to make manifest, N.T. II.

to make known orfamous

:

—Pass, to become so, Hdt., , (v. ) a torch :
—a torch-procession, such

as took place in the Bacchic orgies, Eur., Ep. for \, aor. 2 pass, of :—,
imper. :

—

, Ep. for inf.., , Dim. of, Anth., f. opt. of., , , () light, bright, Xen. :

—

brightness, light, Plat. 2. of garments, washed
clean, Ar. II. metaph. bright, joyous, Aesch.,
Plat. 2. conspicuous, Plat. 3. Adv.- perspi-

cuously ; Sup., Luc., , () a torch of vine-twigs, Xen. ; cf.., Pass., f. : aor. -

:

—like, to become visible, appear, shew
oneself, Hdt., Eur. 2. to make a show, exalt
oneself, Lat. se ostentare, Hdt. 3.

to make oneself like some one, Aesch. 4. in

Ar., =, to be informed against. Hence, , imagination, the power by which an
object is presented() to the mind (the object

presented being), Plat., Arist.,,,() =, an appearance,
phantasm, phantom, Aesch., Eur. :

—

a vision, dream,
Theocr. II. in Philosophy, v.. 2. a
mere image, unreality, Plat., nom. pi. aor. 2 part, of., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., Ep. for, pres. med. imperat. of.', , gen. () ; dat. ; resolved

Ep. nom. and acc. pi. [ metri grat.] : Att. contr.,, etc. :

—

light, daylight, Horn., etc. :—in

Poets, of life, \ bpav Id. ;

Hes. ; Aesch. ; pb
Soph. 2. of day-light, Od.

;

-- it is becoming light, i.e. day is breaking,

Plat, ; while there is still light,

Id. 3. the light of a torch, lamp, fire, a light,

Od., Aesch. 4. the light of the eyes, Pind. ; pi.

the eyes, Lat. lumina, Od. II. light, as

a metaph. for deliverance, happiness, victory, II. : also

in addressing persons, dear light of my
life, Od. ; ' Soph.'-, =-, being absorbed.

[],, , a cleft or chasm in a mountain,
a ravine, gully, Aesch., Eur. (Deriv. uncertain.), Ion. -, , (prob. from) a quiver for

arrows, Lat. pharetra, Horn.,, 6, =, Hdt.

— 7. 855', , Dim. of, Mosch.,, , a Pharisee, Separatist (from pharash,
to distinguish) , one of a sect who separated themselves
from other Jews as affecting superior holiness.,() to sufferfrom the effect ofpoison,
to be ill or distraught, Dem., ,() the use of drugs, potions,
spells, Plat. 2. poisoning, witchcraft, Lat. vene-

ficium, Dem. II. remedy, cure, Arist.,, ,() a poisoner, sorcerer, Soph., f. ,() to administer a drug,
Plat. 2. to use enchantments,
Tbv to use it as a charm to calm the river,

Hdt. II. c. acc. pers. to drug, give him a poisonous
or stupefying drug, Eur., , fern, of, a sorceress, witch,
Lat. venefica, Ar., Dem.,, a drug, medicine, Horn., etc. : the

applied outwardly were,^,
(ointments), and ,,
(plasters), Theocr., Ar.; thosetakeninwardly,
and,,, Aesch., Eur., etc. :—c. gen.,

. a medicine for it, remedy against it, Aesch.

;

. for a head-ache, Plat. 2. in bad sense,

an enchanted potion, philtre, so a charm, spell,

enchantment, Od., Theocr. :—also a drug, poison,

Soph., Eur. II. a remedy, cure, Hes. ; .,
of a bridle, Pind.; c. gen. a remedy against,

Aesch. ;, Eur. 2. c. gen., also, a means
of producing, Id.; Plat. III. a
dye, paint, colour, Hdt., etc.,, , a drinking of medicine, Xen.,
Plat. 2. a drinking of poison, Luc.-, , , a dealer in drugs, Ar., , , a poisoner, sorcerer, magician,
. . II. one who is sacrificed as an atonement
for others, a scape-goat, Ar. ; and, since worthless

fellows were reserved for this fate, became a
general name of reproach, Id., Dem.- \V\, , , () one who grinds
drugs or colours, Dem., f., to endue with healing power, Pind.-, , () of the nature of ,
medicinal, Arist. 2. poisonous, Plut., Att. -, f. , to treat by using -, of a metal-worker, who hardens iron by plunging

it in water, Od. II. to heal or relieve by medicine,
Plat. 2. to bewitch by potions or philtres : hence

to bewitch by flattery , Id. : metaph. in Pass, of a lamp,

as Aesch., later also [], , , Ep. dat. pi.-
: () :

—

a large piece of cloth, a web, Horn.,

Eur. II. like, a cloak or mantle, worn
over the, Horn., etc. :—used as a shroud or pall,

Id., Soph. ; also as a coverlet, Soph.

[], , , Pharos, an island in the bay of Alex-

andria, Od., Thuc, etc. ; famous for its lighthouse,

Strab. : then, as appell.,, , a lighthouse, Anth., , , a part, portion, the

quarters of a city, Hdt. (Deriv. uncertain.)

[], , more rarely , gen.:—the throat,

gullet, Od., Eur., etc.
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,,, aor. 2 part, of.,, , Dim. of sq., Anth.,, a sword, Horn., Soph. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, , (^-) forging swords, Aesch.

[], , a sort of bean, Ar. II. hence

Lat. phaselus, a light boat, skiff, from its likeness in

shape to a bean-pod, Catull., Horat., pres. med. inf. of ;, 2 pi. imper. ;, 3 sing,, 3 pi. of., 6v, from the river Phasis (v.) :

—

.
(sc. ), the Phasian bird, pheasant, Ar. :—so

opvis, with a play on, Id.

[], (a), teas, , () an accusation, Dem.
[], (),, , () an assertion, Arist., ios, , the river Phasis in Colchis, being- the

boundary of Europe and Asia, Hes., Hdt., etc., impf., Ep. (used as impf. of) the inf. and part. pres. of are also supplied

by : besides this we find Att., imper. :

—

to

say, affirm, assert, often with a notion of alleging or

Pretending, Od., Hdt., Att. ; as he said,

as he alleged, Soph. 2. to think, deem, expect,

Horn., Soph. 3. to promise, c. inf. fut., Od., Thuc., aros, ,() an apparition, phantom,
Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; . the spectral appearance of

a man, Hdt. :

—

a vision in a dream, Aesch., etc. 2.

a sign from heaven, portent, omen, Hdt., Trag. 3.

a monster, prodigy, Hdt. ; periphr., a

monster of a bull, Soph.', Att., , a wild pigeon, ringdove, Ar.-, ov, (*4) dove-killing, II., Dor. for, fut. of., 2 pi. of., , , Ep. for 4, un-utter-

able, unspeakable, Hes.', verb. Adj. of, one must say, Plat., Dor. for, 3 sing, of., f . , Dor. : aor.

:

—Pass., aor. 1

: pf. :

—

to say, speak, report,4[] they spoke

of them by the name of Phoenician, Hdt.: — Pass.,

as the saying is, Soph. II.

to promise, engage, betroth, ? Eur. :

—

Pass., 4 my promised bride, Id.

[], : acc. : voc. or : contr.

acc. pi. : () : I. like , a voice

from heaven, the voice ofan oracle, an oracle, Aesch.,

Soph. 2. a saying among men, common talk,

rumour, report, Lat. fama, Od., Trag. ; «
as report goes, Hdt. ; . Aesch. ; .
Soph. ; . [4'] 'tis said that . . , Pind. ; .

the report goes of him, Hdt. 3. the subject of
a saying, a theme, Pind. II. speech, words, of

a single person, Soph. : speech, language, Aesch., , a manger, crib, feeding-trough, Horn., Hdt.,

Att. (Prob. from Root,4.), Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., , , verb. Adj. of, that may be spoken,

unspeakable, un-utterable, in-effable, Hes.,
Pind. 2. metaph. named , famous ,

notable, Hes., , Att. for, Ar. : Dim., , Id.

.--, ov, bad upon bad, bad as bad can
be, Anth., f. Att. ,() to hold cheap, to depreci-

ate, disparage, Xen.~, , ov, and os, ov, like, of things, easy,

slight, Eur., Ar., etc. : Adv., Kpiveiv to esti-

mate lightly, Aesch. ; . to get off easily,

At. ; Sup., \ Id. 2. trivial,

Paltry, petty, sorry, poor, Thuc, etc. ; 44
to bring paltry charges, Hdt. : Adv., with
no trivial force, Eur. II. of persons, low in rank,

mean, common, 01 the commonest sort (of

soldiers), Thuc, etc. : also in point of education opp.

to, Eur., etc. ; c. inf., Id. ; .
Plat. 2. careless, thoughtless, indifferent,

Lat. securus, Eur. ;—Adv., Id. ; .' to estimate off-hand, roughly, Ar. ; ./, Lat. strictim dicere, carelessly, roughly,

Plat. 3. in good sense, simple, unaffected, Id.

:

Adv., Xen. Hence,, , meanness, paltriness, pettiness, bad-
ness, of persons and things, Xen., etc. ; . -

their want of skill, Dem.; lack of judgment,
Xen. 2. in good sense, plainness, simplicity, Id.-, , —^-, Pind., 3 sing. Ep. impf., to give light, shine (like

), Od.', Pass., only in pres. and impf., =4,
to be put to flight, flee affrighted, Horn., €, , light, splendour, lustre, h. Horn.,

Pind., Trag. ; esp. like , , daylight, Trag.

;

4€ in the tenth year's light, i. e. in

the tenth year, Aesch. :—also moonlight, Xen. 2. of

men, . to see the light, come into the world,

Pind. ; . Eur. 3. the light of torches or

fire, Aesch. :

—

a light, torch, Ar. ; pi. 4*/ watch-

fires, Plut. 4. the light of the eyes, Eur., Theocr. ;

., i. e. blindness, Eur. 5. light, as a
metaph. for glory, pride, joy, Pind., Aesch., etc., to make bright:—Pass, to shine, gleam, Ar., Ep. imper. of sq., , v. sub., 3 pi. poet. impf. : f.,
Ep. : aor. 1 4, Ep. 3 sing,-

:—Ep. redupl. aor. 2, opt.,
inf.4 : Dep. :

—

to spare, Lat. parcere : I.

to spare persons and things in war, i. e. not destroy

them, c. g
-

en., Horn., Att. :—absol. to spare, be merci-

ful, Thuc. II. to spare in using, to refrain from
using, use sparingly ,', i. e. taking

care of them, II. ;
Hes. ;

Hdt.; ; why refrain

from using them ? Ar. ; .
Plat. 2. absol. to be sparing, be thrifty, live

thriftily, Theogn. ; 01 ''/
Dem. :—this part is used as Adj. =, Ar. :

—

Adv.4 sparingly , . T., Plut. III. to

draw back from, Xen. ;

shrink not at all from that thou hast in mind,

Soph. :—also c. inf. to spare or cease to do, forbear
from doing, Eur.,, contr. , , () a sparing,



II. II. absol. thrift, parsimony, Od., Hes. :

thrift in exposing- oneself to danger, Thuc., , =, II., Solon., , =, Ar., Plat., ), , and , , sparing, thrifty, and as

Subst. a niggard, miser, Ar., Plat. ; . a

niggard tongue, Hes. :—c. gen., . Plat. ;

—, Id. :—Adv. -, Id.,, , an oil-can with a narrow neck, that

lets only a little run out, Theophr. II. as pr.

n., name of an old man in Com. Poets, Thrifty :

—hence patron., , , Thrifty-son, Ar., aor. inf. of :, Ep. 3 sing,', verb. Adj. of, one must spare, Isocr., , , stony ground : as pr. n., Ar.', , ov, made of cork, Luc., , =, Xen.
-irovs, , ,, , cork-footed, Luc.', , the cork-tree, Lat. quercus suber

:

—its

bark, cork, Lat. cortex, Pind., Aesch. Hence,, ), Cork-land, Luc.

[], , () false hair, a wig, Luc., f ., toplay the, cheat, lie,Ar., Dem. 2.

trans, to cheat, trick, Ar., Dem. :—Pass, to be

cheated, Ar., Dem. Hence, cheatery, quackery, imposition, Ar., Dem.',, , a cheat, quack, impostor, Ar.', only found in Ep. aor. 2,, (sync.

from redupl. form -), subj., , inf., part, (parox. as if from a pres.) :

—

to slay, Horn., Soph. II. besides this

aor., from a Root, come pf. pass. 3 sing, and pi.,, inf.; and 2 sing. fut.

pass,, Horn,-, , () flower-bringing, Anth.'-,, , , shield-bearing, h. Horn., Aesch.', only in pres. and impf., with plqpf.,
to feed, nourish, Pind., Eur. ; c. gen. to feed oxen
on a thing, h. Horn. 2. =, to preserve, Hes. II.

Pass, to be fed, feed upon a thing, Lat. pasci, vesci,' ' I shall make food for

those by whom I feed myself, Soph. 2. to eat,

feed on, c. ace, Lat. depasci, Eur. 3. to enjoy,

have, voov Pind.

', imper. of, v. IX.-, , () bringing light, Anth.-, ov, () giving surety :—generally, to

be depended upon, trusty, sure, Aesch. :—c. inf.

capable, sufficient, . Hdt. ;

. Id. :—c. gen. rei, warrant for a

thing, able to answer for, Soph. ; so,

Ttpbs . Thuc.-, ov,() inured to toil or hardship, Polyb.-, ov, yieldingfruit, Anth., Ep. for, inf. of.'-, ov, () carrying off victory , Pind.-, ov, carrying one's house with one, of the

Scythians, Hdt. :—as Subst. the house-carrier, i. e.

snail, Hes.

'-irovos, ov, bringing toil and trouble, Pind.<-, ov, life-giving, yala h. Horn., Hes.', 3 sing. Ion. impf. of.

-'. 857-, es, gen. 4os,() shield-bearing, Hes.-, ov, () yielding bunches of
grapes, Anth., Pass, to be carried on a litter, Plut. From', , () a bier, litter, Polyb. :—contr.

II.', Aeol. for, inf. of.', , ov, v..
',,, , () that which is borne, the fruit
of the womb (cf. bairn from bear), Aesch., , () that which is brought by the wife (cf.), a dowry, portion, Lat. dos, Hdt., Eur. ; also

in pi. of a dower, as consisting of divers presents,

Eur. ; but, , of a wife won in battle,

Id. :—in pi., also, bridal gifts, Id.', Dor. for, part. fern, of., Dor. for, 3 pi. of., , a temple of Persephone, Dem., , —,, Soph., Eur.;' Ar. ;' Plat., poet, for, Pind.', , ov, bravest, best, Horn. :— of things,

the best, i. e. least bad, of two evils, II. 2.

in form, lb. ; mostly in voc., lb.,

Aesch., Soph. II. Comp.,, a, ov, braver,

better, Horn. :— 'tis much better,

Id.',—- , as Adv., Theocr. (The
posit, occurs in- : perh. the Root is·,
so that the orig. sense would be quick in action, vigor-

ous.), ), , verb. Adj. of, endurable, Eur.', contr. for, II.', a Root only used in pres. and impf. ; Ep. 2 pi.

imper., 3 sing. subj., inf. : impf., Ion.. II. from Root Ol come
f. , Dor. , pi. : Ep. imper. ,; inf. Ep.,: fut. med. -

(also used in pass, sense) ; pass,. III.

from Root ENEK or come aor. 1 ·, Ion., Ep., and aor. 2, in pi. always, —, - : imperat.,, :

optat., and- : inf., Ep.- :

part,, later :—in Med., aor. 1 is almost
solely used :—from same Root come pf .), aor. 1

pass,, Ion., pf., 3 sing,

plqpf..
Radic. sense, to bear, Lat. fero : A. to bear or

carry a load, Horn., Att. ; of a woman with child,

Aesch., Soph. II. to bear, bear along, implying

motion, II. ; horses are said

lb. ; of a wind, Horn. ;

is fair for Greece, Xen. III. to bear, endure,

suffer, Od., etc. ; of wine, beari?ig three

parts of water, instead of ", Ar. :—often with

Advs.,,, , like Lat.

aegre, graviter ferre, to bear impatiently, take ill or

amiss, opp. to, , Lat. leviter ferre,

. to bear patiently, take easily, Hdt., Att. :—such phrases

are constructed mostly c. acc. rei; sometimes, c. dat.

only, Xen. IV. to bring,

fetch, Horn., Att. :—Med. to bring with one, orfor one's

own use, Od., etc. 2. to bring, offer, present,
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lb. ; . to grant any one a favour, do

him a kindness, Horn., Att. 3. to bring, produce,

'work, cause, Horn. ; .,, to work one

woe, Id. :

—

to produce, bringforward, cite, Dem. 4.

to bring one word, to tell, announce, Aesch., etc. :—so

in Med., . Eur. ; but also, to have

word brought one, receive, Id. 5. to pay something

due or owing, to pay as tax or tribute,

Thuc. ; . Xen. (but also to receive pay, Ar.,

Thuc.) :—of property, to bringin,yield as rent, Isae. 6.

. to give one's vote, Lat. ferre suffragium,
Aesch. ;

' (as Pass.) Eur. :—hence, to appoint to an office, Dem. V.
to bear, bringforth, produce, of the earth or of trees,

Od., Hdt., etc. :—absol. to bear, bear fruit, be fruit-

ful, Hdt. VI. to carry off or away, II. : of stormy
winds, Od. ; of a river, Hdt. :—Med. to carry off with
one, Od., Xen., etc. 2. to carry off as booty or

plunder, II., etc. :—often in the phrase&, v. 1. 3 :

—

alone, to rob, plunder,
Eur. ; Thuc. :—Med. in same sense,

Horn. 3. to carry off, gain, win, achieve, II.,

Soph., etc. j (v. supr. IV. 5):—so in

Med. to winfor oneself, II., Att. :·—metaph., ,
to win a?id hold the first, the

second rank, Hdt. ; or to gain
the advantage over any one, Id., etc.-;—the

Med. being used of that which one gets for one's own
use, esp. to take home, Id. VII. absol., of

roads, to lead to a place, els . . , like Lat.

via fert or ducit ad . . , Id., Thuc, etc. 2. of a

tract of country, to stretch, extend to or towards, like

Lat. vergere or spectare ad . . , or is -
Hdt., etc. 3. metaph. to lead to, be conducive

to, is Id. ; is Soph. b.

to aim at a thing, hi fit or point at, refer to it, or

Hdt., Plat. ; so, -, . . ,

the people's opinion inclines to this, that . . , Hdt.

;

their opinion inclined
to giving battle, Id. c. impers. much like,
it tends (to one's interest), is conducive,

; Id. d. intr., v. . I. 2. VIII. to

carry in the mouth, i. e. to speak much of, Aeschin. :

Pass., 1>, to be well or ill spoken of,

Xen. : also absol., like Lat. fertur, [the report]

is carried about, i. e. it is said,

Hdt. IX. imper., like , used
as Adv. come, now, well, ' Soph. ;

so, before 1 pers. sing, or pi. subj. used imperatively,

Hdt. ; . , .
Plat. 2. before a question,

well then, how wilt thou erect trophies?

Eur. X. part. neut. , as Subst.

fortune, fate, ye must
bear what heaven bears to you, awards you, Soph.

B. Pass, is used in most of the above senses,

esp., I. to be borne along by waves or winds, to

be swept away, Od. ; he sent him flying,
II. ; I let go my hands
and feet, let them swingfree [in the leap], Od. 2.

often in part, with another Verb of motion,

they fell on them with a rush, Hdt. ;

(pevj^eiu).

Plat. ;—so, in part. act. used intr.,,' she bore down upon the ship and struck it,

Hdt. ; hurriedly , in haste, Aeschin. II. of

voluntary motion, II.; to

come to blows with him, Xen., etc. III. metaph.,

, to turn out well or ill, succeed or

fail, Soph. ;

Xen. ; to let these

things take their course, Dem. :—of persons, -
being successful in his commands,

Thuc., exclamation of grief or anger, ah! alas! woe!
like Lat. vah, vae, Trag. ; Soph., etc. : c.

gen., alasfor the omen ! Aesch. 2.

of astonishment or admiration, ah ! oh ! Eur., etc. ; c.

gen., oh what a man ! Xen. : c. ace,\ ' oh but to

get speech of such a man ! Soph., <

v
Root) : Ion. impf. :—f. -, Dor. (also in Att., metri grat.) : aor.

2, Ion. :—pf.; Ep. part,

pass, in act. sense, and (cf.).
I. to flee, take flight, run away, II.;—with Preps.,

(p. or Horn., etc. ; rarely c. gen. only,

Od. :—0 acc. cogn.,

Eur. ; (so, . Plat.) ; .
(sc.) to flee toward the sea, Hdt. 2. the pres.

and impf. properly express the endeavour to flee :

hence the part, is, added to the compd. Verbs,,, to distinguish the

attempt from the accomplishment,, -
it is better that one should

flee and escape than stay and be caught, II. ;. Hdt., etc. 3. . . . to have recourse to . . ,

take refuge in . . , Eur. 4. c. inf. to be shy of
doing, shrink from doing, Hdt., Plat. ; and with the

inf. omitted, to shrink back, Soph. II. c. acc. to

flee from, to shun, avoid, Horn., etc.; . to

flee the consequences of the murder, Eur. :—the part,

pf. pass, also retains the acc. in Horn., who joins it

with or =, e. g.
5

I say that no man can escape

his doom, II. ; lb. 2.

of things, the reins escaped from
his hands, lb. III. to flee one's country for

a crime, Horn.; 01 the exiles, Thuc; <p.

Od. 2. . to be banished by him,

Hdt., Xen. :—absol. to go into exile, be an exile,

Lat. exulare, Hdt. IV. as Att. law-term, to be

accused or prosecuted : the accused, defend-
ant, Lat. reus, opp. to the accuser, prosecutor

,

., Oratt. ; c. acc, . or to be put on
one's trial for something, Ar., Plat.; the crime being

added in gen., . (sub.) to be charged with
murder, Lys., etc ; . is accused

of impiety by some one, Plat., f. , to cry , cry woe, only found once,

; Aesch., verb. Adj. of, one must flee, Eur., , , verb. Adj. of, to be shunned or

avoided, Arist. 2. that can be avoided, Soph., to wish to escape, Eur.



—,, , =, Soph,,-, f. of., Pass, to be burnt to ashes, Aesch. From'", , , a spark, piece of the embers, Ar.

;

, i. e. will be hung in

the chimney, of things laid by and unused, Id., enclit. for, 3 sing-, of. II. , Dor., poet, for, 3 sing. aor. 2.', a, ov, = sq., Anth., , ov, oaken, II. From, ,() a kind of oak, bearing an esculent

acorn, Quercus esculus, (not the Lat. fagus, our
beech, though the names are identical), sacred to,
II., Soph. II. the acorn of the same tree, Ar.

], Ep. for, 3 sing. pres. subj. of.,, , a wild fig (prob. from, deceitful,

because it seems ripe when it is not really so), Ar., to cheat, deceive, h. Horn. From, , , () a knave, thief, Hes., etc., ov, deceitful. Hence, f., to cheat, deceive, Aesch. : Pass.,-
Eur., , Dor., Lat. fama : () :

—

a voice

from heaven, a prophetic voice, Od. ; so, when Ulysses
prays to Zeus, , he is answered by
thunder, lb. ; hence an oracle, divination, omen,
Hdt., Soph., etc. 2. saying or report spread among
men, rumour, Hes., Aeschin.;

inferior to the report of them, i. e. exaggerated,
Thuc. 3. the talk or report of a man's character,

Hes., etc. :—esp. good report, fame, Hdt., Pind.

;

also, . Aesch., etc. 4. songs of
praise, Pind. II. any voice or words, a speech,

saying, Aesch. :—esp. a common saying, a tradition,

legend, Eur., Plat. 2. a message, Trag.
(Root,.),,,.,,;

Dor., or, 3 . :—aor. 2 (.
), rarely (., ), (., Dor. ) ; 3 1·^ or, . ; imper.

: subj. ,, <prj (.,) ; opt.,
., 3 ph *, ; inf., poet.

; part, ,, :—f ., Dor. :

aor. 1, Dor. 3 sing, , opt., part.

:—Med., aor. 2, (.),
(.) ; imper.,, ; inf.

;

part, : fut. Dor. [] :—Pass., 3 sing,

imper. pf., part,. II. the

impf. act. should be, like the aor. 2, but

was generally used instead.

Radical sense : to declare, make known ; and so,

to say, affirm, assert, either absol., or foil, by inf. or

by acc. ; the inf. is often omitted, -
(sc. elvai) II. ; but also, ;

what shall we say of them ? Xen. :—then, since what
one says commonly expresses a belief or opinion, to

think, deem, suppose, II. ;
' '

you would say, would think, he

was . . , lb. ;
think not that you see,

Theocr. II. Special Phrases : 1., they

say, it is said, Horn., Att. ; but in Prose also,
like French on dit, Dem. ; (so Lat. inquit, ait). 2.

is sometimes joined with a synon. Verb, e. g.

' 859, Hdt. ; Id. 3.

in repeating dialogues, the Verb commonly goes before

its subject, , said I, said
Socrates ; but the order is sometimes inverted,, I said, Socrates said. III.

in a more definite sense, like, to say yes,

affirm, Horn., Att. ; robs and they said yes,
Hdt. ; Soph. ; whereas
means to say no, deny, refuse, ·

said she would not ans\ver, Hdt. ; if he
say no, Ar. ; ^ " say yes or no, Plat,, Ep. f. - : aor. 1, Dor. :() :

—

to utter a voice, Aesch. 2.

to spread a report, Hes. : to prophesy, Aesch. :—Med.
to express in words, Id. II. in Med. also to-

promise, Eur., ios, , poet, for , speech, talk, Horn. ;

. the voice or judgment of the people, Od. ;

—

but (Od. 15. 468) seems to be the place

where the people talk, the place of assembly

(). 2. fame, reputation, lb., Ion. for, aor. 2 of., aor. 1 inf. of :—, 3 sing. opt.', , prob. =, the sea-eagle, Od., Ar.', , gen., Aeol. for, Lat. fera, Pind. : pL, of the Centaurs, II.-, 4s,() game-mad, madly fond of
wild animals, epith. of Bacchus, Anth., 2 sing, of. II. ,, Ep. for, 2 sing. aor. 2., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.' [] : f ., also [] : aor. 1,
Dor. : aor. 2, . 3 s ing"- > 3 1·; subj. , . 3 sing,,, . ., 3 . : . opt. 3 sing, ; inf..', part, ; . also part. med. :—pf.. [ always in Att. ; twice in

II.] To come or do first or before others : I.

c. acc. pers. to be beforehand with, overtake, outstrips

anticipate, II., Hdt., Att. ; so, rbv

Hdt.:—Pass, to be overtaken, Anth. II. absol.

to come first, Eur., etc. ; the

prey of the first comer, Aesch. :—with Preps, to come
or arrive first, is rbv Thuc, etc. III.

the action in which one outstrips another is expressed

by the part, agreeing with the subject, []
is beforehand in doing mischief, II. ;

Telemachus was beforehand with

him in striking, Od. :—in translation, the part, often

becomes the chief Verb and is rendered by an

Adv., quicker, sooner, first, before, beforehand,-
arrived first, Hdt. ; so with part. pass.

should he be wounded first, II. ;

I am the first to shew a kindness, Xen. :

—

these clauses, being compar. in sense, are sometimes

foil, by a gen., they were

marshalled before the horsemen, II. j or by \ . . ,

. . , , Id. ;

) . . Hdt. 2. part, or,., used like an Adv., os -, for os , II. ;

no other shall be an accuser before me,
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Hdt. ; you opened the door before

me, Ar. 3. rarely with the inf ., like Lat. occupo,

hardly es-

capes falling- on the ground by falling first on the seat,

Eur. ;
he is first to come, Ar. IV.

with and part., followed by /cat, like Lat. simid

ac, denotes two actions following close on each other,

yevvv, you must
no sooner get your beard, than you march, Id. ;\ no
sooner had misfortune befallen me, when they attempted,

Dem. 2. , , with part,

pres., denote impatience, -
you could not be too quick in departing, i. e.

make haste and be off, Hdt. ;

Ar. ; Plat. :—so, the part.

is used with imper., Aeye speak quickly,, etc. 3. in answers, I

could not be too quick, i. e. I will begin directly, Plat., Dor. fut. of., , , destructive of, tivos Arist., ], , verb. Adj. of, perishable, Arist., f. : aor. ' : pf.· :

—

to utter a sound or voice, esp. to speak

loud and clear, speak, Horn., etc. 2. of animals,

as a horse, to neigh, whinny, Hdt. ; of an eagle, to

scream, Xen. j of a fawn, to cry, Theocr. 3. of

inanimate things, of a door, to creak, Ar. ; of thunder,

to sound, Xen. ; of musical instruments, II. II.

—, to name, call by name, Plat. III. c.

acc. pers. to celebrate one aloud, extol, Pind. Hence', aTos, to, the sound of the voice, a voice, Pind.,

Aesch., etc. : of a person, ', for, Soph. 2. language, speech,

Id. 3. a saying, word, Id. II. of other

sounds, as of birds, cries, Id., Eur. ; of a bull, roar-

ing, Eur. ; . the grinding of the mortar, Ar.

;

of the nightingale's song, Id., : gen. : dat. pi. :

—

a louse,

Lat. pediculus, Hdt., Ar. 2. a worm in vegetables,

Luc. 3. a fir-cone.,, , the morbus pedicularis, Plut. From, f., to have morbus pedicularis, Plut.',( 3,) to eat fir-cones, Hdt.
(Root,) : f., Ion.,

Ep. : aor. : pf .
:—Med., f

.

(in pass, sense) :—Pass., f. : aor.

2 [a], poet. 3 pi. : pf '., 3 pi.:—to ruin, waste, spoil, destroy, Lat.perdere,

Od., Hdt., etc. :—Pass, to go to ruin, perish, Trag.,

etc. II. Pass., 1. (as a curse) may
ye perish I ruin seize ye ! II. ; plague take

thee ! away with thee 1 Lat. abi in malam rem ! Ar.

;

so, et if thou depart not . . , Eur. ; c. gen.,

offfrom her ! i. e. unhand her, let her

go, Id.
; . . to run headlong to . . ,

Dem. 2. to have suffered loss from shipwreck,
Eur. 3. of women, to pine away
in barrenness, Soph.-, , (-) destroying the race, Aesch.',', Ep. for,, and 3 pi.

aor. 2 subj. of.

—
, Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 of.,, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 subj. of., fut. med. of.

[], , Ion., , , Phthia in Thessaly, the

home of Achilles, Horn. ; to Phthia, at

Phthia, II. :—hence, , , a man ofPhthia,
Hdt., etc. :— yrj the land ofPhthia, Eur., etc.;

so,, , Id.,, , {) intr. waning, Eur. II.

act. causing to decline, wasting, Soph.
[t],, , as if from, a declining,

sinking, Aesch.

or -, f ., collat. form of, Luc.-, ov, having lost fruitfulness, Pind.-,, fern. Adj. autumnal, Pind.-, , () late autumn, the fall of the

year, Hdt., Thuc.

[], poet, for, only in pres. and impf.

;

3 sing. Ep. impf. : 1. trans, to waste,

consume, Od. ; . cause it to pine away, lb. 2.

intr. to waste ox pine away, decay, of men, Horn,

[], , () nickname for a thin or delicate

woman, starveling, Ar., v.., , , ..-, , , , (,) destroying or

killing men, II., Hes., Ep. aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, ov, (,) for, de-

stroying men, II., Od.

[], , , (,) a perishing, decay,

Pind. :— of the moon, a waning, Arist., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., , , verb. Adj. of, Trag. word, only used
in pi. (always without the Art.) the dead, Aesch.,

Eur. II. liable to perish, Arist.

[i], impf., more commonly [t], impf.

: for fut. and aor. 1, v. inf. :—Med., f.-
[] :—Pass., 3 pi. aor. pass, : pf.-, : plqpf . [], also used as aor. 2,, Ep. 3 pi. ; imper. 3 sing., Ep. subj. (for -), (for

-co/i€0a),opt.,, inf., part, :

there is no diff. of sense in Act. and Pass. : I.

to decay, wane, dwindle, of Time,
(aor. 2 pass, opt.) first would the night be come to an
end, Od. ; so, Soph. ;-

they wane or pass away, Od.

;

let not thy life be wasted, lb. :

—

so, in the monthly reckoning, in the

moon's wane, i. e. towards the month's end, lb. :

—

the ending of the month, v.' . ill. 3. 2.

of the stars, to decline, set, Aesch. 3. of men, to

waste away, pine, perish, Horn., Eur. ;—of things,

to fade away, disappear, Soph. :—so in Pass.,

II. ; Horn. :—often in part,-, slain, dead, Id. ; the dead,

Od., Trag. II. Causal, in f. [],
aor. 1, to make to decay or pine away, to con-

sume, destroy, Horn. ; once in Aesch. [t].,-, v.., Dep., =, Anth.



—^., , *=, Horn., etc., , any clear, distinct sound, esp. the voice

of men, Horn., Att. ; also of animals, Soph., Eur. II.

generally, a sound, as distinguished from a voice

(), Plat. :—of musical sounds, Eur., 'ios, : nom. et acc. pi. 7, a kind of cake, Ar., , ,() envious, jealous, grudging,
of persons, Theogn., Att. :—Adv., to be
enviously disposed, Plat., Xen., etc., f . 4\ : aor. :—Med., fut. in pass,

sense :—Pass., f. : aor.

: () :

—

to bear ill-will or malice, bear
a grudge, be envious or jealous, II., Xen., etc. :—c.

dat. pers., Hes. ; . rivl

to envy him for his good fortune, Hdt.

;

also c. dat. rei, to feel envy at a thing, Isocr. ;

Xen. :— c. dat. pers. et gen. rei,

I bear thee no grudge for the mules, Od.

;

) Plat. :—c. gen. rei

only, to be grudging of a. thing,

Od. II. to refuse to do a thing from envy or

ill-will, to grudge doing, c. inf., Ib., Eur., etc. ; ]
do not refuse, Lat. ne graveris, .

Plat. :—also c. acc. et inf., []
Hdt. ;—also c. dat. et inf., tjj '

; Od. III. Pass, to be

envied or begrudged, Lat. invideor, Hdt., Eur., etc.,, , a jealous refusal, Soph.',, ill-will, envy , jealousy , Lat. invidia, Hdt.,

etc. ; to feel envy or jealousy, Aesch.

;

but, also, to incur envy or dislike, Pind. ; so,

Eur., etc. :— c. gen. objecti, envyfor ,
jealousy

of, Hdt., etc. ; but c. gen. sub-

jecti, envy or jealousy felt by another, Eur., etc. :

—

in pi. envyings,jealousies, heartburnings, Isocr. 2.

jealousy was ascribed to the gods, -
deprecate their jealousy, Soph. II. refusal

from ill-will or envy, , c. inf., said when
you grant a request willingly, Plat. ; so,

[eVrt] 'tis invidious, I dare not tell, Eur., Ion., , () destruction, ruin,

perdition, Hdt., Trag\, etc. ; and of men, mortality,

death, esp. by pestilence, Thuc. 2. the decay of

matter, Plat. 3. the seduction, Lex ap. Aeschin., , =, Theogn., Thuc; =
(. . ), a common form of cursing,

Aesch.; ; Id. II. like, a

pestilent fellow, Ar., Dem.
-, -, an old term, of dat. for -, as,

; for -, as ; also pi., as,
" for. 2. of gen., for -, as,

;

for -, as, , for -, for, of
the head., 2 sing. fut. of.

[], , a broad, fat vessel, a bowl, used to

boil liquids in, II.; used as a cinerary urn, Ib. 2.

after Horn, a broad, flat bowl for drinking or pouring

libations, Lat. patera, Hdt., Att. (Deriv. uncertain.), f., to undertake, set about a thing,

Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.), , , shining, bright, Theocr. (Akin to,
pinguis f)
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[], , , a kind of early fig, called from, a district of Attica or Megaris :—pi., nom., acc. Ar., , v..-, ov, wilfully unadvised, Anth.-, ov, loving splendour, Pind., Anth.-, ov,fond of the country, Anth.-, , , fond of the chase, a hunter,

Babr. :—fem.-,, Anth.-, ov,fond of waking, wakeful, Anth.- [],, , , loving the games, Anth., -, brotherly love, . . From- [], ov, loving one's brother or sister,

brotherly, sisterly, Soph., Xen.-, ov,fond of the games, Anth.-, ov,fond of the Athenians, Ar., Ep. 2 sing. aor. med. imperat. of.-, ov, gen., loving modesty, Anth.-, ov, () bloodthirsty, Aesch., Eur.,, irreg. Comp.and Sup. of.-, ov, () fond of accusing, censorious,

Xen., Dem. :— . censoriousness, Plut. II.

liable to blame or attack, Dem.-, ov, readily following, Ar.-, Ion. -, ov, fond of sheer wine, Anth.-*, ov, a friend of Alexander, Strab.-, , gen. , loving truth, Arist.-, ov, loving the vine, Ar., to love the vine, Tzetz.-, , , fond of reading, Plut.-, , , fond of spending, prodigal of, c.

gen. rei, Plat., -, love for the male sex, Eur. 2. love

for a husband, Luc, Anth. From-, ov, (,) loving men, Aesch. 2,

loving one's husband, . T.-,, , friend of colliers, Ar.,, , a humane act, Plut. From,, Dep. to act humanely, ..
Dem. ; and, f ., to treat humanely, Polyb. ; and, , humanity, benevolence, kindliness,

Plat., Xen., etc. :—in pi. acts of kindness, kind-

nesses, courtesies, Dem. 2. of God, love to man,
N.T. II. of things, . its

humanity, kindliness, mildness, Dem.; ., speaking of agriculture, Xen. From-, ov, loving mankind, humane, bene-

volent, kindly, Aesch., Xen., etc. :—of dogs and horses

loving men, gentle, Xen. II. of thing-s, humane,
humanising, Id., etc. HI. Adv.,

Dem.- [],, , , () Dor. for, fond
of one's husband, conjugal, Aesch., ov,fond of singing, Theocr., Anth., , fondness for making enemies,

quarrelsomeness, Isocr., Dem. From-€|, ov, gen. ,() fond of

making enemies, quarrelsome, Isocr., Dem. Adv.,.

to be quarrelsome, Plat.-, , ,() fond of simplicity , Luc- , ov,fond of travelling, Xen.



802, , love of money, covetousness, Isocr., etc.-, ov, fond of money , covetous, Soph., Xen.,

etc.; Sup., Xen. :— <pi\apyvpov =
(piAapyvpla, Plat,- [a], ov, () fond of virtue, Arist.-, , , a friend of Aristides, Anth., ov,fond of the chariot-race, Pind., Eur., , love of rule, lust of power, Theophr.,

Plut.-, ov, () fond ofpower, ambitious, Plat,, Dor. and poet. 3 sing-

, aor. 1 of4.-, ov, fond of playing at

Anth.

[], Ep. 3 sing-, aor. 1 med. of4.-, ov,fond of the flute, Soph., Eur., etc.-, ov, () loving oneself, Arist.-, ov, (iyyvy) readily giving security or bail,

Strab.', Ep. 3 sing. impf. of4.-, ov, () attached to the hair, Anth.-, ov, (4) fond of learning, Strab.-,,=5, Strab.-,, , , fond of the Hellenes, Hdt., Plat.', Dor. part. fern, of4., Dor. 3 pi. of 4.-, , , a censorious person, Isocr.-, , , fond of a lover, orfond of having
lovers, Plat., Arist. Hence, , devotion to a lover, Plat., , love of labour, industry, Xen., Dem.-€, 6v, (ipyov) loving work, industrious, Dem.-, ov, fond of wool-spinning, Theocr., Anth.,, , , prone to love, full of love, Anth.-, ov,fond of evening, Anth., , attachment to one's comrades, Xen.-, ov, fond of one's comrades or partisans,
true to them-, Thuc., Xen., etc. :—Adv. -poos, Aeschin.-, ov, loving the cry of, of Bacchus, Anth., 4, gen. 4, =, Theocr., Ep. inf. : Ion. and Ep. 3 sing. impf.4 : f., Ep. inf. 4. : aor. 1

: pf. :—Med., Ep. aor. 1

(as if from), 3 sing.,, imperat.
:—Pass., f. med. in pass, sense (for) : aor. 1, Ep. 3 pi.

:

pf . : () :

—

to love, regard with affection,

Lat. diligere, Horn., etc. ; . to feel

affection for him, Od. ; to love and cherish as one's

wife, Horn. :—the Ep. aor. 1 med. in act. sense, II. 2.

to treat affectionately or kindly, to welcome a guest,

Horn. :—Pass., 7' welcome shalt thou
be in our house, Od. 3. to kiss, Aesch., etc. ; c.

dupl. ace, , ' the kiss

wherewith she kissed him, Mosch. :—Med. to kiss one
another, Hdt. 4. of things, to love, like, approve,
Od., Soph. II. c. inf. to love to do, be fond
of doing, and so to be wont or used to do, Hdt.,
Trag. 2. of things, events, 44
Hdt. ; ^ great
armies are apt to be seized with panic, Thuc. ;

yiyvecrdai everything comes to man
by experience, Hdt. ; and without yiy,

—.
as is wont, Plat. ; also impers., as

it is usual, Lat. ut solet, Plut., , v. i.l., f ., to find pleasure in, take delight in a
thing, c. dat., Ar. From-, is, () fond ofpleasure, Arist. Hence, i], delight, Ar.-, ov, () fond of pleasure, Luc,
etc. 2. wont to bring delight, Anth.', f., to be attentive, Polyb. ; and

ko, , fondness for hearing or listening to,

c. gen., Isocr. From-, ov, ()fond of hearing discussions, Plat,-, ov,()fond of the spindle, Anth.-,, , fond of the sun, Telesilla.-, , , one who delights in the trials of
the court Heliaea, Ar., Dor.,,, a kiss, Eur., Xen., etc., Ep. inf. of4., , (4)friendliness, affection, Theogn.-, ov,() loving wind, : of a flute, played
by the breath, Anth.-, ov,()following the rein, tractable, Aesch.-, ov,() loving the oar, Od., Ep. aor. 1 of4 :—', Ep. fut. inf.-, ov, () =, Pind.,, , () a feeling of affection, Arist., verb. Adj. of4, one must love, Soph,, , , (4) disposed to love, tivos Arist. :

absol. loving, affectionate, Id., , ov, verb. Adj. of4, to be loved, worthy

of love, Arist. ; . the object of love, Id., opos, , (4) a lover, Aesch., Ion. -, , (\4) friendly love, affection,

friendship, distinct from, as Lat. amicitia from
amor, Hdt., Eur., etc. ; . Xen. ;

with gen., through friendship for
him, Thuc;4 . friendship with us, Theogn.;

Xen., etc. 2. fondnessfor a thing, Plat,, , , () of or for a friend, befitting

a friend, friendly, Xen., etc. :

—

proofs or

marks of friendship, Id. Adv. ~, in a friendly
way, Plat., etc. ; . to be kindly disposed, Xen., , () prop. n. used as a term of affection,

Darling, Ar., , ov, and os, ov : () : I. act. of or

from a friend, friendly , Hdt., Trag., etc. ; .
a friendly ship, Thuc. ; (sc. yrj,) a

friendly country, opp. to , Xen. 2.

Zeus as god offriendship, Plat. ; val

(sub. ) Ar. ; irpos Plat. II. pass.,

beloved, dear, Trag. III. Adv. -ta>s,Thuc, etc., f . Att. , to be on Philip's side or party,

to Philippine, Dem., Aeschin., , ,{) of or against Philip, Dem.-, ov, fond of horses, horse-loving, Pind.,

Eur., etc. :—Sup., Xen., , () =, the common meals or

public tables at Sparta, Arist. :—, , the

common hall in which the public table was kept, Xen.,

Plut. :—others read or -, (as if from) a frugal table, cheap dinner.



-, ov, loving Bacchus or wine, Anth.-, ov, loving monarchy, Plut.-, ecos, , a friend to the king, Plut.-, is, Dor. for-.-, ov, (yala) loving the earth, Anth.-, ov, longingfor marriage, Eur.--, , , () one who loves his

belly, a glutton, Anth.-, ov,fond of the ludicrous, Arist.-, , , laughter-loving, Plat., Arist., ,fondnessfor a country life, Xen. From-, ov,fond of a country life, Xen.-, is, only in Dor. form -, {^-)
loving mirth, mirthful, Aesch.', to love books, Plut. From-, ov,(-) loving books, Plut., etc.', to love gymnastic exercises, Plat.-, , , fond of gymnastic exercises;

and, , fondness for gymnastic exer-

cises, Plat., ),, of orfor -, Plat,

\_~\, , , fond of women, pi. <pL\oylvaines

Plat.-, ov,fond of trees or the wood, Anth.-', ov, loving one's lord or master,-
(p. slaves that hug their chains, Hdt. ; .

Theogn.-, ov, a friend of the 5, the commons'
friend, Ar. :

—

. ipyov a popular act, Id.-, ov, loving the right, lovingjustice, Arist.-, ov,fond of lawsuits, litigious, Lys., Dem.', f., to befond of litigation, Thuc.- [r], , , a friend of travellers, Anth., f ., to love fame, seek honour, 4 tlvl

for or in a thing, Arist. ; and, ], love of honour or glory, Polyb. From-, ov, () loving honour or glory, Plat. :, =foreg\, Luc.--, ov, loving noise, Anth., , fondnessfor giving, bounteousness, Luc.-, ov, () fond of giving, bountiful

,

Xen. II. of things, munificent, Dem.-, , (epyov)fond ofwork, industrious, Anth.-', ov, loving the west wind, Anth.-, ov, () fond of one's life, Arist. II., ov, () fond of animals, Xen.- [], ov, fond of seeing, fond of shows,

plays or spectacles, Plat. ; c. gen., . Trjs Id.-, ov, loving God, pious, Arist., etc.-', ov, =, Arist., , love of hunting, love of the chase, Xen.-, ov, () fond of hunting, Xen., etc. :

Sup., Id.-, , , fond of Thucydides, Anth.

[with \
[p], , , fond of sacrifices, Ar. II.

pass., opyia rites offered by zealous wor-
shippers, Aesch., is, , a friend of priests, Io. Damasc.-, ov, loving one's relations, Arist.-, ov,fond of building, Xen.-, ov, prone to pity, Eur., Plat.

—. 863-·, ov, —, Soph.-, ov, moving pity ,

with piteous glance shot from her eyes, Aesch., Ion. -, , love of wine, Hdt. From-, ov,fond of wine, Plat., etc.-, ov, loving novelty or innovation : »
love of novelty , Luc., f. 4\, to cultivate a taste for the beauti-

ful, Thuc. 2. to be eager, c. inf., Plut. From-, ov, loving the beautiful, Plat., Xen., etc. :

—fond of effect and elegance, Xen. II. fond
of honour, seeking honour, Id.-, is, gen. ios, () easily bending,
lithe, Anth.-, ov, bearingfruit abundantly, Anth., , love of gain, greed, Xen.; and', to be greedy of gain, Xen. From-, is,() greedy of gain, Theogn., etc.-', ov,fond ofjeering, Od., Theocr.-, 0vos, , , fond of one's relatives, Xen.-, ov, fond of danger, adventurous, Xen.,

Dem.; irpbs Xen.:—Adv.
-, eagerly, Id. 2. in bad sense,fool-hardy, Dem.-, ov, fond of wearing ivy, Eur.-, ov, () fond of pinching, prurient,
Anth.-, ov,fond of society, Anth.-, , ), fond offlatterers, Arist., , love of ornament or show, Plut. From-, ov, loving ornament, Plut.-, ov, loving steep rocks, Anth.-, ov,() loving rattles, Anth.-, ov, loving noise, h. Horn,-',, ov,() loving possessions, greedy

ofgain, covetous, Sup.-, II.-, ov,fond of dice, Ar.-, is, ($) loving glory, h. Horn,-', , , =, Xen.- [], ov, loving the chase, Plut.-, -kuvos, , , fond of dogs, Plat,- [], 5, , ,fond of the Laconians, Plut.-, ov, ('') loving booty, h. Horn,', f. <>, to love learning, to study, Plut., , love of learning, studiousness, Isocr.-, ov,fond of speaking, Plat. 2. fond of
learning, literary, Lat. studiosus, Arist.-, ov,fond of reviling, abusive, Dem., , love of learning, Plat. ; and', f., to be fond of learning, Plat. From-, is, () fond of learning, eager after

knowledge, Plat. ; Sup.5, Xen. ; 5·
<=5 =, Plat. 2. c. gen. rei, eager after

a thing, Id., Xen.-, ews, , , one who takes note of divina-

tions or omens, Luc.-, ov, loving the breast, Aesch., f., to be eager to fight, Plut. From, ov, loving the fight, warlike, Aesch.-, ov, (^) rain-loving, Anth.-, Ion. -, , the nightingale, because, acc.

to the legend, Philomela was changed into this bird,

Dem. (Deriv. uncertain.)



864 —'.-, ov,fond of Homer, Strab.-, opos, , , () loving one's mother,
Plut.-,, poet, for--,() laughter-

loving, epith. of Aphrodite, Horn., Hes.-, ov,() loving dance and song, Pind., ), love of the Muses, Luc. From-, ov, {) loving the Muses, generally,

loving music and the arts, Ar., Plat., etc., to befond offables, Strab. ; and, , a love offables, Strab. From-, ov,fond of legends or fables, Arist. II.

fond of talking, Id.-, , , loving sailors, Anth., f.,() to be fond of strife,

engage in eager rivalry, be contentious,

out of contentiousness or party spirit, Thuc, Plat.

;

. TivaLys. :—c. ace, . -
to be eager that I should be the answerer, Plat.

;

. to be so obstinate as to choose the worst,

Thuc. 2. in good sense, to struggle emulously, .\ Isocr., verb. Adj. of foreg., Isocr., i), love of strife, eager rivalry, contentious-

ness, party-spirit, Thuc, etc. 2. in good sense,

emulation, Xen. ; eagerly, Id.-, ov, fond of strife, eager for strife, con-

tentious, Pind., Plat. 2. in good sense, emulous,
of spirited horses, Xen. : =,
Id. :—Adv. -, in eager rivalry, Id., Plat., etc.-, ov, loving the bridegroom or bride, Anth., poet, for., Ion. -, , hospitality, Theogn. From-, poet.-, ov, loving strangers, hospit-

able, Od., Aesch. ; epyov to meet with

an act of hospitality , Pind.-, ov, () fond ofplay, playful, spor-

tive, Od., Ar.-,, , i), loving itsyotmg, Anth.-, , —', Plat.-, ov,fond of daring, venturous, Plut.-, i), love of one's country, patriotism, Ar.-,, , i), acc., loving one's

country, Polyb., Luc.- [], opos, , , loving one
11

's father, Eur., f. ), to befond of inquiry, Polyb.-7€, , , fond of enquiring, curious.-, ov, usually braided, Anth.-, ov, contr.-ir\ot»s, ouv,fond ofsailing, Anth.-, ov, () loving arms, Anth., , love of riches, Plut. From-, ov, loving riches, . eager pur-

suit of wealth, the race for riches, Eur., Med.,) to make one's friend,

attach to oneself, Polyb.-, , , a friend of poets, Plat.-, ov, () loving the flock, Theocr.-, , () makingfriends, Plut.-, ov, Ep. --, fond of war, war-
like, II., Plut. : Adv. -, Isocr.-, , , poet,- : acc.-

;

pi.- ; but also gen. -, pi. -,

- : I. loving the city , Aesch. II. loving
one's city, patriotic, Ar., Thuc. ; pa-
triotism, Thuc.- [], , , loving one's fellow-citizens,

Plut.), f. ,() to love labour, work
hard, be laborious or industrious, Xen., Plat.

, , a love ofbad men and actions, Theophr.-, ov, a friend to bad men, Plut., i), love of labour, laboriousness, industry,.

Plat. ; . laborious practice of a thing, Dem.-, ov, loving labour, laborious, industrious,
diligent, Soph., Plat. :—Sup.-, Isocr. :—Adv.,

to be diligent, Xen. 2. of things,

toilsome, laborious, Id., ), love of drinking, Xen., Plat. From-, , , a lover of drinking, fond of wine,
Hdt., Ar.-, , a busy disposition, meddlesome-
ness, restless habits of life, Plat., Dem. From-, gen. ovos, , i), fond of business

:

in bad sense, a meddlesomefellow, busybody, Isae., , easiness of address, Isocr. From--, ov, easy of address, affable, Isocr.-, to strive to be first, N.T.-, ov, fond of being first :

eagerness to be first, Plut.-,-, poet, for-,.-.-, ov, loving wheat, Anth.-, , , loving autumn-fruits, Anth.-, ov, (opyia) fond of orgies, Anth.-, ov, loving what is straight or right, Anth..-~, i), she who loves the harbour, Anth., ), fondness for birds, Ar. From-,, , ), fond of birds, Plut. II. loved

or haunted by birds, Aesch.-,, , -, attached to the nose, Anth..-, , , () loving grapes, Anth.-, iiyos, , , foyid of quails, Plat., , ov, [t : but voc. with in Horn.] : I.

pass, loved, beloved, dear, Lat. amicus, carus, Horn.,,

etc.; c. dat. dear to one, Id.; voc. may be used

with neut. nouns, Od. ; a gen. was some-
times added to the voc, ' Theocr. ; <£>" Eur. :—often as Subst.,, , a
friend, Horn. :—proverb., .
friend is another self, Arist. ;

Plat. :—so in fern,, ), a dear one, friend, Lat.

arnica, Horn., Att. :

—

, , an object of love,.

Soph. ; one's nearest and dearest, such as

wife and children, Trag. 2. of things, dear, pleasant?

welcome, Horn. :—as predic, or ''~
'tis dear to me, pleases me, Lat. cordi est, Id.,.

Hdt., etc. ; ' if it please

him to be so called, Aesch. 3. in Poets, is

used of one's own limbs, life, etc., ' -
he took away dear life, II. ; ,, , Horn. ;

to take as his own wife, II. II,

in act. sense, like, loving, friendly, Horn. ; c
gen., friendly to strangers, Pind. ;
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to feel kindly, II. ; .

to make friends with one, Hdt. III. Adv.,
ye would fain see it, II. ; . in a

manner dear or pleasing to me, Aesch. ; .
Xen. IV. has several forms of com-

parison : 1. Comp. [t], ov, Od. 2. Comp., Sup., v. sub voce. 3. Comp., Sup., Xen., Theocr. 4. in

Att. Aesch., etc. ; Sup. . Xen.-, ov, fond of corn, occupied about it,

Xen. II. fond offood, fond of eating, Plat.-, ov,() sceptred, Anth.-,, , , loving a staff, of Pan, Anth.-, ov, loving rocks, Anth.-, ov, fond of scoffing ox jesting, Hdt., pf., () to love

knowledge, pursue it, philosophise, Lat. philosophari,

Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; , says

Socrates, Plat. 2. to teach philosophy, Isocr. II.

c. acc. to discuss philosophically, to investigate, study,
Lat. meditari, Isocr. ; to pursue
philosophy, Xen. 2. generally, to study a thing,

Isocr. Hence€, verb. Adj. one must pursue wisdom,
Plat., etc., , love of knowledge and wisdom, pursuit
thereof, speculation, study, Plat., etc. 2. the

systematic treatment of a subject, investigation,

Isocr. 3. philosophy, the investigation of truth

and nature, Plat., etc. From-, , a lover of wisdom, first used by Pytha-
goras, who called himself a lover of wisdom,
not, a sage, Cic. : then in a wide sense of scientific

men, learned men, Plat., etc. 2. a philosopher, i. e.

one who speculates on the nature of things and truth,

Ar.,etc; defined as , Plat. II.

as Adj. loving knowledge, philosophic, Id. : of argu-

ments, etc., scientific, philosophic, Id. ;

=, Id. III. Adv.,

Isocr. ; . Plat.--, iryyos, , , fond of grottoes, Anth.-89, ov, used in drink-offerings, Aesch.-, ov, loving crowns, garlanded, h. Horn.-, ov, loving sighs, piteous : Adv.-, Aesch., , tender love, affectionateness, Xen.-, ov, (^) loving tenderly, affection-

ate, of the love of parents and children, brothers and
sisters, Xen., Theocr., etc.; >=-*, Xen. :—Adv., Plut.-, , , the soldier'sfriend, Xen.-, ov, () loving the body, Plat.-€, ov, loving one's children or offspring,

Hdt., Eur., f ., to love art, practise an art, Plat.-€, ov, () fond of art, artistic, Plat. :

ingenuity, Plut.,, , () friendship, love, affection,

Horn., etc.; . friendship with, affection for,

Od.; by his over great

love for men, Aesch.; 3>, — 3), my friend,

Plat. Hence, a, ov, and , ov, Dor. [a], of

friendship or love, promoting it, Od., Soph. II.

or-) (with or without), the cup
sacred to friendship, the loving-cup^ Theogn., Ar.

;

(where is prob. acc.

pi.)., to drink healths, Dem., f . : aor. : pf.

: () :—Dep. to love or seek

after honour, to be ambitious, emulous, jealous, Ar.,

etc. ; . ' . . to be jealous because . . , Xen. :—the

object of ambition is added with a Prep.,.
to pride oneself upon it, Id., etc. ; Plat. ;

—

with neut. Adj., pursuing some
object of ambition, Xen. 2. c. inf. to strive eagerly
and emulously to do a thing, endeavour earnestly,

aspire, Id. :—c. acc. et inf. to be anxious that . . , Id.

Hence,, , an act of ambition or magni-
ficence, Plut. II. rivalry, Luc. ; and, Ion. -, , the character of the,
love of distinction, ambition, Eur., Thuc, etc. ;—in

good sense, Xen. : c. gen. objecti, . emulous
desire for a thing, Plat., etc. ; . ambitiotis

rivalry with him, Isocr. 2. ambitious pertinacity

,

obstinacy, Hdt. 3. ambitious display, prodigality,

Dem., Aeschin. II. the object coveted, honottr,

distinction, credit, Dem.-, ov, () loving honour, covetous of
honour, ambitious, emulous, Eur., Plat., etc. ; in

good sense, Xen., Isocr. :—with abstr. Nouns (in both

senses), Aesch. ; Eur. ; Ar. ; .
eager to be honouredfor a thing, covetous of dis-

tinction in . . , , ' Plat. 2. emu-
lously prodigal, lavish, Dem. 3. in pass, sense, =, august, Aesch. II. Adv. -, am-
bitiously, emulously, . to vie emulously, Plat.

;

. to strive, exert oneself eagerly after a

thing, Xen.-, , fond of such and such things, Arist.-, ov, friend of tyranny , Plut.-, ov, Loving noise, noisy, Anth.-, ov, loving one 's friends, Arist.', f . : aor. and
~·}\ : Dep. : () '.—to treat affection-

ately, to shew kindness to, Hdt., Plat. ; .
to entertain him with a blow of the

mattock, Luc. 2. c. dat., to

shew a favour to one, Xen. :—aor. pass,-, in a reciprocal sense, to shew kindness one to

another, to greet one another, Id. ; so-
Id. 3. absol. to be of a kindly,

cheerful temper, Id., ,() friendliness, kindliness,

II.; towards one, Hdt.; Plat.: pi.

friendly greetings, Pind. II. cheerfulness, Xen., , ov, = sq., Anth.-,, , , () kindly minded, kindly,

friendly, affable, Pind., Aesch., etc. : Adv., -
to greet kindly, Hdt. ; .

to be kindly minded towards one, Xen.-€$, , , friend of the choral dance, Ar.-, ov, loving the choir or choral dance, Aesch.&, f., to love money, Plat. Hence

3



866, , love of money, Plat.-, ov, , fond of money-making, Plat.-, ov, () loving money, fond of
money, Plat., etc. : =,
Id. ; Sup. -, Diod. Adv.,
—, Isocr., , =, Plat., Anth.-, ov, loving goodness or honesty, Xen.-, ov, fond of gold, Luc, Anth.', f.,() to be fond of a place,

to abide there always, haunt it, Hdt. Hence, , fondness for a place, love of one's

haunts, local attachment, Ar.-, ov, () fond of a place., 4s, gen. cos, fond of lies or lying, II., Plat.-, ov, fond of blame, censorious, Eur., Plat.', f .,() to love one's life : to

be cowardly ov faint-hearted, Tyrtae., Eur. Hence', verb. Adj. one must love life, Plat. ; and, Ion. -, , love of life, Hdt., Plat.-, ov, () loving one's life, cowardly,
dastardly, faint-hearted, Eur., , ov, irreg. Sup. of, Horn., Trag., a, ov, irreg-. Comp. of, Horn., Hes., , Charmer, name of a mouse, Batr. From

(properly, from ), , a love-

charm, (cf . Shakspeare's ' medicines to make me love

him '), Eur. ; of the

robe of Nessus by which De'ianira hoped to win back
the love of Hercules, Soph. 2. generally, a charm,
spell, as a means of winning- or influencing- others,

hence the bit is called . ', Pind. ; Apollo's

oracles are spells to produce boldness,

Aesch. ; children are a of love to their parents,

Eur., etc. 3. in pi. love, affection, Id.-, ov, loving moisture, Anth.

[], Ion. -, , the lime or linden tree, Lat.

tilia, Hdt.

\y\ , ov, of the lime or linden tree, light

as linden wood, Ar.-, , , () a lover of mountains, Anth.', , with heterog. pi., , a muzzle, Lat.

xapistrum, Luc. II. the nose-ba?id of a horse's

bridle, fitted with pipes through which the horses'

breath made a whistling sound, Aesch. III. a kind
of cup, used as a dice-box, Lat. fritillus, Aeschin., f., to muzzle, shut up as with a muzzle,
. to make fast his neck in the

pillory, Ar. : metaph. to muzzle, put to silence, . T.:

Pass., aor. imper. be thou silenced, lb.-, v. sub -.', , a block of wood, log, Horn,, , poet, for, Ar.,, ,() a shoot, scion, of a son, Aesch.-,, , atender ofplants,gardener, Aesch., f . [] : aor. :—poet, for

when the ist syll. is to be long, to sow, plant, beget,

call into being, Trag. :—Med. of the woman, to pro-

duce, bear, Hes. ; Ep. 2 sing. f. Mosch.*, intr. form of, only in aor, 2, to

be rent with a noise, Aesch.

and, Comic

—'.
words in Ar., meant to ridicule a bombastic style

—

'sound without sense.', f., Att. for, Plut. From, , ov, collat. form of, petty, paltry,

trivial, Solon, Pind., Hdt. 2. paltry, sorry, in-

different, bad, Aesch., Soph.;
to do one a mischief, Ar. ;

to speak disparagingly of him, Id. 3. useless,

Soph. II. of persons,

not the meanest or weakest avengers, Hdt. ;

the least serviceable part,

Id. 2. shabby, plain, of personal appearance,

Id. 3. bad, opp. to, Eur. III. Adv.,

to be ill, Hdt. ; . to be

ill off for a thing, Thuc. ; but,

to know an art badly, Hdt. ; ., like

Lat. male audire, to be ill spoken of, Id.,, , —, Plut.-, , (*!7«) working badly, .
sorry workman, Soph., impf. 3 sing, : f. [] : aor.

:—like, to crush, pound, Pind. 2.

to bruise with the teeth, eat up, eat greedily, Id.-, poet, form of, only in pres. : I.

trans, to burn, scorch, burn up, II. :— Pass.,

lb. II. intr. to blaze, flare

up, of fire, lb. ; of the sun, Soph., Eur.,, , () flame, fire, heat, II. II.

inflammation, heat : also phlegm, a morbid humour,
La,t.pituita, Hdt. :—in Poets, like,gall, bile, Anth., aor. and- : () :

—
to be heated, inflamed, to fester, ,
opp. to, Plat.-, , (e?Sos) inflammatory, Plat.', , , Phlegra, an ancient name for Pallene in

Thrace, Hdt. ; , in which the giants are

said to have been conquered by the gods, Pind., Ar. ;

Aesch. ; also, Pind., , , () fiery red, red-brown, of the

eagle (), Hes., , ,() burning: metaph. ardent, Ar., f. : aor. :—Pass., aor.

: aor. 2.
A. trans, to burn, burn tip, II., Aesch. :—Pass, to

take fire, blaze up, II. 2. metaph. to kindle,

inflame with passion, Soph., Eur. :—Pass., like Lat.

uri, to burn with passion, be inflamed, Soph.,

Ar. II. to light up, making
it blaze or flash, Aesch.; metaph.,& ~

letting the flame of mischief blaze up to heaven,

Soph. :—Pass, to blaze up, be -light, Aesch. 2.

metaph. to make illustrious orfamous, Lat. illustrare,

Pind. :—Pass, to be or become so, Id.

B. intr. to burn, flame, blaze, Aesch., Soph. ; of

armour, to flash, Eur. 2. metaph. to break forth,

of passion, Aesch. 3. to shineforth, becomefamous,
Pind.,, , ,() a babbler; of a woman, Aesch.',, , an unknown bird, Ar.', , gen., ( ?) a vein, II., etc. ;

to open a vein, Xen. 2. a vein of

metal, Id.



-, only in pres., to teem with abundance, abound,
Aesch., , , a kind of flowering" rush or reed, Ar., to chatter, babble, Ar. From, , () idle talk, nonsense, Luc., , in pi., =, the doorposts, jambs,
Od., Bion. ; in sing-., Theocr., a, ov,() Phliasian, Hdt., etc.

[r], dialectic form of, Theocr., ovvros, , Phlius, in the North of Peloponnesus,
Hdt., Thuc.-, a, ov, () burning, flaming, II., Eur., , ,() flaming, fiery-red, Eur., f . Att. , () to set on fire, burn, burn
up, Soph. :—Pass, to be set on fire, to blaze, flame,
Id. : metaph., of the tongue, . T. Hence-, , , verb. Adj. burnt tip, Soph., ,[) flame, blaze, as of lightning, Eur.

;

fiery heat, Aesch. ; feverish heat, Luc.,, , =, Anth., () Pass, to blaze, Theophr.-, * () fiery-looking, flaming, Aesch.;. omens by fire (not lightning), Id., , ,() burning heat, inflam-
mation, Thuc.-, , , =, Aesch., , ov, of or from the water-plant
(Ion.), ?nat-ga.rments, Hdt., ,() the bark of trees, bast or bass, smooth
bark, II., Hdt., etc., , () any confused noise, the noise of
battle, the battle-din, II. ; the roar of the sea, Aesch., , gen., () a flame of fire, Horn.

;

to kindle a flame, II. ; Xen.

;

to put it out, Thuc. ; also of lightning-, Aesch.,

Eur. ; of the heat of the sun, Aesch. ; the flame or

flash of a bright helmet, ll.
;

—

. the fiery

strength of wine, Eur., , () rarer form of, Anth. II., Ion. for, Hdt.', Ion. ', f. ), () to talk

nonsense, play the fool, Lat. nugari, Hdt., Ar. :

—

c. acc. cogn., Plat. Hence, , silly talk, nonsense, foolery, Ar., Plat.,

etc. ; often in pi. fooleries, Lat. nugae, Plat., , () silly talk, foolery, nonsense,

Ar. II. a silly talker, tatler, babbler, Plat., . T.-, , () fooling, Plut., v.., Ion. for., , (4) a blister caused by rowing, Ar.

:

of pustules caused by plague, Thuc. 2. a blister

on bread, Luc., f. : aor. , as if from,() :

to boil over, bubble up : metaph. to overflow with

words, talk idly, babble, brag, Aesch.,,,()fearful, whether act. or pass.: I.

act. causingfear, dreadful, terrible,formidable, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. ; . formidable only from numbers,

Thuc; c. inf., .,. fearful to behold,

Aesch., Eur. : > the

terror habitual to the people, Thuc. 2. matter

-. 867
for fear, regarded with fear, oi>Se opKos . Id. ;

), they gave cause for fear
lest . . , Xen. ; . terror, dajiger, Id. ;

[eV-rt] ) . . there is reason to dread that . . , Id. II.

pass, feeling fear, afraid, timid, Soph., Thuc,
etc. 2. caused by fear, panic, Thuc ; .
anxious thoughts, Plat. III. Adv. -poos, in both
senses, Xen., etc; Comp.,, Sup.,-,
Id. Hence,, , terribleness, Arist.- [], , scarer of hosts, Ar.' () : 3 pi. imper. : Ion. impf.

:—f . - : aor. :— Pass, and
Med., Ion. 2 sing,; Ion. imper. or, Ep. 3 pi. impf. :—f.,
later : aor. , Ep. 3 pi. 4-

or :—pf . : plqpf .,
Ep. 3 pi. --.

A. Act. to put to flight, Lat. fugo, II. II.

to strike with fear, to terrify, frighten, alarm, Lat.

terreo, Hdt., Att.; free from alarm,
Soph. ; , they

established it by terror, Plat.

B. Pass, and Med. to be put to flight, to flee

affrighted, flee, Horn. ; hi flight, II. ; t>7r0

to flee before him, lb. II. to be

seized with fear, be affrighted, fear, Hdt., Att.

;

or to be alarmed at a thing,

Soph. ; to fear about a thing, Hdt. ;

Xen. ; 7repi Thuc, etc. :

—

. . to

fear lest a thing will be, Lat. vereri ne . . , Eur.,

etc ; so, .' . . Thuc. ; so, . . . ,

. . to fear that . . , not like Lat. vereri ut . . , Id.,

etc. :

—

. c. inf. to fear to do, be afraid of doing,

Aesch., Trag. 2. c acc. pers. to stand in awe of,

dread, fear, Soph., etc : c acc rei, to fear or fear
about a thing, Id.', , a lock or curl of hair, Aesch., Soph. 2.

the mane of a horse, Eur. II. metaph., like, the tresses of trees, foliage, Soph., Eur., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of.,, , () a terror, to one, Soph,, verb. Adj. of, one must fear,

Plat. 2., a, ov, to be feared, Id., , ,() liable to fear, fearful,
timid, Arist., , ,() to be feared, Soph., , () a scarecrow, terror, in pi.

terrors, Plat., . T., ,() flight, Lat. fuga, the only sense in

Horn. ;
=, ) ' counsel

not to flight, II., etc. :

—

is personified as son

of Ares, lb., Hes. II. panic fear, such as

causes flight, . Hdt.:—then gener-

ally, fear, terror, properly of the outward show of

fear, and so distinguished from (the sensation

of fear), Aesch., etc. : the Object of fear is in gen.,

fear of another, Id., etc ; so . Xen. ;

Aesch. ; Soph. ;—but, . or

fear for or concerning . . , Thuc:—-with Verbs,

or Xen. ; ,-
to strike terror into one, Lat. metum incutere

3K2
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alicui, Xen., etc. ;—of the person who feels fear,

Eur. ;
Aesch. ; .4

Xen.; Eur.:—also in pi., Aesch.,

etc. 2. an object of terror, a terror ;

a terror to hear, Hdt. :—pi., %v 4 Soph., f ., () to prophesy, Anth., , , a priestess of Phoebus : generally,

a prophetess, Eur., , , {) prophetic : c gen., .
lettering oracles, Plut., f.){) to cleanse, purify, Theocr., a, ov, and , ov, Ion., , ov

:

—
of Phoebus, sacred to him, Hdt., Eur., , Lat. Phoebe, one of the daughters of Uranus
and Gaia, Hes. ; mother of Phoebus, Aesch.,, poet. fern, of, Anth.-, ov, possessed by Phoebus, Plut. :

—

Ion.-, Hdt., , ov, (prob. from ) bright, radiant,

Aesch. II. as prop, n.,, , Phoebus, i. e.

the Bright or Ptire : Horn, commonly joins, but also has alone.,, ,{) blood-red, II., Mosch.-, ov,[) with purpleflowers, Pind.

[], 4a, eov,{ ) purple-red, purple or

crimson, and (generally) red, Lat. puniceus, Hdt.,

Pind. :—Att. contr., ,, Xen.
[t], 7), Phoenicia, Od., etc.; cf.. II.

the country of Carthage, Eur., 7], ov, Ion. for, of the date-palm,

a garment of palm leaves, Hdt. ; .
palm-w'me, Id. II. Phoenician, Id. ;-, of the ancient Ionic alphabet, Id., ], , Phoenician, Hdt., etc. ; sometimes

to express great antiquity, Plat. :—later, Punic, to ex-

press treachery, Polyb. II., = :

metaph.,. ' of deep dye,' Ar.,, , —, Ar.,, ), {) a red or purple cloth, Ar.,

Xen. 2. a red cloak, Ar. ;' a
red cloak as bright as bright can be, Id. 3. a red
curtain or carpet, Aeschin. 4. a red flag, Lys.,

Polyb., , , { ) with the Persians, a
wearer of purple, i. e. one of the highest rank, Lat.

purpuratus, Xen., Adv. in the Phoenician tongue, Polyb.-, ov, purple-dyed, Aesch.-, to climb palms, Luc.-, ov, crimson-fingered, Arist., , ev, {), =, dark-red,

purple or crimson, Horn., Hes. [In hexam.,-,-, are pronounced as if contracted.]-, ov, {) of purple woof, Pind.-, ov, purple or crimson-crested, Eur.-) [], ov, Ion. for-, red-cheeked,

epith. of ships, the bows of which were painted red, Od.-, , ruddy-footed, epith. of Demeter

:

prob. from the colour of ripe corn, Virgil's rubicunda
Ceres, Pind.-, ov, red-feathered : name of a water-
bird, perh. the flamingo, Ar.

-.-, 4, {4) red-legged, Eur.-€, , , Dor. for-, hurler of
red lightnings, Pind.-, ov, sent by Phoenicians,. e-y^eo,

i. e. 4yxea , Pind., , , v. sub.-, 4, {) ruddy-glancing, Eur., , , ), a Phoenician, Horn. 2. fern.,) Od., Eur. ;, Eur.,, , appellat. a purple-red, purple or crim-
son, because the discovery and earliest use of this colour

was ascribed to the Phoenicians, Horn. 2. as Adj.,

, , (also as fem. in Pind.), red, dark red,

of a bay horse, H. ; of red cattle, Pind. ; of fire, Id.,

Eur. :

—

and its derivs. included all dark reds,

from crimson to purple, while the brighter shades were
denoted by€,,. II.

the date-palm, palm, Od., Eur., etc. III. the

fabulous bird phoenix, which came from Arabia to

Egypt every 500 years, Hdt. :—proverb.,

Luc., , ov, and , ov, {) poet, for,
when the first syll. is to be long, of or like blood,

blood-red, red, Od., Aesch., Soph. II. bloody,

blood-stained, murderous, Pind., Aesch., etc.,, fem. of,., f. , {) to redden, make red, Orac.

ap. Hdt., Eur. :—Pass, to be or become red, Soph., Eur., i), , {) blood-red, II. : blood-stained,

murderous, h. Horn., a, ov, and , ov,{) roaming wildly

about, Mosch. II. act. driving madly about,

maddening, Aesch., Eur., , , of Bacchus, the roamer, Anth., , {) fem. Adj. roaming madly, of

Cassandra, Aesch. ; of the Bacchantes, Eur. ; .
madness, frenzy , Soph.; . 4, of commerce by

sea, Anth. ;—also used with a neut. Subst.,

on wandering wings, Eur., Ion. —ecu : impf., Ep. 3 dual for4 : {) :

—

to go to and fro, up and
down, to stalk or roam about, Horn., etc. ; .
to keep going about the ship, Od. ; horses at pasture,

Hdt. ; of hounds casting about for the scent, Xen. 2.

to roam wildly about, Horn., Soph. ; of the priests of

Cybel^, Anth. 3. to resort to a person as a friend,

. to visit him, Plat. ; to resort constantly

to a person or place for any purpose, 4€.
Hdt. ; . es re- 4

Id. ; . , of embassies,

Thuc. ; 4 to frequent, wait
at a great man's door, Hdt. :—so, of a dream, to

haunt one, 4v Eur., Plat. 4. to resort to

a person as a teacher, Plat. ;4 4 \_\ ; Ar. ; absol. to

go to school, Plat., Dem. II. of things, to come in

regularly, be imported, 44 \_yr)s] ore-
Hdt. ;4 corn came in to them in plenty, Id. :

—also, of the coming in of tribute or taxes, Lat.

redire,4 a talent of silver came in to Alexander every
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day, Id. 2. of fits of pain, []
Soph,, ews, , a constant going, mostly in pi., Xen. :

esp. a going to school, Plat,, , ,( , 4) # scholar, pupil, Plat., , a constant going or coming:—metaph.
•wandering of mind, Aesch., , found only in II., as epith. of Thersites,

prob. bandy-legged, Lat. valgus. (^Deriv. uncertain.), ea>s, , the Lat. fiollis, bellows, Anth., axos, , () eager for blood, Xen., Desiderative, to be athirst for blood, to be mur-
derous, Soph.; part. pi. dat. fern, Id., aros, , () that "which is destined

for slaughter, Eur., , gen. 4ois Ep. rjos ; acc. or : nom.
pi., contr. ; acc. ; contr. :

(^) :

—

a murderer, slayer, homicide, Horn., Hdt.,

Att. ; of the sword on which Ajax had thrown himself,

Soph. :—also as fern., a mtirderess, Eur.; as Adj.,

murdering hand, Id. Hence, f., to murder, kill, slay, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :

—Pass, to be slain, Eur., Thuc., -, (*) slaughter, murder, always in pi., II.

;

iv to be in the act of slaying, Hdt.

;

iv Aesch. ; to rend mur-
derously, Soph. ; iv he is

absent -killing game, Eur., , , () inclined to slay, murderous,
bloody, sanguinary

, Thuc, Plat. II. of murder
or homicide, . trials for homicide, Arist. ; .

laws respecting homicide, Dem.; . mur-
derous acts, murder, homicide, Isocr., ov, and os, a, ov, () poet, form of,
of blood, bloody, Aesch., Eur. II. bloody, blood-

stained, blood-reeking, murderous, Trag. :—neut. pi.

as Adv., Ar. 2. of actions, etc.,

bloody, murderous, deadly, Eur. Cf..-, , () blood-dripping, blood-reeking,

Aesch.-, ov, metri grat. for-, blood-reek-

ing, Aesch., , (*) murder, homicide, slaughter, Horn.,

Hes., etc. ; . a slaughter of Greeks, Hdt. :

in pi., Od. ; ,,, Soph. 2. in law, murder, homicide,

to prosecute one for murder,

Antipho; . and murder and man-
slaughter, Dem. 3. blood shed in murder, gore,, II. ; also,

= , lb.; vomiting

clots of blood, Aesch., etc. 4. a corpse,

Eur. II. of the agent of slaughter,- to be a death to heroes, II. ;•' Od., }, , pointed, epith. of Thersites,- peaked in head, having a sugar-loaf head, II.

(Deriv. uncertain.), r\,() a carrying, Soph. ;» . the giving
one's vote, voting, Eur. 2. a bringing in of money,
payment, Thuc, Xen. 3. a bringing forth, pro-

ductiveness, Plat. II. (from Pass,) a

-. S6g
being borne or carried along, motion, movement, i)

Id. 2. rapid motion, a rush, Lat.

impetus, Dem. III. (also from Pass.) that
•which is borne, a load, freight, burden, Plut. 2.

that which is brought in or paid as rent or tribute,

Thuc, Xen., etc. 3. that which is brought forth,

fruit, produce, a crop, Arist. :—metaph., -
a large crop of traitors, Dem.

[], () Adv. borne along, borne or

carried in a litter, or the like, as a sick person, Eur.,

Dem. 2. with rushing motion, violently , Soph., , , i), () giving pasture or food,
feeding, Soph. II. in the pasture, out at grass,

grazing with the herd, Eur., , ()) a feeding-string, i. e. the halter

by which a horse is tied to the manger, Xen. II.

a mouthband of leather put like a halter round the

lips of pipers, to assist them in blowing, Ar., i), () pasture, food, fodder, forage, II.,

Hdt. ; of birds of prey, Soph., , () a litter, Lat. lectica, Dinarch., gen. , Ion. tjos, d, () a bearer, carrier,

II. : ' a. pack-horse, Plut., Ep. 3 sing. subj., Ep. inf.,-
(as if from) :—impf., Ion.,

: f . : aor. 1, Ep.

:

—Frequent, of, to bear or carry constantly , to be

used to carry, oi II. ; of a
slave, Od. ; so, to serve

as a messenger( simply to carry a

message), Hdt. ; . -, of Oedipus carrying

about food in a wallet, Soph. 2. commonly of

clothes and armour, to bear constantly, wear, Lat.

gesto, Horn., etc. 3. to have, possess,·
to be splendid, Od. ; .

Hdt. ; . Eur. II. Pass, to be

borne violently along, be hurried along, Trag. ; to be

storm-tost, Ar. ; to be carried away, Thuc III.

Med. to fetch for oneself, fetch regidarly, Eur. Hence, Adv. bearing like a bundle, Luc. ; and,,, that which is carried, a load,freight,

Lat. gestamen, Soph., Xen. 2. that which is worn,

an ornament, Plut., etc. 3. as translation of Lat.

ferculum, Id.,, Ep. inf. of., i), , and os, , verb. Adj. borne, carried,

Pind. II. to be borne, endurable, Aesch., Eur., ov, () bearing, fruitfid, Anth.

[t],, at, the daughters of Phorcys, the

three Gorgons, Stheino,Euryale, Medusa, Pind., Aesch.,, , Phorcys, a sea-god, father of the Graiae

and Gorgons, Hes. : gen. also (as if from), Od., Adv. () like mat-work, cross-wise,

athwart, Thuc, lyyos, -, the phorminx, a kind of lyre or

harp, the oldest stringed instrument of the Greeks, esp.

as the instrument of Apollo, Horn. ; with seven strings

(after Terpander's time), Pind. (Commonly referred to, as if it were the portable lyre : better perh. from

Root, Lat. fremo, to sound.) Hence, f., Dor. , to play the-, Horn.



870, Dor. -, , a harper, Pind., Ar.,, , Dim. of, Ar. Hence, , = foreg., Plat.-, {) Pass, to be stitched like a

mat, to be hampered, a word of Demosth. ridiculed by

Aeschin., , () a basket for carrying corn, Hes.,

Hdt. 2. a mat, Lat. storea, Hdt., Ar. 3. a

seaman's cloak, ofcoarse plaited stuff, Theocr. II.

a corn measure, ~Lys.', f. 7?<r<*>, to levy tribute from, Polyb., Plut.-, ov, (Aeyo;) levying tribute, Plut., , {) bringing on one's way, forwarding,
of a wind, favourable, Polyb., etc. II. bringing
in, productive, Theophr.» , [) that which is brought in, tribute, such

as is paid by subjects to a ruling state, as by the

Asiatic Greeks to Athens, Thuc. ; sub-

ject to pay tribute, Id. ; to pay tri-

bute, Hdt. j anayeLv, Ar. ; . to agree

to pay it, Hdt. ; to impose it, Dem. 2. any
payment, Xen., Plut.', f., ('/) to carry freights or loads

in ships, Hdt. Hence, , a carrying of loads, carrying trade, Arist., , , of or for carrying loads, .
a ship of burden, Thuc, Xen. From-, , () one who carries burdens, a carrier,

trafficker, merchant, Theogn., Polyb., f. , ) to load, Babr. ; .
to load one with a burden, . T. :—Med.,' to ship the smaller part of one's

wealth, Hes.—Pass, to be heavy laden, pf. part,-
. ., Luc., , , {) of the nature of a burden :

metaph. (cf. il) burdensome, wearisome, Dem.,
Luc. 2. coarse, vulgar, common, Ar., Plat.; of

arguments, low, vulgar, ad captandum vulgus, Plat. ;

out of vulgar arrogance, Aeschin. :

—Adv., coarsely, vulgarly, like a clown,
Plat., etc., , () a load, burden, Ar., Xen. 2.

a ship's freight or lading, Lycurg. : in pi. wares,
merchandise, Hes., Hdt., Att. 3. of a child in the
womb, Xen. 4. metaph., . to take a heavy
burden upon one, Dem. (Dim. only in form.),, , like '/, a ship of burden,
merchantman, Od. From, , () a load, a ship' s freight or cargo, Od.,
Hes., etc. 2. metaph. a heavy load or burden, ., Eur. II. in Att. tiresome stuff,

something common, low, coarse, vulgar, Ar.

[], only in impf. pass, to be spoiled, defiled,

Od. (Deriv. uncertain.), aor. 1 part,, to defile, Od. (Deriv.

uncertain.), ,() whatever is swept along by the

wind, and so (like, from ), rubbish,

sweepings, chaff, Ar., , Ep. lengthd. from , which is itself contr.

from, light, Horn., only in nom. and acc. sing.

;

cf., to the light, to the light of day, II.

.,() Adv. fenced, armed, Batr.-,, Lat. flagellum, a scourge, N.T. Hence, f., Lat. flagello} to scourge, N.T.,,,() afence, breast-work, screen,

Hdt., Plat. 2. generally a defence, .
of a stag's horns, Anth., , () a fencing in, blocking up,

Soph. II. like, a fence, paling, palisade,

Hdt. 2. aplacefenced off, an enclosure, Anth. 3.

metaph. a partition, N.T., =, Anth., Plut., to make known, yav (poet. aor. 1)

Pind. From,,() understanding, knowledge, Pind. II.

a hint, warning, Aesch., Eur., , gen. , () understanding, wise,

shrewd, opp. to, II., , poet. Noun, understanding, shrewd-

ness, cunning, in dat. pi. h. Horn., Hes., ov, gen., =, II., Orac. ap. Hdt., (Root) : poet. impf. : f. :

aor. 1, Ep., poet, also : pf. -
: Ep. aor. 2,, imper.,

3 sing. opt., inf., :

—

Med., Ep. imper., : Ep. 3 sing. impf., : f., Ep. :

—aor. 1, Ep., 3 sing, and pi., ; Ep. 3 sing. subj.-
', Ep. inf. :—Pass, (in same sense as

Med.\ aor. 1 : pf.. To point

out, shew, indicate, Horn. ; make
known the word to all, Od. ; Hdt.

;

, ? Id. 2. to

shew forth, tell, declare, Hdt., Att. : c. gen. to tell of,

Soph., etc. :— it differs from, as telling, declaring

from simply speaking. 3. c. dat. pers. et inf. to tell

one to do so and so, Horn., Thuc. 4. absol. to give

counsel, advise, Soph., Aeschin. II. Med. and
Pass, to indicate to oneself, i. e. to think or muse
upon, consider, ponder, debate, Horn., etc. ; ivl

II. ; . to think differently, lb. 2.

to think of, purpose, contrive, devise, design, .
Horn.; will contrive

how . . , Od. 3. c. acc. et inf. to think, suppose,

believe, imagine that . . , lb., Hdt. 4. to remark,
perceive, observe, Horn.; c. gen., like

Theocr. 5. to watch, guard, Od. :

—

to beware of,

Orac. ap. Hdt. ; cave canem, Ar. ;—c. inf.,

take heed not to speak, Soph. :—so

absol. to take heed, Aesch., Soph., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 med. of.-, Dor. for.-, Dor. for', dat. pi. of ].
[],, , speech; enunciation, Plut., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1 med. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 subj. of., Att. -, (Root) : aor. 1

:

—
Med., f. :—Pass., f. : aor. 1-

: aor. 2^ [] : pf .^ : 3 plqpf

.

:—in Att. the letters are sometimes trans-

posed, e. g. for,^ for

paya, for. To fence in, hedge



—
round, esp. for protection or defence, to fence, secure,

fortify, [] he fenced the raft

with mats, Od. :—Med., vrjas they fenced in
their ships, II. ; Hdt. ; but,

they strengthened it, Id. ; absol.

to strengthen one's fortifications, Thuc. : — Pass.,4 fenced with shields, II. ; absol.,4 fenced, fortified, prepared for defence,
Hdt., Thuc. II. to put up as a fence,, <$ joining spear close to spear,

shield to shield (so as to make a fence), II.;

y4ppa havingput up the shields as afence, Hdt. 2

.

in Xen., of dogs, to put down the tail. III. to

stop up, block, Hdt. ; tovs Thuc. 2.

metaph. to bar, stop : Pass., - . ., rjpos, , {) a teller, expounder, in-

former, rivos of or about a thing-

, Xen.;
a guide, Id. ; the teeth that

tell the age.

[], gen., or,$, ,(-) a member of : in pi. those of the same, clansmen, Aesch., Ar. ; vibv ei's

tovs (which was done when the boy came of age)
Ar. ; . els tovs . Isae. ; -
Tepas (v.), he has not cut his citizenteeth, is no
true citizen, Ar. ; clansmen of the

dicast's fee, Id. Hence, ,,^, Dem., , Ion., Dor., Att.

:

—a brotherhood : in Horn, a people of kindred race,

a tribe, clan, &vdpas.,) choose men by clans, that clan may
stand by clan, II. II. at Athens, the was
a subdivision of the, as at Rome the curia of the

tribus, Isocr., etc. : every consisted of three-, whose members were called or

(as those of a were 4) : every

contained 30 ytv-, so that by Solon's constitution

Athens had 12, and 360 yevy or old patrician

houses. (From the same Root as Lat. frater.) Hence, f ., to be in the same, Dem.-, , president of , Dem.
[], , ov, Ion., , , of or be-

longing to : at Athens, epith. of Zeus and
Athena, as tutelary deities ofthephratriae, Plat., Dem., Att. for., opos, v.., , gen., Ep. pi., a -well (dis-

tinguished from, a spring), II., Hdt. 2. a tank,

cistern, reservoir, Lat. puteus, Hdt., Thuc. : an oil-

jar, Ar. Hence, , a tank or reservoir, Xen. ; and, , leading to a tank or reservoir, Xen.
or, ovs, , a court in Peira^eus, where

homicides used to present themselves for trial, only in

dat., iv Dem., Arist., f ., to deceive, . T. From-, ov, ,() a soul-deceiver, . T.-, es, gen. eos,() master of his mind,
sound of mind, Lat. compos mentis, Hdt., Eur., to have a violent fever, be delirious or

frantic, Plut. From

-. &ji, iSos, , () inflammation of the brain,
phrenitis., , damage of the understanding, mad-
ness, folly , Luc. From-, is, () damaged in. the under-
standing, deranged, Lat. mente captus, Hdt.-, 4s, ^4) heart-gladdening, Anth.-, 4s,(4) ruining the mind, Aesch., Adv. of orfrom one's own mind, Soph.-, ov, (4-) stealing the understand-
ing, deceiving, Anth.-, ov, , a robber of the understanding, a
deceiver, Anth.-, is,() distracting the mind, mad-
dening, Aesch.-, Adv. (jxopos) so as to destroy the mind,
Soph.-, is, () striking the mind, i. e.

driving mad, maddening, Aesch.-, ov, () stricken in mind,
frenzy-stricken, Aesch.-, rjyos, , ,=, Anth.-, ov, buildingwith the mind, ingenious,At., f., () to make wise, instruct, inform,
teach, Trag., Xen. ;

5

alviy-, i. e. will teach plainly, Aesch. II. in Pass.

to be elated, Babr.-, es,() distraught in mind, frenzied,
Aesch., f., akin to 4, but found only in

the compds.,4, \4,4.', , gen., . 4, gen., dat., Dor. : I. properly —paya, the

midriff or muscle which parts the heart and lungs

(viscera thoracis) from the lower viscera (abdominis),

Aesch.; usually in pi., Arist., etc. II. in Horn.,

or4= the parts about the heart, the breast,

Lat. praecordia, II.; 4 lb. 2.

the heart, as the seat of the passions, Horn., etc. ;

from one's very heart, Aesch. ; 45 to

produce a haughty spirit, Soph. 3. the heart or

mind, as the seat of thought, ,
II., etc. ; . Od. ; 44, yvuivai II., etc. ; 4 ,
as in Lat. mens animusque, lb. ;—hence men lose

their, i. e. their wits, Od. ; 4 as

II. ;—so, in Att., , -
to be out of one's wits, Soph., Eur. ;; satisne sanus es ? Soph.; -5 in possession of one's senses, Id. ;

Eur. ; fapas, i. e. superficially, Aesch. 4.

of beasts, II. 5. will, purpose, Soph., , Ion. for; Ep. dat.., , ov, Ion. for.', , ov, shivering with cold: horrid, Anth.

From
[], , () a shuddering, shivering,

Plat. 2. shuddering, esp. from religious awe, Hdt.,

Soph., , , verb. Adj. of, to be shuddered

at, horrible, Plut.-, es, (elSos) that causes shuddering, horrible,

/
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Eur., Ar. :—neut., as Adv. horribly, Eur. :

—

Adv. -, Sup., to be in utter

horror, Dem., Att. -, f. , Dep. to snort

and leap about, to neigh and prance, of horses, Hdt.;

of goats, Theocr. (Perh. formed from the sound.), , gen.,{) the ruffling of a smooth

surface : the ripple caused by a gust of wind over the

smooth sea, Lat. horror, Od. II. a bristling up,

of the hair, Babr., aor. 1 inf. of.-, , , () with bristling hair, Anth., Att., (Root) : f. : aor.: pf.; with poet. part,

Pind. :

—

to be rough or uneven on the surface, to bristle,

Lat. horrere, of a corn-field, II., Eur. ; of a line of

battle, 11. ; of hair or bristles, to bristle up, stand on
end, Hes., Theocr. ;—c. acc. cogn., to

set up his bristly mane, Od. ; . II. ;

Ar. 2. , like Virgil's horrida

grando, Pind. 3. ruckling
in his throat, of one just dying, Id. II. of a feeling

of chill, when one's skin contracts and forms what
We call goose-skin, or when the hair stands up on
end : 1. of the effect of cold, to shiver, Hes. 2.

of the effect of fear, to shiver, shudder, Aesch.,

Soph. : c. acc. to shudder at one, II., Soph.;
/ tremble at the thought of her accom-

plishing, Aesch.;—so c. dat., they

shall shudder at the oars, Orac. ap. Hdt. :—also c.

part., I shudder at seeing, Aesch.

;

and c. inf. to fear to do, Dem. 3. to thrill with

passionate joy, Soph.,-, v. sub-.,, contr. for-, as for .', Ep. 3 sing. subj. : Ep. impf. :

f . -, aor. 1 : () :

—

to think, to have
tmderstanding, to be sage, wise, prudent,

best both in battle and counsel,

II. ; , of an infant, Aesch. ; 01

the wise, Soph. ; —
, wisdo7n, under-

standing, Id. :—with Advs., Hdt., Trag.

;

. Od., etc. II. to be minded in a certain

way, to mean, intend, purpose, c. inf., II. ;[] were minded to go, lb. :—absol., -
prudens faciebam, purposely

, Soph. ;

''/ this is what your bringing us here means,
Thuc. 2. with a neut. Adj., . to be so

and so minded towards him, kindly

minded towards him, Horn. ; so,. -
II. ; so with Advs., (v. supr.

x

Od.,
etc. 3. \vithout a dat., aya9a or . Horn.;

or . to have wise thoughts, be cun-
ningly minded, Od. ; . to think only of

the passing day, lb. ; . Eur. ; .
to have tyranny in mind, Ar. ; . to have
old-fashioned notions, Id. j esp., -ya to be

high-minded, II., Soph., etc. ; in bad sense, to be pre-

sumptuous, conceited, pride oneself, on a thing-,

Plat., etc.; > ~ . Thuc; . )
to have thoughts too hig-h for man, Soph.

;

. to be low-minded, poor-spirited, Id.

;

, . Eur., etc. ; .
Id. 4. tivos to be of his mind, of his

party, side with him, Hdt., etc. ; . Ar.

;

—so thinkinglike me, II. ; ,. to be like-minded, Hdt. III. to

have a thing in one's mind, mind, take heed to a
thing, Od., Aeschin., etc. IV. to be in possession

of one's senses, to be sensible, be alive, ,
for , II. ; -

Soph. :—also to be in one's senses, Id. ;

though in thy wits thou'rt nothing wise,

Eur. Hence, , , one y
s mind, spirit, Lat. animus,

Aesch., Plat., etc. 2. thought, purpose, will, Soph.

;

p\.thozights,Tva.g. II. either in goodorbad sense, 1.

high feeling, highmindedness, high spirit, resolution,

pride, Hdt., Aesch., etc. : pi. high thoughts, proud de-

signs, Hdt., Plat. 2. in bad sense, presumption, arro-

gance, Aesch., Eur., etc.; and in pi., Isocr., Plut.,

etc. III. pi. —, theheart, breast, Aesch. Hence, , , self-confident, high-spirited, or (in

bad sense) presumptuous, arrogant, Xen., Arist. ; and, Pass, to became presumptuous, Arist.,, ,() a minding to do so and so,

purpose, intention, Soph. 2. arrogance, Eur. II.

thotightfulness, prudence, Plat., etc., verb. Adj. of, one must think ;

. one must pride oneself, Xen., ov, in one's right mind, in one's senses,

Soph. II. staid, unmoved, discreet, Xen. ; .
presence of'mind, Id. III. wise, sensible, prudent,
Lat. prudens, Plat., etc. :

—

prudence, Id.

;

and in pi., devoid of wisdom, Soph.

;

'/ Xen. 2. Adv. -, Ar., Plat.,

etc.; . Xen. ; Comp., Isocr.,, , () prudence, wisdom,
[Nestor] knows well the customs

and wisdom of other men, Od. ; jjyaye

-fjv he brought back much wisdom from Troy, lb., Adv. pres. act. part, of, wisely,

prudently , Soph., f . Att. : slot, : pf .-
: I. absol. to think, consider, reflect, take

thought, have a care, give heed, Theogn., Hdt., Att. :

to be thoughtful or anxious, to

look thoughtful, Eur. II. with an object, 1.

c. acc. rei, to think of, consider, to think out, devise,

contrive, Hdt., Att.; foil, by relat. clause, the Verb
being in fut., ., Hdt.; .

Id. ; .' . . to take thought
or consider how a thing shall be done, Plat. 2.

c. gen. to take thought for, give heed to a thing,

care about it, regard it, mostly with a negat.,

. Hdt.; Eur.;
Plat. ;—so with Advs. implying a

negat., . Id. :—so also, with a
Prep., . to be concerned or anxious about
a thing, Hdt., Xen. :

—

)) heed it not, Ar.

;

, ',* Id. From,, ,() thought, care, heed, attention

bestowed upon a person or thing, c. gen.,'
Eur.; Hdt. 2.
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absol. thought, meditation, Aesch., Soph. ;[] Hdt. ;

to set one a thinking, Id., etc. :—in pi. thoughts,

Eur. 3. deep
thought, care, concern, Aesch. ;

no matter to Hippocleides ! Hdt., aros, ,() that which is thought
out, a thought, invention, Ar.€, verb. Adj. of, one must take
heed, Eur., Plat.,, a place for meditation, a thinking-
shop, school, Ar., Luc. From, , ,() a deep, hard thinker, as

Socrates is called in derision by Ar. ; so,. -, a thinker on supra-terrestrial things,

Xen. ; . Plat. Hence, ),, thought
-J
~id, Luc. :—Adv.-/ca;s,Xen., , ov, and os, ov, (contr. from , as

from) :

—

gone away, clean gone, (as

Horn, says irpb iyevovro) : 1. of persons, gone,

fled, departed, Soph., etc. ; c. part., [etVt]

they are gone in pursuit, Id. ; of the dead,. thou art dead and gone, Id., Eur. 2.

undone, ruined, helpless, Eur. II. of things,

gone, vanished, Soph., Eur.; -,
' they are gone, i. e. refuse their office, Eur., Ion. -, ), (v.) a looking out,

watch, guard, as a duty, Hdt., Aesch. ; -- shall keep unenviable watch, Aesch. ;

my watchful eye, Soph. ;

to sing while on guard, Ar. 2. a prison, Plat. II.

of persons, a tvatch, guard, garrison, Hdt., Aesch.,

etc. ; esp. of frontier-posts, which were guarded in

Attica by the, Xen. 2. at Sparta, a body

of men destined for service, (v.

. 1., ), the office or post of, place of
commandant, Xen. From-, , commander ofa watch or fortress, Xen., aor. :—Med., f.- in pass,

sense :—Pass., aor.) : () :

—

to keep

watch or guard, Hdt., Thuc. II. trans, to watch,

guard, Hdt., Trag., etc. ; ,
i. e. to keep silent, Eur. :—Pass, to be watched or

guarded, Hdt., Trag. 2. to watch for, Eur. j .
to observe one's duty, Soph. III. Med.,

like, to be on one's guard against, beware

of, c. ace, Eur. :—Act. in same sense, Soph., Eur.,,, that which is watched or guarded,- the herdsmen's charge of

cattle, Soph. II. a guard, Aesch. ; of a single man,
Id. III. watch, ward, Eur., r), , verb. Adj. of, watched,

guarded, Anth.,, ,() a watcher, Anth., ,() a watch-post, garrisoned fort,
citadel, Aesch., Thuc, etc. II. the guard, garri-

son, of a place, Aesch., Thuc.,, ,() a guard-ship, Thuc, Xen.-, ov, watching the house, Anth., , a watcher
,
guard, Eur., Thuc, etc. (Contr.

for-, as from .)

—. 873,, ,() a violent snorting,
neighing, Aesch., Soph. II. metaph. wanton
behaviour, insolence, Anth., , , a hot-tempered horse : metaph. as
Adj. arrogant, wanton, Plut.-, ov, wanton and hattghty, Ar.-, Att. - : f. : Dep.: — of

spirited horses, to neigh and prance, Anth. ; .
to neigh eagerly for the race, Plut. 2.

metaph. of men, to be wanton, unruly, Anth. :—so

in aor. act., . ., to gather sticks for fuel. Hence, , a gathering of dry sticks forfuel, a
collectingfirewood, Thuc.& [], , (py) mostly in pi. dry sticks, fire-

wood, Lat. sarmenta, Hdt., Ar., etc. :—the sing, only

in collective sense = pyava, Ar.

[], , a bird, perh. afinch, Lat. fringilla, Ar.

[], a, ov, and , ov, (&) Phrygian, of,

from Phrygia, Eur. 2. ., Phrygian
music, i. e. music played on the flute, wilder than the

music for the lyre, Id. Hence, Adv. of music, in the Phrygian mode, Plat.

[], f ., Dor. : aor.

:

—Pass.,

aor. ,&. 2 ipy^]v [] : p.epya. To
roast or fry, Ar. ; they shall cook

with the [wood of] the oars, Orac. ap. Hdt. :—Pass.,

ey€va roasted barley, Thuc. 2. of the

sun, to parch, Lat. torrere, Theocr. Hence, , , verb. Adj. roasted, Ar. II. as

Subst.,, , a signal-fire, bale-fire, beacon,

Aesch. ; is fire-signals

of an enemy's approach are made to a place, Thuc., f. , to give signals by fire :—Pass.,- the approach of

ships was signalled by beacon-fires, Thuc. ; and, , a giving signals by beacons or alarm-

fires, telegraphing, Aesch., Ar. ; and,, a beacon-tower, light-house, Plut. From-, ,( it, ()) a fire-watch, i. e.

one who watches to give signals by beacon-fires, Aesch.,

Thuc.' [], , a toad, Arist.€, , ov, of or like Phrynichus (the Com.
Poet), . Ar., , like, a toad, Arist., fut. of.|, , gen. Qpiyos, a Phrygian, II. :—as the name of

a slave, Ar. : cf. Davus, Geta., fie ! faugh ! an exclamation of disgust, Ar. II.

Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of.€, Adv. (^)) like, to flight, to flee,

ya' ' turned his horses to flight, II., f . , () to drive from a country,

banish, Xen., Dem., r), , of or for an exile, . the

reckless zeal of an exile, Thuc. Adv. -, Plut.-, , , () one who httnts after

runaways or exiles, Plut.-, , , (-) fleeingfrom the spear, un-

warlike, cowardly, Aesch., , , , () one who flees from his
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country, a runaway , fugitive, a banished man, exile,

refugee, Lat. exul, profugus, Hdt., Att. ;

TtyaXen.; to recall them ; etc. II.

of an army, put to flight, Soph., collat. form of, Aesch., Soph.€ [], Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 of., aor. 2 inf. of., , () flight in battle, LzX.fuga, Od., Hdt.,

Trag. ; dat.} adverbially, in hasty flight, Soph.,

Eur. ;
Plat. 2. flight or escape from

a thing-

, avoidance of it, c. gen., j/oVcoj/ Soph.;
Eur. II. banishment, exile, Lat.

exilium, Trag-

., Soph. ; to go into banish-

ment, Plat. ; Eur. ; (sc.), to be awarded the penalty of exile, Plat. 2.

as a collective Noun, —, a body of exiles or re-

fugees, Thuc, Aeschin.-, ov, shunning the marriage-bed, Anth.-, f., () to shun, shirk a trial, Dem., f ., to shun battle or war, Polyb. From-, ov,() shunning battle, Simon.
$vy6-%tvo% y ov, shunning strangers, inhospitable, Pind., rj, aversion to work, Polyb. From
-irovos, ov, shunning work or hardship, Polyb.-, ov, poet, for, shunning
war, cowardly, Od., aor. 2 part, of., , headlong flight, rout, Horn. Hence, , , flying, runaway, shy, II.,, a, ov, = foreg., Anth., Dor. , , () growth, stature, esp. fine
growth, noble stature, Horn. ; -

he was like Nestor both

in shape and size and stature (or growth), II. II.

poet, for, one^s natural powers, nature, genius,
Pind. III. the flower ox prime of age, Id.

or, 3 sing. aor. 2 opt. of., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.,, , full of sea-weed, weedy, Il.,Theocr.

or, , = I, mostly used in pi.,

Plat., Theocr. II. = II, rouge, Luc.-€, ovos, , , near the sea-weed, dwelling
by the sea, Anth.', , , Lat. fucus, sea-weed, sea-wrack,
tangle, II. II. a red colour prepared from it,

rouge, Lat. fucus, Ar., Theocr., , , older form of, to be shunned or

escaped, avoidable, Horn., f., to divide into tribes, Plut., Ep. for, dat. pi. of., r),() a watching or guarding, watch,
guard, ward, esp. by night, ) keep
watch and ward, II. ; so, lb. ;

r) . that there might be nothing visible

to watch, Thuc. ; to keep watch,
Xen. ; . Id. ;

to set watches, Ar. 2. a watch or guard, of per-

sons, Plat., Xen., etc. ; 7) . a body
guard, Dem. :

—

a guard or garrison, Hdt. ; - ttj7^ ., of a squadron of ships, Thuc. 3.
of place, a watch, station, post, II., Xen. 4. of
time, a watch of the night, Hdt., Eur., etc. 5. a

place for keeping others in, a ward, prison, Anth.,

N.T. II. a watching, guarding, keeping, pre-

serving, whether for security or custody, -
to keep guarded or occupied, Hdt. ; )

to preserve the

same character of language, Id. ; so,

or , Thuc. :—also, , =-, to keep guard, be on the watch, Hdt. ;

were on their guard, Id. 2.

guardianship, AHst. 3. a safe-guard, Isocr. III.

(from Med.) precaution, Plat. Hence, , , fitted for watching or guarding,
watchful, careful, Plat.,, fern, of, Plat.

[], 6, Ep. and Ion. for, II., Hdt.€, a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be watched
or kept, Soph., Eur. II. one must
observe, obey, Eur. 2. (from Med.) one must
guard against, Aesch., Plat.,, 6, poet, for, II., ,() a guarded post, a fort or

castle, Hdt. : an outpost, Lat. statio, Thuc, Xen. 2.

a safe-guard, preservative, Dem. ; among the Jews
were strips of parchment with texts from

the Law written on them, used as amulets, . T., , , preservative, c. gen., Arist. , II.

of persons, vigilant, observant, Xen. ; .
cherishing the recollection ofthem, Arist. 2. (from

Med.) cautious, Id.

[], , , () a watcher, guard,
sentinel, Lat. excubitor, Horn., Att.; 01 . the garri-

son, Thuc, Xen., etc. ; body-
guards, Plat. ;—also as fern., .
Soph., Eur., etc. II. a guardian, keeper, pro-

tector, Hes., etc. ;—c. gen. objecti, . a protector

against it, the spear, Eur. 2. an observer,

Plat. ; Xen. 3. of things,', of the, Lys.,, ,() a security, Eur., f., to be or act as, Xen. ; and, , the ojflce of, Arist. From-, , the chief of ], a phylarch, Hdt.,

Xen. :—used to transl. the Rom. tribunus, Plut. II.

at Athens, the commander of the cavalry furnished by

each tribe, v..
[], , a man of Phyle (in Attica), Ar., Att. -, (Root), Ep. inf.-

: f . : aor. 1, Ep. - : pf.

:—Med., f.-, also in pass, sense : aor.

1 :—Pass., aor. 1 : pf . -, imper..
A. absol. to keep watch and ward, keep guard,

Horn., Att. ; II.

. trans, to watch, guard, keep, defend, Horn.,

etc. ; to guard one from a
person or thing, Xen. :—also . to

guard one against suffering, Soph. :—Pass, to be

watched, kept under guard, Hdt. 2. to watchfor,
lie in wait or ambush for, Horn., Thuc. ; . -

to look out for the signal-fire, Aesch. : to watch,

to wait for, observe an appointed time or a fixed event,

Hdt., Thuc. ; . to wait for night, Thuc 3.
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metaph. to keep, maintain, cherish,, II.;

. to observe a command, lb. ; Soph. ; .
to cling to it, foster it, Id. :—Pass.,-

to be fostered in or by . . , Id. 4.

to keep or continue in a place, Od.
C. Med., with pf. pass., I. absol. to be on

one's guard, keep watch, . ;

to be cautious, prudent, lb. ; so,

with caution, Xen. 2.

c. acc. to keep a thing by one, bear it in mind, Hes.,

Soph. 3. to guard, keep safe, -£ Orac. ap. Hdt. 4. c. inf. to take care to do,

Hdt. 5. c. gen., to take care

for the ships, be chary of them, Thuc. II.

or to beware of, be on one's guard
against, shun, avoid, Hdt., Aesch. ; also .
Thuc. ; Xen. ;—c. part.,

I will take care to look on, Soph. ;—c. inf., .
to take care not to do, guard against doing,

Hdt. ; . - Dem. ; so, . ) or .
. . , with subj., to take care lest a thing happen,

Eur., Xen. : rarely c. gen., Soph. III.

sometimes Act. has sense of Med., Eur., Plat., f. , to adopt into a tribe, Arist., , , () one of the same tribe, a tribes-

man, Lat. tribulis, Ar., , , of or for , tribal, Arist., , () like, a race or tribe of men, a

Xen. II. a body of men united by ties

of blood and descent, a clan, such as those among the

Dorians (.), Pind. ; of the four old Attic Tribes,

Hdt., Eur. ; of the Jewish, . T. 2. a tribe con-

nected by local habitation, like our hundred or county,

such as the ten local tribes at Athens formed by Cleis-

thenes (.), Hdt., etc.—The subdivisions of the- were, those of the

were. III. the contingent of soldiers fur-
nished by a tribe, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :—later, a brigade

of cavalry, Xen. ; cf. II., , a tree mentioned with the olive in Od. ; either

the wild olive, or the buck-thorn.,, ,() a heap of leaves, bed or litter

of leaves, Hdt., Soph. 2. the leaves or foliage of a

tree, Aesch. :

—

a branch or bough, Eur., Ar. 3.

poet, for a tree ox plant, ., i.e. the laurel,

Eur. ; ., of a thick grove, Soph., , mostly in pi. green-stuff, small herbs,

such as mint and parsley, Ar., , ov,() of or from leaves, made of
leaves, Theocr., Luc.', f ., to shed the leaves, Ar. From-, ov,() shedding leaves, Theophr.-, ov, () thick-leaved, Ar.,, () a leaf; in pi. leaves, or collectively

the leaves, foliage of a tree, Horn., Hdt., etc. ;
'

), as is the gen-

eration of leaves, such is that of men, II. ;

Eur. ; in sing., , poet, for, Soph. :—metaph. of choral songs,'
Pind. 2. of flowers, a petal, Hdt., Theocr. II.

a medicinal herb, Soph.-, ov, () leaf-shedding. Hence

-. 875, f., to shed the leaves, in Com. phrase,

. to shed or let drop one's shield, Ar.-, ov, strewed or covered with leaves,

Eur. :—also dat. (as if from-),
Theocr.-, ov, () bearing leaves, . a
contest in which the prize is a crown of leaves, Pind.-', to shed leaves or hair, Anth. From-, ov, () shedding the leaves.-', to make distinctions of race, Thuc., , () a race, tribe, class of men, Horn.,

etc. ; oft. in pi. hosts, swarms, also of other animals,

swarms of gnats, II.; the race of birds,

Soph. 2. a sex, Hes. ; 2>, . Xen. II.

in closer sense, a race of people, a nation,

II. ; ., of the Aethiopians, Aesch.,

etc. III. more closely still, = 1 1. 1, a clan

or tribe of men acc. to blood or descent, II.

[],, acc. and , , the battle-cry, din

of battle, battle, Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.), , , () like, a growth : esp. a
tumour, Hdt.

[], Ep. for, aor. 2 inf. of.,, ov,() offering a chance ofescape : neut.

a place of escape, a place of refuge, Od. ;

. an asylum, Plut. II. c. acc,
able to fleefrom or escape one, Soph., , like, a place of refuge, Plut.,, 7i,

— <pvyi], II.,, , that which is mixed and kneaded,
dough, . '. From

[], f.- [] : aor. 1

:

—Pass., aor. 1

[], Ion.- : pf . : () :

—

to mix flour or meal so as to make it into dough, to

knead, Hdt., Xen. ; yrjv to make earth

into a bloody paste, Aesch. :—Pass.,

Thuc. 2. metaph.,

to make up a soft voice, Ar., Adv. () mixedly, in utter confusion,

Aesch., Xen. ; Dor., Anth., aor. 1 subj. of sq.' [], impf. : aor. 1 ', later

:

—Pass., f. : aor. 1 ; later aor. 2

:

—

to mix something dry with something wet,

mostly with a sense of mixing so as to soil or defile,'' they wetted, sullied their gar-

ments with tears, II. ; also c gen., -
Od. :—Pass., lb. ;

Aesch. 2. of dry things,

Eur. ; yaia to be doomed to have

one's hair defiled with earth, Pind. II. metaph.

to mingle together, confuse, they

mixed all things up together, did all at random,

Aesch., etc :—Pass, to be mixed zip,

from a confused and savage state, Eur. 2.

in Pass, also to mix with others, have dealings with

him, Plat., aor. 2 part, of : a son ; cf..~, , , a pair of bellows, bellows, mostly in pi.,

II., Thuc; in sing., Hdt. II. a wind, blast,

wind in the stomach, in pi., Plat. 2. of fire, a

stream ox jet, h. Horn. 3. an air-bubble, Luc



8j6 —,, Aeol. for-, part. nom. pi. of., aor. part, of : 6 a father ; cf.., Ion. - : f. : () : . absol. to

blow, puff, of bellows, II. ; of the wind, to

snort furiously, Eur. ; , Lat. magnum
spirare, to be indignant, Id. ; . to breathe

blood and murder, Soph. II. trans, to puff
or blow up, distend, Ar., Xen. ; of bag-pipers, Ar. ;

. ras- to puff them out, Dem. :— Pass.

to be inflated, y Ar. 2.

metaph. to puff one up, make him vain, and so to

cheat, Dem. :—Pass, to be puffed up, at a

thing, Xen. 3. to blow up, kindle a. fire : but

also 4. to blow out, extinguish, rtyv

Ar. 5. to blow out, spurt out, Soph. 6. to

blow a wind-instrument, Eur., Ar., Theocr., Ion. for.,, ,\ that which is blown or pro-

duced by blowing, . a hard-drawn breath,

Eur. ; , of stormy blasts, Id.

;

. the roaring or raging of the sea, Id. ; -' black blood blown from the

nostrils, of newly slaughtered cattle, Id. II. a
bubble, Luc. III. a blowing, puffing, snorting,

of a horse, Xen. : metaph. conceit, Plat.,, ,() an instrument for blowing,
blowpipe or tube, Hdt.,, , a breathing hard, blowing, Aesch. From, Ep. part,, intr. to blow, puff, breathe
hard, pant, II., Aesch., Soph., Pass, (') to be excited by eating
garlic, properly of fighting cocks : hence the Megarians
(who were large growers of garlic) are said to be -
vais^ infuriated by vexations, Ar.-,, , Puff-cheek, name of a frog, Batr.-, , —*, Theocr., lyyos, , the stalk of garlic, or the outer coat

of a clove of garlic. (Deriv. uncertain.)-, ov, (,) life-producing, Horn., ,,() natural, native, opp. to,
Xen., Arist. II. of or in the order of nature,
natural, physical, opp. to, Arist.', to study features, judge a man's
character by his features, Dem. From-7, ov, gen., judging of a. man's char-
acter by his features, Arist., () to puff up, . T. : (for Ep. part., v.).

[], , gen., poet,, Ion. :

Att. dual or : () :
—the nature, natural

qualities, powers, constitution, condition, of a person
or thing, Od., Hdt., Att. 2. like,form, stature,

either in mind or outward form,
Pind. ; , ' , Soph. ;

Ar. 3. of the mind, one's

nature, natural bent, powers, character, Soph.,

etc. 4. often periphr., y bpyva,
. e. would'st provoke a stone, Id. ; . for, Plat. II. nature, i. e. the order or law of
nature,, to be made so by nature,
naturally, Hdt., etc.;—opp. to -, Eur.,
Thuc. ; so,- a traitor by nature,

,
Aeschin. :—so, in dat., by nature, naturally

,

Ar., etc. :

—

, c. inf., it is natural that . . ,

Hdt., Plat. 2. origin, birth, yyov
Hdt. ; . Soph. ; so, Xen. III.

nature, universe, Plat., Arist. IV. as a concrete

term, creatures, animals (cf.), . man-
kind, Soph. ; . the creatures of the

sea, Id. ; . \voma.n-kind, Xen. ;

such creatures as these, Isocr. V. a nature,

kind, sort, Soph. : species, Xen. VI.
sex, Soph., Thuc.,, ,() a being puffed up, in-

flation, N.T., , () a sausage or black-pudding, Ar.

(sc. ), , a kind of barley-cake, the dough
being lightly mixed, not kneaded firmly, Anth. ; .

Ar. (Deriv. uncertain.),, , () a progeny, race, Aesch.&, Ion. —, , () a planted place, an
orchard or vineyard, opp. to corn-land (),
II. II. a plant, Anth. [ is made long in dac-

tylic verses.], ov, () producing, nourishing, foster-

ing,^ fostering sires or aged parents,
Aesch. ; . the marriage bed, Eur. II.

natural, by nature ; Soph. O. C. 150 should be pointed

thus : e e ! apa' ; woe for thy blind eyes ! say wast thou thus

miserable by nature, from thy birth ?, , () a planting, Xen. II. the

growth of a plant, Id. III. a plant, N.T.,, , a plant, Pind., Soph.; and,, aplantgrown in a nursery, "Ken. H.
a nursery or plantation, Dem.; and, , , verb. Adj. planted, produced, Plat., f. : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1-, poet. 3 pi. : pf. : (-) : I. to plant trees, Od., Hdt., etc. :—absol.,

Hes., Xen. :—Med. to plant for oneself, Pind. 2.

metaph. to beget children, Hes., Hdt., etc. ; -
alone, the father, Soph., Eur., etc. ; 01-
the parents, Soph. : metaph., -

vov Id. :—Pass, to spring from parents,, or

Pind., Soph. 3. generally, to produce,

bring about, cause, or . Horn. ; .
Soph. :—Pass., Id. II.

to plant ground with fruit-trees, . yy\v Thuc. ; .
&ypov Xen. :—Pass., 777, opp. to,
Hdt., Dem., , , () of or belonging to plants, .
the principle of vegetable life, Arist., , () a stock, generation, Pind., Anth.-, , poet, for opy, Anth., , () that which has grown, a plant, tree,

II., Hes., etc. II. generally a creature, of men,
Eur., Plat. 2. like, of men, a descendant,

child, Eur., Theocr., , , verb. Adj. of , shaped by nature,

without art, Pind.&, , gardening, Anth. From- [], ov,() digging round plants,

. a delver, gardener, Theocr.



—. 8 7 7-, , planting:—metaph., 6. a father,
Soph.-, , (*) working at plants ; as Subst.
a gardener, vinedresser, Anth. II. metaph.
begetting, Soph., Eur. : the author of a thing, Plat,-,, ov, namedfrom a plant or tree, Anth.

: impf ., Ep. 3 sing. : f. [] : aor. 1

:—Med., f.:—intr. tenses of Act., pf. 7re-, Ep. 3 pi., Ep. part. fem., acc.

pi. : plqpf., Ep., Ep. 3 pi.

: aor. 2 (as if from ), Ep. 3 sing., 3 pi. (for, which is also 3 pi. of aor. 1),

3 sing. opt. or, inf., Ep., part..—Later we have an aor. 2 pass., subj.,
-, -.

A. trans., in pres., fut., and aor. 1 act., to bring
forth, produce, put forth leaves, etc., Horn., etc.; so,

made the hair grow, Od. : of a country,

Hdt. 2. of men, to beget, en-
gender, generate, Lat. procreare, Eur., etc. ;

—

the begetter, father (opp. to , the son, v. infr.

B. 1. 2), Soph.; and of both parents, 01

Eur. : metaph., will bring to light

thy birth, Soph. ; Id. 3. of per-

sons in regard to themselves, . to grow or get
a beard, Hdt. ; . Ar. : hence the joke in, v.. 4. metaph., to

get understanding, Soph. ; to form a high

opinion of oneself, Hdt. II. absol. to put forth
shoots, ' one
generation is puttingforth scions, the other is ceasing

to do so, II. ; Theocr.

. Pass., with the intr. tenses of Act., viz. aor. 2,

pf. and plqpf., to grow, wax, spring up, arise, Od.

;

Hdt. ; so,

from his head grew horns six-

teen palms long, II., Plat. ; the cause

of the things produced, Dem. 2. of men, to be be-

gotten or born, most often in aor. 2 and pf.,

he that shall abate it is not yet born,

Aesch. ; not to have been bom were best,

Soph. :—c. gen., or to be born

or descended from any one, Aesch., etc.;

Soph., etc. II. the pf. and sometimes the aor. 2

take a pres. sense, to be so and so by nature,, Trag., etc. ; so, 01

Soph. :—then, simply, to be so and so,

Aesch. ; Eur. 2.

c. inf. to be by nature disposed to do so and so,

Soph. ;

notformed by nature so to speak, Id. ; -
Thuc. 3. with Preps., to

be by nature prone to tears, Eur. ; -
Xen. 4. c. dat. to fall to one by nature, be

one's natural lot, Soph., etc. 5.

impers., c. inf., it is natural to do, Arist. :—absol.,

as is natural, Xen., , a city in Ionia, h. Horn., Hdt., etc. :—hence, Att. &, , , a Phocaean, Hdt.,

Thuc.,, , a Phocian, II. (in Ep. gen. pi.),
nom. pi. Hdt.,7 Thuc, Soph.,

gen. Aesch. II.; (sc. yrj), , Phocis,

on the Corinthian gulf, W. of Boeotia, Xen.; as Adj.,

Phocian, Trag. III. Adj.$, , , Phocian,
Dem.', , a seal, Od., Hdt.,, , —, lurking in a hole, Anth. ;

of the bear, lying torpid in its cave, Theocr. II.

fidl of lurking places, Babr., , a hole, den, of lions, Babr. ; of foxes, . T.
(Deriv. unknown.) Hence, to lurk in a hole or den, Theocr., Babr., Dor. for.-, f. , to practise one's voice, learn to

sing or declaim, Dem., , practice of the voice, declamation, Dem., , , of or for exercising the voice, .
a pitch-pipe, Plut. From-, , () one who exercises the voice, a

singing-master, declaiming-master, Sueton., f.,() to produce a sound or tone : 1.

properly of men, to speak loud or clearly, or simply to

speak, Horn., etc. ;—c. acc. cogn.,

making the voice sound, Od. ; so, . to utter

the sound, Hdt. ; so with neut. Adj.,

to have the loudest voice, Id. ; . Aesch.

:

—absol. to cry aloud, Soph. ; to sing, Theocr. 2. of

animals, to utter their cries, Arist. ; of the cock, to

crow, N.T. 3. of a musical instrument, to sound,
Eur. ; but . it has a voice, is significant,

Xen. II. c. acc. pers. to speak to, call to, II. ; c.

dat. to cry to, ava, Soph. 2. to call

by name, call, Id., . T. 3. ., c. inf., to com-
mand one to do, Soph. III.

c. acc. rei, to speak or tell of, Aesch., Soph., , () a sound, tone, properly the sound of the

voice, mostly of men, Lat. vox, Horn., etc. ; of a battle-

cry, Xen. ; , Virgil's rumpere vocem, to

utter an articulate sound, Hdt., Ar. ; . , Lat.

vocem edere, Hdt., etc. : pi. at . the tones of the

voice, Plat. :—proverb., , of a blind man,
Soph. 2. the voice or cry of animals, Od., Hdt.,

etc. 3. any articulate sound, as opp. to inarticu-

late (), Soph., etc. 4. of sounds from in-

animate objects, . Eur. ; Plat. II.

the faculty of speech, discourse, Lat. sermo, Soph. 2.

language, Lat. lingua, Hdt. 3. a kind of lan-

guage, dialect, Aesch., Thuc, etc. III. a phrase,

saying, ~ . Plat. Hence, Dor. -aets [], , : neut. pi. contr.

:

—uttering a voice or speech, endowed with
speech, vocal, Hes., Eur. ; (i. e. )

speaking to the wise, Pind. : of animals,

endowed with speech, Xen. 2. of a song, sounding,
Pind. 3. (with and without)
vowels., ,() a sound made, voice, Soph. 2.

a thing spoken, speech, language, Id., , , () to be spoken, Anth.', , gen., a thief, Lat. fur, Hdt., etc. II., a harbour near Athens, a little westward
of Peira^eus, used by smugglers, Dem. Hence, Ion., , a theft, Bion. Hence



SjS —, f. [], to search after a thief ox theft, search

a house, Ar. 2. in Pass, to be detected, Dem. ; with

part., Dem. ; so, Kaubs [&v~]

Eur. :—also of things,

money was discovered to be in course of

exportation, Xen.,, , a chest, trunk, coffer, esp. for clothes

and linen, Horn. (Derivation unknown.), a, ov, poet, for, stolen, Anth., ov, () stolen : . stolen goods, Luc. II.

metaph. secret, clandestine, Theocr.', gen., : dual, : pi.,, : used by Poets, just like avrjp, a man,
Horn., Trag. II. a man, as opp. to a woman,
Od., Soph, j , of a man and his wife,

Eur. III. a man, opp. to a god, II., Aesch., , contr. for, light, q. v.* 5 > , 1·, contr. from, q. v., , , () that -which gives light, an
illuminator, Anth. :

—

ot the lights of heaven,
stars, Id., N.T.-, ov, () bringing or giving light, Eur.,

Ar. :—as Subst., (sc. )), the light-

bringer, Lat. Lucifer, i. e. the morning-star, a name
specially given to the planet Venus, Cic. 2. of the

eye, Eurr, Plat. II. torch-bearing, epith. of certain

deities, esp. of Hecate, Eur.-, 6v, guiding with a light:

(sc. ), , an openingfor light, a window, Luc., , , {) shining, bright, Xen., f. Att. , to enlighten, illuminate : to in-

struct, teach, . T. 2. to bring to light, publish,

lb. 3. to enlighten spiritually, and then to

baptize, lb. Hence, , illumination, light, . T.

X.

X, X> > T0'> indecl., twenty-second letter of Gr. alpha-

bet : as numeral, ' =6, , —, : but in Inscrr.,

X is the first letter of, , a, — iooo.—Changes
of , in the dialects : 1. Dor. for , as for. 2. Ion. represented by , as

for . 3. put before to strengthen

the sound, as for Xalva, for.
The Poets in some words treated as a double

consonant, so that a short vowel before it becomes
long, as in,, (qq.v.),., . 3 sing. aor. 2 of :—, . inf.', to cause to retire, the Act. only in Ep. redupl.

aor. 2, f. :

—

to force to retirefrom,
deprive of, II. ;

Od.
. Med., . impf., . imper.

: f., . : aor. ,. 3 sing,, inf., part,-
:—also (for) 3 ph of a

redupl. aor. 2 :

—

to give way, draw or shrink
back, retire, II. 2. c. gen. to draw back or retire

from, lb., etc. ; so, . ,
lb. ; nor in truth was he

.
(or it, the stone) far from the man, i. e. nearly hit

him, lb., v..
[], a, ov, gemrine, true, good, Lacon. word

in Ar. ; so,, , oi the good men
of olden time, Theocr., , , delectation, Com. word in Ar.,

formed after., Dor. for., (Root ;, 3 pi. imper. : impf. Ep., Ion. : f . -, Ep. redupl. inf., later also : aor. 1 : pf., Ep. part. acc.-:—Med. (in same
sense), f.-, Ep.

:

—Ep. 3 sing,

aor. 1- :—Ep. redupl. 3 pi. aor. 2

;

opt. 3 sing, and pi.,- :—Pass, (in same
sense), aor. 2- [], Ep. -, part, : pf., part, : plqpf. 3 sing, and pi.,-. To rejoice, be glad, be delighted

Horn., etc. ; . or , . Id. :—c.

dat. rei, to rejoice at, be delighted with, take delight

in a thing, Id., etc. ; so,, Soph., Xen. :

—

c. part., I rejoice at having
heard, 11. ; Eur. ; Ar. ;

—

with part. pres. sometimes takes the sense of, to be wont to do, Hdt.,

etc. II. with negat., thou wilt or

shalt not rejoice, i. e. thou shalt not go unpunished

,

shalt repent it, Ar. ; so in Horn., '
II. ; so with an interrog., -

; Plut. : v. inf. iv. 2. III. imperat.,
dual, pi., is a common form of greet-

ing, 1. at meeting, hail, welcome, Lat. salve,

Horn., Att. ; , . . Answ. I

accept the greeting, Aesch. 2. at taking leave and
parting, fare-thee-well, farewell, good-bye, Lat. vale,

Od., Att. 3. the notion of taking leave ox parting
appears also in the 3 pers. sing,, have done
with it, away with it,, as to the question whether he was
born a man or is a divinity, let it be put aside, Hdt. ;

Eur. IV. part,, glad,

joyful, delighted, Horn.; so, Hdt. 2.

joined with another Verb, in the sense of safe, with
impunity , Lat. impune, Id. ;

with a negat., , Lat. haud impune, to one's

cost, Id.;

Soph. : v. supr. II. 3. in same sense

as imper. (supr. in), may'st
thou fare well and arrive, Od. ; '
let her go with a benison, Soph. V. the inf. is

used to refer to the word as used in greeting

(supr. . 1), - I bid

the herald welcome, Id. :—at the beginning of letters

the inf. stood alone( or being omitted, as

in Lat. S.=salutem, for S. D.=salutem dicit),] Xen. 2. in bad sense, like,
or to dismissfrom one's mind, put

away from one, renounce, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; .
Ar. ; so c. dat. pers., ·
Aesch. ; ., , long, flowing hair, Horn. ; and in pi. of a



single person, , 2. of a horse's

mane, lb. ; of a lion's mane, L&t.juba, Eur., Ar. 3.

metaph. of trees, leaves, foliage, in pi., Theocr., Dor.,, , with long flowing
hair, Pind., Anth.,,, (as if from), a plume, Aesch., , Dor. for.', , , hail, Lat. grando, II.; pi. a hail-

shower, hailstorm, Xen., Plat. ; . hail-

stones, Ar. :—metaph. any pelting shower, .
Soph. ; . Pind. Hence, to hail, Luc. II. to have pimples or
tubercles, Ar.-, is, hurling abuse as thick as hail, Anth., Dor. -oeis,, , () like hail,

. murder thick as hail, Pind., poet, for . 4, Hes.-, , Dor. for'/., , ,() slack, loose, Thuc, Xen.; .
a loose, supple joint, Ar. ; .

loose, languid, effeminate music, Plat. Hence,, , slackness, looseness, Xen.,, ,() a slackening, loosening, Plat., aros, ,() a slackened condition : a
gap in the line of battle, . to be placed
at fitting- intervals, Plut. From, a, ov, of orfrom Chalastra on the Ther-
maic gulf :

—

(sc. ), soda, found
there, and used for purposes of cleansing, Plat.", f. [] : aor. 1, Ep. a,

Dor. part, :—Pass., aor. 1 : pf.

: I. trans, to slacken, loosen, .,
to unstring the bow, h. Horn., Plat. : metaph.,

. Ar. 2. to let down, let sink, fall or
droop, Pind. ;

having unbent the brow, Ar. ; . . . 3.

to let loose, loose, release, Aesch. :—absol. to let go,

slacken one's hold, Id. 4. . to slack the

reins, Plat. 5. or . to loose the bars

or bolts, i. e. undo or open the door, Soph., Eur. ; also,

Aesch. 6. to loosen or undo
things drawn tightly together, Soph., Eur. :—Pass.,

Aesch. II. intr. to

become slack or loose, Eur. ; the gates

stand open, Xen. :—metaph., c. gen., to have a remis-
sion of,, Aesch. ; - Ar. 2. c.

dat., . to yield to any one, to be indulgent to

him, Aesch. 3. absol. to remit, to grow slack, Plat., , a Chaldaean, Hdt., etc. II. an
astrologer, caster of nativities, Cic, etc., f.- : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1

: () :

—

to be severe, sore, grievous,

like Lat. ingravescere, of storms, Horn. 2. mostly

of persons, to be violent, sorely angry, savage, II.,

Att. :—c. dat. to be angry with others, Horn., etc. ; so,

. Od. ; Xen. :—also c. dat. pers. et

rei, . to be angry with him for his

words, Id. II. to provoke to anger, Arist. :—Pass.

to be provoked, Xen. III. in Pass, also, to be

treated harshly, Plat., \, , Lat. difficilis : 1. hard to bear,

painful, sore, grievous, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; [\

-'. 8.79

., of ill-fitting cuirasses, Xen. : 5-
the severity of the wind, Id. ;

hardships, sufferings, Id. 2. hard to do
or deal with, difficidt, Ar., Thuc, etc. ;

life is a hard thing, Xen. :—c. inf., iycn

— , II.;

so, [] Od. ; .-? Isocr. :

—

\_\, c. inf., 'tis

hard, difficidt to do, Horn. 3. dangerous, Od.,
Thuc. 4. of ground, difficidt, rugged, Thuc, Xen. ;

. a place difficult to take, Xen. II. of

persons, hard to deal with, harsh, severe, stern, strict,

Od. ; a more bitter enemy, Thuc. ;-
most difficidt to deal with, most dangerous

ov troublesome, Id.:—of judges, severe, Hdt.,Dem. 2.

of savage animals, Xen. 3. ill-tempered, angry,
testy, Ar. ;^ Hdt.

B. Adv., hardly, with diffictdty, Lat.

aegre,^ . 'twas difficult to

distinguish, II. ; ., opp. to ,
Isocr. ; oil or . without much ado, Thuc. 2.

hardly, scarcely, . " -
Hdt. ; . Plat. 3. . =, Thuc, Xen. 4. painfully, miserably,-,- Plat. ; ? ."

to live in the utmost misery, Thuc II. of per-

sons, harshly, severely, Eur., Thuc, etc :—., like Lat. aegre ferre, Thuc. : often in the phrase ., to be angry, Xen. ; . to be

angry with a person for a thing, Dem. ; .
Plat. 2. ., also, = Lat. male se

habere, Id.&,, , () difficulty, ruggedness,

Thuc II. of persons, difficidty, harshness,

rigour, severity, Id., etc. 2. ill-temper, vice, of

a horse, Xen.', f. , Causa.l of, to oppress,

depress, crush, Od., Hes. II. Pass.,

enraged at one, Theogn. III. intr. to be

angry , vexed at, Bion.-, ov, poet, for, unmixed, Archil.', to guide with or as with a bridle, to

bridle, Luc, . T. From-, , guiding as with a bridle.- (sc.), , bridle-?naking, Arist.', o, a bridle, bit, II.;- Eur. :—of the horse,

Aesch. ; . Xen. ; . to champ
the bit, Plat. :—of the rider, . to give a

horse the rein, Xen. ; Plat. 2. metaph.

of anything which curbs or restrains, of an anchor,

Pind. ; , of Prometheus bound to

the rock, Aesch. II. generally, a strap or thong,

Eur. Hence, f., to bridle or bit a horse, Xen. Hence,, , a bridling, Xen.& (sc. ), , cables or ropes to moor
ships to the shore, Eur.' [],, and , a small stone, pebble, in pi.,

Luc, etc 2. as collect, in sing., gravel, rubble,

used in building, Thuc. ; so also in pi., Ar.' [], , , sheer wine, Lat. merum, Hippon.



88 " -, f. ~, to be lightminded, Od. ; and, , levity, thoughtlessness, Od. From-,, , , () light-minded, thought-

less, Od.-, ov, () with brasen chariot, Pind.-, , b, , with brasen shield, Pind.,

Soph.:—of one who ran the armed footrace, Pind.-', , (eyxos) with brasen lance, Eur,, , smith's work, opp. to) (joiner's

work), Plat.€, Ion. -,, a smiths shop, forge, smithy

,

Hdt., Plat. II. —, a copper, caldron,

Hdt., Plat. 2. a metal reflector in a lamp, Xen.
and, , ov, Ep. for, of

copper or bronze, brasen, Horn.; ,

=

, a forge, Od. ; yevos, of the Age of
brass, Hes.-, ov, poet, for''\, Pind.-,, poet. fem. of sq., Eur.-', ov,() with brasen beak : as the

name of a special kind of ship, Plut.-, , () brass-armed,, Pind.-, Ion. -,, , , with brasen
breastplate, II.-, ov, with heart of brass, Theocr.-, 6, skilled in arms, Eur.-, , () brass-footed, Anth.'--, ov, () with arms of brass, Eur., , Ion. -', , also, ov : Att.-, , ovv : () :

—

Of copper or bronze, brasen,

Lat. aeneus, aheneus, Horn., etc. ; . a bronze
statue of Zeus, Hdt. ; Dem.;(. . III). b. .- a contestfor
a shield of brass, Pind. 2. metaph. brasen, i.e.

stout, strong, , a heart of brass, II. ;

, lb. ; ., i. e. the sleep of death, Virg. ferreus
somnus, lb. II. as Subst., v..-, 4s,() armed in brass, Eur.-, ov, () with voice of brass, i. e.

strong and clear, II., Hes., aros,,() anything made of brass,

e. g. an axe or sword, Aesch., ecus, : pi., Att. -77s, Ep. -, acc.

:

—

a worker in copper, a smith, opp. to

(a joiner), II. 2. generally, a worker in metal, a
smith, Od., Hdt., etc., ov, , =, Anth., , ov,() of or for the smiths art,

Xen. II. of persons, skilled in metal-working,
Id. :

—

- (sc.), the smiths art or trade, Id., ], , verb. Adj. wrought of metal, wrought,
Anth. From, f . ,() to make of copper or (gener-

ally) of metal, to forge, II., Soph., etc. :—Med. to

forge for oneself, Theogn., Ar. :—Pass, to be wrought
or forged, Ar. II. absol. to be a smith, work as

a smith, ply the hammer, Id., Thuc. ;

the smiths art, Xen.',, 0, Ep. for, aforge, smithy, Od., 0vos, , a precious stone, chalcedony, N.T.
(Deriv. unknown.),, v.,.

-'.-, ov,() of beaten brass, Aesch., Eur.-, , gen. ,() fitted with brass,

tipped with brass, of arms, II., ol, v.., , , of orfrom Chalcis, Hdt., Ar.-, ov, dwelling in a brasen house, epith. of

Athena at Sparta, from the brasen shrine in which her

statue stood, Eur., Thuc., , a copper vessel, a copper, caldron, kettle,

pot, Ar., Xen. 2. a cymbal, Theocr. 3. a
copper ticket given to the dicasts, Dem. 4. a piece

of copper 7noney, a copper, Ar.,, , =, II.,, , Chalcis in Euboea, said to have its name
from neighbouring copper-mines, II., Hes. :—the

people \vere, Ion. -, acc. —das, Hdt., Ar.- [], , gen. , poet, form of-^
brass-armed, Pind.-, , gen.,() heavy or loaded with
brass, Horn. :—also fem. (as if from), Id.-, , gen. , () standing on brass^

with brasen base, or with floor of brass,, of the house of Zeus, Horn.-, , , —, Soph.-', ov, (y) — sq., Anth.-, , with teeth of brass, Pind.-,, , , with point or barb of brass, II.-, ov, working in brass, Anth.-,, , , stcbduing, i.e. sharpening,
brass, Pind.-, ov, brass-bound, Trag.-,, ,,=, Soph.-,, , , brass-greaved, II.-, , , armed or equipt with brass, II.-, ov, sounding with brass, i. e. with brasen

cymbals, Pind. : of horses, brasen-hoofed, Ar. II.
=, Eur.-, , an uncertain word in . T. com-
monly taken to mean_/z77<? brass.-, ov, , with girdle of brass, Pind.-, ov, brass-backed, Eur.-, ,() made of brass, Anth.-, Dor.-, ov, with cheeks or sides

of brass, of helmets, Horn. ; of a javelin, Pind.-, ov, () with floor of brass, Pind.-, ov, () with sides of brass,., of a cinerary urn, Soph.-, , gen. , armed all in brass, Eur.-, Dor.-, ov,() smiting
with brasen edge or =, Soph.-, , , of horses, to express the solid strength

of their hoofs, brass-hoofed, II. ; . ',, to express

her untiring pursuit, Soph. ; , simply,

the threshold of brass, Id.-, ov, () with gates of bronze, Hdt. ;. , epith. of Athena, Eur.-,, , = Lat. Ahenobarbus, Plut.', , , copper, Lat. aes, Horn., etc. ; called

in reference to its colour,, II. :—copper was
the first metal wrought for use, ° \, ° ipyovo,



t-
' Hes. :—hence came to be
used for metal in general; and, when men learnt to

work iron, was used for, and
came to mean a blacksmith, also meant bronze
(i. e. copper alloyed with tin), not brass (i. e. copper
alloyed with zinc, which was a later invention), and
this was its sense when applied to arms. II.

anything made of brass or metal, as a spear, sword,
knife, etc., 11. ; of a warrior girding
on his armour, lb., etc. 2. of vessels, a copper,

caldron, urn, Horn., etc. 3. of a brasen mirror,
Anth. 4. a copper coin, like , Id.-', ov, brass-crowned, Anth.-, ov, () with brasen mouth, . -), i.e. a trumpet, Soph. II. with
edge or point of brass, Aesch.-, ov, made of brass, Eur.-, ov,() armed with brasen how, Pind., to work orform of brass, Anth. From-, ov, () wrought of brass, Pind.- [], ,() a worker in copper, copper-

smith, Xen. ; a smith, Dem. II. proparox. as

Adj., ov, pass, struck with brass, inflicted

with brasen arms, II., , , of or for a coppersmith : - ~
(sc.) the art of working in brass or bronze, Arist.-, , , (*epya>), a coppersmith, Luc., , , Att. contr. from, Soph.,

etc. II. as Subst., , a copper coin, f an
obol, somewhat less than a farthing, Dem., etc.-, ov,() adorned with brass, Ar., Ep. gen. of.-, , ,() fighting in brass, i. e. in

brasen armour, Pind.- [t],, , , brass-clad, II.-, ov, cast in bronze, Anth., f.,() to make in bronze, Anth. :

—

Pass., clad in brass, Pind. Hence,,, anything made of bronze or copper,

a brass utensil, vessel, instrument, Ar., Xen.: the

brasen beak of a ship, Plut., ", , Chalybian :, , steel,

Eur. From, , =, Aesch., Eur.

[],, , one of the nation of the Chalybes

in Pontus, famous for the preparation of steel, Hdt.,

etc. ; 4 Aesch. II. as

appellat.,, hardened iron, steel, Id., Soph., Adv., Ep. for (as for), to

the ground, on the ground, II., Aesch., Adv. () to the ground, on the ground,
Lat. humi, Horn., Eur., Ar., Adv. () from the ground, Hdt., Ar.

[], Adv. on the earth, on the ground, Lat.

HUMI, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2. metaph., .
to bury underground, Pind. ; . to be humble,

modest, Luc. II. =,, II., Eur.-, is, gen. 4,() earth-born, Hes.,

Pind.-,, , (-fi) lying, sleeping on theground,
II. :—fern,-,, Od.-, ov, seeking the ground, low-growing,
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1

dwarf, . Arist. :

—

(sc.), , a
low seat, stool, Plat. II. metaph. of low estate, Luc.', f ., to lie on the ground, Luc. From-, , , () =, Soph.-, is, gen. 4, (4) — , Anth.-',, , the chameleon, a kind of lizard

known for changing its colour, Arist., Plut.-, 4s, () falling to the ground, Eur.

;

. blood that has fallen on the earth, Id. j

ye were lyingprostrate, Aesch. 2.

lying on the ground, Plat. 3. on the ground,
Eur. 4. Adv. -, along the ground, like a goose's

flight, Luc. II. metaph. falling to the ground,
i. e. coming to naught, Pind. 2. grovelling, low,

of style, Luc., , a brothel, Luc. From- [], , () a harlot.-, is, gen. 4, () creeping on the ground,
grovelling, Anth.-, , a bed on the ground, pallet-bed, Aesch.,

Eur. : generally, a bedstead, Ar. From, , Dim. of, Plat,,, , = foreg., Theocr., ,,() on the ground, creeping, Anth. :

of a horse's hoofs, Xen. 2. diminutive, trifling,

Anth.
;, one of a low spirit, Pind., Dor. crasis for ., Adv. =, Xen., , Egyptian name for, Hdt., , Dor. for ", a goose., crasis for a av., , ov, a Canaanite or (more correctly)

Chanaanite, . T., Dor. for, acc. pi. of ).
(Root) : f.

:

—aor. 24, Ep., inf. : pf . with pres. sense, : 3
sing, plqpf. :

—

to take in, hold, comprise,

contain,4 4 a caldron con-

taining four measures, II. ; ^ alyia-

)5 4 the beach could not hold all the ships,

lb. ; "Hpy
5

the breast of Hera
could not contain her rage, lb. ;

as much as his hands could hold, Od. II. metaph.

to be capable, II. ;

y py Ar. Hence, Adv. with mouth wide open, greedily, Od., Luc., aor. 2 inf. of

:

—, 3 sing. opt., , Att. , , chaos, the first state of the

universe, Hes., etc. 2. infinite space, the expanse,

Ar. 3. the nether abyss, infinite darkness, Anth., , v.., , () joy, delight, Trag., etc. ;—but c. gen.

objecti, joy in or at a thing, Eur. ;4 . a
joy sent by some god to grieve my heart, Id. :

—

with joy, Aesch. ; so, Id. ;

Soph. II. a joy, of persons, . T.,, ,() any mark engraven or

imprinted, . the serpent's mark, i. e. its

bite, Soph. ; 6 . the mark of the beast,

. . ', .4 carved work, lb. ; . -
the impress on the coin, Plut. : absol. an inscrip-

tion, Anth.
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882 -, Ion., , () a mountain-
stream, a torrent, which cuts itself() a way
down the mountain-side, II. :—hence, a loud, brawling
voice is compared to the , Ar. II.

the bed of a torrent, a gully, ravine, II., etc. 2.

a conduit for carrying- rain-water off a road, Dem., , -,—, Anth., , a yellowish bird dwelling in clefts (-
), perh. the curlew, Ar. : , of a
glutton, Plat., pf. : aor. :() : Pass. :

—

to be broken into clefts by moun-
tain-streams, to be intersected by ravines, Hdt.-, , the making of a vallum, Polyb., f. , to fence by a palisade, fortify,
Aeschin., Plut.

,, ,() a mark engraved or im-
pressed, the impress or stamp on coins and seals, Eur. ;

epyois set a stamp of

good repute upon them, Isocr. 2. metaph. the mark
impressed (as it were) on a person or thing-, a dis-

tinctive mark, characteristic, character, .-
of a particular language or dialect, Hdt. ; of persons,

. Id. ; .
no outward mark has been set by nature on

the person of men, Eur. ; . Id., , , verb. Adj. of, notched, toothed,

like a saw or file, Anth.,, ,() a place paled round, an
entrenched camp, Xen., Plut. II. a palisade, ram-
part, Lat. vallum, Xen., Dem., , a palisading, Lycurg., Plut.|, , , also , () a pointed stake

:

esp., I. a vine-prop or pole, Ar., Thuc. II.

a pale, used in entrenchments, Ar., Dem. 2. col-

lectively, — II, Dem., Polyb., Att.- (Root XAPAK) : f. | :

—

to make
sharp or pointed, sharpen, whet, Hes. 2. to fur-
nish with notches or teeth, like a saw, Arist. :—Pass.,. a staff jagged or rttgged with
branches, Theocr. : metaph., [~]

sparkles with false lights, of the effect pro-

duced by painting the eye-lids, Anth. 3. metaph.
in Pass.,- exasperated at any one,
Hdt. ; be not angry at him
for this, Eur. II. to cut into furrows, cut,

scratch, Pind. :—Pass.,

Aesch. III. to engrave, inscribe, Theocr., Anth., aor. 2 pass. inf. of.-, , , = sq., of Bacchus, Plut.-, , , Joy-giver, h. Horn.,, (not, v. inf. I) : gen., dat.- : () :

—

graceful, beautiful,
lovely, Horn. II. in Att. graceful, elegant, ac-

complished, 01 men of taste and refine-

ment, men of education, Isocr., Plat. 2. so of

things, graceful, elegant, neat, pretty, Ar., Plat.

;

—iron., yap, . . it would be a pretty thing,

if . . ! Xen. III. Adv., gracefully

,

elegantly, neatly, daintily, cleverly, Plat. 2.

kindly, courteously, Isocr. IV. the neut. as

Adv., when it was written proparox., Ar., Plat.

-'., f . Att. : Dep. :— to be witty, to

jest, Lat. festive loqui, to jest

in earnest, Plat. Hence, , wittiness, wit, Plat.-, , elegantly working, artistic, Anth., f ., Att. : aor. 1 :—
Pass., f., and aor. 1, in pass,

sense : pf. in act. and in pass, sense

:

() :

—

to say or do something agreeable to a person,

shew himfavour or kindness, to oblige, gratify,favour,
humour, Lat. gratificari, c. dat. pers., Horn., Hdt.,

Att. :—absol. to make oneself agreeable, courtfavour,
comply, Aesch., Dem. ; c. dat. modi,

do not court favour with me by lies, Od.

;

by the same arts, Thuc. 2. in Att. to

gratify or indulge a humour or passion, like Lat. in-

dulgere, Soph. ;< Eur. ; etc. 3. to

humour another in argument, i. e. let him have the

best of it, Plat. II. c. acc. rei, to offer willingly,

give cheerfully, give freely, Horn., Hdt., Att. 2.

c. gen. partit. to give freely of a thing, .
Od. ; giving freely of such

things as were ready, lb. 3. c. acc. pers. to give

up as a favour, i. e. not after lawful trial, . T.,

Plut. 4. toforgive, Lat. condonare, . . III.

Pass, to be pleasing, agreeable, -
it %vas done to please the Euboeans, Hdt. ;

Plat. :—Adv. -, Ar., . VI. .}, Dor. for, 2 sing. fut. of.' [], , gen. : acc. and :

. ; dat., poet, or :() : Grace, Lat. gratia : I. outward
grace orfavour (as we say well or illfavoured), grace,

loveliness, Horn., etc. ;

over him Athena shed grace, Od.; of persons, pi.graces,

charms, lb., etc. :—more rarely of things,-
lb. ; ' . Dem. II.

grace orfavour felt, whether on the part of the Doer
or the Receiver : 1. on the part of the Doer, grace,

graciousness, kindness, goodwill, for or towards
one, Hes., Thuc, etc. 2. on the part of the Receiver,

the sense of favour received, thankfulness, thanks,

gratitude, II. ; for a thing,' Od. ; c. inf., *-
one has no thanksfor fighting, II.;

to acknowledge a sense offavour, feel grateful,

lb., Hdt., Att. :

—

. to feel gratitude

to one for a thing, Hdt., Att. ; . to owe
gratitude, be beholden, Soph. ;

to lay up a store of gratitude with a person, i. e. earn

his thanks, Hdt., etc. ,· to receive

thanks from one, Soph. ; so, Id. ; .
Thuc. 3. favour, influence, as opp.

to force, ?) Id. III. a

favour done or returned, a grace, kindness, boon,

to confer a favour on one, to please

him, do a thing to oblige him, Horn. ;

Hdt., Att.; so, . '/ Aesch.;

Soph. ; Id. ; Aesch. :—. to return

a favour, Id.; Thuc; Plat.:



—
—. to withhold a return for what one
has received, Plat. IV. a gratification, delight,
riv6s in or from a thing, Pind., Eur., etc. V.

homage due to them, their worship,
majesty, Aesch. ; so, . Eur. ; . an
offering in consequence of a vow, Aesch. VI.
Special usages : 1. acc. sing, as Adv., . in
any one's favour, for his pleasure, for his sake," II. ; for one's tongue's plea-
sure, i.e. for talking's sake, Hes. :—then much like a
Prep., Lat. gratia, causa, for the sake of, on account

of, ; for what reason ? Ar. ; so, ,
for my, thy pleasure or sake, Lat. mea, tua

gratia, Aesch., Eur. :—also, tivos as far as
regards, as to, . Soph. 2. with

Preps., tivos to do one a pleasure, Thuc.

;

els . Soph. :

—

Trpbs

Id. ; Eur., etc. ; irpbs

for the sake of my flesh, for the pleasure of devouring
it, Soph. :

—

irpbs alone, as a favour, freely, to

iheir heart's content, Id. :

—

iv pfor one's grati-

fication, pleasure, iv or

Xen., Plat. :

—

, or to be
on terms offriendship or mutualfavour with one, Xen.

B. Xapts, , as a mythological pr. n., Charts, wife

of Hephaestus, II. 2. mostly in pi., ai, the

Charites or Graces, Lat. Gratiae, who confer all grace,

even the favour of Victory in the games, Pind. :—in

Horn, their number is undefined ; Hes. first reduced
them to three, Aglaia, Euphrosyne, Thalia.,, ,() a grace, favour : a free
gift, gift of God's grace, . T., Ep. aor. inf. of., verb. Adj. of, one must gratify,

Plat. II. one must give freely, Arist., ov, of ox for thanksgiving, Plut. II.

as Subst., , , a thank-offering : in pi., , thank-offerings, Xen., , a jest, joke, Xen.-, ov,() with eyelids or eyes

like the Charites, Anth.-,() to speak to please, gloze

with the tongue, Aesch., f.,{) to shew grace to any one,

. . :—Pass, to have grace shewn one, to be highly

favoured, lb.-, , , fem.,, () graceful

of aspect, Anth.,, , () : I. in concrete sense, a

source ofjoy, ajoy, delight, to any one, Jl. ; also,

. one's delight, Eur. ; oft. in pi. joys, delights,

Od., etc. 2. a source of malignant joy,\\. ; -
Aesch. II. joy, delight, Od., Hes., , () the joy of battle, lust of battle,

Horn. : hence it passed into the sense of battle, II., , = I, a joy, Eur.; pi. joys, delights,

Id. .= II, joy, delight, Soph., Xen., , ov, () joyful, glad :

to make rejoicings, Hdt.-, ovos, 6, , () heart-delighting, or of

joyous heart, h. Horn.-, 4), , (, ) glad-eyed, bright-eyed,
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Od., Hes. ; Soph. :—later, it

denoted light-blue or grayish colour,^ Theocr. ; also

of the Germans, v.. 2. of the eyes
of youths, sparkling with joy, joyous, gladsome,
Theocr., Anth. Hence,, , brightness of eye : a light-blue

colour, Plut., , Dim. of, Anth., , — sq., a sheet of paper, to which the Stoics

compared the soul at birth, dub. in Plut., , 6, Lat. charta, a leaf ofpaper, made from
the separated layers of the papyrus, Anth., , , verb. Adj. of, that is matter of
delight, causing delight, welcome, Lat. gratus, Soph.,
Plat. :

—

delights, Eur.; Tb Plut. 2.

of persons, ^ Anth., , Ion. , , Charybdis, a dangerous
whirlpool on the coast of Sicily, opposite the Italian

rock Scylla, Od., Eur., etc. 2. generally, a whirl-

pool, gulf, Eur. 3. metaph. of a rapacious person,

Lat. barathrum, . Ar. (Deriv. unknown.),, , , poet, for : hence as prop. n.

Charon, the ferryman of the Styx, from his bright

fierce eyes, Eur., Ar., oi, Lat. Orcini, Senators brought up from
the nether world (i. e. from the lower ranks), such as

were created by the will of Caesar, Plut., f., Frequentat. of, to keep gaping
at or after one, Ar.

(Root XA or XAN) : later pres. : f .-
:—aor. 2 : pf. : plqpf.,

Dor. and old Att.'. Lat. hio, to yawn, gape,

then may earth yawn for

me, i. e. to swallow me, II. ; Trpbs , of one

drowning, Od. 2. to gape (in eager expectation),

Solon ;' when / was all agape, Ar. ; so, irpbs

Id.; gaping fools, Id. 3. to

yawn (from weariness, ennui, or inattention), Id. II.

more rarely, to speak with open mouth, to utter, Lat.

hisco, c. acc, ; Soph.;
; Ar. Hence, aTos,, a yawning hollow, chasm, gulf, Hdt.,

etc.; of Tartarus, Hes., Eur., Hdt. II. =,
Eur. III. generally, any wide expanse,

Tb Hdt. Hence, to yawn, gape wide, Ar. II. as Dep., Plat., =, part,, Theocr., , () a yawning, gaping, Plat., , a wide yawn ov gape, Lat. rictus, Ar.'', only in pres. : I. c. inf. to crave, long
to do a thing, Od. ; absol., II. ;

Od. II. c. gen. to crave, have
need of, lb. Hence, only in pres., to have need of, crave, c. gen.,

Horn. : absol., nor in want [of any-

thing], Id. : a needy
,
poor person, Hes. 2.

to lack, be without, ., i. e. to be idle, Id. :

—

Med. to fail, be wanting, Aesch.-, -, , , neut. -, with out-
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standing teeth or tusks, Hes. II. of the teeth,

outstanding, tusky, of the croco-

dile's teeth, Hdt. ; also without,
of the hippopotamus, Id. (Deriv.

of- unknown.)-, , , a gaping cit, who swallows open-

mouthed all that's told him (cf.), Ar.-, ov, wide-breeched, Ar., , ov, and , ov, () :

—

gaping : hence,

porous, spongy, loose, Plat. II. metaph. unsub-
stantial, empty , frivolous, Solon, Pind., Ar. Hence, , , porousness, sponginess, Xen.,
Plut. II. metaph. empty vanity, Plat., Arist. ; and, f., to make porous or flaccid. II.

metaph. to puff tip, fill with conceit, Eur., Plat. Hence,, , loosened earth, Plut. ; and-,, , a making slack or loose, metaph. the

making a thing light, weakening its force and weight
(like Lat. elevatio), Ar.

', Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 of., Desiderat. of, Ar.

(Root) : f. : aor. 1 : aor. 2

: pf., pass. :

—

to ease oneself,

do one's need, Ar. :— Pass.,

dung- just dropt, Id., Ion., , a hole, esp. of serpents, II., Pind.

(From Root,.)-, f., to drink with the lips, sip, Anth., , : pi., gen., poet. dat. :

a lip, Lat. labrum, Horn., etc. ; proverb., "
to laugh with the lips only, II. ; ,

' wetted the lips, but not the

palate, i. e. drank sparingly, lb. ; , opp. to, with ' lip-service,' Plut. 2. of birds, a
bill, beak, Eur. II. metaph. of things, the edge,

brink, brim, rim, of a bowl, Od., Hdt., etc. ; of a
ditch, II., Hdt.; of rivers, Hdt. Hence, f., to surround with a lip or rim, Xen., aros, , (v.) winter-weather, cold, frost,

Lat. hiems, Horn. 2. winter as a season of the year,

opp. to, Od., Att. ; (acc. absol.) in winter,

Od., Hes.; so dat., Soph. II. a storm,
Aesch., Eur. Hence, , a winter^dwelling, winter-quarters,

Dem. :—mostly in pi.,-
to fix one's winter-quarters, Plut. ;

and, f ., to pass the winter, opp. to, .,
Xen., etc. :—of armies, to go into winter-quarters, to

winter, Lat. hiemare, Hdt., Xen. II. to raise a
storm or tempest, Soph. ;

debs iv Xen. :—then, 2.

impers., like ,, - (in impf.

sense) the storm continued for three days, Hdt. III.

c. acc. to agitate or distress like a storm, Soph. :

—

Pass, to be driven by a storm, suffer from it, Thuc.

;

Id. : metaph. to be tempest-tost, dis-

tressed, esp. of the state considered as a ship, Eur.,

Ar. ; also of single persons, Trag., Plat., f ., () to drive by a storm :—Pass.

to be driven by a storm, be tempest-tost, of a ship,

Hdt.; metaph., Pind. II.

—'.
intr. to be stormy, aypia- Anth. :

—impers., when it is stormy, Theocr., , () a plug in a ship's bottom, drawn
out when the ship was brought on land, to let out the

bilge-water, Hes.-, ov, Att. contr. -, ovv, and shortened-, ov : () :
—winter-flowing, swollen by

rain and melted snow, . II., Hdt. ;

Soph. ;

Eur. II. as Subst. (without), a
torrent, Xen., Dem. 2. like II. 2, a con-

duit, Dem.-, , () like a torrent, Strab., Ion. -, rj, a passing the winter, wintering,
Hdt.-, f . ,, to exercise oneself in winter, Polyb., f.,= I, Hdt., ), , () of or in winter, of or in
winter-time, opp. to, . (v. ),
Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; . (sc.) during the winter-

season, Hdt. 2. wintry, Thuc. ; v.., a, ov, and , ov, (?) wintry, stormy,

II., Hes., Soph. ; the wintry or stormy
season, Od., Hes. ; . II. ; oi

the most wintry, stormy months, Hdt. ; .
a stormy night (in summer time), Thuc; -

a shore stricken by the wintry waves,

Soph. 2. metaph., . raging pain, Id.

—

generally means wintry, stormy,

in the winter season.-', () to shun the winter or wintry
weather, Strab.,, , (v.) whiter, opp. to, II.,

Att. ; in winter-time, Xen. ; . in the

course of the winter, Thuc ; during winter,

Soph.; . during the winter, Hdt., Xen. 2.

the wintry quarter of the heavens, the north,

. Hdt. II. wintry weather, a winter-storm,

and generally a storm, Horn., Hdt., Att. ; .-
"/ Hdt. ; . Id. ; -

Aesch. ; . a storm of rain, Thuc. :—

-

in pi., . by means of the winter-storms,

Hdt. 2. metaph., . a storm of calamity

sent by the gods, Aesch. ; in the

storm of battle, Soph. ; .-, of the mad-
ness of Ajax, Id., ,,,, dual,, \,, , , ;—the penult, being

regularly short, when the ult. is long :—but Poets

used the penult, long or short, as the verse required,,,,,,, poet, forms, dat.

pi.,, : acc. pi.. The
hand, Horn., etc. : also the hand and arm, the arm,

II. ;? ' ''-

Hes. ; so, /\ into the arms, II.,

etc ; , to denote the hand as distinct from
the arm, lb. II. Special usages : 1. to de-

note position, ' Od. ;

Pind. ; on the left hand, Aesch. ; -
; on which hand? Eur. 2. the dat. is

common with Verbs which imply the use of hands,, , etc, Horn., etc. 3.



the gen. is used when one takes a person by the hand,
. ; lb. 4. the acc.

is used when one takes the hand of a person,
lb. ; , in pledge

of good faith, lb. 5. other uses of the acc. : a.

of suppliants, , in prayer, lb. ;

or- Od. ; also,

is to hold up hands in voting, Xen., etc. :

—

?
or to hold the hand over him as a

protector, II. b. in hostile sense, or, Horn. C.

to keep hands off a person or thing, Lat. absti-

nere manus ab aliquo, Id. 6. with Preps.,

to reckon off hand, roughly, Ar. :

—

, literally, to take between the hands,
Soph.; to have in hand, i.e. under
control, Thuc. ; and so, to have a work in hand, Id. :

—so, els to take in hand, undertake,
Eur. ; is Hdt. ; is

to fall into his hands, II. ; is ,
to come to blows or close quarters with, Lat. manum

conserere cum aliquo, Aesch., Soph. ; Hdt. expresses

this by is

:

—also, -
or to await their charge, Xen., Thuc.

:

— from near at hand, close, Lat. cominus,
Xen. :

—

or iv*, like Sia pbs, to have in hand, be engaged in, Hdt., Plat.

;

iv hand to hand, Lat. cominus, Thuc:

—

, of washing the hands before meals,

or pbs (sc. tis), Ar. :

—

between, i.e. in, the hands, II.; but,

to have in hand, be engaged in,

Hdt., Thuc. :

—

close before one, Soph.,

Eur. :

—

at a sign given by hand, Soph. :

—

to bring under one's power, Xen.

;

cf.. III. to denote act or deed, as opp.

to mere words, in pi., II.

;

lb. ; Soph. ;

smg\&-ha?tded, Dem. ; )
Aeschin. :—esp. of deeds of violence,

before we try force, Od. ;& to give the first blow, Xen. IV. like

manus, a body of men, a ban^, .l^taoer, Hdt.,

Thuc. ; . Eur. ; , for -, Id. V. one's hand, i.e. handwriting,
. T. : also a handiwork, a work of art,

Anth. VI. of any implement resembling a hand : 1.

a kind of gauntlet or target, Xen. 2. . a
grappling-iron, grapnel, Thuc., f., to lead by the hand, absol., Luc.-, , one that leads by the hand, a leader,

guide, . T.-, f., () to touch with the hand,
take in hand, handle, Hdt., Ep. dat. pi. of., , having sleeves, sleeved, -, worn by Asiatics, Hdt. ; cf .., a, ov, —, in the hands, in the power
or control, Eur. ; mostly with a Verb,

having left me as a captive to another, Soph.

;

to get him into one's power, Eur.,, , () a coveringfor the hand, a glove,
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Od., Xen. : also a coveringfor the arm, a loose sleeve,

such as the Persians wore, Lat. manica, Hdt.-, ov,() slain by hand, Soph.
Xeipo-SeiKTOs, ov, () Lat. digito monstratus,
manifest, Soph.- [t], , , () one who asserts his right

by hand, uses the right of might, Hes.- [],, 6, with serpent arms, Eur.-, , () accustomed to the hand, manage-
able ; of animals, submissive, tame, Lat. mansuetus,
Hdt., Xen. 2. of things, tolerable, Plut.-, , a cloth for wiping the hands, a
towel, napkin, Lat. mantile, Hdt., Xen.-, -, a hand-mill, Xen.-, f. ,, to move the hands in pantomimic
gestures, to gesticitlate, Xen.; 7 -, of one standing on his head, Hdt., -, gesticulation, Luc.-, ,() filling the hand, as large
as can be held in the hand, Xen. ; Theocr.-', to make by hand

:

—Med.,
perpetrates these acts, Soph. Hence, ov, made by hand, artificial, opp. to

(natural), Hdt. ; . a fire kindled by

the hand of man, Thuc.-,, 6, , with outstretched arms, of the

crab, Batr., a, ov, Ep. for, II., Hes.',, , a work of art, Babr. From-', , 6, a handicraftsman, artisan, Hdt.,

Ar., etc. ; . ; who is the skilled surgeon ?

Soph. Hence, , handicraft, Plat. ; and, , , of or for handicraft, skilful,

Ar. 2. of artisans, Plat., f. ,() to stretch out the

hand, for the purpose of voting, Plut., Luc. II.

c. acc. pers. to vote for} elect, properly by show of
hands, Ar., Dem. :—-?ass. to be elected, Ar., etc.;

lection, was opp. to, appoint-

ment h '

„, Plat., etc. 2. c. acc. rei, to vote for
a thing, Dem. ; so c. inf. to vote that . . , Aeschin. :

—

Pass., it is voted, ruled to

be violence, Dem. Hence, , , verb. Adj. elected by show of
hands, Aeschin.; . an elective magistracy, opp.

to, Id., , a voting or electing by show of hands,
Thuc. 2. a vote, Lat. suffragiwn, in pi., Aeschin.-, ov,() stretching out the hands,

. offered with outstretched hands, Aesch.',() to do with the hand, execute,

esp. of acts of violence, Thuc, Aeschin. 2. to

have in hand, pursue practically, Arist. Hence,, , handiwork, Plat. ; and, , a working by hand, practice of a handi-

craft or art, skill herein, Plat., etc II. a handi-

craft, Id. :—esp. the practice of chirurgery, surgery., , , of ox for handiwork, Arist.-, , (^) doing by hand, Plut. II., , a chirurgeon, surgeon, Id., Anth., f., () to bring into hand, to manage,
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master, subdue, Ar. II. mostly in Med., f. --
: aor. : pf .

:

—to con-

quer, overpower, subdue, Hdt., rag., etc. : to take

prisoner, Eur. ; so, ' &ypav became
master of this booty, Soph. 2. without any sense

of violence, to master, subdue, Xen., etc. III.

is also Pass, to be subdued, rag. ; f.-
Dem. ; aor. Hdt., Soph. ; pf.

Aesch., Thuc. Hence,,, that which is conquered, a conquest,

Aesch. 2. a deed of violence, assault, Soph. II.

a work wrought by the hand, ., of earth

thrown up, Aesch., , , neut., gen. ovos, acc. ova : nom.
and acc. pi., -as,, contr. in Att. Prose, ; dat., poet, (for the

Ep. and Dor. forms,, poet,,, v. sub voce.) :—irreg. Comp. of :

(from Root,. n) : I. of persons, worse,

meaner, inferior, Horn., etc. ; ,
II. : in moral sense, worse than

others, a knave, Soph., Thuc, etc. 2. worse in

quality, inferior, II. ; . els Plat. ; . .
Xen. ; c. inf., . Id. II. of things,

inferior, II., Xen. 2. worse, more severe,

Eur. ; Plat. III. the neut. is used, 1.

as a Subst., the worse advice, ill counsels,

II. :— , to fall off, get

worse, Xen. 2. (sc. or) it is

or will be worse for one, Od., Xen. ; , in an
answer, 'tis well, Ar. 3. as Adv., like Lat. pejus,

worse, Thuc. ;, Plat. b.

in inferior degree, less, Xen., etc.

B. Sup., , ov, worst, Lat. pessimus,
Plat., etc. : esp. ot men of lowest degree, Xen.*, wvos, , {) Cheiron, one of the Centaurs,

a famous chirUrgeon (cf.- n), teacher of

Achilles, II.-|,, , one who ic master of his hands( ), i.e. a handicraftzvian, artisan,

mechanic, Hdt. Hence, Ion. -, , handicraft, work, Hdt., Aesch.

(sc.),, , a book on surgery, Anth.-, fut. of., Ep. for, to pour.,, ,=, Hesych., ov, v..,, swallow-wort, celandine, Theocr., Anth.

or -, a, ov, () of the swallow,

like the swallow, esp. coloured like the swallow's

throat, reddish-brown, russet, Ar., ibOs, , poet, for, Anth.-, aros, , the swallow-song, an old song
sung at the return of the swallows, cf. Ar. Av. 1410 sq.', 0vos, , voc., also (as if

from a nom.) :
—the swallow, Od., etc. :

—

the twittering of the swallow was proverbially used

of barbarous tongues by the Greeks, Aesch. ; %eAt-

(v.) proverbs also,

Arist. II. the frog in a
horse's foot, so called from its being forked like the

swallow's tail, Xen.

[], ,=, the lip, Ar.', i>os, , a tortoise, Lat. testudo

:

—then, since

Hermes made the lyre by stretching strings on its shell,

which acted as a sounding-boardj came to mean
the lyre, h. Horn. Merc, Eur. II. the arched
breast, the chest, from its likeness of shape to the back
of a tortoise, Eur. Hence, , a tortoise, h. Horn., Hdt. ; prov. of insensi-

bility, oh ye tortoises,

happy in your thick skins ! Ar. II. like Roman
testudo, a pent-house formed of shields overlapping
each other like the scales on a tortoise's back, used
by storming parties in approaching a city's walls

:

then, generally, a pent-house for protecting besiegers,

Xen.', , a kind of quail, Anth.

'2., , the mud, sand, gravel, and rubbish, silt,

brought down by torrents, II. (Deriv. uncertain.), a, ov, Ep. for sq., II., Dor., , , Ep. for, meaner,
inferior, in rank, worth or wealth, Horn. 2. of

things, 'tis not the worse part, i. e. His
the better part, Od. II. besides this, we have
several irreg. forms (as if from a nom. ), dat., acc., nom. pi., acc neut., all

used in compar. sense, shall be
wroth with a man of meaner rank, II. ;, , where

and are evidently correlative, lb.

;

with a gen., inferior to himself, lb. ;

Od.-, Ep. dat. pi. of.- [], , ,() skilled in fitting with
the hand, dexterous, Pind.-,,() mixed or kneaded by hand, Anth.

[], , a large stone, a boulder, used as a

missile, Horn. (Deriv. uncertain.),,, , — Homer's, Pind., Aesch.,,, , a slinger, . the leather of a
sling, out of which the stone was thrown, Anth.,, Dor.,, , one who lives by his

ha.:^"- a day-labourer, a poor man, Anth. 2. as

Adj. poor, nc<>ay, Eur. (Deriv. un-

certain.), ,,=, Aesch. Hence, , , of ovfor a day-labourer : ., the

proletariate, Arist.,, fern, of, a woman that spins

for daily hire, II.'-, , a vessel for water to wash the hands, a
basin, II. From, f., (, ) : Med. :

—

to wash
one's hands, esp. before sacrifice, II., Ar., etc 2.

to sprinkle with holy water, purify or dedicate there-

by, Eur. Hence',, , water for washing the hands, before

meals, or before sacrifices and religious services, Od.,

Ar. 2. pi., purifications with holy water,

Eur. ;^ to be excluded from the use

thereof, as were those defiled by bloodshed, Dem. ;

to allow the use of it, Soph.;

a partaker therein, i. e. a member of the



household, Aesch. 3. rarely o£ libations to the dead,
id., Soph.-, , () defiling the hand, Aesch.-, ov, stricken by the hand,

the sound of heating -with the hand, Soph.
\ep0s, poet, for, gen. of.-, , Att. for., Aeol. for, gen. of., a, ov,() on or of dry land, .
land-birds, opp. to, Hdt. ; . a
lizard, Id. :—also of landsmen, as opp. to seamen,
Eur., Thuc. ; , an army, opp. to

a fleet, Aesch., to be dry land, to lie -waste or barren, Xen., Adv.() from dry land, Eur. II.

from the ground, Pind. Hence, Adv. on dry land, Anth.', Adv.() to or on dry land, II., Theocr., Att. ^-, f., to form
or peninsula, Polyb., later Att.-, a, ov, of or like a penin-
sula : of the Thracian Chersonese, Eur.

[], later Att. «-, , , a dweller in
the Thracian Chersonese, Xen., Dem.-, later Att. -, es, () like a
peninsula, peninsular, of Mount Athos, Hdt.-, later Att. -, , a land-island,
i.e. a peninsula, Hdt. II. as pr. n. the Cher-
sonese, i. e. the peninsula of Thrace that runs along
the Hellespont, Id. :—also the Tauric Chersonese,

Crimea, Id. ; the peninsula between Epidaurus and
Troezen, Thuc.', later Att.', , dry land, land, inl -, opp. to , Od. ;

lb. ; II. ; on or

by land, Aesch., Eur. II. as Adj.,, ov,

dyy, firm, of land, Hdt. ; , opp. to, Pind. 2. dry, hard, barren, Hdt., Soph.

;

. a harbour left dry, Anth. 3. metaph.
barren, without children, of women, Soph. : c. gen.

barren of,- - Eur. (Prob. from
same Root as.)-, , Dim. of, Mosch., Desiderat. of, Lat. cacaturio, Ar., Ep. for, aor. inf. of :—«,,
Ep. 3 sing, and pi.,, , () that which is poured, a stream,

II., Trag. II. that into which water is poured,
a bowl, Hdt., Ep. pi. aor. of sq. :—also,, Ep. fut.' (Root XY), f. , Ep. : aor. , Ep., Ep. subj.. pf.:—Med., f.-

: aor. , Ep., :—Pass.,

f. : aor. [p] : Ep. 3 sing, and pi.

aor. 2 [],,, part.5 : pf. -
: Ep. 3 sing, plqpf..

Radic. sense, to pour : I. properly of liquids,

to pour out, pour, Horn., etc. ; Zeus ,
i. e. he makes it rain, II. ; Eur.

;

absol., it snows, II. :—Med. to pour for oneself,

esp. of drink-offerings, Od.,

etc. :—Pass.., they gush forth, Eur.

;
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is yrjp Scph. 2. . to shed
tears, II., Eur. :—Pass., of tears, to pour or gush forth,
Horn. ; so of blood, to be shed, Aesch. 3. in Pass.

to become liquid, melt, thaw, Xen. II. of solids,

to shed., scatter, II. ; Od. ; .
Horn. ; . , of a mower or reaper

( .) , II. 2. like, to throw out earth,

so as to form a mound, , . Horn. 3.

. to pour or shower spears, II. ; Med.,
they showered their arrows, lb. 4. to let fall

or drop, lb. ; so, (v. II)

Aesch. ; but, ., of trees, to produce fruit abun-
dantly, Od. 5. in Pass, to be thrown or heaped up
together, Horn., Hdt. 6. in Pass, also of living

beings, to pour or stream in a dense mass or throng,
Horn. III. metaph. of sounds, to pour forth,, Od. ; 0" Aesch. 2. of things

that obscure the sight, shed
a dark cloud over the eyes, II. ; shed
a mist abroad, Od. :—Pass., ol was
shed around him, II. ; Soph. ;

(Med. in pass, sense), II. 3. of per-

sons,' throwing herself around him,
Horn. : so in Med., II. 4.

pf. pass,, to be wholly engaged in,, iv

§ Pind., crasis for .-, Dor. -, ov, () with fleet hoofs, .
the racing offleet horses, Soph., , , verb. Adj. netted, plaited, Hdt. From, (-f} III) to net, plait, Eupol., , a horse's hoof, Hes., Eur. :—also, a cloven

hoof, Eur. 2. in pi., of the talons of a bird, Trag. ;

of a wolf's claws, Theocr. II. a sea-bank, break-

water, formed of stones laid at the base of a sea-wall,

to break the force of the waves (so called because it

projected like a hoof), Lat. crepido, Thuc, Xen. 2.

the spur of a mountain or ridge of rocks answering a
like purpose, Thuc. III. a cloven implement, such
as a netting-needle ;—cf..) , , a large chest or coffer, Horn., Theocr.
XH'N, 6 and , gen. : gen. pi. ; irreg. acc.

pi. :—Lat. anser, the wild goose, II. : the tame
goose, Od., etc. :

—

or was Socrates' form
of oath, instead of.-,, , , the fox-goose, vulpanser, an
Egyptian species, living in holes, Hdt., Ar., , ov, Ion., , ov, of or belonging to a
goose, Lat. anserinus, Hdt., , Dim. of :

—

a ship's stem turned up
like a goose's neck, Luc., Ion., , bereft of a husband, a widow, Lat.

vidua, c. gen., , says Andromache
to Hector, II. ; widow women, lb.; so

Eur., etc. 2. from was formed the masc.

(as widower from widow), Anth. II., a,

ov, as Adj., in metaph. sense, widowed, bereaved,

Eur. ; c. gen.,

a piece torn from the stem, Anth. (Deriv. uncertain.)&,, , , =, a hole, cleft, hollow, II.; of a
mouse's hole, Babr., 3 sing. Ep. aor. 1 of.
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thing-, c. gen., Od., Theogn. 2. absol. ifc be bereaved

of a husband, to be widowed, live in widowhood, Dem.,
etc. ;—of a man, to be a widower, Plut. ; so,

Eur. 3. to live in solitude, of an exile,

Soph." II. trans, to bereave, Eur., , ov, v. II. II., , . I., f., trans, to make desolate,
5

II. ; Mow did'st widow her, lb. 2.

c. gen. to bereave of a thing, Anth. :—Pass.,'
Hdt. II. intr., like, to be

bereft of, Theogn., , ,() kinsmen, who divide the pro-

perty of one who dies without heirs () II., Dor. crasis for " (fut. of ')., , —, {\ (Ion. dat.), Hdt.;
Plat., , ,() want, need, c. gen. pers., ','' from want or need of such a man, II.

;

' lb. Hence, , need, destitution, loneliness, Anth., Dor. crasis for \" (aor. pass, of).,, ),,(, with inserted) near theground,
on the ground, flat, Horn., Theocr.

, Adv., (lengthd., q. v.) yesterday, h. Horn.,

Plat., etc. ; ol Plat. ; re or

(.)., ,,—, Luc., ,,^, Ar., , , () ofyesterday, their

yesterday's debt, II. j . yesterday's labour,

Hdt. ; in adverb, sense, with Verbs,6 he went
yesterday, II. ; . Od., etc. :—neut. as

Adv.=x0es, Horn.; so pi., v.., , , and os, , () in, under or beneath
the earth, Hes., Soph. ; of subterranean noises,. Soph. ; . Aesch. :—also, -

the gods of the nether world, Lat. Inferi,

Id.; and alone, Pind., Aesch.; ,
i.e. Demeter and Persephone, Hdt.; of the Erinyes,

Soph. ; ., as conductor of the dead, Aesch.,

Soph. ; grace with the gods below,

Soph. II. of orfrom the earth, of the Titans, as

sons of Gaia, Hes., Aesch. 2. like, of per-

sons, in or of the country, native, Soph. III. of

things, of the earth, . Aesch.--, ,() treading the earth, Soph.-, , () bredfrom earth, Aesch.', , gen., the earth, ground, Horn.,

Trag. ;—to denote life upon the earth,

II. ; to go beneath the

earth, i. e. to die, lb. ;

Soph. ; Eur. 2. of

the nether world, oi , i. e. those in the shades
below, Lat. inferi, Aesch. ; , i.e. the

Erinyes, Id. 3. earth, i.e. the whole earth, the

world, Id., Soph. 4. Earth, as a goddess, Aesch. II.

a particular land or country, of Ithaca, Od. ; of

Libya, Pind. ; ,,,,,, etc., Trag.

., , mostly in pl., , unripe wheaten-
groats, as are barley-groats, Ar., f., to be , Plut.-, , , =, Hdt., , the office post of, Xen. 2.

the office of the tribuni militares, Id.-, , the commander of a thousand men, a
chiliarch, Aesch., Xen. II. used to translate the

Roman tribunus militum, Polyb., etc.;—also of the

tribuni militares consulari potestate, Plut.,, , the number one thousand, a thousand,
Hdt., Aesch. ; c. gen., Hdt. :

-—generally, a very large number, Theocr.-, , , or-, , , , () lasting

a thousand years, Plat.

[t], , a, a thousand, Lat. mille, II. : it com-
monly agrees with its Subst., but is also a Subst. foil,

by a gen., Thuc. :—to express a
thousand drachmae, is often used alone,

Dem. : in military language in

sing, with collective nouns, a thousand
horse, Hdt.-,, , , of a thousand ships, Eur.-, , Dor.-, , , , with or of a

thousand ships, Aesch., Eur.-, Adv. a thousand times long ago, long
long ago, Ar., , , v.., , , () the thousandth, Plat., Xen.,, , () a body of a thousand, Xen.- [], ,() weighing or worth
a thousand talents, Plut.', , , greenfodderfor cattle,forage, provender,

Hdt., Xen.; to go on to forage,
Xen. :—. hay, Id. Hence, f., tofeed horses in stall, Xen., a, ov, of or from : X. the saying

of Chilon, Arist.

[t], fem. of, a she-goat, Lat. capra,

II., Hes., Att. II., , Chimaera, a fire-

spouting-monster, with lion's head, serpent's tail, and
goat's body, killed by Bellerophon, II.- [], , , goat-sacrificer, Anth.-, , (*) goat-slaying, Anth.-, , goat-leader, . the he-goat

that leads the flock, Anth.
[t], , a he-goat, Lat. caper, —, Ar.,

Theocr. II. also fem. =, Theocr., Anth.,-,, ,() a goat-slayer, Anth., , () a chilblain, kibe, Lat. pernio, Ar.-, ,() ofChian growth, of wine, Anth., , , () snowy, snow-white, Bion, Anth.

[fin hexam. verse],, f. , to snow upon, comer with snow : im-

pers., it was snowing over the

country, Hdt. : el if it was snowing, Id.-, ov, snow-beaten, Ar.-', ov, gen., () fostering sno7v,

snow-clad, Eur.-, ov,( with inserted) snow-beaten,

Soph.-, ov, -, Eur.



—.-,, , , with snow-white skin : snow-
white, of a swan, Eur.-, , () like snow, snowy, Eur., , Chios, in the Aegean, an island, famed for its

wine, Od. : also the town of Chios, Hdt., Thuc. Hence, a, ov, (contr. from X'uos), Chian, of orfrom Chios,

., i. e. Homer, Theocr. ; X7os Ar. ; so

Xios alone, Anth. 2. as Subst., X?oi, ol, the Chians,
Hdt., Thuc. II. {sc. ), the worst
throw on the dice, the side with the ace-dot being
called X?os, the opp. side with the size-point being

:—for ov X7os , v..', Ion.,, 6, the garment worn next
the skin, a frock, Lat. tunica : 1. in early times,

a man's frock, Horn. ; sometimes with a girdle, and
reaching to the feet (), Od. ; of linen, lb.;

over it was worn a mantle (,), which was
laid aside in the house. 2. in later times we hear of

two sorts of, the Ionian and the Dorian ;—the

Ionian like the Homeric, but worn by women, as well

as men, Hdt. ; disused by the men about the time
of Pericles, Thuc;—Dorian adopted at Athens when the

Ionian was laid aside. The Dorian was also worn
by Spartan women, being open at the side(), and
fastened with, Hdt.—Over this was worn
the. II. of soldiers, a coat of mail, of

leather covered with scales or rings, II., Hdt. III.

the upper leather of a shoe, in pi., Xen. IV.
metaph. any coat, case, or covering, (v.) ; , i. e. walls, Hdt. ; of a serpent's

skin, Eur. (Probably an Oriental word.), , Dim. of, Anth., , Dim. of, properly a woman's frock
. or shift, Ar. ;—also of men, Luc.9, , Dim. of, a short frock, worn by
men, Ar., Xen., etc. ; of women, a shift, Dem.,, r), snow, Horn., etc.; snow-
flakes, 11. ; Hdt. ;

Ar. II. snow-water, ice-cold water, Eur. (From
Root XI, cf. -, Lat. hi-ems.)*, assumed as pres. of, to exult, a pf.

form in Pind. ; , of a triumphal

hymn, , of young heroes., Ion., 77s, , Lat. laena, a large

square upper-garment, a cloak, mantle, Horn.; it

was made of wool, and worn over the, thrown

over the shoulders, fastened with a pin or brooch (-
).—It is also called by Horn., and in later

Greek, Latin pallium. (Deriv. uncertain.), , Dim. of, Anth., to cover with a cloak, to clothe, Anth.,, , clothing,. a lion's skin

cloak, Anth.-, , one who wears , a horse-

man, cavalier, of the ephebi, Theocr.

[], , Dim. of, Plut. 2. a

shabby cloak, Id.-, es, () like , Strab., , the making of, the trade

of, Xen. From,, , (*ipyw) a maker of."' [], , i) : acc.,

:

—

short mantle, worn by horsemen, Xen. ; and by the

Athen., Anth. 2. generally, a military
cloak, Plut. :—also the general's cloak, Lat. paluda-
mentum, Id.

[t], , Dim. of, mostly a woman's
mantle, Hdt., Soph., Eur.-, , the art of, Xen.-, , () making.",, , an upper-garment of wool, a shawl,

finer than the, mostly worn by women, Hdt.

;

, as a mark of effeminacy, Dem., , Dim. of, a cloaklet, Ar.,

Aeschin. : so, , Ar., , , exultant, ' Pind., f., () to joke, jest, scoff, jeer, Ar.,

Dem. :—so in Med., Plut. 2. c. acc. to mock, scoff

at, Dem. Hence, , mockery, scoffing, Dem., , =, Dem. 2. a joke, Plut., ov, , a mocker, scoffer, Arist.

XAEY'H, rj, a joke, jest, h. Horn.;

a to make a jest of one, Anth., , slime, mud, rubbish, Dem., f . : aor. 1 :—Pass., aor. 1 -: () :
—to warm, Ar., Anth. 2. to heat

with passion :—Pass, to be so heated, Anth., , , Ion., r), ,() warm, luke-

warm, Lat. tepidus, Hdt., Ar. 2. of persons, luke-

warm, . T., Pass,() to be luxurious, revel, Xen., ,,() luxurious, delicate, voluptuous,
Aesch., Eur., f., () to be soft or delicate,

Pind. :

—

to live delicately, to revel, luxuriate,

in a thing, Aesch. ; . to pride oneself

upon a thing, Soph., , () delicacy, daintiness, luxury, effemi-

nacy, Hdt., Aesch.,. Plat. 2. wantonness, insolence,

arrogance, Aesch., Soph. 3. luxuries, fine raiment,

costly ornaments, Lat. deliciae, Eur. ;—so in pi., Id.

;

luxuriant hair cut from the head,

Soph. ; a maiden's pride, Eur., , =, Eur.

[], only in pres. to be or become warm : hence

to luxuriate, revel, ? Aesch.-, es, () with a greenish lustre, Luc., poet, for.-, ov,() producing green grass, Eur., 77s, Dor., , the first shoot of plants
in spring, the green blade of corn or grass, Hdt., Eur.,

etc. 2. the young verdure of trees, foliage, Eur.-', to be green as a young leaf, Anth., , , —,, Eur.-, ov, bearing green grass or leaves, Eur., ov, , Epic epith. of the wild boar, of unknown
sense and deriv., perh. for -, couching in

the greenwood, . - II. ; Hes., , a word of unknown sense (like),
perh. freshness, youthful vigour, Aesch.,, poet. fern, of, pale-green, brown-

green, of the nightingale, Od.-, ov, () green-leaved, Eur.



SgO \ —, poet,, , , () greenish-yellow
(like young grass or leaves), pale-green, light-green,

green, grassy, Od., Soph., Eur. ;

Thuc. 2. yellow, of honey, Horn. ;

on the yellow sand, Soph. II.

generally, pale, pallid, bleached,

II. j—then, as an epith. of fear, Horn. :

—

yellow, pallid, of persons affected by the plague,

Thuc. III. without regard to colour, green, i. e.

fresh, Od., Ar. 2. metaph. fresh, living,

Soph., Eur. ; , like ,
thefresh, bursting tear, Eur. ; . fresh,young
limbs, Theocr., t\tos, ), greenness, Plut., properly =, to gnaw, nibble, Eur., f., of youths, to get the first down on the

chin: metaph., just

sprinkling his hair with white (cf . Shakspeare's e
sable

silvered '), Soph., like (only in pres.), of youths, Theocr.,

Luc. : of the down on the cheeks, to appear, Anth.
XNO'H, Ion., i), the box of a wheel in which
the axle turns, the nave, Lat. modiolust Aesch.,

Soph. 2. metaph., the joints on which
the feet play, as the wheels on the axle, Aesch., , Att. contr., gen. :

—

any light

porous substance, thefoam that gathers at

the edge of the sea, Od. ; . horse's foam,
Anth. II. the first down on the chin of youths,

Lat. lanugo, Ar. : the bloom on fruit, Anth., heterocl. acc. of., contr., to cast into a mould (),
Ar. II. to cast metal :—Pass., Plut.

From
[], contr., () afunnel, Lat. infundi-

bulum, Plat. II. =, Anth.,, , () a melting-pot, from which the metal

was run into the mould, II., Hes. II. the mould
for casting metal in, Anth., heterocl. pi. of.
> V> (* ) a drink-offering, Lat. libatio, such

especially as were made to the dead( or

being that made to the gods), Od. ; often in pi.,

Trag. 2. rarely of any other than/ww^m/libations,
Soph.-, ,() fitted for the Pitcher-feast at

Athens (v. A. n), Eur.-, ov, () offering to the dead ; -, a Tragedy by Aesch., in which the Chorus pours
libations to the shade of Agamemnon., heterocl. dat. of., f), ,( ) of earth or dust, . .,, , () the circle of a crown, Dem.§,, , a choenix, a dry measure, = four

or two sextarii, about a quart Engl., Hdt. ; the choenix
of corn was one man's daily allowance, Id. ; hence, os

ye i. e. whoever eats of my
bread, Od. II. a kind of shackle or stocks for

fastening the legs in, Ar., Dem.,-, , () full of, rocky, Strab., , ), of a hog, . rocks (rising just

above the sea) like a hog's back (cf. Virgil's dorsum

-.
immane maris), Pind., Anth. :—hence as Subst.,

a sunken rock, Hdt., Aesch. ; so, . the Delian

rock, the rocky isle of Delos, Aesch. II. in pi.

scrofulous swellings in the glands of the neck, Anth., a, ov, Ep., , ov,() of a swine,

Ar., Xen. ; (sc.) pig's-fiesh, Od.

[], , a small sea-muscle : its shell was used by
the Athenian dicasts in voting, Ar., , ov, —, of hog's skin, Luc., , Dim. of, a pigling, porker, Ar.-, , () a pigsty, Ar.-, ov,() : purifi-

cation by the sacrifice of swine, Aesch.-, Dor. -, , ,() a pig-jobber, Ar., and , a young pig, porker, Od., etc.,, , a man of the deme XoAapyos, Ar.,, ), commonly in pi., the bowels,

intestines, guts, II. ; made into harp-strings, Anth.

(Deriv. uncertain.), () to befull of black bile, to be melancholy
mad, Ar. II. =, to be angry, Mosch.

;

so in Pass., Theogn.', ), gall, bile, Aesch., Eur., Thuc, etc. 2. pi., the gall-bladder, Soph. ; called

in Eur. ;—so in sing., Aesch. II. metaph., like, Lat. bills, bile, gall, i. e. bitter anger, wrath,

Id., Ar., etc. ; io~ri ) stirs my bile, makes
me sick, Ar. ; Id., ', Dim. of|, Theophr.,, i), mostly in pi., like, the

guts or bowels of oxen, Ar. ; in sing., Id., a, ov, and , ov, () raging, angry, Anth., , , a man of the deme Cholleidae, Ar.', , like, gall, bile, II. II. gener-

ally metaph. bile, gall, bitter anger, wrath, Horn.,

Hdt., Att. ; % II. ; lb. ;, (v. sub voce.) ; .
lb. ; Hes. :—c. gen. objecti,

anger towards or because of another, II.; c. gen. rei,

anger for, because of'a thing, Soph. 2. an object

of anger, Anth. Hence, f ., Ep. inf. : aor. :
—

to make angry, provoke, anger, Horn., Soph. II.

Med. and Pass, : 3 sing. opt. contr.

from : f . and : aor.

I med. and pass,, : pf.-, part, : plqpf. Ep. 3 pl. :

—

to be angered or provoked to anger, Horn. ;

angry with the king, II. ; c. gen.,-
angry because of a. person or thing, Horn.-, , () like bile or gall, bilious,

Plat. II. bilious, angry, Luc., Ep. aor. 1 pass, of., Ep. 2 sing. aor. med. subj. of.-', Ep. inf. fut. of., ), , verb. Adj. of, angry, wrathful,
Horn., , a grain or lump of salt,

pieces of salt in large grains,

Hdt. :

—

absol. for salt, Anth. II. in pl.

groats of wheat or spelt : gruel made therefrom, Ar.,,,granular, coarse, rock-salt, Ar.



— 1, heterocl. gen. of., Dor. and Att. for.-, , ,() one who accompanies a chorus
on the flute, Anth., Plut., , a sausage or black-pudding, Ar. From, f., to make into sausages : metaph., . .

to make mince-meat of state-affairs, Ar., , gut-string, the string of a lyre, Lat. chorda,
Od., Eur. II. tripe, Batr. : also =, Ar., -,() a dance, esp. the choral or round
dance with its music, Eur., Ar. II. a dance-
tune, Ar.,, ,() a choral dance, Eur., verb. Adj. of, one must dance, Eur., , ,() a choral dancer, Pind., Ar. :

—metaph., . the follower of a god, Plat., 4\, , of orfor the dance, Luc. From, f. - : aor. : pf. :
—

Med., f.- : aor. :—Pass., aor.

: pf. : () :

—

to dance a
round ox choral dance, Soph., etc. ; esp. of the Bacchic

chorus, Eur. :

—

to take part in the chorus, regarded as

a matter of religion, Soph. : to be one of a chorus, Ar. :

-—c. dat. pers. to dance to him, in his honour, Eur. 2.

generally, to dance, esp. from joy, Soph., Eur. 3.

metaph. to practise a thing, be versed in it, Plat. II.

c. acc. cogn., I will dance a pre-

lude (to festivities), Aesch. ; . to celebrate

them, Eur. ; Ar. :-—Med.,
to ply the eddying dance, Eur. :—Pass.,-

(sings the Chorus) our part is played,
Ar. 2. trans, to celebrate in choral dance,'
Soph. :—Pass, to be celebrated in choral dance,

Id. III. Causal, to set one a dancing, to rouse,

wake to the dance, Eur. ; so, Anth.,, the place in which a chorus was trained,

their dancing-school, Dem. II. in pi.

or, , supplies for an army, Lat. commeatus,
Polyb. j cf. II. 2., f. \, () to lead a chorus, Plat. :

metaph. to take the lead iyi a matter, c. gen.,

Id. II. in Att. of the, to

defray the cost of bringing out a chorus at the

public feasts, to act as choragus, Oratt. ; c. dat.,

. Plat. ; . 4s Lys. ; .
Id. ; also with the feast in acc, .

Ar. ; Dem. :—Pass, to have choragi

found for one, ,
Xen. 2. metaph. to minister to, .

Aeschin. 3. metaph. also, a.

c. acc. pers. tofurnish abundantly with a thing, esp.

with supplies for war, Polyb. :—Pass, to be well

supplied, Arist. b. c. acc. rei, to supply , furnish,

Dem., rj, the office of at Athens, the

defraying of the cost of the public choruses, being

the chief of the, Thuc, etc. II. means
for providing : abundance of means, fortune,

Arist. 2. metaph. supplies for war, Polyb., , , of ox for , . rivalry

in bringing out choruses, Xen., v. II.

'. 891-, Dor., , (,) a chorus-

leader, Plat. :

—

the leader of a train or band, Soph.,

Eur. II. at Athens, one who defrayed the costs

for bringing out a chorus, Dem., Aeschin. 2. one
who supplies the costs for any purpose, Dem., Aeschin., , ,() of or for a choral dance, choral,

Plat., Arist.

XO'PION, , the membrane that encloses the fetus,

the afterbirth, Lat. secundae : pi., , a dish

made by stuffing it with honey and milk, a kind of

haggis, Ar. : proverb., (Dor. gen.)
* don't let a dog taste blood,' Theocr. (cf.

Horace, canis a corio nunquam absterrebitur undo)., , the office of, Plat., , , of or for the :- (sc.), = foreg., Plat.-, , the person who trained the chorus

to dance and sing, the chorus-master, Ar., Dem. :—

·

this was originally the Poet himself, v. II.-, , () accustomed to the choral dance,

h. Horn.-&, ,()flourishing in the dance, Anth.-, , furious dancing, Anth., , choral dancing, II., Anth. From- [], ov, Ep. for-, beating the

ground in the dance, dancing, Pind. II. proparox., ov, pass, played to the choral dance, h. Horn.-, Adv. to the festive dance, II.-, , , dancing merrily, Anth.-, , () instituting or arranging a
chorus, Xen. II. leading the dance, Soph., Eur.', , , a round dance, used at banquets and
festive occasions, Horn., Hes. :—at Athens, the

performed round the altar of Dionysus, Hdt.,

Eur., etc. 2. from the Dionysiac Chorus arose the

Attic Drama, which consisted at first of tales inserted in

the intervals of the Dance(), recited by a single

actor: this dramatic chorus was either consisting

usually of 15 persons, and of 24. When
a Poet wished to bring out a piece, he asked a Chorus
from the Archon, and the expenses, being great, were

defrayed by some rich citizen (the) : it was
furnished by the Tribe and trained originally by the

Poet himself (hence called) . II.

a chorus, choir, i.e. a band of dancers and singers,

h. Horn., Pind. 2. generally, a choir or troop,

Eur. ; also of things, . a row of dishes,

Xen. ; . a row of teeth, whence the joke of

01-, for the front teeth, Ar. III.

a placefor dancing, Od., etc.-, , (^) institution of choruses

:

generally, a chorus, dance, Anth., f ., tofeed,fatten cattle, Hes., Ar. :—Pass.

to eat their fill, Plat. Hence, , a beingfed, feasting, Anth.,,,fodder,forage : foodfor men, N.T.', , an inclosed place, a feeding-place,

II. 2. generally, any feeding-ground, in

pi., Pind. ; Eur. II.

food, fodder, provender, esp. for cattle, Hes., etc.

;

grass, . . ; hay, Xen. : opp. to

(food for man), Hdt., Xen. : food generally, Eur., Anth.
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(), , () Lat. congius, a liquid measure =12, nearly 3 quarts, Ar., etc. :—the Att. decl. is, , ', [] : !., , , ,. 2. proverb, of attempts to measure the immeasur-
able, 01 Plat. II.

Xoes, ol, the Pitcher-feast, the second day of the

Anthesteria at Athens, Ar., Dem.
(),, , () earth thrown down or heaped

up, like, Hdt. 2. —, dust, . T., crasis for , Theocr., inf., part, : impf .; later,,- (qq. v.) : f . : aor. 1 : pf .
:

—

Pass., f . : aor. 1 : pf . :

() :

—

to throw or heap tip, of earth,

-ya Hdt. ; throwing up
banks against . . , Id. ; irpbs

Thuc.; having formed an island

with heaped up ashes, Hdt. 2. to block up by
throwing earth in, . Dem., Aeschin. :

—Pass, of bays in the sea, to be silted up, Hdt.

;

of cities, to be raised on mounds, Id. 3. to cover

with earth, to bziry, Eur. :—Pass.

to be covered with a heap of earth, i. e. to have a
sepidchral mound raised over one, Anth., f. : aor. 1 = (a), to touch
slightly,- , i. e. keeping- aloof

from it, Eur. 2. to stain, spot, defile, Aesch.;

—

esp. of moral pollution, Soph., Eur. :—Med.,
Soph. :—Pass, to be defiled, Id., f., Ep. inf.-,

:

—aor. 1 Ep. 3 sing.

: also 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2, subj.-, : ( c,) :
—to ward offfrom

one, c. acc. rei et dat. pers., . II. 2.

c. dat. pers. only, to defend any one, help, aid, succour,

avail him, lb. ; to assist, avail at all, lb., to use, v. C.

(a), or, f. :

—

to scrape, graze,
wound slightly, ov II. ; cf . iy-,.

() only in impf., c. dat. pers. to fall upon,
attack, assail,- Od. II.

c. inf. to be bent on doing, to be eager to do,

; why was he so eager to

vex my stream ? II. ; , ot -
ye suitors, who were so eager to eat

and drink, Od. 2. to this must also be referred the

forms xpris, xpfj, (formed like, from,,
—,, -rj from, ,] =, to desire,

xpf) whether she desires to die, Soph. ;

a xprjs Id. ; xpfjs (sc. ) Id. ;

(sc.) ; At.' (c), to furnish what is needfid :—Att.,
Xpfis, xpf?, Ion. xpas, , Ion. part,,,
Ep. :—impf., 3 sing, : f . :

aor. I :—Pass., aor. 1 : pf . :

3 sing, plqpf .
:—Med., Ion.,.-, part.5 or : impf. 3 pi.- : f.: 1. Act. of gods and oracles,

to furnish the needful answer, to declare, pronounce,
proclaim, Aios h. Horn.; ol

Hdt., etc. : c. inf. to warn or direct by oracle,- e'/crbs ahias that I should be,

paU
Aesch. j xpr^avTos Thuc. 2. Pass, to be

declared, proclaimed by an oracle, t'is -

;

Eur. ; of the oracle, - -
Hdt. j Soph. : impers., c. inf.,- Hdt. 3. Med.
to consult a god or oracle, to inquire of a god or

oracle, considt him or it, c. dat., ^5
Od. ; . , Lat. uti oraculo, Hdt., etc.

—From the sense of using an oracle comes the general

sense of to use (infr. ill) :—absol. to consult
the oracle, Od., Hdt. ; ol the consulters,

Eur. :—pf. part., one who has received an
oracular response, Arist.

II. to furnish with a thing, in which sense

was the pres. in use, with f . : aor. 1 : pf.:—Med., pres. in use, aor. 1:— to furnish the use of a thing, i. e. to lend, Hdt., Ar.,

etc. :—Med. to havefurnished one, borrow, Eur.;, having lent feet and bor-

rowed eyes, of a blind man carrying a lame one, Anth.
III. Dep., Att., \,,,, Ion. or, :

imper., Att., Ion. or, 3 1· :

inf. Att., Ion. or ; part. Att., Ion. or:—impf. Att.,, Ion. ,, (or—) :—
f ., also : aor. 1 : pf.. From the sense of consulting or using an
oracle (v. (c). 3) comes the common sense to use,

Lat. uti, II., etc.; he was en-

dowed with a good heart, Od. : c. dat.,- to have money to use for a purpose, use

it thereon, Plat. ; ., Hdt.,

Thuc. 2. in various relations, opyfj or

to indidge one's anger, give vent to it, Hdt. b. of

external things, to experience, suffer, be subject to,

Id. ; ." to have fair weather, Eur.;

. to come to an agreement, Hdt. ; .
to become a slave, Aesch. ;,,
., Lat. uti fortuna mala, prospera, Hdt.,

etc. ; . to live under laws,. Eur. ; .
Xen., etc. :—in many cases, merely paraphrases

the Verb cognate to its dat., . i. e. to die, Hdt.

;

. = , to buy and
sell, Id.; . ==, Aeschin.; . =, . = etc., Plat. c.

to use for an end or purpose, Hdt.,

Xen., etc. ; or 7rpo's Xen. ;—also with neut.

Adj. as Adv., . to make what
use one likes of him, Hdt. ; not

knowing what to make of it, Id. ;
'

;

what use shall I make of him ? Ar. ;

Plat. 3. of persons, ,
with an Adv. of manner, to treat him so and so,

Hdt. ;

Thuc. ; also, Xen. ; but

is often omitted, Aesch.,

etc. :—also, (without) like Lat. uti

for uti familiariter, to be intimate with a man,
Xen. :—absol., ol friends, Id. 4.

to make use of one's powers, Plat. ; also,·
to place oneself at the disposal
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of another, Xen. 5. absol., or with an Adv.,

oi so the Persians are wont to do, such
is their custom, Id. 6. pf. (in pres.

sense), to be in need or want of, to yearn after, c.

gen., Horn., Soph., Eur. :—part. used as

an Adj., needy, in need, poor, Od., Hes., Eur. 7.

the pf. appears as a strengthd. pres., to have in
use, and so to have, possess, yap' aya-

Od. 8. aor. pass,, to be used,
ai Hdt. ; so long
as it be in use, Dem.

IV. for ), v. sub voc.', Ep. for, pi. of., Ion., ,(,) use, advantage,
service, Theogn., Plat. ; els things of

no use or service, Dem.; , v. :

—pi. services, Pind., Dem. 2. as an action, using,
use, . having and using, Xen., Plat.

;

irpbs . Xen. 3. of persons,famili-
arity, intimacy, intercourse, with one,

Plat. II. like Lat. opus, need, want> necessity,

Aesch., etc. ; %v considering in what
great need we are, Soph. ; to war with

necessity, Id. :—c. gen. want or lack of a thing,

Aesch., etc. ; in the need or stress of

war, Soph. ; [yiyi/^ , Lat. opus
est mihi aliqua re, Plat. ; will

have need of my help, Aesch. ; . or'^ rivos Plat. ; pi., ai . Xen. ; ai

avaytcalai . Dem. 2. the result of need, want,
poverty, Soph., Eur. 3. a request of necessity,

opp. to (a claim of merit), Thuc. : generally, a
request, Aesch. 4. a needful business, a need,

requirement, ; for what purpose?
Soph. ; . the require-

ments of war and of peace, Arist. 5. generally,

a business, employment, Polyb., . T., 3 sing. opt. of -)., , Ep. for., ov,() needing, beirig in want of, c. gen., Eur., 6, contr. , , Ep. for., f. , to neigh, whinny, Lat. hinnire, of

horses, II., Hdt., etc. (Formed from the sound.) Hence, , a neighing, whinnying, Ar., =, Ep. 3 pl. aor. 1, Hes.', f., Dep. to clear one's throat, to

hawk and spit, cough, Eur. (^Formed from the sound.), Ion. for.' and ', Ep., ; gen.:—pl.,

nom. and acc., Att. ; gen., Ep. :(,) : I. that which one needs must
pay, an obligation, debt, Od. ; a debt for stolen cattle,

II. ; to pay a debt in full, lb. ;. pays the debt demanded by the curse, Aesch.

;

to attach a further debt, i. e.

guilt to the city, Soph.; to repay a

debt, Hdt., Ar. :—in pl. debts, Hes. ;' left all the property

in outstanding debts, Dem. II. a needful
business, an affair, matter, kbv Od. : a
requirement, a purpose, Soph. : c. gen., like,for
the sake of, Eur. 2.

- Xpv. 893
like, a thing, ; = ; wherefore ?
Aesch. ;

* . ; Eur. III. in Od.,
seems to be =, I came to consult him :—but,

according to what is due, as is meet, h. Horn. IV.
a duty, task, charge, office, Pind., Trag. V. =, want, need, ' ; Ar.', Ion. for (c), to deliver an oracle, h. Horn., Ep., gen. ovs, : (,) :

—want,
need ; hence desire, longing, urgent wish, Horn.;

of a truth something is much needed, II.

;

) by dire necessity, lb. ; c. gen.,

want, need of me, Horn. 2.

want, necessity arises, Id. ; so, yyva II.

;

Se ' yay ; Od. 3. .
comes upon him, yyva (sc.) need of the ship comes upon me, II. ; '

nor will need of a grave be
felt by him, lb. 4. hence the elliptical use of

c. acc. pers., (sc.) ; Horn. ; c.

gen. rei, need of it touches

me not, II.; lb.;—also c. inf.,

he needs must stand firm,

lb. ; Od. [' in

Horn, is a monosyll.]-,, ,() one who cancels his debts,

an insolvent, Plut., Ion. part, of., , indecl., properly a part. neut. of ·}], that

which must be, yva Hdt. ; &
Plut. II. need, necessity, fate, Eur.,

Plat. 2. (sc. ), much likexp^, 'tisfated,

necessary, Lat. oportet, c. inf., Theogn., Aesch.,

etc. 3. sometimes as a neut. part, (like, etc.),

it being necessary, since it was necessary, Hdt. III.

more rarely that which is expedient or right, Soph.,

Ar., etc. IV. absol., ye rule un-
rightfully, Thuc.', , v. sub., , , () a debtor, Luc.-, , ,() a debtor, one in debt,

. ., Plut.» . (). ., , = , need, necessity, ', which

serves as a fut. to, it will be needful, c. inf., Soph., impers. : subj. : opt. : inf., poet,

also :—impf ., also without the augm.
even in Att. : ( (c)) :

—

it is fated, necessary,

Aesch., etc. ; '

no one remedy which one was sure to do good

by administering, Thuc. :—c. inf. it must, must
needs, one must or ought to do, Horn., Att. ; more

often, like Lat. oportet, c. acc. pers. et inf. one must,

one must needs, it behoves, befits one to . . ,

II., etc. ; often the inf. must

be supplied from the context,

;

(sc.), why cease from battle ?

for it behoves thee not, II.; so, '
(sc.) Od. ; (sc.

57-) Thuc. :—absol., , [sc.], Eur. ap. Ar. ' 2. c.

acc. pers. et gen. rei, thou
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hast no need of imprudence, i. e. it does not befit thee,

II. ;
' (i. e. ') thou wilt say

what thou hast need of, Od. II. sometimes in a
less strong sense, ; how is one
to get through this ? Theocr. III. > (infin.)

=, fate, destiny, Eur.}, Ion. : Dor., Megar.':

—

f. : Ion. aor. inf. : used by Att. writers

only in pres. and impf. :( (), ) :

—

to need, want,
lack, have need of, c. gen., Horn., Aesch. :—absol. in

part, lacking, needy, poor, Od., Hes. 2.

to desire, long for, ask for, c. gen., Hdt., Aesch. :

—

rarely c. acc. rei, Hdt., Soph. ;—often an inf. must
be supplied, ' (sc.) Ar.,

etc. b. c. acc. pers. et inf. to ask or desire that one
should do a thing, Hdt. ; so also c. gen. pers. et inf.

to desire of one to do, Id. ; c. inf. only, to desire to

do a thing, Trag. c. c. dupl. gen. pers. et rei,

iycb Hdt. 3.

(Soph. . C. 17*3) is explained, that thou
hadst not desired to die,—a very unusual construction ;

cf. for (supr. 541). 4. the part.

is used absol. for et, if one will, if one
chooses, Theogn., Aesch. :—also, your solici-

tation, Eur., = (c), to deliver an oracle, foretell, Eur., Ion. for., Ion. Frequent, of, to be much in
want of, Hdt.,, ,() a thing that one uses or

needs : in pi. goods, property, money, gear, chattels,

Od., Hes., etc. ; &. Xen. ;

superior to money, i. e. incorruptible, Thuc. ;

Id. :—rare in sing, in this sense,

; for how much money ? Answ.', Hdt. II. generally, a thing, matter,

affair, event, Hes., Hdt. ;
' to leave

no stone unturned,' Hdt. :—of a battle, an affair,

Plut. 2. is often expressed where it might
be omitted, . Hdt. ; is .

to send out a colony without any
certain destination, Id.; ; like '; what?

Spas; Soph.; ; d'; what is the matter ? Aesch., etc. 3. used in

periphrases to express something strange or extra-

ordinary, -ya a monster of a boar, Hdt. ;. ' what a terrible length the nights

are, Ar. : . what a grand
city ! Id. ; 2> . a thievish sort of

fellow, Id. ; truly a clever

creature is he! Theocr. :—so, to express a great number,
as we say, a lot, a deal, a heap, ., . Hdt. ; ' .
what a lot of locusts ! Ar. ; ' .5
Id. ; . ' what a lot of them ! Id.

;

—also of persons, womankind, Eur.

;

-ya. Theocr., f . , Att. : pf . : () :

— to negotiate, transact business, have dealings, esp.

in money matters (though this sense is mostly confined

to the Med.), Thuc, Isocr. 2. to consult, deliber-

ate, Dem., Aeschin. 3. to give audience to, to

answer after deliberation, Xen. ;

Thuc. 4. of an oracle, to give a response to those who
consult it, Plut. :—Pass, to receive an answer or warn-
ing, . . ; ? a warning had
been given him, lb. II. Med., f.

Att.- : pf .
:— to negotiate or

transact businessfor oneself, to make money, Thuc,
Plat. ; . Xen. 2. generally, to transact
business, have dealings, hold conference with,

Hdt. 3. c. acc. rei, to

traffic in money, Arist. III. in later writers,

the Act. means to take and bear a title or name, to be

called or styled so and so, Polyb. ;^ Plut. ; . .

;

generally, to be called, lb., >?, , () of or for money, .
a money fine, Plut. ; . money contracts,

Id. ; 01 the moneyed men, Id., b,() an oracular response,

divine warning, . . II. (from Med.) money-
making, Plat. : gain, profit, Dem., verb. Adj. of, one must
make money, Xen.,,() a place for transact-

ing business, a counting-house, Plut., , ,() a man in business,

money-getter, trafficker, Plat., Xen. 2. as Adj., —
sq., Arist. Hence, , , of or for money-making, .
a man of business, Plat. ; . an omen por-

tendinggain, Xen. ; & the commercial
class, Arist. :

—

-- (sc. ), the art of money-
making, traffic, Plat.-, , , () a divider of wealth,

Aesch.-, , () money-making, Xen., , like, need, want, lack, Tyrtae.,

Theogn.

XPT1S>'6 > v. sub (). II. 2.', Dor. for., to be useful or serviceable, to one, Luc., , ov, and , ov,() useful, service-

able, good for use, good, apt or fit in its kind, Hdt.,

Att. ; . present advantage, Thuc. ;

—

.
useful for something, Hdt., etc. ; Plat. ;

Eur. ; useful for doing, Ar. 2. serviceable,

useful, Soph., Eur., etc. ;

Trj to shew themselves serviceable to the state,

Dem. 3. much-used, Hdt. 4.

money that will not pass abroad,

Xen. II. Adv., to be serviceable,

Thuc. ; . with advantage to him, Id., eats, , () a using, employment, use
made of a thing, Pind. : in pi. uses, advantages, Id.,

Xen. :—opp. to (possession), Plat., etc. 2.

means of using, usefulness, Thuc, Plat.;

to be useful, Dem. 3. intimacy, acquaint-
ance, Lat. usus, Isocr. ; .
Arist. II.( (c). ), the response of an oracle,

Pind. III.( (c). 11), a lending, loan, Arist.-, , ,() an utterer of oracles,

a prophet, Anth. Hence
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€, to utter oracles, Luc., to utter oracles, divine, Ar. From-, ov, (^) uttering oracles, divining,

. a soothsayer, diviner, Hdt. II. an ex-

pounder of oracles, an oracle-monger, Id., Ar.-, , (4) making oracles in verse,

Luc., 6,( (c). ) the answer of an oracle,

oracular response, oracle, Solon, Hdt., Att., , () need, want, poverty,

Tyrtae. II. importunity, Hdt.- [], a/cos, , a keeper of oracles, Luc., f. , to chant oracles : generally, to

deliver oracles, prophesy, Hdt., Ar., etc. ; and, , the answer of an oracle, a prophecy,
Aesch., Plat. ; and, , , oracular, Luc. From-, , ((£) chanting oracles, or delivering
them in verse ; generally prophesying, prophetic, ., of the Sphinx, Soph. II. as Subst. a
soothsayer, oracle-monger, Plat,

or , v.., verb. Adj. one must use, c. dat. rei, Xen.€, Dep. to be good and kind, . T., f., like (c). I, to give oracles,

prophesy, Strab. II. Med., like, to have
an oracle given one, consult an oracle, Hdt. ; .

to consult a god, like , Id. From,,( (c). i) an oracle, i. e., 1. the
seat of an oracle, such as Delphi, h. Horn., Hdt., Eur. :

—in pi. for sing., Aesch. 2. the answer of an
oracle, oracular response, Hdt., Trag. II. an
offering for the oracle, made by those consulting it

;

generally, a sacrificial victim,. Pind., Aesch.;
—and a victim, sacrifice, Soph., a, ov, and os,ov,( (c). i), of orfrom
an oracle, oracular, prophetic, Aesch.-, Eur. ;

author of oracles, Hdt., , : gen. pi. (not, to

distinguish it from the gen. pi. of) :( (c).

Il) :

—

a creditor, usurer, dun, Ar. 2. (from the

Med.) a debtor, Dem., ), ,() knowing how to use, under-
standing the use of a thing, c. gen., Arist. 2. of

things, useful, serviceable, Plut.-, es, () well-disposed, Arist., , fair speaking, smooth speech, . T.-, ov, () speaking plausibly., , , verb. Adj. of, like,
useful, good of its kind, serviceable, Hdt., Eur.

;

of victims and omens, boding good, auspicious, Hdt.

;

a happy end or issue, Id. :— ,
as Subst., good services, benefits, kindnesses, Id.

;

Ar. 2. in moral sense, good,
opp. to, Plat. ; , opp. to -, Soph. II. of men, good, a good man and
true ; generally, good, honest, worthy, trusty, Hdt.,
Soph., etc. ;—also like, of good citizens,

useful, deserving, Ar., Thuc, etc. 2. ,
like , Lat. optimates, Xen. 3. of the

gods, kind, propitious, Hdt. 4. good, mild, kind,
kindly, . T. :—in bad sense, simple, silly, like,
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Ar., Plat.; < Dem. III. Adv. -, well,

properly, Hdt. Hence, , , of persons, goodness, honesty,
Eur. 2. goodness of heart, kindness, Isae., . T., , the having good friends, thefriend-
ship ofgood men, Arist. From-, ov, possessed of good friends, Arist., , older form of, unguent, oil, Aesch., f ., () to bring near, (so used by Horn,
only in compd., q. v.) ; pa-

keeping one's steps close along the shore, Aesch.

;

kept the wheel ever

close to the post, Soph. ; so in Med., Eur., Theocr. :

—

Pass, to touch the surface of a body, to graze, scratch,

wound, Lat. radere, stringere, close

even to touching, Od. : generally, to come nigh, draw
near, approach, c. dat., Aesch. ;

Terpen Eur. ; so in aor. med., h.

Horn. II. intr. in Act., = Pass., Eur., Ep. aor. of.,,, () later form for, anything
smeared on, esp. a scented unguent, thicker than, Xen. II. whitewash, stucco, Luc., , a Christian, first in Act. Ap. n. 26., ], , verb. Adj. of, to be rubbed on,

salves, Aesch., Eur. II. of persons,

anointed : ', , the Anointed One, the

CHRIST, as a transl. of the Hebr. Messiah, N.^T.

[t], Ep. impf. : f. : aor. 1,
Ep. :—Pass., aor. 1 : pf. or

: 3 sing, plqpf .4 cr -Pro :

—

to touch

on the surface : to rub or anoint with scented un-
guents, Horn. ; Xoeov Od. ; .
to infect with poison, Soph. ;

metaph. ,

Eur. :—Med. to anoint oneself, Od., Hes. : c.

acc. rei, to anoint (i. e. poison) one's

arrows, Od. :—Pass., virh , of a dead

body left exposed to the sun, Hdt. II. to rub over

with colour : Pass, to be coloured, Id. : — Med.,
to smear their bodies, Xen. III.

to wound on the surface, prick, sting, Aesch. :—Pass.,' Id., , Att. and later form for.,, heterocl. acc. and dat. of., Ion., later Att., () the surface

of a body, the skin; the body itself, II., Theogn.,

Ar. II. the superficial appearance of a thing,

its colour, Aesch., Eur., etc. :—esp. the colour of the

skin, the complexion, Aesch., Eur., f. ', poet, form of, to touch on the sur-

face ; generally, to touch, Eur.,, , a crashing sound, .·, of a pugi-

listic contest, II. (Formed from the sound.), f . Att. ,() intr. to spend time, Hdt. :

to take time, tarry, linger, delay, be slow, Aesch.,

Thuc; c. inf. to delay to do, N.T. 2. of things,

to remain long, Aesch. II. Pass.

to be prolonged ov protracted, Id. 2. to grow up,

Id., , ,() of or concerning time,

Plut. :

—

(sc.) chronology , Id., a, ov, and os, ov,() of persons, after a
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long time, late, . ; . cpaveisSoph. 2.

for a long time, 4, Id.

;

' I have been long without food,

Eur. 3. long-delaying, lingering, Aesch. ;

Soph.; Eur. II.

of things, long, lasting long, long-continued,

having been long married, Id. ; .-
Thuc. III. Adv. -, Arist. : neut. pi.

as Adv., Eur. :—Comp.-, Pind., verb. Adj. one must spend time, Arist.- [], ov, (") recording times and
events : as Subst. a chronicler, annalist, Strab.', , time, Horn., etc. 2. a definite time, a
'while, period, season,, . Soph. ; ., Eur. :—pi. periods of time, -

with chronological accuracy, Thuc. ;

by the dates, Isocr. 3. Special phrases : a. ace,

for a while, Od., etc. ; so, for a
long time, lb. ; . for ever, Eur., etc. ;. at once, oncefor all, II. b. gen.,»
in a short time, Hdt. ; Ar. ; . ;

for how long ? Id. c. dat., in time, at last,

Hdt., Trag. ; so, Hdt., etc. ; also with the

Art., Ar. 4. with Prepositions :

—

ava.-
in course of time, after a time, Hdt. :·

—

'
from such time as . . , Xen. :

—

, after

an interval of time, Soph., Thuc. ; .
Hdt., Ar. :

—

a long time since, long

ago, Hdt. :—eV in time, at length, Aesch. :

—

4 within a certain time, Hdt. :

—

4\
for a -while, Horn.; 4\ . Od. :— Is

hereafter, Hdt. :

—

, like or ,
Aesch. :

—

by lapse of time, Thuc. II.

lifetime, an age, Soph. ; Id. III. a
season, portion of the year, Xen. IV. delay, loss,

of time, Dem. ; 41 to interpose delays, Id.-, f. , () to waste time, loiter,

Arist., . . II. c. ace, . to pro-

tract the war, Plut., heterocl. gen. of : no nom. occurs.-, , () exchanging for gold :

—

metaph.," War, who traffics

in men's bodies, Aesch.-,, , , with fillet ox frontlet of gold,

of horses, II. ; of goddesses, h. Horn., Hes.-, 4, () with golden flower, Anth.-, Dor. for.-, , reflecting golden light, Eur.- [], ov, (Hop) like, with sword of
gold, epith. of Apollo and other gods, II., h. Horn,, Pind.-, ov,() with or in car ofgold, Pind.- [],, , , with shield of gold, Pind.,

Eur.-, , gen. 4, gold-gleaming, Soph., Ar.

[],, , , () —, Hes., Pind.,,() a goldsmith's shop, Strab. II.

a gold-mine : in pi., gold-mines, Xen.

[], , ov, Ep. for (q. v.), Horn., Hes.--, ov, of gold, ivory, and elec-

trum, overlaid therewith, Epigr. ap. Plut.€-, , =, Eur.-, ov, formed of gold, Aesch.

-, ov, with disk of gold, of the sun, Eur.--, ov, =, Eur.-, , ,(pa) = , Anth.-€-|,, , , =], h. Horn.-, ov, () with woof of gold, gold-
inwoven, Eur., , ov, Att. contr., , (so,-,, -),.€, , : () :

—
golden, of gold, decked or inlaid with gold, Horn.,
etc.: sometimes, =4, gilded, gilt, Hdt.; cf.' A. III. 2. gold mines, Thuc;
v. II. II. gold-coloured, golden-yellow,
II. III. metaph. golden, Horn.

;

. iyUia Pind. ; .4 Soph. ; the first age of man
was the golden, Hes. {_4,,,

etc., in Horn, must be pronounced as disyll.]-€-, ov, with sandals of gold, Eur.€0-, ov, decked, dight with gold, Aesch.-, ov,() —ioreg., Eur.-,, , patronym. of, , , daughter
of Chryses, II.-, ov, with spindle of gold, II., Soph.-, ov,( in) of beaten gold, gold-
wrought, Trag.-, Dor.-, ov, () with reins of gold,
Horn., Soph.-, , gen.,() furnished or decked
with gold, golden, Eur.

[], , Dim. of, a small piece of
gold, Isocr., Dem., , Dim. of, a piece ofgold, generally,

gold, Hdt., Thuc, etc.; pl., Dem. 2. gold coin,

money, Eur., Ar., Plat., etc. ; pieces of gold,

Plat. II. as a term of endearment, my golden
one ! my little treasure ! Ar., Anth., , , a vessel of gold, piece of gold plate,

Ar. II. a gold-broldered dress or shoes, Luc.

[], , , fem.,, like gold, con-

taining gold, Hdt.-, , () gilded, gold-embroidered,

Plut., Anth.-, ov, with arrows ofgold, Anth.-, ov, () with soil of gold, Eur.-, ov, (·*) bom or begotten of gold,

., i. e. the Persians, because (by the legend)

they were descended from Perseus, who was begotten

of Zeus in the form of a shower of gold, Aesch.-, ov, with ring of gold, . T.--, ov, bound with gold, set in gold,

Hdt. :

—

enriched with gold, Soph., Eur., is, () like gold, Plat., Xen.-, ov, (-) with yoke of gold, Xen.-, ov, gold-enthro?ied, II., Pind.- [], ov, Dor. -, with head of gold,

Eur.-,, , , and-,, gen. : () :

—with horns of gold, Pind., Eur. II. with gilded

horns, of a victim ready for sacrifice, Aeschin.-, ov, soldered or inlaid with gold, Eur.-, , Dor.-, , , () the golden-

haired, Hes., Eur. ;

—

. absol. for Apollo, Pind.,

Eur. II. with golden ornamentsin the hair, Luc.



^--,, — foreg., Anth. ; with golden plumage,
of birds, Hdt.€, f., to speak of gold, Luc. From-, ov, (\iyw) speaking ofgold.-, ov, () with spear of gold, Eur.- [_~\, ov, Dor.-, , , () with
lyre of gold, Ar., Anth.-, ov, with golden wool or fleece, Eur.-,, Dim. as if from,
little golden beetle, as a term of endearment, Ar.-, , Dor. -, , , () with
girdle or headband of gold, Soph,-, ov, with golden back or surface ; .

a rein studded with gold, Soph,-, ov, sprinkled gold, gold-spangled, of
gold tissue, Aesch.-, ov,() gold-sandalled, Od., Hes.-,, , , with helm ofgold, Aesch., Eur.-, ov, golden-haired, h. Horn,-,,() a gold-wash, placer, where
gold is washed from the river sand, Strab., , () a goldsmith, Luc.---euros, , the chrysoprase, a precious stone of
golden-green colour, . T.-, ov,() with gilded poop, Plut.-€, ov,() with wings of gold, II.,, , poet, for, Pind.-, , , (4) poet, for, with
streams of gold, Eur.-, tdos, , , with wand ofgold, Od.-, ov, gold-streaming, Aesch. :—poet,-, ov, yoval ., of Perseus the son of Danae,
Soph.

[], , , gold, Lat. aurum, Horn., etc.

;

eSuve put on golden armour, II. ;

—

.
unsmelted, opp. to . (pure refined gold),

Hdt. ; Aewcbs white gold, i. e. alloyed with

silver, Id. ; gold wrought into vessels,

gold plate, Luc.-, ov, gold-crowned, Hes., Eur., etc. ;.
in which the prize was a crown of gold, Pind.-, ovos, , a goldsmith, Anth., a, ov, a Compar. formed from, more

golden, Anth.

-TevKTos, ov, wrought ofgold, Aesch., Eur.-, 4,() with golden armour, Eur.-, ov, () with bow of gold, Pind.-, ov,() with trident of gold, Ar.-, ov, () wrought ofgold, Eur.-, , (*k'py) a gold mine, Strab., , ovv, Att. contr. for.-, es, () with golden light, Eur.-,, ov, with trappings of gold, Eur.-€··, 4s, ((piyyos) gold-beaming, Aesch.-, ov, gold-loving, Anth., f. , to wear golden ornaments or

apparel, Hdt. : with golden scales, Luc. From-, ov, () wearing gold, I.e. golden or-

naments, Hdt., Eur.- [],, , , keeping gold, .
a money bag, Plut.:—as Subst. a gold-keeper, Hdt., Eur.-, poet,-, , golden-haired, Pind.

'. 897- [], ov, with gold-studded bridle, Hdt.,
Xen.(-€,, , , with gold rings, Luc.- [t],, , , with coat of gold, Anth., , the shop of, ap. Dem., f ., to work in gold, work as a goldsmith,
Ar., Xen. II. to smelt ore in order to get gold
from it ; whence was used proverb, of those

who fail in any tempting speculation, Plat.; and, 77, ov, of or for a gold-smith, .ya to follow the trade of a goldsmith, ap.

Dem. From-, , () one who melts gold, of one who
gilds the horns of a victim, Od. 2. a goldsmith, Dem

.

-, ov, contr.-,,gold-coloured, Anth., f., to make golden, gild, Luc. :—Pass, to

be gilded, Hdt., Ar. Hence-, Dor. for, gen. of.,, ,() wrought gold, Eur.-, f.,() to change gold, Isocr.-, , () with golden face, beaming like

gold, Eur. II. gold-coloured, Plut.)€, , a gold-mine, Strab. From- [], ov,() diggingfor gold, Strab.$ [],, ,() a gilding, Plut.-,, , , =, Eur., Att. imper. of., heterocl. dat. of., later (q.v.) : f . : aor. 1 :

—Pass., aor. 1 : pf . : ( a) :—to touch the sitrface of a body, and generally, to

touch, yovaTa Eur. II. to tinge,

stain, Luc. 2. to defile,

Anth. : metaph. in Pass., pb

Eur., , , the surface, skin : the colour of
the skin, the complexion, Hdt. ;

Eur. ; Ar. 2. generally,

colour, Plat., Xen. :—metaph. in pi. ornaments, em-
bellishments, Plat. ; embellishments in Music, Id., , Dim. of foreg., a colour, paint, Anth., =, Luc., , gen., dat. (Att. also ), acc.

: Ion. gen., dat. ', acc.:( A)

:

—like (), the surface of the body, the skin,

Horn. : also the flesh, opp. to the bone, Id. :—gener-

ally, the body, frame, Pind., Trag. 2. iv ', Att., close to the skin, iv' to shave close,

Hdt. ; iv Xen. :—metaph., yap
iv it touches one nearly, comes home, Soph.;

iv to sail past so as to shave or graze,

Lat. radere, Thuc. :—absol., iv (also written iy-

or iyxpS>), near at hand, hard by, Luc. II.

the colour of the skin, complexion, Horn., Eur. 2.

generally, colour, Aesch., f . , like, to colour

:

—Med.,-
to tinge one's nature, Ar.

[], Adv. () in floods or heaps ; hence, I.

withotit order, at random, promiscuously , Plat.,

Anth. II. in flowing language, i. e. in prose,

Arist. III. abundantly , wholly, utterly, Anth., aor. 1 opt. pass, of.
3



SgS —,, , (') juice, esp. juiceproduced by decoction

or digestion :—metaph., ad-

ministering- a decoction of small talk, Ar. ; . Id., crasis for .
[], , ov, Ep. aor. 2 pass. part, of '., , , (4) like, juice, Plat., 3 1· Ep. aor. 2 pass, of.

[p], , , (') a flood, stream, Aesch. 2.

of dry things, a heap, . Od. : a quantity,
Anth.. 3. metaph. of the lapse of time, Id., f., to pour out : metaph. to throw care-

lessly down, 4v7 Ar., , () anything that can be poured : water
and oil for the bath. Hence, f. , to wash :—Med. to anoint oneself
after bathing, Od.

\y\, 3 sing. Ep. aor. 2 pass, of 4., 7J, 6v, verb. Adj. of ', poured, shed,

blood shed, Aesch. 2. of dry things, shot
out, heaped up, yaia a mound of earth, a se-

pulchral mound, Horn.:—as Subst.,, ,=,
a mound, bank, dike, Hdt. II. melted,-

pendants of melted stone, Id. III.

generally, liquid, flowing, Pind., Anth., , () an earthen pot, a pot for boiling, pip-

kin, Lat. olla, Ar., Xen. 2., pots of pulse
offered to inferior deities, Ar.,, () of earthenware, Ar., , , {) a potter, Lat. figulus, Plat.

[t], , Dim. of, a small pot, cup, Ar., , Dim. of, Hdt.-,, , pi., a pot with feet,

or a portable stove for putting a pot upon, Hes., , =. II. was the name
given to the hot baths at Thermopylae, Hdt. 2.

the pot-feast, the 3rd day of the Anthesteria, and 13th

of the month Anthesterion, Ar., for ., crasis for "., Ep. imper. of., crasis for 4., f ., () to be or go lame, Plat., -, lameness, Plat., Luc. From, be or become lame, to halt, limp, II.,Xen. II.

trans, to make lame

:

—Pass, to be lame, Luc. : gener-

ally, to be maimed or imperfect, Plat,-, , a la?Jie iambic, i. e. one that has a
spondee for an iambus in the last place, said to be
invented by Hipponax.-, , () making lame, of Euripides, as

being fond of introducing lame men upon the stage, Ar.', ), , lame in the feet, halting, limping
,

Horn. ; (sc.) Luc. II.

metaph. maimed, imperfect, defective, Lat. mancus,
Plat., Xen.,, , () earth thrown lip, a bank, mound,
thrown up against the walls of cities to take them,
Hdt., Thuc. :

—

a dike to hinder a river from over-

flowing, Hdt. :

—

a dam, Id. :

—

a mole or pier, carried

out into the sea, Lat. moles, Id., Dem. II. like

Lat. tumulus, a sepulchral mound, Hdt., Trag.,, contr. from,.

• -., crasis for ., -, later form of, Polyb., etc., Ep. imper. : 3 sing. Ep. impf. :

f. : aor. 14, Ep. 3 sing. subj.

:

Dep.:

—

to be angry, wroth, indignant, Horn. ; -, II. ; Od. 1. c. dat. pers. to

be angry at one, ' II. 2. c. gen.
pers. vel rei, about or because of
her, lb. ;

' eyxeos lb. 3.

c. acc. rei, only in the phrase be not
angry with me for this, Od., crasis for ., crasis for ., crasis for ., Ion., , =, the space in which a
thing is, Lat. locus, - II.

;

iy\ lb. 2. generally, a place, Horn. 3.

one*splace, position, 4v II. ; esp. a soldier's

post, Thuc. ; to find one's
place, * till they are
brought into position, into order, Xen. 4. metaph.
one'splace in life, station, place, position," '
ivi. the spirit of war is not there, Aesch. ; iv-

or elvai to be in the position
of slaves or mercenaries, Xen. ; iv oea
to be in no esteem, nullo loco haberi, Id. :—also,() eJvai, to be in one's place, to keep
a thing in its place, Hdt., Ar. ; . to stand
one's ground, Hdt., Att. II. land, viz., 1.

a land, country, Lat. regio, Od., Hdt., Trag. 2.

a piece of land, an estate, farm, Lat. ager, Xen. 3.

the country, opp. to the town, Lat. rus, 4, 4 Thuc, Xen.', f., Att. generally in med. form,-
: aor. 14 : pf. : () :

—to

make room for another, give way, draw back, retire,

withdraw, II. ; yala the earth gave
way from beneath, i.e. opened, h. Horn.;

—

.
= , to put back, retire, Eur.;—
begone! Aesch.—Construction: 1. c. gen. loci,4 he retired from the rampart, II.

;

also, lb. ; Aesch. 2.

c. dat. pers. to give way to one, retire before him,
1' II. II. to go forward, move

on or along, Lat. incedere, and then simply to go or

come, Hdt., etc. : to go on one''sjourney , travel, Soph.

;

. ipyov to come to action, come on, begin, Id. ; .- to go to one's heart, Id. ; . Eur. ;

go downwards, i. e. beginning from the

upper parts of the body, Aesch. :—absol., .
Plat. ; . to join battle, Thuc. ; of Time,4 the night was passing, near an end, Aesch. :

—also c. acc. loci, . Eur. 2. to

go on, advance, Lat. procedere, Todpyov Ar.

;

Id. 3. to come to an issue, turn
out in a certain manner, have
come to little, of oracles, Hdt. ; ., Lat. bene ce-

dere, Id.:—absol., likeTpoxa>/^'a>, to go on well, succeed,

Id. 4. to spread abroad, Id. ; &
to spread among all, Xen. III. trans, —,
to have room for a thing, to hold, contain, esp. of

measures, ' Hdt.

;



-

Thuc. ;

take us into your hearts, . .
[], , Dim. of, Lys., Plut., f. Att. : pf. pass,, 3 pi. Ion.

: () : I. in local sense, to sepa-

rate, part, sever, divide one thing- from another, tl

tlvos Eur., Plat. ; Plat. :—.
Xen. ;

—

oi the Separaters, a name
given to those Grammarians who ascribed the Iliad and
Odyssey to different authors :—Pass, to be separated,

severed, divided, Hdt., Eur. II. to separate in

thought, to distinguish, Plat.,

etc. :—Pass, to differ, to be different, -
Hdt. ; more rarely,-

Id. ;

laws apartfrom the others, far different, Id.,, Dim. (only in form) of and : I.

a particular place, a place, spot, district, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. ,· . this same spot, Hdt. 2.

a place, post, esp. afortified post, Id., Thuc, etc. 3.

landed property, an estate, Thuc, Xen. 4. a place

of business, office, Dem. 5. in Geometry, a space

enclosed by lines, Ar., Plat. 6.= . 3, a

place, passage in a book, Luc. : a part or period of

history, Thuc., Adv., separately , asunder, apart, by oneself or

by themselves, Horn. ; . Hdt. ; .
to set apart, keep in reserve, Thuc. ; .

to live apart, Dem. ; . accuse me not

without evidence, Soph. ; . to distinguish,

Isocr. ; . . , and separately, besides, Thuc :

—separately, one by one, Lys. ; except, . ^
except that, Hdt. ; . ) except so many as,

Id. 2. metaph. of different nature, kind, or quality,

Soph., Eur. II. as Prep. c. gen. 'without, Aesch.,

Soph., etc. ; . without his help or will, Lat.

sine Diis, Soph. 2. separatefrom, apart or aloof

from, far from, . Id. ; .
Plat. 3. independent of', without reckon-

ing, not to mention, besides, Hdt., Aesch. 4. differ-

ently from, otherwise than, Plat., Dem., b,() separation, Plat., verb. Adj. of, one must separate,

Plat., , ,() verb. Adj. : I. in local

sense, separated, separable, Arist. II. separate or

separable in thought, Id.

[t], , , () a countryman, rustic,

boor, Xen., Anth. :—fern, -, , a country girl,

Luc. 2. one dwelling in a spot or country, a
native, Aesch. Hence, , , of or like a countryman, rustic,

rural, Plut. : Adv. -, in rustic fashion, Xen.€', f ., to describe countries, Strab. ; and, , , of or for the description of
countries, Strab. From- [], ov, describing countries, Strab., , a piece of ground, ground, place, Horn.,

etc. II. a land, country, Hdt. ; in pi. lands,

places, Id., Soph. 2. land, an estate, Xen. 3.

the country, Lat. rus, Id. (Deriv. uncertain.), , the North-west wind, Lat. Caurus, . T.

-. 899-, —, to haunt a place, Antipho., crasis for ., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 subj. of., aor. 1 pass. inf. of.,, , () a heaping up, esp. of earth, raising

a mound or bank, esp. against a city, Thuc. 2. a

filling in, blocking zip by earth thrown in, Id., crasis for ., , , verb. Adj. made by earth thrown up, Eur., crasis for ., crasis for \ '.

.
, , , indecl., twenty-thira letter of the Gr.

alphabet: as a numeral, ' = 7, but , = 700,000.

—

The letter is a double Consonant, compounded of the

labial or with , =, : the character , ascribed

to Simonides, was adopted at Athens in the archonship

of Euclides (Ol. 94. 2) at the same time with , , ., only in pres., () : I. trans, to graze,

scrape, touch gently, is ready to

skim the path of ether, Aesch. II. intr. to move
lightly , flutter, rustle, murmur, Luc., , , verb. Adj. of : (sc.) cakes of ground barley, used at sacrifices, Ar.,, , () one that wipes off, Anth.&, f .,() to rain in small drops, drizzle,

drip, Ar. : impers., it drizzles. From, later , , , () any small piece

broken off, a grain, morsel, bit, ,
i. e. not even a silver penny, Ar. ; collectively,

if grains of sand, Anth. II. a drop of rain ;

and collectively, drizzling rain, at -
Hdt. ; drops are ceasing, i.e. a

storm is coming, Aesch. :— generally, rain, Eur. ;

with, a sprinkling of bloody dew,

Aesch. 2. Comic name for a sputterer, Ar.&-, ov, nipper-mouthed, of a crab, Batr.&, (-) to clip with scissors, Babr.

[], , part of the bridle, a kind of curb-chain,

Xen.j Eur. 2. generally,

a chain, bond, Aesch. ; metaph., of a person, .
a curb upon the household, Id. (Deriv. unknown.),, , apair ofscissors, heit.forfex, Anth. II.

a building with a pointed stone roof, a vault, Lat.

fornix, Soph. (Deriv. unknown.), f . : aor. 1 : pf. : () :

—

to touch sharply, to pluck, pull, tzvitch, Aesch. ;

. to twang the bow-string, Eur. ;

. to send a shaft twanging from the bow,
Anth. ; so, ] a carpenter's

red line, which is twitched and then suddenly let go, so

as to leave a mark, lb. II. to play a stringed

instrument with the fingers, not with the plectron,

Hdt., Ar., Plat. 2. later, to sing to a harp, sing,

N.T., , a tune for a stringed instrument, Anth., , a twitching or twanging with the fingers,

of a bow, Eur. II. mostly of musical strings : the

3 2
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2. later, a songsound of the harp, Pind., Aesch.

sung to the harp, a psalm, . T.-,, , delighting in harp-playing, Anth., , () afemale harper, Plat., etc., [], , poet, form of, sand, sea-sand,

Horn., Soph,, etc. ; in pi., on the sands,

Horn. 2. proverb, of a countless multitude, ocra

k6vls II. ; in pi. grains of sand, lb.-, , ) =, sandy, h. Horn.

(not -), , a, sand-hundred, a

Comic word formed from,, after the

analogy of the cardinal numbers,
(from dls, \ ), to denote a countless

multitude, Eupol. :—so also the exaggerated form-"-, , a, in sand-hundred heaps, Ar., Dor., 7j, —, Hdt., Aesch., , ov,() of sand, sandy, Hdt., a, ov,() on the sand, Aesch.

[], , o, sand, sandy, Anth., v> sand, so called from its loose, crumbling

nature I from), Od., etc. :—proverb.,

Pind. II. . the sandy desert of

Libya, Hdt. (Both and sometimes drop
and become,.)-, , () like sand, sandy, Hdt.', , gen. : Ion., :

—a starling,

mentioned as flying in a cloud, II., , , () like a starling, i. e. speckled, dap-
pled, . a dapple-gray horse, Ar.», V, a touching, Plut., f. : aor. : pf .

:—Pass.,

aor.: pf. : (akin) :

—

to touch,

c. gen., II., etc. ; c. dat. instrument!, Ib. ;

Aesch. : but to touch a thing, Pind. :

—in Soph, it seems to be used c. ace,
assailing the god, Antig. 961 ; but Ib. 857,, thou didst touch on a theme of

grief,—my father's fate,

—

is gen., and
acc. in apposition. 2. to touch as an enemy, lay

hands upon, Eur. 3. to touch, reach, affect,

Id. :—Med. also, to reach,

gain, Pind., , 6, fern. -itis,, =, Anth.-,-, , , with rough coat, h. Horn,, , , () easily reduced to powder, friable,

crumbling, Aesch., Anth. ; 77- the sandy shore,

Anth. 2. of liquids, thin, watery, Id.-, ov, contr. -, , rough on the

surface, squalid, Eur.' [],, ) (not , ), inf. : impf. contr.

: f.: aor. 1:—to touch lightly, rub;
cf .. II. intr. to crumble away, vanish,

disappear, Soph,, Dor. for,, like for, Theocr., f.- : aor. 1 :
—to blame, censure,

Theogn., etc. ;—. to blame one for a
thing, Plat. ; Id. ; Xen. ;—also, c. dupl.

acc, Soph. ; " Plat. :—Pass., 77

there is no objection to it, we find
no fault with it, Thuc.', , , thin, spare, scanty, of hair, II., Anth.

;

of a person, bald-headed, Luc.

"^^.,, later forms for,.', , , () a censurer, disparager, Plat., , , verb. Adj. blamed, blameable, Plat.' or', , an armlet or anklet, Lat. ar-
milla, Hdt., Xen.-, ov, () wearing bracelets, Hdt.() to twine, . Anth., f. ,() to falter in speech, speak in-
articulately :—so in Med., Plat., Arist.', , =., , a pronouncing indistinctly : metaph.,

. unpronounced (i.e. suppressed) gout, Plut.', , , unable to pronounce certain letters,

Arist. II. pass.,- of words, inarticulate, obscure,
Aesch.', f . -, to bring false news, Ar. ; and, 77, a false report, Xen. From-<>5, , a false or lying messenger, II.-, , a false brother, . T.-, , , a bastard vine, Ar.-, , a false apostle, . T.- [], () Comic name of a mock-
Persian, False-measure, Ar.-,, , false orach, Comic name of a
plant, Ar.-, , , false Attic, Luc.-, , , a sham deserter, Xen.-', , a feigned ambuscade, Xen.' or, Ep. dat. pi., v. I. 2.', f. -, to speak falsely , Aesch. From-, ov,() speaking falsely , Anth.-', —-, Luc., ov, poet, for, Anth., , gen. ,() lying, false, Lat. men-
dax, Hes., etc.; to betake

oneself to lying ways, Hdt. 2. of persons, lying,

and as Subst. a liar, ov yap \
Zeus will not assist lying men (others

read from, will not assist lies) ; .
to be detected in falsehood, Thuc. 3.

falsehoods, lies, Aesch., Ar. II.

pass, belied, beguiled, deceived, Eur. III. Adv.

falsely, Id., Thuc., (os, , , poet, for*, Pind.-, 77, pretended help, Xen.-&, , a false teacher, . T.-,, , a lying herald, Soph.

or-, ,() a prosecution against

one who has falsely subscribed his name as witness,

a prosecution for such false sub-

scription, Dem.-,, , a sham Cynic, Plut.-, ov, Att. for- : . lie or

soap madefrom adulterated soda, Ar., f., to speak falsely, spread false re-

ports, Isocr., Aeschin., 77, a false speech, falsehood, Isocr., Dem.-, ov, () speakingfalsely, Ar., Anth., v. .-, $, , y, a false prophet, Hdt., Trag., f. , to be a false witness, bear

false witness, Plat., Xen.
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^€3, , false witness, Dem. : mostly in gen.

pi., a prosecution forfalse witness,

Isae., etc. ; to make
allegation of perjziry against one, Dem. From-, ipos, , a false witness, Plat.-', , a false-Nero, Luc.-, ov, v.-.-, ,() a false, feigned
marriage, Eur.-, , a pretended maid or virgin, Hdt.-, ov, () perjured, forsworn, Hdt.-, , — ioreg., Eur.,,,() afalsehood, untruth, lie, Horn.,

etc. ; whether the

promise be a lie or no, II. II. pi., spots,

pimples on the nose, Theocr.-, f., () to speak falsely , Soph.-, ov, () offalse divination, Soph.-, , a false Philip, Luc.-, , a false Christ, . T.
(Root ), f. : aor. :—Pass.,

f . : aor. : pf ., 3 sing,

imperat. :

—

to cheat by lies, beguile, Soph.,
etc. :—Pass, to be cheated, deceived, Aesch., etc. 2.

. tivos to cheat, balk, disappoint one of 3. thing,

Id., Soph. ; also c. acc. rei, . Xen. :

—Pass, to be cheated, balked, disappointed of a thing,, Hdt. ; Ar. 3.

Pass., also, to be deceived, mistaken in or about a
thing, mistaken in opinion, Hdt. ;

deceived in
their notions of the Athenian power, Thuc. ;, opp. to , Xen. :—also,

Hdt. ; Xen. : also c. acc,
deceived in its estimate of them,

Thuc. 4. of statements, to be untrue,

Hdt. II. c. acc. rei, like, to represent a thing as a lie, to falsify,

Soph. :—Pass., the promise
broken, Thuc.

B. earlier and more common is the Dep.,
Ep. imper. : f . : aor. : pf

.

: I. absol. to lie, speak false, play

false, Horn., etc. 2. c. acc. rei, to say that which
is untrue, ' Plat. ;

which / do not speak falsely about him,

Andoc. 3. to be false, perjured or forsworn,
Hes. II. like Act. II, to belie, falsify, '

to break them, II. ; so, . Eur. ; so

in plqpf. pass., Thuc. ; -
had broken their word about the

money, Xen. III. like Act. I, to deceive by lies,

cheat, Aesch., Eur. ; . to deceive one in a

thing, Soph., Eur.-, ov, () under a false name, falsely

called, Aesch. Adv. -, by a false na7ne, Id.-, , , , () hating falsehood,
Anth.-,, , () a lie, untruth, Plat,, f., to be a liar, lie, cheat, II. From, , ,() a liar, cheat, II., etc. 2. as

Adj., like, lying, false, Pind., Anth.

—^. go-, 4s, gen. , () dark-gleaming, i. e.

glimmering, gloomy, Eur., , , dark, obscure, of a person, Pind.', , , darkness, Alcae., 3 sing, of. II. , for, 3 sing, impf

.

-,,() that which is rubbed or scraped off,

shavings, scrapings, chips, Lat. ramentum, . (with

or without) gold dust, Hdt.; ., i.e.

dust and ashes, Aesch., , () an instrument used by bathers, a
scraper, like, Eur., Anth., aor. inf. of., mostly in pres., () to feel ox grope about
like a blind man or one in the dark,

(Ep. for -), of the blinded Cyclops, Od. ; -' Plat. 2. c. acc. rei, to feel
about for, search after, Ar., . . II. to feel,

touch, stroke, Xen., . T.,, , a touch, a caress, Xen.', , gen., the gall-insect, which lives in the

fruit of the wild fig and male palm, Hdt., Ar. Hence, to Psenize, alluding to the, a Comedy by
Magnes, Ar.,, , () a rubbing down, currying, Xen., , gen., Ion. for., , a flat-fish such as a plaice, sole, turbot,

Lat. rhombus, Plat., etc.-, ol, () turbot-footed, name of a fabu-

lous people, Luc.-, ov, () —, Hdt., f . Att. : aor. : pf . :

—

to

count or reckon, properly with pebbles(, cf . Lat.

calculare from calculus), Anth. II. more freq.

as Dep., f. Att. : aor. -
: pf .

:—properly, to give one's vote

with a pebble, which was thrown into the voting urn,

absol., is Xen. : generally, to vote,

Hdt.
; Tivifor any one, Dem. 2. c. acc. rei, to vote

for, carry by vote, Thuc. ; . Id.,

etc. 3. c. inf. to vote, give one's vote to do a
thing, Hdt., Aesch., etc. :—c. acc. et inf. to vote that,

. Thuc. 4. . ,
Plat., Aeschin. III. Act. in same sense as

Med., only in Soph. Aj.(), and in late

writers:—but the aor. pass, is used in pass,

sense, to be voted, Thuc, Xen., etc.; so pf. part,·
condemned by vote to die, Eur., ?, , Dim. of, a small pebble, II.,

Luc. 2. a pebble for reckoning, Anth.,, ,() a proposition carried

by vote : esp. a measure passed in the, a
decree, Ar. ; . the decree concerning

them, Thuc. ; so, . Id. ; . to

bring in a decree, Ar., Dem. ; ., of the, to put it to the vote, Aeschin. ; . to carry

it, Id. ; . to rescind it, Lat. abrogare, Thuc&-, , , a decree-monger, Ar.,-, , of the nature of a decree, Arist.-, ,( 1 1,) making votes or

tampering with them, Soph,, Dor., , () a small stone, a pebble,

rubbed and rounded in river-beds or on the sea-shore,
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Lat. calculus, Pind., Hdt. II. a pebble used

for reckoning, a counter, to calcu-

late by arithmetic, to cipher, Hdt. ; hence to reckon

exactly or accurately, Ar. ; Aesch. :
—

in pi. accounts, an exact balance,

Dem. 2. a pebble used for playing at draughts,

Plat. 3. a pebble tised in "voting, which was thrown

into the voting-urn (), Hdt., Att. ;

to give one's vote, Lat. suffragium ferre, Aesch., etc.;

so, Hdt. :

—

, to

determine by vote, Thuc, etc. :—in collective sense, .- a vote is taken, Antipho ; ,
the vote of acquittal, of condemna-

tion, Lys., Dem. :

—

to put the vote

or question, like, Thuc. b. that which is

carried by vote, .- a vote of condemna-
tion, Thuc. ; a vote of banishment,
Xen. c. any resolve or decree, e. g. of a king,

Soph. ; a decree written on stone, Pind. ;* [the oak] gives judgment of

itself, Id. d. , Calculus Minervae, a
proverb, phrase to express acquittal.—The vote by, ballot, must be distinguished from that by-, lot ; the former being used in trials, the latter

in elections. 4. the place of voting (as for

the place of play), Eur., f ., to give one's vote, vote, Luc., , vote by ballot, Arist. : generally, voting,

Plut. From-, ov, () giving one's vote., f., () to rub down, curry a horse, Xen.

:

—to stroke, pat, Lat. mulcere, Eur. II. to rub
down, wear away, Anth., , a rush mat, Ar. ; Dor. pi. acc., Id.

(Deriv. unknown.),, , =, a drop, II.

: pf. pass. :
—-to feed on pap :—Pass, to

be so fed, Anth., Dor.- : f. Att. : () :

—

to whis-

per, say into the ear, Plat., Theocr. :—metaph.,

when the plane whispers to

the elm, Ar. Hence-, , , a whispering, Anth. : of trees

rustling, Theocr. ; and, , a whispering, Luc. 2. whispering,

slandering, . T. ; and, , , a whisperer : a slanderer, . T.|'0" [], ov, whispering : slanderous, Soph. II.

as Subst.,, , =, a whisperer, slan-

derer, Pind. 2. twittering, of birds, Anth. (Perh.

formed from the sound.), , , of orfor a light-armed soldier () :,=, the light troops, Luc.-, , heroicpoetry, as not being accompanied
by music (v. IV. 2), Arist.', , , bare, I. of land, a
bare corn-field, II. ; Hdt. : c.

gen., 7 land bare of trees, Id. :

—

the tillage of land for corn, opp. to 7.-
(for vines and olives), Arist. II. of animals,

stript ofhair orfeathers, bare, smooth, Od.;
avbald on the head, Hdt. 2. generally, bare,

uncovered, . Soph. :—c. gen. bare of,

separatedfrom, [;] Plat. b.

bare, stript of appendages, the bare keel

with the planks torn from it, Od. ; . a lettuce

with the side-leaves pulled off, Hdt. ; .
swords withotit other arms, Xen. III.

(sc. ) soldiers without heavy armour, light

troops, such as archers and slingers, opp. to,
Hdt., Thuc, etc. ; , opp. to ,
Xen. ; . bare-headed, without hel-

met, Id. IV. bare language, i. e.

prose, as opp. to poetry which is clothed in metre, Plat.

;

also, . is a mere speech, a speech unsupported
by evidence, Dem. 2. mere poetry,

without music, i. e. Epic poetry, as opp. to Lyric,

Plat. :—but, instrumental music unac-
co?npanied by the voice, Arist. 3. Oedipus seems
to call Antigone his , as being the one poor

eye left him, Soph. V. Adv., merely, only,

Plut. Hence,, , nakedness, of a plain, Plut. 2.

baldness, Id., f ., () to strip bare of hair, Hdt. :

—

Pass, to become bald, Hes. : generally, to be laid bare,

Xen. II. c. gen. to strip bare of, to strip of a

thing, Hdt. 2. generally, to leave naked, unarmed
or defenceless, Thuc. III. Pass, also of things,

to be stripped off something,

Hdt.
or, ,() white lead, used

to whiten the face, Ar., Xen., f., to paint with white lead, -
Plut. :—Pass., pf. inf. Lys.

[t], , radic. form of, Anth. (Prob. a
foreign word.), Dor. for, dat. of., , gen., , , a crumb, morsel.,, , a parrot, Plut. ; also, , Arist,

(A foreign word.)-, , , (£) Crumb-filcher, name of a
mouse in Batr., , Dim. of, a crumb of bread, . T., , ov,fond of blaming, censorious, Pind., a, ov,fond of blaming, censorious, Pind. From, , ) a blamable fault, a blemish, flaw,
Simon. II. Maine, censure, Pind., Trag., etc. ;

Thuc.,, , () sooty, smoky : as epith. of, smotddering, hirid, Od.-, , smoky (i. e. empty) talk, Ar.', , soot, smoke, Aesch.', f . : pi. : () :

—

to make an
inarticulate noise, to sound, make a noise, Eur. ;

sounds chatter-like, as if it were tested

like a pot, to see if it were cracked, Ar. ;
' -

Xen. II. c. acc,

to knock at the door inside, to shew that some one was

coming out, Menand. :—also of the door (intr.), at, i. e. if they were heard to open,

Lys.-, , gen. , () frightened at every

noise, shy, timid, Plat. :

—

timidity, Plut.



ft).-, es, gen. eos,() meditating noise,

uproarious, epith. of Bacchus, Anth.', , any inarticulate sound, a sound, noise,

Horn., Eur., etc. ; of musical instruments, .,
Eur. 2. a mere sound, empty sound, noise,

Soph., Eur. ; '<4, of Aeschylus, Ar.-, es, (eldos) noisy, Arist., aor. 2 inf. of :—, fut. 2
pass., , , or, ,,() false, Theogn.

[i)], eos, , poet, collat. form of, a lie,

untruth, Aesch., ripos, , () a wine-cooler, a vessel holding
from 2 to 6, Plat.', 7]s, , a flea, Lat. pulex, Ar., Xen.-, , , a flea-archer, Comic word in

Luc. formed like-., aor. 1 inf. of., f. , (^) to lead departed
souls to the nether world, of Hermes, Luc. II.

metaph. to attract the souls of the living, to win over,

persuade, allure, Xen., etc. : in bad sense, to inveigle,

delude, Isocr. Hence, , a winning of souls, persuasion, Plat., , , attractive, persuasive, Plat.-, , leading souls to the nether world,
of Hermes. II. evoking souls to question them,
evoking the dead, Aesch. :—as Subst. a necromancer,
psychagogue, Eur.- [], , , beguiling the soul, Anth.

[], , Dim. of, Plat., , , () cooling, cool, fresh, Xen., , () breath, Lat. anima, esp. as the sign

of life, the life, spirit, Horn., etc. ; 45 re
6 , \ Horn. ; ' eAi7re, of one swooning, II. ;/4 staking

or risking one's life, Od. ; so,4/-
II. ; irepl* for one's life, i. e. to save it,

Od. ; ^,4 Horn. ;4
Hdt. ; the struggle is

for life and death, Soph. ; ^4 to take revenge for the life of Aesop, Hdt.

;

4 to give up the ghost, Eur. 2. metaph.

of things dear as life, yap
Hes. ;

' 4 [] Eur. II.

the departed soul, spirit, ghost, Horn. 2. the soul

or spirit of man, Lat. anima, opp. to, Plat.,

Xen.:— tivos, periphr. for the man himself, Soph.;
also, souls, =, Aesch., Ar. :—hence in

addressing persons, 3> 4 Soph. ; &
. Xen. ; let

every soul be subject, . . 3. the soul, heart,»/ Ar. ; with all the heart,

Xen. 4. appetite, ?, like Lat. in-

dulgere animo, Aesch. III. the soul, mind,
understanding,/ Hdt., , , () alive, living, Pythag. ap. Luc., , Dim. of, Lat. animula, Luc., , , () of the soul or life, spiritual,

opp. to, Arist., Anth. 2. concerned with
the life only, animal, . the natural man,
opp. to, . .

93-, , , killing the soul, Anth.-,, , giver of the soul or life, Anth.-, 4s, () lifeless, Anth.-,, f. , () to fight to the last

gasp, fight desperately , Polyb. Hence, , desperate fighting, Polyb.-, 4s, making the soul wander, Anth.-705, , conductor of souls, of Charon, Eur., f. , to let the soul break loose, i. e.

to lie at the last gasp, Lat. animam agere, Eur.-, 4s, gen. 4, (^) letting the soul

break loose, hence lying at the last gasp, Eur., eos-, ,) cold, iv in winter-time,

Soph.; iv in the cold, Plat.;

—

pi. , Att. , Lat. frigora, frosts, cold

weather, Hdt., Xen. 2. coolness, cool,

Od. ; metaph., . iv 4 Aesch.-, ov, saving the soul, Anth.-, 4s,) melting the soul, Anth., f., () to give life to, Anth.-, ov, (4) receiving what is cold,

. the cold-bath room, Luc., f., to use frigid phrases, Luc. ; and, , frigid phraseology , Luc. From-, ov, () using frigid phrases., Pass, to grow cold, be cool, Anth., , , () cold, chill, II. ; . (as we
say ( cold steel') lb.; of water, . ' Od., Thuc. ;

and alone, Hdt. ; of dead
things, 4 Soph.; also , cold,

Id. :—Comp. -, Hdt., Plat. II. metaph.,

Lat.frigidus, 1. of things and events, cold, unreal,

. Hdt. ; Id. ; .-
Soph. ; , Eur. 2. of

persons, cold-hearted, heartless, spiritless, Plat.,

Xen. 3. of language, cold, frigid, Plat., Dem., , , coldness, cold, Plat. II.

metaph. of persons, coldness ofheart, Dem. : sluggish-

ness, Plut.' [], f. £ : aor. 1 :— Pass., f. 1 -, f . 2 : aor. 1 i^/ : aor. 2

[] : pf. :

—

to breathe, blow,)^ II. II. commonly, to make cold, cool, re-

frigerate, Hdt., Plat. :—Pass, to grow cold or cool,

Hdt., Ar., etc. III. to dry, make dry :—Pass.,

Xen., , one circumcised, lewd, Ar., f. Att. , to feed with sops or tid-bits, Ar. :

—

Pass., with what tid-bits he is fed,
Id. II. to employ in feeding others, -

. ., , Dim. of ,*, . .,, , ='$, Arist., Plut., , , () a morsel, bit,

gobbets of man's flesh, Virgil's sanies ac frusta, Od.

;

also in Xen., Ion., , () the itch, scurvy, scab,

mange, Lat. scabies, impetigo, Hdt., Plat. Hence&, , ov, scabby, mangy, Xen., or, to have the itch, scab, or mange,
Plat., () to rub out, . . .
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.
, , &, twenty-fourth letter of the Gr. alphabet

:

—as a numeral '=8, but ,co = 800,000. The name
of , great or long 0, was given at a later period

to distinguish it from % little or short 0 : but
the form was not adopted at Athens till the Archon-
ship of Euclides (b.c. 403) ; v. sub , H.

Changes of , esp. in the dialects : 1. Ion.

sometimes for a, as for. 2. Ion. also for , as for:—this is also Dor., for. 3.

Aeol. and Dor. for , as

for ; so,

and in gen. sing, and acc. pi. of 2nd decl. pass
into and cos. 4. Dor., becomes a, as

become

;

so gen. pi. of 1st decl.- becomes -av. 5. Aeol.

sometimes also , as for.
and , Exclamation, expressing surprise, but also joy
and pain, like our ! oh ! with nom., to

Soph., etc. ; with gen., Theocr. 2. with
vocat. it is a mere address, , 3> , etc. ; with
imperat., Aesch.—In the first sense it is usually

written , in the second .
, Dor. for , gen. of ', qui.,, Dor. for ',,., , Dor. for, , the ear., , in Laconia, a subdivision of the Spartan
(clans), Plut. Hence, f. , to divide the people into, Plut.

,', crasis for ., crasis for 01, Anth., , () a crying oh ! Aesch., , Ogygia, a mythical island in the Medi-
terranean, the abode of Calypso, Od.

[C], a, ov, and , ov, Ogygian, of or from
Ogyges, an Attic king of mythical times ; hence gener-
ally primeval, primal, Hes., Pind. ; .,. Aesch., Dor. gen. of.

w8e, demonstr. Adv. of : I. of Manner, in this

wise, so, thus, and (more strongly) so very, so exceed-
ingly, Horn., etc. :

—

is answered by els, so . . , as
. . , Id. ; followed by a relat., ,

. . ; Aesch. ; somehow so, Xen., etc. 2.

of Condition,' come forth just as thou art,

at once, Horn. 3. of something following, thus, as

follows, Id. ;

5

Soph. 4. c. gen.,- thus off for family, Eur. II. of Place,

hither, here, Soph., Theocr., impf. of.', , the Odeum, a public building, erected by
Pericles for musical performances, also used as a law-
court, Ar., Plut. From, , contr. for (as for), a song, lay,

ode, h. Horn., Soph., Eur. ; pi. lyric poetry, Plat. II.
song, singing, Plut.

[r], Att. stronger form of, Ar., Plat.

'*·, , , fond of singing, vocal, musical, Luc.
Adv. -, Ar., , later form of, . .

[t], mostly in pres., to have the pains or throes

of childbirth, to be in travail or labour, II., Plat.,

etc. 2. c. acc. to be in travail of a child, to bring
forth, Eur. II. metaph. of any great pain, to be

in travail or anguish, Od., Eur. : to work hard, to

travail, of bees, Anth. :—of the mind,
' so that I am in an agony as to what you mean,
Soph. 2. c. acc. to be in travail with a thing, c.

acc, Id., Anth. From, 7, : Ep. dat. pi. :—mostly in pi. the

pangs or throes of labour, travail-pains, II. ; iv

at a single birth, Pind. ; avay
Eur. ; in sing, travail-pain, anguish, Pind., Soph. 2.

in sing., also, the fruit of travail or labour, a birth,

child, Aesch., Eur. ;
', of young

birds, Eur. II. metaph. any travail, anguish,
Aesch. ; also in pi., of love, pangs, Soph., Plat.-, ,() making songs or odes, Theocr., , contr. for, a singer, Eur., Plat., poet, for, 3 sing, plqpf. of., , poet, for, an egg, Simon., aor. 1 of.,, crasis for , ., () to cry oh ! Aesch., a cry or call, ho there ! Lat. heus, Aesch., etc., aor. 1 of.''

: Att. impf., but 3 sing, also, Ion.

: f. and : aor. 1 ; Ion. and Ep., Ep. 3 sing, : pf . :—Med., aor. 1-, Ion. and Ep.:—Pass., f. : aor. 1

: pf., Ion. part, :

—

to thrust,

push, shove, force onwards or away,
he kept pushing it upwards, Od. ;

'' II. ; he forced the spear

from the thigh, lb. ; '' lb. ;

to rush into the fire, Hdt. ; so,..
to throw him headlong down, Plat. ;

Eur. ; toforce the door, Ar. 2.

to push ox force back in battle, II. 3. to thrust out,

banish, Trag.; Plat.; . ,
Soph. 4. metaph.,. , to push matters

on, hurry them, Hdt. 5. absol., pushed

off from land, Od. ; Eur. II. Med.,
mostly in aor. 1, to thrust or push from oneself, push
or force back, repulse, esp. in battle, &-

II. ; ", lb. ;

Hdt. ;
Thuc. III.

Pass, to be thrust on, to fall violently, \
Hdt.; 7rp6s Eur. 2. to force one's way, Xen.,

Plat. : to crowd on, throng, like, Xen. Hence,, Pass., like, to push against one
another, justle, struggle, Luc. :—metaph. to wrangle,

Hdt. Hence, , a thrusting, pushing,., of shield

against shield, Thuc. II. (from Pass.) a justling,

struggling, of combatants in a melee, Hdt., Xen. :—
metaph., a hot dispute, Hdt.

[], 3 sing. impf. of.
|, aor. 1 of.



—, aor. of., Dor. crasis for e/c., poet. Adv. of, quickly, swiftly, fast, Horn.
;

strengthd.,', £>' Id. 2. of Time,
immediately thereafter, Id.', Ep. for, fem. of.

[], , daughter of Ocean, Hes.,, fem. Adj. of orfrom ocean, Pind.,, = ioreg., Anth. 2. . (sub. yrj)

the shore of ocean, Strab.,, Adv. to Ocean, h. Horn. From, , , Oceanus, son of Uranus and Gaia,

Hes. : wedded to Tethys, sire of Thetis, II.—Homer's
Oceanus is a great River {ooneavbs), which
compasses the earth's disc, returning- into itself (-
poos). II. in later times, Ocean remained as the

name of the great Outward Sea, opp. to the Inward
or Mediterranean(,), Hdt., Pind., etc.

[], Ep. for, gen. pi. fem. of.', Adv. of, Pind., ecraa, ev, poet, form of, Anth., Sup. Adv. of, most swiftly, Od.,, irreg. Sup. and Comp. of., impf. of., aor. of.-,, ov, () sea-swift, speeding o'er the sea, of

a ship, Horn., Soph.-, ov,() quick-shooting, quick-striking,

of the bow, Soph. ; of arrows, Anth.-, opos, , () sharp-biting, Anth.-, ov, quickly taught, Anth.-, Dor. -d-ros, ov, quick-whirling, Pind.-, , , =sq., Anth.-, ov, swift-running, Eur.-, 4s, gen. , () quick-speaking, Anth.-, a, ov, () swift-running, Eur.-, ov,() quick to fight, Anth.-, ov, quickly-dying, dying early, of Achilles,

II. ; lb. II. act. bringing a
quick or early death, Horn.-, ov, ,() swift-flying, swift-running,
II., Hes. ; metaph., . Soph.
-iroivos, ov, () quickly-avenged, Aesch.-» ov, quick-sending, conveying rapidly, Eur.-, ov, quick-going, of ships, II. : of streams,
swift-flowing, Aesch

.

-iros, ov, rare poet, collat. form of sq., Anth.-, , ,, : acc. masc. : Ep. dat.

pi.—, etc. :

—

swift-footed, of horses, Horn. ; -
aydcv Soph. ; Eur., etc.-, ov, () swift-winged, II. II., , the long quill-feathers in a wing, Ar.-, Dor. -poas, d, = sq., Eur., Anth.

-poos, ov, poet. Adj. swift-flowing, II.

[],,, gen. , etas, : Ep. fem. :

pi., fem., Ep. gen.: (akin to) :
—

quick, swift, fleet, Od. ; , of Achilles, II.

;

, of Iris, lb., etc. 2. =, sharp,

Anth. II. Adv. -, Pind. ; but in form ,
formed like, often in Horn. III. degrees
of Comparison, regul., Od. : irreg.

Sup., II., Aesch.

''. 905-, ov, quick-aiming, Anth.,, , quickness, swiftness, fleetness, speed,

Pind., Eur.-, ov, causing quick and easy birth : metaph.

of a river, with qtiickening, fertilising power,

Soph. II. proparox.-, quickly born :

—

as Subst.,,, quick birth, easy delivery, Hdt.,, , Dor. for., crasis for .'-,, the point of the elbow, Arist.', , Lat. ULNA, the elbow, or rather the arm
from the elbow downwards, h. Horn., Trag., etc. ; \

Eur. ; . the hands, Id.

;

) with the hand, Id.", , Olenos, a city of Achaia, II. ; prob. named
from its lying in the bend() of a hill., aor. of.-, ov, clod-crushing, Anth.-, ov, losing its fruit, ., because

these trees shed their fruits before ripening, Od.-, ov, destroying the house, Aesch., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., pf. pass, of.,, aor. and 2 of.,, Ion. crasis for d, oi., aor. 2 med. of.
|, , syncop. for,, a furrow, only in acc., 3>, Horn., Mosch.-, is, () heavy to the shoulders, Anth., Dor. for, pi. subj. of.-, , , (,) eating raw flesh, II.,

Aesch., Soph., etc. ; with a fem.,"
Hes. :—as a mark of savageness, brutality, .

II., Dim. of, Anth., pf. pass, of., pf. pass, of.-, Ion.-, or, a, ov, of raw,
untanned ox-hide, Hdt., Xen. :

—

(sc.)
a raw ox-hide, Hdt.-,, , ,() eating raw flesh, Eur.-', ovtos, , , afresh, active old man, II.-, es, () fiercely gnawing, Aesch.-, ov, () plucked unripe, .,
properly, the right ofplucking the fresh fruit, Aesch.-', f., () in sacrificing, to place the

raw slices duly on the altar (v.), Horn. :—so in

Med., Od.
or, = &, Lat. hei mihi, woe's me, Soph,, aor. of.-,, 4s, gen. 4os, () of rude untamed

might, or () strong-shouldered, Soph.- [], , (3>) the shoulder-blade, Theocr. ;

mostly in pi., Lat. scapulae, Xen., etc., , Lat. HUMERUS, the shoulder with the

upper arm (, ulna, being the lower), eV
Od. ; ^ 11. ; 4 . & Od. ;

' by the strength of mine arms,' Hdt.

;

4€ . to dislocate it, Ar. 2. also of

animals, as of a horse, Lat. armus, II., Xen.', , , raw, undressed, Lat. crudus, of flesh,

Horn. ; ^ to eat one raw, proverb.
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of savage cruelty, Xen. ; so,

II. 2. of fruit, unripe, Ar., Xen. II. metaph.
savage, fierce, cruel, Trag., Thuc., etc. :—neut. pi., as Adv., savagely, II. ; Adv., Thuc, etc.

;

Sup., Isocr. 2. rude,

rough. Soph. ;
a more coarse,

more unmitigated sycophant, Dem. :—Adv. rudely,

coarsely, Id. 3. (from i. 2) yrjpas an unripe,

untimely, premature old age, Od., Hes., aor. 1 of.-, ov, of the Sphinx, eating men raw3 Aesch.

;

, also of the Sphinx, Eur.- [], ov,() torn in pieces raw,
Ar.,, , () rawness : metaph. savageness,

fierceness, cruelty, Eur., Xen., etc.-, ov, bringing forth untimely offspring

:

—
metaph. of a vine, Anth.- [], ov, (,) eating raw flesh,

carnivorous, II., Thuc.-, ovos, 6, , () savage-minded, savage,
Trag. Adv., Aesch., Ion. and Dor. for ovv.,, crasis for ava, .

[], aor. 1 med. of., 3 sing. aor. 1 of., Dor. crasis for ., f. :—in Att. with syllabic augment, impf

.

(but, in Hdt.) :—aor. 1 is very
dub. (for the Att. aor. is) : pf. (&vos) :

Dep. :

—

to buy, purchase, opp. to,, as

Lat. emere to vendere ; but in pres. and impf. to offer

to buy, deal for, bargain or bid for a thing, Hes.

;

wished to buy some of their

wares, began to bargain for them, Hdt. ;

gave it them when they offered to

buy, Id. ; . - tivos from another, Id. ; . ik

to buy goods from Corinth, Xen. :—c. gen.

pretii, to buy for so much, Hdt., Att. :—absol. in

partic, by purchase, Xen. ; the

purchaser, Id. ; the owner by purchase (of

a slave , Ar. 2. to farm public taxes or tolls, or

rather to bid for them, . Dem., etc. 3.

to buy off, avert by giving hush-money , Id. ; .
to buy a person, of one who bribes, Id. II. some-
times used as Pass, to be bought, as

Plat.; pf. part, Id., Dem.; 3
sing, plqpf . Ar. ; in aor. 1 Xen.» V> (8>vos) a buying, purchasing, Lat. emptio,

buying and selling, Hdt., Plat. 2. a
purchase, a bargain, Eur. II. a contract for the

farming of taxes, Andoc, Plut. III. the purchase-
money, price, Lys., Plut., Ep. aor. 2 med. of :—, aor. 1., Ion. and Dor. crasis for ., aor. 1 of., a, ov, verb. Adj. of, to be bought,
Plat. 2., one must buy, Luc., , , a buyer, purchaser, Xen., Aeschin., , , and 6s, , verb. Adj. bought, of slaves,

Od., Soph., etc. ; a mercenary force,

opp. to, Thuc. II. to be bought, that may

-".
be bought, Lat. venalis, -irls Eur. ; c. gen. pretii,

not to be bought for money,
Isocr. ; but, with money, Thuc., Att. crasis for 3> :—,-, Ion. crasis for , ., a, ov, and os, ov, (2>vos) to be bought, for sale,

Lat. venalis, ; how's corn selling ?
Ar. ; to come to market, Theogn. ;

to be on sale, Plat. :— goods for sale,,

market-wares, Xen., etc.:—c. gen. pretii,

Aeschin. 2. venal, of a magistrate, Arist., crasis for ., , AeoL for., Adv. part. pf. pass, of, by giving
names, Arist., 3 pi. impf. of., , Lat. venum, purchase-money , a price, sum
paid for a thing, Horn. ; c. gen. rei, 3>vov

for Lycaon, II. II. purchase, Od., aor. 1 med. of., impf. of., pf. pass, of.
|, Dor. crasis for .
|€, 3 sing. aor. 1 of-.
J

£0'N, , Lat. OVUM, an egg, Att. 2. of the eggs

or spawn of fish, Hdt., also , a cry of the to make the

rowers stop pulling, avast ! Ar., aor. 1 of., Dor. for, where, Theocr., impf. of., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 med. of., crasis for ., crasis for., crasis for ., 3 sing. pf. pass, of., aor. 1 of., , Ep. dat. pi., contr. for oap.
v
i2PA, Ion. , , (akin to olpos b) care, concern,

heed, regard for a person or thing, c. gen., Hes.,

Soph. ;
" Hdt.", Ion. , : Ep. gen. pi., Ion. :

poet. dat. pi.'

:

—Lat. hora : any time ox period,

whether of the year, month, or day(
Xen.) : hence I. a part

of the year, a season; in pi. the seasons, Od., Hes.,

etc.; ' Soph.; -
Thuc. :—at first three seasons were distinguished,—spring, , Horn. ;

—

summer,
Hes. ;

Xen. ;

—

winter,

Hes.; Od.;—a fourth,, first

in Alcman. 2. absol. the prime of theyear, spring-

time, -^ Horn. :—in historians,

the part of the year available for war, the summer-
season, or (as we say) the season, Thuc, etc. 3.

the year generally, Hdt. ; . last year,

Dem., etc. 4. in pi. the quarters of the heavens,

the summer being taken as south, winter as north,

Hdt. II. a part of the day, at

the times of day, i. e. morning, noon, evening, night,

Xen. ; also, in night time, h. Horn. ;' late in the day, Dem. 2. day and night



were prob. first divided into twenty'four hours by Hip-
parchus (about 150 B. C.) : but the division of the

natural day (from sunrise to sunset) into twelve parts
is mentioned by Hdt. (2. 109). III. the time or

season for a thing,' .] Xen., etc. 2. c. gen.

rei, , the timefor sleep, bed-time, Od. ;

lb. ; Ar. 3. \_~\, c.

inf., 'tis time to do a thing, Od.

;

Xen., etc. 4. in adverb,

usages, at the right time, Hdt., Xen. ; but,

. at that hour, Hes. :

—

iv in due time, in
good time, Od., Ar. :—also, \ is in successive

seasons, Od.;

—

* Theocr. ;

—

Xen. IV. metaph. the prime of life, youth, early

manhood, Aesch. ; iv Plat.,

etc. ; rrjs ! ! ah ! whatyouth !

what beauty ! Ar., etc. V. = , the fruits

of the year, Xen.
B. in mythol. sense, at , the Hours, keepers

of heaven's gate, II. ; and ministers of the gods, lb. ;

three in number, daughters of Zeus and Themis,
Hes. ; often therefore joined with the, h.

Horn., Hes., a, ov, produced at the right season (>),
seasonable, timely : esp. of fruits, like Lat. hornus
(from hord), or . store of fruits gathered
in due season, Hes. ; . the fruits of the

season, Hdt. ; so, , Thuc, Xen. :—also of

animals, . yearling lambs, Anth. 2., like ' . 2, the summer season, esp. the

months during which the troops kept the field, Dem.

;

—but also, / it does not rain in

the season (sc. of rain), Hdt. II. happening or

done in season, in due season, seasonable, &,
tpyov Hes. ,· the weather is fair, Plut. 2.

metaph. seasonable, due, proper, Plat. III.

of persons, seasonable or ripe for a thing, c. gen.," or' Hdt. ; is].< Eur. :

-—of old persons, ripe for death, ye

Id.; Id. 2. in the bloom of
youth, blooming, Hes., Xen. :—generally, beautiful,

N.T. Hence,, , ripeness of fruits, Arist. II.

the bloom ofyouth, Xen., f. [a], to faint, swoon away^kx. (Deriv.

uncertain.), Aeol. for., -iv, Adv. {) in season, in good time, Ar.-, ov, poet, for-, of Bacchus, Anth., aor. 1 med. of '.--, ov, poet, for-, making a din
on the mountains, Anth.-, , ,(=) one who gives ripe

fruits in their season, Anth., Ep. dat. pi. of ., 3 sing. aor. 2 med. of., () to attend to, mind, c. ace, Hes.,, , Ion. for,.-, ov, () leading on the seasons, or

bringing on the fruits in season, h. Horn,, Ion. impf. of., , 6v, () in one's prime, youthful , bloom-
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ing, Ar. : Adv., you ask so maidenly,
so prettily, Id., ov, poet, for, ripe, Anth., aor. 1 pass, of., a, ov, and os, ov, poet, for, produced in
season, thefruits of the season, Od., Theocr. II.

generally , in dueseason, seasonable, Hes., Anth. III., , the season, Bion.', pf. pass. part, of.-, Ion. crasis for 6.,, 6, Orion, one of the giants, a mighty hunter,
loved by Aurora, slain by Artemis, Od. II. a bright
constellation named after him, which rose just after the

summer solstice, and was usually followed by storms,
Horn. [ in Horn., Att.]

[], Dor. for, aor. pass, of., 3 sing. impf. pass, of.', -', Ion. for,-, 3 pi. pf. and
plqpf. pass, of.,, 3 sing. impf. act. and med. of.', f., to take note of a thing in casting a
nativity, Anth. II. to be in the ascendant at

the natal hour, of one's ruling planet, Id. From-, , ,() one who takes note of times.-, $, , the hour-prophet, of the cock, Babr.', f. ], to rule the hour of birth, of planets,

Anth. From, 3 sing, redupl. aor. 2 of., eos, , Dor. for opos, a mountain, Theocr., , a year

:

—in pi. annals, Luc., aor. 1 of :—, 3 sing. aor. 2 med., ], =05, Plut.-,, , = sq., Anth., , a howling, roaring, Theocr., aor. 1 of.
[] : aor. 1 : Dep. :—Ion. and poet.

Verb, to howl, properly of wolves and dogs, Theocr.,

etc. :—of men,' Pind. ; of savages, either in

mourning or joy, Hdt. II. trans, to howl over,

$, Theocr. ; so,. Luc. ; Bion. (Formed from the

sound.), Ion. crasis for ., 3 dual impf. of., Dor. 3 pi. impf. of., 3 sing, plqpf. of.', Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass, of., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of.
: A. Adverb of Manner, either (with

accent) Demonstr. so, thus, Lat. sic;—or (without

accent) Relat. as, Lat. ut. . , as Conjunc-
tion. C, D. various usages.

A. of Manner: I. , Demonstr. =, so,

thus, Lat. sic, Horn., Hdt. ; rare in Att. :

—

,
even so, nevertheless, ohV , ' , not even so,

in no wise, Horn., Soph. 2. in Comparisons,

. . , .
.

, so . . as . . , Lat. sic . . ut . . , II., Plat. 3.

thus, for instance, Od. II. , Relat., as, Lat.

ut, first in Horn. ; , Lat. sic ut ; but the

antec. is often omitted : similes are commonly intro-

duced by ', ' , where often seems

superfluous,
1

, * [] II. :—this
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cos takes the accent at the end of a clause or when
it follows the word dependent on it ; debs S

5

cos

. ; ol , cos Od. 2. according
as, where the relat. Pron. offos might stand, as

cos (i. e. () ol lb. ;

cos iyca Soph. 3. parenthetically, to

qualify a general statement, wj , cos ,
etc., as it seems ; often with ye or yodv added, cos yodv

as at any rate :—these phrases become elliptical, oos

or cos y (sc.) ; cos (sc.-) to judge by eyesight, Soph. ;—also, oos-
vlos (sc. ) considering he was a Lacedaemonian,
Thuc. ; oos yvv- as a woman, like a very woman, Soph. :

—so oos is attached to the Object of the Verb,-
avrbv oos (sc.) having sent him

with them as a guard, Hdt. ; oos ^/ as

if for collecting fuel, Thuc. III. to limit or

augment the force of Adverbs : oos as of a truth,

i. e. in very truth, Plat. ; also after Adverbs expressing

anything extraordinary, or oos,

oos, v. sub voce. :—also with the Sup., like

and , cos, = Lat. quam viaxime, oos, = quam facillime ; oos, = quam celer-

rime, Hdt., etc. :—in the phrases oos , oos \
P]at. ; oos \ Id. 2. so also with

Adjs., ' cos Id. ; oos is -
Thuc.

. as Conjunction: I. with Substan-
tive Clauses, for ', Lat. quod, that, expressing a
fact, , cos Soph., etc. II.

cos with Final Clauses, that, in order that, Lat. ut

;

oos, and oos av, Ep. oos, being used, like other Final

Conjunctions, with the subj. after the principal tenses

of the indie, and with the opt. after the past tenses :

cf. ' ,' . 2. with past tenses of the indie,

to express an event that is past, and therefore impossi-

ble, , cos . . ; so that I
never should . . , Soph. 3. cos c. inf., to limit an
assertion, oos so to say, Lat. ut ita dicam, Hdt.

;

oos , etc. ; oos to make a guess,

i. e. probably, Id. III. just like c. inf., so

that, Lat. adeo tit, ita ut, cos

in breadth such that two triremes could sail abreast,

Id. 2. oos after a Comp., cos

Pind. ;, ) cos Plat. IV.
Causal, like or, as, inasmuch, as, since, Lat.

quia, quandoquidem, ; oos

Soph. V. Temporal, for,, when, Lat. ut,, oos laughter arose among them, when
they saw, II. ; with optat., to express a repeated action,

whenever, oos' Hdt. 2. cos seems to be used
for ecos or, so long as, while, cos av avTos

Soph. :—in later Gr. = ecos, while, . . VI.
— 07ra!S, how, like Lat. ut for quomodo,, cos

II. ;—so, ' oos nowise can it be

that, Soph. ; ' oos, by a mixture of con-

structions for cos , Id. ; v. *' . 5. 2.

oos however thou may'st act, Id. VII.
Local, for ', where, Theocr.
C some special usages : I. with Participles, to

give the reason or motive of the action expressed by the
Verb, if, as,, cos Hdt. 2

.

CO? 7T€p.

with Participles in the case of the Object,
oos they speak of us as dead, Aesch. 3.

with Participles put absolutely, ' ,
oos (i. e. ) Xen.,
etc. II. so also before Prepositions,

oos (i. e. oos) Thuc.

;

7rAeis 60s Soph. ; oos

Hdt. III. the Preps, ,, came to be omitted,

and cos itself appears to be used as a Prep. c. ace, but
only c. acc. pers., '
god brings like to like, Od. ; cos ^Ayiv
Thuc.

D. ws before independent sentences : I. cos

as an emphatic exclamation, how, as Lat. ut for quam,
ojs hxvoov how silly a heart hadst thou !

II. ; cos Od. ; cos how
charming he is ! Plat. 2. when it is joined to a
Verb, its force extends to the whole sentence, %>s

how greatly do I fear for thee,

Soph. 3. it also denotes a quick succession of

events, cos, " ^ how
he saw, how did Love encompass his heart, i. e. he
saw and straightway Love . . , II. ; cos, cos-, iis Theocr. ; (so Virg. ut
vidi, ut perii, ut me malus abstulit error). II.

« to express a wish, like, Lat. utinam, oh that

!

with the opt. cos \ Od. ; ))
oh that he might not die! Ib. 2. &s joined with

other words of wishing, wy$' II. ;

Od.
. with Numerals marks that they are to be

taken only as a round number, as it were, about,

nearly, Xen. ; 7
some seven years old, Plat.

F. in some Elliptical Phrases : 1. &s (sc.) ; to what end ? Eur. 2. wj

each separately, Lat. pro se quisque, Hdt., Thuc.
G-. Etymology : cos is an Adv. form of the relat.

8s, as tws of , of ouros., , Dor. for ods, ear., Ep. and Ion. for, aor. 1 act. of :

—

, pi. opt.-, or , Ep. &s or &s , being cos with

a conditional force added. 2. as if, as it were,

Dem., N.T., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1 act. of.-, Adv. (oos,) in like manner, just so,

cts
5, for . . , Horn., etc. ; cWciutcos

. . in like manner as . . , Hdt. ; so c. dat., cts *
Id. ; . Plat., Dor. for, 3 sing. impf. of.- or el, Ep. ei , Adv. just as if, as though,' cos tv II. II.

like cos , with Numerals, about, Hdt., Xen., fut. pass, of coflew., dat. pi. of ous.

and , Ep. for cos ., or, Adv. of Manner, like as, even as,

just as, Od., etc. ;—Horn,

often puts a word between cos and , e. g. cos, cos , cos ;

just as they were, then and there, Hdt. ;
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Xen. ;—strengthd.,& ye exactly as, Ar. ;, Thuc. II. to limit or modify an
assertion, like, as it were, Lat. tanquam,' iyyeXcotfa Soph. III. of Time, as soon as, Ar.

el or, Adv., just as if, even as, Lat.

quasi, tanquam, el Aesch.,

is Soph. II. el or-
(which properly is elliptical for& ,

el . .), Plat.

or, Adv. even as, just as,

ana/Aero Aesch. II. as indeed, as no doubt,

el ' ( ) Plat.-, A. as Adv., bearing the same relation to,
as ocrre to '0s, and used by Horn, more frequently than

ods in similes ; rare in Att. Poets, '& Aesch., etc. II. as, as

being, like are, Lat. utpote, ',' very

easily, as being a goddess, II. ; ware \
since it was for life, Od. ; Hdt.
. as Conjunction, to express the result or effect

of the action in the principal clause : I. with

Inf. so as to do a thing, el tie ,' if thy heart is bent upon returning,

II. ; , & not of such age
as to obey, Od.; freq. in Att. 2. after Compara-
tives with , when the possibility of the consequence

is denied, . fj ' greater woes
than that one is wont to weep for, i. e. too great

for tears, Hdt. ; f)

Xen. :—the Posit, is sometimes put for the Comp.,• (for * . .) too

cold to bathe in, Id. 3. on the condition that

. . , like * , ,
' ) Thuc. II.

with the Indie, to express the result with emphasis,

ou% , not so insane,

as to wish, Hdt. ;,
Soph., etc. 2. at the beginning of a sentence, to

mark a strong conclusion, and so, therefore, con-

sequently, Id.; with

the Imper., Soph. ;

Xen. III. with part., for inf., by attraction to

a participle in the principal clause, ·,' differing so much as to im-

pose commands, Isocr., f. Att. : Med. :—Frequentat. of, to push and be pushed about, mostly c. dat.

pers., you will justle with Cleonymus,

Ar. ; , Id. ;

absol., eh justles for

the first seat, Id., Dor. crasis for '., aor. 2 of., fut. of.', f. , to hearken to, listen, watch
covertly, Hdt., Xen., etc. From-, , ,{) a listener, spy, Arist.

or, or , .,.
[], , Dim. of, a little ear, Anth.

«, Dor. for (a), Pind.€, , a wound just inflicted,

II. ;
' . Ib. II.

—. 9°9
the mark of a wound, a scar, Xen., Plut. (Deriv.

uncertain.), , Dim. of, but often = ows, Anth., . T., , , () a kind of bustard with long ear-

feathers, prob. the great bustard, Xen., aor. of.,, , (,) poet. Adj. with ears or

handles, II., Hes., Ion. and Dor. for ., aor. 1 of.
and, Ion., : () :

—

help, aid, succour, assistance, esp. in war, Thuc.

;

. Id. ; ^ Id. ;

not for such
assistance as is consistent with the laws(
being = ) Id. II. utility, use, profit,

advantage, benefit, Hdt., Soph. ; c. gen. objecti, eV*, for service to them, for their bene-

fit, Plat. 2. a source of gain or profit, a benefit,

service, Id., etc. 3. spoil, booty, game, Xen., Plut., , 2 and 3 sing. aor. 2 of II., f . : aor. 1 : pf . - : plqpf

.

:—Pass., f., and fut. med. in

pass, sense, : aor. 1 : pf . ~
: 3 sing, plqpf. : () :

—to help,

aid, assist, succour, to be of use or service to any
one : 1. absol. to be of use or service, .

Aesch. ; Thuc. 2. mostly

c. acc. pers., like Lat. juvare, to be of service to, to

benefit, Hdt., Aesch., etc. ; . to be of use

to one towards a thing, Thuc. 3. more rarely c. dat.

pers., like Lat. prodesse, Trag., Antipho. 4. once c.

gen., '' no one ap-
peared to help towards this desire, Soph. 5. c. acc.

cogn., . to render him a service,

Plat. ; so with a neut. Adj., . to do one no

service, Hdt. (v. supr. 1) ;,,,. Eur., etc. II. Pass, to be helped,

i. e. to receive help, aid, or succour, to derive profit

or advantage, from a person or thing,.

Hdt. ; Aesch. ; Thuc. ; or

Plat.; c. part., to be profited by

the sight of a thing, Thuc; c. adj. neut., ~
Soph,',, , a useful or serviceable thing, a

service, benefit, Aesch., Eur. II. generally, use,,

advantage, profit, Soph., Xen. ; and, ov, useful, serviceable, Soph., Ar. ; and'-, , , a helping, aiding ; and so (gener-

ally) like, use, service, advantage, Soph. ; and', , ov, verb. Adj. necessary or proper to

be assisted, Xen. II., one must assist,

Id., Ion. -, v. sub.', ov and , ov, helping, useful, serviceable,

profitable, advantageous, beneficial, of persons and

things, Thuc, Plat., etc.; to one, Eur., etc;

es for a purpose, Thuc. ;
Plat. ;-

—

. as.

Subst., Id. :—Adv. -, Xen.; Sup.-, Id., Ep. for, aor. 2 of., crasis for &., aor. 1 pass, of.



^/., £. of., aor. 2 of., pf. of- :—, Ion. for *4,
3 pi. plqpf- pass,, 3 sing. impf. of'., f., to turn pale or wan, to be

wan of countenance, Od. ; and, =, to be pallid, Ar., Arist.'', , 6v, pale, wan, sallow, of complexion, Eur.,

Ar. ; of a frog, Batr. :

—

rb .the colour yellow,

Piat. Hence

, , , paleness, wanness, esp. the pale hue
\

of fear, d>xpos Se et\e II. ; and, 7}tos, tj, paleness, Plat,

j

, Ion. pf. of.
j

", , (, fut. of) the eye, face, counte-
nance, Horn., Hes.j els to look one
in the face, II. ; and absol., els Od.

;

but, 0efjs ety eoinev in face she is like the god-
desses, II., 2 sing. pf. pass, of.

THE END.










